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March 17, 2017
Hon. London Breed
San Francisco Board of Supervisors
City Hall Room 244
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102
Re:

2675 Folsom Street
File No. 161146 (CEQA Appeal)
Hearing Date: March 21, 2017

Dear President Breed and Supervisors,
Our office represents Axis Development Group (Axis), the project sponsor for the proposed
development at 2675 Folsom Street (Project Site). On March 21, 2017, the Board of Supervisors will
consider an appeal (CEQA Appeal) filed by the Calle 24 Latino Cultural Community Council
(Appellant) challenging the Community Plan Exemption (CPE) issued under the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) for Axis’ proposed development at 2675 Folsom (CEQA
Appeal).
CEQA sets forth a very clear evidentiary standard that must be met in challenging the decision
of whether to issue a CPE. CEQA also sets forth a clear standard for when a CPE is not appropriate.
The Appellant has not met either standard. On the other hand, the Planning Department, in their
November 28, 2016 Response to the CEQA Appeal and in the March 13, 2017 Supplement to that
response (collectively referred to as ‘Planning Response’), has clearly established that a CPE is legally
appropriate and included substantial evidence in the record to support that decision.
For all these reasons, and as discussed in more detail below, we respectfully request that you
approve the CPE prepared under CEQA. This request is based on the entirety of the evidence in the
administrative record, including the supplemental information provided with this letter. It is not
intended to discount or question the concerns that the Appellant has regarding socioeconomic changes and gentrification in the Latino Cultural District and the Mission, but
rather to clarify that those concerns, as shown in the technical studies prepared, are policy,
not CEQA issues.
I.

CPE DETERMINATION

On June 27, 2016, Planning Department staff, based on substantial evidence in the record,
issued a CPE for the Project1. A detailed discussion of the Project is outside the scope of this letter
as the issue before the Board of Supervisors is not whether to uphold the Project approvals, but
The project is a 117-unit multi-family development with 23 on-site affordable units and 5,200 square feet of production
distribution and repair (PDR) space on three lots between Folsom Street and Treat Avenue near the corner of 23rd Street
(Assessor’s Block 3963, Lots 006, 007 and 024) (Project).
1
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whether the CEQA analysis prepared for the Project was legally adequate.2 The CPE was issued after
review and analysis of technical studies prepared in house, and by outside experts under Planning
Department staff’s direction (i.e., historic and transportation), to determine whether the Project would
have a peculiar or new significant or potentially significant environmental impact that was not
previously identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
(EN PEIR). After reviewing and analyzing the substantial evidence, the Planning Department
determined that the Project, which is consistent with the development density established for the
Project Site under the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning, qualified for a CPE.
Public Resources Code (CEQA) section 21083.3 and 14 Cal. Code Regs. Chapter 3 (CEQA
Guidelines) include very specific requirements for when a CPE is required. As stated in the Planning
Department’s November 28, 2016, Response to the CEQA Appeal:
“CEQA Section 21083.3 and CEQA Guidelines Section 15183 mandate that projects that
are consistent with the development density established by existing zoning,
community plan or general plan policies for which an EIR was certified, shall not
require additional environmental review except as might be necessary to examine
whether there are project-specific effects which are peculiar to the project or its site
and that were not disclosed as significant effects in the prior EIR.” (emphasis added)3
The Project is consistent with the zoning, community plan or general plan policies of the
Eastern Neighborhood Rezoning for which the Eastern Neighborhoods Programmatic
Environmental Impact Report (EN PEIR) was certified. As a result, the City’s review is limited to
whether there are Project-specific impacts peculiar to the Project or its site that were not disclosed as
significant impacts in the prior EN PEIR. 4 As shown in the analysis conducted by Planning
Department staff and technical experts, there are no impacts peculiar to the Project or Project Site
that were not disclosed in the EN PEIR. Thus, the City cannot require any further CEQA review.
The Planning Department therefore complied with CEQA in issuing the CPE for the Project.
Based on this evidence, the Planning Commission, on September 22, 2016, relied on the CPE
prepared to approve the Project. As discussed below, the Appellant, on October 21, 2016, challenged
that reliance and Planning Department staff’s decision to prepare a CPE by filing a CEQA Appeal.5
II.

CEQA APPEAL

The CEQA Appeal, as set forth in our letter dated March 14, 2017, has now been pending for
150 days. As noted in that letter, the CEQA appeal has been continued three (3) times to provide the
Planning Department time to respond to the Board’s request for additional information on socioAny details of the Project that are relevant to that discussion or analysis are included in the body of this letter as needed.
November 28, 2016, Planning Department Response to CEQA Appeal, p. 4.
4 14 Cal. Code Regs. § 15183, subd. (a); Muzzy Ranch Co. v. Solano Cty. Airport Land Use Comm'n, 41 CA4th 372, 388–89,
160 P.3d 116 (2007); Gilroy Citizens for Responsible Planning v. City of Gilroy, 140 Cal. App. 4th 911, 935, 45 Cal. Rptr. 3d 102,
120–21 (2006); Gentry v. City of Murrieta, 36 Cal. App. 4th 1359, 1374, 43 Cal. Rptr. 2d 170, 182 (1995), as modified on
denial of reh'g (Aug. 17, 1995)
5 The Appellant also challenged the Planning Commission’s issuance of a Conditional Use Authorization and Large Project
Authorization (Board File No. 161150). Both these appeals were subsequently dropped and are no longer before the
Board of Supervisors or the Board of Appeals for consideration.
2
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economic and transportation issues. This request was made as part of the 1515 South Van Ness
CEQA appeal (Board of Supervisors File No. 161001).6
The CEQA Appeal filed by the Appellant asserts that a higher level of CEQA review is
required for the Project because (1) the cumulative impact of the Project and other development on
the Latino Cultural District was not analyzed in the EN PEIR, (2) the number of units in the pipeline
exceed the number of units contemplated in the EN PEIR and (3) the EN PEIR is out of date.
Underlying all these claims is the assertion that new market-rate housing in the Mission and Latino
Cultural District is causing the socio-economic changes that warrant further review under CEQA.
Socio-economic issues, however, are not CEQA issues unless a causal link is established between
socio-economic impacts and a physical impact on the environment.
The following is a detailed response to the Appellant’s claims or CEQA Appeal. It is divided
into four (4) sections. The first is an overview of the burden of proof or standard of review that the
Appellant must meet to overcome the assumption that a CPE was the appropriate document under
CEQA. The second is a discussion of the Latino Cultural District as a CEQA resource. The third is
a discussion of the status of the EN PEIR and whether a Supplemental or Subsequent EIR is required,
and the fourth is a broad discussion of socio-economic impacts and their relation to CEQA.
A. Appellant Has Not Submitted Substantial Evidence in the Record in
Support of its Claims.
In challenging the City’s CEQA Analysis, the Appellant has the burden of proof to establish,
by substantial evidence, that the City’s reliance on a CPE for the Project was legally inadequate. The
Appellant, however, has not met this burden and has not presented any substantial evidence to support
its claims or counter the analysis prepared by Planning Department staff. The information provided
by the Appellant is unsubstantiated opinion, which is not substantial evidence.
Substantial evidence is “reasonable assumptions predicated upon facts, and expert
opinion supported by facts. [Citations.] It does not include ‘[a]rgument, speculation,
unsubstantiated opinion or narrative, [or] evidence which is clearly inaccurate or erroneous. . . .’
[Citations.]” (emphasis added)” (North Coast Rivers Alliance v. Kawamura (2015) 243 Cal.App.4th 647.)
Substantial evidence is not unsubstantiated opinion nor is it “[c]omplaints, fears, and
suspicions about a projects potential environmental impact…[Citations]” and “in the absence of
a specific factual foundation in the record, dire predictions by nonexperts regarding the
consequences of a project [also] do not constitute substantial evidence. [Citations.]” (1 Kostka
& Zischke, Practice under the Cal. Environmental Quality Act (2d ed. 2015) § 6.42, pp. 6-47-6-48;
Gentry v. City of Murrieta (1995) 36 Cal.App.4th 1359, 1417.)
While the Appellant has cited several cases about how a lay person’s opinion can support a
“fair argument” that a project may have a significant impact, those cases are not on point. They
either apply to decisions where the applicable standard of review is the “fair argument test”7 (not
A record of that proceeding, and the entirety of the Board’s actions on the 1515 South Van Ness appeal is included under
separate cover and added to the administrative record for this Project.
7 Keep Our Mountains Quiet v. County of Santa Clara (2015) 236 CA4th 714, Pocket Protectors v. City of Sacramento (2004) 124
CA4th 903, Citizens Assn. for Sensible Development of Bishop Area v. County of Inyo (1985) 172 CA3d 151 and Rominger v. County
of Colusa (2014) 229 CA4th 690 all involved Negative or Mitigated Negative Declarations, which are subject to a standard
6
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substantial evidence test) or they cite only a portion of the findings of the decision, misleading the
reader into thinking that the courts relied only a layperson’s opinion as substantial evidence.8
Based on established case law, the information provided by the Appellant does not
meet the legal burden of proof to find the CPE legally inadequate. 9 In contrast, the record
includes ample substantial evidence to support the preparation of a CPE under CEQA section 21083.3
and CEQA Guidelines section 15183.10 The Planning Department has conducted technical studies,
retained experts and analyzed socio-economic changes, the Project and whether those changes cause
an impact on the physical environment. The substantial evidence presented clearly establishes that a
CPE is appropriate and that no causal link between socio-economic issues and the physical
environment exists.
B. The Latino Cultural District is Not a CEQA Resource Nor Would the
Project Impact It.
Appellant has asserted the Project’s impacts on the Latino Cultural District are a new and
significant impact that has not been analyzed in the EN PEIR.11 As noted in the Planning Response,
the Latino Cultural District is not an historic resource under CEQA.12 The Latino Cultural District is
an intangible cultural heritage asset that is not eligible for listing on a state, local or federal registry of
historic properties and therefore does meet the definition of an “historic resource” under CEQA
Guidelines Section 15064.5(a). The Latino Cultural District’s eligibility as a historic district is not
something that has been overlooked as the Planning Department studied the area as part of the 2011
South Mission Historic Resource Survey. That survey did not identify the boundaries of the Latino
Cultural District as an historic district, and the Appellant has not presented any evidence as to why
the Latino Cultural District should be considered an historic district under CEQA. The Planning
Department’s survey did identify several other potential historic districts, but none of those districts
of review that only requires a “fair argument” that a potential significant environmental impact may occur. This is different
than the standard of review for a CPE, which requires that the lead agency’s decision be upheld if there is substantial
evidence in the record to support the decision.
8 In Banker’s Hill, Hillcrest, Park West Community Preservation Group v. City of San Diego (2006) 139CA4th 249, the court found
that “although local residents may testify to their observations regarding existing traffic conditions, ‘in the absence of a
specific factual foundation in the record, dire predictions by non-experts regarding the consequences of a
project do not constitute substantial evidence’… [and] we conclude that substantial evidence supports a finding
that the Project will not have a significant effect on traffic relating to the offset intersection.” (citing Gentry, supra,
36 Cal.App.4th at p. 1417, italics added.) The bolded language is what was excluded from the quotation cited by the
Appellants.
9 The technical reports included in the record from the Appellant is not substantial evidence because it is general in nature
and not Project specific. The information regarding changing demographics and new demographics do not create a causal
link between that demographic change and specific physical impacts to the environment.
10 See Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. City of Turlock (2006) 138 CA4th 273, overruled on other grounds in Hernandez v. City of Hanford
(2007) 41 C4th 279; Gentry v. City of Murrieta at 1406 n24; Citizens for Responsible Equitable Ent’l Dev. V. City of San Diego
Redeve. Agency (2005) 134 CA4th 598, 610.
11 The Appellant has raised several claims related to the Project’s potential impact on the Latino Cultural District as a
CEQA Resource. A discussion of the socio-economic impacts of the Project on the Latino Cultural District is included in
Section III below, including a discussion of the Appellant’s claims regarding commercial gentrification. This section
discusses only issues raised related to the Latino Cultural District as a CEQA Resource.
12 This issue was also raised in the CEQA appeal on 1296 Shotwell Street (Board File No. 170024) and it was publicly
noted, on the record by the Board of Supervisors, that the Latino Cultural District is not a historic resource under CEQA.
A copy of that transcript and audio file as well as the Board packet for that appeal is provided under separate cover and
added to the Administrative Record.
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are near the Project site, and therefore cannot be impacted by the Project. Thus, the Appellant’s
claims about the impact of the Latino Cultural District on the determination to prepare a CPE are
without merit.
Regardless, a review of the Latino Cultural District and the Project indicates that the Project
is not inconsistent with the intent and key components of the district nor is the Project Site listed as
a cultural asset or its previous use a cultural asset theme to be protected. Based on numerous
discussions with the community facilitated by Planning Director John Rahaim, there are three key
components of the Latino Cultural District. They are as follows: (1) protecting commercial spaces;
(2) providing high quality jobs; and (3) affordable housing. The Project is consistent with each of
these components.
First, the Project does not eliminate the type of commercial space envisioned for protection
under the Latino Cultural District. The existing building to be demolished is a large space previously
occupied by a regional restaurant equipment salvage and auction service business. It is not a
commercial space that caters to the Mission District or a commercial space occupied by a small, local
Latino business. While the existing commercial space does not meet the intent of the Latino Cultural
District, the Project is creating over 5,000 square feet of PDR (i.e., community art space) to be
managed by local Mission residents and community groups. This PDR space will be provided at a
cost of $1 per year and the Project sponsor has committed to building out or funding the necessary
tenant improvements for the space to allow immediate occupancy.
Second, the Project creates high quality jobs. It is committed to using union labor and has
signed not only with the Carpenters Union, but has selected Fisher Construction, a union signatory,
as it General Contractor. Finally, the last component, affordable housing, has been met by the Project
Sponsor’s commitment to provide approximately 20% of the units on-site as affordable units, which
exceeds the requirement under the Trailing Legislation. The inclusionary housing provided by the
Project, combined with the 473 affordable units in the pipeline will result in more than 42% of the
units to be built in the Mission (including in the Latino Cultural District) being set aside for affordable
housing. This high percentage of affordable units meets the intent of the Latino Cultural District.13
C. The EN PEIR Remains Valid.
Appellant has raised several claims questioning the validity of the EN PEIR. Those claims are
based on an assertion that the information in the EN PEIR is out of date and that development under
the EN PEIR has exceeded what was analyzed. These assertions are without merit.

This figure is based on Appellant’s Claims that 666 new market-rate units will be constructed in and around the Latino
Cultural District and the facts in the record that there are 473 new affordable housing units being proposed in independent
housing developments. As this figure of 473 new affordable housing units does not take into consideration on-site
inclusionary housing units in many Mission developments, the 42% affordable housing figure is likely below the actual
number of affordable housing units to be developed.
13
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Under CEQA section 21166, a Supplemental or Subsequent EIR is only required for the
Eastern Neighborhoods if one or more of the following events occurs:
a. Substantial changes are proposed to the zoning in the Eastern Neighborhoods that
requires major revisions to the EN PEIR;
b. Substantial changes to the circumstances under which the Eastern Neighborhoods
Rezoning is being undertaken that require major revisions to the EN PEIR 14 ;
and/or,
c. New information, which was not known and could not have been known at the
time the EN PEIR was certified as complete, becomes available.15
None of the three triggers for preparing a Supplemental or Subsequent EIR have been met.
The City is not proposing a rezoning or to change the zoning in the Eastern Neighborhood and the
Project is not seeking a Zoning Map or other amendment. 16 There are no new significant
environmental effects nor is there a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified
significant effects than what was studied in the EN PEIR and there is no evidence of a significantly
new or significantly worse impact that was not and could not have been known when the EN PEIR
was prepared.17
Concerns regarding displacement were well known at the time the EN PEIR was prepared
and the EN PEIR carefully considered these issues and built it into the EN PEIR’s analysis of physical
impacts on the environment. No evidence has been presented that shows “changed conditions” or
that there are “new significant environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of

This standard is only met where evidence shows “new significant environmental effects or a substantial increase in the
severity of previously identified significant effects.” 14 Cal. Code Regs. § 15162, subd. (a)(2).
15New CEQA analysis cannot be ordered if the new information presented could have been known at the time the original
EIR was prepared. See Citizens for a MegaplexFree Alameda v City of Alameda (2007) 149 CA4th 91, 113 (a petitioner failed
to establish why a report that was not available at the time the mitigated negative declaration was prepared could not have
been prepared earlier with the exercise of reasonable diligence); Citizens for Responsible Equitable Envt'l Dev. v City of San Diego
(2011) 196 CA4th 515, 531 (impacts relating to global warming caused by greenhouse gas emissions are not new
information, because that information had been available at the time the EIR was certified in 1994)
16 The Planning Department has released Mission Area Plan (MAP) 2020, which could result in zoning changes in the
Mission Area Plan. Until those zoning changes are adopted, the zoning under the Eastern Neighborhood Plan Rezoning
remain valid.
17 Concerned Dublin Citizens v City of Dublin (2013) 214 Cal.App.4th 1301, 1320 (adoption of new GHG guidelines was not
new information because information about the potential effects of GHG emissions was known and could have been
addressed in original EIR). A Local & Reg'l Monitor (ALARM) v City of Los Angeles (1993) 12 Cal.App.4th 1773, 1802 (a
letter containing reformulated quantifications of traffic study information that was already included in the EIR did not
permit subsequent CEQA review). Friends of the College of San Mateo Gardens v. San Mateo Cnty. Cmty. College (2016) 1 CA5th
937, 949 (CEQA’s limits on subsequent EIRs “are designed to balance CEQA’s central purpose of promoting
consideration of the environmental consequences of public decisions with interests in finality and efficiency”).
14
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previously identified significant effects.”18,19 Moreover, EN PEIR thoroughly studied traffic and air
quality impacts anticipated to occur under the Eastern Neighborhoods Community Plan, and there is
no evidence that development occurring pursuant to that Plan is causing impacts that exceed those
analyzed in the EN PEIR.
In sum, there is no evidence in the record to support a finding that the statutory
standards for supplemental review contained in section 21166 of CEQA have been met.
1. Recent Precedent Indicates the EN PEIR Remains Legally Valid.
The issue of the validity of the EN PEIR has been before the Board of Supervisors multiple
times over the last three years.
On April 7, 2015, the Board of Supervisors heard the appeal of a CPE for a 45,000-square
foot commercial project located at 340 Bryant Street (Board File No. 150171). The CPE for the
project relied on the EN PEIR. The appellants in that case alleged that the project’s transportation
impacts were not adequately studied in the EN PEIR. The Board of Supervisors rejected the appeal
finding that the appeal did not raise substantial evidence supporting a fair argument that the project
would result in a new significant environmental effect, nor an environmental effect of greater severity
than already analyzed under the EN PEIR, confirming the validity of the EN PEIR.20
On September 13, 2016, the Board of Supervisors heard the appeal of a CPE for a 199-unit
residential project located at 2070 Bryant Street. The CPE for the project relied on the EN PEIR
environmental analysis, analogous to the CPE for the Project. The appellant in that case claimed that
the EN PEIR was “out of date” and that changed circumstances required “major revisions” to the
EN PEIR. The Board of Supervisors rejected the appeal and in support of the EN PEIR stating that,
“…the project is consistent with the development density established by the zoning, community plan
and general plan policies in the Eastern Neighborhood Rezoning and Area Plan project area, for which
the FEIR was certified…and is therefore exempt from further environmental review…” 21 In rejecting
the appeal, the Board affirmed that the EN PEIR remains analytically sound and absent a particular
project’s new significant environmental effects, or effects of greater severity than were analyzed in the
EN PEIR, a CPE can appropriately rely on the EN PEIR.

14 Cal. Code Regs. § 15162, subd. (a)(2); Bowman v City of Petaluma (1986) 185 Cal.App.3d 1065 (changes in project’s
street configuration were not substantial, because the project's overall impact, including the changed circumstances, was
essentially the same as had been projected in the EIR). Note that the development that has occurred pursuant to the
Eastern Neighborhood EIR is below the level projected in the EIR. See also Fed. of Hillside & Canyon Ass’ns v. City of Los
Angeles (2004) 126 Cal.App.4th 1180, 1200 (no supplemental EIR required because petitioners had not shown that change
in circumstances would result in new or substantially more severe impact); Fund for Envt'l Defense v County of Orange (1988)
204 Cal.App.3d 1538 (project permitted to use 5-year old EIR, despite the fact that the project site had since been included
within a wilderness park, because the record demonstrated that the change in circumstances raised no new adverse effects
that were not analyzed and discussed in the original EIR).
19 While Appellant has asserted that the Latino Cultural District is new and was not studied in the EN PEIR, as noted
above in Section II.B, the Latino Cultural District is not a CEQA resource.
20 A copy of the transcript and Board Motion M15-069 for this matter is provided under separate cover and is hereby
included in the Administrative Record.
21 A copy of the transcript, Board packet and Board Motion No. M16-119 dated September 13, 2016 is provided under
separate cover and is hereby included in the Administrative Record.
18
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Most recently, on February 14, 2017, the Board of Supervisors considered these same issues
related to a 94-unit senior housing project at 1296 Shotwell Street.22 While 1296 Shotwell Street relied
on CEQA’s “In-Fill Exemption”23, the issues raised by the appellants in that appeal also involved
analysis of whether the project would cause any significant environmental effects that were not
analyzed in or that are substantially greater than previously analyzed and disclosed in the EN PEIR.
In response to claims raised by the appellant in that case, that the EN PEIR was “out of date,”
Planning Department staff concluded that “[a]bsent a change in the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning
and Area Plan reopening the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR is neither warranted nor required under
CEQA.” 24 Moreover, staff found that “the growth projections contained in the EIR were not
intended as a cap or limit to growth within the areas that would be subject to the Eastern
Neighborhoods Plan and were based upon the best estimates available at the time the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR was prepared.” (emphasis added) 25 In upholding the EN PEIR for 1296
Shotwell Street, the Board of Supervisors found not only the growth projections in the EN PEIR
continued to be valid, but that none of the triggers to prepare a Supplemental or Subsequent EIR
existed.26
The Board of Supervisor’s findings on the 340 Bryant Street project, the 2070 Bryant Street
project and the 1296 Shotwell Street project not only establish recent precedent finding that the EN
PEIR remains valid, but is consistent with established case law that find that “[a]fter an initial
EIR is certified, there is a strong presumption against additional environmental review.”27
2. The Number of Units in the Pipeline and Developed in the Mission is
Consistent with the Assumptions in the EN PEIR.
The Appellant has raised on multiple occasions claims that the number of housing units in the
development pipeline exceeds the number of units analyzed in the EN PEIR.28 Planning Department
staff has responded to these assertions, on multiple occasions, providing evidence that these claims
are inconsistent with the well-documented facts on completed developments and the current pipeline.
Most recently, in the context of the CPE appeal for the project located at 1515 S. Van Ness Avenue
(Board File No. 161001), the Planning Department noted that the EN PEIR projected an increase of
approximately 7,400 to 9,900 residential units in the plan area during the life of the plan and as of
October 17, 2016 only 4,829 residential building permits had been granted. Thus, the Planning

The 1296 Shotwell Street project site is located approximately ½ mile from the Project at 2675 Folsom Street.
Pub. Res. Code § 21094.5.
24 See the February 14, 2017 Planning Department memorandum “Appeal of Infill Project Determination 1296 Shotwell
Street Project” p. 8.
25 See the February 14, 2017 Planning Department memorandum “Appeal of Infill Project Determination 1296 Shotwell
Street Project” p. 8.
26 A copy of the Board File for the 1296 Shotwell Street CEQA Appeal [Board File No. 170024] and the transcript and
audio file from the hearing are provided under separate cover and hereby entered into the Administrative Record.
27 San Diego Navy Broadway Complex Coalition v City of San Diego (2010) 185 Cal.App.4th 924, 934.
28 Appellant has also asserted that there has been a significant influx of “luxury housing” in the Mission. As shown in the
City’s Housing Balance Report, fewer than 600 units have been built in the Mission District under the Eastern
Neighborhoods Plan adopted in 2008.
22
23
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Department concluded, unequivocally, that "…the number of units approved, let alone constructed,
is well below the PEIR projection."29
Regardless, even if this were true, as noted in the staff report for the 1296 Shotwell Avenue
appeal, “growth projections contained in the EIR were not intended as a cap or limit to
growth…they were based upon the best estimates available at the time.” 30 Exceeding those growth
projects do not by themselves trigger a requirement to prepare a Supplemental or Subsequent EIR
under CEQA section 21166. As noted above, those triggers have not been met and further CEQA
review is not required.
3. Traffic Impacts Are the Same or Slightly Less Severe Than Anticipated
Under the EN PEIR.
In response to claims raised by the Appellant regarding the traffic analysis in the EN PEIR
and questions raised by the Board of Supervisors, Fehr & Peers prepared a technical study to
determine whether new or substantially more severe transportation impacts exist than were identified
in the EN PEIR (Supplemental Traffic Analysis). This Supplemental Traffic Analysis was in addition
to the 222-page Project-specific transportation analysis that Fehr & Peers prepared to evaluate the
Project-level and cumulative impacts of the Project on vehicle miles traveled, transit, bicycle and
pedestrian safety (including pick up and drop off at the nearby Cesar Chavez Elementary School),
loading, and emergency services and access.
The Supplemental Traffic Analysis was prepared using the latest transportation models and
impact assessment methodologies, incorporating up-to-date transportation, population, growth, and
demographic data to evaluate the effects of the proposed project on both existing and 2040 cumulative
transportation conditions. It was prepared to specifically answer the following three questions:
i.

Whether the potential displacement of low-income workers as part of market-rate
housing generates more automobile trips from workers commuting from distant
suburbs;

ii.

Whether new housing that attracts higher income residents with more cars thereby
generates more automobile trips; and,

iii.

Whether commuter shuttles create traffic not previously analyzed.

Although there was insufficient data to determine with certainty whether displacement of
lower income workers is leading those workers to increase their vehicle miles traveled, Fehr & Peers
was able to use regional traffic modelling and traffic counts to answer the three questions above.
Specifically, if displaced workers were generating more automobile trips or if higher income residents
had more cars or if commuter shuttles created traffic, then traffic counts in the areas studied in the
Eastern Neighborhood PEIR would or should be higher than anticipated. What Fehr & Peers found
instead, with certainty, was that observed traffic volumes in 2016 were around 5 - 10 percent
Planning Department response the Appeal of Community Plan Exemption for 1515 South Van Ness Avenue, October
17, 2016. p.12-13.
30 See the February 14, 2017 Planning Department memorandum “Appeal of Infill Project Determination 1296 Shotwell
Street Project” p. 8.
29
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lower than expected under the EN PEIR and that at three of the four intersections counted,
total traffic volume had in fact decreased from the 2000 baseline count data.31 Specifically, Fehr
& Peers found that:
“…the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan EIR took a fairly conservative approach to
transportation analysis and findings. The EIR generally estimated that a slightly higher
percentage of new trips would be made by private vehicles than recent traffic counts as well
as census travel survey data would suggest are occurring. On a more detailed level, Fehr &
Peers found that while the Mission has undergone significant demographic and economic
change, residents on average still appear to own around the same number of vehicles, and use
non-auto modes at similar rates as in the period from 2000- 2009.”32
Fehr & Peers also found, relying on census data, that between 2000-2014, the number of
vehicles per household in the Mission District has not increased, that the same percentage of
households have zero cars, the average number of vehicles per household has remained nearly
constant over that same period and the share of Mission residents commuting to work by driving
alone has remained steady.33 These findings are further supported by the decreased traffic counts
noted above, reflecting unchanged or better counts than would be expected if vehicle ownership rates
were unchanged.
Finally, Fehr & Peers found that City estimates are that shuttle vehicles remain less than 10
percent of vehicles traveling on arterials. 34 Similarly, despite the impression that transportation
network companies (e.g., Lyft or Uber) increase traffic counts, the combination of taxi and ondemand/smartphone-based transportation represents only between three to eight percent (3%-8%)
of all trips. These trip percentage and the empirical data showing that current levels of traffic within
the Mission remain below expected volumes based on the amount of development completed under
the EN PEIR, indicate that trips from commuter shuttles and transportation network companies have
not led to growth in traffic in the Eastern Neighborhoods study intersections that exceed what was
predicted under the EN PEIR. 35
For all these reasons and based on all the evidence in the record, claims by the Appellant that
the EN PEIR is outdated and that a Supplemental or Subsequent EIR is needed are unsupported by
any factual data and are therefore without merit. 36 The Project is consistent with the Eastern

Fehr & Peers Letter p. 14.
Fehr & Peers Letter p.1-2.
33 Fehr & Peers Letter p. 10.
34 Fehr & Peers Letter p. 17.
35 Fehr & Peers Letter, p. 17.
36Planning Staff found as follows: “On September 20, 2016 the Department determined that the proposed application did
not require further environmental review under Section 15183 of the CEQA Guidelines and Public Resources Code
Section 21083.3. The Project is consistent with the adopted zoning controls in the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan and
was encompassed within the analysis contained in the Eastern Neighborhoods Final EIR. Since the Eastern
Neighborhoods Final EIR was finalized, there have been no substantial changes to the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan
and no substantial changes in circumstances that would require major revisions to the Final EIR due to the involvement
of new significant environmental effects or an increase in the severity of previously identified significant impacts, and there
is no new information of substantial importance that would change the conclusions set forth in the Final EIR.” (Staff
Report to Planning Commission, at Page 3.)
31
32
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Neighborhood Area Plan, the EN PEIR and none of the standards for a subsequent CEQA
analysis have been met.
III.

GENTRIFICTION AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC ISSUES

The Appellant’s primary claim regarding the validity of the CPE relates to socio-economic
changes and gentrification. While the Appellant’s claims are based on real feelings and emotions,
“CEQA does not require an analysis of subjective psychological feelings or social impacts.”37
Rather, CEQA's overriding and primary goal is to protect the physical environment. 38
“Economic or social effects of a project shall not be treated as significant effects on the
environment....[and] [t]he focus of [] analysis shall be on [] physical changes.”39
The CPE prepared for the Project is consistent with that established standard. Based on the
analysis conducted and as set forth in established case law the Projects qualifies for an exemption
under Public Resources Code section 21083.3 and 14 Cal. Code Regs. Chapter 3 (“CEQA
Guidelines”), section 15183) as substantial evidence exists to support the decision that the
Project is exempt and that evidence exists in the record.40 This evidence has been presented by
the Planning Department in the preparation of the CPE and in the detailed response to the
Appellant’s Claims. By contrast, no substantial evidence has been presented by the Appellant that
counters the analysis conducted as part of the CPE nor has any substantial evidence been submitted
to create the necessary link between the Project and any physical environmental impacts.41
As noted above, the socio-economic issues become CEQA issues only where there is a causal
link between the Project, individually or cumulatively and a physical impact on the environment. This
causal link is necessary and required under Bakersfield Citizens for Local Control v. City of Bakersfield
(2004) 124 CA4th 1184 and related line of cases. The Board of Supervisors has acknowledged the
requirement for this link in two prior CEQA appeals before the Board of Supervisors (i.e., 2070 Bryant
Street and 1515 South Van Ness Avenue). In both cases, the City Attorney and the Board of
Supervisors clearly stated that gentrification and socio-economic issues are only CEQA issues if there
is a causal link between them and a physical impact on the environment. Nothing in the evidence
presented by the Appellant creates that link.

See City of Pasadena v. State of California (1993) 14 Cal.App.4th 810, 829, 17 Cal.Rptr.2d 766 [“CEQA does not address the
purely social effects of a project.”], disapproved on other grounds as stated in Western States Petroleum Assn. v. Superior Court
(1995) 9 Cal.4th 559, 570, fn. 2, 38 Cal.Rptr.2d 139, 888 P.2d 1268.
38 A “significant effect on the environment” is defined under CEQA as a “substantial, or potentially substantial, adverse
changes in physical conditions ....” (§ 21100. subd. (d) (italics added). Moreover, the “environment” is defined under CEQA
as the “physical conditions which exist within the area which will be affected by a proposed project....” (§ 21060.5. (italics
added). Thus, CEQA analyzes the physical, not sociological impact associated with a Project.
39 Preserve Poway v. City of Poway (2016) 245 Cal. App. 4th 560, 579, rehearing denied (Apr. 4, 2016), review denied (June 22,
2016). (emphasis added); (Guidelines, § 15131, subd. (a).)
40 See Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. City of Turlock (2006) 138 CA4th 273, overruled on other grounds in Hernandez v. City of Hanford
(2007) 41 C4th 279; Gentry v. City of Murrieta at 1406 n24; Citizens for Responsible Equitable Ent’l Dev. V. City of San Diego
Redeve. Agency (2005) 134 CA4th 598, 610.
41 The technical reports included in the record as evidence note facts related to changing demographics and information
regarding the new demographic, but fail to create a causal link between that demographic change and specific physical
impacts to the environment.
37
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Although the Appellant has not provided evidence to support a link between socio-economic
impacts and a physical impact, in response to the Board of Supervisor’s questions on this important
issue, Amy Herman of ALH Urban and Regional Economics (“ALH”), an economist with over 35
years of urban and regional economic analysis and consulting, was retained to analyze the issue and
prepare a report answering the following three (3) questions:
i.

Whether the development of market-rate housing results in displacement of
existing commercial tenants in the Latino Cultural District;

ii.

Whether based on a review of academic and related literature there is a relationship
between market-rate development and displacement or gentrification42; and,

iii.

Whether the conclusions reached in #1 and #2 above result in a physical impact
under CEQA that requires further CEQA review.

As detailed below, ALH found that while commercial gentrification and residential
displacement are occurring in the Latino Cultural District and the Mission, these changes are the result
of many factors and are not linked to new market-rate development. Moreover, new market-rate
development is not creating socio-economic changes that result in a physical impact on the
environment and because CEQA analyzes physical impacts only, these are not issues to be analyzed
or considered in making a decision on the CEQA Appeal.43
A. Market-Rate Development Will Not Cause Indirect Displacement and
Gentrification of Commercial Tenants in the Latino Cultural District or the
Mission.
Appellant claims, without offering any substantial evidence, that the Project would lead to the
displacement of Latino-owned businesses in the Latino Cultural District. The Planning Department’s
Staff Report notes:
“[T]he assertion that the project [at 2675 Folsom] would contribute to or accelerate the
“Valenciazation of the Calle 24 District –is presented only as a theoretical possibility, without
empirical evidence as to the causes of the changes along Valencia Street. The transition of
Valencia Street to a regional shopping, dining and entertainment dictation has been underway
at least since the early 2000s, pre-dating the recent uptick in the residential development in the
corridor. The types of “gentrifying” business cited by the appellants, such as “high end

restaurants, clothing and accessory stores, and personal trainer gyms and yoga

The ALH report includes a literature review of five (5) published papers on the relationship of housing
production/supply and housing costs, as well as a review of 11 separate published papers on the relationship between
gentrification and displacement. Copies of all 16 published reports will be submitted into the record under separate cover.
43 That does not, however, mean they were not considered by the Planning Commission in approving the Project. In
January 2016, the Planning Commission adopted Mission District Interim Controls which require all projects in the
Mission District to prepare an analysis of the project’s potential socio-economic impact on the neighborhood and
community. Mission Interim Control findings were prepared by the Project sponsor that provided information on the
socio-economic characteristics of the neighborhood and the Project’s potential impact on existing and future residents
and businesses.
42
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studios,” have been in operation along Valencia Street since well before the adoption
of the Mission Area Plan.” (Staff Report Page 13, emphasis added)
Notwithstanding the lack of empirical evidence offered by the Appellants, ALH prepared a
neighborhood retail demand taking into consideration household income as well as the retail demand
generated by proposed new residential projects in or near the Latino Cultural District, including the
Project. The analysis included the amount of net new retail space to be included in the proposed new
residential projects.
ALH found that new residential projects proposed in or near the Latino Cultural District are
expected to generate a demand for 34,400 square feet of new commercial space. These same new
projects will generate 30,447 square feet of net new commercial space thereby creating an “almost
equilibrium between the amount of neighborhood-oriented retail demand and the net new amount of
planned retail space in Pipeline projects in both the LCD and near the LCD.”44
Because some of the new demand is expected to shop in other neighborhoods, ALH
concluded that new development will actually likely create a surplus of net new neighborhood oriented
retail space. This surplus means there will not be rent pricing pressure on existing retail base from
new residential projects since they are generating the amount of retail space they demand. This analysis
is also true for the Mission District as whole where the supply of “total retail is 2.5 times the amount
of retail supportable by its residents.”45
Looking beyond San Francisco, the Mission District and the Latino Cultural District, ALH
also analyzed a 2016 study of gentrification and its impacts on commercial displacement in New York
City. 46 This detailed examination of New York City neighborhoods is one of the only detailed
published studies on the topic and examined neighborhoods that had undergone changes due to
development. It concluded that commercial displacement is no more likely in a gentrifying
neighborhood than in a non-gentrifying neighborhood. Based on this report and its findings, ALH
concludes that “it is therefore reasonable to conclude that …commercial displacement is no more
likely to occur in the LCD where gentrification is presumed to be occurring than in other San
Francisco neighborhoods not experiencing gentrification….and that opportunity exists for
neighborhoods...to…retain more businesses under conditions of gentrification, perhaps due to new
and increased spending power locally.”47
B. Market-Rate Development Does Not Cause Indirect Residential Displacement
in the Latino Cultural District or the Mission.
Appellant asserts that the Project and other market-rate developments are causing
displacement in the Latino Cultural District and the Mission and that the number of units in the
ALH, “Socioeconomic Effects of Market Rate Development on the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District, San Francisco
CA” March 2017. p. 11.
45 ALH, “Socioeconomic Effects of Market Rate Development on the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District, San Francisco
CA” March 2017. p. 12.
46 Rachel Meltzer, Gentrification and Small Business: Threat or Opportunity?, Cityscape: A Journal of Policy Development and
Research, Volume 18, Number 3, 2016
47 ALH, “Socioeconomic Effects of Market Rate Development on the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District, San Francisco
CA” March 2017. p. 1.
44
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planning pipeline exceeds the number of units contemplated in the EN PEIR rendering the EN
PEIR is out of date. Regarding the number of units in the pipeline and built, the Planning
Department based on substantial evidence and facts, has repeatedly disproved the Appellant’s
assertions. The facts and evidence presented by the Planning Department, however, has been
continually disregarded.48 As shown in the City’s Housing Balance Report in the Mission District
between 2011-2015, there was a net increase of 564 housing units and between 2006-2011, there was
a net increase of 861 net units. Based on the data collected by the Planning Department, fewer than
600 units have been built in the Mission District under the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan adopted in
2008. Given the number of new units built, the Appellant’s claims regarding thousands of “luxury
apartments” in the Mission District is simply not true.
As for whether the construction of market-rate development causes displacement, ALH
analyzed this issue by looking first at the link between housing production/supply and housing costs.
The purpose of this analysis was to assess whether increased housing production can lead to a rise in
rents. The analysis was based on a review of historical housing costs data for the City of San Francisco,
the Mission District and the Latino Cultural District and a review of five (5) studies prepared by
experts on the topic of housing supply/production and housing costs.
ALH found that, in general, rents are always rising. In San Francisco those rents have
increased at a nominal annual average rate of 5.5% or an inflation-adjusted annual increase of 2.9%.
In 2016, however, rent growth actually tapered off.49 This reduction in rent may be due to several
factors, including the release of thousands of new residential units in San Francisco. Citing increased
supply, this reduction in rents has been observed in media reports indicating that in some cases rents
are down as much as 8.9% since March 2016. 50
In reviewing the data and empirical studies, ALH found that on a macro basis “studies find
that both market-rate and affordable housing development help to suppress price appreciation and
reduce displacement”51 and that “housing production does not result in increased costs of the
existing housing base, but rather helps suppress existing home prices and rents.” 52 This
finding is consistent with the September 2016 San Francisco Controller’s report.53
As for the relationship between gentrification and displacement, ALH found that based on
the literature reviewed, changes to a neighborhood do not trigger displacement of existing residents.
ALH found that “[i]n general, leading experts in the field appear to coalesce around the understanding
that there is weak causation between gentrification and displacement, with some experts concluding
See 1515 South Van Ness board packet [Board File No. 161001] included under separate cover and added to the
administrative record for this Project.
49 ALH, “Socioeconomic Effects of Market Rate Development on the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District, San Francisco
CA” March 2017. p. 1
50
See, “Median Market Rents Tumble 9 Percent Since 2016” S.F. Curbed, March 1, 2017
http://sf.curbed.com/2017/3/1/14779370/san-francisco-average-rent-march-2017 and “San Francisco Rent Growth
Slows Following New Supply Output, Inman October 11, 2016 http://www.inman.com/2016/10/11/san-francisco-rentgrowth-slows-following-new-supply-output/
51 ALH, “Socioeconomic Effects of Market Rate Development on the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District, San Francisco
CA” March 2017. p. 2.
52 ALH, “Socioeconomic Effects of Market Rate Development on the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District, San Francisco
CA” March 2017. p. 2.
53 San Francisco Controller, “Inclusionary Housing Working Group Preliminary Report September 2016.” p. 17.
48
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that the ability for residents to relocate or move (i.e., mobility rates) are not distinguishable between
neighborhoods experiencing gentrification and neighborhoods not experiencing gentrification.”54
ALH’s findings are even supported in the report cited by the Appellant. 55 According to ALH,
the Zuk and Chappelle report, “appears to conclude that at the local level in San Francisco, the
relationship between gentrification and displacement is indeterminate.” 56 The ALH analysis and
literature review does not downplay the reality of displacement in San Francisco. Instead, it provides
insight into the causes of displacement, which are more general in nature and driven by macroeconomic forces not neighborhood level market-rate residential development.
C. The Socio-Economic Issues of Gentrification And Displacement Do Not Meet
The Level Of Physical Impacts Required Under CEQA.
Appellant’s socio-economic concerns are not CEQA issues as evidenced by the detailed and
extensive substantial evidence in the record. ALH analyzed this issue specifically, in its report which
addressed whether socio-economic issues of displacement and gentrification in the Latino Cultural
District and the Mission District were properly studied in the context of CEQA. Citing CEQA
Guidelines, case law and City’s position summarized in this letter above, ALH confirms that CEQA
is limited to impacts that result in significant physical environmental impacts. Displacement and
gentrification in the Latino Cultural District and the Mission District “does not demonstrate the
significant physical impact required under CEQA to warrant further review [based on] [t]he evidence
cited [by the Appellants] as well as research and literature review conducted by ALH Economics,
supports this conclusion.” 57 ALH noted that there are very few instances where physical changes in
the environment have been linked to social or economic effects and that questions of community
character are not CEQA issues. 58
“Changes in the types of businesses, cost of housing or demographics in a project
area are not considered physical environmental impacts under CEQA. These are
examples of social and economic effects, not physical environmental impacts.”59
The law is firmly established that CEQA does not include economic or social effects such as
changes to community character.60 No evidence has been provided by the Appellant to meet the legal
threshold noted above to establish those effects as physical impacts on the environment subject to
CEQA review. Moreover, the City has on numerous occasions found that infill housing, like what is
ALH, “Socioeconomic Effects of Market Rate Development on the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District, San Francisco
CA” March 2017. p. 24.
55 Miriam Zuk, Karen Chapple, “Housing Production, Filtering and Displacement: Untangling the Relationships,”
University of California, Berkeley, Institute of Governmental Studies Research Brief (May 2016)
www.urbandisplacement.org/sites/default/files/images/udp_research_brief_052316.pdf
56 ALH, “Socioeconomic Effects of Market Rate Development on the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District, San Francisco
CA” March 2017.
57 ALH, “Socioeconomic Effects of Market Rate Development on the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District, San Francisco
CA” March 2017. p. 27.
58 ALH, “Socioeconomic Effects of Market Rate Development on the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District, San Francisco
CA” March 2017. p. 26.
59 Staff Report Page 8.
60 Pub Res Code §21060.5, 14 Cal. Code Regs. §§ 15141, subd. (a); 15360; Preserve Poway v. City of Poway (2016) 245 Cal.
App. 4th 560, 581; Cathay Mortuary, Inc. v. San Francisco Planning Com. (1989) 207 Cal.App.3d 275, 280.
54
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being proposed by the Project, actually assists in avoiding and mitigating impacts on traffic and air
emissions.61
IV.

THE NECESSARY FINDINGS CANNOT BE MADE UNDER CEQA FOR
FURTHER CEQA REVIEW

Given the “strong presumption” against further CEQA review when a previous EIR has
already been certified, the Board would need to make a series of mandatory findings to legally order
further CEQA review. Those findings cannot be a “post hoc rationalization.”62 The draft motion
before the Board granting the appeal of the CPE, directs staff to prepare findings to support that
determination. Before taking that motion and legally ordering further CEQA review, the Board must
first determine that the mandatory prerequisites for further CEQA review have been met. In this
case, based on the evidence presented, those findings simply be made.
The Appellants have not met the high burden for a new CEQA analysis. To meet that burden
there needs to be substantial evidence of all of the following: (1) displacement caused by the Project
(2) that causes physical impacts on the environment (3) that could not have been known at the time
of the EN PEIR or which would require “substantial revision” of the EN PEIR, and (4) impacts that
are “peculiar” to this project or its location.
As noted throughout this letter, there is not substantial evidence of any of the above, much
less all of the above. Without substantial evidence in the record before the Board to justify ordering
further CEQA review, the high evidentiary bar for further CEQA analysis cannot be cleared and the
CPE must be upheld.
*

*

*

*

*

In sum, the law is clear as to what is required to overturn the CPE determination. The
Appellant has not met that burden nor is there substantial evidence in the record to support not
preparing a CPE. The robust administrative record and significant substantial evidence within it, all
support the preparation of a CPE. To overturn that decision the Board of Supervisors must make
findings that legally cannot be made based on the evidence before it.
For all these reasons, we respectfully request that you reject the appeal and uphold the CPE.
Very truly yours,

Alexis M. Pelosi

See, e.g., San Francisco 2004 and 2009 Housing Element EIR (http://sfmea.sfplanning.org/2007.1275E_CR.pdf), 5M
EIR (http://sfmea.sfplanning.org/2011.0409E_RTC-Final.pdf); SF Greenhouse Gas Reduction Strategy, pp. V-13 & 16,
available online at http://sfmea.sfplanning.org/GHG_Reduction_Strategy.pdf); Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and
Area Plans EIR, pp. 361-362, available online at http://sf-planning.org/sites/default/files/FileCenter/Documents/4003EN_Final-EIR_Part-7_Trans-Noise-AQ.pdf)
62 T-Mobile South, LLC v. City of Roswell, Ga. (U.S. 2015) 135 S.Ct. 808, 816, n. 3; see also Topanga Assn. for a Scenic Cmty. v.
Cty. of Los Angeles, 11 Cal. 3d 506, 514 (1974).
61
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December test
>> good afternoon, everyone
and welcome to the tuesday,
November 15, 2016, meeting of
the san francisco board of
supervisors
Mr. Clerk call the roll.
>> thank you Madam President
supervisor avalos
supervisor President London
breed
supervisor campos
supervisor cowen
supervisor farrell
supervisor kim
supervisor mar not present
supervisor peskin
supervisor tang
supervisor wiener
supervisor wiener not present
supervisor yee, supervisor yee
not present Madam President we
have quorum.
>> thank you ladies and
gentlemen, please join us
of the united states of america
and to the republic for which it
stands, one nation under God,
indivisible, with liberty and
justice for all.
>> thank you, Madam Clerk any
communications.
>> yes. Madam President we're
in resident of two
communications the first from
supervisor wiener and supervisor
yee dated November 1st and 14
con seismically both supervisors
will be absent and requests the
board excuse them from the
meeting and okay. Colleagues a
motion to excuse supervisor
wiener and supervisor yee move
forward by supervisor peskin and
seconded by supervisor farrell
without objection, without
objection supervisor yee and
supervisor wiener are excused
all right. Colleagues, any
changes to the October 4, 2016,
board meeting minutes seeing
none, a motion moved by
supervisor mar and seconded by
supervisor peskin colleagues
without objection
without objection those meeting
minutes pass after public
comment.
>> Madam Clerk call the first
item
the special ordinance the mayors
appearance before the board the
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honorable mayor edwin lee no
questions submitted from
supervisors from the even
districts any address the board
up to 5 minutes.
>> Mr. Mayor the floor is
yours.
>> good afternoon, supervisors
and members of the public
I want to say thank you all.
Participating at the unite
gatherings now more than ever
the people of san francisco
wants to be united in a city
that paves the way for better
policy and outcomes the federal
election clarified much we agree
on in to no more than ever needs
to stand for citizens and our
values
to spare no questions this week
I want to extend a couple
priorities voter and residents
are clear about homelessness and
transportation
a week ago san francisco folks
went to the poll and want us to
continue to work on the issues
but within the clear escape of
the city and county budget the
loss of anticipated revenues
from prop k has left the city's
balanced budget impacted and the
set aside so for homelessness
and transportation a created by
prop j which passed its by 66
percent of the vote will not
take effect
as you May know I sent a letter
to supervisor President London
breed and the corral eliminating
those two set aside, however,
there is still have services for
the neediest san franciscans
that must continue you as much
as shelter and navigation
centers
outreach and engagement services
for people living on the streets
and increased housing
opportunity for the homeless
we also patio need to look at
street safety to make sure we
are keeping the promises on
vision zero despite the lack of
prop k make sure that muni
didn't get rolled back we keep
on bicycle safety I hope to work
with you to bring the budget by
identifying additional revenue
for the critical investments
related to homelessness and
transportation
I know many people are shaej by
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the result of the federal
election he understand those
feels completely
I'm worried about what might
happy to the city and the
funding in the new year,
however, this makes me even more
important for us to come
together to ma'am, policy
decisions to lead our city those
are issues we cannot afford to
ignore and voters don't want us
to ignore so supervisors I'm
asking for all your help in this
effort for your ideas your
priorities as partnership to get
it done and help to strengthen
ourselves at the same time
right now we can't afford
competing interests and
unhealthy discourse to issues
that matter to san franciscans
when there is potential
difficult battles ahead san
franciscans need us to push this
city forward we have an
opportunity to show the-that
the difference strong cities
what make but to do so we must
remain strong and must also
remind ourselves of the echo we
heard no
>> yes. Respond when we work
together we can accomplish much
more thank you very much.
>> thank you, Mr. Mayor and
Madam Clerk read do consent.
>> items 20 through 21 are.
>> seeing no other names on
the roster, Madam Clerk please
call the roll.
>> on the consent calendar
supervisor kim
supervisor mar
supervisor peskin
supervisor tang
supervisor avalos
supervisor breed
supervisor campos
supervisor cowen
supervisor farrell
there are 9 I's.
>> those items are finally
passes on the first reading and
douptsd unanimously
next item, please.
>> item 2 it through 26
items 2 it through 26 are the
resolutions of intention to
establish infrastructure
financing district one and the
project areas financing
instruction acquisition on
treasure island and yerba buena
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gardens to provide nose and call
for a public hearing added
3:00 P.M. On the be formation of
the project areas.
>> supervisor kim.
>> thank you supervisor
President London breed we're
back to discussing the treasure
island infrastructure financing
district I also want to
recognize that the treasure
island development authority
director is-in the audience
I believe
and I also see our public
finance officer and see kate
hartley maybe in the audience
oh, yes, sir.
Kate hartley from mohcd to do a
presentation
a few weeks ago we were
concerned about some of the gaps
in the affordable housing
funding and market-rate funding
that we've seen given your
commitment to the building 27
and a half percent affordable
housing on the island
he it being a big piece of why
question had move forward
unanimously with this
development project on the
island
several things have not workout
in the last couple of years with
the increasing of construction
costs as well as the stated
overturning our redevelopment we
use as we were depending upon
using it more affordable housing
and many questions came up from
the board of supervisors rightly
so how we plan to build the
commitments we've made to the
public with the first two
affordable housing parcels
calendar to be available for
development in 2018 we want to
make sure those projects move
forward as soon as those
paralyze are available and have
the funding sources in order to
put that together.
I nevertheless to say, since
you're here come up first I'll
not be the only one to ask
questions and rebecca is here
>> good afternoon, supervisors
nadia the officer of public
finance yesterday we calculated
a memorandum to 9 last questions
when this item was heard and
what had we're trying to do it
respond to the affordable
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housing gap I think we're trying
to clarify this agreement or d
da was adopted no 2011 and what
is before you is obligation of
the city to finance those
districts more specifically the
infrastructure financing and
revitalization district is one
of the community facilities to
deliver on the improvements on
the island the development which
will include 9 thousand units
and 5 thousand plus commercial
real estate and three hundred
open space up to nine hundred
hotels in other for the
development to occur and to
develop on housing committed
which results in 27 point
percent of the units we required
to fund this district-and to
deliver on the improvements what
we also have the item before you
the former of the first set of
several legislated actions that
allows us to put in place a
spell assessment on the very
well parcels for the
infrastructure expenses
as well as an infrastructure
financing district that will
fund infrastructure on the
island
the cd and tida is required to
deliver on affordable housing
and the gaps we have been able
to identify is $382 million
to construct the one thousand 8
hundred and 64 unit what we
should clarify is that the gap
is a result of additional units
of one and 84 housing units and
ass also a as a result of
increased costs and loss in
federal and state funding
the supervisor clarified the
largest allocation 25.3 percent
of one percent is no longer
available
so what we're asking that the
board approve that what the
documents in front of you a
allows for a delivery of up to
one thousand plus units
and including inclusionary units
on the island that gets us to 65
percent of the housing units
we we've tried to identify the
potential funding up to one
thousand and 9 hundred plus
units
but what that we need to clarify
those need for the-it
requires state action to
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reinstate it as well as some
local funding resources
and in addition by moving this
forward you able to secure
parcels up to 20 that will allow
the city to deliver the one
thousand 8 hundred and 64 units
as required to but in addition
allows for capacity to do more
on the remaining parcels I want
to emphasize the plan before you
a 15 to 20 development the gap
is identifying that
but what it does is what we've
been trying to do from a prudent
stand point to close the gap
between 15 and 20 units beyond
the potential to generate more
enough revenues to deliver on
the housing we've been trying to
focus on the first 10 to 20
years
more specifically the mayor's
office of housing that also
proposing to commit through 2026
of units and if you tooth the
share and potential extension of
the district the district plan
that was the item before you you
see a 40 year term if we're able
to increase this by an
additional 5 years we think that
is an easy request
to make to the state because
they have two other competing
ifd laws with 45 years in
addition I wanted to clarify
this is an obligation of the
city and this allows us to set
the first of many steps we'll be
in front of the board of
supervisors for the next step of
documents introduced to form the
district and the voted of public
hearings at a future date and
all the debts will come before
this board and more specifically
made clarifications in the
infrastructure financing plan
that also allows for in the
event the city will sure
additional revenues meaning the
state share only be available
and applied to housing and what
that means is that by board
action it would be a value dated
without going back to the
resident doing everything we can
to make that document as
pursuant as possible
hoping that today, we can get
the approval from the board of
supervisors and with a
commitment to come back and
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brief you as we make progress on
the financing solutions I want
to note that the erupt share it
takes time so that will be
something we'll have to do over
a year or so but likely to
indulge staff to continue to
work on this and for them as we
make progress and some of the
general fund on table 3 of the
memo require continued
interaction with the board and
mayor in terms of revenues
available for housing
I also want to note that there
is also a fiscal year analysis
in the infrastructure financing
plan
that identifies all the revenues
and expenditures on the island
and based on what we've been
able to projection it is revenue
positive to the general fund so
once the development is done
after the 20th most of those
revenues will flow to the
general fund and the city can
apply those I should remind
folks we're going to to deliver
the 2000 plus unit on the-and
revenues on the island will be
made available over a longer
than period of time but not 20th
so what we're passing before you
and taking into account the
potential sources gives us 90
percent of the revenue.
>> to clarify on some of the
points and supervisor peskin is
on the roster we have a net
funding gap of roughly one and
$8 million of which of 40
million the mayor's office of
economic workforce development
has today made a commitment
we'll make that amendment
towards that gap the remaining
amount is $38 million is could
come through extending the five
for 5 years and through the
board action today we can
clarify the remaining funds be
used more affordable housing did
I hear you correctly.
>> it's at committee tomorrow.
>> to the committee tomorrow.
>> the final chunk the
greatest concern 200 and
$6 million I know there is a
hope that we May from-through
the state be permitted to call
back the e ratify share we were
unsuccessful serve years ago in
sacramento we tried then through
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legislation there with I believe
america's cup to grab a portion
of e rap share wisp unsuccessful
in getting treasure island
included that legislation so the
hope is that things will change
in sacramento with the governor
and that there's a hope that new
leadership will allow us to call
that back and up think that is a
little bit tenuous we've seen in
sacramento I have concerns about
that hope so my question and
maybe not a question to you Ms.
Faye I see that Mr. Beck is in
the room
could you please explain the
trigger throughout the d da what
will occur if we're not able to
fill the gap on affordable
housing
would it pause certain elements
the development what reassurance
does the board have if we going
forward with approving ifd.
>> we can go to director beck.
>> the d da didn't include any
provisions that cause the
developers activity to be paused
from the city were unable to
keep pace with development of
the affordable housing
and it is a bit of a chicken and
egg scenario we have a portion
of the revenues for the
affordable housing development
come from the property tax
derived from the development
that does benefit the program
for the larger development to
keep to continue a pace as we
contain fund to close the gap
I just wanted to highlight that
the figures in table 3 don't
currently include fund from the
grant programs affordable
housing in several communities
or no place like home other
sources we will pursue to help
close the gap
also t b d in the table is in
any surplus revenues at the back
end will accrue to the
affordable housing construction
after tida has been reimbursed
for the construction costs
there we don't currently have an
estimate how much that might be
but another potential fund to
help us for the reimbursement of
the city to continue the
affordable housing development
and how much is that estimated
at.
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>> we don't have a hard number
but can be up to one hundred
million dollars.
>> and what are the largest
state grant you've seen more
affordable housing given here in
san francisco.
>> to the month recent in 2016
cycle of the affordable housing
and sustainable grant program
issued a total of 200 and
$85 million in award over 25
projects the average award was
in excess of $11.80 percent of
all the funds awarded were more
affordable housing component of
those programs.
>> uh-huh.
>> we the have one award here
to san francisco I apologize I
don't know the exact number of
the award that came to san
francisco.
>> uh-huh.
>> unfortunately, because we
were not close enough to
developing our affordable
housing we were not able to
include the affordable housing
in the 2016 application but as
we move forward we'll be able to
pursue that in the 2017 cycle.
>> uh-huh, uh-huh.
>> so I think of that the one
million dollar it the most pro
tem on the back end remaining
ifd funds the gap is large I
worried about us depending on
the state granted that average
one million dollars over the
next 4 years we're not I hope
I'm wrong seeing any federal
grant toward affordable housing
I hope I'm wrong about that I
know that some of us assume the
prospects with diagram with the
new administration since there
are triggers in the development
that will be paused if we don't
meet our each other obligation
what geese in the worse case
scenarios we're not able to
backfill the 200 and $6 million
gap we'll be able to fulfill our
affordable housing obligation to
the city.
>> I think director alluded to
the fact that the project as a
whole is going to be generate
significant positive
contributions to the general
fund through the ifd we're
obtaining golden state warriors
the increment but a positive.
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>> I guess that continues to
answer my first question how you
believe we've funded the
affordable housing go up a fates
the best case scenario I'm
saying in all things go wrong
sacramento new leadership in
place is not amenable to san
francisco call back as the
current governor we're not able
to fulfill the 200 and
$6 million gap we're in pieces
maybe a one and $50 million gap
what guarantee does the board
have we'll complete our
affordable housing any
penalties?
Any you know-what will happen
from the city didn't fulfill the
obligation
>> the city secures through
the development agreements with
the land and the entitlement
rights to the 21 hundred plus
unit and the land on which to
develop that and in fact, we can
develop those units 17 of the 20
parcels dedicated to us we're
securing the development
opportunity and the rights
and through the immediately
oiftsd resources we can fund
two-thirds of that development
the gap has been presented
didn't include any mohcd support
any h f c support.
>> I'm sorry I'm not trying to
interrupt I know you're trying
to paint how we'll fulfill the
gap what if we don't fill the
gap and all the market-rate
housing get built and the
affordable parcels that are deed
to us they lie vacant we fulfill
some of that but the market-rate
get built we don't fulfill the
affordable housing obligation we
promised to the community and
city in passing in development
unanimously in 2011 what then
happens.
>> the city residences the
opportunity and right to
developing develop it not a
question whether or not those
will be developed but.
>> I have questions about
whether or not we'll develop it
I'll not be here in 20 or 40
years not sure what the next
step of leadership will decide
as their priorities I want more
of a guarantee than the land is
deed to us typically fulfill our
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affordable housing obligation.
>> and I'm just wondering what
else can we put in to guarantee
the>> because I'm how much as you
are director beck we'll get much
of the funding resources but
feel it is our responsible and
certainly as someone that has
sponsored that development over
and over again and saying we
committing to high levels of
affordable housing I'm not just
depending on a positive
optimistic outcome into the
future but guarantee with the
market-rate.
>> I don't-the
redevelopment agreement didn't
have triggers we stop or pause
with the open agreements in the
way the agreement was structured
tmc hats the infrastructure to
move forward in the city to have
the obligation to delivery the
affordable housing subject to 9
financial structure that was
included isn't financing plan.
>> okay.
>> so the plan didn't include
any conditions that will stop or
reopen the terms of the
agreement.
>> if I May add supervisor
another schufrn of the funding
solution involves the local
share participation what we've
tried dpa make a commitment at
that level but allow us
opportunity to get a consensus
how we should work with the
board and the mayor to think
through strategic upstairs steps
without over burdening the
general fund in ways to secure
the projects gated on the island
to affordable housing
so their opportunities-over
the life of the approval process
in the year or two what
commitment made potentially
achieved that will bring to the
board as we May came.
>> without the e rap share as
a result which the development
for example, has had those types
of revenues to fund for the
housing program makes it
challenging what he was trying
to say in effect what we're
showing an outcome up to 20
years based on the developer
developing through 2020 having
identified fixed costs meaning
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in depth service and 100 percent
of the affordable housing.
>> my understanding that is
only $38 million; right?
>> $38 million.
>>>> the 5 year exception and
hope there will be left over
funds on the back ended totals
one plus millions is your honor,
certain and that is the most
optimistic if you know
sacramento didn't allow us to
call back e rap the most
optimistic we're talking about
one hundred maybe $90 million
gap I don't expect over the two
weeks our multiple agencies will
come to the board we have a
commitment to this gap we are
100 percent certain we'll fund I
was not expecting that today, I
guess I'm going to reframe that
a little bit I want guarantees
so I need something on the line
in order to moved whether bell
fulfill our affordable housing
obligation so that's not before
us I want to think about that I
don't want the development to
move forward where all the
market-rate development isinform nothing it put on the
line to make sure we fulfill the
gap the 22 phillips affordable
housing we fought for I
understand we're in a.
>> during the process that
treasure island underwent it was
a surprise as we were coming to
our final approval we moved to
the best case scenario and at
the time, construction costs
were lower and we were hopefully
that the state will provide an
exemption just so for treasure
island to call back e rap we
were not grand america's cup was
we were specifically left behind
they don't support treasure
island moving forward with the e
rap call back so I don't see us
getting that in this
administration but in the future
administration again a lot of
uncertainties I'm happy to move
forward with this level of
uncertainty I see the commitment
in the city to insure the
affordable housing but like to
see something put on the line a
debris to make sure we're not
building market-rate without the
affordable housing so I see
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supervisor peskin
I don't think there is going to
be unless thoughts on the
guarantees look like I'm going
to allow other members of the
board to comment.
>> I've heard your message and
we'll continue.
>> Mr. Beck he had a question
for you in light of is
supervisor kim's comment
you know one of the things we
hear on a regular basis in the
city why we can't build housing
has to do with with not having
access to lands a place to build
it commitments made cleaver for
a significant amount of
affordable housing on treasure
island can you explain to me you
know in light of the fact we do
now have the land to build I
know I guess promised in terms
of one thousand units of
affordable housing why are we
not figuring a better way based
on this agreement why is there
not more thoughtful and
collaboration with the mayor's
office of housing or 09
resources that we have at our
disposal to try to make sure
this housing is built in a more
timing manner.
>> we have been working with
the mayor's office of housing
and kate hartley from the office
so here today
but with working with them and
the other commitments currently
before the mayor's office we
laid out a framework between
2018 when our first parcels are
available and 2026 to fund the
first development of 7 parcels
with support from mohcd
including in their next year
budget including budget the
predevelopment fund by mohcd for
our first two parcels which will
be available to us in 2018 for
development that predevelopment
work allows us to go forward and
start the design
process
design and permitting process
for those to buildings
so we're working collaboratively
with mohcd and on how to close
the gap and the other thing as
we move forward it opens the
don't worry about as I mentioned
to start as we have sites
available to pursue funding
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sources that require
construction ready sites
in order to be eligible for
consideration we intend to
pursue in 2017 from the
affordable housing and the
sustainability developments as
well as suhr the h h p
support for the first project
which will be out the door a
source of shares the veterans
housing for the first project
but securing that commitment
requires us to be moving forward
and having sites ready for
construction.
>> okay. This clearly is a
length discussion and past 2:30
we have 32:30 accommodations
I'll ask the colleagues to hold
their questions or comments so
we can recognize a number of
individuals that we have here
today to how shall
so that they don't have to sit
through this lengthy confusion
even if bureaucratic drama with
that, I'll be one of the first
to do a 3:30 accommodation today
and so I'm going to ask
eric can to
come forward to say honored by
the board of supervisors welcome
come forward to the podium
please thank you for being here.
Colleagues I'm proud to
recognize every single can
introduce her with work with the
cool valley fair as organizer
for the pianist years hive
tirelessly worked to unite the
community and carry on the
fingerprinting year tradition by
bringing together local
businesses and artists and
schools and families the coal
valley fair is a loved tradition
I'm so happy to support that
fair year after year without the
dedication of people like every
single can it wouldn't be the
same and in addition to
organizing the coal valley fair
contributed to the valley as an
small business owner that
operates two training studios to
promote living and health and
safety exercise exercise as as
business owner the organer the
coal valley fair and the wife
and two children every single
can is a thank you for stepping
up and continuing to tradition
and what makes us a great city
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our great community fairs that
brings together so many members
of the community since you join
together and celebrate what they
don't see overtime as hard work
you are making the magic happen
and thank you for carrying on
the tradition so this tradition
so on behalf of the san
francisco board of supervisors
we commend you today.
>> thank you for your service.
>> thank you very much I want to
thank everyone especially
supervisor breed for helping
fund the city use that are
increasing us to run our local
street fair we keep the street
fair small intentionally a
great, great part of community
and very grateful so thank
you.
>> (Clapping.)
>> next an accomodation if
from supervisor avalos for
rebuilding together san
francisco.
>> thank you supervisor
President London breed
I'd like to call of staff from
rebuilding together.
>> so I'm very, very honored
to have worked all the years in
office with rebuilding together
they've been doing renovation
and repairs on single-family
homes all across san francisco
but particularly strong from
providing the support to figure
that deal with disability and
low income folks in the district
11 and especially 2, 3, 4 in my
omi we have a african-american
population that is diminishing
and helping the people in houses
and pass them on the the next
generation I have a participated
in rebuilding together events
and has been great to see the
bacon people's lives
theirs such a feeling of joy
that there houses and places
they inhabit will be where we
get around more easily and this
help pulling together is free
rebuilding is around since 1989
some of you might have
remembered it was called in
April and all those years
providing great care for people
all over the city I want to say
thaw grateful for your service
in district 11 especially in the
omi and thank you for your great
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work and present you with the
honor for your commitment to the
housing in san francisco thank
you very much.
>> (Clapping.)
>> thank you supervisor avalos
and everyone
john you wanted said it
perfectly we've been helping
seniors and people with
disabilities and low income
families stay in their homes for
27 years as supervisor kim said
the future of housing support is
unclear now
so I think that is more
important as ever that our
repairs that bring together
neighbors helping neighbors and
corporate organizations in san
francisco to support our work it
is more important than ever so
we really appreciate the
conformation.
>> thank you one thing I want
to mention in district 11 two
major community development
projects in these two
collaborate actives the omi
collaborative and valley kohlman
the former staff is now with the
adult protective services had to
leave the effort and that was a
huge impact had a huge impact on
district 11 those
collaborative's have resulted in
having grant making podiums that
is overseen by the residents
that allows the residents to
plan community projects like
murld and other promotions that
are parks and supporting our
corridor so thank you for that
tremendous effort as als and other promotions that
are parks and supporting our
corridor so thank you for that
tremendous effort as
well.
>> thank you rebuilding
together for all our amazing
work throughout the city and
county of san francisco
thank you so much
and with that, I'd like to for
the final conformation for today
I'd like to recognize supervisor
mar.
>> thank you, colleagues I'd
like to ask you to join me in
honoring the families for safe
streets and walk sf in their
efforts as we promote sunday
November two 20th as world day
remembrance so let me ask for
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jennifer for safe streets and
natalie to come forward I think
the model as an advocatecy
organization has used over the
past year or longer to develop a
development a develop a because
of survivors of traffic crashes
and victims' families to really
build a strong voice of mature
support and based organization
he that that transit
organizations no new york city
have uses the model it is time
for san francisco and the whole
region I'm appreciative in the
just san francisco but were a
regional model as well every
year as much of you here
1.2 million people are killed in
road crashes globally but 20
pedestrians we are killed in san
francisco and 75 pedestrians
were seriously injured in
crashes this is not acceptable
one of the graphs crossed out
accidents as a visual they're
preventable and calling not
traffic accidents but traffic
crashes and killings basically,
I think those are not just
staves but serious injuries and
loss of loved one to whole
communities I'm proud 24 effort
by walk sf but building the new
equity and using world
remembrance of traffic victims
is going on a memorial walk this
coming sunday I ask 16th street
of 445 to walk to city hall
where the building that be lit
yellow in commemoration of those
who passed its and the families
standing up to make our streets
safer and acknowledge that our
vision zero project we wouldn't
have vision zero without walk sf
and the families that are
advocating for safer streets I
really thank them for making
sure that san francisco is at
forefront of the nation on
vision zero and advancing our
work and walk sf is building a
regional bayview family for safe
streets that will pubically
launch on sunday afternoon the
families have lost loved ones
and injured themselves and want
to recognize to chief vision
zero the group that will be
leading the walk that will be
holding a having anyal at city
hall so is 12:30 u 3:30 to 5:30
at bart wear yellow clothing and
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hats and scarves if you want
more information walk sf.Org
we'll remember this sunday is is
a moment to annuity and city
enough is enough standing
together with victims and
survivors and family members
that know first hand the
emotional mental toll that is x
tracked by the traffic violence.
>> thank you supervisor yee who
couldn't be with us today, I
know last year, we joined the
world and supervisor kim and
others joined us thank you to
walk sf the vision zero
coalition and the world day
remembrance with that, let me
introduce family for safe
streets jen just and natalie
from walk sf.
>> (Clapping.)
>> hello, I'm representing not
only my mom who was seriously
injured by a chiropractor but
I'm here representing my family
members and friends and people
impacted by irresponsible action
by a driver one of the city's
most-this devastated my mom's
finances she suffered brain
injury in 2011 I'm here
threatening supervisor mar and
let you guys know to bring
together support to support
families that are impacted and
make changes for our streets to
make them safer out there thank
you.
>> (Clapping.)
>> thank you very much
supervisor mar for recognizing
the work that will be starting
with the family members they're
the real heroes they've dealt
with grief and volunteering
their time and energy to effect
the positive change is inspiring
glad to have jenny and to the
board of supervisors for
unanimously supporting vision
zero
thank you.
>> thank you for your service
and again, congratulations
okay. We'll return to our
agenda supervisor peskin would
you I'm sorry supervisor kim
were you done with your
questions okay supervisor peskin
thank you Madam President and
colleagues this is obviously
been going on for a long time if
we heart attack back to the days
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bill clinton was President And
military bases were closed all
around the united states
including many here in the bay
area in 1996 was the beginning
of the planning for the eventual
turnover of navy station
treasure island to the city and
county of san francisco at the
same time work began on the
hunters point shipyard which as
we know many parcels that
already been turned over to the
city
I became a member of the board
of supervisors in 2001 and we
undertook action on the 8 years
on the board including exactly
10 years ago this month when we
adopted the term sheet for the
development of treasure island
contaminate that was envisioned
to be thirty percent affordable
housing
yes, we didn't anticipate the
end of the redevelopment but
when the board in 2011 actively
adopted a project that was 2000
unit larger contaminate it was
reduced from thirty percent to
25 percent and I salute
supervisor kim that managed to
get that number theoretically
back up to 27.2 percent the
goalpost have yet to be thirty
percent if you compare this to
the hunters point shipyard we
have actively achieved that with
no funding gap the way the
project is very, very different
I'm concerned-I don't want to
do development for development
sake and make developers rich
the whole premise of that for
public benefits three hundred
acres of open space and some
2000 units of affordable housing
I'm absolutely prepared to vote
for it but I don't want to vote
foreperson for an enterprise
promise but triggers and if as
we think are all relatively
certain that some of the ideas
and I want to thank staff for
public health department them in
writing rather than available
ideas now before us in this 6
page memo prepared by director
and beck or 5 page memo tells us
what we know this is highly
unlikely political environment
the governor the great state of
california will take 12e7z away
to end development in the state
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of california I don't foresee
the 25.3 percent e rap and
relative to extending the life
of the ifd from 40 to 45 years
have yet to take action but not
limited to contacting our
lobbyists in 70 in sacramento
any staff contacted yesterday
other ideas we should discuss
and commit ourselves current
with committing ourselves to the
instrument before you today and
the infrastructure that
financing please be advised the
ringing of and use of cell
phones, that will be before us
presumably at the next meeting
and looking at the go down
authority one idea I shared with
the developers and some of
members of this board earlier
today is that if this board and
the developers and the mayor
were to commit ourselves to
moving forward with treasure
island ground to meet the gap
come our next general election
be
2018 or November of 2018 or
earlier should there be any
reason for a special election
that will be much more of a
guarantee than the long
implication of the ifd or having
the state legislative and the
governor of california do
something unlikely for a number
of years to provide that
redevelopment increment back to
this project I want to I want to
put that out there and I will
hope we can have a very quick
and sincere discussion about
committing ourselves to a go
down rather than saying we
general obligation bond rather
than saying we approved-we're
doing better on private land on,
on the mainland with
inclusionary housing law we're
doing better than that in many
cases and supervisor kim showed
you again and again in south of
market as pier 70 and in the
seawall lot I'm having trouble
saying yes to a project on land
that we>> thank you supervisor peskin
supervisor avalos.
>> thank you. I do have
concerns about the funding gap
although I'm prepared to vote
today
it would be good to have more
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time my biggest concerns we're
not able to call back that our
resources that in moh that go
through other be neighborhoods
can accumulate on treasure
island and deny other
neighborhoods around huge
development more affordable
housing to have the resources to
do so and I wasn't going to
speak again but supervisor
peskin mentioned a go bond made
me think we can't have a go bond
for treasure island a go bond
that includes will treasure
island but huge needs
around affordable housing and
reservoir and maximize the work
we're looking at my neighborhood
is looking at go bonds and
specifically at neighborhood
spread over the city for the
support if we're going to
focusing go bond dollars on
affordable housing it should be
geared to looking at places that
we have to develop not just the
housing itself but the
infrastructure for the
neighborhoods to be able to
thrive it is something we'll be
doing for treasure island and
things that are despite needed
to I imagine phil the reservoir
sites with the schlage lock and
other places we laid the ground
work for development.
>> thank you supervisor avalos
supervisor cowen.
>> thank you. I think that
conversation is very interesting
land use conversation and I'm
actually was going to touch on
some of the points that
supervisor avalos spoke to about
a go bond not narrowly tailored
for treasure island but
something opportunities there
that is larger we can wrap the
entire city like supervisor
avalos with the visitacion
valley is right more affordable
housing
we have some other funding gaps
as well I think about hope 6
projects
supervisor kim if anything you
May not have said that exactly
how much is the gap we're
talking about.
>> 22 to 23 millions.
>> 22.
>> the gap is roughly 200 and
$42 million.
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>> assuming mohcd is
$30 million commitment we'll put
into the resolution.
>> all right. I have no
future questions thank you very
much.
>> supervisor mar.
>> thank you, supervisor kim
for doing everything she can to
make up this very large gap it
supervisor peskin outlined
I want to thank kate hartley as
well for making up that
$30 million amount
and thank you to our corral ben
rosenfield and nadya and bob
beck for the documents you've
provided my colleagues and I are
censured concerned about the
likelihood on the state efforts
for e rap and to extend the ifd
for 5 years and other colleagues
mentioned the potential local
bonds and I also think there is
a commitment to treasure island
and I think that is critical
that we follow through but needs
of other districts my colleagues
mentioned it is important but a
commitment made to treasure
island in this development to
see strong affordability
the letter we received from
sherry the director of tihdi
emphasize the homeless and
veterans and project but the
charities with the mercy housing
is critical for treasure island
and the many families that and
people that currently live on
treasure island as well I'll be
supporting that and supporting
effort in the last few days a
few few of us sure we're living
up to the affordability but up
to the next board to share there
are bonds that move forward
their equitable looking at the
treasure island and thank you to
supervisor peskin for raising
the key concerns about this and
I shared those concerns we'll
work with kim and others to get
more clarity on what strategies
to make up this $20,082,000,000
gap we brought up today.
>> thank you supervisor mar
supervisor campos.
>> thank you Madam President I
know I came into the meeting
ready to support the items not
so sure maybe the kind of thing
I'll defer to supervisor kim as
the district supervisor in terms
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of how she wants to proceed
so with that, you know through
the chair I'll you know ask the
district supervisor for her
guidance on this.
>> thank you.
>> supervisor kim.
>> thank you
colleagues
first of all, in my questioning
he didn't take the time to
appreciate the work that at the
end of the day the mayor's
office of economic workforce
development and the controller's
office was able to do over the
last few weeks in project by
project the potential funds that
will help us close this
initially 200 and 74 now 200 and
$40 million gap I'm hopeful that
the prospects we'll be able to
build this to completion I'm
looking for is some type of
guarantee that will help link
the affordable housing
production leader to our
market-rate housing production
in many ways similar to what we
do when we allow the developers
to offsite their affordable
housing I want to take a little
bit more time we have this
hearing coming before the board
I'll ask we move this to later
on in the board agenda and come
up with other-and I want to
acknowledge the work I'm
appreciative we wouldn't come if
a place to guarantee the funding
but like to see a little bit
more closure to guarantee this
commitment that happen down the
street.
>> for clarity supervisor kim
we've move on with the agenda.
>> take 2 at a later time.
>> thank you
with that, it is not 3 o'clock
we have two, 3:00 P.M. Special
orders
it is my understanding that one
of those 3:00 P.M. Special
orders will be continued
so I'm going to call the items
39 through 42 first
items 39 through 42 comprise the
special order public hearings of
persons in the puc with approval
of 3 units of new construction
on alhambra street dated 2016
items 40 to 44 the 340gs
associated with the public
hearings.
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>> supervisor farrell.
>> thank you supervisor
President London breed
colleagues we've been working
with the parties involved here
and gotten everyone to eyes and
ears and go to work out the
remaining issues make a motion
to continue those items to
December 6th.
>> supervisor farrell has made
a motion to continue this item
to December 6th seconded by
supervisor cowen and before we
take a vote on this item any
public comment on the
continuance seeing none, public
comment is closed.
Madam Clerk on the motion to
continue colleagues colleagues,
can we take that same house,
same call?
-roll call.
>> okay.
>> Mr. Gibner.
>> john gibner, deputy city
attorney.
Are for the record the board is
continuing the item holding it
on for further public comment
when the item is heard at the
board.
>> just to be clear the public
comment was on for the specific
continuance.
>> right when there is a
tentative map like this we're
required to open public comment
and hold it on so there can be
additional public comment at
future meetings
just to be clear he had only
asked for public comment on the
continuance and not public
comment on the temper say is
that appropriate.
>> I'll suggest welcoming
public comment a map appeal I
don't know if anyone was here to
speak on the item itself.
>> thank you for that clarity
any public comment?
Who is here to specifically
speak on the item please come
forward we've hold public
comment open for the continuance
as well seeing none, public
comment is closed.
Madam Clerk on the continuance
leaving public comment held open
for this particular hearing same
house, same call?
This will be continued to
December 6, 2016.
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>> Madam Clerk please call
items 35 through 38.
>> items 35 through 38
comprise the special order at
the 3:00 P.M. For a public
hearing for interested persons
suggesting to a depreciation of
exemption in environmental
impact under the california
environmental quality act issued
as a community plan exemption by
the planning department on
July 12, 2016, and approved by
the planning commission on
August 2016 the proposed project
located at 1515 south van ness
to allow demolition of an
existing building and new
construction of 55 at all 5 to 6
residential uses and item 36 to
confirm the planning department
and item 37 to reverse the
determination and next the
appropriation related to a board
disapproval for the plan
exemption depreciation.
>> colleagues before us an
appeal for a project on south
van ness avenue for this hearing
item number 35 we will be
considering whether to approve
the planning commission
determination that the project
at 1515 south van ness avenue is
exempt from further
environmental review under a
community plan exemption
without objection we will
precede as following up to 10
minutes for presentation by the
appellant or the appellants
representative up to two minutes
in support of appeal, up to 10
minutes for a presentation for
the city departments and 10
minutes for the project sponsor
or the representative up to 2
minutes in opposition of
speakers for the appeal and
finally 3 minutes for rebuttal
for the appellant or appellants
representative please note if
you're here to speak on the 1515
south van ness appeal now will
be the time to do so with that,
I'd like to recognize supervisor
campos.
>> thank you very much
Madam President
without budget committee lashing
the appeal I just want to take
the opportunity to thank the
appellant as well as the project
sponsors we encourage folks on
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both sides of this project to
sit down and have a conversation
about a possible settlement we
provided the space for that to
happen I want to thank the
parties for doing that
unfortunately, there was no
resolution that was reached no
settlement that was agreed upon
so with that, I would simply say
thank you and if we can
proceeded to a hearing of the
appeal thank you.
>> okay. And at this time,
I'd like to recognize the
appellant and ask them to please
come forward for their
presentation.
>> good afternoon. I'm scott
weaver for the coordinate latino
counsel we can't look at this
project as in a bubble for in
isolation from everything else
that is happening in the mission
one and 20 household from this
project and 2000 households in
proposed projects in the mission
will move to the mission
and with them they'll bring
their high incomes earning 3 to
four times what current resident
earn and their disposal income
after taxed and rent will exceed
the income of resident before
taxed
and before rent
so let's look at what happened
to van ness street with in
development and some in the
pipeline or mission street
24/721st and 22 where the
project is that buck is
completely gunmen if I had on
van ness street our $6 can you
sanity or a meal up to one
percent and fancy clothes and
spend a lot of money for a had
been those are not the kind of
businesses that belong in the
district the kind of
gentrification is the beginning
what is to come is an overwhelm
economic force it will change
the faced of the mission and of
the cayuga coordinate strict and
ceqa requires we study the
cumulative impacts of projects
that have been approved and have
been built that are at least
projects
in the pipeline
and so at a minimum we have to
look and see there that there is
clearly a threat in the morning
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2000 units that are currently in
the pipeline
I have a graphic here can I have
the overhead?
There we go.
>> those red dots represent
proposed projects right now
there are-thank you.
>> right now thorough
approximately, six 5 we don't
have all of them down we haven't
automobile the information from
the planning department but as
you can see tare concentrated
into two vibrant centers of
latino culture and activity
the mission is in trouble
we're witnessing development
that is far beyond that which
was envisioned in the eastern
neighborhoods plan
in the eir
as of February of this year
according to the planning
department there were 24 hundred
plus unit built entitled or
under environmental review in
the mission the preferred
project being 16 hundred 96 that
means we've gone 50 percent over
the preferred project and the
total number the largest number
in the eir was 200054 unit we're
above that as well and we are
only halfway through the eastern
neighborhoods program
that program was supposed to
last if 2008 to 2025 the
development is happening twice
as fast as we anticipated
and the diversity of housing in
the eastern neighborhoods in
terms of affordability, versus
luxurious housing is out of
kilter
partly was of the rapid pace of
development
so this should give us could you
say causing to revisit at least
some of the elements of the
planned eir
especially where with respect to
the displacement and community
benefits we have goals of
maintaining the vibrancy of our
businesses we need to buckle up
on that things are happening
much faster than anticipated
and in the small 5 by 4 block
area that constitutes the cayuga
coordinate 6 hundred and 50 lurk
unit are at or nearing
entitlement more on the way one
and 82 projections we're not
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counting on 15 and south van
ness another project on 24 and
shot well and 3 on the corner of
22 and mission
this board of supervisors
established the latino culture
district in 2014 and established
at the ding graphic area and in
admits resolution the board
noted in the whereas sections a
long history in the latino
culture district
and it memorialized 2 as
richness of entrepreneurship is
unrivaled and the district was
established to establish to the
stabilize the displacement of
latino businesses and residents
and to preserve the quatro for
the commerce and enhance its
unique nature well with the one
slough of all this development
and more to come what is at risk
in terms of cultural viability
vibrancy of economic opportunity
for latinos
and how can we mitigate those
risks before it is good late
when a business moved a resident
moves out that's it in their not
coming back so for more than a
year we've suicide the city to
answer those questions
nothing
the city has said not a ceqa
issue they're wrong on a number
of counts
I don't know how thoroughly you
were able to review the briefing
that I gave you but the subject
of ceqa review under the
holdings of barks field that was
highlighted the assistant brief
was discussed and barker's field
it is progeny stood for the
individually a or cumulatively
cause-the replacement of mom
and pop's businesses with high
ended biz businesses held by,
llc corporation is such a
physical change agreed or we're
not talking about urban decay in
the classic sense bakersfield.
>> we're talking about the
conditions contrary to this city
designated for the district
bakers field is on all for us
and I've not heard a response
and second it is of historic
value in my brief on page 9 is
not necessary you have an actual
historical designation to where
historical value under ceqa the
quatro district meets the
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qualification of having historic
value and third the displacement
of businesses nonprofits and
residents will result in reverse
commutes which will change
patterns of traffic, parking,
transportation and additional
green houses and those matters
were not discussed not discussed
in the eir.
>> also a ceqa issue is that
things changed dramatically
since the internal revenue
prices are you will stepping and
at least counts for the rapid
rise in the number of
development twice that of that
was anticipated
and community benefits have not
kept pace with that
something that was appointment
by the eastern neighborhoods
comment advisory council the
lack of affordable housing is
recognized finally there is the
ininconsistent with the stated
goals of eastern neighborhoods
plan and the general plan plan
that includes the preservation
for our neighborhoods and for
the provision of affordable
housing.
>> so the cumulative impacts of
this project and the others
mentioned threaten those goals
and an elevation of those
impacts in establishing
effective mitigation measures is
imperative we're asking that you
tell the planning department to
do its job
tell the planning department to
analyze the impacts this massive
and sudden even market-rate has
on the quatro district and other
cultural we have and to develop
mitigation will will blunt those
impacts siding for the past
year.
>> thank you very much
supervisor campos.
>> thank you Madam President
if I May ask Mr. Weaver to come
back I want to ask you a
question Mr. Weaver something
I'd like to ask you to expand on
if I May the question of how the
existence of the latino cultural
district sort of expands on the
analysis that the discussion
that had in the prior hearing
here we have on the bryan
project so can be expand a
little bit more on that how the
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existence of this cultural
district impacts the ceqa
analysis here that's the point
you made I want to make sure we
have a full understanding of
what you're argument is on that.
>> well boring o borrowing
from bakersfield.
>> it is designated as
something special and it is and
therefore the impacts on this
area are different and will have
to be looked at definitely than
they would in the eastern
neighborhoods as a whole it is a
very small area geographical but
dense in terms of the culture
vital outlet and the residences
and businesses the city hesitate
sought to protect with the bryan
street project that was not in
the district itself through we
believe will have an impact on
the district this project is in
the district itself
and will definitely have a
direct an impact it is right
through and bringing people into
the area that have higher
incomes we don't budget
committee little people for
earning a lot of money but it
result in change in the
community in the physical
structure of a community
storefronts will be different
we're going to see instead of
what we see as 24th street
street more of what we see as we
go down van ness street i
pointed out in any brief that
one of the big concerns that the
latin cultural district council
expressed during the community
dwaement the quote van nesstion
of the cultural district and
your seeing that happening and
we're not saying that
gentrification didn't happen on
hits own accord but it
market-rate housing development
on the scale is going to have an
accelerating effect and put
jurisdiction into hyper
gentrification that is a kind of
a physical impact on the
environment we firmly believe
that the bakersfield case talked
about
thank you very much.
>> thank you and now I'd like to
open this item up to those who
are interested in purporting the
appeal if you're here to speak
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during public comment
specifically for support of this
appeal please come forward now
you'll have up to 2 minutes
each.
>> first speaker please.
Ma'am, come forward.
>> hello, everybody I'm sharon
on artist in the mission and I
usually speak from my heart but
today, I felt I had to read
something
we are at this crisis in our
nation; right?
This election has been
devastating I assume for most of
the people in the room
and it is also prove that
corporations are actually
conceding in transforming our
citizens into consumers to our
quite easy duped they've been
wiping out villages and main
streets for strip malls and box
stores across the country so,
now too many americans are
isolated what with their
communities destroyed they've
mistaken a billionaire for a
safer but not only that loud a
predator it is our elected
officials
turning a blind eye and that
concentration of power and
wealth is replicated here in our
city it is destroying san
francisco's community
san francisco is a small city
but until now if is always been
a beige beagle and outspoken and
speaking truth to power where we
were we before this election
we're putting our energy here
struggling with you our
supervisors we've been
struggling to keep our homes and
businesses here
when you been approving those
corporate proposals and refusing
to demand an environmental
impact statement we're working
against becoming at monocultural
city filed with closed offices
and luxury development
>> thank you very much ma'am,
thank you.
>> thank you
we have other speakers, too, we
have to give everyone the same
amount of time thank you.
>> we hear you thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> good afternoon
mary aliza speaking as a
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concerned citizen
we support the appeal of the eir
exemption for the project
because we believe the eir was
inadequate and seriously flawed
because based on outdated
information a few cases are
going forward in courts that
upheld some of the issues the
pace of high-end housing has out
paced san francisco with saviors
-families that project pursue
importantly will replace 35
thousand pdr businesses with 4
thousand square feet of trade
shop that is doesn't appear to
meet the new replacement
requirements removal of pdrs
businesses has resulted in an
uptick of traffic as the
construction workers and others
are forced to drive into the
city they formally resided in a
serious shortage of plain
scribbled trained people will
add to the cost I personally am
great deal dealing with that it
is hard to get work done on any
kind of work done in the city on
your property
have you heard here's a chance
to send back a project to
demands improvement to meet the
standards please send a message
that voters can expect more from
officials than rubber stamping
thank you for your time and
consideration and I'll leave you
with copies thank you.
>> thank you very much
>> next speaker, please.
>> we'll have someone take
them thank you.
>> hello good afternoon
I'd like to echo the sent times
of the first speaker a critical
time in our country and san
francisco is being threatened
with the funding for sanitary
cities to be taken away that
will take a tremendous amount of
courage on behalf of all of us
to keep san francisco's soul and
spirit alive
I would like to say that I don't
think any of you in good
conscious consider the eastern
neighborhoods eir adequate it is
obsolete and clearly so all I'm
asking is is an eir for this
project that will show the
effects it is having on the
communities and also the cayuga
latino district
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supervisor President London
breed you were recently quoted
supervisor President London
breed?
You remember recently quoted
eyes and ears as saying yes, we
need to abide by the laws but we
need to be creative in
interpreting them
so the original intention as
serviced o served none in the
room can say the eir is
fulfilling the original
intentions of the ceqa law
it is meant to protect the
quality of life in our city and
our community and it is both
lazy and unconscionable you'll
go ahead and allow the eastern
neighborhoods eir to stand as
sufficient
but things have changed since
then are outstanding I beg of
you to please look at a way for
once interpret our laws in favor
of the people and the heart and
soul of the city I've seen many
times the trespasser through the
developers that can't continue
thank you
>> thank you very much.
>> next speaker, please.
>> (Clapping.)
>> Madam President prosecute
the next speaker I'll get a
gentle reminder to the public
you'll please direct our remarks
to the board and not individual
supervisors that neither
applause but you're welcome to
use our supportive fingers thank
you.
>> thank you, Madam Clerk.
>> next speaker, please.
>> hi, I'm susan a parent of a
child that attends school in the
mission and small business owner
woman and I struggled with what
to say today because I know
nothing will change our minds
and the project will be approved
I just want to emphasize that
the eastern neighborhoods plan
is why did
outdated it is disheartening
as the member of a citizen of
san francisco to continually
come before the board and the
planning commission and to have
you all act like our hands are
tied we can't do anything ceqa
didn't allow us to do anything
the eastern neighborhoods plan
not allowing us to do anything
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figure out how to protect the
mission
>> (Clapping.)
>> it is a cultural gem not
only in this decide but were in
the united states
it is being destroyed bit by bit
being destroyed I went to a
theatre over the weekends in a
few years we've not have 3 kind
of thing anymore and san
francisco has to be a city that
has a neighborhood where low
income brown latino people of
color can live you guys are
putting another nail in the cost
I think I'm tired of hearing
there is nothing else you can
do.
>> thank you very much.
>> next speaker, please.
>> hello my name is louie want
to address you the board as a 40
year homeowner and in the
mission and someone whose family
is back to the 1920s in the
mission I'm is an artist and
affirm maker and teacher at the
city college campus in the
mission district
and as a teacher and as an
artist I have had a lot of
contact with many of the young
artists that live in the
neighborhood I've met as well as
the older artists that have been
here so-I'm fortunate because
I was able to buy a house many
years ago, I was able to afford
it not now but many of my
friends and colleagues and
artists have been force-out in
the last years and want to say
something the mission is
misrepresent cultural multi
ethic it is wonderful as a
latino neighborhood I want to
preserve that but includes
people of all ethic nights
nicities and
all.
>> the first bunch of people I
saw leave in 2008, 9, needing
we're losing the young artists a
cultural distinct you can't have
a cultural district without
workers and artists and some of
whom I taught at city college
are the first ones I say leaving
we want to say I want to support
the housing projects in the
mission and that particular one
it is apt to have an
environmental review the
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environment includes the whole
neighborhood and what is it made
up of to have artists in the
mission we need affordable
housing I'd like to see more
affordable housing as part of
this project thank you very
much.
>> thank you
next speaker, please.
>> good afternoon. My name is
tor I think I'm speaking today
against the proposed development
ann at 115 south van ness as
long as the intent task mess and
urging a real environmental
review I believe there are a lot
of unmitigated environmental
impacts related to
gentrification when people are
displaced through the racist
developers former residents have
to commute longer thus making
air pollution that will displace
how many other hours and a
racism elaborate the dimpling of
condemns in the brown and black
neighborhoods causing asthma and
the pooechlz the traffic
inclusion impacts across the
region will hurt people of color
the most and as a white person I
must
out against racism please stop
this of the-until we know
about the invasive species known
eased white people thank you,
thank you very much>> I.
Religious lived in the migration
mixing as a renter for 40 years
all I'm asking is to accept our
appeal for deep environmental
impact of the lennar's proposal
for 1515 south van ness how, how
to looks like the mission
district this development is
mostly market-rate will ramp up
the devastation by displacement
due to eviction and crippling
latino families and
african-american and people with
disabilities we despite as you
May know for real affordable
housing not token amounts in in
addition to the luxury housing
on neighborhood the issue of
lennar's history of lack of
transparency and unsafe
practices how can you accept
lennar's proposal in the mission
the federal government federal
government has stopped transfers
of land in bayview hunters point
that at the time are tech showed
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false reports I'm sure you know
from nbc reports people in
bayview hunters point have
default with saviors heart and
soul issues with breast cancer
and for fraudulent soil samples
they continue to lobby for more
contract and get those contracts
lennar has been instrumental in
the displacement of community
and bayview hunters point la and
vallejo is planning to conquer
treasure island again, the issue
of radioactive soil and the
mission bringing action and
other groups are extensive
experience and knowledge of
lennar's history please listen
to them I'm requesting viral
studies of 115 van ness with a
tanering with lead and hyde car
bones and petroleum the people
of bayview hunters point will
continue to support each other
in their efforts to keep our
community safe and prevent the
sale of the city to the highest
bidder thank you.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> good afternoon, supervisors
marie actually, I'm here
representing green action but
more I'm here to remind you of
the great catastrophe in bayview
you allotted those projects and
many of the folks died in one
year over 8 who diet in one
particular area on any block 8
men that died from cancer
setting that aside bayview used
to be a community of family you
use the word affordable look
that up and who is it affordable
to not to myself or my children
who working hard their renting
34 houses they should be
ownership what you do here today
to me it is-if I pass this if
you overlook all the crisis and
pleas of the mission you've
condiment san francisco to a
fate that is horrible so no
longer be a families here
especially families that look
like you and I we're a mixture
vital any family because we're
all different sizes and shapes
and colors and you'll suffering
from the same thing the lack of
support from the folks we
elected to support us
so I'm asking you know that will
not do any good half of you made
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up your minds but understand
we've not stand idly but if
there is nothing you'll hear our
cries and anger and frustration
trust me you'll hear from us
again.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> so I see scott wiener is
not here he's getting his robe
realternated and supervisor
farrell is pulling out his
planned robe and supervisor tang
is not wearing hers I've assert
here time and time again, when
people disregard and dishumanize
brown people your black or white
or asian you're a bigot a
racist, as much as donald trump
and his right meow fascist are
too but you have a black or
asian face and so you get to say
you're not a bigot and don't
hate mexico's but everything in
our career say screw you before
people
because my power is more
important than our lies than our
children than our sanity than
your health your anatomy anatomy
vial humans
that have a political desire and
you all who ever out our life
and vote until the last latino
is in the mission is forcefully
removed you don't give a damn
our self-steward who cares
res.
>> I say you listen and don't
nothing shame on you for having
hard working people that happen
to be brown and talk with an
accent that don't put money do
our coffers you don't give a
damn shame on you for your
bigotry.
>> thank you very much.
>> next speaker, please.
>> my name is tom ray a nature
san franciscan and lived in the
mission the housing development
is helping the housing crisis
and with half the newly built
condo is owned by absentee
owners living outside of san
francisco their second homes
check your own tax assessors
office this is the truth those
luxury units are not affordable
to the middle-income first
responders the police, teachers
city workers construction
workers and even many tax
workers can't afford cultural
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question have built one and 20
percent above had is needed san
francisco has a condo with
massive industry and according
to the san francisco business
times they've agreed we have too
much the studies will have more
housing units are needed to
offset the market-rate
development the university of
california has done extensive
studies on displacement and
gentrification in the mission
don't you even read and study
those studies
those studies exhibit real facts
on the effects of luxury housing
development
since the 22 luxury developments
sites in the mission are public
real estate interests and
developers have been moving in
and iranians the rent and
environmental impact people and
businesses at an incredible rate
so the compassionate to make a
killing financially before their
built currently there are one
and 50 to one plus evictions a
month in the mission how can you
justify three hundred housing
units and displacing and
evicting 5 thousand people and
businesses out of the mission
both within 5 years
urge current policy of build
build build luxury>> thank you very much
thank you sir, thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> hi, my name is mary
sorenson with the quatro that is
the real david and go litigate
mission with the protecting d on
one does the developer with a
nation wide reputation seeking
yet to add a building that is
brand on the other side is the
community to rankle e remain
it's soul and community quite
frankly if san francisco the
community is losing quite a bit
not just in the mission the fact
that the mission-the mission
is losing our identity yes, we
were allowed to create a
cultural corridor I say thank
you but the fact is that
corridor has no teeth no skin in
the game we're there in name
only and nothing we can do about
that building is continuing at a
horrifying pace thanks to
backroom deals if you think that
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is a harsh thing to say I have
two words millennium tower
this is a town you search
warrant to pay to play the
community will always lose and
the developers will make hefty
contributions to causes and
candidates and the developers
always win
so I ask you, please the eir is
important sends this back we
don't need this building in our
neighborhood as proven over and
over again, we need affordable
housing we don't need more
high-end luxury units thank you.
>>
>> next speaker, please.
>> good afternoon eric brooks
sf green party/our city/sf clean
energy advocates.
I just want to oppose the
approval of this and suggest to
you and ask you to dig deeper to
realize the past actions of that
corps that will be approved to
go forward under this eir
approval would need to be
considered in regards to the
environmental impact we have a
corporation that has global
corporation nation wide is
involved heavy in the sub prime
loan market scandals in san
francisco and other parts of
california has repeatedly made
promises and nothing on the
promises after making them and
repeatedly gotten you all to
approve things like that and
spent millions of going to the
ballot a change the conditions
of what you approved when you
have a corporation of a history
of going to the ballot to change
the conditions you need to
consider that in the
environmental impact our
considering because we are
talking about a corporation on
that to gentrify and that
totally changes the game awards
to what our looking and the
history we all know of repeated
health violations in
construction being nuclear and
radioactive wastes and how
building and properly monitor
asbestos this is a corporation a
bad actor and that applies to
our view and consider all those
things recently a contractor
overseeing those lapd's for this
same company for the navy
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potentially would leverage with
this company covered up the
extent of the nuclear waste what
will it do in the mission please
reject this.
>> thank you very much
>> next speaker, please.
>> hi, I'm here to oppose this
development I've been in the
mission for thirty years I'm an
artist and curator and worked on
and off at different times in
bayview hunters point in
remedial education and in the
mission as well
so I know lennar my studio spice
e space is in bayview I've
watched lennar in the wloif it
is horrendous when I saw that it
was lennar development pending
right off of 24th street it is
last week, a double insult I
felt I had to come down here I'm
sure there is a lot of money on
the other side I felt I had to
be part of conscious of this
city and speak on behalf of as
one member of the arts community
that is mostly living in oakland
I mean, we're all leaving our
musicians and artists come in
and place shows they're not
living here anymore if this
development is allowed to go
through managed by this criminal
company corporation it is really
like a tip point for the mission
people can't bear it we can't
bear luxury apartment and condos
being built right posed on
cayuga 24 it is unacceptable
there has to be ways this board
has proposed developments thank
you.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> hi supervisor breed I'm
suzy those burn my husband and I
own glass key photo in the lower
hate I'm here because I think
this development I'm opposed to
this development and building
that is a gunmen fir and
entrifier and justwe have a mom and pop business
you're losing our middle-class
I'm parted of middle-class and
gentrification is a health issue
a huge problem in the city
written in the health board
rules that gentrification is a
problem
exist diversity is important for
any community and if you keep
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envoy a green light it is bad
for those displaced left behind
if stressful to think you'll
losses our business and house as
apartment please does not let
this development go through.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> I live a half block away
from in development as I speak
the majority of people on my
block that didn't know what is
going on every time demonstrates
on the corner they'll ask me
what is going on because lennar
did a very, very poor outreach
to those neighbors around
I also want to share about a
month ago so there will be a low
low income for senior
development 26 shot well about a
month ago I went to a meeting
the same group of neighbors that
are supporting this development
showed up they have issues with
that low income development and
pretty much their agreed the
shadow and the parking they
argued everything and every
single point was debunk not that
I recall one lost her cool we
have a high concentration of low
income people around us I want
to be clear regardless of what
lakeshore says there's a very
clear and I'm right there I'm
half a block away that there
impact my life directly the
traffic will be worse everything
will be worse I want to be clear
there is discriminatory and
racist on the development itself
and again, I live in the 14
hundred block from van ness half
a block my life will be directly
impacted and the neighbors are
not aware of what is going on.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> (Clapping.)
>> good afternoon as we saw in
the last election bigotry and
racism is rampant in the cry and
10 percent of san franciscans
voted for trump that entire
platform of racism the rest of
us in san francisco have to take
a stand to protect our neighbors
to be good allies and to stand
up for immigrants undertook
attack our facebook are full the
solidarity message in support of
immigrant that's all talk how
better to walk the walk how can
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we do better to protect the
latino district and walk the
walk to protect the commission
mission and the community
members please support this
appeal Mr. Weaver gave you the
legal basis to get an actual eir
to see the impacts instead of
using an antiquated one I've
lived in the mission since 1984
I'm a homeowner but were we
don't all-I moved to the
mission especially to be a
community where kids make art
mural I'm happy to see that
lennar will go all union that's
huge but few of the union
members will be able to live in
the, they build to protect the
latino cultural district we have
asked lennar to follow the prop
k with 33 percent of the unit to
be affordable which breakdown to
25 percent of-for working
families that is not
unremarkable to provide a
quarter of units for the
working-class families that live
in the mix 8 percent for the
middle-class that is going away
and still get two-thirds for our
profit base and our wraeshthd
anything else will demate the
latino loovrn has done enough>> thank you very much thank
you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> hi my name is alisha a
counselor with the human rights
community I was born and raised
in the mission district the
mission street mission district
is in a crisis gentrification
displacement, eviction enough is
enough
we're you are bringing a
stranger to our community lennar
is a stranger
they're coming here to build
luxury development
and we're saying that's okay;
right?
No, it's not okay
what do we want one percent
affordable housing
we want to support a project
that gentrifies the latino
cultural district you are by and
large our decision eir this was
created in 2008, 8 years from
today, there are so many things
that happened in 8 years are
term limitations; right? The
mission has grown so much in 8
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years
the rents have skyrocketed and
so many things happen in 8 years
and take into account on eir
what is that going to happen
we're not living in did past but
the present so many people have
been displaced and forced to
move out of the city how can you
invite a multi corporation like
lennar to take over the mission
to take over bayview? How can
you think that is okay. That's
not okay enough is enough
>> (Speaking foreign language.)
>> thank you very much.
>> next speaker, please.
>> ladies and gentlemen, I'm
john along with erica I'm one of
the co-founders of the latino
cultural district I would be the
founder no and did I think when
that came through I'd, homeless
but the fact that annabel was my
neighbor next door and the
cottage the lived in and the
alley I take care of I'm no
longer there because as long as
lennar came in greedy landlords
went from nine hundred to 45
hundred in less than months that
was 11 months ago I'm still
homeless am I crying and asking
for help I'm out here fighting
for my community all kinds of
documents that show what is
happening in the mission no one
is asking you some of us are
looking at us because this is
not right or that is not right
one of the supervisors made a
comment about a website and made
fun of it like all we want is
respect to be heard to be at the
table to be at the table where
decisions in our lives are made
I don't know if this is true the
mapping project 8 thousand
latinos from my neighborhood is
gone I know that to be true when
is this going to stop.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> I'm an sro collaborative
and oppose the building on van
ness until higher standards more
affordable housing I opts that
the first reason so important
because just now there has been
a person appointed to head the
epa yet we're skipping the eir
is not mangy understand that
construction workers they you
know we all need jobs to survive
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but if we build housing it is
providing jobs and at
market-rate housing levels those
people who would move into that
they don't need our help they
can move wherever people with
can afford market-rate we need
to build affordable housing
those people don't have an
agency thank you.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> hi good afternoon. I'm a
415 inconsistent born organizer
the mission statement of this
body reads as follows: the board
of supervisors respond to the
needs of the people
of the city and county of san
francisco respond to the needs
of people
the mission statement of the
board of supervisors
of you last I checked we don't
need anymore gentrification
we don't need more displacement
you already know what is
happening out there you already
know the inherent classes that
exist one luxury development
the question remains, however,
what you are going to do about
that when are you going to craw
draw a line in the said.
>>and say this is where we stop
and shift if caring about money
interests to the interests of
the people of the city
how much gentrification needs to
happen until you say enough will
you ever say enough how many of
us and the businesses we
frequent will be forcefully
pushed out by your inaction
yesterday at our you think it's
gathering you said san francisco
will remain a sanctuary city if
you keep up this not much places
for people to afford you stress
the importance of being
inclusive north yet approve
projects
conflicting for the well-off I
understand this is what you're
used to for the projects meet
the crepe you'll pass that that
is not working look at the
situation outside people can't
afford to live here people are
suffering all you do is allow
the luxury vemdz developments in
the city this need to stop today
>> (Clapping.)
>> >> thank you.
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>> next speaker, please.
>> sir before the next speaker
I'll remind the public applause
is prohibited by the board rules
you're welcome to use the
supportive fingers thank you.
>> thank you. I'm terry I'm a
member of the sro collaborative
he oppose the intent task mess
on south van ness and like to
say we need more affordable
housing for the needs of low
income and the homeless
population which is over 6
thousand people
the environmental impact report
is insufficient it and take into
account the impact of the
displacement which is a social
economic impact
this also effects me and the
people in any community because
of the homeless plight is dire
and the affairs not enough
affordable housing I don't
support the project the titanic
on south van ness more housing
for the rich and have no
consideration for the
displacement or the
gentrification
thank you very much.
>> thank you, sir.
>> next speaker, please.
>> hi, I'm diana ma'am, move
the microphone so we can hear.
>> you you're welcome I'm
diane with the mission sro
collaborative a project with the
lower street services I'm here
to oppose the titanic on south
van ness the proposed project is
not reportable people will be
unable to afford the rents the
developers are proposing a small
amount of below-market-rate
housing and those market rents
will be too high for the
existing communities thank you.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>>
.
>> (Speaking foreign language.)
>> you're welcome to use the
other microphone.
>> my name is lori live in the
mission and instead of building
the luxury condominiums invest
in building affordable housing.
>> (Speaking foreign language.)
>> we are living in worse
conditions a month ago I was
physically assaulted going into
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any home.
>> (Speaking foreign language.)
>> we need you to build
affordable housing for everyone
on the streets to be able to
have a place to live.
>> (Speaking foreign language.)
>> supervisor campos knows
where I live he came to visit me
knows I live in a home my room
is also my bedroom, my living
room and kitchen.
>> (Speaking foreign language.)
>> I know I'm okay now I have a
roof over my head where I live.
>> (Speaking foreign language.)
>> but instead of building
luxurious housing worry about
building homes for people that
actually need it.
>> (Speaking foreign language.)
>> I think that you would not
be happy to see all the things
we see in front of our homes.
>> (Speaking foreign language.)
>> thank you very much.
>> thank you, ma'am.
>> next speaker, please.
>> hello good afternoon. My
name is diana martini with the
sro collaborative a program of
the lower street community
services I'm here to speak out
against the 115 south van ness
development
it is just one more of many,
many market-rate development
that will further drive up
prices and cost of living and
make that more importantly
difficult for tenants to survive
in the mission district
we work with a lot of sro
tenants in the mission area and
in doing outreach for the past
few years I've seen very high
rate of diminished sro unit
their illegally converted for
tourists or flipped into micro
luxury units this is a serious
problem as you May know there is
hardly any options for low
income people in san francisco
I'd like to use an e of the
hotel on 29 and mission that was
a disaster tenants were getting
illegal eviction flosses and the
landlords were trying to push
out the tenants this is a
sunlight of the really expensive
condo bus landlord see how much
they can get for even the
tiniest unit and what is
happening people are becoming
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homeless, they're living on the
streets and uscf not enough
space in the shelters in the
city this project will further
drive up the gentrification in
san francisco
and what we need to do is highly
prioritize affordable housing
not just affordable but low
income housing for the community
thank you.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> can I have the overhead?
Please.
Sfgovtv please.
Yes tom gilberty how about heath
equilibrium he versus the real
estate developers profits
environmental impact report need
to concern be concerned with the
people that live in the
neighborhood
so here we're go to start how
about we start at the bottom and
then go up
the bottom 20 percent of this
housing unit specific needs
ellis acted affordable homes of
veterans graduated foster kids
and seniors who out would their
resources
disabled section 8 veterans less
of itself 20 percent
how about the next 20 percent if
you're a teacher or fire or muni
employee city roads sewer muni
driver how about dedicated for
the 20 percent
okay 4re9s go 5 percent thirty
years san francisco resident 65
or older you can move from our
home into 5 percent of those
units
let's go a little bit above that
15 percent 20-year resident in
the local zip code if you lived
in the local zip code for 20
years those are dedicated unit
for you not pefshl but dedicated
let's go up against the next 10
percent 50 year local zip codes
65 or older we're moving our
seniors into some homes and from
the local environment from the
local zip codes and then the top
thirty percent where do we get
open market-rate let everybody
move in that creates a motion in
the neighborhood.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> hi, my name is julian I'm
an organizer with the community
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group and the in the last 6
months we had at least three or
four members who have been
evicted in their homes from the
mission bernal that is active in
the group and can no longer go
to hearing like this those are
people regularly attend the
hearings and not going to be
able to testify about the impact
this project will have on their
neighborhood so I think that is
something we all want to keep in
mind all people that have
business to do in the city;
right? And when we are talking
about the environmental impact
of those projects we have to
think about the reverse commute;
right? There is a theory that
says you build dense that is
better for the environment to
the means more people on public
transportation but people have
to commute from concord and
richmond to their jobs in the
city it doesn't work out that
way
the second point I wanted to
make about lennar itself
now many supervisors backed
proposition organization to
allow lennar to exceed the limit
on office space built in the
city with not promise of jobs or
affordable housing in the
community sea before they even
made their honored their
contract to build avenue in the
hunters point community so my
question to you to this board is
if this whatnot the right time
to hold lennar accountability
what is you have a chance to do
that here to weigh the real
impacts on the human and
environmental toll this has I
urge you to do that thank you
very much.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> my name is rick hall the
mayor has reaffirmed that san
francisco it is sanitary city
for once I agree not only a
sanctuary we actively work to
attract them who am I talking
about the rick rich that
displaced the poor in the middle
the developers we invite to
caterer to the rich to displace
the poor and do middle
I'm sure out of looked at the
most egregious numbers we're
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offer condominium one and 50
percent of high income and
barely 50 percent of our
affordable target how can we
choose to ignore awhile we are
undermining the city by doing
what we are doing question
undermined the good pop policy
of prop m by allowing san
francisco to be the bedroom
community for visitacion valley
that displaces the rich in the
middle
and are you know and give more
in the last election to lennar
we will be a sanctuary city but
only for the undocumented rich.
(Laughter).
>> we are
and over 4 hundred and 50
businesses 60 percent are not in
the city I want to thank the I
see 5 supervisors even though
two of you guys are going out
maybe a good chance to
understand we need to have
updated the stories they have I
mean that is great you have
union jobs they say they will
provide by include the small
businesses contractor we have we
have every month we're lou
gehrig's disease two or three
small businesses in the city in
the mission district we need to
have a nonprofit over here with
a space that costs over $900 for
a democrat trying to have people
looking at entries no work they
can't afford is to so we are
that concludes my report.
The rest of or colleagues over
here you know we're each others
that need to make more studies
and support for small businesses
and show support for the
community thank you
>> thank you, sir.
>> next speaker, please.
>> and I'm a lawyer and
organizer for in 2015 to 2016
over 2000 evictions it took
place in san francisco
while we're not strong enough to
stop the progress you are strong
enough to say is that 25 percent
affordable housing is for the
sufficient but displacement from
projects like those the rent
board has done a lot but there
are holes in the protections and
the hole here is that rent only
the lower market-rate ones
evicted the legislative aide
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what raise that apartment to the
market-rate housing level
places such as these
incentivizes the landlord to
create the weather smallest
cause to go ahead and evict
tenants and 80 bring groves of
tenants to my organizations one
hundred affordable housing is
enforceable 25 percent is
sufficient I ask you to
reconsider thank you, thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> good afternoon, supervisors
I'm andy blue live in the
mission district
and I want to ask you what is
U.S. Bancorp reasonable about
this appeal
what is unreasonable about this
appeal appeal before you today
it is-is anyone in the room
on another side of the aisle
augural that the 50e6r789 is
relevant to the mission in 2016
I understand lots of community
input on the eastern
neighborhoods plan none believes
that plan is relevant and
community predict when is
happening to the mission more
predicted 45 uber or google
buses closing our streets the
eastern neighborhoods plan
called for 25 hundred units 2000
roughly unit by the beginning of
this year we exceeded 25 hundred
built and in the pipeline the
eastern neighborhoods plan is
not relevant don't us that has
an excuse you have the power to
force that luxury project to
face the scrutiny that
unquestion by question deserves
at that moment in the united
states we desperately need
sustainable communities for
people of color and immigrants
you can't turn our back on this
community for lakeshore of all
companies.
>> (Clapping.)
>> what is unremarkable about
this appeal I know that lennar
has told you this appeal is
unremarkable who will you listen
to lakeshore a criminal company
based in florida that devastated
never been a friend of this city
don't listen to lakeshore all
our asked to do have this go
back to face a eir we know
everyone or every in the room
knows this project will have on
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the community a reasonable thing
to do more importantly the right
thing to do.
>> (Clapping.)
>> thank you
and before the next speaker
speaks I'd like gentle remind
the audience that applause or
vocal express it prohibited in
the chamber you're welcome to
use our fingers.
>> I'm bill a san francisco
native I sign I heard the
gentleman talking about the home
he bought his home 40 years ago
I was able to buy a house
and my trade I was a local 85
san francisco tooermz today
there's no tooermz that is
revoted you can go around the
city I can pout the embarcadero
with the longshoremen and there
was all teachers and reenforces
was there here in behalf the
union workers of san francisco
and I can remember you downtown
get on a job site without a
union here two gates and half
the people will not be union
I'll guarantee that
it is a tough field to sit here
and have mixed feeling about
this I'm all for the unions you
go down third street the castle
steel and U.S. Steel and three
or four coffee companies all
union jobs
and so you know just don't do it
anymore don't keep getting
involved with all the good jobs
of san francisco people thank
you.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> good evening supervisors
peter cultural action network
yeah, so this the first major
project to come both the brand
new cultural district not with
the protections in place we're
clear on the gentrification I
don't hear people arguing this
project is 75 percent luxury and
10 percent middle-class and 10
person working-class in a
cultural district are hugely
gentrifying he want to point out
a couple of things to send this
back for the full eir number one
let's work back if 2018 a
question the community if raise
during the bryant street appeal
when do we cap that mess 2018
we'll overrun with physical
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building the highest end of the
eastern neighborhoods scope
we'll physically pass it at this
point what will you do build
from 2018 to 2034 is that we're
heated but ceqa the reason ceqa
says the probably foreseeable
future and ask you whether to
exempt you're not expected to
without studying new mitigations
on the updated plan that is
highlighted we don't want to
blow over the line we're at this
hundred unit I want to tell you
a curious story that is we're at
24 hundred unit when the
community presented this to
bryant street in July new
numbers were realized we've
added hundreds of units not
pipeline earth have driven the
number not from 24 to 27, one
hundred that number is wrong we
need to correct that number
before we go forward.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> hi, my name is randy and
I'm here to oppose the titanic
mess I. Think that the board
has said it want to preserve and
enhance the cultural district
i'm not sure what that means if
it looks like the western
edition and the fillmore urban
renewable
I think you know we continually
bring argument to the board what
is happening in gentrification
and how we can maybe have some
kind of protective community
protection after we saw the long
list of proposes it is clear the
board of supervisors can't agree
to anything the voters had to
make the choices I don't
understand what how this is
going to move forward tomorrow I
have to go and support one of my
friends illegally evicted out of
bayview I don't know what la
happen and understand why there
is not a community protection
for friends investigation how
this plan is acquired is doesn't
make sense-what we're
thinking about pushing for 33
percent ami
25 percent for working-class and
8 percent for middle-income
lennar backed the prop o stuff
to a lot of people like myself
and now the entire country we
are understanding this
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government didn't support people
but protects wealth and property
not us no human factor in any of
this we necessarily don't know
we have the infrastructure
friends>> thank you
>> next speaker, please.
>> hello board.
>> I brought a proxy to speak
on my beef
hello my name is bards hello
yes, yes, yes it is true I'm up
here to talk about many titanic
mess those on south van ness is
there a puppet in government
that might as well be real first
of all, I want to talk about the
corporations that taken over the
control of our national
government and hope that didn't
happen here the lennar's track
record with the detailed
pamphlets on the affordable
housing and the misleading
reports on toxic waste should
trike you to disallow any
business with that corporation
in the city of san francisco
alone and on the cultural
district issue first of all, it
is a latino cultural district
would you approve similar
projects in chinatown I judge
want to ask you I can't imagine
a bunch of tech workers that can
afford those spaces are the ones
that are basically schedule to
more often okay. Would you
approve that I don't think so
anyway, the other issue the need
for the eir first of all, from
the beast and bryant the eastern
neighborhoods plan is updateded
outdated we've heard it you'll
so this is such a massive
project that demands and an eir
on its own every single
development in the pipeline
actually is requiring an eir as
far as the loss of pdr space I
have this where are the plumps
that will build this project get
their plumbing project if
mcmillan plumbing is moved to
san mateo thank you.
>> (Clapping.)
>> are any other members of the
public in support of appellant
please step up otherwise Mr.
Chair.
>> if not go to the city
departments on behalf of the
planning department.
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>> Ms. Gibson.
>> good afternoon supervisor
peskin, supervisor President
London breed and members of the
board I'm listing ca is a acting
environmental officer the
question whether the project
anothers 115 south van ness
avenue kwflgz for a plan
expectation in corneas with the
california environmental quality
act and the ceqa guidelines I'll
be making a few opening remarks
before I I'm going to turn it
over to linda who prepares the
subject of the appeal I'll
describe the project and
highlighted two oishlgz raise in
the appeal that ever rays on
recent ceqa appeals before the
board the project sight is
three-quarters of an acre 33
square feet building that was
occupied by mcmillan electric
that moved to cesar chavez
street the pivoting building b
will be demolished the planning
department issued a c pe on July
the documented the review of the
environmental effects and the
construction of a 5 or 6 mixed
use building and the project
will include one and 56 dwelling
units 26 onsite housing units
and include one thousand square
feet of commercial retail use
and 4 thousand trade shop space
and parking for roughly 80
vehicles and one and 60 bikes
that was subject to the interim
controls the planning commission
approved the project on
August 11th with conditions one
of the conditions requires the
sponsor to work with the
planning department to
incorporate trade shop and other
code compliant continent point
quatro cultural district
one of the appellants key
arguments relates to the growth
projections and the analysis in
the eastern neighborhoods eir we
heard much testimony on this
today does the eastern
neighborhoods uranium valid for
the evaluation of subsequent
measurements accident e even
though it didn't match it was
rays on appeal of the 90 none
16th street eir heard on
July 26th and the 200027 bryant
appeal heard on the 16 the board
denied the appeal realized on
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the eastern neighborhoods eir
for subsequent projects as a
refresher the planning
department position on the
eastern neighborhoods eir
validity ate the growth boiled
down to 3 points one no further
environmental review
environmental review is required
for the rezoning and two the
department has properly using
the eastern neighborhood eir as
the starting point in our
environmental review for point
development and 3 analyzing the
impacts of subsequent projects
we consider updated growth
forecast as part of cumulative
impact analysis
ceqa and the ceqa guidelines
clearly establish that once a
project is approved no further
environmental review is needed
unless the discretion approval
that required we're not permit
to reopen the eastern
neighborhoods in the absence of
a change to the eastern
neighborhoods plan
ceqa also mandated that project
consistent with the density
establish under the plan shall
not be subject to additional
environmental review only to
examine where there are peculiar
issues to the site we're not
identified in the eir
accordingly the planning
department completed a project
environmental review for the 115
south van ness project we termed
that will in the result in the
peculiar or site specific impact
the analysis identified
significant impacts pertaining
to noise and architecture local
retail use from the eastern
neighborhoods eir that applies
to the project
and second argument raised in
the appeal gentrification and
displacement constitute changed
circumstances that were not
anticipated to the eastern
neighborhoods eir this issue is
familiar to the board as it was
raised on that is bryant appeal
blah, blah, blah.
>> it doesn't matter.
>> (A gavel).
>> go ahead.
>> as we explained those are
social and economics impact not
subject to the ceqa review until
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to a physical impact upon did
environment no evidence
supporting in argument and as
staff available today, we note
that socioeconomic issues and
land issues and the planting is
alledgedlys in the context
outside of ceqa review with
that, I'm going to turn it over
to linda that will finish our
presentation and note other
planning department staff here
including claudia that can take
questions about the questions to
address gentrification and
displacement we also have chris
who helped to prepare the c p
examples and tipping I can't
chang and who is the current
planner for the project.
>> Ms. Gibson to the arguments
that some of the individuals who
testified made with the changed
transportation circumstances our
response to that.
>> as part of our analysis for
subsequent projects in the
eastern neighborhoods and area
we looked at where there is any
project site specific and take
into account updated growth
forecast for transportation
analysis we look at the most
relevance available modeling
that is included as sf champion
model that look at the
cumulative impacts in 2040 we
just want that analysis.
>> specifically to the piece
of testimony by one individual
that referenced an article
recently in the newspaper about
the number of tmc vehicles on
the street have jumped to 45
thousand is that accounted for
in the model.
>> service providers like lyft
and uber are we're not
specifically evaluated in the
eastern neighborhoods internal
revenue because this is business
model didn't exist at the time
and at this point in our review
of projects we have traffic
counts when conduct that take
into account any service
provider that is part of general
traffic and it is when we looked
this we don't find that is
changes the overall conclusion
with regards to the eir and the
subsequent projects in a
meaningful way it is something
that are out there on the street
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but not re89 to an individual
project impact
doesn't have relevance.
>> and requirement to the
bakersfield argument the
representative of the appellant
made any specific responses to
the bakersfield argument.
>> the bakersfield case raised
an issue that socioeconomic
result in blight e blight that
blight relating to businesses
that have been displaced through
development can cause blight
blight is an aesthetic impact it
was amended through sb 43 to
state that aesthetic impacts
shall not be considered
significant impacts under ceqa
for projects that are transient
ordinary and meet criteria we've
elevate this project on 115
south van ness and noted it
qualifies that's with the
criteria and pursuant to ceqa we
can't conclude those and that
case is not relevant to the
adequacy of this eir.
>> and counselor burn you
agree with that.
>> deputy city attorney mirena
burns.
Through the chair with regards
to the legal analysis
bakersfield case drew a link
within the socioeconomic ways
because of project reviewed were
the wal-mart style projects and
there was some evidence in the
record because of those projects
being approved outside of the
historic downtown corridor of
bakersfield will draw people out
of the city and cause vacancy
and the court found evidence of
blight a physical change in the
environment related to things
like litter and empty
storefronts so here we'll need
to have a cause link between the
socioeconomic impacts and
physical change to the
environment.
>> my question was specific to
Ms. Geb sons representation
relate to a transient orient
development the state
legislature took away aesthetics
impacts.
>> from the project q. At the
a transportation we're no longer
allowed to look at physical
impacts that's correct.
>> supervisor campos this is
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not out of departments 10
minutes.
>> supervisor campos.
>> thank you, Mr. Chair I was
going to ask the questions you
asked before I follow-up I want
to ask something separate bat
discrepancy in the numbers
address that through the chair
or something that will be
addressed by the next person.
>> les can gibson we're not
clear on what the question is
we've added the relevance of the
projection to the analysis and
the question of the validity of
our reliance on the eastern
neighborhoods eir we report and
I can look for that the numbers
report on what the latest
estimates are of the amount of
development within-we can
provide those numbers but not
roll call what the question was
so if you can focus the question
for me.
>> we talked about some of the
differences and the protection I
want probation officer make sure
what your response is to that
and the impact on the eir
analysis.
>> why not look for that
information and provide that
answer after the presentation
okay.
>> and then going back to the
issue of how the gentrification
and some of the other changes
can lead to a physical impact
what are the kinds of thing
they'll make that to show
substantial evidence of that.
>> the evidence that would
support that linkage is kind of
something that our city attorney
referenced in regards to the
bakersfield case a linkage
between the socioeconomic
effects that relates to a effect
that could be that it is a
direct or indirect link that
will exacerbate the
socioeconomic effect
with regards to the points that
are raised regarding
displacement the nature of the
displacement concerns that are
raised are ones of the
affordability, the economic, the
income of the individuals raised
and the fact in their being
required to relocate outside of
the city and that is in some
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concerns raised relating to
traffic impacts the additional
commuting that goes with each
individuals need to do at the
faster distances if there were
evidence of that that needs to
take into consideration and
fully access what about the
folks
moving on in from areas they
were living further way away and
their commutes are shortened
depend on where their jobs are
that's the physical effect in
terms of how it relate to
vehicle trips and air quality,
etc. At this point it is complex
and there's not been study that
is-we're aware of that can
give us subsequent evidence to
support an analysis that
supports that linkage in this
case that we are responding to
the information providingprovided to us we don't we're
not generating that study
ourselves.
>> from our perspective they
needed to provide that
information?
>> yes. But I'll say at the
present time, the eastern
neighborhoods eir we looked at
this issue and recognize there
is a relationship between where
people live and the amount they
drive there-the eastern
neighborhoods rezoning will
result in changes to where
people live they acknowledge
there would be issues that
relate to gentrification and we
acknowledge that and we noted
that we don't have any evidence
or any way of analyzing at the
level this is needed to support
the ceqa analysis what the
change physical changes could be
related so we can't speculate at
the level of ceqa we're looking
at it again, a policy issue that
is clear that those changes are
concurring and long-range
planning to address the concerns
without the need of the sort of
technical rigor we're required
to do in ceqa addressed in a
policy way more easily.
>> is any of that evidence
around what you discussed.
>> no has not been.
>> okay. I know detail be
more questions make sure that
you finish our presentation and
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more questions.
>> linda now.
>> thank you listing ca is a
good afternoon. I'm from the
planning department staff the
remaining issues are under one
that conditions in the eastern
neighborhoods and mission
planned areas are changed such
that new impacts are concurring
in particular in regards to the
in question what quatro
criminality district and the cpe
can't royal on the eastern
neighborhoods that benefits
they've not been adequately
provide and 3 the project is not
consistent with the policies of
the general and eastern
neighborhoods plan
in regards to impacts on
historic architectural resources
projects specific analysis
determine the existing building
is not a ceqa historical
resource
and the project site is in the
located women's network for a
sustainable future a ceqa
historical district the quatro
cultural latino district not a
historical district the area was
he previously surveyed and it
was identified other smaller
district didn't identify the
latino cultural district
district as a historical
district under ceqa the
appellant has no basis to
support the project site is
within ceqa historical district
and the property a contributor
to a historical district or that
the project will have
significant impact on a
historical resource the I'd like
to take the opportunity e
planner is available to discuss
the historic resources should
you have any questions with that
said, the support of cultural
diversity is an important issue
and claudia flores with the
citywide planning division will
address those issues should you
have any questions the appellant
further argues the claimed
community benefits of the
eastern neighborhoods plan have
not been implemented or under
professionalism as discussed in
the October response of public
benefits was approved in 2008,
as shown in attachment d to that
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response the public benefits
have provided as development is
approved and building permits
are issued the appellant
commends it didn't comply with
the policies of general plan
briefly the project has policies
and regulations was evaluated in
the cpe checklist and the
determination the citywide
planning division no conflict of
sixth impacts not previously
identified in the eastern
neighborhoods eir will result
that concludes my presentation.
Thank you.
>> thank you very much
and now we will have seeing no
other names on the roster, for
any questions at this time we'll
ask the project sponsor to come
forward up to 10 minutes.
>> thank you board President
Peter's with lennar multi
families we are little the
subsidy of lennar but I want to
make it clear I've not had a
chance to speak with we're a
separate entity from lakeshore
that is developing a shipyard so
through we're proud of our our
alleviation we speeds in urban
apartment community so just to
be clear we started in 2014
reaching out to the community
and trying to understand the
feasibility of this development
proposal
we also start with the proposal
that was 12 percent affordable
and consistent with the current
inclusionary housing ordinance
it was a non-union development
proposal I stand in front of you
today very proud of what we've
achieved over the last two years
we are consistent with prop c as
three percent inclusionary and
we're one hundred union
we have gone through newcomers
technical studies we have
participated obviously
moratoriums and interim
controls, gone through the prop
c measure and we were granted a
conditional use authorization in
september
so today, we ask you to respect
the ceqa process we worked
collaboratively with staff to
insure that we dot all the I's
and cross the t's and we were
respectfully requesting you
uphold the ceqa approval I'm
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going to turn it over to our
land use attorney alex to get
into the study we prepared for
staff.
>> game-changer supervisor
President London breed and
supervisors law group to lennar
I wanted to add to the planning
department or the city
attorney's office only to
reiterate the appeal focuses
only on the community plan
exemption or cpe prepared by the
planning department compares to
ceqa as indicated in our letter
to you substantial evidence
exists to support the cpe and no
evidence has been presented that
indicates a new or more
significant impact will be
created not covered or analyzed
by the eastern neighborhood eir
studies numerous technical
reports and studies prepared by
exerts that support in
determination
the claims rays in the appeal on
affordability and displacement
as no evidence staff they're not
ceqa issues
the studies and information
provided by the appellants an
gentrification fail to establish
the link between those issues
and this project and
specifically where this project
will as a result of the issues
either individually or
cumulatively create a physical
impact on the environment the
appellant has cited the
bakersfield case but failed to
meet the standard in the
bakersfield case not provided
the technical analysis that
cause the link the project is in
a latino cultural district it is
not a historic resource under
ceqa the mission district
including the area that
comprised the latino district
has been surveyed and was found
not a historic resource
substantial evidence unfortunate
record and the builders city's
file to support those
conclusions as to the claims
that 9-and excuse me -this is all bull.
>> sir, thank you thank you,
thank you
thank you
>> (Clapping.)
>> I realize that we're all
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passionate about this particular
issue I'm asking each of you,
you had our opportunity to speak
we want to move forward and give
others an punt opportunity to
speak when that is done the
board will make a decision in
the meantime to move forward I'm
going to ask the members of the
public to please refrain from
outbursts thank you very much.
>> please continue.
>> again as to appellant's
claims the bakersfield stands
for the proposition that a
special review is for the
cultural district that is not
true with the evidence before
you bakersfield set the standard
to link the social impacts to
the physical impacts that
standard has not been met a lay
men's opinion is not enough and
the professional opinion has not
been priority give you a little
bit of background the project is
consistent with the latino
cultural district it creates
housing and that is a big issue
at the planning commission and
one that the project as peter
not working hard 3 trade shops
and a new corner retail and
commented to working with the
district 8 sfroefz to identify
and make sure the use of those
spaces meets the need and using
100 percent union labor the
project as allowed mcmillan a
local contractor to relocate one
mile down the street and hire 25
new employees high pagan jobs
and finally the project will
provide three percent affordable
housing in compliance with voter
prop c the only pipeline project
providing this percentage of
onsite affordable housing in
closing the issue in
consideration whether the cpe
prepared it legally okay. The
standard is whether substantial
evidence exists in the record to
prepare a cpe as noted by staff
and included in the
administrative record there is
subsequent record to support
that finding the legal support
has been met no further appeal
is needed this comes before the
board and in each case the ceqa
document is upheld the staff did
a tremendous job in making sure
all projects comply with ceqa
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and presenting a requiring
technical studies to make sure
no in your impacts exist and
substantial evidence in the
record to support their finding
this appeal is no different than
those other cases there is
nothing unique about this
project or this appeal that
warrants a different detector it
is location in the latino
cultural dpishth display change
the requirements under bakers
fields that has not been met
nothing indicates the city's
determination is wrong or not
support by substantial evidence
news I thus, the dwp e cpe
should be upheld the issues are
policy issues not ceqa issues we
respectfully request you follow
staff's recommendation and deny
the appeal and uphold this.
>> at this time I just want to
let members of the audience I
know a number of you are here
also for the joint meeting
between the san francisco board
of supervisors
and the police commission we
still need time to finish up
this hearing that had been
starting a little bit late at
this time I will open up to
public commenters members of the
public to speak in opposition of
the appeal please line up to
your right
here and you have up to 2
minutes.
>> first speaker.
>> good afternoon members of
the board I'm greg weber a board
members of consortium of over
one member's and a community
activist in the inner mission I
had the inner mission I head it
renters with property owners who
live in the vicinity of this
development we live on shot well
26 south van ness and we're a
group of latinos, asians all
diversity represented in the
mission we support the lennar
project
as a member of the community
over the past year we have met
that lennar numerous times to
discuss the dine say
architecture the build out of
this development
lennar is a model developer for
the mission
they been consistent in their
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compliance with the zoning rules
they've-they're in inclines
compliance with prop c with
supervisor peskin trying period
of time affordable didn't have
to therapy grandfathered florida
the 25 percent rule lennar is
exemplar meeting and working
with the community and most of
all steadfast against paying off
any hush money and extortion and
any kind of funds to nonprofit
organizations who in a typical
manner of any development san
francisco exploits the developer
I urge you to get the project
going for affordable and
market-rate thank you.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> hello, I'm steve a
residence of the mission in
supervisor campos district thank
you him for working with lennar
and trying to workout the best
solution a clear legal issue the
city and lennar went through
with a lot of detail question
have a community issue that's
why we're all here I'm in
support of development and the
option to the appeal we need
more housing this will provide
more housing for me about as
simple as that and welcome 39
more units in the mission you
can go against high housing
prices or against development
but not against both.
>> 42 thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> hi, I'm brooke I'm here to
ask you to uphold the 1515
development the planning
department approved this with a
6 vote the board of supervisors
respect the determination this
is a legal issue
the appeal is quatro late ditch
efforts to stop a project that
many in the neighborhood many
don't oppose and many support
that the group was in the able
to secure the signatures
necessarily to appeal the cu now
their appealing the ceqa fvmdz
1515 south van ness will benefit
the neighborhood by adding 25
percent housing units the
planning department considered
the 1515 development and
unanimously approves the ceqa
and the board should uphold this
thank you.
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>> thank you next speaker,
please hi, my name is I live
half a block from the site I
want the building to move
forward as is the architects
have meet numerous time with the
neighbors living close by and
made concession they've followed
the laws and a lot of work gone
into this project.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> good afternoon, supervisors
my name is dante johnson thank
you for allowing me to speak
against the appeal on 115
advantageous I'm a native from
san francisco and a journey man
carpenter and local excuse mecarpenters local 22 and recently
pled the apprenticeship and
equipped with the valuable
skills to help me as a carpenter
24 gets the hands on training
that allowed me to complete any
apprenticeship throughout my
apprenticeship I commuted to
find work and been anticipating
working on this project since
what July 2014
the development this development
will be in the city that I live
in allows me to work in my
backyard and gives us an
opportunity to give back to my
community to spend money you
know
this appeal will not only delay
the work in san francisco that
will delay going to get built
regardless so why delay it
basically I mean, that's my
stand on it.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> good afternoon, supervisors
my name is carlos duran a
representative for August 14,
2006, I represent approximately
35 carpenters in northern
california close to 4 thousand
of those carpenters are members
of local 22 some of the members
are here today, we strongly urge
the board of supervisors to deny
the appeal brought to you today
for the purpose proposed project
on 115 south van ness for the
following reasons for the most
part in project has been
determined to be exempt in my
environmental review and was
proved on August 11th with the
exemption second this project
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fills the needs for housing not
only in the mission district but
in san francisco
this development will create one
and 57 units 39 or affordable
the development team volunteers
25 percent of the total units to
need more affordable housing
which emphasized in the eastern
neighborhoods plan
to our acknowledge this is the
first and only project that
complies with prop c which was
passed its by san francisco
voters
finally this project has
committed to using one hundred
union labor this creates local
jobs for san franciscans that
will creates a gateway for young
people skills for lifelong
skills in the apprenticeship
plan that is one step in the
right direction to a complete
neighborhood that brings a
balance of jobs and hours to the
eastern neighborhoods we urge
the board to deny the appeal
that will delay the jobs that
san franciscans want thank you
for your time and allowing me to
speak gossips begins that
appeal.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> larry local 38 and the
President Of the building trades
council I rise against the
appeal for 1515 south van ness
myself and the san francisco
building trades council feel the
eir was adequate, second on a 6
unanimous vote it is volunteer
las vegas moving up from 12
percent the first and only
project we're aware of that is
in compliance with prop c
it is one hundred union and
bring pension and
apprenticeships lennar multi
family did everything they said
as far as I'm concerned, and the
building trades you'll hear from
no basis for the ceqa appeal and
the planning commission approval
should be upheld thank you for
your time.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> good afternoon, supervisors
my name is tony rodriquez a
local 43 a resident of san
francisco
I was at the planning commission
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when this project was heard and
approved and then later on, I
heard it was appealed at this
time the state was talking about
buy right and started reading
about that and then the
california is 20 years behind in
building units housing
i don't know exactly where san
francisco is I went to another
function they stated 6 to 8 jobs
are created and those jobs only
one housing unit that is
provided that's in the future of
san francisco
so you know we've got to project
that was approved by the san
francisco housing action
coalition I'm part of and
approved by the planning
commission it is a responsible
project you know people keep
talking about displacement you
don't know beyond I go by this
building I live in bernal
heights this is empty I bought a
home no bernal heights thirty
years ago it is changed everyone
to talks about being against
changd change I've been in the
city of 5 years today is my
birthday the city changes
constantly and to make sure it
is changed in a responsible way
I ask you to approve the project
and we're against the appeal
thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> good afternoon danny sheet
metal workers local 104 often on
behalf of at many men and women
we too rise against the appeal
of that planning exemption
I echo what my two brothers
before me said about the
economic impacts and what did
that mean we talk about union
jobs and apprenticeship
opportunities what that means
the young men and women and
latino men and women that was
talked about earlier by a lot of
the people before us will have
criteria opportunity in the penn
e apprenticeship programs that
will sustain them and returning
the united states military
veterans will are career pathway
in the apprenticeship programs
through the helmets to hard hats
program we have partnered with
the department of defense and
the va that's what that means we
feel that the planning
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department staff did an adequate
study on the eir we feel that
the conditions in the mission
still are within the perimeters
of eastern neighborhood plan
and-so we ask that the
community planning exemption be
firmed and the appeal denied.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> you guys>> I'm going to ask members of
the public to refrain from the
out bursts please thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> hello my name is lucy I
live half block away from the
proposed project I support in
project
and I'm-because this project
provides more housing and
affordable housing and high hope
more available housing in san
francisco than they'll be more
explosive pricing and people can
afford living in san francisco
and because of more availability
and the only thing we can
embrace is changes can't avoid
we can't stay in the one phase
and try to keep that that way we
have to embrace changes and hope
the supervisors will approve
this project.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> hi my name is vincent a
renter in the mission and I want
to say something that will be
unpopularity I don't think
buildings cause gentrification
and people people do the only
thing to stem the tide of
gentrification build where rich
people do I muscled out guys for
basement work I would I live in
an lennar development if we
don't build unit we can what
will happen they'll compete with
the stock for middle-income and
who will win people with more
money like what do we get for
not building 10 years in the
mission only one way outburst
not to build housing we have to
best estimate that's thank you.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> easily a commenter said
you're bringing a stranger into
your neighborhood as if it was
self-evidence that was bad if
everyone can see that is bad
that disturbed 33 me I've been
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disturbed and in san francisco
of all places not take for
granted bringing strangers into
the neighborhood is a bad thing
they know a lot about who will
live this this is mysterious the
mission moratorium report that
the controller's office prepared
last year says the new buildings
84 percent of residents are
people that live in san
francisco so the idea thatfrom the building was filled
with newcomers so what in trumps
american we were sdrushdz we
don't like it when you come to
the board of supervisors and
city saying you don't want
different people in the
neighborhood you're exactly the
same as americans across the
country that don't want
immigrants it is the exact the
same attitude so be the kind of
person to have new people into
the neighborhood or the kind of
people want to keep people like
you out of neighborhood I want
to build more housing and people
available to live here and a
wide diversity of people I'm not
going to pretend I know who will
live in the building.
>> for members of the public I
realize there are a lot of
passionate people but let's get
through that and I'll appreciate
if you refrain from the out
burst thank you very much.
>> next speaker, please.
>> game-changer supervisors
I'm jose I'm with the san
francisco electrical workers we
support this and against the
appeal that will bring work for
the apprenticeships that will in
the city and make a living thank
you very much.
>> thank you next speaker,
please corey smith from the
housing action coalitions and
deny the appeal today, this
project will bring one and 56
homes for the families 39 of
them permanently affordable our
understanding this is is
compatible with no public money
the largest affordable housing
onsite percentage wise in the
history of san francisco some
details of the project transient
ordinary we appreciate the.5
parking radio and the biking
parking ratio did a lot of
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transforming over a period of
time one of the few projects
that came to the project review
team twice specifically point
out the ground floor retail use
last week, we passed its
proposition x in the spirit the
project sponsor has committed to
50 percent of-sorry 50
percent yeah rent and cost for
the ground floor for local
artists and trade shops
and August the planning
commission unanimously approved
this project and I ask you to do
the same I want to the hope on
sonja's comment our city made
comments about being an
sanctuary city and welcoming to
the to make sure we open our
arms is putting shovels in the
ground I sincerely parking
spaces you pass the project.
>> good evening supervisors my
name is patrick mcmillan I'm
sorry I'm nervous I'm the ceo of
medical care million miguel for
the last 50 years caregiver that
corner with respect to the
latino cultural district
wherewith where were you guys
when wells fargo was calling for
notes in the noticing pardon me.
>> sir direct our comments to
the board and not members of the
public.
>> okay anyways the person was
connie and together we got it
get rid of the graffiti and help
with the homeless, dealt with
the day labors all in a
compassionate and good way for
the neighborhood we well my
father and mother bought the
building and sold it we moved
down the street to the caesar
chavez where we build a state of
the art facility out of a 20th
century building-when I
struck this deal with lakeshore
they-at a time in proposition
I lennar could with walked away
from the deal he extended the
money on the new building they
stated in they especially/
walk
away from the deal so I would
like to speak to the character
of lakeshore they're a great
thing for the city.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> and any more members of the
public that want to speak please
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line up to our right.
>> good afternoon, supervisors
i'm xavier with the local local
261 I have an obligation for the
representatives we represent
over 5 thousand one of the
comments that I want to mention
is about the community we
represent you know our members
live in the area also, we
represent community
and I want to just to be clear a
topic here and I don't mean to
offending everybody respect
every single person you know as
a building trade I'm here to
support them the brothers and
carpenters and plumps and sheet
metal workers so I support this
project and move forward thank
you.
>> thank you and just to be
clear this is for anyone to
speak who is actually opposed to
the appeal.
>> next speaker, please.
>> okay seeing members of the
public that want to speak in
opposition to the appeal tierpt
public comment is closed.
>> all right.
Now the appellant will have up
to 3 minutes for a rebuttal
>> thank you so much to say in
so little time the questions
were what is the impact of the
cumulative emphatic that
market-rate development this and
all the other ones on the latino
cultural district I think we've
provided substantial evidence
that will be negative that puts
businesses nonprofits and
resident at risk who are already
at risk and the second question
was what do we do to mitigate
we've not gotten answers to
those answers in fact, not in
the eastern neighborhoods plan
that those questions were asked
because the latino cultural
district was not in existence
contaminate so the impacts
couldn't have been studied and
no subsequent evidence to
support this conclude they
didn't study it our job is to
provide substantial evidence in
a fair argument can be made that
it should have been studied
and substantial evidence
consists of facts and raefshl
assumptions predicted on facts
and can include expert opinion
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not the technical friends
analysis suggested by the
project sponsor if doesn't puts
the planning department on
notice this should be studied
we've provided more than enough
evidence that that requirement
has been met again due to
shortage of time I'll point you
to pages 7 and 8 of my brief
the district is also historical
in nature as I said earlier not
a historical designation in
order to have this
characteristic and when the
eastern neighborhoods eir did
it's search to see if they're
looking for historical assets
the latino cultural district was
not in existence how could they
have found it as a secret
geological area of historical
interest and finally there was
the issue on bakersfield about
aesthetics I've read that case
probably half a dozen times and
the project I didn't and read
the subsequent cases not
references to aesthetics by
green house gas emissions and
the sdrupgs in the community and
so forth
clearly aesthetics is an issue
but not the only issue that
bakersfield touches on and
finally, the issue of
consistency with the area plan
that was supposed to provide
affordable housing and much
larger numbers than provided
under the eastern neighborhoods
plan supposed to respected the
diversity of our communities.
>> thank you very much.
>> thank you.
>> okay. This hearing has
been held and is now filed
this item is in the hands of
board.
>> supervisor campos.
>> thank you very much Madam
President and you know, I think
you think I've been on the board
of supervisors 8 years and you
never know how those things will
go until you come to the these
chambers and go through the
process
and let me say I came in into
that repeating thinking that I
was going to vote a certain way
I've said this before I'll say
this again
that is very challenging to deal
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with the issues of
gentrification
with the issue of the
displacement and the context of
a ceqa appeal
and I want to say this to the
appellant and to the community
because I think that has to be
said I say this is as someone
that has been fighting stloondz
alongside we have to do a better
job of making the legal
arguments around ceqa we have to
and I actually think that that
point that was made by the
planning department staff is
really important
the issue of substantial
evidence on physical impacts
but I also believe though that
it is not on the appellants he
actually think that is on the
city and one of the things I'll
ask of the planning department
and I know this is not probably
the place to make an official
request will follow-up after
this
I do want to have an analysis
done by the planning department
and will do it in writing to
make that official that actively
looks at how gentrification
impact physically the
environment potentially I think
that we need that analysis done
I don't know if this is
something that could be done by
an outdoor city without the
support and help the city I'll
ask that.
>> with that said, I came into
in hearing thinking I'll vote
against the appeal
but for those of you who
wondered in public comment makes
a difference this public comment
changed minds this is a perfect
illustration it does and
specifically want to thank the
representative from behavior for
helping to change my mind and
her comments about donald trump
and her comments about nativeism
I actually think on the eir I'm
not happy about the comments by
the appellants but the thing
about those appeals we have the
ability as a board to use our
own independent judgment and
assessment here I believe what
is different about bryant the
bryant street project is the
latino cultural district I came
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into this thinking that case was
not made by the representative
from behavior
arf helped to-the
person that referenced the
latinos in gang activity in the
past thank you for kind of
shedding light on this issue for
me because I do believe enough
questions have been raised by
the individualized of the record
notwithstanding about the
questions about the appeal to
call for an analysis by the city
I think we do need to go back
and do further environmental
review that looks of the at the
issue the displacement beyond
that in the legal analysis it is
what it is we'll make that-I
want no part whatsoever in the
age of donald trump
with the kind of hateful
ignorant language and rhetoric
that was presented by those two
individuals
and I'm willing to think sued
and taken to court for saying
that
bring that on but if there is a
time to stand by do the right
thing that is today
and I also want to send the
message to the other projects
that are coming down the
pipeline for the impact the
latino cultural district let
that be a message how you should
precede because if there is a
perfect example how node not to
proceed with that, colleagues as
a district 9 supervisor like to
make a motion to move forward
item 37 and 38 and with respect
to item 38 to include in the
motion faster analysis is needed
on the environmental impact of
displacement and gentrification
on this community and
specifically the latino cultural
district and table item 36.
>> okay supervisor campos has
made a motion seconded by
supervisor avalos
supervisor avalos.
>> thank you I don't know if I
can be agree eloquent as
supervisor campos I felt that
for the past 8 years I've never
ever uttered from my seats from
public comment but found the
comments are so offends from one
individual talking about.
>> (Clapping.)
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>> where we were in the
noticing and in the noticing I
was working in the community and
trying to-at the time in the
90s two years ago October 1996
the chronicle was trying to over
exercise the gang district and
painted the cloth of young
people red and make them pure
like gang members that's where I
was in the 90s fighting that
crap
to think we have a project
before us that is defend with
such ignorance is beyond the
pail
we have a system nationally that
was repudiated in the election
of donald trump but we know
where the country is blue that
system is thriving that system
actually allows for the type of
development that is happening in
san francisco that leads to
wealth concentrating more and
more to the wealthy and the
people public school low income
working-class getting the
displaced and not getting fair
share people saw the economic
system and the politicians that
support the system are do not
support working people to think
that only happens in the red
states or red counties is a
fallacy happens in san francisco
I feel look the board of
supervisors especially the
progressive wing that is
concerned has been fighting for
that forever I'm totally happy
to support the motion made by
supervisor campos to uphold the
appeal on this project.
>> thank you supervisor avalos
supervisor mar.
>> thank you, Madam Chair.
>> sir you're out of order.
>> I'm going to Miss 20 these
two guys sitting across I'm
going to join with any comrades
in supporting the appeal thank
you so much to the artists that
have come out the artists and
the latino community and
organizers and activists the
small business leaders and
others for giving us the
political context of what is
happening in the mission
district and other advanced
gentrification advanced
displacement neighborhood we
also know that many other
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neighborhoods are coming next as
well
I want to say that I did meet
with the developer and I wanted
to thank lennar multi family and
others I think that is not
necessarily about this project
it is a bigger political context
that is being discussed but
wanted to say that 100 percent
union labor the 6 sfmade maker
spaces moving from the
grandfathered percentages to the
much higher inclusionary to the
15 percent but 10 percent
affordable goal is commendable
but I'll standby with any
colleagues and the community
that have said the 1y508 eastern
neighborhoods eir is way updated
and not seem there is any plan
in place to update the board eir
I think that cumulative impacts
has raised by Mr. Weaver and
others are critical for us to
been not necessarily looking at
it project by project but the
city needs a much better plan
when the planning department
staff said we're trying to
address the displacement and the
socioeconomic impacts in other
ways I've not seen enough to
show me that's a serious effort
a serious displacement in the
mission district and other
places I want to cite not only
miriam and karen berkley for
innovation and the urban
displacement numbers but also
the budget and analyst that was
commissioned by supervisor
campos the mission district is
rapidly gunmen phil ginsberg the
push out of latinos and seniors
and artists and disabled people
is to rapid I'll give the
numbers from the b l a 60
percent of the population was
latino in 20002015 dropping
below 50 percent and 2025
dropping half and the unable of
wealthy people doubling with all
due respect to the wealthy
people that spoke in favor the
project the families and others
that are displaced rapidly but
the wealthy is doubling to over
26 percent in 2025 the number is
reduced in half and 21st percent
to 11 percent in 2025 a serious
situation soifshg and families
for the demographics in the
mission I feel strongly as
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people talk about newcomers that
has to be based on respect for
latino cultural dictate and a
history that has been developed
from irish to latino immigrants
and has to be based on respect
of that cultural heritage for
the latino considerate that is
an important part of san
francisco blood and I wanted to
thank all the people to defend
the mission district and really
stand up for a city that has a
soul I'll be voting in support
of motion by supervisor campos.
>> thank you supervisor
peskin.
>> (Clapping.)
>> thank you Madam President I
want to society myself with the
comments made by the maker of
the motion but colleagues given
the grave outlet of the
situation I want to make a
motion to allow the project
sponsor that attempted to speak
to address this body for not to
exceed 2 minutes if not
objection like to make that
motion.
>> supervisor I'm sorry
supervisor campos is there any
objection.
>> without objection we'll lie
you to answer questions
supervisor peskin? And are you
asking questions.
>> no, I want to give him the
opportunity to address that body
as the project sponsor.
>> I've done I object.
>> we'll have to take a vote.
>> I withdraw my motion.
>> okay supervisor avalos
object and supervisor peskin
withdrew his motion.
>> okay.
>> supervisor cowen.
>> thank you
thank you. Good evening and
thank you for weighing in on
this weighty policy that is an
interesting conundrum we're in
the same situation time and time
georgia again, I've building
that a compelling argument was
made and we should begin to
direct staff to begin to
incorporate displacement and I
also think in addition to
incorporating the analysis of
the displacement of what a
project will have on a
neighborhood we should be look
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atth total cumulative impact of
projects that are in the
pipeline and this is a
particular problem we continue
to have in district 10
specifically in potrero hill the
cumulative impact we're
approving projects individually
but not paying attention to the
environment the entire landscape
those projects will be coming
alive in I think that we are
becoming out of balance
and it is important for us to be
in sync so today you know the
conversation is also about
really brewing for.
>> couple of years we need a
sea change and be moving in a
different direction if the
development shouldn't be
displacing people but
development should be widening
the intent and bringing in and
welcoming people into san
francisco
and certainly I've said many
times before the board in the
land use committee that I
believe we need to reexamine and
make tweaks to the eastern
neighborhoods area plan
so supervisor campos I will are
supporting you today.
>> (Clapping.)
>> thank you supervisor campos.
>> thank you.
>> again I'll ask the members
of the audience please refrain
from vocal expression.
>> supervisor campos.
>> thank you very much
I want to be clear in part of
the motion that I presented as
planning does it's analysis
going forward
that you know the basis behind
the motion and the look the
focus on displacement is the
connection between displacement
and the physical effects on the
environment and that is what was
mentioned not hearing that was
traffic, air quality and other
physical impacts
I think that is important for
that to be considered in the
analysis
and, of course, what you it
unique about this project the
first project that is taking
place that can have an impact on
the latino cultural district
want to make sure that is
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understood relative to the
motion.
>> thank you supervisor cowen.
>> thank you
I know we're talking in context
of a ceqa appeal a clunky tool
we're trying to use to bring
about this detail of change
supervisor campos with your
willing to amend our motion I
want to see the total cumulative
impacts of projects I'd like to
see that also analyzed.
>> yes. Yes.
>> thank you.
>> okay
seeing no other names on the
roster, supervisor campos has
made a motion to approve items
37 and 38 with proposed
amendments Madam Clerk take the
amendments separately.
>> no Madam President and and
tackle item 36 and seeing no
other names on the roster, Madam
Clerk Madam Clerk, please call
the roll.
>> supervisor kim
supervisor mar
supervisor peskin
supervisor tang
supervisor avalos
supervisor breed
supervisor campos
supervisor cowen
supervisor farrell
there are 9 I's and.
>> (Clapping.)
>> and okay. The appeal is
approved
>> (Clapping.)
>> okay with that, we'll take
a 10 minute recess and reconvene
with the san francisco Mr.
Johnson and the
board of
supervisors.
>> okay
welcome everyone to the san
francisco board of supervisors
welcome back and thank you all
for your patience ladies and
gentlemen, we have having at
this time meeting as a committee
as a whole a joint malia cohen
between the san francisco board
of supervisors and the san
francisco police commission and
at this time Madam Clerk can you
please call the roll.
>> for the board.
>> thank you Madam President
supervisor avalos
supervisor President London
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breed
supervisor campos
supervisor cowen
supervisor farrell
supervisor kim
kim not present
supervisor mar
supervisor peskin
supervisor tang
supervisor wiener
not present and supervisor yee
not present
Madam President a we have quorum
were to excuse commissioner yee
and supervisor wiener seconded
by supervisor cowen colleagues
without objection, without
objection supervisor yee and
supervisor wiener will be
excused
new I'd like to turn it over to
commissioner President Loftus
welcome to the board chambers.
>> thank you. Good evening,
everyone and welcome to to
scombroint meeting the police
commission and the board
sergeant, next item.
>> >> commissioner President
Loftus
commissioner vice President
Turman is excuse
commissioner marshall is excused
commissioner nakajo's
commissioner nakajo and
commissioner dejesus
commissioner wong excused
we have quorum.
>> thank you sergeant and
ladies and gentlemen, just for
clarity we will have general
public comment at this time and
we will then go into our hearing
specifically on the number of
reports including the blooper
report and other reports as
referenced in the hearing so if
you last week to make comments
specifically recommended to the
hearing through will be an
opportunity to do that as well
that is the time for general
public comment
first speaker please.
Thank you
good evening andrew yip world
affairs have key focus on human
civilization in process economic
comes to a stage of prosperity
and executive control 2, 3, 4
management puts business foyers
in good order of development our
life business career strives for
success being caution about the
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problems even in time of
security one must having a true
obviously of executive actions
one must have collect strategies
for rich and notable to
determine the December I didn't
in life that is for the aspire
of folks with time to accomplish
true benefits of success forholiness is strurm and virtues
are notable and personal nature
on to holiness in gradual steps
in opening up a wondering
business career time of
circumstances and purpose from
civilization in development by
applying personal-destiny as
with work for the wondering
people one engaged if extensive
differ phil ginsberg pathway and
accident wondering establishment
for the organization of holiness
and vicious and wisdom and
principle that leads people back
to public it and for all that
will be the business enterprise
of having a kingdom God bless
the holy kingdom.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> thank you sxooepd and all
the little ducks lame and mobile
my name is a christopher's I
live on 6 and howard less than
40 years from seawall he rise to
comment on racism first, I wish
you to take note there is at
least one white man that has
tried to start a dialogue on
racism that man being my less
than humble self-I've worn that
shirt my opening statement in
the dialogue awhile walking the
sidewalks of san francisco for
years during that time 2 hundred
people an hour seen me wearing
that 4 thousand smorg borrowed
of customs that make our beloved
city and county of san francisco
I noticed a few people taking a
second look all the people
passed its the whitest human
being they might see with two
professional black guys on it
in all that time with the uproar
and pain involved that the
subject of american he style
racism none hallway u saw a
comment none had a question none
no white person no asians or
hispanics not one question so
members take serious note none
really want to have a dialogue
about race none no
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asian-american or
african-american and no other
europe americans and that is our
american tragedy
thank you.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> good evening
board of supervisors
commissioner President Loftus
and police commission I've never
spoken here not sure of the
premiers
I don't know
that is general public comment
you have up to 2 minutes.
>> okay. So can you hear me
now.
>> I'm here to speak speak
about the police commission when
you appoint a new commissioners
pick someone is integrity not
outburst for political gain we
like a commissioner on the
police commission not get their
own criteria on the fast track
we know about his past commerce
of corruption not talk about
commissioner wong the
judiciousblas loss is the
position r police commission
gain I can't think on the police
commission we currently have I
want to propose out to the
commissioner President Loftus
and to commissioner melara since
those two joined the commission
they finally have gotten moving
on the reforms we've been
waiting for year ares years and
years only a civil grand jury
report four officers counted in
federal court and sent to prison
I'm probably living out the
transgression got them moving on
the reform we've been wait on in
years and years and years and
propose out to supervisor kim
for her editorial for the 4
supervisors even though I'm no
progression trying to push greg
suhr the head of the corrupt
snake
and I want if thank you for what
you've done and supervisor
peskin the grown adult in the
room that brought adult
inspiration osteo all.
>> thank you very much.
>> next speaker, please.
>> my name is david I am I'm
with the san francisco's for
affordability unfortunately, I
don't have enough copies on
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November 10th I published on the
poa arguing their days are
numbered as a bullying force for
the status quo a week after the
trump quake I'm not sure
sf can you remember has a
partner for reform but julian
becomes the attorney general
obama's 21st century program
upon which san francisco is
riling May disappear poas May
try to stall on the
transformation how will we carry
on how will we reform them
without a federal partner.
>> sir I'm pausing your time
this is about general public
comment after general public
comment we're going to go to the
actual hearing weigh reopen
public comment specifically on
those items.
>> let me say that behind me
other members of the sf poa had
will be putting other narratives
in front of you.
>> in depth.
>> we'll go to the next
speaker.
>> we'll get you help just a
second.
>> next speaker, please.
>>
ma'am, in the green shirt anyone
else with general public comment
please come forward if you're
not ready step to the side.
>> come forward ma'am, and
where is the play button we're
going to have john assist you
judge a second ma'am, please
come forward.
>> this is general public
comment.
>> okay
all right.
Dear Madam President and
supervisors greetings. I'm a
san francisco resident and also
a petitionerer reporting to the
boards represents to the names
of the subway chinatown station
after rose pack many of us came
to this meeting to help you
learn about the other side of
rose pack how she discriminated
on behalf of the chinese
government here in san francisco
following our public comment
many people came to us to thank
us and found out what is this
some inquiry from supervisors
users so with you obligated
don't bet let you know the
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answer directly is deeply rooted
in chinese history and culture
it is comprised of 5 experience
one of them is meditation,
however, the effectiveness of
this practice didn't lie in the
physical movement it has to do
with with its principles of this
experience
which can be smiermd in 3 words
truth and compassionate and
tolerance one wonder who
practices old people can sick
people not quite so as the in
fact, practitioners came into
from from all walks of life no
pattern what type of people
practices whoever embraces the
principle of truth and
compassionate and tolerance what
about a practitioner and thank
you
thank you per sir, are you ready
or need more time.
>> we're going to let the
other group and then.
>> next speaker, please.
>> thank you Madam President
supervisors and law enforcement
officers
thank you for the chance to make
a public comment I'm chris a
resident and maintained san
francisco office for the past 20
years most recently in chinatown
revolved with a high tech
companies and spoke to you
before on the topic of naming
the chinatown subway station
like 0 answer the questions
about having fawn gone so you
can better understand the people
that are commenting on this I
met the fallen gone prisoners
and saw the experiences and
touched by the way they touched
people in a vicious prohibition
I started the practice no money
involved it is completely free I
commissioner wu that was a very
good practices he can tell under
h from the kind of compassionate
people of all races in all
countries practice this I
benefit at one point my myself
separated 5 years ago she have
her cancerous thyroid removed
they read john the block that we
read turning the law wheel and
starting practicing the dr was
shocked she didn't need
treatment thanks to fallen and
gone definitely changed our
lives for the better we hope you
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get a chance to learn about
fallen gone mediation.
>> next speaker, please.
>> and good afternoon Madam
President and congratulations on
our win my name is felicia with
seiu 1021 I'd like to applaud
the board of supervisors on up
to date this and applaud
supervisor cowen for indicating
and making amendments to look at
the total impact of the
development and specifically in
hiring with the trades here in
san francisco.
>> ma'am, I'm pawing our time
that appeal is in the to be
spoken about that had it's
public comment
I thought that was general and
keep our comments more general
don't moreno enumeration the
foil appeal.
>> let's mention the trade
unions in san francisco they
don't hire minorities and not
sufficient black and latino
workers going through their
apprenticeship programs for them
to come up here and say oh,
because we're trying to get
something for million dollars
corporation to come into a
latino area and say oh, we'll
put latinos to work that is
really disheartening I hope the
board looks those things when
you look at the total impact how
the hiring processes are a
minority of here in san
francisco that's we're not
getting jobs here in san
francisco.
>> thank you.
>> thank you.
>> (Clapping.)
>> before the next speaker
begins I'll state a rule pro
bono applause a vocal expression
you're welcome to use our
supportive fingers continue
ma'am.
>> (Speaking foreign language.)
>> hello Madam President and the
board of supervisors my name is
allowing young nearly 70 years
old seeing me you'll not guess I
was at at late stage of cancer
patient with a slew of other
illnesses.
>> (Speaking foreign language.)
>> not just that in 1995 I had
symptoms of indicator cancer the
dr told me 3 months to live
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during the painful time of my
life I combrntd the folks by
accident.
>> (Speaking foreign language.)
>> I thought they were very good
I took out a medicine active
experience active learning
experience with symptoms and the
pain slowly went away my spirit
were up 6 months a mere 6 months
later I changed from being
unable to walk on any own and
needing my husband to support me
probation officer being able to
ride a bicycle and take care of
my granddaughter.
>> (Speaking foreign language.)
>> from now my heart was filed
with happiness and so happy to
be alive I was able to have a
new life after that, however,
the chinese communist parties I
was arrested four times and
forced to denounce my faith
isn't that asking me to die that
was the reason I came to
america.
>> (Speaking foreign language.)
>> now I have practices this
for over 20 years been in the
united states for over 5 years
my body has been very heath we
want to tell everyone it can
benefit the mind and body and
hope you'll not be deceived by
the chinese communist and get to
know this personally thank you.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> >> (Speaking foreign
language.)
>> hello Madam President and the
board of
supervisors.
>> (Speaking foreign language.)
>> my name is hone I used to be
a head nurse I came to the
united states 20 years ago in
1997 and learned about fallen
gone and impressed by it's broad
and profound teaching he
practiced that the electronic
illnesses and vera course veins
magically disappeared
.
>> (Speaking foreign language.)
>> now I not only take care of
my own mother by my parents
in-laws going on 80 years old is
not easy to live together owe
follow the truthfulness and
tolerance and always put them
first to fulfill my dedication
teach people to be
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good.
>> (Speaking foreign language.)
>> nowadays we get loan and
support the practices and pie
participation in the activities
to let people know about the
chauvinism the chinese communist
parties prosecutor and extended
to san francisco I hope the
board of supervisors does not
surrounded other chinese
communist pressure or in the
name of economy I hope our
country whether uphold san
franciscans including fallen
practitioners rights thank you.
>> thank you
thank you
>> next speaker, please.
>> dear board of supervisors
as you can see many different
people practice fallen gone is
common they are always go by the
pertains of truth and
compassionate and tolerance that
is essentially a practice that
teaches people to be a better
person
after being reenthd from modern
10 years we recently applied to
join a chinese new year parade
to be held next February 9th
chinese chamber of commerce will
ask his our application just two
days ago on sunday we took part
in the veterans' day parade they
were a marking band were
welcomed we the organizationers
this is what the grand marshal
and organizer of the parade said
to our band.
>> you've the greatest band
I've ever seen.
>> (Clapping.)
>> and you know you May not be
welcomed some places but you're
welcome here.
>> ii just I cry maybe I've
almost to grateful to you
beautiful instruments, your
music is beautiful, you're a one
thousand percent not 100 percent
you should be poured to be part
of that organization and the
culture you support
and I thank you all.
>> (Speaking foreign language.)
>> this is typical of what we
heard when we attend many, many
parades in the country people
welcoming.
>> thank you, ma'am.
>> thank you.
>> thank you.
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>> next speaker, please.
>>
sorry for any delay in getting
in set up.
>> we'll take the next
speaker.
>> we're good.
>> supervisors and
commissioners supervisors and
police commissioners I'm the how
shall derrick was with a
scenario familiar to brown and
black in 2012 officer josh was a
rookie cop with the sfpd
profiled too young teenagers
that are walking from mcdonald
to the deposits o bus stop at
7:30 with a lot of local
residents in the gas station and
driving by he swooped into a
fuel gas station demanding to
know why the teenagers were
walking through the implication
derrick was scared 15 years old
and tried to run away the
officer escalated did situation
that resulted if an conviction
of derrick 49 seconds from start
to finish, of course, the da
backed up the conduct and
officer josh no accountability
all over the place in
consequences the young
4-year-old that was with derrick
has been derailed in his life
with the officer although da of
san mateo uphold the conduct the
family received a sizeable
settlement what does that tell
you.
>> thank you
>> next speaker, please.
>> this is a transportation to
demand management before delores
heights in view of was killed
the cop was on the radar as a
bully type of cop without being
on probation a south san
franciscan said police detained
him in a search and valuables
were taken and subject to arrest
and a 5 day stint in jail when
in fact, not on probation who
was the defendant won south san
francisco high school student
said the following about cop the
cop he worked for south san
francisco police department and
would I'm kill you one day the
scald accused me of selling we'd
the officer went to veggie take
me in with room and gets in my
face him and me in the room I
hate the kids on your side of
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city he says I'm going to arrest
you bishop as one f'ing day he
got mad he had nothing on memo
me was 15 at the time what is
clear that officer ca bells
continued sisters two regular to
escape the notice 6 community
and not escaped the notice of
the south san francisco police
department or the san francisco
police department.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> an oak investigator.
>> ma'am, that is about
general public comment not about
the hearing we after general
public comment.
>> every time I've stood at
the.
>> we're limited to two
minutes.
>> ma'am, you're welcome to
have the comments but.
>> you signal me out.
>> ma'am, please make our
comments.
>> you took off 3 seconds I'd
like them back.
>> a ocii investigators
believed to look at a pattern of
abuse not no fair it is a review
of the way they did their job in
one incident we provided our
findings to the cheech the chief
what look for an early
intervention system who looks
and determines a pattern the
following are additional
comments made by the comments of
two officers josh and anthony as
long as tony is the vp of the
pee pee on February 1st, 2016,
officer sfpd got physical with
the protesters and blocked a way
to the superbowl city the only
officer with a splintered
battalion they have a reputation
for being violate with mission
district youth ask around
july 27, 2016, ca bell with
sergeant montoya were at the
station to how shall jessica
williams a reporter from the
hills inquired why they were
there since there are from the
mission district and the gangs
name was choked with ca bell
named as his killer later that
reporter said crowd dispersed
but joked about being famous.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> maria is a woman that works
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at carson.
>> hi
maria a woman that workers an
international organization that
empowers the needs of immigrant
and other underserved sf bay
families she received last week
employee of the world and maria
had an encurrent with the
officer after they parked her
car and getting a bite to eat
with her husband and cousin
asked for the ids and why
they're detained he indicated
they were not so they preceded
to the restaurant upon returning
to the car and arresting here
husband as driving on a
suspended license later on the
judge threw out and said here
husband right was violate he was
not driving treating at all and
a thirty day hold put on her car
the officer was mad he knew who
he was and what he did in the
mission and maria filed a
complaint with over williams the
complaint included the officer
ca bill and how he has them
people of color went to
mediation no complaint ghins the
officer and an ass anonymously
bill she had to pay back.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> good evening with san
franciscan for police forgot and
the foundation
and here's the cased of you're
working by the initial of j a
young woman in her 20s was
filming a protest in the mission
a few months ago grabbed by
officer capping
brillo and and she was
injured by mistreatment and hair
pulled out of here head with
asking him why he had pulled her
hair for 3 blocks or more he
condominium I liked it and he
thought she liked it, too.
>> she will be filing her
complaint she's filed a
complaint part of ventilations
is the physical trauma involved
in physical attacks to effect
the results the profound
psychological element forever
young people not arrested or
beaten by a cop.
>> with
thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> supervisors I was here when
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he cloendz the issues and worked
on the formula retail
legislation now here high son a
victim 6 blood alcohol brutal
that is like-I'll not say my
husband his name in public he
did a painting as a view from
the window and read a statement
from the aclu the officers who
assaulted me were unprofessional
and their barf was do you know
right malice not all police
officers do terrible things but
the ones cast an ugly shadow on
the rest of the sfpd they share
the uniform the experience three
hand of the officer was
dehumanize ingress and scared me
in multiple ways u ways I was
vinyl beaten and forced to stay
up in jail I had to wait hours
to call my family that incident
effected me physical wellness
and my work
sadly this is not the first
incident as the same individuals
harassed and terrorizing
innocent victims in the city I'm
disappointed with the
reprehensible action of the
officers that should be
protecting the community in the
barf they engage from the people
who's job to enforce the law
with no bias shouldn't be immune
and those officers that
assaulted my son should be he
will,able.
>> I'd like to let the folks
know we have a senior
investigator from the office of
citizens complaints so you can
follow-up with that
representative thank you.
>> can you put the slide show
back now.
>> after montoya beat my son
in a manner my son asked why he
was arrested montoya said you're
wearing the patent we know
numerous occ complaint that are
filed civil suits take into
account what that did to
discipline officers and how you
spot patterns in the paper logs
like the following since the
civil suit the alumni has been
promote to public information
officer cab brill what will the
commission do to hold the police
officers accountant
accountable and the
hiring practices did police
officers bill of rights
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virtually insures that kind of
pattern of abuse a legally
protected for the officers so
their superior commanders can't
discipline them one of the few
points to stop cab brill he was
hired into the san francisco
police department where they can
impose a higher standard in
particular, the office of record
-encourage the department to
look at allows reliable forms of
information they've been legally
prevented from keeping records
about the officers action.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> the last time I made a
mistake and said that christ
rode the donkey into it was the
fourth year the 7 year cycle but
talk about more importantly
judgment day doomsday the clock
is moved to 59 minutes I can't
say when christ will return the
only previouscy in the bible
said the financier is daniel
chapter 9 there will be 70 years
which end on the sabbath year
we're in the is an go bath not
rosh hashanah we're still in
that my questions are you saved
really in jesus is coming back
in the last day 6 sabbath year
we have two weeks I know that
sounds like crazy but this is
the biggest event of all
historical if so this judgment
day I guess-I'd like to read
this now in christ be preached
that he rows from the dead how
say some among you no
resurrection felt dead if in
recess rex instruction of day e
dead in christopher be not risen
we're found out as false
witnesses of God we've testified
God he raised jesus up first,
the dead rise not then is not
christ is not raised your yet in
our sins there maybe your fallen
asleep only this life we have
all men are most miracle by now
christ is the first fruits
and.
>> next speaker, please.
>> I'm sure everybody is happy
with the election and because
people vote doesn't mean had he
vote some of the worst people
are coming down the pike in our
federal government and this
sitting on the state government
two of my favorite people
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supervisor wiener why don't I
like scott wiener he's the
enarable letter of the men that
represented me, I'm a survivor
of domestic violence is sfpd was
effective not 100 percent
effective I had an attorney to
file a protective orders and
constantly it was costing, that
was difficult and any attorney
on by domestic violence turned
out to get beaten himself by a
police commissioner julius it is
your duty man how does a police
commissioner to supervisor the
ethics of san francisco police
department when we himself bat
elders his spouse and meth was
involved in that fraergs if
you're against drugs I did
refresh your memory I'm one of
the most recruitment in the
having year history I question
when you get a batter and a
supervisor who endorsed him who
took his endorsement to run for
office what a cesspool of people
that get into this chamber and
go on to higher office someone's
o sometimes the person that
didn't win is the most humane I
appreciate all the hard work to
protect people from bad and anti
personalitys.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> good evening supervisors
here's the shift in issues
offramp gone promotes only good
values yet the working class
band has been excluded
associated with the teaching
that promotes good values the
bands is welcomed by hundreds of
parades the only parade excluded
because of e is the san
francisco schrz and japantown
cherry blossom parade the only
blockage by the chinese
consulate when stand out as a
sanctuary city first, as a
caring human rights follow this
pact of repreps goodness the
band is going to participate in
the chinese new year's they face
a new decision to free
themselves from pressure from
outside sources or will that be
a bad mark supervisors we want
you to write a letter to make a
simple important decision keep
the foreign flefrns and keep
fallen going on as part of our
community to help them do the
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right thing take a stand and
show the true heart of that
reach city thank you.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>>
good evening david circling the
schools san franciscans for
police accountability I want to
be the capstone on the sfpd
folks that spoke about the
officer can be brill it is
shocking his partner tony and a
vice President Of the pee pee is
in the running for the
presidentcy of the sf poa when
martin resigns that's a shock
I'm not sure how the commission
what work with someone like this
a record himself for violence
and who is the partner and
enableer of a cop that killed a
15-year-old in san francisco and
repeatedly beat up kids in the
mission and pulled a woman by
her hair this is really shocking
and hope that goes on record
thank you.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> this bhs general public
comment, sir.
>> good evening
daniel for the record to the
supervisors and commissioners
once again, thank you for
calling this hearing.
>> so you know, I have to say
something because the officer
that many of the people came
here for spoke about officer can
be brill I guess that's his name
during the superbowl of this
year we had a protest on market
street
and guess who poked me in the
back with a billy club officer
can be brill I'm a disciplined
guy not a protester about making
people feeling tlaeldz not a
coincidence that something like
that happened to me thank God I
didn't get shot by the officer
and recognized his picture and
evidence is clear he was trying
to find that open youtube show
everybody but I guess I'll show
is another time my point is that
lets do something about this
officer
I'd like to file a complaint
with occ
now
in. Let's take it from here and
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by the way, I know this is
general public comment but you
know this is a trump thing going
around we don't want to elm e
imbotanical officers to be rogue
officers and disrespect
everything's constitutional
rights let's see be clear at
least stand together beginning
mets ready to proceed police
officer and any ready to proceed
ogue at least
make that work for everyone
amen.
>> amen.
>> next speaker, please.
>> and any other members of
the public that wish to comment.
>> good evening to the
commissioners and the board of
supervisors I'm sorry I'm late
and hard to participate in
democracy when you work 9 to 5 I
want to speak about the
selection of police chief and
after listening to the stories
saying how broken-hearted this
kind of conduct is happening
this police chief is office
space so important oakland has
inquired to have a bachelor but
a resident of oakland and they
any have 5 years I believe
executive experience I hope the
police search has take into
account I think a sanctuary city
we need a police chief it is
very well-versed and opposing
23r0 experience 2, 3, 4
sanctuary I feel the attacks
coming from the President Elect
and so when which we need
someone we can trust as as
citizen we're concerned about
you know we said go personnel
matter but who the candidates
are and the ones I'd like to ask
the board of supervisors as we
as a the public we'll appreciate
2 from the board of supervisors
as our representative be part of
that selection process go
through the inspector duffy and
have some inputs as a police
chief but decide how important
that he reside in san francisco
and have the experience and the
education that will match all
the responsibilities and that
the police accountability and
the police brutality will be job
one to take care of so thank you
for your time.
>> thank you.
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>> >> next speaker, please.
>> tom gilberty
steels e seems like we've
elected a wanting that few
school boards about higher hire
public their principals recent
radio it's bits 50 percent of
americans live paycheck to
paycheck towing percent of kids
live in poverty
3 thousand there are 3 thousand
plus counties in the country the
first time I heard this they
said 17 tasted research from
2008 last time I heard it a
couple of weeks ago 70 percent
the counties across the city
experienced a recovery americans
left behind they were bernie
victims and they still continue
to be berry I didn't see issues
hillary was a small magnet
pulled towards berryize news
issues takes a village the
elderly and physicians needs to
recognize who has gotten the
hammer that strikes the nail the
truest and that was bernie and
the democrats missed an
opportunity to lead the could I
because of the supervise
delegates we've had prove
tiering mixed with housing and
having the police here and it is
you know I mean militarization
we need to back away from from
our entire country if you were
black I'll say the problem is
racism and the fallen gone are
looking for their freedom the
answer a heath community thank
you. Let's get there.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> felicia welcome to the
disparities for mario woods
as we approach the one year
anniversary of the tragic
dedicate of mario woods on
December 21st of the things.
>> Ms. Jonesize have to cut
you off you've had an
opportunity to speak under walk
through we're opening up the
hearing you'll have an
opportunity to speak again at a
point.
>> any other members of the
public that want to provide
general public comment at this
time seeing none, public comment
is closed.
And Madam Clerk can you please
read the agenda items.
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>> item one for the special
joint committee meeting a
hearing that the board of
supervisors has previously
approved a motion for file
improved on October 18th to go
into a hearing the board of
supervisors with the police
commission sitting as a
committee as a whole for a
public hearing on the finding
and recommends of the
department of justice the
President Task force on the 12
policing and the civil gurney on
the blue ribbon panel the
fairness of law enforcement
thank you.
>> and thank you supervisor
cowen is the sponsor I'm going
to turn it over to for open
remarks
thank you supervisor President
London breed thank you for
joining us
thank you. I appreciate the
police commissioners that are
here with us commissioner
President Loftus welcome back to
the chambers
I have a few on remarks time to
go over the program you can
expect this evening we'll go
have a few we've had opening
remarks with supervisor
President London breed and
commissioner President Loftus
we'll have short remarks from
two groups of people first, the
mayor's office who is the
director of violence prevention
foreign mayor's office and
secondly, from morris and
finally a presentation from
intern chief chaplin I want to
recognize a few people in the
chamber with us I want to
recognize joyce hicks the
executive director as the former
office of citizens complaints
now the department of police
accountability and recognize
christen the chief of staff of
district attorney george gascon
those ladies will not be making
a precaution
sentation but for questions
if they arises and keeping my
comments get to the meat of
everything I want to just again
articulate my commitment to move
the police reform in san
francisco forward the reason he
called this joint hearing
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between the police commission
and the board of supervisors
because we've got serious work
to do it is important we have
transparency and frankly all
hands on deck approach to
solving some of the challenges
I want to also recognize a few
more people sfpd thank you for
joining us and your service want
to recognize many communities
leaders community coalitions
like the justice for mario woods
and felicia jones and san
franciscans for police
accountability and highlight Ms.
Julia and.
>> u yolanda that are here
julia with the bar association
and the criminal justice
integrity unit and officer for
justice yeah, that chateaus my
list the police department is
involved in the critical reforms
my goal that by sitting together
tonight as one united body we
can both increase transparency
and move quickly on those
reforms
the last month we held a hearing
in the blooper they were talking
about 200 and 72 recommends that
were presented
and the board has also held
hearing on the civil grand
juries on officer-involved
shootings those are difficult
but critical conversations to
have amongst the policymakers in
the city that's exactly I didn't
did work with any staff to pass
the ordinance last year and
really have been pleased to hear
from several members of sfpd
limp that the report has
produced some eye opening
moments from the department has
been a long standing issue and
we are taking steps to move
beyond the fact finding phase we
have 5 separate report we can
point to that have collectively
provided 5 hundred, 5 hundred
recommendations to approve our
police department so why are we
are doing all of this you might
ask I'm hopeful with all the
investigation work and the
actions that we will take to
implement the recommendation
that we really might begin to
start to gain some of the
public's trust and confidence
back because we received
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information about what
improvements to the police
department and in our last
meeting want to focus on how the
recommendations will change will
be implemented paying attention
to a timeline I think with
supervisor campos in participate
mentioned in the last meeting we
need an aggressive timeline I'm
in disagreement to that end will
be as follows: brief rangers
from the mayor's office and a
representative from the public
defender's office and we'll hear
from a presentation and updated
presentation from the intern
chief chaplin
there's a lot of information
we'll need to cover here so
colleagues in order to get
through this I'll ask to the
greatest tint possibly hold the
questions to the at the end of
the presentation so the
presenter can get through and
than a q and a session
now I'd like to bring up.
>> supervisor cowen before we
bring up the representative of
the from mayor's office I want
to give commissioner President
Loftus an opportunity to provide
remarks.
>> we did that already.
>> I said welcome potentially
was enough in fairness I want to
say on behalf of the police
commission a tremendous honor to
sit with the board to be in the
chambers and elevates the issues
we've been working on for years
and committed to but gives the
opportunity for community
partners that work with the
board and us to look at those
issues together and having one
conversation thank you
supervisor cowen and supervisor
President London breed and take
a moment to thank the
commissioners
here I think someone said it is
difficult to be in democracy
when you work 9 to 5 all
confirmations center jobs and
families please know the
commissioners that couldn't be
here they wanted to be here
something that commission is
committed so the last thing I'll
say reports before and if you're
feeling cynical the change will
not happen you've seen a report
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before the fact that we have
those 5 reports we're going to
hear from the department and we
together can hold ourselves and
the department accountable or
accountable to make the changes
that is what tonight is about
thank you for the subsequent
meeting with all the anxiety in
washing not expect anyone else
to fix issues building trust
within between the community and
others thank you for your
leadership.
>> thank you commissioner
President Loftus and back to you
supervisor cowen.
>> thank you
so I'd like to do at this time
is welcome and open up the floor
to the director of violence
intervene as a reminder to the
two ladies that will be speaking
to be sync thorough and yet
succinct.
>> good evening board of
supervisors and police
commission thank you for the
introduction and thank you for
host this forum my name is dean
I work for as a director to
mayor ed lee and joined with my
colleagues here today who will
also be joining me to answer
questions on behalf of our
office and joined with my
colleague who's our new board
liaison and worked the public
safety today, I'm representing
the voice even if mayor ed lee
on behalf of the May thank you
for the leadership that all of
demonstrated in the last couple
of years all the days and hours
you've working hard around
trying to highlight specific
areas that the police department
needs to be improving on moving
forward
we thank you for this hearing it
is a real deems how san
francisco needs to shine the
light around reports that we as
an office take seriously pr we
thank you for highlighting the
doj the civil grand jury and the
blue ribbon panel added
yesterday the gashth mayor ed
lee announced how we would
always be san francisco
retaining the values of quality
and quality across the city.
>> commitment to stand as one
and to stands for human rights,
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civil rights and social justice
he also confirm our dedication
to continue moving with our
current commitment which include
the implementation of the
reports
when mayor ed lee called the
U.S. Attorney general loretta to
assess our police department we
fully condominium to working on
the department of justice orient
with the department of justice
oriented policing service and
implement me recommendations
they'll bring forth we're proud
that all involved especially the
san francisco police department
to open their doors and invited
transparency and accountability
at the same time the city worked
the police commission san
francisco police department,
office of citizens complaints,
members of the board, and more
importantly communities key
stakeholders to move forward
with the areas to implement
immediately the doj process and
assess and progress on some of
the police reforms needed 24
included key highlights and key
policy recommendations that
demonstrated our leadership here
of what we needed to move
forward with san francisco
I'd like to highlight one of the
major outcomes we saw where
$20 million investment to
subcontract trainings on
equipment and to also improve
the cultural sensitive in the
police department
we moved with significant
programming in the forest to be
able to begin looking at
building trust between
communities and communities of
color and the police department
after 6 months of working with
the doj cops staff their staff
worked closely to complete 2k59
analyze and public members of
the committee and realized a
comprehensive assessment one of
the most comprehensive
assessments of any police
department in this nation
yes, they found dishes but a
police department that will have
change the cops office want to
build the trust in the result
was 94 finding 200 plus
recommended in the area of use
of force bias and community
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policing and be accountability
and recruitment and personnel
practices on October 12th a
little bit over thirty years of
thirty days ago to the doj
process conference the
announcement of the report mayor
ed lee accepted and promised to
implement every single
recommendation
he vowed to have trust and
recognized those measures that
are the first important step the
report acknowledges the reforms
200 underway as commissioner
President Loftus noted and the
colleagues another 1237dz will
discuss much was duplicate and
more is underway we have made
progress but there's more work
to do tonight mayor ed lee want
to execute the recommendations
for the 21st century police
department for san francisco and
to continue moving forward with
fair and just policing that
treats everyone the same as
place the sanctity of life above
all thank you those are the
remarks from mayor ed lee and
pass that on and acknowledge
that my colleagues are available
for questions.
>> thank you very much.
>> next speaker a chair the
racial justice committee.
>> good evening supervisors
and commissioners and thank you
supervisor cowen so for allowing
me to have a few minutes to
address this joined meeting and
hearing
and my name is demar the chair
person for the racial just
committee a committee of
advertising in the san francisco
public defender's office I'm
also a member of the san
francisco bar association
criminal justice task force and
I work on the subcommittee so
for bias along with susan
christian and I'd like to also
indicate that julia and frank
leadman members of the san
francisco bar association
criminal justice task force are
here and available for any
additional questions that you
May have
I wanted to just on behalf of
the racial justice committee
mostly indicate that our public
comment following the review of
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the report I want to acknowledge
and provided a letter to all of
you that have our period of time
from the racial justice
committee acknowledging the
mayor's office and the police
department and their
coordination with the department
of justice and completing the
assessment of the police
department
I want to invite you to review
the 10 point plan that the
racial committee committee
realized a couple of years ago
as well as a demand letter to
the supervisors earlier in this
year and indicate that a lot of
the recommendations that are
included in the department of
justice assessment were echo
from points we addressed the
point of racial justice
committee to be committed to
reform in the police department
and reform from the criminal
justice system in san francisco
so all citizens are treated
equally
and one of the things with
respect to the assessment by the
department of justice which we
do finds they did a very good
job and decisions but overall we
agree with the vast majority of
recommendations how much
disappointed in finding that the
assessment was unable to reach
the specific conclusions
regarding the incident of actual
racial bias by the police
department because of inner
sufficient procedures within the
police department I think this
definitely prohibits san
francisco from being able to
hold the police department
accountable if we don't have
sufficient data I've been
working with the data collection
committee which headed that he
julia electronically met with
julia from started and to
analyze the procedures we can
note how well and how effective
the police department is
operating
I want to emphasis that because
we have a new 79d didn't mean
that 21st century policing
principles are no longer applied
and I think that san francisco
instead of being a follower not
having the technology and the
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tools and equipment available to
be one of the leaders and role
models in the policing industry
that san francisco should be a
beacon of light san francisco
should be a leader in policing
in 21st century policing and I
do want to acknowledge the
police department so for its
efforts I indicated in the
letter I submitted I'd like to
make a distinction between the
efforts of police department and
the police officers association
and I would like to have the pee
pee held accountable for some of
the devices rhetoric it is
including in the writings and
literature and others social
media the police department is
really making an effort to move
forward to be a leader in the
industry and to address issues
of racial bias that are not by
the community there have been a
division and the community in
determining whether or not the
police department is providing
fair and unbiased policing and I
think that despite the police
departments effort the piano pee
is hampering will where
conscious or unconscious and
finally indicate that despite
another rest of the country
being in turmoil right now and
this being a time of great
division I want to echo the
words of michelle obama she said
they go low we go high and san
francisco can't operate as a
role model in terms of fair and
unbias policing tyler to do list
and reaching out to the
researchers in the country in
terms of-the communities
feels like the san francisco
police department is operating
in a fair and unbias manner I'll
encourage that process to happen
sooner than later and the data
that is collected now with
respect to the body cameras is
not of used to have tools in
place to analyze the data and in
terms of policing I want to
thank you.
Allowing me to have those
comments and vertebral for any
questions afterward
>> thank you very much
all right. Chief chaplin.
>> thank you for joining us
this evening.
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>> thank you for having me.
>> good evening supervisor
President London breed's and
board of supervisors and police
commission
thank you for having me for
myself and my command staff
important for the police
department to reassure those we
serve are residents business
communities, commuters and
visitors we're committed to
insuring not only we're
providing excellent law
enforcement services to keep the
city say but courtesy and right
and compassionate in the upping
presentation you'll see that the
san francisco police department
has been working on the way we
police the city beginning in the
matter especially involving
individual that are in country
although our reforms are
obviously for several years in
at least 2015 those changes need
to be more comprehensive in
order to move forward more
quickly and more importantly the
focus to have it's roots in the
trust between the department and
community and essential bond
that is impact by several
critical incidents on
January 21st, 2016, mayor ed lee
requested the assistance of U.S.
Department of justice to look at
our policies and procedures the
department worked chlorite with
the policing cops as far as the
doj initiative
this most long process was
comprehensive heavy reilly on
police commissioners and city
leaders and other stakeholders
the collaborative review
initiative gave complete access
to owl information and contained
on 5 areas I'll go over them the
use of force and the second bias
and the third was policing and
the fifth was a recruitment and
hiring person the final report
it is 92 findings all of which
the department is completed to
implementing as of any change
the times are hard to pinpoint
the priorities but this
independent assessment has been
our road map to reform it is
important to note prior to the
onslaught one of the first
suggestions the department
should have a bureau dedicated
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to acknowledge and transparent
were a top priority and tracking
experience with the findings and
recommendations that May came
into from the review the
professional standards and
bureau was created in February
to oversee and facilitate 9
collaborative assessment process
and to coordinate the
implementation of many of the
recommendations offend by the
performance including the
survival grand jury on
officer-involved shootings the
blue ribbon panel on transparent
and accountability and fairness
in law enforcement, the bar
association of san francisco
report on technology and data
collection and the office of
citizens complaints
recommendation from the
President Task force on 21st
century policing I presented to
this board on numerous occasions
regarding the refused finds san
francisco police department and
kept on saying we're waiting for
the final review we'll overlay
them that's in the presentation
the overlay the following
information to 3r0id a strategic
plan for the process that is
followed during the
implementation of doj
recommendation he can't stress
enough the strategy plan is
comprehensive and built to hold
the staff accountable for the
assignment within the given
timeframe before I turn this
over to captain michael I'd like
to thank you for your support
and for inviting us here this
evening gives the department a
platform we the police
department are in support of the
words avenue mayor ed lee san
francisco will be a beacon of
light dedicated to process with
that, I'm going to turn it over
to captain michael conley.
>> thank you, chief.
>> good evening
Madam President breeds and
officer supervisors and police
commissioners and members of the
public I'm captain michael the
commanding officer for the
policing bureau
I've took over this assignment
in July and we've been building
systems since we started the
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reports and I've move into the
agenda because of the time I
know you've been here a
long-term I'll be as brief with
that presentation and do ask you
hold questions until the end
our agenda together as we cover
the areas as a previous doj
reports the department of
justice report summarize the
strategic guidance operational
structure and plans to
operations transition the
verification and the current
status of reforms as we have
them today
this slide I presented bears
mentioning that approximately
three years ago we saw a number
of high profile incidents
nationally and saw a number of
high profile incidents in san
francisco as well we call into
question ex-in which the
communities how the police
police the communities with that
we started looking support and
bias issues and associated
issues and start generating
significant mop up of
departmental bulletins in 2014
one and 38 issues
and 2015 one and 72 and 2016
right now 76 what those
bulletins represent policy at
the previous administration and
the mayor identified as needing
to be improved changed rejerked
developed, and all around
holistic approach at looking at
the way that san francisco
please the city with the
bulletins doesn't cover the gaps
at the request of the department
of justice to review the
department a gap analysis that
was the ability for the
department of justice to show
you where in the department we
needed improvement and where we
needed to develop initial policy
and look at it some of the
programs we know we have good
programs
the department bulletins are, in
fact, policy droifrd with the
chief of police
the billions summit the general
orders when the order is
inaccurate we have a significant
amount of general orders in need
of reengineering and
redevelopment as an example in
2014 we issued a harassment free
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workplace policy to direct
members to train attends on
online training in bias and
workplace harassment this
training was for supervisors and
chief suhr directed all
personnel to have that training
it he matter at hand open
mandated it. The second
bulletin which is deploying a
firearm it was determined the
point of firearms did constitute
a use of force which
implementing that that was a
shift in culture in training
rolling that out we saw a use of
force statistics psychiatrist
that's because we were capturing
additional information so a
change avenue training and
culture the last one a bias
bulletin departmental bulletin
which was a note on my watch
pledge a commitment by all
personnel in interest in bias
will not be tolerated a
commitment by our officers to
understand no place for bias in
the workplace or anywhere
as we start going to the police
reform units we started to
understand that many the
incidents are mental crisis
persons combrerns mental crisis
we are now under the appeals
bureau primarily a patrolled
based function but have a number
of police officers
trained and looking forward
preliminary in the control we
also are in the final general
order to owls the policies so
forth for the across the united
states critical general order
and the mayor's office is
condominium one thousand dollars
for training and bucket for
trainers and additional mental
health we continue to improve
programs and training so that
officers can constitute time and
distance and declarations
techniques on all critical
incidents with all incidents
that deals with a person dealing
with a mental health crisis all
recruits get the cit training
and you'll personal tracing e
training programs-we're doing
it to the cycle
additionally the district in
October announce they're going
to have specialist in richmond
with the police department to
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deal with persons in crisis
the next few slides cover the
high profile incidence your
intimating aware of this first
sliders on July in the
tenderloins for an individual
with a firearm in an altered
mental state we entered no more
questions and after several
hours that person was
apprehended with the weapon and
rapidly transformed to
zuckerberg san francisco general
he got treatment for a narcotic
induced issue and in the
following slide the fact that
the officers in the field
contain the incidents deescalate
using physical barriers to buy
more time for additional
resources to arrive and continue
to into enter into negotiations
next slide, please
24 intsd is in the ingleside the
individual had fireside numerous
rounldz into the neighborhoods
backyard and again, the patrol
units richmond to this contained
situation initialed the take I
can see this individual was
taken in custody using the
deesclation techniques creating
time and distance you'll notice
there are 50 firearms seized in
this particular case
the next case a vague rant
business that closed down and
individual cited an alteration
with a female and body slammed
her and freed.
>> the patrol attempted to
take him in custody they had
negative results with tares we
were able to contain him on the
catwalk again time and distance
we brought in negotiators it was
a conceive incidents without
loss of life and once again a
slide filed with 58 firearms
that individual fired rounds at
the location offers responded
and contained him and created an
environment decalibrations
worked and brought in a
negotiator without the loss of
life to incidents one and 8
firearms con indicated the
result would have been
catastrophic.
>> this incident in your own
backyard at the central plaza an
individual in crisis was armed
with an firearm wanted to
comment suicide we used time and
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distance and barriers and take I
can see after several hours he
surrounded to little negotiators
and went to zuckerberg san
francisco general illustrating
again that the policies we've
implemented the practices we've
implemented are working
we moved into police
affordability body worn cameras
are on the forefront of law
enforcement over the last few
years a collaborative process to
develop a policy by which human
immunodeficiency virus 9 out of
10 district stations it is the
duty of this week all 10
district stations will have
fully deployed cameras for their
he personnel and support units
will also be trained in those
cameras and be issued those
cameras
the san francisco police
department is one of an only 67
police departments in the nation
I think outside the box is
significant to note the
department of our size employing
to a full patrol force as we
move forward we will be looking
that data and attempting tool
sees body trails through the
cameras.
>> again continue on with the
use of force department
bulletins were issued earlier in
the year employing the range
weapons as bag guns all
personnel in the field have
access through the car or
partnerships with the units in
the field to have the weapons
the tactical have explored with
shields those shields are more
or less crowd control shields
with the package we're looking
at ballistic shields tare used
with the apprehension with those
office of labor & standards
enforcement we're developing new
tactics and other law
enforcement agency where we
can't find best practices we'll
do something else and lastly
going back to a cultural shift
our bio annual firearms training
is rejerked to include sunbath
time and distance and
deesclation techniques it is
knowing from the peace officer
standard.
>> this slides illustrates the
success of the crisis
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negotiation team as you can see
a number of dates statistics
from 2013 on we have 34
negotiators but the quick
information the number of calls
for hostage negotiators
continues to increase as you can
see we plan for those calls more
than likely there in the calls
in the coming years the natural
progression from the crisis to
the negotiators the accountant
team has a success rate of 99.5
if you understand one of the
virldz elected to comment
suicide that impacted that rate
it is important to know that in
every single one of the calls
all one and 84 called for a call
to service so for patrols we've
been implementing time and
distance in the deesclation
techniques experts between us
and the negotiate team and
mental experts in bringing the
person in for crisis so have a
peaceful resolution in all one
and 84 I want no gunshots by law
enforcement personnel the data
collection of the san francisco
police department is champed
over the years it is widely
orchid internally and
extraordinarily as captured in a
number of reports we've be able
to take the challenges beef been
presented and create anticipate
application on the smart phone
all officers use smart phones
and capture 9 demographic data
requested by the city ordinance
96 a additionally potentially
for the california bill 953 and
understand this one is big time
we employed this application two
weeks ago all over the place
early results are phenomenal
we'll have press 10 data with a
role out that will be able to
tell us a story that data will
be transparent and we'll be
working with academia and heard
about the heart we're going to
set the perimeter how the
academia uses this information
airline bring them in shortly
so also important to note this
is a side stewart step issues
with the report as mentioned in
previous hearing we said the
data challenges are there you
have to understand one a
miscommunication with the data
of ordinance of report but
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additionally a manually
collected report manually
verified so there is no intent
to delay the report it is the
intent to make sure you have the
the right information and that
information is press 10 moving
forward with the automated
process we'll have it
interesting to note we met with
the california department of
justice to demonstrate this
smart phone flarngs impressed
they said in a number of
applications throughout the site
this is the best they're looking
to document it as a statewide
tool or measure.
>> when we look at bias in the
police department a number of
training we 1234u9d so note in
the doj report on page 63 I'll
quote it no evidence if explicit
bias is widening in the
department on the contemporary
the doj objective a law
enforcement agency for the most
part showed caring and
professionalism towards the
people of san francisco again
this was the department of
justice on page 63 of the report
as as I mentioned earlier we
understand that our data is
challenged we understand there
is a trust issue with our data
that's why we're partnering with
academia to help us present.
>> this is some of the
methodology of what we did do
address this this is newcomers
years and started a I couldn't
be u number of bias training
programs in 2015 some of you May
recall with the crime lab
believe it or not that was
highly successful and build on
successful programs to introduce
training across the board
next slide this is where we move
both the department of justice
report
next slide, please the
department of justice report
those 0 programs and policies in
training to address issues of
bias and policing and community
policing and protocol and
finally recruitment and hiring
and personnel practices as
mentioned he earlier 95 finding
and associated recommendations
as the highest level try to
encap sunlight 4 hundred page it
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is safe to see with a certain
degree of certainty we're
looking to shift the culture and
an absolute need for data
capture and more agreeing I will
approach to training if you took
all the recommends they'll fall
into the 3 concepts that is
October 12th when the mayor
September the report and 24 is
where it gets excited folks
prior to the implementations of
the report we were under
agreement with the department of
justice we're going got to
disclose the data or held that's
their agreement we agreed and to
maintain the integrity so
previous board hearing we were
not in a position to fully
disclose with the department of
justice mandated us to do next
slide, please.
>> once the report was issued
we identified the steering
committee and the mayor and san
francisco chief financial
officer and tear designee are
assembled on a regularly
scheduled meeting to provide
broad direction receivedoversees resources management I
can't imagine those reports are
researched
we're also the mayor issued a
letter mandating all city police
department aid the police
department in providing any and
all types of support federal and
state this is key to chief of
police our success next slide,
please.
>> once we received the
department of justice report we
need to look at how are we go
back going to implement and
build out the structures we went
through a preparation phase and
meaning training and identifying
how we were going to rank those
systems how we were going to
through those to the communities
stakeholders and again access to
the city hall policing bureau
and extensive priorities and
monitor the work next slide,
please
from that process we developed
input including and this is key
we included all the reports
previously issued so we had the
department of justice, the blue
ribbon panel all of the civil
grand jury report and the occ
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alcohol department of police
accountability and the bar
association of san francisco
we also development a genes
packet the mayor and the chief
issued letters to city employees
and department members maufrntd
the reading and mandating
support from that additional
steps to continuous meeting and
process the development and the
output initial integrated matrix
you'll see that in the folsom
slides and the recommendations
next slide, please the slides on
the left is the matrix that
takes owl 10 reports and the
recommendations and integrate
them into 5 categories being
objectives identified by the
department of justice whatever
recommendations we're capturing
in the department of justice
objectives we created additional
theories all recommendations
captured in the maefks under the
slide on the right the project
management that identifies the
priority which bureaucracy was
assigned to who is responsible
and what the reporting timeline
will be next slide, please
utilizing the 4 step process on
the left and seen devil on the
spreadsheet priority
recommendations as you can see
44 or 16 percent that were
category gisz their skurnl in
process assigned to the sponsors
10 days ago and hope to hear
from 20 days for status update
and continue to on or about the
recommendations until we have
full compliance
next slide, please he spoke
about the integrated matrix we
put the reports into matrix so
as you can see we'll come pile
the reports 4 hundred and 79
remedies as mentioned earlier
we're moving forward we've
already did a line by line
comparison on the reports to
make sure any integrated matrix
secured the same even tone and
the tenor of what those
recommendation call for as an
example here the recommendation
72.2 all the class a bulletins
that modify a general order
should be record on the website
the recommendation says yeah,
make them owl available online
in the broad spirits of putting
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those remedies under one
umbrella we integrated them.
>> this is a a visual
demonstration of the
recommendation and the pie chart
the text on the lowest
essentially shows what reports
were encompassed with a number
of recommendations go included
in the 5 doj I'll move on to the
structure based on the inputs
into the components we took the
initial go maefks and the
obviously and integration matrix
and start the plan how to throw
deploy we came to the final
reservation coming up of the
project managements currently in
your packet we development
standardized form in order to
address the standardization of
work club sdoindz to prioritize
the reports in a standardized
process next slide, please begin
the matrix if you'll note names
associated with the executive
sponsors executive sponsors
excuse me-we're identifying
through the executive projects
who will be the key stakeholders
in moving forward this document
tells us who when and how we
expect those recommendations
slide reporting the instructions
none existed in the department
of justice report the candidates
and the others developed 90
these in thirty days we provided
and development the forms to
make sure we had a standardized
work process that everybody can
chief we built in oversight in
terms of who has the oversight
next slide, please.
>> this is the chief and mayor
addressing a recruit claw is
this is significant they're
addressing the recruit class
about body worn cameras so this
is a living breathing concept
many officers have been trained
and place of entertainment
reforms slide
this is the flow chart the meat
and potatoes so the executive
sponsors to the workshop they
identify the project sponsor or
project manager and assistants
project manager and internal and
research personnel to insure
we're using the best practices
and including the community when
we talk about the community
we're talking about internal
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city shareholders so other
departments will be included in
the process from that period we
go into the researcher and
planning institution phase
they're given a recommendation
and those two review processes
by the professional standards
will let me digress and upon
completion sent to the chief owe
eventually to the commission
slide.
>> current status a all 200 and
72 dufz so I understand to the
executive sponsors the deputy
chiefs their selecting the
initial report 44 high priority
recommendations are in progress
again, I mentioned earlier we're
expecting an update in the next
three weeks including the
holidays and 6 implementing
policies or remedies that have
been implemented we're looking
at implementation there is a
number of policies a number of
recommendations that we have
implemented, however, the needs
to be codified in a proper
manner so from professional
stand point we're awaiting the
final documentation packet to
productive to prove to us those
have been implemented those of
you notice on that far left-hand
side a sign off sheet all the
way it from the project manager
to the chief and ulcer to the
mayor's office that will sign
off on the documents each one
alcohol, tobacco & firearms
recommendations as included will
have a sign off sheet to make
sure we're complying
slide workplace I'll take
questions if you'll note quite a
bit of concern about the role of
the department of justice
reports we're continuing or to
work with the department of
justice in collaboration and
committed to the recommendation
all captain conley I think the
challenge is; right? This
motion the devil is in the
details we talked about the
folks minded timelines and an
understanding of what will
happen I think you did a
tremendous job of taking a
number of items and shown us the
process if I wasn't as close to
you. My question big picture
issues that came up within the
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department around bias and use
of force around accountability
that sort of maybe if you could
take us back a step what's the
approach that the department is
talking to the issues and maybe
give a couple of examples that
commissioners very specific
kwetz of the number of 4 willed
and 79 there is a chart we'll be
able to follow about the
departments progress and give me
an example of one or two so we
can understand what we are
following.
>> it up commissioner
I'll focus on bias bias impacts
all aspects of law enforcement
the develop in seekinginstructors a sustainable
approach to training the it
personnel and certifying those
and how to combat didn't and
explicit violence we're talking
about 200 members of the
department we're talking about
resources and funding issues
instructors and creating an
assignment in August the staff
went to a training by the
department of justice we
developed the need in working
with the department of human
resources and working with the
california state justice and
looked creating a model to
training all personnel in
October, November we trained the
middle level captains and again
building blocks continually
building more we'll be a
commands staff those are all
building blocks that continue to
grow and continue to revisit and
same with the reports looking at
how we are approaching the
training and changing the
culture and the training cycles
and the training of context to
insure we're getting to the
issues.
>> next slide, please.
>> no way.
>> I have a>> if I May and supervisor
cowen thank you very much
captain thank you for walk us
through there tremendous we have
a few questions come to my minds
on slides one you specifically
talking about the use of force
reform and deesclation I was
curious what will happen I don't
know if you have pull up slide
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11.
>> is that 11.
>> page 11 excuse me>> weight of the testimony
come back to slide 14 talking
about around increase 50 perris
from the previous year of I even
that was deesclation if I'm not
mistaken I said to know if you
can read sweet spot numbers why
there was a 50 percent increase
and this is on slide 15.
>> right in terms of the
increase in the number of call
outs a number of factors that
increases the incidents of a
feeling of society stressed.
>> I'm sorry, I need to
correct myself the housing
shortage crisis new york in
201675 calls 50 percent increase
in the previous year why the
increase.
>> we don't have the
underlying information the
society pressures for people to
be-market-rate in different
ways this distributed to patrol
personnel understanding the slow
down situation and calling
mental health and crisis
negotiators for different
outcomes and.
>> and I think you said 34
active negotiators how is that
number determines officers are
self-selected and gotten a
training and tested and
demonstrated some kind of a
natural and innate ability to
deescalate how are the 34
negotiators vehicle code
negotiators selected I think
individuals that generally
ascends personnel through a
number of incidents articulated
they have a very, very strong
articulation skills and empathy
and knowing quite a few of the
of those negotiators you know
they're the cream of the crop in
terms of negotiations in the
statewide mandated requirement
that dictate what can be a
negotiator.
>> on slide 20 you gave 3 I
think those are the analysis of
shifting the mind setting
culture with the data culture
and agree I will approach 3
categories that are where change
can be implemented he wanted to
know exactly the departments
strategy in changing at mindset
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in the culture of the department
that's you know a cultural
challenging is I think we're
doing it wanted to know if there
is something I'm missing.
>> no it is a unique trying to
implement those change in the
culture and data xachdz those
are and confidentiality is
strong leadership and strong
management skills we have the
management in place.
>> such as I'm interested in
the specification how do you
change cultural.
>> those are taught in
accordance with the post
guidelines and governed by
federal case law
as we integrate time and
distance and decirculation we
have that in the mindset of all
personnel under the training and
policy the policy will back up
that training so we're
reengineering the policies and
very engineering the training
and insuring that also
accountability and supervisors
reinforcement and decirculation
take I can see through the range
so is this a format within the
department no it is a new
process couldn't create it
before the issuance of a report
we did know the department of
justice was including the other
reports so it was created for
that.
>> any compliments to you one
thing I've heard there was
consistent material was
collected and then reported out
so good see a format and well
instructions my xriementsdz to
you guys
a few more questions.
>> just a few more questions
we want to know you, you May not
be urban design the best person
perhaps but I want to know what
we do to recruit officers of
color female officers and
officers from different
communities in san francisco.
>> so the recruitment unit is
under the present standards with
captain danger field have
recruited community of color for
the police department by the
actually go out nation wide
historically african-american
colleges and other higher
educational venues and military
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to identify the best candidates
that's a strategy that we
employ.
>> is there a priority given
to someone that is grown up in
the city and not that I'm aware
of.
>> so this is one of the key
recommendations that potentially
every one of those reports can
point to we've had a lot of
confusion about data collection
so offered the legislation in
2016 and passed unanimously with
two reporting period to the
board of supervisors and this
again in the forest of
transparency and so I really
want to know about the confusion
and/or the delay of the
quarterly use of force reporting
can you can you talk a little
bit about some of the challenges
to why.
>> well, for the first report
a Miss Understanding the second
reporting period there was a 3
day late our mine challenge is
we have the mass and bulk
collection on the data and make
sure the data you received is
accurate so recorded tremendous
amount of resources in filtering
what you're getting to make sure
you're getting proper
information moving forward
obviously we'll get a different
data system and work with
veerndz and/or our own internal
resources to that is the
collection methods and not
seeing that moving forward
especially with the application
that is selected.
>> that's good that's my next
question not on the matrix in
terms of you know the project
management and deliverables so
that is pretty dense I could
have overlooked it and you
talked about the collection of
data we have a mature respect
for the day to day picture of
what we don't see and quantities
many people can experience on
the kwntsz that experience so
the doj is recommend that the
san francisco police department
partner with an academic to help
us with the implementation of
the recommendation and
specifically with the analysis
of data wear collecting the data
and now how do we translate that
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data into hardcore policy
changes we talk a little bit
about in findings and person and
evans emphasized the process
that the department needs to go
through in order to find that
person or team of persons to
help us process that data.
>> once we develop the
specifications for the ac dam we
go through the process with the
rfp that will be put out on the
website.
>> do we have a date when the
rfp is realized.
>> who is on the team to
determine the qualifications for
the person or entities that will
lay out the criteria we'll use
to evaluate the person.
>> the executive chief and the
project sponsor and they'll
identify the team members and
work to create that process and
insure compliance with that
recommendation again that
recommendation covered several
reports the doj blue ribbon
panel and civil grand jury is
that in the 90 day priority of
the section of the response in
the matrix.
>> I'm looking at a part in
the binders I think the matrix
what you're describing has a
person that is the executive
sponsor and the bureau and also
has the priority I'm wondering
if getting the rvp it rfp out
the door.
>> you need to have that
discussion with the deputy chief
talking about 4 hundred and 79
recommends you have to
prioritize them there are
development and discussions
ongoing but in terms of them
falling to the highest priority
we identified workplace this
time period quickly the data
collection development process
is a laborious process so that
may not be bank of the west
suited doing a tremendous amount
of resources up front or better
yet develop a plan moving
forward.
>> okay. So I think my
questions have been answered any
final remarks we move somewhere
between thirty and 60 days and
put the priority in getting a
data analyst in place sooner
than later thank you
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supervisor cowen
supervisor peskin.
>> thank you Madam President
and thank you to the intern
chief chaplin and the command
staff of the department and our
colleagues at the police
commission I think supervisor
cowen when they asked did
question about the steps to
reform the department was on the
right track if you listen to the
earlier testimony that we
received one of the comments was
really about the role of an
outsideal be that inside force
the piano pee and this is a
difficult question because
obviously every bargaining unit
has the right to organize but
this is a bargaining unit that
has an outside influence on the
department and they tell us barf
and the barf of the working men
and women of the department I
have profound respect is for the
working men and women the of
police department as a
middle-class caucasian man I've
had nothing about good
experience with the police I've
represented on and off for the
last 16 years I believe that the
poa despite working for wages
and benefits for their members
has had a profoundly co-review
influence on the men and women
of the department we've seen
whether text-messaging scandals
this is a question for the
commissioners and a question for
my colleagues and a question for
captain conley and the command
staff what steps are being taken
to make the poa the 21st century
organization that does not heart
attack back to the 1950s we see
at the dawn of the 21st century.
>> wow.
>> (Laughter)
I know tell you that when this
report department of justice was
issued the poa issued a press
release he embracing it to that
point to implementation they're
in support of it but can't speak
to the specifics I'm not aware
of the specification this is a
changing time in the department
the poa is aware and I believe
their moving forward to o the
best they can.
>> wards to specification I'm
in no way trying to be
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argumentative there is the way
dda one wants remedies by the
blue ribbon panel a
recommendation that was made in
the cops report relatively
relative to shooting at moving
vehicles are the subject of a
grievance by the poa I mean, I
can't but observe this albeit it
their crackal right by the wild
recommendations by the extinct
parties not to exceed to the
united states of america so you
don't have to answer that it is
be troubling are in response and
supervisor peskin I have been in
the position in the past having
to respond to concerns about the
poa let's not make tonight
different situation where the
commissions of the retired
members of poa post things on
facebook and you taxi on the
members of the community
articulated what I've seen over
the past few years a deft
spirits versus a spirits point
police officers association has
taken we are claefrtd to partner
all best practices show in any
union representing working
people importantly stakeholders
in san francisco whether that is
from body worn cameras to use of
force we prioritized bringing
everyone to the table not only
the poa but the offices for
justice and the latino poa and
pride alliance and prioritized
to our part they have a
difficult job changing every day
to make sure they have the tools
and equipment and ability to
most san franciscans saying you
know what I have a pretty good
relationship we have distrust
not new and an opportunity to
address them head on I'll say
this I'm tremendously
disappointed on obstruction with
the best practices cso with the
prohibition at the shooting at
cars and prohibitions on
outdated use of force
chamber that was former greg
suhr that led the way all of the
efforts around time and distance
and decirculation so I'll say in
terms of account one of the
remedies changing policies takes
too long there's a really for
the commission to play and at
the department we have to take a
look at the lessons we interest
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the use of force process we are
now coming on a year in December
from when we started the use of
force and still don't have a
policy that's not okay it takes
too long I can't give you a
quick answer how to hold the poa
responsible but using all the
levers to advance the process
and take the lesson to move the
policy in the future much faster
>> thank you.
>> supervisor campos.
>> you wanted to come back to
you.
>> its also good to see my
former colleagues some of you
from the police commission and
thank you to the President And
the members of the commission
for being here
I'll just be very brief we have
people for public comment and
want to thank the department for
their presentation and the
acting chief for overseeing all
of that I think the problem is
so fundamental a so many aspects
when I speak about sort of
taking some of the
responsibility for some of the
things that have happened not
just the police commission I
think that is a collective
responsibility
that I think that members of the
board supervisors the mayor and
the police commission have to
take I think that one of the
challenges that we have here and
that I have in convincing my
constituents we're saviors about
orange the police department and
forming the office of the occ is
the fact that unlike other
jurisdictions where they have
been incidents in san francisco
we have had excuse me-a
number of incidents without
prejudging any of the things
that happen but a number of
finest not a single police to
the best of my knowledge
employment has been terminated.
>> what incidents are you
talking about.
>> not a single police officer
that is fired as far I say that
I take responsibility for that
two because I actually think
that something that for a lot of
people especially people of
color this is the problem
and I think that-many respect
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this the the elephant in the
room and we have to deal with
that
and I just I want to put that
out there we all have in
responsibilities on that and
until there is some
accountability I heard a lot of
people that's all of what we do
will continue to be a problem I
honestly building that I don't
mean that to be minimize what
has been done but I really
believe that and give an example
I don't know what will happen
with the case the incident I
said this to then chief greg
suhr with the homeless man;
right?
Whatever you think about the
shooting and wlung all the
questions that arise I think on
the basis of failure to
deescalate on that basis alone
there is a strong case for
termination of officers in that
says whatever you think of the
actual shooting in the end
failure to deescalate that alone
should be a basis; right? I
want to make sure we don't
losses site of that I think that
all of this is important we have
to go through the process but
until and unless there are
consequences for some of the
incidents and there is an actual
you know step taken I think
we'll continue to have a problem
I want to say that note diminish
what we are doing I respect the
acting chief we've been able to
work together well, in the
district but I want to say
that's an issue that is good
that the board is involved and
that's good we're talking to as
bodies the police commission and
the board of supervisors, the
mayor but I think that is a
fundamental problem we have and
it is going to be an ongoing
issue so I look forward to
public comment and again, thank
you guys for being here
>> and before we move forward
just we will need to take a 5
minute break
unfortunately, the commissioners
can't leave the room otherwise
not a quorum we need to allow
them a quick 5 minute break
we'll be right
back.
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>> all right. Everyone thank
you so much for your patience
and at this time, I'd like to
recognize commissioner dejesus.
>> thank you, thank you
thank you sxooepdz
thank you for having us here and
thank you for the public I want
to talk about what supervisor
campos said this is a real
important issue we need to put
on the table what further
discussion the reports have
certainly said the department
shouldn't be investigating
itself this is a critical vlgdz
vlgdz and I know the former occ
now will be investigating every
shooting or every you know
shooting or killing that comes
in
so the real question and right
now the department does the
heavy listing the department is
at scene and the counting of the
bullet they do the heavy lifting
if they're not investigate
themselves who is going to do
that I can if the we had the
internal affairs and in terms of
investigating whether the
conduct or out of policy we have
the occ now that will do this
the department provides
information for the occ but the
key in question is the police
department doing the heavy left
or the da do very this the
resources or turnover they are
fox to the occ the da takes over
the actual investigation are
they going to coordinate and
turnover information I know the
department and da are working on
a memorandum of understanding of
what will do what we need to
include the accountability
within that so from the da ends
up doing the heavy lift this is
something we note to talk about
that that determines that
investigation really determines
whether there will bring charges
or a
misconduct that is something
we need to talk about do we take
that away from the department
completely the cops suggested if
they don't do their own
investigation
the other one I want to talk
about I know that we talked
about groups stakeholder groups
we talking about working with
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groups on this in the process
my understanding is that some of
the way that the department is
considering setting up having a
member of the police commission
and the mayor's office and then
having peripheral stakeholders
like the stakeholders this is
kicked around I think outside
the box as a narrow very narrow
stakeholder group I think
outside the box had this be
broadened and consider having
people on the racial just and
the bar association and other
organization their active on
this to have them as
shareholders actual stakeholders
in terms of moving forward I
know we need to move forward
quickly the butt input we take
in terms of policy or training
or whatever it should be a broad
diversity of opinion rather than
internal opinion with the occ
and the poa so I think that is
something we need to consider
and the data I'm concerned about
the data because what I heard
the department say to come up
with what they need a request
are for proposal I got the
impression to consultant consult
with a consultant and move
forward to actually hire someone
to hire someone in a way to
analysis that information
and I think that the chief
talked about the request for
proposals that archaic we not
necessarily know how many rfp
and it is as long process and
the chief had ideas this is
something that needs to be put
on a burner fast burner and make
sure the people experts in the
field are able to get access toI'm concerned about this type of
process and concerned about us
developing whatever data before
we meet with an expert those are
some of the thoughts that I have
we have a broader workshop
including stakeholders in the
actual community as well as the
bar association and things like
that.
>> thank you
supervisor avalos.
>> thank you supervisor
President London breed.
>> I want to just voice any
appreciation for all of that
background work on the effort of
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isn't it true police reform and
looking at the data the finding
and recommendations that came
out of those two reports that is
significant
and it shows an effort around
accountability and transparency
I think that we have requested
that we get a sense of what the
recommendations are that will be
prioritized and working on
getting a number of 44 I feel in
a way I have a receipt didn't
doesn't show I won't be here but
the 4 priorities that what are
how are they 3wr0ekd in terms of
our categories use of force or
bias and police and hiring
personal practices that is
important when the next time we
present to share that out there
those categories understand the
use of force what is the first
one you'll work on in terms of
that already you've shared some
of the work the implementation
of the decirculation and time
and distance and you've touched
think outside the box that but
so many other recommendations
that we've seen that are you
know discussed I don't want to
get into the weeds as much have
in writing before the next
hearing at the board of
supervisors so that's my
recommendation
I won't eastbound here to
receive that but I expect I'll
be watching as a citizen not a
supervisor at that time, but we
all are really from the election
last week
and we know that real changes
with coming down in san
francisco we had and across the
country in terms of
transformation police reform the
backstop of the 21st century
President Obama report from the
doj well our doj very, very
different I'm concerned how to
uphold the principles from the
21st century report in the face
of what the effects will be
trying to you know put
forwarding in terms of law and
order and presidency and get to
the poa I'm really concerned
about how much we have to be
very vigilant with the
instruction the poa will be
creating here in san francisco
the leadership of the police
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officers association had done a
lot that payroll supporting the
republicans and 84 percent of
the city voted for clinton did
you sent money to the republican
policy and voted but the poa71 percent wanted to repeal but
the poa do not to oppose it 69
percent voted against prop 66
that expected the death penalty.
>> the poa to defend that we
know that the resources are
moving us back in the 21st
century policing by the obama
administration I think we need
to be much stronger as a city to
figure out how to bring them to
the kind of reform and vision of
the policing that is about
building trust with communities
our goal in terms of reform with
that, I'll keyed my time.
>> supervisor peskin and thank
you to Madam President and
commissioner President Loftus
one widening place of agreement
at the board was funding this
was a priority that is mayor
shared with us funding the
investigation bureau that he
district attorney's office with
an of the questions from time to
time at the board what is the
status of mou is I have the
competitive up here I'll ask him
that request chief chaplin.
>> I've been issuing to get
to.
>> we're in the efficiently
phases of the mou my
understanding from the da and
this was said earlier but he's
in the final process of hiring
the advertising for that
position the mayor opportunity
the position for the excellent
bureau we're finalizing the mou
with regards to the police
department and the da how that
will work out with the
investigation but you know
again, it is going to be with
them taking the lead in the
interview process we're
finalizing get into the weeds
we're close to the finish line
and negotiated with that body
and the mayor's office with
regards to funding the position
my understanding he put out the
job announcements he's in the
process or phil I don't want to
jump being so information I have
no full knowledge but cattle he
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was close to filing those
positions.
>> without putting a finer
point getting into the weeds and
what the mou will be entered
into any timeframe estimate.
>> I think we're fairly close
and within the next month or so.
>> thank you, chief.
>> thank you
seeing no other names on the
roster, I will open up for
public comment for public
comment.
There any comments?
So if there are folks from the
public that want to comment on
the hearing please come forward.
>> Ms. Jones welcome.
>> thank you
two minutes okay
so first, let me say I'm felicia
jones what the disparticipants
in the justice for mario woods
my first point would be to
supervisor peskin and I just
want to say you have good
relationships with the police
department.
>> as a community advocate I
wish mario woods would be here
to say the same thing and
jessica williams to say the same
thing and alex I wish louis were
here so he could say the same
thing and cutting-edge
technology and others were here
those of us it is disheartening
to say that to you only the
other things the focus on bias
the training of captains and
lieutenants is not enough
working with a par military
organization even though this is
from the top down you stop at
the two a lot of times with the
culture the culture will not
change we got to get real and my
other they know who police
officers the police
the executive team I don't know
the commissioners name of the
year she said to you have the
mayor and the police commission
and have police chief.
>> thank you, ma'am.
>> thank you, ma'am.
>> next speaker, please.
>> thank you.
>> police for accountability
two minutes is not enough to
address the issues but the
during the course cops found in
bias they found in data in the
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center of tech innovation why is
that that sfpd and it's it
department it in the stone age
I'm hoping not willful
blindsness this must change
just you guys know boston hired
a world-class audit firm we need
that that san francisco having
an academic on board is
important as far as writing an
rfp and you know being closely
involved in the process ac
democrats we need to know
exactly what our data and need
to get working on that quickly
also let me pick up my remarks
from previously
given the trump quake they'll
feel enbelonged how will we
maintain the remorseful I think
by building the grassroots civil
society organization and
institutions for affordability
and by local government working
with them collaboratively.
>> given the trump quake the
only way for san francisco to
retain the progressive values.
>> move forward to be a beacon
of hope in a dark night to break
down the community between the
community and this board I hope
that will happen.
>> thank you, sir.
>> next speaker, please.
>> good evening. I'm david I
have two items of constructive
notice and something about the
police officers association the
first, the transcription on
those videos are horrible I
think that there actually a
vision of brown act they need to
be fixed
the second thing is good this is
a joint meeting because this
involves the revenue stream not
only of city and county but
thought state and something that
is under the jurisdiction of
police there are hundreds and
hundreds of cars driving around
san francisco that have dealer
plates their uber cars those are
cars not paying tax and 245I
driving willfully I'm seeing
them from all over the states
those are dealer plates innovate
with passengers and all sorts of
things trucks with the loads in
them so this is constructive
notice for the police department
to start enforcing the laws an
dealer plates and the next
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police officers association I
was shocked to hear the
commissioner was unhinged with a
police officers association I
think a grand jury should be
worked on with the police
officers association as if their
organized crime if you look at
the idea they're creating a
situation they're claiming
immunicipality from
investigation in mcallister's in
deaths in all sorts of in tune
behavior and they're creating a
crosswalkal arrangement that is
failure to investigate the truth
of situations this-and the
contracts with the city and
county of san francisco be>> thank you, sir.
>> next speaker, please.
>> good evening supervises and
police commission we understand
that you guys are exhausted but
we've been here for just as long
and we're still here I'm clem
the district 6 and the chair of
the unemployment commission I'm
here to reiterate things that
the commissioners said in past
commission meeting in the new
police chief those encourages
the appointment of a chief that
is in line with the
characteristics and
recommendations within our
budget and policy priorities as
in the bp p we need a chief that
will impact with people on the
school grounds and officer
skills and best practices for
working with young people that
are yountd e groubtd in
development of
incorporate scenarios of real
live implication with young
people in those training
components and thus giving the
officers to apply the skills the
last thing I want to say as our
elected officials you guys come
into our neighborhoods and tell
us how important to center a
voesz a lack of voice
contributing thought decision
maker and not acknowledge us as
an important body in the room is
discouraging and disheartening
so we are the ones
directly impacted by the
decision maker you guys make and
those are issues for the youth
to give their public comment I
ask you give them your undivided
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attendance thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> good evening board of
supervisors I'm here to spoke
speaker for my brothers and
sisters who were not here I'm
also to speak for the other
organizations that came out not
to stay as long as we could the
project was united playaz and
others as youth we are effected
and me and my brown skin I've
been searched because I live in
the neighborhood but no way I'm
the vice chair the commission
and a junior at the san
francisco state university to
urge the police commission to
look at the budget priority
policy priorities we urge you
guys do please be mindful and
how do I say this to be more
sensitive around arrest our
youth on campuses and arresting
them in front of of the parents
and around trump to be sensitive
around the youth and
undocumented youth thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> hello, everyone I'm a
senior at the lowell high school
I'm a mayoral appointee to me
communication is the key to
southern california all problems
bossing nerk verbalize their
concerns and be able to take
those concerns take into
consideration to make people's
lives easier this is a
simplified and easier said or
done but police in communication
are equal to non-compliant in
san francisco I feel like the
sfpd is not doing enough for
hear our voices we are literally
9 future and as cliche as it
sounds if you don't show an
honest to make sure that the
youth relationships are on a
positive tune ear adding to
distrust within our community
coming from my neighborhood
where police presence running
into police presence positive
relationship is key
because if not results in a lot
of unnecessary problems so, yeah
so sorry respect crucialtwruft is crucial if you want to
see process you have to tarot
with the youth that is going on
9 o'clock we had a lot of people
that would have liked to speak
we have to go tomorrow I have to
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wake up at the foufshs but tell
her youth that want to
participate in things like that
this is difficult to do that you
obviously see you know a low
number of youth so I want
everyone to take into
consideration in planning
meetings in the future.
>> thank you for your
comments.
>> next speaker, please.
>> good evening polar vortex
and supervisors it is still
calm; right? That's how I see
my days sometimes good and bad
at the end of the day I'm living
in district even this 10 this is
my second year on the youth
commission I think my fellow
commissioners reiterate what is
already been said please include
the things that directly effect
us the general point has beenin the past in the youth
commission meeting with the
department it is pretty much at
the time of parents arrest from
the child is not under that
policy effects me as a formally
-child of formally
incarcerated parents that
effects me it is hard having to
live away from a parent that is
called dad and having a parent
in prison is unfair and seeing
them arrested for the last time
is brings angle gush and seeing
a parent arrested is like-and
is also when our trying to
change you're thinking of
changes and the voice to change
it can be bad I want to
reiterate that and just to say
that we need to progressiveness
within the sfpd when our looking
through a different less than
not use the past strategies
maybe it worked in the past but
starting to look at it at a
different angle in a positive
way I wish people sunshine could
are have been present to share
their experiences with the
police but at the same time
having youth to come up here and
tell you you policymakers.
>> thank you, commissioner.
Welcome President Matt
>> hi
my name is a madeline I'm a
senior at the urban school of
san francisco and the chair of
the youth commission so as we
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talk about the new policies I'm
reflect on the policies success
in the past there's a memorandum
of understanding between the sf
police department and the sf
school board and we really not
to see that implemented yes.
The youth commission received a
complicate about mroebt cops
arrest youth at a san francisco
high school in front of their
classmates and limited
communication with the school
personnel that could have helped
to avert that situation we ask
implementing the memorandum of
understanding and making sure
that the implementation that the
training we've recommend for all
police officers around
interacting with youth is
implemented as police officers
are hired thank you very much
for listening to the youth and
trying to coordinate we know
that is late we really, really
appreciate your time.
>> thank you for your
comments.
>> next speaker, please.
>> commissioner President
Loftus I want to thank you for
pointing out the oak rep
analytical I've spoken with him
one reason we came here the
presentation was a lack of
action by the am I correct?
My son was in his senior year of
university and never in trouble
any son was sdaulthd by plain
clothes officers vp anthony
montoya and was unlawfully
jailed for the night first thing
in the morning he went to the dr
and to the, llc ways physically
hurt they took photographs and
advised not to file a complained
until the charges were dropped
the public defender's office in
the alu then begin working with
us they were a lot of media on
the case there is a lot of
evidence a civil suit with
adoptions despite this the oak
close the case
the occ did not have the facts
the investigators said no video
but, but the public defender's
office and the alu have video
it shouldn't be this hard to get
justice that the officers abuse
the policies using unmarked cars
to perform a traffic stop and
changing the name of occ and
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roach from didn't political make
a function better must be closer
insight with a closure lens
fighting for what is right wears
you down trying to heal any
family from the trauma is my
sole economic and emotional
responsibilities disappear-my
son suffers from a disease and
I'm ripped open when I see the
officer in role as a pi o.
>> thank you
not the first police officer
that committed a crime that was
promoted.
>> a couple of progress nufrn
the deesclation policy in the
last 6 months is a rows success
only one officer-involved
shooting of a civilian and he
was shooting at an officer when
he got shot over the last 6
months is quality of life is
good and taken two along
everything takes long for the
commission to get done the dash
cantonese took months and only 3
in intern chief chaplin I'm sure
saying that chief suhr was
dragging his feet I am not only
again, the dash cam take to
along the committee was made up
of 8 officers
8 advertising from alu with the
bar all the advertising and one
regular person I don't remember
here name May be one the
commissioners know but 17
members on the committee
figuring out how it will go one
regular person and 8 police
officers association and 8 paid
lawyers this is not how you run
a railroad thank
you.
>> next item.
>> and it is hastening to
witness this to consider the
recommendations of any reports
relating to police reform in san
francisco I hope the first of
many such working sessions
between the departments
undoubtedly there's more work to
do and like to thank the san
francisco police department for
being open to the findings and
recommendations change it
difficult we get this is
something we must deal with each
the reports is a culmination of
research and analysis and
throughout the goal of the c g j
report not to serve as as
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indictment but a road map for
change and road map for reform
and road map for success a road
map can bring the city to a
better place it seems save to
say most of reports have the
same goal in mind as those
reforms continue and discuss
change I ask all the departments
from the mayor on down to
commitment to the following
be transparent, shushing offbe ready to change be thoughtful
don't be political
review not only the wording of
the recommendations but the
spirit in which they're written
and intended utilize the
community shareholders
and finally remember that we're
all
together only by work together
will we be able to have a result
in a better sfpd and as states
one that serves as a role model
for the whole nation
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>>
immigration supervisors and
commissioners
and the chief he wanted to
brought to your attention one of
the comments that supervisor
campos I want to echo on behalf
of the community in any district
we really appreciate the fact
you're working towards change
and reform but one of the main
concern is trust in building a
community and at the same time
building a community that
happened in a lot of the
district especially my district
district 8 we suffered the loss
of 9 individuals at the hands of
police officers and yet we still
have not gotten an answer in the
district attorney if he will
provide charges to the police
officers responsible for that
but also need to hear that
something is done about that it
is great we have a lot of policy
and systems in place to you know
reform but again, if we're not
addressing the issues the
community their own police
officers will not do their jobs
effectively we want to support
them but at the same time want
to feel r79d and protected not
feel front yard we walk down the
street when we see a police
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officer so again, all time and
time again, I've asked any
neighbors how they feel with the
work that the supervisors did
they're supportive but want to
feel safe I'm here to ask you to
consider amongst the
accommodations of the blue
ribbon panel and the department
of justice that you include
something around building a
relationship with the community
and healing in the process of
that relationship
>> next speaker, please.
>> talking about burning cross
give me a break and julius
determines a police commissioner
how can a person beat his
boyfriend to a pump wee they
were using meth denied the
opportunities to work on
domestic violence but still able
to be part of illegal drug
policy and supervision that to
me such a hip critic position
for sfpd when I did recruitment
for sfpd the one thing you have
to tell people if you did in any
illegal subsidies don't call a
police officer how can a police
commissioner beat up his partner
during a rage not parts of our
community who else have beat our
partners that is a horrible
thing I question why not
document the lgbt community or
the queer community and the sfpd
as the acting police chief
talked about what is wrong with
being queer a hostile
environmentalist within the
police department people are
afraid to come out you need to
fix that that's not okay in san
francisco
thank
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February 9, 2017

OFFICE OF CRAIG WEBER, CPA
602 3RD STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107
Telephone: 415 641-9900
Email: innermissionneighbors@gmail.com
December 30, 2016

Clerk, San Francisco Board of Supervisors
Environmental Review Officer, Lisa Gibson
#1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Re: Case No. 2015-018056AHB-1296 Shotwell St
Appeal of the Decemberl, 2016 Planning Commission
Decisions
Dear Members of the Board of Supervisors and Lisa Gibson:
The Inner Mission Neighbors Association appeals the following decisions
of the Planning Commission made on December 1, 2016 regarding the project
proposed for 1296 Shotwell Street ("Proposed Project" hereafter) proposed by
Project Sponsor, Bre Jones, Martinez Consulting, Inc.
1)

Adoption of an exemption under CEQA for streamlined
environmental review for an infill project and CEQA findings under
Section 15183 .3 of the CEQA Guidelines and Public Resources
Code Section 21094.5 ("CEQA Exemption")

The Final Motion for the relevant appeals is attached as Exhibit A.
Evidence in support of the appeals is attached as Exhibits B-C and is also
contained in the letters submitted to the Planning Department objecting to the
approval of the Project and the CEQA Exemption, incorporated here by reference.
Exhibit D contains the $578 appeal fee for the CEQA appeal.
Appeal of the adoption of the CEQA Exemption and CEQA Findings
The appeal of the adoption of the CEQA Exemption and CEQA
Findings are filed on the following bases.
•

The Proposed Project does not qualify for a Streamlined
Environmental Review under Section 15183.3 of the CEQA
Guidelines and Public Resources Code Section 21094.5 because
the approval is based upon an out of date 2008 BIR prepared for
the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan and the EIR's analysis
and determination can no longer be relied upon to support the
claimed exemption in the areas of, inter alia, direct, indirect, and
Page 1of4
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cumulative impacts to: land use, consistency with area plans and
policies, land use, recreation and open space, traffic and
circulation, transit and transportation, health and safety.
•

The Project is proposing a 90-foot building in a 65-foot height
district and is not consistent with the allowable height under the
Planning Code and is not consistent with the general plan or
zoning and therefore does not qualify for CEQA streamlining.

•

The Project exceeds the height and density analyzed under the
Eastern Neighborhoods BIR and the impacts of a nine-story
building, without parking, were not analyzed under the Eastern
Neighborhoods BIR, thus CEQA streamlining is not
appropriate.

•

The PEIR's (Programmatic Environmental Impact Report)
projections for housing, including this project and those in the
pipeline, have been exceeded when cumulative impacts are
considered, i.e., "past, present, and reasonably foreseeable
probable future projects." (Guidelines,§ 15355)

•

The claimed community benefits ofthe Eastern Neighborhoods
AreaPlan, outlined in the 2008 PEIR, its approvals and the
Statement of Overriding Considerations have not been fully
funded, implemented, or are underperforming and the
determinations and findings for the proposed Project that rely
on the claimed benefits to override impacts outlined in the
PEIR are not supported. The City should have conducted Project
levelreview based upon up to date data and the actual
community benefits that have accrued since the adoption of
the2008planand did not.

•

Substantial changes in circumstances require major revisions to
the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan BIR due to the
involvement of new significant environmental effects and an
increase in the severity of previously identified significant
impacts; there is new information of substantial importance that
would change the conclusions set forth in said BIR and the
requirements of the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Report.

•

The CEQA analysis prepared did not analyze or consider the
potential physical impacts to the neighborhood and community
from the concentration of low income housing in a particular
Page 2 of 4
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neighborhood and the potential of that development to create
physical impacts on the environment from increased vagrancy,
blight and vandalism as well as crime or the potential physical
impact of these changes on cultural and historic resources in the
area surrounding the Proposed Project.
•

The Project is within the recently established Latino Cultural
District and is not consistent with the Latino Cultural District.
While the Project develops affordable housing, it does not meet
the specifically enumerated goals of creating jobs and protecting
commercial uses, and its height and architectural design
conflicts with the Latino Cultural District historical buildings on
Shotwell Street, which is composed of two and three story
Victorian and Edwardian style homes and apartment buildings.
It also eliminates a Production, Distribution and Repair use on
the site and does not replace it.

•

The Project does not include an evaluation of the socioeconomic impacts of the Project under CEQA as determined by
the Board of Supervisors on November 15, 2016 is required for
developments in the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan Area, the
Latino Cultural District and the Mission and as is required for
another project on the same block (1515 South Van Ness).

•

The email correspondence (Exhibit E) between SF Planning
Department environmental review officer and the Project
sponsor suggests that the decision involving the Certificate of
Determination for Infill Project Environmental Review was not
made with an objective, impartial review, but rather, the
environmental officer collaborated with the Sponsor to find an
exemption instead of recognizing that a higher level of CEQA
review was needed.

•

The CEQA findings are inadequate and incomplete and are not
supported by substantial evidence.

As has been noted in other appeals filed against developments
under the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan, the City is engaging in a
pattern and practice of approving residential projects in the Mission based
upon a Community Plan Exemption that improperly tiers off of an out of
date Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan EIRinstead of conducting project
level environmental review. This results in the approval of projects with
unexamined environmental affects to the detriment of Mission residents.
Page 3 of 4
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In sum, there are extremely likely to be significant environmental impacts that have not been
considered by either the Planning Commission or the outdated Eastern Neighborhoods EIR. Given
the points raised above, and the Board of Supervisors recent recognition of the environmental
impacts of the 1515 South Van Ness project, the Planning Commission cannot rely on the CEQA
analysis prepared.
Exhibits (Attached)
Exhibit A:

Planning Commission Motion No.19804, Certificate of Determination Infil
Project Environmental Review
Exhibit B: Link to Eastern Neighborhoods Plan EIR, Motion 17661
of the Planning Commission, which adopted CEQA
findings for the Plan EIR, and the Mitigation Monitoring
Report
Exhibit C: Evidence in support of the Appeal
Exhibit D: CEQA Fee
Exhibit E: Email correspondence between the SF Planning environmental review officer
and the Project sponsor.

Craig Weber, CPA
Inner Mission Neighbors Association
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Planning Commission Motion No. 19804

1080

SAN FRANCISCO
.
PLANNING DEPARTMENT
: l
Subject to: (Select only if applicable)

..

.J.J.

(AdminX6oeJ---~----~

D Affordable Housing (Sec. 415)

0 First Source Hiring

0 Jobs Housing Linkage Program (Sec. 413)

n Child Care Requirement (Sec. 414)

D Downtown Park Fee {Sec. 412)

LJ Other (EN lmpactfees)

1650 Mission St
Suite400
San Francisco,
CA 94103-2479
Reception:

415.55!Ui378

Planning Commission Motion No. 19804
HEARING DATE: DECEMBER 1, 2016

Fax:
415.558.6409
Planning
Information:

415.558.6377

Case No.:
Project Address:
Zoning:

Block/Lot:
Project Sponsor:

Staff Contact:

2015-018056AHB
1296 SHOTWELL STREET
Mission Street NCT (Neighborhood Commercial Transit) Zoning Dish·ict
65-X Height and Bulk District
6751/051
Bre Jones
PO Box 6076
San Rafael, CA 94903
Christy Alexander- (415) 575-8724
Christy.ale,-xander@sfgov.org

ADOPTING FINDINGS RELATING TO A 100% AFFORDABLE HOUSING BONUS PROGRAM
AUTHORIZATION PURSUANT TO PLANNING CODE SECTIONS 206 AND 328, TO ALLOW FOR
THE DEMOLITION OF AN EXISTING ONE-STORY BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION OF A
NEW NINE-STORY 100% AFFORDABLE RESIDENTIAL BUILDING FOR SENIORS AND
FORMERLY HOMELESS SENIORS WITH 94 UNITS. THE PROJECT REQUESTS DEVELOPMENT
BONUSES FOR 1) INCREASED HEIGHT ABOVE THAT WHICH IS PRINCIPALLY PERMITTED BY
THE ZONING DISTRICTAND 2) REDUCED DWELUNG UNIT EXPOSURE PURSUANT TO
PLANNING CODE SECTION 140. THE PROJECT ALSO REQUESTS AN EXCEPTION FOR THE
REAR YARD REQUIREMENT PURSUANT TO PLANNING CODE SECTION 134, LOCATED AT
1296 SHOTWELL STREET, LOT 051 IN ASSESSOR'S BLOCK 6751, WITHIN THE MISSION STREET
NCT (NEIGHBORHOOD COMMERCIAL TRANSIT-ORIENTED} ZONING DISTRICT, AND A 65-X
HEIGHT AND BULK DISTRICT. THE PROJECT IS ALSO LOCATED IN THE MISSION STREET
FORMULA RETAIL RESTAURANT SUBDISTRICT AND THE MISSION ALCOHOL RESTlUCTED
SPECIAL USE DISTRICTS.

PREAMBLE
On August 19 2016, Bre Jones, Martinez Services, Inc. (hereinafter "Project Sponsor") filed Application No.
2015-018056AHB (hereinafter "Application") with the Planning Department (hereinafter "Department")
for a 100% Affordable Housing Bonus Program Authorization to construct a nine-story residential
building with 94 dwelling units at 1296 Shotwell St Street (Block 6751 Lot 051) in San Francisco,
California.
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The Project was determined to be statutorily exempt from the California Environmental Quality Act
("CEQA") under California Public Resources Code Section 21094.5 and Section 15183.3 of the CEQA
Guidelines, as described in the Certificate of Determination contained in the Planning Department files
for this Project.

On December 1, 2016, the Commission conducted a duly noticed public hearing at a regularly scheduled
meeting on 100% Affordable Housing Bonus Program Authorization Application Case No. 2015018056AHB.
11w Commission has heard and considered the testimony presented to it at the public hearing and has
further considered written materials and oral testimony presented on behalf of the applicant, Department
staff, and other interested parties.
MOVED, that the Commission hereby authorizes the 100% Affordable Housing Bonus Program
Authorization requested in Application No. 2015-018056AHB, subject to the conditions contained in
"EXHlBIT A" of this Motion, based on the following findings:

FINDINGS
Having reviev,red the materials identified in the preamble above, and having heard all testimony and
arguments, this Commission finds, concludes, and determines as follows:
1.

The above recitals are accurate and constitute findings of this Commission.

2.

Site Description and Present Use. The Project is located on an approximately 11,664 square foot site
that is comprised of one lot: 1296 Shotwell Street (Lot 051). The lot is located on the block bounded by
Shotwell Street to the east, 26lh Street to the north, South Van Ness Avenue to the west, and Cesar
Chavez Street to the south in the Mission (Eastern Neighborhoods (EN)) neighborhood. Lot 051 is
developed with an approximately 20-foot-tall, one-story industrial building constructed in 1948 that
is currently an automotive service and repair shop. Access to the site is via a rolled curb cut off of
Shonvell Street. The existing building provides approximately 10,700 gsf of industrial and
community spaces.

3.

Surrounding Properties and Neighborhood. The Project Site is located in the Mission Street NCT
(Neighborhood Commercial Transit) Zoning District to the north of Cesar Chavez Street which is
along a mixed-use corridor within the Mission (EN) Area Plan. The Mission Street NCT District is
intended to promote neighborhood serving commercial uses on lower floors and housing above. It is
also intended to be well served by public transit and aim to maximize residential and commercial
opportunities on or near major transit services, Within the Mission Street NCT District, allowed uses
include retail sales and services, institutions, light manufacturing, and home and business services.
Additional permitted uses include neighborhood agriculture, educational facilities, and nighttime
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entertainment. Housing is also permitted, and is not subject to density limits by lot area. Family-sized
dwelling units are encouraged.
4.

The immediate neighborhood includes: four-story residential buildings to the east across Shotwell
Street; specialist automotive repair use to the south of the Project Site and along the northern side of
Cesar Chavez Street; and, a proposal for a mixed-use project six-stories tall, commercial and
residential properties to the north at 1515 Van Ness Avenue along 26th Street and Shotwell Street. The
subJect Jot is located within two blocks of the Shonvell Street Historic District, which is located two
blocks north and west of the Project Site. The subject lot is also located within three blocks of the
Bernal Heights North Historic District, which is located two blocks south and one block east of the
Project Site. Other zoning districts in the vicinity of the Project Site include: RlJ-2 (Residential, House,
Two-Family); RH-3 (Residential, House, Three-Family); RM-1 (Residential-Mixed, Low Density), and,
RTO-M (Residential Transit Oriented-Mission).

S.

Project Description. The Project Site is located in San Francisco's Mission neighborhood, on the block
bounded by Shotwell Street to the east, Cesar Chavez Street to the south, South Van Ness Avenue to
the west and 26th Street to the north. The proposal is to demolish the existing 10,700-square-foot (sf),
one-story industrial/FDR building and construct a new nine-story, 85-foot-tall multi-unit affordable
senior housing building with 94 units, including units for formerly homeless seniors. The proposed
dwelling units would include 24 studios, 69 one-bedroom units, and one two-bedroom manager unit.
Six of the studios and 14 of the one-bedroom units will be allocated for formerly homeless seniors at
or below the 20% Average Median Income (AMI). 18 of the studios and 55 of the one-bedroom units
will be allocated for seniors at or below the 50% AMI level. The existing building on the 11,666 sf
subject lot was constnicted in 1948. TI1e proposed new building would include 66,322 sf of residential
uses, office space for six on-site property management, cle:r!cal, case management and maintenance
staff, and indoor community spaces including the community room, mail room, restrooms and
laundry room.. TI1e Project would include no off-street parking and no curb cuts except for the
loading zone in front of the lobby doors along Shotwell Street and 28 bicycle parking spaces. The
lobby is accessed from the street via a private entry. The Project would include 5,151 sf of common
outdoor usable open spaces located on the ground floor, second floor, 8th and 9th floor roof terraces.
Excavation would reach a depth of up to 3 feet and would include approximately 1,100 cubic yards of
soil disturbance for remediation and foundation excavation. The Project requests development
bonuses through the 100% Affordable H.ousing Bonus Program Authorization for 1) increased height
above that which is principally permitted by the zoning district and 2) reduced dwelling unit
exposure pursuant to Planning Code Section 140. The Project also requests an exception for the rear
yard requirement pursuant to Planning Code Section 134.

6.

land Dedication Site. On January 10, 2013, the Planning Commission approved Motion No. 18775
for the Conditional Use Authorization for a Planned Unit Development at 2554-2558 :tvlission Street
for the Nevv Mission Theater. With that approval the project sponsor of the New Mission Theater
elected to pursue a land dedication at 1296 Shotwell Street to meet the indusionary affordable
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housing program requirements. The project sponsor of the New M.ission Theater conveyed the
Project Site to Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development (MOHCD) and
demonstrated that up to 46 dwelling units may be constructed on the dedicated land, The proposed
Project is utilizing the 100% Affordable Housing Bonus Program Authorization to achieve the higher
density at the Project Site.
7.

Public Comment. As of the publication date of this packet, the Department has received from the
Project Sponsor an online petition of support signed by 169 residents and nearby businesses, 349
support letters from 325 residents and 24 organizations, all attached herein. Since February 2016, the
Community Outreach team for the Project has conducted two general community meetings with 81
total attendees and 22 focus groups ·with community-based organizations and stakeholders, and
community events in the Mission District with 256 total attendees. The team has also made personal
visits in the vicinity of the Project Site to inform business owners and residents about the proposed
development and to ask for their support The Department has also separately received 12 letters of
support for the Project and zero letters in opposition to the Project.

8.

Planning Code Compliance: The Commission finds that the Project is consistent with the relevant
provisions of the Planning Code in the following manner:
A. Permitted Uses in NCT Zoning Districts. Planning Code Section 736,90 states that
residential use is principally permitted use within the Mission Street NCT Zoning District.

The Project would construct a new residential development within the Mission Street NCT Zoning
District r.vith a ground floor neighborhood serving use; there.fore, the Project complies with Planning
Code Section 736.
B. Rear Yard. Planning Code Section 134 requires a minimum rear yard equal to 25 percent of
the total lot depth of the lot to be provided at every residential level. The lot depth is
irregular at 64.83 feet on the northern side and 101.32 at the southern side. The required rear
yard depth varies between 16 feet and 26 feet. The lot size is 11,666 sf; therefore, 25% of the
lot area measures approximately 2,916 sf.

The Project contains dwellings, community space, offices and mechanical rooms at the ground floor
and contains rear yard located along the western property line. The provided rear yard meets the
required rear yard depths in most cases except for the northwest comer where there is a proposed onestory mechanical room. The mechanical room is approximately 135 sf in size. The provided rear yard
totals 2,724 sf in area which is 192 sf less than 25 % of the lot area.
Since the Project does not provide the required 25% rear yard completely against the rear lot line, the
Project is seeking an exception for the rear yard requirement as part of the 100% AHBP Project (See
#12 Below).
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A conforming rear yard umuld displace the mechanical room and if placed inside the building the
mechanical room would displace an affordable unit. By providing an exception for the rear yard
requirement, the Project appropriately holds the number of affordable units as proposed and results in
a more favorable design.
C. Useable Open Space. Planning Code Sections 135(d)(3) and 736.93 require a minimum of 50
sf of usable open space per residential dwelling unit if common. For dwellings designed for
and occupied by senior citizens the minimum amount of usable open space to be provided
for use by each dwelling unit shall be one-half the amount required for each dwelling unit. In
the Mission Street NCT zoning district, generally 80 sf is required if private and 100 sf is
required if common, making one-half of the common open space requirement to be 50 sf.

For the proposed 94 dwelling units, the Project is required to provide 4,700 ~f of usable open space. The
Project includes a combination of patios, porches, rear yard, and roof decks to meet the open space
requirements. The Project contains a 342 sf entry court, a 161 sf porch, and a 2,724 sf rear yard at the
ground floor. There is a 502 sf patio at the 2"" floor and 401 sf and 1,523 sf roof decks on the 81" and 91h
floors respectively. The entry court and porch do not meet the 15'x15' dimensional requirements of
usable open space. The Project includes a total open space of 5,654 sf and total usable open space of
5,:I51 sf to comply with the Planning Code requirement.
D. Streei:scape and Pedestrian Improvements. Planning Code Section 138.1 requires a

streetscape plan, which includes elements from the Better Streets Plan.

The Project includes the new construction of a nine-story residential building 011 a lot with
approximately 141 feet of.frontage along Shotwell Street. The Project will include a streetscape plan
that will comply with the City's Better Streets Plan and includes streetscape elements, including
bicycle parking racks, sidewalk planters, street trees, site furnishings, and 15 feet wide side,walks on
Shotwell Street to incorporate a planting strip and sideJJalk furnishings.
Therefore, the Project complies with Planning Code Section 138.1.
E.

Bird Safety. Planning Code Section 139 outlines the standards for bird-safe buildings,
including the requirements for location-related and feature-related hazards.

The subject lot is not located in close proximity to an Urban Bird Refuge. The Project meets the
requirements of feature-·related standards and docs not include any unbroke11 glazed segments 24- sf
and larger in size; therefore, the Profect complies with Planning Code Section 139, Any unbroken
glazed segments that meet these requirements would hmie to be treated appropriately.
F.

DwelJing Unit Exposure. Planning Code Section 140 requires that a.t least one room of all
dwelling units face onto a public street, rear yard or other open area that meets minimum
requirements for area and horizontal dimensions. To meet exposure requirements, a public
street, public alley, side yard or rear yard must be at least 25 feet in \Vidth, or an open area
(inner court) must be no less than 25 feet in every horizontal dimension for the floor at which
the dwelling unit is located.
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I11e Project fronts on Shotwell Street. Units facing this street meet exposure requirements. The, units
facing the rear would meet the exposure requirements if they faced a required Code-complying remyard; however the rear yard does not comply and the Project is seeking an exception for the required
rear yard. Because the provided rear yard does not meet the 25% requirement, none of the units facing
the rear yard meet the exposure requirement as the rear yard is only approximately 16 feet deep at its
shallowest location and approximately 25 feet deep at its deepest location. All of the units fucing the
rear yard will require a development bonus from the exposure requirement. Therefore, the Project is
seeking a development bonus for the dwelling unit exposure requirements for 47 dwelling units as part
of the 100% Affordable Housing Bonus Program Authorization (See #11 Below).
G. Street Frontage. Planning Code Section 145.1 outlines requirements for street frontages in
Neighborhood Commercial Districts to ensure that they are pedestrian-oriented, finegrained, and are appropriate and compatible with buildings. Ground floor non-residential
uses in NCT Districts shall have a minimum floor-to-floor height of 1.4 feet, as measured from
grade.

The Project meets the requirements of Planning Code Section 145.1. The Project features the
appropriate amount of active use with the ground floor walk-up dwelling unit, which provides direct,
individual pedestrian access to a public sidewalk. Finally, the Project features apprapriate street~facing
ground le-oel spaces, as well as the ground le-oel transparency and fenestration requirements. The
building lobby is well below the 40-foot maximum frontage. The ground floor space has a ceiling height
of at least 14feet, thereby meeting this requirement.
H. Off-Street Parking. Planning Section 151.1 of the Planning Code allows off-street parking at
a maximum ratio of .5 per dwelling unit. For dwelling units in the Mission Street NCT
Zoning District off-street parking is not required per the criteria under 151.l(g).

The Project includes 94 dwelling units, 93 of which are for seniors and one for the resident manager;
therefore, the Project is not required to provide any parking spaces for the dwelling units. The Project
is required to provide one car share space.
Currently, the Project does not provide off-street parking spaces as it is in close proximity to various
transit corridors. I11ere will be on-street parking provided as well as one car-share parking space along
the curb and a loading zone will be provided near the lobby door for vehicle drop-offs. Therefore, the
Project complies with Planning Code Section 151..1..
I.

Off-Street Freight Loading. Planning Section 152.1 of the Planning Code requires zero offstreet freight loading spaces for apartment use between below 100,000 gsf.

The Project includes approximately 66,322 square feet of apartment use, thus no off-street freight
loading spaces are required. The Project does not possess any off street freight loading parf...ing spaces.
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Bicycle Parking. Planning Section 155.2 of the Planning Code requires at least 1 Class 1
bicycle parking spaces for every 10 dwelling units and two Class 2 bicycle parking spaces for
every 50 dwelling units.

The Project includes 94 dwelling units; therefore, the Project is required to prm1ide 9 Class 1 bicycle
parking spaces and 2 Class 2 bicycle parking spaces to satisfy the residential requirement. The Project
will provide 26 Class 1 spaces indoors and outdoors and 2 Class 2 spaces outdoors for the residential
component; therefore the Project is exceeding the requirement and complies with Planning Code
Section 155.2.
K. Car Share Requirements. Planning Code Section 166 requires one car-share parking space
for every residential project with 50-200 dwelling units.

Since the Project includes 94 dwelling units, it is required to proz1ide a minimum of one car-share
parking space. The Project will provide one car-share parking space along the street. Therefore, the
proposed Project complies with Planning Code Section 166.
L

Shadow Analysis. Plam1ing Code Section 295 restricts net new shadow, cast by structures
exceeding a height of 40 feet, upon property under the jurisdiction of the Recreation and Park
Commission. Any project in excess of 40 feet in height and found to cast net new shadow
must be found by the Planning Commission, with comment from the General Manager of the
Recreation and Parks Department, in consultation >vith the Recreation and Park Commission,
to have no adverse impact upon the property under the jurisdiction of the Recreation and
Park Commission.

Based upon a detail shadow analysis, the Project would not cast new shadow upon Precita Park and
Garfield Square. Therefore, the Project complies ·with Planning Code Section 295.
M. Indusionary Affordable Housing Program. Planning Code Section 415 sets forth the
requ.irements and procedures for the Indusionary Affordable Housing Program. Under
Plarming Code Section 415.3, these requirements would apply to projects that consist of ten
or more units.

As currently proposed, the Project will be 100 percent affordable, with 93 affordable dwelling units for
seniors and one manager's unit. In the event that the Project changes and some or all of the units
become market-rate, the Project shall comply with the inclusio11ary housing requirements set forth in
Section 415 of the Code. The Project Sponsor must submit an 'Affidm.nt of Compliance with the
Inclusionary AJforda/;le Housing Program: Planning Code Section 415,' to the Planning Department
stating that the Project is exempt from the requirements of Planning Code Section 415 because it is a
wm;, affordable project.
9.

First Source Hiring. The Project is subject to the requirements of the First Source Hiring Program as
they apply to permits for residential development (Section 83.4(m) of the Administrative Code), and
the Project Sponsor shall comply with the requirements of this Program as to all construction work
and on-going employment required for the Project. Prior to the issuance of any building permit to
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construct or a First Addendum to the Site Permit, the Project Sponsor shall have a First Source Hiring
Construction and Employment Program approved by the First Source Hiring Administrator, and
evidenced in writing. In the event that both the Director of Planning and the First Source Hiring
Administrator agree, the approval of the Employment Program may be delayed as needed.

The Project Sponsor submitted a First Source Hiring Affidavit and prior to issuance of a building pennit will
execute a First Source Hiring Memorandum of Understanding and a First Source Hiring Agreement with the
City's First Source Hiring Administration.

10. 100% Affordable Housing Bonus Program Authorization. Planning Code Section 206 lists eight

requirements for applicability for 100% Affordable Housing Bonus Projects.

A. The Project contains three or more Residential Units, not including any additional units
permitted though this Section 206 through a density bonus.

The Project contains 94 residential units.
B.

The Project is located in a zoning district that allows residential uses with the exception of the
RH-1, RH-l(D), or RH-2 Zoning District.

The Project is located in the Mission Street NCT zoning district that allows residential uses as a
permitted use.
C

The Project is not seeking and receiving a density or development bonus under the
provisions of California Government Code Sections 65915 et seq., Planning Code Sections
207, 124(f), 304, 803.8 or any other state or local program that provides development bonuses;

Tiie Project is not seeking any other density or development bonus outside of the City's 100%
Affordable Housing Bonus Program Authorization.
D. The Project meets the definition of a "100 Percent Affordable Housing Project" in Section
206.2;
A "100 Percent Affordable Housing Project" shall be a project where all of the dwelling units with the

exception of the manager's unit are "Affordable Units" as that term is defi.ned in Section 406(b). The
Project provides 94 dwelling units which will be 93 affordable housing units for seniors and one unit
for the residential manager.
K

The Project demonstrates to the satisfaction of the Environmental Review Officer that the
Project does not cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an historic resource
as defined by California Code of Regulations, Title 14, Section 15064.5; create new shadow in
a manner that substantially affects outdoor recreation facilities or other public areas; and alter
wind in a manner that substantially affects public areas;
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The Project is not considered a historical resource, will not cast shadow on any public areas and wi1!
not alter wind patterns surrounding nearby public areas.
F.

The Project does not demolish, remove, or convert any residential units and does not include
any other parcel that has any residential units that would be demolished, removed, or
converted as part of the Project;.

The Project Site does not contain any residential units nor does it include any other parcel that has
residential units that will be demolished, removed or converted as part of the Project. MOHCD has
discovered that a pe:rson has been sleeping at the site without the owner's permission and is working to
remedy that situation.
G. The Project includes, at the ground floor, neighborhood serving uses, including but not
limited to general and specialty grocery, health service, institutional, and public facilities, all
as defined in Section 102;

Similar to service programs provided in their other senior buildings, Chinatown CDC ·will work with
outside social service pro-viders and community focused organizations to bring in on-site services to
residents and the general public only on specific tenns. The community room at 1296 Shotwell may be
used as a neighborhood service use. Non-profit organizations and/or entities pro-viding a seroice to the
broader community will be eligible to use the community room for that purpose. The service may be
free or provided with a charge to participants to cover operating expenses for l:he service with the
understanding that the service is intended for residents and/or the general public and not based on a
closed membership process. The services provided are intended to have a positfoe impact on
participants (i.e. health and wellness, educational, or other types of enrichmmt activities). To ensure
that this space is used solely for neighborhood seroice use, a Memorandum of Understanding will be
signed between Chinatown CDC and any interested outside social service provider and/or community
focused organization. Currently, Chinatown CDC operates the I-Hotel and has an existing partnership
with a neighborhood service provider that offers Nutrition Classes at the property for the residents and
the general public.
R

The Project is not located within the boundaries of the Northeastern Waterfront Area Plan
south of the centerline of Broadway;

The Projeci is within the Mission (EN) area plan.
11, 100% Affordable Housing Bonus Program Development Bonuses and Zoning Modifications.
Pursuant to Planning Code Section 328 certain development bonus and zoning modifications are
permitted for 100% Affordable Housing Bonus Program projects.
A

Height. .Additional 30 feet beyond the district 1imit, additiona.l height may only be used to
provide up to three additional 10-foot stories for residential use.
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The Project extends 20 feet beyond the district limit which includes two additional 10-foot stories for
residential use. The Project Sponsor requests this development bonus to increase the height allowed by
the Mission Street NCT zoning district.

B. Dwelling Unit Exposure. The dwelling unit exposure requirements of Section 140 (a){2) may
be satisfied through qualifying windows facing an unobstructed open area that is no less
than 15 feet in every horizontal dimension, and such open area is not required to expand in
every horizontal dimension at each subsequent floor.

The Project does not impede access to light and air for the adjacent properties. The Project is not
located adjacent to any residential use. The subject block does not possess a pattern of mid-block open
space. The Project Sponsor requests this development bonus to reduce the amount of required exposure
due to the Project not meeting the 25% required rear yard calculations. Each unit faces an
unobstructed area of no less than 15 feet in every horizontal direction.
12. 100% Affordable Housing Bonus Program Exceptions. As a component of the review process under
Planning Code Section 328, the Planning Commission may grant minor exceptions to the provisions
of the Planning Code as provided for below, in addition to the development bonuses granted to the
project in Section 206.3(c). Such exceptions, hovvever, should only be granted to allow building mass
to appropriately shift to respond to sunounding context, and only when the Planning Commission
finds that such modifications do not substantially reduce or increase the overall building envelope
permitted by the Program under Section 206.3, and also are consistent with the 100% Affordable
Housing Bonus Design Guidelines.
A

Rear Yard. Plaiming Code Section 134 requires a minimum rear yard equal to 25 percent of
the total lot depth of the lot to be provided at every residential level. The lot depth is
irregular at 64.83 feet on the northern side and10L32 feet at the southern side. The required
rear yard depth varies between 16 feet and 26 feet. The lot size is 11,666 sf; therefore, 25% of
the lot area measures approximately 2,916 sf.

The Project contains dwellings, community space, offices and mechanical rooms at the ground floor
and contains rear yard located along the western property line. The provided rear yard meets the
required rear yard depths in most cases except for the northwest corner where there is a proposed onestory mechanical room. The mechanical room is approximately 135 sf in size. The provided rear yard
totals 2,724 sf in area which is 192 sf deficient of 25 % of the lot area. Since the Project does not
provide the required 25% rear yard completely against the rear lot line, the Profect is seeking an
exception for the rear yard requirement as part of the 100% AHBP Project.
A conforming rear yard would displace the mechanical room and

if placed

inside the building the
mechanical room would displace an affordable unit. By providing an exception for the rear yard
requirement, the Project appropriately holds the number of affordable units as proposed and results in
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a more favorable design. The approximately 135 sf mechanical room does not substantially increase the
overall building envelope. Considering that the Project has requested only two additional stories when
the development bonuses listed in Planning Code Section 328 would have permitted three stories, this
minor exception may be considered a sh~ft in allowable mass. In addition this minor exception does not
result in additional Planning Code inconsistencies.

13. Affordable Housing Bonus Program Planning Commission Findings. In its review of any project
pursuant to this Section 328, the Planning Commission shall make the following findings:
A. The use as proposed will comply 1-vith the applicable provisions of this Code and is consistent
with the General Plan;

The Project is consistent with the General Plan and conforms to all provisions of the Planning Code
except for height, required rear yard and exposure, for which the Project Sponsor is seeking
development bonuses and an exception.
B.

The use as proposed will provide development that is in conformity with the stated purpose
of the applicable Use District; and,

The Project is providing quality 100% affordable housing that is much needed within the Mission
Street NCT zoning district.

C. The use as proposed will contribute to the City's affordable housing goals as stated in the
General Plan;
The Project is providing 94 units of quality 100% affordable housing that is much needed within the
Mission Street NCT zoning di.~trict to meet the goals of the General Plan.
D. If an 100% AHBP requires a conditional use authorization due only to (1) a specific land use,
(2) use size limit, or (3) requirement adopted by the voters, the Planning Commission shall
make all findings and consider all criteria required by this Code for such use or use size as
part of the 100% AHBP Authorization.

The Project is not seeking a conditional use authorization for auy of the above listed reasons.
14. Affordable Housing Bonus Program Planning Commission Design Considerations.
be limited to Design Issues including the folluwing:

I~eview shall

.A. Whether the bulk and massing of the building is consistent with the 100% AHBP Design
Guidelines;
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The Project's mass and scale are appropriate for a large lot and the surrounding context, which
includes small to medium industrial buildings, four-story residential buildings and a future
development project adjacent to the Project at 1515 Van Ness Ave that will create varied context along
Shotwell Street. The Project expresses one distinct mass along Shotu1ell Street, which is articulated by
different architectural designs. The Project is consistent with the mass and scale of nearby existing and
future developed properties and falls at the low end of the grade change along the street. Thus, the
Project is appropriate and consistent with the mass and scale of the surrounding neighborhood given
the extra two stories. The top of the building contributes to the neighborhood quality, the sidewalls are
appropriately articulated, and the architecture expresses complementary design and includes threedimensional detailing.
B. Whether the building design elements including but not limited to architectural treatments,
fa<;ade design, and building materials, are consistent with the 100% AHBP Design Guidelines
and any other applicable design guidelines,

The Project includes quality materials that are architecturally consistent with the adjacent
neighborhood. The Project's architectural treatments, fm;ade design and building materials include
cement plaster, glass veneer, exposed concrete, fiber cement panels, painted aluminum railings, metal
sunshades/ and aluminum windows and doors ·which reference the predominantly indust-rial character
of the neighborhood. Overall, the Project offers a high quality architectural treatment, which provides
for unique and expressive architectural design that is consistent and compatible with the surrounding
industrial and residential character found in the neighborhood.
I1ie top two bonus floors have been integrated with the architecture below and the Project expresses
significant fa9ade depth through the use of projections. A strong roof termination has been provided to
appropriateiy complement the surrounding neighborhood context. Along the ground floor, the Project
proz1ides a walk-up dwelling unit with individual pedestrian access. This dwelling unit pmoides
activity along the street. The ground floor is further enhanced by the lobby and publically-accessible
community room space on Shotwell Street and streetscape improvements along Shotu1ell Street.
C

Whether the design of lower floors, including building setback areas, commercial space,
residential units, entries, utilities, and parking and loading access is consistent with the 100%
AHBP Design Guidelines, and any other applicable design guidelines; and

The Project conjiJrms to the AHBP Design Guidelines as determined by the Urban Design Advisory
Team in that it creates a gracious well defined ground floor that promotes active uses at the street
front. The residential unit is accessed by an individual stoop accessible from the street front. The
utilities are placed within the building and rear yard. No off-street parking or freight loading is
required or provided and bicycle parking is ma..:imized. T11e street wall is held to a minimum of 4
stories along Shotwell St with no setback until the higher floors.
D. Whether the required streetscape and other public improvements such as tree planting, street
furniture, and lighting are consistent with the Better Streets Plan, and any other applicable
design guidelines.
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The Project confonns to the Better Streets Plan as determined by the Streetscape Design Advisory
Team in that it is providing nev) street trees, planters, lighting, amenities, on-street parking, a loading
zone, and 15feet wide sidewalks.
15. General Plan Compliance. The Project is, on balance, consistent with the following Objectives and
Policies of the General Plan:

HOUSING ELEMENT
OBJECTIVES AND POLICIES
OBJECTIVE 1
IDENTIFY AND MAKE AVAILABLE .FOR DEVELOPMENT ADEQUATE SITES TO MEET TI:IE
CITY'S HOUSING NEEDS, ESPECIALLY PERMANENTLY AFFORDABLE HOUSING.

Policy 1.1
Plan for the full range of housing needs in the City and County of San Francisco, especially
affordable housing.

11ie Project is a higher density residential development in an underutilized, transitioning industrial and
residential area. The Project Site is an ideal infill site that is currently occupied by an industrial use. 11re
surrounding neighborhood features a wide variety of zoning, including: RH-2 (Residential, House, TwoFamily); RH-3 (Residential, House, Three-Family); RM-1 (Residential-Mixed, Low Density), and, RTO-M
(Residential Transit Oriented-Mission). The Project will provide 94 affordable units on-site, which will
provide immediate opportunities for affordable housing in this area.
OBJECTIVE4
FOSTER A HOUSING STOCK THAT MEETS TI:IE NEEDS OF ALL RESIDENTS ACROSS
LIFECYCLES.

Policy4.4
Encourage sufficient and suitable rental housing opportunities, emphasizing permanently
affordable rental units wherever possible.

The Project meets the affordable housing requirements for the 100% Affordable Housing Bonus Program
by protJiding 94 affordable units 011-site. The Project will provide 100% of the units as affordable.
OBJECTIVE 11
SUPPORT AND RESPECT nrn DIVERSE AND DISTINCT CHARACTER OF SAN
FRANCISCO'S NEIGHBORHOODS.

Policy 11.1
Prom.ate the construction and rehabilitation of well-designed housing that emphasizes beauty,
flexibility, and innovative design, and respects existing neighborhood character.
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Policy 11.2
Ensure implementation of accepted design standards in project approvals.
Policy 11.3
Ensure growth is accommodated without substantially and adversely impacting existing
residential neighborhood character.
Policy 11.4
Continue to utilize zoning districts which conform to a generalized residential land use and
density plan and the General Plan.
Policy 11.6
Foster a sense of community through architectural design, using features that promote
community interaction.
Policy 11.8
Consider a neighborhood's character when integrating new uses, and minimize disruption
caused by expansion of institutions into residential areas.

The architecture of this Project responds to the site's location as a transition between industrial zones and
the contemporary and traditional architecture of residential zones. The Project's facades provide a unique
expression not commonly found within the surrounding area, while providing for a material palette that
draws from the surrounding industrial context. The exterior is designed with modem materials including
cement plaster, glass veneer, e:rposed concrete, fiber cement panels, painted aluminum railings, metal
sunshades, and aluminum windows and doors.

RECREATION AND OPEN SPACE ELEMENT
OBJECTIVES AND POLIOES
OBJECTIVE 1:
ENSURE A WELL-.MAINTAINED HIGHLY UTILIZED AND INTEGRATED OPEN SPACE
SYSTEM.
Policy 1.11:
Encourage private recreational facilities on private land that provide a community benefit,
particularly to low and moderate-income residents.

The Project provides a rear yard with a walking path, exercise equipment and labyrinth, patio off ihe
laundry facilities to encourage resident engagement and a community room and kitchen on the ground
floor that will be accessible to the public.
OBJECTIVE 2:
INCREASE RECREATION AND OPEN SPACE TO MEET THE LONG-TERM NEEDS OF TiclE
CITY AND BAY REGION.
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Po1icy2.3:
Provide recreational programs that are responsive to community needs and changing
demographics.
Policy 2.8
Consider repurposing underutilized City-owned properties as open space and recreational
facilities.

Policy 2.11:
Assure that privately developed
environmentally sustainable.

residential open spaces are useable, beautiful and

The Project will create common open space areas in a new residential development through porches, patios,
rear yard, and roof decks,

TRANSPORTATION ELEMENT
OBJECTIVES AND POLICIES
OBJECTIVE 24:
HvlPROVE THE AMBIENCE OF THE PEDESTRIAN ENVIRONMENT.

Policy 24.2:
Maintain and expand the planting of street trees and the infrastructure to support them.
Policy 24.3:

Install pedestrian-serving street furniture where appropriate.
Policy 24.4:
Preserve pedestrian-oriented building frontages.

'The Project will install new street trees along Shotwell Street. Further, the Project will provide new site
furnishings, amenities, and planting strips on the frontage. Frontages are designed with active spaces
oriented at the pedestrian level.
OBJECTIVE 28:
PROVIDE SECURE AND CONVENIENT PARKING FACILITIES FOR BICYCLES.
Policy 28.1:

Provide secure bicycle parking in new governmental, commercial, and residential developments.
Policy 28.3:
Provide parking facilities which are safe, secure, and convenient.
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The Project includes 28 bicycle parking spaces in secure, convenient locations, which meets the
requirements specified in the Planning Code.
OBJECTIVE 34:
RELATE THE AMOUNT OF PARKING IN RESIDENTIAL AREAS AND NEIGIJBORHOOD
COMMERCIAL DISTRICTS TO THE CAPACITY OF THE CffY'S STREET SYSTEM AND LAND
USE PAITERNS.
Policy 34.1:
Regulate off-street parking in new housing so as to guarantee needed spaces without requiring
excesses and to encourage low auto ownership in neighborhoods that are well served by transit
and are convenient to neighborhood shopping.
Policy 34.3:
Permit minimal or reduced off-street parking supply for new buildings in residential and
commercial areas adjacent to transit centers and along transit preferential streets.
Policy 34.5:
Minimize the construction of new curb cuts in areas where on-street parking is in short supply
and locate them in a manner such that they retain or minimally diminish the number of existing
on-street parking spaces.

The Project provides zero off-street parking spaces as it is in close proximity to Cesar Chavez Street which
is well served by transit. Curb cuts are minimized to solely providing for a loading zoue in order to retain a
maximum amount of on-street parking spaces.

URBAN DESIGN ELEMENT
OBJECTIVES AND POLICIES
OBJECTIVE 2:
CONSERV AI'ION OF RESOURCES WHICH PROVIDE A SENSE OF NATURE, CONTINUITY
WITH THE PAST, AND FREEDOM FROM. OVERCROWDING.
Policy 2.6:
Respect the character of older development nearby in the design of new buildings.

The Project is located within the Mission neighborhood, which is characterized by the mix of residential
commercial, and industrial uses. As such, the Project provides expressive street faqades, which respond to
the form, scale and material palette of the existing neighborhood, while also providing a new contemporary
architectural vocabulary.
1

OBJECTIVE 4:
IMPROVEMENT OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD ENVIRONMENT TO INCREASE PERSONAL
SAFETY, COMFORT, PRIDE AND OPPORTUNITY.
SAN FRNiCISCO
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Policy4.5:
Design walkways and parking facilities to minimize danger to pedestrians.
Policy 4.13:
Improve pedestrian areas by providing human scale and interest.

The Project Site does not provide any vehicular access points for the entire Project, limiting conflicts with
pedestrians and bicyclists. Numerous street trees will be planted on Shotwell Street. Ample frontage,
common and private open spaces, and a ground floor dwelling unit with direct access to the street will be
provided. Along the Project Site, the pedestrian experienr;e will be greatly improved.
The Project includes streetscapc elements, bicycle parking racks, sidezoalk planters, street trees, site
furnishings, and 15 feet wide sidewalks along Shohvell Street to incorporate street lighting and planters.

MISSION (EN) AREA PLAN
OBJECTIVES AND POUCrns
Land Use
OBJECTIVE 1.2
IN AREAS OF THE MISSION WHERE HOUSING AND MIXED-USE IS ENCOURAGED,
MAXIMIZE DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL IN KEEPING WITH NEIGHBORHOOD
CHARACTER.

Policy 1.2.1
Ensure that in-fill housing development is compatible with its surroundings.
PoHcyl.2.3
In general, where residential development is permitted, control residential density through
building height and bulk guidelines and bedroom mix requirements.

The Project is located within the Mission neighborhood, which is characterized by the mix of residential,
commercial, and industrial uses. As such, the Project provides expressive street fai;ades, which respond to
the form, scale and material palette of the existing neighborhood, while also providing a new contemporary
architectural vocabulary.
Housing
OBJECTIVE 2.1
ENSURE THAT A SIGNffICANT PERCENTAGE OF NEW HOUSING CREATED IN THE
MISSION IS AFFORDABLE TO PEOPLE WITH A WIDE RANGE OF INCOMES.
Policy 2.1.1
Sl\N
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Require developers in some formally industrial areas to contribute towards the City's very low,
low, moderate and middle income needs as identified in the Housing Element of the General
Plan.
OBJECTIVE 2.3
REQUIRE THAT NEW RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENTS SATISFY AN ARRAY OF
HOUSING NEEDS WITH: RESPECT TO TENURE, UNIT MIX AND COMMUNITY
SERVICES.

Policy 2.3.2
Prioritize the development of affordable family housing, both rental and mvnership, particularly
along transit corridors and adjacent to community amenities.
Policy 2.3.3
Require that a significant number of units in new developments have two or more bedrooms,
except Senior Housing and SRO developments tmle.ss all Below Market Rate units are two or
more bedrooms.

OBJECTIVE 2.5
PROMOTE HEAL TH
LOCATION

THROUGH

RESIDENTIAL

DEVEI.OPMENT

DESIGN

AND

Policy 2.5.3
Require new development to meet minimum levels of "green" construction.

11ie Project serves senior residents and formerly homeless seniors in below market rate housing that is an
100% affordable project. The building will contain a mix of studios, one bedroom and two bedroom units.

Built Form
OBJECTIVE 3.1
PROMOTE AN URBAN FORM THAT REINf'ORCES THE MISSION'S DISTINCTIVE
PLACE IN THE CITY'S LARGER FORM AND STRENGTHENS ITS PHYSICAL FA BRIC
AND CHARACTER.
Policy 3.1.6
New buildings should epitomize the best in contemporary architecture, but should do so with
full awareness of, and respect for. the height, mass, articulation and materials of the best of the
older buildings that surrounds them.

OBJECTIVE 3.2
PROMOTE AN URBAN FORM AND ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTER THAT SUPPORTS
WALKING AND SUSTAINS A DIVERSE, ACTIVE AND SAFE PUBLIC REALM.

SAN FRANCISCO
PLANNING DEPARTMENT
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Policy 3.2.1
Require high quality design of street-facing building exteriors.

The Project is a new larger-scale residential development. The Project prm,iides the appropriate use
encouraged by the Area Plan for this location. In addition, the Project is located within the prescribed
height and bulk guidelines. The Project introduces a contemporary architectural vocabulary, which is
sensitive to the prevailing scale and neighborhood fabric The Project provides for a high quality designed
exterior, which features a variety of materials, colors and textures, including cement plaster, glass veneer,
exposed concrete, fiber cement panels, painted aluminum railings, metal sunshades, and aluminum
windows and doors.
T ranspo rtatio n
OBJECTIVE 4.8
ENCOURAGE ALTERNATIVES TO CAR OWNERSHIP AND THE REDUCTION OJ<
PRIVATE VEHICLE TRIPS.
Policy 4.8.1
Continue to require car-sharing arrangements in new residential and commercial developments,
as well as any new parking garages.

The Project does not include any off-street parking spaces as it is in close proximity to various transit
corridors. The Project will include one car sharing space at the front curb.
Streets and Open Space
OBJECTIVE 5.2
ENSURE THAT NEW DEVELOPMENT INCLUDES HIGH QUALITY, PRIVATE OPEN
SPACE.
Policy 5.2.3
Encourage private open space to be provided as common spaces for residents and workers of ihe
building wherever possible.

The Project ·will create common open space areas in a new residential development through porches, patios,
rear yard, and roof decks.

MISSION ACTION PLAN 2020
The subject property falls within the area of the ongoing Mission Action Plan 2020 (f\·1AP2020).
MAP 2020 is collaboration, initiated by the community, between community organizations and
the City of San Francisco, to create and preserve affordable housing and bring economic stability
to the Mission. The goal is to retain and attract low to moderate income residents and
community-serving businesses, artists, and nonprofits in order to strengthen and preserve the
socioeconomic and cultural diversity of the Mission neighborhood.

SAN FHANGlSGO
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Community organizations initiated the plan given the loss and displacement trends of low to
moderate income residents, community-serving businesses, artists, and nonprofits affecting the
neighborhood due to the affordability crisis.
A draft Action Plan will be available in summer 2016, w)th potential recommendations for
pipeline projects and zoning changes. For more information on the neighborhood trends and the
MAP2020 process can be found on:
http://sf-planning.org/mission-action-plan-2020

This 100% Affordable housing project advances the goals of MAP2020 by providing 94 affordable units for
seniors and fomierly homeless seniors.
16. Planning Code Section 101.l(b) establishes eight priority-planning policies and requires review of
permits for consistency with said policies. On balance, the Project does comply with said policies in
that

A

That existing neighborhood-serving retail uses be preserved and enhanced and future
opportunities for resident employment in and ownership of such businesses be enhanced.

T1ie Project would add new residents, visitors, and employees to the neighborhood, ·which would assist in
strengthening nearby retail uses.
B. That existing housing and neighborhood character be conserved and protected in order to
preserve the cultural and economic diversity of our neighborhoods.

No housing exists on the Project Site. The Project will provide up to 94 new dwelling units, thus resulting
in a significant increase in the neighborhood housing stock. The Project is expressive in design, and relates
to the scale and fonn of the surrounding neighborhood by providing relationships to the mid-to-large-scale
industrial, residential, and commercial properties. For these reasons, the proposed Project would protect
and preserve the cultural and economic diversity of the neighborhood.
C. That the City's supply of affordable housing be preserved and enhanced.

The Project will not displace any affordable housing because there is currently no housing on the site. The
Project will comply with the City's 100% Affordable Housing Bonus Program by providing 94 affordable
units on-site.
D. That commuter traffic not impede MUNI transit service or overburden our streets or
neighborhood parking.

The Project Site is well-served by public transportation. The Project is located within 14 mile of the 12, 14,
14R, 27, 36, 49, and 67 bus lines . .ln addition the Project is within ha?f mile of the 241it Street and lviission
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BART Station. Future residents would be afforded close proximity to bus or rail transit. The Project also
provides sufficient on-street parking and sufficient bicycle parking for residents and their guests.
K That a diverse economic base be maintained by protecting our industrial and service sectors from
displacement due to commercial office development/ and th.at future opportunities for resident
employment and ownership in these sectors be enhanced.

The Project is consistent with the Mission (EN) Area Plan, which provides for a balance between
commercial, industrial, retail, residential, and other development- The Project does not include commercial
office developmentl and provides new opportunities for housing, which is a top priority for the City.
F. That the City achieves the greatest possible preparedness to protect against injury and loss of life
in an earthquake.

The Project will be designed and will be constructed to conform to the structural and seismic safety
requirements of the Building Code. This Project will not impact the property's ability to withstand an
earthquake.
G. That landrnarks and historic buildings be preserved.

There are no landmarks or historic buildings on the Project Site. The Project would not impact the nearby
Shotwell Street Historic District or the Bernal Heights North Historic District.
H.. That our parks and open space and their access to sunlight and vistas be protected from
development.

Jhe Project ·will not cast additional shadow on the nearby Precita Park and Garfield Square.

17. The Project is consistent with and would promote the general and specific purposes of the Code
provided under Section 101.1(b) in that, as designed, the Project would contribute to the character
and stability of the neighborhood and would constitute a beneficial development.
18. The Commission hereby finds that approval of the 100°/c, Affordable Housing Bonus Program
Authorization would promote the healthl safety and welfare of the City.

SAN FR;;NGISGO
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DECISION
That based upon the Record, the submissions by the Applicant, the staff of the Department and other
interested parties, the oral testimony presented to this Commission at the public hearings, and all other
written materials submitted by all parties, the Commission hereby APPROVES A 100% Affordable
Housing Bonus Project Application No. 2015-018056AHB under Planning Code Sections 206 and 328 to
allow for the demolition of an existing one-story building and construction of a new nine-story 100%
affordable residential building for seniors and formerly homeless seniors with 94 units. The Project
requests development bonuses for 1) increased height above that which is principally permitted by the
zoning district and 2) reduced dwelling unit exposure pursuant to Planning Code Section 140. The Project
also requests an exception for the rear yard requirement pursuant to Planning Code Section 134. This
Project is within the Mission Street NCT (Neighborhood Commercial Transit) Zoning District and 65-X
Height and Bulk District. The Prnject is subject to the following conditions attached hereto as "EXHIBIT
A" in general conformance with plans on file, dated November 1, 2016, and stamped ,,EXHIBIT B", which
is incorporated herein by reference as though fully set forth.
APPEAL AND EFFECTIVE DATE QF MOTION: Any aggrieved person may appeal this Section 328
100% Affordable Housing Bonus Program Authorization to the Board of Supervisors within thirty (30)
days after the date of this Motion. The effective date of this Motion shall be the date of adoption of
this Motion if not appealed {after the 30-day period has expired) OR the date of the decision of the
Board of Supervisors if appealed to the Board of Supervisors. For further information, please contact
the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors at (415) 554-5184, 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244, San
Francisco, CA 94102.
Protest of Fee or Exaction: You may protest any fee or exaction subject to Government Code Section
66000 that is imposed as a condition of approval by following the procedures set forth in Government
Code Section 66020. The protest must satisfy the requirements of Government Code Section 66020(a) and
must be filed within 90 days of the date of the first approval or conditional approval of the development
referencing the challenged fee or exaction. For purposes of Government Code Section 66020, the date of
imposition of the fee shall be the date of the earliest discretionary approval by the City of the subject
development.
If the City has not previously given Notice of an earlier discretionary approval of the Project, the
Planning Commission's adoption of this Motion, Resolution, Discretionary Review Action or the Zoning
Administrator's Variance Decision Letter constitutes the approval or conditional approval of the
development and the City hereby gives NOTICE that the 90-day protest period under Government Code
Section 66020 has begun. If the City has already given Notice that the 90-day approval period has begun
for the subject development, then this document does not re-commence the 90-day approval period.

SAN FRANCISCO
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I hereby certify that the Planning Commission ADOPTED the foregoing Motion on December 1, 2016.

Commission Secretary

AYES:

Richards, .Hillis, Johnson, Koppel, Melgar, :tvloore

NAYES:

None

ABSENT:

Fong

ADOPTED:

December 1, 2016

SAN FRANCISCO .
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EXHIBIT A
AUTHORIZATION
This authorization is for a 100% Affordable Housing Bonus Program Authorization to allow for the
demolition of an existing 1-story building and construction of a new nine-story 100% affordable
residential building for seniors and formerly homeless seniors with 94 units, pursuant to Planning Code
Sections 206 and 328. The Project requests development bonuses for 1) increased height above that which
is principally permitted by the zoning district and 2) reduced dwelling unit exposure pursuant to
Planning Code Section 140. The Project also requests an exception for the rear yard requirement pursuant
to Planning Code Section 134, This Project is within the Mission Street NCT (Neighborhood Commercial
Transit) Zoning District and 65-X Height and Bulk District; in general conformance with plans, dated
November 1, 2016, and stamped "EXIJIBIT B" included in the docket for Case No. 2015-G18056Alrn and
subject to conditions of approval reviewed and approved by the Commission on December 1, 2016 under
Motion No. 19804. This authorization and the conditions contained herein run with the property and not
with a particular Project Sponsor, business, or operator.

RECORDATION OF CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
Prior to the issuance of the building permit or commencement of use for the Project the Zoning
Administrator shall approve and order the recordation of a Notice in the Official Records of the Recorder
of the City and County of San Francisco for the subject property. This Notice shall state that the Project is
subject to the conditions of approval contained herein and reviewed and approved by the Planning
Commission on December 1, 2016 under Motion No. 19804.

PRINTING OF CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL ON PLANS
The conditions of approval under the 'Exhibit A' of this Planning Commission Motion No. 19804 shall be
reproduced on the Index Sheet of construction plans submitted with the Site or Building permit
application for the Project. The Index Sheet of the construction plans shall reference the 100% Affordable
Housing Bonus Program Authorization and any subsequent amendments or modifications.

SEVERABIUTY
The Project shall comply with all applicable City codes and requirements. If any clause, sentence, section
or any part of these conditions of approval is for any reason held to be invalid, such invalidity shall not
affect or impair other remaining clauses, sentences, or sections of these conditions. This decision conveys
no right to construct, or to receive a building permit. "Project Sponsor" shall include any subsequent
responsible party.

CHANGES AND MODIFlCATIONS
Changes to the approved plans may be approved administratively by the Zoning Administrator.
Significant changes and modifications of conditions shall require Planning Commission approval of a
new authorization.

SAN fRANC!SGO
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Conditions of Approval! Compliance, Monitoring, a.nd Reporting

PERFORMANCE
1.

Validity. The authorization and right vested by virtue of this action is valid for ten (10) years
from the effective date of the Motion. The Department of Building Inspection shall have issued a
Building Permit or Site Permit to construct the Project and/or commence the approved use within
this ten-year period.
For i1~formation about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
1QY.!W.sfplanni!lg,QI.g

2.

Expiration and Renewal. Should a Building or Site Permit be sought after the ten (10) year period
has lapsed, the Project sponsor must seek a renewal of this Authorization by filing an application
for an amendment to the original Authorization or a new application for Authorization. Should
the Project sponsor decline to so file, and decline to withdraw the permit application, the
Commission shall conduct a public hearing in order to consider the revocation of the
Authorization. Should the Commission not revoke the Authorization following the closure of the
public hearin& the Commission shall determine the extension of time for the continued validity
of the Authorization.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.~[-planning.org

3.

Diligent Pursuit. Once a Site or Building Permit has been issued, construction must commence
within the timeframe required by the Department of Building Inspection and be continued
diligently to completion. Failure to do so shall be grounds for the Commission to consider
revoking the approval if more than ten (10) years have passed since this Authorization was
approved.
For infannation about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sfplanning.org

4.

Extension. All time limits in the preceding three paragraphs may be extended at the discretion of
the Zoning Administrator where implementation of the Project is delayed by a public agency, an
appeal or a legal challenge and only by the length of time for which such public agency~ appeal or
challenge has caused delay.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
wulw.sf-plrmning.org

::i.

Confom1ify with Current Law. No application for Building Permit, Site Permit, o:r other
entitlement shall be approved unless it complies with all applicable provisions of City Codes in
effect at the time of such approval.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-plmming.org
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DESIGN - COMPLIANCE AT PLAN STAGE
6.

Final Materials. The Project Sponsor shall continue to work with Planning Department on the
building design. Final materials, glazing, color, texture, landscaping, and detailing shall be
subject to Department staff review and approval. The architectural addenda shall be reviewed
and approved by the Planning Department prior to issuance.

For h~formation about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
wrpw.sf-planning.org
7.

Garbage, Composting and Recycling Storage. Space for the collection and storage of garbage,
composting, and recycling shall be provided within enclosed areas on the property and dearly
labeled and illustrated on the architectural addenda. Space for the collection and storage of
recyclable and compostable materials that meets the size, location, accessibility and other
standards specified by the San Francisco Eecycling Program shall be provided at the ground level
of the buildings.

For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
www.sf-planning.org
8.

Rooftop Mechanical Equipment. Pursuant to Planning Code 141, the Project Sponsor shall
submit a r-oof plan to the Planning Department prior to Planning approval of the building permit
application for each building. Rooftop mechanical equipment, if any is proposed as part of the
Project, is required to be screened so as not to be visible from any point at or below the :roof level
of the subject building.

For in.fonnation about compliance, contact the Case Pl.anner, Planning De·partment at 415-558-6378,
www.sf-planning.org
9.

Streetscape Plan. Pursuant to Plam1ing Code Section 138.l, the Project Sponsor shall continue to
work with Planning Department staff, in consultation with other City agencies, to refine the
design and programming of the Streetscape Plan so that the plan generally meets the standards
of the Better Streets Plan and all applicable City standards. The Project Sponsor shall complete
final design of all required street improvements, including procurement of relevant City permits,
prior to issuance of first architectural addenda, and shall complete construction of all required
street improvements prior to issuance of first temporary certificate of occupancy.

For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
ztrunV.f!f-planning.org

PARKING AND TRAFFIC
10. Car Share. Pursuant to Planning Code Section 166, no fewer than one (1) car share space shall be
made available, at no cost, to a certified car share organization for the purposes of providing car
share services for its service subscribers.

For ir~formation about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
u;ww.sf-planning.org

n. Bicycle Parking. Pursuant to Planning Code Sections

155.1, 155.2, and 155.3, the Project shall
provide no fewer than 9 Class 1 bicycle parking spaces and 2 Class 2 bicycle parking spaces.

SAN fHArlCISCO
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For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.~f.planning.org

12. Managing Traffic During Construction. The Project Sponsor and construction contractor(s) shall
coordinate with the Traffic Engineering and Transit Divisions of the San Francisco Municipal
Transportation Agency (SFMTA), the Police Department, the Fire Department, the Planning
Department, and other construction contractor(s) for any conmrrent nearby Projects to manage
traffic congestion and pedestrian ci.rculation effects during construction of the Project.
For information about compliance, contact Code
wzow.s[plannin)J.my

fa~forcement,

Planning Department at 415-575-·6863,

PROVISIONS
13. First Source Hiring. The Project shall adhere to the requirements of the First Source Hiring
Construction and End-Use Employment Program approved by the First Source Hiring
Administrator, pursuant to Section 83.4(m) of the Administrative Code. The Project Sponsor shall
comply with the requirements of this Program regarding construction work and on-going
employment required for the Project.
For information about compliance, contact the First Source Hiring Manager at 415-581-2335,
www.onestopSF.org

MONITORING
14. Enforcement. Violation of any of the Planning Department conditions of approval contained in
this Motion or of any other provisions of Planning Code applicable to this Project shall be subject
to the enforcement procedures and administrative penalties set forth under Planning Code
Section 176 or Section 176.1. The Planning Department may also refer the violation complaints to
other city departments and agencies for appropriate enforcement action under their jurisdiction.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Deparhmmt at 415··575--6863,
wnrw.sf planning.org

15. Revocation Due to Violation of Conditions. Should implementation of this Project result in
complaints from inte.rested property owners, residents, or commercial lessees which are not
resolved by the Project Sponsor and found to be in violation of the Planning Code and/or the
specific conditions of approval for the Project as set forth in Exhibit A of this M.otion, the Zoning
Administrator shall refer such complaints to the Commission, after which it may hold a public
hearing on the matter to consider revocation of this authorization.
For infonnation about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-planning.or<,;

OPERATION
16. Garbage, Recycling, and Composting Receptacles. Ga.rbage, recycling, and compost containers
shall be kept within the premises and hidden fro111 public view, and placed outside only when
being serviced by the disposal company. Trash shall be contained and disposed of pursuant to
garbage and recycling receptacles guidelines set forth by the Department of Public Works.
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.For information about complim1ce1 contact Bureau of Street Use and Mapping, Department of Public
Works at 415-554-.5810, http://sfj}Jxz12,9.rg

17. Sidewalk Maintenance. The Project Sponsor shall maintain the main entrance to the building
and all sidewalks abutting the subject property in a clean and sanitary condition in compliance
with the Department of Public Works Streets and Sidewalk Maintenance Standards.
For information about compliance, contact Bureau of Street Use and Mapping, Department of Public
Works, 41.5-695-2017, http://sfdpw.org
18. Community Liaison. Prior to issuance of a building permit to construct the Project and
implement the approved use, the Project Sponsor shall appoint a community liaison officer to
deal with the issues of concern to owners and occupants of nearby properties. The Project
Sponsor shall provide the Zoning Administrator with written notice of the narne, business
address, and telephone number of the community liaison. Should the contact information change,
the Zoning Administrator shall be made aware of such change. The community liaison shall
report to the Zoning Administrator what issues, if any, are of concern to the community and
what issues have not been resolved by the Project Sponsor.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
wzmu.sf-planning.Qrg

19. Lighting. All Project lighting shall be directed onto the Project Site and immediately surrounding
sidewalk area only, and designed and managed so as not to be a nuisance to adjacent residents.
Nighttime lighting shall be the rninimum necessary to ensure safety, but shall in no case be
directed so as to constitute a nuisance to any surrounding property.
For infonnation about compliance, contact Code Enforcement. Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
www.sf-planning.org

AFFORDABLE UNITS
20. 1.00% Affordable Project. As currently proposed, the Project will be 100% affordable, with 94
d-vvelling units. In the event that the Project changes and some or all of the units become marketrate, the Project shall comply with the indusionary housing requirements set forth in Section 415
of the Code. This condition of approval shall constitute the written determination and notice of
the inclusionary housing requirement pursuant to the procedures set forth in Code Section 415.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558--6378,
www.sf-planning.or.,i;;: or the Mayor's Office of Housing at 415-701.-5500, http://sfmoh.org/index.aspx?page=321
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Certificate of Determination
INFILL PROJECT ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW
Case No.:
Project Address:
Zoning:

Block/Lot:
Lot Size:
Prior EIR:
Project Sponsors:

Staff Contact:

2015-018056ENV
1296 Shotwell Street
NCT - Mission Street Neighborhood Commercial Transit
Mission Street Formula Retail Restaurant Sub-district
Mission Alcohol Restricted Use District
Fringe Financial Restricted Use District
65-X Height and Bulk District

6571/051
11,664 square feet
Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan (Mission)
Dragana Monson, HCL Architecture, (415) 495-1776
Elaine Yee, Mission Economic Development Agency, (415) 282-3334
Joyce Slen, Chinatown Community Development Center, (415) 984-1450
Alana Callagy-(415) 575-8734, ~$..fgov.org

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The project site is located on a block bound by Shohvell Street to the east, 26th Street to the north, South
Van Ness Avenue to the west, and Cesar Chavez Street to the south, in San l'rancisco's Mission
neighborhood. The project site, Block 6571, Lot 051, is irregular in shape and has frontage only on
Shotwell Street. 111e parcel measures approximately 11,700 square feet. The proposed project would
demolish the existing one-story industrial building on the site and construct a 100 percent Affordable
Senior Housing project, encompassing a total of approximately 69,500 gross square feet (gsf) with 94
dwelling units (93 affordable units plus one unit for the onsite property manager), including 20 units for
formerly homeless seniors.
(Continued on next page.)

CEQA DETERMINATION
The project is eligible for streamlined environmental review as an infill project per Section 15183.3 of the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines and California Public Resources Code Section
21094.5.

DETERMINATION
that the above determination has been made pursuant to State and local requirements.

I
LISA M. GIBSON
Acting Environmental Review Officer
cc:

Drag<ma Monson, Project Sponsor
Elaine Yee, Project Sponsor
O:lristy Alexander, Current Planning Division

Vima Byrd, M.D.F
Supervisor David Campos, District 9
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1650 Mission St.
Suite 400
San Francisco,
GA 94103-2479

Reception:

415.558.6378
Fax:
415.558.6409
Planning
Information:

415.558.6377

Certificate of Determination

1296 Shotwell Street
2015-01878ENV

PROJECT DESCRIPTION (continued)
The proposed building would be roughly rectangular in shape, with an internal courtyard. The nine-story
building would have a height of 84 feet (96 feet to the top of elevator penthouse). The proposed building
would front and be accessible via Shotwell Street and would be stepped back on the eighth and ninth
floors in an effort to diminish the building's massing and bulk, as viewed from the surrounding
neighborhoods. The step back would create roof terraces with approximately 1,500 gsf of common open
space. Other common space areas would be placed in the rear yard (approximately 3,000 gsf), front entry
court (430 gsf), and a second floor terrace overlooking Shotwell Street (approximately 325 gsf).
No vehicular parking is proposed. The proposed project would include Class I bicycle spaces at the
ground-floor level and two Class II bicycle spaces would be located on the sidewalk in front of the project
site on Shotwell Street. The proposed project would install a 55-foot-long dropoff/loading zone on
Shotwell Street. An existing two-foot-deep "concrete ramp" along the length of the project site on
Shotwell Street would be removed and the 15 foot concrete sidewalk would remain with a six inch curb
added.
During the approximately 18-month construction period, the proposed project would include deep soil
treatment, which would extend approximately 35 feet below ground surface. Additional foundation work
may include drilled piers to depths of approximately 45 feet, but would not involve impact pile driving
activities. The project site is located within the Mission Plan Area of the Eastern Neighborhoods Area
Plans.

PROJECT APPROVAL
The proposed project at 1296 Shotwell Street would require the following approvals:

Actions by the Planning Commission
•

Approval of 100 percent Affordable Housing Bonus Project under Section 328 of the Planning
Code for up to an additional 30 feet above the height district limit. The Planning Commission's
approval of the 100 percent Affordable Housing Bonus Project would be the Approval Action for
the project. The Approval Action date establishes the start of the 30-day appeal period for the
Planning Commission's determination that the proposed project is eligible for streamlined
environmental review for infill projects under CEQA Guidelines Section 15183.3 under CEQA
pursuant to Section 31.04(h) of the San Francisco Administrative Code.

Actions by the Planning Department
•

Approval of a Large Project Authorization for development of a building greater than 25,000
gross square feet, if the proposed legislative amendment is approved. Per Planning Code Section
315, a Large Project Authorization for 100 percent Affordable Housing Projects may be approved
by the Planning Department.

Actions by City Departments
•

Approval of a Site Permit from the Department of Building Inspection (DBI) for demolition and
new construction.

PROJECT SETTING
The project site is located on a block bound by Shotwell Street to the east, 26 1h Street to the north, South
Van Ness Avenue to the west, and Cesar Chavez Street to the south, in San Francisco's Mission
neighborhood. The parcel measures approximately 11,700 square feet and contains a one-story industrial
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building constructed in 1948 that covers the entire parcel. The building houses an automotive repair shop
and a storage facility for a local market.
It is currently zoned NCT (Mission Street Neighborhood Commercial Transit), Mission Street Formula
Retail Restaurant Sub-district, Mission Alcohol Restricted Use District, Fringe Financial Restricted Use
District, and is within a 65-X height and bulk district.

The project vicinity is characterized by a mix of residential, retail, office, and Production, Distribution,
and Repair (PDR) uses. To the north of the project site (i.e., along 26th Street between South Van Ness
Avenue and Shotwell Street) sits a commercial building housing an electric contractor, to the east and
across Shotwell Street are residential complexes, to the west of the site is an auto parts shop and adjacent
parking lot, accessed at Cesar Chavez Street. The 24th Street-Mission BART station, a major regional
transit station, is located five blocks northwest of the project site. There is one San Francisco Municipal
Railway (Muni) stop approximately 250 feet southwest near the intersection of South Van Ness Avenue
and Cesar Chavez Street, one 370 feet northwest at the intersection of South Van Ness Avenue and 26th
Street, and one 380 feet northeast of the project site near the intersection of Folsom and 26th streets.
Within a quarter mile of the project site, Muni operates the following bus lines: the 12-Folsom/Pacific, 14Mission, 14R-Mission Rapid, 27-Bryant, 36-Teresita, 49-Van Ness/Mission, and 67-Bemal Heights. The
following bicycle facilities are located near the project site: Cesar Chavez Street has east-west bike lanes
and Harrison Street has a north-south bike route and lane. Buildings in the project vicinity range from 15
to 40 feet in height. Surrounding parcels on the same block (to the north and west) are zoned NCT-1
(Mission Street Neighborhood Commercial Transit), parcels across Shotwell Street to the east are zoned
RM-1 (Residential-Mixed, Low Density), to the southeast across the Shotwell and Cesar Chavez streets
intersection are zoned RH-3 (Residential-House, Three Family), and south across Cesar Chavez Street are
zoned RH-2 (Residential-House, Two Family). Height and bulk districts in the project vicinity are 40-X,
55-X, and 65-X.
Adjacent to the project site is 1515 South Van Ness Avenue, which to the north and west of the project site
contains two parking lots and an associated two-story building. The parcel recently received Planning
Commission approval to construct a mixed-use (residential with retail on the first floor) five and six-story
building with frontage on South Van Ness Avenue, 26th Street, and Shotwell Street (Case No.
2014.1020ENV). Southwest of the project site is 1575 South Van Ness Avenue, a two story, commercial
building that currently contains an auto parts retailer and its associated parking lot on Cesar Chavez.
South and adjacent to the project site is 1298 Shotwell Street (also called 3250 Cesar Chavez Street), a two
story building that contains an auto repair shop.
Across Shotwell Street to the east of the project is a four-story, 130-unit apartment complex, composed of
multiple buildings. Across Cesar Chavez Street to the south of the project site are two- to three-story
residential buildings. To the north, across 26th Street between South Van Ness Avenue and Shotwell
Street, is a residential apartment complex with buildings varying from one to three stories and a onestory auto repair shop.
One block west of the project site, west of the intersection of South Van Ness Avenue and Cesar Chavez
Street, is 3314 Cesar Chavez Street, which is under review by the Planning Department for demolition of
the one-story industrial structure on the site and construction of a six-story, 65-foot-tall mixed-use
building with 52 dwelling units, off street parking, and commercial space on the ground floor (Case No.
2014-003160ENV).
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STREAMLINING FOR INFILL PROJECTS OVERVIEW
California Public Resources Code Section 21094.5 and CEQA Guidelines Section 15183.3 provides a
streamlined environmental review process for eligible infill projects by limiting the topics subject to
review at the project level where the effects of infill development have been previously addressed in a
planning level decision1 or by uniformly applicable development policies. 2 CEQA does not apply to the
effects of an eligible infill project under two circumstances. First, if an effect was addressed as a
significant effect in a prior Environmental Impact Report (EIR) 3 for a planning level decision, then that
effect need not be analyzed again for an individual infill project even when that effect was not reduced to
a less than significant level in the prior EIR. Second, an effect need not be analyzed, even if it was not
analyzed in a prior EIR or is more significant than previously analyzed, if the lead agency makes a
finding that uniformly applicable development policies or standards, adopted by the lead agency or a city
or county, apply to the infill project and would substantially mitigate that effect. Depending on the effects
addressed in the prior EIR and the availability of uniformly applicable development policies or standards
that apply to the eligible infill project, the streamlined environmental review would range from a
determination that no further environmental review is required to a narrowed, project-specific
environmental document.
Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15183.3, an eligible infill project is examined in light of the prior
EIR to determine whether the infill project will cause any effects that require additional review under
CEQA. The evaluation of an eligible infill project must demonstrate the following:
(1) the project satisfies the performance standards of Appendix M of the CEQA Guidelines;
(2) the degree to which the effects of the infill project were analyzed in the prior EIR;
(3) an explanation of whether the infill project will cause new specific effects 4 not addressed in
the prior EIR;
(4) an explanation of whether substantial new information shows that the adverse effects of the
infill project are substantially more severe than described in the prior EIR; and
(5) if the infill project would cause new specific effects or more significant effects than disclosed
in the prior EIR, the evaluation shall indicate whether uniformly applied development standards
substantially mitigate 5 those effects. 6

1

Planning level decision means the enactment of amendment of a general plan or any general plan element, community plan,
specific plan, or zoning code.
2 Uniformly applicable development policies are policies or standards adopted or enacted by a city or county, or by a lead agency,
that reduce one or more adverse environmental effects.
3 Prior EIR means the environmental impact report certified for a planning level decision, as supplemented by any subsequent or
supplemental environmental impact reports, negative declarations, or addenda to those documents.
4 A new specific effect is an effect that was not addressed in the prior EIR and that is specific to the infill project or the infill project
site. A new specific effect may result if, for example, the prior EIR stated that sufficient site-specific information was not available
to analyze the significance of that effect. Substantial changes in circumstances following certification of a prior EIR may also
result in a new specific effect.
5 More significant means an effect will be substantially more severe than described in the prior EIR. More significant effects include
those that result from changes in circumstances or changes in the development assumptions underlying the prior EIR's analysis.
An effect is also more significant if substantial new information shows that: (1) mitigation measures that were previously rejected
as infeasible are in fact feasible, and such measures are not included in the project; (2) feasible mitigation measures considerably
different than those previously analyzed could substantially reduce a significant effect described in the prior EIR, but such
measures are not included in the project; or (3) an applicable mitigation measure was adopted in connection with a planning
level decision, but the lead agency determines that it is not feasible for the infill project to implement that measure.
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No additional environmental review is required if the infill project would not cause any new site-specific
or project-specific effects or more significant effects, or if uniformly applied development standards
would substantially mitigate such effects.

INFILL PROJECT ELIGIBILITY
To be eligible for the streamlining procedures prescribed in Section 15183.3, an infill project must meet all
of the criteria shown in italics below. As explained following each criterion, the proposed project meets
the criteria for infill project streamlining.
a)

The project site is located in an urban area on a site that either has been previously developed or that adjoins
existing qualified urban uses on at least seventy-five percent of the site's perimeter. 7

The project site is located within an urban area and has been previously developed. According to the
Phase I Environmental Site Assessment, 8 available historical records show that the site was occupied
by a tannery in the late 1800s, was vacant (except for a private residence) in 1900, and has been
occupied by large warehouses from at least 1914 through the present. The warehouses apparently
were used for storage from 1914 to 1999. Currently the site contains an auto repair shop and a storage
facility for a local market.
b)

The proposed project satisfies the performance standards provided in Appendix M of the CEQA Guidelines.

The proposed project satisfies the performance standards provided in Appendix M of the CEQA
Guidelines. 9 The Appendix M checklist, which is located within the project file, covers the following
topics for mixed-use residential projects: hazardous materials, air quality, transportation, and
affordable housing. The project site is not included on any list compiled pursuant to Section 65962.5
of the Government Code (i.e., the "Cortese" list), and is not located near a high-volume roadway or a
stationary source of air pollution (i.e., project site is not within an Air Pollutant Exposure Zone). The
project site is located within a low vehicle travel area, within a half mile of an existing major transit
stop, and consists of less than 300 affordable housing units.
c)

The proposed project is consistent with the general use designation, density, building intensity, and applicable
policies specified in the Sustainable Communities Strategy.

Plan Bay Area is the current Sustainable Communities Strategy and Regional Transportation Plan
that was adopted by the Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) and Association of Bay
Area Governments (ABAG) in July 2013, in compliance with California's governing greenhouse gas

Substantially mitigate means that the policy or standard will substantially lessen the effect, but not necessarily below the levels of
significance.
7 For the purpose of this subdivision "adjoin" means the infill project is immediately adjacent to qualified urban uses, or is only
separated from such uses by an improved public right-of-way. Qualified urban use means any residential, commercial, public
institutional, transit or transportation passenger facility, or retail use, or any combination of those uses.
8 ESSEL. Phase I Environmental Site Assessment Property at 1296/1298 Shotwell Street, San Francisco, CA, 94110. October 5, 2016. This
document and others referenced in this certificate unless otherwise noted are available for review at the San Francisco Planning
Department, 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 as part of Case File No. 2015-018056ENV.
9 San Francisco Planning Department, Eligibility Checklist: CEQA Guidelines Appendix M Performance Standards for Streamlined
Environmental Review, 1296 Shotwell Street, November 1, 2016. This document is available for review at the San Francisco Planning
Department, 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 as part of Case File No. 2015-018056ENV.
6
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reduction legislation, Senate Bill 375. 10 To be consistent with Plan Bay Area, a proposed project must
be located within a Priority Development Area (PDA), or must meet all of the following criteria:
•
•
•
•

Conform with the jurisdiction's General Plan and Housing Element;
Be located within 0.5 miles of transit access;
Be 100 percent affordable to low- and very-low income households for 55 years; and
Be located within 0.5 miles of at least six neighborhood amenities.11

The project site is located within the Eastern Neighborhoods PDA, and therefore the project is
consistent with the general use designation, density, building intensity, and applicable policies
specified in Plan Bay Area. 12 As discussed above, the proposed project at 1296 Shotwell Street meets
criteria a, b, and c, and is therefore considered an eligible infill project.

PLAN-LEVEL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT
The 1296 Shotwell Street project site is located within the Mission Plan Area of the Eastern
Neighborhoods Area Plans which were evaluated in the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area
Plans Programmatic Environmental Impact Report (PEIR). 13 The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR, which
was certified in 2008, is a comprehensive programmatic document that presents an analysis of the
environmental effects of implementation of the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans, as well
as the potential impacts under several proposed alternative scenarios. The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR
estimated that implementation of the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan could result in approximately 7,400 to
9,900 net dwelling units and 3,200,000 to 6,600,0000 square feet of net non-residential space (excluding
PDR loss) built in the Plan Area throughout the lifetime of the Plan (year 2025).
This determination and the Infill Project Initial Study (Attachment A) concludes that the proposed project
at 1296 Shotwell Street: (1) is eligible for streamlined environmental review; (2) the effects of the infill
project were analyzed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR and applicable mitigation measures from the
PEIR have been incorporated into the proposed project; (3) the proposed project would not cause new
specific effects that were not already analyzed and disclosed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR; and (4)
there is no substantial new information that shows that the adverse environmental effects of the infill
project are substantially greater than those described in the prior EIR. Therefore, no further
environmental review is required for the proposed 1296 Shotwell Street project and this Certificate of
Determination for the proposed project comprises the full and complete CEQA evaluation necessary for
the proposed project.

POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR included analyses of environmental issues including: land use; plans
and policies; visual quality and urban design; population, housing, business activity, and employment
(growth inducement); transportation; noise; air quality; parks, recreation and open space; shadow;
archeological resources; historic architectural resources; hazards; and other issues not addressed in the
previously issued initial study for the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans. The Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR considered the incremental impacts of the proposed 1296 Shotwell Street project. As
10

11

12

13

Metropolitan Transportation Commission and Association of Bay Area Governments, Plan Bay Area. Available:
http://onebayarea.org/plan-bay-area/final-plan-bay-area.html. Accessed April 25, 2016
Chion, Miriam, Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG) Planning & Research Director, letter to Alana Callagy,
Environmental Planner, San Francisco Planning Department, October 17, 2016, Re: 1296 Shotwell Street Project SCS Consistency.
Ibid.
Planning Department Case No. 2004.0160E and State Clearinghouse No. 2005032048
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a result, the proposed infill project would not result in adverse environmental effects that are
substantially greater than those identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.
Significant and unavoidable impacts were identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR for the
following topics: land use, historic architectural resources, transportation and circulation, and shadow.
Regarding land use, the PEIR found a significant impact related to the cumulative loss of PDR. The
approximately 11,700-square-foot project site at 1296 Shotwell Street houses a one-story building with an
automotive repair shop and a storage facility for a local market.
As of July 2016, projects containing the removal of 1,268,219 net square feet of PDR space have been
completed or are anticipated to complete environmental review within the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan
area. These estimates include projects that have completed environmental review (654,016 square feet of
PDR space loss) and foreseeable projects, including the proposed project (614,203 square feet of PDR
space loss). Foreseeable projects are those projects for which environmental evaluation applications have
been submitted to the San Francisco Planning Department. As of July 2016, projects containing the
removal of approximately 237,073 net square feet of PDR space have completed or are anticipated to
complete environmental review within the Mission subarea. These estimates include projects that have
completed environmental review (440 square feet of PDR space loss) and foreseeable projects, including
the proposed project (261,995 square feet of PDR space loss).
Development of the proposed project would result in the net loss of approximately 11,664 square feet of
PDR building space and this would contribute considerably to the significant cumulative land use impact
related to loss of PDR uses that was identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR. The project site is
located in the NCT Use District, which has a mixed pattern of larger and smaller lots and businesses, as
well as a sizable number of upper-story residential units and zoning controls designed to permit
moderate-scale buildings and uses, protecting rear yards above the ground story and at residential levels.
The proposed project is consistent with the land use envisioned for the site under the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR. The proposed loss of 11,664 square feet of existing PDR uses represents a
considerable contribution to the cumulative loss of PDR space analyzed in the Eastern Neighborhoods
PEIR, but would not result in significant impacts that were previously not identified or a more severe
adverse impact than analyzed in the PEIR. The proposed project's bulk and density are consistent with
that permitted under the NCT in combination with the density bonus requested by the sponsor under the
City's 100 Percent Affordable Housing Bonus (Planning Code 328).
The project site, which is an existing one-story industrial building, is not considered a historic resource. 14
In addition, the project site is not located within a historic district or adjacent to a potential historic
resource. Therefore, the proposed project would not contribute to the significant historic resource impact
identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.
Regarding transit, the PEIR found that the anticipated growth resulting from the zoning changes could
result in significant impacts on transit ridership. The proposed project would be expected to generate 715
daily transit trips, including 124 during the p.m. peak hour. Given the wide availability of nearby transit,
the addition of 124 p.m. peak hour transit trips would be accommodated by existing capacity. Thus,
transit ridership generated by the project would not contribute considerably to the transit impacts
identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.

14

San Francisco Planning Department. Eastern Neighborhoods Mission Area Plan South Mission Historic Resources Survey. Updated
November 9, 2010. Available at http:Usf-planning.org/south-mission-historic-resource-survey-map
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Finally, regarding shadow impacts, the PEIR could not conclude if the rezoning and community plans
would result in less-than-significant shadow impacts because the feasibility of complete mitigation for
potential new shadow impacts of unknown proposals could not be determined at that time. The
proposed project would remove the existing one-story PDR building and construct a new 84-foot-tall (92foot-tall with elevator penthouse) building. The Planning Department prepared a shadow fan analysis
that determined that the proposed project does not have the potential to cast new shadow on open space
under the jurisdiction of the Recreation and Park Department. 15 Therefore, a more refined shadow study
was not conducted. The proposed project would also shade portions of nearby streets and sidewalks and
private property at times within the project vicinity. Shadows upon streets and sidewalks would not
exceed levels commonly expected in urban areas and would be considered a less-than-significant effect
underCEQA.
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR identified feasible mitigation measures to address significant impacts
related to noise, air quality, archeological resources, historic resources, hazardous materials, and
transportation. The Infill Initial Study (Attachment A) discusses the applicability of each mitigation
measure from the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR and identifies uniformly applicable development
standards that would reduce environmental effects of the project. 16 Table 1 below lists the mitigation
measures identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR that would apply to the proposed project.

Table 1-Applicable Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR Mitigation Measures
Mitigation Measure

Applicability

Compliance

F-2: Construction Noise

Applicable: temporary construction
noise from the use of heavy
equipment would be generated

The project sponsor has agreed
to develop and implement a set
of noise attenuation measures
during construction.

J-2: Properties with no Previous
Studies

Applicable: project site is located in
an area with no previous
archaeological studies

The Planning Department has
conducted a Preliminary
Archeological Review. The
project sponsor has agreed to
implement procedures related
to archeological testing in
compliance with this mitigation
measure.

L-1:
Hazardous
Materials

Applicable: project would
demolish an existing building

The project sponsor shall
ensure that any
hazardous materials identified,
either before or during work,
shall be abated according to
applicable federal, state, and
local laws

15
16

Building

San Francisco Planning Department. Shadow Fan -1296 Shotwell Street. February 23, 2016.
The Infill Project Initial Study is attached to this document as Attachment A.
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As discussed in the attached Infill Project Initial Study, the following mitigation measures identified in
the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR are not applicable to the proposed project: F-1: Construction Noise (Pile
Driving), F-3: Interior Noise Levels, F-4: Siting of Noise-Sensitive Uses, F-5: Siting of Noise-Generating
Uses, F-6: Open Space in Noisy Environments, G-2: Air Quality for Sensitive Land Uses, G-3: Siting of
Uses that Emit DPM, G-4: Siting of Uses that Emit Other TACs, J-1: Properties with Previous
Archeological Studies, J-3: Mission Dolores Archeological District, K-1: Interim Procedures for Permit
Review in the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan area, K-2: Amendments to Article 10 of the Planning Code
Pertaining to Vertical Additions in the South End Historic District, K-3: Amendments to Article 10 of the
Planning Code Pertaining to Alterations and Infill Development in the Dogpatch Historic District, E-1:
Traffic Signal Installation, E-2: Intelligent Traffic Management, E-3: Enhanced Transportation Funding, E4: Intelligent Traffic Management, E-5: Enhanced Transit Funding, E-6: Transit Corridor Improvements,
E-7: Transit Accessibility, E-8: Muni Storage and Maintenance, E-9: Rider Improvements, E-10: Transit
Enhancement, and E-11: Transportation Demand Management.
Please see the attached Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program 17 (MMRP) for the complete text of
the applicable mitigation measures. With implementation of these mitigation measures and uniformly
applicable development standards, the proposed project would not result in significant impacts beyond
those analyzed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.

PUBLIC NOTICE AND COMMENT
A "Notification of Project Receiving Environmental Review" was mailed on July 1, 2016 to adjacent
occupants and owners of properties within 300 feet of the project site. Comments were received via letter,
email, and phone. One letter stated concern that wind velocity would be increased by the project, an
email stated that the project is not consistent with the existing skyline or current massing, and one call
requested that the project have a massing that fits with the existing residential scale and was concerned
about parking. Six additional emails were received that supported the project as proposed.

CONCLUSION
As summarized above and further discussed in the Infill Project Initial Study.1s

17
18

1.

The proposed project is eligible for the streamlining procedures, as the project site has been
previously developed and is located in an urban area, the proposed project satisfies the
performance standards provided in Appendix M of the CEQA Guidelines, and the project is
consistent with the Sustainable Communities Strategy;

2.

The effects of the proposed infill project were analyzed in a prior EIR, and no new information
shows that the significant adverse environmental effects of the infill project are substantially
greater than those described in the prior EIR;

3.

The proposed infill project would not cause any significant effects on the environment that either
have not already been analyzed in a prior EIR or that are substantially greater than previously
analyzed and disclosed, or that uniformly applicable development policies would not
substantially mitigate potential significant impacts; and

The MMRP is attached to this document as Attachment B.
Ibid
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The project sponsor will undertake feasible mitigation measures specified in the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR to mitigate project-related significant impacts.

Therefore, no further environmental review is required for the proposed project pursuant to Public
Resources Code Section 21094.5 and CEQA Guidelines Section 15183.3.
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Infill Project Initial Study
Case No.:
Project Address:
Zoning:

Block/Lot:
Lot Size:
Prior EIR:
Project Sponsors:

Staff Contact:

2015-018056ENV
1296 Shotwell Street
NCT - Mission Street Neighborhood Commercial Transit
Mission Street Formula Retail Restaurant Sub-district
Mission Alcohol Restricted Use District
Fringe Financial Restricted Use District
65-X Height and Bulk District
6571/051
11,664 square feet
Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan (Mission)
Dragana Monson, HCL Architecture, (415) 495-1776
Elaine Yee, Mission Economic Development Agency, (415) 282-3334
Joyce Slen, Chinatown Community Development Center, (415) 984-1450
Alana Callagy- (415) 575-8734, alana.callagy@sfgov.org

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Project Location
The project site is located on a block bound by Shotwell Street to the east, 26th Street to the north, South
Van Ness Avenue to the west and Cesar Chavez Street to the south, in San Francisco's Mission
neighborhood (see Figure 1, Project Location). The project site, Block 6571, Lot 051r is irregular in shape
and has frontage only on Shotwell Street, roughly 141 feet long. The parcel measures approximately
11,700 square feet and contains a one-story industrial building constructed in 1948 that covers the entire
parcel. The building currently houses an automotive repair shop and a storage facility for a local market.
The existing sidewalk along Shotwell Street is 15 feet wide and does not contain any curb cuts instead,
there is an approximately two foot deep "concrete ramp" along the length of the project site, which
creates a transition between the sidewalk and street levels and accommodates cars associated with the
auto repair shop currently on site.
The project site does not contain trees or landscaping on site, nor are street trees currently adjacent to the
site.
The project site is zoned NCT - Mission Street Neighborhood Commercial Transit, Mission Street
Formula Retail Restaurant Sub-district, Mission Alcohol Restricted Use District, and Fringe Financial
Restricted Use District, and is within a 65-X height and bulk district.
Project Characteristics
The proposed project would demolish the existing one-story industrial building and construct a
100 Percent Affordable Senior Housing project, encompassing a total of approximately 69,500 gross
square feet (gsf) with 94 dwelling units (93 affordable units plus one unit for the on-site property
manager), including 20 units for formerly homeless seniors, approximately 2,700 gsf of indoor
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community space, 1,150 gsf of office space, approximately 11,650 gsf of circulation and mechanical spaces
(e.g., mechanical, electrical, maintenance, and trash rooms), and 5,900 gsf of outdoor open space. The
proposed building would be roughly rectangular in shape, with an internal courtyard (see Figure 2, Site
Plan). The nine-story building would have a height of 84 feet plus an additional eight feet to the top of
elevator penthouse. The project sponsor is requesting a City of San Francisco 100 Percent Affordable
Housing Bonus on the project site to allow for an additional three stories of building height over the
existing zoning. The proposed building would front and be accessible via Shotwell Street. The proposed
building would contain 94 apartments in the following sizes: 24 studio units, 69 one-bedroom units, and
one two-bedroom unit. The one two-bedroom unit would be for the resident manager. The project
sponsor anticipates that the configuration of units would allow for approximately 150 to 170 residents.
The proposed building would be stepped back on the eighth and ninth floors in an effort to reduce the
building's massing and bulk, as viewed from the surrounding neighborhoods. The setback would create
roof terraces with approximately 1,500 gsf of common open space. Other common space areas would be
placed in the rear yard (approximately 3,000 gsf), front entry court (430 gsf), and a second floor terrace
overlooking Shotwell Street (approximately 325 gsf).
A transformer for the proposed project would be placed in a vault under the sidewalk on Shotwell Street.
The mechanical room, which would be on the roof and not visible by pedestrians on the street, would
include a solar hot water tank, service hot water storage tanks, and boilers. Additionally, the project
would contain roof-mounted exhaust and filtered supply air to meet Article 38 requirements.
The proposed project would install a 55-foot-long dropoff/loading zone in front of the main entrance on
Shotwell Street.
The proposed project does not include vehicle parking. Class I bicycle parking would be provided in the
lobby and the secured entry courtyard. The proposed project would also add two new Class II bicycle
parking spots on Shotwell Street, south of the main entrance to the building.
The ground-floor level would include the following: a community room; two bicycle storage areas that
would contain the Class I bicycle spaces; a meeting room; offices, the manager unit; two one-bedroom
units; and an open space area (see Figure 3, Proposed Ground Floor Plan). The second floor would
contain a laundry room, eight one-bedroom units, and three studio units (see Figure 4, Proposed 2nd
Floor Plan). Floors three through seven would each contain approximately nine one-bedroom units and
three studio units (see Figure 5, Proposed 3rd through 7th Floor Plan). Floor eight would contain eight
one-bedroom units and three studio units (see Figure 6, Proposed 8th Floor Plan). Floor nine would
contain six one-bedroom units, three studio units, and two roof gardens (see Figure 7, Proposed 9th Floor
Plan).
The roof-top would include building-related mechanical systems and the solar hot water tank. The
proposed project would pursue GreenPoint Rated certification. Project elevations are provided as Figures
8through11.
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Figure 1: Project Location
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Figure 2: Site Plan
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Figure 3: Proposed Ground Floor Plan
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Figure il, Proposed 2nd Floor Plan
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Figure 5, Proposed 3rd through 7th Floor Plan
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Figure 6, Proposed 8th Floor Plan
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Figure 7, Proposed 9th Floor Plan
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Figure 8, Proposed Project Elevation - East
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Figure 9, Proposed Project Elevation - South
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Figure 10, Proposed Project Elevation - West
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Figure 11, Proposed Project Elevation - North
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Project Construction
During the approximately 18-month construction period, anticipated to begin in October 2017, demolition
of the existing structure and construction of the new building would occur. Demolition of the existing
structure, including foundations, is anticipated to last approximately four weeks. Next grading,
excavation, and foundation work is anticipated to last approximately two months. Construction
equipment anticipated for used during this phase of construction would include a drilling rig for shoring,
excavators/earth moving equipment, and possibly hoe-ram equipment for removal of existing
foundations. Following site prep and foundation work, building superstructure construction would occur
over seven to eight months and typical construction equipment would include a tower crane, man-lift,
concrete boom pumps, and concrete/rebar and framing delivery trucks. Finally, finishes to the structure
would be added over a remaining seven to eight month period.
Proposed foundation work would include deep soil treatment to preclude liquefaction and lateral
spreading and would extend approximately 35 feet below ground surface. Foundation work would
involve either auger cast piles and compacted aggregate piers or cemented soils with piers only for uplift
resistance. Work may include drilled piers, but would not involve impact pile driving activities. Piers
would be to depths of approximately 45 feet. The propose project would result in approximately 1,900
cubic yards of soil excavation and removal.

PROJECT APPROVAL
The proposed project at 1296 Shotwell Street would require the following approvals:
Actions by the Planning Commission

•

Approval of 100 percent Affordable Housing Bonus Project under Section 328 of the Planning
Code for up to an additional height above the district limit. The Planning Commission's approval
of the 100 percent Affordable Housing Bonus Project would be the Approval Action for the
project. The Approval Action date establishes the start of the 30-day appeal period for the
Planning Commission's determination that the proposed project is eligible for streamlined
environmental review for infill projects under CEQA Guidelines section 15183.3 pursuant to
Section 31.04(h) of the San Francisco Administrative Code.

Actions by the Planning Department

•

Approval of a Large Project Authorization for development of a building greater than 25,000 gsf.
Per Planning Code Section 315, a Large Project Authorization for 100 percent Affordable Housing
Projects may be approved by the Planning Department.

Actions by City Departments

•

Approval of a Site Permit from the Department of Building Inspection (DBI) for demolition and
new construction.

EVALUATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
This Infill Project Initial Study was prepared to examine the proposed project in light of a prior
Environmental Impact Report (EIR) to determine whether the project would cause any effects that require
additional review under CEQA. The Infill Project Initial Study indicates whether the effects of the
proposed project were analyzed in a prior EIR, and identifies the prior EIR's mitigation measures that are
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applicable to the proposed project. The Infill Project Initial Study also determines if the proposed project
would cause new specific effects 1 that were not already addressed in a prior EIR and if there is substantial
new information that shows that the adverse environmental effects of the project would be more
significant2 than described in a prior EIR. Such impacts, if any, will be evaluated in a project-specific
Mitigated Negative Declaration or EIR. If no such impacts are identified, no further environmental
review is required for the proposed project in accordance with Public Resources Code Section 21094.5 and
CEQA Guidelines Section 15183.3.
The prior EIR for the proposed 1296 Shotwell Street project is the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and
Area Plans Programmatic Environmental Impact Report (PEIR). 3 The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR
identified significant impacts related to land use, transportation, cultural resources, shadow, noise, air
quality, and hazardous materials. Additionally, the PEIR identified significant cumulative impacts related
to land use, transportation, and cultural resources. Mitigation measures were identified for the above
impacts and reduced all impacts to less-than-significant except for those related to land use (cumulative
impacts on Production, Distribution, and Repair [PDR] use), transportation (program-level and
cumulative traffic impacts at nine intersections; program-level and cumulative transit impacts on seven
Muni lines), cultural resources (cumulative impacts from demolition of historical resources), and shadow
(program-level impacts on parks). Mitigation measures identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR are
discussed under each topic area, and measures that are applicable to the proposed project are provided
under the Mitigation Measures Section at the end of this checklist.
The project sponsor requests using the San Francisco 100 Percent Affordable Housing Bonus Program, as
codified in Section 328 of the Planning Code, to allow for the additional height up to 84 feet (96 feet with
the elevator penthouse) for the nine-story building.
The proposed project would include the removal of the existing one-story industrial building, and
construction of a nine-story, approximately 69,500 gsfbuilding. The proposed building would contain up
to 93 affordable residential units for seniors (plus one unit for the on-site property manager). As
discussed below in this initial study, the effects of the proposed infill project have already been analyzed
and disclosed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR and are not substantially greater than previously
analyzed.

CHANGES IN THE REGULA TORY ENVIRONMENT
Since the certification of the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR in 2008, several new policies, regulations,
statutes, and funding measures have been adopted, passed, or are underway that affect the physical
A new specific effect is an effect that was not addressed in a prior environmental impact report (EIR) and that is specific to the
infill project or the infill project site. A new specific effect may result if, for example, the prior EIR stated that sufficient sitespecific information was not available to analyze the significance of that effect. Substantial changes in circumstances following
certification of a prior EIR may also result in a new specific effect.
2 More significant means an effect will be substantially more severe than described in the prior EIR. More significant effects include
those that result from changes in circumstances or changes in the development assumptions underlying the prior EIR's analysis.
An effect is also more significant if substantial new information shows that: (1) mitigation measures that were previously
rejected as infeasible are in fact feasible, and such measures are not included in the project; (2) feasible mitigation measures
considerably different than those previously analyzed could substantially reduce a significant effect described in the prior EIR,
but such measures are not included in the project; or (3) an applicable mitigation measure was adopted in connection with a
planning level decision, but the lead agency determines that it is not feasible for the infill project to implement that measure.
3 Planning Department Case No. 2004.0160E and State Clearinghouse No. 2005032048.
l
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environment and/or environmental review methodology for projects in the Eastern Neighborhoods plan
areas. As discussed in each topic area referenced below, these policies, regulations, statutes, and funding
measures have implemented or will implement mitigation measures or further reduce less-thansignificant impacts identified in the PEIR. These include:
State statute regarding Aesthetics, Parking Impacts, effective January 2014, and state statute and
Planning Commission resolution regarding automobile delay, and vehicle miles traveled (VMT),
effective March 2016 (see "CEQA Section 21099" heading below);
The adoption of 2016 interim controls in the Mission District requiring additional information
and analysis regarding housing affordability, displacement, loss of PDR and other analyses,
effective January 2016;
San Francisco Bicycle Plan update adoption in June 2009, Better Streets Plan adoption in 2010,
Transit Effectiveness Project (aka "Muni Forward") adoption in March 2014, Vision Zero
adoption by various City agencies in 2014, Proposition A and B passage in November 2014, and
the Transportation Sustainability Program process (see Checklist section "Transportation and
Circulation");
San Francisco ordinances establishing Construction Dust Control, effective July 2008, and
Enhanced Ventilation Required for Urban Infill Sensitive Use Developments, amended December
2014 (see Checklist section "Air Quality");
San Francisco Clean and Safe Parks Bond passage in November 2012 and San Francisco
Recreation and Open Space Element of the General Plan adoption in April 2014 (see Checklist
section "Recreation");
Urban Water Management Plan adoption in 2011 and Sewer System Improvement Program
process (see Checklist section "Utilities and Service Systems"); and
Article 22A of the Health Code amendments effective August 2013 (see Checklist section
"Hazardous Materials").

SENATE BILL 743
Aesthetics and Parking

In accordance with CEQA Section 21099 - Modernization of Transportation Analysis for Transit Oriented
Projects - aesthetics and parking shall not be considered in determining if a project has the potential to
result in significant environmental effects, provided the project meets all of the following three criteria:
a) The project is in a transit priority area;
b) The project is on an infill site; and
c) The project is residential, mixed-use residential, or an employment center.
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The proposed project meets each of the above three criteria and thus, this checklist does not consider
aesthetics or parking in determining the significance of project impacts under CEQA. 4 See Figures 9
through 11 for project elevations.
Automobile Delay and Vehicle Miles Traveled
In addition, CEQA Section 21099(b)(l) requires that the State Office of Planning and Research (OPR)
develop revisions to the CEQA Guidelines establishing criteria for determining the significance of
transportation impacts of projects that "promote the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, the
development of multimodal transportation networks, and a diversity of land uses." CEQA Section
21099(b)(2) states that upon certification of the revised guidelines for determining transportation impacts
pursuant to Section 21099(b)(l), automobile delay, as described solely by level of service or similar
measures of vehicular capacity or traffic congestion shall not be considered a significant impact on the
environment under CEQA.

In January 2016, OPR published for public review and comment a Revised Proposal on Updates to the
CEQA Guidelines on Evaluating Transportation Impacts in CEQA5 recommending that transportation
impacts for projects be measured using a VMT metric. On March 3, 2016, in anticipation of the future
certification of the revised CEQA Guidelines, the San Francisco Planning Commission adopted OPR' s
recommendation to use the VMT metric instead of automobile delay to evaluate the transportation
impacts of projects (Resolution 19579). (Note: the VMT metric does not apply to the analysis of project
impacts on non-automobile modes of travel such as riding transit, walking, and bicycling.) Instead, a
VMT and induced automobile travel impact analysis is provided in the Transportation section.

Not Analyzed in the Prior EIR

Analyzed in
the Prior EIR

Topics:

No Impact

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

Less Than
Significant or
Less Than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Significant
Impact

1.

LAND USE AND LAND USE
PLANNING-Would the
project:

a)

Physically
divide
community?

established

D

D

D

D

b)

Conflict with any applicable land use plan,
policy, or regulation of an agency with
jurisdiction over the project (including, but
not limited to the general plan, specific
plan, local coastal program, or zoning
ordinance) adopted for the purpose of
avoiding or mitigating an environmental
effect?

D

D

D

D

an

4

San Francisco Planning Department. Eligibility Checklist: CEQA Section 21099 - Modernization of Transportation Analysis for 1296
Shotwell Street, September 2, 2016. This document (and all other documents cited in this report, unless otherwise noted), is
available for review at the San Francisco Planning Department, 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 as part of Case File No. 20150l8056ENV.
s This document is available online at: https:Uwww.opr.ca.~ov/s sb743.php.
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Not Analyzed in the Prior EIR
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Significant
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D

D

D

D

Have a substantial impact upon the
existing character of the vicinity?

The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR analyzes effects on land use and land use planning under Chapter
IV.A, on pages 35-82; Chapter V, on page 501; Chapter VI on pages 526-527; Chapter VIII on pages C&R16 to C&R-19, C&R-50 to C&R-64, and C&R-131; and Chapter IX, Appendix A on page 24. 6
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR analyzed a range of potential rezoning options and considered the
effects of losing between approximately 520,000 to 4,930,000 square feet of PDR space in the plan area
throughout the lifetime of the plan (year 2025). This was compared to an estimated loss of approximately
4,620,000 square feet of PDR space in the plan area under the No Project scenario. Within the Mission
subarea, the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR considered the effects of losing up to approximately 3,370,000
square feet of PDR space through the year 2025. The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR determined that
adoption of the rezoning and area plans would result in an unavoidable significant impact on land use
due to the cumulative loss of PDR space. This impact was addressed in a statement of overriding
considerations with CEQA findings and adopted as part of the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and
Areas Plans approval on January 19, 2009.
The project site is located within the boundary of the Mission Area Plan. The Mission Area Plan promotes
a wide range of uses to create a livable and vibrant neighborhood. The Area Plan includes the following
community-driven goals that were developed specially for the Mission: increase the amount of affordable
housing; preserve and enhance the unique character of the Mission's distinct commercial areas; promote
alternative means of transportation to reduce traffic and auto use; improve and develop additional
community facilities and open space; and minimize displacement. Development of the proposed project
would result in the net loss of approximately 11,664 square feet of PDR building space and this would
contribute considerably to the significant cumulative land use impact related to loss of PDR uses that was
identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR. The project site was rezoned through the Eastern
Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans to the NCT District, which has a mixed pattern of larger and
smaller lots and businesses, as well as a sizable number of upper-story residential units and zoning
controls designed to permit moderate-scale buildings and uses, protecting rear yards above the ground
story and at residential levels. Thus, the loss of PDR use at the site was envisioned at the time that the
Board of Supervisors adopted the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans, and the land use
impacts resulting from this rezoning were disclosed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR. The proposed
project is consistent with the land uses envisioned for the site under the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.
The proposed loss of 11,664 square feet of existing PDR uses represents a considerable contribution to the
cumulative loss of PDR space analyzed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR, but would not result in
6

Page numbers to the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR reference page numbers in the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area
Plans Final EIR. The PEIR is available for review at http:Uwww.sf-planning.org/index.aspx?page=1893, accessed on May 25,
2016, or at 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA, as part of Case No. 2004.0160£.
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significant impacts that were previously not identified or a more severe adverse impact than analyzed in
the PEIR.
The proposed project's bulk and density are consistent with that permitted under the NCT District in
combination with the density bonus requested by the sponsor under the City's 100 Percent Affordable
Housing Bonus (Planning Code 328).
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR determined that implementation of the Area Plans would not create
any new physical barriers in the Eastern Neighborhoods because the rezoning and Area Plans do not
provide for any new major roadways, such as freeways that would disrupt or divide the plan area or
individual neighborhoods. The proposed project would be developed within existing lot boundaries and
would therefore not divide an established community.
Plans, policies, and regulations adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect
are those that directly address environmental issues and/or contain targets or standards that must be met
in order to maintain or improve characteristics of the City's physical environment. Examples of such
plans, policies, or regulations include the Bay Area Air Quality Management District's Bay Area Air
Quality Management District (BAAQMD) 2010 Clean Air Plan and the San Francisco Regional Water
Quality Control Board's San Francisco Basin Plan. The proposed project would not obviously or
substantially conflict with any plan, policy, or regulation adopted for the purpose of avoiding or
mitigating an environmental effect.
Implementation of the proposed project would not result in significant impacts that were not identified in
the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR related to land use and land use planning. The Eastern Neighborhoods
PEIR found no feasible project-level mitigation measures to address significant impacts associated with
the loss of PDR. The measures identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods EIR are not applicable to the
proposed project, as they are plan-level mitigations to be implemented by City and County agencies.
For these reasons, the proposed project would not result in significant impacts on land use and land use
planning that were not identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.

Not Analyzed in the Prior EIR
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D
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Not Analyzed in the Prior EIR

Topics:
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D

D

D

D

Displace substantial numbers of people,
necessitating
the
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of
replacement housing elsewhere?

The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR analyzes effects on population and housing under Chapter IV.D, on
pages 175-252; Chapter V, on pages 523-525; Chapter VIII on pages C&R-16 to C&R-19 and C&R-70 to
C&R-84; and Chapter IX, Appendix A on page 25.
The proposed building would contain up to 93 affordable residential units for seniors and one manager
unit. Implementation of the proposed project would result in approximately 150 to 170 residents and six
on-site staff on the project site. The non-residential components of the project (i.e., six staff members to
support the residential building and the community room) are not anticipated to create a substantial
demand for increased housing as these uses would not be sufficient in size and scale to generate such
demand. Moreover, the proposed project would not displace any housing, as none currently exists on the
project site. The increase in population facilitated by the project would be within the scope of the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR analysis and would not be considered substantial. For the above reasons, the
proposed project would not result in significant impacts that were not identified in the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR related to population and housing. As stated in the "Changes in the Physical
Environment" section above, these direct effects of the proposed project on population and housing are
within the scope of the population growth evaluated in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.
For the above reasons, the proposed project would not result in significant impacts on population and
housing that were not identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.
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Not Analyzed in the Prior EIR

Topics:
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geologic feature?
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The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR analyzes effects on cultural resources under Chapter IV.Lon pages 419440; Chapter IV.K, on pages 441-474; Chapter V, on pages 512-522; Chapter VI on page 529; Chapter VIII
on pages C&R-27 to C&R-29, C&R-120 to C&R-129, and C&R-139 to C&R-143; and Chapter IX, Appendix
A on page 68.
Historic Architectural Resources
Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Sections 15064.5(a)(l) and 15064.5(a)(2), historical resources are buildings
or structures that are listed, or are eligible for listing, in the California Register of Historical Resources or
are identified in a local register of historical resources, such as Articles 10 and 11 of the San Francisco
Planning Code. The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR determined that future development facilitated
through the changes in use districts and height limits under the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans could
have substantial adverse changes on the significance of both individual historic resources and on historic
districts within the plan areas. The PEIR determined that approximately 32 percent of the known or
potential historic resources in the plan areas could potentially be affected under the preferred alternative.
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR found this impact to be significant and unavoidable. This impact was
addressed in a Statement of Overriding Considerations with findings and adopted as part of the Eastern
Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans approval on January 19, 2009.
The project site, which is an existing one-story industrial building, is not considered a historic resource.7
The project site is located within the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District (LCD), which was established by
Board of Supervisors Resolution, File No. 140421 in May 2014. The purpose of the Calle 24 LCD is to
recognize, promote, and preserve cultural assets of the LCD. However, the Calle 24 LCD is not a historic
district and, as such, is not a historic resource as defined by CEQA. Unlike historic districts that are
locally designated or listed on the national or state registers, the LCD was not established through a
formal survey by a consultant or Planning Department staff member meeting the Secretary of the
Interior's Professional Standards. Furthermore, the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District Report on the
Community Planning Process Report does not include a statement of significance addressing eligibility
for listing on either the California or National registers, nor was the LCD adopted as a historic district by
the Historic Preservation Commission. While there may be properties within the LCD that may qualify as

7

San Francisco Planning Department. Eastern Neighborhoods Mission Area Plan South Mission Historic Resources Survey. Updated
November 9, 2010. Available at http://sf-planning.org/south-mission-historic-resource-survey-map
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historic resources, either individually or as part of smaller potential historic districts, under CEQA the
Calle 24 LCD is not a historic district under CEQA.
In addition, the project site is not located within a historic district or adjacent to a potential historic
resource. Therefore, the proposed project would not contribute to the significant historic resource impact
identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR, and no historic resource mitigation measures would apply
to the proposed project.
For these reasons, the proposed project would not result in significant impacts on historic architectural
resources that were not identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.
Archeological Resources
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR determined that implementation of the Area Plans could result in
significant impacts on archeological resources and identified three mitigation measures that would
reduce these potential impacts to a less than significant level. Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR Mitigation
Measure J-1 applies to properties for which a final archeological research design and treatment plan is on
file at the Northwest Information Center and the Planning Department. Mitigation Measure J-2 applies to
properties for which no archeological assessment report has been prepared or for which the archeological
documentation is incomplete or inadequate to serve as an evaluation of potential effects on archeological
resources under CEQA. Mitigation Measure J-3, which applies to properties in the Mission Dolores
Archeological District, requires that a specific archeological testing program be conducted by a qualified
archeological consultant with expertise in California prehistoric and urban historical archeology.
The proposed project at 1296 Shotwell Street would include deep soil treatment to preclude liquefaction
and lateral spreading, which would extend approximately 35 feet below ground surface. Foundation
work would involve either auger cast piles and compacted aggregate piers or cemented soils with piers
only for uplift resistance. Work may include drilled piers but would not involve impact pile driving
activities. Piers would be to depths of approximately 45 feet. The propose project would result in
approximately 1,900 cubic yards of soil excavation and removal. As such, the proposed project would be
subject to Mitigation Measure J-2 in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR (Project Mitigation Measure 1). In
accordance with Mitigation Measure J-2, a Preliminary Archaeological Review (PAR) was conducted by
Planning Department staff archeologists, which determined that the proposed project has the potential to
adversely affect CEQA-significant archeological resources. The PAR determined that the project sponsor
would be required to prepare an Archeological Testing Program to more definitively identify the
potential for California Register-eligible archeological resources to be present within the project site and
determine the appropriate action necessary to reduce the potential effect of the project on archeological
resources to a less-than-significant level. 8 The project sponsor has agreed to implement Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR Mitigation Measure J-2, as Project Mitigation Measure 1 (full text provided in the
"Mitigation Measures" section below and in the MMRP, which is attached herein as Attachment B).
For these reasons, the proposed project would not result in significant impacts on archeological resources
that were not identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.

8

San Francisco Planning Department, 2016. Randall Dean, Staff Archeologist. Archeological Review Log. October 27, 2016.
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Not Analyzed in the Prior EIR

Topics:

Analyzed in
the Prior EIR

No Impact

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

Less Than
Significant or
Less Than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Significant
Impact

4.

TRANSPORTATION AND
CIRCULATION-Would the
project:

a)

Conflict with
an
applicable plan,
ordinance
or
policy
establishing
measures of effectiveness for the
performance of the circulation system,
taking into account all modes of
transportation including mass transit and
travel
and
relevant
non-motorized
components of the circulation system,
including but not limited to intersections,
streets,
highways
and
freeways,
pedestrian and bicycle paths, and mass
transit?

D

D

D

D

b)

Conflict with an applicable congestion
management program, including but not
limited to level of service standards and
travel demand measures, or other
standards established by the county
congestion management agency for
designated roads or highways?

D

D

D

D

c)

Result in a change in air traffic patterns,
including either an increase in traffic
levels, obstructions to flight, or a change
in location, that results in substantial
safety risks?

D

D

D

D

d)

Substantially increase hazards due to a
design feature (e.g., sharp curves or
dangerous intersections) or incompatible
uses?

D

D

D

D

e)

Result in inadequate emergency access?

D

D

D

f)

Conflict with adopted policies, plans, or
programs regarding public transit, bicycle,
or pedestrian facilities, or otherwise
decrease the performance or safety of
such facilities?

D

D

D

The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR analyzes effects on transportation and circulation under Chapter IV.E,
on pages 253-302; Chapter V, on pages 502-506 and page 525; Chapter VI on pages 527-528; Chapter VIII
on pages C&R-23 to C&R-27, C&R-84 to C&R-96, and C&R-131 to C&R-134; and Chapter IX, Appendix A
onpage26.
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR anticipated that growth resulting from the zoning changes would not
result in significant impacts related to pedestrians, bicyclists, loading, emergency access, or construction.
However, the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR anticipated that growth resulting from the zoning changes
could result in significant impacts on transit ridership, and identified seven transportation mitigation
measures, which are described further below in the Transit subsection. Even with mitigation, however, it
i:~~:.~i:,~ DEPARTMENT
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was anticipated that the significant adverse cumulative impacts on transit lines could not be fully
mitigated. Thus, these impacts were found to be significant and unavoidable.
As discussed above under "SB 743," in response to state legislation that called for removing automobile
delay from CEQA analysis, the Planning Commission adopted resolution 19579 replacing automobile
delay with a VMT metric for analyzing transportation impacts of a project. Therefore, impacts and
mitigation measures from the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR associated with automobile delay are not
discussed in this initial study.
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR did not evaluate VMT or the potential for induced automobile travel.
The VMT Analysis and Induced Automobile Travel Analysis presented below evaluate the proposed
project's transportation effects using the VMT metric.
The project site is not located within an airport land use plan area, or in the vicinity of a private airstrip.
Therefore, the Infill Initial Study topic 4c is not applicable.
Vehicle Miles Traveled Analysis
Many factors affect travel behavior. These factors include density, diversity of land uses, design of the
transportation network, access to regional destinations, distance to high-quality transit, development
scale, demographics, and transportation demand management. Typically, low-density development at
great distance from other land uses, located in areas with poor access to non-private vehicular modes of
travel, generate more automobile travel compared to development located in urban areas, where a higher
density, mix of land uses, and travel options other than private vehicles are available.
Given these travel behavior factors, San Francisco has a lower VMT ratio than the nine-county San
Francisco Bay Area region. In addition, some areas of the City have lower VMT ratios than other areas of
the City. These areas of the City can be expressed geographically through transportation analysis zones
(TAZ). Transportation analysis zones are used in transportation planning models for transportation
analysis and other planning purposes. The zones vary in size from single city blocks in the downtown
core, multiple blocks in outer neighborhoods, to even larger zones in historically industrial areas like the
Hunters Point Shipyard.
The San Francisco County Transportation Authority (Transportation Authority) uses the San Francisco
Chained Activity Model Process (SF-CHAMP) to estimate VMT by private automobiles and taxis for
different land use types. Travel behavior in SF-CHAMP is calibrated based on observed behavior from
the California Household Travel Survey 2010-2012, Census data regarding automobile ownership rates
and county-to-county worker flows, and observed vehicle counts and transit boardings. SF-CHAMP uses
a synthetic population, which is a set of individual actors that represents the Bay Area's actual
population, who make simulated travel decisions for a complete day. The Transportation Authority uses
tour-based analysis for office and residential uses, which examines the entire chain of trips over the
course of a day, not just trips to and from the project. For retail uses, the Transportation Authority uses
trip-based analysis, which counts VMT from individual trips to and from the project (as opposed to entire
chain of trips). A trip-based approach, as opposed to a tour-based approach, is necessary for retail
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projects because a tour is likely to consist of trips stopping in multiple locations, and the summarizing of
tour VMT to each location would over-estimate VMT. 9•10
A project would have a significant effect on the environment if it would cause substantial additional
VMT. OPR's Proposed Transportation Impact Guidelines recommend screening criteria to identify types,
characteristics, or locations of projects that would not result in significant impacts to VMT. If a project
meets one of the three screening criteria provided (Map-Based Screening, Small Projects, and Proximity to
Transit Stations), then it is presumed that VMT impacts would be less than significant for the project and
a detailed VMT analysis is not required. Map-Based Screening is used to determine if a project site is
located within a TAZ that exhibits low levels of VMT; 11 Small Projects are projects that would generate
fewer than 100 vehicle trips per day; and the Proximity to Transit Stations criterion includes projects that
are within a half mile of an existing major transit stop, have a floor area ratio of greater than or equal to
0.75, vehicle parking that is less than or equal to that required or allowed by the Planning Code without
conditional use authorization, and are consistent with the applicable Sustainable Communities Strategy.
For residential development, the existing regional average daily VMT per capita is 17.2.12 Average daily
VMT for residential land uses is projected to decrease in future 2040 cumulative conditions. Refer to
Table 1: Daily Vehicle Miles Traveled, which includes the TAZ in which the project site is located, 133.
As shown in Table l, the proposed project's residential uses would be located in a TAZ where existing
VMT for residential uses are more than 15 percent below regional averages. 13 The existing average daily
household VMT per capita is 7.0 for TAZ 133, which is 59 percent below the existing regional average
daily VMT per capita of 17.2. Future 2040 average daily household VMT per capita is 6.2 for TAZ 133,
which is 61 percent below the future 2040 regional average daily VMT per capita of 16.1.

Land Use

Table 1: Daily Vehicle Miles Traveled
Existing
Cumulative 2040
Bay Area
Bay Area
Bay Area
Regional
Bay Area
Regional
Regional
Average
TAZ133
Regional
Average
TAZ133
Average
minus
Average
minus
15%
15%

Households
(Residential)

17.2

14.6

7.0

16.l

13.7

6.2

To state another way: a tour-based assessment of VMT at a retail site would consider the VMT for all trips in the tour, for any tour
with a stop at the retail site. If a single tour stops at two retail locations, for example, a coffee shop on the way to work and a
restaurant on the way back home, then both retail locations would be allotted the total tour VMT. A trip-based approach allows
us to apportion all retail-related VMT to retail sites without double-counting.
10 San Francisco Planning Department, Executive Summary: Resolution Modifying Transportation Impact Analysis, Appendix F,
Attachment A, March 3, 2016.
11 A project would cause substantial additional VMT if it exceeds both the existing City household VMT per capita minus 15 percent
and existing regional household VMT per capita minus 15 percent. In San Francisco, the City's average VMT per capita is lower
(8.4) than the regional average (17.2). Therefore, the City average is irrelevant for the purposes of the analysis.
12 Includes the VMT generated by the households in the development.
13 San Francisco Planning Department, Eligibility Checklist: CEQA Section 21099 - Modernization of Transportation Analysis for 1296
9

Shotwell Street, September 2, 2016.
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Given the project site is located in an area where existing VMT is more than 15 percent below the existing
regional average, the proposed project's residential use would not result in substantial additional VMT,
and the proposed project would not result in a significant impact related to VMT. Furthermore, the
project site meets the Proximity to Transit Stations screening criteria, which also indicates that the
proposed project's residential, office and retail uses would not cause substantial additional VMT. 14
Induced Automobile Travel Analysis
A project would have a significant effect on the environment if it would substantially induce additional
automobile travel by increasing physical roadway capacity in congested areas (i.e., by adding new rnixedflow lanes) or by adding new roadways to the network. OPR's Proposed Transportation Impact
Guidelines includes a list of transportation project types that would not likely lead to a substantial or
measureable increase in VMT. If a project fits within the general types of projects (including combinations
of types), then it is presumed that VMT impacts would be less than significant and a detailed VMT
analysis is not required.
The proposed project is not a transportation project. However, the proposed project would include
features that would alter the transportation network. The proposed project would install a 55-foot-long
dropoff/loading zone on Shotwell Street. The existing two-foot-deep "concrete ramp" along the length of
the project site on Shotwell Street would be removed, the 15 foot concrete sidewalk would remain, and a
six inch curb would be added. The sidewalk in the area of the dropoff/loading zone would be 10.5 feet
wide. Additionally the proposed project would add two new Class II bicycle parking spots on Shotwell
Street. These features fit within the general types of projects that would not substantially induce
automobile travel, and the impacts would be less than significant.15
Trip Generation
The proposed building would contain up to 93 affordable residential units and one manager unit. No offstreet vehicular parking is proposed. The proposed project would include 26 Class I bicycle spaces at the
ground-floor level in the lobby and in the secured entry courtyard.
Localized trip generation of the proposed project was calculated using a trip-based analysis and
information in the 2002 Transportation Impact Analysis Guidelines for Environmental Review (SF Guidelines)
developed by the San Francisco Planning Department. 16 The proposed project would generate an
estimated 715 person trips (inbound and outbound) on a weekday daily basis, consisting of 236 person
trips by auto (219 vehicle trips accounting for vehicle occupancy data for this Census Tract), 283 transit
trips, 55 walk trips, and 141 trips by other modes. During the p.m. peak hour, the proposed project would
generate an estimated 124 person trips, consisting of 41 person trips by auto (38 vehicle trips accounting
for vehicle occupancy data), 49 transit trips, 9 walk trips, and 24 trips by other modes.
Transit
Mitigation Measures E-5 through E-11 in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR were adopted as part of the
Plan with uncertain feasibility to address significant transit impacts. These measures are not applicable to
Ibid.
Ibid.
16 San Francisco Planning Department, Transportation Calculations for 1296 Shotwell Street, September 7, 2016.
14

15
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the proposed project, as they are plan-level mitigations to be implemented by City and County agencies.
In compliance with a portion of Mitigation Measure E-5: Enhanced Transit Funding, the City adopted
impact fees for development in Eastern Neighborhoods that goes towards funding transit and complete
streets. In addition, San Francisco Board of Supervisors approved amendments to the San Francisco
Planning Code, referred to as the Transportation Sustainability Fee (Ordinance 200-154, effective
December 25, 2015). 17 The fee updated, expanded, and replaced the prior Transit Impact Development
Fee, which is in compliance with portions of Mitigation Measure E-5: Enhanced Transit Funding. The
proposed project would be subject to the fee. The City is also currently conducting outreach regarding
Mitigation Measures E-5: Enhanced Transit Funding and Mitigation Measure E-11: Transportation
Demand Management. Both the Transportation Sustainability Fee and the transportation demand
management efforts are part of the Transportation Sustainability Program. 18 In compliance with all or
portions of Mitigation Measure E-6: Transit Corridor Improvements, Mitigation Measure E-7: Transit
Accessibility, Mitigation Measure E-9: Rider Improvements, and Mitigation Measure E-10: Transit
Enhancement, the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Authority (SFMTA) is implementing the
Transit Effectiveness Project (TEP), which was approved by the SFMTA Board of Directors in March 2014.
The TEP (now called Muni Forward) includes system-wide review, evaluation, and recommendations to
improve service and increase transportation efficiency. Examples of transit priority and pedestrian safety
improvements within the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan area as part of Muni Forward include the 14
Mission Rapid Transit Project. In addition, Muni Forward includes service improvements to various
routes within the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan area.
Mitigation Measure E-7 also identifies implementing recommendations of the Bicycle Plan and Better
Streets Plan. As part of the San Francisco Bicycle Plan, adopted in 2009, a series of minor, near-term, and
long-term bicycle facility improvements are planned within the Eastern Neighborhoods, including along
2nd Street, 5th Street, 17th Street, Townsend Street, Illinois Street, and Cesar Chavez Boulevard. The San
Francisco Better Streets Plan, adopted in 2010, describes a vision for the future of San Francisco's
pedestrian realm and calls for streets that work for all users. The Better Streets Plan requirements were
codified in Section 138.l of the Planning Code and new projects constructed in the Eastern
Neighborhoods Plan area are subject to varying requirements, dependent on project size. Another effort
which addresses transit accessibility, Vision Zero, was adopted by various City agencies in 2014. Vision
Zero focuses on building better and safer streets through education, evaluation, enforcement, and
engineering. The goal is to eliminate all traffic fatalities by 2024. Vision Zero projects within the Eastern
Neighborhoods Plan area include pedestrian intersection treatments along Mission Street from 18th to 23rd
streets, the Potrero A venue Streetscape Project from Division to Cesar Chavez streets, and the Howard
Street Pilot Project, which includes pedestrian intersection treatments from Fourth to Sixth streets.
The project site is located within a quarter mile of several local transit lines including Muni lines 12, 14,
14R, 27, 36, 49, and 67. In addition, the 24th Street-Mission BART station, a major regional transit station, is
five blocks northwest of the project site. The proposed project would be expected to generate 715 daily
transit trips, including 124 during the p.m. peak hour. Given the wide availability of nearby transit, the
addition of 124 p.m. peak hour transit trips would be accommodated by existing capacity. As such, the

Two additional files were created at the Board of Supervisors for Transportation Sustainability Fee regarding hospitals and health
services, grandfathering, and additional fees for larger projects: see Board file nos. 151121 and 151257.
1s http:Utsp.sfplanning.org
17
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proposed project would not result in unacceptable levels of transit service or cause a substantial increase
in delays or operating costs such that significant adverse impacts in transit service could result.
Each of the rezoning options in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR identified significant and unavoidable
cumulative impacts relating to increases in transit ridership on Muni lines, with the Preferred Project
having significant impacts on seven lines. Of those lines, the project site is located within a quarter-mile
of Muni lines 27 and 49. The proposed project would not contribute considerably to these conditions as its
minor contribution of 124 p.m. peak hour transit trips would not be a substantial proportion of the overall
additional transit volume generated by Eastern Neighborhood projects. The proposed project would also
not contribute considerably to 2025 cumulative transit conditions and thus would not result in any
significant cumulative transit impacts.

Pedestrians
Trips generated by the proposed project would include walk trips to and from the proposed residential
use, plus walk trips to and from transit stops. The proposed project would add up to 179 pedestrian trips
to the surrounding streets during the weekday p.m. peak hour (this includes 124 transit trips and 55 walk
trips). The new pedestrian trips could be accommodated on sidewalks and crosswalks adjacent to the
project site and would not substantially overcrowd the sidewalks along Shotwell Street. 19
Implementation of the proposed project would improve pedestrian circulation at the project site by
removing the concrete "ramp" on Shotwell Street and by providing no off-street vehicle parking spaces.
The project-generated 117 pedestrian trips during the weekday p.m. peak hour would be dispersed
throughout the project vicinity and would not substantially affect pedestrian conditions.

Bicycles
The following bicycle facilities are located near the project site: Cesar Chavez Street has east-west bike
lanes and Harrison Street has a north-south bike route and lane. The proposed project would include 26
Class I bicycle spaces at the ground-floor level and two Class II bicycle spaces on Shotwell Street. As
previously discussed, the proposed project would remove the existing "concrete ramp" on Shotwell
Street and would not provide off-street vehicle parking spaces. Implementation of the proposed project
would not substantially affect bicycle travel in the area.
Loading
The proposed project would install a 55-foot-long dropoff/loading zone on Shotwell Street. The proposed
loading demand would be accommodated within the proposed loading zone and the proposed project
would not create potentially hazardous traffic conditions involving traffic, transit, bicycles, or
pedestrians.

Conclusion
For the above reasons, the proposed project would not result in significant impacts that were not
identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR related to transportation and circulation and would not
contribute considerably to cumulative transportation and circulation impacts that were identified in the
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.

19

The Shotwell Street sidewalk in front of the project site is 15 feet wide.
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Not Analyzed in the Prior EIR

Topics:

Analyzed in
the Prior EIR

No Impact

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

Less Than
Significant or
Less Than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Significant
Impact

5.

NOISE-Would the project:

a)

Result in exposure of persons to or
generation of noise levels in excess of
standards established in the local general
plan or noise ordinance, or applicable
standards of other agencies?

D

D

D

D

b)

Result in exposure of persons to or
generation of excessive groundborne
vibration or groundborne noise levels?

D

D

D

D

c)

Result in a substantial permanent
increase in ambient noise levels in the
project vicinity above levels existing
without the project?

D

D

D

D

d)

Result in a substantial temporary or
periodic increase in ambient noise levels
in the project vicinity above levels existing
without the project?

D

D

D

D

e)

For a project located within an airport
land use plan area, or, where such a plan
has not been adopted, in an area within
two miles of a public airport or public use
airport, would the project expose people
residing or working in the area to
excessive noise levels?

D

D

D

D

f)

For a project located in the vicinity of a
private airstrip, would the project expose
people residing or working in the project
area to excessive noise levels?

D

D

D

D

g)

Be substantially affected by existing noise
levels?

D

D

D

D

The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR analyzes effects related to noise under Chapter IV.F, on pages 303-322;
Chapter V, on pages 507-509 and page 525-525a; Chapter VIII on pages C&R-96 to C&R-100 and C&R-134
to C&R-136; and Chapter IX, Appendix A on pages 26-29.
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR determined that implementation of the Eastern Neighborhoods Area
Plans and Rezoning would result in significant noise impacts during construction activities and due to
conflicts between noise-sensitive uses in proximity to noisy uses such as PDR, retail, entertainment,
cultural/institutional/educational uses, and office uses. The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR also determined
that incremental increases in traffic-related noise attributable to implementation of the Eastern
Neighborhoods Area Plans and Rezoning would be less than significant. The Eastern Neighborhoods
PEIR identified six noise mitigation measures, three of which may be applicable to subsequent
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development projects. 20 These mitigation measures would reduce noise impacts from construction and
noisy land uses to less-than-significant levels.
Construction Noise

Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR Mitigation Measures F-1 and F-2 relate to construction noise. Mitigation
Measure F-1 addresses individual projects that include pile-driving, and Mitigation Measure F-2
addresses individual projects that include particularly noisy construction procedures (including piledriving). Construction of the proposed project would include soil treatment and involve either auger cast
piles and compacted aggregate piers or cemented soils with piers only for uplift resistance. Work may
include drilled piers but would not involve impact pile driving activities, and therefore Mitigation
Measure F-1 is not applicable. Since construction of the proposed project would require heavy
construction equipment, Mitigation Measure F-2 is applicable. Mitigation Measure F-2 would require the
project sponsor to develop and implement a set of noise attenuation measures during construction. The
project sponsor has agreed to implement Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR Mitigation Measure F-2 as Project
Mitigation Measure 2 (full text provided in the "Mitigation Measures" section below and in the MMRP,
which is attached herein as Attachment B).
In addition, all construction activities for the proposed project (approximately 18 months) would be
subject to and required to comply with the San Francisco Noise Ordinance (Article 29 of the San Francisco
Police Code) (Noise Ordinance). Construction noise is regulated by the Noise Ordinance. The Noise
Ordinance requires construction work to be conducted in the following manner: (1) noise levels of
construction equipment, other than impact tools, must not exceed 80 dBA at a distance of 100 feet from
the source (the equipment generating the noise); (2) impact tools must have intake and exhaust mufflers
that are approved by the Director of Public Works (PW) or the Director of the Department of Building
Inspection (DBI) to best accomplish maximum noise reduction; and (3) if noise from the construction
work would exceed the ambient noise levels at the site property line by five dBA, the work must not be
conducted between 8:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. unless the Director of PW authorizes a special permit for
conducting the work during that period.

DBI is responsible for enforcing the Noise Ordinance for private construction projects during normal
business hours (8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.). The Police Department is responsible for enforcing the Noise
Ordinance during all other hours. Nonetheless, during the construction period for the proposed project of
approximately 18 months, occupants of the nearby properties could be disturbed by construction noise.
Times may occur when noise could interfere with indoor activities in residences and other businesses
near the project site. The increase in noise in the project area during project construction would not be
considered a significant impact of the proposed project, because the construction noise would be
20

Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR Mitigation Measures F-3, F-4, and F-6 address the siting of sensitive land uses in noisy
environments. In a decision issued on December 17, 2015, the California Supreme Court held that CEQA does not generally
require an agency to consider the effects of existing environmental conditions on a proposed project's future users or residents
except where a project or its residents may exacerbate existing environmental hazards (California Building Industn; Association v.
Bay Area Air Quality Management District, December 17, 2015, Case No. 5213478. Available at:
http://www.courts.ca.gov/opinions/documents/S213478.PDF). As noted above, the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR determined that
incremental increases in traffic-related noise attributable to implementation of the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans and
Rezoning would be less than significant, and thus would not exacerbate the existing noise environment. Therefore, Eastern
Neighborhoods Mitigation Measures F-3, F-4, and F-6 are not applicable. Nonetheless, for all noise sensitive uses, the general
requirements for adequate interior noise levels of Mitigation Measures F-3 and F-4 are met by compliance with the acoustical
standards required under the California Building Standards Code (California Code of Regulations Title 24).
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temporary, intermittent, and restricted in occurrence and level, as the contractor would be required to
comply with the Noise Ordinance and Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR Mitigation Measure F-2, which
would reduce construction noise impacts to a less-than-significant level.
Operational Noise
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR Mitigation Measure F-5 addresses impacts related to individual projects
that include uses that would be expected to generate noise levels in excess of ambient noise in the project
vicinity. The proposed building would contain up to 94 residential units. The proposed uses would not
substantially increase the ambient noise environment. Therefore, Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR
Mitigation Measure F-5 is not applicable.

The proposed project would be subject to the following interior noise standards, which are described for
informational purposes. The California Building Standards Code (Title 24) establishes uniform noise
insulation standards. The Title 24 acoustical requirement for residential structures is incorporated into
Section 1207 of the San Francisco Building Code and requires that new residential structures be designed
to prevent the intrusion of exterior noise so that the noise level with windows closed, attributable to
exterior sources, shall not exceed 45 dBA in any habitable room. In compliance with Title 24, DBI would
review the final building plans to ensure that the building wall, floor/ceiling, and window assemblies
meet Title 24 acoustical requirements. If determined necessary by DBI, a detailed acoustical analysis of
the exterior wall and window assemblies may be required.
The project site is not located within an airport land use plan area, within two miles of a public airport, or
in the vicinity of a private airstrip. Therefore, Infill Project Initial Study topics 12e and f from the CEQA
Guidelines are not applicable.
For the above reasons, the proposed project would not result in significant noise impacts that were not
identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.

Not Analyzed in the Prior EIR

Topics:

Analyzed in
the Prior EIR

No Impact

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

Less Than
Significant or
Less Than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Significant
Impact

6.

AIR QUALITY-Would the
project:

a)

Conflict with or obstruct implementation of
the applicable air quality plan?

D

D

D

D

b)

Violate any air quality standard or
contribute substantially to an existing or
projected air quality violation?

D

D

D

D

c)

Result in a cumulatively considerable net
increase of any criteria pollutant for which
the project region is non-attainment under
an applicable federal, state, or regional
ambient air quality standard (including
releasing
em1ss1ons
which
exceed
thresholds
for
ozone
quantitative
precursors)?

D

D

D

D
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Nat Analyzed in the Prior EIR

Topics:

Analyzed in
the Prior EIR

Na Impact

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

Less Than
Significant or
Less Than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Significant
Impact

d)

Expose sensitive receptors to substantial
pollutant concentrations?

D

D

D

D

e)

Create objectionable odors affecting a
substantial number of people?

D

D

D

D

The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR analyzes effects on air quality under Chapter IV.G, on pages 323-362;
Chapter V, on pages 509-512; Chapter VIII on pages C&R-100 to C&R-107 and C&R-137 to C&R-138; and
Chapter IX, Appendix A on pages 29-31.
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR identified potentially significant air quality impacts resulting from
construction activities and impacts to sensitive land uses 21 as a result of exposure to elevated levels of
diesel particulate matter (DPM) and other toxic air contaminants (TAC). The Eastern Neighborhoods
PEIR identified four mitigation measures that would reduce these air quality impacts to less-thansignificant levels and stated that with implementation of identified mitigation measures, the Area Plan
would be consistent with the Bay Area 2005 Ozone Strategy, the applicable air quality plan at that time.
All other air quality impacts were found to be less than significant.
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR Mitigation Measure G-1 addresses air quality impacts during construction,
and PEIR Mitigation Measures G-3 and G-4 address proposed uses that would emit DPM and other
TACs. 22
Construction Dust Control

Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR Mitigation Measure G-1 Construction Air Quality requires individual
projects involving construction activities to include dust control measures and to maintain and operate
construction equipment so as to minimize exhaust emissions of particulates and other pollutants. The San
Francisco Board of Supervisors subsequently approved a series of amendments to the San Francisco
Building and Health Codes, generally referred to as the Construction Dust Control Ordinance (Ordinance
176-08, effective July 30, 2008). The intent of the Construction Dust Control Ordinance is to reduce the
quantity of fugitive dust generated during site preparation, demolition, and construction work in order to
protect the health of the general public and of on-site workers, minimize public nuisance complaints, and
to avoid orders to stop work by DBI. Project-related construction activities would result in construction
dust, primarily from ground-disturbing activities.
For projects over one half-acre, such as the proposed project, the Dust Control Ordinance requires that
the project sponsor submit a Dust Control Plan for approval by the San Francisco Department of Public
The Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD) considers sensitive receptors as: children, adults, or seniors
occupying or residing in: 1) residential dwellings, including apartments, houses, condominiums, 2) schools, colleges, and
universities, 3) daycares, 4) hospitals, and 5) senior care facilities. BAAQMD, Recommended Methods for Screening and
Modeling Local Risks and Hazards, May 2011, page 12.
22 The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR also includes Mitigation Measure G-2, which has been superseded by Health Code Article 38, as
discussed below, and is no longer applicable.
21
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Health. DBI will not issue a building permit without written notification from the Director of Public
Health that the applicant has a site-specific Dust Control Plan, unless the Director waives the
requirement. The site-specific Dust Control Plan would require the project sponsor to implement
additional dust control measures such as installation of dust curtains and windbreaks and to provide
independent third-party inspections and monitoring, provide a public complaint hotline, and suspend
construction during high wind conditions.
The regulations and procedures set forth by the San Francisco Dust Control Ordinance would ensure that
construction dust impacts would not be significant. These requirements supersede the dust control
provisions of PEIR Mitigation Measure G-1. Therefore, the portion of PEIR Mitigation Measure G-1
Construction Air Quality that addresses dust control is no longer applicable to the proposed project.
Criteria Air Pollutants
While the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR determined that at a program-level the Eastern Neighborhoods
Rezoning and Area Plans would not result in significant regional air quality impacts, the PEIR states that
"Individual development projects undertaken in the future pursuant to the new zoning and Area Plans
would be subject to a significance determination based on the BAAQMD's quantitative thresholds for
individual projects." 23 The BAAQMD's CEQA Air Quality Guidelines (Air Quality Guidelines) provide
screening criteria24 for determining whether a project's criteria air pollutant emissions would violate an
air quality standard, contribute to an existing or projected air quality violation, or result in a cumulatively
considerable net increase in criteria air pollutants. Pursuant to the Air Quality Guidelines, projects that
meet the screening criteria do not have a significant impact related to criteria air pollutants. Criteria air
pollutant emissions during construction and operation of the proposed project would meet the Air
Quality Guidelines screening criteria. The proposed affordable housing development involves the
construction of up to 94 dwelling units, which would meet the Air Quality Guidelines criteria air
pollutant screening levels for operation and construction. 25 The proposed use would the criteria air
pollutant screening levels. Therefore, the project would not have a significant impact related to criteria air
pollutants, and a detailed air quality assessment is not required.
Health Risks
Since certification of the PEIR, San Francisco Board of Supervisors approved a series of amendments to
the San Francisco Building and Health Codes, generally referred to as the Enhanced Ventilation Required
for Urban Infill Sensitive Use Developments or Health Code, Article 38 (Ordinance 224-14, amended
December 8, 2014)(Article 38). The purpose of Article 38 is to protect the public health and welfare by
establishing an Air Pollutant Exposure Zone and imposing an enhanced ventilation requirement for all
urban infill sensitive use development within the Air Pollutant Exposure Zone. The Air Pollutant
Exposure Zone as defined in Article 38 are areas that, based on modeling of all known air pollutant
sources, exceed health protective standards for cumulative PMz.s concentration, cumulative excess cancer
San Francisco Planning Department, Eastern Neighborhood's Rezoning and Area Plans Final Environmental Impact Report. See
page 346. Available online at: http:Uwww.sf-plannini;;.orl?)Modules/ShowDocument.aspx?documentid=4003. Accessed June 4,
2014.
24 Bay Area Air Quality Management District, CEQA Air Quality Guidelines, updated May 2011. See pp. 3-2 to 3-3.
25 Bay Area Air Quality Management District, CEQA Air Quality Guidelines, Updated May 2011. Table 3-1. Criteria air pollutant
screening sizes for an Apartment, Mid-Rise Building is 494 dwelling units for operational and 240 dwelling units for
construction.
23
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risk, and incorporates health vulnerability factors and proximity to freeways. Projects within the Air
Pollutant Exposure Zone require special consideration to determine whether the project's activities would
expose sensitive receptors to substantial air pollutant concentrations or add emissions to areas already
adversely affected by poor air quality.
Construction
The project site is not located within an identified Air Pollutant Exposure Zone. Therefore, the ambient
health risk to sensitive receptors from air pollutants is not considered substantial and the remainder of
Mitigation Measure G-1 that requires the minimization of construction exhaust emissions is not
applicable to the proposed project.
Siting New Sources
The proposed project would not be expected to generate 100 trucks per day or 40 refrigerated trucks per
day. Therefore, Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR Mitigation Measure G-3, siting of uses that emit DPM, is not
applicable. In addition, the proposed project would not include a backup diesel generator, or other
sources that would emit DPM, or TACs. Therefore, Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR Mitigation Measure
G-4, siting of uses that emit TACs, is not applicable.
Conclusion
For the above reasons, the proposed project would not result in significant air quality impacts that were
not identified in the PEIR. None of the air quality mitigation measures identified in the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR are applicable to the proposed project.
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GREENHOUSE GAS
EMISSIONS-Would the
project:

a)

Generate greenhouse gas emissions,
either directly or indirectly, that may have
a significant impact on the environment?

D

D

D

D

b)

Conflict with any applicable plan, policy,
or regulation of an agency adopted for the
purpose of reducing the emissions of
greenhouse gases?

D

D

D

D

The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR analyzes effects related to greenhouse gas emissions under Chapter
IV.G, on pages 323-362; and Chapter VIII on pages C&R-105 to C&R-106.
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR assessed the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions that could result from
rezoning of the Mission Area Plan under the three rezoning options. The Eastern Neighborhoods
Rezoning Options A, B, and Care anticipated to result in GHG emissions on the order of 4.2, 4.3, and 4.5
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metric tons of C02E26 per service population, 27 respectively. The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR concluded
that the resulting GHG emissions from the three options analyzed in the Eastern Neighborhoods Area
Plans would be less than significant. No mitigation measures were identified in the PEIR.
The BAAQMD has prepared guidelines and methodologies for analyzing GHGs. These guidelines are
consistent with CEQA Guidelines Sections 15064.4 and 15183.5 which address the analysis and
determination of significant impacts from a proposed project's GHG emissions and allow for projects that
are consistent with an adopted GHG reduction strategy to conclude that the project's GHG impact is less
than significant. San Francisco's Strategies to Address Greenhouse Gas Emissions 28 presents a comprehensive
assessment of policies, programs, and ordinances that collectively represent San Francisco's GHG
reduction strategy in compliance with the BAAQMD and CEQA guidelines. These GHG reduction
actions have resulted in a 23.3 percent reduction in GHG emissions in 2012 compared to 1990 levels, 29
exceeding the year 2020 reduction goals outlined in the BAAQMD's 2010 Clean Air Plan, 30 Executive
Order S-3-05,31 and Assembly Bill 32 (also known as the Global Warming Solutions Act).32,33 In addition,
San Francisco's GHG reduction goals are consistent with, or more aggressive than, the long-term goals
established under Executive Orders S-3-0534 and B-30-15. 35·36 Therefore, projects that are consistent with
San Francisco's GHG Reduction Strategy would not result in GHG emissions that would have a
significant effect on the environment and would not conflict with state, regional, and local GHG
reduction plans and regulations.
The proposed project would increase the intensity of use of the project site by removing a one-story PDR
use with a building that contains up to 94 residential units. Therefore, the proposed project would
26 C02E, defined as equivalent Carbon Dioxide, is a quantity that describes other greenhouse gases in terms of the amount of Carbon
Dioxide that would have an equal global warming potential.
27 Memorandum from Jessica Range to Environmental Planning staff, Greenhouse Gas Analyses for Community Plan Exemptions in
Eastern Neighborhoods, April 20, 2010. This memorandum provides an overview of the CHG analysis conducted for the
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR and provides an analysis of the emissions using a service population (equivalent of total number
of residents and employees) metric.
28 San Francisco Planning Department, Strategies to Address Greenhouse Gas Emissions in San Francisco, November 2010. Available at
http:Usfrnea.sfplanning.org/GHG Reduction Strategy.pdf, accessed March 3, 2016.
29 ICF International, Technical Review of the 2012 Community-wide Inventory for the City and County of San Francisco, January 21,
2015.
30 Bay Area Air Quality Management District, Clean Air Plan, September 2010. Available at http:llwww.baaqmd.gov!plans-andclimate/air-qualiht-planslcurrent-plans, accessed March 3, 2016.
' 1 Office of the Governor, Executive Order S-3-05, June 1, 2005. Available at https:Uwww.gov.ca.gov/news.php?id=186L accessed
March 3, 2016.
32 California Legislative Information, Assembly Bill 32, September 27, 2006. Available at http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/pub/0506/bill/asm/ab 0001-0050/ab 32 bill 20060927 chaptered.pd£. accessed March 3, 2016.
33 Executive Order S-3-05, Assembly Bill 32, and the Bay Area 2010 Clean Air Plan set a target of reducing CHG emissions to below
1990 levels by year 2020.
34 Executive Order S-3-05 sets forth a series of target dates by which statewide emissions of CHGs need to be progressively reduced,
as follows: by 2010, reduce CHG emissions to 2000 levels (approximately 457 million MTC02E); by 2020, reduce emissions to
1990 levels (approximately 427 million MTC02E); and by 2050 reduce emissions to 80 percent below 1990 levels (approximately
85 million MTC02E).
35 Office of the Governor, Executive Order B-30-15, April 29, 2015. Available at https:Uwww.gov.ca.gov/news.php?id=18938, accessed
March 3, 2016. Executive Order B-30-15 sets a state CHG emissions reduction goal of 40 percent below 1990 levels by the year
2030.
36 San Francisco's CHG reduction goals are codified in Section 902 of the Environment Code and include: (i) by 2008, determine City
CHG emissions for year 1990; (ii) by 2017, reduce GHG emissions by 25 percent below 1990 levels; (iii) by 2025, reduce CHG
emissions by 40 percent below 1990 levels; and by 2050, reduce CHG emissions by 80 percent below 1990 levels.
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contribute to annual long-term increases in GHGs as a result of increased vehicle trips (mobile sources),
and residential operations that result in an increase in energy use, water use, wastewater treatment, and
solid waste disposal. Construction activities would also result in temporary increases in GHG emissions.
The proposed project would be subject to regulations adopted to reduce GHG emissions as identified in
the GHG reduction strategy. As discussed below, compliance with the applicable regulations would
reduce the project's GHG emissions related to transportation, energy use, waste disposal, wood burning,
and use of refrigerants.
Compliance with the City's Commuter Benefits Program, transportation management programs, and
bicycle parking requirements would reduce the proposed project's transportation-related emissions.
Additionally, the proposed project does not provide any off-street vehicle parking. These regulations and
project components reduce GHG emissions from single-occupancy vehicles by promoting the use of
alternative transportation modes with zero or lower GHG emissions on a per capita basis.
The proposed project would be required to comply with the energy efficiency requirements of the City's
Green Building Code, Stormwater Management Ordinance, and Water Conservation and Irrigation
ordinances, which would promote energy and water efficiency, thereby reducing the proposed project's
energy-related GHG emissions. 37 Additionally, the project would be required to meet the renewable
energy criteria of the Green Building Code, further reducing the project's energy-related GHG emissions.
The proposed project's waste-related emissions would be reduced through compliance with the City's
Recycling and Composting Ordinance, Construction and Demolition Debris Recovery Ordinance, and
Green Building Code requirements. These regulations reduce the amount of materials sent to a landfill,
reducing GHGs emitted by landfill operations. These regulations also promote reuse of materials,
conserving their embodied energy38 and reducing the energy required to produce new materials.
Compliance with the City's Street Tree Planting requirements would serve to increase carbon
sequestration. Other regulations, including the Wood Burning Fireplace Ordinance would reduce
emissions of GHGs and black carbon, respectively. Regulations requiring low-emitting finishes would
reduce volatile organic compounds (VOC). 39 Thus, the proposed project was determined to be consistent
with San Francisco's GHG reduction strategy.4o
Therefore, the proposed project's GHG emissions would not conflict with state, regional, and local GHG
reduction plans and regulations. Furthermore, the proposed project is within the scope of the
development evaluated in the PEIR and would not result in impacts associated with GHG emissions
beyond those disclosed in the PEIR. For the above reasons, the proposed project would not result in
significant GHG emissions that were not identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR and no mitigation
measures are necessary.

37

Compliance with water conservation measures reduce the energy (and GHG emissions) required to convey, pump and treat water
required for the project.
38 Embodied energy is the total energy required for the extraction, processing, manufacture and delivery of building materials to the
building site.
39 While not a GHG, VOCs are precursor pollutants that form ground level ozone. Increased ground level ozone is an anticipated
effect of future global warming that would result in added health effects locally. Reducing VOC emissions would reduce the
anticipated local effects of global warming.
40 San Francisco Planning Department, Greenhouse Gas Analysis: Compliance Checklist for 1296 Shotwell Street, August 11, 2016.
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8.

WIND AND SHADOW-Would
the project:

a)

Alter wind in a manner that substantially
affects public areas?

D

D

D

D

b)

Create new shadow in a manner that
substantially affects outdoor recreation
facilities or other public areas?

D

D

D

D

The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR analyzes effects on wind and shadow under Chapter IV.I, on pages
380-418; Chapter VI on pages 529-530; Chapter VIII on pages C&R-118 to C&R-119; and Chapter IX,
Appendix A on pages 31-32.
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR assessed the impacts from wind and shadow that could result from
rezoning of the Mission Area Plan under the three rezoning options.
The Initial Study to the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR found that wind impacts would not be significant
because the proposed rezoning and community plans would not allow for structures tall enough to create
significant impacts on ground-level winds and that the Planning Department would review specific
future projects such that, if deemed necessary, wind-tunnel testing would occur to ensure that projectlevel wind impacts are mitigated to a less-than-significant level. As such, the Initial Study to the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR found that wind impacts would not be significant and no further analysis in the EIR
necessary.
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR focused on the potential impact of new shadow on parks and open
spaces and found that six parks in the Mission subarea would have no increase in surrounding height
limits and that projects would not adversely affect those open spaces. The PEIR found six parks in the
Mission subarea would potentially be affected by the increase in height limits and those effects would be
significant and unavoidable. The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR also found that the extent and duration of
shadow on public sidewalks could increase along street corridors where the project includes an increase
in building height but that the new shadow would not be in excess of that which would be expected in a
highly urban area.

Wind
Wind impacts are generally caused by large building masses extending substantially above their
surroundings, and by buildings oriented such that a large wall catches a prevailing wind, particularly if
such a wall includes little or no articulation. In general, projects less than approximately 80 to 100 feet in
height are unlikely to result in substantial adverse effects on ground-level winds such that pedestrians
would be uncomfortable.
SAN FRANCISCO
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Based on the height and location of the proposed building, which would be approximately 84 feet tall (92
feet tall with elevator penthouse), the Planning Department requested a pedestrian wind assessment
("wind memo") be prepared by a qualified wind consultant for the proposed project.41 The objective of
the wind assessment was to provide a qualitative evaluation of the potential wind impacts of the
proposed development, which provides a screening-level estimation of the potential wind impacts of the
project. The results of the wind assessment are summarized below.
North of the project site, at the comer of Shotwell and 26th streets, is a parking lot. With the exception of
the parking lot, both sides of 26th Street between Shotwell and Capp streets are occupied by two-story or
taller buildings that form solid north and south street walls. Buildings that line both sides of South Van
Ness Avenue form a similar street wall that extends from 25th Street to about a third of the block south of
26th Street. A two-story industrial building, 1575 South Van Ness Avenue, on the southern two-thirds of
the block along the eastern frontage of South Van Ness Avenue, stands between two parking lots, with a
gas station centered on a paved site extending south to Cesar Chavez Street occupies the western frontage
of South Van Ness Avenue. As a result of the alignment of the paved areas on South Van Ness Avenue,
there is a clear, ground-level opening that extends from east to west for a distance of roughly 300 feet
from the nearest two- and three-story buildings on Capp Street and those on Cesar Chavez Street to the
northern half of the project site. This ground-level opening exposes the northern half of the project site to
the approaching west wind. Immediately south of the project site, at the corner of Shotwell and Cesar
Chavez streets, is a one- to two-story auto repair shop. An adjacent parking lot fronts Cesar Chavez Street
and extends westward to South Van Ness Avenue. South of the proposed project, across Cesar Chavez
Street, is a block with two- to three-story buildings and little open space.
For purposes of evaluating wind impacts under CEQA, the Planning Department uses the hazard
criterion, which is defined as wind speeds that reach or exceed 26 miles per hour for a single hour of the
year (Planning Code 148). The wind memo determined it unlikely that wind hazards occur near the
project site, and that the proposed project is unlikely to cause a new wind hazard or aggravate an existing
hazard. For informational purposes this discussion also includes pedestrian comfort criteria. Considering
the available information from wind tests and assessing the comparisons between street grids, street
widths, and the height and density of surrounding development, the wind memo concluded that wind
speeds at the project site would be at or above 11 miles per hour (a ten percent exceedance of pedestrian
comfort wind speed criterion), especially when considering the vacant land north and west of the site. It
is anticipated that development of the proposed building would likely result in an approximately two
mile per hour (or less) change in ten percent exceeded wind speeds on nearby sidewalks, and such
changes are generally considered to be insubstantial. In conclusion, the wind memo found that
implementation of the proposed project would not substantially affect the pedestrian wind environment.
For the above reasons, the proposed project would not result in significant impacts related to wind that
were not identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.
Shadow

Planning Code Section 295 generally prohibits new structures above 40 feet in height that would cast
additional shadows on open space that is under the jurisdiction of the San Francisco Recreation and Park
41

Environmental Science Associates, Potential Wind Effects of Residential Project, 1296 Shotwell Street Development, San Francisco,
CA, August 25, 2016.
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Commission between one hour after sunrise and one hour before sunset, at any time of the year, unless
that shadow would not result in a significant adverse effect on the use of the open space. Under the
Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans, sites surrounding parks could be redeveloped with
taller buildings without triggering Section 295 of the Planning Code because certain parks are not subject
to Section 295 of the Planning Code (i.e., under jurisdiction of departments other than the Recreation and
Parks Department or privately owned). The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR could not conclude if the
rezoning and community plans would result in less-than-significant shadow impacts because the
feasibility of complete mitigation for potential new shadow impacts of unknown proposals could not be
determined at that time. Therefore, the PEIR determined shadow impacts to be significant and
unavoidable. No mitigation measures were identified in the PEIR.
The proposed project would remove the existing one-story PDR building and construct a new 84-foot-tall
(92-foot-tall with elevator penthouse) building. The Planning Department prepared a shadow fan
analysis that determined that the proposed project does not have the potential to cast new shadow on
open space under the jurisdiction of the Recreation and Park Department. 42 Therefore, a more refined
shadow study was not conducted.
The proposed project would shade portions of nearby streets and sidewalks and private property at times
within the project vicinity. Shadows upon streets and sidewalks would not exceed levels commonly
expected in urban areas and would be considered a less-than-significant effect under CEQA. Although
occupants of nearby property may regard the increase in shadow as undesirable, the limited increase in
shading of private properties as a result of the proposed project would not be considered a significant
impact under CEQA.
For the above reasons, the proposed project would not result in significant impacts related to shadow that
were not identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.
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San Francisco Planning Department. Shadow Fan -1296 Shotwell Street. February 23, 2016.
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Physically degrade existing recreational
resources?

The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR analyzes effects on recreation under Chapter IV.H, on pages 363-379;
Chapter V, on page 525a; Chapter VIII on page C&R-34 and pages C&R-107 to C&R 118; and Chapter IX,
Appendix A on page 43.
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR concluded that implementation of the Eastern Neighborhoods
Rezoning and Area Plans would not result in substantial or accelerated deterioration of existing
recreational resources or require the construction or expansion of recreational facilities that may have an
adverse effect on the environment. No mitigation measures related to recreational resources were
identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR. However, the PEIR identified Improvement Measure H-1:
Support for Upgrades to Existing Recreation Facilities. This improvement measure calls for the City to
implement funding mechanisms for an ongoing program to repair, upgrade, and adequately maintain
park and recreation facilities to ensure the safety of users.
As part of the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan adoption, the City adopted impact fees for development in
Eastern Neighborhoods that go towards funding recreation and open space. Since certification of the
PEIR, the voters of San Francisco passed the 2012 San Francisco Clean and Safe Neighborhood Parks
Bond providing the Recreation and Parks Department an additional $195 million to continue capital
projects for the renovation and repair of parks, recreation, and open space assets. This funding is being
utilized for improvements and expansion to Garfield Square, South Park, Potrero Hill Recreation Center,
Warm Water Cove Park, and Pier 70 Parks Shoreline within the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan area. The
impact fees and the 2012 San Francisco Clean and Safe Neighborhood Parks Bond are funding measures
similar to that described in PEIR Improvement Measure H-1: Support for Upgrades to Existing Recreation
Facilities.
An update of the Recreation and Open Space Element (ROSE) of the General Plan was adopted in April
2014. The amended ROSE provides a 20-year vision for open spaces in the City. It includes information
and policies about accessing, acquiring, funding, and managing open spaces in San Francisco. The
amended ROSE identifies areas within the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan area for acquisition and the
locations where new open spaces and open space connections should be built, consistent with PEIR
Improvement Measure H-2: Support for New Open Space. In addition, the amended ROSE identifies the
role of both the Better Streets Plan (refer to "Transportation and Circulation" section for description) and
the Green Connections Network in open space and recreation. Green Connections are special streets and
paths that connect people to parks, open spaces, and the waterfront, while enhancing the ecology of the
street environment. Six routes identified within the Green Connections Network cross the Eastern
Neighborhoods Plan area: Mission to Peaks (Route 6); Noe Valley to Central Waterfront (Route 8), a
portion of which has been conceptually designed; Tenderloin to Potrero (Route 18); Downtown to
Mission Bay (Route 19); Folsom, Mission Creek to McLaren (Route 20); and Shoreline (Route 24).
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Furthermore, the Planning Code requires a specified amount of new usable open space (either private or
common) for each new residential unit. Some developments are also required to provide privately
owned, publicly accessible open spaces. The Planning Code open space requirements would help offset
some of the additional open space needs generated by increased residential population to the project
area. It is anticipated that the residents of the proposed project would use the on-site open space (e.g.,
rear yard, front entry court, terrace, and roof top areas) provided, and their uses of nearby parks and
recreational areas would not be so substantial such that substantial deterioration of parks would occur.
As the proposed project would not degrade or lead to substantial deterioration of recreational facilities
and is within the development projected under the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans,
there would be no additional impacts on recreation beyond those analyzed in the Eastern Neighborhoods
PEIR.
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The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR analyzes effects on utilities and service systems under Chapter IX,
Appendix A on pages 32-43.
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR determined that the anticipated increase in population would not
result in a significant impact to the provision of water, wastewater collection and treatment, and solid
waste collection and disposal. No mitigation measures were identified in the PEIR.
Since certification of the PEIR, the San Francisco Public Utilities Commission (SFPUC) adopted the 2010
Urban Water Management Plan (UWMP) in June 2011. The UWMP update includes city-wide demand
projections to the year 2035, compares available water supplies to meet demand and presents water
demand management measures to reduce long-term water demand. Additionally, the UWMP update
includes a discussion of the conservation requirement set forth in Senate Bill 7 passed in November 2009
mandating a statewide 20 percent reduction in per capita water use by 2020. The UWMP includes a
quantification of the SFPUC's water use reduction targets and plan for meeting these objectives. The
UWMP projects sufficient water supply in normal years and a supply shortfall during prolonged
droughts. Plans are in place to institute varying degrees of water conservation and rationing as needed in
response to severe droughts.
In addition, the SFPUC is in the process of implementing the Sewer System Improvement Program,
which is a 20-year, multi-billion dollar citywide upgrade to the City's sewer and stormwater
infrastructure to ensure a reliable and seismically safe system. The program includes planned
improvements that will serve development in the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan area including at the
Southeast Treatment Plant, the Central Bayside System, and green infrastructure projects, such as the
Mission and Valencia Green Gateway.
As the proposed project is within the development projected under the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning
and Area Plans, there would be no additional impacts on utilities and service systems beyond those
analyzed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.
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The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR analyzes effects on public services under Chapter IX, Appendix A on
pages 32-43.
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR determined that the anticipated increase in population from Area Plans
implementation would not result in a significant impact to public services, including fire protection,
police protection, and public schools. No mitigation measures were identified in the PEIR.
As the proposed project is within the development projected under the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning
and Area Plans, there would be no additional impacts on public services beyond those analyzed in the
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.

Not Analyzed in the Prior EIR

Topics:

Analyzed in
the Prior EIR

No Impact

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

Less Than
Significant or
Less Than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Significant
Impact

12. BIOLOGICAL RESOURCESWould the project:
a)

Have a substantial adverse effect, either
directly or through habitat modifications,
on any species identified as a candidate,
sensitive, or special-status species in
local or regional plans, policies, or
regulations,
or by
the
California
Department of Fish and Game or U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service?

D

D

D

D

b)

Have a substantial adverse effect on any
riparian habitat or other sensitive natural
community identified in local or regional
plans, policies, regulations or by the
California Department of Fish and Game
or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service?

D

D

D

D

c)

Have a substantial adverse effect on
federally protected wetlands as defined
by Section 404 of the Clean Water Act
(including, but not limited to, marsh,
vernal pool, coastal, etc.) through direct
removal, filling, hydrological interruption,
or other means?

D

D

D

D

d)

Interfere substantially with the movement
of any native resident or migratory fish or
wildlife species or with established native
resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or
impede the use of native wildlife nursery
sites?

D

D

D

D

e)

Conflict with any local policies or
ordinances
protecting
biological
resources, such as a tree preservation
policy or ordinance?

D

D

D

D
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Nat Analyzed in the Prior EIR

Analyzed in
the Prior EIR

Topics:

f)

Na Impact

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

Less Than
Significant or
Less Than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Significant
Impact

D

D

D

D

Conflict with the provisions of an adopted
Natural
Habitat ConseNation Plan,
Community ConseNation Plan, or other
approved local, regional, or state habitat
conseNation plan?

The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR analyzes effects on biological resources under Chapter IV.M, on page
500; and Chapter IX, Appendix A on page 44.
As discussed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR, the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan area is in a developed
urban environment that does not provide native natural habitat for any rare or endangered plant or
animal species. There are no riparian corridors, estuaries, marshes, or wetlands in the plan area that could
be affected by the development anticipated under the Area Plans. In addition, development envisioned
under the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans would not substantially interfere with the movement of
any resident or migratory wildlife species. For these reasons, the PEIR concluded that implementation of
the Area Plan would not result in significant impacts on biological resources, and no mitigation measures
were identified.
The project site is located within Mission Plan area of the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans and
therefore, does not support habitat for any candidate, sensitive or special status species. As such,
implementation of the proposed project would not result in significant impacts to biological resources not
identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR

Nat Analyzed in the Prior EIR

Analyzed in
the Prior EIR

Topics:

Na Impact

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

Less Than
Significant or
Less Than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Significant
Impact

D

D

D

D

D

D

13. GEOLOGY AND SOILS-Would
the project:
a)

Expose people or structures to potential
substantial adverse effects, including the
risk of loss, injury, or death involving:
i)

Rupture of a known earthquake
fault, as delineated on the most
recent Alquist-Priolo Earthquake
Fault Zoning Map issued by the
State Geologist for the area or
based on other substantial evidence
of a known fault? (Refer to Division
of Mines and Geology Special
Publication 42.)

D
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Not Analyzed in the Prior EIR

Topics:

Analyzed in
the Prior EIR

No Impact

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

Less Than
Significant or
Less Than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Significant
Impact

ii)

Strong seismic ground shaking?

lZl

D

D

D

D

iii)

Seismic-related
ground
including liquefaction?

lZl

D

D

D

D

iv)

Landslides?

lZl

D

D

D

D

lZl

D

D

D

D

failure,

b)

Result in substantial soil erosion or the
loss of topsoil?

c)

Be located on geologic unit or soil that is
unstable, or that would become unstable
as a result of the project, and potentially
result in on- or off-site landslide, lateral
spreading, subsidence, liquefaction, or
collapse?

D

D

D

D

d)

Be located on expansive soil, as defined
in Table 18-1-B of the Uniform Building
Code, creating substantial risks to life or
property?

D

D

D

D

e)

Have soils incapable of adequately
supporting the use of septic tanks or
alternative wastewater disposal systems
where sewers are not available for the
disposal of wastewater?

D

D

D

D

f)

Change substantially the topography or
any unique geologic or physical features
of the site?

D

D

D

D

The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR analyzes effects on geology and soils under Chapter IX, Appendix A on
pages 44-54.
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR concluded that implementation of the Area Plans would indirectly
increase the population that would be subject to an earthquake, including seismically induced groundshaking, liquefaction, and landslides. The PEIR also noted that new development is generally safer than
comparable older development due to improvements in building codes and construction techniques.
Compliance with applicable codes and recommendations made in project-specific geotechnical analyses
would not eliminate earthquake risks, but would reduce them to an acceptable level, given the
seismically active characteristics of the Bay Area. Thus, the PEIR concluded that implementation of the
Plan would not result in significant impacts with regard to geology, and no mitigation measures were
identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.
A geotechnical investigation was prepared for the proposed project.43 The southern portion of project site
is underlain by the confluence of two former stream channels associated with a former marsh that was
43

Langan Treadwell Rollo, Geotechnica] Investigation Report, 1296 Shotwell Street, October 24, 2016.
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present in the 1850s. The subsurface conditions at the site generally consist of fill, stream channel
deposits, and interbedded sands and clays over bedrock. The site is generally blanketed by
approximately 10 to 20 feet of fill with thicker fill in the southern portion of the site, likely corresponding
to the location of the former stream channels. The fill generally consists of mixtures of clay and sand with
variable amounts of gravel, brick, wood, and concrete debris. The fill is generally soft to very stiff clay
and the sand is generally loose to medium dense. Groundwater was identified at 4.5 and 7.5 feet below
the ground surface (bgs) and is expected to fluctuate several feet due to seasonal rainfall. Liquefaction
and lateral spreading are predicted to occur in the fill and stream channel deposits during a large
earthquake, but implementation of ground improvements would reduce the potential liquefaction and
resulting settlement and mitigate the lateral spreading hazard at the site. Consistent with the
recommendations of the geotechnical investigation, the proposed project would either auger cast piles
and use compacted aggregate piers, or use cemented soils and piers. Impact piling driving is not
proposed as part of the project.
The project is required to conform to the San Francisco Building Code, which ensures the safety of all new
construction in the City. DBI will review the project-specific geotechnical report during its review of the
building permit for the project. In addition, DBI may require additional site specific soils report(s)
through the building permit application process, as needed. The DBI requirement for a geotechnical
report and review of the building permit application pursuant to DBI' s implementation of the Building
Code would ensure that the proposed project would have no significant impacts related to soils, seismic
or other geological hazards.
In light of the above, the proposed project would not result in a significant effect related to seismic and
geologic hazards. Therefore, the proposed project would not result in significant impacts related to
geology and soils that were not identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR, and no mitigation
measures are necessary.

Not Analyzed in the Prior EIR

Topics:

Analyzed in
the Prior EIR

No Impact

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

Less Than
Significant or
Less Than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Significant
Impact

14. HYDROLOGY AND WATER
QUALITY-Would the project:
a)

Violate any water quality standards or
waste discharge requirements?

D

D

D

D

b)

Substantially
deplete
groundwater
supplies or interfere substantially with
groundwater recharge such that there
would be a net deficit in aquifer volume or
a lowering of the local groundwater table
level (e.g., the production rate of preexisting nearby wells would drop to a
level which would not support existing
land uses or planned uses for which
permits have been granted)?

D

D

D

D
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Not Analyzed in the Prior EIR

Topics:

Analyzed in
the Prior EIR

No Impact

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

Less Than
Significant or
Less Than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Significant
Impact

c)

Substantially alter the existing drainage
pattern of the site or area, including
through the alteration of the course of a
stream or river, in a manner that would
result in substantial erosion or siltation
on- or off-site?

0

0

0

0

d)

Substantially alter the existing drainage
pattern of the site or area, including
through the alteration of the course of a
stream or river, or substantially increase
the rate or amount of surface runoff in a
manner that would result in flooding on- or
off-site?

0

0

0

0

e)

Create or contribute runoff water which
would exceed the capacity of existing or
planned stormwater drainage systems or
provide substantial additional sources of
polluted runoff?

0

0

0

0

f)

Otherwise substantially degrade water
quality?

0

0

0

0

g)

Place housing within a 1DO-year flood
hazard area as mapped on a federal
Flood Hazard Boundary or Flood
Insurance Rate Map or other authoritative
flood hazard delineation map?

0

0

0

0

h)

Place within a 1DO-year flood hazard area
structures that would impede or redirect
flood flows?

0

0

0

0

i)

Expose people or structures to a
significant risk of loss, injury or death
involving flooding, including flooding as a
result of the failure of a levee or dam?

0

0

0

0

j)

Expose people or structures to a
significant risk of loss, injury or death
involving inundation by seiche, tsunami,
or mudflow?

0

0

0

0

The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR analyzes effects on hydrology and water quality under Chapter IV.M,
on page 500i and Chapter IX, Appendix A on pages 54-67.
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR determined that the anticipated increase in population resulting from
implementation of the Area Plans would not result in a significant impact on hydrology and water
quality, including the combined sewer system and the potential for combined sewer outflows. No
mitigation measures were identified in the PEIR.
The project site, which is currently a one-story building, is a completely covered by impervious surface,
and thus implementation of the proposed project would not increase impervious surface cover. As a
result, the proposed project would not increase stormwater runoff.
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Therefore, the proposed project would not result in any significant impacts related to hydrology and
water quality that were not identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.

Not Analyzed in the Prior E.IR

Topics:

Analyzed in
the Prior E.IR

No Impact

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

Less Than
Significant or
Less Than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Significant
Impact

15. HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS
MATERIALS-Would the
project:
a)

Create a significant hazard to the public
or the environment through the routine
transport, use, or disposal of hazardous
materials?

D

D

D

D

b)

Create a significant hazard to the public
or the environment through reasonably
foreseeable
upset
and
accident
conditions involving the release of
hazardous
materials
into
the
environment?

D

D

D

D

c)

Emit hazardous emissions or handle
hazardous
or
acutely
hazardous
materials, substances, or waste within
one-quarter mile of an existing or
proposed school?

D

D

D

D

d)

Be located on a site which is included on
a list of hazardous materials sites
compiled pursuant to Government Code
Section 65962.5 and, as a result, would it
create a significant hazard to the public or
the environment?

D

D

D

D

e)

For a project located within an airport
land use plan or, where such a plan has
not been adopted, within two miles of a
public airport or public use airport, would
the project result in a safety hazard for
people residing or working in the project
area?

D

D

D

D

f)

For a project within the vicinity of a
private airstrip, would the project result in
a safety hazard for people residing or
working in the project area?

D

D

D

D

g)

Impair implementation of or physically
interfere with an adopted emergency
response plan or emergency evacuation
plan?

D

D

D

D

h)

Expose people or structures to a
significant risk of loss, injury, or death
involving fires?

D

D

D

D
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The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR analyzes effects on hazards and hazardous materials under Chapter
IV.L, on pages 475-499; Chapter V, on page 523; Chapter VIII on page 34 and pages C&R-129 to C&R-130;
and Chapter IX, Appendix A on page 67.
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR noted that implementation of any of the proposed project's rezoning
options would encourage construction of new development within the project area. The PEIR found that
there is a high potential to encounter hazardous materials during construction activities in many parts of
the project area because of the presence of 1906 earthquake fill, previous and current land uses associated
with the use of hazardous materials, and known or suspected hazardous materials cleanup cases.
However, the PEIR found that existing regulations for facility closure, Under Storage Tank (UST) closure,
and investigation and cleanup of soil and groundwater would ensure implementation of measures to
protect workers and the community from exposure to hazardous materials during construction.

Hazardous Building Materials
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR determined that future development in the plan area may involve
demolition or renovation of existing structures containing hazardous building materials. Some building
materials commonly used in older buildings could present a public health risk if disturbed during an
accident or during demolition or renovation of an existing building. Hazardous building materials
addressed in the PEIR include asbestos, electrical equipment such as transformers and fluorescent light
ballasts that contain PCBs or di (2 ethylhexyl) phthalate (DEHP), fluorescent lights containing mercury
vapors, and lead-based paints. Asbestos and lead based paint may also present a health risk to existing
building occupants if they are in a deteriorated condition. If removed during demolition of a building,
these materials would also require special disposal procedures. The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR
identified a significant impact associated with hazardous building materials including PCBs, DEHP, and
mercury and determined that that Mitigation Measure L-1: Hazardous Building Materials would reduce
effects to a less-than-significant level. Because the proposed development includes demolition of an
existing building, Mitigation Measure L-1 would apply to the proposed project. The project sponsor has
agreed to implement Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR Mitigation Measure L-1 as Project Mitigation Measure
3, which would require proper removal and disposal of hazardous building materials per applicable
federal, state, and local laws (full text provided in the "Mitigation Measures" section below and in the
MMRP, which is attached herein as Attachment B).

Soil and Groundwater Contamination
Since certification of the PEIR, Article 22A of the Health Code, also known as the Maher Ordinance, was
expanded to include properties throughout the City where there is potential to encounter hazardous
materials, primarily industrial zoning districts, sites with industrial uses or underground storage tanks,
sites with historic bay fill, and sites in close proximity to freeways or USTs. The over-arching goal of the
Maher Ordinance is to protect public health and safety by requiring appropriate handling, treatment,
disposal and when necessary, remediation of contaminated soils that are encountered in the building
construction process. Projects that disturb 50 cubic yards or more of soil that are located on sites with
potentially hazardous soil or groundwater within Eastern Neighborhoods Plan area are subject to this
ordinance.
The proposed project would require soil mixing up to 35 feet bgs and piers would extend to a depth of 45
feet for the proposed foundation, and would result in approximately 1,900 cubic yards of soil excavation.
The project site has been developed with light industrial structures. Therefore, the project is subject to
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Article 22A of the Health Code, also known as the Maher Ordinance, which is administered and overseen
by the Department of Public Health (DPH). In compliance with the Maher Ordinance, the project sponsor
has submitted a Maher Application to DPH and a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (2016) has been
prepared to assess the potential for site contamination. 44
Discrete soil samples were analyzed for total petroleum hydrocarbons as gasoline (TPH-g), TPH-diesel
(TPH-d), TPH-motor oil (TPH-mo), VOC, semi-volatile organic compounds (SVOC), LUFT 5 metals, and
total lead. No TPHg, VOCs, or SVOCs were detected at or above their method reporting limits in any of
the soil samples analyzed. TPHd was detected in both samples in concentrations ranging from 2.0
milligrams per kilograms (mg/kg) to 3.1 mg/kg and TPHmo was detected in both samples in
concentrations ranging from 19 mg/kg to 25 mg/kg. The metal concentrations were within normal
background ranges found in the western United States. 45
The Phase I found that based on the analytical results of soil samples collected from beneath the project
site, no elevated concentrations of petroleum hydrocarbons or heavy metals are indicated to be present
and that any soil excavated and removed from the project site during any construction activities, should
be disposed of as unregulated waste. 46
In light of this information as well as the oversight of the proposed project pursuant to the Maher
Ordinance, the proposed project would not have any significant hazardous materials impacts and would
not result in any significant impacts related to hazardous materials that were not identified in the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR.

Not Analyzed in the Prior EIR

Topics:

Analyzed in
the Prior EIR

No Impact

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

Less Than
Significant or
Less Than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Significant
Impact

16. MINERAL AND ENERGY
RESOURCES-Would the
project:
a)

Result in the loss of availability of a
known mineral resource that would be of
value to the region and the residents of
the state?

D

D

D

D

b)

Result in the loss of availability of a
locally important mineral
resource
recovery site delineated on a local
general plan, specific plan or other land
use plan?

D

D

D

D

ESSEL. Phase I Environmental Site Assessment Property at 1296/1298 Shotwell Street, San Francisco, CA, 94110. October 5, 2016.
Treadwell&Rollo A Langan Company. Phase I Environmental Site Assessment 1294-1298 Shotwell Street, San Francisco, CA.
December 8, 2011.
46 Ibid.
44
45
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Not Analyzed in the Prior EIR

Topics:

c)

Analyzed in
the Prior EIR

Na Impact

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

Less Than
Significant or
Less Than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Significant
Impact

D

D

D

D

Encourage activities which result in the
use of large amounts of fuel, water, or
energy, or use these in a wasteful
manner?

The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR analyzes effects on mineral and energy resources under Chapter IV.M,
page 500; and Chapter IX, Appendix A on page 67.
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR determined that the Area Plans would facilitate the construction of
both new residential units and commercial buildings. Development of these uses would not result in use
of large amounts of fuel, water, or energy in a wasteful manner or in the context of energy use
throughout the City and region. The energy demand for individual buildings would be typical for such
projects and would meet, or exceed, current state and local codes and standards concerning energy
consumption, including Title 24 of the California Code of Regulations enforced by DBL The plan area
does not include any natural resources routinely extracted and the rezoning does not result in any natural
resource extraction programs. Therefore, the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR concluded that
implementation of the Area Plans would not result in a significant impact on mineral and energy
resources. No mitigation measures were identified in the PEIR.
As the proposed project is within the development projected under the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning
and Area Plans, there would be no additional impacts on mineral and energy resources beyond those
analyzed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.

Nat Analyzed in the Prior EIR

Topics:

Analyzed in
the Prior EIR

No Impact

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

Less Than
Significant or
Less Than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Significant
Impact

17. AGRICULTURE AND FOREST
RESOURCES:-Would the
project:
a)

Convert
Prime
Farmland,
Unique
Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide
Importance, as shown on the maps
prepared pursuant to the Farmland
Mapping and Monitoring Program of the
California Resources Agency, to nonagricultural use?

D

D

D

D

b)

Conflict
with
existing
zoning
for
agricultural use, or a Williamson Act
contract?

D

D

D

D
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Not Analyzed in the Prior EIR

Topics:

Analyzed in
the Prior EIR

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
No Impact

Policies

Less Than
Significant or
Less Than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

D

D

D

D

Significant
Impact

c)

Conflict with existing zoning for, or cause
rezoning of, forest land (as defined in
Public
Resources
Code
Section
12220(g)) or timberland (as defined by
Public Resources Code Section 4526)?

d)

Result in the loss of forest land or
conversion of forest land to non-forest
use?

D

D

D

D

e)

Involve other changes in the existing
environment which, due to their location
or nature, could result in conversion of
Farmland to non-agricultural use or forest
land to non-forest use?

D

D

D

D

The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR analyzes effects on agricultural resources under Chapter IV.M, on page
500.
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR determined that no agricultural resources exist in the Area Plans;
therefore the rezoning and community plans would have no effect on agricultural resources. No
mitigation measures were identified in the PEIR. The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR did not analyze the
effects on forest resources.
As the proposed project is within the development projected under the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning
and Area Plans, there would be no additional impacts on agriculture beyond those analyzed in the
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR. The project site is located in a built up urban environment and no forest
resources exist on the project site.
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Not Analyzed in the Prior EIR

Topics:

Analyzed in
the Prior EIR

No Impact

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

Less Than
Significant or
Less Than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Significant
Impact

18. MANDATORY FINDINGS OF
SIGNIFICANCE-Would the
project:
a)

Have the potential to degrade the quality
of the environment, substantially reduce
the habitat of a fish or wildlife species,
cause a fish or wildlife population to drop
below self-sustaining levels, threaten to
eliminate a plant or animal community,
reduce the number or restrict the range of
a rare or endangered plant or animal, or
eliminate important examples of the major
periods of California history or prehistory?

D

D

D

D

b)

Have impacts that would be individually
limited, but cumulatively considerable?
("Cumulatively considerable" means that
the incremental effects of a project are
considerable when viewed in connection
with the effects of past projects, the
effects of other current projects, and the
effects of probable future projects.)

D

D

D

D

c)

Have environmental effects that would
cause substantial adverse effects on
beings,
human
either directly or
indirectly?

D

D

D

D

The proposed project would not substantially reduce the habitat of a fish or wildlife species, cause a fish
or wildlife population to drop below self-sustaining levels, threaten to eliminate a plant or animal
community, or reduce the number or restrict the range of a rare or endangered plant or animal. The
project sponsor would be required to prepare an Archeological Testing Program to more definitively
identify the potential for California Register-eligible archeological resources to be present within the
project site and determine the appropriate action necessary to reduce the potential effect of the project on
archeological resources to a less-than-significant level. For these reasons, the proposed project would not
result in the elimination of important examples of major periods of California history or prehistory.
The proposed project would not combine with past, present, or reasonably foreseeable future projects to
create significant cumulative impacts related to any of the topics discussed in this Infill Environmental
Checklist. There would be no significant cumulative impacts to which the proposed project would make
cumulatively considerable contributions.
Since construction of the proposed project would generate temporary noise from the use of heavy
construction equipment that could affect nearby residents and other sensitive receptors, the project
sponsor is required to develop and implement a set of noise attenuation measures during construction. In
addition, all construction activities would be subject to and required to comply with the San Francisco
Noise Ordinance. The proposed project would also be required to comply with the Construction Dust
Control Ordinance, which would reduce the quantity of fugitive dust generated during project-related
construction activities. The project site is not located within the Air Pollutant Exposure Zone; therefore,
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the ambient health risk to sensitive receptors from air pollutants is not considered substantial. For these
reasons, the proposed project would not result in environmental effects that would cause substantial
adverse effects on human beings.

MITIGATION MEASURES
ARCHEOLGOICAL RESOURCES

Project Mitigation Measure 1-Archeological Testing (Eastern Neighborhoods Mitigation Measure J-2)
Based on a reasonable presumption that archeological resources may be present within the project site,
the following measures shall be undertaken to avoid any potentially significant adverse effect from the
proposed project on buried or submerged historical resources. The project sponsor shall retain the
services of an archeological consultant from the rotational Department Qualified Archeological
Consultants List (QACL) maintained by the Planning Department archeologist. The project sponsor shall
contact the Department archeologist to obtain the names and contact information for the next three
archeological consultants on the QACL. The archeological consultant shall undertake an archeological
testing program as specified herein. In addition, the consultant shall be available to conduct an
archeological monitoring and/or data recovery program if required pursuant to this measure. The
archeological consultant's work shall be conducted in accordance with this measure at the direction of the
Environmental Review Officer (ERO). All plans and reports prepared by the consultant as specified
herein shall be submitted first and directly to the ERO for review and comment, and shall be considered
draft reports subject to revision until final approval by the ERO. Archeological monitoring and/or data
recovery programs required by this measure could suspend construction of the project for up to a
maximum of four weeks. At the direction of the ERO, the suspension of construction can be extended
beyond four weeks only if such a suspension is the only feasible means to reduce to a less-than-significant
level potential effects on a significant archeological resource as defined in CEQA Guidelines Sect. 15064.5
(a) and (c).

Consultation with Descendant Communities: On discovery of an archeological site 47 associated with
descendant Native Americans, the Overseas Chinese, or other potentially interested descendant group an
appropriate representative 48 of the descendant group and the ERO shall be contacted. The representative
of the descendant group shall be given the opportunity to monitor archeological field investigations of
the site and to offer recommendations to the ERO regarding appropriate archeological treatment of the
site, of recovered data from the site, and, if applicable, any interpretative treatment of the associated
archeological site. A copy of the Final Archeological Resources Report shall be provided to the
representative of the descendant group.

47

48

By the term "archeological site" is intended here to minimally include any archeological deposit, feature, burial, or evidence of
burial.
An "appropriate representative" of the descendant group is here defined to mean, in the case of Native Americans, any
individual listed in the current Native American Contact List for the City and County of San Francisco maintained by the
California Native American Heritage Commission and in the case of the Overseas Chinese, the Chinese Historical Society of
America. An appropriate representative of other descendant groups should be determined in consultation with the Department
archeologist.
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Archeological Testing Program. The archeological consultant shall prepare and submit to the ERO for review
and approval an archeological testing plan (ATP). The archeological testing program shall be conducted
in accordance with the approved ATP. The ATP shall identify the property types of the expected
archeological resource(s) that potentially could be adversely affected by the proposed project, the testing
method to be used, and the locations recommended for testing. The purpose of the archeological testing
program will be to determine to the extent possible the presence or absence of archeological resources and
to identify and to evaluate whether any archeological resource encountered on the site constitutes an
historical resource under CEQA.
At the completion of the archeological testing program, the archeological consultant shall submit a
written report of the findings to the ERO. If based on the archeological testing program the archeological
consultant finds that significant archeological resources may be present, the ERO in consultation with the
archeological consultant shall determine if additional measures are warranted. Additional measures that
may be undertaken include additional archeological testing, archeological monitoring, and/or an
archeological data recovery program. No archeological data recovery shall be undertaken without the
prior approval of the ERO or the Planning Department archeologist. If the ERO determines that a
significant archeological resource is present and that the resource could be adversely affected by the
proposed project, at the discretion of the project sponsor either:
A)

The proposed project shall be re-designed so as to avoid any adverse effect on the significant
archeological resource; or

B)

A data recovery program shall be implemented, unless the ERO determines that the
archeological resource is of greater interpretive than research significance and that interpretive
use of the resource is feasible.

Archeological Monitoring Program. If the ERO, in consultation with the archeological consultant,
determines that an archeological monitoring program shall be implemented the archeological monitoring
program shall minimally include the following provisions:
•

The archeological consultant, project sponsor, and ERO shall meet and consult on the scope
of the AMP reasonably prior to any project-related soils disturbing activities commencing.
The ERO in consultation with the archeological consultant shall determine what project
activities shall be archeologically monitored. In most cases, any soils- disturbing activities,
such as demolition, foundation removal, excavation, grading, utilities installation, foundation
work, driving of piles (foundation, shoring, etc.), site remediation, etc., shall require
archeological monitoring because of the risk these activities pose to potential archeological
resources and to their depositional context;

•

The archeological consultant shall advise all project contractors to be on the alert for evidence
of the presence of the expected resource(s), of how to identify the evidence of the expected
resource(s), and of the appropriate protocol in the event of apparent discovery of an
archeological resource;
The archeological monitor(s) shall be present on the project site according to a schedule
agreed upon by the archeological consultant and the ERO until the ERO has, in consultation
with project archeological consultant, determined that project construction activities could
have no effects on significant archeological deposits;
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•

The archeological monitor shall record and be authorized to collect soil samples and
artifactual/ecofactual material as warranted for analysis;

•

If an intact archeological deposit is encountered, all soils-disturbing activities in the vicinity
of the deposit shall cease. The archeological monitor shall be empowered to temporarily
redirect demolition/excavation/pile driving/construction activities_and equipment until the
deposit is evaluated. If in the case of pile driving activity (foundation, shoring, etc.), the
archeological monitor has cause to believe that the pile driving activity may affect an
archeological resource, the pile driving activity shall be terminated until an appropriate
evaluation of the resource has been made in consultation with the ERO. The archeological
consultant shall immediately notify the ERO of the encountered archeological deposit. The
archeological consultant shall make a reasonable effort to assess the identity, integrity, and
significance of the encountered archeological deposit, and present the findings of this
assessment to the ERO.

Whether or not significant archeological resources are encountered, the archeological consultant shall
submit a written report of the findings of the monitoring program to the ERO.

Archeological Data Recovery Program. The archeological data recovery program shall be conducted in accord
with an archeological data recovery plan (ADRP). The archeological consultant, project sponsor, and ERO
shall meet and consult on the scope of the ADRP prior to preparation of a draft ADRP. The archeological
consultant shall submit a draft ADRP to the ERO. The ADRP shall identify how the proposed data
recovery program will preserve the significant information the archeological resource is expected to
contain. That is, the ADRP will identify what scientific/historical research questions are applicable to the
expected resource, what data classes the resource is expected to possess, and how the expected data
classes would address the applicable research questions. Data recovery, in general, should be limited to
the portions of the historical property that could be adversely affected by the proposed project.
Destructive data recovery methods shall not be applied to portions of the archeological resources if
nondestructive methods are practical.
The scope of the ADRP shall include the following elements:

•

Field Methods and Procedures.
operations.

•

Cataloguing and Laboratory Analysis. Description of selected cataloguing system and artifact
analysis procedures.

•

Discard and Deaccession Policy. Description of and rationale for field and post-field discard
and deaccession policies.

•

Interpretive Program. Consideration of an on-site/off-site public interpretive program during
the course of the archeological data recovery program.

•

Security Measures. Recommended security measures to protect the archeological resource
from vandalism, looting, and non-intentionally damaging activities.

Descriptions of proposed field strategies, procedures, and

Final Report. Description of proposed report format and distribution of results.
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Curation. Description of the procedures and recommendations for the curation of any
recovered data having potential research value, identification of appropriate curation
facilities, and a summary of the accession policies of the curation facilities.

Human Remains and Associated or Unassociated Funerary Objects. The treatment of human remains and of
associated or unassociated funerary objects discovered during any soils disturbing activity shall comply
with applicable State and Federal laws. This shall include immediate notification of the Coroner of the City
and County of San Francisco and in the event of the Coroner's determination that the human remains are
Native American remains, notification of the California State Native American Heritage Commission
(NAHC) who shall appoint a Most Likely Descendant (MLD) (Pub. Res. Code Sec. 5097.98). The
archeological consultant, project sponsor, ERO, and MLD shall have up to but not beyond six days of
discovery make all reasonable efforts to develop an agreement for the treatment of human remains and
associated or unassociated funerary objects with appropriate dignity (CEQA Guidelines. Sec. 15064.5(d)).
The agreement should take into consideration the appropriate excavation, removal, recordation, analysis,
custodianship, curation, and final disposition of the human remains and associated or unassociated
funerary objects. Nothing in existing State regulations or in this mitigation measure compels the project
sponsor and the ERO to accept recommendations of an MLD. The archeological consultant shall retain
possession of any Native American human remains and associated or unassociated burial objects until
completion of any scientific analyses of the human remains or objects as specified in the treatment
agreement if such agreement has been made or, otherwise, as determined by the archeological consultant
and the ERO.
Final Archeological Resources Report. The archeological consultant shall submit a Draft Final Archeological
Resources Report (FARR) to the ERO that evaluates the historical significance of any discovered
archeological resource and describes the archeological and historical research methods employed in the
archeological testing/monitoring/data recovery program(s) undertaken. Information that may put at risk
any archeological resource shall be provided in a separate removable insert within the final report.
Once approved by the ERO, copies of the FARR shall be distributed as follows: California Archeological
Site Survey Northwest Information Center (NWIC) shall receive one (1) copy and the ERO shall receive a
copy of the transmittal of the FARR to the NWIC. The Environmental Planning division of the Planning
Department shall receive one bound, one unbound and one unlocked, searchable PDF copy on CD of the
FARR along with copies of any formal site recordation forms (CA DPR 523 series) and/or documentation
for nomination to the National Register of Historic Places/California Register of Historical Resources. In
instances of high public interest in or the high interpretive value of the resource, the ERO may require a
different final report content, format, and distribution than that presented above.

NOISE
Project Mitigation Measure 2 - Construction Noise (Eastern Neighborhoods Mitigation Measure F-2)
The project sponsor shall develop a set of site-specific noise attenuation measures under the supervision
of a qualified acoustical consultant. Prior to commencing construction, a plan for such measures shall be
submitted to the Department of Building Inspection to ensure that maximum feasible noise attenuation
will be achieved. These attenuation measures shall include as many of the following control strategies as
feasible:
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• Erect temporary plywood noise barriers around a construction site, particularly where a site
adjoins noise-sensitive uses;
• Utilize noise control blankets on a building structure as the building is erected to reduce noise
emission from the site;
• Evaluate the feasibility of noise control at the receivers by temporarily improving the noise
reduction capability of adjacent buildings housing sensitive uses;
• Monitor the effectiveness of noise attenuation measures by taking noise measurements;
Post signs on-site pertaining to permitted construction days and hours and complaint procedures and
who to notify in the event of a problem, with telephone numbers listed.
HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

Project Mitigation Measure 3 - Hazardous Building Materials (Eastern Neighborhoods Mitigation
Measure L-1)
The City shall condition future development approvals to require that the subsequent project sponsors
ensure that any equipment containing PCBs or DEPH, such as fluorescent light ballasts, are removed and
properly disposed of according to applicable federal, state, and local laws prior to the start of renovation,
and that any fluorescent light tubes, which could contain mercury, are similarly removed and properly
disposed of. Any other hazardous materials identified, either before or during work, shall be abated
according to applicable federal, state, and local laws.
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DETERMINATION
On the basis of this evaluation:
~

I find that the proposed infill project would not have any significant effects on the
environment that either have not already been analyzed in a prior EIR or that are more
significant than previously analyzed, or that uniformly applicable development policies would
not substantially mitigate. Pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 21094.5, CEQA does not
apply to such effects. A Notice of Determination (Section 15094) will be filed.

D

I find that the proposed infill project will have effects that either have not been analyzed in a
prior EIR, or are more significant than described in the prior EIR, and that no uniformly
applicable development policies would substantially mitigate such effects. With respect to
those effects that are subject to CEQA I find that such effects would not be significant and a
Negative Declaration, or if the project is a Transit Priority Project a Sustainable Communities
Environmental Assessment, will be prepared.

D

I find that the proposed infill project will have effects that either have not been analyzed in a
prior EIR or are more significant than described in the prior EIR and that no uniformly
applicable development policies would substantially mitigate such effects. I find that although
those effects could be significant, there will not be a significant effect in this case because
revisions in the infill project have been made by or agreed to by the project proponent. A
Mitigated Negative Declaration, or if the project is a Transit Priority Project a Sustainable
Communities Environmental Assessment, will be prepared.

D

I find that the proposed infill project would have effects that either have not been analyzed in
a prior EIR or are more significant than described in the prior EIR, and that no uniformly
applicable development policies would substantially mitigate such effects. I find that those
effects would be significant, and an infill EIR is required to analyze those effects that are
subject to CEQA.
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Adopted Mitigation Measures

Responsibility for
Implementation

MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM
Monitoring/
Mitigation
Mitigation
Reporting
Schedule
Action
Responsibility

Monitoring
Schedule

CULTURAL AND PALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCES

Project Mitigation Measure 1 -Archeological Testing Program (Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR Mitigation Measure J-2)
Based on a reasonable presumption that archeological resources
Project sponsor
may be present within the project site, the following measures
shall be undertaken to avoid any potentially significant adverse
effect from the proposed project on buried or submerged historical
resources. The project sponsor shall retain the services of an
archaeological consultant from the rotational Department
Qualified Archaeological Consultants List (QACL) maintained by
the Planning Department archaeologist. The project sponsor shall
contact the Department archeologist to obtain the names and
contact information for the next three archeological consultants on
the QACL. The archeological consultant shall undertake an
archeological testing program as specified herein. In addition, the
consultant shall be available to conduct an archeological
monitoring and/or data recovery program if required pursuant to
this measure. The archeological consultant's work shall be
conducted in accordance with this measure at the direction of the
Environmental Review Officer (ERO). All plans and reports
prepared by the consultant as specified herein shall be submitted
first and directly to the ERO for review and comment, and shall be
considered draft reports subject to revision until final approval by
the ERO. Archeological monitoring and/or data recovery
programs required by this measure could suspend construction of
the project for up to a maximum of four weeks. At the direction of
the ERO, the suspension of construction can be extended beyond
four weeks only if such a suspension is the only feasible means to
reduce to a less than significant level potential effects on a
significant archeological resource as defined in CEQA Guidelines
Sect. 15064.5 (a) and (c).

Prior to
issuance of
grading or
building
permits

Project Sponsor to
retain
archaeological
consultant to
undertake
archaeological
monitoring
program in
consultation with
ERO.

Project sponsor,
archaeologist and
Environmental
Review Officer
(ERO)

Complete
when Project
Sponsor retains
qualified
archaeological
consultant.

Consultation with Descendant Communities: On discovery of an
archeological sitel associated with descendant Native Americans,
the Overseas Chinese, or other potentially interested descendant
group an appropriate representative2 of the descendant group

Discovery of an Consultation with
descendant
archeological
communities
site associated
with

Project sponsor,
descendant group
representative(s),
and ERO

After
production of
the Final
Archaeological

Project sponsor.

By the term "archeological site" is intended here to minimally include any archeological deposit, feature, burial, or evidence of burial.
An "appropriate representative" of the descendant group is here defined to mean, in the case of Native Americans, any individual listed in the
current Native American Contact List for the City and County of San Francisco maintained by the California Native American Heritage Commission and in

2
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Adopted Mitigation Measures

Responsibility for
Implementation

MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM
Monitoring/
Mitigation
Reporting
Mitigation
Action
Responsibility
Schedule

Resources
Report.

descendant
group/commun
ities

and the ERO shall be contacted. The representative of the
descendant group shall be given the opportunity to monitor
archeological field investigations of the site and to offer
recommendations to the ERO regarding appropriate archeological
treatment of the site, of recovered data from the site, and, if
applicable, any interpretative treatment of the associated
archeological site. A copy of the Final Archaeological Resources
Report shall be provided to the representative of the descendant
group.

Archeological Testing Program. The archeological consultant shall
prepare and submit to the ERO for review and approval an
archeological testing plan (ATP). The archeological testing
program shall be conducted in accordance with the approved
ATP. The ATP shall identify the property types of the expected
archeological resource(s) that potentially could be adversely
affected by the proposed project, the testing method to be used,
and the locations recommended for testing. The purpose of the
archeological testing program will be to determine to the extent
possible the presence or absence of archeological resources and to
identify and to evaluate whether any archeological resource
encountered on the site constitutes an historical resource under
CEQA.

Prior to any
Project sponsor
soils
and
disturbance
arcl1aeological
consultant, at the
direction of the
ERO

At the completion of the archeological testing program, the
archeological consultant shall submit a written report of the
findings to the ERO. If based on the archeological testing program
the archeological consultant finds that significant archeological
resources may be present, the ERO in consultation with the
archeological consultant shall determine if additional measures
are warranted. Additional measures that may be undertaken
include additional archeological testing, archeological monitoring,
and/or an archeological data recovery program. No archeological
data recovery shall be undertaken without the prior approval of
the ERO or the Planning Deparhnent archeologist. If the ERO
determines that a significant archeological resource is present and
that the resource could be adversely affected by the proposed
project, at the discretion of the project sponsor either:

Project sponsor
and
archaeological
consultant, at the
direction of the
ERO

After
completion of
the
Archeological
Testing
Program

Monitoring
Schedule

Consultation with Project sponsor, After
ERO on scope of archaeologist and consultation
with and
ATP
ERO
approval by
ERO of AMP.

Submit report to Archaeological
ERO of the
consultant and
findings of the
ERO
Archeological
Testing Program.

Considered
complete on
submittal to
ERO of report
on ATP
findings.

A) The proposed project shall be re-designed so as to avoid any
the case of the Overseas Chinese, the Chinese Historical Society of America. An appropriate representative of other descendant groups should be determined
in consultation with the Department archeologist.
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Adopted Mitigation Measures

Responsibility for
Implementation

MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM
Monitoring/
Mitigation
Mitigation
Reporting
Action
Responsibility
Schedule

Monitoring
Schedule

adverse effect on the significant archeological resource; or
B)

A data recovery program shall be implemented, unless the
ERO determines that the archeological resource is of greater
interpretive than research significance and that interpretive
use of the resource is feasible.

Archeological Monitoring Program. If the ERO in consultation with

Project Sponsor/
Archeological
Consultant/
Archeological
Monitor/
Contractor(s), at
The archeological consultant, project sponsor, and ERO shall the direction of
meet and consult on the scope of the AMP reasonably prior to the ERO
any project-related soils disturbing activities commencing.
The ERO in consultation with the archeological consultant
shall determine what project activities shall be archeologically
monitored. In most cases, any soils- disturbing activities, sucl1
as demolition, foundation removal, excavation, grading,
utilities installation, foundation work, driving of piles
(foundation, shoring, etc.), site remediation, etc., shall require
archeological monitoring because of the risk these activities
pose to potential archaeological resources and to their
depositional context;

the archeological consultant determines that an archeological
monitoring program shall be implemented the archeological
monitoring program shall minimally include the following
provisions:

ERO and
Consultation with Archaeological
ERO on scope of consultant and
Archeological
Consultant
AMP
ERO
meet prior to
commencement
of soildishtrbing
activity. If ERO
determines that
an
Archeological
Monitoring
Program is
necessary,
monitor
throughout all
soil-disturbing
activities.

Considered
complete on
finding by
ERO that AMP
implemented.

The archeological consultant shall advise all project
contractors to be on the alert for evidence of the presence of
the expected resource(s), of how to identify the evidence of the
expected resource(s), and of the appropriate protocol in the
event of apparent discovery of an archeological resource;
The archeological monitor(s) shall be present on the project
site according to a schedule agreed upon by the archeological
consultant and the ERO until the ERO has, in consultation
with project archeological consultant, determined that project
construction activities could have no effects on significant
archeological deposits;
The archeological monitor shall record and be authorized to
collect soil samples and artifactual/ecofactual material as
warranted for analysis;
If an intact archeological deposit is encountered, all soilsdisturbing activities in the vicinity of the deposit shall cease.
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Responsibility for
Implementation

MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM
Monitoring/
Mitigation
Mitigation
Reporting
Schedule
Action
Responsibility

Monitoring
Schedule

The archeological monitor shall be empowered to temporarily
redirect demolition/excavation/pile driving/construction
activities and equipment until the deposit is evaluated. If in
the case of pile driving activity (foundation, shoring, etc.), the
archeological monitor has cause to believe that the pile
driving activity may affect an archeological resource, the pile
driving activity shall be terminated until an appropriate
evaluation of the resource has been made in consultation with
the ERO. The archeological consultant shall immediately
notify the ERO of the encountered archeological deposit. The
archeological consultant shall make a reasonable effort to
assess the identity, integrity, and significance of the
encountered archeological deposit, and present the findings of
this assessment to the ERO.
Whether or not significant archeological resources are
encountered, the archeological consultant shall submit a written
report of the findings of the monitoring program to the ERO.
Archaeological
recovery program shall be conducted in accord with an
consultant in
consultation with
archeological data recovery plan (ADRP). The archeological
consultant, project sponsor, and ERO shall meet and consult on the ERO
scope of the ADRP prior to preparation of a draft ADRP. The
archeological consultant shall submit a draft ADRP to the ERO.
The ADRP shall identify how the proposed data recovery program
will preserve the significant information the archeological resource
is expected to contain. That is, the ADRP will identify what
scientific/historical research questions are applicable to the
expected resource, what data classes the resource is expected to
possess, and how the expected data classes would address the
applicable research questions. Data recovery, in general, should be
limited to the portions of the historical property that could be
adversely affected by the proposed project. Destructive data
recovery methods shall not be applied to portions of the
archeological resources if nondestructive methods are practical.

Archeological Data Recoven; Program. The archeological data

After
Consultation with Archaeological
determination ERO on scope of consultant and
by ERO that an ADRP
ERO
archaeological
data recovery
program is
required

Considered
complete upon
approval of
ADRPbyERO.

The scope of the ADRP shall include the following elements:
Field Methods and Procedures. Descriptions of proposed field

strategies, procedures, and operations.
Cataloguing and Laboratory Analysis. Description of selected
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Adopted Mitigation Measures

Responsibility for
Implementation

MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM
Monitoring/
Reporting
Mitigation
Mitigation
Schedule
Responsibility
Action

Monitoring
Schedule

cataloguing system and artifact analysis procedures.

•

Discard and Deaccession Policy. Description of and rationale for

•

Interpretive Program. Consideration of an on-site/off-site public

field and post-field discard and deaccession policies.
interpretive program during the course of the archeological
data recovery program.

Security Measures. Recommended security measures to protect
the archeological resource from vandalism, looting, and nonintentionally damaging activities.
Final Report. Description of proposed report format and
distribution of results.

•

Curation. Description of the procedures and recommendations
for the curation of any recovered data having potential
research value, identification of appropriate curation facilities,
and a summary of the accession policies of the curation
facilities.

Human Remains and Associated or Unassociated Funerary Objects. The Project
treatment of human remains and of associated or unassociated
funerary objects discovered during any soils disturbing activity
shall comply with applicable State and Federal laws. This shall
include immediate notification of the Coroner of the City and
County of San Francisco and in the event of the Coroner's
determination that the human remains are Native American
remains, notification of the California State Native American
Heritage Commission (NAHC) who shall appoint a Most Likely
Descendant (MLD) (Pub. Res. Code Sec. 5097.98). The
archeological consultant, project sponsor, ERO, and MLD shall
have up to but not beyond six days of discovery to make all
reasonable efforts to develop an agreement for the treatment of
human remains and associated or unassociated funerary objects
with appropriate dignity (CEQA Guidelines. Sec. 15064.S(d)). The
agreement should take into consideration the appropriate
excavation, removal, recordation, analysis, custodianship,
curation, and final disposition of the human remains and
associated or unassociated funerary objects. Nothing in existing
State regulations or in this mitigation measure compels the project
sponsor and the ERO to accept recommendations of an MLD. The
archeological consultant shall retain possession of any Native

Discovery of
Notify San
Project sponsor,
archaeologist and
Sponsor/Archeolo human remains Francisco
ERO
gical Consultant and/or funerary coroner.
in consultation
objects.
Implement
with the San
regulatory
Francisco
requirements, if
applicable,
Coroner, NAHC
andMLD.
regarding
discovery of
Native American
human remains
and associated/
unassociated
funerary objects.

Considered
complete on
notification of
the San
Francisco
County
Coroner. and
NAHC,if
necessary ..
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Adopted Mitigation Measures

Responsibility for
Implementation

MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM
Monitoring/
Mitigation
Mitigation
Reporting
Schedule
Action
Responsibility

Monitoring
Schedule

American human remains and associated or unassociated burial
objects until completion of any scientific analyses of the human
remains or objects as specified in the treatment agreement if such
as agreement has been made or, otherwise, as determined by the
archeological consultant and the ERO.

Final Archeological Resources Report. The archeological consultant
shall submit a Draft Final Archeological Resources Report (FARR)
to the ERO that evaluates the historical significance of any
discovered archeological resource and describes the archeological
and historical research methods employed in the archeological
testing/monitoring/data recovery program(s) undertaken.
Information that may put at risk any archeological resource shall
be provided in a separate removable insert within the final report.

Project sponsor
and
archaeological
consultant at the
direction of the
ERO

Completion of
archeological
data recovery,
inventoring,
analysis and
interpretation.

Once approved by the ERO, copies of the FARR shall be
distributed as follows: California Archaeological Site Survey
Northwest Information Center (NWIC) shall receive one (1) copy
and the ERO shall receive a copy of the transmittal of the FARR to
the NWIC. The Environmental Planning division of the Planning
Department shall receive one bound, one unbound and one
unlocked, searchable PDF copy on CD of the FARR along with
copies of any formal site recordation forms (CA DPR 523 series)
and/or documentation for nomination to the National Register of
Historic Places/California Register of Historical Resources. In
instances of high public interest in or the high interpretive value of
the resource, the ERO may require a different final report content,
format, and distribution than that presented above.

Archeological
Consultant at the
direction of the
ERO

Written
Distribute FARR
certification
submitted to
ERO that
required FARR
distribution has
been completed

Prepare and
submit FARR.

Archaeological
consultant and
ERO

Considered
complete on
submittal of
FARR.

Archaeological
consultant and
Environmental
Review Officer
(ERO)

Considered
complete on
distribution of
FARR.

Project Mitigation Measure 2 - Construction Noise (from Initial Study) (Eastem Neighborhoods PEIR Mitigation Measure F-2)
Where environmental review of a development project undertaken Project sponsor
During
Prepare and
Project sponsor.
subsequent to the adoption of the proposed zoning controls
and construction construction
submit monthly
determines that construction noise controls are necessary due to
contractor.
activities.
noise reports
the nature of planned construction practices and the sensitivity of
during
proximate uses, the Planning Director shall require that the
construction.
sponsors of the subsequent development project develop a set of
site-specific noise attenuation measures under the supervision of a
qualified acoustical consultant. Prior to commencing construction,
a plan for such measures shall be submitted to the Department of
Building Inspection to ensure that maximum feasible noise
attenuation will be achieved. These attenuation measures shall
include as many of the following control strategies as feasible:

During
construction
activities.
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Responsibility for
Implementation

MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM
Monitoring/
Mitigation
Mitigation
Reporting
Schedule
Action
Responsibility

Monitoring
Schedule

Erect temporary plywood noise barriers around a construction
site, particularly where a site adjoins noise-sensitive uses;
Utilize noise control blankets on a building structure as the
building is erected to reduce noise emission from the site;
Evaluate the feasibility of noise control at the receivers by
temporarily improving the noise reduction capability of
adjacent buildings housing sensitive uses;
Monitor the effectiveness of noise attenuation measures by
taking noise measurements; and
Post signs on-site pertaining to permitted construction days
and hours and complaint procedures and who to notify in the
event of a problem, with telephone numbers listed.

Project Mitigation Measure 3 - Hazardous Building Materials (Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR Mitigation Measure L-1)
The City shall condition future development approvals to require Project sponsor
Prior to
Submit a
Project Sponsor
that the subsequent project sponsors ensure that any equipment
and construction approval.
monitoring report or contractor.
contractor.
to DPH, with a
containing PCBs or DEPH, such as fluorescent light ballasts, are
removed and properly disposed of according to applicable federal,
copy to Planning
state, and local laws prior to the start of renovation, and that any
Department and
fluorescent light tubes, which could contain mercury, are similarly
DBI..
removed and properly disposed of. Any other hazardous
materials identified, either before or during work, shall be abated
according to applicable federal, state, and local laws.

1296 SHOTWELL STREET
l\IITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM

Completion of
construction

CASE NO. 2015-018056ENV
Novemberl5, 2016
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SAN FRANCISCO
PLAINNING DEPARTMEN!T
Certificate of Determination
INFILL PROJECT ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW
Case No.:
Project Address:
Zoning:

Block/Lot:
Lot Size:
Prior EIR:
Project Sponsors:

Staff Contact:

2015-018056ENV
1296 Shotwell Street
NCT - Mission Street Neighborhood Commercial Transit
Mission Street Formula Retail Restaurant Sub-district
Mission Alcohol Restricted Use District
Fringe Financial Restricted Use District
65-X Height and Bulk District
6571/051
11,664 square feet

Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan (Mission)
Dragana Monson, HCL Architecture, (415) 495-1776
Elaine Yee, Mission Economic Development Agency, (415) 282-3334
Joyce Slen, Chinatown Community Development Center, (415) 984-1450
Alana Callagy- (415) 575-8734, alana.ca11agy@sfgov.org

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The project site is located on a block bound by Shotwell Street to the east, 26th Street to the north, South
Van Ness A venue to the west, and Cesar Chavez Street to the south, in San Francisco's Mission
neighborhood. The project site, Block 6571, Lot 051, is irregular in shape and has frontage only on
Shotwell Street. The parcel measures approximately 11,700 square feet. The proposed project would
demolish the existing one-story industrial building on the site and construct a 100 percent Affordable
Senior Housing project, encompassing a total of approximately 69,500 gross square feet (gsf) with 94
dwelling units (93 affordable units plus one unit for the onsite property manager), including 20 units for
formerly homeless seniors.
(Continued on next page.)

CEQA DETERMINATION
The project is eligible for streamlined environmental review as an infill project per Section 15183.3 of the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines and California Public Resources Code Section
21094.5.

DETERMINATION
I do here~y ~~~fy that the above determination has been madef~rsuan~ to State and Local requirements.

AIJJv----

~/ t;~iJ~ .
LISA M. GIBSON
Acting Environmental Review Officer
cc:

Dragana Monson, Project Sponsor
Elaine Yee, Project Sponsor
Christy Alexander, Current Planning Division

_l_I,____L.t_'_,_/1_,...((J_ _ __
I

Date J

Virna Byrd, M.D.F
Supenisor David Campos, District 9

1206

1650 Mission St.
Suite 400
San Francisco,
CA 94103-2479
Reception:

415.558.6378
Fax:

415.558.6409
Planning
Information:

415.558.6377

1296 Shotwell Street
2015-01878ENV

Certificate of Determination

PROJECT DESCRIPTION (continued)
The proposed building would be roughly rectangular in shape, with an internal courtyard. The nine-story
building would have a height of 84 feet (96 feet to the top of elevator penthouse). The proposed building
would front and be accessible via Shotwell Street and would be stepped back on the eighth and ninth
floors in an effort to diminish the building's massing and bulk, as viewed from the surrounding
neighborhoods. The step back would create roof terraces with approximately 1,500 gsf of common open
space. Other common space areas would be placed in the rear yard (approximately 3,000 gsf), front entry
court (430 gsf), and a second floor terrace overlooking Shotwell Street (approximately 325 gsf).
No vehicular parking is proposed. The proposed project would include Class I bicycle spaces at the
ground-floor level and two Class II bicycle spaces would be located on the sidewalk in front of the project
site on Shotwell Street. The proposed project would install a 55-foot-long dropoff/loading zone on
Shotwell Street. An existing two-foot-deep "concrete ramp" along the length of the project site on
Shotwell Street would be removed and the 15 foot concrete sidewalk would remain with a six inch curb
added.
During the approximately 18-month construction period, the proposed project would include deep soil
treatment, which would extend approximately 35 feet below ground surface. Additional foundation work
may include drilled piers to depths of approximately 45 feet, but would not involve impact pile driving
activities. The project site is located within the Mission Plan Area of the Eastern Neighborhoods Area
Plans.

PROJECT APPROVAL
The proposed project at 1296 Shotwell Street would require the following approvals:

Actions by the Planning Commission
•

Approval of 100 percent Affordable Housing Bonus Project under Section 328 of the Planning
Code for up to an additional 30 feet above the height district limit. The Planning Commission's
approval of the 100 percent Affordable Housing Bonus Project would be the Approval Action for
the project. The Approval Action date establishes the start of the 30-day appeal period for the
Planning Commission's determination that the proposed project is eligible for streamlined
environmental review for infill projects under CEQA Guidelines Section 15183.3 under CEQA
pursuant to Section 31.04(h) of the San Francisco Administrative Code.

Actions by the Planning Department
•

Approval of a Large Project Authorization for development of a building greater than 25,000
gross square feet, if the proposed legislative amendment is approved. Per Planning Code Section
315, a Large Project Authorization for 100 percent Affordable Housing Projects may be approved
by the Planning Department.

Actions by City Departments
•

Approval of a Site Permit from the Department of Building Inspection (DBI) for demolition and
new construction.

PROJECT SETTING
The project site is located on a block bound by Shotwell Street to the east, 26th Street to the north, South
Van Ness Avenue to the west, and Cesar Chavez Street to the south, in San Francisco's Mission
neighborhood. The parcel measures approximately 11,700 square feet and contains a one-story industrial
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1296 Shotwell Street
2015-01878ENV

building constructed in 1948 that covers the entire parcel. The building houses an automotive repair shop
and a storage facility for a local market.
It is currently zoned NCT (Mission Street Neighborhood Commercial Transit), Mission Street Formula
Retail Restaurant Sub-district, Mission Alcohol Restricted Use District, Fringe Financial Restricted Use
District, and is within a 65-X height and bulk district.

The project vicinity is characterized by a mix of residential, retail, office, and Production, Distribution,
and Repair (PDR) uses. To the north of the project site (i.e., along 26th Street between South Van Ness
Avenue and Shotwell Street) sits a commercial building housing an electric contractor, to the east and
across Shotwell Street are residential complexes, to the west of the site is an auto parts shop and adjacent
parking lot, accessed at Cesar Chavez Street. The 24th Street-Mission BART station, a major regional
transit station, is located five blocks northwest of the project site. There is one San Francisco Municipal
Railway (Muni) stop approximately 250 feet southwest near the intersection of South Van Ness Avenue
and Cesar Chavez Street, one 370 feet northwest at the intersection of South Van Ness Avenue and 26th
Street, and one 380 feet northeast of the project site near the intersection of Folsom and 26th streets.
Within a quarter mile of the project site, Muni operates the following bus lines: the 12-Folsom/Pacific, 14Mission, 14R-Mission Rapid, 27-Bryant, 36-Teresita, 49-Van Ness/Mission, and 67-Bernal Heights. The
following bicycle facilities are located near the project site: Cesar Chavez Street has east-west bike lanes
and Harrison Street has a north-south bike route and lane. Buildings in the project vicinity range from 15
to 40 feet in height. Surrounding parcels on the same block (to the north and west) are zoned NCT-1
(Mission Street Neighborhood Commercial Transit), parcels across Shotwell Street to the east are zoned
RM-1 (Residential-Mixed, Low Density), to the southeast across the Shotwell and Cesar Chavez streets
intersection are zoned RH-3 (Residential-House, Three Family), and south across Cesar Chavez Street are
zoned RH-2 (Residential-House, Two Family). Height and bulk districts in the project vicinity are 40-X,
55-X, and 65-X.
Adjacent to the project site is 1515 South Van Ness Avenue, which to the north and west of the project site
contains two parking lots and an associated two-story building. The parcel recently received Planning
Commission approval to construct a mixed-use (residential with retail on the first floor) five and six-story
building with frontage on South Van Ness Avenue, 26th Street, and Shotwell Street (Case No.
2014.1020ENV). Southwest of the project site is 1575 South Van Ness Avenue, a two story, commercial
building that currently contains an auto parts retailer and its associated parking lot on Cesar Chavez.
South and adjacent to the project site is 1298 Shotwell Street (also called 3250 Cesar Chavez Street), a two
story building that contains an auto repair shop.
Across Shotwell Street to the east of the project is a four-story, 130-unit apartment complex, composed of
multiple buildings. Across Cesar Chavez Street to the south of the project site are two- to three-story
residential buildings. To the north, across 26th Street between South Van Ness Avenue and Shotwell
Street, is a residential apartment complex with buildings varying from one to three stories and a onestory auto repair shop.
One block west of the project site, west of the intersection of South Van Ness Avenue and Cesar Chavez
Street, is 3314 Cesar Chavez Street, which is under review by the Planning Department for demolition of
the one-story industrial structure on the site and construction of a six-story, 65-foot-tall mixed-use
building with 52 dwelling units, off street parking, and commercial space on the ground floor (Case No.
2014-003160ENV).
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STREAMLINING FOR INFILL PROJECTS OVERVIEW
California Public Resources Code Section 21094.5 and CEQA Guidelines Section 15183.3 provides a
streamlined environmental review process for eligible infill projects by limiting the topics subject to
review at the project level where the effects of infill development have been previously addressed in a
planning level decision1 or by uniformly applicable development policies. 2 CEQA does not apply to the
effects of an eligible infill project under two circumstances. First, if an effect was addressed as a
significant effect in a prior Environmental Impact Report (EIR) 3 for a planning level decision, then that
effect need not be analyzed again for an individual infill project even when that effect was not reduced to
a less than significant level in the prior EIR. Second, an effect need not be analyzed, even if it was not
analyzed in a prior EIR or is more significant than previously analyzed, if the lead agency makes a
finding that uniformly applicable development policies or standards, adopted by the lead agency or a city
or county, apply to the infill project and would substantially mitigate that effect. Depending on the effects
addressed in the prior EIR and the availability of uniformly applicable development policies or standards
that apply to the eligible infill project, the streamlined environmental review would range from a
determination that no further environmental review is required to a narrowed, project-specific
environmental document.
Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15183.3, an eligible infill project is examined in light of the prior
EIR to determine whether the infill project will cause any effects that require additional review under
CEQA. The evaluation of an eligible infill project must demonstrate the following:
(1) the project satisfies the performance standards of Appendix M of the CEQA Guidelines;
(2) the degree to which the effects of the infill project were analyzed in the prior EIR;
(3) an explanation of whether the infill project will cause new specific effects 4 not addressed in
the prior EIR;
(4) an explanation of whether substantial new information shows that the adverse effects of the
infill project are substantially more severe than described in the prior EIR; and
(5) if the infill project would cause new specific effects or more significant effects than disclosed
in the prior EIR, the evaluation shall indicate whether uniformly applied development standards
substantially mitigate 5 those effects. 6

Planning level decision means the enactment of amendment of a general plan or any general plan element, community plan,
specific plan, or zoning code.
2 Uniformly applicable development policies are policies or standards adopted or enacted by a city or county, or by a lead agency,
that reduce one or more adverse environmental effects.
3 Prior EIR means the environmental impact report certified for a planning level decision, as supplemented by any subsequent or
supplemental environmental impact reports, negative declarations, or addenda to those documents.
4 A new specific effect is an effect that was not addressed in the prior EIR and that is specific to the infill project or the infill project
site. A new specific effect may result if, for example, the prior EIR stated that sufficient site-specific information was not available
to analyze the significance of that effect. Substantial changes in circumstances following certification of a prior EIR may also
result in a new specific effect.
5 More significant means an effect will be substantially more severe than described in the prior EIR. More significant effects include
those that result from changes in circumstances or changes in the development assumptions underlying the prior EIR's analysis.
An effect is also more significant if substantial new information shows that: (1) mitigation measures that were previously rejected
as infeasible are in fact feasible, and such measures are not included in the project; (2) feasible mitigation measures considerably
different than those previously analyzed could substantially reduce a significant effect described in the prior EIR, but such
measures are not included in the project; or (3) an applicable mitigation measure was adopted in connection with a planning
level decision, but the lead agency determines that it is not feasible for the infill project to implement that measure.
1
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No additional environmental review is required if the infill project would not cause any new site-specific
or project-specific effects or more significant effects, or if uniformly applied development standards
would substantially mitigate such effects.

INFILL PROJECT ELIGIBILITY
To be eligible for the streamlining procedures prescribed in Section 15183.3, an infill project must meet all
of the criteria shown in italics below. As explained following each criterion, the proposed project meets
the criteria for infill project streamlining.
a)

The project site is located in an urban area on a site that either has been previously developed or that adjoins
existing qualified urban uses on at least seventy-five percent of the site's perimeter. 7

The project site is located within an urban area and has been previously developed. According to the
Phase I Environmental Site Assessment, 8 available historical records show that the site was occupied
by a tannery in the late 1800s, was vacant (except for a private residence) in 1900, and has been
occupied by large warehouses from at least 1914 through the present. The warehouses apparently
were used for storage from 1914 to 1999. Currently the site contains an auto repair shop and a storage
facility for a local market.
b)

The proposed project satisfies the performance standards provided in Appendix M of the CEQA Guidelines.

The proposed project satisfies the performance standards provided in Appendix M of the CEQA
Guidelines. 9 The Appendix M checklist, which is located within the project file, covers the following
topics for mixed-use residential projects: hazardous materials, air quality, transportation, and
affordable housing. The project site is not included on any list compiled pursuant to Section 65962.5
of the Government Code (i.e., the "Cortese" list), and is not located near a high-volume roadway or a
stationary source of air pollution (i.e., project site is not within an Air Pollutant Exposure Zone). The
project site is located within a low vehicle travel area, within a half mile of an existing major transit
stop, and consists of less than 300 affordable housing units.
c)

The proposed project is consistent with the general use designation, densihj, building intensity, and applicable
policies specified in the Sustainable Communities Strategy.

Plan Bay Area is the current Sustainable Communities Strategy and Regional Transportation Plan
that was adopted by the Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) and Association of Bay
Area Governments (ABAG) in July 2013, in compliance with California's governing greenhouse gas

Substantially mitigate means that the policy or standard will substantially lessen the effect, but not necessarily below the levels of
significance.
7 For the purpose of this subdivision "adjoin" means the infill project is immediately adjacent to qualified urban uses, or is only
separated from such uses by an improved public right-of-way. Qualified urban use means any residential, commercial, public
institutional, transit or transportation passenger facility, or retail use, or any combination of those uses.
8 ESSEL. Phase I Environmental Site Assessment Property at 1296/1298 Shotwell Street, San Francisco, CA, 94110. October 5, 2016. This
document and others referenced in this certificate unless otherwise noted are available for review at the San Francisco Planning
Department, 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 as part of Case File No. 2015-018056ENV.
9 San Francisco Planning Department, Eligibility Checklist: CEQA Guidelines Appendix M Performance Standards for Streamlined
Environmental Review, 1296 Shotwell Street, November 1, 2016. This document is available for review at the San Francisco Planning
Department, 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 as part of Case File No. 2015-018056ENV.
6
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reduction legislation, Senate Bill 375. 10 To be consistent with Plan Bay Area, a proposed project must
be located within a Priority Development Area (PDA), or must meet all of the following criteria:
•
•
•
•

Conform with the jurisdiction's General Plan and Housing Element;
Be located within 0.5 miles of transit access;
Be 100 percent affordable to low- and very-low income households for 55 years; and
Be located within 0.5 miles of at least six neighborhood amenities. 11

The project site is located within the Eastern Neighborhoods PDA, and therefore the project is
consistent with the general use designation, density, building intensity, and applicable policies
specified in Plan Bay Area. 12 As discussed above, the proposed project at 1296 Shotwell Street meets
criteria a, b, and c, and is therefore considered an eligible infill project.

PLAN-LEVEL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT
The 1296 Shotwell Street project site is located within the Mission Plan Area of the Eastern
Neighborhoods Area Plans which were evaluated in the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area
Plans Programmatic Environmental Impact Report (PEIR). 13 The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR, which
was certified in 2008, is a comprehensive programmatic document that presents an analysis of the
environmental effects of implementation of the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans, as well
as the potential impacts under several proposed alternative scenarios. The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR
estimated that implementation of the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan could result in approximately 7,400 to
9,900 net dwelling units and 3,200,000 to 6,600,0000 square feet of net non-residential space (excluding
PDR loss) built in the Plan Area throughout the lifetime of the Plan (year 2025).
This determination and the Infill Project Initial Study (Attachment A) concludes that the proposed project
at 1296 Shotwell Street: (1) is eligible for streamlined environmental review; (2) the effects of the infill
project were analyzed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR and applicable mitigation measures from the
PEIR have been incorporated into the proposed project; (3) the proposed project would not cause new
specific effects that were not already analyzed and disclosed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR; and (4)
there is no substantial new information that shows that the adverse environmental effects of the infill
project are substantially greater than those described in the prior EIR. Therefore, no further
environmental review is required for the proposed 1296 Shotwell Street project and this Certificate of
Determination for the proposed project comprises the full and complete CEQA evaluation necessary for
the proposed project.

POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR included analyses of environmental issues including: land use; plans
and policies; visual quality and urban design; population, housing, business activity, and employment
(growth inducement); transportation; noise; air quality; parks, recreation and open space; shadow;
archeological resources; historic architectural resources; hazards; and other issues not addressed in the
previously issued initial study for the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans. The Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR considered the incremental impacts of the proposed 1296 Shotwell Street project. As
10

11

12
13

Metropolitan Transportation Commission and Association of Bay Area Governments, Plan Bay Area. Available:
http://onebayarea.org/plan-bay-area/final-plan-bay-area.html. Accessed April 25, 2016
Chion, Miriam, Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG) Planning & Research Director, letter to Alana Callagy,
Environmental Planner, San Francisco Planning Department, October 17, 2016, Re: 1296 Shotwell Street Project SCS Consistency.
Ibid.
Planning Department Case No. 2004.0160E and State Clearinghouse No. 2005032048
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a result, the proposed infill project would not result in adverse environmental effects that are
substantially greater than those identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.
Significant and unavoidable impacts were identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR for the
following topics: land use, historic architectural resources, transportation and circulation, and shadow.
Regarding land use, the PEIR found a significant impact related to the cumulative loss of PDR. The
approximately 11,700-square-foot project site at 1296 Shotwell Street houses a one-story building with an
automotive repair shop and a storage facility for a local market.
As of July 2016, projects containing the removal of 1,268,219 net square feet of PDR space have been
completed or are anticipated to complete environmental review within the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan
area. These estimates include projects that have completed environmental review (654,016 square feet of
PDR space loss) and foreseeable projects, including the proposed project (614,203 square feet of PDR
space loss). Foreseeable projects are those projects for which environmental evaluation applications have
been submitted to the San Francisco Planning Department. As of July 2016, projects containing the
removal of approximately 237,073 net square feet of PDR space have completed or are anticipated to
complete environmental review within the Mission subarea. These estimates include projects that have
completed environmental review (440 square feet of PDR space loss) and foreseeable projects, including
the proposed project (261,995 square feet of PDR space loss).
Development of the proposed project would result in the net loss of approximately 11,664 square feet of
PDR building space and this would contribute considerably to the significant cumulative land use impact
related to loss of PDR uses that was identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR. The project site is
located in the NCT Use District, which has a mixed pattern of larger and smaller lots and businesses, as
well as a sizable number of upper-story residential units and zoning controls designed to permit
moderate-scale buildings and uses, protecting rear yards above the ground story and at residential levels.
The proposed project is consistent with the land use envisioned for the site under the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR. The proposed loss of 11,664 square feet of existing PDR uses represents a
considerable contribution to the cumulative loss of PDR space analyzed in the Eastern Neighborhoods
PEIR, but would not result in significant impacts that were previously not identified or a more severe
adverse impact than analyzed in the PEIR. The proposed project's bulk and density are consistent with
that permitted under the NCT in combination with the density bonus requested by the sponsor under the
City's 100 Percent Affordable Housing Bonus (Planning Code 328).
The project site, which is an existing one-story industrial building, is not considered a historic resource. 14
In addition, the project site is not located within a historic district or adjacent to a potential historic
resource. Therefore, the proposed project would not contribute to the significant historic resource impact
identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.
Regarding transit, the PEIR found that the anticipated growth resulting from the zoning changes could
result in significant impacts on transit ridership. The proposed project would be expected to generate 715
daily transit trips, including 124 during the p.m. peak hour. Given the wide availability of nearby transit,
the addition of 124 p.m. peak hour transit trips would be accommodated by existing capacity. Thus,
transit ridership generated by the project would not contribute considerably to the transit impacts
identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.

14

San Francisco Planning Department. Eastern Neighborhoods Mission Area Plan South Mission Historic Resources Suroey. Updated
November 9, 2010. Available at http:l/sf-planning-.orgisouth-mission-historic-resource-survey-map
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Finally, regarding shadow impacts, the PEIR could not conclude if the rezoning and community plans
would result in less-than-significant shadow impacts because the feasibility of complete mitigation for
potential new shadow impacts of unknown proposals could not be determined at that time. The
proposed project would remove the existing one-story PDR building and construct a new 84-foot-tall (92foot-tall with elevator penthouse) building. The Planning Department prepared a shadow fan analysis
that determined that the proposed project does not have the potential to cast new shadow on open space
under the jurisdiction of the Recreation and Park Department. 15 Therefore, a more refined shadow study
was not conducted. The proposed project would also shade portions of nearby streets and sidewalks and
private property at times within the project vicinity. Shadows upon streets and sidewalks would not
exceed levels commonly expected in urban areas and would be considered a less-than-significant effect
under CEQA.
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR identified feasible mitigation measures to address significant impacts
related to noise, air quality, archeological resources, historic resources, hazardous materials, and
transportation. The Infill Initial Study (Attachment A) discusses the applicability of each mitigation
measure from the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR and identifies uniformly applicable development
standards that would reduce environmental effects of the project. 16 Table 1 below lists the mitigation
measures identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR that would apply to the proposed project.

Table 1- Applicable Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR Mitigation Measures
Mitigation Measure

Applicability

Compliance

F-2: Construction Noise

Applicable: temporary construction
noise from the use of heavy
equipment would be generated

The project sponsor has agreed
to develop and implement a set
of noise attenuation measures
during construction.

J-2: Properties with no Previous
Studies

Applicable: project site is located in
an area with no previous
archaeological studies

The Planning Department has
conducted a Preliminary
Archeological Review. The
project sponsor has agreed to
implement procedures related
to archeological testing in
compliance with this mitigation
measure.

L-1:
Hazardous
Materials

Applicable: project would
demolish an existing building

The project sponsor shall
ensure that any
hazardous materials identified,
either before or during work,
shall be abated according to
applicable federal, state, and
local laws

15

16

Building

San Francisco Planning Department. Shadow Fan -1296 Shotwell Street. February 23, 2016.
The Infill Project Initial Study is attached to this document as Attachment A
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As discussed in the attached Infill Project Initial Study, the following mitigation measures identified in
the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR are not applicable to the proposed project: F-1: Construction Noise (Pile
Driving), F-3: Interior Noise Levels, F-4: Siting of Noise-Sensitive Uses, F-5: Siting of Noise-Generating
Uses, F-6: Open Space in Noisy Environments, G-2: Air Quality for Sensitive Land Uses, G-3: Siting of
Uses that Emit DPM, G-4: Siting of Uses that Emit Other TACs, J-1: Properties with Previous
Archeological Studies, J-3: Mission Dolores Archeological District, K-1: Interim Procedures for Permit
Review in the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan area, K-2: Amendments to Article 10 of the Planning Code
Pertaining to Vertical Additions in the South End Historic District, K-3: Amendments to Article 10 of the
Planning Code Pertaining to Alterations and Infill Development in the Dogpatch Historic District, E-1:
Traffic Signal Installation, E-2: Intelligent Traffic Management, E-3: Enhanced Transportation Funding, E4: Intelligent Traffic Management, E-5: Enhanced Transit Funding, E-6: Transit Corridor Improvements,
E-7: Transit Accessibility, E-8: Muni Storage and Maintenance, E-9: Rider Improvements, E-10: Transit
Enhancement, and E-11: Transportation Demand Management.
Please see the attached Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program 17 (MMRP) for the complete text of
the applicable mitigation measures. With implementation of these mitigation measures and uniformly
applicable development standards, the proposed project would not result in significant impacts beyond
those analyzed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.

PUBLIC NOTICE AND COMMENT
A "Notification of Project Receiving Environmental Review" was mailed on July 1, 2016 to adjacent
occupants and owners of properties within 300 feet of the project site. Comments were received via letter,
email, and phone. One letter stated concern that wind velocity would be increased by the project, an
email stated that the project is not consistent with the existing skyline or current massing, and one call
requested that the project have a massing that fits with the existing residential scale and was concerned
about parking. Six additional emails were received that supported the project as proposed.

CONCLUSION
As summarized above and further discussed in the Infill Project Initial Study. 18
l.

The proposed project is eligible for the streamlining procedures, as the project site has been
previously developed and is located in an urban area, the proposed project satisfies the
performance standards provided in Appendix M of the CEQA Guidelines, and the project is
consistent with the Sustainable Communities Strategy;

2.

The effects of the proposed infill project were analyzed in a prior EIR, and no new information
shows that the significant adverse environmental effects of the infill project are substantially
greater than those described in the prior EIR;

3.

The proposed infill project would not cause any significant effects on the environment that either
have not already been analyzed in a prior EIR or that are substantially greater than previously
analyzed and disclosed, or that uniformly applicable development policies would not
substantially mitigate potential significant impacts; and

17 The
18

lV1l\1RP is attached to this document as Attachment B.

Ibid
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The project sponsor will undertake feasible mitigation measures specified in the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR to mitigate project-related significant impacts.

Therefore, no further environmental review is required for the proposed project pursuant to Public
Resources Code Section 21094.5 and CEQA Guidelines Section 15183.3.
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Infill Project Initial Study
Case No.:
Project Address:
Zoning:

Block/Lot:
Lot Size:
Prior EIR:
Project Sponsors:

Staff Contact:

2015-018056ENV
1296 Shotwell Street
NCT - Mission Street Neighborhood Commercial Transit
Mission Street Formula Retail Restaurant Sub-district
Mission Alcohol Restricted Use District
Fringe Financial Restricted Use District
65-X Height and Bulk District
6571/051
11,664 square feet
Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan (Mission)
Dragana Monson, HCL Architecture, (415) 495-1776
Elaine Yee, Mission Economic Development Agency, (415) 282-3334
Joyce Slen, Chinatown Community Development Center, (415) 984-1450
Alana Callagy- (415) 575-8734, alana.callagy@sfgov.org

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Project Location
The project site is located on a block bound by Shotwell Street to the east, 26th Street to the north, South
Van Ness Avenue to the west, and Cesar Chavez Street to the south, in San Francisco's Mission
neighborhood (see Figure 1, Project Location). The project site, Block 6571, Lot 051, is irregular in shape
and has frontage only on Shotwell Street, roughly 141 feet long. The parcel measures approximately
11,700 square feet and contains a one-story industrial building constructed in 1948 that covers the entire
parcel. The building currently houses an automotive repair shop and a storage facility for a local market.
The existing sidewalk along Shotwell Street is 15 feet wide and does not contain any curb cuts instead,
there is an approximately two foot deep "concrete ramp" along the length of the project site, which
creates a transition between the sidewalk and street levels and accommodates cars associated with the
auto repair shop currently on site.
The project site does not contain trees or landscaping on site, nor are street trees currently adjacent to the
site.
The project site is zoned NCT - Mission Street Neighborhood Commercial Transit, Mission Street
Formula Retail Restaurant Sub-district, Mission Alcohol Restricted Use District, and Fringe Financial
Restricted Use District, and is within a 65-X height and bulk district.

Project Characteristics
The proposed project would demolish the existing one-story industrial building and construct a
100 Percent Affordable Senior Housing project, encompassing a total of approximately 69,500 gross
square feet (gsf) with 94 dwelling units (93 affordable units plus one unit for the on-site property
manager), including 20 units for formerly homeless seniors, approximately 2,700 gsf of indoor
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community space, 1,150 gsf of office space, approximately 11,650 gsf of circulation and mechanical spaces
(e.g., mechanical, electrical, maintenance, and trash rooms), and 5,900 gsf of outdoor open space. The
proposed building would be roughly rectangular in shape, with an internal courtyard (see Figure 2, Site
Plan). The nine-story building would have a height of 84 feet plus an additional eight feet to the top of
elevator penthouse. The project sponsor is requesting a City of San Francisco 100 Percent Affordable
Housing Bonus on the project site to allow for an additional three stories of building height over the
existing zoning. The proposed building would front and be accessible via Shotwell Street. The proposed
building would contain 94 apartments in the following sizes: 24 studio units, 69 one-bedroom units, and
one two-bedroom unit. The one two-bedroom unit would be for the resident manager. The project
sponsor anticipates that the configuration of units would allow for approximately 150 to 170 residents.
The proposed building would be stepped back on the eighth and ninth floors in an effort to reduce the
building's massing and bulk, as viewed from the surrounding neighborhoods. The setback would create
roof terraces with approximately 1,500 gsf of common open space. Other common space areas would be
placed in the rear yard (approximately 3,000 gsf), front entry court (430 gsf), and a second floor terrace
overlooking Shotwell Street (approximately 325 gsf).
A transformer for the proposed project would be placed in a vault under the sidewalk on Shotwell Street.
The mechanical room, which would be on the roof and not visible by pedestrians on the street, would
include a solar hot water tank, service hot water storage tanks, and boilers. Additionally, the project
would contain roof-mounted exhaust and filtered supply air to meet Article 38 requirements.
The proposed project would install a 55-foot-long dropoff/loading zone in front of the main entrance on
Shotwell Street.
The proposed project does not include vehicle parking. Class I bicycle parking would be provided in the
lobby and the secured entry courtyard. The proposed project would also add two new Class II bicycle
parking spots on Shotwell Street, south of the main entrance to the building.
The ground-floor level would include the following: a community room; two bicycle storage areas that
would contain the Class I bicycle spaces; a meeting room; offices, the manager unit; two one-bedroom
units; and an open space area (see Figure 3, Proposed Ground Floor Plan). The second floor would
contain a laundry room, eight one-bedroom units, and three studio units (see Figure 4, Proposed 2nd
Floor Plan). Floors three through seven would each contain approximately nine one-bedroom units and
three studio units (see Figure 5, Proposed 3rd through 7th Floor Plan). Floor eight would contain eight
one-bedroom units and three studio units (see Figure 6, Proposed 8th Floor Plan). Floor nine would
contain six one-bedroom units, three studio units, and two roof gardens (see Figure 7, Proposed 9th Floor
Plan).
The roof-top would include building-related mechanical systems and the solar hot water tank. The
proposed project would pursue GreenPoint Rated certification. Project elevations are provided as Figures
8 through 11.
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Figure 1: Project Location
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Figure 2: Site Plan
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Figure 3: Proposed Ground Floor Plan
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Figure 4, Proposed 2nd Floor Plan
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figure 5, Proposed 3rd through 7th floor Plan
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Figure 6, Proposed 8th Floor Plan
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figure 7, Proposed 9th Floor Plan
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Figure 8, Proposed Project Elevation - East
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Figure 9, Proposed Project Elevation - South
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Figure 10, Proposed Project Elevation - West
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Figure 11, Proposed Project Elevation - North
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Project Construction

During the approximately 18-month construction period, anticipated to begin in October 2017, demolition
of the existing structure and construction of the new building would occur. Demolition of the existing
structure, including foundations, is anticipated to last approximately four weeks. Next grading,
excavation, and foundation work is anticipated to last approximately two months. Construction
equipment anticipated for used during this phase of construction would include a drilling rig for shoring,
excavators/earth moving equipment, and possibly hoe-ram equipment for removal of existing
foundations. Following site prep and foundation work, building superstructure construction would occur
over seven to eight months and typical construction equipment would include a tower crane, man-lift,
concrete boom pumps, and concrete/rebar and framing delivery trucks. Finally, finishes to the structure
would be added over a remaining seven to eight month period.
Proposed foundation work would include deep soil treatment to preclude liquefaction and lateral
spreading and would extend approximately 35 feet below ground surface. Foundation work would
involve either auger cast piles and compacted aggregate piers or cemented soils with piers only for uplift
resistance. Work may include drilled piers, but would not involve impact pile driving activities. Piers
would be to depths of approximately 45 feet. The propose project would result in approximately 1,900
cubic yards of soil excavation and removal.

PROJECT APPROVAL
The proposed project at 1296 Shotwell Street would require the following approvals:
Actions by the Planning Commission
•

Approval of 100 percent Affordable Housing Bonus Project under Section 328 of the Planning
Code for up to an additional height above the district limit. The Planning Commission's approval
of the 100 percent Affordable Housing Bonus Project would be the Approval Action for the
project. The Approval Action date establishes the start of the 30-day appeal period for the
Planning Commission's determination that the proposed project is eligible for streamlined
environmental review for infill projects under CEQA Guidelines section 15183.3 pursuant to
Section 31.04(h) of the San Francisco Administrative Code.

Actions by the Planning Department
• Approval of a Large Project Authorization for development of a building greater than 25,000 gsf.
Per Planning Code Section 315, a Large Project Authorization for 100 percent Affordable Housing
Projects may be approved by the Planning Department.
Actions by City Departments
• Approval of a Site Permit from the Department of Building Inspection (DBI) for demolition and
new construction.

EVALUATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
This Infill Project Initial Study was prepared to examine the proposed project in light of a prior
Environmental Impact Report (EIR) to determine whether the project would cause any effects that require
additional review under CEQA. The Infill Project Initial Study indicates whether the effects of the
proposed project were analyzed in a prior EIR, and identifies the prior EIR's mitigation measures that are
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applicable to the proposed project. The Infill Project Initial Study also determines if the proposed project
would cause new specific effects 1 that were not already addressed in a prior EIR and if there is substantial
new information that shows that the adverse environmental effects of the project would be more
significant2 than described in a prior EIR. Such impacts, if any, will be evaluated in a project-specific
Mitigated Negative Declaration or EIR. If no such impacts are identified, no further environmental
review is required for the proposed project in accordance with Public Resources Code Section 21094.5 and
CEQA Guidelines Section 15183.3.
The prior EIR for the proposed 1296 Shotwell Street project is the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and
Area Plans Programmatic Environmental Impact Report (PEIR). 3 The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR
identified significant impacts related to land use, transportation, cultural resources, shadow, noise, air
quality, and hazardous materials. Additionally, the PEIR identified significant cumulative impacts related
to land use, transportation, and cultural resources. Mitigation measures were identified for the above
impacts and reduced all impacts to less-than-significant except for those related to land use (cumulative
impacts on Production, Distribution, and Repair [PDR] use), transportation (program-level and
cumulative traffic impacts at nine intersections; program-level and cumulative transit impacts on seven
Muni lines), cultural resources (cumulative impacts from demolition of historical resources), and shadow
(program-level impacts on parks). Mitigation measures identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR are
discussed under each topic area, and measures that are applicable to the proposed project are provided
under the Mitigation Measures Section at the end of this checklist.
The project sponsor requests using the San Francisco 100 Percent Affordable Housing Bonus Program, as
codified in Section 328 of the Planning Code, to allow for the additional height up to 84 feet (96 feet with
the elevator penthouse) for the nine-story building.
The proposed project would include the removal of the existing one-story industrial building, and
construction of a nine-story, approximately 69,500 gsf building. The proposed building would contain up
to 93 affordable residential units for seniors (plus one unit for the on-site property manager). As
discussed below in this initial study, the effects of the proposed infill project have already been analyzed
and disclosed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR and are not substantially greater than previously
analyzed.

CHANGES IN THE REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT
Since the certification of the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR in 2008, several new policies, regulations,
statutes, and funding measures have been adopted, passed, or are underway that affect the physical
1

A new specific effect is an effect that was not addressed in a prior environmental impact report (EIR) and that is specific to the
infill project or the infill project site. A new specific effect may result if, for example, the prior EIR stated that sufficient sitespecific information was not available to analyze the significance of that effect. Substantial changes in circumstances following
certification of a prior EIR may also result in a new specific effect.
2 More significant means an effect will be substantially more severe than described in the prior EIR. More significant effects include
those that result from changes in circumstances or changes in the development assumptions underlying the prior EIR's analysis.
An effect is also more significant if substantial new information shows that: (1) mitigation measures that were previously
rejected as infeasible are in fact feasible, and such measures are not included in the project; (2) feasible mitigation measures
considerably different than those previously analyzed could substantially reduce a significant effect described in the prior EIR,
but such measures are not included in the project; or (3) an applicable mitigation measure was adopted in connection with a
planning level decision, but the lead agency determines that it is not feasible for the infill project to implement that measure.
3 Planning Department Case No. 2004.0160E and State Clearinghouse No. 2005032048.
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environment and/or environmental review methodology for projects in the Eastern Neighborhoods plan
areas. As discussed in each topic area referenced below, these policies, regulations, statutes, and funding
measures have implemented or will implement mitigation measures or further reduce less-thansignificant impacts identified in the PEIR. These include:
State statute regarding Aesthetics, Parking Impacts, effective January 2014, and state statute and
Planning Commission resolution regarding automobile delay, and vehicle miles traveled (VMT),
effective March 2016 (see "CEQA Section 21099" heading below);
The adoption of 2016 interim controls in the Mission District requiring additional information
and analysis regarding housing affordability, displacement, loss of PDR and other analyses,
effective January 2016;
San Francisco Bicycle Plan update adoption in June 2009, Better Streets Plan adoption in 2010,
Transit Effectiveness Project (aka "Muni Forward") adoption in March 2014, Vision Zero
adoption by various City agencies in 2014, Proposition A and B passage in November 2014, and
the Transportation Sustainability Program process (see Checklist section "Transportation and
Circulation");
San Francisco ordinances establishing Construction Dust Control, effective July 2008, and
Enhanced Ventilation Required for Urban Infill Sensitive Use Developments, amended December
2014 (see Checklist section" Air Quality");
San Francisco Clean and Safe Parks Bond passage in November 2012 and San Francisco
Recreation and Open Space Element of the General Plan adoption in April 2014 (see Checklist
section "Recreation");
Urban Water Management Plan adoption in 2011 and Sewer System Improvement Program
process (see Checklist section "Utilities and Service Systems"); and
Article 22A of the Health Code amendments effective August 2013 (see Checklist section
"Hazardous Materials").

SENATE BILL 743
Aesthetics and Parking
In accordance with CEQA Section 21099 - Modernization of Transportation Analysis for Transit Oriented
Projects - aesthetics and parking shall not be considered in determining if a project has the potential to
result in significant environmental effects, provided the project meets all of the following three criteria:

a) The project is in a transit priority area;
b) The project is on an infill site; and
c) The project is residential, mixed-use residential, or an employment center.
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The proposed project meets each of the above three criteria and thus, this checklist does not consider
aesthetics or parking in determining the significance of project impacts under CEQA. 4 See Figures 9
through 11 for project elevations.
Automobile Delay and Vehicle Miles Traveled
In addition, CEQA Section 21099(b)(l) requires that the State Office of Planning and Research (OPR)
develop revisions to the CEQA Guidelines establishing criteria for determining the significance of
transportation impacts of projects that "promote the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, the
development of multimodal transportation networks, and a diversity of land uses." CEQA Section
21099(b)(2) states that upon certification of the revised guidelines for determining transportation impacts
pursuant to Section 21099(b)(l), automobile delay, as described solely by level of service or similar
measures of vehicular capacity or traffic congestion shall not be considered a significant impact on the
environment under CEQA.

In January 2016, OPR published for public review and comment a Revised Proposal on Updates to the
CEQA Guidelines on Evaluating Transportation Impacts in CEQA 5 recommending that transportation
impacts for projects be measured using a VMT metric. On March 3, 2016, in anticipation of the future
certification of the revised CEQA Guidelines, the San Francisco Planning Commission adopted OPR' s
recommendation to use the VMT metric instead of automobile delay to evaluate the transportation
impacts of projects (Resolution 19579). (Note: the VMT metric does not apply to the analysis of project
impacts on non-automobile modes of travel such as riding transit, walking, and bicycling.) Instead, a
VMT and induced automobile travel impact analysis is provided in the Transportation section.

Not Analyzed in the Prior EIR

Analyzed in
the Prior EIR

Topics:

No Impact

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

Less Than
Significant or
Less Than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Significant
Impact

1.

LAND USE AND LAND USE
PLANNING-Would the
project:

a)

Physically
divide
community?

established

D

D

D

D

b)

Conflict with any applicable land use plan,
policy, or regulation of an agency with
jurisdiction over the project (including, but
not limited to the general plan, specific
plan, local coastal program, or zoning
ordinance) adopted for the purpose of
avoiding or mitigating an environmental
effect?

D

D

D

D

an

San Francisco Planning Department. Eligibility Checklist: CEQA Section 21099 - Modernization of Transportation Analysis for 1296
Shotwell Street, September 2, 2016. This document (and all other documents cited in this report, unless otherwise noted), is
available for review at the San Francisco Planning Department, 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 as part of Case File No. 2015018056ENV.
5 This document is available online at: https://www.opr.ca.gov/s sb743.php.
4
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Not Analyzed in the Prior EIR

Topics:

c)

Analyzed in
the Prior EIR

No Impact

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

Less Than
Significant or
Less Than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Significant
Impact

D

D

D

D

Have a substantial impact upon the
existing character of the vicinity?

The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR analyzes effects on land use and land use planning under Chapter
IV.A, on pages 35-82; Chapter V, on page 501; Chapter VI on pages 526-527; Chapter VIII on pages C&R16 to C&R-19, C&R-50 to C&R-64, and C&R-131; and Chapter IX, Appendix A on page 24. 6
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR analyzed a range of potential rezoning options and considered the
effects of losing between approximately 520,000 to 4,930,000 square feet of PDR space in the plan area
throughout the lifetime of the plan (year 2025). This was compared to an estimated loss of approximately
4,620,000 square feet of PDR space in the plan area under the No Project scenario. Within the Mission
subarea, the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR considered the effects of losing up to approximately 3,370,000
square feet of PDR space through the year 2025. The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR determined that
adoption of the rezoning and area plans would result in an unavoidable significant impact on land use
due to the cumulative loss of PDR space. This impact was addressed in a statement of overriding
considerations with CEQA findings and adopted as part of the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and
Areas Plans approval on January 19, 2009.
The project site is located within the boundary of the Mission Area Plan. The Mission Area Plan promotes
a wide range of uses to create a livable and vibrant neighborhood. The Area Plan includes the following
community-driven goals that were developed specially for the Mission: increase the amount of affordable
housing; preserve and enhance the unique character of the Mission's distinct commercial areas; promote
alternative means of transportation to reduce traffic and auto use; improve and develop additional
community facilities and open space; and minimize displacement. Development of the proposed project
would result in the net loss of approximately 11,664 square feet of PDR building space and this would
contribute considerably to the significant cumulative land use impact related to loss of PDR uses that was
identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR. The project site was rezoned through the Eastern
Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans to the NCT District, which has a mixed pattern of larger and
smaller lots and businesses, as well as a sizable number of upper-story residential units and zoning
controls designed to permit moderate-scale buildings and uses, protecting rear yards above the ground
story and at residential levels. Thus, the loss of PDR use at the site was envisioned at the time that the
Board of Supervisors adopted the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans, and the land use
impacts resulting from this rezoning were disclosed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR. The proposed
project is consistent with the land uses envisioned for the site under the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.
The proposed loss of 11,664 square feet of existing PDR uses represents a considerable contribution to the
cumulative loss of PDR space analyzed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR, but would not result in
6

Page numbers to the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR reference page numbers in the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area
Plans Final EIR. The PEIR is available for review at http:Uwww.sf-planning:.org:/index.aspx?pa:.;e~1893, accessed on May 25,
2016, or at 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA, as part of Case No. 2004.0160E.
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significant impacts that were previously not identified or a more severe adverse impact than analyzed in
thePEIR.
The proposed project's bulk and density are consistent with that permitted under the NCT District in
combination with the density bonus requested by the sponsor under the City's 100 Percent Affordable
Housing Bonus (Planning Code 328).
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR determined that implementation of the Area Plans would not create
any new physical barriers in the Eastern Neighborhoods because the rezoning and Area Plans do not
provide for any new major roadways, such as freeways that would disrupt or divide the plan area or
individual neighborhoods. The proposed project would be developed within existing lot boundaries and
would therefore not divide an established community.
Plans, policies, and regulations adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect
are those that directly address environmental issues and/or contain targets or standards that must be met
in order to maintain or improve characteristics of the City's physical environment. Examples of such
plans, policies, or regulations include the Bay Area Air Quality Management District's Bay Area Air
Quality Management District (BAAQMD) 2010 Clean Air Plan and the San Francisco Regional Water
Quality Control Board's San Francisco Basin Plan. The proposed project would not obviously or
substantially conflict with any plan, policy, or regulation adopted for the purpose of avoiding or
mitigating an environmental effect.
Implementation of the proposed project would not result in significant impacts that were not identified in
the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR related to land use and land use planning. The Eastern Neighborhoods
PEIR found no feasible project-level mitigation measures to address significant impacts associated with
the loss of PDR. The measures identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods EIR are not applicable to the
proposed project, as they are plan-level mitigations to be implemented by City and County agencies.
For these reasons, the proposed project would not result in significant impacts on land use and land use
planning that were not identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.

Not Analyzed in the Prior EIR

Topics:

Analyzed in
the Prior EIR

No Impact

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

Less Than
Significant or
Less Than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Significant
Impact

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

2. POPULATION AND
HOUSINGWould the project:
a)

Induce substantial population growth in
an area, either directly (for example, by
proposing new homes and businesses) or
indirectly (for example, through extension
of roads or other infrastructure)?

b)

Displace substantial numbers of existing
housing units or create demand for
additional housing, necessitating the
construction of replacement housing?

~
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Not Analyzed in the Prior EIR

Topics:

c)

Analyzed in
the Prior EIR

No Impact

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

Less Than
Significant or
Less Than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Significant
Impact

D

D

D

D

Displace substantial numbers of people,
necessitating
the
construction
of
replacement housing elsewhere?

The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR analyzes effects on population and housing under Chapter N.D, on
pages 175-252; Chapter V, on pages 523-525; Chapter VIII on pages C&R-16 to C&R-19 and C&R-70 to
C&R-84; and Chapter IX, Appendix A on page 25.
The proposed building would contain up to 93 affordable residential units for seniors and one manager
unit. Implementation of the proposed project would result in approximately 150 to 170 residents and six
on-site staff on the project site. The non-residential components of the project (i.e., six staff members to
support the residential building and the community room) are not anticipated to create a substantial
demand for increased housing as these uses would not be sufficient in size and scale to generate such
demand. Moreover, the proposed project would not displace any housing, as none currently exists on the
project site. The increase in population facilitated by the project would be within the scope of the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR analysis and would not be considered substantial. For the above reasons, the
proposed project would not result in significant impacts that were not identified in the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR related to population and housing. As stated in the "Changes in the Physical
Environment" section above, these direct effects of the proposed project on population and housing are
within the scope of the population growth evaluated in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.
For the above reasons, the proposed project would not result in significant impacts on population and
housing that were not identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.

Not Analyzed in the Prior EIR

Topics:

3.

CULTURAL AND
PALEONTOLOGICAL
RESOURCES-Would the
project:

a)

Cause a substantial adverse change in
the significance of a historical resource as
defined in §15064.5, including those
resources listed in Article 1O or Article 11
of the San Francisco Planning Code?

b)

Cause a substantial adverse change in
the significance of an archaeological
resource pursuant to §15064.5?

Analyzed in
the Prior EIR
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D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D
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Not Analyzed in the Prior EIR

Topics:

Analyzed in
the Prior EIR

No Impact

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

Less Than
Significant or
Less Than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Significant
Impact

c)

Directly or indirectly destroy a unique
paleontological resource or site or unique
geologic feature?

lZl

D

D

D

D

d)

Disturb any human remains, including
those
interred
outside
of formal
cemeteries?

lZl

D

D

D

D

The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR analyzes effects on cultural resources under Chapter N.J, on pages 419440; Chapter N.K, on pages 441-474; Chapter V, on pages 512-522; Chapter VI on page 529; Chapter VIII
on pages C&R-27 to C&R-29, C&R-120 to C&R-129, and C&R-139 to C&R-143; and Chapter IX, Appendix
A on page 68.
Historic Architectural Resources
Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Sections 15064.S(a)(l) and 15064.5(a)(2), historical resources are buildings
or structures that are listed, or are eligible for listing, in the California Register of Historical Resources or
are identified in a local register of historical resources, such as Articles 10 and 11 of the San Francisco
Planning Code. The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR determined that future development facilitated
through the changes in use districts and height limits under the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans could
have substantial adverse changes on the significance of both individual historic resources and on historic
districts within the plan areas. The PEIR determined that approximately 32 percent of the known or
potential historic resources in the plan areas could potentially be affected under the preferred alternative.
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR found this impact to be significant and unavoidable. This impact was
addressed in a Statement of Overriding Considerations with findings and adopted as part of the Eastern
Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans approval on January 19, 2009.
The project site, which is an existing one-story industrial building, is not considered a historic resource.7
The project site is located within the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District (LCD), which was established by
Board of Supervisors Resolution, File No. 140421 in May 2014. The purpose of the Calle 24 LCD is to
recognize, promote, and preserve cultural assets of the LCD. However, the Calle 24 LCD is not a historic
district and, as such, is not a historic resource as defined by CEQA. Unlike historic districts that are
locally designated or listed on the national or state registers, the LCD was not established through a
formal survey by a consultant or Planning Department staff member meeting the Secretary of the
Interior's Professional Standards. Furthermore, the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District Report on the
Community Planning Process Report does not include a statement of significance addressing eligibility
for listing on either the California or National registers, nor was the LCD adopted as a historic district by
the Historic Preservation Commission. While there may be properties within the LCD that may qualify as

7

San Francisco Planning Department. Eastern Neighborhoods Mission Area Plan South Mission Historic Resources Survey. Updated
November 9, 2010. Available at http://sf-planning.org/south-mission-historic-resource-survey-map
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historic resources, either individually or as part of smaller potential historic districts, under CEQA the
Calle 24 LCD is not a historic district under CEQA.
In addition, the project site is not located within a historic district or adjacent to a potential historic
resource. Therefore, the proposed project would not contribute to the significant historic resource impact
identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR, and no historic resource mitigation measures would apply
to the proposed project.
For these reasons, the proposed project would not result in significant impacts on historic architectural
resources that were not identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.

Archeological Resources
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR determined that implementation of the Area Plans could result in
significant impacts on archeological resources and identified three mitigation measures that would
reduce these potential impacts to a less than significant level. Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR Mitigation
Measure J-1 applies to properties for which a final archeological research design and treatment plan is on
file at the Northwest Information Center and the Planning Department. Mitigation Measure J-2 applies to
properties for which no archeological assessment report has been prepared or for which the archeological
documentation is incomplete or inadequate to serve as an evaluation of potential effects on archeological
resources under CEQA. Mitigation Measure J-3, which applies to properties in the Mission Dolores
Archeological District, requires that a specific archeological testing program be conducted by a qualified
archeological consultant with expertise in California prehistoric and urban historical archeology.
The proposed project at 1296 Shotwell Street would include deep soil treatment to preclude liquefaction
and lateral spreading, which would extend approximately 35 feet below ground surface. Foundation
work would involve either auger cast piles and compacted aggregate piers or cemented soils with piers
only for uplift resistance. Work may include drilled piers but would not involve impact pile driving
activities. Piers would be to depths of approximately 45 feet. The propose project would result in
approximately 1,900 cubic yards of soil excavation and removal. As such, the proposed project would be
subject to Mitigation Measure J-2 in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR (Project Mitigation Measure 1). In
accordance with Mitigation Measure J-2, a Preliminary Archaeological Review (PAR) was conducted by
Planning Department staff archeologists, which determined that the proposed project has the potential to
adversely affect CEQA-significant archeological resources. The PAR determined that the project sponsor
would be required to prepare an Archeological Testing Program to more definitively identify the
potential for California Register-eligible archeological resources to be present within the project site and
determine the appropriate action necessary to reduce the potential effect of the project on archeological
resources to a less-than-significant level. 8 The project sponsor has agreed to implement Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR Mitigation Measure J-2, as Project Mitigation Measure 1 (full text provided in the
"Mitigation Measures" section below and in the MMRP, which is attached herein as Attachment B).
For these reasons, the proposed project would not result in significant impacts on archeological resources
that were not identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.

8

San Francisco Planning Department, 2016. Randall Dean, Staff Archeologist. Archeological Review Log. October 27, 2016.
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Not Analyzed in the Prior EIR
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4.

TRANSPORTATION AND
CIRCULATION-Would the
project:

a)

Conflict with
an
applicable
plan,
ordinance
or
policy
establishing
measures of effectiveness for the
performance of the circulation system,
taking into account all modes of
transportation including mass transit and
non-motorized
travel
and
relevant
components of the circulation system,
including but not limited to intersections,
and
freeways,
streets,
highways
pedestrian and bicycle paths, and mass
transit?

D

D

D

D

b)

Conflict with an applicable congestion
management program, including but not
limited to level of service standards and
travel demand measures, or other
standards established by the county
congestion management agency for
designated roads or highways?

D

D

D

D

c)

Result in a change in air traffic patterns,
including either an increase in traffic
levels, obstructions to flight, or a change
in location, that results in substantial
safety risks?

D

D

D

D

d)

Substantially increase hazards due to a
design feature (e.g., sharp curves or
dangerous intersections) or incompatible
uses?

D

D

D

D

e)

Result in inadequate emergency access?

D

D

D

f)

Conflict with adopted policies, plans, or
programs regarding public transit, bicycle,
or pedestrian facilities, or otherwise
decrease the performance or safety of
such facilities?

D

D

D

The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR analyzes effects on transportation and circulation under Chapter IV.E,
on pages 253-302; Chapter V, on pages 502-506 and page 525; Chapter VI on pages 527-528; Chapter VIII
on pages C&R-23 to C&R-27, C&R-84 to C&R-96, and C&R-131 to C&R-134; and Chapter IX, Appendix A
onpage26.
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR anticipated that growth resulting from the zoning changes would not
result in significant impacts related to pedestrians, bicyclists, loading, emergency access, or construction.
However, the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR anticipated that growth resulting from the zoning changes
could result in significant impacts on transit ridership, and identified seven transportation mitigation
measures, which are described further below in the Transit subsection. Even with mitigation, however, it
~~~~i!,,~l;.cg DEPARTMENT
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was anticipated that the significant adverse cumulative impacts on transit lines could not be fully
mitigated. Thus, these impacts were found to be significant and unavoidable.
As discussed above under "SB 743," in response to state legislation that called for removing automobile
delay from CEQA analysis, the Planning Commission adopted resolution 19579 replacing automobile
delay with a VMT metric for analyzing transportation impacts of a project. Therefore, impacts and
mitigation measures from the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR associated with automobile delay are not
discussed in this initial study.
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR did not evaluate VMT or the potential for induced automobile travel.
The VMT Analysis and Induced Automobile Travel Analysis presented below evaluate the proposed
project's transportation effects using the VMT metric.
The project site is not located within an airport land use plan area, or in the vicinity of a private airstrip.
Therefore, the Infill Initial Study topic 4c is not applicable.

Vehicle Miles Traveled Analysis
Many factors affect travel behavior. These factors include density, diversity of land uses, design of the
transportation network, access to regional destinations, distance to high-quality transit, development
scale, demographics, and transportation demand management. Typically, low-density development at
great distance from other land uses, located in areas with poor access to non-private vehicular modes of
travel, generate more automobile travel compared to development located in urban areas, where a higher
density, mix of land uses, and travel options other than private vehicles are available.
Given these travel behavior factors, San Francisco has a lower VMT ratio than the nine-county San
Francisco Bay Area region. In addition, some areas of the City have lower VMT ratios than other areas of
the City. These areas of the City can be expressed geographically through transportation analysis zones
(TAZ). Transportation analysis zones are used in transportation planning models for transportation
analysis and other planning purposes. The zones vary in size from single city blocks in the downtown
core, multiple blocks in outer neighborhoods, to even larger zones in historically industrial areas like the
Hunters Point Shipyard.
The San Francisco County Transportation Authority (Transportation Authority) uses the San Francisco
Chained Activity Model Process (SF-CHAMP) to estimate VMT by private automobiles and taxis for
different land use types. Travel behavior in SF-CHAMP is calibrated based on observed behavior from
the California Household Travel Survey 2010-2012, Census data regarding automobile ownership rates
and county-to-county worker flows, and observed vehicle counts and transit boardings. SF-CHAMP uses
a synthetic population, which is a set of individual actors that represents the Bay Area's actual
population, who make simulated travel decisions for a complete day. The Transportation Authority uses
tour-based analysis for office and residential uses, which examines the entire chain of trips over the
course of a day, not just trips to and from the project. For retail uses, the Transportation Authority uses
trip-based analysis, which counts VMT from individual trips to and from the project (as opposed to entire
chain of trips). A trip-based approach, as opposed to a tour-based approach, is necessary for retail
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projects because a tour is likely to consist of trips stopping in multiple locations, and the summarizing of
tour VMT to each location would over-estimate VMT.9,10
A project would have a significant effect on the environment if it would cause substantial additional
VMT. OPR's Proposed Transportation Impact Guidelines recommend screening criteria to identify types,
characteristics, or locations of projects that would not result in significant impacts to VMT. If a project
meets one of the three screening criteria provided (Map-Based Screening, Small Projects, and Proximity to
Transit Stations), then it is presumed that VMT impacts would be less than significant for the project and
a detailed VMT analysis is not required. Map-Based Screening is used to determine if a project site is
located within a TAZ that exhibits low levels of VMT; 11 Small Projects are projects that would generate
fewer than 100 vehicle trips per day; and the Proximity to Transit Stations criterion includes projects that
are within a half mile of an existing major transit stop, have a floor area ratio of greater than or equal to
0.75, vehicle parking that is less than or equal to that required or allowed by the Planning Code without
conditional use authorization, and are consistent with the applicable Sustainable Communities Strategy.
For residential development, the existing regional average daily VMT per capita is 17.2.12 Average daily
VMT for residential land uses is projected to decrease in future 2040 cumulative conditions. Refer to
Table 1: Daily Vehicle Miles Traveled, which includes the TAZ in which the project site is located, 133.
As shown in Table l, the proposed project's residential uses would be located in a TAZ where existing
VMT for residential uses are more than 15 percent below regional averages. 13 The existing average daily
household VMT per capita is 7.0 for TAZ 133, which is 59 percent below the existing regional average
daily VMT per capita of 17.2. Future 2040 average daily household VMT per capita is 6.2 for TAZ 133,
which is 61 percent below the future 2040 regional average daily VMT per capita of 16.1.

Land Use

Table 1: Daily Vehicle Miles Traveled
Existing
Cumulative 2040
Bay Area
Bay Area
Regional
Regional
Bay Area
Bay Area
Average
TAZ133
Regional
Average
TAZ133
Regional
minus
Average
Average
minus
15%
15%

Households
(Residential)

17.2

14.6

7.0

16.1

13.7

6.2

To state another way: a tour-based assessment of VMf at a retail site would consider the VMf for all trips in the tour, for any tour
with a stop at the retail site. If a single tour stops at two retail locations, for example, a coffee shop on the way to work and a
restaurant on the way back home, then both retail locations would be allotted the total tour VMf. A trip-based approach allows
us to apportion all retail-related VMf to retail sites without double-counting.
10 San Francisco Planning Department, Executive Summary: Resolution Modifying Transportation Impact Analysis, Appendix F,
Attachment A, March 3, 2016.
11 A project would cause substantial additional VMf if it exceeds both the existing City household VMf per capita minus 15 percent
and existing regional household VMf per capita minus 15 percent. In San Francisco, the City's average VMf per capita is lower
(8.4) than the regional average (17.2). Therefore, the City average is irrelevant for the purposes of the analysis.
12 Includes the VMf generated by the households in the development.
13 San Francisco Planning Department, Eligibility Checklist: CEQA Section 21099 -Modernization of Transportation Analysis for 1296
9

Shotwell Street, September 2, 2016.
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Given the project site is located in an area where existing VMT is more than 15 percent below the existing
regional average, the proposed project's residential use would not result in substantial additional VMT,
and the proposed project would not result in a significant impact related to VMT. Furthermore, the
project site meets the Proximity to Transit Stations screening criteria, which also indicates that the
proposed project's residential, office and retail uses would not cause substantial additional VMT. 14
Induced Automobile Travel Analysis
A project would have a significant effect on the environment if it would substantially induce additional

automobile travel by increasing physical roadway capacity in congested areas (i.e., by adding new mixedflow lanes) or by adding new roadways to the network. OPR's Proposed Transportation Impact
Guidelines includes a list of transportation project types that would not likely lead to a substantial or
measureable increase in VMT. If a project fits within the general types of projects (including combinations
of types), then it is presumed that VMT impacts would be less than significant and a detailed VMT
analysis is not required.
The proposed project is not a transportation project. However, the proposed project would include
features that would alter the transportation network. The proposed project would install a 55-foot-long
dropoff/loading zone on Shotwell Street. The existing two-foot-deep "concrete ramp" along the length of
the project site on Shotwell Street would be removed, the 15 foot concrete sidewalk would remain, and a
six inch curb would be added. The sidewalk in the area of the dropoff/loading zone would be 10.5 feet
wide. Additionally the proposed project would add two new Class II bicycle parking spots on Shotwell
Street. These features fit within the general types of projects that would not substantially induce
automobile travel, and the impacts would be less than significant. 15
Trip Generation
The proposed building would contain up to 93 affordable residential units and one manager unit. No offstreet vehicular parking is proposed. The proposed project would include 26 Class I bicycle spaces at the
ground-floor level in the lobby and in the secured entry courtyard.
Localized trip generation of the proposed project was calculated using a trip-based analysis and
information in the 2002 Transportation Impact Analysis Guidelines for Environmental Review (SF Guidelines)
developed by the San Francisco Planning Department.16 The proposed project would generate an
estimated 715 person trips (inbound and outbound) on a weekday daily basis, consisting of 236 person
trips by auto (219 vehicle trips accounting for vehicle occupancy data for this Census Tract), 283 transit
trips, 55 walk trips, and 141 trips by other modes. During the p.m. peak hour, the proposed project would
generate an estimated 124 person trips, consisting of 41 person trips by auto (38 vehicle trips accounting
for vehicle occupancy data), 49 transit trips, 9 walk trips, and 24 trips by other modes.
Transit
Mitigation Measures E-5 through E-11 in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR were adopted as part of the
Plan with uncertain feasibility to address significant transit impacts. These measures are not applicable to
Ibid.
Ibid.
16 San Francisco Planning Department, Transportation Calculations for 1296 Shotwell Street, September 7, 2016.
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the proposed project, as they are plan-level mitigations to be implemented by City and County agencies.
In compliance with a portion of Mitigation Measure E-5: Enhanced Transit Funding, the City adopted
impact fees for development in Eastern Neighborhoods that goes towards funding transit and complete
streets. In addition, San Francisco Board of Supervisors approved amendments to the San Francisco
Planning Code, referred to as the Transportation Sustainability Fee (Ordinance 200-154, effective
December 25, 2015).17 The fee updated, expanded, and replaced the prior Transit Impact Development
Fee, which is in compliance with portions of Mitigation Measure E-5: Enhanced Transit Funding. The
proposed project would be subject to the fee. The City is also currently conducting outreach regarding
Mitigation Measures E-5: Enhanced Transit Funding and Mitigation Measure E-11: Transportation
Demand Management. Both the Transportation Sustainability Fee and the transportation demand
management efforts are part of the Transportation Sustainability Program. 18 In compliance with all or
portions of Mitigation Measure E-6: Transit Corridor Improvements, Mitigation Measure E-7: Transit
Accessibility, Mitigation Measure E-9: Rider Improvements, and Mitigation Measure E-10: Transit
Enhancement, the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Authority (SFMTA) is implementing the
Transit Effectiveness Project (TEP), which was approved by the SFMTA Board of Directors in March 2014.
The TEP (now called Muni Forward) includes system-wide review, evaluation, and recommendations to
improve service and increase transportation efficiency. Examples of transit priority and pedestrian safety
improvements within the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan area as part of Muni Forward include the 14
Mission Rapid Transit Project. In addition, Muni Forward includes service improvements to various
routes within the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan area.
Mitigation Measure E-7 also identifies implementing recommendations of the Bicycle Plan and Better
Streets Plan. As part of the San Francisco Bicycle Plan, adopted in 2009, a series of minor, near-term, and
long-term bicycle facility improvements are planned within the Eastern Neighborhoods, including along
2nd Street, 5th Street, 17th Street, Townsend Street, Illinois Street, and Cesar Chavez Boulevard. The San
Francisco Better Streets Plan, adopted in 2010, describes a vision for the future of San Francisco's
pedestrian realm and calls for streets that work for all users. The Better Streets Plan requirements were
codified in Section 138.l of the Planning Code and new projects constructed in the Eastern
Neighborhoods Plan area are subject to varying requirements, dependent on project size. Another effort
which addresses transit accessibility, Vision Zero, was adopted by various City agencies in 2014. Vision
Zero focuses on building better and safer streets through education, evaluation, enforcement, and
engineering. The goal is to eliminate all traffic fatalities by 2024. Vision Zero projects within the Eastern
Neighborhoods Plan area include pedestrian intersection treatments along Mission Street from 18th to 23rd
streets, the Potrero Avenue Streetscape Project from Division to Cesar Chavez streets, and the Howard
Street Pilot Project, which includes pedestrian intersection treatments from Fourth to Sixth streets.
The project site is located within a quarter mile of several local transit lines including Muni lines 12, 14,
14R, 27, 36, 49, and 67. In addition, the 24th Street-Mission BART station, a major regional transit station, is
five blocks northwest of the project site. The proposed project would be expected to generate 715 daily
transit trips, including 124 during the p.m. peak hour. Given the wide availability of nearby transit, the
addition of 124 p.m. peak hour transit trips would be accommodated by existing capacity. As such, the

17 Two

additional files were created at the Board of Supervisors for Transportation Sustainability Fee regarding hospitals and health
services, grandfathering, and additional fees for larger projects: see Board file nos. 151121 and 151257.
1s http:/ltsp.sfulanning.org
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proposed project would not result in unacceptable levels of transit service or cause a substantial increase
in delays or operating costs such that significant adverse impacts in transit service could result.
Each of the rezoning options in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR identified significant and unavoidable
cumulative impacts relating to increases in transit ridership on Muni lines, with the Preferred Project
having significant impacts on seven lines. Of those lines, the project site is located within a quarter-mile
of Muni lines 27 and 49. The proposed project would not contribute considerably to these conditions as its
minor contribution of 124 p.m. peak hour transit trips would not be a substantial proportion of the overall
additional transit volume generated by Eastern Neighborhood projects. The proposed project would also
not contribute considerably to 2025 cumulative transit conditions and thus would not result in any
significant cumulative transit impacts.

Pedestrians
Trips generated by the proposed project would include walk trips to and from the proposed residential
use, plus walk trips to and from transit stops. The proposed project would add up to 179 pedestrian trips
to the surrounding streets during the weekday p.m. peak hour (this includes 124 transit trips and 55 walk
trips). The new pedestrian trips could be accommodated on sidewalks and crosswalks adjacent to the
project site and would not substantially overcrowd the sidewalks along Shotwell Street. 19
Implementation of the proposed project would improve pedestrian circulation at the project site by
removing the concrete "ramp" on Shotwell Street and by providing no off-street vehicle parking spaces.
The project-generated 117 pedestrian trips during the weekday p.m. peak hour would be dispersed
throughout the project vicinity and would not substantially affect pedestrian conditions.

Bicycles
The following bicycle facilities are located near the project site: Cesar Chavez Street has east-west bike
lanes and Harrison Street has a north-south bike route and lane. The proposed project would include 26
Class I bicycle spaces at the ground-floor level and two Class II bicycle spaces on Shotwell Street. As
previously discussed, the proposed project would remove the existing "concrete ramp" on Shotwell
Street and would not provide off-street vehicle parking spaces. Implementation of the proposed project
would not substantially affect bicycle travel in the area.
Loading
The proposed project would install a 55-foot-long dropoff/loading zone on Shotwell Street. The proposed
loading demand would be accommodated within the proposed loading zone and the proposed project
would not create potentially hazardous traffic conditions involving traffic, transit, bicycles, or
pedestrians.
Conclusion
For the above reasons, the proposed project would not result in significant impacts that were not
identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR related to transportation and circulation and would not
contribute considerably to cumulative transportation and circulation impacts that were identified in the
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.

19 The

Shotwell Street sidewalk in front of the project site is 15 feet wide.
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Not Analyzed in the Prior EIR
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5.

NOISE-Would the project:

a)

Result in exposure of persons to or
generation of noise levels in excess of
standards established in the local general
plan or noise ordinance, or applicable
standards of other agencies?

D

D

D

D

b)

Result in exposure of persons to or
generation of excessive groundborne
vibration or groundborne noise levels?

D

D

D

D

c)

Result in a substantial permanent
increase in ambient noise levels in the
project vicinity above levels existing
without the project?

D

D

D

D

d)

Result in a substantial temporary or
periodic increase in ambient noise levels
in the project vicinity above levels existing
without the project?

D

D

D

D

e)

For a project located within an airport
land use plan area, or, where such a plan
has not been adopted, in an area within
two miles of a public airport or public use
airport, would the project expose people
residing or working in the area to
excessive noise levels?

D

D

D

D

f)

For a project located in the vicinity of a
private airstrip, would the project expose
people residing or working in the project
area to excessive noise levels?

D

D

D

D

g)

Be substantially affected by existing noise
levels?

D

D

D

D

The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR analyzes effects related to noise under Chapter N.F, on pages 303-322;
Chapter V, on pages 507-509 and page 525-525a; Chapter VIII on pages C&R-96 to C&R-100 and C&R-134
to C&R-136; and Chapter IX, Appendix A on pages 26-29.
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR determined that implementation of the Eastern Neighborhoods Area
Plans and Rezoning would result in significant noise impacts during construction activities and due to
conflicts between noise-sensitive uses in proximity to noisy uses such as PDR, retail, entertainment,
cultural/institutional/educational uses, and office uses. The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR also determined
that incremental increases in traffic-related noise attributable to implementation of the Eastern
Neighborhoods Area Plans and Rezoning would be less than significant. The Eastern Neighborhoods
PEIR identified six noise mitigation measures, three of which may be applicable to subsequent
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development projects. 20 These mitigation measures would reduce noise impacts from construction and
noisy land uses to less-than-significant levels.
Construction Noise
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR Mitigation Measures F-1 and F-2 relate to construction noise. Mitigation
Measure F-1 addresses individual projects that include pile-driving, and Mitigation Measure F-2
addresses individual projects that include particularly noisy construction procedures (including piledriving). Construction of the proposed project would include soil treatment and involve either auger cast
piles and compacted aggregate piers or cemented soils with piers only for uplift resistance. Work may
include drilled piers but would not involve impact pile driving activities, and therefore Mitigation
Measure F-1 is not applicable. Since construction of the proposed project would require heavy
construction equipment, Mitigation Measure F-2 is applicable. Mitigation Measure F-2 would require the
project sponsor to develop and implement a set of noise attenuation measures during construction. The
project sponsor has agreed to implement Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR Mitigation Measure F-2 as Project
Mitigation Measure 2 (full text provided in the "Mitigation Measures" section below and in the MMRP,
which is attached herein as Attachment B).

In addition, all construction activities for the proposed project (approximately 18 months) would be
subject to and required to comply with the San Francisco Noise Ordinance (Article 29 of the San Francisco
Police Code) (Noise Ordinance). Construction noise is regulated by the Noise Ordinance. The Noise
Ordinance requires construction work to be conducted in the following manner: (1) noise levels of
construction equipment, other than impact tools, must not exceed 80 dBA at a distance of 100 feet from
the source (the equipment generating the noise); (2) impact tools must have intake and exhaust mufflers
that are approved by the Director of Public Works (PW) or the Director of the Department of Building
Inspection (DBI) to best accomplish maximum noise reduction; and (3) if noise from the construction
work would exceed the ambient noise levels at the site property line by five dBA, the work must not be
conducted between 8:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. unless the Director of PW authorizes a special permit for
conducting the work during that period.
DBI is responsible for enforcing the Noise Ordinance for private construction projects during normal
business hours (8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.). The Police Department is responsible for enforcing the Noise
Ordinance during all other hours. Nonetheless, during the construction period for the proposed project of
approximately 18 months, occupants of the nearby properties could be disturbed by construction noise.
Times may occur when noise could interfere with indoor activities in residences and other businesses
near the project site. The increase in noise in the project area during project construction would not be
considered a significant impact of the proposed project, because the construction noise would be
20

Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR Mitigation Measures F-3, F-4, and F-6 address the siting of sensitive land uses in noisy
environments. In a decision issued on December 17, 2015, the California Supreme Court held that CEQA does not generally
require an agency to consider the effects of existing environmental conditions on a proposed project's future users or residents
except where a project or its residents may exacerbate existing environmental hazards (California Building Industry Association v.
Bay Area Air Quality Management District, December 17, 2015, Case No. S21347S. Available at:
http:l/www.courts.ca.gov/opinions/documents/S213478.PDF). As noted above, the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR determined that
incremental increases in traffic-related noise attributable to implementation of the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans and
Rezoning would be less than significant, and thus would not exacerbate the existing noise environment. Therefore, Eastern
Neighborhoods Mitigation Measures F-3, F-4, and F-6 are not applicable. Nonetheless, for all noise sensitive uses, the general
requirements for adequate interior noise levels of Mitigation Measures F-3 and F-4 are met by compliance with the acoustical
standards required under the California Building Standards Code (California Code of Regulations Title 24).
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temporary, intermittent, and restricted in occurrence and level, as the contractor would be required to
comply with the Noise Ordinance and Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR Mitigation Measure F-2, which
would reduce construction noise impacts to a less-than-significant level.
Operational Noise
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR Mitigation Measure F-5 addresses impacts related to individual projects
that include uses that would be expected to generate noise levels in excess of ambient noise in the project
vicinity. The proposed building would contain up to 94 residential units. The proposed uses would not
substantially increase the ambient noise environment.
Therefore, Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR
Mitigation Measure F-5 is not applicable.

The proposed project would be subject to the following interior noise standards, which are described for
informational purposes. The California Building Standards Code (Title 24) establishes uniform noise
insulation standards. The Title 24 acoustical requirement for residential structures is incorporated into
Section 1207 of the San Francisco Building Code and requires that new residential structures be designed
to prevent the intrusion of exterior noise so that the noise level with windows closed, attributable to
exterior sources, shall not exceed 45 dBA in any habitable room. In compliance with Title 24, DBI would
review the final building plans to ensure that the building wall, floor/ceiling, and window assemblies
meet Title 24 acoustical requirements. If determined necessary by DBI, a detailed acoustical analysis of
the exterior wall and window assemblies may be required.
The project site is not located within an airport land use plan area, within two miles of a public airport, or
in the vicinity of a private airstrip. Therefore, Infill Project Initial Study topics 12e and f from the CEQA
Guidelines are not applicable.
For the above reasons, the proposed project would not result in significant noise impacts that were not
identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.

Not Analyzed in the Prior EIR

Topics:

Analyzed in
the Prior EIR

No Impact

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

Less Than
Significant or
Less Than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Significant
Impact

6.

AIR QUALITY-Would the
project:

a)

Conflict with or obstruct implementation of
the applicable air quality plan?

D

D

D

D

b)

Violate any air quality standard or
contribute substantially to an existing or
projected air quality violation?

D

D

D

D

c)

Result in a cumulatively considerable net
increase of any criteria pollutant for which
the project region is non-attainment under
an applicable federal, state, or regional
ambient air quality standard (including
em1ss1ons which
exceed
releasing
quantitative
thresholds
for
ozone
precursors)?

D

D

D

D
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Not Analyzed in the Prior EIR

Topics:

Analyzed in
the Prior EIR

No Impact

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

Less Than
Significant or
Less Than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Significant
Impact

d)

Expose sensitive receptors to substantial
pollutant concentrations?

D

D

D

D

e)

Create objectionable odors affecting a
substantial number of people?

D

D

D

D

The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR analyzes effects on air quality under Chapter IV.G, on pages 323-362;
Chapter V, on pages 509-512; Chapter VIII on pages C&R-100 to C&R-107 and C&R-137 to C&R-138; and
Chapter IX, Appendix A on pages 29-31.
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR identified potentially significant air quality impacts resulting from
construction activities and impacts to sensitive land uses 21 as a result of exposure to elevated levels of
diesel particulate matter (DPM) and other toxic air contaminants (TAC). The Eastern Neighborhoods
PEIR identified four mitigation measures that would reduce these air quality impacts to less-thansignificant levels and stated that with implementation of identified mitigation measures, the Area Plan
would be consistent with the Bay Area 2005 Ozone Strategy, the applicable air quality plan at that time.
All other air quality impacts were found to be less than significant.
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR Mitigation Measure G-1 addresses air quality impacts during construction,
and PEIR Mitigation Measures G-3 and G-4 address proposed uses that would emit DPM and other
TACs. 22

Construction Dust Control
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR Mitigation Measure G-1 Construction Air Quality requires individual
projects involving construction activities to include dust control measures and to maintain and operate
construction equipment so as to minimize exhaust emissions of particulates and other pollutants. The San
Francisco Board of Supervisors subsequently approved a series of amendments to the San Francisco
Building and Health Codes, generally referred to as the Construction Dust Control Ordinance (Ordinance
176-08, effective July 30, 2008). The intent of the Construction Dust Control Ordinance is to reduce the
quantity of fugitive dust generated during site preparation, demolition, and construction work in order to
protect the health of the general public and of on-site workers, minimize public nuisance complaints, and
to avoid orders to stop work by DBI. Project-related construction activities would result in construction
dust, primarily from ground-disturbing activities.
For projects over one half-acre, such as the proposed project, the Dust Control Ordinance requires that
the project sponsor submit a Dust Control Plan for approval by the San Francisco Department of Public
21

The Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD) considers sensitive receptors as: children, adults, or seniors
occupying or residing in: 1) residential dwellings, including apartments, houses, condominiums, 2) schools, colleges, and
universities, 3) daycares, 4) hospitals, and 5) senior care facilities. BAAQMD, Recommended Methods for Screening and
Modeling Local Risks and Hazards, May 2011, page 12.
22 The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR also includes Mitigation Measure G-2, which has been superseded by Health Code Article 38, as
discussed below, and is no longer applicable.
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Health. DBI will not issue a building permit without written notification from the Director of Public
Health that the applicant has a site-specific Dust Control Plan, unless the Director waives the
requirement. The site-specific Dust Control Plan would require the project sponsor to implement
additional dust control measures such as installation of dust curtains and windbreaks and to provide
independent third-party inspections and monitoring, provide a public complaint hotline, and suspend
construction during high wind conditions.
The regulations and procedures set forth by the San Francisco Dust Control Ordinance would ensure that
construction dust impacts would not be significant. These requirements supersede the dust control
provisions of PEIR Mitigation Measure G-1. Therefore, the portion of PEIR Mitigation Measure G-1
Construction Air Quality that addresses dust control is no longer applicable to the proposed project.
Criteria Air Pollutants
While the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR determined that at a program-level the Eastern Neighborhoods
Rezoning and Area Plans would not result in significant regional air quality impacts, the PEIR states that
"Individual development projects undertaken in the future pursuant to the new zoning and Area Plans
would be subject to a significance determination based on the BAAQMD's quantitative thresholds for
individual projects." 23 The BAAQMD's CEQA Air Quality Guidelines (Air Quality Guidelines) provide
screening criteria24 for determining whether a project's criteria air pollutant emissions would violate an
air quality standard, contribute to an existing or projected air quality violation, or result in a cumulatively
considerable net increase in criteria air pollutants. Pursuant to the Air Quality Guidelines, projects that
meet the screening criteria do not have a significant impact related to criteria air pollutants. Criteria air
pollutant emissions during construction and operation of the proposed project would meet the Air
Quality Guidelines screening criteria. The proposed affordable housing development involves the
construction of up to 94 dwelling units, which would meet the Air Quality Guidelines criteria air
pollutant screening levels for operation and construction. 25 The proposed use would the criteria air
pollutant screening levels. Therefore, the project would not have a significant impact related to criteria air
pollutants, and a detailed air quality assessment is not required.
Health Risks
Since certification of the PEIR, San Francisco Board of Supervisors approved a series of amendments to
the San Francisco Building and Health Codes, generally referred to as the Enhanced Ventilation Required
for Urban Infill Sensitive Use Developments or Health Code, Article 38 (Ordinance 224-14, amended
December 8, 2014)(Article 38). The purpose of Article 38 is to protect the public health and welfare by
establishing an Air Pollutant Exposure Zone and imposing an enhanced ventilation requirement for all
urban infill sensitive use development within the Air Pollutant Exposure Zone. The Air Pollutant
Exposure Zone as defined in Article 38 are areas that, based on modeling of all known air pollutant
sources, exceed health protective standards for cumulative PM2.s concentration, cumulative excess cancer
San Francisco Planning Department, Eastern Neighborhood's Rezoning and Area Plans Final Environmental Impact Report. See
page 346. Available online at: http://www.sf-planning.org/Modules/ShowDocument.aspx?documentid=4003. Accessed June 4,
2014.
24 Bay Area Air Quality Management District, CEQA Air Quality Guidelines, updated May 2011. See pp. 3-2 to 3-3.
25 Bay Area Air Quality Management District, CEQA Air Quality Guidelines, Updated May 2011. Table 3-1. Criteria air pollutant
screening sizes for an Apartment, Mid-Rise Building is 494 dwelling units for operational and 240 dwelling units for
construction.
23
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risk, and incorporates health vulnerability factors and proximity to freeways. Projects within the Air
Pollutant Exposure Zone require special consideration to determine whether the project's activities would
expose sensitive receptors to substantial air pollutant concentrations or add emissions to areas already
adversely affected by poor air quality.

Construction
The project site is not located within an identified Air Pollutant Exposure Zone. Therefore, the ambient
health risk to sensitive receptors from air pollutants is not considered substantial and the remainder of
Mitigation Measure G-1 that requires the minimization of construction exhaust emissions is not
applicable to the proposed project.

Siting New Sources
The proposed project would not be expected to generate 100 trucks per day or 40 refrigerated trucks per
day. Therefore, Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR Mitigation Measure G-3, siting of uses that emit DPM, is not
applicable. In addition, the proposed project would not include a backup diesel generator, or other
sources that would emit DPM, or TACs. Therefore, Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR Mitigation Measure
G-4, siting of uses that emit TA Cs, is not applicable.

Conclusion
For the above reasons, the proposed project would not result in significant air quality impacts that were
not identified in the PEIR. None of the air quality mitigation measures identified in the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR are applicable to the proposed project.

Not Analyzed in the Prior EIR

Topics:

7.

GREENHOUSE GAS
EMISSIONS-Would the
project:

a)

Generate greenhouse gas emissions,
either directly or indirectly, that may have
a significant impact on the environment?

b)

Conflict with any applicable plan, policy,
or regulation of an agency adopted for the
purpose of reducing the emissions of
greenhouse gases?

Analyzed in
the Prior EIR

No Impact

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

Less Than
Significant or
Less Than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Significant
Impact

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

~

The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR analyzes effects related to greenhouse gas emissions under Chapter
IV.G, on pages 323-362; and Chapter VIII on pages C&R-105 to C&R-106.
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR assessed the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions that could result from
rezoning of the Mission Area Plan under the three rezoning options. The Eastern Neighborhoods
Rezoning Options A, B, and Care anticipated to result in GHG emissions on the order of 4.2, 4.3, and 4.5
1
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metric tons of C02E26 per service population, 27 respectively. The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR concluded
that the resulting GHG emissions from the three options analyzed in the Eastern Neighborhoods Area
Plans would be less than significant. No mitigation measures were identified in the PEIR.
The BAAQMD has prepared guidelines and methodologies for analyzing GHGs. These guidelines are
consistent with CEQA Guidelines Sections 15064.4 and 15183.5 which address the analysis and
determination of significant impacts from a proposed project's GHG emissions and allow for projects that
are consistent with an adopted GHG reduction strategy to conclude that the project's GHG impact is less
than significant. San Francisco's Strategies to Address Greenhouse Gas Emissions 28 presents a comprehensive
assessment of policies, programs, and ordinances that collectively represent San Francisco's GHG
reduction strategy in compliance with the BAAQMD and CEQA guidelines. These GHG reduction
actions have resulted in a 23.3 percent reduction in GHG emissions in 2012 compared to 1990 levels,29
exceeding the year 2020 reduction goals outlined in the BAAQMD's 2010 Clean Air Plan, 30 Executive
Order S-3-05,31 and Assembly Bill 32 (also known as the Global Warming Solutions Act).32,33 In addition,
San Francisco's GHG reduction goals are consistent with, or more aggressive than, the long-term goals
established under Executive Orders S-3-0534 and B-30-15.35,36 Therefore, projects that are consistent with
San Francisco's GHG Reduction Strategy would not result in GHG emissions that would have a
significant effect on the environment and would not conflict with state, regional, and local GHG
reduction plans and regulations.
The proposed project would increase the intensity of use of the project site by removing a one-story PDR
use with a building that contains up to 94 residential units. Therefore, the proposed project would

C02E, defined as equivalent Carbon Dioxide, is a quantity that describes other greenhouse gases in terms of the amount of Carbon
Dioxide that would have an equal global warming potential.
27 Memorandum from Jessica Range to Environmental Planning staff, Greenhouse Gas Analyses for Community Plan Exemptions in
Eastern Neighborhoods, April 20, 2010. This memorandum provides an overview of the GHG analysis conducted for the
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR and provides an analysis of the emissions using a service population (equivalent of total number
of residents and employees) metric.
2s San Francisco Planning Department, Strategies to Address Greenhouse Gas Emissions in San Francisco, November 2010. Available at
http://sfmea.sfplanning:.org:/GHG Reduction Strateg:y.pdf, accessed March 3, 2016.
29 ICF International, Technical Review of the 2012 Community-wide Inventory for the City and County of San Francisco, January 21,
2015.
30 Bay Area Air Quality Management District, Clean Air Plan, September 2010. Available at http://www.baaqmd.gov/plans-andclimate/air-quality-plans/current-plans, accessed March 3, 2016.
31 Office of the Governor, Executive Order S-3-05, June 1, 2005. Available at https://www.g:ov.ca.gov/news.php?id~1861, accessed
March 3, 2016.
32 California Legislative Information, Assembly Bill 32, September 27, 2006. Available at http://www.le£info.ca.g:ov!pub/0506/bill/asm/ab 0001-0050/ab 32 bill 20060927 chaptered.pd£, accessed March 3, 2016.
33 Executive Order S-3-05, Assembly Bill 32, and the Bay Area 2010 Clean Air Plan set a target of reducing GHG emissions to below
1990 levels by year 2020.
34 Executive Order S-3-05 sets forth a series of target dates by which statewide emissions of GHGs need to be progressively reduced,
as follows: by 2010, reduce GHG emissions to 2000 levels (approximately 457 million MTC02E); by 2020, reduce emissions to
1990 levels (approximately 427 million MTC02E); and by 2050 reduce emissions to 80 percent below 1990 levels (approximately
85 million MTC02E).
35 Office of the Governor, Executive Order B-30-15, April 29, 2015. Available at https://www.g:ov.ca.g:ov/news.php?id~18938, accessed
March 3, 2016. Executive Order B-30-15 sets a state GHG emissions reduction goal of 40 percent below 1990 levels by the year
2030.
36 San Francisco's GHG reduction goals are codified in Section 902 of the Environment Code and include: (i) by 2008, determine City
GHG emissions for year 1990; (ii) by 2017, reduce GHG emissions by 25 percent below 1990 levels; (iii) by 2025, reduce GHG
emissions by 40 percent below 1990 levels; and by 2050, reduce GHG emissions by 80 percent below 1990 levels.
26
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contribute to annual long-term increases in GHGs as a result of increased vehicle trips (mobile sources),
and residential operations that result in an increase in energy use, water use, wastewater treatment, and
solid waste disposal. Construction activities would also result in temporary increases in CHG emissions.
The proposed project would be subject to regulations adopted to reduce CHG emissions as identified in
the CHG reduction strategy. As discussed below, compliance with the applicable regulations would
reduce the project's CHG emissions related to transportation, energy use, waste disposal, wood burning,
and use of refrigerants.
Compliance with the City's Commuter Benefits Program, transportation management programs, and
bicycle parking requirements would reduce the proposed project's transportation-related emissions.
Additionally, the proposed project does not provide any off-street vehicle parking. These regulations and
project components reduce CHG emissions from single-occupancy vehicles by promoting the use of
alternative transportation modes with zero or lower CHG emissions on a per capita basis.
The proposed project would be required to comply with the energy efficiency requirements of the City's
Green Building Code, Stormwater Management Ordinance, and Water Conservation and Irrigation
ordinances, which would promote energy and water efficiency, thereby reducing the proposed project's
energy-related GHG emissions. 37 Additionally, the project would be required to meet the renewable
energy criteria of the Green Building Code, further reducing the project's energy-related GHG emissions.
The proposed project's waste-related emissions would be reduced through compliance with the City's
Recycling and Composting Ordinance, Construction and Demolition Debris Recovery Ordinance, and
Green Building Code requirements. These regulations reduce the amount of materials sent to a landfill,
reducing GHGs emitted by landfill operations. These regulations also promote reuse of materials,
conserving their embodied energy 38 and reducing the energy required to produce new materials.
Compliance with the City's Street Tree Planting requirements would serve to increase carbon
sequestration. Other regulations, including the Wood Burning Fireplace Ordinance would reduce
emissions of GHGs and black carbon, respectively. Regulations requiring low-emitting finishes would
reduce volatile organic compounds (VOC). 39 Thus, the proposed project was determined to be consistent
with San Francisco's CHG reduction strategy.4o
Therefore, the proposed project's GHG emissions would not conflict with state, regional, and local CHG
reduction plans and regulations. Furthermore, the proposed project is within the scope of the
development evaluated in the PEIR and would not result in impacts associated with GHG emissions
beyond those disclosed in the PEIR. For the above reasons, the proposed project would not result in
significant GHG emissions that were not identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR and no mitigation
measures are necessary.

37

Compliance with water conservation measures reduce the energy (and GHG emissions) required to convey, pump and treat water
required for the project.
38 Embodied energy is the total energy required for the extraction, processing, manufacture and delivery of building materials to the
building site.
39 While not a GHG, VOCs are precursor pollutants that form ground level ozone. Increased ground level ozone is an anticipated
effect of future global warming that would result in added health effects locally. Reducing VOC emissions would reduce the
anticipated local effects of global warming.
40 San Francisco Planning Department, Greenhouse Gas Analysis: Compliance Checklist for 1296 Shotwell Street, August 11, 2016.
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Not Analyzed in the Prior EIR

Topics:

Analyzed in
the Prior EIR

No Impact
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Policies

Less Than
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Less Than
Significant
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Significant
Impact

8.

WIND AND SHADOW-Would
the project:

a)

Alter wind in a manner that substantially
affects public areas?

D

D

D

D

b)

Create new shadow in a manner that
substantially affects outdoor recreation
facilities or other public areas?

D

D

D

D

The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR analyzes effects on wind and shadow under Chapter IV.I, on pages
380-418; Chapter VI on pages 529-530; Chapter VIII on pages C&R-118 to C&R-119; and Chapter IX,
Appendix A on pages 31-32.
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR assessed the impacts from wind and shadow that could result from
rezoning of the Mission Area Plan under the three rezoning options.
The Initial Study to the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR found that wind impacts would not be significant
because the proposed rezoning and community plans would not allow for structures tall enough to create
significant impacts on ground-level winds and that the Planning Department would review specific
future projects such that, if deemed necessary, wind-tunnel testing would occur to ensure that projectlevel wind impacts are mitigated to a less-than-significant level. As such, the Initial Study to the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR found that wind impacts would not be significant and no further analysis in the EIR
necessary.
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR focused on the potential impact of new shadow on parks and open
spaces and found that six parks in the Mission subarea would have no increase in surrounding height
limits and that projects would not adversely affect those open spaces. The PEIR found six parks in the
Mission subarea would potentially be affected by the increase in height limits and those effects would be
significant and unavoidable. The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR also found that the extent and duration of
shadow on public sidewalks could increase along street corridors where the project includes an increase
in building height but that the new shadow would not be in excess of that which would be expected in a
highly urban area.

Wind
Wind impacts are generally caused by large building masses extending substantially above their
surroundings, and by buildings oriented such that a large wall catches a prevailing wind, particularly if
such a wall includes little or no articulation. In general, projects less than approximately 80 to 100 feet in
height are unlikely to result in substantial adverse effects on ground-level winds such that pedestrians
would be uncomfortable.
SMi FRANCISCO
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Based on the height and location of the proposed building, which would be approximately 84 feet tall (92
feet tall with elevator penthouse), the Planning Department requested a pedestrian wind assessment
("wind memo") be prepared by a qualified wind consultant for the proposed project. 41 The objective of
the wind assessment was to provide a qualitative evaluation of the potential wind impacts of the
proposed development, which provides a screening-level estimation of the potential wind impacts of the
project. The results of the wind assessment are summarized below.
North of the project site, at the comer of Shotwell and 26th streets, is a parking lot. With the exception of
the parking lot, both sides of 26th Street between Shotwell and Capp streets are occupied by two-story or
taller buildings that form solid north and south street walls. Buildings that line both sides of South Van
Ness A venue form a similar street wall that extends from 25th Street to about a third of the block south of
26th Street. A two-story industrial building, 1575 South Van Ness Avenue, on the southern two-thirds of
the block along the eastern frontage of South Van Ness Avenue, stands between two parking lots, with a
gas station centered on a paved site extending south to Cesar Chavez Street occupies the western frontage
of South Van Ness Avenue. As a result of the alignment of the paved areas on South Van Ness Avenue,
there is a clear, ground-level opening that extends from east to west for a distance of roughly 300 feet
from the nearest two- and three-story buildings on Capp Street and those on Cesar Chavez Street to the
northern half of the project site. This ground-level opening exposes the northern half of the project site to
the approaching west wind. Immediately south of the project site, at the comer of Shotwell and Cesar
Chavez streets, is a one- to two-story auto repair shop. An adjacent parking lot fronts Cesar Chavez Street
and extends westward to South Van Ness Avenue. South of the proposed project, across Cesar Chavez
Street, is a block with two- to three-story buildings and little open space.
For purposes of evaluating wind impacts under CEQA, the Planning Department uses the hazard
criterion, which is defined as wind speeds that reach or exceed 26 miles per hour for a single hour of the
year (Planning Code 148). The wind memo determined it unlikely that wind hazards occur near the
project site, and that the proposed project is unlikely to cause a new wind hazard or aggravate an existing
hazard. For informational purposes this discussion also includes pedestrian comfort criteria. Considering
the available information from wind tests and assessing the comparisons between street grids, street
widths, and the height and density of surrounding development, the wind memo concluded that wind
speeds at the project site would be at or above 11 miles per hour (a ten percent exceedance of pedestrian
comfort wind speed criterion), especially when considering the vacant land north and west of the site. It
is anticipated that development of the proposed building would likely result in an approximately two
mile per hour (or less) change in ten percent exceeded wind speeds on nearby sidewalks, and such
changes are generally considered to be insubstantial. In conclusion, the wind memo found that
implementation of the proposed project would not substantially affect the pedestrian wind environment.
For the above reasons, the proposed project would not result in significant impacts related to wind that
were not identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.

Shadow
Planning Code Section 295 generally prohibits new structures above 40 feet in height that would cast
additional shadows on open space that is under the jurisdiction of the San Francisco Recreation and Park
41

Environmental Science Associates, Potential Wind Effects of Residential Project, 1296 Shotwell Street Development, San Francisco,
CA, August 25, 2016.
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Commission between one hour after sunrise and one hour before sunset, at any time of the year, unless
that shadow would not result in a significant adverse effect on the use of the open space. Under the
Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans, sites surrounding parks could be redeveloped with
taller buildings without triggering Section 295 of the Planning Code because certain parks are not subject
to Section 295 of the Planning Code (i.e., under jurisdiction of departments other than the Recreation and
Parks Department or privately owned). The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR could not conclude if the
rezoning and community plans would result in less-than-significant shadow impacts because the
feasibility of complete mitigation for potential new shadow impacts of unknown proposals could not be
determined at that time. Therefore, the PEIR determined shadow impacts to be significant and
unavoidable. No mitigation measures were identified in the PEIR.
The proposed project would remove the existing one-story PDR building and construct a new 84-foot-tall
(92-foot-tall with elevator penthouse) building. The Planning Department prepared a shadow fan
analysis that determined that the proposed project does not have the potential to cast new shadow on
open space under the jurisdiction of the Recreation and Park Department. 42 Therefore, a more refined
shadow study was not conducted.
The proposed project would shade portions of nearby streets and sidewalks and private property at times
within the project vicinity. Shadows upon streets and sidewalks would not exceed levels commonly
expected in urban areas and would be considered a less-than-significant effect under CEQA. Although
occupants of nearby property may regard the increase in shadow as undesirable, the limited increase in
shading of private properties as a result of the proposed project would not be considered a significant
impact under CEQA.
For the above reasons, the proposed project would not result in significant impacts related to shadow that
were not identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.

Not Analyzed in the Prior EIR

Topics:

Analyzed in
the Prior EIR

No Impact

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
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Policies

Less Than
Significant or
Less Than
Significant
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Significant
Impact

9.

RECREATION-Would the
project:

a)

Increase the use of existing neighborhood
and regional parks or other recreational
facilities such that substantial physical
deterioration of the facilities would occur or
be accelerated?

D

D

D

D

b)

Include recreational facilities or require
the construction or expansion of
recreational facilities that might have an
adverse
physical
effect
on
the
environment?

D

D

D

D
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San Francisco Planning Department. Shadow Fan -1296 Shotwell Street. February 23, 2016.
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Not Analyzed in the Prior EIR
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Less Than
Significant or
Less Than
Significant
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Incorporated

Significant
Impact

D

D

D

D

Physically degrade existing recreational
resources?

The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR analyzes effects on recreation under Chapter IV.H, on pages 363-379;
Chapter V, on page 525a; Chapter VIII on page C&R-34 and pages C&R-107 to C&R 118; and Chapter IX,
Appendix A on page 43.
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR concluded that implementation of the Eastern Neighborhoods
Rezoning and Area Plans would not result in substantial or accelerated deterioration of existing
recreational resources or require the construction or expansion of recreational facilities that may have an
adverse effect on the environment. No mitigation measures related to recreational resources were
identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR. However, the PEIR identified Improvement Measure H-1:
Support for Upgrades to Existing Recreation Facilities. This improvement measure calls for the City to
implement funding mechanisms for an ongoing program to repair, upgrade, and adequately maintain
park and recreation facilities to ensure the safety of users.
As part of the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan adoption, the City adopted impact fees for development in
Eastern Neighborhoods that go towards funding recreation and open space. Since certification of the
PEIR, the voters of San Francisco passed the 2012 San Francisco Clean and Safe Neighborhood Parks
Bond providing the Recreation and Parks Department an additional $195 million to continue capital
projects for the renovation and repair of parks, recreation, and open space assets. This funding is being
utilized for improvements and expansion to Garfield Square, South Park, Potrero Hill Recreation Center,
Warm Water Cove Park, and Pier 70 Parks Shoreline within the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan area. The
impact fees and the 2012 San Francisco Clean and Safe Neighborhood Parks Bond are funding measures
similar to that described in PEIR Improvement Measure H-1: Support for Upgrades to Existing Recreation
Facilities.
An update of the Recreation and Open Space Element (ROSE) of the General Plan was adopted in April
2014. The amended ROSE provides a 20-year vision for open spaces in the City. It includes information
and policies about accessing, acquiring, funding, and managing open spaces in San Francisco. The
amended ROSE identifies areas within the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan area for acquisition and the
locations where new open spaces and open space connections should be built, consistent with PEIR
Improvement Measure H-2: Support for New Open Space. In addition, the amended ROSE identifies the
role of both the Better Streets Plan (refer to "Transportation and Circulation" section for description) and
the Green Connections Network in open space and recreation. Green Connections are special streets and
paths that connect people to parks, open spaces, and the waterfront, while enhancing the ecology of the
street environment. Six routes identified within the Green Connections Network cross the Eastern
Neighborhoods Plan area: Mission to Peaks (Route 6); Noe Valley to Central Waterfront (Route 8), a
portion of which has been conceptually designed; Tenderloin to Potrero (Route 18); Downtown to
Mission Bay (Route 19); Folsom, Mission Creek to McLaren (Route 20); and Shoreline (Route 24).
SAN FRANCISCO
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Furthermore, the Planning Code requires a specified amount of new usable open space (either private or
common) for each new residential unit. Some developments are also required to provide privately
owned, publicly accessible open spaces. The Planning Code open space requirements would help offset
some of the additional open space needs generated by increased residential population to the project
area. It is anticipated that the residents of the proposed project would use the on-site open space (e.g.,
rear yard, front entry court, terrace, and roof top areas) provided, and their uses of nearby parks and
recreational areas would not be so substantial such that substantial deterioration of parks would occur.
As the proposed project would not degrade or lead to substantial deterioration of recreational facilities
and is within the development projected under the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans,
there would be no additional impacts on recreation beyond those analyzed in the Eastern Neighborhoods
PEIR.

Not Analyzed in the Prior EIR
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10. UTILITIES AND SERVICE
SYSTEMS-Would the project:
a)

Exceed
wastewater
treatment
requirements of the applicable Regional
Water Quality Control Board?

D

D

D

D

b)

Require or result in the construction of
new water or wastewater treatment
facilities or expansion of existing facilities,
the construction of which could cause
significant environmental effects?

D

D

D

D

c)

Require or result in the construction of
new storm water drainage facilities or
expansion of existing facilities, the
construction of which could cause
significant environmental effects?

D

D

D

D

d)

Have sufficient water supply available to
serve
the
project
from
existing
entitlements and resources, or require
new or expanded water supply resources
or entitlements?

D

D

D

D

e)

Result in a determination by the
wastewater treatment provider that would
serve the project that it has inadequate
capacity to serve the project's projected
demand in addition to the provider's
existing commitments?

D

D

D

D

f)

Be served by a landfill with sufficient
permitted capacity to accommodate the
project's solid waste disposal needs?

D

D

D

D

g)

Comply with federal, state, and local
statutes and regulations related to solid
waste?

D

D

D

D
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The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR analyzes effects on utilities and service systems under Chapter IX,
Appendix A on pages 32-43.
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR determined that the anticipated increase in population would not
result in a significant impact to the provision of water, wastewater collection and treatment, and solid
waste collection and disposal. No mitigation measures were identified in the PEIR.
Since certification of the PEIR, the San Francisco Public Utilities Commission (SFPUC) adopted the 2010
Urban Water Management Plan (UWMP) in June 2011. The UWMP update includes city-wide demand
projections to the year 2035, compares available water supplies to meet demand and presents water
demand management measures to reduce long-term water demand. Additionally, the UWMP update
includes a discussion of the conservation requirement set forth in Senate Bill 7 passed in November 2009
mandating a statewide 20 percent reduction in per capita water use by 2020. The UWMP includes a
quantification of the SFPUC's water use reduction targets and plan for meeting these objectives. The
UWMP projects sufficient water supply in normal years and a supply shortfall during prolonged
droughts. Plans are in place to institute varying degrees of water conservation and rationing as needed in
response to severe droughts.
In addition, the SFPUC is in the process of implementing the Sewer System Improvement Program,
which is a 20-year, multi-billion dollar citywide upgrade to the City's sewer and stormwater
infrastructure to ensure a reliable and seismically safe system. The program includes planned
improvements that will serve development in the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan area including at the
Southeast Treatment Plant, the Central Bayside System, and green infrastructure projects, such as the
Mission and Valencia Green Gateway.

As the proposed project is within the development projected under the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning
and Area Plans, there would be no additional impacts on utilities and service systems beyond those
analyzed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.

Not Analyzed in the Prior EIR
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11. PUBLIC SERVICES-Would
the project:
a)

Result in substantial adverse physical
impacts associated with the provision of,
or the need for, new or physically altered
governmental facilities, the construction
of which
could
cause significant
environmental impacts, in order to
maintain acceptable service ratios,
response times, or other performance
objectives for any public services such as
fire protection, police protection, schools,
parks, or other services?
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The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR analyzes effects on public services under Chapter IX, Appendix A on
pages 32-43.
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR determined that the anticipated increase in population from Area Plans
implementation would not result in a significant impact to public services, including fire protection,
police protection, and public schools. No mitigation measures were identified in the PEIR.
As the proposed project is within the development projected under the Eastern Neighborhood~ Rezoning
and Area Plans, there would be no additional impacts on public services beyond those analyzed in the
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.

Not Analyzed in the Prior EIR

Topics:
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the Prior EIR

No Impact

Substantially
Mitigated by
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Less Than
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Less Than
Significant
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12. BIOLOGICAL RESOURCESWould the project:
a)

Have a substantial adverse effect, either
directly or through habitat modifications,
on any species identified as a candidate,
sensitive, or special-status species in
local or regional plans, policies, or
regulations,
or by the
California
Department of Fish and Game or U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service?

D

D

D

D

b)

Have a substantial adverse effect on any
riparian habitat or other sensitive natural
community identified in local or regional
plans, policies, regulations or by the
California Department of Fish and Game
or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service?

D

D

D

D

c)

Have a substantial adverse effect on
federally protected wetlands as defined
by Section 404 of the Clean Water Act
(including, but not limited to, marsh,
vernal pool, coastal, etc.) through direct
removal, filling, hydrological interruption,
or other means?

D

D

D

D

d)

Interfere substantially with the movement
of any native resident or migratory fish or
wildlife species or with established native
resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or
impede the use of native wildlife nursery
sites?

D

D

D

D

e)

Conflict with any local policies or
ordinances
protecting
biological
resources, such as a tree preservation
policy or ordinance?

D

D

D

D
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D

D

D

D

Conflict with the provisions of an adopted
Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural
Community Conservation Plan, or other
approved local, regional, or state habitat
conservation plan?

The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR analyzes effects on biological resources under Chapter IV.M, on page
500; and Chapter IX, Appendix A on page 44.
As discussed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR, the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan area is in a developed
urban environment that does not provide native natural habitat for any rare or endangered plant or
animal species. There are no riparian corridors, estuaries, marshes, or wetlands in the plan area that could
be affected by the development anticipated under the Area Plans. In addition, development envisioned
under the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans would not substantially interfere with the movement of
any resident or migratory wildlife species. For these reasons, the PEIR concluded that implementation of
the Area Plan would not result in significant impacts on biological resources, and no mitigation measures
were identified.
The project site is located within Mission Plan area of the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans and
therefore, does not support habitat for any candidate, sensitive or special status species. As such,
implementation of the proposed project would not result in significant impacts to biological resources not
identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.
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13. GEOLOGY AND SOILS-Would
the project:
a)

Expose people or structures to potential
substantial adverse effects, including the
risk of loss, injury, or death involving:
i)

Rupture of a known earthquake
fault, as delineated on the most
recent Alquist-Priolo Earthquake
Fault Zoning Map issued by the
State Geologist for the area or
based on other substantial evidence
of a known fault? (Refer to Division
of Mines and Geology Special
Publication 42.)

D
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Not Analyzed in the Prior EIR
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ii)

Strong seismic ground shaking?

lZl

D

D

D

D

iii)

Seismic-related
ground
including liquefaction?

lZl

D

D

D

D

iv)

Landslides?

lZl

D

D

D

D

lZl

D

D

D

D

failure,

b)

Result in substantial soil erosion or the
loss of topsoil?

c)

Be located on geologic unit or soil that is
unstable, or that would become unstable
as a result of the project, and potentially
result in on- or off-site landslide, lateral
spreading, subsidence, liquefaction, or
collapse?

D

D

D

D

d)

Be located on expansive soil, as defined
in Table 18-1-B of the Uniform Building
Code, creating substantial risks to life or
property?

D

D

D

D

e)

Have soils incapable of adequately
supporting the use of septic tanks or
alternative wastewater disposal systems
where sewers are not available for the
disposal of wastewater?

D

D

D

D

f)

Change substantially the topography or
any unique geologic or physical features
of the site?

D

D

D

D

The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR analyzes effects on geology and soils under Chapter IX, Appendix A on
pages 44-54.
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR concluded that implementation of the Area Plans would indirectly
increase the population that would be subject to an earthquake, including seismically induced groundshaking, liquefaction, and landslides. The PEIR also noted that new development is generally safer than
comparable older development due to improvements in building codes and construction techniques.
Compliance with applicable codes and recommendations made in project-specific geotechnical analyses
would not eliminate earthquake risks, but would reduce them to an acceptable level, given the
seismically active characteristics of the Bay Area. Thus, the PEIR concluded that implementation of the
Plan would not result in significant impacts with regard to geology, and no mitigation measures were
identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.
A geotechnical investigation was prepared for the proposed project.43 The southern portion of project site
is underlain by the confluence of two former stream channels associated with a former marsh that was
43

Langan Treadwell Rollo, Geotechnical Investigation Report, 1296 Shotwell Street, October 24, 2016.
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present in the 1850s. The subsurface conditions at the site generally consist of fill, stream channel
deposits, and interbedded sands and clays over bedrock. The site is generally blanketed by
approximately 10 to 20 feet of fill with thicker fill in the southern portion of the site, likely corresponding
to the location of the former stream channels. The fill generally consists of mixtures of clay and sand with
variable amounts of gravel, brick, wood, and concrete debris. The fill is generally soft to very stiff clay
and the sand is generally loose to medium dense. Groundwater was identified at 4.5 and 7.5 feet below
the ground surface (bgs) and is expected to fluctuate several feet due to seasonal rainfall. Liquefaction
and lateral spreading are predicted to occur in the fill and stream channel deposits during a large
earthquake, but implementation of ground improvements would reduce the potential liquefaction and
resulting settlement and mitigate the lateral spreading hazard at the site. Consistent with the
recommendations of the geotechnical investigation, the proposed project would either auger cast piles
and use compacted aggregate piers, or use cemented soils and piers. Impact piling driving is not
proposed as part of the project.
The project is required to conform to the San Francisco Building Code, which ensures the safety of all new
construction in the City. DBI will review the project-specific geotechnical report during its review of the
building permit for the project. In addition, DBI may require additional site specific soils report(s)
through the building permit application process, as needed. The DBI requirement for a geotechnical
report and review of the building permit application pursuant to DBI's implementation of the Building
Code would ensure that the proposed project would have no significant impacts related to soils, seismic
or other geological hazards.
In light of the above, the proposed project would not result in a significant effect related to seismic and
geologic hazards. Therefore, the proposed project would not result in significant impacts related to
geology and soils that were not identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR, and no mitigation
measures are necessary.
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14. HYDROLOGY AND WATER
QUALITY-Would the project:
a)

Violate any water quality standards or
waste discharge requirements?

D

D

D

D

b)

Substantially
deplete
groundwater
supplies or interfere substantially with
groundwater recharge such that there
would be a net deficit in aquifer volume or
a lowering of the local groundwater table
level (e.g., the production rate of preexisting nearby wells would drop to a
level which would not support existing
land uses or planned uses for which
permits have been granted)?

D

D

D

D
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c)

Substantially alter the existing drainage
pattern of the site or area, including
through the alteration of the course of a
stream or river, in a manner that would
result in substantial erosion or siltation
on- or off-site?

D

D

D

D

d)

Substantially alter the existing drainage
pattern of the site or area, including
through the alteration of the course of a
stream or river, or substantially increase
the rate or amount of surface runoff in a
manner that would result in flooding on- or
off-site?

D

D

D

D

e)

Create or contribute runoff water which
would exceed the capacity of existing or
planned stormwater drainage systems or
provide substantial additional sources of
polluted runoff?

D

D

D

D

f)

Otherwise substantially degrade water
quality?

D

D

D

D

g)

Place housing within a 100-year flood
hazard area as mapped on a federal
Flood Hazard Boundary or Flood
Insurance Rate Map or other authoritative
flood hazard delineation map?

D

D

D

D

h)

Place within a 100-year flood hazard area
structures that would impede or redirect
flood flows?

D

D

D

D

i)

Expose people or structures to a
significant risk of loss, injury or death
involving flooding, including flooding as a
result of the failure of a levee or dam?

D

D

D

D

j)

Expose people or structures to a
significant risk of loss, injury or death
involving inundation by seiche, tsunami,
ormudflow?

D

D

D

D

The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR analyzes effects on hydrology and water quality under Chapter IV.M,
on page 500; and Chapter IX, Appendix A on pages 54-67.
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR determined that the anticipated increase in population resulting from
implementation of the Area Plans would not result in a significant impact on hydrology and water
quality, including the combined sewer system and the potential for combined sewer outflows. No
mitigation measures were identified in the PEIR.
The project site, which is currently a one-story building, is a completely covered by impervious surface,
and thus implementation of the proposed project would not increase impervious surface cover. As a
result, the proposed project would not increase stormwater runoff.
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Therefore, the proposed project would not result in any significant impacts related to hydrology and
water quality that were not identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.
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15. HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS
MATERIALS-Would the
project:
a)

Create a significant hazard to the public
or the environment through the routine
transport, use, or disposal of hazardous
materials?

D

D

D

D

b)

Create a significant hazard to the public
or the environment through reasonably
foreseeable
upset
and
accident
conditions involving the release of
hazardous
materials
into
the
environment?

D

D

D

D

c)

Emit hazardous emissions or handle
hazardous
or
acutely
hazardous
materials, substances, or waste within
one-quarter mile of an existing or
proposed school?

D

D

D

D

d)

Be located on a site which is included on
a list of hazardous materials sites
compiled pursuant to Government Code
Section 65962.5 and, as a result, would it
create a significant hazard to the public or
the environment?

D

D

D

D

e)

For a project located within an airport
land use plan or, where such a plan has
not been adopted, within two miles of a
public airport or public use airport, would
the project result in a safety hazard for
people residing or working in the project
area?

D

D

D

D

f)

For a project within the vicinity of a
private airstrip, would the project result in
a safety hazard for people residing or
working in the project area?

D

D

D

D

g)

Impair implementation of or physically
interfere with an adopted emergency
response plan or emergency evacuation
plan?

D

D

D

D

h)

Expose people or structures to a
significant risk of loss, injury, or death
involving fires?

D

D

D

D
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The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR analyzes effects on hazards and hazardous materials under Chapter
N.L, on pages 475-499; Chapter V, on page 523; Chapter VIII on page 34 and pages C&R-129 to C&R-130;
and Chapter IX, Appendix A on page 67.
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR noted that implementation of any of the proposed project's rezoning
options would encourage construction of new development within the project area. The PEIR found that
there is a high potential to encounter hazardous materials during construction activities in many parts of
the project area because of the presence of 1906 earthquake fill, previous and current land uses associated
with the use of hazardous materials, and known or suspected hazardous materials cleanup cases.
However, the PEIR found that existing regulations for facility closure, Under Storage Tank (UST) closure,
and investigation and cleanup of soil and groundwater would ensure implementation of measures to
protect workers and the community from exposure to hazardous materials during construction.

Hazardous Building Materials
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR determined that future development in the plan area may involve
demolition or renovation of existing structures containing hazardous building materials. Some building
materials commonly used in older buildings could present a public health risk if disturbed during an
accident or during demolition or renovation of an existing building. Hazardous building materials
addressed in the PEIR include asbestos, electrical equipment such as transformers and fluorescent light
ballasts that contain PCBs or di (2 ethylhexyl) phthalate (DEHP), fluorescent lights containing mercury
vapors, and lead-based paints. Asbestos and lead based paint may also present a health risk to existing
building occupants if they are in a deteriorated condition. If removed during demolition of a building,
these materials would also require special disposal procedures. The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR
identified a significant impact associated with hazardous building materials including PCBs, DEHP, and
mercury and determined that that Mitigation Measure L-1: Hazardous Building Materials would reduce
effects to a less-than-significant level. Because the proposed development includes demolition of an
existing building, Mitigation Measure L-1 would apply to the proposed project. The project sponsor has
agreed to implement Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR Mitigation Measure L-1 as Project Mitigation Measure
3, which would require proper removal and disposal of hazardous building materials per applicable
federal, state, and local laws (full text provided in the "Mitigation Measures" section below and in the
MMRP, which is attached herein as Attachment B).

Soil and Groundwater Contamination
Since certification of the PEIR, Article 22A of the Health Code, also known as the Maher Ordinance, was
expanded to include properties throughout the City where there is potential to encounter hazardous
materials, primarily industrial zoning districts, sites with industrial uses or underground storage tanks,
sites with historic bay fill, and sites in close proximity to freeways or USTs. The over-arching goal of the
Maher Ordinance is to protect public health and safety by requiring appropriate handling, treatment,
disposal and when necessary, remediation of contaminated soils that are encountered in the building
construction process. Projects that disturb 50 cubic yards or more of soil that are located on sites with
potentially hazardous soil or groundwater within Eastern Neighborhoods Plan area are subject to this
ordinance.
The proposed project would require soil mixing up to 35 feet bgs and piers would extend to a depth of 45
feet for the proposed foundation, and would result in approximately 1,900 cubic yards of soil excavation.
The project site has been developed with light industrial structures. Therefore, the project is subject to
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Article 22A of the Health Code, also known as the Maher Ordinance, which is administered and overseen
by the Department of Public Health (DPH). In compliance with the Maher Ordinance, the project sponsor
has submitted a Maher Application to DPH and a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (2016) has been
prepared to assess the potential for site contamination. 44
Discrete soil samples were analyzed for total petroleum hydrocarbons as gasoline (TPH-g), TPH-diesel
(TPH-d), TPH-motor oil (TPH-mo), VOC, semi-volatile organic compounds (SVOC), LUFT 5 metals, and
total lead. No TPHg, VOCs, or SVOCs were detected at or above their method reporting limits in any of
the soil samples analyzed. TPHd was detected in both samples in concentrations ranging from 2.0
milligrams per kilograms (mg/kg) to 3.1 mg/kg and TPHmo was detected in both samples in
concentrations ranging from 19 mg/kg to 25 mg/kg. The metal concentrations were within normal
background ranges found in the western United States.4s
The Phase I found that based on the analytical results of soil samples collected from beneath the project
site, no elevated concentrations of petroleum hydrocarbons or heavy metals are indicated to be present
and that any soil excavated and removed from the project site during any construction activities, should
be disposed of as unregulated waste.46
In light of this information as well as the oversight of the proposed project pursuant to the Maher
Ordinance, the proposed project would not have any significant hazardous materials impacts and would
not result in any significant impacts related to hazardous materials that were not identified in the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR.

Not Analyzed in the Prior EIR

Topics:

Analyzed in
the Prior EIR

No Impact

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

Less Than
Significant or
Less Than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Significant
Impact

16. MINERAL AND ENERGY
RESOURCES-Would the
project:
a)

Result in the loss of availability of a
known mineral resource that would be of
value to the region and the residents of
the state?

D

D

D

D

b)

Result in the loss of availability of a
locally important mineral
resource
recovery site delineated on a local
general plan, specific plan or other land
use plan?

D

D

D

D

44

ESSEL. Phase I Environmental Site Assessment Property at 1296/1298 Shotwell Street, San Francisco, CA, 94110. October 5, 2016.
Treadwell&Rollo A Langan Company. Phase I Environmental Site Assessment 1294-1298 Shotwell Street, San Francisco, CA.
December 8, 2011.
46 Ibid.
45
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Not Analyzed in the Prior EIR

Topics:

c)

Analyzed in
the Prior EIR

No Impact

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

Less Than
Significant or
Less Than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Significant
Impact

D

D

D

D

Encourage activities which result in the
use of large amounts of fuel, water, or
energy, or use these in a wasteful
manner?

The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR analyzes effects on mineral and energy resources under Chapter IV.M,
page 500; and Chapter IX, Appendix A on page 67.
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR determined that the Area Plans would facilitate the construction of
both new residential units and commercial buildings. Development of these uses would not result in use
of large amounts of fuel, water, or energy in a wasteful manner or in the context of energy use
throughout the City and region. The energy demand for individual buildings would be typical for such
projects and would meet, or exceed, current state and local codes and standards concerning energy
consumption, including Title 24 of the California Code of Regulations enforced by DBI. The plan area
does not include any natural resources routinely extracted and the rezoning does not result in any natural
resource extraction programs. Therefore, the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR concluded that
implementation of the Area Plans would not result in a significant impact on mineral and energy
resources. No mitigation measures were identified in the PEIR.
As the proposed project is within the development projected under the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning
and Area Plans, there would be no additional impacts on mineral and energy resources beyond those
analyzed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.

Not Analyzed in the Prior EIR

Topics:

Analyzed in
the Prior EIR

No Impact

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

Less Than
Significant or
Less Than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Significant
Impact

17. AGRICULTURE AND FOREST
RESOURCES:-Would the
project:
a)

Convert
Prime
Farmland,
Unique
Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide
Importance, as shown on the maps
prepared pursuant to the Farmland
Mapping and Monitoring Program of the
California Resources Agency, to nonagricultural use?

D

D

D

D

b)

Conflict with
existing
zoning
for
agricultural use, or a Williamson Act
contract?

D

D

D

D
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Not Analyzed in the Prior EIR

Topics:

Analyzed in
the Prior EIR

No Impact

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

Less Than
Significant or
Less Than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Significant
Impact

D

D

D

D

c)

Conflict with existing zoning for, or cause
rezoning of, forest land (as defined in
Public
Resources
Code
Section
12220(g)) or timberland (as defined by
Public Resources Code Section 4526)?

d)

Result in the loss of forest land or
conversion of forest land to non-forest
use?

D

D

D

D

e)

Involve other changes in the existing
environment which, due to their location
or nature, could result in conversion of
Farmland to non-agricultural use or forest
land to non-forest use?

D

D

D

D

The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR analyzes effects on agricultural resources under Chapter IV.M, on page
500.

The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR determined that no agricultural resources exist in the Area Plans;
therefore the rezoning and community plans would have no effect on agricultural resources. No
mitigation measures were identified in the PEIR. The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR did not analyze the
effects on forest resources.
As the proposed project is within the development projected under the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning
and Area Plans, there would be no additional impacts on agriculture beyond those analyzed in the
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR. The project site is located in a built up urban environment and no forest
resources exist on the project site.
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Not Analyzed in the Prior EIR

Topics:

Analyzed in
the Prior EIR

No Impact

Substantially
Mitigated by
Uniformly
Applicable
Development
Policies

Less Than
Significant or
Less Than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Significant
Impact

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

18. MANDATORY FINDINGS OF
SIGNIFICANCE-Would the
project:
a)

Have the potential to degrade the quality
of the environment, substantially reduce
the habitat of a fish or wildlife species,
cause a fish or wildlife population to drop
below self-sustaining levels, threaten to
eliminate a plant or animal community,
reduce the number or restrict the range of
a rare or endangered plant or animal, or
eliminate important examples of the major
periods of California history or prehistory?

b)

Have impacts that would be individually
limited, but cumulatively considerable?
("Cumulatively considerable" means that
the incremental effects of a project are
considerable when viewed in connection
with the effects of past projects, the
effects of other current projects, and the
effects of probable future projects.)

c)

Have environmental effects that would
cause substantial adverse effects on
human
beings,
either directly or
indirectly?

~

The proposed project would not substantially reduce the habitat of a fish or wildlife species, cause a fish
or wildlife population to drop below self-sustaining levels, threaten to eliminate a plant or animal
community, or reduce the number or restrict the range of a rare or endangered plant or animal. The
project sponsor would be required to prepare an Archeological Testing Program to more definitively
identify the potential for California Register-eligible archeological resources to be present within the
project site and determine the appropriate action necessary to reduce the potential effect of the project on
archeological resources to a less-than-significant level. For these reasons, the proposed project would not
result in the elimination of important examples of major periods of California history or prehistory.
The proposed project would not combine with past, present, or reasonably foreseeable future projects to
create significant cumulative impacts related to any of the topics discussed in this Infill Environmental
Checklist. There would be no significant cumulative impacts to which the proposed project would make
cumulatively considerable contributions.
Since construction of the proposed project would generate temporary noise from the use of heavy
construction equipment that could affect nearby residents and other sensitive receptors, the project
sponsor is required to develop and implement a set of noise attenuation measures during construction. In
addition, all construction activities would be subject to and required to comply with the San Francisco
Noise Ordinance. The proposed project would also be required to comply with the Construction Dust
Control Ordinance, which would reduce the quantity of fugitive dust generated during project-related
construction activities. The project site is not located within the Air Pollutant Exposure Zone; therefore,
SM1 fRANCISCO
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the ambient health risk to sensitive receptors from air pollutants is not considered substantial. For these
reasons, the proposed project would not result in environmental effects that would cause substantial
ad verse effects on human beings.

MITIGATION MEASURES
ARCHEOLGOICAL RESOURCES
Project Mitigation Measure 1-Archeological Testing (Eastern Neighborhoods Mitigation Measure J-2)
Based on a reasonable presumption that archeological resources may be present within the project site,
the following measures shall be undertaken to avoid any potentially significant adverse effect from the
proposed project on buried or submerged historical resources. The project sponsor shall retain the
services of an archeological consultant from the rotational Department Qualified Archeological
Consultants List (QACL) maintained by the Planning Department archeologist. The project sponsor shall
contact the Department archeologist to obtain the names and contact information for the next three
archeological consultants on the QACL. The archeological consultant shall undertake an archeological
testing program as specified herein. In addition, the consultant shall be available to conduct an
archeological monitoring and/or data recovery program if required pursuant to this measure. The
archeological consultant's work shall be conducted in accordance with this measure at the direction of the
Environmental Review Officer (ERO). All plans and reports prepared by the consultant as specified
herein shall be submitted first and directly to the ERO for review and comment, and shall be considered
draft reports subject to revision until final approval by the ERO. Archeological monitoring and/or data
recovery programs required by this measure could suspend construction of the project for up to a
maximum of four weeks. At the direction of the ERO, the suspension of construction can be extended
beyond four weeks only if such a suspension is the only feasible means to reduce to a less-than-significant
level potential effects on a significant archeological resource as defined in CEQA Guidelines Sect. 15064.5
(a) and (c).

Consultation with Descendant Communities: On discovery of an archeological site 47 associated with
descendant Native Americans, the Overseas Chinese, or other potentially interested descendant group an
appropriate representative4s of the descendant group and the ERO shall be contacted. The representative
of the descendant group shall be given the opportunity to monitor archeological field investigations of
the site and to offer recommendations to the ERO regarding appropriate archeological treatment of the
site, of recovered data from the site, and, if applicable, any interpretative treatment of the associated
archeological site. A copy of the Final Archeological Resources Report shall be provided to the
representative of the descendant group.

47

48

By the term "archeological site" is intended here to minimally include any archeological deposit, feature, burial, or evidence of
burial.
An "appropriate representative" of the descendant group is here defined to mean, in the case of Native Americans, any
individual listed in the current Native American Contact List for the City and County of San Francisco maintained by the
California Native American Heritage Commission and in the case of the Overseas Chinese, the Chinese Historical Society of
America. An appropriate representative of other descendant groups should be determined in consultation with the Department
archeologist.
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Archeological Testing Program. The archeological consultant shall prepare and submit to the ERO for review
and approval an archeological testing plan (ATP). The archeological testing program shall be conducted
in accordance with the approved ATP. The ATP shall identify the property types of the expected
archeological resource(s) that potentially could be adversely affected by the proposed project, the testing
method to be used, and the locations recommended for testing. The purpose of the archeological testing
program will be to determine to the extent possible the presence or absence of archeological resources and
to identify and to evaluate whether any archeological resource encountered on the site constitutes an
historical resource under CEQA.

At the completion of the archeological testing program, the archeological consultant shall submit a
written report of the findings to the ERO. If based on the archeological testing program the archeological
consultant finds that significant archeological resources may be present, the ERO in consultation with the
archeological consultant shall determine if additional measures are warranted. Additional measures that
may be undertaken include additional archeological testing, archeological monitoring, and/or an
archeological data recovery program. No archeological data recovery shall be undertaken without the
prior approval of the ERO or the Planning Department archeologist. If the ERO determines that a
significant archeological resource is present and that the resource could be adversely affected by the
proposed project, at the discretion of the project sponsor either:
A)

The proposed project shall be re-designed so as to avoid any adverse effect on the significant
archeological resource; or

B)

A data recovery program shall be implemented, unless the ERO determines that the
archeological resource is of greater interpretive than research significance and that interpretive
use of the resource is feasible.

Archeological Monitoring Program. If the ERO, in consultation with the archeological consultant,
determines that an archeological monitoring program shall be implemented the archeological monitoring
program shall minimally include the following provisions:

•

The archeological consultant, project sponsor, and ERO shall meet and consult on the scope
of the AMP reasonably prior to any project-related soils disturbing activities commencing.
The ERO in consultation with the archeological consultant shall determine what project
activities shall be archeologically monitored. In most cases, any soils- disturbing activities,
such as demolition, foundation removal, excavation, grading, utilities installation, foundation
work, driving of piles (foundation, shoring, etc.), site remediation, etc., shall require
archeological monitoring because of the risk these activities pose to potential archeological
resources and to their depositional context;

•

The archeological consultant shall advise all project contractors to be on the alert for evidence
of the presence of the expected resource(s), of how to identify the evidence of the expected
resource(s), and of the appropriate protocol in the event of apparent discovery of an
archeological resource;

•

The archeological monitor(s) shall be present on the project site according to a schedule
agreed upon by the archeological consultant and the ERO until the ERO has, in consultation
with project archeological consultant, determined that project construction activities could
have no effects on significant archeological deposits;
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•

The archeological monitor shall record and be authorized to collect soil samples and
artifactual/ecofactual material as warranted for analysis;

•

If an intact archeological deposit is encountered, all soils-disturbing activities in the vicinity

of the deposit shall cease. The archeological monitor shall be empowered to temporarily
redirect demolition/excavation/pile driving/construction activities_and equipment until the
deposit is evaluated. If in the case of pile driving activity (foundation, shoring, etc.), the
archeological monitor has cause to believe that the pile driving activity may affect an
archeological resource, the pile driving activity shall be terminated until an appropriate
evaluation of the resource has been made in consultation with the ERO. The archeological
consultant shall immediately notify the ERO of the encountered archeological deposit. The
archeological consultant shall make a reasonable effort to assess the identity, integrity, and
significance of the encountered archeological deposit, and present the findings of this
assessment to the ERO.
Whether or not significant archeological resources are encountered, the archeological consultant shall
submit a written report of the findings of the monitoring program to the ERO.
Archeological Data Recovery Program. The archeological data recovery program shall be conducted in accord
with an archeological data recovery plan (ADRP). The archeological consultant, project sponsor, and ERO
shall meet and consult on the scope of the ADRP prior to preparation of a draft ADRP. The archeological
consultant shall submit a draft ADRP to the ERO. The ADRP shall identify how the proposed data
recovery program will preserve the significant information the archeological resource is expected to
contain. That is, the ADRP will identify what scientific/historical research questions are applicable to the
expected resource, what data classes the resource is expected to possess, and how the expected data
classes would address the applicable research questions. Data recovery, in general, should be limited to
the portions of the historical property that could be adversely affected by the proposed project.
Destructive data recovery methods shall not be applied to portions of the archeological resources if
nondestructive methods are practical.

The scope of the ADRP shall include the following elements:

•

Field Methods and Procedures.
operations.

•

Cataloguing and Laboratory Analysis. Description of selected cataloguing system and artifact
analysis procedures.

•

Discard and Deaccession Policy. Description of and rationale for field and post-field discard
and deaccession policies.

•

Interpretive Program. Consideration of an on-site/off-site public interpretive program during
the course of the archeological data recovery program.

•

Security Measures. Recommended security measures to protect the archeological resource
from vandalism, looting, and non-intentionally damaging activities.

•

Final Report. Description of proposed report format and distribution of results .

Descriptions of proposed field strategies, procedures, and
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•

Curation. Description of the procedures and recommendations for the curation of any
recovered data having potential research value, identification of appropriate curation
facilities, and a summary of the accession policies of the curation facilities.

Human Remains and Associated or Unassociated Funerary Objects. The treatment of human remains and of
associated or unassociated funerary objects discovered during any soils disturbing activity shall comply
with applicable State and Federal laws. This shall include immediate notification of the Coroner of the City
and County of San Francisco and in the event of the Coroner's determination that the human remains are
Native American remains, notification of the California State Native American Heritage Commission
(NAHC) who shall appoint a Most Likely Descendant (MLD) (Pub. Res. Code Sec. 5097.98). The
archeological consultant, project sponsor, ERO, and MLD shall have up to but not beyond six days of
discovery make all reasonable efforts to develop an agreement for the treatment of human remains and
associated or unassociated funerary objects with appropriate dignity (CEQA Guidelines. Sec. 15064.5(d)).
The agreement should take into consideration the appropriate excavation, removal, recordation, analysis,
custodianship, curation, and final disposition of the human remains and associated or unassociated
funerary objects. Nothing in existing State regulations or in this mitigation measure compels the project
sponsor and the ERO to accept recommendations of an MLD. The archeological consultant shall retain
possession of any Native American human remains and associated or unassociated burial objects until
completion of any scientific analyses of the human remains or objects as specified in the treatment
agreement if such agreement has been made or, otherwise, as determined by the archeological consultant
and the ERO.
Final Archeological Resources Report. The archeological consultant shall submit a Draft Final Archeological
Resources Report (FARR) to the ERO that evaluates the historical significance of any discovered
archeological resource and describes the archeological and historical research methods employed in the
archeological testing/monitoring/data recovery program(s) undertaken. Information that may put at risk
any archeological resource shall be provided in a separate removable insert within the final report.

Once approved by the ERO, copies of the FARR shall be distributed as follows: California Archeological
Site Survey Northwest Information Center (NWIC) shall receive one (1) copy and the ERO shall receive a
copy of the transmittal of the FARR to the NWIC. The Environmental Planning division of the Planning
Department shall receive one bound, one unbound and one unlocked, searchable PDF copy on CD of the
FARR along with copies of any formal site recordation forms (CA DPR 523 series) and/or documentation
for nomination to the National Register of Historic Places/California Register of Historical Resources. In
instances of high public interest in or the high interpretive value of the resource, the ERO may require a
different final report content, format, and distribution than that presented above.

NOISE

Project Mitigation Measure 2 - Construction Noise (Eastern Neighborhoods Mitigation Measure F-2)
The project sponsor shall develop a set of site-specific noise attenuation measures under the supervision
of a qualified acoustical consultant. Prior to commencing construction, a plan for such measures shall be
submitted to the Department of Building Inspection to ensure that maximum feasible noise attenuation
will be achieved. These attenuation measures shall include as many of the following control strategies as
feasible:
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• Erect temporary plywood noise barriers around a construction site, particularly where a site
adjoins noise-sensitive uses;
• Utilize noise control blankets on a building structure as the building is erected to reduce noise
emission from the site;
• Evaluate the feasibility of noise control at the receivers by temporarily improving the noise
reduction capability of adjacent buildings housing sensitive uses;
• Monitor the effectiveness of noise attenuation measures by taking noise measurements;
Post signs on-site pertaining to permitted construction days and hours and complaint procedures and
who to notify in the event of a problem, with telephone numbers listed.

HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

Project Mitigation Measure 3 - Hazardous Building Materials (Eastern Neighborhoods Mitigation
Measure L-1)
The City shall condition future development approvals to require that the subsequent project sponsors
ensure that any equipment containing PCBs or DEPH, such as fluorescent light ballasts, are removed and
properly disposed of according to applicable federal, state, and local laws prior to the start of renovation,
and that any fluorescent light tubes, which could contain mercury, are similarly removed and properly
disposed of. Any other hazardous materials identified, either before or during work, shall be abated
according to applicable federal, state, and local laws.
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DETERMINATION
On the basis of this evaluation:
~

I find that the proposed infill project would not have any significant effects on the
environment that either have not already been analyzed in a prior EIR or that are more
significant than previously analyzed, or that uniformly applicable development policies would
not substantially mitigate. Pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 21094.5, CEQA does not
apply to such effects. A Notice of Determination (Section 15094) will be filed.

D

I find that the proposed infill project will have effects that either have not been analyzed in a
prior EIR, or are more significant than described in the prior EIR, and that no uniformly
applicable development policies would substantially mitigate such effects. With respect to
those effects that are subject to CEQA. I find that such effects would not be significant and a
Negative Declaration, or if the project is a Transit Priority Project a Sustainable Communities
Environmental Assessment, will be prepared.

D

I find that the proposed infill project will have effects that either have not been analyzed in a
prior EIR, or are more significant than described in the prior EIR, and that no uniformly
applicable development policies would substantially mitigate such effects. I find that although
those effects could be significant, there will not be a significant effect in this case because
revisions in the infill project have been made by or agreed to by the project proponent. A
Mitigated Negative Declaration, or if the project is a Transit Priority Project a Sustainable
Communities Environmental Assessment, will be prepared.

D

I find that the proposed infill project would have effects that either have not been analyzed in
a prior EIR, or are more significant than described in the prior EIR, and that no uniformly
applicable development policies would substantially mitigate such effects. I find that those
effects would be significant, and an infill EIR is required to analyze those effects that are
subject to CEQA.
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Adopted Mitigation Measures

Responsibility for
Implementation

MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM
Monitoring/
Mitigation
Mitigation
Reporting
Schedule
Responsibility
Action

Monitoring
Schedule

CULTURAL AND PALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCES

Project Mitigation Measure 1 -Archeological Testing Program (Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR Mitigation Measure J-2)
Based on a reasonable presumption that archeological resources
Project sponsor
may be present within the project site, the following measures
shall be undertaken to avoid any potentially significant adverse
effect from the proposed project on buried or submerged historical
resources. The project sponsor shall retain the services of an
archaeological consultant from the rotational Department
Qualified Archaeological Consultants List (QACL) maintained by
the Planning Department archaeologist. The project sponsor shall
contact the Department archeologist to obtain the names and
contact information for the next three archeological consultants on
the QACL. The archeological consultant shall undertake an
archeological testing program as specified herein. In addition, the
consultant shall be available to conduct an archeological
monitoring and/or data recovery program if required pursuant to
this measure. The archeological consultant's work shall be
conducted in accordance with this measure at the direction of the
Environmental Review Officer (ERO). All plans and reports
prepared by the consultant as specified herein shall be submitted
first and directly to the ERO for review and comment, and shall be
considered draft reports subject to revision until final approval by
the ERO. Archeological monitoring and/or data recovery
programs required by this measure could suspend construction of
the project for up to a maximum of four weeks. At the direction of
the ERO, the suspension of construction can be extended beyond
four weeks only if such a suspension is the only feasible means to
reduce to a less than significant level potential effects on a
significant archeological resource as defined in CEQA Guidelines
Sect. 15064.5 (a) and (c).

Prior to
issuance of
grading or
building
permits

Project Sponsor to
retain
archaeological
consultant to
undertake
archaeological
monitoring
program in
consultation with
ERO.

Project sponsor,
archaeologist and
Environmental
Review Officer
(ERO)

Complete
when Project
Sponsor retains
qualified
archaeological
consultant.

Consultation with Descendant Communities: On discovery of an
archeological sitel associated with descendant Native Americans,
the Overseas Chinese, or other potentially interested descendant
group an appropriate representative2 of the descendant group

Discovery of an Consultation with
archeological
descendant
site associated
communities
with

Project sponsor,
descendant group
representative(s),
and ERO

After
production of
the Final
Archaeological

Project sponsor.

By the term "archeological site" is intended here to minimally include any archeological deposit, feature, burial, or evidence of burial.
An "appropriate representative" of the descendant group is here defined to mean, in the case ofNative Americans, any individual listed in the
current Native American Contact List for the City and County of San Francisco maintained by the California Native American Heritage Commission and in

2
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Adopted Mitigation Measures

Responsibility for
Implementation

and the ERO shall be contacted. The representative of the
descendant group shall be given the opportunity to monitor
archeological field investigations of the site and to offer
recommendations to the ERO regarding appropriate archeological
treatment of the site, of recovered data from the site, and, if
applicable, any interpretative treatment of the associated
archeological site. A copy of the Final Archaeological Resources
Report shall be provided to the representative of the descendant
group.

MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM
Monitoring/
Mitigation
Mitigation
Reporting
Action
Schedule
Responsibility

descendant
group/commun
ities

Archeological Testing Program. The archeological consultant shall
prepare and submit to the ERO for review and approval an
archeological testing plan (ATP). The archeological testing
program shall be conducted in accordance with the approved
ATP. The ATP shall identify the property types of the expected
archeological resource(s) that potentially could be adversely
affected by the proposed project, the testing method to be used,
and the locations recommended for testing. The purpose of the
archeological testing program will be to determine to the extent
possible the presence or absence of archeological resources and to
identify and to evaluate whether any archeological resource
encountered on the site constih1tes an historical resource under
CEQA.

Project sponsor
Prior to any
and
soils
disturbance
archaeological
consultant, at the
direction of the
ERO

At the completion of the archeological testing program, the
archeological consultant shall submit a written report of the
findings to the ERO. If based on the archeological testing program
the archeological consultant finds that significant archeological
resources may be present, the ERO in consultation with the
archeological consultant shall determine if additional measures
are warranted. Additional measures that may be undertaken
include additional archeological testing, archeological monitoring,
and/or an archeological data recovery program. No archeological
data recovery shall be undertaken without the prior approval of
the ERO or the Planning Department archeologist. If the ERO
determines that a significant archeological resource is present and
that the resource could be adversely affected by the proposed
project, at the discretion of the project sponsor either:

Project sponsor
and
arcl1aeological
consultant, at the
direction of the
ERO

After
completion of
the
Archeological
Testing
Program

Monitoring
Schedule

Resources
Report.

Consultation with Project sponsor,
After
ERO on scope of archaeologist and consultation
ATP
ERO
with and
approval by
ERO of AMP.

Submit report to Archaeological
consultant and
ERO of the
findings of the
ERO
Archeological
Testing Program.

Considered
complete on
submittal to
ERO of report
on ATP
findings.

A) The proposed project shall be re-designed so as to avoid any

the case of the Overseas Chinese, the Chinese Historical Society of America. An appropriate representative of other descendant groups should be determined
in consultation with the Department archeologist.
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Adopted Mitigation Measures

Responsibility for
Implementation

MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM
Monitoring/
Mitigation
Mitigation
Reporting
Schedule
Action
Responsibility

Monitoring
Schedule

adverse effect on the significant archeological resource; or
B)

A data recovery program shall be implemented, unless the
ERO determines that the archeological resource is of greater

interpretive than research significance and that interpretive
use of the resource is feasible.

Archeological Monitoring Program. If the ERO in consultation with

Project Sponsor/
Archeological
Consultant/
Archeological
Monitor/
Contractor(s), at
The archeological consultant, project sponsor, and ERO shall the direction of
meet and consult on the scope of the AMP reasonably prior to the ERO
any project-related soils disturbing activities commencing.
The ERO in consultation with the archeological consultant
shall determine what project activities shall be archeologically
monitored. In most cases, any soils- disturbing activities, such
as demolition, foundation removal, excavation, grading,
utilities installation, foundation work, driving of piles
(foundation, shoring, etc.), site remediation, etc., shall require
archeological monitoring because of the risk these activities
pose to potential archaeological resources and to their
depositional context;

the archeological consultant determines that an archeological
monitoring program shall be implemented the archeological
monitoring program shall minimally include the following
provisions:

ERO and
Consultation with Archaeological
Archeological
ERO on scope of consultant and
Consultant
AMP
ERO
meet prior to
commencement
of soildisturbing
activity. If ERO
detennines that
an
Archeological
Monitoring
Program is
necessary,
monitor
throughout all
soil-disturbing
activities.

Considered
complete on
finding by
ERO that AMP
implemented.

The archeological consultant shall advise all project
contractors to be on the alert for evidence of the presence of
the expected resource(s), of how to identify the evidence of the
expected resource(s), and of the appropriate protocol in the
event of apparent discovery of an archeological resource;
•

The archeological monitor(s) shall be present on the project
site according to a schedule agreed upon by the ard1eological
consultant and the ERO until the ERO has, in consultation
with project archeological consultant, determined that project
construction activities could have no effects on significant
archeological deposits;

•

The archeological monitor shall record and be authorized to
collect soil samples and artifactual/ecofactual material as
warranted for analysis;

•

If an intact arcl1eological deposit is encountered, all soilsdisturbing activities in the vicinity of the deposit shall cease.
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MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM

Adopted Mitigation Measures

Responsibility for
Implementation

MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM
Monitoring/
Reporting
Mitigation
Mitigation
Responsibility
Schedule
Action

Monitoring
Schedule

The archeological monitor shall be empowered to temporarily
redirect demolition/excavation/pile driving/construction
activities and equipment until the deposit is evaluated. If in
the case of pile driving activity (foundation, shoring, etc.), the
archeological monitor has cause to believe that the pile
driving activity may affect an archeological resource, the pile
driving activity shall be terminated until an appropriate
evaluation of the resource has been made in consultation with
the ERO. The archeological consultant shall immediately
notify the ERO of the encountered archeological deposit. The
archeological consultant shall make a reasonable effort to
assess the identity, integrity, and significance of the
encountered archeological deposit, and present the findings of
this assessment to the ERO.
Whether or not significant archeological resources are
encountered, the archeological consultant shall submit a written
report of the findings of the monitoring program to the ERO.
Archeological Data Recovery Program. The archeological data

Archaeological
consultant in
recovery program shall be conducted in accord with an
archeological data recovery plan (ADRP). The archeological
consultation with
consultant, project sponsor, and ERO shall meet and consult on the ERO
scope of the ADRP prior to preparation of a draft ADRP. The
archeological consultant shall submit a draft ADRP to the ERO.
The ADRP shall identify how the proposed data recovery program
will preserve the significant information the archeological resource
is expected to contain. That is, the ADRP will identify what
scientific/historical research questions are applicable to the
expected resource, what data classes the resource is expected to
possess, and how the expected data classes would address the
applicable research questions. Data recovery, in general, should be
limited to the portions of the historical property that could be
adversely affected by the proposed project. Destructive data
recovery methods shall not be applied to portions of the
archeological resources if nondestructive methods are practical.

After
Consultation with Archaeological
determination ERO on scope of consultant and
by ERO that an ADRP
ERO
archaeological
data recovery
program is
required

Considered
complete upon
approval of
ADRPbyERO.

The scope of the ADRP shall include the following elements:
Field Methods and Procedures. Descriptions of proposed field

strategies, procedures, and operations.
•

Cataloguing and Laboratory Analysis. Description of selected
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MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM

Adopted Mitigation Measures

Responsibility for
Implementation

MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM
Monitoring/
Mitigation
Mitigation
Reporting
Schedule
Action
Responsibility

Monitoring
Schedule

cataloguing system and artifact analysis procedures.

Discard and Deaccession Policy. Description of and rationale for
field and post-field discard and deaccession policies.
Interpretive Program. Consideration of an on-site/off-site public
interpretive program during the course of the archeological
data recovery program.
Security Measures. Recommended security measures to protect
the archeological resource from vandalism, looting, and nonintentionally damaging activities.
•

Final Report. Description of proposed report format and
distribution of results.

•

Curation. Description of the procedures and recommendations
for the curation of any recovered data having potential
research value, identification of appropriate curation facilities,
and a summary of the accession policies of the curation
facilities.

Human Remains and Associated or Unassociated Funerary Objects. The Project
treatment of human remains and of associated or unassociated
funerary objects discovered during any soils disturbing activity
shall comply with applicable State and Federal laws. This shall
include immediate notification of the Coroner of the City and
County of San Francisco and in the event of the Coroner's
determination that the human remains are Native American
remains, notification of the California State Native American
Heritage Commission (NAHC) who shall appoint a Most Likely
Descendant (MLD) (Pub. Res. Code Sec. 5097.98). The
archeological consultant, project sponsor, ERO, and MLD shall
have up to but not beyond six days of discovery to make all
reasonable efforts to develop an agreement for the treatment of
human remains and associated or unassociated funerary objects
with appropriate dignity (CEQA Guidelines. Sec. 15064.5(d)). The
agreement should take into consideration the appropriate
excavation, removal, recordation, analysis, custodianship,
curation, and final disposition of the human remains and
associated or unassociated funerary objects. Nothing in existing
State regulations or in this mitigation measure compels the project
sponsor and the ERO to accept recommendations of an MLD. The
archeological consultant shall retain possession of any Native

Discovery of
Notify San
Project sponsor,
Sponsor/Archeolo human remains Francisco
archaeologist and
gical Consultant and/or funerary coroner.
ERO
in consultation
objects.
Implement
with the San
regulatory
Francisco
requirements, if
Coroner, NAHC
applicable,
andMLD.
regarding
discovery of
Native American
human remains
and associated/
unassociated
funerary objects.
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MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM

Adopted Mitigation Measures

Responsibility for
Implementation

MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM
Monitoring/
Reporting
Mitigation
Mitigation
Responsibility
Schedule
Action

Monitoring
Schedule

American human remains and associated or unassociated burial
objects until completion of any scientific analyses of the human
remains or objects as specified in the treatment agreement if such
as agreement has been made or, otherwise, as determined by the
archeological consultant and the ERO.

Final Archeological Resources Report. The archeological consultant
shall submit a Draft Final Archeological Resources Report (FARR)
to the ERO that evaluates the historical significance of any
discovered archeological resource and describes the archeological
and historical research methods employed in the archeological
testing/monitoring/data recovery program(s) undertaken.
Information that may put at risk any archeological resource shall
be provided in a separate removable insert within the final report.

Project sponsor
and
archaeological
consultant at the
direction of the
ERO

Completion of
archeological
data recovery,
inventoring,
analysis and
interpretation.

Once approved by the ERO, copies of the FARR shall be
distributed as follows: California Archaeological Site Survey
Northwest Information Center (NWIC) shall receive one (1) copy
and the ERO shall receive a copy of the transmittal of the FARR to
the NWIC. The Environmental Planning division of the Planning
Department shall receive one bound, one unbound and one
unlocked, searchable PDF copy on CD of the FARR along with
copies of any formal site recordation forms (CA DPR 523 series)
and/or documentation for nomination to the National Register of
Historic Places/California Register of Historical Resources. In
instances of high public interest in or the high interpretive value of
the resource, the ERO may require a different final report content,
format, and distribution than that presented above.

Archeological
Consultant at the
direction of the
ERO

Written
Distribute FARR
certification
submitted to
ERO that
required FARR
distribution has
been completed

Prepare and
submit FARR.

Archaeological
consultant and
ERO

Considered
complete on
submittal of
FARR.

Archaeological
consultant and
Environmental
Review Officer
(ERO)

Considered
complete on
distribution of
FARR.

Project Mitigation Measure 2 - Construction Noise <from Initial Study) (Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR Mitigation Measure F-2)
Where environmental review of a development project undertaken Project sponsor
During
Prepare and
Project sponsor.
subsequent to the adoption of the proposed zoning controls
and construction construction
submit monthly
determines that construction noise controls are necessary due to
contractor.
activities.
noise reports
the nature of planned construction practices and the sensitivity of
during
proximate uses, the Planning Director shall require that the
construction.
sponsors of the subsequent development project develop a set of
site-specific noise attenuation measures under the supervision of a
qualified acoustical consultant. Prior to commencing construction,
a plan for such measures shall be submitted to the Department of
Building Inspection to ensure that maximum feasible noise
attenuation will be achieved. These attenuation measures shall
include as many of the following control strategies as feasible:

During
construction
activities.
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MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM

Adopted Mitigation Measures

Responsibility for
Implementation

MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM
Monitoring/
Mitigation
Reporting
Mitigation
Schedule
Action
Responsibility

Monitoring
Schedule

Erect temporary plywood noise barriers around a construction
site, particularly where a site adjoins noise-sensitive uses;
•

Utilize noise control blankets on a building structure as the
building is erected to reduce noise emission from the site;
Evaluate the feasibility of noise control at the receivers by
temporarily improving the noise reduction capability of
adjacent buildings housing sensitive uses;
Monitor the effectiveness of noise attenuation measures by
taking noise measurements; and

•

Post signs on-site pertaining to permitted construction days
and hours and complaint procedures and who to notify in the
event of a problem, with telephone numbers listed.

Project Mitigation Measure 3 - Hazardous Building Materials (Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR Mitigation Measure L-1)
The City shall condition future development approvals to require Project sponsor
Prior to
Submit a
Project Sponsor
that the subsequent project sponsors ensure that any equipment
and construction approval.
monitoring report or contractor.
contractor.
to DPH, with a
containing PCBs or DEPH, such as fluorescent light ballasts, are
removed and properly disposed of according to applicable federal,
copy to Planning
state, and local laws prior to the start of renovation, and that any
Department and
fluorescent light tubes, which could contain mercury, are similarly
DBI..
removed and properly disposed of. Any other hazardous
materials identified, either before or during work, shall be abated
according to applicable federal, state, and local laws.
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MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM
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Exhibit B:
Link to Eastern neighborhoods Plan EIR, Motion 17661 of the Planning Commission, which
adopted CEQA findings for the Plan EIR, and the Mitigation Monitoring Report

http:// comm issions.sfplan n i ng.org/cpcpackets/2015-018056AH B. pdf
http :(/sf-p Ian n ing.org/ area-p lan-eirs
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Exhibit C:
Evidence in support of Appeal
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November 30, 2016

San Francisco Planning Commission
1650 Mission St. Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94103-2479
Re:

1296 Shotwell Street Project

Dear Mr. John Rahaim and Members of the Planning Commission:
We, the residents of the Inner Mission and Bernal Heights ("Residents") write to
express our opposition to the planned development of the nine-story development
at 1296 Shotwell Street (the "Project"). We are writing in advance of the December
1, 2016 San Francisco Planning Department meeting. 1
We are an unincorporated association of residents, who believe that we may be
adversely affected by the potential impacts associated with the Project as proposed.
The association includes Mr. Craig Weber, President of Inner Mission Neighbors
Association and its 50 members.
The Residents live, work and raise their families within blocks of this proposed
development. We would be directly affected by the Project's impacts on the
neighborhood, including the major effects this Project will have on our local
environment.
The Residents also have an interest in enforcing the City's planning and zoning laws
and the State's environmental laws in a uniform manner that encourages sustainable
development and ensures a safe working environment for its members.
Environmentally detrimental projects can jeopardize the important historical
architecture along Shotwell St, the flow of traffic on Ceasar Chavez St. and the
aesthetics of an economically diverse neighborhood. The Residents are concerned
about projects that present environmental and land use impacts without adequately
analyzing countervailing economic and community benefits.
We are concerned that the Project is proceeding forward with no regard for the
Residents' extensive concerns voiced at the community focus group meetings held
over the past few months. Further, we are concerned that the Project appears to be
steamrolling forward based on an outdated Eastern Neighborhoods Environmental
Impact Report (EIR). The EIR at issue was conducted in 2008, during a time of
recession and prior to the influx of density in the Mission.

1

We also note that there has been inadequate notice of the December 1, 2016
meeting. Many of our members, residents of the blocks just adjacent to the Project,
have not seen the one notice of this proposed meeting on the wall of 1296.
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Our specific concerns with the impacts of this Project and the Eastern
Neighborhoods EIR are as follows:
1. The Project exceeds the height and density analyzed under the Eastern
Neighborhoods EIR.
a. The impacts of a nine-story building, without parking, were not
analyzed under the Eastern Neighborhoods EIR, thus CEQA
streamlining is not appropriate.
2. The Project is proposing a 90-foot building in a 65-foot height district.
a. This Project is not consistent with the allowable height under the
Planning Code and is not consistent with the general plan or zoning.
3. The Eastern Neighborhoods EIR evaluated the addition of a 65-foot building
and does not cover the density or intensity of development assumed on the
project site.
4. The increased density will result in increased transportation impacts,
including public transit ridership and vehicles. These will have both air
quality and noise impacts not considered by the Eastern Neighborhoods EIR.
5. As recently discussed at the November 15, 2016 Board of Supervisors
meeting, the Eastern Neighborhoods EIR is outdated and cannot be relied
upon.
6. The Project is within the recently established Latino Cultural District.
a. The Latino Cultural District was established with three goals: 1) to
create high quality jobs, 2) develop affordable housing and 3) protect
commercial uses. While the Project develops affordable housing, it
does not meet the specifically enumerated goals of creating jobs and
protecting commercial uses, thus, it is not consistent with the Latino
Cultural District.
b. Further, the Project eliminates a Production Distribution and Repair
use on the site and does not replace it.
c. The Project height and architectural design conflicts with the Latino
Cultural District historical buildings on Shotwell Street, which is
composed of two and three story Victorian and Edwardian style
homes and apartment buildings.
7. The Board of Supervisors determined on November 15, 2016 that projects in
the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan area require an evaluation of their socioeconomic impacts as part of the review under CEQA, when considering a
proposed project on the same block (1515 South Van Ness).
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8. We are extremely concerned about density on transit, traffic and parking as
the Project does not include any parking spaces.
In sum, there are extremely likely to be significant environmental impacts that have
not been considered by either the Planning Commission or the outdated Eastern
Neighborhoods EIR. Given the points raised above, and the Board ofSupervisors
recent recognition of the environmental impacts of the 1515 South Van Ness project,
the Planning Commission cannot rely on the CEQA analysis prepared.
The project is taller and denser what is allowed under the Planning Code and Zoning
Map. The Eastern Neighborhoods EIR does not consider the impacts associated with
the increased height and density and thus, the document cannot be relied upon as
the basis for preparing the CEQA analysis. Additional studies related to the
potential impacts that this project may have on the traffic, air quality, shadows, etc.
and the socio-economic impacts of the project need to be studied.
We respectfully request that you make the decision consistent with the Board of
Supervisors' recent conclusion and grant a continuance of the decision concerning
this nine-story development pending environmental review.
Sincerely,
Craig Weber
The Inner Mission Neighbors Association and Bernal Heights Neighbors
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Exhibit C:
Francesca Pastine
1183 Shotwell Street
San Francisco, CA 94110
415 596 5543
Re:
Response to:
SAN FRANCISCO PLANNING COMMISSION Hearing and Agenda, Commission Chambers, Room
400, Thursday, December 1, 2016, 12:00 p.m.,
ITEM 16. 1296 SHOTWELL STREET
Dear Commissioners,
I attended the hearing at 400 City Hall on Thursday, December 1. Due to the fact I had to leave for
work at around 3pm, I did not get a chance to speak. I am writing you what I would have said.
I live at 1183 Shotwell Street, four houses down on the southwest comer from 26th Street and
Shotwell. I have lived there since 1994. Although I appreciate the sentiment of creating housing for
low income residences and homeless seniors, I believe this project to be a boondoggle that fails to
address critical needs of my neighborhood and incorporates failed attempts at social engineering.
A wonderful aspect of the living in the Mission is that it feels like it truly belongs to the population that
lives here. Dotted with small single and two-family homes and locally owned business that reflect the
culture and needs of the people who live here, there is a real spirit of community that has helped us longterm residents to endure a lot of the problems we have had in the past such as gang violence and
homelessness.
The scale of this building in no way conforms to the visual fabric of my neighborhood that consists
mainly of one and two-story buildings with the exception of the four story apartment complex opposite
the proposed project. But even that apartment complex has a horizontal feel with courtyards, balconies
and ample parking. Pasting trite "Mexican" motif designed panels on the exterior of the proposed huge
institutional-like building out of context with anything around it does not solve the fact that the scale and
design of the building is completely out of character with anything else around it. I would also like to
note that the planners of this proposal like to show perspectives of the building facing Cesar Chavez
because the size of that avenue is more in scale with the building. However, Shotwell Street is only 60
feet wide and 26th Street is not much wider causing this building to have a mammoth appearance from
those vantage points.
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The fact that it has no parking is complete folly. Let me go through the misplaced thinking of not
providing necessary parking for the 150 residents or more who will occupy this building not to mention
the employees and volunteers who are suppose to show up there everyday. This is not New York
City. San Francisco does not have the public transportation infrastructure that supports not needing a
car. The planners have some cockeyed notion that ifthere are no parking places these people will
choose "healthy life styles" and ride bikes or walk. This is the kind of misplaced social engineering
philosophy that always backfires. For one, this is supposedly a senior facility. People get old, things
happen. Bicycling and walking aren't always an option, especially for this demographic. These people,
like most San Franciscans, are going to have cars if they expect to accomplish basic chores like getting
to doctor appointments or shopping for groceries. I assume they will want to have an out of town guest
once in a while as well. The planners say there will be volunteers and employees. Seriously, will all
these people bike to this facility? I highly doubt it. The planners of this proposal are creating a utopian
fantasy to avoid having to do the obvious and necessary-supply adequate parking.
Furthermore, there are businesses all up and down 24th Street that are flourishing because of the
economic boom. This area of the Mission has become a destination.
Where are the people who are coming out of town and from other places in San Francisco going to
park? Has there been a study to determine what impact a complete lack of parking is going to have on
these business?
This Thanksgiving, I had guests for dinner who drove to my house from the peninsula and from
Oakland. I also had a guest over who lives in San Francisco, but has Parkinson disease and so had to
drive. It was so hard to find parking in the neighborhood that one of my guests, who was going to drop
in for just a moment for a drink instead of dinner, decided to tum around and go back home. I can only
assume that with 150 people, plus employees and volunteers, most of them having cars, I will no longer
be able to park on my on block, least of all have out of town or ill guests over.
This building will create a wind tunnel despite whatever studies the planners paid for. I have lived here,
as I said, since 1994. Because of are proximity to Bernal Heights and the narrowness of 26th Street,
there is already a wind tunnel effect. Often, when I open my front door, which faces west, every loose
item in my hallway blows east. Generally, I can never open my front windows because of strong
wind. There is now way that a nine-story building is not going to exacerbate this problem. The people
who live here have already experienced the wind-induced effects that a tall building can have because of
the eight-story phone building at 25th and Cypress. I avoid walking by that building because the wind
tunnel makes it very uncomfortable. I have had to literally hold on to on to one of the large cement
public trashcans on that block to keep from being blow off my feet. I want to make this clear, when a
frail elder gets knocked down by the wind tunnel effect that this building will certainly create, the city
will be culpable for any injuries or death that will incur. Whether or not there will be legal grounds to
hold the city responsible, the city will still have willfully put into place a situation harmful to older
people.
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Furthermore, why are we going back to failed policies of ghettoizing low-income people in high
towers? When I moved into the Mission, there were two low-income towers on 26th Street between
Treat and Harrison. The city failed to maintain these buildings and they were eyesores overrun with
drugs, crime, and prostitution. At some point, they were tom down and replaced by two-story town
houses that have functioned to integrate the residents into the larger neighborhood. But more
importantly, it became mixed income residency. Having a variety of income levels is a proven formula
for avoiding problems that high-density poverty creates. The destruction of the slum towers along with
gang injunctions created a much safer neighborhood. I think it's the height of insult to now build
another low-income institution in the form of a proven failed architectural formula right down the street
from where that situation was remedied some years ago.
This is a huge step backward for my neighborhood that already carries the brunt of neglect and failed
policies of San Francisco: First, there were the ghetto/slum conditions in the low-income projects at
Harrison and Treat until that finally got resolved. Secondly, there were the gangs that raged until;
finally, gang injunctions slowed the violence down. Thirdly, during the height of the first dot.com
boom, as many as 20 to 30 day laborers loitered on the comer of Shotwell and 26,Th often using the
streets as a toilet and littering. The city did nothing to remedy this problem and the down turn in the
economy thinned the laborers on the comer to a sustainable handful. Lastly, the Mission has the highest
density of homeless populations so we are particularly burdened with all the resulting problems such as
public defecation, needle use, alcoholism, and the very present danger that mentally deranged people
without proper care can pose.
On top of all these issues that my neighborhood faces and has faced over the years, the 1296 Shotwell
project will alter the visual context of the neighborhood, cause a negative environmental impact of a
wind tunnel, parking and car traffic in the neighborhood will get substantial worse, and the obvious
problems of the large-scale warehousing of economically under-privileged people living in an
institutional-like tower similar to the failed and now defunct projects at Harrison 26th Street will
certainly arise. To say that all the above will not negatively affect the quality of life in my neighborhood
is a complete neglect of caring and concern for me, my family, and my neighbors.
I would like to point out that the Mission residences, like myself, are struggling middle to low-income
workers just trying to have a decent life. We are treated like the toss-away population that does not have
the political power to fend off this kind of assault. I have to question why this project is not slated for
Pacific Heights, The Presidio, or Noe Valley? I think the answer is quite clear.
Sincerely,

Francesca Pastine
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Exhibit C:

July 7, 2016
Albert and Francesca Pastine
1183 Shotwell Street
San Francisco, CA 94110
San Francisco Planning Department
1650 Mission Street
San Francisco, CA 94103-2479
Attn: Alana Callagy
Subject: Project Receiving Environmental Review, Case No. 2015-0180056ENV, 1296
Shotwell Street
Dear Alana Callagy,
Having lived within a half block of the proposed project for twenty years, and being an
architect, I am keenly aware of the problematic environmental conditions that will affect
this structure.
The proposed building is so situated that it will cause the adjacent pedestrian traveler to
be severely buffeted by the wind that is amplified by its passage around Bernal Heights.
The proposed nine story building will severely increase the velocity of this wind adjacent
to the surfaces of this building. This wind situation is not theoretical, as we have the
phone company building on 25th between Cypress and Capp Streets of comparable
size as a model. Just the other day, walking on 25th Street across from the telephone
building, I very was close to having to back track to another route, as the wind was so
fierce.To compound the problem, the proposal will put senior citizens entering and
leaving this building at the mercy of the days magnified winds. These are the very
citizens with the most stability problems. Again this is not theoretical, as my
grandmother-in-law was swept off her feet in just such a situation in
Eugene, Oregon. A singular tall building, of at least eight stories, surrounded by low
residential housing was known to have a windy entrance. The broken hip with
complications of her advanced years was the cause of her death.
This is not only an unsuitable location and building type for seniors, it is dangerous! I
strongly suggest that the building be substantially reduced in height to no more than the
existing adjacent properties.
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Cordially,

Albert Pastine

cc: Mayor Edwin M. Lee
San Francisco Board of Supervisors
London Breed, President
David Campos, District 9
City Attorney's Office, Dennis J. Herrera
San Francisco Fire Department, Joanne Hayes-White, Chief
City Controller, Ben rosenfield, Controller
Craig Weber,
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Exhibit D:
CEQA Fee
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Exhibit E: Email correspondence between the SF Planning environmental review
officer and the Project sponsor.
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July 27, 2016
Alana Callagy, Staff
San Francisco Planning Department
1650 Mission St., Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94103-2479
RE: Public Records Act Request Case No. 2015-018056ENV
Project Address: 1296 Shotwell St.
Dear Ms. Callagy:
Pursuant to my rights under the California Public Records Act (Government Code Section
6250 et seq.) and the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance, I ask to (inspect/obtain a copy of)
the following, which I understand to be held by your agency:
All correspondence between SF Planning Department and the Mission Economic
Development Agency and Chinatown Community Development Center.
I ask for a determination on this request within 10 days of your receipt of it, and an even
prompter reply if you can make that determination without having to review the record[s] in
question.
Thank you for your time and attention to this matter.

Craig Weber
1150 Shotwell St.
San Francisco, CA 94110
Telephone: 415 641-9900
Email: craig.weber@sbcglobal.net
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Callagy, Alana (CPC)
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Callagy, Alana (CPC)
Friday, July 01, 2016 10:28 AM
'Bre Jones'
Cooper, Rick (CPC); Joyce Sien Oslen@chinatowncdc.org); eyee (eyee@medasf.org);
Dragana Monson (DMonson@hclarchitecture.com)
RE: 1296 Shotwell - Draft Notice of Environmental Review

Bre,
Great. I'll make that change and send the notice on to our admin staff to send out.
Have a great 4th of July weekend.
Kind regards,
Alana

From: Bre Jones [mailto:bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com]

Sent: Friday, July 01, 2016 10:24 AM
To: Callagy, Alana (CPC)
Cc: Cooper, Rick (CPC); Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org); eyee (eyee@medasf.org); Dragana Monson
(DMonson@hclarchitecture.com)
Subject: RE: 1296 Shotwell - Draft Notice of Environmental Review
Alana,
Our team has further refined the design of this building and the current square footage is 66,000 g.s.f. (this is without
courtyard on the ground floor; courtyard is additional 2,600 g.s.f.). Everything else looks accurate.

Bre M. Jones
Martinez Construction Services
Mobile: 415-260-5300
Office: 415-444-07 45
Email: bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com
www.martinezservicesinc.com
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email, including any attachments, is confidential and may be privileged. If you are not the intended recipient please notify the sender
immediately, and please delete it; you should not copy it or use it for any purpose or disclose its contents to any other person. Martinez Services Inc. and its affiliates
reserve the right to monitor and modify all email communications through their networks.

From: Callagy, Alana (CPC) [mailto:alana.callagy@sfgov.org]

Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2016 4:43 PM
To: Bre Jones
Cc: Cooper, Rick (CPC)
Subject: 1296 Shotwell - Draft Notice of Environmental Review
Hi Bre,
I received your package with the distribution list and associated items.
1
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Would you please review the attached draft Notification of Project Receiving Environmental Review and advise us if
anything is not correct?
Once your team concurs with the draft notice we will send it out for the two week notification period.
Kind regards,
Alana

Alana Callagy
Environmental Planner
City and County of San Francisco, Planning Department
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8734 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: alana.callagy@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org
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Callagy, Alana (CPC)
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Callagy, Alana (CPC)
Wednesday, July 13, 2016 4:00 PM
'Bre Jones'
Cooper, Rick (CPC); Joyce Sien Qslen@chinatowncdc.org); eyee (eyee@medasf.org);
Dragana Monson (DMonson@hclarchitecture.com)
RE: 1296 Shotwell - Draft Notice of Environmental Review

Hi Bre,
When do you anticipate the agreement to be executed?
Also, additional studies,

1.
2.

3.

Wind -we would like you to hire a wind consultant to review the project and issue a memo/letter stating if a
wind tunnel analysis is necessary
Maher - have you submitted your application for enrollment in the Maher Program with DPH? If you have,
please send me a copy of the application and check/proof of submission. If you have not yet, please do this (see
hyperlink with DHP above) and make sure to send me a copy of the application and proof of payment. Electronic
submittal is sufficient.
Greenhouse Gas Checklist. This is hosted here: http://sf-planning.org/consultant-sponsor-resources. Please
complete and send to me.

Kind regards,
Alana

From: Bre Jones [mailto: bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com]

Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2016 11:59 AM
To: Callagy, Alana (CPC)
Cc: Cooper, Rick (CPC); Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org); eyee (eyee@medasf.org); Dragana Monson
(DMonson@hclarchitecture.com)

Subject: RE: 1296 Shotwell - Draft Notice of Environmental Review
I've contacted Rollo and Ridley several times with no luck. We now have Langan on board. We have not had access to
the site because our agreement with MOH CD has not been executed so we can't complete a new Geo Tech yet. Let us
know what you think we should do.

Bre M. Jones
Martinez Construction Services
Mobile: 415-260-5300
Office: 415-444-0745
Email: bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com
www.martinezservicesinc.com
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email, including any attachments, is confidential and may be privileged. If you are not the intended recipient please notify the sender
immediately, and please delete it; you should not copy it or use it for any purpose or disclose its contents to any other person. Martinez Services Inc. and its affiliates
reserve the right to monitor and modify all email communications through their networks.
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From: Callagy, Alana (CPC) [mailto:alana.callagy@sfgov.org]

Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2016 11:56 AM
To: Bre Jones
Cc: Cooper, Rick (CPC); Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org); eyee (eyee@medasf.org); Dragana Monson
(DMonson@hclarchitecture.com)
Subject: RE: 1296 Shotwell - Draft Notice of Environmental Review

Hi Bre,
The two week review period ends on Friday (7 /15).
Re: studies, we will need an update to the Geotech Study - the version we have (Rollo and Ridley) is dated 12/5/2011
and the project description is for a 5 to 6 story building, approximately 40 units, with a potential below grade basement.
If the consultant who worked on the study can issue a letter to the report that the current proposal is consistent with
the findings or update the findings for the current design that would be sufficient (i.e., there's no need for a full rework
of the report if the consultant can review and confirm that the changes are consistent with/or update previous
conclusions and recommendations).
For us the next step is authoring the infill exemption and moving that forward for the Environmental Review Officer's
signature.
Kind regards,
Alana

From: Bre Jones [mailto:bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com]

Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2016 11:24 AM
To: Callagy, Alana (CPC)
Cc: Cooper, Rick (CPC); Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org); eyee (eyee@medasf.org); Dragana Monson
(DMonson@hclarchitecture.com)
Subject: RE: 1296 Shotwell - Draft Notice of Environmental Review

Alana,
Two weeks from the date of the notice will be next Tuesday. Do you know what our next steps are for the CEQA
review. Do you need anything from us? Wind, Geo Tech, etc??

Bre M. Jones
Martinez Construction Services

Mobile: 415-260-5300
Office: 415-444-0745
Email: bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com
www.martinezservicesinc.com
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email, including any attachments, is confidential and may be privileged. If you are not the intended recipient please notify the sender
immediately, and please delete it; you should not copy it or use it for any purpose or disclose its contents to any other person. Martinez Services Inc. and its affiliates
reserve the right to monitor and modify all email communications through their networks.

From: Callagy, Alana (CPC) [mailto:alana.callagy@sfgov.org]

Sent: Friday, July 01, 2016 10:28 AM
To: Bre Jones
Cc: Cooper, Rick (CPC); Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org); eyee (eyee@medasf.org); Dragana Monson
(DMonson@hclarchitecture.com)
Subject: RE: 1296 Shotwell - Draft Notice of Environmental Review
2
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Bre,
Great. I'll make that change and send the notice on to our admin staff to send out.
Have a great 4th of July weekend.
Kind regards,
Alana

From: Bre Jones [mailto:bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com]
Sent: Friday, July 01, 2016 10:24 AM
To: Callagy, Alana (CPC)
Cc: Cooper, Rick (CPC); Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org); eyee (eyee@medasf.org); Dragana Monson
(DMonson@hclarchitecture.com)
Subject: RE: 1296 Shotwell - Draft Notice of Environmental Review
Alana,
Our team has further refined the design of this building and the current square footage is 66,000 g.s.f. (this is without
courtyard on the ground floor; courtyard is additional 2,600 g.s.f.). Everything else looks accurate.

Bre M. Jones
Martinez Construction Services

Mobile: 415-260-5300
Office: 415-444-0745
Email: bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com
www.martinezservicesinc.com
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email, including any attachments, is confidential and may be privileged. If you are not the intended recipient please notify the sender
immediately, and please delete it; you should not copy it or use it for any purpose or disclose its contents to any other person. Martinez Services Inc. and its affiliates
reserve the right to monitor and modify all email communications through their networks.

From: Callagy, Alana (CPC) [mailto:alana.callagy@sfgov.orgl
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2016 4:43 PM
To: Bre Jones
Cc: Cooper, Rick (CPC)
Subject: 1296 Shotwell - Draft Notice of Environmental Review
Hi Bre,
I received your package with the distribution list and associated items.
Would you please review the attached draft Notification of Project Receiving Environmental Review and advise us if
anything is not correct?
Once your team concurs with the draft notice we will send it out for the two week notification period.
Kind regards,
Alana

Alana Callagy
3
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Environmental Planner
City and County of San Francisco, Planning Department
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8734 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: alana.callagy@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfolanning.org
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Callagy, Alana (CPC)
Thomas, Christopher (CPC)
Thursday, May 05, 2016 10:17 AM
Bre Jones
Callagy, Alana (CPC); Dragana Monson (DMonson@hclarchitecture.com); Susie Coliver
(SColiver@hclarchitecture.com); Elaine Yee; Joyce Sien Uslen@chinatowncdc.org)
RE: 1296 Shotwell
RE: SF GBO and Title 24 energy requirements

From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Hi Bre,
Please see the attached email from DBI. You may use Attachment D in order to demonstrate improvements on the
project's energy efficiency. A qualified engineer would need to provide the appropriate calculations to show that use of
solar hot water would provide a greater than 15% reduction.
Thanks,
Chris Thomas, AICP
Environmental Planner

I
I

Planning Department City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9036 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: Christopher.Thomas@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org

From: Bre Jones [mailto:bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com]

Sent: Thursday, May 05, 2016 9:38 AM
To: Thomas, Christopher (CPC)
Cc: Callagy, Alana (CPC); Dragana Monson (DMonson@hclarchitecture.com); Susie Coliver
(SColiver@hclarchitecture.com); Elaine Yee; Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)
Subject: RE: 1296 Shotwell
Chris,
Thanks for meeting with us yesterday. We've confirmed that we can beat the Title 24 code by 15% if we use solar hot
water. This is only an option if the project uses Attachment D of the SF GBO to give us credit for that solar hot water. I
think you were following up on that for us. Can you let us know?
Thanks!!

Bre M. Jones
Martinez Services Inc.
Mobile: 415-260-5300
Office: 415-444-07 45
Email: bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com
www.martinezservicesinc.com
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CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email, including any attachments, is confidential and may be privileged. If you are not the intended recipient please notify the sender
immediately, and please delete it; you should not copy it or use it for any purpose or disclose its contents to any other person. Martinez Services Inc. and its affiliates
reserve the right to monitor and modify all email communications through their networks.

From: Thomas, Christopher (CPC) [mailto:christopher.thomas@sfgov.org]

Sent: Monday, May 02, 2016 9:42 AM
To: Bre Jones
Subject: 1296 Shotwell
Good Morning,
As you may know, Environmental Planning is considering the potential to exempt the proposed 1296 Shotwell project
under PRC Section 21155.1, which pertains to an exemption from further CEQA review for Transit Priority Projects (or
TPPs). It appears that the proposed project meets the necessary exemption requirements of Section 21155.l(a), (b) and
(c). However, Section 21155.1(a)(8) requires that the "the buildings in the transit priority project are 15 percent more
energy efficient than required by Chapter 6 ofTitle 24 of the California Code of Regulations and the buildings and
landscaping are designed to achieve 25 percent less water usage than the average household use in the region." Do you
have sufficient information available to demonstrate that the proposed structure (and any proposed landscaping) would
meet this requirement?
Thank you,
Chris Thomas, AICP
Environmental Planner

I
I

Planning Department City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9036 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: Christopher.Thomas@sfqov.org
Web: www.sfplanninq.org
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Callagy, Alana (CPC)
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Bre Jones <brejones@martinezservicesinc.com>
Friday, July 01, 2016 10:24 AM
Callagy, Alana (CPC)
Cooper, Rick (CPC); Joyce Sien Uslen@chinatowncdc.org); eyee (eyee@medasf.org);
Dragana Monson (DMonson@hclarchitecture.com)
RE: 1296 Shotwell - Draft Notice of Environmental Review

Alana,
Our team has further refined the design of this building and the current square footage is 66,000 g.s.f. (this is without
courtyard on the ground floor; courtyard is additional 2,600 g.s.f.). Everything else looks accurate.

Bre M. Jones
Martinez Construction Services
Mobile: 415-260-5300
Office: 415-444-0745
Email: bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com
www.martinezservicesinc.com
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email, including any attachments, is confidential and may be privileged. If you are not the intended recipient please notify the sender
immediately, and please delete it; you should not copy it or use it for any purpose or disclose its contents to any other person. Martinez Services Inc. and its affiliates
reserve the right to monitor and modify all email communications through their networks.

From: Callagy, Alana (CPC) [mailto:alana.callagy@sfgov.org]
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2016 4:43 PM
To: Bre Jones
Cc: Cooper, Rick (CPC)
Subject: 1296 Shotwell - Draft Notice of Environmental Review
Hi Bre,
I received your package with the distribution list and associated items.
Would you please review the attached draft Notification of Project Receiving Environmental Review and advise us if
anything is not correct?
Once your team concurs with the draft notice we will send it out for the two week notification period.
Kind regards,
Alana

Alana Callagy
Environmental Planner
City and County of San Francisco, Planning Department
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8734 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: alana.callagy@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org

1
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Callagy, Alana (CPC)
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Bre Jones <brejones@martinezservicesinc.com>
Thursday, July 14, 2016 1:57 PM
Callagy, Alana (CPC)
Cooper, Rick (CPC); Joyce Sien Qslen@chinatowncdc.org); eyee (eyee@medasf.org);
Dragana Monson (DMonson@hclarchitecture.com)
RE: 1296 Shotwell - Draft Notice of Environmental Review

Just spoke to Sara.
I anticipate the agreement will be signed by early next week.
With regard to the additional studies,
1.
2.
3.

We have the consultant on board. I reached out to them yesterday to see what the timing is for the letter, but I
hope to have something from them in the next 15 days.
We have not submitted our Maher Application. I will work with CCDC/MEDA to get that submitted next week.
Will review the checklist ASAP and submit.

Bre M. Jones
Martinez Construction Services
Mobile: 415-260-5300
Office: 415-444-0745
Email: bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com
www.martinezservicesinc.com
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email, including any attachments, is confidential and may be privileged. If you are not the intended recipient please notify the sender
immediately, and please delete it; you should not copy it or use it for any purpose or disclose its contents to any other person. Martinez Services Inc. and its affiliates
reserve the right to monitor and modify all email communications through their networks.

From: Callagy, Alana (CPC) [mailto:alana.callagy@sfgov.org]

Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2016 4:00 PM
To: Bre Jones
Cc: Cooper, Rick (CPC); Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org); eyee (eyee@medasf.org); Dragana Monson
(DMonson@hclarchitecture.com)
Subject: RE: 1296 Shotwell - Draft Notice of Environmental Review
Hi Bre,
When do you anticipate the agreement to be executed?
Also, additional studies,
1.
2.

Wind -we would like you to hire a wind consultant to review the project and issue a memo/letter stating if a
wind tunnel analysis is necessary
Maher - have you submitted your application for enrollment in the Maher Program with DPH? If you have,
please send me a copy of the application and check/proof of submission. If you have not yet, please do this (see
hyperlink with DHP above) and make sure to send me a copy of the application and proof of payment. Electronic
submittal is sufficient.
1
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3.

Greenhouse Gas Checklist. This is hosted here: http://sf-planning.org/consultant-sponsor-resources. Please
complete and send to me.

Kind regards,
Alana

From: Bre Jones [mailto:bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com]

Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2016 11:59 AM
To: Callagy, Alana (CPC)
Cc: Cooper, Rick (CPC); Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org); eyee (eyee@medasf.org); Dragana Monson
(DMonson@hclarchitecture.com)
Subject: RE: 1296 Shotwell - Draft Notice of Environmental Review
I've contacted Rollo and Ridley several times with no luck. We now have Langan on board. We have not had access to
the site because our agreement with MOH CD has not been executed so we can't complete a new Geo Tech yet. Let us
know what you think we should do.

Bre M. Jones
Martinez Construction Services
Mobile: 415-260-5300
Office: 415-444-0745
Email: bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com
www.martinezservicesinc.com
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email, including any attachments, is confidential and may be privileged. If you are not the intended recipient please notify the sender
immediately, and please delete it; you should not copy it or use it for any purpose or disclose its contents to any other person. Martinez Services Inc. and its affiliates
reserve the right to monitor and modify all email communications through their networks.

From: Callagy, Alana (CPC) [mailto:alana.callaoy@sfqov.org]

Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2016 11:56 AM
To: Bre Jones
Cc: Cooper, Rick (CPC); Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org); eyee (eyee@medasf.org); Dragana Monson
(DMonson@hclarchitecture.com)
Subject: RE: 1296 Shotwell - Draft Notice of Environmental Review
Hi Bre,
The two week review period ends on Friday (7 /15).
Re: studies, we will need an update to the Geotech Study - the version we have (Rollo and Ridley) is dated 12/5/2011
and the project description is for a 5 to 6 story building, approximately 40 units, with a potential below grade basement.
If the consultant who worked on the study can issue a letter to the report that the current proposal is consistent with
the findings or update the findings for the current design that would be sufficient (i.e., there's no need for a full rework
of the report if the consultant can review and confirm that the changes are consistent with/or update previous
conclusions and recommendations).
For us the next step is authoring the infill exemption and moving that forward for the Environmental Review Officer's
signature.
Kind regards,
Alana
2
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From: Bre Jones [mailto:bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com]

Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2016 11:24 AM
To: Callagy, Alana (CPC)
Cc: Cooper, Rick (CPC); Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org); eyee (eyee@medasf.org); Dragana Monson
(DMonson@hclarchitecture.com)
Subject: RE: 1296 Shotwell - Draft Notice of Environmental Review
Alana,
Two weeks from the date of the notice will be next Tuesday. Do you know what our next steps are for the CEQA
review. Do you need anything from us? Wind, Geo Tech, etc??

Bre M. Jones
Martinez Construction Services

Mobile: 415-260-5300
Office: 415-444-0745
Email: bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com
www.martinezservicesinc.com
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email, including any attachments, is confidential and may be privileged. If you are not the intended recipient please notify the sender
immediately, and please delete it; you should not copy it or use it for any purpose or disclose its contents to any other person. Martinez Services Inc. and its affiliates
reserve the right to monitor and modify all email communications through their networks.

From: Callagy, Alana (CPC) [mailto:alana.callagy@sfgov.org]

Sent: Friday, July 01, 2016 10:28 AM
To: Bre Jones
Cc: Cooper, Rick (CPC); Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org); eyee (eyee@medasf.org); Dragana Monson
(DMonson@hclarchitecture.com)
Subject: RE: 1296 Shotwell - Draft Notice of Environmental Review
Bre,
Great. I'll make that change and send the notice on to our admin staff to send out.
Have a great

4th

of July weekend.

Kind regards,
Alana

From: Bre Jones [mailto:bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com]

Sent: Friday, July 01, 2016 10:24 AM
To: Callagy, Alana (CPC)
Cc: Cooper, Rick (CPC); Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org); eyee (eyee@medasf.org); Dragana Monson
(DMonson@hclarchitecture.com)
Subject: RE: 1296 Shotwell - Draft Notice of Environmental Review
Alana,
Our team has further refined the design of this building and the current square footage is 66,000 g.s.f. (this is without
courtyard on the ground floor; courtyard is additional 2,600 g.s.f.). Everything else looks accurate.

Bre M. Jones
3
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Martinez Construction Services
Mobile: 415-260-5300
Office: 415-444-0745
Email: bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com
www.martinezservicesinc.com
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email, including any attachments, is confidential and may be privileged. If you are not the intended recipient please notify the sender
immediately, and please delete it; you should not copy it or use it for any purpose or disclose its contents to any other person. Martinez Services Inc. and its affiliates
reserve the right to monitor and modify all email communications through their networks.

From: Callagy, Alana (CPC) [mailto:alana.callagy@sfgov.org]

Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2016 4:43 PM
To: Bre Jones
Cc: Cooper, Rick (CPC)
Subject: 1296 Shotwell - Draft Notice of Environmental Review

Hi Bre,
I received your package with the distribution list and associated items.
Would you please review the attached draft Notification of Project Receiving Environmental Review and advise us if
anything is not correct?
Once your team concurs with the draft notice we will send it out for the two week notification period.
Kind regards,
Alana

Alana Callagy
Environmental Planner
City and County of San Francisco, Planning Department
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8734 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: alana.callagy@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org

4
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Callagy, Alana (CPC)
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Callagy, Alana (CPC)
Friday, May 27, 2016 4:49 PM
'Bre Jones'
Alexander, Christy (CPC); Elaine Yee; Joyce Sien Qslen@chinatowncdc.org)
RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
1296 Shotwell Leg Amndmt 2016 05 27eCopy.pdf

Hi Bre,
We've drafted up some edits to the Map Amendment graphic. Please see attached. A couple things I want to call out:

1.
2.

This process assumes that you will have the supervisor introduce the ordinance
Let's delete the flow with the CEQA Appeal since it'd be more likely that the appeal would be heard at the same
time the readings at the BOS and therefore not necessary to map separately. (The process has been designed to
allow for the review to advance during the 30 day appeal period but the BOS won't make a finding before the 30
days is up.)

Have a great Memorial Day Weekend.
Kind regards,
Alana

From: Bre Jones [mailto:bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com]

Sent: Thursday, May 26, 2016 5:35 PM
To: Callagy, Alana (CPC)
Cc: Alexander, Christy (CPC); Elaine Yee; Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)
Subject: Re: Entitlement Process - Shotwell

Great! Thanks!!
Bre Jones
Martinez Services, Inc
415.260.5300

On May 26, 2016, at 5:29 PM, Callagy, Alana (CPC) <alana.callagy@sfgov.org> wrote:
Hi Bre,
It's with our Legislative Affairs person and he told me he will have a response tomorrow. I will send on
to you as soon as I have it.
Kind regards,
Alana

From: Bre Jones [mailto:bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com]

Sent: Thursday, May 26, 2016 5:20 PM
1
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To: Callagy, Alana (CPC)
Cc: Alexander, Christy (CPC); Elaine Yee; Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)
Subject: Re: Entitlement Process - Shotwell

Alana,
Do you think you'll be able to get an update before the end of the day?
Bre Jones
Martinez Services, Inc
415.260.5300

On May 25, 2016, at 5:33 PM, Callagy, Alana (CPC) <alana.callagy@sfgov.org> wrote:
Hi Bre,

I just checked the schedule, looks like there are meetings July 12, 19, 26 and only one in
August (8/2) - they are off for the remainder of the month (August 9, 16, 23, 30 Summer Recess).
Kind regards,
Alana

From: Bre Jones [mailto:bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 25, 2016 5:25 PM
To: Callagy, Alana (CPC)
Cc: Alexander, Christy (CPC); Elaine Yee; Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)
Subject: Re: Entitlement Process - Shotwell

I was thinking the land use committee might be later July and the BOS is off in
August.
Bre Jones
Martinez Services, Inc
415.260.5300

On May 25, 2016, at 5:23 PM, Callagy, Alana (CPC) <alana.callagy@sfgov.org>
wrote:
Hi Bre,
We are still waiting to get some more information related to the
Legislative Amendment process. But I do have some minor updates for
the CEQA portion. Those are attached to this email. One thing, what
drives the assumption of having the Land Use Committee hearing in July
and the BOS Meeting in September - those could be as little as a week
apart from each other.
Kind regards,
Alana
2
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Alana Callagy
Environmental Planner
City and County of San Francisco, Planning Department
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8734 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: alana.callagy@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfolanning.org

From: Bre Jones [mailto:bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com]

Sent: Wednesday, May 25, 2016 6:55 AM
To: Callagy, Alana (CPC)
Cc: Alexander, Christy (CPC); Elaine Yee; Joyce Sien
(jslen@chinatowncdc.org)
Subject: Re: Entitlement Process - Shotwell

Let me know if there were any updates from your meeting
yesterday afternoon.
Thanks!!!
Bre Jones
Martinez Services, Inc
415.260.5300

On May 24, 2016, at 1:42 PM, Callagy, Alana (CPC)
<alana.callagy@sfaov.org> wrote:
Bre,
Lisa, Rick, and I are meeting at 4:30 and will review your
revisions. I'll keep you posted on any updates.
Re: Project description -you do you have an estimate
for when we should anticipate seeing that? I know the
schedule shows June but an actual date or week would
be helpful for us to anticipate when we'll have that
information, as I am sure you know, the sooner the
better since we may have follow up requests or
questions.
Kind regards,
Alana
Alana Callagy
Environmental Planner
City and County of San Francisco, Planning Department
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8734 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: alana.callagy@sfqov.org
Web: www.sfplanninq.org
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From: Alexander, Christy (CPC)

Sent: Monday, May 23, 2016 4:16 PM
To: Bre Jones; Callagy, Alana (CPC); Elaine Yee
Cc: Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)
Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
I wouldn't recommend it Bre, but we really just need
the site permit application to process it. In this case I
think it's best to get the exemption first.
Christy J. Alexander, AICP
Planner I Current Planning
Planning Department [ City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 I San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8724 [ Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: christy.alexander@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfolanning.org
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From: Bre Jones
[mailto:bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com]

Sent: Monday, May 23, 2016 4:08 PM
To: Alexander, Christy (CPC); Callagy, Alana (CPC);
Elaine Yee
Cc: Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)
Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
Attached is the update.
Is it a true statement to say that we can't do the 311
notification without the CEQA exemption
complete? Otherwise we will submit the site permit in
August and do the 311 notification for 30 days and then
line up with the Planning commission in October.

Bre M. Jones
Martinez Construction Services
Mobile: 415-260-5300
Office: 415-444-07 45
Email: bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com
www.martinezservicesinc.com
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email, including any attachments, is
confidential and may be privileged. If you are not the intended recipient
please notify the sender immediately, and please delete it; you should not
copy it or use it for any purpose or disclose its contents to any other person.
Martinez Services Inc. and its affiliates reserve the right to monitor and
modify all email communications through their networks.
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From: Alexander, Christy (CPC)
[mailto:christv.alexander@sfgov.org]

Sent: Monday, May 23, 2016 4:01 PM
To: Bre Jones; Callagy, Alana (CPC); Elaine Yee
Cc: Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)

Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
Ok just a couple more changes on the Height Re-class,
the State DBP looks good!
Christy J. Alexander, AICP
Planner I Current Planning
Planning Department I City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 I San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8724 I Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: christy.alexander@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org
<image001.png> <image002.png> <image003.png>
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g>

From: Bre Jones
[mailto:bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com]

Sent: Monday, May 23, 2016 2:47 PM
To: Alexander, Christy (CPC); Callagy, Alana (CPC);
Elaine Yee
Cc: Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)
Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
Enjoy! Let me know your thoughts. I didn't change the
date from Oct- Dec because I think we can do the 311
notice within the June 2016-0ct 2016 of the legislative
amendment.

Bre M. Jones
Martinez Construction Services
Mobile: 415-260-5300
Office: 415-444-07 45
Email: bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com
www.martinezservicesinc.com
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email, including any attachments, is
confidential and may be privileged. If you are not the intended recipient
please notify the sender immediately, and please delete it; you should not
copy it or use it for any purpose or disclose its contents to any other person.
Martinez Services Inc. and its affiliates reserve the right to monitor and
modify all email communications through their networks.

From: Alexander, Christy (CPC)
[mailto:christv.alexander@sfgov.org]

Sent: Monday, May 23, 2016 2:04 PM
To: Bre Jones; Callagy, Alana (CPC); Elaine Yee
5
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Cc: Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)

Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
We figured that you hadn't taken into account the 311
process going before that and if there is probability for
a DR. I think the Environmental might be ok. They would
like to see all these revisions incorporated for one final
review though. Alana is out today but they can respond
tomorrow.
Thanks!
Christy J. Alexander, AICP
Planner I Current Planning
Planning Department J City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 I San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8724 J Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: christy.alexander@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org
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From: Bre Jones
[mailto:bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com]
Sent: Monday, May 23, 2016 1:59 PM
To: Alexander, Christy (CPC); Callagy, Alana (CPC);
Elaine Yee
Cc: Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)
Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
One more question after reviewing the mark ups ....
What is driving the change from Oct 2016 to Dec 2016
on the Height Re-class model?

Bre M. Jones
Martinez Construction Services
Mobile: 415-260-5300
Office: 415-444-07 45
Email: bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com
www.martinezservicesinc.com
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email, including any attachments, is
confidential and may be privileged. If you are not the intended recipient
please notify the sender immediately, and please delete it; you should not
copy it or use it for any purpose or disclose its contents to any other person.
Martinez Services Inc. and its affiliates reserve the right to monitor and
modify all email communications through their networks.

From: Alexander, Christy (CPC)
[mailto:christy.alexander@sfgov.org]
Sent: Monday, May 23, 2016 12:33 PM
6
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To: Bre Jones; Callagy, Alana (CPC); Elaine Yee
Cc: Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)
Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
All,
Ok I found some other mistakes, here's the most up to
date copy of corrections. I'm still not sure if the CEQA
appeal periods are in the correct space, I've checked
with Kate and she thinks they look a little off so I will
recheck with Alana and Lisa in Environmental and let
you know.
Thanks,
Christy
Christy J. Alexander, AICP
Planner I Current Planning
Planning Department I City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 I San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8724 I Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: christy.alexander@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org
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From: Alexander, Christy (CPC)

Sent: Monday, May 23, 201612:14 PM
To: 'Bre Jones'; Callagy, Alana (CPC); 'Elaine Yee'
Cc: 'Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)'
Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
Oops I also just noticed the last box in the top right
corners should be the same, one says submit to DBI and
one says submit to SF Planning. They should both say
submit to DBI.
Thanks!
Christy J. Alexander, AICP
Planner I Current Planning
Planning Department I City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 I San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8724 I Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: christy.alexander@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org
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From: Alexander, Christy (CPC)

Sent: Monday, May 23, 2016 12:10 PM
To: 'Bre Jones'; Callagy, Alana (CPC); Elaine Yee
Cc: Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)

Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
Hi Bre,
I have more changes for you, sorry, I'm sure this is
confusing for everyone involved. With the Height Reclassification there is still the 311 Neighborhood
Notification that was left off that can run concurrent
with newspaper notice before Planning Commission.
I'm still confused with the CEQA Appeal Period so
hopefully Alana has that down! There is no
"Entitlement" just a site permit submitted. You are
"entitled" under the state density program or with a
height reclassification.
Let me know if you have any questions from these
changes.
Thanks,
Christy
Christy J. Alexander, AICP
Planner I Current Planning
Planning Department I City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 I San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8724 I Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: christy.alexander@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org
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From: Bre Jones
[ma iIto: bre. jones@ma rti nezservicesinc. com]
Sent: Sunday, May 22, 2016 2:08 PM
To: Alexander, Christy (CPC); Callagy, Alana (CPC);
Elaine Yee
Cc: Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)
Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
The permit application is the "site permit" correct? And
if so, in both the Density Bonus Program and the Height
8
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Re-Classification the DBI appeal period exists after the
issuance of the site permit, correct?
Attached are my updated charts. Can you review
(hopefully one final time)? Also, in both ofthese
scenarios at what point would the project receive it's
entitlement. When looking at the chart for the height
re-classification timeline would it be after the ordinance
becomes effective or after the site permit is
issued? And for the Density bonus timeline would it be
after the CEQA appeal period is complete?

Bre M. Jones
Martinez Construction Services
Mobile: 415-260-5300
Office: 415-444-0745
Email: bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com
www.martinezservicesinc.com
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email, including any attachments, is
confidential and may be privileged. If you are not the intended recipient
please notify the sender immediately, and please delete it; you should not
copy it or use it for any purpose or disclose its contents to any other person.
Martinez Services Inc. and its affiliates reserve the right to monitor and
modify all email communications through their networks.

From: Alexander, Christy (CPC)
[mailto:christv.alexander@sfgov.org]

Sent: Friday, May 20, 2016 4:41 PM
To: Callagy, Alana (CPC); Elaine Yee
Cc: Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org); Bre Jones
Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
Hi all,
I think the terminology is just off with the submit permit
for DBI /311 process under the State Density Bonus
Program. I noticed Alana crossed off Complete-Planning
approves and sends to DBI. In reality you first submit
your permit application to DBI before the 311
notification process-7Planning reviews-730 day 311
process-7no DR filed-7Planning signs the permit and
forwards to DBl--7 DBI reviews-7DBI issues
permit-7DBI appeal period, etc.
Also just watch all your dates, the ones that should be
2017 say 2016 such as the Ordinance Becomes Effective
on Height Re-Classification. Any other questions feel
free to ask!
Have a great weekend!
Christy
9
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Christy J. Alexander, AICP
Planner I Current Planning
Planning Department I City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 I San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8724 J Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: christy.alexander@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org
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From: Callagy, Alana (CPC)

Sent: Friday, May 20, 2016 11:02 AM
To: Alexander, Christy (CPC); Elaine Yee
Cc: Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org); Bre Jones
Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
Please see the attached draft that we've worked
through.
Kind regards,
Alana

From: Alexander, Christy (CPC)

Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2016 6:04 PM
To: Elaine Yee
Cc: Callagy, Alana (CPC); Joyce Sien
(jslen@chinatowncdc.org); Bre Jones
Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
Elaine,
It should be 90 days after introducing to the Planning
Commission for Recommendation. Meaning that there
will be a hearing at the Planning Commission. Hope that
helps!
Christy J. Alexander, AICP
Planner I Current Planning
Planning Department I City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 I San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8724 I Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: christy.alexander@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org

<image001.png> <image002.png> <image003.png>
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From: Elaine Yee [mailto:eyee@medasf.org]

Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2016 5:40 PM
To: Bre Jones
Cc: Callagy, Alana (CPC); Alexander, Christy (CPC);
Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)
Subject: Re: Entitlement Process - Shotwell

Hi everyone,
I have one clarifying question: Under the Height
Reclassification process -- the 3rd box should be
"90 days after Legislative Amendment Initiation at
BOS, Planning Commission Hearing" correct? And
do we need to go through the 20-day newspaper
publication and 10-day mailed notice, we were told
that we didn't have to by Aaron Starr for the Folsom
project.
Thanks!
Elaine
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Every Family Succeeds. Every Student Achieves.
Cada Familia Triunfa. Cada Estudiante Logra.

Elaine Yee
Senior Project Manager, Community Real Estate

Mission Economic Development Agency (MEDA)
Main Office: Plaza Adelante
2301 Mission Street, Suite 301
San Francisco, CA 94110
P: 415.282.3334 ext. 138
F: 415.282.3320
medasf.org; missionpromise.org

Join us! iAcompaiienos!

On Thu, May 19, 2016 at 12:22 PM, Bre Jones
<bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com> wrote:
Great! Thank you all!
(And you can steal this for anyone else who needs it
on their projects :-))
Bre Jones
Martinez Services, Inc
415.260.5300

On May 19, 2016, at 12:21 PM, Callagy, Alana
(CPC) <alana.callagy@sfgov.org> wrote:
Bre,

In Environmental Planning we just
went through the timeline and
assumptions - our edits are
consistent with Christy's but in a bit
12
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I'll send some additional edits that
are more specific to the CEQA
process.

Kind regards,
Alana

Alana Callagy
Environmental Planner

City and County of San Francisco, Planning
Department
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San
Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8734 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: alana.callagy@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfolanning.org

From: Alexander, Christy (CPC)
Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2016 11:41
AM
To: Bre Jones; Callagy, Alana (CPC)
Cc: eyee@medasf.org; Joyce Sien
(jslen@chinatowncdc.org)
Subject: RE: Entitlement Process Shotwell

Hi Bre,

I've attached my corrections I saw
with the timeline. Just small things.
As for submitting the site permit
before the map amendment process
is done. You can submit prior to
approvals but we can't send out the
13
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30 day 311 process until it is
approved so that the proposal meets
the current legislation. Hope that
helps!

Best,

Christy

Christy J. Alexander, AICP
Planner [ Current Planning

I

Planning Department City & County of
San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 I San
Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8724 Fax: 415-558-6409

I

Email: christy.alexander@sfaov.org
Web: www.sfulanning.org
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From: Bre Jones
[mailto:bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.c
om]
Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2016 7:37 AM
To: Alexander, Christy (CPC); Callagy,
Alana (CPC)
Cc: eyee@medasf.org; Joyce Sien
(jslen@chinatowncdc.org)
Subject: Entitlement Process - Shotwell

Christy and Alana,
14
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MOH is asking for a tirneline of both
entitlement tracks for Shotwell so
that they can compare month by
month.

I've come up with the attached flow
charts, but wanted to have you look
at them to see if there are any glaring
problems.

One question I do have is that if we
use the map amendment process, can
we still submit for our site permit
after CEQA review is complete? Or
do we need to wait until the map
amendment process is complete?

BreM. Jones
Martinez Construction Services
Mobile: 415-260-5300
Office: 415-444-0745
Email:
bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com
www.martinezservicesinc.com

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email, including
any attachments, is confidential and may be privileged.
If you are not the intended recipient please notify the
sender immediately, and please delete it; you should not
copy it or use it for any purpose or disclose its contents
to any other person. Martinez Services Inc. and its
affiliates reserve the right to monitor and modify all
email communications through their networks.
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Callagy, Alana (CPC)
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Callagy, Alana (CPC)
Thursday, May 26, 2016 5:29 PM
'Bre Jones'
Alexander, Christy (CPC); Elaine Yee; Joyce Sien Oslen@chinatowncdc.org)
RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell

Hi Bre,
It's with our Legislative Affairs person and he told me he will have a response tomorrow. I will send on to you as soon as
I have it.
Kind regards,
Alana

From: Bre Jones [mailto:bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com]

Sent: Thursday, May 26, 2016 5:20 PM
To: Callagy, Alana (CPC)
Cc: Alexander, Christy (CPC); Elaine Yee; Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)
Subject: Re: Entitlement Process - Shotwell

Alana,
Do you think you'll be able to get an update before the end of the day?
Bre Jones
Martinez Services, Inc
415.260.5300

On May 25, 2016, at 5:33 PM, Callagy, Alana (CPC) <alana.callagy@sfgov.org> wrote:
Hi Bre,
I just checked the schedule, looks like there are meetings July 12, 19, 26 and only one in August (8/2) they are off for the remainder of the month (August 9, 16, 23, 30 - Summer Recess).
Kind regards,
Alana

From: Bre Jones [mailto:bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com]

Sent: Wednesday, May 25, 2016 5:25 PM
To: Callagy, Alana (CPC)
Cc: Alexander, Christy (CPC); Elaine Yee; Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)
Subject: Re: Entitlement Process - Shotwell

I was thinking the land use committee might be later July and the BOS is off in August.
Bre Jones
1
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Martinez Services, Inc
415.260.5300

On May 25, 2016, at 5:23 PM, Callagy, Alana (CPC) <alana.callagy@sfgov.org> wrote:
Hi Bre,
We are still waiting to get some more information related to the Legislative Amendment
process. But I do have some minor updates for the CEQA portion. Those are attached to
this email. One thing, what drives the assumption of having the Land Use Committee
hearing in July and the BOS Meeting in September - those could be as little as a week
apart from each other.
Kind regards,
Alana
Alana Callagy
Environmental Planner
City and County of San Francisco, Planning Department
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8734 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: alana.callaqy@sfqov.org
Web: www.sfplanninq.org

From: Bre Jones [mailto:bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com]

Sent: Wednesday, May 25, 2016 6:55 AM
To: Callagy, Alana (CPC)
Cc: Alexander, Christy (CPC); Elaine Yee; Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)

Subject: Re: Entitlement Process - Shotwell

Let me know if there were any updates from your meeting yesterday afternoon.
Thanks!!!
Bre Jones
Martinez Services, Inc
415.260.5300

On May 24, 2016, at 1:42 PM, Callagy, Alana (CPC) <alana.callagy@sfgov.org>
wrote:
Bre,
Lisa, Rick, and I are meeting at 4:30 and will review your revisions. I'll
keep you posted on any updates.
Re: Project description -you do you have an estimate for when we
should anticipate seeing that? I know the schedule shows June but an
actual date or week would be helpful for us to anticipate when we'll
have that information, as I am sure you know, the sooner the better
since we may have follow up requests or questions.
2
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Kind regards,
Alana
Alana Callagy
Environmental Planner
City and County of San Francisco, Planning Department
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8734 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: alana.callagy@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org

From: Alexander, Christy (CPC)

Sent: Monday, May 23, 2016 4: 16 PM
To: Bre Jones; Callagy, Alana (CPC); Elaine Yee
Cc: Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)
Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
I wouldn't recommend it Bre, but we really just need the site permit
application to process it. In this case I think it's best to get the
exemption first.
Christy J. Alexander, AICP
Planner I Current Planning
Planning Department I City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 I San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8724 I Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: christy.alexander@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org
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From: Bre Jones [mailto:bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com]

Sent: Monday, May 23, 2016 4:08 PM
To: Alexander, Christy (CPC); Callagy, Alana (CPC); Elaine Yee
Cc: Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)
Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
Attached is the update.
Is it a true statement to say that we can't do the 311 notification
without the CEQA exemption complete? Otherwise we will submit the
site permit in August and do the 311 notification for 30 days and then
line up with the Planning commission in October.

Bre M. Jones
Martinez Construction Services

Mobile: 415-260-5300
Office: 415-444-07 45
Email: bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com
3
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www.martinezservicesinc.com
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email, including any attachments, is confidential and may be
privileged. If you are not the intended recipient please notify the sender immediately, and please
delete it; you should not copy it or use it for any purpose or disclose its contents to any other
person. Martinez Services Inc. and its affiliates reserve the right to monitor and modify all email
communications through their networks.

From: Alexander, Christy (CPC) [mailto:christy.alexander@sfgov.org]

Sent: Monday, May 23, 2016 4:01 PM
To: Bre Jones; Callagy, Alana (CPC); Elaine Yee
Cc: Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)

Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
Ok just a couple more changes on the Height Re-class, the State DBP
looks good!
Christy J. Alexander, AICP
Planner I Current Planning
Planning Department I City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 I San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8724 I Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: christy.alexander@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org
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From: Bre Jones [mailto:bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com]

Sent: Monday, May 23, 2016 2:47 PM
To: Alexander, Christy (CPC); Callagy, Alana (CPC); Elaine Yee
Cc: Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)

Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
Enjoy! Let me know your thoughts. I didn't change the date from OctDec because I think we can do the 311 notice within the June 2016-0ct
2016 of the legislative amendment.

Bre M. Jones
Martinez Construction Services
Mobile: 415-260-5300
Office: 415-444-07 45
Email: bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com
www.martinezservicesinc.com
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email, including any attachments, is confidential and may be
privileged. If you are not the intended recipient please notify the sender immediately, and please
delete it; you should not copy it or use it for any purpose or disclose its contents to any other
person. Martinez Services Inc. and its affiliates reserve the right to monitor and modify all email
communications through their networks.

From: Alexander, Christy (CPC) [mailto:christv.alexander@sfgov.org]

Sent: Monday, May 23, 2016 2:04 PM
To: Bre Jones; Callagy, Alana (CPC); Elaine Yee
4
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Cc: Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)

Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
We figured that you hadn't taken into account the 311 process going
before that and if there is probability for a DR. I think the Environmental
might be ok. They would like to see all these revisions incorporated for
one final review though. Alana is out today but they can respond
tomorrow.
Thanks!
Christy J. Alexander, AICP
Planner I Current Planning
Planning Department J City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 [ San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8724 J Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: christy.alexander@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org
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From: Bre Jones [mailto:bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com]

Sent: Monday, May 23, 2016 1:59 PM
To: Alexander, Christy (CPC); Callagy, Alana (CPC); Elaine Yee
Cc: Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)

Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
One more question after reviewing the mark ups .... What is driving the
change from Oct 2016 to Dec 2016 on the Height Re-class model?

Bre M. Jones
Martinez Construction Services
Mobile: 415-260-5300
Office: 415-444-07 45
Email: bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com
www.martinezservicesinc.com
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email, including any attachments, is confidential and may be
privileged. If you are not the intended recipient please notify the sender immediately, and please
delete it; you should not copy it or use it for any purpose or disclose its contents to any other
person. Martinez Services Inc. and its affiliates reserve the right to monitor and modify all email
communications through their networks.

From: Alexander, Christy (CPC) [mailto:christv.alexander@sfgov.org]

Sent: Monday, May 23, 2016 12:33 PM
To: Bre Jones; Callagy, Alana (CPC); Elaine Yee
Cc: Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)

Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
All,

5
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Ok I found some other mistakes, here's the most up to date copy of
corrections. I'm still not sure if the CEQA appeal periods are in the
correct space, I've checked with Kate and she thinks they look a little off
so I will recheck with Alana and Lisa in Environmental and let you know.
Thanks,
Christy
Christy J. Alexander, AICP
Planner I Current Planning
Planning Department I City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 I San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8724 I Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: christy.alexander@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org
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From: Alexander, Christy (CPC)

Sent: Monday, May 23, 2016 12:14 PM
To: 'Bre Jones'; Callagy, Alana (CPC); 'Elaine Yee'
Cc: 'Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)'

Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
Oops I also just noticed the last box in the top right corners should be
the same, one says submit to DBI and one says submit to SF Planning.
They should both say submit to DBI.
Thanks!
Christy J. Alexander, AICP
Planner I Current Planning
Planning Department I City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 I San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8724 I Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: christy.alexander@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org
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From: Alexander, Christy (CPC)

Sent: Monday, May 23, 2016 12:10 PM
To: 'Bre Jones'; Callagy, Alana (CPC); Elaine Yee
Cc: Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)

Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
Hi Bre,
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I have more changes for you, sorry, I'm sure this is confusing for
everyone involved. With the Height Re-Classification there is still the
311 Neighborhood Notification that was left off that can run concurrent
with newspaper notice before Planning Commission. I'm still confused
with the CEQA Appeal Period so hopefully Alana has that down! There is
no ({Entitlement" just a site permit submitted. You are ({entitled" under
the state density program or with a height reclassification.
Let me know if you have any questions from these changes.
Thanks,
Christy
Christy J. Alexander, AICP
Planner I Current Planning
Planning Department / City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 I San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8724 / Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: christy.alexander@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org
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From: Bre Jones [mailto:bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com]

Sent: Sunday, May 22, 2016 2:08 PM
To: Alexander, Christy (CPC); Callagy, Alana (CPC); Elaine Yee
Cc: Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)

Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
The permit application is the ({site permit" correct? And if so, in both
the Density Bonus Program and the Height Re-Classification the DBI
appeal period exists after the issuance of the site permit, correct?
Attached are my updated charts. Can you review {hopefully one final
time)? Also, in both of these scenarios at what point would the project
receive it's entitlement. When looking at the chart for the height reclassification timeline would it be after the ordinance becomes effective
or after the site permit is issued? And for the Density bonus timeline
would it be after the CEQA appeal period is complete?

Bre M. Jones
Martinez Construction Services
Mobile: 415-260-5300
Office: 415-444-07 45
Email: bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com
www.martinezservicesinc.com
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email, including any attachments, is confidential and may be
privileged. If you are not the intended recipient please notify the sender immediately, and please
delete it; you should not copy it or use it for any purpose or disclose its contents to any other
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person. Martinez Services Inc. and its affiliates reserve the right to monitor and modify all email
communications through their networks.

From: Alexander, Christy (CPC) [mailto:christv.alexander@sfgov.org]

Sent: Friday, May 20, 2016 4:41 PM
To: Callagy, Alana (CPC); Elaine Yee
Cc: Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org); Bre Jones

Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
Hi all,
I think the terminology is just off with the submit permit for DBI /311
process under the State Density Bonus Program. I noticed Alana crossed
off Complete-Planning approves and sends to DBI. In reality you first
submit your permit application to DBI before the 311 notification
process-7Planning reviews-730 day 311 process-7no DR
filed-7Planning signs the permit and forwards to DBl--7 DBI
reviews-7DBI issues permit-7DBI appeal period, etc.
Also just watch all your dates, the ones that should be 2017 say 2016
such as the Ordinance Becomes Effective on Height Re-Classification.
Any other questions feel free to ask!
Have a great weekend!
Christy
Christy J. Alexander, AICP
Planner I Current Planning
Planning Department I City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 / San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8724 I Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: christy.alexander@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org
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From: Callagy, Alana (CPC)

Sent: Friday, May 20, 2016 11:02 AM
To: Alexander, Christy (CPC); Elaine Yee
Cc: Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org); Bre Jones

Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
Please see the attached draft that we've worked through.
Kind regards,
Alana

From: Alexander, Christy (CPC)

Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2016 6:04 PM
To: Elaine Yee
Cc: Callagy, Alana (CPC); Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org); Bre
8
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Jones

Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
Elaine,
It should be 90 days after introducing to the Planning Commission for
Recommendation. Meaning that there will be a hearing at the Planning
Commission. Hope that helps!
Christy J. Alexander, AICP
Planner I Current Planning
Planning Department I City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 I San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8724 I Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: christy.alexander@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org
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From: Elaine Yee [mailto:eyee@medasf.org]

Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2016 5:40 PM
To: Bre Jones
Cc: Callagy, Alana (CPC); Alexander, Christy (CPC); Joyce Sien
(jslen@chinatowncdc.org)
Subject: Re: Entitlement Process - Shotwell

Hi everyone,
I have one clarifying question: Under the Height Reclassification
process -- the 3rd box should be "90 days after Legislative
Amendment Initiation at BOS, Planning Commission Hearing"
correct? And do we need to go through the 20-day newspaper
publication and 10-day mailed notice, we were told that we didn't
have to by Aaron Starr for the Folsom project.
Thanks!
Elaine
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Every Family Succeeds. Every Student Achieves.
Cada Familia Triunfa. Cada Estudiante Logra.

Elaine Yee
Senior Project Manager, Community Real Estate
Mission Economic Development Agency (MEDA)
Main Office: Plaza Adelante
2301 Mission Street, Suite 301
San Francisco, CA 94110
P: 415.282.3334 ext. 138
F: 415.282.3320
medasf.org; missionpromise.org

Join us! iAcompafienos!

On Thu, May 19, 2016 at 12:22 PM, Bre Jones
<bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com> wrote:
Great! Thank you all!
10
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D

(And you can steal this for anyone else who needs it on their
projects:-))
Bre Jones
Martinez Services, Inc
415.260.5300

On May 19, 2016, at 12:21 PM, Callagy, Alana (CPC)
<alana.callagy@sfaov.org> wrote:
Bre,

In Environmental Planning we just went through the
timeline and assumptions - our edits are consistent
with Christy's but in a bit I'll send some additional
edits that are more specific to the CEQA process.

Kind regards,
Alana

Alana Callagy
Environmental Planner

City and County of San Francisco, Planning Department
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8734 Fax: 415-558-6409

Email: alana.callaqy@sfqov.org
Web: www.sfplanninq.org

From: Alexander, Christy (CPC)

Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2016 11:41 AM
To: Bre Jones; Callagy, Alana (CPC)

Cc: eyee@medasf.org; Joyce Sien
11
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(jslen@chinatowncdc.org)

Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell

Hi Bre,

I've attached my corrections I saw with the
timeline. Just small things. As for submitting the
site permit before the map amendment process is
done. You can submit prior to approvals but we
can't send out the 30 day 311 process until it is
approved so that the proposal meets the current
legislation. Hope that helps!

Best,

Christy

Christy J. Alexander, AICP
Planner I Current Planning

I
I

Planning Depmiment City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 I San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8724 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: christy.alexander@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfulanning.org
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From: Bre Jones
[mailto:bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com]
Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2016 7:37 AM
12
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(jslen@chinatowncdc.org)

Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell

Hi Bre,

I've attached my corrections I saw with the
timeline. Just small things. As for submitting the
site permit before the map amendment process is
done. You can submit prior to approvals but we
can't send out the 30 day 311 process until it is
approved so that the proposal meets the current
legislation. Hope that helps!

Best,

Christy

Christy J. Alexander, AICP
Planner I Current Planning

I
I

Planning Department City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 I San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8724 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: christy.alexander@sfgov.org

Web: www.sfplanning.org
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From: Bre Jones
[mailto:bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com]

Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2016 7:37 AM
12
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To: Alexander, Christy (CPC); Callagy, Alana (CPC)
Cc: eyee@medasf.org; Joyce Sien
(jslen@chinatowncdc.org)
Subject: Entitlement Process - Shotwell

Christy and Alana,

MOH is asking for a time line of both entitlement
tracks for Shotwell so that they can compare month
by month.

I've come up with the attached flow charts, but
wanted to have you look at them to see if there are
any glaring problems.

One question I do have is that if we use the map
amendment process, can we still submit for our site
permit after CEQA review is complete? Or do we
need to wait until the map amendment process is
complete?

BreM. Jones
Martinez Construction Services
Mobile: 415-260-5300
Office: 415-444-0745
Email: bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com
www .martinezservicesinc.com

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email, including any attachments, is
confidential and may be privileged. If you are not the intended recipient
please notify the sender immediately, and please delete it; you should not
copy it or use it for any purpose or disclose its contents to any other person.
Martinez Services Inc. and its affiliates reserve the right to monitor and
modify all email communications through their networks.
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<1296 shotwell May 25 2016eCopy.pdf>
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Callagy, Alana (CPC)
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Callagy, Alana (CPC)
Friday, May 20, 2016 11:02 AM
Alexander, Christy (CPC); Elaine Yee
Joyce Sien Qslen@chinatowncdc.org); Bre Jones
RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
1296 Shotwell Anticipated Timing.pdf

Please see the attached draft that we've worked through.
Kind regards,
Alana

From: Alexander, Christy (CPC)

Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2016 6:04 PM
To: Elaine Yee
Cc: Callagy, Alana (CPC); Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org); Bre Jones
Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
Elaine,
It should be 90 days after introducing to the Planning Commission for Recommendation. Meaning that there will be a
hearing at the Planning Commission. Hope that helps!
Christy J. Alexander, AICP
Planner I Current Planning
Planning Department I City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 I San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8724 I Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: christy.alexander@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org

From: Elaine Yee [mailto:eyee@medasf.org]

Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2016 5:40 PM
To: Bre Jones
Cc: Callagy, Alana (CPC); Alexander, Christy (CPC); Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)
Subject: Re: Entitlement Process - Shotwell

Hi everyone,
I have one clarifying question: Under the Height Reclassification process -- the 3rd box should be "90 days after
Legislative Amendment Initiation at BOS, Planning Commission Hearing" correct? And do we need to go
through the 20-day newspaper publication and I 0-day mailed notice, we were told that we didn't have to by
Aaron Starr for the Folsom project.
Thanks!
1
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Elaine
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Every Family Succeeds. Every Student Achieves.
Cada Familia Triunfa. Cada Estudiante Logra.

Elaine Yee
Senior Project Manager, Community Real Estate

Mission Economic Development Agency (MEDA)
Main Office: Plaza Adelante
2301 Mission Street, Suite 301
San Francisco, CA 94110
P: 415.282.3334 ext. 138
F: 415.282.3320
medasf.orq; missionpromise.org

Join us! iAcompaiienos!
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On Thu, May 19, 2016 at 12:22 PM, Bre Jones <bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com> wrote:
Great! Thank you all!
(And you can steal this for anyone else who needs it on their projects :-))
Bre Jones
Martinez Services, Inc
415.260.5300

On May 19, 2016, at 12:21 PM, Callagy, Alana (CPC) <alana.callagy@sfaov.org> wrote:
Bre,

In Environmental Planning we just went through the timeline and assumptions - our edits are
consistent with Christy's but in a bit I'll send some additional edits that are more specific to the
CEQA process.

Kind regards,
Alana

Alana Callagy
Environmental Planner

City and County of San Francisco, Planning Department
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8734 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: alana.callagy@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org

From: Alexander, Christy (CPC)

Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2016 11:41 AM
To: Bre Jones; Callagy, Alana (CPC)
Cc: eyee@medasf.org; Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)

Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
3
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Hi Bre,

I've attached my corrections I saw with the timeline. Just small things. As for submitting the site
permit before the map amendment process is done. You can submit prior to approvals but we
can't send out the 30 day 311 process until it is approved so that the proposal meets the current
legislation. Hope that helps!

Best,

Christy

Christy J. Alexander, AICP
Planner I Current Planning

I
I

Planning Department City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 I San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8724 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: christy.alexander@sfaov.org
Web: www.sfulanning.org

<imageOOl.png> <image002.png>
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From: Bre Jones [mailto:bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com]

Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2016 7:37 AM
To: Alexander, Christy (CPC); Callagy, Alana (CPC)
Cc: eyee@medasf.org; Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)
Subject: Entitlement Process - Shotwell

Christy and Alana,
4
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MOH is asking for a timeline of both entitlement tracks for Shotwell so that they can compare
month by month.

I've come up with the attached flow charts, but wanted to have you look at them to see ifthere
are any glaring problems.

One question I do have is that if we use the map amendment process, can we still submit for our
site permit after CEQA review is complete? Or do we need to wait until the map amendment
process is complete?

BreM. Jones
Martinez Construction Services
Mobile: 415-260-5300
Office: 415-444-0745
Email: bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com
www.martinezservicesinc.com

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email, including any attachments, is confidential and may be privileged. If you are not the intended
recipient please notify the sender immediately, and please delete it; you should not copy it or use it for any purpose or disclose its contents to any
other person. Martinez Services Inc. and its affiliates reserve the right to monitor and modify all email communications through their networks.
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Callagy, Alana (CPC)
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Bre Jones <brejones@martinezservicesinc.com>
Monday, May 23, 2016 4:03 PM
Alexander, Christy (CPC); Callagy, Alana (CPC); Elaine Yee
Joyce Sien Qslen@chinatowncdc.org)
RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell

Oh dang ... well that makes a big timing difference! Okay, got it!

Bre M. Jones
Martinez Construction Services
Mobile: 415-260-5300
Office: 415-444-0745
Email: bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com
www.martinezservicesinc.com
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email, including any attachments, is confidential and may be privileged. If you are not the intended recipient please notify the sender
immediately, and please delete it; you should not copy it or use it for any purpose or disclose its contents to any other person. Martinez Services Inc. and its affiliates
reserve the right to monitor and modify all email communications through their networks.

From: Alexander, Christy (CPC) [mailto:christy.alexander@sfgov.org]

Sent: Monday, May 23, 2016 4:01 PM
To: Bre Jones; Callagy, Alana (CPC); Elaine Yee
Cc: Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)
Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
Ok just a couple more changes on the Height Re-class, the State DBP looks good!
Christy J. Alexander, AICP
Planner I Current Planning
Planning Department J City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 I San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8724 I Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: christy.alexander@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org

From: Bre Jones [mailto:bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com]

Sent: Monday, May 23, 2016 2:47 PM
To: Alexander, Christy (CPC); Callagy, Alana (CPC); Elaine Yee
Cc: Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)
Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
Enjoy! Let me know your thoughts. I didn't change the date from Oct - Dec because I think we can do the 311 notice
within the June 2016-0ct 2016 of the legislative amendment.
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Bre M. Jones
Martinez Construction Services
Mobile: 415-260-5300
Office: 415-444-0745
Email: bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com
www.martinezservicesinc.com
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email, including any attachments, is confidential and may be privileged. If you are not the intended recipient please notify the sender
immediately, and please delete it; you should not copy it or use it for any purpose or disclose its contents to any other person. Martinez Services Inc. and its affiliates
reserve the right to monitor and modify all email communications through their networks.

From: Alexander, Christy (CPC) [mailto:christv.alexander@sfgov.org]

Sent: Monday, May 23, 2016 2:04 PM
To: Bre Jones; Callagy, Alana (CPC); Elaine Yee
Cc: Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)
Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
We figured that you hadn't taken into account the 311 process going before that and if there is probability for a DR. I
think the Environmental might be ok. They would like to see all these revisions incorporated for one final review though.
Alana is out today but they can respond tomorrow.
Thanks!

Christy J. Alexander, AICP
Planner I Current Planning
Planning Department

J

City & County of San Francisco

1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 I San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8724 Fax: 415-558-6409
J

Email: christy.alexander@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org

From: Bre Jones [mailto:bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com]

Sent: Monday, May 23, 2016 1:59 PM
To: Alexander, Christy (CPC); Callagy, Alana (CPC); Elaine Yee
Cc: Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)
Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
One more question after reviewing the mark ups .... What is driving the change from Oct 2016 to Dec 2016 on the Height
Re-class model?

Bre M. Jones
Martinez Construction Services
Mobile: 415-260-5300
Office: 415-444-0745
Email: bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com
www.martinezservicesinc.com
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email, including any attachments, is confidential and may be privileged. If you are not the intended recipient please notify the sender
immediately, and please delete it; you should not copy it or use it for any purpose or disclose its contents to any other person. Martinez Services Inc. and its affiliates
reserve the right to monitor and modify all email communications through their networks.
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From: Alexander, Christy (CPC) [mailto:christy.alexander@sfgov.org]

Sent: Monday, May 23, 2016 12:33 PM
To: Bre Jones; Callagy, Alana (CPC); Elaine Yee
Cc: Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)

Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
All,
Ok I found some other mistakes, here's the most up to date copy of corrections. I'm still not sure ifthe CEQA appeal
periods are in the correct space, I've checked with Kate and she thinks they look a little off so I will recheck with Alana
and Lisa in Environmental and let you know.
Thanks,
Christy
Christy J. Alexander, AICP
Planner I Current Planning

Planning Department I City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 I San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8724 I Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: christy.alexander@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org
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From: Alexander, Christy (CPC)

Sent: Monday, May 23, 2016 12:14 PM
To: 'Bre Jones'; Callagy, Alana (CPC); 'Elaine Yee'
Cc: 'Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)'

Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
Oops I also just noticed the last box in the top right corners should be the same, one says submit to DBI and one says
submit to SF Planning. They should both say submit to DBI.
Thanks!
Christy J. Alexander, AICP
Planner I Current Planning

Planning Department City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 I San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8724 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: christy.alexander@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org
J

J

From: Alexander, Christy (CPC)

Sent: Monday, May 23, 2016 12:10 PM
3
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To: 'Bre Jones'; Callagy, Alana (CPC); Elaine Yee
Cc: Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)
Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
Hi Bre,
I have more changes for you, sorry, I'm sure this is confusing for everyone involved. With the Height Re-Classification
there is still the 311 Neighborhood Notification that was left off that can run concurrent with newspaper notice before
Planning Commission. I'm still confused with the CEQA Appeal Period so hopefully Alana has that down! There is no
"Entitlement" just a site permit submitted. You are "entitled" under the state density program or with a height
reclassification.
Let me know if you have any questions from these changes.
Thanks,
Christy
Christy J. Alexander, AICP
Planner I Current Planning
Planning Department / City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 / San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8724 / Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: christy.alexander@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org
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From: Bre Jones [mailto:bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com]

Sent: Sunday, May 22, 2016 2:08 PM
To: Alexander, Christy (CPC); Callagy, Alana (CPC); Elaine Yee
Cc: Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)
Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
The permit application is the "site permit" correct? And if so, in both the Density Bonus Program and the Height ReClassification the DBI appeal period exists after the issuance of the site permit, correct?
Attached are my updated charts. Can you review (hopefully one final time)? Also, in both of these scenarios at what
point would the project receive it's entitlement. When looking at the chart for the height re-classification timeline
would it be after the ordinance becomes effective or after the site permit is issued? And for the Density bonus timeline
would it be after the CEQA appeal period is complete?

Bre M. Jones
Martinez Construction Services
Mobile: 415-260-5300
Office: 415-444-0745
Email: bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com
www.martinezservicesinc.com
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CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email, including any attachments, is confidential and may be privileged. If you are not the intended recipient please notify the sender
immediately, and please delete it; you should not copy it or use it for any purpose or disclose its contents to any other person. Martinez Services Inc. and its affiliates
reserve the right to monitor and modify all email communications through their networks.

From: Alexander, Christy (CPC) [mailto:christv.alexander@sfgov.org]

Sent: Friday, May 20, 2016 4:41 PM
To: Callagy, Alana (CPC); Elaine Yee
Cc: Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org); Bre Jones

Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
Hi all,
I think the terminology is just off with the submit permit for DBI /311 process under the State Density Bonus Program. I
noticed Alana crossed off Complete-Planning approves and sends to DBI. In reality you first submit your permit
application to DBI before the 311 notification process-? Planning reviews-730 day 311 process-7no DR filed-? Planning
signs the permit and forwards to DBl--7 DBI reviews-7DBI issues permit-7DBI appeal period, etc.
Also just watch all your dates, the ones that should be 2017 say 2016 such as the Ordinance Becomes Effective on Height
Re-Classification. Any other questions feel free to ask!
Have a great weekend!
Christy
Christy J. Alexander, AICP
Planner I Current Planning
Planning Department I City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 I San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8724 I Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: christy.alexander@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfolanning.org

From: Callagy, Alana (CPC)

Sent: Friday, May 20, 2016 11:02 AM
To: Alexander, Christy (CPC); Elaine Yee
Cc: Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org); Bre Jones

Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
Please see the attached draft that we've worked through.
Kind regards,
Alana

From: Alexander, Christy (CPC)

Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2016 6:04 PM
To: Elaine Yee
Cc: Callagy, Alana (CPC); Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org); Bre Jones

Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
Elaine,
5
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It should be 90 days after introducing to the Planning Commission for Recommendation. Meaning that there will be a
hearing at the Planning Commission. Hope that helps!
Christy J. Alexander, AICP
Planner I Current Planning
Planning Department I City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 I San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8724 I Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: christy.alexander@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org
rii
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From: Elaine Yee [mailto:eyee@medasf.org]

Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2016 5:40 PM
To: Bre Jones
Cc: Callagy, Alana (CPC); Alexander, Christy (CPC); Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)

Subject: Re: Entitlement Process - Shotwell

Hi everyone,
I have one clarifying question: Under the Height Reclassification process -- the 3rd box should be "90 days after
Legislative Amendment Initiation at BOS, Planning Commission Hearing" correct? And do we need to go
through the 20-day newspaper publication and 10-day mailed notice, we were told that we didn't have to by
Aaron Starr for the Folsom project.
Thanks!
Elaine

0 ·-----·-
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Every Family Succeeds. Every Student Achieves.
Cada Familia Triunfa. Cada Estudiante Logra.

Elaine Yee
Senior Project Manager, Community Real Estate
Mission Economic Development Agency (MEDA)
Main Office: Plaza Adelante
2301 Mission Street, Suite 301
San Francisco, CA 94110
P: 415.282.3334 ext. 138
F: 415.282.3320
medasf.org; missionpromise.org

Join us! iAcompanenos!

On Thu, May 19, 2016 at 12:22 PM, Bre Jones <bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com> wrote:
Great! Thank you all!
(And you can steal this for anyone else who needs it on their projects :-))
Bre Jones
Martinez Services, Inc
415.260.5300

On May 19, 2016, at 12:21 PM, Callagy, Alana (CPC) <alana.callagy@sfaov.org> wrote:
Bre,

In Environmental Planning we just went through the timeline and assumptions - our edits are
consistent with Christy's but in a bit I'll send some additional edits that are more specific to the
CEQA process.

Kind regards,
7
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Alana

Alana Callagy
Environmental Planner

City and County of San Francisco, Planning Department
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8734 Fax: 415-558-6409

Email: alana.callagy@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org

From: Alexander, Christy (CPC)

Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2016 11:41 AM
To: Bre Jones; Callagy, Alana (CPC)
Cc: eyee@medasf.org; Joyce Sien Uslen@chinatowncdc.org)
Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell

Hi Bre,

I've attached my corrections I saw with the timeline. Just small things. As for submitting the site
permit before the map amendment process is done. You can submit prior to approvals but we
can't send out the 30 day 311 process until it is approved so that the proposal meets the current
legislation. Hope that helps!

Best,

Christy

Christy J. Alexander, AICP
Planner I Current Planning
8
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I

Planning Department City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 I San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8724 Fax: 415-558-6409

I

Email: christy.a[exander@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org
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From: Bre Jones [mailto:bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com]

Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2016 7:37 AM
To: Alexander, Christy (CPC); Callagy, Alana (CPC)
Cc: eyee@medasf.org; Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)

Subject: Entitlement Process - Shotwell

Christy and Alana,

MOH is asking for a timeline of both entitlement tracks for Shotwell so that they can compare
month by month.

I've come up with the attached flow charts, but wanted to have you look at them to see ifthere
are any glaring problems.

One question I do have is that if we use the map amendment process, can we still submit for our
site permit after CEQA review is complete? Or do we need to wait until the map amendment
process is complete?

BreM. Jones
Martinez Construction Services
Mobile: 415-260-5300
9
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Office: 415-444-0745
Email: bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com
www.martinezservicesinc.com

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email, including any attachments, is confidential and may be privileged. If you are not the intended
recipient please notify the sender immediately, and please delete it; you should not copy it or use it for any purpose or disclose its contents to any
other person. Martinez Services Inc. and its affiliates reserve the right to monitor and modify all email communications through their networks.
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Callagy, Alana (CPC)
From:
Sent:

To:

Cc:
Subject:

Bre Jones <brejones@martinezservicesinc.com>
Monday, May 23, 2016 1:51 PM
Alexander, Christy (CPC); Callagy, Alana (CPC); Elaine Yee
Joyce Sien Qslen@chinatowncdc.org)
RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell

Thank you for all your help with these!!!!!! We really appreciate it! Let us know what you here from the Environmental
side.

Bre M. Jones
Martinez Construction Services
Mobile: 415-260-5300
Office: 415-444-0745
Email: bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com
www.martinezservicesinc.com
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email, including any attachments, is confidential and may be privileged. If you are not the intended recipient please notify the sender
immediately, and please delete it; you should not copy it or use it for any purpose or disclose its contents to any other person. Martinez Services Inc. and its affiliates
reserve the right to monitor and modify all email communications through their networks.

From: Alexander, Christy (CPC) [mailto:christy.alexander@sfgov.org]

Sent: Monday, May 23, 2016 12:33 PM
To: Bre Jones; Callagy, Alana (CPC); Elaine Yee
Cc: Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)
Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
All,
Ok I found some other mistakes, here's the most up to date copy of corrections. I'm still not sure if the CEQA appeal
periods are in the correct space, I've checked with Kate and she thinks they look a little off so I will recheck with Alana
and Lisa in Environmental and let you know.
Thanks,
Christy
Christy J. Alexander, AICP
Planner I Current Planning
Planning Department I City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 I San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8724 I Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: christy.alexander@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org
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From: Alexander, Christy (CPC)

Sent: Monday, May 23, 2016 12:14 PM
To: 'Bre Jones'; Callagy, Alana (CPC); 'Elaine Yee'
Cc: 'Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)'
Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
Oops I also just noticed the last box in the top right corners should be the same, one says submit to DBI and one says
submit to SF Planning. They should both say submit to DBI.
Thanks!
Christy J. Alexander, AICP
Planner I Current Planning
Planning Department I City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 I San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8724 I Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: christy.alexander@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org

From: Alexander, Christy (CPC)

Sent: Monday, May 23, 2016 12: 10 PM
To: 'Bre Jones'; Callagy, Alana (CPC); Elaine Yee
Cc: Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)
Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
Hi Bre,
I have more changes for you, sorry, I'm sure this is confusing for everyone involved. With the Height Re-Classification
there is still the 311 Neighborhood Notification that was left off that can run concurrent with newspaper notice before
Planning Commission. I'm still confused with the CEQA Appeal Period so hopefully Alana has that down! There is no
"Entitlement" just a site permit submitted. You are "entitled" under the state density program or with a height
reclassification.
Let me know if you have any questions from these changes.
Thanks,
Christy
Christy J. Alexander, AICP
Planner I Current Planning
Planning Department I City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 I San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8724 I Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: christy.alexander@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org
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From: Bre Jones [mailto:bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com]

Sent: Sunday, May 22, 2016 2:08 PM
To: Alexander, Christy (CPC); Callagy, Alana (CPC); Elaine Yee
Cc: Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)
Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
The permit application is the "site permit" correct? And if so, in both the Density Bonus Program and the Height ReClassification the DBI appeal period exists after the issuance of the site permit, correct?
Attached are my updated charts. Can you review (hopefully one final time)? Also, in both of these scenarios at what
point would the project receive it's entitlement. When looking at the chart for the height re-classification timeline
would it be after the ordinance becomes effective or after the site permit is issued? And for the Density bonus timeline
would it be after the CEQA appeal period is complete?

Bre M. Jones
Martinez Construction Services
Mobile: 415-260-5300
Office: 415-444-0745
Email: bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com
www.martinezservicesinc.com
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email, including any attachments, is confidential and may be privileged. If you are not the intended recipient please notify the sender
immediately, and please delete it; you should not copy it or use it for any purpose or disclose its contents to any other person. Martinez Services Inc. and its affiliates
reserve the right to monitor and modify all email communications through their networks.

From: Alexander, Christy (CPC) [mailto:christv.alexander@sfgov.org]

Sent: Friday, May 20, 2016 4:41 PM
To: Callagy, Alana (CPC); Elaine Yee
Cc: Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org); Bre Jones
Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
Hi all,
I think the terminology is just off with the submit permit for DBI /311 process under the State Density Bonus Program. I
noticed Alana crossed off Complete-Planning approves and sends to DBI. In reality you first submit your permit
application to DBI before the 311 notification process-7Planning reviews-730 day 311 process-7no DR filed-7Planning
signs the permit and forwards to DBl--7 DBI reviews-7DBI issues permit-7DBI appeal period, etc.
Also just watch all your dates, the ones that should be 2017 say 2016 such as the Ordinance Becomes Effective on Height
Re-Classification. Any other questions feel free to ask!
Have a great weekend!
Christy
Christy J. Alexander, AICP
Planner I Current Planning
Planning Department I City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 I San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8724 I Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: christy.alexander@sfgov.org
3
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Web: www.sfplanning.org

From: Callagy, Alana (CPC)

Sent: Friday, May 20, 2016 11:02 AM
To: Alexander, Christy (CPC); Elaine Yee
Cc: Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org); Bre Jones

Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
Please see the attached draft that we've worked through.
Kind regards,
Alana

From: Alexander, Christy (CPC)

Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2016 6:04 PM
To: Elaine Yee
Cc: Callagy, Alana (CPC); Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org); Bre Jones

Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
Elaine,
It should be 90 days after introducing to the Planning Commission for Recommendation. Meaning that there will be a
hearing at the Planning Commission. Hope that helps!
Christy J. Alexander, AICP
Planner I Current Planning
Planning Department I City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 [ San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8724 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: christy.alexander@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org
J

From: Elaine Yee [mailto:eyee@medasf.org]

Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2016 5:40 PM
To: Bre Jones
Cc: Callagy, Alana (CPC); Alexander, Christy (CPC); Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)

Subject: Re: Entitlement Process - Shotwell

Hi everyone,
I have one clarifying question: Under the Height Reclassification process -- the 3rd box should be "90 days after
Legislative Amendment Initiation at BOS, Planning Commission Hearing" correct? And do we need to go
through the 20-day newspaper publication and 10-day mailed notice, we were told that we didn't have to by
Aaron Starr for the Folsom project.
Thanks!
Elaine
4
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Every Family Succeeds. Every Student Achieves.
Cada Familia Triunfa. Cada Estudiante Logra.

Elaine Yee
Senior Project Manager, Community Real Estate

Mission Economic Development Agency (MEDA)
Main Office: Plaza Adelante
2301 Mission Street, Suite 301
San Francisco, CA 94110
P: 415.282.3334 ext. 138
F: 415.282.3320
medasf.orq; missionpromise.org

Join us! iAcompafienos!
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On Thu, May 19, 2016 at 12:22 PM, Bre Jones <bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com> wrote:
Great! Thank you all!
(And you can steal this for anyone else who needs it on their projects :-))
Bre Jones
Martinez Services, Inc
415.260.5300

On May 19, 2016, at 12:21 PM, Callagy, Alana (CPC) <alana.callagy@sfgov.org> wrote:
Bre,

In Environmental Planning we just went through the timeline and assumptions - our edits are
consistent with Christy's but in a bit I'll send some additional edits that are more specific to the
CEQA process.

Kind regards,
Alana

Alana Callagy
Environmental Planner

City and County of San Francisco, Planning Department
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8734 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: alana.callagy@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org

From: Alexander, Christy (CPC)

Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2016 11:41 AM
To: Bre Jones; Callagy, Alana (CPC)
Cc: eyee@medasf.org; Joyce Sien Cislen@chinatowncdc.org)

Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell

6
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Hi Bre,

I've attached my corrections I saw with the timeline. Just small things. As for submitting the site
permit before the map amendment process is done. You can submit prior to approvals but we
can't send out the 30 day 311 process until it is approved so that the proposal meets the current
legislation. Hope that helps!

Best,

Christy

Christy J. Alexander, AICP
Planner I Current Planning

I
I

Planning Depaiiment City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 I San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8724 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: christv.alexander@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfulanning.org
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From: Bre Jones [mailto:bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com]

Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2016 7:37 AM
To: Alexander, Christy (CPC); Callagy, Alana (CPC)
Cc: eyee@medasf.org; Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)
Subject: Entitlement Process - Shotwell

Christy and Alana,
7
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MOH is asking for a time line of both entitlement tracks for Shotwell so that they can compare
month by month.

I've come up with the attached flow charts, but wanted to have you look at them to see ifthere
are any glaring problems.

One question I do have is that if we use the map amendment process, can we still submit for our
site permit after CEQA review is complete? Or do we need to wait until the map amendment
process is complete?

BreM. Jones
Martinez Construction Services
Mobile: 415-260-5300
Office: 415-444-0745
Email: bre. jones@martinezservicesinc.com
www.martinezservicesinc.com

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email, including any attachments, is confidential and may be privileged. If you are not the intended
recipient please notify the sender immediately, and please delete it; you should not copy it or use it for any purpose or disclose its contents to any
other person. Martinez Services Inc. and its affiliates reserve the right to monitor and modify all email communications through their networks.
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Callagy, Alana (CPC)
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Alexander, Christy (CPC)
Monday, May 23, 2016 12:33 PM
Bre Jones; Callagy, Alana (CPC); Elaine Yee
Joyce Sien Qslen@chinatowncdc.org)
RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
1296 Shotwell Timelines.l.pdf

All,
Ok I found some other mistakes, here's the most up to date copy of corrections. I'm still not sure if the CEQA appeal
periods are in the correct space, I've checked with Kate and she thinks they look a little off so I will recheck with Alana
and Lisa in Environmental and let you know.
Thanks,
Christy
Christy J. Alexander, AICP
Planner I Current Planning
Planning Department I City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 I San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8724 I Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: christy.alexander@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org
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From: Alexander, Christy (CPC)

Sent: Monday, May 23, 2016 12:14 PM
To: 'Bre Jones'; Callagy, Alana (CPC); 'Elaine Yee'
Cc: 'Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)'
Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
Oops I also just noticed the last box in the top right corners should be the same, one says submit to DBI and one says
submit to SF Planning. They should both say submit to DBI.
Thanks!
Christy J. Alexander, AICP
Planner I Current Planning
Planning Department I City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 I San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8724 I Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: christy.alexander@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org
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From: Alexander, Christy (CPC)

Sent: Monday, May 23, 2016 12:10 PM
To: 'Bre Jones'; Callagy, Alana (CPC); Elaine Yee
Cc: Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)
Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
Hi Bre,
I have more changes for you, sorry, I'm sure this is confusing for everyone involved. With the Height Re-Classification
there is still the 311 Neighborhood Notification that was left off that can run concurrent with newspaper notice before
Planning Commission. I'm still confused with the CEQA Appeal Period so hopefully Alana has that down! There is no
"Entitlement" just a site permit submitted. You are "entitled" under the state density program or with a height
reclassification.
Let me know if you have any questions from these changes.
Thanks,
Christy
Christy J. Alexander, AICP
Planner I Current Planning
Planning Department I City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 I San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8724 J Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: christy.alexander@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org

From: Bre Jones [mailto:bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com]

Sent: Sunday, May 22, 2016 2:08 PM
To: Alexander, Christy (CPC); Callagy, Alana (CPC); Elaine Yee
Cc: Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)
Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
The permit application is the "site permit" correct? And if so, in both the Density Bonus Program and the Height Reclassification the DBI appeal period exists after the issuance of the site permit, correct?
Attached are my updated charts. Can you review (hopefully one final time)? Also, in both of these scenarios at what
point would the project receive it's entitlement. When looking at the chart for the height re-classification time line
would it be after the ordinance becomes effective or after the site permit is issued? And for the Density bonus timeline
would it be after the CEQA appeal period is complete?

Bre M. Jones
Martinez Construction Services
Mobile: 415-260-5300
Office: 415-444-0745
2
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Email: bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com
www.martinezservicesinc.com
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email, including any attachments, is confidential and may be privileged. If you are not the intended recipient please notify the sender
immediately, and please delete it; you should not copy it or use it for any purpose or disclose its contents to any other person. Martinez Services Inc. and its affiliates
reserve the right to monitor and modify all email communications through their networks.

From: Alexander, Christy (CPC) [mailto:christy.alexander@sfgov.org]

Sent: Friday, May 20, 2016 4:41 PM
To: Callagy, Alana (CPC); Elaine Yee
Cc: Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org); Bre Jones

Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
Hi all,
I think the terminology is just off with the submit permit for DBI /311 process under the State Density Bonus Program. I
noticed Alana crossed off Complete-Planning approves and sends to DBI. In reality you first submit your permit
application to DBI before the 311 notification process-7Planning reviews-730 day 311 process-7no DR filed-7Planning
signs the permit and forwards to DBl--7 DBI reviews-7DBI issues permit-7DBI appeal period, etc.
Also just watch all your dates, the ones that should be 2017 say 2016 such as the Ordinance Becomes Effective on Height
Re-Classification. Any other questions feel free to ask!
Have a great weekend!
Christy
Christy J. Alexander, AICP
Planner I Current Planning
Planning Department [ City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 I San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8724 [ Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: christy.alexander@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org

From: Callagy, Alana (CPC)

Sent: Friday, May 20, 2016 11:02 AM
To: Alexander, Christy (CPC); Elaine Yee
Cc: Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org); Bre Jones

Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
Please see the attached draft that we've worked through.
Kind regards,
Alana

From: Alexander, Christy (CPC)

Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2016 6:04 PM
To: Elaine Yee
3
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Cc: Callagy, Alana (CPC); Joyce Sien Cislen@chinatowncdc.org); Bre Jones

Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
Elaine,
It should be 90 days after introducing to the Planning Commission for Recommendation. Meaning that there will be a
hearing at the Planning Commission. Hope that helps!
Christy J. Alexander, AICP
Planner I Current Planning
Planning Department I City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 I San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8724 I Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: christy.alexander@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org

11'
From: Elaine Yee [mailto:eyee@medasf.org]

Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2016 5:40 PM
To: Bre Jones
Cc: Callagy, Alana (CPC); Alexander, Christy (CPC); Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)
Subject: Re: Entitlement Process - Shotwell

Hi everyone,
I have one clarifying question: Under the Height Reclassification process -- the 3rd box should be "90 days after
Legislative Amendment Initiation at BOS, Planning Commission Hearing" correct? And do we need to go
through the 20-day newspaper publication and 10-day mailed notice, we were told that we didn't have to by
Aaron Starr for the Folsom project.
Thanks!
Elaine
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Every Family Succeeds. Every Student Achieves.
Cada Familia Triunfa. Cada Estudiante Logra.

Elaine Yee
Senior Project Manager, Community Real Estate
Mission Economic Development Agency (MEDA)
Main Office: Plaza Adelante
2301 Mission Street, Suite 301
San Francisco, CA 94110
P: 415.282.3334 ext. 138
F: 415.282.3320
medasf.org; missionpromise.org

Join us! iAcompafienos!

On Thu, May 19, 2016 at 12:22 PM, Bre Jones <bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com> wrote:
Great! Thank you all!

5
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(And you can steal this for anyone else who needs it on their projects :-))
Bre Jones
Martinez Services, Inc
415.260.5300

On May 19, 2016, at 12:21 PM, Callagy, Alana (CPC) <alana.callagy@sfaov.org> wrote:
Bre,

In Environmental Planning we just went through the timeline and assumptions - our edits are
consistent with Christy's but in a bit I'll send some additional edits that are more specific to the
CEQA process.

Kind regards,
Alana

Alana Callagy
Environmental Planner

City and County of San Francisco, Planning Department
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8734 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: alana.callaqy@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org

From: Alexander, Christy (CPC)

Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2016 11:41 AM
To: Bre Jones; Callagy, Alana (CPC)
Cc: eyee@medasf.org; Joyce Sien (islen@chinatowncdc.org)

Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell

HiBre,
6
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I've attached my corrections I saw with the timeline. Just small things. As for submitting the site
permit before the map amendment process is done. You can submit prior to approvals but we
can't send out the 3 0 day 311 process until it is approved so that the proposal meets the current
legislation. Hope that helps t

Best,

Christy

Christy J. Alexander, AICP
Planner I Current Planning

I
I

Planning Department City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 I San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8724 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: christy.alexander@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org
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From: Bre Jones [mailto:bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com]

Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2016 7:37 AM
To: Alexander, Christy (CPC); Callagy, Alana (CPC)
Cc: eyee@medasf.org; Joyce Sien (islen@chinatowncdc.org)
Subject: Entitlement Process - Shotwell

Christy and Alana,

MOH is asking for a time line of both entitlement tracks for Shotwell so that they can compare
month by month.
7
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I've come up with the attached flow charts, but wanted to have you look at them to see ifthere
are any glaring problems.

One question I do have is that if we use the map amendment process, can we still submit for our
site permit after CEQA review is complete? Or do we need to wait until the map amendment
process is complete?

BreM. Jones
Martinez Construction Services
Mobile: 415-260-5300
Office: 415-444-0745
Email: bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com
www .martinezservicesinc.com

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email, including any attachments, is confidential and may be privileged. If you are not the intended
recipient please notify the sender immediately, and please delete it; you should not copy it or use it for any purpose or disclose its contents to any
other person. Martinez Services Inc. and its affiliates reserve the right to monitor and modify all email communications through their networks.
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Callagy, Alana (CPC)
Bre Jones <brejones@martinezservicesinc.com >
Friday, May 20, 2016 4:42 PM
Alexander, Christy (CPC)
Callagy, Alana (CPC); Elaine Yee; Joyce Sien Qslen@chinatowncdc.org)
Re: Entitlement Process - Shotwell

From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Thanks so much for helping us! I'll forward you the final when I finish it and you can use it for other projects if
you want:-)
Bre Jones
Martinez Services, Inc
415.260.5300

On May 20, 2016, at 4:40 PM, Alexander, Christy (CPC) <christv.alexander@sfaov.org> wrote:
Hi all,
I think the terminology is just off with the submit permit for DBI /311 process under the State Density
Bonus Program. I noticed Alana crossed off Complete-Planning approves and sends to DBI. In reality you
first submit your permit application to DBI before the 311 notification process-7Planning reviews-730
day 311 process-7no DR filed-7Planning signs the permit and forwards to DBl--7 DBI reviews-7DBI
issues permit-7DBI appeal period, etc.
Also just watch all your dates, the ones that should be 2017 say 2016 such as the Ordinance Becomes
Effective on Height Re-Classification. Any other questions feel free to ask!
Have a great weekend!
Christy
Christy J. Alexander, AICP
Planner I Current Planning
Planning Department J City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 I San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8724 J Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: christy.alexander@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org
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From: Callagy, Alana (CPC)
Sent: Friday, May 20, 2016 11:02 AM
To: Alexander, Christy (CPC); Elaine Yee
Cc: Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org); Bre Jones
Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
1
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Please see the attached draft that we've worked through.
Kind regards,
Alana

From: Alexander, Christy (CPC)

Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2016 6:04 PM
To: Elaine Yee
Cc: Callagy, Alana (CPC); Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org); Bre Jones

Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
Elaine,
It should be 90 days after introducing to the Planning Commission for Recommendation. Meaning that
there will be a hearing at the Planning Commission. Hope that helps!
Christy J. Alexander, AICP
Planner I Current Planning
Planning Department I City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 I San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8724 I Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: christy.alexander@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org
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From: Elaine Yee [mailto:eyee@medasf.org]

Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2016 5:40 PM
To: Bre Jones
Cc: Callagy, Alana (CPC); Alexander, Christy (CPC); Joyce Sien (islen@chinatowncdc.org)

Subject: Re: Entitlement Process - Shotwell

Hi everyone,
I have one clarifying question: Under the Height Reclassification process -- the 3rd box should
be "90 days after Legislative Amendment Initiation at BOS, Planning Commission Hearing"
correct? And do we need to go through the 20-day newspaper publication and 10-day mailed
notice, we were told that we didn't have to by Aaron Starr for the Folsom project.
Thanks!
Elaine

2
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Every Family Succeeds. Every Student Achieves.
Cada Familia Triunfa. Cada Estudiante Logra.

Elaine Yee
Senior Project Manager, Community Real Estate

Mission Economic Development Agency (MEDA)
Main Office: Plaza Adelante
2301 Mission Street, Suite 301
San Francisco, CA 94110
P: 415.282.3334 ext. 138
F: 415.282.3320
medasf.org; missionpromise.org

loin us! iAcompaiienos!

On Thu, May 19, 2016 at 12:22 PM, Bre Jones <bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com> wrote:
Great! Thank you all!

3
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(And you can steal this for anyone else who needs it on their projects :-))
Bre Jones
Martinez Services, Inc
415.260.5300

On May 19, 2016, at 12:21 PM, Callagy, Alana (CPC) <alana.callagy@sfgov.org> wrote:
Bre,

In Environmental Planning we just went through the timeline and assumptions our edits are consistent with Christy's but in a bit I'll send some additional edits
that are more specific to the CEQA process.

Kind regards,
Alana

Alana Callagy
Environmental Planner

City and County of San Francisco, Planning Department
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8734 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: alana.callaqy@sfqov.org
Web: www.sfplanninq.org

From: Alexander, Christy (CPC)

Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2016 11:41 AM
To: Bre Jones; Callagy, Alana (CPC)
Cc: eyee@medasf.org; Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)

Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell

Hi Bre,
4
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I've attached my corrections I saw with the timeline. Just small things. As for
submitting the site permit before the map amendment process is done. You can
submit prior to approvals but we can't send out the 30 day 311 process until it is
approved so that the proposal meets the current legislation. Hope that helps!

Best,

Christy

Christy J. Alexander, AICP
Planner I Current Planning

Planning Depatiment J City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 I San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8724 J Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: christy.alexander@sfaov.org
Web: www.s:fulanning.org
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From: Bre Jones [mailto:bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com]

Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2016 7:37 AM
To: Alexander, Christy (CPC); Callagy, Alana (CPC)
Cc: eyee@medasf.org; Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)
Subject: Entitlement Process - Shotwell

Christy and Alana,

MOH is asking for a time line of both entitlement tracks for Shotwell so that they
can compare month by month.
5
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I've come up with the attached flow charts, but wanted to have you look at them
to see ifthere are any glaring problems.

One question I do have is that if we use the map amendment process, can we still
submit for our site permit after CEQA review is complete? Or do we need to wait
until the map amendment process is complete?

BreM. Jones
Martinez Construction Services
Mobile: 415-260-5300
Office: 415-444-0745
Email: bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com
www.martinezservicesinc.com

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email, including any attachments, is confidential and may be privileged. If you are
not the intended recipient please notify the sender immediately, and please delete it; you should not copy it or use it for any
purpose or disclose its contents to any other person. Martinez Services Inc. and its affiliates reserve the right to monitor and
modify all email communications through their networks.

6
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Callagy, Alana (CPC)
Bre Jones <bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com>
Thursday, May 19, 2016 5:57 PM
Callagy, Alana (CPC)
Alexander, Christy (CPC); eyee@medasf.org; Joyce Sien Qslen@chinatowncdc.org)
Re: Entitlement Process - Shotwell

From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

2pm tomorrow would be great.
Bre Jones
Martinez Services, Inc
415.260.5300

On May 19, 2016, at 5:37 PM, Callagy, Alana (CPC) <alana.callagy@sfgov.org> wrote:
Hi Bre,
I am planning to meet with Lisa, who was at our meeting two weeks ago and is the Deputy
Environmental Review officer for Environmental Planning, tomorrow morning and should be able to
send on our edits after that. What time is your meeting/when do you need our edits by?
Kind regards,
Alana

From: Bre Jones [mailto:bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com]

Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2016 5:32 PM
To: Callagy, Alana (CPC)
Cc: Alexander, Christy (CPC); eyee@medasf.org; Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)

Subject: Re: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
Alana,
We owe the city some schedule updates tomorrow. Will you be able to issue your comments by
tomorrow?
Bre Jones
Martinez Services, Inc
415.260.5300

On May 19, 2016, at 12:21 PM, Callagy, Alana (CPC) <alana.callagy@sfgov.org> wrote:
Bre,
In Environmental Planning we just went through the timeline and assumptions - our
edits are consistent with Christy's but in a bit I'll send some additional edits that are
more specific to the CEQA process.
Kind regards,
1
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Alana

Alana Callagy
Environmental Planner
City and County of San Francisco, Planning Department
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8734 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: alana.callagy@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfolanning.org

From: Alexander, Christy (CPC)

Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2016 11:41 AM
To: Bre Jones; Callagy, Alana (CPC)
Cc: eyee@medasf.org; Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)

Subject: RE: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
Hi Bre,
I've attached my corrections I saw with the timeline. Just small things. As for submitting
the site permit before the map amendment process is done. You can submit prior to
approvals but we can't send out the 30 day 311 process until it is approved so that the
proposal meets the current legislation. Hope that helps!
Best,
Christy
Christy J. Alexander, AICP
Planner I Current Planning
Planning Department I City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 I San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8724 I Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: christy.alexander@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org
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From: Bre Jones [mailto:bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com]

Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2016 7:37 AM
To: Alexander, Christy (CPC); Callagy, Alana (CPC)
Cc: eyee@medasf.org; Joyce Sien (jslen@chinatowncdc.org)

Subject: Entitlement Process - Shotwell
Christy and Alana,
MOH is asking for a timeline of both entitlement tracks for Shotwell so that they can
compare month by month.
I've come up with the attached flow charts, but wanted to have you look at them to see
if there are any glaring problems.
2
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One question I do have is that if we use the map amendment process, can we still
submit for our site permit after CEQA review is complete? Or do we need to wait until
the map amendment process is complete?

Bre M. Jones
Martinez Construction Services
Mobile: 415-260-5300
Office: 415-444-07 45
Email: bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com
www.martinezservicesinc.com
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email, including any attachments, is confidential and may be privileged. If you are not the
intended recipient please notify the sender immediately, and please delete it; you should not copy it or use it for any
purpose or disclose its contents to any other person. Martinez Services Inc. and its affiliates reserve the right to monitor
and modify all email communications through their networks.
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Callagy, Alana (CPC)
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Callagy, Alana (CPC)
Tuesday, June 07, 2016 2:30 PM
'Karoleen Feng'; Elaine Yee; Gibson, Lisa (CPC)
Dairo Romero
RE: TOD statutory exemption

Hi Karoleen,
Our interpretation is that it applies as an onsite legal commitment.
Kind regards,
Alana

From: Karoleen Feng [mailto:kfeng@medasf.org]

Sent: Tuesday, June 07, 2016 2: 11 PM
To: Elaine Yee; Gibson, Lisa (CPC); Callagy, Alana (CPC)
Cc: Dairo Romero

Subject: Re: TOD statutory exemption

Hi Lisa and Alana,
Elaine forwarded me the language that you provided regarding a possible exemption for 1296 Shotwell. I'm
wondering what the Planning Department's interpretation of the following requirement regarding the legal
commitment for continued availability of very low, low- and moderate-income households is ... Is this an onsite
legal commitment (which MEDA would prefer) or a commitment to this availability in the City/Project
Area/neighborhood?:
(B) The transit priority project developer provides sufficient
legal commitments to the appropriate local agency to ensure the
continued availability and use of the housing units for very low,
low-, and moderate-income households at monthly housing costs with an
affordable housing cost or affordable rent, as defined in Section
50052.5 or 50053 of the Health and Safety Code, respectively, for the
period required by the applicable financing. Rental units shall be
affordable for at least 55 years. Ownership units shall be subject to
resale restrictions or equity sharing requirements for at least 3 0
years.

On Mon, Jun 6, 2016 at 4:07 PM, Elaine Yee <eyee@medasf.org> wrote:
HiKF and DR,
Please see Lisa Gibson from Environmental Planning's response on TOD statutory exemption and affordability.
Best,
Elaine
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
1
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From: "Gibson, Lisa (CPC)" <lisa.gibson@sfgov.org>
Date: June 6, 2016 at 3:55:09 PM PDT
To: Elaine Yee <eyee@medasf.org>
Cc: "Callagy, Alana (CPC)" <alana.callagy@sfgov.org>
Subject: RE: TOD statutory exemption

Hi Elaine,

The statute (attached) applies to less than 100% affordable projects. These are the eligibility
criteria regarding affordability:
(c) The transit priority project meets at least one of the
following three criteria:
(1) The transit priority project meets both of the following:
(A) At least 20 percent of the housing will be sold to families of
moderate income, or not less than 10 percent of the housing will be
rented to families oflow income, or not less than 5 percent of the
housing is rented to families of very low income.
(B) The transit priority project developer provides sufficient
legal commitments to the appropriate local agency to ensure the
continued availability and use of the housing units for very low,
low-, and moderate-income households at monthly housing costs with an
affordable housing cost or affordable rent, as defined in Section
50052.5 or 50053 of the Health and Safety Code, respectively, for the
period required by the applicable financing. Rental units shall be
affordable for at least 55 years. Ownership units shall be subject to
resale restrictions or equity sharing requirements for at least 3 0
years.
(2) The transit priority project developer has paid or will pay
in-lieu fees pursuant to a local ordinance in an amount sufficient to
result in the development of an equivalent number of units that
would otherwise be required pursuant to paragraph (1).
(3) The transit priority project provides public open space equal
to or greater than five acres per 1,000 residents of the project.
Lisa Gibson
Deputy Environmental Review Officer
Assistant Director of Environmental Planning

I
I

Planning Department City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9032 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: lisa.gibson@sfaov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org

-----Original Message----From: Elaine Yee [mailto:eyee@medasf.org]
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 3:37 PM
2
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To: Callagy, Alana (CPC); Gibson, Lisa (CPC)
Subject: TOD statutory exemption
Hi Alana and Lisa,
Thank you for your guidance on the 1296 Shotwell project. I have a quick question for my own
education: does the TOD statutory exemption apply to only 100% affordable housing projects?
Or as long as project that has a percentage of affordable housing, the exemption can be applied?
Thank you.
Elaine
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Every Family Succeeds. Every Student Achieves.
Cada Familia Triunfa. Cada Estudiante Logra.

Karoleen Feng
Director, Community Real Estate

Mission Economic Development Agency (MEDA)
Main Office: Plaza Adelante
2301 Mission Street, Suite 301
San Francisco, CA 94110
3
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P: 415.282.3334 ext. 148
F: 415.282.3320
medasf.org; missionpromise.org

Join us! iAcompaiienos!
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Callagy, Alana (CPC)
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Bre Jones <brejones@martinezservicesinc.com>
Tuesday, June 07, 2016 10:26 AM
Callagy, Alana (CPC)
Dragana Monson (DMonson@hclarchitecture.com); Susie Coliver
(SColiver@hclarchitecture.com); Micol Biagioni (MBiagioni@hclarchitecture.com); Elaine
Yee; Joyce Sien Qslen@chinatowncdc.org); nkaufman@cahill-sf.com; Jeremy Bordi
Qbordi@cahill-sf.com)
RE: Shotwell
2016-0606-1296 SHOTWELL 8.S"Xll".pdf

Alana,
Please see the attached for the exhibits to the project description for Shotwell. Let us know if you have questions or
comments.

Bre M. Jones
Martinez Construction Services
Mobile: 415-260-5300
Office: 415-444-0745
Email:bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.comwww.martinezservicesinc.com
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email, including any attachments, is confidential and may be privileged. If you are not
the intended recipient please notify the sender immediately, and please delete it; you should not copy it or use it for any
purpose or disclose its contents to any other person. Martinez Services Inc. and its affiliates reserve the right to monitor
and modify all email communications through their networks.

-----Original Message----From: Callagy, Alana (CPC) [mailto:alana.callagy@sfgov.org]
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 11:07 AM
To: Bre Jones
Subject: RE: Shotwell
Hi Bre,
I went over the flow chart with Lisa last week and she thought it looked correct the way it is mapped out. As we talked
about (and believe I put as a note in a previous mark up), this is our currently anticipated process and there may be
some edits as we move forward.
Also, thanks for sending the project description, we are reviewing now and will let you know if we have any questions.
I'll look forward to seeing the attachments this week and hearing if the project will go for a MAP Amendment or State
Density Bonus.
Kind regards,
Alana
Alana Callagy
1
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Environmental Planner
City and County of San Francisco, Planning Department
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8734 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: alana.callagy@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org
-----Original Message----From: Bre Jones [mailto:bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com]
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 10:44 AM
To: Callagy, Alana (CPC)
Subject: Shotwell
Alana,
Were you able to ask Lisa about how the CEQA exemption flows through the committee?
Bre Jones
Martinez Services, Inc
415.260.5300

2
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Callagy, Alana (CPC)
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Bre Jones <brejones@martinezservicesinc.com>
Friday, June 03, 2016 4:48 PM
Callagy, Alana (CPC); Alexander, Christy (CPC)
Dragana Monson (DMonson@hclarchitecture.com); Susie Coliver
(SColiver@hclarchitecture.com); Elaine Yee; Joyce Sien Uslen@chinatowncdc.org)
Shotwell Project Description
1296 Shotwell Project Description.docx

Alana,
Please see the attached project description for Shotwell. The attachments will follow by Tuesday morning.
Thanks!! Have a great weekend!

Bre M. Jones
Martinez Construction Services
Mobile: 415-260-5300
Office: 415-444-0745
Email: bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com
www.martinezservicesinc.com
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email, including any attachments, is confidential and may be privileged. If you are not the intended recipient please notify the sender
immediately, and please delete it; you should not copy it or use it for any purpose or disclose its contents to any other person. Martinez Services Inc. and its affiliates
reserve the right to monitor and modify all email communications through their networks.
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APPLICATION

FORi,~::

,

~;CJ

Jt

S upe·nnsorsI. Applicant and Project Information

2, Required Criteria for Granting Waiver
(All must be satisfied; please attach supporting materials)

D

The appellant is a member of the stated neighborhood organization and is authorized to file the appeal
on behalf of the organization. Authorization may take the form of a letter signed by the President or other
officer of the organization.

D

The appellant is appealing on behalf of an organization that is registered with the Planning Department
and that appears on the Department's current list of neighborhood organizations.

~ant

is appealing on behalf of an organization that has been in existence at least 24 months prior
to the submittal of the fee waiver request. Existence may be established by evidence including that relating
to the organization's activities at that time such as meeting minutes, resolutions, publications and rosters.

~ellant is appealing on behalf of a neighborhood organization that is affected by the project and
that is the subject of the appeal.

3
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Carroll, John (BOS)
BOS Legislation, (BOS)
Wednesday, February 08, 2017 9:54 AM
innermissionneighbors@gmail.com
Bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com; DMonson@hclarchitecture.com;
jslen@chinatowncdc.org; eyee@medasf.org; Givner, Jon (CAT); Stacy, Kate (CAT); Byrne,
Marlena (CAT); Rahaim, John (CPC); Sanchez, Scott (CPC); Gibson, Lisa (CPC); Starr,
Aaron (CPC); Rodgers, AnMarie (CPC); Alexander, Christy (CPC); Callagy, Alana (CPC);
Ion in, Jonas (CPC); BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Calvillo, Angela (BOS);
Somera, Alisa (BOS); Lew, Lisa (BOS); Carroll, John (BOS); BOS Legislation, (BOS)
APPEAL RESPONSE - Appeal of Determination of Infill Project Environmental Review Proposed Project at 1296 Shotwell Street-Appeal Hearing on February 14, 2017

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Categories:

170024

Good morning,
Please find linked below an appeal response received by the Office of the Clerk of the Board from the Project Sponsor,
concerning the Infill Project Environmental Review Declaration Appeal for the proposed project at 1296 Shotwell Street.
Project Sponsor Appeal Response - February 8, 2017
The appeal hearing for this matter is scheduled for a 3:00 p.m. special order before the Board on February 14, 2017.

I invite you to review the entire matter on our Legislative Research Center by following the link below:
Board of Supervisors File No. 170024
Regards,
Brent Jalipa
Legislative Clerk
Board of Supervisors - Clerk's Office
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 554-7712 I Fax: (415) 554-5163
brent.jalipa@sfgov.org I www.sfbos.org

Ill
d:t;

Click here to complete a Board of Supervisors Customer Service Satisfaction form

Disclosures: Personal information that is provided in communications to the Board of Supervisors is subject to disclosure under the California Public
Records Act and the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal information provided will not be redacted. Members of the public are not required
to provide personal identifying information when they communicate with the Board of Supervisors and its committees. All written or oral
communications that members of the public submit to the Clerk's Office regarding pending legislation or hearings will be made available to all
members of the public for inspection and copying. The Clerk's Office does not redact any information from these submissions. This means that
personal information-including names, phone numbers, addresses and similar information that a member of the public elects to submit to the
Board and its committees-may appear on the Board of Supervisors' website or in other public documents that members of the public may inspect
or copy.
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Carroll, John (BOS)

Subject:

Elaine Yee <eyee@medasf.org>
Tuesday, February 07, 2017 7:37 PM
Lew, Lisa (BOS); BOS Legislation, (BOS)
Sien, Joyce; Callagy, Alana (CPC); Amaral, Sara (MYR); Alexander, Christy (CPC); Naveen
Agrawal; Dairo Romero
1296 Shotwell - Environmental Review Appeal Support Package by Project Sponsor

Categories:

170024

From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I'm writing to you on behalf of the 100% affordable senior housing project that Mission Economic Development Agency and Chinatown
Community Development Center are co-developing. The project received a streamlined environmental review, which is being appealed in a
hearing on Tuesday, February 14th (File No 170024).
Thank you to the Supervisors who have responded and met with our project team. We appreciated your time and your attention.
In the attached link, please find a briefing package, outlining our work to date with the project, a summary of the site, photos and renderings,
and a volume of over 600 supporters and signatories advocating for this project.
Thank you for your attention and consideration on this matter.
Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions about this project.
Sincerely,
Elaine Yee

0 ··--·---····---·-------·---

0 --··--··---··--------·---

Every Family Succeeds. Every Student Achieves.
Cada Familia Triunfa. Cada Estudiante Logra.
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Elaine Yee
Senior Project Manager, Community Real Estate
Mission Economic Development Agency (MEDA)
Main Office: Plaza Adelante
2301 Mission Street, Suite 301
San Francisco, CA 94110
P: 415.282.3334 ext. 138
F: 415.282.3320
medasf.org; missionoromise.org

Join us! iAcompaiienos!
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February 8, 2017
To:

San Francisco Board of Supervisors

Project:
Project Sponsors:

1296 Shotwell Affordable Housing for Seniors
Elaine Yee | Mission Economic Development Agency | 415.282.3334
Joyce Slen | Chinatown Community Development Center | 415.984.1450

Re:

Infill Project Environmental Review Declaration Appeal
Board File No. 170024
February 14, 2017

Hearing Date:

Dear Board of Supervisors:
This letter is in reference to the agenda item on the CEQA Appeal of 1296 Shotwell Affordable Housing
for Seniors on February 14, 2017. Project co-sponsors, Chinatown Community Development Center
(Chinatown CDC) and Mission Economic Development Agency (MEDA), would like to provide a brief
project description, summarize the project’s community engagement to date, and emphasize the
strong support we have received in favor of this 100 percent affordable-housing development.
1296 Shotwell will provide 94 units of affordable senior housing, including 1 manager’s unit, and 20
units for the formerly homeless. The units will be reserved for seniors ages 62 and up, and who earn
50% Area Median Income (AMI) and below. The site is currently owned by the City and County of San
Francisco through a land dedication as the replacement site for affordable housing from the market
rate development on 22nd and Mission – Vida. The development will include various outdoor spaces
for residents, and a community room that will host programming for both residents and neighbors. The
Mission District has seen no new affordable housing development in over a decade—and, as the
biennial homeless count indicates, seniors in particular are increasingly vulnerable.
This project was the first in San Francisco to receive permission to build using San Francisco’s new
Affordable Housing Bonus Program (AHBP). Our community outreach team went above and beyond to
ensure that this project had full community support. In addition to 2 general community meetings, we
conducted 23 focus groups—with neighbors, like the College Park Apartments across the street; with
neighborhood associations like Mission Dolores Neighborhood Association; and with businesses and
arts organizations in the area, like Precita Eyes Muralists and AutoZone (immediately adjacent). We
earned support from these residents and organizations by presenting to each one, one at a time. And
in total, we gathered 25 business letters of support, 337 residential letters of support, and 261 online
petition signatures.
When our project came before the Planning Commission for entitlement to build using the AHBP, over
50 Mission seniors and neighbors testified to the Commissioners in favor of the project. After more
than 3 hours of supportive testimony, the Commission voted unanimously to support the project.
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Notably, only two community members spoke in opposition to the project: Craig and Connie Weber,
who subsequently filed this appeal on environmental grounds.
Our development team has full confidence that this project deserves the Infill Streamlining Exemption,
and our community deserves the expeditious support of both the Planning Commission, and the Board
of Supervisors.
For your further review, in this package you will find the following:
• Site and plan photos
• Project FAQ, as reproduced from MEDA’s website
• Full package of signed letters of support and petition signatories
We have reproduced the first two items above, in addition to this letter, in hard copy for delivery to
your office. Thank you for your careful consideration of this proposal and look forward to answering
any questions you may have.
Respectfully submitted,
Elaine Yee
Senior Project Manager
Mission Economic Development Agency (MEDA)
for
1296 Shotwell Senior Affordable Housing Project Sponsors
Chinatown Community Development Center & Mission Economic Development Agency
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DEVELOPER RESPONSE TO APPEAL
SUBMITTED TO PLANNING DEPARTMENT
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1296 Shotwell Environmental Review Appeal – Project Sponsors’ Response
The project sponsors of 1296 Shotwell Senior Affordable Housing – Mission Economic Development Agency
(MEDA) and Chinatown Community Development Center (Chinatown CDC) would like to provide the following
response to the Environmental Review Appeal for this development that was filed on December 30, 2016.
1296 Shotwell is proposed to be a 100 percent affordable-housing development comprised of 94 apartment
rentals for residents age 62+. Prospective tenants are low-income seniors subsisting at just 50 percent Area
Median Income or below, in our city of ever-escalating costs. Twenty percent of the units are earmarked for
formerly homeless seniors.
MEDA is proud to be partnering with an experienced community developer--Chinatown CDC, which showcases a
proven track record of developing and managing quality affordable housing; currently managing and providing
residential services to over 3,000 units in San Francisco.
1296 Shotwell is the first development to apply for the City’s Local Affordable Housing Bonus Program (AHBP),
and having met all of the AHBP design guidelines. With the approval of the Planning Commission to utilize the
AHBP, the allowable height of the project can now be increased from 65 feet to our proposed 85 feet (to the
allowable 90 feet). This height increase is consistent with the City’s General Plan, and translates to an additional
19 affordable units of much-needed housing in the Mission. Data from the San Francisco Homeless Point In Time
Count indicates that the percentage of homeless seniors increased from 2013 to 2015-- homelessness in the 5160 age group increased from 14 percent to 22 percent; and for seniors ages 61 and up, increased from 5 percent
to 8 percent. To prevent further displacement of our vulnerable seniors, affordable housing must be built
immediately to address this need.
Furthermore, City agencies and community advocates have recently published the draft Mission Action Plan
2020 (MAP 2020), which emphasizes the production of 1,700-2,400 affordable housing units in the Mission
within the next five years. The 1296 Shotwell project directly supports MAP 2020 goals, building an additional 94
affordable units to the neighborhood.
The appeal stated that our project does not meet the Infill Streamlining Exemption, under CEQA guidelines, and
would have adverse impact on the environment. However, our project team provided a wind, shadow and noise
study that was conducted by professional consultants, which counters this appeal’s erroneous claim. Our studies
were reviewed by the Planning Department, which determined that the studies met the CEQA guidelines and
qualified for the Infill Streamlining Exemption.
As for transit impacts, populations with higher socioeconomic status have a greater tendency to own cars and
drive more miles per year. Data from the 2001 National Travel Household Survey showed that people who earn
more than $100,000 drive 39% more miles than those earning under $25,000-$50,000. Furthermore, 1296
Shotwell is a senior affordable housing development, and the likelihood for seniors who earn less than 50% Area
Median Income to have cars will be much lower than in a typical market rate development. To support San
Francisco’s Transit First policy, the development does not include on-site parking; however, the developers will
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offer car-share parking on the street. Additionally, 1296 Shotwell is a transit-rich location, just blocks away from
the 24th Street BART Station, plus close to multiple bus lines. These facts counter the appeal’s claim of an
environmental impact based on additional cars in the neighborhood.
As evidenced by the letter of support from the Council of the Latino Cultural District, the Latino Cultural District
concluded that our project meets their criteria for developments in that district. The residents of 1296 Shotwell
will patronize the community-serving businesses of the nearby Latino Cultural District, keeping such ventures
viable for years to come. Similar to other aforementioned plans, the Latino Cultural District also emphasizes the
need for 100 percent affordable housing developments such as 1296 Shotwell.
Our development is located in the Neighborhood Commercial Transit (NCT) zone, with the proposed
development conforming to current zoning. The appeal mentioned displacement of the existing Production,
Distribution and Repair (PDR) uses of this site. With the passage of the November 2016 ballot measure,
Proposition X, the replacement of PDR uses is not mandated in the NCT zone. To showcase support of PDR,
project sponsors have hired a relocation consultant to work with the existing commercial businesses, aiming to
relocate them within the Mission District.
In conclusion, without the application of the AHBP, 1296 Shotwell will lose 20 percent of its affordable units.
That translates to 19 households not being built for our low-income seniors. That would be a huge loss to the
community.
If the developers were compelled to include subterranean parking, this would also translate to a dire loss of
square footage for housing units, and increase the overall costs of this 100 percent affordable-housing
development by over $2 million.
MEDA and Chinatown CDC envision seniors aging in place with dignity in secure, safe and quality housing. These
elders are part of the fabric of the Mission-Bernal Heights community.
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SITE PHOTO, MAP, AND RENDERINGS
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1296 SHOTWELL SENIOR AFFORDABLE HOUSING
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View from SE Corner

Elevation from Shotwell

View from sidewalk

Rooftop view – SW corner
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FAQ (FROM MEDA WEBSITE)
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(HTTP://MEDASF.ORG/)
Select Language

Powered by

Translate (https://translate.google.com)

(http://medasf.org/programs/adelante-fund-mission-community-loans/)

(http://missionpromise.org)

1296 SHOTWELL STREET AFFORDABLE SENIOR HOUSING IN THE MISSION

Programs (http://medasf.org/programs/) >> Community Real Estate (http://medasf.org/programs/community-real-estate/) >> 1296 Shotwell Street Affordable Senior Housing in the Mission

RISING IN THE FACE OF A HOUSING CRISIS
San Francisco’s Mission District has always been a supportive place for low-income and immigrant Latinos, but it’s now one of the most unaffordable neighborhoods in the country. In
fact, 8,000 Latinos have been forced from their homes in the last decade — that’s over 25 percent of this community. MEDA is using our 40+ years of experience to keep Latinos and
working families in the Mission District and help them thrive.
The development at 1296 Shotwell provides an opportunity to bring 94 affordable apartment rentals to the Mission – an opportunity that has not been available for more than 10
years.
MEDA and Chinatown Community Development Center (Chinatown CDC) were selected as the joint-venture nonproﬁt developers by the San Francisco Mayor’s Ofﬁce of Housing
and Community Development (MOHCD) for 1296 Shotwell, which will be 100 percent affordable housing for seniors. The building is designed to include pedestrian safety, security for
residents and amenities that encourage activities for seniors.
The 1296 Shotwell property will provide much-needed affordable homes for Mission seniors, who will be connected to existing community programs and activities. There will also be
opportunities to bring in multi-generational programs for families and seniors. The design of the building will incorporate public art, so that the building captures the essence of the
diverse culture of the Mission/Bernal Heights.
The 1296 Shotwell affordable-housing development would open in 2019 or 2020.

WHO WILL LIVE AT 1296 SHOTWELL?
The 1296 Shotwell affordable-housing development will serve low-income seniors ages 62 and up, with 20 percent of the apartments set aside for formerly homeless seniors. The
building will include studio and one-bedroom apartments for seniors to age-in-place. There will be several rent levels at 1296 Shotwell so that it is affordable to households with a
range of incomes: some units will be at 30 percent of Area Median Income (AMI); some at 50 percent AMI; and some at 60 percent AMI.

PLANS
Here is the planned view from Cesar Chavez Street.
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(http://medasf.org/redesign2/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/201610-28_view-from-mailbox_SMALL.jpg)
Here is the planned southwest view.

(http://medasf.org/redesign2/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/1296Pic-2.jpg)

SHARE:

(http://www.facebook.com/sharer.php?u=http://medasf.org/programs/community-real-estate/1296-shotwell-street-affordable-senior-housing-in-the-mission/)

0

(http://twitter.com/share?url=http://medasf.org/programs/community-real-estate/1296-shotwell-street-affordable-senior-housing-in-the-

mission/&text=1296+Shotwell+Street+Affordable+Senior+Housing+in+the+Mission+)

estate/1296-shotwell-street-affordable-senior-housing-in-the-mission/)
estate/1296-shotwell-street-affordable-senior-housing-in-the-mission/)

HAVE QUESTIONS?

0

(https://plus.google.com/share?url=http://medasf.org/programs/community-real-

(http://www.linkedin.com/shareArticle?mini=true&url=http://medasf.org/programs/community-real-

0
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Read our 1296 Shotwell FAQ (http://medasf.org/programs/community-real-estate/1296-shotwell-street-affordable-senior-housing-in-the-mission/1296-shotwell-frequentlyasked-questions/).

COMMUNITY MEETING
We are seeking community input to create the best possible affordable-housing development to meet Mission neighborhood needs.
Keep posted for future meetings.
Thanks for all of the community support that led to the San Francisco Planning Commission on Dec. 1 unanimously awarding us a height increase to 85 feet so that we can build 94
units at 1296 Shotwell.
Please contact:
1296shotwell@medasf.org (mailto:1296shotwell@medasf.org)

MEDA REAL ESTATE

Properties

Map data ©2017 Google

Terms

2 mi

Family Affordable-Housing Development (proposed)
Senior Affordable-Housing Development (proposed)
Rental Assistance Demonstration (RAD)
Small Sites Program

GET 1296 SHOTWELL UPDATES
Sign up below to receive updates on this affordable-housing development.
Email Address:*

First Name:*

Last Name:

Address:*

Phone Number:

Community Afﬁliation:

* mandatory ﬁeld

ABOUT US
Chinatown CDC (http://www.chinatowncdc.org/)
MEDA (http://medasf.org)
Herman Coliver Locus Architects (http://www.hclarchitecture.com/)
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LETTER OF RENEWED SUPPORT - LATINO CULTURAL DISTRICT
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January 26, 2017

Calle 24 Latino Cultural District
2958 24th St.
San Francisco, Ca 94110
To whom it may concern:
This letter is to re-confirm our full support for 100% affordable senior housing in the Latino Cultu ral District at
1296 Shotwell St. We have reviewed the project at length, and we are confident this development will further
our mission and vision.
The Latino Cultural District was born of a need to preserve, enhance, and advocate for Latino cultural continuity,
vitality, and community in the neighborhood. This development will help prevent further displacement in the
community, in the midst of a housing cris is that has displaced thousands. The senior residents at 1296 Shotwell
will not create a negative socioeconomic impact, but will enhance and fit well into this working-class
neighborhood, by maintaining the fabric of the neighborhood and supporting local smal l businesses within the
Latino Cultural District.
The parcel's current zoning of NCT does not require PDR replacement. No deemed historical building will be
demolished. Our Council has met with the developers and discussed design elements that will fit into our
district. We are confident that it will not only support our community, but in its design will engage and integrate
the broader community with the residents of the building.
We are in great support of this housing development. It will serve some of our most vulnerable populations. It
has been more than 10 years since a project that's 100% affordable has built in the Mission, and this project
need not be subject to any further delay.

l'

Founder, President
Calle 24 Latino Cultural District

www.calle24sf.org
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25 BUSINESS LETTERS OF SUPPORT
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Allen Investment Co.
1575 So VanNess Ave
San Francisco, CA 94110
November 22, 2016
Mission Economic Development Agency (MEDA)
Main Office: Plaza Adel ante
2301 Mission Street, Suite 301
San Francisco, CA 94110
P: 415.282.3334 ext. 138
F: 415.282.3320
med a sf.orq; missionpromise.orq
Attention: Elaine Yee
Regarding: 1296 Shotwell Senior Housing Project
As a neighbor to the west of the 1296 Shotwell project with a common
border for our properties. I wish to add my support for the project.
San Francisco needs more housing for the seniors that live here. I
appreciate the changes to the south wall of the building, as I think it adds to
the appearance by artistically adding interest to the wall.
The mix of affordable senior housing and formerly homeless seniors is
addressing a humanitarian need that I support, as it will help 94 people to
afford a good place to live, and at the same time add to the health and
desirability of our neighborhood by adding a clean and well designed modern
facility for the residents.
I recommend the project be approved by the Planning Commission.
Sincerely,

t/.

~~\/f. @L

John K. (Ken) Allen
Managing General Partner
Allen Investment Co (owner of the 1575 So VanNess Ave property)
3545 Elon Ct.
Turlock, CA 95382
Cell: 209 531-5855
Email: kenallen19@gmail.com
CC: SF Planning Dept, Christy Alexander
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

/-4

~

We are business owners at
lJ-0
adjacent to the above building ~f affordable housing.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. Most of the displaced residents have been
our clients for many years. As business owners, we are also experiencing rising
rents, and we have witnessed the displacement of many businesses that have served
this community for years.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:--- - -- -- - -- -- - - -- --
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at S I :2.G
;;??(
the above building of affordable housing.

7J;

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

~C<.
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

CJ6-JZ-/6

Fromo

jcfa~

1fu41

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

. se-

~

we are business owners at
... SIS m/oS/O?
adjacent to the above building of affordable housing.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. Most of the displaced residents have been
our clients for many years. As business owners, we are also experiencing rising
rents, and we have witnessed the displacement of many businesses that have served
this community for years.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

-~4~~~~~/.~-~~~.;_=:L!!:::::"""===---
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

From:

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN;

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

3l~\ \'l\~~\ol' S~- S.f. C ~

Weare residents at
the above building of affordable housing.

/'-{I) 0 adjacentto

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

(jqU~aPI/;

From:

-------==-~~;i~~tJ;=---ftp___,,_
~:p;-

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

Qh-t-L

We are business owners at
'32s;d)
adjacent to the above building of affordable housing.

\f=

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. Most of the displaced residents have been
our clients for many years. As business owners, we are also experiencing rising
rents, and we have witnessed the displacement of many businesses that have served
this community for years.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

i1 (~ t/ 10

Date:
From:

---j~
'--¥-V1'-+' l _____,,__,
(o:. . .C
.!'-. . .n.......,
:. . . : t:X
~t.A
~
JCG:
,,,_,____
'(Jf ao s Vl01 nes. s A(/e__
Sf cfrT 9lftl 0

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

V~ ?1-e...5 S AJt)-e_

/:iP

We are business owners at
f
0 S
adjacent to the above building of affordable housing.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. Most of the displaced residents have been
our clients for many years. As business owners, we are also experiencing rising
rents, and we have witnessed the displacement of many businesses that have served
this community for years.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

__.__.
k__;__h
_,___9_J
_.,___--~~(j)- -tJ--"'-
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

5)0 Q C-e Sci f ChqJ t ~

We are business owners at
adjacent to the above building of affordable housing.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. Most of the displaced residents have been
our clients for many years. As business owners, we are also experiencing rising
rents, and we have witnessed the displacement of many businesses that have served
this community for years.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

O+l!l \

From: _

ll

__.7'--?"'---Y.., . Lf.__._-""""2------"->-i_'r--'---'-)-~--

~<>'°-'>----\..:i_...___{
~r--c.....l"-'"-'""'--'t.._~____.,,.'>_.c.._~-'----""""'~=.._q
__,_~ \ ~

()

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

~

We are business owners at
( c....._Y-\. "=1 o
adjacent to the above building of affordable housing.

~G \ 'r S SI ) G '1

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. Most of the displaced residents have been
our clients for many years. As business owners, we are also experiencing rising
rents, and we have witnessed the displacement of many businesses that have served
this community for years.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

\\-Q ~- lk

From:~£::'"~
~~

_ \ ! \Cl

'

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

~1.\.\.) A"\~\ ~~ ·

We are business owners at
.,..
adjacent to the above building of affordable housing.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. Most of the displaced residents have been
our clients for many years. As business owners, we are also experiencing rising
rents, and we have witnessed the displacement of many businesses that have served
this community for years.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:~
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: } /

·- 0 ·g.._ '"' / {

I

From:

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are business owners at "::? fJ IS ~ :·..:ss ! I AJ
adjacent to the above building of affordable housing.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. Most of the displaced residents have been
our clients for many years. As business owners, we are also experiencing rising
rents, and we have witnessed the displacement of many businesses that have served
this community for years.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

Af ~If/

We are business owners at
/VIS:..f'u.,--v/ J (
'
adjacent to the above building of affordable housing.

l ,457 cf-/t c)

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District Most of the displaced residents have been
our clients for many years. As business owners, we are also experiencing rising
rents, and we have witnessed the displacement of many businesses that have served
this community for years.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward im ediately.
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

D7

It

~5-LJ-+--t-11-0111J r1-o

From:-

------~--------~

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

VY\~ ~ l0~ 5 T

SI

We are business owners at
(1\)
q_
adjacent to the above building of affordable housing.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. Most of the displaced residents have been
our clients for many years. As business owners, we are also experiencing rising
rents, and we have witnessed the displacement of many businesses that have served
this community for years.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forwar ·mmediat

Signed: _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _~
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: \ \ -

1 - \ Le

~IA\'\

fnA f\ c:.AS \-0

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
9 10-c

1\/\.1' .ssion

We are business owners at
.:>
adjacent to the above building of affordable housing.

~

r

s~

~

°t\.../l10

------------------~

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. Most of the displaced residents have been
our clients for many years. As business owners, we are also experiencing rising
rents, and we have witnessed the displacement of many businesses that have served
this community for years.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

\__ /

---

Signed: ----fu ' r - - - - - - - --

Signed: - -- -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

l> l -o'] - i--6
6C0

0 llti

&~
~ &:'t sS t c..t4 9'>-111 0

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are business owners at 2>l '14 "W"\ ~s~f 0
adjacent to the above building of affordable housing.

.J

s\"

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. Most of the displaced residents have been
our clients for many years. As business owners, we are also experiencing rising
rents, and we have witnessed the displacement of many businesses that have served
this community for years.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: 1'_\1)\1
From:

'-...

VJ

If~ '

I

"ti

s~,~~(\_\ \!:::

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are business owners at
0 ~
C E S
adjacent to the above building of affordable housing.

3 l/-

l=:\ ~

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. Most of the displaced residents have been
our clients for many years. As business owners, we are also experiencing rising
rents, and we have witnessed the displacement of many businesses that have served
this community for years.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move rward immediately.

Signed: _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

t-

Date: - / -7-/
6-From:

-1__,--,~~k~g-1-1.-z_.-~-~_ _,KH.,. -;"._ _ , . . . . .,-1 -

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

T

l }_

We are business owners at
J__,
adjacent to the above building of affordable housing.

~t\k.

-Y

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. Most of the displaced residents have been
our clients for many years. As business owners, we are also experiencing rising
rents, and we have witnessed the displacement of many businesses that have served
this community for years.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: ,

Signed:

~ ~
4
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

J/ - 61- 2

From:

fil//-lLo s sl/D ~ Rt:-p /}'tR
(](I/?. · /ld ~J-/J ft/- (/ )!}- L-D S

°) b

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are business owners at 6::>4 0 L/ 2 b rh <SI
adjacent to the above building of affordable housing.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. Most of the displaced residents have been
our clients for many years. As business owners, we are also experiencing rising
rents, and we have witnessed the displacement of many businesses that have served
this community for years.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

trdk?Ar~
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

2.31//-C {o I~

We are business owners at
adjacent to the above building of affordable housing.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. Most of the displaced residents have been
our clients for many years. As business owners, we are also experiencing rising
rents, and we have witnessed the displacement of many businesses that have served
this community for years.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it mov
immediately.

fl
__·

_z~'"'~q___ ~"f:4. I!?>~· ----

Signed: _ _ _ _ _-

...........
.
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

\Jr OD -- ( '

From:

lA,

f L lj lA

\rtl'i cv-\v\k

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

~

~

We are business owners at 25 (f
\
adjacent to the above building of affordable housing.

S--:i , ,,,

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. Most of the displaced residents have been
our clients for many years. As business owners, we are also experiencing rising
rents, and we have witnessed the displacement of many businesses that have served
this community for years.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward im ediately.

Signed:

J
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

O '!

- J(,

Date:

l /-

From:

10ouedqdes
r-re~d~

\\

l\n.Ci..hel{I;e/r

ocho~

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

m:

We are business owners at d 9 tc.;
55"c. On
adjacent to the above building of affordable housing.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. Most of the displaced residents have been
our clients for many years. As business owners, we are also experiencing rising
rents, and we have witnessed the displacement of many businesses that have served
this community for years.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: _

~~~~~7JJ:--a
______

_

Signed: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

/A

We are business owners at 2-9{ }()
I S 5'(0
adjacent to the above building of affordable housing.

l1

S .\-

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. Most of the displaced residents have been
our clients for many years. As business owners, we are also experiencing rising
rents, and we have witnessed the displacement of many businesses that have served
this community for years.
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

\\\~~\\0

~~~rs;rcw~

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

)S\'\:\ \\ ~ ~

We are business owners at
.._.\
•
adjacent to the above building of affordable housing.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. Most of the displaced residents have been
our clients for many years. As business owners, we are also experiencing rising
rents, and we have witnessed the displacement of many businesses that have served
this community for years.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provi
us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordabilit vel and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move o ard immediately.

Signed: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

\\I qr }o\ £

From:

[.,q l'{;-(nr",,(

f/;/vt?µ
I

,

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

J~

Ct

We are business owners at
\/VlA'j_S
adjacent to the above building of affordable housing.

t'o~

S J

(1~

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. Most of the displaced residents have been
our clients for many years. As business owners, we are also experiencing rising
rents, and we have witnessed the displacement of many businesses that have served
this community for years.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

'J/~
l
I
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

///to ub
From: R \W\ftt1E

Date:

£.-<tq 8'

~~\

-FO\&OJ/V\ S,"\--

J

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

2sq~ r<d.cx:vvl St~

We are business owners at
adjacent to the above building of affordable housing.

2>.f'.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. Most of the displaced residents have been
our clients for many years. As business owners, we are also experiencing rising
rents, and we have witnessed the displacement of many businesses that have served
this community for years.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it
et rward immediately.
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NEIGHBORHOOD SUPPORT
MISSION DOLORES NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION
LATINO CULTURAL DISTRICT
337 RESIDENTIAL LETTERS
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November 15, 2016
Christy Alexander
San Francisco Planning Department
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94103
Re: 1296 Shotwell Street Project – Letter of Support
Dear Ms Alexander:
On September 14th, the project architects, Bob Herman and Susie Colliver, along
with MEDA representative Elaine Yee, gave a presentation to our MDNA Board of
Directors on the subject project. The Board was pleased to see how well the
design accommodates such a large structure, notwithstanding the constraints of
budget and the large mass of a 100 percent affordable senior housing project.
Its location next to a narrow street within an area of low scale development,
made it a particularly delicate design problem. The team responded by subtly
rotating the main mass of the building above, while maintaining its alignment
with the adjacent street at ground level. This gives subtle dynamic feel which
adds personality and appeal to the project. It also provides a terrace at the
second level overlooking the street. It enhances the pedestrian scale, reducing
the effect of the large mass at the pedestrian level, and giving it a more Southern
exposure. The decision to use Precita Eyes to decorate the blank end of the
building will further integrate the building into the Mission.
After carefully studying the design before, during, and since the meeting, our
board has decided to give it our enthusiastic support for its good design, its
creative response to neighborhood concerns despite a limited budget.
Thank you and best wishes, Peter Lewis, President
Cc: Elaine Yee, MEDA and Herman Colliver Architects
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LATINO C:ULTURA I!. DISTRICT
To preserve, enhance and advocate for Latino cultural continuity, vitality, and community in
San Francisco's touchstone Latino Cultural District and the greater Mission community.

July 24, 2016

Re: Support Letter for 1296 Shotwell Senior Housing

To who it may concern:
This letter is in support of the senior housing development at 1296 Shotwell St. We have met with the
development team to discuss the development and design details. We understand the design continues
to evolve with community outreach and participation. This project is much needed affordable housing
for seniors. The M ission District has been ground zero for displacement and gentrification. This will bring
much needed housing for our seniors who are among our most vulnerable.
This housing meets our Mission and Vision for the Latino Cultural District and is vital to its success.
If there are any questions, please feel free to contact me at Erick@calle24sf.org or my cell 415-3238939.

Co-founder, President

www.calle24sf.org
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:O

6/ /'-) / iol6
I

v

1

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

£~ ~

~Q,'(\ '\Sos~ k

We are residents at
the above building of affordable housing.

)

Cft·

SM

Yfi~cent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

='\(\)V'\
- =-~'-------

""'.-M:"'°"""'r...1....:..-"'
s\ e '-' °_._
'· __.6
.....·
signed: --'(Q

Signed: _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at 3 35g US-@C
the above building of affordable housing. $

Ch.-ave-z

(.

adjacent to

Cfl · q'-1 f / O

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

b I 1S I20(6

From:

e -r1'4::et --ye\

n)ht '"Kai rG cf

(1

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

s. s

We are residents at 3
y -e c::;-J:'J-.'{
the above building of affordable housing.

~ O.\/t' z <OF-1 11 0

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

)
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

e- 19 --~d ~
M UJ~p~\ics '<f~

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

'3J 5-f

We are residents at
Ce Scl (
the above building of affordable housing.

CnaJ l--L-Cf4 / l[J

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

0£ - /5 - / -6

From:

~---;-f~r¥:u r~\f\......._..o~l~-<~
; o_i"'\_R.Si
~~l~.'L............e.~2=--~~

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

S 8 Ces

We are residents at :3 3
of
the above building of affordable housing.

)

c_,bQAv e. S S l Cf!{lO adjacentto

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

- - '~-" "~'=-~
i----...CZ:-"'-----------

)
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at V7 /Yr:YYeJ/d
the above building of affordable housing.

s.t ,!f:;

1

3

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed~

;;,.ltzti=
p

-
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

ri'~ /Y--/ ~

From:

"11!J-R'ti111 Q

e P/i\ 0

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at
3 3 58 C 2SA PU/J VF.7
the above building of affordable housing.

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: _....,.,2;4
<. :,<-:~=
=: --------------

Signed: -~,.~
,. . =-=--_...""""'"'·. . . ,.=#- '=-------------

)
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

6 - /5 - /6·

From: Veron 1(:0

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

ls

y r

We are residents at
Ir 0 le.
the above building of affordable housing.

s 7·~

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

\le ro n /c c,

/y f b J o20..
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

t

--15--/-6

From: ~\ r \:Q ~...

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at _Jl~~
.......i\_._\_'t
-LLo;). .YL....J'K~-__ _:, !. . . . L_
the above building of affordable housing.

____!!!~..f.!. .,:. . _ _ _ _ adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

t-1,~
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

{5-C-/b
_,£___;;._~/~;Zi...-.kA~_A/,;----'--/)....._.h'---ec'--"-/_

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

G5'71.-c

We are residents at 3 3 5§
the above building of affordable housing.

ap ~ z )f f?f/~acent

to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

1(

Signed:SLIR#f - - - - -
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

2? g

7
·sf-¢1;
' . 7'

We are residents at
0 -- t/)I
the above building of affordable housing.

J- .f-.--- ?'i!/O
Ir

<.>

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: (
From:

1

T

/51I /t.

_j to.\ : o /J,c 1i0zJ

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

zd/r

We are residents at · 2 6.5
7·.\
the above building of affordable housing.

f

fr )-)

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

Ora\~ 0 &1 !)

n

Q

0
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

We are residents a t - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - adjacent to
the above building of affordable housing.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

/s -./ /6

Date: (

~

From:

32 2 '5 2GsT ~ PI i 3
/Vo t Ii' a eA R _ f}o.e; A'

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ adjacent to
the above building of affordable housing.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: .~
Signed: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

..)
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

3§6 C15JsQ( 6~fft/()_,

Weareresidentsat
the above building of affordable housing.

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

16 - IS - / h

From:

/yt/t/o ,~t.,,Ct7S ar-os

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at 13 S?; C.o 3 a-r=
the above building of affordable housing.

cJ,<t/'/11 S - f/91 0

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: ~
Signed: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

)
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

S ~Z(J l h
A\<i~~~

Date!?&-- L
From:

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

3 3 s /3 (~, S °"-'( C h_o_ V E

We are residents at
the above building of affordable housing.

)

2_,

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.
~ (
\
Signed: _A-_~e_,/_J_C(_l.A___
_O_>Y¥l
_ O_ -_ _ _ _ __
J
.-'

)
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

(f

C' f S Ct 1-r
We are residents at 3· ) c5
the above building of affordable housing.

(

/1. C/ [}/) '5' 'adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

signed: _

__.._Q~~~!ft---
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

r!J h /Js;// (p
1

{!_a~~ ;fUJl ll...J

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
I

.

I

We are residents at '-33,~-)?
eQ/;)~ {!_}1..,{A/i}J.-< J
the above building of affordable housing.
1{

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

_1_0JW-________

Signed: --~
--.. ·-~
-'--,,
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Dare: OG ~~~
From:

A ~~-

BC\\gm

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

\9L\ \

We are residents at
.}f\·1SS)OV)
the above building of affordable housing.

)

S·t . qq /0)

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

Ma Re (/ /j (j{}- (ft [V)t12{5M "
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: __.,(..,.......l,_,_l~h_,_/_,_1........
h_
From:

(9 (o JI

~ 4

,M;Jer

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

V31{ r Yo1 /c: sf

We are residents at
the above building of afford able housing.

)

C/'4 I/()

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerahle residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

<9/CJ /'! Q .Jfn /Jd
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: D& (
From:

I

~ S tle

(3'/i 7.;~tJ-, SJu~ /

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

~ ~

We are residents at QQC,j/
the above building of affordable housing.

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

1457

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

/& //b

Date:{P

7

From:~aJo-C /l{YA,J, l
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

9?/1 :it

We are residents at
23
the above building of affordable housing.

/A f (lJ 3

_{;,Ji/[c C/i

C/L/ /lo
adjacentto

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: ~'~ i ;k/A,
Signed:~)"\

1458

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at 33 6--g;
<!!e.sa rthe above building of affordable housing.

t!kJ11e,;Z"

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

1459

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

a;/I I ~Ilk

From:

'TA<\)UC.'l

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at 3 3 51? c1£ SA-t'L
the above building of affordable housing.

C/t74JC,·c.-:__

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

)
1460

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: 0
From:

{p

/t;' j_

Q

/~

cAA&...C~ 111 r l lc,L-{g;, ir...Q

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

3 JS 3

We are residents at
C.eSQ.J
the above building of affordable housing.

)

C~Cl\(2- S-\-. 9L\ \\0

adjacentto

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

1461

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: h

I I CS'

T

From:

/

I /,

I
\j, \ \S Dct

c, .-,·\
_o ,) (

'

(j0

z

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

32~5 U -./-{, 6~ :i/=~ 3 ?/

We are residents at
:us
the above building of affordable housing.
I

)

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: _ ____,,{. .,.'=<.....

_ fl
_.·_,,o-'L/.l...__._-z-'-'a...\""'0
, ~z"'---------

:...+->.'

t;")IY"f
..r...

Signed: ___\/._,_a
, .Ll.'---'-""'
n
- "---'--'-·(.
'="- - - - - - - - - - -

1462

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

l5 .)Qo"O 2o~·

From:

£~era) ~C\

Cana

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

§--r5\sr:Jm SJ--

We are residents at$ 8
the above building of affordable housing.

Sc.)/ ~hC i' co adjacent to
c__~4 9~ J}Q

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

c M ua) cb
<

c:o'n

Signed:

f2M<Na) ~°'

( an

<

1463

0

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

0~./J 5 /; 6

Ju 2

G3 oucyc{a

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

q

Sha\\,)-.) e~ s.\

We are residents at
gq
the above building of affordable housing.

)

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

}l~-"'

Signed: -------~----~
-U,,~l_ _ _ _ _ __

Signed: - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - -

1464

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: O k)
From:

S

(rs- 'L(,
L2 e;).., \(\.>.J::f'\A =€=

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

7~ (/,

O.~ .. nY~~ qt~{tQdjacentto

Weare residents at
cQ
the above building of affordable housing.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed;§@S:L
Signed: _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

)

1465

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

2 -: ~

~~

We are residents at
S"&..Lf)'
the above building of affordable housing.

~+ ~~ #"-'1,

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
forward immediately.
like to see it

'?Ye

Signed:~~l~t-,- =+-.--~~~~~~~~~~~~~

1466

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

0 - ,)./_ r){)/ ,6
From: /vz /}=/(/ #
R es I A/ s
Date:

,j

-

j

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at A1l I 5- S' I c> /J/
the above building of affordable housing.

}

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

ed1~, fiec~.d~

)
1467

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

~· - )._/ ·-- )- {) J 0

From:

£

L E !V/J:

R»/4J

c)

"Z-/1

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at
111 I S.5 / tf Y
the above building of affordable housing.

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

I

Signed:

~ ~

Signed:

~ 62~

)

,

1468

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

{ --

?-I ,- /O I,£.

70

JJ-./1

G 'r:; e C/A

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

/Vi

We are residents at
! 55I 6
the above building of affordable housing.

ff

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

'? _.. /'~ !l

Signed: ~~

~

Signed: ~

)

_)
1469

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: & ~ 2! From:

/ (o

kJ1&Yia Y2V8YVO

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

1CZ J~c_ifj__, C>Z-'-€_ '711(cJ adjacent to

We are residents at
the above building of affordable ~u~.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

);1/Le-_~

'>r ~

)

1470

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

:'<I~ /tc.

From: ~d~
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at M. I >' S / 0 N
the above building of affordable housing.

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:¥~ R~
Signed:

14:_4coafe4 k~

)

1471

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

6-

~(- 80/~

M.4 8 '/

A /(.IA Rt'L-

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

3 6 ).

We are residents at
/j4N()(}! I<.
the above building of affordable housing.

SfJfEET

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

)qiif

a)+

)

1472

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

~1~1/1
7

_"'- Jf,_. . :. . rk~y6- -'-'C/L-/~ . ._· _ ,_ft1.i-wo'-<-2-~M'-'-'"-(I.

_ __

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

~2.....___,_,S?;___::_?J,-'Y----'"~-'Cl_·
-

S""""'_____
f
adjacent to

We are residents at
/_:s_o_·h/
__
the above building of affordable housing.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

1473

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: ~/;;;&:,
·7
From:

,/J;v G,fi ,1NA & M b-d o

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

-;;;{_~ !Md_ 5

We are residents at ,"9,9 & 2>
the above building of affordable housing.

t

Cf f // V

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

)

1474

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

{?/--?J /!?

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

B

We are residents at 5 3c)
fy <-R vo !l vethe above building of affordable housing.

1)12--f :r~ I .S. krl 7-'~djacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

)

1475

)

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

{?~L(J

at1J0Ct.

We are residents at 2.t?O
l JY
the above building of affordable housing. f2/!.llCif./~~

S-

C

adjacent to

9 ';f ) b S

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

___,./%"'""'---_O/le-----=~-------

Signed: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1476

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

w.Li~ ~

We are residents at /<(ZS
the above building of affordable housing.

r

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

_c:;;,ka {2. df;pR_ 2-

Signed: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1477

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

~,z.1..,'0')6

From: ~~

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

(g-~ ~Ji;,

We are residents at
the above building of affordable housing.

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: ~~

1478

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

From:

~I c.'¥2._

--LL£!<.
~~f.~ 417'-')."vO I J=T

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at :2./.o(> ~ .
the above building of affordable ho.l'sing. 5

6 .R.iAµ;-- S/

;+.;, ~

~ 1-1 / 0

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed/ { t

~~

)

1479

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

Q G/2t{zol~

~o/4~'~~t..l~~
~
(

_

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

.

, ? ¥--/ / f)

We are residents at I
~~
the above building of afforda lehousing.

fS

c:n.f ;p: I

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:_,,__,c5~M~,~~--

1480

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

b

bt / /~

#P.tU &. ,hw.Ptf
0

From:

1

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

3

I

I

We are residents at
I] 'A 1/1.d.M4.J.{)d....<
the above building of affordable housing.

SI II Pt i7

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

/fVj,t4.L<J

tu~

)

)
1481

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

s

3 I k'l!)d~rrr sf;#J, f,

We are residents at
the above building of affordable housing.

~

7

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

1482

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

6 ltJ ~~5Ji/13 ~O j fttJ Vf adjacent to
Cf IJIf o

We are residents at
the above building of affordable housing.

)

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

1483

)

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

l (l

Date: (; _ "2-1 . .
From:

l

J

-~l&U ""~ ~
I--

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
..,.

;.. .

···.··i

. (

~- /c'

We are residents at - 0 _. : / U ,:.: .·
the above building of affordable housing.

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

./~
Signed: ___""!/'"'
_
_v._~_"_
~
_·_ (_
: _d_._-7_,,1_-l_ ... _
'____
?
_
.,/

f6

/

v/ 1hr~ 1't~

-·

(

7
• -,y
Signed: -~:J-/V
_-_
z.,_
~- --~---tt
_
,.._i-_
.-< __,.,__;,_ _ __

'

r

)

1484

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

b 1J), 1f:Ya l0

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at ?'/ ( a$1 I (0 M .a N(f) '{
the above building of affordable housing.
-:;o. ii( J=' ry C.. v1 C t 5 (..b C fl.

Av e /1 Pi0

-J,

,1

l l 2-

If

adjacent to

T

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: k

1485

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: 6' From:

2. J - I 6

_Jc_~_G¥J
__J.._ u_i_s_ _Q
..;__..,_s=-;.,l~~
_,,o""--_

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at
869 A-LA-OAJtA
the above building of affordable housing.

}

s't"

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

1486

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

G' -2. l -

From:

S- YJa

/

C

d.J.y1 llfullJ.~)

ii

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ adjacent to
the above building of affordable housing.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: ~

1487

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

h~ 2 I - ) ,b

From: f!)9114.t.e~/o ~

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

r'Z 2- /

L..(_ 1
o

1

We are residents at
V
f_J .fl_.i (3---v'l/L
the above building of affordable housing.

<J f I/ Uadjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: c~ v1 ~} ' J cL 0

(} ~

R· (.,Ip(]....,!

1488

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: ,:_,, -

1-J - /(a

From: ~~

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

~

ak -c<£f

We are residents at j. 9' G
the above building of affordable housing.

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: ~~

1489

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

0~ )'L\ /'L.0 (k:,
'

S:::al\~Q

::foith. fl.ore s .2cl iJi;,

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

g Bm!+ \e\+~t

We are residents at
0
the above building of affordable housing.

)

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

signed:,l!Jvvl!f\-"~)( h
Signed:iQ--.o-cb

;{UL &on.

~ { b ~ ~~

1490

,

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

b /.2 2 / If,
From: CfrJ a.vc'. A..Date:

I

I

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at 3 9. '7 0
;( I ~
the above building of affordable housing.

f · Sf, ::/? ..3o 2

adjacentto
· ~ 9 ~ fl-Q... • 9 'f 11
I

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: 9n~ ~ . J3~~d~

1491

o

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date~
From:

5J_}

J. fJ /h

82tJ S f1

/VLiq_

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

S{)

We are residents at
-:::r
b rtAl"ft
the above building of affordable housing.

Av€ if 2 1 Sf-, Cflt

q'-11~
adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

)
1492

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

& ~ ~ I 1tJ I G
From: ~~............:;.........4,"E.---l~~--rr"=-~""""'~----

Date:

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at f"O
t1 ~
the above building of affordablthousing.

!i

~

3 %

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

:;et

fj:f'

1493

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: o

&i ?Jl 1- oot

From:

?naxC(k ~

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

/J Jd>

We are residents at
,f(l.,J Ila:. -7,l(! S-:
the above building of affordable housing.

)

ftt // O

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: _rp-+--<----------- -- - - -

)
1494

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

06 - c:2 1- 16

Act &.k -JJl&J~

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
Weareresidentsat 3173 .:ZE.A4'x!/.;//..3
the above building of affordable housing.

_uf.../16

9-'(//ladjacentto

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

1495

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

Co- ~ 1- 3?~

From:

_f-_U_1_
- c_o_4 _7?£;KE
_ -_f3
_y:j
_.S
__

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

--.

W e are res1'd ents at

:z I s-s-~~'5 l'?o(;S /Ye•~
·Y

the above building of affordable housing.

'

i:ct) /eJ
~

a d'1acent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:_v-_~
---~
-----~
---/ l

, /'

Signed: ~-----------------

1496

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

c:/21/

From:

rL

I?

_ev;~

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

We are residents at /
~C«A-.
the above building of'affordable housin~

0_ f-

B

0

tfj S - J.::- 'i<Vf ~adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:zs='~~ /!Jr~~

1497

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

/,v

Date:
From:

gl-/.- t/k

r

~J}uk
dfb'"C- 91//2.

If/~&

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN.:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ adjacent to
the above building of affordable housing.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

/)/fl, R G-()/)/

J) I/h // /V

~
-/ ~
_ _ . . ._"'- =-~
----------

Signed: __

)

1498

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

We are residents at _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ adjacent to
the above building of affordable housing.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: ~~
-k,uce hJ q Co r o ad'Z?

Signed:

0

1499

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

?/ ?Jo/Lh
--~E:--------=a.~h---c_..e.f'....__~:'-----'
0~'-'--f-. .(. .~ov~
+;;-r- ~5 13 I l-;i { 0
't-=0\.c1.<1

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

°; 8·

We are residents at 22- 2G:;
the above building of affordable housing.

~ S-.fv-'~ e:r

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

~-;;1""---1fa_...____~_,__-----__

Signed: _ _ __ __

ll~· ~ ~h~~~

Signed: _ _ __(/_VVJ
_ __..~'--------'J'"--

_ _____

1500

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

~ ~ 1J () - lG

--+-J<. . . v. ~l7~f-_e_V\_],__~_V\_+~(_ _

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

75_~___;._--1f(
,. . . . .J_(. £,."'- .O..:;_ .W)
.;_-'- -'"_ __ __

We are residents at _ _ J.. . ,,'-'b.....
the above building of affordable housing.

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

)
1501

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

toj30 \I'

k_o_c_I-/_

From: _ ___.._ffi
-'--'\_CH-"-"-'r±-'--"E..___L_ _

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

~ ~~' Si--

we are residents at ---=3_d_l_q__o.._J
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ adjacent to
the above building of affordable housing.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:_~----==----~-"--~'-----Signed: _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1502

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

Y:fy/2~

d£~L 4%>1

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN ·

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

; ti/;;<. ;;;;A*&r~

Weareresidentsat
the above building of affordable housing.

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: ~~~
Signed: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1503

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

£" / 3-0 J;J__Q> / ~

.fl
<.-,;._-_ _ (",. ~- -~
--1-1~
- '- _..1_

From: -'U
'---'---"q ..;._;_
/;_;vi_ <

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

<77 Uv~/£->( ~/,

We are residents at __v_____ _ _ __________ adjacent to
the above building of affordable housing.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _

1504

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

'::f - fu - LO I(.

.S l \\t-U~n ~ e_("~V\

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at
S l b [ f ({J
the above building of affordable housing.

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

~c~J,.._
:Jfa
____~----------u

)

1505

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

T{ b( ;;)_.,o 1l.
'(V\L~tlc HuV'I~

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at 660 ~
the above building of affordableh(; sing.

ST.

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

----6'"~u'-----/-·-/----=-~----
..............

Signed: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1506

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: /

16 / /(;

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

,sJ&,Jey Ave

We are residents at /?,/cy
the above building of affordable housing.

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: )..{~

~

1507

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

7-/ " {i; / Z6 /fr
r I

Date: O
From:

J~b,~ ~

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

Sf

We are residents at l.'f7 tJ/,ier
the above building of affordable housing.

)

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

1508

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: ~
From:

T/ {,, /(

lo

c<~~ ~l~

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

j

k~

/"{

We are residents at
\0
the above building of affordable housing.

0

""V"'4L..l {

kS~~l

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed

c . . . __ &--t:.____
I

Signed: - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -

1509

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

1 I/b I/!,b

From: ~\~ 'OOL~\~1.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at L,qqi:> ~ 'fr'=
the above building of affordable housing.

)

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

tJiiff

)
1510

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

lft?U 11"~~

Weare residents at
the above building of affordable housing.

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:__.._~-=---~-~-=----+--+--

1511

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

t-/ bf Ib

From:

Dtlriela tzt'Allovdo

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

q45 AlCtbuwia

Weareresidentsat
the above building of affordable housing.

S~ree,,-/

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

lY){){Y(,ef{)

..J
1512

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

------12.,. ./.: ;. &. ; _ik~__,_;_ __~_s_r
.____ _ adjacent to

We are residents at _ _rJ_
_._7
_____...
:--'--'
3 0""'":_2
"""-/
the above building of affordable housing.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

-~-1t~
'- - - _ _._ _ _ _ _,- yJ
'l- _ _

Signed =~-----------------

1513

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

'l /'I/\ \fJ

From: A~~\

b:Q,\J'<,~

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

~f\

3?~2.-

it..t'i

~+

~"'""""J'j c"f.t.>\1fl-

We are residents at
>M:sto\JJW
the above building of affordable housing.

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:_.._~
~.. . . . ;~=-" '"~~~~~~~~~~~~~
/"

Signed:_
~~
~---

1514

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

7} 7

J J() J/.p

N<J/i 0eph1-S'~

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

____:U
:___~
__S
____.:;-_
}._ __

We are residents at __3
=--3_8.;;.__Z
_ _
the above building of affordable housing. '

)

_

_

_

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

-----~
---=~--=5::. _-_ _______
2!!2_
~____. .·_______ _

Signed: _ _ _ _ _

1515

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

~C')- w+~

We are residents at
the above building of affordable housing.

M

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

1516

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

S_~
__lfS_L
__~__\e:-=~---~-''------ adjacent to

We are residents at _ _
the above building of affordable housing.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: ~

)

1517

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

tib0 urd 6± =r- ("Ji:CN/(Q

Weareresidentsat
the above building of affordable housing.

}

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move for ar immediately.

)

1518

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: {
From:

h llb

±k-Oa....v

{;.u/V\t=?-

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

i.z-01- ~

We are residents at
the above building of affordable housing.

c;<

µ-4-. °f'f SO C::,

adjacentto

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forw. rd immediately.

Signed: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __

1519

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

~ J / Z-0 I 0

From: -~
-~
-'_l.c_N...
_ 1_\""1_. ___..;:_t_·J_.A_v_·~-~_,..,_
1.- _( )_

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

f3,£j

We are residents at
L-f
the above building of affordable housing.

)

~ ~ l~~-"t ~-'\:\pf

\: 4

•

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

,..

)

Signed: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1520

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

-3=1 j-I I b

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

We are residents at
80D Rur'i st.
the above building of affordable housmg.

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

~

Signed::tj__,_.~~~----

1521

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: I

.1

7 /;6
)

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

We are residents at 5~0 \3<,rrl~
the above building of affordable housm~

)

S:-i:

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed-: _ _ _-___,,J
~-~---------> «:::::::::::::

\!

1522

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

Bvrgj

We are residents at 32;0
the above building of affordable housi .

£

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: _,._
f~
--'-~
--11;
___._~_
Cttf/
_11/
__,_/f_tt_
0-/Z.r
_<{
-f-..,-_

1523

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

VV'j

From:

_,/J
--'-'-d
~0t"" ('"-l'-1-"~-~
-----'-----'-----

J4

I /,()/

Y,

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

"2. Of 'l....
""'L
t I~- '
We are residents at
v 7
rm n >d'fl
the above building of affordable housing.

)

sf

<;F-

r1'

L./fT

°tl/l lQ

.

ad1acent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

c1j
_,_e_- ~_~_. __,,G
-==----~
--·-----

Signed: __

)
1524

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: 0}-·2 J •

201,6

From: ..~ ~~ Y\

ut ~ (ce.C'

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

7J::> l>, ~

We are residents at
k. \
the above building of affordable housing.

o.CA

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __

)

"
1525

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

From:

1~21

\.. .\~\S

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

0'\ \SSIDN

We are residents at
the above building of affordable housing.

)

sr.-

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

1526

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

1 /~°t /t C,

From:~~(A_ ~
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

lf ()D ffi\S6ffi ~~

We are residents at
the above building of affordable housing.

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

1527

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

_·7_/_.l-_'l_/_th__

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

~ S ~ \-v\l 0 -l I

We are residents at
Co
the above building of affordable housing.

)

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

/

~,,,..rn..""-J-~-"'

__ )

1528

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: f7 ,~& ~ q / a,tJ f I
(

From:

I

,,....

·~4 ~~..

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
Weare residents at ~ c:, .ra'YZ.'t._ Cl.
the above building of affordable housing.

V

/Q

'?0

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

/JI ~
1529

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

--.7Jr--=i_..;..cr-+-/l_l.P_

From:

--CvJ-t-'-rJ1~H~~
- ~)~_
f{;{-r-jV_Zi1_ __

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at
i~SfO 'D~- ~""1frO(\CC~C0
the above building of affordable housing.

M.

tJ

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordabilityJevel and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

1530

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

f- .2J- /fo
;

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

3 J5

We are residents at
<! f.i I) ·
the above building of affordable hou!ing.

)

'jf J/ iJ

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

.)
1531

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

J= /J- Cf/!(;
I
I

From:

/K 1: S rf4~lJ../1':'44 SJ: Cf'(/ CJ 3

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

c- ·D r ~
We are residents at ,;i{/Olltt ( [!Vt,!~U (/l)L
the above building of affordable f?ousi·l\k.

n,··

...J -

t--frrpe '2c

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

1532

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

1 l~O\ )lu

From: 't21t:1~ Sf\

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at 6}3v?> ~ef\
\VIL{
the above building of afford~ ousing.

)

?lSl-3 ?J
SvJn Jt>s-e (.,A adjacent
to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

1533

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: _

+--<JJ-- '~--

7:..-r1/-'·.-;t_
- '1I

From: ~L?-.o
___.sA
-=-' ~P
~.A
~lA
-.-......n'-'::()
=·))O
...____

_ _ __

_

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
vJC~

We are Fesiaents-at 31.e~ C'A9P sr
the above building of affordable housing.

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

rv _ fc-.,::J

~

Signed: _.'[I
.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---,,..,~
...___ __ _ __
~

Signed: _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __

1534

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: zej,.._,14'?~(/1
From:

&r...JJc<:..

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at ·(s,sc;za;~
the above building of affordable housing.

{),-

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Si

1535

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

=1/)1

From:

R,~ ztf,~ec.r1·,e.,\

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at \ ~ (9{0 \)(5)\1.\Af" ~
the above building of affordable housing.

)

~ f-

Cf lfJJ,Lf

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

!11Yf J

1536

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

2 - ?-C?

From:~ ~q

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

9

~

We are residents at /
,,2 'l
the above building of affordable housing.

.u•ll..

q/j/10

~ .S .r= ~A

adjacentto

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:{}t/J/td!L--

L/
~///~
~

)

1537

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

at3?1~

We are residents
fl/et1r(Cltrl y
the above building of affordable housing.

'J)! vd~ CZl./I /{)

f;-ttdZ c1's, co
:5 atfl adjacent to

c iA ~

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

133 IS3}
z+i i211
1538

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

2 3

We are residents at ;2/{S/
the above building of affordable housing.

~r

adjacent to

3,.

CI~

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed~
Signed:~~

1539

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

~_h.,-<L ~- 1.J Ybl 4-r'/;,;

Weareresidentsat
the above building o ~f dable housing.

adjacent to

'

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed~ 0

9

e

~~~\

co ~

Signed: ~

)

1540

lf!-/

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: 0

5( ~vi b

From:

ctu ~N b
M.AQ..& .J>..

bV\ L-t-e>oe.)

/s'G:>LS\

LI~

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

3 > ~ tl~s ~"'"" .)"'---j- jiJ 0 2-. adjacent to

We are residents at
l
f
the above building of affordable housing.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

J &>.An ~I..

Signed: /Wt

e,t.U•Llein

a,7) ~

I

a•
1541

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

_O__....·~-'. .f. .l.~-b

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
Re: Affordable housing a(1296 Shotwell St.

-to St-. ~~oY\'f C~\A~)
13' f i Gd VV\0 V1 N. S"FI / CA
l_'jo

We are residents at
the above building of affordable housing.

)

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.
""

Signed: -~-"""----""--.-=-----~
--=--~-----Signed:

J:L J 1./ ,. _O le,

1542

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

-"'-0-"--1-----=~'--l_~_
L.!_fJ_f0_

From:

r~~

fk-ukvu3

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

s~ ~ t7'

We are residents at
the above building of affordable housing.

)

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

1543

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

91/~}0
We are residents at .dJ 41- ~~~
the above building of affordable housing.

)

.IJ.f

v !; s/"C.IJadjacentto

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Jl,:;___~
_, _

signed: _____..,a.;pt:;..1__
rvu:;...o:;.......

~'-'-~
-

_P_ (h-u
_- ----·o
...

o

)

1544

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

0

7 /3

I/ L W

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at 9/'(~ G"l&5 t:.(JCJy-(1/
the above building of affordable housing.

)

5/-- 5 f

9o/l!Oadjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

1545

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

'
31 / ,/"_;
;.

?!17//C'

c

--//1-

~)t.:u

7

Ate.

~-

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

/ 6 a!.5 s,,c· -</ 11: _; / ~. ----7"c3
We are residentyt~
~ - _____/ _·/_/7
__
t;,_ · --------~_adjacent to
the above building of affordable housing.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.
..,...

__

Signe

1546

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

~ J/_r:2ol ~

Date:
From:

~d

,/;;,/? c

IS ccJ

C{zbl: ,,.-a/a

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

t es 9-'JC!Il.s 11//()ifj, .i/: ?l/fO

We are residents at
the above building of affordable housing.

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

'f/fOz.i~ L

~

I
1547

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

k$

We are residents at~ &J
/VC) C, 2
the above building of affordal5le housing.

1

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

1548

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at 3.d36- G~--h, ~--J
the above building of affordable housing.

·s'=fCj :; :i=-: CJ-1-

c7 <j li 0

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

~1u;

1 _
_ _ _ __ _ __
Signed: _ B"""""u_;,,;_.:;;j@----=

1549

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

vt-/3 I /11

From: ;~ i/tl Eushsf- ~ p-f //~
S~ZJ

CC0

C/i.//o

2

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at @?lt? gtl56s/,6Qf
the above building Jf affordable housing. '

//cS"5rcJC<- Y'-j/{J / ... adjacentto

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

J J~
~118
/f
'
(

Signed:-- - - - - - - - -- -- - - - -

)

1550

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

Jtl Lf:i~

We are residents at
${} tt.
the above building of affordable housing.

/h

/14 l1

Af e SS

C:t.~n~llo '3

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

1551

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: 0
From:

7 / ,3 I r·/ I b

lid II/? I fl

L. UI S C}

.5A~ ( /]DtJ 1-j L_

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell' St.

A

~,-;t;'~(. "

We are residents at
<MA
the above building of affordable housing.

)

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

Op~

;j:!l ~·

)

1552

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

1-h~/;-b
d/tzYcvLq Toi Ir hr t;l< J i Ih

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
I

E

TH

We are residents at /(
f
the above building of affordable housing.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

--------~
'"-'....../'""""""'"--""-·- -4=....._______

1553

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

'f . . ~I

- Jb

_JA.y-.,........______.__..A,_ _ ,. .'1~
(~
--

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

'Jvl

We are residents at
~g)_
.,S'S . ~'Yl
the above building of affordable housing.

3T

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

~~/\>,--:-~~
,/)....._A.___.,-A,19~}=~~
~....____ _
~
~

Signed: _ _

Signed:

lt:\D

--'-1---11A'-t'o'-~~~~,k
.__.__

_____

1554

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:"? -

""3 / - /} b / b .

From(/2o.3~

[o·fe-z

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

J:5/

We are residents at
ec..( C1 :;;;;,._,
the above building of affordable housing.

w__/oYlA t D ·

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

)
1555

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

7 .., 3 J

From:

1;tJ It

G@Ari CV

d J ,/(~ ~

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

e

H'

~

_,

t-'

We are residents at __,.y.__4'_·_
l __L__~/~~~-----r2!ll.~.__£'----- adjacent to
the above building of affordable housing.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

Signed :~----------~------

1556

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: ?-~( ;}-Olk

C{2odri iv~~
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

1

r

We are residents at 3 D 0
f>1 S${ DI\
the above building of affordable housing.

s~ qp t I oJJ adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:~ 9-h~ ./J.. ~

1557

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

_i_-3_1l_·-~....;;;...'lo_

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

q

A fe

We are residents at j (a
f{]I.. \ .
the above building of affordable housing.

,-t\ AVl

·

adjacent to

F1 r A- q ·~1 1 \ 0

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

Signed:

_...,._M
- ~'1--=---1+vA"'"J__
i\ _ _ _ __
-·~
·7_,---~...__
) ·__ ,,f_(o_

_ __

)
1558

_

_

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

7/a I /;c,

From:

Adf!O.f\Q I~ reno

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

ri

We are residents at l.JL{q N}o posQ
the above building of affordable housing.

)

.sk B

f

I S. b-1tieadjacent to
c..A

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

__.()_al
______L=-.

<1)._.._4-JAJI......__

_ _ _ _ __

1559

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

=?,/31

/2{2(6.

\Tu5fa" £?.

Oen ;!JS fk;fez__

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

1-{LfS

J°vYtYI OAL'f (JKUd

ty,,

We are residents at 0 ;q l I L l
CA
the above building of affordable housing.

)

9i.-/ 0 I'{

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

j
1560

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

o 7- 3

From: ma
g)._

I - LcP

YL""a..

7 3:; (vLd' <;·2

I

/)/-y

¥

~ !.).{lt;;s &
.f '}- 9 t' I I t:J

(o vO

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at
-d Cl.A.-1 ~to
the above building of affordable housing.

)

A//0

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

<Yl

a V1 ~

_)
1561

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: o •?--<sf

-

G

r:;)o 1

From: /\A a fl Cc-- A {) R.UJ CJ ~
~?-: .,3 2 CV!A< S. $ JoAf ~+ <3,

f

r

Ca~ t CJ
~

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

~'t;u:O

We are residents at
Sai.vi
the above building of affordable housing.

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: C"Vl

a

Y1 <Y--

)

1562

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

?-3)- \ G

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

s b o·t- [1/€) I

We are residents at I () ~ §
the above building of affordable housing.

:;

+

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:~/~

1563

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

Z._ 3/- ./6

From:

C!a-t fos

\[()_/le

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

6,'j- ? ,fdtek

GoAJ ~ 1\£0
(_A-- f Y// 0 ,

We are residents at
,_$QA>
the above building of affordable housing.

)

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meeting_s and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

C(},J o S \fo /( {? .

Signed:.,~

1564

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

?-- 3/- / .6

From:

4"- \-t'O..

(;~, 'If c.x'---0-.

..

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

6'2=3 ,'/CJ U~ ~:Sf ~I\) 6arA.\C~jacent to

We are residents at
the above building of affordable housing.

( ()...,

f Y// CJ ,

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

)

1565

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

A11Joy.,,,·a ·

We are residents at
S C(h
the above building of affordable housing.

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: L'\\

(.a,

1566

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

1 / ?I /zof,b

<i

.

~~-:--r· ~--=--f~-[~-,r---=--r-p_ ~...,.___.°r#b
_ .,._ r--+-l_fCL_

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

3 \' ~ ooJ

We are residents at
l.Dear
the above building of affordable housing.

I

5f c -11
I

1il 6~djacentto

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

1567

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

We are residents at -------~----------- adjacent to
the above building of affordable housing.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

@
~;;;--"~,.-_!7___.---

Signed: _ _ _ _

_.....--

-------

Signed:

j

1568

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

From:

J/3/(zo/,6
I)%

1

.Q

c;,

r {J

YI

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at _ _-=5_·_4
_}.)
___A_JJ
_+
_,__'O_Vl_ /'_O_____ adjacent to
the above building of affordable housing.

)

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: _ _

.._k(
__._"""M~1.fa. . .'-'--_.....G"""-...../r..__...0"""1-4 +----- --

Signed: _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __

)
1569

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: 7/ 3 1
From:

/ 1G

Ja.se' /lrif~ r o

ZJC>~ ;;..,qc.., e~ tfe,r c. e.do.

...

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at :P ;z. S"' t3e.Y-r-y ~SJ .:f~o 6
the above building of affordable housing.

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

j:v~:._ ~ -.g

1570

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Datet1/=From:

3>~ '\ ttJ ff;

QJ&-r;J!.;c-, ~
, ~a

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
Weareresidentsat,/f ,9/ tf/~ tlap.
the above building of affordable housing.

$FC7J

<fc// ,)L/

adjacentto

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: ~~

)

1571

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: "/)
From:

7. 3 / / b

S

Ct Y

t:f

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

it

eo

We are residents at /LJ
NG (A) M
the above building of affordable housing.

)

8

e ()I §'F vet

9 'f/ 2., l-/

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

~DV(~ ~ ~~

1572

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

3
,'
c
e

/£

fJJ. .

From:

DM

e.. G

c

I . C) (\) •

F y Of /\)Co

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

e

We are residents at /t.l9J N~w
OM
the above building of affordable housing.

8 /} {) -5'F e.Ct adjacentto
9 l.//:i.. £j

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:_~
~
-~
-· /l-ot--n_
_'--------'-CQ_
___

1573

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

"7J

k~~"\A,

tJ'YA . q>q I

Weareresidentsat
,J.._
the above building of affordable housing.

3

·z_

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed= ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

JA,,c

tf)CJ
e,,A C'" b,1 111~(A,
Signed=--~~/~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

1574

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

1- - 1 C -

d0t /
tA- °'-' ,4'14_,e.,,,,, ,,L:J--P "--

t/./J{

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

a

i1 ,

<2_ C<A #1 ,,J.__ ~/V. ,~ /J ~~

vd_,.,

We are residents at _.J
.___IJ_________________ adjacent to
the above building of affordable housing.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __

4

Signed:

foM ,/A']/"'-

_w~
'------------------

1575

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

:3 I .::f v ~~ "/6
Date: _ _ _ _ _ __
From:

~A.Jc;&.. CD

uJ O

,I)(/

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at 5T. ~ µ-;-~).) V~ ~ JJ. a 1 ...t .rJ
the above building of affordable housing.

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

1576

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

01 :?z/'

From:

I {;

~V~1.I. . . ,M
....~
fi.____._f_
/_~
_J<)_u
_ _ _ __

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

t

We are residents at I t{ CJ/. rV6 ()) 0 M
the above building of affordable housing.

8 l}d6 SF '

e._4
1 C-// <J-1/(

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

1577

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

']Y- 3/-cJ tJ)(,

/l!/<Crl-~

/J?

,1

Tr ~

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

JJ!>

'!z1.

We are residents at £.l(t
,vv6 7;1& ..
the above building of affordable housing.

fLJ! 1tJ

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

)
1578

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

~ - ~ -/'

From:

~A-M£S# cE4£c

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
'('i.. (. (d.e..~
We are business 0WRQni at ----'-("""'0".¥2
. . _.__-=c~a.+-'r,~~-=-S_...t"'--_____
adjacent to the above building of affordable housing.

___

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. Most of the displaced residents have been
our clients for many years. As business owners, we are also experiencing rising
rents, and we have witnessed the displacement of many businesses that have served
this community for years.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed;#~ ~~

)

1579

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

g·' b o/ ·- 14"

From: Lue,.1 <v1 ev

V.

7>.£P£2-

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

~

We are ~sat
lt4'.Cadjacent to the above building of affordable housing.

0_Q?f It

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. Most of the displaced residents have been
our clients for many years. As business owners, we are also experiencing rising
rents, and we have witnessed the displacement of many businesses that have served
this community for years.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

~U:.-?:)

---

1580

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

j-/J. -I (

From:

Gee la c

? ?; ~ l't!=

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

Weare J:~e.,. at /<>tit ~5i. #-5oc/
adjacent to the above building of afforale housing.

)

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. Most of the displaced residents have been
our clients for many years. As business owners, we are also experiencing rising
rents, and we have witnessed the displacement of many businesses that have served
this community for years.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

<i,J!( A:vr

.)
1581

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

00(04 j10
_ c_·Q_.,. .-\ _,

(>..__
_

_

Q
_,.:i~j'--l-~ -)_ ___

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

Wearef>~~rs at

l O.-\-S

cC.\(f s-r

~ +o I

adjacent to the above building of affordable housing.

)

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. Most of the displaced residents have been
our clients for many years. As business owners, we are also experiencing rising
rents, and we have witnessed the displacement of many businesses that have served
this community for years.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

//~Ct~:.V

1582

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: -~*"'--·-+/_._czt"/;-'6~.._
'" " '"

r1

From:

~---7)
~0--·7~4
~-~
~7_ff_11~f_
es__

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

tV~"i{
We are blisincss ovme.rs at I 0 lf
C A 12,0.
adjacent to the above building of affordable hhusing.

.s-

s 1-

&pt I & J

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. Most of the displaced residents have been
our clients for many years. As business owners, we are also experiencing rising
rents, and we have witnessed the displacement of many businesses that have served
this community for years.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

1583

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: -'-(l_/_1_/_l__;(o_
;
From:

ctfomA s & .a rt·c&

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

(td1~tr

-

c;:;1412.

Weare bt:1sinessowners at / t> l{ S
:5
adjacent to the above building of affordable housing.

)

f · /-1/p/.
/} _j 9t:J·67

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. Most of the displaced residents have been
our clients for many years. As business owners, we are also experiencing rising
rents, and we have witnessed the displacement of many businesses that have served
this community for years.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

1584

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

g . . t_/--?0£6
F l?J;&dSc.<A.z Ba~·~qt_~

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

Weare~~tlrsat

t() ~CA:v~ sJ

adjacent to the above building of affordable ho sing.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. Most of the displaced residents have been
our clients for many years. As business owners, we are also experiencing rising
rents, and we have witnessed the displacement of many businesses that have served
this community for years.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it m
orward immediately.

Signe

Signed: - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - -

)

1585

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: _
From:

6'_.._/---'4..__
- /1_&_

) cn--v e

A/f::;rt-lo

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
res)d.Ari

yi

We are--l:>Msiness"ttWffel!S"at

164 t;'

C1..r{7

.J

7- ii

·3 6

s=

adjacent to the above building of affordabf twusing.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. Most of the displaced residents have been
our clients for many years. As business owners, we are also experiencing rising
rents, and we have witnessed the displacement of many businesses that have served
this community for years.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:- ;¥01,g (_,-

JJl<ft/ )U1, ~

1586

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

D ~, OY· :Lo I&

From:

';;B Sd

!/(Jf d

~Soo b~ 1

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

y--,4 ~~n

3 <f

h

t

E t"J o P j ·
We are bttsine~s olAl!lers at
adjacent to the above building of affordable ~ousing.
Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. Most of the displaced residents have been
our clients for many years. As business owners, we are also experiencing rising
rents, and we have witnessed the displacement of many businesses that have served
this community for years.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with informa · about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and · t. es pport the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forwa rd.A medi e ly. I
I

I

1587

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

//Jz~/'
Date: __71'7_
- '---_v_ J _ _
v__

From:

_______
1-- oa!Z dc..s, _________
/, PG/Z-£:"2-

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
,-

(

.

:\--

Y"'C-S \L~

ca£ .;;·r

)
/f) . _
We are bt1siness owners at
·qS
adjacent to the above building of affordable housing.

)

~/2

r

36

··2=<--

'/~

'!

J

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. Most of the displaced residents have been
our clients for many years. As business owners, we are also experiencing rising
rents, and we have witnessed the displacement of many businesses that have served
this community for years.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: L d u

I ~

Signed: _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __

1588

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

I/

~ , -- /!
Date: ~
-' _ ..,,.
_ -:J_
....__
- _.__.11
......_

From: f: . s.-.t}

u

I

f'i: / , 7 4 J it .

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

btt~~:~ ~~ at /MS--. <A_#J- tl,b f r3 '6 /-

We are
adjacent to the above building of affordable housing.

)

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. Most of the displaced residents have been
our clients for many years. As business owners, we are also experiencing rising
rents, and we have witnessed the displacement of many businesses that have served
this community for years.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

1589

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

<'u: cl ~,.J--.r I

ft:.

We are bY.siness gwnei:.s- at ,JJ l/ b-Cq ~
.2_
adjacent to the above building of afforCf/l;housing.

0

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. Most of the displaced residents have been
our clients for many years. As business owners, we are also experiencing rising
rents, and we have witnessed the displacement of many businesses that have served
this community for years.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: 7 ~

·+

)
1590

I

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

r~:-J,v-..f;
_ /'J
/_ )
We are business owners at I (j>.
LCC:C. JV
adjacent to the above building of afford;bie housing. P I/

±?;

ro -

I o~

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. Most of the displaced residents have been
our clients for many years. As business owners, we are also experiencing rising
rents, and we have witnessed the displacement of many businesses that have served
this community for years.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.
~

Signed: _____________________________________

1591

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

3-·!-f- l G
-~
.: :-. ; .=~-=----~
-=---·--'~a.,..=------

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

Weare b~~~rsat {o~L_S¢pp

s+

W QA-- A,-Yo=\

adjacent to the above building of affordable Housing.

)

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. Most of the displaced residents have been
our clients for many years. As business owners, we are also experiencing rising
rents, and we have witnessed the displacement of many businesses that have served
this community for years.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

1592

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

Q'( - VLf ~ ;,2_ CJ ( (::,

From:q;:aS O-

£ ".} \ \ ~

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

'tes 1
'itA;L

We are bttsines- rs at

/-o</!S;

Cl<l. ~"(

~ .j ·

adjacent to the above building of affordabl housing.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. Most of the displaced residents have been
our clients for many years. As business owners, we are also experiencing rising
rents, and we have witnessed the displacement of many businesses that have served
this community for years.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it
ard immediately.

1593

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

~- ll-f L,
From: f'/\ (-\~\LA
Date:

\)

[L {t:;

A~\

l{ 0

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

fuiJA

.~t(5 0w rd: JFC!A-

Weare
1
adjacent to the above uilding of affordable housing.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack o'f
affordable housing in the Mission District. Most of the displaced residents have been
our clients for many years. As business owners, we are also experiencing rising
rents, and we have witnessed the displacement of many businesses that have served
this community for years.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _

1594

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

=--/J;From: -=-f:i~k(l.,._a
___ifJ_~-~-~___.,...
_ __ _ __
,,___
.- L-1--l
---1-J
Date: -+.S

I

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

o~

U°'~

t"v-/ t o l10
· cA /rf

We are 13-Hsiness OVl-J'l e FS at
adjacent to the above building of affordable housing.
I

I

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. Most of the displaced residents have been
our clients for many years. As business owners, we are also experiencing rising
rents, and we have witnessed the displacement of many businesses that have served
this community for years.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

P
Signed: ·Cfwwll

?

L/~

1595

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

1) /

From:

Cdt a[ So_h( /Ii Dj ev

4-tb_ / 16
1

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

rt~' ~t>

. ~6e(
We are Busi~• ownei:s at l 0 4 5

G OhZol e 2 Ap-4
Co~ p fu . San i=f an c.i 5C<) Cc. 91 IJ a
$_

adjacent to the above build ing of affordable ousing.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. Most of the displaced residents have been
our clients for many years. As business owners, we are also experiencing rising
rents, and we have witnessed the displacement of many businesses that have served
this community for years.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: ~ Jr~

1596

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: ~y:~·

_-_2_~_/i_6_

From: ,.Ad

a 1;> 14/4

C4&e/zrc

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

~2R6 //a l-101

We are residents at
Cl c;;'
the above building of affordable housing.

fl I 0 'S' ;--e& adjacentto r y; t} ~

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

_dn~-=-Old-"---"'-''kVJ'-"-'-"'-'f3----"S="-""a~aflJ=--"-'?h'---.-Zf_
__
}'

Signed:./ t d Cf

AI !J/A- s IJ/Yr?fh

1597

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

Date: OF ·-CJ 9From:

~b I~

~tVsvr:: l o kf . k/ tfL./J ~s ALo/1/sa
;J.2s- /3.41z f &f ·
l!.7-f? ~. F 97" ;6~.r

f

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street

--< 13

We are the residents at
'L-· 2
r1-I./r
to the above building of affordable housing.

S Jt 4

l -i

adjacent

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see the project moving forward immediately.

1598

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

6 - /o- /C

&a_( /e.t1 n •tr'Y\_'=

/07's- '*1zl 5 =f=
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

lJ ~-

'!:Tzl S f

We are residents at ( 0
the above building of affordable housing.

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level a eight. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forw rd i mediately.

1599

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

-----"-~-+--/;
'
I

11'.__,___Y/i
-=--p _

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

JS5- '2..3d

Weareresidentsat
the above building of affo rdable housing.

fZ4

.S: ~,f9t/l(tJ

adjacentto

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: ~/ ~

)

1600

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

'? / 11 / 2.o \"
_1)~0~\\'--t--I_S~l+~~~OV.._"1--ttQ~!l~
( ti~f-----:---,.--
S·p,1Aj $. o\I\ J Si:.11" o \) r' ~ 6 lCJ

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at 3 ~'t O \8 tt-t · if- ~f, LA
'
the abov~ding..ef-affordabi~ing.

qy \I 0

...ad ·acentto·

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

1601

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are business owners at _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
adjacent to the above building of affordable housing.

)

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. Most of the displaced residents have been
our clients for many years. As business owners, we are also experiencing rising
rents, and we have witnessed the displacement of many businesses that have served
this community for years.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed~-~-t-,_ _ _ _ __
Signed: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _

1602

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

-"_f_I~_!_?.__,,_
Date: _8_
From:

~,:_, @cJ--'8-a..dr tf c--

~___,>-+(_..._a+-'f........_ '?"""""'<"-''--_____..Ad
"-='--..____3,___,__F_e_ o....t er 1"(I )
<

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are business owners at _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
adjacent to the above building of affordable housing.

)

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. Most of the displaced residents have been
our clients for many years. As business owners, we are also experiencing rising
rents, and we have witnessed the displacement of many businesses that have served
this community for years.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

1603

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

!iS:-Zi--au-1/ / S: f..r'"t.::J $vf:

We are residents at 3-;z,
the above building of affordable housing.

~-0

adjaG8:Rt to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would

like to see it move forward immedi

Signed: --+-+--.L/-.J.£..:::+---,~::......_~..JL_-----+-+---3.1-----

1604

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

g
_,_q~m
~/·_,_./.I..._
- .&
. . ---.....,,..,_Ji_
~_w_
~ _ _ __
From: --+-•

I/

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at 2%&'1
lh>'/1' -SC!:Jn
the above building of afford;ible housing.

)

S-!

-

5 }., 41

qv11

o

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

{?g;n; J/.&fJ' ~

1605

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

; s---oD

Weareresidentsat
t')C{)G/(__
the above building of affordable housing.

)

oP

;Ifor ~
7~ ~to

F-/LV'\

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: ~~

1606

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

1> '2-~·UJ Jb

~'"i Ji\\.'~

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

~-~-~--~_tk_\_~
---~-·-~--+-'-t_·. .~: . · __ adjacent to

We are residents at _ _
the above building of affordable housing.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

1607

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

()'"1, - ;J_'l

From:

4-

'I

- (b
J {.,

J) ()

r.;_fy p~

p o±L<. 41

fM) .

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

4 Vl ..j a Y2

We are residents at
5 a/111
the above building of affordable housing.

t

0

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

{JU/Cl' .~0

1608

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ ___ adjacent to
the above building of affordable housing.

)

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

J
1609

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

'6-+-/o~q_
Date: _ _
From:

_

-'r--'-?D1-=-t~;e---:a~w--~~fN__._\_CASs.,,,.r....l--~-,q;~~ cA

qlf 11 o

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at _ _\_~
_1_~
'--'----'-'eN.=. ;. " "'&:. ._;;,___
: CA/\ '__
61- .____ _ adjacent to
the above building of affordable housing.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We
port the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediate

Signed: ~-----------------

1610

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

8'1

Weareresidentsat
/b. QAJIT~~l!/lf
the above building of affordable housing.

)

W

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: _U~
· ~~
·

__

1611

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: -~[z_q ~
( l_G_

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

131 A~

&.v £\u.Q.

We are residents at
the above building of affordable housing.

.\de.l~

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:----- - - - - - - - - -- - -

1612

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

__'2_'\_ , ___2.., 1 l
Date: __A_v_~
From:

_-......_X~A_1--.1_E-_W
....____.~-±h
+-t--€.. ,_t
. .; _~_[L_c.._ __

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN :

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

residents~ NbflAK ~ L..,fl:

We are
8.ifL.,JP L
the above building of affordable housing.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed~
--++V~fd,N~'1=-=_-,'-_
- y_dµ
_ <VP_&_
~
---=----

1613

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: _CO
_/~z_
q_
J J_b__
From: _ _
j. o_~_CE
__O_f-l_,_G_l _ _ _ _ _ __

2-5 5 fJf?.J:: c I TIt A\JE:

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

S

We are residents at
2.S PITCi'h Ave.
the above building of affordable housing.

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit communi ty and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

Cfr- 07//'

)

1614

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at
~~
the above building of affordable housing.

5aaA..

)

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit comm unity and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

t2lw.J,c/ O&t/vvua _ .

Signed: - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - --

)

1615

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: 0

From:

ff"- ?-'t- / b
J)~

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

SM1 W1k~

Weareresidentsat
the above building of affordable housing.

)

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and rotect the Mission's t i ht-knit communi. and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

fiiJ ~

1616

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: _8/31/16_ _ _ __
From: _Carl W. Boilard
Susan Speyer-Boilard

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

We are residents at 1837 Alabama Street in Bernal Heights and we have serious
concerns about the lack of affordable housing for all groups. We attended the
community meeting at Precita Eyes and we were very appreciative of the thorough
presentation and the fair process for hearing all voices,.
Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
~-------affm:dabl 1ousing.in the-Mission.Distcict This pmjert is a waµ.o._,stem that process
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.
1

Signed: _(_J
__~~--°"-;c!C__~
---

/

I

1617

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

/fJ$

Weareresidentsat
Sr(s7r·
the above building of affordable housing.

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

1618

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

From: __R_o-=--5A
___A""""t""""-'- -"""""A__._._b_........(')....____

_

_

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

We are residents at-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - adjacent to
the above building of affordable housing.

)

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: _

R___..o_~
__

.......

ov_
· _

_

_ __ _ __

Signed:_~
_____
v_________

)

1619

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: _ q---.,;;;;/g---'--'"\\_..,.__(,_
From:

_<;;~D..._..M._,,..,_nV..~J~(,,,,....T_'-""--=-''--\A______

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at 3~ l V\J\.(Ss\o ~
the above building of affordable housing.

\

S\=--±r 3~
~

S'F

adjacent to

°}l/ ll~

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
- - - - - -....,,.,.,·d-protecMhe-Missio-n!s-trght·knit-ettmmun+ey-anei-vttltleraal resideftt-s,,-. ---------We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

)

1620

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

9/-f/f2of/
I
I

_01_
- ..__~--=-~-c.a..__

_,,_\,.L. .et=--->,.1_
:)
aiJ=--..:1.._'__

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

/f}b_k,f'~

We are residents at
the above building of affordable housing.

~ ;br'/,,A,(tu4

adjacent to

_S_--CJ~ s~

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due tQ gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

)

1621

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District
f

lJ

Date: -; _
From:

rf'_

6..-/
I

fp

(;;.fit. W I ·A;J

J L} A} G;

Y1'l p..

µ.A/

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

ooq \ALOJ c ; A

We are residents at I
the above building of affordable housing.

s~
I

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

9/;JJ ~

)

1622

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

L 0 V\.)

g.\L\ o

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ ______ adjacent to
the above building of affordable housing.

)

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

L6

LA I , }

)

1623

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

Of - 0 ~ - c?t:J / ~

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at
lb4
'FA R4LA GUT
the above building of affordable housing.

AV

~tto

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: ----'f_r/ia----'
r/h
---'-·_._q_ [ _ .-=lb"-' _V---'-lV.-'be,
-- __/

1624

_;. . _ _

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

OCj

/D?J I ( G

12.u e, £10

r)')L~-t

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

We are residents at - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - adjacent to
the above building of affordable housing.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

~[Z_u-----"-b_-e._...fl!,.___o_P_:e_-t__._('_2_

{C
_______________

Signed: ___

)

1625

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

ocr( ~ slr rc
l

_(<_o_F0
__'2._A_M
_ a_f_ _____

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

We are residents at - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - adjacent to
the above building of affordable housing.

)

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

_~.......--~--~,rg,-~
_____·_____

&_f'__
lr- ~-~-~
-----"----

Signed: ___
7

I

1626

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

K tLA<;e__o S

3 -0

s

CAsT.Pr;::J EDA.

Z.G 1 ""'

s +:

Art= 1-C:>

'5 ~ CA ti\~\ I ()

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

5 2-~s- '1&1-h y At~- 4C>
):,[; /';j"' S
ds...

We are residents at
the above building of ftfOfdabl

ousing.

C:: ..,..;.

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

)

1627

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: 9- / Z "' I t;.,
From:

_17
"-'7'--"-a-f.
-~
_'4
---=)_A
'---'-""---"-'-=
cU_._a'-'-'PI'---·_ __

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at 1¢ ;0ul ~ A,1 1- ,Ll-..J· Svt. ~... ~u....1
the above building of affordable housing.

)

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and he· ht. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward i
diately.

1628

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

or/J 2/ I (
From: --=£=-w~
. . . . d. . . .
Date:

1....... ta
...../......
o__.,/}
--+-1:1.........__bo"-'1,"'""""1i_.O'------

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

sbolw I/ s l c:;.f{ A qLj II

We are residents at 2. 1{'0
e
the above building of affordable housing.

O..ctfacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: ~-~
Signed: - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - -- -

1629

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

2~
~ 1cl

o=-9"'""-+--/"'--1
Date: .- -=
From:

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

252. \.o~6sd

We are residents at
the above building of affordable housing.

)

'S ·

~~~t.~ee c_ A941 ~jacentto

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

1630

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
Weareresidentsat /'j05. 5o..iih. J~.,.,
the above building of affordable housing.

)

~'>

/1vt?'hJe_

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

1631

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

r/!-3/lt
_ Cl
=-·-<-.;;
ve/
_ ,_
·0 -----"'-4 __._/;./a
/--_.r_tJ_ _

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

tJra;c.,:/

Weareresidentsat
Y
7
the above building of affordable housing.

la-r- '.5
1

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,

- - - - - -- · tl-Pfereet: ··e-M+ss·Ion's 8ght-kfl.it-eemfl'N:tAtty-afl:~e-r-e544ert·~.- - - - - - - - - -

We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: _~
~··~
~
----=----Signed: - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -

)

1632

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

!09 9 S:.'Vonr:ess t\-f\

Weare residents at
the above building of affordable housing.

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

)

1633

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
Weareresidentsat tC~'S ~O~
the above building of affordable housing.

V~w ~4fe-J)

.S·t·

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

)
1634

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

f0_/_1~'~'b_
From: _ _
C_().._Ad_.e_V-O
_n_-----<-M
.:. . . .: ~
: -----"-+-Date: _

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

__[.·;_

We are residents at _ _ _a_
s_~
_5!W
__dl.._
_ _ Jt_ _ _ _ _ _ adjacent to
the above building of affordable housing.
1

t
_·
u J

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

1635

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

/O/! /zc;~

/i<.n'•·& C9}Aef,..

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

'p/ Jl-

JJr Jt ·l

We are residents at
J,..t.J"!'r,
the above building of affordable housing.

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
e eve opmen earn, an
e ave a en e commum mee mgs an me wt
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
e forward immediately.
like to see ·

)

1636

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

I

10/ 1 2d t:,
I

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at ____;;;
3_/_o_t __
~--1,/._~_i_r~_d
the above building of affordable housing.

__/tf_,_t__3J_ /_ ___ adjacent to

)

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

)
,/

1637

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

5/ J!;/tf1:a/tfd/ ~

Weareresidentsat
the above building of affordable hotfsing.

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

1638

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

From:

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

2<9

s+ffe!S-'1
st- cA. ?~fOZ

We are residents at
G-rove
the above building of affordable housing.

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

-(.~
,~~:....,,,..L-~
----=- ~
- =~s:=---~1
=
'
-

1639

_ __

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: JQ

h !1(,

'

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

~""- '1-_..0.l\.__.__----"-S'_)~----------- adjacent to

We are residents at _J
....._......_
i·
the above building of affordable housing.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

bAz. ue ecte

)

1640

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at
\ 0 ·z.z_
:6'kcftc0tJ
the above building of affordable housing.

l

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

1641

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

nate:

!o/ 1

/zo1C

From:

l I7

e' p L-cy

sF

5t

Vi C.Te>v C or//;

CA .

(( o

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
0

I

l{
We are residents at
"-\I G- f
the above building of affordable housing.
,....,I

)

~I ~.f

CA

O/'fll ~djacentto

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended co mm un ·
eetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us
h · formation about the project regarding number of
units, affordabilit:Y, vela height. We support the project in its entirety and would
e forw aim ediately.

1642

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

£, /-z.o I&>

Date:

/0

From:

k ~ ~\ ra :I. . tv\o n .\-~no

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

2 1 li Sa

v''O .A vt!

We are residents at
f\ )3f
the above building of affordable housing.

i

SF (J>.,

q4I 1 djacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

)

1643

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

I

ItJ lo I wl (jJ
;

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at :J-{p ld--fiJ fS'?) fYI
the above building of affordable housing.

'f-· ;ft~ &F {-tr ~4-// ~djacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
We support the project in its entirety and would
units, affordability level and
like to see it move forward i · media ely.

1644

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
Weareresidentsat / {! 50 V.ta/f
the above building of affordable housing.

,

Avf

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

)

1645

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

/O / c>J IJ / C,
I

__,£
~·-<=4........£ -"--a.'--..e_._fc.......z_.......Ll
"-~
=-~L----h-'-o_ __

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
Weare residents at / {fscq '50.U.41J V-"~$ tl UL q<{,/ l 0
the above building of affordable housing.

adjacentto

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:"'l#

e7~

.)
1646

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

b

io la r7J

From:

lcI

1{M]

0.

'R0•'1-? ee

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

S/

fh

We are residents at I Cf;,
<::b
the above building of affordable housing.

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

/1 (,

c.t£]c..<..

Signed: _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1647

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

SF cA 114 fl LLTO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

---=~__,l~J ~
'-'- -1~ ------------ adjacent to

We are residents at
i\be
...._....
the above building of affordable housing.

)

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

Signed: - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1648

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

Jv /l - {0-0/

From:

CJ.J'i~ Ptc0 Ie/

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

S -f

We are residents at /,)
;ffut11i7
the above building of affordable housing.

A'if'-fL

() l(}Jf}~ /j.Dct:J
adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

adA ~

)

1649

f'r 7>1V\

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:\O ( S ) I lo
From:

\\:aa\w\)e ~\2ovs

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

\Lill b ~ _\[{), () ·fu-s '\>0./ e

We are residents at
the above building of affordable housing.

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
~------HTtH· J3f'6tee-t--tfte-Misie1¥5-Hghl-k-R-it-€effiffil:Hffiy-aflfi-vtltneFaeJe-£-e&iG-eB··i:.<;-.- - - - - - - - - -

)

We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: ~----

_)

1650

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: }6
From:

~ / 2 ~ (,£

L

t1

Z-s·

'S.,."""\?(J

CJ

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

t{ L/9

13

We are residents at
Q, K\
the above building of affordable housing.

)

(.0s

~ ~ SF ei.9)11!Oadjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

--~
---. _ !.,.. ._\......rz:~_S--;-,c., . ,. .l~. 9. ,. . .c~. . d~Y-~O~_
'16,j
• .· _

1651

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:f () ~

\

~-

L£,

<-

From: M ,cMLw

\_1,\ o

$L-=

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

We are residents at

(;;t/,

EZ~ a .(;:g .S~1f <./,l P

the above building of affordable housin~ C11L ~ c-~o-C

)

adjacent to

if fUl zr :(

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signect9'Ja.~

)

1652

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date\ \) - \
From:

Z.-~ b

jo ?zg:

t'""

o~'\e--.\..eii. C'/I +

'Dk

~X\,:s;,¥,:i ;;0\'4 ~ &cJD c ~ <::;A,1{ J01'

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at ft04 f\ Co nV\e (., ~(.v1t
the above building of affordable housing.

,~f

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
~-----_.,.J.1.d..protect.th-e.Missiotll.tigh.t.:1-.LW.'-l..l.UUJl.1.J..U.U.U.?f-D..U.U....lLL.l.u.u:a..a..iwi::...1..1;;;::u.t...Lc.1.1.1~----------

We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

)

1653

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

Date:

Jo-11. -l 6

From:

~fj h £i~; .S~cm~

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street
We are the residents at j 'l--b;). f-1, st·\),\
to the above building of affordable housing.

ef-

4· Ap

adjacent

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District This project is a way to stem that process,
-.-------~n
· d-protecrthe-Missiotrs-trght-knit-communTty-and-vuirrerabre-Tesiden......- - - - - - - - - -

)

We have attended community meetings and met with the development team and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see the project moving forward immediately.

signed:

_._M
.;. . .:~=1-+-i;_):_;;-_z_~-----,

Signed: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

)

1654

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

Date:U:i I

z_ -

IG

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street
We are the residents at . . .8_.·_..6____W_'-_.
ln_,J~t--'~>1__~
___·~~__<:)_l_h_"·v_e_ _ adjacent
to the above building of affordable housing.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
workingacJass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District This project is a way to stem that process,
-'---------.rw*"'1i"'7'1't".&rtlre~.tcm'st g 1 comm um
an vu nera e res1 ents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see the project moving forward immediately.

/ r_v<rv=--.i...,1_ _ _
(ut{
Signed: -~--=~
_ _&
_ _<-,,--;({)
_ _ _ _ __

Signed:

(l Ux=-t..r<V

)
1655

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

tr 7 \cg[ s+ s F

We are residents at
the above building of affordable h(;l;ing.

CA

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

)

1656

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

J 0 -- f 2..-

/J!J

~ Y 1' a_

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

I.ii

rj/ .e._

We are residents at
S'.) S fl V
the above building oiliordable housing:

)

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,

~------nd-pi=&t~ff.e-Mi.sst&e~s-t~gl:lt k-nit-c-em-r·t:H.1fl·i.ty-a-B~erable+es~-Ge.R~-----------

We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

1657

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

Date:

LO ,.._ 1'2.v-.lk

From:

·M

c..,tc.c

i::fl..,)

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street
Wearetheresidentsat "34
l~ .1~
to the above building of affordable housing.

hkJ

adjacent

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District This project is a way to stem that process,
. ! - - - - --cm
· ~-the-Missieff.5-tigftt-knit-eemmttfltty-and-vttmerable-restden,+-.- - - - - - - - working~class

We have attended community meetings and met with the development team and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see the project moving forward immediately.

Signed:

A-~ . ~

Signed:

~/~

)

1658

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

Date:
From:

Lo /; ~ {; b
CJu:.l£:;(.µ
7

IJ

,-

U1 tLf~

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street

\~O fu(!/)e.A rf'v e_ .#-'1We are the residents at
C:v
to the above building of affo~le housing.

,\::CGt C { · C C)

adjacent

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District This project is a way to stem that process,
-=-------a.nfi-.preteet-th-e-Missffi~t lmit: 6mmunity-and-vulnerabteTes.r..
· .a....,...c+-r-- - - - - - - - - We have attended community meetings and met with the development team and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see the project moving forward immediately.

Signed:~
Signed: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1659

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

Date: / tJ -

From:

J Z l(.i

t£q~i1#~~

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street

r

We are the residents at I
74>,J!/e1A.f C"__.,@
to the above building of affordable housing.

9-:YJ

b A11£

adjacent

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working~class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District This project is a way to stem that process,
+-------~rrd-protertth-e-Mission' s tight=krri
)

We have attended community meetings and met with the development team and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see the project moving forward immediately.

signed: z~vJ;; cl lb /e>~ oS
Signed: - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -

)

1660

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

..£1"~ /of -r- _,,

We are residents at .
c2
the above building of affordable housing.

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
- . - - - - - -am1---prure-cn1te-rvitssto
and va trrerahhrres.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:-t+---'~
-:~
~
-Signed:

--.i~1_?J/iJl
~-~
+--=·---hr""~-=--:::e~;~2..
:> 2_

-- __ __ _

)

1661

_

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

Date:

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street

Over the past several years I have witnessed the displacement of seniors, workingclass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of affordable
housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process, and
protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
I have attended a community meeting and met with the development team and they
have provided me with information about the project regarding the total number of
r~4lmtts), huwitlirecrbtelcrl1Ve1:tren;th e affordcrbtlity Ieve I, ti 1e servtc
would be provide in-site for the residents and the height of 9 stories building. I
support the project in its entirety and would like to see the project moving forward
immediately.

)
1662

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

1

Date: /

) ·-

'-/

~ .~

j,

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street
I

1,£\- / /) A }_ -/ / /

.7 h o lives at · ·
support the 1296 Shotwell Senior hoGsing development.

f '. /\· C'~ ~,

(
'

}

~:.-r--r. ~
1-( (~.-1

l2

Over the past several years I have witnessed the displacement of seniors, workingclass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of affordable
housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process, and
protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
I have attended a community meeting and met with the development team and they
have provided me with information about the project regarding the total number of
~-----.· 't f9·4-tm+t-s}, · ho-wiH-be-abie-tiTHve-there;-the-a·ff-ercl-a·bHi-t:y-level, :he-serv-iee...--- - - - - - would be provide in-site for the residents and the height of 9 stories building. I
support the project in its entirety and would like to see the project moving forward
immediately.

I

1663

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

Date:

/~(;
lf /( b
{I

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street

I,
s

76

who lives at
port the 1296 Shotwell Senior housing development.

Over the past several years I have witnessed the displacement of seniors, workingclass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of affordable
housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process, and
protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
I have attended a community meeting and met with the development team and they
have provided me with information about the project regarding the total number of
~-----..... nits-f-9..4-un-its.).,..w.ho..wilLbe..able...toJiv.e..tltei:e,J:h....
e....a....ffi..uo""'rd....,a'"h..._i._._
li ty'-:Y--'l_,_ell
....,e.....,l~._......,..........t...LL.d_,___ _ _ _ _ __
would be provide in-site for the residents and the height of 9 stories building. I
support the project in its entirety and would like to see the project moving forward
immediately.

Signed:

P-.lM<R ):/, fgqL

)

1664

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

Date: /

O~

/ c,L /6

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street
who lives at 2- !)_
support the 1296 Shotwell Senior housing development.

~ 30 &7f J · f, Cfl-

Over the past several years I have witnessed the displacement of seniors, workingclass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of affordable
housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process, and
protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
I have attended a community meeting and met with the development team and they
have provided me with information about the project regarding the total number of
it (<J4'unitsT,whuwtltireabie to liveth-ere;th'eaffordabitityieve, he-servtce.,.-- - - - - - would be provide in-site for the residents and the height of 9 stories building. I
support the project in its entirety and would like to see the project moving forward
immediately.

)

1665

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

Date: /

0 / 'f
I

I [)

Y

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street

_1 At1J · .• ;<:v.,//~ ~ "-Y~
_v
_ ________.;/'_ __·

11

er

s~-;;J;; ~J~ ~v
~
C µ._

1,
~
\.. 17
_
~ _who lives at _<P
__
r _ _ _r-_ _ _--=..s..
=:--r,,,_
support the 1296 hotwell Senior housing development.

1 r ( I)-_

Over the past several years I have witnessed the displacement of seniors, workingclass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of affordable
housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process, and
protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
I have attended a community meeting and met with the development team and they

have provided me with information about the project regarding the total number of
·tsi_~4 units), whcrwttrbe able crtive-there, the-affordcrbilityievel, lre-service~------
would be provide in-site for the residents and the height of 9 stories building. I
support the project in its entirety and would like to see the project moving forward
immediately.

1666

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

Date: tl

o

Ik

- o

C

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street

.-d· 'v

. ~ ~; /~

IJ',,..

r-

/r-e 0,,. 7'/V
S:ifC.

r

I,
· ..)
711
- who lives at I
C ?,,,. o C
support the 1296 Shotw Senior housing development. /)JI
c(

Over the past several years I have witnessed the displacement of seniors, workingclass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of affordable
housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process, and
protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.

I have attended a community meeting and met with the development team and they
have provided me with information about the project regarding the total number of
. . . - - - - - -l:Hi4.t 94-uR:it.st,..whG-W-ill-be-a.9.I.e G-l.i.v.e-ther-e,the-a.f.fu-roa~biJi.ty:-1.ewl th~ef:.\li.c~------
would be provide in-site for the residents and the height of 9 stories building. I
support the project in its entirety and would like to see the project moving forward
immediately.

Signed: ~

1667

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

Date: IO Jt - /(..

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street
I, CJ v r f f£te. Sr(_ vA
who lives at :'I Cj.,{ #~Mp~~ ' Ill
support the 1296 Shotwell Senior housing development.

t"

f/T

Over the past several years I have witnessed the displacement of seniors, workingclass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of affordable
housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process, and
protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
I have attended a community meeting and met with the development team and they
have provided me with information about the project regarding the total number of
rtts-t91hln its), wtrcrwttiiJe-crbte-tcrtive·ttrer~tre-affordcrbilityi-evei, tre-servrc:e...-- - - - - would be provide in-site for the residents and the height of 9 stories building. I
support the project in its entirety and would like to see the project moving forward
immediately.

Signed: :Jv1fl£1i- .;,Le./~

)
1668

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

Date:

/ O-

I

L/.,, I(,,.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street

I

z

"'I ....,
-:> o
- .T·'2.P' s - s_,,,,(V
~-;f.~"'
f'
I, L·7o~ A
AR.A rI .:. .who lives at <><.."""'
_,<.-_ ~
r'f
/
' - r , •,__ ''
suppo;t the 1296 Shotwell Senior housing developme_n_t_. - - - - - - - - - - " - -CA .
4' 1;,
A

Over the past several years I have witnessed the displacement of seniors, workingclass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of affordable
housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process, and
protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.

)

I have attended a community meeting and met with the development team and they
have provided me with information about the project regarding the total number of

~------+t'Fli·ts-f94-t:mitst,-wfte-w·t

be-a-0le-m-Hv-e-tller:e,-U~-e-aff&Fdabi-14ty-le¥e-l,-~.e-ser-vfe·~------

would be provide in-site for the residents and the height of 9 stories building. I
support the project in its entirety and would like to see the project moving forward
immediately.

Signed:

xR. o,_5 A Za: ya_-fe ·t

)

1669

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

Date:

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street
I,
t\vrA
Ac-r~ T:l ( t'A.
who lives at ~ 2- ~
support the 1296 Shotwell Senior housing development.

A.

Over the past several years I have witnessed the displacement of seniors, workingclass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of affordable
housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process, and
protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
I have attended a community meeting and met with the development team and they
have provided me with information about the project regarding the total number of
~-----1l:lftit f94-tJ-H+t-s-), -00-w+l-l-ee-a.&le-m-H-v-e-t=Aer- , tl:le-a-f.f'-Gt=GabH-ity-1-e.~~ie-se.w-i.c;'6»--------
would be provide in-site for the residents and the height of 9 stories building. I
support the project in its entirety and would like to see the project moving forward
immediately.

Signed: ~

1670

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

Date:

l<>hi/;
<:;;
I

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street
I, D e>Q.A. ~L-C(.f(
who lives at ~ L.3 S"
support the 1296 Shotwell Senior housing development.

"2 ',.f1.... A-(+ I (

Over the past several years I have witnessed the displacement of seniors, workingclass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of affordable
housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process, and
protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
I have attended a community meeting and met with the development team and they
have provided me with information about the project regarding the total number of
- . - - - - - -•.,,,.,.,'tsi94-ttnits-r,wh"CJWH·J-be-able-tiTHve-rher , :he-afforcl-atii:Hey-ievel, :fle-servire..-- - - - - - would be provide in-site for the residents and the height of 9 stories building. I
support the project in its entirety and would like to see the project moving forward
immediately.

Signed:

=Y ~

'L /:>..

)

1671

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

Date:

/~ - / j/'

-

,)~

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street

Over the past several years I have witnessed the displacement of seniors, workingclass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of affordable
housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process, and
protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
I have attended a community meeting and met with the development team and they
have provided me with information about the project regarding the total number of
um s
um s , w o w1 e a
o iv
r , tti1 ff0l"ltrb'fttt:yi~~i1
would be provide in-site for the residents and the height of 9 stories building. I
support the project in its entirety and would like to see the project moving forward
immediately.

)

1672

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

Date: / (,/ - I

l/ ,_. /£

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street
;JJ-S-

7/iJ~ Mo11iv-

I,
Pit- L2,
who lives at St?J47
support the 1296 Shotwell Senior housing development.

'2
7

0

74 <f('. )!'Ii

FCA>

LrtP'! 41C/ £ c~

Over the past several years I have witnessed the displacement of seniors, workingclass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of affordable
housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process, and
protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
)

I have attended a community meeting and met with the development team and they
have provided me with information about the project regarding the total number of

-l------1m i t·s-f94-t:Jnits}1whe-w+H-Be-a.f> le-te.+i~k-er-e,t-he-af.f<ml·a.9i-l·~~l e-v&l,the-s&J!V4Ge-------

would be provide in-site for the residents and the height of 9 stories building. I
support the project in its entirety and would like to see the project moving forward
immediately.

Signed:

--~1. k§
--=,,___4=~=: -'----------......

)

1673

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

Date:

_l.;.__07~U~
/ ,_
( {_C_

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street

~

J

I, 'f{ a.I,
vti--«...:C
who lives at
?.. 2
support the 1296 Shotwell Senior housing development.

> ~cf . . . sr cA

Over the past several years I have witnessed the displacement of seniors, workingclass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of affordable
housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process, and
protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
)

I have attended a community meeting and met with the development team and they
have provided me with information about the project regarding the total number of
· si't41lnits};whuwitl be able toiivei:lrere;tlrecrffardability level;'the--servtc
would be provide in-site for the residents and the height of 9 stories building. I
support the project in its entirety and would like to see the project moving forward
immediately.

-

Signed:

IJ1~ , ~ M ~

)

1674

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

Date:

J IJ - I l( -

j,k

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street

yj:J

I, ( . e-- ), l 'Pr }) I l l A- C?/ffltfkho lives at
support the 1296 Shotwell Senior housing development.

ff~ f/0

uV,)}

fA /7 j/!e_

Over the past several years I have witnessed the displacement of seniors, workingclass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of affordable
housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process, and
protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
I have attended a community meeting and met with the development team and they
have provided me with information about the project regarding the total number of
um s
um s , w o wil e a e o 1ve ere,
a raa0i1Tty level'-, ~....,...,.=r~,,..,...-------would be provide in-site for the residents and the height of 9 stories building. I
support the project in its entirety and would like to see the project moving forward
immediately.

1675

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

;. · ·.......
' !_·
Date: _ _ _. . .;;_

_-

(

t

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street

¥iolives at

I o S 8 '-'S v-.J le ( f h
Shotwell Senior housin~-~ment.
1

_

·

,

-

St

Over the past several years I have witnessed the displacement of seniors, workingclass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of affordable
housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process, and
protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
I have attended a community meeting and met with the development team and they
have provided me with information about the project regarding the total number of
-.------------=-=
u=
n~
I =s (<Jlt: um s I w 0 WI rtJe a
twetl'ier I rtr fforLI b1t1ty 1-evet,t S'~t7fl
would be provide in-site for the residents and the height of 9 stories building. I
support the project in its entirety and would like to see the project moving forward
immediately.

1676

14 l I?.-

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

Date:

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street

~/?'4.,k. ,~

I,
who lives at 850
sup port the 1 296 Shotwell Senior housing development.

/J,rt!Jc/-Mi /r_

~,,,,,;,,,,.

.5 T ..'>-:-

tP., c:2 ~

9 r/' /.Sr

Over the past several years I have witnessed the displacement of seniors, workingclass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of affordable
housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process, and
protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
I have attended a community meeting and met with the development team and they
have provided me with information about the project regarding the total number of
- . - - - - - --to!,,._~,it:S-(~n i ts-),wl:i-O-W-il l-9e.able-to..1W.~J:i.e.affor:da b.iJity-!e.v:el,-th-e..s ~~vices ------

would be provide in-site for the residents and the height of 9 stories building. I
support the project in its entirety and would like to see the project moving forward
immediately.

)

1677

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

Date: J

q/ J~,fC

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street

I,

s

,J:Ji.e..d:.~~"-£~~~~~2:::::_ who lives at

6

port the 1296 Shotwell Senior housing development.

P ft./ ,

j/~

Over the past several years I have witnessed the displacement of seniors, workingclass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of affordable
housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process, and
protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
I have attended a community meeting and met with the development team and they
have provided me with information about the project regarding the total number of
~-------,-u=
n~1·=sc-+g.i um s), w o w1r
a
to Net'.ne , rlle fotchlbitrty level, r
would be provide in-site for the residents and the height of 9 stories building. I
support the project in its entirety and would like to see the project moving forward
immediately.

)
1678

o?-7

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

Date: / () -

11{ - / µ,

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street

1. {f?cJ//M~~ wholivesarl'.:;,u 1!£~<Z-uv~ sr

support the 1296 ShotwelJ Senior housing development.

Over the past several years I have witnessed the displacement of seniors, workingclass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of affordable
housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process, and
protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.

)

I have attended a community meeting and met with the development team and they

have provided me with information about the project regarding the total number of
~------..,itS- ·94-rnl-its}, who..will-be-able.to-LUre..ther.e,..the.afforoabiLit¥-le'rel,..thaseodce....__ _ _ _ __

would be provide in-site for the residents and the height of 9 stories building. I
support the project in its entirety and would like to see the project moving forward
immediately.

)

1679

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: ~
' or!-1a"'" "~
""'-'-1. \. . C. ........
a_
From: _·

~2:0~~~5:,:1:tito~&~h\~f~\~~~=
4 ·V\==1?~r~~~~L·_

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

h.vc:

We are residents at
ZwZ l D"\~
the above building of affordable housing.

)

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

Fd';

~ W~,
I)

)
)

1680

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

}V1~'C'..Q 11\Q\J. f{-Cf'\ .°rYILY adjacentto

We are residents at 10 22
the above building of affordable housmg.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:~

1681

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

Jo/ to / / 6'

From:

Nohe=m. L6~
1

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

We are residents at 7 IOh Fcl·:::ox-o
the above building of affordable housing.

":::?±

B~~

q

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

)

1682

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

VD , J.JO

<"'

From: J avi,'Q

;;L f 0I

If

Ora~cY

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

;!}

3

We are residents at
C/4P (p 0 Of S
S·
the above building of affordable housing~

t.S. 'I-, CL/ .f?f2/71adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
)

We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

aiJ(j
I

1683

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

/0

/Lo ( I&

_ x_·_-5__q,~b~e....~(-~c,j_1-~·----

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at }} ?r llln~f'<a· "'
the above building of affordable housing.

sf

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: -~
=_).-=:. . s'-. : J---""'d-""_, - -=-0_/-t=--·- - - - Signed: ____--,...(----6.,.......·- - - - - - - - - - -

)

1684

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

C? 2 · f2. o ·.:; ol~

From:

[V/nQ+uet a Va_{( e

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at ~!5 ?t- - ~ r ~1 a11-f- ~f #I) S n ·F c.
I
the above building of affordable housing.

o.

c4

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

)

1685

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

0 C.\ - '2. O -

2-0 I fo

~a D..e \(() s. c;::;a.vy\ o.>

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at Iti (. 7ct y (10 s. s (..\ \ A.v
the above building of affordable housing.

t-\ \

s;r. c{\

r

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:---- - - - -- - - - - - - - - -

)

1686

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

I 0I/ 2 0 I 20\ (o

From:

00£\c\.nU\

MC\{p/\Q. b

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at \\ 12 'D HuµbioS
the above building of affordable housing.

er

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

----'@~.c;;z::::~c__:c:::u;=«:::;F----------

.)
1687

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

I ()

J

L

ztJ // tb

~-

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re:·Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at > h.x :> '-ior) ]"u
the above building of affordable housing.

X< <

a

J

.

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
. . . - - - - - -_,.,..,-.....i·irrore·ctthe-MTS"ston's tight=1mittumma1rtty<md-vulrreratteTesitl~nt~.----------We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

)

1688

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

10-20-w10
From: -----v-H-----.c.-t v_+_i Vl_. . . -a ---+}lam___...__os~Date:

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

fOrr~ v+

Weareresidentsat ]O
the above building of affordable housi ~

Ave.--

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forwa d immediately.

1689

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

i <1 -

From:

fu.o.NC<l-

~l -

'io 16
M

RC\t1"-0,)

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

Weareresidentsat 3JC/ /\t\ISS'1H1
the above building of affordable housing.

)

s+

#

3 0<.1.

5 ./ - Cll'J

Cf l/l/d

adjacentto

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

1690

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: 10/z.1
I
I
From:

/I (o

J\\l;o

A~a 10J.o

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at '3303
(IQ So.( C~al/' (l
the above building of affordable housing.

S-r

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

-~-H:6!Hlf~4.,__:--J_ __

1691

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

Date:

J/J )

'Ji/ /6'

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street

{.s d~u

l3

~ ;}4

who lives at I
support the 1296 Shotwell Senior housing development.
I,

r&ALt

h JQ Joo A e OA- k/ec1;-v CCt

°/ 4-C:;LJ

Over the past several years I have witnessed the displacement of seniors, workingclass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of affordable
housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process, and
protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
)

I have attended a community meeting and met with the development team and they
have provided me with information about the project regarding the total number of
units (94 units), who will be able to live there, the affordability level, the services
would be provide in-site for the residents and the height of 9 stories building. I
support the project in its entirety and would like to see the project moving forward
immediately.

Signed:~~

)

1692

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

Date:

lo - 2 z. -- It

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street

f '° (

I, 4--4
u 1.u c-v ~ YL uku r... who lives at "> 5,..1..f 3 I i
support the 1296 Shotwell Senior housing development.

ti.,_

)'+.

SP.- CIA

Over the past several years I have witnessed the displacement of seniors, workingclass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of affordable
housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process, and
protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
I have attended a community meeting and met with the development team and they
have provided me with information about the project regarding the total number of
units (94 units), who will be able to live there, the affordability level, the services
would be provide in-site for the residents and the height of 9 stories building. I
support the project in its entirety and would like to see the project moving forward
immediately.

Signed:

~~DIA cJu. ?2

1693

.

c; Lf t / o

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

Date: I 0 .,

L

?- - I kz

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street

v\V \

I,
0\ Y\Q ~Cl
who fives at 3Y9lj
support the 1296 ~ell Senior housing development.

Ml s

OVl_

sf.Aet-?£

3f CA 9<f( ( ()

Over the past several years I have witnessed the displacement of seniors, workingclass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of affordable
housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process, and
protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
I have attended a community meeting and met with the development team and they
have provided me with information about the project regarding the total number of
units (94 units), who will be able to live there, the affordability level, the services
would be provide in-site for the residents and the height of 9 stories building. I
support the project in its entirety and would like to see the project moving forward
immediately.

1694

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

Date: (0 ~
I

zz-

f~

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street

gili~

o. ~.w.,,i,:.-

b\

I,
i4 \'-l'"'
'W IA
who lives at lo l lei
o\L <;:..+ CY' A'1
support the 1296 Shotwell Senior housing development.
"Jtl-i.... ~.....,.. Gr~Uo

~

Over the past several years I have witnessed the displacement of seniors, workingclass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of affordable
housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process, and
protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
I have attended a community meeting and met with the development team and they
have provided me with information about the project regarding the total number of
units (94 units), who will be able to live there, the affordability level, the services
would be provide in-site for the residents and the height of 9 stories building. I
support the project in its entirety and would like to see the project moving forward
immediately.

Signed: ~

1695

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

Date:

iD I2-H \(p

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street

i-r<t .

~.~

}S\\

I,
who lives at
tJ.)f-( f\\J-c_,
support the 1296 Shotwell Senior housing development.
Over the past several years I have witnessed the displacement of seniors, workingclass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of affordable
housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process, and
protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
)

I have attended a community meeting and met with the development team and they
have provided me with information about the project regarding the total number of
units (94 units), who will be able to live there, the affordability level, the services
would be provide in-site for the residents and the height of 9 stories building. I
support the project in its entirety and would like to see the project moving forward
immediately.

ffy--+-+-------------

Signed: _ _ _ _

1696

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN :

Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street

.U1te2i1296CaJre=who lives at I &T' \h 'VJ 1=J Ail-('- D.,li c.+~
Shotwell Senior housing development.
(
q,~~

I,
support t

Over the past several years I have witnessed the displacement of seniors, workingclass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of affordable
housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process, and
protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
I have attended a community meeting and met with the development team and they
have provided me with information about the project regarding the total number of
units (94 units), who will be able to live there, the affordability level, the services
would be provide in-site for the residents and the height of 9 stories building. I
support the project in its entirety and would like to see the project moving forward
immediately.

Signed:~

)

1697

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street

I,
s

b 6 s Ed cl'{

~

'( )
who lives at
port the 1296 Shotwell Senior housing development.

st ::ft 16 $ F

Over the past several years I have witnessed the displacement of seniors, workingclass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of affordable
housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process, and
protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
I have attended a community meeting and met with the development team and they
have provided me with information about the project regarding the total number of
units (94 units), who will be able to live there, the affordability level, the services
would be provide in-site for the residents and the height of 9 stories building. I
support the project in its entirety and would like to see the project moving forward
immediately.

1698

CtJ

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

Date:

j,

Cfov:/i ~

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street

1,

~c~G ;{~Olives at 2.P 21- ftv/s1on5 (

support the 196 Shotwell Senior housing development.

Over the past several years I have witnessed the displacement of seniors, workingclass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of affordable
housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process, and
protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
I have attended a community meeting and met with the development team and they
have provided me with information about the project regarding the total number of
units (94 units), who will be able to live there, the affordability level, the services
would be provide in-site for the residents and the height of 9 stories building. I
support the project in its entirety and would like to see the project moving forward
immediately.

1699

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

Date:

l'Q.- 22- I 6

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN :

Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street

UA\ivJru-l tvlo'fft'\o ~a. ~who livesat ~S_he_ll_Y~---

I,
..
support the 1296 Shotwell Seniorl'ili6sing development.

Over the past several years I have witnessed the displacement of seniors, workingclass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of affordable
housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process, and
protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
I have attended a community meeting and met with the development team and they
have provided me with information about the project regarding the total number of
units (94 units), who will be able to live there, the affordability level, the services
would be provide in-site for the residents and the height of 9 stories building. I
support the project in its entirety and would like to see the project moving forward
immediately.

Signed:

1 1
~u

um

f/p-

1700

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street

l<O-f"stl"ee,+

s'<_
...__+:oJCAV\L\S(_()
who lives at _'6'SLt~
_________
support the 1296 Shotwell Senior housing development.
Over the past several years I have witnessed the displacement of seniors, workingclass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of affordable
housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process, and
protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
I have attended a community meeting and met with the development team and they
have provided me with information about the project regarding the total number of
units (94 units), who will be able to live there, the affordability level, the services
would be provide in-site for the residents and the height of 9 stories building. I
support the project in its entirety and would like to see the project moving forward
immediately.

Signed: .

1701

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

Date:

ro/ii I
I

I

I

c,

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street
I, fuloy:i r.y (J>y-\:?$
who lives at 2.Z 3'5 ,&=d
support the 1296 Shotwell Senior housing development.

~- 3F. l/4. Cf'/ /Of

Over the past several years I have witnessed the displacement of seniors, workingclass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of affordable
housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process, and
protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
I have attended a community meeting and met with the development team and they
have provided me with information about the project regarding the total number of
units (94 units), who will be able to live there, the affordability level, the services
would be provide in-site for the residents and the height of 9 stories building. I
support the project in its entirety and would like to see the project moving forward
immediately.

)

1702

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

Date:

Oh. 2 /; j

f

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street

;~ I~~cx._cla

fC /1 c_ o.( [,' ~J ev~ 'S j it l o1

I, lvfas'
who lives at [
support the 1296 Shotwell Senior housing development.

Over the past several years I have witnessed the displacement of seniors, workingclass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of affordable
housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process, and
protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
)

I have attended a community meeting and met with the development team and they
have provided me with information about the project regarding the total number of
units (94 units), who will be able to live there, the affordability level, the services
would be provide in-site for the residents and the height of 9 stories building. I
support the project in its entirety and would like to see the project moving forward
immediately.

Signed: ~~~

1703

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

Date:

·f 0 · ·L_ Z. · I

b

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street

0 (~

~

~~

I,
o
who lives at
support the 1296 Shotwell Senior housing development.

Y

6cx ., V

1 ' kf

f-lt:lov-1 ~1-...l _

Over the past several years I have witnessed the displacement of seniors, workingclass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of affordable
housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process, and
protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
I have attended a community meeting and met with the development team and they
have provided me with information about the project regarding the total number of
units (94 units), who will be able to live there, the affordability level, the services
would be provide in-site for the residents and the height of 9 stories building. I
support the project in its entirety and would like to see the project moving forward
immediately.

Signed: --+-0 _/
I

'

----~
':::\~./\~

)

1704

_

I

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

Date:!Oh 2/2o/.6
7

7

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street
I, ___ic::_~.. . :. . .:. : . ._ -LL.,,..,__::.v~I__:.~
_&L_..r_ ___ who lives at 2'ifrf'
support the 1296 hotwell Senior housing development.

~ !/ 5/

Over the past several years I have witnessed the displacement of seniors, workingclass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of affordable
housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process, and
protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
I have attended a community meeting and met with the development team and they
have provided me with information about the project regarding the total number of
units (94 units), who will be able to live there, the affordability level, the services
would be provide in-site for the residents and the height of 9 stories building. I
support the project in its entirety and would like to see the project moving forward
immediately.

Signed:____;;,.~_#
_ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ __

)

1705

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street

~
fl
~ OvV\dVQ. \JL,<vcw\

t<-sR*

'00-,V\. =r-

I,
lives at ·3 5
support the 1296 Shotwell Senior housing development.

o.V\C'-.<;.LO

lA 3 \tQ t-h 6 +- L ·

Over the past several years I have witnessed the displacement of seniors, workingclass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of affordable
housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process, and
protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
I have attended a community meeting and met with the development team and they
have provided me with information about the project regarding the total number of
units (94 units), who will be able to live there, the affordability level, the services
would be provide in-site for the residents and the height of 9 stories building. I
support the project in its entirety and would like to see the project moving forward
immediately.

Sign

1706

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

Date:

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street

s ::J (U~CA kQ

~ s l/J I~ TV] sl 'S rt-

r,
c: 2__
who lives at
support the 1296 Shotwell Senior housing development.

Over the past several years I have witnessed the displacement of seniors, workingclass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of affordable
housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process, and
protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
I have attended a community meeting and met with the development team and they
have provided me with information about the project regarding the total number of
units (94 units), who will be able to live there, the affordability level, the services
would be provide in-site for the residents and the height of 9 stories building. I
support the project in its entirety and would like to see the project moving forward
immediately.

1707

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

Date:

ro/ z<),,) :L"Jl
I

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street
I,
jl l/;t:l/'/f.} ¥/4'/J~
who lives at 35(3
support the 1296 Shotwell Senior housing development.

Cktf~ JY

Over the past several years I have witnessed the displacement of seniors, workingclass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of affordable
housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process, and
protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
I have attended a community meeting and met with the development team and they
have provided me with information about the project regarding the total number of
units (94 units), who will be able to live there, the affordability level, the services
would be provide in-site for the residents and the height of 9 stories building. I
support the project in its entirety and would like to see the project moving forward
immediately.

)

1708

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

Date:

I() fzz J t ,b
I

I

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street

f2
who lives at JS'<W Iii'~ '~' ._.,__*._
suppor the 1296 Shotwell Senior housing development.

I,

4-f/\~ u/cca.

Over the past several years I have witnessed the displacement of seniors, workingclass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of affordable
housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process, and
protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
I have attended a community meeting and met with the development team and they
have provided me with information about the project regarding the total number of
units (94 units), who will be able to live there, the affordability level, the services
would be provide in-site for the residents and the height of 9 stories building. I
support the project in its entirety and would like to see the project moving forward
immediately.

J

)

1709

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

Date: /

~ -

L_( -

l~

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street

~---"""--~~~..,.<..>oC-JL...>6

50vvi_

___,..-"--_who lives at
Shotwell Senior housing development.
...........

1: f\

01/v\.

Ct~.'>

3) lf 3

Over the past several years I have witnessed the displacement of seniors, workingclass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of affordable
housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process, and
protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
I have attended a community meeting and met with the development team and they
have provided me with information about the project regarding the total number of
units (94 units), who will be able to live there, the affordability level, the services
would be provide in-site for the residents and the height of 9 stories building. I
support the project in its entirety and would like to see the project moving forward
immediately.

Signed: ~

)

1710

lf

f-- "-

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

Date: I 0 - .22- JC.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street

J/IJJ..

.{iu

I,
,/ti
t"ltT{/
who lives at 3.SV"3-l.t//sfvee f
support the 1296 Shotwell Senior housing development.

S-. f:o

Over the past several years I have witnessed the displacement of seniors, workingclass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of affordable
housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process, and
protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
I have attended a community meeting and met with the development team and they
have provided me with information about the project regarding the total number of
units (94 units), who will be able to live there, the affordability level, the services
would be provide in-site for the residents and the height of 9 stories building. I
support the project in its entirety and would like to see the project moving forward
immediately.

Signed:

-----~. ,._.=.t:;__,,'¢nd~·<-ic,.-,.-£-4--,_~_--=-------

)
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Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

Date: }{)

I

/2 2../I ff,

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street

1.:fcC\~~CC-D:9~".

wholivesat G1
support tfie 1296 Shotwell Senior housing development.

\,J00]\92.f\i11 ST. s ,t.Co..\:

q Lf /03 ·

Over the past several years I have witnessed the displacement of seniors, workingclass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of affordable
housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process, and
protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
I have attended a community meeting and met with the development team and they
have provided me with information about the project regarding the total number of
units (94 units), who will be able to live there, the affordability level, the services
would be provide in-site for the residents and the height of 9 stories building. I
support the project in its entirety and would like to see the project moving forward
immediately.

Signed:~

)
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Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street

1,J,,,"' I; {j, .,jv }');.,,:iJ

who lives at L 0 J7
support the 1296 Shotwell Senior housing development.

l.. £ r ""4;/;,

flue # Sl}--

Over the past several years I have witnessed the displacement of seniors, workingclass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of affordable
housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process, and
protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
I have attended a community meeting and met with the development team and they
have provided me with information about the project regarding the total number of
units (94 units), who will be able to live there, the affordability level, the services
would be provide in-site for the residents and the height of 9 stories building. I
support the project in its entirety and would like to see the project moving forward
immediately.

1713

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

Date:

/0 .- '- 2- /~

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street
I, Uar'iA.
a.Y-~110 11or@4c.who lives at ?60
support the 1296 Shotwell Senior housing development.

ck,/

6.w-y

si qp

Over the past several years I have witnessed the displacement of seniors, workingclass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of affordable
housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process, and
protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
I have attended a community meeting and met with the development team and they
have provided me \Yith information about the project regarding the total number of
units (94 units), who will be able to live there, the affordability level, the services
would be provide in-site for the residents and the height of 9 stories building. I
support the project in its entirety and would like to see the project moving forward
immediately.

)
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3o

f

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

Date:

/;£

Jl /;c
;

I

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street

1,Jlfmt?

At--4~

3 5''}3 / S/J;.. ·

'C" .
who lives at
support the 1296 Shotwell Senior housing development.

Over the past several years I have witnessed the displacement of seniors, workingclass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of affordable
housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process, and
protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
I have attended a community meeting and met with the development team and they
have provided me with information about the project regarding the total number of
units (94 units), who will be able to live there, the affordability level, the services
would be provide in-site for the residents and the height of 9 stories building. I
support the project in its entirety and would like to see the project moving forward
immediately.

Signed:

//¢..

tf&~

1715

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: \ 0

I 'L'-/

l(,,

:Jr-cs-- J1~ l

From:

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at ~\0 \ ~~~~: cJf\
the above building of affordable housing.

&+-

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: _

__,_-+-~..;;._i_
\
_ __

_ _ _ __

_

_

Signed: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _~

1716

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: _ / 0_._}_?.3
~}~/)?'-----

ffi""--"-"-1A----"'6t""'"""'<f~-a_;d---'-'dtd~v"-----

From: .........M
_,,.lA. . .f. .

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at .,,Jff)/ tf.isS-/0/?
the above building of affordable housing.

<6-f/ ~f ~

adjacentto

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

1717

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
Weareresidentsat ~ tf
the above building of affordable housing.

loridoY?

51

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

1718

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

/fJ~3/10
~

'

t-\-e.. r--na.. \ d D

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

ho..£k

We are residents at 1'13\..\ S
the above building of affordable housing.

Q

~

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it m e forward immediately.

1719

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

Id , 2

<-t~

l~

P 4 LJ l v..-

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at 5 ~
0 Ye
the above building of affordable housing.

-F /

-J

+·

C'&( q If Io/.

<(adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

(j{u,J,0--chr -fv.

1720

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

Date:
From:

ID / :;<. 4

/ l le>

A'YIA...~

A,""-'- 2w-= Je,

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street

/-1, ,· S S ~ 0

We are the residents at l q SD
to the above building of affordable housing.

V\...

s/~ ee f- adjacent

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working.. cJass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see the project moving forward immediately.

Signed: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

)
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: /
From:

fJ - '(A

r;--Jl

vt AQ_ \ I\ ) A

1 Ef E

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

Weare residents at

t,,L-J°f Sou}~ \)Q\A \A.~ SS

the above building of affordable housing.

f..V "fl- ?...

adjacent to

~ ~?VI o~

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

1722

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

Date:

/DI i ] )I re

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street

I,
:Jl.AO<.V\.l6
who lives at
support the 1296 Shotwell Senior housing development.

--2 Z- 5D

Over the past several years I have witnessed the displacement of seniors, workingclass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of affordable
housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process, and
protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
I have attended a community meeting and met with the development team and they
have provided me with information about the project regarding the total number of
units (94 units), who will be able to live there, the affordability level, the services
would be provide in-site for the residents and the height of 9 stories building. I
support the project in its entirety and would like to see the project moving forward
immediately.

...Signed: l

~ UO.\I\_ CA

)
1723

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: \ O / 2
From:

<6'

1\Ct:>

_1\_,_~_
\J.._ _Lu
_
~
---'---~
-'----

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

,_\_\_-e.__S_.J_\_·_

We are residents at __S
__) _ S
_-0J
__
above building of affordable housing.

__ adjacent to the

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have met with the development team, and they have provided us with
information about the project regarding number of units, affordability level and
height. We support the project in its entirety and would like to see it move forward
immediately.

Signed: ~

)
1724

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

/0'28·/6

From:

_4_'/&.~-.4
__~M~~-t._.s_W_ _ __ _

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

9

We are residents at
/.JR[)qr,41
above building of affordable housing.

C7:
~

~ C4 9ff.Z.¥'

.

·

adjacent to the

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have met with the development team, and they have provided us with
information about the project regarding number of units, affordability level and
height. We support the project in its entirety and would like to see it move forward
immediately.

Signed: ~

)

1725

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at
L-< Lt 0 D'\.9£~
above building of affordable housing.

2

S:.'\-

adjacent to the

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have met with the development team, and they have provided us with
information about the project regarding number of units, affordability level and
height. We support the project in its entirety and would like to see it move forward
immediately.

Signed:

~
-~'-----~

)

1726

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street

~.:_, Eldrc~

~b w,qk_IJ <l./'s'F, cA

who lives at
support the 1296 Shotwell Senior housing development.
I,

Over the past several years I have witnessed the displacement of seniors, workingclass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of affordable
housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process, and
protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
I have attended a community meeting and met with the development team and they
have provided me with information about the project regarding the total number of
units (94 units), who will be able to live there, the affordability level, the services
would be provide in-site for the residents and the height of 9 stories building. I
support the project in its entirety and would like to see the project moving forward
immediately.

)

1727

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

\CJ/2~//
W
r
1
From:
Wai\O,joSe}~jOS
Date:

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

3J J3 '.2

We are residents at
(9 f
above building of affordable housing.

h

street

adjacent to the

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have met with the development team, and they have provided us with
information about the project regarding number of units, affordability level and
height. We support the project in its entirety and would like to see it move forward
immediately.

1728

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street

the 1296 Shotwell Senior housing development.
Over the past several years I have witnessed the displacement of seniors, workingclass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of affordable
housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process, and
protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
I have attended a community meeting and met with the development team and they
have provided me with information about the project regarding the total number of
units (94 units), who will be able to live there, the affordability level, the services
would be provide in-site for the residents and the height of 9 stories building. I
support the project in its entirety and would like to see the project moving forward
immediately.

1729

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: 10 / 29 / 11 b
From:

lsefbel
( COfDI

cl o

hr;or a \e z.
lO f>CZ

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

Weare residents at 19lil #"Gi mi.s slOVI
above building of affordable housing.

.s±. 5 [

co. - 2<JJo.1djacenttothe

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have met with the development team, and they have provided us with
information about the project regarding number of units, affordability level and
height. We support the project in its entirety and would like to see it move forward
immediately.

1730

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: JO

-Z:.tJ - (?;
/

[ope2
From:
omo- ~°'
,£de)°'< "J:-s o. <cA.

'J,

0

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at '2 =1 ~ ') t\~<;51·0 (\
above building of affordable housing.

)

~t

St {A

'I 41 I 0 adjacentto the

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have met with the development team, and they have provided us with
information about the project regarding number of units, affordability level and
height. We support the project in its entirety and would like to see it move forward
immediately.

Signed: ~~

)

1731

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: I!'"'· ·From:

:2..9·- 7-0 \ b

~ oe loclY\0,oJ:!{

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

rY\l'>~

We are residents at 'LO bl
OV\ :-;-\
above building of affordable housing.

"LY

':* <Y\

ql J / 2jacentto the

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have met with the development team, and they have provided us with
information about the project regarding number of units, affordability level and
height. We support the project in its entirety and would like to see it move forward
immediately.

Signed: -N.----.-.0~
€.,_12,~o~~~"'---.~-7-lX?_'l
_ _ _ __

1732

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

\ \ / ) } Ih

From (Name):

:\ooo\i11c\/\ ~vo.uci,

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

Weareresidentsat
. >Z.3:2 Zbtlr s }the above building of affordable housing.

)

51F

( ff

t/'trrc

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: _

_,~
=-----_ _...,{~~
);------"'--------

Signed: _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1733

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

I 1!0 ~[ l i

'I

From (Name) :

l\¥J ~

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
'2_,...-, /

_ i;::::

,..,.

/~ ~

'/.

~

I

We are residents at _...:;./_1_LJ...O
_ _ ?_ __'-t..::J
_ _ _----=-A___..,µ...._.__11 _ _ _ adjacent to
the above building of affordable housing.

)

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: _

~I--~~
c!7~
/
__,.~
~
~~-'-"-o:::r-~~
-~--------/

Signed: _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __

)
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Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

{/

!o3/ l l

{

From (Name) :

V\VI A1J' p q,. \

L.--(o

~

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

- ( 6·~1,
~ 1-0 ~

We are residents at
the above building of affordable housing.

)

Af7\)

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

1735

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

?22f) .2C

st ApTG)

We are residents at
the above building of affordable housing.

)

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and h · ht. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forwa d imme iately.

)

1736

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: If~($

3 - Zo( t;;

From (Name ):_S
~ci~1=-:"<:ar--'~'-J~-(J
~er~~~)~\l_~------

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at
3 l 1-:) Z 6 TI-+
the above building of affordable housing.

fr f f c (

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

)
1737

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: \ / 0;3 }20 1("' ··
From (Name):

r

J..@~co ~gocb .

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at <. 322-S OJG(h, . '15T
the above building of affordable housing.

~A Of CA <f<ft/Q djacentto

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

)

1738

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: (\

Jo~/ lb

I

From (Name): f;/ '12:3

§ ·ciraq

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at _,3.._Z.
_· _
5_/ _ 2.b
_ ·_'J
_~·_T_·
the above building of affordable housing.

_fri_iv_ s_. (t._C_'/{J
~@_o_l_fJ_;qadjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

-~'

1739

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the' Mission District

nate:

//~os- /b

From(Name):

&

1

(j

l

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

a~2_

2\t S <

We are residents
1_ .) ;>
the above building of affordable housing.

u <-t I

Id
adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move orward immediately.

1740

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

From (Name ):_ _Lu. . . 1...,....-s.-. . _..~
-=P.......a
. . .-k
_. .,P.__S
-'~-------

l:<sa he I

£en±e:s.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at :1QCo5 s-:l(oJb
the above building of affordable housing.

)

1-\ / BG CA 0-411()

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission'sJight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Sign~~
)

1741

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

1 l/o'>/ {0

From (Name):

N\C\.

Y\ C\

])·

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St

S;< 5 .z6 -rh ..St Aff 1'

We are residents at
:Z
the above building of affordable housing.

7J..J(,/0 .adjacentto

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

I

signed: __,.M
~~a,tN+. JL 1 a::..i.....__e...,,..__--!:-:r---'J) r-bl
a"--'
1......__,,_
... _

..

)

1742

_ __

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

cJ- '""--

l\/Qv

From (Name):

O

\CJ

~

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

b ~- \':\.

We are residents at } 2 l_
the above building affordable housing.

.6f

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward im diately.

)

1743

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at 3;}.~ S J.- (;,;/fa ?T-~Y
the above building of affordable housing.

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

--~
.i-.r<--'_._a"--~
--=--""-----'-l_~ v-_~

_ _-_
'-' _
r""'_ c.L
_.-_ <_.,,_ _ __

Signed: _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

)

1744

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

j) }3 / l£

From (Name) :__,A-1-"'!/l""'0;,\----;
""' 1/
,_,..,.o....,_
jl!.._
rf
,___,_
( _

_ _ _ __

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at
:S ZZ s- 2- 6- {0
the above building of affordable housing.

)

$t--

flp(

IJ q
l

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

Signed:

a~
~~
//~
· ~.£
7

I

)

1745

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

1~( S\[b

From (Name):

OPMtr.AJ

~·N!WltfdAiJ

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

<)_~{h

Weareresidentsat 3J2Sthe above building of affordable housing.

9f 0~t l5

adjacent to

(

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

)
1746

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

11(02h 6

From (Name):

r-v

fl

e5~

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

:b CS

Lb 4~

We are residents at
'Z
the above building of affordable housing.

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

J

1747

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

'~J_3~/'---'-'illlf.__·_
From (Name) : i\J\ay \ (\
0'f d0 V) .R_-a,

Date: _ \

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at 3 '2J( q sh~·ht.-e
the above building of affordable housing.

I J j t- A-p-r-tF r()

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

)

1748

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

Date:
From:

!/ ~ 03 ~/C

l/t.>tt 6

Q D£' C..< f:?.. ..

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street
We are the residents at SUS · P.... M~)2.
to the above building of affordable housing.

tf

adjacent

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vuJnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability leveJ and height We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see the project moving forward immediately.

Signed: _ W- * - · _ _ __

Signed: - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - -

)
1749

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

Date:

From:

l/51Ul6

de-tr~

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street

Wearetheresidentsat

-:JZJ_ )

[&// r!/J) £,¢2

adjacent

to the above building of affordable housing.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see th project moving forward immediately.

Signed: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1750

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District

Date:

:r l {

o~{l (,

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street

611.t"' I) Ji. Qi_-r t6A

who lives at 3
support the 1296 Shotwell Senior housing development.

1.

'-3 s-

'L c}:

4

A¢: 32-

Over the past several years I have witnessed the displacement of seniors, workingclass residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of affordable
housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process, and
protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.

)

I have attended a community meeting and met with the development team and they
have provided me with information about the project regarding the total number of
units (94 units), who will be able to live there, the affordability level, the services
would be provide in-site for the residents and the height of 9 stories building. I
support the project in its entirety and would like to see the project moving forward
immediately.

1751

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell
Street in the Mission District
'

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
Re: 100% affordable housing for Seniors at 1296 Shotwell Street

at,lt
r:.;. .:·;'---,J~j
__

We are the residents
%,
+
1..t.:. .-r,j,,__
7 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ adjacent
to the above building of affordable houfing.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,

working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see the project moving forward immediately.

Signed: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

)

1752

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

1
Date: _ _
\ 'J----1...,_
/

~-

_
I _,_

From:

_5u
_ ___._So;;__U_°'-_----"-'Y_7Yt
_ tl
_ M_e)
_· _ __

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at 3 2- '"S) ,;2£;; Si ·
the above building of affordable housing.

af> { -1{ Z 3

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: _ _6
-=--0
--"--t_PPl_rY_S~
--~_«__,Q..___ _ _ __

)

1753

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

I
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

·! 1

3~37.

~ fJ

j

We are residents at
the above building of affordale housing.

!{,

j

'f- 0}.S O

}vj
·

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __

)

1754

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: ; /..From: (}

3 -/ b

/C«,<.d,'c.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at 3)6 ~ ;)6 th
the above building of affordable housing.

.S ±

j:/ ,?.n

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:

OJCt ud. 0

)

1755

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: _ ' _ J-=
' 3 -4--(-'-1=-It>_

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

3;+-a-c;

~ b~ {:\=- ( (o S·~ · Ca. adjacent to

We are residents at
the above building of affordable housing.

)

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

}-rr--Q&V:
__( Ir-~--,....~

Signed: _ _ _ _

~

CA
.,.......
f_'
i

Signed:

)

1756

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

"/JI/? J
'

From:

U

!W.a-.L
r

(

~

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

z__J,..[ ~ S J

We are residents at ·3 L 3S
the above building of affordable housing.

Af .f

:J 0

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed:--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

)
/

1757

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:
From:

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

5

Weare residents at J;L.)
26 S
the above building of affordable housing.

[

#1-e[ :2.. '1

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

~

Signed: --~-~
-,-~
-._ _ _, . ,~
.~~-----Signed: _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

•

)

1758

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

(o
=---

Date: ---1--L-__...,::....-J--.:]
From (Name

): ----+-J\m
~il- -\\-'-_.___\J\,_· t__.__7r(_
--=-~-

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

t2~

r-:;i

t'"'

We are residents at
) ) :-J t:::.J. ~ ~
the above building of affordable housing.

p ' l-

'-

0 \

I'

c

l ~'f

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

)
/

1759

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

/ (~

7- g 16
\...: .\.__
.; t_!-.-+-~:>_C-.
_ ___,_
]?_~-~_E:__._P_
:-: _ __

From (Name) :_ _

\

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

y-

web

We are residents at (}
EV
the above building of affordable housing.

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

1760

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

\ \- S -

From (Name):

\· b

1:::: O.h 01 c....

-c-oo--.

:yd es:.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St

We are residents at _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ adjacent to
the above building of affordable housing.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

1761

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date: 11-12 From (Name):_

itb
_,.C'a-=.......ci--=-~....__
_

_,_~---'---~-~-~__.,,.._---

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St
We are residents at 3~..2 S
2 G ~ \l 91
the above building of affordable housing.

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: ~
----=--c-..__...._
t_---'-'~...._
;.
--=-=·_ -69<------/

1762

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

IL - '1 - ·I

From (Name):

b

L 'i

·D 1 ~

14 rr~clarnoGO

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at S.2 .?-- :S ~ b ~ s \vR. £
the above building of affordable housing.

AV 1

~t

adjacentto

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and Jack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

1763

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

I// ti(,/ I~

-1+-+T(_., ,_. ._ ,_.:;.; _ ...:.,_;,,_--+~"----+-'----='-+--

From (Name):-+l

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

=3~z_·_-2__.(..___U
~~+-~--~-Fu_/o_3~'/_·____ adjacent to

We are residents at
the above building of affordable housing.

I

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

1764

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

I/

b · .2()

From (Name) :

/b.

he-~;)

~'1o. cl~

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

> "'-.

We are residents at
~ !l-b ~~ Q I
the above building of affordable housing.

3

> '(

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

1765

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

Date:

11. I/3 Ij I f.e
/

From (Name):

}\0i+4 S.o..OC\ilcZ

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.

3235

We are residents at
2!0-\'I" S+ce_e-f
the above building of affordable housing.

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

1766

Letter of Support for the 100% Senior Affordable Housing at 1296 Shotwell Street in
the Mission District

l

Date: I\ 0 \ \ ..(.

'

From

'

(Name):_~
--="""'-~f__.,..a=<a.-=-+K
=------

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 1296 Shotwell St.
We are residents at 0 2 '2. 5 2. k. -tk
the above building of affordable housing.

s+-

adjacent to

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. This project is a way to stem that process,
and protect the Mission's tight-knit community and vulnerable residents.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

1767

Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing at 2060 Folsom Street in the
Mission District

_;_z.,,

#

From:

r.

c-

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 2060 Folsom St.

t;g

c:fo£

~:t'"" 3~ ~ [

We are business owners at
l/
/C>
adjacent to the above building of affordable housing.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. Most of the displaced residents have been
our clients for many years. As business owners, we are also experiencing rising
rents, and we have witnessed the displacement of many businesses that have served
this community for years.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.

Signed: - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -
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Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing at 2060 Folsom Street in the
Mission District

Date:

I l ~ 'Z_ '{ ~ (

G

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 2060 Folsom St.

-

I

-("

3~LS d._,D S[AP, Z.] 7L/J/ u

We are business owners at
adjacent to the above building o~fordable housing.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. Most of the displaced residents have been
our clients for many years. As business owners, we are also experiencing rising
rents, and we have witnessed the displacement of many businesses that have served
this community for years.
We have attended community meegngs and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move fo ard immediately.

Signed: - - - -- - - i 1 - - - - - - - --

- - - --

Signed: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __
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Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing at 2060 Folsom Street in the
Mission District

Date:

f(_; 2 Z -

20 (~

From: M f'\V G' f\

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 2060 Folsom St.

/

(") / s

,--1·
i}l;1,(J' ...'::=-fl
I 'V
We are business owners at ----;
2 ;.,,<:
'2
"-'b._·....._
C.,
_,.....;::;
- ;_
- _..,!
._...
k .t=-c-----=--'' _ _._J\.'--_ _1- --'J'+
-1---adjacent to the above building of affo rdable housing.
0

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. Most of the displaced residents have been
our clients for many years. As business owners, we are also experiencing rising
rents, and we have witnessed the displacement of many businesses that have served
this community for years.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.
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Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing at 2060 Folsom Street in the
Mission District

Date: __
/ I~
Z l~~~
J£
~From: ~(....__...
)l>\
_
. ____
lc"""'1_
"_1~
----~tz_ _ _ _ __

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 2060 Folsom St.

S?q 9' '?

We are business owners at ,
.-A >-\-·
adjacent to the above building of affordable housing.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. Most of the displaced residents have been
our clients for many years. As business owners, we are also experiencing rising
rents, and we have witnessed the displacement of many businesses that have served
this community for years.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forward immediately.
Signed: __,rJ
..___l:....g: =r
~1_

_,V....c.. .c_,.....---G
-=-=-=
c _,_
, _ _ _ _ _ __

Signed: - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Letter of Support for the 100% Affordable Housing at 2060 Folsom Street in the
Mission District

Date:

l! }2 Jik
7

From:5~ ~fZ:~Z-
LE-VA M.

LJJr-.Jli~

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Re: Affordable housing at 2060 Folsom St.

f'.'£5 ~1_s.. 3 2-C)
2_ 111 '.') "~ .J;;._ iJ ~ V\'t[:'~<,(I :
We are l:ttfsiness a'Wfiers at
j
-b
, ·1 '
i

.

~Q

(j_j

-=--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

adjacent to the above building of affordable housing.

Over the past several years we have witnessed the displacement of seniors,
working-class residents, and entire families due to gentrification and lack of
affordable housing in the Mission District. Most of the displaced residents have been
our clients for many years. As business owners, we are also experiencing rising
rents, and we have witnessed the displacement of many businesses that have served
this community for years.
We have attended community meetings and met with the development team, and
they have provided us with information about the project regarding number of
units, affordability level and height. We support the project in its entirety and would
like to see it move forw rd immediately.
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261 SIGNATORIES TO ONLINE
PETITION OF SUPPORT
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First Name
Gail
Lloyd
Naveen
Jawana
joel
erwin
Ninotchka
Geri
gloria
Katina
Roger
Ciro
Ariel
Lucy
Erick
yakuh
Ana
Kimberly
Buck
Mark
Wendy
Jackie
Amy
Samantha
Oscar
Beth
Chirag
Micol
Iris
Jesse

Last Name
Abrams
Affholter
Agrawal
Aguirre
Ajin
aldana
Alegre
Almanza
alonzo
Amerson
Amrhein
Andrade
Appel
Arellano
Arguello
askew
Avilez
Ayala
Bagot
Baldwin
Bardsley
Barshak
Beinart
Bell
Benitez
Berk
Bhakta
Biagioni
Biblowitz
Bie

Email Address
Sgabrams@pacbell.net
laffhol@hotmail.com
theskinnyindian@gmail.com
Nicoleharrison89@gmail.com
brother1821@gmail.com
erwinaldana1@gmail.com
Alegre.ninotchka@gmail.com
geri415@yahoo.com
msalonzog@gmail.com
69kingkat@gmail.com
Ramrhein@aol.com
andradeciro10@gmail.com
Ariel.s.appel@gmail.com
lucitaarellano@gmail.com
eriq94110@aol.com
yakuh@yahoo.com
aavilez@medasf.org
kayala@medasf.org
buckbagot@gmail.com
sachem13@sbcglobal.net
wendy@mutantfactory.com
jbarshak@hotmail.com
amyb.sf@sbcglobal.net
samanthaclairebell@gmail.com
O_A_Benitez@yahoo.com
asksheba@yahoo.com
peacestartswithin@gmail.com
micolbiagioni@gmail.com
irisbiblowitz@hotmail.com
Steamroller69@hotmail.com

Street Address
2976 26th Street
McCoppin St.
3435 24th St
O'Farrell ST
country club drive
275 byxbee st San Francisco ca 94132
227 11th Ave
74 Theresa Street SF CA 94112
876 York
1114 Connecticut
Bush
2005 mission st sf ca 94110

Date Signed
11/1/16 17:03
10/26/16 20:15
10/21/16 11:12
10/25/16 12:09
10/26/16 17:24
11/21/16 18:13
10/26/16 5:14
12/4/16 9:04
11/23/16 10:56
11/23/16 7:58
11/23/16 22:14
10/25/16 19:11
11/24/16 16:56
11/2/16 10:14
1065 Hampshire St.
10/31/16 22:02
2807 22nd Street
10/27/16 12:11
1024 Potrero ave, 3
10/25/16 9:23
10/27/16 8:36
harrison
10/27/16 13:48
3825 High Street, #202
10/27/16 14:49
1018 York St.
11/16/16 8:42
2067 10th avenue, San Francisco, CA 94116 10/31/16 14:58
407 Gates Street
10/28/16 9:37
2121 third st
11/28/16 14:59
11/3/16 0:17
11/25/16 13:30
BRYANT ST
10/31/16 11:52
1420 Turk St
11/8/16 9:49
2982 26st SFCA 94110
11/1/16 13:11
3745 17th St
11/9/16 8:18
1774

Alice
thomas
Chelsea
Anabelle
Frank
Morgan
Eduardo
Carmen
Juan Diego
Bella
Anna
Pauline
Genise
Michelle
Susan
Janet
Ann
Jocelyn
Alycia
Kate
Janna
Raini
Mollie
elisabeth
Yolanda
Flora
Maritza
Alice
Elizabeth
Brittany
Dave

Bierman
bockmon
Boilard
Bolanos
Briones
Buras-FInlay
Cabrera
Castillo
Castro
Celnik
Cepeda
Chan
Choy
Chung
Cieutat
Clyde
Colichidas
Colin
Colvin
Colwell
Cordeiro
Cover
Crittenden
cutler
Davila
Davis
De lopez
De Young
De Young
Dhawan
Dick

Alice@sdaction.org
jackstraw@gmail.com
chelsea.boilard@gmail.com
bolanosanabelle@yahoo.com
brionesf@gmail.com
mfinlay@medasf.org
ed.r.cabrera@gmail.com
carmen19056@yahoo.com
jdcastro@medasf.org
bcelnik@gmail.com
annacepeda88@gmail.com
pauline.chan@chinatowncdc.org
genise.choy@gmail.com
mpchung@ucla.edu
susan@sfdonors.com
janet.clyde@gmail.com
acolichidas@gmail.com
Jocelynvanessacolin@gmail.com
acolvin896@gmail.com
Kcolwellmd@gmail.com
janna.cordeiro@mac.com
Rainicover@gmail.com
molliecrittenden@sfuhs.org
elisabethcutler@earthlink.net
Yolanda.davila@bbva.com
floradavis@me.com
Maritza.Delopez@yahoo.Com
Alumadey@gmail.com
Coriacci@sbcglobal.net
Henderson.brittany@gmail.com
theangryoldman@yahoo.com

1081 Capp Street
137 Anderson Street
South Van Ness Ave
394 30th Avenue
324 Utah Street
45 Gambier Street
Dolores Street
2301 Mission Street
112 apollo st

3609 Keystone Avenue #4
531 Grove St., San Francisco, 94102
Bryant St
18th Street
2261 Mission St Apt 8
6809 New Melones Circle
501 Andover Street, 94110
Roberts

5020 California Street apt 6
CAPP
Dolores
2514 62nd Ave, Oakland, CA 94605
York Street
1775

11/25/16 20:40
10/29/16 12:57
10/28/16 1:13
11/24/16 10:00
11/16/16 20:14
10/26/16 12:50
11/1/16 13:07
11/1/16 19:05
10/27/16 12:13
11/23/16 11:49
10/25/16 9:41
10/27/16 14:38
11/8/16 9:45
10/25/16 11:30
10/31/16 12:22
11/2/16 15:52
11/23/16 6:03
10/25/16 20:19
10/25/16 13:23
11/23/16 21:47
10/28/16 11:09
11/25/16 9:47
11/4/16 10:45
11/22/16 23:03
10/26/16 21:21
10/31/16 15:53
10/25/16 11:14
11/22/16 19:14
10/31/16 12:40
10/25/16 14:02
11/27/16 23:23

Shannon
Kellyn
BJ
Kathleen
Julia
Iswari
Nancy
Manon
Don
Karoleen
Michael
Mark
Karen
Diana R.
Kitty
Michelle
Erika
Rick
Christopher
Grace
Brian
pedro
Marcial
Oscar
Nato
Yasmina
Samuel
Roger
Venex
Rosemarie
Erica

Dodge
Dong
Douglass
Duffy
Dunn
Espana
Ewart
Eylenbosch
Falk
Feng
Fernandez
Ferrer
Fishkin
Flores
Fong
Foy
Gee
Gerharter
Gil
Gin
Glassanos
gomez
Gonzalez
Grande
Green
Green
Guia
Gula
Guz
Hammond
Harris

mizshan@yahoo.com
kellynd12@gmail.com
angel4lily@aol.com
Ksduffy@aol.com
Julesdunn@aol.com
Iswariespana@yahoo.com
namastenancy@hotmail.com
manoneylenbosch@hotmail.com
dfalk@tndc.org
kfeng@medasf.org
sfmike25@sbcglobal.net
MK_ferrer@yahoo.com
Karenfishkin@yahoo.com
diana@cjjc.org
kittyfong723@yahoo.com
mich8423@fastmail.fm
erika_gee@hotmail.com
rgerharter@igc.org
cgil@medasf.org
ggin@chinatowncdc.org
brglassan@gmail.com
pedro@locobloco.org
margonza71145@yahoo.com
ogrande@podersf.org
natocomic@gmail.com
yasmina.green8@gmail.com
guia.samuel@gmail.com
rogerg@mithun.com
venex_93@hotmail.com
Rosebalderian@gmail.com
ericaharris79@gmail.com

10/25/16 14:11
10/31/16 11:32
11/23/16 19:42
Bryant
11/23/16 10:13
240 Hyde Street
11/1/16 20:38
24th Street
11/28/16 7:50
49 Elgin Park
12/25/16 14:29
580 Mcallister street
10/27/16 12:17
201 Eddy Street
10/29/16 17:36
280 Lexington Street
10/25/16 11:07
11/1/16 21:02
10/25/16 21:24
1742 Fell St.
11/29/16 7:26
10/26/16 15:51
10/31/16 13:25
3868 23rd St., San Francisco, CA 94114
11/4/16 11:02
10/27/16 15:43
2940 16th Street
10/31/16 13:15
10/25/16 11:55
10/27/16 17:34
551 Fort Laramie Drive
10/25/16 13:56
11/2/16 13:28
Arnold Ave
11/23/16 8:24
474 Valencia St. #125
11/3/16 15:47
Winfield St
10/29/16 12:55
Alabama
11/16/16 20:22
3311 Mission St #25 San Francisco CA 94110 11/1/16 19:38
19th Avenue
10/28/16 9:37
Sanchez
10/31/16 16:20
991 Hollister Ave
11/22/16 19:18
716 Valencia St
12/1/16 16:01
1776

Travis
Eva
Roberto
Chema
Olivia
Erika
Ninah
Liana
Dorrie
Mira
Judy
Ryan
Mark
Sarah
William
Weaver
Linda
Jennifer
Mitzy
Gabrielle
Elle
Susan
John
Joanna
David
Sirena
Tony
aura
Kevin
Megan
Claudia

Harris
hernandez
Hernandez
Hernández Gil
Herrera
Hidalgo
Hofmann
Holmberg
Huntington
Ingram
Janec
Jang
Janzer
Jarmon
Jensen
Jonathan
Kahn
Keese-Powell
King
Klick
Ko
Kuehn
Kyle
Ladd
Lam
Lam
Lam
lane
Lau
Laurance
Leon

Travisrharris@gmail.com
evahernandez71eh@gmail.com
latinzoneprod@aol.com
chema@sanfranciscan.org
oliviah313@gmail.com
hp1fan93@yahoo.com
Ninah@ninahkhofmann.com
lianagholmberg@gmail.com
Dorrie@acrosports.org
mirabai.prema@gmail.com
jjanec@gmail.com
jang.ryan@gmail.com
mark.janzer@gmail.com
augusta74@gmail.com
wjensen@tndc.org
Jscottweaver@aol.com
spikekahn@gmail.com
jkeese_powell@yahoo.com
mitzyking@gmail.com
gbmk@capgroup.cpm
bb@elleko.net
smkuehn@earthlink.net
kyle.j@comcast.net
ladd.joanna@gmail.com
dave_0104@yahoo.com
Sirenagylam@gmail.com
Tony.Lam@chinatowncdc.org
auralane@gmail.com
puns210@hotmail.com
megelaur@gmail.com
elvia8@gmail.com

post
1333 Florida street
Beale Street
595A Dolores Street
24th st
2nd Ave
639 Frederick, SF
350 Ellis St.
Gates & Cortland
5th St
1360 Mission Street
Cuvier
315 28th Street
720 York, #107
32 Aztec Street
16th and Shotwell

3222 18th St

234 hyde sf,ca 9102
1367 South Van Ness Ave.
143 Tiffany Ave
1777

11/2/16 21:52
10/26/16 20:18
10/31/16 12:21
11/24/16 17:17
10/31/16 14:53
11/3/16 22:53
11/23/16 16:40
12/2/16 11:02
12/3/16 7:30
12/1/16 12:51
10/28/16 15:44
10/27/16 12:24
10/26/16 22:41
11/28/16 15:04
12/1/16 14:01
11/23/16 9:06
10/31/16 11:54
11/9/16 22:59
11/23/16 17:02
10/25/16 12:02
10/26/16 19:39
11/9/16 9:01
11/23/16 6:52
10/25/16 11:55
10/25/16 13:57
11/23/16 14:33
10/25/16 11:33
11/9/16 16:15
10/29/16 17:09
10/25/16 20:02
12/1/16 14:24

Gordon
Sasha
toby
Matthew
Serena
Tony
Itien
Nanette
Jerry
kathy
Tracy
Arnulfo
salvador
Melany
Tucker
Alexander
Christopher
Chelsea
Allie
Susan
Fernando
jane
Allison
Paula
Tomasita
Claudia
Gabriel
Dianne
Beatriz
Catherine
Giuliana

Leung
Levine
levine
Lew
Li
Li
Liang
Lim
Lints
lipscomb
Lo
Lopez
lopez
Luu
MacLean
Magee
Man
Mariotti
Markovits
Marsh
Marti
martin
Martinez
Matallana
Medál
Mederos
Medina
Mena
Mero
Meyer
Milanese

gleung@chinatowncdc.org
sasha@7tepees.org
tobylevine@earthlink.net
matthew_lew@yahoo.com
serena.twentysix@gmail.com
sentry-sentry@sbcglobal.net
itien.liang@gmail.com
nlim520@gmail.com
j.lints58@yahoo.com
kathylipscomb2@gmail.com
tracy.coughlin@gmail.com
arnulfoeaglewolf@yahoo.com
panditass428@hotmail.com
Meluhhneyy@yahoo.com
tucker@exponentpartners.com
sashaxmagee@gmail.com
fongpaywong@gmail.com
calicasullivan@gmail.com
allie.markovits@gmail.com
marsh.susan1986@gmail.com
el_compay_nando@yahoo.com
janehmm@gmail.com
Martinezallison3@gmail.com
pmatallan@gmail.com
t.medal@sbcglobal.net
Rayisashell@yahoo.com
gabrielmedina5@gmail.com
Diannemena@yahoo.com
beriboop@yahoo.com
Mulkeymeyer@gmail.com
gfmilanese@gmail.com

Berry Street

4550 California St. Apt.#1
4220 cesar chavez st. sf, ca. 94131 #314
782 Treat Ave
1664 kirkwood ave apart.b
Ulloa
Hancock
304 south hill blvd sf 94112
468 12th Avenue
20 12th st, # 305 S.F.
3868 23rd Street
14a winfeild st sf ca 94110
260 wheeeler Ave

4930 fulton street sf ca 94132
509 Holloway Ave
conneccticut st sf ca 94107
1326 Natoma Street
95 S. Hill Blvd.
137 Anderson St 94110
1778

10/27/16 15:52
10/26/16 12:26
11/23/16 17:13
10/27/16 14:39
10/25/16 9:02
10/31/16 14:02
10/30/16 20:12
11/28/16 19:33
10/27/16 1:10
11/28/16 13:40
11/23/16 10:12
10/26/16 20:52
10/29/16 19:23
10/25/16 13:50
11/9/16 15:03
11/23/16 14:57
10/25/16 12:43
10/28/16 12:53
10/27/16 14:38
11/23/16 11:19
11/23/16 8:12
10/28/16 15:10
11/3/16 20:23
10/31/16 19:27
11/22/16 22:49
1/13/17 23:43
12/1/16 13:05
10/26/16 18:49
11/6/16 0:55
10/26/16 23:27
10/28/16 10:33

Angela
julieta
Ligia
Marco
Markley
Maelig
Sam
Ivan
Jose
Laurel
Sergio
Kurtis
Julie
Lucia
Anna
Maxie
Christine
Laura
Nathanial
Patrick
Leslie
Martine
Cameron
Carol
Stephen
Claudia
Daniel
Bertha
Gabriel
Ahmar
Sylvia

Minkin
miranda
Montano
Montenegro
Morris
Morvan
Moss
Muccini
Muniz
Muniz
Navarro
Nusbaum
O'Loughlin
Obregon
Oliver
ORourke
Osorio
Ospina
Owen
Pahilga
Palaroan
Paquin
Parsinejad
Pasco
Pawley
Perez
Peterson
Prado
Proo
Qadir
Ramirez

angieminkin@comcast.net
julietamiranda601@gmail.com
ligiamovi@gmail.com
Marco@excelsiorworks.org
markleym@mac.com
maelig@chez.com
smoss@missionhousing.org
muccini.ivan@gmail.com
1sfmuniz@gmail.com
lmunizsf@gmail.com
Sergio.navarro14@yahoo.com
Klnusbaum@gmail.com
jules2578@yahoo.com
Luciao.relay@gmail.com
sgtpeppercurrie@yahoo.com
gmorourke.@sbcglobal.net
Christinemarieo@gmail.com
Laospi26@gmail.com
nathanjowen@gmail.com
ppahilga@hotmail.com
lapalaroan@gmail.com
goldragonfly@hotmail.com
Camdizzel@gmail.com
pascoyong@gmail.com
swpaws@mac.com
cjazp@hotmail.com
danielpeterson90@gmail.com
Learn.laugh.love@live.com
gabemax@myastound.net
aqadir@medasf.org
Paloma165@sbcglobal.net

591 Moscow Street
3 a carrizal st san francisco.
San Bruno ave
555 Moscow St., San Francisco, CA 94112
48th Avenue
474 Valencia Street, 280
1420 Turk Street
Winfield
BRYANT ST.
Haight
1818 38th Ave San Francisco, ca
1338 4th ave
809 Red Leaf. Court
816 Shotwell St
690 61st st Oakland
1222 Clayton Street, #34

22nd
2801 mission st

Orizaba
44 Peralta Avenue
105 Coleridge Street
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10/28/16 11:02
10/27/16 21:06
11/29/16 9:04
12/1/16 14:07
11/23/16 0:12
11/16/16 9:38
10/31/16 11:24
11/9/16 19:21
10/25/16 19:26
10/28/16 15:07
10/25/16 20:42
11/22/16 17:54
10/27/16 18:14
11/2/16 10:36
11/2/16 9:31
10/27/16 9:43
11/2/16 21:49
11/22/16 18:13
10/25/16 14:14
11/16/16 14:29
11/1/16 8:21
10/27/16 17:40
10/25/16 13:15
10/25/16 15:55
10/27/16 14:58
10/25/16 12:49
10/25/16 17:29
10/25/16 17:59
11/23/16 15:53
10/25/16 9:19
10/26/16 17:44

Yvette
Rosemarie
Elsa
Jesus
Nancy
Michelle
Drago
Natalie
CoCo
noe
Ronnie
Ronnie
Hilda
Lisa
Nora
Magdalena
Janit
Rosabella
Lia
Selena
Raven
Alicia
Patrice
Lisa
Lisa
John
Jason
Stephen
Laurie
Ericka
Steven

Ramirez
Ramirez
Ramos
Ramos
Record
Reiss
Renteria
Riccomini
Robinson
rodriguez
Rodriguez
Rodriguez
Roe
Rogovin
Roman
Romero
Saechao
Safont
Salaverry
Salgado Catalan
Sanchez
Sandoval
Sandoval
Schiff
Schiff
Sedlander
Serafino-Agar
Severon
Shanaman
Shoemaker
Shum

yvt.ramirez@gmail.com
ramirez.rosemarie93@gmail.com
er0224@gmail.com
ramosjess38@gmail.com
narts100@sbcglobal.net
mreisslax@gmail.com
eselqueso@gmail.com
nataliericcomini@yahoo.com
cocorobinson@gmail.com
noeroma4444@gmail.com
sfronnie02@yahoo.con
sfronnie02@yahoo.com
thenewhlr@mac.com
Lisa@edibleexcursions.net
noritaroman@gmail.com
m_windt@hotmail.com
janitvon@gmail.com
rsafont@comcast.net
Lia.azul.salaverry@gmail.com
salgadoselena@yahoo.com
rasanchez913@gmail.com
licha13@gmail.com
patricesf@earthlink.net
sflschiff@yaho.com
sflschiff@yahoo.com
jsedlander@medasf.org
jsa41510@gmail.com
slseveron@gmail.com
lshanaman@yahoo.com
Edjnsshoemaker@gmail.com
steven_shum@yahoo.com

3017 22nd st
2706 Bristol drive San Jose 95127
875 Sanchez St 94114
1044 6th Ave.
3600 25th Street

15th St @ Folsom
2061missionst#24 sf ca94110
3065 25th street
479 Vallejo Street
71 cuvier street
Arnold Ave
3009 Mission Street
325 teresita blvd SAN fRANSCO, CALIF
344 Jones St. Apt 402
1183 pierce st sf ca
237 Balboa St.
Mission
91 Junior Terrace
Jersey street
306 Jersey Street
2301 Mission Street
735 29th Ave
Sycamore st
2917 24th Street #401, SF, CA
1780

11/29/16 0:23
11/3/16 17:15
11/27/16 16:41
11/23/16 19:56
11/23/16 17:25
11/1/16 11:23
11/23/16 9:48
10/27/16 15:03
11/3/16 21:03
10/25/16 18:06
11/24/16 11:00
11/24/16 11:02
11/9/16 14:09
11/16/16 16:45
11/5/16 15:12
10/26/16 15:16
10/27/16 16:45
10/25/16 8:58
10/31/16 13:08
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Good afternoon,
Please find linked below appeal response received by the Office of the Clerk of the Board from the
Planning Department, concerning the Infill Project Environmental Review Declaration Appeal for the
proposed project at 1296 Shotwell Street.
                Planning Department Appeal Response - February 6, 2017          
The appeal hearing for this matter is scheduled for a 3:00 p.m. special order before the Board on
February 14, 2017.
I invite you to review the entire matter on our Legislative Research Center by following the link
below:
                Board of Supervisors File No. 170024
Regards,
Lisa Lew
Board of Supervisors
San Francisco City Hall, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102
P 415-554-7718 | F 415-554-5163
lisa.lew@sfgov.org | www.sfbos.org

    Click here to complete a Board of Supervisors Customer Service Satisfaction form
The Legislative Research Center provides 24-hour access to Board of Supervisors legislation, and archived matters since August 1998.
Disclosures: Personal information that is provided in communications to the Board of Supervisors is subject to disclosure under the
California Public Records Act and the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal information provided will not be redacted. Members of
the public are not required to provide personal identifying information when they communicate with the Board of Supervisors and its
committees. All written or oral communications that members of the public submit to the Clerk's Office regarding pending legislation or
hearings will be made available to all members of the public for inspection and copying. The Clerk's Office does not redact any information
from these submissions. This means that personal information—including names, phone numbers, addresses and similar information that
a member of the public elects to submit to the Board and its committees—may appear on the Board of Supervisors' website or in other
public documents that members of the public may inspect or copy.
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Callagy, Alana (CPC)
BOS Legislation, (BOS)
Cooper, Rick (CPC); Gibson, Lisa (CPC)
BOS File 170024 - Appeal Response
Monday, February 06, 2017 12:44:20 PM
1296 Shotwell Appeal Response Planning Dept_2017 02 06.pdf

Good afternoon,
Please see the attached electronic version of the Planning Department’s response to the December
30, 2016 letter of appeal of the Infill Project Determination filed by Craig Weber on behalf of the
Inner Mission Neighbors Association.
We will be transmitting a hard copy of this information as well.
Kind regards,
Alana
Alana Callagy
Environmental Planner
City and County of San Francisco, Planning Department
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8734 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: alana.callagy@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org
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PLANNING DEPARTMENT
1650 Mission St.
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Notice of Transmittal

Reception:

Planning Department Response to the
Appeal of Infill Project Determination for
1296 Shotwell Street Project

415.558.6378
Fax:

415.558.6409
Planning
Information:

415.558.6377

DATE:

February 6, 2017

TO:

Angela Calvillo, Clerk of the Board of Supervisors

FROM:

Lisa M. Gibson, Acting Environmental Review Officer - (415) 575-9032
Rick Cooper, Senior Environmental Planner - (415) 575-9027
Alana Callagy, Environmental Coordinator - (415) 575-8734

RE:

Board File No. 170024, Planning Department Case No. 2015-018056APL -Appeal of Infill
Project Determination for 1296 Shotwell Street Project; Block/Lot 6751/051

HEARING DATE: February 14, 2017
The Planning Department is submitting a response to the Appeal of the Infill Project Determination for
1296 Shotwell Street. Attached is:
•

One (1) hard copy of the Appeal Response

These files are being provided to the Clerk of the Board for distribution to the appellants, project sponsor,
and Board of Supervisors by the Clerk of the Board.
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Appeal of Infill Project Determination
1296 Shotwell Street Project

DATE:

February 6, 2017

TO:

Angela Calvillo, Clerk of the Board of Supervisors

FROM:

Lisa M. Gibson, Acting Environmental Review Officer – (415) 575-9032
Rick Cooper, Senior Environmental Planner – (415) 575-9027
Alana Callagy, Environmental Coordinator – (415) 575-8734

RE:

Board File No. 170024, Planning Department Case No. 2015-018056APL – Appeal
of Infill Project Determination for 1296 Shotwell Street Project; Block/Lot
6751/051

PROJECT SPONSOR: Elaine Yee, Mission Economic Development Agency, (415) 282-3334
Joyce Slen, Chinatown Community Development Center, (415) 984-1450

APPELLANT:

Craig Weber, on behalf of the Inner Mission Neighbors Association – (415) 6419900

HEARING DATE:

February 14, 2017

ATTACHMENT:

A – Eastern Neighborhoods Public Benefits Program Information

____________________________________________________________________________________________

INTRODUCTION
This memorandum and the attached documents respond to the December 30, 2016 letter of appeal
(Appeal Letter 123016.pdf” online as part of Board of Supervisors File No. 170024) to the Board of
Supervisors (the “Board”) regarding the Planning Department’s (the “Department’s”) issuance of an Infill
Project Environmental Review Certificate of Determination (“Infill Project Determination;” Exhibit A of
the Appeal Letter, beginning on page 34 “Appeal Letter 123016.pdf” online as part of Board of
Supervisors File No. 170024) in compliance with the California Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”) for
the 1296 Shotwell Street Project (the “Project”).
The Department, pursuant to CEQA, the CEQA Guidelines, 14 Cal. Code of Reg. Sections 15000 et seq.,
and Chapter 31 of the San Francisco Administrative Code, determined that the Project qualifies for a
streamlined environmental review process for infill projects under California Public Resources Code

www.sfplanning.org
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Section 21094.5 and CEQA Guidelines Section 21083.3. (See the Streamlining for Infill Projects Overview
section, below, for additional information about the streamlining process for infill projects.) Accordingly,
the Department evaluated whether the Project would cause any significant environmental effects that
were not analyzed in or that are substantially greater than previously analyzed and disclosed in the
Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plan Final Environmental Impact Report (“Eastern Neighborhoods
PEIR” or “PEIR”)1, or that uniformly applicable development policies would not substantially mitigate.
The Department found no such impacts and issued the Infill Project Determination for the Project on
November 21, 2016. The Department provided a detailed analysis in support of these findings in a
roughly 65-page Infill Project Initial Study, included as Exhibit A of the Appeal Letter, beginning on page
44 of “Appeal Letter 123016.pdf” available online as part of Board of Supervisors File No. 170024. The
Department determined that no further environmental review is required for the Project.
The decision before the Board is whether to uphold the Department’s determination that no further
environmental review is required pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15183.3 and California Public
Resources Code Section 21094.5 and deny the appeal, or to overturn the Department’s Infill Project
Determination and return the Project to the Department for additional environmental review.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The proposed project would demolish the existing one-story industrial building on the site and construct
a 100 percent affordable senior housing project, encompassing a total of approximately 69,500 gross
square feet with 94 dwelling units (93 affordable units plus one unit for the onsite property manager),
including 20 units for formerly homeless seniors.

SITE DESCRIPTION
The project site is located on a block bound by Shotwell Street to the east, 26th Street to the north, South
Van Ness Avenue to the west, and Cesar Chavez Street to the south, in San Francisco’s Mission
neighborhood. The project site, Block 6571, Lot 051, is irregular in shape and has frontage only on
Shotwell Street. The parcel measures approximately 11,700 square feet and contains a one-story industrial
building constructed in 1948 that covers the entire parcel. The building currently houses an automotive
repair shop and a storage facility for a local market. The existing sidewalk along Shotwell Street is 15 feet
wide and does not contain any curb cuts. Instead, there is an approximately two-foot deep “concrete
ramp” along the length of the project site, which creates a transition between the sidewalk and street
levels and accommodates cars associated with the auto repair shop currently on site.

1

The Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plan Final EIR (Planning Department Case No. 2004.0160E), State Clearinghouse

No. 2005032048) was certified by the Planning Commission on August 7, 2008. The project site is within the Eastern Neighborhoods
Rezoning and Area Plan project area.

2
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The project site does not contain trees or landscaping, nor are street trees currently adjacent to the site.
The project site is zoned Mission Street Neighborhood Commercial Transit (NCT), Mission Street
Formula Retail Restaurant Sub-district, Mission Alcohol Restricted Use District, and Fringe Financial
Restricted Use District, and is within a 65-X height and bulk district.
The project vicinity is characterized by a mix of residential, retail, office, and production, distribution,
and repair (“PDR”) uses. To the north of the project site (i.e., along 26th Street between South Van Ness
Avenue and Shotwell Street) sits a commercial building housing an electric contractor, to the east and
across Shotwell Street are residential complexes, and to the west of the site is an auto parts shop and
adjacent parking lot, accessed at Cesar Chavez Street. The 24 th Street-Mission Bay Area Rapid Transit
(“BART”) station, a major regional transit station, is located five blocks northwest of the project site.
There is one San Francisco Municipal Railway (“Muni”) stop approximately 250 feet southwest of the
project site near the intersection of South Van Ness Avenue and Cesar Chavez Street, one 370 feet
northwest of the project site at the intersection of South Van Ness Avenue and 26th Street, and one 380 feet
northeast of the project site near the intersection of Folsom and 26 th streets.
Buildings in the project vicinity range from 15 to 40 feet in height. Surrounding parcels on the same block
(to the north and west) are zoned NCT-1 (Mission Street Neighborhood Commercial Transit), parcels
across Shotwell Street to the east are zoned RM-1 (Residential-Mixed, Low Density), to the southeast
across the Shotwell and Cesar Chavez streets intersection are zoned RH-3 (Residential-House, Three
Family), and south across Cesar Chavez Street are zoned RH-2 (Residential-House, Two Family). Height
and bulk districts in the project vicinity are 40-X, 55-X, and 65-X.

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW PROCESS
The environmental evaluation application (Case No. 2015-018056ENV) for the Project was filed by the
sponsor on December 18, 2015. On November 21, 2016, the Department issued an Infill Project
Determination and supporting Initial Study, which found:
1.

The Project is eligible for the streamlining procedures, as the project site has been previously
developed and is located in an urban area, the Project satisfies the performance standards
provided in Appendix M of the CEQA Guidelines, and the Project is consistent with the
Sustainable Communities Strategy;2

Plan Bay Area is the current Sustainable Communities Strategy and Regional Transportation Plan that was adopted by the
Metropolitan Transportation Commission and Association of Bay Area Governments in July 2013, in compliance with California’s
governing greenhouse gas reduction legislation, Senate Bi11 375. Available: http://planbayarea.org/the-plan/adopted-plan-bay-area2013.html. Accessed January 24, 2017.
2

3
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2.

The effects of the proposed infill project were analyzed in a prior EIR, and no new information
shows that the significant adverse environmental effects of the infill project are substantially
greater than those described in the prior EIR;

3.

The proposed infill project would not cause any significant effects on the environment that either
have not already been analyzed in the prior EIR or that are substantially greater than previously
analyzed and disclosed, or that uniformly applicable development standards would not
substantially mitigate potential significant impacts; and

4.

The project sponsor will undertake feasible mitigation measures specified in the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR to mitigate project-related significant impacts.

The Project was considered by the Planning Commission on December 1, 2016. On that date, the Planning
Commission adopted the Project under Planning Code Sections 206 and 328 (100 Percent Affordable
Housing Bonus), which constituted the Approval Action under Chapter 31 of the Administrative Code.
On December 30, 2016, an appeal of the Infill Project Determination was filed by Craig Weber on behalf of
the Inner Mission Neighbors Association (“Appellant”). The Appellant’s letter also included five exhibits
(314 pages) of materials that are provided with the appeal letter and which are included as “Appeal
Letter 123016.pdf” online as part of Board of Supervisors File No. 170024.

CEQA STATUTES AND GUIDELINES
Streamlining for Infill Projects Overview
California Public Resources Code Section 21094.5 and CEQA Guidelines Section 15183.3 provide a
streamlined environmental review process for eligible infill projects by limiting the topics subject to
review at the project level where the effects of infill development have been previously addressed in a
planning-level decision3 or by uniformly applicable development policies.4 CEQA does not apply to the
effects of an eligible infill project under two circumstances. First, if an effect was addressed as a
significant effect in a prior EIR5 for a planning-level decision, then that effect need not be analyzed again
for an individual infill project even when that effect was not reduced to a less-than-significant level in the
prior EIR. Second, an effect need not be analyzed, even if it was not analyzed in a prior EIR or is more
significant than previously analyzed, if the lead agency makes a finding that uniformly applicable
development policies or standards, adopted by the lead agency or a city or county, apply to the infill
project and would substantially mitigate that effect. Depending on the effects addressed in the prior EIR

Planning level decision means the enactment of amendment of a general plan or any general plan element, community plan,
specific plan, or zoning code.
4 Uniformly applicable development policies are policies or standards adopted or enacted by a city or county, or by a lead agency,
that reduce one or more adverse environmental effects.
5 Prior EIR means the environmental impact report certified for a planning level decision, as supplemented by any subsequent or
supplemental environmental impact reports, negative declarations, or addenda to those documents.
3

4
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and the availability of uniformly applicable development policies or standards that apply to the eligible
infill project, the streamlined environmental review would range from a determination that no further
environmental review is required to a narrowed, project-specific environmental document.
Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15183.3, an eligible infill project is examined in light of the prior
EIR to determine whether the infill project will cause any effects that require additional review under
CEQA. The evaluation of an eligible infill project must include the following:
(1) demonstration that the project satisfies the performance standards of Appendix M of the CEQA
Guidelines;
(2) explanation of the degree to which the effects of the infill project were analyzed in the prior EIR;
(3) explanation of whether the infill project will cause new specific effects6 not addressed in the
prior EIR;
(4) explanation of whether substantial new information shows that the adverse effects of the infill
project are substantially more severe than described in the prior EIR; and
(5) if the infill project would cause new specific effects or more significant effects than disclosed in
the prior EIR, indication of whether uniformly applied development standards substantially
mitigate7 those effects.8
Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15183.3, no additional environmental review is required if the infill
project would not cause any new site-specific or project-specific effects or more significant effects, or if
uniformly applied development standards would substantially mitigate such effects.
To be eligible for the streamlining procedures prescribed in Section 15183.3, an infill project must meet all
of the criteria shown in italics below. As explained following each criterion, the proposed project meets
the criteria for infill project streamlining.
a) The project site is located in an urban area on a site that either has been previously developed or that adjoins
existing qualified urban uses on at least seventy-five percent of the site's perimeter.9

A new specific effect is an effect that was not addressed in the prior EIR and that is specific to the infill project or the infill project
site. A new specific effect may result if, for example, the prior EIR stated that sufficient site-specific information was not available to
analyze the significance of that effect. Substantial changes in circumstances following certification of a prior EIR may also result in a
new specific effect.
7 More significant means an effect will be substantially more severe than described in the prior EIR. More significant effects include
those that result from changes in circumstances or changes in the development assumptions underlying the prior EIR's analysis. An
effect is also more significant if substantial new information shows that: (1) mitigation measures that were previously rejected as
infeasible are in fact feasible, and such measures are not included in the project; (2) feasible mitigation measures considerably
different than those previously analyzed could substantially reduce a significant effect described in the prior EIR, but such measures
are not included in the project; or (3) an applicable mitigation measure was adopted in connection with a planning level decision,
but the lead agency determines that it is not feasible for the infill project to implement that measure.
8 Substantially mitigate means that the policy or standard will substantially lessen the effect, but not necessarily below the levels of
significance.
9 For the purpose of this subdivision "adjoin" means the infill project is immediately adjacent to qualified urban uses, or is only
separated from such uses by an improved public right-of-way. Qualified urban use means any residential, commercial, public
institutional, transit or transportation passenger facility, or retail use, or any combination of those uses.
6

5
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The project site is located within an urban area and has been previously developed. According to the
Phase I Environmental Site Assessment, 10 available historical records show that the site was occupied by a
tannery in the late 1800s, was vacant (except for a private residence) in 1900, and has been occupied by
large warehouses from at least 1914 through the present. The warehouses apparently were used for
storage from 1914 to 1999. Currently the site contains an auto repair shop and a storage facility for a local
market.
b)

The proposed project satisfies the performance standards provided in Appendix M of the CEQA Guidelines.

The proposed project satisfies the performance standards provided in Appendix M of the CEQA
Guidelines.11 The Appendix M checklist, which is located within the project file, covers the following
topics for mixed-use residential projects: hazardous materials, air quality, transportation, and affordable
housing. The project site is not included on any list of sites with hazardous contamination compiled
pursuant to Section 65962.5 of the Government Code (i.e., the “Cortese” list), and is not located near a
high-volume roadway or a stationary source of air pollution (i.e., project site is not within an Air
Pollutant Exposure Zone). The project site is located within a low vehicle travel area, within a half mile of
an existing major transit stop, and consists of less than 300 affordable housing units.
c)

The proposed project is consistent with the general use designation, density, building intensity, and applicable
policies specified in the Sustainable Communities Strategy.

Plan Bay Area is the current Sustainable Communities Strategy and Regional Transportation Plan that was
adopted by the Metropolitan Transportation Commission and Association of Bay Area Governments in
July 2013, in compliance with California's governing greenhouse gas reduction legislation, Senate Bi11
375.12 To be consistent with Plan Bay Area, a proposed project must be located within a Priority
Development Area (“PDA”), or must meet all of the following criteria:





Conform with the jurisdiction’s General Plan and Housing Element;
Be located within 0.5 miles of transit access;
Be 100 percent affordable to low- and very-low income households for 55 years; and
Be located within 0.5 miles of at least six neighborhood amenities.13

The project site is located within the Eastern Neighborhoods PDA, and therefore the project is consistent
with the general use designation, density, building intensity, and applicable policies specified in Plan Bay

ESSEL. Phase I Environmental Site Assessment Property at 1296/1298 Shotwell Street, San Francisco, CA, 94110. October 5, 2016. This
document and others referenced in this certificate unless otherwise noted are available for review at the San Francisco Planning
Department, 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 as part of Case File No. 2015-018056ENV.
11 San Francisco Planning Department, Eligibility Checklist: CEQA Guidelines Appendix M Performance Standards for Streamlined
Environmental Review, 1296 Shotwell Street, November 1, 2016. This document is available for review at the San Francisco Planning
Department, 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 as part of Case File No. 2015-018056ENV.
12 Metropolitan Transportation Commission and Association of Bay Area Governments, Plan Bay Area. Available:
http://onebayarea.org/plan-bay-area/final-plan-bay-area.html. Accessed April 25, 2016
13 Chion, Miriam, Association of Bay Area Governments Planning & Research Director, letter to Alana Callagy, Environmental
Planner, San Francisco Planning Department, October 17, 2016, Re: 1296 Shotwell Street Project SCS Consistency.
10
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Area.14 As discussed above, the proposed project at 1296 Shotwell Street meets criteria a, b, and c, and is
therefore considered an eligible infill project.
Pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 21094.5, if an EIR was certified for a planning-level decision of
a city or county, the approval of an eligible infill project is limited to the effects on the environment that:
A) Are specific to the project or to the project site and were not addressed as significant effects in the
prior EIR, or
B) Are effects that substantial new information shows will be more significant than described in the
prior EIR.

Significant Environmental Effects
In determining the significance of environmental effects caused by a project, CEQA Guidelines Section
15064(f) states that the decision as to whether a project may have one or more significant effects shall be
based on substantial evidence in the record of the lead agency. CEQA Guidelines 15604(f)(5) offers the
following guidance: “Argument, speculation, unsubstantiated opinion or narrative, or evidence that is
clearly inaccurate or erroneous, or evidence that is not credible, shall not constitute substantial evidence.
Substantial evidence shall include facts, reasonable assumption predicated upon facts, and expert opinion
supported by facts.”

SAN FRANCISCO ADMINISTRATIVE CODE
Section 31.16(e)(3) of the Administrative Code states: “The grounds for appeal of an exemption
determination shall be limited to whether the project conforms to the requirements of CEQA for an
exemption.”
San Francisco Administrative Code Section 31.16(b)(6) provides that in reviewing an appeal of a CEQA
decision, the Board “shall conduct its own independent review of whether the CEQA decision adequately
complies with the requirements of CEQA. The Board shall consider anew all facts, evidence and issues
related to the adequacy, accuracy and objectiveness of the CEQA decision, including, but not limited to,
the sufficiency of the CEQA decision and the correctness of its conclusions.”

CONCERNS RAISED AND PLANNING DEPARTMENT RESPONSES:
The four-page appeal letter from the Appellant incorporated previous letters from the Appellant and
interested parties that were submitted to the Planning Commission (November 30, 2016) and to Planning
staff (July 7, 2016). These three letters are attached as Exhibit C to the Appellant’s appeal letter and may
be found on pages 209 through 211, 212 through 214, and 215 through 216 of the pdf file named “Appeal
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Letter 123016.pdf” online as part of Board of Supervisors File No. 170024.15 The four-page appeal letter
contains 11 bulleted items expressing the general basis for the appeal. These 11 general concerns are listed
in order below as Concerns 1 through 10. The fourth bulleted item is included under the discussion for
Concern 1. Additionally, the concerns raised in the previous letters are included in specific concern
topics as many are also contained in the Appeal. However, a few concerns are not reiterated within the
body of the Appeal Letter but are addressed below (i.e., Concern 11).

Concern 1: The Project does not qualify for a Streamlined Environmental Review under Section 15183.3 of
the CEQA Guidelines and Public Resources Code Section 21094.5 because the approval is based upon an
out of date 2008 EIR prepared for the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan and the EIR's analyses and
determinations can no longer be relied upon to support the claimed exemption in the areas of direct,
indirect, and cumulative impacts to: land use, consistency with area plans and policies, land use, recreation
and open space, transit and transportation, health and safety. The PEIR’s housing projections have been
exceeded.
Response 1: Absent a change in the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plan, reopening the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR is neither warranted nor required under CEQA. Additionally, the growth projections
contained in the PEIR were not intended as a cap or limit to growth within the areas that would be subject to
the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan and were based upon the best estimates available at the time the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR was prepared.
The Appellant’s appeal letter asserts that the Department’s determination to issue an Infill Project
Determination for the Project is invalid because substantial changes have occurred with respect to the
circumstances under which the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans were approved due to the
involvement of new significant environmental effects and a substantial increase in the severity of
previously identified significant effects in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.
In order to provide context for the response to this concern, a brief review of the Eastern Neighborhoods
PEIR and discussion of CEQA’s requirements for when a certified EIR must be revised is provided, prior
to addressing the appeal’s concerns with significant new environmental effects and increased severity of
significant effects that were previously identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.
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Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR and the Infill Project
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR
As discussed on pages 6 through 9 of the Infill Project Determination, the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR is
a comprehensive programmatic report that presents an analysis of the environmental effects of
implementation of the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans, as well as the potential impacts
under several proposed alternatives. According to CEQA Guidelines Section 15168, a program EIR:
… is an EIR which may be prepared on a series of actions that can be characterized as one
large project and are related either: (1) geographically; (2) as logical parts in the chain of
contemplated actions; (3) in connection with issuance of rules, regulations, plans, or other
general criteria to govern the conduct of a continuing program; or (4) as individual
activities carried out under the same authorizing statutory or regulatory authority and
having generally similar environmental effects which can be mitigated in similar ways.
Use of a program EIR: (1) provides an occasion for a more exhaustive consideration of effects and
alternatives than would be practical in an EIR on an individual action; (2) ensures consideration of
cumulative impacts that might be slighted in a case‐by‐case analysis; (3) avoids duplicative
reconsideration of basic policy considerations; (4) allows the Lead Agency to consider broad policy
alternatives and program‐wide mitigation measures at an early time when the agency has greater
flexibility to deal with basic problems or cumulative impacts; and (5) allows reduction in paperwork.
Subsequent activities in the program must be examined in the light of the program EIR to determine
whether an additional environmental document must be prepared.
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR evaluated three rezoning alternatives, two community-proposed
alternatives which focused largely on the Mission District, and a “No Project” alternative. The alternative
selected, or the Preferred Project, represents a combination of Options B and C. The Planning
Commission adopted the Preferred Project after fully considering the environmental effects of the
Preferred Project and the various scenarios discussed in the PEIR.
As discussed on page 15 of the Infill Project Initial Study, the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR identified
significant impacts related to land use, transportation, cultural resources, shadow, noise, air quality, and
hazardous materials. Additionally, the PEIR identified significant cumulative impacts related to land use,
transportation, and cultural resources. Mitigation measures were identified that reduced all impacts to
less than significant, except for those related to land use (cumulative impacts on PDR use), transportation
(program-level and cumulative traffic impacts at nine intersections; program-level and cumulative transit
impacts on seven San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency lines), cultural resources (cumulative
impacts from demolition of historical resources), and shadow (program-level impacts on parks).
On August 7, 2008, the Planning Commission certified the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR by Motion 17659
and adopted the Preferred Project for final recommendation to the Board. CEQA Guidelines Section
9
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15162(c) establishes that once a project, in this case the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans,
is approved:
“[T]he lead agency’s role in that approval is completed unless further discretionary
approval on that project is required. Information appearing after an approval does not
require reopening of that approval. If after the project is approved, any of the conditions
described in subdivision (a) occurs, a subsequent EIR or negative declaration shall only
be prepared by the public agency which grants the next discretionary approval for the
project, if any.” [Emphasis added.]
Thus, even if the Appellant’s unsubstantiated claims that the build-out of development consistent with
the adopted rezoning and area plans somehow constituted new information or changed circumstances
resulting in new or more severe impacts on the physical environment than previously disclosed (i.e., the
conditions described in subdivision (a) of CEQA Guidelines Section 15162), the Eastern Neighborhoods
PEIR would remain valid under CEQA. Simply stated, unless and until the Eastern Neighborhoods
Rezoning and Area Plans themselves are amended or revised, the reopening of the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR is neither warranted nor required under CEQA.
Streamlined Environmental Review
As discussed above, under the Streamlining for Infill Projects Overview section, CEQA Guidelines
Section 15183.3 limits the topics subject to environmental review at the project level where the effects of
infill development have been previously addressed in light of a previous EIR to determine whether the
infill project will cause any effects that require additional review under CEQA.
The Infill Project Determination described the Project (consistent with CEQA Guidelines Section 15124),
its environmental setting (consistent with CEQA Guidelines Section 15125), and its potential impacts to
the environment (consistent with CEQA Guidelines Section 15126).
Impacts to the environment that might result with implementation of the Project were analyzed in the
Infill Project Determination in the context of the Project’s potential impacts upon the specific setting for
each environmental topic, significance criteria, and substantial evidence in the form of topic-specific
analyses. Consistent with CEQA Guidelines Section 15130, the Infill Project Initial Study also includes
analysis of the Project’s potential cumulative impacts for each environmental topic. The Initial Study
prepared for the Project evaluates its potential project-specific environmental effects and incorporates by
reference information contained in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR. Project-specific studies related to
wind were prepared for the Project to determine if it would result in any significant environmental
impacts that were not identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.
The Infill Project Initial Study determined that the Project would not have a significant impact that was
not previously identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR for all CEQA Guidelines Appendix G
environmental topics. The Infill Project Initial Study identified (and updated as needed to conform with
10
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current Department practices) one mitigation measure from the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR to be
applied to the Project to avoid impacts previously identified in the PEIR with regard to archeological
resources. Additionally, per CEQA Guidelines 15183.3, “[n]o additional environmental review is required
if the infill project would not cause any new specific effects or more significant effects, or if uniformly
applicable development policies or standards would substantially mitigate such effects.”
As discussed on pages 15 and 16 of the Infill Project Initial Study, since the certification of the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR in 2008, several new policies, regulations, statutes, and funding measures have been
adopted, passed, or are underway that have or will implement mitigation measures or further reduce
less-than-significant impacts identified in the PEIR. These include, but are not limited to:














State statute regarding Aesthetics, Parking Impacts, effective January 2014, and state statute and
Planning Commission resolution regarding automobile delay, and vehicle miles traveled
(“VMT”) effective March 2016 (see Infill Project Initial Study pages 17 and 24);
The adoption of 2016 interim controls in the Mission District requiring additional information
and analysis regarding housing affordability, displacement, loss of PDR and other analyses,
effective January 2016;
San Francisco Bicycle Plan update adoption in June 2009, Better Streets Plan adoption in 2010,
Transit Effectiveness Project (aka “Muni Forward”) adoption in March 2014, Vision Zero
adoption by various City agencies in 2014, Proposition A and B passage in November 2014, and
the Transportation Sustainability Program process (see Infill Project Initial Study section
“Transportation and Circulation” starting on page 23);
San Francisco ordinances establishing Construction Dust Control, effective July 2008 (see Infill
Project Initial Study section “Air Quality” starting on page 31) and Enhanced Ventilation
Required for Urban Infill Sensitive Use Developments, amended December 2014;
San Francisco Clean and Safe Parks Bond passage in November 2012 and San Francisco
Recreation and Open Space Element of the General Plan adoption in April 2014 (see Infill Project
Initial Study section “Recreation” starting on page 39);
Urban Water Management Plan adoption in 2011 and Sewer System Improvement Program
process (see Infill Project Initial Study section “Utilities and Service Systems” starting on page
41); and
Article 22A of the Health Code amendments addressing soil and groundwater contamination,
effective August 2013 (see Infill Project Initial Study section “Hazardous Materials” starting on
page 48).

In summary, project-level environmental review was conducted, as documented in the Infill Project
Initial Study, in accordance with CEQA Guidelines 15183.3, which does not require any further
environmental review for projects, like 1296 Shotwell Street, that would not cause any new specific effects
or more significant effects, or if uniformly applicable development policies or standards would
substantially mitigate such effects. The environmental analysis in the Infill Project Initial Study concluded
that, with the incorporation of mitigation measures from the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR and
implementation of uniformly applied development policies and standards, there would not be any
project-specific effects that are peculiar to the project or its site and that were not disclosed as significant
effects in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR. Therefore, per CEQA Guidelines Section 15183.3, no further
11
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environmental review is required, and an Infill Project Determination was issued based on the
environmental analysis in the Infill Project Initial Study.
Per CEQA Guidelines Section 15183.3, if a project would not cause any new specific effects or more
significant effects or can be substantially mitigated by the imposition of uniformly applied development
policies or standards, then no additional review is required.
Concern 1 alleges that substantial changes with respect to the circumstances under which the Eastern
Neighborhoods Area Plan has been undertaken have occurred, including growth that has exceeded that
which was considered in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR. Population and Housing
In his assertion that the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR no longer fully discloses the cumulative impacts of
Eastern Neighborhood projects, the Appellant states on page 2 of his Appeal Letter that projections for
housing have been exceeded when cumulative impacts are considered.
The Infill Project Determination notes on page 6 that the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR projected that
implementation of the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan could result in an increase of approximately 7,400 to
9,900 net dwelling units and 3,200,000 to 6,600,000 square feet of net non-residential space (excluding
PDR loss) through the year 2025, resulting in a total population increase of approximately 23,900 to 33,000
people.
Nowhere in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR is it stated or implied that the projections were intended as
a cap or limit to growth within the areas that would be subject to the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan. The
growth projections were based upon the best estimates available at the time the Eastern Neighborhoods
PEIR was prepared.
The growth projections were used as analytical tool in the PEIR to contextualize the potential
environmental impacts of the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan. The PEIR assumed a total amount of
development resulting from the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan consisting of all development types
(residential, commercial, etc.) and analyzed impacts based on this total development amount. Although
the number of foreseeable dwelling units in the Mission plan area may exceed the range of residential
development anticipated by the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR (should all proposed projects be approved
and constructed), the total amount of foreseeable non-residential space is well below the maximum
evaluated in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR, as is the overall population increase. Therefore, while
more residential development has occurred, less non-residential development has occurred, and the total
development amount and estimated population increase assumed in the PEIR have not been exceeded.
Additionally, the Initial Study prepared for the Project does not rely solely on the growth projections
considered in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR in examining whether the project would have significant
impacts that are peculiar to the project or site. The project- and site-specific analysis contained in the
Initial Study is based on updated growth projections and related modeling to evaluate project-level and
cumulative impacts on traffic and transportation, air quality, and greenhouse gases.
12
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For example, the projected transportation conditions and cumulative effects of project buildout analyzed
in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR were based on a 2025 horizon year. However, in 2015, the
Department updated its cumulative transportation impact analysis for all projects to use a 2040 horizon
year. Therefore, the project-specific cumulative transportation impact analysis presented in the Initial
Study is based on updated growth projections through year 2040. San Francisco 2040 cumulative
conditions were projected using a run of the San Francisco County Transportation Authority’s
(Transportation Authority) San Francisco Activity Model Process and includes residential and job growth
estimates and reasonably foreseeable transportation investments through 2040.
As another example, as discussed on pages 33 and 34 of the Initial Study, the Project’s air quality impacts
were screened using screening criteria established by the Bay Area Air Quality District in 2011 and
screened using the City’s Air Pollutant Exposure Zone mapping. The exposure zone mapping is based on
modeling in 2012 of all known air pollutant sources, provides health protective standards for cumulative
fine particulate (PM2.5) concentration and cumulative excess cancer risk, and incorporates health
vulnerability factors and proximity to freeways. As discussed, starting on page 34 of the Initial Study, the
Project’s greenhouse gas emissions impacts were evaluated against consistency with San Francisco’s
Greenhouse Gas (“GHG”) Reduction Strategy, a strategy that has resulted in a 23.3 percent reduction in
GHG emissions in 2012 compared to 1990 levels, exceeding the year 2020 reduction goals outlined in the
Bay Area Air Quality Management District’s 2010 Clean Air Plan.
Conclusion
On pages 1 and 2 of the Appeal Letter, the Appellant states the project does not qualify for streamlined
environmental review because the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR is out of date. This is incorrect. The
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR is properly relied upon, as it is the programmatic EIR that provided CEQA
clearance for the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans, which established the current zoning controls for
the project site. In accordance with CEQA Guidelines Section 15183.3 and Public Resources Code Section
21094.5, the Department examined whether there are project-specific significant effects which are peculiar
to the 1296 Shotwell Street Project or its site. The project-level environmental review contained in the
Infill Project Initial Study determined that the Project would not result in significant effects which are
peculiar to the project or its site that were not previously disclosed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR. .
The Appellant does not provide substantial evidence to support the contention that the Project would
result in significant effects which are peculiar to the Project or its site and that were not previously
disclosed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.
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Concern 2: The Project’s height is not consistent with the Planning Code, General Plan or zoning, or Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR, and therefore the Project is not eligible for CEQA streamlining.
Response 2: CEQA streamlining requires a project to be consistent with either a sustainable communities
strategy or an alternative planning strategy, which the Infill Project Determination found to be the case.
On page 2 of the Appeal Letter and in the Appellant’s November 30, 2016 letter to the Planning
Commission (see page 210 in file “Appeal Letter 123016.pdf” online as part of Board of Supervisors File
No. 170024), the Appellant states that the Project is not eligible for CEQA streamlining due to the Project’s
height.
The Infill Project Determination found, pursuant Public Resources Code 21094.5 and CEQA Section
15183.3, the Project satisfies the criteria for streamlining (see Streamlining for Infill Projects Overview,
above). With regard to consistency with Planning Code, General Plan or zoning, these criteria do not
require that the Project is consistent with the PEIR, but rather it is required to be consistent with the
general use designation, density, building intensity, and applicable policies specified in the Sustainable
Communities Strategy. For informational purposes, the following discussion identifies how the Project is
consistent with other area codes, planning, and zoning; though this compliance does not constitute a
requirement for CEQA streamlining eligibility.
The Project is located in the Mission Street Neighborhood Commercial Transit Zoning District and
pursuant to Planning Code Section 328 (100 Percent Affordable Housing Bonus Program) is eligible for an
additional 30 feet in height above the site’s 65-X Height and Bulk District. The General Plan supports
housing in this District and affordable housing is especially prioritized.
Pursuant to Planning Code Section 328, certain development bonus and zoning modifications are
permitted for 100 Percent Affordable Housing Bonus Program projects, including allowing an additional
30 feet beyond a zoning district height limit. Per the code, the additional height may only be used to
provide up to three additional 10-foot stories for residential use. The Project sponsor requested this
development bonus to increase the height allowed in the Mission Street NCT Zoning District and 65-X
Height and Bulk District.
Furthermore, the Project is consistent with the following Mission Area Plan housing objectives:
Objective 2.1 Ensure that a significant percent of new housing created in the Mission is affordable
to people with a wide range of incomes.
Objective 2.6 Continue and expand the City’s efforts to increase permanently affordable housing
production and availability.
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The Mission Area Plan also directs that “[p]rovisions within CEQA should be used to enable exemptions
or reduced review. . .” and specifically identifies Policy 2.4.4, Facilitate housing production by
simplifying the approval process wherever possible.
As noted on page 15 of the Initial Study, the Project sponsor requests using the San Francisco 100 Percent
Affordable Housing Bonus Program, as codified in Section 328 of the Planning Code, to allow for the
additional 19 feet of height above the zoning district height limit of 65 feet. In total, the Project proposes a
height up to 84 feet (96 feet with the elevator penthouse) 16 for a nine-story building. Therefore, the
Project’s height is consistent with that permitted under the NCT District in combination with the density
bonus requested by the sponsor under the City’s 100 Percent Affordable Housing Bonus.

Concern 3: The community benefits of the Eastern Neighborhood Area Plan, outlined in the 2008 PEIR, its
approvals, and the Statement of Overriding Considerations have not been fully funded, implemented, or are
underperforming and the determinations and findings for the proposed Project are not supported. The City
should have conducted project-level review based upon up to date data and the actual community benefits
that have accrued since the adoption of the 2008 plan.
Response 3: The Planning Department has conducted project-level review in accordance with the
streamlined environmental review provisions of CEQA and the CEQA Guidelines for infill projects.
Appellant’s contentions concerning community benefits are not valid grounds for an appeal of the Project
because they do not demonstrate that the Project would result in significant effects which are peculiar to the
project or its site that were not disclosed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.
As stated above, CEQA Guidelines Section 15183.3 allows examination of an eligible infill project in light
of a prior EIR to determine whether the infill project will cause any effects that require additional review
under CEQA. The Appellant’s contentions concerning the funding and implementation of community
benefits do not demonstrate that the Project would result in significant effects which are peculiar to the
Project or its site that were not disclosed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR. Therefore, these contentions
do not form valid grounds for an appeal of the determination that the Project qualifies for an Infill Project
determination. For informational purposes, however, the following discussion about the status of the
community benefits identified in the CEQA findings and Statement of Overriding Consideration for the
adoption of the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans is provided.
The Appellant does not specify which community benefits have not been fully funded, implemented or
are underperforming or which findings and determinations. Nevertheless, as the following discussion
indicates, community benefits are being provided under the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan through an
established process.
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The Eastern Neighborhoods Plan included, as an informational item considered by the Planning
Commission at the time of the original Eastern Neighborhoods Plan approvals in 2008, a Public Benefits
Program detailing a framework for delivering infrastructure and other public benefits as described in an
Implementation Document titled “Materials for Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans Initiation Hearing.”17
The Public Benefits Program consists of:
1) an Improvements Program that addresses needs for open space, transit and the public realm,
community facilities and affordable housing;
2) a Funding Strategy that proposes specific funding strategies and sources to finance the various
facilities and improvements identified in the Improvements Plan, and matches these sources to
estimated costs; and
3) a section on Program Administration that establishes roles for the community and City agencies,
provides responsibilities for each, and outlines the steps required to implement the program.
Some of the benefits were to be provided through requirements that would be included in changes to the
Planning Code. For example, Planning Code Section 423 (Eastern Neighborhoods Community
Infrastructure Impact Fee) fees are collected for “Transit,” “Complete Streets,” “Recreation and Open
Space,” “Child Care,” and in some portions of the Mission District and the South of Market Area,
“Affordable Housing.” Other benefits were to be funded by fees accrued with development and through
other sources of funding. The Public Benefits Program was not intended to be a static list of projects;
rather, it was designed to be modified by a Citizens Advisory Committee as needs were identified
through time.
The current list of public benefit projects is provided as Attachment A to this appeal response. The
Appellant’s assertion that the claimed benefits to override impacts outlined in the PEIR is not supported;
the assertion that benefits have not been have not been fully funded, implemented, or are
underperforming, is incorrect. Attachment A shows that of the 66 capital projects that currently comprise
the Public Benefits Program, 10 are complete, 16 are under construction, six are fully funded and awaiting
construction, and the remaining 34 are in various stages of planning.
In terms of the process for implementing the Public Benefits Program, new developments within the
Eastern Neighborhoods Plan area, including the Project, are required to pay development impact fees
upon issuance of the “first construction document” (either a project’s building permit or the first
addendum to a project’s site permit), which are collected to fund approximately 30 percent of the
infrastructure improvements planned within the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan area. Additional funding
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mechanisms for infrastructure improvements are identified through the City’s 10‐year Capital Plan.
Eighty percent of development impact fees must go towards Eastern Neighborhoods priority projects,
until those priority projects are fully funded. The fees are dispersed to fund infrastructure improvements
within the entirety of the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan area, on a priority basis established by the Eastern
Neighborhoods Citizen Advisory Committee (CAC) and the City’s Interagency Plan Implementation
Committee (IPIC). The IPIC works with the CAC to prioritize future infrastructure improvements.
Additionally, the Department and Capital Planning Program are working with the implementing
departments to identify additional state and federal grants, general fund monies, or other funding
mechanisms such as land‐secured financing or infrastructure finance districts to fund the remaining
emerging needs. Impact fees are distributed among the following improvement categories: open space,
transportation and streetscape, community facilities, childcare, library, and program administration. As
stated in the January 2016 Planning Department’s IPIC Annual Report,18 the Department forecasts that
pipeline projects, including the proposed project, would contribute approximately $79.1 million in impact
fee revenue within the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan area between fiscal years 2017 and 2021.
Infrastructure projects that are currently underway are also listed in the Department’s IPIC Annual
Report. These include various streetscape, roadway, park, and childcare facility improvements.
Additionally, a Transportation Sustainability Fee was adopted in November 2015 (BOS File Number
150790) and expenditures of this shall be allocated according to Table 411A.6A in the Ordinance, which
gives priority to specific projects identified in different area plans. These processes and funding
mechanisms are intended to provide for implementation of infrastructure improvements to keep pace
with development and associated needs of existing and new residents and businesses within the area.
The Initial Study provides further information regarding improvements within the Eastern
Neighborhoods Plan area. In regards to transit, as discussed on page 27 of the Initial Study, Mitigation
Measures E-5 through E-11 in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR were adopted as part of the Eastern
Neighborhoods Area Plan with uncertain feasibility to address significant transit impacts. While these
plan-level measures are not applicable to the Project, each is in some stage of implementation (see
discussion on page 27 of the Initial Study). In regards to recreation, the funding and planning for several
Eastern Neighborhoods parks and open space resources is discussed on page 40 of the Initial Study.
Thus, based on the evidence provided, the public benefits included in the Public Benefits Program are in
the process of being provided under the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan. As is generally the case with
development fee-based provision of community benefits, capital facilities are constructed as fees are
collected and are rarely provided in advance of development. The Appellant’s assertion that the
provision of community benefits is so deficient as to render the environmental determinations in the
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR invalid is not supported by substantial evidence. As described above, the
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Initial Study does provide an up-to-date description of the provision of transportation and recreation
community benefits. For these and other impact analyses, the Initial Study properly concludes that the
Project would not result in a significant impact not previously identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods
PEIR.

Concern 4: The Project is within the Latino Cultural District and is not consistent with the goals of district in
creating jobs and protecting commercial uses, and the Project’s height and design conflicts with two- and
three-story Victorian and Edwardian style homes and apartment buildings on Shotwell Street.
Response 4: The Latino Cultural District is not a historical resource under CEQA and the Infill Project
Determination found that the Project would not have a significant impact on offsite historic resources.
The Appellant notes on page 3 of his Appeal Letter and in his November 30, 2016 letter to the Planning
Commission (see page 210 of file “Appeal Letter 123016.pdf” online as part of Board of Supervisors File
No. 170024), that the Project is within the Latino Cultural District (“LCD”) and creates affordable
housing, but is not consistent with the goals of LCD in creating jobs and protecting commercial uses, and
that the Project’s height and design conflicts with two- and three-story Victorian and Edwardian style
homes and apartment buildings on Shotwell Street.
Pages 21 and 22 of the Initial Study provide analysis of the Project’s potential impacts with respect to
Historic Architectural Resources. The analysis is based on the Eastern Neighborhoods Mission Area Plan
South Mission Historic Resources Survey (see footnote 7 on page 21 of the Initial Study). Additionally, as
stated on pages 21 and 22 of the Initial Study, the Project is located within the LCD. The Initial Study
further noted that the purpose of the LCD is to recognize, promote, and preserve cultural assets of the
LCD. However, the LCD is not a historic district adopted by the San Francisco Historic Preservation
Commission or listed on a National, State, or local register, and, as such, is not a historic resource as
defined by CEQA. Unlike historic districts that are locally designated or listed on the National or
California Registers, the LCD was not established through a formal survey by a consultant or a
Department staff member meeting the Secretary of the Interior’s Professional Standards. Thus, while there
are properties within the LCD that qualify as historic resources under CEQA, either individually or as part
of smaller potential historic districts, the LCD is not considered a historic district.
The South Mission Historic Resource Survey surveyed the area within the LCD and identified several
smaller potential historic districts within the LCD boundaries that include the National Register-eligible
Shotwell Street Victoriana and the following California Register-eligible historic districts: South Mission
Avenues and Alleys; East Mission Florida-to-Hampshire Streets; Horner’s Addition East; Gottlieb Knopf
Block; Von Schroeder-Welsh Block; 23rd Street Shops and Row-Houses; Alabama Street Pioneers;
Hampshire Street False-Fronts; Juri Street; Olsen’s Queen Anne Cottages; O’Donnell-Fowler Homes; and
Orange Alley Stables and Lofts. The project site is not located within or near any of those National
Register-eligible or California Register-eligible historic districts and as such, will not adversely affect
these historic districts.
18
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The environmental analysis in the Initial Study was undertaken in accordance with Section 15183.3 of the
CEQA Guidelines, includes project-specific environmental review, as summarized above, and determines
that the project would not result in significant historic architectural resources impacts that were not
previously identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR. Therefore, consistent with CEQA Guidelines
15183.3, an Infill Project Determination was issued and further environmental review is not required for
the Project.
The Appellant does not provide substantial evidence to show that the LCD is a historical resource under
CEQA or that the Project would have a significant impact on offsite historic resources. Nor does the
Appellant provide substantial evidence to support the assertion that the Project would result in a
significant cumulative impact not discussed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.

Concern 5: The Project eliminates a PDR use on the site and does not replace it.
Response 5: The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR identified that the loss of PDR space resulting from
implementation of the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan is a significant and unavoidable impact; therefore this is
not a new impact.
The Appeal states on page 3 that the Project eliminates a PDR use on the site and does not replace it.
Additionally, in his November 30, 2016 letter to the Planning Commission, incorporated in Exhibit C in
the Appeal Letter (see page 201 in file “Appeal Letter 123016.pdf” online as part of Board of Supervisors
File No. 170024), the Appellant makes the same comment about the loss of PDR at the project site.
The Infill Determination states that the Project would eliminate an existing PDR use onsite and that it
would not be replaced. The project site was rezoned through the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and
Area Plans to NCT. The loss of PDR use at the site was envisioned at the time that the Board adopted the
Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans, and the land use impacts resulting from this rezoning
were disclosed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR. Thus, the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR already
identified that the loss of PDR space resulting from implementation of the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan is
a significant and unavoidable impact, therefore this is not a new impact.

Concern 6: The CEQA findings are inadequate and incomplete, fail to adequately describe the Project’s
components, and are not supported by substantial evidence.
Response 6: The CEQA findings adopted by the Planning Commission on December 1, 2016 as part of the
Commission’s approval of the 100 Percent Affordable Housing Bonus Program for the Project are not
subject to appeal under San Francisco Administrative Code Section 31.16(e)(3).
Per San Francisco Administrative Code Section 31.16(e)(3), the grounds for appeal of a CEQA exemption
determination are limited to whether the project conforms to the requirements of CEQA for an
exemption. The CEQA findings are a part of the Project approval action, which is not before the Board in
19
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this appeal of the Infill Project Determination. Regardless, neither state law nor Chapter 31 of the
Administrative Code requires that any findings be made for an exemption determination, including an
Infill Project. Detailed CEQA findings are required to be made only when an EIR has been prepared,
there are significant unmitigated environmental impacts associated with the project, and the agency
decides to approve the project despite those impacts, pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15091. The
Infill Project Determination found that the Project eligible for CEQA streamlining and that an EIR not
necessary. As such, no detailed CEQA findings are required.

Concern 7: CEQA analysis for the Project should have considered the physical impacts to the area from the
concentration of low-income housing and the potential to create increased vagrancy, blight, vandalism, and
crime.
Response 7: Of the listed concerns only blight would qualify as a physical environmental impact under
CEQA and there is no evidence to support the claim that the Project would result in blight.
The Appellant’s assertion that the Department should have analyzed the potential physical impacts of the
Project on increased vagrancy, blight, vandalism, and crime, does not contain valid support that the
Project would result in these impacts. As previously mentioned under Significant Environmental Effects,
per CEQA Guidelines 15064(f)(5) “Argument, speculation, unsubstantiated opinion or narrative, or
evidence that is clearly inaccurate or erroneous, or evidence that is not credible, shall not constitute
substantial evidence. Substantial evidence shall include facts, reasonable assumption predicated upon
facts, and expert opinion supported by facts.” Furthermore, per California Public Resources Code
210800(e)(2) “Substantial evidence is not argument, speculation, unsubstantiated opinion or narrative,
evidence that is clearly inaccurate or erroneous, or evidence of social or economic impacts that do not
contribute to, or are not caused by, physical impacts on the environment.” No substantial evidence was
presented in support of these allegations.
For informational purposes, however, the following discussion is provided. Of the listed concerns, only
blight would be considered a potential physical environmental impact under CEQA and the Infill Project
Determination found no evidence that the Project would result in blight. The suggestion that physical
impacts from vandalism and crime could arise due to placement of low-income housing is speculative
and is not supported by the materials filed by the Appellant.
The Project proposes 93 units of low-income housing for seniors, with 20 units dedicated to formerly
homeless seniors. Units for formerly homeless seniors would, if anything have the potential to reduce the
amount of vagrancy in the area. However, the CEQA evaluation conducted for the Project focused on the
physical environmental impacts of the Project and, furthermore, did not evaluate beneficial impacts, such
as reduction in vagrancy.

Concern 8: CEQA analysis of the Project should have included evaluation of the socioeconomic impacts
because the San Francisco Board of Supervisors requires such for developments in the Eastern
20
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Neighborhoods Plan Area, the LCD, and the Mission and is required for another project on the same block
(1515 South Van Ness Avenue).
Response 8: The Appellant’s assertion that the Board of Supervisors requires that all projects in the Eastern
Neighborhoods Plan Area, LCD, and Mission include evaluation of socioeconomic impacts of those projects
under CEQA is incorrect.
The Board of Supervisors requested additional information from the Planning Department related
specifically to the 1515 South Van Ness Avenue project (Planning Department Case No. 2014.1020ENV).
The Board of Supervisors, in amending Motion No. M16-17 on November 29, 2016, clarified that the
Board requests from the Planning Department additional information related to potential environmental
impacts of the 1515 South Van Ness Avenue project.
Per Motion M16-176,19 amended November 29, 2016, the Board directed the Department to provide
additional information “regarding whether the proposed project would result in new significant
environmental effects, or effects of greater severity than were already analyzed and disclosed in the
[Eastern Neighborhoods Plan] FEIR with regard to whether the proposed project would cause social or
economic change such as displacement or gentrification that would result in physical impacts to the
environment, either cumulatively or at the projects-specific level, with the geographic area of the Calle 24
Latino Cultural District.”
CEQA does not require discussion of socioeconomic effects, except where they would result in physical
changes, and states that social or economic effects shall not be treated as significant effects (see CEQA
Guidelines Sections 15064(f) and 15131). The Appellant does not provide substantial evidence in support
of his contentions that socioeconomic impacts of the Project would result in significant physical impact on
the environment beyond those identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR. The Project would create
low-income housing units without displacement of existing housing.
For informational purposes, outside of the CEQA process, the Planning Department has devoted an
unprecedented level of resources and focus on the socioeconomic issues. The Department is working with
the community, Planning Commission, elected leaders, and City partners to undertake a series of policy
and implementation efforts aimed at addressing socioeconomic issues. While economic displacement is a
citywide phenomenon, the Department recognizes the heightened effects are acutely felt in communities
of color, families, and neighborhoods that have historically been havens for immigrants and others
seeking opportunity or freedom. To that end, the Department is at work on its Racial and Ethnic Equity
Action Plan to train staff on these issues, and has been especially engaged in efforts with former District 9
Supervisor Campos and current District 9 Supervisor Ronen, as well as the Mayor’s Office, to preserve
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the viability of the Latino community in the Mission. These efforts include the Mission 2016 Interim
Zoning Controls and the Calle 24 Special Use District, which is developing commercial controls to help
preserve the commercial character of the LCD, and 24th Street in particular.
The most robust effort to date, the Mission Action Plan 2020 (MAP2020) 20 is a major and unprecedented
collaboration between the City family and Mission community organizations and residents. MAP2020
has included dialogue with community members, City agencies, and elected leaders over the past two
years. The Department has taken an innovative approach to building a set of broad strategies to protect
existing residents, community services, local businesses, and the Mission’s unique character. The most
significant of these efforts is to provide nearly 1,000 affordable housing units in the neighborhood.
MAP2020 will be presented to the Planning Commission in early 2017, and the Department will continue
to work with the Board to advance its specific strategies through legislation also planned for the spring of
2017.
In addition, the Planning Department is exploring how to best undertake a broader socioeconomic
analysis of displacement and gentrification issues, city-wide, with a focus on equity.

City staff

acknowledges that such an analysis is beyond the scope of environmental review under CEQA, but wish
to inform decision-makers and the public that the socioeconomic issues of affordability, economic
displacement, and gentrification are being addressed by the Planning Department.

Concern 9: The Planning Department’s decision to issue an Infill Project determination was not objective and
impartial. The Environmental Review Officer collaborated with the sponsor to find an exemption instead of
recognizing that higher level of CEQA review was needed.
Response 9: The Planning Department evaluated the Project objectively and impartially to determine the
appropriate level of environmental review necessary for Project compliance with CEQA.
The Appeal on page 4 cites email correspondence between the Department Environmental Review
Officer and the sponsor (see pages 219 to 311 in file “Appeal Letter 123016.pdf” online as part of Board of
Supervisors File No. 170024) as suggesting that the decision to prepare an Infill Project Determination
was not objective or impartial.
The emails from a Sunshine Request provided by the Appellant do not include any between the Project
Sponsor and Environmental Review Officer. Regardless, the emails included do not support

the

Appellant’s allegations of an environmental review process that was not objective or impartial. The email
exchange between the Department and sponsor team is typical for project development. Planning
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Department staff routinely coordinate with project sponsors to understand projects to better determine
the appropriate level of environmental review.
Additionally, California Public Resources Code Section 21003 states that it is the policy of the state that:
All persons and public agencies involved in the environmental review process be responsible for
carrying out the process in the most efficient, expeditious manner in order to conserve the
available financial, governmental, physical, and social resources with the objective that those
resources may be better applied toward the mitigation of actual significant effects on the
environment.
In order to comply with this, the Department coordinates early and sometimes often with project
sponsors so that the appropriate level of environmental review may occur. Environmental review was
conducted for the Project and based on the Initial Study, which was informed by technical studies and
professional judgment, the Acting Environmental Review Officer signed a Certificate of Determination of
an Infill Project. It should also be noted that this is the first time a sponsor has applied for a 100 Percent
Affordable Housing Bonus (Planning Code Section 328), which resulted in additional coordination
between the Department and the sponsor.
The Appellant’s claims of a non-impartial, non-objective environmental review process are
unsubstantiated or supported in the appeal.

Concern 10: Several transportation-related issues were not anticipated by the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR,
including an increase in public transit ridership and vehicles and that this would have air quality and noise
impacts, and San Francisco’s lack of public transportation infrastructure to support the Project’s lack of offstreet parking.
Response 10: Transportation-related issues were addressed in the PEIR and the Infill Project Determination.
No substantial evidence is presented in support of the Appellant’s statements.
In his November 30, 2016 letter to the Planning Commission, incorporated in Exhibit C of the Appeal
Letter (see page 210 in file “Appeal Letter 123016.pdf” online as part of Board of Supervisors File No.
170024), the Appellant states that several transportation-related issues were not anticipated by the
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR, including an increase in public transit ridership and vehicles and that this
would have air quality and noise impacts. Further, the Appellant notes concern about the Project not
including off-street parking. No substantial evidence was presented in support of these statements.
The travel demand analysis methodology employed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR is provided on
pages 267 through 269 of the PEIR. Briefly, the analysis relied upon the Transportation Authority
countywide travel demand forecasting model to develop forecasts for development and growth under the
No Project and three zoning options (A, B, and C) through the year 2025 in the Eastern Neighborhoods
study area. This approach took into account both future development expected within the boundary of the
23
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Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan and the expected growth in housing and employment for the remainder
of San Francisco and the nine-county Bay Area. Growth forecasts were prepared for each traffic analysis
zone in the Eastern Neighborhoods study area and the remainder of the City. As the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR points out on page 268,
“[n]o separate cumulative model run was undertaken, because, as noted, the 2025
forecasts developed by the Planning Department include growth in the remainder of San
Francisco, as well as in the rest of the Bay Area. Thus, each rezoning option effectively is
[sic] represents a different cumulative growth scenario for the year 2025, including
growth from development that would occur with implementation of the proposed
Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans, as well as other, non-project-generated
growth accounted for in the 2025 No-Project scenario.”
As stated on page 15 of the Initial Study for the Project, the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR identified
significant and unavoidable impacts for transportation and circulation, specifically, transit.
Topic 4 of the Initial Study (pages 23 through 28) presents the evaluation the potential transportation and
circulation impacts of the Project. As discussed on page 17 of the Initial Study, the City (with the Planning
Commission’s adoption of resolution 19579) no longer considers automobile delay, as described solely by
level of service or similar measures of vehicular capacity or traffic congestion, to be a significant impact on
the environment under CEQA. Consistent with Resolution 19579, the Initial Study provides an analysis of
the Project’s anticipated project-specific and cumulative contribution to VMT and induced automobile
travel. In both instances, the analysis determined that the Project would not result in a significant projectspecific or cumulative impact.
In a letter in response to the Planning Commission Hearing on December 1, 2016, incorporated in Exhibit
C of the Appeal Letter (see page 213 in file “Appeal Letter 123016.pdf” online as part of Board of
Supervisors File No. 170024), Francesca Pastine notes that the Project does not include off-street parking
and states that San Francisco does not have the public transportation infrastructure to support not needing
a car.
As discussed on pages 16 and 17 of the Initial Study (under Aesthetics and Parking), the Project qualifies
as an infill project: it is in a transit priority area, it is on an infill site, and it is a residential project.
Consistent with CEQA Section 21099, aesthetics and parking are not considered as significant
environmental effects for such infill projects. Furthermore, page 27 of the Initial Study identifies seven
Muni lines within a quarter mile of the project site as well as the 24 th Street-Mission BART station,
considered a major regional transit station, within five blocks of the project site. The Initial Study evaluates
the number of expected transit trips and found that the trips would be accommodated by existing
capacity.
On the basis of analysis of the Project’s potential transportation and circulation effects in relation to the
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR, the Initial Study concluded (on page 28) that the Project “would not result
24
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in significant impacts that were not identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR related to transportation
and circulation and would not contribute considerably to cumulative transportation and circulation
impacts that were identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.”

Concern 11: The Project would create a wind tunnel.
Response 11: Wind-related issues were addressed in the PEIR and the Infill Project Determination. No
substantial evidence is presented in support of the Appellant’s statements.
In a letter in response to the Planning Commission Hearing on December 1, 2016, incorporated in Exhibit
C of the Appeal Letter (see page 213 in file “Appeal Letter 123016.pdf” online as part of Board of
Supervisors File No. 170024), Francesca Pastine asserts that the Project would create a wind tunnel despite
studies.
The Appellant’s assertion does not contain valid support that the Project would result in a wind tunnel.
As previously mentioned under Significant Environmental Effects, per California Public Resources Code
210800(e)(2) and CEQA Guidelines 15064(f)(5) “Argument, speculation, unsubstantiated opinion or
narrative” do not constitute substantial evidence. No substantial evidence was presented in support of
these allegations.
Furthermore, the Infill Project Determination, on page 38 of the Initial Study, found that the Project
“would not result in significant impacts related to wind that were not identified in the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR.”

CONCLUSION:
The Appellant has not demonstrated nor provided substantial evidence to support a claim that the Infill
Project Determination fails to conform to the requirements of CEQA pursuant to California Public
Resources Code Section 21094.5 and CEQA Guidelines Section 15183.3. The Department conducted
necessary studies and analyses, and provided the Planning Commission with the information and
documents necessary to make an informed decision, based on substantial evidence in the record, at a
noticed public hearing in accordance with the Department's Infill Project Determination and standard
procedures, and pursuant to CEQA, the CEQA Guidelines, and Administrative Code Chapter 31.
Therefore, the Department respectfully recommends that the Board of Supervisors uphold the
Department’s Infill Project Determination and reject Appellant’s appeal.
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IPIC
Category
Complete Streets

Capital Plan
Sub‐Category
Green Connections

22nd Street (Pennsylvania to Illinois)

Streetscaping, including but not limited street trees, landscaping, and pedestrian lighting.

Planned: fully funded, final design underway.

Complete Streets

Green Connections

CalTrain bridge lighting

Lighting of CalTrain bridges with artistic lighting.

Planned ‐ fully funded.

Complete Streets

Green Connections

Blue Greenway (24th to Cove)

Planned

Complete Streets

Green Connections

Blue Greenway (Illinois)

Planned

Project Title

Scope

Status

Open Space

Angel Alley Improvements (CCG Recipient)

Creation of a community gather space at Tennessee and 22nd Street

Complete

Open Space

Tunnel Top Park (CCG Recipient)

Creation of a mini‐park at 25th and Pennsylvania Streets.

Phase I Complete; Phase II to begin summer 2016

Planning underway. Not fully funded. CW/D Public Realm Plan expected to be completed by summer
2016, which will inform how to move forward with both new parks and rehabilitation of parks in CW.

Open Space

Open Space New

New Park(s) Central Waterfront

Placeholder for one or more new parks, open space, or recreational facility for the Central
Waterfront.

Open Space

Open Space New

Dogpatch Art Plaza

Planned and underway: to be under construction soon.
Located at the dead‐end portion of 19th Street, the plaza envisions a pedestrian space of 8,000 sf
designed to ccommodate special events and rotating art exhibits, bulb‐outs, café and other movable
seating and bleacher seating.

Open Space

Open Space Rehab

Park Rehab: Central Waterfront

Though not yet scoped out, funds have been set aside to establish new parks and/or improve Esprit
Park.

Planning underway. Not fully funded. CW/D Public Realm Plan expected to be completed by summer
2016, which will inform how to move forward with both new parks and rehabilitation of parks in CW.

Open Space

Open Space Rehab

Warm Water Cove Park

Improvement to and expansion of Warm Water Cover Park.

Planning underway as part of the Dogpatch Public Realm Plan

Dogpatch and Potrero Sidewalk Landscaping (CCG
Recipient)

Installation of sidewalk landscaping in the Dogpatch and Potrero Hill neighborhoods.

Complete

Planned: fully funded; to be constructed by adjacent Project Sponsor.

Complete Streets

Complete Streets

Green Connections

22nd Street Steps (Missouri to Texas)

Stairs and open space landscaping, along 22nd Street alignment between Texas and Missouri.

Complete Streets

Green Connections

22nd Street (Pennsylvania to Texas )

One block of landscaping between Pennsylvania (where the Green Connections project will end) and Conceptual ‐ not currently funded.
the 22nd Street stair.

Complete Streets

Streetscape Projects

6th Street Streetscape

Complete Streets

Vision Zero

6th and Minna (traffic signal)

Pedestrian safety improvements on 6th Street from Market to Howard Streets. Project could
Planned and underway: community engagement currently underway.
sidewalk widening on both sides of 6th Street, vehicle travel lane reduction, "flex" zone and textured
median with raised refuges, pedestrian scale lighting, new street furnishings and tree grates as well
i i (traffic signal)
6th iand lMinna
Complete

Complete Streets

Vision Zero

King St (Bike lanes between 2nd/3rd)

King St (Bike lanes between 2nd/3rd)

Complete Streets

Streetscape Projects

SoMa Alleyways Phase II

Alley improvements that include raised crosswalks, stamped asphalt, traffic calming, chicanes, street Complete
trees, among other features. Minna and Natoma Streets, from 6th Street to Mary Street; Tehama,
Clementina, Shipley, and Clara streets, from 6th Street to 5th Street

Open Space

Open Space Rehab

South Park Rehabilitation

Park features are proposed to include a variety of different programmatic spaces, including a
children’s play area, a large open meadow, plazas of varying scales, and a variety of areas designed
for sitting and/or picnicking to increase park capacity.
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IPIC
Category
Complete Streets

Capital Plan
Sub‐Category
Vision Zero

5th Street (green backed sharrows)

Green back sharrows from Market to Townsend on 5th St.

Complete Streets

Streetscape Projects

2nd Street Streetscape

Includes sidwalk widening, curbside bikeways with floating parking and bus boarding islands, vehicle Planned and underway: fully funded; construction expected fall 2016.
lane reduction and traffic signal modifications

Open Space

Open Space New

Brannan Street Warf

Complete Streets

Streetscape Projects

7th Street Streetscape

Complete Streets

Major Projects

Folsom Streetscape

Complete Streets

Major Projects

Howard Streetscape

Complete Streets

Streetscape Projects

SoMa Alleyways (Minna, Shipley, Clara, Natoma,
Clementina)

Project Title

Scope

Status
Complete

Complete

Includes streetscape improvements on Seventh Street between Market and Harrison Streets.
Planned: (update coming soon)
Elements include: Reducing the amount of traffic lanes from four to three; the addition of a buffer
separated bike lane or "cycle track"; corner bulbs and bus bulbs at intersections reducing pedestrian
i di
di
i
i Street
ddi i between
l i Fifth
l
l
d idbl
ki
i
Includes
streetscape improvements
oni Folsom
Street
and
11th Street.
Planned ‐ Partially Funded, EIR to be complete by winter 2016‐17. Community engagement and design
Improvements include: the addition of an improved separated bi‐directional bike lane "cycle track" planned for 2017, approvals 2018, construction 2019 or after.
with a buffer using either parking or raised traffic islands; corner bulbs and bus bulbs at intersections
d i
dimprovements
i
i ondiFolsom Street
d i between
i Fifthi Street
i andddi
i Street
l i and
l startidbl k
Streetscape
11th
Planned ‐ Partially Funded, EIR to be complete by winter 2016‐17. Community engagement and design
construction. Improvements include: The current four lane one way street will be converted to one planned for 2017, approvals 2018, construction 2019 or after.
eastbound and two westbound traffic lanes and a planted median; the existing Howard Street bike
lAlley improvements
ill b
dthatdinclude raised
" crosswalks,
l
k" ill
b b il asphalt,
F l traffic
S calming, chicanes,
b lb street
d b Complete
stamped
trees, among other features.

Complete Streets

Streetscape Projects

7th and 8th Street Restriping

Remove one travel lane on 7th Street between Harrison and Market Streets and study the operation Complete
of the new lane configuration. The lane reduction will help inform the environmental review for the
preferred design of the ENTRIPS 7th Street Streetscape.

Open Space

Open Space New

New Park(s) Soma

Placeholder for one or more new parks, open space, or recreational facility for the South of Market. Planned and underway, Rec and Park activily seeking acquisition; not fully funded.

Open Space

Open Space Rehab

Gene Friend/SOMA Recreation Center Reconstruction

Plans for the rehabilitation of Gene Friend currently include demolishing the existing structure and
rebuilding a larger, more flexible and attractive facility.

Complete Streets

Streetscape Projects

Bartlett Street / Mission Mercado

Streetscape improvements to make the street segment double as a plaza. Interventions include
Planned and underway: under construction.
widened sidewalks, raised shared surface, new street trees and landscaping, and pergola structures.

Complete Streets

Streetscape Projects

Potrero Ave.

Repaving and utility upgrades from Alameda to 25th Street. Bus bulbs, ped and bike improvements Planned and underway: currently under construction.
throughout. Focused streetscaping between 21st and 25th including median, widened sidewalks and
pedestrian lighting.

Complete Streets

Streetscape Projects

Mission District Traffic Calming

In Mission Streetscape Plan (Hampshire, Shotwell, 20, 26)

Conceptual ‐ not currently funded.

Complete Streets

Vision Zero

16th and Capp (traffic signal)

16th and Capp (traffic signal)

Complete

Open Space

Open Space Rehab

Mission Rec Center

The project is currently being scoped with the goal of completely rebuilding the enclosed Recreation Planned: seed funding provided through IPIC; planning to begin mid 2016.
Center.

Open Space

Open Space New

17th and Folsom Street Park

A new park at 17th and Folsom that will include a children's play ara, demonstration garden, outdoor Planned and underway: under construction.
amphitheater and seating, among other amenities.

Open Space

Open Space Rehab

Franklin Square

The smaller near‐term project is to install a exercise course at the park.

Planned: athletic course project fully funded; beginning design with construction 2016.

Open Space

Open Space Rehab

Jose Coronado Playground

The project could include playing field resurfacing and new fencing.

Planned: ‐ additional scoping exected.
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IPIC
Category
Open Space

Capital Plan
Sub‐Category
Open Space Rehab

Open Space

Project Title

Scope

Status

Juri Commons (Playground)

This smaller near‐term project looks to reconstruct the playground at this small park.

Planned, fully funded.

Fallen Bridge Park (CCG Recipient)

Further improvement of Fallen Bridge Park, a community‐created park, located at the based of the I‐ Complete
101 pedestrian bridge on its west side.
Planned and underway: currently completing community engagement for final design.
This project includes enhancing the facility to a higher capacity Aquatics Center, which, besides
refurbishing the pool, would also include adding additional amenities such a multi‐purpose room and
a slide.

Open Space

Open Space Rehab

Garfield Square Aquatics Center

Transit

Major Projects

Mission Street (Muni Forward) ‐ Mission

Planned and underway. Frequency increase in 2015. Construction scheduled for 2016.

Transit

Major Projects

16th Street Multimodal Corridor Project

Planned and underway: fully funded, phased implementation to begin soon; hard construction to begin
2018.

Complete Streets

Streetscape Projects

Cesar Chavez (Hairball short term improvements)

Conceptual ‐ not currently funded.

Complete Streets

Vision Zero

11th/13th/Bryant (bicycle intersection improvements)

11th/13th/Bryant (bicycle intersection improvements)

Planned.

Hope SF Potrero Street Safety improvements

[need to check]

Planned and underway.

Complete Streets

Complete Streets

Green Connections

22nd Street Steps (Arkansas to Missouri)

Stairs along the north side of Potrero Recreation center along the 22nd Street right‐of‐way and
alignment.

Conceptual ‐ not currently funded.

Complete Streets

Green Connections

17th Street (phased with Loop OS)

Streetscape improvements to activate the portion of 17th Street that crosses under the 101.

Planned; funding being sought.

Complete Streets

Green Connections

17th Street Green Street

Green connection streetscape interventions along 17th Steet within Showplace Square.

Conceptual ‐ not currently funded.

Complete Streets

Green Connections

Wisconsin @ Jackson Playground

Green connection streetscape interventions Wisconsin Street between Jackson Playground and 16th Conceptual ‐ not currently funded.
Street.

Complete Streets

Streetscape Projects

Cesar Chavez (East)

Open Space

Open Space Rehab

Jackson Playground

Scope for the rehabilitation of Jackson Playground is currently being developed between Rec and
Park, Friends of Jackson Playground, Live Oak School and other interested parties.

Planned: Planning underway. Funding actively being sought.

Open Space

Open Space New

Daggett Park

A new park on the former Daggett right‐of‐way.

Near Complete.

Connecticut Friendship Garden Outdoor Classroom (CCG
Recipient)

Creation of a community outdoor classroom at the Connecticut Street Friendship Garden
immediately adjacent to Potrero Recreation Center.

Planned and underway.

Open Space

Conceptual ‐ not currently funded.

Open Space

Open Space New

The Loop

A series of open space and streetscape interventions at the intersections of 17th Street and Highway Conceptual; activily seeking funding.
101 that would activate and enliven the underutilized space along and under the freeway.

Open Space

Open Space New

Irwin Plaza

Plaza improvements at the intersetion of 16th Street and Irwin.
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IPIC
Category
Transit

Capital Plan
Sub‐Category
Transit

Complete Streets

Streetscape Projects

8th Street Streetscape

Complete Streets

Streetscape Projects

Ringold Alley

Project Title

Scope

Status
Community consultation underway.

New bus routing in Showplace/Potrero and Central
Waterfront.

Streetscape improvements on Eighth Street between Market and Harrison Streets. Elements include: Planned: (update coming soon)
The addition of an improved buffer separated bike lane "cycle track" using either parking or raised
traffic islands; corner bulbs and bus bulbs at intersections reducing pedestrian crossing distances and
iStreetscape
i
i
i
ddi
i include
l i enhanced
l
idbllighting,
ki
i
ll
id
lk and
id i
improvements
that
landscaping,
paving,
furnishings,
Planned and underway. Construction to begin soon.
undergrounding utility lines.
Conceptual ‐ not currently funded.

Complete Streets

Streetscape Projects

Western SOMA Gateway Treatments at highway off‐ramps

Open Space

Open Space New

12th Street Greening (Eagle Plaza adjacent)

Possible improvements between Folsom and Betrice that would include a "living streets" treatment Conceptual ‐ not yet officially proposed
that would include widened sidewalks, landscaping and some programmed uses.

Open Space

Open Space New

12th Street Greening (Eagle Plaza)

Eagle Plaza envisions are share surface treatment between Betrice and Harrison, with a single south Planned and underway through in‐kind.
bound travel lanes, plaza plantings, seating, lighting and other amendities to allow the space to be
used for both active and passive recreational use and for events.

Complete Streets

Streetscape Projects

7th Street from Townsend to 16th Street

Conceptual placeholder for extending streetscaping and complete streets treatment for southern
portion of 7th Street.

Conceptual ‐ not currently funded. Awaiting RAB.

Complete Streets

Green Connections

GC Segments: Basic Signage and Wayfinding

General low‐level low‐cost interventions for all portions of identified "Green Connections" within
Eastern Neighborhoods.

General placeholder

Complete Streets

Streetscape Projects

Infill Street Tree Planting

General placeholder

Complete Streets

Streetscape Projects

EN Streetscape Improvements through 2025

general placeholder

Complete Streets

Vision Zero

Walk First Long‐Term, Comprehensive Improvements

Open Space

Open Space ‐ Other

Community Challenge Grant Projects

All WalkFirst Phase 2 improvements in Eastern Neighborhoods.

Conceptual ‐ not currently funded.

Ongoing. Third funding cycle recently opened.
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City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco 94102-4689
Tel. No. 554-5184
Fax No. 554-5163
TDD/TTY No. 554-5227

BOARD of SUPERVISORS

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF THE CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT the Board of Supervisors of the City and
County of San Francisco will hold a public hearing to consider the following appeal and
said public hearing will be held as follows, at which time all interested parties may
attend and be heard:

Date:

Tuesday, February 14, 2017

Time:

3:00 p.m.

Location:

Legislative Chamber, City Hall, Room 250
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett, Place, San Francisco, CA

Subject:

File No. 170024. Hearing of persons interested in or objecting to
the determination of streamlined environmental review under the
California Environmental Quality Act issued by the Planning
Department on November 21, 2016, for a proposed project located
at 1296 Shotwell Street, to demolish the existing one-story
industrial building on the site and construct a 100% Affordable
Senior Housing project with 94 dwelling units, including 20 units for
formerly homeless seniors. (District 9) (Appellant: Craig Weber, on
behalf of the Inner Mission Neighbors Association) (Filed December
30, 2017)

In accordance with Administrative Code, Section 67.7-1, persons who are unable
to attend the hearing on this matter may submit written comments prior to the time the
hearing begins. These comments will be made as part of the official public record in this
matter and shall be brought to the attention of the Board of Supervisors. Written
comments should be addressed to Angela Calvillo, Clerk of the Board, City Hall, 1 Dr.
Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244, San Francisco, CA, 94102. Information relating to
this matter is available in the Office of the Clerk of the Board and agenda information
relating to this matter will be available for public review on Friday, February 10, 2017.

Angela Calvillo
Clerk of the Board

DATED/MAILED/POSTED: January 31, 2017
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Carroll, John (BOS)
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

SF Docs (LIB)
Tuesday, January 31, 201711:21 AM
BOS Legislation, (BOS)
RE: HEARING NOTICE: Determination of Infill Project Environmental Review Appeal Proposed Project at 1296 Shotwell Street -Appeal Hearing on February 14, 2017

Categories:

170024

Hi Brent,
I have posted the notice.
Thank you,
Michael
From: BOS Legislation, (BOS)
Sent: Tuesday, January 31, 2017 11:12 AM
To: SF Docs (LIB) <sfdocs@sfpl.org>
Subject: FW: HEARING NOTICE: Determination of Infill Project Environmental Review Appeal - Proposed Project at 1296
Shotwell Street -Appeal Hearing on February 14, 2017

Good morning,
Please kindly post the below linked hearing notice for public viewing.
Thanks as always,
Brent Jalipa
Legislative Clerk
Board of Supervisors - Clerk's Office
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102
{415) S54-7712 I Fax: {415) 554-5163
brent.jalipa@sfgov.org I www.sfbos.org

From: BOS Legislation, (BOS)

Sent: Tuesday, January 31, 2017 10:44 AM
To: innermissionneighbors@gmail.com
Cc: Bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com; DMonson@hclarchitecture.com; jslen@chinatowncdc.org; eyee@medasf.org;
Givner, Jon {CAT) <jon.givner@sfgov.org>; Stacy, Kate {CAT) <kate.stacy@sfgov.org>; Byrne, Marlena {CAT)
<marlena.byrne@sfgov.org>; Rahaim, John {CPC} <john.rahaim@sfgov.org>; Sanchez, Scott {CPC}
<scott.sanchez@sfgov.org>; Gibson, Lisa (CPC} <lisa.gibson@sfgov.org>; Starr, Aaron (CPC} <aaron.starr@sfgov.org>;
Rodgers, AnMarie {CPC} <anmarie.rodgers@sfgov.org>; Alexander, Christy (CPC) <christy.alexander@sfgov.org>; Callagy,
Alana (CPC} <alana.callagy@sfgov.org>; lonin, Jonas (CPC} <jonas.ioniri@sfgov.org>; BOS-Supervisors <bossupervisors@sfgov.org>; BOS-Legislative Aides <bas-legislative aides@sfgov.org>; Calvillo, Angela (BOS)
<angela.calvillo@sfgov.org>; Somera, Alisa (BOS) <alisa.somera@sfgov.org>; Lew, Lisa (BOS} <lisa.lew@sfgov.org>;
Carroll, John (BOS) <john.carroll@sfgov.org>; BOS Legislation, (BOS) <bos.legislation@sfgov.org>
1
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Subject: HEARING NOTICE: Determination of Infill Project Environmental Review Appeal - Proposed Project at 1296
Shotwell Street - Appeal Hearing on February 14, 2017

Good morning,
The Office of the Clerk of the Board has scheduled an appeal hearing for Special Order before the Board of Supervisors
on February 14, 2017, at 3:00 p.m., to hear an appeal regarding the determination of Infill Project Environmental
Review of the proposed project at 1296 Shotwell Street.
Please find the following link to the hearing notice for the matter

February 14, 2017 - Board of Supervisors - 1296 Shotwell Street Appeal
I invite you to review the entire matter on our Legislative Research Center by following the link below:
Board of Supervisors File No. 170024
Thank you,
Brent Jalipa
Legislative Clerk
Board of Supervisors - Clerk's Office
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 554-7712 I Fax: (415) 554-5163
brent.jalipa@sfgov.org I www.sfbos.org

•

11/;f!J

Click here to complete a Board of Supervisors Customer Service Satisfaction form

Disclosures: Personal information that is provided in communications to the Board of Supervisors is subject to disclosure under the California Public
Records Act and the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal information provided will not be redacted. Members of the public are not required
to provide personal identifying information when they communicate with the Board of Supervisors and its committees. All written or oral
communication.s that members of the public submit to the Clerk's Office regarding pending legislation or hearings will be made available to all
members of the public for inspection and copying. The Clerk's Office does not redact any information from these submissions. This means that
personal information-including names, phone numbers, addresses and similar information that a member of the public elects to submit to the
Board and its committees-may appear on the Board of Supervisors' website or in other public documents that members of the public may inspect
or copy.

2
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City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco 94102-4689
Tel. No. 554-5184
Fax No. 554-5163
TDD/TTY No. 544-5227

BOARD of SUPERVISORS

PROOF OF MAILING

Legislative File No.

170024

Description of Items: Public Hearing Notices - 1296 Shotwell Street - Appeal of Infill
Project Environmental Review Determination

I, Brent Jalipa
, an employee of the City and
County of San Francisco, mailed the above described document(s) by depositing the
sealed items with the United States Postal Service (USPS) with the postage fully
prepaid as follows:
Date:

January 31, 2017

Time:

10:20 a.m.

USPS Location:

Repro Pick-up Box in the Clerk of the Board's Office (Rm 244)

Mailbox/Mailslot Pick-Up Times (if applicable):

N/A

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Instructions: Upon completion, original must be filed in the above referenced file.
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Carroll, John (BOS)
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

BOS Legislation, (BOS)
Friday, January 13, 2017 4:36 PM
Alexander, Christy (CPC); Callagy, Alana (CPC)
BOS Legislation, (BOS)
NOTICE LIST REQUEST: Exemption Determination Appeal - Proposed Project at 1296
Shotwell Street -Appeal Hearing on February 14, 2017

Categories:

170024

Good afternoon,
Our office is preparing the Board hearing notice for the 1296 Shotwell Street appeal; the notice will post on January 31,
2017. Could you each forward any available lists of interested parties for us to notice?
Best if the lists you share with us are in excel documents, so we can do a mass mail merge for the notice.
Thanks,
John Carroll
Legislative Clerk

Board of Supervisors
San Francisco City Hall, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415)554-4445 - Direct I (415)554-5163 - Fax
john.carroll@sfgov.org I bos.legislation@sfgov.org

•

6;f!S;

Click here to complete a Board of Supervisors Customer Service Satisfaction form.

The Legislative Research Center provides 24-hour access to Board of Supervisors legislation and archived matters since August 1998.

Disclosures: Personal information that is provided in communications to the Board of Supervisors is subject to disclosure under the Colifornio Public Records Act ond
the Son Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal information provided will not be redacted. Members of the public are not required to provide personal identifying
information when they communicate with the Board of Supervisors and its committees. All written or oral communications that members of the public submit to the
Clerk's Office regarding pending legislation or hearings will be mode available to of/ members of the public for inspection ond copying. The Clerk's Office does not
redact any information from these submissions. This means that personal information-including names, phone numbers, addresses and similar information that a
member of the public elects to submit to the Boord ond its committees-may appear on the Board of Supervisors website or in other public documents that members
of the public moy inspect or copy.

From: BOS Legislation, {BOS)
Sent: Wednesday, January 11, 2017 3:43 PM
To: innermissionneighbors@gmail.com
Cc: Bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com; DMonson@hclarchitecture.com; jslen@chinatowncdc.org; eyee@medasf.org;
Givner, Jon {CAT) <jon.givner@sfgov.org>; Stacy, Kate {CAT) <kate.stacy@sfgov.org>; Byrne, Marlena {CAT)
<marlena.byrne@sfgov.org>; Rahaim, John {CPC) <john.rahaim@sfgov.org>; Sanchez, Scott (CPC)
<scott.sanchez@sfgov.org>; Gibson, Lisa (CPC) <lisa.gibson@sfgov.org>; Starr, Aaron (CPC) <aaron.starr@sfgov.org>;
Rodgers, AnMarie (CPC) <anmarie.rodgers@sfgov.org>; Alexander, Christy (CPC) <christy.alexander@sfgov.org>; Callagy,
Alana (CPC) <alana.callagy@sfgov.org>; lonin, Jonas (CPC) <jonas.ionin@sfgov.org>; BOS-Supervisors <bossupervisors@sfgov.org>; BOS-Legislative Aides <bos-legislative_aides@sfgov.org>; BOS Legislation, (BOS)
<bos.legislation@sfgov.org>; Calvillo, Angela (BOS) <angela.calvillo@sfgov.org>; Somera, Alisa (BOS)
<alisa.somera@sfgov.org>; Jalipa, Brent (BOS) <brent.jalipa@sfgov.org>; Lew, Lisa (BOS) <lisa.lew@sfgov.org>; Carroll,
1
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John {BOS) <john.carroll@sfgov.org>
Subject: Exemption Determination Appeal - Proposed Project at 1296 Shotwell Street -Appeal Hearing on February 14,
2017
Good afternoon,
The Office of the Clerk of the Board has scheduled an appeal hearing for Special Order before the Board of Supervisors
on February 14, 2017, at 3:00 p.m. Please find linked below a letter of appeal filed for the proposed project at 1296
Shotwell Street, as well as direct links to the Planning Department's timely filing determination, and an informational
letter from the Clerk of the Board.
Exemption Determination Appeal Letter - December 30, 2016
Planning Department Memo - January 6, 2017
Clerk of the Board Letter - January 9, 2017
I invite you to review the entire matter on our Legislative Research Center by following the link below:
Board of Supervisors File No. 170024
Thank you,
John Carroll

Legislative Clerk
Board of Supervisors
San Francisco City Hall, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415)554-4445 - Direct I (415)554-5163 - Fax
john.carroll@sfgov.org I bos.legislation@sfgov.org

•

lftJ

Click here to complete a Board of Supervisors Customer Service Satisfaction form.

The Legislative Research Center provides 24-hour access to Board of SuP.ervisors legislation and archived matters since August 1998.

Disclosures: Personal information that is provided in communications to the Boord of Supervisors is subject to disclosure under the California Public Records Act and
the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal information provided will not be redacted. Members of the public are not required to provide personal identifying
information when they communicate with the Board of Supervisors and its committees. All written or oral communications that members of the public s.ubmit to the
Clerk's Office regarding pending legislation or hearings will be made available to all members of the public for inspection and copying. The Clerk's Office does not
redact any information from these submissions. This means that personal information-including names, phone numbers, addresses and similar information that a
member of the public elects to submit to the Board and its committees-may appear on the Board of Supervisors website or in other public documents that members
of the public may inspect or copy.
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City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco 94102-4689
Tel. No. 554-5184
Fax No. 554-5163
TDD/TTY No. 544-5227

BOARD of SUPERVISORS

January 12, 2017

File Nos. 170024-170027
Planning Case No. 2015-018056AHBReceived from the Board of Supervisors Clerk's Office one check,
in the amount of Five Hundred Seventy Eight Dollars ($578)
representing the filing fee paid by Craig Weber, on behalf of the
Inner Mission Neighbors Association, for the appeal of the CEQA
Exemption Determination for the proposed project at 1296
Shotwell Street.

Planning Department
By:

s(gnature an
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Carroll, John (BOS)
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Categories:

BOS Legislation, (BOS)
Wednesday, January 11, 2017 3:43 PM
innermissionneighbors@gmail.com
Bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com; DMonson@hclarchitecture.com;
jslen@chinatowncdc.org; eyee@medasf.org; Givner, Jon (CAT); Stacy, Kate (CAT); Byrne,
Marlena (CAT); Rahaim, John (CPC); Sanchez, Scott (CPC); Gibson, Lisa (CPC); Starr,
Aaron (CPC); Rodgers, AnMarie (CPC); Alexander, Christy (CPC); Callagy, Alana (CPC);
lonin, Jonas (CPC); BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; BOS Legislation, (BOS);
Calvillo, Angela (BOS); Somera, Alisa (BOS); Jalipa, Brent (BOS); Lew, Lisa (BOS); Carroll,
John (BOS)
Exemption Determination Appeal - Proposed Project at 1296 Shotwell Street -Appeal Hearing
on February 14, 2017
170024

Good afternoon,
The Office of the Clerk of the Board has scheduled an appeal hearing for Special Order before the Board of Supervisors
on February 14, 2017, at 3:00 p.m. Please find linked below a letter of appeal filed for the proposed project at 1296
Shotwell Street, as well as direct links to the Planning Department's timely filing determination, and an informational
letter from the Clerk of the Board.
Exemption Determination Appeal Letter - December 30, 2016
Planning Department Memo - January 6, 2017
Clerk of the Board Letter - January 9, 2017
I invite you to review the entire matter on our Legislative Research Center by following the link below:
Board of Supervisors File No. 170024
Thank you,
John Carroll
Legislative Clerk
Board of Supervisors
San Francisco City Hall, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102
{415)554-4445 - Direct I {415)554-5163 - Fax
john.carroll@sfgov.org I bos.legislation@sfgov.org

•

tlfl,t; Click here to complete a Board of Supervisors Customer Service Satisfaction form.
The Legislative Research Center provides 24-hour access to Board of Supervisors legislation and archived matters since August 1998.

Disclosures: Personal information that is provided in communications to the Board of Supervisors is subject to disclosure under the California Public Records Act and
the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal information provided will not be redacted. Members of the public are not required to provide personal identifying
information when they communicate with the Board of Supervisors and its committees. All written or oral communications that members of the public submit to the
Clerk's Office regarding pending legislation or hearings will be made available to all members of the public for inspection and copying. The Clerk's Office does not
redact any information from these submissions. This means that personal information-including names, phone numbers, addresses and similar information that a
member of the public elects to submit to the Board and its committees-may appear on the Board of Supervisors website or in other public documents that members
of the public may inspect or copy.

1
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City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco 94102-4689
Tel. No. 554-5184
Fax No. 554-5163
TDD/TTY No. 544-5227

BOARD of SUPERVISORS

January 9, 2017

Craig Weber
Inner Mission Neighbors Association
602 3rd Street
San Francisco, CA 94107

Subject:

Appeal of CEQA Exemption Determination - Proposed Project at 1296
Shotwell Street

Dear Mr. Weber:
The Office of the Clerk of the Board is in receipt of a memorandum dated January 6, 2017,
from the Planning Department regarding their determination on the timely filing of appeal
of the CEQA Exemption Determination for the proposed project at 1296 Shotwell Street.
The Planning Department has determined that the appeal was filed in a timely manner.
Pursuant to Administrative Code, Section 31.16, a hearing date has been scheduled for
Tuesday, February 14, 2017, at 3:00 p.m., at the Board of SupeNisors meeting to be
held in City Hall, 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Legislative Chamber, Room 250, San
Francisco, CA 94102.

Continues on next page
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1296 Shotwell street Project
Appeal - Exemption Determination
Hearing Date of February 14, 2017
Page2

Please provide to the Clerk's Office by noon:
20 days prior to the hearing:

names and addresses of interested parties to be
notified of the hearing, in spreadsheet format; and

11 days prior to the hearing:

any documentation which you may want available to
the Board members prior to the hearing.

For the above, the Clerk's office requests one electronic file (sent to
bos.legislation@sfgov.org) and two copies of the documentation for distribution.
NOTE: If electronic versions of the documentation are not available, please submit 18
hard copies of the materials to the Clerk's Office for distribution. If you are unable to make
the deadlines prescribed above, it is your responsibility to ensure that all parties receive
copies of the materials.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact Legislative Clerks John Carroll at
(415) 554-4445, Brent Jalipa at (415) 554-7712, or Lisa Lew at (415) 554-7718.
Very truly yours,

........Angela
==-----~~
Calvillo
Clerk of the Board
c:

Bre Jones, Project Sponsor
Dragana Monson, Project Sponsor
Elaine Yee, Project Sponsor
Joyce Sien, Project Sponsor
Jon Givner, Deputy City Attorney
Kate Stacy, Deputy City Attorney
Marlena Byrne, Deputy City Attorney
John Rahaim, Planning Director
Scott Sanchez, Zoning Administrator, Planning Department
Lisa Gibson, Environmental Review Officer, Planning Department
Aaron Starr, Manager of Legislative Affairs, Planning Department
AnMarie Rodgers, Senior Policy Advisor, Planning Department
Christy Alexander, Staff Contact, Planning Department
Alana Callagy, Staff Contact, Planning Department
Jonas lonin, Planning Commission Secretary
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SAN FRANC'ISGO
P.11..ANNING DEPARTMENT

1650 Mission St.
Suite 400

PATE:

January 6; 2017

TO;

Angela Calvillo, Clerk of the ]3oard of Supervisors

FROM:

Lisa Gibson, Acting Environmental Review Officer

RE:

•
San Francisco,
CA 94103-2479

Reception:

415.558.6378

Appeal Timeliness Determination. - 1296 Shotwell Street,
Planning Department Case No. 2015-018056ENV

Fax:
415.558.6409

An appeal of the Infill Exemption for the proposed project .at. 1296 Shotwell Street
(Planning Department Case No. 2015-018056ENV) was filed with the Office of the Clerk
of the Board of Supervisors on December 30, 2016 by Craig Weber on behalf of the Inner
Mission Neighbors Association (Appellant). As explairied below, the Planning
Department finds the appeal to be timely filed,

I

Date of Approval
Action

30 Days after Approval
Action

Appeal Deadline
(Must Be Day Clerk of
Board's Office Is Open)

Date of Appeal
Filing

Timely?

December 1, 2016

Sa,turday, December 31,
2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

December 30,
2016

Yes

Approval Action: The Planning Department issued a Certificate of Determination of
Infill Exemption for the project at 1296 Shotwell Street on November 21, 2016. The
Certificate identified the Approval Action for the project as the Affordable Housing
Bonus Authorization by the Planning Commission. The Affordable Housing Bonus
Authorization was approved on December 1, 2016 (Date of the Approval Action).
Appeal Deadline: Section 31.16(a) and (e) of the San Francisco Administrative Code
states that any person or entity may appeal an exemption determination to the Board of
Supervisors during the time period beginning with the date of the exemption
determination and ending 30.days after.the Date of the Approval Action. The 30th day
after the Date of the Approval Action was Saturday, December 31, 2016. The next date
when· the Office of the Clerk of the Board was open was Tuesday, January 3, 2017
(AppealDeadline).
Appeal Filing and Timeliness: The Appellant filed the appeal of the exemption
d.etermination on December 30, 2016,·prior to the Appe<tl Deadline. Therefore, the appeal
is considered timely~
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Planning
Information:

415.558.6377

Carroll, John (BOS)
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Lew, Lisa (BOS)
Thursday, January 05, 2017 5:05 PM
Rahaim, John (CPC)
BOS Legislation, (BOS); Givner, Jon (CAT); Stacy, Kate (CAT); Byrne, Marlena (CAT);
Gibson, Lisa (CPC); Rodgers, AnMarie (CPC); Starr, Aaron (CPC); Alexander, Christy (CPC);
Callagy, Alana (CPC); lonin, Jonas (CPC); Calvillo, Angela (BOS); Somera, Alisa (BOS);
BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides
Appeal of CEQA Exemption Determination - Proposed Project at 1296 Shotwell Street Timeliness Determination Request
Appeal Letter 123016.pdf; COB Ltr 010317.pdf

Good afternoon, Director Rahaim:
The Office of the Clerk of the Board is in receipt of an appeal of the CEQA Exemption Determination for the proposed
project at 1296 Shotwell Street. The appeal was filed by Craig Weber, on behalf of the Inner Mission Neighbors
Association on December 30, 2016.
Please find the attached letter of appeal and timely filing determination request letter from the Clerk of the Board.
Kindly review for timely filing determination.
Regards,

Lisa Lew
Board of Supervisors
San Francisco City Hall, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102
p 415-554-7718 IF 415-554-5163
lisa.lew@sfgov.org [ www.sfbos.org

•

I/I.()

Click here to complete a Board of Supervisors Customer Service Satisfaction form

The Legislative Research Center provides 24-hour access to Board of Supervisors legislation, and archived matters since August 1998.

Disclosures: Personal information that is provided in communications to the Board of Supervisors is subject to disclosure under the California Public Records Act and
the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal information provided will not be redacted. Members of the public are not required to provide personal identifying
information when they communicate with the Board of Supervisors and its committees. All written or oral communications that members of the public submit to the
Clerk's Office regarding pending legislation or hearings will be made available to all members of the public for inspection and copying. The Clerk's Office does not
redact any information from these submissions. This means that personal information-including names, phone numbers, addresses and similar information that a
member of the public elects to submit to the Board and its committees-may appear on the Board of Supervisors' website or in other public documents that members
of the public may inspect or copy.

1
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City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco 94102-4689
Tel. No. 554-5184
Fax No. 554-5163
TDD/TTY No. 544-5227

BOARD of SUPERVISORS

January 3, 2017

To:

John Rahaim
Planning Director

From:

'.f\ngela Calvillo
Clerk of the Board of Supervisors

Subject:

Appeal of California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Determination of
Exemption from Environme.ntal Review - 1296 Shotwell Street

An appeal of the CEQA Determination of Exemption from Environmental Review for the
proposed project at 1296 Shotwell Street was filed with the Office of the Clerk of the Board by
Craig Weber, on behalf of the Inner Mission Neighbors Association on December 30, 2016.
Pursuant to Administrative Code, Chapter 31.16, I am forwarding this appeal, with attached
documents, to the Planning Department to determine if the appeal has been filed in a timely
manner. The Planning Department's determination should be made within three (3) working days
of receipt of this request.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact Legislative Clerks John Carroll at
(415) 554-4445, Brent Jalipa at (415) 554-7712 or Lisa Lew at (415) 554-7718.

c:

Jon Givner, Deputy City Attorney
Kate Stacy, Deputy City Attorney
Marlena Byrne, Deputy City Attorney
Scott Sanchez, Zoning Administrator, Planning Department
Lisa Gibson, Environmental Review Officer, Planning Department
AnMarie Rodgers, Senior Policy Advisor, Planning Department
Aaron Starr, Manager of Legislative Affairs, Planning Department
Christy Alexander, Staff Contact, Planning Department
Alana Callagy, Staff Contact, Planning Department
Jonas Ionin, Planillng Commission Secretary, Planning Department
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I

Print Form .•.

Introduction Form
By a Member of the Board of Supervisors or the Mayor
Time stamp
or meeting date

I hereby submit the following item for introduction (select only one):

D

1. For reference to Committee. (An Ordinance, Resolution, Motion, or Charter Amendment)

D

2. Request for next printed agenda Without Reference to Committee.

IZl

3. Request for hearing on a subject matter at Committee.

D

4. Request for letter beginning "Supervisor

D

5. City Attorney request.

D

6. Call File No.

inquires"

from Committee.

Please check the appropriate boxes. The proposed legislation should be forwarded to the following:
D Small Business Commission
D Youth Commission
D Ethics Commission

D Planning Commission

D Building Inspection Commission

Note: For the Imperative Agenda (a resolution not on the printed agenda), use a Imperative Form.
Sponsor(s):
jclerk of the Board

Subject:
Hearing - Appeal of Determination of Determination of Infill Exemption from Environmental Review - Proposed
Project at 1296 Shotwell Street

The text is listed below or attached:
Hearing of persons interested in or objecting to the determination of exemption from environmental review under the
California Environmental Quality Act issued as a Certificate of Determination of Infill Exemption by the Planning
Department on November 21, 2016, approved on December 1, 2016, for a proposed project located at 1296 Shotwell
Street, to demolish the existing one-story industrial building on the site and construct a 100% Affordable Senior
Housing project with 94 dwelling units, including 20 units for formerly homeless seniors. (District 9) (Appellant:
Craig Weber, on behalf of the the Inner Mission Neighbors Association) (Filed December 30, 2017)

For Clerk's Use Only:

1
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ZACKS, FREEDMAN &

PATTERst5fi\
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A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION

0

'";~------

235 Montgomery Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, California 94104
Telephone (415) 956-8100
Facsimile (415) 288-9755
www.zfplaw.com

Febmary 14, 2017

VIA HAND DELIVERY AND EMAIL
Hon. London Breed
San Francisco Board of Supervisors
City Hall Room 244
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102
Re:

Board File No. 170024
Planning Department Case No. 2015-018056APL
Appeal of CEQA Determination for 1296 Shotwell Street Project (the "Appeal")

Dear President Breed and Supervisors:
Our office represents 2675 Folsom Owner, LLC. We write in support of lhe 1296 Shotwell Slreel
project, which proposes needed affordable senior housing.
The issues presented in this Appeal are similar to those presented in the 2675 Folsom Street
project CEQA appeal (Board File No. 161146), including that the two projects' CEQA
determinations both rely on the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plan Final
Environmental Impact Report ("Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR").
For your consideration in this Appeal, please find arguments and purported evidence from Board
File No. 161146 attached. We believe that the bases o~both appeals are invalid, and we support
the Planning Department's determinations.
We encourage you to affirm the Plmming Department's CEQA detem1ination, deny the Appeal,
and allow the 1296 Shotwell Street project to move forward.
Very truly yours,
ZACKS, FREEDMAN & PATTERSON, PC

Ryan J. Patterson
Encl.

Note: the referenced enclosure is
on file
with the Clerk of the Board in
File No. 161146

RE:

1296 Shotwell Street Project
100% Affordable Housing Bonus Project Application
No. 2015-018056AHB
Board of Supervisors Hearing Date: February 14, 2017

Appellant Inner Mission Neighbors Association.
President Breed and Supervisors:
Our lawyer, Rose Zoia, cannot be here today due to a family emergency.
will be reading her presentation. Should you have any questions, I have
her cell phone number and she said she would make her best efforts to
respond immediately.
First, let me make it clear once again that the Association is not opposed to
low-income senior housing on this site.
It is opposed to exempting the project from review under CEQA. The issue
is the lack of environmental review for the proposed nine-story building on
this site.
The Planning Commission relied on a CEQA exemption that essentially
says certain infill projects can forego CEQA review by relying on a prior EIR
as the document which analyzed the impacts of the current infill project.
However, the prior EIR relied on here is an out-dated Program EIR
prepared nine (9) years ago for the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and
Area Plan (EN Plan).
As shown below and elsewhere in these proceedings, much of the data
used in the PEIR is out-of-date and has been superceded by events
transpiring in the last nine (9) years.
Thus, this project should receive its own review under CEQA in the form of
a project-level EIR.
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The Project
As you've heard, the proposed project is a 9-story, 69,500 gross square
feet residential building with about 94 dwelling units fronting on Shotwell
Street and no off-street parking.
The site is surrounded by a 4-story residential building across Shotwell
Street - the tallest nearby building with the rest being one and two-story
buildings.

The Law
The Planning Commission found the project exempt from CEQA review
based on Public Resources Code section 21094.5 and its implementing
regulation, CEQA Guidelines section 15183.3. This is what is known as a
categorical exemption.
This means that if the project falls within the category, here the category is
certain infill projects, it is exempt UNLESS it may have significant
environmental impacts. Environmental impacts is very inclusionary, that is,
many impacts are environmental impacts including transportation and
circulation impacts - including parking-, aesthetics, land use, and
cumulative impacts.
If a project may create impacts, it cannot be held exempt but must undergo
CEQA review.
In this case, the project is not exempt if:
1. a project impact was not addressed as a significant effect in the prior EIR
or when the project will create a significant effect and there are no
uniformly applicable development policies or standards that apply to the
infill project and would substantially mitigate that effect.
2. a project impact was addressed as a significant effect in the prior EIR
and substantial new information shows it will be more significant than
described in the prior EIR.
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The Exemption Does Not Apply Here
The most critical fact is that the Program EIR is old - it was prepared 9
years ago for the EN Plan. The Program El R's analyses can no longer be
relied upon to support this project with respect to impacts in the areas of,
among others, cumulative, transportation and circulation, socioeconomic
impacts resulting in physical impacts, aesthetics, land use, and mandatory
findings of significance.
The Project May Create Cumulative Impacts
The Program EIR made projections for housing which have been exceeded
when cumulative impacts are considered, i.e., "past, present, and
reasonably foreseeable probable future projects."
Also, significant new developments in the Eastern Neighborhoods that
were not anticipated at the time the Program EIR was prepared include the
UCSF Hospital buildout, Pier 70 buildout, 5M project, Mission Bay buildout,
Warriors Stadium, and the Armory's new "Madison Square Garden of the
West" entertainment space.
Similarly, the proposed project will eradicate another 11,000 square feet
plus of PDR use and includes no replacement PDR space. Yet, the
Program EIR project description specifically states the purpose of the EN
Plan was "[t]o encourage new housing while preserving sufficient lands for
necessary production distribution and repair (PDR) (generally, light
industrial) businesses and activities, .... "
The EN Plan "is intended to permit housing development in some areas
currently zoned for industrial use while protecting an adequate supply of
land and buildings for PDR employment and businesses." (P. S-2)
This project may contribute to these cumulative impacts in significant way
not analyzed in the Program EIR. There are no performance standards that
can apply to reduce this impact to less than significant. Appendix M of the
CEQA Guidelines, relied on in the staff report, does not address this
impact.
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Transportation and Circulation

There are also substantial traffic and transportation impacts not foreseen in
the Program EIR.
The Program EIR did not analyze the impacts of a nine-story residential
building with no parking other than on-street.
On the other hand, the Program EIR promised that
Under the existing Planning Code provisions, most new residential
developments would be required to provide a minimum of one
parking space per unit.
The Program EIR claims that parking deficits are not an impact on the
physical environment under CEQA but this is over-simplistic. CEQA does
require analysis of any environmental impacts foreseeably resulting from a
project's parking deficit such as congestion and safety hazards. The case
law is cited in Ms. Zoia's letter dated February 13, 2017.
The Program EIR did presume some increase in traffic, but events since
then require updated analysis. For example, the 2015 Congestion
Management Program recognized evening commute speed in San
Francisco decreased 21% from 2013-2015. Also, the INRIX 2015 Traffic
Scorecard ranked San Francisco's commute the 3rd worst in the country.
The CMP pages and link to the INRIX document are included with Ms.
Zoia's letter.
This project may contribute to transportation and transit impacts in
significant way not analyzed in the Program EIR. There are no
performance standards that can apply to reduce this impact to less than
significant.
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Socioeconomic Impacts Resulting in Physical Impacts

The Program EIR did not anticipate nor analyze the high concentration of
low income housing in the Mission. Again, this is not about opposing low
income housing, it is about overall impacts on the Mission.
The Program EIR did not analyze or consider the potential physical impacts
on the environment from the over concentration of low income housing in a
particular neighborhood from increased vagrancy, blight and vandalism.
Just within two blocks, we have about 329 units including Bernal Dwelling,
the Gaewhiler property, and 1515 South Van Ness.
CEQA provides that economic or social effects of a project may be used to
determine the significance of physical changes caused by the project. If
the socioeconomic effects of a project result in physical changes, that is an
impact on the environment. Thus, a socioeconomic study was required by
this Board for the 1515 South Van Ness project. But there has been no
evaluation of the socioeconomic impacts of this project.
Several reputable studies have analyzed the impacts of an overconcentration of low-income housing on communities, with the finding that
mixed-income, mixed-finance developments spur benefits to the
community. Those studies are attached to Ms. Zoia's letter.
In sum, the Program EIR's projections for housing, including this project
and those in the pipeline, have been exceeded. This project may contribute
to these impacts in significant way not analyzed in the Program EIR.
Aesthetics

The Program EIR stated that the visual character or quality of the area
would not be substantially degraded.
It did not analyze the visual impacts of this monolithic building more than
double the size of the next highest four-story building, and four to eight
times higher than the majority of the one- and two-story surrounding
buildings.
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Land Use

Land use impacts occur when a project is inconsistent with the general plan
or zoning. The proposed 90-foot tall building greatly exceeds the allowable
height of 65-feet and, thus, the project is inconsistent with zoning.
The project exceeds the height and density analyzed under the Program
EIR and the impacts of a nine-story building, without parking, were not
analyzed under that EIR.
The project is within the recently established Latino Cultural District and
may not be consistent with the Latino Cultural District. The point is that this
issue was not addressed in the old Program EIR.
The .District is characterized by low-rising buildings, and this nine-story
building will tower above the existing development and be out-of-character
with the existing neighborhood. Its height and architectural design conflicts
with the Latino Cultural District historical buildings on Shotwell Street,
which is composed of two and three story Victorian and Edwardian style
homes and apartment buildings. This impact needs current analysis.
Mandatory Findings of Significance

CEQA requires the preparation of an EIR where there is substantial
evidence in light of the whole record that the project has the potential to
substantially degrade the quality of the environment, has the potential to
achieve short-term environmental goals to the disadvantage of long-term
environmental goals, has possible environmental effects that are
individually limited but cumulatively considerable, and/or the environmental
effects of a project will cause substantial adverse effects on human beings,
either directly or indirectly.
The out-dated Program EIR cannot be relied on to conclude this project will
not have any of these impacts. If this project has the "potential" to do any
of these things, an EIR is required. That is how mandatory findings of
significance work - if they exist, an EIR is required.
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Requested Action

It appears the City is engaging in a pattern and practice of approving
residential projects in the Mission that improperly tiers off of an out-of-date
Program EIR instead of conducting updated project level environmental
review.
An exemption is clearly not proper for this project and review must be
based on updated information including a project EIR.
The Association asks this Board to deny the exemption, and the project,
and require an EIR on a project-level, including a socioeconomic analysis.
Thank you, and Ms. Zoia apologizes for not being able to be here today.

Carroll, John (BOS)
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Lyn Werbach <lyn.werbach@gmail.com>
Tuesday, February 14, 2017 1:05 PM
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
From a Concerned Citizen Regarding 1296 Shotwell St
Board of Supervisors Letter Form.pdf

Categories:

170024

February 14, 2017

San Francisco Board of Supervisors
1 Dr Carlton Goodlet Pl, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102
Board of Supervisors: board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org

Re:

1296 Shotwell St

Dear Supervisors:

I am writing today to voice my concerns to the proposed project at 1296 Shotwell St.

There are many problems with this development:

The height of this building is completely out of character with the neighborhood, about twice as high as any building within a
radius of many city blocks. The building is more in character with the industrial end of Mission closer to SOMA, than the residential
end where it is proposed.

2 -The building has no parking. No building should be built in the Mission without adequate parking.

3 -Approval of this building would mean that the city is applying inconsistent requirements to various developments in the Mission
solely based on the recommendations of one neighborhood group.

1

Recent Market rate developments in the Mission have been blocked by Calle 24 for review. This development should be required to
go through the same review process as the other developments that are being opposed by Calle 24.

4 - Calle 24 represents only one voice in the Mission. They do not represent the majority. Please require a review of this
building. Please allow more voices to be heard about the future of our neighborhood, and apply consistent standards to all new
developments.

A great compromise would be to approve all of the currently pending and blocked developments together, comprising a mix of at
market and below market housing.

The Mission needs housing, both market rate housing, which will take pressure off of the rental market in the Mission, and below
market housing. Approving this building and not the others sends a message to developers that the Mission is not a business friendly
environment, and we desperately need more businesses, and more development in our neighborhood.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Lyn Werbach
2451 Folsom Street
San Francisco, CA 94110

2

February 14, 2017
San Francisco Board of Supervisors
1 Dr Carlton Goodlet Pl, #244
San Francisco, CA 94102
Board of Supervisors: board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
Re:

12 96 Shotwell St

Dear Supervisor:
I am writing today to voice my concerns to the proposed project at 1296 Shotwell St.
There are many problems with this development:
1 - The height of this building is completely out of character with the neighborhood, about twice as
high as any building within a radius of many city blocks. The building is more in character with the
industrial end of Mission closer to SOMA, than the residential end where it is proposed.
2 - The building has no parking. No building should be built in the Mission without adequate
parking.
3 - Approval of this building would mean that the city is applying inconsistent requirements to
various developments in the Mission solely based on the recommendations of one neighborhood
group.
Recent Market rate developments in the Mission have been blocked by Calle 24 for review. This
development should be required to go through the same review process as the other developments
that are being opposed by Calle 24.
4 - Calle 24 represents only one voice in the Mission. They do not represent the majoritv. Please
require a review of this building. Please allow more voices to be heard about the future of our
neighborhood, and apply consistent standards to all new developments.
A great compromise would be to approve all of the currently pending and blocked developments
together, comprising a mix of at market and below market housing.
The Mission needs housing, both market rate housing, which will take pressure off of the rental
market in the Mission, and below market housing. Approving this building and not the others sends
a message to developers that the Mission is not a business friendly environment, and we desperately
need more businesses, and more development in our neighborhood.
Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Lyn Werbach
2451 Folsom Street
San Francisco, CA 94110

Carroll, John (BOS)
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Charlene Nevill <charlene@breathinginthemoon.com>
Tuesday, February 14, 2017 1:13 PM
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
1296 Shotwell Street

Categories:

170024

Dear Supervisor:
I am writing to voice my concerns about the proposed project at 1296 Shotwell St.
I recognize that the Mission is in need of more affordable housing, but I am also concerned about the
environmental impact of a nine-story building with no off street parking. I hope you will consider my
concerns and uphold our appeal.
Sincerely,
Charlene Nevill
717 Capp Street
San Francisco, CA 94110
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Carroll, John (BOS)
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jim Kelly <jk9411 O@gmail.com>
Tuesday, February 14, 2017 8:17 AM
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
1269 Shotwell

Categories:

170024

Dear Supervisors,
I am writing in strong opposition to this project for two primary reasons.
And before I make these two points, I will tell you that I am a 20+ year Mission resident living on Bartlett St. between
24th and 25th. Given where I live I will not be as directly impacted by this development as others but it is part of my
community and it is wrong.
First, as an urban planner will tell you, building a large single type of residency building does not work. This has been
tried many times. Shall we bring back era of the large projects? The policy that developers are allowed to build
expensive apartments for the wealthy in one location and the old and poor are shuffled off to somewhere else is wrong.
We need to come together as a single community. The extra housing that these deals provide is just not worth it. This
separation reinforces divisions and causes ongoing problems.
And second, the parking. The development as planned will provide no off street parking. So will residents be prohibited
from parking in the neighborhood? How? Not allowing them to have parking permits? And cross checking names and
addresses with the DMV to ensure that no one owns a car? Even if you were to require both of these things what about
guests? Allowing this go to forward would be a huge burden on the existing community. A car free society is a nice
utopian vision but we are not nearly there and the change needs to be more incremental and thoughtful than allowing
large buildings with no parking at this time.
I appreciate your attention and consideration.
Sincerely,
James Kelly
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Carroll, John (BOS)
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Anne Burke <nburke.art@gmail.com>
Tuesday, February 14, 2017 12:56 PM
Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
1296 Shotwell Street appeal
Shotwell appealbest numbers copy 2.pdf; Mission+Demographic+Profile (1).pdf

Categories:

170024

Please see my letter and supporting documentation.

1

To: San Francisco Board of Supervisors

2/14/2017

I am writing in support of the appeal against 1296 Shotwell Street. Many
neighbors living close to the proposed project have attended meetings and
voiced numerous concerns. We feel that we are not being heard. Those of
us who actually live "adjacent" to the proposed structure will be the ones
who will experience the negative environmental impacts we fear.
Contrary to MEDA's claim that there is substantial support for this project
from "adjacent" neighbors, there is very little support. An analysis of the 337
residents' form letters and the 25 business form letters submitted by MEDA
show that 81°/o are not adjacent to the project. The form letters submitted
by MEDA are false and misleading.
After establishing an approximate 2 block area around the property in all
directions only 66 out of 337 residential form letters and 5 out of 25
business form letters are in the area. Out of the 66 residential letters 40 are
from 1 apartment complex (College park apartments managed by MAG).
Another 16 residential letters are from a second apartment complex (3358
Cesar Chavez). That leaves only 1O outside these 2 buildings that signed
support letters within an 8 square block area. Out of the business form
letters only 5 fall within the area, 20 are outside.
Even more disturbing are the form letters from residents who claim to be
adjacent to 1296 Shotwell who live in another city. in addition there are
numerous letters from San Francisco residents who are not in the same zip
code as 1296 Shotwell.
These include signed form letters from San Jose, Oakland, Brisbane, and
Daly City as well as numerous San Francisco residents from the Sunset,
Tenderloin, Potrero hill and South of Market all claiming to be "adjacent" to
1296 Shotwell.
In addition 31 of the submitted form letters list no identifiable address. See
the breakdown as follows:

•
•
•

MEDA letters
letters within adjacent area*
letters from 1 building (college park apartments)
letters from 1 building (3358 cesar chavez)
all other letters from residents within 8 block adjacent area*

400

300

________________ __ _______

,

,_,

,

,

100

0
337

*Adjacent area defined as: east of Capp Street - west of Treat Street. 25th
street to the north and Precita street to the south. (Precita street west of
Harrison and east of Emmet Ct.)

Many of the neighbors also have concerns about introducing more high
density low income housing into an already stressed area. The 2 block area
has 160 units of low income housing (Bernal dwellings).
Attached is a study (Mission District Demographic Profile) that describes
the difficult socio economic conditions around the Bernal dwelling projects.
Sincerely,
Anne Burke

Mission District Demographic Profile
for the Mission Anti-Displacement Coalition
Draft - January 2006

AsianNeighborhoodDesign

Mission District Demographic Profile

Population. The Mission District had 60,202 people in the 2000 Census, or about 7.8% of the City's
population. This represents an increase in the neighborhood of 3,186 people since 1990. The current
population results in a density of about 30,000 people per square mile, twice the City's average density of
about 15,000 people per square mile. This density is even higher in the southeast portion of the Mission.

POPULATION DENSITY

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 2000, SF1 (short form)

Mission Demographics
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Ethnicity. In the Mission District, Latinos represented the majority of the population, 50.1 % *, representing
ahnost a third of the City's total Latino population. The map shows that the Latino population is generally
east of Valencia Street, with the highest concentrations in the census blocks in the areas along 24th Street and
along Harrison Street. Moreover, 67.5% of the Mission's population is a minority group. Close to half of the
total residents of the Mission (44.7%) are foreign born (naturalized and non-citizens), and 45% of Mission
residents spoke Spanish at home. Household sizes for Latinos in the Mission District were much higher than
the citywide average, at 3.82 persons compared to 2.30 citywide. While household sizes decreased in the west
side of the Mission, reflecting the increased gentrification along the Valencia corridor, household sizes
continue to be large in the east side of the neighborhood, following the larger proportion of Latino families.

LATINO POPULATION

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 2000, SF1 (short form)

In general throughout the Eastern Neighborhoods undergoing rezoning, Latinos represent a little over a third
of the population, at 37.18%. 1 While the City's overall proportion of minority groups is 56.4%, tl1ese
numbers are much higher not only in the Mission, but in the other southeast neighborhoods along and
adjacent to the Mission Street corridor: Mission, 67.5%; Bernal Heights, 61.5%; Excelsior, 83.0%; Portola,
82.8%; OMI, 87.1%.z

*Note: Population ethnicity percentages depend on the specific census boundaries used for calculating demographic
characteristics.
1 DPH,2003.
2 Mayor's Office of Community Development, 2005-2010 Consolidated Plan.
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POPULATION BY ETHNICITY
(Corresponding to boundaries on above map)

White
African American

San Francisco
385728

Percent of SF

Mission

45.22%
7.09%

31533
2082
722

Native American
Hispanic
Asian/Pl

60515
3458
109504
243409

0.41%
12.84%
28.54%

Others
TOTAL

50368
852982

5.90%

15087

100.00%

86498

30145
6929

Percent of Mission
36.46%
2.41%
0.83%
34.85%
8.01%
17.4%
100.00%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 2000, SF2 (long form, Tract Level Data)

Language & birth. 45% of Mission residents spoke Spanish at home. Close to half of the total residents of
the Mission (45%) are foreign born.

LINGUISTICALLY ISOLATED SPANISH-SPEAKING HOUSEHOLDS

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 2000, SF3 (long form)
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Households. Household sizes for Latinos in the Mission District were much higher than the citywide
average, at 3.82 persons compared to 2.30 citywide. While household sizes decreased in the west side of the
Mission, reflecting the increased gentrification along the Valencia corridor, household sizes continue to be
large in the east side of the neighborhood.

FAMILY HOUSEHOLDS

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 2000, SF3 (long form)

Mission Demographics
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Youth. The Southeast Mission, in the area centering on Harrison Street, has significant numbers of youth.
This suggests a substantial demand for housing units that are sized and prized for families.

YOUTH

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 2000, SF1 (short form)

Mission Demographics
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Housing. Approximately four out of five (81.9%) people in the Mission District rent their homes,
substantially higher than the citywide average of 65%. The Mission is also an extremely expensive
neighborhood, where 34.2% of residents pay over 30% of their income in rent, representing a combination of
low incomes and high housing costs. An astonishing 15.5% pay more than half of their income in rent. This
is even higher in the Outer Mission, where 38.8% of residents pay more than pay over 30% of their income in
rent. Citywide, almost 69% of senior tenant age 65 and older spend more than 30% of their incomes in rent. 3
Rental apartments continue to be lost due to condominium conversions, TICs, and other causes. Between
1990 and 2000, 2,937 rental units were converted to condominiums, and 1,144 SRO units were lost to fire
between 1998 and 2002.4 The construction of 3,492 affordable housing units between 1990 and 2000 barely
offsets this loss.
A growing number of families, almost all Latino, live in Single Room Occupancy hotels in the Mission
District, currently 52 families with an average size of 3.3 members. 5 In March 2005, the median price for a
home in the Mission stood at $668,500. Only 7.3% of San Francisco households earned enough to afford the
median sales price of housing in early 2001, compared to 56.9% of households nationally. 6

RENTER HOUSEHOLDS

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 2000, SF1 (short form)

3

Bay Area Economics, San Francisco Housing Data Book, 2002.
Bay Area Economics, San Francisco Housing Data Book, 2002.
5 Department of Public Health, San Francisco Overview of Health, 2002.
6 Bay Area Economics, San Francisco Housing Data Book, 2002.

4
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Income. While the median per capita income for San Francisco residents was $34,556, and for all residents
in the Mission it was 23,782, the per capita income for Mission-District Latinos was only $13,951, well under
half of the city median. The Mayor's Office of Housing uses numbers published by HUD for the Area
Median Income, which includes San Mateo and Marin counties. In 2005, this number was given as $66,500, 7
so the median income of a Mission District Latino resident stands at a little over 20% AMI. Note that HUD
defines 30% AMI as "extremely low-income." While citywide 11.3% of San Franciscans were living below
the poverty line, in the Mission District this figure reaches 16.8%. 8

PER CAPITA INCOME

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 2000, SF1 (short form)

7
8

Mayor's Office of Housing, http:/ /www.sfgov.org/ site/moh_page.asp?id5833.
Mayor's Office of Community Development, 2005-2010 Consolidated Plan, p. 41.
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BELOW POVERTY LEVEL

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 2000, SF1 (short form)

Employment and Education. San Francisco is not only a city in which people reside, but also where most
of those people work. Nearly 80% of San Francisco's employed residents work in San Francisco. 9 The
Mission District alone is home to over 18,063 jobs, of which "production, distribution, and repair" represents
6,878 jobs, or 38% of the total. 10
The Mission is still a predominately blue-collar, working class
neighborhood. Two-thirds of the occupations held in 1990 by Mission District residents were in the services
and production (43% Admin Support/Services; 23% Production/Operators/Laborers), with only a quarter in
the professions (25% Executive/Professional/Technical). This compares to the citywide average of 34%
Admin Support/Services, 15% Production/Operators/Laborers, and 39% Executive / Professional /
Technical. 11 A substantially larger percentage of adults in the Mission District had less than a high school
education (28.9%), compared to the citywide average (18.8%). 12

9

Bay Area Economics, San Francisco Housing Data Book, 2002.
SF Planning Department, Eastern Neighborhoods Profiles, 2001.
11 Data from 1990 Census.
12 Mayor's Office of Community Development, 2005-2010 Consolidated Plan, p. 35.
10

Mission Demographics
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Transportation. The Mission District has a very low rate of car ownership (only 60% of households have
cars), and depends heavily on public transit (61 % of residents get to work by walking, biking, or public
transit). The commercial corridors and residential area west of South Van Ness have good transit
connections to work and shopping districts. Areas to the east of South Van Ness have much poorer transit
service.

PERCENT WALK OR BIKE TO WORK

PERCENT TAKE PUBLIC TRANSIT TO WORK

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 2000, SF3 (long form)
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Carroll, John (BOS)
Carroll, John (BOS)
Monday, February 13, 2017 4:38 PM
innermissionneighbors@gmail.com; Bre.jones@martinezservicesinc.com;
DMonson@hclarchitecture.com; jslen@chinatowncdc.org; eyee@medasf.org; Givner, Jon
(CAT); Stacy, Kate (CAT); Byrne, Marlena (CAT); Rahaim, John (CPC); Sanchez, Scott
(CPC); Gibson, Lisa (CPC); Starr, Aaron (CPC); Rodgers, AnMarie (CPC); Alexander, Christy
(CPC); Callagy, Alana (CPC); lonin, Jonas (CPC); BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides;
Calvillo, Angela (BOS); Somera, Alisa (BOS); Lew, Lisa (BOS); Carroll, John (BOS); BOS
Legislation, (BOS)
Additional Appeal Letter from Appellant -Appeal of Determination of Infill Project
Environmental Review - Proposed Project at 1296 Shotwell Street - Appeal Hearing on
February 14, 2017

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Categories:

170024

Good afternoon,
Please find linked below an additional appeal letter received by the Office of the Clerk of the Board from the Appellant,
concerning the Infill Project Environmental Review Declaration Appeal for the proposed project at 1296 Shotwell Street.
Appellant Letter - February 13, 2017
The appeal hearing for this matter is scheduled for a 3:00 p.m. special order before the Board TOMORROW, February
14, 2017.

I invite you to review the entire matter on our Legislative Research Center by following the link below:
Board of Supervisors File No. 170024
Regards,
John Carroll
Legislative Clerk
Board of Supervisors
San Francisco City Hall, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415)554-4445 - Direct I (415)554-5163 - Fax
john.carroll@sfgov.org I bos.legislation@sfgov.org

•

111.(;ft

Click here to complete a Board of Supervisors Customer Service Satisfaction form.

The Legislative Research Center provides 24-hour access to Board of Supervisors legislation and archived matters since August 1998.

Disclosures: Personal information that is provided in communications to the Board of Supervisors is subject to disclosure under the California Public Records Act and
the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal information provided will not be redacted. Members of the public are not required to provide personal identifying
information when they communicate with the Board of Supervisors and its committees. All written or oral communications that members of the public submit to the
Clerk's Office regarding pending legislation or hearings will be made available to all members of the public for inspection and copying. The Clerk's Office does not
redact any information from these submissions. This means that personal information-including names, phone numbers, addresses and similar information that a
member of the public elects to submit to the Board and its committees-may appear on the Board of Supervisors website or in other public documents that members
of the public may inspect or copy.
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Carroll, John (BOS)
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Craig Weber <cpatax@sbcglobal.net>
Monday, February 13, 2017 3:54 PM
BOS Legislation, (BOS)
Fwd: letter attached
BOS letter 021417.pdf

RECEIVED AF1ER THE ELEVEN-DAY
DEADLINE, BY NOON, PURSUANT TO ADWN.
CODE, SECTION 31.1e(bX5)
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February 13, 2017

Honorable London Breed and San Francisco Board of Supervisors
San Francisco City Hall
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Pl #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

RE:

1296 Shotwell Street Project
100% Affordable Housing Bonus Project Application No. 2015-018056AHB
Board of Supervisors Hearing Date: February 14. 2017

Dear President Breed and Supervisors:
On behalf of Appellant Inner Mission Neighbors Association (Association)
please accept these comments on the above-referenced project relative to the
1296 Shotwell Street project and the Planning Commission's finding that the
project is exempt from the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).
The Association is not opposed to low-income senior housing on this site.
The issue is the lack of environmental review for the proposed nine-story building
on this site. The Planning Commission relied on a CEQA exemption that
essentially says certain infill projects can forego CEQA review by relying on a
prior EIR as the document which analyzed the impacts of the current infill project.
The prior EIR relied on here is an out-dated Program EIR (PEIR) prepared nine
(9) years ago for the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plan (EN Plan).
As shown below and elsewhere in these proceedings, much of the data used in
the PEIR is out-of-date and has been superceded by events transpiring in the last
nine (9) years. Thus, this project should receive its own review under CEQA in
the form of a project-level EIR.
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The Project is Not Exempt from CEQA
The Project
The proposed project is a nine-story, 69,500 gross square feet residential
building with 94 dwelling units (93 affordable and one for onsite property
manager) on a 11,664 square foot lot. The existing building that provides a onestory building of approximately 11,664 square feet housing PDR consisting of
industrial and community spaces would be demolished. The site is bordered by
261h Street to the north, Shotwell Street to the east, Cesar Chavez Street to the
south, South Van Ness Avenue to the west.
The Project requests development bonuses through the 100% Affordable
Housing Bonus Program Authorization for 1) increased height above that which is
principally permitted by the zoning district and 2) reduced dwelling unit exposure
pursuant to Planning Code Section 140. The Project also requests an exception
for the rear yard requirement pursuant to Planning Code Section 134. The project
provides no off-street parking for the 150 or more future residents plus visitors,
and frontage is only on 60-foot wide Shotwell Street.
The immediate neighborhood includes a four-story residential building to
the east across Shotwell Street, specialist automotive repair use to the south, and
a proposal for a six-story mixed-use project to the north at 1515 Van Ness
Avenue along 26th Street and Shotwell Street. Other zoning districts in the
vicinity include RH-2 (Residential, House, Two-Family); RH-3 (Residential,
House, Three-Family); RM-1 (Residential-Mixed, Low Density); and RTO-M
(Residential Transit Oriented-Mission). The tallest nearby building is one fourstory building with the bulk being one and two-story buildings.
The Law
The Planning Commission relied on Public Resources Code section
21094.5 and its implementing regulation, CEQA Guidelines (14 Cal. Code Regs)
section 15183.3, to find the project exempt from CEQA. Under the code and the
Guideline, CEQA does not apply to the effects of an eligible infill project under
two circumstances.
1.

First, if an effect was addressed as a significant effect in a prior EIR for a
planning level decision, then, with some exceptions, that effect need not be
analyzed again for an individual infill project even when that effect was not
reduced to a less than significant level in the prior EIR.
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2.

Second, an effect need not be analyzed, even if it was not analyzed in a
prior EIR or is more significant than previously analyzed, if uniformly
applicable development policies or standards, adopted by the lead agency
or a city or county, apply to the infill project and would substantially mitigate
that effect.

Thus, CEQA does apply when an effect of the project was not addressed
as a significant effect in the prior EIR or when the project will create a significant
effect and there are no uniformly applicable development policies or standards
that apply to the infill project and would substantially mitigate that effect. It also
applies when an effect was addressed as a significant effect in the prior EIR and
substantial new information shows it will be more significant than described in the
prior EIR.

The Exemption is Not Warranted
The Planning Commission approval here is based upon the woefully out-ofdate PEIR prepared nine (9) years ago for the EN Plan. The PEI R's analyses can
no longer be relied upon to support this project with respect to impacts in the
areas of, among others, cumulative, transportation and circulation,
socioeconomic impacts resulting in physical impacts, aesthetics, land use, and
mandatory findings of significance. As was noted at the hearing for the 1515 Van
Ness project appeal, there appears to be acknowledgment that the PEIR is no
longer a valid or useful environmental analyses document.

Cumulative Impacts
The PEIR projections for housing, including this project and those in the
pipeline, have been exceeded when cumulative impacts are considered, i.e.,
"past, present, and reasonably foreseeable probable future projects." 1 Also,
significant new developments in the Eastern Neighborhoods that were not
anticipated at the time the PEIR was prepared include the UCSF Hospital
buildout, Pier 70 buildout, 5M project, Mission Bay buildout, Warriors Stadium,
and the Armory's new "Madison Square Garden of the West" entertainment
space.

1

Guidelines, § 15355.
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Similarly, the proposed project will eradicate another 11,000 square feet
plus of PDR use and includes no replacement PDR space. Yet, the PEIR project
description specifically states the purpose of the EN Plan was "[t]o encourage
new housing while preserving sufficient lands for necessary production
distribution and repair (PDR) (generally, light industrial) businesses and activities,
.... " (PEIR, p. S-1) The EN Plan "is intended to permit housing development in
some areas currently zoned for industrial use while protecting an adequate
supply of land and buildings for PDR employment and businesses." (P. S-2)
This project may contribute to these cumulative impacts in significant way
not analyzed in the PEIR. There are no performance standards that can apply to
reduce this impact to less than significant. Appendix M of the CEQA Guidelines
does not address this impact.

Transportation and Circulation
There are also substantial traffic and transportation impacts not foreseen in
the PEIR. The PEIR did not analyze the impacts of a nine-story residential
building with no parking other than on-street. On the other hand, the PEIR
promised that
Under the existing Planning Code provisions, most new residential
developments would be required to provide a minimum of one parking
space per unit. Assuming the existing Code requirement, new residential
development would provide a minimum of 2,871 parking spaces, which
would result in a residential parking shortfall of up to 1,436 parking spaces,
depending on the actual demand.
(PEIR, p. S-22) The PEIR claims that parking deficits are not an impact on the
physical environment under CEQA. This is simplistic. CEQA does require
analysis of any environmental impacts foreseeably resulting from a project's
parking deficit such as congestion and safety hazards. 2

2

Taxpayers For Accountable School Bond Spending v. San Diego Unified
School Dist. (2013) 215 Cal.App.4th 1013; San Franciscans Upholding the Downtown
Plan v. City and County of San Francisco (2002) 102 Cal.App.4th 656.
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While the PEIR presumed some increase in traffic, it did not take into
account recent increases in congestion that are now recognized through a
detailed analysis in the 2015 Congestion Management Program by the San
Francisco County Transportation Authority. The report showed that the evening
commute speed in San Francisco decreased 21% from 2013-2015. (CMP, p. 21,
attached hereto) Also, the IN RIX 2015 Traffic Scorecard ranked San Francisco's
commute the 3rd worst in the country.
(http://inrix.com/blog/2016/03/blog-2015-scorecard/)
This project may contribute to transportation and transit impacts in
significant way not analyzed in the PEIR. There are no performance standards
that can apply to reduce this impact to less than significant. Appendix M of the
CEQA Guidelines does not mitigate this impact.

Socioeconomic Impacts Resulting in Physical Impacts
The PEIR did not anticipate nor analyze the high concentration of low
income housing in the Mission. It did not analyze or consider the potential
physical impacts on the environment from the over concentration of low income
housing in a particular neighborhood from increased vagrancy, blight and
vandalism as well as crime. 3 Although purely economic or social effects of a
project are not significant effects on the environment4, "[e]conomic or social
effects of a project may be used to determine the significance of physical
changes caused by the project."5 That is, a physical change brought about by a
project may be determined to be significant if it results in substantial adverse
social or economic changes. Several reputable studies have analyzed the
impacts of an over-concentration of low-income housing on communities, with the
finding that mixed-income, mixed-finance developments spur benefits to the
community. (See attached: Urban Institute, A Decade of Hope VI: Research
Findings and Policy Challenges; see also attached Evidence Matters; How Does

3

For example, Bernal Dwelling is section 8 public housing and is located one
block east on 26th and Folsom Streets (160 affordable units), the Gaewhiler property
directly across the street is also subsidized housing (130 units), and 1515 South Van
Ness contains tow-income units (39 affordable units) for a total of approximately 329
units including this project, within two blocks of each other.
4

Guidelines,§ 15131(a)

5

Guidelines, Sec. 15131 (b)
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Affordable Housing Affect Surrounding Property Values; The Impact of Affordable
Housing on Communities and Households; article Civil rights complaint seeks to
stop cities from concentrating low-income housing in higher poverty
neighborhoods; MEDA Proposal to the U.S. Department of Education Office of
Innovation & Improvement Promise Neighborhoods Planning Grant (Sept. 13,
2011 ))
As the PEIR acknowledged, "[c]hanges in land use would not directly be
caused by the zoning itself, but indirectly by subsequent projects - including
changes in the use of existing buildings, additions, new construction, and
demolition - that could occur on individual sites within the project area after a
specific zoning option is adopted." (PEIR, p. S-6)
There has been no evaluation of the socioeconomic impacts of the project
as this Board required for other developments based on the PEIR including
another project on the same block, 1515 South Van Ness (Lennar), just three
months ago.
The PEIR's projections for housing, including this project and those in the
pipeline, have been exceeded. This project may contribute to these impacts in
significant way not analyzed in the PEIR. There are no performance standards
that can apply to reduce this impact to less than significant. Appendix M of the
CEQA Guidelines does not address this impact.
Aesthetics
The PEIR also stated that the visual character or quality of the area would
not be substantially degraded. (PEIR, p. S-13) Yet, this project will substantially
degrade the existing visual character of the area by imposing a monolithic
building more than double the size of the next highest four-story building, and four
to eight times higher than the majority of the one- and two-story surrounding
buildings.
This project may contribute to aesthetic and neighborhood compatibility
impacts in significant way not analyzed in the PEIR. There are no performance
standards that can apply to reduce this impact to less than significant. Appendix
M of the CEQA Guidelines does not address this impact.
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Land Use
The proposed 90-foot tall building greatly exceeds the allowable height of
65-feet and, thus, the project is inconsistent with zoning. The project exceeds the
height and density analyzed under the PEIR and the impacts of a nine-story
building, without parking, were not analyzed under that EIR.
The project is within the recently established Latino Cultural District and is
not consistent with the Latino Cultural District. The District is characterized by
low-rising buildings, and this nine-story building will tower above the existing
development and be out-of-character with the existing neighborhood. Its height
and architectural design conflicts with the Latino Cultural District historical
buildings on Shotwell Street, which is composed of two and three story Victorian
and Edwardian style homes and apartment buildings.
This project, which eliminates PDR, is also inconsistent with Mission Area
Plan (MAP) Land Use Objective 1. 7: "Retain the Mission's Role as an Important
Location for Production, Distribution, and Repair (PDR) Activities." Objective 1.7
provides:
It is important for the health and diversity of the city's economy and
population that production, distribution and repair (PDR) activities find
adequate and competitive space in San Francisco. PDR jobs constitute a
significant portion of all jobs in the Mission. These jobs tend to pay above
average wages, provide jobs for residents of all education levels, and offer
good opportunities for advancement. However, they usually lease business
space and are therefore subject to displacement. This is particularly
important in the Mission as average household sizes tend to be larger and
incomes lower than the rest of the city. Also, half of Mission residents are
foreign born with two-thirds coming from Latin America and Mexico. Half of
all Mission residents are of Latino heritage. About 45 percent of Mission
residents speak Spanish at home. PDR businesses provide accessible jobs
to many of these residents.
(MAP, p. 10; see also pp. 11-12)
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Policies to implement this objective include Policy 1.7. 1:
In areas designated for PDR, protect the stock of existing buildings used
by, or appropriate for, PDR businesses by restricting conversions of
industrial buildings to other building types and discouraging the demolition
of sound PDR buildings.
(MAP, p. 12)
This project may contribute to land use impacts in significant way not
analyzed in the PEIR. There are no performance standards that can apply to
reduce this impact to less than significant. Appendix M of the CEQA Guidelines
does not address this impact.

Mandatory Findings of Significance
CEQA requires the preparation of an EIR where there is substantial
evidence in light of the whole record that the project has the potential to
substantially degrade the quality of the environment, has the potential to achieve
short-term environmental goals to the disadvantage of long-term environmental
goals, has possible environmental effects that are individually limited but
cumulatively considerable, and/or the environmental effects of a project will cause
substantial adverse effects on human beings, either directly or indirectly.6
Here, there is evidence, as described above, at the Planning Commission
hearing, and will further be submitted, an EIR is required for this project.

EN Plan Community Benefits
Finally, the claimed community benefits of the EN Plan have not been fully
funded, implemented, or are underperforming and the determinations and thus
any findings for the proposed project that rely on the claimed benefits are not
supported. Project level review is necessary to include up-to-date data and the
actual community benefits that have accrued since the adoption of the 2008 NE
Plan.

6

Guidelines, § 15065.
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Requested Action

The City is engaging in a pattern and practice of approving residential
projects in the Mission that improperly tiers off of an out-of-date PEIR instead of
conducting project level environmental review. This results in the approval of
projects with unexamined environmental effects to the detriment of Mission
residents.
As with the 1515 Van Ness project and others, this project should, at the
least, be sent back to planning with the direction to review the socioeconomic
impacts of this project. In addition, an exemption is not proper and review of this
project must be based on updated information including a project EIR. The
Association asks this Board to deny the exemption, and the project, and require
an EIR on a project-level including a socioeconomic analysis.
Thank you for your close attention to this matter.

Encl.
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The methodology and results of the 2015 LOS Monitoring effort are detailed in Appendix 5.
SUMMARY OF 2015 LOS MONITORING RESULTS

Table 4-1, below, presents the change in CMP network average travel speeds, calculated as time-mean
speed, between 2013 and 2015 for the AM and PM peak periods (7:00 to 9:00 a.m. and 4:30 to 6:30
p.m., respectively).
Table 4-1: CMP Network Average Travel Speed
TIME-MEAN TRAVEL SPEED
CATEGORY

Arterial

Freeway

TIME PERIOD

2013*

2015

PERCENT CHANGE

AM

17.1 mph

14.6 mph

- 15%

PM

16.0 mph

12.7 mph

- 21%

AM

38.2 mph

37.6 mph

- 2%

PM

29.5 mph

26.3 mph

- 11%

*The method used to calculate CMP speeds was improved for the 2015 CMP, and 2013 speeds have been recalculated using the updated
method for comparison to 2015 results. See Appendix 5, Attachment 5.4 for details.

Average travel speeds on the CMP network have decreased since 2013 for all times measured times and
road types. Average arterial travel speeds have decreased 15% from 17.1 mph to 14.6 mph in the AM
peak and decreased 21% from 16.0 mph to 12.7 mph in the PM peak. The average travel speed on
freeways decreased 2% from 38.2 mph to 37.6 mph and 11% from 29.5 mph to 26.3 mph in the PM
peak.
Freeway segment speeds are historically highly variable. They tend to be slower during the PM peak
than the AM. Inbound segments in the AM peak tend to be slower than their outbound counterparts,
and outbound segments in the PM peak tend to be lower than their inbound counterparts. Freeway
speeds ranged from a decrease of 7 .2 mph (on US 101 /Central Freeway from I-80 to Market in the PM
peak) to an increase of 7.1 mph (on US 101/Central Freeway from Market to I-80 in the AM peak).
The last was the 3rd slowest CMP freeway segments in 2013, and has moved to only the 6th slowest.
The slowest four segments from 2013 are again the four slowest segments in 2015, and each decreased
slightly in speed.
Out of 232 CMP arterial segments, average AM peak speeds increased or stayed the same on 36
segments and decreased on 210 segments. In the PM peak, average arterial speeds increased or stayed
the same on 26 CMP segments and decreased on 220 segments. The analysis confirms expectations of
decreased speeds across the network.
In the AM peak period, 4 arterial segments and 4 freeway segments were found to operate at LOS F.
In the PM peak period, 20 arterial segments and 6 freeway segments were found to operate at LOS F.
Each arterial segment operating at LOS Fin the morning peak is within an IOZ, and each freeway
segment operating at LOS F also operated at LOS F during base year monitoring, and so all CMP
segments are exempt from deficiency planning requirements during the morning peak. Similarly, all
CMP freeway and arterial segments operating at LOS F in the evening peak period are exempt because
they are either within an IOZ or operated at LOS F during base year monitoring.
Full LOS monitoring results can be found in Appendix 5.
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A. Need for project (15 points). (6 pages)
(1) Magnitude & Severity of the Problems (10 points)
The Mission Economic Development Agency (MEDA), San Francisco Unified School District

(SFUSD), United Way of the Bay Area (UWBA), the University of California, Berkeley's
Center for Latino Policy Research and partners are applying to the U.S. Department of
Education, Office oflnnovation & Improvement for a Promise Neighborhoods Program Planning
Grant under Absolute Priority 1 and Competitive Preference Priorities 4 & 5 to develop the
Mission Promise Neighborhood (MPN). The four schools targeted for Phase I of our Promise
Neighborhood are all Persistently Lowest-Achieving schools that have adopted either the
Turnaround or Transformation models, and include: Cesar Chavez Elementary School
(Transformation), Bryant Elementary School (Turnaround), Everett Middle School
(Turnaround), and John O'Connell High School (Transformation). These schools are all located
in the Mission District and zoned to serve Mission resident children and youth.
San Francisco's Mission District has always been a neighborhood that represents the
promise of achieving the American Dream. As a historical and current entry point for immigrants
seeking employment, education, health services and housing opportunities, the Mission District
is a crucial hub of services and home for San Francisco's immigrant Latino community. The
1940's - 1960's saw a wave of Mexican immigration to the Mission, while in the 1980's and
1990's the neighborhood became home to immigrants and refugees who were fleeing wars and
political instability in Central and South America 1. The Mission has also experienced significant
waves of displacement that gave birth to strong Latino led community organizing movements
against displacement. In the 1960's urban redevelopment threatened to change the demographics
of the area, while in the 1990's the Dot Com boom priced out many Latino families. Today, the
1

Source: Jones, Kendall. "Mission Neighborhood Profile'', Mission Neighborhoods Centers, June 2011.
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neighborhood is one of the best known in San Francisco, boasting a strong arts and cultural
community, bustling restaurants and nightlife destinations, and thriving retail spaces. Yet, the
Mission has another story to tell too- that of the low and moderate income families who compose
the fabric of this changing community, and who live, work, seek services in, and attend school
here. For these families, the cost of the neighborhood's increasing popularity is vastly inflated
housing prices. Coupled with a precarious economy, job shortages, and the challenges faced by
immigrant and less educated individuals in finding living wage employment, life in the Mission
is becoming increasingly difficult for some.
As ofJune 2011, the population of the Mission was 62,753 2 . The neighborhood was 42%
Latino, 40% White (non-Hispanic), 12% Asian, and 3% African American3. Despite a 22%
decline in the Latino population over the past decade, the Mission retains the highest
concentration of Latino residents in San Francisco, with nearly half (49%) of the city's Latinos 4
residing in the neighborhood. In 2011, about half of all families in the neighborhood had children
under 18, and it had a higher percentage of children and youth (ages 0-17) than the City as a
whole, with 19% or 11,923 of its residents being children and youth versus 15.2 percent5 . Ten
percent of all of San Francisco's children (ages 0-9) live in the Mission District

6

.

1) Education Need- San Francisco Unified School District (SFUSD) serves more than 55,000
PreK-12 students in 112 schools as a single city school district/county office of education. While
the District serves less than 1% of California's public school students, it has over 5% of the
state's persistently low-achieving schools-the majority of which are in the Mission. Despite the
2 Jones, Kendall MSW. "Mission Neighborhood Profile," Mission Neighborhood Centers Study, June 2011
(original data taken from www.healthycity.org, June 2011).
3 Ibid.
5 Ibid.
6 Ibid.
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fact that SFUSD is the highest overall performing urban district in the State of California,
seven of the District's ten lowest peiforming schools are in the Mission District. For 20102011, the elementary schools served by this project had test scores in English and Math that were
among the lowest 5% of all elementary schools in the State of California7 . Only 23% of high
school students were proficient in Math and English at our target school, John O'Connell. The
Mission District is served by two public high schools: John O'Connell High School (targeted for
Phase I) and Mission High School (targeted for Phase II), both of which are Persistently LowestAchieving 8. For the 2009-2010 school year, the graduation rate 9 at John O'Connell was 75.7%
and at Mission High was 69.8%- both lower than the District average of 82%. The Mission
Promise Neighborhood will closely align with and support the school reform models (either
Transformation or Turnaround) adopted by our target schools, and will build upon and improve
their outcomes for student achievement through a comprehensive plan for integrated services.
Thus, evidence shows there are strong disparities between school performance and socioeconomic status in San Francisco, with the majority oflow-performing schools located in our
neighborhood. As Table I below demonstrates, students at our target schools are scoring far
lower than District and State averages on standardized tests, a majority of students are Latino
(approximately 90 percent, at the elementary level), more than two-thirds of elementary school
students and nearly half of middle-school students are English learners, and more than three

7

Source: California Department ofEducation, STAR test scores

8
"Persistently Lowest Achieving" As identified by the State of California Department ofEducation, per federal and
state law, for the application and receipt of School Improvement Grants and State Fiscal Stabilization Funds.
http ://www.cde.ca.gov/ta/ac/pl/
9

Graduation Rate is 4-year adjusted cohort rate per Department ofEd definition. Information from Cal Department
ofEducation Dataquest.
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quarters are eligible for free or reduced-price lunch. Furthermore, our schools have truancy rates
as high as 61 %, more than twice the District and state-wide averages:
Table I- School Performance
Cesar
October 2010
Chavez
California
Longitudinal Pupil
Elementary
Achievement Data
System
(CALPADS) 10
30%
% Proficient in
11
English Language
Arts
% Proficient in Math 40%
Truancy Rates 12

Bryant
Elementary

Everett
Middle
School

John
O'Connell
High School

District

State

32%

31%

23%

59%

56%

41%

21%

23%

63%

58%

42%

61%

40%

50%

25%

30%

% English Language
Learners
% Eligible for Free
or Reduced Price
Lunch
% with Disability

70%

69%

46%

37%

28%

22%

83%

91%

76%

73%

61%

56%

16%

12%

18%

13%

11%

10%

Hispanic or Latino

89%

91%

61%

60%

23%

51%

Black or African
American
Asian

3%

2%

22%

16%

10%

7%

1%

1%

5%

10%

44%

9%

White

2%

2%

5%

3%

15%

27%

Filipino

3%

3%

4%

8%

6%

3%

Mission schools also have among the highest levels of chronic absence. Defined as missing 10%
or more of school for any reason, chronic absence is a well recognized early warning sign of
academic failure, starting in Kindergarten. 2009-10 data demonstrated that 14-15% of students in

10

Source: California Department ofEducation, Dataquest- http://dq.cde.ca.gov/dataquest
Source: California Department ofEducation, Dataquest- http://dq.cde.ca.gov/dataquest 2011 Standardized
Testing and Reporting (STAR) Program
12
Truancy Rates from California Department ofEducation database; 2010-2011 numbers
11
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Cesar Chavez, Bryant and Everett were chronically absent as compared to 9% district wide.
Among kindergartners, rates were even higher- closer to 27%.i National data demonstrates that
for children living in poverty, chronic absence in Kindergarten is a predictor of lower fifth grade
achievement.ii At O'Connell High, 30% of students were chronically absent.13
The remaining Mission District public schools not included in this table have similar
demographic and student performance statistics. Our Phase II Promise Neighborhood Plan

would scale up to include all remaining SFUSD Mission District schools, including: Buena
Vista/Horace Mann, Marshall Elementary School, Leonard Flynn Elementary School, George
Moscone Elementary School, Mission High School, and SF International High School.

2) Family and Community Support Need
The target geographic area and population served is a distressed community that faces
multiple challenges to socio-economic success, including high poverty, a severe lack of
affordable housing, limited job opportunities, language barriers, high percentage of single-parent
households and teen birth rates, and victimization by predatory fmancial services. These
combined factors lead to (a) the need for individuals and families to work multiple jobs in order
to afford rent, particularly those in the low-wage service industry; (b) increased household size
due to multiple families cohabiting in apartment units; and (c) de-stabilization of family incomes
due to combined job losses, low wages, and excessive housing prices. Without meaningful,
comprehensive strategies to improve educational, career and fmancial outcomes, families in our
community will not become economically stable and lift generations out of poverty.

13

Source: San Francisco Public Schools, Information Technology Department, Truancy Records
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The Mission has the fourth highest CalWORKS 14 case load of all City neighborhoods.
San Francisco's Latino population, which constitutes the Mission District's largest ethnic
population, has the lowest per capita income ($18,584) of any ethnic group in San Francisco,
slightly more than half of the citywide average of $34,556[il. An estimated 77% of Latino
children (0-5) in the City live in a low- or very-low income household 15 . The poverty rate for the
Mission District is at a staggering 17.6%[iiJ compared to San Francisco's overall poverty rate of
11.7%.[iiiJ Accordingly, an estimated 18% of Latino children in San Francisco are living in
poverty16 . As of2010, the median household income in the Mission was 14% lower than
citywide, at $60,460. Thirty-two percent of the Mission District's population lives at or below
200% of the poverty level[iJ. The 2010 average unemployment rate for San Francisco was 9.5%,
and approximately a full percentage point higher for Latinos in the City. In 2010, nearly half
(46.9%) of all Latino adults employed in San Francisco were working in the low-wage service
industry (average hourly wages of $10.00-$15.00), a higher rate than any other ethnic group 17 .
By contrast, while 40% of Blacks, 55% of Asians and 61 % of Whites were working in
Management, Financial or Professional occupations, less than 19% of Latinos were in these
higher paying occupations 18 • The Mission population is also less educated- rates of high-school

14

Ca/WORKS is the State of California's TANF program.

ru San Francisco Mayor's Office of Community Development (MOCD) - San Francisco Demographic Profile 2005
15

Source: Department of Children, Youth and their Families, Community Needs Assessment 2011; low income as
defined by HUD AMI guidelines.
fiif "Mission District Neighborhood in San Francisco, CA, 94103, 94110 Detailed Profile, " city-data.com, 2011:
http://www. city-data. com/neighborhood/Mission-District-San-Francisco-CA. html
fiiiJus. Census Bureau, State and County Quick Facts: San Francisco (city) Quick Facts: 2009
http:/lquickfacts.census.govlqfdlstates/06/0667000.html, June 2011
16
Data Source: As cited on kidsdata.org, US. Census Bureau, American Community Survey. 2007-2009
fif US. Census Bureau-American Fact Finder: 2005-2007 ACS; 3-Year Estimate
17
Source: Geographic Profile ofEmployment and Unemployment, 2011; Bureau ofLabor Statistics;
http://www.bls.gov/opub/gp/pdjlgp 1Ofull.pdf
18
Ibid.
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graduates are among the lowest in the City, at 78% as compared to 86% citywide. 19 Recent job
losses in industrial fields accommodating low skilled labor have adversely affected the area. In
current and future years, the Mission and surrounding neighborhoods are projected to lose
10,000 jobs in areas such as auto-repair, printing, storage, manufacturing, food production,
catering and retail due to the re-zoning and the redevelopment of land for high-end
condominiums 20 . Latinos face job discrimination, a limited range and flexibility in job choices,
and wage levels that are too low to sustain family expenditures. In the current economic
environment many low-income Latino families are experiencing diminishing opportunities in a
highly selective job market, making self-employment sometimes the only option.
Exacerbating low incomes and high unemployment are the exorbitant housing costs in
San Francisco and the Mission District. The Mission has a smaller percentage of homeowners,
higher rents, and larger households than the city-wide averages. Only 25% of its residents own
their homes as compared to 39% citywide; and the neighborhood has a higher percentage of
families with children or other relatives living in the household21 . In 2010, the median sales price
for a home in the Mission was $711,500, well out of the reach of affordability for low income
families 22 . As of August 2011, average rents were $2,251 for a one-bedroom apartment in the
Mission District23 . Because Latino households are often larger (3-4 people) than the average San
Francisco household (2-3 people), many (approximately 21 %) find themselves paying more than
50% of their income on rent, which leaves little left for family savings. Because of limited

19

Source: Applied Geographic Solutions, 2007
Source: The San Francisco Examiner, "Housing May Cost City Thousands ofJobs", August 25, 2008.
21
Average household size in San Francisco citywide is 2
22
2010 Bay Area Home Sales Chart - Reporting resale single family residences and condos as well as new homes.
Accessible at: http://www.dqnews.com/Charts
20

23

Source: http://mullinslab2.ucsfedu/SFrentstats/
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financial resources and expensive rents, Latinos tend to share often overcrowded living situations
with multiple extended family members ("doubling up"). This is illustrated by the fact that 23%
of households in the Mission are living in overcrowded conditions 24 . In the past decade, despite
an 11 % overall increase of Latinos in San Francisco, there was a 22% decrease of Latinos in the
Mission, as families are being priced out of this historically Latino neighborhood and moving to
outlying neighborhoods and the East Bay, which are more affordable 25 •
In its Economic Strategy for San Francisco, the Mayor's Office of Economic and
Workforce Development defined "asset poverty" as a household's inability to cover expenses for
three months if all sources of income were to cease. The report found that a total of 56% of
Latino families were "asset poor", second only to African Americans at 59%. 26 The median net
worth of white households is 18 times that of Latino households 27 . From a perspective of race,
the data is stark; more than half of Latino children are starting life with few, if any, financial
resources. The Mission has the City's highest concentrations of check-cashing businesses and
pay-day lenders that strip families of their few financial resources, charging interest rates as high
as 400 percent28 . This worsens the financial situation oflow-income Latino families who often
use these entities in lieu of more cost-effective mainstream financial institutions. English is a
second language for the majority of our population, making families more susceptible to
predatory lending practices and use of non-traditional financial institutions. In 2011, nearly forty
percent of Mission residents were foreign born, 45% of households spoke Spanish at home, and

24
25

San Francisco Department of Public Health, Healthy Development Measurement Tool, 2007
US Census, 2010 Data

26

Sustaining our Prosperity: the San Francisco Economic Strategy, MOEWD, page 39.
Kochhar, et al., "Wealth Gaps Riseto Record Highs between Whites, Blacks, and Hispanics," Pew Research
Center, July 2011.
28
Data taken from the Center for Responsible Lending: http://www.responsiblelending.org/payday-lendingl
27
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22% reported that they were "linguistically isolated", or spoke English not well or not at all 29 .
These language barriers make it more difficult for families to navigate the maze of social
services and benefits that could help them socially and financially, necessitating services to be
offered in Spanish.
A myriad of converging factors affect the health and safety of our neighborhood's
children and youth. Children and youth in the Mission District are susceptible to preventable
chronic health conditions that affect their academic achievement and quality oflife. A 3-year
study of Latina mothers and children conducted at San Francisco General Hospital (a primary
health provider for the Mission) found that by age 3, forty-three percent of children were
overweight

30

.

Latino children ages 0-5 have the highest obesity rates of any racial or ethnic

group in San Francisco, with 16% being obese. Studies have demonstrated that low-income
teenagers are three times as likely to be obese as their higher income peers 31 , and that overall,
Hispanic Americans are 1.2 times as likely to be obese as non-Hispanic whites 32 . Children in the
Mission District also have higher rates of pediatric asthma then the rest of the city- the
hospitalization rate is 13.2 cases per 10,000 people, compared to 11 cases per 10,000 people
citywide

33

.

Furthermore, in the Mission District, 23% of infants were not immunized by the time

they were 24 months old34 . Compounding these issues, the Mission has higher teen birth rates.
The teen birth rate for Latinas in the San Francisco is 55 per 1,000 births, higher than African

29

http://www.citv-data.com/neighborhood/Mission-District-San-Francisco-CA.html

°Fuentes-Ajjlick & Hessol- University of California, San Francisco: Overweight in Young Latino Children (2008)

3

31

Center for Health Policy Research, UCLA- http://www.rwjf org/childhoodobesity/digestjsp?id=9 l 69&c=EMCND138
32

Source: Office of Minority Health, 2009 data
http://minorityhealth.hhs.gov/templates/content.aspx?lvl=3&lvllD=537&1D=6459
33

34

Northern California Hospital Council: BHSF - Health Matters website (2009)
Ibid
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American teenagers (43 per 1,000) and more than seven times as high as that of non-Hispanic
White teenagers[iJ. Rates in the Mission were even higher- 72 in 1,000 births (7.2%) were to
teenage mothers, almost twice the City wide average (4% ). [iJ Approximately 7. 7 percent of all
Mission households are single-parent households, as compared with 4.5 percent San Franciscowide. In some Mission census tracts the percentage is as high as 14 percent.
Youth homicide is the leading cause of death among youth ages 15-24 in San Francisco,
and is nearly twice the statewide rate 35 . Over 90 percent of young homicide victims in 2007 were
either African-American (54 percent) or Latino (37 percent). 36 Ninety-four percent of San
Francisco's youth homicide victims are high school dropouts. Of all City neighborhoods, the
Mission has the third highest rate of youth involved in the Juvenile Justice System. Nearly one in
ten city-wide crime offenses happens in the Mission. In 2008, the San Francisco Police
Department (SFPD) showed that crime was primarily concentrated in five "hot-zone"
neighborhoods which compose less than one square mile of San Francisco's 49 square miles.
The Mission District is one of the City's "Hot-zone" neighborhoods, with a disproportionate
number of shootings. In 2007, 42% of the City's shootings occurred in these "hot zone" areas 37 .
Multiple, active Latino gangs are present in the Mission as well, with at least one gang hosting
its headquarters at 20th Street and Mission and gang related shootings are an ongoing, major
safety issue for the neighborhood.

(2) The extent to which the geographically defined area has been described (5 points).
fi/

"A Snapshot of Youth Health & Wellness"; Adolescent Health Working Group, San Francisco, 2009.

California DPH Center for Health Statistics- Birth Pro.files by Zip Codes 2007
35
"A Snapshot of Youth Health & Wellness"; Adolescent Health Working Group, San Francisco, 2009.
36
Simmons M, David R., Larsen-Fleming M, Combs N (2008). A Snapshot of Youth Health and Wellness, San
Francisco 2009. Adolescent Health Working Group. San Francisco, California.
37
SF Department of Children, Youth & Families, "Street Violence Reduction Initiative: San Francisco Plan," April
2011.
[iJ
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The geographically defined target area for the Mission Promise Neighborhood is the Mission
District neighborhood of San Francisco, California. The Mission District is an area of
approximately two square miles, located in the City's Southeastern portion with street
boundaries of approximately 11th Street to the north, Cesar Chavez and Mission to the south,
Route 101 to the east and Dolores to the west. The Mission is in California's 81h Congressional
District and includes all or part of Census Tracts: 6075017700, 6075020100, 6075020200,
6075020700,6075020800,6075020900,6075021000, 6075022801,6075022802, 6075022803,
6075022901, 6075022902, and 6075022903, and zip code 94110. The following map, Figure 1
shows the target geographic area, and locates the target schools within that area:
San Francisco Mission District Schools

B. Quality of the project design (20 points)
(1) Alignment with school improvement strategy (10 points)
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Our Mission Promise Neighborhoods vision is that all Mission District students and their
families, from cradle to college to career, will have full access and utilize to their maximum
benefit, a set of coordinated and integrated community- and school-based early childhood,
academic, health, safety, asset development, employment, and higher education resources.
Through this access and effective utilization, we will have a neighborhood with healthy families
where students have high academic performance, and strong college, employment and career
options. These students and families will have the knowledge, ability and resources to save and
invest, increase their income, own a home and/or business, and will be actively engaged in the
civic and political life of their community and the institutions that affect their lives.
The Mission Promise Neighborhood's Theory of Change is that, in order for Mission
District children, youth, and families to thrive, a robust, high-functioning set of partnerships
between schools and other community resources (both public and private) must be solidly in
place, accessible, and seamlessly integrated. Central to our theory of change is the positive

correlation between academic success and economic success. We believe that to improve
cradle-to-college academic outcomes, we must seamlessly coordinate and integrate family
economic success strategies and supportive services with our schools.
Research shows that, when compared with children from more affluent families, poor
children are more likely to have low academic achievement, drop out of school, and have health,
behavioral, and emotional problems" 38 . Academic performance indicators are consistently
skewed in favor of children from higher income families; for example in the State of California,
90% of children eligible for free or reduced lunch scored below proficient reading level in 2009,

38

Source: "Children in Poverty: Trends, Consequences & Policy Options"; By Kristin Anderson Moore, Ph.D., Zakia Redd,
M.P.P.,1 Mary Burkhauser, M.A., Kassim Mbwana, M.P.P, and Ashleigh Collins, M.A, www.childtrends.org.
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as compared to 60% of children not eligible for this benefit 39 . In turn, it is well documented that
children who are not reading proficiently by the end of third grade are far less likely than their
peers to graduate high school on time; and nationally "twenty-two percent of children who have
lived in poverty do not graduate from high school, compared to 6 percent of those who have
never been poor. This rises to 32 percent for students spending more than half of their childhood

in poverty." 40 With an anti-poverty strategy at its core, our Promise Neighborhood will
coordinate and build upon the resources available to us to improve student and family
developmental outcomes.
Our Mission District Promise Neighborhood will become a hub for innovation, and model
for replication and sharing best practices with other communities seeking to improve outcomes
for low income and immigrant families. This innovation is built on three core components of our
theory of action: (1) explicit focus on language and culture, with programming and services
that meet families in their native language, in a culturally appropriate manner; (2) explicit
connection of, and commitment to family economic success as a core strategy for heightened
academic achievement; and (3) focusing strong, city-wide model programs and initiatives that
can be more explicitly integrated into our community. Figure 2- Our Model for Innovation

A language and culture "lens" through which we
focus our Promise Neighborhood plan is essential to
our success. As aforementioned, up to 90% of

39

Source; Annie E. Casey Foundation, KidsCount,
http :IIdatacenter. kidscount. orgldatalacrossstateslRankings. aspx? ind= 512 5,
40
Source; Hernandez, Donald. "Double Jeopardy; how third grade reading skills and poverty influence high school
graduation." Annie E. Casey Foundation, April 2011.
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elementary school students, and nearly 2/3 of middle and high schoolers in our target schools are
Latino, and the majority are English language learners. The Mission District is a neighborhood of
schools that are the lowest achieving, in a District that is the highest achieving. While we will
ensure that all students, regardless of language, race or cultural background, have access to the
services they need to achieve, the families in our community with the greatest demonstrated need
are largely monolingual Spanish speakers and immigrants. Providing fully bilingual EnglishSpanish programming, and ensuring that we meet families in a comfortable and welcoming
environment is a priority of our Promise Neighborhood and will shape the way we integrate
services across our community. Also unique is the robust set of high quality programs and
services currently available in Spanish, meaning that our focus can be less on programmatic
development (except in the case of new and expanded interventions) and more on coordinating
and strengthening the resources we have available. To ensure we meet the needs of all children
and youth, including other English language learners, and the Black or African-American,
Filipino, Asian, and White students attending our target schools and/or living in our community,
and students with disabilities, our planning process will intentionally seek out and include
additional partners that specialize in serving these racial/ethnic subgroups, speakers of their
respective languages, and students with disabilities.
Second, the explicit connection of family economic success with improved academic
performance makes us unique. By framing our work, and our neighborhood through family
economic success, and focusing on building the long term assets of families in our communities
we are working toward an ambitious school reform and neighborhood improvement plan with an
anti-poverty strategy at its core. We will build upon an existing, strong family economic success
strategies and networks with UWBA's San Francisco SparkPoint, located at Plaza Adelante. The
16
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21,000 square foot Plaza Adelante is owned by MEDA and located in the heart of the Mission
District, at 19th and Mission Street, and will be the home base from which we ensure that
families of our students have the resources they need to become financially stable. In turn, this
increased financial stability will reduce the myriad of compounded, negative factors that result
from poverty and fmancial instability (e.g. lack of health insurance, proper nutrition, poor quality
housing, longer hours at work, and high stress among others), and improve their children's
chances of success.
Finally, the Mission Promise Neighborhood is in a unique position due to San Francisco's
wealth of resources dedicated to Early Childhood Education & Care, College Access, Health,
and other areas. We will direct the innovative city-wide strategies and initiatives available
toward the improvement of our Mission schools and families. These are described in depth
throughout this proposal, but include such major initiatives as Preschool for All (early
childhood), Kindergarten to College (college savings plans), Healthy San Francisco (health
access for the uninsured), Beacon Centers Initiative (after school), and Bridge to Success
(college-career). These initiatives are funded by major entities such as the City of San Francisco,
State of California, Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, San Francisco Foundation, Citi, and
numerous others, and represent multi-million dollar investments. Thus, our Mission Promise
Neighborhood has a built in support network ofready individuals and organizations, as well as a
strong base of evidence backed strategies for improvements along the cradle-college-career
continuum. Through the coordination and integration of these three components: Language &
Culture; Family Economic Success; and Citywide Strategies into a common, united vision for the
Mission District's children and families, we can create a strong model for study, observation and
replication by other communities nationwide.
17
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With SFUSD's strategic plan and the cradle-college-career continuum and as the guide, the
partnership will achieve success through: (1) Quality, effective PreK-12 schools; (2) Quality and
effective community-based organizations and programs that support these schools and families;
(3) Strong and accessible pathways to higher education and careers; and (4) Effective and
successful policies and initiatives of government, higher education, funders and partners.
Through identifying the needs and gaps in our community, and the integration of strong,
effective existing solutions and, in some cases, new community resources, we can create a
continuum of solutions that are evidence-based and utilize best practices. This continuum will
achieve improved outcomes for all children and youth who attend school in, and/or live in the
neighborhood.
In order to create equitable educational opportunities for all students, the San Francisco
Unified School District is currently engaged in a sweeping reform and redesign process built on
a vision of city-wide Full-Service Community Schools (FSCS), promoting student academic
achievement by supporting the whole-child, meaningful family and community engagement, and
high-quality, innovative teachers and school leadership in an integrated manner that engages
community based organizations to the fullest extent possible. The Mission Promise
Neighborhood is an opportunity for the Mission District to fully launch that vision, integrating
currently disconnected and unfocused resources into an exemplary citywide model of full-service
community schools, with strong school-community partnerships based on common goals for
student success. In our target schools we will work in tandem with the models currently being
implemented, including the Turnaround model for Cesar Chavez Elementary and John
O'Connell High, and the Transformation model for Everett Middle and Bryant Elementary.
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At the heart of our Mission Promise Neighborhood plan is the leveraging of, and

alignment with the $44 million School Improvement Grants, a District grant intended to
improve student learning in high needs schools, and which is currently benefiting seven of the
Mission District's eight PreK-12 schools. The San Francisco Unified School District's 5-year
Strategic Plan embraces Access & Equity, Achievement and Accountability. As a major strategy
of this plan and to ensure equity and access in two of San Francisco's most underserved
neighborhoods, SFUSD's Superintendent's Zones were created in the Mission and the Bayview
to focus attention on and meet the needs of the City's lowest performing schools. The Mission
Zone is led by Assistant Superintendent Guadalupe Guerrero, our Mission Promise
Neighborhood District Advisor. SIG is part of a larger effort to create the conditions for all
schools in the Superintendent's Zone to accelerate academic progress. SIG funding was awarded
to the District to support instructional achievement at the school sites. School sites participate by
ensuring high levels of implementation for these designated purposes in collaboration with
strategic partners. This grant builds on the STAR and DREAM Schools investments already in
these schools. SIG goals are: (1) Improved student academic achievement in language arts and
mathematics; (2) Increased numbers of schools that make adequate yearly progress; (3) Creation
of a system of continuous use of student data to guide improvement; and (4) School community
use of data to make informed decisions about their programs for students. These goals will
achieve: (a) High expectations for student success for every student; (b) Challenging, engaging
and relevant instruction; ( c) Specialized academic supports based culturally and linguistic
responsive pedagogy; ( d) Timely supports (instructional interventions) for students who need
additional assistance; ( e) Extended learning time for students beyond the school day/week and
into the summer; (f) Coordination of academic, health, social/emotional services for students and
19
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families; (g) Strong advocacy and partnership from and with parents and community. These
strategies will be at the heart of our Mission Promise Neighborhood school transformations, as
we seek to improve, bolster, and connect these efforts to the neighborhood's assets.
A critical component of the SIG grants is the placement of Community Schools
Coordinator (CSC) in each school, who is responsible for facilitating the process of transforming
the school into a full service community school. They work in close partnership with the school
administrator to assess the school community's needs and assets, coordinate all student and
family support services, and create a learning environment that supports student achievement and
wellness. The Coordinator works with the Superintendent's Zone Director of Family and
Community Engagement, Leticia Hernandez, and non-academic support services and external
partners to reduce fragmentation and duplication, and to integrate supports with school
improvement priorities and students' needs. Coordinators reduce the burden of management on
the principal, working in close partnership but freeing principals to focus on their role as the
instructional leaders and catalysts for change. We will work closely with the Principals,
Community School Coordinators and the Director of Family & Community Engagement to help
implement the vision of Full Service Community Schools in our Mission Promise Neighborhood
(MPN). An additional component of our Promise Neighborhoods work will be coordination with
SFUSD's Parent Engagement efforts in collaboration with Dinah Consuegra, the Executive
Director of Parent Engagement, Student Support Services for SFUSD, to help ensure that parent
engagement is a critical component of our strategy.
While we will coordinate with SIG, we have identified limitations and gaps in achieving
our vision of an integrated continuum that will become our Promise Neighborhood, per the
following Table II- MPN Strategic Framework:
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History/Gaps/Needs
Mission District schools have a
track record of low performance.
Seven of SFUSD's ten
Persistently Lowest Achieving
schools are in the Mission. These
schools have benefited from the
implementation of the SIG
Superintendent's Mission Zone
implementation plan, which has
five key elements:
• Instructional Guidance
• Professional Capacity
• School Leadership
• Student Centered Learning
Environment
• Family & Community Ties
The SIG program has
successfully:
Created access to a broad array
of services for students within
the schools;
Enhanced the coordination of
services and service providers
within each SIG school;
Better equipped and modernized
these schools to address
students' needs.
Yet, while students have
experienced real benefit from the
SIG, families as a whole do not
have access to a coordinated,
integrated set of services.

Vision
We envision all
Mission District
students and their
families, from cradle
to college to career,
having full access and
utilizing to their
maximum benefit, a
set of coordinated and
integrated communityand school-based early
childhood, academic,
health, safety, asset
development,
employment, and
higher education
resources. Through
this access and
effective utilization,
we will have a
neighborhood with
healthy families where
students have high
academic performance,
and strong college,
employment and
career options. These
students and families
will have the
knowledge, ability and
resources to save and
invest, increase their

Values
Strategies
• Family/Student-Focused
• Create the forums and
Strategies: Needs of students
processes where
Mission District
and their families are
considered first and foremost
student families,
in the design of our Promise
community pa1iners
Neighborhood.
and SFUSD can
engagein
• Partnerships and
conversations and
Collaborations: Developing
discussions on
cooperative and effective
common vision, goals,
relationships between
objectives and
organizations and institutions
outcomes
providing services to Mission
District families, including
•Develop an
SFUSD, to advance our
assessment, inventory
collective goals
and mapping of the of
the full range of
le Effectiveness:
services that are
Implementation of strategies
needed to create
resulting in the highest level
improved outcomes
of desired outcomes
for students and their
• Efficiency: Achievement of
families, including an
robust outcomes with limited
understanding of
resources
current services and
existing gaps
• Develop systems and
processes to enhance
and maximize the
coordination and
integration of existing
community services
that are available to
Mission District

Outcomes
• Improved on-going and
systemic
communication between
students, student
families, community
service providers and
SFUSD based on a
common understanding
of need, vision,
strategies and desired
outcomes leading to full
involvement and buy-in
• A full continuum of
coordinated and
integrated studentfocused community
services is available to
students on and off
campus
• A full continuum of
coordinated and
integrated familyfocused community
services is available to
Mission District student
families throughout the
neighborhood
• Students demonstrate
accelerated and high
performing academic
outcomes.
• An agreed upon
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Community Schools enhance the
set of services available to
students, but families are left to
navigate the maze of suppmiive
services outside the school to
meet additional needs.
Furthermore, while SIG has
made steps in placing
Community Schools
Coordinators in each of the
schools, services for students are
not fully coordinated or
integrated. Outcomes-based
evaluation is inconsistent
between schools and CBOs;
neighborhood resources such as
parks, public libraries, arts
spaces and others are not fully
utilized for the benefit of
students and their families.
Finally, there is a lack of
standardization among services
and understanding of best
practices among multiple service
providers both within and
outside the schools who are
providing services to students
and families in each of the
critical issue areas.

income, own a home,
own a business, and be
actively engaged in the
civic and political life
of their community
and the institutions that
affect their lives.

students
approach for outcomebased evaluation, which
• Develop inclusive
reflects the full added
processes that allow
value of the services
for full involvement
provided to students and
and buy-in from
their families
students, their
families, col11111unity
• Data is shared between
groups and SFUSD
agencies and the school
district for the purpose
• Schools focus on
of real-time evaluation,
research-based
improving outcomes,
elements of school
and establishing best
improvement that
practices
include: clear
instructional guidance, • An increased
building professional
understanding of best
capacity, a studentpractices for providing
centered learning
community services to
environment, strong
students and their
parent ties, and strong
families, which can be
school leadership.
shared and replicated
• Mission District
schools become full
service community
schools
• Develop an effective
system to measure
common outcomes &
value add of strategies
and services provided.
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(2) Plan to create a complete continuum of solutions (5 points)
MEDA and its collaborative partners will engage in a year-long comprehensive planning process
that will fully develop the Mission Promise Neighborhood (MPN) implementation plan. MPN
will provide all children in the Mission and their families with an integrated system of support
while providing the children at greatest risk with the most intensive services. This planning
process will dramatically elevate the effectiveness of all of participating schools and programs
for children and families in the Mission. It will also build network with the capacity to unite the
full range of community stakeholders around an unwavering commitment to children's success.
Key Planning Goals- The MPN design will further accelerate the community organizing
momentum already established in the Mission by developing a systematic plan to create a
neighborhood of hope and change for children. Starting at the moment that pregnant mothers
participate in prenatal care programs, through to the time that the baby enrolls in preschool,
transitions to kindergarten, reads proficiently at 3rd grade, transitions successfully to middle
school, graduates in l2 1h grade ready to move on to college or to follow a career path and/or
graduate from college, the system will be monitored, evaluated, and strengthened to ensure that
s/he is successful. The MPN's activities will support the following two overarching goals:
•
•

All children in the Mission, from birth into adulthood, are thriving and graduate
from high school and college prepared for success.
MPN becomes a vibrant, effective community network that is supported and owned
by the Mission community, and maintains a continuously improving, data-driven
system of supports for children and families.

Planning Objectives- Using its Theory of Change as a foundation, the MPN will significantly
improve the academic, community, and family supports available to the Mission neighborhood
residents, focusing efforts on those children in greatest need. Special attention will be paid to the
key transition points in the system (birth to age 1, pre-school to kindergarten, elementary to
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middle school, middle school to high school, and high school to college/career). During the
planning year, MPN will engage in a comprehensive planning process that will develop the MPN
as a strong community network with the capacity to coordinate and elevate the quality of all
services to children and families in the Mission. Primary objectives for the MPN planning
process include:
•

Conduct an assessment of neighborhood needs and assets including existing programs that
will be incorporated into the MPN, as well as existing capacity to leverage additional
resources, and neighborhood leaders;
• Conduct a segmentation analysis that identifies those children at greatest risk for academic
and other problems;
• Build a shared understanding of and commitment to specific desired outcomes;
• Identify measures, indicators, and accomplishments that will engage and keep partners and
community members informed of, focused on, and inspired by the work ofMPN;
• Develop data and communications systems to track and disseminate progress, including a
longitudinal data system that will aggregate data from all partners and be used to evaluate
and improve programs and track the progress of each child from birth to college/career;
• Develop an MPN action plan that will lead to the creation of a seamless system of supports,
integrate and enhance the effectiveness of all existing services, and bring additional resources
to the community for both Phase I implementation and Phase II scale up; and
• Identify measures, indicators, and accomplishments that will engage and keep partners and
community members focused on, accountable to, and inspired by the work of the MPN.
All working groups will use the planning period to analyze why children and youth are not
currently making it through transition points, and how MPN can create a continuous system of
support where it is impossible for children to fall through the cracks. MPN planning components
will be organized according to five planned working group focus areas: 1) Early Learning and

Development; 2) School Improvement/Student Achievement; 3) Strong and Safe
Neighborhoods; and 4) Family Engagement and Financial Empowerment; and 5) Technology
Integration. 41 The planning process will integrally involve the five working groups and will be
overseen by the MPN Advisory Board.

41

These working group areas may be modified depending on the results assessment and resource mapping results.
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Planning and Governance Structure and Systems-Realizing that sustainable change needs to
begin with engagement of the community, the MPN plans to launch an unprecedented organizing
and mobilization effort designed to fundamentally alter conditions in the Mission District. Like
the system it will build, this process is viewed as continuous - we are never stopping our effort to
guarantee success for all children. As a first step, the MPN will develop a leadership and
governance framework that will permit the MPN to build a continuous set of supports towards
academic success that leverages resources and builds community engagement and accountability.
Over 40 neighborhood leaders, community members, and representatives of county, city, school
district, higher education institutions and community-based organizations are committed to
participating in the MPN. Using this broad base as a starting point, MPN will convene additional
stakeholders for facilitated discussions in relation to collective decision making and
neighborhood resource mapping. An important outcome of this phase of the work will be the

formation of the MPN Advisory Board which will include representation from partner agencies
and organizations, elected officials, the school district and higher education institutions,
community members, businesses, foundations, and parent leaders. An initial core Advisory
Board group has been identified prior to the time of application, and its biographies and
qualifications are included in Appendix VI. This Board will be expanded upon launching the
project to include a more diverse group of representation and expertise.
The five working groups will be convened and supported with facilitation resources as
they focus on major elements of the MPN integrated set of supports, with a methodology that
will build on the successful experience of SparkPoint Plaza Adelante partners (see section B(3)).
The working groups will carry forward the MPN commitment to putting and keeping all children
and families on the road to success by reviewing data, identifying the major needs in their issue
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area, and recommending evidence-based strategies that will significantly improve neighborhood
indicators and build community engagement and capacity. Working groups will include staff of
CBO's, teachers, parents, students, community residents, government employees, and in some
cases corporate and foundation sector representatives.
These working groups will meet on a bi-weekly basis, and quarterly the five groups,
along with the Advisory Board, will convene to share experiences, integrate planning, and ensure
the coordination of all neighborhood efforts. The quarterly convenings will be open community
gatherings that provide opportunities for the full community to heighten its involvement in the
Mission Promise Neighborhood. Figure 3 below outlines the sequence of activities to be
conducted during the planning period:

Communities of Practice: The MPN will participate in Communities of Practice through
meetings, events, documentation our experience, sharing resources, and other ways of sharing
best practices and lessons learned through our respective Promise Neighborhoods. MEDA has
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ample space and resources for, and experience in facilitating Communities of Practice, both
regionally and nationally, and is eager to convene these groups through which we hope to share,
learn and collaborate to improve practices and outcomes in our respective neighborhoods.

(3) Leveraging existing neighborhood assets, programs and funding (5 points)
The Mission Promise Neighborhood will leverage and achieve seamless coordination with major
existing assets and efforts that are funded through government and the private sector. All of
MEDA's programs are aligned with city-wide neighborhood revitalization strategies, including
the Mayor's Office of Housing's 5-Year Consolidated Plan42 . As mentioned in Section I(b),
central to our strategy is the alignment with and leveraging of the SIG program, a $44 Million
three-year investment in schools, the majority of which are in the Mission. Additional MPN
partners were identified through an open invitation and community meetings, and represent
diverse sectors and experience. Based on further gaps identified during the planning year, we
will identify additional partners and solutions for needs where there is not current capacity.
Additionally, with the recent selection of Bayview/Hunters Point as a HUD Choice
Neighborhood, we will make efforts to coordinate with this work. The SIG grants are for schools
in both the Mission and Bayview/Hunters Point, therefore are following similar school
improvement strategies; additionally, due to open enrollment, some Bayview students attend
Mission District schools. To build effective partnerships we will leverage existing, functional
networks that are active in the Mission District and that are developing strategies that address
various pieces of the Promise Neighborhood. These include the San Francisco SparkPoint
Center, Bridge to Success, Beacon Centers, and the Mission Community Council (MiCoCo ). An
overview of each follows:

42

Available at San Francisco Mayor's Office of Housing website, www.sf-moh.org
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L San Francisco SparkPoint: SparkPoint Centers, a crucial component ofUnited Way of the
Bay Area's strategy to reduce poverty in the Bay Area by 50% by 2020, are financial education
centers staffed by a diverse of collaborative public and private agencies providing integrated
services that help individuals and families who are struggling to make ends meet. Outcomes
focus on increasing income and savings, reducing debt, and improving credit. SparkPoint
Centers are developed on best practices and lessons learned from the Annie E. Casey
Foundation's Centers for Working Families, and based on evidence that families who access two
or more services have higher success rates. Examples of services are: financial coaching,
business development, homeownership counseling, tax preparation, workforce development, and
access to financial products. Outcomes are standardized across partners and centers for collective
measurement, and measure income, savings, debt and credit indicators. Eight Sparkpoint Centers
have been created throughout the Bay Area, and MEDA is the lead agency for the 9th center (and
frrst in San Francisco) located in Plaza Adelante, the 21,000 square foot multi-tenant nonprofit
center owned by MEDA.
The MEDA/UWBA planning process for the San Francisco SparkPoint kicked off in
2011 and has incorporated input from more than 40 agencies to determine collective objectives,
outcomes, services, operations, governance and fundraising protocols. Through this process,
MEDA's Project Manager and planning consultant, the Glen Price Group, successfully crafted a
collective Mission, Vision and Target Population statement for the SparkPoint and laid
groundwork for collective decision-making on items such as service integration, cross-referrals,
and tracking shared outcomes. Project implementation will be phased based on resources, and
capacity of partners. The Mission Promise Neighborhood will have a very strong connection
with, and follow the map of, the SparkPoint planning and implementation work. Through the
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SparkPoint process, we are working with a strong partner network, including those we intend to
collaborate with for the Mission Promise Neighborhood.

IL Bridge to Success: Bridge to Success is a partnership between the City of San Francisco, San
Francisco Unified School District, City College of San Francisco, San Francisco State University
and the community to double the number of youth who achieve college degrees and credentials,
and is funded through a 3-year Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation grant. This coalition of city and
education partners has linked together supports and interventions that reinforce existing school
district programs are designed to help students from the time they enter kindergarten through
high school graduation and matriculation to college. With research showing that only 27% of
SFUSD 9th graders are on track to earn a college credential, the Bridge to Success initiative
targets the population of students who require the additional support for achievement at every
step of their academic career. The Mission Promise Neighborhood grant will complement and
build upon this work. Each of the lead Bridge to Success partners is also a partner for the
Mission Promise Neighborhood, ensuring coordination and continuity with this major city-wide
strategy.

IIL SF Beacon Centers: The Beacon Centers transform public schools into youth and family
centers that become a beacon of activity for the surrounding neighborhood, creating pathways to
lifelong learning. Beacon centers provide out-of-school time programming for children, youth
and adults. The Beacon Initiative is a public-private partnership that includes the San Francisco
Department of Children, Youth and their Families, SFUSD, community organizations (including
Mission Neighborhood Centers), and local foundations, led by the Evelyn & Walter Haas, Jr.
Fund.
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IV. Mission Community Council (MiCoCo): The Mission Community Council (MiCoCo) is an
organization of CBOs, faith groups, neighborhood associations, and public departments that have
united to promote the well-being of the Mission District. MiCoCo meets monthly to provide
information, and to act as a forum for information regarding neighborhood issues. MiCoCo
members take action on critical community issues in Affmity Groups, where they develop
collaborative solutions to issues. The Promise Neighborhoods planning structure will coordinate
closely with MiCo Co's Youth Affinity Group, which has been meeting since November of 2010
to assess the needs of and improve the neighborhood's education systems. MEDA has been a
participant of MiCoCo and the Youth Affmity Group, along with many other MPN partners.

C. Quality ofproject services (20 points).
(1) Needs assessment and segmentation analysis to determine solutions (10 points)
MEDA and partners will collaborate with UC Berkeley's Center for Latino Policy Research to
design and implement a rigorous research, data collection and evaluation component that will be
used to conduct the needs assessment and segmentation analysis, and to inform the planning
process. The project will be staffed by Lisa Garcia Bedolla, an additional dedicated staff person
from the Center for Latino Policy Research, and graduate students. The needs assessment will be
designed to collect data for the educational indicators listed in Table III below; and for the
family and community support indicators in Table IV below, and use them as program
indicators:

Table III-Academic Indicators (Table 1 offederal NOFA)
Indicator/Outcome
#and% of children and youth who:
Children Enter Kindergarten Ready to
Succeed in School
They have a place where they go when they

Data Source
for Needs
Assessment
First Five;
DCYF; SFUSD

Possible Solutions (Current
Strategies)
Preschool for All
Head Start, Early Head Start
CPAC
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are sick.
They demonstrate age appropriate
functioning.
They participate in center-based or formal
home-based early learning programs.
Students are Proficient in Core Academic
Subjects
They are at or above grade level according
to State assessments.

Students successfully transition from middle
school grades to high school
They have high attendance rates.
Youth graduate from High School
They have high graduation rates.
High school graduates obtain a
postsecondary degree, certification, or
credential.
They have postsecondary degrees, vocational
certificates, or other credentials without
needing remediation.

Raising a Reader

SFUSD

SFUSD

SFUSD
SFUSD

Standards-based teaching & learning
Instructional Materials
Academic Assessments
Progress Monitoring of Student
Performance Data
Instructional Coaching & Professional
Development
Academic Interventions & Student
Supports
Expanded Learning Time43
Full Service Community Schools
San Francisco Beacon Initiative
Parent Engagement
Bridge to Success
College Connect
Bridge to Success
College Connect
Financial Aid University
Kindergarten to College
Summer Bridge
SF Promise
Dual Enrollment Programs
Metro Health Academy

Table IV- Family & Community Support (Table 2 offederal NOFA, additional indicator
shaded)
Outcome/Indicator
#and% of children and/or families who:
Students are healthy.
Children participate in at least 60 minutes of
physical activity daily.
Children consume five or more servings of
fruits and vezetables dailv.
Students feel safe at school and in their
community.
They feel safe at school and traveling to and
from school.

43

0 btain/Collect
Data
SFUSD
Student Survey

Possible Solutions (Current
Strategies)
Healthy San Francisco
SF Healthy Kids
School Based Wellness Centers
Shape Up San Francisco

SFUSD
Student &
Parent
Satisfaction
Surveys

Mission Van Collaborative
HEARTS Trauma Sensitive Schools
Program
Community Response Network

Refers to "Increased Learning Time" per federal definition
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Students live in stable communities.
They have low mobility rates.

Affordable Housing Advocacy
Affordable Homeownership
Anti-displacement focused economic
development
School Based Parent Liaisons &
Literacy Coaches
Raising a Reader
First Book
Full Service Community Schools
Believing the College Dream
Parent Engagement Strategies

Population
Survey

Families and community members support
Parent Survey
learning in Promise Neighborhood schools.
Family members read to their child three or
more times a week.
Family members encourage their child to
read books outside of school.
Family members talk to their child about
college and career.
Public Computer Labs
Students have access to 21st century learning
Mission Tech (computer refurbishing
tools.
Student/Parent
& distribution)
Students and families have school and home
Surveys
SIG Instructional technology
access to broadband and a connected
investments in schools (i.e. computer
computing device,
labs, educational software, teacher &
Students andfamilies have the knowledge to
student laptops, interactive
use technology for academic and sociowhiteboards)
economic success.
SparkPoint Center.
Families are.economically stable
SparkPoint
Earn It!Keep it! Save it! Free Tax
Families demonstrate economic stability·
database;
through adequate income, savings, credit,
Parent Survey
Preparation
and debt-to-income ratios.
Description of Needs Assessment & Segmentation Analysis Process- The first step of the needs
• ..
1

assessment & segmentation analysis process will consist of a catalogue ofrelevant data
indicators available from our partner agencies and from the public record (i.e., the 2010 Census
Data, Current Population Survey, the Healthy Development Measurement Tool (HDMT),
American Community Survey, National Center for Educational Statistics Data, SFUSD, the
California Department of Education, and the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health,
among others). The evaluation team will gather this data, merge, and recode it in order to
combine it within one database. In order to track neighborhood effects, we will ensure that the
data is identifiable at the smallest possible geographic level-the census block level. To ensure
data is representative of all children and youth in the neighborhood, we will merge data from not
just our target schools but publically available data from all neighborhood schools.
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Once the data has been gathered, the UC Berkeley Research Team will meet with the
partner organizations to share available data and identify additional indicators or information the
partners determine should be gathered as part of the planning process. After this step, further
data will be gathered by the Research Team and incorporated into the database. The database
will then serve as the foundation for descriptive information about the target geographic area.
Uniquely, this database will include a variety of data sources, including information on health
care access, nutrition, economic assets, and educational outcomes in one location. Most projects
analyze these issues in isolation- by contrast, in alignment with the holistic vision of the Promise
Neighborhoods program, our data evaluation will demonstrate how the social, economic, and
institutional infrastructure of a child's neighborhood affects their educational opportunities and
outcomes, providing us with comprehensive empirical evidence to support the project's proposed
solutions.
Our data analysis will also go beyond straightforward multivariate analyses. One of the
underlying assumptions of the Promise Neighborhoods program is that geographic spaces
contain a set of interrelated and sometimes complementary resources that can be leveraged in
order to maximize community well-being. A key goal of the needs assessment will be to map the
locations and concentrations of those resources within the geographic space. The Research Team
will enter the gathered economic, health, and educational data into GIS maps so that partner
organizations and community members can see the distribution of resources within the
neighborhood space and identify locations that need additional supports. One of the end products
for the analysis will be the creation of an interactive mapping program that will be available
online. With this mapping tool, community members will be able to engage in customized
searches in order to locate particular resources within their location, thus enhancing the empirical
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foundation available to local decision makers and ensuring the project's accountability to its
constituency. This mapping data will also provide another layer of empirical evidence to ensure
the accuracy and appropriateness of proposed program solutions.
The final aspect of the evaluation will be to gather attitudinal information from the
Working Group meetings and from interviews with key stakeholders and affected youth. This
will ensure that a wide diversity of community voices are included in the planning, ensuring
program accountability. The Research Team will record and transcribe meetings and interviews
and provide the MPN team with a summary analysis of respondents' suggestions and concerns.
These results will also be made publicly available to project partners and community members
on an ongoing basis to enhance decision-making, improve accountability, and ensure that the
project results in continuous learning and improvement among stakeholders. Throughout the
process, the Working Groups and Advisory Board will identify and document policies and
regulations that could hinder success, which will be reported in our analysis documents to both
the MPN planning team and the Department of Education.

(2) Determining solutions are based on best available evidence and drive results (10 points).
The Mission Promise Neighborhood is working with a base of organizations that are providing
evidence-based solutions for each of the areas we are addressing. An overview of solutions with
which we will coordinate follows; the evidence base (where available) for each is footnoted:
Health/Wellness: Healthy San Francisco 44 makes health care services accessible and affordable
for uninsured residents, ensuring they have basic and ongoing medical care and is available to all

44

Healthy San Francisco Evaluation- indicated evidence that HSF is increasing access to primary care
for participating adults, improving self-reported health status, and altering their care-seeking behavior.
Some opportunities for improvement exist. For example, Latinos and Spanish speakers were more likely
than other participants to think that their current medical care was worse than before they joined HSF
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residents under 500% of the federal poverty line. San Francisco Healthy Kids offers complete
medical, dental, and vision insurance to children at a very affordable cost - regardless of
immigration status. High-school based Wellness Centers45 provide confidential on-site Mental
Health and Substance Abuse Assessments, Individual and Group Psychotherapy, Crisis
Intervention/Consultation, Grief & Loss/Trauma Counseling, referrals to community resources,
and consultation to school staff and community. Shape Up San Francisco is a multi-sector
collaboration that increases affordable, healthy food options, increases walkability and bikeability in neighborhoods, and encourages physical activity for children and adults.
Early Childhood Education: Preschool for Al/46 provides free half-day preschool for all four
year olds in San Francisco, regardless of income. Raising a Reader47 provides children and
families with age appropriate-multi lingual books and encourages parents to read to children.
Head Start/Early Starf 849 provides early childhood education and other services to low income
children and families through center-based and home-based programs.

http://www.healthysanfj:ancisco.org/files!PDFIHSF Utilization Paper 7 6 2011.pdf
45

School based wellness initiative evaluation results
http://www.s{wellness.org/evaluation. The 2009-10 data demonstrates that Wellness services enhance student's
connection to school. As a result ofparticipating in individual counseling services through Wellness Programs:
81 % of students report coming to school more often;69% ofstudents report doing better in school. School health www.nasbhc.org; and schoolhealthcenters.org (under publications)
46
(OPRE) Office ofPlanning and Research Evaluation: Research to Policy, Evaluation of Quality Rating and
Improvement Systems for Early Childhood Programs and School Age Care: Measuring Children's Development
June 2011
47
http://www.rarbayarea.org/program-and-impactlresearch/
48

Head Start Impact Study and Follow-up, 2000-2011. US Department ofHealth and Human Resources
Early Head Start Benefits Children and Families: Research to Practice Brief, April 2006
49
Effectiveness of Early Educational Intervention Barnett, Science 19 August 2011: 975978.DOI:lO.l 126/science.1204534
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PreK-12: Implementing the Full Service Community Schools50 model in our target schools is a
major priority of SFUSD. Additionally school improvement is focused on the following core
elements of the SIG: Standards-based teaching & learning; Instructional Materials; Academic
Assessments; Progress Monitoring of Student Performance Data; Instructional Coaching &
Professional Development; Academic Interventions & Student Supports; Expanded Learning
Time. 51 San Francisco Beacon Centers52 offer free programs and activities for youth and adults
after school, during the evening, some weekends, and summer.
College/University: Mission Graduates College Connect53 recruits four-year college-bound high
school juniors who are first generation to attend college, and provides personalized college
admissions support to students and parents through high school graduation, and ongoing
guidance during college. Kindergarten to College 54 is a city-wide collaboration between
SFUSD, the City of San Francisco, Citi and others that gives every kindergartener a college
savings account with $50 to begin saving for education. Bridge to Success works to increase the
number of college graduates in SF through structured interventions. SF Promise guarantees
access to San Francisco State University (SFSU) for students of SFUSD, seeking to bridge
financial gaps and provide proactive counseling about the guaranteed access offer and how to
prepare to succeed with it, including programs from 7th grade through junior year at SFSU.

°

5
Community schools - www. communityschools. org - look under results they have a research brief- 4 pages with
sources; also their publication called "Making the difference: research and practice" - under Coalition Resources
51
Research completed by Anthony Bryk; Organizing Schools for Improvement, Lessons from Chicago
52
Beacon initiative- http://www.s(beacon.org/practitionerResources!Quality_Standards_And_Evaluation.pd/
53
Hom, L. (1997). Confronting the Odds: Students at risk and the pipeline to higher education, NCES, 98-094.
Washington, D. C. US. Department ofEducation, National Center for Education Statistics.
53
Gandara, P., & Bia!, D. (1999). Paving the Way to Higher Education: K-12 Intervention Programs for
Underrepresented Youth. National Postsecondary Education Cooperative.
53
Myers, D. and A. Schrimm. (1999). The Impacts of Upward Bound: Final report for Phase I of the national
evaluation. Washington, D. C.: US. Department ofEducation, Planning and Evaluation Services.
5454
"Assets and Liabilities, Educational Expectations and Children's College Degree Attainment",
http://csdwustl.edu!Publications/Documents/WP09-60.pdf
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Frisco Day offers students the opportunity to enroll in college if they haven't yet, learn about
financial aid and other supports, and build relationships with other students that help them
transition to college. Financial Aid University

5556

a project of MEDA, Citi, and Mission

Graduates helps low income and LEP students complete F AFSA, and connects their families
with free tax prep and asset development services.
CareerNocational: Metro Health Academy of SFSU & City College prepares students for
careers in health & social justice through extra support and additional exposure to issues of
social justice. Students in MHA are part of a cohort, moving through three semesters of MHA
courses and health-infused general education courses together beginning in Sophomore and
Junior years. San Francisco's Office of Economic & Workforce Development's Career Sector

Academies57 in areas such as green jobs and health integrate skill development, support services,
and job development that prepare and place low-to-high skilled individuals in a range of jobs
within targeted industries. Bridge to Biotech is a City College program targeting minority
students without science backgrounds and trains them for entry-level research positions. UCSF
and a number ofbiotech firms host City College interns and the program meets a clear workforce
demand- a dearth of skilled workers could jeopardize the region's position as a leading biotech
hub. Inside UCSF is part of the University's ongoing efforts to address "pipeline issues" and to

55

FAU Is funded by the Center for Economic Progress of Chicago and connected with the National Community Tax
Coalition.

56

M Roderick, J. Nagaoka, and E. Allensworth. (2006). From High School to the Future: A First Look at Chicago
Public School Graduates' College Enrollment, College Preparation, and Graduation from Four-Year Colleges.
Chicago: Consortium on Chicago School Research at the University of Chicago.
57

Public Private Ventures; Aspen Institute research on Sector Academies
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encourage students from underrepresented groups to pursue higher education and careers in life
sciences and health professions.
Safety: Mission Van Collaborative provides youth with safe passage to and from after-school
and summer programs, as well as affordable field trip transportation within the San Francisco
Bay Area. Community Response Network addresses youth gang violence through crisis
response, care management services and development, and street level outreach. UCSF

HEARTS58 creates school environments that are more trauma-sensitive and supportive of the
needs of traumatized children.
Asset Development: SparkPoint Centers59 bundle services for families and provide financial
coaching to help them improve credit, reduce debt, increase savings, and increase income. These
collaborative centers track common data among different agencies. The Earn It! Keep It! Save

It! 60 coalition provides free tax preparation and benefits screening, helping families access
thousands of dollars in tax credits every year that help them toward financial goals.
Additional Solutions: Solutions to meet the needs and gaps in services identified through the
planning process will be developed in each of the Working Groups. Each group will be led by an
Advisory Board "expert" in the subject matter, who will ensure that solutions are evidence-based
per best available research, and are likely to achieve the intended outcomes.

D. Quality of the management plan (45 points).
(1) Working with neighborhood, residents; schools; government; and service providers (10
points)

58

Helping Traumatized Children Learn; A Report and Policy Agenda- www.massadvocates.org, book download
An Integrated Approach to Fostering Family Economic Success, Annie E. Casey Foundationhttp://www.aecf orgl~lmedia/Pubs/Topics/Economic%20Security/Family'Yo20Economic'Yo20Supports/AnintegratedA
pproachtoFosteringFamilyEconomic/Report%201%2012%2009.pdf
60
The Role of the Earned Income Tax Credit on the Budget ofLow Income Families-National Poverty Centerhttp://npc. umich. edulpublications/u/working_paperI 0-05.pdf
59
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The Mission Economic Development Agency (MEDA) is a 50lc3 local economic
development organization with a mission of achieving economic justice for San Francisco's low
and moderate income Latino families through asset development. In the long-term, we envision
generations of Latino families that are a part of vibrant, diverse, proud and forward-thinking
communities in which residents own their homes and businesses, and are actively engaged in the
civic life of their neighborhoods and the institutions that affect their lives. We see these families
as having sufficient assets to provide them and future generations with the opportunity to call
San Francisco their permanent home. MEDA provides family support programs that serve over
3,500 individuals each year and build community stability through: homeownership counseling,
foreclosure intervention, business development, financial education, and free tax preparation.
MEDA has a 38 year history of service to, and deep engagement with Mission District families,
community based organizations, government leaders, and has led major planning efforts in the
neighborhood. MEDA has a $3.5 Million annual budget, is effectively managing grants from 5
different federal agencies that total more than $6 Million, and is the owner and developer of the
$9 Million Plaza Adelante family economic success center, a one-stop asset development and
family supportive services center in the heart of the Mission that is home to MEDA and seven
other CBOs. MEDA is also the manager of the Latino Tech Net, a $6 Million national Recovery
Act funded project that is bringing technology access and training to 17 Latino communities in
10 states nationwide. Our organization has strong outcomes-based evaluation, and a
demonstrated track record of success, meeting our goals and outcomes with all programs and
funding streams. Due to its robust organizational capacity, MEDA was selected through a citywide competitive application process to be the lead agency for United Way of the Bay Area's
(UWBA) first San Francisco SparkPoint Center. Through this, we are collaborating closely with
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UWBA in a major family economic success effort that will be closely tied with, and greatly
bolster our Mission Promise Neighborhood. We are proposing the following Leadership &
Management structure for the Mission Promise Neighborhood (MPN):

MEDA Board: MEDA's Board of Directors is composed of eight individuals that will have
fiscal and contractual responsibility for the grant. MEDA' s Board meets bi-monthly and reviews
the organization's budget, cash flow, programmatic goals and outcomes. MEDA's Board has
expertise in community economic development and represents both government institutions and
non-profit direct service and advocacy organizations. Biographies are included in Appendix VI.

Advisory Board: The Advisory Board is composed of individuals with expertise in each issue
area, including: Early Childhood Education; PreK-12 Education; Higher Education;
Vocational/Employment; Adult Education; Health; Asset Development; Safety; Technology. The
Advisory Board will include representatives from CBOs, schools, universities & colleges, local
government agencies, elected officials, parents, students, principals and teachers. An initial
Advisory Board list in Appendix VI demonstrates vast expertise in each area, and strong ties to
the community. The Advisory Board will approve all proposed solutions in the continuum; guide
our vision, theory of change and theory of action; and oversee the Project Director. The Advisory
Board will meet quarterly throughout the planning year, where they will discuss, provide
feedback on, and vote on approval of plans produced by the Working Groups. Our Advisory
Board is bolstered by inclusion of San Francisco's Board of Education President, Hydra
Mendoza and Executive Directors of three key academic partners- Mission Graduates (Jeff
Feinman), Jamestown Community Center (Claudia Jasin), and Good Samaritan Family Resource
Center (Mario Paz). Each of these individuals has a deep history of providing services in the
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neighborhood schools we are targeting. Good Samaritan and Jamestown have been serving the
Mission for approximately 40 years, and Good Samaritan has served the neighborhood for more
than 100 years.
Project Director: Luis Granados (MCP, University of California, Berkeley; B.A., University of
California, Davis), Executive Director of the Mission Economic Development Agency will serve
as Project Director. As the Executive Director of MEDA, Luis Granados has been working in the
Mission District and with its residents for 14 years. In this time, he has vastly grown MEDA's
programs and capacity from serving 73 families to 3,400 annually, and has created an anchor
institution in the neighborhood that provides important family support programs. With Luis at
the helm, MEDA purchased and redeveloped Plaza Adelante into a one stop asset development
center. Luis also led a major anti-displacement planning process in collaboration with numerous
community organizations and public agencies which, through research, advocacy, and policy
development resulted in the creation of the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan. The Plan led to the
retainment of many of the neighborhood's small businesses and working class residents,
specifically through land use and zoning policies that provided more housing units affordable to
low-income families and encouraged the retention of small businesses in the Mission and
throughout San Francisco's Eastern Neighborhoods. Luis has strong relationships and a long
history of working with government leaders, including San Francisco's Supervisors, department
heads and staff of City agencies, state Senators and Assemblymembers, and high level
government leaders at the Department of Housing & Urban Development, Department of the
Treasury, Small Business Administration, Administration for Children & Families, and
Department of Commerce.
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District Advisor: Guadalupe Guerrero (Ed.D candidate, M.Ed., Harvard Graduate School of

Education; B.A., University of California, Los Angeles), Assistant Superintendent,
Superintendent's Zone-Mission District, PreK-12, of the San Francisco Unified School District
will serve as District Advisor in a lead governance role for the project. In this role he will review
project plans and outcomes and ensure maximum alignment with SFUSD's strategic plans and
priorities for the target schools. Guadalupe Guerrero is leading an ambitious school reform
process among Mission District PreK-12 schools. Guadalupe has extensive experience as a
teacher, school principal, and central office administrator serving historically underserved
communities. Guadalupe began his career in public education as a Spanish bilingual teacher in
the Mission, in the same schools in which he is now supervising and leading their turnaround and
transformation efforts. Guadalupe has attended two highly selective programs at the Harvard
Graduate School of Education: the School Leadership Program and the Urban Superintendent's
Program. He is completing his doctoral dissertation focused on systemic transformation to
support accelerated student outcomes. Guadalupe is a cohort member of the Superintendent's
Leadership Academy sponsored by the Association for Latino Superintendents and
Administrators. He served previously as a principal and member of the Superintendent's
Leadership Team in the Boston Public Schools before returning home to San Francisco to
complete a residency under the mentorship of Superintendent Carlos Garcia. His work in school
year 2010-2011 included co-authoring the district's School Improvement Grant, which was
awarded for a combined $44 million dollars to support the turnaround of the district's lowest
performing schools. Initial results from year one are promising, and indicate that five of the
seven most improved schools in the district are schools in the Superintendent's Zone, per
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California API Growth scores, with the majority of schools demonstrating increased proficiency
level outcomes for students.
The Project Director and District Advisor in our governance structure will collaborate
closely and ensure: (1) maximum alignment with the school district's plans for school
restructuring and reform in the Mission; (2) expertise at the Governance level in PreK-12
education; and (3) expertise at the Governance level in community planning, family support
programs, social equity, and social
inclusion for Latino and low-moderate
income communities. A diagram of the
proposed Mission Promise

Neighborhood Governance Structure
follows:

Project Manager: Eric Cuentos (MCP, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT); B.A.,
University of California, Santa Cruz), MEDA's proposed Project Manager, will implement the
planning process, including coordinating community partners, school representatives,
consultants, and staff working on the project. Eric will ensure that the schedule and time lines are
adhered to in accordance with the workplan, and coordinate meetings between the Advisory
Board, Working Groups and consultants to collectively develop the needs assessment,
segmentation analysis, and continuum of solutions during the planning year. Eric is managing
the SparkPoint planning process at MEDA and has 8 years of experience in managing multistakeholder collaborative planning processes in the community development field in San
Francisco, working at Bay Area Local Initiatives Support Corporation (LISC), and at the
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Excelsior Action Group where he led the USC-funded Neighbors Excelling Together (NExT)
Comprehensive Community Planning Process. Eric is a Mission District resident, homeowner,
and parent.

Director of Family & Community Engagement, SFUSD: Leticia Hernandez of SFUSD, will
ensure alignment of the MPN with SIG efforts and SFUSD priorities. In her role she provides
guidance to and facilitation of Community School Coordinators cohort, coordinates outreach to
community-based organizations, collaborates with school-based Parent Liaisons, listens to input
and feedback from parents and principals around parent engagement efforts, and acts as a direct
line of communication for families to the Assistant Superintendent. Leticia has expertise in youth
development and evaluation, and a strong history of working the Mission District, including as
the Education Director with our partner, Jamestown Community Center.

Research & Evaluation Specialist: Dr. Lisa Garcia Bedolla (Ph.D. Political Science, Yale
University; B.A., University of California, Berkeley), Chair of Berkeley's Center for Latino
Policy Research will be responsible for designing, managing and implementing the needs
assessment and segmentation analysis, and making data available to the planning groups
throughout the process. Lisa Garcia Bedolla is Associate Professor of Social and Cultural Studies
in the Graduate School of Education at the University of California, Berkeley. Professor Garcia
Bedolla recently formed part of the three-person evaluation team for the James Irvine
Foundation's $15 million California Votes Initiative. This work included engaging in a data and
capacity needs assessment for the nine community-based organizations participating in this
project, in addition to implementing and reporting on the groups' effectiveness across six
electoral cycles. Thus, Professor Garcia Bedolla has direct experience with collecting qualitative,
quantitative and experimental data from community groups, as well as with multi-group
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collaborations geared toward improving campaign impact and outcomes. Dr. Bedolla will utilize
the resources of the Center for Latino Policy Research (CLPR), which was founded in 1989 in
response to the challenges oflimited educational, political, and economic opportunities facing
the Latino/Chicano population. The Center's goal is to leverage the complexity of the Latino
experience in the United States in order to shed light on the myriad factors that affect the
distribution of material, social, and political opportunities within U.S. society. They accomplish
their mission through the conduct of community-engaged research projects that, in collaboration
with organizational partners, inform local, state, and national policies that affect Latinos, and aim
to foster community participation in the research process, ensuring that their research products
are relevant to and reach those most directly affected.
Planning Facilitator, Glen Price Group: Glen Price will provide professional planning
facilitation, bringing both expertise and objectivity into the neighborhood planning process. Glen
Price has over 30 years of expertise in highly successful strategic planning, high-performance
programming, and fund development for a wide range oflocal, state, national, private sector, and
international clients. Price was the principal team leader for efforts that raised over $1 billion
dollars for public and private agencies. In 2011, the Glen Price Group conducted an intensive
strategic planning process for the California Department of Education through which they
facilitated the work of a diverse group of external stakeholders that resulted in the development
and publication of "A Blueprint for Great Schools." It also involved working with CDE
employees on a broad and highly participatory process of institutional development aimed at
building the organization's culture of service and support. Since founding the Glen Price Group
in 2001, Price has worked extensively with non-profit organizations, government agencies, and
collaborative initiatives including the American Red Cross, County of Sonoma, Alameda County
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Family Justice Center, City of Richmond, United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization,
World Wildlife Fund, and others. He has been working with MEDA and partners since the
summer of 2011, facilitating the Spark:Point planning process.
A diagram of the proposed Management Structure is included below:

(2) Using data for decision-making, learning, continuous improvement, and accountability (15
points);
MEDA has vast experience and success in collecting and managing data. Some key examples
include:
•

For 5 years, MEDA's Homeownership Counseling, a HUD certified program has been
required to collect and monitor data in compliance with federal standards. Additionally,
MEDA's programs have monitored, input and assessed data for Community Development
Block Grant (CDBG) funded programs; Recovery Act funded programs for a national partner
network; as well as for the IRS driven VITA tax preparation sites. MED A's programs collect
and analyze data for, and serve over 3,500 individuals each year.

•

MEDA has well defined strategic priorities that are measured and assessed by our Board of
Directors and Management Team quarterly and annually in outcome reports. These reports
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measure our progress toward a variety of programmatic and infrastructural indicators that are
inclusive of all of the organization's activities.
• 'MEDA completed an organization-wide outcome tracking system that specifies indicators of
success for each of our program and is designed to go beyond simple output measurement,
tracking real change over time. This system is modeled after industry best practices including
Microtest. MEDA is adept at entering, coordinating, managing and utilizing data from various
databases, including the city's 7C squared, Microtest, CounselorMax, and Vista Share.

Database & Data Management- The data management for the MPN will utilize the services of
the University of California, Berkeley's Center for Latino Policy Research under the guidance of
Professor Lisa Garcia Bedolla. Professor Garcia Bedolla will work closely with the MPN Project
Manager and MEDA's internal Evaluation Analyst, Victor Corral to design, implement, and
utilize the MPN database system for the identification of needs, gaps in services, and solutions.
In order to manage data and ensure that the MPN is data- and results-driven, we will complete

process focused on (1) determining the outcome measures, (2) building the system and
determining the operating policies and procedures, and (3) collecting, updating and analyzing
data regularly. Advisory Board members, MPN staff, including the Project Manager and
Working Group Members, where appropriate, will finalize the scope of work, delineating
specific activities and goals associated with the proposed solutions. These Working Groups will
also be charged with determining specific, measurable outcomes tied to each solution, based on
the proposed project indicators in this proposal, which are discussed in the Quality ofProject

Services section of the proposal.
The MPN database will be designed, managed and maintained by UC Berkeley's Center
for Latino Policy Research and will be made public and available online. It will be the Center's
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responsibility to continually update the database with new data provided by government, project
partners, and/or institutional sources, and to make those updates publicly available. The result
will be the creation of a searchable, publicly available, longitudinal database that links data
produced by a variety oflocal, state, and national educational agencies with geographicallydefmed economic, health, safety, and nutritional information. The evaluation team will enter the
gathered data into GIS maps so that partner organizations and community members can see the
distribution of resources within the neighborhood space and identify locations that need
additional supports. An end product will be the creation of an interactive mapping tool that will
be available online. With this mapping interface, community members can engage in customized
searches in order to locate particular resources in the neighborhood, enhancing the empirical
foundation available to local decision makers and ensuring the project's accountability to its
constituency. This mapping data will also provide another layer of empirical evidence to ensure
the accuracy and appropriateness of proposed program solutions.
This comprehensive data collection and dissemination will be accompanied by quarterly
reports to the project partners from the Research Team. These reports will present all data
analysis and relevant fmdings for that project period. The reports will be written in a very
accessible manner and the evaluation team will ensure that the report focus is directly relevant to
the major questions being addressed by the planning team. The reports will include a discussion
of insights into "best practices" that can be discerned from the analysis of the project outcomes.
With the consent of project collaborators, all reports will be made publicly available to
community members and relevant stakeholders, with the goal of disseminating the project
fmdings and impact as broadly as possible.
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(3) Creating formal and informal partnerships (10 points)
The Mission Promise Neighborhood has vast community support, as evidenced by
the 25 partners included in our MOU. The attached MOU confirms the alignment of each
partner's vision, theory of action and theory ofchange with that of the proposed Promise
Neighborhood. Partners will be held accountable in accordance with the signed MOU, and
adherence to a collectively agreed upon vision, workplan and outcomes. Above and beyond these
formal structures, our planning process is designed to ensure maximum buy in to the project and
adherence to the Promise Neighborhood Plan as a crucial component of each partner's
fulfillment of their mission and vision. Significantly, for this project, we have commitment from
the Mayor's Office and city agencies with which we have existing and on-going relationships,
including the Department of Children, Youth & their Families, First 5 San Francisco, the Office
of Economic & Workforce Development, the Mayor's Office of Housing, the Department of
Public Health and the Department of Technology. These connections will help our project
integrate strongly with local government and break down agency silos in serving our
constituency. Additionally, we have strong partnerships with our local universities including
University of California Berkeley, University of California San Francisco, San Francisco State
University, University of San Francisco and City College of San Francisco. We will seek to
create "effective partnerships" defined as those that are mutually supportive; have 100% buy-in
from both sides of the partnership; create and adhere to shared vision, goals and outcomes; and
that have strong, consistent and ongoing communication. Community residents, including
parents and students, will participate in the decision making process through their involvement in
the Working Groups that address each issue area.
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Our plan will incorporate an existing network of"Promotores" that help community
organizations outreach regarding services. These "Promotores" 61 are community members with
strong social network ties through participation in church, sports or community groups that have
received leadership and specialized training in the subject matter of the services they are doing
outreach for 62 . We will provide additional training to promo tores and recruit new ones including
school students and parents, to participate in Working Groups, promote community involvement,
and help ensure that services offered by MPN partners are reaching their intended audience.
Four ofMEDA's eight Board of Directors members (50%) are representative of the
geographic area proposed to be served; two members are residents of the Mission District and
two are Public Officials. In the past 14 years, MEDA, with Executive Director Luis Granados at
the helm, has led several collaborative planning efforts that have brought together local residents,
small businesses, community partners, public agencies and private funders. These examples are
representative ofMEDA's strong history of, and systems for holding partners accountable to
collaborative projects and include: 1) the Mission Corridor Planning Project, a two-year, process
that created an economic development plan for the Mission District; 2) Eastern Neighborhoods
Plan, a 4-year planning process, which created a permanent land use plan and zoning of San
Francisco's eastern neighborhoods; 3) the foreclosure prevention coalition, a 3-year effort to
coordinate foreclosure prevention issues in San Francisco's most affected neighborhoods; 4)
Plaza Adelante, a one-stop financial and asset development center, which now houses multiple
organizations and provides services to over 5,000 people per year; and 5) SparkPoint, involving
40 entities and coordinating and integrating family economic success services across non-profit
and public agencies. Each of these projects achieved its intended outcomes and held partners
61

62

Promotores are affiliated with "Visiony Compromiso California" coalition outreach workers
E.g. Child Development, Public Health, College Readiness, Etc.
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accountable through systems of formal and informal MOU s, contractual and reimbursement
agreements, and continuous communication between our leadership and management and that of
our partner organizations. Most recently, MEDA has demonstrated capacity for project
management through its successful management of the Latino Tech Net, a $6 Million national
project that is equipping 19 computer centers in ten different states with bilingual training
programs geared toward Latino entrepreneurs, and will create 2,500 jobs over the course of three
years.
(4) Integrating funding streams and programs into the continuum of solutions (10 points).
This project will integrate funding streams from numerous local, regional, federal, and public
and private sources including: United Way of the Bay Area, SF Human Services Agency, First 5.
Department of Children, Youth & their Families, CDFI Fund, the Mayor's Office of Housing
and Mayor's Office of Economic & Workforce Development, the San Francisco Foundation, the
Haas Sr. Fund, the Kresge Foundation, Citibank, Wells Fargo, US Bank, Bank of America,
among others. A complete list of leveraged funds is included in Appendix V, and
totals $4,774,161, of which a minimum of$250,000 is available explicitly for planning 63 . As
aforementioned, the project will leverage and integrate several high-quality, neighborhood
programs that represent combined multi-million dollar neighborhood investment ofresources,
organizations, strategies, and people, into its continuum of solutions. These include but are not
limited to the School Improvement Grants, San Francisco SparkPoint, Bridge to Success, and the
Beacon Centers/After School for All.
The project's leadership has extensive experience in integrating funding streams from
multiple sources, and demonstrated capacity to raise and leverage funding to create integrated
and comprehensive programs for neighborhoods. For example, in the past two years MEDA has

63

Per federal FAQs, a match can be appliedfor implementation of a solution that is part of the scope of the Promise
Neighborhood plan, that is implemented at the same time planning occurs. Therefore, $250K of our match is
explicitly for planning while other funding is composed for both planning and implementing solutions.
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successfully competed for and received federal grants from five different agencies totaling more
than $6 million, the majority of which are for collaborative work benefiting the Mission District,
and represent federal investment with which we will coordinate. These agencies include: the.
National Telecommunications & Information Administration, Small Business Administration,
Department of Housing & Urban Development, Community Development Financial Institutions
Fund, and the Administration for Children & Families. MEDA also leveraged public funding
from the City of San Francisco, and private funding through numerous banks and foundations for
the completion of the $9.5 million dollar Plaza Adelante development project. MEDA has strong
relationships with numerous private funding sources, including banks (Bank of America,
Citibank, US Bank, Chase, Comerica, First Republic, Bank of the West), foundations (San
Francisco Foundation, Walter & Elise Haas Sr. Foundation, Evelyn & Walter Haas Jr.
Foundation, Columbia Foundation, Levi Strauss Foundation) and corporate entities which will be
leveraged in support of the Mission Promise Neighborhood. Our District Advisor to the project,
Guadalupe Guerrero of SFUSD, brought the SIG grant to Mission District schools, a $44 Million
investment.
The Sustainability planning group within the team will ensure that this project is
financially sustainable over the long-term. This will be achieved through creating a sustainability
plan that identifies specific funding amounts, potential sources of funding, and time lines. This
group will be composed of individuals from the Advisory Board with specific experience in
raising funds, and coordinated by Jillian Spindle (M.A., B.A. University of Chicago), MEDA's
Director of Development who has significant fundraising capacity and extensive experience with
collaborative fundraising efforts. The Sustainability planning will be supported in part through
United Way of the Bay Area's resources (in combination with the SparkPoint sustainability
planning). Jenny Flores, Citi Community Development Manager, a corporate partner and funder
of education and community development in San Francisco, and Lisa Villareal, the San
Francisco Foundation's Education Program Officer will participate in this planning group, which
will select a qualified Chair upon receipt of funding. While there will be specific focus, capacity
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and infrastructure dedicated to sustainability, fund development will be a shared goal for all
Working Groups, and a regular agenda item at Advisory Board meetings.
MEDA is committed to working with the Department of Education and a national evaluator to
ensure data collection and program design are consistent with national plans, including
developing strategy, coordinating baseline data plans for the Mission and a comparison group,
and making data available to the evaluator as appropriate, including quarterly. Two individuals
are designated for this work, including Project Manager, Eric Cuentos, and Data & Research
Specialist, Professor Lisa Garcia Bedolla.
E. Competitive Preference Priority 4 -Comprehensive Local Early Learning Network (2pt)

In 2009, the Mission had among the highest rates in the City of children who had social and
academic "readiness needs" when starting Kindergarten, as well as unmet needs for childcare
subsidies 64 . San Francisco has a robust Early Learning Network serving the Mission District.
SFUSD and the BCE community will collaborate in the MPN planning process to create a highquality and comprehensive local early learning network that is fully integrated with the PreK-12
system and community supportive services, and that is available to every child. Thus, the
planning process will coordinate DCYF, First 5 San Francisco, preschools; Early Head Start and
Head Start center-based and school-based programs; home based child care center coalitions and
technical assistance entities; pre-natal and parenting programs. We will coordinate closely with
the San Francisco Childcare & Advisory Council (CPAC), the state mandated Local Planning
Council for childcare and early education policy. We will embrace, coordinate with and align
with the following major initiatives: (1) Preschool for All -San Francisco is unique in its Prop H
public funding of a universal preschool system that is sending all 4 year olds to preschool. (2)
64

Source: 2011 Department of Children, Youth and Their Families Needs Assessment,
http://www.dcyforg/workarea/showcontent.aspx?id=4994
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SFUSD PreK-12 System- SFUSD has implemented a PreK-12 system and "Early Education
Department" which serves over 2,000 children 3-5 years old at 34 schools. As part of this
articulated vision of a PreK-12 system, the District has created a Core Curriculum and is aligning
the preschool curriculum through grades 3, with an emphasis on English Language Arts, Math
and Science. (3) Race to the Top- In anticipation of the State of California's participation in this,
and its ultimate benefit to our local partners, we will build toward the goal of increased
efficiency, improved quality, and coordinated service delivery that supports young children's
success in school and beyond. (4) California Early Childhood Education Competencies-These
competencies outline the knowledge, skills, and dispositions that early childhood educators
should have. They present information about education and professional development for
individuals interested in or working in ECE, and build practitioner understanding of state
requirements and job responsibilities. They promote the development of skillful, knowledgeable
educators and administrators who are committed to making high-quality early care and education
services available to all young children and their families, and can "align" centers to a more
uniform approach for school readiness outcomes.
As with the other parts of the continuum, the early learning network will develop a plan with
common goals, strategies, and benchmarks to improve ECE outcomes aligned with the Pre-K-12
vision of SFUSD. While a full needs assessment will be completed, an initial assessment of gaps
in Table V-Early Learning Needs below covers three areas:
Professional Development

Technology Integration

Alignment of Sectors
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There is a need to
"professionalize" the continuum
of professions within the child
care sector. A high quality plan
for early learning in our promise
neighborhood can integrate this
level of professional development
with the vocational/career and
higher education components of
our work to ensure that early
childhood educators have strong
career pathways, and maximal
credentials and educational
attainment.

The rigorous record keeping
required by state-funded child
care providers is cumbersome
and could be vastly improved
through integration of technology
and automation into the
classrooms for improved
tracking, data collection and
analysis, and ultimately improved
developmental outcomes for
children.

The ECE sector needs to be more
strongly aligned with the PreK-12
continuum of education in our
community, with a common
vision, goals, and clear roles of
each portion of the continuum in
the development of children &
youth in our neighborhood.

Dolores Terrazas will lead this work during the planning year. Dolores was formerly the
Childcare Administrator with the City & County of San Francisco, where she was responsible for
broad base strategies with City Departments to integrate child care needs into City plans and
managed 11 million dollars for San Francisco's early childhood community. The Early Learning
& Development Working Group will include representatives from the child care provider

network (home based and center based), government representatives from DCYF and First Five,
PreK-12 representatives, and parents.

F. Competitive Preference Priority 5 -Quality Internet Connectivity (1 Point)
We will prioritize bringing quality internet connectivity, computer equipment, and training to all
students and families in the Mission. To achieve this, we will leverage significant existing
investments, including: (1) the Latino Tech Net (LTN), a project of MEDA and CAMINOS
Pathways Learning Centers, funded by a $3.7 Million dollar, three-year Recovery Act grant from
the NTIA65 that is offering bilingual computer training and public access computers at Plaza
Adelante; (2) use of the City of San Francisco Department of Technology's Community
65

National Telecommunications & Information Administration
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Broadband Network, a 1 GB network that provides internet access for low income communities
and CBOs; (3) access to corporate programs (AT&T and Comcast) which are giving free or
reduced internet subscriptions and computers to low-income families and SFUSD students. • • • • is a technology expert, Mission native and Executive Director of CA.MINOS Pathways
Learning Center, and will lead the Technology Integration Working Group. He will be assisted
by Richard Abisla, MEDA's LTN Project Manager who has expertise in utilizing technology for
educational purposes. Our strategy will focus on the three cornerstones of Access, Training and
Content. An overview of our vision for each follows in Table VI- Technology Vision:

Access

Training

Vision
All Mission families have
computer and broadband
internet access in the
home, at school, and in
community technology
centers. Families have
free or low-cost
computers for home use,
and all students' access
computer technology in
their schools.

All family members are
skilled in using computer
technology and
broadband internet.
Students are engaged in
technology internships
and fellowships, and
parents utilize online
teacher-parent
communication platforms.
Technology is an
indispensable tool for
families to navigate-and

Values
-Family/Student-Focused
Strategies: Computer use and
broadband adoption is
essential for families to
succeed in school and the
workplace
-Partnerships and
Collaborations: Bring
together diverse stakeholders
(non-profits, social ventures,
for-profits businesses,
government) to provide
computers and broadband
internet access to families at
little or no cost
-Training is necessary for
both parents and students to
utilize new technology;
training will ensure that
families are not excluded
from widespread adoption.
-Technology training will
lead to better outcomes for
Mission District families, not
only in school, but also in
parents' competitiveness in
the workplace/small business
arena.

Strategies
-Free computers through
Comcast Internet Essentials;
reduced cost computers
through refurbisher Mission
Tech
-Wireless Internet access in
parts of the Mission from San
Francisco's Community
Broadband Network
- Connect qualifying families
to Comcast Internet Essentials
($1 O/month) home broadband
-Process-oriented, user-friendly
technical support, onsite and
remotely through CAMINOS
-Education-focused training
aligned with state and national
standards prepares youth for
higher education.
-Parent training on School
Loop, the online
communication system used by
SFUSD to provide homework,
and academic progress
information.
-Internship opportunities at Bay
Area tech companies- mobile
app development, game design,
computer repair
-Training on internet safety and
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Content

i

excel in- the school
system.
Online content is integral
to the educational
experience of the Mission
District. Students and
parents are engaged in
online platforms that
involve them in the
learning process.

security, and social networking
safety
-Students and parents require
support to enter into a new
phase of technologically
integrated learning; Mission
Promise Neighborhoods will
support them through the
transition

-Parents use School Loop to
monitor student progress,
attendance and homework.
-Online modules on early
learning outcomes, cyber
bullying, gang prevention,
social media responsibility,
preparing for college and
understanding financial aid
application process.

Early Chronic Absenteeism Report, March 20 I 0, SFUSD.

ii Chang H, & Romero M, (September 2008) Present, Engaged & Accounted For: The Critical Importance of
Addressing Chronic Absence in the Early Grades, National Center for Children in Poverty, NY, NY.
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aunched in 1992, the $5 billion HOPE V1 program1 represents a dramatic turnaround in public housing policy and one of the most ambitious urban redevelopment efforts in the nation's history. It replaces severely distressed public housing
projects, occupied exclusively by poor families, with redesigned mixed-income housing
and provides housing vouchers to enable some of the original residents to rent apartments in the private market. And it has helped transform the Department of Housing
and Urban Development's (HUD) approach to housing assistance for the poor. This
report provides a comprehensive.summary of existing research on the HOPE VI program.
Its central purpose is to help inform the ongoing debate about the program's achievements and impacts, and to highlight the lessons it offers for continuing reforms in public housing policy.
HOPE VI grew out of the work of the National Commission on Severely Distressed
Public Housing, which was established by Congress in 1989. Congress charged the
Commission with identifying "severely distressed" public housing developments, assessing strategies to improve conditions at these developments,. and preparing a national
action plan for dealing with the problem. Based on its investigation, the Commission concluded that roughly 86,000 of the 1.3 million public housing units nationwide qualified
as severely distressed and that a new and comprehensive approach would be required to
address the range of problems existing at these developments.
In response to these findings, Congress enacted the HOPE V1 program, which combined grants for physical revitalization with funding for management improvements and
supportive services to promote resident self-sufficiency. Initially, housing authorities
were allowed to propose plans covering up to 500 units with grant awards of up to $50 million. The program's stated objectives were as follows:
~

to improve theJivingenvironmentfor residents of severely distressed public housing ...

. throtighthe demolition, rehabilitation, .reconfiguration, or replacement of obsolete
projects (or portioos.fuereof);
1. HOPE VI stands for Housing Opportunities for People Everywhere.

l

~ to revitalize sites

on

which such public housing projects are located and contribute to
\ the improvement of the· surrounding neighborhood;

·• to provide housirtg·thatwill avoid or decrease the concentration of very low-income

fam1Hes;;:an:tt
QI

to build sustainable communities.2

Since 1992, HUD has awarded 446 HOPE VI grants in 166 cities. To date; 63,100
severely distressed units have been demolished and another .W,300 units are slated for
redevelopment (Rolin et al. 2003). As of the end of 2002, 15 of 165 funded HOPE VI programs were fully complete (U.S. GAO 2003b). The billions of federal dollars allocated
for HOPE VI have leveraged billions more in other public, private, and philanthropic
investments,

iEvakmtiirag HOPE vm
After a decade of HOPE VI,.a wide range of constituencies-Congress, the administration,
housing groups, local elected officials, resident advocates, and the media-are asking
challenging questions about what all of the investment has accomplished:
<l'l

To what extent has HOPE VI achieved its intended benefits?

®

What impact has HOPE VI had on the original residents, public housing sites, the
neighborhoods in which developments are located, and the surrounding cities and
metropolitan areas?

{lo

Q

What impact has HOPE VI had on approaches to public housing development, management, and design?
On a more forward-looking note, what lessons does HOPE VI offer for public housing
or for affordable housing policy more generally?

The nature of the HOPE VI program makes responding to these fundamental questions especially challenging. HOPE VI has not been "one program" with a clear set of consistent and unwavering goals. Rather, the program has evolved considerably during the
past decade-in legislation, regulation, implementation, and practice'. To an unusual
extent, the program has been shaped more through implementation than by enactment.
What was initially conceived as a redevelopment and community-building program
evolved over time into a more ambitious effort to build economically integrated communities and give existing residents more choice in the private housing market. Because of
the flexible nature ofthe program, local housing authorities have had tremendous lati2. Section 24 of the United States Housing Act of1937 as amended by Section 535 of the Quality Housing
and Work Responsibility Act of 1998 (P.L. 105-276)
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ublic housing was originally intended to provide decent and affordabie accornn10dations for low-wage workers and other families for whom market rents were out of
reach. But by the end of the 1980s, public housing was widely viewed as a failure. Although
many local housing agencies maintained and operated high-quality programs, living conditions in the nation's most dilapidated public housing developments were deplorable,
and a complex layering of problems left these developments mired in the most destructive kind of poverty (Blank 1997). These problems induded extreme racial and economic
segregation and inadequate public services, particularly police, schools, and sanitation.
Most residents were unemployed, depending on public assistance or the underground
economy (Popkin, Gwiasda et al. 2000). Ineffective housing authority management and
inadequate federal funding had left these developments with huge backlogs of repairs, creating hazardous conditions that placed residents at risk for injury or disease. Exacerbating
t..hese problems, violent criminals and drug dealers dominated many distressed developments, and residents lived in constant fear. These developments had become dangerous
and destructive communities in which to live, undermining the welfare of families and
children. Moreover, their profound poverty, distress, and disorder blighted surrounding
neighborhoods, which though typically less poor than the public housing, still had very
high rates of poverty, unemployment, high school dropouts, crime, and other social ills,
few services or stores, and even fewer jobs.
In this section, we review the evidence on conditions in severely distressed public
housing that led to the call for a radical new policy approach. Understanding the depth
and complexity of these problems-and the factors that contributed to them-is essential for understanding both the achievements and the shortcomings of the HOPE VI program to date. We also draw on more recent evidence on conditions in devei,opments
targeted for HOPE VI awards since 1999, which point to continuing problems in aging
central city developments, and the ongoing need for innovative redevelopment efforts.

In its final report to Congress, the National Commission on Severely Distressed Public
Housing (1992) focused much of its attention on residents, stating that severely distressed

public housing was "not simply a matter of deteriorating physical conditions,' it is more
importantly one of a deteriorating severely distressed population in need of services and
immediate attention." Consistent with this emphasis, the commission's definition of
"severely distressed" public housing focused first on residents:
residents living in despair and generally needing high levels of social and supportiye
services;
physically deteriorated buildings; and
economically and socially distressed surrounding cornmunities. 4
Although not discussed in the commission's report, these "residents living in despair"
were primarily minority women and children-predominantly African-American and
extremely poor. In other words, African-American and Hispanic residents suffered the
effects of living in the worst public housing, and the same residents later experienced the
consequences-good and bad-of the changes that HOPE VI brought about. A national
analysis of HUD data documented that the majority of HOPE VI residents were AfricanAmerican or Hispanic. Further, a staggering 88 percent of the people who lived in the
neighborhoods surrounding the severely distressed developments were minorities. 5
The causes of the extreme levels of racial and economic segregation in distressed public housing are well known (Massey and Kanaiaupuni 1993). In many cities, historical discriminatory practices led to the deliberate siting of public housing in poor minority
neighborhoods that lacked access to transportation and jobs (Bickford and Massey 1991).
For several reasons, including lack of political clout, deliberate neglect, and prejudice,
these developments were often allowed to deteriorate, and their residents suffered high
levels of physical and social distress.6 The net effect was that HOPE VI revitalization efforts
almost exclusively affected minority residents and communities ..,This fact is rarely cited
in the policy debates over HOPE VI, but the reality is that the issue of race must be a central element in any discussion of the program's impact on residents and communities.
4. This definition was later codified in the Quality Housing and Work Responsibility Act of 1998 (Section
513.d.2), which officially defined severe distress as housing that 1) requires major redesign, reconstruction,
redevelopment, or partial or total demolition ... ; 2) is a significant contributing factor to the physical decline
\ .. and disinvestment ... in..the surrounding neighborhood; 3) is occupied predominantly by ... families with
children that are very low income, whose members are unemployed and dependent on various forms of public assistance, or has high rates of vandalism and criminal activity; and 4) cannot be revitalized through assistance under other programs.
5. Other research has found similar results-research commissioned by HUD on a sample of 15 developments documented that their populations were almost exclusively African-American and Hispanic (Fosburg
et al. 1996); likewise, 89 percent of residents in the HOPE VT Panel Study, a five-site study of the impact of
HOPE VI on residents, were African-American, and the rest were Hispanic (Popkin efal. 2002).
6. Between 1976 and-1993, there was only a modest decline in levels of segregation in public housing,
with most black families continuing to live in extremely poor neighborhoods, while white public housing residents lived in projects with comparatively lower poverty rates. On average, African-American family households lived in developments that were 85 percent black and in neighborhoods that were 69 percent black. By
comparison, the average white public housing family lived in predominantly white developments (60 percent)
in white neighborhoods (78 percent) (Goering and Kamely 1997).
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The economic segregation in distressed public housing was also staggering. The
National Commission on Severely Distressed Public Housing cited evidence that more
than 80 percent of public housing residents lived below the poverty threshold, and most
earned less than 20 percent of what unsubsidized residents in the same communities
earned.7 More alarming still, the commission found an eight-fold increase in the share of
the very poorest families living in public housing between 1981 and 1991.8 Not surprisingly, rates of unemployment and public assistance receipt were also very high. The commission's findings on the extreme poverty of HOPE VI residents were echoed in a HUD
study completed in 1996 (Fosburg, Popkin, and Locke 1996), in national analysis of HUD
administrative data (Kingsley, Johnson, and Pettit2003), and more recently in the HOPE
VI Panel Study Baseline, a study of residents in five developments first slated for redevelopment in 2000 (Popkin et al. 2002).
The concentration of profoundly poor households in these developments resulted in
part from HUD policies targeting public housing assistance to households at the lowest
income levels and giving priority to those in the most extreme distress. In addition, however, the deplorable physical conditions in these developments contributed to the concentration of poverty. Only the poorest and most vulnerable families were willing to live
in the most dilapidated public housing because they had the fewest alternatives. In fact,
it was common for families that had been on waiting lists for long periods to tum down
offers to move into many of the sites targeted under HOPE VI. For example, before the
Connie Chambers public housing project in Tucson, Arizona, was redeveloped, two out
of every three potential tenants declined to live there.

"Severely distressed" public housing was everything the label implies-dilapidated, often
largely vacant buildings that showed the effects of poor constrµ,ction, managerial neglect,
inadequate maintenance, the wear and tear of generations of families with young children, and rampant vandalism. The HUD-sponsored Baseline Assessment of HOPE VI, a set
of 15 case studies completed in 1996, documented the appalling conditions in these sites
(Fosburg et al. 1996).9 The developments in this study were all early HOPE VI sites,
selected from the first two rounds of funding awards. But research on more recent HOPE
VI awardees has also found evidence of extremely poor physical conditions. The HOPE VI
Panel Study (Popkin et al. 2002) asked residents about the pre-revitalization conditions
of their housing. 10 Most reported multiple serious problems with their housing, including cockroach infestations, excessive mold, and heating and plumbing problems.
'

7. This figure excludes elderJy·households.
8. Families earning less than 10 percent of median income increased from 2.5'percentin 1981to20 percent in 1991.
9. This study was conducted by Abt Associates for HUD. The follow-up study was completed in 2003. See
Holin et al. (2003) for a complete description of the project.
10. The HOPE VI Panel Study is a major, multisite study tracking outcomes for a sample of 887 residents from five HOPE VI sites where redevelopment activities began in 2001. See Popkin et al. (2002) for a
complete description of the study and methods.
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"like there's a person upstairs, the toilet leaks . .. and this infects the walls. Water was
coming all up the side of the wall, see how the wall is broke off? It's dangerous to your
health because there (isl an odor to it. You wake up in the morning and It smells so bad
you have to open doors. You have to open the doors and windows in the morning time."
Resident of Ida Wells, Chicago

Many factors contributed to the physical problems in severely distressed public ho,using, including poor design, shoddy construction, inadequate federal funding for ongoing
maintenance and modernization, and managerial neglect. Many of the housing authorities responsible for large numbers of troubled developments were themselves troubledinefficient, lacking accountability, and generally under qualified as real estate managers.
Federal funding constraints also contributed to the problems, limiting the resources
available for repairs and reyitalization. Further, HUD often penalized housing authorities
for poor management performance by not granting their full allocation of modernization
funds, resources that could have been used to repair their worst properties. 11
The large number of vacant units-a sign of both poor management and an undesirable property-in many developments made things worse for the residents and further
accelerated the downward spiral of living conditions. Vacant units reduced rental incomes
and exacerbated cash flow problems for the housing authorities. Vacant units were easy
targets for vandals, who often stripped them of pipes and cabinets; drug dealers and other
individuals engaged in illicit activities often squatted in these units. The tragic case of Eric
Morse, a 5-year-old boy who was dropped out the window of a vacant unit in a Chicago
public housing high-rise by two teenaged neighbors, vividly illustrates the hazards cre-·
ated by unsecured vacant units.12

Extremely high levels of drug trafficking and violent crime also plagued most severely distressed public housing deveiopmepts. The Commission Report and the HOPE VI Baseline
Assessment documented the miserable conditions that prevailed in these developments,
with residents living in constant fear. The high levels of crime and disorder resulted not
only from the overconcentration of profoundly poor and troubled families, but also from
ineffective management by local housing authorities. In many developments, leases were
not enforced, disruptive and destructive residents were nqt evicted, va<;ant units were not
secured, and policing_was inadequate. It is telling that in the mid-1990s, public housing
11. See Popkin, Gwiasda et al. (2000) for a description of how HUD's decision to withhold funds from
the troubled Chicago HousingAuthority (CHA) during a management dispute in 1982 contributed the CHA's
decline.
12. See Jones and Newman (1997) for a history of the Eric Morse case.
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residents who signed up to participate in HUD's Moving to Opportunity (MTO) demonstration, which provided randomly selected participants with vouchers they could use
only in low-poverty communities, cited the desire to get away from drugs and gangs as
their main motivation for participating.13
Extreme problems with crime persisted in many public housing developments even
as crime dropped elsewhere during the 1990s. In the baseline for the HOPE VI Panel
Study, completed in 2001, nearly three-quarters of the residents surveyed reported major
problems with drug trafficking and drug sales in their developments. Two-thirds of survey respondents reported that shootings and violence were also big problems, and half of
the respondents reported that they did not feel safe just outside their own buildings.
The combination of intense poverty, physical deterioration, and social disorder in the
nation's most severely distressed public housing developments called for a bold new
approach to revitalization and a radical departure from traditional HUD and housing
authority practices. In the following chapters, we review the policy changes implemented
under the HOPE VI program and what we know thus far about the program's impacts on
developments, residents, and communities.

13. The MTO demonstration involved randomly assigning residents from high-poverty public housing
developments to receive a voucher that could only be used in a census tract with less than 10 percent poverty;
receive a regular Section S voucher; or remain in public housing. See Goering and Feins (2003) and Orr et
al. (2003) for complete descriptions of the demonstration and its findings to date.
·
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fter 18 months of review, site visits, and analysis, the National Commission on
Severely Distressed Public Housing recommended a 10-year, coordinated effort to
address the full range of resident, development, management, and neighborhood issues.
Estimating that 86,000 units (approximately 6 percent of the public housing stock) were
severely distressed, the 'Commission projected the total cost of the effort at $7 .5 billion (in
1992 dollars) and recommended that Congress fund a 10-year effort at $750 million a year.
The Urban Revitalization Demonstration (later renamed HOPE VI) was sponsored by
Senators Barbara Mikulski and Christopher Bond, and incorporated into the FY 1993
appropriations law. The HOPE VI program was intended to fundamentally transform public housing by combining the physical revitalization of distressed public housing properties with community building and supportive services. HOPE VI funds covered capital
costs to reconstruct replacement units, fund Section 8 vouchers, and improve management practices. Reflecting the commission's focus on community building and resident
empowerment, the law also set aside 20 percent of the initial $300 million appropriation
for community service progran1s and for supportive services, including literacy training,
job training, day care, and youth activities. 14
Part of the impetus for a bold new approach to revitalizing public housing was the
failure of earlier HUD efforts to improve distressed public housing developments substantially. For example, the Major Reconstruction of Obsolete Housing Program (MROP)
was intended to deal with developments that had "severe modernization needs," but it had
very little impact overall. The funding pool was so limited that only small shares of redevelopment efforts could be paid for, with no guarantee of future funding to complete the
work.
Moreover, several regulatory obstacles conspired to limit the effectivene~s of preHOPE VI redevelopment efforts. First, the "one-for-one" replacement law required that a
new housing unit be built for every unit that was demolished. For cash-strapped housing
authorities, this requirement essentially prohibited any demolition. Even housing
authorities that could afford to build new units faced serious barriers. HUD had ruled that
14. The appropriations law was heavily influenced by a 1992 report by the Cleveland Foundation
Commission on Poverty.
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replacement units could not be constructed in neighborhoods that were racially segregated, but nonminority communities often opposed the introduction of any new public
housing units, and small-scale, scattered site properties were difficult to acquire and
maintain. HOPE VI was designed to address these barriers comprehensively so that
severely distressed public housing properties could be renovated or replaced with highquality housing developments.
The enactment of HOPE VI in 1992 coincided with the election of President Bill
Clinton and the appointment of Henry Cisneros, the former mayor of San Antonio, as
Secretary of Housing and Urban Development. Cisneros's tenure was marked by an
intense focus on broader public housing transformation. Over the course of the 1990s,
the HOPE VI program evolved from an initiative focused on reconstruction and resident
empowerment to one animated by broader goals of economic integration and poverty
deconcentration, "new urbanism," and inner-city revitalization. At the program's inception, HUD encouraged housing authorities to replace distressed properties with new,
lower-density developments and to achieve a broader range of incomes by attracting
working families that were nonetheless still eligible for public housing. But beginning
with the 1996 Notice of Eunding Availability (NOFA), HUD began to encourage grant
applicants to explore mixed-financing strategies, combining public housing with units
financed with shallower subsidies (such as the Low Income Housing Tax Credit) and even
market-rate units. In addition, HUD promoted new design concepts, neighborhood-wide
revitalization strategies, and homeownership opportunities. Later NOFAs increased the
attention-given to resident services and supports, including relocation services, and mandated that supportive services be provided to the original residents, even if they did not
return to the HOPE VI site (Holin et al. 2003).
All of these changes occurred in the context of evolving policies toward public and
assisted housing more generally, and represented the "leading edge" of policy reform. To
assess the impacts and implications of HOPE VI, it is essential tg understand the larger
policy context in which the program was implemented and the changes in thinking about
the role of public housing in urban communities.

A central premise of HOPE VI-and of the broader public housing transformation effort
that began in the 1990s-was that the overconcentration of profoundly poor, nonworking households was a major contributor to the high levels of social problems in distressed public housing.15 Thus, to improve the lives of public housing residents,
policymakers placed increasing priority on the need to deconcentrate poverty, through
two complimentary strategies: (1) helping them relocate to better neighborhoods and
(2) creating healthier,.mixed-income communities in place of the distressed public housing developments.
15. See Popkin, Gwiasda et al. (2000) for a full discussion of the history and theories underlying the
transformation of public housing.
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Beyond the HOPE VI program, efforts to deconcentrate poverty and· offer greater
choice to low-income households included overhauling the Section 8 program to make
vouchers more acceptable to the private market;16 vigorous enforcement of fair housing
laws; and settlement of a number of public housing desegregation cases, generally involving the provision of vouchers to remedy past discrimination. 17 The Moving to Opportunity
demonstration, initiated in 1994, offered special-purpose vouchers along with mobility
counseling to help public housing residents move to low-poverty areas. This demonstration was designed to rigorously measure the impacts of this assistance on neighborhood
outcomes and the long-term well-being of families and children (Goering and Feins 2003;
Orr et al. 2003). In 1996, the Regional Opportunity Counseling Initiative allocated funds
to housing authorities in a small number of urban regions to experiment with mobility
counseling programs that would expand location choices for Section 8 holders. Also during this period, tens of thousands of privately owned but federally subsidized housing
units were either converted to market-rate housing or were demolished under the mark.to-market program; residents of these developments were generally given "enhanced
vouchers" and relocation counseling (cf. Locke and Nolden 1999; Varady and Walker
2003). 18
In 1998, reflecting the new emphasis on mobility and location choice, the Section 8
program was renamed the Housing Choice Voucher program. By the end of the decade,
the voucher program had surpassed the public housing program to become the largest
housiJ?.g assistance program in the United States, and was increasingly recognized as an
essential tool for helping low-income households obtain affordable housing without rein·
forcing the concentration of poverty.
The transformation of assisted housing policy during the 1990s also led to changes
in federal laws to reduce the concentration of extremely poor households in public
housing developments, the repeal of the one-for-one replacement rule, and an emphasis on promoting self-sufficiency and employment among public housing residents. As
part of this effort, HUD altered the statutory and regulatory environment to both promote economic integration in developments and reward work. Specifically, Congress
repealed an array of federal admission rules that had required local housing agencies to
give preference to very poor families (including homeless families) in resident selection. Housing authorities were given greater flexibility in setting resident selection
preferences, based on local housing needs and priorities-thus making possible a more
diverse mix of incomes among public housing residents. The Quality Housing and Work
Responsibility Act of 1998 (QHWRI\) allowed housing authorities to take a number of
measures to attract higher-income residents, particularly reinstituting "ceiling rents,"
16. Provisions requiring landlords to give tenants additional notices were repealed. Also repealed were
provisions that (a) required landlords accepting one voucher family to accept all qualified voucher families
(the "take one, take all" rule) and (b) prohibited term leases.
17. For a full discussion of these cases, see Popkin et al. (2003).
18. By 2003, 62,000 units were slated for demolition under Section 2020 mandatory conversions and
other demolition efforts.
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which cap rent levels so that tenant rent contributions do not increase indefinitely as
incomes rise. 19

In addition to emphasizing choice and opportunity for residents, the transformation of
public housing led HUD to reexamine the design principles that had shaped public and
assisted housing for decades. Most public housing was built to conform with "modest
design" standards, so that costs would be minimized. But in some cases, these design standards contributed to high maintenance costs, poor living conditions, vandalism, and even
crime (Popkin, Gwiasda et al. 2000). HOPE VI coincided with the emergence of new
urbanism as a guiding set of principles in the field of community design.20
New urbanism calls for "traditional neighborhood patterns essential to restoring
functional and sustainable communities. These patterns include: houses facing the
streets, with ... a mix of housing types, prices, and sizes to attract a mix of people; shopping and parks accessible via footpaths and sidewalks; a grid of streets" (Newman 1996).
HUD also promoted the concept of "defensible space" in which "urban communities ...
[are] structured to allow residents greater control over the areas just outside their residence" (Newman 1996). This type of design translates into fewer common areas and more
private and semiprivate space for residents, a drastic change from high-rises with common entrances and walkways.

HOPE VI also contributed to a transformation of public housing management.
Traditionally, public housing was highly regulated by the federal government, with federal rules and statutes affecting every aspect of administration, including admissions,
rents, evictions, resident rights and relations, modernization, development, and procurement. With the advent of HOPE VI, HUD deregulated public housing and promoted
a more entrepreneurial, market-driven culture in public housing management. HUD
streamlined and simplified the rules governing nearly every aspect of public housing management, eliminating dozens of handbooks and guidelines in the process. Further, in
rewarding HOPE VI grants, HUD placed substantial emphasis on developing publid
private partnerships among housing authorities, private-sector developers, and management firms. Housing authorities were encouraged to experiment with new forms of asset
management approaches in which the bulk of on-site management was subcontracted to
private firms.
'
19.. The Quality Housing and Work Responsibility Act of 1998 requires that at lea.5t40 percent of a housing authority's units made available in a year must be occupied by families with incomes at or below 30 percent of the area median income. If more fuan 75 percent of the new or turnover Section 8 vouchers are used
by families with incomes below 30 percent of the area median income, then this 40 percent requirement can
be reduced to as low as a 30 percent share.
20. In fact, HUD was a signatory to the Charter for New Urbanism executed in 1994.
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The 1990s also saw a concerted effort to reduce crime in public housing. Many housing
authorities were struggling to gain control of developments overrun by violent crime and
drug trafficking (cf. Popkin, Gwiasda et al. 2000). From 1988 to 2002-the era of the war
on drugs-the Public Housing Drug Elimination Program (PHDEP) helped housing
authorities pay for drug prevention efforts, including their own police and security
forces.21 Further, HUD revised lease rules for public and assisted housing to place greater
emphasis on tenant screening and lease compliance and al!owed housing authorities to
set individual screening criteria for their new mixed-income developments. Enacted in
1996, the "one-strike" provision gave housing authorities power to evict households if any
member showed evidence of drug-related criminal activity.22 One-strike gave housing
authorities broad latitude; managers could evict entire households even if the leaseholders did not know about the criminal acts.

Finally, in addition to 'these regulatory changes, the transformation of public housing
involved profound changes in financing public housing. Prior to HOPE VI, the federal
government bore the full costs of designing and constructing new public housing. Strict
cost restrictions often limited the ability of public housing authorities (PHAs) to build
decent-quality housing with amenities that could appeal to a broader market. HUD rules
also actively discouraged investments from local governments and private-sector lenders
and investors.
As HOPE VI evolved, the financing picture shifted substantially, with the private sector taking on an unprecedented role. To ensure a greater mix of tenants, HUD encouraged developers to leverage HOPE VI funds with private-sector debt, private-sector equity
(raised through the federal housing low-income housing tax credit), other federal grants,
local capital dollars, and infusions of philanthropic resources. To "pioneer" the market,
HUD used Federal Housing Administration (FHA) insurance to stimulate private lending
in neighborhoods that had not witnessed new investment for decades. The goal was to
make HOPE VI a flexible source of capital, thereby providing a catalyst for other investment in neighborhoods that had been redlined by conventional financial institutions. The
long-term implications of these changes are not yet clear, but they seem to have the
potential to profoundly change the character of public housing in the United States.

21. PHDEP was funded under the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988 (P.L. 100-690), which authorized HUD
to fund drug-control programs in local housing authorities.
·
~
22. The one-strik~ law was enacted in 1996 as part of the Housing Opportunity Program Extension Act
(P.L. 104-120, 110 Stat. 834-846) and amended by the Quality Housing and Work Responsibiliqi'Act of 1998.
The law was challenged by civil rights groups, and the issue went to the Supreme Court in 2002. The Court
upheld the law, permitting the eviction of tenants for any drug-related activity, even when the leaseholder
did not know, could not foresee, or could not control the behavior of other occupants. Rucker v. Davis, No.
00-17000, 00-1781 (U.S. Mar. 26, 2002).
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he most basic goal of the HOPE VI program was to transform physically deteriorated, poorly managed, and financially distressed properties into high-quality living environments where families would choose to live. In many sites, this meant
demolishing old buildings and replacing them with new, lower-density developments that
reflect today's design standards. Some sites went further than simply building new and
higher-quality public housing, developing housing for a mix of income levels, assembling
:financing from a wider range of public and private sources, and instituting management
reforms. These more ambitious changes in HOPE VI developments provide models of how
the public housing program as a whole could evolve over time. This chapter reviews the
evidence to date on the impact of HOPE VI on the physical conditions in revitalized developments and on the mix of resident incomes, public housing financing, and site
management. 23

Many severely distressed public housing properties were poorly designed and constructed
from the outset. They were often huge developments, featuring either looming high-rises
or sprawling, barracks-style townhouses. Units were typically small and lacked amenities,
and materials and construction were often shoddy. Over time, their physical condition
had deteriorated badly owing to the combined effects of wear and tear, poor design and
construction, inadequate funding, and poor management. HOPE VI sought to transform
these sites into smaller, lower-density developments, composed of attractive buildings
and appealing open spaces. Moreover, as discussed earlier, HUD encouraged developers
to follow new urbanism design principles and promoted the concept of "defensible space."
Although the physical revitalization of public housing developments has been slowin some cases, taking more than a decade-completed HOPE VI sites have dramatically
improved the aesthetics of public housing. Not only were buildings tom down and

23. Tom Kingsley of the Urban Institute made major contributions to this chapter. We particularly
appreciate his insights on mi.xed-income housing.
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replaced, but street layouts were improved, open spaces were redesigned, and landscaping
was· enhanced. The program was awarded a Ford Foundation Innovations grant in 2000,
and individual HOPE VI sites have received numerous design awards and accolades. 24
Research evidence about the characteristics of completed HOPE VI sites comes primarily from the HUD-sponsored Interim Assessment conducted by Abt Associates, Inc.
(Rolin et al. 2003). This study examined 13 completed HOPE VI sites. In four of these
sites, existing buildings were rehabilitated, while in nine, at least some_ of the original
units were demolished and new housing was constructed. In general, redevelopment at
all of the sites attempted to reduceifernity;' improve security traough the reconfiguration
of both buildings and open spaces, ~denham::ethe:integr:ationofothede~eloprnentwith:;.;,,,
the surroundingneighb'6rhoodo: ·
Not surprisingly, the sites in which all or most of the· original buildings were demolished ,achieved the most dramatic physical transformation. Jn Washington, D.C., for
example, the drab, two-story apartment buildings of Ellen Wilson Homes were replaced
with an attractive mix of townhouses and detached units designed by aprominent local
architect to blend into the historic Capitol Hill neighborhood. The buildings are varied in
terms of architecture, building materials, and color so that they look like individual
· homes within the larger neighborhood, rather than a separate housing development. "But
some sites that rehabilitated e:i_dsting buildings also achieved dramatic improvements. For
. example, Milwaukee's Hillside Terrace reconfigured streets and landscaping to create
12 "micro-neighborhoods" of about 40 units, each grouped around a central courtyard
with a distinctive "monument" at the entryway. The new network of streets and sidewalks
opens up the development to .the surrounding neighborhood and encourages residents to
walk around the development, creating more activity and natural surveillance of common
areas (Holin et al. 2003)-.
Four types of positive physical changes were common to all the sites in the Interim
Assessment ·study: an overall .reduction in density; connecting properties to the surrounding area through the introduction of sidewalks and street grids; physical changes
that increased safety, such as private entrances that face the street; and improved exteriors.:_for example, bay windows, front porches, or gabled roofs. As HUD intended, most of
the completed HOPE VI sites in the study incorporated new urbanism and defensible
space principles. In all of the sites, a majority of residents in the 'new developments
reported being satisfied with their units (Holin et al. 2003). ·
Case.~tµdies. .of,selectedHOPE VI· developments (e.g: 7 Turbovand Berry· 1999)'·also. highlight the program's suc:t.esses·:irr.Tepfacinghigh~derrsity; high.::fise;and,batracks-style
housingwithlower"densitytownhouses:andlow~rfse dwellings. In addition to lower density, quality construction, and defensible space, b~tter amenities-such as central air conditioning arid washers and dryers-were provided to attract higher-income households.
Some developments .also employed "income-blind" design approaches, where all units
were identical ins~de and out, and lower-income residents could occupy any unit.This

24. See http://www.housingresearch.org for best practices.
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strategy is intended to avoid a concentrati1;m of poorer residents in one part of a deyelop. ment and to encourage greater interaction among residents with different income levels.
To cover better quality design and construction, HOPE VI allows higher per-unit
development costs than have been permitted for public housing in the past. In principle,
.these higher development costs should pay off over time, not only in terms of better-quality living enviror:up.ents, but also in lower maintenance costs. More specifically, welldesigned and constructed housing is expected to discourage vandalism and hold tip better
in the face of normal wear and tear. Although it is too soon to gather systematic evidence
on ongoing management and maintenance costs, recent ret.urn visits fo reoccupied sites
in HUD's Interim Evaluation indicate that, in general, ·the new developments remain in
good physical condition (Bolin et al. 2003).
·
While HOPE VI does appear to have produced better-designed and higher-quality
housing developments, the reductions in density, combined with the mixed-income strategy discussed below, has resulted in a net loss of housing units that are permanently
affordable for very low-income households. Specifically, developments awarded HOPE VI
grants through 2003 accounted for 94,600 public housing units. Current plans call for a
total of 95,100 replacement units, but only 48,800 of these will receive the deep, permanent public Musing operating subsidies necessary to reach households. with very low
incomes. The remainder will receive shallower subsidies-and serve families who are not
necessarily eligible for public housing, or no subsidies-and serve market-rate renters or
even l)dmebuyers. Thus, only slightly more than half of the original stock of deeply subsidized units is expected to be replaced. 25
It is important to note that only abou~ two-thirds of the original HOPE VI units were
occupied at the time of
grant award, and some had been vacant-and virtually uninhabitable-for-a long time. The share of occupied pu_blic housing units scheduled for
replacement is higher-78 percent. Moreover, in most years HOPE VI sites were eligible
for supplemental allocations of vouchers for households displaced from their original
units. An estimated.63,000 to 70,000 of these supplemental vouchers were allocated to
replace demolishe.d public housing units between 1995 and 2003. ~ut it is not known how
many were for HOPE VI projects and how many were for other public housing demolition. Therefore, questions persist about whethe.r the total number of deeply subsidized
replacement units-including both "hard" units and voµchers--compensates fully for the
loss of public housing-units under HOPE VI.
In addition to concerns about the total volume of replacement housing assistance,
the redevelopment process has lagged in some HOPE VI sites. Although old buildings have
generally been demolished quickly, it has sometimes taken years to construct any new
housing on the site. Particularly in the early years of the program, some housing author- .
ities that were awarded grants were troubled agencies.with long histories of mismanage-.
ment and little capacity to implement a program as complex as HOPE VI. In other sites,
such as Chicago and Newark, litigation has delayed new construction-in the case of

the

25. So far, 49,828 units have been demolished, and 21,000 hard units have been created (Kingsley et al.
2004).
.
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Chicago's Cabrini-Green, for years. Even better-managed housing authorities face a steep
learning curve in dealing with the complex financial and political challenges of redevelopment. The often-lengthy delays between grant award and redevelopment have been
among the major criticisms of HOPE VI (cf. National Housing Law Project 2002) and one
of the mairr justifications given by the Bush administration for proposing to eliminate the
program in 2003 (Liu 2003).

Mixed-income Devefo~J>ments

1
•
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Income mixing has become a hallmark at HOPE VI sites across the country. As discussed
in chapter 3, researchers and policymakers hoped that by targeting occupancy to resi- ·
dents with a wider range of incomes, HOPE VI could reverse decades of public housing
policy that concentrated the poor and gave rise to the "full range of physical, e~onomic,
and social problems associated with poverty" (Suchman 1996). The expectation is. that
propertjes that have to attract and retain higher-income residents will be better managed
and maintained over time, and that a mix of income levels creates a healthier social environment anci brings better services-especially schools-to the surrounding neighborhood from both local government and the private, retail sector.
Thus far, research indicates tpat rnixed-incqme public housing developments can be
successful in creating well-mana:geci communities that attract higher-income tenants.
The Interim Assessment of HOPE VI (Holin et al. 2003)· identified several mixed-income
developments that were operating successfully, attracting a mix of market-rate, affordable; and lo\,V-income tenants. Evidence ~lso shows that mi:x,ed-income housing is safer
. and better managed than the distressed public housing it replaced (Brophy and Smith
1997; Epp 1996; Rosenbaum and Stroh 1998). In some sites, the development of mixedincome housing has gone hand-in-hand with targeted improvements in neighborhood
public schools, a strategy for both attracting higher-income residents and improving the
well-being of low-income families (turbov and Piper fortl:i.c~rni~g). Finally, as will be discussed in chapter 7,; there is some evidence frorri the Interim Assessment and other
,,;,,.i;:esearch thatthese mixed~income developments may have economic beRefits.for the sur~·
· ·. ·• rounding community as·welr ·
· ;
It is important to note that mixed-income strategies vary considerably in terms of the
range of income levels they attempt to incorporate into a single community. Some HOPE·
VI developments now serve households that are all public housing eligible, but that range
from extremely low-income households (and often households· dependent on public assis-.
tance) to the working poor. For ·example, the redeveloped properties of Bernal Dwemng~
.....,,and Plaza· East in San Francisco serve 100 percent public housing families. More arnbi.· ti:Ous efforts-such as the HOPE Vi developments in Atlanta, Charlotte, andWashington,
D. C.-incOrporate market-rate rental and homeowner housing alongside public housing
(as well as units with other, shallower subsidies) to create a much wider range of incomes
in a single residential community. In general, the Interim Evaluation found that mixedinco~e sites offered more amenities, greater "market appeal," larger rooms, and more
. innovative design features. Nonetheless, the 100 percent public housing sites were able
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to incorporate many appealing design features, and typically provided more units suitable
for large families (Holin et al. 2003).
One important advantage of mixed-income housing is that it can diversify a project's
cash flow, reducing its reliance on federal subsidies as a source of revenue for operations
and debt service. However, experience indicates that mixed-income development rarely
reduces the per-unit subsidies needed to serve households at a particular income level. In
other words, cross-subsidization is feasible only in very tight housing markets or if the
developer requires little or no profit. Nevertheless, the mix pf income diversifies a project's revenue stream and may help buffer it against shifts in costs and subsidy levels
(A. Smith 2002).
Asecond argument for a mixed-income strategy is that it should create a strong market incentive for high-quality management and maintenance, potentially improving the
quality and sustainability of the housing that is reserved for the poorest households. To
attract higher-income tenants, mixed-income developments must be well maintained and
have a reputation for being safe and secure; failing to meet these criteria may cause the
(Howell. and Leonard 1999; A. Smith 2002).Mixed-income
development to fail financially
'
" developments-and higher-income tenants-may also spur larger benefits for the sur\ rounding neighbo}hood, bringing better public services, more shopping opportunities,
and, in a few instances, new schools (Holin et al. 2003; A. Smith 2002; Turbov and Piper
forthcoming).
Beyond improved housing and services, policymakers and developers hope that
mixed-income housing will also yield long-term socioeconomic benefits for low-income
residents. There are several theories about how these benefits could occur. For example,
living in a neighborhood where most residents work may provide low-income children
and adults with role models and social ·networks that encourage them to stay in school or
find employment. Moreover, these social networks might provide residents with access to
a wider range of job opportunities (cf. Khadduri and Martin 1997). Recent research suggests that moving to neighborhoods with lower levels of crime, gang activity, and risky
behavior may reduce stress, promote mental and physical health, improve adolescent outcomes, and ultimately lead to better educational and employment outcomes (cf. Goering
and Feins 2003; Orr et al. 2003; Rubinowitz and Rosenbaum 2000). But while a substantial body of research confirms the undesirable consequences of concentrated poverty (see,
for example, Ellen and Turner 1997), evidence is still emerging about exactly how mixedincome communities function and how they benefit low-income residents (Popkin, Buron
et al. 2000). For example, research conducted to date suggests that there is relatively little interaction between higher- and lower-income residents of mixed-income developments and that the interactions that do occur are relati~ely superfici~l (Brophy and Smith
1997; A. Smith 200~). Further, the one study of short-term employment outcomes found
no evidence that lower-income residents were more likely to find jobs as a result ofliving
in a mixed-income housing development (Rosenbaum and Stroh 1998). Thus, while it is
clearly feasible to create a healthy mixed-income development that will attract higherincome residents and provide a pleasant and safe community for all residents, it remains
less clear what conditions are required to ensure that living in these communities will
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have substantial payoffs for the social and economic status of low-income families over
the long term.

In conjunction with income mixing, HOPE VI pioneered a major shift in the way public
housing is financed. The construction and management of HOPE VI developments is no
longer funded exclusively by HUD dollars. The National Commission on Severely
Distressed Public Housing originally recommended that the H(),pE VI program be funded
at a total of $7.5 billion over 10 years, or $750 million per year. In actuality, appropriations have ranged from $300 million to $625 million a year. But as the HOPE VI program
evolved, HUD increasingly expected grantees to leverage additional monies with their
HOPE VI funds.
Housing authorities have been able to leverage outside funds for HOPE VI developments because of several critical regulatory changes enacted during the 1990s. The most
important of these changes was the Mixed-Finance Rule. Introduced in 1996, the rule
allowed housing authorities to use public housing funds designated for capital improvements, including HOPE VI funds, to leverage public and private money to revitalize public housing. The rule also allowed housing authorities to provide public housing capital
funds to a third party, such as a private developer. The developer would then own the public housing units and be able to receive capital funds and operating subsidies from HUD.
Projects financed under the mixed-finance model can include both public housing and
other housing units, including Low Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC) units, locally
subsidized units, and market-rate units. This funding structure made it possible for housing authorities to develop mixed-income housing with HOPE VI funds.
The 1998 Quality Housing and Work Responsibility Act (QHWRA) also contributed to
progress in leveraging new funds for public housing. The act allQWS housing authorities
to use public housing development funds and operating subsidies for projects owned by
private entities that serve residents at a range of incomes, reinforcing the preference for
mixed-income, mixed-finance. h.ousing types. A housing authority can provide capital
assistance to a mixed-finance project in the form of a grant, loan, guarantee, or other form
of investrrient in the project. .
In all, the HOPE VI program is expected to leverage $9 billion in non-BUD funding.
However, questions remain ab~mt the extent to which public housing authorities have
been able to leverage nonfedera1"!esources. Amajor 2002 U.S. General Accounting Office
(GAO) study on the leveraging offunds through the HOPE VI program found that housing authorities expected to leverage $1.85 for every $1 of HOPE VI funds awarded through
fiscal year 2001. The GAO found that leveraged funding comes primarily from other federal sources (including LIHTC) as opposed to private sources. 26 The GAO cautions, however, that the full extent of the use of private funds may not be captured by the data. On
26. Salama (1999) found that while the sites studied (Chicago, San Antonio, and Atlanta) were successful in utilizing state and local funds, they demonstrated little, if any, leveraging of private resources in the
redevelopment of public housing.
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the other hand, the GAO sees the amount of funds leveraged increasing as ·more potential investors become familiar with the program.27
Although the GAO study cited limitations, several case studies show that some projects have been able to make use of funds from private and local government sources. The
revitalization of distressed public housing, not to mention the new infrastructure, land
assembly for off-site development and demolition, as well as other development costs, can
run into the tens of millions of dollars, and these costs are not always covered by one
source alone. In addition to HOPE VI funds, PHAs and developers have utilized funds from
sources such as Community Development Block Grants, HOME funds, city capital funds,
LIHTCs, and private activity bonds. In some cases, housing authorities have used FHAinsured first mortgages and housing authority soft second mortgages, both from private
lenders. Corporate and philanthropic organizations have also donated funding.
Successful projects use all of these sources in innovative ways that require new types
of partnerships and financial arrangements for public housing. In Chicago, for example,
the fact that the Cabrini-Green development was in a Tax Increment Financing (TIF} district opened up an additional source of funding (Salama 1999). In other communities,
HOPE VI sites were located in the path of neighborhood revitalization and benefited from
the interest of developers already considering investments in these areas. According to
the Communities Group (2002}, HOPE VI redevelopment plans that extended beyond
housing construction to address broader physical revitalization and community service
needs have the greatest chance of leveraging outside funds.
The experience of public housing authorities in leveraging funds for HOPE VI redevelopment has highlighted several important issues. In some cases, the nonpublic housing funds were primarily used to reduce costs and maintain the amenities required to
attract higher income households rather than to cross-subsidize public housing units
(Wexler 2001). Nonetheless, low-income residents generally benefit from the presence of
these amenities and from the higher quality of management that, accompanies them. Other
research has raised questions about whether the private/public approach to leveraging
funds is really necessary in neighborhoods with hot housing markets, where private developers may be eager to invest alongside public housing redevelopment (Cunningham 2001).
It is important to note, however, that prior to HOPE VI, public housing agencies had no
capacity to partner with other private or public funders, and that the program has dramatically altered perceptions about public housing development among state and local
government officials as well as private-sector lenders and corporate leaders.
The long-term viability of mixed-finance HOPE VI projects remains an important
unanswered question. Local housing authorities are now expected to service private mortgages for the full 40-year (or longer) term of the public housing obligation. Each'element
of a mixed-income, mixed-finance project-public housing, market rate, and tax credit
units-must be financially feasible, marketable, and sustainable over the long term.
Although a number of HOPE VI developments have achieved these goals in the short
27. The report also found that although HUD has been required to report leveraging and cost information to Congress annually since 1998, the agency has not done so. Following the report, HUD officials pledged
to be more compliant in the future.
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term, the extent to which they can weather neighborhood and market changes over the
years is yet to be determined. If some housing authorities-or their private partnersare unable to continue to attract a mix of residents, maintain rental income, and service
their financial obligations, the viability of the new public housing units could be at risk.

Many of the public housing authorities with severely distressed developments in their
portfolio had long track records of poor management, which <Jften contributed to the
decline of their developments. Just as HOPE VI changed the way public housing redevelopment was financed, it also altered how the new developments were managed. HUD
. actively encouraged innovative management arrangements, particularly site-baseg a~set
management approaches and contracting with private management companies.,The shift·
toward mixed-income, mixed-finance developments created additional pressures for
improved management, in order to attract and retain higher-income residents and meet
· private-sector financial obligations.
The Interim Assessment of HOPE VI found that a number of the sites in the study
were using private management firms, and that generally, the successful developments
showed considerable management improvements·. For example, the St. Louis housing
authority brought in private companies not only to build and manage Murphy Park, but
to also have an ownership stake in the property (Turbov and Piper forthcoming). This
strategy resulted in a new development that was well constructed and Well maintained. A
study of Centennial Place and East Lake Meadows, Atlanta, found that strong management was key to the developments' success (Ambrose and Grigsby 1999). At Chicago's
Lake Park Place, management improvements such as better rule enforcement, screening
procedures, and improved amenities all contributed to the development's early success
(Rosenbaum and Stroh 1998). Better management and the~ of incomes can also
decrease crime rates within developments and adjacent communities by stabilizing developments (Brophy and Smith 1997; Ceraso 1995; Turbov and Piper forthcoming).
Asset management, a standard practice among private-sector housing owners and
managers, focuses on the financial viability and economic potential of each property in a
housing authority's inventory as a basis for management and investment decisions. This
approach would require that housing authorities keep separate accounts of operating
costs and performance and prepare separate operating plans for each individual property.
Although HUD has advocated this approach for a number of years (cf. HUD 1996), and it
has been endorsed by the Millennial Housing Commission (2002) and a Harvard
University team (Harvard University Graduate School of Design 2003), few housing
authorities have attempted to implement it for their regular stock. However, asset management and project-based accounting are essential to HOPE VI because these properties
so often have specialized financing arrangements, site-based management, and separate
waiting lists for their HOPE VI properties. Thus, HOPE VI has provided a vehicle for many
housing authorities to gain important experience that may translate into better management of their entire portfolio.
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n many cities, severely distressed public housing projects have been regarded as major
causes of social and economic deterioration in the neighborhoods that surround
them.32 An important goal of HOPE VI was to alleviate those impacts where possible. As
HOPE VI evolved over the 1990s, this goal gained importance. The expectation was that
by replacing distressed '.Public housing developments with new, and often mixed-income,
projects, revitalization would benefit the surrounding neighborhood and even the larger
city and region.
Supporters argue that HOPE VI's ability to transform entire neighborhoods is one of
the program's most revolutionary opportunities and significant outcomes. When evaluating costs and economic impacts, they argue, we need to look beyond the development
to include the spillover effects in the surrounding neighborhoods. Further.. because it may
take some time for neighborhood improvements to manifest themselves, these effects
may not be immediately evident. Others maintain that the HOPE VI program spends too
much public money per unit of housing produced, and that the most impressive neighborhood changes have been the result of broader, real estate market dynamics. In other
words, skeptics argue, these neighborhoods would have probably "turned around'' even
without HOPE VI.
Assessing the degree to which the neighborhood revitalization goal has been accomplished is challenging, largely because the factors influencing neighborhood change are
so numerous and complex. To date, researchers and evaluators have found it difficult to
empirically measure or attribute broad community impacts to HOPE VI developments.
In this chapter, we review what is lmown about the impact of HOPE VI initiatives on
neighborhoods. We also consider the question of whether the revitalization brought about
under the program has had any wider impacts on the extent of poverty concen~ration or
on city economies.

32. However, recent research by Freeman (2003) suggests that the relationship between affordable
housing developments and poverty concentration is weak and inconsistent, and the problems in public housing may simply reflect the fact that assisted housing developments tend to be built in neighborhoods where
concentrations of poverty are already high.
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Many of the neighborhoods surrounding distressed public housing lack basic community
services such as parks, libraries, and police stations, as well as commercial facilities such
as supermarkets, banks, and restaurants. Some HOPE VI sites have made significant
improvements in community institutions and physical infrastructure in the neighborhood. These improvements are intended to provide much-needed services to families at
the site and throughout the neighborhood.
In Seattle, for example, HOPE VI funds were used to expaf!d the neighborhood community center and ballfields, build a satellite public library, and develop a new neighborhood resource center (Epp 1996). In a series of "best practice" case studies, Naparstek and
Freis (2000) cited revitalization efforts that led to the creation of new community institutions such as community centers, police substations, medical centers, and job training
centers.
In a few sites, HOPE VI has sponsored innovative efforts to link public housing redevelopment with substantial investments in neighborhood schools. At the Murphy Park
site in St. Louis, the Jefferson Elementary School now serves not only local students but
also those in the surrounding community. Partnerships formed among the developer,
McCormack Baron and Associates, the St. Louis public school system, and a newly created community development corporation helped to establish a school and ensure resident participation in the planning process (Myerson 2001). Funds were used to install
state-of-the-art technology infrastructure in the school, and computers and educational
software in each classroom. Funds also went toward establishing the Adult Computer
Training Lab, a computer-training classroom for parents and community residents.
At the Villages of East Lake in Atlanta, in addition to new residences, facilities
included a new charter school, the first of its kind in Atlanta (Myerson 2001). Children
from the Villages of East Lake and the surrounding community receive priority when
enrolling, but the school is open to any student residing within the Atlanta Public School
District. School improvements also figured prominently in the revitalization of Atlanta's
Centennial Place, which includes a magnet school that serves both community residents
and those from other parts of the city (Holin et al. 2003; Khadduri et al. 2003; Turbov and
Piper forthcoming).
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Four major studies of the neighborhood effects of HOPE VI have been completed to date
(Kingsley et al. 2004). This research suggests that there have been dramatic improvements in the neighborhoods surrounding some HOPE VI development~. However, it must
be noted that the da~ from the studies are not sufficient to reliably estimate the degree
to which HOPE VI, as opposed to other factors, caused these changes.33 Further, because
33. There is a method that can estimate the effect that HOPE VI has on trends in home sales prices in
areas surrounding the sites (Galster and Quercia 2000), but it is not workable in all cities and has yet to yield
statistically significant results where it has been applied, possibly because not enough tirne has elapsed since
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relatively few HOPE VI projects are complete, there is considerable overlap in the sites
included in these studies,34 so it is difficult to know how much we can generalize from
this research to the program as a whole. Still, these early studies offer important insight
into how HOPE VI may help revitalize communities.
The first study, by the Housing Research Foundation (HRF) {Zielenbach 2002), covered the experience in eight communities: Techwood (Atlanta); Orchard Park (Boston);
Earle Village (Charlotte); Quigg Newton (Denver); Kennedy Brothers (El Paso); Hillside
Terrace (Milwaukee); Richard Allen Homes (Philadelphia); and Holly Park (Seattle). The
analysis quantifies improvements in neighborhood qualit.y-of-life indicators for clusters of census tracts in which HOPE VI revitalization took place. HRF concludes that
the eight deteriorating public housing projects contributed significantly to the decline
of surrounding neighborhoods and that HOPE VI, by jts very nature, helped reduce
their blighting impacts. The study compared trends from 1990 and 2000 in the HOPE
VI neighborhoods with city averages using census data. It found that in the HOPE VI
neighborhoods (a) average per capita incomes of neighborhood residents rose 57 percent faster than in neighborhoods citywide; (b) unemployment fell by an average of
10 percentage points, .compared with no significant net change at city levels; and (c)
concentrated poverty fell from 81 percent of households being low income35 in 1989 to
69 percent in 1999.
HRF also analyzed Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) data and found that rates
of mortgage originations in HOPE VI neighborhoods were higher than the averages for
their respective counties. Rates of lending also rose faster in the eight HOPE VI neighborhoods than in the counties, implying that the neighborhoods were experiencing
increasing rates of residential investment. Finally, consistent with vther research on
mixed-income developments, 36 there were big impacts on crime rates: average violent
crime rates in the HOPE VI neighborhoods dropped 30 percent faster than they did in the
cities overall.
..
The second study of neighborhood impacts was the HUD-sponsored Interim
Assessment of 15 HOPE VI sites (Holin et al. 2003).37 Like HRF, Abt Associates conducted
an analysis of comparative trends for neighborhoods and cities using census data and
found similar results. In most HOPE VI neighborhoods, key indicators of well-being,
project completion. Unfortunately, adequate base data on prices are not available in all cities, and in others
where the HOPE VI development is located in areas with few owner-occupied homes nearby, the method will
not work well. The method was applied in Holin et al. (2003, 123-31) for the New Haven and San Francisco
sites, and in unpublished work by Jennifer Johnson at the Urban Institute for HOPE VI neighborhoods in
Columbus, Oakland, and Seattle.
34. For example, Techwood (Atlanta) is a site in three.of the four studies; Earle Village (Clliirlotte) and
Cotter and Lang (Louisville) are sites in two.
35. Households that earned less than 80 percent of the metropolitan area's median income.
36. For a summary of this research, see Popkin, Buron et al. (2000).
37. McGuire Gardens (Camden); King Kennedy/Outhwaite (Cleveland); Hillside Terrace (Milwaukee);
Lockwood Gardens (Oakland); Bernal Dwellings/Plaza East {San Francisco); Lafayette Homes (Baltimore);
Mission Main (Boston); Elm Haven (New Haven); Earle Village (Charlotte); Ellen Wilson (Washington, D.C.);
Techwood/Clark Howell (Atlanta); Springview {San Antonio); Cabrini Homes {Chicago); Jeffries Homes
(Detroit); Desire (New Orleans).
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particularly reductions in rates of poverty and unemployment, improved faster than in
their cities as a whole. Perhaps the most striking findings related to declines in on-site
crime. Crime rates declined at all six projects that had been completed, and in three cases
(Charlotte, Milwaukee, and Boston), on-site crime rates declined substantially faster by
comparison with other parts of the city.
The Interim Assessment also included a survey of people who live in or near the HOPE
VI developments to assess their perceptions about the quality of their neighborhoods after
revitalization took place. A clear majority (70 percent) of the neighbors living outside the
development rated their neighborhoods as better places to live after HO PE VI.3s However,
while the study concluded that change in the surrounding neighborhoods was generally
positive for all completed sites, the magnitude of the changes was highly variable. -pqe'
·researchers rated the surrounding neighbothoodsin:Atlanta1;Boston; Charlotte, an~~
F>:r~nrcisco as "a:ppredably improving;" while those in Camden, Milwaukee, Oakland~ ind
Washington, D.C., were rated as only "slightly improving."
The Interim Assessment was the only one of the three studies of neighborhood outcomes to examine the effects of HOPE VI revitalization on racial segregation. The study
found that two sites, Atlanta and Charlotte, experienced· large increases in the proportion
of white residents in the community, although both neighborhoods remained largely
minority (69 percent in Atlanta and 62 percent in Charlotte). Other sites that the Interim
Assessment classified as appreciably or moderately improving also saw some reduction in
the proportion of the population that was African American, although the changes were
less dramatic.
The third study, conducted by the Brookings Institution (Turbov and Piper forthcoming), examined neighborhood impacts in four sites that are probably the most
seasoned mixed-income developments and are widely regarded as having positive neighborhood impacts: Centennial Place (Atlanta); Park DuValle (Louisville); Manchester
(Pittsburgh); and Murphy Park (St. Louis). The authors conducted extensive interviews
with a variety of neighborhood stakeholders as well as analyzing quantitative data.
Conclusions were generally positive, with reductions in crime rates particularly impressive in all sites. This study also found evidence that HOPE VI redevelopment may have
helped revive or strengthen housing markets in the surrounding communities, especially
in Manchester.
The fourth study, by the U.S. Government Accounting Office (2003), is based on
information from HUD's HOPE VI reporting system on all 165 grants awarded through ·
2001, interviews with officials from 18 housing authorities that received grants in 1996
as well as HUD officials responsible for administering HOPE VI, and mortgage and crime
data from various administrative sources. GAO found that most neighborhoods surrounding HOPE VI sites have shown improvement in education, income, and housing,
but that these effects-are not necessarily the result of HOPE VI grants. A comparison of
four HOPE VI neighborhoods (in Chester, Pennsylvania; Jacksonville, Florida; Kansas
38. These figures exclude survey results from Boston and Atlanta.
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City, Missouri; and Spartanburg, South Carolina) to similar neighborho.ods without a
HOPE VI site showed mixed results. Mortgage lending in the non-HOPE VI neighborhoods actually appeared greater, while new housing construction increased more in
HOPE VI neighborhoods.

Some critics of HOPE VI have argued that as the program has evolved, the selection
process has favored sites that are located in high-quality or.gentrifying markets that will
support mixed-income development, rather than those that have the greatest need for
renovation or replacement. Some go so far as to liken the program to past urban renewal
efforts that displaced low-income residents who stood in the path of neighborhood revitalization. Both Swope (2001) and Keating (2000) cite Atlanta's Centennial Place as an
example of a site where real estate values increased quite suddenly, making redevelopment particularly attractive. They point to the low rate of return by original residents as
evidence that they were traded in for a "better class of poor people" (Swope 2001) when
business leaders and the city wanted to revitalize valuable land. However, Centennial
Place is also widely recognized as a successful mixed-income development that has had
positive impacts on the surrounding community.
Another city where site selection for HOPE VI has been criticized is Washington, D.C.
Parts of Washington's housing market have been very strong in recent years, and many
of the· city's public housing sites are in or near gentrifying neighborhoods. Two studies of
HOPE VI in Washington, D.C. (Cunningham 2001; Lang and Morton 2002) found that
while the neighborhoods where HOPE VI revitalization was taking place benefited, these
were not the most distressed public housing communities. Similar criticisms have been
leveled against Chicago (cf. Cunningham et al. 2002; Popkin and Cunningham 2002) and
other cities with large-scale public housing redevelopment _;i.ctivity (National Housing
Law Project 2002).
While in some cities HOPE VI developments may have contributed to market trends
that were already under way, in other cases it seems likely that neighborhood revitalization was catalyzed by the redevelopment of distressed public housing (Turbov and Berry
1999). The research on neighborhood impacts indicates that several of the HOPE VI projects have had remarkably positive impacts on the surrounding areas, suggesting that in
locations where a public housing project has been a significant blighting influence, holding back an otherwise promising market environment in the surrounding area, the economic and other payoffs from HOPE VI can be substantial.
The First Ward Place (formerly Earle Village) development in Charlotte 'is a good
example. Interviews suggest that the high crime, other social problems, and physical deterioration at Earle-Village (located at one comer of booming downtown Charlotte) had
clearly held back investment nearby. Given the attractive mixed-income residential community that replaced it (and the elimination of the former blighting influences), real
estate values for surrounding parcels have skyrocketed since revitalization.

Impact of HOPE VI on Neighborhood Conditions
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Effects on Cities and Me h'Op(}!f.tan P..reas
1

Another important, but difficult to address, question is whether HOPE VI redevelopment
has had any impacts outside the communities most directly affected; that is, has it had
any economic benefits for the city as a whole or for the surrounding metropolitan area?
Recent analyses of census data that examine the dynamic changes underway in cities and
metropolitan areas have chronicled the substantial decline in the concentration of poverty
that occurred in most U.S. cities during the 1990s (Jargowsky 2003; Kingsley, Johnson,
and Pettit 2002). While this research does not directly addr~ss the broader impacts of
HOPE VI, it is possible that HOPE VI revitalization has contributed to these effects.
Indeed, in cities such as Chicago, where public housing developments'like the Robert
Taylor Homes constituted some of the poorest census tracts in the United States, it is
almost certain that public housing demolition is responsible for at least some of the
decline in concentrated poverty (Kingsley et al. 2002).
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Choice Neighborhoods: History and HOPE
Highlights
o HOPE VI has been effective at deconcentrating poverty and improving some resident outcomes, particularly for those moving to the private market and to mixed-income
developments.
o Choice Neighborhoods will expand supportive services and educational opportunities for residents, building on the strategies of successful HOPE VI sites.
o Choice Neighbomoods will promote positive economic spillover by requiring partnerships with neighborhood institutions. Residents from both public housing and the surrounding
neighborhood will play en essential role.

Twenty years ago, governments and community organizations tackled the challenge of providing decent, affordable housing to low-income people primarily by focusing their efforts .on
individual families in need. Due to growing understanding and scholarship about the effects of place on people's lives, that approach evolved into one that seeks to transform poor,
severely distressed, and segregated neighborhoods into resilient and sustainable places that integrate families and neighborhoods into the larger community. The epicenter of this work
has been public housing communities, which are among the poorest in America. Since the 1990s, a federal program, HOPE VI, has employed a strategy of improving bofu individual
lives a11d communities. HOPE VI combines demolition and the physical rebuilding of severely distressed public housing with services aimed at improving the life chances of residents.
Under HOPE VJ, public housing residents return to their improved community after rebuilding, relocate with assistance to
other neighborhoods of their choice, or move to other public housing. Since its Inception in 1992, 254 HOPE VI grants
totaling more than $6.1 billion have been awarded to 132 local public housing authorities, including 6 new projects
announced on June 1, 2010.
Although some communities have been more successful than others at fulfilling the goals of HOPE Vt, a number of
studies indicate that overall the program has been effective at eradicating concentrations of poverty, improving residents'
quality of life, and driving neighborhood renewal. Building on the lessons learned from the' HOPE VI model, the Obama
administration has announced a new initiative, Choice Neighborhoods, that will reach beyond public housing
redevelopment to transform high-poverty neighborhoods into sustainabte communities. Choice Neighborhoods
., incorporates Insights gained from HOPE VI and recognlz:es the Importance of reaching beyond a public housing
redevelopment strategy to one of neighborhood transformation. It expands eligibility to other assisted housing and it
requires leveraging resources for neighborhood revitalization beyond the public or assisted housing stock. The initiative
_&f explicitly requires an approach that considers employment access, education quality, public safety, health, and
Aerial view o1 Murphy Park Jn St. Louis, Missouri1 a precursor to HOPE
recreation. To do this, Choice Neighborhoods enlists the institutions of the affected communities, including neighborhood
VI mixed-iinance projects. Ore.di/: McCllrmack Bwon Se.l11ttir
residents, in all phases of planning and implementation.

Housing Is Just the Beginning of Broader Transformation
i

One of HOPE Vi's principal a=mplishments was to shift the emphasis of housing policy from output (un~·bl!Jlt"i'!l:ld'.!
il:iariaged}1o outcomes- housing quality, safety, resident outcomes, economic opportunity, and the vii;;ilty of the
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surrounding neighborhood. Researchers Turbov and Piper have argued that the main catalyst for this shift was the
creation of the mixed financing',"11jiXe<f.inoome1liK:fdet;'which permitted private and other affordable units and financing of
public housing. This approach helped build economically. integrated communities consisting of both public housing and
market-rate units.'
Choica Neighborhoods expands the HOPE VI strategy of encouraging developers to leverage HUD revitalization funds.
By making funding available to a wider range of stakeholders, including nonprofits, pnvate firms, local governments, and
publlc housing authorities, the initiative encourages greater community investment in redevelopment projects and
increases available resources.2 Ju~t as important, the program widens the range of activities to include the acquisition of
properties to create mixed-income housing in strategic locations. As HUD Secretary Shaun Donovan noted in testimony
before the House Financial Services Committee, this feature gives local partners the flexibility they need to deal with the
full range of distressed properties that often blight neighborhoods of concentrated poverty.3

: >·• :. : :' .· •· · · :. ·.· ..

Expanded supportive serJices. such as recreation and education, are
part of the holistic approach emphasized in Choice Nerghborl1oods,
C:ed/f: Mr;Catftl.<:lf;I< BtJton 83/C!;l<Jr

HOPE VI and Choice Neighborhoods are both premised on the idea that mixed-income, economically integrated neighbomoods improve the lives of residents and aid the surrounding
community, In studying four mixed-income developments, Turbov and Piper found that such projects were instrumental in both revitalizing the market and improving residents' quality
of fife. In all four sites, the median household income of neighborhood residents grew significantly faster than elsewhere in the city or region. likewise, unemployment levels fell,
workforce participation rates improved, and residential markets strengthened. As Turbov and Piper explain, "WJ!h market rate renters and homebuyers getting a foothold in these
renewing.neighborhoods, property values and new investments have also soared in these more viable, mixed income com111unities.""
Noting these ripple effects, Zielenbach and Voith found that HOPE VI redevelopments are responsible for positive economic spillover to surrounding neighborhoods. Their study of four
redeveloped sites in t;.ro cities, using changes in residential property values, crime rates, and household incomes as indicators, found mostly positive effects. They observed that the
degree of improvement depended on local market conditions and preexisting economic development resources within the community.5 In analyzing changes in property sale pricas in
neighborlloods surrounding three HOPE VI redevelopments In Baltimore, Castells also concluded thafeonditions in the neighborhoods before HOPE VI rehabilitation, as well as HOPE
Vi's emphasis on private investment and the mixed-income model, affect the magnitude and nature of spillover effects.•

Broadening Support for Residents
According to the latest followup of the HOPE Vi Panel Study, a multiyear effort to track living conditions and outcomes for residents in five program sites, 84 percent of families no
longer lived at the original HOPE VI sites but had moved, most with relocation assistance, to private-market housing, mixed-income developments, or other traditional public housing
sites.7 The study also fauna that
o Respondents who relocated to the private market or mixed-income sites improved !he quality of their housing and
now lived in neighborhoods with lower unemployment and poverty levels.
o Those who moved to the private market remained in largely same-race (primarily African American) neighborhoods,
as did those who went to other public housing developmenis.
o Those who moved to private-market housing or mixed-income housing felt significanUy safer and less fearful of
crime. As a result these residents allowed themselves the freedom to make changes, such as allowing children to
play outside, and enjoyed reducad levels of anxiety and depression.
o Relocated children benefited from bet!er housing and safer living conditions but also faced new risks, different
schools, and the need to make new friends. On measures of behavior problems, children in families who moved to
private-market housing showed improvement, whereas those who moved to other public housing did not.
o Many who moved to private-market housing experienced financial dffficulties, primarily with their utility payments.
o Neither employment nor self sufficiency improved for private market movers or for those remaining in traditional

Eany childhood programs, quality eduoatlon, andfamiiy support
promote better life outcomes for children. credit McCcnnBCk Baron Sal1Rar

J:lUblic housing. However, a recent report by Vale and Graves on the Chicago Housing Authority's (CHA's) Plan for
Transformation -

one of the cities tracked in the Panel Study -

notes that several studies have found significant improvements in employment outcomes when tenants left

pubtic housing either by using vouchers or moving into mixed-income housing.•
o The lack of improvement in chronic health problems for HOPE VI participants appeared to be a detriment to getting and keeping jobs, as did inadequate education and childcare.
o Families with multiple problems were least likely to benefit from HOPE VI and

to make positive changes in the absence of appropriate services and support.

These findings speak volumes about the most intractable barriers to fighting the consequences of concentrated poverty. Despite having better and safer neighborhoods, improved
mental health, and fewer behavioral problems, many HOPE VI residents remained economically at risk or were in poor health, and many of those who moved to traditional public
housing experienced no gains at alt.9 New evidence, however, suggests that S<Jme of these outcomes have improved in recent years. Between 2005 and 2009, Popkin et al, found that
residents from the Chicago site had improved circumstances regardless of their housing assistance type, whereas previously only those who had moved to pnvate housing were living
in higher quality housing and expenencing safer neighborhoods. 10 Nevertheless, one of HOPE Vi's main challenges has been its inability to address multi-faceted problems in
residents' lives, such as health issues and employment Because many HOPE VI projects have found resident relocation

to be especially challenging, residents relocated under Choice

Neighborhoods will have strong protections to preserve their right to return to redeveloped housing. 11 The inmative also ensures that families displaced by revitalization will receive
support services, mobility counseling, and housing search a~istance. 12 HOPE VI has been criticized for not ensuring that lease-compliant residents had the rightlo return and for the
reduction in the number of physical units affordable to those earning the lowest lncomes.13 in general, public housing authorities had difficulty meeting the inherent challenges of
relocating large numbers of households, particularly the many families with multiple problems that made them especially hard ta house. Although most agencies provided support
services, they were largely illequipped to provide the needed comprehensive case management services.
When asked, the relocated Chicago public housing residents identffied the services they needed in addition to relocation. Over one-third named three or more types of needed
assistanca related to 'employment and education; financial issues (paying bills, buying food, rebuilding credit history); and drug/alcohol, domestic violence, or legal issues."14

The CHA's comprehensive relocation support system incorporates lessons learned from residents and their experiences. Partnering with the Chicago Department of Human Services
and enlisting communitywide resources, CHA assists relocating families through education, counseling, and followup services as they make housing choices, move, and establish new
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residences. CHA is now conducting a multiyear research demonstration with the Urban Institute to test an intensive case management approach to serving the hardest-to-house
families. This approach involves "dramatically reduced caseloads; family rather than individual-level case management; a strengths-based approach; a transitional jobs program; and
long-term follow up (as long as three years)."75 Outcomes from the ciemonstration are a\/ailable from the Urban Institute. 16
Wrth such experiences in mind. the supportive services pioneered under HOPE VI receive

even greater attention in Choice Neighborhoods. To be eligible for funding, Choice

Neighborhoods projects must include activlties that promote economic self-sufficiency among residents of distressed neighborhoods. Proposec( projects must Include partnerships with
local educators to ensure that quality early childhood programs and primary and secondary public schools are available and accessible to resident children. In addition, projects must
incorporate local community planning to ensure access to a continuum of effective community and health services as well as strong family supports to promote better life outcomes for
OlStrl:luUon otPutJ:Uc HouaM19 Untl&.and Voucher Haua0iiok1~
by H&lghbDriiood Povurty Lovel

children and youth.

100~<i

Residents Are Crucial to Comprehensive Community Planning
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In their study of redevelopment projects in Atlanta, Louisvil!e, Pittsburgh, and St. Louis, Turbov and Piper
concluded:

.

As one of the major stakeholders in the new neighborhood, and the group with the biggest changes through the
redevelopment

process, public housing resident concerns and views must be central to the planning and implementation
process.17
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Strategies that give residents the option to move to the private market through
vouchers, such as ChoJce Neighborhoods, help deconcentrate poverty.
Pub!M:

Choice Neighborhoods; emphasizes the Importance of involving residents early and meaningfully in a broadbased planning process. The entire range of a community's assets -developmental, commercial, recreational,
physical, and social -is necessary to ensure positive outcomes for families who live in distressed public housing
and surrounding neighborhoods." Residents, both from public housing and from the wider community, are key to

getting this initiative right; their investment in identifying needs, linking with community assets, and revitalizing their neighborhoods is the fulcrum for success.

Looking Backward, Looking Forward
As the nation embarks on a new era in housing policy, it is worth Joo'king back on lessons learned through HOPE VJ over the past 16 yeara: that ensuring healthy, thriving communities
requires focusing on more than housing alone, that residents need greater support, and that comprehensive community planning and implementation have the best chance of success
when residents and their needs are central to the process and the larger neighborhood is engaged. Choice Neighborhoods seeks partnerships among a wide array of local actors
(public housing authorities, local governments, nonprofits, for-profit developers, federal agencies, and private investors) and extends revitalization efforts beyond public and HUDassisted housing to !he surrounding community. As Secretary Donovan emphasizes, With Choice Neighborhoods 'we can create the geography of opportunity America needs to
succeed in the decades

to come.'19
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Introduction
It isn't enough to ask whether or not affordable housing impacts the property
values of surrounding homes. Key to understanding this conundrum
is identifying those particular conditions of the housing, neighborhood
or regional economy that can depress or, in many cases, even stabilize
and strengthen neighboring property values. A clearer delineation and
understanding of these conditions enables developers, builders, and public
officials to make better informed decisions that will result in better quality
affordable housing and the surrounding community as well.
Initial research investigations into the impact of affordable housing on
surroundingpropertyvalueswerefraughtwithmethodologicalinadequades
and statistical flaws. But in the last ten years a number of well-crafted,
large-scale, methodologically sophisticated studies have provided more
solid footing for their findings. Using multiple regression techniques as
well as more sophisticated GIS-enabled spatial analyses, these studies have
begun to identify the mediating conditions and factors that influence the
relationship between affordable housing and surrounding property values.

Selection of Research Studies
This research synthesis is based on a review and analysis of 21 recent
studies measuring the impact of various forms of affordable housing on
property values. The selection process is outlined in Table 1. A list of
these 21 studies is provided in a separate document on the ASU Stardust
Center web page: http://stardust.asu.edu/ research._resources/ research_
files/ 49 /7 4 /List_of_Studies.pdf.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

> Under what conditions
and circumstances does
affordable housing decrease
property values?
> Under what conditions
and circumstances does
it increase or stabilize
property values?

Studies published before 1995 were excluded because of methodological
shortcomings that have been highlighted by George C. Galster and Mai Thi
Nguyen in their reviews of the research literature. Since these two research
reviews were published in 2004 and 2005, several major research studies
on the topic have been conducted, particularly in New York City and Boston.
These as well as some recent qualitative studies have further expanded, and
in some cases substantiated, our understanding ofthe·mediating influence
of contextual factors of affordable housing .~m surrounding property values.
In the research studies reviewed, affordable housing is generally defined as
those housing developments which are subsidized so they can sell or rent for
less than market value. This includes housing with site-based and tenantbased voucher assistance programs; housing developed with low-income
housing tax credits; and public housing. Studies that examine the impact of
mixed-income housing on surrounding property values are synthesized in
a separate report.

Synthesized Findings

CAVEATS
> The majority of studies
are located in older, east
coast cities, and typically
in high price markets, such
as Boston and New York
City. The extent to which
findings can be generalized
to younger, less dense cities
(e.g. Phoenix) or to suburbs
is tentative, although a few
of the research studies that
do examine younger and
western cities (e.g. Las Vegas,
Denver) have shown similar
patterns.
> Few studies consider the
role of race and ethnicity
when examining the
relation between affordable
housing and surrounding
property values.

There is no single, unqualified answer to whether or not introducing
affordable housing lowers property values of surrounding homes. Rather
it depends on a host of contextual conditions: of site, host community, scale
and other external factors. However, some major studies in New York
City show that in certain circumstances, the magnitude of benefits can
be substantial (see, for example, Furman Center's research). The factors
most consistently identified across a number of rigorous research studies
include:
1. Replacement: Affordable housing developments that replace depressed
conditions-vacant, abandoned properties or other blighted conditionslikely generate more positive impacts on surrounding properties than
those developed on vacant land in untroubled neighborhoods. Generally it
seems that when affordable housing development is part of a neighborhood
revitalization program, benefits accrue to the greater neighborhood.
2. Degree of Concentration of Affordable Housing Units: Up to a certain
point, larger affordable housing developments (whether new construction
or rehabilitation) result in positive price impacts for nearby homes. In part
this may be a factor of the scale and nature of what that housing replaced,
as noted above. In many cases, the displaced conditions were deplorable,
often vacant, sites; hence a larger housing development translated into
greater elimination of those depressed conditions., But some studies.alsa
sugge_st thatthere may be a threshold in terms ofscale; particutarIY·for
.. tenant~based. subsidy programs, where an overconcentratione·ofurrits·ln"a'
:·rieigliborhooc:l may result in ~tagri:ailt.cir ·declining .property values. What
constitutes this threshold number has not been stringently identified in
many of these studies, and likely varies by community, and the housing
appreciation and economic strength of the target and regional housing
markets.
Table 1: Selection Criteria for Research Studies
• Included if published in 1995 or later
•Affordable housing defined as either: public housing, subsidized housing,
low-income housing, federally assisted housing, low-income tax credit
housing. Can be either rental or homeownership.
• Excluded if affordable housing was mixed-income housing; housing for
special populations (such as developmentally disabled, seniors-only assisted
housing).
• Includes new developments or rehabilitation of existing developments
• Metric for property values could be: sales price; appraised value; or other
property value information of residential prgperty.
o

Methodological rigor

3. Host Neighborhood Context: Affordable housing seems least likely to
generate negativepropertyvalueimpactswhenitis embeddedwithinhighervalue, low-poverty. stable neighborhoods and when the affordable housing
development is well managed (see below). In comparison, neighborhoods
with significant poverty rates and with owner perceptions of vulnerability
experienced smaller or no positive price impacts with the introduction of
affordable housing developments at low concentrations. In depopulated,
.:·:~·::·,;;;.~:: ,'.; :,:•.,,1:··1 ~\;:,,.
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Executive Summary
Minnesota Housing finances and advances affordable housing opportunities for
low and moderate income Minnesotans to enhance quality of life and foster strong
communities.

Overview
Affordable housing organizations are concerned primarily with helping as many low and
moderate income households as possible achieve decent, affordaB!e housing. But housing
units do. not exist in a vacuum; they affect the neighborhoods they are located in, as well
as the lives of their residents. The mission statement of Minnesota Housing (stated above)
reiterates the connections between housing, community, and quality oflife. This study
explores the ways in which affordable housing impacts such community and quality of
life factors.
Minnesota Housing and the affordable housing community can use his information in
several ways. First, the information will be helpful in establishing affordable housing
policies. For example, research has found that high concentrations of affordable housing
can have a negative impact on crime rates, while smaller scale and dispersed projects do
not. Second, the affordable housing community can use the information to promote
affordable housing in communities that are skeptical about it. A primary concern is the
effect that affordable housing will have on surrounding property values. However,
research shows that properly designed and managed affordable housing can have a
positive impact on surrounding property values.
The information in this report is based on an extensive literature review of seventy
academic studies.

Impact on Property Values
According to recent research, affordable housing does not definitively have a positive or
negative impact on nearby property values. Studies finding that affordable housing
projects have negative, positive, or no impact on nearby property values are all common.
The impact of a particular housing project depends on complex interactions between
factors such as project scale, management type, and the characteristics of the
neighborhood in which the project is located. While research has not identified
universally-agreed upon criteria for what mix of characteristics produce the most
consistently positive impacts, the following are the most common themes:
•
•

Projects managed by non-profit organizations commonly have positive impacts on
property values due to sustained, quality management of property
Projects managed by for-profit organizations commonly have positive impacts on
property values, but the benefits tend to be less sustained over time compared to
non-profit projects

3

•

•

Public housing projects typically have negative or mixed impacts on property
values; research suggests that small, scattered-site projects perfo1m best among
public housing projects.
The impact of project scale depends on neighborhood characteristics; large
projects typically have the most benefits on property values in low-income
neighborhoods, while the opposite is true in higher-income neighborhoods, where
large projects typically have mixed impacts.

Impact on Neighborhood Crime
Research on the relationship between affordable housing and cnme identifies project
scale as the most important factor in detennining the impact on neighborhood crime rates.
Multiple studies find that smaller;projects (typically less than50 units) have no impacfon-:-->
neighborhood crime, but that, larger projects may1.esulHnincreased m-ime.·This4inding ..,.
· was common across multiple types {)f affordable.housing, including-non-profit rental
,-fhousing, public housing, and supportive housing:

Impact on Education Outcomes
Housing has the potential to ·significantly influence education outcomes for residents and
communities. Research identifies several pathways through which housing conditions
influence education outcomes. In particular, high residential mobility and poor housing
conditions (such as overcrowding and exposure to lead paint hazards) are associated with
significant deficits in educational achievement. Residential mobility (:frequency of
moves) is a particularly important factor because it impacts education outcomes for both
mobile and non-mobile students; research finds that teachers in schools with highly
mobile student populations tend to focus less on new material and more on review, which
results in achievement deficits for mobile and non-mobile students alike. Affordable
housing may improve education outcomes by improving housing factors associated with
negative education outcomes.

Impact on Health Outcomes
Affordable housing may improve health outcomes for its residents by reducing exposure
to hazards in poor quality housing, improving neighborhood conditions, and reducing
budgetary constraints that prevent spending on health insurance and nutrition. Research
identifies numerous pathways through which poor housing conditions may lead to
negative health outcomes, especially through exposure to hazards such as lead paint and
risk factors for respiratory illness. Additionally, research finds that households with
housing cost burdens frequently cut comers on spending on health care and nutrition.
'

Impact on Wealth, Earnings, and Public Service Dependence
Affordable housing may increase wealth accumulation among low-income families by
providing opportunities for homeownership, which represents the largest source of wealth
accumulation for most households. Additionally, affordable hous.ing programs may
increase earnings and decrease public service dependence among lowMincome
households.

4
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Affordable Housing and three Minneapolis neighborhood organizations - necessarily want. Rather, the
groups bringing the complaint want the two cities tostop qyer,.;conge:gJ;ra1;ip:gJ9·~·i:-juc9m.e.:h'Ot,1:§j11g in already,_,.
impoverished neighborhoods. Doing so, even while assurillg.the"f·ederafgovernment that they are not, is in .
violation of both the federal Civil Rights Act and the Fair Housing Act, the complaint.says.
Asking HUD to investigate

The complaint, which was filed on March 30, alleges that policies in both cities limit:"the:developm~ntof
'affordable housing in high-opportunity, majority-white communities" and instead steersuch units to "low- ;
O:PWJpnJlity,high-povertycommunities;furtheringracial·andethnfosegregation." ,
According to the complaint, people of color are significantly more likely.than whites to rent homes and
significantly more likely to need affordable rental housing. Concentrating such housing in segregated areas
has diminished the opportunities for members of those communities "to live in stable, integrated
neighborhoods; by undermining the ability of public schools to remain integrated."
The money at issue is substantial. Minneapolis received more than $36 million from HUD in 2012 and nearl)
$23 million in 2013, the complaint estimates. St. Paul received more than $20 million from HUD in 2012 anc
$12.5 million in 2013. The complaint asks HUD to investigate. If the federal agency find the cities in
violation, it should require them to follow civil rights and fair housing laws or risk losing future federal
funds, the complaint says.
"We hope it doesn't get to the point where money is cut off," Allen said. "They serve a lot of low-income
people. But the price of admission is complying with civil rights requirements." Allen says the complaint
could bring a response from HUD in a few months.

Relman, Dane & Colfax
Michael Allen
Both cities have denied they are in violation of federal laws and policies. St. Paul had not been formally
notified of the complaint, "so we cannot provide any substantive response other than to say racial equity is
important to us in all areas, including housing and we are in compliance with the Fair Housing Act,"
wrote Laura Pietan, St. Paul's interim city attorney.
Minneapolis City Attorney Susan Segal wrote in response to a request for comment that the city has used
federal funds and tax credits appropriately. She also said the city is in full compliance with fair housing laws.
"The City fully supports the need for affordable housing not just in Minneapolis, but throughout the State anc
seeks to combat, not further, concentrations of poverty," she wrote. "Low Income Housing Tax Credits have
been used successfully by the city to diversify housing options ... and to maintain and stabilize existing
housing stock." She said the city has··used tax credits citywide, "not just areas of minority concentration."
New strategy to push local agencies

Allen said last week that the complaint process is a relatively new strategy to get HUD to push change on
local agencies. Federal law has long required recipients of federal housing and community development
file:/ I /Users/Home/Desktop/1296%20shotwell%20to%20be%20printed/C... Ohousing%20in%20hrgh-poverty%20neighborhoods%20_%20MlnnPost.htm
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FILE NO. 160774

1

MOTIO~

NO. M16-119

[Affirming the Community Plan Exemption Determination - Proposed Project at 2000-2070
Bryant Street]

2
3

Motion affirming the determination by the Planning Department that a proposed project

4

at 2000-2070 Bryant Street is exempt from further environmental review under a

5

Community Plan Exemption.

6
7

WHEREAS, On May 11, 2016, the Planning Department issued a Community Plan

8

Exemption under the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plan Final Environmental

9

Impact Report (FEIR), finding that the proposed project located at 2000-2070 Bryant Street

1O

("Project"): is consistent with the development density established by the zoning, community

11

plan, and general plan policies in the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plan project

12

area, for which the FEIR was certified; would not result in new significant environmental

13

effects, or effects of greater severity than were already analyzed and disclosed in the FEIR;

14

and is therefore exempt from further environmental review under the California Environmental

15

Quality Act (CEQA), Public Resources Code Section 21000 et seq., the CEQA Guidelines,

16

and San Francisco Administrative Code Chapter 31, in accordance with CEQA Section

17

21083.3 and CEQA Guidelines Section 15183; and

18

WHEREAS, The proposed project involves the removal of three residential units for

19

new construction of a six-story, 68-foot tall, mixed-use building of approximately 203,656

20

square feet with 199 dwelling units, ground floor retail/trade shop spaces, 12,000 square feet

21

of ground floor Production, Distribution, and Repair space, one car-share parking space, 84

22

off-street parking spaces, 128 Class 1 bicycle parking spaces, and 18 Class 2 bicycle parking

23

spaces; and

24
25
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1

WHEREAS, By letter to the Clerk of the Board, received by the Clerk's Office on July 5,

2

2016, Rachel Mansfield-Howlett, on behalf of resident Peter Papadopoulos (Appellant)

3

appealed the exemption determination; and

4

WHEREAS, The Appellant provided a copy of the Planning Commission's Motion

5

No. 19658, adopted on June 2, 2016, approving a large project authorization under Planning

6

Code Section 329, with the Planning Department's Certificate of Determination Exemption

7

from Environmental Review attached, finding that the proposed project was within the scope

8

of the FEIR and exempt from further environmental review under CEQA Section 21083.3 and

9

CEQA Guidelines Section 15183; and

1O

WHEREAS, The Planning Department's Environmental Review Officer, by

11

memorandum to the Clerk of the Board dated July 8, 2016, determined that the appeal had

12

been timely filed; and

13

WHEREAS, On September 13, 2016, this Board held a duly noticed public hearing to

14

consider the appeal of the exemption determination filed by Appellant and, following the public

15

hearing, affirmed the exemption determination; and

16

WHEREAS, In reviewing the appeal of the exemption determination, this Board

17

reviewed and considered the exemption determination, the appeal letter, the responses to the

18

appeal documents that the Planning Department prepared, the other written records before

19

the Board of Supervisors and all of the public testimony made in support of and opposed to

20

the exemption determination appeal; and

21

WHEREAS, Following the conclusion of the public hearing, the Board of Supervisors

22

affirmed the exemption determination for the project based on the written record before the

23

Board of Supervisors as well as all of the testimony at the public hearing in support of and

24

opposed to the appeal; and

25
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1

WHEREAS, The written record and oral testimony in support of and opposed to the

2

appeal and deliberation of the oral and written testimony at the public hearing before the

3

Board of Supervisors by all parties and the public in support of and opposed to the appeal of

4

the exemption determination is in the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors File No. 160773 and is

5

incorporated in this motion as though set forth in its entirety; now, therefore, be it

6

MOVED, That the Board of Supervisors of the City and County of San Francisco

7

hereby adopts as its own and incorporates by reference in this motion, as though fully set

8

forth, the exemption determination; and, be it

9

FURTHER MOVED, That the Board of Supervisors finds that based on the whole

1O

record before it there are no substantial project changes, no substantial changes in project

11

circumstances, and no new information of substantial importance that would change the

12

conclusions set forth in the exemption determination by the Planning Department that the

13

proposed project is exempt from environmental review; and, be it

14

FURTHER MOVED, That after carefully considering the appeal of the exemption

15

determination, including the written information submitted to the Board of Supervisors and the

16

public testimony presented to the Board of Supervisors at the hearing on the exemption

17

determination, this Board concludes that the project is consistent with the development

18

density established by the zoning, community plan, and general plan policies in the Eastern

19

Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plan project area, for which the FEIR was certified; would

20

not result in new significant environmental effects, or effects of greater severity than were

21

already analyzed and disclosed in the FEIR; and is therefore exempt from further

22

environmental review in accordance with CEQA Section 21083.3 and CEQA Guidelines

23

Section 15183.

24

25
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Date Passed: September 13, 2016

Motion affirming the determination by the Planning Department that a proposed project at 2000-2070
Bryant Street is exempt from further environmental review under a Community Plan Exemption.

August 02, 2016 Board of Supervisors - CONTINUED
Ayes: 11 - Avalos, Breed, Campos, Cohen, Farrell, Kim, Mar, Peskin, Tang,
Wiener and Yee
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Wiener and Yee
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>> good afternoon, everybody
and welcome to the san francisco
board of supervisors for
tuesday, September 13, 2016,
Madam Clerk can you please call
roll
supervisor avalos
supervisor President London
breed
supervisor campos
supervisor cowen
supervisor farrell
supervisor kim
not present
supervisor mar
supervisor peskin
supervisor tang
supervisor wiener
supervisor yee
Madam President we have quorum.
>> thank you ladies and
gentlemen, can you please join
us in the pledge of allegiance
and to the republic for which it
stands, one nation under God,
indivisible, with liberty and
justice for all.
>> Ms. Short Madam Clerk any
communication.
>> I have none to report
colleagues, any changes to the
September 6th board meeting
minutes sienna.
>> Madam President that's the
minutes of the September 15th
and August 8th and that's
July 15th.
>> and 2016 and August 8,
2016, is there a motion seconded
by supervisor peskin colleagues
without objection, without
objection those meeting minutes
will pass after public comment.
All right. Madam Clerk can you
please call the next item.
>> you.
>> the policy decide between
mayor ed lee and the board of
supervisors the mayor any
provide comments up to 57
manipulates and from supervisor
wiener up follow-up questions
are in order not exceeding that
5 minutes per supervisor.
>> Mr. Mayor any opening
remarks.
>> thank you supervisor
President London breed and good
afternoon, supervisors and, of
course, to the public thank you
for being here today
supervisors working with from
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the break I hope you enjoyed
your time off reflecting on 2016
I'm proud we passed a balanced
budget for the priorities for
the residents public safety and
neighborhood services and, of
course, our work is never done
and today, I'm happy to announce
we have maintained one of the
key services that are vital to
our excelsior nauseated and the
working names with the childcare
nonprofit with the helmet
foundation and our mayor's
office we have security funding
for the purchase of a building
where mission and caregiver
consortium is locate for nearly
50 years 24 organization has
taken care of of generations of
children and helped working
families thrive in the city when
local nonprofits face issues of
displacement we as a city are
committed to helping them find
creatively solutions every time
we invest we invest in the
future success of our city we
were able to secure
$5.58 million to purchase the
building so 200 and 24 children
that attend the mission
caregiver consortium everyday
will get the early education
that is critical in their
development this permanent home
allows the staff to get services
and provide caregiver to the
bilingual and neighborhood
families
this new partnering is part of a
my larger investment to
contribute $720,000 foyer
children, youth, and families
over the next two years
like in the budget season let's
between to work together to
insure our money and energy
energy is improving neighborhood
safety and the quality of life
and first supervisor wiener to
ask proposed questions to the
mayor.
>> supervisor wiener.
>> thank you, very much.
Make and Mr. Mayor welcome to
the board chambers Mr. Mayor we
continue to see crime take into
account people of english
limited proficiency how to
encourage more bilingual
abilities to prefor and join our
city's public safety team as
police officers, 9/11
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dispatchers and firefighters we
can better prevent crime through
efforts and assist the residents
if their victimized by crime.
>> thank you for that question
supervisor
about 22 percent of san
franciscans are limited english
speakers and because of this our
city invests time and resources
in marking services available in
multiple languages when the next
earthquake or event happens what
the people need the police all
the residents must have the
ability to interface with the
city departments our power
rourgs that is our people our
city workers we have done a
going down of recruiting
workforce three hundred and 76
members of fire department and 4
hundred plus of the police
department identify themselves
as proficient in a second
language and in the development
has 29 dispatchers will fact of
the matter 22 percent of public
contacts are bilingual.
Since fiscal year not to exceed
and 2011 the total number of
bilingual employees has
increased by 58 percent this is
a good foundation we are still
trying to improve
we use social media and radio
and community newspapers and
community centers and events to
do outreach and child remunerate
f tables at the festival to hour
the festival and the others
festivals and we recruit through
media outlets like the
newspapers and radio station
importantly the city provides
bilingual premium pay that helps
us to track a workforce affluent
in many claungz user languages
our office of economic workforce
development continues with the
testing so candidates can take
the firefighter proficiency
examines had someone calls 9-1-1
we use the largest translation
service so a language didn't
stand in the way of him or her
getting help and the immigrant
affairs with one of the futile
in the nation that provides
assistants with is in house of
certified language specialists
we have on demand document
translation assistance whenever
needed especially in crisis
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situation through the obamacare
we have an ambassador program
for a high crime area of the
city where rational tensions
will have been high in 8
languages our city employees
that grew up in the neighborhood
and speak if languages of the
community they serve and finally
I'm concerned drishlgd our
department of human resources to
center a recruitment plan to
make sure we maximize our target
of multi lingual candidates
supervisor wiener those are some
of the programs with the
recruitment of the language
workforce if you have
suggestions I'll be open to
hearing them and make sure we
implement them
>> thank you, Mr. Mayor and
Madam Clerk move to our regular
agenda with the first item.
>> or the next item.
>> item 2 an ordinance for the
intentional streets and the
respect public services within
a-1 ab of the project area with
5 plus acres in the lake merced
reversing the easements rights
with the utilities and
authorizing the department of
real estate for the vntdz by the
actions of the furtherance of
this ordinance.
>> roll call vote.
>> on item 2.
>> supervisor wiener.
>> item number 2.
>> no.
>> I'm sorry supervisor yee.
>> thank you supervisor
President London breed.
>> so this is a pretty
straightforward legislation and
what I want to do is introduce
some language for further
amendments for further
clarification and if maybe city
deputy city attorney can read it
into the books I'll appreciate
it.
>> john gibner, deputy city
attorney.
So last week just right before
the vote on first reading the
board received a letter it from
k g and e and the project
sponsor has discussed with pg&e
and met with the departments and
the sprofrz and came up with
page 11 lines three and four
this amendment will think
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deleting the words revocabulary
and replacing it with easements
and next adding a clause that
will read other convenience
structures equipment and fishgsz
for the operation of such
utilities and cut down trees and
brush that is a hazard to
utilities
and macro similar amendments on
in section 3 on pages 10 to 11
and replacing with that
easements and adding another
reference to cut down trees and
brush that is a hazard to
utilities.
>> thank you so this is a
clarification language as
amended so I'm asking my
colleagues to support this.
>> so supervisor yee has made
a motion to amend seconded by
supervisor peskin colleagues
without objection
without objection the maemths
that motion carries unanimously
Madam Clerk call the roll.
>> on item 2 supervisor wiener
supervisor yee
supervisor avalos
supervisor breed
supervisor campos
supervisor cowen
supervisor farrell
supervisor kim
supervisor mar
supervisor peskin
supervisor tang
there
11 I's
the ordinance as amended finally
passes is it on the first
reading
passes unanimously on the first
reading
item number 3.
>> item 3 is an ordinance to
levy property tax at a combined
rate of one and $1.18 on taxable
property with the san francisco
unified school district and the
community college the bayer
rapid transit and the air
quality management district and
pass through rate of
approximately $0.08 per
residents pursuant to the
administrative code for the
fiscal year year ended
June 2018.
>> colleagues, can we take
that same house, same call?
We'll take that without
objection.
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The ordinance passes
unanimously.
>> item 4 a resolution to
authors the approximate 6
thousand plus lease on cap
street with cap, llc for a 5
year term two 5 year options for
approximately 200 and 40
thousand.
>> same house, same call?
>> Madam Clerk items 5 through
7.
>> to approve the treasure
island development authority to
extend the term for 2016 for
total term through November 30,
2017, and amendment for the
caregiver and item 6 for the
master lease and item 7
amendment number 41 for the land
and structures master lease
colleagues, can we take that
same house, same call?
without objection the
resolutions are adopted
unanimously and Madam Clerk call
items 8 through 22 together.
>> items 8 through 22 are
resolutions that authorize the
illusion and delivery of multi
housing revenue notes not to
exceed one-item 9 is
$35.4 million for sacramento
street and 95 I 18, 15 street
and.1 million for 711 and 895
pacific avenue a unit project
and 88.4 mental illness for
pacific avenue a 200 unit
project and next for turk street
a 200 and 3 unit project and
item next is for harvard road a
project and item 15 is
$47.5 million for sutter street
a project and item 16 is
$69.3 million for clemente
street a 200 plus unit and next
is a $41. Million for ellis
street
and item $1834 million for
mcallister street items 19 is
$29.4 million for bush street a
one and 8 unit project and item
2018.3 million for california a
4 unit project
item 21 is for 34 mental illness
for yoirth street and 22 for 50
guerrero street a one and 10
unit
colleagues, can we take that
same house, same call?
Without objection those
resolutions are adopted
unanimously and item number if
you.
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>> to authorize the department
of health forceps and expend a
200 and $71,000 from the
california rehabilitation to
participate in a rehabilitation
services program through
June
June 2019.
>> same house, same call?
that motion carries.
>> the acquisition of real
property from the housing
authority to afford to the
general plan of preserving and
enhancing for the purchase price
of $1.
>> same house, same call?
It is adopted unanimously and
item 25.
>> a resolution to respond to
the presiding officer judge on
the finding and recommendations
contained in the 2016 civil
grudging entitled auto
burglarize and cause the
findings and recommendations
through the department heads.
>> same house, same call?
We'll take that without
objection.
Skip over the 2:30 and 3:00 P.M.
Special order.
>> item 34 was considered on
monday, September 12th it was
forwarded as a committee report
recommended an urgency ordinance
to approve a prohibition on
storefront mergers grandchildren
seven hundred plus square feet
in the quatro special use
district for 12 months in the
government code section this
item requires 9 votes Madam
President.
>> supervisor campos.
>> thank you supervisor
President Breed and colleagues
today's vote to extend the
prohibition on the quatro street
something we as a board passed
in July 2015 this control has
allowed this commercial corridor
to receive much needed services
to preserve 40 small storefronts
and unique character of this
corridor and to do so awhile
respectfully entry-level
businesses
we're asking an extension of
what we approved this will give
us the necessary time for a
special use district and working
with the planning department and
my office and the communities to
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do that that special use
district would zoning is
something we'll work to protect
the mom and pop shops and make
this corridor such a unique
place and that also to protect
the cultural institutions that
currently characterize the
quatro with that, I respectfully
request your support I'll be
happy to answer any questions
you May have.
>> supervisor cowen.
>> thank you supervisor avalos
I have supervisor campos I want
to enlightenment you it is an
excellent idea I supported if
the land use committee yesterday
and I have been very
enthusiastic since the day I
introduced this measure it is an
interesting question your course
of action to we're aware of the
gentrifying forces to do
business in san francisco it
doesn't make sense to do the
storefronts in the mission and
possibly other locations small
so that they are remain
affordable I'm concerned about
the super sized merchant vendor
be potential restaurants and
businesses so I like and I like
the fact the buildings were
created very small storefronts
and I think that is part of
richness that makes the mission
the planning commission mission
I'm happy to support in and love
for you to add my name to the
legislation thank you.
>> thank you, supervisor.
>> thank you supervisor cowen.
Supervisor wiener
>> I mean, I'll be voting
against it for the same reason
I'm enlightenmenty of the work
that quatro did with the
community and as I stated when
this first came to the board
whenever it was this year or
last year this was simply a
conditional use for a merger
I'll have no problem supporting
it you about I have concerns
about a ban it asking can have
benefits in any view not enough
flexibility I understand where
why the legislation is moving
forward but I'll maintain any
original position.
>> thank you very much Madam
Clerk on item 34
supervisor wiener.
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>> no
supervisor yee.
>> supervisor avalos.
>> supervisor breed.
>> supervisor campos
supervisor cowen
supervisor farrell
supervisor kim
supervisor mar
supervisor peskin
supervisor tang
there are 10 I's with supervisor
wiener isn't descents.
>> the motion is approved
unanimously
Madam Clerk call I call the next
items.
>> they were considered by the
rules committee on thursday
September 8th and forwarded as
committee reports item 35 was
recommended as amended a motion
to appoint dionne, scott and
others waved and kendrick terms
ending 2016 to the municipal of
accident terms efrnd 2018.
>> supervisor kim.
>> thank you supervisor
President London breed I wanted
to express my support for those
four individuals that come from
organizations that have been
working closely with supervisor
avalos and my office on how we
can rethink municipal finding
our community has a partnership
coalition for civil rights and
have helped guide our two
offices how to best address
those issues
we first, of course, more
pubically talk about this when
our two officers in krungs with
supervisor peskin worked to
lower the fees and help with the
locking provision we want to
continue that apply creating
this task force for the
municipal fines we collect money
with a balance that the public
for the public good that of the
moving our residents into
poverties or contraction we
shouldn't have anyone in the
jail because they can't pay the
municipal fines I'm excited
about the appointees and
particular alicia that 0 wrote
this is not a ferguson problem
how traffic courts drive
inequality in california and
enforces our concern with the
protecting residents that
excessive fines can lead to
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consequences for people with
damaged credit and unemployment
and homelessness.
>> thank you, supervisor kim.
>> seeing no other names on
the roster, Madam Clerk can you
please call the roll.
>> on item 35 supervisor
wiener.
>> supervisor yee.
>> supervisor avalos
supervisor breed.
>> supervisor campos
supervisor cowen
supervisor farrell
supervisor kim
supervisor mar
supervisor peskin
supervisor tang
there are 11 I's.
>> the motion it approved
unanimously
Madam Clerk please call the next
item.
>> a motion to approve the
President Of the board of
supervisors london breeds
nominee for the term ending
July 1st, 2020.
>> supervisor campos.
>> thank you Madam President I
know sometimes, we do a prohibit
job of criticizing when things
are not done but sometimes, we,
recognize when go good things
happen I wanted to thank the
President For the nomination of
imelda to be on the braid this
is a mission but many members of
the latino communities have been
combais with the need and
importance of having someone
from the communities on the
planning commission especially
consider countering those are
the neighbors
impacted we so much of the
displacement that happens in
she's an excellent choice.
>> thank you Madam President.
>> supervisor kim.
>> I wanted to add my words as
well and thank you to merna for
agreeing to be nominated she'll
be an excellent paternity with
the deep-rooted competent and we
know her work at the jamestown
she served as a executive
director and with office of
economic workforce development
I'll be translating your work
into a commissioner it can be
difficult but seeing her work on
the department of building
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inspection shows her ability to
find common ground with
competing interests I look
forward to working with
commissioner mondejar on the
planning commission.
>> thank you supervisor mar.
>> thank you supervisor
President London breed for a
great appointment I'm proud like
supervisor kim and supervisor
campos to support commissioner
mondejar not only an expert
along the 9-1-1 former mayor's
office on housing lead on
homeowners I know that she
understands the fears of
displacement and gentrification
going on in the neighborhood I
think it was she was described
at the rules committee as she
can w be funny but has a
tremendous heart and others lens
she seize land use is productive
and economic excellence us u but
as a mom raising three children
I think that was said something
that generations said thesomeone stood up for her and her
work empowering union people to
be the leaders of future at
jamestown in a number of
organizations also popped out
like joel we'll hear in a moment
I think that mirna will make a
wonderful circus and thank you
to wu as a chair person but
commissioner mondejar will bring
the voice of community and
wisdom and a heart to the
planning commission so thank you
supervisor President Breed for
in the meantime, her I'm proud
to be a supporter.
>> supervisor avalos.
>> I want to add any name a
supporter and thank you to
supervisor President Breed for
appointing commissioner mondejar
for the board of supervisors she
has an incredible amount of
experience and understand the
planning issues from a lash
perspective and used to work as
a carpenter and understand it it
into a insider and worked with
the homeowners actives
and she knows it really well
planning issues from the
community side she is running
her lastly job is running a
nonprofit for children and
families who are really impacted
by the housing crisis in san
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francisco and her appreciative
will be invaluable so I want to
say thank you for the selection
I want to say thank you
commissioner mondejar to take on
this role this is a tremendous
amount of work and your service
is greatly appreciated to accept
this very challenging position
writing the volunteer text of
the issues in the mission I know
won't be easy you have my
support.
>> thank you supervisor
avalos.
>> supervisor yee.
>> thank you. I want to thank
you supervisor President London
breed for selecting mirna not
only is she a residence but her
being apparent and having the
sensitivity of people that have
been displaced understand many
of the challenges we face with
people here in san francisco and
particularly those children the
children so as you, you know
I've been trying to push the
discussion around housing
children and families and I
think she'll be a good ally on
the planning commission to
understand this so anything else
I totally agree with and will be
totally supportive of.
>> thank you supervisor cowen.
>> colleagues, I had the great
opportunity to itself is the
rules committee and listen to
not only the testimony in
support of mirna but had an
opportunity to listen to her
presentation and she entertains
questions from the body and I
too want to acknowledge this is
a supple
candidate she has the healthy
blends and the efficacy
understanding of the know how of
planning and land use issues and
understanding the housing crisis
for the mayor's office I mayor's
office of housing so we're
fortunate to have her in one
particular person and a strong
leader and able to execute
through the noise of proving
bull it often stifles the
conversation not only in the
chamber but in the planning
commission discussion she's an
incredible human being and we're
fortunate to have her we want to
recognize the leadership that
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cindy wu brought to the planning
commission so my compliments to
you thank you.
>> thank you supervisor cowen
supervisor wiener.
>> thank you Madam President
I'll supporting mirna today and
I'm concerned known her inform
quite a few of the and she's
incredibly smart and thoughtful
and supervisor cowen she really
is able to cut through some of
the ideology local stuff that
permeates land use decisions I'm
confident she'll be a good
planning commission
commissioner.
>> thank you to each of any
colleagues for your willingness
to support this appointment I
remember when I met with mirna
last year before I reappointed
her to the dbi commission one of
the things she said to me stuck
n my head what is happening in
the mission we need someone on
the planning commission that
understands that and willing to
step up up to make sure we're
providing the kind of leadership
and providing the right
decisions from the planning
perspective those positions have
negative consequences on the
community and I know that that's
why many of the folks that push
for the mission moratorium we
were compassionate they wanted
to see change and us make better
decisions and not allow what is
happening in the mission what
happened in the western edition
to actually happen in the
mission community and that
really stuck with me that's why
over the time developing of
don't relationship w with mirna
I feel good and confidence is
she'll be the kind of person
that would be a great planning
commissioner
she has a rare mix of
understanding planning and
understanding housing.
>> united way what it is like
to be a parents an immigrant all
of these things in one person a
graduate I'm proud of more
importantly she has a heart of
gold and cares about the
community and doing good things
for people and been an advocate
for doing the right thing I
couldn't be more proud to have
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brought forth a great appoint
and glad many of my colleagues
votes for her it demonstrates
she's the right person for the
job and thank you to
commissioner wu so for her
service on the planning
commission and think in this
particular case we definitely
got a great respect and proud of
that and looking forward to
mirna service on the r on the
planning commission with that,
colleagues Madam Clerk can we
colleagues, can I have a motion?
>> without objection the
motion d is approved
unanimously.
>> call the next item.
>> >> a motion to approve
joel to the planning commission
for the unexpired of the term
ending July 1st, 2020, a thank
you supervisor katie tang.
>> thank you since a lot of
festive with the previous item I
don't want to speak to mirnas
appointment but those two
commissioners will be doing a
wonderful job as part of
planning commission and speaking
specifically to Mr. Cop he lives
appointment as we're losing
commissioner representing the
west side of our neighborhood
commissioner antonini I think
that is important to have that
west side perspective on the
commission and joel is saying
there is a lot of development
happening in san francisco but
neighborhoods especially our
outlying neighborhoods there are
more opportunities for that
development especially with the
transit and commercial corridors
I think that having that kind of
perspective on the commission is
really important secondly, of
course, Mr. Cop he lives
background in the labor
communities and attending the
planning commission and so forth
other hearings and understanding
how the process fshgz will not
take him long to understand the
workers of further as a
commissioner, I think that again
both commissioner mondejar and
cop yes, ma'am e he will will be
fine replacements and thank you
to the commissioners for their
service.
>> thank you supervisor tang
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supervisor wiener.
>> thank you Madam President I
want to thank the mayor for this
nomination I have known joel for
quite a few of the and I worked
with him for many different
issues he's a you thoughtful
person and also I think has a
perfect temperament for this
role being a planning
commissioner and adhere will
hear many people with different
preserves will do a good job.
>> thank you, supervisor
wiener.
>> supervisor cowen.
>> in the rules committee I
had an opportunity to listen to
the testimony of folks in
supportive of Mr. Joel cop he
will and he is a leader when the
cameras are on and off he's
benefit consistent and has the
labor in the forefront of his
mind and a champion and when
people are petitioning and not
he's been consistent and also
experience has taught me
people's values don't change 4
this is a person that values the
hard working of men and women
and he'll be an excellent
enlightenment and opportunity to
have labor sitting as a planning
commissioner my enlightenments
to the mayor.
>> thank you supervisor mar
thank you to the mayor for
appointing joel cop he will and
building major projects from san
francisco general to even
analyzing the building block at
the burning man a wide rage e
range of living for planning use
and his experience of labor
management and the
apprenticeships for young people
to come up through the industry
and green jobs his work on
sustainability and sustainable
building and development will be
valuable to the planning
commission go I want to thank
darrell honda for being Mr. Cop
he lives friend but introducing
him to my office I know that Mr.
Cop he will will be a good
planning commissioner and
building projects from the
bayview to 9 lower hate to other
projects I know Mr. 0 cop he
will will be valuable I can't
wait to see him in action and a
lot of things from a-was
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acknowledged I know that joel
will be a mentor to others he's
been and appreciate of the mayor
to appoint him I'm proud to
nominee him.
>> thank you sociosupervisor
campos.
>> I didn't support the prior
to the mayor but I'll be happy
to support him those kumba
moments don't happen at the
board of supervisors but this is
an individual that will make
sure that everyone that comes
before the commission is heard
and will keep an open mind for
the issues that come before us I
want to thank the mayor for the
excellent choice.
>> thank you supervisor campos
and supervisor farrell.
>> I want to echo my
colleagues comments and
particularly our role of labor
will be truly valuable go
congratulations and look forward
to years to come.
>> thank you and I want to
also lend any voice to the choir
and sing our praise thank you
joel for being an excellent
example for what that means to
be a true leader and work with
people your heinecke program
with I b w was provided job
opportunity along with the work
you've con to give back to the
community specifically with the
church in our community and in
the springs baptist church
through rehab and bring people
together has changed that
community along with the peacock
lounge and other things I know
you do you're a native san
franciscan and do it from the
heart I know you went to lowell
high school I'll not hold that
against you you made it out when
you did want to usf and thank
you for your service.
>> thank you for your advocacy,
thank you for your lou
gehrigness to serve in the
capacity you know you'll be an
excellent choice the second best
choice next to the one I made so
it's all good congratulations.
>> and with that, Madam Clerk
can we take this same house,
same call?
Without objection the motion is
approved unanimously
congratulations.
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>> all right. Roll call.
>> supervisor wiener your
introducing new business first.
>> thank you very much
Madam Clerk.
>> go colleagues several items
but I'll mention 2 of them the
first is a resolution to support
a proposed regulation for the
health and human services
federal agency to stop and
prevent states from stripping
title 10 health funding from
planned parenthood title 10
provides funding for that family
health and preventive health
services helps to fund 42 health
services around the country for
low income people all sorts of
health services 14 states at a
minimum have sought to cut title
10 funds to planned parenthood
not for any actual merit basis
but rather due to politics and
the irrational hatred to stop
the planned parenthood we help
the low income people in this
country so this rule would ban
states from cutting title 10
funding unless it is bans a
providers ability to actually
deliver the services this
resolution will put the city of
san francisco on record of
support for this proposed
regulation
and would direct the 0 clerk to
submit the resolution as part of
federal rule making process and
in addition I'm introducing
today with my co-author
supervisor tang a supplemental
budget appropriation of 70
thousand to help protecting
children afford eight grade
algebra one course as you recall
the school district eliminated
eight
eight grade algebra one so
children that are ready for
algebra no longer have access to
algebra in eight grade I along
with supervisor tang have
expressed disagreement with the
school district we want our kids
to have access to every resource
to be many a position to assess
21st century jobs in
biotechnology and children that
you are ready for algebra in
eight grade should have access
to algebra
the unified school district has
not reversed its decision to
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eliminate algebra one our
families are spending money to
have their skids have a private
eight grade algebra one course
ready for geo try in the eight
grade, however, low income
families can't afford the cost
of having their kids with a
algebra one course this
supplemental of $70,000 will
provide one skips of $700 each
so their children what access
algebra one it is my hope the
school with reinstate algebra
one and this supplemental what
about a temporary bridge but for
now make sure our children have
access to all of the resources
they need to have the rest I
submit.
>> thank you, colleagues one
in memoriam today, I wanted to
adjourn in honor of merry
resident who passed away on
August 16, 2016, she lived in
san francisco for over 20 years
and will find the city for her
represented beauty and firemen
of expression and future an
advocate for the environment she
worked for climatic change
specifically sea level rise
while she was a member of the
san francisco grand jury she
gathered the injuries for the
investigation of the ocean
waters and interviewed
government officials and experts
and developed addressed civil
grand jury report no action has
been taken the city has
development across the
department committee and hsa has
issued a report moving forward
she exemplifies how the civil
grand jury can make a difference
and one person influenced the at
the city officials she'll be
dearly missed by 20/20 children
her sister and colleagues and
the former and current members
of the civil grand jury that
admired and o done or said her
May she rest in peace the rest I
submit.
>> skip over supervisor campos
and go to supervisor cowen.
>> thank you supervisor
farrell.
>> supervisor kim.
>> okay.
>> and since supervisor campos
is back in the role do you have
roll call?
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>> thank you very much
Madam Clerk.
>> colleagues today, I have an
item that relates to the very
important issue of public safety
and including public safety has
been top priority for me in any
office since we were elected
I know that for the residents of
district 9 this is something
that these very much at the top
of the list
in terms of what government can
do for the neighborhoods
and you say that I paid it from
the momentum we passed
legislation for the codifying of
at large any experience on the
police commission and as a
supervisor nothing is more
effective than public safety on
the law enforcement side than
having a police presence
forefoot patrols
that to me is something that is
a during the time to many
activities we want to void in
the neighborhoods this is foot
patrols have to be a key
component of any policing
strategy
community policing is not an
abstract ideal is requires hands
on commitment to make that
happen so I want to begin by
acknowledging the work of our
acting chief tony chaplain as
I'm concerned gotten to know him
in the last few weeks because it
is clear he gets it in terms of
the portions forefoot patrols
and policing and based on our
conversations and discussions
around this issue I'm happy to
report today that the chief has
agreed to any request to bans
foot patrols in any district
specifically to enhance foot
patrols on 16th street and
mission an area an issue that
had issues actually way before
it became part of district 9
when it was part of district 6 I
know that supervisor kim working
hard to address those issues the
work continues
I want to thank our acting chief
for agreeing to increase foot
patrols on the court ord
corridor in bernal heights he
understands the pro-active in
public safety so to the people
of the mission and to the people
of bernal heights I'm happy to
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announce there will be
additional resources that will
be provided by this acting chief
of police.
>> thank you chief chaplain
for his responsiveness and
willingness to work with us on
this important issue having the
officers in our community that
radio familiar and understand
the neighborhoods are critical
and that vibrator get out of
cars is important you you know
the biggest importance is having
the relationship with our
communities that only happens if
there is a person attachment so
I want to thank the chief for
that and the rest I submit.
>> thank you supervisor
campos.
>> supervisor mar.
>> thank you
colleagues first of all, I want
to say I appreciate a lot of us
participating in the san
francisco transit riders transit
week we kicked off yesterday's
morning we focused on some key
issues in the district the 5
rapid that is my straight line
for beach to city hall has on a
tremendous improvement and thank
you to the mta and the interest
rate or transportation authority
today at 7:30 amy was on the
bart with the transit riders and
many others promoting the 38
geary line the most wildly
travels line west of chicago
many people ride it everyday as
a cal system but thank you for
promoting this week and
throughout the week for
improving transit and also one
of the star residents of the
richmond district lives in gg
park an al bin and an alligator
he tlieflz in a place in golden
gate park and supervisor farrell
loves claude but he turns 21
today or this week and the
academy of sciences is
celebrating his birthday one of
the iconic residence of the
golden gate park and the autism
is a stark place with the
beautiful academy of sciences
and in the academy in 2008, he
arrived shortly before we
reopened the academy of sciences
and he's led many children and
families to love him and helped
to educate millions of museum
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visitors and car share mask you
can see him blow and below the
water claude is nearly 200 and
50 pounds in honor of his
birthday a night life on
thursday and unfortunately for
adults 21 and over but a great
opportunity to worry about a
happy birthday to claude I'll
disrobe for one second and say
that the 46d defensive thank you
to collin and eric ready are you
a soccer team and artists and
rappers and a ground swell from
aaron losing a member of a
contract also maurice the kansas
city chiefs and devon from the
patriots and germany relay and
others from the titans of the
rams and other 46d and eli held
up in support of racial justice
and equality and thanks to all
the high school and professional
athletes that are looking at the
lead of collin but especially
historically giving thanks to
john carlos and others from
the
san francisco state university
and mohammed ali for helping
everyone the rest I submit.
>> thank you supervisor mar.
>> supervisor peskin
thank you, Madam Clerk and
colleagues this morning I called
for an investigation into the
review and approvals of the
millennial tower in support of
district 6 supervisor jane kim
as I think you're aware last
month know the news broke the
millennial tower has been
sinking from 16 inches far more
than the 4 to 56 inches of the
estimate that was presented in
the geotechnical reports done
and anticipated to sink over
thirty niches as the clay soil
continues to compress with its
friction piling system at the
nbc said that was a clear lack
of education between the city
and millennium and between the
millennium and the purpose or
purchasers of over 4 hundred
units we have a duty to get to
the bottom of it and figure out
who know what and when both so
we can address the financial
impacts as well as psychology
impacts of the individuals
living in the building and make
sure we know the right thing to
do is going forward to that end
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we'll be holding a special
meeting in the oversight
committee to have the
investigation he next thursday
on 22 at 10 amy am introducing a
resolution and I apologize. I
didn't refer to them wards to
the preservation of the lamp
fishgsz along van ness 200 and
59 that are slated for removal a
historic part of city and can
and should be refurbished I want
to thank the coalition to save
the lamps of van ness avenue for
their efforts I promise the
e-mails will cease and cordially
visit you and constituents to
the world premium premium of a
documentary town you, you May
have read in the chronicle day
viewing October 9th in the film
festival and the changes and
policy matters that we have been
debating and addressing here at
the board and could co-stars
joel rodriquez and later on be a
the recognition I didn't and it
was fun to participate the rest
I submit.
>> thank you supervisor
peskin.
>> supervisor tang.
>> thank you
so today, we are in the middle
of national drive electric week
so one of the things I'm doing
is introducing a hearing request
so we can get information yuptsd
from our city departments as to
how it is that we can reach the
goal of securing an all
electrical vehicle light
vehicles by the year of 2020 in
san francisco an issue that I
car about in terms of the city
but on the following step to
fourth how it is to better
support our private citizens to
drive electrical vehicles are
especially someone many lives in
a multi unit building whether it
is from or market availability
for us to convert to electrical
vehicles so first, we'll begin
our conversation with the city
departments I look forward to
working with the department of
the environment and the puc and
our city administrator's office
to achieve those goals and
lastly I have a resolution today
that has been a lot of busy
trying buzz to have san
francisco part avenue network of
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thirty other cities to highlight
and bring education and
awareness to the issue of our
declining pollinator population
in the world actually, I know
that some of you wonder why it
is important to panes to the
bees and pollinators next your
eating a blue beggar keep in
mind the populated narrator are
important so we are taking a
pledge as san francisco to
reduce the use of pesticides in
our city properties courageously
people to do landscaping that
attract our policy narrators so
the rest I submit.
>> Madam President the end of
the introduction.
>> our 3:00 P.M. Special
ordered call items 26 through 3
comprise the special order for
the public hearing for
individuals in the planning
department from the
environmental recur from the
california environmental quality
act dates May 11 for the
proposed project located on 2000
through 200070 bryant street and
next items are the motion
associated with that appeal and
items thirty is the part of
public hearings of persons
interested in the certification
of a conditional use
authorization dated June for a
proposed project 2000 through
200070 bryant street and items
31 through 33 are the motions
associated with that pole.
>> thank you, Madam Clerk we
have before us appeals for the
project on 2000 through 2000 and
40 bryant street in district 9
there are two appeals relayed to
the determination of the
exemption for further
environmental review and the
conditional use authorization so
we're going to hear the two
appeals together
then the board will vote on the
determination of the
environmental impact that takes
6 votes to affirm or reverse the
board determination if it is
rejected the conditional use
authorization become mute no
other actions can take place and
table those items in the
environmental determination is
upheld we'll vote it I requires
8 votes to overturn the
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conditional use decision for
this hearing items 26 and thirty
will be considered why to
approve the depreciation that
the project on 2000 to 200070
bryant is exempt from further
environmental review from a
community review exemption and
the conditional use
authorization
since we are combining the
appeals I work with the city
attorney's office to rise our
normal hearing procedures to
provide speakers with a bit more
time
without objection we will
precede as follows: up to 15
minutes for presentation by the
appellants or appellants
representative up to 3 minutes
per speaker in support of
appeals up to 15 minutes from
the staff and from the project
sponsor or the representative up
to 3 minutes per speaker in
opposition to the appeal and
finally up to 5 minutes
renewable by the appellants or
the appellants representative
please note if you're here to
speak on the 2000 bryant appeal
now it the time to do so with
that, we'll open up the hearing
and I'm going to turn it over to
supervisor campos if you have
any opening remarks before we
get started.
>> Madam President I don't
have any we have a number of
folks I want to make sure we get
to the presentation so hear from
all the members of the public
that are here.
>> okay. Thank you supervisor
campos and with that, we will
open up to the appellants you
will have
15 minutes.
>> good afternoon, supervisors
and supervisor President London
breed's
sfgovtv I have a presentation if
you I can bring up the laptop
here.
>> thank you.
>> so we're here for the
bryant street starting with the
community plan exemption appeal
for the project at the 2000
example 270 bryant street and
here to request on behalf of the
beauty on bryant committee and
the mission that you uphold the
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appeal for the plan exemption
and require project level
environmental impact prior to
further consideration of this
project
and you all should have a
handout of this great.
>> conditions have changed
significantly those eastern
neighborhoods plan environmental
impact report was certified
during the great revision we are
experienced a boom in housing in
san francisco since the eastern
neighborhoods plan eir was
certified the significant
population and jobs surge has
been accompanied by the
appearance of longer than
reverse commutes to silicon
valley and ride share cars
citibuild the city for the
working class families and newly
displaced returning to the city
accompanying the surge in
population is a surge in housing
development with social and
environmental impacts there are
currently 50 projects and 2000
united built in the pipeline in
the mission
this 2000 and 2070 is one of the
projects with the cumulative
impacts in the mission
the bryant street project was
granted an exemption instead of
requiring the environmental
review to be constructed on the
lives environmental impact
report and was excused from pits
own environmental studies what's
the problem with this the
potential cumulative impacts of
bryant street and other
foreseeable projects were not
considered in the ooermentz eir
because this level of housing
development was not considered
you can see the mission housing
openings studies option a,
option b and the preferred
alternative at the 1696 that my
understanding is where policy it
based on off of and up at the
high-end option c with many unit
the actual total including the
bryant street project for for
seeable is 2154 all options
study have been exceeded are
the planning department was in
correct that the projects have
been disclosed in the eastern
neighborhoods the eastern
neighborhoods eir forecasted a
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range of measures and studies
that set ab preferred plan and c
it considered mitigation to the
impact levels
however, no such studies were
done for the current level in
the mission including this
project on bryant street
there's no way to evaluate the
bryant street impacts in
existence against the eir
because the cumulative impacts
of this project and the other 50
plus in the mission were not
considered so the yellow area as
you can see will be options abc
and preferred
that we looked at and moved
beyond that into new territories
to the option and mitigations
that were considered in the
eastern neighborhoods versus the
bryant street impacts that were
not studied in the underlying
neighborhood because their
outing outside the scope we've
exceeded the numbers in the eir
quote the number of foreseeable
issues May see the p eir by
approximately 3 hundreds and 50
dwelling units there is an
agreement we have exceeded this
staff report goes on to say that
residential totals along with an
expected translation to a
population increase somehow
allows this despite not studied
this impact from the case report
again quote the total number of
non-residential is well below
the maximum evaluated in the p
eir as the overall population
increase
population is not identified in
those eastern neighborhoods plan
as a measurement tool for
cumulative impacts
even if non-residential
development as translated to
population were considered a
valid measure the forecast by
the eir of 8 hundred and 35
thousand has been exceeded a
decade ahead of schedule as you
can see san francisco has gone
up by the contentious bureau 8
hundred 64 compared to the
forecast in the eastern
neighborhoods eir and the
eastern neighborhoods eir office
space of the population estimate
that is being used it off by 100
percent in the density in the
eastern neighborhoods
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the 2008 eastern neighborhoods
eir planning estimate is one
employee per three hundred
square feet whereas co-authors
to a london breed reality firm
by 2017 office density should be
at one employee for roughly half
in summary c p can in the be
grant because the underlying eir
didn't support those exceptions
foreseeable housing units was
exceeded by 4 hundred units and
they're not studied by the
underlying eir population is not
identified in the eastern
neighborhoods eir because a
central measurement for the
analysis on housing projects the
eastern neighborhoods population
forecast for san francisco for
2024 has been exceeded by 2017
office population is neither
here nor there one hundred
percent more dense than in the
eir
the bryant street check list for
the contribution must be
considered when granting a c pe
quote not resulted in potential
offsite or cumulative not
identified in the p eir this
confirms the board of
supervisors is the appropriate
body to rule on this project eir
exemption criteria are the
territory, the jurisdiction of
this board
the board of supervisors
therefore has jurisdiction
claims by city planning and the
staff does not have jurisdiction
are incorrect the ceqa appeals
is clear section 21 plus appeals
the decisions subject to appeal
in accordance and so forth in 16
the following ceqa decisions
maybe appealed to the board of
supervisors certification of a
final eir is one and 2 adoption
avenue negative declaration by
the first decision making body
and 3 the determination of the
planning department's or any
other authorized department that
a project is exempt from ceqa.
>> housing numbers are not the
only eir pdr is happening at a
pace of one plus forecast in the
plan and nearing the maximum
units in the urban mixed use
zone and a considerable number
of unourptd building not
required zones how much pdr loss
is unclear and calls into
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question the reliable of the
ooermentz to address the pdr
loss and it's impacts
and as you can see on the schart
for the mission we're looking a
sum of proposed conversion up to
5 hundred plus out of plan
adaptation of nine hundred and
15 thousand and we're concerned
what is the missing layer
between those illegal opted out
warehouses where no loss of pdr
was expelled at the time of the
pdr.
>> this community exemption
must be upheld and the
cumulative projects can't be
allowed for the growth and
impacts in the pdr have been
overrun neither non-residential
building or translation to
population has been correct or a
reliable measure of what the
project can be assess based on
the between the board of
supervisors is the predicament
body to rule on the appeal of c
pe for granting threshold
exemption the affirmative action
it is important for the
residents.
>> bryant street conditional
use appeal bryant street
conditional use appeal we ask
you to uphold the conditional
use authorization for this
bryant street project
this project is not necessary
and desirable, this project has
displaced countless intermission
a long-standing institution and
tor actually restaurants on the
site for over thirty years and
all shops those two businesses a
music studio and landscaping
business this project will have
an additional displacement for
water residents will create for
pressure on mom and pop's
policies are needed to accompany
those projects that limits their
direct and indirect displacement
effect in the community such as
the mission
design and affordable units the
main concerns the centerpiece of
this project May not be
achievable some of the units are
circulated as we understand a
little bit under t capped
minimum size additionally a
variance is granted for the mid
block alley surrounded busy 67
and 8 footed building this
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creates issues of light and that
will-this will result in a
loss of further affordable units
the beauty on bryant the owner
continues to claim he's meat the
necessary plans not true the
only thing the beauty on bryant
plan that calls for 50 percent
affordable and 100 percent union
build
the mission needs safe
development policies before
those large project are allowed
to go forward and those protect
the mission and it's most
vulnerable community members
mite policies such bryant street
and displacement and other
impacts associated with them
the significant and ongoing
financial investment and
affordable housing for the next
5 years and consideration and
mitigation of the cumulative
impacts of development in our
micro neighborhood thank you for
your time and consideration we
ask you to uphold those two
appeals.
>> thank you very much
and is there any additional
comments from any other folks
from the appellants please come
forward now.
>> can you pause the time
Madam Clerk.
>> supervisors.
>> have you here to provide
public comment.
>> so just a second.
>> all right.
>> seeing none, and at this
point we will open up to public
comment for any speakers that is
here to speak in support of the
appeal so, now is the time
you'll have up to 3 minutes.
>> okay
love you guys see you all the
time
all I want to say that was news
to me when I came up trying to
usurp doing something like
national you know did public
comment thing
and I just don't get it we're in
a housing crisis and have
environmental issues federal
bureau what I didn't read but
you're trying to get away from
has nothing to do with public
comment on environmental issues
is it so against federal law I
don't see how you guys can get
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away with not having public
comment on any large-scale
issue.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> hi supervisors I'm shannon
I'm sick like hillary clinton
I'll power through that coming
out because this is critical you
guys we have so many
opportunities but we have come
to you and said please that's
not the same conditions under
which the eastern neighborhoods
plans were written those were
written when we needed
development this is a time we're
in severe country's we've all
seen massive displacement I'm
one the artists my studio is
around the corner we've seen
hundreds of artists leaving the
city and affordable housing lost
and generations of san
franciscans being forced to
leave the area how many 67 us
and you in the salaries we
afford you can afford to
relocate in the city now I'm
concerned heard it is low as 6
percent can stay in the city if
we're not in the homes we are in
now it is essential in this huge
structure this huge set of
structures this huge former site
of a major cultural hub of the
mission of the then controlled
small businesses that are here
for generations I have a
developer that is trying to
skate in hope you don't require
an environmental impact
statement and on policies that
were developed in a crash hoping
you'll right thing to do that
and the point the world is
watching we were a cultural and
diversity mecca of the world and
creativity and our tolerance and
diversity and support of each
other as a community is
something that the world is
watching and it is incumbent on
you as our representatives as
our represents your it we don't
are high powder attorneys if
corporate place we care about
our community we want to live
here and see the generations we
want to continue to be a place
where artists and others come we
have to demand environmental
impact report that will stop the
environmentalists and what we
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can demand as a community and
society to prevent donald trump
from coming in and putting in
one of his towers let's stop and
have a new plan where we are now
thank you.
>> thank you very much.
>> next speaker, please.
>> hi my name is-I work
with the plaza 16 organization
to oppose another large
development in the mission thank
you for your time and also want
to acknowledge all the hard
working folks it came a long way
from whether it was originally I
think it is problematic that
there are is $30 million worthy
of public money to make this
project nor palpable to the
community unless there is
$30 million to build affordable
housing on a large section of
every in any development of
market-rate in the mission I
don't see why we're doing this
that's all I have to say thank
you.
>> thank you very much.
>> next speaker, please.
>> good afternoon, supervisors
mary lisa I'll speak about the
people that are being left out
of the conversation about the
people that I walk past all the
time on my way to city hall
from the central station and the
cheers and on crutches I'm
wondering why there are so many
when they were not here where
are they coming from the sros
for whatever else went into the
sros he reason every time I see
them I think of a friend of mine
that is similarly situations
smart not on the sidewalk his
home was closed on in berkley
had a single-family homes that
was built for him a hand-crafted
home with a for a man in a
wheelchair and fortunately
people cared to take care of him
those people don't have friends
hair out there for a reason and
why are they out there where are
they coming from their
multiplying from no where their
coming out of the buildings
we're emptying to allow other
people to move into I assume
this particular type of project
is exactly what we're concerned
when we talk about gentrifying
the neighborhoods exactly the
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kind of project we don't want to
come into the mission
particularly we are in a
situation we are in and we're
not only it turns out not only
mom and pop sophomores that are
having problems I found out that
the local safeway is having
problems in the safeway has to
lock their together paste up
inside of a located case you
better building the mom and
pop's are having trouble we're
on the wrong pathway we need to
change something about what we
are doing and slow down take a
break from this massive housing
development that is going on and
businesses I'm on the side of
mayor of palo alto enough we
need to share our wealth with
other places in the country but
as far as this particular space
I wonder how many more people
we'll see out on the sidewalk in
wheelchairs and on crutches and
we lie a allow those places to
come into the neighborhood keep
in mind.
>> thank you very much.
>> next speaker, please.
>> good afternoon, supervisors
I'm ass son healthy in July I
urged you to support the 906,
16th street and today, I'm here
to talk about the failure the
eastern neighborhoods is not
just a neighborhood issue
it is flailing potrero hill and
soma and failing the mission the
city is enforcing the changes
across the eastern neighborhoods
overlooking the impacts
overbuilding luxury housing and
failing to provide the
infrastructure and communities
benefits it promised to support
growth
there are policy failures that
must be acknowledged and
addressed despite a number of
goals in the mission plan a
critical pdr is stripped out of
the umu zoning at the last
minute and as a result, the plan
didn't have the teeth to achieve
the deserved balance continue
housing and pdr uses and provide
good jobs for its residents the
plan promised a significant
percentage of new houses for
people with a wide range of
income instead the neighborhood
is really from rapid
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gentrification and displacement
while speculators are given a
free pass to build for maximum
profit meantime the city is
approving individual projects
for community exemption that are
potentially out-of-date eastern
neighborhoods plan eir
instead of xhukt robust without
an appropriate compensation of
direct, indirect and tomb u
cumulative significant
environmental effects must I
much to the detriment of the
mission for those reasons I ask
you to uphold those appeals and
have an environmental review
thank you.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> hi my name is leah I'm here
to speak on behalf of the people
that would like the mission to
be more affordable I have went
through homelessness and have
friends that are artists
everybody needs a home it is a
human right not a privilege
and I think right now we have
more than you enough luxury and
market-rate housing and the
mission is this is just one out
of many in the pipeline we have
to stop the beast on bryant if
you have to build those
gentlemen needs jobs I want you
to approve the appeal of the
conditional use authorization it
is okay for them to build but
have to build housing that is
affordable you know has to be a
dual requirement of a
conditional use authorization it
has to be necessary and
desirable the very wealthy the
people that use the luxury
housing can afford to travel
many times not they're only home
on the homes in others 12iz this
is a vacation home I don't like
it when luxury places can be
rented out but on or before and
charge up to 12 thousand a month
push more people out and be more
homelessness please keep in mind
the people that you would be
serving with those items to I
urge you to approve the appeal
for conditional use
authorization for 2000 to 200040
bryant street we don't need more
homeless people or employed
people because not enough for
pdr this stands up for
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production distribution and
repair what makes san francisco
special remember the mission and
remember what happened to the
fillmore that used is to be the
heart of west we don't want the
mission without the hispanic
cultural and artists we don't
want it to be all gentrified and
homogenous I lived in place like
that I lived inburg gave him it
is nice-to basically ask to
retain the richness that san
francisco is known through
withhold or world.
>> ray hart for san francisco
open government.
Thomas teaches that lived here
my whole life willful governance
earlier during roll call
supervisor peskin mentioned the
building that is national news
16 inches sinking and now we'll
hold a hearing after the barn
door is shut and figure out what
to do about this the special use
district in the navy I know that
one word uses a few expletives
this is poor profrmg now you're
hearing from the public how the
eir that was used to grant this
was in fact, not defective but
up to date and out mooted
basically your looking at a
project that is based on
irrelevantcy basically what
needs to be done a full ceqa
study
it needs to be something that
you listen to you have the
citizens coming here I was in
retail for a lot of years and
every customer that complained 9
didn't comblan took their
business somewhere else I think
for every person that comes to
speak perhaps 9 or 99 feel the
same thing but don't have the
stamina to do that I question
sometimes that board of
supervisors actually listens to
the citizens or the outlined
case they have rotates in their
pockets or checks in their
pockets or attorneys you need to
pay attention to the citizens
that are telling you that using
updated eirs and statistics that
is presented in the appeal
presentation is not right if
you're going to do something do
it right if the people that
built the building sinking 16
inches did prior planning they
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won't be in the situations for
the people that can't sell or
give away the apartment are
stuck now we'll have a hearing
and figure out what to do a
little bit late let's not do
exactly the same thing let them
get away using out 340e9d
studies that no longer apply 3
are invalid for the situations
that exist and especially that
happened in 2008, when our
country almost went did you
observe into economic turmoil
it is 2016 walk up listen to the
citizens of this city they're
the ones that put our backsides
in those seats
thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> my name is thomas ray a
resident of the mission district
and a native san franciscan
currently there are 22 luxury
housing developments planned for
that the mission for 2016 luxury
units and only 200 plus
affordable units everyone says
those luxury units help to solve
san francisco's housing crisis
2, 3, 4 reality they're not tax
advisors reports show that many
condos built since 2000 have ab
at the owner's with silicon
valley and executive director
and corporations and some live
as far away as new york city and
hawaii and hong kong using them
as rentals a third or second
homes
a-a number of these are
listed on airbnb and v rb o up
to $12,000 a month or $6,000 a
night during the evening no
lights shining out from the
windows those developments are
investment properties not
housing their preceded value
along with the properties
increase 2 to three hundred rate
causing to raise evictions
around them and cause the
displacements of thousands of
low and middle-income workers
new workers in san francisco
including city workers,
teachers, and even construction
workers and many tech workers
cannot afford to buy those units
so who is that for the
development on bryant street
causes transportation and
parking problems at the current
rate of luxury housing and pdr
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in the mission and the it's
already damaging effects of
higher rates and evacuees is the
mission district and it's
cultural and latino heritage
community and business will not
be here in 5 years and will exit
out of san francisco and will
never come back
it will become extincts like the
former african-american in the
western edition
I encourage the supervisor to
look at the effects of luxury
housing development in the
mission and throughout you san
francisco
the truth will shock you thanks.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> hi I work at the women's
building today, I come to you as
someone who is directly working
with the mission community
evidence he everyday I have
women and families and children
coming in to our building to ask
more affordable housing everyday
I have people that have been
evicted and have no where to go
and everyday refer them to
shelters with long waiting lines
and small areas to stay there
and housing that is list 12 to 6
months and everyday I refer
those people to resources I know
full well, are not all the time
able to accumulate their
situation who is there everyday
working with those people it is
noting not only heartbreaking
but wrong the mission can't
afford to build for luxury
housing and not take into
account all the people that are
long term residents of the
mission we don't have an
environmental review but I have
is the stories that I get to
hear everyday and the women and
families I see crying and cry
with them everyday in the office
please I urge you to take into
account the community members
that are struggling because of
the housing crisis that is going
on here in the city thanks.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> hi I work with the housing
committee and a native
we're in full support of this
appeal it is very important when
we think about the beast on
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bryant we think about a block
ray hart for san francisco open
government from your community
taken away we look at that
we look at our says that a safe
haven for the youth; right?
What will happen there and
seniors being evicted
80-year-old and one hundred
years old seniors are evicted
why not 100 percent affordable
housing we live in a city where
there is a city as proves that
can be able to have a voice for
now for seniors and families
along that block there's a
number of families that are long
term residents what will happen
to them and the community
as a born and raised in the
mission what will happen to the
traffic congestion; right? We
see the bus going down bryant
street what will happen on our
way to central nervous system to
school what burglary happen a
lot of commemorating and it is
very for the seniors will be
affected people with
disabilities will be affected
and the homeless will be
affected would we rather see
people on the streets and living
in their cars we need after I
hope you support this appeal
thank you.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> hi I've been working with
the brilliant team and trying to
figure out what to do I want to
remind you, we got nothing at
the beginning not one pdr
replacement and figure out
really, really hard to get some
replaced we got half of the land
which doesn't-means no
building we've been meeting and
talking with people and trying
to figure out if the mayor's
office of housing can actually
pay and fund it what will it
look like exactly how will they
fund it
because there are some measures
and things they can do but don't
have either architecture specs
what that looks like light or
like the children or enclosure
on the back rear of the yard not
a nearby park or anything else
so we're trying to figure out
what was actually promised and
another thing the eastern
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neighborhoods report is updated
it is about 8 years old a lot
has happened in 5 years the
community has changed within the
last two years so, I mean I
don't know know how much more to
appeal I come here for housing
appeals and police brutality
haeshgz he can only say one
thing that is excessively not
safe in the mission I mean, I
don't know that you guys are
familiar this is alex and he
would have not been killed not
been gentrifiers how to deal
with other people you know I'm
from a city I know how to get
along with different folks and
different backgrounds we love it
we come here to find our
families and support a lot of
communities came to the mission
to rebuild their families
formals war torn country's what
do we do with people on the
streets the police shoot them
I'm trying to figure out how the
city can support its people as
far as the-when will it go up
and why does the city have to
pay for the biggest part of it
our cultural is no the commodity
you can't go into the mission
and buy the mission you have to
love the community not whitewash
it the mission is the mission if
you don't like it don't move
there thank you.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> before the next speaker
I'll remind the audience the
board rule no audible rule
you're welcome to use our
supportive fingers.
>> with all due respect we're
not the audience but the public.
>> my name is magic since the
majority of you are attorneys we
want to see you take down this
proposed development I'm
concerned repeating witnessed
zoning be twisted and just plan
ignored to serve the rich you
have a head start with all the
work by the people given
testimony I imagine if you're
working for an international
nonprofit for one thousand
dollars an hour the conversation
would be we'll shoot this thing
full of holes let's start with
allowing affordable housing is
not creating or President The
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the vague neurons at a crucial
minded more affordable housing
doesn't show the intention it
couldn't happen at all if this
is watts the way it is approved
those developers don't give a
damn that about affordable
housing we can August this is a
time of cycling and tearing down
building to be used we can
agriculture a origin intent to
build a none-the height of
this proposed building not
aligned with the character of
the neighborhood and will offer
shadows structures and nothing
can stop us from demanding a new
eir it is updated and not
expected when in eir was worked
on it will devastated the
cultural beauty of this area and
we can prove it we need to turn
the jobs argument on its head in
the long term the people that
are employed will be without
affordable living spaces
exposing this for a greedy point
can make a great media comment
and have their songs played in
tv and adds it is not a crime to
stop those who motivation is
profit okay. Guys. Let's take
it down now let's hear it recent
lawyers we not to witness our
expertise I want to finish with
a quote from supervisor cowen
the soul of san francisco
neighborhoods are on the line
doing everything we can to
insure local residents can
remain in san francisco and the
communities they live and grew
up on
thank you.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> tom gilberty
a sustainable equal for the
growth we need a different
ratios
with the private sector new
funding physical plans and
housing plans for healthy
communities it is obvious the
neighborhood is up in arms and
the neighborhoods will follow a
plan of development that has
lawyers architects and money
they've got their presentation
down pat and people in the
neighborhoods are usually the
businesses hey we can make money
here, too.
>> instead of letting the
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developers plan everything with
their money back and their
profit motivate we need to tail
up our growth a new policy
across the board something that
does something with a bite into
it
we need to create less stress
for everybody
now let's see if I can make that
work.
>> the housing plan is absent
different what if we start
request 20 percent of community
of protecting affordable homes
veterans and for foster kids
section 8 the homeless right off
the bat 20 percent that will be
40 units what we save 20 percent
of 40 units are teachers and
firemen and nurses and sewer
workers and community workers
you know your community how
about if we go up with 5 percent
for seniors that have lived in
san francisco for 50 years and
seniors this way they can move
out of their homes and people
can move into their homes we're
detailing this production for
the people of san francisco to
move in how about 20 percent of
people in the local zip codes
and then we'll let thirty
percent be the open market
you know this is where you ever
been is free to pay as much
money for this monster as they
can the developers can make a
little bit of their money not 60
or 70 percent of open
market-rate
we need a different policy
sustainable equal lyric
itarian
I attend all the schools in the
city high school and-the
project the developers got
exemption without providing
community benefits
and we're concerned how this the
city is going to pay for the
other half of the buildings that
is asked to build other than
we're concerned that you know
we're seen as folks that does
not want the development if our
neighborhood that's not true we
want to have new housing we also
want fair housing for everybody
we don't believe that that
again, when the plan was
approved that under the
circumstances without the policy
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it was approved so we like you
and need your help in looking at
this project over in support us
and to the appeal so thank you
very much.
>> thank you very much.
>> next speaker, please.
>> my name is kim I live in
the outer avenue I'm here to
speak in support of 24 appeal if
we lose the mission what will
happen the dumbest person know
that the market-rate with the
people of regular income will be
displaced and rent will go up if
you can't act on this what can
you act on tuesday.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> supervisors
today, we have heard the people
speak
the people have reached
saturation point
this appeal and many other
appeals will come before the
board of supervisors
do not just listen to the people
today in san francisco we have
middle-class people slipping e
sleeping with their families on
the streets
and here is the planning
department and I'm glad you
choose two new ones I think you
should send this back to the
planning department to see how
the new candidates votes on this
plan it is faulty it is faulty
and the city has the audacity to
invest $30 million without a
check list you hear about the
eirs and hear about sick workers
and have intelligent people over
here one of the things that
happened in city hall is
wheeling and dealing
people pay to play
and this crap must stop
I represent the first people I'm
for the indigent people for the
poor for those who are hurting
amusement for the developers and
don't bring the union workers
here who are absolute in
understanding real understanding
and that's why you'll get jobs
you're not going to get jobs
because by bringing the union
people here they are creating a
division and we are a force to
be recollected with four times
we shut down city hall
four times the mayor is not
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doing due diligence all those
colon I didn't see that support
the mayor are not doing due
diligence I want to praise all
those who came here and were so
articulate how they understand
what is happening happening to
this great city named after st.
Francis
some of you supervisors have
compassion but those who get all
the money from the developers so
be shamed of yourselves and the
planning department I know some
of you all I know you all mean
well but somebody puts a gun to
our head and your rubber stamp
get real and help the poor thank
you.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> hello my name is mary
mendosa and I'd like to
to the fact that using a plan it
was not specifically written for
the mission district something
that is updated is something
that feeds to stop
the people of the mission
district need to be respected
and addressed in those point in
time so the community is heard
so the community is respected
they feel that respect
recently, there was a collective
of artists that presented at a
film latino in their poetry was
called upon by an artist and
gentleman said published in an
article I'm one of the artist
who submitted work and the topic
was the gentrification that so
many people have been exercising
saying the artists this is
something the city is losing was
attempting to express so I wish
to share a bit of that poem.
>> looking at any rear window
Dr. Priscilla chan out the sky
the soul of the palm leaves a
curtain sets the stage I feel
burnt-out by death and loss
showing so much has gone wrong
my heart is heave of heavy I
can't breathe I wake with the
morning do have and draw any
bedroom curtains to dance with
the trees my mind remain clouded
by fog by the merry range the
vibrant colors dance the
dedicate back to life spray by
spray drama enfolds with the
images of the past
the-lights the way for the
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aztec warrior to lift up the day
rise with the sun
larger-than-life and strong and
beautiful
ground and rooted and skin
standing at all
my window becomes my looking
glass
the round circle of sun
transforms by moving cranes that
build them of them up or tear
them down the story is not yet
over we're still here
thank you.
>> thank you
>> next speaker, please.
>> hi my name is julian an
organizer with the group ace we
are work with low and moderate
income communities in the
missions, bayview, excelsior and
other neighborhoods and one
thing our members have seen
throughout the city is
developers getting special
exemptions to be able to do
whatever they want sometimes
there is a forgiven leave that's
what is happening here a
dedication of space by the city
that in front of tens of
millions of dollars to let the
developer get out of his
obligations to pay for
affordable housing
you know lennar another big
developer just got away with
building three quarters of l
housing and some of the
affordable housing buildings are
out of reach for
low income people
lennar is also getting away with
putting something on the ballot
prospering organization to get
out of it's obligation to the
community it's time to say
enough is enough and we can send
a message here today and reject
nicks bound for approximately
treatment time to say not to
delay this development and not
to delay beast on bryant.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> thank you san francisco
native first want to appreciate
supervisor mar for bringing this
initiative it is critically
important and it is bound to
what we're talking about today,
we're talking about
gentrification
while we're talking edition u
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gentrification lost 10 thousand
latinos and housing skyrocketing
an issue they're putting
community against each other the
carpenters can't afford to live
in the building but they're here
defending I guarantee the
majority are not from san
francisco but the biggest issue
the issue of this city selling
out we're not selling out to the
highest bidder we are selling
over 5 hundred that's the most
you can give to a supervisors
campaign we're selling out to
the lowest building nick is a
vulture someone that says a
piece of lands I can afford but
no one else can I'll take it
I'll extract whatever he can and
find a way to make money at the
expense of a community I don't
care them at least at the very
least he get my money I'll go
what is the issue the issue with
that he gets the time to leave
whenever he wants when my father
was displaced from his home over
40 years he didn't have the
choice it is gone as elected
officials the duty and
responsibility to fight for our
people our people are dying in
the streets gentrification
killed alex wearing a 49s jacket
someone said I'm scared of the
hispanic with the red jacket on
and supervisors on this board
want to kick this outburst
because it's not appealing to
the human eyes guess what you
causes that issue I'll ask you
to please for the heart of the
city
the hood that I grew up in have
bravery
show you May sell out to the
highest by evidence but you have
people that are accountable to
you thank you.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> hello
I'm louis I was here last week
but you closed thank you
supervisor mar for supporting me
and helping me understand where
I've been in this struggle of so
many years I was a lead person
at geneva towers when the mayor
was the headed of the human
rights commission he never
supported me then even though he
was sexually harassed and almost
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choked to death when a white man
was in my apartment and not
wanting the off duty police with
a gun to stand in my door.
>> I heard about this in the
mission I don't think that we
should be selling out everybody
or everything interest the
people I'm in a a lawsuit with
the international reality
company they discriminated
against me I tried to apply for
the community right here 50 feet
from any church I've been and
been in the bayview all those
years until he was evicted from
geneva towers
we've seen what happened with
black people he heard people
talking about we were the people
harlem of the west in the
fillmore and the same thing in
bayview gentrification is
killing bayview the people
around there they can't get jobs
and housing we have those ab u
guys very nice guys want to work
and help people get jobs don't
get help from your or our
supervisor in district 10 I feel
like I'm put on a trial not to
get support david who is a ceo
of the how are you development
corporation my daughter spent
her hard earned cash to pay for
a unit harassed me and he takes
over the meeting and have the
President Going on against you
he sat in the meeting
ma'am,
ma'am,
I'm pawing your times please
bring our comments british
columbia back before the board.
>> this the same thing I don't
want to see the same thing
happen to the moishth and in the
fillmore and still going on in
bayview hunters point my people
are forced out the churches are
there we come before the church
later on so bad things happen
when good people step back and
not do something that's how
hitler did because the democrat
parties runs this city thank
you.
>> thank you
>> next speaker, please.
>> this is about the appeal of
the determination of exemption.
>> okay. Thank you.
>> yes.
>> I want to say san francisco
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supervisor good afternoon
as I'm risen for I'm here on
behalf of any building to give
to give thanks to supervisor
jane kim
supervisor jane kim thank you
very much for bringing hocking
hospital near our room as you
May know I survived 9 times
heart attack I tell you like
many other people if you can put
your hands on the new building
to take it down one thousand one
van ness in the theatre movie
you're going to take it down and
make a new one you're
responsible for that our-not
only that you're responsible for
low income people low income can
pay rents still three or four
thousand that's bull people
coming 80 try to give you
something else and make it
something different you have
time before they take the
building down and the building
another building new for all of
us or for people that need it
please make it new to protect
the low income protect the poor
people because nobody has 3
thousand for one bedroom shame,
shame to have that you must
understand you have great
supervisor around I building
none of them going to say not to
delay support you all of them
going to be with you and before.
>> what you do in the future
thank you. I tell you one thing
God bless you supervisor jane
kim God bless you.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> my name is spike I live
down the block from the supposed
development and heard dozens why
to vote yes to support of eir
and the appeal the planning
department doesn't duo do their
due diligence do know what the
true impacts using a scaled eir
they wrote the recommendations
that concludes my report.
The project without including
any community concerns regarding
increased traffic with a bedroom
communities for commuting tech
workers and congestion with 83
cars parking coming out the
neighborhood and reverse the
displaced residents driving in
and out of their schools and
cultural centers that are
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effected due to the project
legally this project needs a new
eir that goes would you any
question this project is better
than the original proposal from
back in the day but that's not
due to any benefit advance this
out-of-pocket by deputy city
attorney a sliver of land it
quality under 18 percent of
affordable units he's on this
building 3 the city is building
the rest on our dime not his how
does he get away his college bud
why a finances the project nor
his liability wife works for the
mayor's office of housing she
was supposed to keep her hands
off a complaint was filed this
project shouldn't go forward
watt an investigation into the
mayor's office of housing and
until that investigation is
complete there are questions
into the affordable units in the
sliver of dedicated planned or
lands did t rules only allows
I'm sorry one and 18 units to be
built this is by adding two
additional floors and increasing
the construction costs but the
mayor's office of housing didn't
had had market they accepted the
developers numbers that one and
33 affordable units will fit two
vicinity he arithmetic say that
is not true per ethically and
legally please uphold this thing
appeal and look at this project
when there is smoke there is
usually fire send 24 for a eir
and let it's been investigation
move forwarding of this project
I have a copy of the complaint I
didn't make 8 thousand copies
but I'm sure you'll get it.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> good afternoon. My name is
rodney I happen to live down the
street from the beast on bryant
what we're looking at affordable
housing wasn't what we're
looking at diminished dropped
services for individual in the
city when professional people
start to have to leave the city,
teachers, artists whatever
people that support of
infrastructure of the city that
keeps our kids who are doctors
and nurses people services
workers starting leaving the
city a diminished drop if
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services
my colleagues are leaving the
city dedicated to teaching but
dedicated to obgyn living
comfortablely they're looking at
the quality of life living with
4 to 5 roommates you can't
afford anything and working 45
and 50 hours a week weapons is
those people leave in terms of
the education
it drops it diminishes
so by having this beast on
bryant by having this man move
on and take over the patch of
land and no regards for how
people are living what the
neighborhood needed or the city
needs
you're creating a void you're
creating a void you May not
recover from so, please take the
this project and think about
what we need not right now not
for the immediate future but the
long term future of the city and
what that holds for people that
come here and invested and
worked hard not looking to get
wealthy in the terms of a bank
account but they're trying to
contribute to thank you.
>> thank you next speaker,
please.
>> good afternoon supervisions
or commissioners with the latino
cultural district we're here in
support of both appeals
the latino cultural district was
created was the eastern
neighborhoods plan was not
working I've been hearing about
the lgbt cultural district and
been hearing about the
african-american culture
district and not have to do this
in the eastern neighborhoods
plan was working we appreciate
what we're doing now with the
protection side of but not
enough and not knowing if it
will be working the eastern
neighborhoods was from 2001 to
2008 it is 8 years old and not
capturing the number of people
displaced and pdrs we're way
over the numbers in the eastern
neighborhoods plan
map 2020 we'll be working on
that if the eastern
neighborhoods what about
ambulance was working we need to
look at the plan to redo make a
new plan happening now and do
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the internal revenue for the
development when the eir was
completed in 2008, didn't apply
for what is going on today so,
please uphold and support those
two appeals thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> hi my name is marie
sorenson would the quatro
I want to know who sold-out the
mission because it seems like
the mission has become a
free-for-all anyone can come to
the mission and build because
we're doing inform grandfather
you in
well it's a wrong
the mission is a place where
people are lived for a number of
years and it is a very
culturally diverse area
we really do need to protect it
let's go on to the-I'm going
to throw the words about the
supervisors spoke up about sam
lee's and not want to happen in
the mission that happened in the
fillmore you need to put up or
shut up we need an eir for the
mission not done since 2008 the
projections are already of what
is in line to be built are over
the 2025 predictions the mission
is a mess we need an eir
the eastern neighborhoods plan
is updated but guess what it was
never followed anyway
they only took it into a
document they can change on a
which I am the fact of the
matter the beast is a perfect
example and lennar is too
of and about how the eastern
neighborhood plan was mark
farrell a suggestion not really
thought of
the eastern neighborhood plan
stated from the get go that
transit rich corridors should be
reserved for housing fwrrdz the
beast on lennar the monster in
the mission all those apply yet
they were all grandfathered in
so that argument just went out
the window why do we have plans
and meetings that set zoning
regulations they can be bought
and changed at the drop of a hat
or I should say several thousand
dollars a pause on the mission
we need to have an eir done
because the mission is slowly
fading into the sunset and the
mission will be just like san
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francisco is like every other
will fresno there's no culture
left well fresno has culture
we're pricing everybody out
smobd.
>> my name is rick hall I
disagree with the prior speaker
the mission is not slowly fading
into the sunset but driven there
at a rapid rate I'm here to ask
you to support both of the
appeals that absolutely clear
that the underlying eir is
obsolete since you consider just
look at the world we live in
today versus what was
projectionable or in the minds
of the people that wrote that
eir
you know it was-80 how could
they takes into account this
stuff you can imagine you you
know what the warriors stadium
there and pier 70 yeah. Maybe
they've countered a bunch of
numbers but no idea of the
impacts of what happened since
it is both the cumulative
impacts and change circumstances
absolutely require this thing
public school declared obsolete
and stopping used for exemptions
secondly, we do need a major new
policy because part of what
we've part of our problem is
that we are just overhead please
>> we just not following
(Inaudible)
We've over built above moderate
income compared to the rene
e
numbers by one and 57 percent
and only built 12 percent the
rene
e affordable housing, of
course, the world will be so
different all we do is build for
the rich and let them on an "x"
batted basis replace the poor
and the rest of the culture it
is clear to me this appeal is
timely
thank you
thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>>
sorry and the other thing I'll
say I've been to a lot of
hearings about this stuff and
kind of anxious to hear with
planning has to say today, I
call it the eir improve bans I
heard them camtc with changed
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numbers and after supervisor
peskin did some calculations he
said God you've within one>> thank you very much.
>> it struck me repeating on
and on over the last few weeks
about a link between climatic
change deniers and those who
fail to recognize the failure of
the eastern neighborhoods plan
we don't understand how the
denyers despite all the facts
the facts are in the eastern
neighborhoods the goals were
60 percent affordable to low
income to moderate not even
close we're off by a factor of 5
somehow the sacrificed cow can't
be slauthd pdrs we've lost pdr
at a rate two to three times
that was anticipated in the eir
the eastern neighborhoods plan
had a goal of diversity in our
neighborhoods and preservation
of our businesses
that's not happening either
so when you have a business and
your plan is not working or in
your life in a life plan is not
working what do you do do you do
the thing that is unskilled you
no. You reset you reevaluate as
in eir and replan that's what we
have to do here
we've talked about some of the
numbers planning has been going
to con tomorrow's trying to
explain how we're somehow 24
units with w is not more than 16
hundred units the pacing is two
to three times the rate of the
eastern neighborhoods plan
because testators up to 2025 so
why this failure let's assume
the people that put the eir
together knew what they're doing
I'm not going to question their
knowledge of motivates ceqa
requires that we redo an
analysis or an eir analysis of
those issues
the economic changes in the
price of housing since the look
at the 2007 nexus study it is
doubled the price of rental and
hours is actually more than
doubled will change 17 percent
of people can afford to buy
those luxury units that will
disrupt the neighborhoods we're
not anticipated in the advances
gentrification and the
redevelopment money will be gone
the redevelopment money was gone
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in 2012 as opposed to 2008.
>> thank you very much.
>> next speaker, please.
>> my name is jackie I'm with
the cultural action network
want you to know that nick has
sdroitd a thriving neighborhood
that was home to arts and
neighborhoods serving businesses
all of which helped to define
the spirit of this neighborhood
and now he seeks to claim credit
for sclaen up the messy created
the environmental impact report
is essential and should include
the environmental impact of what
this project so big dwovrd to
have on the community
as part of environmental impact
report a study should be done
been the open space issue not
enough open space on-in this
project
the intercourtyard that
comprised the open space doesn't
meet the codes that require a 45
degree from each ended the
courtyard in terms of not big
enough and it is not going to be
migrated by the private terraces
located on top of the building
so many of this project
modifications that should be
studied under the eir rely on
siamese with the affordable
limousines despite the fact that
no final design even exists for
the project
so we're appealing to you to the
board of supervisors to order an
eir in this-for this project.
>> and lastly instead of a
poor trying to do something for
the neighborhood what nick is
doing is segregating the rich
and wealthy people in his
proposed project that should be
studied and this should be again
part of the oz impacts should be
part of environmental impact
report that's what the I in the
e eir.
>> thank you. Next speaker.
>> hello my name is ivan I'm
with justice and-for alex I'm
here to wholeheartedly request
you stop the beast on bryant
until you the supervisors demand
that an adequate environmental
impact study be done for the
effects on the latino community
and other people of color in the
neighborhood
I'm here on behalf of the
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justice for alex coalition and
alexs parents because they lost
a son
after a new comers to the
neighborhood called 9-1-1
because they were afraid of the
latino wearing a red 49's jacket
and baseball cap.
>> they racially profiled him
the police raced up the hill to
racially profile him and then
the thirty seconds from the
moment they arrived two officers
shot first 23 bullets between
the two of them followed by
another set of bullets 11 for
for no-a total of 59 bullets
shot by sfpd because a white
newcomer was front yard of a
latino man so, please consider
the impact of those projects
when you don't have any
consideration for how those
communities are going to
intricate and respect and
support of working-class
communities of san francisco
youth are profiled and
discrimination and also part of
justice for pat coalition he was
shot to death also a homeless
man sitting on the ground when
the police officers approached
him you'll see on video less
than 7 seconds killed him before
shot with 7 bullets shop the
beast on bryant thank you.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>>.
>> are are tell you any public
comment on this item?
Who'd last week to speak in
support of appeal please come
forward.
>> my name is a sincerely advert
and he was part of eastern
neighborhood plan and we spent
years putting that plan together
I was also part of mission area
plan that was put together and
honestly tell you after a decade
of that that was she felt
literally ignored not used by
planning department and by the
city of san francisco
and it is painful because that
had that these plans been
followed we would not be where
we are today so I want to read a
little bit of an article because
sometimes it is like when I say
things people don't get it May
be a writer from a newspaper to
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do a little bit of research
they'll it is fact here we go.
>> we heard it over and over
as the high price of housing in
the city the serious applying if
apply to san francisco reality
market in the south of market
and particularly the mission
have experienced development
adding thousand of development
of rent-controlled units and
basically a tennis maeshthd
today; right? That's what the
reality market is saying and all
predicted over one particular
unit building a developer
created currently 80 vacant
units usually at a time like
this they're really busy but now
people are not snagging things
up and not getting the multiple
offers an enmistakenly soviet
union of the rental market in
the rental developers and
bending backwards to attract
renters demand is the same but
the supply shot up dramatically
hundreds if 0 not thousand of
empty units in lecturer
development an individual at the
ebay was shopping on the market
and currently lives in the
mission bay high-rise she's
lived there 10 years and now
looked 2 henry adams that has 23
hundred and 41 units and guess
what her landlord is dropping
her rent to keep her there
landlord are dropping rents and
green house one month free rent
and free parking and can't fill
up the units do we need today at
with the crisis more lecturer
units that's the question where
are replanning>> thank you
>> next speaker, please.
>> my name is silvia johnson.
And these all these that we're
working on affordable housing
and the police department has
been all set up for that
advantage the police department
didn't realize you know natural
that-because I've been taking
medical classes those medical
classes are-with the art and
this is where.
>> Ms. Johnson we'll pause
your time not general public
comment if public comment for
ceqa appeal
so if you can keep.
>> that's that's what I'm
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talking about
I don't need co-finding from the
audience please refine our
changes to speak thank you.
>> Ms. Johnson continue.
>> the written anti schedule
that has been through and
happening not put affordability
how long in the world I mean
this is been totally ridiculous
an appeal and explained for
court haeshgz as he lived in
federal court and been in the
obama administration the judge
threw me out of court that's
ridiculous 415 where's the real
process in san francisco of
houses and there are dozens of
there but bad poverty and
suggestions
that we needed to ride out where
this process in building the
houses and being in you know
different classes and proceeding
this has been really worldwide
and to be issued and have gotten
a lawyer to look into that
because george my name and sent
the check back I asked him to
reschedule the court hearing
offer in oakland this is a bad
process for this the police
department make me forced to do
that I know who is doing the
enforcement who our human
society and our awards this is
planning to get people sick and
stuff where is-you know in
the medical reports really being
vandal for this process is
really living a normal life in
the city for the police
department too.
>> thank you very much.
>> next speaker, please.
>> good afternoon. I'm here
to ask to support of ceqa appeal
and the conditional use
authorization do we need really
any more luxury units in this
town probably not will they
highway money not in the crisis
gets worse and effect the
moderate and protecting people
no quite the contrary
doctors as I said several times
doctors have shown in san
francisco the construction of
luxury housing over the last
decade since 2000 has resulted
in increased displacement and
increased housing costs burdens
for low income renters and I'll
point out their study they
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believe that'll their
displacement is underestimate
now if you have any further
doubt probably talk to the
tenants that gets threats with
the evictions every time a
luxury development is announced
in the eastern neighborhoods yet
we're talking about studying the
maximum number of housing units
are foreseen by the eastern
neighborhoods plan undercover of
an eir that only studied the
construction of that units and
really the question is how?
First of all, how do we know how
is this possible the luxury
promotion of displacement
necessarily or desirable for a
neighborhood that has lost tone
thousand people and counting
since 20008 thousand latinos and
counting since 2000 and
culturally estimated that among
other things that is because of
mess and the murder have to
people in the neighborhood to
witness alex actually in go
brunn 0 because of gentrifiers
it is inchiefable not to promote
the further gentrification and
displacement with some ohio such
a unstudied commute by the
displaced none knows about the
study we know they're not good
and a hurry ride sharing in the
mission car ownership went up 79
percent this is crazy the
underlying plan the eir I'm
sorry are obsolete please
support of appeals.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> good afternoon make and
members of the board of
supervisors a native san
franciscan born and raised and
lived in the city all my life I
want to first of all, take a
moment to thank joshua and
others for really coming
together I'm here to ask for
your support for this appeal are
I want to inform this board this
honorable board that when we
fill up the board rooms in the
planning commission with what is
supposedly construction workers
from san francisco nothing is
further from the truth 90
percent of brother are not part
of one and 34-year-old labor
institution san francisco's
carpenters local 22 which is one
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and 34-year-old outlined we had
74 construction-and yet local
22 lost 11 hundred members so
your families are not going to
work and san franciscans are not
going to work it is commendable
the community is sporting labor
labor has supported the
community I ask you to remember
that jay the organizationer that
owes one plus didn't live here
and adrian didn't live here not
been part of community and
richard the executive secretary
doesn't live here and care about
the stakeholders we're the
stakeholders we want to remain
here and fought for construction
jobs and cia for must have us is
a laughing stopping stock
they're the carpetbaggers in
alameda didn't stand for
carpenters the carpenters know
we're part of community we've
built generations of carpenter
local 22 have built this city
for generations as far as the
eye can see anywhere you look at
our brothers and sisters built
it city let's take the place of
stakeholders it is shameful and
you should bring them to task
for them please uphold this
appeal thank you. I appreciate
all you do for the city we're
the city thank you.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> okay
really, really, really tired and
in cultural shock flew in this
morning from standing rock in
south dakota north dakota I'm
sorry I've been camping and
cooking for the people and I'm a
water protector
and paper doll that is the erltd
in the camp who great, great
grandmother figure out and asked
me I was from san francisco she
said oh, san francisco is the
baddest place in the world.
>> can I ask the question do
you think about the water and
the infrastructure when you keep
on building on this land
do you think that what that will
do to the by the way, all the
water and the plastic and people
that don't care in this city
I feel sick coming back and he
only want to get out of this
hellhole that I'm in front of
the right now that is called
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city hall
you should be shamed of
yourselves but okay. That
didn't matter does that because
the fat takers take the fat that
is what paper doll calls them
and the pipeline at this moment
have the streets blocked and the
swat are there with it rifles
and facebook has blocked the
live streamers the life
streamers have been arrested my
friends are arrested and I stand
here do you think about
proprietor when I hear well, we
need algebra in eight grade
school but put for police in the
mission district if the children
know more about science perhaps
they'll not be in gangs do you
think that that first, the 7
generations or only think about
the greedy fat articulating
taxiers there are taking
everything they can they need
labors as a slaves we'll be
there.
>> (Shouting)
That was when the department of
justice came in.
>> thank you very much
thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> I'm a mechanic of the
justice for mario woods and for
accountability I come here in
support of alex parents in
requesting that you create a
permanent memorial plague in
brunn 0 park and if queer
honest.
>> ma'am, I'm sorry we're
going to pause your times this
is the ceqa appeal we're not a
general public comment.
>> no. We're finishing up the
ceqa appeal.
>> oh, when is.
>> we'll be in this particular
hearing for another thirty
minutes or so sorry about that.
>> any other members of the
public that want to support
specifically the appellant.
>> I live nearby I don't know
if all the enlightenmenty was
focused on this project but I
would say that I know it would
be nice to shed nor light on the
problems created by those kinds
of project.
>> a looking at any notes for
clarity we're talking about at
least maybe 45 minutes before
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minimum before we get to general
public comment
just one more accurate time
period
okay any public comment on this
item?
Provide commissioner kim in
support specifically the
appellant seeing none, public
comment is closed.
For that position.
>> and we're now going to go
into the presentation from the
city departments starting with
we're going to start with
planning okay
Ms. Ann marie rogers welcome.
>> oh, excuse me-I'll pause
on the city's time and ask
supervisor campos.
>> any apologizes this issue
was raised during public comment
and even though not raised
during the appeal presentation I
want to make sure that excellent
from the substance the
presentation this issue be
addressed specifically the fact
that was through the chair an
ethics complaint filed about the
role that was played in this
process by a member of the
mayor's office of housing who
has a spouse that was involved
in the project that I want to
make sure that before we get
into the substance of the
response to the appeal that that
issue be addressed by the
mayor's office of housing so if
I May through the chair.
>> would you like the city
attorney to address.
>> I'll begin with them and
ask the city attorney.
>> good evening a question of
protocol is this part of 15
minutes.
>> kate hartley with the
mayor's office of housing and
community development I welcome
the chance to respond to the
undo influence by sophie hayward
any colleague the mayor's office
of housing and community
development of policy and
legislative affairs and
established a protocol marina
Ms. Hayward provides the senior
management with a list of all
the projects that her spouse
works on when we have that list
and it is changing with some
regular it we set up a firewall
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so Ms. Hayward can't influence
the acts is that pertain to that
project
that means no sitting in on
meetings regarding the activity
no strategizing no letter
writing or work products no
activity that in any way
influenced the okay of mohcd
involvement in the project the
specific request was specific
relevant to 2000 bryant I was
the main staff person from mohcd
working from the gibb I can
attest that sfgovtv sophie
hayward doesn't participate I'm
concerned read the ethics
complaint and there were several
e-mails which sophie was copied
on the content were procedural
only
when I picked up this project at
the potential land decade
project several months earlier
the first lands dedication
project I remind open and needed
guidance regarding how a land
dedication move forward there
the lotta's fountain earthquake
process and sophie respond that
is was procedural only and her
response was a very genericso I wanted to suppress that
again sophie didn't participate
in decision making anytime 9
project came up she go up and
executed heifer our analysis was
done by the book for the section
of the planning code we followed
the perusers we evaluated it as
prescribed that's the way we
came total outcome we did I'll
be happy to answer any questions
you May have.
>> thank you.
>> through the President I
want to ask through the chair
the city attorney we want to
make sure we are following all
the ethical requirements and to
the extent that 0 there was a
question raised about whether it
is appropriate for that the
board to proceed with this
appeal in light of the issue
that was raised I want to hear
from the city attorney and if
you can give us our guidance in
terms of the complaint that's
been raised and the response are
if the city the mayor's office
of housing what is your view in
terms of the tournamentness of
the board continuing with this
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appeal.
>> john gibner, deputy city
attorney.
speak up.
>> john gibner, deputy city
attorney.
That's the first anyone has
asked me to speak up
my office has conferred with Ms.
Hayward to make sure she's
taking the appropriate steps to
avoid any conflict of interest
based on any conversations with
her today after receiving the
e-mail mentioning the ethics
complaint and the presentation
that appears there are-not
participated in or made any
decisions or thought to use her
position of the mohcd or in the
other city department related to
this project
there's no problem with the
board moving forward with the
decision today
one side note related as well
the e-mail that was distributed
I received this morning I
believe the rest of you that the
city attorney had dictated this
matter might be continued
because of the ethics complaint
I think that is just made up the
city attorney none in my office
or none in the public
information office made in any
such statement.
>> thank you Mr. Gibner I want
to make sure if the contrary or
are concerns that are identified
by the city attorney I'll follow
that and not precede we want to
make sure I asked that question
about we heard from the city
agencies.
>> now opening to the city
agencies
you for the city departments
you'll have up to 15 minutes by
no means needs to use the entire
time.
>> thank you very much
supervisor President London
breed and good afternoon. I'm
emery rogers today is couple of
ceqa appeal statement led by
thomas and the are project
planner and on the cu been
continued by rich
and also let the board know in
in addition to the people that
are here for the specific
questions we have additional
staff to address the policy that
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transcends the project
important to the community and
our department
we have claudia flores and
matthew schneider claudia is
leading the plan
as you May know planning related
issues likewise displacement are
29 first and foremost for people
living in the moishth and our
department has been working with
the community including mohcd,
oewd on the mission action plan
many works to create and have
affordable housing and bring
stability to the mission a
variety of strategies
under review including the
changes and that go beyond that
to address the issues for the
protections and housing
preservation and economic
development not specific to the
appeals the project before you
is the demolition of 6 buildings
with 3 dwelling units and new
construction of 6 story building
with mixed use
one and 69 market-rate housing
and 3 opponent below-market rate
unit and approximately 12
thousand pdr space and 840
parking spaces the project
provides an open space for the
mid block alley and dedicated
lands to the city and mohcd as
certified this land can
construct up to 98 dwelling
units as of right and I'm going
to turn it over to lisa to
discuss the connecting appeal.
>> thank you, ann marie
sxooepd and members of the board
I'm lisa the question you're
considering today is whether the
community plan exemption that
was issued for the 2000 bryant
street was prepared no longer to
ceqa and the ceqa guidelines it
was raised on the 16th street
environmental impact report that
was heard on July 26th
the familiar issues specifically
whether or not the growth
projection and eir remained
value for the subsequent
projects the board denied the
16th street appeal affirming the
planning department reliance on
the eir for the focus for the
eir I'd like to briefing recap
the planning department position
on the gross projections the
gross projections eir reviews to
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assess how population growth
supported by the eastern
neighborhoods zoning area plans
can impact the environment they
didn't establish excuse menot establish limits on the pace
or the extent of growth further
the eastern neighborhoods eir
did not establish a growth
threshold above which the eir is
no longer valid in approving the
eastern neighborhoods eir and
zoning in 2008, this board voted
to manage and control the
density type of and location the
g board didn't establish the
growth caps that some cities and
places in california do that to
restrict the quality not what we
have in san francisco further
the growth projections in the
eir did in the establish in fact
an inspiration date the eastern
neighborhoods eir will remain
valid under ceqa until such time
that the plan is amended or
updated ceqa did isn't permitted
the planning department to
reopen the environmental plan in
the absence of an update is that
plan that's in ceqa guidelines
so how were the growth
projections used the ceqa
evaluated the population growth
in areas of land use, population
and housing, business activity,
employment and transportation
and air quality and art and
utilities and public services
the eastern neighborhoods
determined with prelims alcohol,
tobacco & firearms plan will
there will be unavoidable
impacts into twrit and traffic
and shadow and on the impacts
too that were identified as
migration measures the
adaptation the eastern
neighborhoods plan required
implementation of those
mitigation measures the board
adapted a statement of
overriding consideration
accepting the trade off between
the plan benefits and the
environmental impact once a lead
agency adapts a community plan
and certified a program eir for
the eastern neighborhoods the
california environmental quality
act mandates that process to
review the project that process
is the c p p process we're
following ceqa mandates that
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projects that are consistent
with the development density
established under the plan shall
not be subject to additional
environmental impact only to
examine if there are significant
impacts peculiar to the site
we're prohibited from renaval
the city as a vision in the plan
purchases of determine where a c
p is grand for a density
provided by the plan the
accuracy of the congregate
assumed in the eir is relevant
only in that vaulting whether
the projects will result in new
or substantially more impacts in
the eir the departments response
growth has not exceeded the
projections in the eir rapid
development is developing in the
very impacts that are disclosed
in the eir those are the changes
we've heard that the speakers
speak of that's the case with
each of bryant street impacts
they're identified in the eir
and anticipated and those
included the land use due to the
pdr and traffic and transit and
recreation and open space
so the proper question to ask
here in the appeal were any such
differences in the gross
projections readies to
substantially more significant
vifrl effects we've not seen in
any evidences presented to us.
>> Madam President can I
before we.
>> supervisor peskin.
>> Ms. Gibson.
>> can we pause the time thank
you.
>> supervisor peskin.
>> I heard something different
in core than what you
represented and in co-sponsor
have an I was the dissenting
vote any recollection of that
conversation about actually
there was a recognition by the
planning department as to that
sub region of the problematic
document that we might be
running up against those numbers
and the impacts I think there
was a statement joment but
indeed time for-you don't see
your statements I think you've
attempted but nostril allowed to
tell us what questions we're
allowed to ask but that being
what that is the real question
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to me if we analyze as many as
2000 units and now have 25
hundred units in the pipeline
what are the associated impacts
as to all of these things
whether offering riding
considerations in 2008, I agree
with you, you that that did not
on the face mandate having a new
eir but think we have to once we
are saying hey we built for
units in 8 years than expected
to build until 2025 how do we
recognize that.
>> thank you supervisor peskin
through the chair the question
that you asked it we noted what
is a different position I'm
concerned stated when that was
stated at the 9001, 16th street
hearing regarding the
projections at that hearing the
department acknowledged that the
numbers that have about
projections the current ones
that are participating in the
eir show that there are the
amount of housing in the mission
district I'm sorry in certain
locations is reaching a level
that was near what was projected
at the time of eir was prepared
so and today, we have that can
speak in a better manner with
the specifics of those numbers I
can tell you how those numbers
were used is relative for the
subsequent projects and wear
studying as we do exemptions we
evaluate the conditions and the
project site location determines
that anything that has changed
would change our conclude and
analysis that we had at the
project impact so we have
certain tops on the projections
to evaluate and look at it land
use, we use it for analysis of
the population and
transportation and air quality,
etc. We have new information we
just want our analysis and
identify where the individual
subsequent project will have a
severe impact the projection
itself didn't-you have
something else to add
we'll have you continue with the
presentation since that was
going to be a part of it Madam
Clerk can we reprogram the times
please.
Yes chris through the chair
fannie mae to clarify Ms. Rogers
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classified that on the appeal
she acknowledges that going
forward as growth continues on
the eastern neighborhoods plan
that maybe that the department
conducts more project specific
analysis that is not to say that
we will no longer rely on the
e-mails eir or the planning
exemption for a project but
rather as we did in fact, on the
90 1, 16th street focused on the
eir that look at a specific
topic one of those tops that the
impacts on traffic in this case
we found after a focused eir
that look at the transit impacts
this project will not result
under a significant impact on
the transit as growth continues
we May do more of the projects
analyses that is not equivalent
of the eir and good afternoon
chris department staff briefly
first, the eastern neighborhoods
eir remains valid as a basis for
the communities plan booemdz the
remarks about the population
estimates were used in the
eastern neighborhoods eir the
population growth and the loss
of pdr space have not exceeded
what we anticipated in the eir
mr. Schneider as growths slides
with the gentrification and
displacement constitute a
significant impact that were not
anticipated if the eastern
neighborhoods eir as important
as those issues are those are
social and connective impacts
that are nostril subject to ceqa
unless evidence to a physical
effect on the environment the
appellant has not provided that
evidence we came to the
permitted-such a physical
impact not considered by the
eastern neighborhoods eir as
occurred as a problematic
document the ooirmz eir did
evaluate the impacts associated
with displacement in the context
of the amended increase in
population and intensity o
density clicked the physical
environments was less than
significant with that said
gentrification is policy issues
and addressing those as a
separated matter for
environmental review and claudia
is here talking about the 2020
and with regards to the public
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benefits are not provided public
benefits are provide the public
benefits plan was with the plan
in 2008, as shown in attachment
d with the response public
benefits are provided as the
permits are issued gun matthew
schneider is available for
questions
near and dear to my heart in
regards to the consortium the
project is not with the
applicable plans they conducted
angle clalthd analysis and
determined it is as the
exclusion in conflicts with the
plans that a significant impact
previously identified in the
eastern neighborhoods eir will
occur thank you.
>> good afternoon, supervisors
rich department staff we review
the conditional use
authorization and the planning
department responded to the
appeal on June 2016 the planning
commission considered the
project the majority attributes
were approved through the large
project authorization those
elements are subject to the
second appeal to be considered
we the board of appeals the
conditional use authorization
was needed only for the
demolition of a 3 dwelling units
relative to the issues on the
appeal the planning commission
found the demolition to be
necessary and desirable in order
to incumbent the mixed use
project it is consistent with
the urban mixed use zoning
district and the height and bulk
district the project meets the
open space for the roof terrace
that measures up to 15 thousand
square feet and a decade of a
parcel measuring 90 feet and
mohcd has certified the land
dedication will exceed the 35
percent more affordable housing
by Mr. Matsuoka up to 98
dwelling unit more affordable
housing the project provides a
public assessable mid block
right-of-way and also undertakes
did sites the project is not
required by current law to
replace the pdrs by provides 12
it thousand ground floor of pdrs
it meets the planning code and
general plan and not relies on
the-this that concludes my
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presentation.
We're all available for any
questions thank you.
>> with that, I know there are
questions from supervisors we'll
start with supervisor mar I
wanted to go back to one of the
comments by chris thomas you
went through that quickly in
rejecting the appellants
suggests that are cumulative
impact of displacement and
impacts especially on low income
residents artists and small
businesses as I recall you said
that ceqa didn't allow you to
look at associate and economic
impacts not subject to ceqa your
concluding you e conducting you
looked at the displacement could
you clarify that because 2008 to
now I'm in agreement with the
appellants that there have been
significant changes whether your
latino or chicano and the
demographics of that population
from huge areas of mission and
the southeast parts of the city
to push out low income residents
and people with disabilities the
artists and small businesses
like some that have been in that
space potential legacy
businesses and I think that to
call that some of the
displacement less than
significant didn't strike me as
factual I guess that's my
question first.
>> chris the guidelines say
they'll be the threat as social
effects and an eir May change
the effects through anticipated
economic and social changes to
physical changes from excuse me
-economic or social changes to
physical changes accused in
return for the economic change
the intermediate changes May not
be billed and greater or
necessary to look at the change
of cause-and-effect the focus
should be often the physical
changes the eastern
neighborhoods europe concluded
this could be with the
gentrification and displacement
will not result in the physical
impacts on the environment so
for the department to consider
the gentrification as
significant impacts under ceqa
we'll need substantial evidence
last week the jobs housing and
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balance whether not occur
without the plan, and, secondly,
after stabbing that their
causing physical impacts on the
social environment when the case
the eir we're not aware of the
relationship between the
physical effects as physical
impacts on the environment.
>> can you do your best to
paraphrase what you just said.
>> (Laughter).
>> I think the city attorney
will like to elaborate
in essence what ceqa is
directing us to do no consider
the social effects so the
changes and demographics.
>> you can't look at the human
impacts or social impacts it is
outside of the ceqa guidelines.
>> that's correct except to
the degree and result in the
physical impacts of the
environment and perhaps the city
attorney can elaborate.
>> excuse me-deputy city
attorney mirena burns.
Through the chair it schis
stated it well, I'll say that
the ceqa statuettes and the ceqa
guidelines and several cases
that are directly think point on
this question clearly state that
can't consider the socioeconomic
under ceqa in and of itself that
separation needs to be made and
physical impact on the
environment like air quality,
transportation, all the other
effects we look at typically
under ceqa related to growth
so it is not that we can't in
any situation consider the
socioeconomic under ceqa unless
the impact has to contribute to
it a case out 6 backings fields
they're the board of supervisors
were considering approving a
couple of wal-marts and the
opponents were arguing the super
supervises will lead to urban
decay and blight in the downtown
bakers field it is important to
look at the blight they very
evidence that showed that
approving the wal-marts were
going to cause physical changes
in their downtown area that's
the link that needs tobacco made
to us to take into consideration
the socioeconomic simply in the
ceqa process not to say those
are not important policy
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considerations the city look at
a policy process through the
large project authorization this
is just to say that ceqa is a
state law we are implementing
the state law it requires you
require the physical changes the
environment.
>> and you're saying prominent
thank you, Ms. Burn your
rejecting the significant
changes that have happened that
we should be analyzing it based
on the conditions now we have
2008 eastern neighborhoods
analysis I guess it still didn't
stick with me not significant
changes to require an eir based
on the current position by the
uc berkley and others have
looked at by
consensus looked at
the mission and down to the
consensus track to me the
changes have about so traumatic
if usual a low income person or
one of the businesses from the
demolished buildings it is hard
to see that is not a significant
change and our policies ben tech
companies in 2011, 2012 have led
to this rapid change especially
in the mission but now
stretching thought richmond
integrity and other places hard
for me to accept not significant
changes whether you're looking
at socioeconomic and human a
impacts or the physical ones
what would transpiring the need
for a new eir what's the
conditions.
>> lisa gibson
you have speaking the eastern
neighborhoods eir in that case
the ceqa guidelines provide a
road map when subsequent review
is needed for an eir in section
of the ceqa guidelines once a
project is approved the lead
agencies is conceded until
further discretionary is
required if there is further
discretionary review after the
approval didn't require the
reopening of that approval if
after the project is approved
any of the conditions described
that are in a different section
of this document occur the
agency needs to prepare
subsequent reviews when it is
prior to granting a next
discretionary approval the
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eastern neighborhoods didn't
have a discretionary review
approval on 2 it we have
discretionary review approvals
on a project that is proposed
pursuant to the rezone but not
discretionary action on the plan
itself so by further it says
when there is no further action
if the situation that we'rethere's no other responsible
agency grantsdz an approval for
the project there's no action
that the agency needs to take
so basically, there's no
reopening of the eir
unless there is a modified
project for the eir itself.
>> even though the conditions
have changed so significantly
from 2008 to 2016 you're saying
never going to be reopened I ska
asked was what would trigger the
reopening short of human
suffering and impacts of low
income and cultural communities
that many are expressing from
the audience.
>> what you're describing it
what I characterize as the
people perspective and
experience based on build out in
the planned area and accumulate
as a result of the zoning
district there is a
dissatisfaction for the
significant impacts
identified in the eir and what
would require reopening the eir
to address those changes
revisiting the zoning in the
decision maker or policymakers
want to look at this in the
eastern neighborhoods because of
the data showing that the
consequences are not desirable
that's a policy matter whether
that needed review under ceqa
when we have a project that is
relooked at.
>> so basically you're hands
are tied you can't even if
significant changes in a
neighborhood like the mission or
around the project you can't do
a current analysis that looks at
even the physical or eir.
>> now we are talking about
for those promotions we're
conducting our environmental
review through the community
process that's where we identify
whether the individual projects
will have project or cites
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specific impacts
peculiar to the site and from
the standpoint what is peculiar.
>> for the 901, 16th street
street appeal that was before in
July was one were there was a
peculiar impact related to
historic resources and in that
case that was no an impact in
the eastern neighborhoods eir
and therefore we did a exemption
for the environmental impact
report and higher level of
review to address that and also
transportation impacts that were
addressed that were considered
peculiar to the project.
>> if this board 11 votes were
to require a current date eir
how long would that take and how
much would that cost and delay
the project.
>> you're asking if you
require an eir you mean for this
project how long and how much it
would depending on the finding
with regard to the sufficiencies
you'll wish us to secure I'd
like to point out that we
conducted a special technical
studies 5 or 6 for that project
not only for an eir you do
technical studies but aboutso we look at the environmental
tops and specific areas are
we'll feed to study and in
general preparation of an eir
take between a year to two years
for a focused eir between the
two.
>> would likely delay the
project for one or two years and
how much would that cost.
>> that is not a question I
could go answer best answered we
the department.
>> wyoming you estimate.
>> emery rogers through the
chair.
>> how much of other irs eirs.
>> those fees will depend on
the special studies but let's
see roughly there easily could
be hundreds of thousand even if
dollars to a million and put in
your costs for a consultant it
can be well above that.
>> hundreds of millions of
dollars I appreciate your
answering my question.
>> thank you supervisor
campos.
>> thank you
thank you Madam President wanted
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to follow up on the line of
questioning that supervisor mar
and supervisor peskin were
following
and I appreciate the question
from supervisor peskin as it
relates to the corbin appeal
because I think consistency is
important he was the no vote on
that item so I appreciate where
he's coming from I respect that
I think what supervisor mar is
getting at we have two types of
appeals the ceqa appeal and the
cu and sort of what the
limitations of the appeal are
and what I find the most
frustrating about ceqa is the
very limited and narrow way to
look at social impacts like
displacement and so I'm
wondering if I don't know if it
is a question for the planning
department or the city attorney
but sort of what is the
relevance of that issue of
displacement as we engage in
environmental review.
>> because I think know that
is the question for so many of
any constituents; right?
Why can't we look at that and
deputy city attorney mirena
burns.
The ceqa status addresses it
through the definition of what
you substantial evidence and
which way need to support our
decisions under ceqa
this can, found in the public
research code
subsection c says substantial
evidence arguments and
unsubstantiated that evidence
that is erroneous which don't
contribute or caused by physical
impacts on the environment is
not substantial evidence this is
specific dwellings and the ceqa
guidelines further describe that
by saying through the definition
of a significant effect on the
environment an economic this can
be found in the ceqa guidelines
an economic or social change by
itself shall not have an be
subsequent effect but were
related to a physical change May
be considered that's the key in
ceqa we're looking at under the
state law mandate what are the
physical changes to the
environment the question before
the board is whether there are-
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that link is between the social
changes and economic changes and
the physical changes of the
environment and that link needs
to be supported by the
substantial evidence in the
record
the board know the question
before you in the context that
is very specific type of
exemption that was created by
the ceqa statute itself that
says where a project is
consistent with the development
density the zoning and general
plan that has been adopted
through an eir that is what the
eastern neighborhoods is
consistent with the zoning
sdrent general zoning we look at
the specific set of questions
the question is I understand
that the board a grappling with
wrote a there are previously
identified impacts in the eir as
a result of new information
which was not known at the time
the eir was certified or
determined to have a more savior
impact that discussed in the
prior eir so the washer and
dryer needs to look at whether
or not this is substantial
evidence in the records those
previously identified
transportation impacts, impacts
air quality all those to
population and housing the
eastern neighborhoods eir does
consider have been changed
because of substantial new
information in the record to
show the impacts will be more
severe that didn't reopen it
means the dp e if you find
substantial evidence to support
show have looked at and directly
the planning department to do
>> judge following up on that
point; right? People say off
ramp this project has impacts in
terms of traffic a number of
things
environmental in nature so the
question is the extent to which
the neighborhoods eir look at
those so maybe there are no
through the chair to planning
just building that the analysis
in eastern neighborhoods that
with standing that is the crux
of ceqa appeal here.
>> through the President.
>> could you speak into the
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mike so we can>> sorry.
>> the eastern neighborhoods
eir.
>> I'm sorry just for the
record whether each person
speaks please identify
yourselves thank you.
>> chris thomas planning
department staff
the e-mails eir covered rapid
tops and many of the tops were
evaluated on the basis of the
impacts from the new zoning and
projected population that
results in the prelims of the
eastern neighborhoods plan
so that's the pragmatic review
of the tops that were covered
and we looked at.
>> number of issues and do
kite the tops for transportation
for example, that was of there
was a transportation impact
study done and evaluate each
issue there a study or a matter
of information in the eastern
neighborhoods eir.
>> another issue related to the
ceqa analysis on the issue of
the greekt projections in the
eastern neighborhoods eir
I want to have a better
understanding of what your
response to this question of you
know whether or not we're
talking about in any units a
number of units that have been
approved that go past what was
anticipated in eastern
neighborhoods
if you can if you can address
that specific point.
>> through the chair chris
thomas many of the speakers
point out the number of units
anticipated for the mission
district have been exceeded in
the itching range of the units
have been square feet, however,
what the eir looked was
population projections and not a
significant amount of
development of non-residential
properties the population
projections have not compete
what was anticipated in the
eastern neighborhoods eir.
>> I have a question through the
city attorney related to this
point
I sort of see the point from the
appellants and from what
communities members said at some
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point, is it appropriate to cap
the number of units
built in the neighborhood you
know the impact because of
impact of those units can have
on a neighborhood and I'm trying
to I think to me that's an
appropriate exercise and better
to be safe than sorry we plan
the future of a neighborhood
like this one I'm trying to
understand how to go about doing
that it is appropriate to do
that.
>> deputy city attorney mirena
burns.
Through the pointing mechanisms
through the planning code and
state law for issuing the zoning
moratoriums that maybe something
the board May want to consider
or another route through the
planning code what is described
through the staff the eastern
neighborhoods eir analyzed
growth and what analytical tools
which were the projection of at
the time the departments and the
planning commission and the
board in uphold the eir and
appeal thought what was a
reasonable analytical tool 24
was not a in the eastern
neighborhoods eir but a cap but
do board can create that.
>> as the planning department
a question about that I know
that there is you know map 2020
that the department is looking
at
I mean is that something that is
considered rezoning can you can
you believe there is a point at
some point we want to cap the
number of units that are being
built as a way of protecting the
character of the neighborhood
and claudia adachi the action
plan 2020 we are looking at the
larger policy changes and we
think first and foremost
acknowledging the gentrification
are real in the mission and they
were important to look at
and so we there's been
conversation whether it is
appropriate under a ceqa look at
that and as far as specific
zoning tools we've been
discussing one of them for
example, a pdr requirement we
looking at to allow for
affordable housing on a number
of limited pdr paralyze that
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will trigger that will be a
policy change we're also looking
at on corridor as well as are
there additional zoning tools to
look at affordable housing in
the mission those are the
co-changes we're starting to
work on.
>> thank you
I have a final question that I'd
like to ask 9 mayor's office of
housing as I mentioned that land
dedication has been a tool used
before I want to be completely
blunt about this you know we've
heard a lot over the last couple
of years about the meta project
that basically, had allowed for
the building of luxury housing
in challenge for a developer
buying property pies piece of
land in the neighborhood 100
percent affordable will be built
as a concept that is something
that can makes a lot of sense
because it actually allows us to
think outside the box to
maximize the number of
affordable units that are
ultimately built
the problem with the meta
project you had the luxury
housing the market-rate housing
that was built on site and yet
we're still waiting for the
mayor's office of housing to
build the affordable housing
and you know I don't want to
dispager anyone but as we're
moving forward here in visions
of affordable housing being
built and I'll tell you that a
big concern that I have I know
that members of this communities
have can the mayor's office of
housing actually make this
happen do this? And is it going
to be the kind of thing that if
something like this goes forward
takes a long time before we see
my thought affordable housing
built what is the commitment the
mayor's office of housing
because from my perspective you
know as a concept I think that
for something else to work we
have to see the construction of
the affordable housing piece as
quickly as possible
quite frankly as I mean, I think
my goal would be my hope would
be it happens same thing can you
address that issue to me that's
a big question that rightly
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people are raised I certainly
worry about.
>> yes. I'll be happy to
address that kate hartley
mayor's office of housing we are
very aware of the criticism
moving slowly and no denying it
we're constrained over the years
by the fact that affordable
housing costs a lot of money and
the mayor's office of housing
and years past have not had
large budgets in a way it has
now there are years in the very
recently past our total budget
was $5 million that's not
funding a project we are very
fortunate to be in a very
different situation right now we
have a large amount of
affordable housing fees job
length and job fees as well as
the three hundred and plus
million dollar housing bond and
our partner in housing
production occ has been able to
issue bonds on their project
area income so I have sense my
department has September a
letter to your department that
commits to expediting this
project with an rfp out in 4
weeks that includes a normal
outreach to the communities
about the rfp which is why it
didn't go faster and have the
money in place have $2 million
ready to go in the fiscal year
of predevelopment funding for is
this project can move
immediately into the design
phase we can't make architect
and engineers work faster than
they humanly can work there is
typically a 12 month period of
architecture design is he will
include in the rfp the
importance of expediting this
project and we have the funds to
do it and we firmly believe that
it will be unlike previous land
dedications because of budget
authority that we have and
because we know this project we
know that affordable housing in
the mission so so important.
>> myself and so many people
in the community working hard to
pass the housing bond
$310 million, $50 million of
that has been dedicated or
pegged for the mission how much
of that are you thinking of
using can you believe
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talk about that i
actually.
>> the 50 mental illness we
issued a notice of funding for
the prop a funds that is
specifically dedicated to the
mission one response and that we
hope.
>> so the 50 mental illness
that remains available for the
neighborhoods and absolutely.
>> how much are you
dedicateing.
>> we have $30 million
dedicated in addition to not
having the acquisition fees we
have the price of the
development the developer will
investor this preshovel rode in
the having hazardous materials
and upgrading activities that
add costs to the project the
overall cost of this project
should come in lower than a
typical project we buy the law
land.
>> a final question in the
letter you talked about the
issue of having affordable units
how many will be built from any
perspective we want to see as
many affordable housing units
built as possible I understand a
projection of one and 36 units
can you address that issue.
>> we believe you can build up
to one and 36b units on that
site the minimum amount of units
that Mr. Meet the section is 80
that will the total production
will be well over waterproofs we
don't know the exact unit
account because for a
community-based developer to
binge think a design team to
limousine with the community
input and working with the
developer we don't have a count
right now but telling us in the
mission affordable projects that
are underway like 17 fulsome and
shot well and on the density
we're achieving are exceeding
our original projections we will
put into our rfps that
developers who submit proposals
must maximize the affordable
unit count and the number of
units they can deliver will be
part of selection process.
>> supervisor campos can I ask
one questions are any of those
including federal funding at all
for any of the subsidies.
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>> no.
>> thank you
I know that my colleagues have
questions so thank you.
>> supervisor campos is
finished I want to make sure it
is made clear that in all of
those instances we plan to use
neighborhood preference.
>> absolutely.
>> neighborhood preference and
woeven and ellis act a work
preference
all of the things eave passed
here at the board of supervisors
apply in the case of any
development that includes
affordable housing on site and
we have legislative preferences
we will apply certificate of
occupancy I know your refer to
the difficulties at kennedy we
were unable to implement
overseeing preferences due to
flood action and appreciate the
hard work you've put into
restoring that decision
ironically hud has slowed us
down on the last capital project
in the hud funds in san
francisco a program funded with
called section 202 money and hud
has eliminated that program and
no others capital funding
available so those difficulties
were going through are on the
kennedy's no longer apply
because hud as capital projects.
>> just to be clear the 202
program would go away but the
possibility of new potential
capital programs or no.
>> not currently inform.
>> thank you for that claefrts
and supervisor cowen.
>> please excuse my back I'm
going to speak into the mike
here we go another ceqa appeal
we have a lot of them them one
thing that is consistent the
call the eastern neighborhoods
plan is constantly called into
question and framed as a
document it is updated and why
the heck are we using it
basically
I wanted to know from the
planning perspective why we
continue to us the eastern
neighborhood plan when it is
updated.
>> lisa acting environmental
review officer the reason we
have continuing to us the
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eastern neighborhoods eir plan
is as I stated in any
presentation we're mandate to do
so
the ceqa guidelines established
a streamlining progress when you
had a problematic eir to
evaluate a plan as we did in
this case, the subsequent
projects
development in cornerstones with
the plan should be evaluated to
what we're calling a community
plan exemption process.
>> what entity mandates we
create a plan and that we
implement that it is it a state
and the requirements for that a
jean plan is a state
requirements the eastern
neighborhoods eir fulfills that
mandate and then we're required
from the california
environmental quality act that
was established by the state
legislative for the impact
analysis of that plan
we courthouses to prepare a
problematic eir we do so we can
achieve the benefit of
evaluating in one document and
comprehensive set of cumulative
types of issues that result from
implementing a complex plan that
covered so many of the large
geographic area so we did a
problematic eir to consider the
interrelated rezoning effort
issues and to a that informs the
rezoning progress and the
decision makers choices with
zoning action abc real quick
what was it create.
>> the eastern neighborhoods
plan was they are second reading
in 2008.
>> it took 12 years.
>> more than 10 years.
>> more than 10 years.
>> between 8 to 10 years to
create this plan a large
community effort.
>> how did we plan prior to
the eastern neighborhoods plan.
>> so we had zoning in place
at that time, in the areas of
eastern neighborhood that
identified what the land use
controls in terms of height and
bulk and we reviewed permits in
accordance with the wlumd.
>> you took project by project
and now the eastern neighborhood
plan covet like a map that if
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you want to build in a certain
area either set the criteria you
must meet.
>> that's correct.
>> so my question and don't
interpret it as disrespect I'll
asking on behalf of my
constituents that has has many
ceqa appeals how do we get rid
of eastern neighborhoods plan.
>> that's a question that is
quite frankly 0 outside my area
of expertise the implementation
of the california environmental
quality act I think that is a
policy matter and one that
decision makers should.
>> so a policy matter so take
up with the board of supervisors
and even the planning commission
I see people first ann marie and
then-and get a legal thinking
outside the box.
>> emery rogers the board of
supervisors when they feel a
need to update the planning to
undertake the efforts to
initiate staff to work with the
communities to update the policy
that's one way it can happen and
the board of supervisors can
make gentle policy addictions
and amend the planning code to
the general plan as the zaff has
said you can do a moratorium and
change in every manner the
zoning controls or ask the
planning commission to engage in
a big community process.
>> I I know you guys are tired
of coming here we're tiredno. Your not tired I'm the only
one that's tired of that.
>> oh, another one that is
tired.
>> deputy city attorney mirena
burns.
I think that Ms. Rogers stated
it the entities that can
initiate it the planning
commission the planning
commission has a long public
process and hold hearings and
refer them to the board of
supervisors that sends the vote
up and down to the amendments to
the general plan any changes to
the eastern neighborhoods a
community plan of the general
plan needs to go through the
same process the board can
initiate to the planning code
didn't have to wait for the
planning commission as with the
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general plan amendment so if any
amendment is made not to conduct
plans to the specific zoning you
know density and requirements
all those things in the planning
code it is something this board
can initiate and refer to the
planning commission for its
recommendation recommendation.
>> so self-we get rid of the
eastern neighborhoods plan we
can go back to the prior and
deputy city attorney mirena
burns.
Through the President The state
law mandates we have a general
plan.
>> I'm sorry the subsection of
the January plausibleness no
state law we have to have a
community plan that is a
planning tool we've chosen to
implement the general plan is
citywide a broadly brush stroke
like market octavia plan,
eastern neighborhoods is a
broader planning area and sub
plans within the eastern
neighborhoods like the central
soma, western soma.
>> thank you
so I guess my question ann marie
and May predate you in the
tenure in the planning
department but it seems like the
eastern neighborhoods is giving
us a lot of coronation and makes
it extremely hard to move the
projects I see the for fathers
and mothers that thousand it was
a good idea as a tool to
streamline the process; right?
If you have a project that meets
the guidelines we don't have to
go through certain I even an
eir; correct?
>> that's the ceqa side effect
but not an effect of the plan.
>> okay. Okay. So what do
you think if you can look at
your crystal ball if we getting
into the weeds of the eastern
neighborhoods plan how much work
it will cost hear me out what
would san francisco what would
the san francisco process begin
to look like.
>> we have a good crystal ball
for that when the eastern
neighborhoods eir was underway
we look at the effects without
the plan so the ceqa at that
time, said the goldman sachs
impacts for displacement
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foreperson loss of pdr would be
much worse and the communities
were engaged if an effort and
throughout the plan they were
uncomfortable with the prelims
through the zoning code and the
laws to adjust that.
>> thank you, matthew
schneider I heard you had slides
or something could you kind of
briefly describe what is on your
slides.
>> many of my slides matthew
schneider had the numbers and
have general slides of what the
communities benefits
we're looking at you
could say a benefit with the
impacts that came with that note
existed before had we probation
officer not had the eastern
neighborhoods wouldn't have rays
the millions of dollars that
have leveraged other fees and
made the projects on the front
burn eerie have a map and happy
to go over that but essentially
going to provide.
>> thank you I don't think we
need the map at this point but
curious to know thank you for
entertaining my questions and
taking that walk down the
infinity road supervisor peskin
perhaps take that underway and
talk about it offline but a
perhaps have it san francisco
historic preservation commission
about the eastern neighborhoods
make its third reading.
>> throat President.
>> supervisor peskin.
>> thank you. I have other
people that are on the roster.
>> thank you supervisor cowen
the last time it took a decade.
>> thank you supervisor yee.
>> I video a few questions the
staff is correct in terms of
what would be easier for to
change some of the codes I'm
looking at some legislation to
make amendments to the house we
look at the 40 percent of multi
bedroom units and that will
change things also but the
question is
for the any such
effort.
>> I agree
the land is part of a
entitlements that will prevail.
>> is that's correct from the
city attorneys.
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>> deputy city attorney mirena
burns.
I apologize I was conferring
with any colleague and didn't
hear the question restate it
please.
I have sp fear you have two
developments of two buildings
next door to each other possibly
at market-rate and might be
built before the affordable
housing so what would someone
moving into the market-rate
building to appeal the
affordable housing because they
May find some excuse not having
it built I guess she was saying
it is part of the deal and it
would not be any pail is that
true.
>> the appeal is before you
now this is the same project the
market-rate project and the land
dedication of affordable housing
at least this portion of the
project is before you now three
quarters that project for the
affordable housing needs to go
through a separate approval
progress and approval process at
this point we'll do the
environmental review and need
whatever the planning code it is
true that the latter project
will need to go through the
imprisonments progress and the
ceqa process at that point.
>> can that be appealed.
>> yes. Able to be appealed.
>> you tell me it couldn't be
appealed.
>> kate hartley I wasn't sure
I defer to my colleagues.
>> I'm sorry it could
definitely be appealed what
can't be appealed the dedication
that the curing the mayor's
office of housing will still own
that lands the rightful owner
what is potentially appeals
whatever actual project that was
proposed for that thing.
>> oh, okay. I don't know how
to express that that is really a
concern we have to look at it
because that is both lesson and
now the other comment the
housing units the number I'm
pushing from the other ended in
terms of discussion of what it
means to have single families
one bedroom and studios are
units and basically, when you
have two families many of the
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people that are being pushed out
of the mission are families I
have a comment about that.
>> educating hartley mayor's
office of housing we are
concerned been that I will say
that what the trends we are
seeing that families in so san
francisco seek the two bedrooms
that the two bedrooms are very,
very chief and tlooemz are not
as desirable because of higher
rent we want to build the
housing that meets the needs of
low income families and we will
work with the community-based
developer to achieve that rate
balance of units size.
>> thank you supervisor yee
supervisor kim.
>> thank you a couple of
questions on the affordable
housing
I know that you said that can't
give us an accurate number of
units that can be built on the
lands that is dedicated can you
give us a rough estimate of the
maximum and minimum given the
multiply affordable units.
>> 1 hundred to 1 and 36 and
does the mayor's office of
housing have any thoughts or
thinking about what kinds of
affordable housing and little
income ranks will be built on
this site and 2 will be the
typical affordability that is 20
percent of the dedicated to say
folks and the balances to
households of 50 to 60 percent
of medium area income in xhofrn
conformance with the tax rules.
>> by the way, they give you
more flexibility in terms of
funding autopsy that's true
and you know within of the
things I'm struggling with in
terms of this we don't do a lot
of land dedication I think that
it was you know a worthy option
that was explored in the eastern
neighborhood process and one of
the concerns in the developments
that our office gets to work on
length of production even if
affordable housing to the
market-rate so even if they're
not on site we link the
certificate of occupancy of the
market-rate to the affordable in
this case we're depending on the
city to build the affordable
housing not the developer so I
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guess I'm struggling with how
we're going to make sure that
the timelines of those two
projects will sync in line I
know that supervisor yee's
question raiseer concerns about
the appeals further down the
road with the new residents and
master residents coming in and
appealing the new environmental
approval permits even that go on
the affordable housing project
sites I know you tried to answer
that previously with supervisor
campos I curious what is the
number of land dedication
projects on the mayor's office
of housing roster I know I added
one last month could you give me
a complete list.
>> we have action on brandon
and shot well in the
predevelopment we got 101 hyde
sort of a different procedure
coming to the mayor's office
this is the third project that
came through section 419.
>> the thirds because you
don't consider 101 hyde a land
designation project.
>> not coming through this
legislative project.
>> so 4 projects could you
give me a better sense of the
timeline for how those 4
projects work
distinctive the work that the
mayor's office of housing needs
to do with the flex proposals
and the financing opposed.
>> it is in predevelopment we
are working hard community
outreach going on with the
architecture work is advanced
801 brandon a time constraint
because of the market-rate
developer had staging issues we
were delayed and at the time, we
didn't have the plumbing
available we understand the
project will be coming to us and
he accelerated the reservation
we're happy to see that coming
along and 101 hyde there were
funding issues we were going to
accelerate that a little bit so
we are working on that and.
>> when you say accelerated I'm
happy to hear but in that case
the developer committed at a pay
for all dedicated costs.
>> there was a $5 million
contribution so that's great
we when we first received it we
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thought we cognizant get gap
funding up to 10 years that's
much accelerated and sorry the
gap funding was within 5 years.
>> uh-huh.
>> and so again what do you
anticipate the housing for the
housing on this site.
>> as I stated to campos we
equipment to rules of evidence a
proposal within 4 weeks for the
lands dedication he typically we
give the developers six to eight
weeks to prepare they are
proposals and it takes usually
for this type of project about 4
weeks to go through the city
process with the city and
interview the candidates, etc.
Than the selective developer
takes 12 months to do design and
that May or May not be a little
bit longer depend on communities
input the bedroom size will be
important as we discussed the
open space will be for those are
issues to work out and then the
permitting process takes about
12 months
so that's the normal timeline
for the affordable housing
great just one more question I
probably can do the math we're
looking at the project before us
is 2000 plus market-rate units
total is that correct?
>> could you repeat that.
>> the at the moment number of
market-rate units.
>> oh, one and 96 market-rate
housing on the project plus.
>> one and 96 matters of units
will be sdpielt for this project
if the project is approved and
roughly one to one and 36 units
of affordable units on this site
if we took the lower amount what
will the percentage be achieved.
>> if you have a total count of
three hundred then the
affordable is 33 percent at
hundred, however, the way it
looked at the percentages the
number of affordable units as a
function of market-rate so
that's 50 percent it will
achieve having percent at the
low ended.
>> I appreciate that there is
confusion in the board chamber
how we calculate the units and
onsite and offsite it is clearly
late out in the housing
ordinance thank you for that
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clarification
thank you seeing no other names
on the roster, we will get going
and a presentation from the
project sponsor or their
representatives
good evening supervisors
supervisor President Breed and
I'm steve of marcille the
planning department explained
why the project complies to ceqa
and I won't repeat that
testimony but focus on the
appeal first, the facts the
project is code compliant and
the incursion ordinance not
taking up xhoingz from the board
yet 22 percent a total of
hundred plus master units we
lost 6 units at the planning
commission hearing
there's no condos proposed in
addition the project includes 19
thousand square feet of pdrs use
in the zoning district no
replacement is required a
terrific example how the mayor's
office of housing and planning
department can maximize
affordable housing and pdr space
isn't mission a point of
appellant and the supporters
disagree the project has
dedication of 19 thousand square
feet of lands to moe view the to
46 percent of the market-rate
one market-rate units and brt's
in a 6 story building and full
ceqa cleaners for the one plus
an dedicated lapd's and
dedicated to moe in a shovel
ready condition missouri
identified the gap financing to
construction it's building in
the near future and 19 thousand
square feet of ground floor and
art space
in discussions over the last
week, we agreed to further
revision adding 3 thousand
square feet to the pdr space on
the moe building that incumbents
a arts facility and they've
committed to provide 5 thousand
dollars in capital to build out
the community space and agreed
to provide 4 thousand square
feet of pdr on the market-rate
building as substantially reduce
the grants for years
the project this project is
vastly different than 2014 the
original plan further 2 and 74
units only pdr and no pdr art
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space for bmr.
>> more than meets the
building alternatives with the
appellants prepared in 2017
going for dedication 36 percent
to moe and the preservation of
10 thousand square feet after
the planning commission approved
the sites this appeal was filed
a few words about the ceqa
appeal
the appeal it bans an assertion,
however, the number of units
completed in the eastern
neighborhoods including the
mission district is well blow
the projections, however, the
ones under review the units are
approved remain well below
including this project in July
on July 26th this board object
the appeal on the street project
you made that determination
this appeal is almost identical
and we urge you to look at this
appeal several 100 percent
approval-just as this c pe
don't on fulsome street and on
mission street
96 unions on shot well street
over one hundred on south van
ness and plus affordable units
on this site
the board to determine the
eastern neighborhoods ceqa
sclaernsz for those affordable
will be delayed we ask you not
to take that action I expressed
with the planning department if
the pdrs needs to be revised we
looked at the context should be
in the context of the eastern
neighborhood plan not on the c
pe of yields projects the c pe
included several technical
studies with transportation, air
quality, noise, historic
resources and hazardous
materials and it computed the
mitigation measures but not note
for review and resulting in a c
pe because of the peculiar
impacts of this project turning
to the appeal the appeal is
solely the decision to look at 3
vacant units to create for units
one and 39 will be affordable
finally it requires conditional
approval regardless of a number
of replacement units or the
number of-no others element
requires a cu rather it was
approval for the large project
authorization an oil that had
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been heard by the board of
appeals tomorrow 2 of the
existing units were owned and
the third was empty those are
subject to rent control the 3
existing units are replaced by
the market-rate projects plus
the one plus on the dedicate
lands the planning commission
required the 3 units above and
beyond that is satisfied with
the land dedication
planning code section sets forth
the criteria the planning
commission must conditioner they
determined that meets 15 of the
18 criterias and on that basis
project finds that the public
interest is served by granting
the cu we ask the board uphold
that sensible position
in its appeal the gentleman made
no attempt to address the
section 317 but want to accept
the land dedication on this 70
to units what result in the
dedicated lands and commissioner
President James it doesn't
justify the rent-controlled
units excuse me.
However, based on the concept
design determined the dedicated
land can yield one one hundred
and 36 units the new pvrment
affordable units will meet the
criteria for demolition of 3
existing units as testified
missouri identity gap financing
needed to construction the one
and 36 units and the moe issued
an rfp to choose a developer and
should be under construction by
plate 2017 or early 2018 as soon
as the gentleman has cleared the
site and gone through mitigation
addressing supervisor yee's
issue the ceqa about before you
covers the market-rate and the
moe sites the c pe will be the
ceqa clearance for the one and 3
a 6 affordable project and want
to point out the earliest on the
market-rate is 2019 another 3
years from now and kate
described the permitted process
for the moe building we
completed long before that in
2017 but under the planning code
with supervisor wiener he
sponsoreder earlier this year
year didn't require the projects
to going come back to the
planning commission but can be
approved by the planning staff
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that will afford opportunity for
no opposition
and the gentleman said a 6 story
building to be constructed on
the dedicated land and claims
that moe can't take advantage of
the density bonus program-it
provided up to 3 additional
height for the developments and
an 8 story building can be built
on the dedicated land
the appellants assert that the
proposed demolition of one of
the building which was occupied
by intermission for the
commission not have approved the
cu and they addressed this by
requiring 18 percent of pdr
space and the commission found
the project makes the adjoin
plan-as I mentioned the pdr
art space can be increased and
the gentleman has pledged
$500,000 for the art space the
same size as the former mission
and pledged an additional monies
for the subsidized grants
ambassador as a mission action
plan 2020 as confirmed for the
construction of affordable
housing in the mission this is
the lack of land the land decade
directly provides the land at no
cost to the city
in consideration the planning
commission required the plan
required 19 thousand square feet
and the last thing we found a
way to increase that to 22
thousand square feet and is
available for the legacy in the
site
this is a code compliant project
consistent with the mission
plan, with the zoning, the
height limit that is the 42
percent ratio and the pdrs
replacement space that appraise
$7 million in funding to the
eastern neighborhoods money to
the transportation
sustainability fund and the
childcare funds we ask the board
reject this and allow the
project and affordable housing
to proceed thank you.
>> can I ask for the reduced
years I think I Miss It was
reduced for what the pdrs or
units autopsy for 4 thousand
square feet of the pdrs use in
the market-rate building.
>> so you're saying the
reduced rent you're putting rent
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control other than commercial
space an pdr space particularly.
>> that's what we offered.
>> I get it.
>> and the 98 units what's the
i'm for those units area medium
income units.
>> those units that moe built.
>> the anarchies.
>> 3 units on the manifesting
those are 55 percent of ami a
rental project 55 percent and
haitily can address them.
>> we will have our typical
project for the balance.
>> no what's the area medium
income requirement for that the
units in general just the
standard or is it a higher like
80 percent ami or 50 percent
or
55 percent ami.
>> I'm I'm going to turn it
over to supervisor campos.
>> I'll pass so as you, you
know we were engaged in
mediation and doing things that
go beyond how the project came
out of the planning commission I
want to make sure I understand
what you're saying so can we go
back to that my point how to
increase the number of
affordable units how do we
increase availability of pdrs
especially affordable pdr can
you go back to what you're doing
in negative declaration to what
came out of plan.
>> the planning commission
required us to have 12 thousand
of pdr space in the market-rate
building and 20 thousands of pdr
art space in the building that's
what coming out came out of the
planning commission to get to
the ground floor we've lost 5
units of market-rate housing
that had that been property as
ground floor on there under
street those have been converted
to pdr space the revisions the
moe design a inefficient car
share parking garage a garage
that communicated 3 car share
space and a configuration took
up 25 hundreds square feet
question offered to move those
two car share spaces into the
market-rate building garage and
reducing our patricia's by 3 a
total of 5 car share spaces in a
market-rate garage to both the
market-rate building and the
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other building that increases
the amount of ground floor pdr
space like 25 hundred to 3
thousand square feet that again
niece to be feinstein finally
designed.
>> the second thing the
gentleman offered money to
create a community art space in
the 10 thousand square feet or
approximately that amount.
>> so the total pdrs goes from
19 thousand to 22 thousand
approximately, yes.
>> if well, one possibility is
that that additional 3 thousand
can be used for pdr but could be
used more affordable housing
units
; right?
>> could be again, the final
decision is moe.
>> can I ask a question not
for you or to moe if we are
talking about an additional 3
thousand you know square feet in
space that can be used for
potentially more affordable
units you have a sense how many
units we're talking about
if it is 3 thousand if that
additional 3 thousand feet is
used for affordable units as
opposed to to pdr.
>> three to four
okay. Now can we get clarity on
the number of units at the
beginning of this presentation
sir, you gave the number one 99
I believe is incorrect.
>> I don't believe I did the
one 99 is our proposal the
planning commission reduced that
by 5 units because they required
additional pdr ways to eliminate
5 ground floor units from one 99
to one 94 their bmr units to
replace the 3 units that the
project was we're demolishing a
total of one and 91 market-rate
and 3 bmr's on the market-rate
side.
>> and one and one is the
actual number of market-rate
housing.
>> that's correct.
>> in terms of affordable
units one 36 is the maximum that
is projected depend on what
happens; right? Plus-and
then depend on what happens on
the three to four more units.
>> okay
can I ask you about the $500,000
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you mentioned can you explain
what that is.
>> that's the capital money to
support the build out of the
ground floor of the moe building
for the communities arts
facility.
>> can you can what do you
mean that's a broad term what
are we talking about here.
>> that's a combination of a
gallery space other spaces I
think that is what people have
in mind as a potential arts
facility on this location as a
similar concept that would be
operated by community nonprofit
or more than one community
nonprofit a combination of
program space, gallery,
performance space
other community artists.
>> it will be run by a
community member, player what
does that mean.
>> moe and it's developer will
go through a process of
celebrating.
>> maybe we can hear from moe.
>> kate hartley we'll want the
developer to take the lead and
others developer being a
community members on the team we
have ongoing some arts dedicated
space and other mission
developments we'll be able to
understand the market better and
learn from that lease up as the
gentleman said the space can
does have the size to accumulate
a dense gallery or office work
spaces that can be used by
artists also there are
organizations in the city that
do master leases of that space
so we have good operators in the
city that can participate and
look at it for the development
team to bring on those players.
>> now just a final alteration
out of the planning commission
they designated 12 thousand
square feet for pdrs one thing
that was confusing in the
process do they say anything
about whether or not it is
market-rate or below-market rate
out of planning.
>> it was completed and
market-rate.
>> so you said that you're
doing we'll pledge to contact
1/3rd of the 12 thousand
limit that to 250 a square foot
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for 55 years
okay.
>> with the minor increase
over that period of time we'll
pledge we will engage the
sprofrs to send he property
tenants our way to make sure
that subsidized space goes
studio a tenant.
>> okay. Thank you ladies and
gentlemen, at this time it is
time for public comment so if
you are interested in speaking
in public comment not general
public comment
renewable for the appellants
please come up step up to the
platform as a reminder you'll
have-sir unfortunately you
poke so for the appellant.
>> okay.
>> I'm sorry.
>> thank you come on up.
>> hi, I'm candice President
Of the merchants association.
>> you have a bigger mouth and
stronger voice.
>> I getting.
>> hi, I'm candice I'm world
in support of 24 project
24 project is going to be
amazing for small businesses in
the area.
>> I'm dave part owner across
the street and we're talking
about significant changes to the
neighborhood earlier and there
have been a large increase in
crime directly around this
building a lot of encampments
and bicycle chop shops and drugs
and not talking about marijuana
we believe this project building
this project will help from this
and break into the by building
my main pointing point I want to
it is a san francisco is going
through a housing crisis and to
stop the housing units is
counter preview to solving this
crisis we're in a mixed income h
mixed income building in between
18 and 19 dwindle across the
street we've been there 8 or 9
years I don't see that will
directly effect the
neighborhoods our goal is simply
to make your or our
neighborhood.
>> beautiful staff of save
place to work and live this will
put us closer to this goal.
>> next speaker, please.
>> good evening. I'm a I have
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a small business around the
corner a board member the
mission creek association we
like to see the improvements
productive not left vacated in a
way that is meaningful and
resonates with the communities
from what I'm concerned read and
seen the ground floor project
does that how it provides much
needed housing as my colleagues
said air force one and 36 units
thirty percent will go to
homeless and special needsthat will provide artists
communities and up spaces that
is really, really important and
near and dear to my heart to
have it going through any
communities obviously many
artists in the community can't
find spaces and must relocation
to the east bay and provides
space for hanging how the
gardens and cafes and community
centers and provides a vibrant
visually enhancement to the
neighborhoods
I would urge the board to vote
in favor of this bryant street
project thank you.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> thank you.
>> good evening supervisors my
name is alex a research with
carpenters local 22 a proud
member of the local and just in
light of something that was said
earlier I'm concerned not worked
on a job sites I'm concerned
worked on carpenter projects as
much as the person that smears
all the men and women that the
cia has first of all, talk about
the shorted history of our
involvement locals involvement
with this project involved and a
half we knew it wasn't going to
fly we got up on the developer
the gentleman made the decision
better to work with carpenter
union and our organization and
we really worked to turn this
thing around and bring you the
project today
I want to speak specifically to
the concerns directly to many of
the supervisors
since supervisor campos is the
only with an the first one here
immediately wanted to direct
talk to first of all, we all
know lands for one and that of
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units didn't come cheap or easy
your inspected successor asif we can't do one and 36 units
and someone is giving the city
the lands that will not happen
ever
supervisor avalos has stepped
out supervisor avalos was one of
the big proponents the unit
contractor takes citibuild we
got a write up and supervisor
avalos knows 2 takes more than
public works and this will help
supervisor peskin I hope I
remember how hard mission assess
fought for land designation in
this this process this is really
amongst the best we were in the
project 8 years ago when
building the eastern
neighborhoods and contrary to
some popular statements here we
approved that right as the
economy was collapsing not when
the-to the supervisors as a
whole and urge you to stand
against the sin cynicism
whatever when a project gets
this kind of treatment where we
talk about building affordable
housing and have people saying
we don't want that and talk
about the blue collar workers
hundreds of people working on
this project for getting through
the project
and the same goes for the
multiplied planning process
what's the point of doing this
for 10 years.
>>>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> good evening my name is a
lisa and here to talk about item
43 the california save bill 1289
I'm sorry ma'am, we've not
opened up for general public
comment that will be after we
finish with that particular
appeal I apologize thank you.
>> next speaker
>> I guess good evening
instead of good afternoon my
name is michelle jones the
co-owner of the auto shop I'm
here to tell you as a business
owner in that location for 3
seven years we're in support of
this project being built
when the scoping was changed
from pdr to land use we knew
there will be urban development
when the gentleman worked with
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us and helped us move 4 blocks
away in the mission and still in
supervisor campos district my
husband and I have owned that
business for 6 years and he's
worked for 17 and lived in the
neighborhood in supervisor
campos district for 2 two years
this project spelling needs to
be built the gentleman has been
straightforward and
straightforward with everyone of
the tenants in that project he
helped us to relocate if we
wanted to stay in the city one
attended purchased his own
building inspection and the only
the building was no where near
and nice as this building we
have the ability to hire more
people and have a nicer
environment strait up the
gentleman said everything he did
and he was honestly and
forthright he did everything to
help us move and he at this time
34 blocks away from from we had
a homeless person murdered one a
half of a block of our new
location if people had a place
to go and live in housing maybe
they'll not be murdering on the
street and I ask you to build 24
project thank you.
>> next speaker
>> I'm a resident of the
missionary specifically pretty
close by the construction live
on bryant between 20th and 21st
about a block away I guess first
I'll speak to you know a lot of
the sentiments that the
appellants talked about in terms
of concern over general
displacements certainly as a
mexican-american living I'm
sympathetic I'll say that given
the large amount of affordable
housing that is part of this
proposal that you know stalling
it or you know putting the
development into a halt
threatens the increase of
affordable housing in the region
which you know, I think to
anyone that is concerned about
people having affordable housing
in that region that should be a
concern about blocking the
project
I think secondly, you know when
it comes to talking about the
environmental impact of the
project people that have spoken
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previously to me talked about
the down side in terms of crime
I walk by that area frequently
and walk any daughter frequently
by that area there is a lot of
crime you see police officers
there frequently and people are
breaking into the building and
people getting assaulted in that
area so when I evaluate the net
impact of constructing and
renovating that area versus
leaving it in a status quo
states not ideal for me, I have
to error on the side of
renovation versus you know what
I see going on what is day to
day in that neighborhood.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> good evening supervisor
President London breed and
supervisors my name is richard
davis I'm a homeowner and at the
union condominiums at 2125
bryant street those condos are
coming priced of over 70 members
and on the owners board as a
private citizen
the bryant street represents
over two years of discussion and
compromise with the community
the interesting note as proposed
today bryant street resist 100
percent the demands of the
mission as an activists and
transforms vacant warehouses
into the vibrant use apartment
rental development including
three hundred plus in 19
thousand square feet of pdrs and
art space
bryant street representatives
from the largest affordable
housing projects in the mission
by a private verbatim a total of
one plus certainly proposed
thirty percent of the affordable
units will be offered to
homeless, special needs resident
and housing aribnb no more than
$30,000 a year that's social
justice per mayor's office of
housing and community
development has identified this
as a nonprofit affordable
partner if successful this
appeal will kill the one and 91
units of market-rate housing but
the affordable housing project
that shares this site
please deny the appeals and vote
in favor of a much needed
accountable project.
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>> thank you. Next speaker.
>> my name is adrian
carpenters local 22 in san
francisco lead organizer in san
francisco born and raised in san
francisco from visitacion valley
went to school at the john
o'connor and city college
and to clear that up the folks
standing right here to any side
are carpenters that want to go
to work at this job we are here
ways we support the developer,
the sponsor of the job that
because he's supporting us to
use a signatory jsht for
signatory union contractor
that's why we're here there is
jokes involved and homes that is
what a san francisco needs jobs
and homes the other part is
staff it was interesting he
really liked staffs input the
appeal didn't seem to hold water
according to staff you take that
appeal and $2.50 and get
anywhere in the city it doesn't
matter if you don't look the mri
missionary planner or the
eastern neighborhoods plan well
change it but don't sit here
tonight and hold the
spokesperson head underwater
because a plan that is in what I
believe is legal and it is
justified and that's what
everything in san francisco is
going with don't try and change
hours in the middle of the road
the plan is what is here that's
what we are working with I would
like you to know we definitely
support it and ask you to
support in project too thank
you.
>> thank
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,1

'

Dear Members of the Board of Supervisors:
Resident Peter Papadopoulos appeals the following decisions of the !
Planning Commission made on June 2, 2016 regarding the 2000-2070 Bryan£1? . ,
Street Project ("Project" hereafter) proposed by applicant Nick Podell, Nick i
Podell Company.
1
1) Adoption of a Community Plan Exemption and CEQA findings under '-- '
Section 15183 of the CEQA Guidelines and Public Resources Code Section
21083.3. l
2) Adoption of Conditional Use Approvals
The Final Motions for the relevant appeals are attached as Exhibit A.
Evidence in support of the appeals is attached as Exhibits B-C and is also
contained in the letters submitted to the Planning Department objecting to the
approval of the Project and the Community Plan Exemption, incorporated here
by reference. Exhibit D contains links to the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan
EIR (PEIR); Motion 17661 of the Planning Commission, which adopted CEQA
Findings for the PEIR; and the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program for
the PEIR. Exhibit E contains the $562 appeal fee for the CEQA appeal. Exhibit F
contains the Notice to Board of Supervisors of Appeal From Action of the City
Planning Commission Form for Conditional Uses.

Appeal of the adoption of the Community Plan Exemption
The appeal of the approval of the Community Plan Exemption is filed
on the following bases:

I.

•

The CEQA findings are inadequate and incomplete, fail to adequately
describe the Project's components and are not supported by substantial
evidence.
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•

•

•
•

•
•

II.

The Project does not qualify for a Community Plan Exemption under
Section 15183 of the CEQA Guidelines and Public Resources Code
Section 21083.3 because the approval is based upon an out of date 2008
EIR prepared for the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan and the EIR' s
analyses and determinations can no longer be relied upon to support
the claimed exemption in the areas of, inter alia, land use, consistency
with area plans and policies, recreation and open space, traffic and
circulation, transit and transportation, and cumulative impacts.
The claimed community benefits of the Eastern Neighborhoods Area
Plan, outlined in the 2008 PEIR, its approvals and the Statement of
Overriding Considerations, have not been fully funded, implemented,
or are underperforming and the determinations and findings for the
Project that rely on the claimed benefits to override impacts outlined in
the PEIR are not supported. The City should have conducted Project
level review based upon up to date data and the actual community
benefits that have accrued since the adoption of the 2008 and has not.
The Project does not comply with the requirements of the Urban
Mixed Use Zoning District and the 68-X Height and Bulk District.
Substantial changes in circumstances require major revisions to the
Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan EIR due to the involvement of new
significant environmental effects and an increase in the severity of
previously identified significant impacts; there is new information of
substantial importance that would change the conclusions set forth in
said EIR and the requirements of the Mitigation Monitoring and
Reporting Program.
The Project is inconsistent with the General Plan and the Mission Area
Plan.
The determinations and findings concerning the Large Project
Approval (separately appealed to the Board of Appeals on June 17,
2016 by Peter Papadopoulos) are inadequate and incomplete and are
not supported by substantial evidence.

Appeal of the adoption of the Conditional Uses
The appeal of the Conditional Uses are filed on the following bases:
•
•

•
•

Project approvals must be based upon compliance with the requirements
of CEQA (separately appealed herein) and are not.
The determinations and findings for the Large Project Approval
(separately appealed to the Board of Appeals on June 17, 2016 by Peter
Papadopoulos) are inadequate and incomplete and are not supported by
substantial evidence.
The Project does not comply with the requirements of the Urban Mixed
Use Zoning District and the 68-X Height and Bulk District.
The Project's reliance on the yet to be designed future affordable housing
component of the Project to meet open space, affordable housing and
other requirements, including the 35% land dedication alternative, is
unsupported.
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•

•
•

The Project does not meet the criteria outlined in Planning Code sections
303, 317, and 101.l(b) and the determinations are not supported by
substantial evidence.
The approval improperly relies on adoption of a state density bonus
rather than the adoption of a special use district.
The approval contains errors and omissions and is not supported by
substantial evidence.

III. Exhibits (Attached)
Exhibit A:
Exhibit B:
Exhibit C:
ExhibitD
Exhibit E:
Exhibit F:

Planning Commission Motion No. 19657 and No. 19658
Link to the videos of the May 19 and June 2, 2016 Planning
Commission hearings in which testimony was given on the Project.
Letters and other documents in support of the appeals
Link to the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan EIR, Motion 17661 of
the Planning Commission, which adopted CEQA Findings for the
Plan EIR, and Mitigation Monitoring Report
CEQAFee
Notice to Board of Supervisors of Appeal From Action of the City
Planning Commission Form re. Conditional Uses.
Thank you,

~M~-f-lcrwleftRachel Mansfield-Howlett
Attorney for Appellant
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Exhibit A
Planning Commission Motion No. 19657
Planning Commission Motion No. 19658
Attached
Link to:
Executive Summary
Large Project Authorization &
Conditional Use Authorization
HEARING DATE: MAY 19, 2016
AMENDED
Date: May 12, 2016
Case No.: 2013.0677CUA & 2013.0677X:

Link to;
Community Plan Exemption Checklist
Case No.: 2013.0677E
Project Address: 2000-2070 Bryant Street, 2815 18th Street, and 611
Florida Streetz;

Link to
Certificate of Determination EXEMPTION FROM ENVIRONMENTAL
REVIEW:
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36.6% OF SITE (BY REFERENCE): (1) EIGHT-STORY
MULTI-FAMILY, AFFORDABLE (SUBSIDIZED) PROJECT
WITH NEIGHBORHOOD SERVING ART SPACE. BUILDING
HAS 121 MIN. BICYCLE PARKING SPACES IN CLASS I &
CLASS II BICLYCLE PARKING FACILITIES. PROJECT IS
136 AFFORDABLE RENTAL UNITS. PROJECT WOULD
REQUIRE A STATE DENSITY BONUS FOR HEIGHT.
THE BUILDINGS ARE SEPARATED BY A PUBLICLY
ACCESSIBLE ALLEY BETWEEN BRYANT AND FLORIDA
STREET.
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REQUIRED APPROVALS
- LARGE PROJECT AUTHORIZATION

LANDSCAPE:
LUTSKO ASSOCIATES
2815 18TH STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
P: 415.920.2800
CONTACT: RON LUTSKO

- CONDITIONAL USE APPLICATION:
REMOVAL OF (3) DWELLING UNITS
- COMMUNITY PLAN EXEMPTION FOR CEQA REVIEW

,,_

-

DESIGN CONSULTANT:
RICHARD BEARD ARCHITECTS, INC.
2475 3RD STREET, STUDIO 252
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107
P: 415.458.2600
CONTACT: RICHARD BEARD

CIVIL:
LANGAN TREADWELL & ROLLO
555 MONTGOMERY STREET, SUITE 1300
SAN FRANCISCO 94111
P: 415.955.5200
CONTACT: PAMELA SALAS

l\

t.

'\.

OWNER:
NICK PODELL COMPANY
22 BATTERY STREET, #404
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94111
P: 415.296,8800
CONTACT: LINSEY PERLOV

PROJECT ARCHITECT:
BDE ARCHITECTURE
950 HOWARD STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
P: 415.677.0966
CONTACT: JON ENNIS
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63.4% OF SITE: (1) SIX-STORY MULTIFAMILY, MARKET
RATE BUILDING WITH NEIGHBORHOOD SERVING
RETAIL, CAFE, TRADE/SHOP, AND FLEX-ACCESSORY
USE APARTMENTS. THE BUILDING HAS PARKING FOR 85
CARS PROVIDED IN AN ENCLOSED GARAGE. 144 MIN.
BICYCLE PARKING SPACES IN CLASS I & CLASS II
BICYCLE PARKING FACILITIES. PROJECT IS 199 RENTAL
UNITS WITH (3) BMR ON SITE.
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MODIFICATION REQUEST: NON-RESIDENTIAL CEILING HEIGHT: SECTION 145.1.c.4.A (REFER TO PAGE 25)

MARKET RATE SITE ONLY
PLANNING INFORMATION

REQUIRED: NON-RESIDENTIAL GROUND FLOOR USES TO HAVE 17'-0" FLOOR TO FLOOR
PROVIDED; RETAIL SPACES B, C, D COMPLY WITH 1451.c.4.A. RETAIL SPACE "A" PROVIDES 15'-10" FLOOR TO FLOOR.

PROJECT LOCATION:

2000-2070 BRYANT STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110

JUSTIFICATION: SITE GRADING DOES NOT ALLOW FORA 17'-0" FLOOR TO FLOOR FOR "RETAIL A." "RETAIL A" WAS ADDED PER COMMUNITY
REQUESTS TO HAVE MORE ART/RETAIL SPACE. THE ONLY WAY FOR "RETAIL A" TO COMPLY WOULD BE TO RAISE PODIUM (SECOND FLOOR) AN
ADDITIONAL 14 INCHES. THIS IS NOT PRACTICAL FOR THE 199 UNITS ABOVE THE PODIUM THAT WOULD HAVE LOWERED CEILING. AN EXCEPTION
IS SOUGHT FOR "RETAIL A" ONLY.

PARCELS (BLOCK/LOT):

4022/001
4022/002

MODIFICATION REQUEST: OFF STREET LOADING 152.1 & 152.2 (REFER TO PAGES 17)

4022/021

REQUIRED: BUILDINGS WITH 200,000 - 500,000 REQUIRE (2) FRIEGHT LOADING SPACES. REATILAREA EXCEEDING 10,000 SF REQUIRES A LOADIN
ZONE.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

PRIVATELY FUNDED
MIXED USE DEVELOPMENT
199 RESIDENTIAL UNITS

PROVIDED: (2) LOADING ZONES LOCATED IN ALLEY OFF OF FLORIDA, (2) YELLOW CURB ZONES@ 18TH & BRYANT, (1) WHITE CURB ZONE @
BRYANT.

ZONING:

UMU
MISSION AREA PLAN

MAXIMUM BUILDING HEIGHT:

68'-0"

DENSITY:

211.7 DU/AC

JUSTIFICATION: PROJECT PROVIDES (2) FULLY COMPLIANT FREIGHT LOADING ZONES WITH (1) WHITE CURB AND (2) YELLOW CURB ZONES TO
ELIMINATE NEED FOR ADDITIONAL LOADING ZONE.

MODIFICATION REQUEST: REAR YARD: SECTION 134 (REFER TO PAGE 18)

PROVIDED: THE MARKET RATE PROJECT SITE IS 41,200 SF. IN LIEU OF ONE REAR YARD THE PROJECT IS PROVIDING TWO CENTRAL COURTYARDS
ORIENTED NORTH/SOUTH. THE TOTAL AREA OF THE TWO COURTYARDS IS 8,558 SF PROVIDING 20.8% "REAR YARD" (NOT INCLUDING MID BLOCK
ALLEY EASEMENT).
JUSTIFICATION: THE SITE IS SPLIT BETWEEN AFFORDABLE AND MARKET RATE PROJECTS. IF THE (2) PROJECTS ARE COUNTED AS ONE SITE THE
TOTAL OPEN SPACE FOR COURTYARDS AND MIDBLOCKALLEY IS 17,662SF. 17,662SF(OPEN SPACE)/65,000SF(SITE TOTAL)=27.1% REAR YARD.

BUILDING CODE INFORMATION
OCCUPANCY GROUP:

REQUIRED: 25% OF PROPERTY MUST BE ALLOCATED TO A REAR YARD.

R-2 OVER A-2/ M, S-2
A3 (COMMON AMENITY, LANDSCAPED PODIUM)

MODIFICATION REQUEST: OPEN SPACE: SECTION 135 Gl 21 (REFER TO PAGES 17, 18, 29)

B (LEASING OFFICE)

REQUIRED' OPEN SPACE MUST BE AS WIDE AS IT IS TALL. A 45 DEGREE ANGLED LINE FROM THE BASE OF THE LOWEST FLOOR MUST NOT HIT
OPPPSOITE WALUARCHITECTURAL STRUCTURE.

CONSTRUCTION TYPE:

TYPE lllA OVER TYPE IA, SPRINKLERED PER NFPA 13

PROVIDED: THE PROJECT HAS (2) COURTYARDS ARRANGED ON SITE FOR MAXIMUM SUN EXPOSURE. BOTH COURTYARDS ARE RECTANGULAR IN
SHAPE. THE WIDTH OF THE COURTYARDS DOES NOT COMPLY. THE DEPTH OF BOTH COURTYARDS EXCEEDS THE MINIMUM REQUIRED WIDTH.

NUMBER OF STORIES:

SOVER 1

ACCESSIBILITY:

100% OF UNITS SHALL BE ADAPTABLE,
PER CBC 2013 CHAPTER 11A
ALL COMMON USE AREAS SHALL BE ACCESSIBLE
PER CBC 2013 CHAPTER 11A
ALL PUBLIC AREAS SHALL BE ACCESSIBLE
PER CBC 2013 CHAPTER 11B

JUSTIFICATION: DUE TO THE ELONGATED SHAPE AND ORIENTATION FOR MAXIMUM SUN EXPOSURE, THE PROJECT IS PROPOSING A PORTION OF
ITS REQURIED OPEN SPACE AS NON-COMPLIANT. REFER TO SHEET 3 FOR TOTAL REQUIRED OPEN SPACE AND THE AMOUNT PROVIDED. THE
PROJECT IS PROPOSING A 7, 162 SF ROOF TERRACE FOR THE REMAINING OPEN SPACE FOR THE PROJECT.
MODIFICATION REQUEST: HORIZONTAL MASS REDUCTION 270.1 (REFER TO PAGE 28)
REQUIRED: BUILDINGS WITH MORE THAN 200 FEET OF CONTINUOUS STREET FRONTAGE SHALL PROVIDE A HORIZOTNAL MASS BREAK IN THE
BUILDING; STARTING AT THE 3RD.FLOOR OR 25 FEET, 30 FEET WIDE AND 60 FEET DEEP.
PROVIDED: 25 FOOT WIDE MID BLOCK ALLEY FROM BRYANT STREET TO FLORIDA STREET. MARKET RATE SITE STREET FRONTAGE IS 205'-0" ON
BRYANT AND FLORIDA.
JUSTIFICATION: THE SITE IS DIVIDED INTO TWO PROJECTS/SITES AND PROVIDING MAXIMUM DENSITY. THE MID BLOCK ALLEY (WHICH EXCEEDS
THE MASS REDUCTION VOLUME REQUIREMENT) IS THE PROJECT'S PROPOSED "MASS BREAK"
MODIFICATION REQUEST: FLEX UNIT SECTION: 803.3 (b)(1lfcl (REFER TO PAGES 17, 26)

ENERGY CODE:

2008 ENERGY CODE
(SITE PERMIT SUBMITTED 5/15/2014)

REQUIRED: GROUND FLOOR DWELLING UNITS MAY HAVE AN ACCESSORY USE.

ARTICLE 38 EXEMPT

JUSTIFICATION: THE SITE HAS HISTORICALLY BEEN USED FOR ART AND FABRICATION TRADES. THE FLEX UNITS ARE INTENDED FOR ARTISTS AND
TRADESMAN TO LIVE AND WORK/DEVELOP/CREATE TO REINSTATE THE NEIGHBORHOOD AS AN ARTISTS' COMMUNITY.

PROVIDED: APPROXIMATELY 126 LINEAR FEET ALONG BRYANT STREET OF STOREFRONT WINDOWS CONTAINING 6 ON GRADE UNITS.

PLANNING INFORMATION &
MODIFICATION REQUESTS

NICK PODELL COMPANY
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rcoNSTRUCTION TYPE:
rFLOORS:
UNITTVPE
STUDIO

A1.01
A3.01
A3.02
A4.01
A4.02

STUDIO
STUDIO
STUDIO
STUDIO
STUDIO
STUDIO

81.01

FLEX UNIT

A2.01

FLEX UNIT
1 BEDROOM

2BEDROOM

82.01
82.02
83,01
83.02
83.03
83.04
84.01
84.02
B5.01
86,01
87.01
88.01
88,02
89.01
89.02
89.03

ONE BEDROOM
ONE BEDROOM
ONE BEDROOM
ONE BEDROOM
ONE BEDROOM
ONE BEDROOM
ONE BEDROOM
ONE BEDROOM
ONE BEDROOM
ONE BEDROOM
ONE BEDROOM
ONE BEDROOM
ONE BEDROOM
ONE BEDROOM
ONE BEDROOM
ONE BEDROOM

C1.01
C1.02
C1.04
C1.05
C1.06
C2.01
C2.04
C2,05
C2.06
C2.08
C2.09
C2.10
C3.01
C4.D1
C5.01
C6.01
C6.02
CS.03
CS,01
C8.02
CB.03
C8,04
C9,01
C11.01
C11.02
C11.03

TWO
TWO
TWO
TWO
TWO
TWO
TWO
TWO

TYPE Ill OVER TYPE I
5 WOOD OVER 1 CONCRETE
Unit Rentab!e Floor Levels
SF
1ST
486
0
498
0
398
0
402
0
385
0
418
0

BEDROOM
BEDROOM
BEDROOM
BEDROOM
BEDROOM
BEDROOM
BEDROOM
BEDROOM
TWO BEDROOM
TWO BEDROOM
TWO BEDROOM
TWO BEDROOM
TWO BEDROOM
TWO BEDROOM
TWO BEDROOM
TWO BEDROOM
TWO BEDROOM
TWO BEDROOM
TWO BEDROOM
TWO BEDROOM
TWO BEDROOM
TWO BEDROOM
TWO BEDROOM
TWO BEDROOM
TWO BEDROOM
TWO BEDROOM

TOTAL UNITS
Rentable Residential by floor (nollncl, decks)
Gross Resldentlal {lobby, ~rridors, stalrs, etc. ..) (not Incl, decks)
Retail Total (Including Restroom)
Amenity Spaces (lnterioron!y)
Leasing
Garage (Incl. storage, uliUHes, ...)
Total Gross

727

6

2ND
2
1
1
2
1
0

3RD
1
1
2
0
1

4TH
0
1
1
2
0
1

5TH
0
1
1
2
0
1

6TH
0
1
1
2
0
1

0

0

0

0

0

0

604
569
489
619
467
599
406
435
613
535
581
520
549
424
454
424

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
2
1
0
1
0
1
0
2
0
1
3
0
11
0
2

2
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
2
2
.1

862
919
890
931
862
850
879
919
850
919
850
879
887
955
1,089
888
857
928
1,107
1,078
1,147
1,078
908
814
868
814

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
2.
2
0
1
0
2
0
1
0
0
1
2
1
2
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
4
0
1

2
2
0
0
1
2
0
0
1
0
1
0
2
1
0
0
2
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
4
1

669

9

53

53

!-

1,629

7,787
5140
2,478
538
37,139
60.711

34,011

0

1
0

1
2
2
1
0
3
0
11
2

0

3
0
11
2

0

I

2
0
0
1

I

34,9s2

0
2

2
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
2
2
1
0
3
0
11
2

11

2

2
1
0
0
2
1
1
0
0
2
1
0
0
0
2
0
0
1
1
1
0
4
1

0
2
0
2
1
0
0
2
1
1
0
0
2
1
0
0
0
2
0
0
1
1
1
0
4
1

2
1
1
0
0
2
1
0
0
0
2
0
0
1
1
1
0
4
1

53

53

53

0

I

2
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
2
2
1
0
3
0

35,5-I!J 35,518

0
2
0
2
1
0
0

I

35,518

10,123

9,990

9,990

9990

9,990

44,194

44,952

45,508

45,508

45,508

I

Rentable Area
by Type
972
2,490
1,990
4,020
385
1,672

Unit
Total
2
5
5
10
1
4
27
6
6
8
2
1
4
1
4
1
4
10
8
5
3
12
11
44
10
128
2
10
2
6
5
2
2
6
5
3
1
1
10
5
3
2
2
6
1
1
3
5
5
4
16
5
113

41.2%

274

100%

PARl<ING

FIRST FLOOR
CAR SHARE
ADA
Total
ALLOWED

9.9%

153 *
2
5
160

ratio

* Parking is regular parking stalls, 2 High l{!aus Parking Stackers

4,362
2.2%
4,832
1,138
489
2,476
467
2,396
406
1,740
6,130
4,280
2,905
1,560
6,588
4,664
19,976
4,240

BU<E PARKING
CLASS 1 (RESIDENTIAL) BIKE PARKING REQUIRED
1: 1 STALLS FOR 1ST 100 UNITS 100
1 : 4 STALLS FOR 175 UNITS
44
1 STALL FOR RETAIL
1
Total 145
CLASS 2 (SIDEWALK) BIKE PARlllNG REQUIRED
1 : 20 STALLS FOR UNITS
14
2 FOR RETAIL
2
Total
16
CLASS 1 (RESIDENTIAL) BIKE PARl<ING PROVIDED

BIKE ROOM 1 152
BIKE ROOM 2
68
BIKE ROOM 3
28
Total -248

46.7%
1,724
9,190
1,780
5,586
4,310
1,700
1,758
5,514
4,250
2,757
850
879
8,870
4,n5
3,267
1,776
1,714
5,568
1,107
1,078
3,441
5,390
4,540
3,256
13,888
4,070

183,216

I

183,2161
57,870
5140
2478
538
37,139
286,381

CLASS 2 (SIDEWALK) BIKE PARKING PROVIDED
1 : 20 STALLS FOR UNITS 19
2 FOR RETAIL
7

I
OPEN SPACE*

Total

26

PROVIDED TOTAL

274

I

For each renlable unit 80 sq ft of priVB.te open spa.Ce-JS iequlred,
When private open space Is not provided, the 80 sq ft may be common open space
Example: 1Rental UnltlPrivate OS x 80 sq fl/Private OS = 80 sq ft Common OS
When private open space is provided for a unit but the required 80 sq ft is not met,
the remaining open space must be provided as common open space
Example: 80 sq ft {1 Rental UnilJPrivate OS x 60 sq ff/Private OS]= 20 sq ft Common OS
When a rental unirs private open space exceeds the required 80 sq ft,
the excess area can not be counted towards unlls that do not meet ihe required 80 sq ft
REQUIRED OPEN SPACE
274 DU
BO SF/DU

274

x 80

(-

~

"'

·~

I)

k

21,920
ALL OPEN
SPACE
-

STREET LEVEL

1PODIUM PATIOS

7DUx96soft/DU=
ODU x 80 so fUDU =

MASS BREAK
WEST COURT
EAST COURT
SOUTH COURT
ROOF TERRACE
Total

1536
7788
7476
4,108
5,169
26,077

DU= Deck Units
OS= Open space
• AU caJcu!aHons for open space per Section 843.11
**Sloop Units have 106 sq ft OS w/ 80 sq ft each counted towards OS

MARKET-RATE SITE AREA: 41,200 SF
AFFORDABLE SITE AREA: 23,800 SF
COMBINED SITE AREA: 65,000 SF

COMBINED SITE
STATISTICS· PRIOR

i-~

0.58

211

-

3

ALL DRAWINC!S AND WRITTEN MAT£RIAL APPEARIND 1-!E:REIN CDNBTI1'UTE DRllllNAL, AND UNPUBl.IBHED WCRK [!F THE AflOHJTF.DT AND 1-lAY ~Dt" llE DUPL.lllA-U:D, UllED OR O)EIOLCIBEQ WfnlPUT THO:: WRITTEN Qt:INHEl-fl" OF TI-IE AROHITEUT.
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CONSTRUCTION TYPE:
I FLOORS:

Unit Rentable Floor Levels
UNIT TYPE
STUDIO

1 BEDROOM

FLEX UNIT

2BEDROOM

A1.1
A2.1
A3,3

NRTHWST CORNER
STHWST CORNER

81.1
82.1
82.2
83.1
83.2
83.3
84.1
84.2
85.1
86.1
88.1
88.2

STOOP

F1.1
F2.1

FLRD WHT MEZZ
CORNER

C1.1·
C1.2
C1.6
C3.1
C4.1
C8.1
C8.2
C11.3

Unit

Rentable Area

SF

1ST

2ND

3RD

4TH

5TH

6TH

Total

by Type

494
450
402

0
0
0

1
1
4

1
1
4

1
1
4

1
1
4

1
1
4

5
5
20
0
30
4
5
10
2
4
4
10
20
5
5
3
12
0
4
1
89
2
8
20
20
5
6
4
15
80

530
626
620
466
595
503
406
434
596
638
520
549

4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
2
2
0
0
6
0
1
1
3
0

0
1
2
0
1
1
1
5
1
1
0
3

0
1
2
0
1
1
1
5
1
1
0
3

0
1
2
0
1
1
1
5
1
1
0
3

0
1
2
0
1
1
1
5
1
1
0
3

788
721

4
1

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

862
919
862
906
868
1,048
1,197
814

!TOTAL UNITS

Rentable Residential by floor (not Inc!. decks)
Gross Residential {lobby, corridors, stairs, etc .) (not incl. decks)
Retail Total {lncludlng auxUiary)
PDRSpace
Amenity Spaces (Interior Only)
Leasing (Counted as Amenity)
Garage (Incl. storage, uli!ities, ... )

Total Gross

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

666

2
0
4
4
1
2
0
3

I

5,718
7,007
3,938
5,572
11,994
40,222

0
2
4
4
1
1
1
3

38

9
5,993

I

FIRST-FLOOR
CAR SHARE
ADA

PARKING

TYPE lllA OVER TYPE IA
5 WOOD OVER 1 CONCRETE

24, 782
7,380

32,162

25,438
7,380

32,818

I

25,438
7,380

32,818

0
2
4
4
1
1
1
3

38

38

38

I

0
2
4
4
1
1
1
3

0
2
4
4
1
1
1
3

I

25,438
7,380

32,818

38

I

25,438

199

I

7,380

ratio

85

0.43

ALLOWED TBD

'"" Parking is 2 & 3 High Klaus Parking Slackers
BIKE PARKING

15.1%
2,120
3,130
6,200
932
2,380
2,012
4,060
8,680
2,980
3,190
1,560
6,588
0
3,152
721

44.7%

-

1,724
7,352
17,240
18,120
4,340
6,288
4,788
12,210

40.2%
100%

132,527

I

CLASS 1 (RESIDENTIAL) BIKE PARKING REQUIRED
1 : 1 STALLS FOR 1ST 100 UNITS 100
1 : 4 STALLS FOR 99 UNITS
25
2
2 STALL FOR PDR
1
1 STALL FOR RETAIL
Total 128
CLASS 2 (SIDEWALK) BIKE PARKING REQUIRED
1 : 20 STALLS FOR UNITS
10
2FORPDR
2
6
6 FOR RETAIL

Total

18

OPEKfSPAcE• For each rentable unit BOSqftof private open space is required.

When private open space is not provided, the BO sq ft may be common open space
Example 1Rental Un!UPrivate OS x 80 sq ft/Private OS =BO sq ft Common OS
When private open space is provided for a unit but the required BO sq ft is not met,
ihe remaining open space must be provided as common open space
Example BO sq ft [1 Rental UniUPrivate OS x 60 sq ft/Private OS]= 20 sq ft Common OS
When a rental unit's private open space exceeds the required 80 sq ft,
the excess area can not be counted towards units that do not meet the required 80 sq ft
REQUIRED OPEN SPACE
199 DU

80 SF/DtI

199 x 80

15,920
ALL OPEN SPACE

!STREET LEVEL
!PODIUM PATIOS

I
IODU

x 80 sn It/DU=
200

ALLEY
132,5271
42,618
7,007
3,938
5,572
0
11,994
203,656

32,818

Total

2,470
2,250
8,040
0

82 •
1•
2

4,279
4,279
15,920
24,678

WEST COURTYARD
EAST COURTYARD
ROOF TERRACE

Total

MIN. REQ.

DU= Deck Units

OS= Open space
*All calculations for open space per Section 843.11
**East and West Courtyards are non~complying open space per Section 135

MARKET-RATE SITE AREA: 41,200 SF
AFFORDABLE SITE AREA: 23,800 SF
COMBINED SITE AREA: 65,000 SF

MARKET RATE SITE
STATISTICS • CURRENT

NICK PODELL COMPANY
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I CONSTRUCTION TYPE:
I FLOORS:

Unit Rentab!e Floor Levels
UNIT TYPE
STUDIO

1 BEDROOM

2BEDROOM

38EDROOM

A1.1
A1.2
A3.1

SMALL
LARGE
ALLEY

SF
480
557
393

1ST
0
0
0

2ND
2
2
1

3RD
2
2
1

4TH
2
2
1

5TH
2
2
1

6TH
2
2
1

7TH
2
2
1

8TH
2
2
1

B1.1
B2.1
B3.1
89.1
B9.2

GROUND
CRTYARDACCESS
SM GROUND
STD1
STD1 WIBAY

596
675
568
545
454

4
0
1
0
0

0
1
0
4
0

0
0
2
4

0
0
0
2
4

0
0
0
2

4

0
0
0
2
4

0
0
0
2
4

0
0
0
2
4

C1.1
C2.1
C2.2
C3.1
C3.2
C4.1
C5.1

NO BAY WHT BLDG
SMALL C1 NO BAY
STREET WI BAY
OUTSIDE CORNER
OUTSD CRNR WI BAY
INSIDE CORNER
TRASHRMADJ

927
807
854
1,042
928
1,008
700

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
1
0
2
0
0
1

2
0
1
0
2
1
1

2
0
1
0
2
1
1

2
0
1
0
2
1
1

2
0
1
0
2
1
1

2
0
1
0
2
1
1

2
0
1
0
2
1
1

D1.1

3BED/2BATH

TOTAL UNITS

Rentable Residential by floor (not Incl. decks)
Gross Residential (lobby, corridors, stairs, etc.•. ) (not Inc!. decks)
Retail Total (Including Restroom)

ART Space
Amenity Spaces (lnlerlor Only)

Leasing
Garage (Incl. storage, u\i!iUes, •.)

Total Gross

FIRST FLOOR
CAR SHARE
ADA

PARl<ING

TBD
8 FLOORS

0

951

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

664

5

17

19

19

19

19

19

19

1-2.952 111.118
4,852
0
6,947
428
1,590
2,229
18,998

2,935
0
0
1,146
0
0
15,799

I

12,596
2,935
0
0
0
0
0
15,531

I

12,596
2,935
0
0
0
0
0
15,531

I

12,596
2,935
0
0
0
0
0
15,531

I

12,596
2,935
0
0
0
0
0
15,531

I

12,596
2,935
0
0
0
0
0
15,531

I

12,596
2,935
0
0
0
0

0
15,531

Unit
Total
14
14
7
35
4
1
1
16
24
46
14
1
6
2
12
6
7
48
7
7
136

I

Renlable Area

0•
3 •
0

Total

by Type
6,720
7,798
2,751

ratio

3

0.02

ALLOWED TBD

* One Car Share to be ADA Stall

25.7%
2,384
675
568
8,720
10,896

BIKE PARKING
CLASS 1 (RESIDENTIAL) BIKE PARKING REQUIRED
ARTSPACE
2
: 1 STALLS FOR 1ST100 UNITS 100
1 : 4 STALLS FOR 36 UNITS
9

Total

33.8%
12,978
807
5,124
2,084
11,136
6,048
4,900
0
6,657

35,3%

5.1%
100%

90,246

I

ao,246!
25,397
0
6,947
1,574
1,590
2,229
127,983

111

CLASS 2 (SIDEWALK) BIKE PARKING REQUIRED
3
ARTSPACE
7
1 : 20 STALLS FOR UNITS

Total

10

OPEN -~:fPACE*"F=-Or eaChientEiblEl lJilifBO-sq ft of private open space is required.
VVhen private open space ls not provided, the 80 sq ft may be common open space
Example 1Rental Unit/Private OS x 80 sq ft/Private OS= 80 sq ft Common OS
When private open space is provided for a unit but the required 80 sq ft is not met,
the remaining open space must be provided as common open space
Example 80 sq ft [1 Rental Unit/Private OS x 60 sq ft/Private OS]= 20 sq ft C6mmon OS
When a rental unit's private open space exceeds the required 80 sq ft,
the excess area can not be counted towards units that do not meet the required 80 sq ft
REQUIRED OPEN SPACE
136 DU

ISTREETLEVEL

IPODIUM PATIOS

136X80

80 SF/DU

17DU x 96 so fVDU

10,880
ALL OPEN SPACE

=

IQDU x 80 sn ft/DU =

ALLEY
COURTYARD

4,800
3,104

ROOF TERRACE

2,976
10,880

Total
DU= Deck Units
OS= Open space
* All calculations for open space per Section 843.11
-Minimum Roof Deck Size for Open Space Requirement

MARKET-RATE SITE AREA: 41,200 SF
AFFORDABLE SITE AREA: 23,800 SF
COMBINED SITE AREA: 65,000 SF

AF'F'O RDAB LE SITE
STATISTICS • CURRENT

NICK PODELL COMPANY Alllf:_~--
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GIENIEIRAl NOl'IES
A. REFER TO SITE SURVEY FOR EXISTING:

j lt I~

-

t

j l~

e'CjJ'
NORTH

-CURB CUTS
-CURB LINES
-SITE AND VICINTIY GRADING
-ADJACENT PROPERTY LINES
-EXISTING UTILITIES

NORTH

1;

18TH STREET

SIHIEIEl' NOTES
AREA

HEIGHT

STORIES

CD LIGHT NDUSTRIAL
WAREHOUSE-ARTS/
(DEMO~

50,000SF

26'

1-2

@

(DEMO) WAREHOUSE/
AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR

6,160SF

22'

1-2

3,540SF

22'

2

(1,440SF)
(1,200SF)

26'

2

4,480SF

23'

2

1,870SF

27'

2

DESCRIPTION

Jl

~®
w

t5 0

tuw

z

1-

0

w
w

0::

0::

!;)
(§

!;)

!2

ii:

>"

g

0::

0

Ol

LL.

0)

(DEMO) OFFICE

© VACANT
(DEMO) RESTAURANT/
RESIDENTIAL UNIT
® (DEMO) ARTS USE
® 2(DEMO)
VACANT
UNIT RESIDENTIAL
MULTI FAMILY

®MIXED USE

~®

0~

w

*t5

~!;

~®

--

® COMMERCIAL
@ COMMERCIAL
@ COMMERCIAL

OFFSITE

50'

4

OFFSITE

40'-60'

3-4

OFFSITE

25'

2

OFFSITE

28'

2

OFFSITE

22'

1

@MULTIFAMILY

OFFSITE

24'

2

@ MULTl FAMILY

OFFSITE

30'

2

@MULTIFAMILY

OFFSITE

26'

2

@GARAGE

OFFSITE

14'

1

@) MULTI FAMILY
@ RESTAURANT

OFFSITE

32'

3

OFFSITE

13'

1

@GARAGE

OFFSITE

10'

1

@MULTI FAMILY

OFFSITE

18'

2

@)SINGLE FAMILY

OFF SITE

22'

2

@) FUTURE RESIDENTIAL

OFFSITE

55'

5

1-
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AU. DRAWINGS AND WRITTEN MATERIAL APPEARING HERi.lN CONSTITUTE ORIGINAL, AND UNPUl'IL!l'IHED WORK CIF "THE AROHITEC7T AND MAY NOT E!E OUPL11lAn.:o, USED CR DIBtlLIJBED WITHOUT 'n-IE WRITTEN CON BENT CF TI-IE A.RCHITECT,
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BRYANT STREET: VIEW NORTH TOWARDS 18TH STREET

18Tl-I STREET: VIEW WEST DOWN 18TH
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I
I

c"/

18Tl-I STREET: VIEW SOUTH TOWARDS FLORIDA STREET

18TH STREET: VIEW EAST DOWN 18TH

4533

BRYAlllT STREET: VIEW NORTH TOWARDS 18TH STREET

BRYANT STREET: VIEW SOUTH TOWARDS 19TH STREET

BRYANT STREET: VIEW SOUTH TOWARDS 19TH STREET

FLORIDA STREET: VIEW SOUTH TOWARDS 19TH STREET

FLORIDA STREET: VIEW NORTH TOWARDS i8TH STREET

FLORIDA STREET: VIEW NORTH TOWARDS 18TH STREET
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ALL ORAWIN"'a AND WRITTEN MATERIAL APPEARH'I"' HERE1N <1DNBT1TUTE ORlmNAL, ANO UNPLia1.-taHE:O wom' OFOHE ARCHITECT ANO MAY NOT BE DUPLICATED, UBl".D OR 01anLOBED WITHOUT <HI': WRIT'T1'.:N OONBEMT OF 'Tl-IE AROHITEUT.
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11/IODIFICATION REQUEST: REAR YARD: SloCTION 134
REQUIRED: 25% OF PROPERTY MUST BE ALLOCATED TO A REAR YARD.
PROVIDED: THE MARKET RATE PROJECT SITE IS 41,200 SF. IN LIEU OF ONE REAR YARD THE PROJECT IS PROVIDING TWO CENTRAL COURTYARDS ORIENTED NORTH/SOUTH. THE TOTAL AREA OF THE TWO COURTYARDS IS 8,558 SF
PROVIDING 20.8% "REAR YARD" (NOT INCLUDING MID BLOCK ALLEY EASEMENT).
'"'"""-m'"
JUSTIFICATION: THE SITE IS SPLIT BETWEEN AFFORDABLE AND MARKET RATE PROJECTS. IF THE (2) PROJECTS ARE COUNTED AS ONE SITE THE TOTAL OPEN SPACE FOR COURTYARDS AND MIDBLOCK ALLEY IS 17,662SF. 17,662SF(OPEN
SPACE)/65,000SF(SITE TOTAL)=27.1% REAR YARD.
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BRYAUTSTREET
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ALt. DRAWJNtlS AND WRITTliN MATe:RIAl. APPEARING HlmEIN CONaTITUTE Cl'JO!NAL, AND UNPUELlaHl'>O WORK OF THE AROHITECJT AND MAY NOT Em: DUPLIOA"T£D, UBE:D CR DlaOLOll!E:O WITHOUT THE WR!TTll:N OON!lENT OF THE AROHrn:;:o-r.
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AU. ORAWINGB ANO WRITTEN t.iATKRlAL AP?><ARJNi:; Hi:tREIN CONBTITUTE tlRJ.GINAL, ANO UNPUaLl!!HED WORK OF THE ARCHITIJ;l:lT .ANO MAV NOT BC OUf'LIOATEO, US:ED OR DIBCLClaE'.D WITHOUT THE WRITTEN CONBE'.NT OF "l'l-IE ARCHITEl:lT.
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ALL Or>AWINaa ANO WRITTl"N MATElllAL. AFPll'.AiilNa HEAE:IN CONaTITI.ITE ORIGINAL, AND UNPUSLIBHED \'/t:m.K Ill'™"' AA<::HTTECT AND MAV NIJT a..: OUPLl<IATED, uan:o OR DlBOLCJSED WITHOUT TI-lE Wi!tT'TE:N OONBENT OF TI-IE AROHIT5!JT.

18TH

G)

MODJfJ~AT.!.QMJ'.tEQUEST:

NON-RESIDENTIAL CEILING HEIGHT: SECTJQJ\!J.!15.1.c.4A. .

REQUIRED: NON-RESIDENTIAL GROUND FLOOR USES TO HAVE 17'-0" FLOOR TO FLOOR
PROVIDED: RETAIL SPACES B, C, D COMPLY WITH 1451.c.4.A. RETAIL SPACE "A" PROVIDES 15'-1 O" FLOOR TO FLOOR.

(§

JUSTIFICATION: SITE GRADING DOES NOT ALLOW FOR A 17'-0" FLOOR TO FLOOR FOR "RETAIL A." "RETAIL A" WAS ADDED PER
COMMUNITY REQUESTS TO HAVE MORE ART/RETAIL SPACE. THE ONLY WAY FOR "RETAIL A" TO COMPLY WOULD BE TO RAISE
PODIUM (SECOND FLOOR) AN ADDITIONAL 14 INCHES. THIS IS NOT PRACTICAL FOR THE 199 UNITS ABOVE THE PODIUM THAT
WOULD HAVE LOWERED CEILING. AN EXCEPTION IS SOUGHT FOR "RETAIL A" ONLY.
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18TH

@

MODIFICATION REQUEST: FLElt UNIT SECTION: 803.3 (!fil!l(l;}..
REQUIRED: GROUND FLOOR DWELLING UNITS MAY HAVE AN ACCESSORY USE.

11-B-H-ri

PROVIDED: APPROXIMATELY 126 LINEAR FEET ALONG BRYANT STREET OF STOREFRONT WINDOWS CONTAINING 6 ON GRADE
UNITS.
JUSTIFICATION: THE SITE HAS HISTORICALLY BEEN USED FOR ART AND FABRICATION TRADES. THE FLEX UNITS ARE INTENDED FOR
ARTISTS AND TRADESMAN TO LIVE AND WORK/DEVELOP/CREATE TO REINSTATE THE NEIGHBORHOOD AS AN ARTISTS' COMMUNITY.
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SECTION 14b A) 2) REQUIRED WINDOW EXPOS URI
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ALL DRAWINGS A.ND WRIT'Tl>N MA-n;;RIAI.- AFFEARIN!:l H"'ffll:IN

CDN~T11'UTE:

ORIGINAL, ANO UNFUBLtHHE:D WORK OF" THE: ARDHJTCS:DT ANO MAY NOT BE: DUPLIOATE:D, UBE:O OR OllOCLCSE:D WTTHCJUT THS: WRITT!l'.!l CON6E'.:NT OF THE: ARr::HITE:ll"I'.

18TH

(i)

-nn-

PLANNING COMPLIANCE: WINDOW EXPOSURE: SECTIOl\l 140 A) 2)
REQUIRED: WINDOWS SHALL HAVE 25'-0" CLEAR FROM FACE OF WALL ON FLOORS 1AND2. FOR EVERY ADDITIONAL FLOOR
WINDOW EXPOSURE INCREASES 5'-0"

(§

PROVIDED: ALL WINDOWS ON SITE ARE COMPLIANT WITH A MINIMUM OF 40'-0" CLEAR FROM FACE OF WALL.
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ALL ORAWINOB ANO WlilTTRN MATERIAL AF'Fl!A,RINt:I HEREIN OONl3TinlTt: l:IR!ElNAL, ANO UNFUE3LIBHl!D WOR~ OF THO: ARCHITECT ANO MAY NaT 131! OUPL1!1An;o, UaEO on OISOL<lBEO WITHOUT THE Wfi!ITTEN OONSl!NT OF THE AROl-llilHlT.
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MODIFICATIOl\I REQUEST:

18TH

.{

HORIZOl\IT~J,. MASS REDUCTIQN-21!!.1.

REQUIRED: BUILDINGS WITH MORE THAN 200 FEET OF CONTINUOUS STREET FRONTAGE SHALL PROVIDE A HORIZOTNAL MASS
BREAK IN THE BUILDING; STARTING ATTHE 3RD FLOOR OR25 FEET, 30 FEET WIDE AND 60 FEET DEEP.
PROVIDED: 25 FOOT WIDE MID BLOCK ALLEY FROM BRYANT STREET TO FLORIDA STREET. MARKET RATE SITE STREET FRONTAGE
IS 205'-0" ON BRYANT Al\ID FLORIDA.
JUSTIFICATION: THE SITE JS DIVIDED INTO TWO PROJECTS/SITES AND PROVIDING MAXIMUM DENSITY. THE MID BLOCK ALLEY
(WHICH EXCEEDS THE MASS REDUCTION VOLUME REQUIREMENT) IS THE PROJECT'S PROPOSED "MASS BREAK"
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MODIFICATION REQUEST: OPEN SPACE: SECTION 135 G..)..61..

i

REQUIRED: OPEN SPACE MUST BE AS WIDE AS IT IS TALL. A 45 DEGREE ANGLED LINE FROM THE BASE OF THE LOWEST FLOOR
MUST NOT HIT OPPPSOITE WALUARCHITECTURAL STRUCTURE.

;§

PROVIDED: THE PROJECT HAS (2) COURTYARDS ARRANGED ON SITE FOR MAXIMUM SUN EXPOSURE. BOTH COURTYARDS ARE
RECTANGULAR IN SHAPE. THE WIDTH OF THE COURTYARDS DOES NOT COMPLY. THE DEPTH OF BOTH COURTYARDS EXCEEDS
THE MINIMUM REQUIRED WIDTH.

CZ

0

--'

LL.

JUSTIFICATION: DUE TO THE ELONGATED SHAPE AND ORIENTATION FOR MAXIMUM SUN EXPOSURE, THE PROJECT IS PROPOSING A
PORTION OF ITS REQURIED OPEN SPACE AS NON-COMPLIANT. REFER TO SHEET 3 FOR TOTAL REQUIRED OPEN SPACE AND THE
AMOUNT PROVIDED. THE PROJECT IS PROPOSING A 7, 162 SF ROOF TERRACE FOR THE REMAINING OPEN SPACE FOR THE
PROJECT.
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SAN FRANCISCO
PLANNING DEPARTMENT
Subject to: (Select only if applicable)
0 Affordable Housing (Sec. 415)

0 First Source Hiring (Admin. Code)

U Jobs Housing linkage Program (Sec. 413)

0 Child Care Requirement (Sec. 414A}

D Downtown Park Fee (Sec. 412)

0 Other (EN Impact Fees, Sec 423; TSF, Sec 411A)

1650 Mission St.
Suite 400
San Francisco,
CA 94103-2479
Reception:

415.558.6378

Planning Commission Motion No. 19658
HEARING DATE: JUNE 2, 2016

Fax:
415.558.6409
Planning

Information:

Case No.:
Project Address:
Zoning:
Block/Lot:
Project Sponsor:

Staff Contact:

2013.0677X
2000-2070 BRYANT STREET
UMU (Urban Mixed Use) Zoning District
68-X Height and Bulk District
4022/001, 002 and 021
Nick Podell, Nick Podell Company
22 Battery Street, Ste. 404
San Francisco, CA 94111
Richard Sucre - (415) 575-9108
richard.sucre@sfgov.org

ADOPTING FINDINGS RELATING TO A LARGE PROJECT AUTHORIZATION PURSUANT TO
PLANNING CODE SECTION 329, TO ALLOW EXCEPTIONS TO 1) REAR YARD PURSUANT TO
PLANNING CODE SECTION 134, 2) GROUND FLOOR CEILING HEIGHT FOR NONRESIDENTIAL USES PURSUANT TO PLANNING CODE 145.1, 3) OFF-STREET LOADING
PURSUANT TO PLANNING CODE SECTION 152.1, 4) HORIZONTAL MASS REDUCTION
PURSUANT TO PLANNING CODE SECTION 270.1 AND 5) FLEXIBLE UNITS-MODIFICATION OF
THE ACCESSORY USE PROVISIONS OF PLANNING CODE SECTION 803.3(B)(l)(C) PURSUANT
TO PLANNING CODE SECTIONS 329(D)(10), AND TO ALLOW CONSTRUCTION OF A NEW SIXSTORY, 68-FT TALL, MIXED-USE BUILDING (APPROXIMATELY 203,656 SQUARE FEET) WITH 199
DWELLING UNITS (CONSISTING OF 30 STUDIOS, 89 1-BEDROOM UNITS, AND 80 2-BEDROOM
UNITS), UP TO 7,007 SQUARE FEET OF RETAIL/TRADE SHOP, AND 12,000 SQUARE FEET OF
PDR SPACE, LOCATED AT 2000-2070 BRYANT STREET, LOTS 001, 002 AND 021 IN ASSESSOR'S
BLOCK 4022, WITHIN THE UMU (URBAN MIXED-USE) ZONING DISTRICT AND A 68-X HEIGHT
AND BULK DISTRICT, AND ADOPTING FINDINGS UNDER THE CALIFORNIA
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT.

PREAMBLE
On June 12, 2014, Nick Podell and Linsey Perlov of Nick Podell Company (hereinafter "Project Sponsor")
filed Application No. 2013.0677X (hereinafter "Application") with the Planning Department (hereinafter
"Department") for a Large Project Authorization to construct a new six-story, 68-ft tall, mixed-use
building with 199 dwelling units, 7,007 square feet of ground floor retail, and 3,938 square feet of ground
floor PDR use, at 2000-2070 Bryant Street (Block 4022 Lots 001, 002 and 021) in San Francisco, California.

www.sfplanning.org
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415.558.6377

CASE NO. 2013.0677X
2000-2070 Bryant Street

Motion No. 19658
June 2, 2016

The environmental effects of the Project were determined by the San Francisco Planning Department to
have been fully reviewed under the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan Environmental Impact Report
(hereinafter "EIR''). The EIR was prepared, circulated for public review and comment, and, at a public
hearing on August 7, 2008, by Motion No. 17661, certified by the Commission as complying with the
California Environmental Quality Act (Cal. Pub. Res. Code Section 21000 et seq., (hereinafter "CEQA").
The Commission has reviewed the Final EIR, which has been available for this Commissions review as
well as public review.
The Eastern Neighborhoods EIR is a Program EIR. Pursuant to CEQA Guideline 15168(c)(2), if the lead
agency finds that no new effects could occur or no new mitigation measures would be required of a
proposed project, the agency may approve the project as being within the scope of the project covered by
the program EIR, ·and no additional or new environmental review is required. In approving the Eastern
Neighborhoods Plan, the Commission adopted CEQA Findings in its Motion No. 17661 and hereby
incorporates such Findings by reference.
Additionally, State CEQA Guidelines Section 15183 provides a streamlined environmental review for
projects that are consistent with the development density established by existing zoning, community plan
or general plan policies for which an EIR was certified, except as might be necessary to examine whether
there are project-specific effects which are peculiar to the project or its site. Section 15183 specifies
that examination of environmental effects shall be limited to those effects that (a) are peculiar to the
project or parcel on which the project would be located, (b) were not analyzed as significant effects in a
prior EIR on the zoning action, general plan or community plan with which the project is consistent, (c)
are potentially significant off-site and cumulative impacts which were not discussed in the underlying
EIR, or(d) are previously identified in the EIR, but which are determined to have a more severe adverse
impact than that discussed in the underlying EIR. Section 15183(c) specifies that if an impact is not
peculiar to the parcel or to the proposed project, then an EIR need not be prepared for that project solely
on the basis of that impact.
On May 11, 2016, the Department determined that the proposed application did not require further
environmental review under Section 15183 of the CEQA Guidelines and Public Resources Code Section
21083.3. The Project is consistent with the adopted zoning controls in the Eastern Neighborhoods Area
Plan and was encompassed within the analysis contained in the Eastern Neighborhoods Final EIR. Since
the Eastern Neighborhoods Final EIR was finalized, there have been no substantial changes to the Eastern
Neighborhoods Area Plan and no substantial changes in circumstances that would require major
revisions to the Final EIR due to the involvement of new significant environmental effects or an increase
in the severity of previously identified significant impacts, and there is no new information of substantial
importance that would change the conclusions set forth in the Final EIR. The file for this project,
including the Eastern Neighborhoods Final EIR and the Community Plan Exemption certificate, is
available for review at the San Francisco Planning Department, 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San
Francisco, California.

SAN FflANCISCO
PLANNING DEPARTMENT
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CASE NO. 2013.0677X
2000-2070 Bryant Street

Motion No. 19658
June 2, 2016

Planning Department staff prepared a Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP) setting
forth mitigation measures that were identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan EIR that are applicable
to the project. These mitigation measures are set forth in their entirety in the MMRP attached to the draft
Motion as Exhibit C.
The Planning Department, Jonas P. Ionin, is the custodian of records, located in the File for Case No.
2013.0677X at 1650 Mission Street, Fourth Floor, San Francisco, California.
On May 19, 2016, the Planning Commission ("Commission") conducted a duly noticed public hearing at a

regularly scheduled meeting on Large Project Authorization Application No. 2013.0677X. The
Commission continued the project to the June 2, 2016 Planning Commission Hearing.
The Commission has heard and considered the testimony presented to it at the public hearing and has
further considered written materials and oral testimony presented on behalf of the applicant, Department
staff, and other interested parties.
MOVED, that the Commission hereby authorizes the Large Project Authorization requested in
Application No. 2013.0677X, subject to the conditions contained in "EXHIBIT A" of this motion, based on
the following findings:

FINDINGS
Having reviewed the materials identified in the preamble above, and having heard all testimony and
arguments, this Commission finds, concludes, and determines as follows:
1.

The above recitals are accurate and constitute findings of this Commission.

2.

Site Description and Present Use. The proposed project is located on three lots (with a lot area of
65,000± square feet), which are bounded by Florida, 18th and Bryant Streets, which have
approximately 325-ft of frontage along Florida Street, and 325-ft of frontage along Bryant Street,
and 200-ft of frontage along 18th Street. Currently, the subject lot contains six buildings,
including: 2000 Bryant Street, a two-story mixed-use building with a ground floor commercial
space and a dwelling unit on the second floor; 2010-2012 Bryant Street, a two-story arts activity
building; 2028 Bryant Street, a two-story residential building with two dwelling units; 2815 1Sth
Street, a two-story office building; 611 Florida Street, a one-to-two-story warehouse and
automotive repair building; and 2044-2070 Bryant Street, a one-to-two-story warehouse/light
industrial/acts activity building.

3.

Surrounding Properties and Neighborhood. The project site is located within the UMU Zoning
Districts in the Mission Area Plan. The immediate context is mixed in character with mixed
residential, commercial and industrial development along 18th, Bryant and Florida Streets. The
immediate neighborhood includes a three-to-four-story former industrial building, two-story
commercial properties, and a four-to-five-story larger-scale residential development. To the
south of the project site on the same block, the adjacent buildings include two-to-three-story and
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six-story multi-family dwellings. The project site has three street frontages: 18th Street, which is
66-ft wide with parallel parking on either side of the streeti Bryant Street, which is 80-ft wide
with parallel parking on either side of the street and Florida Street, which is also 80-ft wide with
perpendicular parking on the east side of the street bordering the project site. Other zoning
districts in the vicinity of the project site include: RH-2 (Residential, House, Two-Family) and
PDR-1-G (Production, Distribution, Repair-General).
4.

Project Description. The Project includes demolition of the six existing buildings on the project
site (collectively measuring approximately 68,690 square feet), and new construction of a sixstory, 68-ft tall, mixed-use building (approximately 203,656 square feet) with 199 dwelling units,
ground floor retail/trade shop spaces along 18th Street and Florida Street (up to 7,007 square feet),
12,000 square feet of PDR space, 1 car-share parking space, 84 off-street parking spaces, 128 Class
1 bicycle parking spaces, and 18 Class 2 bicycle parking spaces. The Project includes a dwelling
unit mix consisting of 80 two-bedroom units, 89 one-bedroom units, and 30 studio units. The
Project also incorporates one off-street freight loading space within the private mid-block alley.
The Project includes common open space (approximately 15,920 square feet) via two interior
courtyards and a roof terrace. The Project would also include a lot merger and subdivision of
Lots 001, 002 and 021 on Block 4022. The new lots would measure 230-ft by 200-ft (Project), and
95-ft by 200-ft (Land Dedication Site).

5.

Public Comment. The Department has numerous public correspondences regarding the
proposed project. Much of this public correspondence has expressed opposition to the proposed
project; however, the Department has also received letters in support of the Project.

6.

Planning Code Compliance: The Commission finds that the Project is consistent with the
relevant provisions of the Planning Code in the following manner:
A. Permitted Uses in UMU Zoning Districts. Planning Code Sections 843.20, 843.45 and 843.78-

843.87 states that residential, retail and industrial (PDR) uses are principally permitted use
within the UMU Zoning District.
The Project would construct new residential, retail and PDR uses within the UMU Zoning District;
therefore, the Project complies with Planning Code Sections 843.20, 843.45, and 843.78-843.87.
On June 2, 2016, the Commission increased the amount of FDR space within the Project to 12,000
square feet, in order to mitigate the loss of existing FDR space and farther meet the goals of the
Mission Area Plan.

B. Floor Area Ratio. Planning Code Section 124 establishes a FAR (Floor Area Ratio) of 5:1 for
properties within the UMU Zoning District and a 68-X Height and Bulk District.
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The Project's lot is 46,000 sq ft, thus resulting in a ma.-r:imum allowable floor area of 230,000 sq ft for
non-residential uses. The Project would construct up to 7,007 sq ft of non-residential space and
12,000 square feet of PDR space, and would comply with Planning Code Section 124.
C. Rear Yard. Planning Code Section 134 requires a minimum rear yard equal to 25 percent of
the total lot depth of the lot to be provided at every residential level. The Project would
merge the subject lots and subdivide the lot, so that the Project would be located on a lot
measuring 230-ft by 200-ft (or 46,000 square feet). Therefore, the Project would have to
provide a rear yard, which measures approximately 11,500 sq ft.

Currently, the Project is designed to have full lot coverage on the ground floor level and does not
provide a rear yard at the lowest level containing a dwelling unit. The Project provides open space
through two interior courtyards and a roof terrace. The Project provides a total of 15,920 sq ft of codecomplying open space. This amount of open space, which would have been provided through the
required rear yard, is thus exceeded. Since the Project does not provide a code-complying rear yard, the
Project is seeking an exception to the rear yard requirement as part of the Large Project Authorization.
The Project occupies the majority of the block bounded by 18th, Florida, 19th and Bryant Streets. The
subject block does not possess a pattern of mid-block open space, since the majority of the project site is
currently occupied by a one-to-two-story industrial buz1ding. By providing for two interior courtyards,
the Project maintains the street wall along 181h, Bryant and Florida Streets, and provides sufficient
dwelling unit exposure for all dwelling units.
D. Useable Open Space. Planning Code Section 135 requires a minimum of 80 sq ft of open
space per dwelling unit, if not publically accessible, or 54 sq ft of open space per dwelling
unit, if publically accessible. Private useable open space shall have a minimum horizontal
dimension of six feet and a minimum area of 36 sq ft is located on a deck, balcony, porch or
roof, and shall have a minimum horizontal dimension of 10 feet and a minimum area of 100
sq ft if located on open ground, a terrace or the surface of an inner or outer court. Common
useable open space shall be at least 15 feet in every horizontal dimension and shall be a
minimum are of 300 sq ft. Further, inner courts may be credited as common useable open
space if the enclosed space is not less than 20 feet in every horizontal dimension and 400 sq ft
in area, and if the height of the walls and projections above the court on at least three sides is
such that no point on any such wall or projection is higher than one foot for each foot that
such point is horizontally distant from the opposite side of the clear space in the court.

For the proposed 199 dwelling units, the Project is required to provide 15,920 sq ft of useable open
space. Overall, the Project meets the open space requirements for the 199 dwelling units through a roof
terrace, which measures 15,920 sq ft. Therefore, the Project complies with Planning Code Section 135.
In addition to the code-complying open space, the Project also includes two inner courtyards, which
are 40-ft in width, but do not meet the dimensional requirements of Planning Code Section 135. This
open space is in additional to the provided code-complying open space on the roof terrace.
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E. Streetscape and Pedestrian Improvements. Planning Code Section 138.1 requires a
streetscape plan, which includes elements from the Better Streets Plan, for new construction
on a lot greater than a half-acre in size.
The Project includes the new construction of a six-story mixed-use bui1ding on a lot with
approximately 230-ft of frontage along Florida Street, 200-ft of frontage along 181h Street and
approximately 230-ft offrontage along Bryant Street. Currently, the Project includes new streetscape
elements, such as new concrete sidewalks, linear planters along the street edge, new street trees, bicycle
parking spaces, and corner bulb-outs. The Project would incorporate perpendicular on-street parking
along Florida Street, parallel on-street parking on Bryant Street, and two on-street loading zones on
18th Street. Therefore, the Project complies with Planning Code Section 138.1.

F. .Bird Safety. Planning Code Section .139 outlines the standards for bird-safe buildings,
including the requirements for location-related and feature-related hazards.
The subject lot is not located in close proximity to an Urban Bird Refuge. The Project meets the
requirements offeature-related standards and does not include any unbroken glazed segments 24-sq ft
and larger in size; therefore, the Project complies with Planning Code Section 139.

G. Dwelling Unit Exposure. Planning Code Section 140 requires that at least one room of all
dwelling units face onto a public street, rear yard or other open area that meets minimum
requirements for area and horizontal dimensions. To meet exposure requirements, a public
street, public alley, side yard or rear yard must be at least 25 ft in width, or an open area
(either an inner court or a space between separate buildings on the same lot) must be no less
than 25 ft in every horizontal dimension for the floor at which the dwelling unit is located.
The Project organizes the dwelling units to have exposure either on one of the public streets (18th,
Florida, or Bryant Streets), within one of the two code-complying interior courtyards, or along the
private alley, which measures 25-ft wide. Therefore, the Project complies with Planning Code Section
140.

H. Street Frontage in Mixed Use Districts. Planning Code Section 145.1 requires off-street
parking at street grade on a development lot to be set back at least 25 feet on the ground
floor; that no more than one-third of the width or 20 feet, whichever is less, of any given
street frontage of a new structure parallel to and facing a street shall be devoted to parking
and loading ingress or egress; that space for active uses be provided within the first 25 feet of
building depth on the ground floor; that non-residential uses have a minimum floor-to-floor
height of 17 feet; that the floors of street-fronting interior spaces housing non-residential
active uses and lobbies be as close as possible to the level of the adjacent sidewalk at the
principal entrance to these spaces; and that frontages with active uses that are not residential
or PDR be fenestrated with transparent windows and doorways for no less than 60 percent of
the street frontage at the ground level.
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The Project meets most of the requirements of Planning Code Section 145.1. At grade, the off-street
parking is setback by more than 25-ft from the street. The Project has only one 11-ft wide garage
entrance along Bryant Street. The Project features at-grade off-street parking, which is setback more
than 25-ft from the street. The Project features active uses on the ground floor with residential
amenities, a ground floor retail/trade shop use, walk-up dwelling units with direct, individual
pedestrian access to a public sidewalk, flexible units along. Finally, the Project features appropriate
street1acing ground level spaces, as well as the ground level transparency and fenestration
requirements.
For the PDR and arts uses, the Project incorporates a ground floor ceiling height, which ranges from
18-ft to 19-ft 11-in. Due to the existing grade of the project site, the ground floor ceiling height for the
non-residential varies from 17-ft tall along Florida Street down to 14-ft 5-in along Bryant Street;
therefore, the Project does not meet the requirements for ground floor ceiling height, as required in
Planning Code Section 145.1. Therefore, the Project is seeking an exception to the ground floor cez1ing
height requirement as part of the Large Project Authorization.
I.

Off-Street Parking. Planning Section 151.1 of the Planning Code allows off-street parking at
a maximum ratio of .75 per dwelling unit.

For the 199 dwelling units, the Project is allowed to have a maximum of 149 off-street parking spaces.
Currently, the Project provides 85 off-street parking spaces via mechanical lifts. Of these 85 off-street
parking spaces, 2 handicap parking spaces have been identified, as well as 1 car-share parking spaces.
Therefore, the Project complies with Planning Code Section 151.1.

J.

Off-Street Freight Loading. Planning Section 152.1 of the Planning Code requires two offstreet freight loading space for apartment use between 200,001 and 500,000 gsf.

The Project includes approximately 203,656 square feet of apartment use; thus, the Project requires at
least two off-street freight loading spaces. The Project is proposing two on-street loading space along
18th Street, and one off-street loading zone within the mid-block alley, which is accessed from Florida
Street. The Project is seeking an exception to the requirement to provide two off-street loading spaces
as part of the Large Project Authorization.
K. Bicycle Parking. Planning Section 155.2 of the Planning Code requires at least 100 Class 1
bicycle parking spaces plus one Class 1 bicycle parking space for every four dwelling units
and one Class 2 bicycle parking spaces for every 20 dwelling units. In addition for the retail
use, one Class 1 space is required for every 7,500 square feet of occupied area and a minimum
of two Class 2 bicycle parking spaces are required and an additional Class 2 bicycle parking
space is required for every 2,500 square feet of occupied area.

The Project includes 199 dwelling units, up to 7,007 square feet of ground floor retail/trade shop use,
and 12,000 square feet of PDR use; therefore, the Project is required to provide 128 Class 1 bicycle
parking spaces and 18 Class 2 bicycle parking spaces. The Project will provide 128 Class 1 bicycle
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parking spaces and 18 Class 2 bicycle parking spaces. Therefore, the Project complies with Planning
Code Section 155.2.
L. Car Share Requirements. Planning Code Section 166 requires one car-share parking space
for projects with 50 to 200 residential units.

Since the Project includes 199 dwelling units, it is required to provide a minimum of two car-share
parking spaces. The Project provides two car-share parking spaces. Therefore, the Project complies with
Planning Code Section 166.
M. Unbundled Parking. Planning Code Section 167 requires that all off-street parking spaces
accessory to residential uses in new structures of 10 dwelling units or more be leased or sold
separately from the rental. or purchase fees for dwelling units for the life of the dwelling
units.
The Project is providing off-street parking that is accessory to the dwelling units. These spaces will be

unbundled and sold and/or leased separately from the dwelling units; therefore, the Project meets this
requirement.
N. Dwelling Unit Mix. Planning Code Section 207.6 requires that no less than 40 percent of the
total number of proposed dwelling units contain at least two bedrooms, or no less than 30
percent of the total number of proposed dwelling units contain at least three bedrooms.

For the 199 dwelling units, the Project is required to provide at least 80 two-bedroom units or 60
three-bedroom units. The Project provides 30 studios, 89 one-bedroom units and 80 two-bedroom
units. Therefore, the Project meets the requirements for dwelling unit mix.
0. Horizontal Mass Reduction. Planning Code Section 270.l outlines the requirements for
horizontal mass reduction on large lots within the Eastern Neighborhoods Mixed Use
Districts. For projects with street frontage greater than 200-ft in length, one or more mass
reduction breaks must be incorporated to reduce the horizontal scale of the building into
discrete sections not more than 200-ft in length. Specifically, the mass reduction must 1) be
not less than 30-ft in width; 2) be not less than 60-ft in depth from the street-facing building
fa~ade; 3) extend up to the sky from a level not higher than 25-ft above grade or the third
story, whichever is lower; and, 4) result in discrete building sections with a maximum plan
length along the street frontage not greater than 200-ft.

Since the overall frontage is 230-ft along Bryant and Florida Streets, larger than 200-ft, the Project is
required to provide a single horizontal mass break along Bryant and Florida Streets, which is not less
than 30-ft wide by 60-ft deep, and extends from the third-story up to the sky. Per the Planning Code,
this mass break must result in discrete building sections along the street frontage of not greater than
200-ft.
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Over the entire project site, the Project incorporates a private alley as part of the horizontal mass
reduction to provide separation between the principal project and the land dedication site. This alley is
25-ft wide and is open to the sky from the ground floor. Since the provided horizontal mass reduction
does not meet the dimensional requirements of the Planning Code, the Project is seeking an exception
to the horizontal mass reduction requirements as part of the Large Project Authorization.
P. Shadow. Planning Code Section 295 restricts net new shadow, cast by structures exceeding a
height of 40 feet, upon property under the jurisdiction of the Recreation and Park
Commission. Any project in excess of 40 feet in height and found to cast net new shadow
must be found by the Planning Commission, with comment from the General Manager of the
Recreation and Parks Department, in consultation with the Recreation and Park Commission,
to have no adverse impact upon the property under the jurisdiction of the Recreation and
Park Commission.

Based upon a detail shadow analysis, the Project does not cast any net new shadow upon property
under the jurisdiction of the Recreation and Parks Commission.
Q. Loss of Dwelling Units through Demolition. Planning Code Section 317 requires
Conditional Use Authorization from the Planning Commission for the removal of three or
more dwelling units in any zoning district.
The Project Sponsor has submitted a Conditional Use Authorization Application for the removal of

three dwelling units on the project site (See Case No. 2013.0677CUA).
R. Transportation Sustainability Fee. Planning Code Section 411A is applicable to new

development that results in more than twenty dwelling units.
The Project includes 192,711 gsf of new residential use, up to 7,007 gsf of retail/trade shop use, and
12,000 gsf of PDR use. This square footage shall be subject to the Transportation Sustainability Fee, as
outlined in Planning Code Section 4l1A.

S.

Residential Child-Care Impact Fee. Planning Code Section 414A is applicable to new
development that results in at least one net new residential unit.

The Project includes 192,711 gsf of new residential use associated with the new construction of 199
dwelling units. This square footage shall be subject to the Residential Chz1d-Care Impact Fee, as
outlined in Planning Code Section 411A.
T. Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program. Planning Code Section 415 sets forth the
requirements and procedures for the Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program. Since the
subject property is located within the UMU Zoning District, the Project is subject to the
indusionary affordable housing requirements identified in Planning Code Section 419. The
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subject property has been designated as Tier B, thus a minimum of 16 percent of the total
units constructed shall be considered affordable.
The Project Sponsor shall address the inclusionary affordable housing requirements through the land
dedication alternative outlined in Planning Code Section 419.3.
This requirement is subject to change under a proposed Charter amendment and pending legislation if
the voters approve the Charter Amendment at the June 7, 2016 election. If the requirement is modified,
the project would be required to provide an additional three on-site BMR units.
The Project Sponsor has demonstrated that it is eligible for the On-Site Affordable Housing
Alternative under Planning Code Section 415.5 and 415.6, and has submitted a 'Affidavit of
Compliance with the Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program: Planning Code Section 415,' to
satisfy the requirements of the Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program by providing the affordable
housing on-site instead of through payment of the Affordable Housing Fee. In order for the Project
Sponsor to be eligible for the On-Site Affordable Housing Alternative, the Project Sponsor must
submit an 'Affidavit of Compliance with the Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program: Planning
Code Section 415,' to the Planning Department stating that any affordable units designated as on-site
units shall be sold as ownership units and will remain as ownership units for the life of the project or
submit to the Department a contract demonstrating that the project's on- or off-site units are not
subject to the Costa Hawkins Rental Housing Act, California Civil Code Section 1954.50 because,
under Section 1954.52(b), the Project Sponsor has entered into an agreement with a public entity in
consideration for a direct financial contribution or any other form of assistance specified in California
Government Code Sections 65915 et seq. and submits an Affidavit of such to the Department. All such
contracts entered into with the City and County of San Francisco must be reviewed and approved by
the Mayor's Office Housing and the City Attorney's Office. The Project Sponsor has indicated the
intention to enter into an agreement with the City to qualify for a waiver from the Costa-Hawkins
Rental Housing Act based upon the proposed density bonus and concessions provided by the City and
approved herein. The Project Sponsor submitted such Affidavit on May 4, 2016 and a draft of the
Costa Hawkins agreement on May 4, 2016. The EE application was submitted on September 25, 2013.
Pursuant to Planning Code Section 415.3 and 415.6 the on-site requirement is 16%. Of the 199 units,
the Project Sponsor would provide three dwelling units as affordable rental units if the Charter
amendment passes. The designation of these three units would be in combination with the land
dedication alternative outlined in Planning Code Section 419.3.

If the

Project becomes ineligible to meet its Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program obligation
through the On-site Affordable Housing Alternative, it must pay the Affordable Housing Fee with
interest, if applicable. The Project must execute the Costa Hawkins agreement prior to Planning
Commission approval or must revert to payment of the Affordable Housing Fee.

U. Inclusionary Affordabl.e Housing Program-Land Dedication. Planning Code Section 415
sets forth the requirements and procedures for the Inclusionary Affordable Housing
Program. Under Planning Code Section 415.3, these requirements would apply to projects
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that consist of five or more units, where the first application was applied for on or after July
18, 2006. Under Planning Code Section 419.6, the Land Dedication Alternative may be
elected as an alternative to the inclusionary housing component. As further described in
Planning Code Section 419.5(a)(2), an Applicant may dedicate a portion of the total
development area of the principal site to the City and County of San Francisco for the
purpose of constructing units affordable to qualifying households. To meet this requirement,
the developer must convey title to land in fee simple absolute to the Mayor's Office of
Housing and Community Development (MOHCD). The dedicated site must result in a total
amount of inclusionary units not less than 40 units; however, MOH may conditionally
approve and accept dedicated sites which result in no less than 25 units at their discretion.
Per Planning Code Section 419.2, all sites within the UMU Zoning District electing to utilize
the land dedication alternative would be subject to the "Tier B" requirements.

In addition to designating three on-site BMR units, the Project Sponsor has elected to pursue the land
dedication alternative to meet the inclusionary affordable housing program requirements. As a result of
the pending lot subdivision, the new mixed-use building would be located on a parcel measuring
46,000 sq ft. Since the Project is located on a site that has at least 30,000 square feet of developable
area, the Project Sponsor must provide a dedicated site that is capable of holding at least 35% of the
total number of units from the Principal Project. The Principal Project possesses 199 dwelling units;
therefore, the land dedication site must be able to construct at least 70 dwelling units. The Project
Sponsor meets these requirements and shall subdivide Lot 21 on Assessor's Block 4022, and convey the
new parcel located at 2070 Bryant Street to MOHCD, which would measure 19,000 sq ft (or 95-ft by
200-ft). Of this land, approximately 19,000 square feet would consist of developable area. The Project
Sponsor has demonstrated that up to 98 dwelling units may be constructed on the dedicated land (as of
right), and up to 136 dwelling units with a density bonus. If the Project were to pursue the on-site
affordable housing alternative, the Project would be required to provide 16% or 32 below-market-rate
dwelling units on the project site.
MOHCD concurs with the Project Sponsor's dedicated land and has conveyed a letter expressing
conditional approval of the dedicated land.
V. Eastern Neighborhood Infrastructure Impact Fees. Planning Code Section 423 is applicable
to any development project within the MUO (Mixed Use Office) Zoning District that results
in the addition of gross square feet of non-residential space.

The Project includes approximately 203,656 square feet of new development consisting of
approximately 192,711 sq ft of residential use, up to 7,007 sq ft of retail/trade shop use, 12,000 sq ft of
PDR use, and up to 11,994 sq ft of garage. Excluding the square footage dedicated to the garage, the
other uses are subject to Eastern Neighborhood Infrastructure Impact Fees, as outlined in Planning
Code Section 423. These fees must be paid prior to the issuance of the building permit application.
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Large Project Authorization in Eastern Neighborhoods Mixed Use District. Planning Code
Section 329(c) lists nine aspects of design review in which a project must comply; the Planning
Commission finds that the project is compliant with these nine aspects as follows:

A. Overall building mass and scale.
The Project is designed as a large-scale, six-story, 68-ft tall, brick warehouse, which mcompasses the
full block on 18th Street betwem Bryant and Florida Street. This large-scale massing is appropriate
givm the larger neighborhood context, which includes larger-scale, four-story reinforced concrete
industrial buildings. The surrounding neighborhood is extremely varied with many examples of
smaller-scale residential properties and larger-scale industrial properties-both of which range in
height from one-to-five-stories in height. The Project's overall mass and scale are further broken down
by the fine detail evident in the cl:zoice of exterior materials (brick), ground floor storefronts and
accentuated cornices. In addition, the Project incorporates a 25-ft wide private alley, which provides
separation from the adjacmt land dedication site. Overall, these features provide variety in the building
design and scale, while providing for a feature that strongly relates to the varied neighborhood context.
Thus, the project is appropriate and consistmt with the mass and scale of the surrounding
neighborhood.
B. Architectural treatments, facade design and building materials:

The Project's architectural treatmmts, fagade design and building materials include a brick,
aluminum-sash windows, wood storefronts, and terracotta glazed tiles. The Project's overall design
aesthetic harkms back to industrial buildings of the 191h and 201h cmtury. The Project successfully
draws from these older industrial properties in a contemporary manner, and provides a design, which
incorporates finer detailing on the exterior, as evidmt in the material palette, cornice, window
surrounds and storefront. The Project provides for a unique and contemporary expression along the
street, which draws from the mixed-industrial character within the surrounding area, while also
referencing older architectural styles. The Project evokes a 191h century brick warehouse with a red
brick exterior, terracotta tile, and wood storefront. Overall, the Project offers a high quality
architectural treatment, which provides for unique and expressive architectural design that is
consistmt and compatible with the surrounding neighborhood.
C. The design of lower floors, including building setback areas, commercial space, townhouses,
entries, utilities, and the design and siting of rear yards, parking and loading access;

Along the lower floors, the Project provides for residential ammities (lounge, fitness room, and mtry
lobby), ground floor retail, ground floor FDR space, walk-up dwelling units with individual pedestrian
access on Bryant Street, and "flexible units" on Florida Street. These dwelling units, retail space and
FDR space will provide for activity on the street level along with the new streetscape improvements. In
addition, the Project is seeking an exception to permit five "flexible units" along Florida Street. The
Project minimizes the impact to pedestrian by providing one 11-ft wide garage entrance on Bryant
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Street, and one 24-ft wide loading zone along Florida Street. In addition, off-street parking is setback
from the ground floor by more than 25-ft.
D. The provision of required open space, both on- and off-site. In the case of off-site publicly
accessible open space, the design, location, access, size, and equivalence in quality with that
otherwise required on-site;

The Project provides code-complying open space via a roof terrace. In addition, the Project provides
additional open space through two inner courtyards. The Project also includes semi-public street
improvements, including a private mid-block alley.
E. The provision of mid-block alleys and pathways on frontages between 200 and 300 linear feet
per the criteria of Section 270, and the design of mid-block alleys and pathways as required
by and pursuant to the criteria set forth in Section 270.2;

The Project is not subject to the mid-block alley requirements, since the subject block is not larger than
400-ft. The Project is voluntan1y providing a mid-block pedestrian alley adjacent to the six-story
mixed-use building.
F. Streetscape and other public improvements, including tree planting, street furniture, and
lighting.

In compliance with Planning Code Section 138.1, the Project would provide new street trees along
18 1h, Florida and Bryant Streets, as specified by the Department of Public Works. In addition, the
Project includes streetscape elements, including new concrete sidewalks, linear planters along the
street edge, new street trees, bicycle parking spaces, and corner bulb-outs. These improvements would
vastly improve the public realm and surrounding streetscape.
G. Circulation, including streets, alleys and mid-block pedestrian pathways;

The Project provides ample circulation in and around the project site through the sidewalk
improvement and a voluntary mid-block alley. The primary focal point for retail visitors would occur
along 181h and Florida Streets, while the residents have a ground-floor entrance on 181h Street.
Automobile access is limited to the one entry/exit on Bryant Street. An off-street loading zone is
provided along Florida Street. The Project incorporates two interior courtyards, which are accessible to
residents.
H. Bulk limits;

The Project is within an 'X' Bulk District, which does not restrict bulk.
I.

Other changes necessary to bring a project into conformance with any relevant design
guidelines, Area Plan or Element of the General Plan;
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The Project, on balance, meets the Objectives and Policies of the General Plan. See Below.
8.

large Project Authorization Exceptions. Proposed Planning Code Section 329 allows exceptions
for large Projects in the Eastern Neighborhoods Mixed Use Districts:
A. Rear Yard: Exception for rear yards, pursuant to the requirements of Section 134(£);
Modification of Requirements in the Eastern Neighborhoods Mixed Use Districts. The rear
yard requirement in Eastern Neighborhoods Mixed Use Districts may be modified or waived
by the Planning Commission pursuant to Section 329 ... provided that:
(1) A comparable, but not necessarily equal amount of square footage as would be created in
a code conforming rear yard is provided elsewhere within the development;

The Project provides for a comparable amount of open space, in lieu of the required rear yard. Overall,
the Project will be located on a lot measuring 46,000 sq ft in size, and would be required to provide a
rear yard measuring 11,500 sq ft. The Project provides common open space for the 199 dwelling units
through two inner courtyards and a roof terrace. In total, the Project provides approximately 15,920 sq
ft of code-complying open space, thus exceeding the amount of space, which would have been provided
in a code-conforming rear yard.
(2) The proposed new or expanding structure will not significantly impede the access to light
and air from adjacent properties or adversely affect the interior block open space formed by
the rear yards of adjacent properties; and

The Project does not impede access to light and air for the adjacent properties. Many of the abutting
residential properties have narrow rear yards or no rear yard. The Project is setback from the
neighboring properties and is separated by a private mid-block alley and the land dedication site.
(3) The modification request is not combined with any other residential open space
modification or exposure variance for the project, except exposure modifications in
designated landmark buildings under Section 307(h)(l).

The Project is not seeking an exception to the requirements for residential open space or dwelling unit
exposure. The Project provides code-complying open space on the roof terrace and all dwelling units
meet the exposure requirements defined in Planning Code Section 140.
B. Off-Street Loading: Exception from satisfaction of loading requirements per Section 152.1
pursuant to the criteria contained therein.
For projects in the Eastern Neighborhoods Mixed Use Districts that are subject to Section 329,
the Planning Commission may waive these requirements per the procedures of Section 329 if
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it finds that the design of the project, particularly ground floor frontages, would be improved
and that such loading could be sufficiently accommodated on adjacent streets and alleys.

The Project would provide two on-street loading parking spaces on 18th Street and one off-street
loading space within the private mid-block alley accessible from Florida Street. The on-street loading
would meet the retail and residential needs of the Project. The Project offers additional off-street
loading within the private mid-block alley, which can serve the ground floor PDR and flexible units.
Overall, the Project's proposed loading assists in improving the ground floor street frontage and would
improve character of the streets.
C. Horizontal Mass Reduction: Modification of the horizontal massing breaks required by

Section 270.1 in light of any equivalent reduction of horizontal scale, equivalent volume of
reduction, and unique and superior architectural design, pursuant to the criteria of Section
270.l(d).
The Planning Com.mission may modify or waive this requirement through the process set
forth in Section 329. When considering any such application, the Commission shall consider
the following criteria:
1) no more than 50% of the required mass is reduced unless special circumstances are
evident;

The Project incorporates a horizontal mass break from the ground floor up to the sky, which is 25ft in width, across the entire length of the project site. The Project exceeds the required amount of
mass that would have been reduced under a code-complying mass reduction.
2) the depth of any mass reduction breaks provided is not less than 15 feet from the front
facade, unless special circumstances are evident;

The Project incorporates a mass break, which is more than 15-ft deep from the front fai;ade.
3) the proposed building envelope can be demonstrated to achieve a distinctly superior
effect of reducing the apparent horizontal dimension of the building; and

Through the incorporation of the mid-block alley and horizontal mass break, the Project achieves a
distinctly superior building form, due to the separation from the adjacent land dedication site and
the bui1ding's overall style. The Project evokes a style reminiscent of larger-scale, 19th centuryearly 20th century brick warehouses, which often features finer grain detai1s and a rectilinear
massing.
4)

the proposed building achieves unique and superior architectural design.
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The Project achieves a unique and superior architectural design that appropriately evokes an
industrial aesthetic from the 19th century - early 20th century. The Project's massing and scale is
appropriate given the larger neighborhood context. Overall, the Project provides finer grain
details, which are appropriate given the Project's design and style.
D. Flexible Units: Modification of the accessory use provisions of Section 803.3(b)(l)(c) for
Dwelling Units. Dwelling Units modified under this Subsection shall continue to be
considered Dwelling Units for the purposes of this Code and shall be subject to all such
applicable controls and fees. Additionally, any building that receives a modification pursuant
to this Subsection shall (i) have appropriately designed street frontages to accommodate both
residential and modified accessory uses and (ii) obtain comment on the proposed
modification from other relevant agencies prior to the Planning Commission hearing,
including the .Fire Department and Department of Building Inspection. Modifications are
subject to the following:
(i) A modification may only be granted for the ground floor portion of Dwelling Units that
front on a street with a width equal to or greater than 40 feet.
The Project seeks an exception to the accessory use provisions for five dwelling units on the ground

floor along Florida Street. Florida Street is wider than 40-ft, and is a qualifying street.
(ii) The accessory use may only include those uses permitted as of right at the subject
property. However, uses permitted in any unit obtaining an accessory use modification may
be further limited by the Planning Commission.

The Project will only include accessory uses that are principally-permitted uses in the UMU Zoning
District, as defined in Planning Code Section 843.

(iii) The Planning Commission may grant exceptions to the size of the accessory use, type and
number of employees, and signage restrictions of the applicable accessory use controls.

The Project is seeking modification to the accessory use provisions for dwelling units to allow for
greater flexibility in the size and type of an accessory use, to provide for a limited number of employees,
and to allow for public access.
E. Where not specified elsewhere in Planning Code Section 329(d), modification of other Code
requirements which could otherwise be modified as a Planned Unit Development (as set
forth in Section 304), irrespective of the zoning district in which the property is located;

In addition to the exception for rear yard, off-street loading, horizontal mass reduction, and accessory
use provisions for dwelling units, the Project is seeking an exception to the requirements ground floor
ceiling height for non-residential uses (Planning Code Section 145.1).
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Under Planning Code Section 145.1(c)(4), the ground floor ceiling height for non-residential uses is
required to be a minimum of 17-ft in the UMU Zoning District. Currently, the Project specifies a
ground floor ceiling height, which ranges from 14-ft 5-in to 17-ft. Although the ground floor ceiling
height varies, the architectural expression along the street frontage is consistent and the overall design
reinforces the concept of a tall ground floor. The Commission supports this exception, due to the overall
quality of design and the streetscape improvements along 181h, Florida and Bryant Streets.
8.

General Plan Compliance. The Project is, on balance, consistent with the following Objectives
and Policies of the General Plan:

HOUSING ELEMENT
Objectives and Policies
OBJECTIVE1
IDENTIFY AND MAKE AVAILABLE FOR DEVELOPMENT ADEQUATE SITES TO MEET 1HE
CITY'S HOUSING NEEDS, ESPECIALLY PERMANENTLY AFFORDABLE HOUSING.
Policy 1.1
Plan for the full range of housing needs in the City and County of San Francisco, especially
affordable housing.
Policy 1.2
Focus housing growth and infrastructure necessary to support growth according to community
plans. Complete planning underway in key opportunity areas such as Treasure Island,
Candlestick Park and Hunter's Point Shipyard.
Policyl.10
Support new housing projects, especially affordable housing, where households can easily rely
on public transportation, walking and bicycling for the majority of daily trips.

The Project is a higher density residential development, which provides up to 199 new dwelling units in a
mixed-use area. The Project abuts smaller-scale residential uses and one-to-two-story commercial bui1dings.
The project site was recently rezoned as part of a long range planning goal to create a cohesive residential
and mixed-use neighborhood. The Project includes 3 on-site affordable housing units for rent (if the.
upcoming Charter Amendment passes) and will dedicate a portion of the project site to MOHCD for the
purpose of developing up to 136 affordable housing units. These two methods comply with the City's
affordable housing goals. The Project is also in proximity to public transportation options.
OBJECTIVE4
FOSTER A HOUSING STOCK THAT MEETS 1HE NEEDS OF ALL RESIDENTS ACROSS
LIFE CYCLES.
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Policy4.1
Develop new housing, and encourage the remodeling of existing housing, for families with
children.
Policy4.4
Encourage sufficient and suitable rental housing opportunities, emphasizing permanently
affordable rental units wherever possible.
Policy4.5
Ensure that new permanently affordable housing is located in all of the City's neighborhoods,
and encourage integrated neighborhoods, with a diversity of unit types provided at a range of
income levels.
The Project will dedicate a portion of the project site to MOHCD, thus meeting the affordable housing
requirements. Additionally, should a proposed Charter amendment pass, the project would provide an
additional 3 on-site affordable units for rent. These methods encourage diversity among income levels
within the new development. In addition, the Project provides the appropriate amount of new two-bedroom
units, and meets the requirements for dwelling unit mix.

OBJECTIVE 11
SUPPORT AND RESPECT THE DIVERSE AND DISTINCT CHARACTER OF SAN
FRANCISCO'S NEIGHBORHOODS.
Policy 11.1
Promote the construction and rehabilitation of well-designed housing that emphasizes beauty,
flexibility, and innovative design, and respects existing neighborhood character.
Policy 11.2
Ensure implementation of accepted design standards in project approvals.
Policy11.3
Ensure growth is accommodated without substantially and adversely impacting existing
residential neighborhood character.
Policy 11.4
Continue to utilize zoning districts which conform to a generalized residential land use and
density plan and the General Plan.
Policy11.6
Foster a sense of community through architectural design, using features that promote
community interaction.
Policy11.8
Consider a neighborhood's character when integrating new uses, and minimize disruption
caused by expansion of institutions into residential areas.
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The Project responds to the site's mixed-character by providing new ground floor retail and PDR
opportunities and new dwelling units. The Project appropriately responds to the varied character of the
larger neighborhood The Project's facades provide a unique expression not commonly found within the
surrounding area, while providing for a material palette, which draws from the surrounding industrial
context.

COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY ELEMENT
Objectives and Policies
OBJECTIVE 6:
MAINTAIN AND STRENG1HEN VIABLE NEIGHBORHOOD COMMERCIAL AREAS EASILY
ACCESSIBLE TO CITY RESIDENTS.

Policy6.1
Ensure and encourage the retention and provision of neighborhood-serving goods and services in
the city's neighborhood commercial districts, while recognizing and encouraging diversity
among the districts.
The Project provides new opportunity for new ground floor retail and PDR uses, which are consistent with
the goals for the UMU Zoning District. The surrounding neighborhood does not have an overabundance of
ground floor retail uses. The Project would provide nav opportunity for neighborhood-serving retail uses.
In addition, as expressed by the Commission, the Project will provide 12,000 square feet of PDR use, which
will provide a mix of uses on the ground floor and assist in mitigating the loss of the existing PDR uses.

RECREATION AND OPEN SPACE ELEMENT
Objectives and Policies
OBJECTIVE 4:
PROVIDE OPPORTUNITIES FOR RECREATION AND 1HE ENJOYMENT OF OPEN SPACE IN
EVERY SAN FRANCISCO NEIGHBORHOOD.

Policy4.5:
Require private usable outdoor open space in new residential development.
Policy4.6:
Assure the provision of adequate public open space to serve new residential development.
The Project will create common open space areas in a new mixed-use development through inner courts and
a roof terrace. The Project will not cast shadows over open spaces under the jurisdiction of the Recreation
and Park Department.

TRANSPORTATION ELEMENT
Objectives and Policies
19
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OBJECTIVE 24:
IMPROVE THE AMBIENCE OF THE PEDES1RIAN ENVIRONMENT.
Policy 24.2:
Maintain and expand the planting of street trees and the infrastructure to support them.
Policy 24.3:
Install pedestrian-serving street furniture where appropriate.
Policy 24.4:
Preserve pedestrian-oriented building frontages.
The Project includes new street trees along the public rights-of-way. In addition, the Project includes

streetscape elements, including new concrete sidewalks, linear planters along the street edge, new street
trees, bicycle parking spaces, and corner bulb-outs. Frontages are designed with active spaces oriented at
the pedestrian level. The new garage entrance/exit is narrow in width and assists in minimizing pedestrian
and bicycle conflicts.
OBJECTIVE 28:
PROVIDE SECURE AND CONVENIENT PARKING FACILIDES FOR BICYCLES.
Policy 28.1:
Provide secure bicycle parking in new governmental, commercial, and residential developments.
Policy 28.3:
Provide parking facilities which are safe, secure, and convenient.
The Project includes 128 dass 1 bicycle parking spaces and 18 Class 2 bicycle parking spaces in secure,
convenient locations, thus meeting the amount required by the Planning Code.

OBJECTIVE 34:
RELATE THE AMOUNT OF PARKING IN RESIDENTIAL AREAS AND NEIGHBORHOOD
COMMERCIAL DISTRICTS TO 1HE CAP A CITY OF 1HE CITY'S STREET SYSTEM AND LAND
USE PATTERNS.
Policy 34.1:
Regulate off-street parking in new housing so as to guarantee needed spaces without requiring
excesses and to encourage low auto ownership in neighborhoods that are well served by transit
and are convenient to neighborhood shopping.
Policy 34.3:
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Permit minimal or reduced off-street parking supply for new buildings in residential and
commercial areas adjacent to transit centers and along transit preferential streets.
Policy 34.5:
Minimize the construction of new curb cuts in areas where on-street parking is in short supply
and locate them in a manner such that they retain or minimally diminish the number of existing
on-street parking spaces.

The Project adheres to the principally permitted parking amounts within the Planning Code. The parking
spaces are accessed by one ingress and egress point. Parking is adequate for the project and complies with
maximums prescribed by the Planning Code.

URBAN DESIGN ELEMENT
Objectives and Policies
OBJECTIVE 1:
EMPHASIS OF THE CHARACTERISTIC PATTERN WHICH GIVES TO THE CITY AND ITS
NEIGHBORHOODS AN IMAGE, A SENSE OF PURPOSE, AND A MEANS OF ORIENTATION.

Policyl.7:
Recognize the natural boundaries of districts, and promote connections between districts.
OBJECTIVE 2:
CONSERVATION OF RESOURCES WHICH PROVIDE A SENSE OF NATURE, CONTINUITY
WTIH THE PAST, AND FREEDOM FROM OVERCROWDING.

Policy 2.6:
Respect the character of older development nearby in the design of new buildings.

The Project is located within the Mission neighborhood, which is characterized by the mix of uses. As such,
the Project provides expressive street far;ades, which respond to form, scale and material palette of the
existing neighborhood, while also providing a new contemporary architectural vocabulary.
OBJECTIVE 4:
IMPROVEMENT OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD ENVIRONMENT TO INCREASE PERSONAL
SAFETY, COMFORT, PRIDE AND OPPORTUNITY.

Policy4.5:
Design walkways and parking facilities to minimize danger to pedestrians.
Policy 4.13:
Improve pedestrian areas by providing human scale and interest.
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Although the project site has three street frontages, it only provides one vehicular access points for the offstreet parking, thus limiting conflicts with pedestrians and bicyclists. Numerous street trees will be planted
on each street. Along the project site, the pedestrian experience will be greatly improved.

MISSION AREA PLAN
Objectives and Policies
Land Use
OBJECTIVE 1.1

IN AREAS OF THE MISSION WHERE HOUSING AND MIXED-USE IS
ENCOURAGED, MAXIMIZE DEVELOPl\ffiNT POTENTIAL IN KEEPING WITH
NEIGHBORHOOD CHARACTER.
Policy 1.2.1
Ensure that in-fill housing development is compatible with its surroundings.
Policy 1.2.2
For new construction, and as part of major expansion of existing buildings in neighborhood
commercial districts, require ground floor commercial uses in new housing development. In
other mixed-use districts encourage housing over commercial or PDR where appropriate.
Policy 1.2.3
In general, where residential development is permitted, control residential density through
building height and bulk guidelines and bedroom mix requirements.
Policy 1.2.4
Identify portions of the Mission where it would be appropriate to increase maximum heights for
residential development.

Housing
OBJECTIVE 2.3

ENSURE THAT NEW RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPl\ffiNTS SATISFY AN ARRAY OF
HOUSING NEEDS WITH RESPECT TO TENURE, UNIT MIX AND COMMUNITY
SERVICES
Policy 2.3.3
Require that a significant number of units in new developments have two or more bedrooms,
except Senior Housing and SRO developments unless all Below Market Rate units are two or
more bedrooms.
Policy 2.3.5
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Explore a range of revenue-generating tools including impact fees, public funds and grants,
assessment districts, and other private funding sources, to fund community and neighborhood
improvements.
Policy 2.3.6
Establish an impact fee to be allocated towards an Eastern Neighborhoods Public Benefit Fund to
mitigate the impacts of new development on transit, pedestrian, bicycle, and street
improvements, park and recreational facilities, and community facilities such as libraries, child
care and other neighborhood services in the area.

Built Form
OBJECTIVE 3.1

PROMOTE AN URBAN FORM THAT REINFORCES THE MISSION'S
DISTINCTIVE PLACE IN THE CITY'S LARGER FORM AND STRENGTHENS ITS
PHYSICAL FABRIC AND CHARACTER
Policy 3.1.8
New development should respect existing patterns of rear yard open space. Where an existing
pattern of rear yard open space does not exist, new development on mixed-use-zoned parcels
should have greater flexibility as to where open space can be located.
OBJECTIVE 3.2

PROMOTE AN URBAN FORM AND ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTER THAT
SUPPORTS WALKING AND SUSTAINS A DIVERSE, ACTIVE AND SAFE PUBLIC
REALM
Policy 3.2.1
Require high quality design of street-facing building exteriors.
Policy 3.2.3
Minimize the visual impact of parking.
Policy 3.2.4
Strengthen the relationship between a building and its fronting sidewalk.
Policy 3.2.6
Sidewalks abutting new developments should be constructed in accordance with locally
appropriate guidelines based on established best practices in streetscape design.

Transportation
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OBJECTIVE 4.7

IMPROVE PUBLIC TRANSIT TO BETTER SERVE EXISTING AND NEW
DEVELOPMENT IN THE MISSION
Policy 4.7.2
Provide secure, accessible and abundant bicycle parking, particularly at transit stations, within
shopping areas and at concentrations of employment.
OBJECTIVE 4.8

ENCOURAGE ALTERNATIVES TO CAR OWNERSHIP AND THE REDUCTION OF
PRIVATE VEHICLE TRIPS
Policy 4.8.1
Continue to require car-sharing arrangements in new residential and commercial developments,
as well as any new parking garages.

Streets & Open Space
OBJECTIVE 5.3

CREATE A NETWORK OF GREEN STREETS THAT CONNECTS OPEN SPACES
AND IMPROVES THE WALK.ABILITY, AESTHETICS and ecological sustainability
OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD.
Policy 5.3.1
Redesign underutilized portions of streets as public open spaces, including widened sidewalks or
medians, curb bulb-outs, "living streets" or green connector streets.
Policy 5.3.2
Maximize sidewalk landscaping, street trees and pedestrian scale street furnishing to the greatest
extent feasible.

The Project features an appropriate mix of uses encouraged by the Area Plan for this location. The Project
provides 199 new dwelling units, which will be available for rent. In addition, the Project is located within
the prescribed height guidelines, and includes the appropriate dwelling unit mix, since more than 40% or
80 units are two-bedroom dwellings. The Project also incorporates an appropriate mix of uses for the UMU
Zoning District, as evidenced by the 12,000 square feet of PDR use. The Project introduces a contemporary
architectural vocabulary that draws from the neighborhood's industrial aesthetic, which is sensitive to the
prevailing scale and neighborhood fabric. The Project provides for a high quality designed exterior, which
features a variety of materials, colors and textures, including brick and aluminum windows. The Project
provides ample common open space and also improves the public rights of way with new streetscape
improvements, street furniture, comer bulb outs, and landscaping. The Project minimizes the impact of off
street parking and is in proximity to public transit options. The Project will also pay the appropriate
development impacUees, including the Eastern Neighborhoods Impact Fees.
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9.

Planning Code Section 101.l(b) establishes eight priority-planning policies and requires review
of permits for consistency with said policies. On balance, the project does comply with said
policies in that:
A. That existing neighborhood-serving retail uses be preserved and enhanced and future
opportunities for resident employment in and ownership of such businesses be enhanced.

Although the project site currently contains existing neighborhood-serving uses, including a
restaurant and auto repair shop, the Project would assist in enhancing the larger neighborhood by
providing new space for new neighborhood-serving uses and other retail opportunities. The Project
improves the urban form of the neighborhood by constructing new ground floor retail and PDR uses.
These new retail spaces will provide goods and services to area workers, residents and visitors, while
creating new ownership and employment opportunities for residents. The Project would add new
residents, visitors, and employees to the neighborhood, which would assist in strengthening nearby
retail uses.
B. That existing housing and neighborhood character be conserved and protected in order to
.preserve the cultural and economic diversity of our neighborhoods.

Although the Project would demolish three existing housing units, the Project would provide 199 new
dwelling units, thus resulting in an overall increase in the neighborhood housing stock. Further, the
Project will dedicate a portion of the project site to MOHCD, who will develop the land with affordable
housing, and, should a proposed Charter amendment pass, the Project will provide three on-site BMR
units for rent. The Project is expressive in design, and relates well to the scale and form of the
surrounding neighborhood. For these reasons, the Project would protect and preserve the cultural and
economic diversity of the neighborhood.
C. That the City's supply of affordable housing be preserved and enhanced.
The Project will not displace any identified affordable housing units. The three existing units are not
identified as affordable housing units. The Project will comply with the City's lnclusionary Housing

Program, therefore increasing the stock of affordable housing units in the City.
D. That commuter traffic not impede MUNI transit service or overburden our streets or
neighborhood parking.

The project site is served by nearby public transportation options. The Project is located within one
block of bus lines for the 27-Bryant & within three blocks of the bus lines for the 22-Fillmore and 33Stanyan. Future residents would be afforded proximity to bus line. The Project also provides off-street
parking at the principally permitted amounts and sufficient bicycle parking for residents and their
guests.
E. That a diverse economic base be maintained by protecting our industrial and service sectors
from displacement due to commercial office development, and that future opportunities for
resident employment and ownership in these sectors be enhanced.
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The Project does not include commercial office development. The Project provides new ground floor
retail use, FDR use and housing, which is a top priority in the City. The new retail use will provide
new opportunity for the service sector.

F.

That the City achieve the greatest possible preparedness to protect against injury and loss of
life in an earthquake.
The Project will be designed and will be constructed to conform to the structural and seismic safety
requirements of the Building Code. This proposal will not impact the property's ability to withstand
an earthquake.

G. That landmarks and historic buildings be preserved.
Currently, the project site does not contain any City Landmarks or historic buildings.

H. That our parks and open space and their access to sunlight and vistas be protected from
development.
The Project will not affect the City's parks or open space or their access to sunlight and vistas. A
shadow study was completed and concluded that the Project will not cast shadows on any property
under the jurisdiction of, or designated for acquisition by, the Recreation and Park Commission.

9.

First Source Hiring. The Project is subject to the requirements of the First Source Hiring Program
as they apply to permits for residential development (Section 83.4(m) of the Administrative
Code), and the Project Sponsor shall comply with the requirements of this Program as to all
construction work and on-going employment required for the Project. Prior to the issuance of any
building permit to construct or a First Addendum to the Site Permit, the Project Sponsor shall
have a First Source Hiring Construction and Employment Program approved by the First Source
Hiring Administrator, and evidenced in writing. In the event that both the Director of Planning
and the First Source Hiring Administrator agree, the approval of the Employment Program may
be delayed as needed.
The Project Sponsor submitted a First Source Hiring Affidavit and prior to issuance of a building permit
will execute a First Source Hiring Memorandum of Understanding and a First Source Hiring Agreement
with the City's First Source Hiring Administration.

10. The Project is consistent with and would promote the general and specific purposes of the Code
provided under Section 101.l(b) in that, as designed, the Project would contribute to the character
and stability of the neighborhood and would constitute a beneficial development.
11. The Commission hereby finds that approval of the Large Project Authorization would promote
the health, safety and welfare of the City.
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DECISION
That based upon the Record, the submissions by the Applicant, the staff of the Department and other
interested parties, the oral testimony presented to this Commission at the public hearings, and all other
written materials submitted by all parties, the Commission hereby APPROVES Large Project
Authorization Application No. 2013.0677X under Planning Code Section 329 to allow the new
construction of a six-story, 68-ft tall, mixed-use building with 199 dwelling units, up to 7,007 square feet
of retail/trade shop use, and a total of 12,000 gsf of PDR use, and a modification to the requirements for:
1) rear yard (Planning Code Section 134); 2) ground floor ceiling height for non-residential uses (Planning
Code Section 145.1); 3) off-street freight loading (Planning Code Section 152.1); 4) horizontal mass
reduction (Planning Code Section 270.1); and, 5) flexible units-modification to the accessory use
provisions of 803.3(b)(l)(c) (Planning Code Sections 329(d)(10)), within the UMU (Urban Mixed Use)
Zoning District and a 68-X Height and Bulk District. The project is subject to the following conditions
attached hereto as "EXHIBIT A" in general conformance with plans on file, dated April 29, 2016, and
stamped "EXHIBIT B", which is incorporated herein by reference as though fully set forth.
The Planning Commission hereby adopts the MMRP attached hereto as Exhibit C and incorporated
herein as part of this Motion by this reference thereto. All required mitigation measures identified in the
Eastern Neighborhoods Plan EIR and contained in the MMRP are included as conditions of approval.
APPEAL AND EFFECTIVE DATE OF MOTION: Any aggrieved person may appeal this Section 329
Large Project Authorization to the Board of Appeals within fifteen (15) days after the date of this
Motion. The effective date of this Motion shall be the date of adoption of this Motion if not appealed
(after the 15-day period has expired) OR the date of the decision of the Board of Appeals if appealed
to the Board of Appeals. For further information, please contact the Board of Appeals at (415) 575-6880,
1660 Mission, Room 3036, San Francisco, CA 94103.
Protest of Fee or Exaction: You may protest any fee or exaction subject to Government Code Section
66000 that is imposed as a condition of approval by following the procedures set forth in Government
Code Section 66020. The protest must satisfy the requirements of Government Code Section 66020(a) and
must be filed within 90 days of the date of the first approval or conditional approval of the development
referencing the challenged fee or exaction. For purposes of Government Code Section 66020, the date of
imposition of the fee shall be the date of the earliest discretionary approval by the City of the subject
development.
If the City has not previously given Notice of an earlier discretionary approval of the project, the

Planning Commission's adoption of this Motion, Resolution, Discretionary Review Action or the Zoning
Administrator's Variance Decision Letter constitutes the approval or conditional approval of the
development and the City hereby gives NOTICE that the 90-day protest period under Government Code
Section 66020 has begun. If the City has already given Notice that the 90-day approval period has begun
for the subject development, then this document does not re-commence the 90-day approval period.
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I hereby certify that the Planning Commission ADOPTED the foregoing Motion on June 2, 2016.

Commission Secretary
AYES:

Antonini, Fong, Johnson, Hillis and Richards

NAYS:

Moore and Wu

ABSENT:

None

ADOPTED:

June 2, 2016
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EXHIBIT A
AUTHORIZATION
This authorization is for a Large Project Authorization to allow for the new construction of a six-story, 68ft tall, mixed-use building with 199 dwelling units, 7,007 gsf of ground floor retail use, 3,938 gsf of PDR
use, and a modification to the requirements for rear yard, open space, permitted obstructions over the
street, ground floor ceiling height, off-street loading and accessory use provisions for dwelling units,
located at 2000-2070 Bryant Street, Lots 001, 002 and 021 in Assessor's Block 4022 pursuant to Planning
Code Section 329 within the UMU (Urban Mixed Use) Zoning Districts, and a 68-X Height and Bulk
District; in general conformance with plans, dated May 4, 2016, and stamped "EXHIBIT B" included in
the docket for Case No. 2013.0677X and subject to conditions of approval reviewed and approved by the
Commission on June 2, 2016 under Motion No. 19658. This authorization and the conditions contained
herein run with the property and not with a particular Project Sponsor, business, or operator.

RECORD ATION OF CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
Prior to the issuance of the building permit or commencement of use for the Project the Zoning
Administrator shall approve and order the recordation of a Notice in the Official Records of the Recorder
of the City and County of San Francisco for the subject.property. This Notice shall state that the project is
subject to the conditions of approval contained herein and reviewed and approved by the Planning
Commission on June 2, 2016 under Motion No. 19658.

PRINTING OF CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL ON PLANS
The conditions of approval under the 'Exhibit A' of this Planning Commission Motion No. 19658 shall be
reproduced on the Index Sheet of construction plans submitted with the Site or Building permit
application for the Project. The Index Sheet of the construction plans shall reference to the Office
Development Authorization and any subsequent amendments or modifications.

SEVERABILITY
The Project shall comply with all applicable City codes and requirements. If any clause, sentence, section
or any part of these conditions of approval is for any reason held to be invalid, such invalidity shall not
affect or impair other remaining clauses, sentences, or sections of these conditions. This decision conveys
no right to construct, or to receive a building permit. "Project Sponsor'' shall include any subsequent
responsible party.

CHANGES AND MODIFICATIONS
Changes to the approved plans may be approved administratively by the Zoning Administrator.
Significant changes and modifications of conditions shall require Planning Commission approval of a
new authorization.
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Conditions of Approval, Compliance, Monitoring, and Reporting

PERFORMANCE
Validity. The authorization and right vested by virtue of this action is valid for three (3) years from the
effective date of the Motion. The Department of Building Inspection shall have issued a Building Permit
or Site Permit to construct the project and/or commence the approved use within this three-year period.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.sf
planning.org
Expiration and Renewal. Should a Building or Site Permit be sought after the three (3) year period has
lapsed, the project sponsor must seek a renewal of this Authorization by filing an application for an
amendment to the original Authorization or a new application for Authorization. Should the project
sponsor decline to so file, and decline to withdraw the permit application, the Commission shall conduct
a public hearing in order to consider the revocation of the Authorization. Should the Commission not
revoke the Authorization following the closure of the public hearing, the Commission shall determine the
extension of time for the continued validity of the Authorization.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.sf
planning.org
Diligent Pursuit. Once a site or Building Permit has been issued, construction must commence within the
timeframe required by the Department of Building Inspection and be continued diligently to completion.
Failure to do so shall be grounds for the Commission to consider revoking the approval if more than
three (3) years have passed since this Authorization was approved.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.sfplanning.org
Extension. All time limits in the preceding three paragraphs may be extended at the discretion of the
Zoning Administrator where implementation of the project is delayed by a public agency, an appeal or a
legal challenge and only by the length of time for which such public agency, appeal or challenge has
caused delay.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.sfplanning.org
Conformity with Current Law. No application for Building Permit, Site Permit, or other entitlement shall
be approved unless it complies with all applicable provisions of City Codes in effect at the time of such
approval.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.sf
planning.org
Additional Project Authorization. The Project Sponsor must obtain a Conditional Use Authorization
under Planning Code Sections 303 and 317 for removal of three residential units, and satisfy all the
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conditions thereof. The conditions set forth below are additional conditions required in connection with
the Project. If these conditions overlap with any other requirement imposed on the Project, the more
restrictive or protective condition or requirement, as determined by the Zoning Administrator, shall
apply.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.sfplanning.org
Mitigation Measures. Mitigation measures described in the MMRP for the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan
EIR (Case No. 2013.0677E) attached as Exhibit C are necessary to avoid potential significant effects of the
proposed project and have been agreed to by the project sponsor.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.sfplanning.org

DESIGN - COMPLIANCE AT PLAN STAGE
Final Materials. The Project Sponsor shall continue to work with Planning Department on the building
design. Final materials, glazing, color, texture, landscaping, and detailing shall be subject to Department
staff review and approval. The architectural addenda shall be reviewed and approved by the Planning
Department prior to issuance.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, www.sfplanning.org
Garbage, Composting and Recycling Storage. Space for the collection and storage of garbage,
composting, and recycling shall be provided within enclosed areas on the property and clearly labeled
and illustrated on the architectural addenda. Space for the collection and storage of recyclable and
compostable materials that meets the size, location, accessibility and other standards specified by the San
Francisco Recycling Program shall be provided at the ground level of the buildings.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, www.sfplanning.org
Transformer Vault. The location of individual project PG&E Transformer Vault installations has
significant effects to San Francisco streetscapes when improperly located. However, they may not have
any impact if they are installed in preferred locations. Therefore, the Planning Department recommends
the following preference schedule in locating new transformer vaults, in order of most to least desirable:
1. On-site, in a basement area accessed via a garage or other access point without use of separate doors
on a ground floor fa~ade facing a public right-of-way;
2. On-site, in a driveway, underground;
3. On-site, above ground, screened from view, other than a ground floor fa~ade facing a public right-ofway;
4. Public right-of-way, underground, under sidewalks with a minimum width of 12 feet, avoiding
effects on streetscape elements, such as street trees; and based on Better Streets Plan guidelines;
5. Public right-of-way, underground; and based on Better Streets Plan guidelines;
6. Public right-of-way, above ground, screened from view; and based on Better Streets Plan guidelines;
7. On-site, in a ground floor fa~ade (the least desirable location).
SAN FRANCISCO
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Unless otherwise specified by the Planning Department, Department of Public Work's Bureau of Street
Use and Mapping (DPW BSM) should use this preference schedule for all new transformer vault
installation requests.
For information about compliance, contact Bureau of Street Use and Mapping, Department of Public Works at 415554-5810, http://sfdpw.org

Rooftop Mechanical Equipment. Pursuant to Planning Code 141, the Project Sponsor shall submit a roof
plan to the Planning Department prior to Planning approval of the building permit application for each
building. Rooftop mechanical equipment, if any is proposed as part of the Project, is required to be
screened so as not to be visible from any point at or below the roof level of the subject building.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, 11JW'W.sfplanning.org

Streetscape Plan. Pursuant to Planning Code Section 138.1, the Project Sponsor shall continue to work
with Planning Department staff, in consultation with other City agencies, to refine the design and
programming of the Streetscape Plan so that the plan generally meets the standards of the Better Streets
Plan and all applicable City standards. The Project Sponsor shall complete final design of all required
street improvements, including procurement of relevant City permits, prior to issuance of first
architectural addenda, and shall complete construction of all required street improvements prior to
issuance of first temporary certificate of occupancy.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, www.sfplanning.org

PARKING AND TRAFFIC
Unbundled Parking. All off-street parking spaces shall be made available to Project residents only as a
separate "add-on" option for purchase or rent and shall not be bundled with any Project dwelling unit for
the life of the dwelling units. The required parking spaces may be made available to residents within a
quarter mile of the project. All affordable dwelling units pursuant to Planning Code Section 415 shall
have equal access to use of the parking as the market rate units, with parking spaces priced
commensurate with the affordability of the dwelling unit. Each unit withm the Project shall have the first
right of refusal to rent or purchase a parking space until the number of residential parking spaces are no
longer available. No conditions may be placed on the purchase or rental of dwelling units, nor may
homeowner' s rules be established, which prevent or preclude the separation of parking spaces from
dwelling units.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.sfplanning.org

Parking Maximum. Pursuant to Planning Code Section 151.1, the Project shall provide no more than 149
off-street parking spaces for the 199 dwelling units in the UMU Zoning Zoning District.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.sf
planning.org
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Car Share. Pursuant to Planning Code Section 166, no fewer than one car share space shall be made
available, at no cost, to a certified car share organization for the purposes of providing car share services
for its service subscribers.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.sfplanning.org

Bicycle Parking. Pursuant to Planning Code Sections 155.1, 155.4, and 155.5, the Project shall provide no
fewer than 128 Class 1 bicycle parking spaces and 18 Class 2 bicycle parking spaces for the 199 dwelling
units, 7,007 square feet of grolind floor retail use, and 3,938 square feet of PDR use.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
planning.org

wi11w.~f

Managing Traffic During Construction. The Project Sponsor and construction contractor(s) shall
coordinate with the Traffic Engineering and Transit Divisions of the San Francisco Municipal
Transportation Agency (SFMTA), the Police Department, the Fire Department, the Planning Department,
and other construction contractor(s) for any concurrent nearby Projects to manage traffic congestion and
pedestrian circulation effects during construction of the Project.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, wi1JW.sfplanning.org

Parking for Affordable Units. All off-street parking spaces shall be made available to Project residents
only as a separate "add-on'' option for purchase or rent and shall not be bundled with any Project
dwelling unit for the life of the dwelling units. The required parking spaces may be made available to
residents within a quarter mile of the project. All affordable dwelling units pursuant to Planning Code
Section 415 shall have equal access to use of the parking as the market rate units, with parking spaces
priced commensurate with the affordability of the dwelling unit. Each unit within the Project shall have
the first right of refusal to rent or purchase a parking space until the number of residential parking spaces
are no longer available. No conditions may be placed on the purchase or rental of dwelling units, nor
may homeowner' s rules be established, which prevent or preclude the separation of parking spaces from
dwelling units.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.sfplanning.org

PROVISIONS
PDR Use. The Project shall incorporate 12,000 square feet of PDR use.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, www.sf
planning.org

Anti-Discriminatory Housing. The Project shall adhere to the requirements of the Anti-Discriminatory
Housing policy, pursuant to Administrative Code Section 1.61.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, www.sfplanning.org
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Transportation Sustainability Fee. The Project is subject to the Transportation Sustainability Fee (TSF),
as applicable, pursuant to Planning Code Section 411A.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, www.sfplanning.org

Child Care Fee - Residential. The Project is subject to the Residential Child Care Fee, as applicable,
pursuant to Planning Code Secbon 414A.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, www.sfplanning.org

Eastern Neighborhoods Infrastructure Impact Fee. Pursuant to Planning Code Section 423 (formerly
327), the Project Sponsor shall comply with the Eastern Neighborhoods Public Benefit Fund provisions
through payment of an Impact Fee pursuant to Article 4.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, www.sf·
planning.org

First Source Hiring. The Project shall adhere to the requirements of the First Source Hiring Construction
and End-Use Employment Program approved by the First Source Hiring Administrator, pursuant to
Section 83.4(m) of the Administrative Code. The Project Sponsor shall comply with the requirements of
this Program regarding construction work and on-going employment required for the Project.
For information about compliance, contact the First Source Hiring Manager at 415-581-2335, www.onestopSF.org

MONITORING
Enforcement. Violation of any of the Planning Department conditions of approval contained in this
Motion or of any other provisions of Planning Code applicable to this Project shall be subject to the
enforcement procedures and administrative penalties set forth under Planning Code Section 176 or
Section 176.1. The Planning Department may also refer the violation complaints to other city
departments and agencies for appropriate enforcement action under their jurisdiction.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.sfplanning.org

Revocation Due to Violation of Conditions. Should implementation of this Project result in complaints
from interested property owners, residents, or commercial lessees which are not resolved by the Project
Sponsor and found to be in violation of the Planning Code and/or the specific conditions of approval for
the Project as set forth in Exhibit A of this Motion, the Zoning Administrator shall refer such complaints
to the Commission, after which it may hold a public hearing on the matter to consider revocation of this
authorization.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.sfplanning.org
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OPERATION
Garbage, Recycling, and Composting Receptacles. Garbage, recycling, and compost containers shall be
kept within the premises and hidden from public view, and placed outside only when being serviced by
the disposal company. Trash shall be contained and disposed of pursuant to garbage and recycling
receptacles guidelines set forth by the Department of Public Works.
For information about compliance, contact Bureau of Street Use and Mapping, Department of Public Works at 415554-.5810, http://sfdpw.org
Sidewalk Maintenance. The Project Sponsor shall maintain the main entrance to the building and all
sidewalks abutting the subject property in a clean and sanitary condition in compliance with the
Department of Public Works Streets and Sidewalk Maintenance Standards.
For information about compliance, contact Bureau of Street Use and Mapping, Department of Public Works, 415695-2017, http://sfdpw.org
Community Liaison. Prior to issuance of a building permit to construct the project and implement the
approved use, the Project Sponsor shall appoint a community liaison officer to deal with the issues of
concern to owners and occupants of nearby properties. The Project Sponsor shall provide the Zoning
Administrator with written notice of the name, business address, and telephone number of the
community liaison. Should the contact information change, the Zoning Administrator shall be made
aware of such change. The community liaison shall report to the Zoning Administrator what issues, if
any, are of concern to the community and what issues have not been resolved by the Project Sponsor.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.sf.planning.org
Lighting. All Project lighting shall be directed onto the Project site and immediately surrounding
sidewalk area only, and designed and managed so as not to be a nuisance to adjacent residents.
Nighttime lighting shall be the minimum necessary to ensure safety, but shall in no case be directed so as
to constitute a nuisance to any surrounding property.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, uncnv.~f
planning.org

INCLUSIONARY HOUSING
Land Dedication Alternative. The Project Sponsor has chosen to satisfy the affordability requirement for
the Project through a land dedication pursuant to Planning Code Section 419.6 and 419.5(a)(2)(A)-(J). The
Project Sponsor has been in discussions with the Mayor's Office of Housing (MOH) and the Planning
Department. On May 12, 2016, MOH provided a letter to the Planning Department that confirmed that
the site that the Project Sponsor has selected (a portion of 2070 Bryant St [Block 4022 Lot 021]), is
acceptable under Planning Code Section 419.5(2), subject to the conditions included therein.
In the event the land dedication process is completed, and the fee title to the land dedication site is

transferred to the City prior to the issuance of the first construction document for the Project, the Project
will have fully complied with the Planning Code's Section 415 inclusionary affordable housing
requirements. In the event, for whatever reason, fee title to the land dedication site is not transferred to
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the City by issuance of the first construction document for the Project, the Project Sponsor will be subject
to the requirements of Planning Code Section 415 and 419.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, www.sfplanning.org or the Mayor's Office of Housing at 415-701-5500, www.~f-moh.org.
Eastern Neighborhoods Affordable Housing Requirements for UMU. Pursuant to Planning Code
Section 419.3, Project Sponsor shall meet the requirements set forth in Planning Code Section 419.3 in
addition to the requirements set forth in the Affordable Housing Program, per Planning Code Section
415. Prior to issuance of first construction document, the Project Sponsor shall select orie of the options
described in Section 419.3 or the alternatives described in Planning Code Section 419.5 to fulfill the
affordable housing requirements and notify the Department of their choice. Any fee required by Section
419.1 et seq. shall be paid to the Development Fee Collection Unit at DBI prior to issuance of the first
construction document an option for the project sponsor to defer payment to prior to issuance of the first
certificate of occupancy upon agreeing to pay a deferral surcharge in accordance with Section 107A.13.3
of the San Francisco Building Code.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, www.sf-planning.org
1.

Number of Required Units. Pursuant to Planning Code Section 415.6, the Project is currently
required to provide 16% of the proposed dwelling units as affordable to qualifying households,
but is subject to change under a proposed Charter amendment and pending legislation if the
voters approve the Charter Amendment at the June 7, 2016 election. The Project contains 199
units. Should the proposed Charter Amendment pass, the Project Sponsor shall fulfill this
requirement by providing the 3 affordable units on-site (1.5% of the units) in addition to the land
dedication option described above. If the Project is subject to a different requirement if the
Charter Amendment is approved and new legislative requirements take effect, the Project will
comply with the applicable requirements at the time of compliance. If the number of market-rate
units change, the number of required affordable units shall be modified accordingly with written
approval from Planning Department staff in consultation with the Mayor's Office of Housing and
Community Development ("MOHCD").
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
www.s.f-planning.org or the Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development at 415-701-5500,
www.sf-moh.org.

2.

Unit Mix. The Project will provide an affordable unit mix of one studio, one one-bedroom, and
one two-bedroom units, or the unit mix that may be required if the inclusionary housing
requirements change as discussed above. If the market-rate unit mix changes, the affordable unit
mix will be modified accordingly with written approval from Planning Department staff in
consultation with MOHCD.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
www.sf-planning.org or the Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development at 415-701-5500,
www.sf--moh.org.
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Unit Location. The affordable units shall be designated on a reduced set of plans recorded as a
Notice of Special Restrictions on the property prior to the issuance of the first construction
permit.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
www.sf-planning.org or the Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development at 415-701-5500,
www.~f-moh.org.

4.

Phasing. If any building permit is issued for partial phasing of the Project, the Project Sponsor
shall have designated not less than one and a half percent (1.5% ), or the applicable percentage as
discussed above, of the each phase's total number of dwelling units as on-site affordable units.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
www.sf-planning.org or the Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development at 415-701-5500,
www.sfmoh.org.

5.

Duration. Under Planning Code Section 415.8, all units constructed pursuant to Section 415.6,
must remain affordable to qualifying households for the life of the project.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
ilTlVw.sf.-planning.org or the Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development at 415-701-5500,
www.sf-moh.org.

6.

Other Conditions. The Project is subject to the requirements of the Inclusionary Affordable
Housing Program under Section 415 et seq. of the Planning Code and City and County of San
Francisco Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program Monitoring and Procedures Manual
("Procedures Manual"). The Procedures Manual, as amended from time to time, is incorporated
herein by reference, as published and adopted by the Planning Commission, and as required by
Planning Code Section 415. Terms used in these conditions of approval and not otherwise
defined shall have the meanings set forth in the Procedures Manual. A copy of the Procedures
Manual can be obtained at the MOHCD at 1 South Van Ness Avenue or on the Planning
Department or Mayor's Office of Housing's websites, including on the internet at:
http://sf-planning.org/Modules/ShowDocument.aspx?documentid=4451.
As provided in the Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program, the applicable Procedures Manual
is the manual in effect at the time the subject units are made available for sale.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
www.sf.-planning.org or the Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development at 415-701-5500,
www.sf.-moh.org.
a.

The affordable unit(s) shall be designated on the building plans prior to the issuance of the
first construction permit by the Department of Building Inspection ("DBI"). The affordable
unit(s) shall (1) reflect the unit size mix in number of bedrooms of the market rate units, (2)
be constructed, completed, ready for occupancy and marketed no later than the market rate
units, and (3) be evenly distributed throughout the building; and (4) be of comparable overall
quality, construction and exterior appearance as the market rate units in the principal project.
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The interior features in affordable units should be generally the same as those of the market
units in the principal project, but need not be the same make, model or type of such item as
long they are of good and new quality and are consistent with then-current standards for
new housing. Other specific standards for on-site units are outlined in the Procedures
Manual.
b. If the units in the building are offered for rent, the affordable unit(s) shall be rented to
qualifying households, as defined in the Procedures Manual, whose gross annual income,
adjusted for household size, does not exceed an average fifty-five (55) percent of Area
Median Income under the income table called "Maximum Income by Household Size derived
from the Unadjusted Area Median Income for HUD Metro Fair Market Rent Area that
contains San Francisco," but these income levels are subject to change under a proposed
Charter .amendment and pending legislation if the voters approve the Charter Amendment at
the June 7, 2016 election. If the Project is subject to a different income level requirement if the
Charter Amendment is approved and new legislative requirements take effect, the Project
will comply with the applicable requirements. The initial and subsequent rent level of such
units shall be calculated according to the Procedures Manual. Limitations on (i) occupancy;
(ii) lease changes; (iii) subleasing, and; are set forth in the Inclusionary Affordable Housing
Program and the Procedures Manual.
c.

The Project Sponsor is responsible for following the marketing, reporting, and monitoring
requirements and procedures as set forth in the Procedures Manual. MOHCD shall be
responsible for overseeing and monitoring the marketing of affordable units. The Project
Sponsor must contact MOHCD at least six months prior to the beginning of marketing for
any unit in the building.

d. Required parking spaces shall be made available to renters of affordable units according to
the Procedures Manual.
e.

Prior to the issuance of the first construction permit by DBI for the Project, the Project
Sponsor shall record a Notice of Special Restriction on the property that contains these
conditions of approval and a reduced set of plans that identify the affordable units satisfying
the requirements of this approval. The Project Sponsor shall promptly provide a copy of the
recorded Notice of Special Restriction to the Department and to MOHCD or its successor.

£.

The Project Sponsor has demonstrated that it is eligible for the On-site Affordable Housing
Alternative under Planning Code Section 415.6 instead of payment of the Affordable Housing
Fee, and has submitted the Affidavit of Compliance with the Inclusionary Affordable Housing
Program: Planning Code Section 415 to the Planning Department stating the intention to enter
into an agreement with the City to qualify for a waiver from the Costa-Hawkins Rental
Housing Act based upon the proposed density bonus and concessions (as defined in
California Government Code Section 65915 et seq.) provided herein. The Project Sponsor has
executed the Costa Hawkins agreement and will record a Memorandum of Agreement prior
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to issuance of the first construction document or must revert payment of the Affordable
Housing Fee.
g. If the Project Sponsor fails to comply with the Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program
requirement, the Director of DBI shall deny any and all site or building permits or certificates
of occupancy for the development project until the Planning Department notifies the Director
of compliance. A Project Sponsor's failure to comply with the requirements of Planning
Code Section 415 et seq. shall constitute cause for the City to record a lien against the
development project and to pursue any and all available remedies at law.
h. If the Project becomes ineligible at any time for the On-site Affordable Housing Alternative,
the Project Sponsor or its successor shall pay the Affordable Housing Fee prior to issuance of
the first construction permit. If the Project becomes ineligible after issuance of its first
construction permit, the Project Sponsor shall notify the Department and MOHCD and pay
interest on the Affordable Housing Fee and penalties, if applicable.
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Certificate of Determination
EXEMPTION FROM ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW

1650 Mission St.
Suite4DO
San Francisco,
CA 94103c2479

aecepti011:

Case No.:
Project Address:
Zoning:
Block/Lot:
Lot Size:
Plan Area:
Project Sponsor:
Staff Contact:

2013.0677E
2000-2070 Bryant Street, 2815 18th Street, and 611 Florida Street

415.558.6378

Urban Mixed Use (UMU) District
68-X Height and Bulk District
4022/001, 002, and 021
Three lots totaling approximately 65,000 square feet (1.50 acres)
Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan
Nick Podell, Nick Podell Con;ipany- (415) 296-8800
Chris Thomas - (415) 575-9036; Christopher.Thomas@sfgov.org

415.558.6409

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The 2000-2070 Bryant Street Project (proposed project) involves the demolition of seven existing
buildings, merging of three lots into two parcels, and construction of two new buildings and a 25-footwide east-west pedestrian mews between the two buildings that would be publically accessible during
daytime hours. The proposed project consists of a six-story, 68-foot-tall, approximately 203,656-grosssquare-foot (gsf) mixed-use residential and commercial building with a ground-level garage at 2000
Bryant Street (the north building) and a 100 percent affordable eight-story, 85-foot-tall, approximately
127,983 gsf mixed-use residential and arts activity building with a ground-level car-share garage at 2070
Bryant Street (the south building). In total, the proposed mixed-use buildings would provide 335
dwelling units (136 affordable dwelling units in the south building and 196 market-rate and three
affordable dwelling units in the north building), 7,007 gs£ of commercial retail space, 3,938 gs£ of PDR
space, and 6,947 gs£ of arts activity space. The approximately 14,223 gsf ground-level garages would
provide 84 off-street vehicle parking spaces, four car-share spaces, and 237 bicycle parking spaces.
(Continued on next page.)

EXEMPT STATUS
Exempt per Section 15183 of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines and California
Public Resources Code Section 21083.3

DETERMINATION
ertify that the above determination has been made pursuant to State and Local requirements.

cc: Nick Podell, Project Sponsor; Supervisor David Campos, District 9; Rich Sucre, Current Plarming
Division; Virna Byrd, M.D.F.; Exemption/Exclusion File
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION (continued)
The proposed project would involve excavation of approximately 7,911 cubic yards of soil to a depth of
up to 14 feet below grade for the foundation system and elevator pits, depending on the location on the
site. The proposed project would include approximately 26,800 square feet (sf) of common useable open
space in the form of courtyards, rooftop terraces, and the pedestrian mews. The proposed project also
would add plantings to the adjacent sidewalks, street furniture, sidewalk bicycle parking, and sidewalk
bulbouts at various locations around the project site.
The proposed project evaluated in this Community Plan Exemption represents a revision to a previously
proposed project for the 2000 - 2070 Bryant Street project site. The previously proposed project consisted
of a single, six-story, 68-foot-tall, approximately 289,369-gsf mixed-use residential and commercial
building with 274 dwelling units (including 44 on-site inclusionary affordable units), approximately
22,508 sf of common useable open space, 5,415 gsf of ground-level commercial retail space, and an
approximately 37,139-gsf ground-level garage, with ingress from Bryant Street and egress to 18th Street,
that would have provided 160 off-street vehicle parking spaces and 145 Class 1 bicycle parking spaces. A
Certificate of Exemption was published for the previously proposed project on June 2, 2015. The
previously proposed project was first considered by the Planning Commission at a publically-noticed
hearing on June 18, 2015 and continued to a hearing on September 10, 2015, at which time the previously
proposed project was continued indefinitely to allow for revisions that have resulted in the currently
proposed project considered by this Community Plan Exemption Certificate. 1

PROJECT APPROVAL
North Building:
•

Large Project Authorization pursuant to Planning Code Section 329 for new construction of more
than 25,000 gsf, with exceptions pursuant to the following Planning Code sections:
o Section 134(f) - Rear-yard exception to allow for open space to be configured in an inner courtyard
rather than a rear yard.
o Section 152.1 - Off-street loading exception to permit two off-street loading spaces, rather than
three off-street loading spaces.
o Section 270.1 - Horizontal mass reduction exception to allow the north building to reach 205 feet
in length without a horizontal mass reduction, rather than 200 feet.
o Section 329(d)(10) - Permitted accessory uses for ground-floor flex units.
Conditional Use Authorization pursuant to Planning Code Sections 303 and 317 to authorize
demolition and replacement of three existing dwelling units.

1

The Community Plan Exemption and documents pertaining to the previously proposed project (and all other documents cited in
this report, unless otherwise noted), are available for review at the San Francisco Planning Department, 1650 Mission Street,
Suite 400, as part of Case File No. 2013.0677E.
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South Building:
•

Large Project Authorization pursuant to Planning Code Section 329 for new construction of more
than 25,000 gsf, with exceptions pursuant to the following Planning Code sections:
o Section 134(f) - Rear-yard exception to allow for open space to be configured in a courtyard rather
than a rear yard.
o Section 135(g) - Common open space dimension exception for the courtyard that is less in width
than height.
o Section 140- Unit exposure exception for dimension of courtyard.

•

State density bonus law (California Government Code Section 65915) concession to permit two
additional floors above the otherwise applicable height limit.

Actions by other City Departments
Lot Line Adjustment and Condominium Map Approvals (San Francisco Public Works [SFPW]) for
merging and re-subdividing the three lots on the project site.
•

Demolition and Building Permits (Department of Building Inspection [DBI]) for the demolition of the
existing buildings and construction of the new structures.

•

Site Mitigation Plan (DPH) for treatment of potentially hazardous soils and groundwater.
Street and Sidewalk Permits (Bureau of Streets and Mapping, DPW) for modifications to public
sidewalks, street trees, and curb cuts.
Approval of Changes to Sewer Laterals (San Francisco Public Utilities Commission [SFPUC]).

•

Stormwater Control Plan (SFPUC), because the proposed project would result in ground disturbance
of an area greater than 5,000 sf.

•

Dust Control Plan (DPH) meeting the requirements of San Francisco Health Code Article 22B.

The Large Project Authorization from the Planning Commission pursuant to Planning Code Section 329 is
considered the project Approval Action. The Approval Action date establishes the start of the 30-day
appeal period for this CEQA exemption determination pursuant to Section 31.04(h) of the San Francisco
Administrative Code.

COMMUNITY PLAN EXEMPTION OVERVIEW
California Public Resources Code Section 21083.3 and CEQA Guidelines Section 15183 provide an
exemption from environmental review for projects that are consistent with the development density
established by existing zoning, community plan or general plan policies for which an Environmental
Impact Report (EIR) was certified, except as might be necessary to examine whether there are projectspecific significant effects which are peculiar to the project or its site. Section 15183 specifies that
examination of environmental effects shall be limited to those effects that: a) are peculiar to the project or
parcel on which the project would be located; b) were not analyzed as significant effects in a prior EIR on
the zoning action, general plan or community plan with which the project is consistent; c) are potentially
significant off-site and cumulative impacts that were not discussed in the underlying EIR; or d) are
previously identified in the EIR, but which, as a result of substantial new information that was not known
at the time that the EIR was certified, are determined to have a more severe adverse impact than that
discussed in the underlying EIR. Section 15183(c) specifies that if an impact is not peculiar to the parcel or
SAN FRANCISCO
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to the proposed project, then an EIR need not be prepared for the project solely on the basis of that
impact.
This determination evaluates the potential project-specific environmental effects of the 2000-2070 Bryant
Street project described above, and incorporates by reference information contained in the Programmatic
EIR for the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans (PEIR). 2 Project-specific studies were
prepared for the proposed project to determine if the project would result in any significant
environmental impacts that were not identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.
After several years of analysis, community outreach, and public review, the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR
was adopted in December 2008. The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR was adopted in part to support
housing development in some areas previously zoned to allow industrial uses, while preserving an
adequate supply of space for existing and future production, distribution, and repair (PDR) employment
and businesses. The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR also included changes to existing height and bulk
districts in some areas, including the project site at 2000-2070 Bryant Street.
The Planning Commission held public hearings to consider the various aspects of the proposed Eastern
Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans and related Planning Code and Zoning Map amendments. On
August 7, 2008, the Planning Commission certified the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR by Motion 17659 and
adopted the Preferred Project for final recommendation to the Board of Supervisors. 3,4

In December 2008, after further public hearings, the Board of Supervisors approved and the Mayor
signed the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Planning Code amendments. New zoning districts
include districts that would permit PDR uses in combination with commercial uses; districts mixing
residential and commercial uses and residential and PDR uses; and new residential-only districts. The
districts replaced existing industrial, commercial, residential single-use, and mixed-use districts.
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR is a comprehensive programmatic document that presents an analysis
of the environmental effects of implementation of the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans,
as well as the potential impacts under several proposed alternative scenarios. The Eastern Neighborhoods
Draft EIR evaluated three rezoning alternatives, two community-proposed alternatives which focused
largely on the Mission District, and a "No Project" alternative. The alternative selected, or the Preferred
Project, represents a combination of Options B and C. The Planning Commission adopted the Preferred
Project after fully considering the environmental effects of the Preferred Project and the various scenarios
discussed in the PEIR. The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR estimated that implementation of the Eastern
Neighborhoods Plan could result in approximately 7,400 to 9,900 net dwelling units and 3,200,000 to
6,600,0000 square feet of net non-residential space (excluding PDR loss) built in the Plan Area throughout
the lifetime of the Plan (year 2025). The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR projected that this level of
development would result in a total population increase of approximately 23,900 to 33,000 people
throughout the lifetime of the plan. 5

2
3

4

5

Planning Department Case No. 2004.0160E and State Clearinghouse No. 2005032048
San Francisco Planning Department. Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans Final Environmental Impact Report
(FEIR), Planning Department Case No. 2004.0160E, certified August 7, 2008. Available online at: http://www.sfP1£Ilill~QU;LiI!s!£!8~~~~:1B':0 accessed August 17, 2012.
San Francisco Planning Department. San Francisco Planning Commission Motion 17659, August 7, 2008. Available online at:
~;=-"-'W-'-=2'..;.J~C!ccc~~~~~"~'-=·'~~~'-'="'1"-"~'"""WJ.'"J.;.'··'"-;c,,=c, accessed August 17, 2012.
Table 2 Forecast Growth by Rezoning Option Chapter IV of the Eastern Neighborhoods Draft EIR shows projected net growth
based on proposed rezoning scenarios. A baseline for existing conditions in the year 2000 was included to provide context for the
scenario figures for parcels affected by the rezoning.
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A major issue of discussion in the Eastern Neighborhoods rezoning process was the degree to which
existing industrially-zoned land would be rezoned to primarily residential and mixed-use districts, thus
reducing the availability of land traditionally used for PDR employment and businesses. Among other
topics, the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR assesses the significance of the cumulative land use effects of the
rezoning by analyzing its effects on the City's ability to meet its future PDR space needs as well as its
ability to meet its housing needs as expressed in the City's General Plan.
As a result of the Eastern Neighborhoods rezoning process, the project site has been rezoned to UMU
(Urban Mixed Use) District. The UMU District is intended to promote a vibrant mix of uses while
maintaining the characteristics of this formerly industrially-zoned area. It is also intended to serve as a
buffer between residential districts and PDR districts in the Eastern Neighborhoods. The proposed
project and its relation to PDR land supply and cumulative land use effects is discussed further in the
Community Plan Exemption (CPE) Checklist, under Land Use. The 2000-2070 Bryant Street site, which is
located in the Mission District of the Eastern Neighborhoods, was designated as a site with building up to
68 feet in height.
Individual projects that could occur in the future under the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area
Plans will undergo project-level environmental evaluation to determine if they would result in further
impacts specific to the development proposal, the site, and the time of development and to assess
whether additional environmental review would be required. This determination concludes that the
proposed project at 2000-2070 Bryant Street is consistent with and was encompassed within the analysis
in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR, including the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR development
projections. This determination also finds that the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR adequately anticipated
and described the impacts of the proposed 2000-2070 Bryant Street project, and identified the mitigation
measures applicable to the 2000-2070 Bryant Street project. The proposed project is also consistent with
the zoning controls and the provisions of the Planning Code applicable to the project siteP Therefore, no
further CEQA evaluation for the 2000-2070 Bryant Street project is required. In sum, the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR and this Certificate of Exemption for the proposed project comprise the full and
complete CEQA evaluation necessary for the proposed project.

PROJECT SETTING
The rectangular project site is approximately 65,000 sf in size (about 1.50 acres) and consists of three lots
bounded by 18th Street to the north, Bryant Street to the east, Florida Street to the west, and existing oneto two-story buildings and a future six-story building (currently under construction) to the south.
The project site is fully developed and occupied by the following buildings and uses:
•

6

7

Lot 001 contains a two-floor 2,640 gsf wood building at 2000 - 2008 Bryant Street with a ground-floor
restaurant and a vacant second-floor residence; a two-floor, 4,480 gsf building at 2010 - 2012 Bryant
Street with an audio recording studio; a one-floor, 3,810 gsf wood building at 2014 Bryant Street with
a carpet and upholstery business; a two-floor, 3,540 gsf architecture office at 2813 - 2815 18th Street;

Susan Exline, San Francisco Plaruting Department, Community Plan Exemption Eligibility Determination, Citywide Plaruting
and Policy Analysis, 2000- 2070 Bryant Street, May 12, 2016. This document (and all other documents cited in this report, unless
otherwise noted), is available for review at the San Francisco Plaruting Department, 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, as part of Case
File No. 2013.0677E.
Jeff Joslin, San Francisco Plaruting Department, Community Plan Exemption Eligibility Determination, Current Plaruting
Analysis, 2000 - 2070 Bryant Street, May 9, 2016.
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and a one-floor, 6,160 gsf automotive repair shop at 611 Florida Street consisting of wood
frame/metal sided buildings.
Lot 002 contains a two-floor, 1,870 gsf wood frame residential building at 2028 - 2030 Bryant Street
with two vacant residential units.
•

Lot 021 contains a two-story, 50,000 gsf concrete and steel frame industrial building which contains a
machinist shop, theater rehearsal space (Innerrnission), and the American Conservatory Theater
scene shop.

The existing buildings were constructed between 1892 and 1950, total about 72,500 gsf, and have Floor
Area Ratios (FARs) ranging from about 1.0:1to2.0:1.8
The buildings on parcels adjacent to the project site are of varying age, size, and design, and have a
variety uses. The north side of 18th Street between Florida and Bryant Streets is occupied by a single
approximately 65-foot-tall building that contains office and warehouse uses. The east side of Bryant Street
is occupied by a parking lot and three buildings 20 to 30 feet in height containing office, workshops and
warehouse uses. The remainder of the block between the south end of the project site and 19th Street is
occupied by several two-to-three story multi-unit dwellings, a cafe, and the under-construction six-story
apartment building. Opposite the project site on Florida Street is the eastern side of a 151-unit structure,
constructed in 2008-2009 and approximately 50 feet in height.
The local vicinity is a largely flat area of the Mission District characterized by a mix of two- to five-story
older and more recently constructed residential buildings interspersed with one- to three-story buildings
containing various production, distribution and repair uses. Architectural styles vary considerably with
the age and use of vicinity structures. Zoning districts are primarily UMU and PDR, but also include
some Residential House (RH). Height limits are largely 68 feet, tapering to 45 feet and lower towards and
south of 20th Street. The nearest school is John O'Connell Alternative High School, about 700 feet to the
southwest and the nearest park is Franklin Square, about 1,100 feet to the northeast.
The surrounding two-way, two lane streets generally have on-street parking. By street distance, the
project site is approximately one-half mile from the San Francisco General Hospital on Potrero Avenue,
four-fifths of a mile from the 16th and Mission Streets Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) station, and about
one mile from the State Highway 101 onramps at both South Van Ness Avenue and Cesar Chavez
Boulevard.

POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR included analyses of environmental issues including: land use; plans
and policies; visual quality and urban design; population, housing, business activity, and employment
(growth inducement); transportation; noise; air quality; parks, recreation and open space; shadow;
archeological resources; historic architectural resources; hazards; and other issues not addressed in the
previously issued initial study for the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans. The proposed
2000 - 2070 Bryant Street project is in conformance with the height, use and density for the site described
in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR and would represent a small part of the growth that was forecast for
the Eastern Neighborhoods plan areas. Thus, the plan analyzed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR
considered the incremental impacts of the proposed 2000 - 2070 Bryant Street project. As a result, the
8

Left Coast Architectural History. 2000-2030 & 2070 Bryant Street Historical Resource Evaluation. January 15, 2014. A copy of this
document is available for public review at the San Francisco Planning Department, 1650 Mission Street, San Francisco, Case No.
2013.0677E.
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proposed project would not result in any new or substantially more severe impacts than were identified
in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.
Significant and unavoidable impacts were identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR for the
following topics: land use, historic architectural resources, transportation and circulation, and shadow.
The proposed project would convert PDR uses to mixed-use residential and commercial uses; however,
this conversion was already considered in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR and, therefore, the proposed
project would not contribute to any impact related to PDR uses not already identified in the PEIR. The
proposed project would not result in demolition, alteration, or modification of any historic resources.
Therefore, the proposed project would not contribute to any historic resource impact. Traffic and transit
ridership generated by the proposed project would not considerably contribute to the traffic and transit
impacts identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR. Neither would the proposed project,
approximately 68 feet in height for the north building and 85 feet in height for the south building, cast
shadows on any parks or open spaces.
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR identified feasible mitigation measures to address significant impacts
related to noise, air quality, archeological resources, historical resources, hazardous materials, and
transportation. Table 1 below lists the mitigation measures identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR
and states whether each measure would apply to the proposed project.
Table 1 - Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR Mitigation Measures
Mitigation Measure

Compliance

Applicability

F. Noise
F-1: Construction Noise (Pile
Driving)

Not Applicable: pile driving
not proposed

NIA

F-2: Construction Noise

Applicable: temporary
construction noise from use of
heavy equipment

The project sponsor has agreed
to develop and implement a
set of noise attenuation
measures during construction
as part of Project Mitigation
Measure2.

F-3: Interior Noise Levels

Not Applicable: CEQA
generally no longer requires
the consideration of the effects
of existing environmental
conditions on a proposed
project's future users or
residents.

NIA

F-4: Siting of Noise-Sensitive Uses

Not Applicable: CEQA
generally no longer requires
the consideration of the effects
of existing environmental
conditions on a proposed
project's future users or
residents.

NIA
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Compliance

Applicability

F-5: Siting of Noise-Generating
Uses

Not Applicable: proposed
project would not include
noise-generating uses.

NIA

F-6: Open Space in Noisy
Environments

Not Applicable: CEQA
generally no longer requires
the consideration of the effects
of existing environmental
conditions on a proposed
project's future users or
residents.

NIA

G-1: Construction Air Quality

Not Applicable: proposed
project construction criteria air
pollutant emissions would not
exceed thresholds.

The dust control measures
would not be applicable, as the
regulations and procedures set
forth by the San Francisco
Dust Control Ordinance
supersede the construction
dust portion of Mitigation
Measure G-1.

G-2: Air Quality for Sensitive Land
Uses

Not Applicable: proposed
project is not located in an Air
Pollutant Exposure Zone.

NIA

G-3: Siting of Uses that Emit DPM

Not Applicable: proposed
project does not include uses
that emit substantial levels of
diesel particulate matter.

NIA

G-4: Siting of Uses that Emit other
TACs

Applicable: proposed project
would include a backup
generator for emergency
power.

The project sponsor has agreed
to implement Project
Mitigation Measure 3, which
requires Best Available
Control Technology for Diesel
Generators.

Not Applicable: proposed
project is located on a site with
no previous archeological
studies or documentation.

NIA

G. Air Quality

J. Archeological Resources
J-1: Properties with Previous
Studies
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Compliance

Applicability

J-2: Properties with no Previous
Studies

Applicable: proposed project
involves approximately 14 feet
of soil excavation/disturbance
where resources may be
present.

Planning Department's
archeologist conducted a
Preliminary Archeological
Review (September 24, 2014)
of the project site in
conformance with the study
requirements and required
implementation of Project
Mitigation Measure 1.

J-3: Mission Dolores Archeological
District

Not Applicable: proposed
project is not within the
Mission Dolores Archeological
District.

NIA

K-1: Interim Procedures for Permit
Review in the Eastern
Neighborhoods Plan area

Not Applicable: plan-level
mitigation completed by
Planning Department

NIA

K-2: Amendments to Article 10 of
the Planning Code Pertaining to
Vertical Additions in the South End
Historic District (East SoMa)

Not Applicable: plan-level
mitigation completed by
Planning Commission

NIA

K-3: Amendments to Article 10 of
the Planning Code Pertaining to
Alterations and Infill Development
in the Dogpatch Historic District
(Central Waterfront)

Not Applicable: plan-level
mitigation completed by
Planning Commission

NIA

Applicable: demolition of
seven existing buildings on the
project site.

Project Mitigation Measure 4
requires removal and disposal
of any equipment containing
PCBs or DEHP according to
applicable federal, state, and
local laws prior to the start of
demolition.

E-1: Traffic Signal Installation

Not Applicable: automobile
delay removed from CEQA
analysis

NIA

E-2: Intelligent Traffic Management

Not Applicable: automobile
delay removed from CEQA
analysis

NIA

K. Historical Resources

L. Hazardous Materials

L-1: Hazardous Building Materials

E. Transportation
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Applicability

Compliance

E-3: Enhanced Funding

Not Applicable: automobile
delay removed from CEQA
analysis

NIA

E-4: Intelligent Traffic Management

Not Applicable: automobile
delay removed from CEQA
analysis

NIA

E-5: Enhanced Transit Funding

Not Applicable: plan level
mitigation by SFMTA

NIA

E-6: Transit Corridor Improvements

Not Applicable: plan level
mitigation by SFMTA

NIA

E-7: Transit Accessibility

Not Applicable: plan level
mitigation by SFMTA

NIA

E-8: Muni Storage and Maintenance

Not Applicable: plan level
mitigation by SFMTA

NIA

E-9: Rider Improvements

Not Applicable: plan level
mitigation by SFMTA

NIA

E-10: Transit Enhancement

Not Applicable: plan level
mitigation by SFMTA

NIA

E-11: Transportation Demand
Management

Not Applicable: plan level
mitigation by SFMTA

NIA

Please see the attached Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP) for the complete text of
the applicable mitigation measures. With implementation of these mitigation measures the proposed
project would not result in significant impacts beyond those analyzed in the Eastern Neighborhoods
PEIR.

PUBLIC NOTICE AND COMMENT
A "Notification of Project Receiving Environmental Review" was mailed on April 12, 2016 to adjacent
occupants and owners of properties within 300 feet of the project site. Overall, concerns and issues raised
by the public in response to the notice were taken into consideration and incorporated in the
environmental review as appropriate for CEQA analysis. Three comment letters were received in
response to the Notification of Project Receiving Environmental Review, consisting of three individual
comments regarding physical environmental effects; these include:
One commenter expressed concern regarding construction noise, particularly in the early morning
(e.g., 6:30 a.m.).
A second commenter stated that the environmental document should include shadow, aesthetic,
wind, traffic and parking, and hazardous waste studies, and mitigation for air quality during
construction, removal of hazardous waste, noise, traffic, parking effects in regards to quality-of-life
effects on current residences and impacts upon current businesses.
A third commenter expressed concerns regarding cumulative impacts with regard to air quality,
parking, traffic and transportation, loss of PDR space, insufficient open space and parks, project
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impacts in regards to wind and shadow, significant new information not anticipated by the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR, and incompatibility with the goals of the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan.
These concerns are addressed in the CPE Checklist under the Air Quality" section, the "Noise" section,
the "Wind and Shadow" section, the "Hazards and Hazardous Materials" section, the "Transportation
and Circulation" section, the "Land Use and Land Use Planning" section, the "Recreation" section, and
the "Population and Housing" section. The proposed project would not result in significant adverse
environmental impacts associated with the issues identified by the public beyond those identified in the
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.
/1

As discussed in the Project Description, a CPE Certificate and Checklist were published on June 2, 2015
for the previously proposed 2000 - 2070 Bryant Street project. Five comment letters were received in
response to the Notification of Project Receiving Environmental Review for the previously proposed
project, consisting of 13 individual comments regarding physical environmental effects; these included:
(1) two commenters expressed concern that the onsite parking included in the proposed project would
not be adequate for the increased residential population and that on-street parking availability would be
reduced, (2) two commenters asserted that the proposed project is aesthetically incompatible with the
area and/or emphasized that the design of the proposed project should maintain the character of the area,
(3) three commenters expressed concern that the proposed development would displace or exclude
existing minority or disadvantaged communities (environmental justice communities) in the project area,
(4) two commenters expressed concern with the loss of PDR uses, (5) two commenters expressed concern
about increase noise resulting from the new development, (6) one commenter expressed concern about
the removal of trees from the neighborhood, as well as the impacts that tree removal would have to
resident or migratory wildlife species, and (7) one commenter expressed disappointment with the lack of
outreach made to the neighborhood. These concerns are addressed in the CPE Checklist prepared for the
previously proposed project under the "Transportation and Circulation" section, "Land Use and Land
Use Planning" section, "Population and Housing" section, "Noise" section, and "Biological Resources"
section. Therefore, it was determined that the previously proposed project would not result in significant
adverse environmental impacts associated with the issues identified by the public beyond those
identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.

CONCLUSION
As summarized above and further discussed in the CPE Checklist:9

9

l.

The proposed project is consistent with the development density established for the project site in
the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans;

2.

The proposed project would not result in effects on the environment that are peculiar to the
project or the project site that were not identified as significant effects in the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR;

3.

The proposed project would not result in potentially significant off-site or cumulative impacts
that were not identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR;

The CPE Checklist is available for review at the Planning Department, 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, in Case File
No. 2013.0677E.
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4.

The proposed project would not result in significant effects, which, as a result of substantial new
information that was not known at the time the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR was certified,
would be more severe than were already analyzed and disclosed in the PEIR; and

5.

The project sponsor will undertake feasible mitigation measures specified in the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR to mitigate project-related significant impacts.

Therefore, the proposed project is exempt from further environmental review pursuant to Public
Resources Code Section 21083.3 and CEQA Guidelines Section 15183.
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MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM

Adopted Mitigation Measures
Project Mitigation Measure 1 - Archeological Mitigation
Measure III
<Testing) (Consistent with Eastern
Neighborhoods Archeological Mitigation Measure J-2)

MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM
Responsibility
Mitigation Monitoring/Reporting Monitoring
for
Schedule
Implementation
Schedule
Responsibility
Project Sponsor.

Based on a reasonable presumption that archeological resources
may be present within the project site, the following measures
shall be undertaken to avoid any potentially significant adverse
effect from the proposed project on buried or submerged
historical resources. The project sponsor shall retain the services
of an archeological consultant from the rotational Department
Qualified Archeological Consultants List (QACL) maintained by
the Planning Department archeologist. The project sponsor shall
contact the Department archeologist to obtain the names and
contact information for the next three archeological consultants
on the QACL. The archeological consultant shall undertake an
archeological testing program as specified herein. In addition,
the consultant shall be available to conduct an archeological
monitoring and/or data recovery program if required pursuant
to this measure. The archeological consultant's work shall be
conducted in accordance with this measure at the direction of
the Environmental Review Officer (ERO). All plans and reports
prepared by the consultant as specified herein shall be
submitted first and directly to the ERO for review and
comment, and shall be considered draft reports subject to
revision until final approval by the ERO. Archeological
monitoring and/or data recovery programs required by this
measure could suspend construction of the project for up to a
maximum of four weeks. At the direction of the ERO, the

Project Sponsor; ERO;
Prior to
issuance of any archeologist.
permit for soildisturbing
activities and
during
construction.

Considered
complete upon
ERO's
approval of
FARR.
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suspension of construction can be extended beyond four weeks
only if such a suspension is the only feasible means to reduce to
a less-than-significant level potential effects on a significant
archeological resource as defined in CEQA Guidelines Sect.
15064.5 (a)(c).
Consultation with Descendant Communities. On discovery of an
archeological site 1 associated with descendant Native
Americans, the Overseas Chinese, or other descendant group,
an appropriate representative2 of the descendant group and the
ERO shall be contacted. The representative of the descendant
group shall be given the opportunity to monitor archeological
field investigations of the site and to consult with ERO
regarding appropriate archeological treatment of the site, of
recovered data from the site, and, if applicable, any
interpretative treatment of the associated archeological site. A
copy of the Final Archeological Resources Report shall be
provided to the representative of the descendant group.
Archeological Testing Program. The archeological consultant shall
prepare and submit to the ERO for review and approval an
archeological testing plan (ATP). The archeological testing
program shall be conducted in accordance with the approved
ATP. The ATP shall identify the property types of the expected
archeological resource(s) that potentially could be adversely
affected by the proposed project, the testing method to be used,
and the locations recommended for testing. The purpose of the
1

The term "archeological site" is intended here to minimally include any archeological deposit.. feature, burial, or evidence of burial.

2

An "appropriate representative" of the descendant group is here defined to mean, in the case of Native Americans, any individual listed in the current Native American Contact List
for the City and County of San Francisco maintained by the California Native American Heritage Commission and, in the case of the Overseas Oi.inese, the Chinese Historical

Society of America. An appropriate representative of other descendant groups should be determined in consultation with the Department archeologist.
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archeological testing program will be to determine to the extent
possible the presence or absence of archeological resources and
to identify and to evaluate whether any archeological resource
encountered on the site constitutes an historical resource under
CEQA.
At the completion of the archeological testing program, the
archeological consultant shall submit a written report of the
findings to the ERO. If based on the archeological testing
program the archeological consultant finds that significant
archeological resources may be present, the ERO in consultation
with the archeological consultant shall determine if additional
measures are warranted. Additional measures that may be
undertaken
include
additional
archeological
testing,
archeological monitoring, and/or an archeological data recovery
program. No archeological data recovery shall be undertaken
without the prior approval of the ERO or the Planning
Department archeologist. If the ERO determines that a
significant archeological resource is present and that the
resource could be adversely affected by the proposed project, at
the discretion of the project sponsor either:
A. The proposed project shall be re-designed so as to avoid
any adverse effect on the significant archeological
resource; or

B. A data recovery program shall be implemented, unless the
ERO determines that the archeological resource is of
greater interpretive than research significance and that
interpretive use of the resource is feasible.
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Archeological Monitoring Program. If the ERO in consultation with
the archeological consultant determines that an archeological
monitoring program shall be implemented the archeological
monitoring program shall minimally include the following
provisions:

MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM
Responsibility
for
Mitigation Monitoring/Reporting Monitoring
Schedule
Implementation
Schedule
Responsibility

The archeological consultant, project sponsor, and ERO
shall meet and consult on the scope of the AMP
reasonably prior to any project-related soils disturbing
activities commencing. The ERO in consultation with the
archeological consultant shall determine what project
activities shall be archeologically monitored. In most
cases, any soils-disturbing activities, such as demolition,
foundation removal, excavation, grading, utilities
installation, foundation work, driving of piles
(foundation, shoring, etc.), site remediation, etc., shall
require archeological monitoring because of the risk these
activities pose to potential archeological resources and to
their depositional context;
The archeological consultant shall advise all project
contractors to be on the alert for evidence of the presence
of the expected resource(s), of how to identify the
evidence of the expected resource(s), and of the
appropriate protocol in the event of apparent discovery of
an archeological resource;
The archeological monitor(s) shall be present on the
project site according to a schedule agreed upon by the
archeological consultant and the ERO until the ERO has,
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in consultation with project archeological consultant,
determined that project construction activities could have
no effects on significant archeological deposits;
The archeological monitor shall record and be authorized
to collect soil samples and artifactual/ecofactual material
as warranted for analysis;
If an intact archeological deposit is encountered, all soilsdisturbing activities in the vicinity of the deposit shall
cease. The archeological monitor shall be empowered to
temporarily
redirect
demolition/excavation/pile
driving/construction activities and equipment until the
deposit is evaluated. If in the case of pile driving activity
(foundation, shoring, etc.) the archeological monitor has
cause to believe that the pile driving activity may affect an
archeological resource, the pile driving activity shall be
terminated until an appropriate evaluation of the resource
has been made in consultation with the ERO. The
archeological consultant shall immediately notify the ERO
of the encountered archeological deposit. The
archeological consultant shall make a reasonable effort to
assess the identity, integrity, and significance of the
encountered archeological deposit, and present the
findings of this assessment to the ERO.

Whether or not significant archeological resources are
encountered, the archeological consultant shall submit a written
report of the findings of the monitoring program to the ERO.
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Archeological Data Recovery Program. The archeological data
recovery program shall be conducted in accord with an
archeological data recovery plan (ADRP). The archeological
consultant, project sponsor, and ERO shall meet and consult on
the scope of the ADRP prior to preparation of a draft ADRP.
The archeological consultant shall submit a draft ADRP to the
ERO. The ADRP shall identify how the proposed data recovery
program will preserve the significant information the
archeological resource is expected to contain. That is, the ADRP
will identify what scientific/historical research questions are
applicable to the expected resource, what data classes the
resource is expected to possess, and how the expected data
classes would address the applicable research questions. Data
recovery, in general, should be limited to the portions of the
historical property that could be adversely affected by the
proposed project. Destructive data recovery methods shall not
be applied to portions of the archeological resources if
nondestructive methods are practical.

The scope of the ADRP shall include the following elements:
Field Methods and Procedures. Descriptions of proposed
field strategies, procedures, and operations.
Cataloguing and Laboratory Analysis. Description of selected
cataloguing system and artifact analysis procedures.
Discard and Deaccession Policy. Description of and rationale
for field and post-field discard and deaccession policies.
Interpretive Program. Consideration of an onsite/offsite
public interpretive program during the course of the
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Security Measures. Recommended security measures to
protect the archeological resource from vandalism,
looting, and non-intentionally damaging activities.
Final Report. Description of proposed report format and
distribution of results.
Curation.
Description
of
the
procedures
and
recommendations for the curation of any recovered data
having potential research value, identification of
appropriate curation facilities, and a summary of the
accession policies of the curation facilities.
Human Remains and Associated or Unassociated Funerary Objects.
The treatment of human remains and of associated or
unassociated funerary objects discovered during any soils
disturbing activity shall comply with applicable State and
Federal laws. This shall include immediate notification of the
Coroner of the City and County of San Francisco and in the
event of the Coroner's determination that the human remains
are Native American remains, notification of the California State
Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC) who shall
appoint a Most Likely Descendant (MLD) (Pub. Res. Code Sec.
5097.98). The archeological consultant, project sponsor, ERO,
and MLD shall make all reasonable efforts to develop an
agreement for the treatment of, with appropriate dignity,
human remains and associated or unassociated funerary objects
(CEQA Guidelines. Sec. 15064.5(d)). The agreement should take
into consideration the appropriate excavation, removal,
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recordation, analysis, custodianship, curation, and final
disposition of the human remains and associated or
unassociated funerary objects.

Final Archeological Resources Report. The archeological consultant
shall submit a Draft Final Archeological Resources Report
(FARR) to the ERO that evaluates the historical significance of
any discovered archeological resource and describes the
archeological and historical research methods employed in the
archeological testing/monitoring/data recovery program(s)
undertaken. Information that may put at risk any archeological
resource shall be provided in a separate removable insert within
the final report.
Once approved by the ERO, copies of the FARR shall be
distributed as follows: California Archeological Site Survey
Northwest Information Center (NWIC) shall receive one (1)
copy and the ERO shall receive a copy of the transmittal of the
FARR to the NWIC. The Environmental Planning division of the
Planning Department shall receive one bound, one unbound
and one unlocked, searchable PDF copy on CD of the FARR
along with copies of any formal site recordation forms (CA DPR
523 series) and/or documentation for nomination to the National
Register of Historic Places/California Register of Historical
Resources. In instances of high public interest in or the high
interpretive value of the resource, the ERO may require a
different final report content, format, and distribution than that
presented above.
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Project Mitigation Measure 2 - Construction Noise (Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR Mitigation Measure F-2)

MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM
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for
Mitigation Monitoring/Reporting Monitoring
Implementation
Schedule
Responsibility
Schedule
Project Sponsor;
contractor(s).

The sponsor shall develop a set of site-specific noise attenuation
measures under the supervision of a qualified acoustical
consultant. Prior to commencing construction, a plan for such
measures shall be submitted to the DBI to ensure that maximum
feasible noise attenuation will be achieved. These attenuation
measures shall include as many of the following control
strategies as feasible:

During
construction
period.

Project Sponsor to
provide monthly noise
reports during
construction.

Considered
complete upon
final monthly
report.

Erect temporary plywood noise barriers around a
construction site, particularly where a site adjoins noisesensitive uses;
Utilize noise control blankets on a building structure as
the building is erected to reduce noise emission from the
site;
Evaluate the feasibility of noise control at the receivers by
temporarily improving the noise reduction capability of
adjacent buildings housing sensitive uses;
Monitor the effectiveness of noise attenuation measures
by taking noise measurements; and
Post signs on-site pertaining to permitted construction
days and hours and complaint procedures and who to
notify in the event of a problem, with telephone numbers
listed.
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Project Mitigation Measure 3 - Best Available Control
Technology for Diesel Generators {Eastern Neighborhoods
Mitigation Measure G-4)
The project sponsor shall ensure that the backup diesel
generator meet or exceed one of the following emission
standards for particulate matter: (1) Tier 4 certified engine, or (2)
Tier 2 or Tier 3 certified engine that is equipped with a
California Air Resources Board (ARB) Level 3 Verified Diesel
Emissions Control Strategy (VDECS). A non - verified diesel
emission control strategy may be used if the filter has the same
particulate matter reduction as the identical ARB verified model
and if the Bay Area Air Quality Management District
(BAAQMD) approves of its use. The project sponsor shall
submit documentation of compliance with the BAAQMD New
Source Review permitting process (Regulation 2, Rule 2, and
Regulation 2, Rule 5) and the Community Plan Exemption
Checklist 655 Folsom Street 2013.0253E 49 emission standard
requirement of this mitigation measure to the Planning
Department for review and approval prior to issuance of a
permit for a backup diesel generator from any Gty agency.
Project Mitigation Measure 4 - Hazardous Building Materials
(Eastern Neighborhoods Mitigation Measure L-1)

MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM
Responsibility
for
Mitigation Monitoring/Reporting Monitoring
Schedule
Implementation
Schedule
Responsibility
Project Sponsor.
Prior to
Project Sponsor; Planning Considered
Department.
complete upon
issuance of a
permit for a
Planning
Department's
backup diesel
generator from
approval of
any City
documentation
agency.
prior to
issuance of
permit for
generator.

Project Sponsor.

In order to minimize impacts to public and construction worker
health and safety during demolition of the existing structure,
the sponsor shall ensure that any equipment containing PCBs or
DEHP, such as fluorescent light ballasts, are removed and
properly disposed of according to applicable federal, state, and
local laws prior to the start of renovation, and that any
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demolition or
construction
activities.

Project Sponsor; Planning Prior to any
Department.
demolition or
construction
activities.
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Schedule
Implementation
Schedule
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fluorescent light tubes, which could contain mercury, are
similarly removed and properly disposed of. Any other
hazardous materials identified, either before or during work,
shall be abated according to applicable federal, state, and local
laws.
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Project Improvement Measure 1 - Transportation Demand
Management (TDM) Measures

MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM
Responsibility
for
Improvement Monitoring/Reporting Monitoring
Implementation
Schedule
Responsibility
Schedule
Project Sponsor;
SFMTA.

Ongoing.

Project Sponsor; SFMTA; Ongoing.
Building Management.

While the proposed project would not result in any significant
traffic impacts, to reduce traffic generated by the proposed
project, the project sponsor should encourage the use of
rideshare, transit, bicycle, and walk modes for trips to and from
the project site.
The San Francisco Planning Department and the San Francisco
Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA) have partnered
with the Mayor's Office of Economic and Workforce
Development and the San Francisco County Transportation
Authority to study the effects of implementing TDM measures
on the choice of transportation mode. The San Francisco
Planning Department has identified a list of TDM measures that
should be considered for adoption as part of proposed land use
development projects. The project sponsor (or transportation
broker) should consider the following actions:
TDM Coordinator: The project sponsor should identify a
TDM Coordinator for the project site. The TDM
Coordinator should be the single point of contact for all
transportation-related questions from residents and City
staff. The TDM Coordinator is responsible for the
implementation and ongoing operation of all other TDM
measures included in the proposed project as noted
below.
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Transportation and Trip Planning Information:

o

Move-in packet. Provide a transportation insert
for each new resident's move-in packet that
includes information on transit service (local
and regional, schedules and fares), information
on where transit passes may be purchased,
information on the 511 Regional Rideshare
Program, and nearby bike and car share
programs, and information on where to find
additional web-based alternative transportation
materials. This move-in packet should be
continuously updated as transportation options
change, and the packet should be provided to
each new building occupant. Muni maps as
well as San Francisco Bicycle and Pedestrian
maps should be provided upon request.

o

Posted and Real-Time Information. Install local
map and real-time transit information on-site in
a prominent and visible location, such as within
a building lobby. The local map should clearly
identify transit, bicycle, and key pedestrian
routes, and also depict nearby destinations and
commercial
corridors.
Real-time
transit
information via NextMuni and/or regional
transit data should be displayed on a digital
screen.
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Data Collection:

o

City Access. As part of an ongoing effort to
quantify the efficacy of TOM measures, City
staff may need to access the project site
(including the garage) to perform trip counts,
and/or intercept surveys and/or other types of
data collection. The project sponsor should
assure future access to the site by City staff. All
on-site activities should be coordinated through
the TOM Coordinator, including access to the
project site by City staff for purposes of
transportation data collection. Providing access
to existing developments for data collection
purposes is also encouraged.

o

TDM Program Monitoring. The project sponsor
should collect data and make monitoring
reports available for review by the San
Francisco Planning Department. See TOM
Monitoring section below for more detailed
information.

Bicycle Measures:

o

Design. Design residential units to facilitate the
use of a bicycle.
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Bike Route Access. Facilitate direct access to
bicycle facilities in the study area (e.g., Routes
25 and 40, Route 33, and Route 25) through
signage.

Building Access. Ensure that the points of access to bicycle
parking through elevators on the ground floor and the
garage ramp include signage indicating the location of
these facilities.
Safety. Develop bicycle safety strategies along the Florida
Street side of the property, where Class II bike racks are
located, and where there is bicycle access to the parking
garage and Class I bike parking spaces. Examples include
lighting and signage.
Parking. Increase the number of on-site secured bicycle
parking beyond Planning Code requirements and/or
provide additional bicycle facilities in the public right-ofway adjacent to or within a quarter-mile of the project site
(e.g., sidewalks, on-street parking spaces).
Bay Area Bike Share. Provide free or subsidized bike share
membership to residents and tenants. See Bike Share
section below for additional information.
Car Share Measures:
o

Parking. Provide optional car share spaces as
described in Planning Code Section §166(g).
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Membership. Provide free or subsidized car
share membership to all tenants. For example,
offer one annual car share membership for each
new resident (one per household) or employee.
Recipient would be responsible for the
remainder of the costs associated with the
membership.

Transit Measures: Transit Pass. Offer free or subsidized
Muni passes (loaded onto Clipper cards) to tenants. For
example, offer a 50 percent subsidy for one Muni monthly
pass for new residents (one per household), and
employees for up to one year. Recipient would be
responsible for the remainder of the costs associated with
the Muni monthly pass.
TDM Monitoring. The San Francisco Planning Department
will provide the TDM Coordinator with a formatted
template (electronic or hard copy) of the "Resident
Transportation Survey" to facilitate the collection and
presentation of travel data from residents. The Resident
Transportation Survey will be administered (circulated
and collected) by the TDM Coordinator, based on a
standardized schedule (e.g., one year after 85 percent
occupancy of all dwelling units, and every two years
thereafter) that is approved by the Planning Department.
The TDM Coordinator should collect responses from a
minimum of one-third of residents within the occupied
units within 90 days of receiving the Resident
Transportation Survey from the San Francisco Planning
2000 -2070 BRYANT STREET PROJECT
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Department. The San Francisco Planning Department will
assist the TDM Coordinator in communicating the
purpose of the survey, and will ensure that the identity of
individual resident responders is protected. The San
Francisco
Planning
Department
will
provide
professionally prepared and easy-to-complete online (or
paper) survey forms to assist with compliance.
The San Francisco Planning Department will also provide
the TDM Coordinator with a separate "Building
Transportation Survey" that documents which TDM
measures have been implemented during the reporting
period, along with basic building information (e.g.,
percent unit occupancy, off-site parking utilization by
occupants of building, loading frequency). The Building
Transportation Survey should be completed by the TDM
Coordinator and submitted to Oty staff within 30 days of
receipt. The project sponsor should also allow trip counts
and intercept surveys to be conducted on the premises by
City staff or a Oty-hired consultant. Access to residential
lobbies, garages, etc. should be granted by the project
sponsor and facilitated by the TDM Coordinator. Trip
counts and intercept surveys are typically conducted for
two to five days between 6:00 AM and 8:00 PM on both
weekdays and weekends.

Bike Sharing. The project sponsor should contact Bay Area
Bike Share (or its successor entity) to determine whether it
would be interested and able to fund and install a new
bikeshare station in the public right-of-way immediately
2000-2070 BRYANT STREET PROJECT
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adjacent to the project site (including locations within new
or existing sidewalks, new or existing on-street parking, or
new or existing roadway areas). The project sponsor
should contact Bay Area Bike Share early enough that
they may respond by 60 days prior to the project
sponsor's meeting with the Transportation Advisory Staff
Committee (TASC) for approval of the streetscape design. 3
If Bay Area Bike Share is not interested in or unable to
fund and install a new bike share station, as indicated in
writing, the project sponsor should not be obligated to
design and permit such a space. If Bay Area Bike Share
determines in writing that it would be interested and able
to fund and install a new bike share station immediately
adjacent to the project site within the time period specified
above, the project sponsor should make best efforts to
modify its streetscape design to accommodate a new bike
share station. The project sponsor should coordinate with
Bay Area Bike Share to obtain all City permits necessary
and to design and install a station immediately adjacent to
the project site in the public right-of-way. If the City
agencies responsible for issuing the permits necessary to
provide the new bike share station space reject the project
sponsor's application despite project sponsor's best
efforts, the project sponsor should not be obligated to
provide such space.

Other potential measures for consideration would include
3

TASC approval typically occurs at the 90 percent design phase.
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Improvement Measures
unbundling parking (per Planning Code §167) or enlisting the
services of a Transportation Management Association (TMA) to
implement a package to TDM measures on behalf of the
building.

Responsibility
for
Improvement Monitoring/Reporting
Schedule
Responsibility
Implementation

Monitoring
Schedule

TDM strategies included in this improvement measure would
be incorporated into the project's conditions of approval (COA)
during the entitlement process. Other strategies may be
proposed by the project sponsor and should be approved by
City staff. Prior to issuance of a temporary permit of building
occupancy, the project sponsor should execute an agreement
with the San Francisco Planning Department for the provision
of TDM services.
Project Improvement Measure 2 - Pedestrian Audible and
Visible Warning Devices

Project Sponsor.

Prior to
building
occupancy.

Project Sponsor; SFMTA Considered
complete upon
installation.

Project Sponsor.

Ongoing.

Project Sponsor; Building Ongoing.
Management

While the proposed project would not result in any significant
pedestrian impacts, it should be noted that Bryant Street is a
major pedestrian route to and from the project site, as well as to
and from neighborhood-serving commercial uses and transit
service in the 16th Street corridor. To minimize the potential for
conflict between vehicles exiting the project site and pedestrians
along Bryant Street, the project sponsor should install audible
and visible warning devices to alert pedestrians of the outbound
vehicles departing the North Building garage.
~P~ro,,.j.,.e~c~t~I~m,,,p"'r~o~v~e~m,,,e~n~t~~M=e"'as,,,u,,,r,_,e~-"3_ __...F""re,.,i..,gh=t_L"'o"'a"'d"'in=9g

Management Measures
While the proposed project would not result in any significant
freight I service impacts, to minimize the potential for conflicts
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Schedule

between loading freight I service vehicles serving the project
site, the project sponsor should implement the following
improvement measures:
Schedule and Coordinate Loading Activities. Schedule and
coordinate loading activities through building management
to ensure that trucks can be accommodated in the proposed
off-street freight loading spaces. All regular events
requiring use of the off-street freight loading spaces (e.g.,
retail deliveries, building service needs) should be
coordinated directly with building management. Building
management should also be proactively involved in
coordinating move-in and move-out activities for building
residents and tenants to ensure that these activities can be
accommodated in the off-street freight loading spaces or in
nearby on-street commercial loading zones or parking
spaces.
Discourage Illegal Parking. Trucks and other vehicles
conducting freight loading I service vehicle activities should
be discouraged from parking illegally or otherwise
obstructing traffic, transit, bicycle, or pedestrian flow along
any of the streets immediately adjacent to the building (18th
Street, Bryant Street, or Florida Street). Building
management should also be proactively involved in
coordinating move-in and move-out activities for building
residents and tenants to ensure that these activities do not
disrupt bicycle and pedestrian circulation.
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Project Improvement Measure 4 Management Measures

Construction Traffic

MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM
Responsibility
Improvement Monitoring/Reporting Monitoring
for
Schedule
Responsibility
Schedule
Implementation
Project Sponsor;
contractor(s)

While the proposed project would not result in any significant
construction impacts, to minimize disruptions to traffic, transit,
bicycle, and pedestrian circulation during construction of the
Project, the proposed project should implement the following
improvement measures:

Prior to and
during
construction

Project Sponsor; SFMTA. Considered
complete prior
to
construction.

Limit Hours of Construction-Related Traffic. Limit hours of
construction-related traffic, including, but not limited to,
truck movements, to avoid the weekday a.m. and p.m. peak
hours (7:00 AM to 9:00 AM and 4:00 PM to 6:00 PM) (or
other times, if approved by the San Francisco Municipal
Transportation Agency [SFMTA]).
Coordinate Construction Projects. Construction contractor(s)
should coordinate construction activities with other
potential projects that may be constructed in the vicinity of
the project site.
Alternative Transportation for
Construction
Workers.
Construction contractor(s) for the project should encourage
construction workers to make use of alternative modes of
transportation (transit, rideshare, biking, or walking) when
traveling to and from the construction site.

Any construction traffic oc=ring between 7:00 AM and 9:00
AM or between 4:00 PM and 6:00 PM would coincide with
commute-period travel patterns and could result in minor
disruptions to traffic, transit, bicycle, or pedestrian circulation
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Improvement Measures
on streets adjacent to the Project site, although these effects
would be considered a less than significant impact. Limiting
truck movements to avoid these hours (or other times, if
approved by SFMTA) would minimize these effects.
Construction contractor(s) for the Project would need to meet
with SFMTA, the Fire Department, the Planning Department,
and other City agencies to determine feasible measures to
minimize disruptions to traffic, transit, bicycle, and pedestrian
circulation during construction of the Project. In addition, the
temporary increase in vehicle parking demand generated by
construction workers would need to be met on-site or within
other off-site parking facilities to be determined by the
construction contractor(s).
Project Improvement Measure
Monitoring and Abatement

5

-

Driveway

Queue

Project Sponsor.

While parking is discussed for informational purposes only and
is not considered in determining if the proposed project has the
potential to result in significant environmental effects, to
minimize the impacts of the parking shortfall and potential for
vehicles to queue on Bryant Street, the project sponsor should
implement following improvement measure:

Ongoing.

Project Sponsor; Building Ongoing.
Management; Planning
Department.

Drivway Queue Monitoring and Abatement. It should be the
responsibility of the owner I operator of the off-street
parking facility to ensure that recurring vehicle queues do
not occur on the public right-of-way. A vehicle queue is
defined as one or more vehicles blocking any portion of any
public street, alley, or sidewalk for a consecutive period of
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three minutes or longer on a daily or weekly basis. If a
recurring queue occurs, the owner I operator of the parking
facility shall employ abatement methods as needed to abate
the queue.
Suggested abatement methods include, but are not limited to,
the following: redesign of facility layout to improve vehicle
circulation and I or on-site queue capacity; use of off-site
parking facilities or shared parking with nearby uses; travel
demand management strategies such as additional bicycle
parking; and I or parking demand management strategies such
as parking pricing schemes
If the Planning Director, or his or her designee, suspects that a
recurring queue is present, the Department shall notify the
property owner in writing. Upon request, the owner I operator
shall hire a qualified transportation consultant to evaluate the
conditions at the site for no less than seven days. The consultant
shall prepare a monitoring report to be submitted to the San
Francisco Planning Department for review. If the San Francisco
Planning Department determines that a recurring queue does
exist, the facility owner I operator shall have 90 days from the
date of the written determination to abate the queue.
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2013.0677E
2000-2070 Bryant Street, 2815 18th Street, and 611 Florida Street
Urban Mixed Use (UMU) District
68-X Height and Bulk District
4022/001, 002, and 021
Three lots totaling approximately 65,000 square feet (1.50 acres)
Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan
Nick Podell, Nick Podell Company - (415) 296-8800
Chris Thomas - (415) 575-9036; Christopher.Thomas@sfgov.org

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Project Overview
The 2000-2070 Bryant Street Project (proposed project) involves the demolition of seven existing buildings,
merging of three lots into two parcels, and construction of two new buildings and a 25-foot-wide east-west
pedestrian mews between the two buildings that would be publically accessible during daytime hours. The
proposed project consists of a six-story, 68-foot-tall, approximately 203,656-gross-square-foot (gsf) mixeduse residential and commercial building with a ground-level garage at 2000 Bryant Street (the north
building) and a 100 percent affordable eight-story, 85-foot-tall, approximately 127,983 gsf mixed-use
residential and arts activity building with a ground-level car-share garage at 2070 Bryant Street (the south
building). In total, the proposed mixed-use buildings would provide 335 dwelling units (136 affordable
dwelling units in the south building and 196 market-rate and three affordable dwelling units in the north
building), 7,007 gsf of commercial retail space, 3,938 gsf of PDR space, and 6,947 gsf of arts activity space.
The approximately 14,223 gsf ground-level garages would provide 84 off-street vehicle parking spaces,
four car-share spaces, and 237 bicycle parking spaces. The proposed project would involve excavation of
approximately 7,911 cubic yards of soil to a depth of up to 14 feet below grade for the foundation system
and elevator pits, depending on the location on the site. The proposed project would include approximately
26,800 square feet (sf) of common useable open space in the form of courtyards, rooftop terraces, and the
pedestrian mews. The proposed project also would add plantings to the adjacent sidewalks, street
furniture, sidewalk bicycle parking, and sidewalk bulbouts at various locations around the project site.

Project Location
The project site is located within the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan Area at 2000-2070 Bryant Street, 2815 18th
Street, and 611 Florida Street (Assessor's Block 4022, Lots 001, 002, and 021) in the Mission District
neighborhood in the southeast quadrant of the City and County of San Francisco (Figure 1). The project
site is bounded by 18th Street to the north, Bryant Street to the east, and Florida Street to the west; existing
one- or two-story buildings and a six-story building (currently under construction) are located to the south.
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The project site is within the Urban Mixed-Use (UMU) District. Pursuant to the San Francisco Planning
Code, UMU is a land use designation intended to promote a vibrant mix of uses while maintaining the
characteristics of this formerly industrial-zoned area. The UMU designation is also intended to serve as a
buffer between residential uses and PDR uses in the Eastern Neighborhoods. The project site is located in
a 68-X Height and Bulk District, which would subject the proposed development to a 68-foot height limit.
The "X" indicates no building bulk limitations. Because the south building would be 100 percent affordable,
that building would utilize the state density bonus law (California Government Code Section 65915) to
permit two additional floors above the otherwise applicable height limit.

Existing Site Conditions
The rectangular project site is approximately 200 feet in width and 325 feet in length and about 65,000 sf
(or 1.50 acres) in area. The site is fully developed and occupied by four one- or two-story wood buildings,
two one- or two-story light industrial wood-frame/metal-sided buildings, and a two-story concrete and
steel-frame industrial building. Existing on-site development totals approximately 72,500 gsf. All buildings
are vacant. Recent land uses included a restaurant and light industrial and office uses, including an
architect's office, audio recording studio, carpet and upholstery business, automotive repair, specialty
machinist, entertainment and theater rehearsal space (Innermission), and the American Conservatory
Theater scene shop; three dwelling units are also present. The existing buildings were constructed between
1892 and 1950.1 The floor area ratio (FAR) for the existing buildings ranges from about 1.0:1to2.0:1. Table
1 summarizes the existing site conditions.
Existing vehicle and pedestrian access is provided on Florida, 18th, and Bryant Streets. A total of 13 curb
cuts/driveways currently exist on the project site (i.e., nine on Florida Street, one on 18th Street, and three
on Bryant Street).
A total of 24 street trees are located within the existing sidewalk zones (i.e., two street trees on
Florida Street, nine on 18th Street, and 13 on Bryant Street). Little to no other vegetation and/or open space
exists on the project site, with the exception of a small yard associated with the duplex at 2028-2030 Bryant
Street and an area on the corner of 18th and Florida Streets that is paved and used for storage of landscape
architecture product samples.
Surrounding land uses consist of one- or two-story buildings with light industrial and office uses on Bryant
Street, a five-story building with light industrial and office uses on 18th Street, and a four-story mixed-use
residential and commercial building containing 151 dwelling units on Florida Street. One- or two-story
residential buildings, an under-construction six-story residential building, and commercial uses are located
south of the project site along 19th Street.

Left Coast Architectural History. 2014. 2000-2030 and 2070 Bryant Street Historical Resource Evaluation. January 15,
2014. This document (and all other documents cited in this report, unless otherwise noted), is available for review
at the San Francisco Planning Department, 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 as part of Case File No.2013.0677E.
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Table 1- Existing Building Conditions
Existing
Building
Address

Prior Use
(buildings are
currently vacant)

Square
Footage
(approx.)

2000-2008
Bryant Street

Restaurant
Residential

2010-2012
Bryant Street
2014 Bryant
Street

Height
(approx.)

Number
of Floors

Year
Constructed

Construction
Type

1,320 gsf
1,320 gsf

25 ft

2

1907

Wood Frame

Arts
(audio recording
studio)

4,480 gsf

25 ft

2

1907

Wood Frame

Light industrial
(carpet and
upholstery)

3,810 gsf

20 ft

1

1907

Wood
Frame/Metal
Sided

2813-2825 18th Office
Street
(architecture office)

3,540 gsf

20 ft

2

1897, altered
ca. 1970

Wood Frame

611 Florida
Street

Light Industrial
(automotive repair)

6,160 gsf

15 ft

1

ca. 1950

Wood Frame

Residential

1,870 gsf

30 ft

2

1892, altered
in 1905

Wood
Frame/Metal
Sided

Light Industrial,
Arts
(machinist)
(American
Conservatory
Theater scene shop)
(Innermission)

50,000 gsf
14,700 gsf
22,200 gsf
13,100 gsf

30 ft

2

1918, altered
in 1925

Steel Frame
and Concrete

-

72,500 gsf

Lot 001

Lot 002
2028-2030
Bryant Street

Lot 021
2044, 2050,
and2070
Bryant Street

Total

-

-

-

-

Sources: Nick Podell Company. 2014. Left Coast Architectural History. 2000-2030 and 2070 Bryant Street Historical
Resource Evaluation. January 15, 2014.

Project Characteristics
The proposed project involves merging the three lots into two parcels and constructing one six-story rnixeduse building and one eight-story mixed-use building. Table 2 summarizes the proposed project
characteristics, and Figure 2 shows the project site plan and surrounding structures. Figure 3 shows the
ground-floor building plan, with the ground-level garages, commercial retail space, PDR and arts activities
space, residential lobbies and amenity spaces, and ground-level dwelling units. Figure 4 shows a typical
illustration of floors two through six, with dwelling units and common courtyard open spaces (located on
the second floor only). Figure 5 illustrates the building elevations for the north building. Building
elevations for the south building have not yet been developed.
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Table 2 - Proposed Project Characteristics
Area I Amount
Use/Characteristic

North Building

South Building

Residential•

175,145 gsf

115,643 gsf

Amenity Spaceb

5,572 gsf

1,574 gsf

Dwelling Units

199 units
- 5 flex units
- 30 studio units
- 84 one-bedroom units
- 80 two-bedroom units

136 units
- 35 studio units
- 46 one-bedroom units
- 48 two-bedroom units
- 7 three-bedroom units

Commercial Retail

7,007 gsf
- 4,066 gsf general retail
- 2,941 gsf composite restaurant

0 gsf

PDR/Arts Activities

3,938 gsf

6,947 gsf

Ground-Level Garage

11,994 gsf

2,229 gsf

Vehicle Parking

85 spaces (including two ADAcompliant and one car-share space)

3 car-share spaces

Bicycle Parking (Class 1)

128 spaces

109 spaces

Total Buildings

203,656 gsf

127,983 gsf

Building Height

68 feet

85 feet

Number of Stories

6 stories

8 stories

Common Open Space

15,920 sf
- Courtyards: 8,558 sf
- Rooftop terrace: 7,162 sf
- Pedestrian Mews: 200 sf

10,880 sf
- Courtyards: 3,104 sf
- Rooftop terrace: 2,976 sf
- Pedestrian Mews: 4,800 sf

Sidewalk Bicycle
Parking (Class 2)

22 spaces

7 spaces

Street Trees

42 trees

Other Project Elements

Source: Nick Podell Company. 2016. 2000-2070 Bryant Street EE Plan Set. April 29, 2016.
Notes:
ADA= Americans with Disabilities Act.
a
Residential space refers to the rentable residential gsf as well as lobbies, corridors, community room, and stairways.
b
Amenity space refers to the fitness center, lounge/library, laundry, community room, and leasing/management
offices. The gsf for the bicycle storage for the Class 1 bicycle parking spaces is accounted for in the ground-level
garage gsf.
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Figure 4
Typical Building Plan - Floors 3 through 6
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North Building
The six-story, 68-foot tall, 203,656 gsf mixed-use residential and commercial building would contain
199 dwelling units (including three on-site inclusionary affordable units), 3,938 gsf of PDR space, and
7,007 gsf of commercial retail space. The proposed dwelling units would consist of five ground-floor flex
units (about 2.5 percent of total units), 30 studio units (about 15 percent of total units), 84 one-bedroom
units (about 42 percent of total units), and 80 two-bedroom units (about 42 percent of total units). The
dwelling units would be located primarily on building floors two through six, with five work/live flex
units located at ground level facing Florida Street and four stoop units located at ground level facing
Bryant Street (see Figures 3 and 4). Residential amenities would include a fitness center, bicycle storage
(for the Class 1 bicycle parking spaces), roof deck, lounge/library, entrance lobbies, and a leasing office.2
Primary pedestrian access to the building would be provided from the main lobby on 18th Street and the
secondary lobby on Florida Street, with individual ground-floor unit entrances on Bryant and Florida
Streets. Three other key-controlled entrance and exit points would be located on Bryant and Florida
Streets and the pedestrian mews. Gates to the pedestrian mews would be open during daylight hours and
accessible by key at night.
The 7,007 gsf of commercial retail space would be located on the ground floor at and near the intersection
of Florida Street and 18th Street (see Figure 3). The commercial retail space would consist of two spaces
totaling 4,066 gsf of general retail with independent pedestrian entrances on 18th Street and Florida Street
and 2,941 gsf of composite restaurant space with entrances on 18th and Florida Streets.
The 11,994 gsf ground-level garage would provide 85 vehicle parking spaces for building residents
(including two ADA-compliant spaces and one space reserved for car sharing) (see Figure 3). The garage
would utilize vehicle parking stackers that would allow two cars to be stacked on top of one another
using a puzzle-stacker system. The proposed project also would provide 128 Class 1 bicycle parking
spaces in the garage, near the pedestrian mews, for project residents and retail-associated occupants. An
additional 22 Class 2 (sidewalk) bicycle parking spaces would be provided in the sidewalk zone on
Florida Street.3 Ingress and egress to the ground-level garage would be provided by a single-lane
entrance/exit on Bryant Street, with the intent of reducing traffic conflicts and enhancing the pedestrian
environment. Primary pedestrian access to and from the ground-level garage and bicycle parking facility
would be through the building lobby and key-controlled doors located on Bryant Street and the
pedestrian mews.
The proposed north building also would provide approximately 15,920 sf of common useable open space
(accessible to residents and their guests) in the form of central courtyards on the second floor (see
Figure 4), pedestrian mews, and a rooftop terrace.
The screening-level wind analysis performed for the project suggests design measures to reduce wind
speeds at the northwest comer of the north building at the southeast comer of Florida and 18th Streets.
These include canopies and trellises, approximately 30 percent porous, as well as marquees. The north
building would include the following: two 4 by 16-foot awnings and one 8- by 16-foot marque on 18th
Street; two 4 by 14-foot awnings, and one 8by14-foot marque on Florida Street; and one sidewalk trellis

Class 1 spaces protect the entire bicycle in secure, weather-protected facilities and are intended for long-term,
overnight, and work-day storage by project residents, non-residential occupants, and employees.
Class 2 spaces are located in a publicly accessible, highly visible location intended for transient or short-term use
by visitors, guests, and patrons to the building or use (i.e. standard bike racks that allow users to tether bikes).
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that would wrap around the corner of the 18th and Florida Street sidewalks. The marquee would consist
of a permanent roofed structure attached to and supported entirely by the building. The marquee would
be classified as an embellishment to the fa<_;:ade of the building. The trellis would be a minor permanent
structure consisting of a horizontal awning with embedded poles. The trellis would be constructed of
wood, metal and/or glass and be at least 30 percent permeable. The trellis would require a sidewalk
encroachment.
These features are shown in the illustration below.
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South Building
The eight-story, 85-foot-tall, 127,983 gsf residential and arts activity building would contain 136
affordable dwelling units and 6,947 gsf of arts space. The proposed dwelling units would consist of 35
studio units (about 25.7 percent of total units), 46 one-bedroom units (about 33.8 percent of total units), 48
two-bedroom units (about 35.3 percent of total units), and 7 three-bedroom units (about 5.1 percent of
total units). The dwelling units would be located primarily on building floors two through eight, with
five dwelling units located at ground level on the pedestrian mews (see Figures 3 and 4). Residential
amenities would include bicycle storage (for the Class 1 bicycle parking spaces), roof deck, community
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room, laundry room, entrance lobbies, and a leasing/management office. Primary pedestrian access to the
building would be provided from lobbies on Bryant Street and Florida Street, with a secondary entrance
on the pedestrian mews and via individual ground-floor unit entrances on the pedestrian mews. Keycontrolled gates to the pedestrian mews at Bryant and Florida Streets would be open during daylight
hours and accessible by key at night.
The 6,947 gsf of arts activity space would be located on the ground floor at the southeast corner of the
south building, on Bryant Street (see Figure 3). The arts activity space would consist of one space with a
mezzanine and internal access elevator. The 1,590 gsf of leasing/management space would be located on
the ground floor in the middle of the block on Bryant Street, north of the arts space (see Figure 3). The
1,146 gsf of community space would be located on the second floor facing the building courtyard and
would be accessible via the two building elevators.
The 2,229 gsf ground-level garage would provide three car-share spaces (see Figure 3). The garage
parking would be on grade. The proposed south building also would provide 109 Class 1 bicycle parking
spaces for project residents and arts/leasing/management-associated occupants in the center of the
building. An additional seven Class 2 (sidewalk) bicycle parking spaces would be provided in the
sidewalk zone on Florida Street. Ingress and egress to the ground-level garage would be provided by a
single-lane entrance/exit on Florida Street, with the intent of reducing traffic conflicts and enhancing the
pedestrian environment. Primary pedestrian access to and from the ground-level garage and bicycle
parking facility would be through the building lobby and key-controlled doors located on Florida and
Bryant Streets and the pedestrian mews.
The proposed south building also would provide approximately 10,880 sf of common useable open space
(accessible to residents and their guests) in the form of central courtyards on the second floor (see
Figure 4), pedestrian mews, and a rooftop terrace.

Other Project Features
The proposed project would remove and replace the existing 24 street trees with 42 new street trees and
additional landscaping along the building frontages (see Figure 3). Ten new street trees would be planted
on 18th Street, 16 new street trees would be planted on Florida Street, and 16 new street trees would be
planted on Bryant Street.
The proposed project would include two off-street commercial loading spaces within the pedestrian
mews, on grade and accessible via Florida Street. The loading spaces would be shared by the two
buildings and would accommodate weekly trash and recycling pickup, daily deliveries (e.g., FedEx, UPS,
and postal service), and resident move-ins and move-outs. The project sponsor would also seek approval
from the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA) for one on-street commercial loading
zone (yellow curb) on Bryant Street and one on 18th Street.
The 11 existing curb cuts/driveways on Florida and Bryant Streets would be removed and replaced with
sidewalks. The existing driveway at the southern end of Florida Street and one new driveway cut on
Bryant Street (each approximately 10 feet in length) would serve as the entrance and exit points of the
ground-level garages for the respective buildings. One new curb cut of approximately 24 feet would
serve the on-site loading zones. By removing the existing curb cuts/driveways, the proposed project
would provide up to eight new on-street parking spaces and two new commercial loading spaces along
Bryant and 18th Streets. Two new curb bulbouts would also be provided at the corners of 18th and Florida
Streets and 18th and Bryant Streets to improve pedestrian crossing and visibility. An additional bulbout
on Bryant Street at the pedestrian mews would be landscaped to add to pedestrian comfort.
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Construction
Project construction would begin with the demolition of the seven existing buildings on the project site.
Demolition would involve characterizing the contents of each building, abating any hazards present
(including asbestos-containing materials and lead-based paint), identifying and removing reusable and
recyclable materials, demolishing and removing the existing structures, and removing the existing
foundation slabs and underground utilities.
The proposed project would involve excavation up to 14 feet below grade for the foundation system and
elevator pits, depending on the location on the site. Approximately 7,911 cubic yards of soil would be
excavated from the project site. Pending approval from San Francisco Department of Public Health (DPH),
excavated soil would be re-compacted and reused on-site, as feasible.
The building foundations would consist of a mat slab on drilled displacement columns and deep soil
mixing improvements to address liquefaction and lateral spreading potential on the site. The drilled
displacement columns would extend approximately 30 feet into the ground. No pile driving would be
required.
The project sponsor will complete demolition for the entire project. The project sponsor and Mayor's Office
of Housing and Community Development (MOHCD) will be responsible for their own ground
improvements, excavation, and foundation systems, except that the project sponsor would complete and
maintain the pedestrian mews at its sole expense. Construction of the project is estimated to take about 20
months.

Project Setting
Surrounding land uses consist of one- or two-story buildings with light industrial and office uses on Bryant
Street, a five-story building with light industrial and office uses on 18th Street, and a four-story mixed-use
residential and commercial building containing 151 dwelling units on Florida Street. One- or two-story
residential buildings, an under-construction six-story residential, and commercial uses are located
immediately south of the project site.
The local vicinity is a largely flat area of the Mission District, characterized by a mix of two- to five-story
older and more recently constructed residential buildings, which are interspersed with one- to three-story
buildings containing various PDR uses. Architectural styles vary considerably with the age and use of
vicinity structures. Zoning districts are primarily UMU and PDR but also include some Residential House
(RH). Height limits are largely 68 feet, tapering to 45 feet and lower toward and south of 2Qth Street. The
nearest school is John O'Connell Alternative High School, about 700 feet to the southwest, and the nearest
park is Franklin Square, about 1,100 feet to the northeast.
The surrounding two-way, two-lane streets generally have on-street parking. By street distance, the project
site is approximately 0.5 mile from San Francisco General Hospital on Potrero Avenue, 4/5 mile from the
16th and Mission Streets Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) station, and about 1 mile from the US 101 on-ramps
at both South Van Ness A venue (to the north) and Cesar Chavez Boulevard (to the south).
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Project Approvals
The proposed project would require the following approvals:

Actions by the Planning Commission
North Building:
•

Large Project Authorization pursuant to Planning Code Section 329 for new construction of more than
25,000 gsf, with exceptions pursuant to the following Planning Code sections:
o Section 134(£) - Rear-yard exception to allow for open space to be configured in an inner courtyard
rather than a rear yard.
o Section 152.1- Off-street loading exception to permit two off-street loading spaces, rather than three
off-street loading spaces.
o Section 270.1- Horizontal mass reduction exception to allow the north building to reach 205 feet in
length without a horizontal mass reduction, rather than 200 feet.
o Section 329(d)(10) - Permitted accessory uses for ground-floor flex units.

•

Conditional Use Authorization pursuant to Planning Code Sections 303 and 317 to authorize
demolition and replacement of three existing dwelling units.

South Building:
•

Large Project Authorization pursuant to Planning Code Section 329 for new construction of more than
25,000 gsf, with exceptions pursuant to the following Planning Code sections:
o Section 134(f) - Rear-yard exception to allow for open space to be configured in a courtyard rather
than a rear yard.
o Section 135(g) - Common open space dimension exception for the courtyard that is less in width
than height.
o Section 140- Unit exposure exception for dimension of courtyard.

•

State density bonus law (California Government Code Section 65915) concession to permit two
additional floors above the otherwise applicable height limit.

Actions by other City Departments
•

Lot Line Adjustment and Condominium Map Approvals (San Francisco Public Works [SFPW]) for
merging and re-subdividing the three lots on the project site.

•

Demolition and Building Permits (Department of Building Inspection [DBI]) for the demolition of the
existing buildings and construction of the new structures.

•

Site Mitigation Plan (DPH) for treatment of potentially hazardous soils and groundwater.

•

Street and Sidewalk Permits (Bureau of Streets and Mapping, SFPW) for modifications to public
sidewalks, street trees, and curb cuts.

•

Approval of Changes to Sewer Laterals (San Francisco Public Utilities Commission [SFPUC]).

SAN FRANCISCO
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•

Stormwater Control Plan (SFPUC), because the proposed project would result in ground disturbance
of an area greater than 5,000 sf.

•

Dust Control Plan (DPH) meeting the requirements of San Francisco Health Code Article 22B.

Approval Action
The proposed north building project is subject to Large Project Authorization and Conditional Use
Authorization by the Planning Commission; the proposed south building project is subject to Large Project
Authorization approval by the Planning Commission. Approval of the first Large Project Authorization is
the Approval Action for the proposed projects. The Approval Action date establishes the start of the 30day appeal period for this California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) exemption determination
pursuant to Section 31.04(h) of the San Francisco Administrative Code.

EVALUATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
This Community Plan Exemption (CPE) Checklist evaluates whether the environmental impacts of the
proposed project are addressed in the Programmatic Environmental Impact Report for the Eastern
Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans (Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR).4 The CPE Checklist indicates
whether the proposed project would result in significant impacts that (1) are peculiar to the project or
project site; (2) were not identified as significant project-level, cumulative, or off-site effects in the PEIR; or
(3) are previously identified significant effects that, as a result of substantial new information that was not
known at the time that the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR was certified, are determined to have a more
severe adverse impact than discussed in the PEIR. Such impacts, if any, will be evaluated in a projectspecific Mitigated Negative Declaration or Environmental Impact Report. If no such impacts are identified,
the proposed project is exempt from further environmental review in accordance with Public Resources
Code Section 21083.3 and CEQA Guidelines Section 15183.
Mitigation measures identified in the PEIR are discussed under each topic area, and measures that are
applicable to the proposed project are provided in the Mitigation Measures section at the end of this
checklist.
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR identified significant impacts related to land use, transportation, cultural
resources, shadow, noise, air quality, and hazardous materials. Additionally, the PEIR identified significant
cumulative impacts related to land use, transportation, and cultural resources. Mitigation measures were
identified that reduced all impacts to less than significant, except for those related to land use (cumulative
impacts on PDR use), transportation (program-level and cumulative traffic impacts at nine intersections;
program-level and cumulative transit impacts on seven SFMTA lines), cultural resources (cumulative
impacts from demolition of historical resources), and shadow (program-level impacts on parks).
The proposed project would include the demolition of the seven existing buildings (totaling 72,500 gsf),
merging of the three lots into two parcels, and construction of two buildings.
The project sponsor would construct a six-story, 68-foot-tall, approximately 203,656 gsf mixed-use
residential and commercial building with a ground-level garage. The mixed-use building would provide
199 dwelling units (196 market-rate and three affordable units); approximately 15,920 sf of common useable
open space in the form of a courtyard, a pedestrian mews, and a rooftop terrace; 3,938 gsf of ground-level
San Francisco Planning Department. 2008. Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans Final Environmental Impact
Report (PEIR). Planning Department Case No. 2004.0160E, State Clearinghouse No. 2005032048, certified August 7,
2008. Available:
Accessed: April 26, 2016.
SAN FRANCISCO
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PDR space; and 7,007 gsf of ground-level commercial retail space. The approximately 11,994 gsf groundlevel garage, with ingress and egress on Bryant Street, would provide 85 off-street vehicle parking spaces
and 128 Class 1 bicycle parking spaces.
MOHCD would ground lease the south parcel to a developer to construct an eight-story, 85-foot-tall, and
approximately 127,983 gsf mixed-use residential and arts activity building with a ground-level car-share
garage. The mixed-use building would provide 136 affordable dwelling units; approximately 10,880 sf of
common useable open space in the form of a courtyard, a pedestrian alley, and a rooftop terrace; and 6,947
gsf of ground-level arts activity space. The approximately 2,229 gsf ground-level garage, with ingress and
egress on Florida Street, would provide three off-street car-share parking spaces and 109 Class 1 bicycle
parking spaces.
As discussed below in this checklist, the proposed project would not result in new significant
environmental effects or effects with greater severity than those already analyzed and disclosed in the
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.

CHANGES IN THE REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT
Since the certification of the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR in 2008, several new policies, regulations,
statutes, and funding measures have been adopted, passed, or are underway that affect the physical
environment and/or environmental review methodology for projects in the Eastern Neighborhoods plan
areas. As discussed in each topic area referenced below, these policies, regulations, statutes, and funding
measures have implemented or will implement mitigation measures or further reduce less-than-significant
impacts identified in the PEIR. These include:
•

State statute regarding Aesthetics, Parking Impacts, effective January 2014, and state statute and
Planning Commission resolution regarding automobile delay, and vehicle miles traveled, (VMT)
effective March 2016 (see "CEQA Section 21099" heading below);

•

The adoption of 2016 interim controls in the Mission District requiring additional information and
analysis regarding housing affordability, displacement, loss of PDR and other analyses, effective
January 2016;

•

San Francisco Bicycle Plan update adoption in June 2009, Better Streets Plan adoption in 2010, Transit
Effectiveness Project (aka "Muni Forward") adoption in March 2014, Vision Zero adoption by various
City agencies in 2014, and Proposition A and B passage in November 2014, the Transportation
Sustainability Program process;

•

San Francisco ordinance establishing Noise Regulations Related to Residential Uses Near Places of
Entertainment effective June 2015 (see Checklist section "Noise");

•

San Francisco ordinances establishing Construction Dust Control, effective July 2008, and Enhanced
Ventilation Required for Urban Infill Sensitive Use Developments, amended December 2014 (see
Checklist section "Air Quality");

•

San Francisco Clean and Safe Parks Bond passage in November 2012 and San Francisco Recreation and
Open Space Element of the General Plan adoption in April 2014 (see Checklist section "Recreation");
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•

Urban Water Management Plan adoption in 2011 and Sewer System Improvement Program process
(see Checklist section "Utilities and Service Systems")i and

•

Article 22A of the Health Code amendments effective August 2013 (see Checklist section "Hazardous
Materials").

CHANGES IN THE PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT
Since the certification of the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR in 2008, as evidenced by the volume of
development applications submitted to the Planning Department since 2012, the pace of development
activity has increased in the Eastern Neighborhoods plan areas. The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR projected
that implementation of the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan could result in a substantial amount of growth
within the Eastern Neighborhoods plan areas, resulting in an increase of approximately 7,400 to 9,900 net
dwelling units and 3,200,000 to 6,600,000 square feet of net non-residential space (excluding PDR loss)
throughout the lifetime of the Plan (year 2025). 5 The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR projected that this level
of development would result in a total population increase of approximately 23,900 to 33,000 people
throughout the lifetime of the plan. 6 Growth projected in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR was based on a
soft site analysis (i.e., assumptions regarding the potential for a site to be developed through the year 2025)
and not based upon the created capacity of the rezoning options (i.e., the total potential for development
that would be created indefinitely).7
As of February 23, 2016, projects containing 9,749 dwelling units and 2,807,952 square feet of nonresidential space (excluding PDR loss) have completed or are proposed to complete environmental review8
within the Eastern Neighborhoods plan areas. 9 This level of development corresponds to an overall
population increase of approximately 23,760 to 25,330 persons. Of the 9,749 dwelling units that are under

Tables 12 through 16 of the Eastern Neighborhoods Draft EIR and Table C&R-2 in the Comments and Responses
show projected net growth based on proposed rezoning scenarios. A baseline for existing conditions in the year
2000 was included to provide context for the scenario figures for parcels affected by the rezoning, not projected
growth totals from a baseline of the year 2000. Estimates of projected growth were based on parcels that were to be
rezoned and did not include parcels that were recently developed (i.e., parcels with projects completed between
2000 and March 2006) or have proposed projects in the pipeline (i.e., projects under construction, projects approved
or entitled by the Planning Department, or projects under review by the Planning Department or Department of
Building Inspection). Development pipeline figures for each Plan Area were presented separately in Tables 5, 7, 9,
and 11 in the Draft EIR. Environmental impact assessments for these pipeline projects were considered separately
from the Eastern Neighborhoods rezoning effort.
Table 2 Forecast Growth by Rezoning Option Chapter IV of the Eastern Neighborhoods Draft EIR shows projected
net growth based on proposed rezoning scenarios. A baseline for existing conditions in the year 2000 was included
to provide context for the scenario figures for parcels affected by the rezoning.
San Francisco Planning Department, Community Planning in the Eastern Neighborhoods, Rezoning Options
Workbook, Draft, February 2003. This document is available at: ,,,~.,~:M~~~~"·-t.'·'~'"u""~"~L.!,'";c'"'''~''"'~''·'·¥""fu:'-j-'·="
For this and the Land Use and Land Use Planning section, environmental review is defined as projects that have or
are relying on the growth projections and analysis in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR for environmental review
(i.e., Community Plan Exemptions or Focused Mitigated Negative Declarations and Focused Environmental Impact
Reports with an attached Community Plan Exemption Checklist).
These estimates include projects that have completed environmental review and foreseeable projects (including the
proposed project). Foreseeable projects are those projects for which environmental evaluation applications have
been submitted to the San Francisco Planning Department.
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review or have completed environmental review, building permits have been issued 10 for 4,829 dwelling
units, or approximately 50 percent of those units (information is not available regarding building permit
non-residential square footage).
Within the Mission District subarea, the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR projected that implementation of the
Eastern Neighborhoods Plan could result in an increase of 800 to 2,100 net dwelling units and 700,000 to
3,500,000 sf of non-residential space (excluding PDR loss) through the year 2025. This level of development
corresponds to an overall population increase of approximately 4,720 to 12,210 persons. As of February 23,
2016, projects containing 2,451 dwelling units and 355,842 square feet of non-residential space (excluding
PDR loss) have completed or are proposed to complete environmental review within the Mission District
subarea. This level of development corresponds to an overall population increase of 8,765 to 10,650 persons
Of the 2,451 dwelling units that are under review or have completed environmental review, building
permits have been issued for 1,340 dwelling units, or approximately 55 percent of those units. Therefore,
anticipated growth from the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans is within the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR growth projections.
Growth that has occurred within the plan areas since adoption of the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR has
been planned for and the effects of that growth were anticipated and considered in the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR. Although the number of housing units under review is approaching or exceeds the
residential unit projections for the Mission and Showplace Square/Potrero Hill Area Plans of the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR, the non-residential reasonably foreseeable growth is well below what was
anticipated. Therefore, population growth associated with approved and reasonably foreseeable
development is within the population that was projected for 2025. Furthermore, the number of constructed
projects within Eastern Neighborhoods is well below what was has been approved for all plan areas.
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR utilized the growth projections to analyze the physical environmental
impacts associated with that growth for the following environmental impact topics: Land Use; Population,
Housing, Business Activity, and Employment; Transportation; Noise; Air Quality; Parks, Recreation, and
Open Space; Utilities/Public Services; and Water. The analysis took into account the overall growth in the
Eastern Neighborhoods and did not necessarily analyze in isolation the impacts of growth in one land use
category, although each land use category may have differing severities of effects. The analysis of
environmental topics covered in this checklist take into account the differing severities of effects of the
residential and employee population.
In summary, projects proposed within the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan Areas have not exceeded the

overall population growth that was projected in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR; therefore, foreseeable
growth within the plan areas do not present substantial new information that was not known at the time
of the PEIR and would not result in new significant environmental impacts or substantially more severe
adverse impacts than discussed in the PEIR.

10

An issued building permit refers to buildings currently under construction or open for occupancy. Tiris number
includes all units approved under CEQA (including CPEs, Categorical Exemptions and other types of CEQA
documents).
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SENATE BILL 743
Aesthetics and Parking
In accordance with CEQA Section 21099 - Modernization of Transportation Analysis for Transit Oriented
Projects - aesthetics and parking shall not be considered in determining if a project has the potential to
result in significant environmental effects, provided the project meets all of the following three criteria:
a)

The project is in a transit priority area;

b) The project is on an infill site; and
c)

The project is residential, mixed-use residential, or an employment center.

The proposed project meets each of the above three criteria and thus, this checklist does not consider
aesthetics or parking in determining the significance of project impacts under CEQA. 11 Project elevations
are included in the project description.

Automobile Delay and Vehicle Miles Traveled
In addition, CEQA Section 21099(b)(l) requires that the State Office of Planning and Research (OPR)
develop revisions to the CEQA Guidelines establishing criteria for determining the significance of
transportation impacts of projects that "promote the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, the
development of multimodal transportation networks, and a diversity of land uses." CEQA Section
21099(b)(2) states that upon certification of the revised guidelines for determining transportation impacts
pursuant to Section 21099(b)(l), automobile delay, as described solely by level of service or similar
measures of vehicular capacity or traffic congestion shall not be considered a significant impact on the
environment under CEQA.
In January 2016, OPR published for public review and comment a Revised Proposal on Updates to the CEQA
Guidelines on Evaluating Transportation Impacts in CEQA 12 recommending that transportation impacts for
projects be measured using a vehicle miles traveled (VMT) metric. On March 3, 2016, in anticipation of the
future certification of the revised CEQA Guidelines, the San Francisco Planning Commission adopted
OPR' s recommendation to use the VMT metric instead of automobile delay to evaluate the transportation
impacts of projects (Resolution 19579). (Note: the VMT metric does not apply to the analysis of project
impacts on non-automobile modes of travel such as riding transit, walking, and bicycling.) Therefore,
impacts and mitigation measures from the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR associated with automobile delay
are not discussed in this checklist, including PEIR Mitigation Measures E-1: Traffic Signal Installation, E-2:
Intelligent Traffic Management, E-3: Enhanced Funding, and E-4: Intelligent Traffic Management. Instead,
a VMT and induced automobile travel impact analysis is provided in the Transportation section.

11

12

San Francisco Planning Department. Eligibility Checklist: CEQA Section 21099 - Modernization of Transportation
Analysis for 2000 - 2070 Bryant Street, August 21, 2014.
This document is available online at: ~~~_u_;~~~~~~~~"*~·
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Topics:

Significant
Impact Peculiar
to Project or
Project Site

Significant
Impact not
Identified in
PEIR

Significant
Impact due to
Substantial New
Information

No Significant
Impact not
Previously
Identified in
PEIR

1. LAND USE AND LAND USE
PLANNING-Would the project:
a)

Physically divide an established community?

D

D

D

b)

Conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy,
or regulation of an agency with jurisdiction over
the project (including, but not limited to the
general plan, specific plan, local coastal
program, or zoning ordinance) adopted for the
purpose of avoiding or mitigating an
environmental effect?

D

D

D

c)

Have a substantial impact upon the existing
character of the vicinity?

D

D

D

The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR analyzed a range of potential rezoning options and considered the effects
of losing between approximately 520,000 to 4,930,000 square feet of PDR space in the Plan Area throughout
the lifetime of the Plan (year 2025). This was compared to an estimated loss of approximately 4,620,000
square feet of PDR space in the Plan Area under the No Project scenario. Within the Mission District
subarea, the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR considered the effects of losing up to approximately 3,370,000
square feet of PDR space through the year 2025. The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR determined that
adoption of the Area Plans would result in an unavoidable significant impact on land use due to the
cumulative loss of PDR space. This impact was addressed in a Statement of Overriding Considerations
with CEQA Findings and adopted as part of the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Areas Plans
approval on January 19, 2009.
As of February 23, 2016, projects resulting in the removal of 1,715,001 net square feet of PDR space have
completed or are proposed to complete environmental review within the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan area.
These estimates include projects that have completed environmental review (1,172,032 square feet of PDR
space loss) and foreseeable projects, including the proposed project (542,969 square feet of PDR space net
loss). Foreseeable projects are those projects for which environmental evaluation applications have been
submitted to the San Francisco Planning Department. As of February 23, 2016, projects involving the
removal of approximately 273,073 net square feet of PDR space have completed or are proposed to
complete environmental review within the Mission District subarea, including the proposed project.
Development of the proposed project would result in the net loss of approximately 53,565 gsf of PDR
building space. This would contribute considerably to the significant cumulative land use impact related
to loss of PDR uses that was identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR. The project site is located in the
Urban Mixed Use (UMU) District, which is intended to promote a vibrant mix of uses while maintaining
the characteristics of this formerly industrially-zoned area. The UMU designation is also intended to serve
as a buffer between residential uses and PDR uses in the Eastern Neighborhoods. The proposed
development is within the development density as envisioned for the site under the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR. The proposed loss of 53,565 gsf of existing PDR uses represents a considerable
contribution to the cumulative loss of PDR space analyzed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR, but would
not result in significant impacts that were not identified or a more severe adverse impact than analyzed in
the PEIR.
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The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR determined that implementation of the Area Plans would not create
any new physical barriers in the Eastern Neighborhoods because the rezoning and Area Plans do not
provide for any new major roadways, such as freeways that would disrupt or divide the project area or
individual neighborhoods or subareas.
The Citywide Planning and Current Planning Divisions of the Planning Department have determined
that the proposed project is permitted in the UMU District and is consistent with the height, density, and
land use as specified in the Mission District of the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan, maintaining the
mixed character of the area by providing ground floor commercial space with residential units above. 13, 14
Because the proposed project is consistent with the development density established in the Eastern
Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans, implementation of the proposed project would not result in
significant impacts that were not identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR related to land use and
land use planning, and no mitigation measures are necessary.

Topics:

Significant
Impact Peculiar
to Project or
Project Site

Significant
Impact not
Identified in PEIR

Significant
Impact due to
Substantial New
Information

No Significant
Impact not
Previously
Identified in PEIR

2. POPULATION AND HOUSINGWould the project:
a)

Induce substantial population growth in an area,
either directly (for example, by proposing new
homes and businesses) or indirectly (for
example, through extension of roads or other
infrastructure)?

D

D

D

b)

Displace substantial numbers of existing housing
units or create demand for additional housing,
necessitating the construction of replacement
housing?

D

D

D

c)

Displace substantial numbers of people,
necessitating the construction of replacement
housing elsewhere?

D

D

D

One of the objectives of the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans is to identify appropriate locations for
housing in the City's industrially zoned land to meet the citywide demand for additional housing. The
PEIR concluded that an increase in population in the Plan Areas is expected to occur as a secondary effect
of the proposed rezoning and that any population increase would not, in itself, result in adverse physical
effects, but would serve to advance key City policy objectives, such as providing housing in appropriate
locations next to Downtown and other employment generators and furthering the City's Transit First
policies. It was anticipated that the rezoning would result in an increase in both housing development
and population in all of the Area Plan neighborhoods. The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR determined that

13

14

Jeff Joslin, San Francisco Planning Department, Community Plan Exemption Eligibility Determination, Current
Planning Analysis, 2000 - 2070 Bryant Street, May 9, 2016.
Susan Exline, San Francisco Planning Department, Community Plan Exemption Eligibility Determination,
Citywide Planning and Policy Analysis, 2000 - 2070 Bryant Street, May 12, 2016.
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anticipated increase in population and density would not result in significant adverse physical effects on
the environment. No mitigation measures were identified in the PEIR.
The proposed project would involve the demolition of three existing vacant dwelling units and the
construction of 335 new dwelling units that would introduce approximately 838 new residents on the site,
thereby increasing the residential populations within the Mission District of the Eastern Neighborhoods
Plan Area. 15 The proposed project would also develop approximately 7,007 gsf of retail uses and 3,938 gsf
of PDR space which would generate approximately 27 total employees at full occupancy.16 The existing
units on the project site are currently vacant and no individuals would be displaced as a result of the
proposed project. As stated in the "Changes in the Physical Environment" section above, these direct effects
of the proposed project on population and housing are within the scope of the population growth
anticipated under the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans and evaluated in the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR.
For the above reasons, the proposed project would not result in significant impacts on population and
housing that were not identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.

Topics:

Significant
Impact Peculiar
to Project or
Project Site

Significant
Impact not
Identified in
PEIR

Significant
Impact due to
Substantial New
Information

D

D

D

No Significant
Impact not
Previously
Identified in
PEIR

3. CULTURAL AND
PALEONTOLOGICAL
RESOURCES-Would the
project:
a)

Cause a substantial adverse change in the
significance of a historical resource as defined in
§15064.5, including those resources listed in
Article 10 or Article 11 of the San Francisco
Planning Code?

b)

Cause a substantial adverse change in the
significance of an archaeological resource
pursuant to §15064.5?

D

D

D

c)

Directly or indirectly destroy a unique
paleontological resource or site or unique
geologic feature?

D

D

D

d)

Disturb any human remains, including those
interred outside of formal cemeteries?

D

D

D

15

16

Estimated number of new residents based on average household size (2.5) of occupied housing units in the Census
Tract 228.01 and the proposed project's 335 new dwelling units (328 * 2.5 = 838 residents].
Employment calculations are based on the City of San Francisco Transportation Impact Analysis Guidelines, which
estimate average density of 350 square feet per employee assigned to retail space and 567 per employee assigned
to manufacturing/industrial space. It is assumed that the proposed amenity space associated with the project would
generate negligible employees and is not included in the employee estimates.
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Historic Architectural Resources
Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Sections 15064.S(a)(l) and 15064.5(a)(2), historical resources are buildings or
structures that are listed, or are eligible for listing, in the California Register of Historical Resources or are
identified in a local register of historical resources, such as Articles 10 and 11 of the San Francisco Planning
Code. The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR determined that future development facilitated through the
changes in use districts and height limits under the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans could have
substantial adverse changes on the significance of both individual historical resources and on historical
districts within the Plan Areas. The PEIR determined that approximately 32 percent of the known or
potential historical resources in the Plan Areas could potentially be affected under the preferred alternative.
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR found this impact to be significant and unavoidable. This impact was
addressed in a Statement of Overriding Considerations with findings and adopted as part of the Eastern
Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans approval on January 19, 2009.
The proposed project would demolish the seven existing buildings on the project site. The building
addresses and original construction dates are listed below.
•

2000-2008 Bryant Street, built in 1907.

•

2010-2012 Bryant Street, built in 1907.

•

2014 Bryant Street, built in 1907.

•

2028-2030 Bryant Street, built in 1892, altered in 1905.

•

2813-2815 18th Street, built in 1897, altered ca. 1970.

•

611 Florida Street, built ca. 1950.

•

2044-2070 Bryant Street, built in 1918, altered in 1925.

None of the existing buildings within the project site are listed on the National Register of Historic Places,
the California Register of Historical Resources, or any adopted local registers of historical resources. The
existing buildings were not specifically evaluated in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR. However, all seven
buildings were evaluated as part of the Showplace Square/Northeast Mission Historic Resource Survey,
which was adopted by the San Francisco Historic Preservation Commission in August 2011.1 7 As part of
this survey, the subject properties were assigned California Historic Resource Status Codes (CHRSC) as
follows:

•
•
•
•
•

17

2000-2008 Bryant Street - 6L
2010-2012 Bryant Street - 6L
2014 Bryant Street- 6L
2028-2030 Bryant Street - 6Z
2070 Bryant Street - 6L

San Francisco Planning Department. Showplace Square/Northeast Mission Historic Resource Survey. March 20,
2012. Available online at http://sf-planning.org/showplace-squarenortheast-mission-historic-resource-survey.
Accessed April 26, 2016.
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•

813-2815 18th Street - 6Z
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A CHRSC of "6L" means a property has been determined ineligible for local listing or designation through
a local government review process, although it may warrant special consideration in local planning. A
CHRSC of "6Z" means a property has been determined ineligible for National Register, California Register
or local designation through survey evaluation. The Showplace Square/Northeast Mission Historic
Resource Survey also concluded that the project site is not located within or in the vicinity of any qualified
historic districts.
According to the Historic Resource Evaluation (HRE) prepared for the proposed project, none of the
existing properties or buildings on the project site possess sufficient historical significance to qualify as a
historic resource for individual listing on the California Register of Historic Resources. 18,19 Neither the
properties nor any of the individual buildings demonstrate association with significant historic events or
people or have high architectural merit or association with a master architect or builder. The buildings on
the 2044-2070 Bryant Street property have retained physical integrity, but their physical features represent
no historical significance. All other buildings on the project site demonstrate a lack of physical integrity.
Furthermore, the project site is not located in or near any historic districts. Therefore, the project site is not
considered to be a historic resource for the purposes of CEQA.
The proposed project would not result in the demolition or alteration of any historic resource. Therefore,
the proposed project would not contribute to the significant historic resource impact identified in the
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR, and no historic resource mitigation measures would apply to the proposed
project. For these reasons, the proposed project would not result in significant impacts on historic
architectural resources that were not identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.

Archeological Resources
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR determined that implementation of the Area Plan could result in
significant impacts on archeological resources and identified three mitigation measures that would reduce
these potential impacts to a less than significant level. Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR Mitigation Measure J1 applies to properties for which a final archeological research design and treatment plan is on file at the
Northwest Information Center and the Planning Department. Mitigation Measure J-2 applies to properties
for which no archeological assessment report has been prepared or for which the archeological
documentation is incomplete or inadequate to serve as an evaluation of potential effects on archeological
resources under CEQA. Mitigation Measure J-3, which applies to properties in the Mission Dolores
Archeological District, requires that a specific archeological testing program be conducted by a qualified
archeological consultant with expertise in California prehistoric and urban historical archeology.
The project site is subject to Eastern Neighborhoods Mitigation Measure J-2, because no prior archeological
assessment report has been prepared for site. The Planning Department's archeologist conducted a

18

19

Left Coast Architectural History. 2000-2030 & 2070 Bryant Street Historical Resource Evaluation. January 15, 2014.
This document is available for review at the San Francisco Planning Department, 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, as
part of the Case File No. 2013.0677E.
San Francisco Planning Department. Historic Resource Evaluation Response. January 12, 2015. This document is
available for review at the San Francisco Planning Department, 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, as part of the Case
File No. 2013.0677E.
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Preliminary Archeological Review (PAR) of the project site in conformance with the study requirements of
Mitigation Measure J-2. The PAR results are summarized below. 20
The proposed project would require excavation and soil disturbance to a depth of approximately 14 feet
below grade to install the mat slab building foundation system and elevator pits. Drilled displacement piers
to secure the northern portion of the mat slab would extend approximately 30 feet below ground surface.
Due to anticipated excavation activities and the project site's location near the historical marsh associated
with Mission Creek (approximately 400 feet west of the project site), there is potential to uncover sensitive
prehistoric resources during project construction and ground-disturbing activities. Further, the mid- to
late-19th century land uses on the project site (primarily residential) may have resulted in significant
historic-period archeological resources, which also could be uncovered during project construction and
ground-disturbing activities. Based on the PAR, the Planning Department's standard Archeological
Mitigation Measure III (Testing) would apply to the proposed project. The PAR and its testing and
monitoring requirements are consistent with Mitigation Measure J-2 of the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.
With implementation of an archeological testing and monitoring program, impacts related to archeological
resources would be reduced to a less-than-significant level. In accordance with the Eastern Neighborhoods
PEIR requirements, the project sponsor has agreed to implement the archeological testing and monitoring
program as Project Mitigation Measure l, as discussed in the Mitigation Measures section below.
For these reasons, the proposed project would not result in significant impacts on archeological resources
that were not identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.

Topics:

Significant
Impact Peculiar
to Project or
Project Site

Significant
Impact not
Identified in
PEIR

Significant
Impact due to
Substantial New
Information

No Significant
Impact not
Previously
Identified in
PEIR

4. TRANSPORTATION AND
CIRCULATION-Would the
project:

20

a)

Conflict with an applicable plan, ordinance or
policy establishing measures of effectiveness for
the performance of the circulation system, taking
into account all modes of transportation
including mass transit and non-motorized travel
and relevant components of the circulation
system, including but not limited to intersections,
streets, highways and freeways, pedestrian and
bicycle paths, and mass transit?

D

D

D

b)

Conflict with an applicable congestion
management program, including but not limited
to level of service standards and travel demand
measures, or other standards established by the
county congestion management agency for
designated roads or highways?

D

D

D

San Francisco Planning Department. Environmental Planning Preliminary Archeological Review: 2000-2070 Bryant
Street. September 24, 2014. This document is available for review at the San Francisco Planning Department, 1650
Mission Street, Suite 400, as part of the Case File No. 2013.0677E.
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Topics:

Significant
Impact Peculiar
to Project or
Project Site

Significant
Impact not
Identified in
PEIR

Significant
Impact due to
Substantial New
Information

No Significant
Impact not
Previously
Identified in
PEIR

[Xl

c)

Result in a change in air traffic patterns,
including either an increase in traffic levels,
obstructions to flight, or a change in location,
that results in substantial safety risks?

D

D

D

d)

Substantially increase hazards due to a design
feature (e.g., sharp curves or dangerous
intersections) or incompatible uses?

D

D

D

e)

Result in inadequate emergency access?

D

D

D

f)

Conflict with adopted policies, plans, or
programs regarding public transit, bicycle, or
pedestrian facilities, or otherwise decrease the
performance or safety of such facilities?

D

D

D

The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR anticipated that growth resulting from the zoning changes would not
result in significant impacts related to pedestrians, bicyclists, loading, emergency access, or construction.
As the proposed project is within the scope of the development projected under the Eastern Neighborhoods
Rezoning and Area Plans, there would be no additional impacts on pedestrians, bicyclists, loading,
emergency access, or construction beyond those analyzed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.
However, the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR anticipated that growth resulting from the zoning changes
could result in significant impacts on transit ridership, and identified seven transportation mitigation
measures, which are described further below in the Transit sub-section. Even with mitigation, however, it
was anticipated that the significant adverse cumulative impacts on transit lines could not be fully mitigated.
Thus, these impacts were found to be significant and unavoidable. As discussed above under "SB 743", in
response to state legislation that called for removing automobile delay from CEQA analysis, the Planning
Commission adopted resolution 19579 replacing automobile delay with a VMT metric for analyzing
transportation impacts of a project. Therefore, impacts and mitigation measures from the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR associated with automobile delay are not discussed in this checklist.
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR did not evaluate vehicle miles traveled or the potential for induced
automobile travel. The VMT Analysis presented below evaluates the project's transportation effects using
the VMT metric.
The project site is not located within an airport land use plan area, or in the vicinity of a private airstrip.
Therefore, the Community Plan Exemption Checklist topic 4c is not applicable.

Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) Analysis
Many factors affect travel behavior. These factors include density, diversity of land uses, design of the
transportation network, access to regional destinations, distance to high-quality transit, development scale,
demographics, and transportation demand management. Typically, low-density development at great
distance from other land uses, located in areas with poor access to non-private vehicular modes of travel,
generate more automobile travel compared to development located in urban areas, where a higher density,
mix of land uses, and travel options other than private vehicles are available.
Given these travel behavior factors, San Francisco has a lower VMT ratio than the nine-county San
Francisco Bay Area region. In addition, some areas of the City have lower VMT ratios than other areas of
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the City. These areas of the City can be expressed geographically through transportation analysis zones.
Transportation analysis zones are used in transportation planning models for transportation analysis and
other planning purposes. The zones vary in size from single city blocks in the downtown core, multiple
blocks in outer neighborhoods, to even larger zones in historically industrial areas like the Hunters Point
Shipyard.
The San Francisco County Transportation Authority (Transportation Authority) uses the San Francisco
Chained Activity Model Process (SF-CHAMP) to estimate VMT by private automobiles and taxis for
different land use types. Travel behavior in SF-CHAMP is calibrated based on observed behavior from the
California Household Travel Survey 2010-2012, Census data regarding automobile ownership rates and
county-to-county worker flows, and observed vehicle counts and transit boardings. SF-CHAMP uses a
synthetic population, which is a set of individual actors that represents the Bay Area's actual population,
who make simulated travel decisions for a complete day. The Transportation Authority uses tour-based
analysis for office and residential uses, which examines the entire chain of trips over the course of a day,
not just trips to and from the project. For retail uses, the Transportation Authority uses trip-based analysis,
which counts VMT from individual trips to and from the project (as opposed to entire chain of trips). A
trip-based approach, as opposed to a tour-based approach, is necessary for retail projects because a tour is
likely to consist of trips stopping in multiple locations, and the summarizing of tour VMT to each location
would over-estimate VMT. 21 , 22

Existing plus Project Impact Evaluation
The following provides an analysis of VMT for each of the proposed uses (residential, retail, and PDR) for
the project site and evaluates the project's transportation effects using the VMT metric. For residential
development, the existing regional average daily VMT per capita is 17.2.23 For retail development, regional
average daily retail VMT per employee is 14.9. 24 Average daily VMT for all three land uses is projected to
decrease in future 2040 cumulative conditions. Refer to Table 3, which includes the transportation analysis
zone in which the project site is located, 538.

21

22

23
24

To state another way: a tour-based assessment of VMT at a retail site would consider the VMT for all trips in the
tour, for any tour with a stop at the retail site. If a single tour stops at two retail locations, for example, a coffee shop
on the way to work and a restaurant on the way back home, then both retail locations would be allotted the total
tour VMT. A trip-based approach allows us to apportion all retail-related VMT to retail sites without doublecounting.
San Francisco Planning Department, Executive Summary: Resolution Modifying Transportation Impact Analysis,
Appendix F, Attachment A, March 3, 2016.
Includes the VMT generated by the households in the development.
Retail travel is not explicitly captured in SF-CHAMP, rather, there is a generic "Other" purpose which includes
retail shopping, medical appointments, visiting friends or family, and all other non-work, non-school tours. The
retail efficiency metric captures all of the "Other" purpose travel generated by Bay Area households. The
denominator of employment (including retail; cultural, institutional, and educational; and medical employment;
school enrollment, and number of households) represents the size, or attraction, of the zone for this type of "Other"
purpose travel.
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Table 3. Daily Vehicle Miles Traveled
Cumulative 2040

Existing

TAZ538

Bay Area
Regional
Average

Bay Area
Regional
Average
minus 15%

TAZ538

14.6

5.3

16.1

13.7

4.6

14.9

12.6

9.8

14.6

12.7

10.4

19.1

16.2

11.7

17.0

14.5

9.2

Bay Area
Regional
Average

Bay Area
Regional
Average
minus 15%

Households
(Residential)

17.2

Employment
(Retail)
Employment (PDR)•

Land Use

Source: SF_CHAMP.
Note:
a
For purposes of analysis, PDR uses are analyzed as office uses to provide the most conservative estimate of VMT.

A project would have a significant effect on the environment if it would cause substantial additional VMT.
The State Office of Planning and Research's (OPR) Revised Proposal on Updates to the CEQA Guidelines on
Evaluating Transportation Impacts in CEQA ("proposed transportation impact guidelines") recommends
screening criteria to identify types, characteristics, or locations of projects that would not result in
significant impacts to VMT. If a project meets screening criteria, then it is presumed that VMT impacts
would be less than significant for the project and a detailed VMT analysis is not required.

Vehicle Miles Traveled Analysis - Residential
As mentioned above, existing average daily VMT per capita is 5.3 for the transportation analysis zone the
project site is located in, TAZ 538. This is 69 percent below the existing regional average daily VMT per
capita of 17.2. Given the project site is located in an area where existing VMT is more than 15 percent below
the existing regional average, the proposed project's residential uses would not result in substantial
additional VMT and impacts would be less-than-significant. Furthermore, the project site meets the
Proximity to Transit Stations screening criterion, which also indicates the proposed project's residential
uses would not cause substantial additional VMT.

Vehicle Miles Traveled Analysis - Retail
As mentioned above, existing average daily VMT per capita is 9.8 for the transportation analysis zone the
project site is located in, TAZ 538. This is 34 percent below the existing regional average daily VMT per
capita of 14.9. Given the project site is located in an area where existing VMT is more than 15 percent below
the existing regional average, the proposed project's retail uses would not result in substantial additional
VMT and impacts would be less than significant. Furthermore, the project site meets the Proximity to
Transit Stations screening criterion, which also indicates the proposed project's retail uses would not cause
substantial additional VMT.

Vehicle Miles Traveled Analysis - PDR
As mentioned above, existing average daily VMT per capita is 11.7 for the transportation analysis zone the
project site is located in, TAZ 538. This is 39 percent below the existing regional average daily VMT per
capita of 19.l. Given the project site is located in an area where existing VMT is more than 15 percent below
the existing regional average, the proposed project's PDR uses would not result in substantial additional
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VMT and impacts would be less than significant. Furthermore, the project site meets the Proximity to
Transit Stations screening criterion, which also indicates the proposed project's PDR uses would not cause
substantial additional VMT.

Traffic Hazards
The project would propose several streetscape improvements including bulb-outs and other features, but
these features are primarily designed to improve pedestrian safety, enhance walkability, and calm traffic,
and would not result in hazardous conditions for traffic.

Conclusion
Based on the above, the project satisfies several screening criteria and does not require a detailed VMT
analysis, as the project would not result in a substantial increase in vehicle miles traveled and would not
substantially induce additional automobile travel. Therefore, the proposed project would have a less-thansignificant impact related to traffic conditions under Existing plus Project Conditions and would not result
in significant traffic impacts that were not identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.
Although the project's impacts to traffic conditions would be less than significant, Improvement Measure
I-TR-1 (See Improvement Measures below) recommends establishment of a TDM program for building
tenants to reduce vehicle-trips to and from the project site and encourage use of alternative modes.

Cumulative Impact Evaluation
As described in the previous section and Table 3, average daily VMT for all three land uses is projected to
decrease in the future under cumulative conditions (Year 2040). The following section provides an analysis
of VMT under the cumulative 2040 scenario for each of the proposed uses (residential, retail, and PDR) for
the project site and evaluates the project's cumulative transportation effects using the VMT metric.
Cumulative conditions (2040) were projected using an SF-CHAMP model run, using the same
methodology as outlined for existing conditions but including residential and job growth estimates and
reasonably foreseeable transportation investments through 2040.

Vehicle Miles Traveled Analysis - Residential
Projected 2040 average daily VMT per capita is 4.6 for the transportation analysis zone the project site is
located in, TAZ 538. This is 71 percent below the projected 2040 regional average daily VMT per capita of
16.1.25 Given the project site is located in an area where VMT is greater than 15 percent below the projected
2040 regional average, the proposed project's residential uses would not result in substantial additional
VMT. Therefore, the proposed project's residential uses would not contribute considerably to any
substantial cumulative increase in VMT.

Vehicle Miles Traveled Analysis - Retail
Projected 2040 average daily VMT per capita is 10.4 for the transportation analysis zone the project site is
located in, TAZ 538. This is 32 percent below the projected 2040 regional average daily VMT per capita of
14.6.26 Given the project site is located in an area where VMT is greater than 15 percent below the projected
2040 regional average, the proposed project's retail uses would not result in substantial additional VMT.
25

San Francisco Planning Department, Executive Summary: Resolution Modifying Transportation Impact Analysis, Appendix F,
Attachment A, March 3, 2016.

26

San Francisco Planning Department, Executive Summary: Resolution Modifying Transportation Impact Analysis, Appendix F,
Attachment A, March 3, 2016.
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Therefore, the proposed project's retail uses would not contribute considerably to any substantial
cumulative increase in VMT.

Vehicle Miles Traveled Analysis - PDR
Projected 2040 average daily VMT per capita is 9.2 for the transportation analysis zone the project site is
located in, TAZ 538. This is 46 percent below the projected 2040 regional average daily VMT per capita of
17.0.27 Given the project site is located in an area where VMT is greater than 15 percent below the projected
2040 regional average, the proposed project's PDR uses would not result in substantial additional VMT.
Therefore, the proposed project's PDR uses would not contribute considerably to any substantial
cumulative increase in VMT.
As described in the previous section, the project satisfies several screening criteria and does not require a
detailed VMT analysis, as it is assumed that the project would not result in a substantial increase in vehicle
miles traveled and would not substantially induce additional automobile travel.

Traffic Hazards
The project would propose several streetscape improvements including bulb-outs and other features, but
these features are primarily designed to improve pedestrian safety, enhance walkability, and calm traffic,
and would not result in hazardous conditions for traffic.

Conclusion
Therefore, the proposed project would have less-than-significant cumulative traffic impacts related to
traffic conditions that were not identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.

Trip Generation
The proposed project would demolish seven existing buildings on the project site and construct two
buildings: a six-story, approximately 203,656-gsf mixed-use residential and commercial building and an
eight-story, approximately 127,983-gsf mixed-use residential and arts activity building. The proposed
mixed-use buildings would provide a total of 335 dwelling units (including 139 affordable dwelling units,
84 off-street vehicle parking spaces, four car-share spaces, and 237 Class 1 bicycle parking spaces.
Trip generation of the proposed project was calculated using information in the 2002 Transportation Impacts
Analysis Guidelines for Environmental Review (SF Guidelines) developed by the San Francisco Planning
Department as detailed in the TIS. 28 No trip credits were given for the existing commercial, light industrial,
and residential uses on the project site. The proposed project would generate an estimated 1,459 person
trips (inbound and outbound) on a weekday daily basis, consisting of 793 person trips by auto, 309 transit
trips, 234 walk trips and 122 trips by other modes. During the p.m. peak hour, the proposed project would
generate an estimated 124 vehicle trips (accounting for vehicle occupancy data for this census tract).

27

San Francisco Planning Department, Executive Summary: Resolution Modifying Transportation Impact Analysis, Appendix F,
Attachment A, March 3, 2016.

28

AECOM, 2000-2070 Bryant Street (Revised Project) Final Transportation Impact Study, May 2016. This document is
available for review at the San Francisco Planning Department, 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, as part of Case File
No. 2013.0677!
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Transit
Mitigation Measures E-5 through E-11 in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR were adopted as part of the Plan
with uncertain feasibility to address significant transit impacts. These measures are not applicable to the
proposed project, as they are plan-level mitigations to be implemented by City and County agencies. In
compliance with a portion of Mitigation Measure E-5: Enhanced Transit Funding, the City adopted impact
fees for development in Eastern Neighborhoods that goes towards funding transit and complete streets. In
addition, San Francisco Board of Supervisors approved amendments to the San Francisco Planning Code,
referred to as the Transportation Sustainability Fee (Ordinance 200-154, effective December 25, 2015).29 The
fee updated, expanded, and replaced the prior Transit Impact Development Fee, which is in compliance
with portions of Mitigation Measure E-5: Enhanced Transit Funding. The proposed project would be
subject to the fee. The City is also currently conducting outreach regarding Mitigation Measures E-5:
Enhanced Transit Funding and Mitigation Measure E-11: Transportation Demand Management. Both the
Transportation Sustainability Fee and the transportation demand management efforts are part of the
Transportation Sustainability Program. 30 In compliance with all or portions of Mitigation Measure E-6:
Transit Corridor Improvements, Mitigation Measure E-7: Transit Accessibility, Mitigation Measure E-9:
Rider Improvements, and Mitigation Measure E-10: Transit Enhancement, the SFMTA is implementing the
Transit Effectiveness Project (TEP), which was approved by the SFMTA Board of Directors in March 2014.
The TEP (now called Muni Forward) includes system-wide review, evaluation, and recommendations to
improve service and increase transportation efficiency. Examples of transit priority and pedestrian safety
improvements within the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan area as part of Muni Forward include the 14 Mission
Rapid Transit Project, the 22 Fillmore Extension along 16th Street to Mission Bay (expected construction
between 2017 and 2020), and the Travel Time Reduction Project on Route 9 San Bruno (initiation in 2015).
In addition, Muni Forward includes service improvements to various routes with the Eastern
Neighborhoods Plan area; for instance the implemented new Route 55 on 16th Street.
Mitigation Measure E-7 also identifies implementing recommendations of the Bicycle Plan and Better
Streets Plan. As part of the San Francisco Bicycle Plan, adopted in 2009, a series of minor, near-term, and
long-term bicycle facility improvements are planned within the Eastern Neighborhoods, including along
2nd Street, 5th Street, 17th Street, Townsend Street, Illinois Street, and Cesar Chavez Boulevard. The San
Francisco Better Streets Plan, adopted in 2010, describes a vision for the future of San Francisco's pedestrian
realm and calls for streets that work for all users. The Better Streets Plan requirements were codified in
Section 138.1 of the Planning Code and new projects constructed in the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan area
are subject to varying requirements, dependent on project size. Another effort which addresses transit
accessibility, Vision Zero, was adopted by various City agencies in 2014. Vision Zero focuses on building
better and safer streets through education, evaluation, enforcement, and engineering. The goal is to
eliminate all traffic fatalities by 2024. Vision Zero projects within the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan area
include pedestrian intersection treatments along Mission Street from 18th to 23rd streets, the Potrero
A venue Streetscape Project from Division to Cesar Chavez streets, and the Howard Street Pilot Project,
which includes pedestrian intersection treatments from 4th to 6th streets.
The project site is located within a quarter mile of several local transit lines including Muni lines 9/9L, 12,
14, 22, 33, 27, and 49. The proposed project would be expected to generate 309 daily transit trips, including
167 during the p.m. peak hour. Given the wide availability of nearby transit, the addition of 167 p.m. peak
29

Two additional files were created at the Board of Supervisors for TSF regarding hospitals and health services,
grandfathering, and additional fees for larger projects: see Board file nos. 151121 and 151257.
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hour transit trips would be accommodated by existing capacity. As such, the proposed project would not
result in unacceptable levels of transit service or cause a substantial increase in delays or operating costs
such that significant adverse impacts in transit service could result.
Each of the rezoning options in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR identified significant and unavoidable
cumulative impacts relating to increases in transit ridership on Muni lines, with the Preferred Project
having significant impacts on seven lines. Of those lines, the project site is located within a quarter-mile of
Muni lines 9/9L, 12, 14, 22, 33, 27, and 49. The proposed project would not contribute considerably to these
conditions as its minor contribution of 167 p.m. peak hour transit trips would not be a substantial
proportion of the overall additional transit volume generated by Eastern Neighborhood projects. The
proposed project would also not contribute considerably to 2025 cumulative transit conditions and thus
would not result in any significant cumulative transit impacts.

Conclusion
For the above reasons, the proposed project would not result in significant impacts that were not identified
in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR related to transportation and circulation and would not contribute
considerably to cumulative transportation and circulation impacts that were identified in the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR.

Topics:

Significant
Impact Peculiar
to Project or
Project Site

Significant
Impact not
Identified in
PEIR

Significant
Impact due to
Substantial New
Information

No Significant
Impact not
Previously
Identified in
PEIR

5. NOISE-Would the project:
a)

Result in exposure of persons to or generation
of noise levels in excess of standards
established in the local general plan or noise
ordinance, or applicable standards of other
agencies?

D

D

D

b)

Result in exposure of persons to or generation
of excessive groundborne vibration or
groundborne noise levels?

D

D

D

c)

Result in a substantial permanent increase in
ambient noise levels in the project vicinity above
levels existing without the project?

D

D

D

d)

Result in a substantial temporary or periodic
increase in ambient noise levels in the project
vicinity above levels existing without the project?

D

D

D

e)

For a project located within an airport land use
plan area, or, where such a plan has not been
adopted, in an area within two miles of a public
airport or public use airport, would the project
expose people residing or working in the area to
excessive noise levels?

D

D

D

f)

For a project located in the vicinity of a private
airstrip, would the project expose people
residing or working in the project area to
excessive noise levels?

D

D

D

g)

Be substantially affected by existing noise
levels?

D
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The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR determined that implementation of the Eastern Neighborhoods Area
Plans and Rezoning would result in significant noise impacts during construction activities and due to
conflicts between noise-sensitive uses in proximity to noisy uses such as PDR, retail, entertainment,
cultural/institutional/educational uses, and office uses. The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR also determined
that incremental increases in traffic-related noise attributable to implementation of the Eastern
Neighborhoods Area Plans and Rezoning would be less than significant. The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR
therefore identified six noise mitigation measures, three of which may be applicable to subsequent
development projects.31 These mitigation measures would reduce noise impacts from construction and
noisy land uses to less-than-significant levels.

Construction Noise
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR Mitigation Measures F-1 and F-2 relate to construction noise. Mitigation
Measure F-1 addresses individual projects that include pile-driving, and Mitigation Measure F-2 addresses
individual projects that include particularly noisy construction procedures (including pile-driving). Project
construction would involve demolition of the existing buildings on the project site and excavation of up to
14 feet to construct the building foundation system and elevator pits. While the building foundation would
require drilled displacement columns extending approximately 30 feet into the ground, pile driving would
not be required. Therefore, Mitigation Measure F-1 would not apply to the proposed project, as no pile
driving activities would occur. However, the proposed project could involve noisy construction activities
associated with building demolition and site preparation, including the use of graders, drill rigs, and air
compressors. As such, Mitigation Measure F-2 (construction noise) would be applicable to the proposed
project, requiring the sponsor to develop and submit to the DBI a set of site-specific noise attenuation
measures developed under the supervision of a qualified acoustical consultant. Compliance with this
mitigation measure would result in less-than-significant construction noise impacts. The project sponsor
has agreed to implement Mitigation Measure F-2 as Project Mitigation Measure 2, detailed in the Mitigation
Measures section below.
In addition, all construction activities for the proposed project (approximately 20 months) would be subject

to and would comply with the San Francisco Noise Ordinance (Article 29 of the San Francisco Police Code)
(Noise Ordinance). Construction noise is regulated by the Noise Ordinance. The Noise Ordinance requires
that construction work be conducted in the following manner: (1) noise levels of construction equipment,
other than impact tools, must not exceed 80 dBA at a distance of 100 feet from the source (the equipment
generating the noise); (2) impact tools must have intake and exhaust mufflers that are approved by the

31

Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR Mitigation Measures F-3, F-4, and F-6 address the siting of sensitive land uses in noisy
environments. In a decision issued on December 17, 2015, the California Supreme Court held that CEQA does not
generally require an agency to consider the effects of existing environmental conditions on a proposed project's
future users or residents except where a project or its residents may exacerbate existing environmental hazards
(California Building Industry Association v. Bay Area Air Quality Management District, December 17, 2015, Case No.
S213478. Available at:
As noted above, the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR determined that incremental increases in traffic-related noise attributable to implementation of
the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans and Rezoning would be less than significant, and thus would not exacerbate
the existing noise environment. Therefore, Eastern Neighborhoods Mitigation Measures F-3, F-4, and F-6 are not
applicable. Nonetheless, for all noise sensitive uses, the general requirements for adequate interior noise levels of
Mitigation Measures F-3 and F-4 are met by compliance with the acoustical standards required under the California
Building Standards Code (California Code of Regulations Title 24).
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Director of the San Francisco Public Works (SFPW) or the Director of the Department of Building Inspection
(DBI) to best accomplish maximum noise reduction; and (3) if the noise from the construction work would
exceed the ambient noise levels at the site property line by 5 dBA, the work must not be conducted between
8:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. unless the Director of SFPW authorizes a special permit for conducting the work
during that period.
DBI is responsible for enforcing the Noise Ordinance for private construction projects during normal
business hours (8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.). The Police Department is responsible for enforcing the Noise
Ordinance during all other hours. Nonetheless, during the construction period for the proposed project of
approximately 20 months, occupants of the nearby properties could be disturbed by construction noise.
Times may occur when noise could interfere with indoor activities in nearby residences and other
businesses near the project site. The increase in noise in the project area during project construction would
not be considered a significant impact of the proposed project, because the construction noise would be
temporary, intermittent, and restricted in occurrence and level, as the contractor would be required to
comply with the Noise Ordinance and Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR Mitigation Measure F-2, which would
reduce construction noise impacts to a less than significant level.

Operational Noise
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR Mitigation Measure F-5 addresses impacts related to individual projects that
include new noise-generating uses that would be expected to generate noise levels in excess of ambient
noise in the proposed project site vicinity. Given that the proposed project would replace industrial,
production, and other non-residential uses with new mixed-use residential and commercial buildings, the
proposed project would not generate any additional operational noise.
The proposed project would be subject to the following interior noise standards, which are described for
informational purposes. The California Building Standards Code (Title 24) establishes uniform noise
insulation standards. The Title 24 acoustical requirement for residential structures is incorporated into
Section 1207 of the San Francisco Building Code and requires these structures be designed to prevent the
intrusion of exterior noise so that the noise level with windows closed, attributable to exterior sources, shall
not exceed 45 dBA in any habitable room. In compliance with Title 24, DBI would review the final building
plans to ensure that the building wall, floor/ceiling, and window assemblies meet Title 24 acoustical
requirements. If determined necessary by DBI, a detailed acoustical analysis of the exterior wall and
window assemblies may be required.
The regulations and procedures set forth by the San Francisco Noise Regulations Relating to Residential
Uses Near Places of Entertainment are consistent with the provisions of PEIR Mitigation Measure F-3 and
F-4. In accordance with PEIR Mitigation Measure F-4, the project sponsor has conducted an environmental
noise study demonstrating that the proposed project can feasibly attain acceptable interior noise levels.
This analysis indicates that the proposed window and wall assemblies as currently proposed have
reasonable certainty of meeting the Title 24 interior sound level standard and that outdoor areas would not
experience annoying or disruptive noise levels. 32
Additionally, the proposed project would be subject to the Noise Regulations Relating to Residential Uses
Near Places of Entertainment (Ordinance 70-15, effective June 19, 2015). The intent of these regulations is
to address noise conflicts between residential uses in noise critical areas, such as in proximity to highways
32

ICF International. 2000-2070 Bryant Street Project- Final Noise Study. March 26, 2015. This document is available for
review at the San Francisco Planning Department, 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, as part of Case File No. 2013.0677E.
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and other high-volume roadways, railroads, rapid transit lines, airports, nighttime entertainment venues
or industrial areas. In accordance with the adopted regulations, residential structures to be located where
the day-night average sound level (Ldn) or community noise equivalent level (CNEL) exceeds 60 decibels
shall require an acoustical analysis with the application of a building permit showing that the proposed
design would limit exterior noise to 45 decibels in any habitable room. Furthermore, the regulations require
the Planning Department and Planning Commission to consider the compatibility of uses when approving
residential uses adjacent to or near existing permitted places of entertainment and take all reasonably
available means through the City's design review and approval processes to ensure that the design of new
residential development projects take into account the needs and interests of both the places of
entertainment and the future residents of the new development. The NLVS Technical Center, located
approximately 200 feet southwest of the project site, has been identified by the Planning Department as a
Place of Entertainment.
The project site is not located within an airport land use plan area, within two miles of a public airport, or
in the vicinity of a private airstrip. Therefore, topic 12e and f from the CEQA Guidelines, Appendix G is
not applicable.
For the above reasons, the proposed project would not result in significant noise impacts that were not
identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.

Topics:

Significant
Impact Peculiar
to Project or
Project Site

Significant
Impact not
Identified in
PEIR

Significant
Impact due to
Substantial New
Information

No Significant
Impact not
Previously
Identified in
PEIR

6. AIR QUALITY-Would the
project:
a)

Conflict with or obstruct implementation of the
applicable air quality plan?

D

D

D

b)

Violate any air quality standard or contribute
substantially to an existing or projected air
quality violation?

D

D

D

c)

Result in a cumulatively considerable net
increase of any criteria pollutant for which the
project region is non-attainment under an
applicable federal, state, or regional ambient air
quality standard (including releasing emissions
which exceed quantitative thresholds for ozone
precursors)?

D

D

D

d}

Expose sensitive receptors to substantial
pollutant concentrations?
Create objectionable odors affecting a
substantial number of people?

D

D

D

D

D

D

e)
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The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR identified potentially significant air quality impacts resulting from
construction activities and impacts to sensitive land uses 33 as a result of exposure to elevated levels of diesel
particulate matter (DPM) and other toxic air contaminants (TACs). The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR
identified four mitigation measures that would reduce these air quality impacts to less-than-significant
levels and stated that with implementation of identified mitigation measures, the Area Plan would be
consistent with the Bay Area 2005 Ozone Strategy, the applicable air quality plan at that time. All other air
quality impacts were found to be less than significant.
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR Mitigation Measure G-1 addresses air quality impacts during construction,
PEIR Mitigation Measure G-2 addresses the siting of sensitive land uses near sources of TACs and PEIR
Mitigation Measures G-3 and G-4 address proposed uses that would emit DPM and other TACs.

Construction Dust Control
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR Mitigation Measure G-1 Construction Air Quality requires individual
projects involving construction activities to include dust control measures and to maintain and operate
construction equipment so as to minimize exhaust emissions of particulates and other pollutants. The San
Francisco Board of Supervisors subsequently approved a series of amendments to the San Francisco
Building and Health Codes, generally referred to as the Construction Dust Control Ordinance (Ordinance
176-08, effective July 30, 2008). The intent of the Construction Dust Control Ordinance is to reduce the
quantity of fugitive dust generated during site preparation, demolition, and construction work in order to
protect the health of the general public and of on-site workers, minimize public nuisance complaints, and
to avoid orders to stop work by DBL Project-related construction activities would result in construction
dust, primarily from ground-disturbing activities.
For projects over one half-acre, such as the proposed project, the Dust Control Ordinance requires that the
project sponsor submit a Dust Control Plan for approval by the San Francisco Department of Public Health.
DBI will not issue a building permit without written notification from the Director of Public Health that
the applicant has a site-specific Dust Control Plan, unless the Director waives the requirement. The sitespecific Dust Control Plan would require the project sponsor to implement additional dust control
measures such as installation of dust curtains and windbreaks and to provide independent third-party
inspections and monitoring, provide a public complaint hotline, and suspend construction during high
wind conditions.
The regulations and procedures set forth by the San Francisco Dust Control Ordinance would ensure that
construction dust impacts would not be significant. These requirements supersede the dust control
provisions of PEIR Mitigation Measure G-1. Therefore, the portion of PEIR Mitigation Measure G-1
Construction Air Quality that addresses dust control is no longer applicable to the proposed project.

Criteria Air Pollutants
In accordance with the state and federal Clean Air Acts, air pollutant standards are identified for the
following six criteria air pollutants: ozone, carbon monoxide (CO), particulate matter (p.m.), nitrogen
dioxide (N02), sulfur dioxide (S02), and lead. These air pollutants are termed criteria air pollutants because
they are regulated by developing specific public health- and welfare-based criteria as the basis for setting
33

The Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD) considers sensitive receptors as: children, adults or
seniors occupying or residing in: 1) residential dwellings, including apartments, houses, condominiums, 2) schools,
colleges, and universities, 3) daycares, 4) hospitals, and 5) senior care facilities. BAAQMD, Recommended Methods
for Screening and Modeling Local Risks and Hazards, May 2011, page 12.
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permissible levels. In general, the San Francisco Bay Area Air Basin (SFBAAB) experiences low
concentrations of most pollutants when compared to federal or state standards. The SFBAAB is designated
as either in attainment or unclassified for most criteria pollutants with the exception of ozone, PM2.s, and
PM10, for which these pollutants are designated as non-attainment for either the state or federal standards.
By its very nature, regional air pollution is largely a cumulative impact in that no single project is sufficient
in size to, by itself, result in non-attainment of air quality standards. Instead, a project's individual
emissions contribute to existing cumulative air quality impacts. If a project's contribution to cumulative air
quality impacts is considerable, then the project's impact on air quality would be considered significant.
While the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR determined that at a program-level the Eastern Neighborhoods
Rezoning and Area Plans would not result in significant regional air quality impacts, the PEIR states that
"Individual development projects undertaken in the future pursuant to the new zoning and area plans
would be subject to a significance determination based on the BAAQMD' s quantitative thresholds for
individual projects." 34 The Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD) prepared updated 2011
BAAQMD CEQA Air Quality Guidelines (Air Quality Guidelines), 35 which provided new methodologies for
analyzing air quality impacts. The Air Quality Guidelines also provide thresholds of significance for those
criteria air pollutants that the SFBAAB is in non-attainment. These thresholds of significance are used by
the City.
Construction
Construction activities from the proposed project would result in the emission of criteria air pollutants
from equipment exhaust, construction-related vehicular activity, and construction worker automobile
trips. Construction of the proposed project would occur over 20 calendar months, during which
construction would occur on approximately 434 work days. Construction-related criteria air pollutant
emissions generated by the proposed project were quantified using the California Emissions Estimator
Model (CalEEMod) and provided within a technical memorandum. 36 The model was developed, including
default data (e.g., emission factors, meteorology, etc.) in collaboration with California air districts' staff.
Default assumptions were used where project-specific information was unknown. Emissions were
converted from tons/year to lbs/day using the estimated construction duration of 434 working days,
disaggregated by calendar year. As shown in Table 4, unmitigated project construction emissions would
be below the threshold of significance for all criteria pollutants quantified.

34

35
36

San Francisco Planning Department, Eastern Neighborhood's Rezoning and Area Plans Final Environmental Impact
Report, See page 346, Available online at: ~~,_,,.,_-'-'-'-~~"""""=,__~""'l~""-"=·'~"-'-'-=''""""~~.,"'-"-'""'~"'"-'-="·'·""-""~"4003. Accessed April 26, 2016.
Bay Area Air Quality Management District, CEQA Air Quality Guidelines, updated May 2011. See pp. 3-2 to 3-3.
2000-2070 Bryant Street, Case No. 2013.0677E, Revised Criteria Pollutant Analysis Technical Memorandum.
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Table 4- Daily Project Construction Emissions
Pollutant Emissions (Average Pounds per Day)
ROG

NOx

Exhaust PM10

Exhaust PM2.s

2016

1.4

17.9

0.4

0.4

2017

11.7

36.1

1.4

1.4

2018

20.9

4.6

0.3

0.2

Significance Threshold

54.0

54.0

82.0

54.0

Unmitigated Project Emissions

Source: ICF International. 2000-2070 Bryant Street Project - Revised Criteria Air Pollutant Analysis Technical
Memorandum. April 27, 2016.

Therefore, mitigation measures for equipment and vehicle exhaust emissions are not required.

Operation
The proposed project would generate criteria pollutant emissions associated with vehicle traffic (mobile
sources), on-site area sources (i.e., natural gas combustion for space and water heating, and combustion of
other fuels by building and grounds maintenance equipment), energy usage, and testing of a backup diesel
generator. Operational-related criteria air pollutants generated by the proposed project were also
quantified using CalEEMod and provided within the technical memo noted above. Default assumptions
were used where project-specific information was unknown.
The daily and annual emissions associated with operation of the proposed project are shown in Table 5.
Table 5 also includes the thresholds of significance the City utilizes.

Table 5 - Summary of Operational Criteria Air Pollutant Emissions
ROG

NOx

PM10

PMz.s

22.9

26.2

0.5

0.5

Significance Threshold (lbs/day)

54

54

82

54

Project Maximum Annual Emissions (tpy)

4.2

4.8

0.099

0.093

Significance Threshold (tpy)

10.0

10.0

10.0

10.0

Project Average Daily Emissions (lbs/day)

Source: ICF International. 2000-2070 Bryant Street Project - Revised Criteria Air Pollutant Analysis Technical
Memorandum. April 27, 2016.
Notes:
lbs/day= pounds per day
tpy = tons per year

As shown in Table 5, the proposed project would not exceed the threshold of significance for operational
criteria air pollutant emissions. For these reasons, implementation of the proposed project would not result
in either project-level or cumulative significant impacts that were not identified in the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR related to contribution to violations of air quality standards or substantial increases
in non-attainment criteria air pollutants.
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Health Risk
Since certification of the PEIR, San Francisco Board of Supervisors approved a series of amendments to the
San Francisco Building and Health Codes, generally referred to as the Enhanced Ventilation Required for
Urban Infill Sensitive Use Developments or Health Code, Article 38 (Ordinance 224-14, effective December
8, 2014)(Article 38). The purpose of Article 38 is to protect the public health and welfare by establishing an
Air Pollutant Exposure Zone and imposing an enhanced ventilation requirement for all urban infill
sensitive use development within the Air Pollutant Exposure Zone. The Air Pollutant Exposure Zone as
defined in Article 38 are areas that, based on modeling of all known air pollutant sources, exceed health
protective standards for cumulative PM2.s concentration, cumulative excess cancer risk, and incorporates
health vulnerability factors and proximity to freeways. Projects within the Air Pollutant Exposure Zone
require special consideration to determine whether the project's activities would expose sensitive receptors
to substantial air pollutant concentrations or add emissions to areas already adversely affected by poor air
quality.

Construction
The project site is not located within an identified Air Pollutant Exposure Zone. Therefore, the ambient
health risk to sensitive receptors from air pollutants is not considered substantial and the remainder of
Mitigation Measure G-1 that requires the minimization of construction exhaust emissions is not applicable
to the proposed project.

Siting Sensitive Land Uses
The proposed project would include development of residential units and is considered a sensitive land
use for purposes of air quality evaluation. As discussed above, the ambient health risk to sensitive receptors
from air pollutants is not considered substantial and Article 38 is not applicable to the proposed project.
Therefore, PEIR Mitigation Measure G-2 Air Quality for Sensitive Land Uses is not applicable to the
proposed project, and impacts related to siting of new sensitive land uses would be less than significant.

Siting New Sources
The proposed project would not be expected to generate 100 trucks per day or 40 refrigerated trucks per
day. Therefore, Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR Mitigation Measure G-3 is not applicable.
The north building would not have an emergency generator. At this time it is not known whether the south
building would require an emergency generator. Thus, it has been conservatively assumed that the south
building would include a backup diesel generator which would emit DPM, a TAC. Therefore, Project
Mitigation Measure 3 Best Available Control Technology for Diesel Generators has been identified to
implement the portions of Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR Mitigation Measure G-4 related to siting of uses
that emit TACs by requiring the engine to meet higher emission standards. Project Mitigation Measure 3
Best Available Control Technology for Diesel Generators would reduce DPM exhaust from stationary
sources by 89 to 94 percent compared to uncontrolled stationary sources. Impacts related to new sources
of health risk would be less than significant through implementation of Project Mitigation Measure 3 Best
Available Control Technology for Diesel Generators. The full text of Project Mitigation Measure 3 Best
Available Control Technology for Diesel Generators is provided in the Mitigation Measures Section below.

Conclusion
For the above reasons, the proposed project would not result in significant air quality impacts that were
not identified in the PEIR.
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Topics:

Significant
Impact Peculiar
to Project or
Project Site

Significant
Impact not
Identified in
PEIR

Significant
Impact due to
Substantial New
Information

No Significant
Impact not
Previously
Identified in
PEIR

7. GREENHOUSE GAS
EMISSIONS-Would the project:
a)

Generate greenhouse gas emissions, either
directly or indirectly, that may have a significant
impact on the environment?

D

D

D

b)

Conflict with any applicable plan, policy, or
regulation of an agency adopted for the purpose
of reducing the emissions of greenhouse gases?

D

D

D

The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR assessed the GHG emissions that could result from rezoning of the
Mission District Area Plan under the three rezoning options. The Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning
Options A, B, and C are anticipated to result in GHG emissions on the order of 4.2, 4.3 and 4.5 metric tons
of COzE37 per service population,3s respectively. The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR concluded that the
resulting GHG emissions from the three options analyzed in the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans would
be less than significant. No mitigation measures were identified in the PEIR.
The BAAQMD has prepared guidelines and methodologies for analyzing GHGs. These guidelines are
consistent with CEQA Guidelines Sections 15064.4 and 15183.5 which address the analysis and
determination of significant impacts from a proposed project's GHG emissions and allow for projects that
are consistent with an adopted GHG reduction strategy to conclude that the project's GHG impact is less
than significant. San Francisco's Strategies to Address Greenhouse Gas Emissions 39 presents a comprehensive
assessment of policies, programs, and ordinances that collectively represent San Francisco's GHG
reduction strategy in compliance with the BAAQMD and CEQA guidelines. These GHG reduction actions
have resulted in a 23.3 percent reduction in GHG emissions in 2012 compared to 1990 levels,40 exceeding
the year 2020 reduction goals outlined in the BAAQMD's 2010 Clean Air Plan, 41 Executive Order S-3-05 42,

37

38

39

40

41

42

C02E, defined as equivalent Carbon Dioxide, is a quantity that describes other greenhouse gases in terms of the
amount of Carbon Dioxide that would have an equal global warming potential.
Memorandum from Jessica Range to Environmental Planning staff, Greenhouse Gas Analyses for Community Plan
Exemptions in Eastern Neighborhoods, April 20, 2010. This memorandum provides an overview of the GHG
analysis conducted for the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR and provides an analysis of the emissions using a service
population (equivalent of total number of residents and employees) metric.
San Francisco Planning Department, Strategies to Address Greenhouse Gas Emissions in San Francisco, November 2010.
Available
accessed April 26, 2016.
ICF International, Technical Review of the 2012 Community-wide Inventory for the City and County of San
Francisco, January 21, 2015.
Bay Area Air Quality Management District, Clean Air Plan, September 2010. Available at '-"".t:.U.~~~~'4~.~'~"'"Y,L.
~~'-="-"'--"'-"~'-""'~~=~~~""'"'=~~~~accessed April 26, 2016.
Office of the Governor, Executive Order S-3-05, June 1, 2005. Available at :.==~~~;;.=c.==~~~.~~=1861, accessed April 26, 2016.
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and Assembly Bill 32 (also known as the Global Warming Solutions Act). 43, 44 In addition, San Francisco's
GHG reduction goals are consistent with, or more aggressive than, the long-term goals established under
Executive Orders S-3-0545 and B-30-15.46,47 Therefore, projects that are consistent with San Francisco's GHG
Reduction Strategy would not result in GHG emissions that would have a significant effect on the
environment and would not conflict with state, regional, and local GHG reduction plans and regulations.
The proposed project would increase the intensity of use of the site by increasing the number of individuals
living and working there. As discussed in the Transportation and Circulation section, the new residents
and employees would result in 466 new vehicle trips that would result in emissions of GHGs. Therefore,
the proposed project would contribute to annual long-term increases in GHGs as a result of increased
vehicle trips (mobile sources) and residential and commercial operations that result in an increase in energy
use, water use, wastewater treatment, and solid waste disposal. Construction activities would also result
in temporary increases in GHG emissions.
The proposed project would be subject to regulations adopted to reduce GHG emissions as identified in
the GHG reduction strategy. As discussed below, compliance with the applicable regulations would reduce
the project's GHG emissions related to transportation, energy use, waste disposal, wood burning, and use
of refrigerants.
Compliance with the City's Commuter Benefits Program, Emergency Ride Home Program, Transportation
Sustainability Fee, bicycle parking requirements, low-emission car parking requirements, and car sharing
requirements would reduce the proposed project's transportation-related emissions. These regulations
reduce GHG emissions from single-occupancy vehicles by promoting the use of alternative transportation
modes with zero or lower GHG emissions on a per capita basis.
The proposed project would be required to comply with the energy efficiency requirements of the City's
Green Building Code, Stormwater Management Ordinance, Residential Water Conservation and Water
Efficient Irrigation ordinances, and Green Building Requirements for Energy Efficiency Ordinance, which
would promote energy and water efficiency, thereby reducing the proposed project's energy-related GHG
emissions. 48 Additionally, the project would be required to meet the renewable energy criteria of the Green
Building Code, further reducing the project's energy-related GHG emissions.
43

California Legislative Information, Assembly Bill 32, September 27, 2006. Available at

~~=,~~~~~

~~~~~~l.JLSJ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~il!i,~u:;.~~ accessed April 26, 2016.
44

45

46

Executive Order S-3-05, Assembly Bill 32, and the Bay Area 2010 Clean Air Plan set a target of reducing GHG
emissions to below 1990 levels by year 2020.
Executive Order S-3-05 sets forth a series of target dates by which statewide emissions of GHGs need to be
progressively reduced, as follows: by 2010, reduce GHG emissions to 2000 levels (approximately 457 million
MTC02E); by 2020, reduce emissions to 1990 levels (approximately 427 million MTC02E); and by 2050 reduce
emissions to 80 percent below 1990 levels (approximately 85 million MTC02E).
Office of the Governor, Executive Order B-30-15, April 29, 2015, Available at ·'-"~~c;,u.,,. ~1,L,.;;.y~e:"'""""'''lL""·"·'--''"~
accessed April 26, 2016. Executive Order B-30-15 sets a state GHG emissions reduction goal of 40
percent below 1990 levels by the year 2030.
San Francisco's GHG reduction goals are codified in Section 902 of the Environment Code and include: (i) by 2008,
determine City GHG emissions for year 1990; (ii) by 2017, reduce GHG emissions by 25 percent below 1990 levels;
(iii) by 2025, reduce GHG emissions by 40 percent below 1990 levels; and by 2050, reduce GHG emissions by 80
percent below 1990 levels.
Compliance with water conservation measures reduce the energy (and GHG emissions) required to convey, pump
and treat water required for the project.
.t"'-'·1"-L~·""-'-··~'""''

47

48
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The proposed project's waste-related emissions would be reduced through compliance with the City's
Mandatory Recycling and Composting Ordinance, Construction and Demolition Debris Recovery
Ordinance, and Green Building Code requirements. These regulations reduce the amount of materials sent
to a landfill, reducing GHGs emitted by landfill operations. These regulations also promote reuse of
materials, conserving their embodied energy49 and reducing the energy required to produce new materials.
Compliance with the City's Street Tree Planting requirements would serve to increase carbon sequestration.
Other regulations, including those limiting refrigerant emissions and the Wood Burning Fireplace
Ordinance would reduce emissions of GHGs and black carbon, respectively. Regulations requiring lowemitting finishes would reduce volatile organic compounds (VOCs). 50 Thus, the proposed project was
determined to be consistent with San Francisco's GHG reduction strategy.51
Therefore, the proposed project's GHG emissions would not conflict with state, regional, and local GHG
reduction plans and regulations. Furthermore, the proposed project is within the scope of the development
evaluated in the PEIR and would not result in impacts associated with GHG emissions beyond those
disclosed in the PEIR. For the above reasons, the proposed project would not result in significant GHG
emissions that were not identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR and no mitigation measures are
necessary.

Topics:

Significant Impact
Peculiar to Project
or Project Site

Significant
Impact not
Identified in
PEIR

Significant
Impact due to
Substantial New
Information

No Significant
Impact not
Previously
Identified in
PEIR

8. WIND AND SHADOW-Would
the project:
a)

Alter wind in a manner that substantially affects
public areas?

D

D

D

b)

Create new shadow in a manner that
substantially affects outdoor recreation facilities
or other public areas?

D

D

D

Wind
Based on the height and location of the proposed approximately 85-foot-tall south building, a pedestrian
wind assessment (the Wind Assessment) was prepared by a qualified wind consultant for the proposed
project.52 The objective of the Wind Assessment was to provide a qualitative, screening-level evaluation of
the potential wind impacts of the proposed development. As discussed in the Wind Assessment, the
majority of the strong winds that occur in San Francisco are from the west-northwest, west, northwest and
49

50

51

52

Embodied energy is the total energy required for the extraction, processing, manufacture and delivery of building
materials to the building site.
While not a GHG, VOCs are precursor pollutants that form ground level ozone. Increased ground level ozone is an
anticipated effect of future global warming that would result in added health effects locally. Reducing VOC
emissions would reduce the anticipated local effects of global warming.
San Francisco Planning Department, Greenhouse Gas Analysis: Compliance Checklist for 2000 - 2070 Bryant Street,
February 23, 2016.
RWDI, 2000 Bryant Street, San Francisco, CA: Screening-Level Wind Analysis, April 29, 2016
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west-southwest. The direction and speed of wind currents can be altered by groups of buildings clustered
together acting as obstacles that reduce wind speeds. In San Francisco, wind speeds are generally greater
along streets that run east-west because buildings are oriented with respect to the prevailing wind direction
and tend to funnel winds along this street orientation. Streets running north-south, such as Bryant and
Florida streets to the east and west of the project site, tend to have lighter winds due to the shelter from
prevailing winds offered by buildings on the west side of the street. The Wind Assessment found that
windier conditions that potentially exceed the hazard threshold likely exist at the northeast comer of the
intersection of 18th and Florida streets under existing conditions. However, the existing 50-foot-tall, fourstory mixed-use residential and commercial building on Florida Street opposite the project site is of
sufficient height and massing that prevailing wind speeds would be reduced at the proposed buildings.
The Wind Assessment found that with the proposed design measures described above which include
awnings, marquees, and a trellis at the comer of Florida and 18th Streets, wind conditions would comply
with the wind hazard criterion at pedestrian areas around the project site. Bryant Street would be sheltered
by the proposed project and wind conditions there would be lower or similar to existing conditions with
implementation of the project. Winds in the pedestrian mews and interior courtyards are predicted to be
appropriate for pedestrian use. For the above reasons, the proposed project would not result in significant
impacts related to wind that were not identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.

Shadow
Planning Code Section 295 generally prohibits new structures above 40 feet in height that would cast
additional shadows on open space that is under the jurisdiction of the San Francisco Recreation and Park
Commission between one hour after sunrise and one hour before sunset, at any time of the year, unless
that shadow would not result in a significant adverse effect on the use of the open space. Under the Eastern
Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans, sites surrounding parks could be redeveloped with taller
buildings without triggering Section 295 of the Planning Code because certain parks are not subject to
Section 295 of the Planning Code (i.e., under jurisdiction of departments other than the Recreation and
Parks Department or privately owned). The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR could not conclude if the
rezoning and community plans would result in less-than-significant shadow impacts because the feasibility
of complete mitigation for potential new shadow impacts of unknown proposed projects could not be
determined at that time. Therefore, the PEIR determined shadow impacts to be significant and unavoidable.
No mitigation measures were identified in the PEIR.
The proposed project would construct one 68-foot and one 85-foot-tall building; therefore, the Planning
Department prepared a preliminary shadow fan analysis to determine whether the project would have the
potential to cast new shadow on nearby parks. 53 The nearest park is Franklin Square at 2500 17th Street,
approximately 0.2 mile (approximately 1,050 feet) north of the project site. The preliminary shadow fan
analysis prepared by the Planning Department indicated that the proposed project would not cast a shadow
on Franklin Square or any other public park. Therefore, the proposed project would not have an impact on
any park subject to Section 295 of the Planning Code or any other public park.
The proposed project would shade portions of nearby streets and sidewalks and private property at times
within the project vicinity. Shadows upon streets and sidewalks would not exceed levels commonly
expected in urban areas and would be considered a less-than-significant effect under CEQA. Although
occupants of nearby property may regard the increase in shadow as undesirable, the limited increase in

53

San Francisco Planning Department. Preliminary Shadow Fan Analysis 2000 -2070 Bryant Street Project. April 14,
2016.
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shading of private properties as a result of the proposed project would not be considered a significant
impact und~r CEQA.
For the above reasons, the proposed project would not result in significant impacts related to shadow that
were not identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.

Topics:

Significant
Impact Peculiar
to Project or
Project Site

Significant
Impact not
Identified in
PEIR

Significant
Impact due to
Substantial New
Information

No Significant
Impact not
Previously
Identified in
PEIR

9. RECREATION-Would the
project:
a)

Increase the use of existing neighborhood and
regional parks or other recreational facilities such
that substantial physical deterioration of the
facilities would occur or be accelerated?

D

D

D

b)

Include recreational facilities or require the
construction or expansion of recreational
facilities that might have an adverse physical
effect on the environment?

D

D

D

c)

Physically
resources?

D

D

D

degrade

existing

recreational

The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR concluded that implementation of the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning
and Area Plans would not result in substantial or accelerated deterioration of existing recreational
resources or require the construction or expansion of recreational facilities that may have an adverse effect
on the environment. No mitigation measures related to recreational resources were identified in the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR.
As part of the Eastern Neighborhoods adoption, the City adopted impact fees for development in Eastern
Neighborhoods that goes towards funding recreation and open space. Since certification of the PEIR, the
voters of San Francisco passed the 2012 San Francisco Clean and Safe Neighborhood Parks Bond providing
the Recreation and Parks Department an additional $195 million to continue capital projects for the
renovation and repair of parks, recreation, and open space assets. This funding is being utilized for
improvements and expansion to Garfield Square, South Park, Potrero Hill Recreation Center, Warm Water
Cove Park, and Pier 70 Parks Shoreline within the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan area. The impact fees and
the 2012 San Francisco Clean and Safe Neighborhood Parks Bond are funding measures similar to that
described in PEIR Improvement Measure H-1: Support for Upgrades to Existing Recreation Facilities.
An update of the Recreation and Open Space Element (ROSE) of the General Plan was adopted in April
2014. The amended ROSE provides a 20-year vision for open spaces in.the City. It includes information and
policies about accessing, acquiring, funding, and managing open spaces in San Francisco. The amended
ROSE identifies areas within the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan area for acquisition and the locations where
proposed new open spaces and open space connections should be built, consistent with PEIR Improvement
Measure H-2: Support for New Open Space. Two of these open spaces, Daggett Park at 16th and Daggett
Streets and the new park at 17th and Folsom Streets, are both set to open in 2016. In addition, the amended
ROSE identifies the role of both the Better Streets Plan (refer to "Transportation" section for description)
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and the Green Connections Network in open space and recreation. Green Connections are special streets
and paths that connect people to parks, open spaces, and the waterfront, while enhancing the ecology of
the street environment. Six routes identified within the Green Connections Network cross the Eastern
Neighborhoods Plan area: Mission to Peaks (Route 6); Noe Valley to Central Waterfront (Route 8), a portion
of which has been conceptually designed; Tenderloin to Potrero (Route 18); Downtown to Mission Bay
(Route 19); Folsom, Mission Creek to McLaren (Route 20); and Shoreline (Route 24).
The proposed project would provide common useable open space for residents on the project site in the
form of central courtyards and rooftop terraces. The proposed project also would be served by the
following existing parks within one-half mile of the project site: Franklin Square, Jose Coronado
Playground, McKinley Square, and the Potrero Hill Community Garden.
As the proposed project would not degrade recreational facilities and is within the scope of the
development projected under the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans, there would be no
additional impacts on recreation beyond those analyzed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.

Topics:

Significant
Impact Peculiar
to Project or
Project Site

Significant
Impact not
Identified in
PEIR

Significant
Impact due to
Substantial New
Information

No Significant
Impact not
Previously
Identified in
PEIR

10. UTILITIES AND SERVICE
SYSTEMS-Would the project:
a)

Exceed wastewater treatment requirements of
the applicable Regional Water Quality Control
Board?

D

D

D

b)

Require or result in the construction of new
water or wastewater treatment facilities or
expansion of existing facilities, the construction
of which could cause significant environmental
effects?

D

D

D

c)

Require or result in the construction of new
storm water drainage facilities or expansion of
existing facilities, the construction of which could
cause significant environmental effects?

D

D

D

d}

Have sufficient water supply available to serve
the project from existing entitlements and
resources, or require new or expanded water
supply resources or entitlements?

D

D

D

e)

Result in a determination by the wastewater
treatment provider that would serve the project
that it has inadequate capacity to serve the
project's projected demand in addition to the
provider's existing commitments?

D

D

D

f)

Be served by a landfill with sufficient permitted
capacity to accommodate the project's solid
waste disposal needs?

D

D

D

g)

Comply with federal, state, and local statutes
and regulations related to solid waste?

D

D

D
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The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR determined that the anticipated increase in population would not result
in a significant impact to the provision of water, wastewater collection and treatment, and solid waste
collection and disposal. No mitigation measures were identified in the PEIR.
Since certification of the PEIR, the San Francisco Public Utilities Commission (SFPUC) adopted the 2010
Urban Water Management Plan (UWMP) in June 2011. The UWMP update includes City-wide demand
projections to the year 2035, compares available water supplies to meet demand and presents water
demand management measures to reduce long-term water demand. Additionally, the UWMP update
includes a discussion of the conservation requirement set forth in Senate Bill 7 passed in November 2009
mandating a statewide 20% reduction in per capita water use by 2020. The UWMP includes a quantification
of the SFPUC's water use reduction targets and plan for meeting these objectives. The UWMP projects
sufficient water supply in normal years and a supply shortfall during prolonged droughts. Plans are in
place to institute varying degrees of water conservation and rationing as needed in response to severe
droughts.
In addition, the SFPUC is in the process of implementing the Sewer System Improvement Program, which

is a 20-year, multi-billion dollar citywide upgrade to the City's sewer and stormwater infrastructure to
ensure a reliable and seismically safe system. The program includes planned improvements that will serve
development in the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan area including at the Southeast Treatment Plant, the
Central Bayside System, and green infrastructure projects, such as the Mission and Valencia Green
Gateway.
As the proposed project is within the scope of the development projected under the Eastern Neighborhoods
Rezoning and Area Plans, there would be no additional impacts on utilities and service systems beyond
those analyzed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.

Topics:

Significant
Impact Peculiar
to Project or
Project Site

Significant
Impact not
Identified in
PEIR

Significant
Impact due to
Substantial New
Information

D

D

D

No Significant
Impact not
Previously
Identified in
PEIR

11. PUBLIC SERVICES-Would the
project:
a)

Result in substantial adverse physical impacts
associated with the provision of, or the need for,
new or physically altered governmental facilities,
the construction of which could cause significant
environmental impacts, in order to maintain
acceptable service ratios, response times, or
other performance objectives for any public
services such as fire protection, police
protection, schools, parks, or other services?

The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR determined that the anticipated increase in population would not result
in a significant impact to public services , including fire protection, police protection, and public schools.
No mitigation measures were identified in the PEIR.
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As the proposed project is within the scope of the development projected under the Eastern Neighborhoods
Rezoning and Area Plans, there would be no additional impacts on public services beyond those analyzed
in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.

Topics:

Significant
Impact Peculiar
to Project or
Project Site

Significant
Impact not
Identified in
PEIR

Significant
Impact due to
Substantial New
Information

No Significant
Impact not
Previously
Identified in
PEIR

12. BIOLOGICAL RESOURCESWould the project:
a)

Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly
or through habitat modifications, on any species
identified as a candidate, sensitive, or specialstatus species in local or regional plans, policies,
or regulations, or by the California Department
of Fish and Game or U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service?

D

D

D

b)

Have a substantial adverse effect on any
riparian habitat or other sensitive natural
community identified in local or regional plans,
policies, regulations or by the California
Department of Fish and Game or U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service?

D

D

D

c)

Have a substantial adverse effect on federally
protected wetlands as defined by Section 404 of
the Clean Water Act (including, but not limited
to, marsh, vernal pool, coastal, etc.) through
direct removal, filling, hydrological interruption,
or other means?

D

D

D

d)

Interfere substantially with the movement of any
native resident or migratory fish or wildlife
species or with established native resident or
migratory wildlife corridors, or impede the use of
native wildlife nursery sites?

D

D

D

e)

Conflict with any local policies or ordinances
protecting biological resources, such as a tree
preservation policy or ordinance?

D

D

D

f)

Conflict with the provisions of an adopted
Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural Community
Conservation Plan, or other approved local,
regional, or state habitat conservation plan?

D

D

D

As discussed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR, the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan area is in a developed
urban environment that does not provide native natural habitat for any rare or endangered plant or animal
species. There are no riparian corridors, estuaries, marshes, or wetlands in the Plan Area that could be
affected by the development anticipated under the Area Plan. In addition, development envisioned under
the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan would not substantially interfere with the movement of any resident
or migratory wildlife species. For these reasons, the PEIR concluded that implementation of the Area Plan
would not result in significant impacts on biological resources, and no mitigation measures were identified.
There are 24 street trees within the sidewalk zones surrounding the project site. While the existing trees are
not designated landmark or significant trees, they are protected by Public Works Code Sections 8.02-8.11,
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which requires a replacement tree for each tree removed. The proposed project would replace the 24
existing street trees with 42 new street trees, representing a 1.75:1 replacement ratio.
The project site is located within the Mission District plan area of the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan
and therefore, does not support habitat for any candidate, sensitive or special status species. As such,
implementation of the proposed project would not result in significant impacts to biological resources not
identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.

Significant
Impact Peculiar
to Project or
Project Site

Significant
Impact not
Identified in
PEIR

Significant
Impact due to
Substantial New
Information

Expose people or structures to potential
substantial adverse effects, including the risk of
loss, injury, or death involving:

D

D

D

i)

Rupture of a known earthquake fault, as
delineated on the most recent AlquistPriolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Map issued
by the State Geologist for the area or based
on other substantial evidence of a known
fault? (Refer to Division of Mines and
Geology Special Publication 42.)

D

D

D

ii)

Strong seismic ground shaking?

0

D

D

iii)

Seismic-related ground failure, including
liquefaction?

D

D

D

iv)

Landslides?

D

D

D

Topics:

No Significant
Impact not
Previously
Identified in
PEIR

13. GEOLOGY AND SOILS-Would
the project:
a)

b)

Result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of
topsoil?

D

D

D

c)

Be located on geologic unit or soil that is
unstable, or that would become unstable as a
result of the project, and potentially result in onor off-site landslide, lateral spreading,
subsidence, liquefaction, or collapse?

D

D

D

d)

Be located on expansive soil, as defined in
Table 18-1-B of the Uniform Building Code,
creating substantial risks to life or property?

D

D

D

e)

Have soils incapable of adequately supporting
the use of septic tanks or alternative wastewater
disposal systems where sewers are not
available for the disposal of wastewater?

D

D

D

f)

Change substantially the topography or any
unique geologic or physical features of the site?

D

D

D

The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR concluded that implementation of the Plan would indirectly increase the
population that would be subject to an earthquake, including seismically induced ground-shaking,
liquefaction, and landslides. The PEIR also noted that new development is generally safer than comparable
older development due to improvements in building codes and construction techniques. Compliance with
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applicable codes and recommendations made in project-specific geotechnical analyses would not eliminate
earthquake risks, but would reduce them to an acceptable level, given the seismically active characteristics
of the Bay Area. Thus, the PEIR concluded that implementation of the Plan would not result in significant
impacts with regard to geology, and no mitigation measures were identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods
PEIR.
A geotechnical investigation was prepared for the proposed project. 54 There are no mapped active faults
crossing the project site and there is low risk of surface rupture damage to the proposed project. However,
the proposed project would likely be exposed to strong ground shaking during an earthquake event which
may result in liquefaction, lateral spreading, or seismic ground-failure. The southern side of the project site
has low potential for liquefaction, lateral spreading, or seismic ground-failure. However, the northern side
of the project site exhibits potential for liquefaction, lateral spreading, and seismic ground-failure during a
moderate earthquake because of the relatively shallow groundwater table and shallow liquefiable marsh
deposits.
The geotechnical investigation concludes that the site would be suitable for the proposed project if the
building structure is constructed on a mat foundation bearing on improved soil or engineered fill and
provided that the recommendations in the report are incorporated into the project design and construction.
The project sponsor has agreed to implement the geotechnical report recommendations.
The proposed project is required to conform to the San Francisco Building Code, which ensures the safety
of all new construction in the City. DBI will review the project-specific geotechnical report during its review
of the building permit for the project. In addition, DBI may require additional site specific soils report(s)
through the building permit application process, as needed. The DBI requirement for a geotechnical report
and review of the building permit application pursuant to DBI' s implementation of the Building Code
would ensure that the proposed project would have no significant impacts related to soils, seismic or other
geological hazards.

In light of the above, the proposed project would not result in a significant effect related to seismic and
geologic hazards. Therefore, the proposed project would not result in significant impacts related to geology
and soils that were not identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR, and no mitigation measures are
necessary.

54

Langan Treadwell Rollo. Geotechnical Investigation 2000-2070 Bryant Street San Francisco, California. March 28,
2014. This document is available for review at the San Francisco Planning Department, 1650 Mission Street, Suite
400, as part of the Case File No. 2013.0677E.
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Topics:

Significant
Impact Peculiar
to Project or
Project Site

Significant
Impact not
Identified in
PEIR

Significant
Impact due to
Substantial New
Information

No Significant
Impact not
Previously
Identified in
PEIR

14. HYDROLOGY AND WATER
QUALITY-Would the project:
a)

Violate any water quality standards or waste
discharge requirements?

D

D

D

b)

Substantially deplete groundwater supplies or
interfere
substantially
with
groundwater
recharge such that there would be a net deficit
in aquifer volume or a lowering of the local
groundwater table level (e.g., the production rate
of pre-existing nearby wells would drop to a level
which would not support existing land uses or
planned uses for which permits have been
granted)?

D

D

D

c)

Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern
of the site or area, including through the
alteration of the course of a stream or river, in a
manner that would result in substantial erosion
or siltation on- or off-site?

D

D

D

d)

Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of
the site or area, including through the alteration of
the course of a stream or river, or substantially
increase the rate or amount of surface runoff in a
manner that would result in flooding on- or offsite?

D

D

D

e)

Create or contribute runoff water which would
exceed the capacity of existing or planned
stormwater drainage systems or provide
substantial additional sources of polluted runoff?

D

D

D

f)

Otherwise substantially degrade water quality?

D

D

D

g)

Place housing within a 100-year flood hazard
area as mapped on a federal Flood Hazard
Boundary or Flood Insurance Rate Map or other
authoritative flood hazard delineation map?

D

D

D

h)

Place within a 100-year flood hazard area
structures that would impede or redirect flood
flows?

D

D

D

i)

Expose people or structures to a significant risk
of loss, injury or death involving flooding,
including flooding as a result of the failure of a
levee or dam?

D

D

D

j)

Expose people or structures to a significant risk
of loss, injury or death involving inundation by
seiche, tsunami, or mudflow?

D

D

D

The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR determined that the anticipated increase in population would not result
in a significant impact on hydrology and water quality, including the combined sewer system and the
potential for combined sewer outflows. No mitigation measures were identified in the PEIR.
The entirety of the project site is currently developed and paved with impervious surfaces. The proposed
project would not change the impervious surface coverage on the project site and would not result in an
increased amount of runoff or drainage. The proposed project would be subject to Low Impact Design
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(LID) approaches and stormwater management systems pursuant to the City's Stormwater Management
Ordinance (Ordinance No. 83-10). A Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) also would be
required to identify best management practices and erosion and sedimentation control measures to keep
sediment from entering City's stormwater and sewer system. The SWPPP would be reviewed, approved,
and enforced by the SFPUC. As a result, the proposed project would not increase stormwater runoff, alter
the existing drainage, or violate water quality and waste discharge standards.
The proposed project would not expose people or structures to flooding risks or hazards, or impede or
redirect flood flows in a 100-year flood hazard area, because the project site is not located within a 100-year
flood zone. Because the project site is not located within a flood hazard zone or near a water reservoir with
a dam or levee, the proposed project would not expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss,
injury, or death involving flooding, including flooding as a result of the failure of a levee or dam. Similarly,
the project site also is not located within a tsunami hazard zone and would not expose people or structures
to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death involving inundation by seiche or tsunami.ss
Therefore, the proposed project would not result in any significant impacts related to hydrology and water
quality that were not identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.

Topics:

Significant
Impact Peculiar
to Project or
Project Site

Significant
Impact not
Identified in
PEIR

Significant
Impact due to
Substantial New
Information

No Significant
Impact not
Previously
Identified in
PEIR

15. HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS
MATERIALS-Would the
project:

55

a)

Create a significant hazard to the public or the
environment through the routine transport, use,
or disposal of hazardous materials?

D

D

D

b)

Create a significant hazard to the public or the
environment through reasonably foreseeable
upset and accident conditions involving the
release of hazardous materials into the
environment?

D

D

D

c)

Emit hazardous emissions or handle hazardous
or acutely hazardous materials, substances, or
waste within one-quarter mile of an existing or
proposed school?

D

D

D

d)

Be located on a site which is included on a list of
hazardous materials sites compiled pursuant to
Government Code Section 65962.5 and, as a
result, would it create a significant hazard to the
public or the environment?

D

D

D

lg]

lg]

San Francisco Planning Department. San Francisco General Plan, Community Safety Element. (Map 05, Tsunami
Hazard Zones, page 15). October 2012. Available online at: "'-'-'=~-1"'"""'-''-""'='-=-'~-.c='-'='-=-'--'~~===""-'
accessed April 26, 2016.
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Topics:

Significant
Impact Peculiar
to Project or
Project Site

Significant
Impact not
Identified in
PEIR

Significant
Impact due to
Substantial New
Information

No Significant
Impact not
Previously
Identified in
PEIR

0

e)

For a project located within an airport land use
plan or, where such a plan has not been
adopted, within two miles of a public airport or
public use airport, would the project result in a
safety hazard for people residing or working in
the project area?

D

D

D

f)

For a project within the vicinity of a private
airstrip, would the project result in a safety
hazard for people residing or working in the
project area?

D

D

D

g)

Impair implementation of or physically interfere
with an adopted emergency response plan or
emergency evacuation plan?

D

D

D

h)

Expose people or structures to a significant risk
of loss, injury, or death involving fires?

D

D

D

The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR noted that implementation of any of the proposed project's rezoning
options would encourage construction of new development within the project area. The PEIR found that
there is a high potential to encounter hazardous materials during construction activities in many parts of
the project area because of the presence of 1906 earthquake fill, previous and current land uses associated
with the use of hazardous materials, and known or suspected hazardous materials cleanup cases. However,
the PEIR found that existing regulations for facility closure, Under Storage Tank (UST) closure, and
investigation and cleanup of soil and groundwater would ensure implementation of measures to protect
workers and the community from exposure to hazardous materials during construction.

Hazardous Building Materials
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR determined that future development in the Plan Area may involve
demolition or renovation of existing structures containing hazardous building materials. Some building
materials commonly used in older buildings could present a public health risk if disturbed during an
accident or during demolition or renovation of an existing building. Hazardous building materials
addressed in the PIER include asbestos, electrical equipment such as transformers and fluorescent light
ballasts that contain PCBs or di (2 ethylhexyl) phthalate (DEHP), fluorescent lights containing mercury
vapors, and lead-based paints. Asbestos and lead based paint may also present a health risk to existing
building occupants if they are in a deteriorated condition. If removed during demolition of a building, these
materials would also require special disposal procedures. The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR identified a
significant impact associated with hazardous building materials including PCBs, DEHP, and mercury and
determined that that Mitigation Measure L-1: Hazardous Building Materials, as outlined below, would
reduce effects to a less-than-significant level. Because the proposed development includes demolition of an
existing building, Mitigation Measure L-1 would apply to the proposed project. See full text of Mitigation
Measure L-1 in the Mitigation Measures Section below.

Soil and Groundwater Contamination
Since certification of the PEIR, Article 22A of the Health Code, also known as the Maher Ordinance, was
expanded to include properties throughout the City where there is potential to encounter hazardous
materials, primarily industrial zoning districts, sites with industrial uses or underground storage tanks,
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sites with historic bay fill, and sites in close proximity to freeways or underground storage tanks. The overarching goal of the Maher Ordinance is to protect public health and safety by requiring appropriate
handling, treatment, disposal and when necessary, mitigation of contaminated soils that are encountered
in the building construction process. Projects that disturb 50 cubic yards or more of soil that are located on
sites with potentially hazardous soil or groundwater within Eastern Neighborhoods Plan area are subject
to this ordinance.
The proposed project would excavate up to 7,911 cubic yards of soil and is located in a Maher Ordinance
area. Therefore, the project is subject to the Maher Ordinance, which is administered and overseen by the
Department of Public Health (DPH). The Maher Ordinance requires the project sponsor to retain the
services of a qualified professional to prepare a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) that meets
the requirements of Health Code Section 22.A.6.
A Phase I ESA is used to determine the potential for site contamination and level of exposure risk. Based
on that information, the project sponsor may be required to conduct soil and/or groundwater sampling and
analysis. Where such analysis reveals the presence of hazardous substances in excess of state or federal
standards, the project sponsor is required to submit a site mitigation plan (SMP) to the DPH or other
appropriate state or federal agency(ies), and to remediate any site contamination in accordance with an
approved SMP prior to the issuance of any building permit.
In compliance with the Maher Ordinance, the project sponsor has submitted Phase I ESA, Soil
Characterization Studies, and a Site Mitigation Plan (SMP) to DPH for review.56,s 7,5s,59,6o DPH has
conditionally approved the SMP.61
The Phase I ESAs identified two properties on the project site that are listed on hazardous material
regulatory databases because of their prior uses. Although the 2028-2030 Bryant Street property has been
used for residential purposes since 1889, portions of the site were used for a lumber yard and box factory,
metal working, warehousing, and automobile repair. This property is listed on regulatory databases
because of prior small-quantity generation and onsite disposal of organic wastes and organic-contaminated
residues and automobile repairs. The 2014 Bryant Street property is listed on the regulatory databases
because of a prior listing showing its use as a dry cleaners; however, the Phase I ESA did not identify any
records indicating dry cleaning operations or solvent use onsite. 62 No other properties with regulatory
database listings were identified on the project site or within the proposed project's vicinity.
The Phase I ESA and Soil Characterization Studies documented the presence of a UST at the 2044 Bryant
Street property and fill port in the sidewalk zone immediately adjacent to the property. Based on historic
56

57

PES Environmental, Inc. Phase I Environmental Site Assessment: 2000 through 2030 Bryant Street, 2813-2815 18th Street,
and 611 Florida Street. March 13, 2014. This document, as well as the documents listed below, are available for review
at the San Francisco Planning Department, 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, as part of the Case File No. 2013.0677E.
PES Environmental, Inc. Results of Limited Soil and Groundwater Characterization: 2000 Bryant Street. April 10,
2014.

58
59
60
61

62

PES Environmental, Inc. Phase I Environmental Site Assessment: 2044 through 2070 Bryant Street. June 18, 2014.
PES Environmental, Inc. Results of Limited Subsurface Investigation: 2044 through 2070 Bryant Street. July 31, 2014.
Nick Podell Company. Site Mitigation Plan: 2044- 2070 Bryant Street. August 27, 2013.
City and County of San Francisco Department of Public Health. Conditional Site Mitigation Plan Approval:
Conceptual Planned Development 2000-2030, 2044-2070 Bryant Street, 2813-2815 18th Street, 611 Florida Street. July
21, 2014.
PES Environmental, Inc. Phase I Environmental Site Assessment: 2000 through 2030 Bryant Street, 2813-2815 18th
Street, and 611 Florida Street. March 13, 2014.
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sample records, the UST was used for storage of weathered gasoline, motor oil, and tetrachloroethene
(PCE). Several waste drums also were identified at the 611 Florida Street property.
The Phase I ESA also identified several Recognized Environmental Concerns (RECs) on certain project site
properties. The 2044 Bryant Street property is an identified REC due to its long-term use as a machine shop
with associated usage of oils and metal-cleaning solvents, use for steel working, machine shops, and auto
body repairs, and evidence of staining and spills on the concrete floor. In addition, the potential exists that
hazardous materials were released into the soil subsurface. The Soil Characterization Studies noted the
presence of organic compounds and metals, such as petroleum hydrocarbons, in the subsurface soil and
groundwater at levels above their respective environmental screening levels for residential land uses. The
Phase I ESA and Soil Characterization Studies also indicated the presence of relatively low concentrations
of petroleum hydrocarbons and chlorinated volatile organic compounds in the groundwater along Bryant
Street. Concentrations of trichloroethylene (TCE) also were identified in groundwater samples upgradient
from the project site at levels above the environmental screening levels for residential land uses. A source
of the contamination was not identified, but may be related to the long-term history of industrial uses in
this area of San Francisco.
The Phase I ESAs and Soil Characterization Studies recommend measures to remediate potential soil and
groundwater contamination from the identified RECs, as well as the UST and waste drums located at the
2044 Bryant Street and 611 Florida Street properties, respectively. The reports also recommend removal
and adequate disposal of the UST and waste drums and their materials in accordance with local, state, and
federal requirements.
The project sponsor would be required to remediate potential soil and groundwater contamination
described above in accordance with Article 22A of the Health Code. Therefore, the proposed project would
not result in significant impacts related to hazards or hazardous materials that were not identified in the
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.

Topics:

Significant
Impact Peculiar
to Project or
Project Site

Significant
Impact not
Identified in
PEIR

Significant
Impact due to
Substantial New
Information

No Significant
Impact not
Previously
Identified in
PEIR

16. MINERAL AND ENERGY
RESOURCES-Would the
project:
a)

Result in the loss of availability of a known
mineral resource that would be of value to the
region and the residents of the state?

D

D

D

b)

Result in the loss of availability of a locally
important mineral resource recovery site
delineated on a local general plan, specific plan
or other land use plan?

D

D

D

c)

Encourage activities which result in the use of
large amounts of fuel, water, or energy, or use
these in a wasteful manner?

D

D

D

IRl

The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR determined that the Area Plan would facilitate the construction of both
new residential units and commercial buildings. Development of these uses would not result in use of large
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amounts of fuel, water, or energy in a wasteful manner or in the context of energy use throughout the City
and region. The energy demand for individual buildings would be typical for such projects and would
meet, or exceed, current state and local codes and standards concerning energy consumption, including
Title 24 of the California Code of Regulations enforced by DBL The Plan Area does not include any natural
resources routinely extracted and the rezoning does not result in any natural resource extraction programs.
Therefore, the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR concluded that implementation of the Area Plan would not
result in a significant impact on mineral and energy resources. No mitigation measures were identified in
the PEIR.
As the proposed project is within the development projected under the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning
and Area Plans, there would be no additional impacts on mineral and energy resources beyond those
analyzed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.

Topics:

Significant
Impact Peculiar
to Project or
Project Site

Significant
Impact not
Identified in
PEIR

Significant
Impact due to
Substantial New
Information

No Significant
Impact not
Previously
Identified in
PEIR

17. AGRICULTURE AND FOREST
RESOURCES:-Would the
project:
a)

Convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or
Farmland of Statewide Importance, as shown on
the maps prepared pursuant to the Farmland
Mapping and Monitoring Program of the
California Resources Agency, to nonagricultural use?

D

D

D

b)

Conflict with existing zoning for agricultural use,
or a Williamson Act contract?

D

D

D

c)

Conflict with existing zoning for, or cause
rezoning of, forest land (as defined in Public
Resources Code Section 12220(g)) or
timberland (as defined by Public Resources
Code Section 4526)?

D

D

D

d)

Result in the loss of forest land or conversion of
forest land to non-forest use?

D

D

D

e)

Involve other changes in the existing
environment which, due to their location or
nature, could result in conversion of Farmland to
non-agricultural use or forest land to non-forest
use?

D

D

D

The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR determined that no agricultural resources exist in the Area Plan;
therefore the rezoning and community plans would have no effect on agricultural resources. No mitigation
measures were identified in the PEIR. The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR did not analyze the effects on
forest resources.
As the proposed project is within the development projected under the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning
and Area Plans, there would be no additional impacts on agriculture and forest resources beyond those
analyzed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.
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MITIGATION MEASURES
Cultural and Paleontological Resources

Project Mitigation Measure 1 -Archeological Mitigation Measure III (Testing)
Based on a reasonable presumption that archeological resources may be present within the project
site, the following measures shall be undertaken to avoid any potentially significant adverse effect
from the proposed project on buried or submerged historical resources. The project sponsor shall
retain the services of an archeological consultant from the rotational Department Qualified
Archeological Consultants List (QACL) maintained by the Planning Department archeologist. The
project sponsor shall contact the Department archeologist to obtain the names and contact
information for the next three archeological consultants on the QACL. The archeological consultant
shall undertake an archeological testing program as specified herein. In addition, the consultant
shall be available to conduct an archeological monitoring and/or data recovery program if required
pursuant to this measure. The archeological consultant's work shall be conducted in accordance
with this measure at the direction of the Environmental Review Officer (ERO). All plans and
reports prepared by the consultant as specified herein shall be submitted first and directly to the
ERO for review and comment, and shall be considered draft reports subject to revision until final
approval by the ERO. Archeological monitoring and/or data recovery programs required by this
measure could suspend construction of the proposed project for up to a maximum of four weeks.
At the direction of the ERO, the suspension of construction can be extended beyond four weeks
only if such a suspension is the only feasible means to reduce to a less-than-significant level
potential effects on a significant archeological resource as defined in CEQA Guidelines Sect.
15064.5 (a)(c).
Consultation with Descendant Communities. On discovery of an archeological site63 associated with
descendant Native Americans, the Overseas Chinese, or other descendant group, an appropriate
representative64 of the descendant group and the ERO shall be contacted. The representative of the
descendant group shall be given the opportunity to monitor archeological field investigations of
the site and to consult with ERO regarding appropriate archeological treatment of the site, of
recovered data from the site, and, if applicable, any interpretative treatment of the associated
archeological site. A copy of the Final Archeological Resources Report shall be provided to the
representative of the descendant group.
Archeological Testing Program. The archeological consultant shall prepare and submit to the ERO for
review and approval an archeological testing plan (ATP). The archeological testing program shall
be conducted in accordance with the approved ATP. The ATP shall identify the property types of
the expected archeological resource(s) that potentially could be adversely affected by the proposed
project, the testing method to be used, and the locations recommended for testing. The purpose of
the archeological testing program will be to determine to the extent possible the presence or

63

64

The term "archeological site" is intended here to minimally include any archeological deposit, feature, burial, or
evidence of burial.
An" appropriate representative" of the descendant group is here defined to mean, in the case of Native Americans,
any individual listed in the current Native American Contact List for the City and County of San Francisco
maintained by the California Native American Heritage Commission and, in the case of the Overseas Chinese, the
Chinese Historical Society of America. An appropriate representative of other descendant groups should be
determined in consultation with the Department archeologist.
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absence of archeological resources and to identify and to evaluate whether any archeological
resource encountered on the site constitutes an historical resource under CEQA.
At the completion of the archeological testing program, the archeological consultant shall submit
a written report of the findings to the ERO. If based on the archeological testing program the
archeological consultant finds that significant archeological resources may be present, the ERO in
consultation with the archeological consultant shall determine if additional measures are
warranted. Additional measures that may be undertaken include additional archeological testing,
archeological monitoring, and/or an archeological data recovery program. No archeological data
recovery shall be undertaken without the prior approval of the ERO or the Planning Department
archeologist. If the ERO determines that a significant archeological resource is present and that the
resource could be adversely affected by the proposed project, at the discretion of the project
sponsor either:
A. The proposed project shall be re-designed so as to avoid any adverse effect on the significant
archeological resource; or
B. A data recovery program shall be implemented, unless the ERO determines that the
archeological resource is of greater interpretive than research significance and that
interpretive use of the resource is feasible.
Archeological Monitoring Program. If the ERO in consultation with the archeological consultant
determines that an archeological monitoring program shall be implemented the archeological
monitoring program shall minimally include the following provisions:

•

The archeological consultant, project sponsor, and ERO shall meet and consult on the scope of
the AMP reasonably prior to any project-related soils disturbing activities commencing. The
ERO in consultation with the archeological consultant shall determine what project activities
shall be archeologically monitored. In most cases, any soils-disturbing activities, such as
demolition, foundation removal, excavation, grading, utilities installation, foundation work,
driving of piles (foundation, shoring, etc.), site remediation, etc., shall require archeological
monitoring because of the risk these activities pose to potential archeological resources and to
their depositional context;

•

The archeological consultant shall advise all project contractors to be on the alert for evidence
of the presence of the expected resource(s), of how to identify the evidence of the expected
resource(s), and of the appropriate protocol in the event of apparent discovery of an
archeological resource;

•

The archeological monitor(s) shall be present on the project site according to a schedule agreed
upon by the archeological consultant and the ERO until the ERO has, in consultation with
project archeological consultant, determined that project construction activities could have no
effects on significant archeological deposits;

•

The archeological monitor shall record and be authorized to collect soil samples and
artifactual/ecofactual material as warranted for analysis;

•

If an intact archeological deposit is encountered, all soils-disturbing activities in the vicinity of
the deposit shall cease. The archeological monitor shall be empowered to temporarily redirect
demolition/excavation/pile driving/construction activities and equipment until the deposit is
evaluated. If in the case of pile driving activity (foundation, shoring, etc.) the archeological
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monitor has cause to believe that the pile driving activity may affect an archeological resource,
the pile driving activity shall be terminated until an appropriate evaluation of the resource has
been made in consultation with the ERO. The archeological consultant shall immediately notify
the ERO of the encountered archeological deposit. The archeological consultant shall make a
reasonable effort to assess the identity, integrity, and significance of the encountered
archeological deposit, and present the findings of this assessment to the ERO.
Whether or not significant archeological resources are encountered, the archeological
consultant shall submit a written report of the findings of the monitoring program to the ERO.

Archeological Data Recovery Program. The archeological data recovery program shall be conducted
in accord with an archeological data recovery plan (ADRP). The archeological consultant, project
sponsor, and ERO shall meet and consult on the scope of the ADRP prior to preparation of a draft
ADRP. The archeological consultant shall submit a draft ADRP to the ERO. The ADRP shall
identify how the proposed data recovery program will preserve the significant information the
archeological resource is expected to contain. That is, the ADRP will identify what
scientific/historical research questions are applicable to the expected resource, what data classes
the resource is expected to possess, and how the expected data classes would address the
applicable research questions. Data recovery, in general, should be limited to the portions of the
historical property that could be adversely affected by the proposed project. Destructive data
recovery methods shall not be applied to portions of the archeological resources if nondestructive
methods are practical.
The scope of the ADRP shall include the following elements:

•

Field Methods and Procedures. Descriptions of proposed field strategies, procedures, and
operations.

•

Cataloguing and Laboratory Analysis. Description of selected cataloguing system and artifact
analysis procedures.

•

Discard and Deaccession Policy. Description of and rationale for field and post-field discard and
deaccession policies.

•

Interpretive Program. Consideration of an onsite/offsite public interpretive program during the
course of the archeological data recovery program.

•

Security Measures. Recommended security measures to protect the archeological resource from
vandalism, looting, and non-intentionally damaging activities.

•

Final Report. Description of proposed report format and distribution of results.

•

Curation. Description of the procedures and recommendations for the curation of any
recovered data having potential research value, identification of appropriate curation facilities,
and a summary of the accession policies of the curation facilities.

Human Remains and Associated or Unassociated Funerary Objects. The treatment of human remains
and of associated or unassociated funerary objects discovered during any soils disturbing activity
shall comply with applicable State and Federal laws. This shall include immediate notification of
the Coroner of the City and County of San Francisco and in the event of the Coroner's
determination that the human remains are Native American remains, notification of the California
State Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC) who shall appoint a Most Likely
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Descendant (MLD) (Pub. Res. Code Sec. 5097.98). The archeological consultant, project sponsor,
ERO, and MLD shall make all reasonable efforts to develop an agreement for the treatment of, with
appropriate dignity, human remains and associated or unassociated funeraly objects (CEQA
Guidelines. Sec. 15064.5(d)). The agreement should take into consideration the appropriate
excavation, removal, recordation, analysis, custodianship, curation, and final disposition of the
human remains and associated or unassociated funerary objects.
Final Archeological Resources Report. The archeological consultant shall submit a Draft Final
Archeological Resources Report (FARR) to the ERO that evaluates the historical significance of any
discovered archeological resource and describes the archeological and historical research methods
employed in the archeological testing/monitoring/data recovery program(s) undertaken.
Information that may put at risk any archeological resource shall be provided in a separate
removable insert within the final report.
Once approved by the ERO, copies of the FARR shall be distributed as follows: California
Archeological Site Survey Northwest Information Center (NWIC) shall receive one (1) copy and
the ERO shall receive a copy of the transmittal of the FARR to the NWIC. The Environmental
Planning division of the Planning Department shall receive one bound, one unbound and one
unlocked, searchable PDF copy on CD of the FARR along with copies of any formal site recordation
forms (CA DPR 523 series) and/or documentation for nomination to the National Register of
Historic Places/California Register of Historical Resources. In instances of high public interest in or
the high interpretive value of the resource, the ERO may require a different final report content,
format, and distribution than that presented above.

Noise
Project Mitigation Measure 2 - Construction Noise (Eastern Neighborhood Mitigation Measure F-2)
The sponsor shall develop a set of site-specific noise attenuation measures under the supervision
of a qualified acoustical consultant. Prior to commencing construction, a plan for such measures
shall be submitted to the DBI to ensure that maximum feasible noise attenuation will be achieved.
These attenuation measures shall include as many of the following control strategies as feasible:
•

Erect temporary plywood noise barriers around a construction site, particularly where a site
adjoins noise-sensitive uses;

•

Utilize noise control blankets on a building structure as the building is erected to reduce noise
emission from the site;

•

Evaluate the feasibility of noise control at the receivers by temporarily improving the noise
reduction capability of adjacent buildings housing sensitive uses;

•

Monitor the effectiveness of noise attenuation measures by taking noise measurements; and

•

Post signs on-site pertaining to permitted construction days and hours and complaint
procedures and who to notify in the event of a problem, with telephone numbers listed.
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Air Quality

Project Mitigation Measure 3 - Best Available Control Technology for Diesel Generators (Eastern
Neighborhood Mitigation Measure G-4)
The project sponsor shall ensure that the backup diesel generator meet or exceed one of the
following emission standards for particulate matter: (1) Tier 4 certified engine, or (2) Tier 2 or Tier
3 certified engine that is equipped with a California Air Resources Board (ARB) Level 3 Verified
Diesel Emissions Control Strategy (VDECS). A non - verified diesel emission control strategy may
be used if the filter has the same particulate matter reduction as the identical ARB verified model
and if the Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD) approves of its use. The project
sponsor shall submit documentation of compliance with the BAAQMD New Source Review
permitting process (Regulation 2, Rule 2, and Regulation 2, Rule 5) and the Community Plan
Exemption Checklist 655 Folsom Street 2013.0253E 49 emission standard requirement of this
mitigation measure to the Planning Department for review and approval prior to issuance of a
permit for a backup diesel generator from any City agency.

Hazards and Hazardous Materials

Project Mitigation Measure 4 - Hazardous Building Materials (Eastern Neighborhoods Mitigation
Measure L-1)
In order to minimize impacts to public and construction worker health and safety during
demolition of the existing structure, the sponsor shall ensure that any equipment containing PCBs
or DEHP, such as fluorescent light ballasts, are removed and properly disposed of according to
applicable federal, state, and local laws prior to the start of renovation, and that any fluorescent
light tubes, which could contain mercury, are similarly removed and properly disposed of. Any
other hazardous materials identified, either before or during work, shall be abated according to
applicable federal, state, and local laws.

IMPROVEMENT MEASURES
Project Improvement Measure 1 - Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Measures
While the proposed project would not result in any significant traffic impacts, to reduce traffic
generated by the proposed project, the project sponsor should encourage the use of rideshare,
transit, bicycle, and walk modes for trips to and from the project site.
The San Francisco Planning Department and the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency
(SFMTA) have partnered with the Mayor's Office of Economic and Workforce Development and
the San Francisco County Transportation Authority to study the effects of implementing TDM
measures on the choice of transportation mode. The San Francisco Planning Department has
identified a list of TDM measures that should be considered for adoption as part of proposed land
use development projects. The project sponsor (or transportation broker) should consider the
following actions:
•

TDM Coordinator: The project sponsor should identify a TDM Coordinator for the project site.
The TDM Coordinator should be the single point of contact for all transportation-related
questions from residents and City staff. The TDM Coordinator is responsible for the
implementation and ongoing operation of all other TDM measures included in the proposed
project as noted below.
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•

Transportation and Trip Planning Information:

•

Move-in packet. Provide a transportation insert for each new resident's move-in packet that
includes information on transit service (local and regional, schedules and fares), information
on where transit passes may be purchased, information on the 511 Regional Rideshare
Program, and nearby bike and car share programs, and information on where to find
additional web-based alternative transportation materials. This move-in packet should be
continuously updated as transportation options change, and the packet should be provided to
each new building occupant. Muni maps as well as San Francisco Bicycle and Pedestrian maps
should be provided upon request.

•

Posted and Real-Time Information. Install local map and real-time transit information on-site in a
prominent and visible location, such as within a building lobby. The local map should clearly
identify transit, bicycle, and key pedestrian routes, and also depict nearby destinations and
commercial corridors. Real-time transit information via NextMuni and/or regional transit data
should be displayed on a digital screen.

•

Data Collection:

•

City Access. As part of an ongoing effort to quantify the efficacy of TDM measures, City staff
may need to access the project site (including the garage) to perform trip counts, and/or
intercept surveys and/or other types of data collection. The project sponsor should assure
future access to the site by City staff. All on-site activities should be coordinated through the
TDM Coordinator, including access to the project site by City staff for purposes of
transportation data collection. Providing access to existing developments for data collection
purposes is also encouraged.

•

TDM Program Monitoring. The project sponsor should collect data and make monitoring
reports available for review by the San Francisco Planning Department. See TDM Monitoring
section below for more detailed information.

•

Bicycle Measures:

•

Design. Design residential units to facilitate the use of a bicycle.

•

Bike Route Access. Facilitate direct access to bicycle facilities in the study area (e.g., Routes 25
and 40, Route 33, and Route 25) through signage.

•

Building Access. Ensure that the points of access to bicycle parking through elevators on the
ground floor and the garage ramp include signage indicating the location of these facilities.

•

Safety. Develop bicycle safety strategies along the Florida Street side of the property, where
Class II bike racks are located, and where there is bicycle access to the parking garage and Class
I bike parking spaces. Examples include lighting and signage.

•

Parking. Increase the number of on-site secured bicycle parking beyond Planning Code
requirements and/or provide additional bicycle facilities in the public right-of-way adjacent to
or within a quarter-mile of the project site (e.g., sidewalks, on-street parking spaces).

•

Bay Area Bike Share. Provide free or subsidized bike share membership to residents and tenants.
See "Bikesharing" section below for additional information.

•

Car Share Measures:
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•

Parking. Provide optional car share spaces as described in Planning Code Section §166(g).

•

Membership. Provide free or subsidized car share membership to all tenants. For example, offer
one annual carshare membership for each new resident (one per household) or employee.
Recipient would be responsible for the remainder of the costs associated with the membership.

•

Transit Measures: Transit Pass. Offer free or subsidized Muni passes (loaded onto Clipper cards)
to tenants. For example, offer a 50 percent subsidy for one Muni monthly pass for new residents
(one per household), and employees for up to one year. Recipient would be responsible for the
remainder of the costs associated with the Muni monthly pass.

•

TDM Monitoring. The San Francisco Planning Department will provide the TDM Coordinator
with a formatted template (electronic or hard copy) of the "Resident Transportation Survey"
to facilitate the collection and presentation of travel data from residents. The Resident
Transportation Survey will be administered (circulated and collected) by the TDM
Coordinator, based on a standardized schedule (e.g., one year after 85 percent occupancy of all
dwelling units, and every two years thereafter) that is approved by the Planning Department.
The TDM Coordinator should collect responses from a minimum of one-third of residents
within the occupied units within 90 days of receiving the Resident Transportation Survey from
the San Francisco Planning Department. The San Francisco Planning Department will assist
the TDM Coordinator in communicating the purpose of the survey, and will ensure that the
identity of individual resident responders is protected. The San Francisco Planning
Department will provide professionally prepared and easy-to-complete online (or paper)
survey forms to assist with compliance.
The San Francisco Planning Department will also provide the TDM Coordinator with a
separate "Building Transportation Survey" that documents which TDM measures have been
implemented during the reporting period, along with basic building information (e.g., percent
unit occupancy, off-site parking utilization by occupants of building, loading frequency). The
Building Transportation Survey should be completed by the TDM Coordinator and submitted
to City staff within 30 days of receipt. The project sponsor should also allow trip counts and
intercept surveys to be conducted on the premises by City staff or a City-hired consultant.
Access to residential lobbies, garages, etc. should be granted by the project sponsor and
facilitated by the TDM Coordinator. Trip counts and intercept surveys are typically conducted
for two to five days between 6:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m. on both weekdays and weekends.

•

Bike Sharing. The project sponsor should contact Bay Area Bike Share (or its successor entity)
to determine whether it would be interested and able to fund and install a new bikeshare
station in the public right-of-way immediately adjacent to the project site (including locations
within new or existing sidewalks, new or existing on-street parking, or new or existing
roadway areas). The project sponsor should contact Bay Area Bike Share early enough that
they may respond by 60 days prior to the project sponsor's meeting with the Transportation
Advisory Staff Committee (TASC) for approval of the streetscape design. 65
If Bay Area Bike Share is not interested in or unable to fund and install a new bikeshare station,
as indicated in writing, the project sponsor should not be obligated to design and permit such
a space. If Bay Area Bike Share determines in writing that it would be interested and able to

65

TASC approval typically occurs at the 90 percent design phase.
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fund and install a new bike share station immediately adjacent to the project site within the
time period specified above, the project sponsor should make best efforts to modify its
streetscape design to accommodate a new bike share station. The project sponsor should
coordinate with Bay Area Bike Share to obtain all City permits necessary and to design and
install a station immediately adjacent to the project site in the public right-of-way. If the City
agencies responsible for issuing the permits necessary to provide the new bike share station
space reject the project sponsor's application despite project sponsor's best efforts, the project
sponsor should not be obligated to provide such space.
Other potential measures for consideration would include unbundling parking (per Planning Code
§167) or enlisting the services of a Transportation Management Association (TMA) to implement a
package to TDM measures on behalf of the building.
TDM strategies included in this improvement measure would be incorporated into the project's
conditions of approval (COA) during the entitlement process. Other strategies may be proposed
by the project sponsor and should be approved by City staff. Prior to issuance of a temporary
permit of building occupancy, the project sponsor should execute an agreement with the San
Francisco Planning Department for the provision of TDM services.

Project Improvement Measure 2 - Pedestrian Audible and Visible Warning Devices
While the proposed project would not result in any significant pedestrian impacts, it should be
noted that Bryant Street is a major pedestrian route to and from the project site, as well as to and
from neighborhood-serving commercial uses and transit service in the 16th Street corridor. To
minimize the potential for conflict between vehicles exiting the project site and pedestrians along
Bryant Street, the project sponsor should install audible and visible warning devices to alert
pedestrians of the outbound vehicles departing the North Building garage.

Project Improvement Measure 3 - Freight Loading Management Measures
While the proposed project would not result in any significant freight I service impacts, to
minimize the potential for conflicts between loading freight I service vehicles serving the project
site, the project sponsor should implement the following improvement measures:

•

Schedule and Coordinate Loading Activities. Schedule and coordinate loading activities through
building management to ensure that trucks can be accommodated in the proposed off-street
freight loading spaces. All regular events requiring use of the off-street freight loading spaces
(e.g., retail deliveries, building service needs) should be coordinated directly with building
management. Building management should also be proactively involved in coordinating
move-in and move-out activities for building residents and tenants to ensure that these
activities can be accommodated in the off-street freight loading spaces or in nearby on-street
commercial loading zones or parking spaces.

•

Discourage Illegal Parking. Trucks and other vehicles conducting freight loading I service vehicle
activities should be discouraged from parking illegally or otherwise obstructing traffic, transit,
bicycle, or pedestrian flow along any of the streets immediately adjacent to the building (18th
Street, Bryant Street, or Florida Street). Building management should also be proactively
involved in coordinating move-in and move-out activities for building residents and tenants
to ensure that these activities do not disrupt bicycle and pedestrian circulation.
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Project Improvement Measure 4 - Construction Traffic Management Measures
While the proposed project would not result in any significant construction impacts, to minimize
disruptions to traffic, transit, bicycle, and pedestrian circulation during construction of the project,
the proposed project should implement the following improvement measures:
•

Limit Hours of Construction-Related Traffic. Limit hours of construction-related traffic, including,
but not limited to, truck movements, to avoid the weekday a.m. and p.m. peak hours (7:00 a.m.
to 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.) (or other times, if approved by the San Francisco
Municipal Transportation Agency [SFMTA]).

•

Coordinate Construction Projects. Construction contractor(s) should coordinate construction
activities with other potential projects that may be constructed in the vicinity of the project site.

•

Alternative Transportation for Construction Workers. Construction contractor(s) for the project
should encourage construction workers to make use of alternative modes of transportation
(transit, rideshare, biking, or walking) when traveling to and from the construction site.

Any construction traffic occurring between 7:00 a.m. and 9:00 a.m. or between 4:00 p.m. and 6:00
p.m. would coincide with commute-period travel patterns and could result in minor disruptions
to traffic, transit, bicycle, or pedestrian circulation on streets adjacent to the project site, although
these effects would be considered a less than significant impact. Limiting truck movements to
avoid these hours (or other times, if approved by SFMTA) would minimize these effects.
Construction contractor(s) for the project would need to meet with SFMTA, the Fire Department,
the Planning Department, and other City agencies to determine feasible measures to minimize
disruptions to traffic, transit, bicycle, and pedestrian circulation during construction of the project.
In addition, the temporary increase in vehicle parking demand generated by construction workers
would need to be met on-site or within other off-site parking facilities to be determined by the
construction contractor(s).
Project Improvement Measure 5 - Driveway Queue Monitoring and Abatement
While parking is discussed for informational purposes only and is not considered in determining
if the proposed project has the potential to result in significant environmental effects, to minimize
the impacts of the parking shortfall and potential for vehicles to queue on Bryant Street, the project
sponsor should implement following improvement measure:
•

Driveway Queue Monitoring and Abatement. It should be the responsibility of the owner I
operator of the off-street parking facility to ensure that recurring vehicle queues do not occur
on the public right-of-way. A vehicle queue is defined as one or more vehicles blocking any
portion of any public street, alley, or sidewalk for a consecutive period of three minutes or
longer on a daily or weekly basis. If a recurring queue occurs, the owner I operator of the
parking facility shall employ abatement methods as needed to abate the queue.
Suggested abatement methods include, but are not limited to, the following: redesign of facility
layout to improve vehicle circulation and I or on-site queue capacity; use of off-site parking
facilities or shared parking with nearby uses; travel demand management strategies such as
additional bicycle parking; and I or parking demand management strategies such as parking
pricing schemes.

SAN FRANCISCO
PLANNING DEPARTMENT
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Community Plan Exemption Checklist

2000-2070 Bryant St, 2815 18th St, and 611 Florida St.
2013.0677E

If the Planning Director, or his or her designee, suspects that a recurring queue is present, the
Department shall notify the property owner in writing. Upon request, the owner I operator
shall hire a qualified transportation consultant to evaluate the conditions at the site for no less
than seven days. The consultant shall prepare a monitoring report to be submitted to the San
Francisco Planning Department for review. If the San Francisco Planning Department
determines that a recurring queue does exist, the facility owner I operator shall have 90 days
from the date of the written determination to abate the queue.

SAN FRANCISCO
PLANNING DEPARTMENT

65
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Exhibit B
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Exhibit B:
Videos Links to Testimony on the Project
Link to Planning Commission Video May 19

Link to Planning Commission Video June 2
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Exhibit C
Letters and other Documents in Support of the Appeals
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April 27, 2016

Via email
Chris Thomas
San Francisco Planning Department
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, CA

Re: Case No. 2013.0677E
Dear Mr. Thomas,
I am writing as the founder of the Pacific Felt Factory, an Arts non-profit located down the block
from the proposed 2000-2070 Bryant St project, to express our concerns regarding the
environmental impacts. The developer proposes 196 market rate units with only 3 BMR units on
site, the rest is proposed to be an adjacent parcel, with slightly less than the required 35% of land
dedication - and without funding to actually build any below market rate units there anytime
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soon. The proposed project also includes an apartheid road separating the proposed market rate
development from any below market rate/affordable units, if they are ever built. The proposed
project is situated within a culturally and economically diverse community, of mostly PDR/light
industrial buildings, interspersed with low-rise residential. The proposed project would be the
tallest in the neighborhood, casting shadows and creating wind tunnels, and completely changing
the historical character of the block.
There are numerous other projects proposed within the District which total several hundred units,
approximately 88% of which are "market rate" (i.e. "luxury") units. Because this infusion of
new residents - most notably economically well-heeled in what is otherwise a working class
neighborhood - all environmental impacts of this project should be considered in context with
the cumulative impacts that this and other projects will have on the neighborhood. On the 2
blocks of Bryant Street, from Mariposa - 19th Streets, there are three large market rate
developments proposed in the pipeline, all with the barest minimum allowed by law proposed of
affordable units. All of these three proposed developments are/were used as PDR space, not
residential. With the change to UMU zoning in the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan, large
businesses employing numerous blue collar workers are being displaced, and hundreds of
residential units built in a neighborhood without sufficient transportation, sewer, drainage, or
earthquake preparedness systems or infrastructure in place. There are no open spaces or parks in
the neighborhood to support this influx of residents, their cars, and their transportation needs.
Impact on Businesses within the neighborhood.
One major concern is the cumulative impact that this, and other projects will have on the
neighborhood. CEQA defines "environment" as "the physical conditions which exist within the
area which will be affected by a proposed project, including land, air, water, minerals, flora,
fauna, noise, objects of historic or aesthetic significance." 14 CCR Sec. 15131(a). See eg.
Eureka Citizens for Responsible Government v City ofEureka (2007) 147 Cal.App.4th 357, 363.
The businesses and nonprofits within this designated area clearly constitute "physical
conditions" which are of "historic or aesthetic significance" and therefore merit consideration
under CEQA. The Mission District believes that the cumulative impact oframpant market rate
development and the consequent influx of residents earning 200% of AMI will create upward
rent pressures on commercial properties along the 24th Street Corridor and neighboring local
streets which currently have small local shops and services, and thereby result in displacement of
the small businesses and nonprofits currently in place. This site had, up until the developer
displaced everyone last year, a thriving arts and business community. Several local businesses
with a 30 yr history on site were displaced on the block, and a domino effect will occur in the
surrounding blocks of low-income residents and community serving businesses, as we have
already seen. We've watched it happen just a block away on Bryant/20th street, as taquerias and
laundromats were closed to make way for $5 cups of coffee at SightGlass, and $50/pp dinners at
Central Kitchen (without drinks or dessert.) This began after the first gentrifying project
displaced a comer shop, and established Flour+Water on 20th and Harrison. The entire strip of
20th St is now high end restaurants, cafes and bars serving the increasingly high end residents
living in the new developments in the neighborhoods, as well as hipsters arriving in Ubers,
clogging the bike lanes as they drop off their high-end clientele. Wealth draws more wealth.
The more expensive the housing, the more expensive the neighboring services, displacing long
term businesses and residents from their homes.
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These local, community serving businesses and nonprofits have been recognized as an important
cultural and commercial resource for the City. MAP2020 has been meeting for a year to find
ways to preserve and grow these types of establishments. Accordingly, the Mayor and Board of
Supervisors established the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District just 3 blocks away in May 2014.
The District is bounded on the north by 22nd Street, the south by Cesar Chavez Street, the east by
Potrero A venue, and on the west by Mission Street. The District was established "to stabilize the
displacement of Latino Businesses, and residents, preserve Calle 24 as the center of Latino
culture and commerce, enhance the unique nature of Calle 24 as a special place for San
Francisco's residents and tourists, ..."and that its contribution will provide "cultural visibility,
vibrancy, and economic opportunity for Latinos in the City and County of San Francisco."
We need only look at Valencia Street to see how even modest market rate development can
impact a commercial corridor. The cumulative impact on the Cultural District resulting from
even more substantial market rate development and the consequent influx of financially wellheeled individuals should be thoroughly examined.

Impact on PDR loss.
The loss of PDR is at an accelerated pace higher than planned by the Eastern Neighborhoods
Plan. We have lost 65% of the anticipated rate in only the first 7of25 years.
This Bryant St project has already eradicated 50,000 sq ft of PDR use. Present Owners were
bought off, leaving workers laid off and searching for work. American Conservatory Theatre's
prop and scene shop, employing dozens of union workers, was displaced after 35 years on the
site. That work is now being done in Canada. SF Auto Repair, a 30 year community serving
business, also employing well paid blue collar workers, is now gone, said to be relocating, in a
current PDR spot, thus reducing the overall PDR use in the Mission, where blue collar, well paid
jobs are so direly needed. 10,000+ square feet of arts and cultural space is now empty, after
being in place since 1979. The proposed project developer plans on building just 3983 sq ft of
PDR space - although he claims he will be replacing 11,000 sq ft, only 3983 will be built in his
plan - and has not committed to renting this space out at affordable rates comparable to the PDR
space that is now gone. We are not talking about empty warehouses, work sent off shore and
long abandoned. This was a thriving block only 1 year ago, before the evictions and
displacement by this developer began.
Impact on Stated Goals of Eastern Neighborhoods Plan.
In addition to its incompatibility with both the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District, and the stated
goals of the MAP 2020 plan, (see
the
cumulative imbalance of affordable units v unaffordable units is of particular concern given the
Mission's advanced stage gentrification. ~~'-====.:=~i:;L.:::~~'-'-'-"-'--~=~
the project proceed, it will cause significant economic and social
changes in the immediate area that will result in physical changes, including impacts on air
quality, traffic and transportation, as well as negative impacts on the Cultural District. (See
CEQA guidelines, 15604 (e)).
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A 2007 Nexus Study, commissioned by the Planning Department, concluded that the production
of 100 market rate rental units generates 19.44 lower income households and a total of 33.66
households if direct, indirect, and induced impacts are counted in the analysis. [These
conclusions were made in 2007, well before housing prices began their steep upward trajectory.
Today, new "market rate" two bedroom apartments rented in the Mission begin at about $6,000
per month- requiring an annual household income of $240,000.] The 19.44 and 33.66 figures
would be even higher using today's rents.
The City commissioned an updated Nexus study that is expected to demonstrate a direct impact
of27-29 units (up from 19). Unfortunately, for purely political reasons, the City is withholding
the final draft of that study. Regardless of the ultimate number, one is forced to ask: where will
the workforce in need of affordable housing live and how will they get to work? And what is the
impact on air quality and transportation? These questions should be addressed by the
Department with respect to the cumulative impacts that the currently pending projects have on
the Mission as a whole and the Cultural District in particular. I live in a complex, that the
Planning Commission mandated City Car Share spots in the garage, and a shuttle to the BART
station at 16th St. Those mandated requirements never happened, and no staff is assigned to
monitor that mitigating impacts ever happen. A thorough review of the actual proposed project
is needed, and it should NOT be exempted from a formal Environmental Review.
The project's low affordability, is inconsistent with the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan and the
Mission Neighborhood Plan, both of which set for the following policy priorities: 1)
preservation and retention of PDR uses and 2) production of a "significant amount" of affordable
housing. The EIR for the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan had to have been made with the
assumption that the Plan would substantially address the RHNA set by the Association of Bay
Area Governments. However, to date, implementation of these priorities has been a complete
failure. Not only has there been excessive conversion of PDR uses, but the Mission's affordable
housing production has been less than one fifth of ABAG's RHNA.
Accordingly, there is significant new information that was not anticipated at the time the
Programmatic EIR was prepared. This includes, but is not limited to: 1) The continuing
imbalance of affordable/unaffordable housing (as reflected in the recent Housing Balance
Report). An underlying assumption of the Mission Plan was that there would be "significant"
affordable housing production. 2) The steep rise in housing prices and the resultant introduction
of extensive luxury housing and retail space in the Mission. 3) The increasing pressures to
produce affordable housing due to the overproduction of "market rate" housing. 4) The fact that
the project is within 3 blocks of the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District, 5) The influx of high
paying jobs into the city along with the continued proliferation of "tech shuttles", 6) The failure
of the City to produce affordable housing in the Mission since the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan
took effect. 7) The Mission's advanced stage of gentrification. 8) The multiple large
development project on Bryant St across the street, and within 1 block of this development. All
of these projects should be looked at closely for a true impact on the environment and
neighborhood quality of life.

Issues Related to Parking/Traffic.
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Traffic and parking are also a significant issue. The project site is on Bryant Street, a major
thoroughfare used by the increasing commuter shuttle buses, UCSF shuttle, and the 27 Bryant
MUNI buses that criss-cross Bryant St. The addition of 196 new households, along with the
hundreds of units in the pipeline will significantly increase traffic along these corridors, and
exacerbate parking in the neighborhood. The Department should also consider alternative
measures for mitigation of these impacts.
Please keep me informed of the progress of your review of these concerns.

Sincerely,

Spike Kahn
cc. United to Save the Mission Our
Mission No Eviction
Calle 24 Latino Cultural District
BeautyOnBryant.org

Page 1
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May 18, 2016
Re: Item 10, 2000-2070 Bryant Street
Planning Commissioners:
As someone who was closely involved in the Eastern Neighborhoods process, and subsequently,
have continued to be involved through my participation in the EN CAC and in the MAP2020 process
co-led by the Planning Department and Mission community members, I am very concerned about
the implementation of the plan, which clearly has major flaws and shortcomings.

I am writing to urge the Planning Commission to deny the Conditional Use
authorization for 2000--2070 Bryant Street.
I ask the Commission to postpone any decision on this project until the concerns of the
Mission District community (who have organized their own "Beauty on Bryant" vision),
the San Francisco Building Trades Council, and the San Francisco Labor Council are
addressed. Please ask the developers and the community to return to the Commission
when they have come up with a mutually acceptable outcome, one that both retains or
replaces one-for-·one the existing PDR and cultural/arts spaces and provides a majority of
affordable units. This is particularly relevant given the new affordable housing
requirements that will be voted on in the election less than three weeks from now.
The cumulative impact of this project and the dozens of others around it must be considered as
a whole.
•

•

•

This project, with 196 luxury units, will take up nearly the entire 2000 Block of Bryant
St between 18th St and 19th St. Under the current proposal the project would be mostly
luxury apartments with a minimum land dedication to the city with no money to build
potential affordable housing units.
The Bryant Street block-now cleared out by the owners-was home to dozens of blue...
collar jobs, PDR, arts and community-serving spaces such as CELLspace, Tortilla Flats Cafe,
The ACT Costume and Prop Shop, and San Francisco Auto Body, and has no plans to replace
them. The developer proposes to replace the 50,000 sq. ft. of demolished PDR space with
only 3,983 sq. ft.
PDR space is being lost in the Mission at a pace of 213% faster than anticipated by the
Eastern Neighborhoods Plan that governs projects like this. The demand for PDR space
is growing rather than shrinking as was predicted in the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan.

This project again raises the question for the Commission of the limitations of the current Eastern
Neighborhoods zoning requirements in relation to the goals of the area plan process, and the
necessity of revisiting the zoning requirements. Much has already been said about the housing
affordability needs in the Eastern Neighborhoods, and the nexus between market-·rate housing and
the demand created for affordable units. Following are some background comments on the
tion of PDR-·retention policies in the UMU:
1. The Mission, SoMa, and Potrero industrial areas have historically had a "mixed-use"
character, where industry had existed adjacent to small working-..class residential enclaves,
and where, at least since the 1970s, industrial spaces had been adapted for cultural/arts
uses. The then--current M zoning allowed residential uses only as a conditional use, and
market conditions until the mid-1990 had not created a demand for new housing
construction in these industrial areas. Given the lower land values here, the City's Housing
Elements of the 1990s had identified the industrial areas as viable areas to promote
AFFORDABLE housing construction.
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2.

In the 1990s, residential builders began to market "live--work" lofts, residential uses illegally
sited in the industrial areas, and driving up land values. It was acknowledged that allowing
the "highest and best use," ie, housing, as a principally permitted use, would continue to
drive up land values.
3. The consensus from the Planning Department, under long-term Planning head Amit Ghosh,
was that there was an increasing loss of industrial land in San Francisco, and a need to figure
out a way to regulate this loss and plan for areas where loss would be allowed and a certain
amount of retention could happen. The "PDR," Production, Distribution, and Repair,
designation was developed to identify the kinds oflight industrial uses that still had a future
within the City limits.
4. The "mixed···use" zoning districts were intended to retain the mixed-use character of the
Mission, SoMa, and Potrero industrial areas, where historically industry had existed
adjacent to small working--class residential enclaves, and where, at least since the 1970s,
industrial spaces had been adapted for culturaljarts uses. Throughout the EN process, the
concept was that the new mixed-use zoning districts would include a strategy for PDR
retention and/or replacement in any change to allowing residential as a principally
permitted use. In fact, Interim Controls and policy resolutions adopted by the Planning
Commission included PDR controls, and the Mosaica project conformed to these policies by
including on--site PDR in their building.
5. The 2003 Community Planning in the Eastern Neighborhoods - Rezoning Options
Workbook, calls out a proposed "Residential - Production/Distribution/Repair This new
zoning district would create opportunities for housing, while retaining and creating space
for PDR businesses that can coexist with residential uses. New developments would be
required to provide some space for light and medium PDR businesses, which would be
encouraged on the ground floor. Residential and other small commercial uses would also be
permitted. This district could support mixed use neighborhoods where housing is
constructed on top of or next to light industrial businesses." ,~~_,__~
page 33)
6. The 2004 Planning Commission Resolution No. 16727, established policies and
procedures for development proposals in Eastern Neighborhoods. "Those areas
designated ... to be a part of the Housing/PDR Overlay ... PDR space should be located on the
ground floor of the building. Net loss of PDR space is strongly discouraged for projects built
on lots greater than 5,000 square feet. For lots less than 5,000 square feet, a ratio of 1 sq. ft.
of PDR space is strongly encouraged for every 4 sq. ft of residential or commercial
development. If the ratio yields less than 2000 sq. ft of PDR space, then PDR should not be
required." l-'-'-''-'¥''--1-f.-"""-~....,..,,.,.9""~~~""'"".......,~~"-=-~""""~""""'-""-''--J
7. The June 2007 Eastern Neighborhoods EIR, on page S-3, describes the new zoning as
"Urban Mixed-Use (UMU), which would encourage transitional development patterns ...
buffering potentially incompatible land uses. Non-PDR development would be required to also
provide PDR space, at specified ratio(s)." And in page S-7 and S-8: "Requirements to construct
new PDR space in mixed-use districts ... would discourage the type of incompatible residential
Page2
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Page 3
development that has been the pattern throughout much of the Eastern Neighborhoods, reducing
potential land use conflicts." And furthermore in page S-16, "UMU districts would be established
where PDR use would be a priority ... Much existing PDR activity in the new ... UMU districts
would be expected to remain, and possibly even increase under these options in the heart of the
Northeast Mission Industrial Zone ... "
8. In expectation of the need to resolve adjacency issues, in 2007, Asian Neighborhood Design
prepared an Industrial Mixed-Use Zoning Analysis, which was shared with Planning staff.

In 2008, however, after previous Planning staff left the Department (Amit Ghosh, Miriam Chion,
Johnny Jaramillo), and with a new Planning Director and new staff assigned to the EN rezoning, the
final approved "UMU" zoning did not include PDR replacement.

Clearly the "mixed·. use" vision was seriously fl.awed, as in the absence of strong and prescriptive
requirements for retention, replacement (and even expansion) of PDR, the result has in fact
been once again "highest and best use" market-driven development outcomes.
Areas which had previously been mixed-use areas, such as Valencia Street which had traditionally
had a great deal of auto···related uses, have become boutique retail destinations, with new condos
selling at over $2 Million. The loss of PDR continues unabated, with proposals such as the Axis
development on Folsom, and the Lennar development on South Van Ness, continuing to deplete the
remaining PDR spaces in the Mission District. And the Eastern Neighborhoods compromise, which
was to mitigate the cumulative impacts of this loss in other parts of the neighborhood by requiring
replacement space in the new "mixed--use zones," was never fulfilled or codified, and continues
unabated with projects such as 2000 Bryant.
This needs to stop. The Planning Commission should commit to action, first by denying their
approval to the CU for 2000 Bryant St. project, and second by listening to the unprecedented
community and labor demands for increased affordability and 1-for-1 PDR retention, and developing
new policies and zoning codes to make this a reality as was the original intention of the Eastern
Neighborhoods planning process.
Thank you,
Fernando Martf
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Options A, B, and C vary by the degree to which they would permit lands currently zoned for industrial
uses to be converted to residential and mixed-use districts: in general, Option A would permit the least
amount of such conversion, while Option C would permit the greatest conversion. Under all three
options, new single- and mixed-use zoning districts would be introduced to the Planning Code. Most of
the existing Heavy Industrial (M-2) and Light Industrial (M-1) use districts in the Eastern Neighborhoods
would be replaced with either mixed-use residential districts (MUR), new Urban Mixed-Use (UMU)
Districts that would permit residential and PDR uses, or with new Employment and Business
Development (EBD) Districts that would permit PDR uses only. These districts would encourage the
retention and expansion of PDR uses while in some cases also allowing limited commercial or residential
uses. Some existing commercial districts would be replaced, where commercial activity would continue
to be permitted, with new mixed-use residential/commercial districts or with mixed-use PDR/commercial
districts, although some areas would be designated neighborhood commercial as currently defined in the
Planning Code. Finally, existing residential districts could be replaced, generally with new single-use
residential districts. Proposed new zoning districts include:
•

Employment and Business Development (EBD), in which new construction would be limited
to,PDR space, housing would be prohibited, and only small office and retail uses would be
allowed;

•

Residential-Transit Oriented (RTO), which would allow generally moderate-scale residential
buildings, with no maximum permitted residential density and reduced parking requirements;

•

Mixed-Use Residential (MUR), to promote high-density housing and a flexible mix of
smaller neighborhood-serving retail and commercial uses, including some PDR uses;

•

Neighborhood Commercial Transit (NC-T), similar to MUR, but would not permit most PDR
uses;

•

Neighborhood Commercial (Moderate Scale), similar to the existing NC-3 (Neighborhood
Commercial-Moderate Scale) district; and

•

Urban Mixed-Use (UMU), which would encourage transitional development patterns
between EBD and predominantly residential districts, thereby buffering potentially
incompatible land uses. Non-PDR development would be required to also provide PDR
space, at specified ratio(s).

In addition, the Central Waterfront would include a Heavy PDR district, mostly covering land under
Port of San Francisco Jurisdiction that is intended to remain in heavy commercial and industrial use,
and a Pier 70 Mixed-Use District.
The Rezoning Options Workbook included a potential Design PDR Use Area overlay zone in the central
portion of Showplace Square, where only design-related PDR uses would be permitted, to help preserve
the existing cluster of design uses. Further, subsequent drafts of the Showplace Square/Potrero Hill plan
delineated a separate Arts District in part of the Seventh Street corridor, near the California College of
the Arts campus, to encourage compatible arts (PDR) activities.
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or the past 5 years straight, since SFMade's inception, San Francisco has been a leader in the renaissance of US urban manufacturing, posting double-digit job growth year over year. Nationally, manufacturing jobs have also been growing, with the sector
adding more than 800,000 jobs since 2010 1 • Yet, as an overall percentage of the economy, modern day manufacturing here and
across the US has a more modest place in our economic fabric than in the past: nationally, manufacturing now represents approximately
12% of GDP and provides 8.8% of US employment, down from almost 30% of GDP and 20% of US jobs in 1970.
On the one hand, familiar pro-economic arguments supporting the outsized economic benefits of manufacturing still ring true:
Manufacturing pays more than comparable service sector jobs, in particular for entry-level workers. Manufacturing offers training
and advancement opportunities for individuals with less traditional education or other barriers to employment that far surpasses
those of other industries. And manufacturing's "economic multiplier" effect in the local economy remains greater than any other
industry. Conservatively, San Francisco manufacturers, who drove more than $614M into the regional economy in 2014, generated
an additional $816M 2 in indirect economic impact, back into the Bay Area.
But the undisputed economic benefits of a healthy urban manufacturing
ecosystem, while impressive, understate an even richer set of societal benefits:

Sustainable Innovation. Local manufacturing is critical to sustained
regional innovative capacity. The US, and specifically the Bay Area, remains a
global innovation leader, increasingly in physical products. A strong local
manufacturing ecosystem provides designers the opportunity to rapidly
prototype new products, manufacture in small volumes, gain feedback from the local consumer base, and then repeat. This "virtuous
cycle" of innovation is equally at play both in San Francisco's emerging advanced manufacturing sector and in more traditional
sectors, exemplified by Levi Strauss and Co's recently opened Eureka Innovation Lab, which marries denim product development
with manufacturing, steps from Levi's headquarters in San Francisco.

Inclusive Ownership. A thriving local manufacturing "start-up" culture is a powerful gateway to more diverse business ownership.
Maker-based businesses-fueled by the democratization of access to capital, markets, equipment, shared space, and most of all
information-are providing new pathways to start and own a business. San Francisco has been the birthplace of successful manufacturers owned by artists, skilled union craftspeople, formerly low-income women, immigrant families, and by individuals from other
at-risk populations, including a remarkable growing advanced manufacturer launched by a formerly homeless man.
Economic Equity. Above all, urban manufacturing is perhaps one of the few sectors capable of moving the needle in a positive
direction around economic equity, in a time when nationally we are seeing more inequitable distribution of income and wealth than
ever. No city better understands the perils of this growing inequity than San Francisco: a recent Brooking Institute report found the
income gap between San Francisco's rich and poor is growing faster than any other city in the nation. Local and, in particular, urban
manufacturing co-locates jobs and companies near and in the very communities of people who can most benefit from them. Urban
manufacturing has a unique capacity to knit together diverse neighborhoods, socio-economic groups, and disciplines. Ultimately
urban manufacturing provides the possibility for residents from all walks of life to enter the mainstream economy, to advance their
skills, their economic self-sufficiency, and to become invested stakeholders and leaders in our communities.
All of these benefits create a powerful argument for cities across the US to actively fight to maintain healthy manufacturing sectors,
irrespective of the size or scale relative to other local industries. And while we recognize to do so in San Francisco-one of the most
expensive and land-constrained cities in the country-is perhaps an especially daunting task, the economic and societal benefits from
a strong local manufacturing ecosystem are simply too important. Urban manufacturing is a unique engine that can power a more
equitable economy. And as ever, San Francisco has the potential to lead the way.
Kate Sofis

Vicki Joseph

Founding Executive Director,
SFMade

Northern California Region Director,
Citi Community Development

1. Source: US Department of Commerce, 2015.
2. Source: Manufacturing Institute, April 2014.
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ENTREPRENEURIAL MANUFACTURING
San Francisco's local manufacturing sector has reached an all time high
since the launch of SFMade in 2010, as shown by the results of this
year's Annual SFMade Survey of Manufacturers! SFMade membershipat 605 companies representing over 90% of the local manufacturing
sector-is up by 11% over last year, the greatest single year of
growth in number of SFMade member companies since our launch.
Together, these vibrant companies drove $614M in direct sales into the

regional economy.
San Francisco manufacturers reflect the entrepreneurial spirit of the
city they call home. 38 companies in the SFMade community launched
within the last 18 months, largely on pace with new company formation
rates of prior years. Further, a whopping 96% of SFMade's membership started their business from scratch; the other 4% either
inherited a family business or bought an existing business. And these
self-starters are vastly self-funded as
well-81% utilized savings or loans
from personal resources or family and
friends to make the first year happen.
While home is the place that 45% of
the companies launched from, makerspaces or shared spaces have begun to
play a more prominent role: 13% of
manufacturers now report starting in a
maker-space such as TechShop, Double Union (a new maker-space for
women), or private shared spaces.
Overall, San Francisco manufacturing remains concentrated in consumer
products, with growth occurring largely proportionate to the industry
sectors reported in our 2014 report: sewn products-including apparel
and accessories such as bags-account for over a third of member
companies (32%), food and beverage remains second (18%). The
remaining half is comprised of home products, jewelry and accessories,
and a diverse "Other" category which includes advanced manufacturing
companies making technology-enabled products, as well as a range of
other products including bikes, sporting goods, and print/media.
There was a slight shift away from sourcing goods in San Francisco,
yet the amount of inputs from California in total remained the same,
signaling perhaps more robust access to regional supply chains. Tools like
BriteHub-an online supply chain management and sourcing platform
currently being implemented across the Bay Area-are starting to shift
access to source materials as suppliers and manufacturers get networked
in a way that provides streamlined information in both directions.

Companies in San Francisco are still largely manufacturing in housealmost 80% of total product value-and overall, we observe a positive
trend of companies increasing their local manufacturing over time:
44% of companies surveyed now manufacture more in San Francisco
than they did five years ago. While a small portion of sub-contracted
production moved from San Francisco contract manufacturers to
regional contract manufacturers, we see this as a positive reflection
of both the increasing strength of regional supply chain offerings and
improved access to information about how to locate suppliers across
the region. The strength of the region is also a key driver of sales for
San Francisco manufacturers, with an estimated 58% of sales attributed
to Bay Area and San Francisco customers.
MORE JOBS, SOME CHALLENGES
In 2014, the manufacturing sector added more jobs for the 5th
year in a row, at 12% net new jobs. Food and beverage remained the
powerhouse sector in sheer number of jobs reaching a total of 1,000
jobs, with an 18% growth in net new jobs for the sector. Manufacturers
now account for over 4,400 jobs, with fully 70% of those jobs held
by individuals from low-income households. Looking forward, 36%
of the jobs manufacturers plan to add in the next 12 months will be
focused on the production or distribution of the products, with another
25% in customer service/sales, 15% in retail, 14% in management,
administration or finance, and just 8% in design or engineering positions.
Over 60% of the low-income workers currently employed by SFMade
companies are persons from minority populations. In addition, women
hold 60% of all manufacturing jobs in San Francisco and continue
to represent close to 50% of the ownership of local manufacturers.

For the first time, however, since SFMade has been reporting on the
sector, while the overall number of manufacturing jobs filled has grown,
the sector reported a slight slowing down of the pace of job growth as
compared to prior years (12.5% in 2012, 13% in 2013, and 15% in 2014).
The root cause: while the sector continues to be a robust new job
generator, manufacturers are having difficulty filling job openings.
Entry-level jobs on SFMade's job board currently are going unfilled for
up to 6 months. The main drivers are rising costs (of housing and other
expenses) for workers to live locally and increased competition with
other sectors for talent. For entry level workers, the manufacturing
sector overall continues to start employees at wages above current
minimum wage-ranging from $15-$25 per hour-yet it's still not
enough for people to support themselves or their families unless they
already have stable housing. For more experienced job positions,

3. SFMade's annual survey of local manufacturers was completed by close to 300 member companies.
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manufacturers have additional trouble competing with the wages and
other benefits offered by sectors like technology and finance.
Local manufacturers have reacted by crafting innovative ways to
approach the compensation and retention of employees. Some SFMade
companies have engaged in projects to design profit-sharing programs
for hourly workers or have incorporated other non-cash benefits such
as flexible work hours, providing employees access to equipment for
personal projects, or support for education/training. And a few SFMade
manufacturers have gone all the way to devise outright employee
ownership structures. For example, Heath Ceramics recently converted
its business structure to an Employee Stock Ownership Plan (ESOP).
Employees are much more invested in the company and Heath has
some of the lowest turnover in the sector.
At a civic level, the connection between housing and manufacturing
jobs is the place where innovation is needed most. One short-term
solution that bears consideration is to specifically market manufacturing job openings to individuals already stabilized in their housing
through affordable housing partners. The City should also be looking at its policies to encourage new manufacturing job production
and housing production for low-income individuals together on
city-owned parcels. This approach, for example, has been taken in
planning uses for the Mission Rock development, a mixed office, housing,
open space, and manufacturing project on Port property. Imagine the
collective economic stability of pursuing manufacturing and other
accessible jobs and affordable housing together, rather than considering
them as separate, stand-alone initiatives.
ADVANCING MANUFACTURING
Over the course of 2014, San Francisco's advanced manufacturing
sector-companies that design and build products that incorporate
digital manufacturing technologies and/or advanced materials-has
begun to crystallize into a defined component of our local ecosystem.
While still modest in size, the advanced manufacturing sector was
the fastest growing of all sectors-more than doubling the
number of jobs over the course of the last 12 months. About 30%
of new jobs were production or distribution jobs, demonstrating the
capacity for advanced manufacturing, like other sectors, to offer entrylevel opportunities. Importantly, SFMade's advanced manufacturing
community reports that the majority of new production jobs can
accommodate individuals with limited experience and most specific
skills are trained on the job. At the same time, 38% of the job growth
was in design or engineering positions, demonstrating that these firms
are both attracted to-and rely on access to-much of the same talent
being sought by the technology sector as a whole.
Consumer product hardware design and engineering has clearly become
the engine of San Francisco's emerging advanced manufacturing sector.
The city is home to more formal hardware incubators (Highway One,
Lemnos Labs), prototyping/engineering/product invention firms
(PCHLimeLab, Otherlab) and informal hardware/gadget communities
than any other city in the country. While the majority of products being
incubated in these "innovation nodes" are either pre-production or have
yet to identify local supply chains that support scaled manufacturing,
clearly the great opportunity for San Francisco's emerging
advanced manufacturing sector is to capture more market-share
of short and medium-run production. The move of major electronics
contract manufacturer Flextronics into SOMA-the first newly arrived
electronics manufacturer offering not just prototyping services but
actual manufacturing in San Francisco-is an encouraging sign for
things to come.

The advanced manufacturing sector also leads the way in equity investment_and, in particular, venture funding. In the past year, San Francisco
manufacturers overall secured $47M in new capital, up from $41 M in
2014. 60% of that capital was in the form of debt, with the remaining
40% comprised of mostly equity and less than 1% of crowd funding. In
contrast, the advanced manufacturing sector anticipates 80% of next
year's capital to come in the form of equity.
Currently, San Francisco's nascent advanced manufacturing sector
has three main impediments to growth. First, and foremost, holes in
the local and regional hardware and electronics supply chain make it
difficult to manufacture more products locally. Second, early stage
advanced manufacturing
companies cannot easily find
expansion-stage industrial
space at an affordable price.
And finally, local cost of living
pressures equally impact
advanced manufacturers
who compete with each
other and the technology
sector for talent.
In a positive response to the opportunity and the challenges, the
Mayor's Office of Civic Innovation, in partnership with the Office of
Economic and Workforce Development and SFMade, has launched a
concerted Advanced Manufacturing initiative, led by a working group
drawn from industry and a unique, full-time Make to Manufacture
Fellow housed part-time at SFMade and part-time at City Hall. Over the
next year-in collaboration with the design and engineering community,
existing manufacturers, and anchor educational institutions-the
initiative will focus on developing an implementable toolkit of regional
solutions to create more fertile soil in which these promising local
companies can start, stay, and grow in San Francisco.

MISSING THE MIDDLE
Amid the continued success of San Francisco's local manufacturing
sector, a new, more worrying trend has emerged in this year's data:
For the first time in the five years, growth-stage manufacturers
with $SOOK-SM in revenue and S-20 employees have declined as
a percentage of the local manufacturing base in San Franciscofrom 1S% to 10%. Companies with 1-4 employees now comprise 83%
of SFMade's membership, up from 79% in 2014. Larger, established
San Francisco brands with 20 or more employees, comprising 6% of the
membership, have remained stable and continue to create jobs. What
is the explanation for a shrinking "middle class" of manufacturers?
While a few have failed, the majority of the decline is due to
expanding manufacturers- otherwise healthy and profitablemoving production out of the City. These companies are leaving just
as they reach the next level of growth, just as they are ready to find
a bigger space, raise capital, and expand their workforce. The trend
is worrisome in the near term, as San Francisco is failing to capture
all the new manufacturing jobs it could, the very jobs that provide an
on-ramp to employment for diverse residents. If this trend continues
it will have an adverse impact on the size and number of the most
mature manufacturers who are now our largest job generators. The
"middle class" of manufacturing must thrive in order to build the
workforce-sustaining large manufacturers of the future.
Most often, these vibrant producers are thwarted by lack of availability
of affordably priced real estate-especially quality industrial space
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near public transportation. At the same time, the demographics of
where the manufacturing workforce lives has also continued to shift, in
large measure in response to surging housing prices in San Francisco
and limited availability. Companies are choosing to relocate not only
because of rising real estate prices for production space, but also
because increasingly their workforce lives elsewhere.
At a macro level, housing remains a critical input. Recently San Francisco
Mayor Ed Lee announced a plan to create dedicated affordable housing
for teachers. Perhaps this same creativity can be applied to the manufacturing workforce. Efforts to better connect the city's industrial areas
with public transit will also enable more growing manufacturers to still
operate in San Francisco even if they must draw a workforce from the
greater Bay Area. And above all, a continued focus on securing flexible,
affordable, multi-tenant industrial space for the sector-by better
using what we have and by building more of it-is essential now more
than ever.
INDUSTRIAL SPACE: BUILDING BLOCKS
Manufacturers continue to feel the oppressive realities of an overheated
real estate market, particularly in the transit-accessible industrial districts. For some industrial spaces in San Francisco, annual rents have
~isen above $50 per square foot-and even more modest rents can
exceed $24 per square foot-rates that were previously unheard of for
these types of properties. More companies this year than ever before
have been forced to move when their lease expired because the new
rents and terms were not sustainable for their business-even after
considering the costs incurred to undertake a real estate search and
move their operations. 85% of SFMade companies lease and with 42%
of those leases coming due within the next year, if we don't see a cooling of the market or some other changes soon-we are truly at risk
of losing a number of additional companies in the next 12-18 months.
Through our Places to Make program, which assists manufacturers
in looking for space, only 13% of companies who have undertaken a
search in 2015 were successfully placed in San Francisco.
However, there are some bright spots on the real estate storm cloud.
A number of promising new projects have started in the past 12
months, since the launch of the City's Five Point PDR Plan. For the first
time in decades, new PDR development is happening in San Francisco.
Two projects will deliver smaller footprint industrial spaces within the
year as part of mixed-use residential developments: 350 8th Street and
Potrero 1010. The City-via the Port-is now an active player in the
development of two larger, mixed-use projects at Pier 70 (Forest City)
and Mission Rock (San Francisco Giants)-which combined will deliver
over 400,000 square feet of light manufacturing space, including providing for the highly anticipated expansion of our largest manufacturer,

Anchor Brewers and Distillers. And PlaceMade-San Francisco's first
affordable industrial real estate developer born out of a collaboration
between SFMade and the City-is poised to release over 55,000 square
feet of affordable industrial space at One Hundred Hooper in partnership with Kilroy Realty Corporation. On the same site, Kilroy will build
an additional 90,000 square feet of industrial space in a mixed officeindustrial project, the first of its kind on the West Coast. This project is
noteworthy as the first to take advantage of the City's new "inclusionary
industrial" zoning passed in 2014 that allows for the cross-subsidization
of new industrial space via the development of co-located new office
on previously vacant industrial parcels.
While these new construction initiatives are both laudable and important, the majority of new projects will not come online until 2017 or
later. In parallel, a sustained focus on making the best possible use of
existing space will be essential. Continued enforcement of industrial
zoning is key. The City must also confront the opportunity-and challenge-presented by the emergence of product design-engineering
firms, whom we need in our ecosystem but who may not use the
required 66% of their space that PDR zoning requires for active production and who can often pay far more in rent than most traditional
manufacturers.
DEMOCRATIZATION OF MAKER EDUCATION
The recent explosion of maker-based education opportunities-in
particular, for young people-shows promise in the evolving landscape
of San Francisco's manufacturing economy. The San Francisco Public
Library has included some maker equipment at The Mix-a teen
focused program-including a 3D printer and a laser cutter. TechShop
and other shared maker-spaces offer classes for all ages with focused
events and programs for the younger
demographics, clearly stoking the
fires of creativity and what's possible
for kids to make with their own
hands (and a few helpful tools).
SFMade's own Inside Manufacturing
program combines both educational
and experiential elements to expose
San Francisco public high school students to the possibility of a career
in manufacturing and takes it a step further to connect them to internship opportunities at SFMade companies through our youth internship
program, YouthMade. The Bay Area's Laney College has launched a
nationally-watched "Manufacturing 101" program, a great example of a
community college refining its offerings to connect more to manufacturing. At the California College of the Arts, the Design MBA program
brings in manufacturers from the SFMade network who educate
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wholesale retailers and distributors, including national retailers with
local footprints such as Whole Foods and Target. As more national
retailers seek to create a unique customer experience, they are seeking
out precisely the types of products-and stories behind those products
-that SFMade companies represent. In 2013, the San Francisco
Westfield Center tailored a kiosk space for SFMade companies featuring
a rotating set of manufacturers and now Stonestown Mall is following
suit. SFMade recently renewed our partnership with a major retailer at
SFO and our creative collaboration with Climb Real Estate. Even our
local SF Giants kept it local with their project-The Yard at Mission
Rock-which in addition to several other SFMade brands, like Anchor
Brewing and Humphry Slocombe, featured a rotation of locally made
companies in one of the retail containers.

students about how they manufacture locally and conversely the
manufacturer hears from students on innovative "design thinking."
All of these programs are deeply interconnected to the growing ecosystem of education that holds the potential to support local manufacturing. The next opportunity is to more intentionally connect these
initiatives-and students-to our existing community of manufacturers.
Could our own City College play a more explicit role in providing
advanced manufacturing skill training to young adults? How can we
expand the capacity of manufacturers to host interns and apprentices
and how can we inspire more designers and engineers to eschew the
benefits of a big company and instead work for a small manufacturer?
What would it take to create a full circle of opportunity that connects
maker-education with workforce development with manufacturing?

Collaboration
intentional procurement. Intentional corporate procurement is a significant opportunity to harness the potential
for San Francisco to further grow local manufacturing. A growing
number of major corporations are directing more of their B2B spend on
locally-made products-primarily from small businesses. From Square
and Lyft buying their office furniture from Ohio Designs, to Drop Box
ordering Rickshaw Bags for their annual meeting, to Linked In creating
customized DodoCase gifts, intentional local corporate procurement
can mean major business for local manufacturers, and an even bigger
impact on our local workforce. One of our most visible examples:
SFMade company Social Imprintswho employs a workforce of 35
men and women who have faced a
myriad of life challenges-has built
an entire silk-screening business by
selling customized printed goods in
large part to major tech brands,
both local and national. Recognizing the opportunity, in 2015 the San
Francisco Chamber of Commerce in partnership with the City, launched
SF Biz Connect-a platform connecting larger businesses who have
pledged to spend at least 5% more of their total purchases through
local purchasing, with smaller San Francisco businesses.

LET'S GET TOGETHER
.................................................................................................................

If there is a theme to how local manufacturers are staying and even
thriving in San Francisco during these intense economic times, it is
surely in how the sector has been working together to create collective
opportunity.
llabora1t1on among manufacturers. Nearly half of all survey
respondents collaborated with each other during the year. 35% of
companies report sharing supply chains and recommending contract
manufacturers to one another, the top reported collective activity
in 2015. Shared retail selling events were equally popular, with 30%
of SFMade companies participating in SFMade Week and several
hundred in the annual Holiday Sale. Companies are also sharing
production space, and not always out of necessity: local manufacturers Capital Eyewear and Galanter & Jones so enjoy the communal
environment of shared space that when the lease was up on their
shared production space, they pursued and successfully found new
space together. SFMade companies additionally report a number of
interesting product development collaborations, such as Etta+ Billie's
use of T-We Tea and Ritual Coffee in their soaps. Other companies
enjoy more traditional 828 collaborations, such as SOMA-based
Standard Metal Products making machine parts for Mission-based
Other Machine Co. These bonds tie companies not only to each other
but more closely to San Francisco as well.

The reason local manufacturers report that they continue to start,
grow, and stay here, in spite of the challenges, is that they simply
want to be in San Francisco. Imagine what more we can do if we fully
leverage the richness of our community-across industry lines, across
public and private, tech and manufacturing, housing and jobs, office
and industrial, large and small-to create a shared future where a
robust maker-manufacturing ecosystem is the thread that knits our
community together.

Collaboration with
local m:m-mam.1fact1.1rers. As locally-made
products are being increasingly demanded by residents and visitors
alike in cities across the country, finding ways to curate entire sections
of local, independent brands is of interest to major retailers as never
before. 40% of sales of SFMade manufacturers are now to major
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Mission - Projects Completed or Under Environmental Review - 2008 to 2/23/16 {Planning Dept. Data)
Managemen

Cultural,
Address

Case No.

Date of

Status of

Document

Document

Net

Institution

Housing
al,
Medical
Units
Education

al
3418 26th Street
80 Julian Avenue
411 Valencia
490 South Van Ness Avenue
3420 18th Street
1875 Mission Street
17th Street and Folsom Street Park
150115th Street
480 Potrero Avenue
626 Potrero Avenue/ 2535 18th Street
2550-2558 Mission Street
1450 15th Street
300 South Van Ness Avenue
346 Potrero Avenue
1785 15th Street
1801/1863 Mission Street
2600 Harrison St.
1924 Mission St.
600 South Van Ness Avenue
2000-2070 Bryant St, 2815 18th St, 611 Florida St
1298 Valencia Street
1198 Valencia Street
1050 Valencia Street
1419 Bryant Street
1979 Mission Street
2675 Folsom St
1900 Mission Street
645 Valencia St
1800 Mission
2750 19th St.
1515 South Van Ness Ave.
3140 16th St
2799 24th St.
2435 16th St.
3357-3359 26th St.
1726-1730 Mission St.
2100 Mission Street
200 Potrero Ave.
3314 Ceasar Chavez

1798 Bryant St.
2918-2924 Mission St.
793 South Van Ness
1850 Bryant St.
953 Treat Ave
3620 Cesar Chavez

344 14th St. & 1463 Stevenson St.
1950 Mission St.

1296 Shotwell St.

2009.0610E
2009.1095E
2009.0180E
2010.0043E
2012.1572E
2010.0787E
2009.1163E
2008.1395E
2011.0430E
2011.1279E
2005.0694E
2013.0124E
2011.0953E
2012.0793E
2012.0147E
2009.1011E
2014.0503E
2014.0449E
2013.0614E
2013.0677E
2013.1404E
2012.0865E
2007.1457E
2015-005388ENV
2013.1543E
2014-000601ENV
2013.1330E
2013.1339E
2014.0154E
2014.0999E
2014.1020E
2014.1105ENV
2014.1258ENV
2014.1201ENV
2013.0770ENV
2014-002026ENV
2009.0880E
2015-004756ENV
2014-003160ENV
2015-006511ENV
2014.0376ENV
2015-001360ENV
2015-011211ENV
2015-006510ENV
2015-009459ENV
2014.0948ENV
2016-001514ENV
2015-0l8056ENV

8-Nov-10
23-Jun-10
13-May-10
24-Jun-14
16-0ct-13
14-0ct-10
24-Jan-11
27-Jan-11
26-Sep-12
16-Jul-12
21-Nov-12
30-0ct-14
29-Nov-12
3-Feb-14
1-May-13
19-Mar-15
19-Aug-15
2-Apr-15
9-Apr-15
2-Jun-15
9-0ct-15
31-Jul-15
5-0ct-10
6-Jan-16
28-Jan-15
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

Published CPE
Published CPE
Published CPE
Published CPE
Published CPE
Published CPE
Published CPE
Published CPE
Published Other
Published CPE
Published Other
Published CPE
Published CPE
Published CPE
Published CPE
Published CPE
Published CPE
Published CPE
Published CPE
Published CPE
Published CPE
Published CPE
Published Other
Published CPE
Active Other
Active CPE
Active CPE
Active CPE
Active CPE
Active CPE
Active CPE
Active CPE
Active CPE
Active CPE
Active CPE
Active CPE
Active CPE
Active CPE
Active CPE
Active CPE
ActiveCPE
Active CPE
Active CPE
Active CPE
Active CPE
Active CPE
Active CPE

Active CPE

13
8
16
72
16
38
0
40
84
0
114
23
0
72
8
54
20
12
27
274
35
52
16
0
331
115
11
9
0
60
160
28
8
53
8
36
29
0
52
131
38
54
0
8
28
45
157
96

2,451
Preferred Project (approved 2008)
Option A
Option B
Option C

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
44,600
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1,236
0

t,
Information,
and

PDR

Professiona

Retail and
Entertainm
ent

I Services

0
16,000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
15,200
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
740
0
0
0
-3,540
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
139,607
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-2,500
-5,179
0
0
0
0
-3,200

45,836 31,200

126,778

0
850

0
0
-1,550
-1,618
-4,675
-43,695
0
-1,740
0
-15,000
0
-6,088
0
-1,500
-765
0
-7,506
-1,180
-1,750
-64,450
-2,000
-440
0
-34,350
0
-22,111
-2,064
0
-138,742
-10,934
0
-20,428
0
-10,000
0
-3,500
-7,630
-27,716
0
0
0
-1,966
188,994
0
0
18,995
0
-11,664

0
0
1,370
1,123
1,000
2,523
0
9,681
0
0
14,750
0
20,040
2,760
0
2,125
0
2,315
3,060
4,105
3,770
5,300
1,830
0
-18,239
0
844
-4,382
39,000
10,112
-29,940
7,284
-269
4,992
5,575
900
2,640
30,034
1,740
3,514
7,400
4,867
0
0
940
5,849
3,415
0

-237,073 152,028

1696

782 104,400 37,200 422,021
422,021 114,000
1,118 150,300 36,900 597,242 597,242 143,400
2,054 609,480 49,448 2,214,011 -3,370,350 598,323

The CPE for 2000-2070 Bryant Street notes that 2451 residential units had completed or were under environmental review:
"As of February 23, 2016, projects containing 2,451 dwelling units and 355,842 square feet of non-residential space (excluding PDR Joss) have completed or are proposed to

complete environmental review within the Mission District subarea."
This is in excess of the number of units in the approved Preferred Project, as well as Options A, Band C from the ENP EIR. As a result, the analysis of cumulative impacts contai1
within the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan EIR, and referenced in the CPE, for this project is no longer relavant. The PEIR is stale and doesn't reflect current conditions. Among the
impacts not adequately studied are recreation and open space, transit, traffic, and air quality.
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Links to Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan EIR, Motion
17661 of the Planning Commission which adopted CEQA
Findings for the Plan EIR, and the Mitigation Monitoring
Report
Final PEIR:

Motion and Findings:

Ordinance on Monitoring Program:
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Eastern Neighborhoods Monitoring
Reports 2011-2015
DRAFT Executive Summary
Introduction
After years-long co=unity planning processes and coordination across several city agencies, the San
Francisco Board of Supervisors adopted the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans in an effort to create a longterm vision for equitable, sustainable, and prosperous co=unities. The plans for the Mission, East SoMa,
Central Waterfront, and Showplace Square/Potrero Hill were adopted in 2009 and Western SoMa in 2013.
The Eastern Neighborhoods Plans represent the City's and co=unity's pursuit of two key policy goals:
1) Ensuring a stable future for PDR businesses in the city by preserving lands suitable to these activities and
minimizing conflicts with other land uses; and
2) Providing a significant amount of new housing affordable to low, moderate and middle income families
and individuals, along with "complete neighborhoods" that provide appropriate amenities for the existing and
new residents.

In addition to policy goals and objectives outlined in individual plans, all plans are guided by four key
principles divided into two broad policy categories:
The Economy and Jobs:
• Reserve sufficient space for production, distribution and repair (PDR) activities, in order to support
the city's economy and provide good jobs for residents.
• Take steps to provide space for new industries that bring innovation and flexibility to the city's
economy.
People and Neighborhoods:
• Encourage new housing at appropriate locations and make it as affordable as possible to a range of
city residents.
• Plan for transportation, open space, co=unity facilities and other critical elements of complete
neighborhoods.
The ordinances that enacted the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans (including Western SoMa), adopted by
the Board of Supervisors, require that the Planning Department produce five-year reports monitoring
residential and co=ercial developments in those neighborhoods, as well as impact fees generated and public
and private investments in co=unity benefits and infrastructure. The first set of monitoring reports for
Mission, East SoMa, Showplace Square/Potrero Hill, and Central Waterfront were published in 2011,
covering the period from January 1, 2006 through December 31, 2010. Because Western SoMa was adopted
in 2013, no monitoring reports have been produced for that Area Plan. However, due to its geographic
proximity and overlapping policy goals with the other Eastern Neighborhoods, Planning Department staff, in
consultation with the CAC, has shifted the reporting timeline such that the Western SoMa Area Plan
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Monitoring Report 2011-2015 will be the first five-year report and set the calendar so that future monitoring
reports are conducted alongside the other Eastern Neighborhoods.

Economy
The five-year monitoring period covered in these reports (2011-2015) span a turbulent moment in San
Francisco's economy, from the depths of the "Great Recession" to a rapid expansion since 2012 and 2013.
Much of this growth has been driven by high technology industries located in or near the Eastern
Neighborhoods, which has intensified pressures on existing businesses and the traditional economic make-up
of these communities. Although the plan had not anticipated an influx of firms and jobs of this magnitude, it
was largely driven by the need to protect existing businesses - particularly in PDR activities - from such
pressures, while transition appropriate lands to other activities.
As Table 1 shows, the Eastern Neighborhoods saw about 1 million square feet of PDR space converted to
other activities during the 2011-2015 period. Although an equivalent increase in office square footage has
been developed during this period (roughly 950,000), most of the actual spaces formerly occupied by PDR
businesses were in fact transitioned to residential uses, many with higher percentage of affordable housing
than required by the City. By-and-large, conversions of PDR space did not occur in zoning districts
specifically created to exclusive hold those activities (such as PDR-1-G and PDR-2-G in the Mission and SLI
in SoMa), but in areas that the City and community defined as "transitional", such as the Urban Mixed Use
(UMU) designation and other non-industrial zones (such as Neighborhood CommerciaD.

Mission
Central Waterfront
EastSoMa
Western SoMa
Showplace/Potrero

Total

(25,211)
3,000

15,200

419,070

396,859

15,200

108,400
605,420
71,676
157,634

(206,311)
(25,700)
(483,823)
(92,995)
(169,894)

40,119
14,448
22,933
(3,700)
9,603

943,130

(978,723)

83,403

(3,930)

(3,930)

(67,803)
(8,252)
144,530
(28,949)
416,413

455,939

The commercial pipeline as of December 31, 2015 shows a continuation of these trends. If all projects that
have applied for planning permits are approved, the Eastern Neighborhoods will see another 1,000,000
square feet converted to other uses. However, 60% of that amount is currently under review, so the actual
loss of PDR space is uncertain. The pipeline shows roughly 420,000 square feet of PDR conversions that are
entitled, either under or awaiting construction.
The other land use category that will see substantial change within the pipeline is office. Table 2 shows that
roughly 6,000,000 square feet of office space are proposed in the Eastern Neighborhoods. Of that amount,
however, 5,000,000 has not been entitled, and the vast majority of that is located in the proposed Central
SoMa Plan Area (which straddles East and Western SoMa) or in the Pier 70 master development in Central
Waterfront.
The industrial zoning designations prior to the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans - C-M, M-1, and M-2permitted a broad range of non-residential uses, with few restrictions on office development. It is quite likely
that, absent the rezoning, the Eastern Neighborhoods would have seen a much deeper transition from
industrial to office.
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Mission

Under review
Entitled
Under construction

250,985

247,028
3,957

16,000

163,448

(368,698)

44,642

106,377

16,000

157,051
6,397

(339,766)
(16,471)
(12,461)

32,696
4,550
7,396

97,009
14,433
(5,065)

2,019,010

165,811

10,379

2, 195,200

2,014,804
4,206

315,770
(73,032)
(76,927)

4,396
1,442
4,541

2,334,970
(67,384)
(72,386)

Central Waterfront

Under review
Entitled
Under construction
(15,022)

572,787

(211,955)

(67,492)

123,777.

402,095

(16,622)
1,600

388,032
37,955
146,800

(139,840)
(52,585)
(19,530)

(93,789)
15,762
10,535

101,232

239,013
2,732
160,350

62,870

3,046,022

(110,766)

82,464

41,000,

3, 121,590

59,070
3,800

2,203,723
809,299
33,000

(48,832)
(37,988)
(23,946)

22,725
6,739
53,000

41,000

2,236,686
822,850
62,054

Shov.place!Potrero

320, 166

294, 108

(517,773)

71, 170

Under review
Entitled
Under construction
Eastern Neighborhoods
Under review
Entitled
Under construction

35,695
284,471

220,497
73,611

(409,933)
58,709
(166,549)
(1,043,381)
(622,601)
(121,367)
(299,413)

34,999
1,751
34,420
141,163
1,027
30,244
109,892

EastSoMa

Under review
Entitled
Under construction
WestemSoMa

Under review
Entitled
Under construction

618,999
325,171
293,828

16,000
16,000

6,095,375
4,984,107
931,468
179,800

22,545

545'

545
165,322
101,232
41,000
23,090

168,216

(118,742)
418,542
(131,584)
5,993,478
4,788,936
1, 191, 173
13,369

Data from the California Employment Development Department (EDD) shows that the Eastern
Neighborhoods, over the past five years, have not lost employment in PDR activities. In the 2011-2015
period, PDR jobs have increased from roughly 19,000 to more than 20,000, as shown on Chart 1. Other land
use categories, particularly office and retail, have seen substantial increases in employment during this time,
meaning that PDR is relatively a smaller share of the Eastern Neighborhoods labor force. Given the fact that
the Plan Areas lost PDR space and only added about 500,000 net square foot of co=ercial space overall, it
is reasonable to assume that much of the added employment has located in spaces that were vacant in 2010
due to the Great Recession, as well as in denser workplaces (more employees within a given square footage).
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2010
.. 2015

CIE

Medical

Office

PDR

Retail

Visitor

Other

Source: California Employment Development Department
Note: Starting in 2013, the Bureau of Labor Statistics reclassified In-Home Supportive Services (roughly
20,000 jobs citywide) from the Private Household category (classified as "Other") to other classifications,
most of which are captured in this report under "Medical".

People and Neighborhoods
In addition to the stabilization of PDR activities and employment, the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans
placed a strong focus on expanding the supply of housing, particularly units that are affordable to low and
moderate-income households. Additionally, housing is not simply conceived as "four walls and a roof'', but as
a set of supporting amenities, such as adequate transportation and mobility, parks, co=unity centers,
childcare facilities and other important elements of complete neighborhoods. As some of the areas suitable
for residential development were formerly dominated by industrial uses, the installation of neighborhood
infrastructure to serve new and existing residents was made a priority for the Area Plans.
As Table 3 shows, in the 2011-2015 reporting period, roughly 1,400 units have been developed in the Eastern
Neighborhoods, roughly 78% of which were built in the Mission and East SoMa Plan Areas. Of this total,
24% were income-restricted (55% of area median income for rental units and 90% of AMI for ownership
units). Of the total number of affordable units (334), two-thirds were developed through the inclusionary
housing program, in which developers of market-rate housing set aside a percentage of the units within a
development for low- or moderate-income households. Inclusionary units accounted for almost 16% of all
units built during the reporting period, a higher percentage than the percentage required by the City for
developments of ten or more units (12%). Neighborhoods such as Mission, Western SoMa, and Showplace
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Square/Potrero Hill developed a lower percentage of affordable units than the minimum 12% requirement.
In these cases, developers may have met their obligations by paying a fee "in lieu" of physically developing

the units, equivalent to setting aside 20% of the units as affordable.
The other one-third of affordable units (113) were built by non-profit developers as three 100% affordable
developments in East SoMa, using a combination of public subsidies from the City, State, and Federal
governments.

Mission
Central Waterfront
EastSoMa
Western SoMa
Showplace/Potrero
Total

504
203
595
65
52
1,419

113

113

56 "
68 ,."'
89
6
..
2
221

.

56
68
202
6
2
334

11%
33%
34%
9%
4%
24%

As of December 31, 2015, there were an additional 12,000 units slated for development in the Eastern
Neighborhoods. Of this total, 64% were under review (including large-scale developments such as Pier 70),
10% were entitled and awaiting construction, and 26% were under construction. Assuming the minimum
inclusionary housing requirement (12%) for the pipeline, an additional 1,440 affordable units would be built
in the Plan Areas, though the amount would likely be much larger since some projects would achieve higher
inclusionary percentages and a few developments would be built as 100% affordable. The breakdown of the
pipeline by Plan Area and development status is shown on Table 4.
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Mission
Under review
Entitled
Under construction
Central Waterfront
Under review
Entitled
Under construction
EastSoMa
Under review
Entitled
Under construction
Western SoMa
Under review
Entitled
Under construction
Showplace/Potrero
Under review
Entitled
Under construction

Eastern Neighborhoods
Under review
Entitled
Under construction

1,852
1,450
199
203
2,689
1,862
363
464
1,606
717
533
356
1,313
890
7
416
4,538
2,779
59
1,700
11,9.98
7,698
1,16.1
3,13.9

107
61
29
17
25
15
5
5
48
21
16
11
48
36
9
3
62
35
18
9
290
168

77
45

In order to fund the neighborhood improvements to support new housing and residents, the City established
an impact fee program levied on new commercial and residential developments. Prior to adoption of the
Plans, the Planning Department conducted a Needs Assessment to establish the amount of infrastructure that
would be required, a legally-required Nexus Study to support the adoption of the fees, and feasibility testing
to establish a fee that would not block new developments. To date, the City has collected almost $50 million
from 150 projects, shown in Table 5. The fees are assigned to funds in five categories: housing, transportation
and transit, complete streets, recreation and open space, and child care, as shown in Table 6.
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Mission
EastSoMa
Western SoMa
Central Waterfront
Showplace/Potrero

$5,357,000
$14,635,000
$6,940,000
$10,034,000
$11,384,000

58
35
15
19
23

TOTAL

$48,350,000

150

HOUSING
TRANSPORTATION I TRANSIT
COMPLETE STREETS
RECREATION AND OPEN SPACE
CHILDCARE

$4,740,000
$16,940,000
$6,730,000
$17 ,520 ,000
$2,420,000

Total

$48,350,000

The impact fees are spent through an implementation program coordinated by the Planning Department in
collaboration with the Eastern neighborhoods Citizens' Advisory Committee (CAC). The individual Area
Plan reports outline projects that have been funded (partially or completely) by the impact fees and Appendix
B includes a list and brief description of priority capital projects. The Planning Department estimates that the
City will collect $145 million through fiscal year 2021, as shown on Table 7.

HOUSING
TRANSPORTATION I TRANSIT
COMPLETE STREETS
RECREATION AND OPEN SPACE
CHILDCARE

Total

$26,411,000
$30,302,000
$38,542,000
$43,912,000
$5,931,000

$145,098,000
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1

INTRODUCTION: MISSION

MONITORING REPORT

San Francisco's Eastern Bayfront neighborhoods have historically been the home of the city's industrial economy and have
accommodated diverse communities ranging from families who have lived in the area for generations to more recent
immigrants from Latin America and Asia. The combination of a vibrant and innovative industrial economy with the rich
cultural infusion of old and new residents is central to San Francisco's character. Among many of the components that
contributed to the economic and cultural character of the eastern part of the San Francisco were the wide availability of lands
suitable for industrial activities (whether or not they were zoned for such) and the affordability of these neighborhoods'
housing stock, relative to other parts of the city. Industrial properties continue to be valuable assets to the city's economy as
they provide space for innovative local businesses; large, flexible floorplans for a wide range of tenants; and living wage career
opportunities to residents without advanced degrees.
Over the past few decades, and particularly during the series of ''booms" in high technology industries since in the 1990s, the
Eastern Bayfront neighborhoods have experienced waves of pressure on its industrial lands and affordable housing stock. Due
to their proximity to downtown San Francisco and easy access (via US-101, I-280, and Caltrain) to Silicon Valley, industriallyzoned properties in the Eastern Bayshore, particularly in neighborhoods like South of Market (SoMa), Mission, Showplace
Square, and Central Waterfront became highly desirable to office users who were able to outbid traditional production,
distribution, and repair (PDR) businesses for those spaces. The predominant industrial zoning designations in these
neighborhoods until the late 2000s-C-M, M-1, and M-2--allowed for a broad range of uses, which enabled owners to sell or
lease properties to non-PDR businesses as well as developing them into "live-work" lofts that served primarily as a residential
use.
Moreover, the residential areas in these neighborhoods are well-served by public transportation (including two BART stops in
the Mission), have vibrant cultural amenities, and feature many attractive older buildings. These neighborhood assets and new
employment opportunities have served as strong magnets for high wages earners and market rate housing developers, creating
a strong influx of new, more affluent residents.
Beginning in the late 1990s, the City, residents, community activists, and business owners recognized the need for a
comprehensive, community-based planning process to resolve these conflicts and stabilize the neighborhoods into the future.
The Eastern Neighborhoods community planning process was launched in 2001 to determine how much of San Francisco's
remaining industrial lands should be preserved and how much could appropriately be transitioned to other uses.
The planning process recognized the need to produce housing opportunities for residents of all income levels, which requires
not just the development of new units at market rates, but also opportunities for low and moderate income families. In 2008,
four new area plans for the Mission, East SoMa, Showplace Square/Potrero Hill, and Central Waterfront neighborhoods were
adopted. Respecting the Western SoMa community's request for more time to complete their planning process, the area plan
for that neighborhood was undertaken in parallel and completed in 2013. The resulting area plans contained holistic visions
for affordable housing, transportation, parks and open space, urban design, and community facilities.
The Eastern Neighborhoods Plans represent the City's and community's pursuit of two key policy goals:
1) Ensuring a stable future for PDR businesses in the city by preserving lands suitable to these activities and minimizing
conflicts with other land uses; and
2) Providing a significant amount of new housing affordable to low, moderate and middle income families and individuals,
along with "complete neighborhoods" that provide appropriate amenities for the existing and new residents.

The challenges that motivated the Eastern Neighborhoods community planning process were sharply evident in the Mission
when the plans were adopted and continue to be relevant today. The boundaries of the Mission Plan area, shown in Map 1, run
along Duboce/Division to the north, Potrero Avenue to the east, Guerrero Street to the west, and Cesar Chavez Street to the
south.
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MAP 1 Mission Plan Area Boundaries

The Mission is highly dense with neighborhood amenities, including a variety of shops and restaurants, an architecturally rich
and varied housing stock, vibrant cultural resources, and excellent transit access. Traditionally a reservoir of affordable housing
relatively accessible to recent immigrants and artists, housing affordability in the Mission has significantly declined in the past
decade as demand has rapidly outpaced new housing supply and due to statewide restrictions on tenant protection laws (such
as the Ellis Act), which allows landlords to evict residents from rent controlled apartments.
Despite inclusionary housing requirements that mandate that a certain percentage of new units be affordable to low and
moderate income households, new housing has been largely unaffordable to existing residents. Mission residents and business
owners highlighted a number of policy goals, in addition to the Eastern Neighborhoods-wide objectives, that should be
considered for their Area Plan:
• Preserve diversity and vitality of the Mission
• Increase the amount of affordable housing
• Preserve and enhance the existing Production, Distribution and Repair businesses
• Preserve and enhance the unique character of the Mission's distinct commercial areas
• Promote alternative means of transportation to reduce traffic and auto use
• Improve and develop additional community facilities and open space
• Minimize displacement
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The ordinances that enacted the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans (including Western SoMa), adopted by the Board of
Supervisors, include a requirement that the Planning Department produce five-year reports monitoring residential and
commercial developments in those neighborhoods, as well as impact fees generated and public and private investments in
community benefits and infrastructure. The first set of monitoring reports for Mission, East SoMa, Showplace Square/Potrero
Hill, and Central Waterfront were published in 2011, covering the period from January 1, 2006 through December 31, 2010.
The Mission Area Plan Monitoring Report 2011-2015 is part of the set of Eastern Neighborhoods monitoring reports covering the
period from January 1, 2011 to December 31, 2015. Because Western SoMa was adopted in 2013, no monitoring reports have
been produced for that Area Plan. However, due to its geographic proximity and overlapping policy goals with the other
Eastern Neighborhoods, Planning Department staff, in consultation with the CAC, has shifted the reporting timeline such that
the Western SoMa Area Plan Monitoring Report 2011-2015 will be the first five-year report and set the calendar so that future
monitoring reports are conducted alongside the other Eastern neighborhoods. Subsequent time series monitoring reports for
the Mission area and other Eastern Neighborhoods (including Western SoMa) will be released in years ending in 1 and 6.
While the previous Monitoring Report covered only the small amount of development activities in the years immediately
preceding and following the adoption of the Mission Plan in 2008, this report contains information and analysis about a period
of intense market development and political activity in the Mission. The time series report relies primarily on the Housing
Inventory, the Commerce and Industry Inventory, and the Pipeline Quarter/y Report, all of which are published by the Planning
Department. Additional data sources include: the California Employment and Development Department (EDD), the U.S.
Census Bureau's American Community Survey, the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA), Co-Star Realty
information, Dun and Bradstreet business data, CBRE and NAI-BT Commercial real estate reports, and information gathered
from the Department of Building Inspection, the offices of the Treasurer and Tax Collector, the Controller, and the AssessorRecorder.

2

COMMERCIAL ACTIVITYAND JOB CREATION

One of the defining characteristics of the Mission neighborhood is its remarkable mix of uses and diversity of businesses,
including manufacturing, restaurants and bars, a broad range of retail activities, institutional and educational uses, hospitals,
and more. The neighborhood commercial corridors along Mission, Valencia, and 24th Streets support a variety of retail
activities including shops and services, housing, and small offices, which serve their immediate neighborhood and also
residents from throughout the city and region. Indeed, these commercial corridors have become part of San Francisco's
tourism circuit, attracting visitors from around the world. 1

The primarily residential portions of the Mission, which occupy the blocks on the southeast and western edges of the
neighborhood, are also peppered with neighborhood serving businesses including corner stores, dry cleaning services,
restaurants, cafes, and bars. Lastly, the Mission is home to a thriving collection of PDR businesses. The Northeast Mission
Industrial Zone (NEMIZ) clusters many of these industrial activities and spaces, but a variety of smaller PDR businesses (such
as auto repair garages, light manufacturing work, and the like) are scattered throughout the neighborhood. This mix of uses is
an important source of employment opportunity for neighborhood, city and Bay Area residents; contributing to the overall
vitality and culture of the Mission.

Table 2.1.1 illustrates the mix of non-residential space in the Mission as of 2015. The table reflects the balanced mix of uses
described above, as office, retail, and PDR activities each occupy roughly a quarter of the commercial space in the
1

For example, a recent New York Times feature highlighting 18 San Francisco attractions to visit on a 36-hour visit to the city
included 6 sites within the Mission Plan Area and another 3 within 2 blocks of its boundaries. See
http://www. nyti mes. com/2015/11/01/travel/what-to-do-i n-36-h ou rs-i n-sa n-fra ncisco. htm I?_r=O
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neighborhood. Institutional and medical uses make up roughly another 20% of non-residential buildings and tourist hotels
take up about another 1%. The table also shows the importance of the Mission in the San Francisco's stock of industrial lands.
Though the neighborhood only accounts for 5% of the City's overall commercial space, its share of PDR space is much
higher, at 8%. However, as will be discussed in the sections below, in recent decades PDR space has been subject to intense
pressures from uses that are able to pay higher land rents, such as office and market-rate residential.

Table 2.1.1 Commercial Building Space, Mission and San Francisco, 2015

Cultural, Institution, Educational
Medical
Office
PDR I Light Industrial
Retail
Visitor I Lodging
Total

1,760,105
698,877
3,079,231
2,896,338
3,022,780
92,560
11,549,891

15%
6%
27%
25%
26%
1%
100%

29,898,514
17,468,039
107,978,954
36,265,832
42,299,526
4,053,422
237,964,287

13%
7%
45%
15%
18%
2%
100%

6%
4%
3%
8%
7%
2%
5%

Table 2.1.2 shows commercial and other non-residential development activity in the Mission Plan area between January 1,
2011 and December 31, 2015 while Table 2.1.3 shows corresponding figures for San Francisco. These tables count newly
developed projects (on vacant properties or redevelopment of existing properties) as well as conversions from one use to
another. Between 2011 and 2015, 206,000 square feet of PDR land was converted to other uses, especially housing, equivalent
to roughly 6% of PDR space in the Mission.
Two properties account for more than 75% of the PDR conversion during this period. In 2012, the Planning Department
legitimized a conversion of roughly 95,000 square feet of PDR to office at 1550 Bryant; the actual conversion occurred prior
to the enactment of Eastern Neighborhoods without the benefit of a permit. The legitimization program (see section 2.3.1),
which was enacted concurrently with Eastern Neighborhoods, enabled the space to be legally permitted as office. Another
property at Mission Street at 15th Street, a vacant and non-functioning former printing shop, accounted for another 75,000
square feet of PDR conversion. The building was demolished to build a 194-unit residential building, shown in
i ii and
completed in 2013, which included 40 affordable units (21 % of the total). The property was zoned neighborhood commercial
transit (NC1) and urban mixed-use (UMU), designations created by the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans specifically to
transition struggling industrial properties in transit-rich corridors to dense residential uses.

4

Table 2.1.2 also shows the loss of 25,000 square feet of institutional space in 2015, which took place because the San Francisco
SPCA demolished a building on their campus to convert into a dog park in order to better meet their animal rescue activities.
The table also shows a modest gain of office and retail space during the reporting period. One illustrative project is the
development at 1501 15th Street, which redeveloped a gas station into a mixed-use building with 40 residential units (7 of them
below market rate) and roughly 10,000 square feet of professional services office space.

For comparison purposes, table 2.1.3 shows the commercial development activity throughout San Francisco. Overall, while
the Mission saw a decrease of roughly 68,000 square feet, the city gained 2.8 million square feet, mostly serving office and
medical uses. The Mission accounted for about 20% of the city's loss of PD R and slightly more than 7% of citywide office
development between 2011 and 2015.
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Map 2 shows the location of the larger-scale non-residential developments. (See List BL-1 in Appendix B for detailed
information.)

Table 2.1.2 Net Change in Commercial Space, Mission 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
15,200
2015
(25,211)
Total
(25,211)
15,200
Source: San Francisco Planning Department

108,400

108,400
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(10,800)
(98,326)
(70,762)
(26,423)
(206,311)

4320
0
-3696
39495
40,119

"
"
"
"

"

(10,800)
14,394
(70,762)
(14,919)
14,284
(67,803)
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Table 2.1.3 Net Change in Commercial Space, San Francisco 2011-2015

2011
10,477
0
2012
(52,937)
0
2013
66,417
0
2014
446,803
1,815,700
2015
(21,456)
20,000
Total
449,304
1,835,700
Source: San Francisco Planning Department

40,019
24,373
335,914
603,997
460,508
1,464,811

(18,075)
(164,116)
(236,473)
(473,337)
(183,775)
(1,075,776)

16,854
32,445
5,941
60,125
65,419
180,784

Map 2 Completed Projects Causing Net Change in Commercial Space, Mission 2011-2015
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(160,235)
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340,696
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The commercial development pipeline in the Mission shows a continuation of the trends that have taken place <luting the
reporting period of 2011-15 (Table 2.2.1). The Mission will continue to see some of its PDR space converted to other uses,
particularly residential, as well as the development of some office, medical, and institutional space. However, the City
continues to enforce PDR protection policies in specially designated zones in the Mission, such as PDR-1 and PDR-2.
It is important to interpret the pipeline numbers as two separate subcategories, shown in Table 2.2.1 as "Under Review" and
"Entitled". Under review projects are those that have filed application with the Planning and/ or Building Departments and
have to clear several hurdles, including environmental (CEQA) review, and may require conditional use permits or variances.
Therefore, these projects should be considered more speculative. On the other hand, Entitled projects are those that have
received Planning Department approvals and are considered much more certain, although many of them may take years to
finally complete their construction and receive certificates of occupancy.
One example of a project that is currently under review, the "Armory Building" at 1800 Mission, has requested to convert
roughly 120,000 square feet of PDR space into office use. If all projects that are under review come to fruition, the Mission
will see roughly 350,000 square feet of PDR transition to other uses. Another large-scale project currently under review would
build more than 200,000 square feet of non-profit service delivery office space at 1850 Bryant Street.
The projects in the pipeline that have received entitlements show a slight net gain (9,000 square feet) of non-residential uses in
the Mission in the near future. If all of these developments are completed, the Planning Department expects a loss of about
30,000 square feet of PDR space and concomitant gain of roughly 40,000 square feet in institutional, medical, office and retail
uses. Entitled projects that propose to convert PDR to other uses are mostly small spaces (up to about 6,000 square feet) that
will be redeveloped as residential or mixed-use residential buildings. One representative project is at 346 Potrero, currently
under construction, where 3,000 square feet of PDR has been converted to a mixed use building with ground floor retail and
70 residential units, 11 of which are affordable.
Table 2.2.2 shows the commercial development pipeline for San Francisco for comparison. The development pipeline in the
Mission represents about 4.5% of the citywide pipeline. Map 3 shows the locations of the larger proposed commercial
developments in the plan area. (See List BL-2 in Appendix B for detailed information.)

Table 2.2.1 Commercial and Other Non-Residential Development Pipeline, Mission Q4 2015

Under Construction
Planning Entitled
Planning Approved
Building Permit Filed
Building Permit
Approved/ Issued/
Reinstated
Under Review
Planning Filed
Building Permit Filed
Total

.

3,957

16,000

6,397

4,550

1,725

712

2,757

14,092

.

1,200

16,000

4,672

(11,618)

3,838

97,009

247,028

157,0:51

(339,766)

32,696

119,918
(22,909)

247,028

155,848
1,203

(323,973)
(15,793)

41,015
(8,319)

106,377

250,985

163;448

(368,698)

44,642

16,000
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Table 2.2.2 Commercial and Other Non-Residential Development Pipeline, San Francisco Q4 2010

Planning Entitled
Construction
Planning Approved
Building Permit Filed
Building Permit
Approved/ Issued/
Reinstated
Under Review
Planning Filed
Building Permit Filed
Total

1,411,308

(38,206)

9,447,328

50,471

1,771,734

330,343

4,939,101
6,432,299
(63,752)

1,098,708
1,942
4,343

(58,871)
4,665

3,876,705
4,564,642
(34,830)

(290,327)
316,417
(33,939)

502,449
1,086,079
674

(189,563)
458,554

1,665,330

306,315

16,000

1,040,811

58,320

.. 10,420,494

1,042,013

1,875

8,565,780

8,754,024
1,666,470

1,084,228
(42,215)

1,875

7,062,107
1,503,673

(36,331)

18,013,108

(660,259)

12,972,978

23,393,472

2,453,321
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182,532

61,352

(710,730)

1,102,999

418,557

(665,345)
(45,385)

1,070,412
32,587

200,747
217,810

2,874,733

748,900
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Map 3 Commercial and Other Non-Residential Development Pipeline, Mission Q4 2015

•

10,000

7

Note: Only includes projects that will add or remove 5,000 net square feet.

As discussed above, the .Mission (and the Eastern Neighborhoods more broadly), have experienced economic changes that
have made many areas highly attractive to residential and office development. These types of uses are generally able to afford
higher land costs, and therefore can outbid PDR businesses for parcels that are not specifically zoned for industrial use. Prior
to the adoption of the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans, the primary industrial zoning designations -M-1, M-2, and C-Mpermitted a broad range of uses, which led to the conversion of a significant amount of PDR space to other activities. Since
the adoption of the .Mission Area Plan, PDR space has continued to be converted to other uses in the neighborhood, as
Tables 2.1.2 and 2.2.1 illustrate.
A detailed investigation of the conversion of PDR space in the .Mission, however, shows that such conversions have occurred
largely outside of the zoning districts created specifically to protect PDR uses (in the case of the .Mission, PDR-1 and PDR-2).
The only project that recorded a loss of PDR space in a PDR protection zone during this period, 1550 Bryant, involved the
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legitimization of office conversion undertaken prior to adoption of the plan under an amnesty program that expired in 2013
(discussed in subsection 2.3.1, below). In addition to the project at 1880 Mission, detailed above, other completed projects in
the Mission that have converted PDR space have done so in order to build new housing, either with a higher percentage of
inclusionary units than required by the City's inclusionary housing ordinance or by paying in-lieu fees, as shown in table 2.3.1.
These projects have all been built in either the transitional UMU district or in districts like NCT and RH-3, which were not
intended as PDR protection areas under the Mission Area Plan.

Table 2.3.1. Projects Converting PDR Space in Mission Plan Area, 2011-15

1550 Bryant Street
1880 Mission Street
2652 Harrison Street
2660 Harrison Street
3135 24th Street
1501 15th Street
1280 Hampshire Street

PDR-1-G
NCT/UMU
UMU
UMU
NCT
UMU
RH-3

(93,400)
(74,312)
(7,250)
(11,423)
(15,000)
(11,885)
(1,060)

108,400
0
0
0
0
10,491
0

0
0
0
11,423
1,360
9,681
0

0
194
20
3
9
40

3

0
40
Fee payment
Below threshold
Below threshold
7
Below threshold

N/A
21%
N/A
N/A
N/A
18%
N/A

Note: Only developments with ten or more units are subject to the City's inclusionary housing requirements.

PDR

'"~~.~~~,~·

Illegal conversions from Production, Distribution and Repair (PDR) uses have more recently become an issue in the Eastern
Neighborhood Plan areas that the City has sought to resolve. In 2015, the Planning Department has received about 44
complaints of alleged violation for illegal conversions of PDR space. Most of these cases (42) are in the Eastern
Neighborhoods, 20 of which are in the Mission Plan Area. Of these cases, six were found to not be in violation of PDR
protection rules, 11 are under or pending review, and three have been found to be in violation. The three cases are on
Alabama Street between 16th and Mariposa Streets on parcels zoned PDR-1-G. Owners were issued notices of violation and
office tenants were compelled to vacate the properties, as shown in

Table 2.3.2 Enforcement Cases for Illegal PDR Conversions, Mission, 2015

Closed - Violation

3

6

7

Closed - No Violation

6

9

9

Under Review

1

4

4

Pending Review

10

23

24

TOTAL

20

42

44

Most of these complaints describe large warehouses converting into office uses. Many of these office tenants are hybrid uses
where PDR also takes place, but may not be the principal use of the space. If an office use is confirmed to be in operation,
Planning encourages the
to alter their business practice to fit within the PDR zoning categories or vacate the
property. The table in
shows the enforcement cases that were closed and that were actually found to be in
violation of the code. Generally, the complaints filed with the Planning Department are regarding the conversion of PDR uses
to office space, not permitted within these zoning districts. However, some complaints that are filed are either not valid,
meaning that the tenant is either a PDR complying business or the space was legally converted to office space, prior to the
Eastern Neighborhoods rezoning. For these enforcement cases, there is no longer a path to legalization to office use;
additionally, many of these office conversions are not recent, and they did not take advantage of the Eastern Neighborhoods
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Legitimization Program. The program was an amnesty program that established a limited-time opportunity whereby existing
uses that have operated without the benefit of required permits may seek those permits. However, this program expired in
2013.
In investigating the alleged violations, the Planning Department discovered that the building permit histories often included
interior tenant improvements without Planning Department review. These permits do not authorize a change of use to office.
To prevent future unauthorized conversion of PDR space the Planning Department worked proactively with the Department
of Building Inspection (DBI). Over the course of 2015, Planning worked with DBI during project intakes to better understand
the routing criteria and how to ensure Planning review. Both departments' IT divisions worked together to create a flag in the
Permit Tracking System (PTS) to alert project intake coordinators of potential illegal conversions. This is a pilot program that
can be expanded at a later date to include other Zoning Districts if necessary. Planning and DBI continue to work together to
monitor this process and plan to meet regularly to discuss additional steps to prevent future conversions.
Planning also works collaboratively with the Mayor's Office of Economic Workforce and Development (OEWD). When
Planning receives inquiries or complaints related to either vacant spaces in PDR zones or possible unauthorized spaces,
Planning informs the property owner about PDR complying uses and refers them to OEWD. OEWD currently has a list of
PDR complying businesses that are looking to lease spaces within San Francisco. Additionally, a training for real estate brokers
was conducted in 2015. The purpose of the voluntary training was to help explain what PDR is and what resources Planning
has available for them to utilize prior to leasing a property. The training also outlined the enforcement process, including the
process for requesting a Letter of Determination. Future trainings will be held based on interest.

The Mission Plan Area added employment across all land use types tracked by the Planning Department between 2011 and
2015, following a trend that has taken place in San Francisco and the Bay Area. This growth in employment reflects a rebound
in the regional economy following the "Great Recession" of the previous decade, but also the robust growth in high
technology sectors and related industries in recent years.2 Altogether, employment in the Mission grew by roughly 18,000 jobs
in 2010 to almost 24,000 with a related increase from 2,700 to 3,000 total establishments, according to the California
Employment and Development Department (EDD). The subsections below discuss the job growth in the Mission by land use
category.

Table 2.4.1. Employment, Mission and San Francisco, Q4 2015

Cultural, Institutional, Educational
Medical
Office
PDR I Light Industrial
Retail
Visitor I Lodging
Other
Total

119
1,223
511
349
605

10
187
3,004 '

4%
41%
17%
12%
20%
0%
6%
100%

17,454
2,409
6,344
3,723
8,802
41
254
39,027 '

45%
6%
16%
10%
23%
0%
1%
100%

2,010
21,833
15,628
5,280
8,241
311
4,961
58,264 '

3%
37%
27%
9%
14%
1%
9%
100%

73,182
60,214
293,014
88,135
130,550
16,688
6,953
668,736

11%
9%
44%
13%
20%
2%
1%
100%

The largest increase in jobs in the Mission between 2010 and 2015 was in office occupations. According to EDD, the
neighborhood experienced an almost 70% increase in office jobs in those 5 years. However, the number of office
establishments only increased by about 25%, indicating a shift towards office firms with a larger number of employees. In
2015 the Mission held about 3% of all of the City's office jobs and 2% of its establishments (see Chart 2.4.).

2

See annual San Francisco Planning Department Commerce & Industry Inventory, 2008 - 2015.
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As discussed above, the Mission has also emerged as an important retail. destination in San Francisco, with the restaurants,
cafes, bars, and shops in the main co=ercial corridors (particularly Valencia, 24th,and 16th Streets) attracting visitors from
throughout the City, region, and beyond. The number of retail. jobs in the Mission increased by 24% between 2010 and 2015
to about 8,800 in more than 600 establishments. The neighborhood represents 7% of the city's retail. jobs and establishments.

PDR continues to play a critical role in the City's economy, providing quality jobs to employees with a broad range of
educational backgrounds, supporting local businesses up- and downstream (for example, many of the city's top restaurants
source products from local PDR businesses), and infusing the region with innovative products. Though the trends in loss of
PDR space have been widely documented, the City and the Mission both added PDR jobs since 2010. The Mission
experienced a 7% increase in PDR employment (to 3,700 jobs) between 2010 and 2015 and 9% increase in number of firms
(to 350). As with other occupations, these increases likely reflect a recovery from the recession as well as the emergence of
"maker" businesses and production of customized and high-end consumer products. The success of the Plan in curbing largescale conversion of PDR space has likely played a key role in ensuring that these re-emergent industrial activities are able to
locate within San Francisco. The Mission has roughly 4% of the PDR jobs and 7% of the establishments within the City.

and Commercial

Over the past five years, the Mission has added a substantial number of jobs, more than 30% growth, even as its co=ercial
space square footage increased by a small amount (4,000 square feet). In part, many of these new jobs are likely located in
co=ercial space that was vacant at the end of the recession of the previous decade, leading to lower vacancy rates. 3 Another
trend that has been underway that may explain the gain in employment without a parallel increase in commercial space is an
overall densification of employment (in other words, allowing more jobs to be accommodated within a given amount of
space). With the increasing cost ofland in locations close to city centers and accessible by transportation infrastructure (as is
the case with the Eastern Neighborhoods), real estate researchers have tracked an overall densification of employment across
several sectors throughout the country. 4 This kind of densification can be caused by employees who work from home for
some or all days of the week (and therefore may share office space with colleagues) or firms that accommodate more
employees within a given amount of space.

3

Although data to show vacancy rates for the Mission Plan Area is not available, commercial real estate brokerage firms like
Cushman & Wakefield show that vacancy rates for different types of land uses decreased substantially in San Francisco between
2011 and 2015 across different sectors. See Cushman & Wakefield San Francisco Office Snapshot Q4 2015 and Retail Snapshot Q4
2015.
4
See 2013 US Workplace Survey by Gensler.
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Chart 2.4.1Jobs by Land Use, Mission, Q3 2010 and 2015

112010
1112015

CIE

Medical

Office

PDR

Retail

Visitor

Other

Source: California Employment Development Department
Note: Starting in 2013, the Bureau of Labor Statistics reclassified In-Home Supportive Services (roughly 20,000 jobs citywide)
from the Private Household category (classified as "Other") to other classifications, most of which are captured in this report
under "Medical".
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Chart 2.4.2 Establishment by Land Use, Mission, Q3 2010 and 2015
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CIE
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Source: California Employment Development Department
Note: Starting in 2013, the Bureau of Labor Statistics reclassified In-Home Supportive Services (roughly 20,000 jobs citywide)
from the Private Household category (classified as "Other") to other classifications, most of which are captured in this report
under "Medical".
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Table 2.4.2. Sales Taxes Collected in Mission Plan Area, 2011-15

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
TOTAL

$
$
$
$

$

4,430,411
4,880,932
5,267,309
5,587,324
N/A
20,165,977

10.2%
7.9%
6.1%

67,537,179
73,531,098
76,739,835
81,442,942
N/A
$299,251,054

$
$
$
$

8.9%
4.4%
6.1%

Table 2.4.3. Property Taxes Collected in Mission Plan Area, 2008 and 2015

3

HOUSING

The provision of adequate housing to residents of all incomes has long been a challenge in San Francisco. Over the past five
years, however, San Francisco epitomized the housing affordability crisis afflicting American cities and coastal communities
throughout California. As discussed in the previous section, the Bay Area, city, and Mission neighborhood have all seen robust
employment growth since the "Great Recession" triggered by the financial crisis in 2007. During this period, the city has
added housing units much more slowly than new employees. As a result, a growing and more affluent labor force has driven
up the costs of housing, making it increasingly difficult for low and moderate income families to remain in San Francisco.
In the past five years, the Mission has been a focal point of struggles over housing as well as efforts by the City to ensure that
its residents can continue to live there. One of the main goals of the Mission Plan is to increase the production of housing
affordable to a wide-range of incomes. The environmental analysis conducted for the Eastern Neighborhoods Environmental

Impact Report estimated that between 800 and 2,000 additional units could be developed as a result of the rezoning associated
with the Mission Plan. 5 The Plan also recognizes the value of the existing housing stock and calls for its preservation,
particularly given that much of it is under rent control. Dwelling unit mergers are strongly discouraged and housing
demolitions are allowed only on condition of adequate unit replacement.

The Planning Department's latest housing inventory, using US Census and permit data, shows that the Mission has roughly
25,000 housing units as of the end of 2015; this represents 6.6% of the citywide total.6 Table 3.1.1 shows that approximately
564 new units were built in the past five years in the Mission, compared with 861 units built between 2006 and 2010. Of the
new units produced, 76 were conversions from non-residential uses and the rest were completed from new construction.
During the first two years of the reporting period, 2011 and 2012, the construction sector was still recovering from the slowdown of the recession, and only 43 units were built. Between 2013 and 2015, however, the Mission added 518 new units, or
173 units per year. This yearly average is almost identical to the average between 2006 and 2010, when the Plan Area added
164 units per year. Table 3.1.2 shows the citywide figures for comparison. Nearly 6% of the net increase in the City's housing

5
6

Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans Environmental Impact Report (2005).
2015 San Francisco Housing Inventory.
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stock in the last five years was in the Mission area. Map 4 shows the location of recent housing construction. Additional
details about these new development projects can be found in Appendix B, List BL-3.

Table 3.1.1 New Housing Production, Mission, 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

14
47
242
75
140

1
1

TOTAL

504

16

(1)
11
16
2
48

(15)
58
257
76
188

76

564

Table 3.1.2 New Housing Production, San Francisco, 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

348
796
2,330
3,455
2,472

84
127
429
95
25

5
650
59
156
507

269
1,319
1,960
3,516
2,954

TOTAL

9,401

760

1,377

10,018
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Map 4 New Housing Production Mission 2011-2015
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Note: Projects that added 5 or more net new units

As discussed above in the Commercial Activity chapter, the pipeline should be analyzed along two different categories:
projects that have submitted planning and building applications (under review) and projects that have received entitlements
and are either awaiting or are under construction. The latter (particularly those under construction) are considered much more
likely to add residential or commercial capacity to the city's building stock in the short-to-medium term, while under review
projects may require clearance from environmental review, variances to planning code restrictions, and discretionary review. In
general, the Planning Department estimates that projects that are currently under construction can take up to two years to be
ready for occupancy, entitled projects can take between two and seven years, while projects under review can take as many as
ten years, if they are indeed approved.
The pipeline for new housing development in the Mission as of the end of 2015 is 1,852 units, of which 1,450 are under
review. Roughly 400 units are entitled, of which half are currently under construction, as shown on Table 3.2.1. The pipeline
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for the Mission accounts for 8% of the total number of projects in the City, though only 3% of the number of units, which
suggests that new projects are of a smaller scale than housing developments in the pipeline for San Francisco as a whole.
The current housing pipeline is much more robust than it was at the end of 2010, shown in the previous Monitoring Report.
In that year, only seven projects (with a total of nine units) were under construction, 25 projects with 422 units were entitled,
and 53 projects with 585 units were under review. As of the end of 2015, twice as many projects were under review for more
than three times the number of units, reflecting a much stronger market and willingness by developers to build new housing.
Map 5 shows the location of these proposed housing projects by development status. List BL-4 in Appendix B provides a
detailed list of these housing pipeline projects.

Table 3.2.1 Housing Development Pipeline, Mission, and San Francisco, Q4 2015

Construction
Planning Entitled
Planning Approved
Building Permit Filed

203
199

17
29

8,691
26,063

232
350

14
13

5
5

23,101
513

80
31

172

19

2,449

239

1,450

61

27,760

712

863
587

21
40

17,852
9,908

198
514

1,852

107

62,514

1,294

Building Permit Approved/ Issued/ Reinstated
Under Review
Planning Filed
Building Permit Filed
Total
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Map 5 Housing Development Pipeline by Development Status, Mission, Q4 2015
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Note: Only includes residential developments with 5 or more units.

San Francisco and the l\1ission Plan Area have a number of policies in place to facilitate the development of affordable housing. This
section describes some of these policies and shows the extent to which affordable housing was built in the Plan Area over the pasts five
years.

The City of San Francisco has a number of programs to provide housing opportunities to families whose incomes prevent them from
accessing market-rate housing. The San Francisco Housing Authority (SFHA) maintains dozens of properties throughout the City aimed at
extremely low (30% of A.i.1\1I), very low (50% of AMI) and low (80% of AMI) income households. Households living in SFHA-managed
properties pay no more than 30% of their income on rent, and the average household earns roughly $15,000. Four of these properties are
located within the Eastern Neighborhoods boundaries: two in the l\1ission and two in Potrero Hill.
The City has also launched HOPE SF, a partnership between the SFHA, the Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development
(MOHCD), community organizations, real estate developers, and philanthropies to redevelop some of the more dilapidated public housing
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sites into vibrant mixed-income communities with a central goal of keeping existing residents in their neighborhoods. One of the Hope SF
projects, Potrero Terrace/Annex is located in the Eastern Neighborhoods (Showplace Square/Potrero Hill). MOHCD also maintains a
number of funding programs to provide capital financing for affordable housing developments targeting households earning between 30
and 60% of .AlvII, low-income seniors, and other special needs groups. In most cases, MOHCD funding is leveraged to access outside
sources of funding, such as Federal Low Income Housing Tax Credits, allocated by the State.
One of the most powerful tools to promote affordable housing development in San Francisco is the inclusionary housing program
specified in Section 415 of the Planning Code. This program requires that developments of 10 or more units of market rate housing must
restrict 12% of the units to families earning below 55% of A..\!Il (for rental units) or 90% of .A.l\U (for ownership units). Developers can opt
to build the units "off-site" (in a different building), within a 1-rnile radius from the original development, as long as units are sold to
households earning less than 70% of AMI. In this case, the requirement is increased to 20% of the total number of units in the two
projects. The income and rent limits for housing units managed by the Mayor's Office of Housing are included in

lllllllllll.

The Mayor, Board of Supervisors, Planning Department, and Mayor's Office of Housing have recently passed or introduced legislation to
further expand the supply of affordable housing throughout the City. The City currently has legislation to encourage the development of
accessory dwelling units (.ADUs) within existing residential buildings in Supervisor Districts 3 and 8. These ordinances remove obstacles to
the development of .ADUs, including density limits and parking requirements, in order to incentivize a housing type that has been
identified as a valuable option for middle-class households that do not require a lot of space.7 A proposal to expand a similar policy to the
rest of the City is currently under discussion .
.Another policy that has the potential to add thousands of units of affordable housing to the city's stock is the .Affordable Housing Bonus
Program, which is currently under review by the City. The program would allow developers in certain areas to build an additional two
stories above what is allowed by their height limit district, in exchange for providing additional affordable housing, with a special focus on
middle-income households. By-and-large, the Bonus Program does not apply to parcels in the Eastern Neighborhoods.
In addition to the Citywide programs described above, the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans also placed a high priority on the
production and protection of affordable housing, and created policies to expand access to housing opportunities to low and moderateincome families. For example, market-rate housing developments in the Urban Mixed Use (UMU) district are required to restrict between
14.4 and 17.6% of their units to families at or below 55% of AMI for rental and 90% of AMI for ownership, depending on the amount of
"upzoning" given to the property by the Plans. If these units are provided off-site, the requirement ranges from 23 to 27%. In the UMU
and Mission NCT district, developers also have the option of dedicating land to the City that can be developed as 100% affordable
projects.
Developers also have the option of paying a fee in lieu of developing the units themselves, which the City can use to finance the
development of 100% affordable projects. Funds collected through these "in-lieu fees" are managed by the Mayor's Office of Housing and
Community Development and can be spent anywhere in the City. However, 75% of fees collected in the Mission NCT and East SoMa
MUR districts are required to be spent within those districts themselves. The Plans also require bedroom mixes in its mixed use districts to
encourage 2- and 3-bedroom units that are suitable to families, including the units sold or leased at below-market rates. Lastly, in order to
reduce the costs and incentivize housing production, the Plans removed density controls and parking requirements in many of its zoning
districts, particularly those well-served by public transit and pedestrian and bike infrastructure.

As discussed in this report's introduction, expanding access to affordable housing opportunities was a high priority for the communities in
the Eastern Neighborhoods during the planning process, and it has only gained more urgency in recent years. The Mission in particular has
been a symbol of the pressures of exploding housing costs on neighborhood stability and character.
As table 3.4.1 shows, 56 income-restricted affordable units were built during the 2011-15 five-year monitoring period, compared to 446
developed over the previous five years (2006-2010). The main difference between the two periods is that no publicly subsidized
developments were built in the Mission in the most recent five-year stretch, while two large, fully affordable projects were built in 2006 and
2009 (Valencia Gardens and 601 .Alabama, respectively) with a total of 411 units.
The 56 units built between 2011 and 2015 make up 11 % of the 504 newly constructed units built in the Mission (shown on table 3.1.1),
slightly lower than the inclusionary housing minimum of 12%. The percentage is lower than the minimum because seven projects (shown
on table 3.4.3) choose to pay a fee to the City in lieu of building the units on-site. These fees raised $7.3 million for the City's housing
7

Wegmann, Jake, and Karen Chapple. "Hidden density in single-family neighborhoods: backyard cottages as an equitable smart

growth strategy." Journal of Urbanism: International Research on Placemaking and Urban Sustainability 7.3 (2014): 307-329.
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development program managed by MOHCD. New affordable units are estimated to cost roughly $550,000 in construction costs (not
including land), towards which MOH CD contributes about $250,000, requiring the developer to raise the rest from Federal, State, and
other sources. Therefore, it is estimated that the "in-lieu fees" collected in the Mission in this period, if successfully leveraged into
additional external funding and used to build projects on publicly controlled land, could yield an additional 30 units. 8 Moreover, projects
with fewer than 10 units are exempt from the inclusionary housing requirement.
Out of the 56 inclusionary units, 40 were rental units targeted to low-income households (55% of AMI) at the 202-unit development at
1880 Mission Street. The rest were either ownership units restricted to moderate-income households (90% AMI) or secondary or "yny"
which are not restricted by income, but are generally considered "naturally affordable" to moderate-income households. II[ !!Ill
lists the affordable housing developments completed between 2011 and 2015.

liillll

The inclusionary housing production in the Mission accounts for 7% of the citywide production (853 units, as shown in table 3.4.2 between
2011 and 2015). Because no publicly subsidized developments were completed in this period, the Mission only built 2% of the city's
income-restricted units (2,497) during the period.

Table 3.4.1 Affordable Housing Production, Mission, 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

5
2

2
3
3

40
8
6
56

TOTAL

5
4
43
11
13
76

7
20

Note: Secondary units are considered "naturally affordable" and are not income restricted like units produced through the
inclusionary housing program or through public subsidies.

Table 3.4.2 Affordable Housing Production, San Francisco, 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

TOTAL

141
377
464
449
213
1,644

,,.
60 ,,. 205
38 ,,. 513
710
30
57 ,,. 755
552
53
238 2,735

4
98
216
249
286
853

I'"

8

The development costs of affordable housing units are rough estimates based on recent projects that have received assistance
from MOHCD.
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Table 3.4.3 Housing Developments Opting for Affordable Housing "In-lieu" Fee, Mission, 2011-2015

3500 19TH ST
3418 26TH ST
2652 HARRISON ST
899 VALENCIA ST
1050 VALENCIA ST
3420 18TH ST
1450 15TH ST
GRAND TOTAL

2012
2012
2012
2013
2013
2015
2015

$1,119,972
$685,574
$975,904
$1,119,260
$756,939
$1,001,589
$1,654,354
$7,313.,592
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Map 6 New Affordable Housing, Mission, 2011-2015
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Affordable Hoo!ting

A key component in promoting neighborhood affordability and stability is to preserve the existing stock of housing. New housing
development in San Francisco is costly and preserving homes can prevent displacement of families and disruption in tight-knit
communities such as the ]\fission. The Mission Plan supports the preservation of the area's existing housing stock and prohibits residential
demolition unless this project ensures sufficient replacement of housing units. Restrictions on demolitions also help to preserve affordable
and rent-controlled housing and historic resources.
A neighborhood's housing stock can also change without physical changes to the building structure. Conversions of rental housing to
condominiums can turn housing that is rent controlled and potentially accessible to moderate income households to housing that can be
occupied by a narrower set of residents, namely, those with access to down payment funds and enough earning power to purchase a home.
Lastly, rental units can be "lost" to evictions of various types, from owners moving in to units formerly occupied by tenants to the use of
the Ellis Act provisions in which landlords can claim to be going out of the rental business in order to force residents to vacate their
homes.
One important priority of the Plan's housing stock preservation efforts is to maintain
hotels, which often serve as a relatively affordable option for low income households.
number of residential units.
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The following subsections document the trends in these various types of changes to the housing stock in the Mission Plan Area and San
Francisco between 2011 and 2015 and comparing the most recent five years with the preceding 5-year period.

In this most recent reporting period, 30 units were demolished or lost through alteration in the Mission (Table 3.5.1) or less than 3% of

units demolished citywide. In the previous reporting period, 15 units were lost to demolition or alteration. Table 3.5.2 shows San
Francisco figures for comparison. Illegal units removed also result in loss of housing; corrections to official records, on the other hand, are
adjustments to the housing count.

Table 3.5.1 Units Lost, Mission, 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

TOTAL

7

7

3
4
7

7

14

21

1
1

3
4
14

16

1
4
4
30

65
27
110
45
116
363

84
127
427
95
25
758

149
154
537
140
141
1,121

Table 3.5.2 Units Lost, San Francisco, 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

TOTAL

39
2
70
24
100
235

22
23
38
20
12
115

,..

1
1
2
1
1
6

3 ,..
1 ,..
I"'

3
7

,..

Condo conversions increase San Francisco's homeownership rate, estimated to be at about 37% in 2014. However, condo
conversions also mean a reduction in the City's rental stock. In 2014, an estimated 76% of households in the Mission were
renters. According to the American Community Survey, there was no change in the owner/ renter split in the Mission or in San
Francisco between 2009 and 2014. Almost 8% of San Francisco's rental units are in the Mission as of 2014, the same figure as
in 2009.9

9

San Francisco Neighborhood Profiles, American Community Survey 2010-2014. San Francisco Planning Department 2016. According
to the Census, there are roughly 19,000 renter-occupied units in the Mission. The neighborhood boundaries for the Mission in the
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Table 3.6.1 shows that in the last five years, 105 units in 284 buildings in the Mission were converted to condominiums,
compared to 307 units in 133 buildings between 2006 and 2010. In all, approximately 0.6% of all rental units in the Mission
were converted to condominiums between 2011 and 2015. This represents 11 % of all condo conversions citywide.

Table 3.6.1 Condo Conversion, Mission, 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
Totals

18
17
29
18

55
43
42
81
63

200
201
147
239
149

472
488
369
727
500

12%
9%
12%
12%
12%

12%
9%
11%
11%
13%

105

284

936

2,556

11%

11%

23

Source: DPW Bureau of Street Use and Mapping

Evictions by owners that choose to move in to their occupied rental units or use the Ellis Act provisions to withdraw their
units from the rental market also cause changes to the housing stock. These evictions effectively remove units from the rental
housing stock and are, in most cases, precursors to condo conversions.
Table 3.6.2 shows that owner move-ins led to evictions in 103 units (compared to 73 units between 2006 and 2010). The
annual trend from 2011 and 2014 (between 13 and 22) was similar to the annual evictions for the previous 5-year reporting
period, but these types of evictions surged to 35 in 2015. Similarly, Ellis Act withdrawals led to 113 evictions during the most
recent reporting period (compared to 71 in the previous period). Owner move-in evictions in the Mission accounted for 8%
of the citywide total while the Plan Area accounted for 18% of Ellis Act evictions in San Francisco between 2011 and 2015.
During these five years, an estimated 1% of rental units in the Mission experienced owner move-in and Ellis Act evictions.
However, this number may not capture buy-outs or evictions carried out illegally without noticing the San Francisco Rent
Board. Other types of evictions, also tabulated in Table 3.6.2, include evictions due to breach of rental contracts or nonpayment of rent; this could also include evictions to perform capital improvements or substantial rehabilitation.

Neighborhood Profiles do not match perfectly with the Plan Area boundaries, though they are very close. Therefore, these
percentages should be read as approximations.
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Table 3.6.2 Evictions, Mission, 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
Totals

13
19
22
14
35
103

4
23
51
16
19

64
74
95
120
100
453

113

123
172
275
315
425
1,310

54
99
229
101
142
625

1102
1343
1368
1550
1518
6,881

11%
11%
8%
4%
8%
8%

7%
23%
22%
16%
13%
18%

6%
6%
7%
8%
7%
7%

Source: San Francisco Rent Board
Note: Evictions classified under "Other" include "at fault" evictions such as breach of contract or failure to pay rent.

Prompted by the Downtown Plan in 1985, the City determined that large office development, by increasing employment, attracts
new residents and therefore increases demand for housing. In response, the Office Affordable Housing Production Program
(OAHPP) was established in 1985 to require large office developments to contribute to a fund to increase the amount of
affordable housing. In 2001, the OAHPP was re-named the Jobs-Housing Linkage Program GHLP) and revised to require all
commercial projects with a net addition of 25,000 gross square feet or more to contribute to the fund. Between fiscal year
2011-12 and 2015-16, commercial developments in the Mission Plan Area generated roughly $900,000 to be used for
affordable housing development by the city.

2011-12
2012-13
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
Total

$
$
$
$
$
$

893,542
6,205
899,747

*Department of Building Inspection as of 6/1/16
~---··

....

-·~···--·

---·

---

Accessibility and Transportation
The Mission Plan Area is characterized by a multitude of mobility options and its residents access employment and other
destinations through a variety of transport modes. A much lower share of commuters in the Mission travel to work by car than
the rest of San Francisco (29% to 44%, respectively), a comparison that is true for people who drive alone as well as those
who carpool. As Table 4.1.1 shows, the most widely used commute mode in the Mission is public transit, which is used by
41 % of residents (compared to 33% citywide), and other alternative commute modes also play an important role, including
biking at 9% (more than twice the citywide share), walking at 11 %, and working at home at 8%. In order to maintain this
characteristic and move towards lower dependency on private automobiles, the Mission Area Plan's objectives related to
transportation all favor continued investments in public transit and improving pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure rather than
facilitating auto ownership, circulation, and parking.
Table 3.6.1 Commute Mode Split, Mission and San Francisco
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Car
Drove Alone
Carpooled
Transit
Bike
Walk
Other
Worked at Home
Total

9,057
7,809
1,248
12,942
2,852
3,532
844
2,410
31,637

I'

29%
25%
4%
41%
9%
11%
3%
8%
100%

199,470
165, 151
34,319
150,222
17,356
46,810
10,579
32,233
456,670

44%
36%
8%
33%
4%
10%
2%
7%
100%

5%
5%
4%
9%
16%
8%
8%
7%
7%

Source: 2014 American Co=unity Survey 5-year estimate

The Eastern Neighborhoods Transportation Implementation Planning Study (EN TRIPS) Report assessed the overall
transportation needs for the Eastern Neighborhoods and proposed a set of discreet projects that could best address these
needs in the most efficient and cost beneficial manner. EN Trips identified three major projects for prioritization:
(1) Complete streets treatment for a Howard Street / Folsom Street couplet running between Snd and 11th Street
(2) Complete streets and transit prioritization improvements for a 7th Street and 8th Street couplet running between Market
and Harrison Street in East Soma
(3) Complete streets and transit prioritization improvements for 16th Street (22-Fillmore) running between Church Street and
7th Street.
Other broader improvements were also discussed including street grid and connectivity improvements through the northeast
Mission and Showplace Square, bicycle route improvements throughout particularly along 17th Street, and mid-block
signalizations and crossings in South of Market.

The Mission Plan calls for the creation of a network of "Green Connector" streets with wider sidewalks and landscaping
improvements that connects open spaces and improves area walkability. The Plan proposes improvements in the vicinity of
161h Street, in the center of the Mission around 20th Street and through the southern part of the Mission including Cesar
Chavez Street. Additionally north-south connections are suggested for Potrero Avenue and Folsom Streets. Numerous
pedestrian improvements have also been proposed in the Mission Public &aim Plan.
The Mission District Streetscape Plan furthered the Mission Area Plan and EN Implementation Document by identifying
general district-wide strategies for improving streets and by providing conceptual designs for 28 discreet projects. The Plan
looked to create identifiable plazas and gateways, improve alley and small streets, provide traffic calming in the predominately
residential neighborhoods, re-envision the Districts throughways, and mixed-use (i.e. light industrial) streets; and further
enliven the co=ercial corridors at key locations. Several of the Mission District Streetscape Plan projects have been
implemented including, but not limited to, the Mission District Folsom Street road diet improvements, Bryant Street
streetscaping, and the Bartlett Street Streetscape Improvement Project.
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In January 2011, San Francisco's Better Streets Plan, adopted by the Board of Supervisors in December 2010, went into effect.
The plan contains design guidelines for pedestrian and streetscape improvements and describes streetscape requirements for
new development. Major themes and ideas include distinctive, unified streetscape design, space for public life, enhanced
pedestrian safety, universal design and accessibility, and creative use of parking lanes. The Better Streets Plan only describes a
vision for ideal streets and seeks to balance the needs of all street users and street types. Detailed implementation strategies
will be developed in the future.
In 2014, San Francisco adopted Vision Zero, a commitment to eliminating traffic-related fatalities by 2024. The City has
identified capital project to improve street safety, which will build on existing pedestrian, bicycle, and transit-rider safety

programs. The first round will include 245 projects, including several in the Mission, shown on Table 4.2.1. Pedestrian safety
improvements such as new crosswalks and "daylighting" (increasing the visibility of pedestrian crossings) will be constructed
along Mission Street between 18th and 23rd Streets. Additionally, a variety of multimodal improvements, such as daylighting
and vehicle turn restriction, are being implemented at the intersection ofValencia Street and Duboce Avenue. A new traffic
signal has also recently been installed at the intersection of 16th and Capp Streets.
Lastly, the southwest Bart plaza was reconstructed in 2014 to emphasize flexible open space over the previous cluttered
configuration; elements include removed fencing, new paving, landscaping and street furniture.

Table 4.2.1. Vision Zero Projects in Mission Plan Area

16th Street at Capp Street- New Traffic Signal
CesarChavezSR2S Project
Valencia St./Duboce Ave Multimodal Improvements
11th St/13th St/Bryant St. Bicycle and Pedestrian Spot Improvements
Potrero Ave., from Division to Cesar Chavez Streetscape Project
Mission Street, from 18th to 23rd (Pedestrian Safety Intersection lmprovem
Pedestrian Countdown Signal (3 Signals)

5

Winter 2013/2014
Spring 2014
Winter2014/2015
Winter 2014/2015
Winter2014/2015
Winter 2014/2015
Spring 2015

Fall 2016
Winter 2016/17
Summer2015
Fall2015
Winter2017/18
Summer2015
Winter2016/17

Complete
Design
Design
Design
Design
Design
Design

$350,000
$385,000
$5,000,000
$150,000
$4,100,000
$86,000
$417,000

Community Improvements

The Eastern Neighborhoods Plan included Public Benefits a framework for delivering infrastructure and other public benefits.
The public benefits framework was described in the Eastern Neighborhoods "Implementation Document", which was
provided to the public, the Planning Commission, and the Board of Supervisors at the time of the original Eastern
Neighborhoods approvals. This Implementation Document described infrastructure and other public benefits needed to keep
up with development, established key funding mechanisms for the infrastructure, and provided a broader strategy for funding
and maintaining newly needed infrastructure. Below is a description of how the public benefit policies were originally derived
and expected to be updated.

To determine how much additional infrastructure and services would be required to serve new development, the Planning
Department conducted a needs assessment that looked at recreation and open space facilities and maintenance, schools,
community facilities including child care, neighborhood serving businesses, and affordable housing.
A significant part of the Eastern Neighborhoods Plans was the establishment of the Eastern Neighborhoods Community
Impact Fee and Fund. Nexus Studies were conducted as part of the original Eastern Neighborhoods effort, and then again as
part of a Citywide Nexus and Levels-of-Service study described below. Both studies translated need created by development
into an infrastructure cost per square foot of new development. This cost per square foot determines the maximum
development impact fee that can be legally charged. After establishing the absolute maximum fee that can be charged legally,
the City then tests what maximum fee can be charged without making development infeasible. In most instances, fees are
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ultimately established at lower than the legally justified amount determined by the nexus. Because fees are usually set lower
than what could be legally justified, it is understood that impact fees cannot address all needs created by new development.
Need for transportation was studied separately under EN Trips and then later under the Transportation Sustainability
Program. Each infrastructure or service need was analyzed by studying the General Plan, departmental databases, and facility
plans, and with consultation of City agencies charged with providing the infrastructure or need.
As part of a required periodic update, in 2015, the Planning Department published a Citywide Needs Assessment that created
levels-of-service metrics for new parks and open space, rehabilitated parks and open space, child care, bicycle facilities, and
pedestrian facilities ("San Francisco Infrastructure Level of Service Analysis").
Separate from the Citywide Nexus published in 2015, MTA and the Planning Department also produced a Needs Assessment
and Nexus Study to analyze the need for additional transit services, along with complete streets. This effort was to provide
justification for instituting a new Transportation Sustainability Fee (TSF) to replace the existing Transit Development Impact
Fee (TDIF). In the analysis, the derived need for transit from new development is described providing the same amount
transit service (measured by transit service hours) relative to amount of demand (measured by number of auto plus transit
trips).
Between the original Needs Assessment, and the Level-of-Service Analysis, and the TSF Study the City has established the
below metrics that establishes what is needed to maintain acceptable infrastructure and services in the Eastern Neighborhoods
and throughout the City:
Need
Need

Improvement

Need-Unit

Factor

No of

Factor

People

per
person

Reference

Community Facility
_ P_oli~e_(Eguiprnent)

____ _____ _

~---~-

Public Health Centers

Recreation and Open Sp<Jce
Multi-Use Fields

________O:?I _sgua.cJ_c_ars ___ _________ __ ___ ~o_o_o ___OcOD_077 ()ri_g_in_al§N N"e_d_s,\~seE_rne_nt _
1,000 __ 0.00006 O_rtginal_EN 111ee_ds Assessment
0.06 centers
0.04 centers
1,000 _ 0.00004 _Origin_alEN llJ~xusSt_udy
__ 10, 00_o

2.25 fields

Tennis Courts
Outdoor basket bal I court
Walkway and bikeway trails

0.00023

10,000 -

0.0002 - Original ENNt>)(US Study

2 courts

__10,_0_00 _

0.0002 __ Original EN N_exus Study

0.17 miles of Blue Greenway

Open Space - rehabilitation

Original EN Nexus Study
147,201 _ 0.00037

Citywide Nexus Study (2015)

147,201

0.00347

Citywide Nexus Study (2015)

393.12 spaces

51,866

0.00758

City1,Vid_e Nexus Stud\! (2015)

_ 1,551,00 spaces

51,866

0.0299

Citywide Nexus Study (2015)

1

8i3

55 acres

Open Space - new parks citywide

Original EN_Ne_x_us Study

2 courts

511 acres

Childcare
Childcare - for Toddlers Attributable to Residential Growth

-

.

-

-

Residential

Complete Streets I Transportation
}ra~_?P.~~~~~5?~_-:__~!~~~~-a!~?-

____

__

Transportation - Bike - Premium Bike Network
Transportation -Bike - Intersection Improvements

Transportati_on - Bike - Bi_ke_~a-~~!~~-S!?ac~~ __ _

~~~SP_C?!°l~~~OI] -: ~i ~~- - -~~~~--S~a-~!:\& __

88 sf of sidewalk

13 miles

Citywid_e_j\J.,xus Study(201~L

1,211,21_7 _ 0.00_0()1 __Ci_tywi_cle Nex_us Study (2015)

13 intersections

_ __ _!;,333.00 spaces_
667 bike
share stations
- -------

l,211,217 __ 0.00001 __ C:it>,rwi_d.,N_ex_us5tud_y_(2015l
_1,211,_217

_ 0.0~ _C:ityv;icl" Ne~usSt~dy(2015)

1,21_1,217

0.00055

City_\'licl_e N_exus_St_u_d_yg()15)__

----------~----

The Mission Plan also calls for the provision of new recreation and park facilities and maintenance of existing resources. Some
portions of the Mission historically have been predominantly industrial, and not within walking distance of an existing park
and many areas lack adequate places to recreate and relax. Moreover, the Mission has a concentration of family households
with children (27% of Mission households), which is higher than most neighborhoods in the city. Specifically, the Plan
identifies a need for 4.3 acres of new open space to serve both existing and new residents, workers and visitors. The Plan
proposes to provide this new open space by creating at least one substantial new park in the Mission.
A parcel at 17th and Folsom Streets owned by the San Francisco Public Utilities Commission was identified as a suitable site
for a new park in an underserved area of the Mission. After a series of community meetings in 2010, three design alternatives
were merged into one design. The new .8 acre park, shown in l@
, will include a children's play area, demonstration
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garden, outdoor amphitheater and seating, among other amenities. The project is under construction and is expected to be
completed by winter 2017.
Rendering of Park at 17th and Folsom Streets and Adjacent New Housing Development

Source: San Francisco Recreation & Parks.
Another facility planned for the Plan Area, still in conceptual phase, is the l\1:i.ssion Recreation Center. Located on a through
block facing both Harrison Street and Treat Avenue between 20th and 21st Street, the facility includes an interior gymnasium
and fitness center, along with an outdoor playground located in an interior courtyard. Recreation and Park staff is planning for
a major renovation and reconfiguration of the facility that could include relocating the play equipment so that it is visible from
the public right-of-way and adding additional courts to the building.
Lastly, Garfield Pool is scheduled to be rehabilitated through the 2012 Park Bond. Recreation and Park staff plan to further
enhance the facility to a higher capacity Aquatics Center, which, besides refurbishing the pool, would also include adding
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amenities such a multi-purpose room and a slide. Other possible improvements could include a redesign of the pool structure.
Design for the pool rehabilitation is expected to be complete by late 2016 with construction bid award and the construction
planned to begin in 2017.

As a significant amount of new housing development is expected in the Mission, new residents will increase the need to add
new community facilities and to maintain and expand existing ones. Community facilities can include any type of service
needed to meet the day-to-day needs of residents. These facilities include libraries, parks and open space, schools and child
care. Community based organizations also provide many services to area residents including health, human services, and
cultural centers. Section 5.3 describes efforts to increase and improve the supply of recreation and park space in the Mission.
Section 6, below, discusses the process of implementation of the community benefits program, including the collection and
management of the impact fees program.
Map 7 shows existing community facilities in the Mission. Community based organizations currently provide a wide range of
services at over
ranging from clinics and legal aid, to job and language skills training centers
and immigration assistance. Cultural and arts centers are also prominent in the Mission.
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Map 7 Community Facilities in the Mission
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Since the adoption of the Mission Plan, the Inner Mission North survey has been completed and adopted by the Historic
Preservation Commission. The Inner Mission North Survey includes documentation and assessment of more than 2,000
individual buildings and several historic districts that are located within the area that is bounded approximately by Duboce
Avenue and Market Street to the north, 20th Street to the south, Folsom Street to the east, and Dolores Street to the west.
The South Mission Survey has also been completed and adopted by the Historic Preservation Commission. The South
Mission Survey resulted in documentation and assessment of approximately 3,800 individual buildings, including nearly 1,000
individual historic properties and contributors to 13 historic districts. The South Mission Survey included the area that is
bounded approximately by 20th Street to the north, Cesar Chavez Street to the south, Potrero Avenue to the east, and
Guerrero Street to the west.
These surveys only identify potential historic resources in the area. Recommendations to establish new historic districts and
designate individual structures of merit will follow.
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Neighborhood serving businesses represent a diversity of activities beyond typical land use categories such as retail. This
section defines neighborhood serving as those activities of an everyday nature associated with a high "purchase" frequency
(see Appendix D for a list of business categories used). Grocery stores, auto shops and gasoline stations, banks and schools
which frequently host other activities, among many other uses, can be considered "neighborhood serving."
By this definition, the l\1ission is home to almost 600 neighborhood serving businesses and establishments employing over
8,000 people. Although these tend to be smaller businesses frequented by local residents and workers, some also serve a larger
market (such as popular restaurants). As shown in Table 4.5.1, the top 10 neighborhood serving establishments in the l\1ission
include eating places (full- and limited-service restaurants, bakeries, etc.), schools, grocery stores, bars, and pharmacies. These
businesses are typically along the l\1ission, Valencia, and 24th Street neighborhood commercial districts, as shown on Map 8.
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Table 5.5.1 Neighborhood Serving Establishments, Mission
Full-Service Restaurants
155
Snack and Nonalcoholic Beverage Bars
31
Limited-Service Restaurants
62
Supermarkets and Other Grocery (except Convenience) Store 36
Elementary and Secondary Schools
20
Drinking Places (Alcoholic Beverages)
36
Electronics Stores
13
Retail Bakeries
12
Commercial Banking
7
Pharmacies and Drug Stores
10
Sporting Goods Stores
7
Junior Colleges
2
Used Merchandise Stores
6
All Other Specialty Food Stores
3
Fitness and Recreational Sports Centers
5
Discount Department Stores
1
Civic and Social Organizations
9
Drycleaning and Laundry Services (except Coin-Operated) 7
General Automotive Repair
20
Pet Care (except Veterinary) Services
10
Women's Clothing Stores
9
Nail Salons
8
Office Supplies and Stationery Stores
2
Child Day Care Services
1o
Shoe Stores
5
Savings Institutions
4
Book Stores
5
Men's Clothing Stores
6
All Other General Merchandise Stores
6
Religious Organizations
5
Family Clothing Stores
3
~uty~~

2,581
908
884
521
516
388
246
143
139
129
125
110
96
87
85
76
64
61
57
52
50
48
48
47
41
40
39
38
38
34
34
34
32
30
28
26
24
20
19
12
12
9
9
8
8
8
6
5
2
2
1

9

Pet and Pet Supplies Stores
3
Barber Shops
1
Gasoline Stations with Convenience Stores
3
Clothing Accessories Stores
5
Meat Markets
6
Beer, Wine, and Liquor Stores
6
Sewing, Needlework, and Piece Goods Stores
2
4
Fruit and Vegetable Markets
Cosmetics, Beauty Supplies, and Perfume Stores
3
Food (Health) Supplement Stores
Other Automotive Mechanical and Electrical Repair and Main 3
Convenience Stores
4
Hobby, Toy, and Game Stores
1
Other Clothing Stores
3
Coin-Operated Laundries and Drycleaners
3
Cafeterias, Grill Buffets, and Buffets
Video Tape and Disc Rental
Other Personal and Household Goods Repair and Maintenan 2
Automotive Transmission Repair
1
Libraries and Archives
TOTAL

578
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PROPOSED PROGRAMMING

Along with establishing fees, and providing a programmatic framework of projects, the EN approvals included amendments
to the City's Administrative Code establishing a process to choose infrastructure projects for implementation on an ongoing
basis.

The Eastern Neighborhoods Citizens Advisory Committee (EN CAC) started meeting on a monthly basis in October 2009.
The CAC is comprised of 19 members of the public appointed by the Board of Supervisors or the Mayor. The CAC focuses
on implementation of the Eastern Neighborhoods Implementation Program and priority projects. Together with the IPIC,
discussed below, the CAC determine how revenue from impact fees are spent. The CAC also plays a key role in reviewing and
advising on the Five-Year Monitoring Reports.
The EN CAC has held monthly public meetings since October, 2009. For more information on the EN CAC, go to
http://encac.sfplanning.org.
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The Eastern Neighborhoods Co=unity Facilities and Infrastructure Fee includes three tiers of fees that are based on the
amount of additional development enabled by the 2009 Eastern Neighborhoods rezoning. In general, Tier 1 fees are charged
in areas where new zoning provided less than 10 feet of additional height. Tier 2 fees are for those areas that included between
10 and 20 feet of additional height, and Tier 3 fees are for areas that included for 20 feet or more of additional height. Fees are
adjusted every year based on inflation of construction costs.
Below is a chart of the original fees (2009) and the fees as they exist today.

Residential
Tier 1
Tier2
Tier3

$8.00
$12.00
$16.00

NonResidential
Residential
$6.00
$10.19
$10.00
$15.29
$14.00
$20.39

NonResidential
$7.65
$12.74
$17.84

The fees established above are proportionally divided into five funding categories as determined by the needs assessment,
nexus studies, and feasibilities studies, including housing, transportation/ transit, complete streets, recreation and open space,
and child care. In the Mission District NCT and MUR (Mixed-Use Residential) Districts, 75% of fees collected from
residential development is set aside for affordable housing for the two respective Plan Areas. The first $10,000,000 collected
are targeted to affordable housing preservation and rehabilitation. To date, the City has collected more than $48 million in
impact fees, as shown on table 6.2.2.

Table 6.2.2 Eastern Neighborhoods Infrastructure Impact Fees Collected to Date

HOUSING
TRANSPORTATION I TRANSIT
COMPLETE STREETS
RECREATION AND OPEN SPACE
CHILDCARE
Total

$4,742,000
$16,936,000
$6,733,000
$17,518,000
$2,416,000
$48,345,000

Note: Amount collected includes in-kind improvements.
Over the 2016-2020 period, the City is projected to collect $145 million from the Eastern Neighborhoods impact fee
program, as shown on table 6.2.3.

Table 6.2.3 Eastern Neighborhoods Infrastructure Impact Fees Projected, 2016-2020

HOUSING
TRANSPORTATION I TRANSIT
COMPLETE STREETS
RECREATION AND OPEN SPACE
CHILDCARE
Total

$26,411,000
$30,302,000
$38,542,000
$43,912,000
$5,931,000
$145,098,000
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As shown in Table 5.2.1, approximately $5.4 million have been collected from 58 projects in the Mission Plan Area to date.
Overall, roughly $48.4 million has been collected in all of the Eastern Neighborhoods, including Western SoMa.

Table 6.2.4 Eastern Neighborhoods Infrastructure Impact Fees Collected, 2011-15

Mission
EastSoMa
Western SoMa
Central Waterfront
Showplace/Potrero
TOTAL

$5,357,000
$14,635,000
$6,940,000
$10,034,000
$11,384,000
$48,350,000

58
35
15
19

23
150

The Infrastructure Plan Implementation Committee was established in Administrative Code section XX; the IPIC's purpose is
to bring together City agencies to collectively implement the co=unity improvement plans for specific areas of the City
including the Eastern Neighborhood Plan Areas. The IPIC is instrumental in creating a yearly expenditure plan for impact fee
revenue and in creating a bi-annual "mini" Capital Plan for the Eastern Neighborhoods. The annual Expenditure Plan is
specific to projects that are funded by impact fees. The bi-annual Eastern Neighborhoods Capital Plan also includes
infrastructure projects that are funded by other sources, and projects where funding has not been identified.

In 2009, the Planning Department entered into a Memorandum of Understanding with SF Public Works, SFMTA, Rec and
Park, and MOH CD to assure commitment to implementing the EN Plans. A key component of the agreement was the
establishment of a list of priority projects:
•

Folsom Street

•

16th Street

•

Townsend Street

•

Pedestrian Crossing at Manalo Draves Park

•

17th and Folsom Street Park

•

Showplace Square Open Space

The First Source Hiring Program was first adopted in 1998 and modified in 2006. The intent of First Source is to connect
low-income San Francisco residents with entry-level jobs that are generated by the City's investment in contracts or public
works; or by business activity that requires approval by the City's Planning Department or permits by the Department of
Building Inspection. CityBuild works in partnership with Planning Department and DBI to coordinate execution of First
Source Affidavits and MOUs.
CityBuild is a program of the Office of Economic and Workforce Development and is the First Source Hiring Administrator.
In accordance to Chapter 83: First Source Hiring Program, developers must submit a First Source Affidavit to the Planning
Department prior to planning approval. In order to receive construction permit from DBI, developers must enter into a First
Source Hiring MOU with CityBuild. Developers and contractors agree to work in good faith to employ 50% of its entry-level
new hiring opportunities through the CityBuild First Source Hiring process.
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Projects that qualify under First Source include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

any activity that requires discretionary action by the City Planning Commission related to a co=ercial activity over
25,000 square feet including conditional use authorization;
any building permit applications for a residential project over 10 units;
City issued public construction contracts in excess of $350,000;
City contracts for goods and services in excess of $50,000;
leases of City property;
grants and loans issued by City departments in excess of $50,000.

Since 2011 CityBuild has managed 442 placements in 72 First Source private projects in the three zip codes encompassing the
Eastern Neighborhoods Plan Areas (94107, 94110, 94103), not including projects in Mission Bay, approved under the former
Redevelopment Agency. They have also placed 771 residents from the three-zip code area in projects throughout the city.
In 2011, the City also implemented a first of its kind, the Local Hire Policy for Construction on publicly funded construction
projects. This policy sets forth a mandatory hiring requirement of local residents per trade for construction work hours. This
policy superseded the First Source Hiring Program on public construction contracts. Since 2011, a cumulative 37% of the
overall 6.2 million work hours have been worked by local residents and 58% of 840,000 apprentice work hours performed by
local residents.

Ongoing Planning Efforts
As this report has shown, market pressures and evictions affecting the neighborhood intensified in the Mission District over
the six years that followed the adoption of the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans and the recovery from the Great Recession.
This has necessitated a focused effort to help protect and alleviate the impact on those most affected by the affordability crisis.
As a result, the Mission Action Plan 2020 (MAP 2020) was launched in early 2015 to take a closer look at the pressures
affecting the neighborhood and generate a set of solutions for implementation to help stabilize housing, employment, and
co=ercial conditions.
MAP 2020 will also set targets and define solutions for neighborhood sustainability for 2020 and beyond. The solutions may
encompass land use and zoning, financing, and identification of opportunity sites and programs; monitoring mechanisms will
also be put into place. This first phase of MAP 2020 - solutions development - will be completed in June 2016.
Implementation of certain measures is already underway, with additional implementation (writing legislation, launching new
studies, ramping up programs, etc.) scheduled as a second phase to co=ence upon completion of the Plan.
To date, the MAP 2020 collaboration includes a broad range of non-profit and advocacy groups as well as public agencies
including the Dolores Street Co=unity (DSCS), the Cultural Action Network (CAN), the Mission Economic Development
Agency (MEDA), Calle 24, Pacific Felt Factory, members of the Plaza 16 coalition, the Planning Department, the Mayor's
Office of Housing and Co=unity Development (MOHCD), the Office and Economic and Workforce Development
(OEWD), the Health Services Agency (HSA), Department of Building Inspection (DBI), and the Fire Department. The
Mayor's Office and District Supervisor Campos have also supported this effort.
These stakeholders are collaborating through working groups co-led by a both City and co=unity leads. A robust
co=unity outreach and engagement process has incorporated focus groups and individual presentations to organizations and
coalitions such as: tenants' rights organizations, SRO tenants, Mission Girls, PODER, United to Save the Mission, real estate
developers, SPUR, SFHAC, SFBARF, and others, with the goal of informing and including relevant stakeholders affected by
and/ or responsible for potential solutions.
Topic-specific working groups have collectively drafted short, medium, and long term strategies, including tenant protections
and housing access, housing preservation, housing production, economic development, co=unity planning, SRO acquisition
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and/ or master leasing, and homelessness. Upon completion of the second phase of outreach in May and incorporation of any
relevant feedback, the Plan and will be presented to the Planning Commission, with expected endorsement in June 2016.
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1
San Francisco's Eastern Bayfront neighborhoods have historically been the home of the city's industrial economy
and have accommodated diverse communities ranging from families who have lived in the area for generations
to more recent immigrants from Latin America and Asia. The combination of a vibrant and innovative industrial
economy with the rich cultural infusion of old and new residents is central to San Francisco's character. Among
many of the components that contributed to the economic and cultural character of the eastern part of the San
Francisco were the wide availability of lands suitable for industrial activities (whether or not they were zoned for
such) and the affordability of these neighborhoods' housing stock, relative to other parts of the city. Industrial
properties continue to be valuable assets to the city's economy as they provide space for innovative local
businesses; large, flexible floorplans for a wide range of tenants; and living wage career opportunities to
residents without advanced degrees.
Over the past few decades, and particularly during the series of "booms" in high technology industries since in
the 1990s, the Eastern Bayfront neighborhoods have experienced waves of pressure on its industrial lands and
affordable housing stock. Due to their proximity to downtown San Francisco and easy access (via US-101, 1-280,
and Caltrain) to Silicon Valley, industrially-zoned properties in the Eastern Bayshore, particularly in
neighborhoods like South of Market (SoMa), Mission, Showplace Square, and Central Waterfront became highly
desirable to office users who were able to outbid traditional production, distribution, and repair (PDR)
businesses for those spaces. The predominant industrial zoning designations in these neighborhoods until the
late 2000s-C-M, M-1, and M-2-allowed for a broad range of uses, which enabled owners to sell or lease
properties to non-PDR businesses as well as developing them into "live-work" lofts that served primarily as a
residential use.
Moreover, the residential areas in these neighborhoods are well-served by public transportation (including two
BART stops in the Mission), have vibrant cultural amenities, and feature many attractive older buildings. These
neighborhood assets and new employment opportunities have served as strong magnets for high wages earners
and market rate housing developers, creating a strong influx of new, more affluent residents.
Beginning in the late 1990s, the City, residents, community activists, and business owners recognized the need
for a comprehensive, community-based planning process to resolve these conflicts and stabilize the
neighborhoods into the future. The Eastern Neighborhoods community planning process was launched in 2001
to determine how much of San Francisco's remaining industrial lands should be preserved and how much could
appropriately be transitioned to other uses.
The planning process recognized the need to produce housing opportunities for residents of all income levels,
which requires not just the development of new units at market rates, but also opportunities for low and
moderate income families. In 2008, four new area plans for the Mission, East SoMa, Showplace Square/Potrero
Hill, and Central Waterfront neighborhoods were adopted. Respecting the Western SoMa community's request
for more time to complete their planning process, the area plan for that neighborhood was undertaken in
parallel and completed in 2013. The resulting area plans contained holistic visions for affordable housing,
transportation, parks and open space, urban design, and community facilities.
The Eastern Neighborhoods Plans represent the City's and community's pursuit of two key policy goals:
1)

Ensuring a stable future for PDR businesses in the city by preserving lands suitable to these activities and
minimizing conflicts with other land uses; and
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2)

Providing a significant amount of new housing affordable to low, moderate and middle income families
and individuals, along with "complete neighborhoods" that provide appropriate amenities for the
existing and new residents.

The challenges that motivated the Eastern Neighborhoods community planning process were evident in the
Western SoMa area around the time the plans were adopted and continue to be relevant today. The Plan was a
direct response to early detection of displacement of small businesses, population shifts, social instability and
escalating conflicts between competing uses 1 . As mentioned earlier in this report, the Western SoMa
community requested more time to complete their planning process. In doing so, the department partnered
with the Western SoMa Citizens Planning Task Force in an eight-year public planning process to create the
Western SoMa Community Plan. Drafted in September 2008, updated in October 2011 and adopted in 2013, the
plan is a comprehensive vision for shaping growth on the western side of the South of Market area.
Key objectives of the Western SoMa Area Plan include:
•
•
•
•
•

Reducing land use conflicts between industry, entertainment and other competing uses, such as office
and housing;
Protecting existing residential uses on the alleys;
Retaining existing jobs in the area;
Improving the public realm for pedestrians and bicyclists; and
Encouraging diverse and affordable housing.

Achieving these objectives will help create a complete neighborhood with a high diversity of land uses.
The new plan supports and builds on the Eastern Neighborhoods Plans' vision for the traditionally industrial and
mixed use areas in the eastern part of the City. It complements the Plans' patterns of land use, urban form,
public space, circulation, and historic preservation, while making adjustments based on understanding of key
issues through community outreach to the residents and workers in the area. The planning process also included
associated legislation to amend the General Plan, Administrative Code, Planning Code, and Zoning Map to
implement the Plan over time. An Implementation Document was created to outline the Plan's Public Benefits
Program, which addresses the specific public benefit needs of the area and explains the mechanisms to provide
the necessary funding for those benefits.
As part of the project, the department completed the environmental impact report that analyzed the potential
environmental effects associated with the Western SoMa Community Plan at a program level, and also analyzed
impacts of the rezoning of adjacent parcels and the 350 Eighth Street project at a project-specific level. At the
time, it would have allowed the demolition of a couple of buildings to accommodate about 634,000 square feet
of mixed use in the old SLR zoning, now rezoned as WSoMa Mixed Use-General District (WMUG). The
environmental impact report was certified and the Planning Commission adopted the Plan on December 6,
2012. On March 19, 2013, the Board of Supervisors adopted the Western SoMa Area Plan and its associated
legislation amendments.
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Map 1 shows Western SoMa Community Plan area boundaries. The plan area also known as a special use district
(SUD}, can be described very broadly as progressing from non-residential uses on a Townsend Street high-tech
corridor northwards, with diverse local and regional serving job-producing uses to the south side of Harrison
Street and the elevated highway. North of Harrison Street, development goals call for an increasingly residential
neighborhood character of smaller scale that embraces a "mix of uses" and new mixed-used development.
Map 1 Western SoMa Plan Area

The ordinances that enacted the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans, including Western SoMa, adopted by the
Board of Supervisors, include a requirement that the Planning Department produce five-year reports monitoring
residential and commercial developments in those neighborhoods, as well as impact fees generated and public
and private investments in community benefits and infrastructure. The first set of monitoring reports for
Mission, East SoMa, Showplace Square/Potrero Hill, and Central Waterfront were published in 2011, covering
the period from January 1, 2006 through December 31, 2010.
Because Western SoMa was adopted in 2013, no monitoring reports have been produced for that Area Plan.
However, due to its geographic proximity and overlapping policy goals with the other Eastern Neighborhoods,
Planning Department staff in consultation with the CAC, has shifted the reporting timeline such that the
Western SoMa Area Plan Monitoring Report 2011-2015 will be the first five-year report and set the calendar so
that future monitoring reports are conducted alongside the other Eastern neighborhoods. Subsequent time
series monitoring reports for the Western SoMa area and other Eastern Neighborhoods will be released in years
ending in 1 and 6.
While the previous Monitoring Reports covered only the small amount of development activities in the years
immediately preceding and following the adoption of the Eastern Neighborhood Plans in 2008, this report
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contains information and analysis about a period of intense market development and pending zoning changes in
the Western SoMa and the greater Central SoMa area. The time series report relies primarily on the Housing
Inventory, the Commerce and Industry Inventory, and the Pipeline Quarterly Report, all of which are published
by the Planning Department. Additional data sources include: the California Employment and Development
Department (EDD}, the U.S. Census Bureau's American Community Survey, the San Francisco Municipal
Transportation Agency (SFMTA}, Co-Star Realty information, Dun and Bradstreet business data, CBRE and NAl-BT
Commercial real estate reports, and information gathered from the Department of Building Inspection, the
offices of the Treasurer and Tax Collector, the Controller, and the Assessor-Recorder.

One of the defining characteristics of the Western SoMa neighborhood is its remarkable mix of local and
regional uses and diversity of businesses, including manufacturing and other PDR businesses, restaurants and
bars, automotive repair shops, institutional and educational uses, and more. Folsom Street has become one of
the main commercial corridors of Western SoMa, specifically between 7th and 10th streets (Folsom Street
Neighborhood Commercial District}. Northward of Townsend Street presents itself as a high-tech corridor, while
the south side of Harrison Street focuses on the production of diverse local and regional serving jobs. North of
Harrison Street embraces small scale mixing of uses with an increasingly residential-based neighborhood.

Table 2.1.1 illustrates the mix of non-residential space in the Western SoMa as of 2015. The table reflects the
mix of uses, noting that office and PDR activities each occupy a little over a third of the commercial space in the
neighborhood. Institutional, medical and retail uses together make up another 27% of non-residential buildings
and tourist hotels take up about another one percent. The table also shows the importance of the Western
SoMa in the San Francisco's stock of industrial and office lands. Though the neighborhood only accounts for two
percent of the City's overall commercial space, its share of PDR space is much higher, at five percent. However,
as will be discussed in the sections below, in recent years a considerable amount of PDR space in the Western
SoMa has been converted to other uses, such as office and housing.
Table 2.1.1 Commercial Building Space, Western SoMa and San Francisco, 2015

Visitor I Lodging

433,728
149,084
2,143,216
1,910,828
922,642
65,401

Total

5,624,899 100o/o

Cultural, Institution, Educatior
Medical
Office
PDR I Light Industrial
Retail

8%
3%
38%
34%
16%
1%

29,898,514
17,468,039
107,978,954
36,265,832
42,299,526
4,053,422

13%
7%
45%
15%
18%
2%

237,964,287 100%

1%
1%
2%
5%
2%
2%
2%

Table 2.1.2 shows commercial and other non-residential development activity in the Western So Ma Plan area
between January 1, 2011 and December 31, 2015 while Table 2.1.3 shows corresponding figures for San
Francisco. These tables count newly developed projects (on vacant properties or redevelopment of existing
properties} as well as conversions from one use to another.
Between 2011 and 2015, almost 93,000 square feet of PDR land was converted to other uses, especially office
and housing. In 2015, one property located at 410 Townsend Street was a direct subject of the Western SoMa
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Plan rezoning. The use ofthe building was changed from PDR to Office; and no actual work was done to require
a permit. The property was zoned West SoMa Mixed Use-Office (WMUO), a designation created by the Western
SoMa Plan to encourage office uses along with small-scale light industrial and arts activities, specifically to
establish an explicit preference for 21st Century high tech and digital-media uses. Two projects that lost PDR
space constructed new dwelling units, including the construction of new affordable dwelling units. In 2015, the
existing 6,120 square feet of PDR space located at 870 Harrison Street was demolished for the new construction
of 26 dwelling units, including 4 inclusionary affordable units (15% of the total). An existing building with 5,775
square feet of PDR space, located at 121 9th Street, was demolished and replaced by a mixed-use 20 unit
building, including 2 inclusionary units made affordable to households earning between 80 and 120% of the area
median income of 2011.
Map 2 shows the location of the larger-scale non-residential developments (more than 5,000 square feet net
loss or gain. (See List BL-1 in Appendix E for detailed information.)
Table 2.1.2 New Commercial Development, Western SoMa, 2011-2015

2011

(5,775)

2012

(11,600)

2013

(7,550)

800
0

(100)

(3,930)

.

(4,975)
(11,600)
(11,580)

2014
2015

90,826

(87, 120)

Total

71,676

{92,995)

(794)

-4500

(3,700)

(3,930)

(28,949)

Table 2.1.3 New Commercial Development, San Francisco 2011-2015
-

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
Total

--

51,074
69,845
316,621
553,136
47,829

1,038,505

-

1,815,700
20,000

278,214
206,231
349,792
694,785
978,067

1,000
35,905
120,357
148,330
65,640

52,131
129,425
99,336
139,946
99,564

1,835,700

2,507,089

371,232

620,402
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Map 2 Commercial Development Trends, Western SoMa, 2011-2015
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The commercial development pipeline in the Western SoMa shows a different take on development than that of
what has taken place during the reporting period of 2011-15 (Table 2.2.1). The Western SoMa will still see a
significant amount of PDR space, as well as the development of some retail, institutional and visitor space; and
larger amounts of office space.
It is important to interpret the pipeline numbers as two separate subcategories, shown in Table 2.2.1 as "Under
Review" and "Entitled." Under review projects are those that have filed application with the Planning and/or
Building Departments and have to clear several hurdles, including environmental (CEQA) review, and may
require conditional use permits or variances. Therefore, these projects should be considered more speculative.
On the other hand, entitled projects are those that have received Planning Department approvals and are
considered much more certain, although many of them may take years to finally complete their construction
and receive certificates of occupancy.
Projects that are under review total about 2.2 million in new square footage. A majority of this gain will
potentially come in the form of office space. Consequently the biggest loss in square footage will potentially
come in the form of PDR space. One example of a project that is currently under review, 598 Brannan Street, has
requested to convert roughly 30,300 square feet of PDR space into office use. Adjacent to this site is the San
Francisco Flower Mart, located at 630-698 Brannan Street that will potentially see a loss of 15,000 square feet of
PDR space to be replaced by about 15 million square feet of office space and about 30,000 square feet of retail
space. If all of these projects come to fruition, Western SoMa will see roughly 116,600 square feet of PDR
transition to other uses.
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The projects in the pipeline that have been entitled show about an 823,000 square footage gain of nonresidential uses in Western SoMa in the near future. If all of these developments are completed, the Planning
Department expects about a 810,000 square footage gain is office space and a loss of about 40,000 square feet
of PDR space. There will also be a modest gain in institutional and retail space, including a net gain in visitor
space with the potential development of 690 5th Street located in the designated area that supports 21st Century
high tech industry. Entitled projects that propose to convert PDR to other uses are mostly medium-sized spaces
(up to about 28,000 square feet) that will be redeveloped as office predominant buildings. The largest single
entitled project is a proposed 526,802 square foot office building that will be developed at 610-620 Brannan
Street.
Table 2.2.2 shows the commercial development pipeline for San Francisco for comparison. The development
pipeline in the Western SoMa represents about half of the citywide pipeline. Map 3 shows the locations of the
larger proposed commercial developments in the plan area. (See List BL-2 in Appendix E for detailed
information.)
Table 2.2.1 Commercial and Other Non-Residential Development Pipeline, Western SoMa Q4 2015

Under Construction
Planning Entitled
Planning Approved
Building Permit Filed
Building Permit Approved/
Issued/ Reinstated
Under Review
Planning Filed
Building Permit Filed
Total

33,000

62,054
822,850
814,384

3.800

8.466

3,800

2,236,686

59,070

2,203,723

(48,832)

22,725

59,070
62,870

2.025
2.201,698
3,046,022

(48,832)
(110,766)

(9858)
32,583
82.464

(7,833)
2,244,519
3,121,590

809,299
809,299

(23,946)
(37,988)
(37,988)

53,000
6,739
2.073

41.000
41.000

4,666

41,000

Table 2.2.2 Commercial and Other Non-Residential Development Pipeline, San Francisco Q4 2015

Planning Entitled
Construction
Planning Approved
Building Permit Filed
Building Permit Approved/
Issued! Reinstated
Under Review
Planning Filed
Building Permit Filed
Total

1,304,886
134.467
826,904
(29.902)

22,257
2,757
1,600

1,405,630
173,550
889,850
1.725

(298,146)
(155,622)
(99,654)
(33,939)

111,600
61,594
25.351
712

373.417

17,900

340,505

(8,931}

23.943

4,787,019
4,792.743
(5,724)
6,091,905

263,661
280,283
(16,622)
285,918

4,687,363
4,649.021
38,342
6,092,993

(348,149)

83,019
32085
50,934
194,619

(269,771)
(78,378)
(646,295)

63,545
54,945
8,600

101,125
101.125
164,670

Map 3 Commercial and Other Non-Residential Development Pipeline, Western SoMa, Q4 2015
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As discussed above, the Western SoMa (and the Eastern Neighborhoods more broadly), have experienced
economic changes that have made many areas highly attractive to residential and office development. These
types of uses are generally able to afford higher land costs than industrial uses, and therefore can outbid PDR
businesses for industrially-zoned land. Prior to the adoption of the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans, the
primary industrial zoning designations - M-1, M-2, and C-M - permitted a broad range of uses, which led to the
conversion of a significant amount of PDR space to other activities. Since the adoption of the Western SoMa
Area Plan, PDR space has continued to be converted to other uses in the neighborhood, as Tables 2.1.2 and
2.2.1 illustrate.
A detailed investigation of the conversion of PDR space in the Western SoMa, however, shows that such
conversions have occurred largely outside of the zoning districts created specifically to protect PDR uses (in the
case of the Western SoMa, PDR-1 and PDR-2). In addition to the project at 410 Townsend Street, detailed above,
other completed projects in the Western SoMa that have converted PDR space have largely done so in order to
build new housing, either with a higher percentage of inclusionary units than required by the Area Plan or by
paying in-lieu fees, as shown in Table 2.3.1.
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Table 2.3.1 Conversion of PDR Space in Western SoMa, 2011-15

O Belowthreshold

410 TOWNSEND ST

WMUO

-76,000

76000

0

870 HARRISON ST

WMUG

-6,120

0

0

26

4

12109THST

RCD

-5,775

0

800

20

20

248 - 252 09TH ST

RCD

-5,000

14826

-4,500

15

23409THST

RCD

-100

-7,550

0

Total

(92,995)

83,276

(3,700)

15%
100%

1 Below threshold

62

24

39%

Illegal conversions from Production, Distribution and Repair (PDR} uses have more recently become an issue in
the Eastern Neighborhood Plan areas that the City has sought to resolve. In 2015, the Planning Department has
received about 44 alleged complaints of violation for illegal conversions from PDR to Office use in the city (Table
2.3.2}. Table 2.3.2 shows the number of cases closed and found to be in violation, the cases closed and not
found to be in violation, the cases under review and the cases still pending review. Forty-two ofthese cases
were found in the Eastern Neighborhoods. Out of the 42 total alleged complaints, nine of the cases were not
found to be in violation and six were found to be in violation. In the Western SoMa there was only one illegal
conversion from PDR to office space on a parcel zoned SALi, where office is not permitted per the Planning
Code. Owners were issued notices of violation and office tenants were compelled to vacate the properties, as
shown in Appendix X. Appendix X shows the enforcement cases that were closed and that were actually found
to be in violation of the code.
Many of these office tenants are hybrid uses where PDR also takes place, but may not be the principal use of the
space. If an office use is confirmed to be in operation, Planning encourages the company to alter their business
practice to fit within the PDR zoning categories or vacate the property. Appenidx X shows the enforcement
cases that were closed and that were actually found to be in violation of the code. Generally, the complaints
filed with the Planning Department are regarding the conversion of PDR uses to office space, not permitted
within these zoning districts. However, some complaints that are filed are either not valid, meaning that the
tenant is either a PDR complying business or the space was legally converted to office space, prior to the Eastern
Neighborhoods rezoning. For these enforcement cases, there is no longer a path to legalization; additionally,
many of these office conversions are not recent, and they did not take advantage of the Eastern Neighborhoods
Legitimization Program. The program was an amnesty program that established a limited-time opportunity
whereby existing uses that have operated without the benefit of required permits may seek those permits.
However, this program expired in 2013.
In investigation of the alleged violations, the Planning Department discovered that the building permit histories
often included interior tenant improvements without Planning Department review. These permits do not
authorize a change of use to office. To prevent future unauthorized conversions of PDR space the Planning
Department worked proactively with the Department of Building Inspection (DBI}. Over the course of 2015,
Planning worked with DBI during project intakes to better understand the routing criteria and how to ensure
Planning review. Both departments' IT divisions worked together to create a flag in the Permit Tracking System
(PTS} to alert project intake coordinators of potential illegal conversions. This is a pilot program that can be
expanded at a later date to include other Zoning Districts if necessary. Planning and DBI continue to work
together to monitor this process and plan to meet regularly to discuss additional steps to prevent future
conversions.
Planning works collaboratively with the Mayor's Office of Economic Workforce and Development (OEWD}. When
Planning receives inquiries or complaints related to either vacant spaces in PDR zones or possible unauthorized
spaces, requiring a PDR tenant. Planning informs the property owner about PDR complying uses and refers them
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to OEWD. OEWD currently has a list of PDR complying businesses that are looking to lease spaces within San
Francisco. Additionally, a training for real estate brokers was conducted in 2015. The purpose of the voluntary
training was to help explain what PDR is and what resources Planning has available for them to utilize prior to
leasing a property. The training also outlined the enforcement process, including the process for requesting a
Letter of Determination. Future trainings will occur based on interest.
Table 2.3.2 Enforcement Cases for Illegal PDR Conversions, Western SoMa, 2015

Closed - Violation
Closed - No Violation
Under Review
Pending Review

1

6

1

9
4

2
3

7
9

4
24

23

TOTAL

7

42

44

The Western SoMa Plan Area added employment across all land use types tracked by the Planning Department
between 2011 and 2015, following a trend that has taken place in San Francisco and the Bay Area. This growth in
employment reflects a rebound in the regional economy following the "Great Recession" ofthe previous
decade, but also the robust growth in high technology sectors and related industries in recent years. 2
Altogether, employment in the Western SoMa grew by roughly 15,470 jobs in 2010 to almost 23, 740 in 2015
with a related increase from 1,006 to 1,234 total establishments, according to the California Employment and
Development Department (EDD). The subsections below discuss job growth in Western SoMa by land use
category.

Cultural, lnSLtuoona;. Edut
Medical
Offtee
POR I Light Industrial
Retail

30

2%

2%

2.010

263

21%

1.142

5%

3S3

29'/o

13.194

56%

268

22%

4,198

226

18%
1%

6%

4.327
195
168

100%

23,736 ..

18%
18%
1%
1%
100%

21.833
15.626
5,280
8,241
311
4,961

VisitO!' I Lodging
Otnot
Total

77
1,234

F

512

58,214,.

3%
37%

27%
9%

14%
1%

9%
100%

73.182
60,214
293,014
88,135
130,550
16,686
6,953
668,736

11'/o
9"4
44%
13%
20%
2%
1%
100%

The largest increase in jobs in Western SoMa between 2010 and 2015 was in office occupations. According to
EDD, the neighborhood experienced an almost 72% increase in office jobs in those 5 years. However, the
number of office establishments only increased by about 43%, indicating a shift towards office firms with a
larger number of employees. In 2015 Western SoMa held about 5% of all of the City's office jobs and 2% of its
establishments (Table 2.4.1).

2

See annual San Francisco Planning Department Commerce & Industry Inventory, 2008 - 2015.
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As discussed above, the Western SoMa has also emerged as somewhat of a retail destination in San Francisco,
with the restaurants, bars, regional shopping and grocery stores in the main commercial corridors (particularly
throughout the Folsom Street Commercial District and Regional Commercial District zoned areas along 9th and
10th streets) attracting visitors from throughout the City, region, and beyond. The number of retail jobs in the
Western SoMa increased by 42% between 2010 and 2015 to about 4,330 jobs in almost 230 establishments. The
neighborhood represents 3% of the city's retail jobs and establishments.

PDR continues to play a critical role in the City's economy, providing quality jobs to employees with a broad
range of educational backgrounds, supporting local businesses up- and downstream (for example, many of the
city's top restaurants source products from local PDR businesses), and infusing the region with innovative
products. Though the trends in loss of PDR space have been widely documented, the City and the Western SoMa
both added PDR jobs since 2010. Western SoMa experienced a 34% increase in PDR employment (to almost
4,200 jobs) between 2010 and 2015 and 6% decrease in number of firms (to 268). The number of establishments
has decreased, which possibly indicates a densification of the jobs per establishment ratio. Western SoMa has
roughly 5% of the PDR jobs and 5% of the establishments in the City.

Over the past five years, Western SoMa has added a substantial number of jobs, more than 50% growth, even as
its commercial space square footage increased by a small amount (about 8,270 square feet). In part, many of
these new jobs are likely located in commercial space that was vacant at the end of the recession of the
previous decade, leading to lower vacancy rates. 3 Another trend that has been underway that may explain the
gain in employment without a parallel increase in commercial space is an overall densification of employment
(in other words, allowing more jobs to be accommodated within a given amount of space). With the increasing
cost of land in locations close to city centers and accessible by transportation infrastructure (as is the case with
the Eastern Neighborhoods), real estate researchers have tracked an overall densification of employment across
several sectors throughout the country. 4 This kind of densification can be caused by employees who work from
home for some or all days of the week (and therefore may share office space with colleagues) or firms that
accommodate more employees within a given amount of space.

3

Although data to show vacancy rates for the Western SoMa Plan Area is not available, commercial real estate brokerage
firms like Cushman & Wakefield show that vacancy rates for different types of land uses decreased substantially in San
Francisco between 2011 and 2015 across different sectors. See Cushman & Wakefield San Francisco Office Snapshot Q4
2015 and Retail Snapshot Q4 2015.
4
See 2013 US Workplace Survey by Gensler.
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Chart 1 Jobs by Land Use, Western SoMa, Q3 2010 and 2015
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Source: California Employment Development Department
Note: Starting in 2013, the Bureau of Labor Statistics reclassified In-Home Supportive Services (roughly 20,000
jobs citywide) from the Private Household category {classified as "Other") to other classifications, most of which
are captured in this report under "Medical".
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Chart 2 Establishment by Land Use, Western SoMa, Q3 2010 and 2015
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Note: Starting in 2013, the Bureau of Labor Statistics reclassified In-Home Supportive Services (roughly 20,000
jobs citywide) from the Private Household category (classified as "Other") to other classifications, most of which
are captured in this report under "Medical".

[context]
Table 2.4.2 Sales Tax Collected, Western SoMa, 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

$
$
$
$

TOTAL

$

3,403,789
3,684,029
3,934,468
4,219,825
N/A
15,242,111

8.2%
6.8%
7.3%

$
$
$

$
$
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67,537,179
73,531,098
76,739,835
81,442,942
NIA
299,251,054

8.9%
4.4%
6.1%
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3
The provision of adequate housing to residents of all incomes has long been a challenge in San Francisco. Over
the past five years, however, San Francisco epitomized the housing affordability crisis afflicting American cities
and coastal communities throughout California. As discussed in the previous section, the Bay Area, city, and
Western SoMa neighborhood have all seen robust employment growth since the "Great Recession" triggered by
the financial crisis in 2007. During this period, the city has added housing units much more slowly than new
employees. As a result, a growing and more affluent labor force has driven up the costs of housing, making it
increasingly difficult for low and moderate income families to remain in San Francisco.
In the past five years, the Western SoMa has been a focal point of preserving neighborhood resources and
housing as well as efforts by the City to ensure that its residents can continue to live there. One of the main
goals of the Western SoMa Community Plan is to encourage diverse and affordable housing. The Plan also
recognizes the value ofthe existing housing stock and calls for its preservation. The Plan's Task Force called on
the Planning Department's staff and consultants to conduct a unique housing opportunities site analysis
("Western SoMa Housing Strategic Analysis Memo") with a goal of identifying development sites in the zoning
districts for formal Residential Enclave (RED) zoning in the West SoMa SUD. Under the SUD, if new housing is to
be built, it has to be an integral part of the existing neighborhoods. This means that housing production should
support the existing neighborhood pattern, residential services and amenities. Dwelling unit mergers and
residential conversions of rent-controlled units are strongly discouraged; and housing demolitions are allowed
only on condition of adequate unit replacement.

The Planning Department's latest housing inventory, using US Census and permit data, shows that all of South of
5
Market has roughly 11,380 housing units as of the end of 2015; this represents 3% of the citywide total. Table
3.1.1 shows that 76 net new units were built in the past five years in the Western SoMa, compared with
approximately 497 units built between 2006 and 2010. Of the net new units produced, 14 were conversions
from non-residential uses and the rest were completed from new construction. During the first two years of the
reporting period, 2011 and 2012, the construction sector was still recovering from the slow-down of the
recession, and only 28 net units were built. Between 2013 and 2015, however, Western SoMa added 48 new
units, or about 16 units per year. This yearly average is almost identical to the average between 2006 and 2010,
when the Plan Area added 164 units per year. Table 3.1.2 shows the citywide figures for comparison. About one
percent of the net increase in the City's housing stock in the last five years was in the Western SoMa area. Map
4 shows the location of recent housing construction. Additional details about these new development projects
can be found in Appendix E, List BL-3.
Table 3.1.1 New Housing Production, Western SoMa, 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
TOTAL

5

24
4
{12)
41
65

2015 San Francisco Housing Inventory.
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24
4
{12)

5

5

14
11

55
76
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Table 3.1.2 New Housing Production, San Francisco, 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
TOTAL

348
796
2,330
3,455
2,472
9,401

269
1,319

84
127
429

5
650
59

95

156

1,960
3,516

25

507
1,377

10,018

760

2,954

Map 4 New Housing Production Western SoMa, 2011-2015
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As discussed above in the Commercial Activity chapter, the pipeline should be analyzed along two different
categories: projects that have submitted planning and building applications (under review} and projects that
have received entitlements and are either awaiting or are under construction. The latter (particularly those
under construction} are considered much more likely to add residential or commercial capacity to the city's
building stock in the short-to-medium term, while under review projects may require clearance from
environmental review, variances to planning code restrictions, and discretionary review. In general, the Planning
Department estimates that projects that are currently under construction can take up to two years to be ready
for occupancy, entitled projects can take between two and seven years, while projects under review can take as
many as ten years, if they are indeed approved. The pipeline for new housing development in the Western SoMa
as of the end of 2015 is 1,313 units, of which 890 are under review. Roughly 423 units are entitled, of which 98%
are currently under construction, as shown on Table 3.2.1.The pipeline for the Western SoMa accounts for four
percent of the total number of projects in the City, though only two percent of the number of units, which
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suggests that new projects are of a smaller scale than housing developments in the pipeline for San Francisco as
a whole.
Map 5 shows the location of these proposed housing projects by development status. List BL-4 in Appendix E
provides a detailed list of these housing pipeline projects.
Table 3.2.1 Housing Development Pipeline, Western

Construction
Planning Entitled

416
7
4
1
2
890
734
156
1,313

Planning Approved
Building Pennit Filed
Building Pennit Approved/ Issued/ Reinstated
Under Review
Planning Filed
Building Pennit Filed

Total

3
9
4
1

4
36
20
16
48

8,691
26,063
23,101
513

232
350
80
31

2,449

239

27,760
17,852
9,908
62,514

712
198
514
1,294

Map 5 Housing Development Pipeline by Development Status, Western SoMa, Q4 2015
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San Francisco and the Western SoMa Plan Area have a number of policies in place to facilitate the development
of affordable housing. This section describes some of these policies and shows the extent to which affordable
housing was built in the Plan Area over the pasts five years.

The City of San Francisco has a number of programs to provide housing opportunities to families whose incomes
prevent them from accessing market-rate housing. The San Francisco Housing Authority (SFHA) maintains
dozens of properties throughout the City aimed at extremely low (30% of AMI), very low (50% of AMI) and low
(80% of AMI} income households. Households living in SF HA-managed properties pay no more than 30% of their
income on rent, and the average household earns roughly $15,000.Four ofthese properties are located within
the Eastern Neighborhoods boundaries: two in the Mission and two in Potrero Hill.
The City has also launched a partnership between the SFHA, the Mayor's Office of Housing and Community
Development (MOHCD), community organizations, real estate developers, and philanthropies to redevelop
some of the more dilapidated public housing sites into vibrant mixed-income communities with a central goal of
keeping existing residents in their neighborhoods. One of the Hope SF projects, Potrero Terrace/Annex is located
in the Eastern Neighborhoods (Showplace Square/Potrero Hill). MOHCD also maintains a number of funding
programs to provide capital financing for affordable housing developments targeting households earning
between 30 and 60% of AMI, low-income seniors, and other special needs groups. In most cases, MOHCD
funding is leveraged to access outside sources of funding, such as Federal Low Income Housing Tax Credits,
allocated by the State.
One of the most powerful tools to promote affordable housing development in San Francisco is the inclusionary
housing program specified in Section 415 of the Planning Code. This program requires that developments of 10
or more units of market rate housing must include restrict 12% of the units to families earning below 55% of
AMI (for rental units) or 90% of AMI (for ownership units). Developers can opt to build the units "off-site11 (in a
different building), within a 1-mile radius from the original development, as long as units are sold to households
earning less than 70% of AMI. In this case, the requirement is increased to 20% of the total number of units in
The income and rent limits for housing units managed by the Mayor's Office of Housing are
the two

The Mayor, Board of Supervisors, Planning Department, and Mayor's Office of Housing have recently passed or
introduced legislation to further expand the supply of affordable housing throughout the City. The City currently
has legislation to encourage the development of accessory dwelling units (ADUs) within existing residential
buildings in Supervisor Districts 3 and 8. These ordinances remove obstacles to the development of ADUs,
including density limits and parking requirements, in order to incentivize a housing type that has been identified
as a valuable option for middle-class households that do not require a lot of space. 6 A proposal to expand a
similar policy to the rest of the City is currently under discussion.
Another policy that has the potential to add thousands of units of affordable housing to the city's stock is the
Affordable Housing Bonus Program, which is currently under review by the City. The program would allow
developers in certain areas to build an additional two stories above what is allowed by their height limit district,

6

Wegmann, Jake, and Karen Chapple. "Hidden density in single-family neighborhoods: backyard cottages as an
equitable smart growth strategy." Journal of Urbanism: International Research on Placemaking and Urban
Sustainability 7.3 (2014): 307-329.
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in exchange for providing additional affordable housing, with a special focus on middle-income families that
currently cannot access housing through the market. By-and-large, the Bonus Program does not apply to parcels
in the Eastern Neighborhoods.
In addition to the Citywide programs described above, the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans also placed a high
priority on the production and protection of affordable housing, and created policies to expand access to
housing opportunities to low and moderate-income families. Project sponsors in the certain parts of the Eastern
Neighborhoods Plan Areas may also apply for the alternative of dedicating land for affordable housing. However,
this does not apply to the Western SoMa Plan Area. Most units sold under the lnclusionary Program sell for 90%
of Area Median Income (AMI) and most rental units rent for 55% of AMI. Developers also have the option of
paying a fee in lieu of developing the units themselves, which the City can use to finance the development of
100% affordable projects. Funds collected through these "in-lieu fees" are managed by the Mayor's Office of
Housing and Community Development and can be spent anywhere in the City. The Plans also require bedroom
mixes in its mixed use districts to encourage 2- and 3-bedroom units that are suitable to families, including the
units sold or leased at below-market rates. Lastly, in order to reduce the costs and incentivize housing
production, the Plans removed density controls and parking requirements in many of its zoning districts,
particularly those well-served by public transit and pedestrian and bike infrastructure.

As discussed in this report's introduction, expanding access to affordable housing opportunities was a high
priority for the communities in the Eastern Neighborhoods during the planning process, and it has only gained
more urgency in recent years. Western SoMa, along with the other Eastern Neighborhood Plan Areas has been a
symbol of the pressures of exploding housing costs on neighborhood stability and character.
As Table 3.4.1 shows, only eight affordable units were built during the 2011-15 five-year monitoring period. Two
of these units are considered to be only "naturally affordable." Typically, these are smaller units and are
sometimes referred to as "granny units" and are affordable to households with moderate incomes (80-120%
AMI), however, these units are not income-restricted. The eight units built between 2011 and 2015 make up
eight percent of the 76 net new units built in Western SoMa (shown in Table 3.1.1), lower than the inclusionary
housing minimum of 12%. The percentage is lower than the minimum because one project (shown on Table
3.4.3) chose to pay a fee to the City equivalent to 20% of the total number of units rather than building the units
on-site. This fee raised $917,881 for the City's housing development program managed by MOH CD. New
affordable units are estimated to cost roughly $550,000 in construction costs (not including land), towards which
MOH CD contributes about $250,000, requiring the developer to raise the rest from Federal, State, and other
sources. Therefore, it is estimated that the "in-lieu fees" collected in Western SoMa in this period, if successfully
leveraged into additional external funding and used to build projects on publicly controlled land, could yield an
7
additional three to four units. Moreover, projects with fewer than 10 units are exempt from the inclusionary
housing requirement, which may skew the percentage below the minimum. Out of the 24 affordable units, 20
were paid for by public subsidies and were made affordable to moderate households (80-120% AMI) located at
1219th Street and 4 inclusionary units were made affordable to moderate households as a part of the 26
dwelling units constructed at 870 Harrison Street, as shown on Appendix E, Table BL-5.
The inclusionary housing production in Western SoMa accounts for about one percent of the citywide
production (853 units, as shown in Table 3.4.2 between 2011 and 2015). Because no publicly subsidized

7

The development costs of affordable housing units are rough estimates based on recent projects that have received
assistance from MOHCD.
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developments were completed in this period, Western SoMa only built 0.22% ofthe city's affordable units
{2,735) during the period.
Table 3.4.1 Affordable
Housing
Production, Western SoMa, 2011-2015
-- __
·- ---------~

,

"

"

2011
2012
2013

2

2014

2015
TOTAL

4
6

1

2
1

1

1
4

2

8

*Secondary Units are not income restricted

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

141
377
464
449
213
1,644

TOTAL

4
98
216
249
286
853

60 ,,"
38
..
30
..
57
53 "
238

205
513
710
755
552
2,735

* Secondary Units are not income restricted
Table 3.4.3 Housing Developments Opting for Affordable Housing "In-lieu" Fee, Western SoMa, 2011-2015
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Map 6 New Affordable Housing, Western SoMa, 2011-2015
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A key component in promoting neighborhood affordability and stability is to preserve the existing stock of
housing. New housing development in San Francisco is costly and preserving homes can prevent displacement of
existing residents and workers in Western SoMa. The Western SoMa Plan supports the preservation of the
area's existing housing stock and prohibits residential demolition unless this project ensures sufficient
replacement of housing units. Restrictions on demolitions also help to preserve affordable, rent-controlled
housing and historic resources.
A neighborhood's housing stock can also change without physical changes to the building structure. Conversions
of rental housing to condominiums can turn housing that is rent controlled and potentially accessible to
moderate income households to housing that can be occupied by a narrower set of residents, namely, those
with access to down payment funds and enough earning power to purchase a home. Lastly, rental units can be
"lost" to evictions of various types, from owners moving in to units formerly occupied by tenants to the use of
the Ellis Act provisions in which landlords can claim to be going out of the rental business in order to force
residents to vacate their homes.
One important priority of the Plan's housing stock preservation efforts is to maintain the existing stock of single
(SRO) hotels, which typically serve as a relatively affordable option for low income households.
includes a list of SRO properties and number of residential units. There are four SRO hotels in
Western SoMa, which provide a total of 107 units.
The following subsections document the trends in these various types of changes to the housing stock in the
Western SoMa Plan Area and San Francisco between 2011 and 2015 and comparing the most recent five years
with the preceding 5-year period.
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In this most recent reporting period, 14 units were lost in the Western SoMa (Table 3.5.1) or about 1% of units
lost citywide. All of the units lost in Western SoMa we lost due to an alteration and none due to demolitions.
Thirteen were lost to units merging into larger units and one was a correction to official records. Table 3.5.2
shows San Francisco figures for comparison. Illegal units removed also result in loss of housing; corrections to
official records, on the other hand, are adjustments to the housing count.

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
TOTAL

13

14

14

13

14

14

Condo conversions increase San Francisco's homeownership rate, estimated to be at about 37% in 2014.
However, condo conversions also mean a reduction in the city's rental stock. Compared to the rest of the city's
share of renters (67%), the Western SoMa area has a comparable share of renters. In 2014, an estimated 74% of
households in the Western SoMa were renters. Almost 7% of San Francisco's rental units are in Western SoMa
as of 2014, about the same figure as in 2010. 8
Table 3.5.3 shows that in the last five years, 28 units in eight buildings in the Western SoMa were converted to
condominiums. In all, approximately 1% of all rental units in the Western SoMa were converted to
condominiums between 2011 and 2015. This represents one percent of all condo conversions citywide.

8

The following 2010 census tracts were used to approximate the Western SoMa Plan Area boundaries: 178.02 and 180.00.
According to the 2006-2010 American Community Survey, there are roughly 2,550 renter-occupied units in the Western
So Ma.
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Table 3.5.3 Condo Conversion, Western SoMa, 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

5

17

1
2

2
9

Totals

8

28

200
201
147
239
149
936

472
488
369
727
500

0%
2%
0%
0%
1%

0%
3%
0%
0%
2%

2,556

10/o

1%

Evictions by owners that choose to move in to their occupied rental units or use the Ellis Act provisions to
withdraw their units from the rental market also cause changes to the housing stock. These evictions effectively
remove units from the rental housing stock and are, in most cases, precursors to condo conversions.
Table 3.5.4 shows that owner move-ins led to evictions in four units. Similarly, Ellis Act withdrawals led to 12
evictions during the most recent reporting period. Owner move-in evictions in Western SoMa accounted for
0.3% of the citywide total while the Plan Area accounted for about two percent of Ellis Act evictions in San
Francisco between 2011 and 2015. During these five years, an estimated 2.3% of rental units in Western SoMa
experienced owner move-in and Ellis Act evictions. Other types of evictions, also tabulated in Table 3.5.4,
include evictions due to breach of rental contracts or non-payment of rent; this could also include evictions to
perform capital improvements or substantial rehabilitation.
Table 3.5.4 Evictions, Western South of Market, 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
Totals

0
1
0
2
1

16
5
20
26
23

0
0
9

3
0
4

12

123
172
275
315
425

90

1,310

54
99
229

101
142
625

1102
1343
1368
1550
1518
6,881

0%
1%
0%
1%
0%

0%
0%
4%
3%
0%

1%
0%
1%
2%
2%

0.3%

2%

1%

Prompted by the Downtown Plan in 1985, the City determined that large office development, by increasing
employment, attracts new residents and therefore increases demand for housing. In response, the Office
Affordable Housing Production Program (OAHPP) was established in 1985 to require large office developments
to contribute to a fund to increase the amount of affordable housing. In 2001, the OAHPP was re-named the
Jobs-Housing Linkage Program (JHLP) and revised to require all commercial projects with a net addition of
25,000 gross square feet or more to contribute to the fund. Between fiscal year 2011/12 and 2015/16,
commercial developments in the Western SoMa Plan Area generated roughly $1.3 million to be used for
affordable housing development by the city, as shown in Table 3.6.1. Based on the MOHCD estimate of
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$550,000 {not including the cost of land} required to build one affordable housing unit, the fees collected in the
2014-2015 fiscal year could potentially create about two to three affordable units.
Table 3.6.1 Jobs Housing Linkage Fees Collected, Western SoMa, FY 2011/12-2015/16

2011-12
2012-13
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
Total

$
$
$
$
$
$

1,343,710
1,343,710

*Department of Building Inspection as of 6/1 /16

The Western SoMa Plan Area is characterized by a multitude of mobility options and its resident's access to
employment and other destinations through a variety of transport modes. Since the construction of the Central
Freeway in the 1950s, the transportation system has been heavily oriented toward auto-related facilities and
activities, however, the Western SoMa Plan has policies to move away from that trend and is doing so. A little
over a third of commuters in Western SoMa travel to work by car, similar to the rest of San Francisco (36% to
44%, respectively}. As Table 4.1.1 shows, another widely used commute mode in Western SoMa is public transit,
which is used by another 36% of residents {compared to 33% citywide}, and other alternative commute modes
also play an important role, including biking at seven percent walking at 11%, and working at home at 10%. In
order to maintain this characteristic and move towards lower dependency on private automobiles, the Western
SoMa Area Plan's objectives related to transportation all favor continued investments to tie land use intensities
and local travel patterns together. While Western SoMa has streets connecting the city to major on and off
ramps to the Central Freeway, hosting regional traffic, most of the residents and workforce takes public transit
or walks to and from where they need to go.
Table 4.1.1 Commute Mode Split, Western South of Market and San Francisco, 2011-2015

Car
Drove Alone
Carpooled
Transit
Bike
Walk
Other
Worked at Home

Total

999
689
310
1,004
189
303
9
289

36%
25%
11%
36%
7%
11%
0%
10%

199.470
165,151
34,319
150,222
17,356
46,810
10,579
32,233

44%
36%
8%
33%
4%
10%
2%
7%

1%
0%
1%
1%
1%
1%
0%
1%

2,793.

100%

456,670

100%

1%
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The Eastern Neighborhoods Transportation Implementation Planning Study (EN TRIPS) Report assessed the
overall transportation needs for the Eastern Neighborhoods and proposed a set of discreet projects that could
best address these needs in the most efficient and cost beneficial manner. EN Trips identified three major
projects for prioritization:
(1) Complete streets treatment for a Howard Street I Folsom Street couplet running between Snd and 11th
Street
(2) Complete streets and transit prioritization improvements for a 7th Street and 8th Street couplet running
between Market and Harrison Street in East Soma
(3) Complete streets and transit prioritization improvements for 16th Street (22-Fillmore) running between
Church Street and 7th Street.
Other broader improvements were also discussed including street grid and connectivity improvements through
the northeast Mission and Showplace Square, bicycle route improvements throughout particularly along 17th
Street, and mid-block signalizations and crossings in South of Market.

Western SoMa is faced with difficult challenges that require the need address the travel needs of its residents
and businesses, while maintaining and improving the area as a desirable place to live. With the Central Freeway
cutting through the area and the heavy auto-oriented traffic behavior in the surrounding streets, the Western
SoMa Plan calls for the preservation and improvements to the existing alleys that provide an escape from the
long and wide street network, and neighborhood-serving streets. The alleys serve as a safer and more direct
route to destinations and improve area walkability and bike-ability. The Plan proposes improvements in the
vicinity of and along Folsom Street. The Plan calls for low cost, demand management measures that reduce
automobile independence and promotes transit, bicycling and walking. In general, the Plan calls for improved
connectivity and safety for pedestrians and bicyclists; and seamless pass through of automobiles and goods
through the area to and from the freeway.
In March 2012, the Western SoMa Neighborhood Transportation Plan was completed and adopted. In support
of the implementation of the Western SoMa Community Plan, the San Francisco County Transportation
Authority (SFCTA) conducted a Western SoMa Neighborhood Transportation Plan (NTP) process. The NTP sought
to move selected improvement ideas from the Community Plan to implementation-ready status by providing
cost estimates, conceptual designs, and other relevant project development work. Using a technical assessment
and input from the community, the Study developed conceptual designs for improvements to three of Western
So Ma's alleys for traffic calming and streetscape improvements, including mid-block crossings of the numbered
streets, including Minna and Natoma between 7th and 9th Streets, and Ringold between 8th and 9th Streets
(shown below).
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West SoMa Neighborhood Transportation Plan

T

I

I.

1·
I

In January 2011, San Francisco's Better Streets Plan, adopted by the Board of Supervisors in December 2010,
went into effect. The plan contains design guidelines for pedestrian and streetscape improvements and
describes streetscape requirements for new development. Major themes and ideas include distinctive, unified
streetscape design, space for public life, enhanced pedestrian safety, universal design and accessibility, and
creative use of parking lanes. The Better Streets Plan only describes a vision for ideal streets and seeks to
balance the needs of all street users and street types. Detailed implementation strategies will be developed in
the future.
In 2014, San Francisco adopted Vision Zero, a commitment to eliminating traffic-related fatalities by 2024. The
City has identified capital project to improve street safety, which will build on existing pedestrian, bicycle, and
transit-rider safety programs. The first round will include 245 projects, including several in the Western SoMa
area, shown on Table 4.2.1. One major project is the Folsom Street/Howard Street Streetscape Project. The goal
is to provide a more pedestrian-friendly and multimodal street. Bicycle and pedestrian safety improvements
such as cycle tracks, or other bicycle facility, widened sidewalks, additional crossings, bus and corner bulbouts
and new streetscape landscaping will be constructed along the two streets between 2nd and 13th Streets. This
project is also a "Priority Project" for Eastern Neighborhood implementation

Intersection spot
improvements (11th StJ13th St/Bryant St.)
Bth!Natoma New Signal
Howard Streetscape Project
Bessie Carmichael Elementary School
Howard Street Pilot
7th Street Streetscape
8th Street Streetscape

Spring2014
Summer2014
Winter 2014/15
Winter 2014/15
TBD
TBD

Fall 2015

DESIGN

$

150,000

Fall 2015
Sprfng2019
Fall2017
Winter 2015/16
TBD
TBD

CONST
DESIGN
DESIGN
DESIGN
CONST
CONST

$
$
$
$
$
$

365,000
2,135,000
792,000
300,000
1,411,000
1,436,000
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The Eastern Neighborhoods Plan included Public Benefits a framework for delivering infrastructure and other
public benefits. The public benefits framework was described in the Eastern Neighborhoods "Implementation
Document", which was provided to the public, the Planning Commission, and the Board of Supervisors at the
time of the original Eastern Neighborhoods approvals. This Implementation Document described infrastructure
and other public benefits needed to keep up with development, established key funding mechanisms for the
infrastructure, and provided a broader strategy for funding and maintaining newly needed infrastructure. Below
is a description of how the public benefit policies were originally derived and expected to be updated.

To determine how much additional infrastructure and services would be required to serve new development,
the Planning Department conducted a needs assessment that looked at recreation and open space facilities and
maintenance, schools, community facilities including child care, neighborhood serving businesses, and
affordable housing.
A significant part of the Eastern Neighborhoods Plans was the establishment of the Eastern Neighborhoods
Community Impact Fee and Fund. Nexus Studies were conducted as part ofthe original Eastern Neighborhoods
effort, and then again as part of a Citywide Nexus and Levels-of-Service study described below. Both studies
translated need created by development into an infrastructure cost per square foot of new development. This
cost per square foot determines the maximum development impact fee that can be legally charged. After
establishing the absolute maximum fee that can be charged legally, the City then tests what maximum fee can
be charged without making development infeasible. In most instances, fees are ultimately established at lower
than the legally justified amount determined by the nexus. Because fees are usually set lower than what could
be legally justified, it is understood that impact fees cannot address all needs created by new development.
Need for transportation was studied separately under EN Trips and then later under the Transportation
Sustainability Program. Each infrastructure or service need was analyzed by studying the General Plan,
departmental databases, and facility plans, and with consultation of City agencies charged with providing the
infrastructure or need.
As part of a required periodic update, in 2015, the Planning Department published a Citywide Needs Assessment
that created levels-of-service metrics for new parks and open space, rehabilitated parks and open space, child
care, bicycle facilities, and pedestrian facilities ("San Francisco Infrastructure Level of Service Analysis"}.
Separate from the Citywide Nexus published in 2015, MTA and the Planning Department also produced a Needs
Assessment and Nexus Study to analyze the need for additional transit services, along with complete streets.
This effort was to provide justification for instituting a new Transportation Sustainability Fee (TSF} to replace the
existing Transit Development Impact Fee (TDIF}. In the analysis, the derived need for transit from new
development is described providing the same amount transit service (measured by transit service hours} relative
to amount of demand (measured by number of auto plus transit trips}.
Between the original Needs Assessment, and the Level-of-Service Analysis, and the TSF Study the City has
established the below metrics that establishes what is needed to maintain acceptable infrastructure and
services in the Eastern Neighborhoods and throughout the City:
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Need
Factor

Improvement

Need
Factor
per
person

No of
People

Need-Unit

Reference

CommunityFacil~ty

_·--~·
0.04 centers

Recreation _and_ Open Space

2.25 fields

Multi-Use Fields

Tennis Courts

Outdoor basket ball court
Walkway and bi keway trails
Open Space - new parks citywide
9pe~ ~eac_e

~..±,()Q<l____ Cl:.Q<JCJZZ .9..riJ>iri.aJ.~~Ne.!cJ.S.A.S.sessm~nt...

1,000
1,000

0.06 centers

Public Health Centers

0.00006 Ortginal EN Needs Assessm_ent
0.00004 OriginalEN Nexus Study

2 courts

10,000 __ 0.00023 __ Original EN Nexus Study __
10,000
0.0002 Ortginal EN Nexus Study

2 courts

10,000

0.0002

_0.17'r_n_il_es of Bl_L!~ -~reenway __

55 acres
Sll'acres

- ~~~ab}litation

Childcare
Childcare -forToddlers Attributable to Residential Growth

147,201 _ 0.00037 Citywide Nexus Study (2015)
147,20_1 _ 0.00347 _ CitylA'ide Ne_xus Study(.2015)

393.12.spaces
1,551.00 spaces

Residential

Original EN NexusStudy __
Original EN Nexus S_tudy

51,866
51,866

0.00758
0.0299

City_wide Nexus Study (2015)
Citywide Nexus Study (2015)

Complete Streets I Transportation
Trans~C?rta~!~n -Sid~walk~_

T.~~-"~l?.C?_'!?!i_'?_~ _:_~l ~-~- -_~r~~!~_'!'_ ~! ~~}!~-~V:-1-~-~-- _
Transportation_ - B!k~ - _l~~e!se:ctit?r:i lm~~ove'!'l~n~
Transportation- Bike : Jlike P_arki ng_Spaces__

_TranseC?r:tatic:>_n - B~~e--~~ke_~b_a~!:I&

88 sfof sidewalk
----- -13
-- miles
- -- -· -·"
13 intersections
__

5,33~.0()

_s_p_ac_es_ ___ _

1

_

88. _Citywide Nex_us Study (2015)

·1'_~1_i,21-, _o,()00 ()1_gty_1Nide__N~-"-s~t1Jd_\l.(~()l5)

1,211,217
_

667 bike share stations

0.00001

Citywide Nexus Study (2015)

__ l,~ll,,~7_ 0.0044 Citywide Nexus~tudy (2015)
__ _ 1,:111,21-, 0.()0055 Citywide N_exus Study (2015)

A new public plaza in Western SoMa to be called Eagle Plaza is proposed to be constructed within the 12th
Street right-of-way between Bernice Street and Harrison Street. As an in-kind improvement for the
development project at 1532 Harrison Street, a proposed mixed-use building, this plaza will be constructed
within the same time frame as the project, The plaza will feature a single-surface shared public way treatment
for the sidewalk and roadway portions of the right-of-way with a single lane of travel reconfigured for in a
curvilinear pattern to slow traffic and define to distinct zones for the plaza. The open space will feature custom
made planters, seating, and a green knoll, among other features. The construction is expected to begin in 2016
with completion expected in 2018.

As a significant amount of new housing development is expected in Western SoMa, new residents will increase
the need to add new community facilities and to maintain and expand existing ones. Community facilities can
include any type of service needed to meet the day-to-day needs of residents. These facilities include libraries,
parks and open space, schools and child care. Community based organizations also provide many services to
area residents including health, human services, and cultural centers. Section 6, below, discusses the process of
implementation of the community benefits program, including the collection and management ofthe impact
fees program.
Map 7 shows existing community facilities in Western SoMa. Community based organizations currently provide
a wide range of services at over 50 sites throughout Western SoMa, ranging from [examples].
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Map 7 Community Facilities in Western SoMa
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Neighborhood serving businesses represent a diversity of activities beyond typical land use categories such as
retail. This section defines neighborhood serving as those activities of an everyday nature associated with a high
"purchase" frequency {see Appendix G for a list of business categories used). Grocery stores, auto shops and
gasoline stations, banks and schools that frequently host other activities, among many other uses, can be
considered "neighborhood serving." By this definition, the Western SoMa is home to about 175 neighborhood
serving businesses and establishments employing almost 3,000 people.
As shown in Table 5.4.1, the top 10 neighborhood serving establishments in the Western SoMa include eating
places {full- and limited-service restaurants), bars, schools, grocery stores, gasoline stations, automotive repair
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shops, gyms and family clothing stores. These businesses are typically along Folsom, Harrison and Bryant Streets
as shown on Map 8.
Table 5.4.1 Neighborhood Serving Establishments, Western SoMa
'
Full-Service Restaurants
Limited-Service Restaurants
Drinking Places (Alcoholic Beverages)
Elementary and Secondary Schools
Gasoline Stations with Convenience Stores
Supermarkets and Other Grocery {except Convenience) Stores
Snack and Nonalcoholic Beverage Bars
General Automotive Repair
Family Clothing Stores
Fitness and Recreational Sports Centers
Child Day Care Services
Sporting Goods Stores
Electronics Stores
Beer, Wine, and Liquor Stores
Other Clothing Stores
Florists
Civic and Social Organizations
Cosmetics, Beauty Supplies, and Perfume Stores
Other Personal and Household Goods Repair and Maintenance
Used Merchandise Stores
Food (Health) Supplement Stores
Nail Salons
Shoe Stores
Automotive Transmission Repair
Automotive Exhaust System Repair
Beauty Salons
Car Washes
Pet Care (except Veterinary) Services
Commercial Banking
Sewing, Needlework, and Piece Goods Stores
Retail Bakeries
Convenience Stores
Other Automotive Mechanical and Electrical Repair and Maintenance
Discount Department Stores
Coin-Operated Laundries and Drycleaners
Drycleaning and Laundry Services (except Coin-Operated)
TOTAL

32
19
19
1

4
4
9
22
4
4

3
6
7
3

2
5
3
1

2
4
1
2
2
1

633
469
309
224
168
165

149
126

108
104
84

74
65

62
50
31
27
26

16
13

10
9

8
8

1

6

3

6

1
1
1
2

5
5
3

3
2
2
2
1
1
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Map 8 Neighborhood Serving Businesses in Western SoMa
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6
Along with establishing fees, and providing a programmatic framework of projects, the EN approvals included
amendments to the City1s Administrative Code establishing a process to choose infrastructure projects for
implementation on an ongoing basis.

The Eastern Neighborhoods Citizens Advisory Committee (EN CAC) is the central community advisory body
charged with providing input to City agencies and decision makers with regard to all activities related to
implementation of the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans. It was established for the purposes of providing input
on the prioritization of Public Benefits, updating the Public Benefits program, relaying information to community
members in each of the four neighborhoods regarding the status of development proposals in the Eastern
Neighborhoods, and providing input to plan area monitoring efforts as appropriate. The EN CAC is composed of
15 voting members - nine appointed by the Board of Supervisors, and six appointed by the Mayor. In addition,
there are four non-voting members representing Western SoMa, two appointed by the Board of Supervisors,
and two by the Mayor. These non-voting members with attain voting status upon the adoption and integration
of the Western SoMa Impact Fees into the Eastern Neighborhoods Public Benefits Fund. The CAC also plays a
key role in reviewing and advising on the Five-Vear Monitoring Reports.
The EN CAC has held monthly public meetings since October, 2009, before the adoption of the Western SoMa
Community Plan. For more information on the EN CAC, go to;.:.;;,,;~-<-=~=~~'-'=~'-=·

The Eastern Neighborhoods Community Facilities and Infrastructure Fee includes three tiers offees that are
based on the amount of additional development enabled by the 2009 Eastern Neighborhoods rezoning, later
including the Western SoMa rezoning. In general, Tier 1 fees are charged in areas where new zoning provided
less than 10 feet of additional height. Tier 2 fees are for those areas that included between 10 and 20 feet of
additional height, and Tier 3 fees are for areas that included for 20 feet or more of additional height. Fees are
adjusted every year based on inflation of construction costs.
Below is a chart of the original fees (2009} and the fees as they exist today.
Table 6.2.1 Eastern Neighborhoods Infrastructure Impact Fees per Square Foot, 2009 and 2016

Residential
Tier 1
Tier2
Tier3

$8.00
$12.00
$16.00

NonResidential
Residential
$6.00
$10.19
$15.29
$10.00
$14.00
$20.39

NonResidential
$7.65
$12.74
$17.84

The fees established above are proportionally divided into five funding categories as determined by the needs
assessment, nexus studies, and feasibilities studies, including housing, transportation/transit, complete streets,
recreation and open space, and child care. The first $10,000,000 collected are targeted to affordable housing
preservation and rehabilitation. To date, the City has collected nearly $48.4 million in impact fees, as shown on
Table 6.2.2.
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HOUSING
TRANSPORTATION/TRANSIT
COMPLETE STREETS
RECREATION AND OPEN SPACE
CHILDCARE
Total

$4,742,000
$16,936,000
$6,733,000
$17,518,000
$2,416,000
$48,345,000

Note: Amount collected includes in-kind improvements.
Over the 2016-2020 period, the City is projected to collect a little over $145 million from the Eastern
Neighborhoods impact fee program, as shown on Table 6.2.3.

HOUSING
TRANSPORTATION/TRANSIT
COMPLETE STREETS
RECREATION AND OPEN SPACE
CHILDCARE
Total

$26,411,000
$30,302,000
$38,542,000
$43,912,000
$5,931,000
$146,098,000

As shown in Table 6.2.4, approximately $6.94 million were collected from 15 projects in the Western SoMa Plan
Area between 2011 and 2015. Overall, roughly $48.4 million has been collected in all of the Eastern
Neighborhoods.
Table 6.2.4 Eastern Neighborhoods Infrastructure Impact Fees Collected, 2011-2015

Western SoMa

East SoMa
Mission
Central Waterfront
Showplace/Potrero
TOTAL

$6,940,000

11

$14,635,000
$5.357.000

39
43

$10,034.000

19

$11.384.000
$48,350,000

138

26

The Infrastructure Plan Implementation Committee was established in Administrative Code section XX; the IPIC's
purpose is to bring together City agencies to collectively implement the community improvement plans for
specific areas of the City including the Eastern Neighborhood Plan Areas. The IPIC is instrumental in creating a
yearly expenditure plan for impact fee revenue and in creating a bi-annual "mini" Capital Plan for the Eastern
Neighborhoods. The annual Expenditure Plan is specific to projects that are funded by impact fees. The biannual Eastern Neighborhoods Capital Plan also includes infrastructure projects that are funded by other
sources, and projects where funding has not been identified.
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In 2009, the Planning Department entered into a Memorandum of Understanding with SF Public Works, SFMTA,
Rec and Park, and MOHCD to assure commitment to implementing the EN Plans. A key component of the
agreement was the establishment of a list of priority projects:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Folsom Street
16th Street
Townsend Street
Pedestrian Crossing at Manalo Draves Park
17th and Folsom Street Park
Showplace Square Open Space

The First Source Hiring Program was first adopted in 1998 and modified in 2006. The intent of First Source is to
connect low-income San Francisco residents with entry-level jobs that are generated by the City's investment in
contracts or public works; or by business activity that requires approval by the City's Planning Department or
permits by the Department of Building Inspection. CityBuild works in partnership with Planning Department and
DBI to coordinate execution of First Source Affidavits and MOUs.

CityBuild is a program of the Office of Economic and Workforce Development and is the First Source Hiring
Administrator. In accordance to Chapter 83: First Source Hiring Program, developers must submit a First Source
Affidavit to the Planning Department prior to planning approval. In order to receive construction permit from
DBI, developers must enter into a First Source Hiring MOU with CityBuild. Developers and contractors agree to
work in good faith to employ 50% of its entry-level new hiring opportunities through the CityBuild First Source
Hiring process.
Projects that qualify under First Source include:
•
any activity that requires discretionary action by the City Planning Commission related to a commercial
activity over 25,000 square feet including conditional use authorization;
• any building permit applications for a residential project over 10 units;
•
City issued public construction contracts in excess of $350,000;
•
City contracts for goods and services in excess of $50,000;
•
leases of City property;
• grants and loans issued by City departments in excess of $50,000.
Since 2011 CityBuild has managed 442 placements in 72 First Source private projects in the three zip codes
encompassing the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan Areas (94107, 94110, 94103}, not including projects in Mission
Bay, approved under the former Redevelopment Agency. They have also placed 771 residents from the three-zip
code area in projects throughout the city.

In 2011, the City also implemented a first of its kind, the Local Hire Policy for Construction on publicly funded
construction projects. This policy sets forth a mandatory hiring requirement of local residents per trade for
construction work hours. This policy superseded the First Source Hiring Program on public construction
contracts. Since 2011, a cumulative 37% of the overall 6.2 million work hours have been worked by local
residents and 58% of 840,000 apprentice work hours performed by local residents.
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At the time of the Western SoMa Plan's adoption, consensus had not been reached on how to prepare the
neighborhood for the arrival of the Central Subway, a 1.7 mile transit investment connecting the Caltrain station to
Chinatown. The Western SoMa Plan did not include rezoning of the industrial-protection Service Light Industrial
(SLI) district in the area, and explicitly deferred land use change in the SLI to a subsequent, more focused, planning
process that takes into account a comprehensive study of the City's growth needs, as well as the transportation
opportunity represented by the Central Subway. The Central SOMA Plan continues many of the goals of the Western
SoMa Plan, and proposes changes to land use and development controls in that area of overlap.
The Central Subway is expected to move 76,000 daily riders through the corridor by 2030, with a peak hourly capacity
of almost 5,000 riders in each direction. Stations will include new underground facilities in Chinatown, at Union
Square/Market Street, and at Moscone Center/Folsom Street, with a new above-ground station at Brannan Street. In
addition to the subway, other transportation improvements are planned to address SoMa circulation needs including
the Downtown Rail Extension which will extend Caltrain underground through the study area to the Transbay Transit
Center, MUNI improvements such as transit-only lanes along Mission Street, and anticipated improvements to the
Bicycle Network such as new cycle lanes along 2nd and 5th Streets.
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1

Introduction: Central Waterfront Plan Monitoring Report

San Francisco's Eastern Bayfront neighborhoods have historically been the home of the city's industrial
economy and have accommodated diverse communities ranging from families who have lived in the area for
generations to more recent immigrants from Latin America and Asia. The combination of a vibrant and
innovative industrial economy with the rich cultural infusion of old and new residents is central to San
Francisco's character. Among many of the components that contributed to the economic and cultural
character of the eastern part of the San Francisco were the wide availability of lands suitable for industrial
activities (whether or not they were zoned for such) and the affordability of these neighborhoods' housing
stock, relative to other parts of the city. Industrial properties continue to be valuable assets to the city's
economy as they provide space for innovative local businesses; large, flexible floorplans for a wide range of
tenants; and living wage career opportunities to residents without advanced degrees.
Over the past few decades, and particularly during the series of "booms" in high technology industries since
in the 1990s, the Eastern Bayfront neighborhoods have experienced waves of pressure on its industrial lands
and affordable housing stock. Due to their proximity to downtown San Francisco and easy access (via US101, 1-280, and Caltrain) to Silicon Valley, industrially-zoned properties in the Eastern Bayshore, particularly
in neighborhoods like South of Market (SoMa), Mission, Showplace Square, and Central Waterfront became
highly desirable to office users who were able to outbid traditional production, distribution, and repair (PDR)
businesses for those spaces. The predominant industrial zoning designations in these neighborhoods until the
late 2000s- GM, M-1, and M-2-allowed for a broad range of uses, which enabled owners to sell or lease
properties to non-PDR businesses as well as developing them into "live-work" lofts that served primarily as a
residential use.
Beginning in the late 1990s, the City, residents, community activists, and business owners recognized the need
for a comprehensive, community-based planning process to resolve these conflicts and stabilize these
neighborhoods into the future. The Eastern Neighborhoods community planning process was launched in
2001 to determine how much of San Francisco's remaining industrial lands should be preserved and how
much could appropriately be transitioned to other uses.
The planning process also recognized the need to produce housing opportunities for residents across all
income levels. In 2008, four new area plans for the Mission, East SoMa, Showplace Square/Potrero Hill, and
Central Waterfront neighborhoods were adopted. Respecting the Western SoMa community's request for
more time to complete their planning process, the area plan for that neighborhood was undertaken in parallel
and completed in 2013. The resulting area plans contained holistic visions for affordable housing,
transportation, parks and open space, urban design, and community facilities.
The Eastern Neighborhoods Plans represent the City's and community's pursuit of two key policy goals:
1) Ensuring a stable future for PDR businesses in the city by preserving lands suitable to these activities and
minimizing conflicts with other land uses; and
2) Providing a significant amount of new housing affordable to low, moderate and middle income families
and individuals, along with "complete neighborhoods" that provide appropriate amenities for the existing and
new residents.
Map 1 shows the Central Watetjront Plan area as generally bounded by Mariposa Street on the north, San
Francisco Bay on the east, Islais Creek on the south, and Highway 1-280 on the west.
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Map 1 Central Waterfront Plan Area
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The challenges that motivated the Eastern Neighborhoods community planning process were sharply evident
in the Central Waterfront when the plans were adopted and continue to be relevant today.
Specifically, the Centred Waterfront Plan calls for the following:
•

maintaining Central Waterfront's established character as mixed use, working neighborhood with
strong ties to the city's industrial economy;

•

strategically increasing housing in the Central Waterfront;

•

establishing a land use pattern that supports and encourages transit use, walking, and biking;

•

connecting the neighborhood with its neighbors and the water's edge, and improving the public
realm so that it better supports new development and the residential and working population of the
neighborhood.
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The ordinances that enacted the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans (including Western SoMa), adopted by
the Board of Supervisors, include a requirement that the Planning Department produce five-year reports
monitoring residential and commercial developments in those neighborhoods, as well as impact fees
generated and public and private investments in community benefits and infrastructure. The first set of
monitoring reports for Mission, East SoMa, Showplace Square/Potrero Hill, and Central Waterfront were
published in 2011, covering the period from January 1, 2006 through December 31, 2010.
The Central, W ateiftont Area Plan Monitoring Report 2011-2015 is part of the set of Eastern Neighborhoods
monitoring reports covering the period from January 1, 2011 to December 31, 2015. Because Western SoMa
was adopted in 2013, no monitoring reports have been produced for that Area Plan. However, due to its
geographic proximity and overlapping policy goals with the other Eastern Neighborhoods, Planning
Department staff, in consultation with the CAC, has shifted the reporting timeline such that the Western
SoMa Area Plan Monitoring Report 2011-2015 will be the first five-year report and set the calendar so that
future monitoring reports are conducted alongside the other Eastern neighborhoods. Subsequent time series
monitoring reports for the Central Waterfront area and other Eastern Neighborhoods (including Western
SoMa) will be released in years ending in 1 and 6.
While the previous Monitoring Report covered only the small amount of development activities in the years
immediately preceding and following the adoption of the Central, W ateiftont Plan in 2008, this report contains
information and analysis about a period of strong market development and activity in the Central Waterfront.
The time series report relies primarily on the Housing lmentory, the Commerce and Industry lmentory, and the
Pipeline Quarterry Report, all of which are published by the Planning Department. Additional data sources
include: the California Employment and Development Department (EDD), the U.S. Census Bureau's
American Community Survey, the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA), Co-Star Realty
information, Dun and Bradstreet business data, CBRE and NAI-BT Commercial real estate reports, and
information gathered from the Department of Building Inspection, the offices of the Treasurer and Tax
Collector, the Controller, and the Assessor-Recorder.

2

Commercial Activity and Job Creation

While the area is itself diverse, Central Waterfront has traditionally been characterized by industrial uses with
residential enclaves interspersed between Mariposa and 23rd Street or what is roughly known as the
Dogpatch neighborhood. Commercial land uses take up almost two thirds of the land area, with light
industrial or production, distribution and repair (PDR) uses being the largest single category. Schools and
cultural destinations comprise a marginal portion of the land use, as does retail and entertainment. (See
Appendix B, Table BT-1 for land use distribution tables for Central Waterfront and San Francisco).

The Central, Wateiftont Plan supports small and moderate size retail establishments in neighborhood
commercial areas, while allowing larger retail in the new Urban Mixed Use districts only when part of a
mixed-use development. The Plan also encourages life science development in the vicinity of Mission Bay
and, in the core PDR area generally south of 23rd Street, contains controls that protect PDR businesses by
prohibiting new residential development and limiting new office and retail.
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Table 2.1.1 below is an inventory of non-residential space in Central Waterfront as of2015. Nearly 500/o of
commercial land use in the Central Waterfront is PDR and almost 300/o office. The table also shows the
importance of the Central Waterfront in the San Francisco's stock of industrial lands. Though the
neighborhood only accounts for 1O/o of the City's overall commercial building space, its share of citywide
PDR space is 30/o. However, a significant amount of PDR space in the Central Waterfront has been converted
to other uses in recent years, which will be discussed in the coming sections.

Table 2.1.1 Commercial Building Space, Central Waterfront and San Francisco, 2015

Cultural, lnstftution, Educational
Medical
Office

PDR I Light Industrial
Retail

Visitor I Lodging
Total

114,370
35,498
656,628
1,045,713
425,343
5,219

5%
2%
29%
46%
19%
0%

29,898,514
17,468,039
107,978,954
36,265,832
42,299,526
4,053,422

13%
7%
45%
15%
18%
2%

0%
0%
101
10
3%
1%
0%

2,282,771

100%

237,964,287

100%

1%

Table 2.1.2 shows commercial and other non-residential development activity in the Central W atetjront Plan
area between 2011 and 2015 while Table 2.1.3 shows corresponding figures for San Francisco. These tables
count newly developed projects (on vacant properties or redevelopment of existing properties) as well as
conversions from one use to another. Non-residential development in the Central Waterfront made up about
1O/o of citywide total commercial projects completed in the last five years. Between 2011 and 2015, 25,700
square feet of PDR land was converted to other uses, such as mixed-use residential. The table also shows a
modest gain of retail space during the reporting period. Commercial projects recently completed in the
Central Waterfront are part of mixed-residential developments. One illustrative project is the development at
2235 Third Street, which redeveloped two vacant buildings into a mixed-use building with 196 residential
units (39 of them below market rate) and roughly 10,000 square feet of ground floor space for retail, storage
and day care.
Map 2 shows the location of the larger-scale non-residential developments. (See List BL-1 in Appendix B for
detailed information.)
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Table 2.1.2 Net Change in Commercial Space, Central Waterfront 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
Total

(25,700)
3,000
3,000

(25,700)

5339
-1000
10109
0
14,448

,..
,..
,..

5,339
(1,000)
(15,591)
3,000
(8,252)

Table 2.1.3 Net Change in Commercial Space, San Francisco 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
Total

10,477
(52,937)
66,417
446,803
(21,456)
449,304

0
0
0
1,815,700
20,000
1,835,700

40,019
24,373
335,914
603,997
460,508
1,464,811

(18,075)
(164,116)
(236,473)
(473,337)
(183,775)
{1,075,776)
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16,854
32,445
5,941
60,125
65,419
180,784

..

0
,..
0
(69,856)
,..
63,286
0
(6,570)

.
.

49,275
(160,235)
101,943
2,516,574
340,696
2,848,253

Map 2 Completed Projects Causing Net Change in Commercial Space, Central Waterfront 2011-2015
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It is important to interpret the pipeline numbers as two separate subcategories, shown in Table 2.2.1 as
"Under Review" and "Entitled". Under review projects are those that have filed application with the Planning
and/ or Building Departments and have to clear several hurdles, including environmental (CEQA) review, and
may require conditional use permits or variances. Therefore, these projects should be considered more
speculative. On the other hand, Entitled projects are those that have received Planning Department approvals
and are considered much more certain, although many of them may take years to finally complete their
construction.
The commercial development pipeline in the Central Waterfront shows a continuation of the trends that have
taken place during the reporting period of 2011-15 (Table 2.2.1). The Central Waterfront continues to be the
city's center for PDR as more pipeline projects with intent to continue the PDR use in the neighborhood
come through in recent years. Additionally, the area is also expecting some development of office and retail
space.
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One example of a project that is currently under review is the Pier 70 Waterfront Site, a 28-acre stretch of
industrial land.The developer (Forest City) has entered into an agreement with the Port to develop the former
shipbuilding and repair space into a mix of office, retail, residential, PDR and open space through a Master
Plan. Under the current proposed Pier 70 Waterfront development, more than 1,100,000 square feet will be
allocated to office use and 460,000 square feet for commercial use. Adjacent to Pier 70, the now nonoperational Potrero Power Plant, is a 21-acre site ripe for mixed development in the coming years. Although
both Pier 70 and the Potrero Power Plant will see major changes, which will ultimately affect the
neighborhood character, separate planning processes are in place to ensure a balanced mix of uses. Another
large-scale project under review will provide almost 14,000 square feet of enterprise workspace at 1228 25th
Street. If all of these projects come to fruition, the Central Waterfront will see roughly more than 240,000
square feet of PDR transition to other uses.
The projects in the pipeline that have not yet been entitled show no net gain of non-residential uses in the
Central Waterfront in the near future. If all of these developments are completed, the Planning Department
expects a net gain of about more than 165,000 square feet of PDR space and concomitant gain of roughly
2,000,000 square feet in office space and 10,000 square feet in retail space. Entitled projects that propose to
convert PDR to other uses are mostly smaller spaces that will be redeveloped as residential or mixed-use
residential buildings. Outside of the Pier 70 Waterfront Site, the largest single entitled project proposes to
construct almost 35,000 square foot PDR and retail at 1275 Minnesota Street.
Table 2.2.2 shows the commercial development pipeline for San Francisco for comparison. The
development pipeline in the Central Waterfront represents less than 1 percent of the citywide pipeline. Map 3
shows the locations of the larger proposed commercial developments in the plan area. (See List BL-2 in
Appendix B for detailed information.)

Table 2.2.1 Commercial and Other Non-Residential Development Pipeline, Central
2015

Waterfront~

Under Construction
Planning Entitled
Planning Approved
Building Permit Filed
Building Permit
Approved/ Issued/
Reinstated
Under Review
Planning Filed
Building Permit Filed
Total

(72,386)
(67,384)
(33,042)
(32,000)

4,206
4,206

(76,927)
(73,032)
(41,032)
(32,000)

(2,342)

4,541
1,442
3,784

(2,342)

2,334,970
2,366,626
(31,656)
2,195,200

2,014,804
2,014,804
2,019,010
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315,770
351,044
(35,274)
165,811

4,396
778
3,618
10,379

Table 2.2.2 Commercial and Other Non-Residential Development Pipeline, San Francisco
Ql 2015

Planning Entitled
Construction
Planning Approved
Building Permit Filed
Building Permit
Approved/ Issued/
Reinstated
Under ReView
Planning Filed
Building Permit Filed
Total

12,972,978
4,939,101
6,432,299
(63,752)

1,411,308
1,098,708
1,942
4,343

(38,206)
(58,871)
4,665

9,447,328
3,876,705
4,564,642
(34,830)

50,471
(290,327)
316,417
(33,939)

1,771,734
502,449
1,086,079
674

330,343
(189,563)
458,554

182,532

61,352

1,102,999
1,070,412
32,587
2,874,733

418,557
200,747
217,810
748,900

1,665,330

306,315

16,000

1,040,811

58,320

• 10,420,494
8,754,024
1,666,470
.23,393,472

1,042,013
1,084,228
(42,215)
2,453,321

1,875
1,875

8,565,780
7,062,107
1,503,673
18,013,108

{710,730)
(665,345)
(45,385)
(660,259)

(36,331)
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Map 3 Commercial and Other Non-Residential Development Pipeline, Central Waterfront Q:I- 2015
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•

81,979

Note: Only includes projects that added or removed 5,000 net square feet.

As discussed above, the Central Waterfront (and the Eastern Neighborhoods more broadly), have
experienced significant economic growth that have made many areas highly attractive to residential
developments. This is especially true of the northern part of the Central Waterfront where the shift from
PDR to a more mixed-residential character. These types of uses are generally able to afford higher land costs
than industrial uses, and therefore can outbid PDR businesses for industrially-zoned land. Prior to the
adoption of the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans, the primary industrial zoning designations - M-1, M-2,
and GM- permitted a broad range of uses, which led to the conversion of a significant amount of PDR
space to other activities. Since the adoption of the Central Waterfront Area Plan, PDR space has continued to
be converted to other uses in the neighborhood, as Tables 2.1.2 and 2.2.1 illustrate.
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Over the five year period between 2011 and 2015, there have been a few projects that converted PDR uses to
other uses. A PUD (planned unit development) at 1275 - 1301 Indiana Street which converted a 14,800
square feet warehouse in a M-2 zoning district into two buildings consisting of residential and retail use on
the ground floor. The project was permitted to construct 71 units, 9 of which are affordable. Another project,
2121 Third Street, demolished a fueling and storage building from the early 1900s to construct 106 units, 18
of which (or 170/o) are below market-rate, with ground floor active uses in Urban Mixed Use (UMU) zoning
district. The project was also required to seek a Large Project Authorization under the Eastern
Neighborhoods Controls. These projects have all been built in either the transitional UMU district or in
districts like NCI' and P, which were never intended as PDR protection areas. Another project converted
about 2,400 square feet of PDR space to a brewery and full-service restaurant called Magnolia Brewing
Company on the ground floor of the American Industrial Complex (at 2505 Third Street).
Lastly, another project, not shown on the list below, was a special case. The project is located at 1011
Tennessee St, which was developed from two lots- a vacant lot and a building that burned down in 2007.
The parcels were formerly zoned M-2 and rezoned to UMU as part of the planning approval process. The
result of the rezoning allowed the project to construct 3 units.

Project
740 Illinois/ 2121 Third St

Zoning
UMU

Net
PDR
8,500

1275 - 1301 Indiana St

PDR-1-G

-

2505 Third St

PDR-1-G

Net
Retail

Net
Units
105

Affordable
Units
18

Percent
Affordable
170/o

5,000

71

9

130/o

2,400

NA

NA

NA

Note: Only developments with ten or more units are sub1ect to the mclusionary housmg requrrements.

Illegal conversions from Production, Distribution and Repair (PDR) uses have more recently become an issue
in the Eastern Neighborhood Plan areas that the City has sought to resolve. In 2015, the Planning
Department has received about 70 complaints of violation for illegal conversions from PDR to Office
use. Two of the cases in the Central Waterfront during this period were conversions from PDR to office on
parcels zoned UMU. Owners were issued notices of enforcement in 2015. Owners were issued notices of
violation and office tenants were compelled to vacate the properties, as shown in
shows the enforcement cases that were closed and that were actually found to be in violation of the code.
Illegal conversions from Production, Distribution and Repair (PDR) uses have more recently become an issue
in the Eastern Neighborhood Plan areas that the City has sought to resolve. In 2015, the Planning
Department has received about 44 alleged complaints of violation for illegal conversions from PDR to Office
use in the city (Table 2.3.2). Table 2.3.2 shows the number of cases closed and found to be in violation, the
cases closed and not found to be in violation, the cases under review and the cases still pending review. Fortytwo of these cases were found in the Eastern Neighborhoods. Out of the 42 total alleged complaints, nine of
the cases were not found to be in violation and six were found to be in violation. Two of the cases in the
Central Waterfront during this period were conversions from PDR to office on parcels zoned UMU. Owners
were issued notices of violation and office tenants were compelled to vacate the properties, as shown in
Appendix XX. An additional six cases in the Mission were found to not be in violation.
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Most of these complaints describe large warehouses converting into office uses. Generally, the complaints
filed with the Planning Department are regarding the conversion of PDR uses to office space, not permitted
within these zoning districts. However, some complaints that are filed are either not valid, meaning that the
tenant is either a PDR complying business or the space was legally converted to office space, prior to the
Eastern Neighborhoods rezoning. For these enforcement cases, there is no longer a path to legalization;
additionally, many of these office conversions are not recent, and they did not take advantage of the Eastern
Neighborhoods Legitimization Program. The program was an amnesty program that established a limitedtime opportunity whereby existing uses that have operated without the benefit of required permits may seek
those permits. However, this program expired 2013.
To resolve and better investigate these complaints, the Planning Department in collaboration with the
Department of Building Inspection (DBI) have committed to figure out how to work together to prevent
future illegal conversion. Over the course of2015, Planning worked with DBI during project intakes to
better understand where Planning could potentially find out about the violations. Planning worked with
DBI's IT division to create a flag in the Permit Tracking System (PTS) to alert project intake coordinators of
potential illegal conversions. This is a pilot program that can be expanded at a later date to include other
Zoning Districts if necessary. Planning and DBI continue to work together to monitor this process and plan
to meet regularly to discuss additional steps to prevent future conversions.
In the case of complaints found not yet to be in violation yet, some complaints received are regarding real
estate advertisements for spaces that are currently vacant. These situations allowed for Planning to work
collaboratively with the Mayor's Office of Economic Workforce and Development (OEWD). When
complaints related to vacant spaces on the market in PDR zones are filed, Planning works with the property
owner to inform them about PDR complying uses and then refer them to OEWD. OEWD currently has a
list of PDR complying businesses that are looking to lease spaces within San Francisco. Additionally, a real
estate brokers training was conducted in 2015. This voluntary training's purpose was to help explain what
PDR is and what resources Planning has available for them to utilize prior to leasing a property. The training
also outlined the enforcement process, including potential need to file Letter of Determinations.

Table 2.3.2 Enforcement Cases for Illegal PDR Conversions, Central Waterfront, 2015

Closed - Violation
Closed - No Violation
Under Review
Pending Review
TOTAL

2

6
9
4
23

0
0

6

8

7
9
4
24

42
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The Central, Waterfront Plan area added employment across most land use types tracked by the Planning
Department between 2011 and 2015, following a trend that has taken place in San Francisco and the Bay
Area. The uptick in employment reflects a rebound in the regional economy following the "Great Recession"
of the previous decade and robust growth in the "Knowledge Sector," which consists of financial services,
professional services, information technology, publishing, digital media, multimedia, life sciences (including
biotechnology), and environmental products and technologies. Altogether, employment in the Central
Waterfront grew by almost 1,000 jobs over the span of five years to almost 5,300 with a related increase from
350 to over 410 total establishments, according to the California Employment and Development Department
(EDD). The subsections below discuss the job growth in the Central Waterfront by land use category.

The Central Waterfront remained at roughly 180/o for office jobs, as it is the third major employment sector.
According to EDD, the plan area did not see major fluctuations in office jobs in those 5 years. The job count
increased from 772 to 952. Additionally, the number of office establishments increased slightly from 106 to
122, indicating a shift towards "flex space" office format with the ability to accommodate a larger number of
employees. This is likely true of "Knowledge Sector" office spaces. The Central Waterfront Area Plan
supports the office component towards space above ground floor in buildings in the Central Waterfront's
UMU and PDR-1 districts, with office use restricted to supporting the PDR use above the ground floor.

The number of retail jobs in the Central Waterfront increased slightly by three percent between 2010 and
2015 to about 1,500 and more than 80 establishments. The retail sector represents about a little more than a
quarter of the plan area's non-residential use, but only accounts for about one percent of the city's retail jobs
and establishments. Many of these retail jobs are along the 22nd Street corridor in the Dogpatch
neighborhood and some new retail on Third Street. As a growing residential neighborhood, many of these
retail establishments serve food and drinks. A variety of specialty shops, from gourmet chocolates to artisanal
cheese, are found in the neighborhood. Furthermore, some retail jobs happen in the same space as businesses
take advantage of their factory location and include a retail component on the ground floor. Rickshaw
Bagworks, a local manufacturing and retail company, is one such example.

PDR continues to play a critical role in the City's economy, providing quality jobs to employees with a broad
range of educational backgrounds, supporting local businesses up- and downstream (for example, many of
the city's top restaurants source products from local PDR businesses), and infusing the region with innovative
products. Though the trends in loss of PDR space have been widely documented, the City and the Central
Waterfront both added PDR jobs since 2010. The Central Waterfront's role as an important location for
PDR has continued to build on the "makers" movement with local design and manufacturing businesses
leading the way.
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The Central Waterfront experienced about 70/o increase in PDR employment (to more than 2,500 jobs)
between 2010 and 2015 and about 3.50/o increase in number of firms (to more than 140). As with other
occupations, these increases likely reflect a recovery from the recession as well as the emergence of"maker"
businesses and production of customized and high-end consumer products. An often cited example in the
Dogpatch is the American Industrial Center- the A.LC. complex is home to over a couple hundred of smalland medium-sized businesses with manufacturing and retail hosted on-site. The Central Waterfront has
roughly three percent of the PDR jobs establishments within the City.

Over the past five years, the Central Waterfront has added a considerable number of jobs, almost 200/o
growth. In part, many of these new jobs are likely located in commercial space that was vacant at the end of
the recession of the previous decade, leading to lower vacancy rates 1 Another trend that has been underway
that may explain the gain in employment without a parallel increase in commercial space is an overall
densification of employment (in other words, allowing more jobs to be accommodated within a given amount
of space). Several important features such as large floor plates, clerestory structures, and loading docks
provide a healthy dose of flexibility, which could make PDR space favorable for various industries. With the
increasing cost ofland in locations close to city centers and accessible by transportation infrastructure (as is
the case with the Eastern Neighborhoods), real estate researchers have tracked an overall densification of
employment across several sectors throughout the country. 2 This kind of densification can be caused by
employees who work from home for some or all days of the week (and therefore may share office space with
colleagues) or firms that accommodate more employees within a given amount of space.

1

Although data to show vacancy rates for the Mission Plan Area is not available, commercial real estate brokerage
firms like Cushman & Wakefield show that vacancy rates for different types of land uses decreased substantially in
San Francisco between 2011 and 2015 across different sectors. See Cushman & Wakefield San Francisco Office
Snapshot Q4 2015 and Retail Snapshot Q4 2015.
2
See 2013 US Workplace Survey by Gensler.
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Chart 2.3.1Jobs by Land Use, Central Waterfront,~ 2010 and 2015
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Source: California Employment Development Department
Note: Starting in 2013, the Bureau of Labor Statistics reclassified In-Home Supportive Services (roughly
20,000 jobs citywide) from the Private Household category (classified as "Other") to other classifications,
most of which are captured in this report under "Medicaf'.
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Chart 2.3.2 Establishment by Land Use, Central Waterfront,

~

2010 and 2015
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Source: California Employment Development Department
Note: Starting in 2013, the Bureau of Labor Statistics reclassified In-Home Supportive Services (roughly
20,000 jobs citywide) from the Private Household category (classified as "Other") to other classifications,
most of which are captured in this report under "Medical".Sales and Property Taxes
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The provision of adequate housing to residents of all incomes has long been a challenge in San Francisco.
Over the past five years, however, San Francisco has become poster child for the housing affordability crisis
afflicting America's cities and coastal communities throughout California. As discussed in the previous
section, the Bay Area, city, and Central Waterfront neighborhood have all seen robust employment growth
since the "Great Recession" triggered by the financial crisis in 2007. During this period, the City has added
housing units much more slowly than new employees. As a result, a growing and more affluent labor force
has driven up the costs of housing, making it increasingly difficult for low and moderate income families to
remain in San Francisco.
The Central W ateifi-ont Flan calls for housing affordable to a wide range of incomes that enhance the mixed-use
character of designated areas. The Plan also encourages housing compatible with the historic Dogpatch area,
especially in scales and densities that reflect the area's fine-grained fabric. The Plan envisioned that as many
as 2,000 additional housing units can be accommodated within the plan boundaries. Mindful of the area's
industrial character, new housing will be permitted only in the UMU district, generally north of 23rd Street.
The Plan also recognizes the value of sound, existing housing stock and call for its preservation. Dwelling
unit mergers are strongly discouraged and housing demolitions are allowed only on condition of adequate unit
replacement.

The Planning Department's latest housing inventory, using US Census and permit data, shows that the South
of Market planning district, which includes Central Waterfront, has roughly 26,000 housing units as of the
end of2015; this represents about 70/o of the citywide total.3 Table 3.1.1 shows that approximately 399 new
units were built in the past five years in the Central Waterfront, compared with 200 units built between 2006
and 2010. Of the new units produced, 196 were conversions from non-residential uses and the rest were
completed from new construction. The yearly average, at about 80 units, has almost doubled when compared
with the average between 2009 and 2010, at an average of 40 units per year. Table 3.1.2 shows the citywide
figures for comparison. Map 4 shows the location of recent housing construction. Additional details about
these new development projects can be found in Appendix B, List BL-3.

3

2015 San Francisco Housing Inventory.
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Table 3.1.1 New Housing Production, Central Waterfront, 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
TOTAL

3
32
16
144

3

196

8
203

196

228
16
144
8
399

Table 3.1.2 New Housing Production, San Francisco, 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

2,330
3,455
2,472

TOTAL

9,401

348
796

84
127
429

650

95

156

25

507

269
1,319
1,960
3,516
2,954

760

1,377

10,018
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5
59

Map 4 New Housing Production Central Waterfront 2011-2015
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Note: Projects that added 5 or more net new units
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Net Units

As discussed above in the Commercial Activity chapter, the pipeline should be analyzed along two different
categories: projects that have submitted planning and building applications (under review) and projects that
have received entitlements and are either awaiting or are under construction. The latter (particularly those
under construction) are considered much more likely to add residential or commercial capacity to the city's
building stock in the short-to-medium term, while under review projects may require clearance from
environmental review, variances to planning code restrictions, and discretionary review. In generaL the
Planning Department estimates that projects that are currently under construction can take up to two years to
be ready for occupancy, entitled projects can take between two and seven years, while projects under review
can take as many as ten years, if they are indeed approved.
The pipeline for new housing development in the Central Waterfront as of the end of 2015 is 2,588 units, of
which 1,870 are under review. Roughly 310 units are entitled, and a little over 400 units are currently under
construction, as shown on Table 3.2.1. The pipeline for the Central Waterfront accounts for about 20/o of the
total number of projects in the City, though only 4. 70/o of the number of units, which suggests that some of
the new projects pending approval, such as the Pier 70 project, are of larger scale than housing developments
in the pipeline for San Francisco as a whole.
The current housing pipeline is much more robust than it was at the end of 2010, shown in the previous
Monitoring Report. In that year, only three projects (with a total of 269 units) were under construction, two
projects with 10 units were entitled, and four projects with 127 units were under review. As of the end of
2015,the number of entitled projects tripled for more than 30 times the number of units, reflecting a much
stronger market and willingness by developers to build new housing.
Map 5 shows the location of these proposed housing projects by development status. List BL-4 in Appendix
B provides a detailed list of these housing pipeline projects.

Table 3.2.1 Housing Development Pipeline, Central Waterfront, and San Francisco, Q:t- 2015

Construction
Planning Entitled
Planning Approved
Building Permit Filed

408

Building Permit Approved/ Issued/ Reinstated

Under Review
Planning Filed
Building Permit Filed
Total
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310

5
6

8,691
26,063

232
350

110
69

2
1

23, 101
513

80
31

131

3

2,449

239

1,870

15

27,760

712

1,751
119

12
3

17,852
9,908

198

2,588

26

62,514

514
1,294

Map 5 Housing Development Pipeline by Development Status, Central Waterfront,
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Note: Only includes residential developments with 5 or more units.
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San Francisco and the Centrd Wateifront Plan have a number of policies in place to facilitate the development
of affordable housing. This section describes some of these policies and shows the extent to which affordable
housing was built in the Plan Area over the pasts five years.
The Centrd Wateifont Plan recognizes that housing affordability, together with a mix of housing types, fosters
a diverse and vibrant community. The Plan relies on three mechanisms to provide affordable housing in the
plan area:
a)

Providing a high percentage of affordable units, above and beyond the City's lnclusionary Program,
in new mixed income projects;

b) Allowing developers of market-rate housing to dedicate land for the development of 100 percent
affordable housing available to very low and low-income households;
c)

Encouraging the provision of moderate affordable units on-site, as housing available to middle
income households (those making below 150 percent of the median income).

Eastern .. ~...... ~
The City of San Francisco has a number of programs to provide housing opportunities to families whose
incomes prevent them from accessing market-rate housing. The San Francisco Housing Authority (SFHA)
maintains dozens of properties throughout the City aimed at extremely low (300/o of AMI), very low (500/o of
AMI) and low (800/o of AMI) income households. Households living in SFHA-managed properties pay no
more than 300/o of their income on rent, and the average household earns roughly $15,000. Four of these
properties are located within the Eastern Neighborhoods boundaries: two in the Mission and two in Potrero
Hill.
The City has also launched HOPE SF, a partnership between the SFHA, the Mayor's Office of Housing and
Community Development (MOHCD), community organizations, real estate developers, and philanthropies
to redevelop some of the more dilapidated public housing sites into vibrant mixed-income communities with
a central goal of keeping existing residents in their neighborhoods. One of the Hope SF projects, Potrero
Terrace/ Annex is located in the Eastern Neighborhoods (Showplace Square/Potrero Hill). MOHCD also
maintains a number of funding programs to provide capital financing for affordable housing developments
targeting households earning between 30 and 600/o of AMI, low-income seniors, and other special needs
groups. In most cases, MOH CD funding is leveraged to access outside sources of funding, such as Federal
Low Income Housing Tax Credits, allocated by the State.
One of the most powerful tools to promote affordable housing development in San Francisco is the
inclusionary housing program specified in Section 415 of the Planning Code. This program requires that
developments of 10 or more units of market rate housing must restrict 12% of the units to families earning
below 550/o of AMI (for rental units) or 900/o of AMI (for ownership units). Developers can opt to build the
units "off-site" (in a different building), within a 1-mile radius from the original development, as long as units
are sold to households earning less than 70% of AMI. In this case, the requirement is increased to 200/o of the
total number of units in the two projects. The income and rent limits for housing units managed by the
Mayor's Office of Housing are included in
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The Mayor, Board of Supervisors, Planning Department, and Mayor's Office of Housing have recently
passed or introduced legislation to further expand the supply of affordable housing throughout the City. The
City currently has legislation to encourage the development of accessory dwelling units (AD Us) within
existing residential buildings in Supervisor Districts 3 and 8. These ordinances remove obstacles to the
development of AD Us, including density limits and parking requirements, in order to incentivize a housing
type that has been identified as a valuable option for middle-class households that do not require a lot of
space. 4 A proposal to expand a similar policy to the rest of the City is currently under discussion.
Another policy that has the potential to add thousands of units of affordable housing to the city's stock is the
Affordable Housing Bonus Program, which is currently under review by the City. The program would allow
developers in certain areas to build an additional two stories above what is allowed by their height limit
district, in exchange for providing additional affordable housing, with a special focus on middle-income
households. By-and-large, the Bonus Program does not apply to parcels in the Eastern Neighborhoods.
In addition to the Citywide programs described above, the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans also placed a
high priority on the production and protection of affordable housing, and created policies to expand access to
housing opportunities to low and moderate-income families. For example, market-rate housing developments
in the Urban Mixed Use (UMU) district are required to restrict between 14.4 and 17.60/o of their units to
families at or below 550/o of AMI for rental and 900/o of AMI for ownership, depending on the amount of
"upzoning" given to the property by the Plans. If these units are provided off-site, the requirement ranges
from 23 to 270/o. In the UMU and Mission NCT district, developers also have the option of dedicating land
to the City that can be developed as 1000/o affordable projects.
Developers also have the option of paying a fee in lieu of developing the units themselves, which the City can
use to finance the development of 1000/o affordable projects. Funds collected through these "in-lieu fees" are
managed by the Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development and can be spent anywhere in the
City. However, 750/o of fees collected in the Mission NCT and East SoMa MUR districts are required to be
spent within those districts themselves. The Plans also require bedroom mixes in its mixed use districts to
encourage 2- and 3-bedroom units that are suitable to families, including the units sold or leased at belowmarket rates. Lastly, in order to reduce the costs and incentivize housing production, the Plans removed
density controls and parking requirements in many of its zoning districts, particularly those well-served by
public transit and pedestrian and bike infrastructure.

4

Wegmann, Jake, and Karen Chapple. "Hidden density in single-family neighborhoods: backyard cottages as an

equitable smart growth strategy." Journal of Urbanism: International Research on Placemaking and Urban
Sustainability 7.3 (2014): 307-329.
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Affordable housing was a high community priority during the Eastern Neighborhood planning process. The
Eastern Neighborhood Plans aim to provide new housing to meet the needs oflow, moderate and middle
income households. Higher percentages of affordable inclusionary units are required of market-rate
developments larger than 10 units.
As table 3.4.1 shows, 68 affordable units were built during the 2011-15 five-year monitoring period,
compared to 2 developed in the previous five years (2006-2010). The 68 units built between 2011 and 2015
make up 33.50/o of the 203 newly constructed units built in the Central Waterfront (shown on table 3.1.1),
substantially greater than the inclusionary housing minimum of 120/o. The percentage is greater than the
minimum because many residential development projects choose to provide on-site units, with two projects
providing more than the minimum requirement. Only one project choose to pay a fee to the City in lieu of
building the units on-site. The project which opted to pay the "in-lieu" fee (shown on table 3.4.3) brought in
over $21,000,000 for the City's housing development program, managed by MOHCH. By comparison, the
citywide share of new affordable housing construction was 270/o, over 3,300 units (Table 3.4.2 Affordable
Housing Production, San Francisco, 2011-2015. Additional details about these affordable housing projects
can be found inAppendix B, List BL-5.

Table 3.4.1 Affordable Housing Production, Central Waterfront, 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

43
2
23

43
2
23

TOTAL

68

68

Table 3.4.2 Affordable Housing Production, San Francisco, 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
TOTAL

141
377
464
213

4
98
216
249
286

60
38
30
57
53

1,644

853

238

449
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"
"
"
"

205
513
710
755
552
2,735

Table 3.4.3. Housing Developments Opting for Affordable Housing "In-lieu" Fee, Central
Waterfront, 2011-2015

800 INDIANA ST

2015

Map 6 New Affordable Housing, Central Waterfront, 2011-2015
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A key component in promoting neighborhood affordability and stability is to preserve the existing stock of
housing. The Central WateifTont Plan supports the preservation of the area's existing housing stock and
prohibits the residential demolition unless these would result in sufficient replacement of housing units.
Demolitions are also restricted to ensure the preservation of affordable housing and historic resources. A
neighborhood's housing stock can also change without physical changes to the building structure.
In the reporting period, only one unit in the Central WateifTont Plan area was demolished (Table 3.5.1).
Citywide, the number of units lost through demolition totaled 572. Table 3.5.2 shows citywide figures for
comparison. Illegal units removed also result in loss of housing; corrections to official records, on the other
hand, are adjustments to the housing count.
Lastly, rental units can be "lost" to evictions of various types, from owners moving in to units formerly
occupied by tenants to the use of the Ellis Act provisions in which landlords can claim to be going out of the
rental business in order to force residents to vacate their homes.
One important element of housing stock preservation efforts is to maintain the existing stock of single room
occupancy (SRO) hotels, The SRO, with 49 units, in the Central Waterfront provide housing affordable to
lower income, single-person households. These SROs units within the Central Waterfront Plan area make up
less than one percent of the citywide total of SROs. Appendix H includes a list of SRO properties and
number of residential units.
The following subsections document the trends in these various types of changes to the housing stock in the
Central WateifTont Plan and San Francisco between 2011 and 2015 and comparing the most recent five years
with the preceding 5-year period.

alteration
In this most recent reporting period, no units were demolished or lost through alteration in the Central
Waterfront. In the previous reporting period, 1 unit was lost to demolition.

Condo conversions increase San Francisco's homeownership rate, estimated to be at about 37% in 2014.
However, condo conversions also mean a reduction in the City's rental stock. In 2014, an estimated 58% of
households in the Central Waterfront were renters, which reflects 100/o more than 2009. About 1% of San
Francisco's rental units are in the Central Waterfront as of 2014, the same figure as in 2009. 5
Table 3.6.1 shows that in the last five years, one unit in one building in the Central Waterfront was converted
to condominiums, compared to eight units in four buildings between 2006 and 2010. This represents less
than 1% of all condo conversions citywide.

5

San Francisco Neighborhood Profiles, American Community Survey 2010-2014. San Francisco Planning
Department 2016. The neighborhood boundaries for the Central Waterfront in the Neighborhood Profiles do not
match perfectly with the Plan Area boundaries, though they are very close. Therefore, these percentages should
be read as approximations.
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Table 3.6.l Condo Conversion, Central Waterfront, 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
Totals

1

1

1

1

200
201
147
239
149

472
0%
0%
488 0.50% 0.20%
3i69
0%
0%
727 0%
0%
500
0%
0%

936

0.11% '0..04%

2,556

Source: DPW Bureau of Street Use and Mapping

Evictions by owners that choose to move in to their occupied rental units or use the Ellis Act provisions to
withdraw their units from the rental market also cause changes to the housing stock. These evictions
effectively remove units from the rental housing stock and are, in most cases, precursors to condo
conversions.
Table 3.6.2 shows that owner move-ins led to evictions in four units (compared to no loss of units between
2006 and 2010). Owner move-in evictions in the Central Waterfront accounted for less than 1O/o of the
citywide total between 2011and2015. Other types of evictions, also tabulated in Table 3.6.2, include
evictions due to breach of rental contracts or non-payment of rent; this could also include evictions to
perform capital improvements or substantial rehabilitation.

Table 3.6.2 Evictions, Central Waterfront, 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
Totals

2

0

2

1

0

0

0
0
1

0
0
0

0
1
0

4

123
172
275
315
425
3

54
99
229
101
142

1,310

625

Source: SF Rent Board
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1102
1343
1368
1550
1518
6,881

2%
1%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%

0%

0%

Prompted by the Downtown Plan in 1985, the City determined that large office development, by increasing
employment, attracts new residents and therefore increases demand for housing. In response, the Office
Affordable Housing Production Program (OAHPP) was established in 1985 to require large office
developments to contribute to a fund to increase the amount of affordable housing. In 2001, the OAHPP
was re-named the Jobs-Housing Linkage Program (JHLP) and revised to require all commercial projects with
a net addition of25,000 gross square feet or more to contribute to the fund. Between fiscal year 2011-12 and
2015-16, commercial developments in the Mission Plan Area generated over $900,000 to be used for
affordable housing development by the city.

2011-12
2012-13
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
Total

$
$
$
$
$

$

608,160
303,688

911,848

4 Accessibility, Transportation, and Parking
In recent years, the City has invested heavily in the T - Third Street light rail service to improve transit
accessibility in the Central Waterfront. While there are multiple Muni stops and a light rail line along Third
Street, transit use is only the second most prominent mode of travel to work for employed residents of the
area (Table 4.1.1). Compared to city figures, Central Waterfront commuters travelled by alternative modes at
slightly lower rates. The 2005-2009 American Community Survey estimated that 430/o of Central Waterfront
residents used transit to work while 420/o commuted by car; 350/o took public transportation to work; 40/o
walked to work and 50/o reported biking to work. The number of people working from home was estimated
at 50/o. Citywide, 470/o of commuters travel by car and 320/o by transit; 100/o walked to work, 30/o biked, and
20/o commuted by other means; 7%, however, worked from home.

Table 4.1.1 Commute Mode Split, Central Waterfront and San Francisco, 2011-2015

Car
Drove Alone
Carpooled
Transit
Bike
Walk
Other
Worked at Home
Total

598
459
139
493
63
77
67
126

42%
32%
10%
35%
4%
5%
5%
9%

100%
1,424
Source: 2005-2009 American Community Survey
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199,470
165,151
34,319
150,222
17,356
46,810
10,579
32,233

44%
36%
8%
33%
4%
10%
2%
7%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
1%
0%

456,670

100%

0%

1
The Eastern Neighborhoods Transportation Implementation Planning Study (EN TRIPS) Report assessed
the overall transportation needs for the Eastern Neighborhoods and proposed a set of discreet projects that
could best address these needs in the most efficient and cost beneficial manner. EN Trips identified three
major projects for prioritization:
(1) Complete streets treatment for a Howard Street/ Folsom Street couplet running between 5nd and 11th
Street
(2) Complete streets and transit prioritization improvements for a 7th Street and 8th Street couplet running
between Market and Harrison Street in East Soma
(3) Complete streets and transit prioritization improvements for 16th Street (22-Fillmore) running between
Church Street and 7th Street.
Other broader improvements were also discussed including street grid and connectivity improvements
through the northeast Mission and Showplace Square, bicycle route improvements throughout particularly
along 17th Street, and mid-block signalizations and crossings in South of Market.

The Central Wateifi-ont Plan calls for the creation of a network of"Green Connector" streets with wider
sidewalks and landscaping improvements that connects open spaces and improves area walkability.
Specifically, the Plan proposes to create a greenway along 22nd Street that will connect Warm Water Cove to
Dogpatch's commercial core. Additional greenways are proposed along Minnesota Street to connect Esprit
Park to Muni Park. These and other specific streetscape improvements remain under study as of the writing
of this report.
In January 2011, San Francisco's Better Streets Plan, adopted by the Board of Supervisors in December 2010,
went into effect. The plan contains design guidelines for pedestrian and streetscape improvements and
describes streetscape requirements for new development. Major themes and ideas include distinctive, unified
streetscape design, space for public life, enhanced pedestrian safety, universal design and accessibility, and
creative use of parking lanes. The Better Streets Plan only describes a vision for ideal streets and seeks to
balance the needs of all street users and street types. Detailed implementation strategies will be developed in
the future.
In 2014, San Francisco adopted Vision Zero, a commitment to eliminating traffic-related fatalities by 2024.
The City has identified capital project to improve street safety, which will build on existing pedestrian, bicycle,
and transit-rider safety programs. The T - Third Street light rail service will see some upgrades to its traffic
signal detection system this coming winter. The first of three phases along 3rd Street will begin to replace 12
of 67 intersection video detection systems with wireless technology, which will improve reliability, accuracy
and offer easier maintenance. The cross-traffic detection system will be sensitive to both motor vehicles and
bicycles. As for bicycle improvements, a new stretch of bike route is planned for Minnesota Street, parallel to
3rd Street, between 23rd St and Cesar Chavez Street.
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Table 4.2.1. Vision Zero Projects in Central Waterfront Plan Area
Table 4.2.1. Vision Zero Projects in Central Watertront

Green Connections - 22nd Street
Replace Video Detection on 3rd Street Phase 1

5

Summer2014
Winter 2015/16

Winter2017/18
Winter 2015/16

DESIGN
CONST

$1,075,000.00
$ 300,000.00

Community Improvements

The Eastern Neighborhoods Plan included Public Benefits a framework for delivering infrastructure and
other public benefits. The public benefits framework was described in the Eastern Neighborhoods
"Implementation Document", which was provided to the public, the Planning Commission, and the Board of
Supervisors at the time of the original Eastern Neighborhoods approvals. This Implementation Document
described infrastructure and other public benefits needed to keep up with development, established key
funding mechanisms for the infrastructure, and provided a broader strategy for funding and maintaining
newly needed infrastructure. Below is a description of how the public benefit policies were originally derived
and expected to be updated.

To determine how much additional infrastructure and services would be required to serve new development,
the Planning Department conducted a needs assessment that looked at recreation and open space facilities
and maintenance, schools, community facilities including child care, neighborhood serving businesses, and
affordable housing.
A significant part of the Eastern Neighborhoods Plans was the establishment of the Eastern Neighborhoods
Community Impact Fee and Fund. Nexus Studies were conducted as part of the original Eastern
Neighborhoods effort, and then again as part of a Citywide Nexus and Levels-of-Service study described
below. Both studies translated need created by development into an infrastructure cost per square foot of
new development. This cost per square foot determines the maximum development impact fee that can be
legally charged. After establishing the absolute maximum fee that can be charged legally, the City then tests
what maximum fee can be charged without making development infeasible. In most instances, fees are
ultimately established at lower than the legally justified amount determined by the nexus. Because fees are
usually set lower than what could be legally justified, it is understood that impact fees cannot address all needs
created by new development.
Need for transportation was studied separately under EN Trips and then later under the Transportation
Sustainability Program. Each infrastructure or service need was analyzed by studying the General Plan,
departmental databases, and facility plans, and with consultation of City agencies charged with providing the
infrastructure or need.
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As part of a required periodic update, in 2015, the Planning Department published a Citywide Needs
Assessment that created levels-of-service metrics for new parks and open space, rehabilitated parks and open
space, child care, bicycle facilities, and pedestrian facilities ("San Francisco Infrastructure Level of Service
Analysis").
Separate from the Citywide Nexus published in 2015, MTA and the Planning Department also produced a
Needs Assessment and Nexus Study to analyze the need for additional transit services, along with complete
streets. This effort was to provide justification for instituting a new Transportation Sustainability Fee (TSF) to
replace the existing Transit Development Impact Fee (TDIF). In the analysis, the derived need for transit
from new development is described providing the same amount transit service (measured by transit service
hours) relative to amount of demand (measured by number of auto plus transit trips).
Between the original Needs Assessment, and the Level-of-Service Analysis, and the TSF Study the City has
established the below metrics that establishes what is needed to maintain acceptable infrastructure and
services in the Eastern Neighborhoods and throughout the City:

Improvement

Need
Factor

Need-Unit

No of
People

Need
Factor
per
person

Reference

Community Facility
0.77 squad cars
0.06 centers
0.04 centers
2.25 fields

____ Police ( Eq_ui pment)
Public Health Centers

Recreation and

Open_~pace

Multi-Use Fields
Tennis Courts

2 courts

1,000 0.00077 Original EN Needs Assessment
___ 1,000 0.00006 __ Origin~IEN Needs Assessment
1,()00 _ (J.O()(J04 _0rigin_alEN_f'.lel<Us_study___ _
__ 10,000 ().()()023_ (Jrig_in_a_l_EN_lll_ex_lls_~u_d_y _
10,000' 0.0002 Original EN Nexus Stud_y

2.courts
. --------- _ !_Q,_()Q0 __ 9,oo_o~
_ (J.17f11Hes_ci_f_Bl_lle_Gn.e_n;v_a\I_ _
55 acres
_ 147,:201 ___ 0.00037
511·acres
___ _ l47,2Q1 0.00347

Outdoor basket bal I court
Walk;va_y_and_bike;v_axtrails

qpen se~ce - ~-~-~-p~r~?..~~~y:~i-~E:'. __ .
.~pen Spa.~e_.- ~e~ii!~~l_i_~~-t~o_r:i

_()ri~n~~E_f'.J_l'J_e_x_ll~$tud_y_ _ _
()_ri~n_al_EN_lllexus_s_t_tJ_d_y ___
Citywide r-Jexus Study (2015)
_ Citywide NexusStudy (2015)

Childcare
Childcare -forToddlers Attributable to Residential Growth
Residential

Co111plete ?trf!e_t_s/ Tr<1_11spo_r_t_a_t:io_n_ _ _ _ _ _

393.12 spaces
1,551.00 _sp_ac~s

51,866
51,866

0.00758 Citywide Nexus Study (201S)
0.0299, Citywide Nexus Study (2015)

----~--

__ ____ _ ____88 C:i_tywi~e_N_exu_s_ StlJdY (2015)
1,211,217 D.00001 Citywide NexusStudy(201_5)
13 intersections
__ 1,211,217 0.00001 City;vide Ne_xus Study (2015)
5,3~.()(1 ~ace_s__ _____ _ __ _1,_211,217_____o_._oo~ __Citywide__N_e_x_us_5__t_u_cly (2_01_5_L_
___________ 6!l7_bik"._Share_s~ion_s--~;t~,217__0.00055 City__;v_ide N_e)(lJ$_5_t_u_d_Yj_2_1J_15)_
88 sf of sidewalk

.Transportat]o~ - ~_ike;: _- P~~_n:til:lrt:J B_i~e
Tr~nsportation

Ne:twork

-_Bi.ke - lnter~ection lmp_ro".'emen_~s

__ TranSp()rtation: Bike_: Bike_~~rkin!l?e.ace_s _ _ _
_ _ 'j"ranseo_rta_t_io_n_:!li_kE>:llik_es~a_rin_g__ _____ _

13 miles

The maintenance of existing, and provision of new, recreation and park facilities are also called for by the
Central, Wateifront Plan. As an industrial area, many parts of the Central Waterfront Plan Area are not within
walking distance of an existing park or other open space that serves workers and residents. Specifically, the
Plan identifies a need for 1.9 acres of new open space to serve both existing and new residents, workers and
visitors.
One of the major developments for open space and recreation identified in the Plan is the development of
Crane Cove Park on Pier 70 and the expansion of Warm Water Cove. This component of the Blue
Greenway/Bay Trail- a project to improve the City's southerly portion of the 500 mile, nine-county, regionwide Bay Trail- would create nine acres for open space and recreation, making it the largest park within the
plan area. The completed park will include a variety oflandscape and plaza areas, public accessibility to the
Bay's thousand feet of shoreline, adaptive reuse of historic resources, and views of the city skyline.
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Additionally, the PT.an proposes to encourage some private open space in residential neighborhoods and
utilization of existing rights-of-ways to provide pocket parks. In addition to Crane Cove Park, the City has
been working with the Port of San Francisco on the expansion of Warm Water Cove. Located at 19th and
Illinois Street, vane Cove Park may bring over 1,200 feet of Bay edge access, and a small boat/ aquatic
center.

As more new housing development is expected in the Central Waterfront, new residents will increase the
need to add new community facilities and to maintain and expand existing ones. Community facilities can
include any type of service needed to meet the day-to-day needs of residents. These facilities include libraries,
parks and open space, schools and child care. Community based organizations also provide many services to
area residents including health, human services, and cultural centers. One example in the Dogpatch
neighborhood is Alive & Free (formerly called the Omega Boys Oub) a non-profit center aimed at youth
development and violence prevention.
The Central Waterfront is expected to increase its limited housing supply in the future. There are few
neighborhood services and amenities however, to meet the needs of residents or workers (Map 7). As new
housing development is expected in the Central Waterfront, new residents will increase the need to add new
community facilities and to maintain and expand existing ones.
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Map 7: Community Facilities, Central Waterfront
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The Central Waterfront historic survey has been completed and adopted by the Historic Preservation
Commission. The Centrcil Waterfront Plan boundary is from Mariposa Street south to Islais Creek and from the
I-280 east to the Bay. The Planning Department and the Dogpatch Neighborhood Association surveyed the
plan area in 2000 and 2001. All properties built before 1956 within the Centrcil Waterfront Plan Area were
surveyed. A significant residential enclave has since been listed in Article 10 of the Planning Code as the
Dogpatch Historic District. The Port of San Francisco has independently opted to seek consultant services to
focus on Pier 70 Port-owned properties for more intensive historical analysis.
The Department's 2001 survey was updated in 2007 and 2008 to include the completion of a historic district
record for the industrial area outside of both Pier 70 and Dogpatch. Recommendations to establish new
historic districts and designate individual structures of merit will follow.

Neighborhood serving businesses represent a diversity of activities beyond typical land use categories such as
retail. Everything from grocery stores, auto shops and gas stations, to banks and schools which frequently
host other activities, can be considered "neighborhood serving." This section defines neighborhood serving
as those activities of an everyday nature associated with a high "purchase" frequency (see Appendix D for a
list of business categories used).
By this definition, the Central Waterfront is home to almost 50 neighborhood serving businesses and
establishments employing over 520 people. Many of these businesses are estimated to have been established
since 2006. These tend to be smaller businesses frequented by local residents and workers.
As shown in Table 5.4.1, neighborhood serving businesses in the Central Waterfront are mostly restaurants
and a variety of other food and drink establishments. These businesses are located throughout the Central
Waterfront but concentrated along 3rd Street (Map 8).
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Table 5.4.1 Neighborhood Serving Establishments, Central Waterfront

8

Full-Service Restaurants
Snack and Nonalcoholic Beverage Bars
All other Specialty Food Stores
Limited-Service Restaurants
Drinking Places (Alcoholic Beverages)
Sporting Goods Stores
Cafeterias, Grill Buffets, and Buffets
General Automotive Repair
Eiectronics Stores
Gasoline Stations with Convenience Stores
Pet Care (except Veterinary) Services
Retail Bakeries
Fitness and Recreational Sports Centers
Family Clothing Stores
Beauty Salons
Baked Goods Stores
Civic and Social Organizations
Nail Salons
Florists
Beer, Wine, and Liquor Stores
Fruit and Vegetable Markets
Used Merchandise Stores

5

3
4

4
1

1
3
3
1
1
2
1
1
2

15
12
11

11
8

8

1

7

6
5

1
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19

17

1
1
1
1

Total

183
58
42
42
29
26
26

2
2
1

1

1

47

528

Map 8 Neighborhood Serving Businesses in the Central Waterfront
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0

519 - Other !nformatkm

•

522 - Credit interrnediation
532 - Rental and Leasing Ser.rices

•

611 - Educational Services
624 - Social Assistance

0

713 - Aml!Sement, Gambllng and Recreation

•

722 - Food Services and Drinking Places

•

811 - Repair and Maintenance
812 - Personal and Laundry Servfces

0

813 - Religious and Ci·,fc Organizations
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6 Implementation of Proposed Programming
Along with establishing fees, and providing a programmatic framework of projects, the EN approvals
included amendments to the City's Administrative Code establishing a process to choose infrastructure
projects for implementation on an ongoing basis.

The Eastern Neighborhoods Citizens Advisory Committee (EN CAC) started meeting on a monthly basis in
October 2009. The CAC is comprised of 19 members of the public appointed by the Board of Supervisors or
the Mayor. The CAC focuses on implementation of the Eastern Neighborhoods Implementation Program
and priority projects. Together with the IPIC, discussed below, the CAC determine how revenue from impact
fees are spent. The CAC also plays a key role in reviewing and advising on the Five-Year Monitoring
Reports.
The EN CAC has held monthly public meetings since October, 2009. For more information on the EN
CAC, go to http://encac.sfplanning.org.

The Eastern Neighborhoods Community Facilities and Infrastructure Fee include three tiers of fees that are
based on the amount of additional development enabled by the 2009 Eastern Neighborhoods rezoning. In
generaL Tier 1 fees are charged in areas where new zoning provided less than 10 feet of additional height. Tier
2 fees are for those areas that included between 10 and 20 feet of additional height, and Tier 3 fees are for
areas that included for 20 feet or more of additional height. Fees are adjusted every year based on inflation of
construction costs.
Below is a chart of the original fees (2009) and the fees as they exist today.

Table 6.2.1 Eastern Neighborhoods Infrastructure Impact Fees per Square Foot, 2009 and
2016

Residential
Tier 1
Tier2
Tier3

$8.00
$12.00
$16.00

NonResidential
Residential
$6.00
$10.19
$10.00
$15.29
$14.00
$20.39

NonResidential
$7.65
$12.74
$17.84

The fees established above are proportionally divided into five funding categories as determined by the needs
assessment, nexus studies, and feasibilities studies, including housing, transportation/ transit, complete streets,
recreation and open space, and child care. In the Mission District NCT and MUR (Mixed-Use Residential)
Districts, 750/o of fees collected from residential development is set aside for affordable housing for the two
respective Plan Areas. The first $10,000,000 collected are targeted to affordable housing preservation and
rehabilitation. To date, the City has collected nearly $4 7 million in impact fees, as shown on table 6.2.2.
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Table 6.2.2 Eastern Neighborhoods Infrastructure Impact Fees Collected to Date

HOUSING
TRANSPORTATION /TRANSIT
COMPLETE STREETS
RECREATION AND OPEN SPACE
CHILDCARE
Total

$4,535,000
$16,306,000
$6,709,000
$16,937,000
$2,361,000
$46,848JOOO

Note: Amount collected includes in-kind improvements.

Over the 2016-2020 period, the City is projected to collect $140 million from the Eastern Neighborhoods
impact fee program, as shown on table 6.2.3.

Table 6.2.3 Eastern Neighborhoods Infrastructure Impact Fees Projected, 2016-2020

HOUSING
TRANSPORTATION /TRANSIT
COMPLETE STREETS
RECREATION AND OPEN SPACE
CHILDCARE
Total

$23,244,000
$28,940,000
$8,065,000
$3,906,000
$5,976,000
$140,131,000

Table 6.2.4 Eastern Neighborhoods Infrastructure Impact Fees Collected, 2011-15

Mission
EastSoMa
Showplace/Potrero
Central Waterfront
WestemSoMa

TOTAL

$5,357,000
$14,635,000
$11,384,000
$10 '034000
,
$6,940,000
$48350·000
f
f

58
35
23
19
15
150
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The Infrastructure Plan Implementation Committee was established in Administrative Code section XX; the
IPICs purpose is to bring together City agencies to collectively implement the community improvement
plans for specific areas of the City including the Eastern Neighborhood Plan Areas. The IPIC is instrumental
in creating a yearly expenditure plan for impact fee revenue and in creating a bi-annual "mini" Capital Plan
for the Eastern Neighborhoods. The annual Expenditure Plan is specific to projects that are funded by
impact fees. The bi-annual Eastern Neighborhoods Capital Plan also includes infrastructure projects that are
funded by other sources, and projects where funding has not been identified.

In 2009, the Planning Department entered into a Memorandum of Understanding with SF Public Works,
SFMTA, Rec and Park, and MOHCD to assure commitment to implementing the EN Plans. A key
component of the agreement was the establishment of a list of priority projects:
•

Folsom Street

•

16th Street

•

Townsend Street

•

Pedestrian Crossing at Manalo Draves Park

•

17th and Folsom Street Park

•

Showplace Square Open Space

The First Source Hiring Program was first adopted in 1998 and modified in 2006. The intent of First Source
is to connect low-income San Francisco residents with entry-level jobs that are generated by the City's
investment in contracts or public works; or by business activity that requires approval by the City's Planning
Department or permits by the Department of Building Inspection. CityBuild works in partnership with
Planning Department and DBI to coordinate execution of First Source Affidavits and MO Us.
CityBuild is a program of the Office of Economic and Workforce Development and is the First Source
Hiring Administrator. In accordance to Chapter 83: First Source Hiring Program, developers must submit a
First Source Affidavit to the Planning Department prior to planning approval. In order to receive
construction permit from DBI, developers must enter into a First Source Hiring MOU with CityBuild.
Developers and contractors agree to work in good faith to employ 500/o of its entry-level new hiring
opportunities through the CityBuild First Source Hiring process.
Projects that qualify under First Source include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

any activity that requires discretionary action by the City Planning Commission related to a
commercial activity over 25,000 square feet including conditional use authorization;
any building permit applications for a residential project over 10 units;
City issued public construction contracts in excess of $350,000;
City contracts for goods and services in excess of $50,000;
leases of City property;
grants and loans issued by City departments in excess of $50,000.
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As shown in Table 5.2.1, approximately $5.4 million have been collected from 58 projects in the Mission Plan Area to date.
Overall, roughly $48.4 million has been collected in all of the Eastern Neighborhoods, including Western SoMa.

Table 6.2.4 Eastern Neighborhoods Infrastructure Impact Fees Collected, 2011-15

Mission
EastSoMa
Western SoMa
Central Waterfront
Showplace/Potrero
TOTAL

$5,357,000
$14,635,000
$6,940,000
$10,034,000
$11,384,000
$48,350,000

58
35
15
19

23
150

The Infrastructure Plan Implementation Committee was established in Administrative Code section XX; the IPIC's purpose is
to bring together City agencies to collectively implement the community improvement plans for specific areas of the City
including the Eastern Neighborhood Plan Areas. The IPIC is instrumental in creating a yearly expenditure plan for impact fee
revenue and in creating a bi-annual "mini" Capital Plan for the Eastern Neighborhoods. The annual Expenditure Plan is
specific to projects that are funded by impact fees. The bi-annual Eastern Neighborhoods Capital Plan also includes
infrastructure projects that are funded by other sources, and projects where funding has not been identified.

In 2009, the Planning Department entered into a Memorandum of Understanding with SF Public Works, SFMTA, Rec and
Park, and MOH CD to assure commitment to implementing the EN Plans. A key component of the agreement was the
establishment of a list of priority projects:
•

Folsom Street

•

16th Street

•

Townsend Street

•

Pedestrian Crossing at Manalo Draves Park

•

17th and Folsom Street Park

•

Showplace Square Open Space

The First Source Hiring Program was first adopted in 1998 and modified in 2006. The intent of First Source is to connect
low-income San Francisco residents with entry-level jobs that are generated by the City's investment in contracts or public
works; or by business activity that requires approval by the City's Planning Department or permits by the Department of
Building Inspection. CityBuild works in partnership with Planning Department and DBI to coordinate execution of First
Source Affidavits and MOUs.
CityBuild is a program of the Office of Economic and Workforce Development and is the First Source Hiring Administrator.
In accordance to Chapter 83: First Source Hiring Program, developers must submit a First Source Affidavit to the Planning
Department prior to planning approval. In order to receive construction permit from DBI, developers must enter into a First
Source Hiring MOU with CityBuild. Developers and contractors agree to work in good faith to employ 50% of its entry-level
new hiring opportunities through the CityBuild First Source Hiring process.
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Projects that qualify under First Source include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

any activity that requires discretionary action by the City Planning Commission related to a commercial activity over
25,000 square feet including conditional use authorization;
any building permit applications for a residential project over 10 units;
City issued public construction contracts in excess of $350,000;
City contracts for goods and services in excess of $50,000;
leases of City property;
grants and loans issued by City departments in excess of $50,000.

Since 2011 CityBuild has managed 442 placements in 72 First Source private projects in the three zip codes encompassing the
Eastern Neighborhoods Plan Areas (94107, 94110, 94103), not including projects in Mission Bay, approved under the former
Redevelopment Agency. They have also placed 771 residents from the three-zip code area in projects throughout the city.
In 2011, the City also implemented a first of its kind, the Local Hire Policy for Construction on publicly funded construction
projects. This policy sets forth a mandatory hiring requirement of local residents per trade for construction work hours. This
policy superseded the First Source Hiring Program on public construction contracts. Since 2011, a cumulative 37% of the
overall 6.2 million work hours have been worked by local residents and 58% of 840,000 apprentice work hours performed by
local residents.

7

Ongoing Planning Efforts

As this report has shown, market pressures and evictions affecting the neighborhood intensified in the Mission District over
the six years that followed the adoption of the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans and the recovery from the Great Recession.
This has necessitated a focused effort to help protect and alleviate the impact on those most affected by the affordability crisis.
As a result, the Mission Action Plan 2020 (MAP 2020) was launched in early 2015 to take a closer look at the pressures
affecting the neighborhood and generate a set of solutions for implementation to help stabilize housing, employment, and
commercial conditions.
MAP 2020 will also set targets and define solutions for neighborhood sustainability for 2020 and beyond. The solutions may
encompass land use and zoning, financing, and identification of opportunity sites and programs; monitoring mechanisms will
also be put into place. This first phase of MAP 2020 - solutions development - will be completed in June 2016.
Implementation of certain measures is already underway, with additional implementation (writing legislation, launching new
studies, ramping up programs, etc.) scheduled as a second phase to commence upon completion of the Plan.
To date, the MAP 2020 collaboration includes a broad range of non-profit and advocacy groups as well as public agencies
including the Dolores Street Community (DSCS), the Cultural Action Network (CAN), the Mission Economic Development
Agency (MEDA), Calle 24, Pacific Felt Factory, members of the Plaza 16 coalition, the Planning Department, the Mayor's
Office of Housing and Community Development (MOHCD), the Office and Economic and Workforce Development
(OEWD), the Health Services Agency (HSA), Department of Building Inspection (DBI), and the Fire Department. The
Mayor's Office and District Supervisor Campos have also supported this effort.
These stakeholders are collaborating through working groups co-led by a both City and community leads. A robust
community outreach and engagement process has incorporated focus groups and individual presentations to organizations and
coalitions such as: tenants' rights organizations, SRO tenants, Mission Girls, FODER, United to Save the Mission, real estate
developers, SPUR, SFHAC, SFBARF, and others, with the goal of informing and including relevant stakeholders affected by
and/ or responsible for potential solutions.
Topic-specific working groups have collectively drafted short, medium, and long term strategies, including tenant protections
and housing access, housing preservation, housing production, economic development, community planning, SRO acquisition
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and/ or master leasing, and homelessness. Upon completion of the second phase of outreach in May and incorporation of any
relevant feedback, the Plan and will be presented to the Planning Commission, with expected endorsement in June 2016.
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DRAFT Western SoMa Area Plan
Monitoring Report 2011-2015
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1 I
San Francisco's Eastern Bayfront neighborhoods have historically been the home ofthe city's industrial economy
and have accommodated diverse communities ranging from families who have lived in the area for generations
to more recent immigrants from Latin America and Asia. The combination of a vibrant and innovative industrial
economy with the rich cultural infusion of old and new residents is central to San Francisco's character. Among
many of the components that contributed to the economic and cultural character of the eastern part of the San
Francisco were the wide availability of lands suitable for industrial activities {whether or not they were zoned for
such) and the affordability of these neighborhoods' housing stock, relative to other parts of the city. Industrial
properties continue to be valuable assets to the city's economy as they provide space for innovative local
businesses; large, flexible floorplans for a wide range of tenants; and living wage career opportunities to
residents without advanced degrees.
Over the past few decades, and particularly during the series of "booms" in high technology industries since in
the 1990s, the Eastern Bayfront neighborhoods have experienced waves of pressure on its industrial lands and
affordable housing stock. Due to their proximity to downtown San Francisco and easy access {via US-101, 1-280,
and Caltrain) to Silicon Valley, industrially-zoned properties in the Eastern Bayshore, particularly in
neighborhoods like South of Market (SoMa), Mission, Showplace Square, and Central Waterfront became highly
desirable to office users who were able to outbid traditional production, distribution, and repair (PDR)
businesses for those spaces. The predominant industrial zoning designations in these neighborhoods until the
late 2000s-C-M, M-1, and M-2-allowed for a broad range of uses, which enabled owners to sell or lease
properties to non-PDR businesses as well as developing them into "live-work" lofts that served primarily as a
residential use.
Moreover, the residential areas in these neighborhoods are well-served by public transportation (including two
BART stops in the Mission), have vibrant cultural amenities, and feature many attractive older buildings. These
neighborhood assets and new employment opportunities have served as strong magnets for high wages earners
and market rate housing developers, creating a strong influx of new, more affluent residents.
Beginning in the late 1990s, the City, residents, community activists, and business owners recognized the need
for a comprehensive, community-based planning process to resolve these conflicts and stabilize the
neighborhoods into the future. The Eastern Neighborhoods community planning process was launched in 2001
to determine how much of San Francisco's remaining industrial lands should be preserved and how much could
appropriately be transitioned to other uses.
The planning process recognized the need to produce housing opportunities for residents of all income levels,
which requires not just the development of new units at market rates, but also opportunities for low and
moderate income families. In 2008, four new area plans for the Mission, East SoMa, Showplace Square/Potrero
Hill, and Central Waterfront neighborhoods were adopted. Respecting the Western SoMa community's request
for more time to complete their planning process, the area plan for that neighborhood was undertaken in
parallel and completed in 2013. The resulting area plans contained holistic visions for affordable housing,
transportation, parks and open space, urban design, and community facilities.
The Eastern Neighborhoods Plans represent the City's and community's pursuit of two key policy goals:
1) Ensuring a stable future for PDR businesses in the city by preserving lands suitable to these activities and
minimizing conflicts with other land uses; and
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2)

Providing a significant amount of new housing affordable to low, moderate and middle income families
and individuals, along with "complete neighborhoods" that provide appropriate amenities for the
existing and new residents.

The challenges that motivated the Eastern Neighborhoods community planning process were evident in the
Western SoMa area around the time the plans were adopted and continue to be relevant today. The Plan was a
direct response to early detection of displacement of small businesses, population shifts, social instability and
escalating conflicts between competing uses 1 . As mentioned earlier in this report, the Western SoMa
community requested more time to complete their planning process. In doing so, the department partnered
with the Western SoMa Citizens Planning Task Force in an eight-year public planning process to create the
Western SoMa Community Plan. Drafted in September 2008, updated in October 2011 and adopted in 2013, the
plan is a comprehensive vision for shaping growth on the western side of the South of Market area.
Key objectives of the Western SoMa Area Plan include:
•
•
•
•
•

Reducing land use conflicts between industry, entertainment and other competing uses, such as office
and housing;
Protecting existing residential uses on the alleys;
Retaining existing jobs in the area;
Improving the public realm for pedestrians and bicyclists; and
Encouraging diverse and affordable housing.

Achieving these objectives will help create a complete neighborhood with a high diversity of land uses.
The new plan supports and builds on the Eastern Neighborhoods Plans' vision for the traditionally industrial and
mixed use areas in the eastern part of the City. It complements the Plans' patterns of land use, urban form,
public space, circulation, and historic preservation, while making adjustments based on understanding of key
issues through community outreach to the residents and workers in the area. The planning process also included
associated legislation to amend the General Plan, Administrative Code, Planning Code, and Zoning Map to
implement the Plan over time. An Implementation Document was created to outline the Plan's Public Benefits
Program, which addresses the specific public benefit needs of the area and explains the mechanisms to provide
the necessary funding for those benefits.
As part of the project, the department completed the environmental impact report that analyzed the potential
environmental effects associated with the Western SoMa Community Plan at a program level, and also analyzed
impacts ofthe rezoning of adjacent parcels and the 350 Eighth Street project at a project-specific level. At the
time, it would have allowed the demolition of a couple of buildings to accommodate about 634,000 square feet
of mixed use in the old SLR zoning, now rezoned as WSoMa Mixed Use-General District (WMUG). The
environmental impact report was certified and the Planning Commission adopted the Plan on December 6,
2012. On March 19, 2013, the Board of Supervisors adopted the Western SoMa Area Plan and its associated
legislation amendments.
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Map 1 shows Western SoMa Community Plan area boundaries. The plan area also known as a special use district
(SUD), can be described very broadly as progressing from non-residential uses on a Townsend Street high-tech
corridor northwards, with diverse local and regional serving job-producing uses to the south side of Harrison
Street and the elevated highway. North of Harrison Street, development goals call for an increasingly residential
neighborhood character of smaller scale that embraces a "mix of uses" and new mixed-used development.
Map 1 Western SoMa Plan Area

The ordinances that enacted the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans, including Western SoMa, adopted by the
Board of Supervisors, include a requirement that the Planning Department produce five-year reports monitoring
residential and commercial developments in those neighborhoods, as well as impact fees generated and public
and private investments in community benefits and infrastructure. The first set of monitoring reports for
Mission, East So Ma, Showplace Square/Potrero Hill, and Central Waterfront were published in 2011, covering
the period from January 1, 2006 through December 31, 2010.
Because Western SoMa was adopted in 2013, no monitoring reports have been produced for that Area Plan.
However, due to its geographic proximity and overlapping policy goals with the other Eastern Neighborhoods,
Planning Department staff in consultation with the CAC, has shifted the reporting timeline such that the
Western SoMa Area Plan Monitoring Report 2011-2015 will be the first five-year report and set the calendar so
that future monitoring reports are conducted alongside the other Eastern neighborhoods. Subsequent time
series monitoring reports for the Western SoMa area and other Eastern Neighborhoods will be released in years
ending in 1 and 6.
While the previous Monitoring Reports covered only the small amount of development activities in the years
immediately preceding and following the adoption of the Eastern Neighborhood Plans in 2008, this report
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contains information and analysis about a period of intense market development and pending zoning changes in
the Western SoMa and the greater Central SoMa area. The time series report relies primarily on the Housing
Inventory, the Commerce and Industry Inventory, and the Pipeline Quarterly Report, all of which are published
by the Planning Department. Additional data sources include: the California Employment and Development
Department (EDD), the U.S. Census Bureau's American Community Survey, the San Francisco Municipal
Transportation Agency (SFMTA), Co-Star Realty information, Dun and Bradstreet business data, CBRE and NAl-BT
Commercial real estate reports, and information gathered from the Department of Building Inspection, the
offices of the Treasurer and Tax Collector, the Controller, and the Assessor-Recorder.

One of the defining characteristics of the Western SoMa neighborhood is its remarkable mix of local and
regional uses and diversity of businesses, including manufacturing and other PDR businesses, restaurants and
bars, automotive repair shops, institutional and educational uses, and more. Folsom Street has become one of
the main commercial corridors of Western SoMa, specifically between 7th and 10th streets (Folsom Street
Neighborhood Commercial District). Northward of Townsend Street presents itself as a high-tech corridor, while
the south side of Harrison Street focuses on the production of diverse local and regional serving jobs. North of
Harrison Street embraces small scale mixing of uses with an increasingly residential-based neighborhood.

Table 2.1.1 illustrates the mix of non-residential space in the Western SoMa as of 2015. The table reflects the
mix of uses, noting that office and PDR activities each occupy a little over a third of the commercial space in the
neighborhood. Institutional, medical and retail uses together make up another 27% of non-residential buildings
and tourist hotels take up about another one percent. The table also shows the importance of the Western
SoMa in the San Francisco's stock of industrial and office lands. Though the neighborhood only accounts for two
percent of the City's overall commercial space, its share of PDR space is much higher, at five percent. However,
as will be discussed in the sections below, in recent years a considerable amount of PDR space in the Western
SoMa has been converted to other uses, such as office and housing.
Table 2.1.1 Commercial Building Space, Western SoMa and San Francisco, 2015

Cultural, Institution, Educatior
Medical
Office
PDR I Light Industrial
Retail
Visitor I Lodging
Total

433,728
149,084
2,143,216
1,910,828
922,642
65,401

8%
3%
38%
34%
16%
1%

5,624,899 100%

13%
7%

1%

45%
15%
18%
2%

2%
5%
2%
2%

237,964,287 100%

2%

29,898,514
17,468,039
107,978,954
36,265,832
42,299,526
4,053,422

1%

Table 2.1.2 shows commercial and other non-residential development activity in the Western SoMa Plan area
between January 1, 2011 and December 31, 2015 while Table 2.1.3 shows corresponding figures for San
Francisco. These tables count newly developed projects (on vacant properties or redevelopment of existing
properties) as well as conversions from one use to another.
Between 2011 and 2015, almost 93,000 square feet of PDR land was converted to other uses, especially office
and housing. In 2015, one property located at 410 Townsend Street was a direct subject of the Western SoMa
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Plan rezoning. The use of the building was changed from PDR to Office; and no actual work was done to require
a permit. The property was zoned West SoMa Mixed Use-Office (WMUO), a designation created by the Western
SoMa Plan to encourage office uses along with small-scale light industrial and arts activities, specifically to
establish an explicit preference for 21st Century high tech and digital-media uses. Two projects that lost PDR
space constructed new dwelling units, including the construction of new affordable dwelling units. In 2015, the
existing 6,120 square feet of PDR space located at 870 Harrison Street was demolished for the new construction
of 26 dwelling units, including 4 inclusionary affordable units (15% of the total). An existing building with 5,775
square feet of PDR space, located at 121 gth Street, was demolished and replaced by a mixed-use 20 unit
building, including 2 inclusionary units made affordable to households earning between 80 and 120% of the area
median income of 2011.
Map 2 shows the location of the larger-scale non-residential developments (more than 5,000 square feet net
loss or gain. (See List BL-1 in Appendix E for detailed information.)
Table 2.1.2 New Commercial Development, Western SoMa, 2011-2015

(5,775)

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
Total

(11,600)
(7,550)
90,826
71,676

(3,930)

(4,975)
(11,600)
(11,580)

(3,930)

(794)
(28,949)

800
0
~

(100)
(87, 120)
(92,995)

-4500
(3,700)

Table 2.1.3 New Commercial Development, San Francisco 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
Total

51,074
69,845
316,621
553,136
47,829
1,038,505

1,815,700
20,000
1,835,700

278,214
206,231
349,792
694,785
978,067
2,507,089

1,000
35,905
120,357
148,330
65,640
371,232
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52,131
129,425
99,336
139,946
99,564
520,402

63,286
63,286

382,419
441,406
886,106
3,415, 183
1,211, 100
6,336,214
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Map 2 Commercial Development Trends, Western SoMa, 2011-2015
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The commercial development pipeline in the Western SoMa shows a different take on development than that of
what has taken place during the reporting period of 2011-15 (Table 2.2.1). The Western SoMa will still see a
significant amount of PDR space, as well as the development of some retail, institutional and visitor space; and
larger amounts of office space.
It is important to interpret the pipeline numbers as two separate subcategories, shown in Table 2.2.1 as "Under
Review" and "Entitled." Under review projects are those that have filed application with the Planning and/or
Building Departments and have to clear several hurdles, including environmental (CEQA) review, and may
require conditional use permits or variances. Therefore, these projects should be considered more speculative.
On the other hand, entitled projects are those that have received Planning Department approvals and are
considered much more certain, although many of them may take years to finally complete their construction
and receive certificates of occupancy.
Projects that are under review total about 2.2 million in new square footage. A majority of this gain will
potentially come in the form of office space. Consequently the biggest loss in square footage will potentially
come in the form of PDR space. One example of a project that is currently under review, 598 Brannan Street, has
requested to convert roughly 30,300 square feet of PDR space into office use. Adjacent to this site is the San
Francisco Flower Mart, located at 630-698 Brannan Street that will potentially see a loss of 15,000 square feet of
PDR space to be replaced by about 15 million square feet of office space and about 30,000 square feet of retail
space. If all of these projects come to fruition, Western SoMa will see roughly 116,600 square feet of PDR
transition to other uses.
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The projects in the pipeline that have been entitled show about an 823,000 square footage gain of nonresidential uses in Western SoMa in the near future. If all of these developments are completed, the Planning
Department expects about a 810,000 square footage gain is office space and a loss of about 40,000 square feet
of PDR space. There will also be a modest gain in institutional and retail space, including a net gain in visitor
space with the potential development of 690 5th Street located in the designated area that supports 21st Century
high tech industry. Entitled projects that propose to convert PDR to other uses are mostly medium-sized spaces
(up to about 28,000 square feet) that will be redeveloped as office predominant buildings. The largest single
entitled project is a proposed 526,802 square foot office building that will be developed at 610-620 Brannan
Street.
Table 2.2.2 shows the commercial development pipeline for San Francisco for comparison. The development
pipeline in the Western SoMa represents about half ofthe citywide pipeline. Map 3 shows the locations of the
larger proposed commercial developments in the plan area. (See List BL-2 in Appendix E for detailed
information.)
Table 2.2.1 Commercial and Other Non-Residential Development Pipeline, Western SoMa Q4 2015

Under Construction
Planning Entitled
Planning Approved
Building Permit Filed
Building Permit Approved/
Issued/ Reinstated
Under Review
Planning Filed
Building Permit Filed
Total

62,054
822,850
814.384

3,800

8.466

3,800

2,236,686
(7,833)
2,244,519
3,121,590

33,000
809,299
809,299

(23,946)
(37,988)
(37,988)

53,000
6,739
2,073

41,000
41.000

4.666

59,070

2,203,723

(48,832)

59,070
62,870

2.025
2,201,698
3,046,022

(48,832)
(110,766)

22,725
(9858)
32,583
82,464

41,000

Table 2.2.2 Commercial and Other Non-Residential Development Pipeline, San Francisco Q4 2015

Planning Entitled
Construction
Planning Approved
Building Permit Filed

Building Permit Approved/
Issued! Reinstated
Under Review
Planning Filed
Building Permit Filed
Total

1,304,886
134.467
826,904
(29,902)

22,257
2,757
1,600

1,405,630
173,550
889,850
1,725

(298,146)
(155,622)
(99,654)
(33,939)

111,600
61.594
25,351
712

373,417

17,900

340,505

(S,931)

23,943

4,787,019
4,792,743
(5,724)
6,091,905

263,661
280,283
(16,622)
285,918

4,687,363
4,649,021
38,342
6,092,993

(348,149)
(269,771)
(78,378)
(646,295)

83,019
32.085
50,934
194,619

63,545
54.945
8,600

101,125
101,125
164,670

Map 3 Commercial and Other Non-Residential Development Pipeline, Western SoMa, Q4 2015
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As discussed above, the Western SoMa {and the Eastern Neighborhoods more broadly), have experienced
economic changes that have made many areas highly attractive to residential and office development. These
types of uses are generally able to afford higher land costs than industrial uses, and therefore can outbid PDR
businesses for industrially-zoned land. Prior to the adoption of the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans, the
primary industrial zoning designations - M-1, M-2, and C-M - permitted a broad range of uses, which led to the
conversion of a significant amount of PDR space to other activities. Since the adoption of the Western SoMa
Area Plan, PDR space has continued to be converted to other uses in the neighborhood, as Tables 2.1.2 and
2.2.1 illustrate.
A detailed investigation of the conversion of PDR space in the Western SoMa, however, shows that such
conversions have occurred largely outside of the zoning districts created specifically to protect PDR uses {in the
case of the Western SoMa, PDR-1 and PDR-2). In addition to the project at 410 Townsend Street, detailed above,
other completed projects in the Western SoMa that have converted PDR space have largely done so in order to
build new housing, either with a higher percentage of inclusionary units than required by the Area Plan or by
paying in-lieu fees, as shown in Table 2.3.1.
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Table 2.3.1 Conversion of PDR Space in Western SoMa, 2011-15

O Below threshold

410 TOWNSEND ST

WMUO

-76,000

76000

0

870 HARRISON ST

WMUG

·6,120

0

0

26

4

12109THST

RCD

0

800

20

20

248 • 252 09TH ST

RCD

-5,775
-5,000

14826

-4,500

15

23409THST

RCD

-100

-7,550

0

Total

(92,995)

83,276

(3,700)

15%

100%

1 Below threshold

62

24

39%

Illegal conversions from Production, Distribution and Repair (PDR) uses have more recently become an issue in
the Eastern Neighborhood Plan areas that the City has sought to resolve. In 2015, the Planning Department has
received about 44 alleged complaints of violation for illegal conversions from PDR to Office use in the city (Table
2.3.2). Table 2.3.2 shows the number of cases closed and found to be in violation, the cases closed and not
found to be in violation, the cases under review and the cases still pending review. Forty-two of these cases
were found in the Eastern Neighborhoods. Out of the 42 total alleged complaints, nine of the cases were not
found to be in violation and six were found to be in violation. In the Western SoMa there was only one illegal
conversion from PDR to office space on a parcel zoned SAU, where office is not permitted per the Planning
Code. Owners were issued notices of violation and office tenants were compelled to vacate the properties, as
shown in Appendix X. Appendix X shows the enforcement cases that were closed and that were actually found
to be in violation of the code.
Many of these office tenants are hybrid uses where PDR also takes place, but may not be the principal use of the
space. If an office use is confirmed to be in operation, Planning encourages the company to alter their business
practice to fit within the PDR zoning categories or vacate the property. Appenidx X shows the enforcement
cases that were closed and that were actually found to be in violation of the code. Generally, the complaints
filed with the Planning Department are regarding the conversion of PDR uses to office space, not permitted
within these zoning districts. However, some complaints that are filed are either not valid, meaning that the
tenant is either a PDR complying business or the space was legally converted to office space, prior to the Eastern
Neighborhoods rezoning. For these enforcement cases, there is no longer a path to legalization; additionally,
many of these office conversions are not recent, and they did not take advantage of the Eastern Neighborhoods
Legitimization Program. The program was an amnesty program that established a limited-time opportunity
whereby existing uses that have operated without the benefit of required permits may seek those permits.
However, this program expired in 2013.
In investigation of the alleged violations, the Planning Department discovered that the building permit histories
often included interior tenant improvements without Planning Department review. These permits do not
authorize a change of use to office. To prevent future unauthorized conversions of PDR space the Planning
Department worked proactively with the Department of Building Inspection (DBI). Over the course of 2015,
Planning worked with DBI during project intakes to better understand the routing criteria and how to ensure
Planning review. Both departments' IT divisions worked together to create a flag in the Permit Tracking System
(PTS) to alert project intake coordinators of potential illegal conversions. This is a pilot program that can be
expanded at a later date to include other Zoning Districts if necessary. Planning and DBI continue to work
together to monitor this process and plan to meet regularly to discuss additional steps to prevent future
conversions.
Planning works collaboratively with the Mayor's Office of Economic Workforce and Development (OEWD). When
Planning receives inquiries or complaints related to either vacant spaces in PDR zones or possible unauthorized
spaces, requiring a PDR tenant. Planning informs the property owner about PDR complying uses and refers them
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to OEWD. OEWD currently has a list of PDR complying businesses that are looking to lease spaces within San
Francisco. Additionally, a training for real estate brokers was conducted in 2015. The purpose of the voluntary
training was to help explain what PDR is and what resources Planning has available for them to utilize prior to
leasing a property. The training also outlined the enforcement process, including the process for requesting a
Letter of Determination. Future trainings will occur based on interest.
Table 2.3.2 Enforcement Cases for Illegal PDR Conversions, Western SoMa, 2015

Closed - Violation
Closed - No Violation
Under Review
Pending Review

1
1

6
9

2

4

3

7
9
4

24

23

TOTAL

7

44

42

The Western SoMa Plan Area added employment across all land use types tracked by the Planning Department
between 2011 and 2015, following a trend that has taken place in San Francisco and the Bay Area. This growth in
employment reflects a rebound in the regional economy following the "Great Recession" of the previous
2
decade, but also the robust growth in high technology sectors and related industries in recent years.
Altogether, employment in the Western SoMa grew by roughly 15,470 jobs in 2010 to almost 23, 740 in 2015
with a related increase from 1,006 to 1,234 total establishments, according to the California Employment and
Development Department (EDD). The subsections below discuss job growth in Western SoMa by land use
category.
Table 2.4.1 Employment, Western SoMa and San
)«

Cultural. lnsttuoonm. Edut
Medical

Office
PDR I Light lfldustl'lal
RcU11I

ViSllOl" 11.odgmg
01/\or

Total

30
263
303
268
226
7
77
1,234

2%
21%

29%
22%
18%
1%
6%
F

11111%

---

012

2'llo

U42

5%

13,194
4.198
4,327

195
168
23,736 ..

2.010
21.833
15.628

56%

5.280

18%
18%
1%

8.241
311
4,961
58,2114 r

1%
100%

3%
37%
27%

73,182
60,214
293,014

11%
9%
44%

9%

aa.13s

13%

14%
1%
9%
100%

130,550

20%

16.688
6.953
668,7311

2%
1%
100%

The largest increase in jobs in Western SoMa between 2010 and 2015 was in office occupations. According to
EDD, the neighborhood experienced an almost 72% increase in office jobs in those 5 years. However, the
number of office establishments only increased by about 43%, indicating a shift towards office firms with a
larger number of employees. In 2015 Western SoMa held about 5% of all of the City's office jobs and 2% of its
establishments (Table 2.4.1).

2

See annual San Francisco Planning Department Commerce & Industry Inventory, 2008 - 2015.
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As discussed above, the Western SoMa has also emerged as somewhat of a retail destination in San Francisco,
with the restaurants, bars, regional shopping and grocery stores in the main commercial corridors (particularly
throughout the Folsom Street Commercial District and Regional Commercial District zoned areas along 9th and
10th streets} attracting visitors from throughout the City, region, and beyond. The number of retail jobs in the
Western SoMa increased by 42% between 2010 and 2015 to about 4,330 jobs in almost 230 establishments. The
neighborhood represents 3% ofthe city's retail jobs and establishments.

PDR continues to play a critical role in the City's economy, providing quality jobs to employees with a broad
range of educational backgrounds, supporting local businesses up- and downstream (for example, many of the
city's top restaurants source products from local PDR businesses}, and infusing the region with innovative
products. Though the trends in loss of PDR space have been widely documented, the City and the Western SoMa
both added PDR jobs since 2010. Western SoMa experienced a 34% increase in PDR employment (to almost
4,200 jobs} between 2010 and 2015 and 6% decrease in number of firms (to 268). The number of establishments
has decreased, which possibly indicates a densification of the jobs per establishment ratio. Western SoMa has
roughly 5% of the PDR jobs and 5% of the establishments in the City.

Over the past five years, Western SoMa has added a substantial number of jobs, more than 50% growth, even as
its commercial space square footage increased by a small amount (about 8,270 square feet}. In part, many of
these new jobs are likely located in commercial space that was vacant at the end of the recession of the
previous decade, leading to lower vacancy rates. 3 Another trend that has been underway that may explain the
gain in employment without a parallel increase in commercial space is an overall densification of employment
(in other words, allowing more jobs to be accommodated within a given amount of space}. With the increasing
cost of land in locations close to city centers and accessible by transportation infrastructure (as is the case with
the Eastern Neighborhoods), real estate researchers have tracked an overall densification of employment across
4
several sectors throughout the country. This kind of densification can be caused by employees who work from
home for some or all days of the week (and therefore may share office space with colleagues) or firms that
accommodate more employees within a given amount of space.

3

Although data to show vacancy rates for the Western SoMa Plan Area is not available, commercial real estate brokerage
firms like Cushman & Wakefield show that vacancy rates for different types of land uses decreased substantially in San
Francisco between 2011 and 2015 across different sectors. See Cushman & Wakefield San Francisco Office Snapshot Q4
2015 and Retail Snapshot Q4 2015.
4
See 2013 US Workplace Survey by Gensler.
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Chart 1 Jobs by Land Use, Western SoMa, Q3 2010 and 2015
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Source: California Employment Development Department
Note: Starting in 2013, the Bureau of Labor Statistics reclassified In-Home Supportive Services (roughly 20,000
jobs citywide) from the Private Household category (classified as "Other") to other classifications, most of which
are captured in this report under "Medical".
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Chart 2 Establishment by Land Use, Western SoMa, Q3 2010 and 2015
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Source: California Employment Development Department
Note: Starting in 2013, the Bureau of Labor Statistics reclassified In-Home Supportive Services (roughly 20,000
jobs citywide} from the Private Household category (classified as "Other"} to other classifications, most of which
are captured in this report under "Medical".

[context]

Table 2.4.2 Sales Tax Collected, Western SoMa, 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

TOTAL

$
$
$
$

3,403,789
3,684,029
3,934,468
4,219,825

$
8.2%
6.8%
7.3%

$

$
$

NIA

$

15,242,111

67,537,179
73,531,098
76,739,835
81,442,942
N/A

$
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3
The provision of adequate housing to residents of all incomes has long been a challenge in San Francisco. Over
the past five years, however, San Francisco epitomized the housing affordability crisis afflicting American cities
and coastal communities throughout California. As discussed in the previous section, the Bay Area, city, and
Western SoMa neighborhood have all seen robust employment growth since the "Great Recession" triggered by
the financial crisis in 2007. During this period, the city has added housing units much more slowly than new
employees. As a result, a growing and more affluent labor force has driven up the costs of housing, making it
increasingly difficult for low and moderate income families to remain in San Francisco.
In the past five years, the Western SoMa has been a focal point of preserving neighborhood resources and
housing as well as efforts by the City to ensure that its residents can continue to live there. One of the main
goals of the Western SoMa Community Plan is to encourage diverse and affordable housing. The Plan also
recognizes the value of the existing housing stock and calls for its preservation. The Plan's Task Force called on
the Planning Department's staff and consultants to conduct a unique housing opportunities site analysis
("Western SoMa Housing Strategic Analysis Memo") with a goal of identifying development sites in the zoning
districts for formal Residential Enclave (RED) zoning in the West SoMa SUD. Under the SUD, if new housing is to
be built, it has to be an integral part ofthe existing neighborhoods. This means that housing production should
support the existing neighborhood pattern, residential services and amenities. Dwelling unit mergers and
residential conversions of rent-controlled units are strongly discouraged; and housing demolitions are allowed
only on condition of adequate unit replacement.

The Planning Department's latest housing inventory, using US Census and permit data, shows that all of South of
5
Market has roughly 11,380 housing units as of the end of 2015; this represents 3% of the citywide total. Table
3.1.1 shows that 76 net new units were built in the past five years in the Western SoMa, compared with
approximately 497 units built between 2006 and 2010. Of the net new units produced, 14 were conversions
from non-residential uses and the rest were completed from new construction. During the first two years of the
reporting period, 2011 and 2012, the construction sector was still recovering from the slow-down of the
recession, and only 28 net units were built. Between 2013 and 2015, however, Western SoMa added 48 new
units, or about 16 units per year. This yearly average is almost identical to the average between 2006 and 2010,
when the Plan Area added 164 units per year. Table 3.1.2 shows the citywide figures for comparison. About one
percent of the net increase in the City's housing stock in the last five years was in the Western SoMa area. Map
4 shows the location of recent housing construction. Additional details about these new development projects
can be found in Appendix E, List BL-3.

5

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

24

41

5
14

24
4
(12)
5
55

TOTAL

65

11

76

4
(12)

2015 San Francisco Housing Inventory.
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Table 3.1.2 New Housing Production, San Francisco, 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
TOTAL

269
1,319
1,960

348

84

5

796

650
59
156

3,516

2,472

127
429
95
25

507

2,954

9,401

760

1,377

10,018

2,330
3,455

Map 4 New Housing Production Western SoMa, 2011-2015
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• •
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•Net Uni~

As discussed above in the Commercial Activity chapter, the pipeline should be analyzed along two different
categories: projects that have submitted planning and building applications (under review} and projects that
have received entitlements and are either awaiting or are under construction. The latter (particularly those
under construction} are considered much more likely to add residential or commercial capacity to the city's
building stock in the short-to-medium term, while under review projects may require clearance from
environmental review, variances to planning code restrictions, and discretionary review. In general, the Planning
Department estimates that projects that are currently under construction can take up to two years to be ready
for occupancy, entitled projects can take between two and seven years, while projects under review can take as
many as ten years, if they are indeed approved. The pipeline for new housing development in the Western SoMa
as of the end of 2015 is 1,313 units, of which 890 are under review. Roughly 423 units are entitled, of which 98%
are currently under construction, as shown on Table 3.2.1.The pipeline for the Western SoMa accounts for four
percent of the total number of projects in the City, though only two percent of the number of units, which
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suggests that new projects are of a smaller scale than housing developments in the pipeline for San Francisco as
a whole.
Map 5 shows the location of these proposed housing projects by development status. List BL-4 in Appendix E
provides a detailed list of these housing pipeline projects.

Construction
Planning Entitled
Planning Approved
Building Permit Filed
Building Permit Approved/ Issued/ Reinstated

Under Review
Planning Filed
Building Permit Filed

Total

416
7
4
1
2
890
734
156
1,313

3
9
4
1
4
36
20
16
48

8,691
26,063
23, 101
513
2,449
27,760
17,852
9,908
62,514

232
350
80
31
239
712
198
514
1,294

Map 5 Housing Development Pipeline by Development Status, Western SoMa, Q4 2015
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San Francisco and the Western SoMa Plan Area have a number of policies in place to facilitate the development
of affordable housing. This section describes some of these policies and shows the extent to which affordable
housing was built in the Plan Area over the pasts five years.

The City of San Francisco has a number of programs to provide housing opportunities to families whose incomes
prevent them from accessing market-rate housing. The San Francisco Housing Authority (SFHA) maintains
dozens of properties throughout the City aimed at extremely low (30% of AMI), very low (50% of AMI) and low
(80% of AMI) income households. Households living in SFHA-managed properties pay no more than 30% of their
income on rent, and the average household earns roughly $15,000.Four of these properties are located within
the Eastern Neighborhoods boundaries: two in the Mission and two in Potrero Hill.
The City has also launched a partnership between the SFHA, the Mayor's Office of Housing and Community
Development (MOHCD), community organizations, real estate developers, and philanthropies to redevelop
some of the more dilapidated public housing sites into vibrant mixed-income communities with a central goal of
keeping existing residents in their neighborhoods. One of the Hope SF projects, Potrero Terrace/Annex is located
in the Eastern Neighborhoods {Showplace Square/Potrero Hill). MOH CD also maintains a number of funding
programs to provide capital financing for affordable housing developments targeting households earning
between 30 and 60% of AMI, low-income seniors, and other special needs groups. In most cases, MOHCD
funding is leveraged to access outside sources of funding, such as Federal Low Income Housing Tax Credits,
allocated by the State.
One of the most powerful tools to promote affordable housing development in San Francisco is the inclusionary
housing program specified in Section 415 of the Planning Code. This program requires that developments of 10
or more units of market rate housing must include restrict 12% of the units to families earning below 55% of
AMI (for rental units) or 90% of AMI (for ownership units). Developers can opt to build the units "off-site" (in a
different building), within a 1-mile radius from the original development, as long as units are sold to households
earning less than 70% of AMI. In this case, the requirement is increased to 20% of the total number of units in
the two projects. The income and rent limits for housing units managed by the Mayor's Office of Housing are
included in
Q 11.

B .

The Mayor, Board of Supervisors, Planning Department, and Mayor's Office of Housing have recently passed or
introduced legislation to further expand the supply of affordable housing throughout the City. The City currently
has legislation to encourage the development of accessory dwelling units {ADUs) within existing residential
buildings in Supervisor Districts 3 and 8. These ordinances remove obstacles to the development of ADUs,
including density limits and parking requirements, in order to incentivize a housing type that has been identified
as a valuable option for middle-class households that do not require a lot of space. 6 A proposal to expand a
similar policy to the rest of the City is currently under discussion.
Another policy that has the potential to add thousands of units of affordable housing to the city's stock is the
Affordable Housing Bonus Program, which is currently under review by the City. The program would allow
developers in certain areas to build an additional two stories above what is allowed by their height limit district,

6

Wegmann, Jake, and Karen Chapple. "Hidden density in single-family neighborhoods: backyard cottages as an
equitable smart growth strategy." Journal of Urbanism: International Research on Placemaking and Urban
Sustainability 7.3 {2014): 307-329.
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in exchange for providing additional affordable housing, with a special focus on middle-income families that
currently cannot access housing through the market. By-and-large, the Bonus Program does not apply to parcels
in the Eastern Neighborhoods.
In addition to the Citywide programs described above, the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans also placed a high
priority on the production and protection of affordable housing, and created policies to expand access to
housing opportunities to low and moderate-income families. Project sponsors in the certain parts of the Eastern
Neighborhoods Plan Areas may also apply for the alternative of dedicating land for affordable housing. However,
this does not apply to the Western SoMa Plan Area. Most units sold under the lnclusionary Program sell for 90%
of Area Median Income (AMI) and most rental units rent for 55% of AMI. Developers also have the option of
paying a fee in lieu of developing the units themselves, which the City can use to finance the development of
100% affordable projects. Funds collected through these "in-lieu fees" are managed by the Mayor's Office of
Housing and Community Development and can be spent anywhere in the City. The Plans also require bedroom
mixes in its mixed use districts to encourage 2- and 3-bedroom units that are suitable to families, including the
units sold or leased at below-market rates. Lastly, in order to reduce the costs and incentivize housing
production, the Plans removed density controls and parking requirements in many of its zoning districts,
particularly those well-served by public transit and pedestrian and bike infrastructure.

As discussed in this report's introduction, expanding access to affordable housing opportunities was a high
priority for the communities in the Eastern Neighborhoods during the planning process, and it has only gained
more urgency in recent years. Western SoMa, along with the other Eastern Neighborhood Plan Areas has been a
symbol of the pressures of exploding housing costs on neighborhood stability and character.
As Table 3.4.1 shows, only eight affordable units were built during the 2011-15 five-year monitoring period. Two
of these units are considered to be only "naturally affordable." Typically, these are smaller units and are
sometimes referred to as "granny units" and are affordable to households with moderate incomes (80-120%
AMI), however, these units are not income-restricted. The eight units built between 2011 and 2015 make up
eight percent of the 76 net new units built in Western SoMa (shown in Table 3.1.1), lower than the inclusionary
housing minimum of 12%. The percentage is lower than the minimum because one project (shown on Table
3.4.3) chose to pay a fee to the City equivalent to 20% of the total number of units rather than building the units
on-site. This fee raised $917,881 for the City's housing development program managed by MOH CD. New
affordable units are estimated to cost roughly $550,000 in construction costs (not including land), towards which
MOHCD contributes about $250,000, requiring the developer to raise the rest from Federal, State, and other
sources. Therefore, it is estimated that the "in-lieu fees" collected in Western SoMa in this period, if successfully
leveraged into additional external funding and used to build projects on publicly controlled land, could yield an
additional three to four units. 7 Moreover, projects with fewer than 10 units are exempt from the inclusionary
housing requirement, which may skew the percentage below the minimum. Out of the 24 affordable units, 20
were paid for by public subsidies and were made affordable to moderate households (80-120% AMI) located at
121 9th Street and 4 inclusionary units were made affordable to moderate households as a part of the 26
dwelling units constructed at 870 Harrison Street, as shown on Appendix E, Table BL-5.
The inclusionary housing production in Western SoMa accounts for about one percent of the citywide
production (853 units, as shown in Table 3.4.2 between 2011 and 2015). Because no publicly subsidized

7

The development costs of affordable housing units are rough estimates based on recent projects that have received
assistance from MOHCD.
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developments were completed in this period, Western SoMa only built 0.22% of the city's affordable units
(2, 735} during the period.
Table 3.4.1 Affordable Housing Production, Western SoMa, 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

1

2
1

1

1

2

4
8

2

4
6

TOTAL
* Secondary Units are not income restricted

Table 3.4.2 Affordable Housing Production, San Francisco, 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
TOTAL

141
377
464
449
213
1,644

4
98
216
249
286
853

60"
38 ..
30 "
57
53 "

205
513
710
755
552

I'

2,735

238

*Secondary Units are not income restricted
Table 3.4.3 Housing Developments Opting for Affordable Housing "In-lieu" Fee, Western SoMa, 2011-2015
-
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2014

$917.881
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Map 6 New Affordable Housing, Western SoMa, 2011-2015
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A key component in promoting neighborhood affordability and stability is to preserve the existing stock of
housing. New housing development in San Francisco is costly and preserving homes can prevent displacement of
existing residents and workers in Western SoMa. The Western SoMa Plan supports the preservation of the
area's existing housing stock and prohibits residential demolition unless this project ensures sufficient
replacement of housing units. Restrictions on demolitions also help to preserve affordable, rent-controlled
housing and historic resources.
A neighborhood's housing stock can also change without physical changes to the building structure. Conversions
of rental housing to condominiums can turn housing that is rent controlled and potentially accessible to
moderate income households to housing that can be occupied by a narrower set of residents, namely, those
with access to down payment funds and enough earning power to purchase a home. Lastly, rental units can be
"lost" to evictions of various types, from owners moving in to units formerly occupied by tenants to the use of
the Ellis Act provisions in which landlords can claim to be going out of the rental business in order to force
residents to vacate their homes.
One important priority of the Plan's housing stock preservation efforts is to maintain the existing stock of single
room occupancy (SRO) hotels, which typically serve as a relatively affordable option for low income households.
Qj,
Jiij includes a list of SRO properties and number of residential units. There are four SRO hotels in
Western SoMa, which provide a total of 107 units.

IQ

The following subsections document the trends in these various types of changes to the housing stock in the
Western SoMa Plan Area and San Francisco between 2011 and 2015 and comparing the most recent five years
with the preceding 5-year period.
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In this most recent reporting period, 14 units were lost in the Western SoMa (Table 3.5.1) or about 1% of units
lost citywide. All of the units lost in Western SoMa we lost due to an alteration and none due to demolitions.
Thirteen were lost to units merging into larger units and one was a correction to official records. Table 3.5.2
shows San Francisco figures for comparison. Illegal units removed also result in loss of housing; corrections to
official records, on the other hand, are adjustments to the housing count.

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
TOTAL

13

14

14

13

14

14

Table 3.5.2 Units Lost, San Francisco, 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
TOTAL

39
2
70
24
100
235

22

23
38
20
12
115

1
1
2
1
1
6

3 ,
1 •

.

3 •
7 •

65
27
110
45
116
363

84

127
427
95
25
758

149
154
537
140
141
1,121

Condo conversions increase San Francisco's homeownership rate, estimated to be at about 37% in 2014.
However, condo conversions also mean a reduction in the city's rental stock. Compared to the rest of the city's
share of renters (67%), the Western SoMa area has a comparable share of renters. In 2014, an estimated 74% of
households in the Western SoMa were renters. Almost 7% of San Francisco's rental units are in Western SoMa
8
as of 2014, about the same figure as in 2010.
Table 3.5.3 shows that in the last five years, 28 units in eight buildings in the Western SoMa were converted to
condominiums. In all, approximately 1% of all rental units in the Western SoMa were converted to
condominiums between 2011 and 2015. This represents one percent of all condo conversions citywide.

8

The following 2010 census tracts were used to approximate the Western SoMa Plan Area boundaries: 178.02 and 180.00.
According to the 2006-2010 American Community Survey, there are roughly 2,550 renter-occupied units in the Western
So Ma.
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Table 3.5.3 Condo Conversion, Western SoMa, 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

5

17

1
2

Totals

8

9

200
201
147
239
149

472
488
369
727
500

0%
2%
0%
0%
1%

0%
3%
0%
0%
2%

28

936

2,556

1%

1%

2

Evictions by owners that choose to move in to their occupied rental units or use the Ellis Act provisions to
withdraw their units from the rental market also cause changes to the housing stock. These evictions effectively
remove units from the rental housing stock and are, in most cases, precursors to condo conversions.
Table 3.5.4 shows that owner move-ins led to evictions in four units. Similarly, Ellis Act withdrawals led to 12
evictions during the most recent reporting period. Owner move-in evictions in Western SoMa accounted for
0.3% of the citywide total while the Plan Area accounted for about two percent of Ellis Act evictions in San
Francisco between 2011 and 2015. During these five years, an estimated 2.3% of rental units in Western SoMa
experienced owner move-in and Ellis Act evictions. Other types of evictions, also tabulated in Table 3.5.4,
include evictions due to breach of rental contracts or non-payment of rent; this could also include evictions to
perform capital improvements or substantial rehabilitation.
Table 3.5.4 Evictions, Western South of Market, 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
Totals

0
1
0
2
1

0
0

16
5
20
26
23

9

3
0
4

12

123
172
275
315
425
90

1,310

54
99
229

101
142
625

1102
1343
1368
1550
1518
6,881

0%
1%
0%
1%
0%

0%
0%
4%
3%
0%

1%
0%
1%
2%
2%

0.3%

2%

1%

Prompted by the Downtown Plan in 1985, the City determined that large office development, by increasing
employment, attracts new residents and therefore increases demand for housing. In response, the Office
Affordable Housing Production Program (OAHPP} was established in 1985 to require large office developments
to contribute to a fund to increase the amount of affordable housing. In 2001, the OAHPP was re-named the
Jobs-Housing Linkage Program (JHLP} and revised to require all commercial projects with a net addition of
25,000 gross square feet or more to contribute to the fund. Between fiscal year 2011/12 and 2015/16,
commercial developments in the Western SoMa Plan Area generated roughly $1.3 million to be used for
affordable housing development by the city, as shown in Table 3.6.1. Based on the MOH CD estimate of
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$550,000 (not including the cost of land) required to build one affordable housing unit, the fees collected in the
2014-2015 fiscal year could potentially create about two to three affordable units.
Table 3.6.1 Jobs Housing Linkage Fees Collected, Western SoMa, FY 2011/12-2015/16

2011-12
2012-13
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
Total

$
$
$
$
$
$

1,343,710
1,343,710

*Department of Building Inspection as of 6/1/16

The Western SoMa Plan Area is characterized by a multitude of mobility options and its resident's access to
employment and other destinations through a variety of transport modes. Since the construction of the Central
Freeway in the 1950s, the transportation system has been heavily oriented toward auto-related facilities and
activities, however, the Western SoMa Plan has policies to move away from that trend and is doing so. A little
over a third of commuters in Western SoMa travel to work by car, similar to the rest of San Francisco (36% to
44%, respectively}. As Table 4.1.1 shows, another widely used commute mode in Western SoMa is public transit,
which is used by another 36% of residents (compared to 33% citywide), and other alternative commute modes
also play an important role, including biking at seven percent walking at 11%, and working at home at 10%. In
order to maintain this characteristic and move towards lower dependency on private automobiles, the Western
SoMa Area Plan's objectives related to transportation all favor continued investments to tie land use intensities
and local travel patterns together. While Western SoMa has streets connecting the city to major on and off
ramps to the Central Freeway, hosting regional traffic, most of the residents and workforce takes public transit
or walks to and from where they need to go.
Table 4.1.1 Commute Mode Split, Western South of Market and San Francisco, 2011-2015

Car
Drove Alone
Carpooled
Transit
Bike
Walk
Other
Worked at Home
Total

999
669
310
1,004
189
303
9
269

2,793

r

36%
25%
11%
36%
7%
11%
0%
10%

199,470
165,151
34,319
150,222
17,356
46,810
10,579
32,233

44%
36%
6%
33%
4%
10%
2%
7%

1%
0%
1%
1%
1%
1%
0%
1%

100%

456,670

100%

1%
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The Eastern Neighborhoods Transportation Implementation Planning Study (EN TRIPS) Report assessed the
overall transportation needs for the Eastern Neighborhoods and proposed a set of discreet projects that could
best address these needs in the most efficient and cost beneficial manner. EN Trips identified three major
projects for prioritization:
(1) Complete streets treatment for a Howard Street I Folsom Street couplet running between Snd and 11th
Street
(2) Complete streets and transit prioritization improvements for a 7th Street and 8th Street couplet running
between Market and Harrison Street in East Soma
(3) Complete streets and transit prioritization improvements for 16th Street (22-Fillmore) running between
Church Street and 7th Street.
Other broader improvements were also discussed including street grid and connectivity improvements through
the northeast Mission and Showplace Square, bicycle route improvements throughout particularly along 17th
Street, and mid-block signalizations and crossings in South of Market.

Western SoMa is faced with difficult challenges that require the need address the travel needs of its residents
and businesses, while maintaining and improving the area as a desirable place to live. With the Central Freeway
cutting through the area and the heavy auto-oriented traffic behavior in the surrounding streets, the Western
SoMa Plan calls for the preservation and improvements to the existing alleys that provide an escape from the
long and wide street network, and neighborhood-serving streets. The alleys serve as a safer and more direct
route to destinations and improve area walkability and bike-ability. The Plan proposes improvements in the
vicinity of and along Folsom Street. The Plan calls for low cost, demand management measures that reduce
automobile independence and promotes transit, bicycling and walking. In general, the Plan calls for improved
connectivity and safety for pedestrians and bicyclists; and seamless pass through of automobiles and goods
through the area to and from the freeway.
In March 2012, the Western SoMa Neighborhood Transportation Plan was completed and adopted. In support
ofthe implementation of the Western SoMa Community Plan, the San Francisco County Transportation
Authority (SFCTA) conducted a Western SoMa Neighborhood Transportation Plan (NTP) process. The NTP sought
to move selected improvement ideas from the Community Plan to implementation-ready status by providing
cost estimates, conceptual designs, and other relevant project development work. Using a technical assessment
and input from the community, the Study developed conceptual designs for improvements to three of Western
SoMa's alleys for traffic calming and streetscape improvements, including mid-block crossings of the numbered
streets, including Minna and Natoma between 7th and 9th Streets, and Ringold between 8th and 9th Streets
(shown below).
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West SoMa Neighborhood Transportation Plan
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In January 2011, San Francisco's Better Streets Plan, adopted by the Board of Supervisors in December 2010,
went into effect. The plan contains design guidelines for pedestrian and streetscape improvements and
describes streetscape requirements for new development. Major themes and ideas include distinctive, unified
streetscape design, space for public life, enhanced pedestrian safety, universal design and accessibility, and
creative use of parking lanes. The Better Streets Plan only describes a vision for ideal streets and seeks to
balance the needs of all street users and street types. Detailed implementation strategies will be developed in
the future.
In 2014, San Francisco adopted Vision Zero, a commitment to eliminating traffic-related fatalities by 2024. The
City has identified capital project to improve street safety, which will build on existing pedestrian, bicycle, and
transit-rider safety programs. The first round will include 245 projects, including several in the Western SoMa
area, shown on Table 4.2.1. One major project is the Folsom Street/Howard Street Streetscape Project. The goal
is to provide a more pedestrian-friendly and multimodal street. Bicycle and pedestrian safety improvements
such as cycle tracks, or other bicycle facility, widened sidewalks, additional crossings, bus and corner bulbouts
and new streetscape landscaping will be constructed along the two streets between 2nd and 13th Streets. This
project is also a "Priority Project" for Eastern Neighborhood implementation
Table 4.2.1. Vision Zero
Bicycle and pedestrian Intersection spot
improvements (11th St.113th St/Bryant St.)
8th/Natoma New Signal
Howard Streetscape Project
Bessie Carmichael Elementary School
Howard Street Pilot
7th Street Streetscape
Bth Street Streetscape

Winter 2014/15

Fall 2015

DESIGN

$

150,000

Spring2014
Summer2014
Winter 2014115
Winter 2014/15
TBO
TBD

Fall 2015
Spring 2019
Fall 2017
Winter 2015/16
TBD
TSO

CONST
DESIGN
DESIGN
DESIGN
CONST
CONST

$
$
$
$
$

365,000
2,135,000
792,000
300,000
1,411,000
1,436,000
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un
The Eastern Neighborhoods Plan included Public Benefits a framework for delivering infrastructure and other
public benefits. The public benefits framework was described in the Eastern Neighborhoods "Implementation
Document", which was provided to the public, the Planning Commission, and the Board of Supervisors at the
time of the original Eastern Neighborhoods approvals. This Implementation Document described infrastructure
and other public benefits needed to keep up with development, established key funding mechanisms for the
infrastructure, and provided a broader strategy for funding and maintaining newly needed infrastructure. Below
is a description of how the public benefit policies were originally derived and expected to be updated.

To determine how much additional infrastructure and services would be required to serve new development,
the Planning Department conducted a needs assessment that looked at recreation and open space facilities and
maintenance, schools, community facilities including child care, neighborhood serving businesses, and
affordable housing.
A significant part of the Eastern Neighborhoods Plans was the establishment of the Eastern Neighborhoods
Community Impact Fee and Fund. Nexus Studies were conducted as part of the original Eastern Neighborhoods
effort, and then again as part of a Citywide Nexus and Levels-of-Service study described below. Both studies
translated need created by development into an infrastructure cost per square foot of new development. This
cost per square foot determines the maximum development impact fee that can be legally charged. After
establishing the absolute maximum fee that can be charged legally, the City then tests what maximum fee can
be charged without making development infeasible. In most instances, fees are ultimately established at lower
than the legally justified amount determined by the nexus. Because fees are usually set lower than what could
be legally justified, it is understood that impact fees cannot address all needs created by new development.
Need for transportation was studied separately under EN Trips and then later under the Transportation
Sustainability Program. Each infrastructure or service need was analyzed by studying the General Plan,
departmental databases, and facility plans, and with consultation of City agencies charged with providing the
infrastructure or need.
As part of a required periodic update, in 2015, the Planning Department published a Citywide Needs Assessment
that created levels-of-service metrics for new parks and open space, rehabilitated parks and open space, child
care, bicycle facilities, and pedestrian facilities ("San Francisco Infrastructure Level of Service Analysis").
Separate from the Citywide Nexus published in 2015, MTA and the Planning Department also produced a Needs
Assessment and Nexus Study to analyze the need for additional transit services, along with complete streets.
This effort was to provide justification for instituting a new Transportation Sustainability Fee (TSF) to replace the
existing Transit Development Impact Fee (TDIF). In the analysis, the derived need for transit from new
development is described providing the same amount transit service (measured by transit service hours) relative
to amount of demand (measured by number of auto plus transit trips).
Between the original Needs Assessment, and the Level-of-Service Analysis, and the TSF Study the City has
established the below metrics that establishes what is needed to maintain acceptable infrastructure and
services in the Eastern Neighborhoods and throughout the City:
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Need
Factor

Improvement

Community Facility
Police (Equipment)
Public Health Centers
Recreation and Open Space
Multi-Use Fields
Tennis Courts

Outdoor basket ball court
Walkway and bi kewayt"iils
Op~n Spa~e - n~~ ~~~k~ ~itx~ide _
~pen

Space_- r~~~bi_IJt_~~i~~

No of
People

Need-Unit

________Q,!l_sq_ll'3_d_§~- __ __ _ ____
0.06 centers
0.04 centers
2.2S fields
2 courts
2 courts
_
_ ___ __
_ 0,17_milesof Blue Greenway
SS acres
Sll acres

Need
Factor
per
person

Reference

_ __ _!,_(l_(lQ___O.OOQ!!_2_rjgil1~1-E(IJ(IJe~s_A_ss_e_55111~n_t
_ ___1,000 , 0.00006 Original _EN_ Ne_e_d_s_1\5sessm_ent
____ 1,000 0.00004 Origi_nal EN Nexus Study
_10,_000 _ 0.00023 Ori_ginal EN Nexus Study_
10,000
0.0002 _()riginal EN_NexusStudy
_ _10,000
0.0002 _OrigirialEN Nex_us Study
_ OriginalE_N_Ne_xus_St_u_dy_
____1_4_7,_2QJ,_ 0.00037 Citywide Nexus Study (2015) _
_ 147,201 0.00347 _CitywideNexus_Study (201S)

Childcare

393.12 spaces
1,s51.oo spaces

Childcare -forToddlers Attributable to
Residential Growth
-- ---- --

Residential

Complete Streets I Transportation

Transp~~atio~ - ~~~~ -~-~-!:l~~_r:~~-~J_Cl_rl__~!_1_1J?~O'(~m-~_~t~_
-__ J'._~-1'.~P<?rt~~~-o_r:! ~. ~~~-~-~-!?._!~~ .~~!~! ~~. ~P~~~.~
Transportation - ~!~e - ~ike Sharing

51,866 __ 0.00758 Citywide Nexus Study (2Q15) _
5_1,8§6 _ 0.0299 Citywide NexusS~1Jdy(2_015)

--88 sf of sidewalk

_________1____________ 88 Citywide Nexus Study (2015)

_________'.l3rnil~s_------~-----

1,211~_7____o.oooo~___c:itywide N_!>_><_ljs_5_tu_dy_(2_QJ,S)_

--- --- -

Tra~sporta~i_on - _Side~alks

"!"-~-n~e-~r:!~~.~9_r:_-~~J-~.:--~!:.~.'!1-~~~!l<~~.~!~~~~ ___ _

_

______

----- -

-- --

-------- ------·-·

13 intersections _ ___ _ _ _____l,2_11,2_17 ____ o, 00001, __Ci_tyv;i_de N_exusStudy (2015)
1,211,217 _o.o~ __ Cityv;icJ_e__(IJ~xus Study (2015)
667. bike share stations
1,211,,2_1_7 _ocoooss C_ityv;ide NexusStudy_(201_5)

~3~, 00 ~ac_e~

A new public plaza in Western SoMa to be called Eagle Plaza is proposed to be constructed within the 12th
Street right-of-way between Bernice Street and Harrison Street. As an in-kind improvement for the
development project at 1532 Harrison Street, a proposed mixed-use building, this plaza will be constructed
within the same time frame as the project. The plaza will feature a single-surface shared public way treatment
for the sidewalk and roadway portions of the right-of-way with a single lane of travel reconfigured for in a
curvilinear pattern to slow traffic and define to distinct zones for the plaza. The open space will feature custom
made planters, seating, and a green knoll, among other features. The construction is expected to begin in 2016
with completion expected in 2018.

As a significant amount of new housing development is expected in Western SoMa, new residents will increase
the need to add new community facilities and to maintain and expand existing ones. Community facilities can
include any type of service needed to meet the day-to-day needs of residents. These facilities include libraries,
parks and open space, schools and child care. Community based organizations also provide many services to
area residents including health, human services, and cultural centers. Section 6, below, discusses the process of
implementation of the community benefits program, including the collection and management of the impact
fees program.
Map 7 shows existing community facilities in Western SoMa. Community based organizations currently provide
a wide range of services at over 50 sites throughout Western SoMa, ranging from [examples].
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Map 7 Community Facilities in Western SoMa
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Neighborhood serving businesses represent a diversity of activities beyond typical land use categories such as
retail. This section defines neighborhood serving as those activities of an everyday nature associated with a high
11
purchase" frequency (see Appendix G for a list of business categories used). Grocery stores, auto shops and
gasoline stations, banks and schools that frequently host other activities, among many other uses, can be
considered 11 neighborhood serving." By this definition, the Western SoMa is home to about 175 neighborhood
serving businesses and establishments employing almost 3,000 people.
As shown in Table 5.4.1, the top 10 neighborhood serving establishments in the Western SoMa include eating
places (full- and limited-service restaurants), bars, schools, grocery stores, gasoline stations, automotive repair
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shops, gyms and family clothing stores. These businesses are typically along Folsom, Harrison and Bryant Streets
as shown on Map 8.
Table 5.4.1 Neighborhood Serving Establishments, Western SoMa
f'.

'Full-Service Restaurants
Limited-Service Restaurants Drinking Places (Alcoholic Beverages)
Elementary and Secondary Schools
Gasoline Stations with Convenience Stores
Supermarkets and Other Groceri (except Convenience) Stores
Snack and Nonalcoholic B9Verage Bars General Automotive Repair
Family Clothing Stores
Fitness and Recreational Sports Centers
Child Day Care Services
Sporting Goods Stores
Bectronics Stores
Beer, Wine, and Liquor Stores
Other Clothing Stores
FforistS
Civic and Social Organizations
Cosmetics, Beauty Supplies, and Perfume Stores
Other Personal and Household Goods Repair and Maintenance
Used Merchandise Stores
Food (Health) Supplement Stores
Nail Salons - Shoe Stores
Automotive Transmission Repair
Automotive Exhaust System Repair
Beauty Salons
-- ------ -----

32
19
19

633
469
309

1

224

4
4

168
165
149
126
108

9

22
4
4
3
6

7
3

2
5
3

1

8

4

1
1
3
1
1
1

2
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27

2
2

2

Car

74
65
62
50
31
26
16
13
10

1

WasheS
Pet Care (except Veterinary) Services
Commercial Banking
Sewing, Needlewoi-k, and Piece Goods StOres
Retail Bakeries -Convenience Stores
Other Automotive Mechanical and Electrical Repair and Maintenance
Discount Department Stores
Coin-Operated Laundries and Drycleaners
Drycleaning and Laundri Services (except Coin-Operated)
TOTAL
-

104
84

9
8
6
6
5

5
3
3
2

1
1
1
1
1

2
2

175

2,975

1
1

1
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Map 8 Neighborhood Serving Businesses in Western SoMa
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6

PROGRAMMING

Along with establishing fees, and providing a programmatic framework of projects, the EN approvals included
amendments to the City's Administrative Code establishing a process to choose infrastructure projects for
implementation on an ongoing basis.

The Eastern Neighborhoods Citizens Advisory Committee (EN CAC) is the central community advisory body
charged with providing input to City agencies and decision makers with regard to all activities related to
implementation of the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans. It was established for the purposes of providing input
on the prioritization of Public Benefits, updating the Public Benefits program, relaying information to community
members in each of the four neighborhoods regarding the status of development proposals in the Eastern
Neighborhoods, and providing input to plan area monitoring efforts as appropriate. The EN CAC is composed of
15 voting members - nine appointed by the Board of Supervisors, and six appointed by the Mayor. In addition,
there are four non-voting members representing Western SoMa, two appointed by the Board of Supervisors,
and two by the Mayor. These non-voting members with attain voting status upon the adoption and integration
of the Western SoMa Impact Fees into the Eastern Neighborhoods Public Benefits Fund. The CAC also plays a
key role in reviewing and advising on the Five-Year Monitoring Reports.
The EN CAC has held monthly public meetings since October, 2009, before the adoption of the Western SoMa
Community Plan. For more information on the EN CAC, go to :..:..::.:;x::.:;;.t..:;:..;:.:.==:.!..i:::..!=.:.:.:.::..:=:.!...O·

The Eastern Neighborhoods Community Facilities and Infrastructure Fee includes three tiers of fees that are
based on the amount of additional development enabled by the 2009 Eastern Neighborhoods rezoning, later
including the Western SoMa rezoning. In general, Tier 1 fees are charged in areas where new zoning provided
less than 10 feet of additional height. Tier 2 fees are for those areas that included between 10 and 20 feet of
additional height, and Tier 3 fees are for areas that included for 20 feet or more of additional height. Fees are
adjusted every year based on inflation of construction costs.
Below is a chart of the original fees (2009) and the fees as they exist today.
Table 6.2.1 Eastern Neighborhoods Infrastructure Impact Fees per Square Foot, 2009 and 2016

Residential
Tier 1
Tier2
Tier3

$8.00
$12.00
$16.00

NonResidential
$6.00
$10.00
$14.00

Residential
$10.19
$15.29
$20.39

NonResidential
$7.65
$12.74
$17.84

The fees established above are proportionally divided into five funding categories as determined by the needs
assessment, nexus studies, and feasibilities studies, including housing, transportation/transit, complete streets,
recreation and open space, and child care. The first $10,000,000 collected are targeted to affordable housing
preservation and rehabilitation. To date, the City has collected nearly $48.4 million in impact fees, as shown on
Table 6.2.2.
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Table 6.2.2 Eastern Neighborhoods Infrastructure Impact Fees Collected to Date

HOUSING
TRANSPORTATION/TRANSIT
COMPLETE STREETS
RECREATION AND OPEN SPACE
CHILDCARE
Total

$4,742,000
$16,936,000
$6,733,000
$17,518,000
$2,416,000
$48,345,000

Note: Amount collected includes in-kind improvements.
Over the 2016-2020 period, the City is projected to collect a little over $145 million from the Eastern
Neighborhoods impact fee program, as shown on Table 6.2.3.

HOUSING
TRANSPORTATION/TRANSIT
COMPLETE STREETS
RECREATION AND OPEN SPACE
CHILDCARE
Total

$26,411,000
$30,302,000
$38,542,000
$43,912,000
$5,931,000
$145,098,000

As shown in Table 6.2.4, approximately $6.94 million were collected from 15 projects in the Western SoMa Plan
Area between 2011 and 2015. Overall, roughly $48.4 million has been collected in all of the Eastern
Neighborhoods.
Table 6.2.4 Eastern Neighborhoods Infrastructure Impact Fees Collected, 2011-2015

Western SoMa
East SoMa
Mission
Central Waterfront
Showplace/Potrero

TOTAL

11
39
43
19

$6,940,000
$14,635,000
$5.357.000
$10.034,000
$11,384.000
$48,350,000

26
138

The Infrastructure Plan Implementation Committee was established in Administrative Code section XX; the IPIC's
purpose is to bring together City agencies to collectively implement the community improvement plans for
specific areas of the City including the Eastern Neighborhood Plan Areas. The IPIC is instrumental in creating a
yearly expenditure plan for impact fee revenue and in creating a bi-annual "mini" Capital Plan for the Eastern
Neighborhoods. The annual Expenditure Plan is specific to projects that are funded by impact fees. The biannual Eastern Neighborhoods Capital Plan also includes infrastructure projects that are funded by other
sources, and projects where funding has not been identified.
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In 2009, the Planning Department entered into a Memorandum of Understanding with SF Public Works, SFMTA,
Rec and Park, and MOHCD to assure commitment to implementing the EN Plans. A key component of the
agreement was the establishment of a list of priority projects:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Folsom Street
16th Street
Townsend Street
Pedestrian Crossing at Manalo Draves Park
17th and Folsom Street Park
Showplace Square Open Space

The First Source Hiring Program was first adopted in 1998 and modified in 2006. The intent of First Source is to
connect low-income San Francisco residents with entry-level jobs that are generated by the City's investment in
contracts or public works; or by business activity that requires approval by the City's Planning Department or
permits by the Department of Building Inspection. CityBuild works in partnership with Planning Department and
DBI to coordinate execution of First Source Affidavits and MOUs.

CityBuild is a program of the Office of Economic and Workforce Development and is the First Source Hiring
Administrator. In accordance to Chapter 83: First Source Hiring Program, developers must submit a First Source
Affidavit to the Planning Department prior to planning approval. In order to receive construction permit from
DBI, developers must enter into a First Source Hiring MOU with CityBuild. Developers and contractors agree to
work in good faith to employ 50% of its entry-level new hiring opportunities through the CityBuild First Source
Hiring process.
Projects that qualify under First Source include:
•
any activity that requires discretionary action by the City Planning Commission related to a commercial
activity over 25,000 square feet including conditional use authorization;
• any building permit applications for a residential project over 10 units;
• City issued public construction contracts in excess of $350,000;
• City contracts for goods and services in excess of $50,000;
•
leases of City property;
• grants and loans issued by City departments in excess of $50,000.
Since 2011 CityBuild has managed 442 placements in 72 First Source private projects in the three zip codes
encompassing the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan Areas (94107, 94110, 94103), not including projects in Mission
Bay, approved under the former Redevelopment Agency. They have also placed 771 residents from the three-zip
code area in projects throughout the city.

In 2011, the City also implemented a first of its kind, the Local Hire Policy for Construction on publicly funded
construction projects. This policy sets forth a mandatory hiring requirement of local residents per trade for
construction work hours. This policy superseded the First Source Hiring Program on public construction
contracts. Since 2011, a cumulative 37% of the overall 6.2 million work hours have been worked by local
residents and 58% of 840,000 apprentice work hours performed by local residents.
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7
At the time of the Western SoMa Plan's adoption, consensus had not been reached on how to prepare the
neighborhood for the arrival of the Central Subway, a 1. 7 mile transit investment connecting the Caltrain station to
Chinatown. The Western SoMa Plan did not include rezoning of the industrial-protection Service Llght Industrial
(SLI) district in the area, and explicitly deferred land use change in the SLI to a subsequent, more focused, planning
process that takes into account a comprehensive study of the City's growth needs, as well as the transportation
opportunity represented by the Central Subway. The Central SOMA Plan continues many of the goals of the Western
SoMa Plan, and proposes changes to land use and development controls in that area of overlap.
The Central Subway is expected to move 76,000 daily riders through the corridor by 2030, with a peak hourly capacity
of almost 5,000 riders in each direction. Stations will include new underground facilities in Chinatown, at Union
Square/Market Street, and at Moscone Center/Folsom Street, with a new above-ground station at Brannan Street. In
addition to the subway, other transportation improvements are planned to address SoMa circulation needs including
the Downtown Rail Extension which will extend Caltrain underground through the study area to the Transbay Transit
Center, MUNI improvements such as transit-only lanes along Mission Street, and anticipated improvements to the
Bicycle Network such as new cycle lanes along 2nd and 5th Streets.
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1

Introduction: Central Waterfront Plan Monitoring Report

San Francisco's Eastern Bayfront neighborhoods have historically been the home of the city's industrial
economy and have accommodated diverse communities ranging from families who have lived in the area for
generations to more recent immigrants from Latin America and Asia. The combination of a vibrant and
innovative industrial economy with the rich cultural infusion of old and new residents is central to San
Francisco's character. Among many of the components that contributed to the economic and cultural
character of the eastern part of the San Francisco were the wide availability of lands suitable for industrial
activities (whether or not they were zoned for such) and the affordability of these neighborhoods' housing
stock, relative to other parts of the city. Industrial properties continue to be valuable assets to the city's
economy as they provide space for innovative local businesses; large, flexible floorplans for a wide range of
tenants; and living wage career opportunities to residents without advanced degrees.
Over the past few decades, and particularly during the series of "booms" in high technology industries since
in the 1990s, the Eastern Bayfront neighborhoods have experienced waves of pressure on its industrial lands
and affordable housing stock. Due to their proximity to downtown San Francisco and easy access (via US101, I-280, and Caltrain) to Silicon Valley, industrially-zoned properties in the Eastern Bayshore, particularly
in neighborhoods like South of Market (SoMa), Mission, Showplace Square, and Central Waterfront became
highly desirable to office users who were able to outbid traditional production, distribution, and repair (PDR)
businesses for those spaces. The predominant industrial zoning designations in these neighborhoods until the
late 2000s- GM, M-1, and M-2-allowed for a broad range of uses, which enabled owners to sell or lease
properties to non-PDR businesses as well as developing them into "live-work" lofts that served primarily as a
residential use.
Beginning in the late 1990s, the Gty, residents, community activists, and business owners recognized the need
for a comprehensive, community-based planning process to resolve these conflicts and stabilize these
neighborhoods into the future. The Eastern Neighborhoods community planning process was launched in
2001 to determine how much of San Francisco's remaining industriallands should be preserved and how
much could appropriately be transitioned to other uses.
The planning process also recognized the need to produce housing opportunities for residents across all
income levels. In 2008, four new area plans for the Mission, East SoMa, Showplace Square/Potrero Hill, and
Central Waterfront neighborhoods were adopted. Respecting the Western SoMa community's request for
more time to complete their planning process, the area plan for that neighborhood was undertaken in parallel
and completed in 2013. The resulting area plans contained holistic visions for affordable housing,
transportation, parks and open space, urban design, and community facilities.
The Eastern Neighborhoods Plans represent the Gty's and community's pursuit of two key policy goals:
1) Ensuring a stable future for PDR businesses in the city by preserving lands suitable to these activities and
minimizing conflicts with other land uses; and
2) Providing a significant amount of new housing affordable to low, moderate and middle income families
and individuals, along with "complete neighborhoods" that provide appropriate amenities for the existing and
new residents.
Map 1 shows the Central Wateifont Plan area as generally bounded by Mariposa Street on the north, San
Francisco Bay on the east, Islais Creek on the south, and Highway I-280 on the west.
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Map 1 Central Waterfront Plan Area
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The challenges that motivated the Eastern Neighborhoods community planning process were sharply evident
in the Central Waterfront when the plans were adopted and continue to be relevant today.
Specifically, the Central Wate!front Plan calls for the following:
•

maintaining Central Waterfront's established character as mixed use, working neighborhood with
strong ties to the city's industrial economy;

•

strategically increasing housing in the Central Waterfront;

•

establishing a land use pattern that supports and encourages transit use, walking, and biking;

•

connecting the neighborhood with its neighbors and the water's edge, and improving the public
realm so that it better supports new development and the residential and working population of the
neighborhood.
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1
The ordinances that enacted the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans (including Western SoMa), adopted by
the Board of Supervisors, include a requirement that the Planning Department produce five-year reports
monitoring residential and commercial developments in those neighborhoods, as well as impact fees
generated and public and private investments in community benefits and infrastructure. The first set of
monitoring reports for Mission, East SoMa, Showplace Square/Potrero Hill, and Central Waterfront were
published in 2011, covering the period from January 1, 2006 through December 31, 2010.
The Central Wateifi-ontA rea Plan Monitoring Report 2011-2015 is part of the set of Eastern Neighborhoods
monitoring reports covering the period from January 1, 2011 to December 31, 2015. Because Western SoMa
was adopted in 2013, no monitoring reports have been produced for that Area Plan. However, due to its
geographic proximity and overlapping policy goals with the other Eastern Neighborhoods, Planning
Department staff, in consultation with the CAC, has shifted the reporting timeline such that the Western
SoMa Area Plan Monitoring Report 2011-2015 will be the first five-year report and set the calendar so that
future monitoring reports are conducted alongside the other Eastern neighborhoods. Subsequent time series
monitoring reports for the Central Waterfront area and other Eastern Neighborhoods (including Western
SoMa) will be released in years ending in 1 and 6.
While the previous Monitoring Report covered only the small amount of development activities in the years
immediately preceding and following the adoption of the Central Wateifi-ont Plan in 2008, this report contains
information and analysis about a period of strong market development and activity in the Central Waterfront.
The time series report relies primarily on the Housing /mentory, the Cormnerce and Industry Imentory, and the
Pipeline Quarterly Report, all of which are published by the Planning Department. Additional data sources
include: the California Employment and Development Department (EDD), the U.S. Census Bureau's
American Community Survey, the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA), Co-Star Realty
information, Dun and Bradstreet business data, CBRE and NAI-BT Commercial real estate reports, and
information gathered from the Department of Building Inspection, the offices of the Treasurer and Tax
Collector, the Controller, and the Assessor-Recorder.

2

Commercial Activity and Job Creation

While the area is itself diverse, Central Waterfront has traditionally been characterized by industrial uses with
residential enclaves interspersed between Mariposa and 23rd Street or what is roughly known as the
Dogpatch neighborhood. Commercial land uses take up almost two thirds of the land area, with light
industrial or production, distribution and repair (PDR) uses being the largest single category. Schools and
cultural destinations comprise a marginal portion of the land use, as does retail and entertainment. (See
Appendix B, Table BT-1 for land use distribution tables for Central Waterfront and San Francisco).

The Central Waterfront Plan supports small and moderate size retail establishments in neighborhood
commercial areas, while allowing larger retail in the new Urban Mixed Use districts only when part of a
mixed-use development. The Plan also encourages life science development in the vicinity of Mission Bay
and, in the core PDR area generally south of 23rd Street, contains controls that protect PDR businesses by
prohibiting new residential development and limiting new office and retail.
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Table 2.1.1 below is an inventory of non-residential space in Central Waterfront as of 2015. Nearly 500/o of
commercial land use in the Central Waterfront is PDR and almost 300/o office. The table also shows the
importance of the Central Waterfront in the San Francisco's stock of industrial lands. Though the
neighborhood only accounts for 1O/o of the City's overall commercial building space, its share of citywide
PDR space is 30/o. However, a significant amount of PDR space in the Central Waterfront has been converted
to other uses in recent years, which will be discussed in the coming sections.

Table 2.1.1 Commercial Building Space, Central Waterfront and San Francisco, 2015

Cultural, Institution, Educational
Medical
Office
PDR l Light Industrial
Retail
Visitor .I Lodging

Total

114,370
35,498
656,628
1,045,713
425,343
5,219
2,282,771

5%
2%
29%
46%
19%
0%
100%

29,898,514
17,468,039
107,978,954
36,265,832
42,299,526
4,053,422
237,964,287

13%
7%
45%
15%
18%
2%
100%

0%
0%
1%
3%
1%

0%
1%

Table 2.1.2 shows commercial and other non-residential development activity in the Centred Wateifi-ont Plan
area between 2011and2015 while Table 2.1.3 shows corresponding figures for San Francisco. These tables
count newly developed projects (on vacant properties or redevelopment of existing properties) as well as
conversions from one use to another. Non-residential development in the Central Waterfront made up about
1O/o of citywide total commercial projects completed in the last five years. Between 2011 and 2015, 25,700
square feet of PDR land was converted to other uses, such as mixed-use residential The table also shows a
modest gain of retail space during the reporting period. Commercial projects recently completed in the
Central Waterfront are part of mixed-residential developments. One illustrative project is the development at
2235 Third Street, which redeveloped two vacant buildings into a mixed-use building with 196 residential
units (39 of them below market rate) and roughly 10,000 square feet of ground floor space for retail, storage
and day care.
Map 2 shows the location of the larger-scale non-residential developments. (See List BL-1 in Appendix B for
detailed information.)
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Table 2.1.2 Net Change in Commercial Space, Central Waterfront 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
Total

(25,700)
3,000
3,000

(25,700)

,.
,.

5339
-1000
10109
0
14,448

.
,..

5,339
(1,000)
(15,591)
3,000
{8,252)

Table 2.1.3 Net Change in Commercial Space, San Francisco 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
Total

10,477
(52,937)
66,417
446,803
(21,456)
449,304

0
0
0
1,815,700
20,000
1,835,700

40,019
24,373
335,914
603,997
460,508
1,464,811

(18,075)
(164,116)
(236,473)
(473,337)
(183,775)
{1,075,776)
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16,854
32,445
5,941
60,125
65,419
180,784

,.

49,275
,. (160,235)
101,943
(69,856)
,. 2,516,574
63,286
,. 340,696
0
2,848,253
(6,570)

0

0

.

Map 2 Completed Projects Causing Net Change in Commercial Space, Central Waterfront 2011-2015
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It is important to interpret the pipeline numbers as two separate subcategories, shown in Table 2.2.1 as
"Under Review" and "Entitled". Under review projects are those that have filed application with the Planning
and/ or Building Departments and have to clear several hurdles, including environmental (CEQA) review, and
may require conditional use permits or variances. Therefore, these projects should be considered more
speculative. On the other hand, Entitled projects are those that have received Planning Department approvals
and are considered much more certain, although many of them may take years to finally complete their
construction.
The commercial development pipeline in the Central Waterfront shows a continuation of the trends that have
taken place during the reporting period of2011-15 (Table 2.2.1). The Central Waterfront continues to be the
city's center for PDR as more pipeline projects with intent to continue the PDR use in the neighborhood
come through in recent years. Additionally, the area is also expecting some development of office and retail
space.
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One example of a project that is currently under review is the Pier 70 Waterfront Site, a 28-acre stretch of
industrial land.The developer (Forest City) has entered into an agreement with the Port to develop the former
shipbuilding and repair space into a mix of office, retail, residential, PDR and open space through a Master
Plan. Under the current proposed Pier 70 Waterfront development, more than 1,100,000 square feet will be
allocated to office use and 460,000 square feet for commercial use. Adjacent to Pier 70, the now nonoperational Potrero Power Plant, is a 21-acre site ripe for mixed development in the coming years. Although
both Pier 70 and the Potrero Power Plant will see major changes, which will ultimately affect the
neighborhood character, separate planning processes are in place to ensure a balanced mix of uses. Another
large-scale project under review will provide almost 14,000 square feet of enterprise workspace at 1228 25th
Street. If all of these projects come to fruition, the Central Waterfront will see roughly more than 240,000
square feet of PDR transition to other uses.
The projects in the pipeline that have not yet been entitled show no net gain of non-residential uses in the
Central Waterfront in the near future. If all of these developments are completed, the Planning Department
expects a net gain of about more than 165,000 square feet of PDR space and concomitant gain of roughly
2,000,000 square feet in office space and 10,000 square feet in retail space. Entitled projects that propose to
convert PDR to other uses are mostly smaller spaces that will be redeveloped as residential or mixed-use
residential buildings. Outside of the Pier 70 Waterfront Site, the largest single entitled project proposes to
construct almost 35,000 square foot PDR and retail at 1275 Minnesota Street.
Table 2.2.2 shows the commercial development pipeline for San Francisco for comparison. The
development pipeline in the Central Waterfront represents less than 1 percent of the citywide pipeline. Map 3
shows the locations of the larger proposed commercial developments in the plan area. (See List BL-2 in
Appendix B for detailed information.)

Table 2.2.1 Commercial and Other Non-Residential Development Pipeline, Central
Waterfront Q.:1- 2015

Under Construction
Planning Entitled
Planning Approved
Building Permit Filed
Building Permit
Approved/ Issued/
Reinstated
Under Review
Planning Filed
Building Permit Filed
Total

(72,386)
(67,384)

4,206

(33,042)
(32,000)

4,206

(76,927)
(73,032)

4,541
1,442

(41,032)
(32,000)

3,784

(2,342)

(2,342)

2,334,970

2,014,804

315,no

4,396

2,366,626
(31,656)

2,014,804

351,044
(35,274)

778
3,618

2,195,200

2,019,010

165,811

10,379
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Table 2.2.2 Commercial and Other Non-Residential Development Pipeline, San Francisco
Q:l 2015

Planning Entitled
Construction
Planning Approved
Building Permit Filed
Building Permit
Approved/ Issued/
Reinstated
Under Review
Planning Filed
Building Permit Fifed
Total

r

12,972,978
4,939,101
6,432,299
(63,752)

1,411,308
1,098,708
1,942
4,343

1,665,330
10,420,494
8,754,024
1,666,470
23,393,472

{38,206)j
(58,871)!
4,665 j

9,447,328
3,876,705
4,564,642
(34,830)

50,471
(290,327)
316,417
(33,939)

1,771,734
502,449
1,086,079
674

306,315

16,000

1,040,811

58,320

182,532

61,352

1,042,013
1,084,228
(42,215)
2,453,321

1,875
1,875

8,565,780
7,062,107
1,503,673
{36,331): 18,013,108

{710,730)
(665,345)
(45,385)
(660,259)

1,102,999
1,070,412
32,587
2,874,733

418,557
200,747
217,810
748,900
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330,343
(189,563}
458,554

Map 3 Commercial and Other Non-Residential Development Pipeline, Central Waterfront Q4 2015

0 Under Co11mzru,ctio11
flt Under Review

-63,076

9

7'1782

8

•

81,979

Note: Only includes projects that added or removed 5,000 net square feet.

As discussed above, the Central Waterfront (and the Eastern Neighborhoods more broadly), have
experienced significant economic growth that have made many areas highly attractive to residential
developments. This is especially true of the northern part of the Central Waterfront where the shift from
PDR to a more mixed-residential character. These types of uses are generally able to afford higher land costs
than industrial uses, and therefore can outbid PDR businesses for industrially-zoned land Prior to the
adoption of the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans, the primary industrial zoning designations - M-1, M-2,
and GM - permitted a broad range of uses, which led to the conversion of a significant amount of PDR
space to other activities. Since the adoption of the Central Waterfront Area Plan, PDR space has continued to
be converted to other uses in the neighborhood, as Tables 2.1.2 and 2.2.1 illustrate.
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Over the five year period between 2011 and 2015, there have been a few projects that converted PDR uses to
other uses. A PUD (planned unit development) at 1275 - 1301 Indiana Street which converted a 14,800
square feet warehouse in a M-2 zoning district into two buildings consisting of residential and retail use on
the ground floor. The project was permitted to construct 71 units, 9 of which are affordable. Another project,
2121 Third Street, demolished a fueling and storage building from the early 1900s to construct 106 units, 18
of which (or 170/o) are below market-rate, with ground floor active uses in Urban Mixed Use (UMU) zoning
district. The project was also required to seek a Large Project Authorization under the Eastern
Neighborhoods Controls. These projects have all been built in either the transitional UMU district or in
districts like NCT and P, which were never intended as PDR protection areas. Another project converted
about 2,400 square feet of PDR space to a brewery and full-service restaurant called Magnolia Brewing
Company on the ground floor of the American Industrial Complex (at 2505 Third Street).
Lastly, another project, not shown on the list below, was a special case. The project is located at 1011
Tennessee St, which was developed from two lots- a vacant lot and a building that burned down in 2007.
The parcels were formerly zoned M-2 and rezoned to UMU as part of the planning approval process. The
result of the rezoning allowed the project to construct 3 units.

Project
740 Illinois/ 2121 Third St

Zoning
UMU

1275 - 1301 Indiana St

PDR-1-G

2505 Third St

PDR-1-G

Net
PDR
-8,500

Net
Units
105

Affordable
Units
18

Percent
Affordable
170/o

5,000

71

9

130/o

2,400

NA

NA

NA

Net
Retail

Note: Only developments with ten or more uruts are subject to the mclus1onary housmg requrrements.

Protection Policies and Enforcement
Illegal conversions from Production, Distribution and Repair (PDR) uses have more recently become an issue
in the Eastern Neighborhood Plan areas that the City has sought to resolve. In 2015, the Planning
Department has received about 70 complaints of violation for illegal conversions from PDR to Office
use. Two of the cases in the Central Waterfront during this period were conversions from PDR to office on
parcels zoned UMU. Owners were issued notices of enforcement in 2015. Owners were issued notices of
violation and office tenants were compelled to vacate the properties, as shown in
shows the enforcement cases that were closed and that were actually found to be in violation of the code.
Illegal conversions from Production, Distribution and Repair (PDR) uses have more recently become an issue
in the Eastern Neighborhood Plan areas that the City has sought to resolve. In 2015, the Planning
Department has received about 44 alleged complaints of violation for illegal conversions from PDR to Office
use in the city (Table 2.3.2). Table 2.3.2 shows the number of cases closed and found to be in violation, the
cases closed and not found to be in violation, the cases under review and the cases still pending review. Fortytwo of these cases were found in the Eastern Neighborhoods. Out of the 42 total alleged complaints, nine of
the cases were not found to be in violation and six were found to be in violation. Two of the cases in the
Central Waterfront during this period were conversions from PDR to office on parcels zoned UMU. Owners
were issued notices of violation and office tenants were compelled to vacate the properties, as shown in
Appendix XX. An additional six cases in the Mission were found to not be in violation.
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Most of these complaints describe large warehouses converting into office uses. Generally, the complaints
filed with the Planning Department are regarding the conversion of PDR uses to office space, not permitted
within these zoning districts. However, some complaints that are filed are either not valid, meaning that the
tenant is either a PDR complying business or the space was legally converted to office space, prior to the
Eastern Neighborhoods rezoning. For these enforcement cases, there is no longer a path to legalization;
additionally, many of these office conversions are not recent, and they did not take advantage of the Eastern
Neighborhoods Legitimization Program. The program was an amnesty program that established a limitedtime opportunity whereby existing uses that have operated without the benefit of required permits may seek
those permits. However, this program expired 2013.
To resolve and better investigate these complaints, the Planning Department in collaboration with the
Department of Building Inspection (DBI) have committed to figure out how to work together to prevent
future illegal conversion. Over the course of 2015, Planning worked with DBI during project intakes to
better understand where Planning could potentially find out about the violations. Planning worked with
DBI's IT division to create a flag in the Permit Tracking System (PTS) to alert project intake coordinators of
potential illegal conversions. This is a pilot program that can be expanded at a later date to include other
Zoning Districts if necessary. Planning and DBI continue to work together to monitor this process and plan
to meet regularly to discuss additional steps to prevent future conversions.

In the case of complaints found not yet to be in violation yet, some complaints received are regarding real
estate advertisements for spaces that are currently vacant. These situations allowed for Planning to work
collaboratively with the Mayor's Office of Economic Workforce and Development (OEWD). When
complaints related to vacant spaces on the market in PDR zones are filed, Planning works with the property
owner to inform them about PDR complying uses and then refer them to OEWD. OEWD currently has a
list of PDR complying businesses that are looking to lease spaces within San Francisco. Additionally, a real
estate brokers training was conducted in 2015. This voluntary training's purpose was to help explain what
PDR is and what resources Planning has available for them to utilize prior to leasing a property. The training
also outlined the enforcement process, including potential need to file Letter of Determinations.

Table 2.3.2 Enforcement Cases for Illegal PDR Conversions, Central Waterfront, 2015

Closed - Violation
Closed - No Violation
Under Review
Pending Review
TOTAL

2

6
9
4
23

0

0
6
8

7
9
4
24

42
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The Central WateifTont Plan area added employment across most land use types tracked by the Planning
Department between 2011 and 2015, following a trend that has taken place in San Francisco and the Bay
Area. The uptick in employment reflects a rebound in the regional economy following the "Great Recession"
of the previous decade and robust growth in the "Knowledge Sector," which consists of financial services,
professional services, information technology, publishing, digital media, multimedia, life sciences (including
biotechnology), and environmental products and technologies. Altogether, employment in the Central
Waterfront grew by almost 1,000 jobs over the span of five years to almost 5,300 with a related increase from
350 to over 410 total establishments, according to the California Employment and Development Department
(EDD). The subsections below discuss the job growth in the Central Waterfront by land use category.

The Central Waterfront remained at roughly 18% for office jobs, as it is the third major employment sector.
According to EDD, the plan area did not see major fluctuations in office jobs in those 5 years. The job count
increased from 772 to 952. Additionally, the number of office establishments increased slightly from 106 to
122, indicating a shift towards "flex space" office format with the ability to accommodate a larger number of
employees. This is likely true of"Knowledge Sector" office spaces. The Central Waterfront Area Plan
supports the office component towards space above ground floor in buildings in the Central Waterfront's
UMU and PDR-1 districts, with office use restricted to supporting the PDR use above the ground floor.

Retail
The number of retail jobs in the Central Waterfront increased slightly by three percent between 2010 and
2015 to about 1,500 and more than 80 establishments. The retail sector represents about a little more than a
quarter of the plan area's non-residential use, but only accounts for about one percent of the city's retail jobs
and establishments. Many of these retail jobs are along the 22nd Street corridor in the Dogpatch
neighborhood and some new retail on Third Street. As a growing residential neighborhood, many of these
retail establishments serve food and drinks. A variety of specialty shops, from gourmet chocolates to artisanal
cheese, are found in the neighborhood. Furthermore, some retail jobs happen in the same space as businesses
take advantage of their factory location and include a retail component on the ground floor. Rickshaw
Bagworks, a local manufacturing and retail company, is one such example.

PDR continues to play a critical role in the City's economy, providing quality jobs to employees with a broad
range of educational backgrounds, supporting local businesses up- and downstream (for example, many of
the city's top restaurants source products from local PDR businesses), and infusing the region with innovative
products. Though the trends in loss of PDR space have been widely documented, the City and the Central
Waterfront both added PDR jobs since 2010. The Central Waterfront's role as an important location for
PDR has continued to build on the "makers" movement with local design and manufacturing businesses
leading the way.
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The Central Waterfront experienced about 7% increase in PDR employment (to more than 2,500 jobs)
between 2010 and 2015 and about 3.5% increase in number of firms (to more than 140). As with other
occupations, these increases likely reflect a recovery from the recession as well as the emergence of"maker"
businesses and production of customized and high-end consumer products. An often cited example in the
Dogpatch is the American Industrial Center- the A.LC. complex is home to over a couple hundred of smalland medium-sized businesses with manufacturing and retail hosted on-site. The Central Waterfront has
roughly three percent of the PDR jobs establishments within the City.

and Commercial

Trends

Over the past five years, the Central Waterfront has added a considerable number of jobs, almost 200/o
growth. In part, many of these new jobs are likely located in commercial space that was vacant at the end of
the recession of the previous decade, leading to lower vacancy rates 1 Another trend that has been underway
that may explain the gain in employment without a parallel increase in commercial space is an overall
densification of employment (in other words, allowing more jobs to be accommodated within a given amount
of space). Several important features such as large floor plates, clerestory structures, and loading docks
provide a healthy dose of flexibility, which could make PDR space favorable for various industries. With the
increasing cost ofland in locations close to city centers and accessible by transportation infrastructure (as is
the case with the Eastern Neighborhoods), real estate researchers have tracked an overall densification of
employment across several sectors throughout the country.2 This kind of densification can be caused by
employees who work from home for some or all days of the week (and therefore may share office space with
colleagues) or firms that accommodate more employees within a given amount of space.

1

Although data to show vacancy rates for the Mission Plan Area is not available, commercial real estate brokerage
firms like Cushman & Wakefield show that vacancy rates for different types of land uses decreased substantially in
San Francisco between 2011 and 2015 across different sectors. See Cushman & Wakefield San Francisco Office
Snapshot Q4 2015 and Retail Snapshot Q4 2015.
2
See 2013 US Workplace Survey by Gensler.
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Chart 2.3.lJobs by Land Use, Central Waterfront, Qg 2010 and 2015
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Source: California Employment Development Department
Note: Starting in 2013, the Bureau of Labor Statistics reclassified In-Home Supportive Services (roughly
20,000 jobs citywide) from the Private Household category (classified as "Other") to other classifications,
most of which are captured in this report under "Medical".
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Chart 2.3.2 Establishment by Land Use, Central Waterfront, Q? 2010 and 2015
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Source: California Employment Development Department
Note: Starting in 2013, the Bureau of Labor Statistics reclassified In-Home Supportive Services (roughly
20,000 jobs citywide) from the Private Household category (classified as "Other") to other classifications,
most of which are captured in this report under "Medical".Sales and Property Taxes
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3

Housing

The provision of adequate housing to residents of all incomes has long been a challenge in San Francisco.
Over the past five years, however, San Francisco has become poster child for the housing affordability crisis
afflicting America's cities and coastal communities throughout California. As discussed in the previous
section, the Bay Area, city, and Central Waterfront neighborhood have all seen robust employment growth
since the "Great Recession" triggered by the financial crisis in 2007. During this period, the City has added
housing units much more slowly than new employees. As a result, a growing and more affluent labor force
has driven up the costs of housing, making it increasingly difficult for low and moderate income families to
remain in San Francisco.
The Central. Watetftotzt Plan calls for housing affordable to a wide range of incomes that enhance the mixed-use
character of designated areas. The Plan also encourages housing compatible with the historic Dogpatch area,
especially in scales and densities that reflect the area's fine-grained fabric. The Plan envisioned that as many
as 2,000 additional housing units can be accommodated within the plan boundaries. Mindful of the area's
industrial character, new housing will be permitted only in the UMU district, generally north of 23rd Street.
The Plan also recognizes the value of sound, existing housing stock and call for its preservation. Dwelling
unit mergers are strongly discouraged and housing demolitions are allowed only on condition of adequate unit
replacement.

The Planning Department's latest housing inventory, using US Census and permit data, shows that the South
of Market planning district, which includes Central Waterfront, has roughly 26,000 housing units as of the
end of2015; this represents about 7% of the citywide total 3 Table 3.1.1 shows that approximately 399 new
units were built in the past five years in the Central Waterfront, compared with 200 units built between 2006
and 2010. Of the new units produced, 196 were conversions from non-residential uses and the rest were
completed from new construction. The yearly average, at about 80 units, has almost doubled when compared
with the average between 2009 and 2010, at an average of 40 units per year. Table 3.1.2 shows the citywide
figures for comparison. Map 4 shows the location of recent housing construction. Additional details about
these new development projects can be found in Appendix B, List BL-3.

3

2015 San Francisco Housing Inventory.
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Table 3.1.1 New Housing Production, Central Waterfront, 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

144
8

TOTAL

203

3

32
16

196

3
228

16
196

144
8
399

Table 3.1.2 New Housing Production, San Francisco, 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

348
796
2,330
3,455
2,472

TOTAL

9,401

84
127
429
95
25
760
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5
650
59
156
507

269
1,319
1,960
3,516
2,954

1,377

10,018

Map 4 New Housing Production Central Waterfront 2011-2015

e
a

•
•

71

Note: Projects that added 5 or more net new units
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Net Units

As discussed above in the Commercial Activity chapter, the pipeline should be analyzed along two different
categories: projects that have submitted planning and building applications (under review) and projects that
have received entitlements and are either awaiting or are under construction. The latter (particularly those
under construction) are considered much more likely to add residential or commercial capacity to the city's
building stock in the short-to-medium term, while under review projects may require clearance from
environmental review, variances to planning code restrictions, and discretionary review. In generaL the
Planning Department estimates that projects that are currently under construction can take up to two years to
be ready for occupancy, entitled projects can take between two and seven years, while projects under review
can take as many as ten years, if they are indeed approved.
The pipeline for new housing development in the Central Waterfront as of the end of 2015 is 2,588 units, of
which 1,870 are under review. Roughly 310 units are entitled, and a little over 400 units are currently under
construction, as shown on Table 3.2.1. The pipeline for the Central Waterfront accounts for about 2% of the
total number of projects in the City, though only 4. 70/o of the number of units, which suggests that some of
the new projects pending approva4 such as the Pier 70 project, are oflarger scale than housing developments
in the pipeline for San Francisco as a whole.
The current housing pipeline is much more robust than it was at the end of 2010, shown in the previous
Monitoring Report. In that year, only three projects (with a total of 269 units) were under construction, two
projects with 10 units were entitled, and four projects with 127 units were under review. As of the end of
2015,the number of entitled projects tripled for more than 30 times the number of units, reflecting a much
stronger market and willingness by developers to build new housing.
Map 5 shows the location of these proposed housing projects by development status. List BL-4 in Appendix
B provides a detailed list of these housing pipeline projects.

Table 3.2.1 Housing Development Pipeline, Central Waterfront, and San Francisco, Q:l 2015

Consfructi,on
Pla.nning E.ntiUed
Planning Approved
Building Permit Filed
Building Permit Approved/ Issued/ Reinstated

Under Review
Planning Filed
Building Permit Filed
Total

4902

408
31'()

5
6

8,691
26,063

232
350

110
69

2
1

23, 101
513

80
31

131

3

2,449

239

1r810

15

27,760

712

1,751
119

12
3

17,852
9,908

198
514

2,588

26

62,514

1,294

Map 5 Housing Development Pipeline by Development Status, Central Waterfi:ont,

e

Entitled

II Unde:r Co11stru!ctio11

e Undeir Rew•ie:w

Note: Only includes residential developments with 5 or more units.
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~ 2015

San Francisco and the Central W ateiftotzt Plan have a number of policies in place to facilitate the development
of affordable housing. This section describes some of these policies and shows the extent to which affordable
housing was built in the Plan Area over the pasts five years.
The Cetztral Wateiftotzt Plan recognizes that housing affordability, together with a mix of housing types, fosters
a diverse and vibrant community. The Plan relies on three mechanisms to provide affordable housing in the
plan area:
a)

Providing a high percentage of affordable units, above and beyond the City's lnclusionary Program,
in new mixed income projects;

b) Allowing developers of market-rate housing to dedicate land for the development of 100 percent
affordable housing available to very low and low-income households;
c)

Encouraging the provision of moderate affordable units on-site, as housing available to middle
income households (those making below 150 percent of the median income).

Efforts:

Eastern

Central

The City of San Francisco has a number of programs to provide housing opportunities to families whose
incomes prevent them from accessing market-rate housing. The San Francisco Housing Authority (SFHA)
maintains dozens of properties throughout the City aimed at extremely low (300/o of AMI), very low (500/o of
AMI) and low (800/o of AMI) income households. Households living in SFHA-managed properties pay no
more than 300/o of their income on rent, and the average household earns roughly $15,000. Four of these
properties are located within the Eastern Neighborhoods boundaries: two in the Mission and two in Potrero
Hill.
The City has also launched HOPE SF, a partnership between the SFHA, the Mayor's Office of Housing and
Community Development (MOHCD), community organizations, real estate developers, and philanthropies
to redevelop some of the more dilapidated public housing sites into vibrant mixed-income communities with
a central goal of keeping existing residents in their neighborhoods. One of the Hope SF projects, Potrero
Terrace/ Annex is located in the Eastern Neighborhoods (Showplace Square/Potrero Hill). MOHCD also
maintains a number of funding programs to provide capital financing for affordable housing developments
targeting households earning between 30 and 600/o of AMI, low-income seniors, and other special needs
groups. In most cases, MOH CD funding is leveraged to access outside sources of funding, such as Federal
Low Income Housing Tax Credits, allocated by the State.
One of the most powerful tools to promote affordable housing development in San Francisco is the
inclusionary housing program specified in Section 415 of the Planning Code. This program requires that
developments of 10 or more units of market rate housing must restrict 120/o of the units to families earning
below 550/o of AMI (for rental units) or 900/o of AMI (for ownership units). Developers can opt to build the
units "off-site" (in a different building), within a 1-mile radius from the original development, as long as units
are sold to households earning less than 700/o of AMI. In this case, the requirement is increased to 200/o of the
total number of units in the two projects. The income and rent limits for housing units managed by the
Mayor's Office of Housing are included in
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The Mayor, Board of Supervisors, Planning Department, and Mayor's Office of Housing have recently
passed or introduced legislation to further expand the supply of affordable housing throughout the City. The
City currently has legislation to encourage the development of accessory dwelling units (AD Us) within
existing residential buildings in Supervisor Districts 3 and 8. These ordinances remove obstacles to the
development of AD Us, including density limits and parking requirements, in order to incentivize a housing
type that has been identified as a valuable option for middle-class households that do not require a lot of
space. 4 A proposal to expand a similar policy to the rest of the City is currently under discussion.
Another policy that has the potential to add thousands of units of affordable housing to the city's stock is the
Affordable Housing Bonus Program, which is currently under review by the City. The program would allow
developers in certain areas to build an additional two stories above what is allowed by their height limit
district, in exchange for providing additional affordable housing, with a special focus on middle-income
households. By-and-large, the Bonus Program does not apply to parcels in the Eastern Neighborhoods.
In addition to the Citywide programs described above, the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans also placed a
high priority on the production and protection of affordable housing, and created policies to expand access to
housing opportunities to low and moderate-income families. For example, market-rate housing developments
in the Urban Mixed Use (UMU) district are required to restrict between 14.4 and 17.6% of their units to
families at or below 550/o of AMI for rental and 900/o of AMI for ownership, depending on the amount of
"upzoning" given to the property by the Plans. If these units are provided off-site, the requirement ranges
from 23 to 270/o. In the UMU and Mission NCT district, developers also have the option of dedicating land
to the City that can be developed as 1000/o affordable projects.
Developers also have the option of paying a fee in lieu of developing the units themselves, which the City can
use to finance the development of 1000/o affordable projects. Funds collected through these "in-lieu fees" are
managed by the Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development and can be spent anywhere in the
City. However, 75% of fees collected in the Mission NCT and East SoMa MUR districts are required to be
spent within those districts themselves. The Plans also require bedroom mixes in its mixed use districts to
encourage 2- and 3-bedroom units that are suitable to families, including the units sold or leased at belowmarket rates. Lastly, in order to reduce the costs and incentivize housing production, the Plans removed
density controls and parking requirements in many of its zoning districts, particularly those well-served by
public transit and pedestrian and bike infrastructure.

4

Wegmann, Jake, and Karen Chapple. "Hidden density in single-family neighborhoods: backyard cottages as an

equitable smart growth strategy." Journal of Urbanism: International Research on Placemaking and Urban
Sustainability 7.3 (2014): 307-329.
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Affordable housing was a high community priority during the Eastern Neighborhood planning process. The
Eastern Neighborhood Plans aim to provide new housing to meet the needs oflow, moderate and middle
income households. Higher percentages of affordable inclusionary units are required of market-rate
developments larger than 10 units.
As table 3.4.1 shows, 68 affordable units were built during the 2011-15 five-year monitoring period,
compared to 2 developed in the previous five years (2006-2010). The 68 units built between 2011 and 2015
make up 33.50/o of the 203 newly constructed units built in the Central Waterfront (shown on table 3.1.1),
substantially greater than the inclusionary housing minimum of 120/o. The percentage is greater than the
minimum because many residential development projects choose to provide on-site units, with two projects
providing more than the minimum requirement. Only one project choose to pay a fee to the City in lieu of
building the units on-site. The project which opted to pay the "in-lieu" fee (shown on table 3.4.3) brought in
over $21,000,000 for the City's housing development program, managed by MOHCH. By comparison, the
citywide share of new affordable housing construction was 270/o, over 3,300 units (Table 3.4.2 Affordable
Housing Production, San Francisco, 2011-2015. Additional details about these affordable housing projects
can be found inAppendix B, List BL-5.

Table 3.4.1 Affordable Housing Production, Central Waterfront, 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

43
2
23

43
2
23

TOTAL

68

68

Table 3.4.2 Affordable Housing Production, San Francisco, 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
TOTAL

141
377

4

60

213

98
216
249
286

38
30
57
53

1,644

853

238

464
449

4906

I"
I"
I"
I"
I"

205
513
710
755
552
2,735

Table 3.4.3. Housing Developments Opting for Affordable Housing "In-lieu" Fee, Central
Waterfront, 2011-2015

Map 6 New Affordable Housing, Central Waterfront, 2011-2015

•
18

•
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Affordabf,e Housing

5
A key component in promoting neighborhood affordability and stability is to preserve the existing stock of
housing. The Centred Waie;ftont Plan supports the preservation of the area's existing housing stock and
prohibits the residential demolition unless these would result in sufficient replacement of housing units.
Demolitions are also restricted to ensure the preservation of affordable housing and historic resources. A
neighborhood's housing stock can also change without physical changes to the building structure.
In the reporting period, only one unit in the Centred Waie;ftont Plan area was demolished (fable 3.5.1).
Citywide, the number of units lost through demolition totaled 572. Table 3.5.2 shows citywide figures for
comparison. Illegal units removed also result in loss of housing; corrections to official records, on the other
hand, are adjustments to the housing count.

Lastly, rental units can be "lost" to evictions of various types, from owners moving in to units formerly
occupied by tenants to the use of the Ellis Act provisions in which landlords can claim to be going out of the
rental business in order to force residents to vacate their homes.
One important element of housing stock preservation efforts is to maintain the existing stock of single room
occupancy (SRO) hotels, The SRO, with 49 units, in the Central Waterfront provide housing affordable to
lower income, single-person households. These SROs units within the Central Waterfront Plan area make up
less than one percent of the citywide total of SROs. Appendix H includes a list of SRO properties and
number of residential units.
The following subsections document the trends in these various types of changes to the housing stock in the
Centred Wme;ftont Plan and San Francisco between 2011 and 2015 and comparing the most recent five years
with the preceding 5-year period.

lost to alteration

demolition

In this most recent reporting period, no units were demolished or lost through alteration in the Central
Waterfront. In the previous reporting period, 1 unit was lost to demolition.

Conversions
Condo conversions increase San Francisco's homeownership rate, estimated to be at about 370/o in 2014.
However, condo conversions also mean a reduction in the Gty's rental stock. In 2014, an estimated 580/o of
households in the Central Waterfront were renters, which reflects 100/o more than 2009. About 1O/o of San
Francisco's rental units are in the Central Waterfront as of 2014, the same figure as in 2009. 5
Table 3.6.1 shows that in the last five years, one unit in one building in the Central Waterfront was converted
to condominiums, compared to eight units in four buildings between 2006 and 2010. This represents less
than 1O/o of all condo conversions citywide.

5

San Francisco Neighborhood Profiles, American Community Survey 2010-2014. San Francisco Planning
Department 2016. The neighborhood boundaries for the Central Waterfront in the Neighborhood Profiles do not
match perfectly with the Plan Area boundaries, though they are very close. Therefore, these percentages should
be read as approximations.
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Table 3.6.1 Condo Conversion, Central Waterfront, 2011-2015

2011
2012

1

1

2013
2014
2015

Totals

1

472

200
201
147
239
149

488

369
727

0%
0.20%

o~"o

0%
0%

0%
0%

500
0%
2,556 0.11% 0.04%

936

1

0%
0.50%

Source: DPW Bureau of Street Use and Mapping

3.5.3
Evictions by owners that choose to move in to their occupied rental units or use the Ellis Act provisions to
withdraw their units from the rental market also cause changes to the housing stock. These evictions
effectively remove units from the rental housing stock and are, in most cases, precursors to condo
convers10ns.
Table 3.6.2 shows that owner move-ins led to evictions in four units (compared to no loss of units between
2006 and 2010). Owner move-in evictions in the Central Waterfront accounted for less than 1O/o of the
citywide total between 2011 and 2015. Other types of evictions, also tabulated in Table 3.6.2, include
evictions due to breach of rental contracts or non-payment of rent; this could also include evictions to
perform capital improvements or substantial rehabilitation.

Table 3.6.2 Evictions, Central Waterfront, 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
Totals

2

0
0
0
0
0

1

0
0
1
4

2
0
0

123
172

275
315
425

1

0
3

54
99

229

101
142

1,310

625

Source: SF Rent Board
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1102
1343
1368
1550
1518
6,881

2%
1%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%

0%

0%

Prompted by the Downtown Flem in 1985, the City determined that large office development, by increasing
employment, attracts new residents and therefore increases demand for housing. In response, the Office
Affordable Housing Production Program (OAHPP) was established in 1985 to require large office
developments to contribute to a fund to increase the amount of affordable housing. In 2001, the OAHPP
was re-named the Jobs-Housing Linkage Program (JHLP) and revised to require all commercial projects with
a net addition of25,000 gross square feet or more to contribute to the fund. Between fiscal year 2011-12 and
2015-16, commercial developments in the Mission Plan Area generated over $900,000 to be used for
affordable housing development by the city.

2011-12
2012-13
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16

Tota1l

$
$
$
$
$
$

608,160
303,688

911,848

*Dep•rtm.enrofBcilding Inspc-~on a; of 6/ 1/16

4

Accessibility, Transportation, and Parking

In recent years, the City has invested heavily in the T - Third Street light rail service to improve transit
accessibility in the Central Waterfront. While there are multiple Muni stops and a light rail line along Third
Street, transit use is only the second most prominent mode of travel to work for employed residents of the
area (Table 4.1.1 ). Compared to city figures, Central Waterfront commuters travelled by alternative modes at
slightly lower rates. The 2005-2009 American Community Survey estimated that 430/o of Central Waterfront
residents used transit to work while 420/o commuted by car; 350/o took public transportation to work; 40/o
walked to work and 50/o reported biking to work. The number of people working from home was estimated
at 5%. Citywide, 470/o of commuters travel by car and 320/o by transit; 100/o walked to work, 30/o biked, and
20/o commuted by other means; 70/o, however, worked from home.

Table 4.1.1 Commute Mode Split, Central Waterfront and San Francisco, 2011-2015

Car
42%
598
Drove Alone
32%
459
Carpooled
139
10%
Transit
35%
493
4%
Bike
63
Walk
5%
77
other
67
5%
Worked at Home
126
9%
Total
100%
1,424
Source: 2005-2009 American Community Survey

199,470
165,151
34,319
150,222
17,356
46,810
10,579
32,233
456,670
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440,r
,•0

36%
8%
33%
4%
10%
2%
7%
100%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
1%
0%
0%

The Eastern Neighborhoods Transportation Implementation Planning Study (EN TRIPS) Report assessed
the overall transportation needs for the Eastern Neighborhoods and proposed a set of discreet projects that
could best address these needs in the most efficient and cost beneficial manner. EN Trips identified three
major projects for prioritization:
(1) Complete streets treatment for a Howard Street/ Folsom Street couplet running between 5nd and 11th
Street
(2) Complete streets and transit prioritization improvements for a 7th Street and 8th Street couplet running
between Market and Harrison Street in East Soma
(3) Complete streets and transit prioritization improvements for 16th Street (22-Fillmore) running between
Church Street and 7th Street.
Other broader improvements were also discussed including street grid and connectivity improvements
through the northeast Mission and Showplace Square, bicycle route improvements throughout particularly
along 17th Street, and mid-block signalizations and crossings in South of Market.

The Central Watelftont Plan calls for the creation of a network of "Green Connector" streets with wider
sidewalks and landscaping improvements that connects open spaces and improves area walkability.
Specifically, the Plan proposes to create a greenway along 22nd Street that will connect Warm Water Cove to
Dogpatch's commercial core. Additional greenways are proposed along Minnesota Street to connect Esprit
Park to Muni Park. These and other specific streetscape improvements remain under study as of the writing
of this report.
In January 2011, San Francisco's Better Streets Plan, adopted by the Board of Supervisors in December 2010,
went into effect. The plan contains design guidelines for pedestrian and streetscape improvements and
describes streetscape requirements for new development. Major themes and ideas include distinctive, unified
streetscape design, space for public life, enhanced pedestrian safety, universal design and accessibility, and
creative use of parking lanes. The Better Streets Plan only describes a vision for ideal streets and seeks to
balance the needs of all street users and street types. Detailed implementation strategies will be developed in
the future.

In 2014, San Francisco adopted Vision Zero, a commitment to eliminating traffic-related fatalities by 2024.
The City has identified capital project to improve street safety, which will build on existing pedestrian, bicycle,
and transit-rider safety programs. The T - Third Street light rail service will see some upgrades to its traffic
signal detection system this coming winter. The first of three phases along 3rd Street will begin to replace 12
of 67 intersection video detection systems with wireless technology, which will improve reliability, accuracy
and offer easier maintenance. The cross-traffic detection system will be sensitive to both motor vehicles and
bicycles. As for bicycle improvements, a new stretch of bike route is planned for Minnesota Street, parallel to
3rd Street, between 23rd St and Cesar Chavez Street.
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Table 4.2.1. Vision Zero Projects in Central Waterfront Plan Area
Table 4.2.1. Vision Zero Projects in Central Waterfront

Green Connections - 22nd Street
Replace Video Detection on 3rd Street Phase 1

5

Summer2014
Winter2015116

Winter2017118
Winter2015/16

DESIGN
CONST

$ 1,075,000.00
$ 300,000.00

Community Improvements

The Eastern Neighborhoods Plan included Public Benefits a framework for delivering infrastructure and
other public benefits. The public benefits framework was described in the Eastern Neighborhoods
"Implementation Document", which was provided to the public, the Planning Commission, and the Board of
Supervisors at the time of the original Eastern Neighborhoods approvals. This Implementation Document
described infrastructure and other public benefits needed to keep up with development, established key
funding mechanisms for the infrastructure, and provided a broader strategy for funding and maintaining
newly needed infrastructure. Below is a description of how the public benefit policies were originally derived
and expected to be updated.

1
To determine how much additional infrastructure and services would be required to serve new development,
the Planning Department conducted a needs assessment that looked at recreation and open space facilities
and maintenance, schools, community facilities including child care, neighborhood serving businesses, and
affordable housing.
A significant part of the Eastern Neighborhoods Plans was the establishment of the Eastern Neighborhoods
Community Impact Fee and Fund. Nexus Studies were conducted as part of the original Eastern
Neighborhoods effort, and then again as part of a Citywide Nexus and Levels-of-Service study described
below. Both studies translated need created by development into an infrastructure cost per square foot of
new development. This cost per square foot determines the maximum development impact fee that can be
legally charged. After establishing the absolute maximum fee that can be charged legally, the City then tests
what maximum fee can be charged without making development infeasible. In most instances, fees are
ultimately established at lower than the legally justified amount determined by the nexus. Because fees are
usually set lower than what could be legally justified, it is understood that impact fees cannot address all needs
created by new development.
Need for transportation was studied separately under EN Trips and then later under the Transportation
Sustainability Program. Each infrastructure or service need was analyzed by studying the General Plan,
departmental databases, and facility plans, and with consultation of City agencies charged with providing the
infrastructure or need.
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As part of a required periodic update, in 2015, the Planning Department published a Citywide Needs
Assessment that created levels-of-service metrics for new parks and open space, rehabilitated parks and open
space, child care, bicycle facilities, and pedestrian facilities ("San Francisco Infrastructure Level of Service
Analysis").
Separate from the Citywide Nexus published in2015, MfA and the Planning Department also produced a
Needs Assessment and Nexus Study to analyze the need for additional transit services, along with complete
streets. This effort was to provide justification for instituting a new Transportation Sustainability Fee (TSF) to
replace the existing Transit Development Impact Fee (TDIF). In the analysis, the derived need for transit
from new development is described providing the same amount transit service (measured by transit service
hours) relative to amount of demand (measured by number of auto plus transit trips).
Between the original Needs Assessment, and the Level-of-Service Analysis, and the TSF Study the City has
established the below metrics that establishes what is needed to maintain acceptable infrastructure and
services in the Eastern Neighborhoods and throughout the City:

Improvement

Community Facility
__ PolicelEq_uipment)
Public Health Centers
Recrea!i()n a_nd_Op_e11_~pace ____ __ __ _____ _ ________ _
Multi-Use Fields
Tennis Courts

Outdoor
basket
ball court
. --" .
- "-------

-·---~-------

v.JalkVifayand_~i_l<E!1'/av~---------- __ _____ _ ____ _

gpen ~e~ce -:_ne~ P~!'"k_s clty~i~~
gp~-~-~e-~-~~-:- _r:~-~~~i_!~-~~-~ig_~ ___
Childcare
Childcare - for Toddlers Attributable to Residential Growth

Need
Factor

Need-Unit

No of
People

Need
Factor
per
person

Reference

0~7J -~q~~~- cars
0.06 centers

1,000 0.00077 Ori_ginalEN[\ieeds_Assessmen_t
__1,_000 __ 0.00006 _ Orig_inal EN_ Needs Assessment_
0.04 centers
_ _____________ l,(J()_O ...CJ·QOoo4_0_riginalE_N N_exus_Study __
2.25,fields
_________________ 10,000 o, 00()23 ___ ()r~nalEN_Ne_x_usStudy __
2:courts
10,Qoo __ 0.000:2 _OriginalEN_NexusS!ud_y
__ :2 COll_rtS ________ ~ ___ ___JJJ,_OOO ___ O,()OQL()r_i_gjnal El\J [\iexu_s~!IJc!.Y
o._17 miles of Blue (;re-"n-'-"~----------------_()riginal_E_l\l_lll_ex_us_ Study___ _
55 acres
147,201_ 0.0_0037 _Citywid_e Nexus Study (2()15)
511,acres
' 14:7,201 0.00347_ Cjty_wic!_eNexusSt_udy_(201_5)
"""

_393.12 spaces

Resid_ential_
__ ___ _ _ ___1,551.00spa_ces
(<)mplete ?t~_ee!sL!':i!~ll_<lrt_<l!_~on_ __ ____________ _

51,866
____ __ __ _
--

·----·

0:00758 _ Citywide Nexus Study (2015) _

~1,~6 ___

0_._0299_ __Ci!1'_1Afid_e_f\l_exusSt1Jd_y_(2015)

----------·--------·---~-·---

-_____ ..iJ? _sf_o_f~d-"Vifalk_ ___ ~---- ____ _l, __ __Jlil_ __<:i1:\""i_d_e__N_e)(_IJSStudy_l2015)_ __
:rran_sp_()rt_atio_n_:-Si_c!e_;va!ks____ --------------------Transportation__ ~ Bi_ke -Premiu_m Bike Ne_tworJ<
13 miles
1,211,_217'_ 0.00001, _Citywide _Nexus Study (2015)
Transportation - Bike_ ~_lnterse_ction Improvements
l3;i11tersecti_ons _____ _ _ ___ 1,2_11217_ O._O()OQ_l _Ci!Ywide_ Nex_us Study(2015)
___ __ :i:ra_n_se_o_rt~i()rl _:-_~il<e_:-_Bik_e__P_a_rk_iJ1g_~p_aces_ _ _ __
5,333.00 5E".ces
________________ 1,211,217 ____ _(),()O~__c;_i!Ywic!e _N_e_x_u s ~tud_y_(2()1_5)___ _
_____ _Ir:<irispol"t'1ti_on- Bil<e -Bik<:_Sharing~-------------667 bike share stations
_ 1,211,217 0.00055 Cityw_i_d_e Nexus StudyJ:2()~

The maintenance of existing, and provision of new, recreation and park facilities are also called for by the
Central, Wateifi-ont Plan. As an industrial area, many parts of the Central Waterfront Plan Area are not within
walking distance of an existing park or other open space that serves workers and residents. Specifically, the
Plan identifies a need for 1.9 acres of new open space to serve both existing and new residents, workers and
visitors.
One of the major developments for open space and recreation identified in the Plan is the development of
Crane Cove Park on Pier 70 and the expansion of Warm Water Cove. This component of the Blue
Greenway/Bay Trail- a project to improve the City's southerly portion of the 500 mile, nine-county, regionwide Bay Trail- would create nine acres for open space and recreation, making it the largest park within the
plan area. The completed park will include a variety of landscape and plaza areas, public accessibility to the
Bay's thousand feet of shoreline, adaptive reuse of historic resources, and views of the city skyline.
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Additionally, the Plan proposes to encourage some private open space in residential neighborhoods and
utilization of existing rights-of-ways to provide pocket parks. In addition to Crane Cove Park, the City has
been working with the Port of San Francisco on the expansion of Warm Water Cove. Located at 19th and
Illinois Street, Crane Cove Park may bring over 1,200 feet of Bay edge access, and a small boat/ aquatic
center.

As more new housing development is expected in the Central Waterfront, new residents will increase the
need to add new community facilities and to maintain and expand existing ones. Community facilities can
include any type of service needed to meet the day-to-day needs of residents. These facilities include libraries,
parks and open space, schools and child care. Community based organizations also provide many services to
area residents including health, human services, and cultural centers. One example in the Dogpatch
neighborhood is Alive & Free (formerly called the Omega Boys Oub) a non-profit center aimed at youth
development and violence prevention.
The Central Waterfront is expected to increase its limited housing supply in the future. There are few
neighborhood services and amenities however, to meet the needs of residents or workers (Map 7). As new
housing development is expected in the Central Waterfront, new residents will increase the need to add new
community facilities and to maintain and expand existing ones.
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Map 7: Community Facilities, Central Waterfront
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The Central Waterfront historic survey has been completed and adopted by the Historic Preservation
Commission. The Central Watetfi-ont Plan boundary is from Mariposa Street south to Islais Creek and from the
I-280 east to the Bay. The Planning Department and the Dogpatch Neighborhood Association surveyed the
plan area in 2000 and 2001. All properties built before 1956 within the Central Watetfi-ont Plan Area were
surveyed. A significant residential enclave has since been listed in Article 10 of the Planning Code as the
Dogpatch Historic District. The Port of San Francisco has independently opted to seek consultant services to
focus on Pier 70 Port-owned properties for more intensive historical analysis.
The Department's 2001 survey was updated in 2007 and 2008 to include the completion of a historic district
record for the industrial area outside of both Pier 70 and Dogpatch. Recommendations to establish new
historic districts and designate individual structures of merit will follow.

Neighborhood serving businesses represent a diversity of activities beyond typical land use categories such as
retail. Everything from grocery stores, auto shops and gas stations, to banks and schools which frequently
host other activities, can be considered "neighborhood serving." This section defmes neighborhood serving
as those activities of an everyday nature associated with a high "purchase" frequency (see Appendix D for a
list of business categories used).
By this defmition, the Central Waterfront is home to almost 50 neighborhood serving businesses and
establishments employing over 520 people. Many of these businesses are estimated to have been established
since 2006. These tend to be smaller businesses frequented by local residents and workers.
As shown in Table 5.4.1, neighborhood serving businesses in the Central Waterfront are mostly restaurants
and a variety of other food and drink establishments. These businesses are located throughout the Central
Waterfront but concentrated along 3rd Street (Map 8).
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Table 5.4.1 Neighborhood Serving Establishments, Central Waterfront

8
5

Full-Service Restaurants
Snack and Nonalcoholic Beverage Bars
All Other Specialty Food Stores
Umited-Service Restaurants
Drinking Places (Alcoholic Beverages)
Sporting Goods Stores
Cafeterias, Grill Buffets, and Buffets
General Automotive Repair
Electronics Stores
Gasoline Stations with Convenience Stores
Pet Care (except Veterinary) Services
Retail Bakeries
Fitness and Recreational Sports Centers
Family Clothing Stores
Beauty Salons
Baked Goods Stores
Civic and Social Organizations
NaitSalons
Florists
Beer, Wine, and Liquor Stores
Fmit and. Vegetable Markets
Used Merchandise Stores
Total

3
4

4
1
1
3
3

1
1
2
1

1
2
1
1
1
1

1
1

1
47
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183

58
42
42
29
26
26
19
17

15
12
11
11
8
8
7
6

5
2
2
1
1
528

Map 8 Neighborhood Serving Businesses in the Central Waterfront
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0
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6

Implementation of Proposed Programming

Along with establishing fees, and providing a programmatic framework of projects, the EN approvals
included amendments to the City's Administrative Code establishing a process to choose infrastructure
projects for implementation on an ongoing basis.

The Eastern Neighborhoods Citizens Advisory Committee (EN CAC) started meeting on a monthly basis in
October 2009. The CAC is comprised of 19 members of the public appointed by the Board of Supervisors or
the Mayor. The CAC focuses on implementation of the Eastern Neighborhoods Implementation Program
and priority projects. Together with the IPIC, discussed below, the CAC determine how revenue from impact
fees are spent. The CAC also plays a key role in reviewing and advising on the Five-Year Monitoring
Reports.
The EN CAC has held monthly public meetings since October, 2009. For more information on the EN
CAC, go to ~~~~~~~~~4 -

The Eastern Neighborhoods Community Facilities and Infrastructure Fee include three tiers of fees that are
based on the amount of additional development enabled by the 2009 Eastern Neighborhoods rezoning. In
generaL Tier 1 fees are charged in areas where new zoning provided less than 10 feet of additional height. Tier
2 fees are for those areas that included between 10 and 20 feet of additional height, and Tier 3 fees are for
areas that included for 20 feet or more of additional height. Fees are adjusted every year based on inflation of
construction costs.
Below is a chart of the original fees (2009) and the fees as they exist today.

Table 6.2.1 Eastern Neighborhoods Infrastructure Impact Fees per Square Foot, 2009 and
2016

Residential
Tier 1
Tier2
Tier3

$8.00
$12.00
$16.00

NonResidential
$6.00
$10.00
$14.00

Residential
$10.19
$15.29
$20.39

NonResidential
$7.65
$12.74
$17.84

The fees established above are proportionally divided into five funding categories as determined by the needs
assessment, nexus studies, and feasibilities studies, including housing, transportation/ transit, complete streets,
recreation and open space, and child care. In the Mission District NCT and MUR (Mixed-Use Residential)
Districts, 750/o of fees collected from residential development is set aside for affordable housing for the two
respective Plan Areas. The first $10,000,000 collected are targeted to affordable housing preservation and
rehabilitation. To date, the City has collected nearly $4 7 million in impact fees, as shown on table 6.2.2.
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Table 6.2.2 Eastern Neighborhoods Infrastructure Impact Fees Collected to Date

HOUSING
TRANSPORTATION I TRANS IT
COMPLETE STREETS
RECREATION AND OPEN SPACE
CHILDCARE
Total

$4,535,000
$16,306,000
$6,709,000
$16,937,000
$2,361,000
$46,848,000

Note: Amount collected includes in-kind improvements.

Over the 2016-2020 period, the City is projected to collect $140 million from the Eastern Neighborhoods
impact fee program, as shown on table 6.2.3.

Table 6.2.3 Eastern Neighborhoods Infrastructure Impact Fees Projected, 2016-2020

HOUSING
TRANSPORTATION I TRANSIT
COMPLETE STREETS
RECREATION AND OPEN SPACE
CHILDCARE
Total

$23,244,000
$28,940,000
$8,065,000
$3,906,000
$5,976,000
$1.40,13.1,QOO

Table 6.2.4 Eastern Neighborhoods Infrastructure Impact Fees Collected, 2011-15

Mission
EastSoMa
Showplace/Potrero

Ce11tral Watel"fro11t
WestemSoMa

TOTAL

$5,357,000
$ 14635000
,
'
$11,384,000
$10,034,000
$6,940,000
$48,360,000

58
35
23
19
15
160
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The Infrastructure Plan Implementation Committee was established in Administrative Code section XX; the
IPICs purpose is to bring together City agencies to collectively implement the community improvement
plans for specific areas of the City including the Eastern Neighborhood Plan Areas. The IPIC is instrumental
in creating a yearly expenditure plan for impact fee revenue and in creating a bi-annual "mini" Capital Plan
for the Eastern Neighborhoods. The annual Expenditure Plan is specific to projects that are funded by
impact fees. The bi-annual Eastern Neighborhoods Capital Plan also includes infrastructure projects that are
funded by other sources, and projects where funding has not been identified.

In 2009, the Planning Department entered into a Memorandum of Understanding with SF Public Works,
SFMTA, Rec and Park, and MOHCD to assure commitment to implementing the EN Plans. A key
component of the agreement was the establishment of a list of priority projects:
•

Folsom Street

•

16th Street

•

Townsend Street

•

Pedestrian Gassing at Manalo Draves Park

•

17th and Folsom Street Park

•

Showplace Square Open Space

The First Source Hiring Program was first adopted in 1998 and modified in 2006. The intent of First Source
is to connect low-income San Francisco residents with entry-level jobs that are generated by the City's
investment in contracts or public works; or by business activity that requires approval by the City's Planning
Department or permits by the Department of Building Inspection. CityBuild works in partnership with
Planning Department and DBI to coordinate execution of First Source Affidavits and MOUs.
CityBuild is a program of the Office of Economic and Workforce Development and is the First Source
Hiring Administrator. In accordance to Chapter 83: First Source Hiring Program, developers must submit a
First Source Affidavit to the Planning Department prior to planning approval In order to receive
construction permit from DBI, developers must enter into a First Source Hiring MOU with CityBuild.
Developers and contractors agree to work in good faith to employ 500/o of its entry-level new hiring
opportunities through the CityBuild First Source Hiring process.
Projects that qualify under First Source include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

any activity that requires discretionary action by the City Planning Commission related to a
commercial activity over 25,000 square feet including conditional use authorization;
any building permit applications for a residential project over 10 units;
City issued public construction contracts in excess of $350,000;
City contracts for goods and services in excess of $50,000;
leases of City property;
grants and loans issued by City departments in excess of $50,000.
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Since 2011 CityBuild has managed 442 placements in 72 First Source private projects in the three zip codes
encompassing the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan Areas (94107, 94110, 94103), not including projects in
Mission Bay, approved under the former Redevelopment Agency. They have also placed 771 residents from
the three-zip code area in projects throughout the city.
In 2011, the City also implemented a first of its kind, the Local Hire Policy for Construction on publicly
funded construction projects. This policy sets forth a mandatory hiring requirement oflocal residents per
trade for construction work hours. This policy superseded the First Source Hiring Program on public
construction contracts. Since 2011, a cumulative 370/o of the overall 6.2 million work hours have been worked
by local residents and 580/o of 840,000 apprentice work hours performed by local residents.

7

Ongoing Planning Efforts

The Central Waterfront of San Francisco continues to grow, accommodating both new housing and
neighborhood commercial services, while maintaining many historic industrial marine functions. As more
development is realized in the neighborhood, the public realm of the Central Waterfront should receive
appropriate improvements that better serve residents and employees.
The Central W ateifi-ont/ Dogpatch Public Realm Plan will set the framework for public space improvements in
the neighborhood, guiding the investment of impact fees and other sources in the streetscapes and parks
which tie the area together. The Plan consists of three components: Through a robust community
engagement process, the plan will finalize a prioritized list of streetscape, open space, and other public realm
projects. Working with neighborhood residents, businesses, and property owners, the plan will produce
detailed design for the highest priority projects, with conceptual designs for the remaining projects. Finally,
the Plan will provide robust cost estimates for each of the projects. As of writing, the Public Realm Plan is
engaging with residents and neighborhood groups to gather feedback regarding streetscape design
opportunities in the corridor through public workshops.
In addition to streetscape design and improvements, the City has already invested heavily in the T - Third
Street light rail service in the Central Waterfront. Expected growth in travel demand however, may result in
substantially increased travel volumes on Third Street due to its growing residential population and expansion
of "knowledge sector" jobs in the area, especially considering its proximity to Mission Bay, and other Muni
connections. The T-Third Street light rail will add new rail cars as well as increase weekday peak hours
service to accommodate for the travel volumes. Other lines, such as the 33, will also see increase frequency to
support service improvements. A new route, line number 58, will be considered to supplement route 48
services by spring 2017. The new 58 route will run on 24th Street between Connecticut and Diamond during
AM and PM peak hours.
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DRAFT East SoMa Area Plan Monitoring
Report 2011-2015
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INTRODUCTION: EAST SOMA PLAN MONITORING REPORT
San Francisco's Eastern Bayfront neighborhoods have historically been the home of the city's industrial economy and have
accommodated diverse communities ranging from families who have lived in the area for generations to more recent
immigrants from Latin America and Asia. The combination of a vibrant and innovative industrial economy with the rich
cultural infusion of old and new residents is central to San Francisco's character. Among many of the components that
contributed to the economic and cultural character of the eastern part of the San Francisco were the wide availability of lands
suitable for industrial activities (whether or not they were zoned for such) and the affordability of these neighborhoods'
housing stock, relative to other parts of the city. Industrial properties continue to be valuable assets to the city's economy as
they provide space for innovative local businesses; large, flexible floorplans for a wide range of tenants; and living wage career
opportunities to residents without advanced degrees.
Over the past few decades, and particularly during the series of "booms" in high technology industries since in the 1990s, the
Eastern Bayfront neighborhoods have experienced waves of pressure on its industrial lands and affordable housing stock. Due
to their proximity to downtown San Francisco and easy access (via US-101, I-280, and Caltrain) to Silicon Valley, industriallyzoned properties in the Eastern Bayshore, particularly in neighborhoods like South of Market (SoMa), Mission, Showplace
Square, and Central Waterfront became highly desirable to office users who were able to outbid traditional production,
distribution, and repair (PDR) businesses for those spaces. The predominant industrial zoning designations in these
neighborhoods until the late 2000s-C-M, M-1, and M-2-allowed for a broad range of uses, which enabled owners to sell or
lease properties to non-PDR businesses as well as developing them into "live-work" lofts that served primarily as a residential
use.
Moreover, the residential areas in these neighborhoods are well-served by public transportation (including two BART stops in
the Mission), have vibrant cultural amenities, and feature many attractive older buildings. These neighborhood assets and new
employment opportunities have served as strong magnets for high wage earners and market rate housing developers, creating a
strong influx of new, more affluent residents.
Beginning in the late 1990s, the City, residents, community activists, and business owners recognized the need for a
comprehensive, community-based planning process to resolve these conflicts and stabilize the neighborhoods into the future.
The Eastern Neighborhoods community planning process was launched in 2001 to determine how much of San Francisco's
remaining industrial lands should be preserved and how much could appropriately be transitioned to other uses.
The planning process recognized the need to produce housing opportunities for residents of all income levels, which requires
not just the development of new units at market rates, but also opportunities for low and moderate income families. In 2008,
four new area plans for the Mission, East SoMa, Showplace Square/Potrero Hill, and Central Waterfront neighborhoods were
adopted. Respecting the Western SoMa community's request for more time to complete their planning process, the area plan
for that neighborhood was undertaken in parallel and completed in 2013. The resulting area plans contained holistic visions
for affordable housing, transportation, parks and open space, urban design, and community facilities.
The Eastern Neighborhoods Plans represent the City's and community's pursuit of two key policy goals:
1) Ensuring a stable future for PDR businesses in the city by preserving lands suitable to these activities and minimizing
conflicts with other land uses; and
2) Providing a significant amount of new housing affordable to low, moderate and middle income families and individuals,
along with "complete neighborhoods" that provide appropriate amenities for the existing and new residents.

The boundaries of the East SoMa Plan area are shown in Map 1.
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MAP1

EAST SOMA

East SoMa has always been a mixed-use neighborhood, with small-scale residential areas like South Park nestled in among
industrial uses. The neighborhood's proximity to downtown San Francisco and its historic stock oflarge industrial buildings
made it an ideal candidate for redevelopment, and indeed the neighborhood saw significant change in the 1990s; first with the
development of thousands of live-work units, and then as demand for office space swept through the neighborhood during
the "dot com boom". In response to the rapid changes taking place in neighborhood, the East SoMa Area Plan set out to
continue to allow housing and job growth, but shape that growth in a way that met the needs of existing and future residents;
by ensuring a mix of uses, neighborhood amenities, and affordable housing. In addition to the Eastern Neighborhoods-wide
objectives, the following co=unity-driven goals were developed specifically for East SoMa:
•

encourage an appropriate mix of uses in East SoMa

•

retain and promote businesses and organizations that contribute to the diversity of the neighborhood

•

encourage more neighborhood-serving businesses

•

attract jobs for local residents

•

encourage a mix of incomes in renter- and owner-occupied households

•

increase affordable household opportunities

•

improve the character of streets and encourage pedestrian safety

•

improve co=unity facilities and enhance open space

•

offer a variety of transportation options

The ordinances that enacted the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans (including Western SoMa), adopted by the Board of
Supervisors, include a requirement that the Planning Department produce five-year reports monitoring residential and
co=ercial developments in those neighborhoods, as well as impact fees generated and public and private investments in
co=unity benefits and infrastructure. The first set of monitoring reports for Mission, East SoMa, Showplace Square/Potrero
Hill, and Central Waterfront were published in 2011, covering the period from January 1, 2006 through December 31, 2010.
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The East S oMa Area Plan Monitoring fuport 2011-2015 is part of the set of Eastern Neighborhoods monitoring reports covering
the period from January 1, 2011 to December 31, 2015. Because Western SoMa was adopted in 2013, no monitoring reports
have been produced for that Area Plan. However, due to its geographic proximity and overlapping policy goals with the other
Eastern Neighborhoods Planning Department staff, in consultation with the CAC, has shifted the reporting timeline such that
the Western SoMa Area Plan Monitoring Report 2011-2015 will be the first five-year report and set the calendar so that future
monitoring reports are conducted alongside the other Eastern neighborhoods. Subsequent time series monitoring reports for
the Mission area and other Eastern Neighborhoods (including Western SoMa) will be released in years ending in 1 and 6.
East SOMA MONITORING REPORT

While the previous Monitoring Report covered only the small amount of development activities in the years immediately
preceding and following the adoption of the East S oMa Plan in 2008, this report contains information and analysis about a
period of intense market development and political activity in East SoMa. The time series report relies primarily on the Housing
Inventory, the Commerce and Industry Inventory, and the Pipeline Quarter!J fuport, all of which are published by the Planning
Department. Additional data sources include: the California Employment and Development Department (EDD), the U.S.
Census Bureau's American Co=unity Survey, the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA), Co-Star Realty
information, Dun and Bradstreet business data, CBRE and NAI-BT Co=ercial real estate reports, and information gathered
from the Department of Building Inspection, the offices of the Treasurer and Tax Collector, the Controller, and the AssessorRecorder.

2

COMMERCIAL ACTIVITYAND JOB CREATION

East SoMa has long been a mixed-use neighborhood, with co=ercial and residential uses located side-by-side. Though the
nature of co=ercial uses present in the neighborhood have changed over time, especially in recent years, the East SoMa Plan
generally supports a mix of uses, including new affordable and market rate housing, offices and retail. Because of East SoMa's
proximity to the city center, the Plan did not strongly protect area PDR businesses, anticipating that a number of
establishments would remain, while a variety of new uses would add to the unique mix of activities in the area.
East SoMa largely lacks the type of neighborhood co=ercial districts found in San Francisco's more traditional residential
neighborhoods. One notable exception is the SoMa Neighborhood Co=ercial Transit (NCT) district along 6th Street and
parts of Folsom Street. Instead, neighborhood serving businesses are scattered throughout, with clusters along znd Street, 4th
Street adjacent to the Caltrain station, and near the AT&T Ballpark.
ADD PHOTO OF ATT PARK?

Table 2.1.1 is an inventory of non-residential space in East SoMa as of 2015. Generally the mix of non-co=ercial uses in
East SoMa mirrors that of the city overall. Over half of the co=ercial space in East SoMa area is used for offices, not
surprising given the neighborhood's location adjacent to downtown. A further 18% of co=ercial building space is devoted
to PDR and light industrial uses, while 14% contains retail uses. Relative to the city as a whole, CIE, Medical and
Visitor/Lodging uses are underrepresented in East SoMa.
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Table 2.1.1 Commercial Building Space, East SoMa and San Francisco, 2015

Cultural, Institution,
Educational

716,755

10%

29,898,514

13%

2%

228,042

3%

17,468,039

7%

1%

3,923,974

54%

107,978,954

45%

4%

1,335,278

18%

42,299,526

18%

3%

1,060,381

14%

36,265,832

15%

3%

69,954

1%

4,053,422

2%

2%

Medical
Office
PDR I Li ht Industrial
Retail

Total

Table 2.1.2 New Commercial Development, East SoMa 2011-2015

2011

(2,500)

2012

(82,995)

(2,500)
-1785

(84,780)

2013

48,411

(53,836)

0

(5,425)

2014

179,799

(231,277)

15525

(35,953)

9193

273,188

2015

Total

Table 2.1.3 New Commercial Development, San Francisco 2011-2015

2011

10,477

0

40,019

(18,075)

16,854

0

49,275

2012

(52,937)

0

24,373

(164,116)

32,445

0

(160,235)

2013

66,417

0

335,914

(236,473)

5,941

(69,856)

101,943

2014

446,803

1,815,700

603,997

(473,337)

60,125

63,286

2,516,574

2015

(21,456)

20,000

460,508

65,419

0

340,696

Total:

Table 2.1.2 shows co=ercial and other non-residential development activity in the East SoMa Plan area between January 1,
2011 and December 31, 2015 while Table 2.1.3 shows corresponding figures for San Francisco. These tables count newly
developed projects (on vacant properties or redevelopment of existing properties) as well as conversions from one use to
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another. East SoMa gained roughly 605,000 square feet of office space and 23,000 square feet of retail space from 2011 to
2015, while losing almost 484,000 square feet of PDR space.
Three large office projects accounted for roughly two-thirds of the 605,000 net new square feet of office space developed in
East Soma from 2011 to 2015: 333 Brannan Street, a 17 6,000 sf office building which replaced a surface parking lot and two
industrial buildings totaling 13,740 square feet of PDR space, 345 Brannan Street, an adjacent 103,000-square foot office
building which replaced a surface parking lot, and 665 3rd Street, an adaptive reuse project which converted 124,000 square
foot of PDR space to office. A more detailed discussion of the projects involving PDR loss follows in section 2.3. The roughly
23,000 square feet of new retail space was added in largely the ground floors of new residential or office buildings.

333 and 345 Brannan Street (2016) Google Streetview
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333 and 345 Brannan Street (2011) Google Streetview

665 Third Street (2016) Google Streetview
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Map 2 shows the location of the larger-scale non-residential developments. (See List BL-1 in Appendix B for detailed
information.)

Map 2 New Co=ercial and Other Non-Residential Development, East SoMa 2011-2015

Net Commercl11f

•
•

;,;,: ·133,129
1 - 2,492,050

It is important to interpret the pipeline numbers as two separate subcategories, shown in Table 2.2.1 as "Under Review'' and
"Entitled". Under review projects are those that have filed application with the Planning and/ or Building Departments and
have to clear several hurdles, including environmental (CEQA) review, and may require conditional use permits or variances.
Therefore, these projects should be considered more speculative. On the other hand, Entitled projects are those that have
received Planning Department approvals and are considered much more certain, although many of them may take years to
finally complete their construction and receive certificates of occupancy.
The overall co=ercial development pipeline in East SoMa shows a slight shift compared to what took place during the
reporting period of 2011-15 (Table 2.2.1). East SoMa will continue to see PDR space converted to other uses; more to
residential uses than in previous years, but also to office uses. For the first time since the Eastern Neighborhoods plans were
adopted, East SoMa will see a significant amount of Visitor/Lodging space constructed.
Entitled projects include 270 Brannan Street, a 154,000 square foot office project, and several mixed-use residential buildings
that will add small ground floor retail spaces. Entitled projects that propose to convert PDR to other uses are mostly small
spaces (up to about 7,000 square feet) that will be redeveloped as residential or mixed-use residential buildings. One exception
is 340 Bryant Street, which will convert 45,000 square feet of PDR space to office space.
The projects in the pipeline that have not yet been entitled show a net gain of 239,000 square feet of non-residential uses in
East SoMa in the near future. If all of these developments are completed, the Planning Department expects losses of about
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140,000 square feet of PDR space, 94,000 sf of retail space and 17 ,000 sf of CIE space, but gains of 388,000 sf of office space
and 101,000 sf of visitor/lodging space. The large loss in retail is somewhat surprising, given recent trends, and is largely
attributable to two projects, 135 and 144 Townsend Street, which both propose to replace large retail and storage buildings
with office space.
Table 2.2.2 shows the co=ercial development pipeline for San Francisco for comparison. The development pipeline in the
East SoMa represents less than 2% of the citywide pipeline. Map 3 shows the locations of the larger proposed co=ercial
developments in the plan area. (See List BL-2 in Appendix B for detailed information.)

Table 2.2.1 Commercial and Other Non-Residential Development Pipeline, East SoMa Q4 2015

1,600

1,600

Building Permit
Approved/ Issued/
Reinstated

Table 2.2.2 Commercial and Other Non-Residential Development Pipeline, San Francisco Q4 2015

Construction

4,939,101

1,098,708

(58,871)

3,876,705

(290,327)

502,449

(189,563)

Planning Approved

6,432,299

1,942

4,665

4,564,642

316,417

1,086,079

458,554

(63,752)

4,343

(34,830)

(33,939)

674

1,665,330

306,315

1,040,811

58,320

182,532

Building Permit Filed
Building Permit Approved/
Issued/ Reinstated

16,000

1,666,470

61,352

217,810
)c, \t~W:~~~l::0S~i
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Map 3 Commercial and Other Non-Residential Development Pipeline, East SoMa Q4 2015
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As discussed above, East SoMa (and the Eastern Neighborhoods more broadly), have experienced economic changes that
have made many areas highly attractive to residential and office development. These types of uses are generally able to afford
higher land costs than industrial uses, and therefore can outbid PDR businesses for industrially-zoned land. Prior to the
adoption of the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans, the primary industrial zoning designations -M-1, M-2, and C-Mpermitted a broad range of uses, which led to the conversion of a significant amount of PD R space to other activities. The
Eastern Neighborhoods planning process involved long deliberations over where to focus efforts on preserving PDR
activities, ultimately deciding that East SoMa, with its close proximity to downtown and the waterfront, was no longer an ideal
location for PDR activities. This is reflected in the zoning districts that were created for East SoMa, which generally encourage
a mix of uses and do not restrict residential development, unlike the PDR districts created in the Mission, Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill, and Central Waterfront.
Since the adoption of the East SoMa Area Plan, PDR space has continued to be converted to other uses in the neighborhood,
as Tables 2.1.2 and 2.2.1 above illustrate. A detailed investigation of the conversion of PDR space in East SoMa shows that
the vast majority of such conversions have been to office space, and that PDR loss occurred throughout the neighborhood.
The bulk of PDR space lost in the Plan Area over the reporting period was replaced by office projects, either in conversions of
existing PDR buildings, or demolition of smaller PDR buildings and replacement with new construction. Between 2011 and
2015, two projects in East SoMa replaced PDR space with residential mixed-use projects: 260 5th street (MUR), which
demolished a 41,600 square foot warehouse to construct a 151-unit mixed-use residential project, of which 15% of units are
affordable to families earning less than 55%AMI, and 166 Townsend Street (SLI), which combined adaptive reuse of an
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existing industrial building with new construction for 94 residential units, of which 19 (20%) are affordable to households
earning up to 55% of AMI.

260 5th Street (2016) Google Streetview

260 5th Street (2009) Google Streetview
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166 Townsend St (2016) Google Streetview

166 Townsend St (2009) Google Streetview
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As mentioned in previous sections, all of the 212,000 square feet of PDR space anticipated to lost in pipeline projects in the
coming years is to be replaced by mixed-use residential or office buildings, with other co=ercial uses (primarily retail)
occupying the ground floor.
East SOMA MONITORING REPORT

Table 2.3.1. Conversion of PDR Space in East SoMa Plan Area, 2011-15

Zoning
SU

Net PDR
(123,700)

Net
Office
123,700

Net
Retail

Net
Units

Affordable
Units

Percent
Affordable

-

-

N/A

N/A

SU

(75,340)

-

1,715

94

19

20%

460 - 462 BRYANT ST

MUO

(59,475)

59,475

-

-

N/A

N/A

275 BRANNAN ST

MUO

(48,411)

48,411

-

-

N/A

N/A

260 05TH ST

MUR

(41,250)

-

5,281

179

27

15%

660 03RD ST

SU

(40,000)

40,000

-

-

N/A

N/A

938 HOWARD ST

MUR

(25,430)

25,430

-

-

N/A

N/A

111 TOWNSEND ST

MUO

(22,884)

16,786

6,098

-

N/A

N/A

500 2ND ST

MUO

(13,883)

13,883

-

-

N/A

N/A

333 BRANNAN ST

MUO

(13,740)

175,450

3,050

-

N/A

N/A

Project
665 03RD ST
178 TOWNSEND ST

Illegal conversions from Production, Distribution and Repair (PDR) uses have more recently become an issue in the Eastern
Neighborhood Plan areas that the City has sought to resolve. In 2015, the Planning Department has received about 44
complaints of alleged violation for illegal conversions from PDR to Office use in the city. 42 of these cases were found in the
Eastern Neighborhoods, six of which were located in the East SoMa Plan Area. Owners were issued notices of violation and
office tenants were compelled to vacate the properties, as shown in

2.3.2. Enforcement Cases for Illegal PDR Conversions, East SoMa, 2015

Closed - Violation
Closed - No Violation
Under Review
Pending Review

0

6

7
9
4
24

9
4
4

6

TOTAL

23
42

44

Most of these complaints describe large warehouses converting into office uses. Many of these office tenants are hybrid uses
where PDR also takes place, but may not be the principal use of the space. If an office use is confirmed to be in operation,
Planning encourages the company to alter their business practice to fit within the PDR zoning categories or vacate the
property. The table in
I shows the enforcement cases that were closed and that were actually found to be in
violation of the code. Generally, the complaints filed with the Planning Department are regarding the conversion of PDR uses

P"
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to office space, not permitted within these zoning districts. However, some complaints that are filed are either not valid,
meaning that the tenant is either a PDR complying business or the space was legally converted to office space, prior to the
Eastern Neighborhoods rezoning. For these enforcement cases, there is no longer a path to legalization to office use;
additionally, many of these office conversions are not recent, and they did not take advantage of the Eastern Neighborhoods
Legitimization Program. The program was an amnesty program that established a limited-time opportunity whereby existing
uses that have operated without the benefit of required permits may seek those permits. However, this program expired in
2013.
East SOMA MONITORING REPORT

In investigating the alleged violations, the Planning Department discovered that the building permit histories often included

interior tenant improvements without Planning Department review. These permits do not authorize a change of use to office.
To prevent future unauthorized conversion of PDR space the Planning Department worked proactively with the Department
of Building Inspection (DBI). Over the course of 2015, Planning worked with DBI during project intakes to better understand
the routing criteria and how to ensure Planning review. Both departments' IT divisions worked together to create a flag in the
Permit Tracking System (PTS) to alert project intake coordinators of potential illegal conversions. This is a pilot program that
can be expanded at a later date to include other Zoning Districts if necessary. Planning and DBI continue to work together to
monitor this process and plan to meet regularly to discuss additional steps to prevent future conversions.
Planning also works collaboratively with the Mayor's Office of Economic Workforce and Development (OEWD). When
Planning receives inquiries or complaints related to either vacant spaces in PDR zones or possible unauthorized spaces,
Planning informs the property owner about PDR complying uses and refers them to OEWD. OEWD currently has a list of
PDR complying businesses that are looking to lease spaces within San Francisco. Additionally, a training for real estate brokers
was conducted in 2015. The purpose of the voluntary training was to help explain what PDR is and what resources Planning
has available for them to utilize prior to leasing a property. The training also outlined the enforcement process, including the
process for requesting a Letter of Determination. Future trainings will be held based on interest.

The East SoMa Plan Area added employment across all land use types tracked by the Planning Department between 2011 and
2015, following a trend that has taken place in San Francisco and the Bay Area. This growth in employment reflects a rebound
in the regional economy following the "Great Recession" of the previous decade, but also the robust growth in high
technology sectors and related industries in recent years. 1 Altogether, employment in East SoMa grew from roughly 18,900
jobs in 2010 to almost 33,700 in 2015, with a related increase from 2,000 to 2,200 total establishments, according to the
California Employment and Development Department (EDD). Overall, employment in East SoMa grew by 78% from 2010
to 2015. The subsections below discuss the job growth in East SoMa by land use category.

Table 2.4.1. Employment, East SOMA and San Francisco, Q4 2015

San Francisco

East SOMA
Landuse
Cultural,
Institutional,
Educational
Medical
Office
PDR/ Light
Industrial
Retail

1

Establishments

Estab. %
of Total

Jobs

Jobs%
of Total

36
843
709

2%
38%
32%

271
1,332
18,166

1%
4%
54%

224
230

10%
10%

5,684
7,806

17%
23%

Estab. %
of Total

Jobs

Jobs%
of Total

2,010
21,833
15,628

3%
37%
27%

73,182
60,214
293,014

11%
9%
44%

5,280
8,241

9%
14%

88,135
130,550

13%
20%

Establishments

See annual San Francisco Planning Department Commerce & Industry Inventory, 2008 - 2015.
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Visitor / Lodcine
Other
Total

14
157
2,213

1%
7%
100%

156
288
33,702

0%
1%
100%
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1%
16,688
2%
311
4,961
9%
6,953
1%
100%
58,264
100%
668,736

San Francisco is a regional employment hub, with the largest concentration of office jobs in the Bay Area including financial,
legal, and other specialized business services. According to the state Employment Development Department (EDD), there
were about 293,000 office jobs in San Francisco at the end of June 2015 (Q2). Of these jobs, about 18,170 (about 6% of the
citywide total) were in the East SoMa Plan area. Office jobs represent a higher proportion of employment in the East SoMa
Plan Area than citywide (see Over the past five years, East SoMa has seen impressive employment growth - 15,000 new jobs
almost 80% growth - despite only adding approximately 145,000 square footage of commercial space. In part, many of these
new jobs are likely located in commercial space that was vacant at the end of the recession of the previous decade, leading to
lower vacancy rates. Another trend that has been underway that may explain the gain in employment without a parallel
increase in commercial space is an overall densification of employment (in other words, allowing more jobs to be
accommodated within a given amount of space). With the increasing cost ofland in locations close to city centers and
accessible by transportation infrastructure (as is the case with the Eastern Neighborhoods), real estate researchers have tracked
an overall densification of employment across several sectors throughout the country. This kind of densification can be caused
by employees who work from home for some or all days of the week (and therefore may share office space with colleagues) or
firms that accommodate more employees within a given amount of space.
East SoMa, like the city overall, has seen significant employment growth since 2010, adding jobs in all sectors. Retail and office
jobs have grown particularly quickly in East SoMa, by 156% and 97%
). Office jobs have almost doubled in East SoMa from 2010 to 2015.

San Francisco is also a regional shopping destination and 20% of all city jobs are in retail/ entertainment (see Over the past
five years, East SoMa has seen impressive employment growth - 15,000 new jobs almost 80% growth - despite only adding
approximately 145,000 square footage of commercial space. In part, many of these new jobs are likely located in commercial
space that was vacant at the end of the recession of the previous decade, leading to lower vacancy rates. Another trend that
has been underway that may explain the gain in employment without a parallel increase in commercial space is an overall
densification of employment (in other words, allowing more jobs to be accommodated within a given amount of space). With
the increasing cost of land in locations close to city centers and accessible by transportation infrastructure (as is the case with
the Eastern Neighborhoods), real estate researchers have tracked an overall densification of employment across several sectors
throughout the country. This kind of densification can be caused by employees who work from home for some or all days of
the week (and therefore may share office space with colleagues) or firms that accommodate more employees within a given
amount of space.
East SoMa, like the city overall, has seen significant employment growth since 2010, adding jobs in all sectors. Retail and office
jobs have grown particularly quickly in East SoMa, by 156% and 97%
). There were about 7,800 retail jobs in the East SoMa Plan area, about 23% of total jobs in the area; this represents almost
6% of all citywide retail jobs.

Although no longer a center for industry, 13% of San Francisco jobs are in production, distribution, or repair (PDR) related
businesses. These light industrial businesses contribute to the city's economy by providing stable and relatively well-paying
jobs for the many San Franciscans without a four-year college degree and by supporting various sectors of the city's economy.
There were almost 5,700 PDR jobs in the East SoMa Plan area. A much higher proportion of jobs in East SoMa are in the
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PDR sectors (23%) compared to citywide (13%). Despite the loss of hundreds of thousands of square feet of PDR space in
East SoMA, PDR jobs have actually held steady (5, 700 in 2015 vs. 5,300 in 2010) in absolute terms, though they have declined
as a proportion of all jobs in the Plan Area.
and Commercial
Over the past five years, East SoMa has seen impressive employment growth - 15,000 new jobs almost 80% growth - despite
only adding approximately 145,000 square footage of co=ercial space. In part, many of these new jobs are likely located in
co=ercial space that was vacant at the end of the recession of the previous decade, leading to lower vacancy rates. 2 Another
trend that has been underway that may explain the gain in employment without a parallel increase in co=ercial space is an
overall densification of employment (in other words, allowing more jobs to be acco=odated within a given amount of
space). With the increasing cost ofland in locations close to city centers and accessible by transportation infrastructure (as is
the case with the Eastern Neighborhoods), real estate researchers have tracked an overall densification of employment across
several sectors throughout the country.3 This kind of densification can be caused by employees who work from home for
some or all days of the week (and therefore may share office space with colleagues) or firms that acco=odate more
employees within a given amount of space.
East SoMa, like the city overall, has seen significant employment growth since 2010, adding jobs in all sectors. Retail and office
jobs have grown particularly quickly in East SoMa, by 156% and 97%

2

Although data to show vacancy rates for the East SoMa Plan Area is not available, commercial real estate brokerage firms like
Cushman & Wakefield show that vacancy rates for different types of land uses decreased substantially in San Francisco between
2011 and 2015 across different sectors. See Cushman & Wakefield San Francisco Office Snapshot Q4 2015 and Retail Snapshot Q4
2015.
3
See 2013 US Workplace Survey by Gensler.
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Chart

Jobs by Land Use, East SOMA, Q3 2010 and Q2 2015
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Source: California Employment Development Department
Note: Starting in 2013, the Bureau of Labor Statistics reclassified In-Home Supportive Services (roughly 20,000 jobs citywide)
from the Private Household category (classified as "Other") to other classifications, most of which are captured in this report
under "Medical".
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Chart

Establishments by Land Use, East SOMA, Q3 2010 and Q2 2015
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Source: California Employment Development Department_Note: Starring in 2013, the Bureau of Labor Statistics reclassified
In-Home Supportive Services (roughly 20,000 jobs citywide) from the Private Household category (classified as "Other") to
other classifications, most of which are captured in this report under "Medical".
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Table 2.4.2. Sales Taxes Collected in East SoMa Plan Area, 2011-15

2011

$

3,248,039

2012

$

3,462,247

2013

$

2014

$

67,537,179

6.6%

$

73,531,098

8.9%

3,345,460

-3.4%

$

76,739,835

4.4%

3,532,216

5.6%

$

81,442,942

6.1%

N/A

2015

TOTAL

$

$

N/A

13,587,962

$

299,251,054

Table 2.4.2. Property Taxes Collected in East SoMa Plan Area, 2011-15

3

HOUSING

The provision of adequate housing to residents of all incomes has long been a challenge in San Francisco. Over the past five
years, however, San Francisco has become poster child for the housing affordability crisis afflicting America's cities and coastal
communities throughout California. As discussed in the previous section, the Bay Area, city, and East SoMa neighborhood
have all seen robust employment growth since the "Great Recession" triggered by the financial crisis in 2007. During this
period, the city has added housing units much more slowly than new employees. As a result, a growing and more affluent labor
force has driven up the costs of housing, making it increasingly difficult for low and moderate income families to remain in
San Francisco.
In the past five years, neighborhoods adjacent to East SoMa (Rincon Hill and Downtown) have seen the construction of

thousands of housing units, leading the city in housing production at a time of unprecedented demand for new housing. East
SoMa itself has seen relatively less housing construction. The environmental analysis conducted for the Eastern
Neighborhoods Environmental Impact Report estimated that up to 2,500 additional units could be developed as a result of the
rezoning associated with the East SoMa P!an.4 The Plan also recognizes the value of the existing housing stock and calls for its
preservation, particularly given that much of it is under rent control. Dwelling unit mergers are strongly discouraged and
housing demolitions are allowed only on condition of adequate unit replacement.

According to the 2010 Census, there were almost 8,550 units in the East SoMa Plan boundaries in April 2010; this represents
2% of the citywide total. Table 3.1.1 shows that approximately 800 new units were built in the past five years in East SoMa.
Table 3.1.2 shows the citywide figures for comparison. Almost 8% of the net increase in the city's housing stock in the last
five years was in the East SoMa area. Map 4 shows the location of recent housing construction. Additional details about these
new development projects can be found in Appendix B, List BL-3.

4

Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans Environmental Impact Report (2005).
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Table 3.1.1 New Housing Production, East SoMa Plan Area, 2011-2015

2011
2012

25

123

148

2013

36

48

84

2014

513

44

557

2015

4

2

TOTAL

578

2

3

792

216

Table 3.1.2 New Housing Production, San Francisco, 2011-2015

2011

348

84

5

269

2012

796

127

650

1,319

2013

2,330

429

59

1,960

2014

3,455

95

156

3,516

2015
TOTAL

2,472

25

507

2,954

9,401

760

1,377

10,018

East SoMa led the Eastern Neighborhoods plan areas in housing production between 2011 and 2015, with eleven projects and
a total of 751 housing units. The three largest projects by far were 900 Folsom Street, a 282 unit building with 40 BMRs (14%)
constructed on a surface parking lot, 260 5th Street, a 182 unit buildingwith 27 BMRs (15%) which replaced a small PDR
building and surface parking lot, and 178 Townsend Street, a partial conversion and partial new-construction project which
produced a 94 unit buildingwith 19 BMRs (20%). Included in the 751 new housing units produced in East SoMa over the
period are 113 permanently affordable units in three 100% affordable housing projects: at 1049 Howard Street (25 units), 374
5th Street (44 units) and 378 5th Street (44 units).
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Map 4 New Housing Production East Soma 20011-2015
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900 Folsom Street

260 5th Street

As discussed above in the Commercial Activity chapter, the pipeline should be analyzed along two different categories:
projects that have submitted planning and building applications (under review) and projects that have received entitlements
and are either awaiting or are under construction. The latter (particularly those under construction) are considered much more
likely to add residential or commercial capacity to the city's building stock in the short-to-medium term, while under review
projects may require clearance from environmental review, variances to planning code restrictions, and discretionary review. In
general, the Planning Department estimates that projects that are currently under construction can take up to two years to be
ready for occupancy, entitled projects can take between two and seven years, while projects under review can take as many as
ten years, if they are indeed approved.
At the end of 2015, there were about 1,600 units in 48 projects in the housing development pipeline for East SoMa (Table
3.2.1 ). The pipeline for East SoMa accounts for 4% of the total number of projects in the city but less than 3% of the number
of units, which suggests that new projects are of a smaller scale than housing developments in the pipeline for San Francisco
as a whole.
Table 3.2.1 shows that over 350 units in 11 projects- about 22% of East SoMa pipeline projects - are under construction and
will likely be completed within the next two years. A further 530 units in 16 projects - 33% of the pipeline - have received
Planning Department entitlements and could see completion within the next two to seven years. The remaining 45% of units
in the residential development pipeline in East SoMa are in the early stages of the process and are expected to be completed in
the next five to ten years. Just 3% of the 62,636 units in the citywide housing development pipeline are located in East SoMa.
The current housing pipeline in East SoMa is slightly more robust than it was at the end of 2010, shown in the previous
Monitoring Report. In that year, only three projects (with a total of 40 units) were under construction, 13 projects with 754
units were entitled, and 13 projects with 474 units were under review. As of the end of 2015, East SoMa has more units in
more projects in all stages of the pipeline than there were in 2010.
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Map 5 shows the location of these proposed housing projects by development status. List BL-4 in Appendix B provides a
detailed list of these housing pipeline projects.

Table 3.2.1 Housing Development Pipeline, East SOMA and San Francisco, Q4 2015

Planning Entitled
Planning Approved
Building Permit Filed
Building Permit Approved/
Issued/Reinstated
,,

533
520
2

16
8
3

26,063
23,101
513

350
80
31

11

5

2,449

239
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Map 5 Housing Development Pipeline by Development Status, East SoMa, Q4 2015
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•

185

$ Entitled
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~500

•

• •
2.l

38

182

•

•

1.13

Note: Only includes residential developments with 5 or more units.

San Francisco and the l\1ission Plan .Area have a number of policies in place to facilitate the development of affordable housing. This
section describes some of these policies and shows the extent to which affordable housing was built in the Plan .Area over the pasts five
years.

Efforts:

Eastern

and East So Ma

The City of San Francisco has a number of programs to provide housing opportunities to families whose incomes prevent them from
accessing market-rate housing. The San Francisco Housing Authority (SFHA) maintains dozens of properties throughout the City aimed at
extremely low (30% of AlVII), very low (50% of AMI) and low (80% of AMI) income households. Four of these properties are located
within the Eastern Neighborhoods boundaries: two in the l\1ission and two in Potrero Hill.
The City has also launched a partnership between the SFHA, the Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development (MOHCD),
community organizations, real estate developers, and philanthropies to redevelop some of the more dilapidated public housing sites into
vibrant mixed-income communities with a central goal of keeping existing residents in their neighborhoods. One of the Hope SF projects,
Potrero Terrace/Annex is located in the Eastern Neighborhoods (Showplace Square/Potrero Hill). MOH CD also maintains a number of
funding programs to provide capital financing for affordable housing developments targeting households earning between 30 and 60% of
AMI, low-income seniors, and other special needs groups. In most cases, MOHCD funding is leveraged to access outside sources of
funding, such as Federal Low Income Housing Tax Credits, allocated by the State.
One of the most powerful tools to promote affordable housing development in San Francisco is the inclusionary housing program outlined
in Section 415 of the Planning Code. This program requires that developments of 10 or more units of market rate housing must include
restrict 12% of the units to families earning below 55% of AMI (for rental units) or 90% of AMI (for ownership units). Developers can opt
to build the units "off-site" (in a different building), within a 1-rnile radius from the original development, as long as units are sold to
households earning less than 70% of AMI. In this case, the requirement is increased to 20% of the total number of units in the two
projects. The income and rent limits for housing units managed by the Mayor's Office of Housing are included in

lllllllli':f.#.

The Mayor, Board of Supervisors, Planning Department, and Mayor's Office of Housing have recently passed or introduced legislation to
further expand the supply of affordable housing throughout the City. The City currently has legislation to encourage the development of
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accessory dwelling units (ADUs) within existing residential buildings in supervisor districts 3 and 8. These ordinances remove obstacles to
the development of ADUs, including density limits and parking requirements, in order to incentivize a housing type that has been
identified as a valuable option for middle-class households that do not require a lot of space.s A proposal to expand a similar policy to the
rest of the City is =rently under discussion.
East SOMA MONITORING REPORT

Another policy that has the potential to add thousands of units of affordable housing to the city's stock is the Affordable Housing Bonus
Program, which is currently under review by the City. The program would allow developers in certain areas to build an additional two
stories above what is allowed by their height limit district, in exchange for providing additional affordable housing, with a special focus on
middle-income families that currently cannot access housing through the market. By-and-large, the Bonus Program does not apply to
parcels in the Eastern Neighborhoods.
In addition to the Citywide programs described above, the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans also placed a high priority on the
production and protection of affordable housing, and created policies to expand access to housing opportunities to low and moderateincome families. In addition to the Citywide inclusionary program described above, which applies throughout the Eastern Neighborhoods,
market-rate housing developments in the Urban Mixed Use (UMU) district are required to restrict between 14.4 and 17.6% of their units to
families at or below 55% of AMI for rental and 90% of AMI for ownership, depending on the amount of "upzoning" given to the
property by the Plans. If these units are provided off-site, the requirement ranges from 23 to 27%. In the UMU and Mission NCT district,
developers also have the option of dedicating land to the City that can be developed as 100% affordable projects.
Developers also have the option of paying a fee in lieu of developing the units themselves, which the City can use to finance the
development of 100% affordable projects. Funds collected through these "in-lieu fees" are managed by the Mayor's Office of Housing and
Community Development and can be spent anywhere in the City. However, 75% of fees collected in the Mission NCT and East SoMa
MUR districts are required to be spent within those districts themselves. The Plans also require bedroom mixes in its mixed use districts to
encourage 2- and 3-bedroom units that are suitable to families, including the units sold or leased at below-market rates. Lastly, in order to
reduce the costs and incentivize housing production, the Plans removed density controls and parking requirements in many of its zoning
districts, particularly those well-served by public transit and pedestrian and bike infrastructure.

As discussed in this report's introduction, expanding access to affordable housing opportunities was a high priority for the communities in
the Eastern Neighborhoods during the planning process, and it has only gained more urgency in recent years.
As table 3.4.1 shows, 204 affordable units were built in East SoMa during the 2011-15 five-year monitoring period, more than double the
99 affordable units developed in the previous five years (2006-2010). The 204 units built between 2011 and 2015 make up 34% of the 595
newly constructed units built in East SoMa (shown on table 3.1.1), almost three times higher than the inclusionary housing minimum of
12%. East SoMa saw three 100% affordable housing projects completed between 2011 and 2015, and the two largest mixed-income
residential projects completed during the period in East SoMa both provided around 15% of units on-site as BMRs. All of the 89
inclusionary units opened in East SoMa during the period were rental units targeted to low-income households (55% of AMI), as shown on
appendix table BL-5.

5

Wegmann, Jake, and Karen Chapple. "Hidden density in single-family neighborhoods: backyard cottages as an equitable smart

growth strategy." Journal of Urbanism: International Research on Placemaking and Urban Sustainability 7.3 (2014): 307-329.
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374 and 378 5th Street are both 100% Affordable Housing projects opened in 2013 and 2014

Several residential projects elected to pay an in-lieu fee rather than provide affordable units on-site, as is allowed under the City's
inclusionary program. These fees raised $11.5 million for the City's housing development program managed by MOHCD. New affordable
units are estimated to cost roughly $550,000 in construction costs (not including land), towards which MOHCD contributes about
$250,000, requiring the developer to raise the rest from Federal, State, and other sources. Therefore, it is estimated that the "in-lieu fees"
collected in East SoMa in this period, if successfully leveraged into additional external funding and used to build projects on publicly
controlled land, could yield an additional 45 units. 6
The inclusionary housing production in East SoMa accounts for 10.4% of the citywide production (853 units, as shown in table 3.4.2
between 2011 and 2015). Roughly 8% of the 1,644 publicly subsidized affordable units constructed in San Francisco during the period were
located in East SoMa.

Table 3.4.1 Affordable Housing Production, East SoMa, 2011-2015

2011

1

2012

25

21

46

2013

44

1

45

2014

44

67

111

113

89

2015
TOTAL

2

204

Table 3.4.2 Affordable Housing Production, San Francisco, 2011-2015

2011

141

4

60

205

2012

377

98

38

513

2013

464

216

30

710

2014

449

249

57

755

2015

213

286

53

552

TOTAL

1,644

853

238

2,735

6

The development costs of affordable housing units are rough estimates based on recent projects that have received assistance
from MOHCD.
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3.4.3 Housing Developments Opting for Affordable Housing "In-lieu" Fee, East SoMa, 2011-2015

2012

246RITCHST

$739,207

2013

468 CLEMENTINA
ST

$491,808

2015

119 07THST

$2,440,158

2015

237 SHIPLEY ST

$838,732

2015

923 FOLSOM ST

$7,001,838

TOTAL

$11,511,743

Map 6 New Affordable Housing, East SoMa, 2011-2015

•

Affordable Housing

A key component in promoting neighborhood affordability and stability is to preserve the existing stock of housing. New housing
development in San Francisco is costly and preserving homes can prevent displacement of vulnerable households. The East SoMa Plan
supports the preservation of the area's existing housing stock and prohibits residential demolition unless this project ensures sufficient
replacement of housing units. Restrictions on demolitions also help to preserve affordable and rent-controlled housing and historic
resources.
A neighborhood's housing stock can also change without physical changes to the building structure. Conversions of rental housing to
condominiums can turn housing that is rent controlled and potentially accessible to moderate income households to housing that can be
occupied by a narrower set of residents, namely, those with access to down payment funds and enough earning power to purchase a home.
Lastly, rental units can be "lost" to evictions of various types, from owners moving in to units formerly occupied by tenants to the use of
the Ellis Act provisions in which landlords can claim to be going out of the rental business in order to force residents to vacate their
homes.
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One important priority of the Plan's housing stock preservation efforts is to maintain the existing stock of single room occupancy (SRO)
hotels, which often serve as a relatively affordable option for low income households.
I
includes a list of SRO properties and
number of residential units.

d

The following subsections document the trends in these various types of changes to the housing stock in the East SoMa Plan Area and San
Francisco between 2011 and 2015 and comparing the most recent five years with the preceding 5-year period.

to alteration or

~~AA J•·~·~
..

In this most recent reporting period, only two units were demolished or lost through alteration in East SoMa (Table 3.5.1 ), less than 0.3%
of units demolished citywide. In the previous reporting period, 7 units were lost to demolition or alteration. Table 3.5.2 shows San
Francisco figures for comparison. Illegal units removed also result in loss of housing; corrections to official records, on the other hand, are
adjustments to the housing count.

Table 3.5.1 Units Lost, East SoMa, 2011-2015

2011

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2012

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2013

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2014

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2015

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

TOTAL

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

65

84

149

27

127

154

0

110

427

537

Table 3.5.2 Units Lost, San Francisco, 2011-2015

2011

39

22

1

2012

2

23

1

2013

70

38

2

2014

24

20

0

45

95

140

2015

100

12

3

116

25

141

235

115

7

363

758

1,121

TOTAL

6

3

Conversions
Condo conversions increase San Francisco's homeownership rate, estimated to be at about 37% in 2014. However, condo
conversions also mean a reduction in the city's rental stock. In 2014, an estimated 78% of households in East and West SoMa
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were renters. According to the American Community Survey, there was no change in the owner/ renter split in East SoMa or
in San Francisco between 2009 and 2014.7

In the last five years, no units in East SoMa were converted to condominiums.

Another indicator of change in the existing housing stock, are owner move-in and Ellis Act evictions. These evictions
effectively remove units from the rental housing stock and are, in most cases, precursors to condo conversions.
Table 3.5.4 shows that in the last five years in East SoMa, there were owner move-in evictions in three units and no units were
withdrawn from the rental stock under the Ellis Act. Owner move-in and Ellis Act evictions in East SoMa are extremely rare,
compared to other areas of the city. Other types of evictions, noted in Table 3.6.2, include evictions due to breach of rental
contracts or non-payment of rent; this could also include evictions to perform capital improvements or substantial
rehabilitation.

Table 3.5.4 Evictions, East SoMa, 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

0
0
1
0
2

Totals

3

0
0
0
0
0

7
21
11
20
18

123
172
275
315
425

54
99
229
101
142

1102
1343
1368
1550
1518

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

1%
2%
1%
1%
1%

77

1,31.0

625

6,881

0%

0%

1%

Source: SF Rent Board

Prompted by the Downtown Plan in 1985, the City determined that large office development, by increasing employment, attracts
new residents and therefore increases demand for housing. In response, the Office Affordable Housing Production Program
(OAHPP) was established in 1985 to require large office developments to contribute to a fund to increase the amount of
affordable housing. In 2001, the OAHPP was re-named the Jobs-Housing Linkage Program Q"HLP) and revised to require all
commercial projects with a net addition of 25,000 gross square feet or more to contribute to the fund. Between fiscal year
2011/12 and 2015/16, commercial developments in the East SoMa Plan Area generated roughly $15,200,000 to be used for
affordable housing development by the city.

7

San Francisco Neighborhood Profiles, American Community Survey 2010-2014. San Francisco Planning Department 2016. According
to the Census, there are roughly 19,000 renter-occupied units in the Mission. The neighborhood boundaries for the Mission in the
Neighborhood Profiles do not match perfectly with the Plan Area boundaries, though they are very close. Therefore, these
percentages should be read as approximations.
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Table 3.6.1Jobs Housing Linkage Fees Collected, East SoMa, FY 2011/12-2015/16

2011-12
2012-13
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
Total

$
$
$
$
$
$

2,037,266
7,407,153
5,430, 135
345,646

15,220,199

*Department of Building Inspection as of 6/1/16

4

Accessibility and Transportation

The East Soma Plan Area is characterized by a multitude of mobility options and its residents access employment and other
destinations through a variety of transport modes. A much lower share of co=uters in the East SoMa travel to work by car
than the rest of San Francisco (27% to 44%, respectively), a comparison that is true for people who drive alone as well as
those who carpool. As Table 4.1.1 shows, the most popular means of co=uting among East SoMa residents is on foot; 37%
of residents (compared to just 10% citywide) walk to work, not surprising given East SoMa's proximity to the largest
concentration of jobs in the Bay Area in downtown San Francisco. Other non-auto co=ute modes also play an important
role, including transit at 24% and biking at 4%. Approximately 6% of East SoMa residents work from home. In order to
maintain this characteristic and move towards lower dependency on private automobiles, the East SoMa Area Plan's objectives
related to transportation all favor continued investments in public transit and improving pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure
rather than facilitating auto ownership, circulation, and parking.

Table 3.6.1 Commute Mode Split, East SoMa and San Francisco, 2011-2015

Car

Drove Alone
c ooled
Transit
Bike
Walk

Other

2,926
2,601
325
2,538
384
3,909
194

27%
24%
3%
24%
4%
37%
2%

199,470
165,151
34,319
150,222
17,356
46,810

44%
36%
8%
33%
4%
10%

-16%
-12%
-4%
-9%
0%
26%
0%

Tota:l
Source: 2009-2014 American Co=unity Survey

The Eastern Neighborhoods Transportation Implementation Planning Study (EN TRIPS) Report assessed the overall
transportation needs for the Eastern Neighborhoods and proposed a set of discreet projects that could best address these
needs in the most efficient and cost beneficial manner. EN Trips identified three major projects for prioritization:
(1) Complete streets treatment for a Howard Street / Folsom Street couplet running between Snd and 11th Street
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(2) Complete streets and transit prioritization improvements for a 7th Street and 8th Street couplet running between Market
and Harrison Street in East Soma
(3) Complete streets and transit prioritization improvements for 16th Street (22-Fillmore) running between Church Street and
7th Street.
Other broader improvements were also discussed including street grid and connectivity improvements through the northeast
Mission and Showplace Square, bicycle route improvements throughout particularly along 17th Street, and mid-block
signalizations and crossings in South of Market.

The East SoMa Plan calls for the creation of a network of "Green Connector" streets with wider sidewalks and landscaping
improvements that connects open spaces and improves area walkability. The Plan proposes to enhance Folsom Street to
connect the emerging Transbay and Rincon Hill areas, East and West SoMa, and the Mission District. Additional street
improvements are proposed for lightly used alleyways with a more mixed-use or commercial character
In January 2011, San Francisco's Better Streets Plan, adopted by the Board of Supervisors in December 2010, went into effect.

The plan contains design guidelines for pedestrian and streetscape improvements and describes streetscape requirements for
new development. Major themes and ideas include distinctive, unified streetscape design, space for public life, enhanced
pedestrian safety, universal design and accessibility, and creative use of parking lanes. The Better Streets Plan only describes a
vision for ideal streets and seeks to balance the needs of all street users and street types. Detailed implementation strategies
will be developed in the future.
In 2014, San Francisco adopted Vision Zero, a commitment to eliminating traffic-related fatalities by 2024. The City has

identified capital project to improve street safety, which will build on existing pedestrian, bicycle, and transit-rider safety
programs. The first round will include 245 projects, including several in East SoMa, shown on Table 4.2.1. 2nd Street and 6th
Street will receive the most significant improvements, with traffic calming, bike lanes and other streetscape improvements
currently in design or under construction.
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Table 4.2.1. Vision Zero Projects in East SoMa Plan Area

Folsom and Essex Protected Bikeway
Embarcadero Enhancement Project
Market and Mission Road Diet
Treatments
2nd Street Improvement Project Early
Implementation
2nd Street Improvement Project Early
Implementation
5th Street Green Backed Sharrows
Howard Streetscape Project
6th Street & Minna Street New Signal
6th Street Improvements Project
Pedestrian Countdown Signal 3 Signals
6th Street & Howard Street
HSIP New Signals

5

Winter 2013-14
Summer 2014

Construction
Design

$
$

174,000
4,710,000

Winter 2014-15

Design

$

198,000

Summer 2015

Construction

$

160,000

Fall 2016

Construction

$

15,620,000

Spring 2015
Summer 2014
Winter 2014-15
Winter 2014-15
Spring 2015
Winter 2014-15
Winter 2014-15

Construction
Design
Completed
Design
Design
Completed
Design

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

93,000
2,135,000
350,000
3,992,000
2,500,000
26,000
1,125,000

Community Improvements

The Eastern Neighborhoods Plan included Public Benefits a framework for delivering infrastructure and other public benefits.
The public benefits framework was described in the Eastern Neighborhoods "Implementation Document'', which was
provided to the public, the Planning Commission, and the Board of Supervisors at the time of the original Eastern
Neighborhoods approvals. This Implementation Document described infrastructure and other public benefits needed to keep
up with development, established key funding mechanisms for the infrastructure, and provided a broader strategy for funding
and maintaining newly needed infrastructure. Below is a description of how the public benefit policies were originally derived
and expected to be updated.

To determine how much additional infrastructure and services would be required to serve new development, the Planning
Department conducted a needs assessment that looked at recreation and open space facilities and maintenance, schools,
community facilities including child care, neighborhood serving businesses, and affordable housing.
A significant part of the Eastern Neighborhoods Plans was the establishment of the Eastern Neighborhoods Community
Impact Fee and Fund. Nexus Studies were conducted as part of the original Eastern Neighborhoods effort, and then again as
part of a Citywide Nexus and Levels-of-Service study described below. Both studies translated need created by development
into an infrastructure cost per square foot of new development. This cost per square foot determines the maximum
development impact fee that can be legally charged. After establishing the absolute maximum fee that can be charged legally,
the City then tests what maximum fee can be charged without making development infeasible. In most instances, fees are
ultimately established at lower than the legally justified amount determined by the nexus. Because fees are usually set lower
than what could be legally justified, it is understood that impact fees cannot address all needs created by new development.
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Need for transportation was studied separately under EN Trips and then later under the Transportation Sustainability
Program. Each infrastructure or service need was analyzed by studying the General Plan, departmental databases, and facility
plans, and with consultation of City agencies charged with providing the infrastructure or need.
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As part of a required periodic update, in 2015, the Planning Department published a Citywide Needs Assessment that created
levels-of-service metrics for new parks and open space, rehabilitated parks and open space, child care, bicycle facilities, and
pedestrian facilities ("San Francisco Infrastructure Level of Service Analysis").
Separate from the Citywide Nexus published in 2015, MTA and the Planning Department also produced a Needs Assessment
and Nexus Study to analyze the need for additional transit services, along with complete streets. This effort was to provide
justification for instituting a new Transportation Sustainability Fee (TSF) to replace the existing Transit Development Impact
Fee (TDIF). In the analysis, the derived need for transit from new development is described providing the same amount
transit service (measured by transit service hours) relative to amount of demand (measured by number of auto plus transit
trips).
Between the original Needs Assessment, and the Level-of-Service Analysis, and the TSF Study the City has established the
below metrics that establishes what is needed to maintain acceptable infrastructure and services in the Eastern Neighborhoods
and throughout the City:

Improvement

Community Facility
Police (Equipment)
Public Health Centers

Recreation_ and Open Space_
Multi-Use Fields

Need
Factor

Need-Unit

__ 9_~?_?,~g_u~_? ~~r:; __

Need
Factor
per
person

No of
People

1,000

Reference

0.000];7 __(lri_ginal .EN .. Ne.eds Assessment

1,()00 .. 0.00006 _Original ~N__Ne.edsAssessr:n.,nt
________ l,tl()() _O,O()()il'[ _ (lriginal_E[\JNe)(u_s_5tud\I

0.06 centers
0.04 centers

_____ 10,()()() __ (),O()Q2:3 _ (lriginal EN ['J_exu_s~t_ud_'L _

2.25 fields

2 courts
__ "--· ·-- -·- ·--~Q!.Q~q ,, __Q~Q.~~ _Q_~gl_~~~~-~~~~~-~~~~'i _____ _
O_utd_o_or:b_aske_t_~~ll_cour!.__ _________________________
2 _c:_ourts_ _ _~----- _
10,000
0.0002 Original EN Nexus Study
Walkway and bikeway trails
_0.17rniles C)f__ Blue_Gree_nway_ __
Origi_nal EN Nexus Study

Tennis Courts

Open Sp~ce - ney.r parks city~id~_

Open Space: rehabilitation
Childcare
Childcare
- for Toddlers Attributable to Residential -Growth
- ----- -------------------------------- ---- --- - --- - ------ -----

55 acres

__147,2m

0.00037 Citywide Nexus Study (2015)

__ 14?,20~·-- 0.00347 Citywide Ne_><us Study (2015)

511 acres
393,12,space_s_ _

Residential

_ 51,866

0.00758 _Citywid~N_e_xus Study(2015)

51,866

0.0299

Cit)t1Nide f'Je)(u_s5_tudy (2_01!;)

1

88

C:ity_\l(ide NexusStudy (2015)

Complete Streets I Transp.ortation_

_i:rans~o~at!o~--=- ~!-~~~~!~~-- _____________________ _
T~-~?J?orta_!JE_~-~-~f.r~~~~! ~~- ~!_~9~i:_~----·~
Transpo~~ti?n - ~i_k~_::-_!_n!_~~~~-~i~-~ ~mp_r?!~!T_l~e.!1t~
Tr,ansp~J!:atio_n -__B_i_k_e:_ - ~i.~~ ?~~.~!.~"g ~~~~"e:~ _
Transportation - Bike - Bike Sharing

_ _8~ s_fofs_id_e_wa_lk ___ __ __

-~----~.'_11i~es___ _____________1,_2E,217 _().()()~ __Cit_v~_d"_f'J")(lJS St~_dy_l2_()l,_5l_

13 intersections

11 2111 217

0.00001 _ Citywide Nexus Study (2015)

1,_~_1,_217

667 bike share stations

_ 0.0044 Citywid~ [\Jex us Study (2015)
_ _1!211,217 0.00055 Citywide Nexus. Study (2015)

The East SoMa Plan also calls for the provision of new recreation and park facilities and maintenance of existing resources.
East SoMa's historically industrial nature has resulted in relatively few neighborhood open spaces, and many areas lack
adequate access to places to recreate and relax. The Plan specifically calls for the Planning Department to work with the
Recreation and Parks Department (RPD) to identify a site in East SoMa for a new public park. While efforts to secure land for
a new open space continue, RPD is currently undertaking a major renovation project on South Park, in the heart of East
SoMa. Scheduled for completion in Fall of 2016, the multi-million dollar renovation will include upgrades to the park's
infrastructure, including new paths, irrigation, drainage, site lighting, site furnishings, 24 mature trees and landscaping.
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Design renderings of South Park renovation (currently underway)
Source: San Francisco Recreation & Parks.
Another facility renovation planned for the Plan Area, still in planning phase, is the Gene Friend Recreation Center. Located
on the corner of 6th and Folsom Streets, the facility includes an interior gymnasium and fitness center as well as and outdoor
lawn and play area for children. RPD is partnering with the Trust for Public Land to undertake a major renovation and
refurbishment of the facility, one of the few serving all of SoMa.

As a significant amount of new housing development is expected East SoMa, new residents will increase the need to add new
community facilities and to maintain and expand existing ones. Community facilities can include any type of service needed to
meet the day-to-day needs of residents. These facilities include libraries, parks and open space, schools and child care.
Community based organizations also provide many services to area residents including health, human services, and cultural
centers. Section 5.3 describes efforts to increase and improve the supply of recreation and park space in East SoMa. Section 6,
below, discusses the process of implementation of the community benefits program, including the collection and management
of the impact fees program.
Map 7 shows existing community facilities in East SoMa. Community based organizations currently provide a wide range of
services at over 20 sites throughout East SoMa, ranging from clinics and legal aid, to job and language skills training centers
and immigration assistance.
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Map 7 Community Facilities in East SoMa
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Neighborhood serving businesses represent a diversity of activities beyond typical land use categories such as retail. This
section defines neighborhood serving as those activities of an everyday nature associated with a high "purchase" frequency
(see Appendix D for a list of business categories used). Grocery stores, auto shops and gasoline stations, banks and schools
which frequently host other activities, among many other uses, can be considered "neighborhood serving."
By this definition, East SoMa is home to almost 150 neighborhood serving businesses and establishments employing roughly
3,400 people. Since 2010, East SoMa has gained almost 630 full-service restaurant jobs, though the number of restaurant
establishments has remained roughly the same. In general, places to eat and drink are the most common neighborhood serving
establishments in the plan area. East SoMa's relative lack of typical neighborhood commercial strips is evident in the few retail
and personal service establishments present throughout the neighborhood.
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As shown in Table 4.5.1, the top 10 neighborhood serving establishments in East SoMa include eating places (full- and
limited-service restaurants, bakeries, etc.), bars, grocery stores, banks, and auto repair shops. These businesses are spread
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throughout the Plan Area, as shown on Map 8.

Table 5.55.1 Neighborhood Serving Establishments, East SoMa, 2015

ii~~~{
Full-Service Restaurants

37

1,494

Drinking Places (Alcoholic Beverages)
Snack and Nonalcoholic Beverage Bars

14
9

350
237

Limited-Service Restaurants

19

233

Supermarkets and Other Grocery (except Convenience) Stores

5
4
12

225

Commercial Banking
General Automotive Repair
Children's and Infants' Clothing Stores
Elementary and Secondary Schools
Shoe Stores
Beauty Salons
Cosmetics, Beauty Supplies, and Perfume Stores

1
1
1
3
3

80
59
43
43
43

Pharmacies and Drug Stores

3

42

Video Tape and Disc Rental
Women's Clothing Stores

2
1
2
3

33
29
28

178
115

Convenience Stores
Gasoline Stations with Convenience Stores
Fitness and Recreational Sports Centers
Pet Care (except Veterinary) Services
Sporting Goods Stores
Clothing Accessories Stores
Pet and Pet Supplies Stores

5
4
1
1

24
22
20
12
10
7

Automotive Exhaust System Repair

1

5

2

Cafeterias, Grill Buffets, and Buffets

1

4

Other Personal and Household Goods Repair and Maintenance
Electronics Stores
Child Day Care Services
Car Washes
Religious Organizqtions

4
4
2
2
1

Retail Bakeries

1
4
1
1
1
1

Other Automotive Mechanical and Electrical Repair and Maintenance

1

Total

145
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Map 8 Neighborhood Serving Businesses in the Mission
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IMPLEMENTATION OF PROPOSED PROGRAMMING
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Along with establishing fees, and providing a programmatic framework of projects, the EN approvals included amendments
to the City's Administrative Code establishing a process to choose infrastructure projects for implementation on an ongoing
basis.
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The Eastern Neighborhoods Citizens Advisory Committee (EN CAC) started meeting on a monthly basis in October 2009.
The CAC is comprised of 19 members of the public appointed by the Board of Supervisors or the Mayor. The CAC focuses
on implementation of the Eastern Neighborhoods Implementation Program and priority projects. Together with the IPIC,
discussed below, the CAC determine how revenue from impact fees are spent. The CAC also plays a key role in reviewing and
advising on the Five-Year Monitoring Reports.
The EN CAC has held monthly public meetings since October, 2009. For more information on the EN CAC, go to
http://encac.sfplanning.org.

The Eastern Neighborhoods Community Facilities and Infrastructure Fee includes three tiers of fees that are based on the
amount of additional development enabled by the 2009 Eastern Neighborhoods rezoning. In general, Tier 1 fees are charged
in areas where new zoning provided less than 10 feet of additional height. Tier 2 fees are for those areas that included between
10 and 20 feet of additional height, and Tier 3 fees are for areas that included for 20 feet or more of additional height. Fees are
adjusted every year based on inflation of construction costs.
Below is a chart of the original fees (2009) and the fees as they exist today.

Table 6.2.1 Eastern Neighborhoods Infrastructure Impact Fees per Square Foot, 2009 and 2016

Residential
Tier 1
Tier2
Tier3

$8.00
$12.00
$16.00

NonResidential
$6.00
$10.00
$14.00

Residential
$10.19
$15.29
$20.39

NonResidential
$7.65
$12.74
$17.84

The fees established above are proportionally divided into five funding categories as determined by the needs assessment,
nexus studies, and feasibilities studies, including housing, transportation/transit, complete streets, recreation and open space,
and child care. In the Mission District NCT and MUR (Mixed-Use Residential) Districts, 75% of fees collected from
residential development is set aside for affordable housing for the two respective Plan Areas. The first $10,000,000 collected
are targeted to affordable housing preservation and rehabilitation. To date, the City has collected nearly $47 million in impact
fees, as shown on table 6.2.2.
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Table 6.2.2 Eastern Neighborhoods Infrastructure Impact Fees Collected to Date

HOUSING
TRANSPORTATION I TRANSIT
COMPLETE STREETS
RECREATION AND OPEN SPACE
CHILDCARE

$4,535,000
$16,306,000
$6,709,000
$16,937,000
$2,361,000

Total

$46,848JOOO

Note: Amount collected includes in-kind improvements.
Over the 2016-2020 period, the City is projected to collect $140 million from the Eastern Neighborhoods impact fee
program, as shown on table 6.2.3.

Table 6.2.3 Eastern Neighborhoods Infrastructure Impact Fees Projected, 2016-2020

HOUSING
TRANSPORTATION I TRANSIT
COMPLETE STREETS
RECREATION AND OPEN SPACE
CHILDCARE

Total

$23,244,000
$28,940,000
$8,065,000
$3,906,000
$5,976,000

$140,131,0QO

As shown in Table 5.2.1, approximately $14.6 million were collected from 39 projects in the East SoMa Plan Area between
2011 and 2015. Overall, roughly $48.4 million has been collected in all of the Eastern Neighborhoods, including Western
SoMa.

Table 5.2.1 Eastern Neighborhoods Infrastructure Impact Fees Collected, 2011-15

EastSoMa

$14,635,000

39

Western SoMa
Mission

$6,940,000
$5,357,000

Central Waterfront
Showplace/Potrero

$10,034,000
$11,384,000

11
43
19
26

TOTAL

$48,350,000

138

The Infrastructure Plan Implementation Committee was established in Administrative Code section XX; the IPIC's purpose is
to bring together City agencies to collectively implement the community improvement plans for specific areas of the City
including the Eastern Neighborhood Plan Areas. The IPIC is instrumental in creating a yearly expenditure plan for impact fee
revenue and in creating a bi-annual "mini" Capital Plan for the Eastern Neighborhoods. The annual Expenditure Plan is
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specific to projects that are funded by impact fees. The bi-annual Eastern Neighborhoods Capital Plan also includes
infrastructure projects that are funded by other sources, and projects where funding has not been identified.

In 2009, the Planning Department entered into a Memorandum of Understanding with SF Public Works, SFMTA, Rec and
Park, and MOH CD to assure commitment to implementing the EN Plans. A key component of the agreement was the
establishment of a list of priority projects:
•

Folsom Street

•

16th Street

•

Townsend Street

•

Pedestrian Crossing at Manalo Draves Park

•

17th and Folsom Street Park

•

Showplace Square Open Space

The First Source Hiring Program was first adopted in 1998 and modified in 2006. The intent of First Source is to connect
low-income San Francisco residents with entry-level jobs that are generated by the City's investment in contracts or public
works; or by business activity that requires approval by the City's Planning Department or permits by the Department of
Building Inspection. CityBuild works in partnership with Planning Department and DBI to coordinate execution of First
Source Affidavits and MOUs.
CityBuild is a program of the Office of Economic and Workforce Development and is the First Source Hiring Administrator.
In accordance to Chapter 83: First Source Hiring Program, developers must submit a First Source Affidavit to the Planning
Department prior to planning approval. In order to receive construction permit from DBI, developers must enter into a First
Source Hiring MOU with CityBuild. Developers and contractors agree to work in good faith to employ 50% of its entry-level
new hiring opportunities through the CityBuild First Source Hiring process.
Projects that qualify under First Source include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

any activity that requires discretionary action by the City Planning Commission related to a co=ercial activity over
25,000 square feet including conditional use authorization;
any building permit applications for a residential project over 10 units;
City issued public construction contracts in excess of $350,000;
City contracts for goods and services in excess of $50,000;
leases of City property;
grants and loans issued by City departments in excess of $50,000.

Since 2011 CityBuild has managed 442 placements in 72 First Source private projects in the three zip codes encompassing the
Eastern Neighborhoods Plan Areas (94107, 94110, 94103), not including projects in Mission Bay, approved under the former
Redevelopment Agency. They have also placed 771 residents from the three-zip code area in projects throughout the city.
In 2011, the City also implemented a first of its kind, the Local Hire Policy for Construction on publicly funded construction
projects. This policy sets forth a mandatory hiring requirement of local residents per trade for construction work hours. This
policy superseded the First Source Hiring Program on public construction contracts. Since 2011, a cumulative 37% of the
overall 6.2 million work hours have been worked by local residents and 58% of 840,000 apprentice work hours performed by
local residents.
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Ongoing Planning Efforts

At the time of the East SoMa Plan's adoption, consensus had not been reached on how to prepare the neighborhood for the
arrival of the Central Subway, a 1. 7 mile transit investment connecting the Caltrain station to Chinatown. The East SoMa Plan
did not include rezoning of the industrial-protection Service Light Industrial (SLI) district in the area, and explicitly deferred
land use change in the SLI to a subsequent, more focused, planning process that takes into account a comprehensive study of
the City's growth needs, as well as the transportation opportunity represented by the Central Subway. The Central SOMA Plan
continues many of the goals of the East SoMa Plan, and proposes changes to land use and development controls in that area
of overlap.
The Central Subway is expected to move 76,000 daily riders through the corridor by 2030, with a peak hourly capacity of
almost 5,000 riders in each direction. Stations will include new underground facilities in Chinatown, at Union Square/Market
Street, and at Moscone Center/Folsom Street, with a new above-ground station at Brannan Street. In addition to the subway,
other transportation improvements are planned to address SoMa circulation needs including the Downtown Rail Extension
which will extend Caltrain underground through the study area to the Transbay Transit Center, MUNI improvements such as
transit-only lanes along Mission Street, and anticipated improvements to the Bicycle Network such as new cycle lanes along
2nd and 5th Streets.
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1 I
San Francisco's Eastern Bayfront neighborhoods have historically been the home of the city's industrial economy
and have accommodated diverse communities ranging from families who have lived in the area for generations
to more recent immigrants from Latin America and Asia. The combination of a vibrant and innovative industrial
economy with the rich cultural infusion of old and new residents is central to San Francisco's character. Among
many of the components that contributed to the economic and cultural character of the eastern part of the San
Francisco were the wide availability of lands suitable for industrial activities (whether or not they were zoned for
such) and the affordability of these neighborhoods' housing stock, relative to other parts of the city. Industrial
properties continue to be valuable assets to the city's economy as they provide space for innovative local
businesses; large, flexible floorplans for a wide range of tenants; and living wage career opportunities to
residents without advanced degrees.
Over the past few decades, and particularly during the series of "booms" in high technology industries since in
the 1990s, the Eastern Bayfront neighborhoods have experienced waves of pressure on its industrial lands and
affordable housing stock. Due to their proximity to downtown San Francisco and easy access (via US-101, 1-280,
and Caltrain) to Silicon Valley, industrially-zoned properties in the Eastern Bayshore, particularly in
neighborhoods like South of Market (SoMa), Mission, Showplace Square, and Central Waterfront became highly
desirable to office users who were able to outbid traditional production, distribution, and repair {PDR)
businesses for those spaces. The predominant industrial zoning designations in these neighborhoods until the
late 2000s-C-M, M-1, and M-2-allowed for a broad range of uses, which enabled owners to sell or lease
properties to non-PDR businesses as well as developing them into "live-work" lofts that served primarily as a
residential use.
Moreover, the residential areas in these neighborhoods are well-served by public transportation (including two
BART stops in the Mission), have vibrant cultural amenities, and feature many attractive older buildings. These
neighborhood assets and new employment opportunities have served as strong magnets for high wages earners
and market rate housing developers, creating a strong influx of new, more affluent residents.
Beginning in the late 1990s, the City, residents, community activists, and business owners recognized the need
for a comprehensive, community-based planning process to resolve these conflicts and stabilize the
neighborhoods into the future. The Eastern Neighborhoods community planning process was launched in 2001
to determine how much of San Francisco's remaining industrial lands should be preserved and how much could
appropriately be transitioned to other uses.
The planning process recognized the need to produce housing opportunities for residents of all income levels,
which requires not just the development of new units at market rates, but also opportunities for low and
moderate income families. In 2008, four new area plans for the Mission, East SoMa, Showplace Square/Potrero
Hill, and Central Waterfront neighborhoods were adopted. Respecting the Showplace Square/Potrero Hill
community's request for more time to complete their planning process, the area plan for that neighborhood
was undertaken in parallel and completed in 2013. The resulting area plans contained holistic visions for
affordable housing, transportation, parks and open space, urban design, and community facilities.
The Eastern Neighborhoods Plans represent the City's and community's pursuit of two key policy goals:
1)

Ensuring a stable future for PDR businesses in the city by preserving lands suitable to these activities and
minimizing conflicts with other land uses; and

2)

Providing a significant amount of new housing affordable to low, moderate and middle income families
and individuals, along with "complete neighborhoods" that provide appropriate amenities for the
existing and new residents.
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The vitality and strength of Showplace Square/Potrero Hill as a mixed use neighborhood requires appropriate
spaces for a range of land uses. The Showplace Square/Potrero Hill Plan calls for the following: a) build on the
existing character of the area and stabilize it as a place for living and working; b) retain Showplace Square's role
as an important location for PDR activities; c) strengthen and expand Showplace Square/Potrero Hill as a
residential, mixed-use neighborhood; and d) ensure the provision of a comprehensive package of public
benefits as part of rezoning.
Map 1 shows the Showplace Square/Potrero Hill Plan area boundaries as generally along Potrero Avenue to the
west, Bryant and 7th Streets to the north, Highway 280 to the east, and 26th Street to the south. While the area
is itself diverse, Showplace Square is a center for commerce with an important furniture and interior design
center that serves a national market. A number of light industrial production, distribution and repair (PDR)
businesses continue to operate in Showplace Square. By contrast, Potrero Hill south of Mariposa Street is
largely residential.
Map 1 Showplace Square/Potrero Hill Plan Area

The ordinances that enacted the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans, including Showplace Square/Potrero Hill,
adopted by the Board of Supervisors, include a requirement that the Planning Department produce five-year
reports monitoring residential and commercial developments in those neighborhoods, as well as impact fees
generated and public and private investments in community benefits and infrastructure. The first set of
monitoring reports for Mission, East SoMa, Showplace Square/Potrero Hill, and Central Waterfront were
published in 2011, covering the period from January 1, 2006 through December 31, 2010.
The Showplace Square/Potrero Hill Area Plan Monitoring Report 2011-2015 is part of the set of Eastern
Neighborhoods monitoring reports covering the period from January 1, 2011 to December 31, 2015. Because
Showplace Square/Potrero Hill was adopted in 2013, no monitoring reports have been produced for that Area
Plan. However, due to its geographic proximity and overlapping policy goals with the other Eastern
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Neighborhoods, Planning Department staff in consultation with the CAC, has shifted the reporting timeline such
that the Showplace Square/Potrero Hill Community Plan Monitoring Report 2011-2015 will be the first five-year
report and set the calendar so that future monitoring reports are conducted alongside the other Eastern
neighborhoods. Subsequent time series monitoring reports for the Showplace Square/Potrero Hill area and
other Eastern Neighborhoods will be released in years ending in 1 and 6.
While the previous Monitoring Reports covered only the small amount of development activities in the years
immediately preceding and following the adoption of the Eastern Neighborhood Plans in 2008, this report
contains information and analysis about a period of intense market development in the Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill area. The time series report relies primarily on the Housing Inventory, the Commerce and
Industry Inventory, and the Pipeline Quarterly Report, all of which are published by the Planning Department.
Additional data sources include: the California Employment and Development Department (EDD), the San
Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA), Co-Star Realty information, Dun and Bradstreet business
data, CBRE and NAl-BT Commercial real estate reports, and information gathered from the Department of
Building Inspection, the offices of the Treasurer and Tax Collector, the Controller, and the Assessor-Recorder.

s
The Showplace Square/Potrero Hill Plan supports small and moderate size retail establishments in neighborhood
commercial areas, including 18th and 20th Streets, while allowing larger retail in the new Urban Mixed Use
districts only when part of a mixed-use development. The PDR district contains controls that protect PDR
businesses, especially design related establishments, by prohibiting new residential development and limiting
new office and retail. The Plan also allows for "Knowledge Sector'' PDR businesses in the PDR district generally
north of 17th Street, as well as the Urban Mixed use district.

Table 2.1.1 below is an inventory of non-residential space in the Showplace Square/Potrero Hill area as of 2015.
The table reflects the mix of uses, noting that office and PDR activities each occupy a little over a third of the
commercial space in the neighborhood each. Institutional, medical and retail uses together make up another
third of non-residential buildings. The table also shows the importance of the Showplace Square/Potrero Hill in
the San Francisco's stock of industrial and office lands. Though the neighborhood only accounts for 3% of the
City's overall commercial space, its share of PDR space is much higher, at 6%. However, as will be discussed in
the sections below, in recent decades PDR space has been subject to intense pressures from uses that are able
to pay higher land rents, such as office and market-rate residential.
Table 2.1.1 Commercial Building Space, Showplace Square/Potrero Hill and San Francisco, 2015

Cultural. Institution, Educational
Medical
Office
PDR I Light Industrial
Retail
Visitor I Lodging
Total

684,895
352,229
2,087,455
2,032,761
899,825
2,770

11%
6%
34%
34%
15%
0%

29,898,514
17,468,039
107,978,954
36,265,832
42,299,526
4,053,422

13%
7%
45%
15%
18%
2%

2%
2%
2%
6%
2%
0%

6,059,935

100%

237,964,287

100%

3%

Table 2.1.2 below shows commercial and other non-residential development activity in the Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill Plan area between January 1, 2011 and December 31, 2015 while Table 2.1.3 shows
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corresponding figures for San Francisco. These tables count newly developed projects (on vacant properties or
redevelopment of existing properties) as well as conversions from one use to another. Between 2011 and 2015,
a significant amount of PDR land, nearly 207,600 square feet, was converted to other uses, especially office.
In 2013 alone, the 43,881 square feet of PDR space lost, was the same square footage that got converted into
office space. The property at 808 Brannan Street, converted its previously existing PDR space into new offices,
complete with conference areas, breakrooms and additional restrooms. The year 2014 included a similar case
with the conversion of 113,753 square feet of PDR space into office space. The property located at 888 Bryant,
completed the PDR to office space conversion with an additional loss in retail space (4,397 square feet). The
Planning Department designated this property a historical resource as part of the Showplace/Square/Northeast
Mission Historic Resource Survey and made office use principally permitted without vertical controls. In both
case, the properties were located in the UMU zoning districts, districts that are intended to promote a vibrant
mix of uses while maintaining the characteristics of this formerly industrially-zoned area. Table 2.1.2 also shows
the considerable gain in institutional space (419,070 square feet) with the completion of SF General Hospital,
located at 1001 Potrero Avenue.
Non-residential development in Showplace Square made about 15% over of the Citywide total commercial
projects completed in the last five years, nearly the same proportion that the Plan area had in comparison to the
city between 2006 and 2010. Map 2 shows the location of the latest completed projects. Table BL-1 in
Appendix E provides details on these recently completed commercial projects in Showplace Square/Potrero Hill.
Table 2.1.2 New Commercial Development, Showplace Square/Potrero Hill, 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
Total

0
0
419,070

43,881
157,634

(43,881)
(163,764)

419,070

201,515

(207,645)

2603

2,603

r
r

415,543

415,543

Table 2.1.3 New Commercial Development, San Francisco 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
Total

10,477
(52,937)
66,417
446,803
(21,456)
449,304

0
0
0
1,815,700
20,000
1,835,700

40,019
24,373
335,914
603,997
460,508
1,464,811

(18,075)
(164,116)
(236,473)
(473,337)
(183,775)
(1,075,776)
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16,854
32,445
5,941
60,125
65,419
180,784

' 49,275
0
' (160,235)
0
(69,856) ' 101,943
r 2,516,574
63,286
r
340,696
0
(6,570)
2,848,253
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Map 2 Commerc;?pment T<end•, Showplace Square/Potrero HUI Plan Area, 2011-2015
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The commercial development pipeline in the Showplace Square/Potrero Hill shows a continuation of the trends
that have taken place during the reporting period of 2011-15 {Table 2.2.1). The Showplace Square/Potrero Hill
area will continue to see some of its PDR space converted to other uses, but instead may see it turn into
residential, retail and some office space. It is important to interpret the pipeline numbers as two separate
subcategories, shown in Table 2.2.1 as "Under Review" and "Entitled." Under review projects are those that
have filed application with the Planning and/or Building Departments and have to clear several hurdles,
including environmental {CEQA) review, and may require conditional use permits or variances. Therefore, these
projects should be considered more speculative. On the other hand, entitled projects are those that have
received Planning Department approvals and are considered much more certain, although many of them may
take years to finally complete their construction and receive certificates of occupancy.
Projects that are under review total over 118,740 loss in square footage. The biggest loss in square footage will
potentially come in the form of PDR space {409,933 square feet). Live Potrero Hill located at 1200 17th Street,
has requested to convert roughly 105,000 square feet of PDR space into office use. Another large-scale project
currently under review would loss about 62,700 square feet of PDR space and 8,000 square feet of office space
to build 320 dwelling units at 1601-1677 Mariposa Street, also known as 485 Carolina. If all of these projects
come to fruition, the Showplace Square/Potrero Hill will see the PDR space lost transition mostly into mixed-use
residential buildings {see Appendix E, List BL-2).
The projects in the pipeline that have been entitled show about a 418,540 square footage gain of non-residential
uses in the Showplace Square/Potrero Hill area in the near future. If all of these developments are completed,
the Planning Department expects about a 73,600 square footage gain is office space and a loss of about 58,700
square feet of PDR space. There will also be a modest gain in retail space {1,751 square feet) with the potential
construction of 1512 20thstreet. The largest single entitled project is the new construction of 100 Hooper Street,
a campus for designers, makers and small-scale manufacturers {427,255 square feet of PDR and Institutional
space).
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Table 2.2.2 shows the commercial development pipeline for San Francisco for comparison. The development
pipeline in the Showplace Square/Potrero Hill area represents less than one percent of the citywide pipeline.
Map 3 shows the locations of the larger proposed commercial developments in the plan area. (See List BL-2 in
Appendix E for detailed information.)
Table 2.2.1 Commercial and Other Non-Residential Development Pipeline, Showplace Square/Potrero Hill Q4
2015

Under Construction
Planning Entitled
Planning Approved
Building Pennit Filed
Building Pennit
Approved/ Issued/
Reinstated
Under Review
Planning Filed
Building Pennit Filed
Total

(131,584)
418,542

284,471

73,611
72,600

(166,549)
58,709
(72,600)

34,420
1,751

418,542

284,471

1,011

131,309

1,751

(118,742)
(101,211)
(17,531)
168,216

35,695
35,695

220,497
220,497

320,166

294,108

{409,933)
(383,158)
(26,775)
(517,773)

34,999
25,755
9,244
71,170

545

545

Table 2.2.2 Commercial and Other Non-Residential Development Pipeline, San Francisco, Q4 2015

Planning Entitled
Construction
Planning Approved
Building Permit Filed
Building Permit
Approved/ Issued/
Reinstated
Under Review
Planning Filed
Building Permit Filed
Total

12,.972,978
4,939,101
6,432,299
(63,752)

1,411,308
1,098,708
1,942
4,343

(38,206)
(58,871)
4,665

9,447,328
3,876,705
4,564,642
(34,830)

50,471
(290,327)
316,417
(33,939)

1,771,734
502,449
1,086,079
674

330,343
(189,563)
458,554

1,665,330

306,315

16,000

1,040,811

58,320

182,532

61,352

' 10,420,494
8,754,024
1,666,470
23,393,•i72

1,042,013
1,084,228
(42,215)
2,453,321

1,875
1,875

8,565,780
7,062,107
1,503,673
18,013,108

(710,730)
(665,345)
(45,385)
(660,259}

1,102,999
1,070,412
32,587
2,874,733

418,557
200,747
217,810
748,900

(36,331)

Map 3 Commercial and Other Non-Residential Development Pipeline, Showplace Square/Potrero Hill, Q4 2015

As discussed above, the Showplace Square/Potrero Hill (and the Eastern Neighborhoods more broadly), has
experienced economic changes that have made many areas highly attractive to residential and office
development. These types of uses are generally able to afford higher land costs than industrial uses, and
therefore can outbid PDR businesses for industrially-zoned land. Prior to the adoption of the Eastern
Neighborhoods Area Plans, the primary industrial zoning designations - M-1, M-2, and C-M - permitted a broad
range of uses, which led to the conversion of a significant amount of PDR space to other activities. Since the
adoption of the Showplace Square/Potrero Hill Area Plan, PDR space has continued to be converted to other
uses in the neighborhood, as Tables 2.1.2 and 2.2.1 illustrate.
An investigation of the conversion of PDR space in the Showplace Square/Potrero Hill area, however, shows that
such conversion had occurred largely outside of the zoning districts created specifically to protect PDR uses (in
the case of the Showplace Square/Potrero Hill, PDR-1 and PDR-2), as detailed in Table 2.3.1. In addition to the
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project at 808 Brannan Street, detailed above, another project is the conversion of PDR space located at 888
Brannan Street into the equivalent PDR psace to office space (These projects have all been built in either the
transitional UMU district, which were never intended as PDR protection areas.
Table 2.3.1 Conversion of PDR Space in Showplace Square/Potrero Hill, 2011-15
850-870 BRANNAN ST (AKA 888 BRANNAN ST) UMU

-113,753

113753

-4397

808 BRANNAN ST

UMU

-43,881

43881

0

171717TH ST & 310 CAROLINA ST

UMU

-6,130

0

7,000

Total

(163,764)

157,634

2,603

O Below threshold
o Below threshold
2 Below threshold

2

0%
0%
0%

0%

Illegal conversions from Production, Distribution and Repair (PDR) uses have more recently become an issue in
the Eastern Neighborhood Plan areas that the City has sought to resolve. In 2015, the Planning Department has
received about 44 alleged complaints of violation for illegal conversions from PDR to Office use in the city (Table
2.3.2). Table 2.3.2 shows the number of cases closed and found to be in violation, the cases closed and not
found to be in violation, the cases under review and the cases still pending review. Forty-two of these cases
were found in the Eastern Neighborhoods. Out of the 42 total alleged complaints, nine of the cases were not
found to be in violation and six were found to be in violation. In Showplace Square/Potrero Hill there were no
illegal conversions from PDR uses.
Many of these office tenants are hybrid uses where PDR also takes place, but may not be the principal use of the
space. If an office use is confirmed to be in operation, Planning encourages the company to alter their business
practice to fit within the PDR zoning categories or vacate the property. Generally, the complaints filed with the
Planning Department are regarding the conversion of PDR uses to office space, not permitted within these
zoning districts. However, some complaints that are filed are either not valid, meaning that the tenant is either a
PDR complying business or the space was legally converted to office space, prior to the Eastern Neighborhoods
rezoning. For these enforcement cases, there is no longer a path to legalization; additionally, many of these
office conversions are not recent, and they did not take advantage of the Eastern Neighborhoods Legitimization
Program. The program was an amnesty program that established a limited-time opportunity whereby existing
uses that have operated without the benefit of required permits may seek those permits. However, this
program expired in 2013.
In investigation ofthe alleged violations, the Planning Department discovered that the building permit histories
often included interior tenant improvements without Planning Department review. These permits do not
authorize a change of use to office. To prevent future unauthorized conversions of PDR space the Planning
Department worked proactively with the Department of Building Inspection (DBI). Over the course of 2015,
Planning worked with DBI during project intakes to better understand the routing criteria and how to ensure
Planning review. Both departments' IT divisions worked together to create a flag in the Permit Tracking System
(PTS) to alert project intake coordinators of potential illegal conversions. This is a pilot program that can be
expanded at a later date to include other Zoning Districts if necessary. Planning and DBI continue to work
together to monitor this process and plan to meet regularly to discuss additional steps to prevent future
conversions.
Planning works collaboratively with the Mayor's Office of Economic Workforce and Development (OEWD). When
Planning receives inquiries or complaints related to either vacant spaces in PDR zones or possible unauthorized
spaces, requiring a PDR tenant. Planning informs the property owner about PDR complying uses and refers them
to OEWD. OEWD currently has a list of PDR complying businesses that are looking to lease spaces within San
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Francisco. Additionally, a training for real estate brokers was conducted in 2015. The purpose of the voluntary
training was to help explain what PDR is and what resources Planning has available for them to utilize prior to
leasing a property. The training also outlined the enforcement process, including the process for requesting a
Letter of Determination. Future trainings will occur based on interest.

The Showplace Square/Potrero Hill Plan Area added employment across all land use types tracked by the
Planning Department between 2011 and 2015, following a trend that has taken place in San Francisco and the
Bay Area. This growth in employment reflects a rebound in the regional economy following the "Great
Recession" of the previous decade, but also the robust growth in high technology sectors and related industries
1
in recent years. Altogether, employment in the Showplace Square/Potrero Hill Plan Area grew by roughly
13,000 jobs in 2010 to almost 16,000 in 2015 with a related increase from 1,045 to 1,090 total establishments,
according to the California Employment and Development Department (EDD). The subsections below discuss the
job growth in the Showplace Square/Potrero Hill Plan Area by land use category.
Table 2.4.1 Employment, Showplace Square/Potrero Hill Plan Area and San Francisco, Q2 2015

Cultural, Institutional, Educational
Medical
Office
PDR I Light Industrial
Retail
Visitor I Lodging
Other
Total

41
157
337
242
202
1
110
1,090 •

4%
14%
31%
22%
19%
0%
10%
100%

1,294
529
6,754
4,380
2,792
1
148
15,899 •

8%

3%
42%
28%
18%
0%
1%
100%

2,010
21,833
15,628
5,280
8,241
311
4,961
58,264 •

3"'
70
37%
27%
9%
14%
1%
9%
100%

73.182
60,214
293,014
88,135
130,550
16,688
6.953
668,736

11%
9%
44%
13%
20%
2%
1%
100%

The largest increase in jobs in Showplace Square/Potrero Hill between 2010 and 2015 was in institutional
occupations. According to EDD, the neighborhood experienced a 50% increase in institutional jobs in those 5
years. Second to institutional occupations was office occupation. The neighborhood experienced a 40% increase
in office jobs in the last 5 years. However, the number of institutional and office establishments only increased
by about 28% and 18% (respectively), indicating a shift towards institutional and office workplaces with a larger
number of employees. In 2015, Showplace Square/Potrero Hill held about 44% of all ofthe City's office jobs and
27% of its establishments (see Table 2.4.1).

San Francisco is also a regional shopping destination and 20% of all city jobs are in retail/entertainment (see
Source: California Employment Development Department
Note: Starting in 2013, the Bureau of Labor Statistics reclassified In-Home Supportive Services (roughly 20,000
jobs citywide) from the Private Household category (classified as "Other'') to other classifications, most of which
are captured in this report under "Medical".
Chart). There were about 2,800 retail jobs in the Showplace Square/Potrero Hill Plan area, about 18% of total
jobs in the area; this also represented 2% of all citywide retail jobs.

Although no longer a center for industry, 13% of San Francisco jobs are in light industrial production,
distribution, or repair (PDR) businesses. These businesses contribute to the city's economy by providing stable
and well-paying jobs for the 49% of San Franciscans without a four-year college degree (29% only have a high
1

See annual San Francisco Planning Department Commerce & Industry Inventory, 2008 - 2015.
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school diploma or less) and by supporting various sectors of the economy. There were 4,380 PDR jobs in
Showplace Square/Potrero Hill, about 28% of total jobs in the area or less than 1% of all citywide PDR jobs.

As discussed in the previous section, there is approximately 388,000 net square feet in the commercial
development pipeline. In part, many of these new jobs are likely located in commercial space that was vacant at
the end of the recession of the previous decade, leading to lower vacancy rates. Another trend that has been
underway that may explain the gain in employment without a parallel increase in commercial space is an overall
densification of employment (in other words, allowing more jobs to be accommodated within a given amount of
space). With the increasing cost of land in locations close to city centers and accessible by transportation
infrastructure (as is the case with the Eastern Neighborhoods), real estate researchers have tracked an overall
densification of employment across several sectors throughout the country. This kind of densification can be
caused by employees who work from home for some or all days of the week (and therefore may share office
space with colleagues) or firms that accommodate more employees within a given amount of space. Assuming
an average employee density of 350 square feet, this new commercial space can accommodate around 1,100
net jobs when completed, almost all of which are institutional jobs related to 100 Hooper Street, a campus for
designers, makers and small-scale manufacturers.

Chart 1 Jobs by Land Use, Showplace Square/Potrero Hill, Q3 2010 and 2015

2010

.. 2015

CIE

Medical

Office

PDR

Retail

Visitor

Other

Source: California Employment Development Department
Note: Starting in 2013, the Bureau of Labor Statistics reclassified In-Home Supportive Services (roughly 20,000
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jobs citywide) from the Private Household category (classified as "Other'') to other classifications, most of which
are captured in this report under "Medical".

Chart 2 Establishment by Land Use, Showplace Square/Potrero Hill, Q3 2010 and 2015
350~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

1112010
llll2015
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Source: California Employment Development Department
Note: Starting in 2013, the Bureau of Labor Statistics reclassified In-Home Supportive Services (roughly 20,000
jobs citywide) from the Private Household category (classified as "Other") to other classifications, most of which
are captured in this report under "Medical".

[context]

Table 2.4.2 Sales Tax Collected, Showplace Square/Potrero, 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
TOTAL

$
$
$

3,023,617
3,417,790
3,484,255
3,713,883

$

N/A
18,555,430

$

13.0%
1.9%
6.6%

$
$
$
$

67,537,179
73,531,098
76,739,835
81,442,942

$

NIA
299,251,054
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3
The provision of adequate housing to residents of all incomes has long been a challenge in San Francisco. Over
the past five years, however, San Francisco epitomized the housing affordability crisis afflicting American cities
and coastal communities throughout California. As discussed in the previous section, the Bay Area, city, and
Mission neighborhood have all seen robust employment growth since the "Great Recession" triggered by the
financial crisis in 2007. During this period, the city has added housing units much more slowly than new
employees. As a result, a growing and more affluent labor force has driven up the costs of housing, making it
increasingly difficult for low and moderate income families to remain in San Francisco.
The Showplace Square/Potrero Hill Plan calls for housing affordable to a wide range of incomes that enhance
the mixed-use character of the area. The Plan also encourages housing compatible with the lower density
dwellings on Potrero Hill, in scales and densities that reflect the area's finer-grained fabric. The Plan envisioned
that as many as 2,700 additional units can be accommodated within the plan boundaries. The Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill Plan also recognizes the value of sound, existing housing stock and call for its preservation.
Dwelling unit mergers are strongly discouraged and housing demolitions are allowed only on condition of
adequate unit replacement.

According to the 2010 Census, there were almost 6,400 units in the Showplace Square/Potrero Hill Plan
boundaries in April 2010; this represents less than 2% of the citywide total. Table 3.1.1 shows that 58 net new
units were built in the past five years in the Showplace Square/Potrero, compared with approximately 643 units
built between 2006 and 2010. Of the net new units produced, 2 were conversions from non-residential uses and
the rest were completed from new construction or alterations. During the first two years of the reporting
period, 2011 and 2012, the construction sector was still recovering from the slow-down of the recession, and
only 3 net units were built. Between 2013 and 2015, however, Showplace Square/Potrero added 55 new units,
or about 18 units per year. This yearly average is almost identical to the average between 2006 and 2010, when
the Plan Area added 129 units per year. Table 3.1.2 shows the citywide figures for comparison. About 1% of the
net increase in the City's housing stock in the last five years was in the Showplace Square/Potrero area. Map 4
shows the location of recent housing construction. Additional details about these new development projects
can be found in Appendix E, List BL-3.
Table 3.1.1 New Housing Production, Showplace Square/Potrero, 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
TOTAL

5

20
27
52

2
2
(1)

3
(1)

1
7

1
4

10
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Table 3.1.2 New Housing Production, San Francisco, 2011-2015

2011
.2012
2013

2014
2015
TOTAL

348
796
2,330
3,455

B4
127
429

95

650
59
156

2,472

25

507

9,401

760

1,377

5

269
1,319
1,960
3,516
2,954
10,018

Map 4 New Housing Production, Showplace Square/Potrero, 2011-2015

As discussed above in the Commercial Activity chapter, the pipeline should be analyzed along two different
categories: projects that have submitted planning and building applications (under review) and projects that
have received entitlements and are either awaiting or are under construction. The latter (particularly those
under construction) are considered much more likely to add residential or commercial capacity to the city's
building stock in the short-to-medium term, while under review projects may require clearance from
environmental review, variances to planning code restrictions, and discretionary review. In general, the Planning
Department estimates that projects that are currently under construction can take up to two years to be ready
for occupancy, entitled projects can take between two and seven years, while projects under review can take as
many as ten years, ifthey are indeed approved.
The pipeline for new housing development in the Showplace Square/Potrero as of the end of 2015 is 4,538
units, of which 2,779 are under review. Roughly 60 units are entitled and 1,700 are currently under construction,
as shown on Table 3.2.1. The pipeline for the Showplace Square/Potrero accounts for 5% of the total number of
projects in the City and 7% of the number of units, which suggests that new projects are of a slightly bigger scale
than housing developments in the pipeline for San Francisco as a whole.
The current housing pipeline is much more robust than it was at the end of 2010, shown in the previous
Monitoring Report. In that year, only 9 projects (with a total of nine units) were under construction, 11 projects
with 81 units were entitled, and 8 projects with 1,651 units were under review. As of the end of 2015, four times
as many projects were under review for more than two times the number of units, reflecting a much stronger
market and willingness by developers to build new housing.
Map 5 shows the location of these proposed housing projects by development status. List BL-4 in Appendix E
provides a detailed list ofthese housing pipeline projects.
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Construction
Planning Entitled
Planning Approved
Building Permit Filed
Building Permit Approved/ Issued/ Reinstated
Under Review
Planning Filed
Building Permit Filed
Total

1,700
59
2

9
18
3

8,691
26,063
23,101
513

232
350
80
31

57

15

2,449

239

2,779
2,667
112
4,538

35
14
21
62

27,760
17,852
9,908
62,514

712
198
514
1,294

Map 5 Housing Development Pipeline by Development Status, Showplace Square/Potrero Hill, Q4 2015

San Francisco and the Showplace Square/Potrero Hill Plan Area have a number of policies in place to facilitate
the development of affordable housing. This section describes some of these policies and shows the extent to
which affordable housing was built in the Plan Area over the pasts five years.

The City of San Francisco has a number of programs to provide housing opportunities to families whose incomes
prevent them from accessing market-rate housing. The San Francisco Housing Authority (SFHA) maintains
dozens of properties throughout the City aimed at extremely low (30% of AMI), very low (50% of AMI) and low
(80% of AMI) income households. Households living in SFHA-managed properties pay no more than 30% of their
income on rent, and the average household earns roughly $15,000. Four of these properties are located within
the Eastern Neighborhoods boundaries: two in the Mission and two in Potrero Hill.
The City has also launched HOPE SF, a partnership between the SFHA, the Mayor's Office of Housing and
Community Development (MOHCD), community organizations, real estate developers, and philanthropies to
redevelop some of the more dilapidated public housing sites into vibrant mixed-income communities with a
central goal of keeping existing residents in their neighborhoods. One of the Hope SF projects, Potrero
Terrace/Annex is located in the Eastern Neighborhoods (Showplace Square/Potrero Hill). MOHCD also maintains
a number of funding programs to provide capital financing for affordable housing developments targeting
households earning between 30 and 60% of AMI, low-income seniors, and other special needs groups. In most
cases, MOHCD funding is leveraged to access outside sources offunding, such as Federal Low Income Housing
Tax Credits, allocated by the State.
One of the most powerful tools to promote affordable housing development in San Francisco is the inclusionary
housing program specified in Section 415 of the Planning Code. This program requires that developments of 10
or more units of market rate housing must restrict 12% of the units to families earning below 55% of AMI (for
rental units) or 90% of AMI (for ownership units). Developers can opt to build the units "off-site" (in a different
building), within a 1-mile radius from the original development, as long as units are sold to households earning
less than 70% of AMI. In this case, the requirement is increased to 20% of the total number of units in the two
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projects. The income and rent limits for housing units managed by the Mayor's Office of Housing are included in
Appendix 8.5.
The Mayor, Board of Supervisors, Planning Department, and Mayor's Office of Housing have recently passed or
introduced legislation to further expand the supply of affordable housing throughout the City. The City currently
has legislation to encourage the development of accessory dwelling units (ADUs) within existing residential
buildings in Supervisor Districts 3 and 8. These ordinances remove obstacles to the development of ADUs,
including density limits and parking requirements, in order to incentivize a housing type that has been identified
as a valuable option for middle-class households that do not require a lot of space. A proposal to expand a
similar policy to the rest ofthe City is currently under discussion.
Another policy that has the potential to add thousands of units of affordable housing to the city's stock is the
Affordable Housing Bonus Program, which is currently under review by the City. The program would allow
developers in certain areas to build an additional two stories above what is allowed by their height limit district,
in exchange for providing additional affordable housing, with a special focus on middle-income households. Byand-large, the Bonus Program does not apply to parcels in the Eastern Neighborhoods.
In addition to the Citywide programs described above, the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans also placed a high
priority on the production and protection of affordable housing, and created policies to expand access to
housing opportunities to low and moderate-income families. For example, market-rate housing developments in
the Urban Mixed Use (UMU) district are required to restrict between 14.4 and 17.6% of their units to families at
11
or below 55% of AMI for rental and 90% of AMI for ownership, depending on the amount of upzoning" given to
the property by the Plans. If these units are provided off-site, the requirement ranges from 23 to 27%. In the
UMU and Mission NCT district, developers also have the option of dedicating land to the City that can be
developed as 100% affordable projects.
Developers also have the option of paying a fee in lieu of developing the units themselves, which the City can
11
use to finance the development of 100% affordable projects. Funds collected through these in-lieu fees" are
managed by the Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development and can be spent anywhere in the City.
However, 75% offees collected in the Mission NCT and East SoMa MUR districts are required to be spent within
those districts themselves. The Plans also require bedroom mixes in its mixed use districts to encourage 2- and
3-bedroom units that are suitable to families, including the units sold or leased at below-market rates. Lastly, in
order to reduce the costs and incentivize housing production, the Plans removed density controls and parking
requirements in many of its zoning districts, particularly those well-served by public transit and pedestrian and
bike infrastructure.

As discussed in this report's introduction, expanding access to affordable housing opportunities was a high
priority for the communities in the Eastern Neighborhoods during the planning process, and it has only gained
more urgency in recent years. Showplace Square/Potrero Hill, along with the other Eastern Neighborhood Plan
Areas has been a symbol of the pressures of exploding housing costs on neighborhood stability and character.
As Table 3.4.1 shows, only seven affordable units were built during the 2011-15 five-year monitoring period.
Five of these units are considered to be only 11 naturally affordable." Typically, these are smaller units and are
sometimes referred to as 11granny units" and are affordable to households with moderate incomes (80-120%
AMI), however, these units are not income-restricted. The two inclusionary units built between 2011 and 2015,
as a part of the construction of 1717 17th Street with 20 units, make up about 3% of the 58 net new units built in
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Showplace Square/Potrero Hill (shown in Table 3.1.1 and Appendix E, Table BL-5), lower than the inclusionary
housing minimum of 12%. The two units were made affordable to moderate households {80-120% AMI). The
percentage is lower than the minimum because three projects, including 1717 17th Street (shown on Table
3.4.3), chose to pay a fee to the City equivalent to 20% of the total number of units rather than building the
units on-site. This fee raised nearly $1.3 million for the City's housing development program managed by
MOHCD. New affordable units are estimated to cost roughly $550,000 in construction costs (not including land),
towards which MOHCD contributes about $250,000, requiring the developer to raise the rest from Federal,
State, and other sources. Therefore, it is estimated that the "in-lieu fees" collected in Showplace Square/Potrero
Hill in this period, if successfully leveraged into additional external funding and used to build projects on publicly
2
controlled land, could yield an additional two to three units. Moreover, projects with fewer than 10 units are
exempt from the inclusionary housing requirement.
The inclusionary housing production in Showplace Square/Potrero Hill accounts for less than 1% of the citywide
production (853 units, as shown in Table 3.4.2 between 2011 and 2015). Because no publicly subsidized
developments were completed in this period, Showplace Square/Potrero Hill only built 0.3% of the city's
affordable units (2,735) during the period.
Table 3.4.1 Affordable Housing Production, Showplace Square/Potrero Hill, 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
TOTAL

1

1

1
2

3

1
5

2

5

7

*Secondary Units are not income restricted
Table 3.4.2 Affordable Housing Production, San Francisco, 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
TOTAL

141
464
449
213

4
98
216
249
286

1,644

853

377

..

60
38 ..
30 ..
.
57
..
53
238

205
513
710
755
552
2,735

* Secondary Units are not income restricted

2

The development costs of affordable housing units are rough estimates based on recent projects that have received
assistance from MOHCD.
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Table 3.4.3 Housing Developments Opting for Affordable Housing "In-lieu" Fee, Showplace Square/Potrero
Hill, 2011-2015

171717TH ST
310 CAROLINA ST
5209TH ST

$174,697
$1,119,205
$589,802

2012
2013
2015

GRAND TOTAL

$1,293,902.

Map 6 New Affordable Housing, Showplace Square/Potrero Hill, 2011-2015

The Showplace Square/Potrero Hill Plan supports the preservation of the area's existing housing stock and
prohibits residential demolitions unless these would result in sufficient replacement of housing units.
Demolitions are also restricted to ensure the preservation of affordable housing and historic resources.
A neighborhood's housing stock can also change without physical changes to the building structure. Conversions
of rental housing to condominiums can turn housing that is rent controlled and potentially accessible to
moderate income households to housing that can be occupied by a narrower set of residents, namely, those
with access to down payment funds and enough earning power to purchase a home. Lastly, rental units can be
"lost" to evictions of various types, from owners moving in to units formerly occupied by tenants to the use of
the Ellis Act provisions in which landlords can claim to be going out of the rental business in order to force
residents to vacate their homes.
One important priority of the Plan's housing stock preservation efforts is to maintain the existing stock of single
room occupancy (SRO) hotels, which often serve as a relatively affordable option for low income households.
Appendix## includes a list of SRO properties and number of residential units.
The following subsections document the trends in these various types of changes to the housing stock in the
Showplace Square/Potrero Hill Plan Area and San Francisco between 2011 and 2015 and comparing the most
recent five years with the preceding 5-year period.

In this most recent reporting period, seven units were lost in Showplace Square/Potrero Hill (Table 3.5.1) or
about 0.6% of units lost citywide. All of the units lost in Showplace Square/Potrero Hill we lost due to one
correction to official records and six due to demolitions. Table 3.5.2 shows San Francisco figures for comparison.
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Table 3.5.1 Units Lost, Showplace Square/Potrero Hill, 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

2
2
1

TOTAL

1

1

2
2
2

1

1

6

7

Table 3.5.2 Units Lost, San Francisco, 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

39
2
70
24
100

22

1

3

23
38
20
12

1
2
1
1

1 '
'

TOTAL

235

115

6

3 •
7 r

65

84

27
110
45
116
363

127
427
95

25
758

149
154
537
140
141
1,121

The type of housing opportunities determines the type of people who live in the neighborhood. For example,
single-family homes tend to support families and/or larger households, which are typically homeowners, while
flats or apartments tend to be occupied by a single-person or smaller households, which are largely renters;
group housing and assisted living quarter are housing types available for the elderly and people who have
disabilities.
Condo conversions increase San Francisco 1 s homeownership rate, estimated to be at about 37% in 2014, about
the same in 2010. However, condo conversions also mean a reduction in the city's rental stock. Compared to the
rest of the city's share of renters {67%), the Showplace Square/Potrero Hill area has a comparable share of
renters. In 2014, an estimated 74% of households in the Showplace Square/Potrero Hill were renters. Almost 7%
of San Francisco's rental units are in Showplace Square/Potrero Hill as of 2014, about the same figure as in
3
2010.
Table 3.5.3 shows that in the last five years, 64 units in 25 buildings in the Showplace Square/Potrero Hill were
converted to condominiums. In all, approximately 3% of all rental units in the Showplace Square/Potrero Hill
were converted to condominiums between 2011 and 2015. This represents one percent of all condo conversions
citywide.

3

The following 2010 census tracts were used to approximate the Showplace Square/Potrero Hill Plan Area boundaries:
178.02 and 180.00. According to the 2006-2010 American Community Survey, there are roughly 2,550 renter-occupied units
in the Showplace Square/Potrero Hill.
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Table 3.5.3 Condo Conversion, Showplace Square/Potrero Hill, 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

7
18
5
18
16
64

3

8
2
7

5

Totals

25

200
201
147
239
149
936

472
488
369
727

500
2,556

2%
4%
1%
3%
3%
3%

1%
4%
1%
2%
3%
3%

Evictions by owners that choose to move in to their occupied rental units or use the Ellis Act provisions to
withdraw their units from the rental market also cause changes to the housing stock. These evictions effectively
remove units from the rental housing stock and are, in most cases, precursors to condo conversions.
Table 3.5.4 shows that owner move-ins led to evictions in 39 units. Similarly, Ellis Act withdrawals led to 17
evictions during the most recent reporting period. Owner move-in evictions and Ellis Act evictions in Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill accounted for 3% each of the citywide total between 2011 and 2015. Other types of
evictions, also tabulated in Table 3.5.4, include evictions due to breach of rental contracts or non-payment of
rent; this could also include evictions to perform capital improvements or substantial rehabilitation.

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
Totals

4
8
7
9
11

4
2
1
5
5

39

16
13
15
16
12

.17

123
172
275
315
425

72

1.310

1102
1343
1368
1550
1518

54

99
229
101
142

625

6.881

3%
5%
3%
3%
3%

7%
2%
0%
5%
4%

1%
1%

3%

3%

1%

1<}~

1%
1%

Prompted by the Downtown Plan in 1985, the City determined that large office development, by increasing
employment, attracts new residents and therefore increases demand for housing. In response, the Office
Affordable Housing Production Program {OAHPP} was established in 1985 to require large office developments
to contribute to a fund to increase the amount of affordable housing. In 2001, the OAHPP was re-named the
Jobs-Housing Linkage Program {JHLP} and revised to require all commercial projects with a net addition of
25,000 gross square feet or more to contribute to the fund. Between fiscal year 2011/12 and 2015/16,
commercial developments in the Showplace Square/Potrero Hill Plan Area generated roughly $478,500 to be
used for affordable housing development by the city, as shown in Table 3.6.1. Based on the MOH CD estimate of
$550,000 {not including the cost of land} required to build one affordable housing unit, the fees collected in the
2014-2015 fiscal year could potentially contribute to one affordable unit.
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Table 3.6.1 Jobs Housing Linkage Fees Collected, Showplace Square/Potrero Hill, FY 2011/12-2015/16

2011-12
2012-13
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
Total

$
$
$
$
$
$

414,222
64,287
478,509

*Department of Building Inspection as of 6/1 /16

4
As the only arterial that runs in the east-west direction and connects the North Mission, Showplace Square, and
Mission Bay, the 16th Street corridor is the focus of a number of competing demands. At present, car use
remains the predominant mode of travel to work for employed residents of Showplace Square and Potrero Hill
(Table 4.1.1}. The 2010-2014 American Community Survey estimated that 47% of Showplace Square/Potrero
Hill residents commuted by car, while 24% used transit. About 8% walked to work and 8% reported biking. The
number of people working from home was estimated at 9%.
Compared to the City as a while, Showplace Square/Potrero Hill commuters travelled by car more and less by
transit. Citywide, 44% of commuters travel by car and 33% by transit; 10% walked to work, 4% biked, and 2%
commuted by other means; only 7% however worked from home.

Car
Drove Alone
Carpooled
Transit
Bike
Walk
Other
Worked at Home
Total

4,234
3,675
559
2,132
752
703
306
843

8,970

r

47%
41%
6%
24%
8%
8%
3%
9%

199,470
165,151
34,319
150,222
17,356
46,810
10,579
32,233

44%
36%
8%
33%
4%
10%
2%
7%

2%
2%
2%
1%
4%
2%
3%
3%

100%

456,670

100%

2%
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The Eastern Neighborhoods Transportation Implementation Planning Study (EN TRIPS) Report assessed the
overall transportation needs for the Eastern Neighborhoods and proposed a set of discreet projects that could
best address these needs in the most efficient and cost beneficial manner. EN Trips identified three major
projects for prioritization:
(1) Complete streets treatment for a Howard Street I Folsom Street couplet running between Snd and 11th
Street
(2) Complete streets and transit prioritization improvements for a 7th Street and 8th Street couplet running
between Market and Harrison Street in East Soma
(3) Complete streets and transit prioritization improvements for 16th Street (22-Fillmore) running between
Church Street and 7th Street.
Other broader improvements were also discussed including street grid and connectivity improvements through
the northeast Mission and Showplace Square, bicycle route improvements throughout particularly along 17th
Street, and mid-block signalizations and crossings in South of Market.

The Potrero Hill Neighborhood Transportation Plan (Potrero NTP) developed a community-based transportation
plan for the southern Potrero Hill neighborhood of San Francisco, identifying multimodal transportation
priorities at the neighborhood scale and working with stakeholders to prioritize near and mid-term
improvements. A central component ofthe Potrero Hill Neighborhood Transportation Plan addresses traffic
calming and pedestrian realm improvements. The preliminary design for these improvements focused on five
priority intersections in the Potrero Terrace and Annex site. Selected in part because they lie on the Walking
School Bus routes to Daniel Webster and Starr King Elementary Schools, these five intersections are critical to
safe pedestrian circulation on the site. Preliminary design calls for bulb outs and other traffic calming measures
that will improve safety while reclaiming significant street space for pedestrian use.
In January 2011, San Francisco's Better Streets Plan, adopted by the Board of Supervisors in December 2010,
went into effect. The plan contains design guidelines for pedestrian and streetscape improvements and
describes streetscape requirements for new development. Major themes and ideas include distinctive, unified
streetscape design, space for public life, enhanced pedestrian safety, universal design and accessibility, and
creative use of parking lanes. The Better Streets Plan only describes a vision for ideal streets and seeks to
balance the needs of all street users and street types. Detailed implementation strategies will be developed in
the future.
In 2014, San Francisco adopted Vision Zero, a commitment to eliminating traffic-related fatalities by 2024. The
City has identified capital project to improve street safety, which will build on existing pedestrian, bicycle, and
transit-rider safety programs. The first round will include 245 projects, including several in the Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill area, shown on Table 4.2.1. One major set of projects is the streetscape & transit
enhancements to Potrero Avenue from Division to Cesar Chavez. The goal is to provide a more pedestrianfriendly and multimodal street. Bicycle and pedestrian safety improvements such as cycle tracks, or other bicycle
facility, widened sidewalks, additional crossings, bus and corner bulbouts and new streetscape landscaping will
be constructed along the two streets between 2"d and 13th Streets. This project is also a "Priority Project" for
Eastern Neighborhood implementation
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Table 4.2.1. Vision Zero Projects in Showplace Square/Potrero Hill Plan Area

~~~~l~~;d pedestrian improvements (Division Winter 2014/15 Summer 2015 DESIGN

$

300,000

Bicycle intersection treatments {Di~sion St. at
8th/Townsend)
!

Winter 2014115 Fa1J 2o 15

$

200,000

Streetscape & Transit enhancements (Potrero
Ave. from Division to Cesar
Chavez)

Winter 2014/15 Winter 2015116 DESIGN

$ 4,100,000

Winter2014/15 Winter2015/16 DESIGN

TBD

Winter2014/15 Winter2015/16 DESIGN

$

Pedestrian Safety Improvements
Division St., 8th and 9th Bike & Ped Spot
Improvements

5

DESIGN

300,000

n

The Eastern Neighborhoods Plan included Public Benefits a framework for delivering infrastructure and other
public benefits. The public benefits framework was described in the Eastern Neighborhoods "Implementation
Document", which was provided to the public, the Planning Commission, and the Board of Supervisors at the
time of the original Eastern Neighborhoods approvals. This Implementation Document described infrastructure
and other public benefits needed to keep up with development, established key funding mechanisms for the
infrastructure, and provided a broader strategy for funding and maintaining newly needed infrastructure. Below
is a description of how the public benefit policies were originally derived and expected to be updated.

To determine how much additional infrastructure and services would be required to serve new development,
the Planning Department conducted a needs assessment that looked at recreation and open space facilities and
maintenance, schools, community facilities including child care, neighborhood serving businesses, and
affordable housing.
A significant part of the Eastern Neighborhoods Plans was the establishment ofthe Eastern Neighborhoods
Community Impact Fee and Fund. Nexus Studies were conducted as part of the original Eastern Neighborhoods
effort, and then again as part of a Citywide Nexus and Levels-of-Service study described below. Both studies
translated need created by development into an infrastructure cost per square foot of new development. This
cost per square foot determines the maximum development impact fee that can be legally charged. After
establishing the absolute maximum fee that can be charged legally, the City then tests what maximum fee can
be charged without making development infeasible. In most instances, fees are ultimately established at lower
than the legally justified amount determined by the nexus. Because fees are usually set lower than what could
be legally justified, it is understood that impact fees cannot address all needs created by new development.
Need for transportation was studied separately under EN Trips and then later under the Transportation
Sustainability Program. Each infrastructure or service need was analyzed by studying the General Plan,
departmental databases, and facility plans, and with consultation of City agencies charged with providing the
infrastructure or need.
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As part of a required periodic update, in 2015, the Planning Department published a Citywide Needs Assessment
that created levels-of-service metrics for new parks and open space, rehabilitated parks and open space, child
care, bicycle facilities, and pedestrian facilities ("San Francisco Infrastructure Level of Service Analysis").
Separate from the Citywide Nexus published in 2015, MTA and the Planning Department also produced a Needs
Assessment and Nexus Study to analyze the need for additional transit services, along with complete streets.
This effort was to provide justification for instituting a new Transportation Sustainability Fee {TSF) to replace the
existing Transit Development Impact Fee (TDIF). In the analysis, the derived need for transit from new
development is described providing the same amount transit service (measured by transit service hours) relative
to amount of demand (measured by number of auto plus transit trips).
Between the original Needs Assessment, and the Level-of-Service Analysis, and the TSF Study the City has
established the below metrics that establishes what is needed to maintain acceptable infrastructure and
services in the Eastern Neighborhoods and throughout the City:
Need
Need
Factor

Improvement

No of
People

Need- Unit

Factor
per

Reference

person
Community Facility
_0~7J _s~~a~_ c~r_s _

_Police (Equipment)
Recreation andO!)~f1_Spac~ ___________

__

__________O.~_CE!nt_e,s_____

Multi-Use Fields
Outdoor basket ball court
Walkway and bikeway trails _
Op_en ~ace:_ ne1A/l'_ar1<s_city\.Vide_ ____ _

i, 00o

____ ~,()(JO_

_

0.00004 _Original EN Nexus Study

_________________ 10,0()0

0.00023

Origi na_I _EN Nexus Study

l_o,00o:

0.0002

Origin_a_I EN_ Ne_xus Study

2·courts

10,000

0.0002 _Original EN_ Nexus Study
Original_ E_N Nexus Study

0.17 miles of Blue Greenwa_y _
_ _____________ _

r~habil!~ation

Original_EN Needs Assessment

0.00006 _ O_rigi nal EN Needs As_sessment

2.25 --fields
2 courts

------- ---

Tennis Courts

Open Space.~

____1,ooo__0.00077

________ . __

0.06 centers

Public Health
Centers
---- ---- -------

-- ---------- ---

55 acres

147,201

0.00037

Citywide Nexus Study (2015)

511 acres

147,201

0.00347

Citywide Nexus Study (2015)

Sl,866

0.00758

Citywide Nexus Study (201_5)

51,866 __ 0.0299

Citywide Nex_us Study (2015)

Childcare
Childcare -forToddlers Attributable to Reside_n_ti_alGrowth _ _ _

____ 393,12_seaces _

Residential
Complete Streets/Transportation
Transportation - Sidewalks
Transportation - Bike - PremiulTJ Bike Networ[<

88 sf of sidewalk
13 miles

______88_ __Cit\'v.tJ~eNexus Study(2015)
1,211,217 _ 0.00001 _(;ity;vide Ne_xus Study (2015)

Transportation - Bike - lntersection_1111pro\/ements

13 intersections

1,211,217

0.00001

Citywide Nexus Study (2015)

Transportation - Bik_e=~ik_e_P_arkin_[~_aces___ ___ ____ ____________ 5_,3.3_3_.Q() _s_e<1ces __ _
_ _1!_211,_217 _0,00_44 __ Cityv.tide Nexus Study (2015)
Tra_nsportation:_E!i_k_e_:_Bike Shari ng____________________ _6_67 bi ~stia_r"-station_s_ _____1:,_?._1!,.Q?____Q._Q_0()5_5___Cityv;id_~ N_e)(US _5tljd_y_(2Q_15)_ __

[context]

As a significant amount of new housing development is expected in Showplace Square/Potrero Hill, new
residents will increase the need to add new community facilities and to maintain and expand existing ones.
Community facilities can include any type of service needed to meet the day-to-day needs of residents. These
facilities include libraries, parks and open space, schools and child care. Community based organizations also
provide many services to area residents including health, human services, and cultural centers. Section 6, below,
discusses the process of implementation of the community benefits program, including the collection and
management of the impact fees program.
Map 7 shows existing community facilities in Showplace Square/Potrero Hill. Community based organizations
currently provide a wide range of services at over SO sites throughout Showplace Square/Potrero Hill, ranging
from [examples].
Map 7 Community Facilities in Showplace Square/Potrero Hill
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[context]

Neighborhood serving businesses represent a diversity of activities beyond typical land use categories such as
retail. This section defines neighborhood serving as those activities of an everyday nature associated with a high
"purchase" frequency (see Appendix G for a list of business categories used). Grocery stores, auto shops and
gasoline stations, banks and schools that frequently host other activities, among many other uses, can be
considered "neighborhood serving." By this definition, the Showplace Square/Potrero Hill is home to about 127
neighborhood serving businesses and establishments employing a little over 2,000 people.
As shown in Table 5.4.1, the top 10 neighborhood serving establishments in the Showplace Square/Potrero Hill
include grocery store, eating places (full- and limited-service restaurants), schools, gyms, community
organizations and various retail stores. These businesses are typically along XXX Streets as shown on Map 8.

Supermarkets and Other Grocery (except Convenience)
Full-Service Restaurants
Elementary and secondary Schools
Snack and Nonalcoholic Beverage Bars
Limited-Service Restaurants
Fitness and Recreational Sports centers
Sporting Goods Stores
CiVic and Social Organizations
Child Day Care Services
Discount Department Stores
Cafeterias. Grill Buffets. and Buffets
Pharmacies and Drug Stores
Drinking Places (Alcoholic Beverages)
Nail Salons
Beauty Salons
Commercial Banking
Used Merchandise Stores
Pet Care (except Veterinary) Services
General Automotive Repair
Retail Bakeries
Book Stores
Religious Organizations
Beer. Wine. and Liquor Stores
Gasoline Stations with Convenience Stores
ClothinQ Accessories Stores
Convenience Stores
Women's ClothinQ Stores
DrycteaninQ and Laundry services {except Coin-Operate
Electronics Stores
Other ClothinQ Stores
Coin-Operated Laundries and Drycleaners
Libraries and Archives
Hobby. Tov. and Game Stores
All Other General Merchandise Stores

Total

426
392
250
149
112
100
99
98
89
77

6

23
8

11
11
4
3
4
11
1
3

66

2

49

2
3
5
3
5
3
2

21

20
18
14
12

11
8
7

1
1

6

1
1
1
2
1

5
5

5
5
3

1

3

1
1
2
1
1
1

3
2
2
2
1

1

1
1

127

2,062

Map 8 Neighborhood Serving Businesses in Showplace Square/Potrero Hill
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PROPOSED PROGRAMMING

6

Along with establishing fees, and providing a programmatic framework of projects, the EN approvals included
amendments to the City's Administrative Code establishing a process to choose infrastructure projects for
implementation on an ongoing basis.

The Eastern Neighborhoods Citizens Advisory Committee (EN CAC} is the central community advisory body
charged with providing input to City agencies and decision makers with regard to all activities related to
implementation of the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans. It was established for the purposes of providing input
on the prioritization of Public Benefits, updating the Public Benefits program, relaying information to community
members in each of the four neighborhoods regarding the status of development proposals in the Eastern
Neighborhoods, and providing input to plan area monitoring efforts as appropriate. The EN CAC is composed of
15 voting members - nine appointed by the Board of Supervisors, and six appointed by the Mayor. In addition,
there are four non-voting members representing Showplace Square/Potrero Hill, two appointed by the Board of
Supervisors, and two by the Mayor. These non-voting members with attain voting status upon the adoption and
integration of the Showplace Square/Potrero Hill Impact Fees into the Eastern Neighborhoods Public Benefits
Fund. The CAC also plays a key role in reviewing and advising on the Five-Year Monitoring Reports.
The EN CAC has held monthly public meetings since October, 2009, before the adoption of the Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill Community Plan. For more information on the EN CAC, go to .:..=:=-'-=:.:..==:..:..i::;.;=.:..:.~=..::..:..o·

m
The Eastern Neighborhoods Community Facilities and Infrastructure Fee includes three tiers of fees that are
based on the amount of additional development enabled by the 2009 Eastern Neighborhoods rezoning, later
including the Showplace Square/Potrero Hill rezoning. In general, Tier 1 fees are charged in areas where new
zoning provided less than 10 feet of additional height. Tier 2 fees are for those areas that included between 10
and 20 feet of additional height, and Tier 3 fees are for areas that included for 20 feet or more of additional
height. Fees are adjusted every year based on inflation of construction costs.
Below is a chart of the original fees (2009} and the fees as they exist today.

Residential
Tier 1
Tier2
Tier3

$8.00
$12.00
$16.00

NonResidential
Residential
$6.00
$10.19
$10.00
$15.29
$14.00
$20.39

NonResidential
$7.65
$12.74
$17.84

The fees established above are proportionally divided into five funding categories as determined by the needs
assessment, nexus studies, and feasibilities studies, including housing, transportation/transit, complete streets,
recreation and open space, and child care. The first $10,000,000 collected are targeted to affordable housing
preservation and rehabilitation. To date, the City has collected nearly $48.4 million in impact fees, as shown on
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HOUSING
TRANSPORTATION/TRANSIT
COMPLETE STREETS
RECREATION AND OPEN SPACE
CHILDCARE
Total

$4,742,000
$16,936,000
$6,733,000
$17,518,000
$2,416,000
$48,345,000

Note: Amount collected includes in-kind improvements.
Over the 2016-2020 period, the City is projected to collect a little over $145 million from the Eastern
Neighborhoods impact fee program, as shown on

HOUSING
TRANSPORTATION I TRANSIT
COMPLETE STREETS
RECREATION AND OPEN SPACE
CHILDCARE
Total

$26,411,000
$30,302,000
$38,542,000
$43,912,000
$5,931,000
$145,098,000

As shown in Table 6.2.4, approximately $6.94 million were collected from 15 projects in the Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill Plan Area between 2011 and 2015. Overall, roughly $48.4 million has been collected in all of
the Eastern Neighborhoods.
Table 6.2.4 Eastern

Western s,oMa
East SoMa

rvnssion
Central Waterfront
Showplace/Potrero

TOTAL

$6,940,0,00
$14,635,000
$5,357,000
$10,034,000
$11,384,000
$48,350,000

11
39
43
19
26
1,38

The Infrastructure Plan Implementation Committee was established in Administrative Code section XX; the IPIC's
purpose is to bring together City agencies to collectively implement the community improvement plans for
specific areas of the City including the Eastern Neighborhood Plan Areas. The IPIC is instrumental in creating a
yearly expenditure plan for impact fee revenue and in creating a bi-annual "mini" Capital Plan for the Eastern
Neighborhoods. The annual Expenditure Plan is specific to projects that are funded by impact fees. The biannual Eastern Neighborhoods Capital Plan also includes infrastructure projects that are funded by other
sources, and projects where funding has not been identified.
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In 2009, the Planning Department entered into a Memorandum of Understanding with SF Public Works, SFMTA,
Rec and Park, and MOHCD to assure commitment to implementing the EN Plans. A key component of the
agreement was the establishment of a list of priority projects:
•
Folsom Street
• 16th Street
• Townsend Street
•
Pedestrian Crossing at Manalo Draves Park
•
17th and Folsom Street Park
• Showplace Square Open Space

The First Source Hiring Program was first adopted in 1998 and modified in 2006. The intent of First Source is to
connect low-income San Francisco residents with entry-level jobs that are generated by the City's investment in
contracts or public works; or by business activity that requires approval by the City's Planning Department or
permits by the Department of Building Inspection. CityBuild works in partnership with Planning Department and
DBI to coordinate execution of First Source Affidavits and MOUs.
CityBuild is a program ofthe Office of Economic and Workforce Development and is the First Source Hiring
Administrator. In accordance to Chapter 83: First Source Hiring Program, developers must submit a First Source
Affidavit to the Planning Department prior to planning approval. In order to receive construction permit from
DBI, developers must enter into a First Source Hiring MOU with CityBuild. Developers and contractors agree to
work in good faith to employ 50% of its entry-level new hiring opportunities through the CityBuild First Source
Hiring process.
Projects that qualify under First Source include:
• any activity that requires discretionary action by the City Planning Commission related to a commercial
activity over 25,000 square feet including conditional use authorization;
• any building permit applications for a residential project over 10 units;
• City issued public construction contracts in excess of $350,000;
• City contracts for goods and services in excess of $50,000;
leases of City property;
•
• grants and loans issued by City departments in excess of $50,000.
Since 2011 CityBuild has managed 442 placements in 72 First Source private projects in the three zip codes
encompassing the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan Areas (94107, 94110, 94103}, not including projects in Mission
Bay, approved under the former Redevelopment Agency. They have also placed 771 residents from the three-zip
code area in projects throughout the city.
In 2011, the City also implemented a first of its kind, the Local Hire Policy for Construction on publicly funded
construction projects. This policy sets forth a mandatory hiring requirement of local residents per trade for
construction work hours. This policy superseded the First Source Hiring Program on public construction
contracts. Since 2011, a cumulative 37% of the overall 6.2 million work hours have been worked by local
residents and 58% of 840,000 apprentice work hours performed by local residents.
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7
Showplace Open Space Plan. The Showplace Open Space Plan provided conceptual designs for eight possible
open space projects including Daggett Park and the expansion and improvement of Jackson Square Playground.
The purpose of the Plan was to find open space projects of which one would be chosen as a priority. Of the
eight projects, Daggett is under construction, and a more specific scope for Jackson Playground is being
developed.
16th Street/ 17th Street 22-Fillmore Improvements. The 16th Street Improvement Project envisions the
transformation of the 16th Street corridor into a highly efficient transit corridor along with pedestrian and
streetscape improvements. The project includes transit, bicycle and pedestrian improvements on 16th Street
between Church Street and 3rd Street, and bicycle improvements on 16th Street between San Bruno and
Mississippi. The Project will improve transit by rerouting the 22-Fillmore, and providing enhanced pedestrian
connectivity between the many neighborhoods along its length and to the Bay. Key to the 16th Street
improvements is installing trolley bus overhead wiring for the 22-Fillmore. The configuration of 16th Street will
feature both center running transit-only lanes and side running lanes along its length. The Project is being
implemented in two phases with increased headways already implemented and road re-stripping to happen in
the near future. Construction of hard improvements is planned to start in 2018.
Potrero Avenue Streetscape Improvement Project. The project includes repaving and utility upgrades from
Alameda to 25th Street along with bus bulbs pedestrian and bicycle improvements along the entire segment.
Focused pedestrian streetscape improvements are planned for the segment between 21st and 25th Streets,
which will include a median, widened sidewalks and lighting. The project is currently under construction.
22"d Street Stair. The project is to construct a publicly accessible stair and open space on the steep grade
between Pennsylvania and Missouri Street on the east slope of Potrero Hill. The stair would include both
hardscaping and improved landscaping at the upper slope and will act as a key access point between Potrero Hill
and Dogpatch. The project will be constructed by a private developer in conjunction with the development
project at [address]. Delivery is dependent of the development project moving forward.
Daggett Park. The park is located on the previous Daggett paper-street right-of-way at 16th Street and 7th Street.
The .9 acre park, currently under construction is being constructed as part of an in-kind agreement of the
Daggett Triangle Development. The park will feature a large unprogrammed lawn area, ample seating,
architectural play features, dog run, drought-resistant trees and landscaping and other storm runoff features.
The park, initially conceived as part of the Showplace Square Open Space Plan, was prioritized for
implementation by the EN CAC. This will serve as the new park for Showplace Square I Potrero originally
envisioned in the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan(s}. The park is currently under construction and is expected to be
complete by winter 2017.
Jackson Playground. Jackson Playground is generally bounded by 17th Street, Carolina Street, Mariposa Street
and Arkansas Street within the Showplace Square I Potrero Hill neighborhood. It currently features a
clubhouse, play equipment, picnic areas, tennis courts, basketball courts and two ball fields. The Showplace
Square Open Space Plan envisioned extending the boundaries ofthe park into Carolina Street and Arkansas
Street to enable additional usable space. Rec and Park with the Friends of Jackson Playground, Live Oak School
and other stakeholders are currently working on conceptual ideas for park improvements including the
possibility of extending the boundaries of the park into the right-of-way.
Arts and Design Educational Special Use District. On November 22, 2011, Supervisor Malia Cohen introduced a
proposed ordinance which would amend the San Francisco Planning Code by adding Section 249.67 to create
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the Art & Design Educational Special Use District ("SUD") and the City's zoning map to reflect this new SUD to
permit postsecondary educational institutions without use size limitations, to allow student housing and to
allow the Zoning Administrator to authorize temporary structures without public hearing provided the structure
is occupied by a use allowed by the Special Use District at 1111 gth Street, The California College of the Arts. The
SUD area is bounded by the east side of De Haro Street, the northside of lSlhStreet, the east side of gth Street,
the north side of Irwin Street, the west side of 7th Street, the south side of Hooper Street and the south side of
Channel Street (Map X).
The purpose of creating the Art & Design Educational Special Use District is to facilitate the continued operation
of the California College of the Arts and to provide a regulatory scheme for potential future expansion of the
California College of the Arts. The Art and Design Educational Special Use District permits as of right and without
use size limits Post-Secondary Educational Institutions, allows Student Housing and allows the Zoning
Administrator to authorize temporary structures without public hearing provided the structure is occupied by a
use allowed by the Special Use District. Adopt April 25, 2013, this SUD provides a regulatory scheme for
potential and future phased expansion of the campus.
Map X. Arts and Design Educational Special Use District
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Appendices
Eastern Neighborhoods Monitoring Reports Ordinance
B. Priority Capital Projects
C. 2011-2015 Completed Commercial and Residential Projects
Commercial and Residential Pipeline Projects, Q4 2015
Projects Counted Under CEQA Community Plan Exemption
List Neighborhood Serving Business Codes
San Francisco Mayor's Office of Housing Income and Rent Limits
Single Room Occupancy Hotels and Number of Residential Units
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Neighborhoods Monitoring Requirements Ordinance
(5)
Development Activity. The report shall detail all development activity in the Plan Area over the Monitoring Period,
including additions and deletions of residential and co=ercial space, and shall include unit size and bedroom count of units
constructed, retail space and employment generated, conversions and other development statistics. The monitoring program
shall include the following categories of information:
(A)

Office Space. Amount of office space constructed in preceding years and related employment.

(B)

Visitor and Hotel Space. Amount of hotel rooms constructed in preceding years and related employment.

(C)

Retail Space. Amount of retail space constructed in preceding years and related employment.

(D)

Business Formation and Relocation. An estimate of the rate of the establishment of new businesses and
business and employment relocation trends and patterns within the City and the Bay Area.

(E)

Housing. An estimate of the number of housing units newly constructed, demolished, or converted to other

uses.
(6)
Public Benefit. The report shall detail the construction of any improvements or infrastructure as described in the
Eastern Neighborhoods Public Benefits Program, a copy of which is on file with the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors in File
No. 081155 and is incorporated herein by reference. The report shall include the following categories of information:
(A)
Inclusionary Housing Program. A su=ary of the number and income mix of units constructed or assisted
through this program, an analysis of units constructed within each alternative, including new alternatives established for the
Eastern Neighborhoods UMU districts.

(B)
Jobs/Housing Linkage Program. A su=ary of the operation of the Jobs/Housing Linkage Program
(formerly the Office Affordable Housing Production Program) and the Housing Affordability Fund, identifying the number
and income mix of units constructed or assisted with these monies.
(C)
Streetscape, Transportation, and Public Realm. A detailed description of any transportation serving
infrastructure completed in the preceding five years, including transit, pedestrian, bike, traffic and other modes of
transportation.
(D)

Open Space and Recreational Facilities. A su=ary of new parks, trails, public rights-of-way, recreational
facilities or activity space completed to serve the purposes of recreation in the preceding five years, as well as any
improvements to parks or recreational facilities.

(E)
Co=unity facilities. An assessment of the existing service capacity of co=unity services and facilities, and
of any new services or facilities joining the neighborhood in the past five years. This shall include a review of child care, library
services and any other categories deemed relevant, such as health care centers, human services, and cultural centers.
(F)

Neighborhood Serving Businesses. An assessment of neighborhood serving businesses in the area, including
their establishment, displacement, and economic health.
(7)
Fees and Revenues. The report shall monitor expenditure of all implemented fees, including the Eastern
Neighborhoods Impact Fee and all Citywide fees, and tax revenue, as listed below. It shall report on studies and
implementation strategies for additional fees and programming.
(A)
Impact Fee. A su=ary of the collected funds from the Eastern Neighborhoods Impact Fee collected from
development, and a detailed accounting of its expenditure over that same period.
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Fiscal
Revenues.
An
estimate
of
the
net
increment of revenues by type
(p)roperty tax, business taxes,
(B)
hotel and sales taxes) from all uses.

(C)

Fee Adjustments.

(i)
The Planning Department shall review the amount of the Eastern Neighborhoods fee against any increases in
construction costs, according to changes published in the Construction Cost Index published by Engineering News Record, or
according to another similar cost index should there be improvements to be funded through the Eastern Neighborhoods
Impact Fee as listed in the Eastern Neighborhoods Program.

(ii)

The Planning Department shall review the level of the Eastern Neighborhoods housing requirements and
fees to ensure they are not so high as to prevent needed housing or commercial development.
(8)
Agency Responsibilities. All implementing agencies identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods Implementation Matrix
shall be responsible for:
(A)
Reporting to the Planning Department, for incorporation into the Monitoring report, on action undertaken in
the previous reporting period to complete the implementation actions under their jurisdiction, as referenced in the Eastern
Neighborhoods Implementation Matrix.

(B)

Providing an analysis of the actions to be completed in the next reporting period, for incorporation into the
Monitoring report, including a description of the integrated approach that will be used to complete those tasks.
(i)
To the extent the Agencies identified in the Implementation Matrix are outside the jurisdiction of this Board,
this Board hereby urges such Agencies to participate in this process.
(9)
Budget Implications. In cooperation with the Annual Progress reports required by Administrative Code Chapter 36.4,
and prior to the annual budget process, the Board shall receive a presentation by the Interagency Planning and
Implementation Committee and its member agencies to describe how each agency's proposed annual budget advances the
Plans' objectives, including specific projects called for by this section. The Board of Supervisors shall give particular
consideration to proposed agency budgets that meet the implementation responsibilities as assigned by the City's General Plan,
including the Eastern Neighborhoods Implementation Matrix. Budget proposals that do not include items to meet these
implementation responsibilities shall respond to Board inquiries as to why inclusion was not possible.
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Eastern Neighborhoods Priority Capital Projects

Folsom
Neighborhoods: East SoMa, Western So Ma
Description: The Folsom Street/Howard Street Improvement Project envisions the transformation of Folsom Street to a more

pedestrian-friendly, multimodal street. Howard Street would be improved at the same time as a couplet to Folsom. Improvements
would be between 2nd and 13th Street and could include cycle tracks, or other bicycle facility, widened sidewalks, additional
crossings, bus and corner bulbouts and new streetscape landscaping. Two configurations are currently being considered; one which
would change both streets into two-way boulevards; the other would maintain them as one way streets but include inventions that
would calm traffic and make them more friendly to pedestrians and bicyclists. The Folsom Street Improvements Project is a "Priority
Project" for EN implementation.
Delivery: The project is currently partially funded. Environmental clearance is expected winter 2016-2017. Community engagement

is planned for 2017 with MTA and other approvals expected in 2018; construction is expected to commence in 2019.

Street

h1n1n•·•urc•1u,,,,.,,~

Neighborhood: East SoMa
Description: The 2nd Street Improvement Project extends from Market Street to King Street; the portion south of Folsom is within

the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan area. The project is to transform 2nd Street into a primary pedestrian, bicycle and transit route by
constructing wider sidewalks, cycle tracks, street trees, new lighting and other amenities.
Delivery: The project is fully planned, approved and funded. Construction is expected to start fall 2016.

Street "' ..''"'""' ...,,..
Description: The ih and 8th Street Streetscape Project is being implemented in two phases. The scope includes the portions of 7th

and 8th Streets between Market and Harrison Streets. The initial phase, which included restriping to include buffered bike lanes, has
been complete. The second phase, which could include corner bulb-outs, bus bulb-outs, widened sidewalks, among other
interventions, is currently undergoing conceptual design.
Delivery: TBD.

Street
Neighborhood{s): East SoMa and Western SoMa
Description: The project looks to construct robust pedestrian safety and aesthetic improvements to this high injury corridor

between Market Street and Bryant Street. The central component of this project is a suite of proposed pedestrian safety and
streetscape improvements on 6th Street from Market Street to Bryant Street including pedestrian safety bulb-outs, raised
crosswalks, landscaping, and streetscape improvements. On 6th Street between Market Street and Howard Street, sidewalks on
both sides of the street will be widened and corner bulb-outs will shorten crossing distances for pedestrians. The 2 lanes of vehicle
traffic in each direction on 6th Street between Market Street and Bryant Street will be reduced to one lane in each direction. On 6th
Street between Folsom Street and Bryant Street, the Project will remove peak-hour towaway lanes that restrict parking from 7-9AM
and 3-7PM and restore full-time parking lanes. (source: !..!.l.!±SC:LL~!.!!.!!.:~!J.!£~:!.!.!..!L.l:<.!~~?..:!:!.!.illl!..!.!.l.'..5!J:!:l.~~~~:2.-'.!..ss.s

Delivery: Environmental review is expected to be complete fall 2017, with detailed design complete by summer 2018. Construction

is expected to begin spring 2019. [note: this is from the website; still need to confirm with staff]

Neighborhood: East SoMa
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Description: The SoMa Alleys project was completed to two phases. The first phase included traffic calming and pedestrian

improvements on Harriet Street (Folsom Street to Howard Street), Moss Street (Folsom Street to Howard Street), Russ Street
(Folsom Street to Howard Street), Natoma Street (6th Street to 7th Street), Minna Street (6th Street to 7th Street). The second
phase included Minna and Natoma Streets from 6th to Mary St; Tehama, Clementina, Shipley and Clara Streets from 6th to 5th
Streets with traffic calming and pedestrian improvements.
Delivery: Complete

Street 22-Fillmore
Neighborhood(s): Showplace Square/Potrero Hill; Mission

Description: The 16th Street Improvement Project envisions the transformation of the 16th Street corridor into a highly efficient
transit corridor along with pedestrian and streetscape improvements. The project includes transit, bicycle and pedestrian
improvements on 16th Street between Church Street and 3'd Street, and bicycle improvements on 1ih Street between San Bruno and
Mississippi. The Project will improve transit by rerouting the 22-Fillmore, and providing enhanced pedestrian connectivity between
the many neighborhoods along its length and to the Bay. Key to the 16th Street improvements is installing trolley bus overhead
wiring for the 22-Fillmore. The configuration of 16th Street will feature both center running transit-only lanes and side running lanes
along its length.
Delivery: The Project is being implemented in two phases with increased headways already implemented and road re-stripping to

happen in the near future. Construction of hard improvements is planned to start in 2018.

Avenue, ..,~"""''""'
Neighborhood(s): Showplace Square/Potrero Hill; Mission
Description: The project includes repaving and utility upgrades from Alameda to 25th Street along with bus bulbs pedestrian and

bicycle improvements along the entire segment. Focused pedestrian streetscape improvements are planned for the segment
between 21st and 25th Streets, which will include a median, widened sidewalks and lighting.
Delivery: The project is currently under construction.

Green Connections
Neighborhood: Central Waterfront
Description: 22nd Street acts as the "Main Street" of the Dogpatch neighborhood (aka Central Waterfront). The project proposes

sidewalk widening at corner bu Ibouts, replacement of sidewalk paving, installation of turf block treatments, infill tree planting and
understory planting, new pedestrian lights, new painted crosswalks and bike route markings (sharrows). All of these elements are
designed to enhance this vibrant Dogpatch commercial corridor and strengthen the connection for people walking, cycling and
taking transit. The 22nd Street Green Connection Streetscape project will coordinate with Public Works paving program's repaving of
22nd Street.
Delivery: The Project is fully funded. Designs are expected to be completed in winter 2016 with construction beginning spring or

summer 2017 [confirm timing].

Stair
Neighborhood(s): Central Waterfront; Showplace Square/Potrero Hill
Scope: The project is to construct a publicly accessible stair and open space on the steep grade between Pennsylvania and Missouri

Streets on the east slope of Potrero Hill. The stair would include both hardscaping and improved landscaping at the upper slope and
will act as a key access point between Potrero Hill and Dogpatch.
Delivery: The project will be constructed by a private developer. Delivery is dependent of the development project moving forward.
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in Central Waterfront

Central Waterfront Public Realm

Description: As of the date of this Report, the Planning Department is completing the Central Waterfront/Dogpatch Public Realm

Plan. The purpose of the Plan is to identify streetscape and open space projects throughout Dogpatch and to prioritize them for
implementation.
Delivery: The Public Realm Plan is expected to be complete by summer 2016 with environmental clearance needed thereafter.

Implementation of Project's described within the Plan will depend of availability of funding.

Street Pedestrian

11r... ..,. ......,..

Neighborhood: Mission
Description: The Bartlett Streetscape Project transforms an underutilized portion of Bartlett Street into a safer and more welcoming

pedestrian realm. A key impetus for creating this plaza-like space was the establishment of the Mission Mercado Community
Market, which has been held every Thursday since 2010. The Bartlett Streetscape Project not only serves the Mission Mercado
Community Market along with other community uses and events. Improvements include widened sidewalk and single-surface
treatments, landscaping, seating and lighting. The project is completing construction. Among other features, the project will include
the fabrication and installation of eight custom-made pergola structures.
Delivery: Soon to be complete.

Neighborhood: Western SoMa
Description: The 17th Street and Folsom Park project will include a children's play area, demonstration garden, outdoor

amphitheater and seating, among other amenities.
Delivery: The project is currently under construction and is expected to be complete and open by winter 2017.

Street
Neighborhood: Mission
Description: A road diet reducing the travel lanes to one in each direction, establishing bike lanes and bus bulb-outs and
other pedestrian amenities between 13th Street and Cesar Chavez Street have been completed.
Delivery: Complete

Cesar Chavez Street
Neighborhood: Mission
Description: The Cesar Chavez Street project has transformed this once bleak stretch of roadway to one that is safer,
greener, and more environmentally sustainable. Cesar Chavez improvements ran from Hampshire to Guerrero and
included road diet reconfiguration of travel lanes, wider planting medians, bike lanes, corner bulb-outs featuring storm
water features.
Delivery: Completed 2014

Victoria Manolo Draves Mid-Block
Neighborhood: East SoMa
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Description: Addition of pedestrian signal between 6th and 7th Street at Victoria Manalo Draves Park.
Delivery: Completed.

Zero

<..:h·c.ai-c''"

Neighborhood(s): All
Description: As part of the City's Vision Zero effort, MTA and DPW will develop pedestrian-safety improvements along the City's
high-injury network that were identified through WalkFirst. This project implements pedestrian safety improvements at the
following eleven intersections: Howard and 6th; Mission and 6th, 7th, 9th, 13th, 14th, 16th, 18th, 19th, 22nd; and South Van Ness
and 16th. Proposed improvements include three painted safety zones, seven temporary medians, four turn prohibitions, one
protected left turn pocket, four leading pedestrian intervals, three daylighting locations, seven signal timing changes, and seven
locations with reduced lane widths.
Delivery: Ongoing.

Street Wharf
Location: East So Ma
Description: Located on The Embarcadero Promenade between Pier 30-32 and Pier 38, the Brannan Street Wharf is a new 57,000

square foot public park over the water and parallel to the Embarcadero Promenade.
Delivery: Completed summer 2013

Chavez Street
Neighborhood: Mission
Description: The Cesar Chavez Street project has transformed this once bleak stretch of roadway to one that is safer, greener, and

more environmentally sustainable. Cesar Chavez improvements ran from Hampshire to Guerrero and included road diet
reconfiguration of travel lanes, wider planting medians, bike lanes, corner bulb-outs featuring storm water features.
Delivery: Completed 2014

Street Bart Plaza
Neighborhood: Mission
Description: The southwest Bart plaza was reconstructed to emphasize flexible open space over the previous cluttered

configuration; elements include removed fencing, new paving, landscaping and street furniture.
Delivery: Completed 2014

Folsom Park
Neighborhood: Mission
Description: The new .8 acre park at 17th Street and Folsom Park project will include a children's play area, demonstration garden,

outdoor amphitheater and seating, among other amenities.
Delivery: The project is currently under construction and is expected to be complete and open by winter 2017.

Park
Neighborhood: Showplace Square/Potrero
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Description: The park is located on the previous Daggett paper-street right-of-way at 16th Street and ih Street. The .9 acre park,

currently under construction, is being constructed as part of an in-kind agreement of the Daggett Triangle Development. The park
will feature a large unprogrammed lawn area, ample seating, architectural play features, dog run, drought-resistant trees and
landscaping and other storm runoff features. The park, initially conceived as part of the Showplace Square Open Space Plan, was
prioritized for implementation by the EN CAC. This will serve as the new park for Showplace Square/Potrero originally envisioned in
the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan(s)
Delivery: The park is currently under construction and is expected to be complete by winter 2017 (confirm)

Cove Park
Neighborhood: Central Waterfront
Scope: Crane Cove Park. It is located within the Union Iron Works Historic District at Pier 70 (PDF) and adjacent to the Port's large

and active ship repair yard. The project will include preservation of the historic ship building slip-way and two historic cranes.
Community planning and design is funded from the 2008 and 2012 Neighborhood Parks Bond, which will also fund the first phase of
construction. The completed park will include a variety of landscape and plaza areas, 1,000 feet of Bay shoreline open to the public,
adaptive reuse of historic resources, including slipway 4 and the cranes, and views of the dry dock, city skyline and Bay.
Delivery: Community outreach and conceptual design are complete. Initial construction phase is currently out to bid. Completion is

expected 2017.

Plaza
Neighborhood: Central Waterfront
Scope: Located at the dead-end portion of 19th Street just west of Indiana Street and east of the 1-280, the Dogpatch Arts Plaza

envisions a pedestrian plaza that would include an 8,000 square foot level plaza designed to accommodate special events and
rotating art exhibits, Indiana Street bulb-outs, cafe and other movable seating, and bleacher seating.
Delivery: The project is expected to complete design by December 2016 and begin construction shortly after, with a planned

opening sometime in 2017.

Neighborhood: Western SoMa
Scope: Eagle Plaza is proposed to be constructed within the 1zth Street right-of-way between Bernice Street and Harrison Street. As

an in-kind improvement for the development project at 1532 Harrison Street, this plaza will be constructed within the same time
frame as the project. The plaza will feature a single-surface shared public way treatment for the sidewalk and roadway portions of
the right-of-way with a single lane of travel reconfigured for in a curvilinear pattern to slow traffic and define to distinct zones for
the plaza. The open space will feature custom made planters, seating, and a green knoll, among other features.
Delivery: Construction is expected to begin in 2016 with completion expected in 2018.

Neighborhood: East SoMa
Scope: South Park is currently being rehabilitated. New park features will include a variety of different programmatic spaces,

including a children's play area, a large open meadow, plazas of varying scales, and a variety of areas designed for sitting and/or
picnicking to increase park capacity. Additional improvements will include bulb-outs and chicanes for traffic calming, bio-infiltration
swales, and possibly a rainwater cistern for irrigation usage.
Delivery: The project is under construction and expected to be complete 2017 (confirm)

Gene

of Market Recreation Center

Neighborhood: East SoMa
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Scope: Gene Friend Recreation Center (aka SoMa Recreation Center), currently includes exterior play equipment and basketball

court, along with indoor weight room and multipurpose room. Recreation and Park staff is planning for a long term total
rehabilitation of the center that would include demolishing the existing structure and constructing a new multi-story recreation
center. The proposal looks to make the center a stronger architectural presents while providing greatly improved facilities for the
local community, which currently features a heavy blank wall and safety fencing. An envisioned new building could be designed with
modular rooms that could be programmed for a wide variety of purposes.
Delivery: The project is currently undergoing feasibility analysis and concept plan development. Actual design is scheduled for mid

2016 to mid 2017 with actual construction happening afterward.

,..,,.,,_,..,.,, .. Recreation Center
Neighborhood: Mission
Scope: Located on a through block facing both Harrison Street and Treat Avenue between 20th and 21st Street, the facility includes an

interior gymnasium and fitness center, along with an outdoor playground located in an interior courtyard. Recreation and Park staff
is planning for a major renovation and reconfiguration of the facility that could include relocating the play equipment so that it is
visible from the public right-of-way and adding additional courts to the building.
Delivery: This project is still in its conceptual phase.

Neighborhood: Showplace Square/Potrero Hill
Scope: Jackson Playground is generally bounded by 17th Street, Carolina Street, Mariposa Street and Arkansas Street within the

Showplace Square/Potrero Hill neighborhood. It currently features a clubhouse, play equipment, picnic areas, tennis courts,
basketball courts and two ball fields. The Showplace Square Open Space Plan envisioned extending the boundaries of the park into
Carolina Street and Arkansas Street to enable additional usable space.
Delivery: Rec and Park with the Friends of Jackson Playground, Live Oak School and other stakeholders are currently working on

conceptual ideas for park improvements including the possibility of extending the boundaries of the park into the right-of-way.
Delivery or improvements to Jackson Playground will be known when the scope is complete and fuller understanding of the project's
funding needs.

Garfield

Center

Neighborhood: Mission
Description: Garfield Pool is scheduled to be rehabilitated through the 2012 Park Bond. However, Recreation and Park staff plan to

further enhance the facility to a higher capacity Aquatics Center, which, besides refurbishing the pool, would also include adding
additional amenities such a multi-purpose room and a slide. Other possible improvements could include a redesign of the pool
structure.
Delivery: Design for the pool rehabilitation is expected to be complete by late 2016 with construction bid award and the

construction planned to begin in 2017.

Neighborhood: Mission.
Description: Juri Commons is a small park located on a previous railroad right-of-way in the southwestern portion of the Mission.

The Recreation and Parks Department is proposing to rebuild the existing play equipment.
Delivery: TBD.

Coronado

~''""''r""

Neighborhood: Mission.
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Description: Jose Coronado Playground, located at 21st and Folsom Street includes basketball courts, tennis courts, play equipment,
and a clubhouse. The proposal is to resurface the courts and provide more inviting fencing for the park.
Delivery: TBD.

Potre:ro Kids Child Care
Neighborhood: Showplace Square/Potrero Hill.
Description: The child care component on the Eastern Neighborhoods Impact Fee Program has been partially realized

through the establishment of a new child care center at 2235 Third Street, as part of the Potrero Launch mixed-use
development, which opened two years ago. The center serves roughly 66 children.
Delivery: Complete
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15 Completed Commercial and Residential Projects
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COMPLETED COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

List BL-1 Commercial Development Projects Completed, Central Waterfront, 2011-2015

0
201S 616 20TH ST
2014 127S -1301 INDIANA ST
2014 740 ILLINOIS ST AND 2121 03RD ST

3000
-9800

-14800

106

-BSOO

-8SOO

2014 851 TENNESSEE ST
2014 250SO 03RD ST
2013 616 20TH ST
2012 2235 03RD ST

16

2709

0

0

-2400

-1000

196

5339

399

-8252

20111011 TENNESSEE ST

Total

3000

71

5000
2709
2400
-1000
S339

0

3000

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-25700

14448

0

3050

List BL-1 Commercial Development Projects Completed, EastSoMa, 2011-2015

2015 147 SOUTH PARK AV

1286

2015 333 BRAN NAN ST
2015 660 03RD ST
2015 482 BRYANT ST
2015 34S BRANNAN ST
201S 12 SHERMAN ST

175450

-13740

0

40000

-40000

0

48S7

0

0

4857

10228S

10228S

900

900

2014 111 TOWNSEND ST

16786

-22884

2014 SOO 2ND ST

13883

-13883

2014 66S 03RD ST

123700

-123700
-25430

2014 938 HOWARD ST

0

25430

2014 900 FOLSOM ST

269

4146

0

2014 260 OSTH ST

179

-35969

2014 374 5TH ST

47

2014 246 RITCH ST

19

2013 27S BRANNAN ST

-4130

0

0

4146
S281

0

-4130

48411

-48411

23

2013 S37 NATOMA ST

14

-S42S

-5425

2012 166 TOWNSEND ST

66

-7362S

-7S340

2012 1049 HOWARD STREET

2S

0

0
-76SS

0

14

-7155

2012 960 HARRISON ST

4

-4000

2012 lOS HARRISON ST

308

2011425 BRYANT ST

145430

1715
0

soo
-4000

-2500

973

6098

-41250

2013 42 HARRIET ST

2012 7SO 02N D ST

Total

1286

164760

-2500

0
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0

605420

-4112923

22933

0
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COMPLETED COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

2011-201S

List BL-1 Commercial Development Projects Completed, Mission, 2011-2015

201S 2SOO 16TH ST
201S 1069 CAPP ST
2015 SOO CAPP ST

2

201S 2938 23RD ST
201S 949 HAMPSHIRE ST
2015 8S8 FLORIDA ST
201S 1340 ALABAMA ST
2015 748 TREAT AV
201S 2986 22ND ST

2

201S 141 ALBION ST

3

2015 300 SOUTH VAN NESS AVE

0

20040

20040

2015 2558 MISSION ST

114

14750

14750

2015 1875 MISSION ST

39

0

2015 39 SAN CARLOS ST
2015 899 VALENCIA ST

3
18

2014 1432 YORK ST

470S

0

0

0

0

0

4705
0

2014 2660 HARRISON ST

-11423

-11423

2014 2923 HARRISON ST

0
-13640

-15000

2014 313S 24TH ST
2014 263 LEXINGTON ST

0

1

0
1722

2014 240116TH ST

12

1722

2014 1501 lSTH ST

40

8222

2014 3418 26TH ST

11

0

0
1S200

8222
-15000

2014 626 POTRERO AV

0

200

2013 1880 MISSION ST

194

-63512

-63512

-7250

-7250

2013 3120 23RD ST

1360

0

1

2013 817 YORK ST
2013 2652 HARRISON ST

20

2013 173115TH ST

2S

2013 915 FLORIDA ST
2013 1340 NATOMA ST
2012 1S50 BRYANT ST

lSOOO

2012 8S7 ALABAMA ST
2012 3500 19TH ST

108400

-3866
17

2950

16

1370

-93400
-3866
29SO

2012 1376 FLORIDA ST
2012 277 SAN CARLOS ST
2012 411 VALENCIA ST
2012 179 SAN CARLOS ST
2012 1280 HAMPSHIRE ST

-1060

0

1370

0

0

-1060

2011 769 TREAT AV
2011 19 CAPP ST
2011 37 WOODWARD ST

-6

2011 1650 15TH ST

Total

550

-10800

0

-67803

-25211
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-10800

15200

108400

-206311

0

40119
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COMPLETED COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

List BL·1 Commercial Development Projects Completed, ShowplaceSquare/Potrero Hill, 2011·2015

201S 251 ARKANSAS ST
2015 455 POTRERO AV
2015 B3B KANSAS ST
2014 136B UTAH ST

0

2014 B50-B70 BRANNAN ST (AKA 888 BRANNAN ST)

-4397

2014 1001 POTRERO AV
2014 1717 17TH ST & 310 CAROLINA 51

41

419070

419070

870

0

1137S3

-113753

0

0

43881

-43881

0

0

157634

-163764

2603

14826

-5000

-4500

-6130

2013 808 BRANNAN ST

-4397
7000

2013 1022 RHODE ISLAND 51
2012 341 MISSISSIPPI ST

-1

2012 466 MISSOURI ST
2012 1028 WISCONSIN ST
2011 542 KANSAS ST
20111030-38 MISSISSIPPI ST
2011 1200 19TH ST
2011 791 SAN BRUNO AV

Total

1

0

54

415543

419070

0

0

List BL·1 Commercial Development Projects Completed, Western SoMa, 2011·2015

201S 140 09TH ST
2015 248 - 252 09TH ST

lS

S326

2015 870 HARRISON ST

26

-6120

-6120

2015 410 TOWNSEND ST

76000

-76000

2015 639 NATOMA ST
2015 S6 RINGOLD ST
2014 230 llTH ST
2013 234 09TH ST

-7650

-7SSO

-100

0

2013 1123 FOLSOM ST

-3930

0
-11600

0

-3930

2012 209 09TH ST
2011 149 DORE STREET
2011 121 09TH ST

Total

-11600
4

0

0

20

-4975

0

0

0

-S77S

800

0

89

-28949

0

0

71676

-92995

-3700

-3930
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List BL-3 Major Residential Development Projects Completed, Western SoMa, 2011-2015

2011

121 9th Street

20

2

2015

870 Harrison Street

26

4

2015

252 9th Street

15

2015

140 9th Street

10

71

Total

One Bedroom Rental /

T~:~ ~=~~~~~ Ownership
N/A
One Bedroom: 8
Two Bedroom: 7

Below Threshold

N/A

Ownership
Ownership

$399,000$524,000
N/A
From $739,000
From $799,000

Ownership

N/A

Ownership

From $1,000,000

NIA Ownership

N/A

6

List BL-3 Major Residential Development Projects Completed, Showplace Square/Potrero Hill, 2011-2015

2014

1717 17th Street

20

2015

31 o Carolina Street

21

Total

41

One Bedroom: 1O
Two Bedroom: 10

2

2
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list BL-3 Major Residential Development Projects Completed, Mission, 2011-2015

One Bedroom: 5
Ownership
Two Bedroom: 12

N/A

One Bedroom: 8
Ownership
Two Bedroom: 8

From $495,000
From $695,000

2012

3500 19th Street

17

2012

411 Valenica Street

16

2

2013

1880 Mission Street

202

40

2013

2625 Harrison Street

20

Fee payment

One Bedroom: 11
Rental
Two Bedroom: 9

2013

3500 19th STreet

17

Fee payment

One Bedroom: 1
N/A
Two Bedroom: 12

2014

400 South Van Ness

40

2014

2421 16th Street

12

2014

3418 26th Street

2015

2558 Mission Street

114

2015

1875 Mission Street

39

2015

899 Valencia Street

Total

11

18
506

Fee payment

Studio: 28
One Bedroom: 118
Rental
Two Bedroom: 45
Three Bedroom : 14

7

Land Dedication

Fee payment

N/A

56

5010

From$ 3,100
From$ 4,195

N/A
From $1,000,000
to
$3,000,000

Two Bedroom: Ownership

From $1,000,000

Studio: 10
One Bedroom: 14 Ownership
Two Bedroom: 15

6

$2,800
$3,250
$4,375
$5,000

Studio: 8
One Bedroom: 8 Ownership
Two Bedroom: 24

One Bedroom:
Ownership
Two Bedroom:
One Bedroom: 63
Ownership
Two Bedroom: 51

Fee payment

From
From
From
From

Ownership

From $700,000
From $628K - $1.2
M
$675,000 From
$745,000$905,000
From $865,000 $1.25M
N/A

List BL-3 Major Residential Development Projects Completed, East SoMa, 2011-2015

2012

178 TOWNSEND ST

94

2012

1049 HOWARD ST

25

2012

750 SECOND ST

14

19

LI

25

LI

2012

574 NATOMA ST

11

2

374 05TH ST

44

44

2013

48 HARRIET ST

23

2013

537 NATOMA ST

13

NIA Rental

NIA

Individual I SRO

Studio: 44 Rental
NIA Rental
One Bedroom
Ownership
Two Bedroom

2014

900 FOLSOM ST

282

40

2014

260 05TH ST

182

27

2014

37805THST

44

44

2014

246 RITCH ST

19

751

MOD
VLI

NIA

Two Bedroom: 8
Ownership
Three Bedroom: 5
Ownership
NIA

Fee payment

2013

Total

Family

Studio: 9
One Bedroom: 35
Rental
Two Bedroom: 30
Three Bedroom: 1

Studio: 27
One Bedroom: 131 Rental
Two Bedroom: 111
Studio: 35
One Bedroom: 65
Ownership
Two Bedroom: 80
Three Bedroom: 1

vu

Fee payment

202

5011

NIA
NIA
From $1,300
NIA
NIA
From $3,045 $3,400
From $3,390 $6,214
From $4,396 $7,242
From$ 500,000 $1,200,000

NIA Rental

NIA

One Bedroom: 19 Rental

From $2,895 $3,400

List Bl-3 Major Residential Development Projects Completed, Central Waterfront, 2011-2015

2012

2225 3rd Street

2012

2013

2014

2014

Total

196

39

1301 Indiana Street

32

4

616 20th Street

16

2

2121 3rd Street

1275 Indiana Street

105

Studio: 33
One Bedroom: 81 Rental
Two Bedroom: 81
One Bedroom: 1
Two Bedroom: 14 Ownership
Three Bedroom: 17
One Bedroom
Ownership
Two Bedroom

Studio: 12
One Bedroom: 45
Rental
Two Bedroom: 42
Three Bedroom: 6

18

39

5

388

68

One Bedroom: 2
Two Bedroom: 28 Ownership
Three Bedroom: 9

5012

From $2,801
From $569,000
From $649,000
From $729,000
N/A

From $2, 700 $2,900
From $ 3,200 $3,800
From $ 3,900 $4,900
From $ 5,200 $5,600
From $999,000$1.4M
From $1.295M $1.5M
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Commercial and Residential Pipeline Projects, Q4 2015
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COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT PIPELINE

LlstSL-1

Commen:l~l

Oevelopnwnt Plpel!ne, Cantr:rl W~~rtront. 2011-2015

CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION
PL APPROVED
BP REINSTATED
BP!SSUED

253803ROST
650 INDIANAST
1201-1225TENNE55EEST
llOOCESARCHAVEZST
888TENNESSEEST
1067TENNES5EEST

1
111

-2051

-2051
-15041
-65336
4206

112

-34736

2

0

3784
0
0
-32000

BP APPROVED

229003RDST

PL FILED
PL FILED

851TENNE55EEST

PLFllED

21463RDST
209203RDST /60018THST
595 MARIPOSA ST

PL FILED

22303RDST

PL FILED

9SOTENNE55EEST
800 !NDIANAST

BP FILED
BP FILED

l133TENNE55EEST
242003RDST

Under Review Sub-Tor.I

2260

-2512

0

-2342

"'

0

'""

(1311,770)

2709

(1411,059)

....

-2342

2709

11475

2465
-2265
1070

0
-9000

·3201

-1350

0

20
24
37

-3201

108
326
1100

-31663
-78240
2492050

2024050

109
1,H2

475
-32131
2,334,'10

2,014,104

315,770

,,,..

'2,691

~19$,200

2,0111,01~

16$;811

10.S79

-7896

0

0

-23767
-78240

475
3143

5014

DRAFT EASTERN NEIGHBORHOODS MONITORING REPORTS

COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT PIPELINE

2011-2015

LiStBL·1 Commerd:il OeveloprMnt PlpeJl11e, E:l$tSoM:1, 2011-201S

CONSTRUCTION

482BRYANTST

CONSTRUCTION

270SRANNANST

0
154300

CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION

236- 238 SHIPLEY ST/ 77 FALMOUTH ST
233-237SHIPLEYST

CONSTRUCTION

468 CLEMENTINA ST

13

-7000

CONSTRUCTION

22606THST

37

5445

74
114
2

-5941

CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION

-5000

1569

CONSTRUCTION

4857
0

154300

-5000

0

1569

-1875

0
5445

200·21406THST
nTOWNSENOST
923FOtsOMST

PL APPROVED
PL APPROVED

34506THST

PL APPROVED

36306THST

2550

0
3090

-32400

0
3090

700

-12396

30106THST
PL APPROVED

750HARRJSONST

PLAPPRDVEO

119 07THST

39

37706THST

100

2320
4875

-1610

2320
6485

768HARR!SONST
136 SOUTH PARK AV
BP ISSUED

532 NATOMAST

BPJSSUED

-4S545

SPl.SSUED
SP FILED

101 TOWNSEND ST

BP FILED

534-536NATOMAST

-3055

0

1600

1600

945

268CLARAST.

Ent/t/IU/Sub-Tgfll/
PLFJLED

144 TOWNSEND ST

PL FILED

667 FOLSOM ST, 120 HAWTHORNE ST, 126 HAWTHC

0

'"0

163,082

1.600

1114,755

{12.115)

26,2J7

-2817

0

39SOS

-42322

16

-14735

0
-4000

-21914

909-921 HOWARD ST & 206 OSTH ST

0
22.5'5

11179

-19868

STH ST/ CLARA ST/ SHIPLEY ST

-47476

65SFOLSOMST
Pl FILED

26SSHlPLEYST

Pl FILED

1082HOWARDST

0

1076HOWAROST
Pl FILED

15580

0
-8781

35842

-35842

Pl FILED

645HARRISONST

98964

-45819

1025 HOWARD ST

-17039

0

0

PL FILED

501 BRANNAN ST

138169

137446

PLF1LEO

70103RDST

99535

0

-1516

PL FILED

135 TOWNSEND ST

BP FILED

77 & SS FEDERAL ST

32614

22363

BPF!LED

481 TEHAMAST

53145

-17220

m

181

0
101051

-485
54977

0

0

BP FILED
BP FILED

980FOLSOMST

-7530

9FREELONST

0

30004THST

-16622

16622

0

0

0

239,013

(16,WJ

3Bl,03Z

(13',UO)

/93,711)

101,232

402.0'5

(15,022)

57%,787,

{211,95$)

{117,492)

12',m

-4675

1000

BP FILED

,....,

Under Review Sub-TguJ

473

Total

765
0

Lis.I BL·1 Commorci:il Development Plpelln.,, Minion, 2011-2015

CONSTRUCTION

346 POTRERO AV

-1400

342018THST
1050 VALENCIA ST
CONSTRUCTION

685FLOR!DAST

CONSTRUCTION

353SANJOSEAV

CONSTRUCTION

930SHOTWEUST

CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION

857 ALABAMA ST

CONSTRUCTION

2356BRYANTST

-3675

16

mo

mo
0

2
75

970

970

-3866

5015

COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT PJPEUNE

CONSTRUCTION

1076 HAMPSHIRE ST

CONSTRUCTION

35 LEXINGTON ST
1196HAMPSHIREST

CONSTRUCTION

324917THST
658-666SHOTWELLST
352718THST
811 TREAT AV

PL APPROVED

BPISSUEO
BP ISSUED
BP ISSUED
BP ISSUED
BP ISSUED
SP ISSUED

1125 HAMPSHIRE ST
145015THST
SOJULIANAV

DRAFT EA.STERN NE!GHSORHOOOS MONITORING REPORTS
2011-2015

1996
2757

23

1996
0

0
27S7

-2914
0
-6088

-2914
0
-6088

161 SAN CARLOS ST
1330HAMPSHIREST
787TREATAV

0
-780

0
-780
4999

SP ISSUED
SPJSSUED
SP ISSUED
SP ISSUED
BP!SSUED
BP FILED
BP FILED
BP FILED
BP FILED
BPFJLEO
BP APPROVED
BP APPROVED
BP APPROVED

mVALENCIAST
490 SOUTH VAN NESS AV
249S HARRISON ST
2881MJSSIONST
600 SOUTH VAN NESS AV
1900MlSSIONST
355CAPPST
SO SYCAMORE ST
25 ALVARADO ST
144 LEXINGTON ST
336020THST
720YORKST
1150 SOUTH VAN NESS AV

683

n
1
2
27

-200

1123
-1400
0

0
1200

-1010
0

3060
498

-47SO

3060
712

-4750
0

1318HAMPSHIREST

0

·~"

3,1157

16,000

5016

'""'

'""""

11,146

DRAFT EASTERN NEIGHBORHOODS MONITORING REPORTS
2011-2015

COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT PIPELINE

PL FILED

1198 VALENCIA ST

PL FILED
PL FILED
PLFILEO

1798 BRYANT ST

7

4610
-1665

n64

279924THST

-269

645VALENCIAST
1924MlSSIONST
2600 HARRISON ST
PLF!LEO

49

335726TH ST
1801ANO1863 MISSION ST

314016TH ST
3620CESARCHAVEZST

9
12

-4382

0

-4382

1139

-1176

2315

28

671S
-2528

-3200

-14700

-15600

4577

0

672
900
4577
7471

PL FILED

275019TH ST

PL FILED
PLFILEO

252516THST
2918MISSIONST

55

PL FILED

lSOOMISSIONST

39920

200POTREROAV

13300

PL FILED

2441MISSIONST

Pl FILED

1850BRYANTST
2675FOl50MST
1401-1419 BRYANT ST

Pl FILED

152815THST

Pl FILED

2643FOl50MST
2070BRVANTST
151550UTH VAN NESS AV
1979MISSIONST
1278-129SVALENCIAST

117

671S

-3463

0

-10934

0

49999

-49999

0

0

119600

-119600

39920

30034

0

-16734

0

-500

-22411

-22411
10250

44600

-34350

-3540

165
331
35

-30656

BPFlLED

3314CESARCHAVEZST
1100POTREROAV

44

-14553

-56160

0

-30656
-18239

-18239

0

3737
0

-13793

1740

0

0

-2000

1737

282925THST
BPF!LEO

633
3235

29
36
62
60

ln6-1730MISSJONST
793 SOUTH VAN NESS AV

3S14
6631

-ZSOO
0

0

332419THST
BS4CAPPST
BP FILED
BP FILED

657CAPPST
2435-244516THST
6S7VALENCIAST

50

7399

7399

2782FOl50MST
BP FILED

44914THST
659GUERREROST

0
-2956

3703

747

15111STHST
304024TH ST
267 SAN CARLOS ST
BP FILED

824Fl0R!DAST
1274HAMPSH!REST

BP FILED

963AlABAMAST

BP FILED

lllOVORKST

BP FILED

325219THST

BP FILED
2anFOL50MST
BPF!LEO

44-WOOOWAROST

BPF!LEO

2855 FOLSOM ST

BPF!LED

953TREATAV

BP FILED

lHORACEST

BP FILED
BP FILED

13LUCl<YST
333 SAN CARLOS ST

BP FILED

BRONDELPL

BP FILED

11S2 POTRERO AV

BP FILED

294421STST
262-lHARRISONST
835 SOUTH VAN NESS AV
33DEARBORNST

BP FILED
BP FILED

31SSOUTHVAN NESS AV
1342YORKST

UndorRovf11WSub-Totll/

0

1
1,547

,7,000

247,021

1,932

100,377

25ef,985

16,000

5017

157,051

'""·766)

163,448

~Jill&)

''""

44,04Z

DRAFT EASTERN NEIGHBORHOODS MONITORING REPORTS
2011-2015

COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT PIPELINE

L!st BL-1 Commercial Oeve!opment Plpellne,

CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION
PL APPROVED
PL APPROVED
PL APPROVED
BPRE!NSTATED
BP REINSTATED
BP ISSUED

Showpl~ce

Square/Potrero HI!!, 2011-2015

220725THST
746 CAROLINA ST
946RHODEISLANDST
52009THST
645TEXASST

BP ISSUED
BP ISSUED
BP ISSUED

801 BRANNAN ST
lHENRYADAMSST
601 TOWNSEND ST
1036WISCONS!NST
605MISSISSIPPIST
1087MISSlSSIPPlST
333 PENNSYLVANIA AV
14Sl MARIPOSA ST
140 PENNSYLVANIA AV
910 CAROLINA ST
191420THST
526UTAHST

BPISSUEO
BP ISSUED
BP ISSUED
BP APPROVED

1S1025THST
1S1220THST
896DEHAROST
1004MISSISSIPPIST

BP APPROVED

1036MISSISSIPPIST
lllS POTRERO AV

EntllledSub-Tohll

PL FILED
Pl FILED

PL FILED
PlFllED
Pl FILED
PL FILED
PLF!LED

PL FILED
Pl FILED
BP FILED
BP FILED

540 DE HARO ST
98 PENNSYlVANIAAV
SSODEHAROST
75 ARKANSAS ST
975BRYANTST
139522NDST
130116THSTREET
1601-1677 MARIPOSA STREET/ 485 CARO UNA
1240&125017THST
120017THST
155 DEHARO ST
1501 MARIPOSA
935 KANSAS ST
50207THST
123917TH ST
249 PENNSYLVANIA AV
1123 CAROLINA ST
9798RYANTST
201819THST
1331 SAN BRUNO AV
1076RHODEISLANDST
1019 KANSAS ST
929 KANSAS ST

BPFJLED

153 ARKANSAS ST
1058MlSSlSSIPPIST

BPF!LED
BPF!LED

931KANSASST
925 KANSAS ST
749 WISCONSIN ST

UndsrR•Vf~wSub-Totat

-29455
23000
8000
-133129

37

-11475

-20000

0
-164549

545

8000
31420

2

0
2762

1751
0

2
28

,,,,,,,

0

1,BP:

88 ARKANSAS ST
HOPE SF POTRERO
2 HENRY ADAMS ST

BP FILED
BPFILED
BP FILED
BP FILED
BP FILED
BP FILED
BPFILEO

'"''

470
557

127

286,tSB

0
T.1,611

-22442
30000

ffUT.uOJ

3$,171

-2SS60

3118
20000

10000

.,.

8179
-30010
47575

250
-70734

15405
0

0
22700

-22700

-105000
15405
0

0
24468

16
3
59

....

z102

-13031
0

{11B,T"2)
168,2'1'6'

""'"

3S,6'5
320,166

$4;108

5018

0
-19125
0
-3150

0
6094
3150

0
(4ot,"3)
(517:;773)

71;170

34,Ht

...

DRAFT EASTERN NEIGHBORHOODS MONITORING REPORTS

COMMERC!Al DEVELOPMENT PIPELINE

Ll~t

BL-1 Cornmorclal Dovoloprmnt Plpollna, Wo:rtem SoM;i 21l11-21l15

0
CONSTRUCTION

35008THST

3700

'"'00

510 TOWNSEND ST

5000

PL APPROVED
PL APPROVED

610 - 620 BRANNAN ST

PL APPROVED

35-411AFAYETTEST

BP ISSUED

1401HOWARDST

3800

603 7THSTREET

4666

41000

0
0

526807

-17533

..,,,..

0

0

(61,'34)

"'"'
415

3800

854FOL.SOMST
BP ISSUED

615MINNA

BP FILED

n1 CLEMENTINA ST

Pl FILED

23007THST
33NORFOLKST
915-935MINNAST

Pl FILED

34908THST

PL FILED

1174-ll78FOL.SOMST

Pl FILED

32HERONST

423

BU,004

3,BOO

44
9
219

415
0

0

222DOREST

PL FILED

618 NATOMA ST

PlFllfD

3493

630 NATOMA ST

-2620

-2620

0

0

-5700

0
1913
0

1512260

-15000

29550

692568

-30312

l335FOL.SOMST
34011THST

14263

PL FILED

22lllTHST

-4316

630-698 BRANNAN ST

1526810

PLFJLED
PLF1LED

1298HOWARDST

121

10050

0

PL FILED

25010THST

0
128
l

54754

54754

ll4DFOL.SOMST

PL FILED

215-217DOREST

BP FILED

2180

-2187

PL FILED

PL FILED

0

1236
4075

3892

PL FILED

PLFJLED

41,00(J

-21630

37
38

2

Pl FILED

0

10050

0
-9081

-9081

0

l394HARRISONST

BP FILED

24110THST

BP FILED

1228FOL.SOMST
1S32HOWARDST

-8376

24
15

0

0

-1482

BP FILED
BP FILED
8PFILED

341ANGTONST
767TEHAMAST
466 TOWNSEND ST

BPFllED

716 ClfMENTlNAST

BPF1LED

1117 HOWARD ST

BP FILED

1455FOL.SOMST

176SO

0

0
BP FILED
BPFILED

5280
44MCLEACT

2025

0

BP FILED

2.236,616"

Under Review Sub-Total

1,313

'3,121,590

0

0
0

UOll,003
3,051,302

(128.278)

2025

......

76,120

5019

~"""

22.72$

41,000

DRAFT EASTERN NEIGHBORHOODS MONITORING REPORTS

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT PIPELINE

2011-2015
List BL-1 Residential Development Pipeline, Central Waterfront, 2011-2015

CONSTRUCTION

1201-1225 TENNESSEE ST

CONSTRUCTION

205103RD ST

259

MU

93

CONSTRUCTION

650 INDIANA ST

PL APPROVED

888 TENNESSEE ST

111
112

BP ISSUED

650 INDIANA ST

111

BP FILED

815 TENNESSEE ST

69

BP APPROVED

229003RD ST

71

MU

MU

826

Entitled Sub-Total

PL FILED

21463RDST

PL FILED

2092 03RD ST/ 600 18TH ST

19

6

PL FILED

595 MARIPOSA ST

20

PL FILED

603 TENNESSEE ST

24

PL FILED

22303RDST

37

PL FILED

901 TENNESSEE ST

44

PL FILED

777 TENNESSEE ST

59

PL FILED

950 TENNESSEE ST

108

PL FILED

800 INDIANA ST

PL FILED

PIER 70

BP FILED
BP FILED

MU

MU

326
1100

MU

2420 03RDST

9

MU

217103RDST

109

MU

1,861

Entitled Sub-Total

2,687

Total

5020
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2011-2015

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT PIPELINE

List Bl-1 Residential Development Pipeline, East SoMa, 2011-2015

CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION
PL APPROVED
PL APPROVED
PL APPROVED
PL APPROVED
PL APPROVED
PL APPROVED
PL APPROVED
BP ISSUED

923 FOLSOM ST
72 TOWNSEND ST

114

200 - 214 06TH ST
226 06TH ST
468 CLEMENTINA ST
233-237 SHIPLEY ST
236 - 238 SHIPLEY ST/ 77 FALMOUTH ST
768 HARRISON ST
119 07TH ST
750 HARRISON ST
30106TH ST
363 06TH ST
345 06TH ST
37706TH ST
259 CLARA ST

44
37
13
22
15
26
39
77
84
104
104
100
8

Entitled Sub-Total

MU
MU

MU
MU
MU
MU
MU
MU
MU
MU

861

PL FILED

21463RDST

PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED

2092 03RD ST/ 600 18TH ST
595 MARIPOSA ST
603 TENNESSEE ST
2230 3RD ST

19
20
24
37

901 TENNESSEE ST
777 TENNESSEE ST

44
59

PL FILED

950 TENNESSEE ST
800 INDIANA ST

108
326

PL FILED
BP FILED
BP FILED

242003RDST
217103RD ST

PL FILED
PL FILED

MU

74

6

PIER 70

Entitled Sub-Total

MU

109

MU
MU

1,861

5021

MU

1100

.2;122

Total

MU

DRAFT EASTERN NEIGHBORHOODS MONITORING REPORTS
2011-2015

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT PIPELINE

List BL-1 Residential Development Pipeline, Mission, 2011-2015

CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION
PL APPROVED
BP ISSUED
BP ISSUED
BP ISSUED
BP ISSUED
BP ISSUED
BP FILED
BP APPROVED

480 POTRERO AV
346 POTRERO AV
342018TH ST
1050 VALENCIA ST
49JUUANAV
1785 lSTH ST
80JUUAN AV
145015TH ST
600 SOUTH VAN NESS AV
490 SOUTH VAN NESS AV
1900 MISSION ST
3360 20TH ST

BP
BP
BP
BP
BP
BP
BP

FILED
FILED
FILED
FILED
FILED
FILED
FILED

MU
MU

6
23
27
72
9

MU

MU

MU
MU
MU

337

Entitled Sub-Total

PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
BP FILED

75
70
16
16
8

28
271
165
117
60
62
49
36
7
29
54
20
12

314016TH ST
2070 BRYANT ST
1515 SOUTH VAN NESS AV
2675 FOLSOM ST
275019TH ST
793 SOUTH VAN NESS AV
1198 VALENCIA ST
1726 -1730 MISSION ST
1798 BRYANT ST
3620 CESAR CHAVEZ ST
1801AND1863 MISSION ST
2600 HARRISON ST
1924 MISSION ST
645 VALENCIA ST
2799 24TH ST
3357 26TH ST
2918 MISSION ST
44914TH ST
3314 CESAR CHAVEZ ST
2435 • 2445 16TH ST
332419TH ST
854CAPP ST
657CAPPST
1979 MISSION ST
1278 • 1298 VALENCIA ST

8
5
55
20
44
50
6
5
331
35

Entitled Sub-Total

1,484

1;s21

Total

5022

MU
MU

MU
MU
MU
MU
MU
MU
MU
MU
MU
MU
MU

MU

MU

DRAFT EASTERN NEIGHBORHOODS MONITORING REPORTS
2011-2015

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT PIPELINE

List BL-1 Residential Development Pipeline, Showplace Square/Potrero Hill 2011-2015

CONSTRUCTION

1 HEN RY ADAMS ST

671

CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION

801 BRANNAN ST

557
470
91

CONSTRUCTION
BP ISSUED
BP APPROVED

100016TH ST
645TEXASST
520 09TH ST

12

140 PENNSYLVANIA AV
1004 MISSISSIPPI ST

37
28

Entitled Sub-Total

PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
BP FILED
BP FILED
BP FILED
BP FILED
BP FILED
BP FILED
BP FILED

MU
MU

1,866

98 PENNSYLVANIA AV

46

120017TH ST
1601-1677 MARIPOSA STREET/ 485 CAROLINA

395
320

130116TH STREET
1395 22NDST
975 BRYANT ST
88 ARKANSAS ST

176
250
182
127

HOPE SF POTRERO
75 ARKANSAS ST

994
50
17

540 DE HARO ST
935 KANSAS ST
50207TH ST
131 MISSOURI ST
925 KANSAS ST
929 KANSAS ST
931 KANSAS ST
249 PENNSYLVANIA AV

MU
MU
MU
MU
MU
MU

16
9
9
9
59

Entitled Sub-Total

2,677

4,543

Total

5023

MU

DRAFT EASTERN NEIGHBORHOODS MONITORING REPORTS
2011-2015

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT PIPELINE

List BL-1 Residential Development Pipeline, Western SoMa, 2011-2015

CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION

350 08TH ST
5 HALLAM ST

410
6

Entitled Sub-Total

PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
BP FILED
BP FILED
BP FILED
BP FILED
BP FILED
BP FILED

MU

416

915 - 935 MINNA ST
1140 FOLSOM ST
1298 HOWARD ST
1335 FOLSOM ST
230 07TH ST
33312TH ST
349 08TH ST
222 DORE ST
33 NORFOLK ST
1174 -1178 FOLSOM ST
34 LANGTON ST
241 lOTH ST
1228 FOLSOM ST
1532 HOWARD ST
1394 HARRISON ST
949 NATOMA ST

37
128
121
65

MU
MU

44

MU

219
38
23
9
42
5
28
24
15
68

Entitled Sub-Total

872

1,288

Total

5024

MU

MU
MU
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Projects Counted Under CEQA Community Plan Exemption

5025
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s~(~ei~s

!'};(CE~·<::

Status

Central Waterfront

Closed

CPC Motion 19263

69

-32,000

41721002

Central Waterfront

Closed

CPC Motion 19138

259

-65,336

4059/009
4046/001
4111/003
4111/004
40521001
3994/0018
3994/001C
3994/006
4044/013
4105/009
4041/009
4044/003
4108/017
3995/022
4046/001
4046/002
9900/068
3941/001

Central Waterfront

Closed

CPC Motion 18946

71

street
1201 - 1225 Tennessee
street
2290-2298 Third Street
Pier 70 - Orton, 400-600
2oth Street (Historic
Core)
2051-2065 Third
Street/650 Illinois Street
777 Tennessee Street
800 Indiana Street
650 Indiana Street
2146-2148 Third Street
901 Tennessee Street
595 Mariposa Street
Crane Cove Park
2092 Third Street/600
18th Street
2177Third Street/ 590
19th Street
2230 3rd Street
888 Tennessee Street
550 Indiana Street
1228 25th Street
2420 3rd Street
950 Tennessee St.
603 Tennessee St.
625 Mariposa Street

900 Folsom Street

',' ,,,1?,oeµ'"~,n1l /

63,582

Central Waterfront

200,061

Central Waterfront

Closed

CPC Motion 19165

94

-15,041

Central Waterfront
Central Waterfront
Central Waterfront
Central Waterfront
Central Waterfront
Central Waterfront

Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Active

CPC Motion 19366
CPC Motion 19305
CPC Motion 19137
Discretionary Review 0423
CPC Motion 19377
Bldn Permit 201508063607

60
338
111
6

-15,500
-78,240
0
-9,000

44

14,231

-12,910
-2,265
0

20
-41,390

Central Waterfront

Central Waterfront

Active

Central Waterfront
Central Waterfront
Central Waterfront

Active
Active
Active

Building Permit
201507171867
Building Permit
201306210213
T8D
T8D
T8D

Central Waterfront

Active

T8D

Central Waterfront

Active

T8D

4107/0018

Central Waterfront

Active

T8D

108

3995/015
3996/013
3732/009
3732/018
37321048
37321147
37321271

Central Waterfront
Central Waterfront

Active
Active

TBD
TBD

24
35

East SoMa

Closed

CPC Motion 18088

271

4,279

5,173

3995/007
4045/003
4045/003B
4059/00lC
4060/001
3998/021
4227/012
4227/013A
4108/003F

Central Waterfront

Active

19

-1,350

109

-5,300

37
112
17

935
-19,300

3,100

-38,520
0

-3,201
3,784
-151,372

11,475

2,465
475

East SoMa

Closed

CPC Moition 18089

179

119 Seventh street

3732/008
37321150
37321561
3726/103

East SoMa

Closed

39

259 Clara Street

3753/042

EastSoMa

Closed

CPC Motion 19179
Building Permit
201305167075

501-505 Brannan street

3786/038

EastSoMa

Closed

260 Fifth street

2,340
-2,342

-7,896

-23,767
-6,000
-7,500

3,500

2,423
-5,622
153,117

CPC Motion 19293

5026
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Status'

Ef'!~f:'.,"!en,t,~CPC;,~otj~n:~~
Discretionary Rev:few, or, '
Buildirlg,P,~,rhit Appl!~ti~11
No.)

500 Second Street

3775/001

East SoMa

Closed

482 Bryant Street

3763/017

East SoMa

Closed

233-237 Shipley Street

3753/095
3753/096

36-38 Harriet Street
665 Third Street
270 Brannan Street

3731/101
3731/102
3788/041
3774/026

Building Permit

13,883

201307303077

-13,883

Building Permit

4,900

201211083830

Building Permit

East SoMa

Closed

East SoMa

Closed

East SoMa

Closed

CPC Moition 19012

East SoMa

Closed

CPC Motion 18989

23

201006295585

938 Howard Street

3725/015

East SoMa

Closed

Building Permit
201206223263

200-214 6th Street

3731/001

EastSoMa

Closed

CPC Motion 18938

111 Townsend Street

3794/014

EastSoMa

Closed

Building Permit
20120227 4914

East SoMa

Closed

CPC Motion 19205

East SoMa

Closed

CPC Motion 19311

-1,875

22

201401247066

Building Permit

123,700
171,650

-123,700

25,430

-25,430

16,786

-22,884

44

2,845
6,098

3753/106
37531141
3753/142
3764/061
3763/015A
3763/015C
3788/042
3753/079
3776/092

East SoMa

Closed

CPC Motion 18685

60,280

-73,570

EastSoMa
EastSoMa
EastSoMa

Closed
Closed
Closed

175,050
104
19

-13,660
-12,800
-4,130

3732/071

East SoMa

Cancelled

13

-7,000

3751/029
3753/148

East SoMa

Closed

CPC Motion 18953
CPC Motion 19492
CPC Motion 18108
Building Permit
200507208146 Cancelled
CPC Motion 19384

East SoMa

Closed

CPC Motion 19574

345 Brannan st
750 2nd st.
135 Townsend St.
645 Harrison Street

3788/039
3794/002A
3794/022
3763/105

East SoMa
East SoMa
EastSoMa
East SoMa

Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed

1125 Mission st.

3727/091

East SoMa

Closed

345 6th Street

3753/081
3732/003
3732/004
3732/005
3732/099
3732/100
3732/145A
3732/146

EastSoMa

Active

CPC Motion 19001
CPC Motion 17949
CPC Motion 19517
CPC Motion 19524
Building Permit
201511021472
TBD

89

-2,973

3,090

East SoMa

TBD

TBD

172

-19,868

9,895

3774/444

East SoMa

Active

TBD

3753/122

East SoMa

Active

TBD

84

-1,000

4,700

3751/033
3732/028

East SoMa
EastSoMa

Active
Active

TBD
TBD

26
34

-3,090
-6,836

7,351
777

923 Folsom Street
340 Bryant Street
460-462 Bryant Street
333 Brannan Street
363 Sixth Street
246 Ritch Street
465 Tehama/ 468
Clementina street
750 Harrison street
377 6th St./988 Harrison

909-921 Howard Street

77-85 Federal Street
999 Folsom/ 301 6th
Street
768 Harrison St.
980 Folsom

115

-3,750
45,545

1,900
-47,536

-2,400

77
-1,610

112
17
0

102,285
0
49,995
30.993

-30,992

38,153

-36,000

-7,655

32,262
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3,450
700

6,915
0
500
-48,600
0

21,608

-32,400
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265 Shipley St.
655 Folsom St.
7013rd St.
667 Folsom St./ 120
Hawthorne/126
Hawthrone Street
1082 Howard St.
598 Bryant St.
1025 Howard St.

3753/0S9
3753/090
3750/050
3794/006

EastSoMa

Active

TBO

EastSoMa
EastSoMa

Closed
Active

CPC Motion 19589
TBO

S9

3750/081

East SoMa

Active

TBO

240

East SoMa
East SoMa
East SoMa

TSO
TSO
Active

TBO
TBO
TBO

East SoMa

Active

144 Townsend St.

996 Missio
3762/121
3731/095
3753/005
3753/147
3753/06A
3753/007
3753/057
3753/058
3753/100
3753/101
37SS/009A

EastSoMa

Active

TBO

1052-1060 Folsom
Street/ 190-194 Russ
Street

3731/021
3731/023
3731/0S7

EastSoMa

TBO

TBO

42

TBO
Building Permit
200706204573
CPC Motion 18162
Building Permit
200510135500

76

360 5th St. (210/212
Clara St. &
215/219/220/221
Shipley St.)

996 Mission St.

3704/025

EastSoMa

TBO

3418 26th Street

6529/034

Mission

Closed

80 Julian Avenue

3547/027

Mission

Closed

411 Valencia

3554/027

Mission

Closed

490 South Van Ness
Avenue

3553/008

Mission

Closed

3420 18th Street

3576/090

Mission

Closed

1875 Mission Street

3548/032

Mission

Closed

3571/0lS

Mission

Closed

3553/054
3973/002C
4025/001
4025/002
4025/013
4025/014

Mission
Mission

17th Street and Folsom
Street Park
1501 lSth Street
480 Potrero Avenue
626 Potrero Avenue/
2535 18th Street
2550-2558 Mission
Street
1450 15th Street

-11,100
-1,230

-21,914

49,980
0

-2,801
-1,000

11,179

2,300
7SO

39,505

-42,322

-5,659

-385
-355

13
16,000
-1,550

16

1,370

72

-1,61S

1,123

16

-4,675

1,000

3S

-43,695

2,523

40
77

-1,740

9,6S1
973

Closed
Closed

Building Permit
201311041054
Building Permit
201012237367
Building Permit
20160121760S
CPC Motion 18459
CPC Motion 18945

Mission

Closed

CPC Motion 18684

Published Other

3616/007

Mission

Closed

CPC Motion 18775

114

3549/064

Mission

Closed

CPC Motino 19292

23

5028

0
71,SOO

-18,000

146

Building Permit

-4,000

0
116,124

15,200

-15,000

14,750
-S,OSS

39,302
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Status

300 South Van Ness
Avenue
346 Potrero Avenue

20,040

3548/001

Mission

Closed

CPC Motion 18767

3962/008

Mission

Closed

72

1785 15th Street

3555/036

Mission

TBD

CPC Motion 19201
Building Permit
201401065589

1801 and 1863 Mission
Street
2600 Harrison Street
1924 Mission St.
600 South Van Ness
Avenue

3548/039
3548/033
3639/001
3554/003A

Mission

Active

TBD

54

Mission
Mission

Active
Active

TBD
TBD

20
12

-7,506
-1,180

2,315

3575/070

Mission

Closed

CPC Motion 19378

27

-1,750

3,060

2000-2070 Bryant
Street, 2815 18th Street,
and 611 Florida Street

4022/001
4022/002
4022/021

Mission

Active

TBD

335

-20732

7,007

1298 Valencia Street
1198 Valencia Street
1050 Valencia Street
1419 Bryant Street
1979 Mission Street

3644/021
3635/0114
3617/008
3904/002
3553-052
3639/006
3639/007
3963/024
3554/001
3576/062
3547/001
4023/004A

Mission
Mission
Mission
Mission
Mission

Active
Closed
Closed
Active
Active

TBD
CPC Motion 19487
CPC Motion M-18185
TBD
TBD

35
52
16

-2000
-440

3770
5,300
1,830

331

Mission

Active

TBD

115

-22,111

Mission
Mission
Mission
Mission

Active
TBD
TBD
TBD

TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

11
9

-2,064

60

6571/008

Mission

Active

TBD

160

4266/035
3965/021
3965/031
3965/032

Mission

Active

TBD

Mission

Active

TBD

Mission

Closed

Building Permit
201511021420

Mission

Active

TBD

36

-3,500

900

Mission
Mission
Mission
Mission

Active
Active
TBD
TBD

TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

29
52
131

-7,630
-27,716
-13,793
0

2,640
30,034
1,740
3,514

-1,966
188,994

4,867
0
940

2675 Folsom Street
1900 Mission Street
645 Valencia Street
1800 Mission Street
2750 19th Street
1515 South Van Ness
Ave

2799 24th Street
2435 16th Street

3357-3359 26th Street

6570/002

2,760

-780

740

-32833

2,125

-34,350

44,600
0

-18,239

119,600
0

-119,600
-10,934

844
-4,382
39,920
7,471
-29,940
-269

-10,000

53

3,265
5,575

2100 Mission Street
200 Potrero Ave
3314 Ceasar Chavez
1798 Bryant Street

3532/004
3521/004A
3532/005
3576/001
3931A/001
6571/012
3965/010

2918-2924 Mission St.

6529/002

Mission

TBD

TBD

38

793 South Van Ness
1850 Bryant St.
3620 Cesar Chavez

3591/024
3970/006
6568/032

Mission
Mission
Mission

TBD
TBD
TBD

TBD
TBD
TBD

54

1726-1730 Mission
Street

-1,500

28

5029

-5,179

7,400

-3,200
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Stevenson St.
1950 Mission St.

Mission

TBD

TBD

45

Mission

TBD

TBD

157

Closed

CPC Motion 18444

104

720 & 740 Illinois Street;
2121 Third Street

4045/006
4045/021

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

801 Brannan/1 Henry

3783/001
3911/001

Square/Potrero Hill

3987/009
3987/010

Showplace
Square/Potrero HiJJ

Closed

CPC Motion 18979

3808/004
3820/002
3820/003
3913/002
3913/003

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Closed

CPC Resolution 18850

3833/001

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Closed

520 9th Street

3526/005

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

601 Townsend Street

3799/001

444 DeHaro Street

Showplace

CPC Motion 18793

18,99$
1,236

5,849
3,415

-164,549

50,087

48

-11,475

4,380

CPC Motion 18419

470

8,000

lS,000

Closed

Building Permit
201312124038

12

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Closed

CPC Moition 18619

72,600

3979/001

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Closed

CPC Motion 18653

90,500

752 Carolina Street

4096/110

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Closed

Building Permit
201109164799

645 Texas Street

4102/026

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Closed

Building Permit
201312093691

100 Hooper

3808/003

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Closed

850-870 Brannan Street
(AKA 888 Brannan)

3780/006
3780/007
3780/007A
3780/072

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

171717th Street

3980/007

1395 22nd Street/ 790
Pennsylvania Avenue

4167/011
4167/013

Adams

100117th Street/ 140
Pennsylvania Avenue

1111 8th Street

1000 16th Street
(Daggett Triangle)

Closed

CPC Motion 18794

824

-1,615

-64,608

-60,500

-10,000

-20,000

545

CPC Motion 19314

206,500

153,700

5,000

Closed

CPC Moition 18527

252,333

-259,079

-4,682

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Closed

CPC Motion 18144

41

-1,000

-S,000

7,000

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Active

TBD

251

93

5030

47,800
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'statCis

131 Missouri Street

3985/024

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Closed

Building Permit
201306199977

540-552 De Haro St.

400S/002

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Active

TBO

155 De Haro St.

3913/005

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Active

TBO

1601 Mariposa

4005/00lS
4006/006
4006/010
4006/019
4006/020

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Active

TBO

502 7th Street

3780/001

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Active

88 Arkansas Street/ 1500
& 1530 17th Street

3953/002
3953/002A

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Closed

2015-000453ENX

127

98 Pennsylvania Avenue

3948/002

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Active

TBD

46

2 Henry Adams

3910/001

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

TBO

TBO

130116th Street

3954/016

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Active

TBO

176

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Active

TSO

395

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Active

TSO

90116th Street and
1200 17th Street

923-939 Kansas St (951
Kansas St)

3949/001
3949/00lA
3949/002
3950/001
4094/044
4094/045
4094/046
4094/047
4094/048

-4,500

-7,147

17

15,405

-64,60S

320

-3,870

16

-25,560

245,697

-4,500

1501 Mariposa Street

4008/003

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Active

TBO

22,700

1240 & 1250 17th Street

3950/002

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Active

TBO

12,995

75 Arkansas Street

3952/00lS

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Active

TBO

so
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10,000

3,275

-245,697

-35,300

3,600

-105,000

25,000

-22,700

-12,995

-19,250

10,513
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249 Pennsylvania Ave.

3999/002

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Active

TBD

59

975 Bryant Street

3780/044

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Active

TBD

184

828 Brannan Street

3780/004E

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

TBD

TBD

60

552 Berry Street

3800/003

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Active

TBD

184--188 Hooper Street

3808/004

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

TBD

TBD

1400 16th Street

3938/001

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

TBD

TBD

-15,300

-32,407

-12,605

115,200

16,045

2,800

47,160

-4,000

115,000
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1,201

-19,886

5,000
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List of Neighborhood Serving Business Codes
311811
445110
445120
445210
445220
445230
445291

447190
448110 .•.
448120

4s121i ·• .~9·~W;§l~~.~~;~~~1~~~lelt~~i7.;~1~~~;!4ii1;,~11 ,1ii'~iif~f~\1~;l\;~~~~!:~~:~~g;¥d1l)i;;~:.i1~::~·~:;~;,~~1~~f:i~.1~~f\\tt,:;~~,1,~1;:';::.
451212 News Dealers and Newsstands
451220
452112
452990
453110 Florists

519120

Libraries and Archives

722110

Full-Service Restaurants

811112
811113 ·.
811118 Other Automotive Mechanical and Electrical Repair and Maintenance

5033
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813410

Civic and Social Organizations
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San Francisco Mayor's Office of Housing Income and Rent limits
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2016
MAXIMUM INCOME BY HOUSEHOLD SIZE
derived from the
Unadjusted Area Median Income (AMI)
for HUD Metro Fair Market Rent Area (HMFA) that contains San Francisco
Income Definition

1 Person

20% OF MEDIAN

$15,100

$17,250

$19,400

25% OF MEDIAN

$18,850

$21,550

30% OF MEDIAN

$22,600

40% OF MEDIAN

2 Person

3 Person

4Person

5 Person

6 Person

7 Person

8 Person

5 t'erson

$21,550

$23,250

$25,000

$26,700

$28,450

$29,300

$24,250

$26,950

$29,100

$31,250

$33,400

$35,550

$36,600

$25,850

$29,100

$32,300

$34,900

$37,500

$40,050

$42,650

$43,950

$30,150

$34,450

$38,800

$43,100

$46,500

$50,000

$53,400

$56,850

$58,600

50% OF MEDIAN

$37,700

$43,100

$48,500

$53,850

$58,150

$62,500

$66,800

$71,100

$73,250

55% OF MEDIAN

$41,450

$47,400

$53,300

$59,250

$63,950

$68,700

$73,450

$78,200

$80,550

60% OF MEDIAN

$45,250

$51,700

$58,150

$64,600

$69,800

$74,950

$80,150

$85,300

$87,850

70% OF MEDIAN

$52,800

$60,300

$67,850

$75,400

$81,400

$87,450

$93,500

$99,500

$102,500

72% OF MEDIAN

$54,300

$62,050

$69,800

$77,550

$83,750

$89,950

$96,150

$102,350

$105,450

75% OF MEDIAN

$56,550

$64,600

$72,700

$80,800

$87,250

$93,700

$100,150

$106,600

$109,850

80% OF MEDIAN

$60,300

$68,900

$77,550

$86,150

$93,050

$99,950

$106,850

$113,700

$117,150

90% OF MEDIAN

$67,850

$77,550

$87,250

$96,950

$104,650

$112,450

$120,200

$127,950

$131,800

100% OF MEDIAN

$75,400

$86,150

$96,950

$107,700

$116,300

$124,950

$133,550

$142,150

$146,450

110% OF MEDIAN

$82,950

$94,750

$106,650

$118,450

$127,950

$137,450

$146,900

$156,350

$161,100

120% OF MEDIAN

$90,500

$103,400

$116,350

$129,250

$139,550

$149,950

$160,250

$170,600

$175,750

135% OF MEDIAN

$101,800

$116,300

$130,900

$145,400

$157,000

$168,700

$180,300

$191,900

$197,700

140% OF MEDIAN

$105,550

$120,600

$135,750

$150,800

$162,800

$174,950

$186,950

$199,000

$205,050

150% OF MEDIAN

$113,100

$129,250

$145,450

$161,550

$174,450

$187,450

$200,350

$213,250

$219,700

175% OF MEDIAN

$131,950

$150,750

$169,650

$188,500

$203,550

$218,650

$233 700

$248,750

$256,300

200% OF MEDIAN

$150,800

$172,300

$193,900

$215,400

$232,600

$249,900

$267,100

$284,300

$292,900

San Francisco Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development
Notes:
1. Source: U.S. Dept. of Housing and Urban Development, published March 28, 2016.
2. Figures derived by SF MOH from HUD's 2016 Median Family Income for a 4 person HouseHold for San Francisco ('HMFA'),
unadjusted for high housing costs, and are rounded to the nearest $50.
3. Additional information on HUD's defined income limits can be found at: http://www.huduser.org/portal/datasetsfll.html

Effective Date: 3/28/2016
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2016
MAXIMUM MONTHLY RENT BY UNIT TYPE
With and Without Utilities - for MOH singlefamily programs
derived from the
Unadjusted Area Median Income (AMI)
for HUD Metro Fair Market Rent Area (HMFA) that contains San Francisco
Published by the San Francisco Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development
SRO

l

SJUDIO

l

1 BDRM

l

2BDRM

.I

3BORM

I

4BDRM

j; 5BDRM

*As published by the San Francisco Housing

$45

$45

$52

$69

$90

$111

$134

With Utilities
Without Utilities

$283
$238

$378
$333

$431
$379

$485
$416

$539
$449

$581
$470

$625
$491

With Utilities
Without Utilities

$353
$308

$471
$426

$539
$487

$606
$537

$674
$584

$728
$617

$781
$647

With Utilities
Without Utilities

$424
$379

$565
$520

$646
$594

$728
$659

$808
$718

$873
$762

$938
$804

With Utilities
Without Utilities

$565
$520

$754
$709

$861
$809

$970
$901

$1,078
$988

$1,163
$1,052

$1,250
$1,116

With Utilities
Without Utilities

$707
$662

$943
$898

$1,078
$1,026

$1,213
$1,144

$1,346
$1,256

$1,454
$1,343

$1,563
$1,429

With Utilities
Without Utilities

$777
$732

$1,036
$991

$1,185
$1,133

$1,333
$1,264

$1,481
$1,391

$1,599
$1,488

$1,718
$1,584

With Utilities
Without Utilities

$848
$803

$1,131
$1,086

$1,293
$1,241

$1,454
$1,385

$1,615
$1,525

$1,745
$1,634

$1,874
$1,740

With Utilities
Without Utilities

$990
$945

$1,320
$1,275

$1,508
$1,456

$1,696
$1,627

$1,885
$1,795

$2,035
$1,924

$2,186
$2,052

With Utilities
Without Utilities

$1,018
$973

$1,358
$1,313

$1,551
$1,499

$1,745
$1,676

$1,939
$1,849

$2,094
$1,983

$2,249
$2,115

With Utilities
Without Utilities

$1,060
$1,015

$1,414
$1,369

$1,615
$1,563

$1,818
$1,749

$2,020
$1,930

$2,181
$2,070

$2,343
$2,209

With Utilities
Without Utilities

$1,131
$1,086

$1,508
$1,463

$1,723
$1,671

$1,939
$1,870

$2,154
$2,064

$2,326
$2,215

$2,499
$2,365

With Utilities
Without Utilities

$1,272
$1,227

$1,696
$1,651

$1,939
$1,887

$2,181
$2,112

$2,424
$2,334

$2,616
$2,505

$2,811
$2,677

With Utilities

$1,414
$1,369

$1,885
$1,840

$2,154
$2,102

$2,424
$2,355

$2,693
$2,603

$2,908
$2,797

$3,124
$2,990

Without Utilities

$1,555
$1,510

$2,074
$2,029

$2,369
$2,317

$2,666
$2,597

$2,961
$2,871

$3,199
$3,088

$3,436
$3,302

With Utilities
Without Utilities

$1,697
$1,652

$2,263
$2,218

$2,585
$2,533

$2,909
$2,840

$3,231
$3,141

$3,489
$3,378

$3,749
$3,615

With Utilities
Without Utilities

$1,909
$1,864

$2,545
$2,500

$2,908
$2,856

$3,273
$3,204

$3,635
$3,545

$3,925
$3,814

$4,218
$4,084

With Utilities
Without Utilities

$1,979
$1,934

$2,639
$2,594

$3,015
$2,963

$3,394
$3,325

$3,770
$3,680

$4,070
$3,959

$4,374
$4,240

With Utilities
Without Utilities

$2,121
$2,076

$2,828
$2,783

$3,231
$3,179

$3,636
$3,567

$4,039
$3,949

$4,361
$4,250

$4,686
$4,552

SRO
$1,059

STUDIO
$1,412

1 BDRM
$1,814

2BDRM
$2,289

3BDRM
$2,987

4BDRM
$3,556

5BDRM
$4,089

STUDIO
$1,553

1 BDRM
$1,995

2BDRM
$2,517

3BDRM
$2,987

4BDRM
$3,556

5BDRM
$4,089

STUDIO
$1 026
$1 256

1 BDRM
$1 099
$1,409

2BDRM
$1 318
$1 693

3BDRM
$1 523
$1 947

4BDRM
$1 700
$2153

5BDRM
$1 876
$2 357

Authority on 121112015
20% OF MEDIAN

25% OF MEDIAN

30% OF MEDIAN

40% OF MEDIAN

50% OF MEDIAN

55% OF MEDIAN

60% OF MEDIAN

70% OF MEDIAN

72% OF MEDIAN

75% OF MEDIAN

80% OF MEDIAN

90% OF MEDIAN

100% OF MEDIAN
Without Utilities

110% OF MEDIAN
With Utilities
120% OF MEDIAN

135% OF MEDIAN

140% OF MEDIAN

150% OF MEDIAN

FAIRMRKT:
Source: HUD, effective 10/0112014

htt12s'//www.huduser.gov/Qortal/datasetsffmr/fmrs/FY2016 code/2016summa[Y odn
See also SFHA Payment Standards:

Source: SFHA, effective 111/2016

SFHA Payment Standard:

SRO
$1,164

htt ://wwvv_sfha or /SFHA Pa ment Standards H-2016. df

LOW HOME RENTS
HIGH HOME RENTS

https://www.hudexchange.info/resourcelreportmanagement/published/HOME RentLimits State CA 2015.pdf

Assumptions/Notes:
1. Rents Calculated at 30% of corresponding monthly income limit amount.
2. Utility allowances were determined by the San Francisco Housing Authority, effective 12/1/2015. For more information, see

http://sfha.org/FY2016_SFHA_Utility_Allowance_Schedule.pdf and http:/lwww.hud.gov/offices/pih/programs/ph/phecclallowances.cfm_
3. Occupancy Standard is one person per bedroom plus one additional person.

Effective Date: 3128/2016
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Single Room Occupancy Hotels and Number of Residential Units

1941 MISSION ST
356220THST
37 WOODWARD ST
422 VALENCIA ST
304816TH ST
179JULIANAV
30 SYCAMORE ST
1906 MISSION ST
520 SOUTH VAN NESS
2135 MISSION ST
21514THST
303216TH ST
405 VALENCIA ST
447 VALENCIA ST
314316THST
279116THST
316116THST
504 VALENCIA ST
528 VALENCIA ST
344418TH ST
2030 MISSION ST
2032 MISSION ST
2042 MISSION ST
2056 MISSION ST
2072 MISSION ST
2084 MISSION ST
2284 MISSION ST
2126 MISSION ST
2176 MISSION ST
559 VALENCIA ST
663 VALENCIA ST
2370 MISSION ST
1041 VALENCIA ST
2522 MISSION ST
2361 MISSION ST
306116THST
3491 20TH ST
2477 MISSION ST
868 VALENCIA ST
2438 MISSION ST
3270 21STST
2697 MISSION ST
2766 MISSION ST
2901 MARIPOSA ST
1462 VALENCIA ST
3550 CESAR CHAVEZ
3414 25TH ST

39
22
59
80
87
27
24
28
188
46
13
18
47
42
20
86
54
63
49
14
13
18
12
20
16
50
10
40
43
63
40
12
12
9
64
20
41
15
24
5
11
14
31
46
7
49
20
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251 09TH ST
205 09TH ST
42 WASHBURN
1554 HOWARD ST

732 22ND ST
2342 03RD ST

1040 FOLSOM ST
172 06TH ST
170 06TH ST
152 06TH ST
136 06TH ST
106 06TH ST
102 06TH ST
226 06TH ST
1011 HOWARD ST
1095 MISSION ST
42 06TH ST
34 06TH
88 6TH ST
74 06TH ST
68 06TH ST
48 06TH ST

1312 UTAH ST

16
32
24
35

31
18

38
10
25
15
12
100
14
11
55
14
21
120
180
167
29
41

16
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I.

Abated Illegal Conversions from PDR

Conwrsion from PDR to
office

PDR-1-G

PDR-1-G

ALABAMA ST, 94110

Closed -Abated

11/9/2015

ALABAMA ST, 94110

Closed -Abated

12/10/2015

Alleged loss of PDR
space

7/20/2015

conwrsion of industrial
space to headquarters for
tech start up. No pennit
for conwrsion to
professional/business
offices and not pennitted
in PDR 1-G zoning district

ALABAMA ST, 94110

BRYANT ST 94107

03RD ST, 94107

19TH ST, 94107

Closed -Abated

5/12/2015

Closed -Abated

Closed

Conversion of
building use from
PDR to Office without
approval, in district
that does not perm it
office.

SALi

12/10/2015

Illegal change of use to
office

4/13/2015

Alleged conversion of
PDR to Office use.
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PDR-1-G

Office use is not
pennitted in the PDR-1-G
Zoning District. Office
use must cease all
operations.
Office use is not
pennitted in the PDR-1-G
Zoning District. Office
use must cease all
operations.
Office use is not
pennitted in the PDR-1-G
Zoning District. Office
use must cease all
operations.

Office use is not
permitted in the SALi
Zoning District

UMU

All work done without permits

UMU

Office use not permitted on ground
floor of UMU Zoning District. Office
permitted on upper floors if building is
registered for office.

Exhibit E
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CEQA Fee
Attached is the check for $562
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RICHARD L. HALL
423 TEHAMA ST
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Exhibit F
Notice to Board of Supervisors of Appeal From Action of
the City Planning Commission
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NOTICE TO BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF APPEAL
FROM ACTION OF THE CITY PLANNING COMMISSION

Notice is hereby given of an appeal to the Board of Supervisors from the following action of the City
Planning Commission.
The property is located at

2000-2070 Bryant Street

June 2, 2016
Date of City Planning Commission Action
(Attach a Copy of Planning Commission's Decision)

July 5, 2016
Appeal Filing Date

_ _ _ The Planning Commission disapproved in whole or in part an application for reclassification of
property, Case No~.-------------

_ _ _The Planning Commission disapproved in whole or in part an application for establishment,
abolition or modification of a set-back line, Case No. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

X

The Planning Commission approved in whole or in part an application for conditional use
authorization, Case No..:...=2=-0-'-'13::.:·..:c0:::.67"-7'--'C"'-U""A'-'----------

_ _ _ The Planning Commission disapproved in whole or in part an application for conditional use
authorization, Case No. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

5045

Statement of Appeal:
1. Set forth the part(s) of the decision the appeal is taken from:
See Attached Letter

2.

Set forth the reasons in support of your appeal:
See Attached Letter

Person to Whom
Notices Shall Be Mailed

Name and Address of Person Filing Appeal:

Peter J Papadopoulos

Rachel Mansfield-Howlett
PROVENCHER & FLATT, LLP
Name

Name

1379 l()tlt Ave #19, San Francisco Ca 94122

823 Sonoma Ave. Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Address

Address

707-284.2380

860-655-0290

Telephone Number

Telephone Number

Signature of Appellant or
Authorized Agent

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals Information\Condition Use Appeal Process6
August2011
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Pursuant to Planning Code Section 308.1 (b), the undersigned members of the Board of Supervisors
believe that there is sufficient public interest and concern to warrant an appeal of the Planning Commission on Case No.
"20\ 3 .. 0(.77 CUI\ , a conditional use authorization regarding (address) ZO'.X)- 20ib 8ty G.'f\.t St.
"Sa.vt~j~D- cJ-\ 91.{/lD
, District~- The undersigned members respectfully request the Clerk
of the Board to calendar this item at the soonest possible date.

DATE

SIGNATURE

t!..

-<.:

1I

I

•U
t'-...,)

°'

(_

c:
r-I

'-"

I

(Attach copy of Planning Commission's Decision)

V:\Clerk's Office\Appeals lnformation\Condition Use Appeal Process8
August 2011
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Carroll, John (BOS)
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:

BOS Legislation, (BOS)
Friday, September 02, 2016 3:48 PM
BOS Legislation, (BOS); svettel@fbm.com; 'Linsey Perlov'; 'Nick Podell';
Rclistad@gmail.com; papadooloo@gmail.com; rzoia@sbcglobal.net
rhowlettlaw@gmail.com; Givner, Jon (CAT); Stacy, Kate (CAT); Byrne, Marlena (CAT);
Sanchez, Scott(CPC); Jones, Sarah (CPC); Rodgers, AnMarie (CPC); Starr, Aaron (CPC);
Sucre, Richard (CPC); Thomas, Christopher (CPC); lonin, Jonas (CPC); BOS-Supervisors;
BOS-Legislative Aides; Calvillo, Angela (BOS); Somera, Alisa (BOS); Rahaim, John (CPC);
hestor@earthlink.net; Kern, Chris (CPC)
Appeal Responses - CEQA Exemption Determination and Conditional Use Authorization
Appeals - 2000-2070 Bryant Street Appeals - Hearing on September 13, 2016

Good afternoon,
The Office of the Clerk of the Board has received supplemental appeal documentation from the Project Sponsor and the
Planning Department, concerning the appeal of the Determination of Exemption from Environmental Review and
Conditional Use authorizations for the proposed project at 2000-2070 Bryant Street.
Planning Department Community Plan Exemption Appeal Response - September 2, 2016
Planning Department Conditional Use Appeal Response - September 2, 2016
Project Sponsor Combined Appeal Response - September 2, 2016
The appeal hearing for these matters is scheduled for a 3:00 p.m. special order before the Board on September 13,
2016.
I invite you to review the entire matter on our Legislative Research Center by following the links below:
Board of Supervisors File No. 160773 - Exemption Determination Appeal
Board of Supervisors File No. 160777 - Conditional Use Authorization Appeal
Thank you,
Brent Jalipa
Legislative Clerk
Board of Supervisors - Clerk's Office
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 554-7712 I Fax: (415) 554-5163
brent.jalipa@sfgov.org I www.sfbos.org

•

i/l:t;

Click here to complete a Board of Supervisors Customer Service Satisfaction form

Disclosures: Personal information that is provided in communications to the Board of Supervisors is subject to disclosure under the California Public
Records Act and the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal information provided will not be redacted. Members of the public are not required
to provide personal identifying information when they communicate with the Board of Supervisors and its committees. All written or oral
communications that members of the public submit to the Clerk's Office regarding pending legislation or hearings will be made available to all
members of the public for inspection and copying. The Clerk's Office does not redact any information from these submissions. This means that
personal information-including names, phone numbers, addresses and similar information that a member of the public elects to submit to the
Board and its committees-may appear on the Board of Supervisors' website or in other public documents that members of the public may inspect
or copy.

1
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STEVEN L. VETTEL
svettel@fbm.com
D 415.954.4902
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September 2, 2016

Hon. London Breed, President
San Francisco Board of Supervisors
City Hall Room 244
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102
Re:

2000-2070 Bryant Street
File Nos. 160773 and 160777 (CEQA Appeal and Conditional Use Appeal)
Hearing Date: September 13, 2016

Dear President Breed and Supervisors:
I am writing on behalf of the Nick Podell Company ("Podell"), the project sponsor of the
2000-2070 Bryant Street project (the "Project"). This letter responds in detail to appellant Peter
Papadopoulos's conditional use appeal; the Planning Department is preparing a detailed response
to the CEQA appeal of the Project's Community Plan Exemption ("CPE"). In addition, Mr.
Papadopoulos's appeal of the Project's Large Project Authorization ("LPA") will be heard by the
Board of Appeals on September 14.
The Project is located on the block bound by 18th, Florida, 19th and Bryant Streets in an
Urban Mixed Use (UMU) zoning district and 68-X height and bulk district in the Mission Area
Plan, an area plan of the 2009 Eastern Neighborhoods rezoning. On June 2, 2016, the Planning
Commission approved the Project with the following features:
•

Subdivision of the 65,000 square foot parcel into a market rate site, an affordable housing
site, and a mid-block pedestrian mews.

•

The dedication by Podell of 19,000 square feet ofland to the Mayor's Office of Housing
and Community Development ("MOHCD") at no cost, a land area equivalent to 46% of
the market rate site. The dedicated land has full CEQA clearance for a 136-unit
affordable development (assuming this Board upholds the CPE in the CEQA appeal) and
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will be delivered by Podell in a shovel-ready condition including demolition of the
existing building and soil remediation.
•

Two separate buildings, one to be developed by Podell with 191 market rate units and
three BMR units to replace three existing units to be demolished, and the other a 100%
affordable building on the dedicated land with about 136 BMR units.

•

A total of approximately 330 rental dwelling units (depending on the final design of the
MOHCD building), of which approximately 139 will be permanently affordable BMR
units - a 42% affordable percentage. MOHCD has identified the gap financing
necessary to construct its building as soon as this appeal is resolved and it selects a nonprofit affordable housing development partner.

•

12,000 square feet of ground floor PDR and arts space in the market rate building, plus
another 7,000 square feet in the MOH CD project, for a total of 19,000 square feet of PDR
and arts space.

•

A 25-foot wide mid-block mews running between Bryant and Florida Streets between the
two buildings to be developed and maintained by Podell

•

A small fully enclosed garage reduced to only 85 parking spaces, including one car share
space. Three additional car share spaces are proposed in the MOHCD building.
Attached as Exhibit A are drawings, plans and renderings of the approved Project,

including the concept plan for the MOH CD building. This drawing packages includes the
revisions required by the Planning Commission at its June 2 hearing, including increasing the
PDR/arts space from 11,000 square feet to 19,000 square feet, which eliminated five market rate
units.
The Project as approved by the Commission is vastly different than what was proposed
by Podell in 2014 and continued by the Commission in 2015. The original proposal included
274 dwelling units with 47 BMR units (a 17% on-site affordable units), no PDR or arts space and
a somewhat monolithic single building design. The new configuration and partnership with
MOHCD more than meets the "Community Building Alternative" presented by Mission housing
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advocates to Podell in June 2015, calling for dedication of36% of the site to MOHCD and the
preservation of 10,000 square feet of ground floor PDR/arts space (see Exhibit B). It is
disappointing that Mr. Papadopoulos and his allies have not declared victory after the Planning
Commission accepted their 2015 alternative vision for the site, but instead continue to oppose the
Project and disparage MOHCD's participation.
The Project CPE's Reliance on the Eastern Neighborhoods EIR Was Appropriate and the
Appeal of CPE Should be Rejected.
The Project's CPE incorporated technical reports prepared at the City's direction on the
topics of Transportation, Historic Resources, Noise, Air Quality, Hazardous Materials and Wind,
all of which found the Project would have no peculiar impacts not already contemplated in the
2008 Eastern Neighborhoods Program EIR and fully mitigated by that EIR's Mitigation
Measures. On that basis and on the basis of the Project's compliance with the development
density established by the UMU zoning, 68-foot height limit and the Mission Area Plan, the
Planning Department issued the CPE on May 11, 2016. In doing so, the Department complied
with CEQA. CEQA Section 21083 .3 and CEQA Guidelines Section 15183 mandate that
projects that are consistent with the development density established by existing zoning,
. community plan or general plan policies for which an EIR was certified, shall not require
additional environmental review except as might be necessary to examine whether there are
project-specific effects which are peculiar to the project or its site and that were not disclosed as
significant effects in the prior Program EIR.
Mr. Papadopoulos' s appeal of the CPE is based almost entirely on his assertion that the
Eastern Neighborhoods Program EIR is stale and that individual projects can no longer rely on it,
as the Planning Department did here in issuing the Project's CPE. There is no merit to his claim,
given that the number of units completed to date in the Eastern Neighborhoods, including the
Mission District, is well below the projections of the Plan EIR. As previously noted, the
Planning Department has prepared a detailed response to the points raised in the appeal, and we
incorporate the Department's response, with the following additional points.
1. This Board on July 26, 2016, rejected a similar appeal attacking the Eastern Neighborhoods
EIR when it upheld on a 9-1 vote the focused EIR for the 901 l 61h Street project that relied,
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like this Project's CPE, on the Eastern Neighborhoods EIR. The Board should not reverse
itself in an almost identical challenge less than two months later.
2. There are several 100% affordable developments in the Mission that have or will rely on the
Eastern Neighborhoods EIR as the basis of their CEQA exemptions, just as the Project's CPE
does. Those projects include:
•

2060 Folsom Street, 136 units of affordable housing proposed by MEDA and CCDC.
CPE issued on June 10, 2016 (Case No. 2015-014715ENV)

•

1950 Mission Street, 157 units of affordable housing proposed by Mission Housing
Development Corporation and BRIDGE Housing. CPE pending (Case No. 2016001514ENV).

•

1296 Shotwell Street, 96 units of affordable senior housing proposed by MEDA and
CCDC. CPE pending (Case No. 2015-018056ENV).

•

490 South Van Ness. CPE relying on Eastern Neighborhoods EIR for previously
approved 84-unit market rate project issued in June 24, 2014 (Case No. 2010.0043E);
CPE for revised affordable project pending (Case No. 2015-010406ENV).

•

2070 Bryant Street, approximately 136 units of affordable housing. The CPE that is the
subject of this appeal (Case No. 2013.0677E).

Were the Board to sustain Mr. Papadopoulos's appeal and determine the Eastern Neighborhoods
EIR is stale, the CEQA clearance for each of these pending affordable projects, as well as for
hundreds of additional affordable and mixed income projects throughout SOMA, Showplace
Square/Potrero, Dogpatch and the Mission would be threatened and/or significantly delayed.
Development of the affordable housing that Papadopoulos claims he favors would be
undermined, not advanced, were his CEQA appeal sustained.
The Planning Commission's Section 317 Conditional Use Authorization Should Be Upheld.

Mr. Papadopoulos's conditional use appeal is solely of the Planning Commission's
decision to permit the demolition of three existing vacant dwelling units on site to permit the
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development of 139 affordable units and 191 market-rate units, pursuant to Planning Code
Section 317. Two of the three vacant units (2028-2030 Bryant Street) were owner-occupied by
members of the Handa family, who vacated after selling the property to Podell. The third, a
single unit above the cafe at 2008 Bryant Street, was vacant when Podell purchased the site. The
Project requires conditional use approval only for this demolition and replacement; no other
element of the Project requires conditional use approval or is the subject of this appeal. Rather,
the principal Planning Commission approval for the Project itself was the LP A, an appeal of
which is pending at the Board of Appeals.
Apparently, Mr. Papadopoulos is so convinced that new housing development is the
primary cause of gentrification in the Mission that he believes it is better for the City not to
obtain 139 units of permanently affordable housing than for three vacant existing units (that are
subject to rent control but are not permanently affordable) to be replaced because there will also
be 191 additional market-rate units on site. The Commission rightly rejected that position,
determining that a mixed income rental development with 42% affordable housing addresses the
demand for housing in the Mission for both low income and middle income households.
Planning Code Section 31 7 requires the Commission to approve a conditional use
authorization for the demolition of more than two dwelling units, regardless of the number or
affordability of replacement units in the project, and sets forth 18 criteria the Commission must
consider in determining whether the proposed demolition is in the public interest. Here, the
Project proposes to replace the three vacant units with three permanently affordable BMR units,
in addition to the land dedication plan that will facilitate 136 additional BMR units. The
Commission determined that replacing three units with 330 units, 139 of which will be
permanently affordable, met 15 of the 18 criteria set forth in Section 3 l 7(g)(5), as set forth on
pages 6 to 9 of its Motion No. 19657 (Exhibit C):
1.

The property is free of a history of serious, continuing Code violations;

2.

The housing has been maintained in a decent, safe, and sanitary condition;

3.

The property was determined not to be an "historical resource" under CEQA;

4.

Pursuant to the CPE, removal of the buildings will not have a substantial adverse
impact under CEQA;
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The project will not convert rental housing to other forms of tenure or occupancy
because all 330 units are proposed as rental units

6.

The project conserves neighborhood character by dedicating land for an 100%
affordable housing project.

7.

The existing housing, although subject to rent control, is not permanently
affordable;

8.

The project increases the number of permanently affordable units from 0 to 139;

9.

The project locates in-fill housing on an appropriate site in an established
neighborhood;

10.

The project increases the number of family-sized units on-site;

11.

The project is of superb architectural and urban design, meeting all relevant
design guidelines, to enhance existing neighborhood character;

12.

The project increases the number of on-site dwelling units from 3 to 330;

13.

The project increases the number of on-site bedrooms from 5 to several hundred;

14.

The replacement project maximizes density on the subject lot; and

15.

The project replaces the demolished units with units of similar size and bedroom
mix.

By applying these criteria and finding the vast majority were met, the Planning
Commission correctly determined a conditional use authorization was necessary and desirable to
permit the three existing dwelling units to be demolished and replaced with three on-site BMR
units, in addition to the dedication to MOHCD of 19,000 square feet ofland for another 136
affordable units. The Commission also made standard conditional use findings that the Project,
at a 42% affordable percentage, is necessary and desirable and meets the generalized conditional
use criteria of Planning Code Section 303 (see pages 4 -6 of Exhibit C). The Board should
uphold the Commission's conditional use decision.
In his brief to the Board dated July 22, 2016, Mr. Papadopoulos makes no attempt to
address the 18 criteria or establish that most are not met. Rather, he calls into question
MOHCD's decision to accept the 19,000 square foot land dedication site, asserts that only about
70 affordable units can be built on the dedicated land, and then claims that 73 new permanently
affordable units do not justify the demolition of three rent controlled units. Mr. Papadopoulos is
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wrong on both counts: MOHCD's evaluation of the site's unit yield of approximately 136 units
is accurate, and even if the yield were to be somewhat lower in the final design, these new
permanently affordable units would still meet Section 317's criteria for the demolition of three
existing units.
Attached as Exhibit Dis MOHCD's letter to the Planning Commission, dated May 12,
2016. The letter references 11 separate documents that MOHCD reviewed in making its
determination that the land dedication offer meets the criteria of Planning Code Section
419.5(a)(2) and that MOHCD would be able to develop approximately 136 units on the
dedicated land. Those documents include a land use memo, density study, cost study,
infrastructure study and appraisal.
In her testimony to the Planning Commission, Kate Hartley, the Deputy Director of
MOHCD, stated that MOHCD has identified the gap financing needed to construct an 8-story
building with approximately 136 units; that upon final approval of the Project MOHCD would
immediately issue an RFP to choose a non-profit developer to finalize the design and funding
package; and that the affordable units should be under construction by late 2017 or early 2018,
after Podell had cleared the site, undertaken soil remediation and deeded the land to MOHCD.
Under new Planning Code Section 315, the affordable project may be administratively approved
without the need for another Planning Commission hearing provided the Board upholds the CPE,
further reducing the time MOH CD and its non-profit developer will require to break ground.
Thus, the affordable units on the MOH CD parcel will be completed very shortly after the
market-rate units, provided these appeals are rejected.
Mr. Papadopoulos fails to acknowledge MOHCD's diligence in evaluating the dedicated
land's potential. He also fails to acknowledge MOHCD's public commitment to fund
construction of its 100% affordable development in the near term. And, he claims that only a 6story building can be constructed on the dedicated land (rather than the 8-story building
MOHCD proposes) because he asserts the state density bonus law does not apply, such that the
68-foot height limit cannot be exceeded. Again, he is simply wrong. The state density bonus
law (Cal. Gov't Code Section 65915 et seq.) applies in San Francisco and includes mandatory
height concessions for projects with on-site affordable units. And, in any event, this Board in
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July enacted the City's own affordable housing density bonus (new Planning Code Sections 206206.4) that provides for up to three floors of additional height above the applicable height limit
for 100% affordable developments. Under either program, MOH CD and its non-profit developer
will be able to construct an 8-story building able to yield about 136 units.
Mr. Papadopoulos also asserts that the proposed demolition of one of the existing
buildings where 10,000 square feet was occupied by CELLS pace until it closed in 2012 (before
Podell acquired the site) and then housed InnerMission from 2012 to 2015 violates the General
Plan, such that the Commission should not have approved the conditional use. However, in
approving the Project, the Commission directly addressed this issue by requiring 19,000 square
feet ofreplacement PDR/arts space on site and by finding that the project, on balance, meets
many other objectives of the General Plan and Mission Area Plan (see pages 17-24 of Planning
Commission Motion No. 19658). Nick Podell is currently in discussion with several non-profit
arts organizations to potentially house them in the Project, and MOHCD has committed to a
similar community process for the arts space in its development.
Finally, Mr. Papadopoulos claims that there are actually eight residential units on site, not
three. This assertion is based on a group of individuals that unlawfully took up residence in a
portion of the InnerMission space. That space was located in a strictly commercial building with
no record of any building permits authorizing residential occupancy, and there was no indication
of residential occupancy when Podell acquired the site. Planning Code Section 317 explicitly
regulates the demolition only of legal residential units. Section 3 l 7(b )(12) states that a
"Residential Unit" [subject to Section 317] "shall mean a legal conforming or legal
nonconforming Dwelling Unit, a legal nonconforming Live/Work Unit or Group Housing."
Those illegally occupying the InnerMission space vacated in 2015 pursuant to a settlement they
reached with Podell after the Superior Court determined the space was not a lawful residential
unit or subject to the rent control ordinance. Accordingly, no conditional use authorization was
required for the demolition of this commercial space, a portion of which was being unlawfully
occupied, because that space was never a legal dwelling unit, live/work unit or group housing.
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The Dedication by Podell of 19,000 Square Feet of Land to MOH CD and MOHCD's
Commitment to Fund Approximately 136 Affordable Rental Units on the Dedicated Land
Is in the Public Interest.

Although the project's Large Project Authorization approval, which includes the
proposed land dedication, is on appeal to the Board of Appeals, not the Board of Supervisors, we
briefly address below Mr. Papadopoulos's attack on the LPA.
As the Mission Action Plan 2020 has confirmed, the greatest impediment to the
construction of affordable housing in the Mission District is MOHCD's lack ofland. The land
dedication here directly addresses that issue by providing land at no cost to the City for
development of approximately 136 affordable units, in addition to three on-site BMR units being
provided in the market rate building to replace the three units proposed for demolition. This is
more units than the 136 units that were provided via the City's inclusionary housing policy in all
of the Mission District in the years from 2000 to 2013, according to the University of California
at Berkeley's Center for Community Innovation's July 2015 Mission District Case Study.
Consistent with the UMU zoning's heightened affordable housing requirement and Prop.
C, the project will dedicate land equivalent to 46% of the market rate site to MOHCD (valued at
over $22 million), plus provide three additional on-site BMR units available to households
earning up to 55% of AMI, representing an over $23 million subsidy from the project to the
City's affordable housing efforts. In addition, the sponsor will pay more than $2,500,000 to the
Eastern Neighborhood Public Benefit Fund, the Transportation Sustainability Fund and the Child
Care Fund to support open space, streetscape, transportation, and child care improvements in the
neighborhood and nearly $400,000 in school fees. The 191 market-rate rental units will help
satisfy the high demand for rental housing in the Mission.
The primary concern that has been expressed about the project is the demolition of the
2044-2070 Bryant industrial building, about 1/5 of which was occupied by InnerMission.
InnerMission was a community arts and performance space that in 2013 took over the space
formerly occupied by CELLSpace, an arts collective that had ceased operations in 2012, before
Podell acquired the site. Over the last three years, the seller and sponsor granted nearly
$200,000 in rent credits to InnerMission and attempted to assist InnerMission to relocate in the
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Mission District. Despite Podell' s best efforts, InnerMission ceased operations in 2015 and
vacated the property. The Project and MOHCD building will collectively provide 19,000 square
feet of replacement ground floor PDR and arts space, nearly double the size of the former
InnerMission space, that will be available for arts and PDR tenants. For all of these reasons, the
Planning Commission did not abuse its discretion in approving the LP A.
Code-compliant projects consistent with the Mission Area Plan warrant approval.

As the Board knows, there is a vocal group that opposes all market rate housing in the
Mission, including Mr. Papadopoulos, who lives on 10th Avenue in the Sunset district. They
sought a moratorium on all housing in the neighborhood, but were rebuffed by the Board in June
2015 and by the electorate in the November 2015 election. In addition, the land dedication

alternative the sponsor has elected matches exactly the Community Building Alternative
presented by community advocates in June 2015. Accordingly, we ask that you review this
project as you would any other principally permitted development.
The Mission Area Plan was created after 10 years of study and is only 7 years old. The
Mission Area Plan contemplates a modest level of new market-rate housing in the Northeast
Mission, with heightened affordable housing requirements, including the land dedication
alternative. Mixed-income housing is needed to help accommodate the high demand for housing
by those desiring to live in the neighborhood. Failing to approve and build new housing will
only increase competition for existing housing and encourage displacement of lower income
residents less able to compete for existing units. MOH CD will develop 136 units of affordable
housing on land dedicated by the sponsor, an opportunity that will not materialize if the CPE or
conditional use are not upheld.
In response to the State of California's chronic housing shortage, the legislature has
enacted the Housing Accountability Act (Cal. Govt. Code Section 65589.5). It directs cities not
to disapprove housing projects consistent with objective general plan policies and zoning unless
the project will cause significant impacts to public health or safety. Here, there are no public
health or safety impacts associated with the Project, and, in fact, the CPE establishes otherwise.
A desire by some to stop all new housing in the Mission does not provide valid grounds for
disapproving this development, which has been in the Planning pipeline for almost four years.
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Accordingly, consistent with the Mission Area Plan, the UMU zoning, Section 419.5 land
dedication requirements, the City's Housing Element and other General Plan policies, and with
the mandate of the Housing Accountability Act, we request that the Board reject the CPE and
conditional use appeals so that the project as currently proposed, including the dedication ofland
to MOHCD for a major affordable housing development, may proceed.
Please contact me prior to the September 13 hearing if we can provide any additional
information.

cc:

Nick Podell
Peter Papadopoulos

28777\5567579.1
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CONSTRUCTION TYPE:
FLOORS:
UNIT TYPE
STUDIO
A1.0
A2.0

STUDIO
STUDIO

452
665

0
0

2ND

3RD

4TH

5TH

6TH

4
0

4
0

4
0

4
0

4
2

I Rentable Area

Unit
Total

by Type
0
9,040
1,330

20
2
22

1BED/1BATH
1BED/18ATH
1BED/1BATH
1BED/1BATH
1BED/1BATH
1BED/1BATH
1BED/1BATH
1BED/1BATH
1BED/1 BATH-STOOP

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2

424
484
453
622
608
557
568
630
530

5
4
2
3
2
2
1
1
0

5
4
2
1
2
2
1
1
0

5
4
2
1
2
2
1
1
0

5
4
2
1
2
2
1
1
0

5
4
2
1
2
2
1
1
0

25
20
10
7
10
10
5
5
2
94

0
10,600
9,680
4,530
4,354
6,080
5,570
2,840
3,150
1,060
48.5%

2 BEDROOM
C1.1
C1.2
C2.1
C3.1
C4.0
C4.1
C6.0
C7.1

2BED/2BATH
2BED/2BATH
2BED/2BATH
2BED/2BATH
2BED/2BATH
2BED/2BATH
2BED/2BATH
2BED/1 BATH-STOOP

TOTAL UNITS

919
826
813
908
948
1,015
855
648

650

Rentable Residential by floor (not incl. decks)
Gross Residential (lobby, corridors, stairs, etc ... ) (not incl. decks)
Retail Total (Including auxiliary)
PDRSpace
Amenity Spaces (Interior Only)
Leasing (Counted as Amenity)
Garage (Incl. storage, utilities, ... )
Total Gross

0
4
3
4
2
0
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2

38

4

I

2,356
5,718
5,454
11,974
7,153

-

11,965
39,913

2
4
3
4
0
2
1
0

I

-24,290
7,308

-

32,304

38

I

25,018
6,841

-

31,859

2
4
3
4
0
2
1
0

2
4
3
4
0
2
1
0

38

38

I

25,018
6 841

-

I

25,018
6 841

-

-

31,859

31,859

-

2
4
3
4
0
0
1
0

38

I

24,318

80 *
1*
2
83

ratio

0.43

ALLOWED TBD
* Parking is 2 & 3 High Klaus tandem Parking Stackers

11.3%

1 BEDROOM
B1.0
B1.1
B1.2
B2.0
B2.1
B3.0
B4.0
B5.0
B7.0

FIRST FLOOR
CAR SHARE
ADA
Total

PARKING

TYPE lllA OVER TYPE IA
5 WOOD OVER 1 CONCRETE
Unit Rentable Floor Levels
SF
1ST

0
7,352
16,520
12, 195
18,160
1,896
6,090
4,275
1,296

8
20
15
20
2
6
5
2
78

40.2%

194

100%

I

126,018

I

6 841

31,159

CLASS 1 (RESIDENTIAL) BIKE PARKING REQUIRED
1 : 1 STALLS FOR 1ST 100 UNITS 100
1 : 4 STALLS FOR 99 UNITS
25
2
2 STALL FOR PDR
1 STALL FOR RETAIL
1
Total 128
CLASS 2 (SIDEWALK) BllCE PARKING REQUIRED
1 : 20 STALLS FOR UNITS
10
2 FORPDR
2
6 FOR RETAIL
6
Total
18

OPEN SPACE* For each rentable unit 80 sq ft of private open space is required.
When private open space is not provided, the 80 sq ft may be common open space
Example 1Rental UniVPrivate OS x 80 sq ft/Private OS = 80 sq ft Common OS
When private open space is provided for a unit but the required 80 sq ft is not met,
the remaining open space must be provided as common open space
Example 80 sq ft [1 Rental UniUPrivate OS x 60 sq ft/Private OS]= 20 sq ft Common OS
When a rental unit's private open space exceeds the required 80 sq ft,
the excess area can not be counted towards units that do not meet the required 80 sq ft
REQUIRED OPEN SPACE
194 DU

80 SF/DU

194

x 80

1211;lfIB)
40,390
5,454
11,974
7,153
0
11,965
198,953

-

BIKE PARKING

ALLEY

15,520
ALL OPEN SPACE
4,125

COURTYARD

9,322

ROOF TERRACE
Total

2,073
15,520

MIN. REQ.

DU= Deck Units
OS= Open space
* All calculations for open space per Section 843.11

MARKET RATE SITE
STATISTICS • CURRENT
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2050 Bryant Street Development:
The Podell Company's Luxury Housing Proposal
Versus A Genuine Community Building Altel'native

Podell Company Proposal:

274 Total Housing Units
230 Market Rate Units

44 (16%) Affordable Housing Units (Within Project)
10,000 sq ft Cell Space PDR/Arts Complete Demolition and Displacement
Community Building Alterhative:
240 Total Housing Units
142 Market Rate Units
98 (41%) Affordable Housing Units (Site Dedication to City at Reduced Price)'
10,000 sq ft Cell Space PDR/Arts Presfjrved (Donation to Nonprofit Trust)

Draft June 3
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D Jobs Housing Linkage Program (Sec. 413)

D Child Care Requirement (Sec. 414)

D Downtown Park Fee (Sec. 412)

0 Other (EN Impact Fees)

1650 Mission St.
Suite 400
San Francisco,
CA 94103-2479
Reception:

415.558.6378

Planning Commission Motion No. 19657
HEARING DATE: JUNE 2, 2016

Fax:

415.558.6409
Planning

Information:

Case No:
Project Address:
Zoning:
Block/Lot:
Project Sponsor:

Staff Contact:

2013.0677CUA
2000-2070 BRYANT STREET
UMU (Urban Mixed Use) Zoning District
68-X Height and Bulk District
4022/001 and 002
Nick Podell, Nick Podell Company
22 Battery Street, Ste. 404
San Francisco, CA 94111
Richard Sucre - (415) 575-9108
richard.sucre@sfgov.org

ADOPTING FINDINGS RELATING TO THE APPROVAL OF CONDITIONAL USE
AUTHORIZATION PURSUANT TO PLANNING CODE SECTIONS 303 AND 317 REQUIRING
CONDITIONAL USE AUTHORIZATION FOR THE REMOVAL OF THREE RESIDENTIAL UNITS.

PREAMBLE
On February 9, 2015, Linsey Perlov of Nick Podell Company (hereinafter "Project Sponsor") filed an
application with the Planning Department (hereinafter "Department") for Conditional Use Authorization
under Planning Code Sections 303 and 317 to demolish one residential unit at 2000 Bryant Street and two
residential units at 2028 Bryant Street on Assessor's Block 4022 Lots 001and002 within the UMU (Urban
Mixed-Use) Zoning District and a 68-X Height and Bulk District.
The environmental effects of the Project were determined by the San Francisco Planning Department to
have been fully reviewed under the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan Environmental Impact Report
(hereinafter "EIR"). The EIR was prepared, circulated for public review and comment, and, at a public
hearing on August 7, 2008, by Motion No. 17661, certified by the Commission as complying with the
California Environmental Quality Act (Cal. Pub. Res. Code Section 21000 et seq., (hereinafter "CEQA").
The Commission has reviewed the Final EIR, which has been available for this Commissions review as
well as public review.
The Eastern Neighborhoods EIR is a Program EIR. Pursuant to CEQA Guideline 15168(c)(2), if the lead
agency finds that no new effects could occur or no new mitigation measures would be required of a
proposed project, the agency may approve the project as being within the scope of the project covered by
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the program EIR, and no additional or new environmental review is required. In approving the Eastern
Neighborhoods Plan, the Commission adopted CEQA Findings in its Motion No. 17661 and hereby
incorporates such Findings by reference.
Additionally, State CEQA Guidelines Section 15183 provides a streamlined environmental review for
projects that are consistent with the development density established by existing zoning, community plan
or general plan policies for which an EIR was certified, except as might be necessary to examine whether
there are project-specific effects which are peculiar to the project or its site. Section 15183 specifies
that examination of environmental effects shall be limited to those effects that (a) are peculiar to the
project or parcel on which the project would be located, (b) were not analyzed as significant effects in a
prior EIR on the zoning action, general plan or community plan with which the project is consistent, (c)
are potentially significant off-site and cumulative impacts which were not discussed in the underlying
EIR, or(d) are previously identified in the EIR, but which are determined to have a more severe adverse
impact than that discussed in the underlying EIR. Section 15183(c) specifies that if an impact is not
peculiar to the parcel or to the proposed project, then an EIR need not be prepared for that project solely
on the basis of that impact.
On May 11, 2016, the Department determined that the proposed application did not require further
environmental review under Section 15183 of the CEQA Guidelines and Public Resources Code Section
21083.3. The Project is consistent with the adopted zoning controls in the Eastern Neighborhoods Area
Plan and was encompassed within the analysis contained in the Eastern Neighborhoods Final EIR. Since
the Eastern Neighborhoods Final EIR was finalized, there have been no substantial changes to the Eastern
Neighborhoods Area Plan and no substantial changes in circumstances that would require major
revisions to the Final EIR due to the involvement of new significant environmental effects or an increase
in the severity of previously identified significant impacts, and there is no new information of substantial
importance that would change the conclusions set forth in the Final EIR. The file for this project,
including the Eastern Neighborhoods Final EIR and the Community Plan Exemption certificate, is
available for review at the San Francisco Planning Department, 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San
Francisco, California.
Planning Department staff prepared a Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP) setting
forth mitigation measures that were identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan EIR that are applicable
to the project. These mitigation measures are set forth in their entirety in the MMRP attached to the draft
Motion as Exhibit C.
The Planning Department, Jonas Po Ionin, is the custodian of records, located in the File for Case No.
2013.0677CUA at 1650 Mission Street, Fourth Floor, San Francisco, California.
On June 2, 2016, the Commission adopted Motion No. 19658, approving a Large Project Authorization for

the Proposed Project (Large Project Authorization Application No. 2013.0677X). Findings contained
within said motion are incorporated herein by this reference thereto as if fully set forth in this Motion.
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On May 19, 2016, the San Francisco Planning Commission (hereinafter "Commission") conducted a duly
noticed public hearing at a regularly scheduled meeting on Conditional Use Application No.
2013.0677CUA. At this hearing, the Commission continued this project to June 2, 2016.
The Commission has heard and considered the testimony presented to it at the public hearing and has
further considered written materials and oral testimony presented on behalf of the applicant, Department
staff, and other interested parties.
MOVED, that the Commission hereby authorizes the Conditional Use requested in Application No.
2013.0677CUA, subject to the conditions contained in "EXIDBIT A" of this motion, based on the
following findings:

FINDINGS
Having reviewed the materials identified in the preamble above, and having heard all testimony and
arguments, this Commission finds, concludes, and determines as follows:
1.

The above recitals are accurate and constitute findings of this Commission.

2.

Site Description and Present Use. The proposed project is located on three lots (with a lot area of
65,000± square feet), which are bounded by Florida, 18th and Bryant Streets, which have
approximately 325-ft of frontage along Florida Street, 325-ft of frontage along Bryant Street, and
200-ft of frontage along 18th Street. The proposed project occupies the majority of the block
bounded by 18th, Bryant, 19th and Florida Streets. Currently, the subject lot contains six buildings,
including: 2000 Bryant Street, a two-story mixed-use building with a ground floor commercial
space and a dwelling unit on the second floor; 2010-2012 Bryant Street, a two-story arts activity
building; 2028 Bryant Street, a two-story residential building with two dwelling units; 2815 18th
Street, a two-story office building; 611 Florida Street, a one-to-two-story warehouse and
automotive repair building; and 2044-2070 Bryant Street, a one-to-two-story warehouse/light
industrial/acts activity building.

3.

Surrounding Properties and Neighborhood. The project site is located within the UMU Zoning
Districts in the Mission Area Plan. The immediate context is mixed in character with mixed
residential, commercial and industrial development along 18th, Bryant and Florida Streets. The
immediate neighborhood includes a three-to-four-story former industrial building, two-story
commercial properties, and a four-to-five-story larger-scale residential development. To the
south of the project site on the same block, the adjacent buildings include two-to-three-story
multi-family dwellings. The project site has three street frontages: 18th Street, which is 66-ft wide
with parallel parking on either side of the street; Bryant Street, which is 80-ft wide with parallel
parking on either side of the street and Florida Street, which is also 80-ft wide with perpendicular
parking on the east side of the street bordering the project site. Other zoning districts in the
vicinity of the project site include: RH-2 (Residential, House, Two-Family) and PDR-1-G
(Production, Distribution, Repair-General).
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4.

Project Description. The Project includes demolition of the six existing buildings on the project
site (collectively measuring approximately 68,690 square feet), which include two dwelling uhits
at 2028 Bryant Street and one dwelling unit at 2000 Bryant Street. The Project includes new
construction of a six-story, 68-ft tall, mixed-use building (approximately 203,656 square feet) with
199 dwelling units, ground floor retail/trade shop spaces along 18th Street and Florida Street (up
to 7,007 square feet), 12,000 square feet of ground floor PDR space, 1 car-share parking space, 84
off-street parking spaces, 128 Class 1 bicycle parking spaces, and 18 Class 2 bicycle parking
spaces. The Project includes a dwelling unit mix consisting of 80 two-bedroom units, 89 onebedroom units, and 30 studio units. The Project also incorporates two off-street freight loading
spaces within the private mid-block alley. The Project includes common open space via two
interior courtyards and a roof terrace (approximately 15,920 square feet). The Project would also
include a lot merger and subdivision of Lots 001, 002 and 021 on Block 4022.

5.

Public Comment. The Department has numerous public correspondences regarding the
proposed project. Much of this public correspondence has expressed opposition to the proposed
project; however, the Department has also received letters in support of the Project.

6.

Planning Code Compliance: The Planning Code Compliance Findings set forth in Motion No.
19658, Case No. 2013.0677X (Large Project Authorization, pursuant to Planning Code Section 329)
apply to this Motion, and are incorporated herein as though fully set forth.

7.

Planning Code Section 303 establishes criteria for the Planning Commission to consider when
reviewing applications for Conditional Use approval. On balance, the project does comply with
said criteria in that:
1. The proposed use or feature, at the size and intensity contemplated and at the proposed
location, will provide a development that is necessary or desirable for, and compatible with,
the neighborhood or the community.
The use and size of the Project is compatible with the immediate neighborhood and the goals of the
City. Although the Project would demolish three residential units, the Project, as a whole, would
construct 199 dwelling units for rent (inclusive of3 on-site affordable housing units for rent), which is
more desirable in terms of compatibility with the surrounding housing density and the UMU Zoning
District. The replacement building is designed to be consistent with the larger mixed-use
neighborhood. The construction of new housing with affordable housing units is a goal supported by
the City. Further, the Project will provide land dedicated to the City for construction of up to
approximately 136 units of affordable housing.
2.

Such use or feature as proposed will not be detrimental to the health, safety, convenience or
general welfare of persons residing or working in the vicinity, or injurious to property,
improvements or potential development in the vicinity, with respect to aspects including but
not limited to the following:

SAN FRANCISCO
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a) The nature of proposed site, including its size and shape, and the proposed size, shape
and arrangement of structures;
The Project is located on a larger comer site bounded by Bryant, 18 1h and Florida Streets. The
Project is designed as a large-scale, six-story, 68-ft tall, brick warehouse, which encompasses the

full block on 181h Street between Bryant and Florida Street. This large-scale massing is appropriate
given the larger neighborhood context, which includes larger-scale, four-story reinforced concrete
industrial buildings. The surrounding neighborhood is extremely varied with many examples of
smaller-scale residential properties and larger-scale industrial properties-both of which range in
height from one-to-six-stories in height. The Project's overall mass and scale are further broken
doum by the fine detail evident in the choice of exterior materials (brick), ground floor storefronts
and accentuated cornices. In addition, the Project incorporates a 25-ft wide private alley, which
provides separation from the adjacent land dedication site. Overall, these features provide variety
in the building design and scale, while providing for features that strongly relates to the varied
neighborhood context. The proposed size, shape and arrangement of the Project are in keeping with
the development patterns of the larger neighborhood.
b) The accessibility and traffic patterns for persons and vehicles, the type and volume of
such traffic, and the adequacy of proposed off-street parking and loading and of
proposed alternatives to off-street parking, including provisions of car-share parking
spaces, as defined in Section 166 of this Code;

For the 199 dwelling units, the Project is allowed to have a maximum of 149 off-street parking
spaces. Currently, the Project provides 84 off-street parking spaces via mechanical lifts. Of these
85 off-street parking spaces, two handicap parking spaces have been identified, as well as one carshare parking spaces. Further, the Project incorporates only one garage entrances consisting of a
11-ft wide entrance on Bryant Street. The Project complies with the requirements for off-street
parking, bicycle parking and car-share.
c)

The safeguards afforded to prevent noxious or offensive emissions such as noise, glare,
dust and odor;
The Project is primarily residential in nature with 199 dwelling units. The Project does
incorporate up to 7,007 square feet of ground floor retail/trade shop use and 12,000 square feet of
PDR use. The proposed residential density and commercial intensity are not anticipated to

produce noxious or offensive emissions.
d) Treatment given, as appropriate, to such aspects as landscaping, screening, open spaces,
parking and loading areas, service areas, lighting and signs;

In compliance with Planning Code Section 138.1, the Project includes the required street trees, as
specified by the Department of Public Works. In addition, the Project includes streetscape
elements, including new concrete sidewalks, linear planters along the street edge, new street trees,
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bicycle parking spaces, and corner bulb-outs. The Department finds that these improvements
would improve the public realm.

3.

Such use or feature as proposed will comply with the applicable provisions of the Planning
Code and will not adversely affect the General Plan.
The Project complies with all relevant requirements and standards of the Planning Code, and is
seeking exceptions under the Large Project Authorization to address the Planning Code requirements
for: 1) rear yard (Planning Code Section 134); 2) ground floor ceiling height for non-residential uses
(Planning Code Section 145.1); 3) off-street freight loading (Planning Code Section 152.1); 4)
horizontal mass reduction (Planning Code Section 270.1); and, 5) flexible units-accessory use
provisions for dwelling units (Planning Code Sections 329(d)(10) and 803.3(b)(l)(c). Overall, the
Project is consistent with objectives and policies of the General Plan (See Below).

4.

Such use or feature as proposed will provide development that is in conformity with the
stated purpose of the applicable Use District.
The Project is consi$tent with the intent and requirements of the UMU (Urban Mixed-Use) Zoning
District. The Project includes new residential units, ground floor commercial space, and PDR use,
which are principally permitted within the UMU Zoning District.

8.

Planning Code Section 317 establishes criteria for the Planning Commission to consider when
reviewing applications to demolish or convert Residential Buildings. On balance, the Project does
comply with said criteria in that:
i.

whether the property is free of a history of serious, continuing Code violations;

Project Meets Criterion.
Based upon a review of records with the Department of Building Inspection (DBI) and the San
Francisco Planning Department, no active code violations are on file for any of the three existing
properties.
ii.

whether the housing has been maintained in a decent, safe, and sanitary condition;

Project Meets Criterion.
The existing three residences have been maintained in a decent, safe and sanitary condition.
iii.

whether the property is an "historical resource" under CEQA;

Project Meets Criterion.
The existing buildings are not considered to be historic resource under CEQA. See Case No.
2013.0677£ for additional information on the project's historic status.
iv.

whether the removal of the resource will have a substantial adverse impact under CEQA;
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Project Meets Criterion.
The removal of the three residences would not result in a substantial adverse impact under CEQA.

v.

whether the project converts rental housing to other forms of tenure or occupancy;

Project Meets Criterion.
The Project removes two owner-occupied dwelling units and one rental unit, and replaces them
with 199 dwelling units for rent. At 2000 Bryant Street, only one rental dwelling units exists on
the project site.

vr.

whether the project removes rental units subject to the Residential Rent Stabilization and
Arbitration Ordinance or affordable housing;

Project Does Not Meet Criterion.
The Project removes 2028 Bryant Street, which currently has two dwelling units, and 2000
Bryant Street, which has one dwelling unit. These three units are subject to the Residential Rent
Stabilization and Arbitration Ordinance. Three of the 199 replacement units would be on-site
affordable dwelling units for rent.
vii.

whether the project conserves existing housing to preserve cultural and economic
neighborhood diversity;

Project Does Not Meet Criterion.
Although the Project would demolish three existing housing units, the Project would provide 199
new dwelling units, thus resulting in an overall increase in the neighborhood housing stock.
Further, the Project would provide 3 on-site affordable housing units for rent and will dedicate a
portion of the project site to MOHCD, who will develop the land with affordable housing. The
Project is expressive in design, and relates well to the scale and form of the surrounding
neighborhood. For these reasons, the Project would protect and preserve the cultural and economic
diversity of the neighborhood.

viii.

whether the project conserves neighborhood character to preserve neighborhood
cultural and economic diversity;

Project Meets Criterion.
The Project does conserve neighborhood character, since the new design is expressive and evokes
the area's industrial heritage. The Project relates well to the scale and form of the surrounding
neighborhood. For these reasons, the Project would protect and preserve the cultural and economic
diversity of the neighborhood.
ix.

whether the project protects the relative affordability of existing housing;
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Project Does Not Meet Criterion.
The Project demolishes three existing vacant residences on the project site, and constructs 199 new
dwelling units, including 3 on-site affordable units; therefore, the existing housing would be
removed from the project site.

x.

whether the project increases the number of permanently affordable units as governed by
Section 415;

Project Meets Criterion.
The Project includes 3 on-site BMR units and would dedicate land to MOHCD for the purpose of
constructing new affordable housing. Based upon initial feasibility studies, up to 136 new
affordable units could be constructed on the dedicated land.

xi.

whether the project locates in-fill housing on appropriate sites in established
neighborhoods;

Project Meets Criterion.
The Project provides inft1l new construction of 199 dwelling units on the project site.

xii.

whether the project increases the number of family-sized units on- site;

Project Meets Criterion.
The Project increases the number offamily-sized units on the project site. The Project incorporates
80 two-bedroom units.

xiii.

whether the project creates new supportive housing;

Project Does Not Meet Criterion.
The Project does not include new supportive housing.
xiv.

whether the project is of superb architectural and urban design, meeting all relevant
design guidelines, to enhance existing neighborhood character;

Project Meets Criterion.
The Project successfully draws from these older industrial properties in a contemporary manner,
and provides a design, which incorporates finer detailing on the exterior, as evident in the material
palette, cornice, window surrounds and storefront. The Project provides for a unique and
contemporary expression along the street, which draws from the mixed-industrial character within
the surrounding area, while also referencing older architectural styles. The Project evokes a 19 1h
century brick warehouse with a red brick exterior, terracotta tile, and wood storefront. Overall, the
Project offers a high quality architectural treatment, which provides for unique and expressive
architectural design that is consistent and compatible with the surrounding neighborhood.

xv.

whether the project increases the number of on-site Dwelling Units;
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Project Meets Criterion.
The Project increases the number of on-site dwelling units from three to 199.
XVI.

whether the project increases the number of on-site bedrooms;

Project Meets Criterion.
The Project increases the number of on-site bedrooms.

xvii.

whether or not the replacement project would maximize density on the subject lot; and

Project Meets Criterion.
The Project maximizes the density on the subject lot.
xviii.

if replacing a building not subject to the Residential Rent Stabilization and Arbitration
Ordinance, whether the new project replaces all of the existing units with new Dwelling
Units of a similar size and with the same number of bedrooms.

Project Meets Criterion.
The Project does replace the existing units with new dwelling units of a similar size with the same
number of bedrooms.

9.

General Plan Compliance. The General Plan Compliance Findings set forth in Motion No. 19658,
Case No. 2013.0677X (Large Project Authorization, pursuant to Planning Code Section 329), apply
to this Motion, and are incorporated herein as though fully set forth.

10. Planning Code Section 101.l(b) establishes eight priority-planning policies and requires review
of permits for consistency with said policies. On balance, the project does comply with said
policies in that:
A. That existing neighborhood-serving retail uses be preserved and enhanced and future
opportunities for resident employment in and ownership of such businesses be enhanced.
Although the project site currently contains existing neighborhood-serving uses, including a
restaurant and auto repair shop, the Project would assist in enhancing the larger neighborhood by
providing new space for new neighborhood-serving uses and other retail opportunities. The Project
improves the urban form of the neighborhood by constructing new ground floor retail and FDR uses.
These new retail spaces will provide goods and services to area workers, residents and visitors, while
creating new ownership and employment opportunities for residents. The Project would add new
residents, visitors, and employees to the neighborhood, which would assist in strengthening nearby
retail uses.

B. That existing housing and neighborhood character be conserved and protected in order to
preserve the cultural and economic diversity of our neighborhoods.
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Although the Project would demolish three existing housing units, the Project would provide 199 new
dwelling units, thus resulting in an overall increase in the neighborhood housing stock. Further, the
Project would provide 3 on-site affordable housing units for rent and will dedicate a portion of the
project site to MOHCD, who will develop the land with affordable housing. The Project is expressive
in design, and relates well to the scale and form of the surrounding neighborhood. For these reasons,
the Project would protect and preserve the cultural and economic diversity of the neighborhood.
C. That the City's supply of affordable housing be preserved and enhanced.

The Project will not displace any identified affordable housing units. The three existing units are
vacant and not identified as affordable housing units. The Project will comply with the City's
Inclusionary Housing Program, therefore increasing the stock of affordable housing units in the City.
D. That commuter traffic not impede MUNI transit service or overburden our streets or
neighborhood parking.
The project site is served by nearby public transportation options. The Project is located within one
block of bus lines for the 27-Bryant & within three blocks of the bus lines for the 22-Fillmore and 33Stanyan. Future residents would be afforded proximity to bus line. The Project also provides off-street
parking at the principally permitted amounts and sufficient bicycle parking for residents and their
guests.

E. That a diverse economic base be maintained by protecting our industrial and service sectors
from displacement due to commercial office development, and that future opportunities for
resident employment and ownership in these sectors be enhanced.

The Project does not include commercial office development. The Project provides new ground floor
retail/trade shop use, PDR use and housing, which is a top priority in the City. The new retail/trade
shop use will provide new opportunity for the service sector.
F.

That the City achieve the greatest possible preparedness to protect against injury and loss of
life in an earthquake.
The Project will be designed and will be constructed to conform to the structural and seismic safety
requirements of the Building Code. This proposal will not impact the property's ability to withstand
an earthquake.

G. That landmarks and historic buildings be preserved.

Currently, the project site does not contain any City Landmarks or historic buildings.
H. That our parks and open space and their access to sunlight and vistas be protected from
development.
The Project will not affect the City's parks or open space or their access to sunlight and vistas. A
shadow study was completed and concluded that the Project will not cast shadows on any property
under the jurisdiction of, or designated for acquisition by, the Recreation and Park Commission.
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1 L The Project is consistent with and would promote the general and specific purposes of the Code
provided under Section 101.l(b) in that, as designed, the Project would contribute to the character
and stability of the neighborhood and would constitute a beneficial development.
12. The Commission hereby finds that approval of the Conditional Use authorization would promote
the health, safety and welfare of the City.
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DECISION
That based upon the Record, the submissions by the Applicant, the staff of the Department and other
interested parties, the oral testimony presented to this Commission at the public hearings, and all other
written materials submitted by all parties, the Commission hereby APPROVES Conditional Use
Application No. 2013.0677CUA, under Planning Code Sections 303 and 317, to demolish three residential
units at the project site associated with 2000-2070 Bryant Street, subject to the following conditions
attached hereto as "EXHIBIT A" which is incorporated herein by reference as though fully set forth.
APPEAL AND EFFECTIVE DATE OF MOTION: Any aggrieved person may appeal this Conditional
Use Authorization to the Board of Supervisors within thirty (30) days after the date of this Motion No.
17820. The effective date of this Motion shall be the date of this Motion if not appealed (After the 30day period has expired) OR the date of the decision of the Board of Supervisors if appealed to the
Board of Supervisors. For further information, please contact the Board of Supervisors at (415) 5545184, City Hall, Room 244, 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, San Francisco, CA 94012.
Protest of Fee or Exaction: You may protest any fee or exaction subject to Government Code Section
66000 that is imposed as a condition of approval by following the procedures set forth in Government
Code Section 66020. The protest must satisfy the requirements of Government Code Section 66020(a) and
must be filed within 90 days of the date of the first approval or conditional approval of the development
referencing the challenged fee or exaction. For purposes of Government Code Section 66020, the date of
imposition of the fee shall be the date of the earliest discretionary approval by the City of the subject
development.
If the City has not previously given Notice of an earlier discretionary approval of the project, the
Planning Commission's adoption of this Motion, Resolution, Discretionary Review Action or the Zoning
Administrator's Variance Decision Letter- constitutes the approval or conditional approval of the
development and the City hereby gives NOTICE that the 90-day protest period under Government Code
Section 66020 has begun. If the City has already given Notice that the 90-day approval period has begun
for the subject development, then this document does not re-commence the 90-day approval period.

\I hrs:\~; Planning Commfofilon ADOPTED the foregomg Motion on June 2, 2016

~P.Ionin

r

Commission Secretary
AYES:

Antonini, Fong, Hillis, Johnson and Richards

NAYS:

MooreandWu

ABSENT:

None

ADOPTED:

June 2, 2016
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EXHIBIT A
AUTHORIZATION
This authorization is for a conditional use to allow the demolition of three residential units located at
2000 & 2028 Bryant Streets, pursuant to Planning Code Sections 303 and 317, within the UMU Zoning
District and a 68-X Height and Bulk District; in general conformance with plans, dated April 29, 2016, and
stamped "EXHIBIT B" included in the docket for Case No. 2013.0677CUA and subject to conditions of
approval reviewed and approved by the Commission on June 2, 2016 under Motion No. 19657. This
authorization and the conditions contained herein run with the property and not with a particular Project
Sponsor, business, or operator.

COMPLIANCE WITH OTHER REQUIREMENTS
The Conditions of Approval set forth in Exhibit A of Motion No. 19658, Case No. 2013.0677X (Large
Project Authorization under Planning Code Section 329) apply to this approval, and are incorporated
herein as though fully set forth, except as modified herein.

RECORDATION OF CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
Prior to the issuance of the building permit or commencement of use for the Project the Zoning
Administrator shall approve and order the recordation of a Notice in the Official Records of the Recorder
of the City and County of San Francisco for the subject property. This Notice shall state that the project is
subject to the conditions of approval contained herein and reviewed and approved by the Planning
Commission on June 2, 2016 under Motion No. 19657.

PRINTING OF CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL ON PLANS
The conditions of approval under the 'Exhibit A' of this Planning Commission Motion No. 19657 shall be
reproduced on the Index Sheet of construction plans submitted with the Site or Building permit
application for the Project. The Index Sheet of the construction plans shall reference to the Office
Development Authorization and any subsequent amendments or modifications.

SEVERABILITY
The Project shall comply with all applicable City codes and requirements. If any clause, sentence, section
or any part of these conditions of approval is for any reason held to be invalid, such invalidity shall not
affect or impair other remaining clauses, sentences, or sections of these conditions. This decision conveys
no right to construct, or to receive a building permit. "Project Sponsor" shall include any subsequent
responsible party.

CHANGES AND MODIFICATIONS
Changes to the approved plans may be approved administratively by the Zoning Administrator.
Significant changes and modifications of conditions shall require Planning Commission approval of a
new authorization.
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Conditions of Approval, Compliance, Monitoring, and Reporting

PERFORMANCE
Validity. The authorization and right vested by virtue of this action is valid for three (3) years from the
effective date of the Motion. The Department of Building Inspection shall have issued a Building Permit
or Site Permit to construct the project and/or commence the approved use within this three-year period.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, r.uww.sfplanning.org

Expiration and Renewal. Should a Building or Site Permit be sought after the three (3) year period has
lapsed, the project sponsor must seek a renewal of this Authorization by filing an application for an
amendment to the original Authorization or a new application for Authorization. Should the project
sponsor decline to so file, and decline to withdraw the permit application, the Commission shall conduct
a public hearing in order to consider the revocation of the Authorization. Should the Commission not
revoke the Authorization following the closure of the public hearing, the Commission shall determine the
extension of time for the continued validity of the Authorization.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, v.nuw.sfplanning.org

Diligent Pursuit. Once a site or Building Permit has been issued, construction must commence within the
timeframe required by the Department of Building Inspection and be continued diligently to completion.
Failure to do so shall be grounds for the Commission to consider revoking the approval if more than
three (3) years have passed since this Authorization was approved.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.sfplanning.org

Extension. All time limits in the preceding three paragraphs may be extended at the discretion of the
Zoning Administrator where implementation of the project is delayed by a public agency, an appeal or a
legal challenge and only by the length of time for which such public agency, appeal or challenge has
caused delay.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at· 415-575-6863, wicnv.sfplanning.org

Conformity with Current Law. No application for Building Permit, Site Permit, or other entitlement shall
be approved unless it complies with all applicable provisions of City Codes in effect at the time of such
approval.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.sfplanning.org

Additional Project Authorization. The Project Sponsor must obtain a project authorization under
Planning Code Section 329 for a Large Project Authorization with modifications to the requirements for
rear yard, open space, permitted obstructions over the street, ground floor ceiling height, off-street
loading and accessory use provisions for dwelling units, and satisfy all the conditions thereof. The

SAN FRANCISCO
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conditions set forth below are additional conditions required in connection with the Project. If these
conditions overlap with any other requirement imposed on the Project, the more restrictive or protective
condition or requirement, as determined by the Zoning Administrator, shall apply.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.sf-.
planning.org

Mitigation Measures. Mitigation measures described in the MMRP for the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan
EIR (Case No. 2013.0986E) attached as Exhibit Care necessary to avoid potential significant effects of the
proposed project and have been agreed to by the project sponsor.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, wu1w.sf-.
planning.org
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Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development
City and County of San Francisco

EdwinM.Lee
Mayor

Olson Lee
Director

May 12, 2016

Mr. Nick Podell
Nick Podell Company
22 Battery Street, Ste. 404
San Francisco, CA 94111
Re: 2070 Bryant Street Land Dedication

Dear Mr. Podell:
Pursuant to San Francisco Planning Code Section 419.5(a)(2), the Mayor's Office of Housing
and Community Development (MOHCD) conditionally accepts the dedication of 2070 Bryant
Street (Site) for affordable housing development from 2070 Bryant Street, JV LLC, an affiliate of
the Nick Podell Company (Sponsor). as satisfaction of inclusionary housing obligations
generated by the Sponsor's principal development project at 2000 Bryant Street.
As required by Section 419.5(a)(2) and MOHCD's Inclusionary Housing Procedures Manual,
MOH CD is in receipt of the following documents and information related to 2070 Bryant:

1) Preliminary title report
2) Site survey
3) Geotechnical Repo1t
4) Phase I Report
5) Phase 2 Rep01t
6) Cost Estimate for Mitigation of Hazardous Materials
7) Land Use Memo re: Existing Zoning, Occupancy and Use Restrictions
8) Fair market Value Appraisal
9) Infrastructure Study
10) Density Studies
11) Cost Studies
Based upon our review of the materials provided, the Site is suitable for affordable housing
development and meets the City's threshold regulatory requirements for a land dedication.
Conditions related to the land dedication include the following:

1 South Van Ness Avenue-Fifth Floor, San Francisco, CA 94103
Phone: (415) 701-5500 Fax: (415) 701-5501 TDD: (415) 701-5503 • www.sfmohcd.org
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1) Fee title interest to the Site must be conveyed clear of all title exceptions except those that

MOHCD in its sole discretion accepts.
2) The Sponsor shall secure CEQA clearance for the land dedication and proposed
affordable housing development at the Site.
3) The Sponsor shall establish an escrow accoW1t to pay for hazardous materials mitigation
at a cost to be confirmed by MOHCD and the Sponsor prior to Site conveyance. The
current estimated cost of the Site's remediation is $584,954.00.
4) The Sponsor shall demolish any existing structures on the Site at its own expense and

deliver the parcel vacant.
As authorized in MOHCD's Inclusionary Procedures Manual, the conditions stated above are not
intended to be exhaustive, and MOHCD and the Sponsor shall further refine the terms of the Site
transfer in a purchase and sale agreement after Sponsor succeeds in fully entitling the Site and
2000 Bryant Street.
We look forward to working with you on this development.
Sincerely yours,

&e.~~

Olson Lee
cc:

John Rahaim, Department of City Planning
Rich Sucre, Department of City Planning
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Carroll, John (BOS)
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

BOS Legislation, (BOS)
Friday, September 02, 2016 3:48 PM
BOS Legislation, (BOS); svettel@fbm.com; 'Linsey Perlov'; 'Nick Podell';
Rclistad@g mail. com; papadooloo@gmail.com; rzoia@sbcg lobal. net
rhowlettlaw@gmail.com; Givner, Jon (CAT); Stacy, Kate (CAT); Byrne, Marlena (CAT);
Sanchez, Scott (CPC); Jones, Sarah (CPC); Rodgers, AnMarie (CPC); Starr, Aaron (CPC);
Sucre, Richard (CPC); Thomas, Christopher (CPC); lonin, Jonas (CPC); BOS-Supervisors;
BOS-Legislative Aides; Calvillo, Angela (BOS); Somera, Alisa (BOS); Rahaim, John (CPC);
hestor@earthlink.net; Kern, Chris (CPC)
Appeal Responses - CEQA Exemption Determination and Conditional Use Authorization
Appeals - 2000-2070 Bryant Street Appeals - Hearing on September 13, 2016

Good afternoon,
The Office of the Clerk of the Board has received supplemental appeal documentation from the Project Sponsor and the
Planning Department, concerning the appeal of the Determination of Exemption from Environmental Review and
Conditional Use authorizations for the proposed project at 2000-2070 Bryant Street.
Planning Department Community Plan Exemption Appeal Response - September 2, 2016
Planning Department Conditional Use Appeal Response - September 2, 2016
Project Sponsor Combined Appeal Response - September 2, 2016
The appeal hearing for these matters is scheduled for a 3:00 p.m. special order before the Board on September 13,
2016.

I invite you to review the entire matter on our Legislative Research Center by following the links below:
Board of Supervisors File No. 160773 - Exemption Determination Appeal
Board of Supervisors File No. 160777 - Conditional Use Authorization Appeal
Thank you,
Brent Jalipa
Legislative Clerk
Board of Supervisors - Clerk's Office
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 554-7712 I Fax: (415) 554-5163
brent.jalipa@sfgov.org I www.sfbos.org

•

l/lf{;

Click here to complete a Board of Supervisors Customer Service Satisfaction form

Disclosures: Personal information that is provided in communications to the Board of Supervisors is subject to disclosure under the California Public
Records Act and the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal information provided will not be redacted. Members of the public are not required
to provide personal identifying information when they communicate with the Board of Supervisors and its committees. All written or oral
communications that members of the public submit to the Clerk's Office regarding pending legislation or hearings will be made available to all
members of the public for inspection and copying. The Clerk's Office does not redact any information from these submissions. This means that
personal information-including names, phone numbers, addresses and similar information that a member of the public elects to submit to the
Board and its committees-may appear on the Board of Supervisors' website or in other public documents that members of the public may inspect
or copy.
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1650 Mission St.
Suite 400

San Francisco,

Appeal of Community Plan Exe.mption

CA 94103-2479
Reception:

415.558.6378

2000 - 2070 Bryant Street Project

Fax:

415.558.6409
Planning
Information:

415.558.6377

DATE:

August 30, 2016

TO:

Angela Calvillo, Clerk of the Board of Supervisors

FROM:

Lisa M. Gibson, Acting Environmental Review Officer - (415) 575-9034
Chris Kem, Senior Planner - (415) 575-9037
Chris Thomas, Environmental Coordinator - (415) 575-9036

RE:

File No. 160773, Planning Department Case No. 2013.0677E - Appeal of the
Community: Plan Exemption for the 2000 - 2070 Bryant Street Project. Block/Lot:
4022/001, 002, and 021

PROJECT SPONSOR: Linsey Perlov, 2070 Bryant Street JV LLC
APPELLANT:

Peter Papadopoulos

HEARING DATE:

September 13, 2016

ATTACHMENTS:

A - July 5, 2016 appeal letter from Rachel Mansfield-Howlett
B - July 22, 2016 letter from Rose Zoia
C - Planning Commission Motion 19658 (Adoption)
D- Eastern Neighborhoods Capital Projects

INTRODUCTION
This memorandum and the attached documents are a response to the letter of appeal to the Board of
Supervisors (the Board) regarding the Planning Department's (the "Department") issuance of a
Community Plan Exemption (CPE) under the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plan Final

www.sfplanning.org
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Environmental Impact Report ("Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR or PEIR") 1 in compliance with the California

Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") for the 2000 - 2070 Bryant Street Project (the "Project").
The Department, pursuant to CEQA, the CEQA Guidelines, 14 Cal. Code of Reg. Sections 15000 et seq.,
and Chapter 31 of the San Francisco Administrative Code, determined that the Project is consistent with
the development density established by zoning, community plan, and general plan policies in the Eastern
Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans (the "Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans") project area, for
which a Programmatic EIR was certified, and issued the CPE on May 11, 2016. The Department
determined that the Project would not result in new significant environmental effects, or effects of greater
severity than were already analyzed and disclosed in the PEIR, and that the Project is therefore exempt
from further environmental review under CEQA in accordance with CEQA Section 210$3.3 and CEQA
Guidelines Section 15183.
The decision before the Board is whether to uphold the Planning Department's determination that the
Project is exempt from further environmental review pursuant to CEQA Section 21083.3 and CEQA
Guidelines Section 15183 and deny the appeal, or to overturn the Department's CPE determination for
the Project and return the CPE to the Department for additional environmental review.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The Project involves the demolition of seven existing buildings, merging of three lots into two parcels,
and construction of two new buildings and a 25-foot-wide east-west pedestrian mews between the two
buildings that would be publically accessible during daytime hours. The Project consists of a six-story,
68-foot-tall, approximately 203,656-gross-square-foot (gsf) mixed-use residential and commercial
building with a ground-level garage at 2000 Bryant Street (the north building) and a 100 percent
affordable eight-story, 85-foot-tall, approximately 127,983 gsf mixed-use residential and arts activity
building with a ground-level car-share garage at 2070 Bryant Street (the south building). In total, the
mixed-use buildings would provide 335 dwelling units (136 affordable dwelling units in the south
building and 196 market-rate and three affordable dwelling units in the north building), 7,007 gsf of
commercial retail space, 3,938 gsf of Production, Distribution and Repair (PDR) space, 6,947 gsf of arts
activity space, and approximately 26,800 sf of common useable open space in the form of courtyards,
rooftop terraces, and the pedestrian mews. The two ground-level garages, which would total
approximately 14,223 gsf would provide 84 off-street vehicle parking spaces, four car-share spaces, and
237 bicycle parking spaces. Approximately 7,911 cubic yards of soil to a depth of up to 14 feet below
grade for the foundation system and elevator pits, depending on the location on the site, will be
excavated. Plantings will be added to the adjacent sidewalks, along with street furniture, sidewalk

1

The Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plan Final EIR (Planning Department Case No. 2004.0160E), State Clearinghouse No.

2005032048) was certified by the Planning Commission on August 7, 2008. The pr()ject site is within the Eastern Neighborhoods

Rezoning and Area Plan project area.
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bicycle parking, and sidewalk bulbouts at various locations around the project site. At its hearing of June
2, 2016, the Planning Commission required the Project to increase the amount of PDR space from 3,938
gsf to 12,000 gsf, resulting in the reduction of the number of dwelling units in the north building from
199 to 194 and a reduction of commercial retail space from 7,007 gsf to about 5,000 gsf.

SITE DESCRIPTION
The rectangular project site is approximately 65,000 square feet (sf) in size (about 1.50 acres) and consists
of three lots bounded by 18th Street to the north, Bryant Street to the east, Florida Street to the west, and
existing one- to two-story buildings and a future six-story building (currently under construction) to the
south.
The project site is fully developed and occupied by the following buildings and uses:
•

Lot 001 contains a two-floor 2,640 gross-square-feet (gsf) wood building at 2000 - 2008 Bryant
Street with a ground-floor restaurant and a vacant second-floor residence; a two-floor, 4,480 gsf
building at 2010 - 2012 Bryant Street with an audio recording studio; a one-floor, 3,810 gsf wood
building at 2014 Bryant Street with a carpet and upholstery business; a two-floor, 3,540 gsf
architecture office at 2813 - 2815 18th Street; and a one-floor, 6,160 gsf automotive repair shop at
611 Florida Street consisting of wood frame/metal sided buildings.

•

Lot 002 contains a two-floor, 1,870 gsf wood frame residential building at 2028 - 2030 Bryant
Street with two vacant residential units.

•

Lot 021 contains a two-story, 50,000 gsf concrete and steel frame industrial building which
contains a machinist shop, theater rehearsal space (Irmermission), and the American
Conservatory Theater scene shop.

The existing buildings were constructed between 1892 and 1950, total about 72,500 gsf, and have Floor
Area Ratios (FARs) ranging from about 1.0:1to2.0:1. The local vicinity is a largely flat area of the Mission
District characterized by a mix of two- to five-story older and more recently constructed residential
buildings interspersed with one- to three-story buildings containing various production, distribution and
repair uses.

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW PROCESS
The original environmental evaluation application (Case No. 2013.0617E) for the Project was filed by the
sponsor, Linsey Perlov of 2070 Bryant Street JV LLC, on September 25, 2013. Revised environmental
evaluation applications were filed by Ms. Perlov on August 24, 2015 and March 23, 2016. 2

2

The revised CPE issued for the Project on May 11, 2016, rather than an earlier CPE issued on June 2, 2015, is the subject of this
appeal response. Please see page 2 of the Certificate of Exemption for a brief discussion of the project originally proposed in 2014.
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On May 11, 2016, the Department issued a CPE Certificate and Checklist, based on the following
determinations:
1.

The proposed project is consistent with the development density established for the project site in
the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans;

2.

The proposed project would not result in effects on the environment that are peculiar to the
project or the project site that were not identified as significant effects in the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR;

3.

The proposed project would not result in potentially significant off-site or cumulative impacts
that were not identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR;

4.

The proposed project would not result in significant effects, which, as a result of substantial new
information that was not known at the time the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR was certified,
would be more severe than were already analyzed and disclosed in the PEIR; and

5.

The project sponsor will undertake feasible mitigation measures specified in the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR to mitigate project-related significant impacts.

Approval of the Project was first considered by the Planning Commission on May 19, 2016, at which time
it was continued to June 2, 2016. On June 2, 2016, the Planning Commission adopted the CPE with
approval of the Project under Planning Code Section 329 (Large Project Authorization), which constituted
the Approval Action under Chapter 31 of the Administrative Code. A Conditional Use Authorization
was also approved under Planning Code Sections 303 and 307 for removal of the three existing
residential units.
On July 5, 2016, an appeal of the CPE determination (and adoption of a Conditional Use Authorization
for the Project) was filed by Rachel Mansfield-Howlett on behalf of Peter Papadopoulos. The three page
appeal letter from Ms. Mansfield-Howlett is included as Attachment A to this appeal response. Ms.
Mansfield-Howlett's letter also included 525 pages of materials which are provided with the appeal letter
on the cd disk ("Mansfield-Howlett_070516.pdf). On July 22, 2016 Ms. Rose Zoia submitted a twelve page
letter to the Board of Supervisors with additional comments in support of the Appeal. Ms. Zoia' s twelve
page letter is included as Attachment B to this Appeal Response. Ms. Zoia's twelve page letter also
included an additional 1,057 pages of materials which are also provided on the cd disk
("Zoia_072216.pdf").

CEQA GUIDELINES
Community Plan Exemptions
CEQA Section 21083.3 and CEQA Guidelines Section 15183 mandate that projects that are consistent with
the development density established by existing zoning, community plan or general plan policies for
which an EIR was certified, shall not require additional environmental review except as might be
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necessary to examine whether there are project-specific effects which are peculiar to the project or its site
and that were not disclosed as significant effects in the prior EIR. Guidelines Section 15183 specifies that
examination of environmental effects shall be limited to those effects that: a) are peculiar to the project or
parcel on which the project would be located; b) were not analyzed as significant effects in a prior EIR on
the zoning action, general plan or community plan with which the project is consistent; c) are potentially
significant off-site and cumulative impacts which were not discussed in the underlying EIR; or d) are
previously identified significant effects which, as a result of substantial information which was not
known at the time the EIR was certified, are determined to have a more severe adverse impact than that
discussed in the underlying EIR. Guidelines Section 15183(c) specifies that if an impact is not peculiar to
the parcel or to the proposed project, has been addressed as a significant effect in the prior EIR, or can be
substantially mitigated by the imposition of uniformly applied development policies or standards, then
an additional EIR need not be prepared for that project solely on the basis of that impact.
Significant Environmental Effects
In determining the significance of environmental effects caused by a project, CEQA Guidelines Section

15064(f) states that the decision as to whether a project may have one or more significant effects shall be
based on substantial evidence in the record of the lead agency. CEQA Guidelines 15604(£)(5) offers the
following guidance: Argument, speculation, unsubstantiated opinion or narrative, or evidence that is
/1

clearly inaccurate or erroneous, or evidence that is not credible, shall not constitute substantial evidence.
Substantial evidence shall include facts, reasonable assumption predicated upon facts, and expert
opinion supported by facts."

SAN FRANCISCO ADMINISTRATIVE CODE
Section 31.16(e)(3) of the Administrative Code states: "The grounds for appeal of an exemption
determination shall be limited to whether the project conforms to the requirements of CEQA for an
exemption."
San Francisco Administrative Code Section 31.16(b)(6) provides that in reviewing an appeal of a CEQA
decision, the Board of Supervisors "shall conduct its own independent review of whether the CEQA
decision adequately complies with the requirements of CEQA. The Board shall consider anew all facts,
evidence and issues related to the adequacy, accuracy and objectiveness of the CEQA decision, including,
but not limited to, the sufficiency of the CEQA decision and the correctness of its conclusions."

CONCERNS RAISED AND PLANNING DEPARTMENT RESPONSES:
The three-page appeal letter from Ms. Mansfield-Howlett (Attachment A to this appeal response)
incorporated separate letters from Spike Kahn and Fernando Marti, and a variety of studies and reports
in support of the appeal. These two letters are attached as Exhibit C to Ms. Mansfield-Howlett's appeal
letter and may be found on pages 179 through 186 of the pdf file named "Mansfield-Howlett_070516"
that is included on the cd disk. The extensive additional materials attached to Ms. Mansfield-Howlett's
appeal letter.are also included on Mansfield-Howlett pdf included on the cd disk. The three-page appeal
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letter contains seven bulleted items expressing the general bases for the appeal. These seven general
concerns are listed in order below as Concerns 1 through 6 (the fifth bulleted item is included under the
discussion for Concern 2).
Additional comments, reports and studies were received from Rose M. Zoia on July 22, 2016. Ms. Zoia's
twelve page letter is included as Attachment B to this appeal letter. The extensive reports and studies are
provided in the cd disk in the pdf file named "Zoia_072216." Ms. Zoia's comments, as well as the
concerns included in the letters incorporated into Ms. Mansfield-Howlett's appeal, are addressed in the
responses to the seven general concerns as appropriate.

Concern 1: The CEQA findings are inadequate and incomplete, fail to adequately describe the Project's
components and are not supported by substantial evidence.
Response 1: The CEQA findings adopted by the Planning Commission on June 2, 2016 as part of the
Commission's approval of the Large Project Authorization for the Project are not subject to appeal under San
Francisco Administrative Code Section 31.16(e)(3).
Per San Francisco Administrative Code Section 31.16(e)(3), the grounds for appeal of a CEQA exemption
determination are limited to whether the project conforms to the requirements of CEQA for an
exemption. The CEQA findings are a part of the Project approval action, which is not before the Board of
Supervisors in this appeal of the Community Plan Exemption. Regardless, neither state law nor Chapter
31 of the Administrative Code requires that any findings be made for an exemption determination,
including a Community Plan Exemption. Detailed CEQA findings are required to be made only when an
EIR has been prepared, there are significant unmitigated environmental impacts ·associated with the
project, and the agency decides to approve the project despite those impacts, pursuant to CEQA
Guidelines Section 15091.

Concern 2: The Project does not qualify for a Community Plan Exemption under Section 15183 of the CEQA
Guidelines and Public Resources Code Section 21083.3 because the approval is based upon an out of date
2008 EIR prepared for the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan and the EIR's analyses and determinations can
no longer be relied upon to support the claimed exemption in the areas of, inter alia, land use, consistency
with area plans and policies, recreation and open space, traffic and circulation, transit and transportation,
and cumulative impacts.
Response 2: The appeal does not identify new substantial information which was not known at the time the
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR was certified establishing that the Project would result in significant impacts
that were not discussed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR or in more severe adverse impacts than
discussed in the PEIR. Substantial changes have not occurred with respect to the circumstances under
which the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan has been undertaken such that a major revision of the Eastern
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Neighborhoods PEIR is required due to the involvement of new significant environmental effects or a
substantial increase in the severity of previously identified significant effects.
The Appellant and Ms. Zoia allege that the Department's determination to issue a CPE for the Project is
invalid because substantial changes have occurred with respect to the circumstances under which the
Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans were approved due to the involvement of new significant
environmental effects and a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified significant effects
in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR. Bullet five of Ms. Mansfield-Howlett's July 5, 2016 appeal letter,
states:
"Substantial changes in circumstances require major revisions to the Eastern
Neighborhoods Area Plan EIR due to the involvement of new significant environmental
effects and an increase in the severity of previously identified significant impacts; there is
new information of substantial importance that would change the conclusions set forth
in said EIR and the requirements of the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program."
On page 1 of her July 22, 2016, Ms. Zoia objects to the Project's approval
"utilizing a CPE based on an outdated Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan Program EIR
that is no longer viable because it has been exceeded in scope and pace in the areas of
housing development and loss of Production, Distribution and Repair uses (PDR). The
outdated EIR also does not account for significant and unforeseen changes in the areas of
direct, indirect, and cumulative population, housing and displacement and traffic
commutes and congestion."
Similar concerns are included in the April 27, 2016 letter from Spike Kahn to the Department
(incorporated into Ms. Mansfield-Howlett's appeal letter on pages 179 through 183). Impacts resulting
from these allegedly changed circumstances include various cumulative impacts associated with recent
and future development in the Mission District, including social and economic impacts leading to
displacement of socio-economically disadvantaged residents and local businesses (particularly in the
Mission District), loss of PDR space, and significant issues related to parking and traffic.
In order to provide context for the response to these concerns, a brief review of the Eastern

Neighborhoods PEIR and discussion of CEQA's requirements for when a certified EIR must be revised is
provided before addressing the appeal's concerns with significant new environmental effects and
increased severity of significant effects that were previously identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods
PEIR.
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR and the Project CPE
As discussed on pages 4 and 5 of the CPE Certificate, The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR is a
comprehensive programmatic report that presents an analysis of the environmental effects of
7
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implementation of the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans, as well as the potential impacts
under several proposed alternatives. According to CEQA Guidelines Section 15168, a program EIR:
... is an EIR which may be prepared on a series of actions that can be characterized as
one large project and are related either: (1) geographically; (2) as logical parts in the
chain of contemplated actions; (3) in connection with issuance of rules, regulations,
plans, or other general criteria to govern the conduct of a continuing program; or (4) as
individual activities carried out under the same authorizing statutory or regulatory
authority and having generally similar environmental effects which can be mitigated in
similar ways.
Use of a program EIR: (1) provides an occasion for a more exhaustive consideration of effects and
alternatives than would be practical in an EIR on an individual action; (2) ensures consideration of
cumulative impacts that might be slighted in a case-by-case analysis; (3) avoids duplicative
reconsideration of basic policy considerations; (4) allows the Lead Agency to consider broad policy
alternatives and program-wide mitigation measures at an early time when the agency has greater
flexibility to deal with basic problems or cumulative impacts; and (5) allows reduction in paperwork.
Subsequent activities in the program must be examined in the light of the program EIR to determine
whether an additional environmental document must be prepared.
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR evaluated three rezoning alternatives, two community-proposed
alternatives which focused largely on the Mission District, and a "No Project" alternative. The alternative
selected, or the Preferred Project, represents a combination of Options B and C. The Planning
Commission adopted the Preferred Project after fully considering the environmental effects of the
Preferred Project and the various scenarios discussed in the PEIR.
As discussed on page 15 of the CPE Checklist, the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR identified significant
impacts related to land use, transportation, cultural resources, shadow, noise, air quality, and hazardous
materials. Additionally, the PEIR identified significant cumulative impacts related to land use,
transportation, and cultural resources. Mitigation measures were identified that reduced all impacts to
less than significant, except for those related to land use (cumulative impacts on PDR use), transportation
(program-level and cumulative traffic impacts at nine intersections; program-level and cumulative transit
impacts on seven SFMTA lines), cultural resources (cumulative impacts from demolition of historical
resources), and shadow (program-level impacts on parks).
Individual development projects, like the. proposed project, that would be implemented under the
Eastern Neighborhoods Plan are required to undergo project-level environmental review to determine if
they would result in additional impacts specific to the development proposal, the project site, and if the
proposed development would be within the development projections and the 20-year timeframe that the
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR analyzes, so as to assess whether additional environmental review is
required. The Project was therefore evaluated under a CPE Checklist pursuant to CEQA Guidelines
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Section 15183, which provides an exemption from environmental review for projects that are consistent
with the development density established by the zoning, community plan or general plan policies for
which an EIR was certified, except as might be necessary to examine whether there are project-specific
effects which are peculiar to the project or its site.
The CPE Checklist fully described the proposed project (consistent with CEQA Guidelines Section
15124), its environmental setting (consistent with CEQA Guidelines Section 15125), and its potential
impacts to the environment (consistent with CEQA Guidelines Section 15126). Consistent with CEQA
Guidelines Section 15183, the CPE Checklist evaluated whether the proposed project would result in
significant impacts that: (1) are peculiar to the project or project site; (2) were not identified as significant
project-level, cumulative, or off-site effects in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR; or (3) are previously
identified significant effects, which as a result of substantial new information that was not known at the
time that the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR was certified, are determined to have a more severe adverse
impact than discussed in the PEIR.
Impacts to the environment that might result with implementation of the Project were analyzed in the
CPE Checklist according to the project's potential impacts upon the specific setting for each
environmental topic, clearly stated significance criteria, and substantial evidence in the form of topicspecific analyses. Consistent with CEQA Guidelines Section 15130, the CPE Checklist also includes
analysis of the proposed project's potential cumulative impacts for each environmental topic. The CPE
Checklist determined that the proposed project would not have a significant impact that was not
previously identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR for all CEQA Guidelines Appendix G
environmental topics. The CPE Checklist incorporated seven Mitigation Measures from the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR to avoid impacts previously identified in the PEIR with regard to archeological
resources, noise, air quality, and hazardous materials.
The CPE determination prepared for the Project evaluates its potential project-specific environmental
effects and incorporates by reference information contained in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR. Projectspecific studies related to transportation, noise, air quality, wind and hazardous materials were prepared
for the Project to determine if it would result in any significant environmental impacts that were not
identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR. As indicated above under Environmental Review Process,
above, no such impacts were found.
CEQA Guidelines Section 15162 (Subsequent EIRs and Negative Declarations)
As a general matter, the circumstances under which a subsequent or supplemental EIR must be prepared
for an EIR that has been certified for a project such as the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans are
provided by CEQA Guidelines Section 15162(a), which states:
a)

When an EIR hqs been certified or a negative declaration adopted for a project, no
subsequent EIR shall be prepared for that project unless the lead agency determines, on
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the basis of substantial evidence in the light of the whole record, one or more of the
following:
1) Substantial changes are proposed in the project which will require major revisions of
the previous EIR or negative declaration due to the involvement of new significant
environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified
significant effects;
2) Substantial changes occur with respect to the circumstances under which the project
is undertaken which will require major revisions of the previous EIR or Negative
Declaration due to the involvement of new significant environmental effects or a
substantial increase in the severity of previously identified significant effects; or
3)

New information of substantial importance, which was not known and could not
have been known with the exercise of reasonable diligence at the time the previous
EIR was certified as complete or the Negative Declaration was adopted, shows any
of the following:
A

The project will have one or more significant effects not discussed in the
previous EIR or negative declaration;

B. Significant effects previously examined will be substantially more severe than
shown in the previous EIR;
C. Mitigation measures or alternatives previously found not to be feasible would in

fact be feasible, and would substantially reduce one or more significant effects of
the project, but the project proponents decline to adopt the mitigation measure
or alternative; or
D. Mitigation measures or alternatives which are considerably different from those
analyzed in the previous EIR would substantially reduce one or more significant
effects on the environment, but the project proponents decline to adopt the
mitigation measure or alternative.
Concern 2 alleges that substantial changes with respect to the circumstances under which the Eastern
Neighborhoods Area Plans has been undertaken have occurred, including growth that has exceeded that
which was considered in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR, the pace of that growth, and impacts
associated with displacement of existing residents and businesses. Concern 2 also alleges that there have
been substantial increases in the severity of previously identified significant effects including (as noted
above), in relation to traffic, parking, air quality and loss of PDR space. These concerns are responded to
as follows:
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Population and Housing
As evidence that the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR is out of date, Ms. Zoia states on page 3 of her letter to
the Board of Supervisors Attachment B):
"The EIR projections for housing, including this project and those in the pipeline, have
been exceeded when cumulative impacts are considered, i.e., "past, present, and
reasonably foreseeable probable future projects." (Guidelines, § 15355) The projections
for the Mission show 2,451 units built or in the pipeline, which is in excess of the number
of units in the Preferred Project, as well as Options A, B and C from the EIR (Mission
Projects Completed or Under Environmental Review 2008 to 2/23/16 (Planning
Department Data, Exhibit Section A)."
The status of development and population growth under in the Eastern Neighborhoods Plans and the
Mission Plan Area as of February 23, 2016 is discussed under "Changes in the Physical Environment" on
pages 17 and 18 of the CPE Checklist. The discussion begins by noting that the Eastern Neighborhoods
PEIR projected that implementation of the Eastern Neighborhoods Plans could result in an increase of
approximately 7,400 to 9,900 net dwelling units and 3,200,000 to 6,600,000 square feet of net nonresidential space (excluding PDR loss) through the year 2025, resulting in a total population increase of
approximately 23,900 to 33,000 people. As of February 23, 2016, projects containing 9,749 dwelling units
and 2,807,952 square feet of non-residential space (excluding PDR loss) have completed, approved or are
proposed to complete environmental review within the Eastern Neighborhoods plan areas,
corresponding to an overall population increase of approximately 23,760 to 25,330 persons were all
proposed projects approved and completed. Of the 9,749 dwelling units that are under review or have
completed environmental review, building permits have been pulled for 4,829 dwelling units, 3 or
approximately 50 percent of those units (information is not available regarding building permit nonresidential square footage). Thus, completed units are well below the PEIR projection.
The discussion continues on page 18 of the CPE Checklist, noting that the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR
projected that implementation of the Mission Area Plan could result in an increase of 800 to 2,100 net
dwelling units and 700,000 to 3,500,000 sf of non-residential space (excluding PDR loss), corresponding to
an overall population increase of approximately 4,720 to 12,210 persons. As of February 23, 2016, projects
containing 2,451 dwelling units and 355,842 square feet of non-residential space (excluding PDR loss),
including the 2000-2070 Bryant project, had been completed, approved or are proposed to complete
environmental review within the Mission Plan Area, corresponding to an overall population increase of

3

This number includes all units approved under CEQA for projects anticipated by the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR (including

CPEs and other types of CEQA documents). Once a project has been approved under CEQA, the building permit process must still
be completed. When used in the context of a building permit, the term "pulled" encompasses the different levels of review a permit
undergoes from when it is filed (application accepted) to complete (project has been constructed). According to Current Planning
staff, projects that are under construction can take up to two years before they are completed and ready for occupancy.
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.8,765 to 10,650 persons. Of the 2,451 dwelling units that are under review or have completed
environmental review, building permits have been pulled for 1,340 dwelling units, or approximately 55
percent of those units, well below the PEIR projection. Although the number of foreseeable dwelling
units in the Mission Area Plan may exceed the range of development anticipated by the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR by approximately 350 dwelling units, should all proposed projects be approved
and completed, the total amount of non-residential space is well below the maximum evaluated in the
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR, as is the overall population increase. The CPE correctly concluded (on
page 18 of the Checklist) as follows:
"In summary, projects proposed within the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan Areas have not

exceeded the overall population growth that was projected in the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR; therefore, foreseeable growth within the plan areas do not present
substantial new information that was not known at the time of the PEIR and would not
result in new significant environmental impacts or substantially more severe adverse
impacts than discussed in the PEIR."
As pointed out on page 18 of the CPE Checklist, the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR utilized growth
projections to analyze the physical environmental impacts that could result from development under the
Eastern Neighborhoods Plan on Land Use; Population, Housing, Business Activity, and Employment;
Transportation; Noise; Air Quality; Parks, Recreation, and Open Space; Utilities/Public Services; and
Water. Nowhere in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR is it stated or inferred that the projections were
intended as a cap or limit to growth within the areas that would be subject to the Eastern Neighborhoods
Plans. The growth projections were based upon the best estimates available at the time the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR was prepared. Regardless, and as discussed below, growth under the Eastern
Neighborhoods Plans to date has not exceeded the growth projections used in the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR.
Pace of Development
Ms. Zoia also asserts that growth in the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan area has occurred at a pace not
anticipated by the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR such that significant and unforeseen changes in the areas
of direct, indirect, and cumulative population, housing and displacement and traffic commutes and
congestion have occurred. 4 The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR impact analyses were not based on any
anticipated pace or phasing of growth (or loss of PDR space). The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR is a
comprehensive programmatic environmental document that identifies the potential environmental
impacts associated with the type and intensity of development that is projected to occur under the area

4

As evidence of changed circumstances, Ms. Zoia cites (on page 1 of her July 22, 2016 letter included as Attachment B) an "outdated

Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan Program EIR that is no longer viable because it has been exceeded in scope and pace in the areas
of housing development and loss of Production, Distribution and Repair uses."
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plans, including the Mission Area Plan, and within the plan area boundaries, including the project site
boundaries, over an approximate 20-year timeframe regardless of the pace of that development. In
general, a program EIR is effective for the entire planning horizon identified in the associated plan,
unless conditions substantially change such that the information or analysis provided in the EIR is no
longer valid. In this case, the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR evaluated the impacts of development in the
Plan Area that could occur through the year 2025.
As discussed above, individual development projects that are consistent with the development density
provided under the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan are exempt from environmental review except to
determine if they would result in significant impacts specific to the development proposal or the project
site that were not identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.
Loss of PDR
The Appeal includes several references to the loss of PDR at rates and amounts not anticipated by the
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR. On page 5 of her July 22, 2016 letter to the Board of Supervisors
(Attachment B), Ms. Zoia states:
"Similarly, the loss of PDR including projects in the pipeline has exceeded the ElR's 25year pace by 178% for the Eastern Neighborhoods, and by 186% for the Mission (Eastern
Neighborhoods PDR Loss, Planning Data, April 5, 2016, Exhibit Section C). This
proposed market rate project will eradicate another 44,000 square feet of PDR use. The
proposed meager 12,000 square feet of PDR space will do little to mitigate the impact."
Again, the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR did not analyze the potential land use impacts upon PDR
according to a rate of loss. The loss of PDR space resulting from implementation of the Eastern
Neighborhoods Plans was found to be a significant and unavoidable impact in the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR. The Project's contribution to loss of PDR space is disclosed under Topic l(b) of the
CPE Checklist, which provides an analysis of the anticipated loss of PDR evaluated in the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR on page 20, observing that the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR analyzed a range of
potential rezoning options and considered the effects of losing between approximately 520,000 to
4,930,000 square feet of PDR space in the Plan Area through the 2025 (compared to an estimated loss of
approximately 4,620,000 square feet of PDR space in the Plan Area under the No Project alternative). As
of February 23, 2016, projects resulting in the removal of 1,715,001 and 273;073 net square feet of PDR
space within the Eastern Neighborhoods and Mission Plan areas, respectively, have completed or are
proposed to complete environmental review. Therefore, the potential loss of PDR space from
development completed and proposed since adoption of the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan is well within
the range assumed in the PEIR of 520,000 to 4,930,000 square feet. Moreover, neither the Eastern
Neighborhoods Area Plans nor the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR caps the conversion of PDR at 4,930,000
square feet. The loss of 520,000 to 4,930,000 square feet of PDR loss assumed in the PEIR is a projection
that the Planning Department used to evaluate whether adoption of the Phm would have a significant
impact on land use. The validity of the PEIR does not depend on actual build out under the adopted plan
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precisely tracking with the growth projections underlying the analysis. For the purposes of CEQA, it is
sufficient that the PEIR disclosed that adoption of the plan would have a significant and unavoidable
cumulative impact on land use due to the loss of PDR space. The loss of PDR space was the central issue
of the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR and adoption of the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans. It was the
subject of substantial public comment and review, and of lengthy public hearings before the Planning
Commission and the Board of Supervisors. Even if PDR loss exceeded the projections used to evaluate
land use impacts in the PEIR, which is not the case, it would not follow that major revisions to the
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR would be required in order to inform the public and decision-makers about
the impacts of the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans on land use due to the loss of PDR.
Of the Project's contribution to this cumulative PDR loss, the CPE Checklist discussion correctly
concludes: "The proposed loss of 53,565 gsf of existing PDR uses represents a considerable contribution
to the cumulative loss of PDR space analyzed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR, but would not result
in significant impacts that were not identified or a more severe adverse impact than analyzed in the
PEIR." In addition, in approving the Project, the Planning Commission required an additional 8,000
square feet of replacement PDR space in the Project, such that the proposed loss of PDR space is
approximately 45,565 square feet, somewhat less than analyzed in the CPE Checklist. As stated above,
the losses of PDR to date are fully anticipated by the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR. Therefore, the
Appellant and Ms. Zoia are incorrect in asserting that the loss of PDR or the pace of PDR loss to date
constitutes an increase in the impact associated with the loss of PDR anticipated by the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR.
The Appellant also includes an informational document regarding the importance of PDR as a source of
well-paid employment and an important contributor to San Francisco's and the Mission District's
diversity and unique character. 5 However, these features do not implicate an environmental impact
beyond their relationship with the loss of PDR space that will occur with the implementation of the
Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans and the Project - an impact that is disclosed in the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR.
Finally, the Project will provide approximately 12,000 sf of PDR space in the north building and 6,900 sf
of artist space in the south building.
Housing Prices, Changing Economic Conditions and Displacement
In support of their contention that the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR is out of date, the Appellant asserts

that the high cost of housing and consequent displacement of residents and businesses represent

5

See "Urban Manufacturing: An Equity Engine," SF Made and Citi Community Development, No Date (pages 189 through 193 of Ms.

Mansfield-Howlett's appeal letter included on the cd disk).
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substantial changes to the circumstances considered in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR. On pages 4 and
5 of her July 22, 2016 letter (Attachment B) to the Board of Supervisors, Ms. Zoia states:
"This project approval represents the first major project of roughly 50 projects in the
pipeline of projects proposed in the Mission, bringing more than 2,000 luxury housing
units to the Mission. In the aggregate, these projects will have significant detrimental
impacts."
Ms. Zoia provides a bullet list of eight items as evidence of changing demographics and economic
conditions in the Eastern Neighborhoods and Mission Plan areas purported to represent changed
circumstances not considered by the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR (see pages 4 and 5 of Ms. Zoia's letter
included as Attachment B). On pages 6 and 7 Ms. Zoia then makes a connection between the "skyrocketing of housing rental prices" and the displacement of current residents by far wealthier renters and
owners with longer commutes and increased transportation impacts:
"The EIR did not take into account the disparate impact on racial minorities and lowerincome residents displaced by market rate gentrification and forced to relocate and
commute long distances daily. It did not discuss or anticipate the proliferation of new
tech shuttles, the rise of reverse commutes out of the city, nor San Francisco's
internationally recognized displacement crisis which has resulted in long commutes for
the newly displaced."
A number of studies and reports are attached to Ms. Zoia' s letter relating to gentrification and
displacement in the Mission District 6 and to issues such as the health effects of gentrification/ the effects
of long-distance commuting, 8 and an examination as to whether wealthier individuals own more cars
and drive more. 9

6

For example, "Potential Effects of Limiting Market-Rate Housing in the Mission," City and County of San Francisco, Office of the

Controller, September 10, 2015 (pages 27 through 67 of Ms. Zoia's letter on the cd disk); "Displacement in the Mission District," City
and County of San Francisco Board of Supervisors, Budget and Legislative Analyst, October 27, 2015 (pages 68 through 111); and
"Case Study on Gentrification and Displacement Pressures in the Mission District of San Francisco, CA," Center for Community

Innovation, University of California, Berkeley, June 2015 (pages 134 through 172).
7
For example, "Health Effects of Gentrification," Center for Disease Control and Prevention, No Date (pages 200 through 203 of Ms.
Zoia's letter on the cd disk) and "The Public Health Costs of Traffic Congestion," Harvard School of Public Health, 2010 (pages 432
through 450).

8 For example, "Bay Area workers commuting from edges of 'megaregion,' new report says," The Mercury News, June 30, 2016 (pages 410
through 412 of Ms. Zoia's letter on the cd disk) and "Transit Oriented Development and Affordable Housing," Association of Bay Area
Governments, No Date (pages 511through562).
9

"Why Creating and Preserving Affordable Homes Near Transit is a Highly Effectit>e Climate Protection Strategy," California Housing
Partnership Corporation, No Date (pages 495 through 510 of Ms. Zoia's letter on the cd disk).
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In her April 27, 2016 letter to the Planning Department Spike Kahn (see pages 179 through 183 of the pdf

file "Mansfield-Howlett_070516" on the cd disk) also asserts (among other issues discussed elsewhere in
this Appeal Response) that an "infusion of new residents - most notably economically well-heeled in
what is otherwise a working class neighborhood" results in displacement of existing residents and
business, citing a number of benefits associated with local, community-serving businesses and
nonprofits. She refers to the loss of PDR space that will occur with the Project in the context of
displacement:
"The proposed project developer plans on building just 3983 sq ft of PDR space although he claims he will be replacing 11,000 sq ft, only 3983 will be built in his plan and has not committed to renting this space out at affordable rates comparable to the
PDR space that is now gone. We are not talking about empty warehouses, work sent off
shore and long abandoned. This was a thriving block only 1 year ago, before the
evictions and displacement by this developer began."
Ms. Kahn notes that these businesses "clearly constitute 'physical conditions' which are of 'historic or
aesthetic significance' and therefore merit consideration under CEQA. Citing CEQA Guidelines Section
15064(e) (referred to as 15604(e) in her letter), Ms. Kahn argues: "Should the project proceed, it will cause
significant economic and social changes in the immediate area that will result in physical changes,
including impacts on air quality, traffic and transportation, as well as negative impacts on the Cultural
11

District."
Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Sections 15131 and 15064(e), economic impacts are separate from
environmental impacts and generally not studied in environmental analyses unless there is substantial
evidence of related physical impacts on the environment. Section 15064(e) states in part:
Economic and social changes resulting from a project shall not be treated as significant
effects on the environment. Economic or social changes may be used, however, to
determine that a physical change shall be regarded as a significant effect on the
environment. Where a physical change is caused. by economic or social effects of a
project, the physical change may be regarded as a significant effect in the same manner
as any other physical change resulting from the project.
Substantial evidence is not provided in the Appeal as to how and in what way displacement results in a
physical impact on the Project's environmental setting. Nor is substantial evidence provided to support
the assertion that the development of new housing units pursuant to the Eastern Neighborhoods or
Mission Area Plans are causing displacement. In particular, the Appellant and Ms. Zoia do not establish a
causal link between gentrification and displacement and the Project, or to a significant environmental
impact that would result with implementation of the Project that was not previously considered in the
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR. Regardless, Ms. Kahn alleges that impacts upon air quality, traffic and
transportation will result. The Project's potential impacts with regard to each of these topics are analyzed
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in the CPE Checklist on the basis of information and data prepared by qualified consultants and Ms.
Kahn provides no substantial evidence to support her claim. Mitigation measures from the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR have been required as determined appropriate.
In regards to Ms. Kahn's comment that displaced businesses merit consideration under CEQA, the CPE
Checklist provides a complete analysis of the effects of removing the existing structures at the project site,
including potential impacts with regards to demolition and hazardous materials, loss of historic
resources, and construction traffic, air quality and noise. The CPE imposed mitigation measures from the
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR as appropriate for control of toxic air contaminant emissions from
construction equipment and hazardous materials during and after demolition.
Finally, Section IV.D of the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR provides an analysis of potential impacts
related to population, housing, business activity and employment according to whether the rezoning
options would:
•

Induce substantial growth or concentration of population,

•

Displace a large number of people (involving either housing or employment), or

•

Create a substantial demand for additional housing in San Francisco, or substantially reduce the
housing supply.

As discussed above, the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR notes that economic or social effects of a project are
not treated as significant effects on the environment unless social or economic changes brought about by
a project result in substantial adverse physical changes. The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR evaluates the
potential of the proposed rezoning options to displace existing residents and businesses (see pages 243
through 249 of the PEIR). On page 249, the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR concludes that "the increase in
population that would be expected to occur as a secondary effect of the proposed rezoning and adoption
of the proposed area plans would not, in itself result in adverse physical effects, and would serve to
advance some key City policy objectives ... " With regard to residential displacement, the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR states on page 250 that
"none of the proposed project options would directly result in displacement of
residents ... each of the proposed rezoning options would result in less displacement as a
result of housing demand than otherwise expected under the No-Project scenario,
because the addition of more new housing in the Eastern neighborhoods would provide
some relief for housing market pressures without directly affecting existing residents."
With regards to the displacement of businesses, the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR similarly concludes on
page 250 that
"none of the proposed project options would directly result in displacement of
businesses or employment. However, all of the proposed rezoning options would reduce
the land supply otherwise available under existing zoning and No-Project conditions for
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PDR uses, contributing to eventual displacement of some existing PDR business activity
and employment."
Thus, the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR disclosed potential impacts with regards to residential and
business displacement with the rezoning options but determined they would be less-than-significant in
terms of the three criteria noted above.

In her April 27, 2016 letter to the Planning Department (see page 183 of the Mansfield-Howlett pdf on the

cd disk), Ms. Kahn states:
"Traffic and parking are also a significant issue. The project site is on Bryant Street, a
major thoroughfare used by the increasing commuter shuttle buses, UCSF shuttle, and
the 27 Bryant MUNI buses that criss-cross Bryant St. The addition of 196 new
households, along with the hundreds of units in the pipeline will significantly increase
traffic along these corridors, and exacerbate parking in the neighborhood. The
Department should also consider alternative measures for mitigation of these impacts."
On page 7 of her July 22, 2016 letter to the Board of Supervisors (Attachment B) Ms. Zoia states:

"There are also substantial traffic and transportation impacts not foreseen in the EIR. It is
no surprise that the EIR was unable to foresee significant changes to travel conditions in
2016 because it used a baseline based on a series of land use and growth studies written
in2002."
As discussed above, Ms. Zoia proceeds to note several "transportation scenarios" not anticipated by the
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR, including "sky-rocketing" residential rental prices, high rates of evictions,
"an influx of unanticipated luxury renters" who allegedly drive more miles per day, and the effects of
displaced local residents who now must "commute back into the city to continue their former lives at
work and taking their children to school." No substantial evidence was presented in support of these
allegations.
The travel demand analysis methodology employed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR is provided on
pages 267 through 269 of the PEIR. Briefly, the analysis relied upon the San Francisco County
Transportation Authority (SFCTA) countywide travel demand forecasting model to develop forecasts for
development and growth under the No Project and three zoning options (A, Band C) through the year
2025 in the Eastern Neighl:Jorhoods study area. This approach took into account both future development
expected within the boundary of the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans and the expected growth in
housing and employment for the remainder of San Francisco and the nine-county Bay Area. As Ms. Zoia
points out, the analysis was based on assumptions about future land uses (that is, anticipated
development) that were prepared by the Planning Department as part of its 2002 Land Use Allocation
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forecasting process, the same forecasting effort that was the basis for the three rezoning options. Growth
forecasts were prepared for each traffic analysis zone (or TAZ) in the Eastern Neighborhoods study area
and the remainder of the City. As the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR points out on page 268,
"[n]o separate cumulative model run was undertaken, because, as noted, the 2025
forecasts developed by the Planning Department include growth in the remainder of San
Francisco, as well as in the rest of the Bay Area. Thus, each rezoning option effectively is
[sic] represents a different cumulative growth scenario for the year 2025, including
growth from development that would occur with implementation of the proposed
Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans, as well as other, non-projectgenerated growth accounted for in the 2025 No-Project scenario."
As pointed out on page 7 of the CPE Certificate for the Project, significant and unavoidable impacts were
identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR for transportation and circulation (specifically, traffic and
transit). 10 Ms. Zoia provides no evidence that traffic conditions in the area of the Project today represent
"changed circumstances" necessitating a subsequent or supplemental EIR for the Eastern Neighborhoods
Area Plans, nor does she identify specific transportation and circulation impacts that would result from
the Project that were not already analyzed in the PEIR.
As stated on page 30, the Project's potential impacts with respect to transportation and circulation were
analyzed consistent with the Planning Department's 2002 Transportation Impacts Analysis Guidelines for
Environmental Review and presented in a comprehensive Transportation Impact Study (see footnote 28
on page 30). The potential transportation and circulation impacts of the Project are evaluated under Topic
4 of the CPE Checklist (pages 25 through 32). As discussed on page 19, 26 and of the CPE Checklist, the
City (with the Planning Commission's adoption of resolution 19579 on March 3, 2016) no longer considers
automobile delay, as described solely by level of service or similar measures of vehicular capacity or
traffic congestion, to be a significant impact on the environment under CEQA. Consistent with resolution
19579, the CPE Checklist provides an analysis of the Project's anticipated project-specific and cumulative
contribution to Vehicle Miles Travelled (VMT) and induced automobile travel. In both instances, the
analysis determined that the Project would not result in a significant project-specific or cumulative impact.
Similarly and as also discussed on page 19 of the CPE Checklist (under Aesthetics and Parking), the
Project qualifies as an infill project: it is in a transit priority area, it is on an infill site, and it is a rrrixed-use
residential project. Consistent with CEQA Section 21099, aesthetics and parking are not considered as
significant environmental effects for infill projects.
The Transportation and Circulation section provides a comprehensive analysis of the Project's anticipated
trip generation and its potential effects on transit, pedestrians, bicyclists, loading, and construction traffic.

10

In other words, the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR did anticipate significant and unavoidable impacts related to traffic congestion

and transit (see pages S-17 through S-22).
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The analysis is based upon the Transportation Impact Study (TIS) prepared for the proposed project (see
footnote 28 on page 30) and is consistent with the Planning Department's Transportation Impact Analysis
Guidelines for Environmental Review (SF Guidelines) and the analysis and conclusions presented in the
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR. On the basis of the substantial evidence provided by the TIS and an analysis
of the Project's potential transportation and circulation effects in relation to the Eastern Neighborhoods
PEIR, the CPE Checklist concluded (on page 32) that the Project "would not result in significant impacts
that were not identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR related to transportation and circulation and
would not contribute considerably to cumulative transportation and circulation impacts that were
identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR."
Ms. Zoia's contention that the CPE is flawed because the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR did not consider
traffic and transportation effects resulting from displacement is not based upon substantial evidence; the
various reports and studies included with Ms. Zoia' s letter do not provide specific analysis connecting
displacement in the Mission District with observable traffic and transportation effects (noting again that
traffic congestion is no longer considered an impact under CEQA).
Conclusion
On page 7 of her July 22, 2016 submittal to the Board Clerk (Attachment B), Ms. Zoia states: "The CPE

cannot be approved because Planning has no objective criteria to determine when CPEs cannot be
approved under the EIR." This is incorrect. The Planning Department properly relies upon CEQA
Guidelines Section 15183 to determine if additional environmental review is required for projects that are
consistent with the development density established under existing zoning, community plans, or general
plan policies, including the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan, for which an EIR was certified. In accordance
with this provision of the CEQA Guidelines, additional environmental review shall not be required for
such projects except as might be necessary to examine whether there are project-specific significant
effects which are peculiar to the project or its site. As established in the CPE Checklist, the Project would
not result in significant effects which are peculiar to the project or its site that were not previously
disclosed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.
The Appellant and Ms. Zoia do not provide substantial evidence to support their contention that there
are substantial changes in circumstances which require major revisions to the Eastern Neighborhoods
PEIR due to the involvement of new significant environmental effects or a substantial increase in the
severity of previously identified environmental effects. There are no substantial changes to the Eastern
Neighborhoods Plans, substantial changes with respect to the circumstances which were analyzed by the
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR, or new information of substantial importance such that a new, subsequent
or supplemental EIR would be required pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15162. The Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR did consider the effects of displacement of residents and businesses as a result of
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the rezoning options considered and found those impacts to be less-than-significant. 11 Contrary to the
Appellant's and Ms. Zoia's assertion, growth and the pace of growth in both the Eastern Neighborhoods
and Mission Plan areas (as measured by dwelling units and population) do not represent or implicate a
new significant environmental effect or increased severity of an environmental effect analyzed in the
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR such that a subsequent or supplemental document would have to be
prepared pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15162(a)(l). Nor does the discussion presented in the
CPE regarding growth represent "new information of substantial importance" pursuant .to CEQA
Guidelines Section 15162(a)(3).

Concern 3: The claimed community benefits of the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan, outlined in the 2008
PEIR, its approvals and the Statement of Overriding Considerations, have not been fully funded,
implemented, or are underperforming and the determinations and findings for the Project that rely on the
claimed benefits to override impacts outlined in the PEIR are not supported. The City should have conducted
Project level review based upon up to date data and the actual community benefits that have accrued since
the adoption of the 2008 and has not.
Response 3: The Appellant's contentions concerning community benefits are not valid grounds for an appeal
of the CPE because they do not demonstrate that the Project would result in significant effects which are
peculiar to the project or its site that were not disclosed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.
As stated above, CEQA Section 21083.3 and CEQA Guidelines Section 15183 mandate that projects that
are consistent with the development density established under existing zoning, community plans, or
general plan policies for which an EIR was certified shall not require additional environmental review
except as might be necessary to examine whether there are project-specific significant effects which are
peculiar to the project or its site. The Appellant's contentions concerning the funding and implementation
of community benefits do not demonstrate that the project would result in significant effects which are
peculiar to the project or its site that were not disclosed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR. Therefore,
these contentions do not form a valid ground for an appeal of the determination that the project qualifies
for a CPE. As such, the following discussion about the status of the community benefits identified in the
CEQA findings and Statement of Overriding Consideration for the adoption of the Eastern
Neighborhoods Area Plans is provided for informational purposes.
The Appellant does not specify which community benefits "have not been fully funded, implemented or
are underperforming ... " or which findings and determinations for the Project "rely on the claimed
benefits to override impacts outlined in the PEIR." Regardless, as the following discussion indicates,
community benefits are being provided under the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan through an established
process.

11

In regards to the issue of displacement, note that the Project evaluated in the CPE proposes to provide 136 affordable dwelling

units in the south building and three affordable dwelling units in the north building.
.SA!~
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The Eastern Neighborhoods Plan included, as an informational item. considered by the Planning
Com.mission at the time of the original Eastern Neighborhoods Plans approvals in 2008, a Public Benefits
Program. detailing a framework for delivering infrastructure and other public benefits as described in an
Implementation Document titled Materials for Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans Initiation Hearing. 12
The Public Benefits Program. consists of:
1)

an Improvements Program. that addresses needs for open space, transit and the public realm.,
comm.unity facilities and affordable housing;

2)

a Funding Strategy that proposes specific funding strategies and sources to finance the various
facilities and improvements identified in the Improvements Plan, and matches these sources to
estimated costs; and

3)

a section on Program. Administration that establishes roles for the comm.unity and City agencies,
provides responsibilities for each, and outlines the steps required to implement the program..

Some of the benefits were to be provided through requirements that would be included in changes to the
Planning Code. For example, Planning Code Section 423 (Eastern Neighborhoods Comm.unity
Infrastructure Im.pact Fee) fees are collected for "Transit", "Complete Streets", "Recreation and Open
Space", "Child Care", and in some portions of the Mission District and the South of Market Area,
"Affordable Housing". With the adoption of Planning Code Section 419, affordability levels are set at
higher levels that throughout the rest of the City in the UMU Zoning District (which is unique to the
Eastern Neighborhoods Plan area). Other benefits were to be funded by fees accrued with development
and through other sources of funding. The Public Benefits Program. was not intended to be a static list of
projects; rather, it was designed to be modified by a Citizens Advisory Committee as needs were
identified through time.
The current list of public benefit projects are is provided as Attachment D to this Appeal Response. The
Appellant's assertion that "the claimed benefits to override impacts outlined in the PEIR are not
supported," stating that benefits have not been have not been fully funded, implemented, or are
underperform.ing, is incorrect. The Attachment D list shows that of the 66 capital projects that currently
com.prise the Public Benefits Program., 10 are complete, 16 are under construction (including the new
Folsom. and 171h Street public park located three blocks from. the Project site), six are fully funded and
awaiting construction, and the remaining 34 are in various stages of planning.
In terms of the process for implementing the Public Benefits Program., new development within the
Eastern Neighborhoods Plan area, including the Project, are required to pay development impact fees
upon issuance of the "first construction document" (either a project's building perm.it or the first

12 San Francisco Planning Department, Mqterials for Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans Initiation Hearing, Case No. 2004.0160EMTUZ.
April 17, 2008. Accessed August 22, 2016 at: htlp:/l~l<rnmng.orgNlL's/d~1Jd!tiliks/FilcCcnter/Docurn<;illfu1151J7VQLl_::
l mp Ienwn la lion. pd f
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addendum to a project's site permit), which are collected to fund approximately 30 percent of the
infrastructure improvements planned within the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan area. Additional funding
mechanisms for infrastructure improvements are identified through the City's 10-year Capital Plan.
Eighty percent of development impact fees must go towards Eastern Neighborhoods priority projects,
including development of the new park at 171h and Folsom streets, until those priority projects are fully
funded. The fees are dispersed to fund infrastructure improvements within the entirety of the Eastern
Neighborhoods Plan area, on a priority basis established by the Eastern Neighborhoods Citizen Advisory
Committee (CAC) and the City's Interagency Plan Implementation Committee (IPIC). The IPIC works
with the CAC to prioritize future infrastructure improvements. Additionally, the Planning Department
and Capital Planning Program are working with the implementing departments to identify additional
State and federal grants, General Fund monies, or other funding mechanisms such as land-secured
financing or Infrastructure Finance Districts to fund the remaining emerging needs. Impact fees are
distributed among the following improvement categories: open space, transportation and streetscape,
community facilities, childcare, library, and program administration. As stated in the January 2015
Planning Department's Interagency Plan Implementation Committee Annual Report, 13 the Planning
Department forecasts that pipeline projects, including the proposed project, would contribute
approximately $79.6 million in impact fee revenue within the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan area between
2016 and 2020.
Infrastructure projects that are currently underway are also listed in the Planning Department's
Interagency Plan Implementation Committee Annual Report. These include various streetscape,
roadway, park, and childcare facility improvements. Additionally, the Transportation Sustainability Fee
was adopted in November 2015 (BOS File Number 150790). Expenditures are allocated according to
Table 411A.6A. in the Ordinance, giving priority to specific projects identified in different Area Plans.
These processes and funding mechanisms are intended to provide for implementation of infrastructure
improvements to keep pace with development and associated needs of existing and new residents and
businesses within the area. The CPE Checklist provides further information regarding improvements
within the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan Area. In regards to transit and as discussed on page 30 of the
CPE Checklist, Mitigation Measures E-5 through E-11 in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR were adopted
as part of the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans with uncertain feasibility _to address significant transit
impacts. While these plan-level measures are not applicable to the Project, each is in some stage of
implementation (see discussion on page 30 of the CPE Checklist). In regards to recreation, the funding
and planning several Eastern Neighborhoods parks and open space resources is discussed on pages 44

13

City
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County

of
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Implementation

Committee
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Report,

website:

http://www.sf-planning.org/ftp/files/plans-and-programs/plan-implementation/2011_IPIC%20Report_FINAL.pdf, January 2015.
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and 45 of the CPE Checklist. In addition, the proposed new park at 171h Street and Folsom is fully funded
and currently under construction. 14
To conclude, the public benefits included in the Public Benefits Program are in the process of being
provided under the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans. As is generally the case with development feebased provision of community benefits, the capital facilities are constructed as fees are collected; they are
rarely provided in advance of development. The Appellant's assertion that the provision of community
benefits is so deficient as to render the environmental determinations in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR
moot is not supported by substantial evidence. As described above, the CPE does provide an up-to-date
description of the provision of transportation and recreation community benefits. For these and other
impact analyses the CPE properly concludes that the Project would not result in a significant impact not
previously identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.

Concern 4: The Project does not comply with the requirements of the Urban Mixed Use Zoning District and
the 68-X Height and Bulk District.
Response 4: The Appellant does not identify an environmental impact associated with the Project's alleged
non-compliance with the requirements of the Urban Mixed Use zoning district and the 68-X Height and Bulk
district that was not analyzed in the CPE. Regardless, the Project is consistent with its zoning and height and
· bulk districts and impacts associated with land use were appropriately analyzed in the CPE Checklist.
The Project is a mixed-use development containing residential, commercial/retail and PDR land uses
which are each permitted by right in the UMU zoning district (Planning Code Section 843). The potential
impacts of the project with regard to Land Use and Land Use Planning are analyzed under Topic 1 of the
CPE Checklist, on pages 20 to 21. Consistency with the requirements of zoning and height and bulk
designations are addressed under Impact (2), which asks if the Project would conflict with any applicable
land use plan, policy, or regulation of an agency with jurisdiction over the project adopted for the
purpose of avoiding or mitigating an environmental impact. As discussed on page 21 of the CPE
Checklist, the Citywide and Current Planning Divisions both determined that the proposed project was
consistent with the development density of the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan and the City's
Planning Code and Zoning Map. The Current Planning determination (see footnote 13 on page 21) states:
"The UMU district permits residential dwelling units without specific density
limitations, allowing physical controls such as height and bulk to control dwelling unit
density ... The UMU District also permits non-residential development at a floor area
ration of 5.0:1 in a 68-X Height and Bulk District...The Project is seeking a height
concession pursuant to California. Government Code Section 65915-65918 and would
therefore exceed the applicable 68-foot limit...As proposed with the allowable height
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concession pursuant to California State Code, the project is permitted in the UMU
District and is consistent with the development density as envisioned in the Mission
Area Plan."
The Citywide Planning determination (see footnote 14 on page 21) states:
"The proposed project is consistent with the bulk, density, and land uses envisioned in
the Mission Area Plan. This project falls within the Northeast Mission generalized zoning
·district, meant to maintain the area's unique mix of uses, including mixed residential and
lighter industrial uses. The plan also calls for transportation improvements and reduced
parking in order to encourage alternatives to automobile travel. As a mixed use
residential project with reduced parking, the proposed project is consistent with this
designation."
The South Building, consisting of 100 percent affordable housing units in an 85-foot tall building, is
allowed to add up to three stories (to a height of 96 feet) pursuant to the State density bonus law
(California Government Code Section 65915), and newly enacted Sections 206-206.5 of the Planning Code,
which sets forth the City's affordable housing density bonus program. At 85 feet in height, the South
Building would be within the 96-foot height permitted by state and local affordable housing density
bonus programs in a 68-X height and bulk district.
Height and bulk are typically associated with potential impacts related to shadow and wind, which are
analyzed under Topic 8 in the CPE Checklist (pages 42 through 44). A preliminary shadow fan prepared
by the Planning Department determined that the Project would not have an impact on any park subject to
Section 295 of the Planning Code or any other public park A qualitative, screening-level wind
assessment prepared by a qualified consultant determined that the Project would not result in an
exceedance of the wind hazard criterion for the pedestrian areas around the project site.
To conclude, the Project is consistent with both its UMU zoning designation and its 68-X height and bulk
designation.

Concern 5: The Project is inconsistent with the General Plan and the Mission Area Plan.
On page 8 of her July 22, 2016 submittal to the Board of Supervisors (Attachment B), Ms. Zoia provides
the following as evidence the Project's alleged inconsistency with the General Plan and the Mission Area
Plan:
"The destruction of the decades-old CELLspace/lnner Mission building is inconsistent
with objective 7.1.2 of the Mission Area Plan: "recognize the value of existing facilities,
including recreational and cultural facilities, and support their expansion and continued
use."
"Additionally, the demolition of this performance space is inconsistent with Goal 6 of the
SF General Plan Arts Element to "Enhance, Develop, and Protect the Physical
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Environment of the Arts in San Francisco and Policy Vl-1.4 to "Preserve existing
performing spaces in San Francisco." CELLspace is such a prominent building in the
Mission arts scene that its image is featured in the Mission Area Plan. (Pp. 11, 68, 75)."

Response 5: The Project is consistent with the development density established under the Eastern
Neighborhoods Area Plan, and would not result in significant impacts on the physical environment due to
conflicts with the General Plan or the Mission Area Plan that are peculiar to the project or the project site.
Topic l(b) (Land Use and Land Use Planning) of the CPE Checklist limits review of the Project's conflicts
with any applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation to those adopted for the purpose of avoiding or
mitigating an environmental effect." Project-related policy conflicts and inconsistencies do not constitute,
in and of themselves, significant environmental impacts.
/1

The removal of the approximately 10,000-square-foot space in one of the existing buildings previously
occupied by Cellspace/Inner Mission would not result in a physical impact upon the environment.
(Again, note that the Project includes about 19,000 sf of replacement PDR and artist space.) The
consistency of the Project with those General Plan and Mission Area Plan policies that do not relate to
physical environmental issues or result in physical environmental effects (such as those cited above by
Ms. Zoia), were considered by the Planning Commission as part of their determination on whether to
approve, modify, or disapprove the Project.
Ms. Zoia argues that the Project is inconsistent with policies to retain PDR space:
"This project, which eliminates 44,000 sf of PDR on the North portion of the site, is also
inconsistent with the following Mission Area Plan sections:
1.7: "Retain the Mission's Role as an Important Location for Production, Distribution, and
Repair (PDR) Activities"; and 2.1: "Ensure that a significant percentage of new housing
created in the Mission is affordable to people with a wide range of incomes." From 2006
to first quarter 2015 only 7.8% of new housing built in the Mission was Affordable. (SF
Planning Department Housing Balance Report No. 3, p.10, Table 7, Exhibit Section E)"
As discussed above under Concern 2, the loss of PDR space resulting from implementation of the Eastern
Neighborhoods Plan was found to be a significant and unavoidable impact in the Eastern Neighborhoods
Plan PEIR. To address that impact, the City created PDR zones in the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan Area,
including the Mission Area, in which PDR uses would be protected and competing uses, including
residential and office developments, are not permitted, and made findings that the loss of PDR uses and
space outside the PDR zoning districts was acceptable and overridden by the other benefits of the Plan.
The Project's contribution to loss of PDR space is disclosed under Topic l(b) of the CPE Checklist, which
provides an analysis of the anticipated loss of PDR evaluated in the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan PEIR on
page 20, observing that as of February 23, 2016, projects resulting in the removal of 1,715,001and273,073
net square feet of PDR space within the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan and Mission District subarea,
respectively, have completed or are proposed to complete environmental review. Of the Project's
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contribution to this cumulative PDR loss, the discussion correctly concludes: "The proposed loss of
53,565 gsf of existing PDR uses represents a considerable contribution to the cumulative loss of PDR
space analyzed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR, but would not result in significant impacts that were
not identified or a more severe adverse impact than analyzed in the PEIR."
As discussed above in Concern 4, the Planning Department's Citywide Planning and Policy Analysis
Division determined that the Project was consistent with the General Plan and with the bulk, density, and
land uses as envisioned in the Mission Area Plan. The determination further states:
"This project falls within the Northeast Mission generalized zoning district, meant to
maintain the area's unique mix of uses, including mixed residential and lighter industrial
uses. The plan also calls for transportation improvements and reduced parking in order
to encourage alternatives .to automobile travel. As a mixed use residential project with
reduced parking, the proposed project is consistent with this designation."
The Citywide determination concludes:
"For the purposes of the Citywide Planning and Policy Analysis division, the project is
eligible for consideration of a Community Plan Exemption under California Public
Resources Code Sections 21159.21, 21159.23, 21159.24, 21081.2, and 21083.3, and/or
Section 15183 of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines."
As a general matter, the determination of whether a project is consistent with a specific plan or policy can
be subjective, and is best made with a broad understanding of the often-competing policy objectives in a
planning document. Consequently, policy consistency determinations are ultimately made by the City's
decision-making bodies such as the Planning Commission and the Board of Supervisors independent of
the environmental review process, as part of the decision to approve or reject the project. In its approval
of the Project's Large Project Authorization, the Planning Commission determined that the project is
generally consistent with the objectives and policies of the General Plan, including the Mission Area Plan.
As noted above, Appellant's appeal of the Large Project Authorization approval is pending before the
Board of Appeals, not the Board of Supervisors.
Accordingly, the Project would not result in significant impacts on the physical environment due to
inconsistent with the General Plan, the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan, or the Mission Subarea Plan that are
peculiar to the project or the project site.
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2000 - 2070 Bryant Street

Concern 6: The determinations and findings concerning the Large Project Approval (separately appealed to
the Board of Appeals on June 17, 2016 by Peter Papadopoulos) are inadequate and incomplete and are not
supported by substantial evidence.
Response 6: The determinations and findings adopted by the Planning Commission on June 2, 2016 as part
of the Commission's approval of the Large Project Authorization for the Project are not subject to appeal
under San Francisco Administrative Code Section 31.16(e)(3).
Please see the Response 1 for a discussion of Administrative Code Section 31.16(e)(3). The determinations
and findings of the Large Project Authorization are the subject of the appellant's appeal of the LPA to the
Board of Appeals, not this appeal of the CPE to the Board of Supervisors.

CONCLUSION:
The Appellant has not demonstrated that the CPE fails to conform to the requirements of CEQA for a
community plan exemption pursuant to CEQA Section 21083.3 and CEQA Guidelines Section 15183. The
Planning Department conducted necessary studies and analyses, and provided the Commission with the
information and documents necessary to make an informed decision at a noticed public hearing in
accordance with the Planning Department's CPE Checklist and standard procedures, and pursuant to
CEQA and the CEQA Guidelines. Therefore, the Planning Department respectfully recommends that the
Board uphold the Department's determination for the CPE and reject Appellant's purported appeal of the
Planning Commission's Large Project Authorization approval CEQA Findings.
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PROVENCHER & FLATT, LLP
823 Sonoma Ave. Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Phone: 707-284.2380 Fax: 707-284.2387

ATTORNEYS AT LAW
Douglas B. Provencher
Gail F. Flatt
OF COUNSEL
Janis H. Grattan
Rachel Mansfield-Howlett
Roz Bateman Smith

Clerk of the Board of Supervisors
Environmental Review Officer
#1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
Room #244
San Francisco, CA 94102
July 5, 2016
Via Hand Delivery

RE:

Case No. 2013.0677CUA, 2000-2070 BRYANT STREET Project,
Appeal of the June 2, 2016 Planning Commission Decisions

Dear Members of the Board of Supervisors:
Resident Peter Papadopoulos appeals t}Le following decisions of the !
ci
Planning Commission made on June 2, 2016 regarding the 2000-2070 Bry~ . ,
Street Project ("Project" hereafter) proposed by applicant Nick Podell, Nick !
Podell Company.
1
:;
1) Adoption of a Community Plan Exemption and CEQA findings un4er L
Section 15183 of the CEQA Guidelines and Public Resources Code Section
21083.3. l
2) Adoption of Conditional Use Approvals

The Final Motions for the relevant appeals are attached as Exhibit A.
Evidence in support of the appeals is attached as Exhibits B-C and is also
contained in the letters submitted to the Planning Department objecting to the
approval of the Project and the Community Plan Exemption, incorporated here
by reference. Exhibit D contains links to the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan
EIR (PEIR); Motion 17661 of the Planning Commission, which adopted CEQA
Findings for the PEIR; and the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program for
the PEIR. Exhibit E contains the $562 appeal fee for the CEQA appeal. Exhibit F
contains the Notice to Board of Supervisors of Appeal From Action of the City
Planning Commission Form for Conditional Uses.

I.

Appeal of the adoption of the Community Plan Exemption
The appeal of the approval of the Community Plan Exemption is filed
on the following bases:
•

The CEQA findings are inadequate and incomplete, fail to adequately
describe the Project's components and are not supported by substantial
evidence.
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•

•

•
•

•
•

II.

The Project does not qualify for a Community Plan Exemption under
Section 15183 of the CEQA Guidelines and Public Resources Code
Section 21083.3 because the approval is based upon an out of date 2008
EIR prepared for the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan and the EIR's
analyses and determinations can no longer be relied upon to support
the claimed exemption in the areas of, inter alia, land use, consistency
with area plans and policies, recreation and open space, traffic and
circulation, transit and transportation, and cumulative impacts.
The claimed community benefits of the Eastern Neighborhoods Area
Plan, outlined in the 2008 PEIR, its approvals and the Statement of
Overriding Considerations, have not been fully funded, implemented,
or are underperforming and the determinations and findings for the
Project that rely on the claimed benefits to override impacts outlined in
the PEIR are not supported. The City should have conducted Project
level review based upon up to date data and the actual community
benefits that have accrued since the adoption of the 2008 and has not.
The Project does not comply with the requirements of the Urban
Mixed Use Zoning District and the 68-X Height and Bulk District.
Substantial changes in circumstances require major revisions to the
Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan EIR due to the involvement of new
significant environmental effects and an increase in the severity of
previously identified significant impacts; there is new information of
substantial importance that would change the conclusions set forth in
said EIR and the requirements of the Mitigation Monitoring and
Reporting Program.
The Project is inconsistent with the General Plan and the Mission Area
. Plan.
The determinations and findings concerning the Large Project
Approval (separately appealed to the Board of Appeals on June 17,
2016 by Peter Papadopoulos) are inadequate and incomplete and are
not supported by substantial evidence.

Appeal of the adoption of the Conditional Uses
The appeal of the Conditional Uses are filed on the following bases:
•

Project approvals must be based upon compliance with the requirements
of CEQA (separately appealed herein) and are not.
• The determinations and findings for the Large Project Approval
(separately appealed to the Board of Appeals on June 17, 2016 by Peter
Papadopoulos) are inadequate and incomplete and are not supported by
substantial evidence.
• The Project does not comply with the requirements of the Urban Mixed
Use Zoning District and the 68-X Height and Bulk District.
• The Project's reliance on the yet to be designed future affordable housing
component of the Project to meet open space, affordable housing and
other requirements, including the 35% land dedication alternative, is
unsupported.
Page2o£3
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•
•
•

The Project does not meet the criteria outlined in Planning Code sections
303, 317, and 101.l(b) and the determinations are not supported by
substantial evidence.
The approval improperly relies. on adoption of a state density bonus
rather than the adoption of a special use district.
The approval contains errors and omissions and is not supported by
substantial evidence.

III. Exhibits (Attached)
Exhibit A:
ExhibitB:
Exhibit C:
ExhibitD
ExhibitE:
ExhibitF:

Planning Commission Motion No. 19657 and No. 19658
Link to the videos of the May 19 and June 2, 2016 Planning
Commission hearings in which testimony was given on the Project.
Letters and other documents in support of the appeals
Link to the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan EIR, Motion 17661 of
the Planning Commission, which adopted CEQA Findings for the
Plan EIR, and Mitigation Monitoring Report
CEQAFee
Notice to Board of Supervisors of Appeal From Action of the City
Planning Commission Form re. Conditional Uses.
Thank you,

~~-ff,~
Rachel Mansfield-Howlett
Attorney for Appellant
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Law Office of Rose ~~~.~~~50 OlJ Courthouse Square, Suite 401.
Sant~ Rosa, California 9S404
707 .526.5894 . fax 707.540.6249
rzoia@sbcglobal.net

July 22, 2016
via hand delivery
President London Breed and San Francisco Board of Supervisors
San Francisco City Hall
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Pl #244
San Francisco, CA 94102
RE:

2000-2070 BRYANT STREET Project
Case No. 2013.0677CUA

Dear President Breed and Supervisors:
On behalf of appellant Peter Papadopoulos, please accept these
comments on the above-referenced project relative to the Community Plan
Exemption (CPE) from the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and the
Conditional Use (CU) authorization.
The project is zoned Urban Mixed Use (UMU) and includes the demolition
of six existing buildings, merging three lots into two new parcels, the construction
of a six-story, 68-foot tall mixed-use building of approximately 203,656 square
feet with a ground-level garage on the north parcel, and the construction of an
eight-story, 85-foot tall, 136-unit affordable residential and arts activity building of
approximately 127,983 square feet, with a ground-level car-share garage.
The proposed project would be the largest market-rate housing project in
the Mission and would stand as a permanent fixture in the community. Yet, the
Planning Commission employed a routine approval process utilizing a CPE
based on an outdated Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan Program EIR that is no
longer viable because it has been exceeded in scope and pace in the areas of
housing development and loss of Production, Distribution and Repair uses
(PDR). The outdated EIR also does .not account for significant and unforeseen
changes in the areas of direct, indirect, and cumulative population, housing and
displacement and traffic commutes and congestion. This project is also
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inconsistent with the General Plan and the Mission Area Plan and is ineligible for
the CPE.
The project was granted a CU Authorization and numerous building and
code exceptions in conjunction with an affordable housing development whose
plans are not yet even finalized as well as the replacement of only three (3)
dwelling units instead of the actual eight (8) units that were on site historically.
Appellant is seeking reversal of: 1) the Planning Commission's adoption of
a CPE and CEQA findings under Section 15183 of the CEQA Guidelines (14 Cal.
Code Regs.) and Public Resources Code Section 21083.3, and 2) CU approval.

The Project is Not Exempt from CEQA
The Law
The Planning Commission relied on Public Resources Code section
21083.3, subdivision (a) to find the project exempt from CEQA. That section
provides
If a parcel has been zoned to accommodate a particular density of
development or has beeh designated in a community plan to
accommodate a particular density of development and an environmental
impact report was certified for that zoning or planning action, the
application of this division to the approval of any subdivision map or other
project that is consistent with the zoning or community plan shall be limited
to effects upon the environment which are peculiar to the parcel or to the
project and which were not addressed as significant effects in the prior
environmental impact report, or which substantial new information shows
will be more significant than described in the prior environmental impact
report.
The implementing regulation, Guideline section 15183, provides that
(a) ... projects which are consistent with the development density
established by existing zoning, community plan, or general plan policies for
which an EIR was certified shall not require additional environmental
review, except as might be necessary to examine whether there are
project-specific significant effects which are peculiar to the project or its
site
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(b) In approving a project meeting the requirements of this section, a
public agency sh~.11 limit its examination of environmental effects to those
which the agency determines, in an initial study or other analysis:
'

(1) Are peculiar to the project or the parcel on which the project would
be located,
(2) Were not analyzed as significant effects in a prior EIR on the zoning
action, general plan or community plan with which the project is consistent,
(3) Are potentiaHy significant off-site impacts and cumulative impacts
which were not discussed· in the prior EIR prepared for the general plan,
community plan or zoning action, or
(4) Are previously identified significant effects which, as a result of
substantial new information which was not known at the time the EIR was
certified, are determined to have a more severe adverse impact than
discussed in the prior EIR.
The approval is based upon an out-of-date 2008 Program EIR prepared for
the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan. There are impacts that were not analyzed
as significant effects in the EIR, including potentially significant off-site impacts
and cumulative impacts,· and there is substantial new information which shows
that previously identified significant effects are more adverse. (Guidelines,§§
15183(b), 151830))
Based on the Evidence, the Exemption is Not Warranted

" for housing, including this project and those in the
The EIR projections
pipeline, have been exceeded when cumulative impacts are considered, i.e.,
"past, present, and reasonably foreseeable probable future projects."
(Guidelines,§ 15355) The projections for the Mission show 2,451 units built or in
the pipeline, which is in excess of the number of units in the Preferred Project, as
well as Options A, B and C from the EIR (Mission Projects Completed or Under
Environmental Review 2008 to 2/23/16 (Planning Department Data), Exhibit
Section A).
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The EIR cites the Mission as having a population of greater than 50%
Latinos. By 2013, the Mission District population had fallen to 39% Latinos
according to An Assessment of Housing and Housing Affordability in the Mission
Promise Neighborhood::·(p.6, Exhibit Section B) A 2015 study by the Board of
Supervisors' Budget and Legislative Analyst predicted that if current trends
continue, the Latino population will fall to 31 % by 2025. (Policy Analysis Report,
October 27, 2015, p.12, Exhibit Section B)
This project approval represents the first major project of roughly 50
projects in the pipeline of projects proposed in the Mission, bringing more than
2,000 luxury housing units to the Mission. In the aggregate, these projects will
have significant detrimental impacts. This trend also demands a significant
change in policy. (Luxury Developments Map, Exhibit Section B) (Analysis of Q1
2016 SF Planning Department "Pipeline Report", Exhibit Section E)
Significant new developments that were not anticipated at the time the EIR
was prepared include, but are not limited to:
•

The continuing imbalance of affordable/unaffordable housing, as reflected
in the recent Housing Balance Report (Housing Balance Report, Planning
Department Report- Memo - March 2016 Report (corrected), Exhibit
Section E);

•

The steep rise in housing prices and concomitant introduction of luxury
housing and retail space in the Mission (Priceonomics, The San Francisco
Rent Explosion, p.3 "One Bedroom Price by Neighborhood", Exhibit
Section B);

•

Increasing press~res to produce affordable housing due to the
overproduction of "market rate" housing;

•

The influx of high paying jobs along with the proliferation of "tech shuttles"
(Community Organizing and Resistance in SF's Mission District, p.3,
Figure 4, Exhibit Section B);

•

The failure of the City to produce adequate affordable housing in the
Mission since the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan was approved;
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•

The continuing and alarming gentrification of the Mission at a level
unforeseen by the EIR (Community Organizing and Resistance in SF's
Mission District, p.2, Exhibit Section B);

•

The disappearance of redevelopment agency money to fund affordable
housing, without new resources compensating for the loss (Cities Struggle
with Ending Redevelopment Money, San Francisco Chronicle, Jan 17,
2012. http://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/Cities-struggle-with-endingredevelopment-agencies-2572818. php, Exhibit Section E); and

•

Major unforeseen development projects in the Eastern Neighborhoods
such as the UCSF Hospital buildout, Pier 70 buildout, 5M project, Mission
Bay buildout, Warriors Stadium, and the Armory's new "Madison Square
Garden of the West" entertainment space.

Similarly, the loss of PDR including projects in the pipeline has exceeded
the El R's 25-year pace by 178% for the Eastern Neighborhoods, and by 186%
for the Mission (Eastern Neighborhoods PDR Loss, Planning Data, April 5, 2016,
Exhibit Section C). This proposed market rate project will eradicate another
44,000 square feet of PDR use. The proposed meager 12,000 square feet of
PDR space will do little to mitigate the impact.
There are also substantial traffic and transportation impacts not foreseen in
the EIR. It is no surprise that the EIR was unable to foresee significant changes
to travel conditions in 2016 because it used a baseline based on a series of land
use and growth studies '!"ritten in 2002. As stated in the EIR:
This analysis of travel demand is based on assumptions about future land
uses (e.g., anticipated development) prepared by the Planning Department
as part of its Land Use Allocation 2002 forecasting process, the same
forecasting effort that was the basis of the three rezoning options
developed for the 2003 Rezoning Options Workbook that form the basis of
the project description in this EIR.
(EIR, p. 268)
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Below the "three rezoning options" is the so-called "2025 No Project" baseline:
Assumes future development and growth consistent with the forecasts
by the Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG) for San Francisco
and the Bay Area based on ABAG's Projections 2002, the current regional
growth forecast at the time that the Land Use Allocation 2002 was
developed.

(Ibid.)
While the EIR presumed some increase in traffic, it did not anticipate any
of the following transpor(ation scenarios:
'

•

The sky-rocketing of housing rental prices, including a 71 % increase
in the Mission between 2011-2014 alone, that has resulted in a level
of displacement of the Mission working class that was unforeseen by
the EIR. (P.riceonomics, The San Francisco Rent Explosion, p.3,
Exhibit Section 8). These displacements were not only due to the
unaffordability of the rental units for its existing residents, many of
them working-class Latino families, but also from Ellis-Act and No
Fault Evictions.

•

"Between 2009 and 2013, of the seven neighborhoods with the most
Ellis Act evictions, the Mission continued to exhibit the highest
number of evictions with 71 evictions, a demonstration of its lucrative
housing market." (Case Studies on Gentrification and Displacement
in the Bay Area, p.33, Table 4.6, Exhibit Section B)

•

This has been accompanied by an influx of unanticipated luxury
renters who are far more likely to own more than one car and drive
more often (Transit Oriented Development and Affordable Housing,
p.15, Figure 5, Exhibit Section D). These higher-income earners
also drive more miles per day. (Why Creating and Preserving
Affordable Homes Near Transit is a Highly Effective Climate
Protection Strategy, p. 8, Figure 1, Exhibit Section D). Many of these
new residents now commute out of the city to Silicon Valley, thus
creating the additional unanticipated scenario where San Francisco
has become a bedroom community for Silicon Valley.
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•

Simultaneous with this influx of new wealthier residents who own
'
more cars and driv~ more often, is the phenomenon of the
displacement of local, mostly Latino residents forced to vacate their
homes in the city in search of more affordable housing in outlying
to
areas, such· as Vacaville, and put in the position of having
I
commute back into the city to continue their former liv;les at work and
,
taking their children to school.
i

The EIR did not take into account the disparate impact on r~cial minorities
and lower-income residents displaced by market rate gentrificatiom and forced to
relocate and commute long distances daily. It did not discuss or a~ticipate the
proliferation of new tech shuttles, the rise of reverse commutes o~t of the city,
nor San Francisco's internationally recognized displacement crisi~ which has
resulted in long commutes for the newly displaced.
Existing revenue ~ources for transportation infrastructure ar~ stretched to
the limit as evidenced by the fact that the city is proposing a new ~ales tax
increase to help cover this shortfall. Further, major reverse comm~tes of double
decker shuttle busses were not anticipated, and the fact that the $upervisors'
Budget & Legislative Analyst is currently conducting a study on the
socioeconomic impacts of these busses indicates that these reve~se commutes
·
have real and undetermined impacts.
Recent increases in congestion, however, are now recogniJed through a
detailed analysis in the 2015 Congestion Management Program study by the San
Francisco County Transportation Authority. The report showed th* the evening
commute speed in San Francisco decreased 21% from 2013-2015 (p.21, Table
4-1, Exhibit Section D). Also, the INRIX 2015 Traffic Scorecard ranked San
Francisco's commute the 3rd worst in the country. (Exhibit Section D, p. 2)
The CPE also cannot be approved because Planning has no objective
criteria to determine when CPEs cannot be approved under the EIR. At the May
12, 2016, Planning Commission hearing, Commissioner Dennis Richards asked
Environmental Review Officer Sara Jones whether there was a formula her office
used to decide that an EIR was outdated. She answered, "We do not have a
clear bright line for saying this EIR is no good anymore." (SFGovTV, May 12,
2016, 2:29)
http://sanfrancisco.granicus.com/MediaPlayer.php?view_id=20&clip_id=25373)
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In addition, the community benefits promised in the Eastern
Neighborhoods Area Pla.n are underfunded, implemented, and/or are
underperforming. Overc~ll, the mitigations in the EIR have not kept pace with the
building of luxury housing and their impacts. (SF Planning Department Housing
Balance Report No. 3, p.10, Table 7,. Exhibit Section E).
Further, in order to qualify for a CPE, the project must be shown not to
"conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation." (Bryant St CPE
Checklist, p. 20) There are significant inconsistencies between the project, the
General Plan, and the Mission Area Plan. The destruction of the decades-old
CELLspace/lnner Mission building is inconsistent with objective 7.1.2 of the
Mission Area Plan: "recognize the value of existing facilities, including
recreational and cultural facilities, and support their expansion and continued
use."
Additionally, the demolition of this performance space is inconsistent with
Goal 6 of the SF Gener~I Plan Arts Element to "Enhance, Develop, and Protect
the Physical Environment of the Arts in San Francisco and Policy Vl-1 A to
"Preserve existing performing spaces in San Francisco." CELLspace is such a
prominent building in the Mission arts scene that its image is featured in the
Mission Area Plan. (Pp. 11, 68, 75).
This project, which eliminates 44,000 sf of PDR on the North portion of the
site, is also inconsistent with the following Mission Area Plan sections:
1.7: "Retain the Mission's Role as an Important Location for Production,
Distribution, and Repair (PDR) Activities"; and
2.1: "Ensure that a significant percentage of new housing created in the
Mission is affordable to people with a wide range of incomes." From 2006 to first
quarter 2015 only 7.8% of new housing built in the Mission was Affordable. (SF
Planning Department Housing Balance Report No. 3, p.10, Table 7, Exhibit
Section E)
Finally, this project will also contribute to significant impacts in the areas of
population and housing and general welfare of the population as the result of
displacement and increased traffic congestion as a result of such displacement.
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention website states that
"displacement has many health implications that contribute to disparities among
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special populations, inclt:1ding the poor, women, children, the elderly, and
members of racial/ethnic minority groups." (Health Effects of Gentrification,
https://www.cdc.gov/healthyplac~s/healthtopics/gentrification.htm, Exhibit Section
B)
~·
.
The Story of the Mission Promise Neighborhood Community Baseline
Results from the 2014 Neighborhood Survey notes:
Historically, the Mission has been a central location for gentrification and
the displacement of low-income communities of color in the city. More
recently (post-Great Recession), dynamic market forces-driven by the
thriving regional technology economy-continue to accelerate the
changing landscape of this formerly affordable neighborhood, tightening
the squeeze on low-income families.
(Exhibit Section B, p. 8)
This survey also notes tliat "Families forced out of the city to find
affordable housing may lose health benefits (Healthy SF) which are critical for
their well-being." (Id., p.7) The Harvard Center for Risk Analysis recently
summarized the findings of an expert committee convened by the Health Effects
Institute in Boston as follows: "They find strong evidence on exposure to trafficgenerated pollution and negative health effects. They find strong evidence for a
causative role for traffic related air pollution and premature death, particularly
from heart attacks and strokes." (The Public Health Costs of Traffic Congestion,
A Health Risk Assessment, Exhibit Section D, p. 1)
This same Harvard analysis estimates that residents of San Francisco and
Oakland would suffer approximately 90 premature deaths as a result of traffic
congestion in 2015. (Exhibit Section D, p. 7)
An exemption is not proper and review of this project must be based on
updated information.

The CU Approval is Not Warranted
The Planning Commission issued a CU Authorization to permit the removal
of three (3) residential units for new construction of a six-story, 68-foot tall,
mixed-use building of approximately 203,656 square feet with 199 dwelling units,
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ground floor retail/trade.$hop spaces, 12,000 square feet of ground floor
Production, Distribution, and Repair space, one car-share parking space, 84 offstreet parking spaces, 1~8 Class 1 bicycle parking spaces, and 18 Class 2
bicycle parking spaces. ·
The Commission relied on incorrect assumptions regarding the benefit of
the land dedication and its accompanying number of affordable housing units.
Rather than the 136 affordable units estimated by the developer and Mayor's
Office of Housing (MOH), it appears the total number of affordable units that
could be built on this site is only about 80. (Bryant St Affordable Housing
Calculation.s, Exhibit Section F)
The affordable housing aspect was not adequately designed before
approval of the CU. There appe~rs to be no convincing evidence that 98 "by
right" units of affordable housing can be built on this site. The Planning report
references a "Letter provided by MOHCD" which states 98 units can fit into the
land dedication. While there is a letter from Mayor's Office of Housing Director
Olson Lee, on the very last page of the case file (pp. 507-509), it makes no
reference to analysis of unit counts.
There is no MOH l.etter contained in the file that provides an analysis of the
ability of the land dedication site to hold this number of units. It appears possible
to fit 70 small units (using TCAC minimum sizes) within 5 residential floors and
maintaining 25% setback. This is exactly 35% of market-rate 199 units. However,
the 98 units "by righf' appears grossly exaggerated, unless a rear yard reduction
is granted, or a senior building with all studios is assumed.
Thus, the CU Approval is not warranted because the project relies on too
many unsupported assumptions regarding the affordable housing design and
layout, made worse by the lack of a final design. Reliance on the yet-to-be
designed future affordable housing component of the south building is misplaced.
It is not known or guaranteed that the south building, once set-backs and other
zoning restrictions, including open space requirements, are imposed, will
accommodate the promised 136 affordable housing units.
This CU approval also improperly relies on the adoption of the state
density bonus, which is not used in San Francisco. Historically, the result is
achieved by the adoption of a special use district.
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Moreover, achieving 136 units of affordable housing with the density bonus
program seems unlikely given the small portion of the lot left over for the
affordable development, the required rear yard setbacks (based on even more
requests for reductions), the expectation of upper floor setbacks in this taller
affordable building to the soutli of a narrow alley, and the fact that this greater
than 68 foot-high building would require more expensive concrete construction.
CU approvals should only be deemed as necessary and desirable on the basis of
a project's own merits and not unforeseeable, long-term conditions.
In addition, in order to fit 136 units the building height is proposed to be
two stories higher than the six stories permitted by zoning, based on the
application of the state density bonus. However, the state density bonus applies
to areas with density limits. The Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan does not
contain density limits but envelope building limits. Thus, the reliance on the state
density bonus is improper.
The applicant admits the project meets the open space requirements only
when considered along with the open space that may be provided by the
affordable project. By-counting· the mid-block alley as open space, the applicant
makes unsupported assumptions about the design of the affordable housing
project, as well as directly contradicts the mid-block alley's stated and intended
use as a freight loading zone. In order to count this mid-block alley as open
space, this project must include design elements that bar traffic and invite
residential recreation. It is not permissible to qualify one area as both the offstreet loading area as:well as recreational open space.
Planning Code section 317 recognizes that "San Francisco faces a
continuing shortage of affordable housing" and thus establishes detailed
procedures for the loss of_ such housing. Section 101.1 (b) states that the Master
Plan of the City of San Francisco establishes Priority Policies, some of which are
to preserve and enhance the City's supply of affordable housing and that to
maintain a diverse economic base by "protecting our industrial and service
sectors from displacement due to commercial office development, and that future
opportunities for resident employment and ownership in these sectors be
enhanced."
Thus, the findings required by Planning Code section 303 cannot be made
because the proposed 1,1se at the size and intensity proposed at this location will
not provide a development that is necessary or desirable for, and compatible
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with, the neighborhood; the proposed· use will not s~rv~.the neighborhoqdl in
whole or in significant part, and the .nature of the usedoes not f:equire a larger
size in order to function; and the use and mass ofthe $tructures will be
·
detrimental to the health,· safety, convenience orgeneral welfare of persons
residing or working in the vicinity, or injurious to property, improvements or
potential development the vicinity.

in

Finally, this project's CU approval rnam;iate§.thatiti11clude thr~e (~)
replacement Below Market Rate units in compehs~tion fqrth.ept.1fr~~tthree
dweJling units proposed for demolition. However, this figure ignbres.anofherfive
(5) documented dwelling units inside of CELLspace that ate also slatedf(Jr
demolition.
Based on substantial evidence in the rec9rd,.the project is notexemptfrorn
CEQA review. In additicm, the findings reqqirec:J
f<>,r
the.CW
~pproval
ceJ1
.not be
.
. . ..
..
..
..
made.
Thank you for your close attention to this

matter~

Ve~ truly yours,

\(_j)fl p ,)
Rose%rc:r-Encl.
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SAN FRANCISCO
PLANNING DEPARTMENT
Subject to: (Select only if applicable)

0 First Source Hiring (Admin. Code)

0 Affordable Housing (Sec. 415)
[J

0 Child Care Requirement (Sec. 414A)

Jobs Housing Linkage Program (Sec. 413)
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ADOPTING FINDINGS RELATING TO A LARGE PROJECT AUTHORIZATION PURSUANT TO
PLANNING CODE SECTION 329, TO ALLOW EXCEPTIONS TO 1) REAR YARD PURSUANT TO
PLANNING CODE SECTION 134, 2) GROUND FLOOR CEILING HEIGHT FOR NONRESIDENTIAL USES PURSUANT TO PLANNING CODE 145.1, 3) OFF-STREET LOADING
PURSUANT TO PLANNING CODE SECTION 152.1, 4) HORIZONTAL MASS REDUCTION
PURSUANT TO PLANNING CODE SECTION 270.1 AND 5) FLEXIBLE UNITS-MODIFICATION OF
THE ACCESSORY USE PROVISIONS OF PLANNING CODE SECTION 803.3(B)(l)(C) PURSUANT
TO PLANNING CODE SECTIONS 329(D)(lO), AND TO ALLOW CONSTRUCTION OF A NEW SIXSTORY, 68-FT TALL, MIXED-USE BUILDING (APPROXIMATELY 203,656 SQUARE FEET) WITH 199
DWELLING UNITS (CONSISTING OF 30 STUDIOS, 89 1-BEDROOM UNITS, AND 80 2-BEDROOM
UNITS), UP TO 7,007 SQUARE FEET OF RETAILffRADE SHOP, AND 12,000 SQUARE FEET OF
PDR SPACE, LOCATED AT 2000-2070 BRYANT STREET, LOTS 001, 002 AND 021 IN ASSESSOR'S
BLOCK 4022, WITHIN THE UMU (URBAN MIXED-USE) ZONING DISTRICT AND A 68-X HEIGHT
AND BULK DISTRICT, AND ADOPTING FINDINGS UNDER THE CALIFORNIA
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT.

PREAMBLE
On June 12, 2014, Nick Podell and Linsey Perlov of Nick Podell Company (hereinafter "Project Sponsor")
filed Application No. 2013.0677X (hereinafter "Application") with the Planning Department (hereinafter
"Department") for a Large Project Authorization to construct a new six-story, 68-ft tall, mixed-use
building with 199 dwelling units, 7,007 square feet of ground floor retail, and 3,938 square feet of ground
floor PDR use, at 2000-2070 Bryant Street (Block 4022 Lots 001, 002 and 021) in San Francisco, California.
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The environmental effects of the Project were determined by the San Francisco Planning Department to
have been fully reviewed under the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan Environmental Impact Report
(hereinafter "EIR"). The EIR was prepared, circulated for public review and comment, and, at a public
hearing on August 7, 2008, by Motion No. 17661, certified by the Commission as complying with the
California Environmental Quality Act (Cal. Pub. Res. Code Section 21000 et seq., (hereinafter "CEQA").
The Commission has reviewed the Final EIR, which has been available for this Commissions review as
well as public review.
The Eastern Neighborhoods EIR is a Program EIR. Pursuant to CEQA Guideline 15168(c)(2), if the lead
agency finds that no new effects could occur or no new mitigation measures would be required of a
proposed project, the agency may approve the project as being within the scope of the project covered by
the program EIR, ·and no additional or new environmental review is required. In approving the Eastern
Neighborhoods Plan, the Commission adopted CEQA Findings in its Motion No. 17661 and hereby
incorporates such Findings by reference.
Additionally, State CEQA Guidelines Section 15183 provides a streamlined environmental review for
projects that are consistent with the development density established by existing zoning, community plan
or general plan policies for which an EIR was certified, except as might be necessary to examine whether
there are project-specific effects which are peculiar to the project or its site. Section 15183 specifies
that examination of environmental effects shall be limited to those effects that (a) are peculiar to the
project or parcel on which the project would be located, (b) were not analyzed as significant effects in a
prior EIR on the zoning action, general plan or community plan with which the project is consistent, (c)
are potentially significant off-site and cumulative impacts which were not discussed in the underlying
EIR, or(d) are previously identified in the EIR, but which are determined to have a more severe adverse
impact than that discussed in the underlying EIR. Section 15183(c) specifies that if an impact is not
peculiar to the parcel or to the proposed project, then an EIR need not be prepared for that project solely
on the basis of that impact.

On May 11, 2016, the Department determined that the proposed application did not require further
environmental review under Section 15183 of the CEQA Guidelines and Public Resources Code Section
21083.3. The Project is consistent with the adopted zoning controls in the Eastern Neighborhoods Area
Plan and was encompassed within the analysis contained in the Eastern Neighborhoods Final EIR. Since
the Eastern Neighborhoods Final EIR was finalized, there have been no substantial changes to the Eastern
Neighborhoods Area Plan and no substantial changes in circumstances that would require major
revisions to the Final EIR due to the involvement of new significant environmental effects or an increase
in the severity of previously identified significant impacts, and there is no new information of substantial
importance that would change the conclusions set forth in the Final EIR. The file for this project,
including the Eastern Neighborhoods Final EIR and the Community Plan Exemption certificate, is
available for review at the San Francisco Planning Department, 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San
Francisco, California.
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Planning Department staff prepared a Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP) setting
forth mitigation measures that were identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan EIR that are applicable
to the project. These mitigation measures are set forth in their entirety in the MMRP attached to the draft
Motion as Exhibit C.
The Planning Department, Jonas P. Ionin, is the custodian of records, located in the File for Case No.
2013.0677X at 1650 Mission Street, Fourth Floor, San Francisco, California.
On May 19, 2016, the Planning Commission ("Commission") conducted a duly noticed public hearing at a

regularly scheduled meeting on Large Project Authorization Application No. 2013.0677X. The
Commission continued the project to the June 2, 2016 Planning Commission Hearing.
The Commission has heard and considered the testimony presented to it at the public hearing and has
further considered written materials and oral testimony presented on behalf of the applicant, Department
staff, and other interested parties.
MOVED, that the Commission hereby authorizes the Large Project Authorization requested in
Application No. 2013.0677X, subject to the conditions contained in "EXHIBIT A:' of this motion, based on
the following findings:

FINDINGS
Having reviewed the materials identified in the preamble above, and having heard all testimony and
arguments, this Commission finds, concludes, and determines as follows:
1.

The above recitals are accurate and constitute findings of this Commission.

2.

Site Description and Present Use. The proposed project is located on three lots (with a lot area of
65,000± square feet), which are bounded by Florida, 18th and Bryant Streets, which have
approximately 325-ft of frontage along Florida Street, and 325-ft of frontage along Bryant Street,
and 200-ft of frontage along 18th Street. Currently, the subject lot contains six buildings,
including: 2000 Bryant Street, a two-story mixed-use building with a ground floor commercial
space and a dwelling unit on the second floor; 2010-2012 Bryant Street, a two-story arts activity
building; 2028 Bryant Street, a two-story residential building with two dwelling units; 2815 18th
Street, a two-story office building; 611 Florida Street, a one-to-two-story warehouse and
automotive repair building; and 2044-2070 Bryant Street, a one-to-two-story warehouse/light
industrial/acts activity building.

3.

Surrounding Properties and Neighborhood. The project site is located within the UMU Zoning
Districts in the Mission Area Plan. The immediate context is mixed in character with mixed
residential, commercial and industrial development along 18th, Bryant and Florida Streets. The
immediate neighborhood includes a three-to-four-story former industrial building, two-story
commercial properties, and a four-to-five-story larger-scale residential development. To the
south of the project site on the same block, the adjacent buildings include two-to-three-story and
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six-story multi-family dwellings. The project site has three street frontages: 18th Street, which is
66-ft wide with parallel parking on either side of the street; Bryant Street, which is 80-ft wide
with parallel parking on either side of the street and Florida Street, which is also 80-ft wide with
perpendicular parking on the east side of the street bordering the project site. Other zoning
districts in the vicinity of the project site include: RH-2 (Residential, House, Two-Family) and
PDR-1-G (Production, Distribution, Repair-General).
4.

Project Description. The Project includes demolition of the six existing buildings on the project
site (collectively measuring approximately 68,690 square feet), and new construction of a sixstory, 68-ft tall, mixed-use building (approximately 203,656 square feet) with 199 dwelling units,
ground floor retail/trade shop spaces along 18th Street and Florida Street (up to 7,007 square feet),
12,000 square feet of PDR space, 1 car-share parking space, 84 off-street parking spaces, 128 Class
1 bicycle parking spaces, and 18 Class 2 bicycle parking spaces. The Project includes a dwelling
unit mix consisting of 80 two-bedroom units, 89 one-bedroom units, and 30 studio units. The
Project also incorporates one off-street freight loading space within the private mid-block alley.
The Project i.ncludes common open space (approximately 15,920 square feet) via two interior
courtyards and a roof terrace. The Project would also include a lot merger and subdivision of
Lots 001, 002 and 021 on Block 4022. The new lots would measure 230-ft by 200-ft (Project), and
95-ft by 200-ft (Land Dedication Site).

5.

Public Comment. The Department has numerous public correspondences regarding the
proposed project. Much of this public correspondence has expressed opposition to the proposed
project; however, the Department has also received letters in support of the Project.

6.

Planning Code Compliance: The Commission finds that the Project is consistent with the
relevant provisions of the Planning Code in the following manner:
A. Permitted Uses in UMU Zoning Districts. Planning Code Sections 843.20, 843.45 and 843.78-

843.87 states that residential, retail and industrial (PDR) uses are principally permitted use
within the UMU Zoning District.
The Project would construct new residential, retail and PDR uses within the UMU Zoning District;
therefore, the Project complies with Planning Code Sections 843.20, 843.45, and 843.78-843.87.
On June 2, 2016, the Commission increased the amount of PDR space within the Project to 12,000
square feet, in order to mitigate the loss of existing PDR space and further meet the goals of the
Mission Area Plan.

B. Floor Area Ratio. Planning Code Section 124 establishes a FAR (Floor Area Ratio) of 5:1 for
properties within the UMU Zoning District and a 68-X Height and Bulk District.
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The Project's lot is 46,000 sq ft, thus resulting in a maximum allowable floor area of 230,000 sq ft for
non-residential uses. The Project would construct up to 7,007 sq ft of non-residential space and
12,000 square feet of PDR space, and would comply with Planning Code Section 124.
C. Rear Yard. Planning Code Section 134 requires a minimum rear yard equal to 25 percent of
the total lot depth of the lot to be provided at every residential level. The Project would
merge the subject lots and subdivide the lot, so that the Project would be located on a lot
measuring 230-ft by 200-ft (or 46,000 square feet). Therefore, the Project would have to
provide a rear yard, which measures approximately 11,500 sq ft.
Currently, the Project is designed to have full lot coverage on the ground floor level and does not
provide a rear yard at the lowest level containing a dwelling unit. The Project provides open space
through two interior courtyards and a roof terrace. The Project provides a total of 15,920 sq ft of codecomplying open space. This amount of open space, which would have been provided through the
required rear yard, is thus exceeded. Since the Project does not provide a code-complying rear yard, the
Project is seeking an exception to the rear yard requirement as part of the Large Project Authorization.
The Project occupies the majority of the block bounded by 18th, Florida, 19th and Bryant Streets. The
subject block does not possess a pattern of mid-block open space, since the majority of the project site is
currently occupied by a one-to-two-story industrial bui1ding. By providing for two interior courtyards,
the Project maintains the street wall along 181h, Bryant and Florida Streets, and provides sufficient
dwelling unit exposure for all dwelling units.
D. Useable Open Space. Planning Code Section 135 requires a minimum of 80 sq ft of open
space per dwelling unit, if not publically accessible, or 54 sq ft of open space per dwelling
unit, if publically accessible. Private useable open space shall have a minimum horizontal
dimension of six feet and a minimum area of 36 sq ft is located on a deck, balcony, porch or
roof, and shall have a minimum horizontal dimension of 10 feet and a minimum area of 100
sq ft if located on open ground, a terrace or the surface of an inner or outer court. Common
useable open space shall be at least 15 feet in every horizontal dimension and shall be a
minimum are of 300 sq ft. Further, inner courts may be credited as common useable open
space if the enclosed space is not less than 20 feet in eyery horizontal dimension and 400 sq ft
in area, and if the height of the walls and projections above the court on at least three sides is
such that no point on any such wall or projection is higher than one foot for each foot that
such point is horizontally distant from the opposite side of the dear space in the court.

For the proposed 199 dwelling units, the Project is required to provide 15,920 sq ft of useable open
space. Overall, the Project meets the open space requirements for the 199 dwelling units through a roof
terrace, which measures 15,920 sq ft. Therefore, the Project complies with Planning Code Section 135.
In addition to the code-complying open space, the Project also includes two inner courtyards, which
are 40-ft in width, but do not meet the dimensional requirements of Planning Code Section 135. This
open space is in additional to the provided code-complying open space on the roof terrace.

oAN FRANCISCO
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E. Streetscape and Pedestrian Improvements. Planning Code Section 138.1 requires a
streetscape plan, which includes elements from the Better Streets Plan, for new construction
on a lot greater than a half-acre in size.
The Project includes the new construction of a six-story mixed-use building on a lot with
approximately 230-ft of frontage along Florida Street, 200-ft of frontage along 181h Street and
approximately 230-ft offrontage along Bryant Street. Currently, the Project includes new streetscape
elements, such as new concrete sidewalks, linear planters along the street edge, new street trees, bicycle
parking spaces, and corner bulb-outs. The Project would incorporate perpendicular on-street parking
along Florida Street, parallel on-street parking on Bryant Street, and two on-street loading zones on
181h Street. Therefore, the Project complies with Planning Code Section 138.1.

F.

Bird Safety. Planning Code Section .139 outlines the standards for bird-safe buildings,
including the requirements for location-related and feature-related hazards.
The subject lot is not located in close proximity to an Urban Bird Refuge. The Project meets the
requirements offeature-related standards and does not include any unbroken glazed segments 24-sq ft
and larger in size; therefore, the Project complies with Planning Code Section 139.

G. Dwelling Unit Exposure. Planning Code Section 140 requires that at least one room of all
dwelling units face onto a public street, rear yard or other open area that meets minimum
requirements for area and horizontal dimensions. To meet exposure requirements, a public
street, public alley, side yard or rear yard must be at least 25 ft in width, or an open area
(either an inner court or a space between separate buildings on the same lot) must be no less
than 25 ft in every horizontal dimension for the floor at which the dwelling unit is located.
The Project organizes the dwelling units to have exposure either on one of the public streets (18th,
Florida, or Bryant Streets), within one of the two code-complying interior courtyards, or along the
private alley, which measures 25-ft wide. Therefore, the Project complies with Planning Code Section
140.

H. Street Frontage in Mixed Use Districts. Planning Code Section 145.1 requires off-street
parking at street grade on a development lot to be set back at least 25 feet on the ground
floor; that no more than one-third of the width or 20 feet, whichever is less, of any given
street frontage of a new structure parallel to and facing a street shall be devoted to parking
and loading ingress or egress; that space for active uses be provided within the first 25 feet of
building depth on the ground floor; that non-residential uses have a minimum floor-to-floor
height of 17 feet; that the floors of street-fronting interior spaces housing non-residential
active uses and lobbies be as dose as possible to the level of the adjacent sidewalk at the
principal entrance to these spaces; and that frontages with active uses that are not residential
or PDR be fenestrated with transparent windows and doorways for no less than 60 percent of
the street frontage at the ground level.
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The Project meets most of the requirements of Planning Code Section 145.1. At grade, the off-street
parking is setback by more than 25-ft from the street. The Project has only one 11-ft wide garage
entrance along Bryant Street. The Project features at-grade off-street parking, which is setback more
than 25-ft from the street. The Project features active uses on the ground floor with residential
amenities, a ground floor retail/trade shop use, walk-up dwelling units with direct, individual
pedestrian access to a public sidewalk, flexible units along. Finally, the Project features appropriate
street1acing ground level spaces, as well as the ground level transparency and fenestration
requirements.

For the PDR and arts uses, the Project incorporates a ground floor ceiling height, which ranges from
18-ft to 19-ft 11-in. Due to the existing grade of the project site, the ground floor ceiling height for the
non-residential varies from 17-ft tall along Florida Street down to 14-ft 5-in along Bryant Street;
therefore, the Project does not meet the requirements for ground floor ceiling height, as required in
Planning Code Section 145.1. Therefore, the Project is seeking an exception to the ground floor ceiling
height requirement as part of the Large Project Authorization.
I.

Off-Street Parking. Planning Section 151.1 of the Planning Code allows off-street parking at
a maximum ratio of .75 per dwelling unit.
For the 199 dwelling units, the Project is allowed to have a maximum of 149 off-street parking spaces.
Currently, the Project provides 85 off-street parking spaces via mechanical lifts. Of these 85 off-street
parking spaces, 2 handicap parking spaces have been identified, as well as 1 car-share parking spaces.
Therefore, the Project complies with Planning Code Section 151.1.

J.

Off-Street Freight Loading. Planning Section 152.1 of the Planning Code requires two offstreet freight loading space for apartment use between 200,001 and 500,000 gsf.
The Project includes approximately 203,656 square feet of apartment use; thus, the Project requires at
least two off-street freight loading spaces. The Project is proposing two on-street loading space along
18th Street, and one off-street loading zone within the mid-block alley, which is accessed from Florida
Street. The Project is seeking an exception to the requirement to provide two off-street loading spaces
as part of the Large Project Authorization.

K. Bicycle Parking. Planning Section 155.2 of the Planning Code requires at least 100 Class 1

bicycle parking spaces plus one Class 1 bicycle parking space for every four dwelling units
and one Class 2 bicycle parking spaces for every 20 dwelling units. In addition for the retail
use, one Class 1 space is required for every 7,500 square feet of occupied area and a minimum
of two Class 2 bicycle parking spaces are required and an additional Class 2 bicycle parking
space is required for every 2,500 square feet of occupied area.
The Project includes 199 dwelling units, up to 7,007 square feet of ground floor retail/trade shop use,
and 12,000 square feet of PDR use; therefore, the Project is required to provide 128 Class 1 bicycle
parking spaces and 18 Class 2 bicycle parking spaces. The Project will provide 128 Class 1 bicycle
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parking spaces and 18 Class 2 bicycle parking spaces. Therefore, the Project complies with Planning
Code Section 155.2.
L.

Car Share Requirements. Planning Code Section 166 requires one car-share parking space
for projects with 50 to 200 residential units.

Since the Project includes 199 dwelling units, it is required to provide a minimum of two car-share
parking spaces. The Project provides two car-share parking spaces. Therefore, the Project complies with
Planning Code Section 166.
M. Unbundled Parking. Planning Code Section 167 requires that all off-street parking spaces
accessory to residential uses in new structures of 10 dwelling units or more be leased or sold
separately from the rental. or purchase fees for dwelling units for the life of the dwelling
units.

The Project is providing off-street parking that is accessory to the dwelling units. These spaces will be
unbundled and sold and/or leased separately from the dwelling units; therefore, the Project meets this
requirement.
N. Dwelling Unit Mix. Planning Code Section 207.6 requires that no less than 40 percent of the
total number of proposed dwelling units contain at least two bedrooms, or no less than 30
percent of the total number of proposed dwelling units contain at least three bedrooms.

For the 199 dwelling units, the Project is required to provide at least 80 two-bedroom units or 60
three-bedroom units. The Project provides 30 studios, 89 one-bedroom units and 80 two-bedroom
units. Therefore, the Project meets the requirements for dwelling unit mix.
0. Horizontal Mass Reduction. Planning Code Section 270.l outlines the requirements for
horizontal mass reduction on large lots within the Eastern Neighborhoods Mixed Use
Districts. For projects with street frontage greater than 200-ft in length, one or more mass
reduction breaks must be incorporated to reduce the horizontal scale of the building into
discrete sections not more than 200-ft in length. Specifically, the mass reduction must 1) be
not less than 30-ft in width; 2) be not less than 60-ft in depth from the street-facing building
fa<;ade; 3) extend up to the sky from a level not higher than 25-ft above grade or the third
story, whichever is lower; and, 4) result in discrete building sections with a maximum plan
length along the street frontage not greater than 200-ft.

Since the overall frontage is 230-ft along Bryant and Florida Streets, larger than 200-ft, the Project is
required to provide a single horizontal mass break along Bryant and Florida Streets, which is not less
than 30-ft wide by 60-ft deep, and extends from the third-story up to the sky. Per the Planning Code,
this mass break must result in discrete building sections along the street frontage of not greater than
200-ft.
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Over the entire project site, the Project incorporates a private alley as part of the horizontal mass
reduction to provide separation between the principal project and the land dedication site. This alley is
25-ft wide and is open to the sky from the ground floor. Since the provided horizontal mass reduction
does not meet the dimensional requirements of the Planning Code, the Project is seeking an exception
to the horizontal mass reduction requirements as part of the Large Project Authorization.

P.

Shadow. Planning Code Section 295 restricts net new shadow, cast by structures exceeding a
height of 40 feet, upon property under the jurisdiction of the Recreation and Park
Commission. Any project in excess of 40 feet in height and found to cast net new shadow
must be found by the Planning Commission, with comment from the General Manager of the
Recreation and Parks Department, in consultation with the Recreation and Park Commission,
to have no adverse impact upon the property under the jurisdiction of the Recreation and
Park Commission.
Based upon a detail shadow analysis, the Project does not cast any net new shadow upon property
under the jurisdiction of the Recreation and Parks Commission.

Q. Loss of Dwelling Units through Demolition. Planning Code Section 317 requires
Conditional Use Authorization from the Planning Commission for the removal of three or
more dwelling units in any zoning district.
The Project Sponsor has submitted a Conditional Use Authorization Application for the removal of
three dwelling units on the project site (See Case No. 2013.0677CUA).
R. Transportation Sustainability Fee. Planning Code Section 411A is applicable to new
development that results in more than twenty dwelling units.

The Project includes 192,711 gsf of new residential use, up to 7,007 gsf of retail/trade shop use, and
12,000 gsf of PDR use. This square footage shall be subject to the Transportation Sustainability Fee, as
outlined in Planning Code Section 411A.

S.

Residential Child-Care Impact Fee. Planning Code Section 414A is applicable to new
development that results in at least one net new residential unit.
The Project includes 192,711 gsf of new residential use associated with the new construction of 199
dwelling units. This square footage shall be subject to the Residential CJu?d-Care Impact Fee, as
outlined in Planning Code Section 411A.

T. Inclusiona:ry Affordable Housing Program. Planning Code Section 415 sets forth the
requirements and procedures for the Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program. Since the
subject property is located within the UMU Zoning District, the Project is subject to the
inclusionary affordable housing requirements identified in Planning Code Section 419. The
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subject property has been designated as Tier B, thus a minimum of 16 percent of the total
units constructed shall be considered affordable.
The Project Sponsor shall address the inclusionary affordable housing requirements through the land
dedication alternative outlined in Planning Code Section 419.3.
This requirement is subject to change under a proposed Charter amendment and pending legislation if
the voters approve the Charter Amendment at the June 7, 2016 election. If the requirement is modified,
the project would be required to provide an additional three on-site BMR units.
The Project Sponsor has demonstrated that it is eligible for the On-Site Affordable Housing
Alternative under Planning Code Section 415.5 and 415.6, and has submitted a 'Affidavit of
Compliance with the Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program: Planning Code Section 415,' to
satisfy the requirements of the Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program by providing the affordable
housing on-site instead of through payment of the Affordable Housing Fee. In order for the Project
Sponsor to be eligible for the On-Site Affordable Housing Alternative, the Project Sponsor must
submit an 'Affidavit of Compliance with the Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program: Planning
Code Section 415,' to the Planning Department stating that any affordable units designated as on-site
units shall be sold as ownership units and will remain as ownership units for the life of the project or
submit to the Department a contract demonstrating that the project's on- or off-site units are not
subject to the Costa Hawkins Rental Housing Act, California Civil Code Section 1954.50 because,
under Section 1954.52(b), the Project Sponsor has entered into an agreement with a public entity in
consideration for a direct financial contribution or any other form of assistance specified in California
Government Code Sections 65915 et seq. and submits an Affidavit of such to the Department. All such
contracts entered into with the City and County of San Francisco must be reviewed and approved by
the Mayor's Office Housing and the City Attorney's Office. The Project Sponsor has indicated the
intention to enter into an agreement with the City to qualify for a waiver from the Costa-Hawkins
Rental Housing Act based upon the proposed density bonus and concessions provided by the City and
approved herein. The Project Sponsor submitted such Affidavit on May 4, 2016 and a draft of the
Costa Hawkins agreement on May 4, 2016. The EE application was submitted on September 25, 2013.
Pursuant to Planning Code Section 415.3 and 415.6 the on-site requirement is 16%. Of the 199 units,
the Project Sponsor would provide three dwelling units as affordable rental units if the Charter
amendment passes. The designation of these three units would be in combination with the land
dedication alternative outlined in Planning Code Section 419.3.

If the

Project becomes ineligible to meet its Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program obligation
through the On-site Affordable Housing Alternative, it must pay the Affordable Housing Fee with
interest, if applicable. The Project must execute the Costa Hawkins agreement prior to Planning
Commission approval or must revert to payment of the Affordable Housing Fee.

U. Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program-Land Dedication. Planning Code Section 415
sets forth the requirements and procedures for the Inclusionary Affordable Housing
Program. Under Planning Code Section 415.3, these requirements would apply to projects
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that consist of five or more units, where the first application was applied for on or after July
18, 2006. Under Planning Code Section 419.6, the Land Dedication Alternative may be
elected as an alternative to the inclusionary housing component. As further described in
Planning Code Section 419.5(a)(2), an Applicant may dedicate a portion of the total
development area of the principal site to the City and County of San Francisco for the
purpose of constructing units affordable to qualifying households. To meet this requirement,
the developer must convey title to land in fee simple absolute to the Mayor's Office of
Housing and Community Development (MOHCD). The dedicated site must result in a total
amount of inclusionary units not less than 40 units; however, MOH may conditionally
approve and accept dedicated sites which result in no less than 25 units at their discretion.
Per Planning Code Section 419.2, all sites within the UMU Zoning District electing to utilize
the land dedication alternative would be subject to the "Tier B" requirements.

In addition to designating three on-site BMR units, the Projeqt Sponsor has elected to pursue the land
dedication alternative to meet the inclusionary affordable housing program requirements. As a result of
the pending lot subdivision, the new mixed-use building would be located on a parcel measuring
46,000 sq ft. Since the Project is located on a site that has at least 30,000 square feet of developable
area, the Project Sponsor must provide a dedicated site that is capable of holding at least 35% of the
total number of units from the Principal Project. The Principal Project possesses 199 dwelling units;
therefore, the land dedication site must be able to construct at least 70 dwelling units. The Project
Sponsor meets these requirements and shall subdivide Lot 21 on Assessor's Block 4022, and convey the
new parcel located at 2070 Bryant Street to MOH CD, which would measure 19,000 sq ft (or 95-ft by
200-ft). Of this land, approximately 19,000 square feet would consist of developable area. The Project
Sponsor has demonstrated that up to 98 dwelling units may be constructed on the dedicated land (as of
right), and up to 136 dwelling units with a density bonus. If the Project were to pursue the on-site
affordable housing alternative, the Project would be required to provide 16% or 32 below-market-rate
dwelling units on the project site.
MOHCD concurs with the Project Sponsor's dedicated land and has conveyed a letter expressing
conditional approval of the dedicated land.
V. Eastern Neighborhood Infrastructure Impact Fees. Planning Code Section 423 is applicable
to any development project within the MUO (Mixed Use Office) Zoning District that results
in the addition of gross square feet of non-residential space.

The Project includes approximately 203,656 square feet of neuJ develiJpment consisting of
approximately 192,711 sq ft of residential use, up to 7,007 sq ft of retail/trade shop use, 12,000 sq ft of
PDR use, and up to 11,994 sq ft of garage. Excluding the square footage dedicated to the garage, the
other uses are subject to Eastern Neighborhood Infrastructure Impact Fees, as outlined in Planning
Code Section 423. These fees must be paid prior to the issuance of the building permit application.
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7.

Large Project Authorization in Eastern Neighborhoods Mixed Use District. Planning Code
Section 329(c) lists nine aspects of design review in which a project must comply; the Planning
Commission finds that the project is compliant with these nine aspects as follows:
A. Overall building mass and scale.
The Project is designed as a large-scale, six-story, 68-ft tall, brick warehouse, which encompasses the
full block on 18th Street between Bryant and Florida Street. This large-scale massing is appropriate
given the larger neighborhood context, which includes larger-scale, four-story reinforced concrete
industrial buildings. The surrounding neighborhood is extremely varied with many examples of
smaller-scale residential praperties and larger-scale industrial praperties-both of which range in
height from one-to-five-stories in height. The Project's overall mass and scale are further broken down
by the fine detail evident in the choice of exterior materials (brick), ground floor storefronts and
accentuated cornices. In addition, the Project incorporates a 25-ft wide private alley, which provides
separation from the adjacent land dedication site. Overall, these features provide variety in the building
design and scale, while providing for a feature that strongly relates to the varied neighborhood context.
Thus, the project is apprapriate and consistent with the mass and scale of the surrounding
neighborhood.

B. Architectural treatments, facade design and building materials:
The Project's architectural treatments, faf:ade design and building materials include a brick,
aluminum-sash windows, wood storefronts, and terracotta glazed tiles. The Project's overall design
aesthetic harkens back to industrial buildings of the 19 1h and 201h century. The Project successfully
draws from these older industrial properties in a contemporary manner, and provides a design, which
incorporates finer detailing on the exterior, as evident in the material palette, cornice, window
surrounds and storefront. The Project provides for a unique and contemporary expression along the
street, which draws from the mixed-industrial character within the surrounding area, while also
referencing older architectural styles. The Project evokes a 191h century brick warehouse with a red
brick exterior, terracotta tile, and wood storefront. Overall, the Project offers a high quality
architectural treatment, which provides for unique and expressive architectural design that is
consistent and compatible with the surrounding neighborhood.
C. The design of lower floors, including building setback areas, commercial space, townhouses,

entries, utilities, and the design and siting of rear yards, parking and loading access;
Along the lower floors, the Project provides for residential amenities (lounge, fitness room, and entry
lobby), ground floor retail, ground floor PDR space, walk-up dwelling units with individual pedestrian
access on Bryant Street, and "flexible units" on Florida Street. These dwelling units, retail space and
FDR space will provide for activity on the street level along with the new streetscape improvements. In
addition, the Project is seeking an exception to permit five ''flexible units" along Florida Street. The
Project minimizes the impact to pedestrian by providing one 11-ft wide garage entrance on Bryant
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Street, and one 24-ft wide loading zone along Florida Street. In addition, off-street parking is setback
from the ground floor by more than 25-ft.
0. The provision of required open space, both on- and off-site. In the case of off-site publicly
accessible open space, the design, location, access, size, and equivalence in quality with that
otherwise required on-site;

The Project provides code-complying open space via a roof terrace. In addition, the Project provides
additional open space through two inner courtyards. The Project also includes semi-public street
improvements, including a private mid-block alley.
E. The provision of mid-block alleys and pathways on frontages between 200 and 300 linear feet
per the criteria of Section 270, and the design of mid-block alleys and pathways as required
by and pursuant to the criteria set forth in Section 270.2;

The Project is not subject to the mid-block alley requirements, since the subject block is not larger than
400-Jt. The Project is voluntarily providing a mid-block pedestrian alley adjacent to the six-story
mixed-use building.
F. Streetscape and other public improvements, including tree planting, street furniture, and
lighting.

In compliance with Planning Code Section 138.1, the Project would provide new street trees along
18th, Florida and Bryant Streets, as specified by the Department of Public Works. In addition, .the
Project includes streetscape elements, including new concrete sidewalks, linear planters along the
street edge, new street trees, bicycle parking spaces, and corner bulb-outs. These improvements would
vastly improve the public realm and surrounding streetscape.
G. Circulation, including streets, alleys and mid-block pedestrian pathways;

The Project provides ample circulation in and around the project site through the sidewalk
improvement and a voluntary mid-block alley. The primary focal point for retail visitors would occur
along 181h and Florida Streets, while the residents have a ground-floor entrance on 181h Street.
Automobile access is limited to the one entry/exit on Bryant Street. An off-street loading zone is
provided along Florida Street. The Project incorporates two interior courtyards, which are accessible to
residents.
H. Bulk limits;
The Project is within an 'X' Bulk District, which does not restrict bulk.
I.

Other changes necessary to bring a project into conformance with any relevant design
guidelines, Area Plan or Element of the General Plan;
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The Project, on balance, meets the Objectives and Policies of the General Plan. See Below.
8.

Large Project Authorization Exceptions. Proposed Planning Code Section 329 allows exceptions
for Large Projects in the Eastern Neighborhoods Mixed Use Districts:
A. Rear Yard: Exception for rear yards, pursuant to the requirements of Section 134(f);

Modification of Requirements in the Eastern Neighborhoods Mixed Use Districts. The rear
yard requirement in Eastern Neighborhoods Mixed Use Districts may be modified or waived
by the Planning Commission pursuant to Section 329 ... provided that:
(1) A comparable, but not necessarily equal amount of square footage as would be created in
a code conforming rear yard is provided elsewhere within the development;
The Project provides for a comparable amount of open space, in lieu of the required rear yard. Overall,
the Project will be located on a lot measuring 46,000 sq ft in size, and would be required to provide a
rear yard measuring 11,500 sq ft. The Project provides common open space for the 199 dwelling units
through two inner courtyards and a roof terrace. In total, the Project provides approximately 15,920 sq
ft of code-complying op~ space, thus exceeding the amount of space, which would have been provided
in a code-conforming rear yard.

(2) The proposed new or expanding structure will not significantly impede the access to light
and air from adjacent properties or adversely affect the interior block open space formed by
the rear yards of adjacent properties; and

The Project does not impede access to light and air for the adjacent properties. Many of the abutting
residential properties have narrow rear yards or no rear yard. The Project is setback from the
neighboring properties and is separated by a private mid-block alley and the land dedication site.
(3) The modification request is not combined with any other residential open space
modification or exposure variance for the project, except exposure modifications in
designated landmark buildings under Section 307(h)(l).

The Project is not seeking an exception to the requirements for residential open space or dwelling unit
exposure. The Project provides code-complying open space on the roof terrace and all dwelling units
meet the exposure requirements defined in Planning Code Section 140.
B. Off-Street Loading: Exception from satisfaction of loading requirements per Section 152.1
pursuant to the criteria contained therein.
For projects in the Eastern Neighborhoods Mixed Use Districts that are subject to Section 329,
the Planning Commission may waive these requirements per the procedures of Section 329 if
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it finds that the design of the project, particularly ground floor frontages, would be improved
and that such loading could be sufficiently accommodated on adjacent streets and alleys.
The Project would provide two on-street loading parking spaces on 18th Street and one off-street
loading space within the private mid-block alley accessible from Florida Street. The on-street loading
would meet the retail and residential needs of the Project. The Project offers additional off-street
loading within the private mid-block alley, which can serve the ground floor PDR and flexible units.
Overall, the Project's proposed loading assists in improving the ground floor street frontage and would
improve character of the streets.

C. Horizontal Mass Reduction: Modification of the horizontal massing breaks required by
Section 270.1 in light of any equivalent reduction of horizontal scale, equivalent volume of
reduction, and unique and superior architectural design, pursuant to the criteria of Section
270.l(d).

The Planning Commission may modify or waive this requirement through the process set
forth in Section 329. When considering any such application, the Commission shall consider
the following criteria:
1) no more than 50% of the required mass is reduced unless special circumstances are
evident;
The Project incorporates a horizontal mass break from the ground floor up to the sky, which is 25ft in width, across the entire length of the project site. The Project exceeds the required amount of
mass that would have been reduced under a code-complying mass reduction.
2) the depth of any mass reduction breaks provided is not less than 15 feet from the front
facade, unless special circumstances are evident;
The Project incorporates a mass break, which is more than 15-ft deep from the front fafade.
3) the proposed building envelope can be demonstrated to achieve a distinctly superior
effect of reducing the apparent horizontal dimension of the building; and
Through the incorporation of the mid-block alley and horizontal mass break, the Project achieves a
distinctly superior building form, due to the separation from the adjacent land dedication site and
the building's overall style. The Project evokes a style reminiscent of larger-scale, 191h centuryearly 20 1h century brick warehouses, which often features finer grain details and a rectilinear
massing.

4) the proposed building achieves unique and superior architectural design.
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The Project achieves a unique and superior architectural design that appropriately evokes an

industrial aesthetic from the 19th century - early 20th century. The Project's massing and scale is
appropriate given the larger neighborhood context. Overall, the Project provides finer grain
details, which are appropriate given the Project's design and style.
D. Flexible Units: Modification of the accessory use provisions of Section 803.3(b)(l)(c) for
Dwelling Units. Dwelling Units modified under this Subsection shall continue to be
considered Dwelling Units for the purposes of this Code and shall be subject to all such
applicable controls and fees. Additionally, any building that receives a modification pursuant
to this Subsection shall (i) have appropriately designed street frontages to accommodate both
residential and modified accessory uses and (ii) obtain comment on the proposed
modification from other relevant agencies prior to the Planning Commission hearing,
including the Fire Department and Department of Building Inspection. Modifications are
subject to the following:
(i) A modification may only be granted for the ground floor portion of Dwelling Units that
front on a street with a width equal to or greater than 40 feet.

The Project seeks an exception to the accessory use provisions for five dwelling units on the ground
floor along Florida Street. Florida Street is wider than 40-ft, and is a qualifying street.
(ii) The accessory use may only include those uses permitted as of right at the subject
property. However, uses permitted in any unit obtaining an accessory use modification may
be further limited by the Planning Commission.

The Project will only include accessory uses that are principally-permitted uses in the UMU Zoning
District, as defined in Planning Code Section 843.
(iii) The Planning Commission may grant exceptions to the size of the accessory use, type and
number of employees, and signage restrictions of the applicable accessory use controls.

The Project is seeking modification to the accessory use provisions for dwelling units to allow for
greater flexibt1ity in the size and type of an accessory use, to provide for a limited number of employees,
and to allow for public access.
E. Where not specified elsewhere in Planning Code Section 329(d), modification of other Code
requirements which could otherwise be modified as a Planned Unit Development (as set
forth in Section 304), irrespective of the zoning district in which the property is located;

In addition to the exception for rear yard, off-street loading, horizontal mass reduction, and accessory
use provisions for dwelling units, the Project is seeking an exception to the requirements ground floor
ceiling height for non-residential uses (Planning Code Section 145.1).
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Under Planning Code Section 145.1(c)(4), the ground floor ceiling height for non-residential uses is
required to be a minimum of 17-ft in the UMU Zoning District. Currently, the Project specifies a
ground floor ceiling height, which ranges from 14-ft 5-in to 17-ft. Although the ground floor ceiling
height varies, the architectural expression along the street frontage is consistent and the overall design
reinforces the concept of a tall ground floor. The Commission supports this exception, due to the overal.l
quality of design and the streetscape improvements along 181h, Florida and Bryant Streets.

8.

General Plan Compliance. The Project is, on balance, consistent with the following Objectives
and Policies of the General Plan:

HOUSING ELEMENT
Objectives and Policies
OBJECTIVE1
IDENTIFY AND MAKE AVAILABLE FOR DEVELOPMENT ADEQUATE SITES TO MEET 1HE
CITY'S HOUSING NEEDS, ESPECIALLY PERMANENTLY AFFORDABLE HOUSING.

Policyl.1
Plan for the full range of housing needs in the City and County of San Francisco, especially
affordable housing.
Policy 1.2
Focus housing growth and infrastructure necessary to support growth according to community
plans. Complete planning underway in key opportunity areas such as Treasure Island,
Candlestick Park and Hunter's Point Shipyard.
Policyl.10
Support new housing projects, especially affordable housing, where households can easily rely
on public transportation, walking and bicycling for the majority of daily trips.
The Project is a higher density residential development, which provides up to 199 new dwelling units in a
mixed-use area. The Project abuts smaller-scale residential uses and one-to-two-story commercial buildings.
The project site was recently rezoned as part of a long range planning goal to create a cohesive residential
and mixed-use neighborhood. The Project includes 3 on-site affordable housing units for rent (if the.
upcoming Charter Amendment passes) and will dedicate a portion of the project site to MOHCD for the
purpose of developing up to 136 affordable housing units. These two methods comply with the City's
affordable housing goals. The Project is also in proximity to public transportation options.

OBJECTIVE4
FOSTER A HOUSING STOCK THAT MEETS THE NEEDS OF ALL RESIDENTS ACROSS
LIFE CYCLES.
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Policy4.1
Develop new housing, and encourage the remodeling of existing housing, for families with
children.
Policy4.4
Encourage sufficient and suitable rental housing opportunities, emphasizing permanently
affordable rental units wherever possible.
Policy4.5
Ensure that new permanently affordable housing is located in all of the City's neighborhoods,
and encourage integrated neighborhoods, with a diversity of unit types provided at a range of
income levels.
The Project will dedicate a portion of the project site to MOHCD, thus meeting the affordable housing
requirements. Additionally, should a proposed Charter amendment pass, the project would provide an
additional 3 on-site affordable units for rent. These methods encourage diversity among income levels
within the new development. In addition, the Project provides the appropriate amount of new two-bedroom
units, and meets the requirements for dwelling unit mix.

OBJECTIVE 11
SUPPORT AND RESPECT 1HE DIVERSE AND DISTINCT CHARACTER OF SAN
FRANCISCO'S NEIGHBORHOODS.

Policy 11.1
Promote the construction and rehabilitation of well-designed housing that emphasizes beauty,
flexibility, and innovative design, and respects existing neighborhood character.
Policy 11.2
Ensure implementation of accepted design standards in project approvals.
Policyll.3
Ensure growth is accommodated without substantially and adversely impacting existing .
residential neighborhood character.
Policyll.4
Continue to utilize zoning districts which conform to a generalized residential land use and
density plan and the General Plan.
Policy 11.6
Foster a sense of community through architectural design, using features that promote
community interaction.
Policy11.8
Consider a neighborhood's character when integrating new uses, and minimize disruption
caused by expansion of institutions into residential areas.

SAN FRANCISCO
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The Project responds to the site's mixed-character by providing new ground floor retail and PDR
opportunities and new dwelling units. The Project appropriately responds to the varied character of the
larger neighborhood The Project's facades provide a unique expression not commonly found within the
surrounding area, while providing for a material palette, which draws from the surrounding industrial
context.

COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY ELEMENT
Objectives and Policies
OBJECTIVE 6:
MAINTAIN AND SIRENGTHEN VIABLE NEIGHBORHOOD COMMERCIAL AREAS EASILY
ACCESSIBLE TO CITY RESIDENTS.

Policy6.1
Ensme and encourage the retention and provision of neighborhood-serving goods and services in
the city's neighborhood commercial districts, while recognizing and. encouraging diversity
among the districts.

The Project provides new opportunity for new ground floor retail and PDR uses, which are consistent with
the goals for the UMU Zoning District. The surrounding neighborhood does not have an overabundance of
ground floor retail uses. The Project would provide new opportunity for neighborhood-serving retail uses.
In addition, as expressed by the Commission, the Project will provide 12,000 square feet of PDR use, which
will provide a mix of uses on the ground floor and assist in mitigating the loss of the existing PDR uses.

RECREATION AND OPEN SPACE ELEMENT
Objectives and Policies
OBJECTIVE 4:
PROVIDE OPPORTUNITIES FOR RECREATION AND THE ENJOYMENT OF OPEN SPACE IN
EVERY SAN FRANCISCO NEIGHBORHOOD.

Policy4.5:
Require private usable outdoor open space in new residential development.
Policy4.6:
Assure the provision of adequate public open space to serve new residential development.

The Project will create common open space areas in a new mi:xed-use development through inner courts and
a roof terrace. The Project will not cast shadows over open spaces under the jurisdiction of the Recreation
and Park Department.

TRANSPORTATION ELEMENT
Objectives and Policies
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OBJECTIVE 24:
IMPROVE THE AMBIENCE OF THE PEDESTRIAN ENVIRONMENT.
Policy 24.2:
Maintain and expand the planting of street trees and the infrastructure to support them.
Policy 24.3:
Install pedestrian-serving street furniture where appropriate.
Policy 24.4:
Preserve pedestrian-oriented building frontages.

The Project includes new street trees along the public rights-of-way. In addition, the Project includes
streetscape elements, including new concrete sidewalks, linear planters along the street edge, new street
trees, bicycle parki.ng spaces, and corner bulb-outs. Frontages are designed with active spaces oriented at
the pedestrian level. The new garage entrance/exit is narrow in width and assists in minimizing pedestrian
and bicycle conflicts.
OBJECTIVE 28:
PROVIDE SECURE AND CONVENIENT PARKING FACILIDES FOR BICYCLES.
Policy 28.1:
Provide secure bicycle parking in new governmental, commercial, and residential developments.
Policy 28.3:
Provide parking facilities which are safe, secure, and convenient.

The Project includes 128 Class 1 bicycle parking spaces and 18 Class 2 bicycle parking spaces in secure,
convenient locations, thus meeting the amount required by the Planning Code.
OBJECTIVE 34:
RELATE THE AMOUNT OF PARKING IN RESIDENTIAL AREAS AND NEIGHBORHOOD
COMMERCIAL DISTRICTS TO THE CAPACITY OF THE OTY'S STREET SYSTEM AND LAND
USE PATTERNS.
Policy 34.1:
Regulate off-street parking in new housing so as to guarantee needed spaces without requiring
excesses and to encourage low auto ownership in neighborhoods that are well served by transit
and are convenient to neighborhood shopping.
Policy 34.3:

SAN FRANCISCO
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Permit minimal or reduced off-street parking supply for new buildings in residential and
commercial areas adjacent to transit centers and along transit preferential streets.
Policy 34.5:
Minimize the construction of new curb cuts in areas where on-street parking is in short supply
and locate them in a manner such that they retain or minimally diminish the number of existing
on-street parking spaces.

The Project adheres to the principally permitted parking amounts within the Planning Code. The parking
spaces are accessed by one ingress and egress point. Parking is adequate for the project and complies with
maximums prescribed by the Planning Code.

URBAN DESIGN ELEMENT
Objectives and Policies
OBJECTIVE 1:
EMPHASIS OF THE CHARACTERISTIC PATTERN WHICH GIVES TO THE CITY AND ITS
NEIGHBORHOODS AN IMAGE, A SENSE OF PURPOSE, AND A MEANS OF ORIENTATION.

Policyl.7:
Recognize the natural boundaries of districts, and promote connections between districts.
OBJECTIVE 2:
CONSERVATION OF RESOURCES WHICH PROVIDE A SENSE OF NATURE, CONTINUITY
WTIH THE PAST, AND FREEDOM FROM OVERCROWDING.

Policy26:
Respect the character of older development nearby in the design of new buildings.

The Project is located within the Mission neighborhood, which is characterized by the mix of uses. As such,
the Project provides expressive street fac;ades, which respond to form, scale and material palette of the
existing neighborhood, while also providing a new contemporary architectural vocabulary.
OBJECTIVE 4:
IMPROVEMENT OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD ENVIRONMENT TO INCREASE PERSONAL
SAFETY, COMFORT, PRIDE AND OPPORTUNITY.

Policy4.5:
Design walkways and parking facilities to minimize danger to pedestrians.
Policy 4.13:
Improve pedestrian areas by providing human scale and interest.
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Although the project site has three street frontages, it only provides one vehicular access points for the offstreet parking, thus limiting conflicts with pedestrians and bicyclists. Numerous street trees will be planted
on each street. Along the project site, the pedestrian experience will be greatly improved.

MISSION AREA PLAN
Objectives and Policies
Land Use
OBJECTIVE 1.1

IN AREAS OF THE MISSION WHERE HOUSING AND MIXED-USE IS
ENCOURAGED, MAXIMIZE DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL IN KEEPING WITH
NEIGHBORHOOD CHARACTER.
Policy 1.2.1
Ensure that in-fill housing development is compatible with its surroundings.
Policy 1.2.2
For new construction, and as part of major expansion of existing buildings in neighborhood
commercial districts, require ground floor commercial uses in new housing development. In
other mixed-use districts encourage housing over commercial or PDR where appropriate.
Policy 1.2.3
In general, where residential development is permitted, control residential density through
building height and bulk guidelines and bedroom mix requirements.
Policy 1.2.4
Identify portions of the Mission where it would be appropriate to increase· maximum heights for
residential development.
Housing
OBJECTIVE 2.3

ENSURE THAT NEW RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENTS SATISFY AN ARRAY OF
HOUSING NEEDS WITH RESPECT TO TENURE, UNIT MIX AND COMMUNITY
SERVICES
Policy 2.3.3
Require that a significant number of units in new developments have two or more bedrooms,
except Senior Housing and SRO developments unless all Below Market Rate units are two or
more bedrooms.
Policy 2.3.5
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Explore a range of revenue-generating tools including impact fees, public funds and grants,
assessment districts, and other private funding sources, to fund community and neighborhood
improvements.

Policy 2.3.6
Establish an impact fee to be allocated towards an Eastern Neighborhoods Public Benefit Fund to
mitigate the impacts of new development on transit, pedestrian, bicycle, and street
improvements, park and recreational facilities, and community facilities such as libraries, child
care and other neighborhood services in the area.
Built Form
OBJECTIVE 3.1

PROMOTE AN URBAN FORM THAT REINFORCES THE MISSION'S
DISTINCTIVE PLACE IN THE CITY'S LARGER FORM AND STRENGTIIENS ITS
PHYSICAL FABRIC AND CHARACTER
Policy 3.1.8
New development should respect existing patterns of rear yard open space. Where an existing
pattern of rear yard open space does not exist, new development on mixed-use-zoned parcels
should have greater flexibility as to where open space can be located.
OBJECTIVE 3.2

PROMOTE AN URBAN FORM AND ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTER THAT
SUPPORTS WALKING AND SUSTAINS A DIVERSE, ACTIVE AND SAFE PUBLIC
REALM
Policy 3.2.1
Require high quality design of street-facing building exteriors.
Policy 3.2.3
Minimize the visual impact of parking.
Policy 3.2.4
Strengthen the relationship between a building and its fronting sidewalk.
Policy 3.2.6
Sidewalks abutting new developments should be constructed in accordance with locally
appropriate guidelines based on established best practices in streetscape design.
Transportation
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OBJECTIVE 4.7

IMPROVE PUBLIC TRANSIT TO BETTER SERVE EXISTING AND NEW
DEVELOPMENT IN THE MISSION
Policy 4.7.2
Provide secure, accessible and abundant bicycle parking, particularly at transit stations, within
shopping areas and at concentrations of employment.
OBJECTIVE 4.8

ENCOURAGE ALTERNATIVES TO CAR OWNERSHIP AND THE REDUCTION OF
PRIVATE VEIDCLE TRIPS
Policy 4.8.1
Continue to require car-sharing arrangements in new residential and conunercial developments,
as well as any new parking garages.

Streets & Open Space
OBJECTIVE 5.3

CREATE A NETWORK OF GREEN STREETS THAT CONNECTS OPEN SPACES
AND IMPROVES THE W ALKABILITY, AESTHETICS and ecological sustainability
OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD.
Policy 5.3.1
Redesign underutilized portions of streets as public open spaces, including widened sidewalks or
medians, curb bulb-outs, "living streets" or green connector streets.
Policy 5.3.2
Maximize sidewalk landscaping, street trees and pedestrian scale street furnishing to the greatest
extent feasible.

The Project features an appropriate mix of uses encouraged by the Area Plan for this location. The Project
provides 199 new dwelling units, which will be available for rent. In addition, the Project is located within
the prescribed height guidelines, and includes the appropriate dwelling unit mix, since more than 40% or
80 units are two-bedroom dwellings. The Project also incorporates an appropriate mix of uses for the UMU
Zoning District, as evidenced by the 12,000 square feet of PDR use. The Project introduces a contemporary
architectural vocabulary that draws from the neighborhood's industrial aesthetic, which is sensitive to the
prevailing scale and neighborhood fabric. The Project provides for a high quality designed exterior, which
features a variety of materials, colors and textures, including brick and aluminum windows. The Project
provides ample common open space and also improves the public rights of way with new streetscape
improvements, street furniture, corner bulb outs, and landscaping. The Project minimizes the impact of offstreet parking and is in proximity to public transit options. The Project will also pay the appropriate
development impacUees, including the Eastern Neighborhoods Impact Fees.
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Planning Code Section 101.1(b) establishes eight priority-planning policies and requires review
of permits for consistency with said policies. On balance, the project does comply with said
policies in that:
A. That existing neighborhood-serving retail uses be preserved and enhanced and future
opportunities for resident employment in and oWnership of such businesses be enhanced.

Although the project site currently contains existing neighborhood-serving uses, including a
restaurant and auto repair shop, the Project would assist in enhancing the larger neighborhood by
providing new space for new neighborhood-serving uses and other retail opportunities. The Project
improves the urban form of the neighborhood by constructing new ground floor retail and PDR uses.
These ne:w retail spaces will provide goods and services to area workers, residents and visitors, while
creating new ownership and employment opportunities for residents. The Project would add new
residents, visitors, and employees to the neighborhood, which would assist in strengthening nearby
retail uses.
B. That existing housing and neighborhood character be conserved and protected in order to
.preserve the cultural and economic diversity of our neighborhoods.

Although the Project would demolish three existing housing units, the Project would provide 199 new
dwelling units, thus resulting in an overall increase in the neighborhood housing stock. Further, the
Project will dedicate a portion of the project site to MOHCD, who will develop the land with affordable
housing, and, should a proposed Charter amendment pass, the Project will provide three on-site BMR
units for rent. The Project is expressive in design, and relates well to the scale and form of the
surrounding neighborhood. For these reasons, the Project would protect and preserve the cultural and
ecmwmic diversity of the neighborhood.
C. That the City's supply of affordable housing be preserved and enhanced.

The Project will not displace any identified affordable housing units. The three existing units are not
identified as affordable housing units. The Project will comply with the City's lnclusionary Housing
Program, therefore increasing the stock of affordable housing units in the City.

D. That commuter traffic not impede MUNI transit service or overburden our streets or
neighborhood parking.

The project site is served by nearby public transportation options. The Project is located within one
block of bus lines for the 27-Bryant & within three blocks of the bus lines for the 22-Fillmore and 33Stanyan. Future residents would be afforded proximity to bus line. The Project also provides off-street
parking at the principally permitted amounts and sufficient bicycle parking for residents and their
guests.
E.

That a diverse economic base be maintained by protecting our industrial and service sectors
from displacement due to commercial office development, and that future opportunities for
resident employment and ownership in these sectors be enhanced.
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The Project. does not include commercial office development. The Project provides new ground floor
retail use, PDR use and housing, which is a top priority in the City. The new retail use will provide
new opportunity for the service sector.

F. That the City achieve the greatest possible preparedness to protect against injury and loss of
life in an earthquake.
The Project will be designed and will be constructed to conform to the structural and seismic safety
requirements of the Building Code. This proposal will not impact the property's ability to withstand
an earthquake.

G. That landmarks and historic buildings be preserved.
Currently, the project site does not contain any City Landmarks or historic buildings.

H. That our parks and open space and their access to sunlight and vistas be protected from
development.
The Project will not affect the City's parks or open space or their access to sunlight and vistas. A
shadow study was completed and concluded that the Project will not cast shadows on any property
under the jurisdiction of, or designated for acquisition by, the Recreation and Park Commission.

9.

First Source Hiring. The Project is subject to the requirements of the First Source Hiring Program
as they apply to permits for residential development (Section 83.4(m) of the Administrative
Code), and the Project Sponsor shall comply with the requirements of this Program as to all
construction work and on-going employment required for the Project. Prior to the issuance of any
building permit to construct or a First Addendum to the Site Permit, the Project Sponsor shall
have a First Source Hiring Construction and Employment Program approved by the First Source
Hiring Administrator, and evidenced in writing. In the event that both the Director of Planning
and the First Source Hiring Administrator agree, the approval of the Employment Program may
be delayed as needed.
The Project Sponsor submitted a First Source Hiring Affidavit and prior to issuance of a building permit
will execute a First Source Hiring Memorandum of Understanding and a First Source Hiring Agreement
with the City's First Source Hiring Administration.

10. The Project is consistent with and would promote the general and specific purposes of the Code
provided under Section 101.l(b) in that, as designed, the Project would contribute to the character
and stability of the neighborhood and would constitute a beneficial development.
11. The Commission hereby finds that approval of the Large Project Authorization would promote
the health, safety and welfare of the City.
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DECISION
That based upon the Record, the submissions by the Applicant, the staff of the Department and other
interested parties, the oral testimony presented to this Commission at the public hearings, and all other
written materials submitted by all parties, the Commission hereby APPROVES Large Project
Authorization Application No. 2013.0677X under Planning Code Section 32$1 to allow the new
construction of a six-story, 68-ft tall, mixed-use building with 199 dwelling units, up to 7,007 square feet
of retail/trade shop use, and a total of 12,000 gsf of PDR use, and a modification to the requirements for:
1) rear yard (Planning Code Section 134); 2) ground floor ceiling height for non-residential uses (Planning
Code Section 145.1); 3) off-street freight loading (Planning Code Section 152.1); 4) horizontal mass
reduction (Planning Code Section 270.1); and, 5) flexible units-modification to the accessory use
provisions of 803.3(b)(l)(c) (Planning Code Sections 329(d)(10)), within the UMU (Urban Mixed Use)
Zoning District and a 68-X Height and Bulk District. The project is subject to the following conditions
attached hereto as "EXHIBIT A" in general conformance with plans on file, dated April 29, 2016, and
stamped "EXHIBIT B", which is incorporated herein by reference as though fully set forth.
The Planning Commission hereby adopts the MMRP attached hereto as Exhibit C and incorporated
herein as part of this Motion by this reference thereto. All required mitigation measures identified in the
Eastern Neighborhoods Plan EIR and contained in the MMRP are included as conditions of approval.
APPEAL AND EFFECTIVE DATE OF MOTION: Any aggrieved person may appeal this Section 329
Large Project Authorization to the Board of Appeals within fifteen (15) days after the date of this
Motion. The effective date of this Motion shall be the date of adoption of this Motion if not appealed
(after the 15-day period has expired) OR the date of the decision of the Board of Appeals if appealed
to the Board of Appeals. For further information, please contact the Board of Appeals at (415) 575-6880,
1660 Mission, Room 3036, San Francisco, CA 94103.
Protest of Fee or Exaction: You may protest any fee or exaction subject to Government Code Section
66000 that is imposed as a condition of approval by following the procedures set forth in Government
Code Section 66020. The protest must satisfy the requirements of Government Code Section 66020(a) and
must be filed within 90 days of the date of the first approval or conditional approval of the development
referencing the challenged fee or exaction. For purposes of Government Code Section 66020, the date of
imposition of the fee shall be the date of the earliest discretionary approval by the City of the subject
development.
If the City has not previously given Notice of an earlier discretionary approval of the project, the
Planning Commission's adoption of this Motion, Resolution, Discretionary Review Action or the Zoning
Administrator's Variance Decision Letter constitutes the approval or conditional approval of the
development and the City hereby gives NOTICE that the 90-day protest period under Government Code
Section 66020 has begun. If the City has already given Notice that the 90-day approval period has begun
for the subject development, then this document does not re-commence the 90-day approval period.
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I hereby certify that the Planning Commission ADOPTED the foregoing Motion on June 2, 2016.

Commission Secretary
AYES:

Antonini, Fong, Johnson, Hillis and Richards

NAYS:

Moore and Wu

ABSENT:

None

ADOPTED:

June 2, 2016
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EXHIBIT A
AUTHORIZATION
This authorization is for a Large Project Authorization to allow for the new construction of a six-story, 68ft tall, mixed-use building with 199 dwelling units, 7,007 gsf of ground floor retail use, 3,938 gsf of PDR
use, and a modification to the requirements for rear yard, open space, permitted obstructions over the
street, ground floor ceiling height, off-street loading and accessory use provisions for dwelling units,
located at 2000-2070 Bryant Street, Lots 001, 002 and 021 in Assessor's Block 4022 pursuant to Planning
Code Section 329 within the UMU (Urban Mixed Use) Zoning Districts, and a 68-X Height and Bulk
District; in general conformance with plans, dated May 4, 2016, and stamped "EXHIBIT B" included in
the docket for Case No. 2013.0677X and subject to conditions of approval reviewed and approved by the
Commission on June 2, 2016 under Motion No. 19658. This authorization and the conditions contamed
herein run with the property and not with a particular Project Sponsor, business, or operator.

RECORDATION OF CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
Prior to the issuance of the building permit or commencement of use for the Project the Zoning
Administrator shall approve and order the recordation of a Notice in the Official Records of the Recorder
of the City and County of San Francisco for the subject property. This Notice shall state that the project is
subject to the conditions of approval contained herein and reviewed and approved by the Planning
Commission on June 2, 2016 under Motion No. 19658.

PRINTING OF CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL ON PLANS
The conditions of approval under the 'Exhibit A' of this Planning Commission Motion No. 19658 shall be
reproduced on the Index Sheet of construction plans submitted with the Site or Building permit
application for the Project. The Index Sheet of the construction plans shall reference to the Office
Development Authorization and any subsequent amendments or modifications.

SEVERABIUTY
The Project shall comply with all applicable City codes and requirements. If any clause, sentence, section
or any part of these conditions of approval is for any reason held to be invalid, such invalidity shall not
affect or impair other remaining clauses, sentences, or sections of these conditions. This decision conveys
no right to construct, or to receive a building permit. "Project Sponsor'' shall include any subsequent
responsible party.

CHANGES AND MODIFICATIONS
Changes to the approved plans may be approved administratively by the Zoning Administrator.
Significant changes and modifications of conditions shall require Planning Commission approval of a
new authorization.
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Conditions of Approval, Compliance, Monitoring, and Reporting

PERFORMANCE
Validity. The authorization and right vested by virtue of this action is valid for three (3) years from the
effective date of the Motion. The Department of Building Inspection shall have issued a Building Permit
or Site Permit to construct the project and/or commence the approved use within this three-year period.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.sf
planning.org
Expiration and Renewal. Should a Building or Site Permit be sought after the three (3) year period has
lapsed, the project sponsor must seek a renewal of this Authorization by filing an application for an
amendment to the original Authorization or a new application for Authorization. Should the project
sponsor decline to so file, and decline to withdraw the permit application, the Commission shall conduct
a public hearing in order to consider the revocation of the Authorization. Should the Commission not
revoke the Authorization following the closure of the public hearing, the Commission shall determine the
extension of time for the continued validity of the Authorization.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.sfplanning.org
Diligent Pursuit. Once a site or Building Permit has been issued, construction must commence within the
timeframe required by the Department of Building Inspection and be continued diligently to completion.
Failure to do so shall be grounds for the Commission to consider revoking the approval if more than
three (3) years have passed since this Authorization was approved.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, zmvw.sfplanning.org
Extension. All time limits in the preceding three paragraphs may be extended at the discretion of the
Zoning Administrator where impl~mentation of the project is delayed by a public agency, an appeal or a
legal challenge and only by the length of time for which such public agency, appeal or challenge has
caused delay.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.sfplanning.org
Conformity with Current Law. No application for Building Permit, Site Permit, or other entitlement shall
be approved unless it complies with all applicable provisions of City Codes in effect at the time of such
approval.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.sf-.
planning.org
Additional Project Authorization. The Project Sponsor must obtain a Conditional Use Authorization
under Planning Code Sections 303 and 317 for removal of three residential units, and satisfy all the
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conditions thereof. The conditions set forth below are additional conditions required in connection with
the Project. If these conditions overlap with any other requirement imposed on the Project, the more
restrictive or protective condition or requirement, as determined by the Zoning Administrator, shall
apply.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.sf
planning.org
Mitigation Measures. Mitigation measures described in the MMRP for the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan
EIR (Case No. 2013.0677£) attached as Exhibit C are necessary to avoid potential significant effects of the
proposed project and have been agreed to by the project sponsor.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.sf
planning.org

DESIGN - COMPLIANCE AT PLAN STAGE
Final Materials. The Project Sponsor shall continue to work with Planning Department on the building
design. Final materials, glazing, color, texture, landscaping, and detailing shall be subject to Department
staff review and approval. The architectural addenda shall be reviewed and approved by the Planning
Department prior to issuance.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, www.sfplanning.org

Garbage, Composting and Recycling Storage. Space for the collection and storage of garbage,
composting, and recycling shall be provided within enclosed areas on the property and clearly labeled
and illustrated on the architectural addenda. Space for the collection and storage of recyclable and
compostable materials that meets the size, location, accessibility and other standards specified by the San
Francisco Recycling Program shall be provided at the ground level of the buildings.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, www.sfplanning.org
Transformer Vault. The location of individual project PG&E Transformer Vault installations has
significant effects to San Francisco streetscapes when improperly located. However, they may not have
any impact if they are installed in preferred locations. Therefore, the Planning Department recommends
the following preference schedule in locating new transformer vaults, in order of most to least desirable:
1. On-site, in a basement area accessed via a garage or other access point without use of separate doors
on a ground floor fa<;ade facing a public right-of-way;
2. On-site, in a driveway, underground;
3. On-site, above ground, screened from view, other than a ground floor fa1;ade facing a public right-ofway;
4. Public right-of-way, underground, under sidewalks with a minimum width of 12 feet, avoiding
effects on streetscape elements, such as street trees; and based on Better Streets Plan guidelines;
5. Public right-of-way, underground; and based on Better Streets Plan guidelines;
6. Public right-of~way, above ground, screened from view; and based on Better Streets Plan guidelines;
7. On-site, in a ground floor fa1;ade (the least desirable location).
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Unless otherwise specified by the Planning Department, Department of Public Work's Bureau of Street
Use and Mapping (DPW BSM) should use this preference schedule for all new transformer vault
installation requests.
For infonnation about compliance, contact Bureau of Street Use and Mapping, Department of Public Works at 415554-5810, http://sfdpw.org

Rooftop Mechanical Equipment. Pursuant to Planning Code 141, the Project Sponsor shall submit a roof
plan to the Planning Department prior to Planning approval of the building permit application for each
building. Rooftop mechanical equipment, if any is proposed as part of the Project, is required to be
screened so as not to be visible from any point at or below the roof level of the subject building.
For infonnation about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, www.sf
planning.org

Streetscape Plan. Pursuant to Planning Code Section 138.1, the Project Sponsor shall continue to work
with Planning Department staff, in consultation with other City agencies, to refine the design and
programming of the Streetscape Plan so that the plan generally meets the standards of the Better Streets
Plan and all applicable City standards. The Project Sponsor shall complete final design of all required
street improvements, including procurement of relevant City permits, prior to issuance of first
architectural addenda, and shall complete construction of all required street improvements prior to
issuance of first temporary certificate of occupancy.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, www.sfplanning.org

PARKING AND TRAFFIC
Unbundled Parking. All off-street parking spaces shall be made available to Project residents only as a
separate "add-on" option for purchase or rent and shall not be bundled with any Project dwelling unit for
the life of the dwelling units. The required parking spaces may be made available to residents within a
quarter mile of the project. All affordable dwelling units pursuant to Planning Code Section 415 shall
have equal access to use of the parking as the market rate units, with parking spaces priced
commensurate with the affordability of the dwelling unit. Each unit within the Project shall have the first
right of refusal to rent or purchase a parking space until the number of residential parking spaces are no
longer available. No conditions may be placed on the purchase or rental of dwelling units, nor may
homeowner' s rules be established, which prevent or preclude the separation of parking spaces from
dwelling units. .
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.sfplanning.org

Parking Maximum. Pursuant to Planning Code Section 151.1, the Project shall provide no more than 149
off-street parking spaces for the 199 dwelling units in the UMU Zoning Zoning District.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
planning.org

www.~f
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Car Share. Pursuant to Planning Code Section 166, no fewer than one car share space shall be made
available, at no cost, to a certified car share organization for the purposes of providing car share services
for its service subscribers.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, WW7.v.sfplanning.org
Bicycle Parking. Pursuant to Planning Code Sections 155.1, 155.4, and 155.5, the Project shall provide no
fewer than 128 Class 1 bicycle parking spaces and 18 Class 2 bicycle parking spaces for the 199 dwelling
units, 7,007 square feet of grotind floor retail use, and 3,938 square feet of PDR use.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.~f
planning.org
Managing Traffic During Construction. The Project Sponsor and construction contractor(s) shall
coordinate with the Traffic Engineering and Transit Divisions of the San Francisco Municipal
Transportation Agency (SFMTA), the Police Department, the Fire Department, the Planning Department,
and other construction contractor(s) for any concurrent nearby Projects to manage traffic congestion and
pedestrian circulation effects during construction of the Project.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, 7.vww.~f
planning.org
Parking for Affordable Units. All off-street parking spaces shall be made available to Project residents
only as a separate "add-on" option for purchase or rent and shall not be bundled with any Project
dwelling unit for the life of the dwelling units. The required parking spaces may be made available to
residents within a quarter mile of the project. All affordable dwelling units pursuant to Planning Code
Section 415 shall have equal access to use of the parking as the market rate units, with parking spaces
priced commensurate with the affordability of the dwelling unit. Each unit within the Project shall have
the first right of refusal to rent or purchase a parking space until the number of residential parking spaces
are no longer available. No conditions may be placed on the purchase or rental of dwelling units, nor
may homeowner' s rules be established, which prevent or preclude the separation of parking spaces from
dwelling units.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.sfplanning.org

PROVISIONS
PDR Use. The Project shall incorporate 12,000 square feet of PDR use.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, www.sf
planning.org
Anti-Discriminatory Housing. The Project shall adhere to the requirements of the Anti-Discriminatory
Housing policy, pursuant to Administrative Code Section 1.61.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, www.sf
planning.org
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Transportation Sustainability Fee. The Project is subject to the Transportation Sustainability Fee (TSF),
as applicable, pursuant to Planning Code Section 411A.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, www.sfplanning.org
Child Care Fee - Residential. The Project is subject to the Residential Child Care Fee, as applicable,
pursuant to Planning Code Section 414A.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, www.sfplanning.org
Eastern Neighborhoods Infrastructure Impact Fee. Pursuant to Planning Code Section 423 (formerly
327), the Project Sponsor shall comply with the Eastern Neighborhoods Public Benefit Fund provisions
through payment of an Impact Fee pursuant to Article 4.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, www.sf
planning.org
First Source Hiring. The Project shall adhere to the requirements of the First Source Hiring Construction
and End-Use Employment Program approved by the First Source Hiring Administrator, pursuant to
Section 83.4(m) of the Administrative Code. The Project Sponsor shall comply with the requirements of
this Program regarding construction work and on-going employment required for the Project.
For information about compliance, contact the First Source Hiring Manager at 415-581-2335, www.onestopSF.org

MONITORING
Enforcement. Violation of any of the Planning Department conditions of approval contained in this
Motion or of any other provisions of Planning Code applicable to this Project shall be subject to the
enforcement procedures and administrative penalties set forth under Planning Code Section 176 or
Section 176.1. The Planning Department may also refer the violation complaints to other city
departments and agencies for appropriate enforcement action under their jurisdiction.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.sf
planning.org
Revocation Due to Violation of Conditions. Should implementation of this Project result in complaints
from interested property owners, residents, or commercial lessees which are not resolved by the Project
Sponsor and found to be in violation of the Planning Code and/or the specific conditions of approval for
the Project as set forth in Exhibit A of this Motion, the Zoning Administrator shall refer such complaints
to the Commission, after which it may hold a public hearing on the matter to consider revocation of this
authorization.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.sf
planning.org
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OPERATION
Garbage, Recycling, and Composting Receptacles. Garbage, recycling, and compost containers shall be
kept within the premises and hidden from public view, and placed outside only when being serviced by
the disposal company. Trash shall be contained and disposed of pursuant to garbage and recycling
receptacles guidelines set forth by the Department of Public Works.
For information about compliance, contact Bureau of Street Use and Mapping, Department of Public Works at 415554-.5810, http://sfdpw.org

Sidewalk Maintenance. The Project Sponsor shall maintain the main entrance to the building and all
sidewalks abutting the subject property in a clean and sanitary condition in compliance with the
Department of Public Works Streets and Sidewalk Maintenance Standards.
For information about compliance, contact Bureau of Street Use and Mapping, Department of Public Works, 415695-2017, http://sfdpw.org

Community Liaison. Prior to issuance of a building permit to construct the project and implement the
approved use, the Project Sponsor shall appoint a community liaison officer to deal with the issues of
concern to owners and occupants of nearby properties. The Project Sponsor shall provide the Zoning
Administrator with written notice of the name, business address, and telephone number of the
community liaison. Should the contact information change, the Zoning Administrator shall be made
aware of such change. The community liaison shall report to the Zoning Administrator what issues, if
any, are of concern to the community and what issues have not been resolved by the Project Sponsor.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.sfplanning.org

Lighting. All Project lighting shall be directed onto the Project site and immediately surrounding
sidewalk area only, and designed and managed so as not to be a nuisance to adjacent residents.
Nighttime lighting shall be the minimum necessary to ensure safety, but shall in no case be directed so as
to constitute a nuisance to any surrounding property.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.sfplanning.org

INCLUSIONARY HOUSING
Land Dedication Alternative. The Project Sponsor has chosen to satisfy the affordability requirement for
the Project through a land dedication pursuant to Planning Code Section 419.6 and 419.5(a)(2)(A)-(J). The
Project Sponsor has been in discussions with the Mayor's Office of Housing (MOH) and the Planning
Department. On May 12, 2016, MOH provided a letter to the Planning Department that confirmed that
the site that the Project Sponsor has selected (a portion of 2070 Bryant St [Block 4022 Lot 021]), is
acceptable under Planning Code Section 419.5(2), subject to the conditions included therein.
In the event the land dedication process is completed, and the fee title to the land dedication site is

transferred to the City prior to the issuance of the first construction document for the Project, the Project
will have fully complied with the Planning Code's Section 415 inclusionary affordable housing
requirements. In the event, for whatever reason, fee title to the land dedication site is not transferred to
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the City by issuance of the first construction document for the Project, the Project Sponsor will be subject
to the requirements of Planning Code Section 415 and 419.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, www.sfplanning.org or the Mayor's Office of Housing at 415-701-5500, www.sf-moh.org.
Eastern Neighborhoods Affordable Housing Requirements for UMU. Pursuant to Planning Code
Section 419.3, Project Sponsor shall meet the requirements set forth in Planning Code Section 419.3 in
addition to the requirements set forth in the Affordable Housing Program, per Planning Code Section
415. Prior to issuance of first construction document, the Project Sponsor shall select orie of the options
described in Section 419.3 or the alternatives described in Planning Code Section 419.5 to fulfill the
affordable housing requirements and notify the Department of their choice. Any fee required by Section
419.1 et seq. shall be paid to the Development Fee Collection Unit at DBI prior to issuance of the first
construction document an option for the project sponsor to defer payment to prior to issuance of the first
certificate of occupancy upon agreeing to pay a deferral surcharge in accordance with Section 107A.13.3
of the San Francisco Building Code.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, www.sf
planning.org
1.

Number of Required Units. Pursuant to Planning Code Section 415.6, the Project is currently
required to provide 16% of the proposed dwelling units as affordable to qualifying households,
but is subject to change under a proposed Charter amendment and pending legislation if the
voters approve the Charter Amendment at the June 7, 2016 election. The Project contains 199
units. Should the proposed Charter Amendment pass, the Project Sponsor shall fulfill this
requirement by providing the 3 affordable units on-site (1.5% of the units) in addition to the land
dedication option described above. If the Project is subject to a different requirement if the
Charter Amendment is approved and new legislative requirements take effect, the Project will
comply with the applicable requirements at the time of compliance. If the number of market-rate
units change, the number of required affordable units shall be modified accordingly with written
approval from Planning Department staff in consultation with the Mayor's Office of Housing and
Community Development ("MOHCD").
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
www.~f-planning.org or the Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development at 415-701-5500,
www.sf--moh.org.

2.

Unit Mix. The Project will provide an affordable unit mix of one studio, one one-bedroom, and
one two-bedroom units, or the unit mix that may be required if the inclusionary housing
requirements change as discussed above. If the market-rate unit mix changes, the affordable unit
mix will be modified accordingly with written approval from Planning Department staff in
consultation with MOHCD.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
www.sf-planning.org or the Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development at 415-701-5500,
w1,1nu.~{--moh.org.
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3.

Unit Location. The affordable units shall be designated on a reduced set of plans recorded as a
Notice of Special Restrictions on the property prior to the issuance of the first construction
permit.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
www.sf-planning.org or the Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development at 415-701-5500,
www.sf-moh.org.

4.

Phasing. If any building permit is issued for partial phasing of the Project, the Project Sponsor
shall have designated not less than one and a half percent (1.5%), or the applicable percentage as
discussed above, of the each phase's total number of dwelling units as on-site affordable units.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
www.sf-planning.org or the Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development at 415-701-5500,
www.sf-moh.org.

5.

Duration. Under Planning Code Section 415.8, all units constructed pursuant to Section 415.6,
must remain affordable to qualifying households for the life of the project.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
www.sf-pla:nning.org or the Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development at 415-701-5500,
www.sf-moh.org.

6.

Other Conditions. The Project is subject to the requirements of the Indusionary Affordable
Housing Program under Section 415 et seq. of the Planning Code and City and County of San
Francisco Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program Monitoring and Procedures Manual
("Procedures Manual"). The Procedures Manual, as amended from time to time, is incorporated
herein by reference, as published and adopted by the Planning Commission, and as required by
Planning Code Section 415. Terms used in these conditions of approval and not otherwise
defined shall have the meanings set forth in the Procedures Manual. A copy of the Procedures
Manual can be obtained at the MOHCD at 1 South Van Ness Avenue or on the Planning
Department or Mayor's Office of Housing's websites, including on the internet at:
http:Usf-planning.org/Modules/ShowDocument.aspx?documentid=4451.
As provided in the Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program, the applicable Procedures Manual
is the manual in effect at the time the subject units are made available for sale.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
wwr.o.sf-planning.org or the Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development at 415-701-5500,
www.sf-moh.org.
a.

The affordable unit(s) shall be designated on the building plans prior to the issuance of the
first construction permit by the Department of Building Inspection ("DBI"). The affordable
unit(s) shall (1) reflect the unit size mix in number of bedrooms of the market rate units, (2)
be constructed, completed, ready for occupancy and marketed no later than the market rate
units, and (3) be evenly distributed throughout the building; and (4) be of comparable overall
quality, construction and exterior appearance as the market rate units in the principal project.
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The interior features in affordable units should be generally the same as those of the market
units in the principal project, but need not be the same make, model or type of such item as
long they are of good and new quality and are consistent with then-current standards for
new housing. Other specific standards for on-site units are outlined in the Procedures
Manual.
b. If the units in the building are offered for rent, the affordable unit(s) shall be rented to
qualifying households, as defined in the Procedures Manual, whose gross annual income,
adjusted for household size, does not exceed an average fifty-five (55) percent of Area
Median Income under the income table called "Maximum Income by Household Size derived
from the Unadjusted Area Median Income for HUD Metro Fair Market Rent Area that
contains San Francisco," but these income levels are subject to change under a proposed
Charter amendment and pending legislation if the voters approve the Charter Amendment at
the June 7, 2016 election. If the Project is subject to a different income level requirement if the
Charter Amendment is approved and new legislative requirements take effect, the Project
will comply with the applicable requirements. The initial and subsequent rent level of such
units shall be calculated according to the Procedures Manual. Limitations on (i) occupancy;
(ii) lease changes; (iii) subleasing, and; are set forth in the Inclusionary Affordable Housing
Program and the Procedures Manual.
c.

The Project Sponsor is responsible for following the marketing, reporting, and monitoring
requirements and procedures as set forth in the Procedures Manual. MOHCD shall be
responsible for overseeing and monitoring the marketing of affordable units. The Project
Sponsor must contact MOHCD at least six months prior to the beginning of marketing for
any unit in the building.

d. Required parking spaces shall be made available to renters of affordable units according to
the Procedures Manual.
e.

Prior to the issuance of the first construction permit by DBI for the Project, the Project
Sponsor shall record a Notice of Special Restriction on the property that contains these
conditions of approval and a reduced set of plans that identify the affordable units satisfying
the requirements of this approval. The Project Sponsor shall promptly provide a copy of the
recorded Notice of Special Restriction to the Department and to MOHCD or its successor.

f.

The Project Sponsor has demonstrated that it is eligible for the On-site Affordable Housing
Alternative under Planning Code Section 415.6 instead of payment of the Affordable Housing
Fee, and has submitted the Affidavit of Compliance with the Inclusionary Affordable Housing
Program: Planning Code Section 415 to the Planning Department stating the intention to enter
into an agreement with the City to qualify for a waiver from the Costa-Hawkins Rental
Housing Act based upon the proposed density bonus and concessions (as defined in
California Government Code Section 65915 et seq.) provided herein. The Project Sponsor has
executed the Costa Hawkins agreement and will record a Memorandum of Agreement prior
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to issuance of the first construction document or must revert payment of the Affordable
Housing Fee.
g. If the Project Sponsor fails to comply with the Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program
requirement, the Director of DBI shall deny any and all site or building permits or certificates
of occupancy for the development project until the Planning Department notifies the Director
of compliance. A Project Sponsor's failure to comply with the requirements of Planning
Code Section 415 et seq. shall constitute cause for the City to record a lien against the
development project and to pursue any and all available remedies at law.
h. If the Project becomes ineligible at any time for the On-site Affordable Housing Alternative,
the Project Sponsor or its successor shall pay the Affordable Housing Fee prior to issuance of
the first construction permit. If the Project becomes ineligible after issuance of its first
construction permit, the Project Sponsor shall notify the Department and MOHCD and pay
interest on the Affordable Housing Fee and penalties, if applicable.
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Eastern Neighborhoods
List of Capita! Projects
tapltalPla~

IPIC

category

PrdJecuiil~

sub'category

Complete Streets

:Green Connections

Complete Streets

Green Connections

Complete Streets

Green Connections

Complete Streets

Green Connections

122nd Street (Pennsylvania

\~Illinois)

,

CalTrain bridge lighting

!slue Greenway

'lighting of carrr·aln bridges with al-ti~tlc 'nihting.

Planned - fully funded.

(24ihto(;;,;~

:Pt~n~ed

Planned

Blue Greenway (Illinois)

Open Space

;Angel Alley Improvements (CCG Recipient)

!Creation ofa community gather space at Tennessee and 22nd Street

!Complete

Open Space

Tunn~I Top Park (CCG Recipient)

Creation ofa mini-park at 25th and Pennsylvania Streets.

'Phase I Complete; Phase II to begin summer 2016

iNew Park(s) Central Waterfront

!Pi~~~holder ior one or more new pafks, opeO -~p~~e;-;;:-;·~;:;~ti~~Tf~cllitY ·i~r-t-h·e Centi-al

iPlanning underwaY~

Open Space

: Open Space New

Not ful1Y f~nded~CW/DPubli~--R;~l~-pj;;;-~p~~t-;dt~b-;~plet-;~fbY-s~~mer
2016, which will inform how to move forward with both new parks and rehabilitation of parks in CW.

1

.Waterfront.

i

Open Space

Open Space

Open Space

Open Space New

i

oPen SPace Rehab
Open Space Rehab

Complete Streets

, Dogpatch Art Plaza

'Park Rehab: Central Waterfront

Warm Water Cove Park

'Dogpatch and Potrero Sidewalk Landscaping (CCG
'Recipient)

I,_ - - - , - ____,_, __ , __ ,_,__ , _____ , , _____,
,
- - Located at the dead-end portion of 19th Street, the plaza envisions a pedestrian space of 8,000 sf
designed to ccommodate special events and rotating art exhibits, bulb-outs, care and other movable
,seating and bleacher seating.
-!Though- n~tYet ScoPed-out,-fUOdSh~;b-e~-nS~t;Side~e;t;bli-Shri~w p~-rks ~nd/or improve Esprit
!Park.
Improvement to and expansion of Warm W~t~r cOVer Park.

!tnSialJ~ti~n-Of sid~w~ikland~c~PiOg i~ -the Oogpatch and·p~-trero Hill n~ighborhoods.

'Planned and underway: to be under construction soon.
,
1Plann1ngU-nderWaY.---N~-tfUr1YfUnded. -CW7DPUblrcR~alm Plan ~pected to be c-;-n:;pf~ted-bY-Summ-er-

j2016, which will inform how to move forward with both new parks and rehabilitation of parks in CW.
Planning underway as part of the Dogpatch Public Realm Plan

- - lc;mp1el:e -

Complete Streets

:Green Connections

22nd Street Steps (Missouri to Texas)

siai;s and open space landscaping, along 22nd Street alignment between Texas and Mi~SOurl.

:Planned: fully funded; to be constructed bVadjacent -p~~j~ctSP~ns~r~

Complete Streets

1Green Connections

'22nd Street (Pennsylvani~ to Texas),

:one- block of landscaping between PeOnsylvania "{Wh~i'e th; Green c·~-~~~ctions pr~J;~t-Wi1i end) and !C~nceptual - not currently fu-nd;d.
ithe 22nd Street stair.

Complete Streets

'Streetscape Projects

6ih Street Streetscape

Complete Streets

:Vision Zero

6th and Minna (traffic signal)

;6th ·and -Min'na._(tra-ffic signal)

Complete Streets

Vision Zero

King St (Bike lanes between 2nd/3rd)

King St {Bike lanes between 2nd/3rd)

Complete Streets

Streetscape Projects

!SoMa Alleyways Phase II

;Alley improvements that include raised crosswalks, stamped asPhalt, traffic calming, chicanes, street !Complete
trees, among other features. Minna and Natoma Streets, from 6th Street to Mary Street; Tehama,
jClementina, Shipley, and Clara streets, from 6th Street to 5th Street

Open Space

Open Space Rehab

:South Park Rehabilitation

'Park features are proposed to include a variety of different programmatic spaces, including a
'children's play area, a large open meadow, plazas of varying scales, and a variety of areas designed
'for sitting and/or picnicking to Increase park capacity.

Ped:~strlan s~feiv improvem~~ts o~ Gth--Stl-e-etfrom M'arkei to Howard Streets. Project could
'Plan0ed and uOCi;rway: community engagement currently underway.
sidewalk widening on both sides of 6th Street, vehide travel lane reduction, "flex" zone and textured 1
median with raised refuges, pedestrian scale lighting, new street furnishings and tree grates as well '

-iComplete

Planned - not complete.
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List of Capital Projects

IP)C '
category

capital Plan

sub-catego~

Complete Streets

'Vision Zero

-

Complete Streets

'streetscapeProjeci;

Open Space

•open Space-N~W

Complete Streets

·Streetscape Projects

Includes sldwalk-Widening, curbside bikeways with fl~ating-parking arld-bus boardiilg islands, vehicle . P-l;~ned ;nd u-~derway: fully flinded;- construction expected fun 2016.
lane reduction and traffic signal modifications
'

- :2nd Street Streetscape

IBra~-~~-~ St-r~et Warf
7th Street Streetscape

-

-----!C~Ple-te-

Includes streetscape iiTI-prOvem-ents on-seve~th Streel:_b_etW;~n Market and Harrison Streets.

Planned: (update coming soon)

!Elements include: Reducing the amount of traffic lanes from four to three; the addition of a buffer
separated bike lane or "cycle track"; corner bulbs and bus bulbs at intersections reducing pedestrian

Complete Streets

1

M~j~;:P~ojects

iFolsom Streets cape

-----11;d-;;deS~1:reetscape i~proveme~t~-o~-F~-J~-om st~~~t-between Fifth street and 11th Street. ---·---!Planned - Partially Funded, ElR to be complete by winter 2016-17:-c;;~~-U~ify-e~gagement and design
!Improvements include: the addition of an improved separated bi-directional bike lane "cycle track" !planned for 2017, approvals 2018, construction 2019 or after.
jwith a buffer using either parking or raised traffic islands; corner bulbs and bus bulbs at intersections!

C~mplete Streets

Major Projects

Compf~£~ Streets

'St~;~t~cape Project~--

Co-;..;Plete Stree1:-s-

,Streetscape Projects

'Howard Streetscape

'Planned - Partially Funded, EIR to be complete by winter 2016-17, Community engagement and design
Streetscape Improvements on Folsom Street between Fifth Street and 11.th St~~~-t ;~d-start
construction. Improvements Include: The current four lane one way street will be converted to one :planned for 2017, approvals 2018, construction 2019 or after.
'eastbound and two westbound traffic lanes and a planted median; the existing Howard Street bike '
·-- --·'"-'·------··-·--·-·-

'SoMa Alleyways (Minna, Shipley, Clara, Natoma,
,iClementina)

Open Space

- --:op~n Space N~w

'7th and 8th Street Restriping

Open Space Rehab

INew Park(s) Soma
---Gene Friend/SOMA Recreation Center Reconstruction

. .. - ···-·--·--.. ·--·----~-------- --- --·--··

.. --r --

Remove one travel lane on 7th Street between Harrison and Market Streets and study the operation Complete
of the new lane configuration. The lane reduction will help inform the environmental review for the
preferred design of the ENTRIPS 7th Street Streetscape.

i Placeholder-for one-~rm~ren~w-p-;rks, open space, or recreational taCJ11ty-fu;.·u;e South of Market. !Planned and und-erway~ Ri~andP--;;rk ~tiVily seeking acquisition; not fully fund;d,

'Plans forthe rehabilitation of Gene Friend currently include demofishlngthe-exi~ting·~tructure and
'rebuilding a larger, more flexible and attractive facility.

Planried and underway: comPleted initial phase of community engagement; currently in planning phase.

!Pl;n-~~d·;~-cf'll~d~~way:

Complete Streets

:streetscap~ Projects

isartlett Street/ Mission Mercad~

!Streetscap; improvements to make the street segme~t d-;;~ble ~-s- pJa~a-. tnterventio~~- i.nciude
!widened sidewalks, raised shared surface, new street trees and landscaping, and pergola structures,

Complete Streets

,streetscape Projects

~Potrer~ AV~.

I

Complete Streets

1Streetscape

Complete Streets

Vision Zero

Pf.ojed:s

-----------·------------

l
1

1

Open Space

---·---- - ··-- .

IAlley improvements that include raised crosswalks, stamped asphalt, traffic calming, chicanes, street iComplete
trees, among other features,

a

under construction.

R~Paving and utility upgrades from Ala~eda •tc:; 2SthStr~;t. ·B-us bulbs, ped and bike improveme~~ :Pla-n~~d -a~d underway: currently under co,.;-st~uctiOn.
'throughout. Focused streetscaplng between 21st and 25th including mediah, widened sldewalks anc
pedestrian IJghtlng.

'Mission District Traffic Calming

j10 Mis-siOn Streetscape Plan -{Ha~p~hir.e,·5h·ow_,~·11, 20, 26)

,16th and Capp (traffic signal)

16th and-c~PP (i~~ffic signal)

-1c;;n~~PtUa1--n~t currentty funded.
I

Open Space

: Open Space Rehab

Open Space

Open Space New

Mission Rec Center

:complete

:ThEi project is currently being scoped wii:h the goal-Of compteteiy rebuilding the enclosed Recre~tion 1-Plan-~e·d: seed funding provided through-IPIC; P-failOin-g
icenter.
'
:

'17th and Folsom Street Park

tO begin ·mid 2016.

I

---~;;..~ew Pafk at 11th-and Folsom that-will indud-e a ~-hildren·;-p-l~y-;-~~~ d;~O~~tr~tio-n garden, outdoor'.P!anned a~d u~de~-aY~Under-constru~iion.
'amphitheater and seating, among other amenities,

Open Space

Open Space Rehab

iFrankiin-Square

1The ;~a1ler-n-e-ar-t~~mPr~i~~ti;~-1nsta·11 ;·e-xerct;e-~ourse at the park.

Pl;nned: athletic course project fully funded; beginning design with constru-cti~-n2D16~-~ --

Open Space

Open Space Rehab

'Jose Coronado Playground

The proJect-~~uld include playing field resurfacing and new fencing.

Planned: - additlonal scoping exected.
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IPIC

category
Open Space

Open Space

Fallen Bridge Park (CCG Recipient)

Open Space

'Open Space Rehab

!Garfield Square Aquatics Center

Transit

Major Projects

'Mission Street (Muni Forward) - Mission

Transit

i Major Projects

-ilGth Stre~t-Multimodal Corrld~r Pro]e~1:-

,,

__:__

iThi~ProJ~d:-i~~i~d;;;·;nhan~ing the facility to a higher capacity Aquatic;c~~;:-,·;w~~be~ideS ____ -rp1~·n-n-ed and underWay:-currently completing community engaiemerltfor final desigO:
!refurbishing the pool, would also include adding additional amenities such a multi-purpose room and;
:a slide,

Planned and unde-~WaY.-Freq~;n-~Yincrease in 2015. Construction scheduled for 2016.

f

P1-a-nned and underway: funYiu-nded, Phased -impleITi-enf:~ti~n-tO-beiii_Ti _Soon;·h~rd con-Structiont;;-b~gin -

i201s.

'

!

Complete Streets

Streetscape Projects

'Cesar Chavez (Hairball short term improvements)

Complete Streets

1Vision Zero

;11th/13th/Bryant (bicycle intersection improvements)

Complete Streets

Further lmprovemeOt of Fau;'n-Brldge -park,·a Community-created park, located att-he based of the I- ·c~~Pl~te
101 pedestrian bridge on its west side.

Hope SF Potrero Street Safety improvements

:Conceptual- not current1Y tU-nded.--

:11th/13th/Bryant (bicycle intersection improvements)

[need to check}

iP1;n~e~·--

Planned and underway.

,2211ci street steps (Ark~nsa~ to Miss~uri)

;stairs along the-nOrthSid;;f-P~tfero R~~reation center along the 22nd Street right-of-way and
:alignment.

1con-ceP-tUa1-=-n-~t-~Urr;nt1y-fund-;d.

17th Street (phased with Loop OS)

:streetscape improvements to activate the portion of 17th Street that crosses under the 101.

;pJanned; funding being sought.

:17th Street Green Street

:·Green ~~O~~~ti~O ;tre;tscape interVentions along 17th ste;t W"iihili Sho~Place Squar~:--- ---- - -~ lc.on~Ptu-tl!-~~t·c~rreOl:ly fU.nded.

Green Connections

Wisconsin @ Jackson Playground

Green connection streetscape interventions Wisconsin Street between Jackson Playground and 16th :conceptual- not currently funded.
Street.

Complete Streets

Streetscape Projects

'Cesar Chavez (East)

Open Space

Open Space Rehab

Jackson Playground

Scope f0rthe rehabilitation of Jackson Playgroun-d i~ currently b-eing devel~ped b-;twe~~-Rec and
Park, Friends of Jackson Playground, live Oak School and other interested parties.

Open Space

Open Space New

:Daggett Park

iA new park on the former Daggett right-of-Way.

!Near- C~mpl~te,

Connecticut Friendship Garden Outdoor Classroom (CCG
Recipient)

,creation of a community outdoor classr~o~-~t the Connecticut 5t~eet Friendship Garden
'immediately adjacent to Potrero Recreation Center.

'Planned and underway,

Complete Streets

·Green Connections

Complete Streets

Green Connections

Complete Streets

i Green Conne~tio.~s

Complete Streets

Open Space

Open Space

; Open Space New

'The Loop

!Conceptual- not currently fund~d:

Open Space New

Irwin Plaza

'Pianned:

Planning underway. Funding actively being sought.

- :A s;ri.es o-f~per; Sp~ce and-sireetScape interventions at th~ intersections of 17th St~~~t ~nd.-HighW-~Y-!ConcePtua!;-a~t-i~liY-se~ki-Tig-fundiTig.
! 101 that would
I

Open Space

_______ _

activate and enliven the underutilized space along and under the freeway.

Plaza improvements at the intersetion of 16th Street and Irwin,
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C.pttal. ~tail.

sub,category ·
Transit

!Transit

Complete Streets

Streetscape Projects

Complete Streets

IStr~etsc.;p-~pr~j~cts

Complete Streets

'Streetscape Projects

Open Space

! Open

Space New

Streetscape improvements on Eighth Street between Market and Harrison Streets.
:The addition of an Improved buffer separated bike lane "cyde track" using either parking or raised
traffic islands; corner bulbs and bus bulbs at intersections reducing pedestrian crossing distances and:

8th Street Streetscape

-1··->~----·-----·--·-·--·-··-·-----·--·- --~ -··----~·---'"--~------··--- ---~·-··--··

, ·Open Space New

12th Street Greening (Eagle Plaza)

-- -

--------~--------

----- --- ---

!Planned and underway. Construction to begin soon,

·Conceptual- not currently funded,

!12.1:-h Str~~tGf~~ning-fE;g1-; p~~--;fi~'Ze-nt)"-- --~-----IPo~sible imPr~;;;:;;;nts-b;~e~~F~;~~~~d B-~-f~;th~tW~U-idi~Uci~-a-"liVJng~~~-;t~·l:~eatment

!Conceptual - not yet officially proposed
'

--~--·------·-- -- ------~-·-, ___ ·--~-··- ~-----·------- Eagle Plaza envisions are share surface treatment between Betrlce and Harrison, with a single south Planned and underway through in-kind.
'bound travel lanes, plaza plantings, seating, lighting and other amendities to allow the space to be
used for both active and passive recreational use and for events.
iconcep-t~alPTa~ho1der fOr;xte;,di~~tr;et~pj;;g-;~~~-~P1-~ ~treet;·tr~~t;:;J;;t·ro;~th~~n~--IC~c-;pt.;t::-~~~r~;t1Y f~-nd;(f~-A;;iti;;gRAB~---~----~

Complete Streets

iportion of 7th Street.

Complete Streets

:Green Connections

Complete Streets

! Str~etscape

Complete Streets

:streetscape Projects

EN Streetscape Improvements through 2025

Complete Streets

!Vision Zero

IWaik.First Long-Term, c~mpreh~nsive lmprovem-~nts

GC Segments: Basic Signage and Wayfindlng

I

:Gen-erai-10W-:jeVeiloW-costTrlterventTOn-sfor-a1lpOrtiOOSOiident1ried 11GreenconnectiOflS"Within-- !Ge-nera1-pJaCehowe-r -·-· -Eastern Neighborhoods.

Open Space

·~·1-·---

Western SOMA Gateway Treatments at highway off-ramps i

Ithat would include widened sidewalks, landscaping and some programmed uses.

Open Space

--·-~-

JStreetscape improvements that in dude enhanced lighting, landscaping, paving, furnishings, and
jundergrounding utility lines,

:Ringold

Proj~ci:s --

Open Space - Other

----·--:1nfill StreetTree Planting
-

-----~-~-

'

- - - ·-----

- IGen~ral p1~-~~h01der -

i
- :general placehO!der-

!Ali WalkFir~t Phase 2 improvement~ in E-asiern-Neighborho0ds.

jconceptual- not ~urrentl\r.fU~ded:

Ongoing, Third funding cycle recently open~d.-

:community Challenge Grant Projects
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To the Board of Supervisors:-

11 dy 29 '-2016

Of course there needs to be an environmental impact review for 2000-2070 Bryant Street.
There was a garage on the site and a scene shop.
If you're talking about the impact on the neighborhood, please look at 8th and Harrison
where a similar building project has been going on for what feels like a decade. Harrison
Street has multiple lanes for the construction equipment and is not exactly a pedestrian
corridor. Bryant Street has two lanes, and Florida Street has barely two.
I'm also concerned about the "donated" land for the affordable housing development. You
know that's never going to happen, right? Do we really want another hole in the ground
as there was at 20th and Bryant, for years and years? Look at what's happening at Cesar
Chavez, the project that was supposed to be an offset for the Vida development. Has it
even broken ground yet?
But ultimately, the need for this behemoth is just not here. Please consider sites along an
actual major transportation corridor like 16th Street. There are plenty of vacant lots there.
Sure, we need housing, but this is not a project that fits here. The neighborhood just can't
absorb such a large building. This neighborhood is getting overbuilt and when the tech
bubble bursts, these buildings are going to be empty, ramshackle shells.
thank you
Janet Flemer
resident since 1992.

·-· _J~-"-H~------------- ------~------
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Carroll, John (BOS)
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Categories:

BOS Legislation, (BOS)
Monday, July 25, 2016 1: 19 PM
svettel@fbm.com; 'Linsey Perlov'; 'Nick Podell'; Rclistad@gmail.com;
papadooloo@gmail.com; rzoia@sbcg lobal. net
rhowlettlaw@gmail.com; Givner, Jon (CAT); Stacy, Kate (CAT); Byrne, Marlena (CAT);
Sanchez, Scott (CPC); Jones, Sarah (CPC); Rodgers, AnMarie (CPC); Starr, Aaron (CPC);
Sucre, Richard (CPC); Thomas, Christopher (CPC); lonin, Jonas (CPC); BOS-Supervisors;
BOS-Legislative Aides; Calvillo, Angela (BOS); Somera, Alisa (BOS); Rahaim, John (CPC);
hestor@earthlink.net; BOS Legislation, (BOS)
RE: Appeal Supplements - CEQA Exemption Determination and Conditional Use
Authorization Appeals - 2000-2070 Bryant Street Appeals - Hearing on August 2, 2016

160773, 160777

Good afternoon,
I'm sending this follow-up emc:1 I to update the link in the message below. The following link distributes the correct
supplement for the Bryant Street Appeals; the previous link was to a portion of tomorrow's 16th Street Appeal.
Appellant Supplemented Brief-July 22, 2016 - LARGE FILE
The appeal hearing for this matter is scheduled for a 3:00 p.m. special order before the Board on August 2, 2016.

I invite you to review the entire matter on our Legislative Research Center by following the links below:
Board of Supervisors ~11e No. 160773 - Exemption Determination Appeal
Board of Supervisors File No. 160777 - Conditional Use Authorization Appeal
Thank you,

John Carroll
Legislative Clerk

Board of Supervisors
San Francisco City Hall, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415)554-4445 - Direct I (415)554-5163 - Fax
john.carroll@sfgov.org I bos.legislation@sfgov.org

•

t/LG Click here to complete a Board of Su11ervisors Customer Service Satisfaction form.
The Legislative Research Center provides 24-hour access to Board of Supervisors legislation and archived matters since August 1998.

Disclosures: Personal information that is/-'' ovided in communications to the Board of Supervisors is subject to disclosure under the California Public Records Act and
the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. p, •1 • onal information provided will not be redacted. Members of the public are not required to provide personal identifying
information when they communicate wiF1 Ile Board of Supervisors and its committees. All written or oral communicotions that members of the public submit to the
Clerk's Office regarding pending legislatiu1 1 or hearings will be made available to all members of the public for inspection and copying. The Clerk's Office does not
redact any information from these subm. s ·ans. This means that personal information-including names, phone numbers, addresses and similar information that a
member of the public elects to submit to
Board and its committees-may appear on the Board of Supervisors website or in other public documents that members
of the public may inspect or copy.
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Law Office of Rose M~:~z~r~
. ,· --.. .
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----rj8-·~_,

....

50 Old Courthouse Square, Suite 401
Santa Rosa, California 95404
707 .526.5894 . fax 707 .540.6249
rzoia@sbcglobal.net

July 22, 2016

via hand delivery
President London Breed and San Francisco Board of Supervisors
San Francisco City Hall
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Pl #244
San Francisco, CA 94102
RE:

2000-2070 BRYANT STREET Project
Case No. 2013.0677CUA

Dear President Breed and Supervisors:
On behalf of appellant Peter Papadopoulos, please accept these
comments on the above-referenced project relative to the Community Plan
Exemption (CPE) from the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and the
Conditional Use (CU) authorization.
The project is zoned Urban Mixed Use (UMU) and includes the demolition
of six existing buildings, merging three lots into two new parcels, the construction
of a six-story, 68-foot tall mixed-use building of approximately 203,656 square
feet with a ground-level garage on the north parcel, and the construction of an
eight-story, 85-foot tall, 136-unit affordable residential and arts activity building of
approximately 127,983 square feet, with a ground-level car-share garage.
The proposed project would be the largest market-rate housing project in
the Mission and would stand as a permanent fixture in the community. Yet, the
Planning Commission employed a routine approval process utilizing a CPE
based on an outdated Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan Program EIR that is no
longer viable because it has been exceeded in scope and pace in the areas of
housing development and loss of Production, Distribution and Repair uses
(PDR). The outdated EIR also does not account for significant and unforeseen
changes in the areas of direct, indirect, and cumulative population, housing and
displacement and traffic commutes and congestion. This project is also
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inconsistent with the General Plan and the Mission Area Plan and is ineligible for
the CPE.
The project was granted a CU Authorization and numerous building and
code exceptions in conjunction with an affordable housing development whose
plans are not yet even finalized as well as the replacement of only three (3)
dwelling units instead of the actual eight (8) units that were on site historically.
Appellant is seeking reversal of: 1) the Planning Commission's adoption of
a CPE and CEQA findings under Section 15183 of the CEQA Guidelines (14 Cal.
Code Regs.) and Public Resources Code Section 21083.3, and 2) CU approval.
The Project is Not Exempt from CEQA
The Law
The Planning Commission relied on Public Resources Code section
21083.3, subdivision (a) to find the project exempt from CEQA. That section
provides
If a parcel has been zoneq to accommodate a particular density of
development or has been designated in a community plan to
accommodate a particular density of development and an environmental
impact report was certified for that zoning or planning action, the
application of this division to the approval of any subdivision map or other
project that is consistent with the zoning or community plan shall be limited
to effects upon the environment which are peculiar to the parcel or to the
project and which were not addressed as significant effects in the prior
environmental impact report, or which substantial new information shows
will be more significant than described in the prior environmental impact
report.
The implementing regulation, Guideline section 15183, provides that
(a) ... projects which are consistent with the development density
established by existing zoning, community plan, or general plan policies for
which an EIR was certified shall not require additional environmental
review, except as might be necessary to examine whether there are
project-specific significant effects which are peculiar to the project or its
site
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(b) In approving a project meeting the requirements of this section, a
public agency sh~ll limit its examination of environmental effects to those
which the agency determines, in an initial study or other analysis:
(1) Are peculiar to the project or the parcel on which the project would
be located,
(2) Were not analyzed as significant effects in a prior EIR on the zoning
action, general plan or community plan with which the project is consistent,
(3) Are potentially significant off-site impacts and cumulative impacts
which were not discussed in the prior EIR prepared for the general plan,
community plan or zoning action, or
(4) Are previously identified significant effects which, as a result of
substantial new information which was not known at the time the EIR was
certified, are determined to have a more severe adverse impact than
discussed in the prior EIR.
The approval is based upon an out-of-date 2008 Program EIR prepared for
the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan. There are impacts that were not analyzed
as significant effects in the EIR, including potentially significant off-site impacts
and cumulative impacts,- and there is substantial new information which shows
that previously identified significant effects are more adverse. (Guidelines, §§
15183(b), 151830))
Based on the Evidence, the Exemption is Not Warranted

The EIR projections for housing, including this project and those in the
pipeline, have been exceeded when cumulative impacts are considered, i.e.,
"past, present, and reasonably foreseeable probable future projects."
(Guidelines, § 15355) The projections for the Mission show 2,451 units built or in
the pipeline, which is in excess of the number of units in the Preferred Project, as
well as Options A, 8 and C from the EIR (Mission Projects Completed or Under
Environmental Review 2008 to 2/23/16 (Planning Department Data), Exhibit
Section A).
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The EIR cites the Mission as having a population of greater than 50%
Latinos. By 2013, the Mission District population had fallen to 39% Latinos
according to An Assessment of Housing and Housing Affordability in the Mission
Promise Neighborhood: (p.6, Exhibit Section B) A 2015 study by the Board of
Supervisors' Budget and Legislative Analyst predicted that if current trends
continue, the Latino population will fall to 31 % by 2025. (Policy Analysis Report,
October 27, 2015, p.12, Exhibit Section B)
This project approval represents the first major project of roughly 50
projects in the pipeline of projects proposed in the Mission, bringing more than
2,000 luxury housing units to the Mission. In the aggregate, these projects will
have significant detrimental impacts. This trend also demands a significant
change in policy. (Luxury Developments Map, Exhibit Section B) (Analysis of Q1
2016 SF Planning Department "Pipeline Report", Exhibit Section E)
Significant new developments that were not anticipated at the time the EIR
was prepared include, but are not limited to:
•

The continuing imbalance of affordable/unaffordable housing, as reflected
in the recent Housing Balance Report (Housing Balance Report, Planning
Department Report - Memo - March 2016 Report (corrected), Exhibit
Section E);

•

The steep rise in housing prices and concomitant introduction of luxury
housing and retail space in the Mission (Priceonomics, The San Francisco
Rent Explosion, p.3 "One Bedroom Price by Neighborhood", Exhibit
Section B);

•

Increasing pressures to produce affordable housing due to the
overproduction of "market rate" housing;

•

The influx of high paying jobs along with the proliferation of "tech shuttles"
(Community Organizing and Resistance in SF's Mission District, p.3,
Figure 4, Exhibit Section B);

•

The failure of the City to produce adequate affordable housing in the
Mission since the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan was approved;
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•

The continuing and alarming gentrification of the Mission at a level
unforeseen by the EIR (Community Organizing and Resistance in SF's
Mission District, p.2, Exhibit Section B);

•

The disappearance of redevelopment agency money to fund affordable
housing, without new resources compensating for the loss (Cities Struggle
with Ending Redevelopment Money, San Francisco Chronicle, Jan 17,
2012. http://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/Cities-struggle-with-endingredevelopment-agencies-2572818.php, Exhibit Section E); and

•

Major unforeseen development projects in the Eastern Neighborhoods
such as the UCSF Hospital buildout, Pier 70 buildout, SM project, Mission
Bay buildout, Warriors Stadium, and the Armory's new "Madison Square
Garden of the West" entertainment space.

Similarly, the loss of PDR including projects in the pipeline has exceeded
the El R's 25-year pace by 178% for the Eastern Neighborhoods, and by 186%
for the Mission (Eastern Neighborhoods PDR Loss, Planning Data, April 5, 2016,
Exhibit Section C). This proposed market rate project will eradicate another
44,000 square feet of PDR use. The proposed meager 12,000 square feet of
PDR space will do little to mitigate the impact.
There are also substantial traffic and transportation impacts not foreseen in
the EIR. It is no surprise that the EIR was unable to foresee significant changes
to travel conditions in 2016 because it used a baseline based on a series of land
use and growth studies written in 2002. As stated in the El R:
This analysis of travel demand is based on assumptions about future land
uses (e.g., anticipated development) prepared by the Planning Department
as part of its Land Use Allocation 2002 forecasting process, the same
forecasting effort that was the basis of the three rezoning options
developed for the 2003 Rezoning Options Workbook that form the basis of
the project description in this EIR.
(EIR, p. 268)
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Below the "three rezoning options" is the so-called "2025 No Project" baseline:
Assumes future development and growth consistent with the forecasts
by the Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG) for San Francisco
and the Bay Area based on ABAG's Projections 2002, the current regional
growth forecast at the time that the Land Use Allocation 2002 was
developed.
(Ibid.)

While the EIR presumed some increase in traffic, it did not anticipate any
of the following transportation scenarios:
•

The sky-rocketing of housing rental prices, including a 71 % increase
in the Mission between 2011-2014 alone, that has resulted in a level
of displacement of the Mission working class that was unforeseen by
the EIR. (Priceonomics, The San Francisco Rent Explosion, p.3,
Exhibit Section B). These displacements were not only due to the
unaffordability of the rental units for its existing residents, many of
them working-class Latino families, but also from Ellis-Act and No
Fault Evictions.

•

"Between 2009 and 2013, of the seven neighborhoods with the most
Ellis Act evictions, the Mission continued to exhibit the highest
number of evictions with 71 evictions, a demonstration of its lucrative
housing market." (Case Studies on Gentrification and Displacement
in the Bay Area, p.33, Table 4.6, Exhibit Section B)

•

This has been accompanied by an influx of unanticipated luxury
renters who are far more likely to own more than one car and drive
more often (Transit Oriented Development and Affordable Housing,
p.15, Figure 5, Exhibit Section D). These higher-income earners
also drive more miles per day. (Why Creating and Preserving
Affordable Homes Near Transit is a Highly Effective Climate
Protection Strategy, p. 8, Figure 1, Exhibit Section D). Many of these
new residents now commute out of the city to Silicon Valley, thus
creating the additional unanticipated scenario where San Francisco
has become a bedroom community for Silicon Valley.
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•

Simultaneo~s

with this influx of new wealthier residents who own
more cars and driv~ more often, is the phenomenon of the
displacement of local, mostly Latino residents forced to vacate their
homes in the city in search of more affordable housing in outlying
areas, such as Vacaville, and put in the position of having to
commute back into the city to continue their former lives at work and
taking their children to school.

The EIR did not take into account the disparate impact on racial minorities
and lower-income residents displaced by market rate gentrification and forced to
relocate and commute long distances daily. It did not discuss or anticipate the
proliferation of new tech shuttles, the rise of reverse commutes out of the city,
nor San Francisco's internationally recognized displacement crisis which has
resulted in long commutes for the newly displaced.
Existing revenue sources for transportation infrastructure are stretched to
the limit as evidenced by the fact that the city is proposing a new sales tax
increase to help cover this shortfall. Further, major reverse commutes of double
decker shuttle busses were not anticipated, and the fact that the Supervisors'
Budget & Legislative Analyst is currently conducting a study on the
socioeconomic impacts of these busses indicates that these reverse commutes
have real and undetermined impacts.
Recent increases in congestion, however, are now recognized through a
detailed analysis in the 2015 Congestion Management Program study by the San
Francisco County Transportation Authority. The report showed that the evening
commute speed in San Francisco decreased 21 % from 2013-2015 (p.21, Table
4-1, Exhibit Section D). Also, the INRIX 2015 Traffic Scorecard ranked San
Francisco's commute the 3rd worst in the country. (Exhibit Section D, p. 2)
The CPE also cannot be approved because Planning has no objective
criteria to determine when CPEs cannot be approved under the EIR. At the May
12, 2016, Planning Commission hearing, Commissioner Dennis Richards asked
Environmental Review Officer Sara Jones whether there was a formula her office
used to decide that an EIR was outdated. She answered, "We do not have a
clear bright line for saying this EIR is no good anymore." (SFGovTV, May 12,
2016, 2:29)
http://sanfrancisco.granicus.com/MediaPlayer.php?view_id=20&clip_id=25373)
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In addition, the community benefits promised in the Eastern
Neighborhoods Area Pla.n are underfunded, implemented, and/or are
underperforming. Over(3U, the mitigations in the EIR have not kept pace with the
building of luxury housing and their impacts. (SF Planning Department Housing
Balance Report No. 3, p.10, Table 7, Exhibit Section E).
Further, in order to qualify for a CPE, the project must be shown not to
"conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation." (Bryant St CPE
Checklist, p. 20) There are significant inconsistencies between the project, the
General Plan, and the Mission Area Plan. The destruction of the decades-old
CELLspace/lnner Mission building is inconsistent with objective 7.1.2 of the
Mission Area Plan: "recognize the value of existing facilities, including
recreational and cultural facilities, and support their expansion and continued
use."
Additionally, the demolition of this performance space is inconsistent with
Goal 6 of the SF General Plan Arts Element to "Enhance, Develop, and Protect
the Physical Environment of the Arts in San Francisco and Policy Vl-1.4 to
"Preserve existing performing spaces in San Francisco." CELLspace is such a
prominent building in the Mission arts scene that its image is featured in the
Mission Area Plan. (Pp. 11, 68, 75).
This project, which eliminates 44,000 sf of PDR on the North portion of the
site, is also inconsistent with the following Mission Area Plan sections:
1. 7: "Retain the Mission's Role as an Important Location for Production,
Distribution, and Repair (PDR) Activities"; and
2.1: "Ensure that a significant percentage of new housing created in the
Mission is affordable to people with a wide range of incomes." From 2006 to first
quarter 2015 only 7.8% of new housing built in the Mission was Affordable. (SF
Planning Department Housing Balance Report No. 3, p.10, Table 7, Exhibit
Section E)
Finally, this project will also contribute to significant impacts in the areas of
population and housing and general welfare of the population as the result of
displacement and increased traffic congestion as a result of such displacement.
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention website states that
"displacement has many health implications that contribute to disparities among
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special populations, including the poor, women, children, the elderly, and
members of racial/ethnic minority groups." (Health Effects of Gentrification,
https://www.cdc.gov/healthyplaces/healthtopics/gentrification.htm, Exhibit Section
B)
The Story of the Mission Promise Neighborhood Community Baseline
Results from the 2014 Neighborhood Survey notes:
Historically, the Mission has been a central location for gentrification and
the displacement of low-income communities of color in the city. More
recently (post-Great Recession), dynamic market forces-driven by the
thriving regional technology economy-continue to accelerate the
changing landscape of thi"s formerly affordable neighborhood, tightening
the squeeze on low-income families.
(Exhibit Section B, p. 8)
This survey also notes tliat "Families forced out of the city to find
affordable housing may lose health benefits (Healthy SF) which are critical for
their well-being." (Id., p.7) The Harvard Center for Risk Analysis recently
summarized the findings of an expert committee convened by the Health Effects
Institute in Boston as follows: "They find strong evidence on exposure to trafficgenerated pollution and negative health effects. They find strong evidence for a
causative role for traffic related air pollution and premature death, particularly
from heart attacks and strokes." (The Public Health Costs of Traffic Congestion,
A Health Risk Assessment, Exhibit Section D, p. 1)
This same Harvard analysis estimates that residents of San Francisco and
Oakland would suffer approximately 90 premature deaths as a result of traffic
congestion in 2015. (Exhibit Section D, p. 7)
An exemption is not proper and review of this project must be based on
updated information.
The CU Approval is Not Warranted
The Planning Commission issued a CU Authorization to permit the removal
of three (3) residential units for new construction of a six-story, 68-foot tall,
mixed-use building of approximately 203,656 square feet with 199 dwelling units,
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ground floor retail/trade $hop spaces, 12,000 square feet of ground floor
Production, Distribution, and Repair space, one car-share parking space, 84 offstreet parking spaces, 128 Class 1 bicycle parking spaces, and 18 Class 2
bicycle parking spaces. ,
The Commission relied on incorrect assumptions regarding the benefit of
the land dedication and its accompanying number of affordable housing units.
Rather than the 136 affordable units estimated by the developer and Mayor's
Office of Housing (MOH), it appears the total number of affordable units that
could be built on this site is only about 80. (Bryant St Affordable Housing
Calculations, Exhibit Section F)
The affordable housing aspect was not adequately designed before
approval of the CU. There appears to be no convincing evidence that 98 "by
right" units of affordable housing can be built on this site. The Planning report
references a "Letter provided by MOHCD" which states 98 units can fit into the
land dedication. While there is a letter from Mayor's Office of Housing Director
Olson Lee, on the very last page of the case file (pp. 507-509), it makes no
reference to analysis of unit counts.
There is no MOH letter contained in the file that provides an analysis of the
ability of the land dedication site to hold this number of units. It appears possible
to fit 70 small units (using TCAC minimum sizes) within 5 residential floors and
maintaining 25% setback. This is exactly 35% of market-rate 199 units. However,
the 98 units "by righf' appears grossly exaggerated, unless a rear yard reduction
is granted, or a senior building with all studios is assumed.
Thus, the CU Approval is not warranted because the project relies on too
many unsupported assumptions regarding the affordable housing design and
layout, made worse by the lack of a final design. Reliance on the yet-to-be
designed future affordable housing component of the south building is misplaced.
It is not known or guaranteed that the south building, once set-backs and other
zoning restrictions, including open space requirements, are imposed, will
accommodate the promised 136 affordable housing units.
This CU approval also improperly relies on the adoption of the state
density bonus, which is not used in San Francisco. Historically, the result is
achieved by the adoption of a special use district.
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Moreover, achieving 136 units of affordable housing with the density bonus
program seems unlikely given the small portion of the lot left over for the
affordable development, the required rear yard setbacks (based on even more
requests for reductions), the expectation of upper floor setbacks in this taller
affordable building to the soutn of a narrow alley, and the fact that this greater
than 68 foot-high building would require more expensive concrete construction.
CU approvals should only be deemed as necessary and desirable on the basis of
a project's own merits and not unforeseeable, long-term conditions.
In addition, in order to fit 136 units the building height is proposed to be
two stories higher than the six stories permitted by zoning, based on the
application of the state density bonus. However, the state density bonus applies
to areas with density limits. The Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan does not
contain density limits but envelope building limits. Thus, the reliance on the state
density bonus is improper.
The applicant admits the project meets the open space requirements only
when considered along with the open space that may be provided by the
affordable project. By counting the mid-block alley as open space, the applicant
makes unsupported assumptions about the design of the affordable housing
project, as well as directly contradicts the mid-block alley's stated and intended
use as a freight loading zone. In order to count this mid-block alley as open
space, this project must include design elements that bar traffic and invite
residential recreation. It is not permissible to qualify one area as both the offstreet loading area as well as recreational open space.
Planning Code section 317 recognizes that "San Francisco faces a
continuing shortage of affordable housing" and thus establishes detailed
procedures for the loss of such housing. Section 101.1 (b) states that the Master
Plan of the City of San Francisco establishes Priority Policies, some of which are
to preserve and enhance the City's supply of affordable housing and that to
maintain a diverse economic base by "protecting our industrial and service
sectors from displacement due to commercial office development, and that future
opportunities for resident employment and ownership in these sectors be
enhanced."
Thus, the findings required by Planning Code section 303 cannot be made
because the proposed use at the size and intensity proposed at this location will
not provide a development that is necessary or desirable for, and compatible
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with, the neighborhood; the proposed use will not serve the neighborhood, in
whole or in significant part, and the nature of the use does not require a larger
size in order to function; and the use and mass of the structures will be
detrimental to the health, safety, convenience or general welfare of persons
residing or working in the vicinity, or injurious to property, improvements or
potential development iri the vicinity.
Finally, this project's CU approval mandates that it include three (3)
replacement Below Market Rate units in compensation for the current three
dwelling units proposed for demolition. However, this figure ignores another five
(5) documented dwelling units inside of CELLspace that are also slated for
demolition.
Based on substantial evidence in the record, the project is not exempt from
CEQA review. In addition, the findings required for the CU approval cannot be
made.
Thank you for your close attention to this matter.
Ve Wi truly y~s,
1
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Mission - Projects Completed or Under Environmental Review - 2008 to 2/23/16 {Planning Dept. Data)
Cultural,
Address

Case No.

Date of

Status of

Document

Document

Net

Institution

Housing
al,
Units
Education

Managemen

t,
Medical Information,
and

2009.0610E
2009.1095E
2009.0180E
2010.0043E
2012.1572E
2010.0787E
2009.1163E
2008.1395E
2011.0430E
2011.1279E
2005.0694E
2013.0124E
2011.0953E
2012.0793E
2012.0147E
2009.1011E
2014.0503E
2014.0449E

600 South Van Ness Avenue
2013.0614E
2000-2070 Bryant St, 2815 18th St, 611 Florida St 2013.0677E
1298 Valencia Street
2013.1404E
2012.0865E
1198 Valencia Street
2007.1457E
1050 Valencia Street
2015-005388ENV
1419 Bryant Street
1979 Mission Street
2013.1543E
2014-000601ENV
2675 Folsom St
2013.1330E
1900 Mission Street
645 Valencia St
2013.1339E
1800 Mission
2014.0154E
2750 19th St.
2014.0999E
1515 South Van Ness Ave.
2014.1020E
3140 16th St
2014.1105ENV
2799 24th St.
2014.1258ENV
2014.1201ENV
2435 16th St.
3357-3359 26th St.
2013.0770ENV
1726-1730 Mission St.
2014-002026ENV
2100 Mission Street
2009.0880E
2015-004756ENV
200 Potrero Ave.
3314 Ceasar Chavez
2014-003160ENV
2015-006511ENV
1798 Bryant St.
2014.0376ENV
2918-2924 Mission St.
793 South Van Ness
2015-001360ENV
1850 Bryant St.
2015-011211ENV
953 Treat Ave
2015-006510ENV
3620 Cesar Chavez
2015-009459ENV
344 14th St. & 1463 Stevenson St.
2014.0948ENV
1950 Mission St.
2016-001514ENV
1296 Shotwell St.
2015-018056ENV

Retail and
Entertainm

ent

Professiona
I Services

al
3418 26th Street
80 Julian Avenue
411 Valencia
490 South Van Ness Avenue
3420 18th Street
1875 Mission Street
17th Street and Folsom Street Park
150115th Street
480 Potrero Avenue
626 Potrero Avenue/ 2535 18th Street
2550-2558 Mission Street
1450 15th Street
300 South Van Ness Avenue
346 Potrero Avenue
1785 15th Street
1801/1863 Mission Street
2600 Harrison St.
1924 Mission St.

PDR

8-Nov-10
23-Jun-10
13-May-10
24-Jun-14
16-0ct-13
14-0ct-10
24-Jan-11
27-Jan-11
26-Sep-12
16-Jul-12
21-Nov-12
30-0ct-14
29-Nov-12
3-Feb-14
1-May-13
19-Mar-15
19-Aug-15
2-Apr-15

Published CPE
Published CPE
Published CPE
Published CPE
Published CPE
Published CPE
Published CPE
Published CPE
Published Other
Published CPE
Published Other
Published CPE
Published CPE
Published CPE
Published CPE
Published CPE
Published CPE
Published CPE

13
8
16
72
16
38
0
40
84
0
114
23
0
72
8
54
20
12

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
16,000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
15,200
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
740
0
0

0
0
-1,550
-1,618
-4,675
-43,695
0
-1,740
0
-15,000
0
-6,088
0
-1,500
-765
0
-7,506
-1,180

0
0
1,370
1,123
1,000
2,523
0
9,681
0
0
14,750
0
20,040
2,760
0
2,125
0
2,315

9-Apr-15
2-Jun-15
9-0ct-15
31-Jul-15
5-0ct-10
6-Jan-16
28-Jan-15
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

Published CPE
Published CPE
Published CPE
Published CPE
Published Other
Published CPE
Active Other
Active CPE
Active CPE
Active CPE
Active CPE
Active CPE
Active CPE
Active CPE
ActiveCPE
ActiveCPE
Active CPE
Active CPE
Active CPE
ActiveCPE
Active CPE
Active CPE
ActiveCPE
Active CPE
Active CPE
Active CPE
Active CPE
Active CPE
Active CPE
Active CPE

27
274
35
52
16
0
331
115
11
9
0
60
160
28
8
53
8
36
29
0
52
131
38
54
0
8
28
45
157
96

0
0
0
0
0
44,600
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1,236
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
-3,540
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
139,607
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-2,500
-5,179
0
0
0
0
-3,200

-1,750
-64,450
-2,000
-440
0
-34,350
0
-22,111
-2,064
0
-138,742
-10,934
0
-20,428
0
-10,000
0
-3,500
-7,630
-27,716
0
0
0
-1,966
188,994
0
0
18,995
0
-11,664

3,060
4,105
3,770
5,300
1,830
0
-18,239
0
844
-4,382
39,000
10,112
-29,940
7,284
-269
4,992
5,575
900
2,640
30,034
1,740
3,514
7,400
4,867
0
0
940
5,849
3,415
0

45,836 31,200

126,778

2,451
Preferred Project (approved 2008)
Option A
Option B
Option C

0
850

-237,073 152,028

1696
782 104,400 37,200 422,021
422,021 114,000
1,118 150,300 36,900 597,242
597,242 143,400
2,054 609,480 49,448 2,214,011 -3,370,350 598,323

The CPE for 2000-2070 Bryant Street notes that 2451 residential units had completed or were under environmental review:
"As of February 23, 2016, projects containing 2,451 dwelling units and 355,842 square feet of non-residential space (excluding PDR loss) have completed or are proposed to
complete environmental review within the Mission District subarea."
This is in excess of the number of units in the approved Preferred Project, as well as Options A, Band C from the ENP EIR. As a result, the analysis of cumulative impacts contai1
within the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan EIR, and referenced in the CPE, for this project is no longer relavant. The PEIR is stale and doesn't reflect current conditions. Among the
impacts not adequately studied are recreation and open space, transit, traffic, and air quality.
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For Immediate Release: July 20, 2015
Jonny Knucklz, CellspaceSF tenant - (415)235-2002
Tommi Avicolli Mecca, Housing Rights Committee - (415)361-2940 -

TENANTS LIVING IN HISTORICAL ART SPACE TO HOLD PRESS CONFERENCE
AGAINST IMPENDING EVICTION AND TO STOP A PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT IN
THE MISSION
Press Conference 12:00 Noon, Wednesday, July 22, 2015, .2048 Bryant St, San
Francisco
Save our Home! Save CellspaceSF! Save the Soul of San Francisco!
SAN FRANCISCO - A small group of artists living in an historic San Francisco
institution may be the best chance for a growing coalition of long-time residents to beat
the Beast on Bryant and the more than 250 luxury apartments planned at the site.
Established in 1996 by Jonathan Youtt, CELLspace is a community arts space that has
served an integral role in the community over more than 15 years of continuous
operation. During that time, CELLspace hosted countless events, nurtured hundreds of
community members, and served as the home to dozens of rotating artists as part of its
mission ''to provide a safe and supportive public environment for the exploration of art,
education, performance and community building."
In 2012, Eric Reid and Mike Gaines secured the lease to the building and renamed their
endeavor Inner Mission. Last month, Inner Mission negotiated a settlement with the
building's owner to make way for the Beast on Bryant and both the owner and Inner
Mission are now trying to illegally push out the tenants.
"We're not going anywhere," said Jonny Knucklz, a longtime resident. "We're back after
a brief intermission and CellspaceSF is here to stay."
On Wednesday, at noon, in front of their home at 2048 Bryant St, the residents of
CellspaceSF will hold a press conference with the Housing Rights Committee and other
community supporters to publicly announce their campaign to save their home and the
community arts space they maintain.
"If you push the artists out of San Francisco, you're pushing out the art," said resident
Jade Miller "Push out the art, and soon you won't have much left that's truly San
Francisco."
·
##########
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Clashing missions: CellSpace vs.
The Beast on Bryant
Submitted by Shawn Gaynor on Mon, 07/27/2015 - 4:25pm
San Francisco, CA

Still Standing. Residential tenants ofCel/Space SF, whose home is under threat ofdemolition from developers, are saying that
their housing rights are being ignored by the building's owners. Photo by Shawn Gaynor.

By Shawn Gaynor
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The demolition of the iconic Mission District arts space, Cell Space, has run into trouble, as a group of
artists currently living in the historic San Francisco institution as subtenants, have stepped forward to
assert their rights to remain in the space.
The proposed demolition of the cultural landmark, being pushed by the owners of 2050 Bryant St. to
make way for 250 new units of luxury housing, in what some are saying is potentially the last fight to
save the character and heart of San Francisco.
"It's our home today and it has been a continuously active space for artist and visionaries and their
supporters since 1992," said Jade Miller, who resides in the building. "People have been living and
working and making art here for over two decades. It has been a mainstay for the Mission's culture of art
and has made the city what it is."
In 2012 CellSpace, a non-profit, turned over control of the space to the for-profit group Inner Mission
who focused on a theater troupe, while still hosting occasional CellSpace style community event. But
when the new lease was up, developer Nick Podell decided that the building and everything else on the
block will be demolished for condo development.
The project has emerged as one of the most controversial in the rapidly changing Mission district, directly
pitting the cultural legacy of the San Francisco arts community against unchecked development in the
neighborhood priced well beyond the reach of the area's current residents. Anti-gentrification activists
have dubbed the proposed condo project the "Beast on Bryant."
Inner Mission's acceptance of a buy out from Podell seemed to seal the building's fate, but the newly
raised issue of residential tenants currently living the building adds a new legal twist to the conflict over
the future of CellSpace.
According to Miller and her housemates, they were never given any fomial notice of eviction when Inner
Mission negotiated a buyout of its rights to the building. The residents had been paying residential subtenants of Inner Mission at the time.
"Here in San Francisco eviction is a legal process and the process starts with a legal notice. You can never
be verbally evicted here in San Francisco," said housing rights advocate Tommi A vicolli Mecca from San
Francisco's Housing Rights Committee at a press conference last week in front of the space. "It appears to
us that every step along the way there has been a violation of tenants rights."
Avicolli Mecca said that the building's owner appeared to lack the legal "just cause" necessary to evict
residential tenants in San Francisco.
Mission residence are increasingly worried that the rapid pace of new development in the area is killing
the neighborhoods cultural and historic heritage.
"Every time you uproot a native culture, it dies," said 2048 Bryant St. tenant Johnny Knucklz at the press
conference. "That's not what we want to happen to the Mission."
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A longtime Mission artist, Knucklz has been involved in the building as a volunteer for over nine years
and for a time coordinated CellSpace's artist residency program, which hosted visiting artists from around
the world. "We are trying to preserve this asset for everyone who wants to come to San Francisco and
make a life for themselves as a creative. So it is not as much about us, as about the treasure here that we
are protecting. The end goal is to preserve and protect the treasure of art and access to it."
The issue of cultural preservation has been on the mind of CellSpace's original founder Johnathan Y outt.
Though Y outt has moved on to other projects, he as been a vocal proponent for the preservation of the
space. Youtt has proposed that the city planning department adopt what he characterized as a "cultural
impact statement" in the building permit application process, in order to codify a mechanism for
preserving the city's important cultural institutions.
During a widely attended meeting about the fate of the building on April 18, Youtt said, "The idea of a
cultural impact statement is not absurd. We didn't used to have environmental impact statements. People
fought to have that included in the planning process."
San Francisco mayoral candidate Francisco Herrera, who was on hand for the press conference, lamented
a lack of political will at city hall to protect cultural and artistic centers like Cell Space. "We need to save,
not destroy these places. They give life to the community. We urge all the people of San Francisco to
defend CellSpace as it is - a cultural center."
The proposed "Beast on Bryant" project that would replace CellSpace, along with a proposed
development at 161h and Mission, dubbed by housing rights activists the "Monster in the Mission," have
been the most contested projects of the neighborhood's luxury development boom.
"This isn't just a fight for these people's homes. I'm here to protect the city of San Francisco," said local
journalist Josh Wolf, who has become an advocate for preserving CellSpace. Inspired to take action
himself to protect the space he credits as his entry into the fabric of San Francisco art and political culture
years ago, Wolf struck a cord that many longtime San Franciscans are feeling.
"We are seeing the headlines every day: displacement, eviction, closing down of cultural institutions that
matter the most to us. This is not going to be the San Francisco we all came for; that all of the new
inhabitants that are bring the money with them actually came for. They came for the city they grew up
dreaming about, and before long it's not going to be the city of their dreams any more."
The planning commission will take up the issue of what will become of2050 Bryant St. on September 10.
"We are not going to lose this fight," said Wolf. "We are here, CellSpace SF is back, and it's time to kick
some ass."
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7/20/2016
Peter:
Here's what I know about the tenants above CELLspace.
One of the tenants, I think it was Johnny, contacted me last summer about
an eviction notice all the tenants above CELLspace received. I went to visit
them and had a meeting with three of them and observed the space which
had a kitchen, bathroom and five bedrooms, it was an apartment from what
I could see. Each bedroom, they said, was occupied by a tenant who was
paying rent to a master tenant. I remember Johnny Knucklz and Jade Miller
as two of the tenants who lived there and who were at the meeting.
We decided to do a press conference (press release attached as pdf) to draw
attention to the evictions. I wasn't sure if they were protected by rent
control, but felt fairly certain that they were covered by just cause as the
building was built before 1979.
For coverage of that press conference, see the Outsider
'
piece.

The tenants obtained a lawyer and tried to fight, but ultimately lost. They
were evicted. I was there the afternoon they moved out. All their stuff was
on the street. I took photos. See attached.
From what I understand, those rooms above CELLspace had been rented out
for years to various artists, providing valuable affordable living spaces for
artists in our expensive city. The loss of those units is a loss of artists that
have helped make the Mission the vibrant neighborhood it is.
Tommi Avicolli Mecca
Housing Rights Committee
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Hi Peter,
As far as I know there were 2 units in the victorian house that the Handa's owned and one unit
above the Tortilla Flats. CELLspace had 5 bedrooms that were built into the "office" above the
main space. Technically, we never received residential status, although we had folks living
there from 1994 until just recently when Johnny Knuckles and the other residents took a buyout
of $30,000 when they settled with Podell. So the framing could refer to the other effective
residential unit that was above CELLspace and was home to 5 artists from 1994 -2016.
Other than that, the other buildings were mostly commercial/industrial.
Let me know if you need any more clarification.
'
Jonathan Youtt
Co-Founder, CELLSpace
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Analysis of Ql 2016 SF Planning Department "Pipeline Report"
Best Date
12/17/2013
6/12/2014
1/28/2015
4/30/2015
3/6/2015
1/13/2016
3/31/2016
11/17/2014
1/8/2016
10/3/2013

Address
1979 MISSION ST
2070 BRYANT ST
1515 SOUTH VAN NESS AV
2675 FOLSOM ST
1965 MARKET ST
480 POTRERO AV
346 POTRERO AV
275019TH ST

Type
Resident
Resident
Mixres
Resident
Resident
Resident
Mixres
Resident

Mission Washou PL FILED
BP FILED

2918 MISSION ST
1801AND1863 MISSION ST

Mixres
Mixres
Mixres

55
54
53
52
50
45
37

1/14/2016
12/31/2015
7/14/2015
4/14/2015
12/11/2015
12/1/2015
7/14/2015 Frankenstein
2/19/2015
6/23/2014
8/5/2014

793 SOUTH VAN NESS AV
2435 - 2445 16T 243516TH ST

54

PL FILED
BP FILED
PL FILED (APPRC
BP FILED
PL FILED
BP APPROVED
PL FILED
BP FILED
BP FILED

1198 VALENCIA ST
3314 CESAR CHAVEZ ST
1463 STEVENSON ST
720YORKST
1726 - 1730 MISSION ST
1278 -1298 VALENCIA ST
2100 MISSION ST

Mixres
Mixres
Resident
Resident
Resident
Mixres
Mixres
Mixres

BP FILED

198 VALENCIA ST

Resident

28

3620 CESAR CHAVEZ ST
600 SOUTH VAN NESS AV
3659 20TH ST
145015TH ST
2600 HARRISON ST
44914TH ST
140 DUBOCE AV
342018TH ST
1050 VALENCIA ST
1924 MISSION ST
25 ELGIN PARK ST
46014TH ST
2782 FOLSOM ST
332419TH ST
3527 18TH ST
1900 MISSION ST
657 CAPP ST
645 VALENCIA ST
80JULIAN AV

Mixres
Mixres
Resident
Resident
Resident
Resident
Resident
Resident
Mixres
Mixres
Resident
Resident
Resident
Resident
Resident
Mixres
Resident
Mixres
Mixres

28
27
25
23
20
20
17
16
15
13
12
10
10
10
10
9
9
9
9

1785 15TH ST
331217TH ST

Resident
Resident

8
8

500 BARTLETT ST
2799 24TH ST
49 JULIAN AV
33 DEARBORN ST

Resident
Mixres
Resident
Resident

8
8
8
7

PL FILED
8/3/2015
CONSTRUCTION
4/4/2016
BP Filed
2/11/2016
CONSTRUCTION
2/4/2016
1/23/2015 Hell on Harrison BP FILED
3/17/2014
BP FILED
9/11/2014
PL FILED
CONSTRUCTION
10/5/2015
CONSTRUCTION
2/12/2016
2/12/2015
PL FILED
BP FILED
8/12/2014
BP FILED
6/25/2015
BP FILED
5/20/2014
BP FILED
2/19/2014
BP FILED
1/15/2015
BP FILED
7/8/2015
BP ISSUED
2/24/2016
PL
FILED
1/30/2014
BP ISSUED
10/27/2011
CONSTRUCTION
3/29/2016
BP FILED
2/18/2015
2/10/2016
6/18/2015
1/26/2012
7/10/2015

#Units
351
274
160
117
88
77
72
60

Name
Permit Status
Monster in the ~ BP FILED
Beast on Bryant PL FILED
Titanic Mess on . PL FILED
Evil Axis
PL FILED
PL FILED
CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION
PL FILED
Baby Beast

BP Filed
PL FILED
PL APPROVED
BP FILED
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36
35
29

1/9/2015
6/12/2015

BP FILED
PL APPROVED

3441-3447 20TH ST
811 TREAT AV

Resident
Resident

10/21/2010
12/11/2015
2/13/2015

BP APPROVED

3360 20TH ST

Resident

BP FILED
BP FILED

3374-3376 21st Street
854 CAPP ST

Resident
Resident

6
6

PL Filed

1449 SOUTH VAN NESS AVE

Resident

6

2/5/2015
3/2/2016

PL FILED

3357 26TH ST

Mixres

6

PL FILED

2507 FOLSOM ST

Resident

6

3/22/2016

BP FILED

152815TH ST

Resident

5

3/24/2016

5/10/2012
4/22/2015

PL FILED
1210 UTAH ST
CONSTRUCTION 2374 FOLSOM ST
BP FILED
2829 25TH ST

2/11/2016
7/18/2014
1/4/2016

7
7

I

6

Resident

5

Resident
Resident

4
4

CONSTRUCTION 2881 MISSION ST

Mixres

BP FILED
315 SOUTH VAN NESS AV
CONSTRUCTION 353 SAN JOSE AV

Resident
Resident

4
4

CONSTRUCTION 685 FLORIDA ST
BP FILED
657 VALENCIA ST

Resident
Resident

4

7/23/2014

PL FILED

21 ROSEMONT PL

Resident

4

7/11/2012
3/17/2015
5/20/2014

BP FILED
BP FILED

2830 24TH ST
1100 POTRERO AV

Resident
Resident

4
3

BP APPROVED

1150 SOUTH VAN NESS AV

Resident

3

12/16/2015

11/10/2015

3/1/2016
10/23/2015

4
4

PL FILED

1152 POTRERO AV

Resident

3

8/10/2015

BP ISSUED

1181 VALENCIA ST

Resident

3

4/3/2015
3/3/2015

BP ISSUED

1225 DOLORES ST

Resident

3

BP FILED

1274 HAMPSHIRE ST

Resident

3

CONSTRUCTION 1302 YORK ST
BP FILED
333 SAN CARLOS ST
BP Filed
829 YORK ST

Resident
Resident

3

Resident

3

12/11/2014

BP FILED

835 SOUTH VAN NESS AV

Resident

3

11/23/2009

BP ISSUED

161 SAN CARLOS ST
182415TH ST

Resident
Resident

3
3

8/25/2015
1/22/2013
2/8/2016

8/21/2015
1/8/2016

BP FILED

3

BP Filed
206 SAN JOSE AV
CONSTRUCTION 2356 BRYANT ST
BP FILED
2621 HARRISON ST

Resident

3/28/2016
4/17/2014

Resident
Resident

3
3
3

3/31/2015

BP FILED

Resident

3

9/22/2015

CONSTRUCTION 2830 22ND ST

Resident

3

11/3/2015

BP FILED
BP FILED

2855 FOLSOM ST

Resident

2944 21ST ST
CONSTRUCTION 35 LEXINGTON ST

Resident
Resident

3
3

4/6/2009
2/19/2016

BP FILED
355 CAPP ST
CONSTRUCTION 3643 19TH ST

Resident

2/18/2016

BP FILED

3669 - 367123RD ST

3

10/10/2014

BP FILED

44 WOODWARD ST

Resident
Resident

3/26/2013

BP FILED

659 GUERRERO ST

Resident

3

3/18/2016
12/8/2015
1/13/2016

BP Filed
BP ISSUED
BP ISSUED

668 GUERRERO ST
Resident
777 VALENCIA s· 767 VALENCIA S Resident
787 TREAT AV
Resident

3
3
3

4/10/2015
11/23/2015

267 SAN CARLOS ST
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Resident

3
3
3
3

8/2/2012
2/17/2015
3/7/2012
10/23/2014
1/26/2016
12/4/2015
11/2/2012

BP FILED
BP FILED

80 SYCAMORE ST
978 - 980 GUERRERO ST

CONSTRUCTION
BP FILED
CONSTRUCTION
PL APPROVED
CONSTRUCTION

990 GUERRERO ST
144 LEXINGTON ST
324917TH ST I
1125 HAMPSHIRE ST
857 ALABAMA ST

Resident
Resident

3
3

Resident
Resident
Mixres
Resident
I Resident

3
3
3
2
2
2265
249
2016

I

Minus 11% affordable/renovation estimate
I
TOTAL ESTIMATED LUXURY UNITS:
I
I
Considered in affordable/renovation estimate:
I
In-lieu fees, recent UMU outcomes at Planning Commission, many smaller developments have
I
no replacement requirements, some renovations not all new units.
I

All 100% affordable projects removed from this list.

I
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Potential Effects of Limiting
Market-Rate Housing in the
Mission

September 10, 2015
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Main Conclusions
The Office of Economic Analysis (OEA) was requested by Supervisors Mark Farrell and Scott
Wiener to prepare a report on the effects of a temporary moratorium, and an indefinite prohibition,
on market-rate housing in the Mission district of San Francisco. As requested, this report focuses
on the effects of such actions on the price of housing, the City's efforts to produce new housing at
all income levels, eviction pressures, and affordable housing. It also addresses some potential
benefits of a moratorium, including reducing tenant displacement, discouraging gentrification,
preventing nearby existing housing from becoming unaffordable, and preserving sites for
permanently affordable housing.
The City currently has extensive controls regarding the location and scale of new housing
construction. There are several neighborhoods in the city where no market rate construction is
planned or feasible. In the Mission, however, several thousand new units are planned. An 18month moratorium in the Mission has been placed on the November 2015 ballot. No legislative
proposal has been made for an indefinite or permanent moratorium.
Concern over new market-rate housing in the Mission has intensified with the pace of social and
economic change in the neighborhood. Home to a Latino community since the 1930s, the
Mission's Latino population has declined from 60% of the area's total population in 2000 to 4 7%
over the 2008-12 five-year period. During this period, the overall Latino percentage of the
population in San Francisco has remained steady. The change in the Mission's ethnic
composition has occurred at the same time as a decline in the neighborhood's number of lowerincome households, and families with children, and a rising number of upper-income households
without children. These trends have also been more strongly felt in the Mission than in the rest of
San Francisco.
The report assesses a number of potential costs, and benefits, of temporary and indefinite
moratoria. In terms of the potential costs, the report finds that a temporary, 18-month moratorium
would lead to slightly higher housing prices across the city, have no appreciable effect on no-fault
eviction pressures, and have a limited impact on the city's ability to produce affordable housing
during the moratorium period. At the end of the moratorium, these effects would be reversed,
through a surge of new building permits and construction, and there would be no long-term lasting
impacts of a temporary moratorium.
In terms of the potential benefits, the report finds no evidence that a temporary moratorium would
prevent the demolition of existing housing and direct displacement of current residents,
discourage upper-income households from moving into the Mission, or ease rising rents and
housing prices in the neighborhood. It would temporarily preserve sites that could later be
acquired for affordable housing, but it is highly unlikely that it would reduce the cost of any such
site.
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Over an indefinite period, a prohibition on market-rate housing in the Mission would, in general,
affect more sites, place greater upward pressure on city housing prices, and reduce affordable
housing resources to a greater extent. On the other hand, there would also a reduced risk, over
the long term, of residents being evicted and existing homes being demolished. The report finds
no evidence that even a permanent prohibition on market-rate housing would reverse the trend of
upper-income households moving into the neighborhood. The report also finds that new market
rate housing tends to lower, rather than raise, the value of nearby properties, and therefore a
moratorium on market-rate housing would not protect nearby existing housing from rising prices.
Finally, the report concludes that the strategy of using an indefinite market-rate housing
moratorium to create sites for affordable housing is likely to be significantly more costly than
alternative approaches, such as increasing affordable housing subsidies, and liberalizing land-use
controls in the Mission and elsewhere in the city.
The findings related to costs and benefits of are summarized in the table below.

Potential Costs
Higher housing prices

Loss of affordable housing

More No-Fault eviction

Potential Benefits
Reduced direct displacement
Reduced gentrification
Reduced indirect displacement
Sites for affordable housing

Short-Term Moratorium
Slight over the moratorium
period, diminishing to none
afterwards
Slight over the moratorium
period, diminishing to none
afterwards
No evidence of more
evictions

Short-Term Moratorium
None
None
None
None
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Indefinite Moratorium
Moderate

Moderate

No evidence of more evictions

Indefinite Moratorium
Some
None
None
Some, though economic costs would be
high relative to other approaches

INTRODUCTION
Purpose of this Report

In May, 2015, the Office of Economic Analysis was
requested by Supervisor Farrell and Supervisor Wiener to
conduct an analysis of the impact of limiting new market
area housing development in the Mission district of San
Francisco.
Specifically, the Supervisors requested:
the Chief Economist, through the Controller's office,
to produce an economic report and analysis on
what the effects of a moratorium on market-rate
housing in the Mission District would be for an
indefinite and two-year period:
• The effect the moratorium will have on housing
and rental prices in the Mission and across San
Francisco
• The effect on the City's efforts to produce more
new housing at all income levels
• The effect the moratorium will have on eviction
and buy-out pressures for tenants and homeowners
• A detailed analysis on the amount of resources
that the City would lose for affordable housing
production.
• Other areas deemed important for the public
interest and good.

This report is the Office's response to this Supervisorial
request. To prevent confusion with an upcoming ballot
measure, discussed below, this report assesses the
impact of a temporary moratorium that lasts 18 months,
instead of two years.

Temporary Moratorium
and Indefinite
Prohibition

The City currently has extensive controls regarding the
location and scale of new housing construction. There are
several neighborhoods in the city where no market rate
construction is planned or feasible. In the Mission
neighborhood, however, several thousand new units are
planned, as a result of the Eastern Neighborhoods
planning effort concluded in 2008.
A 18-month moratorium on new market-rate housing
development in the Mission has been placed on the City's

Controller's Office
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November 2015 ballot.
As outlined above, the two Supervisors also requested
that this report consider the impact of an indefinite
prohibition on market-rate housing development in the
Mission. The proposed ballot measure does not include
such an indefinite prohibition, and only provides for an
extension of the moratorium for up to a total of 30 months.
No legislative proposal has been made for an indefinite
moratorium on market-rate housing in the Mission.
However, nothing legally prevents the City, in the future,
from changing land use controls to effectively prohibit new
market-rate housing in the Mission indefinitely. Because of
that fact, and the Supervisors' request, this report
considers an indefinite as well as a temporary moratorium.

2
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Mission Census Tracts Used in This Report

Population by Ethnicity

1

According to Census data from 1970 through 2008-20121,
the Latino population of the Mission increased through the
1970s and 1980s, reaching 60% of the total population in
both the 1990 and 2000 Censuses. Since 2000, the
decline in the area's Latino population has been rapid, with
4 7% reported as Latino in the 5-year American
Communities Survey for 2008-12. By contrast, the city's
overall Latino population has remained relatively steady, at
12-15% of San Francisco's population since 1970.

The 2008-2012 period here refers to the 5-year American Communities Survey, produced by the Census Bureau.

4
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Latino Percentage of the Population: Mission
Census Tracts, and Citywide, 1970-2012
Mission census tracts
50%
53%
60%
60%
47%

1970
1980
1990
2000
2008-12

Entire City
14%
12%
14%
14%
15%

Source: U.S. Census/Social Ex lorer

The Mission has also changed more rapidly than the city in
terms of the structure of its households. In 1970, 34% of
households in the area were families with children,
compared to 24% for the city as a whole. By the 20082012 period, only 20% of Mission households had
children, roughly the same as the average for the city as a
whole.

Household Structure

Households with Children Under 18 as a Percent of
All Households, 1970-2012
1970
1990
2000
2008-12

Mission census tracts
34%
38%
31%
20%

Entire City
24%
21%
19%
19%

Source: U.S. Census/Social Ex lorer

Income Inequality
Trends

Citywide trends in income have also been more strongly
felt in the Mission than in other parts of San Francisco.
Table 3 below shows the distribution of household income,
in constant 2015 dollars, for the Mission census tracts and
the city as a whole. In 1980, over half of the households of
the Mission earned less than $50,000 (in today's dollars),
compared with 33% in the city as a whole. By the 20082012 period, only 37% of Mission households were in that
category.
For San Francisco as a whole, the percentage of
households in the lowest income category has actually not
changed from 1980 to 2008-12. Citywide, the more
notable trend has been the decline of middle-income
households and the growth of upper-income households.
In the Mission, however, both low-income and (to a far
lesser extent) middle-income households have declined,

Controller's Office
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as the number of upper-income households have grown.
In the Mission and across San Francisco, the growth in the
number of upper income households may reflect both
relocation patterns, and increases in the real incomes of
residents. However, the far greater decline in low-income
households in the Mission than in the rest of the city
suggests that it is the movement of low-income
households out, and upper-income households in, that is
accounting for the bulk of the change in that
neighborhood.

Distribution of Households by Household Income
(in $2015), 1980-2012

1980
1990
2000
2008-12

Mission census tracts
<$50k
$50-150k
53%
45%
50%
44%
41%
49%
37%
41%

Entire City
<$50k
33%
37%
28%
33%

$150k+
3%
5%
17%
22%

$50-150k
54%
49%
43%
43%

$150k+
13%
14%
28%
28%

Source: U.S. Census/Social Ex lorer

Although the composition of the Mission's population has
evidently experienced considerable change since 1970,
the neighborhood's housing supply has not. From 1970 to
2000, the Mission actually saw a net decline in housing
units, while the city added 36,000 units during the same
period. Only since 2000 has appreciable amounts of new
housing been built in the Mission, with the housing supply
growing by about 193, or 1.3%, per year (2000 - 2010).

Change in the Area's
Housing Stock

Number of Housing Units, 1970-2012

1970
1980
1990
2000
2008-12

Mission census tracts
13,742
13,715
13,335
13,539
15,464

Annual
Growth Rate

-0.02%
-0.28%
0.15%
1.34%

Entire City
310,406
316,274
328,471
346,527
375,861

Annual
Growth Rate

0.19%
0.38%
0.54%
0.82%

Source: U.S. Census/Social Ex lorer
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Population by Residence One Year Previously,
2009-2013
Living in same house 1 year previously
Lived elsewhere in San Francisco 1 year previously
Lived elsewhere in California 1 year previously
Lived elsewhere in the U.S. 1 year previously
Lived elsewhere in the World 1 year previously
New residents as percent of current population
Annual number of new residents

Mission census tracts
87%
8%
3%
1%
1%
13%
5,095

Entire City
84%
8%
4%
2%
2%
16%
128,712

Source: U.S. Census, American Communities SuNe
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PLANNED HOUSING DEVELOPMENT IN THE MISSION
Current Development
Pipeline in the Mission

Estimating the economic impact of an 18-month
moratorium must begin with estimating the number of
market-rate housing units that might be constructed in the
Mission over that period in the absence of any moratorium.
In order to do this, in this section we examine data on
planned housing projects provided by the Planning
department's pipeline report, for the 2nd quarter of 2015.
Housing construction projects must receive permits from
the Planning and Building Inspection (DBI) departments
before construction can begin. The pipeline database
classifies projects into six main stages:
• Application filed with Planning
•

Projects approved by Planning

• Application filed with DBI
•

Projects approved by DBI

• Projects issued a building permit
•

Projects under construction

The units under construction, or that have already
received a building permit, would not be affected by a
moratorium, but the other projects could be. Based on the
pipeline data through June 30th, 2015, there are 2, 117
such units in the Mission.
However, given the length of the approval process, a
project that is not been approved may still not be affected
by an 18-month moratorium. The issue is made even more
complex because the length of time between project
initiation and construction is not only a function of the
City's permitting process, but also the state of the housing
and capital markets, and the developer's strategy.
Consequently, the number of those projects, and the
housing units they would produce, cannot be estimated
with certainty. Considering the number of units in the
pipeline in the Mission, when each project entered the
pipeline, and a range of potential approval periods, we
estimate the number of affected units will range between
752 (delayed by an average of 10.1 months) and 807
(delayed by an average of 17.3 months).

Development Capacity
in the Mission

Considering a longer-term, indefinite prohibition of marketrate housing requires going beyond the projects currently
in the pipeline, to the totality of future projects that could
be built, given the zoning controls in place in the
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neighborhood.
The Mission was one of four city neighborhoods that
underwent major rezoning through the Eastern
Neighborhoods Planning Process, which concluded in
2008. Many parcels in the area received significant
increases in allowable heights, and loosening of density
controls, while land use controls on other parcels were
tightened. Parcels where development capacity was
increased are likely to be redeveloped as housing in the
future.
Notwithstanding the rapid rise of housing prices in
in recent years, and the relatively large amount
housing that has been developed in the city, only
fraction of the planned development capacity
Mission is currently in the development pipeline.

the city
of new
a small
in the

The Eastern Neighborhoods planning process provided for
15,005 new housing units in the Mission, of which
approximately 500 are either under construction or have
been built since 2008, when the Plan was passed.
The remaining 14,500, which would be the maximum
number of housing units not built in the event of an
indefinite prohibition of market-rate housing, represents
3.8% of the city's current housing stock.

10
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POTENTIAL COSTS OF A MORATORIUM
Introduction

This section estimates the costs associated with the shortterm and long-term removal of market-rate housing from
the city as detailed in the previous section. It considers
three potential costs:
1. Higher housing prices
2. Lost resources for affordable housing
3. Higher risk of evictions

Impact on Housing
Prices

The assessment of the impact of a moratorium on housing
prices begins by estimating a housing price index for San
Francisco, and then statistically assesses how that index
would change if the future housing supply was constrained
during the period of a moratorium.
One of the most challenging things about studying the
economics of housing is the fact that every house is
different. Economics tries to explain and predict how and
why prices change - but because every house is different,
the price of every house are generally different as well even in the same city at the same time ..
The solution that economists have developed to study the
price of housing is to start by recognizing that a given
housing unit offers many things that consumers are willing
to pay for: space for living, structural features like
bedrooms, bathrooms, and appliances, a location that is
more or less accessible to jobs and other trip destinations,
a neighborhood with amenities, etc.
The sales price of a house, or the market rent of a vacant
apartment, will reflect the house's quality along all of these
dimensions, to the extent that consumers value them and
are willing to pay for them.
An econometric technique called hedonic price analysis
can be used to break down the value of a house into the
values of its constituent characteristics, and in, in so doing,
reveal their market prices. The OEA employed this method
along with data from the real estate analytics firm
Corelogic. More details about the methodology, and the
results, can be found in the Appendix.
Among the characteristics that affect housing prices, the
most ones that for this report concern the housing unit's
year of sale. Similar to the way that a change in the
consumer price index creates a measure of the inflation
rate, the coefficients on time variables in an hedonic price
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analysis can create a housing price index.
Figure 2 below indicates the price index that resulted from
our analysis. For the sake of comparison, a housing index
provided by Zillow for owner-occupied housing, and one
generated from RealFacts data for residential rent, are
also provided. The OEA index, like Zillow's, is drawn from
home sale data, so these two indices are fairly similar. The
RealFacts Index is constructed from annual changes in the
asking rents of vacant units listed on RealFacts, a
consistent sample of residential properties in San
Francisco that are surveyed over time. While the
RealFacts index generally moves in the same direction as
the two indices based on home sales, its rises are faster
and its drops are less steep, indicating a generally hotter
market for rentals than homes for sale.
The data we have acquired from Corelogic, which has
comprehensive sales information dating back to the early
1980s, allows more historical perspective on San
Francisco housing prices than Zillow's index, which only
dates from 1996. It was around that year, in fact, that San
Francisco began the period of rapidly-rising housing prices
that it is still experiencing. Over the 14-year period from
1983 to 1997, city housing prices grew by only 1.6% per
year - less than the rate of inflation. Since 1997, the
OEA's housing price index has grown at 9.2% per year more than 3 times the rate of inflation.
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Housing Price Indices for San Francisco: OEA. Generated, Zillow, and Real Facts (2006=100)
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Impact of Constraining
the Housing Supply on
Housing Prices

endix

With an understanding of San Francisco's housing price
trends, and of how a moratorium and indefinite prohibition
would constrain supply, we can investigate the role that
these potential changes in housing supply would have on
housing prices.
The simplest point that can be made about housing prices,
in economic theory, is that they reflect what consumers
are willing to pay for housing. When there are more people
in a housing market, or they have more income, they are
likely to bid up home sales prices and rents.
However, if we were to control for the number and income
of consumers, another factor that is thought to affect the
price of housing is the supply available in the market. In
particular, according to economic theory, if there was an
increase in the supply because of new construction, homeseekers would have more choice, and the housing market
would be more of a "buyer's market", and prices would be
lower than they otherwise would be.
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Conversely, if a policy change, such a moratorium or
prohibition on market rate housing, restricted the supply of
housing on the market, then the market would become
more of a "seller's market". Housing prices would be
higher in this case; sellers would receive higher-prices,
landlords would reap higher rents, and home-seekers
would pay more for housing.
This line of reasoning is fairly simple economic theory. But
is there any evidence to support it? Our statistical analysis,
discussed in the Appendix, leads us to the conclusion that
there, in fact, is a clear relationship between the supply of
housing in San Francisco, and what households are willing
to pay for it.
As shown in Table 7 below, given the number of housing
units involved in a moratorium or indefinite prohibition, the
sensitivity of consumer's willingness to pay, to constrained
supply, can be expected to lead to a 0.3% increase in
housing prices from a moratorium, or a 5.5% increase in
prices from an indefinite prohibition.
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Impact on Housing Prices of a Moratorium and
Indefinite Prohibition on Market-Rate Housing in the
Mission

18-Month Moratorium
Indefinite Prohibition

Number of
Units Affected
752-807
15,005

% Change in the
City's Housing
Stock
-0.2%
-3.9%

Impact on
Prices
0.3%
5.5%

Source: San Francisco Plannin

The impact of a moratorium would be significantly less
than an indefinite prohibition for two reasons. First, most of
the development capacity in the Mission is not far
advanced in the pipeline, and we project that only between
752 and 807 units would be affected in the next 18
months.
Secondly, the vast majority of those units that are affected
would be delayed for less than 18 months, so at the
expiration of the moratorium, the housing supply would
increase and prices should quickly return to their premoratorium level. The 0.3% price effect would be a
temporary phenomenon, and there would be no longerterm impact on prices. In fact, the expiration of the
moratorium would lead to a surge in building permits being
issued, most likely followed by a surge in construction,
higher supply, and a return to the status quo ante
situation.
An indefinite prohibition, on the other hand, would lead to
longer-term price increase that would be much larger than
the temporary one created by a moratorium, because it
would affect more sites for a longer period of time.
What does this projected price increase mean in tangible
terms? Over the 2006-13 period, an average of 50,685
households reportedly lived in their their unit for less than
a year, according to Census data, meaning they had
recently either purchased a house or began renting a
vacant place. This represents between 12 - 15% of all
households in the city, depending on the year.
When a household moves, either to the city or within the
city, it faces the prices set by the housing market. As
shown above, a constraint of housing supply raises these
prices. Table 8 below quantifies the higher out-of-pocket
expense that a household moving into a vacant unit would
face because of the price effects detailed in Table 7.
Controller's Office
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Impact on Aggregate Housing Costs of a
Moratorium and Indefinite Prohibition on MarketRate Housing in the Mission

18-Month Moratorium
Indefinite prohibition

Number of
households
moving
annually
50,684
50,684

Annual housing
costs (2015
estimate)
$32,542
$32,542

Additional
annual
payment due
to price effect
$96
$1,794

Aggregate ($M)
$4.1 - $7.0
$91 p/a

Source: US Census/IPUMS 3 , OEA Anal sis

A moratorium can be expected to lead to an increased
annual housing payment of $8 per month, for every
household that moves into a new residence.
In aggregate, given that we the average project delay will
range between 10.1 and 17 .3 months, these higher
housing costs will lead moving households to pay an
aggregate of $4.1 million and $7.0 million, while the
moratorium is in effect. At the end of the moratorium, all of
the housing that had been delayed would move forward,
the housing supply would expand, and there would be an
equivalent decline in housing expenses, for households
seeking a house in the period after a moratorium.
In other words, people moving within the city during a
moratorium would suffer higher housing costs, while those
moving immediately after a moratorium would benefit from
the surge in construction and, in effect, from the
moratorium itself.
Under an indefinite prohibition scenario, because more
units would eventually be affected, the price effect would
be much larger, rising to $1,794 per household per year,
or $91 million per year in aggregate. This effect wouldn't
materialize immediately, because not all 15,005 potential
market-rate units in the Mission will be built immediately.
Instead, this number should be seen as a long-term
annual impact that would phase in over time, and, once it
does, higher prices would last as long as the prohibition.
It is also important to state that these estimates are based
on today's housing prices, which will likely rise in the future
based both on inflation, and the underlying imbalance
between supply and demand that has led to the city's
3

IPUMS-USA, University of Minnesota, www.ipums.org.
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housing prices to rise much faster than inflation since the
mid-1990s.

Impact on Resources
for Affordable Housing

Under the City's inclusionary housing program, marketrate housing developers are required to either dedicate a
certain percentage of the project's units as affordable,
builld affordable units off-site, or pay an in-lieu fee to the
Mayor's Office of Housing for affordable housing 4 •
In the Mission, sites that are zoned as Urban Mixed Use
(UMU) also received an additional affordable housing
requirement. For UMU parcels that received no right to
add additional stories (known Tier A pacels) under the
Eastern Neighborhoods rezoning, the affordable housing
requirement increased from the city-wide 12% to 14.4% for
on-site or 23% for off-site units. If the UMU parcel was
given the right to add 1 or 2 stories (Tier B), the affordable
requirements was raised to 16% or 25%, and if the parcel
would given the right to add more than 2 stories (Tier C),
the requirements were set at 17.6% and 27% respectively.
At present, all of the UMU parcels in the development
pipeline are Tier A, according to information provided by
the Planning Department.
Table 9 below indicates what the total on-site or off-site
affordable housing requirements would be, for the 752-807
units in the Mission that we project would be affected by a
temporary moratorium. The temporary moratorium would
delay the provision of between 97 and 104 on-site
affordable units, or 122 to 131 off-site units, depending on
developers' decisions.

4

Some projects additionally have the option of meeting their affordable housing requirement through a middle-income or
land dedication option. Since information on the choices made by each project sponsor is not available, the use of these
options is not estimated. Additionally, since unit sizes in the pipeline are not comprehensively known, in-lieu totals cannot
be calculated.
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Affordable Housing Requirements for Projects in
the Mission Affected by an 18-Month Moratorium
Units

Urban Mixed-Use
Tier A
TierB
TierC
Other Zoning
Total

286-306
0
0
466-501
752-807

Requirement
Affordable Units
On-Site Off-Site All On-Site All Off-Site

14.4%
16.0%
17.6%
12.0%

23.0%
25.0%
27.0%
12.0%

41-44
0
0
56-60
97-104

66-70
0
0
56-60
122-131

Source: San Francisco Plannin De artment, OEA Anal sis

Impact on Eviction
Pressures

This report was requested to also consider the impact of a
2 year or indefinite moratorium on eviction pressures. The
potential that fewer people might be evicted because of a
moratorium is considered in the next section.
It is often believed, reasonably, that eviction pressures rise
along with housing prices. The more a house is worth or
can be rented for, the greater the financial incentive for an
owner to evict the current tenant and sell the property, find
a new tenant able to pay market-rate rents, or change the
property's use.
Despite these beliefs, which reflect common-sense
economics, our analysis do not find statistical relationship
between housing prices and evictions, in the Mission or in
the city as a whole. As Figure 3 shows, while housing
prices have risen rapidly, and fairly consistently except for
the 2007-2010 period, no-fault evictions in the Mission
have been volatile, and other evictions have shown a
general downward trend. The citywide trends are similar.
This lack of statistical correlation not necessarily mean the
basic intuition is incorrect. There are many other things
affecting eviction numbers in the city during this time
period, particularly changing regulations, that cannot be
accounted for statistically. It does mean, however, that we
cannot use the estimate of higher housing prices above to
estimate an increase in evictions in this report.
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Housing Prices Compared to No-Fault Evictions,
and Other Evictions, in the Mission 1997-2014
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Summary of Potential
Costs of a Moratorium

To summarize, it is likely that a moratorium on market-rate
housing development in the Mission would slightly raise
housing prices during and briefly after the period that it
was in effect. We project that households renting or buying
new housing during this period would pay an average of
$8 per month, leading to aggregate increase in housing
payments of between $4 and $7 million across the city.
After the expiration of a moratorium, housing production in
the Mission can be expected to begin to grow at elevated
levels, as the pent-up demand in the pipeline is worked
through. Households moving into a new house after the
moratorium expires can be expected to pay relatively less
for housing, because of this expanded supply. Over the
long term, a temporary moratorium on market-rate housing
would not affect the supply or price of housing in San
Francisco.
An indefinite prohibition on market rate housing would lead
to higher housing prices for a longer period of time. While
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it would take several years for the full impact to
materialize, if the city never built the 15,005 new units that
are zoned for development in the Mission, future renters
and homeowners could pay up to $1,794 per year for
housing, on average.
An 18-month moratorium is also estimated to defer
between 96-131 affordable housing units, depending on
the precise number of market-rate units affected by the
moratorium, and how developers choose between on-site
and off-site production. Like the market-rate construction,
these resources would become available at the expiration
of a temporary moratorium.
Lastly, while it is reasonable to believe that higher housing
prices caused by a temporary or an indefinite moratorium
could lead to greater eviction pressures, we find no
statistical evidence that the two are closely related.
Consequently, we do not project any greater number of
evictions associated with a temporary or indefinite
moratorium.
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POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF A MORATORIUM
Introduction

The previous section of the report dealt with the potential
costs of limiting market-rate housing in the Mission. This
section addresses and attempts to evaluate some
potential benefits.
Four potential benefits of a moratorium and indefinite
prohibition on market-rate housing in the Mission are
considered in this section:
1. Preventing the displacement of existing residents
2. Discouraging gentrification
3. Preventing indirect displacement
4. Preserving sites for affordable housing
development

Preventing Direct
Displacement

By "direct displacement" we mean the no-fault eviction of a
household in order to demolish its housing unit, so that
new market-rate housing may be constructed on the
parcel. If new market-rate housing development could only
proceed after an occupied residential building was
demolished, then the cost of eviction imposed on tenants
would need to be weighed against the benefits outlined in
the previous section.
Evictions for the purposes of demolishing a unit do occur
in San Francisco. Of the 3,835 eviction notices that have
been filed for properties in the Mission since 1997, 96, or
2.6% have been for the demolition of the unit. The citywide
percentage of evictions for demolition is somewhat higher,
3.5%.
The City's eviction data does not permit a direct
association of evictions with projects in the development
pipeline, but it is possible to gain an upper-end estimate of
potential eviction risk by examining the project's
descriptions in the pipeline, and assessing how many
involve the demolition of existing housing.
Based on a review of the 2015, 2nd quarter pipeline data
from the Planning Department, the 752-807 new housing
units that would be affected by an 18-month moratorium
would not require the potential demolition of any existing
residential units. Moreover, regardless of whether a
pipeline project would be affected by an 18-month
moratorium or not, we could not identify any new housing
development project in the Mission awaiting a building
permit that would require the demolition of a housing unit.
On this basis, we conclude that an 18-month moratorium
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on market-rate housing development in the Mission would
not lead to reduced direct displacement of existing
residents.
For an indefinite prohibition on development, we examined
the Planning Department's "soft sites" database, which
contains Planning's estimates of the potential development
capacity associated with every recently rezoned parcel in
the city, and its relatively likelihood of redeveloping in the
near future.
An indefinite prohibition would, of course, prevent new
market rate anywhere in the Mission. But the soft sites
database is important because it is Planning's estimate of
what would actually develop under reasonable market
conditions.
The database indicates that 8,885 new housing units could
be built in the Mission on sites that Planning sees as
relatively ripe for development. These sites currently
contain 1,233 housing units, at least some of which would
likely need to be demolished to produce the new units.
Both demolitions, and residential mergers that result in the
loss of a unit, require Planning Commission approval.
Moreover, tenants evicted for demolition, like other no-fault
evictions, are entitled to a relocation payment.
Notwithstanding these requirements, however, demolition
evictions do occur, and when they do they impose a cost
on tenants that likely far exceeds the value of their
required relocation payment. It is, therefore, fair to say
that, over the longer term, continued market rate housing
development in the Mission does carry the risk of further
evictions for demolition, as has been seen, to some extent,
in the past.

Discouraging
Gentrification

Market-rate
housing
development
often
attracts
opposition, particularly in low-income neighborhoods,
because it is perceived to change the composition of the
neighborhood, in ways that are undesirable or threatening
to existing residents. As upper-income households have
increasingly preferred an urban lifestyle to a suburban
one, low-income neighborhoods have become subject to
gentrification. Over time, as neighborhoods become more
attractive to upper-income residents, new businesses arise
to serve them, rents rise, and low income residents are
pushed out, priced out, or forced to find a new community.
The Census data examined earlier clearly demonstrate
that this process has happened in the Mission, particularly
over the past ten to fifteen years. But what is the
relationship between gentrification and new market-rate
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housing development?
In an earlier section, we noted that the upper income
population in the Mission has risen more quickly than it
has in the city as a whole, over several decades, despite
very low levels of market-rate housing construction. This
fact alone could cast doubt on the idea that market-rate
housing is largely responsible for the clear evidence of
gentrification that the neighborhood has experienced.
In San Francisco, a large swath of the city's rental housing
stock is rent controlled, and the region's knowledge-based
economy has attracted many upper-income migrants from
other cities and regions. When market rents rise rapidly,
the benefits of staying in a rent-controlled unit rise as well,
creating a greater incentive for tenants to remain in these
units and potentially reducing the rental vacancy rate. Yet
it is precisely during these economic boom periods that
demand from upper-income movers to the area is high.
It is sometimes argued, on this basis, that new market rate
housing, which is generally only affordable to upperincome households, actually creates housing vacancies
for those upper-income households that would otherwise
not exist, because current tenants have such an incentive
to stay in their unit. If this were true, new market-rate
housing would promote gentrification, by housing more
upper-income residents than could be accommodated by
the existing housing stock.
More detailed Census data from the 1-PUMS system
allows us to directly examine who lives in new housing in
San Francisco, in terms of their income and when they
moved to the city. Table 10 below cross-tabulates existing
city residents, new upper-income movers, and other new
movers based on the age of the housing that they live in.
Upper-income movers are somewhat more likely to live in
new housing, which is unsurprising because, by definition,
they are looking for housing and are more likely to find
new housing affordable than lower-income movers.
Nevertheless, over 97% of upper-income movers to San
Francisco do not move into new housing. They instead
occupy units from the existing housing stock, whose
natural turnover process creates far more vacancies than
the production of new housing does.
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Existing San Francisco Residents, Upper-Income
Newcomers, and Other Newcomers, by Age of Their
House
Households living in
SF more than 1 Year

Households new to SF
• High Income

Households new to SF
• not High Income

99.6%

97.1%
2.9%

99.5%
0.5%

100%

100%

% Living in Existing Housing
% Living in New Housing

0.4%
100%

Total
Source: US Census/IPUMS

To look at the question the other way, new movers to the
City are not actually the primary occupants of new
housing. As Figure 4 shows, the vast majority of the
people who do live in new housing in San Francisco are
not new residents of San Francisco - whether high-income
or otherwise. 84% of the occupants of new housing lived in
another residence in San Francisco one year previously.

Occupants of New Housing in San Francisco

Household New to the City,
16%

Household Not New to the City,
84%

Source: US Census/IPUMS
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While this data is not available for the specific Census
tracts in the Mission that we examined earlier, given the
lower levels of new housing construction in the Mission
compared to the rest of the city, the percentages for the
Mission are likely to be at least as high as for the city as a
whole.
Market-rate housing probably has contributed to
gentrification in many cities in the past. But the data shows
clearly that, in San Francisco in 2015, market-rate housing
development is not accommodating upper-income movers
who would otherwise be somehow shut out of the city's
housing market. On the contrary, the overwhelming
majority of wealthy new residents do not live in new
housing, and conversely, the vast majority of new market
rate construction creates housing opportunities for existing
city residents.
For this reason, we find no reason to believe that either a
temporary moratorium, or an indefinite prohibition, of
market rate housing will reduce the number of upperincome residents in the Mission, or slow the process of
gentrification that the
neighborhood
has
been
experiencing.

Preventing Indirect
Displacement Effects

Another potential benefit of a housing moratorium could be
to prevent "indirect displacement", or housing price
inflation caused by the development of new housing. It is
sometimes argued that the construction of new market
rate housing raises the price of nearby housing. This might
happen if, for example, the new housing was of higher
quality than the existing housing, or offered amenities that
were available to the entire neighborhood, or, as
discussed above, attracted wealthy new residents that
otherwise would not move into the neighborhood.
Alternatively, it is also sometimes claimed that new
construction reduces the value of nearby housing,
because it affects the quality of life in neighborhoods,
increases congestion, or otherwise affects the local
environment in a negative way.
To our knowledge, the issue has never been directly
studied in San Francisco. In this section, we present the
results of a second round of hedonic price analysis, that
analyzes the effects that new market-rate developments,
have had on the sales prices of nearby housing units.
More details on the analysis are provided in the Appendix.
These models added to the hedonic price analysis
discussed earlier an indicator that reflects the relative
proximity of each existing home sale to new market rate
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developments in the Mission built between 2001 and 2013.
3 models were run, with different lag periods. In the first,
the impact of proximity to market-rate housing built in
Mission in the previous year on home sale was tested for
its impact on home sale prices. In the second and third
models, the impact of proximity to market-rate housing
built in the Mission 2 and 3 years previously was
examined.
The results were consistent: proximity to market-rate
housing had a statistically-significant negative effect on
housing prices, in all three models 5 •
The effects, while significant, were not large. A property
250 feet from 75 units of new market rate housing would
have, at maximum, a 5.9% lower price (2 years after
construction), and this effect would decline to 4.1 % in the
subsequent year.
The reason for this finding of a negative impact of marketrate housing development on home sales is not
immediately obvious, and would require investigation that
goes beyond the scope of this report. It is possible that
increased population leads home buyers to perceive a
lower neighborhood quality. The City charges impact fees
to new development to offset environmental impacts that
may negatively affect property values. It is also possible
that, with a long enough time horizon, analysis would
reveal this negative effect diminishing or reversing. This
might happen if the neighborhood investments that are
funded by impact fees improve the area, and restore or
enhance buyers' valuation of homes in the area.
Regardless of the reason for the negative impact, the data
is clear that new market-rate housing did not make nearby
housing more expensive, in San Francisco during the
2001-2013 period. For this reason, we conclude that
preventing indirect displacement would not be a benefit of
either a 18-month housing moratorium, or an indefinite
prohibition.

Maintaining Sites for
Affordable Housing

One of the stated reasons for proposing a market-rate
housing moratorium is to preserve sites in the Mission for
affordable housing. Given the pace of gentrification in the
neighborhood, affordable housing is an obvious priority,
and affordable housing developers have to compete with
market-rate developers to obtain sites on which to build
affordable housing. In June, the Board's Budget and
Legislative Analyst issued a report that identified five sites

5

The analysis was then repeated using all market-rate construction in the city, not just new market-rate developments in
the Mission. Again, the results showed statistically-significant negative effects on housing prices.
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in particular that are at risk for market-rate development,
that would be suitable for affordable housing.
On its face, it is clear that a moratorium on market-rate
development would prevent market-rate development
during the period is in effect. In that sense, it would
preserve soft sites for potential development as affordable
housing.
It is far less clear that a moratorium would actually induce
a property owner to sell to an affordable housing
developer, however. An 18 month moratorium would
increase a developer's cost of holding developable land
during that period. But, at the same time, housing prices
may well continue to rise faster than construction and
carrying costs anyway during the period. If that happens,
the owner of a developable parcel may well be better off
after a moratorium, and even less inclined to sell to an
affordable housing developer at a pre-moratorium price.
Over the longer term, decisions would likely change. With
an indefinite prohibition of market rate housing, land
values would be likely to decline, since new market rate
housing is the highest and best use in many cases.
New affordable housing has powerful effects on
affordability for low-income residents, both those lowincome households that receive a unit, and those others
that face less competition in the private housing market,
because new affordable housing has absorbed some of
that demand.
The benefits of investing in affordable housing are clear.
What is less clear is the relative costs of different
approaches to funding it. The root of the issue is why
affordable housing developers cannot compete with
market-rate developers for sites. The City currently
subsidizes new affordable housing to the tune of
approximately $200,000 per unit. Presumably, there is
some additional subsidy that could be provided that would
allow affordable housing developers to compete on a level
playing field with market-rate developers, if that was a
policy priority for the City. Is that additional subsidy more,
or less, than the fiscal and economic cost of using land
use policy to drive down land values to the point where
affordable housing can compete with current levels of
subsidy?
At this point, the OEA lacks
acquisition costs by market-rate
developers to fully quantify this
three reasons why we believe
Controller's Office
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prohibiting market rate housing, as opposed to increasing
affordable housing subsidies, is the most economical way
to produce more affordable housing:
1. First, market rate housing construction drives down
housing prices and, by itself, increases the number
of housing units that are affordable.
2. Market rate housing also generates funding for
affordable housing, through the inclusionary
housing fee.
3. Perhaps most importantly, affordable housing
developers do not only compete for sites with
market-rate housing developers. They must also
compete with an existing land use, which is, in the
vast majority of cases, generating income and
rents for the property owner. If an affordable
housing developer cannot offer more than the land
is worth at the current use, then it will not be used
for affordable housing, whether market-rate
housing is permitted or not.
This last point is critical, because it suggests that a
prohibition will not lead to a one-to-one replacement of
market-rate housing with affordable housing at the same
time. Rather, it would most likely slow down the overall
production of housing in the city, potentially in a way that
causes the city's housing affordability challenges to get
worse.

Summary of Potential
Benefits of a
Moratorium

After reviewing four the potential benefits of a temporary
moratorium on market-rate housing in the Mission, we find
little evidence that any of them would materialize. The
752-807 housing units that could potentially affected by a
moratorium would not require the demolition of any
existing housing units. Thus, we find no evidence that
anyone would be evicted so that market-rate housing
could be built in the Mission over the next 18 to 30
months.
Our research further finds no reason to believe that upperincome people are moving into the Mission because
market-rate housing is being built; on the contrary, the
overwhelming majority of upper-income movers to the city
move into vacancies in the existing housing stock, created
by the 15% of city residents who move each year.
We further find no evidence that new market-rate housing
contributes to indirect displacement in the Mission, by
driving up the value of nearby properties. On the contrary,
both in the Mission and across the city, new market rate
housing tends to depress, not raise, the value of existing
properties.
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Finally, while a moratorium would preserve sites for
affordable housing development, it is unlikely that it would
provide any greater incentive to a property owner to sell to
an affordable housing developer.
In the case of an indefinite prohibition, the evidence is
somewhat more mixed. Evictions for the purposes of
housing demolition do occur, and the soft sites in the
Mission do contain existing housing units that could be lost
through demolition in the future. Absent policy changes,
those evictions would impose a cost on tenants that
almost certainly exceeds their mandatory relocation
payment. Additionally, an indefinite prohibition could
depress land values to the point where more affordable
housing could be financially feasible without additional
subsidy. However, it is likely that it would be far less
costly, financially and economically, for the City to expand
the amount of affordable housing by relaxing land use
controls and increasing funding, and not by prohibiting
market rate housing.
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APPENDIX: HOUSING PRICES AND SUPPLY
Hedonic Price Analysis

An hedonic pricing model statistically breaks down the
observed price of a heterogeneous good like housing into
the separate prices of its constituent parts.
For housing, we begin with presuming that the sales price
of a single-family residence is a function of its size (in
square footage of living area), age (years since
construction), whether the unit is a condominium, its
number of bedrooms and bathrooms, the neighborhood it
was located in, and the year it was sold. Using linear
regression, we can estimate separate values for each of
these characteristics.
To estimate the parameters in the hedonic mode, we
acquired a data set from the real estate firm CoreLogic,
which consists of sales of condominiums, and single family
homes in San Francisco, from 1967 to 2015. Each sale
record also includes information about the property,
including its address, square footage of living area,
number of bedrooms and baths, type (single-family or
condominium), along with the sales price, and the date of
sale.
Using the City's Enterprise GIS system we were able to
geo-locate each address into a city neighborhood, as
defined by the Planning Department. We could then
estimate a multiple regression equation that estimates the
parameters. The results are shown in Table 11. The model
was specified in logarithmic form, so the different effects
need to be multiplied together to get a housing price
estimate: the examples following the table illustrate how
this can be done.
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.

- ~ Hedonic Prices tor San Francisco House Sale
;
Characteristics
;

..

Baseline

$8,949

Base variables (exponential):
Square feet
0.657
AQe in years
-0.036
Structure Modifiers:
SinQle-family
Studio
2 bedroom
3 bedroom
4 bedroom
5 bedroom
6 bedroom
2 baths
3 baths
4 baths

36%
-4%
9%
5%
-1%
-2%
-7%
9%
13%
9%

Neiahborhood Modifiers:
Bavview
Bernal HeiQhts
Castro/Upper Market
Chinatown
Crocker Amazon
Diamond Heiahts
Downtown/Civic Center
Excelsior
Financial District
Glen Park
Haight Ashburv
Inner Richmond
Inner Sunset
Lakeshore
Marina
Mission
Nob Hill
Noe Valley
North Beach
Ocean View
Outer Mission
Outer Richmond
Outer Sunset
Pacific Heiahts
Parkside
Potrero Hill
Presidio
Presidio HeiQhts
Russian Hill
Seacliff
South of Market
Twin Peaks
Visitacion Vallev

-44%
-9%
33%
42%
-33%
-12%
5%
-30%
79%
11%
24%
17%
0%
-4%
64%
0%
-21%
34%
51%
-30%
-22%
-3%
-17%
64%
-15%
7%
273%
80%
66%
78%
20%
14%
-40%

Year of Sale Modifiers:
-84%
1983
-86%
1984
-84%
1985
-83%
1986
-82%
1987
-80%
1988
-77%
1989
-75%
1990
-75%
1991
1992
-74%
-75%
1993
-76%
1994
-75%
1995
-75%
1996
1997
-80%
-68%
1998
-62%
1999
-52%
2000
2001
-49%
-46%
2002
2003
-45%
-39%
2004
-30%
2005
-27%
2006
-26%
2007
-32%
2008
-41%
2009
-40%
2010
-39%
2011
-33%
2012
-19%
2013
2014
-6%
2015
0%
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Starting with the baseline, the variable modifiers in the
table above can be used to estimate the sale price of any
particular housing of a specified size, type, neighborhood,
and year sold.
For example, consider a 3 bedroom, 1 bath single family
house, built 60 years ago in the Outer Sunset, that had
1, 100 square feet of space. If it sold in 2014, the price
could be estimated at:
$8,949
x 1, 1OOA(0.657)
x 60A(-0.036)
x (1 + 36%)
x (1 + 5%)
x (1 -17%)
x (1 - 6%)
$861,931

Baseline
Square feet
Age
Single-family house
Three bedroom
Outer Sunset
Sold in 2014
Sale price estimate

As another example, a 1 bedroom, 1 bath condo in the
South of Market, with 700 square feet, built 7 years ago
and also sold in 2014, would be priced at:
$8,949 Baseline
x 700A(0.657) Square feet
x 7A(-0.036) Age
x ( 1 - 17%) South of Market
x (1 - 6%) Sold in 2014
$641,863 Sale price estimate

Among these regression coefficients, the ones that are
most important for the questions in this report are the ones
dealing with the year of sale. Note that if both homes sold
in 2015 instead of 2014, the respective sale prices would
be $911,512 and $740,903, respectively. In both cases,
the estimated sales prices would rise by 6%. This 6% is
the change in the housing price index referred to in the
report; it is annually change in that part of the sales price
which depends on the year sold.

Impact of Constrained
Housing Supply on
Housing Prices

In a market for a simpler commodity, like orange juice, it's
relatively easy to look at the connection between the
amount of orange juice that the market supplies, and how
much consumers are willing to pay for it. Adjusting for
consumer characteristics, and accounting for how
suppliers react to price changes, the relationship between
supply and price can be used to estimate how much the
price per gallon of orange juice will change, when the
supply of orange juice changes.
But because housing is heterogeneous, it is harder to
study. How do we know much "quantity" of housing is on
the market? We know the number of housing units in the
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city, of course, but based on the previous section, we also
know that all housing units are not economically the same.
The hedonic price analysis can be provide an answer.
Because the housing market creates a "price" for each of
the features of the house, the actual sales price of a house
- or the market rent of an apartment - represents a product
of those hedonic quantities and prices that the housing
unit contains, in the same way that an expenditure on a
carton of orange juice equals the volume of juice,
multiplied by the price per ounce.
To put it more succinctly, the sales price of a house is a
function of three things:
1. the quantity of the characteristics that the house
contain (square feet, number of bedrooms,
neighborhood, etc.), which vary from house to
house.
2. The hedonic prices of those characteristics, which
are constant.
3. The housing price index, which is the same for
every house in every year, but varies from year to
year.
In other words, while we can't simply statistically relate the
housing price index to the quantity of housing to see how
supply affects prices, we can relate sales prices to
something close: that quantity of housing, a set of constant
hedonic prices for structural characteristics, and the
housing price index.
This makes the math slightly more complicated, but
modeling how transaction prices affect price indices is very
similar to modeling how quantities affect prices. A
standard demand function-that might be used to model a
simple commodity-is:

Where Qd is the quantity demanded, p is the price, y is
consumer income, and ~ is the price elasticity of demand.
In this case, we can't observe Qd because housing is a
complex good, but we do have data on the housing sales
price. 6 Based on the above discussion, S = phQd, where S
is the sales price and h is the constant structural prices,
then by multiplying both sides of the above equation by p,

6

Through the Census, we have both the owner's estimate of the value of their home, or the contract rent paid by renting
household. In either case, the sample is restricted to households that moved to their home within the previous year, so
their reported totals will closely reflect the market.
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it is mathematically identical to:

Since we have a housing price index and can obtain
household income and individual housing values from the
Census public micro-data, this equation can be modelled
using linear regression, once both sides are logged, and
we can estimate {3 + 1 and hence f3, the elasticity of
demand for housing.
The OEA used individual household Census returns,
retrieved through the 1-PUMS system, to relate the
amounts paid for housing, housing price indices, and
household income. To account for the fact that most
homes are purchased with a mortgage, and mortgage
rates affect how much a home-seeker can bid for a house,
we also included mortgage rates in the model for owneroccupied housing.
Specifically,
models:

we

created

two

logarithmic

regression

1. For owner-occupied housing, the first model
examined the relationship between the OEA home
price index for the year in question, the home value
and household income reported to the Census, and
the average 30-year fixed mortgage rate for the
year. This model was restricted to households that
owned their home.
1. For rental housing, the second model examined
the relationship between the RealFacts Rent Index,
and the household's reported monthly rent
payment and annual household income.
Both models used annual Census data for the 2006-2013
period. Also in both cases, the sample was restricted to
households that moved into their house less than 1 year
previously (and thus were paying market prices for
housing), and reported non-zero household income.
As above, with this data we can estimate the elasticity of
demand. However, we are interested in what economists
call the inverse elasticity of demand: how much does a
consumer's willingness to pay for something increase with
a 1% increase in the quantity in the market? The equation
above can be re-arranged show that the inverse elasticity
is simply one divided by the elasticity.
The results of the two regressions, shown in Table 12
below, indicate that, in both models, a 1% reduction in
supply, due to constraining change in land use policy,
would lead to approximately a 1.4% increase in price.
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Results for the Two Housing Demand Models
Owner model
Dependent Variable:

Independent Variables:

Home Value
Annual Household Income
OEA Price Index
30-year fixed mortgage rate

Price elasticity of demand = Price Index Exponent - 1 =
Inverse price elasticity of demand = 1 I price elasticity =

Renter Model
Dependent Variable:

Independent Variables:

Variable Exponent
0.25
0.30
-0.04

-0.70
-1.44

Monthly Rent
Annual Household Income
RealFacts Rent Index

Variable Exponent
0.28
0.42

Price elasticity of demand =Price Index Exponent - 1 =
Inverse price elasticity of demand =1 I price elasticity =

-0.72
-1.39

% of households renting
Wei hted inverse rice elasticit of demand

64%
-1.41

Supply Effect
Elsewhere in the City

An increase in the price of a commodity generally leads to
producers to supply more of it. In housing terms, this
means that the increase in households' willingness to pay
for housing, created by restricting supply in one part of the
city, can make development projects elsewhere in the city
more feasible. This additional supply tends to dampen the
price effect, and the loss of housing supply, resulting from
a moratorium in one part of the city. Estimating this supply
effect is an important part of understanding the full effect
of a supply constraint.
Land use and new housing development is very heavily
regulated everywhere in San Francisco, and the
responsiveness of housing supply to price increases in the
past has been extremely low. Using annual data, over the
1983-2014 period, on the number of housing units in the
city from Moody's Analytics (based on Census and HUD
housing completions data), the cost of building
construction (based on an index from Engineering News
Record), and the housing price index we created from the
hedonic price analysis, we estimated the following
equation:
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ln(Q5 ) = a+ fJ ln(p)

+

yln(BCI)

Where Qs is the quantity supplied, the number of housing
units in San Francisco, p is the housing price index, BCI is
the building cost index, and ln indicates the natural
logarithm function.
The~ represents the price elasticity of supply of housing:
the percentage increase in housing that would be
produced in response to a 1% increase in housing prices,
holding construction costs constant.

The result, unsurprisingly, was a significant but very low
level of price responsiveness of supply. A 1% increase in
housing price leads developers to raise the supply of
housing in the city by only 0.02%.
Thus, while the supply effect needs to be accounted for, it
has a very small compensatory downward effect on
housing prices.

Estimating the Price
Effect

The ultimate price effect of a housing supply constraint is a
function of three things: the size of the constraint, the
degree to which consumers are willing to pay more for
housing in the face of that constraint (the inverse elasticity
of demand), and the degree to which developers will build
more housing elsewhere in the city, given consumer's
willingness to pay more (the elasticity of supply).
Where Es is the elasticities of supply and (fd is the inverse
elasticity of demand, we can write the relevant equation
as:

The price effect is therefore a function of the percentage
reduction in the city's housing stock (''.1Q5 ), the price
Qs

elasticity of supply (0.02, per the previous section), and
the inverse elasticity of demand (-1.41, per the first section
of the appendix). The price effect-the final percentage
change in housing prices-equals the percentage change
in housing supply, divided by 0.02-(1/-1.41) or 0.73.

Impact of New MarketRate Housing on the
Sales Price of Existing
Units

We tested for the effect of proximity to new market-rate
housing on existing home sales prices by extending the
hedonic price model discussed in the first part of the
Appendix, added a variable expressing proximity to new
market rate housing built in the Mission at different points
in time.
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For a home sale i occurring in year t, its proximity to
market rate housing built in a year (t-k) that had m(t-k)
market-rate projects built in the Mission, (j = 1.. m(t-k)) is
defined as:

m(t-k)

L

j=1

U·J

d?.
l]

where:
Uj
is the number of market-rate housing
development j

units in

dij is the distance (in feet) between the home that sold and
development j

k is a lag variable, k = {1,2,3}
The proximity variable, like the other variable, was logged,
and the model was run separately for each value of k.
For k = 1, the effect was significantly negative at the 99%
level, with a coefficient of -.011.
Fork= 2, the effect was significantly negative at the 99%
level, with a coefficient of -.016.
Fork= 3, the effect was significantly negative at the 99%
level, with a coefficient of -.011.
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CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
BUDGET AND LEGISLATIVE ANALYST
1390 Market Street, Suite 1150, San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 552-9292 FAX (415) 252-0461

Policy Analysis Report
To:

Supervisor Campos

From:

Budget and Legislative Analyst's Office

Re:

Displacement in the Mission District

Date:

October 27, 2015

Summary of Requested Action
Your office requested the Budget and Legislative Analyst produce a report on demographic and
housing price trends in San Francisco's Mission District. Specifically, you requested:
(1) Two-year, five-year, and ten-year projections of the Mission District's economic and
racial diversity if current demographic trends continue, including a specific focus on the
Mission District's Hispanic/Latino population, families, and low-and-middle income
households;
(2) The number of new housing units needed to lower housing prices in San Francisco; and
(3) Two-year, five-year, and ten-year projections of the price of one- and two-bedroom
units in the Mission District if current price housing trends continue.

For further information about this report, contact Fred Brousseau at the Budget and Legislative
Analyst's Office.

Executive Summary
Changes in Mission District Demographics
•

The City's total population grew from 776,733 in 2000 to 817,501 in the five year 20092013 period, an increase of five percent. 1 On the contrary, the population of the
Mission District decreased between 2000 and the 2009-2013 period from 42,266 to
2
38,287, a reduction of 3,979, or nine percent.

1

The five year period between 2009 and 2013 is compared to 2000 as it was taken from the American Community
Survey five year average as reported by the U.S. Census Bureau. It was the most recent data available at the
Census tract level for the characteristics reported. The 2000 data is from the 2000 decennial Census.
2
The Mission District is defined for purposes of this report as the area bounded roughly by Market Street, Valencia
Street, Cesar Chavez Street, U.S. 101, 23rd Street, Hampshire Street, 1ih Street, Vermont Street, Division Street,
and 11th Street. These boundaries correspond to Census tracts 177, 201, 208, 209, 228.01, 228.03, 228.09, 229.02,
and 229.03.
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•

An even greater population reduction occurred in the Mission District's Hispanic/Latino
population, which decreased from 25,180 in 2000 to 18,372 in the 2009-2013 period, a
27 percent reduction. Exhibit A presents this and other information about changes in
the neighborhood.

•

The 27 percent decrease in the Mission District's Hispanic/Latino population diverged
from the City as a whole, where the Hispanic/Latino population increased between
2000 and 2009-2013 from 109,504 to 124,167, an increase of 13 percent, and grew
slightly from 14 to 15 percent of the City's total population. In the Mission District, the
Hispanic/Latino population decreased from 60 percent of the neighborhood's total
population to 48 percent during the same time period.
Exhibit A: Population and Demographic Changes, City and Mission District
City
2009Total Population
Hispanic/Latino
Hispanic/Latino% Total

2000

2013

776,733

817,501
124,167

109,504
14%

Mission
%

2009-

%

Change

2000

2013

Change

42,266

38,287

5%
13%

18,372
25,180
60%
48%
13 071 ·. . 14,4~4

15%

#Hol.lseltt

2.6

11%
-19%

4,088

3,041

-26%

10%

2,482

3,655

48%

19

25

2%

10,589

10,789

i

Owner-occupied Units
% Total
Renter-occupied Units

126,394

115,391

37%

35%
214,309

218,950

-9%
-27%

i~~?'i,~1;t,

> ..

2%

% Total
63%
75%
65%
81%
Sources: Census 2000, American Community Survey 2013 (5-Year Estimate), Social Explorer.
•

The number of households in the Mission District increased between 2000 and 20092013, but households with children decreased by 26 percent during that period, from
4,088 households, or 31 percent of all households, to 3,041, or 21 percent of all
households. Contrary to this decline in the Mission District, households with children
Citywide remained constant during the review period, at 19 percent of all households.

•

Changes in Income distribution in the Mission District followed Citywide patterns, but
experienced more extreme reductions in middle income households and larger
increases in upper income households than the City as a whole. Exhibit B presents
Budget and Legislative Analyst
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these changes. The largest change in the Mission District was in households with
annual incomes of $150,000 or more, which grew by 65 percent between 2000 and
2009-2013, substantially higher than the 10 percent growth rate for the City as a
whole.
Exhibit B: Changes in Household Income, City and Mission District
City

%

Annual Household
Income

2000

Less than $35,000
$35,000- 99,999
$100,000- 149,999
More than $150,000
Total

...

2009-2013 Change

2000

Mission
20092013

76,797

95,258

4,592

114,154

24%
-8%

3,682

123,669

5,798

55,903
73,481

55,168
80,764

-1%
10%

1,972
1,633

5,060
2,100
2,702

329,850

345,344

13,085

14,454

...

5%

..

%
Change
25%
-13%
6%
65%
10%

Sources: Census 2000, American Community Survey 2013 (5-Year Estimate), Social Explorer.
*Total households reported by the U.S. Census Bureau for household income in 2000 are 150
households higher for the City and 14 households higher for the Mission District than total
households reported for population and demographic purposes.

•

Lower income households earning less than $35,000 per year increased Citywide by 24
percent between 2000 and 2009-2013; the Mission District followed suit with such
households increasing by 25 percent during that time period. Middle income
households earning between $35,000 and $99,999 decreased Citywide by eight
percent; in the Mission District, the rate of decrease was higher, at 13 percent.

•

Other changes in the Mission District between 2000 and 2009-2013, as shown in
Exhibit A, include:
o

An increase in total households, but a decrease in average household size.
Average household size Citywide remained largely unchanged.

o

A six percent decrease in households populated with related individuals and a
28 percent increase in households populated with unrelated individuals or
singles, significantly more than the Citywide increase of two percent for such
households. 3

o

A 48 percent increase in owner-occupied households, significantly more than
the Citywide rate of increase of ten percent.

3

The Census Bureau uses the term Family Households for households composed of related individuals living
together. Family households include households composed of unrelated individuals living with related individuals.
Households composed of single occupants or unrelated individuals living together are called Non-family
Households by the Census Bureau.
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Projected Changes through 2025
•

The Budget and Legislative Analyst projects that, if trends since 2000 continue over the
next ten years through 2025, the Hispanic/Latino population will continue to decline as
a proportion of the Mission District's total population, from 48 percent of the
population in the 2009-2013 five year period to 31 percent by 2025. The number of
households with children would decrease from 21 to 11 percent of all households by
2025, assuming continuation of present trends.

•

The Budget and Legislative Analyst also prepared Income distribution projections in the
Mission District, assuming a continuation of trends from 2000 through 2009-2013.
Modest changes are projected in the number of households earning less than $35,000
and between $100,000 and $149,999. A significant decline is projected, however, for
households earning between $35,000 and $99,999 and a significant increase is
projected for households earning more than $150,000.

Impact of Changes in Housing Supply on Potentially Lowering Housing Prices
•

Between 1980 and 2010, the median value of owner-occupied housing units in San
Francisco increased by 175 percent, significantly more than the 75 percent rate of
increase for California as a whole and the 52 percent rate of increase for the U.S.

•

For California to have achieved lower housing prices and a rate of housing price
appreciation at parity with the U.S., the California Legislative Analyst's Office estimated
that over the 30 years between 1980 and 2010, the state needed significantly more
housing units added annually to its housing stock. Of the additional statewide housing
need estimated by the California Legislative Analyst's Office, San Francisco would have
needed an average of 15,300 housing units per year added to its housing stock, or
13,289 more units than the actual average of 2,011 units added per year.

•

If all the additional housing units estimated by the Legislative Analyst's Office had been
added, San Francisco would have built a total of 459,000 units between 1980 and 2010
instead of the actual total of 60,334 units, an increase of 561 percent over the amount
built. Under this scenario, by 2010 there would have been a total of 775,608 housing
units in San Francisco, or over twice as many as the actual 376,942 housing units
estimated by the U.S. Census in 2010.

•

Had an average of 15,300 housing units been added each year over the 30 year period
instead of 2,011, the median 2010 housing value in San Francisco would have been
approximately $525,000 (in 2015 inflation-adjusted dollars) instead of the actual
median of $839,357, according to the Legislative Analyst's Office. However, even this
lower median price would have represented an increase in housing prices in San
Francisco over the 30 year period, though the rate of price appreciation would have
been lower than the actual rate experienced.

•

Any short-term price decreases that occurred during the 30 year period, such as those
caused by the economic recession that began in 2008 or those due to one-time larger
than average increases in supply, could not be sustained without annual average
Budget and Legislative Analyst
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increases of at least 15,300 housing units over the 30 year period, as estimated by the
Legislative Analyst's Office's analysis.
11

Had an average of 15,300 housing units been added annually in San Francisco between
1g80 and 2010 to slow the rate of housing price appreciation, the City's population in
2010 would have been 1.7 million instead of the actual 805,1g5 and housing density
would have been 35-40 units per acre instead of the actual 18 units per acre.

11

The analysis by the Legislative Analyst's Office did not incorporate the desirability of
this level of additional construction or the feasibility of adding so much housing relative
to local land use and zoning controls, land availability, or community density
preferences. To the extent the LAO's estimated housing needed to have achieved lower
prices in San Francisco was infeasible between 1g80 and 2010, and continues to be so
for the future, the analysis does not present alternative methods of providing more
affordable housing, particularly for low and moderate income households.

11

For the future, assuming trends over the 30 years between 1g80 and 2010 continue for
the next 30 years, a supply-induced short-term reduction in housing prices in San
Francisco would require an increase in housing units added to the City's housing stock
every year greatly in excess of the average of the 2,011 added each year between 1g80
and 2010. Further, average prices would still increase over the 30 years unless
significantly more than 15,300 housing units per year are added, or at least 13,28g
more per year than the actual 2,011 added between 1g80 and 2010. These estimates
do not consider the feasibility or desirability of such an increase in housing, population
and density in San Francisco relative to factors such as local land use and zoning
controls.

Impact of Changes in Housing Demand on Potentially Lowering Housing Prices
•

San Francisco housing cost increases have been fueled by increases in demand due to
an increase in the City's population and growth in upper income households. Between
1g80 and 2013, Citywide inflation-adjusted median household income grew by 62
percent whereas growth in income for households in the goth percentile grew by 116
percent. 4

•

Citywide rent paid between 1g80 and 2013 grew faster at upper levels than at median
or lower levels, with a 5g percent increase in median rent paid compared to a gl
percent increase at the goth percentile of rent paid. However, income growth has been
greater for upper income households than the rate of increase in upper level rents,
resulting in a higher degree of housing affordability for high-income households and
lower affordability for median or low income households.

4

The median represents the point at which 50 percent of all City households have higher incomes and 50 percent
have lower. The 90th percentile is the income point at which 90 percent of all City households have incomes lower
than this amount.
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•

Exhibit C shows that the changes between 1980 and 2013 in household income for
upper income households grew faster than rent paid for higher income households
compared to those at the median and below. While the distribution of household
income and rent paid do not align for all households, the changes captured in Exhibit C
show that housing is less affordable for households with median or lower incomes and
that higher rents are relatively more affordable for upper income households.
Exhibit C: Changes in Citywide Rent Paid and Household Income
1980 - 2013

10th
50th
90th
95th
99th

percentile
percentile (median)
percentile
percentile
percentile

Change in Rent
Paid
+17%
+69%
+91%
+97%
+93%

Change in
Household Income
-4%
+62%
+116%
+127%
+140%

Sources: Budget and Legislative Analyst estimates from 1980 Decennial Census PUMS files,
and 2013 1-Year American Community Survey PUMS files. Dataset obtained from IPUMSUSA, University of Minnesota, www.ipums.org.

•

In 2013, median rent paid in San Francisco for all housing types was approximately
$1,655 per month whereas the median market rate for a one-bedroom unit was $2,800
per month, or 69 percent higher. In 2015, the median market rate had increased to
$3,620 for a one bedroom apartment. The large gap between median market rent and
median rent paid appears to represent a scarcity of housing and a willingness and ability
on the part of some residents to pay higher rental rates, resulting in a likely continuation
of increases in market rate rents, if present trends continue.

"

The Budget and Legislative Analyst concludes that the Citywide trends above regarding
housing demand are applicable to the Mission District and will persist if present trends
continue. Specifically, the decreasing number of households in the Mission District with
incomes between $35,000 and $99,999 and the increasing number of households with
incomes over $100,000 will mean that more neighborhood residents will be able to pay
higher rents, making housing less accessible and affordable to those with relatively
lower incomes. Decreases in housing prices in the Mission District do not seem likely
from the trends in demand for housing and changes in household income.

Projected changes in Mission District housing prices if present trends continue

•

The Budget and Legislative Analyst prepared projections of Mission District housing
prices for two, five and ten years out from 2015 based on historical price trends. Three
projection scenarios were prepared using two, five and nine years' worth of historical
Mission District housing price data. The projection results show that the further back
the historical data used as the basis of the projections, the lower the rate of projected
housing price increase since greater variation in economic cycles is incorporated.

Budget and Legislative Analyst
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•

Using nine years' worth of historical Mission District housing data, which incorporates
the effects of the economic recession that started in 2008, housing prices in the
Mission District would experience a downturn during the ten year projection period,
but would ultimately still increase through 2025. Exhibit D presents the results of the
projections. If historical data from five and two years prior to 2015 is used, prices are
projected to continually increase over the next ten years.
Exhibit D: Projected Changes to Median Price for All Types of Mission District
Housing* through 2025 Based on Continuation of Historical Trends
(July 2015 Dollars)
Projection Basis:
#Years

9 Years
Historical

5 Years
Historical
2 Years
Historical

2025
Projected

Change

I $1,113,251

$1,319,262

9.0%

s1,311,296

I s1,689,465

$2,219,747

83.4%

$1,538,987

i $2,008,485

$2,790,982

130.6%

2015
Base Year

2017
Projected

$1,210,400

$1,085,654

$1,210,400
$1,210,400

2020
Projected

%

Sources: Zillow.com Home Value Index. Projections by Budget and Legislative Analyst.
*All homes include single-family homes, condominium, and co-operative homes.

Project Staff: Fred Brousseau, Chirag Rabari, Mina Yu, and Jennifer Millman
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Demographic Trends in San Francisco 1 s Mission District
This report section presents changes in the Mission District's Hispanic/Latino
population, household/family population, and household income.
In order to analyze changes in the Mission District, Census tract level data was
used that roughly corresponds to the City Planning Department's definition of the
Mission District, as seen in Exhibit 1 below. The nine Census tracts used for this
analysis are: 177, 201, 208, 209, 228.01, 228.03, 228.09, 229.02, and 229.03.
Exhibit 1: Census Tracts in the Mission District

Source: Office of Economic Analysis, San Francisco Controller's Office, 2015

Census tract level data is available in the decennial U.S. Census released every ten
years and the 5-Year American Community Survey (ACS), which provides five year
averages of annual samples taken each year since 2005. Comparisons between
the 2000 decennial census and the most recently available 5-Year ACS (2009-2013)
formed the basis of this analysis and the two, five, and ten year projections
presented below.
Although changes between 2000 and the 2009-2013 average are sufficient to
describe the basic magnitude and direction of recent demographic trends, use of
Budget and Legislative Analyst
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this information has limitations. More recent comparison data would be desirable
in order to understand whether and how demographic trends accelerated,
moderated, or stayed the same over time, and to inform more robust statistical
projections. However, despite the fact that ACS data is available going back to
2005, the California State Census Data Center, among others, strongly advise
against comparing overlapping sample periods, particularly at small geographic
scales such as a neighborhood or district. For this analysis, all sampling periods
between 2005 and 2013 overlapped, so only the most recent results from the
2009-2013 5-Year ACS were used.
The 2009-2013 data set averages results from the economic recession that began
in 2008, the immediate post-recessionary environment and the more recent
period of economic recovery in San Francisco, but does not include data from
2014 or 2015. For this reason, we believe the estimates presented below are
conservative and may understate the scale of recent demographic changes.
Finally, all ACS data are sample data based on surveys, and do not represent
actual, comprehensive population counts of persons or households. The figures
should therefore be understood as estimates within a range of probable values.

The Mission District's Hispanic/Latino Population
Since 2000 there has been a significant decline, in both numeric and percentage
terms, of the Mission District's Hispanic/Latino population. As seen in Exhibit 2
below, in 2000, the Hispanic/Latino population, at 25,180, comprised nearly 60
percent of the Mission District's total population of 42,266. By the 2009-2013
period, the Hispanic/Latino population decreased by 6,808 individuals, or 27
percent, to 18,732 and comprised approximately 48 percent of the Mission
District's population of 38,287.
The Non-Hispanic/Latino population, by contrast, increased by 17 percent, or
2,829 individuals from 17,086 to 19,915 over the same period, and increased in
population share from 40 to 52 percent. The Mission District's total population
decreased by 3,979, or nine percent, from 42,266 to 38,287. By contrast, the City's
total population increased by approximately 41,000, or five percent, over the
same period, from 776,733 to 817,501.
Exhibit 2: Mission District Hispanic/Latino Population, 2000 and 2009-2013

% Total

2000

Hispani c/lati no
Non-Hispanic latino Population

25,180
17,086

60%

40%

2009-2013 % Total

18,372
19,915

Change % Change

48%

(6,808}

-27%

52%

2,829

17%

!~.!.~.~. .~~!..?. ?.!. ~.~. ~!..?.~~!. ~ . ~.~.e.~!. ~.!!. ~.~. . . . . . ~?.!..?.§.§................................................?.?.!.?.:?..!......................................J?.,'..~.!.~l. . . . . . . . . . .=.~·~·
Total City Population
776,733
817,501
40,768
5%
Source: Census 2000 and American Community Survey 2013 (5-Year Estimate)
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The Hispanic/Latino population declined across all nine Mission District Census
tracts that formed the basis of this analysis. As can be seen in the maps in Exhibits
3 and 4 below, however, there was significant variation in different tracts, with
large changes in some tracts and others relatively stable.
Exhibit 3: Mission District Hispanic/Latino Share of Population, 2000
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As of the 2000 Census, there were four Census tracts 5 (comprised primarily of the
area south of 17th Street, east of S. Van Ness Avenue, west of Hampshire and
Bryant Streets, and north of Cesar Chavez Street) where the Hispanic/Latino
population comprised over 60 percent of the population. By 2009-2013, as seen

5

228.01, 228.03, 229.01, 229.02
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in the map in Exhibit 4 below, there were no Census tracts with Hispanic/Latino
populations over 60 percent.
Exhibit 4: Mission District Hispanic/Latino Share of Population, 2009-2013
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Source: American Community Survey 2013 (5-Year Estimate), Social Explorer

Change in One Census Tract in the Mission District
To illustrate further, Census tract 228.01, one of the four Mission District tracts
that had a Hispanic/Latino population of 60 percent or more in 2000, is located at
the center of the maps above and is comprised of the area bounded by 17th Street
(N), Hampshire Street (E), 21st Street (S), and S Van Ness Ave (W). This area had
the largest population change in numeric and percentage terms, both for the
decline of the Hispanic/Latino population and the increase in the NonHispanic/Latino population. In this Census tract, total population changed only
slightly, but the distribution of the population changed significantly.
Budget and Legislative Analyst
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There was a 47 percent decline in the Hispanic/Latino population in Census tract
228.01 between 2000 and 2009-2013 from 2,839 to 1,504. The NonHispanic/Latino population, by contrast, increased by 77 percent, from 1,837 to
3,256. The total population for the Census tract increased by 84, or a change of
1.4 percent.

Estimates of the Mission District's Future Hispanic/Latino Population
If current trends continue and the relative changes seen between 2000 and the
2009-2013 period are annualized going forward, the Budget and Legislative
Analyst projects continued significant declines in the Mission District's
Hispanic/Latino population, as seen in Exhibit 5 below 6 • We estimate the Mission
District's Hispanic/Latino population will decline from 48 percent of the total
7
Mission District population to 42 percent by 2017 and to 31 percent by 2025.

Exhibit 5: Hispanic/Latino Share of the Mission District's
Estimated Future Population

Hispanic/Latino
Year

Number

Percent

Non-Hispanic Latino
Number

Percent

52.%
:2009-2013
18,372.
48%
19,915
2.1,268
58%
2.017
15,116
42.%
2020
13,340
38%
22,006
62%
._2_0_25_ _ _ _ _
10-'-,_38_0___3_1_%____2._3_,2_3_6___6_9_%_ __.source:
Budget and Legislative Analyst, based on Census 2000 and American Community
Survey 2013 (5-Year Estimate)

San Francisco's Hispanic/Latino Population
Although the Mission District's Hispanic/Latino population share declined
significantly, the Hispanic/Latino population increased Citywide from 2000 to
2009-2013. As Exhibit 6 below indicates, the Hispanic/Latino population in San
Francisco grew by 14,663, or 13 percent, and increased from 14 percent of the
City's population to 15 percent of the City's population over the time period. The
non-Hispanic/Latino population grew by 26,105, but declined in share from 86 to
85 percent of the total Citywide population.

6

To calculate annual change, the Budget and Legislative Analyst assumed the 5-Year ACS average could be
established at the mid-point of the 2009-2013 period. Changes from the 2000 Census were therefore assumed to
have occurred over 11.5 years.
7
If current trends continue, the Mission District's overall population will decline to 33,616 by 2025, as gains in the
Non-Hispanic/Latino population are offset by losses in the Hispanic/Latino population. The total number of
households is projected to increase, however, as fewer individuals and smaller families occupy the available
housing units. Overall trends in household and family size are discussed further in a below section.
Budget and Legislative Analyst
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Exhibit 6: San Francisco's Citywide Hispanic/Latino Population

2000 to 2009-2013
Non-

2000
2009-2013
Change

Hispanic/

%

Hispanic/

%

Total

Latino

Total

Latino

Total

Population

109,504
124,167
14,663

14%
15%

667,229
693,334
26,105

86%
85%

--M--·-------·----"~--

.

776,733
817,501
40,768

Source: Census 2000 and American Community Survey 2013 (5-Year Estimate)

The maps in Exhibits 7 and 8 below place changes in the share of the Mission
District's Hispanic/Latino population in the context of overall changes for this
group across the City.
As can be seen, the most noticeable differences between 2000 and 2009-2013 are
the relative declines in the Hispanic/Latino population in the Mission District and
surrounding areas, and the relative increases in the Hispanic/Latino population in
certain southern areas of the City including Bayview, Mission Terrace, the
Excelsior, and Lakeshore, as well as smaller increases in a handful or northern and
western neighborhoods.
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Exhibit 7: San Francisco Citywide Hispanic/Latino Share of Population, 2000
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Exhibit 8: San Francisco Hispanic/Latino Share of Population, 2009-2013

Social Explorer
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Source: American Community Survey 2013 (5-Year Estimate), Social Explorer
With the data analyzed for this report, it is not possible to draw a conclusion as to
whether residents leaving the Mission District are resettling in other City
neighborhoods or leaving the City entirely and being replaced with
Hispanic/Latino residents new to the City. To make such a determination, one
would have to investigate cross-tabulated migration data, tasks that were not
within the scope of this analysis.
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Households and Families in the Mission
Although the total population of the Mission District Census tracts declined
between 2000 and 2009-2013 from 42,266 to 38,287, the number of households
increased by 11 percent, from 13,071to14,454, as shown in Exhibit 9 below. This
divergence is at least partially explained by a reduction in average household size
in the Mission District from 3.2 in 2000 to 2.6 in the 2009-2013 five year period.
Average family size in the Mission District also decreased from an average of 3.9
individuals per family in 2000 to 3.4 in 2009-2013.

%Total
-9%
11%

-26%
1%
-6%
28%
48%
2%
16%
Source: Census 2000 and American Community Survey 2013 (5-Year Estimate)

Other key points about changes in the makeup of households in the Mission
District presented in Exhibit 9 include:
•

•

Whereas households composed of single or unrelated individuals living
together and households composed of related people living together were
nearly evenly split in 2000, by 2009-2013 the number of households with
related people living together had decreased slightly but households with
singles and unrelated individuals living together had increased significantly, by
28 percent, and were a clear majority; 8
The number of households with children decreased by 1,047, from 4,088 in
2000 to 3,041 in 2009-2013, a decline of 26 percent;

8

The Census Bureau defines households composed of related individuals living together as Family Households.
Family households also include households composed of unrelated individuals living with related individuals.
Households composed of single occupants or unrelated individuals living together are classified as Non-family
Households by the Census Bureau.
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•

•

•

In 2000 the Mission District's housing stock was approximately 20 percent
owner-occupied and 80 percent renter-occupied; by 2009-2013 this changed
to 25 percent owner-occupied and 75 percent renter-occupied;
While the number of renter-occupied units increased by 200 units, or two
percent, the number of owner-occupied units increased by 1,183 units, or
nearly 50 percent;
The number of total housing units increased by 2,206, or 16 percent, although
a lower proportion of these are occupied compared to 2000, likely due to
unfinished construction.

The above data indicates the loss of households with children has been offset by a
mixture of households without children, such as married couples and, especially,
households with unrelated individuals sharing a unit or singles occupying an entire
housing unit.
Given the significant decline in the number of households with children, as well as
the decline in both household and family size, it appears the loss of families and
households with children contributed to a significant portion of the Mission
District's overall population decline of 3,979 individuals over the 2000 to 20092013 period.
Households and Families in San Francisco

As seen in Exhibit 10 below, total population grew in San Francisco between 2000
and 2009-2013. The number of households and families Citywide can be
characterized as generally stable between 2000 and 2009-2013, with small to
moderate growth or increases. This is in contrast to the Mission District where, as
shown in Exhibit 9 above, total population decreased while the number of
households increased, with family households and households with children both
decreasing.

Budget and Legislative Analyst
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%Total

5%
5%

t

3.17
'6i!!l694

--~'~'""J"'"-'''"''''''""l't~~~~~;

i:J.9%

827

24%
45%
55%

3,751
11,556

37%

11,003

4,088

Source: Census 2000 and American Community Survey 2013 (5-Year Estimate)

Key points about changes in the makeup of households in San Francisco presented
in Exhibit 10 include:
•

Citywide, increases in population and households tracked each other closely,
with both growing at approximately five percent from 2000 to 2009-2013. The
Mission District, meanwhile, had a divergence between population and
households, with a nine percent decrease in population coupled with an 11
percent increase in the number of households.

•

Average household size and average family size Citywide were also relatively
stable from 2000 to 2009-2013. Both decreased in the Mission District.

•

Households composed of related individuals increased by eight percent
Citywide in contrast to a six percent decrease in the Mission District, and
households composed of unrelated individuals increased by two percent
Citywide, in contrast to a 28 percent increase in the Mission District. 9

•

Citywide there was a one percent increase in the number of households with
children. In contrast, the Mission saw a 26 percent decrease in the number of
households with children. In addition, whereas the Mission District had a
significantly higher percentage of households with children in 2000 (31 percent
versus 19 percent Citywide), by 2009-2013 the proportion of households with

9

The Census Bureau defines households composed of related individuals living together as Family Households.
Family households also include households composed of unrelated individuals living with related individuals.
Households composed of single occupants or unrelated individuals living together are classified as Non-family
Households by the Census Bureau.
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children in the Mission District was roughly similar to the Citywide rate (21
percent to 19 percent).
•

The Mission District had a lower percentage of households with seniors
compared with the City in both 2000 and 2009-2013.

•

While the number of owner-occupied units increased by approximately ten
percent in San Francisco between 2000 and 2009-2013, the number of owneroccupied units increased by 48 percent in the Mission District. The number of
renter-occupied units increased by the same amount in both the Mission
District and San Francisco from 2000 to 2009-2013, approximately two percent.

As with the City's Hispanic/Latino population, it would require further analysis to
determine whether households leaving the Mission District are resettling in other
City neighborhoods, or leaving the City entirely and being replaced by households
or families new to the City.
Estimates of the Mission District's Future Population of Households with Children
If current trends continue and the relative changes seen between 2000 and the
2009-2013 period are annualized going forward, the Budget and Legislative Analyst
projects continued declines in the Mission District's projected share of Households
with Children, as seen in Exhibit 11 below. 10 As shown, the Mission District's
projected share of households with children would decline from 21 percent of the
District's total number of households to 17 percent in 2017 and 11 percent in 2025.
Exhibit 11: Projected Share of Households with
Children in the Mission District
' Households with Children
Year

Percent of

Number

Total
Households
Number

Source: Budget and Legislative Analyst, based on Census 2000 and American
Community Survey 2013 (5-Year Estimate)

10

This projection is based solely on the assumption of current trends continuing. Although there will likely be
continued decreases amongst the current population of households with children, these households may be
replaced by at least some number of new families with children. It is therefore also possible that the population of
households with children will stabilize at some level higher than the 11 percent figure in 2025 provided above.
Budget and Legislative Analyst
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Low-and-Middle Income Households in the Mission
Household Income in the Mission District
As seen in Exhibit 12 below, over the 2000 to 2009-2013 period there has been
growth in the share of households in the Mission District with annual incomes of
less than $35,000. Meanwhile, households earning between $35,000 to $49,999 in
annual income have remained relatively stable, increasing by 85 from 1,503 to
1,587.
Households with annual incomes between $50,000 to $99,999 declined in both
numeric and percentage terms, falling from 4,295 households in 2000 to 3,473 in
the five year 2009-2013 period, a decrease of 19 percent. This is the only income
group to have experienced a numeric decline in the Mission District during the
years reviewed. By contrast, households with between $100,000 to $149,999
annual income maintained a relatively stable share of all households in the Mission
District.
There was significant growth in the number of households earning between
$150,000 to $199,999 annual household income. Finally, households earning
$200,000 and above in annual household income increased from 720 households in
2000 to 1,474 households in 2009-2013, an increase of 105 percent. This was the
largest increase ofthe income groups in both numeric and percentage terms.
Exhibit 12: Changes in Mission District Household Income, 2000to 2009-2013
Income
Less than $15,000

2009-2013
Households % Total Households % Total
1,508

12%

1,900

%

Change

13%

392

26%
24%

25%
6%
-19%
:,l,3%
6%
35%

'.

754

105%

~l.s 1 [jQ69'

65%

1,369

10%

Source: Census 2000 {in 2013$) and American Community Survey 2013 {5-Year Estimate),
Social Explorer
Note: Total households reported by U.S. Census Bureau for Mission District household
income in 2000 are 14 households higher than total households reported for population
and demographic purposes.
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Between 2000 and 2009-2013, the approximate range of households earning
between $35,000 and $99,999 went from 44 percent of the Mission District's
population to 35 percent, a decrease of 13 percent. By contrast, all households
earning above $150,000, or twice the 2009-2013 Citywide median household
income of $75,604, went from 12 percent of the Mission District's population to 19
percent, an increase of 65 percent.
As with the previous topics covered in this report, the 5-Year 2009-2013 ACS is the
most recent period available for Census tract level data. With this data, it is not
possible to measure whether the income trends identified above for the Mission
District accelerated, moderated or remained the same between 2009-2013 and
2015. However, the Citywide median household income increased to $85,070 as of
2014 from $77,485 in 2013 in the ACS 1-Year Estimates, and the Mission District
has likely followed this Citywide trend.
Finally, it is not possible to determine with the available data used for this report
whether the households in the income categories presented have remained in the
Mission District over time and/or whether there has been upward or downward
mobility for any individual household.

Estimates of the Mission District's Future Household Income
If current trends continue and the changes seen over the 2000 to 2009-2013 period
are annualized going forward, the Budget and Legislative Analyst projects
continued relative and actual declines in the number of households with annual
incomes between $35,000 and $99,999 in the Mission District, as seen in Exhibit 13
below.
Exhibit 13: Projected Share of Total Households in the Mission District by Income
Annual Housheold
Income

2000

2009-2013

2017

Less than $35,000

28%

Households Percent
4,592
32%

$35,000- 99,999
$100,000 - 149,999

44%
15%

More than $150,000
Total

12%

5,060
2,100

35%
15%

2,702

19%

2025

2020

Households Percent Households Percent Households Percent
34%
5,660
35%
5,027
33%
5,265
4,194
26%
4,707
31%
4,515
29%
2,195
14%
2,161
14%
14%
2,250

14,454

3,213
15,109

21%

3,492
15,466

23%

3,957
16,061

Source: Budget and Legislative Analyst, based on Census 2000 (in 2013$) and American Community
Survey 2013 (5-Year Estimate)

As can be seen in Exhibit 13, households making less than $35,000 a year will
continue slowly expanding their share of total households in the Mission District if
present trends continue. Households at this income level are projected to reach 35
percent of all households by 2025, up from 28 percent of all households in 2000.
Households earning between $35,000 and $99,999 annually will continue seeing
year-over-year declines if present trends continue, eventually constituting 26
percent of all Mission District households by 2025. This is a significant projected
decrease from 44 percent of all households in 2000.
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Households earning between $100,000 and $149,999 a year will remain a relatively
stable proportion of the population at 14 percent in 2025 if present trends
continue. Finally, households earning $150,000 and above annually will continue
to expand their share of the neighborhood's overall population. Households at this
income level are projected to reach 25 percent of all households by 2025, a
significant projected increase from 12 percent of all households in 2000.

Household Income in San Francisco
Citywide, changes in household income from 2000 to 2009-2013 were roughly
similar to the Mission District, as seen below in Exhibit 14. There was an increase
in households earning less than $35,000 annually, a decrease in households
earning between $35,000 to $99,999, little change in households earning between
$100,000 to $149,999, and an increase in households earning over $150,000
annually.
The magnitude of the changes within those broad categories varied between the
Mission District and the City. For instance, the number of households earning less
than $35,000 annually increased by almost the same amount in both the Mission
District and San Francisco overall from 2000 to 2009-2013, at approximately 25
percent.
Citywide, there were numeric and relative decreases in the number of households
at several levels of household income between 2000 and 2009-2013, including all
three income brackets ranging from $35,000 to $149,999, as shown in Exhibit 14.
In the Mission District, however, decreases were concentrated only among
households at the $50,000 to $99,999 level of annual household income, which, at
19 percent, was of a larger magnitude than the nine percent decrease in the same
income category Citywide.
Finally, although the number of households earning over $200,000 annually
increased in both the Mission District and Citywide between 2000 and 2009-2013,
in percentage terms the increase in the Mission District was approximately seven
times greater than the City as a whole, at 105 percent versus 15 percent,
respectively.
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Exhibit 14: Changes in San Francisco Household Income, 2000 to 2009-2013
2009-2013
2000
'~"c"'~~,.,·~-

Income

"'~~~~~'-•""

Households

'~,~,~·<~- ·~~-~

% Total

Households

~e ~.~-t.~~ rl .~!~~QQC>~ ··- .·-·~···-··~:1:!.~.~ ···-~.!~~·-~··· ............~~Z?.
13%

% Total

........1...3...%...o.

Difference
.9,~??
8,539

% Change

29%
20%
24%
-4%
-9%

-8%

-1%

5%
Source: Census 2000 (in 2013$) and American Community Survey 2013 (5-Year Estimate), Social
Explorer.
Note: Total households reported by U.S. Census Bureau for Citywide household income in 2000 is
150 households higherthan total households reported for population and demographic purposes.
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Impact of Changes in Housing Supply on Potentially lowering Housing
Prices
In this and the subsequent Section 3 of this report, the Budget and Legislative
addresses the question of how many units of housing would need to be
constructed to lower prices by separately analyzing supply and demand factors
that have contributed to rising housing prices in the Mission District and San
Francisco overall. Although it is not possible to provide an estimate on the exact
number of housing units needed to lower current median housing values without
constructing a complex forecasting model, this report section provides
perspective on the number of housing units that could moderate future increases
in median housing values.

Increasing Housing Supply to Reduce Housing Price Growth
A 2015 report by the California Legislative Analyst's Office (LAO), the State's
nonpartisan fiscal and policy advisor, estimated the amount of additional housing
that would have been needed to prevent California's housing costs from growing
11
faster than the rest of the country in recent decades.
The LAO's estimates
provide perspective on the amount of additional housing demand and housing
construction that would have resulted in San Francisco had there been parity
between U.S. and California median housing price growth between 1980 and
2010.
The LAO's report notes that during the 30-year period from 1940 through 1970,
the state's home prices were generally between 20 to 30 percent higher than the
national average. Prices accelerated during the 1970s, and by 1980, home prices
in California were 80 percent above U.S. levels. By 2015, prices in California were
approximately two-and-a-half times the national average.
For the 30 year period between 1980 and 2010, the LAO prepared an estimate of
how many additional households would have lived in California if housing prices
had risen "only as fast as the rest of the country", as opposed to significantly
12
faster.
Over this period California built an average of 120,000 new housing units annually.
The LAO's analysis estimates that between a total of 190,000 and 230,000 units
would have been built under conditions of equivalent housing cost growth
between California and the rest of the country, or between 70,000 and 110,000
additional units per year over the actual annual average. Under this scenario

11

"California's High Housing Costs: Causes and Consequences". California Legislative Analyst's Office. March 17,
2015.
12
The LAO's analysis primarily focused on the relationship on housing demand and home prices. They report that
they performed a similar analysis on rents and received similar results.
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California would have built between an additional 2.1 and 3.3 million units of
housing over the 30 year period and between 5.4 and 8.5 million additional
people would have been living in the state.
Had this level of housing construction occurred, the LAO concludes that prices in
California would have risen during the 30 year period consistent with the level of
increase in housing prices nationwide, leading to median housing prices lower
than their current actual levels. The LAO predicts these additional housing units
would have been heavily concentrated in the state's major coastal metropolitan
areas for a number of reasons, including 1) these areas have the strongest
demand for housing; 2) these areas contain two-thirds of the state's population;
3) these areas saw the largest price increases for housing over the period in
question; and 4) these areas had the comparatively slowest pace of new housing
13
construction over the period in question.
The LAO's estimates should be understood as providing a sense of the scale of
annual housing construction needed over a 30-year period to moderate the
growth of median housing prices in California. The estimates should not be
interpreted as a static estimate of current housing need or a prediction of the
number of housing units needed to lower prices from their current levels.

California Legislative Analyst's Office Housing Estimates for San Francisco
The LAO's 2015 report included estimates of the housing needed in the City and
County of San Francisco for median price growth in California to have risen at the
same level as the U.S. from 1980 to 2010.
As seen in Exhibit 15 below, the median value of owner-occupied housing units in
San Francisco significantly outpaced the national average over the 1980-2010
period. Whereas the nationwide median value rose by approximately 52 percent
over the 30-year period, San Francisco's median value rose by over three times
that amount, or approximately 175 percent. In 1980 the $305,522 median value
of an owner-occupied housing unit in San Francisco was over twice the national
median of $129,261, but by 2010 the San Francisco median of $839,357 was over
four times the $196,615 national median.

13

The LAO's report also suggests that lower prices and increased supply in the state's coastal urban areas would
have reduced the demand for new housing in the state's inland areas, which would have seen comparatively less
building under this scenario. The LAO believes much of the growth in inland California over the 1980-2010 period
resulted from spillover demand from individuals and families priced out of the too-expensive coastal areas. This
spillover demand raised prices in the interior as well.
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Exhibit 15: Median Value of Owner-Occupied Housing Units in San
Francisco, 1980-2010
900,000
800,000
700,000
600,000
500,000
400,000

11

San Francisco

1111

California

us

300,000
200,000
100,000
0
1980

1990

2000

2010

Median Value of Owner-Occupied Housing in San Francisco,

1980-2015 (in 2015$)
1980

1990

2000

2010

2015

San Francisco

$305,522

$545,008

$548,597

$839,357

$982,000

California

$231,534

$345,710

$292,705

$405,361

$436,600

us

$129,261

$139,917

$165,520

$196,615

$178,500

% Change in Median Value of Owner-Occupied Housing in San Francisco

1980-2015
1980-1990

1990-2000

2000-2010

2010-2015

1980-2010

1980-2015

San Francisco

78%

1%

53%

13%

175%

221%

California

49%

-15%

38%

8%

75%

89%

8%

18%

19%

-9%

52%

38%

us

Sources: 1980-2000 data from U.S. Census, "USA Counties" and "Historical Census of
Housing Tables - Home Values" data sets. 2010 data from U.S. Census Bureau's American
Community Survey (ACS). 2015 data from Zillow as of January 2015, via California State
Legislative Analyst's Office, "California's High Housing Costs: Causes and Consequences",
March 2015.
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The LAO estimates that San Francisco would have had significantly more housing
production over the 1980-2010 period if California's median home prices had
appreciated in line with the approximately 52 percent rate of increase seen during
14
that period for the U.S. as a whole.
As seen in Exhibit 16 below, Census data shows that from 1980 to 2010 there was
an average of approximately 2,011 housing units added annually in San Francisco,
for a total of 60,334 housing units. The LAO's model estimates that 15,300
average annual units, or 13,289 more than actually added, would have been
needed to be built in San Francisco on average each year and, when combined
with additional housing in other California counties, would have enabled home
prices to appreciate at the same rate as the rest of the country. This would have
resulted in a total of approximately 459,000 new units in San Francisco during the
30-year period from 1980 to 2010, indicating a housing shortfall over the period of
approximately 398,666 units compared to the 60,344 actually added on average
each year over the 30 years. The LAO's estimated level of San Francisco's housing
need represents a 561 percent increase over the actual level of housing
production during that period. Under this scenario, by 2010 there would have
been a total of 775,608 housing units in San Francisco, or over twice as many as
the actual 376,942 housing units estimated by the U.S. Census in 2010. Even with
that level of additional housing, the LAO analysis holds that San Francisco prices
would have still increased over the 30-year period, though at a lower rate than
actually occurred.

Exhibit 16: San Francisco's Actual Housing Unit Production and Estimated Housing Production
Needed for California Housing Cost Growth to Equal the U.S. Median, 1980-2010

Estimated Housing
Actual Housing

Needed to Equal

Estimated Housing

Estimate vs

Added

Growth in U.S.

Shortfall

Actual% Increase

____?9~666___ -~13,289

561%

Median Prices
~--~~~~~~--------

Total Units

-----

Average Annual Units

J

60,334

459,000

2,011

15,300

Source: Actual housing data from U.S. Census, "USA Counties" Censtats Housing database.
Estimated housing data from "California's High Housing Costs: Causes and Consequences", California
State Legislative Analyst's Office. March 2015. Shortfall estimated by Budget and Legislative Analyst.

Had all these additional units been built, the LAO estimates that the 2010 median
home price in San Francisco would have been approximately $525,000 (in 2015

14

The LAO's analysis does not consider constraints on new housing construction due to zoning and land use
regulations.
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inflation-adjusted dollars), 1 5 or $314,357 less than the actual 2010 median home
price in San Francisco of $839,357. This amount is also slightly less than actual
inflation-adjusted median home prices in 1990 and 2000, as shown above in
Exhibit 15.
It follows that, over the 30 year period, some range of total construction above
the actual 60,334 housing units added in San Francisco, but below the LAO's
estimated need of 459,000 units, would also have led to relatively lower median
housing prices in San Francisco as of 2010. This suggests that it would have taken
some level of housing production beyond 459,000 total units during the 19802010 period for inflation-adjusted median prices in San Francisco to have declined
from their 1980 level of $305,522.
Under this "growth" scenario estimated by the Legislative Analyst's Office, San
Francisco's population would have been twice as large by 2010, or 1.7 million
people instead of 805,195 as reported by the U.S. Census Bureau for 2010, with
significantly greater housing densities.
Exhibit 17: Actual and Potential Population and Density in San Francisco

____ ____________
,

Population

Actual (2010)

LAO Growth Scenario

805,195______ ________ 1,700,000
"

~-·-

--·~·-~·-

Population Density (people per sq mi)

Sources: "California's High Housing Costs: Causes and Consequences", California State
Legislative Analyst's Office. Budget and Legislative Analyst.

Policy Implications and Limitations
The figures presented by the LAO are backwards-looking and point to a past
housing deficit rather than a forward projection of need. It cannot be stated that
building 398,666 additional housing units right now would bring San Francisco's
median housing price down to where it would have been had price growth not
outpaced the rest of the country from 1980-2010. Rather, the LAO states the
figures should provide a sense of the scale and pace of housing construction
needed to prevent housing price appreciation far in excess of the national
average, as California and San Francisco experienced over the 30-year period from
1980-2010.
The LAO's estimates do not address the issue of whether it would be possible or
desirable to build significantly more housing units in San Francisco given current
policy constraints such as land use and zoning controls and possible community

15

The estimated 2010 San Francisco median housing value was provided by the State Legislative Analyst's Office in
correspondence with the Budget and Legislative Analyst's Office.
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resistance to such extensive growth. To the extent the LAO's estimated housing
needed to have achieved lower prices in San Francisco was infeasible during the
review period and remains so for the future, the analysis does not present
alternative methods of providing more affordable housing, particularly for low and
moderate income households.
Moving forward, the LAO believes that California will continue to see strong
demand for housing in 2015 and beyond, and that "the state probably would have
to build as many as 100,000 additional units annually - almost exclusively in its
coastal communities - to seriously mitigate the state's problems with housing
affordability". If trends from the last 30 years as reported by the LAO were to
continue in San Francisco, construction of something above the City's 1980-2010
average annual production of 2,011 housing units, sustained over multiple years,
would be needed to moderate projected price increases in the future. Further, a
level of construction above the City's 1980-2010 average annual housing need of
15,300 average units estimated by the LAO, sustained over multiple years, would
be needed to actually maintain a lower San Francisco's inflation-adjusted median
housing price from its current value of approximately $1 million on an ongoing
basis.
The LAO analysis does not imply that prices in San Francisco will never go down.
As discussed further in Section 4, events such as recessions can and have lowered
prices for several years at a time in San Francisco. However, over longer-run
periods of 10, 20, or 30 years, median housing prices in both San Francisco and
California have been on a consistently upward trajectory.
Finally, the LAO repeatedly stresses that readers should focus less on the specific
estimates provided above and more on the general fact that "demand for housing
in California substantially exceeds supply", and that the state needs to build
significantly more housing in its coastal urban areas to moderate future housing
price growth. 16
The Budget and Legislative Analyst did not evaluate the City's housing
development pipeline, development potential, zoning and land use regulations, or
other laws and policies in order to assess the feasibility or desirability of reaching
the LAO's estimated average annual housing construction levels, as these were
outside the scope of this report.

16

Under the terms of the LAO's model, no metro area or county can be considered in isolation from another. It is
assumed that any potential moderation or reduction in San Francisco housing prices would take place under
conditions where other coastal cities in California are also adding supply.
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3. Impact of changes in housing demand on potentially lowering housing
prices
Determinants of Housing Demand
The market rate for a certain quantity of housing is determined by the intersection
of supply and demand. On the supply side, and as discussed in Section 2, the
California Legislative Analyst's Office estimates that substantially more housing
needed to have been produced in San Francisco to moderate housing price growth
between 1980 and 2010. This section addresses trends related to the Citywide
demand for housing in San Francisco since 1980.
Relevant household data for this analysis is available from the U.S. Census Bureau
Public Use Microdata Sample (PUMS) files at the Citywide level, but not at the
neighborhood or Census tract level. As a result, this section presents a Citywide
analysis of income and rental price trends, though the patterns appear to mirror
data that is available for the Mission District presented earlier in this report.
Demand for housing is derived from what households are willing and able to pay,
which is linked to household income. As housing prices increase, fewer households
are willing or able to pay market rates unless their incomes increase at the same
rate, and as prices decrease, more households are able to pay the market rate as
long as their incomes do not decrease.
We can estimate household willingness/ability to pay for rental housing by
comparing income to rental prices. If the ratio of rent paid to income stayed
constant over time, then willingness/ability to pay and the demand for housing
would not change over time.

Household Income and Rent Trends in San Francisco
Citywide, rent-to-income ratios have been inconsistent over time across
17
households with different income levels. As shown in Exhibits 18 and 19, in
inflation-adjusted dollars, high-income (90th, 95th, and 99th percentile 18 ) households
have experienced greater rates of income growth than low- (10th percentile) and
median-income households.

17

Estimates derived from: IPU MS-USA, University of Minnesota, www.ipums.org.
In this case, the percentile indicates the household income below which a given percentage of households in San
Francisco fall. For example, 90 percent of San Francisco households make less than the 90th percentile of
household income and 10 percent make more. The median household income is also known as the soth percentile
because half of all households make more than the median income level and half make less. In the case of rent
paid, half of all rental units rent for less than the soth percentile (median) and half of all units rent for more.

18
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Exhibit 18: Household Income of San Francisco Renters over Time (in 2014 Dollars)

99th Percentile
$554,531
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$79,117

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - loth Percentile
'-r--------....,--------....--------...----$12,594

1980

1990

2010

2000
Year

Income Percentile
10th
50th (Median)
90th
95th
99th

1980
$13,056
48,932
112,981
140,927
231,489

1990
$15,324
61,091
143,182
181,096
293,456

2000
$15,199
72,940
205,966
271,307
547,585

2010
$13,565
67,393
200,767
264,795
485,097

2013
$12,594
79,117
243,852
319,922
554,531

% Change
1980-2013
-4%
62%
116%
127%
140%

#
Households
above
Percentile*
319,186
177,325
88,663
35,465
17,733

Source: 1980, 1990, 2000, and 2010 Decennial Census PUMS files, and 2005 through 2013 1-Year American
Community Survey PUMS files. Dataset obtained from IPU MS-USA, University of Minnesota, www.ipums.org.
*Note: American Community Survey 2013 1 Year Estimate reports 354,651 households for San Francisco.

As shown in Exhibit 19, actual Citywide rent paid for higher cost units has increased
at a greater rate than rent paid for lower cost units.
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Exhibit 19: Citywide Rent Paid over Time, All Housing Types {in 2014 Dollars)
$3,961

0

8v

99th Percentile
Percentile
$3,717

:9oth Percentile
$3,128

Median
$1,655

-----------------------~-- loth Percentile
$515

0

1990

1980

2010

2000
Year

Price Percentile
10th
50th (Median)
90th
95th
99th

1980
$440
978
1,636
1,884
2,054

1990
$527
1,334
2,482
2,577
2,768

2000
$490
1,351
3,013
3,101
3,302

2010
$521
1,630
2,898
3,356
3,844

2013
$515
1,655
3,128
3,717
3,961

% Change
1980-2013
17%
69%
91%
97%
93%

Source: 1980, 1990, 2000, and 2010 Decennial Census PUMS files, and 2005 through 2013 1-Year American
Community Survey PUMS files. Dataset obtained from IPU MS-USA, University of Minnesota, www.ipums.org.
Since 1980, rent paid for low- and mid-level units increased at a higher rate than
income for low- and median-income households, resulting in a lower overall level
of housing affordability. The above comparison of rent and income levels does not
capture the distribution of rent and income at the household unit because a
household with income at the 50th percentile, or median, does not necessarily pay
rent at the 50th percentile. Some households pay more than they can afford and
some pay less.
While those in the various income percentiles do not necessarily pay rents in the
corresponding rent percentiles, Exhibit 20 shows that increases in rent paid
between 1980 and 2013 for low- and mid-priced units exceeded income growth for
median- and low-income households, making housing less affordable. On the
contrary, income growth for higher income households exceeded increases in rent
Budget and Legislative Analyst
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paid for high-end units during that period, making housing relatively more
affordable for high income households.
Exhibit 20: Changes in Citywide Rent Paid and Household Income
1980 - 2013

10th percentile
50th percentile (median)
90th percentile
95th percentile
99th percentile

Change in Rent Paid
+17%
+69%
+91%
+97%
+93%

Change in
Household Income
-4%
+62%
+116%
+127%
+140%

Source: 1980 Decennial Census PUMS files, and 2013 1-Year American Community Survey
PUMS files. Dataset obtained from IPUMS-USA, University of Minnesota, www.ipums.org.

Price Gap between Rent Paid and Market Rate
Exhibit 21 presents trends in rent paid in San Francisco between 1980 and 2013. As
can be seen, a significant gap exists between the median and higher percentile rent
paid.
In 2013, median rent paid in San Francisco for all housing types was approximately
$1,655 per month but the median market rate for a one-bedroom unit was $2,800,
or 69 percent higher. In 2015, the median market rate had increased to $3,620 for
a one bedroom apartment. Assuming that the increase in median rent paid has
continued to grow only modestly between 2013 and 2015, the gap between rent
paid and market rate rent is assumed to have remained significantly divergent or
grown. The large gap between median market rent and median rent paid likely
indicates a scarcity of housing and willingness on the part of some residents to pay
more for housing, resulting in increasing market rental rates.
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Exhibit 21: Actual Citywide Rent Paid over Time

,..,....90th Percentile

$1,965 gap
between current
edian market
rate and 2013
median rent paid
----.__...-- Median

$1,655

---------------------~--10th Percentile

0

"1980

2010

2000

1990

Year
*Median market rate of $3,620 for a 1-bedroom apartment in San Francisco as of October
2015.
Source: 1980, 1990, 2000, and 2010 Decennial Census Public Use Microdata Sample (PUMS)
files, and 2005 through 2013 1-Year American Community Survey PUMS files. Dataset
obtained from IPUMS-USA, University of Minnesota, www.ipums.org.

low Supply and High Demand
Housing prices increase when the willingness to pay (demand) exceeds the
equilibrium (market rate) for the quantity of housing available (supply). The
growing gap between rent paid and market rate can likely be attributed to a
scarcity of housing supply (as indicated in the LAO report discussed in the previous
section) combined with higher willingness and ability to pay for housing by highincome households (as indicated above in Exhibit 21).
When the median market rate for housing exceeds the affordable 19 threshold for
median-income households, a reduction in price would not necessarily reduce
competition for housing, assuming other factors such as employment and the
number of available units stayed the same. The number of households that want to
reside in San Francisco could be expected to increase as prices fall into a range that
more households are willing/able to pay.

19

"Affordable" is defined as a household spending less than 30 percent of gross income on rent.
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Growing disparities in rent-to-income ratios that favor high-income households
imply that there are increasing numbers of households within the City and the
region that are willing and able to pay increasingly higher market rate rents.
Growth in the number of such higher income residents in the Mission District was
reported in Section 1 of this report. The current Citywide median market rate rent
of $3,620 per month is affordable for a household with annual gross income of
approximately $145,000 or more, or only approximately 25 percent of the
households in San Francisco. 20 As discussed in Section 1, 19 percent of Mission
District households earned $150,000 or more during the five year 2009-2013
period. That means that for most of the remaining 81 percent of Mission District
households, the Citywide median market rental rate of $3,620 would not be
affordable.
As long as the current trend of growing income inequality persists, low- and
median-income households will have difficulty competing with high-income
households for market-rate units in San Francisco and, in most cases, would need
to spend more than 30 percent oftheir household income on housing.

Implications for the Mission District
The information above is presented for the City as a whole in this section of the
report due to limited available household income and rent paid data at the
neighborhood or Census tract level. However, based on data available and
compiled for the Mission District and presented in Section 1 of this report, the
Budget and Legislative Analyst concludes that the Citywide trends presented above
are applicable to the Mission District and will persist if present conditions continue.
Specifically, the decreasing number of households in the Mission District with
incomes between $35,000 and $99,999 and the increasing number of households
with incomes over $100,000 will mean that more neighborhood residents will be
able to pay higher rents, making housing less accessible and affordable to those
with relatively lower incomes. Decreases in housing prices in the Mission District do
not seem likely from the trends in demand for housing and changes in household
income.

20

Based on 2013 ACS 1-year PUMS data, $145,000 approximately represents the 75th percentile of household
income in San Francisco (in 2014 dollars), meaning that approximately 25 percent of households earned more than
$145,000 in 2013.
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Projected changes in Mission District housing prices if present trends
continue
To project housing prices for the Mission District for two, five and ten years out,
the Budget and Legislative Analyst obtained historical data on actual home sales
prices for the neighborhood from Zillow.com, an on line real estate data and media
company. Zillow.com's monthly reports of median home prices for the Mission
District are available from April 1996 through July 2015. 21 Three scenarios of
median estimated home values for two, five and ten years out through 2025 were
prepared by the Budget and Legislative Analyst using two years, five years, and
nine years (the oldest available) of historical Mission District housing value data
for all types of homes, all homes with 1 bedroom, and all homes with 2 bedrooms.
As can be seen in Exhibit 22, the further back the historical data used to project
future housing prices, the lower the rate of projected increase in median prices as
greater variation in economic cycles is incorporated. However, even using nine
years' worth of historical data, which includes the downturn in prices that
occurred during the recession starting in 2008, median housing prices are still
projected to increase by nine percent by 2025 in the Mission District. A downturn
in prices would occur in the first five years of this scenario between 2015 and
2020, assuming recurring economic trends from the last nine years, including a
major recession. Inflation-adjusted prices are then projected to increase after
2020 and, by 2025, be higher than the 2015 median price.
The projections based on nine years of historical data compares to a projected
increase of 130.6 percent in median prices by 2025 if trends from just the last two
years continue for the ten years through 2025 or an 83.4 percent increase in
median housing prices if trends from the last five years are assumed to repeat. In
other words, the recent high rate of increase in housing prices in the Mission
District could subside over time, if longer-term historical trends are repeated.
However, even if longer-term historical trends repeat, prices are still projected to
increase above their current levels based on the Budget and Legislative Analyst's
line of best fit projections. 22

21

Data from Zillow was used as it was the only source identified that provided data at the neighborhood level.
Zillow has stated that the Mission neighborhood is defined based on "a number of online sources, including other
Real Estate sites, Wikipedia and local city, government websites."
22
The line of best fit forecast predicts a future value by using existing values, and the line of best fit shows the
general direction that a group of data points, home prices in the Mission District in this case, are heading.
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Projections:#
Years of Historical
Trends

Base Year

9 Years Historical

$1,210,400

$1,085,654

$1,173,257

$1,319,262

9.0%

5 Years Historical

$1,210,400

$1,371,296

$1,689,465

$2,219,747

83.4%

2 Years Historical

$1,210,400

$1,538,987

$2,008,485

$2,790,982

130.6%

2015

Source: Zillow.com Home Value Index. Projections by Budget and Legislative Analyst.

Exhibit 23 below shows historical and projected median prices from 1996 through
2025 based on nine years' worth of historical data for median prices for all types
of housing in the Mission District. The Budget and Legislative Analyst prepared a
24

line of best fit projection of prices from 2015 to 2025. As can be seen in Exhibit
23, prices are expected to drop slightly over the next few years, but reach current
price levels around 2021 and climb nine percent over current prices by 2025.

23

All homes include single-family homes, condominium, and co-operative homes.
The line of best fit forecast predicts a future value by using existing values, and the line of best fit shows the
general direction that a group of data points, home prices in the Mission District in this case, are heading.
24
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Exhibit 23: Median Historical & Projected Mission District
Housing Prices for all Home Types through 2025 Based on 9
Years of Historical Trends (July 2015 Dollars)
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Details on the three Mission District housing price projection scenarios prepared
by the Budget and Legislative Analyst using different historical data bases and
including separate projections for one and two-bedroom housing units, are
presented below.
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Scenario 1: Projections using Two Years' Historical Data
The first scenario uses data from July 2013 to July 2015 to project median housing
prices in the Mission District for two, five and ten years out, by type of housing.
Exhibits 24 and 25 below show the projected housing prices by housing type.

2015
Type of Housing
Base Year
All homes in the
$1,210,400 $1,538,987 $2,008,485 $2,790,982
Mission
2 bedrooms in the
$1,137,500 $1,424,774 $1,836,453 $2,522,585
Mission
1 bedrooms in the
$816,400
$1,000,128 $1,270,177 $1,720,258
Mission
Source: Zillow.com Home Value Index. Projections by Budget and Legislative Analyst

130.6%
121.8%
110.7%

Exhibit 25: Chart with Median Mission District Housing Price
Projections Based on Two Years' Historical Prices from July 2013 to
July 2015 (July 2015 Dollars)
$3,000,000
#'
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bedrooms in the
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Source: Zillow.com Home Value Index. Projections by Budget and Legislative Analyst
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Scenario 2: Projections using Five Years' Historical Data
The second scenario used five years' worth of data from July 2010 to July 2015 to project
prices two, five and ten years out. Exhibits 26 and 27 below show projected housing prices by
housing type.
Exhibit 26: Median Mission District Housing Price Projections Based on Five Years' Historical
Housing Prices from July 2010 to July 2015 (July 2015 Dollars)

2015

t~;p~tij~~~d

%Change

Type of Housing

Base Year

All homes in the

$1,210,400

$1,371,296

$1,689,465

$2,219,747

2015 to 2025
83.4%

Mission
2 bedrooms in the
Mission

$1,137,500

$1,285,313

$1,573,593

$2,054,060

80.6%

$816,400

$906,582

$1,092,658

$1,402,785

71.8%

1 bedrooms in the
Mission

Source: Zillow.com Home Value Index. Projections by Budget and Legislative Analyst

Exhibit 27: Chart with Median Mission District Housing Price
Projections Based on Five Years' Historical Prices from July
2010 -July 2015 (July 2015 Dollars)
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Source: Zillow.com Home Value Index. Projections by Budget and Legislative Analyst
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Scenario 3: Projections using Nine Years' Historical Data
The third scenario used nine years' worth of data from July 1996 to July 2015 to
project prices two, five and ten years out. Exhibits 28 and 29 below show the
projected housing prices by housing type. Only in this scenario do housing prices
decline in the first two years, at which point they begin increasing and maintain
that trend through 2025. This appears to be because this scenario incorporates
the impact of the recession that began in 2008 and assumes a repeat of an
economic disruption of that magnitude.

Exhibit 28: Median Mission District Housing Price Projections Based on Nine Years'
Historical Housing Prices from July 1996 to July 2015
(July 2015 Dollars)
Type of Housing

2015
Base Year

2017
Projected

2020
Projected

2025
Projected

All homes in the
$1,210,400 $1,085,654 $1,173,257 $1,319,262
Mission
2 bedrooms in the
~1,251,540
$1,137,500
Mission
.L,U_j_j,:i:iL ·=·='.·=·=·=:;)I;)
1 bedrooms in the
$759,439
$899,475
$816,400
$811,953
Mission
Source: Zillow.com Home Value Index. Projections by Budget and Legislative Analyst

~

I

%Change
2015 to 2025
9.0%
10.0%
10.2%
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Exhibit 29: Chart with Median Mission District Housing Price
Projections Based on Nine Years' Historical Prices from July
1996 - July 2015 (July 2015 Dollars)
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Appendix
Below are the three Mission District housing price projection scenarios, arranged by home type.
Appendix Table A shows price projections for all home types, Appendix Table B shows price projections
for 2 bedroom homes, and Appendix Table C shows price projections for 1 bedroom homes.

Appendix Table A: Housing Price Projections (July 2015 Dollars) for All
Home Types in the Mission
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Source: Zillow.com Home Value Index. Projections by Budget and Legislative Analyst

Appendix Table B: Housing Price Projections (July 2015 Dollars) for 2
Bedroom Homes in the Mission
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Appendix Table C: Housing Price Projections (July 2015 Dollars) for 1
Bedroom Homes in the Mission
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Source: Zillow.com Home Value Index. Projections by Budget and Legislative Analyst
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Contents

Introduction

Survey Respondent

Mission Promise Neighborhood (MPN) is a neighborhood initiative to address concentrated poverty and increase
opportunity for community members. Funded by the U.S. Department of Education's Office of Innovation and Improvement,
MPN works within 1.865 square miles of San Francisco's Mission District-in an area known as the Mission Promise
Neighborhood (the MPN)-to create a community where all children succeed in school and families thrive. Together with
nonprofits, government, and business partners, MPN provides services relevant to the language and the culture of its

Maintaining the Mission as a Cultural Hub
Housing, Displacement and Community Fragmentation
The Working Poor

children and families to contribute to a safe, culturally relevant, and economically strong community.

Early Childhood Development... ....................................................................... 11

In spring 2014, MPN administered the first Neighborhood Survey of the MPN community. The goal of the survey is to better
understand MPN families and capture a current picture of the neighborhood. Starting with this snapshot, MPN can
understand trends in the neighborhood over time. The survey asked families with children under 24 years old about their
experiences living, working and raising families in the MPN, including quality of life, h~alth:community engagement and
other community strengths. Swvey distribution was focused on reaching Latino families in order to 9ather this information
and to inform future MPN efforts.

Raising a Lifelong
College and Career Keadlness ....
Neighborhood Safety

This report presents th~.first data of its kind-data gathered from families ,;ho live in or .who have children in schools in the
MPN. Because this is the first year of findings from the Neighborhood Survey, they should b~ considered as baseline datain other words data that create the introduction to and beginning of the story the Neighbgrhood Survey will track over the
following years.

Health, More than Insurance
Basic Needs and Vital Services
Access: Technology & Financial Institutions

Each section of the report begins with context specific to the MPN and the section's theme, followed by survey findings, and
concluding with main·takeaways from the section. The report includes the following sections:
'

Suooortina a Resilient Community
rnnrl .. dM

and Calls to

• A brief summary of the research methods (full methods available as appendix);
•

Three descriptive sections that give context to the MPN community-its diversity, its housing trends, and' economic

circumstances in which MPN families live;
• Three sections about the ~hildren of the survey respondents-from their earliest years, to their schooling, to preparing for
college and careers;

• Several sections of community and household level findings;
• And, a conclusion and series of 17 calls to action.

The findings that emerge from the Neighborhood Survey, connecting children, families and the community as a whole are
stark, although not inconsistent with prevailing narratives about the Latino community in the Mission District. They paint a
picture that contrasts deep hardship with uplifting community pride and resilience. While the findings cannot represent all
families living in the MPN footprint, the data that follow outline the experiences of a specific community whose voice is often
not elevated-and whose story is urgent.
Methods Summary

Following the guidelines issued by the Urban Institute, MPN contracted with an external evaluator-Harder+Company
Community Research, a community-based research and evaluation firm. Harder+Company assisted with survey design, pilot
testing, survey administration training, data management, analysis, and reporting. A full description of methods is in the

appendix.
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Survey Respondent Profile

Household Survey

Research questions. The Mission Promise Neighborhood Survey was designed to answer the research questions outlined
below. The survey included five Government Performance and Results Act (GRPA) indicators and additional guestions to
capture more in-depth information about survey participants.

F~esponscs

Both households located within the MPN footprint and those with children attending school within the defined area were
included in the analysis for this report, creating a total sample of 342 respondents. From the perspective of the MPN team,
these groups together represent the MPN community. As the map below illustrates, surveys were collected from throughout
the MPN district. The northeast corner of the district had the lowest concentration of surveys collected, which corresponds
to the area with the lowest density of residential units, largest land parcels, and greatest concentration of non-residential
units such as those used for industrial production, distribution, and repair.4 The map below (Exhibit 1) shows surveyed
households that provided street addresses (291 households, or 85 percent of surveyed households). Households who did
not provide a street address are not included on the map.

• What are the characteristics of residents living in the Mission Promise Neighborhood?
• What is the baseline forthe GRPA indicators in the MPN?
• How do families in the MPN experience quality of life, education, health services and childcare?

Sampling and response. Surveys were collected both from a random, address-based sample as well as a convenience
sample by volunteer interviewers who completed a pencil and paper survey. A total of 407 household surveys were
completed, and 342 of those surveys were included in this sample. 1 Within these 342 surveys, information was collected on
512 children ages 0-23.

Exhibit 1: Household Survey Responses (n=291) ·

Oversampling Latino Families. The MPN team chose to focus on collecting surveys from Latino families. The sample yielded
very few non-Latino respondents, although only 38 percent of people living in the MPN footprint are Latino. 2 This
oversampling strategy was motivated by a few key factors: (1) Latinos comprise the majority of children and young adults,
ages 0-24, in the Mission; 3.(2) Latino families are the primary target recipients of MPN services; (3) MPN had lin:iited time
and resources to collect survey responses; (4) MPN is particularly interested in how the .current context of rental instability, •
displacement and high cost of living in San Francisco is impacting Latino families. This fourth motivation {cir oversampling is
explored further in the description of local context that introduces each of the following data sections.

e Lives in MPN (228)*
Lives OLJtside MPN, but attends MPN School (63)**

..
Mission Promise

Neighborhood (MPN)

...
~
I

I

0

0.5

I
1.0

I

1.5

I
2.0Miles

!

* Only includes households who provided a street address. Sample also includes 44 households who self-identified as living in the MPN
without providing a street address. The sample includes a total of 272 households who live in the MPN.
**Only includes households who provided a street address. Sample includes 7 households with children who attend school in the MPN,
whether or not they provided a street address. The sample includes a total of 70 households who do not live in the MPN.

1 Surveys were excluded if place of residence or child's school could not be confirmed to be within the MPN or if a single household

completed the survey multiple times.
2 U. S. Census Bureau. American Community Survey, 5-Year Estimates (2007-2011).
3 Center for Latino Policy Research. (2012). Mission Promise Neighborhood Needs Assessment Study: Spring 2012.
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4 Geographic Information Systems data, San Francisco Planning Department, March 2014.
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Exhibit 2:

Exhibit 5: Children by Age Group

Respondent Gender

(n=512)

Female

82%

(n=336)

65 or older

Number of Children

2%

Exhibit 3:
Respondent Age

60-64

3%

55-59

3%

(n=333)

45-54

127

Kindergarten-8th Grade

255

9th-12th Grade

82

Beyond High School, but under 24 Years Old

48

School-aged children of surveyed households attend school throughout San Francisco. About a quarter of children in both
the kindergarten through 8th grade group and the 9th through 12th grade group attended one qf the four MPN target
schools (Chavez Elementary, Bryant El,ementary, Everett Middle School, O'Connell High School). While not all respondents
lived in the MPN, for reference, SFUSD enrollment data shows that 15 percent of students living in the MPN attend an MPN
target school.6

18%

35-44

0--5 Years Old

36%

25-34
20-24

'Exhibit 6'. School Attendance-Kindergarten
through 8th Grade (n~.2s1)

18-1~ r,%

Bryant Elementary

6%

96% Hispanic/Latino

Everett Middle School
Other Elementary School

4%White

Exhibit 4:
Respondent
Race /Ethnicity

<1 % Alaska Native I American Indian

(n=335)

Exhibit 7: School Attendance-9th through
12th Grade (n=BO)

<1% Black/ African American

ii
Childn:H1 and

Other Middle School

<1%Asian

<1% Pacific Islander/Native Hawaiian

f-\ttendnnce

O'Connell High School
Other High School

For each household that participated in the survey, specific questions were asked about the children living there- a total of
512 children. Data were collected on 127 children aged zero to five years old, 255 children in kindergarten through 8th
grade, 82 children in 9th through 12th grade and 48 children beyond high school but under 24 years ofage (Exhibit 5). This
distribution mirrors the school enrollment of students who live in the MPN, most of whom are in elementary school.5

5 John Gardner Center. (2012). Issue Brief: Mission Promise Neighborhood and SFUSD Student Enrollment Patterns 2011-2012.
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6 Center for Latino Policy Research. (2012). Mission Promise Neighborhood Needs Assessment Study: Spring 2012.
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Maintaining the Mission as a Cultural Hub

Housing, Displacement
and Community Fragmentation

Context

Context

San Francisco's Mission District is a critical hub of services and
home for much of San Francisco's immigrant Latino community,
many of whom migrated from Mexico in the 1940s-1960s or from
Central and South America in the 1980s and 1990s, driven by war
and political instability. The neighborhood's community services
have a long tradition of prioritizing cultural relevance and access in
multiple languages. Today, the Mission District is one of the city's
most well-known neighborhoods-loved for its vibrant arts and
cultural communities, diverse restaurants and bustling commercial
hubs. However, the same community·who helped to shape the
Mission is finding life in the neighborhood increasingly difficult
due to things like high cost of living and rental instability. Many
households rely on the district's community services, and as
economic and political pressure on the neighborhood has intensified, these services have become especially valuable to
maintaining the diversity of the Mission District af)d San Francisco.
·

Historically, the Mission has been a central location for gentrification and the displacement of low-income communities of
color in the city. More recently (post-Great Recession), dynamic market forces-driven by the thriving regional technology
economy-continue to accelerate the changing landscape of this formerly affordable neighborhood, tightening the squeeze
on low-income families. With rising land values and housing prices, market conditions are ripe for speculative real estate
activity and for owners to convert properties into higher-end uses, which are reflected in the city's boom of no-fault evictions
(e.g., Ellis Act, demolitions, and owner move-ins). As families across the city continue to get displaced, and the threat of
being pushed or priced out of their homes escalates, the call for equitable housing polices and affordable housing continues
to be importa.nt for communities most at risk. This includes the MPN 1 where the families who are in the most precarious
position for displaceme_nt are the same families that create the fabric of this vib;ant community.

Exhibit 8: Percent of Respondents
from Top Countries of Origin (n~326)

Snapshot of the

Current Snapshot of the MPN

• A majority of surveyed households are severely burdened by housing costs, spending an
exorbitant share of their income on rent or.a mortgage. Fifty-eight percent of MPN col)1munity
respondents ·are severely cost-burdened,7 with housing costs exceeding 50 percent of their
monthly income. An additional 28 percent of respondents reported spending "about half" of
their monthly income (n~241). 8 This rent burden is more intense than the quarter of renters
citywide who spend 50 per~e~i or more of their income on rent.9
.
. ·

MP~).

• ~lousing displacement is a prominent concern for most respondents. Three-quarters "agreed" or
"strongly agreed" they worried ab.out being forced tQ move due to increased rent or cost of
living (n~335).
·

• Eighty-eight percent of respond.;nts were born outside of the United States, predominantiy in Latin America (Exhibit 8).
While 12 percent of respondents were born in the United States, over SO percent were born in Mexico, 14 percent in El
Salvador and 13 percent in Guatemala (n~326).

A
Housing is a severe
cost burden for

58%
of respondents
(n~241)

• Most households, 75 percent, speak only Spanish at home. An additional 17 percent speak both English and Spanish.
Only 7 percent of households speak only English. Families who live in the MPN were much more likely to speak English and
less likely to speak Spanish than those outside the MPN (n~333).

• Immigration status, history of fear and mistrust within immigrant communities, and language b'arriers hinder access to
services (e.g., income assistance, transportation assistance~ food and nutrition assistance, etc.) (Exhibit 9). Half of
respondents were prevented from accessing services for their families because of concern for their privacy and
confidentiality, including immigration status (n=309). A third of respondents reported their family could not access needed
services due to language barriers (n=307).

~

Exhibit 10: Community of Long-Term Renters

Exhibit 9: Barriers to Access Services
My family can't ace e',s se1v1ces because
[49%] I am concerned for my family's safety.
[48%] I'm concerned about privacy & conf1dent1altty, like immigration
[34%] Staff doesn't speak my language

fokeaways

7 The Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) defines "cost-burden" as monthly housing costs that exceed 30 percent of
monthly income and "severe cost burden" as monthly housing costs that exceed 50 percent of monthly income.

1. The Mission neighborhood is home to a large immigrant community, and Spanish continues to be a primary, or the only,
language spoken at home for many families.

8 While respondents were asked about the percent of income they spent on various expenses, these percentages may sum to greater than

2. Language-appropriate and culturally relevant services are critical for the MPN community, and more are needed. Fear and
trauma related to immigration status and deportations should be a particular focus.

100%. This may be due to a variety of factors, including: imperfect perceptions of expense distribution, numeracy issues, rounding, and
income supplementation through debt or other means.
9 U.S. Census Bureau. American Community Survey, 1-Year Estimate (2012).
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The Working Poor

• Housing and housing related needs went unmet for families in the direst financial situations. Of the small percentage

Context

(22 percent) of households that reported going without basic needs in the last 12 months, 44 percent went without
theirrent or mortgage and 27 percent went without housing (n= 71 ). From these data it is unclear how households that
went without housing coped with this deficit; some may have stayed with family and friends while others may have
pushed into shelters or the street.

At the end of 2013, President Obama called income inequality "the
defining challenge of our time." In contrast to the prevailing

$35,000--$49, 999

San Francisco

2012 Median
Income $73,802

narrative of the "American Dream," in which anyone who works

hard enough can get ahead, many people in the United States find
themselves unable to find work or struggling as part of the growing
"working poor"-they are employed but live below the poverty
line. Just to pay basic expenses, respondents often work physically
demanding, minimum wage jobs with limited benefits. The high

• Families in need of l10l1sing assistance are not sufficiently connected to services. Of the almost 30 percent of surveyed
households that needed housing assistance (n=294) (e.g., tenant counseling, affordable housing and homeownership
assistance, Section 8, foreclosure prevention) in the last 12 months, fewer than half received related services (n=290).
Key
1.

$75,000+
$50,000--$74, 999

$15,000--$34,999

cost of living and recent economic changes in the San Francisco

High housing costs reduce families' financial resources for meeting other basic nee_ds, such as accessing healthy foods,

Bay Area exacerbate these struggles and disparities: Bouncing back
quickly from the Great Recession, the Bay Area has seen economic
growth since 2009, in l~rge part due to the technology industry
which has fueled debate o~er the inequitable distribution of
growing wealth. Respondents to the Neighborhood Survey were

health care, and child care. Furthermore, it can lead families to limit expenditures for enrichment activities that promote
children's cognitive development.10
2. Without stable, affordable housing, families may have to increase the frequency of unwanted moves, which can disrupt
home life and impede the continuity of educational instruction.
·
3. The lack of affordable housing can increase overcrowding in dwelling units, producing unhealthy living conditions that can

Less than $15,000

asked about employment, income and education to assess how the

have a negative effect on educational attainment and lead to poor educational outcomes.11

Exhibit 11: Respondent
Household.Annual
Income (n=253)

MPN fits into San Francisco's context of growth and questions of
equity and eco.nomic justice.

4. Families forced out of the city to find affordable housing may lose health benefits (Healthy SF) which are critical for their
well-being.
.
'

Current Sncrnshot of the MPf\J

• Over 20 percent of MPN community respondents in the labor for!'e were unemployed or lo~king for work (n=212). This
excludes a third of respondents whci reported staying home to care for their families or being retired. This rate is far greater
than the city rate; May 2014 marked the lowest unemployment rate in San Francisco since the Great Recession-4.4
percent, w~ich economists consider "full employment."12

• Over 90 percent of all surveyed households earn significantly less than the median household income in San Francisco 13
(Exhibit 11), and over two-thirds of households earn less than $50,000 annually (n=253).
• Most families are living in poverty. Based on household size (average 4.4 individuals) and income, over 65 percent of
surveyed families were living below the federal poverty line (n=246). Using Public Policy Institute of California's more
nuanced and county specific Poverty Measure this proportion jumps up to over 75 percent of households.14

• Job opportunities for the community are limited. Less than a third of MPN community respondents reported that there
were local job opportunities for them and their neighbors (n=327). Almost half of those who had work were only employed
part time, suggesting underemployment (n=328).

• Most respondents have relatively low educational
attainment, but many individuals were taking steps to
bolster their skills. Only 53 percent of respondents had

Surveyed Household Poverty Rate (n=246)

received a high school diploma or GED. Less than half
of those who graduated high school went on to higher
Based on the 2014 US HHS Federal Poverty Guidelines

12 State of California Employment Development Department. (2014). Historical Data for Unemployment Rate and Labor Force.
13 U.S. Census Bureau. American Community Survey, S~Year Estimates (2008-2012).

S. J., & Holupka, C. S. (2014). Housing affordability and investments in children. Journal of Housing Economics,

F. (2001). Housing and Schooling. The Urban Prospect.
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14 Bohn, S., Danielson, C., Levin, M., Mattingly, M., & Wimer, C. (2013). The California Poverty Measure.
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Early Childhood Development

education (Exhibit 12) (n~318). Relatively, based on
the most recent census data, 33 percent of individuals
who live in the MPN have a Bachelor's degree and 17
percent have an advanced degree.1 5 For 75 percent
of surveyed families, current school-aged children
would be first-generation college students upon
matriculation. About a third of families had utilized
programs, classes or workshops to build job skills
(e.g., business development, GED, job training).

Exhibit 12: Survey Respondent
Educational Attainment (n=318)

e

12%
47%

Context
The initial five years of a child's life has been shown to be critical for shaping childhood outcomes in areas of health and
educational development, both of which are foundational for future success. High quality, affordable childcare plays a major
role in supporting the development of children who are the future of the MPN neighborhood. Moreover, childcare plays an
important role in sustaining and increasing the economic well-being of families. Childcare is also a direct source of support

Less than high school

II High school graduate or GED

that helps adults enter the workforce and stay connected to the labor market.

tt Some college, no degree

High rates of poverty and unemployment among families in the MPN, coupled with soaring housing and childcare
costs across the City, elevates the concern about families' ability to access childcare as well as their ability to find the
time and resources to support healthy early child development. Families in the MPN were asked several questions about

Associate or Bachelor's degree

GI

Master's degree

the type and cost of c_hildcare they use, as well as the extent to which they engage in activities that support literacy and
1 . The citywide job boom is not felt equally throughout
San Francisco. Disparities in employment exist and many surveyed households report being unemployed. Because most
surveyed households are Latino, this is largely a story of Latino unemployment.
"

kindergarten readiness.

of the MPN
• Nearly two-thirds of parents of children 0-5 years of age report reading to their. child at least three times per week
(n=122). Rec~rit research hassho~n that children whose parents read to them more frequently, regardless of income or
education, are more likely to do well in school.

2. Families are struggling despite the fact that they are working. Many families are earning very low incomes and are living
in poverty. Adults are continuing to work and look for employment despite the low earnings and other common
challenges, such as maintaining transportation to and from their jobs, paying for out-of-home childcare, losing
eligibility for certain income-based services,1 6 and finding time to engage in their child's education. This financial struggle
exists in stark contrast to the city's economic boom and high median income among many othei- San Francisco residents.

• Paying for childcare was a major challenge .for many families,
- One of every six families spends an exorbitant share of their income on childcare. Th_ese familie.s report ~pending about
halfor more of their monthly income on childcare expenses (n~168).17 California was one of,the top 10 least-affordable states for center-based infan_t care in 2012 with an average a~nual cost of $12,068. 18

3. Adults in the community have limited opportunities for employment. Limited skill sets due to low education, language
barriers, and issues of documentation may all fuel the feeling that many families do not see job opportunities for
themselves and their neighbors in the com~u~ity.
.
·

- Some families struggling to meet their basic needs went
without childcare. Of the small percentage (21 percent) of
families that reported going without basic needs in the last
12 months, over 25 percent went without childcare (n~71).

• A large majority of young children are cared for by their
parents or guardians. In seven out of ten families, children
aged zero to five are cared for by their parents or guardians
(n~ 123). This percent is far lower nationally, where less than
half of children zero to five have parental or guardian care
without non-parental care arrangements (40 percent).19
For those M PN respondents with other care arrangements,
some families use center-based care (17 percent) (n~122),
while others use home-based care (13 percent) (n~112) or
a combination of both (7 percent) (n~112) (Exhibit 13).

GPRA 12 Summary (n=122)
Encouraged to Read, Children 0-5

Children who had a parent or other family
member read to them at least
three times a week were considered encouraged to read.

17 While respondents were asked about the percent of income they spent on various expenses, these percentages may sum to greater than
100%. This may be due to a variety of factors, including: imperfect perceptions of expense distribution, numeracy issues, rounding, and
income supplementaf1on through debt or other means.

18 Child Care Aware of America. (2013) Parents and the High Cost of Child Care 2013 Report.
S. Census Bureau. American Community Survey, 5-Year Estimates (2007-2011).

19 U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, Early Childhood Program Participation Survey of the 2012 National
Household Education Surveys Program (ECPP-NHES:2012). http://nces.ed.gov/pubs2013/2013029.pdf (accessed October 2014).

G. (1998). Does work pay? An analysis of the work incentives under TANF.
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Raising a Lifelong Learner
l<ey Takeaways

Context

1. High-quality learning and development opportunities should be available to all children regardless of ability to pay or
where they receive care, whether it is center- or home-based care or other informal arrangements with family, friends,
or neighbors.

Parental and family engagement in a child's education makes a difference. Research has shown that when families and
schools work together, students-regardless of socioeconomic factors-were more likely to earn higher grades, pass
classes, earn credits, attend school regularly, graduate, and go on to postsecondary education.20 Accordingly, promoting
and supporting family involvement at school may be an important strategy for lifting expectations for academic
achievement, raising a lifelong learner, and addressing the persistent achievement gap that unduly impacts low-income
students of color.

2. Parents or guardians are typically the primary caregiver for young children in the MPN. It is critical to educate, train, and
support them so that they can provide their children with the best possible opportunities to develop into healthy adults.
3. Access to quality, affordable and culturally relevant child care is critical for parents, particularly for those who would like to
enter the workforce, but are unable to access affordable care. Raising a single-parent's earning potential through full-time
work or creating dual-income households can help lift families out of poverty.

Exhibit 14: In the last year, parents
or family members ...
Talked to teachers about child's development or behavior lllllllllllllllllllllll!llilll!lillll!lilllllllllllillllilllllllillllll ~l8%

Exhibit 13: GPRA 3 Summaries:
Child Care, Children 0-5

Attended a parent-teacher conference
Met with teacher in person
Attended an open-house or back-to-school night
Attended child's program or class event lillllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllillllllllllllll!lllill

Jim

17%

A
'13%

of families use

of families use

Donated money, materials or goods

•••llllllllliillll56%

K--8th (n~24G-254)
9th-12th (n~?S-78)

Helped around the school

home-based care

center-based care
(n~122)

Helped with class activities/trips
Attended parent advisory/council meeting

(n~112)

7%
of families use

C:1.1rr~nt

of

MPl\I

both center- and home-based care
• Parents and families are highly engaged in their children's edt1cation 1 particularly around seeking information about their
child's educational and personal development. A large majority of parents reported that they or other members of their
family attended various types of teacher or school meetings to track the progress of their child or stay informed about
school-related issues. It is important to note that, comparatively, parents of high school students were less likely than
parents of K-8th grade students to attend similar meetings or events.

(n~109)

• Volunteering time and providing monetary support to schools are two of the most challenging forms of engagement for
parents. Although parents and families are highly engaged in their child's education, they are much less likely to donate
money or goods to a school program and volunteer to help with school improvements (e.g., repairs, gardening, or
painting) (Exhibit 14). Limited financial resources and the need to prioritize time may limit their participation in these areas.
• Although a large majority of parents feel informed about their child's education, language barriers prevent parents from
deepening their level of engagement in their child's education:
- 22 percent of parents K-8th students(n=245) and 33 percent of parents of high school students (n~73) believe that
schools can do a better job of providing translated documents.
- 20 percent of parents of K-8th students (n~245) and 25 percent of parents high school students (n=73) find it difficult to
make the best choices about their child's education due to language barriers.
20 Henderson, A. T., & Mapp, K. L. (2002). A New Wave of Evidence: The Impact of School, Family, and Community Connections on Student
Achievement. Annual Synthesis, (2002).
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College and Career Readiness

- 10 percent of parents K-8th students(n=245) and 15 percent of parents of high school students feel frustrated that
language barriers may be preventing them from advocating for their child.

Context
From President Obama to local schools, the message is dear: a post-secondary education is an imperative for rebuilding

• Over 80 percent of students in l<-Bth grade read to themselves at least three times a week according to parents
(n=250).21 Not only that, but a majority of parents reported their child read to themselves outside of school every
day (60 percent).

our economy and a requisite for closing the skills gap that impedes workers from attaining jobs that pay familysustaining wages. Studies have consistently shown that attaining a post-secondary degree provides significant economic

benefits to individuals, and it can be used to break cycles of generational poverty. For families and communities to
prosper, it is critical that young adults advance through the educational pipeline, a path that has several cracks and
barriers that disproportionately impact students of color. Parents play an important role in motivating and supporting
their children in ways that encourage them to succeed in school, transition to college, and persist till post-secondary

• The proportion of children engaged in out-of-school activities decreases as they get older. Two-thirds of parents with
children in K-8th grade reported that their child attends an after-school program at school or in a center on a regular or
drop-in basis (n=249). However, for their high school counterparts, only 54 percent of parents reported that their children
are engaged in similar activities (n=80).

degree attainment.

Koy

Although parents are generally engaged in their children's education, trends indicate that levels of engagement diminish
as children enter high school. While it is natural for children to increase their level of i~depe~dence as th~y get ?Ider, it is

I.•

Exhibit 15: GPRA 14 Summaries: College
and career, 9th-12th grade

important that parents are engaged during the years when students are making critical decisions about pursuing a

postsecondary education.

••

2. Research confirms that children who pqrticipate in after school programs benefi.t in multiple outcome areas, including
academic, social/emotional, and health and. wellness. 22 Partic_ularly for high-risk youth, it is important that chil~ren have
access to safe and healthy after school activities that promote their development.

alfl\

3. Schools play an important role in providing and structuring opportunities that impact levels of parental involveme~t. This
includes providing culturally appropriate materials, outlining expectations of parents, regularly communicating with.

66% of parents talk to their
high school student
about careers (n=73)

parents, and offering sufficient opportunities for parents to act as a partner in decision-making processes that affect their

65% of parents talk to their
high school student
about college (Q= 76)

children ..

54% of parents talk to their high school student
about both careers and college (n=72)
of the MPr''J

• Two-thirds of parents with high school age children speak to their children about college (n=73) or careers (n=76) (Exhibit
15). Occupations that require post-secondary education are projected to grow faster (14 percent) between 2012 and
2022 than occupations that require a high school diploma or less (9 percent). Furthermore, in 2012, the median wage for
occupations that typically require post-secondary education was double ($57,770) that of occupations that require a high
school diploma or less ($27,670).23
• Two out of five parents with high school age children frequently ("often"! provided advice or information to their
child about:

- Selecting courses or programs at school (n=78);
- College entrance exams such as ACT, SAT or ASVAB (n=77);
- Applying to college or other schools after high school (n=76);
- Specific jobs that students can apply for after completing or leaving high school (n=73).
21 Due to the exclusion of GPRA1301 on the sur.tey, GPRA 13 Summary was only calculated including GPRA1302.
22 Harvard Family Research Project (2008). After-school programs in the 21st Century: Their Potential and What it Takes to Achieve It.

Cambridge, M.
Page 111

23 U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Employment Projections: 2012-2022.
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Neighborhood Safety
• Parents are fess likely to discuss financial aid options with
their children. Over 40 percent of parents with high school
age children reported that they "never" provided advice or
information to their child about financial aid opportunities
for higher education (n~75).
• Over half of children beyond high school, but under 24
years old were continuing school either full or part time
(Exhibit 16). Another quarter of children were working full
time, and 13 percent were working part time, which may
suggest underemployment. Only four percent of these
children were unemployed (n~48).

Exhibit 16: Youth Connection
and Engagement (n~48)

Context
The welt-being of individuals is directly influenced by the places in which they live, learn, and play, making neighborhood
safety a fundamental quality of life issue. Without the ability to feel and be safe, residents-regardless of their demographics
(i.e., race, gender, age, sexuality or socioeconomic status)-cannot fully and freely participate in civic life. This includes
walking to and from school, staying connected to and engaged in school, participating in healthy physical activity, utilizing
public space, interacting with community members, and building a strong community.

(Residents beyond high school, but under 24 years old)
4%

8

School

Snapshot of the MPN

Working PT
44%

•

Working FT
Working PT+ School PT

• Most respondents feel safe in their neighborhood during
the day, but not as much in the evening (Exhibit 17). Nearly
three-quarters of families reported feeling safe walking in
their neighborhood during the day. After the sun sets,
however, only 28 percent of families reported feeling safe
outside (n~337).

fl Unemployed

l(cy fakeaways
1. Since three-quarters of parents have no college experience and most may have limited knowledge about college and
financial aid requirer:nents, school or community-based programs that focus on college readiness and knowledge are
critical resources for students.

• The perceived gua/ity of neighborhoo,d life and safety for
children is mixed among families:

2. High schools readily provid.e college and financi~I aid workshops for parents, b~t parent engage;,,ent is ffequently cited
by school staff as an ongoing challenge. There may be opportunities to leverage the MPN's rich nonprofit sector to help
schools increase parent participation in these workshops.

- Although a majority (57 percent) of families reported that
the MPN is a good place to raise children, nearly a quarter
of families do not share this sentiment. Additionally, 19
percent of families are undecided about the extent to
which the neighborhood is a good place to raise children

3. While most youth are still in the educational pipeline or connected to the labor market, it appears that a large share of
youth may be joining the workforce directly after high school. Working without a post-secondary credential or de,gree has
long-term implications on their lifetime earnings potential and opportunities for advancement.

Exhibit 17: Perceived Safety Walking
in the Neighborhood
73% of families feel safe
walking in their neighborhood
during' the day (n~):i7)

28% of families feel safe
walking in their neighborhood
after dark (n~337)

(n~337).

4. Students can benefit fro.m work-based learning opportunities in high school to build technical and soft skills to help them
excel in the workforce. Students can also benefit from community college Career Pathways that are designed to prepare
and link students to high-wage, growth sectors in the regional economy.

- Nearly two-thirds of families reported that there are safe parks for children to play in the neighborhood. On the contrary,
a quarter of families felt the parks are not safe for children (n~336).
• Sense of support among neighbors is moderate. Just under half (49 percent) of families living in the MPN reported that
people in the neighborhood are willing to help their neighbors (n~332). This has important implications for perceived
safety, as trust in and support from neighbors are important elements for building a strong and safe community.

Exhibit 18: Perceptions of
school safety

•

1;
Percent of families believe school
is safe for students
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Health, More than Insurance

• Schools sites and travel to/from school are largely viewed by parents as being safe for children of various ages (Exhibit
'18). Notably, safety concerns are more elevated for high school students. About 10 percent more parents perceived
schools as safe than students at MPN target schools surveyed through the MPN school climate survey. 24

Context

The health of children and their parents has a deep and far reaching impact on many domains of family
school to holding a steady job. Health is also influenced by a wide range of factors. While access to health
individual behavior generally dominate public discourse about health, the roles of social, economic and

When asked to name two things they would like to improve about the Mission District, safety concerns like: more safety
(mas seguridad), cleanliness (limpieza), drugs (drogas), violence (violencia) and gangs (pandillas) were among the top
concerns.

determinants of health are increasingly being recognized. Examples include discrimination, access to

traumatic or stressful situations like violence or fear of deportation. The City of San Francisco has made
care services a priority and provides its own health care access

program, Healthy San Francisco. In addition, this survey was
conducted after new enrollees of the Affordable Care Act began

Exhibit 19: What are the two things you would like to
improve aboutthe Missio.n?

Calles

receiving coverage. D~spite t_he dedication to and _success of
these access programs, access to insurance and services alone

ma~ li~pi~s.ma.$°~!~ue~~~$eguri
~a.~
"i~f;:.·:._mas v1g1lani
Drogas
lIm PImJy~arepZe·rson3 3S .. n0g3f Pan~lllas

.

Renta

1

-

GPRA 1 Summary (n=12)

Medical Care, Children 0-5

does not ensure healthy families.
of the

MPI~

A medical home is a place where families have

• Many adults and most children have health care coverage.
an ongoing relationship with a physician who
provides continuous and t;;omprehensive
Eighty-two percent of surveyed adults and 95 percent of their
care coordinated with other services
children reported having coverage through health insurance,
or public access programs (n=328). In June 2014, the
uninsured rate of California adults was estimated to be 11
percent, indicating that MPN adults are somewhat less likely than average to have health coverage. 25

~'~·

a

• Despite health care coverage, many adults and children still lack a medical home. Older children are less likely to have a
medical home (Exhibit 20). Many adults also lack a medical home. Seventeen percent of respondents reported using the
hospital emergency room or hospital outpatient department when they are sick or need· advice (n=311). Nationally, an
average of only 3 percent of adults use these facilities for their day-to-day health needs.2 6

l<ey
1. The question· of whether or not a neighborhood is a good place to raise children is a defining standard for measuring the
quality of a neighborhood. With only 57 percent of families agreeing at some level that the MPN is a good place to raise
children, it raises the question of what needs to be done to improve the quality of the neighborhood.

• Chronic health problems are prevalent and obesity is a key factor. Forty-one percent of adults reported that they have one
or more chronic illnesses-most commonly high cholesterol and diabetes (n=328). The survey showed a staggering 96
percent of adults living with obesity suffered from two or more chronic health problems, compared to 20 percent of those
who were not obese (n=328).

2. Safety after-dark is a salient concern in the neighborhood. This has implications on civic participation, as extracurricular
and enrichment activities for children, as well as other civic activities for adults, often extend into the evening hours.

3. Safe travel to and from school plays an important role in ensuring that children attend and persist in school. Safety

• Compared to a national sample, MPN adults tended to report poorer health status. Only 29 percent of adults reported
their health was very good or excellent, while the remaining 71 percent reported their health was good, fair or poor
(n=328). These proportions are inverted nationally, where 65 percent reported their health was very good or excellent. 27
While adults with chronic health problems were more likely to report poor health, over 70
any chronic health problems still reported their health was less than "very good" and a quarter rated their health as
or "poor" (n=328).

concerns appear to increase for students in higher grade levels.

• Respondents with health care coverage were actually more likely to have poor health and suffer from chronic health
problems (11=328). This relationship suggests that poor health may be a motivating factor for individuals to seek health
coverage programs and insurance.

25 The Commonwealth Fund Affordable Care Act Tracking Surveys, July-Sept. 2013 and April-June 2014.
26 National Health Interview Survey (NHIS) Adult Questionnaire (2012).

24 Lopez, ME. (2014). Mission Promise Neighborhood School Climate Survey: Understanding the Experiences of Students in San
Mission District.

18

27 National Health Interview Survey (NHIS) Adult Questionnaire (2012).
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Basic Needs and Vital Services

• One in five children aged 0 to 5 has been diagnosed with a special need, health problem, delay or disability, according to
parents (n° 123). This is higher than the citywide estimate of 7 percent.28

Context

0

Services provided by the government and community organizations are vital for all neighborhoods, but for vulnerable

• Children tend to participate in less physical activity as they get older, but their eating habits appear more stable over
time (Exhibit 21). Only 46 percent of children ate at least two servings of fruit per day (n=502), while 65 percent of children
ate at least two servings of vegetables per day (n=SOO).

communities like the MPN who disproportionately face barriers, such as limited education, immigration status, scarce
employment opportunities and community trauma, awareness of and access to services becomes especially critical. Many

MPN community struggle to earn a family-sustaining income, made even more difficult in an expensive city
like San Francisco. While cost of living estimates vary, the Housing Wage in San Francisco-the wage a full-time worker must
earn to afford a two bedroom rental home while spending no more than 30% of income on housing costs-was a staggering
$37.62 per hour or $78,249 a year in 2014.29 With this extreme cost of housing and overall high cost of living in the area,

families in the

Exhibit 20: Percent of children with a medical home
0-5

K-llth

e

(n=246}

(n=120}

when families do not receive needed relief from services, many are forced to make difficult decisions about where to spend

9th-12th
(n=76}

their money. Families forego basic needs like food, housing and health care. Respondents were asked about their household

Out of HS ..
(n=46}

expe~ses, whether they had to forego any basic needs as well as their experiences w.ith social ~ervices in the community.

Exhibit 22: Families who went without basic·n;,eds, which needs
did they go without? (n=71)
Rent or

Food

Exhibit 21: Pe;cent of children who participate
in at least 1 hour of physical activity each day

Dental care

Health care

•

•

l<ey

mortgage

Housing

··:

Child care ·TranspOrtation

Snapshot of the fl/I Pf\]

• In the last year, one 'in five families went without basic needs including housing, health care, food and childcare (n=326).

The most commonly foregone need was food, followed by rent or mortgage payments, dental and healthcare, housing,
childcare and transportation (Exhibit 22).

1. Healthy SF and the Affordable Care Act have been largely successful at improving access to healthcare. Despite this

• Almost half of families who went without basic needs did not know where to go to for support (n= 70). This is a missed

coverage, maintaining continuity of a medical home for children is a challenge as they grow. Without a medical home,

children are less likely to receive preventative health services.

opportunity. Despite the Mission District's concentration of services, the data suggests families are not aware of available
services or that there are not ample services available to meet their needs.

2. Despite health care coverage, health is generally poor for the MPN community, especially for adults with chronic illnesses

• Only 30% of respondents had heard of MPN before taking the survey (n~324). While this might be expected given that
MPN is still a new initiative, this presents an opportunity to improve the visibility of MPN and increase the community's

and obesity. Access to health care services is not enough.

3. Many adults reported poor health despite not reporting chronic health problems. This suggests that health in the MPN is
adversely affected by other factors. This may include acute illness, injury, disability or socioeconomic determinants of
health such as safety or economic hardship.

awareness of the services it provides.

• Food is one of the areas most impacted by limited family income. Over 60 percent of respondents spent half or more of
their monthly income on food and groceries (n=307). 30

4. Maintaining healthy lifestyles appears to become more difficult as children get older. Older children are less likely to have
a medical home and less likely to participate in daily physical activity. Without access to these types of preventative
activities, children are at risk of health problems later in life.

• Many families needed and utilized social services (e.g., food and nutrition assistance1 income assistance, healthcare
coverage, housing assistance, public transportation assistance, free tax preparation services, mental health and
substance abuse services, legal services) in the last year. The most widely used services were health coverage services

29 National Low Income Housing Coalition, (2014). Out of Reach 2014.
30 While respondents were asked about the percent of income they spent on various expenses,
100%. This may be due to a variety of factors, including: imperfect perceptions of expense distribution, numeracy issues,
income supplementation through debt or other means.

28san Francisco Child Care Planning and Advisory Council. (2014) Early Care and Education Needs Assessment 2012-2013.
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Access: Technology & Financial Institutions
Exhibit 23: Percentage of families who spent
half or more of their monthly income on a single expense

•
86%

Rent or
mortgage

Context
Technology and financial institutions are two key points of access for households, which can allow them to more easily and
more effectively engage with institutions such as school, government, and community organizations. They affect a family's
ability to apply for a low-rate loan, apply for a job or buy a home. While the Bay Area is a world leader in new technology,
access to technology for the communities that live in San
Francisco varies. Similarly, despite the region's economic
growth, many households may lack the resources to help
Households without Home Computer
them establish savings and build theirfinancial assets.
with Internet (n=320)

-

61%
18%

25%

29%

Food

Child care

Health care

Transportation

Education

(n~307)

(n~168)

(n~214)

(n~284)

(n~194)

16%

(n~315)

of the MPN

(81 percent of households; n=307), public transportation assistance services (53 percent; n=303) and .food and nutrition

• Almost half of households do not have a home computer
with internet acc_ess (n~320). A total of 69 p.ercent of
h~useholds had a computer at home (n=332), but not all
of these computers were equipped with internet access.

assistance. services (52 percent; n=_305)._
While 29 percent of households needed housing assistance in the last year (~1=294i o~ly ·1 ipercent actually received
services (n~290). This may reflect a lack of awareness of these services-only 59 percent (n=333) of households were aware
of them in their community-but it may also reflect a shortage of assistance for housing needs or fear in access-ing such
services. Most households reported that they received other services they needed.

•

w: are ~ligibl~ to a~cess the services (n=296)

I am concerned about privacy/confidentiality {n=303)
Quality of services is poor (n=288)
I am concerned how I will be treated (n=300)

The staff do not speak my language

(n~307)

Hours are not convenient (n=296)

Location is not convenient (n=302)

• Households who lived in the MPN were more likely to have internet at home than those who Jive outside of the MPN
footprint but have children who attend school in the MPN (n=320). Households outside of the MPN were also more likely
to have a Smartphone or tablet as their sole source of internet.

60%

=

- - - - - - . , - - - - - - 49%

• About a qL1arter of households used digital literacy programs st1ch as computer courses in the last year (n=293). This
suggests that families are interested in building their skills and see value in using technology.

==,48%
47%

1111111111111111111111111111•
11111111111111111111111111 34%
111111111111111111111111111 33%

.

access reduces the number of households without internet, it provides limited access. It can be.difficult to access all
content on mobile devices, especially important tools, such as job applications, forms for services, research for school
projects and the school portal where parents and students can check grades, attendance, assignments, communicate with
teachers and learn a~out upcomi1:19 evt:nts.

Exhibit 24: The following has kept me or my family
from getting services we need

am concerned about my or my family's safety (n=309)

Sm~rtphones and tablets that use Wi-Fi or 3g/4g

net~ork~ are the sqle source.of internet at home for.over a quarter of housel10lgs (n=320) (Exhibit 25). While mobile

• Many families faced signifii:ant barriers to accessing services in their commllnity.

I don't know if

Internet access rnay or rnay not be high speed

40%

• Forty percent of households do not have any bank or credit union accounts and are considered "unbanked" (n=317)
(Exhibit 26). Almost half of respondents did not have a personal account. In contrast, only about eight percent of
Californians are unbanked, according to the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. 31

31%

• Only about 15 percent of families utilized financial education or asset development programs in the last year (n=296).
This low participation rate may be due to low awareness of these services; only 57 percent of households said they were
aware of these services in their community. !t may also reflect disinterest or distrust in financial institutions.

!<ey
1. Many families in the MPN community need services. This need is largely a reflection of the high cost of living coupled with
systemic barriers that limit opportunities for immigrant families to earn a family-sustaining income. At the same time, the
Mission District is a service hub for the city, and most households who needed services in the last year were able to utilize
them in the community.

Exhibit 25: Internet Access at Home

(n=320)

2. Despite high service utilization, service gaps still exist. Government and nonprofit network serving MPN residents may
benefit from strengthening their awareness raising efforts and assessing their accessibility, particularly for immigrant,
monolingual Spanish speaking families.

Only home computer

3. Furthermore, even households who successfully utilized services went without basic needs like food and housing. This
suggests current services are not enough to address the challenges families face. Going without basic needs has severe
implications for families and for their children who rely on a secure, consistent, healthy home environment to ensure their
physical and social-emotional development as well as their success in the classroom.

Only Wi-Fi or 3G/4G
via smartphone or table

Home computer and
smartphone or table

No internet access

31 FDIC. (2012). 2011 FDIC National Survey of Unbanked and Underbanked Households.
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fpporting a Resilient Community
Key ·rakeaways

1. Despite San Francisco's reputation as a technology forward city,
many households lack access to basic technology, such as a home
computer with internet. While smartphones and tablets are helping
to bridge this divide, they have limitations in what content and
tasks can be accessed. This has particular consequences for parents

attempting to engage with their child's education through the
online school portal or for individuals seeking employment.
2. Households surveyed disproportionately lack bank services, which
may be due to barriers to access such as transportation, language

Exhibit 26: Percent of Households
Unbanked (n~317)*

Conte1<t

The idea of "resilience'' is a common thread in the history of the Mission District-from the intimate resilience of a fresh start

for immigrant families fleeing violence in their home countries to the community's resilient birth of a strong Latino led

California
Household
Unbanked

community organizing movement against displacement. Continuing this legacy of resiliency in this new chapter of change

for the Mission is a challenge, but many community members are dedicated to the people of the Mission and the places
they live, work and play. While community members can be called on to bring the dedication, enthusiasm and pride required

8%

•

to define, maintain and cultivate a cohesive, vibrant Mission, the extent to which longtime residents in the neighborhood are

able to be involved in their community, specifically in leadership positions, will have a significant impact on the outcomes for
the community.
Current Snapshot of the MPN

appropriate service and administrative hurdles for individuals without citizen documentation. Without banking services,
many households may not have the resources to effectively develop and manage their financial assets, leaving them at
greater risk

• Surveyed households value the Mission for what it offers in amenities lii/e 'public transportation and stores (transporte
publico and tiendas), location (cerca de todo), community environment (/ugar tranquilo) and culture (mucho Latino and

if there is an unexpected family expense or change.

dlver~idad).
• Many households are interested in bettering their community and being involved, but most resppndents felt
opportunities to do so are limited. Half of househoJ~s said they work with others to make the neighborhood a better place
(n~334).

• Only :IS per~ent of households participating in community organizing such as community asset building, neighborhood
planning or an.ti-eviction efforf:i (n~295). Only 56 percent of households were even aware of these opportunities (n~332).

Exhibit 27: What are two things you like
most about living in the Mission?

transporte pu~licp;~~..... f'""""~
.'~jfil~; le cerca , 11e' 0 o~i~~~~l~irt~~'nlico
acmible

· •·

cerca ~e trnn~as ycomercio
- 'I .i -~1&r cercfdelaes'Cuelalienaas.
mucno lalino liansporte mes1ble
Iugar tranqm o

1. In spite of the many challenges currently facing the Mission District at present, longtime community members still
maintain pride in their community, suggesting that neighbors remain invested in their community despite the turbulent
times.
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2. Despite this pride and dedication to the community, many of the surveyed
households were not actively involved in community organizing, and many
individuals felt that opportunities to be involved as a leader in the neighborhood
were not available to them. This suggests that decision-making about the
neighborhood is being pushed fonward by forces outside the area or that the
specific segment of the neighborhood targeted in MPN's work-primarily
immigrant, monolingual Spanish speaking families with children-has not been
engaged in community efforts existing within the neighborhood.

Conclusion and Calls

t:-Actio~

Conclusion

I am proud to live in my
neighborhood (n=334)

Just as the Promise Neighborhood program takes a holistic,
place-based approach to educational success, the key
findings from this first year of the Neighborhood Survey are
varied and crosscutting. If the baseline data from the survey
can be considered a description of where the MPN story
begins, it is an introduction with a great weight of urgency.
The data present a call to action articulated in the following
series of 17 calls to action.

3. Giving voice and leadership to longtime Mission residents, like many of the
surveyed families, as the community is undergoing dramatic changes can help maintain indusivity during this transition.
Without lifting the voic~s of these 'particular families, the young children of these families are mor~ likely to be disrupted
and put u·~der gre~t€r stress.
..

overcrowding in dwelling units; and losing health
benefits through Healthy SF if families are forced out of
the city. Housing should be affordable and familyfriendly (i.e., access to courtyards for children to play,
free of lead paint and mold, etc.)
3. Support creation of local, family-sustaining jobs, and
provide the training and resources necessary for

members of the MPN community to gain and maintain
these jobs. The citywide job boom is not felt equally
throughout San Francisco, and families are struggling
despite the fact that they are working. Many families are
earning very low incomes and over 65 percent of

surveyed families are living in poverty. Limited skill sets,
due to low education (only 53 percent of respondents
received a high school diploma or GED), language
barriers and issues of documentation contribute to

limited opportunities for adults in the MPN community
looking for family-sustaining work.

Cdls to Action
1. Prioritize disparities to improve the health, education
and well-being of the MPN community. Rising tides do
not appear to be lifting all boats. Across many areas of
family life (e.g., household income, health, access to
technology) survey respondents, who belong to
predominantly low-income, Latino families, report

outcomes disproportionately lower than city and national
averages. San Francisco has a booming economy and a

wealth of social services, but many residents in the MPN
of San Francisco are struggling. Services, programs,

agencies and policy should work with the MPN
community to close the disparities gap, inclusive ofthe
long-time community of the MPN.
2. Address rental instability and ensure that longtime
residents stay in the neighborhood. A majority of
households are severely burdened by housing costs,
with residents spending an exorbitant share of their
income on rent or a mortgage. High housing costs
reduce families' financial resources for meeting other

basic needs. The inability to find and maintain affordable
housing may have deep and varied impacts for families
and the educational continuity of their children,
including: increasing frequency of unwanted moves;
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4. Address access to affordable childcare by raising
household income and suppolting efforts to mak~
childcare more affordable. One of every six families
reported spending about half or more of their monthly
income on childcare expenses. California was one of the

top 10 least-affordable states for center-based infant
care in 2012, with an average annual cost of $12,068.
Some families struggling to meet their basic needs went
without childcare. Raising a single-parent's earning
potential through full-time work or creating dual-income
households can help lift families out of poverty.
5. Create high-quality early learning and development
opportunities available to all children regardless of
where they receive care. Whether children receive care

at a center, at home-based care or informally with family,
friends or neighbors, all providers of childcare should
have the resources to provide the highest quality care
(e.g., home-visitation services, training programs, access

to toys and materials).
6. Provide education, training and support for parents to
help them encourage healthy child development,
specifically through reading. Parents or guardians are
typically the primary caregiver for young children in the
MPN-in seven out of ten families, children aged zero to
five are cared for by their parents or guardians. A key
part of encouraging healthy development is frequently

PCJge 27

reading to the child. Children whose parents read to
them more frequently, regardless of their household
income or level of education, are more likely to do well
in school. Supporting parents to read to their children
should consider low literacy and limited English skills of
many families; support must also be culturally relevant.
7. Support increased culturally relevant parent engagement
in their children's education, especially during high
school years. Respondents reported diminished levels of
parent engagement as children enter high school-a
time when students are making cri.tic~I decisions about
pursuing a postsecondary education. Schools play an

Students can also benefit from community college
Career Pathways.

emotional development, as well as the'ir success '1n the
classroom.

11. Address safety after dark. Safety after dark is a salient
concern in the neighborhood, and 72 percent of
respondents reported not feeling safe walking in their
neighborhood after dark. This has implications on civic

Improve access to the Internet and technology for
families. Almost half of households do not have a home
computer with internet access. While smartphones and

tablets are helping to bridge this divide, these devices

participation, as extracurricular and enrichment activities

may not be able to access certain content or complete

for children, as well as other civic activities for adults,

certain tasks, such as the online school portal or online

often extend into the evening hours.

applications for employment or government services.

12. Ensure all children and.adults have a patient-centered

Improve access to and knowledge of local, culturally

medical home. Despit§! extensive healthcare coverage

relevant financial institutions. Households surveyed

through Healthy SF an'C:l the Affordable Care Act,

disproportionately lack banking services, which may be

important role in facilitating this- e_rigagement1 including:

maintaining continuity of a medical home is a challenge

due to such barriers to access as transportation,

providing culturally relevant materials, outlining

as children grow. Without a medical home, children are

language appropriate service and administrative hurdles

expectations of parents, regularly communicating with

less likely to recE?iV~ p're~entative health services.

for individuals without documentation. Without banking

parents, and offering sufficient opporturiities for parents
to act as a partner in decision-making processes. One in

five respondents found it difficult to make the best
choices about their child's education due to language
barriers. Culturally relevant support should be defined by
the community.
8. Support after-school activities and encourage youth
participation. The proportion of children engaged in
out-of-school activities decreases as they get oldertwo-thirds of parents with children in K-8th grade
compared to 54 percent of their high school
counterparts. Children who participate in after school
programs benefit academically as well as in their social/
emotional development and health and wellness.

9. Focus on building college-readiness culture. Three-

13. Address ;he health ne~ds of the MPN c~mmunity, which
exist far beyond providing liealth care. Despite health
care coverage, _hea_lih is generally po_or for the MPN
community, especially for adults with chronic illnesses

services, many households may not have the resources to
effectively develop and manage their financial assets,
leaving them at greater risk if there is an unexpected
fa'mlly expense or change.

and obesity. Access to health care services is not enough.

Engage low-income, Latino families in community

A broader apprc;iach to health should 'include such acute

decision-making, and develop more local leadersh'1p

illness, injury, disability and socioeconomic determinants

opportunities accessible to this community. Less than a

of health as safety or economic hardship. Maintaining
healthy lifestyles, such as daily physical activity, appears
to become more difficult as children get older. Without

quarter of respondents felt that opportunities to be
involved as a leader in the neighborhood were not
·available to them. This suggests that decision making
about the neighborhood is being moved forward by
forces outside the area or by MPN neighbors other than
Laf1no families. Giving voice and leadership to longtime

access to these types of preventative activities, children

are at greater risk of health problems later in life.
14. Ensure residents have basic needs met and can access
culturally relevant services. Over 80 percent of surveyed

Mission residents, such as many of the surveyed families,

families needed and utilized social services in the last

as the community is undergoing dramatic changes can

quarters of parents have no college experience and most

year. Gaps in service appear to be driven by lack of

help maintain inclusivity during this transition.

may have limited knowledge about college and financial
aid requirements. High schools readily provide college
and financial aid workshops for parents, but parent
engagement is frequently dted by school staff as an
ongoing challenge. Many MPN youth join the workforce
directly after high school. However, working without a

awareness of services, barriers to access (e.g., language
Artwork on page 6 (Exhibit 9) and page 27 of the report was created
and made publicly available by artist and activist Rini Templeton.

barriers, fear of safety and confidentiality related to
immigration status, and uncertainty of eligibility) and
insufficient services. Despite high service utilization, many
households who successfully accessed services went

without such basic needs as food and housing. This

post-secondary credential or degree has implications for

suggests current services are not enough to address the

their lifetime earning potential and opportunities for

challenges families face. Services should be expanded

advancement.

and made more accessible. Going without basic needs

10. Support pathways to high-wage growth sectors in the
regional economy. Students can benefit from work-based
learning opportunities in high school to build technical
and social skills to help them excel in the workforce.
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Cities struggle with ending redevelopment agencies
REDEVELOPMENT
Stephanie M. Lee, Chronicle Staff Writer Published 4:00 am, Tuesday, January 17, 2012

IMAGE1 OF3
Families walk over the bridge that crosses Mission Creek, Sunday, January 15, 2012, where new condo buildings have sprung up in the past few years.

Thousands of city workers empty their desks. Offices go dark. Rows of deteriorated buildings may sit untouched.
This is how California's redevelopment program dies.
Six decades ago, redevelopment agencies were formed across the state to revitalize blighted neighborhoods and create low-income
housing. By Feb. 1, as a new state law requires, all 400 of them will be gone.
Killing off a multibillion-dollar program is a messy, unprecedented process. The way it unfolds depends on the city- and the day.
On Friday, lawmakers introduced legislation to preserve redevelopment agencies until April 15. Assuming the original deadline
stands, however, officials will spend the next two weeks scrambling to close and hand off their final projects.
"These are very difficult times for people," said Tiffany Bohee, San ~rancisco Redevelopment Agency's interim executive director.
Last summer, the Legislature and Gov.Jerry Brown agreed to ax redevelopment to help solve the state's multibillion-dollar budget
deficit. The agencies annually received about $5 billion, which Brown said should go to education and public safety.
Cities and counties sued. But in December, the California Supreme Court sided with the state and struck down a compromise law
that would have allowed the agencies to exist in smaller form.
Redevelopment agencies grew out of federal urban renewal programs and formed in California in 1945. They combat urban blight t
purchasing property, renovating commercial areas and developing affordable housing, among other actions. The intent is to
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encourage the development to include private investors.
When the property values of those areas rise, a portion of the increase in property taxes goes to the agencies. Critics contend
redevelopment has strayed from its original mandate, putting taxpayers on the hook for costly projects without oversight.

Impacts will vary
In cities where those funds paid for more than fixing neighborhoods, the pain will be especially acute.

Oakland used nearly $30 million of its redevelopment funds to support salaries in almost a dozen departments, including the City
Council, the mayor's office and public works. Without the money, up to 200 city workers will lose their jobs.
In San Francisco, the future of the city's roughly 100 redevelopment workers is uncertain.
Under a proposal pending before the Board of Supervisors, the agency would transfer its debts and obligations to the city. A
transition period means workers would stay until the end of March.
'We don't know what staffing level we are going to require to continue the projects, programs and services currently provided by th
redevelopment agency," said Christine Falvey, San Francisco Mayor Ed Lee's spokeswoman.
At least 1,500 jobs are at risk statewide, according to the California Redevelopment Association.
"It's demoralizing because people who have, for years of their lives, committed themselves to improving communities are seeing
their efforts stop short for not very good reasons," said John Shirey, Sacramento's city manager and former executive director of th1
California Redevelopment Association.
Some cities are shuffling staff into departments such as planning, economic development and administration, said Jim Kennedy, tb
lobbying group's interim executive director.
He added, "If all the institutional capacity walks out the door and moves on to other career tracks, it's very difficult to achieve
anything in the short term, in the next year or two, exactly when California needs it."

A transformation tool
Over the past two decades, redevelopment money has helped Emeryville transform from an industrial wasteland into a thriving
retail hub with stars like Best Buy and Ikea along Bay Street.
But as those funds vanish, millions of dollars' worth of planned construction will probably never materialize.
"It's a really huge impact on what Emeryville's done, and what it can do," said Helen Bean, the city's economic development and
housing director. Emeryville's redevelopment budget this year was less than $30 million.
At stake, for instance, is a transit center planned for 59th and Horton streets, near the city's Amtrak station. Of its $60 million pric1
tag, $4 million was going to come from redevelopment, Bean said.
Other projects at risk include the planned Emeryville Center for the Arts, whose $12 million budget relied on $8 million in
redevelopment money. Then there is the South Bayfront Pedestrian-Bicycle Bridge, which would arch over the railroad tracks near
the Bay Street mall.
It would have cost $13 million in redevelopment money, and the city had already spent more than $1 million designing it. But now:

won't be built, Bean said.
"It's a key infrastructure project that will just not go forward," she said.
While Emeryville expects to abandon some of its long-term plans, cities can continue with projects that are significantly under way.
In San Francisco, for instance, Mission Bay, Hunters Point Shipyard and parts of the Transbay Terminal project can keep going.

Under a proposal before the Board of Supervisors, the city would take over low-income housing, local hiring efforts and
neighborhood revitalization programs.
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But other projects that haven't made substantial pro~ess, such as the planned police substation on Sixth and Mission streets, are iI
limbo.
State Sen. Alex Padilla's (D-San Fernando Valley).bill to give redevelopment agencies an extra 2

1/2

months would, in his words,

"address serious issues resulting from the recent state court's ruling."
Yet even if agencies win the delay, they acknowledge they've already lost.
"There's so much more to do," Bean said.
E-mail Stephanie M. Lee at slee@sfchronicle.com.
© 2016 Hearst Communications, Inc.
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Today's ongoing battle over the Mission is therefore of
a different kind, with weaker community organizations
and fewer units left to gentrify. Many long-time residents are holding on and benefitting from the neighborhood's new investment and amenities, but there is
even more pressure than before on the remaining affordable units and less of a community to defend them.

I
The Mission District is located in the southeastern region of San Francisco. Since the 1950s, the neighborhood has been San Francisco's Latino enclave. Prior
to this time, the neighborhood was an Italian and Irish
working-class neighborhood with an industrial character (PODER, 2014).

This case study examines demographic, housing,
and commercial characteristics from 1980 to 2013 to
identify changes and trends in the Mission District. After outlining basic demographic changes in the area
between 1980 and 2013, we provide a close look at
the dotcom boom period and the displacement effects
this time of rapid change had on industrial, business,
and residential uses, as well as the community's response. Next, we turn to an examination of housing in
the area-perhaps the clearest way to observe gentrification, change, and displacement. We briefly outline
some of the affordability concerns for residents, and
then detail several strategies used to slow displacement, as well as strategies used to speed it up. Before
concluding, we outline public investment in the areawhich can contribute to gentrification-and recent
commercial displacement.

In this case study we will examine the time period from
1980 to 2013, with a focus on the changes caused
by the rapid growth of the internet sector, alternatively
known as the dotcom boom, in the late 1990s. The
result of this rapid speculative growth was an increase
in the cost of living and a rise in the cost of housing
in the Mission, which led to the displacement of longtime residents. During this time, much of the industrial
sector in the Mission District was wiped out (Casique,
2013). The changes experienced by the Mission during
the dotcom boom are those typically associated with
the traditional conception of gentrification, or the influx
of investment and higher-income, usually White, residents to areas with low-income, often minority, residents.
New residents were-and are still-attracted to the
amenities provided by higher density, the cultural richness of the neighborhood and to the transit accessibility of the area. Multiple bus lines as well as two BART
stations (16th Street and 24th Street Mission Station)
service the neighborhood for an easy commute to the
financial district. The neighborhood is also close to the
freeway and the Caltrain, which provide accessibility
to the greater region, including Silicon Valley.

s
The case study relies on mixed methods to study
changes in the Mission since 1980. The demographic
and housing indicators presented in this case study
are those associated with processes of residential displacement, and/or thought to influence susceptibility
to such processes (Chapple, 2009). Data on these indicators are from the decennial Census for the years
1980, 1990, 2000, and from the American Community
Survey (ACS) for 2009-2013. Census data from 1980
to 2000 is from the Geolytics Neighborhood Change
Database, and is normalized to 201 O Census tract
boundaries. Data for 2009-2013 is from the American
Community Survey's 5-year estimates. The aggregated data of eleven census tracts are used to represent
the Mission District: 177, 201, 202, 207, 208, 209, 21 O,
228.01, 228.03, 229.01, 229.02. The census tracts
used do not perfectly delineate the neighborhood but
they are the best representation available at this time
and were vetted with Community Based Organizations

This first wave of gentrification is the main story in
the neighborhood's shift from a lower-income Latino
area to its present state. Although the bust of the dotcom bubble caused gentrification pressures to slow,
the neighborhood has continued to be a high demand
area, seeing an influx of high-income residents once
again from the tech sector. However, this current wave
of gentrification is taking place in a neighborhood
context that has already undergone years of gentrification-not just with new residents who had moved
in, but with an ongoing influx of new retail and public
investment.
I
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working in the Mission. Data on residential sales and
housing permits was taken from DataQuick and Zillow.
Qualitative data included archival research of newspaper articles, planning documents, and academic
literature. Interviews with six community stakeholders
were incorporated into the narrative based on questions regarding demographic, housing, and commercial change. These stakeholders ranged from staff
at community organizations, government officials, to
developers. We partnered with People Organizing to
Demand Environmental & Economic Rights (PODER),
a grassroots environmental justice organization based
in San Francisco's Mission District. PODER helped
launch the Mission Anti-Displacement Coalition (MAC)
during the dotcom boom to address residential displacement in the Mission.
To verify the data found in these secondary data sets,
we conducted a "ground-truthing" exercise where, for
sample blocks in the case study area, we conducted
a visual survey of conditions on the ground to ascertain levels of investment and change (see appendix).
The data gathered through ground-truthing was subsequently compared to Census figures and sales data
from the San Francisco Assessor's Office, which was
obtained through Dataquick, Inc. Of the sample blocks'
193 parcels recorded in the assessor dataset, field
researchers were able to match 73% of these parcels on the ground. Of parcels for which the land use
was indicated in assessor data and verifiable through
ground-truthing, 87% matched. The total number of
units on the four blocks ranged from 319 according to
assessor data, to 421 according to ground-truthing, to
431 according to the Census. These results suggest
that some error may exist in either the Census or Assessor's reported count of housing units and unit type,
likely due to rapid or unpermitted changes to parcels.

residents, small business owners, and others. These
tensions have made news across the country as the
Mission has in many ways become the poster-child
of gentrification (Goode, 2013; Nieves, 2000). Understanding how these changes have taken place may
provide some insight into the causes and indicators of
residential displacement. From 1980 to 2000, the population of the Mission district swelled by about 19%,
then declined slightly in 2013. In contrast, San Francisco's population has steadily increased in the last
three decades.
Table 1: Total Population SF & Mission District,
1980-2013
Year

·. San.Frahcisep

1980

677,678

,., "/,', '\!;.,'."''.3'.''-'\,,

:.:

45,788

1990

723,959

51,640

2000

776,733

54,428

2013

817.501

51,578

21%

13%

Percent Change

,·.,.. '. •.'

!••;'. •'. ••

1980-2013
Source: Source: U.S. Census 1980, 1990, 2000 (Geolytics, 2014);
ACS 2009-2013

The decrease in population from 2000 to 2013 may
be linked to the steady decrease of family households
since 1980 (Figure 1). The share of family households
dropped to 38% in 2013 from 52% in 1980.
25,000
20,000
15,000
10. 000
5,000

1980

1990

2013

2000

Families

111 Non-Families

Figure 1: Number of Households in the Mission,
by type 1980-2013

e
The Mission District is home to almost 52,000 of San
Francisco's approximately 818,000 residents (Table 2).
Since 1980, the area has seen significant shifts in racial composition, occupancy, educational attainment,
and median income. Tensions are growing among
various groups with an interest in the fate of the Mission: lower-income Latino residents, tech sector employees who often work in Silicon Valley but prefer to
live in urban neighborhoods like the Mission, longtime

)

)

Source: U.S. Census 1980, 1990, 2000 (Geolytics, 2014);
ACS 2009-2013

The decrease in family households is accompanied
by a decrease in the Latino population, shifting from
44% in 1980 to 38% in 2013 while the White population increased from 36% to 43%. The racial and ethnic
demographics of the Mission in 2013 is similar to the
city's (Figure 2).
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San Francisco

Case Study Area
60,000
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50. 000
40..000
30,000

-tC(},000

20..000
2C0,0C(i

10,000
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0

1980

1990

2013
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2013

Figure 2: Race & Ethnicity in the Mission District by
population and percent, 1980-2013, and San Francisco, 2013
Source: U.S. Census 1980, 1990, 2000 (Geolytics, 2014);
ACS 2009-2013

There were significant shifts in educational attainment from 1980 to 2013. The percentage of residents
aged 25 or older with a bachelor's degree or higher increased from 18% to 52%, and the percentage without
a high school diploma decreased from 41 % to 17% in
the same period (Figure 3).

60%

As may be expected, an increase in median income
accompanied the increase in educational attainment
in the study area. Median househoid income iii the
Mission District has risen significantly from 2000 to
2013, increasing at a faster pace than San Francisco
overall (Figure 4).

19.3(1

2(1(11)

1990

No High School Degree

201?.

Iii High School Degree/Some College

College Degree iB.A. and above)

Figure 3: Educational Attainment in the Mission
( 1980-2013)
U.S. Census 1980, 1990, 2000 (Geolytics, 2014); ACS 2009-2013

$90,000

$76,762
$75,604

$80,000
$70,000
$60,000

$62,648
$57,406

~ $50,000
.-i

~ $40,000

$30,000
$20,000
$10,000

$1980'

2000

1990

20B

Mission 111San Francisco

Figure 4: Median Income, Mission vs. SF (1980-2013), 2013 $
Source: U.S. Census 1980, 1990, 2000 (Geolytics, 2014); ACS 2009-2013 *Median income unavailable, average income used
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due to the changing economy, into expensive "live/
work'' spaces to house the new residents coming to
work in the technology sector as a result of the dotcom boom. According to the San Francisco Housing
Databook report issued by the SF Rent Board in 2002,
2,324 live/work units were constructed in San Francisco from 1987 to 2000. 3 Right before the dotcom crash,
the number of constructed units peaked at 587 units in
1999, more than twice the amount of units built in any
other year (SF Board of Supervisors, 2002).

The dotcom boom in the late 1990s fundamentally changed the character of the Mission District. The
boom hit its peak in 2000 and by 2002 was in decline.
This short boom resulted in residential and commercial displacement (Casique, 2013). The industrial sector in the Mission is primarily located in the Northeast
Mission Industrial Zone (NEMIZ), an area taking up
the northeast corner of the Mission District. Even
though the zone was designated in the midst of the
dotcom boom, the market for industrial uses was "depressed," according to a stakeholder, and "a bunch of
companies had moved out;' like a brewing company
and lumber yards. This devaluing of the land for industrial purposes due to the changing economy coincided
with the growth of San Francisco as a result of the
dotcom boom.
Industrial uses began to change to office space and
housing. According to a community-based organization staff member, the emerging technology companies were in need of office space and able to pay
higher rents, so they began converting former light
industrial uses to office space; many of these offices,
in turn, became empty after the dotcom bust, but light
industrial uses did not return.
In terms of conversions to housing, a 1988 ordinance
allowed the conversion of industrial spaces into socalled "live/work" spaces, where it is presumed a resident both lives and does their work (Casique, 2013).
Advocated by artists, the live/work ordinance was
seen as an opportunity to promote the art industry
in the city by providing affordable housing arrangements in San Francisco (PODER, 2014). Under the
ordinance, developers interested in constructing live/
work units in the NEMIZ did not need to get the area
rezoned nor did they need a conditional land use permit to build and therefore did not need to conduct an
environmental impact report (EIR)-major hurdles for
construction developers were able to avoid. As a result, many small developments "started springing up
everywhere," according to one stakeholder, and began converting many industrial structures, vacated

Once it became clear that such conversions were possible, land values in the NEMIZ area began to rise,
making remaining industrial uses difficult to sustain
and resulting in business displacement (San Francisco Planning Department, 2002). The live/work ordinance allowed conversion without the requirement of
hearings or public comment, allowing them to proceed
unnoticed for a long time (Casique, 2013). Once advocates became aware of the situation, the Mission
Anti-Displacement Coalition worked with Sue Hester,
a notable SF land use attorney, to force hearings at
the Planning Commission and before the board of supervisors (PODER, 2014). Before the formation of the
Mission Anti-Displacement Coalition, the "Committee
for Jobs, Arts, and Housing had been raising concerns
about the developers' scam on live/work developments," according to a community-based organization
stakeholder.
Residential displacement in the Mission was also a
concern during this period. Between 1990 and 1999,
an estimated 925 households were evicted in the Mission (MEDA, as cited by Kennedy & Leonard, 2001).
The Mission Anti-Displacement Coalition (MAC) was
a major player during this time period, advocating for
existing tenants' rights. According to a stakeholder involved with the Coalition, "the value of MAC's work is
that unlike most other anti-gentrification work in other
parts of the country ... MAC focused not only on tenants'
rights and stabilizing the neighborhood through that
strategy but also on preserving space for local-serving
businesses and [production, distribution and repair, or]
PDR/light industrial space, especially given that those
jobs paid often better [than other jobs available at the
time]:' Due to MAC's successful lobbying efforts, the
. San Francisco Board of Supervisors passed a moratorium on the live/work conversions and the production
of market rate housing in the Mission that ultimately
lasted two years (Casique, 2013).
3

Only four units or more were counted which might result in
undercounting.
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Another of MAC's efforts was the creation of a "People's Plan." Published in 2005 after a community engagement process, it outlined community members'
vision and priorities for the district, including economic, cultural, and community development, affordable
housing, livability in the streetscape, environmental
issues, transportation, and a specific land use mapessentially, a comprehensive plan for the Mission
done by the people (The Mission Anti-Displacement
Partnership, 2005). According to PODER, "aspects of
this community-led effort were incorporated into the
city's Eastern Neighborhoods Plan" (PODER, 2014).

ing they developed working on the People's Plan. The
staff member said that, the "areas that were rezoned
through [the People's Plan] process in the 2000s are
coming to fruition after these many years .... that speaks
to the social capital that has been built. Not just, 'let's
rezone and forget about it.' But, 'let's make sure these
policies come into fruition.' And we're going to be seeing that happening this year" when the park opens.

r

When asked to assess the impact of the People's Plan
on the Mission, an organizer involved with the effort
shared that he does not believe there was a "caus- ·
al" effect on affordability in the neighborhood; instead, .
"market conditions in and of themselves eased some
of the pressures on prices given the [dotcom] bust:' ·
However, he believed that even with the bust, rents ·
were not decreased in a "substantive way:' Instead,
he believe that the planning process was significant . ,
for the "social capital" it built "by having trained people ·
work on planning issues in the neighborhood and understand the zoning and planning conditions and how
those decisions get made:· 4
A park that is currently under development at the intersection of 17th and Folsom Streets represents some
of the successes of the People's plan. The park, will include a grassy area, playground, community gardens
with trees bearing edible fruit, and public art that hon- ·
ors the Latino character of the neighborhood. multiyear community outreach process was conducted in ·
partnership with PODER, starting in 2009. According
to a staff member at PODER, community members
were prepared to have meaningful engagement with
the city due to the understanding of planning and zon-

As is the case in the rest of the city, the housing market in the Mission District is competitive. In 2000, right
before the dotcom bust, the vacancy rate was at an
extreme low of 3%. In 2013 the vacancy rate jumped
to 7.6%, representing the decline of the house market. This figure cannot be seen as representing current
patterns of gentrification as the housing market has
since rebounded.
In terms of tenure, there has been a slight decrease in
the portion of occupied housing units that are rented:
from 87% in 1980, to 76% in 2013, which is consistent
with gentrification patterns.
Overcrowding, when more than 1 person per room
lives in an apartment or home, was 50% lower in 2013
than 2000 (Figure 5). One explanation is the decrease
in both family households and of the Latino population,
. as low- and moderate-income Latino households often
live with extended family members in overcrowded living conditions (MEDA, 2011 ).
6,000
5,000
4,000

4

The stakeholder also shared the following outcomes of the
process: "The whole Mission Anti-Displacement Coalition and
the People's Plan work did a couple of things. One, with .MAC, I
think it gave visibility to a new level of leadership in the neighborhood that was less accomodationist in terms of the interests
of developers, of downtown, of some of these interests. And I
think it pointed to a generational divide in the Mission in terms
of the Latino 'old guard' and newer leadership ...The People's
Plan in particular, because of the need to engage with the city
and community, I think it also helped the new generation ...
for understanding how these often arcane and technical issues
like land use and zoning are addressed ... How we need to be
informed and engaged in these processes at the neighborhood
and city level. .. there's an aspect of that reflected in the newer
leadership."

3,000

2,000
1,000

1990

Ill Verv Overcrowded(> 21>eople 1>er room)

(1990-2013)
Source: U.S. Census 1990, 2000 (Geolytics, 2014);
ACS 2009-2013
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Figure 5: Overcrowded Units in the Mission
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San Francisco has one of the most expensive housing markets in the nation and market rate rents in the
Mission are reflective of the city's high cost of living. In
2013, the average price of a market-rate one bedroom
apartment in the Mission District was $2,850 while
the average for a two bedroom was $4;705 (Zumper,
2013). With 76% of residents in the Mission renting (as
of 2013), these high rents prevent low-income households from moving into the neighborhood. Additionally,
current residents experience a very high rent burden.
From 2000 to 2013, the share of rent burdened households, those paying 35% or more of their income on
housing costs, increased from 27% to 34%.

Table 3: Mission District Percent of Householders who
Moved in Last 5 Years, 1980- 2013
Year
1980

62%

1990

55%

2000

53%

2013*

80%

Source: U.S. Census 1980, 1990, 2000 (Geolytics, 2014);
American Community Survey 2009-2013 *Note: The 2013 figure
is the percent of households who moved in last 3 years.

t

Despite high demand for the area, the Mission DisSan Francisco's rent control laws protect tenants who
trict has failed to see significant increases in its houslive in multi-unit rental buildings built before June of
ing stock, thereby exacerbating pressures on existing
1979. The rent control ordinance limits the amount
housing (Table 2). This lack of new development was _ a landlord can raise the rent annually, based on the
a common concern among the stakeholders interconsumer price index. When the unit is vacated, landviewed. A realtor in the area discussed the difficulty in
lords can raise the rent to market rate, also known as
obtaining approvals for new buildings because of the
"vacancy decontrol". 5 Once the rent is raised, future
lengthy environmental impact review process, which
rent increases are still governed by rent control. Theresometimes caused developers to walk away from projfore, while units may technically be considered rent
ects. A senior staff person from an affordable housing
controlled they may be unaffordable due to vacancy
developer spoke about the challenges of building new
decontrol. To prevent landlords from evicting tenants
housing, in part due to the real estate market collapse
in order to raise rents to market rate, the ordinance
and the elimination of redevelopment as a funding . also includes a "just-cause evictions" clause requiring
source for affordable housing in California.
landlords to have a good reason for eviction such as
chronic late rental payments or a nuisance complaint.
Meanwhile, as few units are being constructed, 80%
There is no record of units that have undergone vaof households have recently moved in to their housing
cancy decontrol and their new base-rent.
unit (Table 3). This puts upward pressure on the rents
in the older housing stock.
We attempt to estimate the number of rent-controlled
units in the Mission District by identifying parcels that
contain a building with two or more units, built in 1978
or before, and are identified as an "apartmenf' or ''flat"
using tax assessor data from Alameda County (Figure
6). This estimation method is imperfect, as housing
units that are condominiums, tenancies-in-common,
or currently not rented (through the Ellis act) are not
rent controlled. However, data on these exempt housing units are not available. Approximately 68% of units
·in the Mission census tracts are potentially rent-controlled. Eighty-nine percent of these units were built
in 1939 or earlier (Figure 7). Older buildings are often
highly desirable to wealthier residents due to their architectural value; that so many buildings in the Mission
District are from the Victorian era increases the likelihood of displacement.

Table 2: Number of Housing Units by Year of
Construction
Total

23,106

Built 201 O Or Later

96

<1%

Built 2000 To 2009

96

7%

Built 1990 To 1999

1,516

5%

Built 1980 To 1989

1,212

4%

Built 1970 To 1979

918

4%

Built 1960 To 1969

854

6%

Built 1950 To 1959

1,337

7%

Built 1940 To 1949
Built 1939 Or Earlier

908

4%

14,662

63%

Source: American Community Survey 2013 5-year estimate

5

SF's rent control ordinance never included vacancy control and
due to the passage of Costa Hawkins in 1996, vacancy control
was banned statewide.
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The map in Figure 8 shows that there is a high percent of vacancy decontrolled units in the tracts west of
Valencia Street. A walk down Valencia Street shows a
trend in higher-end commercial and retail stores. This
trend, to be discussed in greater detail in a later section, might explain the higher vacancy decontrol rate in
census tracts along Valencia Street as landlords may
be taking advantage of the economic investment along
the street to appeal to wealthier tenants.

Legend
SFHA Housing
Other Housing
Non.Residential

Potentially Rent Controlled Units
: 2-5
6-20

•21-134

A
N

Figure 6: Potentially Rent Controlled Units
Source: Association of Bay Area Governments, 2014

As noted earlier, rent controlled apartments do not
necessarily signify affordability due to vacancy decontrol; hence estimating the number of recently vacancy
decontrolled units and when these vacancies occurred
is important for the purpose of understanding affordability in the rent-controlled market. Our estimate suggests that a maximum range of between 18-28% of
rent controlled units experienced rent increases due
to vacancy decontrol between 2010-2013.64This is a
maximum because, while we are reasonably sure that
18-28% of rent controlled units experienced turnover,
it is not guaranteed that landlords would increase the
rent when that turnover happens; therefore, the actual
figures may be lower.

Legend
-

SFHA Housing

Ill.I Bt11Jt 1939 or earlier
Bi.ult 1940 lo 1979

Figure 7: Housing built before 1979 by Block
Source: Association of Bay Area Governments, 2014

6

This estimate is derived using estimates of the total number of
rental occupied housing units from the American Community
Survey (2009-2013 five-year estimates) in combination with data
from the San Francisco Public Health department on the percent
of rental units in each tract that are subject to rent control. These
data sources allowed us to estimate a number of units in each
census tract that are subject to rent control. Since ACS figures are
reported with a margin of error, we found a range for this figure.
Then, we turned to ACS data for counts of renter households who
had moved in since 2010. We multiplied this by the proportion of
units in the tract subject to rent control {the Public Health data),
assuming that the newly moved-in households moved into rent
controlled and non-rent controlled units at the same proportion
as exist in the tract. This figure-the number of rent control units
that experienced turnover between 2010-2013-is taken to be the
same as the number that experienced vacancy decontrol. We then
divide this figure by the total rent controlled units in the tract to get
the percent of units that experienced vacancy decontrol. To get the
figures for the whole Mission, we simply add the counts from each
tract of vacancy decontrolled units and total rent controlled units,
and divide these sums.

PercentDecontrol led
0-15%
15-20%
20-25%
->25%

Figure 8: Percent of Units with Vacancy Decontrol by
Census Tract
Source: 2009-2013 American Community Survey and San Francisco Public Health Department
("Proportion of Housing Stock that is Rent-Controlled or Affordable, San Francisco, CA / Data / San Francisco," n.d.)
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Costa-Hawkins Rental Housing Act (California Planning and Development Report, 2009; Reuben, Junius
& Rose LLP, 2009). The ruling does not affect inclusionary policies for ownership units. The city made revisions to the law in 2010 that "require developers to
pay an affordable housing fee rather than construct inclusionary affordable housing" (San Francisco Budget
and Legislative Analyst, 2012). That resulted in a significant decrease in the number of inclusionary units
produced under the program, from 384 in 2008 to 32 in
2009, without a comparable increase in the fees paid,
which could be related to the overall dynamics of the
real estate market in these years (San Francisco Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development,
2014).

Ii
si
While many residents of the Mission struggle to afford
rent, the area is host to a sizable stock of subsidized
housing: nearly 2,000 units, as detailed in Table 4 (excluding any units built only with local funds, some of
which are discussed in the next section). The neighborhood would have likely experienced even greater
displacement rates without these units.

In

si

Stakeholders said San Francisco's inclusionary housing ordinance has had a limited impact. lnclusionary
Housing began as a policy in 1992 and later became
"part of the Planning Code" in 2002; it was revised in ·.
2006 and 2010 (San Francisco Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development, 2014). The policy
requires developers to build affordable units equal to
15% to 20% of a market-rate development or pay a fee
in lieu of building such units. The policy has resulted
in the creation of 1,560 units of below-market rental
andownership units in San Francisco between 1992
and 2013 (Table 5).
However, a court ruling in 2009 has limited the im- .
pact of the ordinance. In the case, Palmer/Sixth Street
Properties LP vs. City of Los Angeles, the California
Supreme Court let stand a lower court's ruling that
held jurisdictions may not mandate developers to build
inclusionary rental units, since doing so entails the
setting of rents by the city, which was banned by the

Table 4: Public and Subsidized Housing
in the Mission, 2013
Type of Unit
Public Housing

170

Low-Income Housing Tax Credit

962

Section 8 New Construction

194

Section 202 (Senior Housing) New
Construction and Substantial
Rehabilitation

152

Project Rental Assistance Contract

115

Other (including Loan Management
Set-Aside and others)

319

Grand Total

1,912

Source: HUD Yearly Data Picture (Department of Housing and
Urban Development, n.d.) for Public Housing figure; (California
Housing Partnership Corporation, n.d.) for the rest. Note these
figures do not include residents who rent using tenant-based
vouchers or units developed as part of SF's inclusionary ordinance or any subsidized units developed only with local funds.

Table 5: lnclusionary Housing, 1992 - 2013
Projects with
lnclusionary
Units (On or
Off-Site) or

Projects.Ch9.0,sirtg ·Qn•Site
lnclusionaryffousing 1

In-Lieu Fees
Total Number of
Projects

Number of
Projects

Number of
Projects

Number of
Affordable Units

Number of
Affordable Units

Number of
Projects

Mission District7

24

21

136

0

0

3

San Francisco

198

157

1,214

7

346

34

Source: San Francisco Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development, 2014

7

As defined by the Mayor's Office on Housing; a map was not provided to compare to the area we have defined as the Mission.
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the cost of living in the neighborhood. A city official explained that once new housing development happens
"there is such a huge impact on the surrounding area,
prices immediately respond:' This same city official expressed skepticism that simply building more housing
will make the Mission more affordable.
Some believe more housing for all income levels is
needed to improve affordability in San Francisco, while
others believe housing production should focus on affordability for low-income residents. An example of this
Another highly public issue in the Mission has been
tension is the proposed ten-story, 351-unit building on
the impact of the Ellis Act. The Ellis Act is a state law
the corner of 16th and Mission Streets. The developpassed in 1985 that allows landlords to evict tenants
ment is under community scrutiny, with the Plaza 16
building-wide by removing the building from the rental
Coalition leading the opposition. The new apartment
market entirely or for five years before being allowed to
complex would replace a Walgreens, a Burger King, a
rent apartments at market rate. The result in San Franbar, a Chinese restaurant, a market and a parking lot
cisco has been a decrease of rental options in a city
(Elsen, 2014). Despite the fact that no existing tenants
where the supply of housing is already strained. The
or housing would be displaced, the coalition argues
increase in the percent of residents who are homethat if this development were to proceed, it would reowners from 13% in 1980 to 24% in 2010 may reflect,
sult in business and residential displacement (Chrisat least in part, Ellis Act condo conversions.
topher, 2014). This type of opposition highlights the
social and cultural complexity of gentrification. The
While the Ellis Act continues to be a subject of con10-story luxury apartment complex represents develtention in the housing market debate, Figure 10 shows
opment for new residents, leaving the Latino commuthat the number of evictions has decreased since
nity feeling neglected and disrespected. According
2001. The number of Ellis Act evictions tends to mimto a community-based organization stakeholder, the
ic the health of the economy and housing market: in
"Plaza 16 Coalition has made substantive arguments - down periods, such as after the crash of the dotcom
against the project ranging from the height, impacts
boom (2001-2004) and during the recent recession,
on the adjacent school, traffic concerns, and yes, the
evictions decrease. During up periods, such as in
pressures luxury condos have on housing prices in the
2005-2007 during the height of the housing boom and
neighborhood."
more recently, as the economy has begun to recover,
evictions increase.
The developer of the 16th street Mission housing
apartment complex has yet to determine how it will sat200
isfy the city's affordable housing requirement (Dineen,
150
2013). Yet regardless of how the developer will satisfy
<II Other no-fault
the affordable housing requirement, residents oppose
100
evidions
this development as the project represents a change
Ellis Ad
so
in the Mission's character. In an article entitled, "Coaevidions
0
'
lition protests 16th Street developmenf', an organizer
o' o"' o"> ~ o'> o'o _c>\ o'b o°' ,o ,, ,..,. ,..,
'1-0 ..,.o ..,.o ..."- '1-0 '1-0 "'"- ...o ..,.o ..,.o ...0 '1-0 ..,.o
for Causa Justa :: Just Cause put this clash succinctly,
"the height of these towers will keep Marshall ElemenEllis Act Evictions allow landlords to exit the rental housing business
Other 'no fault' evictions include those where the eviction is not a
tary [School] next door in a constant shadow .... this
result of tenant's actions (e.g., owner move-ins, etc.)
project will literally overshadow the Latino students attending that school" (Christopher, 2014). While it may
Figure 9: No-Fault Evictions in the Mission,
be true that residents will not be directly displaced by
2001-2013
the development, the project will have an impact on
Source: SF Rent Board as reported by SF Board of Supervisors
surrounding businesses and could potentially increase ·

II

Budget and Legislative Analyst, 2012
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A city official working in the government for the last
three decades commented that the planning department saw the peak of Ellis Act evictions in the nineties.
In addition to evictions, tenant buyouts are anothThis is supported by compiled data from the time refer strategy in which landlords attempt to lure current
erencing 1998 as the "peak" year of Ellis Act evictions
tenants out of their homes with cash to increase rent
(Capps, 2014). The city official believes that since the
for wealthier residents. The Mission district has exPlanning Department has authority over land use it
could restrict the conversion of rental properties to · perienced the highest concentration of buyouts from
2008-2014 ("Tenant Buyouts Are On The Rise In S.F.,
ownership properties. For example, zoning changes
As Are The Dollars Involved - SocketSiteTM;' 2014).
or other policy interventions could restrict conversion
Buyouts offer landlords several advantages over Ellis
or make it difficult to do, thereby deterring landlords
Act evictions: the landlord can immediately rent out the
from pursuing it.
unit at market value and retain the option to convert
units
into condominiums at a later date. The total numRegardless of the fact that the total number of Ellis
ber
of
reported buyouts in SF went from 90 in 2007
Act and no fault evictions has gone down since 2001,
to
175
in 20138 (City and County of San Francisco,
the total number of evictions for the Mission compared
Budget and Legislative Analyst's Office, 2014). The
to the rest of the city has been very high during this
Mission district had the highest number of buyouts in
twelve-year timeframe. The Mission District (repre2008-2014 with 165 or about 28% of the total share
sented in the report issued by the SF Board of Supervisors Budget and Legislative Analyst by the zip code .of buyouts, however there is no requirement to report
buyouts so these are likely underestimates. There is
94110) had a higher number of Ellis Act and no-fault
no regulation of the amount that must be paid for a
evictions than any other neighborhood, with 383 evicbuyout and sometimes tenants are offered just a few
tions and 1,222 notices, respectively. Between 2009
thousand dollars (City and County of San Francisco,
and 2013, of the seven neighborhoods with the most
Budget and Legislative Analyst's Office, 2014). San
Ellis Act evictions, the Mission continued to exhibit
Francisco Supervisor David Campos has introduced
the highest number of evictions with 71 evictions, a
legislation to regulate buyouts. One of the regulatory
demonstration of the neighborhood's lucrative housing
features
he is proposing is to impose the condo con·
market (Table 6).
version prohibitions that are already in place for nofault evictions (Taylor, 2014).
Table 6: Top Seven Neighborhoods for Ellis Act
Evictions, 2009-2013
Neighbprhood

Ellis Act
Evictioh Notices

I

71
46
43
41
38
37

Mission
Russian Hill./Polk Gulch
Castro/Eureka Valley
Outer Richmond
Inner Richmond
North Beach
Haight-Ashbury/Western Additi on

29

Total

305
476

San Francisco Total
Source: SF Rent Board, accessed through (San Francisco Board of
Supervisors Budget and Legislative Analyst, 2013)

While the percent of households who are mortgage
burdened has stayed constant over time, the cost to
. buy a home has increased substantially since the
1980s in the Bay Area, San Francisco, and, especially,
the Mission District, as shown in Figure 1O and Figure
11. The rise in price during the dotcom boom is clear,
as is the more recent rise in costs between 2002-2007,
then a slight downturn during the recession with a
quick recovery since 2012. Single-family homes have
shown more dramatic change, particularly recently in
the Mission, whose home have shot up in price above
San Francisco and the Bay Area.

8

The data reported by the SF Tenant Union likely undercounts
the number of actual buyouts as these are self-reported by
tenants.
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Figure 10: Median Sale Price per Square Foot- Multi-Family Properties
Source: Dataquick, "Bay Area" includes all tracts in the 9-county area)
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Figure 11 : Median Sale Price Per Square Foot - Single Family Homes
Source: Dataquick, "Bay Area" includes all tracts in the 9-county area)
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The increases in housing prices have been parallelep
by a gradual increase in the number of parcels whose
land use is residential. Many of these are new construction, but others represent use changes. A small
portion of parcels changed use each year, but in 2007,
9% of parcels with a commercial use had converted
from other uses (mostly industrial and miscellaneous)
and 5% of parcels with a residential use had converted from other uses (mostly commercial) (Dataquick,
2014).

I

Number of Sales

t

11-15

We examined trends in sales and building permit
data to identify spatial characteristics of investment
in residential property. This analysis has the potential
to demonstrate how outside pressures and public investments impact patterns of private investment in the
Mission District over time. 9 As Figure 12 shows, there
are a higher number of residential sales in the northwest and central-western portions of the Mission. The
northwestern concentration may be related to higher
density of housing stock.

Figure 12: Number of Residential Sales by Block,
2003-2013

The number of residential sales peaked in 2003 and .
2004, declined through the housing bubble burst, but
appears to have stabilized (Figure 13). San Francisco
as a whole recovered from the impact of the financial
recession and housing market crash much faster than
the rest of the nation.
Figure 14 displays the average residential sales prices
per square foot in the Mission and shows a slightly different pattern than Figure 13, with the largest cluster
of high prices seen in the southwest.

Price Per Square Foot
mso01-S25000
5250 01 - s.too

oo

540001-565000
-

5550 01 - SZ.000 DO

1200

1000

Figure 14: Average Residential Sales Price per Square
foot by Block, 2003-2013

SIXJ

600
9

Sales data was taken from the first quarter of 2003 through the
fourth quarter of 2013 from DataQuick, (DataQuick, 2014). We
joined the data to a shapefile containing San Francisco parcels
and converted to point data using ArcGIS (ABAG, 2005). These
points, which each represent a sale, were spatially analyzed and
visualized at different geographies through spatial joining. Building permit data from the San Francisco Planning Department
were analyzed similarly (San Francisco Planning Department,
2014a}.

200

1983 1990 1992 1994 1996 1998 2000 2002 20J4 20'.)G 20J8 2010 2012

Figure 13: Yearly Total Number of Residential Sales in
the Mission, 1988-2013
Source: Dataquick, 2014
*
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Figure 15: Total Annual Cost of Residential Permits in
the Mission, 2005-2013

Figure 16: Average Permit Cost per Unit in the Mission
by Census Tracts, 2005-2013

Source: San Francisco Planning Department, 2014

Source: San Francisco Planning Department, 2014a

The amount of private investment in residential properties has also been increasing since 2005. (Figure
15). The total annual value of permits (as ascertained
through the cost of building permits) in the Mission increased by 545% from 2005 to 2013. When comparing
investment in the Mission to the rest of the city, Figure
16 shows how parts of the Mission are averaging higher permitting investments per unit.

Ii

be, at least in part, connected to the completion of the
Valencia street beautification process. Additional improvements (some completed, some planned) include
several streetscape improvement projects, road diets,
and new plazas throughout the district. These are detailed in an appendix.
Together, these projects signal an interest in the Mission on the part of city agencies. The investment they
bring is a parallel and reinforcing factor to the other
· changes discussed here. One stakeholder interviewed
said that a lot of residents see streetscape improvements like these as a sign of gentrification. All of these
projects included public processes, and several affirm
.the Latino cultural identity of the neighborhood. They
also ostensibly improve the neighborhood for existing
residents. On the other hand, the improvements could
contribute to residents' dissonance, especially if they
feel the neighborhood is being upgraded for others
or being made more attractive for outsiders to move
-in. The improvements may make the area even more
desirable to higher-income people and, therefore, encourage gentrification and displacement.

t

Public investment, in so far as it makes the neighborhood more desirable, has the potential to contribute fo
gentrification pressures. The public project that seems
most clearly related to gentrification is one on.Valencia Street between 15th and 19th streets completed
by the Department of Public Works in July 201 O at a
cost of $6.1 million. In 2004 the Municipal Transportation Agency (MTA) began the planning for the Valencia
Streetscape Project, which expanded and beautified
sidewalks, resurfaced and restriped the street with
bike lanes, and provided other infrastructure improvements (City of San Francisco, n.d.). The street looks
nicer than nearby streets and, today, the commercial
establishments along Valencia Street are mostly new
places that serve a higher-income clientele (further
analysis of commercial change is in the next section).
By contrast, along Mission Street, another main commercial corridor in the district, more of the older, legacy resident-serving establishments are still around,
and visible gentrification is less advanced. This may

1

Center T.oi; Commmmity lmmoNliatill>m, !JWJniveFslty

: None of the improvements include provisions to ensure permanent housing affordability for existing residents to stay in the neighborhood and enjoy the new
streets, plazas, and parks. In this way, the investments
may not benefit existing residents in the long run, representing a missed opportunity to stabilize the neighborhood.
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I
In order to understand how gentrification may put
pressure on retail businesses, we evaluated data on
commercial establishments from th'e National Employment Time-Series Database (NETS), a proprietary ·
database (Walls & Associates, 2013). Using census
tracts, we analyzed the data by dividing the Mission
District into three distinct commercial neighborhoods
shown in Figure 18 based on our own assessment of
commercial uses.
In 1990, there were more retail businesses in the
24th Street corridor neighborhood than in the 16th St.
BART neighborhood (Figure 18). Since then, the number of retail businesses has steadily declined in the
24th Street corridor and steadily increased in the 16th
Street neighborhood. Today there are about twice as
many businesses in the 16th Street BART neighborhood as in the 24th Street corridor.

16th St. BART/
N Mission/
:.11-

Valencia

Here, we compare trends in the 16th Street Bart and
24th Street Corridor areas 10 . The businesses in the
16th Street Bart neighborhood may face problems due
to neighborhood gentrification, customer dislocation,
and increased wage costs for their workers. Businesses along 24th street may feel less pressures, in part
due to the activism that has led to protecting business-.
es and tenants in the area (Dicum, 2005).

NE Mission

Industrial

i•J

['1111'

24th St. Corridor

Figure 17: The Mission District, Commercial
Neighborhoods
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Figure 18: Number of Retail Businesses in the Mission, 1990-2011
Source: National Emp/Oyment Time-Series (NETS) Database
10

The number of retail businesses in the Northeast Mission Industrial neighborhood increased slightly, but is lower than the other
two neighborhoods; we exclude it from the remainder of our analysis.
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To ascertain the change in local- versus. regional-serving businesses, we categorize them based on
their North American Industrial Classification System
(NAICS) code into businesses that are more likely to
serve local residents (such as markets, drug stores,
and hardware stores) and businesses more likely to
serve regional markets (such as department stores
and furniture stores). In the 16th Street Bart neighborhood, growth has occurred in both local and regional
serving businesses, while on 24th Street, local-serving businesses have decreased in number (Figure 19).

retail businesses. However, an analysis of businesses
owned by Hispanic people on the 24th Street corridor
reveals a different story. Of the businesses that closed
in recent years (2007-2010), nearly 50% of them were
owned by Hispanics, compared to 38% of businesses
that opened over the same time frame. 11 Additionally,
the overall proportion of businesses owned by Hispanic people decreased from 40% to 36% between 2000
and 2011. Though this is a small change, it still shows
a change in the character of local retail and minority
owned businesses.

This suggests that changes in the 16th Street area
may be spurred both by changes in the local resident
population and in the neighborhood's capacity to draw
customers from the region. For example, this corridor
is a night-life destination where people from outside
come to visit restaurants and bars. Changes in the 24th
Street corridor, by contrast, appear to be more related
to changes in the local residential population, resulting
in a decline in local-serving businesses, without comparable increases in regional-serving businesses.

Nonprofit funding has changed since the first wave
of displacement as well. During the first dotcom era,
funding and staff were available to Mission Housing
.when it spearheaded MAC. Today, the organization
has fewer resources. One stakeholder believes the
"velocity of change" is faster today than the previous
dotcom boom; another commented that, due to fewer
resources, more-formidable opponents (large technology firms as opposed to smaller start-ups during the
previous era), and the "Mayor's pro-tech agenda:' the
·community's capacity to respond has diminished.

When asked about how different parts of the Mission
have experienced change differently, a non-profit stakeholder identified the 24th and Mission neighborhood
as one that has maintained its character more than
others, keeping a high percentage of Hispanic-owned

11

The corridor is defined as 24th Street between Mission and
Potrero; note that this definition is different than that used in
the other figures in this section. Source: NETS data and 2000 US
Census. Methodology explained in appendix.
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are already cost-burdened, and with vacancy decon. trol, even rent control units can jump to market simply
from someone moving. Strengthening eviction policies
could limit these effects.

s
The Mission District is a potent example of the demographic and commercial changes that can occur in a
high-demand location with walkability, accessibility,
and access to amenities in the center of an expensive
region. The data presented here show clear signs of
change in the Mission.

Increased production of market-rate units is considered an affordable housing strategy by some, but not
all: the increased overall supply, some would argue,
will bring down rents across the board. However, community opposition to this approach is fierce, as eviOver the last thirty years, the area has seen a dedenced by the 16th and Mission project. While in the
crease in the proportion of family households and a
long run new housing may relieve pressure on rents,
decrease in the Latino population, while the percentin the short term it is certain to contribute to upward
age of the population with a bachelor degree or higher . pressure as the neighborhood gentrifies. In addition,
and median income have both increased dramatical- .· ·the scarcity of land in the Mission means that new dely-all consistent with gentrification patterns.
velopment will be limited. Can enough new housing be
built that these supply effects will bring down rents?
Despite an increase in income, housing burden has
That is unlikely, especially since new housing is likely
increased in the Mission, demonstrating the neighborto be oriented toward the highest end of the market,
hood's high desirability and, therefore, high cost of livgiven the larger trends in the economy.
ing. Rent control, public and subsidized housing, and
inclusionary zoning all seek to limit displacement and
Therefore, to ensure a long-term supply of affordable
increase affordability for low income households, but
housing in the Mission, affordable housing production,
all have shortcomings, and, overall, are only partially
in addition to preservation of the existing stock, is key.
mitigating the intense displacement resulting from new
lnclusionary housing has produced only 136 units in
investment.
the Mission in over twenty years; this policy's future
impact will be limited due to recent legal changes. The
Evictions and buyouts are two of the processes conarea is host to nearly 2,000 units of affordable houstributing to displacement. While the number of Ellis Act ·ing. But more will be needed to keep low-income famand no-fault evictions has gone down in the last deilies living in this area.
cade, the Mission continues to see the highest rate of
evictions in the city. Meanwhile, buyouts in the Mission · . The Mission has already undergone significant genare at a rapid incline, perhaps indicating a switch in
trification and continues to experience displacement.
landlords' tactics from evictions to buyouts.
This neighborhood has been here before: the dotcom
boom at the turn of the century foreshadowed (and
A perennial question in anti-displacement policy is
set the stage for) many of the changes facing it today.
which of two approaches to pursue: preserving existThe capacity building activists engaged in at that time
ing housing as affordable, or increasing production of
provide a foundation for residents and advocates to
new housing, either market-rate or affordable. Preserincorporate successful tactics-and new approachvation, in the face of strong market forces, is difficult.
es-to the present situation. While Valencia Street on
As during the dotcom boom, today streams of high ina Saturday night may be unrecognizable to residents
come workers are flooding the housing market, placfrom twenty years ago, the neighborhood still hosts a
ing upward pressure on housing prices and encoursizable Latino population, and, in the words of a comaging landlords to use various tactics to raise rents.
munity-based organization stakeholder, "contestation
Furthermore, there is a dwindling supply of naturally
for place and the right to stay is still going on:'
affordable housing units left to preserve; most renters
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Table A 1: Percent Foreign Born, Missicfo
(1980-2010)
.
Year

Percent·foreign Born:

..

1980

38%

1990

48%

2000

45%

1980

1990

2000

2010

Figure A3: Homeownership by Race/Ethnicity
in the Mission

2010
39%
Source: U.S. Census 1980, 1990, 2000 (Geo/ytics, 2014);
ACS 2006-2010

Source: U.S. Census 1980, 1990, 2000 (Geolytics, 2014);
ACS 2006-2010

20000 , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 18000
16000
14000
ii Latino

12000
10000

&JAsian

8000

.,Black

6000

mWhite

4000

2000
(!''.-.

19.)(l

19'30

21)13

.21)(1(!

1980

•

1990

2000

2010

Figure A 1: Mission District Housing Tenure by
Percent, 1980 - 2013
·

Figure A4: Renter-Occupied Units by Race/Ethnicity
in the Mission

Source: U.S. Census 1980, 1990, 2000 (Geolytics, 2014};
ACS 2009-2013

Source: U.S. Census 1980, 1990, 2000 (Geolytics, 2014);
ACS 2006-2010

Table A3: Total Annual Cost of Residential
Permits

Table A2: Mission District Housing Vacancies,.
1980 - 2013
.
.
Year

Total V~cant Units

1980

6%

1990

6%

2000

3%

Year

2013
7.6%
Source: U.S. Census 1980, 1990, 2000 (Geolytics, 2014};
ACS 2009-2013
30000 I
I

sii Units in 5.,. unit bl1ildings

Jiiii Units in 1-4 Unit Buildings

1990

2000

$1,190,000

2006

$3,527,400

196%

2007

$5,806,460

65%

2008

$4,892,000

-16%

2009

$7,579,440

55%
-42%

2010

$4,427,004

2011

$6,342,354

43%

2012

$7,982,718

26%

2013

$7,675,525

-4%

2005-2013
545%
Percent Change
Source: San Francisco Planning Department, 2014

oo:Units Single Family Detad1ed

1980

2005

2010

Figure A2: Mission District Residential' Building Type,
1980 - 2010
Source: U.S. Census 1980, 1990, 2000 (Geolytics, 2014);
ACS 2006-2010
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·safe and green sidewalks; well-marked crosswalks;
widened sidewalks at corners; creative parking ar. rangements; bike paths and routes; close integration
of transit; and roadways that accommodate automo. bile traffic but encourage appropriate speeds" (San
· Francisco Planning Department City Design Group,
· 2009). Overall, these changes would make the streets
more accessible to pedestrians, bikers, and users of
transit.
The total estimated cost of the improvements
We followed a methodology used by researchers at
is
$95.5
million (San Francisco Planning Department,
UCLA to analyze changes in Asian-owned businesses .·
2010).
in several Los Angeles neighborhoods (Paul M. Ong,·
Chhandara Pech, Rosalie Ray, 2014). We began with
The plan touches all the main commercial areas in the
the National Establishment Time-Series database,
District, and includes 28 projects that were cleared
which includes businesses' opening and closing dates
,through
the environmental review process. The followand owners' names. We pulled this data for business:ing
projects
have been completed:
.
es in the zip code 94110, which contains the 24th
Street corridor. We removed any record without a business name and/or officer name and then removed all · Plaza at the 24th St BART station
records except those with an address between 2700
24th Street and 3278 24th Street, which runs from . . Bryant St between 23rd and Cesar Chavez - road diet
with new median
Protero to Mission Streets. We then compared the surnames of each businesses' officer with a list of HispanFolsom St. between 17th and 25th - road diet with
ic surnames, which we created from a list of all names
bike
lanes has been created through re-striping street,
with 100 or more respondents from the 2000 Census.
though
the planned median is not built and not in the
We created a list of surnames whose percentage of
budget
respondents was at least 75% Hispanic. If the name
of the business owner was on this Hispanic surname
Intersection of Mission, Capp, and Cesar Chavez
list, we concluded that the business was owned by a
Streetsnew plaza
Hispanic person.

I
ii
Completed Projects

On Folsom Street between 19th and Cesar Chavez
Streets, a $5.44 million streetscape improvement
project was finished this year to reduce the number
of vehicle lanes, add bike lanes, repave streets, add
bus bulb-outs, and add trees (City and County of San
Francisco Department of Public Works, n.d.-b).

, Another project along the southern edge of the Mission district-Cesar Chavez Street-is a streetscape
: improvement project (City and County of San Francisco Department of Public Works, n.d.-a). The project,
which will cost $11.6 million, includes many improvements, such as "widening the center median and installing bulb-outs at intersections and mid-blocks," new
trees, drainage improvements, bike lanes, and public
plazas (City and County of San Francisco Department
of Public Works, n.d.-a). The median and bike improvements are near completion or complete.
Planned Projects

The following projects from the overall Mission District
plan are in progress:

A larger-scale plan for the entire Mission District was
developed in 2008 and 2009, when the planning department led a community process to create a streetscape plan as part of the larger Eastern Neighborhoods
planning process. A final plan was generated in 201 O
that called for "a system of neighborhood streets with

0

Intersection of Mission and Valencia, the "Green Gateway" - A new plaza should be finished by March 2015
that will include sidewalk widening on west side and
will incorporate existing bus stop.
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Intersection of San Jose and Guerrero - The community benefits agreement for a new hospital project in
the vicinity includes funding to improve the safety of
this intersection.
Bryant St between 21st and 22nd - The block will be
redone starting in November 2014 as a shared street
incorporating the public open market previously there.

Methodology

For this analysis, we selected blocks from the case
. study area that seemed to have experienced a range
·of degrees of change, based on secondary data (see
Figure 1). We consulted with a community-based organization familiar with the area to choose blocks
they thought were illustrative of the varying amount of
change occurring in the area.

Intersection of Dolores St and 18th St - The intersection will be rebuilt, possibly as early as October 2015.
Additional projects remain in the plan, including revamped alleyways parallel to Mission Street for much
of its length in the District and median improvements
for the major streets in the District.

To prepare this memo, we consulted the following data
sources:
Assessor Data: Using a dataset purchased from Dataquick, Inc., we accessed assessor and sales data
from the County of San Francisco, which is current as
of April 23, 2014.
US Census Bureau: We also consulted block-level
decennial Census data from 2000 and 2010.

.
.
Ground-truthing data: This information comes from
To tell the story of gentrification and. "displacement
a visual observation of each structure on the block
in the Mission District of San Francisco, California,
by walking around and noting the building's type
we relied on data from the assessor's office, Cen(multi-family, single-family, business, etc), the number
sus data on demographic and other change, several
of units it appears to hold, and a long list of signs of
other secondary data sources, and qualitative policy
recent investment, like permanent blinds and updated
reviews and interviews with key stakeholders. Howevpaint, as well as signs of perceptions of safety, like
er, secondary data sources are incomplete, at best,
security cameras. The parcel numbers used to orgaand outright wrong, at worst. Therefore, we employ
nize this data come from the Boundary Solutions data
a "ground-truthing" methodology to verify the validity
set, which is current as of December 13, 2012.
of these datasets. The ground-truthing, which is described in more detail below, essentially consists of . The ground-truthing methodology is based on one
walking from structure to structure on a few sample · · used by Hwang and Sampson (Hwang & Sampson,
blocks and taking detailed notes on several variables, · 2014), who used Google Street View images to anlike number of units, state of maintenance, and more.
alyze neighborhood change in Chicago. We created
With this data in hand, we can compare the story of . an observation tool based on their work and, with that
gentrification the secondary data sources are telling
in hand, conducted a pilot ground-truthing of several
with data obtained "on the ground,'' while also increasblocks in one of the case study areas (the Macarthur
ing the richness of our narrative overall from the visual
BART station area of Oakland, California). The reobservations we make on the blocks.
search team revised the methodology based on this
pilot; the final observation tool appears in the appenIn this memo, we discuss four sample blocks in the
dix.
case study area. For each, we first present the secondary data sources-assessor and Census. We anOn November 14, 2014, a researcher with the Center
alyze this data to ascertain the nature and extent of
for Community Innovation, an organizer at the commurecent neighborhood change on those blocks. Next,
nity group POD ER, and a consultant with deep knowlwe describe the ground-truthing data and offer a simiedge of the area walked through four blocks in the Mislar analysis in terms of neighborhood change, but this
sion District, stopping to take notes at each building.
time based solely on the ground-fruthing. Finally, we
reconcile the two data-sets: are they telling the same
story? Where are the discrepancies? What do those
discrepancies reveal?
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Finally, on Block 1007, almost all of the parcels from
th.e ground-truthing data set did not appear in the
assessor data. This is primarily the result of the Dataquick data missing over 40 parcels for the building
at 3000 23rd St. In place of those parcels, it had only
one, with many units, with a listed use as an apartment building. Likewise for the building at 2652 Harrison St; while the building has 20 parcels/units-condominiums-according to the Ground-truthing data, it
appears with only one on the Dataquick data. This is
almost definitely a glitch in the data, not a result of the
timing of the data sets.
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Figure 01: Map of Mission District, with census tracts,
and four Ground-Truthing blocks in green.
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Block3003
Tract 228.01

65/ 81

66/70

Block2000
Tract 208

26/ 55

28 I 31

Block 1007
Tract 228.03

12 I 16

12/ 87

Block 1004
Tract 228.03

37 I 41

39/39

Unmatched Parcels
- Overall Impressions from Ground-Truthing
The ground-truthing exercise is meant to provide an
additional set of data to verify conclusions reached
through analyzing assessor and Census data. Complicating this effort is that the data sets do not have
the same set of parcels (Table 1). All data reported
from the assessor data (Dataquick) includes all parcels in that set; likewise, all data reported from the
ground-truthing data collection includes all parcels
in that set (which is based on parcels from Boundary _
Solutions).

The blocks walked have a distinctly "old" feel to themone could tell walking around that the neighborhood
had a history and had been developed mostly a long
time ago, while parts of it represent more recent additions. Its streets (except the major artery Van Ness)
were quiet and pleasant to walk through. The streets
and sidewalks are mostly clean. A steady flow of people walks the streets.
The uses on the blocks vary: former industrial sites
share the block with new condominium developments;
unmaintained townhomes sit next to beautiful, recently-renovated townhomes; expensive cafes and grocery stores have popped up next to long-open diners.
Besides these signs of transition, an overt sign of gentrification-and community opposition to it-is a sign
reading "Evictions" pasted below a "STOP" sign, so
that the message was "STOP Evictions:'

Most of the mismatch is not significant enough to skew
results; however, three areas of discrepancy are significant; these are highlighted in yellow in the table.
First, on Block 3003, 15 of the parcels in the assessor
data did not appear in the ground-truth data set.
Second, on Block 2000, 29 of the 55 parcels in the
assessor data did not appear in the ground-truth data
set.
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All four blocks are mostly residential, yvith a mJx of
single-family homes, multi-family rental · quildings,
and condominium buildings, which are l:isually newer.
There are a few non-residential uses· on each block,
including some light industry, stores, offices, and one
church. The structures are mostly older, though there
are some very new buildings. The neighborhood is diverse in terms of socioeconomic status Uudging ·by a
range of businesses) and race (judging by the signs
posted in a laundromat and observing pedestrians).

gates for safety? If so, do current residents fear for
their safety, or are the fences and gates a vestige of
a time when residents were fearful, and, by contrast,
residents today feel safe? Walking around on a Friday
afternoon, the streets were lively and the structures
inviting.
Besides the residential units, there are several neighborhood-serving commercial businesses, including a
handful of restaurants, a Laundromat, and one Korean
church. There are also several remnants of the old industrial uses of the neighborhood. For example, there
is one store with a sign reading "Kaiser Glass."

The blocks' primary land use is residential, though
there is some first-floor commercial space. Most of
the structures are single-family, attached homes with
Some businesses, due to a low level of maintenance,
two or three stories. There are some apartment buildings, usually of 4-6 units, though there are a few larger
seem oriented towards residents without high inbuildings. There are a handful of one-story homes that . comes. For example, a corner cafe and legal services
appeared to be more recent construction (in the last
office fit this description; the latter had signs offering
30-50 years). Most structures are beautiful old Victoimmigration assistance. Other businesses, like a pet
rian homes; even if they had some damage, they still
store and upscale grocery market, are housed in newmaintain a handsome character. The new construcly-constructed buildings or have new, recently-develtion, though not in this same style, fit in with the neighoped interiors.
borhood fairly well; their windows mimic the Bay-style
windows of the old Victorians, though instead of being
After passing one restaurant, the PODER staff memcurved out as traditional Bay Windows are, they are
ber remarked that it had been there forever, but was
rectangular boxes. The walls of most structures are
now serving both long-time and new residents; busialigned with the sidewalk, though some have shallow. nesses are not used exclusively by either old or new
yards. This, and the lack of side yards, gives the neighresidents. This point was made clear when the reborhood an urban feel.
searcher entered a Laundromat (on 18th Street be. tween Capp and Van Ness, part of Block 2000 in CenMost homes are classic San Francisco Victorian townsus Tract 208). On the bulletin board, about 1O flyers
houses, while there are about a dozen newly modern- · were posted (see Figure 2). Several seemed oriented
ized or constructed homes that, for the most part, are
towards Spanish-speaking residents, such as flyers
condominiums. We can tell a condominium by the par- · advertising a concert, a dance club, computer sercel numbers: if there are many within one structure,
vices, video and photography services, and a room
each unit is owned by a different person. There were
for rent. Other signs, in English, advertised Capoiera
several instances of buildings that h;:id clearly formerly
(a Brazilian form of martial arts) classes, a concert, a
been part of one parcel with one owner, but had been
counseling center, and an exhibit on Modernism at the
split up in recent years to house multiple families. We
deYoung museum. From these flyers alone, it is clear
could tell this because a building that was once one
this is a mixed neighborhood.
continuous structure is now host to several different .
parcel numbers.
Many homes-old ones and new construction alikehave garages. There are many "No Parking" signs on
homes, which signals that parking is scarce and residents want to ensure people are not using their driveways to park.
A fair number of entrances are gated or have a
non-decorative fence (i.e., metal) out front. However,
almost none of these look new. Are the fences and

Figure 02: Bulletin board inside a Laundromat on 18th
and Capp Streets
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For two variables-land use and number of unitscomparisons are made on a parcel-by-parcel basis;
on.ly parcels that appear in both data sets are used for
: this comparison (Table 4). Census data is not provided
on a parcel level, and so includes all households surBlock-by-Block Analysis
veyed by the Census. For each block, the total number
of units based on three different data sets vary widely,
Tables 2 and 3 provide a summary of relevant second- . as do the listed number of units for each parcel. Land
ary data for each block, the case study area, and San
uses, on the other hand, match fairly well on each
Francisco overall.
block.
Neighborhood Activity: The neighborhood has steady
street traffic, though off the main roaos it has a quiet,
residential feel to it. We spoke with several people who
said there had been a lot of change in the area.

Table 02: Sales History and Assessed Value of Residential Parcels
Block

Median Year.of
Construction

Me~Han. Year of

Last.Sale

3003

1985

2005

29%

$578,500

$491

$465

2000

1903

1999

19%

$697,500

$256

$205

1007

23%

$925,000

$216

$161

1933

2004

100412

1904.5

2007.5

42%

$785,000

$366

$221

Mission

1912

2004

20%

$585,000

$314

$235

1932

2003

21 o/o

$520,000

$337

$277

SF

Source: Dataquick, 2014. These figures refer to all parcels in the area, including non-residential uses.

Table 03: Indicators of Neighborhood Change: Census Data/Demographics
Percen_tage Ctiange From 2000 - 201 O
Block

Population

Number
Whites

Number
Asians.

. Number.His,..
panic~

v A.ve,rage
Hq1.1sehold

14%

-22%

-11%

-13%

-12%

Size

3003

-5%

2000

-7%

-9%

-12%

-25%

-19%

-12%

383%

1007

81%

111%

1to8
residents

-28%

-46%

7%

3700%

1004

-11%

19%

21%

-30%

-15%

-26%

683%

Mission

-5%

16%

7%

-21%

Not
available

40%

-6%

SF

4%

-2%

12%

11%

-2%

4%

4%

72%

Source: Decennial Census 2000 and 2010, accessed through NHGIS.

12

Assessed value would likely be higher if the assessor data included new condominium buildings on the block.
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Table 04: Summary
Block

Primary Land
Use, based on
Groundtruthing
data

of· Parcel Matches and Primary Land Use

...
, · Total Number of Units on Block
Perceflt ·: :
land Use· :A~sessor Data
Visual ObserCensus Data:
Matched
vations on
Total Housing
Dataquick
GroundUnits-2010
truthing

...

-

Percent of
Parcels whose
Number of
Units match
between
Assessor Data
and Visual
Observation

3003

Residential: 50%
condo, 21%
multi-family

87%

81

134

121

44%

2000

Residential: 42%
multi-family, rest
condo and single-family

96%

100

85

121

38%

1007

Residential:
condo, multi-family

71 % (denorninator.is 7)

32

96

78

38%
(denominator
is 12)

1004

Residential: 45%
multi-family, 38%
condo

86%

106

106

111

32%

Note: Percent Land Use Matched and Percent Units Matched take as their denominator only those parcels for which a land
use or number of units was indicated by both assessor data and ground-truth data.

Block3003

Ground-Truthing

Secondary Data

This block was chosen due to a decrease in the Hispanic population between 2000 and 201 O and a relatively high change in ownership over the last few
years. It is also located in the northeast quadrant of
the Mission and so adds geographic diversity to the
blocks selected. On the corner of Van Ness and 19th
Street, there is a small glass manufacturer, evidence
of the neighborhood's historic industrial character. Besides this industrial building and a small legal services
office that offered immigration services, the other
structures are all housing, with a few more multi-family
buildings than the other blocks surveyed. There was a
sign about sidewalk repairs on the street. This block
has an older feel, and featured fewer new structures
than the others.

This block is changing rapidly, with a very recent median year of last sale (2005), high percentage sold in
the last five years (29%), and a median sale price per
square foot ($491) that is much higher than in the Mission and San Francisco overall. The buildings on this
block are very new, with a median year of construction of 1985, compared to 1912 in the Mission and
1932 in San Francisco. Between 2000 and 2010, the
population on this block decreased by 5%; the changes on this block therefore likely have occurred since
2010, which is consistent with 29% of parcels selling
between 2010-2014. The demographics of the block
have changed, though not substantially: between 2000
and 2010, there were 14% more whites, 22% fewer
Asians, and 11 % fewer Hispanic residents. Of the four
blocks, this one shows the highest median sale price
per square foot, indicating significant new investment
in the block.

The block has several signs of recent investment. 67%
of the parcels on the block appear "new" or "above average," with 21 % of all parcels appearing new.
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Other signs of investment include:
- 9 parcels with for-sale signs
- Almost no parcels had cracked window,s (1);.
boarded windows (0), nor dirty wi!ldows (6)
- 57% of parcels had new or maintained paint.
- Very few signs of disorder
However, there are also signs of disinvestment:
- 19% of parcels had peeling or fading paint

There was no distinct pattern to the parcels that did not
However, the majority of them did not match be.;cause the assessor data13 did not list a use or (for four
parcels), or no use was listed from the ground-truthing
exercise; for example, because the building was behind another one and difficult to see. The primary type
·of residential unit on the block is condominiums, with
·_.50% of parcels. Next was multi-family rental units, with
· . 21% of parcels, and single-family residences with 13%
of parcels.
~ .. match.

Signs of perceived safety include:
- 37% of parcels had metal security doors.
- 10% had safety fencing
- 11 % had security alarm signage
- Only 2 had bars on windows
- 26% had security cameras
.
- 20% had signs saying "Beware of. D9g" or "No
Trespassing"

Number of Units: The assessor data underestimated
the total number of units on the block significantly-81
compared to 134 based on ground-truthing. Most
buildings have 4 or fewer units, with two larger condominium buildings (16 units and 10 units), according
to ground-truthing data. The parcel data only matched
··. with observed data 30% of the time; almost always,
· when the parcels' number of units did not match, the
assessor data listed fewer units than the ground-truthPublic Investment: Block 3003 is host to trarisit stops,_
ing revealed. For example, a 10-unit building was listmunicipal lighting, street furniture, bike racks, and public trash cans. There were very few signs of disorder on
_ed as having only 1 unit and several 4-unit buildings
were listed as only 2 or 3 units, etc.
the block. Ongoing public investment appears to be
happening: we saw a sign marking sidewalk repairs. ·

Comparison

Block2000

Overall, the two data sets paint a consistent picture
of the block: recent investment, new construction, and
significant turnover. The new construction on the block
is in line with the high percent of parcels that appear
"new" visually; the high percent sold in the last five
years, is in line with the 9 for-sale signs observed. The
high sale price per square foot aligns with the many
signs of investment and almost no signs of disorder or
disinvestment.

Secondary Data
This block appears to have experienced the least investment of the four blocks; it has the lowest median
assessed value per square foot ($205), lowest percent
sold in 2010-2014 (19%), oldest median year of last
sale (1999), and oldest median year of construction
(1903), with some of these figures even lower than in
San Francisco overall. However, between 2000 and
2010, it experienced a 383% increase in the number
of rental housing units and a decrease in the Hispanic
population (25%) around the same level as the other
blocks.

However, the secondary data misses several things,
mainly the continued perception that the area is not
safe, evidenced by visual signs like metal security
doors and cameras. On the other hand, these could
just be standard for new construction. The secondary
data also misses the significant public investment on
the block.

13

Note: Five parcels are listed as "Store/Office Combo" and one
is listed as "Miscellaneous Commercial" in the assessor data.
Based on the ground-truthing, buildings containing these firstfloor non-residential uses were identified. However, the specific
parcel these non-residential uses occupy was impossible to tell
through the ground-truthing. The 86% matched figure counts
-these parcels as "matched," since ground-truthing did identify
a parcel among several within a structure as having a non-residential use. The percent matching for the other three blocks is
derived through similar modifications to the ground-truthing
data

Land Use: The primary land use is residential; most
units are condominiums or multi-family rental buildings. 86% of the land uses for parcels identified by
the ground-truthing exercise matched assesso_r data.
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Ground-Truthing

Land Use: The primary land use is residential. 84%
of the land uses for parcels identified by ground-truthing matched assessor data, and where they did not
match, it was usually because there was no data on
the parcel in the assessor data. Of the parcels, 42%
are multi-family rental buildings and the rest are evenly
split between condominiums and single-family homes,
plus the few stores and the church.

This block, like the others, has mostly residential u"ses.
However, it is also host to a casual Salvadoran restaurant and the aforementioned laundromat, a small burger fast food restaurant with a parking lot, a corner cafe,
and a Korean church-which was surprising, given the
reputation of the neighborhood as Latino.
The majority of Block 2000's parcels appeared "average" or "below average:' The block has the following
signs of investment:
- No abandoned structures
- Only 2 buildings had dirty windows, and none
had boarded windows
- Minimal spraypaint or graffiti - only 2 parcels
- No litter or debris on any parcel
·
- Very few signs of disorder
.
- On the block, there were 3 signs discouraging
disorder

Number of Units: Most buildings host only one unit,
but two buildings were larger, with 11 and 12 units respectively, based on ground-truthing data. Only 34%
of the parcels had matching unit numbers in the assessor data.

Block 1007
Secondary Data

This block has had many recent sales, with a median
year of sale of 2004, but not a particularly high median price per square foot ($216, relative to $314 in the
Mission overall and $277 in San Francisco overall), indicating turnover, but not necessarily investment; this
block may be on the cusp of gentrification. The block
had the highest median sale price when square footage is not taken into account ($925,000)-perhaps
the units that sold are mostly single-family homes, not
condominiums? However, the parcel-level analysis
here is based on only small subset of the actual parcels on this block, given error in the Dataquick set, so
it is difficult to make definitive conclusions about it.

However, the block also has signs of disinvestment:.
- 25% of parcels had peeling or fading paint
Signs of Safety:
- 47% of parcels had a metal security door
- 28% of parcels had a fence intended for safety
- 25% of parcels had security alarm signage
- 4 parcels (13%) with signs saying "Beware of
Dog" or "No Trespassing"
Public Investment: Block 2000 has only municipal
lighting.
Comparison

Related to these changes, and probably consistent
with it, is the very large increase in renter units between 2000 and 2010: 3,700%, according to the
Census. Between 2000 and 2010, the block's overall
population increased by 81 % and its white population
increased by 111 %-the highest of the four blocks, the
Mission, and San Francisco. It also lost 28% of its Hispanic residents and experienced the largest decrease
in average household size (46%), going from 3.26 to
1.77. This block experienced significant demographic
change, while residential sales prices were not as expensive as on other blocks.

The two datasets matched in part for this block, too.
In particular, the lower assessed value, less turnover,
and less recent construction are consistent with a majority of parcels visually "appearing average" or "below
average:' While there are signs of investment from the
ground-truthing data, they are more the absence of
disinvestment than the presence of investment, and
so therefore the data are consistent with the assessor
data. The block does show ones sign of disinvestment:
25% of parcels had peeling or fading paint. Also, perception of safety is low, which is not revealed by the
assessor data.
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However, Census data can be compared. It showed
a huge increase in rental units, but that was not at all
evident from the ground-truthing. In terms of safety,
most parcels had security alarm signage and cameras
because of the condominium buildings having these;
however, this does not mean that residents are concerned about safety, it may just be a standard feature
of a new condominium building.

Ground-Truthing

This block was chosen due to a relatively high change
in ownership over the last few years, ·according to
parcel data, demographic change between 2000 and
2010, and its proximity to Parque Ninos Unidos, discussed below.
The historic industrial character of this block was clear
by the shape it has: running through the middle is
an empty space where an old train line used to run
through the neighborhood. In that space, there was
trash and several trucks parked. On one corner, 23rd
and Treat, sits a warehouse for a "lighting and grip"
company; on another corner, 22nd and Harrison, is an
abandoned industrial warehouse. In front of the former
was a food truck and several young, Latino men sitting
on the corner hanging out.
The rest of the block was mostly single-family houses
on pleasant, tree-lined streets. Two new condo buildings and one apartment building that appeared to be a
redeveloped warehouse are on the block, too.

Land Use: The block is primarily residential, although
it has several buildings that house light industry, retail,
or offices in addition to its many condominiums and
multi-family rental housing, plus single-family homes,
too. The block has 74 parcels that do not appear in
the assessor data. These parcels are in three buildings that appear to be condominiums and appeared
brand new. Interestingly, this block is adjacent to a relatively new park. Did the creation of the park hasten
the block's transition to hosting brand new condomini.ums? Or was it the large warehouse buildings on the
plock that are relatively easy to convert to residential
.
?
.uses.

Across Treat Avenue from this block is the Parque
Ninos Unidos, a park that PODER fought to get built
several years ago. The park is nice and well-used. It
is possible that some of the new development on this
block is related to the park's construction.

Number of Units: Most buildings have fewer than 1O
units but three buildings-new condominium developments-have 10, 20, and 44, respectively, based on
ground-truthing data.

On Block 1007, the new condominium buildings-mith
their large number of parcels-put the percent of parcels that appeared "new" at 89%. Signs of investment
include:
- There were no dirty nor broken windows.
- No abandoned structures.
- The vast majority of the parcels on the block are
in new condominium buildings.

Block 1004
Secondary Data

Of the four blocks, this one had the most turnover in
. parcels between 2010-2014, with 42% sold, more than
twice the figure in the Mission District overall, and the
most recent median year of last sale, 2007.5. These
sales also had a median price per square foot, at
$366, slightly higher than the Mission, at $314. However, there does not appear to be much new construction
on the block, given the median year of construction
is 1904.5. As with Block 3003, these changes have
likely happened since 2010, because the population
decreased by 11 % between 2000 and 2010. However, over the same period, the block experienced a
growth in the number of rental housing units of 683%.
·Between 2000 and 2010, this block experienced the
largest decrease in the number of Hispanic residents,
losing 30% of them.

Signs of Safety:
- 28% of parcels have fencing for safety purposes
- 62% of parcels have security alarm signage
- 86% of parcels have security cameras
Public Investment: Block 1007 has municipal lighting,
3 signs discouraging disorder, and no signs of disorder.
Comparison

It is impossible to legitimately compare the assessor
data to the ground-truthing data given the huge discrepancy in parcels.
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Ground-Truthing

Conclusion

This block was chosen due to a relatively /:ltgh change
in ownership over the last few years, as well· as that it
was a place where PODER organized against evic~
tions in the early 2000s. This block featured ·a funky
little cafe at the corner of 23rd and Van Ness and a
brand new pet store. It also had several. new structures. Otherwise, it was similar to the others.

Broadly, the secondary data sets and ground-truthing data paint similar pictures of change on these
four blocks. Where the assessor data is ambiguous
or reveals a mix of forces, as with Block 1004, so
does the ground-truthing data. On one block (3003),
the data sets align in terms of the broad story, but the
ground-truthing takes the narrative deeper and reveals
continued concerns about safety and significant public
investment.

On Block 1004, the appearance of buildings was a
spectrum: 35% "new;' 23% "above average," 28% "average;' and 10% "below average:' Signs of investment
include:
- Only 5 parcels had dirty windows
- 23% of parcels had new or maintained paint

Block 1007 provides a cautionary example. On this
block, the assessor dataset was missing a large number of parcels, most of them in two new condominium
buildings. Without ground-truthing the block, we would
have missed the major impact these buildings have
on the feel of the street, and their implications for gentrification in the area. The block is a good example of
a place in transition: running through its center there
is still a relic of the area's former industrial character,
there is a warehouse and some older, poorly-maintained buildings, and yet at the same time, there are
several nicer homes, two new condominium buildings,
and a new, well-used park across the street.

Signs of disinvestment:
- 25% of parcels had peeling or fading paint
Signs of Safety:
- 4 parcels had bars on their windows
- 23% of parcels had metal security doors
Public Investment: Block 1004 has municipal lighting
and on-street residential permit parking. There was
graffiti on a public sign, but other than that, very few
signs of disorder.

n terms of comparing data sets, unmatched parcels
was a concern for three of four blocks and the numComparison
ber of units recorded per parcel usually did not match.
This could be related to the high incidence of condoThe picture painted by both sets of data f<;)r this block . miniums, and the rapid change in the area. On the
is that it is right in the middle of changing. Struct1,1res' ·' other hand, land uses consistently matched between
ground-truthing and assessor data.
appearance fell across the spectrum, and while· many
parcels have sold recently, the median price per
square foot was not much higher than in the Mission
Finally, the quality and age of buildings was compaoverall, and new construction has been minimal. Each
rably assessed by both methods, while perception
data set presents an ambiguous picture, so it is diffiof safety and public investment cannot be ascercult to compare them.
tained from the secondary data sources but only from
ground-truthing. The limited number of signs of ethLand Use: The block is primarily residential, with 45%
nicity across all blocks made it difficult to ground-truth
of parcels holding multi-family rental buildings, and
demographic data.
38% in condominium buildings. 83% of land uses
matched between ground-truthing and assessor data.
Number of Units: Most parcels have 3 or fewer units
and there are two larger buildings with 10 and 12 units
respectively, based on ground-truthing data.
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IWORKSHEET: Visual De~onstration of Neighborhood Change
Jnstrucrio«1s: PliysiccUy walk prederermtned neighbor.riood bi'ock.s and o!)ie f?vir:iefice of deter/orntion or fmpro11eo1eflt µ:;ing Se-crio~

One. Parcel or brJilding specific informarion shopld b~ colk:aed ~n St"Crion Two. Ea.ch J>lock shovJd rJcrmed -::iccordi(lg to tts rnofn
corridor (ir;dfcou:d on yor;r m~p as the strect,\v1'th parcel:; on bolh sides/. Bring G camt:r·::i co tak: o p/-iotograoh of ~·ac,f) building.

.. One whole 111orks.l1ecr shollid be

co~plctt~dfor ea.en block section

Block Name:
Observer:-----------------Physical Observation date and time:_/__}__
Start_:_AM/PM End _:_AM/PM

I

SECTION ONE: Block Overview' and initial impressions

1. The primaP1 land use for the block face is:
Residential

4. The# of signs. dis.rouraglng disorder 9uch as
neighborhood \Vatch, anti~littenng/loitering/drug

use/vandalism/graffiti: _ _ __

- Commercial

Institutional {school, hospita.I. churches):
Industrial
Other:----------------

5. Physical disorder such as garbage, litter. graffiti, or
vandalism by degree of observations:
1
2
3
4
;;
(j ·~-='.":!Cot

~![<f·>fow

riot1Ce<ibl.,.

..,o~tly

comPit!V!i,.

:1p:;of

·.-.i"ld;i)1:;,T

""'"'~;i\;;r>a

•,;ir--::i.i<:l>d

..-:rl.ttf'fl>d

crl~1tf"d

d ;o!'l;l.,,r

6, Please describe indicators of international or
,immigrant presence (note ethnicity, signs in a
foreign language. or locally-owned foreign/ethnic
business).

2. Public inve$tment ~ existing p~olic irifrastru.ctur~:
transit stops
.~. municipal street lighting
on street residential permit parking
street furniture (including parklets)
bike racks
·- public trash cans
·- parking pay machines
newly paved streets

...

Other:---------------

7.· Addition.al notes on block overvie-..u: - - - - -

3. Describe any visible people, noting race or
ethnicity, age, number, and activities they might
be engaged

SECTION TWO: Block/Parcel Data
~located on the following pages

'·"

U~.;'1g ~·our

prt:-prioted parcel' rlHi'p, corefuU'I 1'VClik ri~e bhxk ond

rr::c.ord ~1 our ofacr~·orf.:;n~for c.~oc.h bu:,'di'r.g. AHowjor -.!.5 hour:.;

of jie!d time. Be svre ro !ake a p-hotcgr~ph o/ roch buildFngfo...
comp.~r.!son ~'\.·ith past '/£(Jr data later.

I

APN/Parcel

#----------.,.-~

l. Doe:; the building.appea;" to be we11-mainu11~n'ed?

m

Street Address----------6.0~her

buik!ingfo::c-Jpant characteristics:

Ab;:indcned
._'For Sale sig11
poor

below
iN>C'r.t&"e

F-orR.e!"lt sign
Blinds oe cu~...a1n-s. · permar:ien:
-, Blinds. or curtains· tempera\')'
, Cr;.icked window::.

iJ'i-tililp

2. The ti of unitsthes.tructure.appear.; to have: _ _
The lit mailboxe!o
The f.I doorb<elh

'.Bars.on w1ndovis
S.0.arded wmdows

3. The~ <Jehldes off..-st:reet \'eliides prest:nt _ _
:~

no off·s.'t(eet p.arklng

Dirtywiridcv:s

·::. e:ci"S-tin.g drnreWJ')' .or p.Hking lot
=existing garage

Mevil security dcor
Veget<ib!e garden

:: Ne'N addition
4. Notes ·on •Jisible pCQpte. Duilding. and outdoor $pace; incl.
implied !r"lformation about household size and cq'mPos.Pti0t1:

Ne•.1.• or mo31int.<1ined p3.mt
Ne•.v or upda;ted frcnt door
Ongoing J"enoi..ation/con:.trucrion
Fencing lche-crt; o/f that opp Iv):

New_ Old_
S. BuHcfingt'(P2: and units:
c...: Multi-family- apartmer:.t building
~ Mt.>lti-family • house

_' CCTV/Seturitvc.amera-s.
, Childre:.n/tc;~s. v1!'.lbie
Pee!lng/fading paint

::. Slngfe farnlly- c'ltt.ached

._;_ Sprayp.aint/graffiti

:::: Singtefaml!y· detached
·::Mixed use
C'

Fcrs.afe:y_ ror.aesthetics_

Securrty .alarm signage

L>tt:er or debri$
B.f.•warc of Oog, Pni.·cru:. Ne; Trt.•spo:>si.rJfi sign~
-, Signs. of ethni.:::jty

Public or :~vtY..i·dizec' project housing

Figure 03" Ground-truthing data collection worksheet
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In December of 2012, the U.S. Department of Education selected the Mission Economic Development Agency
(MEDA) to receive a five-year, $30 million Promise Neighborhoods implementation grant to carry out a plan to
ensure children, youth and families in the Mission District of San Francisco have strong schools, opportunities
to become economically successful, and robust systems of family and community support that will allow them
to thrive.

Executive Summary ...............................................................................................................................................................1

Section I:

Overview of the Mission and Its Residents ...............................................................................................3

MEDA was the lead applicant for this grant on behalf of a consortium that included the San Francisco Unified
School District (SFUSD), the Office of Mayor Ed Lee, The John W. Gardner Center for Youth
Communities at Stanford University and the United Way of the Bay Area, plus numerous City agencies and
community-based organizations. The successful grant application was the result of a year-long planning
process to create a continuum of services that would meet the Mission District's needs, with a focus on
low-income Latino students and families at Cesar Chavez Elementary, Bryant Elementary, Everett Middle
.School and John O'Connell High School. The Mission Promise Neighborhood (MPN) links family economic
security with student academic achievement.
.

Adult Educational Attainment
Grade School Enrollment and Student

Section II:

Housing and Housing Affordability in the Mission
Housing Type and

The Mission is located in east-central San Francisco and is the neighborhood of the City with the highest
concentration of Latinos and immigrants. The Mission has a long history as a working-class community that, for
many decades_, has been the landing point for recent immigrants.
The Mission is also in the heart of the nation's highest-cost housing market. The dramatic rise in the cost of
housi.ng in the Mission over the past thirty years has made this neighborhood one of the most dramatic examples
of gentrification in the country. In this context, MEDA recognizes that housing is an outsized component of the·
''Overall picture of family economic security for low-income families in the Mission.··
Housing cost burdens for low-income families in the Missi;n are stagg.ering. A "cost-burdened household" is
typically defined as a household spending more than 30 percent of their month.ly income on housing. According·
. to U.S. Census' American Communities Survey data, for households that rent in the Mission and earn less than
$l5,000 per year, approximately 70 percent are housing cost burdened. In fact, $75,000 per year appears to be
a key income threshold for whether households stay in the Mission. The following table illustrates how the
percentage of households in the Mission earning less than $75,000 per year decreased dramatically between
2000 and 2013, while the percentage of residents earning more than $100,000 is increasing at a rapid pace.
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Table 1-Median household income

Less than $10,000
f$10,ooo to $14,999--

5.15%

4.22%

5.40%

4.90%

I $15.oooto$24,999

9.94%

9.76%

7.50%

-24.00%

1

$25,ooo to $34,999

10.50%

7.26%

8.90%

-15.00%

$35,000 to $49,999

15.25%

14.50%

10.60%

-30.00%

$50,000 to $74,999

22.78%

15.09%

13.70%

-40.00%

$75,000 to $99,999

11.10%

17.38%

10.50%

-5.40%

13.67%

16.50%

51.70%

'00 to $149,999

MPN-N/\LC/\8 Mission Housing Assessment
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10.88%
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Poge 1

instability, overcrowding, dislocation and homelessness with poorer academic performance among children. The
NALCAB/MEDA survey documented pervasive overcrowding among low-income Latino households and almost
one quarter of respondents indicated that they were "concerned" or "very concerned" with being involuntarily
displaced from their homes in the next year. NALCAB documented the voices of Mission residents via focus
groups. One resident described the housing market dynamics as follows: "(Landlords) would rather rent to a
white, single person with three dogs, than a Latino family with one child."
Housing market dynamics present an enormous challenge to achieving the documented vision of the Mission
Promise Neighborhood:

The Median Household Income (MHI) in the Mission is $73,610, while Latinos in the Mission have an MHI of
$47,943. Even more distressing, Latino families with children under the age of 18 in the Mission have a median
income of only $43,944; therefore, it should not be surprising that the Latino immigrant population, which
embodies the cultural vibrancy for which the Mission has long been known, is rapidly decreasing. According to
the U.S. Census, the percentage of Mission residents that were Hispanic decreased from 50 percent in 2000 to
38.5 percent in 2013 (a net loss of 8,252 Hispanics). There has also been a significant decrease in the percentage
of households in the Mission with children under 18 years of age, from 27 percent in 20.00 to 20 percent in 2013.

I

The Mission Promise Neighborhood builds a future where every child excels and
family succeeds. Students enter school
for success and
from high
nrnn;c;rprJ for col/eqe and
The Mission
thrives as Cl
and
community
and their children the opportunity to prosper economically and
21an Francisco their permanent

j
Perhaps more than anywhere else in the nation, a. place-base\!. strategy to promote housing affordability may be
critical for the ongoing racial, ethnic and income diversity of the neighborhood, the viability of neighborhood. ·
s.chools and, ultimately, the academic success of low-income children. This report presents an assessment of
demographic 'trends in the Mission and the.ir relation 'to housing and housi~g affordability. This report includes.
analysis of supply-and-demand factors, plus trends in .residential development, including a specific focus on
affordable housing. This report also presents recommendations for policy and action to address housing
·affordability in the.Mission Promise Neighborhood. · .
•
,

Trend for Hispanic population
in the Mission
35,GOO·
30,000
25,000
20,000
15,000.
10,000

Location

5,000

0
2000

2009

2013

The Mission District is located in east-central San Francisco. It includes four recognized subdistricts: the
northeastern quadrant is adjacent to Potrero Hill and is known as a center for high tech startup businesses and
upscale bars and restaurants; the northwest quadrant is along Dolores Street and is famous for Victorian
mansions and the popular Dolores Park at 18th Street; the remaining two are more commercial zones, the
Valencia corridor (Valencia Street, from about 15th to 22nd streets) and the 24th Street corridor in the southcentral part of the Mission District.

2020

Source: ACS 20CO SF3 Sample Data, ACS 2009 & 2013; 0P01 2020 projections Wf'fl~ cakuhted assuming tr€nds are constant at the 20J9 to 2013 average
annual ra\e

Unfortunately, Census data may actually reflect a rosier picture than reality. The Census acknowledges that
low-income people and minorities are often undercounted and that "hard-to-count" populations include those
who are undocumented or living in conditions that may not meet local code, such as overcrowding. Recognizing
that it is very likely that low-income Latinos in the Mission, and particularly immigrants, were undercounted by the
Census, NALCAB/MEDA conducted a survey during October and November of 2014. Of 226 respondents, 75
percent identified themselves as Latino/Hispanic and 89 percent reported earning an annual income below
$50,000. These data are useful to compare to the Census and provide a closer look at low-income, Latino
households in the Mission.
What does it mean for a family's economic stability and a child's academic achievement to live under a dramatic
housing cost burden and housing instability? When families are burdened by their housing costs, the income
they have available for other expenses, including food, health care, child enrichment, etc., is reduced and their
opportunities are limited. There is an extensive body of research that correlates the stress of family economic
Page 2
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Census Tracts and ZIP Codes in the Mission District
The data calculated for the Mission District were collected using the following 13 Census Tracts: 177, 201, 202,
207, 208, 209, 210, 228.01, 228.02, 228.03, 229.01, 229.02, and 229.03. The ZIP codes used for the Mission
District are 94110 and 94103. Refer to Appendix 1: Census Tract Map.

The map can be accessed on page 26 of the document linked here:

.r'
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Population

Table 3-Hispanic population in the Mission

With a current estimated population of 817,501 people, San Francisco is a diverse city with significant minority
populations. The two largest groups, Asians and Latinos, make up 33.10 percent and 15.20 percent of the total
population, respectively.

Total population in
the Mission

The Mission District, also known simply as "the Mission," has been considered the epicenter of Latino culture in
San Francisco for the last 70 years. During the 1940s through the 1960s, large numbers of Mexicans immigrants
moved into the area, giving it the Latino character for which it is known today. During the 1980s and 1990s, more
immigrants and refugees fleeing civil wars from Central and South America joined the Mexican population.

60,202

59,040

56,873

53,871

30,145

24,066

21,893

19,041

Hispanic population
in Mission

As of 2013, the Mission District was home to an estimated 56,873 people. The Mission District has the highest
concentration of Latinos in all of San Francisco with 38.6 percent, more than double the City's overall 15.2
percent. In the Mission, 12 percent of the total population iare children under 18 years of age.

Households and Household

Below is a table demonstrating the racial/ethnic makeup of San Francjsco compared to the Mission.
Table 2-Racial/ethnicity comparison

The total number of households in the Mission is increasing. Viewed next to the decline in population, this
indicates that household size is decreasing. While the total number of housenolds is increasing, the number of
h~~seholds with children under 18 years of age is declining. This suggests that the decline in household size
is at least in part due to a declining number of children. Mission households with children under 18 years of
age have decreased from 27 percent in 2000 to 21 percent in 2009. As of 2013, this figure has dropped to
20 percent.

Source· ACS 2013; DPOS.

Table 4-Household size

Of the population in the Mission, 45.6 percent was foreign born, with over 50 percent of those born in Latin
America (predominantly Mexico, El Salvador and Guatemala). According to the 201.0 Census, among the
foreign born population in the Mission, 16 percent were ling~istically isolated, above the City's overall rates
for this metric. Further, 32. 9 percent of the population over five years of age speak Spanish at home, triple
the overall City rate of 11.60 percent, while 24 percent report to speak English· "less than very well," also
above the overall 22.6 percent rate for the City of San Francisco as a whole. Refer to Appendix 2 for table
on language spoken at home.

Total population in
the Mission

56,873

Population under the

7,027

ageof18

Source ACS X'lN & 201'.i; OP04, DPOI and BO'i001

The Mission's Declining Latino Population

As Hispanic residents leave the Mission, the average household size has decreased. In 2013, the average
household size in the Mission was 2.53 individuals, a statistically significant decrease from the 2.90 average size
recorded for the Mission in the 2000 Census. For the same time period, the overall San Francisco City average
household size has remained unchanged at 2.30.

While Latinos/Hispanics are historically the Mission's largest demographic segment, the percentage of the
Mission District's population that is Hispanic is trending downward in the last 15 years, to the point where
Hispanics are no longer the majority. Since 2000, the Hispanic population in the Mission has decreased as a
percentage of the total population, as well as in real terms (a net loss of 8,252 individuals). Assuming this
displacement trend continues at the 2009 to 2013 average annual rate, an additional 2,852 Latinos will leave
the Mission by 2020.

Larger households (three- and four-person households), make up a larger portion of the households that
the Mission, as compared to the City of San Francisco as a whole.
Tablle 5--Renters

Two-person household

33.00%

Source: ACS 2013; 52501.
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Table 7-Poverty rate

Among NALCAB/MEDA housing survey respondents (disproportionately Latino and lower income as compared
to the overall population in the Mission) the average household size is 4.2, with 53 percent living in households
comprising more than four individuals.

Potential Undercounting of Low-Income
People and Immigrants in U,S, Census Data

Table 6-Household size
It is likely that these data from the Census undercount Latinos and low-income immigrant populations, particularly
those that are in "hard to count" circumstances, inclu.ding those who live in overcrowded conditions or those that
are ~ndo~umented. An independent analysis of 2010 Censu.s data fourd that it undercounted several groups that
have historically been hard for government enumerators to effectively tally. According to the Leadership
Conference on Civil and Human Rights, a leading national civil rights advocacy organization, there are several
reasons for the und.,rcount of minorities and low-income people. Lower-income areas experience lower response
rates for mail and door-to-door collection methods. Peopl<; with lower ·education levels, lower literacy abilities and
difficulty. with the English language may have difficulty unaerstanding the census. These communities may
generally misunderstand the importance of census participation. Furthermore, many distrust or are suspicious of
the government because they fear that census responses may be used by immigration or law enforcement officials
to deport or incarcerate them or their family members or may .disqualify them for social welfare programs.
Census Director Robert Groves said that despite new outreach by the bureau, some traditionally hard-to-count
groups, including Latinos and African Americans, remained a challenge for census-takers in 2010.1 "While the
overall coverage of the census was exemplary, the traditional hard-to-count groups, such as renters, were
counted less well," Groves said. "Because ethnic and racia[ minorities disproportionately live in hard-to-count
circumstances, they, too, were undercounted relative to the majority population. " 2

Homelessness
The 2013 Homeless Count and Survey (HCS) found that San Francisco County supervisorial districts 6, 9 and 10,
the areas served by Glide Health Services and Mission Neighborhood Resource Center (MNRC), have the largest
homeless populations, following historical trends. District 6 (the Tenderloin, South of Market) had 3,038 homeless
people; districts 9 and10 combined (Bayview-Hunters Point, the Mission District) had 2,437 .3
In response to the needs of homeless residents in these areas, the mayor announced the opening of a
center to serve homeless living in the Mission. This "navigation center" will be located at 1950 Missior
former site of Phoenix Continuation High School.4, 5 The center will offer immediate housing while permanent
rooms or space in rehabilitation centers can be secured. The Mayor's Office reports that, at any given

Income and Poverty
According to the U.S. Census' American Communities Survey (ACS) 2009-2013, the Median Household Income
(MHI) in the Mission was $73,610, while Latinos in the Mission had an MHI of $47,943. Latino families in the
Mission with children under the age of 18 (the primary target of the Mission Promise Neighborhood effort) have
a median income of only $43, 944.

1 Trounson, Rebecca, 2012. 2010 census was largely accurate but undercounted minorities. Los Angeles Times,

As of 2013, the Mission District had a poverty rate of 17 percent, above the City's rate of 14 percent. Latinos
living in the Mission had a 20 percent poverty rate during the same period.

2 Altman,

Louis, 2012. New Analysis: 2012 census significantly undercounts minorities, youth. Nonprofit Ouarterly.

3 MNRC Grant, 2014.

4 San Francisco Gate, January 14, 2015.
5 Mission Local, January 16, 2015.
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up to 400 homeless residents are camped in the blocks around 16th and Mission. Funded by a three-million
dollars grant from the Interfaith Council, the property will have dormitories to sleep 75 people and offices for
staff, plus showers and restrooms. Once it is open, the center will operate differently from a traditional shelter, in
that residents will be able to come and go at will, they will be able to hold onto their possessions and they can
stay with their partners.

• John O'Connell High School

The following table shows school enrollment for children in San Francisco and the Mission.
Table 9-School enrollment

The police will partner with counselors and a homeless outreach team to refer people for services. Bevan Dufty,
director of the mayor's program for homelessness, reports that the 16th and Mission corridor has one of the
highest concentrations of SROs (single-room occupancies) in the City and, unlike other parts of the City where
the SROs are run by City agencies or nonprofits, most in the Mission are privately owned. Dufty said that part of
the three-million dollars in grant money will go toward leasing these SROs and working with building owners to
make them better meet the needs of the area's homeless.

Kindergarten

6,303

Elementary: grade one to grade four

22,235

Middle: grade five to grade eight

Adult Educational Attainment

21,109

High School: g'."de nine to grade 12

In San Francisco, 60.2 percent of the householders who live in owner-occupied units have a Bachelor's degree or
higher, while the rate specific to the Mission is 66.6 percent. The rate for renter-occupied units in San Francisco is
55.1 percent, while it is 49.4 in the Mission.
·

405

~~

Source: ACS 2013; 51401

.The table below shows the percent of students living in and outside MPN, by MPN focus school, for 2011-2012.
There are 61 percent of students living outside of the MissioR, yet at.tending the four focus schools.

These data indicate that people with a Bachelor's degree or higher.are more likely to_ own a house than to rent,
while people with some college, an Associate's degree or less. are more.lik.ely to rent than to own their home.
There is a larger educational gap between homeowners and rerite,rs i8.the Mission District than in the City as
a whole.
·

Table 10-MPN student residences

Among the housing survey respondents, 66 percent have a high school diploma or less, while about 32 percent
reported at least some post-secondary education.
Table 8-Education Jevel
301
100.00%

377

79.80%

382

75.90%

503

100,00%

Notes: 64(0 1%) SFUSD students had 2n incomplete address in 2011-2012 and

A closer look at the students who lived outside of MPN and were enrolled in one of the four MPN focus schools
(999 students) reveals 11 percent of these students lived in areas that were directly adjacent to MPN (i.e., they
shared a geographic border with MPN); however, most of these students (89 percent) came from non-adjacent
neighborhoods.
Table 11-MPN focus schools

The survey results are consistent with U.S. Census data in that they indicate that the large majority of lowerincome Latinos in the Mission do not have post-secondary educational experience.

Grade School Enrollment and Student Residence
There are four public schools in the Mission Promise Neighborhood:
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Among students enrolled in MPN focus schools who lived anywhere outside of MPN, the top sending ZIP codes
include: 94214 (Bayview-Hunters Point, 21 percent), 94112 (Excelsior-Outer Mission, 17 percent), 94110 (Bernal
Heights, nine percent) and 94134 (Visitacion Valley, eight percent). According to the 2010 Census, BayviewHunters Point and the Excelsior have grown in the number and percent of Latino residents, while the Mission has
lost Latino residents. At 75 percent, Latino students comprise the majority of students enrolled in the four focus
schools, per the John Gardner Center.

The following figure, taken from a publication by the San Francisco Department of Planning, places the Mission's
balance of housing types in the context of other planning districts.
28 of the document linked here:

San Francisco housing stock
by Planning District, 2013

Housing Type and
The Mission has a total of 24, 924 housing units, making up 6.6 percent of th~ overall. bous_ing units in the entire·
City. B~low is a table demonstrating units by structure type in San Francisco arid- the Mission.

..

·.

Planning District
2-Marina
1-Richmond
3-Northeast

Table 12-Units by structure type

§l.~§~§S -~--

4-Downtown
5-Westem Addition

9-South of Market
1o- south say,hore

~=::::::::::::~
r <•

1
11 - Bernal Heights ,

12-SouthCentral
13-lngleside

J

~=::::::::::::·

Sing!e family
•

2to4units
5 to 9 units

•

20+units

10 to 19 units

18

14- Inner Sunset

15-0uter Sunset . •11111111111111111111111111111•••!1
5,000

10,000

15,000

20,000

25,000

30,000

35,000

40,000

Number of units

Source: SF Housing Inventory, page 28.

According to Census data, 84 percent of the total housing units in both the Mission and San Francisco
were built before 1979. Below is a table demonstrating the number of structures built in different periods in
San Francisco and the Mission.
Table 13-Units by age of structure

Built before 1979
Built after 1979

Page 12

84.00%
61,245

20,975

84.00%

3,854

16.00%
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According to the 2013 U.S. Census American Communities Survey, 27 percent of residential units in the Mission
are owner-occupied, while 73 percent are renter occupied. Housing in the Mission is more heavily renter
occupied than the City of San Francisco as a whole, where the balance is 37 percent owner occupied and 63
percent renter occup"1ed.

Home values in San Francisco, as calculated by real estate search engine Zillow, jumped from a median of
$258,000 in April 1996 to a median of $887,700 in February 2014. During this same period, median home values
in the Mission jumped from $223,800 to $962,200. See Appendix 3 for a table and graph demonstrating these
data. The following are more recent price trends for home purchase and rental.

Table 14-Renters

The table can be accessed on oaae 24 of the document linked here:
Table 15-Housing price trends

Source: ACS 2013; DP04

Among the participants from the NALCAB/MEDA housing survey, 82.70 percent reported to be renting the unit
where th.ey live in :he .tv11ssion.
The residential vacancy rate in the Mission is 7.7 perc~nt, cfos~ to the. overall San Francisco rate of 8); however,.
this vacancy rate varies widely by census tract. This map demonstrates the relative vacancy rate by census tract in
the Mission, with t.he darker green representing higher levels of vacancy and a range from 27 units to 527 units
per census tract.

2006

$2,400

N/A

$6.80,970

$612,250

2007

$2,750

N/A

$664,060

$566,440

2008

$603,570

$370,490

2009

$6.11,410

$409,020.

The following chart compares three sources for average rental prices in the Mission.

Average rent in the Mission
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~
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The following map shows the median price of a one-bedroom in the different neighborhoods in San Francisco
as of June 2014. The Mission is in the top 10 highest neighborhoods, with a median price of $3,250 for a
one-bedroom, according to one online search engine.

Labor Market Conditions that
Drive Demand
Housing
As of November 2014, the unemployment rate in San Francisco was 4.4 percent. Of the 503,700 residents in the
labor force, 481,700 are employed. This is a record high for the City and eclipses the previous peak reached
during the tech boom of the early 2000's. The table below lists the 10 industries/sectors with the highest number
of employees in the San Francisco MSA.

San Francisco
one-bedroom rent

Table 16---Employment by sector

The median price

Accommodation and food services

120,700

State and local government ..

116,100

_Retail trade

9.2,200

Financial activities

76,400

of a one-bedroom
apartrhent in

65,400

San Francisco, CA

·51,000

(June 2014)
Other services

42,500

civic)

! Transportation, warehousfr1g and utilities

. 40,000
Labor Market

According to San Francisco City Controller's Office, the tech industry has accounted for 30 percent of job growth
in San Francisco since 2010.7 In fact, the CEDD projects software developers will be among the 10 occupations
with the most job openings from 2012 to 2022. Below are tables demonstrating the occupations with the most
job openings and the fastest-growing occupations in the San Francisco MSA.
Table 17-Job growth by sector

Source: Priceonomics.corn, August 2014.

San Francisco and the Mission are in the midst of a particularly rapid period of post-recessionary housing cost
increase. In San Francisco, monthly rents jumped from a median of $2,975 in November 2010 to a median of
$3,518 in February 2014. For that same period, median monthly rents in the Mission went from $2,868 to $3,839
(U.S. Census). According to Priceonomics, a data-mining business that analyzes apartment listings, between June
2013 and June 2014, the median price for renting an apartment in the City increased for all type of units, with
different numbers of bedrooms. For a studio, the increase was of $350, a one-bedroom a $325 increase, a
two-bedroom a $125 increase, a three-bedroom a $295 increase and, overall, a $577 increase.

Cashiers

The extent of the demand for affordable housing in San Francisco is well illustrated by the example of the 2014
lease up of the Natoma Family Apartments, a 60-unit, affordable housing development at 47 4 Natoma Street in
the South of Market (SoMa) neighborhood. There were 2,800 applicants for units designated for families making
$44,280 to $66,420, offering rents that range from $711 to $1,569 per month. 6

cleaners

Software developers, applications

14,130

$10.80

10,930

$11.44

$22,464
$23,795

10,340

$12.47

$25,938

8,570

$10.74

$22,339

8,320

$12.12

$25,210

7,250

$52.53

$109,262

6 Elsen, Tracy, 2014. Hooray: 60 New Affordable Units Hit SoMa (But They're Taken). San Francisco Curbed, July 2014.
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complete 80 percent of their agreements will be "deemed as successful, provided that a good faith effort was
made to achieve all items" by the City.

Genera! and operations managers

5,680

$64.88

$134,950

Market research analysts and marketing specialists

5,830

$38.94

$80,995

Opponents of the tax break and activists for community job seekers say that, since the City made these
requirements after negotiating the tax breaks, that they have no "teeth" to enforce compliance by companies
benefitting from the program; further, based on the skillset required for entry-level positions that open in these
companies, local workers are, by and large, not qualified.
Stock-Based Compensation Payroll Tax Exclusion was announced in 2011. The City announced this payroll
expense tax exclusion for stock-based compensation not bound by a specific geography, which allows companies
to exclude stock based compensation, above certain thresholds, for tax years 2011-2017. The exclusion expires
in 2017 and all pre-I PO companies are eligible. Eligible businesses will fall into one of two categories:

Source: California Employment Development Department, Labor Market Information Division, December 2014.

It is worth noting that the six occupations with the largest number of job openings projected from 2012-2022
have median hourly wages under $13.

Paid more than $750,000 of
payroll expense on stock

As indicated throughout this report, San Francisco is, by all measurements, an extremely high-cost market. Yet,
companies continue to open their firms in San Francisco and employees for established companies based in
Silicon Valley continue to move to the City to reside. The reasons for this vary, but four principle factors stand out:

Paid less than $750,000 of Payroll
Tax on stock based compensation in 2010:
on stock
comoensation above $750,000 in tax.

Expense Tax on stock based cornpFJnsation in 2010:
compensation for amount over what was paid in tax year

As alluded to above, new residents, especially Millennials, are moving to San Francisco to live and, often qpen
their new b~siness. A large-and growing percentage-;-0 f these _bu.sinesses operate in the tech industry. These
new residents choose San Francisco because they prefer an urban lifestyle that the City, and districts such· as the
Mission, offer. This desire to avoid living in a suburban setting is strong enough that companies.such as Google
found it necessary to bus employees from San Francisco to their headq~arters in Mountain View and beyond.
This modern twist on carpooling has had a significant effect for the Mission District in particular.

1.
percent vacancy rate and commercial

Valley, had a vacancy rate of only 4.4 percent

Preliminary research from the University of California, Berkeley suggests that one- and two-bedroom ap<irtrnents
within a walkable distance of five of the Google Shuttle stops (two are in the Mission) are becoming more
expensive at a faster rate than similar units in the same neighborhood. Hie report also found evidence that
Craigslist and other secondary market rental services frequently post the property's proximity to a Google bus
stop as a perk, noting that Google employees will pay extra to live within a two, to three-minute walking distance
of the shuttle stops.10
· ·
incentives for

in
Beginning in August 2014, companies located in Silicon Valley and operating shuttle service for their respective
employees have started paying a fee to make stops at San Francisco bus stations. Under an 18-month pilot
program, the shuttle services will be allowed to use bus stops at over 100 locations throughout the City and in
exchange for paying at least $3.55 each time they pick up or drop off passengers. The San Francisco Municipal
Transportation Agency (SFMTA) estimates there are 35,000 daily trips made on the shuttles and that through this
program it will raise $3.7 million to cover costs for making sure they run smoothly.11

Public policy, implemented through tax incentives, has been a particularly powerful driver of demand. The
following are two key examples:
Market/Tenderloin Payroll Tax Exclusion is sometimes popularly referred to as the "Twitter Tax Break."
This tax exclusion provides that existing businesses in the Tenderloin and on Market Street, from approximately
Fifth to 11th streets-and any who relocate to the area-can be exempt from additional payroll tax as they add
jobs during any six years in an eight-year period. For-profit businesses in San Francisco, with payrolls of over
$250,000, currently pay a tax of 1.5 percent. The rationale is that these two districts have the highest storefront
vacancy rates in the City. To date, 19 companies have taken advantage of these incentives. A City of San
Francisco analysis of the economic benefits of this incentive suggest that, in 2013, these breaks generated $7.6
million more in revenue than it received in 2011, prior to the incentives taking place. After the agreement on tax
breaks was approved, the City placed a requirement that companies taking advantage of this program must enter
into a Community Benefits Agreement with the City.9 Under these CBAs, companies typically pledge to work with
local retailers, make grants to local nonprofits, volunteer staff time to local charities and hire locally for entry-level
positions through the City's First Source Hiring Program. Launched in 1998, First Source is designed to place
economically disadvantaged residents in entry-level jobs within their community. Only those companies with
payroll expenses that exceed one-million dollars have to sign an official CBA; further, companies who

The increase in individuals moving to the City in an already tight and high-cost housing market is seemingly
incentivizing property owners to take advantage of the opportunity. Average rents are skyrocketing, as highersalaried home seekers move to the area and condominium conversion is now a regular occurrence. As property
owners seek to capitalize on the trend, evictions are a becoming more commonplace.

10 Goldman Alexandra, 2013. The "Google Shuttle Effect:" Gentrification and San Francisco's Dot-Com Boom 2.

Master of City Plann"1ng in the Department of City and Reg"1onal Planning of the University of California, Berkeley.
White House Council of Economic Advisors, 15 Economic Facts About Millennia ls, October 2014.
of the CBAs made between companies and the City are on line for review and can be found at the
Twitter, 21 Tech, One Kings Lane, Zoosk.
18

11 Baires, Jennifer, August 2014. Google, Facebook pay for shuttles to use San Francisco bus stops. Reuters.
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Short-term vacation rentals are alternatives to hotels. People offer their house on a short-term vacation rental
website and rent it for a night, a weekend, a week or even an entire month. As a major tourist spot, San Francisco
has seen an increase over the last two years in such short-term vacation rentals as Airbnb, VRBO and HomeAway.
There are more than 10 listings on Airbnb for apartments in the Mission ranging from $100 to $2,500 per night;
VRBO has over 45 listings ranging from $100 to $1,300 per night in the Mission District. There are a high number
of short-term vacation rentals in San Francisco advertised on tripping.com: 1,635 in San Francisco, compared to
720 in Sacramento, 448 in San Diego and 285 in Los Angeles.

Housing cost burdens for low-income families in the Mission are staggering. A "cost-burdened household"
is typically defined as a household spending more than 30 percent of their monthly income on housing.
Accor.ding fo the U.S. Census' American Communities Survey data, amon,g households that rent in the Mission,
approximately 44 percent are housing cost burdened. For households that rent in the Mission and earn less than
$75,000 per year, approximately 70 percent are housing cost burdened; further, among homeowners, 50 percent
of owners with a mortgage are housing cost burdened, while 27 percent of owners without a mortgage are
·
housing cost burdened.

$75,000 appears to be a key income threshold for whether households stay in the Mission. The following table
illustrates how the percentage of households in the Mission earning less than $75,000 decreased dramatically between 2000 and 2013, while the percentage of residents earning more than $100,000 is dramatically
increasing. Refer to Appendix 4 for a map demonstrating MHI in the Mission.

Housing Affordability
The cost of housing in the Mission, documented above, is not affordable to people that earn the Area Median
Income (AMI) in the Mission ($103,000), much less to lower-income people. The following chart analyzes the
current affordability gap for residents of the Mission District for a family of four. Consider that a family of four
earning 80 percent of AMI, or $82,400, would need to pay 55 percent of their monthly income for a typical
two-bedroom apartment in the Mission. A family earning the median income for Latinos in the Mission, $47, 123,
would need to pay 97 percent of their monthly income for a typical two-bedroom apartment in the Mission.

Table 19-Changes in wealth in the MissiolJ

Table 18-Percentage of income by AMI needed to pay rent

$2,059

Monthly gap for a twobedroom ($3,800 rent)

$1,840

$1,287

$1, 178

(-$3,876)

Housing Cost Burden

Landlords see the opportunity to make more money by using \heir_ho,uses as short-term vacation rentals for
tourists, instead of renting them out to locals, thereby contributing to evictions and the housing crisis in the
Mission. There have been cases reported of landlords in San Francisco evicting their tenants to convert their units
into short-term vacation rentals, adding to the housing crisis. In April 2014, San Francisco Gate reported that City
Attorney Dennis Herrera said in a statement: "Illegal shorHerm r.ental conversions of our scarce residential
housing stock" are contributing to "a housing crisis of historic proportions."14

$2,574

(-$2,426)

Monthly gap for a threebedroom ($5,250 rent)
Sources: AMI: US HUD, 2014. Rent: Average rent from Zillow and Priceonornics.

San Francisco bans residential rentals offewerthan 30 days, unless the hosts have a conditional use permit.12
The City Planning Department is investigating dozens of complaints that property owners throughout San
Francisco have illegally converted homes and apartments to hotels.n There are no regulations on short-ter.m
rentals, for which landlords are not paying hotel taxes.

30% of monthly
household income

Monthly gap for a twobedroom ($3,800 rent)

Households

21,680

22,789

24,924

15.00%

Median household income

$49,372

$67,871

$73,610

49.00%
-48.00%

Less than $10,000

9.06%

4.25%

4.70%

$10,000 to $14,999

5.15%

4.22%

5.40%

4.90%

$15,000 to $24, 999

9.94%

9.76%

7.50%

-24.00%

10.50%

7.26%

8.90%

-15.00%

$772

-30.00%
-40.00%

(-$2,513)

-5.40%

$75,000 to $99,999

Monthly gap for a
bedroom ($5,250 rent)

$100,000 to$149,999

12 Egelko, Bob, April 2014. San Francisco attorney sues two landlords over short-term rentals. San Francisco Gate.

51.70%

$150,000 to $199,999

2.75%

9.22%

9.20%

234.50%

$200,000 or more

2.56%

8.21%

12.90%

403.90%

Source: ACS, 20CXl SF3 Sample data, ACS, 2010, 2012 and 2013; DP03.

1·,

13 Said, Carolyn, April 2014. San Francisco cracks down on Airbnb rentals. San Francisco Gate.
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Housing Affordability by Occupation
The Center for Housing Policy created "Paycheck to Paycheck,"15 an on line data tool that places average wages
by occupation in 210 metro areas in the context of local housing costs. The first graph shows the average annual
income for five different health worker professions in San Francisco and the affordability gap to buy a house at
the median City value of $815,000.

Occupancy at levels greater than one person per room (1.01) is used by the Census Bureau as the threshold for
defining living conditions as substandard. According to the Census Data, while 2.3 percent of the population in
San Francisco have between 1.01 and 1.5 occupants per room, the Mission has a higher average of 4. i 4
occupants. San Francisco has only one percent of the population living with 1.5 or more occupants per room,
while the Mission has an average of 5.90 percent. When looking at overcrowding among Latino families,
it is important to know how many bedrooms are in each house and how many people are in each bedroom.
Below is a table demonstrating the number of occupants per room in San Francisco and the Mission. Refer to
Appendix 5 for 2005-2009 data on overcrowding.

Paycheck to paycheck:
San Francisco, CA Metro Area
First quarter 2014 homeownership market
$250,000

$224,154

Table 20-0ccupants per room

2014 Median home price: $815,000

$150,000

1.00orless
$100,000

$71,505 $74,676

$50,000

I

93.90%

89.00%

1.01to1.50

2.80%

·4:6o%

1.50ormore

3.30%

- 6.40%

Source·. ACS 2013; DP04.
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While Census qata suggests that there is a higher incidence of overcrowding in the Mission than in San Francisco
as a whole, it is likely that the Census did not capture. the scale of the overcrowding in the Mission.
'
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Data from the NALCAB/MEDA housing survey strongly suggests that among low-income Latinos in MPN, many
households are overcrowded. 91 percent (205/226) of respondents ini::licated that they lived in a unit with one,
two or three bedrooms. 63 percent (130/207) of respondents-almost two thirds-indicated that they share the·
room in which they sleep with two or more people (adult~ or children).
·

The second graph shows what the same group of health workers would need to earn annually to rent a one- or
tw.o-bedroom in San Francisco. According to this graph, the average case manager and the average RN are the
only ones who can afford a one-bedroom, and the RN is the only one who can afford a two-bedroom. The
average home health aide would need to almost double their income to afford a one-bedroom.

Table 21-People sharing bedrooms

Paycheck to paycheck:
San Francisco, CA Metro Area
2014 Fair market rent 1BR $1,551 /month, 2BR $1, 956/month
$80,000
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There is evidence that multiple families and unrelated individuals are doubling up. 39 percent of respon<1Ant'
indicated that they lived with an adult who was not a member of their family. 43 percent of resoondents
children living in their home indicated that at least one of those children was not a family
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15 Center for Housing policy: Paycheck to Paycheck.
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l : : i n g assistance is provided on behalf of the family or individual, participants are able to find their own
~.ousing, including single-family homes, townhouses and apartments.

and Commercial Rental

I

.
Ii

Nonprofits throughout San Francisco are also feeling the burden of rent increase. A 2000 report from
CompassPoint Nonprofit Services entitled, "Nonprofits at Risk: The Space and Occupancy Crisis Facing San
Francisco's Nonprofit Community," reviewed issues facing nonprofit organizations that utilize commercial rental
space in San Francisco; specifically, the impact of the increasing rental rates on the nonprofit sector in the City.
The study included written surveys, focus groups, key informant interviews and case studies. The following are
some key points from the report that continue to be relevant today:
leased space. About 22 percent of nonprofits leasing
and 13 percent were located in the Mission

Housing choice vouchers are locally administered by public housing agencies (PHAs). The PHAs receive federal
funds from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) to administer the voucher program.

Otth er
In addition to pul 1lic housing and Section 8 Vouchers administered by the San Francisco Housing Authority, there
are approximate!;1 1,!:l!:lO multifamily units in the Mission District that are subsidized under other programs of the
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development and there are approximately 850 units subsidized with
Low-Income Hou sino Tax Credits. The majority of these units are owned and managed by two nonprofit
organizations: Mi ;s1on Housing Development Corporation and Mercy Housing. A complete listing of these
units is included; '1n Appendix
App
6.

were either somewhat likely, moderately likely

expiration of a current !ease because rental
to solutions in the survey, 69

unit

organization~>.

raising funds and

There are over 500 single-room occupancy (SRO) u_nits in San Francisco, and they are home to more than 30,000
low-income residents, according to the Central City SRO Collaborative, a local housing advocacy group. SROs
. make up five percent of all San Francisco residences and comprise the largest supply of low-cost rental housing
in the City. An SRO is defined as a single eight-by-10 foot room with shared hallway bathrooms, but, beyond
th.at, they range dramatically in quality. An SRO can b~ a· permanent residence or a room for the night. An
average SRO in the Mission District costs approximate1)'$45 per night._ ,. .
.
·.

ourrhris1nn

The Existing ·supply of Subsidized._
Housing in the Mission

Historically, SROs were populated by low-wage workers, transient laborers and newly arrived immigrants;
however, while there are subsidy incentives in the Mission for landlords to rent SROs to people who are.
homeless, low income or suffering from mental illness, there are often greater incentives to evict such tenants
and renovate the space to rent at a higher price under a subsidy program. According to the SRO Collaborative,
·1n many Tenderloin, Chinatown and Mission SROs, immigrant workers may be found living three or more to a
single, smalf room.

The San Francisco Housing Authority_ houses 41,500 low-income residents in public units or with vouchers to help
offset the cost of market-rate apartments. Yet at any given time, a few hundred of the agency's 6,054 units sit
vacant because the cash-strapped agency cannot quickly rehabilitate them for new tenants. A report last year by
Harvey Rose, the Board of Supervisors' budget and legislative analyst, fqund the agency had missed out on $6.3
million in rent because it allowed units to sit vacant..
The waitlist for publi~ housing in San Francisco has been closed since 2010 becau;e the demand so dramatically
outstrips the supply. Some prospective tenants have been waiting for many years for a unit. Currently, there are
three public housing properties located in the Mission.

The Mission Housing Development Corporation (MHDC) is a nonprofit, community-based organization that owns
the largest portfolio of affordable housing for Mission District residents of low and moderate incomes. MHDC
currently manages two SRO buildings in the Mission:
and
and

While the San Francisco Rent Board controls the amount that rent can be raised for units built pre-1979, newer
buildings have no limits on increases. Refer to Appendix 7 for additional details on rent control. The Rent Board
does not have information publically available on the number of units currently under rent control and does not
track these properties, unless there is a report filed.
Recently, BRIDGE, a nonprofit supporting public housing needs in the Bay Area, and MEDA partnered to
co-develop and preserve three properties in the Mission/Castro cluster, a grouping of over 400 apartments for
seniors, all of which are scheduled to be rehabilitated in 2015. The goal is to ensure the ongoing affordability
and viability of these existing affordable-housing resources.

Among the NALCAB/MEDA housing survey participants, 32.70 percent stated they are living in a rent-controlled
apartment, while 31 percent are not. Another 25.2 percent did not know their situation.

8
The Housing Choice Voucher Program is the federal government's major program for assisting low-income
families, the elderly and the disabled to afford decent, safe and sanitary housing in the private market. Since
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the :::in::irtmPnts
landlord invokes the Ellis
was paying, for five years following

Table 22-Rent-controlled units

property to

tenancies in common or condominiums.

NIA

19

Under these three causes, any tenant who has resided in the unit for at least 12 consecutive months has a right to
relocation payments under this notice. The current amount for tenants being evicted under the owner/relative
move-in and demolition causes is $5,261 per tenant for a maximum payment of $15,783. The owner must also
pay an additional $3,508 to each household who has at least one child under the age of 18 years living in the
unit, and to each tenant who is over 60 years of age or disabled. Ellis Act evictees receive $5, 105.20 per tenant,
up to a maximum of $15,315.56, plus an additional $3,403.45 for tenants who are senior or disabled. Owners
must also give tenants evicted through the Ellis Act the first right of return if the unit is returned to the rental
market. Ellis Act evictions require a one-year notice for senior and disabled tenants, and 120 days for all others.

8.40%

Source: San Francisco Housing Inventory, page 24.

Table 23-Just-cause evictions

Data presi:inted above clearly illustrates that housing affordability is a key factor driving the changing
.
socioeconomic dem"ographics of the Mission District. Beyond ~ffordability, however, there is ample evidence
that market conditions are driving more aggressive forms of displacement and, potentially, housing discrimination.

EvictionsTh"' San Francisco Rent Board publishes annual eviction reports that detail the total number of just-cause
evictions that were filed during the preceding year. These reports are broken down by cause and total number.
The following table demonstrates all reported just-cause evictions that occurred in San Francisco from March
2012-February 2014. There were 1,977 total evictions notices given in San Francisco during this time period,
regardless of cause. This was 220 more evictions than reported from 2012-2013; a 13 percent increase. The most
common form of eviction in the most recent completed report was Breach of Lease Agreement. This could
include the renter owning unauthorized pets, destruction of property or similar events that would constitute a
break of the original rental agreement. There were 607 reported breaches of lease agreements from 2013-2014.
The second most common reason for eviction was nuisance (loud noise, unsanitary conditions). Nuisance
evictions accounted for 349 of the total notices. The next three most common reasons for evictions are viewed
as more market driven and, in some documented cases, being used to evict tenants paying lower rents to
rehabilitate and re-rent or convert to a condominium for sale. These include the following:

Capital improvements

25

Owner/relative move-in

185

Habitual late

59

37

48.00%

. 84

42.00%

48.00%

I

Breach of agreement

468

607

30.00%

Roommate eviction

41

49

20.00%

Unapproved subtenant

15

17

13.00%

-~·-·-·~"~~~~~-

Nuisance

-1.00%
-5.00%

16

Total

1,757

-44.00%
1,977

13.00%

Source· San Francisco Rent Board

Declining Ellis Act Evictions in 2014
In the last few years, the Ellis Act in particular became a popular way for property owners to lawfully evict tenants
and tap into the lucrative housing market. In 2009/2010, the Rent Board received 43 Ellis Act filings. This figure
increased every year before reaching a high of216 forthe 2013/2014 period.
Table 24--Ellis Act evictions

2011-2012

64

5.00%

2012-2013

116

81.00%

Act grants lancHords the right to evict tenants to" s_:io out of

Act eviction to occur, the landlord must remove all of the units in the building from
one tenant and/or remove just one unit from the rental market.
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with 'crumbs.' They offer them $3,000,
idea of $10,000, but
don't know how
seen, a woman got $10,000 and she has
daughters,
to last her, how much is she going to pay for rent? People settle for the money, but we
aware about that, it's not about what money they receive, but where are they going to
have children, it makes it more comfortable."
Another theme that came up during the focus group is that renters seeking new housing (after an eviction) were
often discriminated against for having children and were unaware that this is illegal under the Fair Housing Act.

In contrast, preliminary evidence from 2014 suggests that use of the Ellis Act has slowed. Indeed, a review of
Rent Board filings from April 2014-September 2014 reveal only 29 Ellis Act cases were filed. If that trend
continues for the remained of the reporting period, the number of Ellis Act evictions will have dramatically fallen.
Reasons for this decline include:

Respondents to the NALCAB/MEDA housing survey were asked their thoughts on a similar series of points.
Below are a selection of responses to questions about satisfaction with their current housing situation, the
likelihood of having to move and the fear of being evicted.

funding for Ellis Act c;viction defense from
$700,000 for tenant counseling services. This
seeking to use the Ellis Act for evictions,

1.

Satisfaction with current living/housing arrangement; 22.10 percent of the participants stated not being satisfied
with their current living arrangement in regards to affordability. 29.6 percent are very satisfied and 44.2 are
somewhat satisfied.
Table 25-Living-arrangement satisfaction

f\lnvember 2013 ballot. Uke the potontd

a measure pass may have temporarily
did notpass ..
terFmtS evicted throu:;:1h the Eilis
Mayor Lee made a public commitment to continue limiting Ellis Act.~victio.ns in 2015 through two means:
'I

uK~1111uc>u of rent increase: Over 50 percent of participants think it is at least somewhat likely that their rent will
increase in the next year. Only 26.10 percent that think that it is not likely that this will occur.

Table 26-Likelihood of rent increase in next year

2.

Mission Residents on Housing,
Affordability and Evictions
22.10%

NALCAB held a focus group with Mission District community leaders in July 2014 to discuss the district's housing
situation and their personal experiences with renting, evictions and relocation. Participants mentioned a number
of reasons that they believe individuals were evicted without a fight. These reasons included:

* lndivicluais are often unaware of their rights
"" Tenants often leave because they, or a family
®

To lov,,1-incorne tenants, the $15,000 offered

and the!r

abi~ity

17.70%
0.90%

to question the legi:-dity

1.80%

in the home, are undocumented arid

Source: f\JALCAB locus group of Mission District community leaders, July 2014

household seems like much

in the same unit next year: When asked about their confidence that they will still reside
next year, 44.20 percent of the participants felt very confident about being in the same unit next
aooroximetelv 33.5 percent expressed little to no confidence. Another 16.3 percent felt fairly confident.

A participant from the focus group shared the following thought (translated from Spanish):
16

17

Office of the Mayor, News Release
Office of the Mayor, News Release
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2011,

steadily increased in San

Table 27-Likelihood of living in same unit/house in one year

available data, appears likely to continue
Belween 1992 and 2011,
1,298 in 1992to12,767 in
32
2

4

I

14.10%

14

6.20%

15

6.60%

15

6.60%

n

about bc;ing evicted in the next year: Whil.e then' was a wide degree of preoccupation, more than half
of respondents expressed at least some concern that they could be evicted from their homes and 13.i percent ·
were very concerned. Another 47.3 percent were not concerned at all.

Recent Development

Table 28-Eviction concern

The Housing Inventory is the Planning Department's survey of housing production trends in San Francisco. Some
of the key findings from the 2013 report are:.

13.20%

Refused

1.30%

NIA

4.90%

Source: NALCAB focus group of Mission District community leaders, July 2014.

The majority of the 2013 gains in new construction in the Mission are in the sites with 20+ units, followed by
10-19 units. There are comparatively low numbers of smaller unit sizes.

Commercial Evictions
In October 2014, the Budget and Legislative Analyst office conducted an assessment of
displacement trends between 1992 and 2011. This assessment included a review of the Mission's
Street Commercial Corridor. Some of the findings from their report follow:
m3y inc!ude: moving to a

a business; going out of
1B

of business turnover
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474 Natoma Street located in SoMa, with 60 units.

Table 29-Sizes of new construction in the Mission

1075 Le Conte Avenue located in the Bawiew, with 73 units.
60 West Point Road located in Hunters

with 54 units.
with ·13 units.

• 61 West Point Road

The table below shows the production of affordable-housing units by levels of affordability.
Table 30-New affordable housing by levels of affordability

Recent Construction of Affordable Housing
In 2013, 712-new affordable housing units were built in San Francisco, a 39 p,ercent increase from the previous
year's production of 513 units. These new affordable units made up 36 per"ent_ of new units added to the Cify's
housing stock This count includes 220 indusionary units and 28- units added- to existing structures. No major
projects were buUt in the Mission in 2013.
About 93 percent of the new affordable units are rentals affordable to very-low and low-income households. Very
low-income uni.ts represented 63 percent of the new affordable units that were constructed in 2013; low-income
units made up 31 percent, and moderate-income units made up about six percent The figure below shows the
affordable-housing construction compared to market-rate housing. consfruction citywide from 2009-2013.19

2011

127

13

NIA

21

57

218

418

52.00%

2012

250

107

NIA

52

104

513

1,471

35.00%

2013

NIA

448

NIA

220

44

712

2,439

29.00%

9,310

32.00%

The table below shows new, affordable-housing construction by housing·type.20
Table 31-New affordable-housing constr.uction by housing·type

Major affordable-housing developments completed in San Francisco in 2013 Include:

120 units.

13ecich

in

• 701

Downtown, wlth.100 units .

Development of affordable
and market-rate units, 2009-2013
Units

8,000
7,000

Affordable units

6,000

Market-rate units

5,000

lnclusionary Housing

4,000
3,000

The lnclusionary Affordable Housing Program, also known as Section 415 of the San Francisco Planning Code,
requires residential developments with 10 or more units that seek a conditional use (CU) permit of planned unit
development (PUD) to set aside 15 percent of their units on-site, or 20 percent of their units off-site, as dedicated
affordable housing. These percentages are higher in certain parts of the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan Area (The
Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development). Developers can also choose to opt out of this

2,000
1,000
0 2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Total

2009-2013

Source: Source: San Francisco Planning Department Housing Inventory (2013).
20

on page 21 of the document linked here:
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requirement and pay an Affordable Housing Fee or work with the City to dedicate a parcel of land to be banked
for future use as an affordable-housing development.

Nine of the 16 developers with

completed in 2013 opted to pay the

If these developers had built
affordable

Reflecting the need for housing (market rate or subsidized) and paralleling the increased number of projects
underway throughout the City, the number of inclusionary units reached 220 in 2013. This is an increase of 76
percent over 2012 totals. All 220 inclusionary units in 2013 were constructed as on-site affordable housing. A
total of $9, 130,671 was collected as partial payments of Affordable Housing Fees for developers choosing not
to earmark sites with affordable units.

If these
affordable housing units.22

The table below shows inclusionary units completed from 2009-2013.21

the fee, it would mean

While some activists argue that the Affordable Housing Fee should be removed, the Mayor's Office of
has indicated that the potential burden of Homeowners Association Fees on low-income residents is
factor in the City's decision to allow the fee system to continue. While the City controls the prices of
market-rate (BMR) units, state real estate laws require all homeowners to be assessed full homeowners'
whether they paid full price for their unit or if it was obtained through an affordable-housing program.

Table 32-New inclusionary units

Planned Development
. The _City of San Francisco Planning Department m'!_iotains.a report oij the pipeline of active construction projects.
in the City, divided by planning district. The San .Francisco consolidated pipeline· consists of development
projects that would add residential units or co~mercial space in the City. It provides a short- to medium-term
picture of changing land uses, specifically tracking the changes to the City's housing stock and commercial uses-,·
These findings are available as quarterly reports. Refer to Appendices 8 and 9 for Parcel Zoning and Parcel
Boundary maps of the Mission.
- ··
The report from the third quarter of 2014 sh;,ws \hat there were 958 projects in the pipeline. Of these, 75 percent
are exclusively residential and 17 percent are mixed-used projects, with both residential and commercial
con;ponents. Only eight percent of projects .are non-residential developn;ents.

Affordable Housing Fee Schedule·

The vast majority of pipeline projects are small scale, consisting of one to three units. The "hotspot" for much of
this development is Market Street, at various parts along the corridor. This artery is geographically at the heart of
the recent Central Market/Tenderloin Payroll Tax Exclusion, though many projects here predate this program.

Effective January 1, 2015, the City announced a new fee schedule for the lnclusionary Affordable Housing
Ordinance for developers who chose to not build inclusionary units. These fees will be required for all new
developments subject to the ordinance.

The Mission ranks only behind the Richmond District in the total number of projects in the pipeline, but it ranks
12th out of 33 neighborhoods in the number of net-total residential units and 30th in net-total commercial units.
A closer examination reveals that, while the Mission has a comparatively large number of projects in the pipeline,
many of these are smaller sites, averaging only 15 units per project, for a net gain of 1,210 units; further, the
Mission is set to lose 62,370 square feet of commercial space.23

Table 33-Affordable housing fee schedule

Studio

$199,698

One-bedroom

$270,441

There are currently 50 projects in the pipeline database that propose the demolition or conversion of existing
production, distribution and repair (PDR) buildings to residential use. If the pipeline were developed as
proposed, about 800,000 square feet of PDR space would be lost to conversion or demolition. It would be
replaced with 3,600 residential units and or other commercial uses. Most of the PDR-to-residential conversions
are found in Central Waterfront, Showplace/Potrero Hill and east SoMa districts. The loss of PDR space in these
neighborhoods would in turn bring in 2,900 net-new housing units. The Mission would bring in 350 net units.
The Mission has 10 projects in PDR space conversion to residential units. See Appendix 10 for a map
demonstrating the location of planned development within the Mission.

$367,711

Two-bedroom

$419,621
$522,545
Fr.:mcisco

Research by local Mission-based journalist, Daniel Hirsh, found the following information on the Affordable
Housing Fee.

21

The table can be accessed on page 23 of the document linked here:
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Hirsch, Daniel, May, 2014. Affordable Housing Construction in Limbo. Mission Local.

23

Data can be accessed on page 4 of the document found at the following link:

MPN-Nl\LCf\B Mission Housing Ass-essrnent

Micro-Units
Due to the high demand for affordable-housing options, San Francisco's first micro-unit building was approved
in 2013 and will be ready for occupancy late in 2015. Originally proposed as student housing, the 11-story
building-to be constructed at 1321 Mission Street (9th and Mission in the Mid-Market District) and dubbed
"Smartspace" -will have a total of 160 market-rate units, 120 of which will be called micro-units with as little as
220 square feet of space. The building will also include nearly 3,400 square feet of ground-floor retail space, will
be car free and will have parking for 240 bicycles. The units will rent for $1,200-$1,500 and are expected to be
ready for occupancy by late 2015. Some urban planners argue that micro-apartments can help rising rental costs
and housing shortages in highly urbanized areas.

~,
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Selected Current Housing Development
in the Mission

. 'li!i

The following is a selected list of current developments in the Mission:
is located at Mission and 22nd streets next to the_rehab.ilitated the historic Mission Theater. Vida is 114
market-rate condominiums. It took developer Dean Givas over, two years _of n<;gotiations with community groups
to get the project_green-lighted. Givas elected to pursue the land dedication alternative to meet the lnclusionary
Affordable Housing Ordinance requirements by purchasing a 11,672-square-foot plot of land (Block 6571 Lot
026) located at 1296 Shotwell Street (Cesar Chavez Boulevard at Shotwell,Street) and cede it to the Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Developme(lt for future development, This lot meets the requirements of the
Ordinance a~d has demonstrated to be able to constru'ct up,to M ~nits of affordable housing-a significant
improvement over the 14 units of affordable housing that would have been required if Givas chose to construct
on-site. In addition, Givas donated $150,000 to a fund to help Mission businesses, $650,000 to 23 community
groups and one-million dollars forthe Texas-based_Alamo Draft House Cinema chain to renovate the property .
next door into a five-screen, 600-seat theater, which will include a full service.restaurant and bar. The original
theater was built in 1910 and has been vacant since 1993. As part of the deal, Alamo Draft House agreed to hire
50 percent of its staff from the neighborhood and to let nonprofits host events at the facility.
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The Plaza 16 Coalition, an activist group not in favor of the new development, argues that if constructed, the
buildings would displace neighboring residents and businesses. The Coalition strives to raise awareness about
the social and economic impact of the proposed development. Causa Justa :: Just Cause, a housing rights
nonprofit, argues that the impact exceeds more than just an issue of displacement-it's a threat to the quality
of life of many residents. They contend that, if built, the height of these towers will keep Marshall Elementary
School next door in a constant shadow for five months out of the year.

66 ·1-square-fooi. one-bedroo

' The least

/

i

.. tif:c>fl tMoloro>t1.l<:n

1979 Mission Street is the most controversial project in the. Mission right now. The is the corner of 16th and
Mission streets, at 1979 Mission Street. Maximus Real Estate Partners is proposing to build at the site of one of
the City's busiest transportation hubs-the BART station on 16t~ and Mission streets. The plan, totalingapproximately $175 million, calls for a 400,000-square-foot, mixed-use development. The project calls for two,
ten-story luxurious towers with 351 housing units and 32,000 square feet of retail on the northeast corner of the
intersection. The project would replace a Walgreens, a Burger King, the Hwa Lei Market, the City Club bar, two
restaurants and a vacant Dollar Store. It also includes the redevelopment of a 24,000-square-foot surface parking
lot behind the Walgreen's. The plans is in line with the Eastern Neighborhoods rezoning, which called for a
105-foot building along Mission and 16th streets. The City has indicated that it will open up the development of
the retail space to local bids. MEDA may have the opportunity to bid on that contract.

"8J4·squelre-foot
,6,

nn.,.....

Source. Graphic by Daniel Hirsch. fvbp by Google fvlaps

The residential portion of the project will be an 85-foot, eight-story mixed-use building (the second tallest in the
Mission) with a total of 114 units (one- and two-bedroom) over ground-floor retail and 89 parking spaces. Sales
started in the spring of 2014. Pricing for condos in the first release is $1,000 per square foot for every available
unit. Examples of available units include:
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$927,COO.

Units

The 1979 Mission website describes the construction of this project as a visual and community focal point for the
neighborhood and highlights its importance as a transit hub. Though the developer has not yet determined how
it will meet the City's lnclusionary Affordable Housing requirement, the website reports the construction as 303
new apartments and 42 affordable units. Since it is grandfathered in to the original lnclusionary requirements, the
developer could choose to build 12 percent on site (as opposed to the current 15 percent rule). The site goes on
to state that the project will comply with, or exceed, current inclusionary housing requirements as approved by
San Francisco voters and that there will be an effort to provide housing that is affordable to families and workers
such as teachers, first responders, government employees, nurses, and middle-income earners.24

The Shotwell land received as part of the Ordinance is among four properties in the Mission slated for affordable
housing, but that have yet to begin the development process. Included are properties on 24th and Harrison
streets, 17th and Folsom streets and Mission and 16th streets. Together with Shotwell, these projects would bring
nearly 200 units of inclusionary housing to the Mission. (See map on following page.)
The City has roughly $20 million in a Housing Trust Fund that could be used to subsidize construction the
proposed projects. On average, the City subsidizes the construction of affordable housing at about $250,000
per unit; however, the City needs consensus on how the Housing Trust Fund money will be used prior to any
disbursement and it may need much of the fund to repair 6,054 units of public housing in need of rehabilitation.

241979 Mission.
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This corner is potentially a very important location for future economic growth in the Mission because 16th Street
will be a critical pass-through point for people going to the Mission Bay District's new Golden State Warriors
basketball arena at Third and 16th streets. The arena is scheduled to open for the 2018-2019 NBA season. It is
also a connecting point to access many other San Francisco neighborhoods.

I

Map

Vara is located at 1600 15th Street. Vara is a residential, 202-unit apartment complex which welcomed its new
residents in July 2013. The largest Class A institutional apartment building in the Mission, the 230,000-squarefoot, mixed-use development has 202 residences, including a mix of studios; and one-, two- and three-bedroom
homes. Also included in the six stories of wood over concrete building is 7 ,502 square feet of street-level retail
space and 155 below-ground parking spaces. The rental development includes 40 units available at 20 percent
BMR housing for individuals making 55 percent of AMI. The location at the corner of 15th and Mission streets is
close to a BART station. The units start at $2,800 for a studio, and from $5,000 for a three-bedroom. Dallas-based
equity investor Berhringer Harvard paid $100 million for the 202-unit development. That was more than twice the
$40 million it cost San Francisco-based Avant Housing LLC to build the project.
Fifteen Fifteen is located at 1501 15th Street. This is a $21 million, mixed-use development project, by JS
Sullivan Development, that started construction in 2012. The five-story building was scheduled to open its sales
office in early spring 2014. The complex will include 38 market-rate residential units, seven affordable-housing
units, five commercial retail spaces and 39. underground P'!rking stalls. The condos range from 383-square-foot
studios to 1, 113-square-foot two-bedrooms. The original plan was set to include eight studios, eight onebedrooms and 24 two-bedrooms. No prices have been released yet for the units; sales were scheduled to start
in May 2014, but are not advertise on line as of this report.

This developm~nt was met with considerable resistan~e f;om local stakeholaers. In July 20·11, just prior to
receiving its permit, there was a Planning Commissio.ri meeting where ol:ljections about this project were·
discussed. Compla.ints were heard fro~ a group. of abo'ut 20 community m.embers who did not agree with the .
amount of parking (too much), the amount of community input (too little), the height of the building (at 58 feet,
too tall) and the development itself (ugly). Some neighbors were concerned ab~ut traffic nearby Marshall.
Elementary School, so the project sponsor conceded to move the garage entrance to South Van Ness Avenue.
2652 Harrison Street is a four-story condominium complex on Harrison between 22nd and 23rd streets. It
demolished a 20-foot-tall warehouse that was vacant and replaced it with a building twice as tall: four stories,
with 20 condos; 11 one-bedroom units, nine two-bedroom units and 16 off-street parking spots on the bottom
level. While only two of the units were the requirement for the City's affordable-housing program, the developers
opted out and paid the fee. The one-bedroom units start at $3, 100 and the two-bedrooms at $4, 195 per month.
Dolores is an 81-unit luxury rental building on 38 Dolores Street at Market Street. This development was
completed in 2013 by the Prado Group, a San Francisco-based real estate development firm. One-bedrooms
start at $2,950 and go all the way up to $4,595, two-bedrooms start at $3,800 and go all the way up to$5,950,
and three-bedrooms can be rented for $8, 100. The building has 81 units and a 30,000-square-foot Whole Foods
supermarket on the ground floor. There is no affordable housing in this project, as developers chose to pay the
fee instead.
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2: Language

Appendix 4: Median Household
Income in the Mission

at Home

Table 34-Language spoken at home

English only

54.80%

Language other than English

45.20%
25.30%

Source: ACS 2013; 816001.

3: Changes in Median Home
Table 35-Changes in -ni~dian home values in the Mission

Changes in the Mission
$1,200,000
$1,000,000

Median household income

$800,000

Less thank $50,000K

$600,000

-

$400,000

$50,000--$70,000
$70,000--$90,000

- - $90,000--$110,000
More than $110,000

$200,000
0
San Francisco

B

Apr-96

Mission

Feb-14
Source: GIS.

Blancharcl, San Francisco Chronicle.
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Appendix 5:

in
(2005-2009)
Multifamily properties-assisted

Multifamily properties-assisted

Overcrowding
~•Occupied housing

units with

one person or fewer per h:ibltable fQOm

;:;:;t".'..

-6li%-75%

mm.f>-85%

Mariposa Gardens Apartments
30

Multifamily properties-assisted

1028 Howard Street

Multifamily properties-assisted

1100 Ocean Avenue

45

Multifamily properties-assisted

1101 Howard Street

34

-

136

mm;,.>i~

Multifamily properties-assisted

10th and Mission Family Housing

iU01~-05%
Omt-!C")%

Multifamily properties-assisted

Columbia Park

21 Columbia Street

D

Multifamily and

The Dudley Apartments

172 Sixth Street

SU!i~tica~y un!bbl'i''

needs

Edith Witt Senior Community

Senior

50

66 Ninth Street
145 Guerrero Street

Senior
•cc~rnc.ttlrl.orvo:r!atloti,

94103

'o"

~~frl

~n=t·

t.rr,w1e1n c~~n~y Sll!V~y.

S.y&lfhllrn;itn.2tQ~Mfnl

CltyandCoool)'olhoft;intbro
OJP1!1~1t'>1PuMo~J111

Table 37- Listing of afforda"ble housing and LIHTC units in the Mission
(Low-income tax credit properties)

Ctlvl!Qil'f-'nUltJl:ll',h$1ctJNI
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Source. Powe1po1nt, City and-County of San Francisco.

Appendix 6: Listing of Affordable
Housing and LIHTC Units in the Mission

Street
Street

Table 36-Listing of affordable housing and LIHTC units in the Mission
Low-income housing
Low-income housing

Notre Dame Plaza
Francis of Assisi

145 Guerrero Street

Low-income housing tax m>ditorc,oerties

2027 Mission Street
Multifamily properties-assis"~t-ed_+_ _M_i_ss_io_n_"-~-------i~-"-""----·-

94110

132

Low-income housing tax credit properties

Multifamily properties-assisted

Vincentian Villa

1825 Mission Street

94103

72

Low-income housing tax credit properties

49

tM:jtilamily properties-as_sisted

Alcantara Court

670 Valencia Street

94110

I Multifamily properties-assisted

Casa de la Raza

90 Bartlett Street

94110

51

Multifamily properties-assisted

Bethany Center

580 Capp Street

94110

133

Source

Multifamily properties-assisted
Multifamily properties-assis·
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1290 Potrero Avenue

94103

I

94110

I

~2~~J
94110

Appendix 7: Additional Information on

lives in the apartment and the sublesee did not reside in the unit before January 1, 1995. No rent increase is
permitted, if one or more original tenants lives in the unit and sublets part of the unit with the landlord's consent.

Control

The San Francisco Rent Arbitration Board's mission is to protect tenants from excessive rent increases and unjust
evictions, while assuring landlords of fair and adequate rents; provide fair and even-handed treatment for both
tenants and landlords through efficient and consistent administration of the rent law; promote the preservation
of sound, affordable housing; and enhance the ethnic and cultural diversity that is unique to San Francisco.

The Costa-Hawkins Bill, though, contained a number of other provision which impact San Francisco more
directly, including:
The Costa-1-fawkins Bill prohibits San Francisco from extending rent control to post-1979 construction.
Rented-out, single-family homes and condominiums, where the tenant moved into the unit on or after January
1, 1996, will lose many rent control protections (tenants who moved in before January 1, 1996 will continue to
have full rent control
Single-family homes with (legal or illegal) in-·law units
in fact two-unit
buildings, not
homes (San Francisco Tenants Union).

The Department's central function of regulating rents during a renter's tenancy, and preventing evictions without
good cause, keeps rents affordable and promotes affordable housing. During the past fiscal year, the Department
answered over 22,000 counseling calls, served over 8,000 counter visitors, adjudicated 725 tenant petitions and
investigated 491 Wrongful Eviction Reports (Mayor's Proposed Budget, 2012).

Appendix 8: Parcel Zoning Map of the Mission

Rent control means that rents can only be raised by certain amounts per year. Tenants who do not have rent
control can have their rent increased by any amount at any given time with proper 30- or 60-day notice (San
Francisco Tenants Union).
Pre-1979 Construction rent control exists. This is in effect for all San Francisco tenants who reside in buildings
constructed before June 1979. The rent can increase only by a governmental mandated percentage each year,
based on the cost of living index, and with a 30-day notice. If the landlord has improved the facilities in the
building, they can petition for an additional increase, but the Rent Board must approve this request, which cannot
exceed 1O.percent. If a landlord is negligent in his maintenance of the building or units, a request for a rent
decrease can also be made to the Rent Board.

I

I·
I

Post-1.979 Construction rent control does not exist. This is for buildings that were constructed after June i 979.
Other buildings that are outside of rent control are subsidized housing, religious facilities or dorms, and
residential hotels where the stay is fewer than 28 continuous days. (See explanation of Costa-Hawkins Bill below.)
According to Census data, 84 percent of the total housing units in the Mission and San Francisco
were built before 1979, hence they should be protected under rent control. Below is a table demonstrating·
the number of structures built in different periods in the. Mis~ion and S.an"francisco.
Table 38-Structures built by time period

84.00%

Bui/ton

20,975

84.00%

16.00%

15.40%

0.20%

0.40%

Source: ACS 2013; DP04.

Additional Rent Controls if the building is zoned for commercial use but has live/work space. This mean the
building is covered under the rent control laws. The landlord must be aware that there is a tenant living there,
and the tenant must have his permission for complete coverage to be in place.
Costa-1-fawkins Bill was passed in 1996 primarily to end vacancy rent control in California. Cities with vacancy rent
control regulate the rents on empty units as well as on occupied units. San Francisco has never had this form of
rent control, which is why rents on vacant units skyrocket year after year. Vacancy control maintained the
affordable-housing stock, as well as protecting tenants in place, and is the most effective form of rent control.
The Costa-Hawkins Bill ended vacancy control in cities such as Berkeley and further prohibited any city from
adopting "it, except in a very limited form.

Parcel zoning

Im& Mixed use

mil Commercial
Public
Industrial
Residential

A landlord can increase the rent without legal limit if one of the tenants move out. With subtenants, the CostaHawkins Bill permits a landlord to change the rent to market rate for a sublesee if the master tenant no longer
Pas:w 4,i

Source: GIS.
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Appendix 11: NALCAB/MEDA Mission
Housing Survey Results-Demographics
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8 el ow areofadditional
results from the NALCAB/MEDA Mission Housing survey that were not included in the
narrative
this document.
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60 percent of the survey participants were female and 38.S percent were male.

Table 39-Survey participants by gender

QParcel
Source; GIS.

Pa~e

MPN-l~ALCAB

Mission Housing Assessmen,
MPN-NALCAB Mission Ho-using Assessment

47
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Source: NALCAB/MEDA Mission housing survey.

74.7 percent of the participants identified as Hispanic or Latino, 15 percent identified as White, 4.4 as African
Americans, 4. 9 percent as Asians, 1.3 percent as Pacific Islander and 0.4 percent as Middle Eastern.
Table 40-Survey participants by race/ethnicity

15.00%

White
Black/African-American

-440%
11

~

Refused

i N/A

'4.90%

-.. . --·-1.30%

1

·0.40%

169.

74.70%

r·-~

.

__::

. I~-0--1

Note: The total number is higher than the total number I
of participants as some identify with two groups.
I
[~Source: f\J·~-c;;~r;;:;:n housi-~~~~---~~J

r,.

.

-----~----·-------------------------

The majority of the participants were between the ages of 26--45, with 66.3 percent, while 5.7 percent were
under 25 and 26.5 percent were 46 or older.
Table 41-Survey of participants by age

56+

22

N/A
Source: MALCAB/MEDA Mission housing survey.
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Health Effects of Gentrification

Definitions
Gentrification is often defined as the transformation of neighborhoods from low value to high value.
This change has the potential to cause displacement of long-time residents and businesses.
Displacement happens when long-time or original neighborhood residents move from a gentrified
area because of higher rents, mortgages, and property taxes.
Gentrification is a housing, economic, and health issue that affects a community's history and culture
and reduces social capital. It often shifts a neighborhood's characteristics (e.g., racial/ethnic
composition and household income) by adding new stores and resources in previously run-down
neighborhoods.

Causes of Gentrification
The causes of gentrification are debatable. Some literature suggests that it is caused by social and
cultural factors such as family structure, rapid job growth, lack of housing, traffic congestion, and
Gentrification can occur on a small or large scale. For
example, individual newcomers can slowly populate an area because of renovations. Conversely,
large-scale redevelopment and the accompanying regeneration can cause an immediate shift in
neighborhood residents.

Health Effects
Where people live, work, and play has an impact on their health. Several factors create disparities in
a community's health. Examples include socioeconomic status, land use/the built environment,
race/ethnicity, and environmental injustice. In addition, displacement has many health implications
that contribute to disparities among special populations, including the poor, women, children, the
elderly, and members of racial/ethnic minority groups.
These special populations are at increased risk for the negative consequences of gentrification.
Studies indicate that vulnerable populations typically have shorter life expectancy; higher cancer

5398

rates; more birth defects; greater infant mortality; and higher incidence of asthma, diabetes, and
cardiovascular disease. In addition, increasing evidence shows that these populations have an
unequal share of residential exposure to hazardous substances such as lead paint.
Other health effects include limited access to or availability of the following:
•

affordable healthy housing

•

healthy food choices

•

transportation choices

•

quality schools

•

bicycle and walking paths, exercise facilities, etc.

•

social networks

Changes can also occur in:
•

stress levels

•

injuries

•

violence and crime

•

mental health

•

social and environmental justice

Gentrification and Environmental Justice Resources:
Federal
•

Characteristics of Sustainable Brownfields

U.S. Environmental Protection

Projects

Agency Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response. 1998.
•

Environmental Protection Agency-Brownfields Cleanup and
Redevelopment ~=c..::.:...!-'--'-'-=-"="'-"-':.:..=:..=;_c:..:...:.:.=='-'-==~'-'-"-

•

National Institute of Environment Health Sciences (NIEHS)-Health Disparities and
Environmental

•

U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)-Economic
Development ~"'--"-'--'-'-'-'-'-'-~=~:c..==..:.:::::..'-'-==~=-'-'-'-""'-'-"~"-="'-=-'-'-'
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•

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency '~=""-'--'-'-''-'-=~==-=-'-='-'-=~~'-'"-"-====~'-'="'"'

•

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

Nonfederal
•

Active Living and Social Equity: Creating Healthy Communities for All Residents. A Guide for
Local Governments ''-'-"-='-"'-"'-'--'-'"--'-'-~~=~==="-'-"'~=-=-==-~-'="=-"~"'"' International
City/County Management Association, January 2005.

•

Dealing with Neighborhood Change: A Primer on Gentrification and Policy

210 KBJ) Maureen Kennedy and Paul Leonard. Discussion Paper prepared for the Brookings

Institution Center on Urban and Metropolitan Policy and Policylink. April 2001.
•

In the Face of Gentrification: Case Studies of Local Efforts to Mitigate
Displacement ( ill!J2Jl.'!:!:!:f..YL1Jilli~Q!911!J2!.QSill.§g.eJd.tl1JEt:l.~ill.O]gillQil_J:;~d2.t:...:J~..!:S!21J
Diane Levy, Jennifer Corney, Sandra Padilla for the Urban Institute. 2006.

•

Reducing Health Disparities Through a Focus on

~~"'-'="-'-~~____:::'.~~:!J.)

•

Policylink. November 2002.

Policylink-Equitable Development'-'-""=-'-'-"~=='-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-"'-'--""-=""-""'~="'-===:.:.-=-

o

Equitable Development Toolkits-includes healthy food retailing, local hiring strategies,
rent controls, and

•

Principles of Smart Growth~=-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-""-'-'-='-'='-'"-'-'-'~"'-=~"'-'-"=

•

HUD USER Bibliographic Database-Collection of full-abstract citations related to housing,
economic development, and urban planning

•

Environmental Justice and Climate Change Initiative

References:
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Dealing with Neighborhood Change: A Primer on Gentrification and Policy Choices

Maureen Kennedy and Paul Leonard. Discussion Paper prepared for the Brookings Institution
Center on Urban and Metropolitan Policy and Policylink. April 2001.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

and displacement at the local scale, this research implies the
·importance of not only increasing production of subsidized
and market-rate housing in California's coastal communities, but also investing in the preservation of housing affordability and stabilizing vulnerable communities.

Debate over the relative importance of subsidized and market-rate housing production in alleviating the current housing crisis continues to preoccupy policymakers, developers,
and advocates. This research brief adds to the discussion by
providing a nuanced analysis of the relationship between
housing production, affordability, and displacement in the
San Francisco Bay Area, finding that:
•

At the regional level, both market-rate and subsidized
housing reduce displacement pressures, but subsidized
housing has over double the impact of market-rate units.

•

Market-rate production is associated with higher housing cost burden for low-income households, but lower
median rents in subsequent decades.

•

AboutlGS

At the local, block group level in San Francisco, neither
market-rate nor subsidized housing production has the '
protective power they do at the regional scale, likely due
to the extreme mismatch between demand and supply.

Although more detailed analysis is needed to clarify the
complex relationship between development, affordability,

The Institute of Governmental Studies is California's
. oldest public policy research center. As an Organized
· Research Unit of the University of California, Berkeley,
IGS expands the understanding of governmental institutions and the political process through a vigorous
program of research, education, public service, and
publishing.
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both neighborhood stability and income diversity into the
future.
We begin this research brief by describing why the filtering process, the phenomenon in which older market-rate
housing becomes more affordable as new units are added to
the market, may fall short of producing affordable housing.
We next revisit the question of the impact of market-rate
development, looking also at the role of subsidized housing
development, in mitigating displacement. After an examination of the impact of housing production on displacement
over the short- and long-term, we look at why adding to
housing supply in a region might not reduce housing market
pressures in all neighborhoods. We conclude by suggesting
next steps fot research.

Introduction
The ongoing crisis of housing affordability in California
has deepened the divide between those who believe it can
be resolved by expanding the supply of market-rate housing and those who believe that market-rate construction on
its own will not meet the needs oflow-income households,
for whom more subsidized housing needs to be built or sta-.
bilized. These arguments over the role of market-rate versus subsidized housing have plagued strong-market cities,
which are engaging in political debates at the ballot box (e.g.,
the "Mission Moratorium;' a ballot measure that would ban
luxury units in San Francisco's Mission neighborhood) and
in city hall (e.g., housing density bonus programs like New
York City's inclusionary housing plan) over the role and impact of housing development.
In the February 2016 report "Perspectives on Helping
Low-Income Californians Afford Housing" (hereafter "the
LAO Report"), the California Legislative Analyst's Office
(LAO) used data we posted on our Urban Displacement
Project website (www.urbandisplacement.org) to argue
that market-rate development would be the most effective
investment to prevent low-income households from being
displaced from their neighborhoods. 1
In this research brief we present a more nuanced view to contribute to this debate. We correct for the omission of subsidized housing production from the LAO Report and find that both
market-rate and subsidized housing reduce displacement at the regional level, yet subsidized
housing has over double the impact of marketrate units. After evaluating the impact of marketrate and subsidized housing built in the 1990s on
displacement occurring in the 2000s, to ensure
that we are examining before and after relationships, we find that market-rate development has
an insignificant effect on displacement. Finally,
when looking at the local, neighborhood scale in
San Francisco, neither market-rate nor subsidized
housing production has the protective power they do at the
regional scale, likely due to the extreme mismatch between
demand and supply. These findings provide further support
for continuing the push to ease housing pressures by producing more housing at all levels of affordability throughout
strong-market regions. These findings also provide support
for increasing spending on subsidized housing to ensure
IGS Research Brief, May 2016

Filtering Is Not Enough
Using our data, the LAO report concluded that the
most important solution to the housing crisis in California's
coastal communities is to build more market-rate housing.
The report found that new market-rate construction reduced displacement of low-income households across the
region. After outlining the challenges and limited funding
for subsidized units, the report argued that filtering, or the
phenomenon in which older market-rate housing becomes
more affordable as new units are added to the market, was
the most effective way to exit the affordable-housing crisis.
The report neglects the many challenges of using marketrate housing development as the main mechanism for providing housing for low-income households, in particular
the timing and quality of the "filtered'' housing stock. 2 The
filtering process can take generations,
meaning that units may not filter at a
rate that meets needs at the market's
· peak, and the property may deteriorate
too much to be habitable. Further, in
many strong-market cities, changes in
housing preferences have increased the
desirability of older, architecturally significant property, essentially disrupting
the filtering process.
Although our data is not tailored
to answer questions about the speed of
filtering, other researchers3 have found
that on average across the United States,
rental units become occupied by loweriiicome households at a rate of approximately 2.2% per year.
Yet in strong housing markets such as California and New
England the rate is much lower and researchers find that filtering rates have an inverse relationship with housing price
inflation; in other words, places that have rapidly rising
housing prices have slower filtering rates. 4 Using the estimates of Rosenthal (2014) and an annual appreciation rate
3
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of 3.3% over the last 20 years, the pace at which units filter
down to lower-income households for the Bay Axeas rental
market is estimated at roughly 1.5% per year. Yet, Rosenthal
finds that rents decline by only 0.3% per year, indicating
that units become occupied by lower-income households
at a faster rate than rents are falling, which could result in
heightened housing cost burden. Furthermore, if we were
to assume that developers are building housing for people
at the median income, then it would take approximately 15
years before those units filtered down to people at 80% of
the median income and closer to SO years for households.
earning 50% of the median income.5 Again, however, this
does not mean that such units are actually affordable to the
low-income households occupying them.
We examined the relationship between market-rate
housing construction, rents, and housing cost burden (Table
1). Initial results indicate a filtering effect for units produced
in the 1990s on median rents in 2013. Yet market-rate development in the 2000s is associated with higher rents, which
could be expected as areas with higher rents are more lucrative places for developers to build housing. Furthermore,
development in both the 1990s and 2000s is positively associated with housing cost burden for low-income households. Thus, while filtering may eventually help lower rents
decades later, these units may still not be affordable to lowincome households.

tions in displacement. Higher shares of housing built before
1950, college-educated population in 2000, and low-income
population in 2000 increased the likelihood of the census
tract experiencing displacement. These results are gener. ally consistent with previous research: existing residents in
neighborhoods with historic housing stock and college-educated populations are at higher risk of displacement. 9 We
also find, however, that the production of subsidized units
has a protective effect, which appears to be greater than the
effect of the market-rate units (Model 2). This includes units
built with low-income housing tax credits and other federal
and state subsidies. 10 We find the effect of subsidized units
in reducing the probability of displacement to be more than
double the effect of market-rate units. In other words, for
every one subsidized unit, we would need to produce two or
more market-rate units to have the same reduction in displacement pressure. 11
What we find largely supports the argument that building more housing, both market-rate and subsidized, will
reduce displacement. However, we find that subsidized
housing will have a much greater impact on reducing displacement than market-rate housing. We agree that marketrate development is important for many reasons, including
reducing housing pressures at the regional scale and housing large segments of the population. However, our analysis
strongly suggests that subsidized housing production is even
more important when it comes to reducing displacement of
low-income households.

Developing Subsidized Units Is Even More Protective
While numerous critiques of the LAO report have circulated,6 we believe that the omission of subsidized housing .
production data from the analysis has the greatest potential
to skew results.7 We have reanalyzed the data on housing
production, including that of subsidized housing, and show
that the path to reducing displacement is more complex
than to simply rely on market-rate development and filtering. Following, we present our analysis that replicates the
LAO analysis with the addition of subsidized housing data.
To examine the relationship between market-rate housing construction, subsidized housing construction, and
displacement of low-income households, we developed an
econometric model that estimates the probability of a lowincome Bay Area neighborhood experiencing displacement.
We employ the same methodology as the LAO Report, using
probit regression analysis to evaluate how various factors affect the likelihood of a census tract experiencing displacement between 2000 and 2013 (see the technical appendix
for definitions).
Consistent with the LAO Report, we find that new market-rate units built from 2000 to 2013 significantly predict a
reduction in the displacement indicator from 2000 to 2013
(Table 2, Model 1).8 Higher shares of nonwhite population
and higher housing density also produced significant reducIGS Research Brief, May 2016
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Median Rent (2009-2013)

%bf housing units built pre-1950 in 2000
%of population nonwhite in 2000

-202.52***

-0.04***

47.28

0.08***

%i>fadult population with college degree in 2000

445.65***

Housing density (pop/square mile) in 2000

2.6E-04 ·

% of households with income below 80% of county

Percent of low Income Households that are
Housing Cost Burdened (2009-2013)

0.03*
-1.6E-07

-1185.37*.**

-0.05**

median in 2000
Number of new market-rate units built between 19902000

-0.05**

2.7E-05***

Number of new market-rate units built between 2000-

0.07***

2.6E-05***

60.30***

0.01

.2013

Proximity to rail transit station (<1/2 mile) in 2000
·Intercept

1827.80***

0.56***

n

1569

1568

R2

0.51

0.06

***<.01 **<.05 *<.10 significance level

Model 1

Model2

%of housing units built pre-1950 in 2000

0.612***

0.481***

%of population nonwhite in 2000

-0.956***

-0.943***

1.775***

1.824***

-1.04E-05***

-1.01 E-05***

2.447***

3.054***

-0.002***

-0.002***

--

-0.005***

-1.576***

-1.709***

%of.adult population with college degree in 2000
Housing density (pop/square mile) in 2000
% · of households with income below 80% of. county

median in 2000
Number of new market-rate units built between 20002013
Number of subsidized units built between 2000-2013
Intercept
n
Pseudo R2

1569

1569

0.1456

0.1693

***<.01 **<.05 *<.10 significance level
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Model3

Model4

Models

%.of housing units built pre-1950 in 2000

0.614***

0.565***

0.446**

%of population nonwhite in 2000

-1.071***

-1.090***

.% ofadult population with college degree in 2000

1.689***

1.700***

Housing density (pop/square mile) in 2000

-5.95E-06*

% of households with income below 80% of county
median in 2000
Number of new market-rate units built between 19902000

-5.09E-06

2.251***
-3.25E-04**

Number of subsidized units built between 1990-2000

1.820***
-9.73E-06**

2.474***
. -2,91 E-04**

3.105***
-6.85E-05

-0.004***

-0.002*

Number of new market-rate units built between 20002013

-0.002***

''Number of subsidized units built between 2000-2013

-0.005***

Intercept

-1.613***

-1.699***

n

1571

1571

1569

Pseudo R2

0.108

0.118

0.171

***<.01 **<.05 *<.10 significance level
The Effectiveness of Market-Rate Production in
Mitigating Displacement Diminishes over Time

LAO Report. Yet, once again, subsidized housing built in the
previous decade has more than double the effect of marketrate development in that decade (Model 4). When looking
at housing production in both the 1990s and 2000s (Model
5), subsidized housing continues to play a greater role in
mitigating displacement in 2010s, while market development in the 1990s becomes insignificant. This suggests that
there are factors dictating development in the 1990s that are
related to development in the 2000s as well as displacement
that are not included in the model, such as housing sales
prices or school quality. An alternative interpretation of
the disappearance of an effect for market-rate housing built
in the 1990s is that market-rate housing in and of itself, or
the filtering process, has no effect on displacement. Future
research will need to further analyze these relationships as
well as other factors that may improve the predictive power
of the models.
Regardless of when construction happens relative to
displacement-before or concurrently-our analysis shows
that subsidized housing has double the impact of market.rate development. Further, the effectiveness of market-rate
housing in mitigating displacement seems to diminish as
more market-rate housing is built in a subsequent decade.
More research would be necessary to understand this phenomenon, but this result suggests that over time, the con-

The LAO Report used data that we posted to our website for housing production numbers that were built over the
same time period as our data on the change in low-income
households. Yet, since both housing production and household change are occurring in a 13-year period from 2000 to
2013, it is unclear which came first: conceivably, the change
in households occurred before the development, rather than
vice versa, however it is also feasible that developers prefer
to build in neighborhoods experiencing a decline in lowincome households. This creates the potential for errors in
the model. To account for this, we correct the potential error in the LAO Report by adding housing production data
that precede changes in low-income households, which we
use as the proxy for displacement. In other words, instead of
looking at the incidence of displacement in the same decade
as housing production, we evaluate the impact of marketrate and subsidized housing built in one decade (e.g., 1990s)
on what happens to residents in a subsequent decade (e.g.,
2000s).
We find that market-rate housing built in the 1990s significantly reduces the incidence of displacement from 2000
to 2013 (Table 3, Model 3), confirming the findings of the
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struction of market-rate housing may have a catalytic effect
on a neighborhood, increasing its attractiveness to upperincome residents, rather than a protective effect of filtering.

tension, then, one would expect market-rate development
to reduce displacement at the regional scale but increase it
or have no or a negative impact at the local neighborhood
scale.
Here we test this hypothesis. We do this by analyzing
our regional data set at the tract level1 4 and comparing the
results to the block group level for San Francisco, 15 where we
have our most accurate data on housing production. What
we find largely confirms this regional versus local argument;
there is some, albeit limited evidence that at the regional
level market-rate housing production is associated with reductions in the probability of displacement (Model 5), but at
the block group level ii} San Francisco it has an insignificant
effect (Table 4, Models 6). Comparing the effect of marketrate and subsidized housing at this smaller geography, we
find that neither the development of market-rate nor subsidized housing has a significant impact on displacement.
This suggests that indeed in San Francisco, and by extension
similar strong markets, the unmet need for housing is so severe that production alone cannot solve the displacement
problem.
To illustrate this point, in Figure 1 we plot on the X-axis
construction of new market-rate units in the 1990s and
2000s and on the Y-axis the change in the number of lowincome households from 2000 to 2013 for both tracts in the
entire region and block groups in San Francisco. Although
at the regional level the relationship between market-rate
development and change in low-income households appears linear, the same is not true for the block group level,
"'"'.here no clear pattern emerges.

Housing Production May Not Reduce
Displacement Pressure in a Neighborhood
As Rick Jacobus explains, 12 because market mechanisms

work differently at different geographic scales, market-rate
construction can simultaneously alleviate housing pressures across the region while also exacerbating them at the
neighborhood level. At the regional scale, the interaction
of supply and demand determines prices; producing more
market-rate housing will result in decreased housing prices
and reduce displacement pressures. At the local, neighborhood scale, however, new luxury buildings could change
the perception of a neighborhood and send signals to the
market that such neighborhoods are desirable and safer for
wealthier residents, resulting in new demand. Given the un- ·
met demand for real estate in certain neighborhoods, new
construction could simply induce more in-moving. 13 By ex-

Model6
%of housing units built pre-1950 in 2000

1.017***

%of population nonwhite in 2000

-2.306***

%;of adult population with college degree in 2000

-0.427

Housing density (pop/square mile) in 2000

%of households with income below 80% of county

Housing Production and Neighborhood
Change in SOMA, SF

-1.0E-05***

To better grasp the complicated relationship between housing development and displacement at the local
block group level we selected two case study areas in San
Francisco's South of Market Area (SOMA) that experienced
high rates of development of both market-rate and subsidized units since the 1990s, but had divergent results when it
came to changes in ·the income profile of their residents. We
examined the dynamics of block groups 2 and 3 in Census
Tract 176.01. Both witnessed among the highest levels of
housing construction in San Francisco for both market-rate
and subsidized units, yet from 2000 to 2013 our data show
that Block Group 2 gained low-income households and
Block Group 3 lost low-income households.

3.038***

median in 2000
Number of new market-rate units built between
1990-1999

-0.002

Number of subsidized units built between 1990-1999

-0.004

Number of new market-rate units built between
2000-2013

4.2E-04

Number of subsidized units built between 2000-2013

-0.001

Intercept

-0.638

n

Pseudo R2

578
Block Group 2

0.113

At the heart of downtown San Francisco, this sevenblock area is home to nearly 2,500 residents today, nearly
doubling its population since 2000. In the 1990s, 127 market-rate units were added to the area, mostly in mid-sized

***<.01 **<.05 *<.10significancelevel
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Figure 1. Housing Production (1990-2013 and Change in Low-Income Households (2000-2013)

buildings of about 30 units. During that same period, 108
·Subsidized units were added, including 72 units in a single room occupancy (SRO) hotel. Sales prices for condos
dipped in the mid-1990s, but climbed back to nearly $400
per square foot by 1999 (in 2010 dollars, see Figure 3) .
Development of market-rate units continued into the
early 2000s, when the 258-unit SOMA Residences apartments were built at 1045 Mission Street in 2001. Three below-market-rate units were developed as part of the city's inclusionary housing program, but no other subsidized units
were added. Sales prices increased in the area in the early
2000s, suffered from the housing crisis in the mid-2000s,
but reached back up to prerecession values by 2013.
Yet the area did not witness a significant loss of lowincome households during the 13-year period of 2000 to
2013, which may be in part related to the fact that nearly a
thousand units in the area are in buildings regulated by rent
control (nearly 60% of all rental units), which has remained
relatively constant since 2000. Finally, this area is bordered
by 6th Street to the east, San Francisco's "skid row;' with
high rates of crime and concentrated poverty which may be
dampening the attractiveness of the neighborhood. When
we incorporate crime rates into our model, they significant-

Figure 2. Housing Developments from 1990-2013 in Two
Block Groups of the SOMA Neighborhood, SF
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Figure 3. Median Condo Sales Price per Square Foot,
1991-2013 (Source: Dataquick 2014)

Figure 4. Canon Kip Community House Built in 1994
Houses Disabled Homeless Adults in 104 SRO Units
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Figure 5. 440 Units Were Developed at Trinity Place, at
1188 Mission Street, in 2010

ly predict a reduction in displacement probability, even at.
the block group level, which housing production does not.

Block Group 3
Block Group 3 is an eight-block area centered to the
north around the Civic Center BART station and home to
over 2,100 people (Figure 2). The area gained 101 marketrate units and 104 subsidized units in the 1990s. This block
group was the site of a 104-SRO-unit building for disabled
homeless adults in 1994. The 101 market-rate units built in.
the 1990s were in smaller scale developments of 30 units
or less. Development accelerated the following decade with
601 market-rate units and 315 subsidized and below-mar-·
ket units. In 2002, 48 units were ·developed at 675 Minna
followed by 162 affordable units at 1188 Howard. In 2008,
244 luxury condos opened in the SOMA Grand at 1160
Mission and in 2010, following years of negotiation, the
Trinity Management group opened 440 high-end furnished
apartments at 1188 Mission as part of the Trinity Plaza development. The development was at the center of housing
debates as it involved the demolition of 377 rent-controlled
units. Ultimately the developer agreed to put 360 of its new
l,900 units under rent control. 16 In 2015, however, the management group was accused of renting out some of those
rent-controlled units to tourists.17 Overall the area lost approximately 40% of its rent-controlled housing stock since ·•
2000 and today a little over half of the rental units are under
rent control.
Despite the ongoing investments in subsidized housing
in the neighborhood, the new high-end developments have
contributed to the ongoing transformation of the neighborhood as characterized by the 2013 Yelp review by a SOMA
Grand resident:

eluding the one right in the building.... This neighborhood is transforming fast too! 18
This, along with the loss of rent-controlled units, has resulted in a net loss over 150 low-income households (with
median incomes between 50% and 80% of San Francisco
median income) between 2000 and 2013. It is unclear, however, how much of that loss is due to the direct displacement
from the Trinity development or from indirect displacement
due to rising rents associated with local development or other factors affecting housing demand.
These two block groups illustrate the complex relationships between housing development and demographic
change. While both neighborhoods have witnessed dramatic development in one of the fastest growing parts of
San Francisco, and have similarly seen significant growth in
housing prices, one may be classified as experiencing displacement oflow-income households, while the other does
not. The ambiguous effects of development at the local level
carry over to affordability as well. In Table 5 we show the
linear modeling results of housing development on median
rent and housing cost burden for low-income households,
finding that subsidized units built in the 2000s are associ-

I bought a place here in 2009 and absolutely love
it. While the neighborhood might have a bit of grit
to it there are so many great restaurants nearby, inIGS Research Brief, May 2016
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Median Rent (2009-2013) ·
%of housing units built pre-1950 in 2000

Percent of Low Income Households that are
Housing Cost Burdened (2009-2013)

94.615

0.030

%of population nonwhite in 2000

-230.837

0.126

% of adult population with college degree in 2000

692.844**

0.113

Housing density (pop/square mile) in 2000

-5.2E:04

% of households with income below 80% of county
median in 2000

-616.005***

Number of new market-rate units built between 19902000

9.SE-08
-0.109*

6.0E-01

-3.SE-05

1.0E+OO

2.6E-05

3.4E-02

1.5E-04*

Nlln1l>er ofsubsidized units built between 2000-2013

-9.lE-01**

-3.6E-04*

Intercept

1526.485***

Numberofsubsidized units built between 1990-2000
Number of new market-rate units built between 20002013

0.590***

n

578

563

Rz

0.250

0.020

***<.01 **<.05 *<.10 significance level
ated with a decline in median rent and housing cost burden, whereas market-rate developments are associated with
greater housing cost burden. Development of subsidized
and market-rate units in the 1990s appears to have no significant impact on affordability in the subsequent decade at
the block group level. As discussed above, housing affordability and displacement may be related to other neighborhood and regional factors, such as employment dynamics
and neighborhood amenities that were not included in the
models. Additional research will be needed with higherresolution housing data along with other information about
neighborhood amenities to better understand the dynamics
and impact of housing production at the local scale.

hoods, nor to increase affordability at the neighborhood
scale.
Through our analysis, we found that both market-rate
and subsidized housing development can reduce displacement pressures, but subsidized housing is twice as effective
as market-rate development at the regional level. It is unclear, however, if subsidized housing production can have
a protective effect on the neighborhood even for those not
fortunate enough to live in the subsidized units themselves.
By loold,ng at data from the region and drilling down to
local case studies, we also see that the housing market dynamics and their impact on displacement operate differently
at these different scales. Further research and more detailed
data would be needed to better understand the mechanisms
via which housing production affects neighborhood affordability and displacement pressures. We know that other
·neighborhood amenities such as parks, schools, and transit
have a significant impact on housing demand and neighborhood change 19 and it will take additional research to better
untangle the various processes at the local level.
In overheated markets like San Francisco, addressing
the displacement crisis will require aggressive preservation
strategies in addition to the development of subsidized and

Conclusions
There is no denying the desperate need for housing in
California's coastal communities and similar housing markets around the U.S. Yet, while places like the Bay Area are
suffering from ballooning housing prices that are affecting
people at all income levels, the development of market-rate
housing may not be the most effective tool to prevent the
displacement oflow-income residents from their neighbor-
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market-rate housing, as building alone won't protect specific vulnerable neighborhoods and households. This does
not mean that we should not continue and even accelerate·
building. However, to help stabilize existing communities
we need to look beyond housing development alone to strategies that protect tenants and help them stay in their homes.
Technical Appendix
Data
We use the same dataset released on our website urbandisplacement.org as used in the LAO report. We add data
on the production of subsidized units using data from the
California Housing Partnership Corporation that compiled
information from federal LIHTC and HUD subsidies, as
well as California state subsidies.20 We supplement this data
with information for San Francisco on parcel level housing.
data and information on units produced under their Below
Market-Rate (inclusionary housing) program.
Defining Displacement
For the purposes of comparison, we use the same definition of displacement as the LAO report. They defined a
census tract as having experienced displacement if (1) its
overall population increased and its population of low-income households decreased, or (2) its overall population decreased and the rate oflow-income households declined at a
faster rate than the overall population decline. The time period for change in low-income households is 2000 to 2013.
We apply the same methodology for San Francisco block
groups.
It's important to note the limitations of this data in
proxying for displacement, as it is feasible that the change
in low-income households is a result not only of people
moving out and in, but also income mobility of households
moving down and becoming low income or up and becoming higher income. From our analysis of data from the Panel
Study on Income Dynamics we estimate that there would
have been a net increase in low-income households in most
places from 2000 to 2013 likely due to the Great Recession;
therefore, our estimates of displacement are likely an underestimate. Ideally we would be able to more accurately
proxy for displacement by using a measure of out-migration
of low-income households from a tract. Future research is
needed accessing mobility datasets to better capture the displacement phenomenon for the Bay Area.

Sensitivity Analysis
In their response to the LAO Report, Alex Karner and
Chris Benner argued that the LAO results may be due to
lumping together the major cities and low-density suburbs
into the same analysis. 21 Although the inclusion of density
should account for such differences, there may be additional
IGS Research Brief, May 2016

impacts from centrality oflocation. When we control for location in the three major cities (San Francisco, Oakland, and
San Jose), the effect of market-rate housing remains, but so
·too does the magnitude of the effect of subsidized housing22
(Table 6, City Controls Model). In other words, all locations
being equal, subsidized housing still has a greater impact.
It has also been suggested that the results may be driven by neighborhood distress during the foreclosure crisis
where greater evictions occurred or fewer market rate units
were developed. To test this hypothesis, we controlled for
foreclosure rates between 2006 and 2013, finding the results
to be robust (Table 6, Distressed Tracts Model).
Finally, the categorical indicator developed by the LAO
could feasibly be labeling neighborhoods as experiencing
displacement that are in fact a result of other issues of decline such as high rates of foreclosures. We originally attempted to control for this by excluding tracts that had experienced overall population decline, however it is feasible
that gentrifying neighborhoods that witness a shift from
family to smaller households could also experience population decline. For this reason, we deemed the LAO definition
of displacement acceptable for the purposes of this analysis.
Nevertheless, we also ran a set of tests using a modified indicator that only counted tracts that grew from 2000-2013
as potentially experiencing displacement and also ran linear
regression models on the change oflow income households.
When we did this, the direction and implications of the results remained the same.
Notes
1. Brian Uhler, "Perspectives on Helping Low-Income
Californians Afford Housing;' LAO Brief (Legislative Analyst's
Office, February 9, 2016). Data available at <urbandisplacement.
org>.
2. Michael Smith-Heimer, "The Potential for Filtering as
Public Policy;' Berkeley Planning Journal 5, no. 1 (1990): 94-104.
3. Stuart S. Rosenthal, ''.Are Private Markets and Filtering a
Viable Source of Low-Income Housing? Estimates from a 'Repeat
Income' Model t ;•American Economic Review 104, no. 2 (February
2014): 687-706, doi:l0.1257/aer.104.2.687.
4. For rentals, Rosenthal estimates that filtering rate= -0.0237
+ 0.2522 x housing price appreciation.
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City Controls Model

Distressed Tracts Model

%of housing units built pre-1950 in 2000

0.517**

0.517**

%of population nonwhite in 2000

-0.887***

-0.880***

1.840***

1.817***

·%of:adult population with college degree in 2000
Housing density (pop/square mile) in 2000

-8.82E-06**

-8.87E-06**

%.of households with income below 80% of county
median in 2000

3.005***

2.992***

Number of new market-rate units built between 20002013

-0.002>.t"**

-0.002***

Number of subsidized units built between 2000-2013

-0.005***.

-0.005***

San Francisco control

-0.102

-0.104

s.an Jose control.

-0.121

-0.124

Oakland control

-0.067

-0.067

Foreclosure rate, 2006-2013
Intercept

-0.262
-1.697***

-1.715***

n

1569

1569

Pseudo R2

0.172

0.172

***<.01 **<.05 *<.10 significance level
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both variables for 2000 and 2013, but were unable to replicate the
coefficients identically. Nevertheless, the coefficient for market
rate housing production is very similar to that produced in the
LAO model and the other variables have similar results in scale,
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only (e.g., Redevelopment money or through inclusionary zoning)
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Quantifying the Changing Face of San
Francisco
By Dan Kopf · 740 views

or "San
Articles like "Is San Francisco ~'"'~u'''"'
Boom:V\Thatlsthe
have become the norm for describing the city. As the
refrain goes, the rising cost ofliving in San Francisco is forcing out the city's teachers, artists,
and diversity, replaced by engineers and the 1% drawn by the tech boom.
Cities' demographics are always changing, but many believe San Francisco's transformation
is uniquely extreme and damaging.
a booming ec9nomy with
development, and the increasing desire of young professionals to live in cities is a potent
tttp://priceonomics.com/quantifying-the-changing-face-of-san-francisco/[5/6/20165414
11: 19:26 AM]
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"recipe for drastic movements of people. It has led to a city that some of its residents find
unrecognizable.
But how much of this is sky is falling hyperbole? Does the reality match the perception?
It's impossible to quantify the cultural changes to the city. But it is possible-using Census
data-to test how much San Francisco's demographics have been altered by new arrivals.
From 2010 to 2014 - the most recent period from which detailed data is available - an
annual average of about 60,000 people migrated to San Francisco and 60,000 migrated out.
Since San Francisco has around 800,000 residents, that 60,000 represents about 7.5% of
the population. The city's population grew only slightly during that period.
The difference between the 60,000 coming and going is the main factor that changes the
demographic character of the city. It is also impacted by people getting older, dying, having
children, or becoming wealthier or poorer due to the changes around them. But in and out
migration is the most important factor.
So what are the most notable facts about these 60,000 people?
The American Community Survey, an annual collection of data from a representative sample
of Americans, asks individuals about whether they migrated in the past year, and where they
came from. This data allows us to identify San Francisco's comers and goers. (Though the
small number of people who left for other countries are not included because they are not
part of the survey.)
The basic trends are what any San Francisco resident might expect. The people moving in are
more likely to have higher levels of formal education, and they tend to be younger, White
and Asian. The people moving out are less likely to' have completed college, and they tend be
older, African American and Hispanic.
Increased demand to live in San Francisco, and a housing supply that has barely budged,
'
means change at a striking scale.

~ttp://priceonomics.com/quantifying-the-changing-face-of-san-francisco/[5/6/io 16
11: 19:26 AM]
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Workers at Google's offices near San Francisco

From Working Class to Ivory Tower
One of the most remarkable differences between the 60,000 moving in and the 60,000
moving out is just how many more of the new arrivals have completed some form of higher
education.
San Francisco is the home of technological innovation. The city and the surrounding area are
home to the headquarters of Apple, Facebook, Google, 'rwitter, Uber, and Tesla. Compared
to the large manufacturers of the past, these high-growth tech companies have an unusual
need for white-collar knowledge workers.
This demand is the most likely explanation for San Francisco's net increase of nearly 7,000
people per year-among those at least 22-years-old-with a college or postgraduate degree.
This is in contrast to a net out migration of about 3,000 people without a college degree.
The table below displays an annual estimate of the net migration of people 22 to 49 who
migrated in and out of the city. We chose this age group because this is the life period when
adults are most likely to migrate. The numbers bel9w ar~ based on samples, so they are not
exact. Generally, the net migration numbers in this: article are likely to be accurate within
1,000 people.

1ttp://priceonomics.com/quantifying-the-changing-face-of-san-francisco/[5/6/2016 11: 19:26 AM]
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The Annual Migration In and O,ut of SF
hy Education .Attainment: Ages 22-49
~\'Wet

~~

Did Not Graduate High School
1
~High School Graduate
?college Graduate
Post Graduate Degree

..

~ti(!Xfi

%~~

96,900
57,200
168,400
90,800

-1,300
-1,700
4,500
2,200

-1.4%
-3.0%
2.7%
2.4%

It is important to remember that 4,500 additional college graduates does not mean that no

college graduates left the city. In fact, 17,200 college graduates left for cheaper pastures. But
another 21,700 college grads replaced them, leading to a net change of 4,500.
The Great Migration

San Francisco has long been one of the United States'
Since World War
II, it has been a city with large Asian, Hispanic, White and Black populations. Yet the city is
in danger of almost entirely losing one of those groups.
Perhaps no aspect of the annual migration in and out of San Francisco is as notable as the
mass "exodus" of African Americans.
San Francisco was 13.4% African American in 1970, but its population as of 2016 is less than
6% Black. The population has steadily declined, and the trend seems likely to continue. From
2010-2014, there was annual net out migration of around 2,000 African Americans from the
city. That represents a 4.6% decline of the population every year.

The Annual Migration In and Out
of SF hy Race/Ethnicity
~~Illet

~t~~
White
Asian

Hispanic
Black
Other

m'l!btai

--~rt

342,100
278,100
126,200
45,400
35,100

2,500
3,500
-1,700
-2,100
. -100

% ~e
CU%
1.3%
;-1.3%
-4.6%
-0.3%

The story of San Francisco's declining black popula~ion is characterized more by a lack of in
migration than an unusual amount of out migration. Just about 1 in 10 African Americans
who live in San Francisco leave the city every year. This is' not much greater than for Whites
ittp://priceonomics.com/quantifying-the-changing-face-of-san-francisco/[5/6/2016
11: 19:26 AM]
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'or Hispanics. This out migration is in some ways
in part representing an ability to
leave the city that was not possible in the days of strong~r housing discrimination.
The issue is that unlike other groups, African Americans are not moving to the city. There are
likely a variety of issues behind this lack of in migration. African Americans moving to the
Bay Area may prefer local alternatives like Oakland that have larger African American
as locals like to think. In
communities, and San Francisco may not be as
addition, the tech industry is notoriously
in diversity.
The Hispanic population is also declining, but not at quite the rate of the African American
population. Both of these declines are particularly pronounced when we look at the key age
group of 22- to 49-year-olds, the period when adults are most likely to migrate.

The Annual Migration In and Out of
SF hy Race/Ethnicity: Ages 22-49
~l.lial! Ne~

e:a~

White

Asian
Hispanic

Black
Other

~~

192,900
122,100
64,900
11,100
IS,400

M~m'1't

~ ~e

3,000 6(,QO

( 3,600

.:1,100
( -1,700.
-ZOO

.

iJl"t:J

1.6%
2.9%
-1.'1%
-9.9%
-1.3%

CityofMen
San Francisco is a particularly male city. It is home to the
a center of American gay
male culture, and the city's main growth industry, tech, is heavily
The city was already unusually male in 2010, and the gender ratio skews more each year.
of the
Tech is a growing portion of San Francisco's economy, and men make up about
city's computer and math workers. That 75% ratio has been stable for years and has
contributed to a growing wage gap between men and women in the city.
The table below shows a net in migration of 2,400 men per year, a o.6% increase, while the
female population remains the same. So essentially all of the small population increase in
San Francisco from 2010 to 2014 came from men.

ittp://priceonomics.com/quantifying-the-changing-face-of-san-francisco/[5/6/2016
11: 19:26 AM]
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San Francisco Is Getting More Male
~tmmffet

~at~

Male
Female

~~

~~n

~~e

420,SOO
406,400

2,400
-300

0.8%
-CU%

And just as we saw before with the trend for race and ethnicity changes, this is more striking
for younger adults. Men in their 20s, 30s, and 40s are pouring into the city, increasing their
total by i.7% each year, while the number ofwmpen in this age group is barely changing. If
that 1.7% growth continues for the next ten years,. that would mean a nearly 20% increase in
the number of young men.

Migration ID and Out of SF
by Sex: 22-49
~m;]Jffefi

-~l!i
Male
Female

'BO~

~~n

~~

217,100
195,200

3,600

l.7%
0.1%

200

The Kids Are Coming
Like many cities, San Francisco is getting younger.
After years of aging - the city was still getting older in the 2000s - San Francisco is getting
younger in the 2010s. This is, in part, a manifestation of what the writer Alan Ehrenhalt calls
The Great Inversion. This refers to the movement of young professionals into cities that have
become more appealing due to the disappearance of
noise", which is pricing out the working class and lower income families.
From 2010 to 2014, there was net annual in migration of 7,500 people 35 or under, and net
out migration of over 5,000 for people 36 or over.

Migration In and Out of SF by .Age
~-il'l~t

~~~

35orUnder
36or0ver

~

f('~~

370,300
456,600

7,500
-S,400

~~~ ~

2.0%
-1.2%

You might consider this normal. Of course young people come into the city for work and
ittp://priceonomics.com/quantifying-the-changing-face-of-san-francisco/[5/6/2016
11: 19:26 AMJ:
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'older people move out to find an affordable house near good schools.
But these migration patterns have not always held. When we analyzed data to see the typical
in and out flows from 2005-2007, we found that there were an equal number of older and
younger people leaving the city at that time. This was
the city's most recent tech
boom, and the city's population was getting slightly smaller.
In fact, we found all of the major migratory trends happened faster from 2010 to 2014 than
from 2005 to 2007. The following chart shows the annual change in the proportion of San
Francisco that was made up of the following four groups: ages 35 and under, men, college
graduates, and African Americans. We use change in proportion to make the two eras - one
of which had in migration and the other out migration - comparable.

The Major Demographic Changes Are Speeding Up
and 2010-2014

2%
0%

1.8%

_~_o_. 2_%_111,..

Af:id:can

Americans
Male

-2%

-6%

-10%
-12%

Data: American

Newcomers Have More Money
You may have noticed that we have not discussed incomes.
Many of the changes in San Francisco are related to the increasing costs of housing. Migrants
have little access to rent control, and the median m<;>nthly rent for a one bedroom apartment
ittp://priceonomics.com/quantifying-the-changing-face-of-san-francisco/[5/6/2016
11: 19:26 AM]
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in San Francisco is north of $3,000.
Yet looking into the incomes of migrants is complex because income is so
to age,
gender and education level. Also, the people who left San ~rancisco likely went to cities that
have lower wages, so it's not quite an apples to apples comparison.
We decided the best way to look at the issue was to analyze the difference in the incomes of
incoming and outgoing workers, and to see whether the difference was greater from 20102014 than it was from 2005-2007. The chart below shows our findings. We excluded people
who had no income. These income estimates are likely accurate within about $2,ooo, and
are not adjusted for inflation, so these results should primarily be interpreted by the change
in the income difference between the two periods.

The Difference in Incomes of those Moring in and Ou.t is Rising
Coi;np;ll'm!CJ the """"~".u u:x::«:m1e cti!!e:re:nce:s 1::;if:~r1.1ve~)n

11% DlffHenCe
$50,000
3% Diffexence
$40,.000

$30,000

$0

Data: American
San Francisco is becoming a more expensive place to live, and the people who can afford· to
move in are increasingly wealthier than people who move out. The income gap between
incoming and outcoming migrants jumped from around $1,000 in 2005-2007 (which is
statistically negligible) to an estimate of $4,000 from 2010-2014.

***

ittp://priceonomics.com/quantifying-the-changing-face-of-san-francisco/[5/6/2016
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:Although a large portion of the city is still born and raised in San Francisco, migration
patterns are changing the demographics of San Francisco.
Big changes are nothing new in San Francisco. It happened after World War II, during the
immigrant wave of the 1960s and 70s, and as a result of the Dot-com boom of the 1990s.
But some residents feel that what is happening now is different. That the city is no longer
accessible to all who love it, and it is becoming a place primarily for the wealthy.
The ethics of how to respond to these changes is an open question.
The flourishing economy that has attracted migrants has also been good for many of the
people who have stayed. San Francisco is one of the best cities in the United States in terms
of upward mobility.
One response that would alleviate the need for out migration and still allow for in migration
is more housing. Subsidized housing, market-rate housing, big apartment buildings that
obscure views or create wind tunnels: these all probably help the city to retain those who
want to stay.
Because of the relatively fixed housing supply, San Francisco is a zero sum game; if someone
new comes to the city, they essentially must replace someone who already lives in the city.
The result is a city that has fewer African Americans and is becoming younger, richer, and
more highly educated at an alarming rate.

Our next article investigates how breakfast become the most important meal of the day ...
for marketers. To get notified when we post it ~
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The San Francisco Rent Explosion:
Part II
204,242 views

Share

Source: Priceonomics
The San Francisco real estate market is, technically speaking, muy caliente. If
you've looked for an apartment recently, or follow our blog, you know that rental
prices have
and small homes
for more than Detroit skyscrapers. San
Francisco is a beautiful place, with a bustling economy that has drawn tens of
thousands of new residents over the past few years. But the supply of housing is
relatively fixed as large swathes of the city aren't zoned for the type of high
density housing that could accommodate the increased demand. So the price of
housing has increased.
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dist:J.ict)
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This somewhat
reads, "With the hottest
microclimate in San Francisco, Mission is caliente ...Modern with European feel.
Gorgeous!"
In this post, we'll look at the current rental prices of San Francisco apartments,
updating ourreport
The principal data source is our data crawling
business, which crawls the web and analyzes apartment listings (among other
things) across the U.S., including San Francisco. We sell this kind of data to real
estate investors, which helps fund this blog.
According to our data, as of the end of June 2014, the median rental price of a
one-bedroom apartment in San Francisco is $3,120. Two-bedroom apartments
rent for $4,000, and a three-bedroom apartment rents for $4,795·
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The Median Price of a San Francisco Apartment: June

2014

S5,000

$4,000

S3.000

S2,000

S1 ,000

Overall

Studio

1br

3br
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Over the last few years, prices have exploded. We hope you held on to your rentcontrolled place in Bernal Heights, where rent for a one-bedroom apartment has
doubled in just three years.

One Bedroom Price by Neighborhood
RANK NEIGHBORHOOD
1 Bernal Heights
2 Civic Center
3 Mission
4 Hayes Valley
5 Lower Nob Hill
6 Castro
7 Panhandle
8 Nob Hill
9 Haight Ashbury
10 Visitacion Valley
11 Lower Haight
12 Potrero Hill
13 Noe Valley
14 Portola District
15 Excelsior
16 Glen Park
17 Inner Richmond
18 Western Addition

2011
$ 1,683
$ 1,850
$ 1,900
$ 2,195
$ 1,850
$ 2,150
$ 1,700
$2,000
$ 1,895
$ 1,200
$ 2,100
$ 2,400
$ 2,097
$ 1,200
$ 1,350
$ 1,600
$ 1,625
$ 1,795

2014 3-year %
101%
$3,390
$3,400
84%
71%
$3,250
71%
$3,750
65%
$3,050
63%
$3,498
62%
$2,750
$3,180
59%
$2,800
48%
46%
$ 1,750
$3,000
43%
$3,325
39%
$2,875
37%
$ 1,625
35%
$ 1,825
35%
$ 2,163
35%
$ 2,193
35%
$2,400
34%
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RANK
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

NEIGHBORHOOD
Twin Peaks
Richmond
Cole Valley
Sunset
Marina
North Beach
Lower Pac Heights
Alamo Square
Financial District
SOMA
Inner Sunset
Ingleside
Russian Hill
Tenderloin
Laurel Heights
West Portal
Bayview
Pacific Heights

2011
$ 1,900
$ 1,525
$ 2,075
$ 1,350
$ 2,495
$ 2,400
$ 2,503
$ 2,440
$3,000
$2,800
$ 1,775
$ 1,950
$ 2,895
$ 1,495
$ 2,500
$ 1,995
$ 1,400
$ 3,250

2014 3-year %
$ 2,523
33%
31%.
$ 1,995
30%·
$2,700
28%
$ 1,725
27%
$ 3,175
27°Ai
$3,050
25%•
$ 3,125
23%•
$ 2,995
20%:
$3,600
20%•
$ 3,359
18%
$ 2,100
$ 2,241
15%:
13%.
$ 3,273
10%
$ 1,645
8%.
$2,700
5%.
$ 2,100
2%.
$ 1,425
0%
$ 3,250

Over the past year, rents have continued to increase, but not uniformly. Asking
rents have increased tremendously downtown, mid-market, and in the southern
part of the city that offers the shortest commutes to the South Bay.

One Bedroom Price by Neighborhood
RANK NEIGHBORHOOD
1 Hayes Valley
2 Bernal Heights
3 Castro
4 Excelsior
5 Civic Center
6 Lower Nob Hill
7 Panhandle
8 Mission
9 Lower Haight
10 Portola District
11 Potrero Hill
12 Nob Hill
13 Richmond
14 Alamo Square
15 Ingleside
16 Inner Richmond
17 Marina
18 North Beach

2103
$ 2,573
$ 2,385
$ 2,700
$ 1,400
$ 2,700
$ 2,464
$ 2,250
$ 2,675
$ 2,495
$ 1,350
$2,800
$ 2,788
$ 1,750
$ 2,673
$2,000
$2,000
$ 2,900
$2,800

2014 1-YEAR %
46%
$ 3,750
42%
$ 3,390
30%
$ 3.498
$ 1,825
30%
26%
$ 3,400
$3,050
24%
22%
$ 2,750
21%
$ 3,250
20%
$3,000
20%
$ 1,625
19%
$ 3,325
$ 3,180
14%
14%
$ 1,995
12%
$ 2,995
12%
$ 2,241
10%
$ 2,193
9%
$ 3,175
$ 3,050
9%
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RANK
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

NEIGHBORHOOD
Haight Ashbury
Financial District
Visitacion Valley
Pacific Heights
Twin Peaks
Sunset
Lower Pac Heights
Noe Valley
Russian Hill
Glen Park
Laurel Heights
SOMA
Cole Valley
Western Addition
West Portal
Bayview
Inner Sunset
Tenderloin

2103
$ 2,588
$ 3,395
$ 1,650
$ 3,100
$ 2,400
$ 1,650
$ 3,013
$2,800
$ 3,200
$ 2,150
$ 2,695
$ 3.475
$ 2,770
$ 2,500
$ 2,250
$ 1,550
$ 2,300
$ 1,873

2014 1-YEAR %
8%
$2,800
6%
$ 3,600
6%
$ 1,750
$ 3,250
5%
$ 2,523
5%
$ 1,725
5%
$ 3,125
4%
$ 2,875
3%
2%
$ 3,273
1%
$ 2,163
0%
$ 2,700
-3%
$ 3,359
-3%
$ 2,700
$2,400
-4%
-7%
$ 2,100
-8%
$ 1,425
$ 2,100
-9%
-12%
$ 1,645

The Median Price of a San Francisco Apartment
$5,000

$4,000

$3,000

$2,000
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Overall
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1br

2br

3br

The Changing Landscape of the City

Long time San Francisco residents will notice something strange in the above
charts: historically inexpensive neighborhoods, especially downtown and the
surrounding areas, are now some of the most expensive.
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Ranking of Most Expensive Neighborhoods
RANK

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

NEIGHBORHOOD
Hayes Valley
Financial District
Castro
Civic Center
Bernal Heights
SOMA
Potrero Hill
Russian Hill
Mission
Pacific Heights
Nob Hill
Marina
Lower Pac Heights
Lower Nob Hill
North Beach
Lower Haight
Alamo Square
Noe Valley

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

RENT
3,750
3,600
3.498
3,400
3,390
3,359
3,325
3,273
3,250
3,250
3,180
3,175
3,125
3,050
3,050
3,000
2,995
2,875

RANK

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

NEIGHBORHOOD
Haight Ashbury
Panhandle
Cole Valley
Laurel Heights
Twin Peaks
Western Addition
Ingleside
Inner Richmond
Glen Park
Inner Sunset
West Portal
Richmond
Excelsior
Visitacion Valley
Sunset
Tenderloin
Portola District
Bayview

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

RENT
2,800
2,750
2,700
2,700
2,523
2,400
2,241
2,193
2,163
2,100
2,100
1,995
1,825
1,750
1,725
1,645
1,625
1,425

A couple factors are driving this change. First, the construction of new apartment
buildings has been concentrated in downtown, Hayes Valley, and the Castro area
around Market Street as part of the city's effort to draw investment to those
areas. These new apartments make up a lot of the inventory in those
neighborhoods, and they are expensive. For example, the new NEMA building
across the street from Twitter headquarters rents one-bedroom apartments
from
Proximity to the highways and shuttle buses that take tech workers south to
companies like Google, Facebook, and Apple is also reorienting the real estate
landscape. Living in neighborhoods like Bernal Heights or Portera was once
(arguably) like living in a backwater, but these commuting-friendly areas are now
expensive and popular. Glenn Park appears to be an exception as rents are lower,
although its inventory of one bedroom apartments is limited and mostly consists
of weird in-law units.
Your Rental Cheat Sheet
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Are you moving to San Francisco and need some help determining how much you
should expect to pay in different neighborhoods? This handy cheat sheet can
help. It provides the median price of an apartment (as of the end of June 2014)
for a studio or a one, two or three-bedroom apartment in each neighborhood.

Price of an Apartment by Neighborhood
NEIGHBORHOOD !STUDIO
J2BR
J1BR
J3BR
Alamo Square
$ 2,295
$ 2,995
$ 5,940
$ 3,975
Bayview
$ 1,425
$ 2,650
$ 3,500
Bernal Heights
$ 3,390
$4,900
$ 3,525
Castro
$ 6,250
$ 1,900
$4,200
$ 3,498
Civic Center
$ 2,248
$ 3,400
$4,500
$4,998
Cole Valley
$ 1,988
$ 2,700
$ 6,500
$ 4,150
Excelsior
$ 1,825
$ 3,200
$ 2,550
Financial District
$ 3,600
$ 2,750
$ 5,950
$ 9,540
Glen Park
$ 2,163
$3,800
$5,800
Haight Ashbury
$2,800
$ 6,425
$ 1,750
$3,650
Hayes Valley
$ 1,900
$ 5,200
$ 3,750
$4,650
Ingleside
$ 2,241
$ 1,600
$ 2,900
$ 3,850
Inner Richmond
$ 2,193
$3,000
$ 1,525
$ 3,995
Inner Sunset
$ 2,100
$ 1,700
$4,000
$ 3,190
Laurel Heights
$ 6,200
$ 2,700
$4,000
$ 2,350
Lower Haight
$3,000
$ 1,950
$ 4,295
Lower Nob Hill
$ 2,201
$ 3,050
$3,899
$ 3,950
Lower Pac Heights
$2,000
$ 3,125
$ 5,500
$ 4,125

-

NEIGHBORHOOD !STUDIO
J1BR
l2BR
J3BR
Marina
$6,750
$ 2,125
$ 4,625
$ 3,175
Mission
$ 3,250
$ 4,190
$ 5,146
$ 2,498
Nob Hill
$3,180
s 4,275
$ 2,095
$5,995
Noe Valley
$4,000
$ 1,500
s 2,875
$5,500
North Beach
$3,050
$4,300
$6,575
$ 2,325
Pacific Heights
$6,700
$2,000
$3,250
$4,500
Panhandle
$ 1,848
$ 2,750
S4,s75
$ 3.495
Portola District
s 1,625 s 2,825 $3,498
$5,650
Potrero Hill
$3,325
s 4,300
$ 2,850
Richmond
$ 1,600
$ 1,995
s 2,995
$3,995
Russian Hill
$ 1,998
$5,998
s 3,273 $4,900
$4,800
SOMA
$6,999
$ 2,917
s 3,359
Sunset
$ 1,725
$ 2,895
$ 1,075
$3,573
Tenderloin
s 1,605
s 3,395
$ 1,595
$4,100
Twin Peaks
$ 2,523
s 3,999
Visitacion Valley
$ 1,750
s 2,492 $2,898
$ 2,100
West Portal
s 2,748
$4,975
$2,400
Western Addition
$3,950
s 3,450
$ 1,725

-

Source: Priceonomics
And so dear reader, good luck on your apartment search. May you find your
dream apartment in a sunny, affordable, and fun location. But who are we
kidding, the odds are not in your favor.

The next post in this series presents data on the price of buying a home in San
Francisco. To be notified when we post it, join our
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Methodology
~

Web survey of San Francisco Bay Area residents

~

The survey was available in English, Chinese, and Spanish

~

Report includes analysis from the following surveys:

•

•

Web

Feb. 12 - Mar. 10, 2016

1,000

±3.10 percentage points

16-5727

Web

Apr. 15-23, 2015

1,000

±3.10 percentage points

15-5512

Web

Apr. 8-15, 2014

1,()00

±3.10 percentage points

14-5095

EMC #16-5727 BAC Annual Poll
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Direction of the Area
The overall mood ofBay 11.rea residents has worsened.

-.-wrong Track

...-Right Direction

57%

55%

40%
27%

28%

2014

2015

QB: Do you feel things in the Bay Area are going in the right
direction or do you feel things have gotten pretty seriously off on
the wrong track?
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2016
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Direction of Bay Area by County
Ill Right Direction
Overall

Alameda (21%)

Contra Costa (14%)

North Bay Region (18%)

San Francisco (12%)

San Mateo (10%)

Santa Clara (25%)

.lJ.@3

Don't know

~

453

',

:·,

433
333

403

I',

433

•Wrong Track

333
'

373

:·,
',

4[3

523
',

373

',

QB: Do you feel things in the Bay Area are going in the right direction or
do you feel things have gotten pretty seriously off on the wrong track?
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393

423
4[3
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Right Direction/Wrong Track by County, Over Time
Optimism has dropped aci<JssBdyA~~Clc~µn~i~sJ qncidramatica/ly!n Santa Clara County
I

' ~Right Direction
I

:-\(Vrong Track

i

I

67%

'

57% 59%
55%

/,.
33y
28~

!

31%
I

26%

22%
21%

<::!"
......
0

N

L()

......
0

N

~
......

0

N

Alameda
(21%)

<::!"
......
0

N

L()

~

0

0

......

N

......

<::!"
......

......

N

N

N

Contra Costa (14%)

0

L()

~

0

0

......

<::!"
......

......

N

N

N

0

North Bay Region
(18%)

L()

~

0

0

......

N

San Francisco
(12%)

8. Do you feel things in the Bay Area are going in the right direction or do
you feel things have gotten pretty seriously off on the wrong track?
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<::!"
......

......

~
......

<::!"
......

......

N

N

N

N

N

0

L()

0

0

San Mateo
(10%)

0

L()

~

0

0

......

N

Santa Clara
(25%)
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Direction of Area by Ethnicity & Homeowner/Renter
Renters and Asian residents rep9~iff':eli.rrg~~!{Q~tlyles~ op~imi~t!£~hdnhomeowners.

Right Direction

Don't know • Wrong Track

Overall

4©%

White {42%}

4©%

"

Latino (23%}

40%

"',

African American
(6%}

4©%

Renter {45%)

2J7%

40%

44%
41%
',

45%

Asian (24%}
Other Eth (5%)

',

37%
• ',

''

46%

',

36%

31%

41%

Homeowner {55%)

QB: Do you feel things in the Bay Area are going in the right direction or

do you feel things have gotten pretty seriously off on the wrong track?
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Direction of Bay Area by Age and Income
Right Direction
Overall

Millennial 18-33 (29%)
Gen X 34-49 (32%)

40%

Don't know •Wrong Track
40%

I',

42%

',

38%

',

41%

Baby Boom 50-64 (24%)

41%

',

Mature 65+ (15%)

42%

:',

HH Income <$75k (35%)
HH Income $75k-$125k
(29%)
HH Income $125k+
(25%)

42%

~·,

38%
42%

',

QB: Do you feel things in the Bay Area are going in the right direction or
do you feel things have gotten pretty seriously off on the wrong track?
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39%

43%
I',

46%

37%

38%
40%
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Likelihood of Moving by Percent of Income Spent on Housing
Those who spend the nighest percentiPltb·elrff)tcJrne o~hausing1 are /es$ sure if they will
remainihthe Bay Area. ·.
I am likely to move out of the Bay Area in the next few years.
Total Agree

•Total Disagree

Overall

54%

Spend 20% income
or less (28%)

66%

25-35% (32%)

56%

45-55% (19%)

46%

60%+ (9%)

32%

Q29-Q44: Do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
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Likelihood of Moving by Length of Time in BA
Long time residents at~'m:osfli~~lY:~tJ():so?(fb~y wif/ remain inthe Bay Area.
I am likely to move out of the Bay Area in the next few years.

Total Agree

•Total Disagree

Overall

54%

Lived in Bay Area
<5 yrs {13%)

41%

6-10 yrs (8%)

49%

11-20 yrs (14%)

51%

20+ yrs {64%)

59%

Q29-Q44: Do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
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Most Important Problem {Open-End)
Housing is a widesprea;dco~ce~n, ilh!le~tff:Jffl€;:~ostofl1vJhg, bom.eJessness and crime are
also. nqmedf~8:qfl~f!~ly~~J(;j.p:-cEJf~~{~<!J!f<:Jb1ems.

II

tra

•

IC

Q9. What is the most important problem facing the Bay Area today?
Note: Size of word corresponds with frequency of mentions from respondents

5439
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Top Most Important Problems (Open-End)
HousingJ traffic congestionJ dnd ~dstofHvin:g are top issues and they have become more
worrisome $ince last year.
-"
-----<-~~--------~- ---~~-' --~--'~

Housing Issues

30%

Traffic/Congestion/
Transportation

19%

Cost of Living

11112016

9%
10%

Crime/Safety
Poverty/
Homelessness

2015

5%

Q9. What is the most important problem facing the Bay Area today? Open-end: Respondents were allowed
to volunteer any response; only top 5 responses shown . *Data shown only among those who provided a
response
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Most Important Problem over Time (Closed-End)
Cost of living is most often choserlfr~m~fistCJ(is$li~s<as the most important problem,
fo_l{()~~f!~ q!()~~!'l~~M ~~CJ~~!'!~Jl:11Jf t~(Jfp~;·~~ . . .
as
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

Cost of living
Housing*
Traffic

2014
Poverty/Income Inequality**

2015

Crime/Safety

1112016

Homelessness
Economy/Jobs
Taxes
Supply of water***
Other

QlO: Now, from the list below, what are the 3 most serious problems facing the Bay Area today? Respondents were given a
list of responses and asked to drag three items into the box on the right and rank them in order.
*Jn 2015, "Housing" was listed separately as "Housing Cost" and "Housing Availability"
**Poverty/ Income Inequality were listed separately
***In 2014, "Supply of water" was not asked
EMC #16-5727 BAC Annual Poll
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Most Important Problem over Time (Closed-End)
Cost of living was selectedbytwo>in th~~e{e5ponde'1ts.as the BayArea~s most important

ltE~~l~f!J·
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

Cost of living
Housing*
Traffic
Poverty/Income inequality**
Crime/Safety

2014

Homelessness
Economy/Jobs

2015

Taxes
Public Transportation

Ill

2016

Education
Environment
Health care
Government
Supply of water***
Other/ Don't know
QlO: Now, from the list below, what are the 3 most serious problems facing the Bay Area today? Respondents were given a
list of responses and asked to drag three items into the box on the right and rank them in order.
*Jn 2015, "Housing" was listed separately as "Housing Cost" and "Housing Availability"
**Poverty/ Income Inequality were listed separately
***In 2014, "Supply of water" was not asked
EMC #16-5727 BAC Annual Poll I 13
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Most Important Problem: Housing Issues by Age

Overall

23%

Millennial 18-33
(29%)

25%

Gen X 34-49 (32%)

22%

Baby Boom 50-64
(24%)

23%

Mature 65+ (15%)

21%

QlO: Now, from the list below, what are the 3 most serious problems facing the Bay Area today?
Respondents were given a list of responses and asked to drag three items into the box on the
right and rank them in order.
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Most Important Problem: Traffic by Age

Overall

Millennial 18-33
(29%)
Gen X 34-49 (32%)

13%

7%

11%

Baby Boom 50-64
(24%)

17%

Mature 65+ (15%)

21%

QlO: Now, from the list below, what are the 3 most serious problems facing the Bay Area today?
Respondents were given a list of responses and asked to drag three items into the box on the
right and rank them in order.
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Most Important Problem: Crime/ Safety by Age

Overall

Millennial 18-33
(29%)
Gen X 34-49 (32%)
Baby Boom 50-64
(24%)
Mature 65+ (15%)

6%

5%

4%

9%
9%

Q10: Now, from the list below, what are the 3 most serious problems facing the Bay Area today?
Respondents were given a list of responses and asked to drag three items into the box on the
right and rank them in order.
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Most Important Problem: Poverty/ Income Inequality by Age
Millennials are morelikeljtorateppvgrt~p1d1N'Co.6-f~ i11"equatity as their top concern.

Overall

8%

Millennial 18-33
(29%)

10%

Gen X 34-49 (32%)

7%

Baby Boom 50-64
(24%)
Mature 65+ (15%)

9%
4%

QlO: Now, from the list below, what are the 3 most serious problems facing the Bay Area today?
Respondents were given a list of responses and asked to drag three items into the box on the
right and rank them in order.
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Most Important Problem: Cost of Living by Age
Younger residents are more tftt(Jfti~f!Cl_~§qt~EP?~oj_J~v~f1gt6~an. of<jer residents.

Overall

25%

Millennial 18-33
(29%)

33%

Gen X 34-49 (32%)
Baby Boom 50-64
(24%)
Mature 65+ (15%)

31%

14%

13%

QlO: Now, from the list below, what are the 3 most serious problems facing the Bay Area today?
Respondents were given a list of responses and asked to drag three items into the box on the
right and rank them in order.
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Most Important Problem: Top Selected by Age
Most important problem vqr;ies
0%

~~'£OS~<if,~,9r;a.tN?~tfr1Jqq~~,a1tire concerned with housing.
5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

Millennial 18-33 (29%)

Housing

Gen X 34-49 (32%)
111111

Baby Boom 50-64 (24%)
111111

Poverty/
Income
Inequality
Traffic

•Crime/ Safety

Mature 65+ (15%)

QlO: Now, from the list below, what are the 3 most serious problems facing the Bay Area today?
Respondents were given a list of responses and asked to drag three items into the box on the right and
rank them in order.
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Changes in Concern about Water Supply
-

-

-

--

-

-

-·

----

---

--

Concern about the.Biiy_/1req~fl~~~~l1J>PIY:"hfAs mark~tifldecreased.
Mentioned
as the
Most Important Problem Facing Bay Area

Q9. What is the most important problem facing the Bay Area today? Open-end:
Respondents were allowed to volunteer any response
EMC #16-5727 BAC Annual Poll
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Growth Outside Core Bay Area
There is significant supportfrJrh9~s!h~1&,ifrq~$Pf!J1~'ttr{:~:;groVJl:~h/~qtsJde of thecore Bay
,
. .~r~.Cf ;~g,~eJys~'l!li~~~l!f~~. ·......•.........:......... ·
Total Support

•Total Oppose

Creating a better transportation network
between the Bay Area, Sacramento and other
areas of central California to reduce pressure
on the Bay Area housing supply.

• Tota I Agree

•Total Disagree

Rather than building more housing in the Bay
Area, I support building new housing outside of
the Bay Area/ improving the transportation
network to and from job centers in the Bay
Area.

Q29-Q44: Do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
Q45-Q53: Please indicate the extent to which you support or oppose
each of the following:

5450
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Contacts

Ruth Bernstein
ruth@EMCresearch.com
510.550.8922
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The 2016 Bay Area Council Poll
Web survey of Bay Area Residents
EMC Research #16-5727
Conducted February 12 - March 9, 2016
n=l,000; Margin of Error=+/- 3.1 percentage points
Where applicable, data compared with:
April 15 -April 23, 2015
April 8 -April 15, 2014
n=l,018; MoE ± 3.07 percentage points
n=l,000; MoE ± 3.1 percentage points
EMC Research #14-5095
EMC Research #15-5512

All numbers in this document represent percentage (%) values, unless otherwise noted.
Please note that due to rounding, percentages may not add up to exactly 100%.
Thank you for participating in this opinion survey about issues important to people in the Bay
Area. Your individual responses will be completely confidential and the survey should take only
about 10 to 15 minutes to complete.

Do you feel things in the Bay Area are going in the right direction or do you feel things have gotten
pretty seriously off on the wrong track?
Right direction
Wrong track
Don't know

57

27
16

Do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
Strongly
Somewhat
Somewhat
agree
agree
disagree

Strongly
disagree

55
28
17

40
40

20

Don't
know

I am likely to move out of the Bay Area in the next few years.

13

21

23

31

12

Rather than building more housing in the Bay Area, I support building new housing outside the Bay
Area and improving the transportation network to and from the job centers inside the Bay Area.

20

40

21
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What is the most important problem facing the Bay Area today? (INSERT TEXT BOX)
Housing/Rent Costs
Traffic/Congestion

2014

2015

12

22
17

10
7

Cost of Living
Other Housing

10
3
6

Crime/Safety
Poverty/Homelessness
Development/Overpopulation
Drought/Water Shortage
Jobs/Economy
Housing Availability
Transportation
Income Inequality

28
6
6
3

2

9
7
7
5
5
4
4
2
2
2
1

Government/Budget
Environment
Education

3

2
2

1

Other

3

Don't Know/ Nothing

4

9
1

5453
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Now, from the list below, what are the 3 most serious problems facing the Bay Area today? Please
drag three items into the box on the right and rank them in order.
(RANDOMIZE)
Mentioned as One of
Most Important
Top3
Problem
Housing*

2014

2015

2016

2014

2015

24

18

23

63

Traffic

7

7

13

29

51
25

Poverty/Income inequality**

2

5

8

8

21

Education

4

2

2

12

9
22

48
39
27
8

15

23
14

22

15

23

2

15

9

10

1

2

8

6

9

22

12

5

60

43

64

48

2

Crime/Safety

11

Economy/Jobs

5

8
4

6
3

29
14

Homelessness

8

4

6

Taxes

4

2

Public Transportation

1

Government

7

2

1

Cost of living

21

14

25

24

1

Supply of water***

2016

1

1

3

6

5

1

1

1

6

6

5

Growth/Development

1

1

4

5

Business climate

1

1

3

2

Environment
Health care

1

Preparing for sea-level rise***
Other/ Don't know

1

0
1

2

6

1

Please indicate the extent to which you support or oppose each of the following:
Strongly
Somewhat
Somewhat
Strongly
support
oppose
oppose
support

2

17

Don't
know

Creating better transportation network between the Bay Area, Sacramento and other areas of
central California to reduce pressure on the Bay Area housing supply
43
42
7
3
6

*Asked separately as "Housing Cost" and "Housing Availability" in previous years
**These options were not offered to respondents in the 2014 survey, and in 2015, asked separately as
"Poverty" and "Income Inequality"
***Not offered in 2014
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[DEMOGRAPHICS]

The following are a few questions for statistical purposes only. Please remember all responses are
confidential.
Do you own or rent your home?

2014
54
40
4
2

Own a home or condo
Rent
Other
Prefer not to respond

2015
53
38
6
3

2016
55
38
5
1

Approximately what percentage of your household income do you spend on housing?
15 or less
20

17
10

25
30
35
45
50
55
60ormore
Don't know/ Prefer not to respond

9
13

9
8

9
3
9
13

How would you describe the area where you live?
Urban
Suburban
Rural
Prefer not to respond

2014
38
57
4
2

2015
34
59
4
2

2016
35
59
5
1

2014
3
7
8
14
66
1

2015
4
8
9
18
60
1

2016
4
9
8
14
64
1

About how long have you lived in the Bay Area?
Less than two years
2-5 years
6-10 years
11-20 years
More than 20 years
Prefer not to respond

5455
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Do you have children under the age of 18 living in your home?
Yes
No
Prefer not to respond

2014

2015

2016

21
78
2

27
71
1

23
76
1

2014

2015

2016

49
14

44
15
4
26
11

45
16
3
26
10

Are you registered to vote as ...
A Democrat
A Republican
Another party
No party preference
Not registered to vote

3
23
11

What is your employment status?
2015

2016

Employed
Self-em ployed
Unemployed/looking for work
Retired
Student

58

62

8
7
16
5

5
5
19
6

Other
Prefer not to respond

5
2

3
1

(IF EMPLOYED OR SELF-EMPLOYED, n=662) What zip code do you work in? (INSERT TEXT BOX)
2016

Alameda
Contra Costa
North Bay Region
San Francisco
San Mateo
Santa Clara
Other

20
10
15
17

10
26
23

Does your household have a land line telephone?
Yes
No
Prefer not to respond

58
40

1

5456

60
38
2

53
45
2
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How likely do you think it is your household will have a land line telephone 5 years from now?
Very likely
Somewhat likely
Somewhat unlikely
Very unlikely
Prefer not to respond

2014

2015

2016

19
25
17
38
2

24
22
17
35
2

18
22

13
45
2

To what extent have you come to rely on your smartphone to help you to accomplish day-to-day
tasks?
A great deal
Moderately
Not much
Not at all
I don't have a smartphone

2014

2015

2016

33
30
18
6

41
29
14

39
32
15
4

13

5
11

2014

2015

2016

5
14
16
14
8
17

9
12
17
18
10
8
14

10

12

8
11
15
17
12
9
16
11

2014

2015

2016

21
19
20
25
14

21
20
20
25
14

21
20

10

What was your total household income before taxes for 2015?
Less than $25,000
$25,001-$50,000
$50,001-$75,000
$75,001-$100,000
$100,001-$125,000
$125,001-$150,000
More than $150,000
Prefer not to respond

17

[SCREENING]
In what year were you born? (Insert drop-down list)

18-29
30-39
40-49
50-64
65+

5457

20
24
15
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Do you consider yourself to be Hispanic or Latino?

2015
23
76

2016
23
76

1

1

2014
57
7

2015
54
7

2016
55
6

13

12

14

Vietnamese

1

3

1

Filipino or Pacific Islander

Prefer not to respond

2

3
3
3
1
3
8
2

3
3
4

Other

3
3
4
1
4
5

2014

2015
21
14

San Francisco

21
14
4
2
13

4
2
13

San Mateo

10

10

Santa Clara

24
6
7

23
6
7

Yes
No
Prefer not to respond
Do you consider yourself to be:
White or Caucasian
African American
Chinese

South Indian, Asian Indian, Pakistani or Afghan
Another Asian group
Native American
Biracial or Multiracial

1

4
6
3

What county do you live in? (Insert drop-down list, terminate if Other)
Alameda
Contra Costa
Marin
Napa

Solano
Sonoma

2016
21
14
3
2
12
10
25
6
7

Other

What zip code do you live in? (Responses collapsed into county breakdowns above}
Are you ... ?

2014
47
53

Male
Female
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2015
47
53

2016
50
50

EMC16-5727
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What is the last grade you completed in school?

2014
0
0

2015

2016

1

1

1

1

6
4

8

6

4
27

Graduated College/Bachelor's/BA/BS

30
34

3
28
36

Graduate/Professional/Master's degree/PhD/MBA

25

23

36
24

Prefer not to respond

0

1

1

Some grade school
Some high school
Graduated High School
Technical/Vocational
Some College/Associate degree

Thank you!
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As regions across California begin to implement their
Sustainable Communities Strategies (SCS) in compliance with Senate Bill 375, communities are increasingly concerned about how new transit investment and
related infill development will affect the lives of existing residents, particularly low-income communities
and communities of color. Locals are likely to benefit
from improved mobility, neighborhood revitalization,
lower transportation costs, and other amenities that
spill over from the new development (Cervera 2004).
However, more disadvantaged communities may fail
to benefit, if the new development does not bring appropriate housing and job opportunities, or if there is
gentrification and displacement of low-income and/or
minority residents (Pollack, Bluestone, and Billingham
201 O; Chapple 2009).
In 2009, we conducted a study on neighborhood's
susceptibility to gentrification in the San Francisco Bay
Area (Chapple 2009). In it, we quantified the impact of a
diverse set of variables on neighborhood gentrification,
finding that proximity to transit significantly predicted a
neighborhood's later turnover and gentrification, which
has been supported by more recent research as well
(Pollack, Bluestone, and Billingham 2010). These finding are further supported by research linking proximity
to transit with a property value premium of between 3
and 45% (Cervera and Duncan 2002b; Cervera and
Duncan 2002a; Hess and Almeida 2007).
This research seeks to explore more closely the phenomena of gentrification and displacement in the San
Francisco Bay Area, in an effort to better understand,
predict and possibly prevent residential displacement.
This report summarizes a year's worth of community-engaged research involving case studies on gentrification and displacement pressures in nine neighborhoods across the Bay Area. We utilized mixed
methods of quantitative data analysis, stakeholder
interviews, and field observations to better characterize the various types of changes and pressures being
experienced in diverse neighborhoods across the Bay
Area.

The 9-county Bay Area is one of the most expensive
and challenging housing markets in the country. With
over 7 million inhabitants, over a quarter of Bay Area
households meet the Department of Housing and Urban Development's definition of severely housing burdened, dedicating more than 50 percent of their income
to housing. Four of the ten most expensive counties
in the United States are located in the San Francisco
Bay Area, where minimum wage workers would need
to work 4.7 full time jobs to afford a two-bedroom unit
(Arnold et al. 2014). The recovery from the Great Recession, combined with a booming technology sector
in Silicon Valley have resulted in rapid job growth at
the top and bottom of the wage scale while the middle
continues to shrink. Over a third of Bay Area workers
earn less than $18 per hour, which is especially troubling in the Bay Area because of the high cost of living
(Terplan et al. 2014).
The continued growth at both ends of the income
range will place even more pressure on the region's
housing market and transportation systems. Although
planned new transit facilities will help to accommodate
much of the population growth, they also present a
challenge. Researchers generally agree that new transit investment will bring higher property values to the
surrounding area (except in the immediate vicinity of
the transit station). This could spur a process of gentrification, which will be beneficial to some - but not to
those who cannot bear rent increases and are forced
to leave the neighborhood.
By examining nine diverse Bay Area communities in
depth, this report provides planners, advocates and
city leaders with a rich understanding of how gentrification proceeds, as well as what features encourage
displacement and what policies slow it.
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Chapter 7. As an immigrant gateway in the city of
Concord, the Monument Corridor was severely
impacted by the Great Recession. However, its
proximity to the BART, as well as the active planning and downtown redevelopment efforts of City
government, have resulted in active speculation
and displacement of low income and Latino residents.

This report proceeds as follows: In Chapter 2 we outline the methodology used for case study site selection, data analysis, and community-engaged research
methods. The heart of the report is found in the individual case study chapters 3 through 11, divided
into three groups according to the nature of change in
each neighborhood:

Chapter 8. In the heart of Silicon Valley, leaders of Redwood City are trying to redevelop the
once nearly abandoned downtown to create an
active job and housing center. Yet this planning
and growth nearly ignores the needs of future
low income workers and existing residents of surrounding neighborhoods, resulting in an acute
risk of exclusionary displacement.

Section 1: Neighborhoods Long Experiencing
Pressures of Gentrification and Displacement
Chapter 3. San Francisco's greater Chinatown
neighborhood has witnessed years of housing
pressures. In part due to strong community organizing and planning restrictions, the core of
Chinatown has stemmed the tide of gentrification
and displacement, yet the greater area including
the neighborhoods of Polk Gulch and parts of
North Beach have witnessed significant change
and loss of Asian households since 1980.

Section 3: Communities Vulnerable to
Gentrification and Displacement
Chapter 9. The Canal neighborhood of San
Rafael in the wealthy county of Marin continues
to serve as a point of entry to immigrant communities, specifically of Latin American origin.
The substantial stock of low quality multi-family
housing, significant overcrowding, as well as the
physical separation (i.e., highway and industrial/
commercial land uses) has stabilized the neighborhood for the time being.

Chapter 4. Perhaps the icon of gentrification and
displacement, San Francisco's Mission District
has been the site of active community organizing
for decades, which has perhaps maintained more
affordable housing and minority-owned businesses than would otherwise be there. But the pressures that began during the dot com boom continue, as more and more industrial land shifts to
high-end residential uses.

Chapter 10. The City of East Palo Alto was established on the principles of protecting housing
of lower income communities of color in the affluent Silicon Valley. These principles have translated to some of the strongest tenant protections in
the Bay Area, preserving the affordability of the
community. Yet continued high income job growth
combined with the lack of new or affordable housing in surrounding communities suggest growing
pressures already felt by the community.

Section 2: Places Currently Undergoing
Rapid Neighborhood Change
Chapter 5. Years of city planning and redevelopment around San Jose's Diridon Station
have transformed the area into an affluent urban
neighborhood, which is witnessing rapid development supported by the City's vision to create
Urban Villages. Recent activism around the Station Area plan has reignited the call for affordable
housing, yet it remains to be seen what funding
will be available in this post-redevelopment era.

Chapter 11. A historically African American community, established during WW II, the unincorporated Marin City houses over half of its residents
in subsidized housing. Despite being surrounded
by affluent communities of Marin County and restricted in growth because of the County's value
of preserving open space, Marin City continues
to be home to low and moderate income families
even after racial and demographic shifts.

Chapter 6. The neighborhoods surrounding
North Oakland's Macarthur Bart Station have
undergone rapid demographic and physical
change, associated with both its proximity to revitalizing commercial districts, affluent neighborhoods, and transit accessibility.
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6) Despite continued pressures and much anxiety, many of the cases have shown remarkable
stability. We explore some of the housing policy,
community organizing, tenant protections and
planning techniques used in the Bay Area that
appear to have been somewhat successful in
mitigating the pressures of gentrification and displacement.

Although the overall Bay Area exhibits many of the
characteristics that scholars have documented in their
studies of gentrification and displacement, we found
wide variability in the nine case studies we explored
and some contradictions of the basic underlying assumptions about these processes. Below we summarize our findings across the nine case areas, highlighting specific examples to illustrate seven key findings:

7) The impact of public investment, particularly
transit investment, on gentrification and displacement is not well understood. Although this study
lacked the data on investment timing needed to
ascertain the precise relationship between public improvements and neighborhood change, our
research suggests that not just the investment
itself, but also planning for the investment, can
accelerate processes of displacement.

1) In contrast to how gentrification is discussed
in the media and modeled in quantitative studies,
it is not an endpoint that happened or didn't, but
rather a complex, multi-stage process.
2) Researchers and practitioners alike often regard the relationship between gentrification and
displacement as linear and sequential, yet in
many of our cases we found that displacement
precedes gentrification and that the two processes are often occurring simultaneously.
3) Due to data limitations, the literature on gentrification and residential displacement frequently
is restricted to 4 to 13 year periods. However, the
process of neighborhood change can often take
much longer often preceding what is perceived to
be rapid change felt in very hot real estate markets.
4) On average, roughly 15% of Americans move
each year. There are many reasons for people
to move and it is therefore often desirable for
researchers to separate voluntary moves from
involuntary moves. Yet, we found in many of our
cases that such a distinction is nearly impossible
to discern, making such dichotomies in quantitative research somewhat useless.
5) Due to analytical complexities, gentrification is
often studied as a neighborhood phenomenon.
Yet our research shows how the pressures of the
housing and jobs market function at the regional
scale, making an expansive lens particularly useful in understanding the processes of neighborhood change.

1. Gentrification as a process not an end-point
From the outset of this research our advisory committee, consisting of housing policy experts around the
Bay Area, insisted that the ways in which gentrification
has been conceptualized and modeled in the literature
was wrong. "Gentrification is not an on-off switch" one
of our committee members told us. Instead, they argued, it is a multi-stage process that may ~ot be _e~sily
captured or discerned from the data. Taking this into
consideration, we set out to analyze existing demographic and housing datasets. To gather initia_I feedback on our findings, we held a workshop with our
community partners and advisory committee. Kicking
off the workshop, a researcher from our team showed
data for the Monument community in Concord, CA a low income, Latino community living proximate to
the train station and downtown. We showed data that
demonstrated a reduction in income, educational attainment, and home sales price among other key indicators of neighborhood change. In the presentation,
the researcher noted "this place shows little signs of
gentrification" a statement that put many of our community partners in a state of unease. How could we
discount the current housing pressures they argued?
Concord was a place that was being actively primed
for gentrification by the City and local property owners
- therefore, they argued, we need to redefine how we
see the place. What we saw as neighborhood decline
they saw as an early stage of gentrification.
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This view that Concord may be experiencing an early,
or pre-gentrification phase, was in fact later validated
by interviews with key informants. One landlord, for instance, told us that his building's proximity to the BART
commuter train station was useful for "catering to the
laptop crowd;' that commute to work in San Francisco.
He even boasted how he "got rid of ... the 99% Latino"
population that formerly lived in the complex, which he
plans to convert into condominiums and sell once the
market picks up again. Similarly, activists in the area
report that following several years' worth of advocacy
to improve walkability along the Monument Corridor
in Concord, they are beginning to learn about active
speculation and property flipping happening in the
area, as property owners begin to capitalize on public
improvements there.
Many of the other cases that we chose were similar to
Concord in this regard. Furthermore, reorienting our
understanding of gentrification as a process and not
necessarily an end helped us to see places that are
usually considered to be already gentrified (e.g., the
Mission) as further along in the process but not necessarily at an end point as they continue to undergo a
process of displacement and change.

2. Reframing the relationship between
gentrification and displacement
Much of the academic literature as well as popular
media frames the relationship between gentrification
and displacement as a linear one: a neighborhood is
disinvested and property values decline, it becomes
attractive for its amenities or location, the difference
between the rents property owners receive and the
amount at which they can sell (e.g., the rent gap; see
Smith (1987)) increases, higher income households
and investors begin to value the neighborhood and
start moving in and buying up property, and eventually
the pre-existing community of low income households
and people of color are displaced from their neighborhoods of origin. While this may certainly be the case in
some neighborhoods, the linear relationship between
revaluation, gentrification and displacement does not
hold true for all the neighborhoods we studied, some
of which instead witnessed this process in reverse.
The idea that displacement can in fact precede gentrification is not a new concept. In their seminal framing
paper on displacement in 1978, Eunice and George
Grier distinguish between disinvestment displace-

ment and reinvestment displacement: "unrelated as
they seem, these two conditions of displacement may
be successive stages in the cycle of neighborhood
change" (Grier and Grier 1978, p.3). Similarly, Peter
Marcuse argued that when looking at the relationship
between gentrification and displacement one must
first consider the disinvestment of urban neighborhoods and subsequent displacement, which makes
land ripe for investment with gentrification of "vacant"
land. From this perspective gentrification can happen
long after disinvestment-induced displacement (Marcuse 1986). On the other hand, investment-related
displacement can also precede gentrification, a case
made very clear during Urban Renewal and decades
of Redevelopment.
Three of our cases that present early stages along
the gentrification spectrum show signs of both disinvestment- and reinvestment-related displacement
that precedes the types of demographic and physical
changes characteristic of gentrification. For instance,
stakeholders in the Canal area of San Rafael discussed the active disinvestment of landlords that often leads to displacement, while residents of public
housing in Marin City face similar experiences, albeit from government disinvestment in public housing.
In Concord, residents are witnessing both disinvestment- and reinvestment-related displacement simultaneously as discussed above, and all the communities
studied are likely years away from being classified as
gentrified according to their demographic characteristics. Similarly, and as will be discussed in the next
section, San Jose's Diridon Station Area underwent
significant redevelopment and displacement decades
before the current housing boom and demographic
shifts. Nearly all of our cases displayed these types of
processes, and some in fact are currently experiencing the commonly recognized gentrification-induced
displacement. Therefore, these processes are neither
linear nor mutually exclusive, and it therefore takes a
reframing to be able to capture the full scale of the
processes.

3. Extending the time horizon of
neighborhood change
Often popular media and residents describe gentrification as change occurring at a rapid rate - property
values rising, people selling homes, and longtime residents moving out can feel like it's happening overnight.
Yet, the neighborhood change narratives told by our
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CBO partners and stakeholders often extended back
decades, frequently referencing the historic actions
of Cities and their Redevelopment agencies that displaced vibrant, albeit low-income, communities as well
as the active disinvestment of the private sector.
One example of this can be seen in our case study
of the Diridon Station area in San Jose. When we began the study, people looked dubious when we mentioned displacement in the area. People argued that
few people actually lived in the vicinity of the station.
This is certainly true when looking at the recent past.
However, when extending our analysis to a thirty year
timeframe, we saw in the data and archival analysis
that considerable displacement preceded the current
renaissance of the area. A pattern familiar to the model of Urban Renewal, in the 1980's the Redevelopment
Agency made almost $2 billion in public investments,
and devoted "nearly all its money and power:' to an attempted revitalization of its downtown and surrounding
areas (Terplan 2013). Redevelopment projects included construction of a convention center, a luxury hotel, expansion and construction of multiple museums,
renovation and construction of parks and plazas, over
500 units of market rate and moderate income housing, and 1.2 million feet of new office space (Kutzman
& Farragher, 1988) alongside the razing of a low-income Latino residential neighborhood totaling about
12 square blocks. The analysis of Census data also
revealed the significant drop in population between
1980 and 1990 and the loss of approximately half of
its housing units.
Ask any planner, developer or community activist and
they will tell you that neighborhood change is a slow
process that can take decades. Despite extensive
recognition by practitioners and scholars alike, most
research on gentrification and displacement to date
has quantified it as change over a 10 year period or
less, which may therefore significantly underestimate
the magnitude of the problem. Peter Marcuse (1986)
warned against such limited analysis that would underestimate the total number of displaced households
when scholars ignore what he refers to as "chains" or
cycles of displacement. These findings indicate a need
to pay specific attention to the timing of public and private investments and disinvestments and the impact
they have on communities over longer periods of time.

4. The false dichotomy of voluntary and
involuntary displacement
Another key feature of contemporary studies of displacement and neighborhood mobility is the categorization of household moves as voluntary or involuntary.
To many scholars (Freeman 2005; Ellen and O'Regan
2011), only involuntary moves can qualify as displacement (e.g., evictions). Furthermore, the voluntary nature of people's moves frequently enters into political
debates about neighborhood change. In the Bay Area,
scholars, activists, planners and many others debate
these issues around the loss of low income and African American households from San Francisco and the
simultaneous rise in the eastern cities in Contra Costa County like Antioch and Pittsburg, CA (Schafran
and Wegmann 2012). Despite the obvious links and
accounts of families moving east, many have argued
that such moves are likely voluntary, resulting from a
family's desires to move to the suburbs.
These issues have frequently emerged in our cases,
especially when analyzing the loss of African American households. Our CBO partners, from diverse communities such as the public housing and entry homes
of Marin City to the working class suburb of East Palo
Alto, to the flatlands of Oakland, describe the loss of
housing due to foreclosure or the simple inability to
find nearby housing when normal life events lead to
a move (e.g., having children). Communities in the
South Bay, for instance, have shown that there is virtually no affordable housing in their communities, forcing
residents to far out suburbs or to leave the Bay Area
entirely. Despite what seems like a voluntary move
perhaps because of childbirth or a desire for home
ownership, many would argue that such decisions to
leave their communities are anything but voluntary.
Again, we can hear the chiding from the early framers
of displacement Eunice and George Grier (1978) who,
despite using the term "forced" displacement, were
careful not to equate it with involuntary. In fact, they
conclude that:
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"For most residents to move under such conditions is
about as 'voluntary' as is swerving one's car to avoid
an accident. By the time the landlord issues notices
of eviction, or the code inspector posts the structure
as uninhabitable, few occupants may be left. Therefore
we cannot define displacement simply in terms of legal or administrative actions - or even draw a clear-cut
line between 'voluntary' and 'involuntary' movement."
(p.3)

Similarly, in another early study of displacement, Newman and Owen (1982) argue that "low-income households who experience extremely large rent increases
may technically 'choose' to move, but the likelihood
that they had any real alternative is very small" (p.137).
Perhaps above all, a household's motivation for moving is rarely known, making it particularly difficult to
analyze. Although the National Housing Survey asking
people's reasons for moving, the motivation is rarely
known and can in fact be masked. For instance, in the
case of the Mission we learned about the proliferation
of tenant buy-outs that may seem voluntary on the
books as tenants may be "choosing" to accept cash to
move. However, the amount of actual choice in such
decisions is up for debate. Furthermore, documenting
the scale of this phenomenon is unknown. Although
San Francisco has recently begun requiring landlords
to register buyout negotiations with the City, experts
believe what has been registered thus far to be significantly lower than actual buyouts. Furthermore, argues
Sara Shortt of the Housing Rights Committee, "Too often tenants don't see [buyouts] as a choice or even a
negotiated process" (Sabatini 2015).
From these cases we learned that although the distinction between voluntary and involuntary moves is
conceptually sound, it is nearly impossible to analyze
quantitatively and at scale. Some scholars have therefore eliminated the dichotomization of voluntary and
involuntary displacement from their studies, either due
to data limitations (McKinnish et al. 2010) or ideological disagreement (Atkinson et al. 2011 ), and have
characterized displacement as the loss of any vulnerable populations including low income households,
renters, and people of color among others. We employ
a similar approach in the case studies presented in
this report.

5. The value of the regional lens on housing
markets and neighborhood change
From our complementary regional analysis of gentrification and displacement (Zuk 2015), we found that
over half of Bay Area tracts are neither currently experiencing displacement nor are they at any significant
risk of doing so in the near future. Yet, the prevailing
narrative in strong market regions is that large swaths
of their center cities are "at risk'' for gentrification. Is
it only a matter of time before the others "switch on"?
Or is the dominant narrative being driven by extreme
cases (e.g., the Mission)?

Although our regional analysis attempts to identify
characteristics that had in previous years led to gentrification and displacement, for instance, proximity to
a transit stations and jobs, rising housing prices and
pre-war housing stock, among other factors, this kind
of analysis will inevitably fail to capture the range of
factors and events that can set the stage for gentrification and displacement in future decades. For instance, in the Concord case, as well as in many other
neighborhoods across the country, planning and revitalization efforts have unfurled processes of housing
speculation. But it may take years or decades for the
switch to turn "on:' Likewise, the rent gap is frequently
a precursor of gentrification (Smith 1987). But homeowners and landlords do not respond overnight to the
gap; their inclination to realize the gain will depend on
their use value for the housing unit, among other factors.
The larger economic and regulatory environment
is also a factor. For example, in San Francisco, the
changing regional economy (from manufacturing to
high-tech) combined with a loop-hole in the zoning
code allowed light industrial buildings to be converted to "live-work'' units without having to change zoning
classifications, allowing conversions to proceed at a
much faster clip, and accelerating gentrification.
Another underappreciated factor in neighborhood
change is the issue of demographic succession. The
aging of a generation, or the dying out of the first generation of an immigrant group, may set the stage for
neighborhood transformation. But whether the generation chooses to remain in the neighborhood depends
on a variety of factors not captured in secondary data,
such as group affinity. These issues have emerged
consistently in our cases, especially in places like
Marin City and East Palo Alto, where community
groups struggle to understand why the children of civil
rights activists sell their parents homes. Finally, analysis at the tract level may be deceptive, since changes
are often occurring at the micro-scale. For instance,
some of the stable or at risk tracts we identify in our
regional analysis may have had housing price appreciation on certain blocks and decline on others, what
Wyly and Hammel (1999) memorably call "islands of
decay in seas of renewal:' We found as much in our
ground-truthing exercise, where adjacent blocks often
appeared to be at very different levels of investment.
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Figure 1.1: From neighborhood to regional trajectories
of displacement

Using the regional lens on neighborhood change, rather than simply focusing on strong markets, allows us to
understand the variety of types. Gentrifying tracts are
likely just the tip of the iceberg, and our current methods of secondary data collection and analysis may not
be up to the task of describing the rest of the iceberg.
Finally, intra-regional mobility means that no community's housing or jobs market is acting in isolation. As
described above, developers in Concord are reacting
to changes in the San Francisco housing market and
the Silicon Valley jobs market when they make longterm plans for redevelopment. The renters evicted or
excluded from San Francisco put new pressures on
communities like East Palo Alto, where families are
doubling up. As housing conditions worsen on the periphery, the prospects of realizing profit from the rent
gap improve. Thus the regional process of displacement makes it clear that reinvestment in one place
works hand in hand with disinvestment in another. The
regional lens helps us understand displacement as a
dynamic and long-term process, rather than a singular
event.

6. What mitigates the negative impacts of
gentrification?
When looking across the nine case studies, we can
begin to understand the variable scale of the displacement process and investigate what may be attenuating
it in some places in comparison to others. Using the
place categories presented above we roughly group
our nine neighborhood case studies into 3 groups:
1) places that have been undergoing pressures of

gentrification and displacement for many years and
have potentially limited the magnitude due to years of
strong community organizing, tenant protections and/
or zoning restrictions (e.g., Chinatown and Mission); 2)
places that are undergoing active redevelopment and/
or speculation (e.g., Diridon, Redwood City, Macarthur, and Monument); and 3) places that have anticipated gentrification and displacement for a while due
to their close proximity (and even enclosure by) affluent neighborhoods, but may not yet be experiencing it
because of weaker housing markets or a large supply
of public housing (e.g., East Palo Alto, the Canal and
Marin City).
In general, we identify the following 5 factors as potentially attenuating the scale of displacement: 1) weak
housing markets, 2) large and stable subsidized housing stock, 3) strong community organizing, 4) tenant
protections, and 5) restrictive zoning.
Slower/weaker markets

A number of the cases we analyzed that may be characterized as being at very early stages of gentrification, showed little to no signs of such when looking
at the numbers. Yet, when we spoke to stakeholders,
we heard about their anxiety about housing pressures
from surrounding affluent communities and some evidence of budding speculation. Especially when considering the time frame of our analysis, which encompasses the Great Recession, these are places that
were struck by the foreclosure crisis, are slower to
recover, and in general have weaker housing markets.
From 2000 to 2013, for instance, the Canal neighborhood of San Rafael, where residential sales values
actually declined by 30%, lost only 17% of its market rate housing units that were affordable to low income households, although it started off with very few.
In contrast, the Macarthur Station Area of Oakland,
which saw a 70% increase in sales values during the
same time period, lost nearly 70% of its market rate
affordable housing stock, or nearly 500 units. These
differences may be due to the quality of the housing
stock, proximity to undesirable land uses, or perhaps
the overwhelming housing demand from low-income
immigrants that flood the market and double up in
homes. Nevertheless, the proximity to more affluent
neighborhoods as well as jobs and other amenities
heighten the risk in these communities leading to ongoing community anxiety over the prospects of gentrification and displacement.
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Large and stable subsidized housing stock

Certainly the prevalence of income-restricted housing
in a neighborhood guarantees the stability of low income populations, at least for the duration of the deed.
This guarantee has been especially important for stabilizing the large proportion of low income households
in Marin City, and even the number of households in
the Mission which would have declined even more
precipitously if it weren't for the doubling of the subsidized housing stock from 2000 to 2014 (excluding
units that used only local sources of funding). Neighborhoods with few subsidized housing units (e.g.,
Macarthur Bart where only 7% of the housing stock
is subsidized), saw a steeper decline in the number
of low income households from 2000 to 2013, when it
lost 523 low income households.
Tenant protections

Often the neighborhoods that have strong tenant protections (e.g., strong rent control and just cause evictions ordinances) are the same ones that are experiencing the largest gentrification and displacement
pressures (e.g., the Mission). Tenant protections often
arise out of community activism to dampen housing
pressures in strong market communities. These pressures can often mask the benefits of strong tenant protections, yet the displacement effects would have likely
been magnitudes larger without such protections.
Strong community organizing

No case with strong neighborhood protections existed in the absence of strong community organizing. In
the case of East Palo Alto, the city was established
by housing and social justice advocates that sought
to ensure the stability of their communities in the long
term. Similarly, Chinatown and the Mission have a long
history of community organizing, which has led to both
the production of subsidized units as well as other
protections. The places that lacked such policies were
also places where community organizations were notably absent (e.g., Redwood City and Concord).
Planning strategies

Finally, zoning and other planning strategies appear
to have been the saving grace for neighborhoods like
San Francisco's Chinatown. Certain height and use
restrictions have made it virtually impossible to tear
down existing single room occupancy and other low in-

come units. Similarly, residential uses have been protected by limiting office conversions and buildings. The
effects are clearly evident when comparing the loss of
low income households in Chinatown Core and neighboring Polk Gulch. Whereas Polk Gulch lost 571 (14%)
low income households between 2000 and 2013, Chinatown Core lost only 80 households (5%). In other
places, such as the Mission, planning responses are
being sought to correct previous actions that had negative consequences, such as the live-work ordinance.

7. How does public investment, particularly
transit investment, shape gentrification
and displacement?
Public investment, from infrastructure investment like
bike lanes and landscaping, to fixed rail transit systems, can accelerate processes of displacement. As
investment is planned, the very anticipation of change
can lead to either disinvestment or investment, both of
which can result in displacement. The implementation
of the improvement is associated with property price
increases (as shown by the hedonic price literature).
This study measured transit investment through proxies such as location relative to a rail transit station and
use of transit in the commute to work. Lack of finegrained data on the location and timing of other public infrastructure improvements made it impossible for
this study to evaluate the effect of investment more
broadly. However, we found a significant positive relationship between transit investment, gentrification,
and displacement, although sometimes the time lag
between rail investment and gentrification has been
significant (e.g., Diridon, Macarthur, Mission, etc.).
The planning and implementation of transit improvements also shapes displacement in less tangible
ways. As investment is planned - yet not funded in
current budgets - a climate of uncertainty takes hold.
Anticipating future changes, such as the arrival of the
SMART train in San Rafael, residents may feel they
have to move - yet, as noted above, this may not be a
real choice.
In practice, there is a general expectation that public intervention, whether in the form of investment or
policy changes like rezoning, will trigger a positive
process of neighborhood transformation, often leading to gentrification and subsequent displacement. On
average, redevelopment projects or highway improvements or new transit stations do generate increases
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in local property values. But individual responses may
vary. In our Bay Area cases, improved transit access in
the form of BART meant one thing in the Mission, but
another in Concord. Rezoning of the San Francisco
downtown has put tremendous pressure on rents in
Greater Chinatown, but rezoning of Uptown Oakland
is not what is transforming Temescal.
Finally, the existence of transit investment creates the
possibility of mitigating displacement. As improvements are planned, it is possible to create more subsidized housing and change local zoning to protect
existing affordability. Awareness of the upcoming improvements can also help to spur community organizing.

The San Francisco Bay Area is undergoing rapid socio-spatial transformations that provide rich material
for better understanding and modeling gentrification
and displacement. In this report we show the invaluable insights that community-engaged research can
provide and specifically highlight the need to more
accurately define gentrification and displacement as
a long term regional process that involves both investment and disinvestment.
The San Francisco region experiences demand for
its housing from around the world, not just from in-migrants but also investors seeking to profit from the
market's strength. Yet, these nine case studies illustrate the diversity of sub-regional housing markets,
with lessons applicable to metropolitan areas around
the U.S. The islands of affordability such as East Palo
Alto and Marin City behave essentially as weak housing markets, characterized more by poor housing conditions than high rents. But housing dynamics in these
neighborhoods unfold in relation to the ongoing competition for housing in the Bay Area's inner core. This
study thus underscores the importance of using the
region as the unit of analysis when examining gentrification and displacement.
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This research builds on the methodologies utilized in
past studies of neighborhood change, gentrification
and displacement (Ellen and O'Regan 2011; Freeman
and Braconi 2004; Newman and Wyly 2006; McKinnish, et al. 2010) by adding a layer of data validation
and analysis through community-engaged participatory research.

MONUMENT COMMUNITY

MARIN

*

Given the fact that community groups are often at odds
with the results of academic, quantitative research on
gentrification, these case studies sought to bridge the
chasm through the validation and enrichment of our
data analysis through community-engaged research.
The community-engaged and ground-truthing components of this research were accomplished through two
main venues: case studies and the validation of parcel
and census data through field observations.
To select case study neighborhoods that were both
geographically representative of the region and capture the myriad housing pressures felt by low income
communities, a screening analysis was done to identify Census tracts that had recently undergone neighborhood change and would be classified as having
undergone gentrification from 2000 to 201 O using the
definition of gentrification put forth by Freeman (2005),
modified slightly for the Bay Area:
-Housing price appreciation above the regional
median
-Increase in educational attainment above the
regional median
-Household income at or below the 40th percentile of regional household income (roughly
80% of median income, a standard definition of
low-income) in the starting year (as the process
begins).
Given the wide variability between counties in the Bay
Area, with extreme wealth in the south bay counties
(San Mateo, Santa Clara) and poverty in some north
and east bay counties (Solano, Sonoma, Alameda) we
chose to compare each tract to its respective county average, to reflect regional variability and change.

*OAKLAND/
MACARTHUR BART

SF/ CHINATOWN*
SF/ MISSION

REDWOOD CITY*
EAST PALO ALTO*
SAN JOSE/ OIRIOON

*

Figure 2.1: Case Study Communities

Additional preference was given to communities that
were proximate to rail transit and were designated
as Priority Development Area during the last regional planning process. A panel of regional stakeholders
that were participating in the region's HUD Sustainable Communities Initiative analyzed the results and
selected a final set of 9 neighborhoods around the Bay
Area (Figure 2.1 ).
We used mixed methods to study demographic and
housing changes in case study neighborhoods. We
first analyzed indicators from the US Census and
American Community Survey that are associated with
processes of gentrification and residential displacement, and/or thought to influence susceptibility to
such processes (Chapple 2009) from 1980 to 2010.
Because of the changes in Census tract boundaries
between decades, we used the Geolytics Neighborhood Change Database, which normalized historic Census data to 2010 Census Tracts, allowing for
standardized comparisons across decades (Geolytics
2014). Data regarding real estate sales trends were
obtained through Dataquick, Inc. In addition, qualitative data from stakeholder interviews and archival research were collected to provide richer neighborhood
descriptions and a more in-depth understanding of
how and why neighborhoods change.
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Table 2.1: CBO Partner Organizations

. ·. '·~~t/;4~~~fli~~tiQn
To engage community-based organizations (CBOs) in
the case studies, request for proposals were released
and 7 CBOs were selected to participate in the research, which was funded by the Regional Prosperity
Plan of the Metropolitan Transportation Commission.
CBOs were engaged in three stages of the analysis: scoping, research validation/feedback, and
ground-truthing of secondary datasets. Researchers
met with CBO partners to scope the case studies by
jointly selecting the neighborhood boundaries (based
on Census tracts), discussing the most important indicators for each community, and identifying potential
stakeholders to interview and important documents
to review. Simultaneous to our research, CBO partners prepared narratives on how they perceived their
neighborhood changed. Following preliminary analysis, two workshops were held in which the researchers
presented preliminary analyses and CBOs presented
their narratives. Rich discussion and feedback ensued.
A second set of CBO analysis and feedback occurred
after preliminary drafts of the cases were prepared.

Chinatown, San Francisco

Chinatown Community
Development Center

The Mission,
San Francisco

People Organizing to Demand
Environmental & Economic
Rights (PODER)

Diridon Station Area,
San Jose

Working Partnerships USA

Macarthur Bart Station
Area, Oakland

Causa Justa :: Just Cause

The Monument Corridor,
Concord

Monument Impact

Redwood City
The Canal, San Rafael
East Palo Alto
Marin City

San Francisco Organizing Project

I Peninsula Interfaith Action
Marin Grassroots
San Francisco Organizing Project

I Peninsula Interfaith Action
Marin Grassroots

Table 2.2: Selected Census Tracts
· ~~\s,Jnciuded.

dy'

In order to ground-truth the secondary datasets (Census and real estate data), a visual analysis tool was
developed adapting similar methodologies used to
observe gentrification and neighborhood change in
Chicago (Hwang and Sampson 2014; see appendix
for the observation tool developed for this study). We
conducted an initial screening analysis of block-level
Census and Assessor data to identify blocks that have
recently undergone change in each case study area.
Criteria used to select blocks included higher than average percentage change in tenure (from owner-occupancy to renter-occupancy or vice versa), percentage of white residents, and percentage of parcels sold
since 2012. Upon initial screening, CBO partners were
engaged to select the most important blocks to analyze from the screened list.
Researchers and community partners visited the selected blocks and recorded a set of indicators for each
parcel on the block. These indicators include the primary land use, building type (multi-family, single-family, business, etc.), the number of units it appears to

Chinatown, San Francisco

Chinatown Core: 113, 118
Polk Gulch: 109, 110, and 111
Chinatwon North: 106, 107 and
108

The Mission,
San Francisco

177,201,202,207,208,209,
210, 228.01, 228.03, 229.01, and
229.02

Diridon Station Area,
San Jose

5003, 5008 and 5019

Macarthur Bart Station
Area, Oakland

Temescal: 4011
Temescal-Broadway: 4012
Longfellow: 401 O
Hoover-Foster: 4014
Koreatown-Northgate: 4013

The Monument Corridor,
Concord

3361.01, 3361.02, 3362.01,
3362.02, and 3280

Redwood City

6100, 6101, 6102.1, 6102.2,
6102.3, 6105, 6107, and 6109

The Canal, San Rafael

1122.01 and 1122.02

East Palo Alto

6118, 6119, 6120, and 6121

Marin City

1290
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hold, and indicators of recent investment such as permanent blinds and updated paint. Researchers also
looked for signs of concern over safety, such as security alarm signage or barred windows, as well as signs
of disinvestment, such as litter or debris, boarded windows, or peeling paint.
Finally, data collected from the observation tool was
compared to Tax Assessor and Census data. The results of the ground-truthing exercise for each case
study is included in the Appendix. Additionally, observations from community members encountered
during the ground-truthing and CBO partners further
enriched the analysis and validating of data and case
study conclusions.

Upon incorporating the results from the various stages
of analysis, the final case study report was submitted
to CBO partners. Researchers collected and incorporated feedback on the general tone of the report as
well as specific points.
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directly North and Northwest of the official Chinatown
boundaries, including portions of North Beach and
Polk Gulch. The area officially
As one of the oldest ethnic enclaves in the US, San
Francisco's Chinatown has been a major immigrant
gateway as well as a cultural, economic and residential hub for the Bay Area's Chinese American and
Asian American communities for over 150 years. Since
establishment in 1848, it has experienced constant
transformation as nexus of complex transnational sociopolitical forces-from immigration laws and trends
to global movements of capital-that have evolved
alongside Chinese American identity in the San Francisco Bay Area (Tan 2008; Li 2011).
Chinatown's current location (Figure 3.1) was established after the original neighborhood was destroyed
in the 1906 earthquake and fire that razed over 80
percent of San Francisco. To this day, the official Chinatown neighborhood remains a relatively small land
area of approximately 30 city blocks. With the rapid
growth of the Chinese American population beginning
in the 1960s, neighborhoods adjacent to the core area
became home to many Chinese American families,
and businesses and institutions serving the Chinese
American community likewise began establishing
themselves beyond the boundaries of Chinatown.

recognized as Chinatown is referred to as "Chinatown
Core" in this case study. Though each of these areas
has maintained their own distinct character and identity, each of their individual neighborhood changes have
been deeply informed by development and market
pressures in the others. As we analyze this intricate relationship between the Chinatown core and peripheral
communities throughout this case study, we examine
this entire geography as "Greater Chinatown." 3
Historically, tensions between Greater Chinatown's
core and periphery have manifested through competing demands on the City's limited housing stock - in
particular, the vast need for affordable housing for
low-income residents in Chinatown and the ever-increasing desirability of San Francisco real estate. The
following case study explores the roots and impacts
of this dynamic, seeking to elucidate possible implications for future neighborhood change and residential
displacement throughout the different communities
within Greater Chinatown.

With this expansion, Chinatown has deeply influenced
the evolution of these neighboring areas, which include portions of the historically affluent neighborhoods of Russian Hill, Nob Hill and Polk Gulch, as well
as tourist hotspots like North Beach, which is known
as San Francisco's Little Italy. For the purposes of this
case study, we use the term "Polk Gulch" to refer to
the western portion of Greater Chinatown, which includes sections of Nob Hill and Russian Hill between
Van Ness Avenue and Leavenworth Street. We also
use the term "Chinatown North" to refer to the areas
3

Greater Chinatown is a term that we use specifically to refer
to the case study area. It should be noted that this is term is
not colloquial. Though neighborhood boundaries and names
are varied and contested, San Francisco residents generally use
neighborhood names of Nob Hill, Polk Gulch and North Beach
to refer to the geographies that we include in the term Greater
Chinatown.

Sdn
·. rrani:::1:::c6

Figure 3.1: Greater Chinatown Boundaries
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Since the 1960s, Greater Chinatown's population has
included a large percentage of foreign-born, low-income Chinese American and Asian American families. Elderly residents have also consistently made up
a significant share of the population; between 2009
and 2013, approximately 17 percent of Greater Chinatown's residents were age 65 and over (US Census
Bureau). 4 While the Asian population's overall number
has decreased over time, its influence remains present to varying degrees within all three neighborhoods.
In 2009-2013, 55 percent of households within Greater Chinatown were Asian (Geolytics 2014).
Greater Chinatown is situated at the center of San
Francisco's booming real estate market, with close
proximity to the Financial District, Downtown, and affluent neighborhoods such as Russian Hill. Due to its
prime location, it has consistently endured pressures
of development and speculation that have transformed
surrounding areas and much of San Francisco. Differing land use regulations between Chinatown Core and
the rest of Greater Chinatown have led to varied patterns of neighborhood change throughout the area.
While the Chinatown Core community has largely
resisted displacement and gentrification, increasing
market pressure and ongoing neighborhood improvements, such as the construction of the Chinatown
Central Subway Station that is scheduled to open in
2016, may profoundly impact the area's affordability
and further shift its demographics.
Chinatown's History

The area's built form is rooted in the early history of
discriminatory policies directed at Chinese immigrants
in the late 1800s, including the 1882 Federal Chinese
Exclusion Act, which prohibited further migration of
individuals from China until it was repealed in 1943
(Yip 1985). With this institutionalized halt in migration
for nearly an entire century, Chinatown's built environment did not evolve from the influence of its earliest
cohort of settlers, who were predominantly male contract laborers from Chinese provinces near Pearl River Delta. These men arrived in California in search of
4

This percentage of residents age 65 and over is a bit higher
than in San Francisco as a whole, where 14.2 percent of residents were age 65 and over between 2009 and 2013 (US Census
Bureau).

wealth during the Gold Rush and later also took on
jobs in the railroad industry (Yip 1985). Few arrived
with the intention of permanent settlement; rather, San
Francisco, "was merely the point of arrival" (Yip 1985).
Instead of a residential community, Chinatown initially
functioned as a "provision station" for Chinese workers
(Li 2011 ).
Within this context, much of Chinatown's housing was
built as single room occupancy (SRO) residential hotels or small rooms in commercial structures or community spaces. Chinese immigrants, who were barred
from property ownership, were subjected to discriminatory housing practices by absentee landlords seeking to maximize profits. Housing was thus poorly maintained and often overcrowded (Yip 1985).
After the US Civil War, anti-Chinese sentiment driven
in part by labor disputes led to thousands of Chinese
immigrants relocating to Chinatown for protection
from racialized violence, which resulted in the neighborhood transforming into a permanent residential
community (Li 2011). The Chinese community's spatial segregation and social isolation contributed to the
development of "an impenetrable social, political, and
economic wall" between Chinatown and the rest of
San Francisco (Wang 2007). While the neighborhood's
insularity allowed for the formation of strong social
networks and a self-sufficient system of community
institutions, small businesses and cultural activity (Yip
1985), it also reinforced a language barrier that still
presents a challenge for socio-economic integration
and contributes to persistently high poverty and unemployment rates (Wang 2007).
When Chinatown was rebuilt after the 1906 earthquake, Chinese immigrants were able to lease land
from white landowners, who dictated the parameters of
building design and construction (Asian Neighborhood
Design 2008). With the goal of attracting tourists and
outsiders, new Chinatown buildings were deliberately
designed by white architects using elements intended to signify the community's heritage, with the hope
that Chinatown would generate increased revenue for
the City through commercial activity (Li 2011 ). During
this period, much of the housing was reconstructed as
SROs, which were considered economically efficient
In the 1960s, the liberalization of US immigration policy led to a population boom and subsequent shortage
of affordable housing. Chinatown quickly became one
of the densest neighborhoods in the country, with an
overwhelming majority low-income renter population.
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SROs and other small residential units were often
overcrowded, in poor condition, and yet still expensive
for very low-income residents (Tan 2008).

sification of other San Francisco neighborhoods, while
by the 1990s, parts of Greater Chinatown were largely
built out, with high rates of overcrowding.

The influence of Chinatown Core on portions of North
Beach (Chinatown North), Nob Hill, and Russian Hill
(Polk Gulch) manifested between 1970 and 1990,
when the Chinese American populations, mostly made
up of families with US-born children, in these areas
grew as previous immigrant communities moved out
(Fujioka 2014). The incremental dispersal of the Chinese community during this period was informed by
social changes brought about through the Civil Rights
Movement, which facilitated challenges to norms of
racial segregation (Li 2011 ). By 1990, the large proportions of Asian households in Chinatown North and
Polk Gulch-73 and 49 percent, respectively-signified the establishment of the areas' connection to the
Core Chinatown community.

However, as shown in Table 3.2, the population decline
was not distributed evenly throughout Greater Chinatown. While Chinatown North experienced a population decline of 8 percent, Polk Gulch and Chinatown
Core's populations increased by 4 and 12 percent, respectively, between 1980 and 2009-2013.

Today, Greater Chinatown is still primarily renter-occupied, though the share of owner-occupied housing
units has grown in recent years. With an estimated
residential density of 85,000 people per square mile
in the Chinatown Core (Tan 2008), overcrowding and
housing affordability remain pressing issues for the
community. Although most of Greater Chinatown has
maintained its relative affordability in relation to the
rest of San Francisco, the dramatic rise in real estate
values and the cost of living in surrounding neighborhoods has driven increasing "rent gaps," or disparities
between what existing residents pay and the amount
landlords could charge in the current market (Smith
1979). This has spurred a resurgence of concern over
possible residential displacement. This case study
seeks to address these concerns by deconstructing
the unique forces that have allowed the neighborhood
to remain affordable and analyzing the implications
that these factors may have for potential displacement
and gentrification.

This discrepancy exemplifies a broader difference in
degrees and types of neighborhood change between
Chinatown North, Polk Gulch and the Chinatown
Core, which will be explored further throughout this
case study.
Greater Chinatown's general population decline coincides with a drop in its average household size
between 1980 and 2009-2013, which fell across all
three neighborhood areas, as shown in Table 3.3. In
contrast, San Francisco's average household size increased nominally.
Table 3.1: Total Population in Greater Chinatown and
San Francisco, 1980-2013
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San Francisco

1980

34,607

677,678

1990

35,938

723,959

2000

34,891

776,733

2009-2013

34,557

817,501

-0.1%
21%
% Change,
1980 to
2009-2013
Source: US Census 1980, 1990, 2000. (Geolytics, 2014). 20092013 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates.

Table 3.2: Population Change in Chinatown by Area,
1980 to 2009-2013
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Chinatown residents make up approximately 4 percent
of the San Francisco population. Though its density
remains incredibly high,. Chinatown's population decreased slightly since 1980, in contrast to a 21 percent increase in the overall San Francisco population
(Table 3.1 ). This can be explained by the growing den-

Chinatown
Core

4,464

5,012

12%

Chinatown
North

15,315

14,067

-8%

Polk Gulch

14,830

15,478

4%

Greater Chi33018
-4%
35938
natown
Source: US Census 1980, 1990, 2000 (Geolytics, 2014); 20092013 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates.
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Table 3.3: Average Household Size in Greater
Chinatown and San Francisco, 1980 to 2009-2013

20000

Year

15000

1980

2.22

1990

2.30

2.37

2000

1.97

2.36

2009-2013

2.03

2.31

% Change,

-9%

1.8%

10000

5000

1980 to
2009-2013

(I

1980

Source: US Census 1980, 1990, 2000 (Geolytics, 2014); 20092013 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates.

1990

111\lon-Family Households

This trend also correlates with the slight growth in the
share of non-family households in Greater Chinatown.
Between 2009 and 2013, 61 percent of the neighborhood's 17,457 households were non-family households, up from 59 percent in 1980.
Greater Chinatown also saw a drop in the share of
overcrowded households between 2000 and 20092013, as shown in Figure 3.3. Despite this decrease,
its rate of overcrowding in 2009-2013-defined as
more than one person per room-was still over twice
that of San Francisco, which had 3 percent overcrowded and 3.3% extremely overcrowded units.
Combined declines in family households, average
household size and overcrowding are often associated
with the process of gentrification, and changes in Chinatown's racial/ethnic composition, further reinforce
that possibility. Between 1990 and 2013 , the share of
Asian households in the neighborhood decreased by
11 percentage points, corresponding with a growth of
5 percentage points in the share of white households.
The largest change, however, occurred between 1990
and 2000.
Though the concentration of Asian residents between
Chinatown North, Polk Gulch and Chinatown Core
varied greatly during the baseline year of 1980, all
three areas reflected a broader trend of a declining
share of Asian households in the following decades.
By 201 O, the share of Asian households dropped by
1O percent in both Chinatown North and Polk Gulch,
alongside a 7 and 6 percent increase, respectively, in
the share of the white households. Chinatown Core
showed a much slower rate of decline in the share of
Asian households; by 2010 it fell by only 5 percentage
points to 83 percent. Figures 3.5 and 3.6 depict these
varying rates of change in concentration of Asian
households across Greater Chinatown's census tracts.
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2000

2009-2013

Family HN1seholds

Figure 3.2: Households in Greater Chinatown,
1980 to 2009-2013
Source: US Census 1980, 1990, 2000 (Geolytics, 2014); 20092013 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates.
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Figure 3.3: Overcrowded Households in Greater
Chinatown, 1980 to 2009-2013
Source: US Census 1980, 1990, 2000 (Geolytics, 2014); 20092013 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates.
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Figure 3.4: Racial/Ethnic Composition of Greater
Chinatown Households, 1980-2013
Source: US Census 1980, 1990, 2000 (Geolytics, 2014); 20092013 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates.
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Figure 3.7: Educational Attainment in Greater
Chinatown, 1980 to 2009-2013
Source: US Census 1980, 1990, 2000 (Geolytics, 2014); 20092013 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates.

Since the increase in educational attainment was concurrent with significant shifts in the population's racial/
ethnic composition, this increase may signify new residents moving in, rather than existing residents achieving higher levels of education.

' ,;. Asian
0%-2l%

Data also show another key difference among the
areas regarding the change in proportion of foreignborn residents. Between 1980 and 2013, the percentage of foreign-born individuals decreased by over 1O
percentage points in Chinatown North and Polk Gulch.
Meanwhile, the same figure decreased by only 4 percentage points in Chinatown Core. This suggests that
the Chinatown Core has served as the primary immigrant gateway in Chinatown as the other two areas
have become less accessible to first generation immigrant households.

'5'1% -8-0%
81%-1-00%

Figure 3.6: Asian Households as a Percentage of all
Households in Greater Chinatown by
Census Tract, 2010.
Source: US Census 1980, 2010 (Geo/ytics, 2014).

Educational attainment among Chinatown residents
also increased as the share of white households increased, as shown in Figure 3.7
. By 2013, 48 percent of the population 25 and older had a college degree or higher. Polk Gulch is driving this figure; there, the same figure was 61 percent,
compared to 21 % in Chinatown Core.

This shift is likely attributable to changes in rental prices, which have deviated significantly by area.
Figure 3.8 shows that in contrast to other areas and
San Francisco overall, median rent in the Chinatown
Core has remained exceptionally stable since 1980.
This is primarily due to the large number of subsidized
and rent-controlled units in Chinatown Core. By 2013,
median rent in Chinatown North and Polk Gulch had
approximately doubled the median cost of rent in the
Chinatown Core.
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Figure 3.9: Poverty Rates in Greater Chinatown and
San Francisco, 2000 to 2009-2013.
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Figure 3.8: Median Rent in Chinatown and San Francisco (in 201 O dollars), 1980 to 2009-2013.
Source: US Census 1980, 1990, 2000 (Geolytics, 2014). American
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An even closer look at the spatial differentiation in
rental prices shows wide disparities within each of
Chinatown's three areas at the tract level. The spread
of Chinatown North's distribution is most notable; in
2013, Tract 107's median rent was only $575, compared to $1,455 in adjacent Tract 108.
Although Greater Chinatown's rental prices on average have maintained their affordability, data suggest
that its community was deeply impacted by the recession, and as a result, the neighborhood has grown increasingly unaffordable for its residents. Between 2000
and 2009-2013, Greater Chinatown's median household income fell by 36 percent, and its poverty rate
increased by 4 percentage points to 18 percent. Again,
disaggregation by area shows that the recession's impact varied significantly by geography. As shown in
Figure 3.9, Chinatown Core's poverty rate had more
than doubled the rate of Polk Gulch's by 2009-2013.
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Figure 3.10: Median Household Income in Greater
Chinatown and San Francisco (in 2010 dollars),
1980 to 2009-2013.5
Source: US Census 1980, 1990, 2000 (Geolytics, 2014). American
Community Survey 2009-2013.
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Polk Gulch is the only area that saw an overall growth
in median household income from 1980 to 2013.
Amidst increasing income stratification in Chinatown,
low-income residents are very vulnerable to displacement. The extreme rise in percentages of rent- and
mortgage-burdened households between 2000 and
2009-2013, as shown in Figure 3.11, serves as an indicator of this.
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Figure 3.11: Rent- and Mortgage-Burdened
Households in Greater Chinatown, 1980-2013.
Source: US Census 1980, 1990, 2000 (Geolytics, 2014); 20092013 American Community Survey. Burdened means paying more
than a third of income towards housing costs.
5

Data for 1980 is the average rent rather than the median rent.
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Given the lower cost of housing in Chinatown than the
City on average, displaced residents from Chinatown
would likely struggle to find more affordable housing
elsewhere in San Francisco and thus be forced out of
the City as a whole.
The threat of displacement, which appears to have already impacted portions of Polk Gulch, seems to be
rising in Chinatown North and inward toward Chinatown Core, which has largely resisted gentrification
up to this point. If patterns of change in Polk Gulch
and Chinatown North continue to diverge from those in
Chinatown Core, the geography of what is considered
Greater Chinatown may shrink as residents' connections to the Core community weaken.

In the face of external pressures of gentrification, a
number of key policies and planning efforts have
uniquely allowed Chinatown Core to maintain its historic character and accessibility to low-income San
Franciscans. One of the most influential and comprehensive policy changes took place in 1986, with
the adoption of the City Planning Department's official Chinatown Rezoning Plan as an amendment to
the General Plan, which resulted in the designation
of Chinatown as a mixed use area distinct from the
downtown.
CCDC's predecessor, the Chinatown Resource Center, led this planning effort with the Chinese Chamber
of Commerce and Asian Neighborhood Design. In the
years prior, Chinatown Resource Center had worked
tirelessly to stave off infringing developers, many of
whom sought to purchase land for office uses (Chinn
2014). Between the mid-1970s to mid-1980s, approximately 1,700 residential units in Chinatown were converted to office use, and at the same time, an influx
of capital from Asian firms drove up both commercial
and residential rents (Li 2011 ). As these factors exacerbated the threat of displacement, the Chinatown
Resource Center realized the unsustainability of this
project-by-project approach and switched course toward advocating for structural changes to the neighborhood's land use policy in an attempt to slow development (Chinn 2014).

They organized residents behind oposed set of zoning
regulations that were originally conceived of as part
of a Chinatown community planning process that took
place over several years prior (Chinn 2014), during
which the San Francisco Planning Department had
proposed a new Downtown Plan and housing advocates across the city sought to limit the proliferation
of office buildings to preserve affordable housing (Li
2011 ). With the growing threat of speculation and encroaching development from the downtown, residents,
community-based organizations, and City officials all
exhibited political will for policy change, agreeing that
action must be taken to preserve Chinatown's character and culture for its existing residents (Chinn 2014).
The proposal, which specifically addressed the core
portion of Chinatown, sought to downzone the neighborhood by setting lower height limits that would curb
the neighborhood's development potential. Previous
zoning had set limits at much higher than the prevailing scale of most existing buildings. This was due to
the fact that Chinatown had originally been zoned as
"a creature of downtown," resulting in regulations that
did not align with the neighborhood's distinct character
(Chinn 2014). The community's proposal was broadly
viewed as a necessary, sensible shift toward land use
policy that was indigenous to Chinatown (Chinn 2014).
The 1986 Rezoning Plan's central aim was to protect
what the Planning Department acknowledged was a
"virtually irreplaceable" resource of affordable housing
in Chinatown. The plan effectively prohibited demolition, allowing it only "if that is the only way to protect
public safety or for a specific use in which there is a
high degree of community need;' and furthermore
banned conversion of residential buildings into different uses (San Francisco Planning Department).
Chinatown's large stock of SROs was granted further
protection by the 1980 citywide Residential Hotel Ordinance, which made it very difficult for developers
to convert residential hotel rooms to commercial use
by requiring replacement of lost affordable units and
mandating that 80 percent of the replacement cost be
paid by developers to the City for conversions or demolitions (Fribourg 2009).
With these requirements in place, approximately 50
percent of the Chinatown Core's housing stock has remained SRO hotels (Tan 2008), and an estimated 92
percent of units are protected by the 1979 San Francisco Rent Control Ordinance (San Francisco Department of Public Health).
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Nearly 30 years later, the 1986 effort can thus be
considered to have essentially achieved its policy objectives to "preserve the distinctive urban character
of Chinatown" and "retain and reinforce Chinatown's
mutually supportive functions as a neighborhood, capital city and visitor attraction." (San Francisco Planning
Department) However, some would problematize the
lack of new development in Chinatown Core amidst
the City's affordable housing shortage (Tan 2008).
County Assessor data shows that since 1987, only 22
residential buildings have been constructed in Chinatown Core (Dataquick 2014). By comparison, 65 buildings in Chinatown North and 353 residential buildings
in Polk Gulch have been built within the same time
frame (Dataquick 2014). Construction of affordable
housing in Chinatown Core has also been limited; the
small stock of 342 subsidized and public units has not
increased since 1990, despite increasing need (CHPC
2014). Thus, the neighborhood's land use policy has
given rise to other unresolved challenges of supplying
sufficient housing in San Francisco.
With few new housing units built in Chinatown Core
after 1986, the vast majority-75 percent, compared
to 61 percent in San Francisco overall-were built
before 1949 (pre-World War II). A combination of age
and weak code enforcement has led to many buildings falling into disrepair (Chinn 2014). Consequently,
two mutually reinforcing phenomena have emerged in
Chinatown Core: a shortage of supply and a declining quality of housing as buildings have deteriorated
(Chinn 2014). With low profit potential, particularly for
rent-controlled units, and exceedingly high demand
throughout the neighborhood, owners are dis-incentivized to rehabilitate their rental units (Chinn 2014).
In some cases, they have opted to take units off of the
market to avoid necessary maintenance costs, which
has further contributed to the broader housing crisis
that most severely impacts lowest income individuals
(Tan 2008).
Further pressure was placed on the housing stock
as developers often opted to build commercial rather than residential buildings. By 1992, an estimated
25 percent of land was used for commercial activities,
which led to a lack of parking and open space, while
50 percent was used for residential purposes. Landscape architecture scholar Chuo Li notes that these
proportions differed greatly from New York and Chicago's Chinatowns, which had dedicated 70 percent of
land to residential uses and 20 percent to commercial
uses (Li 2011 ).

These constraints surrounding both redevelopment
and rehabilitation have made Chinatown Core somewhat less desirable to residential real estate speculators (Chinn 2014). Since many buildings would likely
require major rehabilitation and potentially demolition
to allow for conversion into condos or tenancies in
common (TICs), a conversion project would be a
much more difficult and costly undertaking in Chinatown Core compared to other San Francisco neighborhoods that have been systematically impacted by such
types of redevelopment. In some senses, then, Chinatown Core has avoided gentrification because other
areas were-and continue to be-more susceptible to
gentrification and/or lucrative for speculators seeking
to flip residential properties (Chinn 2014).
Signs of Displacement

Despite Chinatown Core's ability to resist gentrification in the past decades, the threat of displacement
looms large for the share of residents facing unemployment, poverty and rent or mortgage burdens. Gen
Fujioka, Public Policy Manager at CCDC, notes that
even the modest increases in rents for SRO units have
led to both economic and exclusionary displacement.
Though occurrences of eviction have been rare, these
other factors suggest a tenuous future for the Chinatown Core.
Trends in other areas of Greater Chinatown present
a starkly different picture of change. Fujioka explains
that the Chinatown North and Polk Gulch communities
have experienced "reoccurring waves of evictions;' including Ellis Act and Owner-Move-In evictions, as well
as "many more under-the-table evictions that are unrecorded" (Fujioka 2014). With a growing number of
accounts from Chinese American residents of informal
threats of buyout or eviction in these areas, anxiety
over displacement runs high.
Without the force of the 1986 rezoning policy that applies only to Chinatown Core, the Chinatown North
and Polk Gulch areas have not been immune to the
proliferation of TIC or condo conversion. Tract level census data suggests that much of this activity is
primarily occurring in Polk Gulch, where the share of
owner-occupied units has gone from 9 to 16 percent
between 1980 and 2013. According to an analysis of
the San Francisco Department of Public Health of nofault evictions during the period 2009-2012, approximately 34 no-fault evictions - which include evictions
due to the Ellis Act, owner move-in and demolition-
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have occurred in Polk Gulch, compared to 12 in Chinatown North and 1 on the border of Chinatown North
and Chinatown Core (San Francisco Public Health Department 2014).
Census figures also show that this trend has generally corresponded with declines in the number of
Asian households and increases in the number of
white households. For example, in Tract 110 (in Polk
Gulch), the number of Asian households decreased
from 3,519 to 2,527 between 1980 and 2013-a decrease in share of total population of 22 percentage
points. This corresponds with an increase in the share
of white residents by 17 percentage points over the
same time period (Geolytics 2014).

In addition to the pressure of evictions and conversions, changes to the culture and dynamic of the Chinese American community have contributed to the
shifting demographic composition of Greater Chinatown. As the foreign-born population that moved to
Polk Gulch and Chinatown North in the 1970s has
aged and passed on, some second generation Chinese Americans are not returning in adulthood to the
neighborhood to establish their own homes (Chinn
2014). It is unclear whether this is due to exclusionary
displacement or simply shifting preferences and/or circumstances among the second generation. Many are
deciding to sell their parents' properties, which have
often appreciated enormously in value, and are thus
regularly purchased for conversion into condominiums
orTICs (Chinn 2014).

Multiple layers of transformation signify a changing
social fabric throughout Greater Chinatown. Nevertheless, a profound sense of community identity persists
among Asian American residents as well as a broader
set of Asian American individuals who live outside the
area yet remain deeply connected to Chinatown's culture, institutions, and spaces. The driving force behind
this sense of cohesion is a high rate of civic engagement, which has continued to shape Greater Chinatown's built environment since the 1986 rezoning victory. (Fujioka 2014)
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Figure 3.12: Instances of No-Fault Evictions and
Percentage of Rent-Controlled Units in San Francisco
by Census Tract (zoomed in to case study area).

With affordable housing as an unceasing concern in
Greater Chinatown as well as all of the Bay Area, the
Chinatown Community Development Center and other community-based organizations have formed resilient organizing networks with citywide reach. They
have also brought their resident base into the broader
movement around the right to the city. Recent campaigns have taken on the uptick in owner-move-in
evictions that singled out elderly residents as well as
Ellis Act evictions. Informed by a commitment to community-based neighborhood planning from the ground
up, CCDC, together with tenant groups such as the
1,000 member Community Tenants Association, have
won new eviction protections for seniors and residents
with disabilities.

Source: San Francisco Department of Public Health
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In preserving community spaces and connections
throughout Chinatown, strong political engagement
has also preserved tight social networks among Chinese American residents. These social connections
have also played a key role in the neighborhood's
ability to resist gentrification. For example, with apartment vacancies often posted only within local Chinese
language newspapers rather than more broadly utilized forums such as Craigslist, information on housing availability is not widely accessible to the public.
Property sales also typically occur within existing social networks, resulting in many real estate ownership
turnovers occurring within the Chinese American community. Within Chinatown Core, these dynamics have
maintained the racial and ethnic composition in spite
of many other neighborhood changes.

The unique history of land use politics and policy in
Chinatown-from the earliest days of forced segregation through to recent years of housing rights activism-has given rise to a complex set of challenges as
well as community assets to address them. New infrastructure initiatives, such as the Chinatown Central
Subway Station construction project, alongside ongoing work by community based organizations, will have
a major impact on the community's future.

Data and information from residents suggest that
while housing in Chinatown Core has been preserved
for low-income individuals, many of whom are foreign-born Asian Americans, all of Greater Chinatown
faces significant pressure as rates of rent- or mortgage-burdened households have skyrocketed since

2000.
Different factors within each area have driven this
pressure. In Chinatown Core, they include internal circumstances such as high rates of poverty and unemployment among residents. On the other hand, pressures in Chinatown North and Polk Gulch appear to be
rooted in external market forces, which have caused
significant increases in rental costs.
While part of the broader picture of San Francisco's
affordability crisis, the unduplicated factors that shape
Chinatown's built form require a locally-tailored approach to preserving the neighborhood's livability and
vibrancy.
As with the 1986 Rezoning Plan, the neighborhood's
effectively mobilized resident base allows for potential solutions to be indigenous to the community. Continued organizing efforts by community groups like
CCDC will be critical as both the population and the
neighborhood's infrastructure continue to evolve.
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The Mission District is located in the southeastern region of San Francisco. Since the 1950s, the neighborhood has been San Francisco's Latino enclave. Prior
to this time, the neighborhood was an Italian and Irish
working-class neighborhood with an industrial character (PODER, 2014).
In this case study we will examine the time period from
1980 to 2013, with a focus on the changes caused
by the rapid growth of the internet sector, alternatively
known as the dotcom boom, in the late 1990s. The
result of this rapid speculative growth was an increase
in the cost of living and a rise in the cost of housing
in the Mission, which led to the displacement of longtime residents. During this time, much of the industrial
sector in the Mission District was wiped out (Casique,
2013). The changes experienced by the Mission during
the dotcom boom are those typically associated with
the traditional conception of gentrification, or the influx
of investment and higher-income, usually White, residents to areas with low-income, often minority, residents.
New residents were-and are still-attracted to the
amenities provided by higher density, the cultural richness of the neighborhood and to the transit accessibility of the area. Multiple bus lines as well as two BART
stations {16th Street and 24th Street Mission Station)
service the neighborhood for an easy commute to the
financial district. The neighborhood is also close to the
freeway and the Caltrain, which provide accessibility
to the greater region, including Silicon Valley.
This first wave of gentrification is the main story in
the neighborhood's shift from a lower-income Latino
area to its present state. Although the bust of the dotcom bubble caused gentrification pressures to slow,
the neighborhood has continued to be a high demand
area, seeing an influx of high-income residents once
again from the tech sector. However, this current wave
of gentrification is taking place in a neighborhood
context that has already undergone years of gentrification-not just with new residents who had moved
in, but with an ongoing influx of new retail and public
investment.

Today's ongoing battle over the Mission is therefore of
a different kind, with weaker community organizations
and fewer units left to gentrify. Many long-time residents are holding on and benefitting from the neighborhood's new investment and amenities, but there is
even more pressure than before on the remaining affordable units and less of a community to defend them.
This case study examines demographic, housing,
and commercial characteristics from 1980 to 2013 to
identify changes and trends in the Mission District. After outlining basic demographic changes in the area
between 1980 and 2013, we provide a close look at
the dotcom boom period and the displacement effects
this time of rapid change had on industrial, business,
and residential uses, as well as the community's response. Next, we turn to an examination of housing in
the area-perhaps the clearest way to observe gentrification, change, and displacement. We briefly outline
some of the affordability concerns for residents, and
then detail several strategies used to slow displacement, as well as strategies used to speed it up. Before
concluding, we outline public investment in the areawhich can contribute to gentrification-and recent
commercial displacement.

e
The Mission District is home to almost 52,000 of San
Francisco's approximately 818,000 residents (Table 4.1 ). Since 1980, the area has seen significant
shifts in racial composition, occupancy, educational
attainment, and median income. Tensions are growing among various groups with an interest in the fate
of the Mission: lower-income Latino residents, tech
Table 4.1: Total Population SF & Mission District,
1980-2013

Mit\l$icm
1980

677,678

45,788

1990

723,959

51,640

2000

776,733

54,428

2013

817.501

51,578

21%

13%

Percent Change

1980-2013
Source: Source: U.S. Census 1980, 1990, 2000 (Geolytics, 2014};
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ACS 2009-2013

sector employees who often work in Silicon Valley but
prefer to live in urban neighborhoods like the Mission,
longtime residents, small business owners, and others. These tensions have made news across the country as the Mission has in many ways become the poster-child of gentrification (Goode, 2013; Nieves, 2000).
Understanding how these changes have taken place
may provide some insight into the causes and indicators of residential displacement. From 1980 to 2000,
the population of the Mission district swelled by about
19%, then declined slightly in 2013. In contrast, San
Francisco's population has steadily increased in the
last three decades.
The decrease in population from 2000 to 2013 may
be linked to the steady decrease of family households

since 1980 (Figure 4.2). The share of family households dropped to 38% in 2013 from 52% in 1980.
The decrease in family households is accompanied
by a decrease in the Latino population, shifting from
44% in 1980 to 38% in 2013 while the White population increased from 36% to 43%. The racial and ethnic
demographics of the Mission in 2013 is similar to the
city's (Figure 4.3).
There were significant shifts in educational attainment from 1980 to 2013. The percentage of residents
aged 25 or older with a bachelor's degree or higher increased from 18% to 52%, and the percentage without
a high school diploma decreased from 41 % to 17% in
the same period (Figure 4.4).
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Figure 4.2: Number of Households in the Mission,
by type 1980-2013

Figure 4.4: Educational Attainment in the Mission
(1980-2013)

Source: U.S. Census 1980, 1990, 2000 (Geolytics, 2014};
ACS 2009-2013

U.S. Census 1980, 1990, 2000 (Geolytics, 2014); ACS 2009-2013
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Figure 4.3: Race & Ethnicity in the Mission District by
population and percent, 1980-2013, and San Francisco, 2013
Source: U.S. Census 1980, 1990, 2000 (Geolytics, 2014);
ACS 2009-2013
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Figure 4.5: Median Income, Mission vs. SF (1980-2013), 2013 $
Source: U.S. Census 1980, 1990, 2000 (Geolytics, 2014); ACS 2009-2013 *Median income unavailable, average income used

As may be expected, an increase in median income
accompanied the increase in educational attainment
in the study area. Median household income in the
Mission District has risen significantly from 2000 to
2013, increasing at a faster pace than San Francisco
overall (Figure 4.5).

panies were in need of office space and able to pay
higher rents, so they began converting former light
industrial uses to office space; many of these offices,
in turn, became empty after the dotcom bust, but light
industrial uses did not return.

The dotcom boom in the late 1990s fundamentally changed the character of the Mission District. The
boom hit its peak in 2000 and by 2002 was in decline.
This short boom resulted in residential and commercial displacement (Casique, 2013). The industrial sector in the Mission is primarily located in the Northeast
Mission Industrial Zone (NEMIZ), an area taking up
the northeast corner of the Mission District. Even
though the zone was designated in the midst of the
dotcom boom, the market for industrial uses was "depressed;' according to a stakeholder, and "a bunch of
companies had moved out;' like a brewing company
and lumber yards. This devaluing of the land for industrial purposes due to the changing economy coincided
with the growth of San Francisco as a result of the
dotcom boom.
Industrial uses began to change to office space and
housing. According to a community-based organization staff member, the emerging technology com-

In terms of conversions to housing, a 1988 ordinance
allowed the conversion of industrial spaces into socalled "live/work" spaces, where it is presumed a resident both lives and does their work (Casique, 2013).
Advocated by artists, the live/work ordinance was
seen as an opportunity to promote the art industry
in the city by providing affordable housing arrangements in San Francisco (PODER, 2014). Under the
ordinance, developers interested in constructing live/
work units in the NEMIZ did not need to get the area
rezoned nor did they need a conditional land use permit to build and therefore did not need to conduct an
environmental impact report (EIR)-major hurdles for
construction developers were able to avoid. As a result, many small developments "started springing up
everywhere;' according to one stakeholder, and began converting many industrial structures, vacated
due to the changing economy, into expensive "live/
work" spaces to house the new residents coming to
work in the technology sector as a result of the dotcom boom. According to the San Francisco Housing
Databook report issued by the SF Rent Board in 2002,
2,324 live/work units were constructed in San Francisco from 1987 to 2000. 6 Right before the dotcom crash,
the number of constructed units peaked at 587 units in
1999, more than twice the amount of units built in any
other year (SF Board of Supervisors, 2002).
6

Only four units or more were counted which might result in
undercounting.
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Once it became clear that such conversions were possible, land values in the NEMIZ area began to rise,
making remaining industrial uses difficult to sustain
and resulting in business displacement (San Francisco Planning Department, 2002). The live/work ordinance allowed conversion without the requirement of
hearings or public comment, allowing them to proceed
unnoticed for a long time (Casique, 2013). Once advocates became aware of the situation, the Mission
Anti-Displacement Coalition worked with Sue Hestor,
a notable SF land use attorney, to force hearings at
the Planning Commission and before the board of supervisors (PODER, 2014). Before the formation of the
Mission Anti-Displacement Coalition, the "Committee
for Jobs, Arts, and Housing had been raising concerns
about the developers' scam on live/work developments," according to a community-based organization
stakeholder.
Residential displacement in the Mission was also a
concern during this period. Between 1990 and 1999,
an estimated 925 households were evicted in the Mission (MEDA, as cited by Kennedy & Leonard, 2001).
The Mission Anti-Displacement Coalition (MAC) was
a major player during this time period, advocating for
existing tenants' rights. According to a stakeholder involved with the Coalition, "the value of MAC's work is
that unlike most other anti-gentrification work in other
parts of the country ... MAC focused not only on tenants'
rights and stabilizing the neighborhood through that
strategy but also on preserving space for local-serving
businesses and [production, distribution and repair, or]
PDR/light industrial space, especially given that those
jobs paid often better [than other jobs available at the
time]." Due to MAC's successful lobbying efforts, the
San Francisco Board of Supervisors passed a moratorium on the live/work conversions and the production
of market rate housing in the Mission that ultimately
lasted two years (Casique, 2013).
Another of MAC's efforts was the creation of a "People's Plan." Published in 2005 after a community engagement process, it outlined community members'
vision and priorities for the district, including economic, cultural, and community development, affordable
housing, livability in the streetscape, environmental
issues, transportation, and a specific land use mapessentially, a comprehensive plan for the Mission
done by the people (The Mission Anti-Displacement
Partnership, 2005). According to PODER, "aspects of

this community-led effort were incorporated into the
city's Eastern Neighborhoods Plan" (PODER, 2014).
When asked to assess the impact of the People's Plan
on the Mission, an organizer involved with the effort
shared that he does not believe there was a "causal" effect on affordability in the neighborhood; instead,
"market conditions in and of themselves eased some
of the pressures on prices given the [dotcom] bust."
However, he believed that even with the bust, rents
were not decreased in a "substantive waY:' Instead,
he believe that the planning process was significant
for the "social capital" it built "by having trained people
work on planning issues in the neighborhood and understand the zoning and planning conditions and how
those decisions get made." 7
A park that is currently under development at the intersection of 17th and Folsom Streets represents some
of the successes of the People's plan. The park, will include a grassy area, playground, community gardens
with trees bearing edible fruit, and public art that honors the Latino character of the neighborhood. multiyear community outreach process was conducted in
partnership with PODER, starting in 2009. According
to a staff member at PODER, community members
were prepared to have meaningful engagement with
the city due to the understanding of planning and zoning they developed working on the People's Plan. The
staff member said that, the "areas that were rezoned
through [the People's Plan] process in the 2000s are
coming to fruition after these many years .... that speaks
to the social capital that has been built. Not just, 'let's
rezone and forget about it.' But, 'let's make sure these
policies come into fruition.' And we're going to be seeing that happening this year" when the park opens.
7

The stakeholder also shared the following outcomes of the
process: "The whole Mission Anti-Displacement Coalition and
the People's Plan work did a couple of things. One, with MAC, I
think it gave visibility to a new level of leadership in the neighborhood that was less accomodationist in terms of the interests
of developers, of downtown, of some of these interests. And I
think it pointed to a generational divide in the Mission in terms
of the Latino 'old guard' and newer leadership ...The People's
Plan in particular, because of the need to engage with the city
and community, I think it also helped the new generation ...
for understanding how these often arcane and technical issues
like land use and zoning are addressed ... How we need to be
informed and engaged in these processes at the neighborhood
and city level. ..there's an aspect of that reflected in the newer
leadership."
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housing, in part due to the real estate market collapse
and the elimination of redevelopment as a funding
source for affordable housing in California.

r
As is the case in the rest of the city, the housing market in the Mission District is competitive. In 2000, right
before the dotcom bust, the vacancy rate was at an
extreme low of 3%. In 2013 the vacancy rate jumped
to 7.6%, representing the decline of the house market. This figure cannot be seen as representing current
patterns of gentrification as the housing market has
since rebounded.

Meanwhile, as few units are being constructed, 80%
of households have recently moved in to their housing unit (Table 4.3). This puts upward pressure on the
rents in the older housing stock.
6,000
5,000
4,000

In terms of tenure, there has been a slight decrease in
the portion of occupied housing units that are rented:
from 87% in 1980, to 76% in 2013, which is consistent
with gentrification patterns.

3,000
2,000
1,000

Overcrowding, when more than 1 person per room lives
in an apartment or home, was 50% lower in 2013 than
2000 (Figure 4.6). One explanation is the decrease in
both family households and of the Latino population,
as low- and moderate-income Latino households often
live with extended family members in overcrowded living conditions (MEDA, 2011 ).
San Francisco has one of the most expensive housing markets in the nation and market rate rents in the
Mission are reflective of the city's high cost of living. In
2013, the average price of a market-rate one bedroom
apartment in the Mission District was $2,850 while
the average for a two bedroom was $4,705 (Zumper,
2013). With 76% of residents in the Mission renting (as
of 2013), these high rents prevent low-income households from moving into the neighborhood. Additionally,
current residents experience a very high rent burden.
From 2000 to 2013, the share of rent burdened households, those paying 35% or more of their income on
housing costs, increased from 27% to 34%.
Despite high demand for the area, the Mission District has failed to see significant increases in its housing stock, thereby exacerbating pressures on existing
housing (Table 4.2). This lack of new development was
a common concern among the stakeholders interviewed. A realtor in the area discussed the difficulty in
obtaining approvals for new buildings because of the
lengthy environmental impact review process, which
sometimes caused developers to walk away from projects. A senior staff person from an affordable housing
developer spoke about the challenges of building new

1990

2013
2000
1111 Overcrowded (1-2 peo1>le per room)
1111 Very Overcrowded(> 2 people per room)

Figure 4.6: Overcrowded Units in the Mission
(1990-2013)
Source: U.S. Census 1990, 2000 (Geolytics, 2014);
ACS 2009-2013

Table 4.2: Number of Housing Units by Year of
Construction

:A~~~~,i>~.;;··•··
Built 2010 Or Later

96

<1%

Built 2000 To 2009

96

7%

Built 1990 To 1999

1,516

5%

Built 1980 To 1989

1,212

4%

Built 1970 To 1979

918

4%

Built 1960 To 1969

854

6%

Built 1950 To 1959

1,337

7%

Built 1940To 1949

908

4%

14,662

63%

Built 1939 Or Earlier

Source: American Community Survey 2013 5-year estimate

Table 4.3: Mission District Percent of Householders
who Moved in Last 5 Years, 1980-2013
5¥'ears
1980

62%

1990

55%

2000

53%

2013*

80%

Source: U.S. Census 1980, 1990, 2000 (Geolytics, 2014};
American Community Survey 2009-2013 *Note: The 2013 figure
is the percent of households who moved in lost 3 years.
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San Francisco's rent control laws protect tenants who
live in multi-unit rental buildings built before June of
1979. The rent control ordinance limits the amount
a landlord can raise the rent annually, based on the
consumer price index. When the unit is vacated, landlords can raise the rent to market rate, also known as
"vacancy decontrol". 8 Once the rent is raised, future
rent increases are still governed by rent control. Therefore, while units may technically be considered rent
controlled they may be unaffordable due to vacancy
decontrol. To prevent landlords from evicting tenants
in order to raise rents to market rate, the ordinance
also includes a "just-cause evictions" clause requiring
landlords to have a good reason for eviction such as
chronic late rental payments or a nuisance complaint.
There is no record of units that have undergone vacancy decontrol and their new base-rent.
We attempt to estimate the number of rent-controlled
units in the Mission District by identifying parcels that
contain a building with two or more units, built in 1978
or before, and are identified as an "apartment" or "flaf'
using tax assessor data from Alameda County (Figure
4.7). This estimation method is imperfect, as housing
units that are condominiums, tenancies-in-common,
or currently not rented (through the Ellis act) are not
rent controlled. However, data on these exempt hous8

SF's rent control ordinance never included vacancy control and
due to the passage of Costa Hawkins in 1996, vacancy control
was banned statewide.
9
This estimate is derived using estimates of the total number of
rental occupied housing units from the American Community
Survey (2009-2013 five-year estimates) in combination with data
from the San Francisco Public Health department on the percent
of rental units in each tract that are subject to rent control. These
data sources allowed us to estimate a number of units in each
census tract that are subject to rent control. Since ACS figures are
reported with a margin of error, we found a range for this figure.
Then, we turned to ACS data for counts of renter households who
had moved in since 2010. We multiplied this by the proportion of
units in the tract subject to rent control (the Public Health data),
assuming that the newly moved-in households moved into rent
controlled and non-rent controlled units at the same proportion
as exist in the tract. This figure-the number of rent control units
that experienced turnover between 2010-2013-is taken to be the
same as the number that experienced vacancy decontrol. We then
divide this figure by the total rent controlled units in the tract to get
the percent of units that experienced vacancy decontrol. To get the
figures for the whole Mission, we simply add the counts from each
tract of vacancy decontrolled units and total rent controlled units,
and divide these sums.

Legend
SFHA Housing
Other Housing

Non-Resldentlal

Potentially Rent controlled Units
2-5
5-2JJ
-21-134

A
N

Figure 4.7: Potentially Rent Controlled Units
Source: Association of Bay Area Governments, 2014

ing units are not available. Approximately 68% of units
in the Mission census tracts are potentially rent-controlled. Eighty-nine percent of these units were built in
1939 or earlier (Figure 4.8). Older buildings are often
highly desirable to wealthier residents due to their architectural value; that so many buildings in the Mission
District are from the Victorian era increases the likelihood of displacement.
As noted earlier, rent controlled apartments do not
necessarily signify affordability due to vacancy decontrol; hence estimating the number of recently vacancy
decontrolled units and when these vacancies occurred
is important for the purpose of understanding affordability in the rent-controlled market. Our estimate suggests that a maximum range of between 18-28% of
rent controlled units experienced rent increases due
to vacancy decontrol between 2010-2013. 9 This is a
maximum because, while we are reasonably sure that
18-28% of rent controlled units experienced turnover,
it is not guaranteed that landlords would increase the
rent when that turnover happens; therefore, the actual
figures may be lower.
The map in Figure 4.9 shows that there is a high percent of vacancy decontrolled units in the tracts west of
Valencia Street. A walk down Valencia Street shows a
trend in higher-end commercial and retail stores. This
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trend, to be discussed in greater detail in a later section, might explain the higher vacancy decontrol rate in
census tracts along Valencia Street as landlords may
be taking advantage of the economic investment along
the street to appeal to wealthier tenants.

u Ii

d

u

While many residents of the Mission struggle to afford
rent, the area is host to a sizable stock of subsidized
housing: nearly 2,000 units, as detailed in Table 4.4
(excluding any units built only with local funds, some
of which are discussed in the next section). The neighborhood would have likely experienced even greater
displacement rates without these units.

Table 4.4: Public and Subsidized Housing
in the Mission, 2013
#of units

Legend
f g SFHAHousing
Bu!lt 1939 or oarher
Built 1'940 to 1979

Figure 4.8: Housing built before 1979 by Block
Source: Association of Bay Area Governments, 2014

Public Housing

170

Low-Income Housing Tax Credit

962

Section 8 New Construction

194

Section 202 (Senior Housing) New
Construction and Substantial
Rehabilitation

152

Project Rental Assistance Contract

115

Other (including Loan Management
Set-Aside and others)

319
1,912

Grand Total

Source: HUD Yearly Data Picture (Department of Housing and
Urban Development, n.d.) for Public Housing figure; (California
Housing Partnership Corporation, n.d.) for the rest. Note these
figures do not include residents who rent using tenant-based
vouchers or units developed as part of SF's inclusionary ordinance or any subsidized units developed only with local funds.

I
0-15%
15-20%
20-25%
->25%

Figure 4.9: Percent of Units with Vacancy Decontrol
by Census Tract
Source: 2009-2013 American Community Survey and San Francisco Public Health Department
("Proportion of Housing Stock that is Rent-Controlled or Affordable, San Francisco, CA / Data / San Francisco," n_d.)
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Stakeholders said San Francisco's inclusionary housing ordinance has had a limited impact. lnclusionary
Housing began as a policy in 1992 and later became
"part of the Planning Code" in 2002; it was revised in
2006 and 2010 (San Francisco Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development, 2014). The policy
requires developers to build affordable units equal to
15% to 20% of a market-rate development or pay a fee
in lieu of building such units. The policy has resulted
in the creation of 1,560 units of below-market rental
andownership units in San Francisco between 1992
and 2013 (Table 4.5).
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Table 4.5: lnclusionary Housing, 1992 - 2013

· · ····;;;,;,;~rf>Ject~
\;~~ol!>singJo
~pay.fee

''"''

Mission District10
San Francisco

"'

Total Number of
Projects

Number of
Projects

Number of
Affordable Units

Number of
Projects

Number of
Affordable Units

Number of
Projects

24
198

21
157

136
1,214

0

0

3

7

346

34

Source: San Francisco Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development, 2014

However, a court ruling in 2009 has limited the impact of the ordinance. In the case, Palmer/Sixth Street
Properties LP vs. City of Los Angeles, the California
Supreme Court let stand a lower court's ruling that
held jurisdictions may not mandate developers to build
inclusionary rental units, since doing so entails the
setting of rents by the city, which was banned by the
Costa-Hawkins Rental Housing Act (California Planning and Development Report, 2009; Reuben, Junius
& Rose LLP, 2009). The ruling does not affect inclusionary policies for ownership units. The city made revisions to the law in 201 O that "require developers to
pay an affordable housing fee rather than construct inclusionary affordable housing" (San Francisco Budget
and Legislative Analyst, 2012). That resulted in a significant decrease in the number of inclusionary units
produced under the program, from 384 in 2008 to 32 in
2009, without a comparable increase in the fees paid,
which could be related to the overall dynamics of the
real estate market in these years (San Francisco Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development,
2014).

Some believe more housing for all income levels is
needed to improve affordability in San Francisco, while
others believe housing production should focus on affordability for low-income residents. An example of this
tension is the proposed ten-story, 351-unit building on
the corner of 16th and Mission Streets. The development is under community scrutiny, with the Plaza 16
Coalition leading the opposition. The new apartment
complex would replace a Walgreens, a Burger King, a
bar, a Chinese restaurant, a market and a parking lot
(Elsen, 2014). Despite the fact that no existing tenants

or housing would be displaced, the coalition argues
that if this development were to proceed, it would result in business and residential displacement (Christopher, 2014). This type of opposition highlights the
social and cultural complexity of gentrification. The
10-story luxury apartment complex represents development for new residents, leaving the Latino community feeling neglected and disrespected. According
to a community-based organization stakeholder, the
"Plaza 16 Coalition has made substantive arguments
against the project ranging from the height, impacts
on the adjacent school, traffic concerns, and yes, the
pressures luxury condos have on housing prices in the
neighborhood:'
The developer of the 16th street Mission housing
apartment complex has yet to determine how it will satisfy the city's affordable housing requirement (Dineen,
2013). Yet regardless of how the developer will satisfy
the affordable housing requirement, residents oppose
this development as the project represents a change
in the Mission's character. In an article entitled, "Coalition protests 16th Street developmenf', an organizer
for Causa Justa:: Just Cause put this clash succinctly,
"the height of these towers will keep Marshall Elementary [School] next door in a constant shadow ... .this
project will literally overshadow the Latino students attending that school" (Christopher, 2014). While it may
be true that residents will not be directly displaced by
the development, the project will have an impact on
surrounding businesses and could potentially increase
the cost of living in the neighborhood. A city official explained that once new housing development happens
''there is such a huge impact on the surrounding area,
prices immediately respond:' This same city official expressed skepticism that simply building more housing
will make the Mission more affordable.
10

As defined by the Mayor's Office on Housing; a map was
not provided to compare to the area we have defined as the
Mission.
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Another highly public issue in the Mission has been
the impact of the Ellis Act. The Ellis Act is a state law
passed in 1985 that allows landlords to evict tenants
building-wide by removing the building from the rental
market entirely or for five years before being allowed to
rent apartments at market rate. The result in San Francisco has been a decrease of rental options in a city
where the supply of housing is already strained. The
increase in the percent of residents who are homeowners from 13% in 1980 to 24% in 201 O may reflect,
at least in part, Ellis Act condo conversions.
While the Ellis Act continues to be a subject of contention in the housing market debate, Figure 4.1 O
shows that the number of evictions has decreased
since 2001 . The number of Ellis Act evictions tends to
mimic the health of the economy and housing market:
in down periods, such as after the crash of the dotcom boom (2001-2004) and during the recent recession, evictions decrease. During up periods, such as in
2005-2007 during the height of the housing boom and
more recently, as the economy has begun to recover,
evictions increase.
A city official working in the government for the last
three decades commented that the planning department saw the peak of Ellis Act evictions in the nineties.
This is supported by compiled data from the time referencing 1998 as the "peak" year of Ellis Act evictions
(Capps, 2014). The city official believes that since the
Planning Department has authority over land use it
could restrict the conversion of rental properties to
ownership properties. For example, zoning changes
or other policy interventions could restrict conversion
or make it difficult to do, thereby deterring landlords
from pursuing it.
Regardless of the fact that the total number of Ellis
Act and no fault evictions has gone down since 2001 ,
the total number of evictions for the Mission compared
to the rest of the city has been very high during this
twelve-year timeframe. The Mission District (represented in the report issued by the SF Board of Supervisors
Budget and Legislative Analyst by the zip code 94110)
had a higher number of Ellis Act and no-fault evictions
than any other neighborhood, with 383 evictions and
1,222 notices, respectively. Between 2009 and 2013,
of the seven neighborhoods with the most Ellis Act
evictions, the Mission continued to exhibit the highest
number of evictions with 71 evictions, a demonstration
of its lucrative housing market (Table 4.6).

iii Other

no-fault
evictions

100

Ellis Act
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evidions
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Ellis Act Evictions allow landlords to exit the rental housing business
Other 'no fault' evictions include those where the eviction is not a
result of tenant's actions (e.g., owner move-ins, etc.)

Figure 4.1 O: No-Fault Evictions in the Mission,
2001-2013
Source: SF Rent Board as reported by SF Board of Supervisors
Budget and Legislative Analyst, 2012

Table 4.6: Top Seven Neighborhoods for Ellis Act
Evictions, 2009-2013
---,----,---,----,----,---,---,---,---,~

,~,!~~<:~ct''.···.···

i~~iP:~f'~~tice.s••.
Mission

71

Russian Hill./Polk Gulch

46

Castro/Eureka Valley

43

Outer Richmond

41

Inner Richmond

38

North Beach

37

Haight-Ashbury/Western Additi on

29

Total

305

San Francisco Total
476
Source: SF Rent Board, accessed through (San Francisco Board of
Supervisors Budget and Legislative Analyst, 2013}

t
In addition to evictions, tenant buyouts are another strategy in which landlords attempt to lure current
tenants out of their homes with cash to increase rent
for wealthier residents. The Mission district has experienced the highest concentration of buyouts from
2008-2014 ("Tenant Buyouts Are On The Rise In S.F.,
As Are The Dollars Involved - SocketSiteTM;' 2014).
Buyouts offer landlords several advantages over Ellis
Act evictions: the landlord can immediately rent out the
unit at market value and retain the option to convert
units into condominiums at a later date. The total number of reported buyouts in SF went from 90 in 2007
to 175 in 2013 11 (City and County of San Francisco,
11
The data reported by the SF Tenant Union likely undercounts
the number of actual buyouts as these are self-reported by
tenants.
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Budget and Legislative Analyst's Office, 2014). The
Mission district had the highest number of buyouts in
2008-2014 with 165 or about 28% of the total share
of buyouts, however there is no requirement to report
buyouts so these are likely underestimates. There is
no regulation of the amount that must be paid for a
buyout and sometimes tenants are offered just a few
thousand dollars (City and County of San Francisco,
Budget and Legislative Analyst's Office, 2014). San
Francisco Supervisor David Campos has introduced
legislation to regulate buyouts. One of the regulatory
features he is proposing is to impose the condo conversion prohibitions that are already in place for nofault evictions (Taylor, 2014).

While the percent of households who are mortgage
burdened has stayed constant over time, the cost to
buy a home has increased substantially since the
1980s in the Bay Area, San Francisco, and, especial-

ly, the Mission District, as shown in Figure 4.11 and
Figure 4.12. The rise in price during the dotcom boom
is clear, as is the more recent rise in costs between
2002-2007, then a slight downturn during the recession with a quick recovery since 2012. Single-family
homes have shown more dramatic change, particularly recently in the Mission, whose home have shot up in
price above San Francisco and the Bay Area.

s
The increases in housing prices have been paralleled
by a gradual increase in the number of parcels whose
land use is residential. Many of these are new construction, but others represent use changes. A small
portion of parcels changed use each year, but in 2007,
9% of parcels with a commercial use had converted
from other uses (mostly industrial and miscellaneous)
and 5% of parcels with a residential use had converted from other uses (mostly commercial) (Dataquick,
2014).
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Figure 4.11: Median Sale Price per Square Foot - Multi-Family Properties
Source: Dataquick, "Bay Area" includes all tracts in the 9-county area)
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Figure 4.12: Median Sale Price Per Square Foot - Single Family Homes
Source: Dataquick, "Bay Area" includes all tracts in the 9-county area)
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We examined trends in sales and building permit
data to identify spatial characteristics of investment
in residential property. This analysis has the potential to demonstrate how outside pressures and public
investments impact patterns of private investment in
the Mission District over time. 12 As Figure 4.13 shows,
there are a higher number of residential sales in the
northwest and central-western portions of the Mission.
The northwestern concentration may be related to
higher density of housing stock.
Number of Sales
0

-1-5

12

Sales data was taken from the first quarter of 2003 through
the fourth quarter of 2013 from DataQuick, (DataQuick, 2014).
We joined the data to a shapefile containing San Francisco
parcels and converted to point data using ArcGIS (ABAG, 2005).
These points, which each represent a sale, were spatially analyzed and visualized at different geographies through spatial
joining. Building permit data from the San Francisco Planning
Department were analyzed similarly (San Francisco Planning
Department, 2014a).

6 -10
11-15

16-20

-21+

Figure 4.13: Number of Residential Sales by Block,
2003-2013
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The number of residential sales peaked in 2003 and
2004, declined through the housing bubble burst, but
appears to have stabilized (Figure 4.14). San Francisco as a whole recovered from the impact of the financial recession and housing market crash much faster
than the rest of the nation.
Figure 4.15 displays the average residential sales prices per square foot in the Mission and shows a slightly different pattern than Figure 4.14, with the largest
cluster of high prices seen in the southwest.
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Figure 4.16: Total Annual Cost of Residential Permits
in the Mission, 2005-2013
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Figure 4.14: Yearly Total Number of Residential Sales
in the Mission, 1988-2013
Source: Dataquick, 2014

Figure 4.17: Average Permit Cost per Unit in the Mission by Census Tracts, 2005-2013
Source: San Francisco Planning Department, 2014a

The amount of private investment in residential properties has also been increasing since 2005 (Figure
4.16). The total annual value of permits (as ascertained
through the cost of building permits) in the Mission increased by 545% from 2005 to 2013. When comparing
investment in the Mission to the rest of the city, Figure
4.17 shows how parts of the Mission are averaging
higher permitting investments per unit.
Price Per Square Foot
(No Sates)

-

S0.01-S25000
s2so_o1 - 5400.00

S400 0'1 - $650 00

-

5650 01 - 52.000.00

Figure 4.15: Average Residential Sales Price per
Square foot by Block, 2003-2013

Public investment, in so far as it makes the neighborhood more desirable, has the potential to contribute to
gentrification pressures. The public project that seems
most clearly related to gentrification is one on Valencia Street between 15th and 19th streets completed
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by the Department of Public Works in July 201 O at a
cost of $6.1 million. In 2004 the Municipal Transportation Agency (MTA) began the planning for the Valencia
Streetscape Project, which expanded and beautified
sidewalks, resurfaced and restriped the street with
bike lanes, and provided other infrastructure improvements (City of San Francisco, n.d.). The street looks
nicer than nearby streets and, today, the commercial
establishments along Valencia Street are mostly new
places that serve a higher-income clientele (further
analysis of commercial change is in the next section).
By contrast, along Mission Street, another main commercial corridor in the district, more of the older, legacy resident-serving establishments are still around,
and visible gentrification is less advanced. This may
be, at least in part, connected to the completion of the
Valencia street beautification process. Additional improvements (some completed, some planned) include
several streetscape improvement projects, road diets,
and new plazas throughout the district. These are detailed in an appendix.

In order to understand how gentrification may put
pressure on retail businesses, we evaluated data on
commercial establishments from the National Employment Time-Series Database (NETS), a proprietary
database (Walls & Associates, 2013). Using census
tracts, we analyzed the data by dividing the Mission
District into three distinct commercial neighborhoods
shown in Figure 4.18 based on our own assessment
of commercial uses.
In 1990, there were more retail businesses in the
24th Street corridor neighborhood than in the 16th
St. BART neighborhood (Figure 4.19). Since then, the
number of retail businesses has steadily declined in
the 24th Street corridor and steadily increased in the
16th Street neighborhood. Today there are about twice
as many businesses in the 16th Street BART neighborhood as in the 24th Street corridor.

Together, these projects signal an interest in the Mission on the part of city agencies. The investment they
bring is a parallel and reinforcing factor to the other
changes discussed here. One stakeholder interviewed
said that a lot of residents see streetscape improvements like these as a sign of gentrification. All of these
projects included public processes, and several affirm
the Latino cultural identity of the neighborhood. They
also ostensibly improve the neighborhood for existing
residents. On the other hand, the improvements could
contribute to residents' dissonance, especially if they
feel the neighborhood is being upgraded for others
or being made more attractive for outsiders to move
in. The improvements may make the area even more
desirable to higher-income people and, therefore, encourage gentrification and displacement.
None of the improvements include provisions to ensure permanent housing affordability for existing residents to stay in the neighborhood and enjoy the new
streets, plazas, and parks. In this way, the investments
may not benefit existing residents in the long run, representing a missed opportunity to stabilize the neighborhood.
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Figure 4.18: The Mission District, Commercial
Neighborhoods
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Figure 4.19: Number of Retail Businesses in the Mission, 1990-2011
Source: National Employment Time-Series (NETS) Database
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Figure 4.20: Total Number of Businesses, 16th St. BART (left) and 24th Street Corridor (right)
Source: National Employment Time-Series (NETS) database

Here, we compare trends in the 16th Street Bart and
24th Street Corridor areas 13 • The businesses in the
16th Street Bart neighborhood may face problems due
to neighborhood gentrification, customer dislocation,
and increased wage costs for their workers. Businesses along 24th street may feel less pressures, in part
due to the activism that has led to protecting businesses and tenants in the area (Dicum, 2005).
13

The number of retail businesses in the Northeast Mission
Industrial neighborhood increased slightly, but is lower than the
other two neighborhoods; we exclude it from the remainder of
our analysis.

To ascertain the change in local- versus regional-serving businesses, we categorize them based on
their North American Industrial Classification System
(NAICS) code into businesses that are more likely to
serve local residents (such as markets, drug stores,
and hardware stores) and businesses more likely to
serve regional markets (such as department stores
and furniture stores). In the 16th Street Bart neighborhood, growth has occurred in both local and regional
serving businesses, while on 24th Street, local-serving
businesses have decreased in number (Figure 4.20).
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This suggests that changes in the 16th Street area
may be spurred both by changes in the local resident
population and in the neighborhood's capacity to draw
customers from the region. For example, this corridor
is a night-life destination where people from outside
come to visit restaurants and bars. Changes in the 24th
Street corridor, by contrast, appear to be more related
to changes in the local residential population, resulting
in a decline in local-serving businesses, without comparable increases in regional-serving businesses.
When asked about how different parts of the Mission
have experienced change differently, a non-profit stakeholder identified the 24th and Mission neighborhood
as one that has maintained its character more than
others, keeping a high percentage of Hispanic-owned
retail businesses. However, an analysis of businesses
owned by Hispanic people on the 24th Street corridor
reveals a different story. Of the businesses that closed
in recent years (2007-2010), nearly 50% of them were
owned by Hispanics, compared to 38% of businesses
that opened over the same time frame. 14 Additionally,
the overall proportion of businesses owned by Hispanic people decreased from 40% to 36% between 2000
and 2011. Though this is a small change, it still shows
a change in the character of local retail and minority
owned businesses.
Nonprofit funding has changed since the first wave
of displacement as well. During the first dotcom era,
funding and staff were available to Mission Housing
when it spearheaded MAC. Today, the organization
has fewer resources. One stakeholder believes the
"velocity of change" is faster today than the previous
dotcom boom; another commented that, due to fewer
resources, more-formidable opponents (large technology firms as opposed to smaller start-ups during the
previous era), and the "Mayor's pro-tech agenda;' the
community's capacity to respond has diminished.

s
The Mission District is a potent example of the demographic and commercial changes that can occur in a
high-demand location with walkability, accessibility,
and access to amenities in the center of an expensive
region. The data presented here show clear signs of
change in the Mission.
14

The corridor is defined as 24th Street between Mission and
Potrero; note that this definition is different than that used in
the other figures in this section. Source: NETS data and 2000 US
Census. Methodology explained in appendix.

Over the last thirty years, the area has seen a decrease in the proportion of family households and a
decrease in the Latino population, while the percentage of the population with a bachelor degree or higher
and median income have both increased dramatically-all consistent with gentrification patterns.
Despite an increase in income, housing burden has
increased in the Mission, demonstrating the neighborhood's high desirability and, therefore, high cost of living. Rent control, public and subsidized housing, and
inclusionary zoning all seek to limit displacement and
increase affordability for low income households, but
all have shortcomings, and, overall, are only partially
mitigating the intense displacement resulting from new
investment.
Evictions and buyouts are two of the processes contributing to displacement. While the number of Ellis Act
and no-fault evictions has gone down in the last decade, the Mission continues to see the highest rate of
evictions in the city. Meanwhile, buyouts in the Mission
are at a rapid incline, perhaps indicating a switch in
landlords' tactics from evictions to buyouts.
A perennial question in anti-displacement policy is
which of two approaches to pursue: preserving existing housing as affordable, or increasing production of
new housing, either market-rate or affordable. Preservation, in the face of strong market forces, is difficult.
As during the dotcom boom, today streams of high income workers are flooding the housing market, placing upward pressure on housing prices and encouraging landlords to use various tactics to raise rents.
Furthermore, there is a dwindling supply of naturally
affordable housing units left to preserve; most renters
are already cost-burdened, and with vacancy decontrol, even rent control units can jump to market simply
from someone moving. Strengthening eviction policies
could limit these effects.
Increased production of market-rate units is considered an affordable housing strategy by some, but not
all: the increased overall supply, some would argue,
will bring down rents across the board. However, community opposition to this approach is fierce, as evidenced by the 16th and Mission project. While in the
long run new housing may relieve pressure on rents,
in the short term it is certain to contribute to upward
pressure as the neighborhood gentrifies. In addition,
the scarcity of land in the Mission means that new development will be limited. Can enough new housing be
built that these supply effects will bring down rents?
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That is unlikely, especially since new housing is likely
to be oriented toward the highest end of the market,
given the larger trends in the economy.
Therefore, to ensure a long-term supply of affordable
housing in the Mission, affordable housing production,
in addition to preservation of the existing stock, is key.
lnclusionary housing has produced only 136 units in
the Mission in over twenty years; this policy's future
impact will be limited due to recent legal changes. The
area is host to nearly 2,000 units of affordable housing. But more will be needed to keep low-income families living in this area.
The Mission has already undergone significant gentrification and continues to experience displacement.
This neighborhood has been here before: the dotcom
boom at the turn of the century foreshadowed (and
set the stage for) many of the changes facing it today.
The capacity building activists engaged in at that time
provide a foundation for residents and advocates to
incorporate successful tactics-and new approaches-to the present situation. While Valencia Street on
a Saturday night may be unrecognizable to residents
from twenty years ago, the neighborhood still hosts a
sizable Latino population, and, in the words of a community-based organization stakeholder, "contestation
for place and the right to stay is still going on:'
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Foreword

San Francisco's 2010 population - at 805,330 - has
wellsurpasseditsall-timehighinthe1950s. Despite
some long term shifts in proportional shares, San
Francisco's racial and ethnic composition remains
diverse. The City's Asian population is growing
steadily but the number of Black residents
continues to drop. San Franciscans of Latin or
Hispanic origin are also increasing, although not
at rates seen at state or national levels.
San Franciscans are also getting older, with a
median age of 38.2 years. There are more children
under 5 years old but San Francisco continues to
be in the top three of major cities with the fewest
children. The numbers of older San Franciscans
are growing as well. Family households are
increasing but there are also more single-person
households.

More employed San Franciscans are taking transit
to work. Commuting by car has dropped and
other travel to work modes such as biking and
walking are becoming more popular. Working at
home is also increasing. A growing number of San
Francisco households are car-free.
San Francisco is a city of neighborhoods, diverse
in composition and character.
This report
compiles recently released 2005-2009 American
Community Survey census data for each
neighborhood. It provides select demographic
and housing characteristics as well as information
on employment and the commute to work.

San Francisco Change
in Racial Composition 1970-201 O
100%

90%

Our citizens are also better educated: a third of
San Franciscans over 25 years old have earned a
B.A. diploma and about one in five hold a graduate
or professional degree. Median incomes rose,
although once adjusted for inflation, are almost
unchanged from 2000.
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Data Sources
Statistics in each neighborhood profiles come from
two datasets produced by the U.S. Census Bureau:
the 2005-2009 American Community Survey and
the 2010 Census. For this report, figures for total
population, race and Latino/Hispanic origins come
from the 2010 Census PL-94-171 redistricting data.
The bulk of the statistics presented, however, are
based on the 2005-2009 American Community
Survey (ACS).

The annual ACS, which is conducted year-round,
has replaced the 10-year, April 1 Census "long
form" and includes detailed socio-economic
statistics such as income, poverty, educational
attainment, occupation, language spoken and
commute to work. Yearly ACS data is pooled in
sets of five years to generate sampling similar to
the decennial Census. The 2005-2009 ACS is the
first five-year estimate released and provides the
most current demographic profile of the country
at the census tract level.

Because the ACS figures are estimates based on
samples, there will be few references in absolute
numbers. The statistics are, instead, presented as
percentage shares. When absolute numbers are
provided, these are rounded to the nearest 10. The
Census Bureau also publishes margins of error
(MOE) for all tables which we have included in an
Appendix.

The Census Bureau also provides approximation
formulas for calculating MOEs for derived or
aggregated measures.
Moreover, the Bureau
also advises that derived MOEs are increasingly
imprecise once more than four individual values
are summed. For example, adding high school
graduates for five census tracts to get to the
neighborhood level constitutes five such values.
Also, adding smaller age intervals to report data
by larger ones would introduce the same problem.
As most of these neighborhood profiles comprise

more than four individual tracts and often
aggregate published categories (age, commute
mode, race), the margins of error themselves
become approximations.

Above all, when using data from the American
Community Survey, one must keep in mind that
sample data is inherently subject to error, and
estimates should be interpreted with some caution.
In the Appendix (page 80), the steps are included
for identifying applicable margins of error.

The Planning Department will analyze additional
Census 2010 data once these are released. The
Department will also provide yearly updates
based on the American Community Survey's fiveyear estimates.

Data Geography

Data from the 2005-2009 American Community
Survey sample use the 2000 census tract
geographies and are consistent over the decade,
allowing for comparison. For this report, the
Planning Department aggregated census tracts into
popularly-defined neighborhoods. Because the
census tracts don't perfectly match neighborhood
boundaries1 -with some tracts overlapping districts
- the Planning Department assigned such tracts in
its entirety to a specific neighborhood. The map
on the following page shows neighborhoods and
the census tracts assigned.

1 While Census Block Group geographies allow for better fit
within neighborhoods, ACS data is not always available at this

level of geography.
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San Francisco at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
Total Population*

805,240

17117

Group Quarter Population

49%

Percent Female

324,180

Households

44%

Family Households
Households with Children, Pct of Total

18%

Non-Family Households

56%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

41%

Avg Household Size

2.4

Avg Family Household Size

3.5
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*

Black/African American

6%

Asian

(Residents 25 years and older)

33%
48%

White
Native American Indian

0%
0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander
Other/Two or More Races

11%

% Latino (of Any Race)

14%

Age

High School or Less

29%

Some College/Associate Degree

20%

College Degree

32%

Graduate/Professional Degree

19%

Nativity and Language

Foreign Born

34%

Language Spoken at home

0 -4 years

5%

5 -17 years

9%

18 - 34 years

29%

35 - 59 years

37%

60 and older

19%

c.,,

Population by Age and Gender 2009
Malo.pct

Female, pct

(Residents 5 years and older)
English Only

56%

Spanish Only

12%

Asian/Pacific Islander

26%

Other European Language

6%

Other Languages

1%

bl<Wkdlomondsroprosent
Cil)ldr.;lnbukon

85)"1arsandowr

Linguistic Isolation

80to64yoars
75to79yoars
7Dtc74)93rs

% of All Households

13%

% of Spanish-Speaking Households
% of Asian Language Speaking Households
% of Other European-Speaking Households
% of Households Speaking Other Languages

23%

65to69yoars
60to64years

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

55to59yoars--====~·

50 to 54 yoars

•

45to49)"1ars
401c44)"1ars
351o39'j0ars

jiiiiiiiiiiill!D

301c34)"1ars
25to29}'0ars

20to24yoars
15to19)"1ars

10to14yoars
51"9}'ear.;

lllllllliiiiiiii u,.,.,,,.,. iiiiiiiiia
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40%
22%
17%

SAN FRANCISCO PLANNING DEPARTMENT

San Francisco at a Glance
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units
Units Built 2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure Built:J:

358,380
22,220

Income

1939

Median Household Income

$70,117

Median Family Income

$86,665

324,180

Per Capita Income

$44,373

Owner occupied

38%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

62%

Occupied Units

Vacant Units

For rent
For sale only

11%

10%

Employment

36%

Unemployment Rate

7%

6%

Employed Residents

443,140
51%

Rented or sold, not occupied

11%

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

16%

Service Occupations

16%

32%

Sales and Office Occupations

23%

Farming related Occupations

0.1%

Other vacant
Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)
Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

1995
2003

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

5%

Production and Transportation Occup.

6%

Structure Type

Single Family Housing

34%

2-4Units

21%

5 - 9 Units

10%

10 -19 Units

10%

20 Units or more

24%

Other

Journey to Work

Workers 16 years and over
Car
Drove Alone

Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income
Vehicles Available

Homeowners
Renters
Vehicles Per Capita
Households with no vehicle
Percent of Homeowning households
Percent of Renting Households

47%
39%

Carpooled

Transit

0%

Housing Prices

Median Rent

431,900

$1,220
$781,490
26%

3%

Walk

10%

Other

2%

Worked at Home

7%

56%
44%
0.45
95,280
9%
42%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, see http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf
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32%

Bike

Additional Sources:
* 2010 Census Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171 ).
+ Planning Department Housing Inventory
=!: "1939" represents 1939 or earlier

349,240

8%

San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles I ACS 2005-2009

Bayview: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
Total Population*

35,890

Group Quarter Population

0
50%

Percent Female

9,480

Households

Family Households

70%

Households with Children, Pct of Total

40%

Non-Family Households

30%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

26%

Avg Household Size

3.6

Avg Family Household Size

4.5
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*

Black/African American

32%

Asian

33%

White

12%

Native American Indian

1%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

3%

Other/Two or More Races

20%

% Latino (of Any Race)

25%

(Residents 25 years and older)
High School or Less

56%

Some College/Associate Degree

26%

College Degree

13%

Graduate/Professional Degree

4%

Nativity and Language

Age

Foreign Born

33%

Language Spoken at home

0-4 years

8%

5 -17 years

19%

18- 34 years

(Residents 5 years and older)
English Only

51%

26%

Spanish Only

21%

35 - 59 years

32%

Asian/Pacific Islander

27%

60 and older

16%

Other European Language

1%

Other Languages

1%

Population by Age and Gender 2009
Bayview
Fomalo,pct

Male.pct

blockd1omondsroprosont
C/tyd/stnblJ/lcn

85yoarsando\o0r

Linguistic Isolation

BO!o84}'Jlll'S

75to79years

70to74yoars

% of All Households

12%

% of Spanish-Speaking Households

27%

% of Asian Language Speaking Households

34%

65to69years

60toS4years
55to59years

50tr;1S4year.>

45to49years
401o44years

% of Other European-Speaking Households

3%

% of Households Speaking Other Languages

23%

351o39years

30to34,..,.rs
25to29years
201o24years

1Sto19ynars
10to14years

5to9yoars
UnderS}':lars

'

""

'"
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SAN FRANCISCO PLANNING DEPARTMENT

Bayview
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units

10,540

Units Built 2000 to 2009+

760

Median Year Structure Built:!=

1952

Income
Median Household Income

$43,155

Median Family Income

$50,029

9,480

Per Capita Income

$19,484

Owner occupied

51%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

49%

Occupied Units

Vacant Units
For rent
For sale only

18%

10%

Employment

11%

Unemployment Rate

14%

11%

Employed Residents

13,740

Rented or sold, not occupied

2%

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

23%

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

2%

Service Occupations

26%

Other vacant

75%

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)

1992

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

2003

Sales and Office Occupations

25%

Farming related Occupations

0.4%

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

12%

Production and Transportation Occup.

13%

Structure Type
Single Family Housing

68%

2-4Units

12%

5 - 9 Units

7%

10 -19 Units

5%

20 Units or more

7%

Other

1%

Journey to Work
Workers 16 years and over
Car

Median Rent
Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income

Vehicles Available

$768
$586,201
29%

62%

Drove Alone

50%

Carpooled

12%

Transit

Housing Prices

13,010

29%

Bike

0%

Walk

4%

Other

1%

Worked at Home

3%

Additional Sources:
* 2010 Census Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171 ).
+ Planning Department Housing Inventory
:j: "1939" represents 1939 or earlier

12,760

Homeowners

66%

Renters

34%

2000 Census Tracts for area: 230.01, 230.02, 230.03, 231.01, 231.02,
231.03,232,233,234,606,609,610

0.38

May2011

Vehicles Per Capita
Households with no vehicle
Percent of Homeowning households
Percent of Renting Households

2,030
8%
35%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, see http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf
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Bernal Heights: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS

Clipper St

Total Population*

23,390

Group Quarter Population

311

Percent Female

50%

Households

9,170

Family Households

51%

Households with Children, Pct ofTotal

26%

Non-Family Households

49%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

28%

Avg Household Size

2.8

Avg Family Household Size

3.8
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*

Black/African American

5%

Asian

16%

White

59%

Native American Indian

(Residents 25 years and older)

1%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/Two or More Races

19%

% Latino (of Any Race)

29%

High School or Less

28%

Some College/Associate Degree

21%

College Degree

30%

Graduate/Professional Degree

21%

Nativity and Language

Age

Foreign Born

28%

Language Spoken at home

0-4 years

7%

5 -17 years

10%

18- 34 years

26%

35 - 59 years

44%

60 and older

14%
Population by Age and Gender 2009
Bernal Heights
Malo, pct

Fomalo,pct

(Residents 5 years and older)
English Only

58%

Spanish Only

27%

Asian/Pacific Islander

11%

Other European Language

4%

Other Languages

0%

blm:1<d1omondsroprosont
Cl/yd/slrlbutlon

Linguistic Isolation

80to84yean;
75to79)'l>ilrs

70to74yeara
65to6Syuars
GOto64yoars

55to59years
50to54ycars
45to49yoors

40to44yuan;

30to34yoar.;
35to39yaars

"'°''"""

iii!!E;::•1111

% of All Households
% of Spanish-Speaking Households
% of Asian Language Speaking Households
% of Other European-Speaking Households
% of Households Speaking Other Languages

20to24)'Bjll5

15to19years

10tD14yuan;
5to9years
UndorSyuars

'ptt
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7%
21%
18%
4%
0%

SAN FRANCISCO PLANNING DEPARTMENT

Bernal Heights
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units

9,710

Units Built 2000 to 2009+

460

Median Year Structure Built:t:

1939

Income

Median Household Income

$85,607

Median Family Income

$88,507

9,170

Per Capita Income

$41,317

Owner occupied

58%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

42%

Occupied Units

Vacant Units

9%

Employment

6%
18%

Unemployment Rate

6%

For sale only

0%

Employed Residents

15,860

Rented or sold, not occupied

2%

For rent

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

51%
19%

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

18%

Service Occupations

Other vacant

61%

Sales and Office Occupations

20%

Farming related Occupations

0.1%

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)

1995

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

2003

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

5%

Production and Transportation Occup.

5%

Structure Type

Single Family Housing

65%

2-4Units

27%

5 - 9 Units

4%

10-19 Units

2%

20 Units or more

2%

Other

Journey to Work

Workers 16 years and over
Car
Drove Alone

15,510
52%
44%
8%

Carpooled

Transit

0%

32%

Bike
Housing Prices

Median Rent
Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income
Vehicles Available

$1,373
$747,500
26%

Homeowners

66%

Renters

34%

Vehicles Per Capita
Households with no vehicle
Percent of Homeowning households
Percent of Renting Households

Walk

3%

Other

2%

Worked at Home

5%

Additional Sources:
* 2010 Census Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171 ).
+ Planning Department Housing Inventory
:j: "1939" represents 1939 or earlier

12,520

2000 Census Tracts for area: 251, 252, 253, 254.01, 254.02, 254.03
May 2011

0.48
1,430
8%
26%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, see http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf
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Castro/Upper Market: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
19,790

Total Population*

Group Quarter Population

0
36%

Percent Female

13,810

Households

23%

Family Households
Households with Children, Pct of Total

8%

Non-Family Households

77%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

47%

Avg Household Size

1.9

Avg Family Household Size

2.8
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*

2%

Black/African American
Asian

10%

White

80%

Native American Indian

0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/Two or More Races

8%

% Latino (of Any Race)

8%

Age

(Residents 25 years and older)
High School or Less

10%

Some College/Associate Degree

19%

College Degree

43%

Graduate/Professional Degree

28%

Nativity and Language

Foreign Born

16%

Language Spoken at home

O -4 years

4%

5 -17 years

3%

English Only

79%

18 - 34 years

26%

Spanish Only

7%

35 - 59 years

53%

Asian/Pacific Islander

5%

60 and older

14%

Other European Language

8%

Other Languages

1%

Population by Age and Gender 2009
~stro Upper Market

(Residents 5 years and older)

blockd/llfJJoridsmpm:sont
Femala,~ct

C1tydislnb1Alon

Linguistic Isolation

% of All Households
% of Spanish-Speaking Households
% of Asian Language Speaking Households
% of Other European-Speaking Households
% of Households Speaking Other Languages

70to74years
65to69yoars
GOID64years

55to59years
50to54)'Ual"S

•1111111111111to

451D49years

40to44)'Uar5
35to39~

30to34)'Uars
25ta29years

20to24)'Uars
15to19years
10to14)'0ilrs
5to9years
UnderS)'Uars

18

16

14

12

10

8

6

po<

s

6

10

12

14

16

18

20

~
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3%
9%
19%
10%
0%

Sl\N FRl\NCISCO PLANNING DEPARTMENT

Castro/Upper Market
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units
Units Built 2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure Built:!:

14,810
140

Income

1939

Median Household Income
Median Family Income

13,810

Per Capita Income

Owner occupied

34%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

66%

Occupied Units

Vacant Units

For rent
For sale only

$92,237
$127,165
$67,206
8%

Employment

7%
38%

Unemployment Rate

5%

3%

Employed Residents

18,110
66%

Rented or sold, not occupied

11%

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

19%

Service Occupations

Other vacant

29%

Sales and Office Occupations

21%

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)

1998

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

2003

9%

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

2%

Production and Transportation Occup.

2%

Structure Type

Single Family Housing

24%

2-4Units

37%

5 - 9 Units

15%

10-19 Units

Journey to Work

Workers 16 years and over
Car
Drove Alone

15%

20 Units or more

9%

Other

0%

Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income
Vehicles Available

Transit

$1,485
$946,246
25%

45%

Renters

55%

Vehicles Per Capita
Households with no vehicle
Percent of Homeowning households
Percent of Renting Households

Walk

6%

Other

2%

Worked at Home

7%

May 2011

2,950
8%
28%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, see http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf
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35%
2%

2000 Census Tracts for area: 169, 170, 203, 204, 205, 206

0.58

5%

Bike

Additional Sources:
* 2010 Census Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171 ).
+ Planning Department Housing Inventory
:j: "1939" represents 1939 or earlier

14,890

Homeowners

46%

41%

Carpooled

Housing Prices

Median Rent

17,800

San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles I ACS 2005-2009

Chinatown: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
Total Population*

14,540

Group Quarter Population

0

Percent Female

50%

6,720

Households

Family Households

48%

Households with Children, Pct of Total

13%

Non-Family Households

52%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

49%

Avg Household Size

2.1

Avg Family Household Size

3.2
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*

Black/African American

2%

Asian

(Residents 25 years and older)

84%

White

12%

Native American Indian

0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/Two or More Races

2%

% Latino (of Any Race)

2%

High School or Less

70%

Some College/Associate Degree

13%

College Degree

12%

Graduate/Professional Degree

4%

Nativity and Language

Age

Foreign Born

75%

Language Spoken at home

O -4 years

3%

5 -17 years

8%

18 - 34 years

19%

35 - 59 years

31%

60 and older

39%
Population by Age and Gender 2009
Male, pct

Chinatown

(Residents 5 years and older)
English Only

14%

Spanish Only

1%

Asian/Pacific Islander

84%

Other European Language

1%

Other Languages

0%

blockdlomondsreprosen/

Female, pct

C!tydistnbu~on

85}':1arsafldawr

80to84years

~-=''"""''" =====-

Linguistic Isolation

75to79yoars

6.:

% of All Households

66%

% of Spanish-Speaking Households

24%

% of Asian Language Speaking Households
% of Other European-Speaking Households
% of Households Speaking Other Languages

84%

65to69years
60to64years

55to59years
501D54years

45to49years

40to44years
35to39years

lllllllllllllJ!ll~~~~jji

30to34yeal5
251o29years

201D24years
15to19yoars
10tn14yoars
5to9)'0ars

UnderSyears
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21%
#Num!

SAN FRANCISCO PLANNING DEPARTMENT

Chinatown
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units
Units Built 2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure Built:J:

7,490
80

Income

1939

Median Household Income

$17,630

Median Family Income

$22,691

6,720

Per Capita Income

$18,574

Owner occupied

6%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

94%

Occupied Units

Vacant Units

For rent
For sale only

10%

Employment

57%

Unemployment Rate

0%

Employed Residents

31%

15%
5,350
22%

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

Rented or sold, not occupied

13%

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

11%

Service Occupations

41%

19%

Sales and Office Occupations

23%

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

Other vacant
Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)
Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

1995
1999

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

4%

Production and Transportation Occup.

10%

Structure Type

Single Family Housing
2-4Units

10%

5 - 9 Units

11%

10-19 Units

14%

20 Units or more
Other

Journey to Work

3%

Workers 16 years and over

Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income
Vehicles Available

Drove Alone
Transit

1%

$478
$781,746
27%

Renters

87%

Vehicles Per Capita
Households with no vehicle

5%
31%

Bike

0%

Walk

41%

Other

2%

Worked at Home

6%

Additional Sources:
* 2010 Census Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171 ).
+ Planning Department Housing Inventory
:j: "1939" represents 1939 or earlier

1,560
13%

15%

Carpooled

61%

Homeowners

20%

Car

Housing Prices

Median Rent

5,230

2000 Census Tracts for area: 107, 113, 114, 115, 118
May 2011

0.11
5,410

Percent of Homeowning households

48%

Percent of Renting Households

83%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, see http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf
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Crocker Amazon: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
Total Population*

14,420

Group Quarter Population

0

Percent Female

49%
3,390

Households

Family Households

77%

Households with Children, Pct of Total

34%

Non-Family Households

23%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

17%

Avg Household Size

3.9

Avg Family Household Size

4.6
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*

Black/African American

2%

Asian

(Residents 25 years and older)

58%

White

22%

Native American Indian

0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

18%

% Latino (of Any Race)

26%

52%
25%

College Degree

18%

Graduate/Professional Degree

0%

Other/Two or More Races

High School or Less
Some College/Associate Degree

5%

Nativity and Language

Age

Foreign Born

52%

Language Spoken at home

0-4years

4%

5 -17 years

16%

18 - 34 years

21%

35 - 59 years

37%

60 and older

22%
Population by Age and Gender 2009
Crocker Am~on
Main, pct.

Female, pct

(Residents 5 years and older)
English Only

31%

Spanish Only

19%

Asian/Pacific Islander

47%

Other European Language

3%

Other Languages

0%

b/or;kd/omonds ropresenl
C!tydlslllbubon

Linguistic Isolation

SOto84ye;irs

75b:l79years

70to74yoars

% of All Households

17%

% of Spanish-Speaking Households

22%

55to69years

-------· ·---·
60to64}m!IS

55to59yoars

--lll!!i~~~~~ '°"""''" iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

% of Asian Language Speaking Households

27%

40tc44years

% of Other European-Speaking Households

42%

30to34yoars

% of Households Speaking Other Languages

39%

45tc49yoars

""""''"
25to29yoars

20to24years

15to19;e;irs

10to14years
5to9years
Undor5yoars

_ __
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SAN FRANCISCO PLANNING DEPARTMENT

Crocker Amazon
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units

3,620

Units Built 2000 to 2009+

220

Median Year Structure Built=I=

1943

Income

Median Household Income

$68,705

Median Family Income

$73,056

3,390

Per Capita Income

$23,644

Owner occupied

68%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

32%

Occupied Units

Vacant Units

7%

Employment

6%

For rent

41%

Unemployment Rate

9%

For sale only

18%

Employed Residents

6,370

Rented or sold, not occupied

0%

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

26%
29%

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

15%

Service Occupations

Other vacant

26%

Sales and Office Occupations

24%

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)

1991

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

2003

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

8%

Production and Transportation Occup.

13%

Structure Type

Single Family Housing
2 - 4 Units

9%

5 - 9 Units

4%

10-19 Units

4%

20 Units or more

4%

Other

Journey to Work

80%

Workers 16 years and over

Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income
Vehicles Available

$1,287
$623,471
28%

74%
26%

Vehicles Per Capita

0.44

Households with no vehicle

280

Percent of Homeowning households
Percent of Renting Households

47%

Carpooled

10%
1%

Walk

1%

Other

1%

Worked at Home

4%

2000 Census Tracts for area: 263.01, 263.02, 263.03
May 2011

5%
15%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, see http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf
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36%

Bike

Additional Sources:
* 2010 Census Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171 ).
+ Planning Department Housing Inventory
:j: "1939" represents 1939 or earlier

5,900

Renters

Drove Alone
Transit

0%

Homeowners

57%

Car

Housing Prices

Median Rent

6,310

San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles

I ACS 2005-2009

Diamond Heights/Glen Park: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
Total Population*

7,790

Group Quarter Population

0

Percent Female

51%
3,810

Households

Family Households

47%

Households with Children, Pct of Total

22%

Non-Family Households

53%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

37%

Avg Household Size

2.2

Avg Family Household Size

3.0

Monterey Blvd

Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*

Black/African American

6%

Asian

14%

White

70%

Native American Indian

0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/Two or More Races

9%

(Residents 25 years and older)
High School or Less

17%

Some College/Associate Degree

15%

College Degree

33%

Graduate/Professional Degree

34%

Nativity and Language

% Latino (of Any Race)

13%

Age

Foreign Born

18%

Language Spoken at home

0 -4 years

8%

5 -17 years

7%

18- 34 years

18%

35 - 59 years

46%

60 and older

22%
Population by Age and Gender 2009
Diamond Heights Glen Park
Male, pct.

(Residents 5 years and older)
English Only

78%

Spanish Only

8%

Asian/Pacific Islander

8%

Other European Language

5%

Other Languages

1%

blackdlumonds/flprusflnt
C//yd/slnbu/ion

Fomale,pct.
85}<11l!sandowr

Linguistic Isolation

80to84yoars

75to79yoars

--== , ., ,. .

% of All Households

70to74yoars

6%

65to69yoars
60to64yuars

-

50tc54)'lars

=~

% of Spanish-Speaking Households

34%

% of Asian Language Speaking Households

26%

45to49yoars

40to44}'0ars

% of Other European-Speaking Households

5%

% of Households Speaking Other Languages

0%

35to39yoars
JOtoJ.jyoars
25to29yoars
20to24yoars
1Sto19yoars
10to14yoars
5to9yoars

UndorS)OlllS

12

10

8

6

4

"'

4

6

8

10

12

14

"'
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SAN FRl\NCISCO PLANNING DEPARTMENT

Diamond Heights/Glen Park
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units
Units Built 2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure Built:f:

JOURNEY TO WORK

4,020
40

Income

1955

Median Household Income
Median Family Income

3,810

Per Capita Income

Owner occupied

68%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

32%

Occupied Units

Vacant Units

For rent
For sale only
Rented or sold, not occupied
For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us
Other vacant

$90,510
$128,000
$59,158
9%

5%

Employment

0%

Unemployment Rate

6%

43%

Employed Residents

5,060

0%

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

0%

Service Occupations

57%

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)

1994

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

1999

65%
6%

Sales and Office Occupations

19%

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

4%

Production and Transportation Occup.

5%

Structure Type

Single Family Housing

67%

2-4Units

21%

5 - 9 Units

3%

10-19 Units

1%

20 Units or more

8%

Other

Journey to Work

Workers 16 years and over

4,840

Car
Drove Alone

56%
48%

Carpooled

Transit

0%

Bike
Housing Prices

Median Rent
Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income
Vehicles Available

$1,381
$918,255
21%

Homeowners

75%

Renters

25%

Vehicles Per Capita

0.62

Households with no vehicle

480

Percent of Homeowning households
Percent of Renting Households

2%

Other

0%

Worked at Home

9%

2000 Census Tracts for area: 217, 218
May 2011

8%
21%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, see http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf

5527

1%

Walk

Additional Sources:
* 2010 Census Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171 ).
+ Planning Department Housing Inventory
:j: "1939" represents 1939 or earlier

5,280

7%
32%

San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles

I ACS

2005-2009

Downtown/Civic Center: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
44,240

Total Population*

Group Quarter Population

712
39%

Percent Female

21,570

Households

19%

Family Households

6%

Households with Children, Pct of Total
Non-Family Households

81%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

71%

Avg Household Size

1.6

Avg Family Household Size

3.2
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*
Black/African American

10%

Asian

28%

White

46%

(Residents 25 years and older)

1%

Native American Indian

0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander
Other/Two or More Races

15%

% Latino (of Any Race)

18%

Age

High School or Less

41%

Some College/Associate Degree

25%

College Degree

23%

Graduate/Professional Degree

11%

Nativity and Language
Foreign Born

41%

Language Spoken at home

0 -4 years

3%

5 -17 years

4%

18 - 34 years

33%

35 - 59 years

38%

60 and older

21%
Population by Age and Gender 2009
Downtown Civic Center
Mal11,pct_

(Residents 5 years and older)
English Only

53%

Spanish Only

15%

Asian/Pacific Islander

24%

Other European Language

6%

Other Languages

2%

b/DCk,d/amondsmpfBSflflt
C1tydlstr1bution

Fomaki,pct
85yoorsandovor

Linguistic Isolation

60to84yoars
751Il79yuars

70tc74yoars

% of All Households

19%

% of Spanish-Speaking Households

36%

% of Asian Language Speaking Households

56%

% of Other European-Speaking Households
% of Households Speaking Other Languages

38%

65to69yoars
60to64yoars

55to59yoars
SOto54yoars

45to49yoars

llliiiiiiiiiiii

40to44yoars

;;;;~

351o39)o<lars

30to34)":1ars

25to29yuara
20to24yaars
15to19years

10to14years
5to9yo111s

Undor5yoors

M

12

10

8
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52%

SAN FRANCISCO Pll\NNllllG DEPARTMENT

Downtown/Civic Center
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units
Units Built 2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure Built:F

25,840
1,560

Income

1939

Median Household Income

$24,491

Median Family Income

$33,409

21,570

Per Capita Income

$26,003

Owner occupied

4%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

96%

Occupied Units

Vacant Units

For rent
For sale only

25%

17%

Employment

57%

Unemployment Rate

9%

Employed Residents

18,060

0%

Rented or sold, not occupied

13%

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

36%

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

19%

Service Occupations

33%

Other vacant

11%

Sales and Office Occupations

22%

Farming related Occupations

0.1%

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)

2000

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

2004

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

4%

Production and Transportation Occup.

6%

Structure Type

Single Family Housing

2%

2-4Units

2%

5 - 9 Units

2%

10 -19 Units
20 Units or more
Other

Journey to Work

Workers 16 years and over
Car

Drove Alone

9%

Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income
Vehicles Available

Transit

0%

$806
$497,297
30%

14%

Renters

86%

Vehicles Per Capita
Households with no vehicle

2%
47%

Bike

3%

Walk

29%

Other

1%

Worked at Home

7%

Additional Sources:
* 2010 Census Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171 ).
+ Planning Department Housing Inventory
:j: "1939" represents 1939 or earlier

3,850

Homeowners

12%

11%

Carpooled

85%

Housing Prices

Median Rent

17,590

2000CensusTractsforarea: 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 160, 162
May2011

0.11
17,620

Percent of Homeowning households

45%

Percent of Renting Households

83%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, see http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf
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San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles I ACS 2005-2009

Excelsior: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
Total Population*

37,960

Group Quarter Population

1463

Percent Female

50%
9,510

Households

Family Households

75%

Households with Children, Pct of Total

35%

Non-Family Households

25%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

18%

Avg Household Size

3.7

Avg Family Household Size

4.4
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*

Black/African American

3%

Asian

49%

White

26%

Native American Indian

1%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/Two or More Races

21%

% Latino (of Any Race)

30%

(Residents 25 years and older)
High School or Less

55%

Some College/Associate Degree

22%

College Degree

17%

Graduate/Professional Degree

6%

Nativity and Language

Age

Foreign Born

50%

Language Spoken at home

0 -4 years

6%

5 -17 years

14%

18 - 34 years

21%

35 - 59 years

36%

60 and older

24%
Population by Aga and Gender 2009

Excelsior
Male, pet

Female, pct

(Residents 5 years and older)
English Only

29%

Spanish Only

27%

Asian/Pacific Islander

39%

Other European Language

4%

Other Languages

1%

b/ackdlamondsroptosent
Crlyd!slnbution

a5)'larsal'!dowr

Linguistic Isolation

80toS4)'Wlrs

75to79yearn

70to74yoors

% of All Households

19%

% of Spanish-Speaking Households

26%

% of Asian Language Speaking Households

31%

65to6llyoors
60to64years

55to59yoors
50to54years

45to4Syoars
40to44years

% of Other European-Speaking Households

17%

% of Households Speaking Other Languages

22%

35to39)'Uars

30to34years
25to29years
20to24years

15to19yuarn
10to14yoars
5to9)'0111S

UnderSyears

"'

"'
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SAN FRANCISCO PLANNING DEPl\IHMENT

Excelsior
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units
Units Built 2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure Built:J:

10,080
90

Income

1943

Median Household Income

$67,398

Median Family Income

$72,326

9,510

Per Capita Income

$23,562

Owner occupied

73%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

27%

Occupied Units

Vacant Units

For rent
For sale only

11%

Employment

6%
19%

Unemployment Rate

9%

12%

Employed Residents

17,060

Rented or sold, not occupied

9%

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

28%

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

9%

Service Occupations

25%

Other vacant

50%

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)

1991

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

2002

Sales and Office Occupations

26%

Farming related Occupations

0.2%

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

10%

Production and Transportation Occup.

11%

Structure Type

Single Family Housing

Journey to Work

88%

2-4 Units

9%

5 - 9 Units

2%

10 - 19 Units

1%

20 Units or more

1%

Other

0%

Workers 16 years and over

Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income
Vehicles Available

64%

Car
Drove Alone

53%

Carpooled

11%

Transit

Housing Prices

Median Rent

16,440

$1,239
$624,593
31%

29%

Bike

1%

Walk

1%

Other

1%

Worked at Home

3%

Additional Sources:
* 2010 Census Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171 ).
+ Planning Department Housing Inventory
:j: "1939" represents 1939 or earlier

15,870

Homeowners

78%

Renters

22%

2000 Census Tracts for area: 256, 257, 259, 260.01, 260.02, 260.03,
260.04

0.45

May 2011

Vehicles Per Capita
Households with no vehicle
Percent of Homeowning households
Percent of Renting Households

1,190
9%
22%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, see http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf
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San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles [ ACS 2005-2009

Financial District: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
Total Population*

1,780

82

Group Quarter Population

44%

Percent Female

Households

1,620
21%

Family Households
Households with Children, Pct of Total

4%

Non-Family Households

79%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

70%

Avg Household Size

1.5

Avg Family Household Size

3.0
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*

6%

Black/African American

(Residents 25 years and older)

47%

Asian
White

39%
1%

Native American Indian
Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/Two or More Races

7%

% Latino (of Any Race)

7%

High School or Less

24%

Some College/Associate Degree

20%

College Degree

33%

Graduate/Professional Degree

22%

Nativity and Language

Age

Foreign Born

44%

Language Spoken at home

0 -4 years

1%

5 -17 years

3%

18 - 34 years

25%

35 - 59 years

52%

60 and older

19%

Malo, pct

Population by Age and Gender 2009
FinancialDistric:t

English Only
Spanish Only
Asian/Pacific Islander

lllll

___

8%

Other Languages

1%

% of All Households
% of Spanish-Speaking Households
% of Asian Language Speaking Households
% of Other European-Speaking Households
% of Households Speaking Other Languages

60to64yoars

ssmssyears
50to54yoars
45to49ycars

40to44years
J5to39years
30to34years
25to29years

20tn24years
15tc19years
10to14}'0ars
5to9years

Undor5)"1ar.,;

12

10

8

6
pct

34%

Other European Language

CJtydlslnbutJOn

65to69ye<in;

14

4%

Linguistic Isolation

75tc79years

16

53%

black diamonds ropmsnnl

Foma!o,pct

80to84years
70to74ye;.irs

(Residents 5 years and older)

5

6

10

12

14

16

16

~

~

pct
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14%

16%
54%
6%
0%

SAN FRANCISCO PLANNING !JEPl\RTMENT

Financial District
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units
Units Built 2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure Built+

2,330
1,630

Income

1980

Median Household Income
Median Family Income

1,620

Per Capita Income

Owner occupied

14%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

86%

Occupied Units

Vacant Units

For rent
For sale only

30%

Employment

45%

Unemployment Rate

2%

Employed Residents

$45,221
$104,167
$70,997
18%

6%
1,600

Rented or sold, not occupied

14%

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

56%

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

34%

Service Occupations

16%

Sales and Office Occupations

22%

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

Other vacant
Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)
Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

4%
2010
2003

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

1%

Production and Transportation Occup.

7%

Structure Type

Single Family Housing

3%

2-4 Units

1%

5 - 9 Units

0%

10 -19 Units

4%

20 Units or more
Other

Journey to Work

Workers 16 years and over

Median Home Value

Drove Alone

Transit

0%

0%

Walk

50%

770

Additional Sources:
* 2010 Census Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171 ).
+ Planning Department Housing Inventory
:j: "1939" represents 1939 or earlier

Homeowners

31%

2000 Census Tracts for area: 117, 176.02

Renters

69%

Vehicles Per Capita

0.31

Households with no vehicle
Percent of Homeowning households

980
12%

Percent of Renting Households

68%

21%

Bike

Worked at Home

$942,568

Vehicles Available

1%

3%

Other

$1,002
31%

14%

Carpooled

91%

Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income

15%

Car

Housing Prices

Median Rent

1,580

11%

May 2011

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, see http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf
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San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles I ACS 2005-2009

Haight Ashbury: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
Total Population*

21,800

Group Quarter Population

464
46%

Percent Female

10,370

Households

Family Households

33%

Households with Children, Pct of Total

13%

Non-Family Households

67%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

43%

Avg Household Size

2.1

Avg Family Household Size

2.9
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*

Black/African American

5%

Asian

(Residents 25 years and older)

10%
77%

White
Native American Indian

0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/Two or More Races

8%

% Latino (of Any Race)

9%

Age

High School or Less

10%

Some College/Associate Degree

18%

College Degree

43%

Graduate/Professional Degree

29%

Nativity and Language

Foreign Born

15%

Language Spoken at home

O -4 years

6%

5 -17 years

(Residents 5 years and older)

6%

English Only

83%

18 - 34 years

39%

Spanish Only

6%

35 - 59 years

39%

Asian/Pacific Islander

4%

60 and older

10%

Other European Language

7%

Other Languages

0%

Population by Age and ~ndor 2009
Haight Ash bury

b/ackdmmondsroprosent
Fomalo.p<;t

Malo.pct

CJ/ydlslnbuUon

Linguistic Isolation

80to84yoars

75to79yoan;

% of All Households
% of Spanish-Speaking Households

70to74yoon;
65to69yoars
60to64yoar&

- - ·

551o59)19lU'?>

50to54yoars

3%
2%

% of Asian Language Speaking Households

29%

% of Other European-Speaking Households

14%

% of Households Speaking Other Languages

0%

451D49)1<1ars
40to411)'Gil!'S

18

16

14

12

10

8

6
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Sl\N FRANCISCO PLANNING DEPARTMENT

Haight Ashbury
HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units
Units Built 2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure Built+

INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

11,470
120

Income

1939

Median Household Income
Median Family Income

10,370

Per Capita Income

Owner occupied

30%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

70%

Occupied Units

$85,539
$125,394
$57,953
11%

10%

Employment

For rent

23%

Unemployment Rate

4%

For sale only

13%

Employed Residents

14,890

Vacant Units

Rented or sold, not occupied

7%

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

68%

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

6%

Service Occupations

11%

Other vacant

51%

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)

2000

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

2003

Sales and Office Occupations

17%

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

2%

Production and Transportation Occup.

1%

Structure Type

Single Family Housing

17%

2-4 Units

39%

5 - 9 Units

24%

10-19 Units
20 Units or more
Other

Journey to Work

Workers 16 years and over

Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income
Vehicles Available

Drove Alone

12%

Transit

0%

$1,409
$943,062
26%

45%
55%

Vehicles Per Capita
Households with no vehicle
Percent of Homeowning households
Percent of Renting Households

5%

40%

Bike

7%

Walk

6%

Other

3%

Worked at Home

8%

Additional Sources:
* 2010 Census Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171 ).
+ Planning Department Housing Inventory
:j: "1939" represents 1939 or earlier

10,040

Renters

31%

Carpooled

8%

Homeowners

36%

Car

Housing Prices

Median Rent

14,700

2000CensusTractsforarea: 165, 166, 167, 171
May 2011

0.47
3,080
9%
39%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, see http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneraJHandbook.pdf
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San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles I ACS 2005-2009

Inner Richmond: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
Total Population*

39,690

Group Quarter Population

2459

Percent Female

55%
17,350

Households

Family Households

49%

Households with Children, Pct of Total

21%

Non-Family Households

51%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

34%

Avg Household Size

2.4

Avg Family Household Size

3.2
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*

Black/African American

2%

Asian

(Residents 25 years and older)

38%
51%

White
Native American Indian

0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/Two or More Races

8%

% Latino (of Any Race)

6%

High School or Less

22%

Some College/Associate Degree

21%

College Degree

35%

Graduate/Professional Degree

22%

Nativity and Language

Age

Foreign Born

32%

Language Spoken at home

0-4 years

5%

5 -17 years

9%

18- 34 years

34%

35 - 59 years

36%

60 and older

17%
Population by Age and Gender 2009
Inner Richmond
Malo. pct

Female, pct

(Residents 5 years and older)
English Only
Spanish Only
Asian/Pacific Islander

57%
4%
29%

Other European Language

9%

Other Languages

0%

blockd1omondsropresant
C1/ydlstnbution

Linguistic Isolation

aotc84year.;
75to79years

% of All Households

70to74yoars

15%

65\!:l69years

% of Spanish-Speaking Households
% of Asian Language Speaking Households
% of Other European-Speaking Households

60to64ysars
551l:>59yoar.;

50to54years

45to49yoars
40to44yo11rs

2%
42%
33%

35to39years

% of Households Speaking Other Languages

30b:l34years
25to29years

20tc24yoars
15to19)'00rs
10to14~

5tc9yoam
Undor5yoars

'
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0%

SAN FRANCISCO PLANNING DEPARTMENT

Inner Richmond
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units

19,080

Units Built 2000 to 2009+

490

Median Year Structure Built+

1939

Income

Median Household Income

$69,861

Median Family Income

$88,804

17,350

Per Capita Income

$41,369

Owner occupied

32%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

68%

Occupied Units

Vacant Units

12%

Employment

9%
22%

Unemployment Rate

6%

For sale only

3%

Employed Residents

24,660

Rented or sold, not occupied

2%

For rent

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

52%
14%

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

11%

Service Occupations

Other vacant

62%

Sales and Office Occupations

26%

Farming related Occupations

0.1%

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)

1993

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

2003

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

3%

Production and Transportation Occup.

5%

Structure Type

Single Family Housing

22%

2 - 4 Units

48%

5 - 9 Units

16%

10 -19 Units

20 Units or more
Other

Journey to Work

Workers 16 years and over
Car

Drove Alone

10%

Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income
Vehicles Available

Transit

0%

$1,337
$941,194
26%

42%

Renters

58%

Vehicles Per Capita
Households with no vehicle

Bike

3%

Walk

9%

Other

2%

Worked at Home

6%

2000 Census Tracts for area: 156, 157, 401, 402, 426, 451, 452, 476
May 2011

0.47
4,120

Percent of Homeowning households

12%

Percent of Renting Households

29%

9%

35%

Additional Sources:
* 201 OCensus Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171 ).
+ Planning Department Housing Inventory
:J: "1939" represents 1939 or earlier

20,050

Homeowners

45%
35%

Carpooled

4%

Housing Prices

Median Rent

23,690

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, see http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf
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San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles

I ACS 2005-2009

Inner Sunset: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
Total Population*

26,520

Group Quarter Population

184

Percent Female

50%
11,590

Households

Family Households

45%

Households with Children, Pct ofTotal

16%

Non-Family Households

55%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

36%

Avg Household Size

2.4

Avg Family Household Size

3.2
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*

Black/African American

2%

Asian

33%

White

58%

Native American Indian

0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/Two or More Races

7%

% Latino (of Any Race)

6%

(Residents 25 years and older)
High School or Less

14%

Some College/Associate Degree

16%

College Degree

37%

Graduate/Professional Degree

33%

Nativity and Language

Age

Foreign Born

26%

Language Spoken at home

0-4years

6%

(Residents 5 years and older)

5 -17 years

8%

English Only

18 - 34 years

33%

Spanish Only

35 - 59 years

36%

Asian/Pacific Islander

60 and older

17%

Other European Language

7%

Other Languages

1%

Population by Age and Gender 2009
Mal11,pct

Inner Sunset

67%
3%
22%

black diamonds represent

Fomaln,pct.

C1tyd1srl'ibutlan

Linguistic Isolation

80to84years
75to79yaars

70to74yoars

% of All Households

9%

% of Spanish-Speaking Households

7%

55to69yoars
60to64yaars
55to59yoars
50to54'.i')ars

% of Asian Language Speaking Households

31%

% of Other European-Speaking Households

18%

% of Households Speaking Other Languages

18%

45to49)'11ilrs

40to44yaara
351D39yaar.o;

30to34yaars
25to29yaa!'$
20to24;oors
15to19yoars
10to14yoars
5to9yoars

Undor5yoars
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SAN FRANCISCO PLANNING DEPllFITMENT

Inner Sunset
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units

12,490

Units Built 2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure

Built:~

100

Income

1945

Median Household Income
Median Family Income

11,590

Per Capita Income

Owner occupied

40%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

60%

Occupied Units

Vacant Units

For rent
For sale only
Rented or sold, not occupied
For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us
Other vacant
Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)
Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

$85,696
$102,639
$51,086
8%

Employment

7%
22%

Unemployment Rate

4%

11%

Employed Residents

16,730

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

8%

66%
9%

16%

Service Occupations

43%

Sales and Office Occupations

19%

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

1992
2004

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

3%

Production and Transportation Occup.

3%

Structure Type

Single Family Housing

40%

2 - 4 Units

33%

5-9 Units

11%

10-19 Units

8%

20 Units or more

7%

Other

0%

Journey to Work

Workers 16 years and over
Car

Median Rent
Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income
Vehicles Available

$1,469
$883,481
24%

47%

Renters

53%

Vehicles Per Capita
Households with no vehicle
Percent of Homeowning households
Percent of Renting Households

41%

Carpooled

10%
30%

Bike

2%

Walk

7%

Other

2%

Worked at Home

7%

Additional Sources:
* 2010 Census Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171 ).
+ Planning Department Housing Inventory
:J: "1939" represents 1939 or earlier

15,480

Homeowners

52%

Drove Alone
Transit

Housing Prices

16,470

2000 Census Tracts for area: 301.01, 301.02, 302.01, 302.02, 303.01,
303.02

0.56

May 2011

1,680
8%
19%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, see http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf
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San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles I ACS 2005-2009

Lakeshore: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
16,630

Total Population*
Group Quarter Population

997

Percent Female

55%
6,030

Households

48%

Family Households
Households with Children, Pct of Total

17%

Non-Family Households

52%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

36%

Avg Household Size

2.5

Avg Family Household Size

3.1
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*

Black/African American

5%

Asian

34%

White

49%

Native American Indian

0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%
11%

Other/Two or More Races

% Latino (of Any Race)

(Residents 25 years and older)
21%
24%

College Degree

35%

Graduate/Professional Degree

20%

Nativity and Language

9%

Age

High School or Less
Some College/Associate Degree

Foreign Born

38%

Language Spoken at home

0 -4 years

4%

5 -17 years

8%

English Only

18 - 34 years

40%

Spanish Only

35 - 59 years

31%

Asian/Pacific Islander

26%

60 and older

17%

Other European Language

13%

Pop~lation

Other Languages

by Age and Gender 2009
Lakeshore

54%
5%

2%

blockdlamondsreprasent

Female, pct

Malo, pct

(Residents 5 years and older)

C!l}fd1slrlbubon

85yo11rs11ridawr

Linguistic Isolation

801o84)";lars
75to79yoars

% of All Households

70to74yoars

15%

65to69)";lars

% of Spanish-Speaking Households

60to64)'111!S

9%

55to59)9ars
50to54yoars

% of Asian Language Speaking Households

30%

% of Other European-Speaking Households

40%

% of Households Speaking Other Languages

14%

45to49yoars
40to44yoars
351D39)193.rs

30to34yoars

25to29yoars
20to24years
1Sto19years

10to14yoaro
5to9years

Uridor5years
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SAN FRANCISCO PLANNING DEPARTMENT

Lakeshore
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units

6,710

Units Built 2000 to 2009+

120

Median Year Structure Built+

1955

Income

Median Household Income

$62,904

Median Family Income

$85,654

6,030

Per Capita Income

$32,513

Owner occupied

23%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

77%

Occupied Units

Vacant Units

For rent
For sale only
Rented or sold, not occupied
For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us
Other vacant

17%

10%

Employment

54%

Unemployment Rate

8%

3%

Employed Residents

8,570

13%
3%
28%

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)

1992

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

2004

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

47%

Service Occupations

14%

Sales and Office Occupations

32%

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

3%

Production and Transportation Occup.

4%

Structure Type

Single Family Housing
2-4Units

4%

5 - 9 Units

5%

10-19 Units
20 Units or more
Other

Journey to Work

28%

Workers 16 years and over
Car

Drove Alone

8%

Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income

Transit

0%

$1,495
$901,153
29%

Walk

7%

Other

0%

Worked at Home

5%

4,270
58%

2000 Census Tracts for area: 331, 332.01, 332.02, 604

Renters

42%
0.29

Households with no vehicle

920

Percent of Homeowning households
Percent of Renting Households

May2011

7%
18%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, see http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf
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27%
1%

Homeowners
Vehicles Per Capita

9%

Bike

Additional Sources:
* 2010 Census Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171 ).
+ Planning Department Housing Inventory
:t: "1939" represents 1939 or earlier

Vehicles Available

59%
50%

Carpooled

56%

Housing Prices

Median Rent

8,360

San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles

I ACS

2005-2009

Marina: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
Total Population*

22,810

Group Quarter Population

0

Percent Female

55%

13,010

Households

Family Households

27%

Households with Children, Pct of Total

7%

Non-Family Households

73%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

58%

Avg Household Size

1.7

Avg Family Household Size

2.6
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*

Black/African American

1%

Asian

(Residents 25 years and older)
High School or Less

11%
84%

White
Native American Indian

0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/Two or More Races

4%

% Latino (of Any Race)

6%

7%

Some College/Associate Degree

13%

College Degree

50%

Graduate/Professional Degree

29%

Nativity and Language

Age

Foreign Born

15%

Language Spoken at home

0-4 years

5%

5 -17 years

3%

18 - 34 years

42%

35 - 59 years

35%

60 and older

15%
Population by Age and Gender 2009
Marina
Malo, pct

(Residents 5 years and older)
English Only

84%

Spanish Only

4%

Asian/Pacific Islander

5%

Other European Language

7%

Other Languages

1%

blockd1omonds raproront
C1tydlstnbution

Fnmalo,pi;:t

Linguistic Isolation

80to84'i(lars
75to79)o<lars
70to74)9ars

% of All Households

2%

% of Spanish-Speaking Households

6%

65to69yoars
60to64yoars
55to59~rs

50to54yoars

% of Asian Language Speaking Households

8%

% of Other European-Speaking Households

17%

% of Households Speaking Other Languages

0%

45to49yo<1rs

40to44yoars
351o39)'WITS
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SAN FRANCISCO PLANNING DEPARTMENT

Marina
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units

14,850

Units Built 2000 to 2009+

240

Median Year Structure Built+

1939

Income

Median Household Income

$102,442

Median Family Income

$152,941

13,010

Per Capita Income

Owner occupied

25%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

75%

Occupied Units

Vacant Units

For rent

7%

Rented or sold, not occupied

6%

6%

Employment

12%
35%

For sale only

$87,353

Unemployment Rate
Employed Residents

5%
15,890
68%

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

3%

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

14%

Service Occupations

Other vacant

38%

Sales and Office Occupations

26%

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)

1999

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

2004

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

2%

Production and Transportation Occup.

1%

Structure Type

Single Family Housing
2 -4 Units

12%
30%

5-9 Units

13%

10-19 Units

31%

20 Units or more

14%

Other

Journey to Work

Workers 16 years and over
Car
Drove Alone

Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income
Vehicles Available

Transit

0%

$1,684
$1,836,082
22%

32%

Renters

68%

Vehicles Per Capita
Households with no vehicle
Percent of Homeowning households
Percent of Renting Households

Walk

5%

Other

2%

Worked at Home

9%

May 2011

2,390
9%
21%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, see http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf
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30%
0%

2000 Census Tracts for area: 126, 127, 128, 129, 130

0.66

9%

Bike

Additional Sources:
* 2010 Census Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171 ).
+ Planning Department Housing Inventory
:j: "1939" represents 1939 or earlier

14,500

Homeowners

54%
45%

Carpooled

Housing Prices

Median Rent

15,740

San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles

I ACS 2005-2009

Mission: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
Total Population*

57,300

Group Quarter Population

867

Percent Female

47%

Households

22,190

Family Households

38%

Households with Children, Pct of Total

17%

Non-Family Households

62%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

38%

Avg Household Size

2.6

Avg Family Household Size

3.8

Clipper St

Cesar Chavez St

Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*

Black/African American

4%

Asian

(Residents 25 years and older)

13%
57%

White
Native American Indian

1%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/Two or More Races

25%

% Latino (of Any Race)

41%

High School or Less

35%

Some College/Associate Degree

17%

College Degree

31%

Graduate/Professional Degree

18%

Nativity and Language

Age

Foreign Born

39%

Language Spoken at home

0 -4 years

5%

5 -17 years

8%

English Only

48%

18 - 34 years

40%

Spanish Only

37%

35 - 59 years

34%

Asian/Pacific Islander

10%

60 and older

13%
Population by Age and Gender 2009
Ml$$iOn
Malo, pct

(Residents 5 years and older)

Other European Language

5%

Other Languages

1%

blackdlamondsreprosoot
C1/yd!slnbul!on

Fomala,pcl

Linguistic Isolation

80to84)19ats
75to79yaan>

70to74l""'f!l.

% of All Households

16%

% of Spanish-Speaking Households

41%

% of Asian Language Speaking Households

29%

% of Other European-Speaking Households

21%

% of Households Speaking Other Languages

6%

65to5ayoars
60to64yeara

55to59years
50to54years

45to49yoars
40to44yoars

35to39years

30to34yoan;
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20to24yoars
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5to9yoan>
Undor5yo;us
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SAN FRANCISCO PLANNING DEPARTMENT

Mission
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units
Units Built 2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure Built:!=

23,840
1,610

Income

1939

Median Household Income

$63,627

Median Family Income

$57,897

22,190

Per Capita Income

$37,667

Owner occupied

26%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

74%

Occupied Units

Vacant Units

13%

Employment

7%
43%

Unemployment Rate

5%

For sale only

6%

Employed Residents

37,410

Rented or sold, not occupied

6%

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

45%

5%

Service Occupations

21%

For rent

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us
Other vacant

39%

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)

2001

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

2003

Sales and Office Occupations

20%

Farming related Occupations

0.1%

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

7%

Production and Transportation Occup.

7%

Structure Type

Single Family Housing

26%

2-4Units

28%

5 - 9 Units

16%

10-19 Units

13%

20 Units or more

17%

Other

Journey to Work

Workers 16 years and over
Car
Drove Alone

Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income
Vehicles Available

0%

$1,083
$738,529
26%

8%

Walk

11%

Other

2%

Worked at Home

5%

Additional Sources:
* 2010 Census Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171 ).
+ Planning Department Housing Inventory
:f: "1939" represents 1939 or earlier

19,000
39%

Renters

61%

2000 Census Tracts for area: 177, 201, 202, 207, 208, 209, 210,
228.01, 228.02, 228.03, 229.01, 229.02, 229.03

0.33

May 2011

Households with no vehicle

7%

43%

Bike

Homeowners
Vehicles Per Capita

30%
24%

Carpooled
Transit

Housing Prices

Median Rent

36,950

8,640

Percent of Homeowning households

12%

Percent of Renting Households

48%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, see http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf
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San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles

I ACS 2005-2009

Mission Bay: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
Total Population*

~~

9,080

Group Quarter Population

0

Percent Female

41%

Households

2,190

Family Households

42%

Households with Children, Pct of Total

12%

Non-Family Households

58%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

43%

Avg Household Size

2.0

Avg Family Household Size

2.9
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*

Black/African American

4%

Asian

39%

White

49%

Native American Indian

0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/Two or More Races

8%

% Latino (of Any Race)

9%

(Residents 25 years and older)
High School or Less

19%

Some College/Associate Degree

14%

College Degree

37%

Graduate/Professional Degree

31%

Nativity and Language

Age

Foreign Born

41%

Language Spoken at home

0 -4 years

5%

(Residents 5 years and older)

5 - 17 years

3%

English Only

57%

18 - 34 years

45%

Spanish Only

35 - 59 years

34%

Asian/Pacific Islander

25%

60 and older

13%

Other European Language

15%

.,

Population by Age and
MaliJ,pct

~ndcr

Other Languages

2009

Mission Bay

2%

0%

blackdiamondsmpresenl

Female.pct

C11ydlst11b111ion

85yoarsandowr

Linguistic Isolation

80to84)'0ars
75to79yoars

70to74yoari;.

% of All Households

10%

651D69yoars
60to64yoars

% of Spanish-Speaking Households

37%

% of Asian Language Speaking Households

27%

% of Other European-Speaking Households

19%

% of Households Speaking Other Languages

0%

55to59yoars
50to54yaars
45to49)"'ilrs

40to44yoarr.
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SAN FRANCISCO PLANNING DEPARTMENT

Mission Bay
Total Number of Units

2,440

INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

Units Built 2000 to 2009+

3,550

Income

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS

Median Year Structure Built:t:

2003

Median Household Income

$103,942

Median Family Income

$112,500

2,190

Per Capita Income

Owner occupied

29%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

71%

Occupied Units

$69,135
9%

10%

Employment

For rent

13%

Unemployment Rate

8%

For sale only

32%

Employed Residents

2,820

Rented or sold, not occupied

10%

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

11%

Service Occupations

Other vacant

33%

Sales and Office Occupations

26%

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

Vacant Units

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)

2010

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

2010

59%
7%

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

4%

Production and Transportation Occup.

4%

Structure Type

Single Family Housing

3%

2-4Units

0%

5 - 9 Units

0%

10-19 Units
20 Units or more
Other

Journey to Work

Workers 16 years and over
Car

Drove Alone

2%

2,760
40%

35%
4%

Carpooled

95%

Transit

0%

31%
1%

Bike
Housing Prices

Median Rent
Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income
Vehicles Available

$2,315
$832,176
26%

35%

Renters

65%

Vehicles Per Capita

0.49

Households with no vehicle

430

Percent of Homeowning households
Percent of Renting Households

17%
6%

Worked at Home

5%

Additional Sources:
* 201 OCensus Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171 ).
+ Planning Department Housing Inventory
+ "1939" represents 1939 or earlier

2,200

Homeowners

Walk
Other

2000 Census Tracts for area: 607
May 2011

4%
26%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, see http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf
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San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles

I ACS 2005-2009

Nob Hill: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
Total Population*

22,860

Group Quarter Population

248

Percent Female

52%

Households

9,800

Family Households

30%

Households with Children, Pct of Total

9%

Non-Family Households

70%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

56%

Avg Household Size

1.9

Avg Family Household Size

3.0
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*

Black/African American

2%

Asian

(Residents 25 years and older)
High School or Less

28%

Some College/Associate Degree

21%

College Degree

37%

Graduate/Professional Degree

14%

39%

White

53%

Native American Indian

0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/Two or More Races

6%

% Latino (of Any Race)

8%

Nativity and Language

Age

Foreign Born

37%

Language Spoken at home

0 -4 years

3%

5 -17 years

5%

18 - 34 years

35%

35 - 59 years

35%

60 and older

22%
Population by Age and Gender 2009
Nob Hill
Mal11,pct.

(Residents 5 years and older)
English Only

57%

Spanish Only

5%

Asian/Pacific Islander

32%

Other European Language

6%

Other Languages

0%

blackdlamondsroprosoot
Cilyd/s!rlbution

Fomakl,pct.
85;amsandover

Linguistic Isolation

80WS4yo11rs

75tc79yoars

% of All Households

70tc74years

14%

S5tc69yoars
50to64yoars

% of Spanish-Speaking Households

13%

% of Asian Language Speaking Households

44%

% of Other European-Speaking Households

26%

55to59yoars
50to54}'0<!rs

45to49yoars
40tc44yoars

, ., ,. . ==iiiiiiiiiiiiill35!Q39yoar»

% of Households Speaking Other Languages

30to34yoars

~~

20to24)'9<1.rs

15to19)'Qan>

10to14yoor.;
5to9yoars
Undor5yoars

14

12

10

8

6

pct

4

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

pct

5548

0%

SAN ffll\NCISCO PLANNING DEPARTMENT

Nob Hill
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units
Units Built 2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure Built+
Occupied Units

11,650
240

14%

Renter occupied

86%

For rent
For sale only
Rented or sold, not occupied
For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us
Other vacant
Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)
Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

Median Household Income

9,800

Owner occupied

Vacant Units

Income

1939

$53,283

Median Family Income

$53,138

Per Capita Income

$46,484

Percent in Poverty

13%

16%

Employment

53%

Unemployment Rate

4%

0%

Employed Residents

11,740

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

9%
35%
4%
1998
2002

49%

Service Occupations

17%

Sales and Office Occupations

26%

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

3%

Production and Transportation Occup.

4%

Structure Type

Single Family Housing
2-4Units

10%

5 - 9 Units

14%

10-19 Units

22%

20 Units or more

51%

Other

Journey to Work

2%

Workers 16 years and over

11,490
24%

Car
Drove Alone

21%
3%

Carpooled

30%

Transit

0%

1%

Bike
Walk

Housing Prices

Median Rent
Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income
Vehicles Available

$1,081
$702,632
26%

24%

Renters

76%

Vehicles Per Capita
Households with no vehicle

1%

Worked at Home

7%

Additional Sources:
* 201 OCensus Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171 ).
+ Planning Department Housing Inventory
=I: "1939" represents 1939 or earlier

5,030

Homeowners

36%

Other

2000 Census Tracts for area: 110, 111, 112, 119
May 2011

0.27
5,850

Percent of Homeowning households

25%

Percent of Renting Households

65%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, see http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf
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San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles I ACS 2005-2009

Noe Valley: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
Total Population*

21,300

Group Quarter Population

0

Percent Female

49%
11,370

Households

Family Households

40%

Households with Children, Pct of Total

18%

Non-Family Households

60%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

42%

Avg Household Size

2.1

Avg Family Household Size

2.9
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*

Black/African American

2%

Asian

12%

White

77%

Native American Indian

(Residents 25 years and older)

0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/Two or More Races

9%

High School or Less

10%

Some College/Associate Degree

17%

College Degree

36%

Graduate/Professional Degree

37%

Nativity and Language

% Latino (of Any Race)

11%

Age

Foreign Born

16%

Language Spoken at home

0-4years

6%

5 -17 years

7%

18- 34 years

26%

35 - 59 years

46%

60 and older

14%

Ma~.

Population by Age and Gender 2009
Noe Valley
pct

(Residents 5 years and older)
English Only

79%

Spanish Only

9%

Asian/Pacific Islander

6%

Other European Language

5%

Other Languages

1%

blac:kdlamondsropre:scnt
C1lyd/$nbulion

Fomakl.pct

Linguistic Isolation

80to84years
75to79years.

70to7<1year.;

% of All Households

2%

% of Spanish-Speaking Households

7%

65to69yeara
60to64years
55to5Syears
50to54)'0ilrs

% of Asian Language Speaking Households

6%

% of Other European-Speaking Households

11%

% of Households Speaking Other Languages

0%

451D49;e<ir.;
40to44years

35to39years
30to34years

25to29yuars
20to24years
15to19yoars

10to14yoars
5to9yoars

Under5yoan;

" " "

10

'

'

,~

,~

'

'

10

" " "
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SAN FRANCISCO PLANNING DEPllRTIVIENT

Noe Valley
HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units
Units Built 2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure Built:!=

INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

12,110
190

Income

1939

Median Household Income

$105,807

Median Family Income

$140,939

11,370

Per Capita Income

Owner occupied

50%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

50%

Occupied Units

Vacant Units

For rent
For sale only

$72,986
5%

Employment

6%
23%

Unemployment Rate

6%

0%

Employed Residents

15,760

24%

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

19%

Service Occupations

Other vacant

34%

Sales and Office Occupations

19%

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

Rented or sold, not occupied

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)

1997

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

2003

68%
8%

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

3%

Production and Transportation Occup.

2%

Structure Type

Single Family Housing

41%

2 -4 Units

36%

5 - 9 Units

11%

10 -19 Units

5%

20 Units or more

8%

Other

Journey to Work

Workers 16 years and over

15,380

Car
Drove Alone

50%
45%

Carpooled

Transit

0%

Bike
Housing Prices

Median Rent
Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income
Vehicles Available

$1,491
$998,187
24%

Homeowners

59%

Renters

41%

Vehicles Per Capita
Households with no vehicle
Percent of Homeowning households
Percent of Renting Households

6%

Other

3%

Worked at Home

7%

2000 Census Tracts for area: 211, 212, 213, 214, 215, 216
May 2011

0.62
1,750
8%
23%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, see http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf
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2%

Walk

Additional Sources:
* 2010 Census Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171 ).
+ Planning Department Housing Inventory
:j: "1939" represents 1939 or earlier

14,580

5%

32%

San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles I ACS 2005-2009

North Beach: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
Total Population*

14,860

Group Quarter Population

0
46%

Percent Female

7,680

Households

Family Households

34%

Households with Children, Pct of Total

8%

Non-Family Households

66%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

52%

Avg Household Size

1.9

Avg Family Household Size

2.9
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*

Black/African American

3%

Asian

37%

White

54%

Native American Indian

0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/Two or More Races

5%

% Latino (of Any Race)

7%

(Residents 25 years and older)
High School or Less

26%

Some College/Associate Degree

14%

College Degree

37%

Graduate/Professional Degree

23%

Nativity and Language

Age

Foreign Born

33%

Language Spoken at home

0-4 years

4%

5 -17 years

4%

18 - 34 years

36%

35 - 59 years

34%

60 and older

23%
Population by Age and Gender 2009
North Beach
Mato, pct

(Residents 5 years and older)
English Only
Spanish Only
Asian/Pacific Islander

61%
4%
27%

Other European Language

6%

Other Languages

2%

b/odldiamondsrepresent
C1tyd/strlbubon

Fomalo,pct

Linguistic Isolation

% of All Households
% of Spanish-Speaking Households
% of Asian Language Speaking Households

57%

% of Other European-Speaking Households

18%

% of Households Speaking Other Languages

0%

~-~===

"'"'"'"'•=====25to29)lllilrs
20to24)111i11S

15to19)'eilr.;
10to14yoors
51t19~ais

Undar5)<1ars

14

12%

35to39~ar.'>

_

16

15%

12

10

8

6

""'

4

4

,,,_6

8

10

12

14

16

18
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SAN FRANCISCO PLANNING DEPARTMENT

North Beach
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units

8,950

Units Built 2000 to 2009+

700

Median Year Structure Built:!=

1956

Income

Median Household Income

$70,067

Median Family Income

$86,658

7,680

Per Capita Income

$57,906

Owner occupied

21%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

79%

Occupied Units

Vacant Units

For rent
For sale only

12%

14%

Employment

42%

Unemployment Rate

5%

6%

Employed Residents

9,120

Rented or sold, not occupied

11%

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

59%

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

38%

Service Occupations

13%

Other vacant

3%

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)

1997

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

2003

Sales and Office Occupations

23%

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

1%

Production and Transportation Occup.

4%

Structure Type

Single Family Housing

Journey to Work

6%

2-4 Units

27%

5 - 9 Units

13%

Workers 16 years and over

28%

Car

10-19 Units

10%

Drove Alone

20 Units or more

44%

Carpooled

Other

8,960
25%
3%

27%

Transit

0%

1%

Bike
Walk

Housing Prices

Median Rent
Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income
Vehicles Available

$1,392
$844,444
26%

30%

Renters

70%

Vehicles Per Capita
Households with no vehicle

1%

Worked at Home

9%

Additional Sources:
* 201 OCensus Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171 ).
+ Planning Department Housing Inventory
:j: "1939" represents 1939 or earlier

5,620

Homeowners

34%

Other

2000 Census Tracts for area: 101, 104, 105, 106
May 2011

0.38
3,130

Percent of Homeowning households

16%

Percent of Renting Households

48%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, see http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf
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San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles I ACS 2005-2009

Ocean View: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
Total Population*

31,880

180

Group Quarter Population

49%

Percent Female

6,590

Households

Family Households

70%

Households with Children, Pct of Total

32%

Non-Family Households

30%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

24%

Avg Household Size

3.7

Avg Family Household Size

4.7
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*

Black/African American

12%

Asian

49%

White

27%

Native American Indian

(Residents 25 years and older)

0%

Other/Two or More Races

11%

% Latino (of Any Race)

19%

44%

Some College/Associate Degree

23%

College Degree

25%

Graduate/Professional Degree

0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

High School or Less

7%

Nativity and Language

Age

Foreign Born

45%

Language Spoken at home

4%

0-4 years

(Residents 5 years and older)

5 -17 years

15%

English Only

40%

18- 34 years

27%

Spanish Only

16%

35 - 59 years

34%

Asian/Pacific Islander

42%

60 and older

20%

M;i!o,pct

Population by Age and Gender 2009
Ocean View
Female, pet.

Other European Language

3%

Other Languages

0%

b/m:kd1omondsropre:sent

Cilyd/strlbutmn

85yearsando~r

Linguistic Isolation

80to84yoars
75to79yoor.;

70to74yoors

% of All Households

13%

% of Spanish-Speaking Households

31%

% of Asian Language Speaking Households

25%

65toS9yoars

_;::_J!~~~~

60toS4ye;irs

iiiiiiiiill•ll

55to59years
50to54yoars

4Sto49yoars
40to44years

•

35to39yoars

30to34yoors

% of Other European-Speaking Households
% of Households Speaking Other Languages

25to29years

iiiiiiiiiiii

201o24)'1.lars

@!l!J!!!!!!l!J!!!!!!llll•lllll

15to19yoars
10tc14years
51o9yoars
Under5yoors

5554

6%
#Num!

SAN FRANCISCO PLANNING DEPARTMENT

Ocean View
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units

7,050

Units Built 2000 to 2009+

440

Median Year Structure Built:t:

1943

Income

Median Household Income

$67,475

Median Family Income

$78,365

6,590

Per Capita Income

$25,343

Owner occupied

71%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

29%

Occupied Units

Vacant Units

11%

Employment

7%
10%

Unemployment Rate

10%

For sale only

10%

Employed Residents

11,830

Rented or sold, not occupied

22%

For rent

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us
Other vacant

0%
58%

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)

1993

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

2003

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

32%

Service Occupations

24%

Sales and Office Occupations

24%

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

9%

Production and Transportation Occup.

11%

Structure Type

Single Family Housing
2-4Units

9%

5 - 9 Units

2%

10-19 Units

1%

20 Units or more

6%

Other

Journey to Work

82%

Workers 16 years and over

Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income
Vehicles Available

$1,032
$609,976
33%

78%
22%

Vehicles Per Capita

0.46

Households with no vehicle

530

Percent of Homeowning households
Percent of Renting Households

47%

Carpooled

12%
1%

Walk

4%

Other

1%

Worked at Home

3%

2000 Census Tracts for area: 312, 313, 314
May 2011

4%
17%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, see http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf

5555

32%

Bike

Additional Sources:
* 201 OCensus Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171).
+ Planning Department Housing Inventory
:J: "1939" represents 1939 or earlier

11,180

Renters

Drove Alone

Transit

0%

Homeowners

59%

Car

Housing Prices

Median Rent

11,500

San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles

J

ACS 2005-2009

Outer Mission: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
29,040

Total Population*

Group Quarter Population

0

Percent Female

51%
7,920

Households

Family Households

65%

Households with Children, Pct of Total

33%

Non-Family Households

35%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

23%

Avg Household Size

3.6

Avg Family Household Size

4.5
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*

Black/African American

2%

Asian

49%

White

31%

Native American Indian

(Residents 25 years and older)

1%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

17%

% Latino (of Any Race)

26%

Age

42%
24%

College Degree

26%

Graduate/Professional Degree

0%

Other/Two or More Races

High School or Less
Some College/Associate Degree

8%

Nativity and Language

Foreign Born

47%

Language Spoken at home

0-4 years

7%

(Residents 5 years and older)

5 -17 years

11%

English Only

37%

18- 34 years

24%

Spanish Only

21%

35 - 59 years

38%

Asian/Pacific Islander

39%

60 and older

21%
Population by Age and Gender 2009
Outer Mission
Malo.pct

Other European Language

3%

Other Languages

0%

bloc:kdlamondsroproS-Ollt
Fomalo.pc'Cityd1slnbution

Linguistic Isolation

% of All Households

15%

% of Spanish-Speaking Households
% of Asian Language Speaking Households
% of Other European-Speaking Households
% of Households Speaking Other Languages

18%

'

,~
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28%
30%
0%

Sl\N FRANCISCO PLANNING DEPARTMENT

Outer Mission
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units
Units Built 2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure Built=I=

8,320
90

Income

1939

Median Household Income

$79,477

Median Family Income

$88,273

7,920

Per Capita Income

$32,002

Owner occupied

66%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

34%

Occupied Units

7%

5%

Employment

7%

Unemployment Rate

5%

For sale only

11%

Employed Residents

14,920

Rented or sold, not occupied

20%

Vacant Units
For rent

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us
Other vacant

0%
63%

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)

1993

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

2003

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

39%

Service Occupations

19%

Sales and Office Occupations

23%

Farming related Occupations

0.6%

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

9%

Production and Transportation Occup.

9%

Structure Type
Single Family Housing

78%

2 -4 Units

13%

5 - 9 Units

4%

10-19 Units

3%

20 Units or more

2%

Other

0%

Journey to Work
Workers 16 years and over

Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income

Vehicles Available

$674,346
26%

74%
26%

Vehicles Per Capita
Households with no vehicle
Percent of Homeowning households
Percent of Renting Households

47%

Carpooled

10%
1%

Walk

3%

Other

1%

Worked at Home

3%

2000 Census Tracts for area: 255, 261, 262, 311
May2011

0.45
1,020
7%
24%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, see http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf
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35%

Bike

Additional Sources:
* 2010 Census Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171).
+ Planning Department Housing Inventory
:j: "1939" represents 1939 or earlier

12,790

Renters

Drove Alone
Transit

$1,292

Homeowners

57%

Car

Housing Prices
Median Rent

14,420

I ACS

San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles

2005-2009

Outer Richmond: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
Total Population*

28,370

Group Quarter Population

428
52%

Percent Female

12,600

Households

Family Households

56%

Households with Children, Pct of Total

23%

Non-Family Households

44%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

35%

Avg Household Size

2.6

Avg Family Household Size

3.5
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*

Black/African American

2%

Asian

48%

White

44%

Native American Indian

0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/Two or More Races

7%

% Latino (of Any Race)

6%

(Residents 25 years and older)
High School or Less

26%

Some College/Associate Degree

23%

College Degree

32%

Graduate/Professional Degree

19%

Nativity and Language

Age

Foreign Born

40%

Language Spoken at home

0 -4 years

5%

(Residents 5 years and older)

5 -17 years

10%

English Only

48%

18 - 34 years

25%

Spanish Only

3%

35 - 59 years

41%

60 and older

19%

37%

Other European Language

11%

Other Languages

Population by Age and Gender 2009
Outer Richmond
Malo, pct

Asian/Pacific Islander

1%

blud<diomond:;ffJprusent

Fomalo,pct

Cltydislnbution

85;oarsandowr

Linguistic Isolation

80to84)'eilra
75to79yoors
70to74yaars

% of All Households

18%

% of Spanish-Speaking Households

11%

% of Asian Language Speaking Households

36%

% of Other European-Speaking Households

36%

% of Households Speaking Other Languages

0%

651D69years

60to64years

551ll59}'lars

50to54years
45to49yaars
401Il44ye;us
35tc39yaars

30to34yaari;.

251c29l"l"rs
20to24years

15to19!19'1rs

10to14yean;
5to9yeais

Uoder5yaars

4
ptt

4

"'
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Sl\N FRANCISCO PLl\NNll!G DEPl\IHMENT

Outer Richmond
HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units

INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

13,560

Units Built 2000 to 2009+

180

Median Year Structure Built:t

1940

Income

Median Household Income

$72,459

Median Family Income

$89,541

12,600

Per Capita Income

$38,038

Owner occupied

43%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

57%

Occupied Units

Vacant Units

For rent
For sale only

7%

Employment

7%
23%

Unemployment Rate

7%

4%

Employed Residents

18,780

Rented or sold, not occupied

23%

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

49%

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

23%

Service Occupations

16%

Other vacant

27%

Sales and Office Occupations

26%

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)

1993

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

2003

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

5%

Production and Transportation Occup.

5%

Structure Type

Single Family Housing

39%

2 -4 Units

36%

5 - 9 Units

13%

10-19 Units

8%

20 Units or more

4%

Other

Journey to Work

Workers 16 years and over
Car

Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income
Vehicles Available

0%

$1,240
$835,293
26%

53%

Renters

47%

Vehicles Per Capita
Households with no vehicle

47%

Carpooled

12%
1%

Walk

2%

Other

2%

Worked at Home

6%

2000 Census Tracts for area: 427, 477.01, 477.02, 478, 479.01,
479.02

0.49

May 2011

2,230

Percent of Homeowning households

11%

Percent of Renting Households

23%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, see http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads(handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf
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30%

Bike

Additional Sources:
* 2010 Census Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171 ).
+ Planning Department Housing Inventory
:j: "1939" represents 1939 or earlier

16,170

Homeowners

59%

Drove Alone

Transit

Housing Prices

Median Rent

18,310

San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles I ACS 2005-2009

Outer Sunset: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
45,670

Total Population*

484

Group Quarter Population

50%

Percent Female

16,830

Households

Family Households

64%

Households with Children, Pct of Total

27%

Non-Family Households

36%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

26%

Avg Household Size

3.1

Avg Family Household Size

3.8
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*

1%

Black/African American

(Residents 25 years and older)

57%

Asian

35%

White
Native American Indian

0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/Two or More Races

5%

% Latino (of Any Race)

4%

High School or Less

31%

Some College/Associate Degree

23%

College Degree

32%

Graduate/Professional Degree

14%

Nativity and Language

Age

Foreign Born

49%

Language Spoken at home

O -4 years

5%

5 -17 years

12%

English Only

18 - 34 years

24%

Spanish Only

35 - 59 years

37%

60 and older

23%
Population by Age and Gender 2009
Outer Sunset
Mala, pct.

(Residents 5 years and older)

Asian/Pacific Islander

40%
3%
49%

Other European Language

8%

Other Languages

1%

blockdlomondsroprosenl
Fomaln,pct.

C1tyd1stnbubon

85yaar5andover

Linguistic Isolation

80to84years

75to79years

% of All Households

701D74yuars

18%

65to69yoars

% of Spanish-Speaking Households

60to64years

9%

55to59yoars

50to54years

% of Asian Language Speaking Households

35%

% of Other European-Speaking Households

24%

% of Households Speaking Other Languages

20%

45to49yeoirs
40to44yoars

35to39yoars

30to34)<131S

25to29)'lars
20to24yoars
15to19yaars

10to14yoars
5to9years

Undor5yoars

pct

pct
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SAN FRANCISCO PLANNING DEPARTMENT

Outer Sunset
HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units

INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

17,800

Units Built 2000 to 2009+

300

Median Year Structure Built:j:

1942

Income

Median Household Income

$73,728

Median Family Income

$89,241

16,830

Per Capita Income

$33,633

Owner occupied

57%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

43%

Occupied Units

Vacant Units

For rent
For sale only
Rented or sold, not occupied

7%

Employment

5%
13%

Unemployment Rate

6%

12%

Employed Residents

26,580

4%

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

46%
17%

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

12%

Service Occupations

Other vacant

59%

Sales and Office Occupations

23%

Farming related Occupations

0.2%

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)

1991

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

2003

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

5%

Production and Transportation Occup.

8%

Structure Type

Single Family Housing

68%

2-4 Units

22%

5 - 9 Units

6%

10-19 Units

1%

20 Units or more

3%

Other

0%

Journey to Work

Workers 16 years and over

Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income
Vehicles Available

$726,851
26%

64%
36%

Vehicles Per Capita
Households with no vehicle

49%

Carpooled

14%
2%

Walk

2%

Other

1%

Worked at Home

4%

2000 Census Tracts for area: 326, 327, 328, 329, 351, 352.01, 352.02
May 2011

0.50
2,410

Percent of Homeowning households

11%

Percent of Renting Households

18%

27%

Bike

Additional Sources:
* 2010 Census Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171 ).
+ Planning Department Housing Inventory
:f: "1939" represents 1939 or earlier

25,600

Renters

Drove Alone
Transit

$1,353

Homeowners

63%

Car

Housing Prices

Median Rent

25,640

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, see http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf
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San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles [ ACS 2005-2009

Pacific Heights: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
Total Population*

16,750

135

Group Quarter Population
Percent Female

56%
10,170

Households

Family Households

31%

Households with Children, Pct of Total

13%

Non-Family Households

69%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

56%

Avg Household Size

1.8

Avg Family Household Size

2.8
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*

Black/African American

2%

Asian

(Residents 25 years and older)
High School or Less

13%

White

81%

Native American Indian

0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/Two or More Races

5%

% Latino (of Any Race)

4%

6%

Some College/Associate Degree

12%

College Degree

43%

Graduate/Professional Degree

39%

Nativity and Language

Age

Foreign Born

15%

Language Spoken at home

0 -4 years

8%

(Residents 5 years and older)

5 -17 years

5%

English Only

87%

18 - 34 years

35%

Spanish Only

2%

35 - 59 years

34%

Asian/Pacific Islander

3%

60 and older

19%
Populldion by Age •nd Gendor 2009
P.:11cificHeights

6%

Other Languages

0%

bl11ckd!amondsrep/'1senl

Fomala,pct

Malo.pct

Other European Language

Cilydls1rlbu~on

Linguistic Isolation

% of All Households
% of Spanish-Speaking Households
% of Asian Language Speaking Households
% of Other European-Speaking Households
% of Households Speaking Other Languages

50to54yoarsilllll!l!llillllllllll
451D49yoars

40to44yoars
35tc39;i<1a.r,.

30to34yoars
251D29~n;

20to24yoari;.

15to19yoars
101o14)'9'1"'
5to9)'Ual!I

Under5:,.vars

'

"'

'

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

"'
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3%
7%
45%
10%
30%

SAN FRANCISCO PLANNING DEPARTMENT

Pacific Heights
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units
Units Built 2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure Built:J:

11,230
-10

Income

1939

Median Household Income

$109,307

Median Family Income

$199,160

10,170

Per Capita Income

$101,257

Owner occupied

28%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

72%

Occupied Units

Vacant Units

For rent
For sale only

7%

Employment

9%
29%

Unemployment Rate

4%

0%

Employed Residents

11,810
70%

Rented or sold, not occupied

27%

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

23%

Service Occupations

Other vacant

21%

Sales and Office Occupations

23%

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)

2000

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

2004

5%

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

1%

Production and Transportation Occup.

1%

Structure Type

Single Family Housing

15%

2-4Units

12%

5-9 Units

15%

10-19 Units

23%

20 Units or more

35%

Other

Journey to Work

Workers 16 years and over
Car
Drove Alone

Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income
Vehicles Available

Transit

0%

$1,635
23%

Homeowners

39%
61%

Vehicles Per Capita
Households with no vehicle
Percent of Homeowning households
Percent of Renting Households

Walk

11%

Other

3%

2000 Census Tracts for area: 131, 132, 134, 135
May 2011

0.59
2,390
8%
30%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, see http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf
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25%
1%

Additional Sources:
* 2010 Census Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171).
+ Planning Department Housing Inventory
:f: "1939" represents 1939 or earlier

10,940

7%

Bike

Worked at Home

$2,300,281

Renters

47%
40%

Carpooled

Housing Prices

Median Rent

11,440

13%

San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles

I ACS

2005-2009

Parkside: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
25,920

Total Population*

Group Quarter Population

71

Percent Female

52%
6,860

Households

Family Households

72%

Households with Children, Pct of Total

29%

Non-Family Households

28%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

19%

Avg Household Size

3.2

Avg Family Household Size

3.8
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*

Black/African American

1%

Asian

(Residents 25 years and older)

58%
35%

White
Native American Indian

0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/Two or More Races

6%

% Latino (of Any Race)

6%

High School or Less

34%

Some College/Associate Degree

21%

College Degree

31%

Graduate/Professional Degree

14%

Nativity and Language

Age

Foreign Born

43%

Language Spoken at home

0 -4 years

6%

5 -17 years

13%

18 - 34 years

21%

35 - 59 years

38%

60 and older

23%
Population by Age and Gendor 2009
Parkside
Mala, pct

(Residents 5 years and older)
English Only
Spanish Only
Asian/Pacific Islander

42%
4%
46%

Other European Language

6%

Other Languages

1%

blackdlomondsreprosanl
Fom<1la.rtttlydistnbubon

Linguistic Isolation

% of All Households
% of Spanish-Speaking Households
% of Asian Language Speaking Households

32%
25%

a.a

"''

"'

7%

% of Other European-Speaking Households
% of Households Speaking Other Languages
~

16%

'
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0%

SAN FRANCISCO PLANNING DEPARTMENT

Parkside
HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units
Units Built 2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure Built+

INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

7,280
40

Income

1945

Median Household Income

$83,131

Median Family Income

$95,284

6,860

Per Capita Income

$32,094

Owner occupied

67%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

33%

Occupied Units

Vacant Units

For rent
For sale only

8%

6%

Employment

3%

Unemployment Rate

8%

Employed Residents

10,670

19%

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

48%

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

23%

Service Occupations

14%

Other vacant

55%

Sales and Office Occupations

21%

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

Rented or sold, not occupied

0%

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)

1992

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

2002

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

8%

Production and Transportation Occup.

9%

Structure Type

Single Family Housing

84%

2-4Units

10%

5 -9 Units

5%

10-19 Units

2%

20 Units or more

0%

Other

Journey to Work

Workers 16 years and over

Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income
Vehicles Available

$1,148
$720,247
26%

71%
29%

Vehicles Per Capita

0.51

Households with no vehicle

740

Percent of Homeowning households
Percent of Renting Households

52%

Carpooled

10%

0%

Walk

4%

Other

1%

Worked at Home

7%

2000 Census Tracts for area: 330, 353, 354
May 2011

6%
21%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, see http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf
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26%

Bike

Additional Sources:
* 2010 Census Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171 ).
+ Planning Department Housing Inventory
:j: "1939" represents 1939 or earlier

11,160

Renters

Drove Alone

Transit

0%

Homeowners

62%

Car

Housing Prices

Median Rent

10,280

San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles

I ACS 2005-2009

Potrero Hill: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
Total Population*

12,110

Group Quarter Population

0

Percent Female

48%

Households

5,810
43%

Family Households
Households with Children, Pct of Total

19%

Non-Family Households

57%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

38%

Avg Household Size

2.3

Avg Family Household Size

3.2
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*

Black/African American

9%

Asian

(Residents 25 years and older)

13%
66%

White
Native American Indian

0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

1%

Other/Two or More Races

10%

% Latino (of Any Race)

13%

High School or Less

18%

Some College/Associate Degree

17%

College Degree

36%

Graduate/Professional Degree

28%

Nativity and Language

Age

Foreign Born

17%

Language Spoken at home

0-4 years

5%

5 -17 years

11%

18- 34 years

27%

35 - 59 years

43%

60 and older

14%

74%

Spanish Only

11%

Asian/Pacific Islander
Other European Language
Other Languages

Population by Age and Gender 2009
Potr11r0Hill
Female, pct

Mala.p<:t

(Residents 5 years and older)
English Only

5%
10%
0%

b/or;kdlamond::;roprrmmt
C1/ydlstnbution

65yoarsandowr

Linguistic Isolation

80to84yoars

75to79yoars

% of All Households

70to74)'0<lrs

4%

65to69;.wra
60to64years

% of Spanish-Speaking Households

23%

% of Asian Language Speaking Households

13%

55I059)WU'S

50to54years

45to49yoars
401o44yoars

% of Other European-Speaking Households

6%

% of Households Speaking Other Languages

0%

35to39yo;>ars

30to34ye;irs
25to29yoars

20to24yoars
15to19yoars
10to14yoars

5to9yoars
Undar5yoars

"
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" " "
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SAN FRANCISCO PLANNING DEPARTMENT

Potrero Hill
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units

6,140

Units Built 2000 to 2009+

710

Median Year Structure Built:!:

1946

Income

Median Household Income
Median Family Income

5,810

Per Capita Income

Owner occupied

45%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

55%

Occupied Units

Vacant Units

For rent
For sale only
Rented or sold, not occupied

$98,182
$110,657
$58,650
16%

5%

Employment

5%

Unemployment Rate

9%

17%

Employed Residents

7,880

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

2%

65%
8%

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

14%

Service Occupations

Other vacant

62%

Sales and Office Occupations

19%

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)

2000

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

2003

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

4%

Production and Transportation Occup.

4%

Structure Type

Single Family Housing

33%

2-4Units

34%

5 - 9 Units

9%

10-19 Units
20 Units or more
Other

Journey to Work

Workers 16 years and over

7,780
53%

Car
Drove Alone

11%

48%

Carpooled

13%

Transit

0%

Bike
Housing Prices

Median Rent
Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income

Vehicles Available

$1,524
24%

Homeowners

54%

Renters

46%

Vehicles Per Capita

0.59

Households with no vehicle

780

Percent of Homeowning households
Percent of Renting Households

6%
4%

2000 Census Tracts for area: 226, 227.01, 227.02, 227.03
May 2011

2%
23%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, see http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf
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4%

Other

Additional Sources:
* 201 OCensus Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171 ).
+ Planning Department Housing Inventory
:j: "1939" represents 1939 or earlier

7,870

21%

Walk
Worked at Home

$836,252

5%

12%

San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles

I ACS 2005-2009

Presidio: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
3,240

Total Population*
Group Quarter Population

0

Percent Female

43%

Households

880

Family Households

36%

Households with Children, Pct of Total

21%

Non-Family Households

64%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

24%

Avg Household Size

3.0

Avg Family Household Size

3.6
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*

Black/African American

2%

Asian

8%

White

80%

(Residents 25 years and older)

0%

Native American Indian
Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

1%

Other/Two or More Races

9%

% Latino (of Any Race)

4%

High School or Less

6%

Some College/Associate Degree

8%

College Degree

61%

Graduate/Professional Degree

24%

Nativity and Language

Age

Foreign Born

12%

Language Spoken at home

0-4 years

9%

5 -17 years

8%

18- 34 years

59%

35 - 59 years

22%

60 and older

3%
Popullltion by Age and Gender 2009
Presidio
Malo, pct

Fomala,pct

•

85yearsando"'lr

«J

80to84years

+o

75to79yoors
70to74yoars

(Residents 5 years and older)
English Only

85%

Spanish Only

5%

Asian/Pacific Islander

4%

Other European Language

5%

Other Languages

0%

blod< dlomOl!ds roprosenl
Cllydlstribubon

Linguistic Isolation
o+

% of All Households

1%

% of Spanish-Speaking Households

7%

% of Asian Language Speaking Households

0%

S5to69yoars
60to64yoars

55to59yoars
50to54yaara
45to49~

40to44yoars

% of Other European-Speaking Households

0%

% of Households Speaking Other Languages

0%

3Sto3Syea1S
30to34)'00rs

25to29years
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1Sto19years
10to14)'Wrs
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Presidio
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units

1,130

Units Built 2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure Built:t:

0

Income

1950

Median Household Income

$116,807

Median Family Income

$121,591

880

Per Capita Income

Owner occupied

2%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

98%

Occupied Units

Vacant Units

For rent
For sale only
Rented or sold, not occupied
For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us
Other vacant
Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)
Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

$61,881
9%

21%

Employment

44%

Unemployment Rate

3%

4%

Employed Residents

1,910

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

17%

59%

Service Occupations

0%
36%
2002
2005

8%

Sales and Office Occupations

30%

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

1%

Production and Transportation Occup.

2%

Structure Type

Single Family Housing

33%

2 -4 Units

49%

5 - 9 Units

15%

10 -19 Units

0%

20 Units or more

0%

Other

2%

Journey to Work

Workers 16 years and over
Car
Drove Alone

1,900
49%
44%

Carpooled

Transit
Bike

Housing Prices

Median Rent
Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income

$2,818
26%

Homeowners

1%
3%

2000 Census Tracts for area: 601

Renters
May 2011

Vehicles Per Capita
Households with no vehicle

20

Percent of Homeowning households

0%

Percent of Renting Households

2%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, see http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf
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5%

Other

Additional Sources:
* 201 OCensus Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171 ).
+ Planning Department Housing Inventory
:j: "1939" represents 1939 or earlier

Vehicles Available

27%

Walk
Worked at Home

$883,333

5%

16%

San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles

I ACS 2005-2009

Presidio Heights: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
Total Population*

9,850

242

Group Quarter Population

Percent Female

54%
4,580

Households

Family Households

45%

Households with Children, Pct ofTotal

18%

Non-Family Households

55%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

45%

Avg Household Size

2.1

Avg Family Household Size

2.9
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*

Black/African American

2%

Asian

(Residents 25 years and older)
High School or Less

17%
75%

White
Native American Indian

0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/Two or More Races

5%

% Latino (of Any Race)

4%

Age

8%

Some College/Associate Degree

16%

College Degree

44%

Graduate/Professional Degree

32%

Nativity and Language

Foreign Born

19%

Language Spoken at home

0-4 years

6%

(Residents 5 years and older)

5 -17 years

10%

English Only

78%

18- 34 years

25%

Spanish Only

3%

35 - 59 years

35%

60 and older

24%
Population by Age 411nd Gender 2009

Presidio Heights

Asian/Pacific Islander

10%

Other European Language

8%

Other Languages

0%

bliwkdlom011dsroprownt
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Linguistic Isolation

80to84yoars
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7%
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60to64yeara

% of Spanish-Speaking Households

29%

% of Asian Language Speaking Households

29%

% of Other European-Speaking Households

20%

% of Households Speaking Other Languages

0%

55to59yoars

50to54yoars
45to49Y€13!'$

- - -

40to44yoam
35to39yoars
30to34)";1ars

25to29years
20to24yaars
15to19)00rs

10to14;,eans.
5to9yuars
- - -

18

16

14

12

10

8

~~!!I

UnderSyoars

6
,~

,~

'
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SAN FRANCISCO PLANNING DEPARTMENT

Presidio Heights
HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units
Units Built 2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure Built:!:

INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

5,040

so

Income

1939

Median Household Income
Median Family Income

Occupied Units

4,580

Per Capita Income

Owner occupied

42%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

58%

Vacant Units

$96,542
$140,642
$74,329
3%

Employment

9%
12%

Unemployment Rate

4%

For sale only

5%

Employed Residents

5,300

Rented or sold, not occupied

8%

For rent

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

63%
6%

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

16%

Service Occupations

Other vacant

59%

Sales and Office Occupations

25%

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)

1993

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

2003

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

3%

Production and Transportation Occup.

3%

Structure Type

Single Family Housing

33%

2-4Units

28%

5 - 9 Units

13%

10-19 Units
20 Units or more
Other

Journey to Work

Workers 16 years and over
Car
Drove Alone

18%

Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income
Vehicles Available

Transit

0%

$1,369
25%

56%

Renters

44%

Vehicles Per Capita

0.64

Households with no vehicle

750

Percent of Homeowning households
Percent of Renting Households

2%

Walk

5%

Other

0%

Additional Sources:
* 2010 Census Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171 ).
+ Planning Department Housing Inventory
:j: "1939" represents 1939 or earlier

6,080

2000 Census Tracts for area: 133, 154
May 2011

8%
23%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, see http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf
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2%

21%

Bike

Worked at Home

$1,963,021

Homeowners

58%
56%

Carpooled

8%

Housing Prices

Median Rent

5,140

14%

San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles

I ACS 2005-2009

Russian Hill: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
Total Population*

12,320

Group Quarter Population

0

Percent Female

51%
9,620

Households

Family Households

32%

Households with Children, Pct of Total

7%

Non-Family Households

68%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

52%

Avg Household Size

1.8

Avg Family Household Size

2.7
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*

Black/African American

1%

Asian

21%

White

74%

Native American Indian

0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/Two or More Races

4%

% Latino (of Any Race)

6%

(Residents 25 years and older)
High School or Less

21%

Some College/Associate Degree

14%

College Degree

39%

Graduate/Professional Degree

26%

Nativity and Language

Age

Foreign Born

25%

Language Spoken at home

0 -4 years

2%

(Residents 5 years and older)

5 -17 years

5%

English Only

18 - 34 years

32%

Spanish Only

35 - 59 years

37%

60 and older

24%
Population by Age and Gender 2009
Russian Hill
Mala, pct

Female, pct

Asian/Pacific Islander

70%
4%
21%

Other European Language

5%

Other Languages

0%

bla1;kdlamondsreprosont
C1tydl$ribulion

85)0arsandowr

Linguistic Isolation

80to84years
75to79years
70to74)9lll'S

% of All Households

11%

% of Spanish-Speaking Households

12%

% of Asian Language Speaking Households

62%

% of Other European-Speaking Households

7%

% of Households Speaking Other Languages

0%

65to6S)'WllS

60to64yuars

55to59years
50to54yoors

45tn49years

40tn44years
35to39yoars
30to3dyears
25to29yoars
20tc24)':1ars
15tc19)"1ars
10to14)'9llrs
Sto9years

Undor5years

" " " " '

' pct '

2

0

0

2

' ' ' " " "
pct
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SAN FRANCISCO PLANNING DEPARTMENT

Russian Hill
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units
Units Built 2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure Built:!=

10,900
60

Income

1939

Median Household Income
Median Family Income

9,620

Per Capita Income

Owner occupied

29%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

71%

Occupied Units

Vacant Units

For rent
For sale only

$84,537
$113,223
$75,273
9%

12%

Employment

40%

Unemployment Rate

8%

8%

Employed Residents

10,460

19%

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

60%

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

16%

Service Occupations

11%

Other vacant

18%

Sales and Office Occupations

24%

Farming related Occupations

0.2%

Rented or sold, not occupied

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)

1996

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

2003

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

2%

Production and Transportation Occup.

3%

Structure Type

Single Family Housing
2-4 Units

28%

5-9 Units

20%

10-19 Units

17%

20 Units or more

27%

Other

Journey to Work

9%

Workers 16 years and over
Car
Drove Alone

10,260
36%

31%
5%

Carpooled
Transit

0%

27%
1%

Bike
Walk

Housing Prices

Median Rent
Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income
Vehicles Available

$1,363
25%

41%
59%

Households with no vehicle

3%
13%

Additional Sources:
* 2010 Census Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171 ).
+ Planning Department Housing Inventory
t "1939" represents 1939 or earlier

8,800

Renters
Vehicles Per Capita

Worked at Home

$1,245,448

Homeowners

20%

Other

2000 Census Tracts for area: 102, 103, 108, 109
May2011

0.51
3,380

Percent of Homeowning households

20%

Percent of Renting Households

42%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, see http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf
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San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles I ACS 2005-2009

Seacliff: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
Total Population*

/

9,100

Group Quarter Population

233

Percent Female

48%

Households

990

Family Households

76%

Households with Children, Pct of Total

38%

Non-Family Households

24%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

20%

Avg Household Size

2.9

Avg Family Household Size

3.4
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*

Black/African American

2%

Asian

38%

White

54%

Native American Indian

0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/Two or More Races

6%

% Latino (of Any Race)

9%

(Residents 25 years and older)
High School or Less

16%

Some College/Associate Degree

13%

College Degree

34%

Graduate/Professional Degree

37%

Nativity and Language

Age

Foreign Born

14%

Language Spoken at home

0 -4 years

7%

5 -17 years

17%

18 - 34 years

13%

35 - 59 years

37%

60 and older

26%
Population by Age and Gender 2009
Seac:lirf
Maln,p'1.

(Residents 5 years and older)
English Only
Spanish Only
Asian/Pacific Islander

77%
6%
13%

Other European Language

3%

Other Languages

1%

black diamonds represent
Femalo,pcC1tydlslrlbution

Linguistic Isolation

'

""'

% of All Households

3%

% of Spanish-Speaking Households
% of Asian Language Speaking Households
% of Other European-Speaking Households
% of Households Speaking Other Languages

0%

'
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22%
0%
0%

SAN FRANCISCO PLANNING DEPARTMENT

Sea cliff
HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units

1,120

Units Built 2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure Built:t:

INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

0

Income

1939

Median Household Income

$162,903

Median Family Income

$203,818

990

Per Capita Income

Owner occupied

85%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

15%

Occupied Units

$87,976
2%

12%

Employment

For rent

23%

Unemployment Rate

4%

For sale only

16%

Employed Residents

1,240

Vacant Units

Rented or sold, not occupied

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

0%

64%

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

16%

Service Occupations

Other vacant

45%

Sales and Office Occupations

25%

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)

1994

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

2004

5%

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

4%

Production and Transportation Occup.

2%

Structure Type

Single Family Housing

77%

2-4Units

12%

5 - 9 Units

4%

10-19 Units

4%

20 Units or more

3%

Other

Journey to Work

Workers 16 years and over
Car

Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income
Vehicles Available

Homeowners
Renters
Vehicles Per Capita
Households with no vehicle
Percent of Homeowning households
Percent of Renting Households

77%

Drove Alone

53%

Carpooled

24%

Transit

0%

Housing Prices

Median Rent

1,240

$1,500
$2,301,282
24%

0%

Walk

0%

Other

0%

Worked at Home

5%

Additional Sources:
* 2010 Census Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171 ).
+ Planning Department Housing Inventory
:j: "1939" represents 1939 or earlier

1,770
92%

2000 Census Tracts for area: 428, 602

8%
May 2011

0.61
70
5%
20%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, see http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf
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18%

Bike

San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles

I ACS 2005-2009

South of Market: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
31,370

Total Population*

Group Quarter Population

4152
42%

Percent Female

11,290

Households

28%

Family Households
Households with Children, Pct of Total

9%

Non-Family Households

72%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

58%

Avg Household Size

1.8

Avg Family Household Size

2.9
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*

Black/African American

9%

Asian

33%

White

48%

Native American Indian

(Residents 25 years and older)

1%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/Two or More Races

9%

% Latino (of Any Race)

31%

Some College/Associate Degree

22%

College Degree

30%

Graduate/Professional Degree

17%

Nativity and Language

10%

Age

High School or Less

Foreign Born

34%

Language Spoken at home

0-4 years

4%

(Residents 5 years and older)

5 -17 years

5%

English Only

18 - 34 years

36%

Spanish Only

35 - 59 years

41%

Asian/Pacific Islander

22%

60 and older

15%

Other European Language

10%

Other Languages

Population by Age .:11nd Gender 2009

South ofM.:11rket
Mala, pct

60%
8%

1%

b/Qr;kdi,,monds,..present
Cltydlstnbu!Jon

femala.pct

Linguistic Isolation

80to84yoars

75to79yoars

% of All Households
% of Spanish-Speaking Households
% of Asian Language Speaking Households
% of Other European-Speaking Households
% of Households Speaking Other Languages

70to74years
65to69years
60to64years
55to59}'Qars

50to54years
45to49yoars
40to44years

35to39years
301l:l34years
251<l29yimrs

20to24yoars
15to19years

10to14years
5to9yoa15
Undor5years

18

16

14

12

10

8

6

5

"'

'"

8

10

12

14

16

18
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16%
25%
54%
13%
9%

SAN FRANCISCO PLANNING DEPARTMENT

South of Market
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units
Units Built 2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure Built+

13,700
6,340

Income

1991

Median Household Income

$67,572

Median Family Income

$88,793

11,290

Per Capita Income

$50,880

Owner occupied

29%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

71%

Occupied Units

23%

18%

Employment

For rent

37%

Unemployment Rate

6%

For sale only

10%

Employed Residents

12,160

Vacant Units

Rented or sold, not occupied

17%

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

21%

Service Occupations

13%

14%

Sales and Office Occupations

20%

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

Other vacant
Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)
Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

2004
2005

59%

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

4%

Production and Transportation Occup.

5%

Structure Type

Single Family Housing

4%

2-4Units

7%

5 - 9 Units

5%

10-19 Units

9%

20 Units or more
Other

Journey to Work

Workers 16 years and over
Car
Drove Alone

Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income

74%

$967
$679,924
26%

3%
27%

Other

3%

Worked at Home

9%

45%

2000 Census Tracts for area: 176.01, 178, 179.01, 180

Renters

55%

Households with no vehicle
Percent of Homeowning households
Percent of Renting Households

May 2011

5,080
9%
60%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, see http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf
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26%

Walk

7,840

0.39

4%

Bike

Homeowners
Vehicles Per Capita

28%

Transit

0%

Additional Sources:
* 2010 Census Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171 ).
+ Planning Department Housing Inventory
+ "1939" represents 1939 or earlier

Vehicles Available

32%

Carpooled

Housing Prices

Median Rent

11,780

San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles

I ACS 2005-2009

Treasure lsland/YBI: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
Total Population*

2,880

Group Quarter Population

53

Percent Female

43%

Households

640

Family Households

50%

Households with Children, Pct of Total

35%

Non-Family Households

50%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

10%

Avg Household Size

3.9

Avg Family Household Size

3.9
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*

Black/African American

25%

Asian

18%

White

35%

(Residents 25 years and older)

1%

Native American Indian
Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

1%

Other/Two or More Races

19%

% Latino (of Any Race)

22%

Age

High School or Less

26%

Some College/Associate Degree

34%

College Degree

28%

Graduate/Professional Degree

11%

Nativity and Language

Foreign Born

36%

Language Spoken at home

O - 4 years

4%

5 -17 years

13%

18 - 34 years

36%

35 - 59 years

42%

60 and older

5%
Population by Age and Gender 2009
Tr11asur11 lsb.nd YBI

English Only

56%

Spanish Only

18%

Asian/Pacific Islander

13%

Other European Language

7%

Other Languages

6%

blackd!Dmondsmpl'USIJfl/
Female, pct

Male, pct

(Residents 5 years and older)

Cllyd!stnbut10n

85ioa11>andovor

Linguistic Isolation

80to84ywrs

+

o

75tD79years
701l:>74y....rs

% of All Households

6Clto64yoars

% of Spanish-Speaking Households

5%
0%

551Il59yoars

50to54yoars
45to49yoars

40to44yoars
35to39yoars

30to34yeors

-~= "w"'"'"
20to24yoars

15to19yoars

10to14yoars

===--

% of Asian Language Speaking Households
% of Other European-Speaking Households
% of Households Speaking Other Languages

5to9yoars

20

18

16

14

12

10

8

6

"'

8
po<

8
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23%
16%
0%

SAN FRANCISCO PLANNING DEPARTMENT

Treasure lsland/YBI
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units

910

Units Built 2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure Built:!=

Occupied Units

Income
1964

640

Owner occupied

2%

Renter occupied

98%

Median Household Income

$55,676

Median Family Income

$44,091

Per Capita Income

$25,166

Percent in Poverty

19%

29%

Employment

81%

Unemployment Rate

For sale only

0%

Employed Residents

Rented or sold, not occupied

0%

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

36%

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

0%

Service Occupations

25%

Sales and Office Occupations

25%

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

Vacant Units
For rent

Other vacant
Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)
Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

19%
2010
2010

16%
1,430

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

7%

Production and Transportation Occup.

6%

Structure Type
Single Family Housing

19%

2 -4 Units

29%

5 - 9 Units

43%

10-19 Units

4%

20 Units or more

6%

Other

0%

Journey to Work
Workers 16 years and over
Car

Drove Alone

Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income

56%

54%

Carpooled
Transit

Housing Prices
Median Rent

1,430

$2,048
$886,364
32%

2%
36%

Bike

0%

Walk

3%

Other

2%

Worked at Home

3%

Additional Sources:
* 201 OCensus Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171 ).
+ Planning Deparlment Housing Inventory
:I: "1939" represents 1939 or earlier

Vehicles Available
Homeowners

2000 Census Tracts for area: 179.02

Renters
May 2011

Vehicles Per Capita
Households with no vehicle
Percent of Homeowning households
Percent of Renting Households

130
0%
20%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, see http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf
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San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles

I ACS 2005-2009

Twin Peaks: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
Total Population*

"'

7,040

~
-5

1418

Group Quarter Population
Percent Female

t3

51%

Households

1,000

Family Households

57%

Households with Children, Pct of Total

24%

Non-Family Households

43%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

36%

Avg Household Size

2.2

Avg Family Household Size

2.9
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*

Black/African American

6%

Asian

(Residents 25 years and older)

19%

White

66%

Native American Indian

0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/Two or More Races

8%

High School or Less

35%

Some College/Associate Degree

19%

College Degree

26%

Graduate/Professional Degree

20%

Nativity and Language

% Latino (of Any Race)

15%

Age

Foreign Born

32%

Language Spoken at home

0-4years

5%

5 -17 years

9%

18- 34 years

8%

35 - 59 years

29%

60 and older

49%
Population by Age and Gender 2009
TwinPOlllks
Male, pct

(Residents 5 years and older)
English Only

60%

Spanish Only

13%

Asian/Pacific Islander

19%

Other European Language

8%

Other Languages

0%

b/ackd/omondl<roprosont
Citydrstnbut/on

Fom<illD,pct

85)0arsondowr

Linguistic Isolation

80to84yoara

75to79years
70to74yoars

% of All Households

11%

% of Spanish-Speaking Households

25%

% of Asian Language Speaking Households

17%

65to59years

•iiiiiii

60to64years
55to59yoors
50to54yoars

45to4Syears

% of Other European-Speaking Households

40to44)'00fS

•

39%

35to39yoars

% of Households Speaking Other Languages

30to34years
251D29yoar.;

••llllJ!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~15to19yoars
10to14yoars

---Undor5yoars
5to9yoaro

6

6

"'

pct

8

10

12

14

16

18

20
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#Num!

SAN FRANCISCO PU\NNllHl lJEPAiHl'llENT

Twin Peaks
HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units

1,050

Units Built 2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure Built:!=

INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

0

Income

1956

Median Household Income
Median Family Income

1,000

Per Capita Income

Owner occupied

79%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

21%

Occupied Units

Vacant Units

$99,449
$121,429
$37,345
6%

Employment

4%
22%

Unemployment Rate

8%

For sale only

0%

Employed Residents

1,000

Rented or sold, not occupied

0%

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

0%

Service Occupations

For rent

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us
Other vacant

78%

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)

1993

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

2002

72%
8%

Sales and Office Occupations

12%

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

7%

Production and Transportation Occup.

0%

Structure Type

Single Family Housing
2-4Units

2%

5-9 Units

0%

10-19 Units
20 Units or more
Other

Journey to Work

88%

Workers 16 years and over
Car
Drove Alone

0%

Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income
Vehicles Available

Transit

0%

$323
26%

90%

Renters

10%

Vehicles Per Capita

0.74

Households with no vehicle

200

Percent of Homeowning households

10%

Percent of Renting Households

55%

0%

Walk

7%

Other

3%

Additional Sources:
* 2010 Census Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171 ).
+ Planning Department Housing Inventory
:j: "1939" represents 1939 or earlier

1,600

2000 Census Tracts for area: 305
May 2011

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, see http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf
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8%

13%

Bike

Worked at Home

$831,868

Homeowners

62%
54%

Carpooled

10%

Housing Prices

Median Rent

1,000

15%

San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles I ACS 2005-2009

Visitacion Valley: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
Total Population*

21,130

Group Quarter Population

204

Percent Female

49%
S,190

Households

Family Households

76%

Households with Children, Pct of Total

43%

Non-Family Households

24%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

21%

Avg Household Size

3.9

Avg Family Household Size

4.8
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*

Black/African American

13%

Asian

55%

White

12%

Native American Indian

1%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

3%

Other/Two or More Races

17%

% Latino (of Any Race)

15%

Age

(Residents 25 years and older)
High School or Less

63%

Some College/Associate Degree

22%

College Degree

13%

Graduate/Professional Degree

3%

Nativity and Language

Foreign Born

51%

Language Spoken at home

O -4 years

7%

5 -17 years

19%

English Only

30%

18 - 34 years

21%

Spanish Only

14%

35 - 59 years

34%

Asian/Pacific Islander

55%

60 and older

19%
Population by Age and Gender 2009
VisitaQon V.-lley
Malo, pct

(Residents 5 years and older)

Other European Language

1%

Other Languages

0%

blackdlamondsroprosont
Fomalo,pct
C!lyd/slnbu/Jon

85yoarsandowir

80to84yoars

Linguistic Isolation

75to79years

70to74yoars

% of All Households

23%

% of Spanish-Speaking Households

24%

% of Asian Language Speaking Households

41%

% of Other European-Speaking Households

22%

% of Households Speaking Other Languages

0%

65to6Syoars

60to64yoars
55to59)'Vilrs
50to54)";lilrs
45to4Syoors
40to44ycars
35to39yoars
30to34years
25to29yoar.;.

20to24yoars
15to19yoars
10to14)'U<lrs

Sto9yoais
Undor5yoars
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Visitacion Valley
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units

5,480

Units Built 2000 to 2009+

460

Median Year Structure Built:!:

1949

Income
Median Household Income

$44,373

Median Family Income

$49,447

5,190

Per Capita Income

$17,651

Owner occupied

57%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

43%

Occupied Units

Vacant Units

15%

Employment

5%

11%

13%

Unemployment Rate

For sale only

5%

Employed Residents

Rented or sold, not occupied

0%

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

17%

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

0%

Service Occupations

34%

For rent

Other vacant

82%

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)

1993

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

2003

8,880

Sales and Office Occupations

22%

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

11%

Production and Transportation Occup.

16%

Structure Type
Single Family Housing

Journey to Work

78%

2-4Units

7%

5 - 9 Units

6%

10 -19 Units

3%

20 Units or more

6%

Other

0%

Workers 16 years and over
Car

Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income
Vehicles Available

$624
$575,983
28%

71%

Renters

29%

Vehicles Per Capita
Households with no vehicle
Percent of Homeowning households
Percent of Renting Households

52%

Carpooled

11%
1%

Walk

1%

Other

1%

Worked at Home

2%

2000 Census Tracts for area: 258, 264.01, 264.02, 264.03, 264.04,
605.01, 605.02

0.37

May 2011

1,100
6%
41%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, see http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf
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32%

Bike

Additional Sources:
* 2010 Census Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171 ).
+ Planning Department Housing Inventory
:j: "1939" represents 1939 or earlier

7,510

Homeowners

63%

Drove Alone
Transit

Housing Prices
Median Rent

8,640

San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles I ACS 2005-2009

West of Twin Peaks: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
22,830

Total Population*

Group Quarter Population

0

Percent Female

50%
10,930

Households

Family Households

69%

Households with Children, Pct of Total

29%

Non-Family Households

31%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

21%

Avg Household Size

2.7

Avg Family Household Size

3.3
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*

Black/African American

2%

Asian

31%

White

59%

Native American Indian

0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/Two or More Races

7%

% Latino (of Any Race)

6%

(Residents 25 years and older)
High School or Less

16%

Some College/Associate Degree

20%

College Degree

36%

Graduate/Professional Degree

28%

Nativity and Language

Age

Foreign Born

27%

Language Spoken at home

0-4 years

6%

5 -17 years

14%

18- 34 years

15%

35 - 59 years

42%

60 and older

23%
Population by Age and Gender 2009

West of Twin Peaks
Fomalo,pct.

Malo.pct

(Residents 5 years and older)
English Only
Spanish Only
Asian/Pacific Islander

64%
4%
22%

Other European Language

9%

Other Languages

1%

blackdiomondsroprosenl
Cltydistrlbuhon

85ymrsandowr

Linguistic Isolation

80to84yoars
75to79yoars
70to74yearn

% of All Households

7%

% of Spanish-Speaking Households

2%

65to6Syears
601o64years

S5to59yoars
50to54years

% of Asian Language Speaking Households

22%

% of Other European-Speaking Households

16%

% of Households Speaking Other Languages

18%

45to4Syoars

401o44years
35t<:>39)'U<lr.;

30to34years
25to29yoars

20to24)'08rs
15to19}00rs

10to14yoars
5to9yaars

UndarSyoars

'

pct

pct

'
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West of Twin Peaks
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units
Units Built 2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure Built:!=

Occupied Units

11,500
60

Income

1939

Median Household Income

$125,027

Median Family Income

$142,617

10,930

Per Capita Income

Owner occupied

86%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

14%

Vacant Units

$58,594
4%

Employment

5%
27%

Unemployment Rate

5%

For sale only

3%

Employed Residents

15,410

Rented or sold, not occupied

5%

For rent

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

59%
10%

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

18%

Service Occupations

Other vacant

47%

Sales and Office Occupations

22%

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)

1993

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

2002

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

4%

Production and Transportation Occup.

5%

Structure Type
Single Family Housing
2-4Units

5%

5 - 9 Units

1%

10-19 Units

1%

20 Units or more

2%

Other

Journey to Work

91%

Workers 16 years and over
Car

Housing Prices
Median Rent
Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income

Vehicles Available

$1,745
$952,703
22%

88%

Renters

12%

Vehicles Per Capita

0.68

Households with no vehicle

460

Percent of Homeowning households

4%

Percent of Renting Households

8%

54%

Carpooled

11%
24%

Bike

1%

Walk

3%

Other

1%

Worked at Home

6%

Additional Sources:
* 2010 Census Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171 ).
+ Planning Department Housing Inventory
:t "1939" represents 1939 or earlier

20,190

Homeowners

65%

Drove Alone
Transit

0%

14,830

2000 Census Tracts for area: 304, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310
May 2011

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, see http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf
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Western Addition: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
42,920

Total Population*

Group Quarter Population

1730
52%

Percent Female

21,560

Households

29%

Family Households
Households with Children, Pct of Total

9%

Non-Family Households

71%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

56%

Avg Household Size

1.9

Avg Family Household Size

2.9
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*

Black/African American

15%

Asian

20%
55%

White
Native American Indian

0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/Two or More Races

9%

% Latino (of Any Race)

9%

Age

(Residents 25 years and older)
High School or Less

22%

Some College/Associate Degree

22%

College Degree

35%

Graduate/Professional Degree

22%

Nativity and Language

Foreign Born

24%

Language Spoken at home

0-4years

3%

5 -17 years

5%

English Only

18 - 34 years

35%

Spanish Only

35 - 59 years

34%

Asian/Pacific Islander

60 and older

22%
Population by Age ~nd Gonder 2009
Western Addition
Male, pct

Fomalo,pct.

(Residents 5 years and older)
71%
7%
11%

Other European Language

9%

Other Languages

1%

blackd1omondsropresent
Cl/yd/s!rlbution

85)'0arsandowr

Linguistic Isolation

60to84years
75to79YlllllS

70to74yoars

% of All Households

11%

% of Spanish-Speaking Households

17%

65to69years

60to64yoors
551D59years
50to54}Qars

% of Asian Language Speaking Households

45%

% of Other European-Speaking Households

38%

% of Households Speaking Other Languages

65%

45tc49}'!ars
401tl44}9<11S

35to39yoars
30!D34yoors

25to29yoors

20to24yoars

~!iii-

15to19}9ars

10to14years
5to9yeais
Undor5yoars

16

14

12

10

8

6

4

""'

o

2

s

4

a

10

12

14

16

""'
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Western Addition
HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units

INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

24,080

Units Built 2000 to 2009+

990

Median Year Structure Built:F

1947

Income

Median Household Income

$53,990

Median Family Income

$69,889

21,560

Per Capita Income

$47,111

Owner occupied

21%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

79%

Occupied Units

Vacant Units

For rent
For sale only
Rented or sold, not occupied
For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us
Other vacant
Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)
Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

14%

Employment

10%
46%

Unemployment Rate

7%

6%

Employed Residents

24,050

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

8%

56%

14%

Service Occupations

14%

26%

Sales and Office Occupations

23%

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

2000
2003

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

3%

Production and Transportation Occup.

5%

Structure Type

Single Family Housing

10%

2-4Units

17%

5 - 9 Units

14%

10 -19 Units

17%

20 Units or more
Other

Journey to Work

Workers 16 years and over
Drove Alone

Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income
Vehicles Available

32%
27%

5%

Carpooled

42%

Transit

0%

Housing Prices

Median Rent

23,480

Car

$1,169
$690,196
26%

41%

Bike

5%

Walk

12%

Other

2%

Worked at Home

7%

Additional Sources:
* 2010 Census Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171 ).
+ Planning Department Housing Inventory
:j: "1939" represents 1939 or earlier

15,620

Homeowners

34%

Renters

66%

2000 Census Tracts for area: 151, 152, 153, 155, 158, 159, 161, 163,
164, 168

0.39

May 2011

Vehicles Per Capita
Households with no vehicle

9,650

Percent of Homeowning households

18%

Percent of Renting Households

52%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, see http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf
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Appendix
!3l!~i~.~.. ...

Statistics in this report come from the 2005-2009
American Community Survey. The ACS is based
on sample data and is subject to margins of error.
due to the variability of individual samples. The
confidence interval is the range within which the
true population value lies with a certain degree
of certainty. The more certainty, the larger the
necessary interval around the estimate. The Census
Bureau published margin of error tables reflecting
a 90 percent confidence interval.
The figures cited in this report should be taken in
the context of their margins of error. This means
thinking of confidence boundaries. To do this, one
must know the estimate as well as the margin of
error. The report has provided estimates at the
neighborhood level and below are steps to find out
the margins of error for each estimate.

Step 1:
Identify the characteristic (data field) you're
interested in from the Neighborhood at a Glance
profiles in this report.

I Percent Female

so%

I

Step 2:
Refer to the mock-up on pages 81-82 to get the
numeric code for the data field in question. Note
that the data fields are sequentially numbered.

I (§)

... C>L ... 02
_ ........ .. NA

~E!!911.b~rt'l_C>C>!!

Margins of Error

Percent Female

Step 3:

Step 4:
The confidence bounds will be
Value+ I - MOE

For example, if one were interested margins of
error for the percentage of females in the Bayview
Neighborhood, one would need to locate the
estimate (50%), go to the mock-up to see the ID
for the field (ID number 03), and then look up
this value in the Margin of Error table, under the
Bayview row. The value there is 2%, meaning that
the true value is likely between 48% (50% - 2%)
and 52% (50% + 2%).
As a general note, MOEs are larger for smaller
populations relative to the sample size. Details on
language for small sub-groups may be more prone
to inaccuracies than those of larger groups.
Aggregations of tract-level MOEs to the
neighborhood scale were performed per the
guidelines in the Census Compass Guides,
Appendix 3 ("A Compass for Understanding and
Using American Community Survey Data: What State
and Local Governments Need to Know").
To calculate medians, the Planning Department
relied on published ranges and used a formula
for grouped data using the method provided by
the California State Department of Finance as
described in their note "Re-calculating Medians
and their Margin of Errors for Aggregated ACS Data"
from February, 2011. The margins of error thus
produced are known to significantly overstate
the true margins of error, but this is a necessary
limitation given the summary data available.

Go to the Margin of Error table on pages 83-86.
Look for the row representing the neighborhood
and locate the column with the numeric code you
found in Step 2. That is the applicable margin of
error.
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Template showing Data Field IDs, First Page

Bayview: Neighborhood at a Glance
~

m
~
m

DEMOGRAPHICS
Total Population*

35,890

Group Quarter Population

0

Percent Female

50%

[Q:!J

Households

IQ2:J

Family Households

70%

IQ:§:]

Households with Children, Pct of Total

40%

IQI]

Non-Family Households

30%

~

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

26%

~
[gIJ

Avg Household Size

3.6

Avg Family Household Size

4.5

9,480

Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*

m

m
m
m
m

Black/African American

32%

Asian

33%

White

12%

High

I or Less
e/Associate Degree

lrrJ

% Latino (of Any Race)

m

0-4years

Age

26%

m

m

~

4%

m

33%

m

English Only

51%

~

Spanish Only

21%
27%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander
Other/Two or More Races

56%
13%

Native American Indian

QI]

~

(Residents 25 years and older)

Language Spoken at home
(Residents 5 years and older)

m

5-17 years

l£Q:]

18-34 years

26%

IT]

35-59 years

32%

m

Asian/Pacific Islander

60 and older

16%

Other European Language

1%

~
@:ll:l
!IT]

Other Languages

1%

@TI

% of All Households

12%

% of Spanish-Speaking Households

27%

@TI
@:!]

% of Asian Language Speaking Households

34%

~

% of Other European-Speaking Households

3%

m

% of Households Speaking Other Languages

23%

!ID

-··

PopulationbyAgo11ndGond•r2UQ'

-i~m::::.::--

Linguistic Isolation
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Template showing Data Field IDs, Second Page

Bayview: Neighborhood at a Glance
~HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
~

Total Number of Units

~

Units Built 2000 to 2009+

I![]

Median Year Structure Built:t:

l!I:J

m

m

Occupied Units

10,S40
760
19S2

INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK
~

Income

Median Household Income
Median Family Income

9,480

Per Capita Income

Owner occupied

S1%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

49%

$43,lSS
$S0,029
$19,484
18%

!IQ:]
IT]

m

10%

Employment

For rent

11%

Unemployment Rate

14%

m
m
m

For sale only

11%

Employed Residents

13,740

~

Other vacant

l!!J

m

Vacant Units

Rented or sold, not occupied
For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

2%

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

2%

Service Occupations

26%

Sales and Office Occupations
Farming related Occupations

2S%

7S%

l?:Q:]

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)

1992

m

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

2003

c

IITJ

m

23%

m

IZ!J

m

[?2:J

m

nd Maintenance Occup.

0.4%
12%

ransportation Occup.

13%

m

!:DD

Structure Type

g]

Single Family Housing

0
l?D

2-4 Units
S-9 Units

~

10-19 Units

~

20 Units or more

m

68%

62%
50%

12%

Other

m

~

Median Rent
Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH lncom

29%

IE]

Im

Vehicles Available

Homeowners
Renters

Im

Vehicles Per Capita

l§:D

Households with no vehicle

m

m

Percent of Homeowning households
Percent of Renting Households

12,760
66%

m

@:!]

0%

@2]

Walk
Other

4%
1%

Worked at Home

3%

@:£:]
@2]
@TI

Additional Sources:
Planning Department Housing Inventory
*+ "1939"
represents 1939 or
ea~ier

34%

2000 Census Tracts for area: 230.01, 230.02, 230.03, 231.01, 231.02,
231.03, 232, 233, 234, 606, 609, 610

0.38

May2011

2,030
8%
3S%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, see htip://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf
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m
m

Bike

* 2010 Census Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171).

m

@TI

29%

Transit

Housing Prices
~

13,010

1.9
Margins of Error, By Variable By Neighborhood, Variables 01 through 23
I-

.....
"'
:;;;;
I-

"'.....~
"'
"'"'
""_,

.
;;;
"0

'-'

"'c::;

"'"".....a:
""""

'"'

Neighborhood
Bayview
Bernal Heights
Castro/Upper Market
Chinatown
Crocker Amazon
Diamond Heights/Glen
Park
Downtown/Civic Center
Excelsior
Financial District
Haight Ashbury
Inner Richmond
Inner Sunset
Lakeshore
Marina
Mission
Mission Bay
Nob Hill
Noe Valley
North Beach
Ocean View
Outer Mission
Outer Richmond
Outer Sunset
Pacific Heights
Parkside
Potrero Hill
Presidio
Presidio Heights
Russian Hill
Sea cliff
South of Market
Treasure lsland/YBI
Twin Peaks
Visitacion Valley
West of Twin Peaks
Western Addition

02

01

NA
NAI
NA
NA[
NA

03
221

04
2%
2%1
2%
2%1
3%
I

NAI
NA
NAI
NA
NAI
NA
NAI
NA
NAI
NA
NAj
NA
NAj
NA
NAI
NA
NAI
NA
NAI
NA
NAI
NA
NAI
NA
NAI
NA
NAI
NA
NAI
NA
NAi

-1
466
1,266[
82
2831
2,148
1841
997

-I
564

-I

248

-I

1281
3191
273
1351
71

-!
2421
233j
2,173
531
1,418
2041
711 I

4%f
2%
2%1
5%
2%1
2%
2%1
3%
2%1
1%
5%i
3%
2%1
2%
2%1
2%
2%1
1%
3%:
2%
2%,
9%
3%;
3%
0%:
2%
4%[
6%
2%:
1%
2%[

105
06
286
3%
228!
3%i
331
2%
203j
3%,
155
4%

I

I

151
528
241 I
155
3301
405
310l
247
440j
387
1321
345
271 l
330
2401
190
316i
325
331 !
205
1981
139
185[
338

77i
383
711
63
185[
224
505[

5%
2%
2%
5%
3%:
2%
3%'
4%
3%:
2%
7%;
3%
3%
4%
3%
3%
3%
2%
3%
4%
4%
9%
4%
3%
7%
3%
12%
8%
3%!
2%
2%

107
3%
2%1
1%
3%j
5%

3%1
1%
3%j
3%
2%1
2%
2%1
3%
1%1
1%
5%1
2%
2%1
2%
3%1
3%
2%1
2%
2%1
3%
3%1
6%
3%1
1%
9%1
2%
11%[
4%
4%1
2%
1%1

IOB
3%
3%1
2%
4%i
5%

5%1
2%
3%1
7%
4%1
3%
3%1
4%
3%1
2%
7%i
3%
3%i
4%
4%i
3%
3%;
3%
3%i
4%
4%1
10%
5%1
3%
7%!
3%
11%1
9%
4%1
3%
2%!

09
3%
3%1
3%
4%r
5%

I

110

0.20
0.141
0.09
0.13[
0.29
1

5%1 0.161
2% 0.07
3%i 0.171
8% 0.21
4%[ 0.121
2% 0.10
3%[ 0.11
4% 0.18
4%1 0.101
2% 0.09
7%( 0.241
4% 0.11
3%! 0.101
4% 0.13
4%! 0.241
3% 0.17
3%! 0.141
2% 0.12
4%( 0.121
3% 0.16
4%j 0.15[
12% 0.71
5%i 0.141
4% 0.10
7%1 0.42[
4% 0.11
7%J 0.72
8% 0.18
4%1 0.25J
2% 0.09
2%1 0.081

111

112

14

13

0.34
0.34
0.40
0.37i
0.46

NA
NAI
NA
NAI
NA

NA
NA'
NA
NAi
NA

0.451
0.44

NAf
NA

NAi
NA

I

o.28!

NAi

NAf

1.04
0.42;
0.25
0.291
0.41
0.391
0.31
0.72!
0.44
0.35i
0.47
0.39!
0.36
0.33!
0.22
0.421
0.33
0.471
1.47
0.421
0.37
1
0.63
0.47
1.581
0.55
0.401
0.17
0.33 1

NA
NAI
NA
NA!
NA
NAi
NA
NA!
NA
NAi
NA
NAi
NA
NAI
NA
NA!
NA
NAi
NA
NA!
NA
NAi
NA
NA!
NA
NAi
NA
NA:

NA
NA:
NA
NA)
NA
NA:
NA
NA'
NA
NA'
NA
NA:
NA
NA'
NA
NA
NA
NA'
NA
NA
NA

NA'
NA
NA
NA
NA~

NA
NA1

NA
NAI
NA
NAI
NA

j15
NA
NA:
NA
NAi
NA

I

I

NAJ
NA

NA[
NA

NAi
NA
- ff.A.I-- NAI
NA
NA
NAI
NAI
NA
NA
NAi
NAI
NA
NA
NAJ
NAI
NA
NA
NAI
NA!
NA
NA
NA!
NAI
NA
NA
NA!
NAI
NA
NA
NA:
NAI
NA
NA
NA 1
NAI
NA
NA
NA'
NAI
NA
NA
NAi
NA\
NA
NA
NA!
NAJ
NA
NA
NAi
NAI
NA
NA
NA;
NAI
NA
NA
NA!
NAI

Note:
"NA", or not applicable, denotes that the estimate comes from the 100% count from Census 2010 and is not subject to MOE.
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16
NA
NA[
NA
NAI
NA
I

f'J.AJ
NA
NAI
NA
NA!
NA
NA!
NA
NAj
NA
NA!
NA
NAi
NA
NAI
NA
NAi
NA
NAI
NA
NA[
NA
NAi
NA
NAf
NA
NAI
NA
NAI

,17
NA
NAi
NA
NAJ
NA

j18
NA
NAj
NA
NA\
NA

I

I

NAI
NA
NAI
NA
NA[
NA
NAI
NA
NAI
NA
NA!
NA
NA!
NA
NAI
NA
NAj
NA
NA!
NA
NAj
NA
NAj
NA
NAI
NA
NA!
NA
NAI
NA
NA[

NAI
NA
NAI
NA
NAI
NA
NA[
NA
NAI
NA
NA[
NA
NAJ
NA
NAI
NA
NAI
NA
NA!
NA
NA[
NA
NA[
NA
NAI
NA
NA[
NA
NAI
NA
NAI

19
1%
1%1
1%
1%j
1%

22

20 ' 121
2%
1%'
2%
3%i
2%

I

2%1
2%!
1%
2%
1%[- 1%1
7% 15%
1%1
2%!
1%
1%
1%1
1%1
1%
2%
1%1
2%i
1%
1%
3%1
5%:
1%
1%
1%i
1%i
2%
3%
1%1
2%1
1%
1%
1%j
1%i
1%
1%
2%!
2%
1%
2%
1%1
3%
3%
8%
2%l
2%,
1%
2%
7%[ 11%
1%
2%
6%[
43i
2%
5%
2%1
2%;
1%
2%
1%1
1%i

1

3%
3%1
3%
4%j
4%
II
4%1
2%
2%116%
4'K,!
2%
3%1
5%
5%1
2%
6%1
4%
4%1
5%
3%J
2%
3%1
2%
4%1
3%
5%1
10%
5%!
4%
15%1
3%
9%1
10%
3%1
2%
3%1

2%
2%[
3%
3%1
3%

123
3%
2%j
2%
4%j
3%

6%
4%
5%
6%
5%

3%1
2%
2%1
21%
2%1
1%
2%1
3%
2%1
2%
6%1
2%
2%1
3%
2%1
2%
2%1
1%
2%1
2%
4%1
17%
4%1
3%
13%1
2%
18%1
7%
3%1
2%
2%1

9%
4%
3%
26%
5%
3%
4%
10%
6%
3%
9%
5%
6%
7%
4%
4%
3%
3%
6%
4%
8%
25%
8%
5%
31%
3%
25%
10%
5%
5%
4%

I
I

4%1
2%
2%f
7%
3%!
2%
2%1
3%
3%1
1%
4%1
3%
2%1
3%
2%1
2%
2%1
2%
2%1
3%
3%j
4%
3%1
3%
10%[
2%
8%1
5%
2%1
2%
2%1

!Margins of Error, By Variable By Neighborhood, Variables 24 through 46
Neighborhood

IBayview
Bernal Heights

Castro/Upper Market
Chinatown
Crocker Amazon
Diamond Heights/Glen
Park
! Downtown/Civic Center
Excelsior
Financial District
Haight Ashbury
Inner Richmond
Inner Sunset
Lakeshore
O> Marina
Mission
~ Mission Bay
Nob Hill

I

g
8

~ ~~~:~~~h

O

<(
Cf)

~
.....

e

a..
·~
0

§

ill

6

·0

&5
o
~

·0

~

I...

Ocean View
Outer Mission
Outer Richmond
Outer Sunset
Pacific Heights
Parkside
Potrero Hill
Presidio
Presidio Heights
Russian Hill
Seacliff
South of Market
Treasure lsland/YBI
Twin Peaks
Visitacion Valley
West of Twin Peaks
Western Addition

24

125
26
33
23
331
23[
23
23
4%1
23]
43
33

127 128
4%
3%
23!
3%:
23
2%
431
4%
4%
43
I

3%1
2%
2%1
8%
331
2%
2%1
4%
2%1
2%
43!
3%
2%1
3%
3%1
2%
2%1
23
3%1
23
3%1
3%
4%1
23
11%1
33
8%1
43
331
2%
2%1

5%1
23
2%1
83
3%!
23
3%1
4%
4%i
2%
731
43
3%1
43
3%
23
3%i
2%
4%1
3%
3%
113
4%!
3%
63i
2%
1231
53
23i
2%
23i

I

4%1
23
2%1
113
3%[
2%
3%i
33
33[
2%
5%1
23
3%!
3%
23i
23
231
13
3%i
3%
43i
63
431
3%
123!
23
133J
53
53[
23
2%1

I

33
33
3%
73
2%;
2%
33
3%
23
2%
7%:
33
3%
33
4%
33
3%
3%
23
33
331
43
33
33
4%1
23
143,
63
3%:
23
23'
1

1

129 J30
3%
23
431
23l
4%
13
031
331
43
23

I

531
3%
231
83
431
33
431
63
531
2%
931
43
33!
53
331
33
331
2%
531
43
53[
153
631
53
1231
5%
163!
63
331
33
331

331
23
23[
93
231
13
231
23
231
23
131
13
331
23
231
13
13[
13
23[
13
23[
03
231
23
93!
03
73[
03
231
2%
131

31
33
131
13
43[
33
331
23
2%!
83
131
23
231
23
131
13
03J
33
131
33
23!
33
231
33
03j
33
33J
73
03l
23
63!
23
831
03
331
13
13!

132 133 134 135
136 137
J38
39
23
23
7% 123
133 2293 4953 219
131
23[
531
63'
83: 3531 5993! 1351
03
23
43 253
323 153 3203 198
331
331
831 3373,
331 1963j#NUM!I 1351
23
23
83
93
73 973 7813 114
i
I
I
I
I
i
331
3%1
8%1 193
413! 4931 3663!
691
13
13
23 113
53 103
643 307
131
131
43!
73:
53: 2931 21331 151 I
83 103 173 2113
153 733 6913
64
031
231
431 32%, 303: 1531 35731 1851
13
13
43 463
53
83 3193 239
031
231
431 483i
73! 1231 2453] 1681
23
2%
63 483
83 113 150% 174
031
231
431 463: 343
83[ 39931 217[
13
13
33
53
103 243 2113 252
331
431
731 553
93 1431110031
83[
13
23
43 303
63 153 5743 174
13!
231
53[ 263
303 323[ 2573) 1751
13
33
53 413
83 113 2903 172
0%1
131
531 143
63 503[ #NUM!j 151
03
13
43
63
63 143 1200% 137
131
131
431 353
53 1031 16031 191
03
13
33 343
43
83 1123 180
031
231
431 553, 283 163[ 51731 1571
03
2%
5% 283
63 113 3313 126
231
331
731 313
773 1831 61431 1431
03
8% 263 123 3673 1383 22003
56
13!
33!
53i 233
93 133114363[ 1321
13
2%
4% 333
63 283 3833 163
831
831 3531 1923: 1073: 4673J 13333I
45J
03
2%
33 133
73
63 2463 209
431
8%1 2931 1313. 243, 2331 24931
60j
43
53 14% 143
123 233 #NUM!
31
23!
3%1 103i 23%i
63 2503/ 1587%1 139j
13
23
43 493
63
73 1773 138
13!
1%i
3%1 193
83i 123! 121%1 310j
1

LL

c

Cll

(/)
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42
J40
141
03 8193 286
031 21%1 2281
03 3233 331
O%j 19%j 2031
03 11133 155

I

I

031
03
031
03
03j
03
03j
0%
03j
03
031
03
031
03
031
03
03j
03
031
03
03j
03
03j
03
031
03
03i
03
03j
03
031

20063!
113
68031
40373
15%1
163
9483j
4203
1631
123
2763!
183
5631
19873
64831
3923
52031
2933
1731
3433
16623J
1812%
2731
18%
4731
5273
14233\
554%
8463\
2813
149031

33
33i
23
23:
53

43

J44
33
33[
33
231
53

43!
13
33
53
33;
23
23!
33
33i
23
63
23
33
33
43:
43
33
2%
23,
4%
43;
3%
43:
33
73:
23
33:
93
4%
23
2%!

431
13
331
2%
331
2%
331
33
331
23
731
23
331
33
531
43
331
33
331
43
531
33
431
33
6%1
33
131
83
43j
23
231

2%
23j
2%
23i
33

45 146
363 313
4431 593
193 303
1431 383
333 853
j

151
528
241
155
330!
405
310!
247
440j
387
132!
345
271
330
2401
190
316j
325
331
205
198j
139
185j
338

77[
383
71
63
185J
224
5051

33! 903j 263
2%
63
83
23i 5431 483
63 133 193
23! 1831 103
23 153 193
23! 2931 273
33 353 343
33; 1231 123
13 193 263
43; 1731 203
33 133 123
23i 3431 443
33 173 163
33: 4231 313
23 473 493
2%: 1931 283
23 293 293
331 143j 253
33 453 483
2% 6931 593
113 213
73
33: 323i 303
33 133 133
133' 96%1 983
23 103
83
73i 16%[ 503
53 303 2873
33i 1053[ 1133
23 373 463
23i 1031 143

II
:; ;: Margins of Error, By Variable By Neighborhood, Variables 47 through 68
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~ • Neighborhood

47
48
49
50
51
52
153
,54
55 156
57 158
159
60
161
62 163
64
165
66
167 168
3
4%
33
3%
3%
4%
6% $ 350 $
78,254
59% 42% 13%
8
9%
703
4%
4%
3%
378 183
6% $ 12,874
8131 51%1 17%j
6f
3
43;
43[
5%1 $ 4541 $ 108,9871
3%!
131
2%1
33;
331 2391
5%J 6491
4%1
0%1
531 $ 20,863
6
2
33
33
• Castro/Upper Market
41 % 223 193
2%
23
2%
3% $ 224 $ 434,918
3%
728
33
3%
43
341
03
3% $ 21,234
• Chinatown
I 4631 263f 1131 30[ 51 231 331 231 3%1 53: 5%1 $ B5i $ 1,849,2741 531 3101 5%1 73 1 23j 3241 56%1 331 $ 7,680
• Crocker Amazon
141% 603 85%
11
10
73
3%
23
23
6%
93 $ 465 $ 112,401
12% 429
63
5%
43
112
93
7% $ 27,360
I
I
! Diamond Heights/Glen ,
I
i
,
i
i
I
6%j 4%1 231 13/ 23! 6%1 $ 7871 $ 662,802[ 11%1 3341 53j 43; 531 152j 031 831 $ 44,196
• Park
1273 9031 2731
101
11
• Downtown/Civic Center-~ 103 ---s%--s% ____11 2
13
1%
3%
2% $ 91 $ 234,060
1%
1%
4%
523
3%
6%
2%
625
0%
23 $ 6,979
• Excelsior
I B13j 5831 283[ 61 5i 53[ 33! 231 3%1 53i 53J $ 4771 $ 69,1101 1131 712! 3%i 33: 3%1 281 0%1 931 $ .17,196
• Financial District
283 12% 19%
22
6
8%
6%
6%
6%
6% 11% $ 975 $ 3,614,438
13% 185 11% 14%
8%
134 13%
73 $ 57,292
• HaightAshbury
I 3031 1831 1531 71 3' 3%.I 4%1 33i 2%) 23: 331 $ 1961 $ 798,1601 3%1 6331 531 4%i 4%1 391 2031 4%1 $ 22,584
• Inner Richmond
303 17% 11 %
8
2
2%
3%
2%
33 $ 166 $ 330,891
23
23
2%
912
33
3%
3%
449
03
3% $ 15,754
• Inner Sunset
i 4731 1831 233[ 91 2: 331 331 231 231 33' 431 $ 254f $ 109,4581 3%! 702j 33/ 33i 331 2521 0%1. 3%1 $ 16,848
i Lakeshore
45% 34% 26%
15
4
3%
3%
4%
23
5%
5% $ 232 $ 441,747
9%
305
5%
4%
3% 256 573
3% $ 23,123
•!Marina
2031 103j 103i
?! 2i 231 33! 2%1 331 23 331 $ 1951 $ 1,359,852[ 4%! 8561 4%1 43! 531 3291 0%[ 331 $ 23,237
Mission
37% 24% 13%
4
2
2%
2%
23
2%
2%
3% $ 149 $ 135,136
981
3%
0%
3%
2%
563
6%
33 $ 13,734
Mission Bay
5531 123j 2231
23[
63
8%1
2%1
531 $1,8141 $ 1,135,7931 270%1 2901
9%i
5%1
8%1
831 1281
83! $ 19,137
0%1
Nob Hill
16%
93 113
16
2
1%
23
33
23
43
3% $ 183 $ 366,912
23
590
53
6%
33
446
03
4% $ 15,753
Noe Valley
493[ 2731 3931
3
61
231
1%!
33
431
4%!
431 $ 3041 $ 726,1591
431 665i
4%!
43;
4%1 2961
031
431 $ 25,585
North Beach
3
20% 12% 15%
9
23
3%
33
43
23
4% $ 339 $ 713,433
3%
464
43
6%
4%
350
03
5% $ 26,289
Ocean View
8 1i
5%1
59%[ 4931 3831
43
4!
3%1
331
5%1 $ 5351 $
83,492[ 1231 724i
2%1
5%i
531
03! 63[ $ 25,847
4%1 152i
Outer Mission
83% 66% 50%
6
5%
3%
4
23
23
3%
4% $ 345 $
79,402
9%
757
33
43
4%
220
03
6% $ 24,790
Outer Richmond
413[ 12%1 1831
3
331
23! 23
7!
3%1
3%f $ 2101 $ 113,596!
2%1
2%1 791
431
331 $ 16,858
431
031
331 3071
Outer Sunset
47% 25% 16%
5
2
3%
3%
1%
13
2%
2% $ 224 $
78,663
2%
993
33
33
23 347
0%
4% $ 15,656
Pacific Heights
7!
2· 331 2%! 3%1 331 331 3%1 $ 2901 $ 1,234,0151
3331 2131 173!
4%1 6371
4%1
43! 53i 321
03!
431 $ 24,941
Parkside
77% 37% 23%
8
5
6%
3%
1%
13
4% $ 536 $ 103,561
4%
9%
662
5%
53
43 194 0%
7% $ 25,954
4,
Potrero Hill
1053i 5931 2331
Bi
53:
431
531
3%J
33
631 $ 4891 $ 203,9821
3%1
531 464l
531
53j 1851
4%[
531 $ 31,911
Presidio
59% 55% 27%
1 103 13%
6% 123 17% 12% $1,716 $ 201,513 5103
133 528%
23 $ 22,993
Presidio Heights
l 513[ 1431 22%1 161 41 531 53! 33j 3%1 43: 531 $ 4531 $ 1,658,5131 631 4871 631 4%: 631 1771 031 6%1 $ 42,300
Russian Hill
26% 10% 10%
8
2
2%
33
3%
3%
3%
3% $ 301 $ 1,199,153
33
659
5%
5%
4%
405
0%
5% $ 25,610
Seacliff
19331 9831 923i
24
931 1331 1231 1231 123! 2331 $ 3,8421 $ 2,234,6231 4131 2061
181
631
43' 1031
45! 11%1 - 17%1 $ 108,984
South of Market
14%
93
83
2
2
1%
23
1%
2%
3%
2% $ 404 $ 125,588
1% 580
3%
5%
43 443
73
43 $ 31,622
Treasure Island/YB!
I 70%1 5o31 19%1
63' 2131 $2,4741 $ 201,513i 60031
731 1231 11%1
5%1
149i 733%1 113! $ 10,464
Twin Peaks
406% 287% 733
5
2
8% 13% 133 13% 14% 183 $ 3,866 $ 220,801 400%
239 12%
7% 123
80
03 143 $ 16,990
4, 6%)
Visitacion Valley
17331 12231 553!
631
63
91
431
931 $ 5071 $
99,5371 1231 497i
5%1
53! 53i 331 2451 5%1 1031 $ 19,879
West of Twin Peaks
76% 35% 28%
5
7
3%
23
2%
2%
3%
4% $ 1,254 $ 139,966
15% 703
23
2%
33
229
03 13% $ 35,339
2,
Western Addition
21%1 12%1 10%\
2%1
5i
23' 231 $ 1741 $ 152,0531
131
2%1
231
33
231 917!
331
3%1 6131
03i
331 $ 11,757

~ • Bayview
~ • Bernal Heights
~

~
8

13
~

~

;;;

I

I

I

I
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Margins of Error, By Variable By Neighborhood, Variables 69 through 88
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~
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Q::
o

·E

g
8

ur
8
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Neighborhood
Bayview
Bernal Heights
Castro/Upper Market
Chinatown
Crocker Amazon
Diamond Heights/Glen
Park
Downtown/Civic Center
Excelsior
Financial District
Haight Ashbury
Inner Richmond
Inner Sunset
Lakeshore
Marina
Mission
Mission Bay
NobHill
Noe Valley
North Beach
Ocean View
Outer Mission
Outer Richmond
Outer Sunset
Pacific Heights
Parkside
Potrero Hill
Presidio
Presidio Heights
Russian Hill
Seacliff
South of Market
Treasure lsland/YBI
Twin Peaks
.
Visitacion Valley
West of Twin Peaks
Western Addition

69

$
$
$
$
$

170
14,470 $
34,8161 $
60,858 $
8,5421 $
29,028 $

71
1,549
3,042;
4,502
2,419!
2,313

I $ 6,9731

$ 77,011
$ 13,449
$ 20,2391
$ 175,404
$ 56,5561
$ 24, 173

$ 33,4421
$ 33,638
$ 50,9881
$ 19,694

$ 22,8381
$ 34,491

$ 56,769 I
$ 54,082
26,2441
35,780
27,1821
22,303
58,7151
26,342
67,441 l
32,616
90,5761
58,948
$ 110,8151
$ 72,056
$ 15,581 I
$ 35,097
$ 24,3041
$ 37,200
$ 31,0671

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$ 2,035
$ 1,582!
$17,275
$ 4,741
$ 2,885
$ 4,126!
$ 3,279
$ 7,7201
$ 2,387
$ 11,640i
$ 5,564
$ 5,879 i
$ 6,572
$ 2,368!
$ 2,876
$ 3,009!
$ 1,943
$10,192!
$ 2,565
$ 5,873!
$18,904
$ 10,718!
$ 7,814
$ 20,920:
$ 4,760
$ 8,593;
$ 6,608
$ 1,7161
$ 3,654
$ 3,432:

J72

J73

J74

,75

33
23i
13
43!
33

133
83i
83
2131
143

885
9241
923
5341
553

3%
231
23
53!
43

33f
33
23[
63
231
23
23!
33
131
23
431
33
131
43
33
23
13;
23
33!
33
531
53
131
23
13[
4%
83[
5%
431
13
2%1

1531
83
83]
533
831
63
93]
133
83[
53
1931
93
93[
123
73J
73
73[
53
1031
83
1331
313
1631
10%
72%/
9%
3431
56%
15%)
9%
7%1

3871
1,019
1,0351
229
8081
1,242
8921
740
8781
1,595
3061
756
843[
662
8891
906
1,0391
1,109
740[
680
4931
374
451
694
2061
673
291
170
6681
742
1,1471

531
23
33!
83
231
23
23[
33
331
23
731
53
131
43
331
33
331
23
331
43
331
73
531
43
63!
33
1531
73
33j
23
33!

I

77

J76
3%
4%[
2%
53[
43

I

231
43
33[
103
331
23
23j
33
131
23
331
33
231
33
531
33
231
23
231
33
23!
43
23[
33
163[
33
73)
73
431
23
23!

33
3%1
33
431
43

I

53
23
33j
83
331
33
231
43
33[
23
63j
33
331
43
33i
33
331
23
33J
33
531
103
63[
33
931
33
1231
53
33J
23
23!

J78

79

53
33!
33
831
53

43
23[
23
53[
43

531
33
331
173
33i
2%
331
43
33i
23
731
33
33!
43
331
23
23:
23
33l
33
531
103
53:
33
21%1
33
133i
193
53:
33
23i

331
23
33[
143
23[
13
2%[
33
2%[
23
63[
23
33[
33
33[
33
23[
2%
33[
33
33[
73
33[
33
153[
33
103j
143
43[
23
23[

ISO
33
23
13
43•
33

23
23
23;
43
23
13
23:
33
23:
13
33;
23
23
33
33
23
13
23
33.
23
43
73
33
23
153
23
103
133
33:
23
23

c

~

LL

c

ro

(/)

5594

81
885
924,
923
5341
553

J82
33
33[
33
531
43

83
33
331
33
431
43

i

I

387'
531
1,019
23
1,0351 23!
229
63
331
8081
1,242
23
892i
33i
740
43
878!
4%1
1,595
23
306 1 73!
756
43
23:
843,
662
43
889:
331
906
43
1,039
43,
1,109
23
740
43!
680
4%
493 1 43:
374
73
451
83i
694
33
03!
206:
673
33
291
33i
170 113
668 1 33:
742
33
1,147
33i

531
23
231
63
33[
23
33[
43
331
23
731
43
33[
43
331
43
43[
33
431
43
431
73
831
33
83[
33
53[
11%
431
3%
231

J84

33
431
33
631
63

!

I

331
73i
13
3%
231
43[
9%
6%
231
431
2%
3%
231
331
23
53
231
431
23
33
33!
831
13
43
13!
331
13
53
331 431
2%
43
231
331
2%
23
231
431
3%
43
231
431
3% 13%
13!
531
43
2%
1131
931
1%
4%
231 1631
5%
8%
33J
43i
2%
33
131
331

87

86

J85

33
231
13
231
3%

3%
131
13
531
2%

J88

23
131
23
531
23

33
13:
1%
33!
2%

2%
13
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EASTERN NEIGHBORHOODS PDR LOSS, PLANNING DATA, April 5, 2016

Anticipated
PDR
Conversion

2009-2034
(based on
adopted Plan)
Eastern Neighborhoods

Occurred
Conversion
(from Projects
Completed
and Under
Construction,
l?nnq_ ?n 1

c;,

Impending
Conversion
(from Entitled
Projects,
2009-2015)

Sum of
Occurred and
Expected
Conversion

Proposed
Conversion
(from
Projects
Seeking
Entitlement,
l?nnq-?n1

c;,

Sum of
Occurred,
Percentage
Expected, and of 25-year
Proposed
pace
Conversion

-3,511,000

{l,084,000)

(410,000)

-1,494,000

-547,000

(2,041,000)

(413,000)

(259,000)

(41,000)

(300,000)

299,000

(1,000)

-1,075,000

(264,000)

(321,000)

(585,000)

-234,000

(819,000)

(915,000)

(155,000)

(32,000)

(187,000)

-359,000

(546,000)

-1,109,000

(406,000)

(16,000)

(422,000)

-254,000

(676,000)

178%

Plan Areas
- Central Waterfront
- East SoMa
- Mission
- Showplace Square/Potrero
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186%

II. Summary

Options A, B, and C vary by the degree to which they would permit lands currently zoned for
industrial uses to be converted to residential and mixed-use districts: in general, Option A would
permit the least amount of such conversion, while Option C would permit the greatest conversion.
Under all three options, new single- and mixed-use zoning districts would be introduced to the
Planning Code. Most of the existing Heavy Industrial (M-2) and Light Industrial (M-1) use
districts in the Eastern Neighborhoods would be-replaced with either mixed-use residential
districts (MUR), new Urban Mixed-Use (UMU) Districts that would permit residential and PDR
uses, or with new Employment and Business Development (EBD) Districts that would permit
PDR uses only. These districts would encourage the retention and expansion of PDR uses while
in some cases also allowing limited commercial or residential uses. Some existing commercial
districts would be replaced, where commercial activity would continue to be permitted, with new
mixed-use residential/commercial districts or with mixed-use PDR/commercial districts, although
some areas would be designated neighborhood commercial as currently defmed in the Planning
Code. Finally, existing residential districts could be replaced, generally with new single-use
residential districts. Proposed new zoning districts include:
•

Employment and Business Development (EBD), in which new construction would be
limited to PDR space, housing would be prohibited, and only small office and retail uses
would be allowed;

•

Residential-Transit Oriented (RTO), which would allow generally moderate-scale
residential buildings, with no maximum permitted residential density and reduced parking
requirements;

•

Mixed-Use Residential (MUR), to promote high-density housing and a flexible mix of
smaller neighborhood-serving retail and commercial uses, including some PDR uses;

•

Neighborhood Commercial Transit (NC-T), similar to MUR, but would not permit most
PDR uses;

•

Neighborhood Commercial (Moderate Scale), similar to the existing NC-3 (Neighborhood
Commercial-Moderate Scale) district; and

•

Urban Mixed-Use (UMU), which would encourage transitional development patterns
between EBD and predominantly residential districts, thereby buffering potentially
incompatible land uses. Non-PDR development would be required to also provide PDR
space, at specified ratio(s).

In addition, the Central Waterfront would include a Heavy PDR district, mostly covering land
under Port of San Francisco Jurisdiction that is intended to remain in heavy commercial and
industrial use, and a Pier 70 Mixed•Use District.
The Rezoning Options Workbook included a potential Design PDR Use Area overlay zone in the
central portion of Showplace Square, where only design-related PDR uses would be permitted, to
help preserve the existing cluster of design uses. Further, subsequent drafts of the Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill plan delineated a separate Arts District in part of the Seventh Street corridor,
near the California College of the Arts campus, to encourage compatible arts (PDR) activities .

Case No. 2004.0160E
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Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans

From:

To:
Subject:
Date:

Flores, Claudia (CPC)
Rahaim John (john.rahaim@sfgoy.org)
FW: pre-umu
Friday, March 25, 2016 4:32:00 PM

Hi John,
This is relevant for our MAP2020 work, they have been saying all along that they thought the
intention of the UMU was a PDR preservation district too anJ it was (I found it in the 2003 rezoning
options workbook because Steve mentioned it was incorporated in the Option B DEIR projections)!!
But some of us were not aware that it was the case and when it was dropped. I'll fill you in when
you are back, I'm getting some background from Johnny Jaramillo and Steve on this so we are clear
on what we are saying to community folks.
Happy & safe travels!
Claudia
From: Wertheim, Steve (CPC)
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2016 7:32 PM
To: Ojeda, Teresa (CPC); Flores, Claudia (CPC)
Subject: Re: pre-umu

I killed PDR in the UMU, thank you very much. 2007. There definitely wasn't enough
compatible PDR to smear across all of the UMU (and we'll be finding out if there's enough
to smear across all of the Mission).

-S

STEVE WERTHEIM
Planner, Citywide Policy & Analysis
Planning Department
City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission St. Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.558.6612
415.558.6409 [Fax]
Steve. Wertheim(l{>sfgov org

From: Ojeda, Teresa (CPC)
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2016 2:43 PM
To: Flores, Claudia (CPC); Wertheim, Steve (CPC)
Subject: RE: pre-umu

5599

I was no longer part of the EN by then. I left just around the time the EIR was being drafted. It would
just be Johnny and Ken. Jasper was already with SFState.
From: Flores, Claudia (CPC)
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2016 2:29 PM
To: Wertheim, Steve (CPC); Ojeda, Teresa (CPC)
Subject: pre-umu

Wow who knew the PDR requirement did not survive in the UMU by the time the last EN team
inherited it (or did it get dropped without notice during transitions?)! I have zero recollection of this
I wonder if Johnny or Jasper remember??? I am curious and mystified. Do you know Teresa?
Regardless of this, a-c projections pre-EIR in the workbook even with this "pre-umu/some pdrrequired" district show quite a bit of pdr loss in B (and C). Check out the map of option C for Mission
alone. Option C is all pre-UMU pink color and it has one parcel of PDR (blue) -best buy and office
max of all parcels! page 70 and 71

Zoning Options by Community Planning Area

Community Planning in the Eastern Neighborhoods :: Rezoning Options Workbook - First
Draft:: February 2003 37 Section Two:: Zoning Designations and Options ...

Residential - Production/Distribution/Repair
This new zoning district would create opportunities for housing, while
retaining and creating space for PDR businesses that can coexist with
residential uses. New developments would be required to provide some
space for light and medium PDR businesses, which would be encouraged
on the ground floor. Residential and other small commercial uses would
also be permitted. This district could support mixed use neighborhoods
where housing is constructed on top of or next to light industrial businesses.
The Residential/FDR areas in the Showplace Square study area might include additional controls that
allow only design-related activities as new PDR uses. Similar to the design-focused portion of the
Core
PDR zone in the Showplace Square, discussed above, one goal of this district is to enhance the
existing,
well-defined cluster of design-related activities in the area.
http://www.sf- plan ni ng.org/Mod ules/ShowDocu ment.aspx ?do cu men ti d=3651
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so interesting to say the least... curious and mystified! Funny that we kept the same color though ...
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FILE NO. 150651

1

RESOLUTION NO.

[Calling for a Comprehensive Analysis on the State of Housing and Production, Distribution,
and Repair in the Mission]

2
3

Resolution calling on the Planning Department to produce a comprehensive

4

series of reports about the status of the Mission Area Plan of the Eastern

5

Neighborhoods, especially with respect to its two primary goals of expanding the

6

production of affordable housing and the preservation of Production,

7

Distribution, and Repair uses in the Mission and report back to the Board of

8

Supervisors.

9

1o

WHEREAS, The Department of City Planning shapes the future of San Francisco

11

and the region by generating a vision for the General Plan and in neighborhood plans,

12

encouraging a broad range of housing and a diverse job base, and enforces the

13

Planning Code; and

14

WHEREAS, The economic projections that serve as the foundation for the

15

Eastern Neighborhoods rezoning have changed, because the Great Recession and

16

subsequent recovery created very different market conditions than could have been

17

anticipated in 2006-07 when the projections were made; and

18

WHEREAS, The Board of Supervisors adopted the Mission Area Plan of the

19

Eastern Neighborhoods in December 2008 with the preface stating that "[a]t their core,

20

the Eastern Neighborhoods Plans try to accomplish two key policy goals: 1) to ensure a

21

stable future for Production, Distribution and Repair (PDR) businesses in the City,

22

mainly by reserving a certain amount of land for this purpose; and 2) to provide a

23

significant amount of new housing available to low, moderate and middle income

24

families and individuals, along with 'complete neighborhoods' that provide appropriate

25

amenities for these new residents"; and

Supervisor Campos
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
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1

WHEREAS, The latest report published by the Planning Department about the

2

Mission Area was the "Mission Area Plan Monitoring Report 2006 - 201 O" on file with

3

the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors in File No. 150461, which is hereby declared to be

4

a part of this resolution as if set forth fully herein, for a time period that included only the

5

first two years of the Eastern Neighborhoods Plans and there have been no subsequent

6

reports about the progress against the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan or the Mission Area

7

Plan; now, therefore, be it

8

RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors requests that the Planning

9

Department develop analyses and reports about the implementation of the Mission Area

1O

Plan of the Eastern Neighborhoods Plans to include, but not be limited to: 1) A complete

11

report on all PDR demolitions and conversions, both permitted and unpermitted in the

12

Mission, estimating the workforce impact, and detailing the addresses and square

13

footage lost, and comparing these actual figures to the standards and projections for the

14

Eastern Neighborhoods Plans, and comparing these statistics for the Mission Plan Area

15

against the other areas in the Eastern Neighborhoods; and 2) A complete report on all

16

Market Rate Housing and Affordable Housing production in the Mission Area including

17

the locations of new housing developments, the number of units in each development

18

and the cost of these units including Homeowner Association (HOA) fees where

19

applicable and comparing this data to the projections and standards for the Eastern

20

Neighborhoods Plan; and 3) An analysis of the Eastern Neighborhoods Nexus Study on

21

file with the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors in File No. 150461, which is hereby

22

declared to be a part of this resolution as if set forth fully herein, to assess whether the

23

Impact Fees have been and are projected to be collected are sufficient for mitigating the

24

impacts of current and pipelined development in the Mission; and, be it

25

FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors requests these reports to
be completed and presented to the Board of Supervisors at a public hearing before
October 15, 2015.
Supervisor Campos
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
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Supervisor Campos
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
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OAKLAND -- Over the past decade or more, the Bay Area's
boundaries have been bleeding into surrounding counties as
skyrocketing housing prices push residents farther from jobs
centered in Silicon Valley and San Francisco.
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region's roads and rails. While that trend has been ongoing for
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some time, the problems resulting from it have become particularly acute, according to a
new report released Thursday by the Bay Area Council, a business-sponsored public policy
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"All these people are moving around on the most congested corridors," said Jeff Bellisario,
the research manager for the Bay Area Council Economic Institute, "and there's no great
transit options for these commuters."
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Approximately 602,000 vehicles enter and exit the nine-county Bay Area from other parts of
what the council has dubbed the "Northern California Megaregion," an area comprising six
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The Northern San Joaquin Valley area is leading the region in the number of workers it is

Carlsen Porsche
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sending to Bay Area companies. Between 1990 and 2013, the number of people commuting
from the valley to job centers in the Bay Area more than doubled, growing around 32,000
commuters to nearly 65,000, according to the report.
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Valley's housing costs," said Mike Amma.....i, president and CEO of San Joaquin Partnership,
a nonprofit economic development corporation.
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hardest hit in the housing market crash that spurred the Great Recession, but Ammann said
the double-digit unemployment numbers in the area have since come down. Manufacturing
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has picked up, as has the county's distribution and transportation industries, and more
housing is being built in the region again, he said.
However, this uneven growth in jobs and housing has caused gridlock on Interstate 580,
and while the Altamont Corridor Express train, or ACE, is not yet at capacity, it soon will be,
said Dan Leavitt, the transit agency's manager of regional initiatives.
The agE:ncy's ridership has roughly doubled in the past five years, and ACE is looking for
ways to expand, Levitt said. It's currently in the process of drafting an environmental impact
report, set to be released in the fall, that would study an increase in the number of round
trips from four to six, and within the next decade, Leavitt said the agency hopes to offer 10
round trip.'\,.
To do that, the passenger service needs to add a second set of railroad tracks in some places,
as well as make other improvements, Leavitt said, a roughly $200 million investment for the
first phase and another $200 million for the second. ACE already has funding for the
planning and preconstruction phase of the project, but not the actual construction, he said.
"In order for us to (expand service), we would

need more infrastructure along our lines, but
also other things like equipment and more
parking," Leavitt said. "First and foremost, the
biggest hurdle is funding."
While the state has some cap-and-trade funds
available for commuter rail projects, Leavitt
contentltemRelationshipid=z627713)

said the project will require investment from

CalTrain speeds across rush hour traffic on Interstate
280 Wednesday evening, Feb. 10, 2016, into
downtown San Jose, Calif. {Kart Mondon/Bay Area
News Group)

counties along the rail line serves.
Encouraging local governments to think
regionally has never been easy, said Randy

Rentschler, the legislation and public affairs director of the Metropolitan Transportation
Commission, but encouraging municipal and county governments to do so has never been
more critical, he said.
He pointed to the express lane on Interstate 580, which opened earlier this year, as an
example of regional collaboration that provided some relief to drivers stuck in gridlock.
"The planning and the fight ... to get that money on those lanes; we had to take on most of
the rest of the state to make sure that these congested areas were prioritized," Rentschler
said. "We succeeded in part because we worked closely with our friends in the San Joaquin
Valley area."
As people continue to move further from job centers in search of cheaper housing,

Rentschler said the problems will only get worse.
"Being the repository for your neighbor's housing stock can only go so far," he said.
The report recommends, among other things, investing in regional rail lines, streamlining
permitting for housing construction so it can be built closer to job centers, and encouraging
job growth in the San Joaquin Valley and Sacramento areas to help relieve the daily
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migration to the Bay Area. Coupled wifr -- 'tis a long-term strategy to invest in education in
places like Sacramento and Merced, so lli~• companies can more readily access a highskilled labor pool, Bellisario said.
"Part of the conversation is about transportation, part is about the economy, but really, they
both go together," Bellisario said. "We need to spread the economic footprint more evenly
across the entire megaregion."
Contact Erin Baldassari at 510-208-6428. Follow her at Twitter.com/e baldi
Chttp://Twitter.com/e baldO.
Northern California Megaregion lhttps://www.scribd.com/doc/317169313/Northern-CaliforniaMegarec!iQnl
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Dear Mayor Lee and Transportation Task Force Members:
ln his State of the City address in January of this year, Mayor Edwin IVl. Lee
announced the creation of this Transportation Task Force to develop a plan
to address the City's future transportation needs. We are pleased to submit
the attached report on the City transportation system's existing conditions,
proposed investment strategies, and funding options for San Francisco's
transportation infrastructure through 2030.
We believe the key to maintaining and enhancing mobility for all
San Franciscans is to invest in a high performing transportation system.
However, multiple factors limit the City's ability to make these investments.
Infrastructure is aging. The City has limited right-of-way. Transportation
resources from the state and federal government are volatile. Despite
these constraints, we must find ways to invest in our infrastructure to keep
the transportation system reliable while taking innovative steps to maintain
the core infrastructure, enhance the system, expand transportation
choices, prepare for growth, and improve performance.
Managing future transportation demand requires a balancing of travel
San Franciscans and visitors should be able to choose among
modes.
many high-quality transportation options. The transportation system must
pay special attention to those who face special obstacles in their mobility.
The transportation system must serve the needs of all its users while
providing efficient and low-cost travel options. The City should prioritize
transportation investments that will provide the greatest mobility and
promote a balanced multi-modal transportation system.
For these reasons, this report
0

0

,

Assesses the extent of San Francisco's transportation program needs,
including streets and transit;
Evaluates and recommends funding options to meet those needs in the
upcoming 15 years; and
Recommends the City pursue additional state and federal sources to
fund transportation capital when new revenue opportunities become
available.

As a final step, we led the Task Force in discussing the proposals and
recommendations.
Task Force concurs with the following areas, and
this report reflects these areas of agreement:

Mayor's Transportation Task Force 2030
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• The needs assessment has identified need of $10.1 billion for transportation infrastructure
through 2030.
• The City has already identified $3.8 billion of funding for transportation infrastructure through
2030 leaving gap of $6.3 billion.
• Future investments should focus on primarily improving the core, next enhancing the existing
system, then expanding to meet growth.
• The Task Force's priorities are to improve transportation reliability, system efficiency, accessibility
and safety, equity for all users, and expanding for growth.
• The City should support two General Obligation bonds, each for $500 million, to fund bond
eligible infrastructure improvements.
• Vehicle License Fees should be increased to 2 percent to fund transportation improvements.
• Sales tax should be increased by 0.5 percent to fund remaining highest priority
transportation projects.
• The commitment to increase revenue for transportation improvements will position San Francisco
to better compete for matching investments from state and federal sources.
°

City leaders and regional agencies should continue to seek additional transportation funding to
fiil the gap of unfunded, underfunded, or delayed projects and priorities.

• City staff should continue to enlist and receive public input and feedback on the elements of the
investment plan.
• City staff should document and share expected performance improvements and service
enhancements resulting from infrastructure investments.
• This plan is a first step, and costs and investments will be refined through the City's Capital Plan
and in coordination with departments and stakeholders.
The Transportation Task Force reviewed and endorsed this report on November 25, 2013.
As a next step, we recommend that this report be transmitted to the Board of Supervisors and be
enthusiastically support
amended into the City's Ten-Year Capital Plan. In the coming months, we
the implementation of the recommendations. We also look forward to participating in additional
community processes to prioritize the projects within the investment plan, and work with the City's
local and regional partners to advocate for and coordinate improvements to the transportation
network.
Thank you,
Monique Zmuda and Gabriel IVietcalf, Co-Chairs

4 I
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During his 2013 State of the City address, San Francisco Mayor Lee
announced the creation of a Transportation Task Force to develop a
coordinated set of priorities and actionable recommendations for funding
the City's transportation infrastructure between now and the year 2030.
This Task Force represents a first in a generation look at identifying new
!ocal investment to address the City's transportation needs.
The City's transportation system is comprised of street, transit, bicycle and
pedestrian mobility networks. Additionally, the City has shared obligations
with both Caltrain and Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) -- regional transit
operators that provide vital links between San Francisco and the rest of the
greater Bay Area. Combined, the City-owned and operated transportation
networks, Caltrain, and BART make up the core components of the City's
transportation system. This multi-modal network provides many different
transportation options for those who work, visit, and live in the City, and
has contributed to making San Francisco a unique and vibrant place to live.
Choices the City makes today regarding this transportation system
profoundly impact how San Francisco will continue to function and grow in
the future.
The City's current transportation policies affirm that a balanced, multimodal transportation system-including public transit, automobiles,
bicycles and pedestrian modes of travel-are necessary to maintain a high
quality of life and promote the economic well-being of the community. To
ensure a robust and reliable multi-modal transportation network in the
future, San Francisco must renew its existing systems and plan for growth.
The regional Plan Bay Area projects that by 2040 San Francisco
grow to
nearly one million residents, a 34% increase, and 750,000 jobs, a 29%
increase. In light of the demands from future growth and the effects of an
aging transportation system, the Task Force conducted a needs assessment
to evaluate the current condition of the transportation system, and a
funding assessment to evaluate its current and future fiscal requirements.
The needs assessment indicated that the City requires infrastructure
investment in the following three areas:
• Core: The City's existing transportation capital and infrastructure, which
includes the existing transit fleet, streets, traffic signals, rails, bike lanes,
and sidewalks.
• Enhance: Efficiency and effectiveness improvements to Core system
components.
• Expand: Expansion beyond the Core investments in order to meet
current demand or expected growth where Core investments do not
meet the need.

Mayor's Transportation Task Force 2030
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The Task Force evaluated the state of the City's transportation system and capital funding needs.
The Task Force presents two main findings:
1. The City's infrastructure is inadequate to meet current demand and decline in transportation
services will become more severe without new investments as the City grows and demand for
transportation increases.
2.

Required improvements to the City's transportation system infrastructure are estimated at $10.1
billion over the next 15 years. The City has identified $3.8 billion in funding, leaving a $6.3 billion
funding gap over the next 15 years (Table 1).

TABLE 1: TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM FUNDING GAP
Tran$poq~t,i,~~:S¥~~~...
Needs (2'01:3 i;l~IJar~;

Core Investments
Enhante. lnv¢strnerit5
Expand Investments
~.]~3 $

Total

3,021
1,6.73
1,638.

54%
9%
0%

6!332

37%

In order to address the funding gap, the Transportation Task Force recommends an Investment Plan to
fund the most critical capital programs, a Revenue Plan to help significantly reduce the funding gap,
and a recommendation that the City advocate for more federal, state, and regional dollars to meet the
remaining capital need.

Recommendation 1-lnvestment Plan
The Task Force determined that the City must make improvements to its transportation infrastructure
in order to maintain economic competitiveness, promote a healthy environment, keep the City livable
and dynamic, and maintain existing systems in a state-of-good repair. The Task Force prioritized the
following objectives to guide new investment:
•
•
•
•
•

Maintain existing assets in a state-of-good repair;
Improve travel time and reliability;
Reduce costs;
Serve planned growth; and
Improve safety and accessibility of the system.

To meet these objectives, the Task Force recommends a balance of investments that would allocate
54% of new funding to Core investments, 32% to Enhance investments, and 14% to Expand
investments (Table 2).

8 I
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TABLE 2: 15 YEAR INVESTMENT PLAN

54%
32%

14%

100%

The $2.96 billion Investment Plan represents a significant step in a series of many needed to improve
the City's transportation system.

Recommendation 2-Revenue Plan
~n

order to significantly reduce the City's funding gap, the Transportation Task Force recommends a
Revenue Plan including two General Obligation Bonds, the first in 2014, and the second in 2024.
Combined, these bonds would generate $1 billion in new revenue by 2024, which would equal bond
revenue of $829 million in 2013 dollars. The Revenue Plan would also increase the Vehicle License Fee
by 1.35% and increase the sales tax by 0.5% (Table 3). Over the 15 year period, the estimated rates of
revenue growth and cost escalation will vary. If costs grow more quickly than revenues, then the City's
Investment Plan will need to be re-prioritized and some projects adjusted or deferred.

TABLE 3: 15 YEAR REVENUE PLAN
;.1\¥¢11:~9~

Per Year

·. 12bts,.,.z()30

55
73
69

197

Recommendation 3-Advocate for Additional Funding
The Task Force recognizes that additional local funding cannot be the only solution to significant
funding gaps and high levels of need. The Task Force recommends that the City continue to pursue
additional revenue for transportation improvements through other methods. This includes region a!,
state, and federal advocacy, pursuing funding coordination opportunities, and consideration of policies
proposed in the San Francisco County Transportation Authority's (SFCTA) Countywide Plan.

Mayor's Transportation Task Force 2030
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The recommended revenue measures require voter approval, some as early as November 2014. If this
Task Force's Revenue Plan is accepted, the Mayor and the Board of Supervisors will work to develop
proposed ballot and Charter legislation and the Board of Supervisors will conduct public hearings
on the proposals. For this legislative process to be successful, elected officials and City staff must
collaborate with stakeholders to ensure that proposals reflect the needs of the City and its voters.
If voters approve new revenue, the City will continue to engage with the public through forums
including the annual budget process and capital planning process and with project outreach to be
performed by City staff.
Though the Task Force's role is concluding, this effort is intended as the start of a much longer and
larger process to secure funding for the priority transportation projects that the City's policymakers
and citizens want to see implemented. Without a focused effort to secure new sources of investment,
many of these transportation projects and programs will not be implemented. The Task Force will
move forward with the following steps in the coming months to ensure that new investment is
realized. The Task Force will:

• Submit Task Force Recommendations to the Mayor, the Board of Supervisors/ Transportation
Authority, the SFMTA Board of Directors, and the Capital Planning Committee. This will
institutionalize the recommendations and prepare them for placement on future ballots.
• Communicate the goals and recommendations of the Task Force to the public and interested
parties. The Task Force will share the recommendations and outcomes that the public can expect as
a result of the new investment.
• Keep a strong coalition to realize the goals of the Task Force through implementation. The Task
Force's transportation capital project recommendations extend through 2030. A coalition comprised
of City agencies and stakeholders that are dedicated to implementation of Task Force
recommendations in the coming years will help ensure that the City's transportation infrastructure
meet users' needs.

Mayor's Transportation Task Force 2030
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By 2040, San Francisco is projected to grow to nearly one million residents
(about a 34% increase in households) and grow to 750,000 jobs (a 29% increase
in employment). This increased population will place stress on the City's existing
transportation system, which even today is slow, inefficient, and deteriorating.
With development and growth plans in targeted areas of the City either
already completed or underway, the need for efficient, available transportation
becomes more evident. Lacking new investment, the City will experience
failing transportation infrastructure that will further compromise the City's
transportation effectiveness.
In response to this challenge, on January 28, 2013, San Francisco Mayor Lee
announced during his State of the City address the creation of a Transportation
Task Force (the Task Force) focused on improving the City's transportation
system between now and the year 2030. The Task Force was charged with
developing a coordinated set of transportation priorities and identifying new
revenue sources dedicated to making the City's transportation system more
reliable, efficient, and better prepared to accommodate future growth. The Task
Force included representation from regional transportation agencies, private
sector partners, transportation advocates, City department representatives,
organized labor, and other key stakeholders.
Over the past nine months the Task Force, in coordination with City staff and
regional transportation providers, identified the unfunded capital needs of
the City's transportation system, and researched and identified new revenue
sources to meet those needs. This report gives an overview of the many
agencies, departments, commissions, and authorities that govern transportation
project funding, decision-making, prioritizing and implementation. It also
examines the needs for capital programming and provides recommendations
for raising revenue to fund critical infrastructure improvements. The scope of
this report focuses on identifying capital improvements for transportation that
require strategic new investment; it does not address system operating deficits.
However, the Task Force believes that as the City starts to consistently invest
in critical transportation system infrastructure, it will reduce system operating
costs and on-going maintenance expenses.
This report is the main product of the Task Force; it was written by department
staff from the Controller's Office, Mayor's Office, and the Capital Planning
Program with valuable insight from the Department of Public Works, the
Municipal Transportation Agency, the San Francisco County Transportation
Authority, and the Planning Department. The contents and recommendations
of this report were developed between February 2013 and October 2013 and
endorsed by the Task Force at its meeting of October 29, 2013. The Task Force
adopted this report at its final meeting on November 25, 2013. The authors
graciously thank Task Force members, staff, community representatives, and
supporters who gave time and guidance, provided key content, and helped
shape this report.
Mayor's Transportation Task Force 2030
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'It's Very Difficult Drivir' in the City Now': Study Shows Commuting in San
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'It's Very Difficult Driving in the City Now': Study Shows
Commuting in San Francisco Now a Crawl
By Jodi Hernandez

TRENDING STORIES

I \rnE:o I Pokemon Go Players Invade
SF to "Catch Them All"
A new study issued by the San Francisco County Transportation Authority confirms that commuting
in the city has turned into an absolute crawl. Jodi Hernandez reports. (Published Tuesday, Dec. 8,

2015)
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miles an hour. During the evening commute, the average speed for commuters

Could Kelly's 49ers Go From Worst to

heading home slowed down even more to 12.7 miles an hour, a 21-percent drop

First?

from two years ago.
• New Threat

sPor"s:oReo

San

How Therapy Animals

Transform Our Lives

'That is a consequence of this being a booming economy, a popular city," said Eric
Young with the San Francisco County Transportation Authority. "More people want
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'It's Very Difficult Drivir·-. in the City Now': Study Shows Commuting in San Fr,.--isco Now a Crawl I NBC Bay Area
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to live here and there are a lot ot vpportunities here."

WEATHER FORECAST
San Jose, CA

With more people from across the Bay Area traveling into San Francisco to work,
keeping up with the congestion has been tough for the .transportation authority.

61°
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"It's very difficult driving in the city now," commuter Suzanne Roomian said.
"However the economy's great, everybody's working and I think it's kind of
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collateral damage."
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Driving in SF has gotten painfully slow.Average speed during
peak commute time just 12.7mph according to new study.
5:41 PM - 8 Dec 2015 · San Francisco, CA, United States
12

10

Transportation officials said they are working hard to ease the gridlock. Efforts to
ease congestion include red carpet lanes, dedicated lanes for buses and more bus
lines. In fact, bus travel times are holding relatively steady compared to cars.
Many commuters said public transit may be the best alternative to sitting in traffic.
lv1oeol Possible Arson at

"It's simple, less stress and you don't have to pay attention," commuter Warren
Cole said.
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INRIX 2015 Traffic Scorecard Sets Benchmark for
U.S. Cities as Federal Government Accelerates
Smart City Spending
•

Los Angeles, Washington D.C., San Francisco, Houston, New York and Seattle rank as most congested
cities in U.S., where commuters spent a total of8 billion hours stuck in traffic in 2015

•

U.S. accounts for 50 percent of the top 10 metros with the worst traffic congestion across the U.S. and
Europe; only London has worse traffic than top-ranked U.S. cities

•

U.S. DOT's $50 million Smart City Challenge, continued economic growth and declining gas prices are
increasing momentum among U.S. cities to.improve urban mobility

Kirkland, WA-March 15, 2016, a global leader for transportation analytics,today released
its ·
, a benchmark for governments and agencies in the U.S. and Europe to measure
progress in improving urban mobility.
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The report reveals the U.S. faces large challenges to solve congestion issues, fueled by continued economic
and population growth, higher employment rates and declining gas prices. Cities that have experienced the
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most economic improvement during the past year are at highest risk for consequences related to worsened
traffic conditions, including reduced productivity, higher emissions and increased stress levels. For example,
Washington D.C., San Francisco, New York, Seattle and Boston all saw reduced unemployment rates bringing
them below the national average of 5.3 percent for 2015.[1] However, according to the INRIX Traffic
Scorecard, congestion in those cities alone· combined. to waste 1.5 billion hours for daily car commuters last
year. Nationwide, commuters spent a total of more than eight billion extra hours stuck in traffic, representing
almost 50 hours per driver.
City by city, here's how the top I 0 cities in the U.S. with the worst traffic rank in terms of average time wasted
per commuter:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Los Angeles, CA - 81 hours
Washington, DC-75 hours
San Francisco, CA- 75 hours
Houston, TX-74 hours
New York, NY - 73 hours
Seattle, WA - 66 hours
Boston, MA - 64 hours
Chicago, IL -60 hours
Atlanta, GA-59 hours
Honolulu, HI - 49 hours
Although cities have invested in mulfimodal options, inchiding public transportation, pedestrian programs and
bicycle lanes, a strong economy often results in more drivers on the road. For most cities, applying big data to
create intelligent transportation systems will be key to solving urban mobility. INRIX's traffic analytics can
help city planners and engineers make data-based decisions to prioritize spending where it will create the
biggest impact now and for the future. When working with limited budgets to manage transportation systems,
using data-based performance metrics can make a major difference in the outcomes of planning and
implementing new infrastructure.
Fueling the transformation toward data-driven city planning is the U.S. DOT's $50 million Smart City
Challenge. Last week at South by Southwest® in Austin, seven finalist cities were awarded $100,000 to refine
their proposals before the winner is chosen in June. As this effort by the federal government seeks to stimulate
investment in smart cities, measurement and analytics will be critical to determine which solutions are most
effective, optimize ROI for taxpayers and ultimately evaluate progress.
"INRIX partners with more than 200 governments and agencies worldwide, providing them with the industry's
most accurate mobility data and analytics to tackle transportation challenges and enhance intelligent
movement," said Bryan Mistele, President and CEO, INRIX. "The 2015 Traffic Scorecard is our response to
their need for a quantifiable benchmark to track the impact of their spending on smart city initiatives. We're
excited to be a partner to many of the cities that have submitted proposals to the U.S. DOT's Smart City
Challenge to help them create a better future for drivers, pedestrians, cyclists and businesses."
How the U.S. Compares to Cities Worldwide
At a city level, the U.S. accounts for 50 percent of the top I 0 metros with the worst traffic congestion across
the U.S. and Europe. London tops the list of gridlock-plagued cities, with 101 hours of delay per commuter,
followed by Los Angeles (81 hours), Washington D.C. (75 hours), San Francisco (75 hours), Houston (74
hours), New York (73 hours), Stuttgart (73 hours), Antwerp (71 hours), Cologne (71 hours) and Brussels (70
hours).
Drivers on the top I 0 worst roads globally waste on average 110 hours a year, or more than four and a half
days, in gridlock. Of these corridors, four are in Los Angeles and three are in Moscow, followed by roads in
London, Brussels and Munich.
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Of the countries measured by the INRIX Traffic Scorecard, the U.S. leads the list of countries with the most
hours wasted in traffic - an average of nearly 50 hours per commuter in 2015 - outranking Belgium (44
hours), Netherlands (39 hours), Germany (38 hours), Luxembourg (33 hours), Switzerland (30 hours), U.K.
(30 hours) and France (28 hours).

Methodology
Findings in the INRIX 2015 Traffic Scorecard are drawn from traffic speed data collected by INRIX on more
than 1.3 million miles of urban streets and highways in the U.S., along with highway performance data from
the Federal Highway Administration. To view the full report, including an analysis of the most congested
corridors in the U.S. and Europe, visit
·
[1] United States Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
'·

About INRIX
INRIX is the global leader in connected car services and intelligent movement, a new approach that
leverages big data and the cloud to help manage urban mobility. By aggregating a variety of sources
and applying intelligence, INRIX delivers comprehensive data and solutions to help move people,
cities and businesses forward. Our partners are automakers, governments, mobile operators,
developers, advertisers, as well as enterprises large and small. We are literally everywhere with over
450 customers across 60 countries. INRIX has offices in Kirkland, Seattle, Santa Monica, London,
Manchester and Munich.

Media Contacts
INRIX Americas: Mark Burfeind +1 "425-284-3825
Simmons +44 (0)20 7012 3509;:__-} :~~~~t: . "- , _,_~

INRIX Europe: Matt

___,_
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A Health Risk Assessment
By: Jonathan I. Levy, Jonathan J. Buonocore, & Katherine von Stackelberg
Traffic congestion is a significant issue in virtually every urban area in the United States and around the world.
Anyone who spends any time commuting knows that the time and fuel wasted while sitting in traffic can not only
be annoying, but can lead to real economic costs. An examination of the peer-reviewed literature shows that there
are many previous analyses that estimate the economic costs of congestion based on fuel and time wasted, but that
these studies don't include the costs of the potential public health impacts. Sitting in traffic leads to higher tailpipe
emissions which everyone is exposed to, and the economic costs of those exposures have not been explored.
Motor vehicle emissions contain pollutants that contribute to outdoor air pollution. One in particular, fine
particulate matter (referred to as PM2.5) is strongly influenced by motor vehicle emissions. Studies that evaluate the
sources of PM2.5 in our environment find that vehicles contribute up to one-third of observed PM2.5 in urban areas.
PM2.5 has been associated with premature deaths in many studies, and health impact assessments have shown PM2.s related damages on the order of hundreds of billions of dollars per year. Recently, an expert committee convened
by the Health Effects Institute in Boston, Massachusetts, summarized the available evidence on exposure to trafficgenerated air pollution and negative health effects. They find strong evidence for a causative role for traffic related
air pollution and premature death, particularly from heart attacks and strokes. PM2.5 is emitted directly, and it is
also produced by secondary formation, as sulfur dioxide (SO) and nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions contribute
to the formation of sulfate and nitrate particles. Exposure to PM2.5 also causes other health effects such as asthma
attacks, and other respiratory illnesses.
In this study, we evaluate the premature deaths resulting from people breathing primary PM 2.s and secondarily-

formed particles during periods of traffic congestion and compare that to the economic costs from time and fuel
wasted. We do this analysis for 83 individual urban areas. We predict how much congestion to expect in each of
the 83 urban areas over the period 2000 to 2030. We use several inter-linked models to predict how much of what
people are breathing in each urban area is attributable to emissions from traffic congestion. The models predict
how many people will die prematurely as a result of being exposed to these traffic conditions over the long term.
We assign a dollar value to the predicted deaths using a "value of a statistical life" approach as is done for most
regulatory impact analyses. The analysis explores the significance of public health impacts in assessments of predicted traffic congestion to identify information gaps to be addressed to better determine the ongoing public health
burden of congestion in the United States, and to set the stage for evaluating potential strategies for relieving traffic
congestion. Evaluating such strategies will require models and assumptions that take advantage of conditions and
the context unique to each area.

Harvard Center for Risk Analysis • Harvard School of Public Health • Boston
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We estimate traffic congestion-related PM2_5, NOx and S02 emissions in these 83 cities caused approximately 4,000
premature deaths in the year 2000, with a monetized value of approximately $31 billion (in 2007 dollars). This
compares to the estimated $60 billion congested-related cost of wasted time and fuel in these communities during
the same year. This fuel and time loss is expected to continue to grow annually over the next 20 years. Across
cities and years, the public health impacts of traffic congestion range from an order of magnitude less than the lost
time/fuel economic impacts, to in excess of these impacts, with variation attributable to the extent of congestion,
population density, and other factors.
We forecast the mortality and public health costs of congestion, however, will diminish slightly over time in most
of the areas studied-until rising again toward the end of the modeling period, 2030. In 2005, for example, we
estimate congestion-related premature mortality of 3,000 lives, with a monetized value of $24 billion (in 2007
dollars). This reduction results from the continual turnover of the motor vehicle fleet to lower emission vehicles
and the increased use of cleaner motor fuels.
Our estimates of the total public health cost of traffic congestion in the U.S. are likely conservative, in that they
consider only the impacts in 83 urban areas and only the cost of related mortality and not the costs that could be
associated with related morbidity, health care, insurance, accidents, and other factors. Our analyses indicate that
the public health impacts of congestion are significant enough in magnitude, at least in some urban areas, to be
considered in future evaluations of the benefits of policies to mitigate congestion.

----

Results
In total, across the 83 urban areas modeled, vehicle
miles traveled (VMT) is projected to increase more than
30% from 2000 to 2030 (an increase from 2.97 billion
daily VMT to 3.94 billion daily VMT), closely paralleling
projected population growth in the urban areas of 32%
(an increase from 133 million people to 176 million).
For 2005, nationwide estimates of traffic emissions
attributable to time spent in congestion include
approximately 1.2 million tons of NOx, 34,000 tons
of S02 , and 23,000 tons of PM25 . These emissions
are associated with approximately 3,000 premature
deaths in 2005 (Figure 1), with an economic
valuation of $24 billion (in 2007 dollars). Overall,
nearly 48% of the impact over the 83 urban areas is
attributable to NOx emissions, with 42% attributable

Nationwide estimates for 2005 of
emissions attributable to congested traffic:
• 1.2 million tons ofNOx
• 34,000 tons of so2
• 23,000 tons of PM2 _5
These emissions are associated with
approximately:
• 3,000 premature deaths
The total social cost of these impacts:
• $24 billion
By 2020, we predict:
• 1,600 premature deaths
• $13 billion in total social costs
By 2030, we predict:
• 1,900 premature deaths
• $17 billion in total social costs
2
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Figure 1
to primary PM2.s and 11 % attributable to S0 2 •
However, the relative proportion of the impact
attributable to different pollutants varies significantly
across urban areas. For example, the proportion
due to NOx ranges from 6% in multiple Northeast
cities (Hartford, CT; Boston, MA; New Haven, CT;
Springfield, MA) to over 70% in less densely populated
areas of Texas (Brownsville, Austin) and Washington
State (Spokane).

Projected Nationwide Premature Deaths Attributable
to Congested Traffic, 2000 - 2030
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Similarly, the proportion of impact due to primary
PM2.5 is highest in densely-populated urban areas
of the Northeast (approximately 80%) and below
This graph represents the nationwide estimates for
20% in Brownsville. The proportion attributable
premature deaths attributable to congested traffic for
to S0 2 emissions is highest in California, with
2000-2030. The colored sections indicate the portion of
four urban areas in California constituting the only
these premature deaths attributable to NOx, primary
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Figure2
The Monetized Health Impacts Attributable to Congestion for Selected Urban Areas, 2000 - 2030
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Figure 2 presents the monetized health impacts over time for selected urban areas. These trajectories differ as
a function of differential population growth, congestion, population density and atmospheric chemistry. For
example, monetized health impacts increase steadily over time in cities such as Raleigh NC and San Diego
CA, in which VMT and population growth are significant and primary PM2.5 makes a substantial contribution
to health risk. In contrast, Chicago and other cities in the Midwest are projected to have small VMT growth
and have more substantial contributions to public health damages from NOx emissions, and therefore
show a steady decline in health risks over time given the larger decline in NOx emissions per vehicle-mile.
3
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Figure3
Figure 3 presents the economic costs
from time and fuel wasted and monetized
estimates of premature mortality attributable
to traffic congestion across the 83 urban
areas. Overall, time wasted accounts for the
bulk of the economic cost associated with
traffic congestion, and the cost of delay
continues to increase between 2000 and
2030, as this is directly proportional to the
extent of congestion. In contrast, reductions
in per-vehicle emissions contribute to
declines in economic costs associated with
premature mortality between 2000 and
2025, with modest increases after that point.

Monetized Premature Mortality as Compared to Projected
Time & Fuel Dollars Wasted Attributable to Congested Traffic
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As a result, whereas the public health impacts contributed approximately 34% of the total cost of congestion in
2000, this decreases to 14% by 2030. However, the proportion of health impacts attributable to premature mortality
varies substantially across urban areas. For example, in 2000, 17 urban areas had health impacts contributing less
than 20% of the total cost of congestion, whereas 19 urban areas had contributions in excess of 50%. Those urban
areas with relatively small contributions from public health had very high levels of congestion (near or at the 50%
threshold) but did not have correspondingly high population density, including Laredo TX, Eugene OR, and Las
Vegas NV. In contrast, those urban areas where public health impacts dominated had smaller percentage of time
spent in congestion but greater public health benefits per ton of emissions.

Frequently Asked Questions
How was the analysis conducted?
The key components of the analysis include predicting emissions corresponding with traffic congestion for 83
individual urban areas based on travel demand models, which predict how many vehicle-miles people will be
traveling in each area. We develop estimates of changes in air pollution (based on PM2_5 concentration) associated
with these emissions, and apply a concentration-response function that predicts how many people will be impacted
by breathing this air pollution. Finally, we assign a dollar value to the predicted number of premature deaths.

Where did we get our data?
We develop estimates of vehicle miles traveled (VMT) based on data and methods from the Center for Urban
Transportation Research (CUTR) at the University of Central Florida. We use a model developed by the US EPA
called MOBILE6 to estimate city-specific emissions per VMT based on year, temperature profile, and average
vehicle speed. We focus on emissions from the baseline year (2000) until 2030. The analysis is conducted for 83
individual urban areas that were previously evaluated by the Texas Transportation Institute (in order to directly
compare our results with their estimates of economic costs of congestion) and are in the lower 48 states.
To estimate the changes in air pollution associated with congestion-related emissions from each urban
area, we applied a source-receptor (S-R) matrix. S-R matrix is a reduced-form model containing county-tocounty transfer factors across the United States, considering both primary PM2-5 and secondary formation
of sulfate and nitrate particles. To determine the health effects, we use the same studies that the US EPA uses
based on a combination of published epidemiological studies and an expert elicitation study addressing
the concentration-response function for PM2_5 -related mortality. To monetize the resulting estimates of
4
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mortality attributable to congestion, we applied a value of a statistical life (VSL) of approximately $7.7M in 2007
dollars (for 2000 GDP), the central estimate used in recent EPA regulatory impact analyses.

What does it mean?
Our modeling illustrates that the public health impacts of traffic during periods of congestion, associated with
premature mortality from primary and secondary PM2.5 concentrations, are appreciable, with thousands of deaths
per year and a monetized value of tens of billions of dollars per year. While the monetized public health damages
are smaller than the economic value of time wasted, with the differential anticipated to grow over time, there
are some geographic areas where public health damages represent a significant proportion of the total damages,
even in future years when per-vehicle emissions are expected to be substantially less. Prior analyses of population
exposure per unit emissions from motor vehicles demonstrated that these values were highest in dense urban
areas for primary PM2.5 and secondary sulfate, especially in California, the mid-Atlantic states, and the industrial
Midwest, and were highest in the Southeast and Midwest for secondary nitrate. The urban areas with the greatest
proportion of damages from public health were often found in parts of California and the Midwest, where the
damages per ton of emissions were greater and the projected future population growth was lower. These findings
provide an indication that considering only the direct economic costs of congestion will underestimate societal
benefits of mitigating congestion, significantly so in certain urban areas.

What did we leave out?
There are clearly numerous other health endpoints or pollutants that may contribute to the public health burden
of congestion, including morbidity endpoints associated with PM2.5, mortality and morbidity from ozone, and
effects of multiple air toxics. This analysis assumed no change to road infrastructure from 2005 levels, and the
models, out of necessity, do not use individualized models of traffic congestion in each urban area (that is, although
population and traffic demand are specific to each area, the analysis does not consider road closures, construction,
or other area-specific factors that might contribute to increases or decreases in congestion over particular time
periods). It is important to note that these are not traffic planning models specific to each area. These are models
that predict emissions of pollutants associated with congested conditions on broader scales. Therefore, the results
are approximations and represent order-of-magnitude predictions. In addition, the relative proportions across
pollutants and urban areas are more robust than the specific numeric estimates.

Where do we go from here?
These results indicate that public health impacts of traffic congestion exist and should be considered when
evaluating long-term policy alternatives for addressing congestion such as traffic management through congestion pricing, traffic light synchronization and more efficient response to traffic incidents, and adding new highway and public transit capacity. This analysis represents a first step, and future analyses could incorporate more
sophisticated approaches for predicting expected emissions under location-specific conditions as opposed to
the generalized case presented here. This exploratory study was designed to evaluate the scope of the issue; more
refined estimates are possible that would address urban-area specific alternatives and impacts.
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The following tables provide supporting information for our analyses that did not appear in the published
paper. Note that the estimates for individual urban areas are more uncertain than the overall estimates for all
83 urban areas combined, and should be interpreted with caution. The model does not capture the nuances
and dynamics of each individual urban area. Traffic demand, for example, is based on a national model, not
individual models specific to each location.

Table A: Forecasted Increase in Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) in 83 U.S. Urban Areas: 2000-2030

Urban Area

Percent VMT Increase
2000-2005

2000-2010

2000-2015

2005-2020

2000-2025

2000-2030

Akron, OH

1%

1%

2%

3%

4%

6%

Albany, NY
Albuquerque, NM
Allentown--Bethlehem, PA--NJ
Atlanta, GA
Austin, TX
Bakersfield, CA
Baltimore, MD
Beaumont, TX
Birmingham, AL
Boston, MA--NH--RI
Boulder, CO
Bridgeport--Stamford, CT--NY
Brownsville, TX
Buffalo, NY
Cape Coral, FL
Charleston--North Charleston, SC
Charlotte, NC--SC
Chicago, IL--IN
Cincinnati, OH--KY--IN
Cleveland, OH
Colorado Springs, CO
Columbia, SC
Columbus, OH
Corpus Christi, TX
Dallas--Fort Worth--Arlington, TX
Dayton, OH
Denver--Aurora, CO
Detroit, MI
El Paso, TX--NM
Eugene, OR
Fresno, CA
Grand Rapids, MI
Hartford, CT
Houston, TX
Indianapolis, IN
Jacksonville, FL
Kansas City, MO--KS

3%

4%

4%

5%

6%

7%

2%

8%

14%

19%

23%

28%

-3%

3%

6%

10%

13%

16%

7%

14%

19%

22%

24%

27%

6%

12%

17%

21%

25%

29%

9%

16%

21%

26%

30%

33%

1%

4%

9%

13%

17%

20%

-4%

-3%

-1%

2%

4%

7%

1%

4%

6%

9%

12%

15%

-5%

-3%

-2%

0%

1%

3%

0%

6%

11%

14%

17%

20%

0%

2%

3%

4%

5%

7%

6%

10%

14%

17%

20%

23%

-3%

-3%

-3%

-2%

-1%

0%

8%

20%

25%

30%

34%

38%

3%

11%

18%

25%

28%

32%

4%

13%

17%

21%

25%

28%

1%

3%

5%

6%

8%

10%

-4%

-3%

-1%

0%

2%

3%

-6%

-8%

-9%

-10%

-11%

-12%

-2%

6%

12%

17%

22%

27%

-2%

7%

15%

23%

31%

36%

-1%

2%

6%

10%

13%

17%

1%

6%

12%

19%

25%

29%

8%

15%

18%

21%

24%

27%

-8%

-8%

-8%

-8%

-7%

-6%

0%

7%

10%

13%

16%

19%

-3%

-3%

-2%

-2%

-1%

0%

3%

7%

11%

15%

19%

22%

1%

7%

12%

16%

19%

22%

3%

9%

14%

19%

22%

25%

-15%

-9%

-3%

2%

8%

14%

-2%

-1%

0%

2%

4%

5%

8%

12%

15%

17%

20%

23%

4%

8%

12%

15%

19%

22%

5%

15%

19%

23%

28%

32%

0%

8%

15%

21%

28%

35%

Chart continued on next page...
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Urban Area

Percent VMT Increase
2000-2005

2000-2010

2000-2015

2005-2020

2000-2025

2000-2030

8%

16%

22%

28%

33%

38%

15%

25%

32%

37%

42%

46%

-8%

-5%

-3%

0%

3%

6%

2%

4%

5%

7%

8%

10%

0%

2%

4%

6%

8%

10%

Memphis, TN--MS--AR

-3%

-1%

1%

3%

5%

8%

Miami, FL
Milwaukee, WI
Minneapolis--St. Paul, MN
Nashville-Davidson, TN
New Haven, CT
New Orleans, LA
NewYork--Newark, NY--NJ--CT
Oklahoma City, OK
Omaha, NE--IA
Orlando, FL
Oxnard, CA
Pensacola, FL--AL

4%

8%

13%

18%

22%

26%

-5%

-4%

-3%

-1%

0%

2%

0%

5%

9%

14%

17%

20%

-12%

-3%

4%

11%

17%

24%

-2%

1%

4%

7%

9%

12%

-3%

-36%

-25%

-15%

-8%

-2%

1%

2%

3%

5%

6%

8%

3%

9%

13%

16%

19%

23%

Laredo, TX
Las Vegas, NV
Little Rock, AR
Los Angeles--Long Beach--Santa Ana, CA
Louisville, KY--IN

5%

10%

14%

19%

23%

27%

6%

18%

27%

32%

37%

41%

5%

15%

25%

34%

42%

47%

-7%

4%

12%

19%

26%

31%

Philadelphia, PA--NJ--DE--MD
Phoenix--Mesa, AZ

0%

2%

3%

4%

5%

7%

8%

15%

20%

24%

29%

33%

Pittsburgh, PA
Portland, OR--WA
Providence, RI--MA

-6%

-6%

-4%

-2%

0%

3%

4%

7%

10%

13%

16%

19%

Raleigh, NC
Richmond, VA
Riverside--San Bernardino, CA
Rochester, NY
Sacramento, CA
St. Louis, MO--IL
Salem, OR

-1%

1%

4%

7%

10%

13%

11%

28%

37%

43%

49%

54%

-4%

5%

14%

22%

31%

36%

9%

15%

19%

24%

28%

31%

0%

0%

0%

0%

1%

3%

6%

10%

14%

18%

22%

25%

1%

1%

1%

2%

2%

3%

5%

11%

15%

20%

25%

29%

Salt Lake City, UT
San Antonio, TX

6%

17%

27%

35%

40%

45%

5%

15%

22%

28%

35%

42%

San Diego, CA
San Francisco--Oakland, CA

1%

10%

15%

20%

26%

31%

0%

1%

2%

3%

5%

6%

San Jose, CA
Sarasota--Bradenton, FL
Seattle, WA
Spokane, WA--ID
Springfield, MA--CT
Tampa--St. Petersburg, FL
Toledo, OH--MI
Tucson, AZ
Tulsa, OK
Virginia Beach, VA
Washington, DC--VA--MD

1%

2%

3%

4%

5%

6%

8%

17%

25%

33%

39%

45%

2%

6%

8%

11%

14%

17%

2%

8%

14%

20%

25%

30%

-6%

-5%

-5%

-4%

-2%

-1%

4%

7%

10%

13%

15%

18%

-5%

-6%

-5%

-5%

-4%

-2%

5%

12%

19%

23%

26%

29%

-8%

-2%

4%

10%

16%

22%

-1%

3%

7%

10%

14%

17%

3%

5%

7%

9%

11%

13%

I
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Table B provides estimates of premature mortality and associated social costs across selected years to 2030 for
each of the 83 urban areas. While estimates in all individual urban areas were not reported in the published
paper, they are included below to provide perspective on the relative proportion of expected impacts across the
83 modeled areas. Given the underlying uncertainties and simplifications in the modeling approach, although
the values are listed below with multiple significant figures for ease of comparison, the values in this table
should be interpreted as order of magnitude estimates of the potential public health impacts.

Table B: Estimated Selective Public Health Impacts of Traffic Congestion With Status Quo
Infrastructure & Mobility Options in 83 U.S. Urban Areas: 2000 - 2030
2000
Akron, OH
Albany, NY
Albuquerque, NM
Allentown--Bethlehem, PA--NJ
Atlanta, GA
Austin, TX
Bakersfield, CA
Baltimore, MD
Beaumont, TX
Birmingham, AL
Boston, MA--NH--RI
Boulder, CO
Bridgeport--Stamford, CT--NY
Brownsville, TX
Buffalo, NY
Cape Coral, FL
Charleston--North Charleston, SC
Charlotte, NC--SC
Chicago, IL--IN
Cincinnati, OH--KY--IN
Cleveland, OH
Colorado Springs, CO
Columbia, SC
Columbus, OH
Corpus Christi, TX
Dallas--Fort Worth--Arlington, TX
Dayton, OH
Denver--Aurora, CO
Detroit, MI
El Paso, TX--NM
Eugene, OR
Fresno, CA
Grand Rapids, MI
Hartford, CT
Houston, TX
Indianapolis, IN
Jacksonville, FL
Kansas City, MO--KS
Laredo, TX
Las Vegas, NV
Little Rock, AR
Los Angeles--Long Beach--Santa Ana, CA

2005

2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

EPD

$M

EPD

$M

EPD

$M

EPD

$M

EPD

$M

EPD

$M

EPD

$M

8
<2
4
6
93
17

63

47

4
<2
3
3
70
12

34

3
<2
2
3
55
8
2
23
<l
3

32
5
23
29
549
85

2
45
<1
6
21
<2
8
3
3
9
2
13
350
41
21
3
2
14
2
103
13
31
116
7
<2
7
5
5
43
27
4
14
<l
5
2
547

26
4
17
21
431
67
11
183
<2
27
100
4
37
13
12
64
14
78
1,313
129
77
14
11
68
9
455
40
126
357
40
3
42
21
23
231
100
26
62
3
37
7
2,974

4
<2
3
3
62
10

17
499
2
66
257
8
83
28
34
78
18
120
3,751
460
262
29
17
150
18
941
161
319
1,333
69
5
70
62
54
383
264
39
142
4
34
22
5,564

3
<l
2
3
52
8
<2
22
<l
3
12
<2
4
2
<2
8
2
9
157
15
9
2
<2
8
<2
54
5
15
43
5
<1
5
2
3
28
12
3
7
<1
4
<2
355

28
4
19
24
476
73

2
65
<l
9
33
<2
11
4
4
10
2
16
487
60
34
4
2
19
2
122
21
41
173
9
<2
9
8
7
50
34
5
18
<2
4
3
722

3
<2
2
3
56
9
<2
24
<1
4
13
<2
5
2
2
8
2
10
182
19
10
2
<2
8
<2
62
6
18
52
5
<1
5
3
3
29
14
3
8
<l
4
<2
360

27

9
32
44
717
129

6
<2
3
4
80
14

13

2
26
<l
4
15
<2
5
2
2
10
2
12
171
16
10
2
2
10
<2
62
5
17
43
7
<2
6
3
3
35
13
4
9
<2
7
<2
454

16
228
<2
33
130
5
46
16
16
91
21
105
1,520
139
86
18
18
89
12
547
42
148
381
58
5
56
27
30
311
112
36
84
5
61
7
4,038

I

7
25
31
633
110
15
354
2
48
169
6
62
25
23
75
14
102
2,770
321
165
21
12
109
13

I

816
103
245
918
56
4
58
36
38
338
210
32
108
4
36
14
4,324

5
21
25
549
92

2
13
32
252
<l
<2
5
36
16
125
<2
5
6
47
3
20
2
16
10
76
2
13
12
92
251 1,982
28
220
14
111
2 I 18
<2
11
11
83
<2
11
85
671
9
70
24
192
76
603
6
47
<1
4
6
49
4
28
4
29
35
277
19
153
4
29
11
88
<l I 3
4
34
<2
10
426
3,362

I

4
17
21
454
73

I

I

11
195
<2
29
102
4
38
15
13
65
12
78
1,481
154
84
15
10
69
9
507
48
144
421
40
3
42
22
24
232
113
25
67
3
33
8
2,924

I

13

<2
5
2
2
8
2
10
158
15
9
2
2
9
<2
56
5
15
41
5
<1
5
3
3
30
12
3
8
<1
5
<2
394

200
<2
29
112
4
40
14
14
73
17
89
1,361
129
79
15
14
76
10
483
39
132
355
47
4
47
23
26
263
103
30
69
4
46
7
3,396

EPD = Estimated Premature Deaths
$M = Estimated Cost in Millions of U.S. Dollars (2007 $)
Chart continued on next page ...
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Table B Continued:
Estimated Selective Public Health Impacts of Traffic Congestion With Status Quo Infrastructure &
Mobility Options in 83 U.S. Urban Areas: 2000 - 2030
2005

2000
EPD
Louisville, KY--IN
Memphis, TN--MS--AR
Miami, FL
Milwaukee, WI
Minneapolis--St. Paul, MN
Nashville-Davidson, TN
New Haven, CT
New Orleans, LA
New York--Newark, NY--NJ--CT
Oklahoma City, OK
Omaha, NE--IA
Orlando, FL
Oxnard, CA
Pensacola, FL--AL
Philadelphia, PA--NJ--DE--MD
Phoenix--Mesa, AZ
Pittsburgh, PA
Portland, OR--WA
Providence, RI--MA
Raleigh, NC
Richmond, VA
Riverside--San Bernardino, CA
Rochester, NY
Sacramento, CA
St. Louis, MO--IL
Salem, OR
Salt Lake City, UT
San Antonio, TX
San Diego, CA
San Francisco--Oakland, CA
San Jose, CA
Sarasota--Bradenton, FL
Seattle, WA
Spokane, WA--ID
Springfield, MA--CT
Tampa--St. Petersburg, FL
Toledo, OH--MI
Tucson, AZ
Tulsa, OK
Virginia Beach, VA
Washington, DC--VA--MD
Total

$M

34
16
62
40
66

265
123
474
308
505

11

84
35
76
4,962
120
53
196
29
23
1,145
148
137
154
81
34
45
98
24
533
797
3
42
108
331
1,813
323
12
246
7
5
619
91
31
68
102
556
31,161

5
10
644
16
7
25
4
3
149
19
18
20
11

4
6
13
3
69
103
<l
5
14
43
235
42
2
32
<2
<2
80
12
4
9
13
72
4,045

2010

EPD

$M

EPD

24

192
84
370
205
380

17
8
40
18
37

11

47
26
48

50
5
25
2
51
2
3,768
337
94
9
45
4
169
21
24
3
15
2
806
71
134
15
87
8
129
13
59
6
32
4
30
3
90
10
11
<2
17
2
471
48
60
51
589
74
2
<l
<l
37
5
4
89
10
11
249
29
31
124
170 I 1,345
248
24
31
<2
<2
11
203
21
26
5
<2
<2
3
<l
I <1
482
45
61
8 I 60 I 5
26
3
3
4
5
43
7
9
74
42
55
438
23,736 2,264
3,001
6
3
6
477
12
6
21
3
2
102
17
11
16
7
4
4

I

I

$M

138
62
316
142
295
42
19
17
2,658
73
34
166
22
14
561
116
63
101
44

34
27
80
13
378
399
2
34
80
227
981
191
9
162
5
2
357
40
23
35
59
330
17,861

EPD

$M

EPD

$M

EPD

$M

EPD

$M

12
6
36
13
29

101
48
293
102
236

11

89
44
316
88
225

11

11

5
44
10
28

91
47
379
90
245

99
52
473
99
282

4
2
3
215
5
3
22
5
2
46
14
7
9
5
5
4
13
<2
40
25
<l
5
9
39
78
19
<2
15
<l
<1
28
3
3
3
8
36
1,703

36
19
23
1,859
44
25
191
39
14
395
123
57
81
45
44
38
111
10
343
218
2
39
81
339
675
163
9
128
4
2
238
24
24
25
67
310
14,690

5
38
11

27

34
4
4
2
2
17
16
2
2
1,981
212
244
52
5
6
26
3
3
157
19
19
24
3
3
12
<2
2
51
416
45
12
13 I•l 102
51
6
6
10
81
9
38
5
5
4
4 I 33
25
3
3
11
10 I 79
<2 I 10
<2
36
39 ! 316
273
27
I 34
2
<l
I <l
31
4
4
8 I 68
8
32
28 I 229
' 733
77
90
156
18
19
8 I <2
I <2
128
14
16
<1 I 4 I <l
<1
<1 I 2
I
265
28
33
i
I 3
28 ! 3
21
2
3
3
3 ~
6 I 53 I 7
273 i 33
I 34
1,746 14,19211,602

I

2030

2025

2020

2015

32
17
19
1,772
44
23
161
29
12
374
104
51
75
39
36
29
89
9
305
224
2
34
68
265
649
149
I
8
119
4
2
I 233
24
I 21
24
56
272
13,412

I

I

I

6
53
11

32
5
3
3
234
5
3
27
6
2
50
17
8
11

6
6
5
16
<2
46
26
<l
6
12
50
85
21
<2
17
<2
<1
29
3
3
3
9
41
1,917

43
22
29
2,079
48
28
236
51
17
441
152
69
94
55
55
49
144
12
412
227
2
49
103
449
751
188
12
149
5
2
260
26
29
29
82
366
17,034

EPD = Estimated Premature Deaths
$M = Estimated Cost in Millions of U.S. Dollars (2007 $)
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Tue Harvard Center for Risk Analysis (HCRA), founded in 1989, is recognized as a world-leader in applying decision theory,
environmental and health science, and economics to a broad range of important environmental and public health issues. HCRA is a
research institute within the Harvard School of Public Health, which has the objective of using a variety of analytic methods to inform
public policy decisions relevant to public health. Our researchers enjoy successful collaborations across disciplines, and a hallmark of our
work is synthesizing and integrating basic environmental sciences with social sciences to better inform decision making. We regularly
host interdisciplinary seminars. Since 1993, HCRA has been publishing Risk in Perspective, a periodic publication available from our
website (www.hcra.harvard.edu). Currently, HCRA hosts the Research Translation Core for a Superfund Basic Research program grant
focused on gene-environment interactions (www.srphsph.harvard.edu) and is responsible for developing and communicating policyrelevant research based on the results of studies from partners across the University and MIT.
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Population Density, Traffic Density and
Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) Emission Air Pollution Density in
Major Metropolitan Areas of the United States
This report summarizes the latest Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) data on the density of daily
traffic densities and road vehicle nitrogen oxides (NOx) emissions densities by counties within the 51
metropolitan areas with more than 1 million population in the United States as of2010. The measures
used are described under "The Measures," below.
The EPA data indicates a strong association both between:
•

Higher population densities and higher traffic densities (Figure 1).

•

Higher population densities and higher road vehicle nitrogen oxides (NOx) emission intensities
(Figure 2)

In both cases, the relationships are statistically significant at the 99 percent level of confidence.
These relationships are summarized by population density category in Table 1, which includes total daily
road vehicle travel density (vehicle miles per square mile), annual nitrogen oxides (NOx) emission
intensity and a comparison to the average of all of the metropolitan area counties.
Table 1
Nox Emission & Road Travel Intensities by Population Density
Counties in Major Metropolitan Areas (Over 1,000,000 Population}

20,000 & Over
10,000- 20,000
5,000 - 10,000
2,500-5,000
1,000-2,500
Under 1,000

108.1
79.8
65.1
40.3
23.1
4.6

Average of Major Metropolitan Counties

13.7
10.1
8.3
5.1
2.9
0.6

7.9

304,064
173,450
146,149
84,695
45,064
7,057

22.1
12.6
10.6
6.1
3.3
0.5

13,779

Table3
Nox Emission & Road Travel Intensities by Population Density
Highly Urbanized Counties in Major Metropolitan Areas (Over 1,000,000 Population)

It is important to recognize that air pollution emissions alone are not a fully reliable predictor of air

quality, though all things being equal, higher air pollution emissions will lead to less healthful air. This
issue is described further under "Caveats." Below.
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Density & Roadway Travel
ROAD VEHICLES: MAJOR METROPOLITAN COUNTIES
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Density & Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) Emissions
ROAD VEHICLES: MAJOR METROPOLITAN COUNTIES
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Figure2
Data by County

Some in the urban planning community have implied that vehicle travel is lowered by higher densities
and more intense transit service. It has also been implied that higher population densities are associated
with lower air pollution levels.
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In fact, New York County (Manhattan), the highest density county in the nation, also has the highest
traffic density and the highest total nitrogen oxides (NOx) emission density out of all of the nation's
nearly 3,200 counties, metropolitan and non-metropolitan. Moreover, New York County also has the
highest concentration of emissions for the other criteria air pollutants, such as carbon monoxides,
particulates and volatile organic compounds (2002 data). 1
The clearest lesson from these data is that both propositions are patently false. The county with the
highest population density in the nation (New York County) has the both the highest traffic density and
nitrogen oxides (NOx) emission density. Generally, increasing population densities leads to increased
traffic and air pollution density. The new traffic generated by the new residents substantially offsets any
per capita reduction in driving.
Seven of the 10 counties with the highest NOx emissions concentration2 (annual tons per square mile) in
major metropolitan areas (those with more than 1 million population) are also among the top 10 in
population density (2008). As noted above, New York County (Manhattan) has by far the most intense
NOx emissions and is also by far the most dense. New York City's other three most urban counties
(Bronx, Kings and Queens) are more dense than any county in the nation outside Manhattan and all are
among the top 10 in NOx emission density (Table 3).
More concentrated traffic leads to greater traffic congestion and more intense air pollution. The data for
traffic concentration is similar. 3 Manhattan has by far the greatest miles of road travel per square mile of
any county. Again, seven of the 10 counties with the greatest density of traffic are also among the 10 with
the highest population densities. As in the case ofNOx emissions, the other three highly urbanized New
York City counties are also among the top 10 in the density of motor vehicle travel (Table 3).

Table 2
Intensity of Nox Emissions & Motor Vehicle Travel (per Square Mile)
NOx Emissions
Density
Compared to
Rank County
Average
1
1
New York Co, NY
23.8
San Francisco Co, CA
14.7
2
5
3
3
13.7
Bronx Co, NY
4
9
Washington city, DC
13.1
5
16 St Louis city, MO
124
6
13 Arlington Co, VA
11.3
7
15 Cook Co, IL
10.0
7
8
Suffolk Co, MA
9.5
Kings Co, NY
9
2
8.7
10
4
Queens Co, NY
8.7
Calculated from 2008 EPA Data
Ranking out of 422 counties
Rank

Rank
1
2
3

Density
Rank

County
New York Co, NY
1
3
Bronx Co, NY
50 Fredericksburg city, VA
10 Alexandria city, VA
4
5
5
San Francisco Co, CA
13
Arlington Co, VA
6
7
7
Suffolk Co, MA
Queens Co, NY
8
4
9
2
Kings Co, NY
10
9
Washington city, DC
Calculated from 2005 EPA Data
,Ranking out of 422 counties

Compared to
Average
37.8

22.3
19.9
15.8
15.6

15.1
144
14.3

13.8

13.1

Urbanization
Most counties have substantial rural land area, which results in lower factors for both traffic density and
air pollution emission density. This is evident in Los Angeles County (California) for example, which
contains most of the Los Angeles urban area, which has the highest population density of any urban area
in the country. Los Angeles has been renowned for decades as having some of the country's worst air
pollution. Yet, this report shows Los Angeles County to have a much lower traffic density than many
1

Calculated from data downloaded from
http://www.epa.gov/ttn/chiefi'net/2008inventory .html
3
http://www.epa.gov/ttnnaaq s/pm/docs/2005_ vmt_county_level.xis
2

'-="-"-'--'-'-'"-'-'-=-"=--==-'-=="-'-"~'-=="-'=:.'-'=~·
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other counties. This reflects the fact that approximately one half of the land area of Los Angeles County is
very low density rural, which substantially reduces the traffic density. Similarly, the air pollution
emission factors in Los Angeles County are lower than would be expected because of the large share of
the county that is rural.
Data from the 35 counties in which 90 percent or more of the land is developed indicates virtually the
same relationships as were indicated in the overall analysis. Table 3 shows the results, which indicates a
substantially the same population density/traffic density and population density/air pollution emission
density relationship as in all of the metropolitan area counties.

Table3
Nox Emission & Road Travel Intensities by Population Density
Highly Urbanized Counties in Major Metropolitan Areas (Over 1,000,000 Population)

20,000 & Over
10,000 - 20,000
5,000 - 10,000
2,500 - 5,000
1,000-2,500
Under 1,000

108-1
79.8
65.1
44.8

Average of Major Metropolitan Counties

833.3

.26.3

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
00

304,004
173,450
146,149
91,701
51,140

22.1
12.6
10.6
6.7
3.7

13,779

Counties with 90% or more in urban land (35)

Cautions:
The air pollution data contained in this report is for emissions, not for air quality. Air quality is related to
emissions and if there were no other intervening variables, it could be expected that emissions alone
would predict air quality. However there are a number of intervening variables, from climate, wind,
topography and other factors. Again, Los Angeles County makes the point. As the highest density large
urban area in the nation is to be expected that Los Angeles would have among the highest density of air
pollution emissions. However, the situation in Los Angeles is exacerbated by the fact that the urban area
is surrounded by mountains which tend to trap the air pollution that is blown eastward by the prevailing
westerly winds.
The EPA data for 2002 can be used to create maps indicating criteria pollutant densities within
metropolitan areas. Examples of a map of the New York metropolitan area and the Portland (OR-WA)
metropolitan area are shown (Figures 3 and 4), with the latter indicating the data illustration feature using
Multnomah County (the central county of the metropolitan area).

The Measures:
Road Travel Volumes: Annual traffic volumes in vehicle miles are reported by EPA. 4 The annual
vehicle miles for each county is divided by the number of days (365 ) and then by the county land area in
square miles to generate a vehicle miles per square mile (density) figure. The EPA data is for 2005, which
is the latest data available on the EPA website.
4

http://www.epa.gov/ttn/naaqs/pm/docs/2005_ vmt_county_level.xis.
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Vehicle Air Pollution Emissions: The EPA reports annual air pollution emissions by county, both gross
and by density for various pollutants on its website. 5 This analysis is based on the density of nitrogen
oxides (NOx).
This report covers local air pollutants only and does not provide information on greenhouse gas emissions
(nor does the EPA "Air Data" website).
Cauni:y Emissions Mop - Criteria Air Pollutants
Counties in New Jersey. New York. Pennsylvania

New York
Metropolitan
Area:
Total emissions
per square mile

2Q()2 County Emissions Density (Tans per sq.mi.) of Total Criterio Pollutant
0
4.s.-100

•

::-O-i1

,~,. 11-2.3

100-2.00

•

2w+

2.3-45

Figure 3
lhun:idoy. Juty 7. 2011
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County Emissions Map - Criteria Air Pollutants
Cou nl:ies in Oregon, Washington

Portland
Metropolitan
Area:
NOx emissions
per square mile
(Showing county
data feature)

2002. County Emissions Densil;y (Tons per sqmL) of Nitrogen Oxides
0
u-11

•

>0-0.83
11-.31

•

0.&-1.9
31+

1:9-4.3

Figure 4

Other Air Pollutants
Similar relationships exist with respect to the other criteria air pollutants. In each case, the relationships
between higher population densities and more intense air pollution is statistically significant at the 99
percent level of confidence. The relationships are illustrated in the following figures:
Figure 5: Carbon Monoxide
Figure 6: Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC)
Figure 7: Sulpher Dioxide (S02)
Figure 8: Particulate Matter less than 2.5 micrometers in diameter (PM-2.5)
Figure 9: Particulate Matter less than 10 micrometers in diameter (PM-10)
Figure 10: Ammonia (NH3l
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Density & Carbon Monoxide Emissions
ROAD VEHICLES: MAJOR METROPOLITAN COUNTIES
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Density & VOC Emissions
ROAD VEHICLES: MAJOR METROPOLITAN COUNTIES
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Density & S0 2 Emissions
ROAD VEHICLES: MAJOR METROPOLITAN COUNTIES
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Figure 7

Density & PM-2.5 Emissions
ROAD VEHICLES: MAJOR METROPOLITAN COUNTIES
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Density & PM-10 Emissions
ROAD VEHICLES: MAJOR METROPOLITAN COUNTIES
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The San Francisco Rent Explosion:
Part II
204,242 views

Share

Source: Priceonomics
The San Francisco real estate market is, technically speaking, muy caliente. If
you've looked for an apartment recently, or follow our blog, you know that rental
prices have
and small homes
for more than Detroit skyscrapers. San
Francisco is a beautiful place, with a bustling economy that has drawn tens of
thousands of new residents over the past few years. But the supply of housing is
relatively fixed as large swathes of the city aren't zoned for the type of high
density housing that could accommodate the increased demand. So the price of
housing has increased.
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$10500 I 2br - 1288ft2 - For Rent RARE! Brand New Luxury Condos. Ready Now 2/2/14. (mission
district)

t6m·suc"€"1:
Uti1Su

C>
c
~

·"'il!il!

24th Stred

~

®~ craigslist -

Map data © OpenStreetl,Ja1

19th St at Valencia;:

---

. 28R I 28a

-~--~--

1288~2

-~·~----

·condo

w/d in unit , attached garage

This somewhat
reads, "With the hottest
microclimate in San Francisco, Mission is caliente ...Modern with European feel.
Gorgeous!"
In this post, we'll look at the current rental prices of San Francisco apartments,
updating ourreport
The principal data source is our data crawling
business, which crawls the web and analyzes apartment listings (among other
things) across the U.S., including San Francisco. We sell this kind of data to real
estate investors, which helps fund this blog.
According to our data, as of the end of June 2014, the median rental price of a
one-bedroom apartment in San Francisco is $3,120. Two-bedroom apartments
rent for $4,000, and a three-bedroom apartment rents for $4,795·
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The Median Price of a San Francisco Apartment: June

2014

$5,000

$4,000

$3,000

$2,000

S1 .000

Overall

1br

Studio

2br

3br

Over the last few years, prices have exploded. We hope you held on to your rentcontrolled place in Bernal Heights, where rent for a one-bedroom apartment has
doubled in just three years.

One Bedroom Price by Neighborhood
RANK
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

NEIGHBORHOOD
Bernal Heights
Civic Center
Mission
Hayes Valley
Lower Nob Hill
Castro
Panhandle
Nob Hill
Haight Ashbury
Visitacion Valley
Lower Haight
Potrero Hill
Noe Valley
Portola District
Excelsior
Glen Park
Inner Richmond
Western Addition

2011
$ 1,683
$ 1,850
$ 1,900
$ 2,195
$ 1,850
$ 2,150
$ 1,700
$2,000
$ 1,895
$ 1,200
$ 2,100
$ 2,400
$ 2,097
$ 1,200
$ 1,350
$ 1,600
$ 1,625
$ 1,795

2014 3-year %
101%
$3,390
$3,400
84%
$3,250
71%
71%
$3,750
65%
$3,050
63%
$3,498
62%
$2,750
$3,180
59%
$2,800
48%
$ 1,750
46%
$3,000
43%
$3,325
39%
$2,875
37%
$ 1,625
35%
$1,825
35%
$ 2,163
35%
$ 2,193
35%
$2,400
34%
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RANK
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

NEIGHBORHOOD
Twin Peaks
Richmond
Cole Valley
Sunset
Marina
North Beach
Lower Pac Heights
Alamo Square
Financial District
SOMA
Inner Sunset
Ingleside
Russian Hill
Tenderloin
Laurel Heights
West Portal
Bayview
Pacific Heights

2011
$ 1,900
$ 1,525
$ 2,075
$ 1,350
$ 2,495
$ 2,400
$ 2,503
$ 2,440
$3,000
$2,800
$ 1,775
$ 1,950
$ 2,895
$ 1,495
$ 2,500
$ 1,995
$1,400
$ 3,250

2014 3-year %
33%:
$ 2,523
31%
$ 1,995
$2,700
30%
28%
$ 1,725
27%
$ 3,175
27%
$3,050
25%
$ 3,125
23%
$ 2,995
20%
$3,600
20%
$ 3,359
18%
$ 2,100
$ 2,241
15%
13%
$ 3,273
10%
$ 1,645
8%
$2,700
$ 2,100
5%
2%
$ 1,425
0%
$ 3,250

Over the past year, rents have continued to increase, but not uniformly. Asking
rents have increased tremendously downtown, mid-market, and in the southern
part of the city that offers the shortest commutes to the South Bay.

One Bedroom Price by Neighborhood
RANK NEIGHBORHOOD
l Hayes Valley
2 Bernal Heights
3 Castro
4 Excelsior
5 Civ;c Center
6 Lower Nob Hill
7 Panhandle
8 Mission
9 Lower Haight
10 Portola District
11 Potrero Hill
12 Nob Hill
13 Richmond
14 Alamo Square
15 Ingleside
16 Inner Richmond
17 Marina
18 North Beach

2103
$ 2,573
$ 2,385
$ 2,700
$ 1,400
$ 2,700
$ 2,464
$ 2,250
$ 2,675
$ 2,495
$ 1,350
$2,800
$ 2,788
$ 1,750
$ 2,673
$2,000
$2,000
$ 2,900
$2,800

2014 1-YEAR %
46%
$ 3,750
42%
$ 3,390
30%
$ 3,498
$ 1,825
30%
26%
$ 3,400
$3,050
24%
22%
$ 2,750
21%
$ 3,250
20%
$3,000
$ 1,625
20%
19%
$ 3,325
$ 3,180
14%
14%
$ 1,995
12%
$ 2,995
12%
$ 2,241
10%
$ 2,193
$ 3,175
9%
$ 3,050
9%
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RANK
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

NEIGHBORHOOD
Haight Ashbmy
Financial District
Visitacion Valley
Pacific Heights
Twin Peaks
Sunset
Lower Pac Heights
Noe Valley
Russian Hill
Glen Park
Laurel Heights
SOMA
Cole Valley
Western Addition
West Portal
Bayview
Inner Sunset
Tenderloin

2103
$ 2,588
$ 3,395
$ 1,650
$ 3,100
$ 2,400
$ 1,650
$ 3,oi3
$2,800
$ 3,200
$ 2,150
$ 2,695
$ 3.475
$ 2,770
$ 2,500
$ 2,250
$ 1,550
$ 2,300
$ 1,873

2014 1-YEAR %
8%
$2,800
6%
$ 3,600
6%
$ 1,750
$ 3,250
5%
$ 2,523
5%
$ 1,725
5%
$ 3,125
4%
3%
$ 2,875
2%
$ 3,273
1%
$ 2,163
0%
$ 2,700
-3%
$ 3,359
$ 2,700
-3%
-4%
$ 2,400
$ 2,100
-7%
-8%
$ 1,425
$ 2,100
-9%
-12%
$ 1,645

The Median Price of a San Francisco Apartment
55,000

54,000

53,000

52,000

51 ,000

Overall

studio

1br

2br

3br

The Changing Landscape of the City

Long time San Francisco residents will notice something strange in the above
charts: historically inexpensive neighborhoods, especially downtown and the
surrounding areas, are now some of the most expensive.
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Ranking of Most Expensive Neighborhoods
RANK

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

NEIGHBORHOOD
Hayes Valley
Financial District
Castro
Civic Center
Bernal Heights
SOMA
Potrero Hill
Russian Hill
Mission
Pacific Heights
Nob Hill
Marina
Lower Pac Heights
Lower Nob Hill
North Beach
Lower Haight
Alamo Square
Noe Valley

RANK

RENT

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

3,750
3,600
3,498
3,400
3,390
3,359
3,325
3,273
3,250
3,250
3,180
3,175
3,125
3,050
3,050
3,000
2,995
2,875

NEIGHBORHOOD
Haight Ashbury
Panhandle
Cole Valley
Laurel Heights
Twin Peaks
Western Addition
Ingleside
Inner Richmond
Glen Park
Inner Sunset
West Portal
Richmond
Excelsior
Visitacion Valley
Sunset
Tenderloin
Portola District
Bayview

RENT

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,800
2,750
2,700
2,700
2,523
2,400
2,241
2,193
2,163
2,100
2,100
1,995
1,825
1,750
1,725
1,645
1,625
1,425

A couple factors are driving this change. First, the construction of new apartment
buildings has been concentrated in downtown, Hayes Valley, and the Castro area
around Market Street as part of the city's effort to draw investment to those
areas. These new apartments make up a lot of the inventory in those
neighborhoods, and they are expensive. For example, the new NEMA building
across the street from Twitter headquarters rents one-bedroom apartments
from
Proximity to the highways and shuttle buses that take tech workers south to
companies like Google, Facebook, and Apple is also reorienting the real estate
landscape. Living in neighborhoods like Bernal Heights or Portera was once
(arguably) like living in a backwater, but these commuting-friendly areas are now
expensive and popular. Glenn Park appears to be an exception as rents are lower,
although its inventory of one bedroom apartments is limited and mostly consists
of weird in-law units.
Your Rental Cheat Sheet
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Are you moving to San Francisco and need some help determining how much you
should expect to pay in different neighborhoods? This handy cheat sheet can
help. It provides the median price of an apartment (as of the end of June 2014)
for a studio or a one, two or three-bedroom apartment in each neighborhood.

Price of an Apartment by Neighborhood
NEIGHBORHOOD !STUDIO l1BR
l2BR
l3BR
Alamo Square
$ 2,295
$ 2,995
$ 5,940
$ 3,975
Bayview
$ 1,425
$ 2,650
$ 3,500
Bernal Heights
$ 3,390
$4,900
$ 3,525
Castro
$ 6,250
$ 3,498
$4,200
$ 1,900
Civic Center
$ 2,248
$ 3,400
$4,500
$4,998
Cole Valley
$ 1,988
$ 2,700
$ 6,500
$ 4,150
Excelsior
$ 1,825
$ 3,200
$ 2,550
Financial District
$ 3,600
$ 2,750
$ 5,950
$ 9,540
Glen Park
$ 2,163
$3,800
$ 5,800
Haight Ashbury
$2,800
$ 6,425
$ 3,650
$ 1,750
Hayes Valley
$ 1,900
$ 5,200
$ 3,750
$4,650
Ingleside
$ 1,600
$ 2,241
$ 2,900
$ 3,850
Inner Richmond
$3,000
$ 1,525
$ 2,193
$ 3,995
Inner Sunset
$ 2,100
$ 1,700
$4,000
$ 3,190
Laurel Heights
$ 2,700
$ 6,200
$4,000
$ 2,350
Lower Haight
$3,000
$ 1,950
$ 4,295
Lower Nob Hill
$ 2,201
$ 3,050
$ 3,899
$ 3,950
Lower Pac Heights
$2,000
$ 3,125
$ 4,125
$5,500

NEIGHBORHOOD !STUDIO t1BR
l2BR
l3BR
Marina
$ 2,125
$6,750
$ 3,175
s 4,625
Mission
$ 2,498
$ 3,250
s 4,190
$ 5,146
Nob Hill
$3,180
$ 2,095
s 4,275
$5,995
Noe Valley
S4,ooo
$5,500
$ 1,500
$ 2,875
North Beach
$ 2,325
$3,050
s 4,300
$6,575
$2,000
$6,700
$4,500
Pacific Heights
s 3,250
Panhandle
$ 1,848
$ 2,750
$4,575
s 3.495
Portola District
s 1,625
s 2,825 $3,498
Potrero Hill
$ 2,850
s 3,325 . $ 4,300 $5,650
Richmond
$ 1,600
$ 1,995
$ 2,995
$3,995
Russian Hill
$4,900
$5,998
s 3,273
$ 1,998
SOMA
$4,800
$6,999
$ 2,917
$ 3,359
Sunset
$ 1,075
$ 1,725
$ 2,895
$3,573
Tenderloin
$ 1,605
s 3,395
$ 1,595
Twin Peaks
$4,100
$ 2,523
s 3,999
S2,898
Visitacion Valley
$ 1,750
s 2,492
$ 2,100
West Portal
$ 2,748
$4,975
$2,400
Western Addition
$3,950
$ 1,725
$ 3,450

-

-

Source: Priceonomics
And so dear reader, good luck on your apartment search. May you find your
dream apartment in a sunny, affordable, and fun location. But who are we
kidding, the odds are not in your favor.

The next post in this series presents data on the price of buying a home in San
Francisco. To be notified when we post it,
our

Published Aug 13, 2014
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The countywide transportation plan is where all of the city's transportation modes, operators, and networks
come together. Ten years ago we developed the first long-range transportation plan anc:l investment blueprint
for San Francisco. This investment strategy served as the basis for Prop K, the half-cent transportation sales tax
reauthorized by over 75% of voters in late 2003. To date, we have allocated over $1 billion in Prop K expenditures,
leveraging as we did so significant regional, state, and federal matching dollars. The Transportation Authority's
' Prop Kand other allocations have funded critical improvements in every neighborhood such as traffic calming, safe
pedestrian and bicycle networks, new transit vehicles, signal priority, and street resurfacing. With the help of public
and private partners, all of the Plan's signature capital investments also have been implemented or are substantially
underway, including the Presidio Parkway, Transbay Transit Center, Central Subway, and Van Ness Avenue Bus
Rapid Transit. During this time, the city responded together with the region to a statewide call to action on climate
change, approving a generation of land use plans with transit-oriented designs and sustainable policies. Together,
we weathered an economic cycle whose impacts were mitigated by our ability to use local funds such as Prop K to
keep projects moving forward and competitive for new funding opportunities when they eventually arose (such as
federal stimulus funds). We also partnered with the City to maintain our transportation assets, though significant
needs remain. Now, as economic activity returns, we must continue to invest to address pressing maintenance
and safety needs. We should deploy and manage our scarce resources efficiently. And we will develop innovative
solutions and deliver the next generation of infrastructure that is necessary to meet our goals for a healthy, vibrant,
and equitable transportation system for all users.
11

J/Ci/Uvvt-\.,
Tilly Chang Q
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, SFCTA
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INTRODUCING THE SAN FRANCISCO
TRANSPORTATION PLAN

CHAPTER 1

Adopted by the Transportation Authority Board on December 17, 2013
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TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY BOARD

SFTP TECHNICAi.. ADVISORY COMMITTEE

John Avalos, District 11, CHAIR
Scott Wiener, District 8, VICE CHAIR
Eric Mar, District 1
Mark Farrell, District 2
David Chiu, District 3
Katy Tang, District 4
London Breed, District 5
Jan.e Kim, District 6
Norman Yee, District 7
David Campos, District 9
Malia Cohen, District 10

Dan Adams, San Francisco Mayor's Office of Housing
Peter Albert, San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA)
Paul Barradas, San Francisco Department of Public Works (SFDPW)
David Beaupre, Port of San Francisco
Amnon Ben Pazi, San Francisco Planning Department
Ron Dowling, Golden Gate Bridge Highway and Transportation District
(GGBHTD)
Ted Egan, City and County of San Francisco
Sasha H;:iuswa_ld, San Francisco Mayor's Office of Housing
Darton Ito, SFMTA
Michae.I Gouherty, Water Emergency Transportation Authority
Ananda Hirsch, SFDPW
Marla jurosek, San Francisco Public Utilities Commission
Julie Kirschbaum, SFMTA ·
Wells Lawson, Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure,
Successor Agency to the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency
Lindy Lowe~ San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development
Commission
Val Menotti, Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART)
Timothy Papandreou, SFMTA
Sebastian Petty, San Mateo County Transit District
Noreen Rodriguez, California Department of Transportation (Caltrans)
Krute Singa, San Francisco Department of the Environment
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Rube Warren, BART
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THE SAN FRANCISCO TRANSPORTATION PLAN, OR SFTP, is the blueprint for San Francisco's transportation
system development and investment over the next 30 years. The SFTP brings all transportation modes, operators, and networks together, with a view to improving travel choices for all users. Through detailed analysis, interagency collaboration, and listening to the public, we've evaluated ways to improve our system with existing
and potential new revenues. The SFTP recommends a diverse investment plan that makes meaningful progress
towards our important goals: livability, world-class infrastructure, economic competitiveness, and a healthy
environment. The SFTP also recommends policy changes that depart from business as usual and will help us
make the most of our investments.

The SFTP contains:
The Investment Plan, to guide spending of existing and anticipated new transportation funds through
2040.
, The SF Investment Vision, to guide spending of additional new locally-controlled revenues.
·· Policy recommendations and strategic initiatives to complement the Investment Plan and Vision.
" Next steps for implementing the SFTP recommendations and monitoring results.
Through 2040, we can expect about $75 billion in funding to support San Francisco's transportation system. Most of this is already committed to specific projects or purposes. This leaves $5 billion in existing and
anticipated new revenues that we can decide how to spend. As shown in Figure 1, this $75 billion funds the
Investment Plan. Because there is far more need than available revenues for transportation, the SF Investment
Vision assumes an additional $7.5 billion in locally-controlled revenues. Figure 2 presents the highlights of the
Investment Plan and Vision.
PHOTO: CENTRAL SUBWAY'S TUNNEL BORING MACHINE "MOM CHUl'1G' IS NOW MAl(ING ITS WAY BEMEATH THE STREETS OF SAN FRAMCISCO
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FIGURE 1. SF INVESTMENT PLAN AND SF INVESTMENT VISION REVENUE
(BY USE)

$82.sel

$75BI

INVESTMENT VISION

INVES~~~~T~~:.

$1.58 DISCRETIONARY
FIGURE 2. HIGHLIGHTS OF THE SFTP INVESTMENT SCENARIOS

The SFTP 1·ccommencls ci
diverse invest111e11t plan

Operations and Maintenance
of Transit and Streets

INVESTMENT PLAN

SF INVESTMENT VISION

$66.38
88%

$69.?B
84%

70% of highest priority transit
maintenance needs met
Maintains to.day's pavement
condition

that rnCJke.s rnea11ingfu!
pmg1.::ss towards our

Multimodal Stree.t_Safety, Enhancement.
and Community Mobility

About 40% of th~ City's Pedestrian.
Safety Strategy and ~2% of the
City's Bicycle Strategy funded

$1.28
1%

11nport ant gcJC!is: ~.afe
-

maintained inr1cist1uctu1E:\

Pavement condition improves
to "good" levels ·
$2.5B
3%

Efficiency and Expansion· Projects

$7.6B
10%

econornic cornpetit.ive<1(;ss,
et iv! r·o11 n1enta !

TOTAi.

-- -------

------~-----""---

--------·- --·--

--

15 miles of protected transit lanes
Caltrain electrification and
extension to a rebuilt Trans bay
Terminal

$75.18

100% of the Pedestrian Safety
and Bicycle Strategies funded
Further expansions of cost-effective
employer, school, and community
trip reduction programs help reduce
auto trips by up to 14%

Parking and peak period congestion
pricing downtown he[p ieauce auto
trips by up to 10%

livable neighborhoorls. weil-

100 % of highest priority transit
maintenance needs met

$10.48
13%

-----~---

Up to 33 miles of protected transit
lanes, including increased BART
capacity and reliability
Freeway management and transit
efficiency strategies, including
increased BART capacity and
reliability

$82.68

KEY FINDINGS AND POI.ICY RECOMMENDATIONS

" Prioritize revenues to fully fund timely vehicle replacement and rehabilitation
Expand transit service while supporting steps to stabilize costs
Achieve city goals for average pavement condition
Build the pedestrian and bicycle strategies to establish safer neighborhood networks citywide
'' Create more complete streets (at lower cost) through coordination with repaving
0

0

0

Increase investment in employer, school, and community trip reduction programs
Increase transparency and promote public involvement by sharing agency prioritization and development processes
° Continue to develop pricing approaches to congestion management
0

0

° Continue rapid transit network development, including bus rapid transit
° Continue to coordinate transit investment with land use development plans

Set a vision for managing the city's freeway network
• Identify the next generation transit network priorities for BART, Caltrain, and Muni
0

• Consider all options for delivering projects
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As Congestion Management Agency (CMA) for San Francisco, the
Transportation Authority is responsible for developing a longrange, countywide transportation plan. We developed the SFTP
through extensive technical analysis, consultation with partner
agencies, and community outreach over several years. Appendices
A-J describe the technical analysis behind the plan.

DRAFT INVESTMENT PLAN
SUMMER2013

Draft SF Investment Vision,
Revenue Strategy, and Early Action Program

Throughout the SFTP development process, we heard several consistent policy questions from our Board, partner agencies, and
the public, and we responded with research and analysis. Figure
5 (next page) lists the policy research topics and associated products. The research findings led to the creatiOn of the final policy
recommendations contained in this document.
FIGURE 4. SFTP GOAL AREAS

The priorities established in the SFTP influence the regional transportation plan prepared by the Metropolitan Transportation
Commission (MTC), known as· Plan Bay Area, and position San
Francisco for regional, state, and federal transportation funding.
Transportation projects seeking this funding must be consistent
with the SFTP and Plan Bay Area.

FIGURE 3. SFTP PROCESS FLOW CHART

Tue SFTP positions San Francisco to meet our city's transportation
system goals. We identified the four SFTP goal areas, shown in Figure 4, through Board, partner agency, and community input, and
through consideration of city policies like the Transit First Policy
in the City Charter and the City's Climate Action Plan. Appendix
A (SFTP Plan Development Process) and Appendix B (Needs Analysis White Paper) describe how these goals and associated performance measures shaped our assessment of transportation system
needs, the Investment Plans, and policy recommendations.

CHAPTER ONE

Additionally, the SFTP informs and guides other local and regional
plans and policy priorities:
It reflects and reinforces San Francisco's Transit First Policy,
adopted in 1973.
" It informs local plans and investments including the General
Plan Transportation Element, the SFMTA and City and County
of San Francisco Capital Plans, and regional transit operator
(e.g. BART and Caltrain) expansion plans.
It informs San Francisco's efforts to manage congestion and
coordinate transportation investment with land use, as described in the Congestion Management Program (CMP).
" It guides project selection for the Proposition K (Prop K) 5-year
plans. Prop K is San Francisco's half-cent transportation sales
tax, approved by over 753 of voters in 2003. Prop K leverages
federal, state, and other funds to direct hundreds of millions
of dollars toward SFTP implementation.
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FIGURE 5. ANALYSIS AND POLICY STUDIES DEVELOPED DURING THE SFTP PROCESS
POLICY QUESTION/STRATEGIC INITIATIVE

RESEARCH PRODUCT

How can we ...

S1gni

h;.15
,,
1 )102Tt~JS

been made on goal:; set

Meet our ambitious livability and environmental goals?

Needs Analysis White Paper (Appendix B)

Improve the social and geographic equity of our transportation system?

Transportation Equity Analysis (Appendix F)

Create complete streets that improve safety for all users?

Small Project Delivery White Paper (Appendix H)

Deliver transportation projects faster?

Small Project Delivery White Paper (Appendix H)
Large Project Delivery White Paper (Appendix I)

in tile 2004 Counlyv'ikle

Tr?11sportatii:i11

·----·

projects

Reduce conflicts between the local and regional transportation
systems, and improve connections?
--~

that were made possible

i11

part thr5)ugh San Francisco's

rrop

I( t1·anspo1tation

-----···

-------·------~-----~--

Collaborate rriore effectively with the private sector
to manage 'travel demand?
··
·· ·

Travel demand management strategic plan
(expected spring 2014)

Reduce conflicts and provide for the needs generated by the fastgrowing ~o.Ma neighborhood? ·

Core Circulation Study (Appendix C)

Raise nevii rev~~ue for transportation?

Revenue Options Analysis (available on request)
Revenue White Paper (expected early 2014)

t;ix dolla1·s, approved bv over-

75% of voters i11 2003

--~~--------·

Core Circulation Study (Appendix C)

-- -----·-

Meet the unique transportation needs of young students,
visitors, and deliveries?
-------------

-----~--

The SFTP builds on the accomplishments of the 2004 Countywide
Transportation Plan, 1 including:
•· Major investments in new transit capacity and system maintenance projects are constructed or underway:
» T-Third Light Rail linking the Bayview and South of Market.
» Tunneling work for the new Central Subway linking the T-

Third to SoMa, Union Square and Chinatown.
» Replacement of the old Central Freeway with Octavia Bou-

levard.
» Replacement of Doyle Drive with Presidio Parkway.
» A new Transbay Transit Center under construction.

• A citywide network of rapid buses is under development:

--------- --·-----

--------

--~~-

Needs Analysis White Paper (Appendix B)
-·-~---·

-·-------·

» Completion of environmental work for Van Ness Avenue
Bus Rapid Transit (BRT).
» Environmental impact analyses are underway for Geary
Boulevard BRT and the Transit Effectiveness Project.

" Neighborhoods are more livable, through bicycle, pedestrian,
traffic calming, and streetscape improvements:
» Prop K provided the first and only stable source of funding

for traffic calming.
» Examples such as Leland Avenue, Valencia Street, and
Broadway Street re-designs demonstrate new ways of improving safety, livability, and creating open space.
» Majority of SF Bicycle Plan constructed.

' Parking management and road pricing are key concepts in discussions about managing San Francisco's transportation system:

1 The 2004 Plan is available on the authority web site: http://www.sfcta.org/documents-and-data/
documents/2004-countywide-transportation-plan
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SFMTA piloted variable parking pricing and management
(SFpark).

THE SAN FRANCISCO COUNTY
TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

» The Transportation Authority Board adopted the Mobility

Access and Pricing Study exploring various scenarios for
possible congestion charge downtown.

Created in 1989, the Transportation Authority:
0

» The Board of Supervisors unanimously adopted the innova-

tive road and parking pricing program for Treasure Island.
0

Develops San Francisco's long-range transportation
plan (SFTP)
Helps analyze and fund transportation system improvements

Multiple Neighborhood Transportation Plans adopted by the
Authority Board have established a pipeline of communitysupported neighborhood transportation projects, many of
which have been implemented, including in the Outer Mission, Mission South of Chavez, Tenderloin/Little Saigon, Bayview, Western South of Market, and Balboa Park.

Administers the Prop K half-cent local transportation
sales tax program and the Prop AA vehicle license
fee.
Manages the Transportation Fund for Clean Air
(TFCA).

Numerous state of good repair investments to. improve the reliability of the transportation network:

Serves as Congestion Management Agency (CMA)
for San Francisco under state law. Prop 111, passed
in 1990, increased the state fuel tax and required
urban counties to designate a CMA responsible for
coordinating transportation planning, funding and other activi.
ties in a congestion management
program. To learn more about the
·;
Transportation Authority, visit our
··,._,,.,,,,,(I .• ., . . .
web site at www.sfcta.org.

» Construction of the Muni Metro East Maintenance Facility,
the first major expansio~ to the SFMTA's Light Rail Vehicle

maintenance facilities since the 1970s.
» Acquisition of nearly 200 new hybrid buses for Muni and

,;·'.'1j"rc:
" .
~

the construction of the Islais Creek Maintenance Facility,
the first new rubber-tire maintenance facility in 60 years.

~

t

» Street resurfacing, traffic signal upgrades, sidewalk repairs,

and new curb ramps on sidewalks citywide.

Top to bottom: Projects as diverse
as the Central Subway, new bicycle
facilities, the T-Third light rail line,
and Western SoMa streetscape
enhancements are all part of the
legacy of the 2004 Countywide
Transportation Plan.
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SEVERAL CRITICAL CHALLENG.ES AND OPPORTUNITIES must be considered as we strive to achieve ourtransportati~n system goals for livability, world-class infrastructure, economic competitiveness, and a healthy environment. The following section highlights these issues, and Appendix Bprovides additional detail. Appendix K
(San Francisco Travel at a Glance) depicts three key travel trends that shaped the SFTP.

San Francisco aims to be a livable city-one where walking, bicycling, and transit are safe, comfortable, and
convenient modes of travel. Accordingly,
The SFMTA has set a goal of more than 503 of trips by walking, bicycling, and transit by 2018.
The Mayor's Executive Directive 10-03 called for a 503 reduction in severe and fatal pedestrian injuries by
2021.
The Board of Supervisors set a goal of achieving a 203 bicycle mode
share by 2020.
Achieving the desired growth in bicycling, walking, and transit trips
while reducing the rate of injuries and fatalities will require increased
investment, education, and re-allocation of street space-sometimes
with difficult trade-offs-to these modes.
WANT TO WALK AND BIKE TODAY,
DON'T DUE TO SAFETY CONCERNS

Supporting travel by walking and bicycling requires safety improvements. Safety concerns discourage pedestrians: about 820 pedestrians
are killed or injured every year in San Francisco, many on arterials roadways identified in the Walkfirst Investment Plan (Figure 6). Without
CHAPTER TWO
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We asked "what would it
take?'' to achieve San Francisco's ambitious goals. Some
of our goals, such as worldclass infrastructure would
require major increases in
funding. Others require both
new funding and bold policies
that prioritize transit, walking,
and bicycling in our limited
rights of way. See page 19 for
a summary.
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significant new investment, this number could grow as high as
9801 by 2040 due to projected increases in automobile trips.
FIGURE 7. SHARE OF TRIPS BY
MODE OF TRAVEL, 2013 (TOP)
AND 2040 BUSINESS AS USUAL
(BOTTOM)

2013

Shuttles 1%
Bitydes2%

San Francisco's aging population also adds to the challenge of
achieving this goal. San Francisco is projected to experience 683
growth in number of people 65 and older by 2040, making this
group 203 of the population (compared to 163 today2). Older
pedestrians are more vulnerable to serious injury or death when
struck by an automobile.
Safety concerns also discourage bicycling. Surveys conducted for
the SFMTA's 2012 State of Cycling Report indicate that almost half
of those who do not currently bicycle say they are uncomfortable
bicycling in mixed fl.o"". traffic with cars, and only 133 said they
feel safe from traffic when bicycling. At the same time, 943 of respondents said they would feel comfortable riding in bicycle lanes. ·
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·----2040, BUSINESS AS USUAL
Shuttle~ 1%

Bicydes2%

Livable neighborhoods are accessible by transit, not just during
peak commute periods, but throughout the day and evening. This
FIGURE 8. AUTOMOBILE TRIPS WITHIN SAN FRANCISCO BY LENGTH, 2040
400,000
350,000
300,000
250,000
200,000
150,000

FIGURE 6. HIGH-INJURY PEDESTRIAN CORRIDORS

supports San Franciscans' ability to get to and from school, medical appointments and recreational activities by transit. Analysis of
transit transfer rates and input received during outreach indicate
that outlying neighborhoods, including the Bayview and Sunset,
are less accessible throughout the day by transit. A shortage of
maintained vehicles results in turning back buses and light rail
vehicles before they serve outer neighborhoods, forcing riders
into extra waits. The transit network in the lower-density Sunset
neighborhoods and hilly Eastern Neighborhoods is less dense, resulting in fewer transit alternatives and fewer direct rides-and
making reliability all the more important.

100,000
SOURCE: SFCTA, SF CHAMP

50,000

Up to
.5ml.

.5-1 ml.

1-2

Z-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

6-7

7or
more

SOURCE: SFCTA, SF CHAMP

1 Based on SFDPH Eastern Neighborhoods Impact Analysis which indicated that holding all other variables
constant, a 153 increase in vehicle volume produces a 103 increase in pedestrian injury collisions.
2 Based on Association of Bay Area Governments population projections for San Francisco.

The land use plans adopted by the San Francisco Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors over the last decade are expected to move us in the right direction, supporting infill and making
walking and bicycling easier. As new residents and jobs locate in areas already convenient for bicycling and walking, the share of trips
made by bicycling and walking is expected to grow slightly (Figure
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7) but additional investment is needed to meet the city's goal of
more than 503 of trips by walking, bicycling and transit. San Francisco has a great potential for further increasing rates of walking
and bicycling-as Figure 8 (previous page) shows, nearly 603 of
all local automobile trips projected in 2040 will be less than three
miles in length, a convenient distance for non-motorized travel.

FIGURE 9. SAN FRANCISCO'S PROJECTED HOUSING GROWTH (TOP)
AND JOBS GROWTH (BOTTOM) AREAS THROUGH 2040

Sa11 Fr-c11iciscci's eu;11on1ic
competitiveness
Oil

an

cl;:;ble :rd

lS

Research shows that walkability contributes to the livability and
affordability of neighborhoods and overall competitiveness of cities. Accordingly, th_e City has developed strategies that provide
a vision for significantly improving the safety of pedestrian and
bicycle networks (specifically., the SFMTA Bicycle Strategy and _
the Mayor's Pedestrian Strategy), biJt implementa(ipn requires
investment and, at times, challenging tradeoff~. This is especially
so where many of the easy, lower-cost fixes to improve bicycling
arid walking infrastructure (e.g., striping and signage) are already
complete.
-

cap<K1ty to

1ieeds

Visitacion ValleV (1,SOO) Executive Park {l,600}

-- --JOBS:

Improvements that more significantly benefit bicyclists and pedestrians do so by physically separating these travelers from vehicular
traffic or by reducing vehicle traffic and speeds, which may require
parking removal or increased signal delay for vehicles. Implementing these improvements requires leadership and community acceptance in return for increased safety for bicyclists and pedestrians.

San Francisco's economic competitiveness depends on having an
affordable and reliable transportation system with sufficient capacity to accommodate our travel needs efficiently.
PLfo,NNED HOUSING AND JOB GROWTH CONTRIEHHES
TC! A MORE SUSTAINABLE CITY AND REGION

Visitacion ValleY.(500)

The Association of Bay Area Governments has forecast significant
job and housing growth in the city. A city of about 800,000 residents and 570,000 jobs today is forecast to house nearly 1.1 million residents and more than 750,000 jobs by 2040-much of this
CHAPTER TWO
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growth is expected in the downtown core, southeast, and southwest (Figure 9). This would mean adding about 9,800 new residents each year for the next thirty years, compared to about 4,200
residents that have been added per year over the prior thirty years.

By

2040, new growth

will

result in about _:ioo.ooo
11ew transit tt-ips per day

on a svsrem that is alt-eady
sltaineci by

These projections reflect expectations for robust regional growth
and regional policy stemming from Senate Bill 375 (2008), which
required regional governments to reduce greenhouse gases from
transportation. To meet the SB 375 target, the Regional Transportation Plan, known as Plan Bay Area, calls for concentration of
growth in densely developed areas with good transit access especially in San Francisco, San Jose, and Oakland (Figure 10)-a pattern
that supports less driving and produces fewer greenhouse gases.
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sult in about 300,000 new transit trips per day on a local and
regional system that is already strained by crowding and reliability issues. The San Francisco Planning Commission has adopted
land use plans that direct much of the city's projected growth in
the central and eastern neighborhoods, where crowding is already
acute. Figure 11 compares transit crowding today and in 2040,
2013

ing and
ttt~CIR~ASE~

reliability issues.

T!'llANIS!T CAPAC!TY

N!!:EDEt• TO ACCOMMODA"fE

SERVUtCES
GRi:»W'1i'~"1

Concentrating jobs and housing in San Francisco is good for the
city's economy as well as the environment, but will also increase
congestion and transit system crowding in downtown San Francisco and Eastern neighborhoods. By 2040, new growth will reFIGURE 10. POPULATION AND EMPLOYMENT GROWTH PROJECTIONS
IN THE TOP 25 BAY AREA CITIES (2010·2040)

HOUSING

2040
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FIGURE 11. CROWDING' ON MUNI IN 2013 (TOP) AND IN 2040 (BOTTOM)

0

SOURCE: SFCTA, SF CHAMP
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" Crowding is defined by the percent of person-hours traveled in crowded (passenger-volume-to-\1ehidecapacity ratio is 853 or higher) or over-capacity condition<; (volume to capacity ratio is more than 1003).
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FIGURE 12. BART STATION CAPACITY CONSTRAINTS

FIGURE 13. DAILY PERSON TRIPS BY SAN FRANCISCO NEIGHBORHOOD
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and shows that crowding wilr grow most ori- the lines expected
to serve these areas and the new development areas, such as the
southeast waterfront, Treasure Islan~, and ~arkmerced.
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SOURCE: SFCTA, SF CHAMP. EACH BAR INCLUDES All TRIPS TO, fROM, AND WITHIN THE NEIGHBORHOOD.

FIGURE 14. CHANGE IN DAILY COUNTY Lll)IE CROSSINGS BY AUTOMOBILE,
2012-2040
.

+11%1

~

Golden Gate

Man}' regional bus and rail operators qlready face peak-period
crowding a~d would also see that i~crease significantlyby _2040.
BART ridership to, from, and within San Francisco is projected to
grow by 373, and as such, the system's two most crowded stations, Embarcadero and Montgomery, are forecast to hit limits in
their person-carrying capacity. BART estimates that at 500,000
daily system riders, stations will be at capacity in 2016, and at
750,000 system riders, the stations will experience significant
backups at escalators and overcapacity platforms (Figure 12).

Bridge

BayBridgo

( +21% \
San Mateo

CAPJ.\(;ITY

NlEt:':Dt~

DOWNTOWI-~,

MOST fl.CVTE

~N

CQu111y.1Jn4I Croislngs

THE CCH'iE:

SOUTH Of MARKET, MARKET/OCTAVIA,

;!!,ND EASTERN NEIGHBORHOODS

363 of trips to, from, or within San Francisco begin or end in
the downtown and South of Market neighborhoods, more than
any other neighborhood (Figure 13). Expected growth will significantly increase transit crowding and street congestion downtown.
With projected growth and no new investment beyond alreadyplanned projects, increased traffic will slow speeds to gridlocked
conditions for cars and buses alike during peak hours. A nearly
303 reduction in projected private vehicle traffic would be necessary to avoid this condition (see Appendix C for detail). Strategies

SOURCE: SFCTA, SF CHAMP

recommended to achieve this reduction are discussed on pages
29-30, and are incorporated into the SFTP Investment Plan, SF
Investment Vision, and associated policy recommendations.
NETWORK DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMIH;!T NEEDED
FOR THE SOUTHEAST AND PEN!NSUlA CORRIDORS

Over the SFTP period, daily automobile trips entering San Francisco from the South Bay are expected to grow by 213(Figure14).
This results in worsening congestion on Highway 101 and 280.
The planned extension of Caltrain to the new Transbay Transit
Center would help accommodate this growth and provide access
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for the future high speed rail system, but funding is incomplete.
Better management of existing freeway space through high-occupancy vehicle lanes or other solutions is also needed.
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San Francisco's transportation system relies on aging infrastructure that will need significant repair or replacement in the next
decades. Without a significantly increased financial commitment
to reach and maintain a state of good repair, riders will see increasing delays and crowding related to vehicle breakdowns, re.
duced service levels, and worsening pavement con~ition.

FIGURE 15. MUNI LIGHT RAIL: MAY 2013 REASONS FOR DELAY

Passenger-related incident 1%
Operator necessity 2%
SFPD or SFFD blocking 2%
Muni-related accident 2%
f~on·Muni·related accident 3%
Other4%
SOURCE: SFMTI\

siate

riders

increc::sing delays

crowd

1elz1ted to vehicle

bn:akdowns, 1ecluced service
3

pave1nc:11t

itiCll.

After decades of underinvestment, Muni and regional transit agencies that serve San Francisco have significant unfunded
capital needs amounting to more than $5 billion through 2040
(see Appendix B for detail). These needs include new or updated
facilities for maintaining transit vehicles, rail and overhead wire
replacement, vehicle maintenance and replacement, and other
needs.
As a result of resource limitations, Muni's vehicles have not received mid-life rehabilitations or timely replacement, resulting in
a fleet that has high service unreliability and frequent expensive
emergency repairs, as well as frequent unscheduled vehicle turnbacks. Figure 15 shows that vehicle maintenance is responsible
for a large share of transit-service delays. Increased investment in
routine maintenance and timely vehicle replacement would significantly reduce these delays and improve reliability. Figure 16
shows how breakdowns can be minimized with proper maintenance and mid-life replacement.
TRANSIT OPERA'f!NG
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FIGURE 16. LIFE CYCLE OF A TROLLEY BUS
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FASTER THAN REVENUES

The cost of providing transit service has risen rapidly in recent
years, a trend which destabilizes Bay Area transit systems and
affects riders impacted by resulting service cuts. Figure 17 (next
page) shows the rising real (inflation-adjusted) costs of transit
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service for major Bay Area transit operators. In its Transit Sustainability Project (TSP) Report, the Bay Area MTC found that cost
increases are primarily the product of employee fringe benefit cost
growth (e.g. health care and pensions). Between 1997 and 2008,
real fringe benefit costs at SFTMA, BART, and AC Transit grew by
723 (after adjusting for inflation), or about 53 per year.
Declining transit performance also affects operating costs. Tue
TSP indicated that speeds on SFMTA's bus and light-rail system fell
by more than 103 between 1997 and 2008. Slower speeds mean
_ the ,same driver and vehicle can complete fewer route runs in a
day, leading to less service for the sa~e price.
!RECENT IMPROVEMENT i!\l AVERAG.E
CONDrTION NEEDS !ti!VES11"MEN1!

The city's Pavement Condition Index (PC!) has slowly fallen over
time to the low 60s (fair) from 70s (good). Tue 2011 Proposition
B streets bond enabled an increase in the PCI from 64 to 66 and
provides increased funding levels until 2016. Tue PG! score is projected to fall into the 50s (at risk) by 2030. Without an additional
FIGURE 17. TRANSIT COSTS PER REVENUE SERVICE HOUR

1.-::

investment in street rehabilitation and replacement, reaching and
maintaining a PC! of 70 in the longer term will require about $2
billion more than what is already committed to street resurfacing
over the life of the SFTP, but this is ultimately more cost-effective
than further deferring maintenance needs. Maintaining pavement at a good condition costs $9,000 per block. If the PCI score
lowers below 50, the cost to maintain pavement would balloon to
$436,000 per block.
EFFiCl.E~T

AND EFFEC1T\!E

NEEDED

Small project delivery research indicates consensus that small
projects and complete street projects can be deliver_ed more efficiently, helping to lower unit costs or make improvements more
quickly. As discussed on page 11, the scope of the city's goals.for
supportlrig b!cycling, pedestrians, and efficient transit require
that we construcUmprovements faster than we have historically.
Tue Project Delivery Strategic Initiative of the SFTP (Appendices
H and I) sought to identify opportunities to improve the timeliness, transparency, and efficiency of project implementation in
San Francisco's transportation sector.

$400
$350

Reducing vehicle pollution-including greenhouse gases and
other pollutants-is critical for a healthy environment. More
stringent state vehicle emissions regulations will reduce vehicle
pollution over the SFTP period, but growth in driving means that
additional action will be necessary to for San Francisco to meets
our aggressive greenhouse gas reduction goals.

$JOO
$250
$200

$150
$100

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

TOP TO BOTTOM,

--- ··Golden Gate Transit (16%)

2009

VTA(-1%)

Coltrain (6%)
._BART(6%)

2008

SFMTA(23%)
-

AC Transit (7%)

D!llliElll

SamTrans (34%)

SOURCE• NATIONAL TRANSIT DATABASE TS2.2, SERVICE DATA AND OPERATING
EXPENSES TIME·SERIES BY SYSTEM, AND THE CALIFORNIA DEPARMENT OF FINANCE
(FOR BAY AREA INFLATION DATA).

2010

2011

VE&-iliCLIE TRAVEL GROWTM EXPECTED, ESPECIALLY
TO AND FROM THIE EASTERN NEIGHBORHOODS AND
SOUTHWEST

SM~

FRANCISCO, THE: PENINSULA

Miles driven by private vehicles, or VMT (vehicle miles of travel),
are the main source of greenhouse gases and air pollutants from
the transportation sector. Growing population and employment
in San Francisco and regionally is expected to result in VMT in-
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FIGURE 18. VEHICLE MILES TRAVELED
IN 2040. (DARKER COLORS INDICATE
MORE VEHICLE MILES OF TRAVEL.)

creases of approximately 30% by 2040 under a business as usual
scenario. Much of this VMT will be generated by driving trips to
and from the downtown core (for workplace VMT), and outlying
southwest and southeast neighborhoods (for household VMT)(Figure 18).

FIGURE 19. SAN FRANCISCO GREENHOUSE GAS (GHG) REDUCTION GOALS

SAN FRANCISCO GREEN HOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
TREND VS. GOAL (MOBILE SOURCES)
9

Previous Trend

8

'iii'
C>

--------~~

Workplace Vehicle Miles ofTral[el p~r Worker
[·~~

Technology will do much to reduce climate change impacts from
private vehicles. Tough state laws (Pavley I and II) regulating vehicle emissions are expected to reduce greenhouse gases by more
than 40%. However, this is not sufficient to allow San Francisco to
achieve .its aggressive greenhouse gas reduction goals, set by ordinance 81-08, which call for an 80% reduction. below 1990 levels by
2050 (Figure 19). This is five times more aggressive than regional
greenhous~ gas reduction goals, and will take tremendous local
·· committment and regional, state, and Federal support to achieve.

g

c

~

.....

Q

6
5

Expected Trend

~

~ 4
~

.

-50% REDUCTIOi~
FROM TREND

u

E

3

local Goal*

:iii

(Or<l. 81·08)

1990

1995

2000

2005

2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

2035

*Assumes on-road mobile sector is responsible for proportional share
of economy-wide goals set by Ordinance 81·08
SOURCE: SFMT/\, SAN FRANCISCO CU MATE ACT!Oll PLAN

FIGURE 20. SHARE OF SHUTTLE USERS WHO WOULD DRIVE ALONE
WITHOUT THE SHUTTLE•

Household Vehicle Miles ofTrnvel
per Household Automobile
SOURCE: SFCTA, SF CHAMP

Scenario testing conducted for the SFTP (see the "What would it
take" sidebar box on page 19) revealed that, though necessary,
supply-side investments such as major new transit lines and transit frequency are alone not very cost-effective at reducing greenhouse gases. Among the more cost-effective strategies are those
that reduce vehicle tripmaking by more directly linking the cost or
impact of driving to the decision to make a trip:
The Transportation Authority's
2010 Mobility, Access and Pricing study found that implementation of a peak-period congestion charge in San Francisco's northeast cordon would reduce vehicle delay by 21 %,
and greenhouse gases by 5% citywide, among other benefits.
Congestion can also be managed through direct regulation of
vehicle trips to the worksite.

CONGESTION MANAGEMENT.

Incentive and outreach programs in partnership with employers can provide
employee travel counseling, transit promotions, tools to facilitate shared rides, and supportive services such as guaranteed
ride home programs.

EMPLOYER OUTREACH AND INCENTIVES.

SOURCE: SFMTA

•surveys have indicated that shuttles are serving about 35,000 commute trips per day,
or about 1% of all trips to, from, and within San Francisco.
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" PARTNERSHIPS WITH THE PRIVATE SECTOR AND COMMUNITY

The private sector is increasingly
involved in providing transportation services, many of which
could reduce single occupancy vehicle trips and greenhouse
gases. The SFMTA Shuttle Partners program, for example,
BASED ORGANIZATIONS.

)r_i!~"

seeks to allow private employer shuttles to use Muni stops in
exchange for a fee. SFMTA's data indicates that shuttles displace over45 million vehicle miles traveled and 11,000 metric
tons of GHG per year, and about half of shuttle riders say they
would drive alone without shuttle access (Figure 20).

WHAT WOULD IT TAKE TO MEET SFTP GOALS?

To meet our adopted goals and targets for livability, world-class infrastructure, economic competitiveness, and a healthy environment would require significantly increased funding; commitments to prioritize our limited rights of way for transit, walking,
and bicycling; arid closer linking of the cost of driving to the decision to make a trip. Each of the aspirational scenarios described below includes a package of supply-side and demand-side improvements· valued at about $10 billion above and beyond
revenues we expect to have. The complete findings of "what it would take" to·meet San Francisco's ambitious goals are included
in Appendix B and summarized below.
LIVABILITY. We examined what it would take to meet the city's "transit first" goal of no more than 50% of daily trips by car.
Expanding the capacity of transit (such as a with a second BART tube across the bay) and elevating safety through citywide
traffic calming, road· diets, a cycle track network, and more, decreased the expected share of trips by car by 6 percentage points to 53%. Only when paired with demand-management measures (congestion pricing) is the goal achieved (Muni and San Francisco's share of BART and Caltrain).
WORLD·CLASS INFRASTRUCTURE. We asked how much funding would be required to maintain our road conditions and transit
system in a state of good repair in 2040. The unfunded cost to meet this goal is approximately $5 billion for the transit system
and $1.5 billion for streets, which is in excess of the uncommitted funding available over the plan period. New revenues will be

required just to meet these basic needs.
ECONOMIC COMPETITIVENESS. Competitive and reliable travel times are critical for businesses and their workers, customers,
and suppliers. We analyzed what it would take to keep commute travel times from worsening in the future, given the large projected increase in new residents and jobs in the city. We found that transit and driving commute times in 2035 could be maintained at today's levels (average of 40 minutes), but it would take $5 billion worth of investments in new transit supply including
an extension of Caltrain to downtown, bus rapid transit projects on key corridors, and other improvements, as well as demand
management approaches including peak period area pricing and related mobility improvements.
HEALTHY ENVIRONMENT. In partnership with the city's Climate Action Plan team, we. tested what it would take to meet the city's
goal Qf reducing greenhouse gas emissions to 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. We found this goal is only possibly attainable

with a robust combination of aggressive local and regional vehicle pricing, widespread use of electric vehicles, and major new
infrastructure (including a new BART tube across the Bay at a cost of $10 billion).
A consistent finding across all scenarios was that stratEfgies to manage travel demand, such as community outreach and education campaigns, employee programs, peak~period or area pricing, and parking pricing, are much more cost-effective in achieving
desired goals than supply·side investments.
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CHAPTER THREE

I

SAN FRANCISCO'S NEEDS FOR TRANSPORTATION FUNDING-even to maintain the existing transit and
street networks in tociay's condition-far exceed expected revenues, and most funds are already committed
to specific projects and pu~poses. The SFTP proposes ways to invest expected funding most effectively to make
progress toward our goals, ?_ut analysis shows that this progress is limited without policy changes and additional investment from new revenues. Based on public input and technica). analysis, we have developed two
scenarios (Figu~e 21) that i~vest strategically in a diverse set of projects to make meaningful progress towards
each of the SFTP's four goals. Because there is far more need than available revenues for transportation, each
scenario anticipates some new revenues:
" The Investment Plan shows how existing and some anticipated new federal, state, and regional revenue
(consistent with the Bay Areas long-range transportation plan, Plan Bay Area) could be spent.
The SF Investment Vision imagines how we could get further towards our goals with major new sources of
local revenue.
This chapter summarizes the revenue forecasts for the two scenarios. The next chapter describes the investments we could make and what they could achieve, along with supporting policy recommendations to get the
most out of our investments.
FIGURE 21. THE INVESTMENT PLAN AND SF INVESTMENT VISION

sa2.sej

$7581

INVESTMENT VISION

INVESTMENT PLAN

$?°~58
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FIGURE 22. PLAN REVENUES BY SOURCE
(IN BILLIONS OF YEAR-OF-EXPENDITURE
DOLLARS THROUGH 2040)

Discretionary
from Existing
Sources

Discretionary from
Anticipated Sources

-$3.1 (4%)

$1.9 (2%)

TOTAL
$75B

$8.00
(4%)

The SFTP Investment Plan proposes how we should invest revenues we expect to have through 2040, including some expected
new federal, state, and regional funds. About $75 billion in federal, state, regional and local revenue is expected for transportation
in San Francisco through 2040. Figure 22 illustrates the sources
of existing and anticipated new revenues for the Investmi:nt Plan.
SFTP Appendix D describes the assumptions used to estimate expected revenues in more detail. All revenues are expressed in billions of year-of-exPenditure dollars over the SFTP period.

San Francisco's unfunded transportation needs far exceed the expected $5 billion in uncommitted revenue. Even if we spent every
cent of discretionary funds on transit and streets maintenance,
repair and replacement projects, we still would not have enough
just to maintain the existing transportation system in a state of
good repair-let alone make safety and livability enhancements
or address planned growth. Figure 23 summarizes the transportation system investment need by category.
FIGURE 23. UNFUNDED TRANSPORTATION NEEDS BY CATEGORY

mt11111

Top-priority need
Secondary need

!S

SOURCES OF ANTICIPATED NEW REVENUES

The federal gas tax that funds transportation is not indexed to
inflation, and has not been increased since 1992. Similarly, the
state has struggled with budget deficits for years. As a result, the
responsibility of paying for our transportation system increasingly falls on the shoulders of local and regional governments, or
through direct user payment. Over 653 of the $75 billion expected for the Investment Plan comes from local and regional funding
sources, such as the Prop K transportation sales tax and the $10
Prop AA vehicle registration fee.
r~EV!:iNUES

SOURCE: SFCTA (SEE APPENDIX D FOR DETAIL)

COMM!TTED

Over 903 ($70 billion) of the expected funds are already committed to specific projects (such as the Presidio Parkway, Central
Subway, and Caltrain Electrification) and purposes (such as transit and local streets operations and maintenance). This means that
of the $75 billion in revenue we expect through 2040, only about
$5 billion (or 73) is discretionary, meaning we can decide how it
should be invested to improve our transportation system.

Muni and regional
transit operations

Muni and
regional transit

capital

Street and road
operation and
maintenance

Programs and
enhancements

Expansion
projects

maintenance
SVURCE: SFCTA, SFMTA, Sf[JPVJ, BART, MTC

The SFTP (through its investment plans and policy recommendations) proposes ways to cost-effectively invest expected transportation funds, but analysis shows that this progress is limited
unless we identify new revenues. So, the SFTP recommends a twopronged revenue strategy. First, the Investment Plan seeks to position San Francisco well to compete for the anticipated additional
new federal, state, and regional funding sources. Second, the SF
Investment Vision calls for an additional $7.5 billion in locallycontrolled transportation revenues. With $7.5 billion in additional local revenues, the SF Investment Vision achieves more of our
maintenance, livability, and economic competitiveness goals, and
makes more progress towards our ambitious environmental goals.
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FIGURE 24. A COMBINATION OF SOURCES CAN PROVIDE $7.5 BILLION ADDITIONAL DISCRETIONARY

NEW LOCAL SOURCES OF FUNDING
UNDER CONSIDERATION

For the SFTP, we evaluated a range of potential new local revenue
sources, considering factors like revenue stability, growth potential, equity, and likelihood of being put into place. The SFTP Revenue White Paper provides a comparison table and information on
the primary local sources we evaluated. A combination of sources
pictured in Figure 24-such as general obligation bonds, a Vehicle
License Fee, additional half-cent sales tax, or others could provide
the $7.5 billion needed beyond the Investment Plan to achieve the
$82.5 billion SF Investment Vision.

$12.S BILLION TOTAL IN DISCRETIONARY TRANSPORTATION FUNDS
'7.5 BILLION
ADDITIONAL
DISCRETIONARY
SF Investment Vision

•

•

MAYOR'S 2030 TRANSPORTATION TASK FORCE

We coordinated SFTP development with the Mayor's 2030
Transportation Task Force. The Task Force has developed
recommendations for potential new local transportation
revenues, and has recommended that voters approve $1 billion in general obligation bonds, a half-cent increase in the
sales tax, and a 1.35% increase in the vehicle license fee to
generate just over $2.95 billion ($2013) in new transportation revenues between 2015 and 2030.

I·
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CHAPTER FOUR

THE SFTP IS THE BLUEPRINT for the future of our city's transportation system through 2040. With input
from the public (detailed in Appendix E), and informed by other agencies and robust technical analysis (Appendices A, B, and F),·we'v~ deveioped.two investment scenarios that will allow us to make meaningful progress
toward our transportation goals: the Investment Plan and SF Investment Vision. The result is a diverse investment plan paired with specific policy actions and new revenues.

The Investment Plan and SF Investment Vision are organized into three major categories of spending:
0

Each investment scenario recommends funding
levels for the ongoing maintenance and operations of our street network (including roadway-repaving
street sweeping, traffic signal maintenance); and transit system operation, maintenance and replacement.
The vast majority of funding is dedicated to this category.

ONGOING MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONS FUNDING.

This category includes funding for seven transportation programs that improve safety, expand or enhance the transportation system through small-to-medium scale improvements for all modes.

TRANSPORTATION PROGRAMS AND ENHANCEMENTS.

EFFICIENCY AND EXPANSION PROJECTS. This category recommends funding for a list of major capital
projects that would improve the efficiency of the existing system or cost-effectively expand system capacity.

Figure 25 (next page) provides an overview of the amount of funding dedicated to these categories in the Investment Plan and Investment Vision, and the remaining sections describe each category in detail.
The SFTP also recommends policy actions. This chapter highlights some of the key policy recommendations.
For a complete list, see Appendix G.
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FIGURE 25. MAJOR USES OF INVESTMENT AND VISION REVENUES
(COMMITTED AND DISCRETIONARY FUNDS)
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Another $1.54 billion is needed to achieve the city's pavement
condition goals. An additional $1.2 billion would be required to
provide all of the transit service Muni is scheduled to provide today.1 Figure 27 shows how we allocated funding to help address
some of these maintenance and operations needs.
FIGURE 26. USES OF DISCRETIONARY FUNDS

$20
$10

al

0

Investment Plan

progr<~s~; t0\\13rd our

Investment Vision

SOURCE: SFCTA

1ransuortz1t1on goals:

INVESTMENT:
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SF lnvestrrieni Vision.
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I
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wi!li :,pecrfic policy 2ct1ons
;:rnd new revenues.

As discussed in Chapter 3, 903 of the expected $75 billion in
transportation revenue is dedicated to specific projects or purposes. This leaves $5 billion in expected and new revenues that we can
decide how to spend. With the SF Investment Vision, a combination of new local funding sources can provide the additional $7.5
billion needed beyond the Investment Plan to go further toward
our goals. Figure 26 summarizes the uses of expected and new
discretionary funds in the Investment Plan and SF Investment Vision.

Operations and
Maintenance of
Transit and Streets
Multimodal
street safety,
enhancement, and
community mobilily

38% $1.98

Efficiency and
Expansion Projects

38% $1.98

24% $1.28

TOTAL$5.0B

The SF Investment Vision
THE ABOVE Pl.US ADDITIONAL
LOCAL REVENUES

42% $5.38

*2.58

The following sections describe the investments proposed in the
SFTP Investment Plan and SF Investment Vision.
l:'HiiD!CATED

M;~iNTENANCE

AND

FUNDING

About $60 billion of the expected $75 billion in transportation
revenue is already committed to operations and maintenance of
the existing system and major projects that rehabilitate existing
infrastructure. These include the Presidio Parkway, Yerba Buena
Island Ramp Improvements, and Transbay Transit Center Phase
1. As discussed on page 16, an additional $5 billion is needed to
maintain transit capital assets in an optimal state of good repair.

souRcE, srcrA
1 Funding constraints are one factor that currently prevents Muni from operating all scheduled service.
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FIGURE 27. COMPARISON OF PLAN AND VISION FUNDING LEVELS FOR MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION
INVESTMENT CATEGORY

INVESTMENT LEVEL

PLAN

State of Good Repair I Operations and Maintenance

--.-----·--

Muni and Regional Transit: Operations. Provides funding to

PLAN: Maintain today's funding and actual service levels.

operate Muni and regional transit service.

VISION: Fully fund all today's scheduled service levels.

···----· ·------

VISION

- - - - - ------------

-----

$43.80

-~~---

ll'luni and Regional Transit: Capital Asset Maintenance.

PLAN: Fully fund transit vehicle replacement needs

Provides funding to maintain and replace Muni and regional
transit vehicles, stations, and maintenance facilities.

for all operators; all MTA vehicle mid-life overhauls;
and 70% of Score 16 (most important) assets.

$45.00

--------

$12.41

$14.06
The Investment Pla11 provides

VISION: Fund 100% of Muni Score 16 needs.
·---------~---

·----------

~--

------~-·---·----

--···----------~----

----~--~

s1.1ffic1e1!t funding to support

Local Streets and Roads: System Preser.vation. Provides

PLAN: Maintain today's pavement condition.

funding to re-pave streets and roads.

VISION: Reach and maintain pavement condition

$3.27

$3.83

index of 70 ("good").

---------- ----· -------- ---

Local Streets and Roads: Operations. Provides funding for
street sweeping, signal maintenance, and other roadway
upkeep.
-

.

-----

-------------~

---

---~~---

PLAN AND VISION: Maintain today's levels of.street

$2.80

operations.

-----

Local Street and Bridges Structures:-Capital Maintenance.

PLAN AND VISION: Fund unmet need of

Provides funding to maintain or replace.aging structures (e.g.
bridges and tunnels).

$3M/decade.
PLAN AND VISION: Provide full funding for the

replacement and rehabilitation projects.

Presidio Parkway; Transbay Transit Center Phase
I Improvements; and Verba Buena Island Ramp
Improvements.

·

RECOMMENDATION:

$2.80

$0.01

incidc'.nce o( vehicles that are

- ----

$0.02
--

out of s:tc:l'l!ice.
$4.01

SUBTOTAL (AMOUNT IN $BILLIONS YOE)

$66.30

$69.72
.. _

PERCENT OF TOTAL INVESTMENT

88%

84%

RECOMMENIOJATIOINI:

Underfunding vehicle maintenance contributes to reduced reliability and unscheduled service turnbacks in outlying neighborhoods, a top concern recorded during public outreach. The Investment Plan provides sufficient funding to meet vehicle replacement
needs for all transit operators as well as to support mid-life vehicle
overhauls for Muni, extending the life of each vehicle and reducing the incidence of vehicles that are out of service.
Local funds prioritized for this purpose will leverage significant
regional and federal monies. An example is MTC's Transit Core Capacity program, which benefits Muni, BART, and AC Transit (all of
which provide San Francisco service).

ii

New funding will be necessary to increase transit service frequencies to reduce crowding and serve new riders. However, new funding should be accompanied by measures to stabilize the rapid rise
in transit operating costs (described on page 17). Such measures
could include prioritizing projects to speed up Muni vehicles, such
as the Transit Effectiveness Project; implementing transit operator fringe benefit cost control strategies recommended in the
MTC's Transit Sustainability Project; and seeking a regional funding solution to stabilize Caltrain operating and capital funding.
SFMTA and other transit agencies have already committed to a 5%
real reduction in costs by fiscal year 2016-2017.
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RECOMMENDATION:

Smoother roads benefit all modes of travel. Tue SFTP Investment
Vision dedicates sufficient funding for San Francisco to achieve
and maintain an average pavement condition index of 70, or

"good," over the life of the plan. Streets maintained at pavement
score 70 are several times less expensive to keep up than streets
which aren't maintained at this level.

FIGURE 28. COMPARISON OF PLAN AND VISION FUNDING LEVELS FOR PROGRAMS AND ENHANCEMENTS
INVESTMENT CATEGORY

INVESTMENT LEVEL

PLAN

VISION

$0.28

$0.63

$0.15

$0.60

$0.20

$0.35

$0.19

$0.29

$0.21

$0.28

Programs
Walking and Traffic Calming. Supports new and widened
sidewalk construction, sidewalk bulb outs to shorten crossing
distances, crosswalk upgrades, pedestrian countdown signals,
landscaping, and vehicle speed control treatments.
--------~-------

- - - - - - - --·--·-----··-----

Bicycling. Supports physical improvements on the citywide
bicycle network, such as new cycle tracks (bike lanes
physically separated from moving cars), bike lanes and paths,
repair of existing lanes, bicycle parking, and bicycle outreach
and ed_uf:ation.

PLAN: Provides $10m/year (exceeds historic funding
levels).
·
VISION: Funds full build out of the Mayor's
Pedestrian Strategy.
-- ·----·---·

__

_,_

--·----·------

PLAN: Funds a citywide cycle track network.
VISION: Funds full buildout of the SFMTA Bicycle
Strategy.

--------------

Regional Transit Enhancements. Supports improvements for
regional transit operators serving San Francisco, including
BART, Caltrain, and Golden Gate Transit, such as additional ..
escalators at stations, new signage, and station access.
improvements (e.g. more bike parking).

PLAN: Maintain historic levels.
VISION: Increase moderately over historic levels.

---·-~-~--

Muni Enhancements and Customer First Treatments.
Supports new Muni equipment to improve transit reliability
and passenger amenities, such as on-vehicle cameras, ticket
vending machines, and new station platform information
displays, as well as new and improved transit stops.

----

--·----~---

--

-----------

Street and Signal Upgrades and Street Network
Development. Supports new traffic signs and signals, red
light photo enforcement equipment, management of major
arterials such as Guerrero or Lincoln, and new streets in
developing areas of the City such as Hunters Point and
Candlestick Point.

----

---------------

PLAN: Maintain historic levels.
VISION: Increase moderately over historic levels.

PLAN: Doubles historic funding levels.
VISION: Triples historic funding levels.

--·-------

Transportation Demand Management. Supports educational,
outreach, and regulatory programs that reduce singleoccupant vehicle use for commuters, schools and universities,
and institutions.

PLAN: Increase of 20% over historic funding.
VISION: Doubles historic funding levels.

$0.06

$0.10

Equity. Supports planning, project development, and service
to promote equitable access and investment.

Provides $10M/year for planning, operations,
and/or implementation

$0.14

$0.28

SUBTOTAL (AMOUNT IN $BILLIONS YOE)

$1.23

$2.53

PERCENT OF TOTAL INVESTMENT

23

33

-·---·-------·

---------·--

--·------ --·-----------------
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TRANSPORTATION PROGRAMS AND ENHANCEMENTS

The Investment and SF Vision Plans provide $1.2 and $2.5 billion, respectively, to eight transportation safety and enhancement
programs. Figure 28 describes how the funding levels compare to
historic funding and the need.
11u:coMMENDATION:

As discussed on page 11, the City has set aggressive goals for increasing the share of trips made by bicycling and walking while
improving safety. Public outreach indicated that bicycling and
walking infrastructure are top public priorities after basic transit
operations and maintenance (See Appendix E). Accordingly, the
plan and vision scenarios increase funding .for traffic' calming,
walking, and bicycling programs (combined) by 803 and 4003,
respectively, over historic funding levels. The vision-level funding
is sufficient to support full implementation of the SFMTA's Bicycle
and Pedestrian Strategies.
Funding for pedestrian and bicycle safety can be spent most effectively by focusing it on the roadways with the highest incidence of
pedestrian and bicyclist injuries and fatalities, many of which are
arterial roadways. The Pedestrian Strategy has identified these 70
miles of High-Injury Corridors, which represent only 63 of San
Francisco's street miles, but 603 of severe and fatal injuries.
RECOMMENDATION:
'.r·

Safety and enhancement projects can be implemented more efficiently through coordination with roadway repaving, which occurs
on a regular schedule city-wide. The SFTP recommends setting
aside some Prop K funds to advance safety project coordination
with re-paving projects, utility projects, and/or major capital investments. It also recommends developing a checklist for all repaving projects to facilitate consideration of complete streets elements.

I,:'.

RECOMMENDATION:

FIGURE 29. CONTRIBUTION OF AREA
PRICING TO PLAN GREENHOUSE GAS
AND AUTOMOBILE TRIP RED!JCTION
BENEFITS

As described on page 16, San Francisco's downtown-especially LIVABILITY
as growth expands in SoMa and Mission Bay-will see transit per- Percent of all trips made by auto•
55%
formance decline if growth occurs as expected and travel behavior
remains the same. The City's 1985 Downtown Plan introduced ..!!!
:;
then-innovative demand management strategies, such as incen- E0 53%
tives for employers to provide employee travel counseling, help- .s:I
ing to reduce peak period congestion and the need for parking. A >- 51%
new generation of incentive and outreach programs is needed for
our growing downtown, especially South of Market and Eastern :S 49%
Neighborhoods. These partnerships with employers, institutions, ~
0
and residential associations can provide travel counseling, incen- f! 47%
.c
tives for taking transit, tools to facilitate shared rides, and sup- Ill
45%
portive services such as guaranteed ride home programs. The SFTP
2020
2030
2040
2010
increases funding for these travel demand management incentive
Goal: <50%
Expected Trend: 52%
programs by 203 and 1003 over historic levels in the Investment
Plaii without Area
Plan with Area
Pricing: 50%
Pricing: 51%
Plan and Investment Vision, respectively.

.
.

.....
...

..

RECOMMEl\U>ATION:

HEALTHY ENVIRONMENT
Greenhouse Gas Emissions
weekday on-road transportation•

7000

Often during SFTP outreach, the public would express confusion
about how San Francisco agencies identify, prioritize, and design
street improvements. Fragmented institutional roles can also
contribute to slower-than-desired project delivery rates. Small
Project Delivery research conducted for the SFTP (Appendix H)
found that coordination within and among agencies is inadequate
to deliver a multi-modal vision, and that a consensus-based approach to project design diminishes the benefits of many projects.
Strategies to increase project delivery and support quality projects
include dedicating funds for increasing agency capacity, increasing
transparency and coordination of agency prioritization processes,
and enhancing public involvement in project development and
planning efforts.

E 6000
"Cl

.

E

~ 5000

UI
0

~ 4000

.su

~
:;;

3000

2000
2010

2020

Expected Trend: 4,500
Plan without Area
Pricing: 4,400

2030
mw

2040

Goal: 2,400
Plan with Area
Pricing: 4,100

* 2040 forecasts are derived from the Transportation Authority's
regional travel demand Model, SF-CHAMP; the more ambitions end
of the range represents additional travel demand management (TOM)
program assumptions such as bikesharing, shuttles, carsharing, and
other TDM policr efforts, which are calculated outside of the SFCHAMP model and applied on top of modeling results.
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RECOMMENDATION:
A COMPREHENSIVE
STRATEGY FOR THE SOUTH
OF MARKET AND EASTERN
NEIGHBORHOODS
The City's original 1984 Downtown Plan introduced new
measures such as Transportation Management Associations (TMAs) to address the
cong_estion caused by employment growth. Now a new wave
of growth in the downtown,
South of Market, and Mission
Bay
significantly increase
core crowding conflicts and
congestion (see Appendix C).
A comprehensive strategy is
needed for the new, expanded
core to _manage congestion and maintain livability,
including: transit capacity and
other infrastructure; dedicated
transit and bicycle networks;
pedestrian safety measures;
area-wide congestion and
freeway management measures; and strengthened tripreduction programs in partnership with employers.

will

Scenario testing conducted for the SFTP (see the "what would it

Northeast Cordon, in addition to the pricing already approved

take" sidebar box on page 19) revealed that the most cost-effective

for Treasure Island. 2 These projects require about

ways to reduce greenhouse gas emissions are those that reduce

start-up capital costs, which is less than

$0.03 billion in
.01 % of the Investment

vehicle tripmaking by more directly linking the cost or impact
of driving to the decision to make a trip. The Investment and SF
Vision Plans recommend considering peak or area pricing in the

2 Analysis of Congestion Pricing can be found in the Mobility. Access, and Pricing Study (2008) on the
Transportation Authority web site at wv.'lv.sfcta.org. Information about Treasure Island pricing can be found
at vrww.sfcta.org/TIMMA.

FIGURE 30. SFTP EFFICIENCY AND ENHANCEMENT PROJECT LIST
PLAN

VISION

PROJECT

$2.60

$2.60

Better Market Street (transportation elements
only): Re-designs and-improves Market Street
for transit, bicycling, and pedestrians.

PROJECT

Transbay Transit Center Phase 2/Caltrain
Downtown Extension: Extension of Caltrain to
the Transbay terminal

--·- -

--~----·

-----·-----

Central Subway: Extension of the T-Third light
rail to downtown and Chinatown

- - - -- ---

-----

----~-

$1.58

$1.58

~------

Developer Funded Projects (Parkmerced,
Mission Bay, Treasure Island, SE Waterfront
Local Streets) -

$0.90 - $0.90

Caltrain Electrification/Signal System (SF
remaining share of total cost)

$0.48

--------------

-

Van Ness Avenue Bus Rapid Transit: Dedicated
bus lanes and transit-priority treatments.

$0.13

Long-Range Transit Network Development,
including Transit Performance Initiative, one
or more major projects to improve BART/
Muni transit travel time, and reliability at key
bottlenecks, such as the Embarcadero Muni
Metro turnaround, the J-Church and N-Judah
merge point, and at West Portal.

-

$0.48

---~---

$0.14

$0.13

$1.54

- -·--··----

----------------~-----·-,--

Expanded Transit Service and New Vehicles,
Muni and Regional Operators: Increases funding
for transit service by 1% over expected revenues
and purchases new vehicles.

$0.71

-·-··----------~~------~--

$0.00

·--

M-Line West Side Alignment and Grade
Separation: Relocate the M-Ocean View light
rail line from the center of 19th Avenue near
Stonestown to a dedicated transit lane on the
west side of the road to remove conflicts with
19th Avenue auto traffic, improving pedestrian
safety and transit travel speed/reliability (only
environmental phase funded).

$0.12

$0.20

$0.39

-- -· -

.

···---~--------

$0.34

$0.34

Geary Corridor Bus Rapid Transit: Dedicated
bus lanes and other transit priority treatments
on Geary Boulevard to increase the speed and
reliability of the 38/38-Limited lines.

$0.24

$0.24

Bayshore/Potrero Bus Rapid Transit: Dedicated
bus lanes and other transit-priority treatments
on Potrero Avenue and Bayshore Boulevard
to increase the speed and reliability of the
9/9-Limited lines.

$0.13

$0.13

Freeway Performance Initiative: Convert
freeway lanes and ramps to carpool and transit
lanes, such as on 1-280 between 6th Street and
us 101.

$0.04

$0.13

$0.09

$0.09

$0.05

$0.05

------

-·--.

-----

-------------

-----------~--

Bi-County Program: Includes extension of the
T-Third Street to Caltrain Bayshore Station and
the Geneva-Harney Bus Rapid Transit
-

$0.50

.

VISION

Transit Effectiveness Project: Improves Muni
reliability and reduces travel times systemwide through stop. improvements such as bus
bulb-outs, stop placement, lane modifications,
signals, and other tools to prioritize transit.

-------------------·~·

$0.41

--------------

BART Metro: One or more major construction
projects that allow BART to run more frequent
transbay service to the core of San Francisco

- - - - - ----- ---- ----

PLAN

--~-----

Bi-County Program, T-Third Street to Caltrain
Bayshore Station: Extend the T-Third Muni
Metro line and provide new service from
Bayshore/Sunnydale to the Bayshore Caltrain
station.

$0.43
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Plan Cost, but generate almost half the benefits of the Plan (Figure
29). They would also generate as much as $2.5 billion in revenue
that could be re-invested into multimodal projects and programs.
EFFICIENCY AND EXPAt4SlO!Nl PROJECTS

About six billion of the expected $75 billion in transportation revenue is dedicated to committed efficiency or expansion projects,
including those under construction (Central Subway), fully funded
FIGURE 30 (CONTINUED)
PROJECT

PLAN

VISION

(some development-related projects), or prioritized in regional
agreements (e.g., Van Ness Avenue Bus Rapid Transit). The Investment Plan recommends dedicating about $2 billion in discretionary funding to plan our long-range transit network and provide
efficiency and expansion investments. This includes new transit
service and defined capital projects beyond existing commitments.
See Appendix A for detail on how we prioritized projects for inclusion. Figure 30 lists project costs, and Figures 31and32 (pages 32,
33) illustrate project locations.
RECOMMENDATION:

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Bi-County Program, Geneva-Harney Bus
Rapid Transit: Dedicated bus lanes from

Bayshore Boulevard to Prague Street and
transit-preferential treatments such as transit
signal priority in mixed-traffic lanes from_
Prague to Ocean Avenue to increase the
speed and reliability of the 28-Limited line.

---------·

$0.04

$0.05

$0.05

$0.05

$0.05

---------------- - - - - - · - · - - - -

Oakdale Caltrain Station: New Caltrain station

at
Oakdale Avenue
in the Bayview.--------· ---

$0.04

----

---~----

Waterfront transit capacity and performance,

e.g., E-Historic Streetcar Service between
Fisherman's Wharf and the 4th Street Caltrain
Station: Construct a turn-around track for
streetcars at the Caltrain station necessary to
provide permanent direct historic streetcar
service between Fisherman's Wharf and the 4th
Street Caltrain station.
Express Bus Service: Service from Candlestick

and Hunters Point to Downtown.
Area Pricing, Capital Startup Costs: Northeast

Cordon and Treasure Island.

------------------·------

-------

-.----~'"-

------------------

-

RECOMMENDATION:

$0.03

$0.03

$0.03

$0.03

-----

Area Pricing, Ongoing Operations: Northeast
Cordon and Treasure Island: Install a peak period
congestion charge for cars entering or leaving
downtown or Treasure Island, and invest net
revenues in its implementation and related transit,
pedestrian, bicycle and carpool alternatives.

NIA'

--------·----~------

Southeast Waterfront Transit Priority and
Increased Service
SUBTOTAL (AMOUNT IN $BILLIONS YOE)
PERCENT OF TOTAL INVESTMENT

The most cost-effective transportation projects are those that
make the most efficient possible use of existing infrastructure. Bus
Rapid Transit is an- affordable approach to creating a network of
rapid transit along key corridors throughout San Francisco, including Geneva Avenue and Potrero I Bayshore Boulevard. Another example of making the most efficient use of existing infrastructure is
the Transit Effectiveness Project, which cost-effectively improves
transit travel times and reliability through transit-priority treatments on Muni's Rapid Network, the top lines that carry 75% of
total transit ridership. Bus Rapid Transit could also be deployed to
fill gaps in regional transit connections to the city's west side.

NIA"

$7.57 $10.35
10%

13%

•The area pricing program raises approximately $2.5 billion in revenue (not reflected above) that is invested
into supportive multimodal projects and programs.

With new state requirements to focus on reducing greenhouse gas
emissions through more coordinated land use and transportation
planning, regional funding frameworks increasingly emphasize
Priority Development Areas (PDAs), where cities are planning for
infill, transit-oriented growth. San Francisco agencies have identified PDAs, generally in the eastern part of the city. The Transportation Investment and Growth Strategy identifies the transportation
needs to support this growth. As area plans and major developments are contemplated, such as along the Eastern Waterfront,
transportation needs in all categories-operations and maintenance, safety and enhancements, and efficiency and expansionshould be identified and prioritized.

*" Southeast Waterfront improvements proposed to be funded by future growth in the general fund resulting
from development.
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RECOMMENDATION:
INVEST IN PLANNING AND
PROJECT DEVELOPMENT TO
REDUCE DISPARITIES

In response to concerns heard
during SFTP outreach, we
analyzed how transportation
conditions such as safety, transit access, and reliability vary
geographically in the city (see
Append.ix F). We found some_
disparities. For example, low-income communities experience
disproportionately high numbers of pedestrian and bicyclist
injuries and fatalities, and outlying neighborhoods experience
worse transit reliability. We
responded by proposing a set- ·
aside equity funding program
with $140 million for projects
that improve equity and including equity as a consideration in
project prioritization.
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RECOMMENDATION:

San Francisco's greatest increases in vehicle travel are projected
to be to and from the eastern neighborhoods and the Peninsula/
South Bay. Overall development and management strategies are
needed for the US 101 and I-280 corridors. As the region develops
the Bay Area Express Lane Network, San Francisco agencies should
partner with Caltrans, the MTC, and neighboring cities and counties to develop a local strategy for managing our freeway network
and related surface streets such as Potrero and Bayshore.

San Francisco's needs for transportation funding far exceed expected revenue. The SFTP proposes ways to invest the dollars we
expect to have to most effectively make progress towards our
goals, but analysis shows that our progress will be limited unless
we identify new revenues. Figure 33 (pages 34-35) illustrates the
additional benefits possible through higher funding levels. See
Appendix J for more detail on plan performance results.
FIGURE 31. COMMITTED EFFICIENCY
AND ENHANCEMENT PROJECTS

RECOMMENDATION:

c
Addressing bottleneck points in our local and regional rail networks will significantly improve rides for existing and passengers
and allo~ for new.passengers on our system. and The SFTP iden,.tifies the need to establish a long-range, multi-operator transit
network development strategy. The SF Investment Vision identifies up to $1.5 billion in expected and potential new revenues for
expanding the capacity of BART, Caltrain, and Muni.

A\ e\·•·.·\·,,,..
.

""-.\/LI
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RECOMMENDATIOINI:

G

Transportation projects may fall behind schedule and experience
cost increases, and the public generally perceives delivery as taking
too long. The SFTP Small and Large Project Delivery White Papers
(Appendices H and I) explore strategies to aid project delivery. Key
recommendations include consideration of a wide range of publicprivate partnership opportunities for major capital improvements
such as the Caltrain Downtown Extension to the rebuilt Transbay
Terminal, and the Treasure Island Transportation Improvement
Plan.

B
$9.43 billion in expected revenue is dedicated to
projects that San Francisco has already committed
to building.
A. Van Ness Bus Rapid Transit

B. Improvements to support development of
Parkmerced
C. Improvements to support development on Treasure
Island including

D. Extension of Caltrain to Downtown

E. Central Subway
F. Caltrain Electrification and signal system upgrade
G. Improvements to support development of
Candlestick Point/Hunters Point-Shipyards
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FIGURE 32. INVESTMENT PLAN DISCRETIONARY EFFICIENCY AND ENHANCEMENT PROJECTS

I

NORTHEAST CORDON
AND TREASURE ISLAND
CONGESTION PRICING

GEARY CORRIDOR
BUS RAPID TRANSIT

,.---"":?TRANSIT
PERFORMANCE
INITIATIVE'

M-LINE WEST SIDE
ALIGNMENT AND
GRADE SEPARATIO·(Environmental
phase only)

I

_;

GENEVA BUS
RAPID TRANSIT-

T-THIRD STREET LINE
TO BAYSHORE
CALTRAIN STATION

~

........>
• - Illustrative projects
:-_:::::::Transit Efficiencv
llllliliiil

Bus Rapid Transit

~Express

~Rail Transit
~Pricing

and Demand Management

Bus
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Operations and
Maintenance of
Transit and Streets

38% $1.98

Multimodal street
safety, enhancement,
and community
mobility

24% $1.28

Efficiency and
Expansion Projects

38% $1.98

I

.

TOTAL $5.08

The SF Investment Vision
THE ABOVE PLUS ADDITIONAL
.LQCAL REVENUES

Operations and
Maintenance of
Transit and Streets

42%

PAGE 34

FIGURE 33. COMPARISON OF PLAN AND VISION SCENARIO BENEFITS
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CHAPTER FIVE

THE SFTP WILL SHAPE THE WORK of the Transportation Authority and our partner agencies in the years to

come. Major next steps are:
Rolling out the first five years of SFTP investments through an Early Action Program.
Coordinating with the Mayor's 2030 Transportation Task Force and other local and regional partners to
pursue new local revenues to address unmet transportation needs'.
Conducting monitoring and evaluation to ensure efficient and equitable progress towards SFTP goals.
Additionally, the SFTP itself will be updated approximately every several years.

The Early Action Program represents the first five years of the 30-year SFTP and will fund improvements in
every part of the city for every mode of travel. The Early Action Program uses the Prop K transportation sales
tax and its ability to leverage federal, state and other funds to direct hundreds of millions of dollars toward
SFTP investments. Over the next five years, city and regional agencies will work to define and implement these
projects. The Figure 34 (next page) shows a representative sample of potential Early Action Program projects.
We anticipate Early Action Program projects in each District. Information about these projects is available
through the Authority's interactive web site, www.mystreetsf.com. We anticipate Transportation Authority
Board approval of the Early Action Program in Spring 2014.

CHAPTER FIVE

We evaluated a range of potential new local revenue sources to meet existing and future transportation needs.
A combination of sources such as private sector funds, a parcel tax, sales tax, and vehicle license fee are possible
candidates for generating the additional $7.5 billion recommended for the SFTP vision. Over the past year, we
worked closely with the Mayor's 2030 Transportation Task Force, which has recommended a vehicle license
fee, general obligation bonds, and a half-cent sales tax increase for the 2014 and 2016 ballots. We will continue
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FIGURE 34. EARLY ACTION PROGRAM: REPRESENTATIVE PROJECTS IN THE FIRST FIVE YEARS OF THE SFTP

Lombard Street pedestrian safety and
streetscape upgrades. Pedestrian safety
improvements on high priority streets.

The

Neighborhood connections
at Fillmore and Geary. Bicycle
circulation, safety, and security.

Embarcadero bi_ke lanes.
Columbus Avenue
multimodal improvements.

Eady Action P1ogram

re1xese11is the fi r:>t five

Pedestrian safety
and traffic calming
on 6th, Howard,
and 8th streets.

Y<'a1·s of inve:otine11ts for

the

30-~ear

SFTP and

Geary Blvd. pedestrian improvements.
Bicycle_~irculat_ion, sc:ifety, and securitY..

fund irnproverne11ts in every

_part of the city for every

mode -of
Mission District Streetscape.
16th and 24th Street
BART bicycle stations.

19th Avenue traffic calming and Muni
Travel Time Reduction improvements.
Ocean Beach Master Plan Phase 1.

Potrero Hill neighborhood
transportation improvements.
Community vehicle-sharing.

19th Avenue traffic calming and
Muni Travel Time Reduction
improvements. Traffic calming.

Upper Market pedestrian safety.
Glen Park traffic calming.

Balboa Park station area
improvements. Neighborhood
pedestrian safety.
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to work with the Mayor's Office, partner agencies, and stakeholders to pursue new local, regional, state, and federal transportation
funding sources. The Mayor's Transportation Task Force is further
analyzing next steps for potential new local revenues.

The Transportation Authority will continue to monitor demographic and
travel behavior trends and the effect of new growth on the
transportation system.

• DEMOGRAPHIC AND TRIP-MAKING TRENDS.

0

TRANSIT SYSTEM PERFORMANCE, ESPECIALLY EQUITY AND

outreach revealed that transit reliability is
a socioeconomic and geographic equity issue, as well as a top
priority for the general public. Yet data measuring and tracking reliability are limited. More research is needed to improve
reliability measurement. Equity monitoring should additionally track safety trends and affordability outcomes.
RELIABILITY. SFTP

Performance measurement is one of the Transportation Authority's statutory functions in its capacity as Congestion Management
Agency, and as administrator of the Prop K half-cent transportation sales tax. The Transportation Authority will focus on performance tracking and evaluation in the following areas of policy
interest, spanning the monito"ring of system needs and trends,
project delivery, and project effectiveness:

0

Rolling out the fi~st five years

of SFTP investments through
c:rn Early Action Program,
pursuing 11ew local revenues to
address unmet transportation
needs, <rnd conducting
111onitori11g and ev;:iluation to

DOCUMENTING THE COST EFFECTIVENESS OF TRANSPORTATION INVESTMENTS THROUGH BEFORE-AND-AFTER STUDIES.

Through biennial
monitoring as Congestion Management Agency, and through
www.mystreetsf.com, the Transportation Authority will track
and provide information to the public on the delivery of
transportation projects, including those identified for implementation in the Early Action Program. The Transportation
Authority will also support the City's efforts to monitor the
transportation obligations within development agreements.
ONGOING MONITORING AND REPORTING.

Metjor next steps are:

The .Transportation Authority will work with implementing
agencies to strategically evaluate the effectiveness of new projects and programs to inform future project selection and prioritization, especially in the areas of pedestrian safety, traffic
calming, and travel demand management.
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ensure efficient and equitable
progress towards SFTP goals.
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California's Experts on Affordable
Housing Rnance, Advocacy & Policy

THE STATE CREATED THE CALIFORNIA HOUSING PARTNERSHIP CORPORATION 25 YEARS AGO AS A PRIVATE NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION WITH A
PUBLIC MISSION: TO MONITOR, PROTECT, AND AUGMENT THE SUPPLY OF
HOMES AFFORDABLE TO LOWER-INCOME CALIFORNIANS AND To PROVIDE
LEADERSHIP ON AFFORDABLE HOUSING FINANCE AND POLICY. SINCE
1988, THE CALIFORNIA HOUSING PARTNERSHIP HAS ASSISTED MORE THAN
200 NONPROFIT AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT HOUSING ORGANIZATIONS TO
LEVERAGE MORE THAN

BILLION IN PRIVATE AND PUBLIC FINANCING TO

CREATE AND PRESERVE 20,000 AFFORDABLE HOMES.

WWW.CH PC.NET

TRANSFORM PROMOTES WALKABLE COMMUNITIES WITH EXCELLENT
TRANSPORTATION CHOICES TO CONNECT PEOPLE OF ALL INCOMES TO
OPPORTUNITY, KEEP CALIFORNIA AFFORDABLE AND HELP SOLVE OUR
CLIMATE CRISIS. WITH DIVERSE PARTNERS WE ENGAGE COMMUNITIES IN
PLANNING, RUN INNOVATIVE PROGRAMS AND WIN POLICY CHANGE AT
THE LOCAL, REGIONAL AND STATE LEVELS.

WWW.TRANSFORMCA.ORG
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California is currently debating how to invest greenhouse gas (GHG) cap-andtrade auction proceeds so that they result in real, quantifiable and verifiable
greenhouse gas reductions.
A new analysis of data from Caltrans' California Household Travel Survey (CHTS)
completed in February 2013 shows that a well-designed program to put more
affordable homes near transit would not just meet the requirements set by the
California Air Resources Board (ARB), but would be a powerful and durable

GHG reduction strategy - directly reducing driving while creating a host of
economic and social benefits.
Conducted by the nationally recognized Center for Neighborhood Technology
(CNT), the analysis identified 36,000-plus surveyed households that had provided
all relevant demographic and travel data and divided them into five income
groups, living in three types of locations based on their proximity to public
transportation:
• Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) as defined by the California
Department of Housing & Community Development (HCD) requires homes
be built within a 1/4 mile radius of a qualifying rail or ferry station or bus
stop with frequent service.
• TOD as defined by the Sustainable Communities and Climate Protection
Act of 2008 (SB 375) requires housing to be built within a 1/2 mile
radius of a rail or ferry station, or a bus stop but with lesser frequencies
than HCD's definition.
• Non-TOD areas that do not meet either of these definitions.
Here are two key findings:
• Lower Income households drive 25-30% fewer miles when living within 1/2
mile of transit than those living in non-TOD areas. When living within
HCD's 1/4 mile of frequent transit they drove nearly 50% less.
• Higher Income households drive more than twice as many miles and own
more than twice as many vehicles as Extremely Low-Income households
living within 1/4 mile of frequent transit. This underscores why it is critical
to ensure that low-income families can afford to live in these areas.
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In response to soaring demand from Higher Income households for condos and
luxury apartment developments near public transit, there has been a surge of new
development. The CNT report shows the tremendous greenhouse gas reductions
the state can achieve by ensuring that more low-income households can also live
in these areas through investment of cap-and-trade auction proceeds.

The CNT analysis provides robust evidence that an investment by the state in the
creation and preservation of affordable housing located within 1/4 mile of frequent
transit can dramatically reduce GHGs.
Using conservative assumptions, TransForm and the California Housing Partnership
calculated that investing 10% of cap and trade proceeds in HCD's TOD Housing
program for the three years of FY 2015/16 through FY 2017/18 would result in
15,000 units that would remove 105,000,000 miles of vehicle travel per year
from our roads.
Over the 55-year estimated life of these buildings, this equates to eliminating 5.7
billion miles of driving off of California roads. That equates to over 1.58 million
metric tons of GHG reductions, even with cleaner cars and. fuels anticipated.
What's more, the State can significantly increase these GHG reductions. The savings
in miles driven described above is based solely on location and income, but HCD has
a variety of ways their program could further reduce GHGs such as giving priority to
developers who provide free transit passes for residents, adjacent carsharing pods,
and bicycle amenities.
Finally, TransForm and CHPC offer a methodology for verifying and reporting the
reductions.
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Ensuring that households of all incomes, and especially lower-income households who
use transit most, are able to live near transit and jobs is crucial to the GHG reduction
framework set up by SB 375. Yet the law does not provide any new financial resources
to make the production and preservation of affordable homes near transit feasible.

AB 32 enabled the California Air Resources Board (ARB) to use market mechanisms to
support reductions in GHGs.

With the auction of greenhouse gas pollution allowances

now taking place every quarter, state leaders are debating how to invest greenhouse
gas cap-and-trade auction proceeds so that they result in real, quantifiable and
verifiable greenhouse gas reductions.
In May 2013, ARB released its Cap-and-Trade Auction Proceeds Investment Plan, which
identified "priority State investments to achieve GHG reduction goals and produce
valuable co-benefits." ARB recommended that Sustainable Communities and Clean
transportation receive the largest investment amount.
Importantly, ARB also recognized that the creation and preservation of affordable
homes near transit should be part of this investment strategy, specifically naming the
Department of Housing and Community Development's Transit-Oriented Development
Housing program (HCD TOD) as an existing program that would be able to carry out a
GHG reduction program relatively quickly and efficiently.
This report begins with CNT's analysis demonstrating for the first time the interrelationship between income and living in close proximity to transit, as defined by the HCD
TOD criteria as well as by the SB 375 criteria.
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The report then uses this information to calculate the GHG savings that would result
from investing a portion of the cap-and-trade auction proceeds in affordable TOD
homes over the next three years.
The key to CNT's ability to analyze these critical relationships is excellent, recent,
statewide data made available by the California Household Travel Survey (CHTS) in
2013. The CHTS data, the collection of which was coordinated by Caltrans with
support from a host of state and regional agencies, consists of one day travel surveys
from over 40,000 households from all 58 counties in California and was collected
from February 2012 through January 2013. CNT identified 36,197 household surveys
from the CHTS that contained all relevant household demographic, location, and
travel information needed for this analysis. A final report from CNT with additional
data is anticipated in June 2014.

To determine accepted definitions of transit-rich areas, CNT worked with CHPC,
TransForm and other experts to review California law and programs. Two well-used
definitions were identified. The first is used by the California Department of
Housing and Community Development (HCD) in its Transit-Oriented Development
(TOD) Housing Program and the second is from the language of SB 375 defining
High-Quality Transit Areas (HQTAs).

• HCD TOD Areas - HCD's TOD Housing Program Guidelines define TOD areas as
being within 1/4 mile of a qualifying rail or ferry station or a bus stop with ten
minute headways during the peak period defined as ?am to lOpm and 3pm to
?pm on weekdays. For any transit stop to qualify, it must offer hourly service
on weekday evenings from ?pm to lOpm and have at least ten trips on both
Saturday and Sunday. (TOD Housing Program: Third Round Guidelines, 2013.)

• High Quality Transit Areas (HQTAs) - SB 375 defines HQTAs as the area within
1/2 a mile of a rail or ferry station, regardless of service frequency at that
station, as well as all bus stops with at least 15-minute headways during the
peak period, as defined above.
CNT identified these geographies using its proprietary AllTransitTM database, which
is based on the general transit feed specification (GTFS). AllTransitTM is the most
comprehensive repository of GTFS data because CNT compiles publicly available
feeds, acquires feeds that exist but are not publicly available, and codes its own
feeds where none exist or are available. Areas that do not meet either of these
definitions are defined as "non-TOD".
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E
CNT categorized surveyed households using U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
, Development (HUD) income categories in order to compare households across all of
California, which has wide variation in local incomes and housing costs. HUD publishes an annual listing of income thresholds based on the area Median Family Income
(MFI) for each county by metropolitan area and includes adjustments for household
size. HUD includes three lower income categories in this annual spreadsheet and CNT
added two additional categories for moderate and higher income households based
on the same assumptions used to calculate the lower income categories:
• Extremely Low-Income (ELI) - Households earning 30% or less of MFI
•Very Low-Income (VLI) - Households earning 50% or less of MFI
•Low-Income (LI) - Households earning 80% or less of MFI
•Moderate Income - Households earning between 80% and 120% of MFI
• Higher Income - Households earning more than 120% of MFI

Preliminary findings from CNT's analysis of the CHTS reveal that living in proximity
to transit-rich areas and household income are two major factors that impact the
number of household trips as well as household vehicle miles traveled (VMT).
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The report data clearly shows that all income groups experience significant differences in average
daily VMT depending on where they live. The difference in VMT for households living in HCD TOD
areas compared to those in non-TOD areas range from 50% fewer VMT for Extremely Low-Income
(ELI) to 37% fewer for Higher income households. All income groups living in HQTAs have 25-30%
lower VMT than similar-income households living in non-TOD.
Extremely Low-Income households living in HCD-TOD areas have by far the lowest VMT of any
household group, logging only 20.7 VMT per day on average, almost 60% less than the 49.3 average
VMT of Higher income households also residing in HCD TOD areas.
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The biggest single determinant of VMT-and therefore GHG emissions-is ownership of a private
vehicle. Within the HCD TOD areas, all income groups own cars at a rate that is at least 30% lower
than non-TOD areas. However, Extremely Low-Income households particularly economize on
vehicle ownership when living in TOD. On average, these households own only 0.70 vehicles per
household - less than half the number of cars owned by Higher Income households (1.65 vehicles
per household).
The chart below demonstrates that, contrary to popular perception, lower income households
have relatively high car ownership when they lack access to transit. This finding is significant
because it indicates the large financial savings that lower income households can accrue by
being able to avoid vehicle ownership by living near transit.1 Transportation costs, primarily those
associated with vehicle purchase, maintenance and operations, are the second highest household
cost after housing. 2 In other words, providing affordable TOD homes not only lowers GHGs but
also reduces both transportation and housing costs while providing strong access to services and
employment opportunities.
There are other benefits of low-vehicle ownership rates. For example, vehicles take up significant
space in the form of parking and street space. Locating affordable homes near transit allows
communities to maximize the beneficial uses of these areas as shown in graphic on page 13.
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Income and location also have a significant correlation with the number of vehicle trips that are
made. Figure 4, below, shows that households of all incomes make fewer vehicle trips when they
live in HCD TOD areas compared to non-TOD locations. On average, Extremely Low Income
households make only 3.22 vehicle trips per day - roughly half the number of trips made by
Higher Income households (6.34 trips) in HCD TOD areas.
Fewer vehicle trips means not only fewer vehicle miles traveled but also less congestion and
fewer vehicles idling in stop-and-go traffic. Congested driving conditions due to more vehicles on
the road result in higher GHG emissions and criteria air pollutants. Reducing the number of trips
in highly populated areas also has beneficial air quality impacts and can improve bicycle and
pedestrian safety. 3

10
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Free transit passes. Studies
have shown that free transit passes
lead to much higher transit ridership
and lower GHGs. For example, a
survey of 1,500 low income renters
found that 64% use a transit pass
more than four times per week,
and 22% said their passes reduce
the number of cars owned
in their household. 5

Car share vehicles on site, with free membership for residents. Car sharing
dramatically reduces vehicle ownership and trips, especially in areas with strong
access to transit. 6 Yet there have been few models of long-term agreements to
provide on-site carsharing. TransForm's GreenTRIP program has worked with City
CarShare, Zipcar and affordable housing developers to arrange for long-term
agreements for pods in or adjacent to new developments. To maximize GHG
benefits and get additional points, developers could be encouraged to have
electric vehicles, or at least high mileage hybrid cars, carshare pods.

Create space for bike sharing. By 2015 there will be bike sharing programs in
the four major regions of California. The evidence of bike sharing's benefits and what
it takes to do it well (especially the need for a larger scale) is growing by the month.7
Creating the space for bike share pods adjacent to new developments is critical.

Other innovative trip reduction strategies. Providing amenities like bicyclefixing stations, pedestrian trunks to support walking to shopping, and travel kiosks
that have real-time travel information will also help reduce VMT.

example

it onal
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able homes near trans
CNT's analysis shows that Higher Income households living in HCD TOD areas have
vehicle ownership rates of 1.65 vehicles/household. In comparison, extremely low
income households only own on average 0.7 vehicles/household. While there are
several benefits of lower vehicle ownership, the reduced need for parking is a significant one. We have developed a graphic representation showing the reduced parking
needed for a hypothetical development near transit and the increase in the number
of homes that can be provided.
By designating 100% of the homes as "affordable" for Extremely Low-Income
households, in a prototypical eight-acre development site with an initial plan of 875
units in six-story buildings and 1.65 parking spaces per unit (parking in red), the
parking can be reduced to 0.7 spaces/unit. Within the exact same building
envelope the developer can add 146 units to the same building envelope (seen as
green). The number of spaces can be further reduced by adding the trip reduction
strategies mentioned above.
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From a transportation investment policy and planning perspective, it is important to know that
households in transit-rich areas not only drive less, but also use transit more. In this regard the
findings on differences based on both location and income are profound:
Households living in HCD TOD areas use transit at rates that are triple or quadruple the rates
of households living in non-TOD areas. The transit trip bonus4 is much higher, however, for the
groups making less than 50% of median income. Extremely Low Income and Very Low Income
households living in a HCD TOD take transit 50% more than their neighbors from higher income
brackets.
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The California Department of Housing and Community Development (HCD)
developed a program for funding affordable homes near transit, with the first rounds
of funding. Initially funded by the passage of Proposition lC in 2006 this TransitOriented Development Housing Program (TOD) is now depleted.
The TOD Housing program was designed with the specific goals of increasing public
transit ridership, minimizing automobile trips, and promoting GHG reductions. This
report demonstrates that HCD's TOD program is an excellent starting point for an
affordable housing program that is focused on maximizing GHG reductions.
Some strong key attributes of the existing HCD TOD program include:
•
•
•
•

location within 1/4 mile of frequent transit;
strong access to services and job centers;
serving households at lower income levels;
offering additional points for:
• free or discounted transit passes to residents;
• innovative parking, including allowing shared parking between different; uses and
• offering dedicated spaces for carsharing vehicles.

If funding for HCD's TOD program is to be focused on further increasing GHG
benefits, both for residents and for the surrounding community, the program could
consider potential changes that include providing additional incentives to developers
who are proposing to include more GHG-reducing measures. These measures
can include:
Focus on housing more ELI and VLI households. The HCD TOD program currently
sets a minimum of 15% of all units be made affordable to low income households
with maximum points awarded for applicants increasing this level to 25%. However,
there are no requirements to serve ELI or VLI households, per se. Now that we have
new data showing the GHG associated with housing these income groups, we propose that the HCD TOD program provide incentives to developers to provide at least
10% of the homes affordable to ELI households and provide maximum points for developers willing to go above the current 25% maximum. In recognition of the greater
costs involved in producing housing affordable to these lower income households,
HCD TOD should consider increasing loan and grant amounts accordingly.
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For this analysis, we assume that a new affordable unit will be occupied by a household
moving from a location less accessible by transit. While it can not be guaranteed that
new units will be occupied by a mover of this type, each new unit represents an addition
to the total supply of housing near transit and an additional household living near transit
that otherwise would not be able to afford to do so.
We focus our calculations on Extremely Low-Income and Very Low-Income households
because public investment is most essential to building and preserving homes for these
income groups. We assume that homes in affordable TOD would serve 50% ELI households and 50% VLI households.
We also assume that public investment in affordable TOD would be focused in areas
meeting HCD's TOD program criteria.
The average difference in daily VMT for ELI and VLI households living in HCD TOD areas vs.
non-TOD is ·19.25 VMT per day. The annual difference is -19.25 VMT x 365

=-7,026.3 VMT.

If 10% of cap-and-trade funds are invested in affordable TOD as currently proposed, an
average of $250 million per year will be invested in each of the three fiscal years running
from 2015/2016 through 2017/2018. (This assumes total cap-and-trade allocation of $2
billion the first year, rising by $500 million per year)
Using HCD's current TOD program guidelines, we assume that each building would get
the maximum of $50,000 per unit from these cap-and-trade funds. In the past, each
affordable unit receiving funding has been required to remain affordable for 55 years, so
we keep that timeframe as the durability of the program.
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Using these conservative assumptions, investing 10% of cap-and-trade proceeds in
HCD's TOD program would result in 15,000 transit-connected homes that would
remove 105,000,000 miles of vehicle travel per year from our roads.
Over the 55-year estimated life of these buildings, this equates to eliminating 5.7
billion miles of driving off of California roads. That equates to over 1.58 million
metric tons of GHG reductions, even with cleaner cars and fuels anticipated 8 •

The GHG benefits stated above are conservative in several ways. Most importantly,
the estimate only includes direct GHG reductions from the difference in location,
when in reality it will be possible to estimate additional benefits due to these factors:
• On-site trip reductions strategies that are part of HCD's TOD program.
• Access to new carshare, or through new local services (if applicable).
• Low-income households, on average, own less efficient vehicles that generate
more GHGs 9 • As new vehicles quickly increase their efficiency, especially the
more expensive hybrids and electric vehicles, that differential is likely to increase.
• Homes for low-income families are more compact, meaning a greater density
of homes and a better use of these limited areas10 •

R
To analyze actual reductions of vehicle miles travelled and GHGs we recommend that
HCD and ARB design a monitoring program that could include travel diary surveys,
or sample trip generation studies (using black pneumatic tubes). While HCD would
need to ensure proper design and implementation of these methods, they all are
feasible to get a good estimate of VMT.
Finally, we suggest that firm commitments for on-site trip reduction strategies be
developed. TransForm's Green TRIP program now works to get these commitments
written into the conditions of approval for the project, for example.

The findings of this report make clear the powerful way in which living close to transit and household income affect household travel behaviors. Increasing the amount
of housing in transit-rich areas for households of all income levels can help reduce
the state's GHG emissions. While private equity markets are actively investing in
transit-oriented residential development for Higher Income households, there is next
to no private capital to meet the need to preserve and create homes in transit-rich
areas that are affordable to Low Income households.
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Investing cap-and-trade funds in affordable TOD will ensure that the state captures
the full GHG reduction benefits possible from the integration of land use, housing, and
transportation planning. These benefits include:
• Reducing VMT for low income households by nearly 50% from non-TOD
locations and achieving levels of VMT 60% below those of higher income
households also living in TOD.
• Reducing car ownership by .63 vehicles per household, or more than one car
for every two low income households, and freeing up land used for parking to
create housing and public space.
• Decreasing vehicle trips and increasing transit trips, helping to ease congestion
and increase transit ridership by at least 50% more than the ridership achieved
by Higher Income households.
• Lowering household transportation costs and providing improved access
to jobs and services.
Furthermore, affordable housing developers have a proven track record of implementing
transportation demand management strategies like those structured into the HCD TOD
program including: reduced parking, free transit passes for residents, and bike and car
share on site. With these policies in place, the production and preservation of affordable
TOD homes funded through cap-and-trade will reduce VMT by millions of miles per year,
offering an important tool in California's efforts to reduce GHG emissions.

ENDNOTES
1. California Housing Partnership Corporation, Building and Preserving Affordable Homes Near Transit:
Affordable TOD as a Greenhouse Gas Reduction and Equity Strategy. 2013. http://chpc.net/dnld/AffordableTODReport030113.pdf
2. TransForm, Windfall for All. 2009. http://www.transformca.org/windfall-for-all
3. Community Cycling Center, Understanding Barriers to Bicycling Project. Final Report, July 2012. http://
www.communitycyclingcenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/Understanding-Barriers-Final-Report.pdf
4. The transit trip bonus is the absolute difference in the mean number of transit trips.
5. First Community Housing, Ecopass Program. 2009. http://www.firsthousing.com/wp-content/uploads/2009/05/ecopassl.pdf
6. "20% of car-sharing households give up one or more vehicles, and on average 34% forgo buying a new
car." Transportation Research Board, Transit Cooperative Research Program (TCRP) Report 708, Car-Sharing:
Where and How it Succeeds. 2005. http://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/tcrp/tcrp_rpt_l08.pdf
7. ITDP concludes that Bike-share systems should aim for four daily uses per bike to maximize the public
cost-benefit. ITDP, The Bike Share Planning Guide. 2013. https://go.itdp.org/display/live/The+BikeShare+Planning+Guide
8. Estimates used conversion factor of 273.15 C02 grams per mile based on ARB's EMFAC 2011 C02
emission rates. These include Low Carbon Fuel Standards and "Pavley" efficiency standards. 2035 rates
were used as the average for all years.
9. "In sum, poor households that own vehicles own dirtier vehicles than wealthy vehicle owners." Sara
West, "Equity Implications of Vehicle Emissions Taxes", Journal of Transport Economics and Policy,
Volume 39, Part 1, January 2005, pp. 1-24. S http://www.macalester.edu/-wests/westjetpl910.pdf
10. California Air Pollution Control Officers Association (CAPCOA), Quantifying Greenhouse Gas Mitigation Measures: A Resources for Local Government to Assess Emission Reductions from GHG Mitigation
Measures, August 2010.
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This report presents key findings from a collaborative effort between the Association of Bay Area
Governments (ABAG) and Resources for Community Development (RCD-a nonprofit affordable housing
development company with over 2,000 units in the San Francisco Bay Area) to study the effects of Transit
Oriented Development (TOD) locations on residents of affordable housing. The findings and analysis
were first presented at the Association of Collegiate Schools of Planning conference, in the companion
working paper entitled, "Effects of TOD Location on Affordable Housing Tenants: Travel Behavior, Access
to Jobs and Services."
This research project was conceived in 2011, through discussions among Dan Sawislak, Executive Director
of RCD, Cynthia Kroll, originally as Staff Research Director at the University of California Berkeley's
Fisher Center for Real Estate and Urban Economics and then as Chief Economist at ABAG, and Vanitha
Venugopal of the San Francisco Foundation about the impact of RCD's TOD properties on residents'
quality of life and travel patterns. This pilot project, under management of Cynthia Kroll and Daniel
Sawislak, surveyed residents at five RCD TOD and non-TOD properties. Participation was completely
voluntary, and over 200 households responded.

Graduate students and faculty from UC Berkeley's College of Environmental Design also contributed to
the project. Jonathan Malagon, a Master's student in Berkeley's City and Regional Planning Department,
provided initial design and pretesting of the survey. Carlo De La Cruz devoted his summer internship
and client project for the Masters of City Planning degree to this study, acting as survey manager for
the implementation and analysis phases. UC Berkeley Professors Karen Chapple and Carolina Reid and
RCD board member Marian Wolfe (also principal of Vernazza Wolfe Associates) reviewed the survey
instrument and drafts at several stages. James Pappas, California Housing Partnership Corporation, and
Robert Calkins, Contra Costa County, provided suggestions on project and survey design.
ABAG and RCD staff participated at all stages of the project. Pedro Galvao and Christy Leffall provided
early conceptual input and the literature review and were part of the survey team, which also included
Wally Charles, Carlo De La Cruz, Cynthia Kroll, Yeni Magana, and Bobby Lu. Sabrina Butler and Olivia King
explained the operations of RCD and helped identify the properties included in the survey or pretesting.
June Cummings, Michael Gliksohn and Michael Nobles were instrumental in the logistics of conducting
surveys at RCD properties. In addition, property management staff of the John Stewart Company,
including Sara Cha, Agueda Gomez, Wally Palega, and Morgan Or, provided essential support in working
with residents and community members at each site. Members of other organizations also assisted in
outreach and engagement with residents, including Anna Ybarra with Bridge Point Church and Rosemary
Hatcher with Contra Costa Interfaith Housing. Liz Eckstein of RCD provided editorial input, and Leah
Zippert and Victoria Rutherford of ABAG contributed to the format and design of the final document.
Special thanks to the RCD residents for sharing their experiences and opinions with us.

We are grateful for support for this research from the San Francisco Foundation, the Ford Foundation, and the
Association of Bay Area Governments Finance Authority.
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Funding for affordable housing development in
California is in the midst of a sea change. The
Affordable Housing and Sustainable Communities
program (AHSC), built on Cap and Trade revenues,
is currently one of the few sources for affordable
housing in California to replace dollars no longer
available as redevelopment set-asides. This new
funding comes with strong requirements for
sustainability features in site selection, including a
focus on Transit Oriented Development (TOD).
Two decades of research now demonstrate
environmental, economic and social benefits are
possible when housing is located near transit, but
also show automobile use may continue even in
TOD locations. Less research to date has explored
whether TOD location of affordable housing can
meet broader goals of increasing the stock of
affordable housing and providing other social and
economic equity advantages, while reducing GHG
emissions from travel.
This study by the Association of Bay Area
Governments (ABAG) and Resources for
Community Development (RCD) examines the
potential social, economic and environmental
benefits accrued when affordability is paired with
TOD by comparing affordable TOD housing and
suburban non-TOD affordable housing. The study
was conducted over the course of six months
with responses from over 200 households at five
affordable housing developments.

A SURVEY OF

This report summarizes survey results, including
residents' travel patterns, perceived changes
in access to employment, satisfaction with
nearby amenities, and improvements in quality
of life since moving to the property. (See Key
Survey Findings below). The report describes
potential implications for policy makers and
housing advocates and recommends strategies
for producing greater sustainable (reductions
in GHGs) and equitable (deeper levels of
affordability) outcomes. (See Policy Implications
below).
Key Findings
Residents of the properties in TOD sites use
public transit more and car travel less than
their counterparts in locations farther from
transit options. Walking and biking are also
options chosen when amenities are nearby.
Among survey respondents, lower income
households, in both TOD and non-TOD
locations, drive less and take transit more
frequently than higher income households.
Higher income households travel further
distances for work, school and recreational
activities compared to their lower income
neighbors.
Households are sensitive to travel costs. The
property with higher cost parking and fewer
spaces had lower rates of car ownership
and use, yet some households expected to
reduce bus use following a transit system fare
increase. Residents near free shuttle service
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rode the bus at a rate similar to those in the
two TOD properties.
Residents traveled the greatest distances to
work, to places of worship and for medical
care. Of all amenities, residents were least
likely to change place of worship or medical
services after moving into the RCD property.
The great majority of residents reported that
access to jobs was the same or easier after
moving to an RCD property. Respondents
were no more likely to report access to jobs
improved in TOD sites compared to non-TOD
sites.
Most of the households surveyed had
previously lived in the same city or a
neighboring city. A much smaller share came
from a further away, at times moving closer to
a job or schooling.

Policy Implications
Affordable TOD housing is an effective
strategy for reducing GHG emissions and
reduction in VMT.
The environmental, economic and social
benefits of TOD are strengthened by focusing
on deeper levels of affordability, providing
options for extremely low-income and very
low-income households.
Programs to increase the cost of vehicle
ownership in TOD locations or boost
convenience of transit beyond TOD locations
can improve access or encourage households
toward travel modes that reduce vehicle miles
traveled in private vehicles.

Affordable TOD is not the only mechanism
to achieve both environmental and quality of
life outcomes. By locating housing near work,
retail, schools and recreation, reductions in
GHG emissions and VMT are possible in both
urban and suburban locations.
Affordable housing projects near
amenities like grocery stores, parks and
schools can produce significant VMT
reduction, even outside of TOD locations.
Innovative programs such as free shuttle
connections to bus and BART service can
boost ridership by residents of affordable
housing properties more distant from
transit services.
Social and economic ties may lead
households qualified for housing assistance
to seek opportunities close to their existing
residences. We need solutions for developing
new affordable properties even where
communities are not close to TOD. Programs
such as AHCS could incorporate alternative
strategies to address the state's sustainability
goals and meet the need for more affordable
housing in locations around the state that do
not meet the strict qualifications of TOD to
qualify for funding.
Employment issues are not resolved by
transit accessibility alone, but a combination
of travel alternatives, a denser population
of employers, and property and community
assistance services can improve employment
options for affordable housing residents.
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Funding for affordable housing development
in California is in the midst of a sea change.
Local redevelopment agencies were previously
the single largest locally generated source of
funds available to California communities for
affordable housing. With the termination of
redevelopment and the emergence of the state's
Cap and Trade revenues, including the Affordable
Housing and Sustainable Communities Program
(AHSC), developers are more than ever looking
for opportunities to link affordable housing with
Greenhouse Gas (GHG) reduction strategies to
help achieve sustainability goals set forth as
part of California's Greenhouse Gas Emission
Reduction program (SB 862). 1
Once viewed as a secondary benefit of smart
design, housing located near transit is now viewed
as a significant component in achieving the State's
goal of reducing GHG emissions to pre-1990 levels
by 2020. For many advocates and affordable
housing developers, transit oriented development
(TOD) is not simply the preferred model, but
one of the only viable options for developers
competing for existing funds (both Federal and
State) for affordable housing.
As developers and local jurisdictions compete
for Greenhouse Gas Reduction funds and other
financing subsidies, it will be important to fully
understand the benefits and implications of using
affordable TOD as either a sustainable (reduction

of GHG) or equitable (quality of life) strategy.
Extensive research on the effects of TOD on
residents' travel patterns has shown the potential
benefit of lowering GHG emissions through
reduced vehicle miles traveled (VMT). Research
is at an earlier stage of study on the relationship
between TOD-located affordable housing and
GHG or VMT reduction, as well as the potential
quality of life benefits of affordable TODs.
This study illustrates the experiences of more
than 200 households in five San Francisco
Bay Area affordable housing developments
categorized as either TOD or non-TOD based on
their proximity to major transit lines. The study
identifies benefits achieved through the creation
and preservation of affordable housing near
transit, and also reveals possible strategies to
reduce GHG emissions in non-TOD affordable
housing sites.
The results contribute to the growing evidence
that affordable TOD is an effective strategy for
the reduction of GHG emissions and VMT for
residents of affordable housing. The diverse
experiences of residents in the properties
surveyed also indicates that other viable
strategies can bring a portion of the benefits of
affordable TOD in places where transit options
are limited. The development of housing within
amenity and service rich areas (including
retail, recreation, religious, and employment

1
· California's redevelopment-linked Tax Increment Financing provided $1. 7 billion in funding for affordable housing for the 2005/06 and
2006107 fiscal years. In that same timeframe, Low Income Housing Tax Credits provided over $3.7 billion in financing and $5.2 billion in
housing vouchers. Although LIHTC far exceeds the total amount of funds generated through Redevelopment in that year, TIF was the
single largest source of funds generated within California.
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opportunities) that do not qualify as TOD can
also produce significant benefits, improving
both the quality of life for residents and meeting
sustainability goals by reducing GHGs through
reduced VMT. Thoughtful site selection remains
a critical strategy for housing developers,
sustainability advocates, and residents alike.
This research concludes at a time when
California, a leader in green and sustainable
policies, is once again a leader in rising housing
costs, exacerbating the competition for existing
affordable housing. Among developers, this has
led to increased competition for land, driving
up construction costs, as well as increased
competition for funding and financing for
affordable housing development. The result is
a housing affordability crisis affecting more and
more low and moderate-income households in
urban and suburban communities.
Although this report focuses on potential benefits
from locating affordable housing near transit,
a discussion of affordable housing and TOD is

framed by the larger context in California to
develop greater amounts of housing for people at
low to moderate income levels. The study results
show the value and utility of affordable housing
combined with accessibility to transit and services
as a strategy that impacts both greenhouse gas
reduction and housing affordability in California.
Section 2 of this report describes how the sites
were selected for the survey and provides
additional background on the properties and
their resident mix. Section 3 summarizes the
significant responses to the survey, organized by
major findings related to research questions. This
is the heart of the report, with major subsections
on car ownership and usage, public transit usage,
distances traveled, and quality of life related
responses. Section 4 discusses the implications
of the survey results considering the broader
context of the community setting, while Section
5 provides concluding policy implications and
recommendations.

Survey sites reflect a mix of property and resident characteristics
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This project centered on the design and
administration of a short survey of residents
intended to collect information on:
• Household travel patterns
• Ease of accessing services and job
opportunities
• Residents' satisfaction with the location
and convenience of their current
housing.
Background information provided by the
households and RCD added context to the
responses. The survey also provided several

A SURVEY OF

opportunities for residents to respond to
qualitative or open-ended questions.
The five properties located in four cities in
the study sample have a mix of attributes and
characteristics, with regard to accessibility of the
location, surrounding amenities in the area, and
the demographics of resident households. Two of
the properties are in TOD locations (Downtown
Berkeley and Downtown Oakland). Three are not
in TOD locations-two in the City of Alameda and
one in the City of Pittsburg.
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Survey design began in the fall of 2013 and included
several stages of review and pretesting. A final design
for the survey was completed by the spring of 2014.
Implementation and administration of the survey took
place during the summer of 2014. Appendix A provides
an extended discussion of the project methodology and
survey design. The research approach supplemented
survey responses with informal conversations
and observations during survey periods and with
demographic information provided by the property
management company. Our research asked the
following questions:
•

Do residents at affordable TOD
housing sites travel less distance to work,
school and services than residents of
affordable housing sites in other locations?
• Do residents of affordable housing
sites at TOD locations make greater use of
public transit than residents of affordable
housing sites in other locations?

Do residents of affordable housing
sites at TOD locations have greater
access to services (medical, groceries, etc.)
and to enhanced employment
opportunities (larger pool of jobs to choose
from, higher salaried jobs, faster to find a
job) than residents of affordable housing at
other locations?
• How are other advantages or challenges
provided by living in affordable properties
affected by property location?
•

The detailed data collected allows for more nuanced
analysis within these research questions on effects
of household characteristics and trip type on mode
choice and distance traveled. Open ended qualitative
responses further expand on some of the findings
from the survey. For additional in-depth reporting of
the survey methodology, structure and results, refer
to the companion working paper entitled, "Effects of
TOD Location on Affordable Housing Residents: Travel
Behavior, Access to Jobs and Services."
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The Berkeley Site - Downtown, Urban TOD

The survey was conducted across five properties
located in four cities in Alameda and Contra
Costa counties. The four cities vary in density,
ethnic and racial demographics, as well as median
income and percentage of people who are low
income. Although each city, and by extension each
property, varies in its specific characteristics and
demographic composition, selection of the five
sites focused on the ability to distinguish each site
as a TOD or non-TOD property, as well as the type
of location in a region wide context (downtown,
more central suburban location, more distant
suburban location). Observation of the sites
as well as resident responses later highlighted
additional location advantages and characteristics
of each site and each city.

Defining Transit Oriented Development
For the purposes of this study, TOD was defined
using the California Department of Housing and
Community Development (HCD) definition in its
Transit-Oriented Development Housing Program.
Developments were categorized as TOD if they
were within one quarter mile of a qualifying
rail or ferry station or bus stop with ten minute
headways during the peak period 2 • The two
downtown urban sites in our study, Berkeley
and Oakland, both qualify as TOD sites by HCD's
standards.

The Berkeley site is located within the central
downtown business district. It is less than two
blocks from Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) and
bus lines, as well as many of the city's main
public attractions and amenities. Within a 10-15
minute walk residents can access movie theatres,
the main public library, convenience stores and
pharmacies, grocery stores, restaurants, and
other recreational and retail stores. Moreover,
the site is located immediately adjacent to the
UC Berkeley campus, the largest employer in the
East Bay, providing additional access to potential
resources and employment opportunities.
The property is part of a larger sustainable
development that includes the David Brower
Center, a nonprofit office space, art gallery, and
conference center. The Berkeley property is the
only one in the study without free parking for
residents and with less than one parking spot
available per unit.

Oakland - Downtown, Urban TOD
The Oakland site is comparable to Berkeley for
its proximity to nearby transit and downtown
amenities and services. The site is within two
blocks of BART and bus, and a short walk from
the main business district. The site is part of the
growing investment and expansion of downtown
Oakland, located in the newly redeveloped
'Uptown' neighborhood. Nearby services and
amenities include access to Lake Merritt, retail
stores and restaurants, art galleries, community

2
Peak period is defined as 7am to 1Dam and 3pm to ?pm on weekdays. For any transit stop to qualify, it must offer hourly service on
weekday evenings from ?pm to 1Opm and have at least ten trips on both Saturday and Sunday. (TOD Housing Program: Third Round
Guidelines, 2013)

A
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spaces, and the Oakland Ice Center. Other
services include an Alameda County Social
Services offices located two blocks away, as well
as several city, county and state offices that
provide important resources for individuals and
families on public assistance.
Although the property is categorized as TOD due
to its access to transit, the property offers each
household one free parking space. Within a half
mile of Oakland's Chinatown and Koreatown
neighborhoods, the location offers easy access to
many of the ethnic grocery stores and business
frequented by residents.

Alameda - Central, Suburban non-TOD
The Alameda sites were developed as part of the
city's plan to convert and develop the Alameda
Naval Air Station and Fleet and Industrial Supply
Center. The two properties surveyed are located
within a few blocks of each other and are within
walking distance to Alameda Landing, a newly
developed entertainment and shopping center.
At the time of this study the Alameda Landing
development was partially completed, with main
anchor retail stores such as Target open for
business and other business and retail stores
slated for opening within the next year.
The Alameda properties do not qualify as TOD
under HCD's criteria, although the area has
enough transit access to qualify as a Priority
Development Area identified in Plan Bay Area, the
Bay Area's Sustainable Community Strategy. The
nearest BART station is located two miles away
in Oakland and the closest bus stop is half a mile
away from the two sites. Two free shuttle services,
with stops within a mile of the sites, link Alameda
to the Lake Merritt and 12th Street BART stations
in Oakland. Although the sites are not located
within the city's main business district, they are

close to recreational and education facilities. The
nearest education facilities, College of Alameda
and the Ruby Bridges Elementary School, are
both within a half mile, while other middle and
high schools are less than a mile away from the
property. In addition, parks and recreational
trails are located within a mile of the properties,
providing access to green space for residents.
Both locations include an ample supply of free
street parking in addition to free, dedicated
parking spaces for residents.

Pittsburg- Outlying, Suburban non-TOD
Pittsburg is about a 30 mile drive northeast from
Oakland, almost 40 miles from San Francisco.
The Pittsburg site is characterized by its proximity
to Highway 4 as well as a large shopping plaza.
Although the highway acts as a physical barrier
to a number of amenities and services located on
the opposite side of the highway, the site itself is
none the less near retail and service amenities.
A number of food establishments and grocery
stores are within a quarter mile of the property
along the major avenue leading to the highway.
Several religious and educational amenities are
also nearby. Two religious organizations are
within a half mile of the property, while education
facilities (Los Medanos Elementary, Heights
Elementary, and Pittsburg High) are within one
mile.
The Pittsburg site had the largest number of
families with children among the five sites. In
fact, residents under the age of 18 outnumbered
adult residents, contributing to the strong need
and interest in the after school program. Like the
Alameda sites, it also has one free parking space
assigned to each unit, in addition to free street
parking.
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Despite the lottery system used by the property
owner and management company in allocating
units, the properties tended to draw from
nearby communities. Each property had a large
proportion of residents that previously lived in
the same city where the property is located, with
neighboring cities providing the majority of the
other residents, as shown in Figure 1. Anecdotal
remarks by many of the residents pointed to the
prevalence of households that were long term
residents of the city or region, prior to moving.
Some residents cited their desire to stay close
to family and friends as a motivating factor for

In order to compare survey results across
geographies and properties, sites selected have
similar characteristics, including the number
of units, the range of incomes served, and onsite amenities provided, which include services
and property management offices, laundry,
community room, computer room, and shared
open space. All sites were newly constructed
between 2006 and 2010.
Although this study controlled for external
variables such as neighborhood characteristics,
level of subsidies, and residential characteristics,
each property and its surrounding environment
inevitably produced a unique context that
informed and affected the everyday travel
patterns and perceptions of residents. Two
significant variations among properties include
the community from which the household moved
and the language mix spoken at the property.

staying within the same city or area. They were
also more likely to become aware of nearby
housing opportunities.

Figure 1: Previous Place of Residence of Survey Respondents by Property City
100%

80%

60%

40%

20%
0%
Berkeley

Same City

1111

Oakl and

Alameda

1

Neighboring Cities

Rest of Bay Area

Source: ABAG and RCD Survey, July and August 2014
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11111

Pittsburg
Beyond the Bay Area

This characteristic of the properties has
implications for both responses and policy. The
previous residence of the person providing survey
responses influenced the benefits experienced
of moving to an area with greater access and
opportunities for employment and transit. In
terms of policy, residents' travel patterns as
well as satisfaction with their location should be
viewed in the context of the alternatives offered
within the city and neighboring cities more
broadly.
The language mix spoken at the property
presented some challenges in administering the
survey. Of the responding households, about
one third spoke a language other than English at
home. Most frequently mentioned were Spanish
(10 percent), Arabic (eight percent) and Chinese
(seven percent), but 13 percent reported speaking

another language, among which were Tagalog,
Farsi, Greek, Czech, Amharic, Somali, Vietnamese,
Cambodian, Burmese, Mongolian, Punjabi,
Nepali, Hindi, and Korean. About 80 percent of
foreign language households also had at least
one English speaker in the household, although
in some cases, these were the children of the
household, with the parent relying on the child to
translate if necessary. The survey was conducted
in three languages, English, Spanish and Chinese,
with other households included where someone
in the household or a neighbor could translate
from English. Thus it is possible the responses
exclude households speaking less common
languages without English speakers in the
household. (Overall response rates are described
in Appendix B)

The survey was conducted in three languages.
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in coastal communities such as the Bay Area and
the ongoing shortfall in the development of new
housing, both affordable and market rate, to keep
up with growing demand. As housing costs rise
for renters and owners, the pressure on existing
housing will only continue to exacerbate the
current affordability crisis, disproportionately
affecting households with the least financial
resources, the extremely low income and very low
income households.

The California Context

According to a recent report by the Legislative
Analyst's Office, housing costs in California, for
both ownership and rental, continue to outpace
the rest of the country, especially in coastal
areas such as the Bay Area. 3 Although the cost of
housing varies throughout the state, a majority
of California communities are well above the
U.S. average of $840 per month for rental units.
Around the time of the survey, California's
average monthly rent was about $1,240, fifty
percent higher than the rest of the country.
Coastal Metro areas such as San Francisco are
more than double the state average and about
six times higher than Bakersfield, the state's
least expensive metro. Oakland and other East
Bay communities similarly have higher average
monthly rent costs ($1,390 per month) than the
California and national averages.

Facing increased demand for affordable and
adequate housing paired with a constrained
housing supply, rising costs, and limited incomes,
many households respond with a combination
of trade-offs. These often include spending a
larger share of income on housing, postponing or
foregoing homeownership, living in more crowded
or substandard housing, commuting further to
work each day, or sometimes choosing to work
and live elsewhere. Although the high cost of
housing affects all communities and households
of all incomes, it affects lower income households
at greater rates. Figure 2 illustrates the share of
California working families that spend more than
50 percent of their income on housing by income
category.

The high cost of housing can be attributed to
many factors, including the desirability of living

Figure 2 - Housing Cost Burden by Income Category • (Based on Percent of Area Median Income)
100%
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Source: Center for Housing Policy tabulations of 2012 American Community Survey Public Use Microdata Sample.

3

A

Legislative Analyst's Office Report, California's High Housing Costs: Causes and Consequences, 2015
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Income levels at Survey Properties
The properties in the study serve a range of
income types, but with the exception of units set
aside for management and maintenance of the
properties all units are designated for families
below moderate income levels. Figure 3 illustrates
the number of units in each property and their
affordability criteria. Households need only meet
the restrictions on income upon the time of
application and eligibility certification. Therefore,
it is not a perfect representation of the actual
household income for the residents, but the
data does illustrate the mixture of affordability
at each site. Berkeley is notable as having the
largest number of units dedicated to extremely
low income households, but also has almost equal

numbers of households categorized each as very
low and low income. Apart from the Berkeley
property, units at all of the other properties
were primarily designated for very low income
households. However, because residents do not
need to move if incomes rise, some of the survey
respondents fall into the moderate income range.

Throughout the report, key findings are presented by TOD v.s. non-TOD location and by income category.
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Figure 3: Units by Property Location and Income Category • (Based on Percent of Area Median Income)
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Source: Compiled by ABAG from property data provided by RCD.

In addition to the income restrictions for each
unit, reported annual income was used to
determine a household's appropriate income
category. Information on household income
was drawn from data collected during the
recertification process in which a household
must report its annual income, but was added
to the survey data only after randomly assigned
identification numbers to units allowed separation
of all identifiable information from the units
personal and financial information. ABAG and
RCD categorized surveyed households using U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) income categories for the San Francisco
Bay Area region. HUD publishes an annual listing

responses, this report defines four categories for
a household's affordability threshold:
• Extremely Low-Income - Households
earning 30 percent of MFI and below
• Very Low-Income - Households earning
between from above 30 percent to 50
percent of M Fl
• Low-Income - Households earning from
above 50 to 100 percent of MFI
• Moderate/Higher-Income - Households
earning more than 100 percent of MFI.
Our analysis used these income categories to

of income thresholds for each county based on

examine differences in residents' travel pattern
and other significant behaviors or perceptions
by income. Throughout this report, key findings

the metropolitan area Median Family Income
(MFI), adjusted for household size. Based on

are presented by property location and type (e.g.,
TOD vs non-TOD, Berkeley vs Pittsburg) or by

HU D's income categories and survey

income categories (e.g., extremely low income vs
higher income).
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Residents of affordable TOD housing drive Jess and
travel shorter distances than residents of sites with
Jess transit access. Where BART or bus transit is
available, residents will take advantage of it. Yet it
is also true that owning a car makes it more likely
a resident will choose to drive to a destination,
and inexpensive, available parking makes it more
likely a resident will own a car. Nevertheless, both
the TOD and non-TOD properties offered residents
improved access to services relative to their prior
locations, and residents often chose a mode of
travel other than driving to reach nearby services. 4

likely than their non-TOD counterparts to use
a car during the week. Only 54 percent and 75
percent of residents living in the Berkeley and
Oakland TOD sites, respectively, reported using
a car regularly during the week, compared to 81
percent and 94 percent for residents of Alameda
and Pittsburg properties, respectively. This trend
of greater car use for non-TOD resident remained
significant when controlling for car ownership.
Residents of affordable TODs own and use cars at
a lower rate than residents in non-TOD sites.

The subsections that follow describe survey
results on car ownership and use, public transit
use, distance traveled, amenities, and quality of
life.

r

Figure 4 - Car Ownership and Use by City

Our findings indicate that the biggest single
determinant of VMT-and therefore GHG
emissions-is the ownership of a private vehicle.
With the exception of Berkeley, which had
restricted parking, ownership rates among the
properties were similar (see Figure 4).
Vehicle ownership increased the likelihood that
households travel by car on a regular basis.
However, residents living in TOD were less
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Source: Compiled by ABAG from property data provided by RCD.

4

All findings reported in this document were analyzed to ensure a 95% confidence interval on all significant findings. Further explanation
on the methodology, coding and analysis of the survey results refer to the companion working paper entitled, "Effects of TOD Location on
Affordable Housing Tenants: Travel Behavior, Access to Jobs and Services."
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Car Ownership and Use by Income Threshold

Higher income households tend to drive and
own cars at a higher rate, while lower income
households have lower ownership rates and
use a car less frequently. When comparing the
rates of car ownership and regular car use, the
differences between TOD and non-TOD become
clear. However, travel patterns and mode choice
are not uniform across all income levels. As we
analyze the travel patterns by income thresholds,
a more nuanced model of travel patterns emerges
for both TOD and non-TOD residents. Residents
below the 30 percent of AMI threshold have the
lowest car ownership rates among all residents
in both TOD and non-TOD properties. Among
extremely low income residents, 57 percent
owned cars, while ownership rates were close to
or above 90 percent for all other income groups,
as shown in Figure 5.

Despite differences in driving patterns across
income groups, when controlling for car
ownership, it becomes evident that even taking

household income and car ownership into
account, a TOD location significantly reduces
automobile use. 5 Even higher income households
that owned cars were less likely to drive and more
likely to use transit if they lived in a TOD location.
Some of the survey results on trip patterns
and distances, discussed in greater detail later
in this section, also point to additional factors
contributing to the likelihood of trips taken by
car. Residents were more likely to use a car when
traveling more than five miles), traveling with
more than one passenger, and for grocery related
trips.

Figure 5: Car Ownership by Income Threshhold (by percent of Area Median Income)
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Source: Compiled by ABAG from property data provided by RCD.
5

The statistical tests demonstrating this finding are reported in the working paper cited earlier, "Effects of TOD Location on Affordable
Housing Tenants: Travel Behavior, Access to Jobs and Services."
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Restricted Parking and the Cost of Parking
Among the five properties within our study, four
properties (three non-TOD and one TOD property)
provided one free parking space for each unit.
The exception is the Downtown Berkeley TOD
property which has less than one parking space
for each unit and charges for the use of a parking
space. This may contribute to the lowest rate for
car ownership and usage among all properties
surveyed. The Berkeley property had a 20
percent lower rate of car ownership and usage
compared to the similar Downtown Oakland TOD
location (55 percent of households owned a car in
Berkeley compared to 78 percent of households

that owned a car in Oakland). It is likely that cost
of parking and the limited availability of spaces,
combined with the higher proportion of lowerincome households contributed to the low rate of
car ownership and use at the Downtown Berkeley
site.

Four of the properties provided one free parking space per unit.
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Use of Public Transit by City

Residents in TOD sites used bus and BART at a
higher rate than non-TOD residents. There were
significant differences in travel mode choice,
especially in relation to BART usage, when
comparing the TOD localities to the non-TOD
suburban sites (see Figure 6).
Households that live in TOD sites were more
likely to use BART frequently, and often cited the
convenience and proximity of BART as a strong
motivator for using transit. Residents of both
TOD and non-TOD localities provided anecdotal
comments on their own perceptions of transit
convenience. If a household perceived the transit
station to be "too far away'' they were less likely
to use transit. The proximity to BART remained
a strong indicator of a resident's likelihood to
use transit, regardless of whether the household
owned a car.

Frequency of traveling by bus was also greater at
TOD locations, but the Alameda sites also showed
bus use comparable to the TOD sites. Although
the nearest bus stops were half a mile away
(greater than the quarter mile distance needed
to qualify as TOD), residents perception of its
convenience was significantly high. Currently,
the Alameda site is served by six AC Transit lines,
including a Transbay line that provides direct
access to Downtown San Francisco, as well as the
free Estuary Crossing Shuttle connecting to Lake
Merritt BART station and the Alameda Landing
Express-a free shuttle connecting the Alameda
Landing retail development to Downtown Oakland
and 12th Street BART.
By contrast, although the Pittsburg site is also
within a half mile of bus lines, the bus service is
less frequent, charges full fare, and was perceived
by residents as inconvenient. Thus, transit

schedules and cost may also have an impact on
VMT.

Figure 6: Households Using BART or Bus at Least a Few Times Per Week, by City
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Source: ABAG analysis from RCD resident survey, 2014
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Use of Public Transit by Income Threshold

Other factors that influenced residents' transit
use included a higher likelihood of using BART for

Within the income range of residents, higher
income households use BART more frequently
and the bus less often compared to lowerincome households. Alternatively, lower income
households ride buses more frequently than their
higher income counterparts and use BART less
(see Figure 7). This trend was observed for both

commuting to work or traveling longer distances.
Likewise, residents were more likely to use a bus
if they were traveling longer distances or traveling
to medical destinations.

"Don't live as close to

transit.

households that owned a car and households
that did not. The difference between households
that used public transit can be attributed to the
actual (and perceived) higher cost of BART and
the limited destinations reachable by rail. Open

or come as

ended questions revealed that many residents felt
that BART didn't "take them where [they] needed
to go" 6 so they instead opted for the bus.

Figure 7: Use of BART or Bus at least a Few Times Per Week by Income Category
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6

Interview with retired Berkeley resident from RCD resident survey, 2014
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residents still had a notable share of trips to
destinations less than one or two miles away. As
shown in Table 1, some types of destinations were
equally or more convenient to the non-TOD sites
as compared to the TOD sites. Pittsburg residents
traveled the shortest average distances for
groceries and school and below average distances
for leisure activities. Nevertheless, overall after

Residents of TOD sites were more likely to be
traveling to destinations less than a mile away.
Alternatively, residents of suburban nonTOD sites were more likely to be traveling to
destinations more than five miles away. (See
Figure 8). However, both Pittsburg and Alameda

Figure 8: Reported Destinations by Distance Ranges and City
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Table 1: Average Distance Traveled by Destination Mode and City (miles)
Oakland

4.0

6.8

Groceries

2.3

3.3

2.6

1.8

2.5

Leisure

3.9

2.5

2.1

2.9

3.1

School

2.4

4.6

3.8

1.5

3.3

Work

Alameda

Pittsburg Overall
Average

Berkeley

8.3

15.0

8.0

Medical

5.4

4.0

6.7

10.4

6.3

Worship

7.3

2.7

6.3

10.7

6.5

Car

5.6

4.6

6.3

8.2

6.2

BART

9.7

8.7

16.7

38.6

12.1

Bus

4.6

3.8

7.3

12.5

5.6

4.1

3.9

5.1

7.7

5.0

All Destinations,
Modes

Source: ABAG analysis from RCD resident survey, 2014
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adjusting for type of destination and mode,
living in Alameda ratherthan Pittsburg reduced
average distances traveled by car by 19 percent;
Berkeley compared to Pittsburg reduced car
travel distance by 23 percent; Oakland residents
drove to destinations 32 percent closer than
Pittsburg residents.
Location and proximity to transit remains an
important factor when measuring the distance
traveled by residents. But for households that
don't own a car, income also influences trip
length. Households categorized as extremely low
income and very low-income (households below
50 percent of AMI) had the largest share of trips
taken within two miles. Households with incomes
above 50 percent of AMI had a significantly
larger share of trips that were more than five
miles away and a sizable share of trips between
two and five miles (see Figure 9). Although the

typical trip length varied across different income
categories, further analysis of survey results
reveal that location remained a strong predictor
of a household's travel pattern, even after taking
income into account, with shorter distances
traveled overall by households living TOD
properties.
Our findings indicate that both income and
proximity to transit remain important factors in
determining the distance and length of travel.
Therefore, if one of the major intended outcomes

Figure 9 - Percent Traveling Different Distances by Income Category
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other services. By locating affordable housing in

Proximity to transit-rich areas, car ownership,
and household income remain critical factors
when considering household travel behavior
and consequently GHG production through VMT.
But other strategies and factors can also play
a vital role in further reducing the amount of
GHG emissions by residents, most notably the
proximity of nearby parks, retail, schools, and
recreational amenities.

Residents of both TOD and non-TOD sites are
more likely to walk if the destination is to a park,
retail outlet, school, or recreational facility.
Although transit remains an important factor in
household car ownership and use, it is not the
only factor influencing travel behavior. Residents,
even in the suburban non-TOD sites of Alameda
and Pittsburg, reported they often enjoyed the
easy access of nearby amenities that allowed
them to not use a car.

amenity rich neighborhoods, residents were able
to access the services and shops on a regular
basis without relying on a car, further reducing
GHG emissions through fewer VMT.
Other types of destinations often require more
distant travel. These included commuting to work,
trips to visit friends, family, place of worship,
child care, or a medical visit. When residents in
both TOD and non-TOD locations took a trip for
worship or medical reasons, they commonly
traveled further than five miles. The difference
in travel patterns by type of amenities suggests
that not all nearby amenities may be used at the
same rate by local residents. Anecdotal comments
and survey results suggest that existing social
ties to previous amenities or communities heavily
influenced whether a resident was likely to change
some amenity destinations.

This ease of access is made possible by the
strategic location of the properties. Although
located further away from transit (BART and bus),
properties in both cities are near shopping and
parks. The selection of sites in amenity rich areas
is driven in part by regulations and criteria set
forth by affordable housing financing programs,
such as the Low Income Housing Tax Credit
(LIHTC).
Under the current LIHTC criteria affordable
housing developers are granted more points for
locating within a quarter mile from parks and

In amenity-rich Berkeley, reisidents were able to access services
and shops without relying on a car.

A
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As Figure 10 illustrates, households were less likely
to change their place of worship, medical care
provider, and the school for their children. After
moving to the RCD property, residents were most
likely to change where they travel for groceries,
recreation and entertainment. This implies that
more than just proximity affects a household's
decision to travel shorter or longer distances to
reach particular services or amenities.

and

Although the current criteria for LIHTC and
other subsidy programs measure amenities as
comparable advantages (giving equal points
for a diverse range of different amenities), our
findings indicate that social ties and a resident's

willingness to change location, greatly affect the
actual use of nearby amenities.

Figure 10: Changes after Moving to an RCD Property
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Source: ABAG analysis from RCD resident survey, 2014
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Beyond analyzing the potential impact on GHG
emission and VMT, this study also focused on
potential improvements to residents' quality
of life. The survey asked a series of questions
designed to gauge a household's perceived level
of satisfaction with current housing and the
benefits made possible by living near transit and/
or amenity rich areas.
Benefits and perceived improvements to a
household's quality of life were reported by
residents in both TOD and non-TOD properties.
Access to jobs and employment opportunities
improved or stayed the same for the majority of
residents in all properties. Only a small proportion
of all residents (less than four percent at each
site) felt that their access to job opportunities was
reduced since moving to the property site (see
Figure 11 ). This relative level of satisfaction can

be attributed to factors including the proximity
of potential retail employers (for example in
downtown Berkeley or Alameda Landing) or the
ability to use transit to access jobs in other urban
employment centers like Downtown San Francisco
and Oakland.
Qualitative responses to questions about
employment opportunities provided further
context and nuance to residents' perceived ease
or complexity in accessing job opportunities.
For example, one Berkeley resident commented
that although there were greater employment
opportunities in the surrounding area, the
competition and requisite skills for those jobs also
increased. Although access to job opportunities
and employment increased or stayed the
same for a majority of residents, access to job

opportunities in the surrounding area or via
transit did not necessarily translate into securing
regular employment.

The study also focused on potential improvements to residents' quality of life.
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Figure 11: Access to Jobs from the RCD Properties
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Residents who were seeking job opportunities
and employment commented positively on
the assistance provided on-site either through
counseling services or amenities offered. One
Alameda resident wrote, "All I had to do was go
to the [property] computer lab and the one-stop
career center at the college." A Berkeley resident
commented, 'We have the computer lab [onsite] and library accessible." From an Oakland
resident, "If I became unemployed, the job center
to look for jobs is within walking distance." And
a Pittsburg resident noted, ''The Internet [at the
property's computer lab] is free for job search."
Residents also appreciated the broader support
the property facilities provide, from financial
counseling to encourage timely payment of
rent to after school and tutoring programs for
children.

residents reported the highest satisfaction in
transit convenience (84 percent of households)
and nearby shops (82 percent of households).
Alameda residents identified safety (71 percent
of households) as the most prominent location
advantage. Pittsburg residents identified nearby
shops (61 percent of households) as the most
prevalent location advantage. Oakland residents
reported comparable levels of satisfaction to the
other properties on safety, transit, shopping, and
recreation (51 percent, 66 percent, 59 percent,
and 38 percent respectively}, but rated school
quality the lowest (18 percent of households).

Other advantages attributed to the property
location varied by city (see Figure 12). Berkeley
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Figure 12: Percent of Households Responding Yes to Listed Advantage of Their Location
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Variation in location advantages for each property
can partly be attributed to the differences in
transit access (TOD vs non-TOD) as well as the
surrounding neighborhood or community.
Residents' perceptions of each property were
linked to the accessibility of amenities or
services within walking distance as well as the
services offered on-site. But residents also
understood the opportunities and challenges
of each property location as part of the larger
narrative and reputation of each city. For
example, many Oakland residents felt that
although the immediate neighborhood was
safe, the city as a whole remained dangerous.
These larger narratives attached to each city
help to form residents' perception and
informed their personal level of satisfaction
with the property.

Alameda residents identified safety as a location advantage
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The study findings show that although policy and
planning decisions (such as parking policies and

open, but with several more slated for completion
by the end of 2015.

proximity to transit) are essential, they are not
sufficient in guaranteeing sustainable outcomes,
such as reduction in GHG emissions through VMT.
Moreover, as the quality of life related questions
indicated, it was often the larger context of the
surrounding city and community that affected
residents' overall perception and satisfaction.
Residents cited particular external factors such as
the perception of a fare increase on public transit
or the convenience of nearby shopping and retail
as having a large role in determining household
behaviors.

The proximity of the Alameda Landing
development now provides a broad array of
employment and retail opportunities that were
previously unavailable. The retail development
also now provides a free shuttle that connects
residents to two BART stations (Downtown
Oakland 12th Street and Lake Merritt). Although
the Alameda sites did not originally include
the Alameda Landing development as part the
network of services and amenities that would
be accessible to residents, it has significantly

Two examples illustrate the larger environmental
factors that may affect the quality and
effectiveness of affordable housing and transit
use.

During planning and pre-development of the
two Alameda sites, the future development of
Alameda Landing as a mixed retail and shopping
center was not part of the planning for the
developments. At the time of this study, the
Alameda Landing development was still under
construction, with a few retail stores already

changed the perception and satisfaction among
residents. Without the advantages of the retail
development and transit connectors, residents
might not have used BART or the bus as often
or reported the same level of satisfaction or
convenience in accessing retail and employment.
The Alameda Landing example illustrates some
benefits of neighborhood investments beyond
housing that will accelerate GHG reductions
through reduced VMT.

"Because there are
shuttle service and it
where I need to go."
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Berkeley residents reported the highest level
of satisfaction and convenience in transit
accessibility among all properties, yet many
residents also reported concern over the cost
of transit, in particular the anticipated increase
in bus provider AC Transit's day fare. At the
time of the survey, AC Transit was initiating a
fare modification that would change its policy
regarding single fares and transfers. It would
no longer provide a transfer for a marginal cost,
instead offering Day Passes upon the second trip,
theoretically saving the passenger money if they
took multiple trips a day. This fare modification
was not necessarily a fare increase in the direct

the fares and consequently was met with high
levels of concern. Many of the residents cited the
fare increase when justifying their use of other
forms of transportation, including using a car or
carpooling with a friend. The perception of the
fare increase was strong enough to change at
least a few residents' satisfaction with the transit
service and altered their travel behavior as a
result.
Although proximity to transit provides a strong
indicator and motivating factor for residents,
they do not on its own sufficiently explain or
ensure particular outcomes. The larger context

that informs residents' quality of life and travel
patterns illuminates the kind of factors that
influence transit choices, even in transit rich
areas.

sense, but it was perceived as a doubling of

A
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The results of the survey make clear some of the
ways in which proximity to transit and household
income levels affect travel patterns. The findings
also highlight the range of advantages that
affordable housing properties can offer to
low income residents in a region with rapidly
escalating housing costs. The results have
implications for state and regional housing
policy and for affordable housing development
strategies.

The findings of this report make clear some of the
ways in which proximity to transit and household
income affect household travel patterns.

A regional problem needing local solutions:

Affordable housing properties draw residents
primarily from nearby communities.
Affordable housing residents respond to
transit opportunities: Residents of affordable

housing properties in TOD sites use public
transit more and car travel less than their
counterparts in locations farther from transit
options. Walking and biking are also options
when amenities are nearby.
Lower income households make the greatest
use of transit opportunities: Among survey
respondents, lower income households, in
both TOD and non-TOD locations, drive less
and take transit more frequently than higher

TOD siting of affordable housing is an effective strategy to reduce GHG emissions
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income households. Higher income households
travel further distances for work, school and
recreational activities compared to their lower
income neighbors.
Households are sensitive to travel costs:
The property with higher cost parking and
fewer spaces had lower rates of car ownership
and use, yet some households expected to
reduce bus use following a transit system fare
increase.
More households will walk or bike to nearby
destinations: By reducing the distances
between housing and work, housing and retail,
and housing and recreation, reductions in GHG
emissions and VMT are possible in both urban
and suburban locations.
Residents traveled the greatest distances to
work, to places of worship and for medical
care: Of all amenities, residents were least
likely to change place of worship or medical
services after moving into the RCD property.
The great majority of residents reported that
access to jobs was the same or easier after
moving to an RCD property: Respondents
were no more likely to report access to jobs
improved in TOD sites compared to non-TOD
sites.
TOD is a viable and highly effective strategy
to reduce GHG emissions through the
reduction ofVMT, but it is not the only
mechanism to achieve both environmental
and quality of life outcomes:
Affordable housing projects near amenities
like grocery stores, parks and schools can
produce significant VMT reduction, even
if transit links are weaker than at TOD
locations.

A SURVEY OF

Innovative programs such as free shuttle
connections to bus and BART service can
boost ridership by residents of affordable
housing properties more distant from
transit services.

Affordable and Green
Due to current standards and policy measures
that incentivize strategic site selection-such as
proximity and access to surrounding amenities and
services-affordable housing development has
the potential to further promote sustainable goals
and outcomes apart from simply providing greater
access to transit. The environmental, economic
and social benefits of housing near transit are
strengthened by focusing on deeper levels of
affordability, by ensuring that developments
include units dedicated to extremely low-income
and very low-income households. Sustainability

and equity are not competing goals; by focusing
on equity as an outcome we strengthen the
effectiveness of sustainable strategies.
Weighting Amenities by Relation to Travel
Patterns
The type of amenity and the larger social context
influence a resident's willingness to use nearby
services and amenities. The survey results suggest
that a reevaluation of the weighting of amenities

in a/locating funds, focusing on the type of
amenity and likelihood of using a nearby service,
could extend resources to additional projects with
the potential for providing beneficial outcomes
in reducing GHGs and improved quality of life for
residents. This is particularly relevant in suburban
areas which have few TOD sites to offer but a
growing low income population as well as lower
land costs.
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Sensitivity to Costs
Because low income households are very sensitive
to costs of travel, cost factors become tools for
influencing the level of driving or use of transit.

Restrictions or pricing on parking in transit rich
areas combined with transit subsidies or free
shuttle services to access transit can contribute
to goals of GHG emissions reduction.

households that often travel further distances by
car (typically moderate income households) to
choose alternative and sustainable transportation
options. Survey results suggest a strategy for

affordable housing in TOD locations may be most
effective when focused on different types of
benefits at different income levels.

local solutions to address local needs

TOD and Beyond
Affordable TOD continues to be a viable model
for reducing GHG and the total VMT taken by
low-income households. However, high land
costs and fierce competition in urban areas and
the amount of land available in TOD locations
will limit the ability to reduce GHG emissions
and VMT through this approach. TOD should
not be the only solution for meeting the housing
needs of low and moderate income households.
Non-TOD localities, those not well serviced by
transit, can still promote reductions in VMT and
GHG emissions by supporting affordable housing
developments close to amenities and services
such as retail, grocery stores, schools, recreation,
and employment opportunities. By reducing the

Low-income households are struggling in every
local jurisdiction and region of the state. The
high prevalence of survey respondents who
relocated within the local area points to the
need for housing to serve existing residents in
the local areas. Strategic development of both

TOD and non-TOD in urban and suburban should
continue to be supported in order to meet the
local housing needs of every community, while
furthering state wide and regional goals of
sustainability and GHG reduction.

distance needed to travel for everyday activities
and errands, residents in non-TOD sites can
reduce their GHG emissions and VMT by utilizing
nearby services.

Flexibility in Setting Goals
TOD policy and programs that provide a mixture
of different levels of affordability may provide
needed accessibility for households that often
travel shorter distances (typically lower income
households) while providing opportunities for
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The survey team developed Children's Surveys to occupy and inform children while the
parent responded to the survey.
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Appendix A -- Survey Methodology*
*This methodology section is drawn from a preliminary report entitled, "Effects of TOD
Location on Affordable Housing Tenants: Travel Behavior, Access to jobs and Services." The
preliminary findings were presented at the American Institute of Certified Planners
conference in 2014.

Preparation for the survey, a written questionnaire, took place over several months, during
which time the research team developed questions, solicited feedback on the approach
from RCD staff, set up an advisory group for further feedback on overall approach, the
sample, and questionnaire design, and pre-tested a series of versions of the questionnaire.
One member of the research team took on the role of survey manager. The manager
developed a schedule for administering the survey in each city, with separate but
overlapping time periods for each site as well as a survey protocol described below.
Questionnaire Design and Pretest

Survey design had to meet several goals, as follows:
1) Provide information on residents' travel patterns (including destination, mode
choice and distance traveled)
2) Provide information on the ease of accessing services and job opportunities,
3) Identify residents' satisfaction with the location of their current housing relative
their previous home; and
4) Provide enough background information on the household to help explain
differences in responses.
Furthermore, the survey design had to be sensitive to households with limited reading
ability and language facility, including non-English-speaking households. Finally, we
expected the time required to answer the survey to be a factor in response rates, so the
level of detail desired needed to be traded off with the time burden of answering the
questions. The English version of the full survey is presented in Appendix C.
The first page of the survey explains the purpose, the gift card incentive, privacy
guarantees, as well as the completely optional nature of the survey. The next page begins
with asking for information on each member of the household (relation to the respondent,
age, and whether the person is employed, a student, retired, or other, such as disabled).
This portion of the survey is followed by a few simple questions on the location of their
previous residence and vehicle ownership or use.
The next set of questions asks about travel modes and destinations. First, respondents are
asked to check off from a set of choices how frequently household members travel by
BART, bus, car, walking, bike, or other means. Then respondents are asked to list up to six
destinations members of the household travel to regularly, giving the location, who is
traveling there, mode(s), frequency, and noting variations in the routine (for example, do
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they use a different mode at night compared to daytime). A series of questions follow on
whether destinations changed when they moved into their current housing, and whether
these destinations are easier or harder to reach compared to where they lived before.
The questionnaire ends with short questions on employment change and ease of finding a
job, a check list of advantages of their current housing location, background occupation and
demographic information, and whether the household would be willing to participate in a
more detailed interview. The survey took most respondents 15 to 20 minutes to complete.
Questions regarding household income, lease agreements, and unit size were intentionally
omitted from the survey. The survey team relied upon information collected by the
property management company in order to analyze demographic information regarding
each household to determine important social characteristics. Compiling background
demographic and personal information on the units followed strict procedures that
protected the anonymity of the residents and households.
The questions used in the final form of the survey were developed through a rigorous
review and pretesting process. The first questionnaire was pretested with a population at a
UC Berkeley married student housing complex. This pretest provided valuable feedback on
the clarity of questions as well as the effects of wording and visual layout on the ease and
accuracy of response. This information was used to create a version 2 of the survey, which
was sent to a group of advisors, including a professor of housing at UC Berkeley, a
consultant on housing policy who is also on the Berkeley Housing Advisory Commission
and on the board of RCD, research staff of a housing advocacy organization, and a county
housing official who had extensive experience surveying Contra Costa County affordable
housing residents. Their feedback was used to refine the survey instrument and the
approach to survey administration.
After further revision, volunteers from ABAG responded to the next survey draft. This led
to refinement of survey language and increased opportunities for open ended responses
("Don't you want to know why they make these choices?'' our administrative aide asked us).
The last pretesting exercise took place at an RCD property that was not included in the
survey sample. The populations taking the survey in this pretest were participants in a
regular social services meeting, and were residents of special needs units on the property.
This population received gift cards for participating in the survey. The respondents
completed the survey and then spoke with us about the experience. This last pretest led to
some small revisions in the survey instrument but was also very informative in terms of
survey administration techniques. We concluded that a personal presence would be
important to answer questions and to provide assistance to those with physical or learning
disabilities. We also concluded that it would be important to have survey instruments in
languages other than English. The survey was translated into Chinese and Spanish by
summer interns at ABAG and checked by other native speakers.
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Survey Administration
Survey administration depended on a mixture of tactics and methods designed to maximize
the household response rate, while working within the limitations set forth by the property
owner and manager, the limited budget, and time-table to distribute and collect the survey.
The outreach strategy used five main elements to encourage participation and response,
including i) letters, fliers and copies of the survey delivered to each individual household's
door; ii) a $20 gift card for each household that completed and returned the survey; iii)
presence of the survey team sitting at tables on-site to introduce the survey and increase its
visibility; iv) informational evening gatherings during the week that survey staff was
present at each site where survey response assistance was available and gift cards were
distributed; v) entry of the name of each household that completed the survey in a raffle
drawing for an iPad mini. Four iPad minis were raffled, one in each city.
The general structure of the outreach strategy was similar for each site, but was tailored to
the specific characteristics of the property. We tabled daily for five to six days at properties
in Berkeley, Oakland, Pittsburg and one of the two properties in Alameda. Tables were set
up in the lobby or central courtyard or near the mailboxes, with survey staff present for at
least three hours/day. In the first two properties (Berkeley and Oakland), we varied time of
day, but we found there was little interest in morning hours (7:00AM to lO:OOAM) and few
adults around midday (ll:OOAM to l:OOPM), so tabling was concentrated from 4:00PM to
7:00PM in the last cities. The second Alameda property was not conducive to this type of
tabling-the apartments are centered around the parking lot with mailboxes spread among
several different locations along the parking lot within a half-block long area. Instead, we
posted flyers announcing tabling at their neighboring property. Even with repeated followup in the form of flyers and additional copies of the survey, this brought a response rate of
only 15 to 20 percent. Ultimately, the team tabled outside the property's office on three
occasions-two late afternoon/early evening periods and one Sunday morning to coincide
with a neighborhood church service on the property, finally boosting the response rate at
this property to almost 40 percent.
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Beyond the information and assistance that was provided through tabling, word of mouth
was effective in reaching additional households. Perhaps the strongest networking
happened through the children living on the property. Early in the outreach process it
became clear that engagement with residents and parents was influenced by the dynamic
and demeanor of the children in the family. We developed Children's Surveys to occupy
children while the parent responded to the survey. The Children's Surveys were designed
to relate to the main Resident's Survey but also as a fun activity. Children's Surveys were
available at all five sites and were particularly helpful in the developments that had a large
community of children who regularly played in the common space(s). The Children's
Surveys not only allowed the parents to fill out the survey with minimal distractions, it also
allowed the children to be informed messengers about the purpose of the survey, what we
were asking, and why it was important for residents to fill out. By using the Children's
Survey as an educational opportunity, we increased the response rate for households with
children. Older children were also ambassadors of the survey, bringing their parents in on
raffle day to fill out the survey and be eligible for the raffle.
Holding informational events further increased the response rate. This was most effective
where there was already a core of residents who were active in the community. The RCD
executive director attended two of the events and the evening provided not only additional
responses but also an opportunity for feedback from the residents on a variety of aspects of
living in the project, from barriers to car share use (credit card required) to temperature
control issues in some of the units.
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Appendix B -- Survey Response Rate*
*This Survey Response Rate section is drawn from the preliminary report entitled, "Effects of
TOD Location on Affordable Housing Tenants: Travel Behavior, Access to jobs and Services."
The preliminary findings were presented at the American Institute of Certified Planners
conference in 2014.

The response rate, excluding vacant units, was 60.5 percent across the five properties.7 The
rate of response varied significantly by city, as shown in Table B-1.s The TOD locations had
higher response rates than the more suburban locations. However, close to SO percent of
households responded in even the more suburban locations. The response rate does not
differ significantly by household income category (see Table B-2). The lowest rate of
response was among units with households in the income range of $24,000 to $40,000,
neither the highest nor the lowest range of incomes among property units.
Table B-1: Response Rate by Citv
Number

Percent

City
Alameda

46

4S

91

S0.6%

49.5%

100%

Berkeley

3S

62

97

36.1%

63.9%

100%

Oakland

22

S8

80

27.5%

72.5%

100%

Pittsburg

3S

36

71

49.3%

S0.7%

100%

138
131

201
201

339
332

40.7%
39.5%

S9.3%
60.5%

100%
100%

Total
% Excluding Vacant

0

1 Total

0

Total

1

Pearson chi2(3) = 12.4630 Pr= 0.006
Table B-2: Response b' Income Category
Number
Percent
Income category
Total
0
1 Total
0
1
Less than 12,000
30
S2
36.59
63.41
82
100
$12,000 to $24,000
38.2
61.8
34
SS
89
100
$24,000 to $40,000
43
41
48.81
84
S1.19
100
$40,000 to $S9,999
2S
S8.14
18
43
41.86
100
60Kplus
13
28
31.71
68.29
41
100
Total
S9.29
138
201
339
40.71
100
Pearson chi2 (4) = 6.0328 Pr= 0.197

7

Response rate before excluding vacant units was S9.3 percent
Stata software calculated Pearson's Chi-Squared statistics to show the level of significance
of differences in the distribution of responses.

8
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Response rates also varied significantly by ethnic group, when the entire pool of
households is analyzed. White, Black or African American, and mixed ethnicity households
were most likely to respond while Hispanic households were the least likely to complete
the survey. These differential response rates may in part be related to where the
households reside, as shown in Table B-3. For example 57 percent of Hispanic households
in TOD sites responded to the survey, compared to only 32 percent in the non-TOD sites. At
this geographic level, the Hispanic response rate is much closer to the average overall
response. However, a much higher proportion of Hispanic households lived in the
suburban sites, compared to other ethnic groups.
Table B-3: Ethnic Variations bv Citv Property and bv Response Rate
Ethnicity (Row 1, Percent of population in city property; Row 2 Response rate
of ethnic irroup in citvl
White
Hispanic
Other or
City
Asian/Pacific Black or
Mixed
Islander
African
American
6.7% ofHH
0% ofHH
46.1%ofHH
12.4% ofHH
Alameda 34.8% ofHH
66.7%
18.2%
45.2%
56.1%
-response
response
response
response
14.9%ofHH
18.9% ofHH
56.8%ofHH
6.8% ofHH
Berkeley 2.7% ofHH
72.7%
71.4%
50.0%
71.4%
40.0%
response
response
response
response
resoonse
6.8% ofHH
36.0% ofHH
2.7% ofHH
28.0%ofHH
Oakland 26.7%ofHH
60.0%
81.0%
70.0%
74.7%
100%
resoonse
response
response
response
resoonse
4.3% ofHH
1.4% ofHH
Pittsburg 10.0% ofHH
55.7% ofHH
28.6%ofHH
0% response 66.7%
42.9%
53.9%
45.0%
resoonse
response
response
resoonse
9.1% ofHH
10.7% ofHH
Total
19.5% ofHH
48.4% ofHH
12.3% ofHH
67.9%
75.9%
53.3%
63.1%
39.5%
response
response
response
response
response
Statistics for ethnicity differences in response rate: Pearson chi2 (4) = 12.5145 Pr=
0.014; when ethnic differences in response calculated by city, the differences were not
significant.
While response rate differences show some bias in the sample, the sample is large enough
that we are able to explore the characteristics of different locations and household
characteristics in the analysis.
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Appendix C - Transportation and Housing Survey for Residents
[Intentionally Blank]
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Transportation and Housing Survey for
Residents
Resources for Community Development (RCD)* is currently conducting a survey to find
out how current residents access different services and amenities from their home, such as
employment and job training, grocery stores, child care and other services. Your answers to
this survey are extremely valuable and will help RCD better serve you and your neighbors
and create better housing for all residents.

This survey will take approximately 15 to 20 minutes to complete. All
households that complete the survey will each receive a $20 gift card
(only one survey per household).
Households that complete a survey by JULY 31st will also be entered into
a raffle to win an iPad mini.
Answering these questions is completely up to you. You may refuse to answer any of the
questions, and you may stop the survey at any time, however only completed surveys will
receive a gift card. We recommend doing this survey as a family/household or having one
person fill out the survey who can answer the questions for the entire unit.
All names provided will be kept private and will be separated from any of the responses
you provide. Any facts that might identify you will not appear when we present this study
or publish its results.
In addition to the survey, RCD is conducting interviews with residents based on their
answers. If you are willing to speak to RCD further about your responses, please provide
your contact Information at the end of the survey. Households that are chosen to
participate in the follow-up interview/conversation will receive an additional gift card.

Do you agree to take this voluntary survey?
0 Yes, I consent to take this survey.
0 No, I do not consent to take this survey.*
*If no, please return the blank survey in the envelope provided.

Survey for [property name]
Residents
*RCD in partnership with the Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG) will be conducting this survey on
transportation and services for residents of affordable housing. The survey team will include a UC Berkeley
Graduate Student and ABAG staff.
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Please tell us about you and the other people in your unit
1. Please confirm that you live at [property name] by checking:

0 Yes or

ONo

~l-u_n_i_t_N_u_m
__b_e_r:------~

2. Who currently lives with you in the unit?
Relationship to you

Age

Gender

(e.g. mother, son, roommate)

Employed
(Y/N)

Student
(Y/N)

Retired
(Y/N)

Other: (e.g.
disability)

1 Self
2

3
4

5
6
7

8
3. When did you move into [property name]? Year: _ __
4. Where did you live before? Please let us know by identifying the nearest intersection,
city and state that you lived in before.
How long did you live
there?

Street Address or Cross Streets:

City:

State (if not California):

0
0

Less than 1 year
1 year or longer

5. Do you or the people you live with have access to a motor vehicle (car, truck,
motorcycle)? [Check all that apply]
0 Yes. If yes,
- How many motor vehicles does the household own? (Number: _ _)
- Where is (are) the vehicle(s) parkPrl (check all that apply):
0 At the apartment property
0 On the street 0 Other _ _ _ _ __
0 No motor vehicle access
0 Car share membership
0 Other vehicle access (such as carpooling), please explain:
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Please tell us about vour usual travel choices
6. How often do you or the people you live with travel by? [Check one for each method]
Almost
Daily
BART
Bus
Car
Walking
Bike
Carpool
Other:

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Few
Few
times
times per
per week month
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Once
per
month
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Rarely

Never

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

7. What are the main travel destinations for you the people you live with during a typical
week (Monday-Sunday)? [List each destination only once and no more than 6
destinations in total]

Type of
Destination:
(examples: Work;
School; Daycare;
Grocery Store;
Library; Park; doctor;
Church)

example: Hospital

Address , Cross
Streets, or
Neighborhood:
Please include cit!:
(example: Shattuck between
Vine and Rose, Berkeley)*
*Details will help us
calculate distances traveled
Grand and Broadway,
Oakland

Who is
going
there?
(example:
self and
daughter)

Self

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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How do
you/they
usually get
there? (e.g.

Days/
Week
or
month

bike; walk+
bus; drive+
BART+walk)

(e.g. 5
days per
week;
once a
monthl
2/week

BART+ Walk

Does the
time of day
change how
you get to
this
destination?
At night I drive

8. Since moving to [property name] do you and the people you live with: [Check one]
0 Use public transportation MORE than we did before
0 Use public transportation ABOUT THE SAME as we did before
0 Use public transportation LESS than we did before
If

9. Since moving to [property name] do you and the people you live with: [Check one]
0 Use a private vehicle MORE than we did before
0 Use a private vehicle ABOUT THE SAME as we did before
0 Use a private vehicle LESS than we did before

llfyour use of a car has changed, please explain why:

10. Do you or anyone you live with receive discounted transit passes or subsidized parking
at home or work?
0 Yes, *please provide a description of the type of pass or parking arrangement in the
box below
0

No

0 Other, please explain:

11. Overall transportation costs (e.g. the cost of driving, gas and public transit) for me
and the people I live with have: [Check one and explain in the box below]
0 INCREASED since moving to [property name]
0 STAYED THE SAME since moving to [property name]
0 DECREASED since moving to [property name]
Please explain what has led to the changes (e.g. higher gas prices, use bus instead of car,
live closer to iob1:
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Please tell us how your life has changed since moving to [property name]
12. Since moving to [property name] have you or any of the people you live with changed
where you/they go for any of the following services?
Destination

Change
No
Change

Does not
apply
(N/Al

Details or Comment

School [K-12 or college)
Employment Services &
Training
Groceries
Medical Care
Library
Child Care
Parks, Recreation and Open
Space
Entertainment (Theater,
Cafes)
Place of Worship
Other:
13. How does the location of [property name] compare with your previous home when
traveling to the following services?
Easier to
Harder to
About the
N/A
same
reach
reach
Work
0
0
0
0
School (K-12 or college)
0
0
0
0
0
Employment Services &
0
0
0
Training
0
0
0
Groceries
0
0
0
Medical Care
0
0
0
Library
0
0
0
Child Care
0
0
0
0
0
Parks, Recreation and Open
0
0
0
Space
Entertainment (Theater, Cafes)
0
0
0
0
0
Place of Worship
0
0
0
Other: _ _ _ _ _ __
0
0
0
0
Comments (add any details on reasons for changes here):
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14. Have you or any of the people you live with taken a new job since moving to [property
name]?
0 Yes, *please provide the address or cross streets and city of previous job in the box
below
0 No
0 Other, please explain:

15. Since moving to [property name] finding a job is now: [Check one]
0 EASIER than where I/we lived before
0 NEITHER easier nor harder to find a job than where I/we lived before
0 HARDER than where I/we lived before
Comments (add any details you choose here)

16. What are some advantages of moving to the [property name] neighborhood? [Check
all that apply]
0 Neighborhood is safer
0 Neighborhood has better access to transit services, car-share or carpooling options
0 Neighborhood has better access to shops, services and restaurants
0 Neighborhood has better access to recreational opportunities
0 Neighborhood has better quality oflocal schools
Other or Comments:

The questions that follow give context to the results for all of the surveys. As in your
earlier responses, all individual information will be kept confidential.
17. Please list the occupation of each household member that is currently employed. If an
in d'IVI·dua1h 0 ldsmore th an one JO
· b , p1ease ris t each JO
· b on a separat e rme.
Person
Industry and Occupation
Comments
Part
(e.g.
retail-sales
person,
construction
(e.g.
self-employed,
time/
manager,
etc.)
disability
leave)
Full
Time
Self
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18. Which race or ethnicity best describes you?
[Check all that apply]
0 Asian/Pacific Islander
0 Black/African-American
0 White/Caucasian
0 Latino/Hispanic
0 Native American/Alaskan Native
0 Other, please specify: _ _ _ _ _ __
0 Prefer not to answer
19. What languages are spoken at home?
[Check all that apply]
0 English
0 Spanish
0 Tagalog (Filipino)
0 Chinese, dialect: _ _ _ __
0 Arabic
0 Other, please specify: _ _ _ _ __

20. Please provide your name and contact information if you are willing to have an
additional interview with us. Households selected for a follow up interview will receive an
additional $20 gift card.
Name:
Phone or e-mail:
This concludes the survey. Your answers will help RCD provide better services and housing for all residents.

Thank you for your time!
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Executive Summary

neighborhoods. To the extent that undesirable patterns of
neighborhood change were found, we also wanted to understand the underlying mechanisms in order to propose policy
tools that could be used to shape equitable neighborhood
change in both old and new TRNs.
Our research found that transit investment frequently
changes the surrounding neighborhood. While patterns of
neighborhood change vary, the most predominant pattern
is one in which housing becomes more expensive, neighborhood residents become wealthier and vehicle ownership
becomes more common. And in some of the newly transitrich neighborhoods, the research reveals how a new transit
station can set in motion a cycle of unintended consequences
More than 3,000 transit-rich neighborhoods (TRNs)
in U.S. metropolitan areas have fixed-guideway transit
stations and hundreds more such neighborhoods could
be created over the next decade if current plans for new
transit systems and stations are realized. Americans

are increasingly using transit and showing more interest in
living in transit-rich neighborhoods. For neighborhood and
equity advocates from Atlanta to Seattle and Minneapolis to

in which core transit users-such as renters and low income
households-are priced out in favor of higher-income, carowning residents who are less likely to use public transit for
commuting. We believe that the risk that transit investment
could catalyze undesirable neighborhood change is substantial enough that it needs to be managed whenever transit
investments or improvements are being planned. We therefore

Houston, however, this good news is tempered by a growing

present a toolkit of policy tools for shaping equitable neighborhood change in TRNs, tools that are increasingly available

concern about gentrification and displacement. Will current
neighborhood residents, many of them low income and/or

and in use across the country.

people of color, benefit from planned transit stations? Or will
they be displaced by wealthier and less diverse residents lured

This report is divided into four parts. The first chapter
documents the diversity of the transit-served metropoli-

not only by transit but also by the other amenities that come

tan areas and TRNs in the United States and explores the

with transit-induced neighborhood revitalization?

symbiotic relationship between diverse neighborhoods and
successful transit. The second chapter reviews the most

Planners and policymakers would appear to face a Robson's
choice if transit investment and expansion inevitably lead
to gentrification and displacement: either make the transit
investment and accept loss of neighborhood diversity as collateral damage, or avoid transit expansion projects serving
diverse, lower-income neighborhoods and leave those

recent literature on neighborhood change, gentrification and
displacement, both in general and in TRNs, and highlights
the different ways in which gentrification can occur and
the importance of understanding who moves into gentrifying neighborhoods. The third chapter presents the results of

residents with poor public transit or none at all.

our new research on patterns of neighborhood change in 42
neighborhoods in 12 metropolitan areas first served by rail

This report is based on research that was designed to address
this dilemma. We wanted to understand whether gentrifica-

transit between 1990 and 2000, and draws conclusions about
the likely mechanisms underlying the observed patterns of

tion and displacement are actually occurring in transit-rich

change in those neighborhoods. The final chapter summa-
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1

rizes a new web-based Policy Toolkit for Equitable Transit-

neighbors who will regularly use the system. There is a

Rich Neighborhoods designed to directly address the most

symbiotic relationship between diverse neighborhoods and

likely drivers of undesirable neighborhood change in TRNs
in order to help planners, policymakers and advocates shape

successful transit: transit systems benefit from and depend on
the racial and economic diversity of the neighborhoods that

equitable neighborhood change and ensure that the many

they serve, just as low-income households and people of color

benefits of transit investment are shared by all.

depend on and benefit from living in neighborhoods served
by transit.

Why Diversity Matters: Transit and
Neighborhood Diversity
Concerns about gentrification and displacement associated
with transit have traditionally been framed as issues of equity:

Neighborhood Change and Transit:
What We Know
Neighborhoods change over time, in ways that both benefit
and harm those who have been living there. Researchers,

will neighborhood change in TRNs adversely affect people of
color and lower-income residents? These equity concerns

policymakers and advocates have long been concerned about

emanate from the fact that transit-rich neighborhoods, and

patterns of neighborhood change that reduce the racial and/or

the larger metropolitan areas in which they are located,

economic diversity of neighborhoods. The second chapter of

are extraordinarily diverse and home to a disproportionate

this report explores prior studies that can help us understand

share oflower-income households and people of color.

how the presence of new or improved transit can change the

In 2010, there were 36 transit systems in the United States

surrounding neighborhood.

providing what transportation planners call fixed-guideway
(rail rather than bus) transit, with one additional such system

While the terms gentrification and displacement are frequently used interchangeably, recent research highlights

scheduled to open in 2011. These 37 regional transit systems
serve a total of 41 Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs)

the importance of distinguishing between these two related
patterns of neighborhood change. Gentrification is a pattern

as defined by the U.S. Census. Using 2000 Census data, we
calculate that nearly half of all Americans and more than twothirds of all U.S. workers live in those 41 transit-served metros,

of neighborhood change in which a previously low-income
neighborhood experiences reinvestment and revitalization,
accompanied by increasing home values and/or rents. Gen-

as do over half of all blacks, 60 percent of all Hispanics and 70

trification, while frequently controversial, can be either good

percent of all immigrants in the United States. In addition,

or bad for a neighborhood, depending on who benefits from

slightly more than half of all U.S. rental housing is located in

the reinvestment and revitalization.

transit-served metros.
People of color, low-income households and renters share
two related characteristics that may explain their concentra-

Gentrification may or may not be associated with displacement, a pattern of change in which current residents are involuntarily forced to move out because they cannot afford to stay

tion in transit-served metropolitan areas. First, in a country

in the gentrified neighborhood. Recent studies indicate that

where over 95 percent of all households own at least one
car, these three groups are disproportionately likely to live
in households without vehicles. In addition, people of color,

displacement may not be the sole mechanism driving change
in gentrifying neighborhoods. The demographic composition of gentrifying neighborhoods can be altered through

low-income households and renters are all more likely to
use transit than the average American. These three groups

a process of succession or replacement driven by accelerated turnover of the housing stock. This housing turnover

represent the majority of what we refer to as core transit

is marked both by unequal retention of existing residents
(with wealthier and/or better-educated residents more likely

riders, those most likely to regularly use transit.

to remain) and in-migration of wealthier, better-educated

Even as they work to attract a broader range of riders, transit
systems need to maintain their core ridership to ensure that

residents. This pattern of change, while differing from the

total ridership continues to grow. Transit planners frequently
speak of the need for transit-oriented development to support
ridership, but what transit stations need is transit-oriented

2

traditional model of involuntary displacement, nevertheless
raises serious equity concerns as the result is much the same:
the resulting neighborhood is more expensive and populated
by higher-income residents.
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Few studies have been done on gentrification in TRNs and
those report varying results: in some cases new transit is put
in place with little neighborhood change, while other TRNs
experience extensive gentrification. When this literature
is supplemented with studies of changing travel behavior
in specific transit-oriented development projects in those
neighborhoods, however, important insights emerge. Certain
demographic groups-including core transit riders who
traditionally use transit, and also potential riders who may
choose to use transit-are attracted to well-planned TRNs in
a self-selection process that may contribute to the process of
replacement recently observed in gentrifying neighborhoods.
Understanding neighborhood change in TRNs therefore
requires a detailed understanding of both who lived in those
neighborhoods before the transit was built and who lives
there afterward.

Neighborhood Change and Transit:
What We learned
To better understand patterns of neighborhood change in

expensive, neighborhood residents wealthier and vehicle
ownership more common. We found evidence of gentrification in the majority of newly transit-served neighborhoods, if
gentrification is defined as a pattern of neighborhood change
marked by rising housing costs and incomes.
Our research also provides support for the conclusion that
neighborhoods with a large number of renters are more susceptible to gentrification. Indeed, when we specifically looked

newly transit-rich neighborhoods, the third chapter of the

at the neighborhoods where the new stations were light rail

report analyzes socioeconomic changes in 42 neighborhoods

-neighborhoods which, in our study, were more likely to be

in 12 metropolitan areas first served by rail transit between
1990 and 2000. Because prior research on gentrification and
TRNs had looked at only a few characteristics, we explore

those in the heavy rail and commuter rail neighborhoodsalmost every aspect of neighborhood change was magnified:

a broad range of population, housing and transportation

rents rose faster and owner-occupied units became more

characteristics. For each of the 42 neighborhoods analyzed,

prevalent.

we studied changes between 1990 and 2000 in population,
racial and ethnic composition, and in-migration; the number
of housing units, tenure, housing value and rent; household
income; and the use of public transit for commuting purposes
and automobile ownership. We then compared the neighborhood level changes to those in each neighborhood's corresponding metropolitan area to see if patterns of neighborhood
change in the TRNs differed from corresponding changes in
the region.

dominated pre-transit by low-income, renter households than

Our research did not, however, find that a new transit station
automatically leads to fundamental change in a neighborhood's racial composition. Perhaps, as other recent studies
of gentrification have found, the relatively higher retention of
higher-income black and Hispanic households and/or the inrnigration of racially mixed, higher income residents results in
a wealthier neighborhood but one with a racial composition
similar to that of the pre-transit neighborhood.
Gentrification can be a positive form of neighborhood change

As in prior studies, we found that patterns of neighborhood
change varied across the transit-rich neighborhoods we investigated. Many of the TRNs changed in ways that were roughly
similar to the underlying pattern of change in their larger
metro areas. We focused, however, on those TRNs where
changes were more pronounced than those in the surrounding metropolitan area. In these neighborhoods, a predominant pattern of neighborhood change could be discerned:
with the addition of transit, housing stock became more

but can also have adverse consequences. Our analysis found
evidence of at least two gentrification-related concerns. Even
if no displacement can be proven to occur in TRNs, rapidly
increasing rents mean that those renter households who
choose to remain and take advantage of the new transit will
experience higher housing cost burdens. In addition, neighborhood revitalization sometimes attracts not only higherincome residents but also car-owning residents.
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Breaking the Cycle of Unintended Consequences in Transit-Rich Neighborhoods
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station seems to have set in motion a cycle of unintended

of the report summarizes a new web-based Policy Toolkit for
Equitable Transit-Rich Neighborhoods which describes three

consequences that reduced neighborhood residency by those

types of policy tools, as illustrated above.

groups most likely to use transit in favor of groups more likely
to drive. Utilization of public transit for commuting in this

PLANNING TOOLS: Because neighborhood change can

happen quickly, particularly in neighborhoods dominated by

problematic subset of newly transit-served neighborhoods
actually rose more slowly (or, in some cases, declined faster)
than in the corresponding metropolitan area as a whole.
Whether by displacement or replacement, or a combination
of the two, in some transit-rich neighborhoods the pattern
of change is working against the goal of attracting transitoriented neighbors: the most likely potential transit riders

rental housing, policymakers need to get ahead of potential
problems by using coordinated and community-responsive
planning tools that begin at the same time as transit planning,
explicitly consider the risks of gentrification and include
everyone with a stake in the neighborhood's future.
HOUSING MARKET TOOLS: Because one of the most

are being crowded out by car owners less likely to be regular

noticeable and damaging signs of transit-induced gentrifica-

users of transit. This cycle, illustrated above, raises concerns

tion is rapidly rising rents and housing values, policies that

about both equity, because core transit riders are predominantly people of color and/or low income, and about the
success of new transit investments in attracting desired levels

address housing are critical. The Toolkit focuses on three categories of housing market tools:

of ridership.

• Funding for land and property acquisition;
• Preservation of existing affordable rental housing; and

A Toolkit for Equitable Neighborhood
Change in Transit-Rich Neighborhoods
Our research reveals that transit investment can sometimes
lead to undesirable forms of neighborhood change. Understanding the mechanisms behind such neighborhood change
can, however, allow policymakers, planners and advocates to
implement policies and programs designed to produce more
equitable patterns of neighborhood change. The final chapter

4

• Affordable housing production.
TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT TOOLS: Because one

characteristic of gentrifying TRNs is an increase in wealthier
households who are also more likely to own and use private
vehicles and less likely to use transit for commuting, policies
must be designed to attract core and potential transit riders to
transit-rich neighborhoods, particularly non-vehicle owning
households.
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Why Diversity Matters:
Transit and Neighborhood Diversity
lines and extensions to existing systems began operation
between 2003 and 2007 (CTOD, 2009a) and 175 new fixedguideway transit lines entered the New Starts Program, the
federal funding source for transit, between 1998 and 2008.
More than 80 cities and regions throughout the country are
currently planning more than $250 billion in transit projects
(Belzer & Poticha, 2009). This public investment in transit
infrastructure has, in turn, catalyzed billions of dollars in
private investment in housing and commercial development
near new transit stations and, in some cases, near decadesold existing stations (CTOD, 2008).

Good News or Bad?
Americans are increasingly using transit and showing
more interest in living near transit, in what we call transit·

rich neighborhoods (TRNs). After decades of flat growth

For neighborhood and equity advocates from Atlanta to
Seattle and Minneapolis to Houston, however, this good
news is tempered by a growing concern about gentrifica-

States began rising in 1995 and has been growing steadily
for more than a decade. Public transportation ridership grew

tion and displacement. Will current neighborhood residents,
many of them low income and/or people of color, benefit
from planned transit stations? Or will they be displaced by

36 percent between 1995 and 2008, almost three times the

wealthier and less diverse residents lured not only by transit

14 percent growth rate of the U.S. population. In 2008, U.S.

but also by the other amenities that come with transit-

transit systems carried passengers on 10.5 billion trips, the
largest number of trips taken on transit since 1956. Despite a

induced neighborhood revitalization?

alternating with declines, transit ridership in the United

recession-induced ridership drop of 3.8 percent in 2009, the
year closed out as the fourth year in a row in which ridership
exceeded 10 billion trips (American Public Transportation
Association [APTA], 2010).
Transit systems-not just transit ridership-are also growing,
with new stations and even entire systems being planned
and built. There are already more than 3,300 fixed-guideway transit stations in the United States, according to the
Center for Transit-Oriented Development (CTOD, 2006)1,
and hundreds more transit-rich neighborhoods could be
created over the next decade if current plans for new transit
systems and stations are realized. Two dozen new light rail

1

Planners and policymakers would appear to face a Hobson's
choice if transit investment and expansion inevitably lead
to gentrification and displacement: either make the transit
investment and accept loss of neighborhood diversity as
collateral damage, or avoid transit expansion projects serving
diverse, lower-income neighborhoods and leave those
residents with poor public transit or none at all.
This report is based on research that was designed to address
this dilemma. We wanted to understand whether gentrification and displacement is actually occurring in transit-rich
neighborhoods. And, to the extent that undesirable patterns
of neighborhood change were found, we wanted to understand the underlying mechanisms in order to propose policy

CTOD defines fixed-guideway transit as including light rail, heavy rail (subways), commuter rail, streetcars, trolley buses, bus rapid transit and cable cars.
Buses, although an important type of transit, do not operate on fixed guideways (CTOD, 2006). We define a transit-rich neighborhood as one that is served
by such fixed-guideway transit.
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tools that could be used to shape equitable neighborhood
change in both old and new TRNs. Before presenting this

that the United States is a metropolitan nation, with its metropolitan areas containing 83 percent of the U.S. population

new research and an accompanying Policy Toolkit, however,

and 85 percent of the nation's jobs.2

we provide some context by documenting the extraordinary

The relatively small number of metropolitan areas which

reservoir of diversity currently found in America's transit-

have fixed-guideway transit comprise a large proportion of

served metropolitan areas and transit-rich neighborhoods,

the nation's largest and most economically important regions.
As illustrated in Figure 1.1 and Table 1.1, all but three of the
25 most populous metropolitan areas in the United States had

and exploring the symbiotic relationship that exists between
those diverse neighborhoods and successful transit.

rail transit systems in 2005. Phoenix subsequently opened

Where Is the Transit?

its first transit line in 2008; Detroit, the largest metro area

Transit-rich neighborhoods are concentrated in the nation's

without a rail transit system, is currently working to begin

largest and most economically important metropolitan areas.
As defined by the federal Office of Management and Budget, a

construction of its first light rail line, the M-1. Cincinnati, the
only other top-25 metro area without rail transit, has plans

metropolitan area is a region with "at least one urbanized area

to build both streetcar and light rail systems. In addition, 16
of the other 25 metro areas ranked in the country's top 50 by

of 50,000 or more population, plus adjacent territory that has
a high degree of social and economic integration with the core

population either had transit systems in 2005 or have built

as measured by commuting ties:' The United States currently

systems since then. Table 1.1 categorizes each transit system

has 366 metropolitan statistical areas (MSAs). The Brookings

by size following the system used by the Center for Transit

Institution's Metropolitan Policy Program has demonstrated
FIGURE 1.1 Transit-Served Metropolitan Areas

Transit System Category

II

Legacy

Evolving

9

Modest
•

Seattle-TacomaBellevue, WA
Denver-AuroraBroomfield, CO

Emerging

Stations selected
for analysis

Chicago-NapervilleJoliet, IL-IN-WI

EugeneSpringfield, OR
Boston-CambridgeQuincy, MA-NH

/
SacramentoArden-ArcadeRoseville, CA

San FranciscoOaklandFremont, CA

New York-Northern
New Jersey-Long Island,
NY-NJ-PA

~

-·~

,...______
Washington-Arlington"'
Alexandria, DC-VA-MD-WV

1

~

Riverside-San
BernadinoOntario, CA

Atlanta-Sandy SpringsMarietta, GA
Phoenix-MesaScottsdale, AZ

Albuquerque,
NM
Dallas-Fort WorthArlington, TX

2

6

Virginia Beach-NorfolkNewport News, VA-NC

Jacksonville, FL

\

Houston-Sugar LandBaytown, TX

The web site of the Metropolitan Policy Program can be found at http://www.brookings.edu/metro/About-Us.aspx.
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Miami-Fort LauderdalePompano Beach, FL

TABLE 1.1 Transit in America's Largest Metropolitan Areas
Rani< By Population

Metropolitan Statistical Area

Population 2005

New York-Northern New Jersey-Long Island, NY-NJ-PA

18,747,320

Extensive

Los Angeles-Long Beach-Santa Ana, CA

12,923,547

Large

3

Chicago-Naperville-Joliet, IL-IN-WI

9,443,356

Extensive

4

Philadelphia-Camden-Wilmington, PA-NJ-DE-MD

5,823,233

Extensive

2

Transit System 2005

5

Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington, TX

5,819,475

Medium

6

Miami-Fort Lauderdale-Miami Beach, FL

5,422,200

Medium

7

Houston-Baytown-Sugar Land, TX

5,280,077

Small

8

Washington-Arlington-Alexandria, DC-VA-MD-WV

5,214,666

Large

9

Atlanta-Sandy Springs-Marietta, GA

4,917,717

Medium

10

Detroit-Warren-Livonia, Ml

4,488,335

None (Jn Planning)

11

Boston-Cambridge-Quincy, MA-NH

4,411,835

Extensive

12

San Francisco-Oakland-Fremont, CA

4,152,688

Extensive

13

Riverside-San Bernardino-Ontario, CA

3,909,954

Large (part of LA)

14

Phoenix-Mesa-Scottsdale, AZ

3,865,077

To open in 2008
Medium

15

Seattle-Tacoma-Bellevue, WA

3,203,314

16

Minneapolis-St. Paul-Bloomington, MN-WI

3,142,779

Small

17

San Diego-Carlsbad-San Marcos, CA

2,933,462

Medium

18

St. Louis, MO-IL

2,778,518

Medium

19

Baltimore-Towson, MD

2,655,675

Medium

20

Tampa-St. Petersburg-Clearwater, FL

2,647,658

Small

21

Pittsburgh, PA

2,386,074

Medium

22

Denver-Aurora, CO

2,359,994

Small

23

Cleveland-Elyria-Mentor, OH

2,126,318

Medium

24

Portland-Vancouver-Beaverton, OR-WA

2,095,861

Large

25

Cincinnati-Middletown, OH-KY-IN

2,070,441

None (Jn Planning)

26

Sacramento--Arden-Arcade--Roseville, CA

2,042,283

Medium

27

Kansas City, MO-KS

1,947,694

Small

28

Orlando, FL

1,933,255

None (In Planning)

29

San Antonio, TX

1,889,797

None

30

San Jose-Sunnyvale-Santa Clara, CA

1,754,988

Extensive (part of SF)
Small (private)

31

Las Vegas-Paradise, NV

1,710,551

32

Columbus, OH

1,708,625

None

33

Virginia Beach-Norfolk-Newport News, VA-NC

1,647,346

To open in 2011

34

Indianapolis, IN

1,640,591

None

35

Providence-New Bedford-Fall River, RI-MA

1,622,520

Extensive (part of Boston)

36

Charlotte-Gastonia-Concord, NC-SC

1,521,278

Small

37

Milwaukee-Waukesha-West Allis, WI

1,512,855

None

38

Austin-Round Rock, TX

1,452,529

To open in 2010

39

Nashville-Davidson--Murfreesboro, TN

1,422,544

To open in 2006

40

New Orleans-Metairie-Kenner, LA

1,319,367

Small

41

Memphis, TN-MS-AR

1,260,905

Small

42

Jacksonville, FL

1,248,371

Small

43

Louisville, KY-IN

1,208,452

None

44

Hartford-West Hartford-East Hartford, CT

1,188,241

None (In Planning)

45

Richmond, VA

1,175,654

None

46

Oklahoma City, OK

1,156,812

None

47

Buffalo-Niagara Falls, NY

1,147,711

Small

48

Birmingham-Hoover, AL

1,090,126

None

49

Rochester, NY

1,039,028

None

so

Salt Lake City, UT

1,034,484

Medium
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account for more than two-thirds of all transit-rich neigh-

The geographic distribution of transit in the
United States has changed in recent decades as
new transit systems have begun service and
older ones have expanded.

borhoods in the nation. But a large and growing number
of TRNs are located beyond these five legacy systems. A
second group of 14 metros-including Atlanta, Los Angeles
and Washington, D.C.-was categorized as having evolving
transit systems because both the metro areas and their transit
systems (originally constructed starting in the 1970s, through

Oriented Development: extensive systems are those that have
201 or more stations, large systems have 70-200 stations,
medium systems have 25-69 stations and small systems have
24 or fewer stations.
As of 2010, there were 36 fixed-guideway transit systems in
the United States, with one more (in the Virginia BeachNorfolk-Newport News, Virginia, metropolitan area) under
construction and scheduled to open in 2011. 3 These 37 fixedguideway transit systems serve a total of 41 Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs), as shown in Figure 1.1 and Table 1.2.
While most of the transit-served metropolitan areas are coincident with a single MSA, in three cases we combine several
MSAs in order to define a transit-served metropolitan area
that is geographically matched to the region's transit system.4
The geographic distribution of transit in the United States
has changed in recent decades as new transit systems have
begun service and older ones have expanded. In order to
understand and assess the different types of transit-served

the 1990s) are generally growing at a more rapid pace than
those in the legacy systems. A third set of metros was categorized as having emerging transit systems because none
had rail transit until after 2000 and all have plans to grow
their new transit system to at least medium size (25 or more
stations) by 2030; these include many fast-growing Sun Belt
metros such as Phoenix, Houston and Albuquerque. Finally,
a handful of modest transit systems exist in smaller metros
with limited or no plans to grow their transit systems; most
(with the exception ofJacksonville) expect little job or population growth over the next two decades.
To better understand these different transit-served metropolitan areas and their economic importance and socioeconomic
composition, we aggregated data from the 2000 Census to
create a composite profile of transit-served metropolitan
areas in the United States.

metropolitan areas in the country, we grouped the transitserved metros into four categories based on (1) the transit
system's age, (2) its size and transit expansion plans, (3)
the surrounding metro area's projected population growth
rate and (4) the projected employment-growth rate for the
area. As shown in Table 1.2, we have divided U.S. transit
systems and the metropolitan areas they serve into four
categories: legacy, evolving, emerging and modest systems.
The legacy transit systems are the five oldest and largest
transit systems in the United States: Boston, Chicago, New
York, Philadelphia and San Francisco. All have transit systems
that are more than a century old and these five systems alone

3

Two transit systems included in the Center for Transit Oriented Development's database of transit systems and stations are not included in our calculations.
Island Transit in Galveston, Texas, has been omitted both because Galveston is included in the Houston MSA and because the six-mile trolley service
originally opened in 1988 has been suspended since being severely damaged by Hurricane Ike in 2005. Las Vegas has only a privately owned transit service,
a monorail, with seven stops but no fixed-guideway public transit as yet.

' The Boston metropolitan area combines three MSAs which are served by the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority's commuter rail network;
the San Francisco metropolitan area combines the San Francisco and San Jose MSAs, which are linked by the Caltrain commuter rail system; and the
Los Angeles metropolitan area combines the Los Angeles and Riverside MSAs, which are linked by the Metrolink commuter rail system.

8
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TABLE 1.2 Categories of Transit-Served Metropolitan Areas
A'nticipated Transit
Sy;stem Size in 2030*
5 Legacy Systems
Boston MA

1897

Extensive

Extensive+

Boston-Cambridge-Quincy MA-NH
Worcester MA
Providence-New Bedford-Fall River RI-MA
Providence-New Bedford-Fall River RI-MA

Chicago IL

1893

Extensive

Extensive+

Chicago-Naperville-Joliet IL-IN-WI

New York NY

1904

Extensive

Extensive+

New York-Northern New Jersey-Long Island
NY-NJ-PA

Philadelphia PA

1907

Extensive

Extensive+

Philadelphia-Camden-Wilmington PA-NJ-DE-MD

San Francisco CA

1878

Extensive

Extensive+

San Francisco-Oakland-Fremont CA
San Jose-Sunnyvale-Santa Clara CA

Atlanta GA

1979

Medium

Large

Atlanta-Sandy Springs-Marietta GA

Baltimore MD

1983

Medium

Large

Baltimore-Towson MD

Dallas-Fort Worth TX

1996

Medium

Large

Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington TX

Denver CO

1994

Small

Large

Denver-Aurora-Broomfield CO

Los Angeles CA

1990

Large

Extensive

Los Angeles-Long Beach-Santa Ana CA
Riverside-San Bernardino-Ontario CA

Memphis TN

1993
1984

Small

Medium

Memphis TN-AR-MS

Miami FL

Medium

large

Miami-Fort Lauderdale-Pompano Beach FL

New Orleans LA

1835

Small

Medium

New Orleans-Metarrie-Kenner LA

Portland OR

1986

Large

Extensive

Portland-Vancouver-Beaverton OR-WA
Sacramento-Arden-Arcade-Roseville CA

14 Evolving Sy;stems

Sacramento CA

1987

Medium

Large

Salt Lake City UT

1999

Medium

Large

Salt Lake City UT

San Diego CA

1995

Medium

Large

San Diego-Carlsbad-San Marcos CA

Seattle WA

1982

Medium

Large

Seattle-Tacoma-Bellevue WA

Washington DC

1976

Large

Extensive

Washington-Arlington-Alexandria DC-VA-MD-WV

12 Emerging Systems
Albuquerque NM

2006

Small

Medium

Albuquerque NM

Austin TX

2010

Small

Medium

Austin-Round Rock TX

Charlotte NC

2007

Small

Large

Charlotte-Gastonia-Concord NC-SC

Eugene OR

2007

Small

Medium

Eugene-Springfield OR

Houston TX

2004

Small

Medium

Houston-Sugar Land-Baytown TX

Kansas City MO-KS

2005

Small

Medium

.Kansas City.MO-KS

Little Rock AK

2004

Small

Medium

Little Rock-North Little Rock-Conway AR

Minneapolis-St. Paul MN

2004

Small

Medium

Minneapolis-St. Paul-Bloomington MN-WI

Nashville TN

2006

Small

Medium

Nashville-Davidson-Murfreesboro-Franklin TN

Norfolk VA

2011

Under
construction

Medium

Virginia Beach-Norfolk-Newport News VA-NC

Phoenix AZ

2008

Small

Medium

Phoenix-Mesa-Scottsdale AZ

Tampa FL

2002

Small

Medium

Tampa-St. Petersburg-Clearwater FL

Buffalo-Niagara Falls NY

6 Modest Systems
Buffalo NY

1984

Small

Small

Cleveland OH

1913

Medium

Medium

Cleveland-Elyria-Mentor OH

Jacksonville FL

1971

Small

Unknown

Jacksonville FL

Pittsburgh PA

1897

Medium

Medium

Pittsburgh PA

St. Louis MO

1993

Medium

Medium

St. Louis MO-IL

Syracuse NY

1970

Small

Small

Syracuse NY

........................................................................................................................................................................
*Based on projections by the Center for Transit-Oriented Development, 2006.
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Diversity in Transit-Rich Metropolitan
Areas and Neighborhoods
In compiling data from the 2000 Census for the 41 MSAs

flGURE1.3
Diversity in Transit-Served
Metropolitan Areas
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portions of America's metropolitan areas (Istrate, Puentes &

ForeignBorn

Other
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Tomer, 2010). For this reason, we looked at both the MSAs as
a whole and at their principal cities.

transit-served metropolitan areas are home to half of the

Constituting just over 10 percent of all U.S. metropolitan areas,
transit-served metros are economically important and extraordinarily diverse. As of 2000, as shown in Figure 1.2, transit-

black population, over 60 percent of the Hispanic population,
and over 70 percent of the nation's immigrants. About twothirds of the blacks and one-half of the Hispanics in the U.S.

served metropolitan areas were home to nearly half of the

live in the principal cities of these metros.

country's residents and over 70 percent of its workforce. The
principal cities in these metro areas alone contained 19 percent

Finally, transit-served metropolitan areas include a dispro-

of the nation's population and 29 percent of its workforce.

portionate share of U.S. rental housing. In 2000, as shown in
Figure 1.4, transit-served metro areas accounted for slightly

Transit-served metropolitan areas are also places of concen-

more than half of the nation's rental housing; the principal

trated racial and ethnic diversity. As shown in Figure 1.3,

cities of these 41 metro areas alone accounted for nearly 30

FIGURE1.2
Economic Importance of Transit-Served
Metropolitan Areas

FIGURE1.4
Housing in Transit-Served Metropolitan Areas
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Renter
Occupied

II

Principal Cities

11111

Metro Areas

centrated in those portions of transit-served metropolitan

These are among the groups that neighborhood and equity
advocates are concerned about when they worry about gen-

areas closest to transit stations: an analysis of 2000 Census

trification and displacement in transit-rich neighborhoods.

data found that renters made up nearly two-thirds of those
living in the 3,300 transit zones (areas within a one-half mile

put at risk by transit? Should transit planners and supporters

radius of fixed guideway transit stations) in the Center for

be concerned as well?

Transit Oriented Development's database (CTOD, 2006).
Similarly, a recent analysis of federally subsidized affordable
rental apartments in 20 metropolitan areas identified nearly
200,000 such units within one-quarter mile of transit stations

FIGURE1.5

percent of all rental units. Rental housing is even more con-

But is equity the only concern if neighborhood diversity is

Diversity in Different Types of TransitServed Metropolitan Areas-Blacks
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(Harrell, Brooks &Nedwick, 2009).
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These high concentrations of people of color, immigrants
and renters could be attributed to the inclusion of a handful
of particularly large and diverse regions among the transitserved metropolitan areas. Our analysis did find that the metropolitan areas served by the five large legacy transit systems
(Boston, Chicago, New York, Philadelphia and San Francisco)
are home to one in five blacks and Hispanics in the United
States. But, as shown in Figures 1.5 and 1.6, the 14 evolving
transit systems are also diverse, with nearly one-third of all
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another 30 percent of immigrants live in the five metros

FIGURE1.6

served by legacy systems. Metro areas served by the dozen

Diversity in Different Types of TransitServed Metropolitan Areas-Hispanics

evolving systems also have significant populations of black,
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Hispanic and immigrant residents.
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areas in which they are located are extraordinarily diverse
places and are home to a disproportionate share of people
of color, immigrants and renters in the United States.
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Putting issues of equity aside, there are reasons to be

Our review of the literature identified three demographic
groups who are more likely to use transit and more likely to

concerned if transit-rich neighborhoods gentrify and their

live near transit than other Americans: people of color, low-

diversity is reduced. One potential concern is that neighborhood change could affect transit ridership, since nearby

income households and renters. In a country where over 95
percent of all households own at least one car, these three

neighborhoods would seem to be vital sources of transit pas-

groups are also disproportionately likely to live in house-

sengers. 5 Changing neighborhoods, and changing neighbors,
could affect transit use and thus the very reason for the transit
investment.

holds without vehicles. Vehicle ownership-or, rather, lack
of ownership-is a strong predictor of transit use. While
only 4.3 percent of U.S. households lack a car, according to
2006-2008 American Community Survey data, 36 percent of

Transit and Neighborhood Diversity

In order to evaluate the importance of neighborhood

all workers 16 years and older who report that they commute

diversity to transit success, we reviewed the available data

to work using public transportation live in households

and literature on the demographics of transit users and on

without a vehicle available. The APTA on-board survey data

the travel behavior of diverse populations. One important

(2007) similarly found that only 45 percent of transit riders

source of data was published in 2007 by the American Public

had a vehicle available to them to make the trip for which

Transportation Association in its report A Profile of Public
Transportation Passenger Demographics and Travel Charac-

they chose transit. Residents of households without vehicles

teristics Reported in On-Board Surveys. That report compiled

a single vehicle to a household drops transit use to 2.7 percent

information from questionnaires completed by over 496,000
public transit riders sampled between 2000 and 2005 by

of all trips. Many households "abandon public transportation
as soon as they own their first car" (Pucher & Renne, 2003

use transit for 19.1 percent of trips, while the addition of even

transit systems that carry 60 percent of all transit trips. These

at 57). Transit users are far less likely to own cars then other

data present the most complete picture to date of the demographics and travel behavior of the people who use transit in
the United States (APTA, 2007). Another key source of data is
the 2001 National Household Travel Survey (NHTS) 6, a U.S.
Department ofTransportation effort sponsored by the Bureau

Americans-and those without cars are far more likely to
use transit.

of Transportation Statistics and the Federal Highway Admin-

People of color follow this pattern of owning fewer motor
vehicles and using more transit. Blacks, Hispanics and Asians
all rely more heavily on transit than whites, even after con-

istration to collect data on long-distance and local travel by

trolling for income (Blumenberg et al., 2007). Blacks are

the American public. NHTS survey data are collected from

almost six times as likely as whites to travel by public transit;

a sample of households and expanded to provide national

Hispanics use transit less than blacks but still about three times
more than whites (Pucher & Renne, 2003). Other analyses

estimates of trips and miles by travel mode, trip purpose
and a host of household attributes. The data allow analysis
of daily travel by all modes, including characteristics of the
people traveling, their household and their vehicles. While
the decennial Census and American Community Survey data
include information only on commuting trips, which constitute less than one-fifth of all trips, the NHTS provides more
comprehensive data on trips made for all purposes (Pucher
& Renne, 2003).

have similarly found that minorities are several times more
likely to use public transit than whites (Lin & Long, 2008).
The APTA data from on-board surveys (2007) found that the
majority of transit riders in America are non-white, as shown
in Figure 1.7. An analysis of the 2001 NHTS data found that
blacks and Hispanics comprise 54 percent of all transit users
(Pucher & Renne, 2003). Similarly, the 2006-2008 American
Community Survey data indicates that, of all those who
report using public transportation to commute to work, only
40 percent are non-Hispanic whites.

5

Since nearly 60 percent of transit riders walk to transit (APTA, 2007), they are presumably coming from locations relatively close to the transit station.

6

Initial data from the 2009 version of the National Household Travel Survey (NHTS) was released in January 2010. Shortly afterwards, however, the Federal
Highway Administration announced that it would be releasing enhanced data later in 2010, in part due to conflicting data on transit utilization in the NHTS
as compared to the Federal Transit Administration's National Transit Database. Given these concerns specifically about transit-related data, and the in-depth
analyses of the 2001 NHTS data already undertaken, this report relies on the 2001 rather than 2009 NHTS data. The web site for the 2001and2009 National
Household Travel Surveys and previous Nationwide Personal Transportation Surveys can be found at http://nhts.ornl.gov/index.shtml.
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Like people of color, lower-income households are also more
likely to use transit, more likely to live near transit and less

FIGURE1.7
Ethnicity of Transit Passengers

likely to own a car. While transit is used by Americans of all
incomes, those from lower income and working-class house-

Hispanic/Latino
Asian/Pacific Islander

holds use transit far more than upper income Americans. The

Black/African

APTA transit passenger survey data (2007) found that the

5.5%..

majority of transit riders live in households with an annual

Other or
Multi-Ethnic

income of$50,000 or less, as shown in Figure 1.8. The median
income of transit passengers (in 2004 dollars) was $39,000,

6.6% ..... .

about 12 percent lower than the U.S. median income at the
time the surveys were done between 2000 and 2005.
Lower-income households are also less likely to own a car. As
Pucher and Renne (2003 at 55) summarize in their analysis of
the 2001 NHTS data, "[i]ncome is the primary determinant
of auto ownership, which, in turn, is the main determinant of
Source: APTA,2007

People of color also concentrate in transit-rich neighborhoods. For example, CTOD has calculated that while blacks
were only 12 percent of the U.S. population and 14 percent
of the population in transit-served metro areas in 2000, they
made up 23 percent of all residents living within one-half
mile of transit stations in 2000. Similarly, Hispanics made up
24 percent of all transit zone residents, even though they were
only 18 percent of residents throughout the transit-served
metropolitan areas and 13 percent of the U.S. population.
Asians, representing 4 percent ofU.S. residents, were 8 percent
of the residents of transit zones. As a result, whites were only

modal choice:' While automobile ownership has become near
universal in the United States among higher-income households, 26.5 percent of households with incomes less than
$20,000 do not own a motor vehicle, a figure which drops to 5
percent for households with incomes in the $20,000-$39,999
range and even lower levels for higher-income groups. They
note that "it is probably unique to the United States that threefourths of even its poorest households own a car. This reflects
the extent to which the car has become a virtual necessity for
even the most basic transportation needs in most American
metropolitan areas" (Pucher and Renne, 2003 at 55).

41 percent of transit zone residents even though they made

FIGURE1.8

up 69 percent of the U.S. population in 2000 (CTOD, 2006).

Household Income of Transit Passengers

The traditional explanation for increased transit use and
concentration of people of color in TRNs is that they are

more than
$150,000

under $15,000

2.3%

disproportionately low income and low-income households
are more likely to use and live near transit. Giuliano (2000),
$100,000$149,999

however, analyzed the 1995 NHTS data and rejected the conclusion that racial/ethnic differences can be explained solely
by income and other household characteristics. She found
that different racial/ethnic groups exhibit "fundamental differences in what motivates travel choices:' (Giuliano, 2000 at

$15,000$24,999

$75,000$99,999

130). Race and ethnicity, she concludes, play a significant and
complex role in travel behavior independent of income and
$50,000$74,999

residential location characteristics.

$25,000$49,999

Source: APTA, 2007
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holds, according to 2006-2008 American Community Survey
data, 58 percent of those who report that they commute
to work using public transportation are renters. A recent
Brookings analysis of this data found that two-thirds of transit
commuters in the principal cities of the 100 largest U.S. metropolitan areas, as well as more than 40 percent of those living
in the suburban portions of those metros, are renters (Istrate,
Puentes & Tomer, 2010). Like members of low-income
households and people of color, renters are far less likely than
homeownerstoownacar. The2006-2008Arnerican Community
Survey data indicates that while 95 percent of American
homeowners own one or more motor vehicles, nearly 20
percent of renter households own no motor vehicle.
Historically, these three demographic groups-people of
color, low-income households and renters-have been able to

Historically, these three demographic groupspeople of color, /ow-income households and
renters-have been able to find housing in
transit-rich neighborhoods. As a result, TRNs
are more racially diverse, less wealthy and
contain a higher proportion of rental housing
than other neighborhoods.

find housing in transit-rich neighborhoods. As a result, TRNs
are more racially diverse, less wealthy and contain a higher
proportion of rental housing than other neighborhoods. But
current residents of both existing and new transit-rich neighborhoods find themselves increasingly concerned as growing
numbers of Americans consider whether to take advantage
of the many benefits of living in transit-rich neighborhoods.
Demand for housing near transit is expected to far outstrip

Unfortunately, the need for low-income households to own

supply over the next two decades (CTOD, 2007). Those groups

a vehicle imposes economic hardship on many of them. The

who want to live near transit and benefit from proximity to
transit stations may not be able to compete successfully for

average American family spends 19 percent of its monthly
budget on transportation, the second highest item after
housing. Using transit can create substantial savings: living
in location-efficient neighborhoods (with a good mix of uses

the limited supply of housing, especially affordable housing,

and access to public transportation) can provide a 16 percent

in transit-rich neighborhoods. If these TRN residents are
displaced from their neighborhoods and replaced by higherincome, less diverse residents, the transit systems that rely on

cost savings compared to living in an automobile-dependent

them may suffer as well.

exurban neighborhood (CTOD, 2007). A recent Brookings
Institution analysis similarly found that the working poor
(those with incomes less than twice the federal poverty

Transit and Diverse Neighborhoods
Need Each Other

threshold, with a median income of $20,280 in 2003) spent

When evaluating how best to maximize future ridership of

8.4 percent of their income just on commuting to work, if

both existing and new transit, planners sometimes distin-

they commuted by driving, compared to 5.8 percent if they

guish between two types of transit riders: those who use

used public transit (Roberto, 2008).

transit by necessity, sometimes disparagingly referred to as

A final important group when assessing transit ridership is
renters. With a disproportionate amount of rental housing

captive riders, and those who could use a vehicle for their
trip but nonetheless choose to use transit, often referred to

located in transit-served metros and transit-rich neighborhoods, it should come as no surprise that renters are dispro-

often assume that the captive riders will remain transit users

portionately represented among transit riders. While only 29

indefinitely and therefore the key to increasing ridership is to

percent of all workers 16 years and older live in rental house-

attract more choice riders.

14
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One of the most important sources of potential transit riders

Transit planners looking for potential riders
could start by looking in zero-car households.
And, as we have seen, low income households,
people of color and renters are more likely to
live in such zero-car households.

is households that do not have-either by choice or by necessity-a personal vehicle. Cervero, for example, has found that
the probability of using rail to commute is highest "when the
worker lives in a zero-car household. Adding one car results
in probabilities plummeting" (2007 at 2082). Transit planners
looking for potential riders could start by looking in zero-car
households. And, as we have seen, low income households,

For total transit ridership to increase, however, transit systems

people of color and renters are more likely to live in such

need to both keep the riders that they already have and to

zero-car households.

attract new riders. Rather than dividing transit users into
captive or choice riders, transit planners should instead focus
on those we refer to as "core riders': as well as those who have
been called "potential riders". (Krizek & El-Geneidy, 2007).

While diverse neighborhoods and their residents, who are
disproportionately low-income, people of color and/or
renters, benefit from access to transit, transit systems also
benefit from proximity to economically and racially diverse

By core riders we mean those people who are known to be the

neighborhoods. Low-income households, people of color and

most frequent and regular users of transit. Such regular users

renters are critical populations for transit systems seeking to

make the vast majority of transit trips. More than 80 percent

maintain their core ridership and increase their total ridership.

of transit trips are taken by people who ride three or more

These are the people who most need high-quality, affordable

days per week, and nearly two-thirds by passengers who use

transit-and the ones most likely to use such transit when it

transit five or more days per week (APTA, 2007).

is provided.

As the data in this chapter demonstrate, transit systems

Planners frequently speak of the need for transit-oriented

rely heavily on three groups for their core ridership: low-

development to support ridership, but what transit stations

income households, people of color and renters. Based on

really need is transit-oriented neighbors who will regularly

2001 National Household Travel Survey data, Pucher &

use the system. There is a symbiotic relationship between

Renne (2003) calculated that low-income white households

diverse neighborhoods and successful transit: transit systems

and people of color together account for a full 63 percent

benefit from and depend on the racial and economic diversity

of the nation's transit riders (Pucher & Renne, 2003). The

of the neighborhoods that they serve, just as low-income

American Public Transportation Association's on-board

households, people of color and renters depend on and benefit

survey data gathered between 2000 and 2005 similarly finds

from living in neighborhoods served by transit. Transit

that typical transit riders have lower incomes, greater racial

agencies and planners should therefore be as concerned as

and ethnic diversity and lower rates of car ownership than

equity advocates about any potential displacement of people

other Americans (APTA, 2007).

of color, low-income households or renters from transit-rich
neighborhoods.

While keeping these core riders is critical, so is attracting new transit riders. Krizek and El-Geneidy (2007 at 74)
coined the term "potential riders" to describe people who
are "not currently using transit for a variety of reasons and/
or concerns but may consider the idea of using transit''. They
distinguish between such potential riders and those they refer
to as "auto captives", who cannot or will not consider using
transit or live in places where transit is not even available.
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Neighborhood Change and Transit:
What We Know
business district becomes more attractive as gasoline prices
rise and traffic congestion worsens.
If understanding neighborhood change is complicated, then
understanding neighborhood change in TRNs is very compli-

cated. Two sets ofliterature can, taken together, help us understand how the presence of new or improved transit might
change the surrounding neighborhood. First, we review
recent studies on neighborhood change, gentrification and
displacement in general to better understand the processes
that drive neighborhood change. Then, to understand how
such change plays out in TRNs, we look at studies of changing
demographic and travel patterns in transit-served neighborhoods and transit-oriented developments.
Neighborhoods change over time, in ways that both
benefit and harm those who have been living there.

Patterns of Neighborhood Change:
Gentrification and Displacement

Understanding the process of neighborhood change is always
challenging.

While the terms gentrification and displacement are frequently used interchangeably, recent research highlights

Researchers, policymakers and advocates have long been
concerned about patterns of neighborhood change that

the importance of distinguishing between these two related

reduce the racial and/or economic diversity of neighbor-

patterns of neighborhood change.

hoods. The good news is that a growing share of U.S. neigh-

Gentrification is a neighborhood change process charac-

borhoods are becoming more racially and ethnically diverse,

terized by increasing property values and incomes. Some

both because fewer neighborhoods deliberately exclude

researchers include the process of displacement within
the definition of gentrification, defining gentrification as

minorities entirely and because recent immigration has made
the population as a whole more diverse (Turner & Rawlings,
2009). But progress in creating racially and economically

occurring when wealthier residents move into a neighborhood. Others define gentrification in economic, rather than
demographic, terms by focusing on a neighborhood's revi-

diverse neighborhoods has been slow, so forces that threaten
to bring gentrification and displacement to neighborhoods
that are currently racially and economically diverse are of
particular concern.
One set of diverse neighborhoods that appear to be under
pressure are the more than 3,300 neighborhoods that have
a fixed-guideway transit station and the hundreds more
where new transit is being planned. The desirability of these
transit-rich neighborhoods (TRNs) may change because a
new transit station is added, because an existing station is
upgraded or service frequency is increased, or even because
a decades-old transit-rich neighborhood close to the central
16

talization (Chapple, 2009). Keiko (2007 at 1), for example,
defines gentrification as "the upgrading of urban neighborhoods, especially neighborhoods starting from low average
income, low housing values, or high poverty rates:' Defined
in such economic terms, gentrification can be a positive or
destructive form of neighborhood change, depending on
who benefits from the reinvestment and revitalization.
Displacement, whether considered as an inevitable part of
gentrification or not, is a pattern of change in which current
residents are involuntarily forced to move out because
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they cannot afford to stay in the gentrified neighborhood

recent study, for example, looks at demographic processes

(Freeman, 2005). Displacement may be immediate or occur

in gentrifying census tracts between the 1990 and 2000

over time, with the prior residents departing as their housing

Census-an investigation similar to that we describe in the

cost burden increases due to rising rents and housing values
caused by gentrification and they can no longer afford to live
in their old neighborhood (Chapple, 2009).

next chapter, but with the benefit of confidential data from
the long form that allowed the researchers to investigate the

Recent studies indicate that displacement, as traditionally
understood, may not be the sole or even primary mechanism
driving change in gentrifying neighborhoods. These researchers distinguish between neighborhood change processes that
involve the forced departure of lower-income residents and

underlying mechanism driving the gentrification. The study
concluded that, during the 1990s, the process of gentrification was distinguished by the disproportionate retention and
income gains ofblackhigh school graduates living in the gentrifying neighborhoods combined with in -migration by white
college graduates (McKinnish, Walsh & White, 2008).

those that occur through the normal processes of housing
turnover and succession. Several recent studies demonstrate

This pattern of change, while differing from the traditional

that the demographic composition of gentrifying neigh-

equity concerns. Whether caused by displacement or replace-

borhoods can be altered through a process of succession or
replacement driven by accelerated turnover of the housing
stock. This housing turnover is marked both by unequal

ment or some combination of the two, the result is much the

model of involuntary displacement, nevertheless raises serious

same: the gentrified neighborhood is more expensive and
populated by higher-income residents. Understanding the
drivers of these changes, however, is important in order to

retention of existing residents (with wealthier and/or bettereducated residents more likely to remain) and in-migration

shape policy interventions that best address the neighborhood

of wealthier, better-educated residents (Freeman, 2005). One

change processes associated with gentrification.
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particularly susceptible to gentrification-and potentially

Whether caused by displacement or
replacement or some combination of the two,
the result is much the same; the gentrified
neighborhood is more expensive and populated
by higher-income residents.

displacement as well:'
The studies that have been done on gentrification and transitrich neighborhoods report varying results. Some TRNs seem
to experience little change, others gentrify, and some attract
poorer rather than wealthier residents. One widely cited
example of transit-driven gentrification is the Davis Square
transit station in Somerville, Massachusetts, which opened in
1984 as part of an extension of the MBTA's Red Line in metro-

Transit and Neighborhood Change
In an urban setting, virtually any large public infrastructure
project is likely to have at least some impact on the demog-

politan Boston. Before the station was built in 1970, only 8.2
percent of Davis Square adult residents were college graduates,

raphy of surrounding neighborhoods. New transportation

far lower than the 14.7 percent share in metropolitan Boston.

infrastructure simultaneously creates disamenities, such as

By 2000, 49.7 percent of Davis Square's adult population had a

noise and traffic congestion, and amenities, such as increased

college degree, higher than the metro areas 39.6 percent share

mobility and accessibility (Kilpatrick et al., 2007).

(Kahn 2007), a classic indicator of gentrification. In Chicago,

The interstate highway system provides one example of how
transportation investment impacts metropolitan demography. From the 1950s through the 1990s, the extension of the
U.S. interstate system into the central business districts of

Lin (2002) found evidence of gentrification in the form of
rising property values closer to transit stations between 1975
and 1980 and again from 1985 to 1991, but concedes that the
pattern was interrupted between 1980 and 1985.

many cities displaced thousands of households and commercial businesses in adjoining neighborhoods while enhancing

Although once considered to be a disamenity
and even a poverty magnet, transit is increasingly viewed as a.desirable amenity for an urban
neighborhood.

the value of the downtown office towers that were made more
accessible from the suburbs. The existence of inner-city interstates made it more convenient for downtown workers to live
in the suburbs and commute to work, often making it possible
for middle-class families to leave the city (Jackson, 1985).
Although once considered to be a disamenity and even a

Other studies have found different patterns of neighbor-

poverty magnet, transit is increasingly viewed as a desirable

hood change in different transit-rich neighborhoods and

amenity for an urban neighborhood. Households may prefer

metropolitan areas. Baum-Snow and Kahn examined transit

transit-rich neighborhoods because of the added ease of

utilization in sixteen metropolitan areas that expanded their

commuting or traveling to other parts of the city or metro-

transit systems between 1970 and 2000 and, as part of their

politan area. The area adjacent to the new transit stop often

analysis, analyzed mean household income trends. They

experiences blossoming commercial activity with the intro-

found that income in the newly transit-served areas was lower

duction of shops, restaurants and night spots that attract even

than that in other areas within the same metro and that this

those who do not use public transit for commuting (Bluestone,

income gap widened between 1970 and 2000 in all but two

Stevenson & Williams, 2008). In recent studies, access to

of the cities studied. Because the newly transit-served neigh-

transit has increased the value of nearby property, with prop-

borhoods became poorer, relative to other areas within their

erties in TRNs experiencing a premium effect compared to

regions, after the new transit opened, Baum-Snow and Kahn

similar properties without transit access (CTOD, 2008).

concluded that public transit remains a poverty magnet rather

Such an increase in property values can, of course, trigger
gentrification. While noting that "[n]o research to date has
explicitly examined the relationship between transit invest-

than a catalyst for gentrification (Baum-Snow & Kahn, 2005
at 25).
Kahn subsequently analyzed fourteen of the cities in which

ment and gentrification;' Chapple (2009, at 2) expresses

new rail transit was built between 1970 and 2000 specifically

concern "that the area around rail transit stations may be

to better understand gentrification trends. He looked at two

18
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indications of gentrification-changes in home values and

One flaw in many of these studies is the
tendency to look at only a few potential indicia
of gentrification: housing values but not rents,
or proportion of college-educated residents but
not income. With so few variables to analyze,
researchers are often at a loss to explain the
different patterns ofneighborhood change
observed in different neighborhoods or over
different periods of time.

the share of community residents with college degrees-in
census tracts in 14 different metropolitan areas where new
transit stations were built between 1970 and 2000. He differentiated between stations with parking and those without,
hypothesizing that park-and-ride stations would generate
less gentrification because the parking garage "creates a 'lose/
lose' for wealthy incumbent members of the tract. They do
not want to use this rail transit mode and the quality of life in
their community will fall due to congestion, traffic and rising
crime exposure" (Kahn, 2007 at 170). But even accounting for
the two types of transit stations failed to produce a consistent
pattern of neighborhood change. Kahn found some but not
all walk-and-ride stations (those without parking) had a statistically significant, positive effect on home prices and were

and Renne (2003, at 61) conclude that "[t]he gentrification
of working class neighborhoods has helped revitalize many
inner cities and older suburbs, while increasing transit use

associated with a statistically significant increase in the share

among the affluent. Unfortunately, it has reduced the accessi-

of adults who are college graduates. Neighborhoods close to

bility oflow-income households to rail transit:' They support

new park-and-ride communities, Kahn found, often experienced increases in poverty. Kahn concluded that "[a]cross
the 14-city sample, new transit's local impacts differ signifi-

this conclusion with data from the 2001 National Household
Travel Survey, which found a modest increase in transit trips
made by the highest income group between the 1995 and
2001 surveys and a modest decrease in rail transit trips made

cantly" with signs of gentrification around walk-to stations in
metropolitan areas like Boston and Washington, D.C., but no
evidence of gentrification around such neighborhoods in Los

by the lowest income group during the same period.

Angeles and Portland (Kahn, 2007 at 181).

One flaw in many of these studies is the tendency to look at
only a few potential indicia of gentrification: housing values

A recent study of neighborhood change in the Bay Area

but not rents, or proportion of college-educated residents but
not income. With so few variables to analyze, researchers are

between 1990 and 2000 by the University of California at
Berkeley's Center for Community Innovation identified only

often at a loss to explain the different patterns ofneighborhood

102 gentrifying census tracts (7.3 percent of all tracts in the
Bay Area). Of these, however, 85 census tracts included transit

periods of time. The addition of a new transit station-and

stations, with about half having BART rapid transit (subway)

perhaps even the continuing attraction of an older transit

stations and others having commuter rail, Muni Metro, and

station-can catalyze a process of neighborhood change
that produces gentrification and, potentially, displacement

even cable car stops. However, some of the tracts that were
classified as becoming more middle income, becoming lower

change observed in different neighborhoods or over different

of prior residents by higher-income and potentially more

income and becoming "bipolar" (with growth of households

racially homogeneous residents with the ability to pay higher

at both the lowest and highest of income groups) were also
home to transit stations (Chapple, 2009). In short, in this study

rents and buy more expensive homes. Such gentrification
and displacement does occur in some TRNs. But it is equally

many but not all gentrifying neighborhoods were transit-rich
and while some transit-rich neighborhoods were gentrifying,

clear that transit does not inevitably lead to gentrification and
displacement: some neighborhoods see little change, while

others were experiencing very different patterns of change.

others actually experience increased poverty. More research is
needed-beginning with that presented in the next chapter-

Even fewer studies address the issue of displacement in
transit-rich neighborhoods. Citing three studies indicating
that some neighborhoods around some rail transit stations

to help sort out which TRNs are most likely to experience
gentrification and displacement.

had been attracting increasing numbers of higher income
households and experiencing rising property values, Pucher
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Perhaps the most useful insights come from the literature on

In transit-rich neighborhoods in particular, one
obvious indicator of undesirable gentrification
would seem to be rising .automobile ownership
associated with the increase in incomes that
accompanies gentrification.

the role of self-selection among those living in TODs. Certain
demographic groups-including low-income and minority
core transit riders as well as wealthier riders who choose to
use transit-are disproportionately attracted to well-planned
transit-oriented developments. Cervero (2007), for example,
concludes that a combination of a lifestyle preference for
living near transit and public policies shape travel behavior
in TODs (and, perhaps, TRNs). The model he developed

Neighborhood Change and Change in
Travel Behavior

predicts that Asian-American and Hispanics tend to be more

The limited literature on gentrification and displacement
in TRNs frequently overlooks one critical characteristic of
such neighborhoods: whether or not residents are using the
transit. As discussed in the previous chapter and succinctly

income households (those making less than $40,000). Perhaps
most tellingly, his model demonstrates that the most transitoriented neighbors are those from households without cars:

stated by Pucher and Renne (2003, at 11), "[i]ncome is the
primary determinant of automobile ownership, which, in
turn, is the main determinant of whether people drive or
use transit:' In transit-rich neighborhoods in particular, one

attracted than whites to live near transit stations, as do lower-

the probability of using transit for commuting drops sharply
when one car is added to a zero-car household and sharply
again for workers from two-car households. Cervero notes
that this is consistent with his earlier survey work, which
found that station-area residents from zero-car households

obvious indicator of undesirable gentrification would seem to
be rising automobile ownership associated with the increase
in incomes that accompanies gentrification. Yet studies of

were 14 times more likely to commute on rail transit than
those from three-car households.

gentrification rarely consider trends in vehicle ownership or

The self-selection process that Cervero and others describe in

transit use for commuting, even though such data is included
in the Census and American Community Survey data so fre-

TRNs may contribute to the process of replacement observed
in recent studies of gentrifying neighborhoods. Freeman

quently used in the studies.

(2005), for example, notes that to understand gentrification

One recent study examined commuting choices in gentrified
neighborhoods in three Canadian cities. Danyluk and Ley

requires looking not only at who is moving out of a neighborhood but also at who is moving into the neighborhood.
He concludes (at 487) that researchers overlook "the extent

(2006) investigated the relationship between gentrification and
the mode of transportation that the neighborhood's wealthier
residents chose for commuting trips. They found, unfortunately, that neighborhood residents were less likely to use
transit and slightly more likely to drive (although more likely
to bicycle) than residents of similar, non-gentrified districts.
Another tool for understanding how travel behavior changes
in TRNs, then, is recent studies in the transportation and travel
behavior literature which examine changing travel patterns
in TRNs-or at least in specific developments, usually called
transit-oriented developments (TODs)-in those neighborhoods. A review of this literature by the Transit Cooperative
Research Project, for example, found that "TOD residents are

to which changes in the characteristics of in-movers could be
the more important force [than those moving out] in determining the way that neighborhoods change:' Similarly, the
demographics of those who self-select residence in a TRN
may influence neighborhood change in TRNs. The types of
in-movers in gentrifying TRNs are also important to understand. If the in-movers own two or more cars, for example,
they may be far less likely to use the transit available in their
new neighborhood.
Understanding neighborhood change in TRNs therefore
requires a detailed understanding of both who lived in those
neighborhoods before the transit was built, who lives there
afterwards and how any changes came about. In the next

generally associated with lower automobile ownership rates"
and that residents "without access to an automobile are more

chapter, we undertake just such an exploration.

likely to forego travel or to make trips on foot or by transit:'
(Evans & Pratt, 2007 at 17-18).
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Neighborhood Change and Transit:
What We Learned
surprisingly, the largest number of new stations was found
in evolving transit systems, the growing transit systems in
growing metropolitan areas. We identified new stations built
between 1990 and 1997 in the three largest evolving transit
systems in Los Angeles, Portland, and Washington, D.C.; in the
medium-sized evolving systems in Atlanta, Baltimore, Dallas
and San Diego; and in the small but fast-growing transit system
in Denver. (The fourth category of transit systems, which we
call emerging transit systems, are those which first opened
rail transit stations after 2000 and so could not be included in
our analysis of neighborhood change that occurred between
1990 and 2000). We selected a subset of stations that avoided
data limitations and complications, where the census informaTo better understand patterns of neighborhood change in

tion for 1990 and 2000 could be compared to geographies that

newly transit-rich neighborhoods, this chapter presents

covered roughly the same half-mile radius around each station
as explained below. We also made certain to include station

the results of new research analyzing socioeconomic
first served by rail transit between 1990 and 2000.

areas with different kinds of rail, stations with and without
parking and stations in various types of neighborhoods. The

Because prior research on gentrification and TRNs has

resulting set of 42 stations in 12 different metropolitan areas,

change in 42 neighborhoods in 12 metropolitan areas

looked at only a limited number of neighborhood character-

detailed in Appendix B, is sufficiently robust and heteroge-

istics, we decided to explore a much broader range of factors
related to population, housing and transportation across a

neous to provide important insights into the difficult question
of whether and how neighborhoods in different metropolitan

variety of different transit systems. After explaining how the
research was accomplished and what was learned, we present

areas change due to the presence of transit.

our conclusions about the likely mechanisms underlying the
observed patterns of change in transit-rich neighborhoods.

For each of the new stations identified for consideration, we
examined census block group maps to construct approximations of the station's surrounding neighborhood. A census

Methods and Data

block group contains a number of census tracts including
between 600 and 3,000 individuals with an ideal number

We began this research by identifying 12 metropolitan areas in

of about 1,500 residents. A block group was included in the

which one or more new heavy, light or commuter rail stations
had opened between the 1990 Census and the 2000 Census.

defined transit-rich neighborhood if the majority of its land
area was within a one-half mile radius of the station. With

We chose to focus on those that opened by 1997 to allow time

the proper block groups identified, we collected data from

for demographic changes to emerge before the 2000 Census.

Summary Files 1 and 3 of the 1990 and 2000 U.S. Census for

Having divided U.S. transit systems into four categories based
on their age and number of stations served as explained in
Chapter l, we made certain to include new stations added to the
oldest and most extensive legacy transit systems (Chicago and

each selected block group and aggregated the block-grouplevel data into TRN-level data.

San Francisco) as well as stations added to smaller and slower-

variables-such as housing values but not rents, or pro-

growing modest transit systems (Cleveland and St. Louis). Not

portion of college-educated residents but not household

Since prior research had frequently looked at only a few
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For a more detailed explanation of the methods and data, see

income-and often could not explain why some neighborhoods gentrified while others did not, we decided to explore
a broad range of potential factors. For each of the 42 transit

Appendix A.

station areas to be analyzed, we decided to examine changes

Initial Analysis and Conclusions

between 1990 and 2000 in population growth, housing units
(both total number and tenure), racial and ethnic composi-

Our first analysis involved determining how much and in
what direction a particular demographic change in each of the

tion, household income (both median income and households with incomes above $100,000), housing costs (both
gross rents and home values), in-migration, public transit use
for commuting and motor vehicle ownership. We collected
data on the same variables at the level of the metropolitan
statistical area (MSA) for each of the 12 MSAs where the new

42 transit-rich neighborhoods differs from that of each TRN's

transit stations were located.

metropolitan area. The numerical difference between the percentage change on each variable in each TRN and the percentage change on each variable in the MSA is used to determine
whether there has been a change that might be due to the
siting of a transit station.
Population Growth (see Figure 3.1)

We analyzed the data in three stages. First, we calculated per-

For nearly two-thirds (64 percent) of the 42 transit stations in

centage changes on each variable for each station and its corre-

this study, the population grew more quickly between 1990

sponding MSA. For comparison, we measured the 1990-2000

and 2000 in the TRN than in its metropolitan area as a whole.

demographic change in each TRN against the corresponding

This disproportionate increase in population was seen in 27

change in the surrounding MSA. Researchers frequently use
the MSA in which a neighborhood is embedded as a reference

out of the 42 TRNs.

area when studying neighborhood change (Freeman, 2005).
This comparison is designed to control for any systemic fixed
effects, which are changes that occurred throughout the metropolitan area for reasons presumably unrelated to the siting of a
new transit station. The numerical difference between the per-

Housing Units (see Figure 3.2)

Not surprisingly, an increase in population requires a boost
in housing production. In 55 percent of the TRNs, housing
production increased more dramatically in the neighborhood than in the metropolitan area as a whole. Similarly, in
the neighborhoods around 62 percent of the stations the pro-

centage change on each variable in each TRN and the percentage change on each variable in the MSA is used to determine
whether there has been a significant change in a demographic

portion of owner-occupied units increased more than in the
surrounding metropolitan area.

factor that might be due to the siting of a transit stop.

Racial and Ethnic Composition (see Figure 3.3)

Second, after examining the raw differences in the rate of
change between each station area and the surrounding MSA
in our first analysis, we re-analyzed all of the data using a
more conservative approach because small differences in the
results between TRNs and their metro areas may not truly
reflect real differences due to the small size of the samples.
This "large differences" approach considered a transit station
difference from its MSA to be meaningful where the value for
the 1990-2000 percentage change in a station neighborhood
is 20 percentage points higher or lower than the 1990-2000
percentage change in the MSA variable.

One measure of gentrification is a change in the racial composition of a TRN. If an area becomes more attractive because
of a new station and the amenities it brings, the population
in the TRN might become more non-Hispanic white with a
decline in the ranks of black and Hispanic households. But
this does not always seem to be the case in the 42 TRNs in our
study. Roughly half of the TRNs experienced an increase in
the proportion of non-Hispanic white households relative to
the change for the TRN's metro area. The other half, however,
saw their non-Hispanic white population either decline
between 1990 and 2000 or increase but more slowly than the
rate of increase in their metro areas.

Third, to determine whether patterns of neighborhood

Household Income (see Figure 3.4)

change vary depending on the type of transit built (light rail,

While the racial and ethnic composition does not seem to
have changed in any consistent way within the new TRNs, the

heavy rail or commuter rail), we divided the 42 stations into
three groups based on transit types and all of the data were
re-analyzed for these three categories ofTRNs.
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economic composition of those neighborhoods did. Median
household income increased more than in the surround-
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FIGURE 3.1

FIGURE3.3

Population Growth
(Initial Analysis)

Non-Hispanic White Population Growth
(Initial Analysis)
Greater
Change
in MSA

Greater
Change
inMSA

Greater
Change in
Station Area

Greater
Change in
Station Area

FIGURE 3.2
Total Housing Units
(Initial Analysis)

FIGURE 3.4

Median Household Income
(Initial Analysis)

Greater
Change in
Station Area

ing metro area in more than three-fifths (62 percent) of the

In-Migration (see Figure 3.6)

TRNs. The proportion of households with incomes exceeding
$100,000 a year also rose more sharply than their metro areas

That new transit stations attract new residents is shown by

in 60 percent of the TRNs.
Housing Costs (see Figure 3.5)

The increase in incomes in these neighborhoods is reflected in
the cost of housing. Median gross rent increased faster than in
their metro areas in nearly three-quarters (74 percent) of the
TRNs. The impact on home prices was even more dramatic,
with nearly nine out often (88 percent) TRNs experiencing an
increase in median housing values greater than the increase
in home prices in the metro area.

both the increase in population in these neighborhoods and
by in-migration trends (the rate of people reporting that they
did not live in their current home five years earlier). In more
than seven out of ten (71 percent of) TRNs, the percentage
of neighborhood residents who had lived in a different house
five years earlier exceeded the in-migration rate increase for
the associated metro area. For most TRNs, this would seem
to reflect both absolute growth in population and, potentially,
the substitution of new households for ones that had previously lived in these neighborhoods.
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Public Transit Use for Commuting (see Figure 3.7)

Motor Vehicle Ownership (see Figure 3.8)

One would expect that with a new transit station, the propor-

The relative reduction in the proportion ofthe TRN households
using public transit in 40 percent ofthe neighborhoods studied

tion ofnearby residents using public transit for their commutes
would increase. In fact, this is not always the case. In 17 of

is consistent with the finding that automobile ownership

the 42 TRNs (40 percent), public transit use for commuting
actually declined relative to the change in transit use in the

increased faster in nearly three-quarters (71 percent) of these
neighborhoods, with ownership of two or more autos increas-

metro area once the new station opened. As discussed in

ing in nearly three in five (57 percent). When upper income

chapter 1, to the extent that increased housing costs drive

households move into an area, they are more likely to own

out lower income families who are more likely to use public
transit, a new transit station can reduce the percentage of the

motor vehicles and to use them for their commute.

neighborhood population using public transit. Total transit
boardings may still increase, however, if the neighborhood
population rises fast enough or if neighborhood residents use
transit for trips other than commuting trips.

A number of important conclusions can be drawn from this
first round of analysis. The first is that a new transit station
frequently catalyzes neighborhood growth and in-migration
of new neighborhood residents. In two-thirds of the station
areas, the population grew faster in the TRN than in the

FIGURE3.5

FIGURE3.7

Median Gross Rent

Public Transit Use for Commuting

(Initial Analysis)

(Initial Analysis)
Greater
Change
inMSA

Greater
Change
inMSA

Greater
Change in
Station Area

Greater
Change in
Station Area
N/A

··2%

FIGURE3.6

FIGURE3.8

In-Migration

Motor Vehicle Ownership

(Initial Analysis)

(Initial Analysis)
Greater
Change
inMSA

Greater
Change
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Greater
Change in
Station Area
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metro as a whole. In more than 70 percent of the TRNs, the

While we can confidently say that our analysis found evidence

number of people reporting that they did not live in their
current home five years earlier is higher in the TRN than in

of gentrification in the majority of newly transit-served
neighborhoods, it is more difficult to determine whether

the corresponding metro.

this gentrification was accompanied by involuntary displace-

Newly transit-served neighborhoods not only grow-they
change. The most predominant pattern of change is that after
a transit station goes into operation, the typical neighborhood
resident is wealthier and the housing stock more expensive,
two indicators of gentrification. In more than 60 percent of
the TRNs, median household income rose faster than in the
surrounding metros; in nearly two-thirds of the TRNs, the
proportion of households with annual incomes exceeding
$100,000 rose more sharply than in their metro areas. We
also found a stunningly high incidence of disproportionately

ment of former neighborhood residents. Displacement can be
difficult to detect and document, even with far more sophisticated data than were available for our analysis (Freeman,
2005; McKinnish, Walsh & White, 2008). In this initial round
of analysis, the data indicate that a new transit station does
not automatically lead to a fundamental change in the racial
or ethnic composition of the TRN. On the other hand, the
higher in-migration rate and rapid increase in incomes in a
majority ofTRNs suggest that lower income residents may be
leaving the area.

rising rents and housing values. Rents increased faster than

Displacement is not, however, the only problem associated

in their metro areas in nearly three-quarters of the TRNs. The

with gentrification. Another negative consequence of gentri-

impact on home prices was even more dramatic, with nearly

fication involves not those neighborhood residents who leave

nine out of ten TRNs experiencing an increase in median

but those who remain behind. We found larger increases

housing values greater than the increase in home prices in
their metropolitan area. Hence, gentrification occurred in an

in both rents and home values in the newly transit-served
neighborhoods than in the corresponding metropolitan areas
in roughly three-quarters of the TRNs studied. For existing
homeowners in these TRNs, this was a boon. For existing

overwhelming majority of the newly transit-served neighborhoods that we studied, if gentrification is defined (as
discussed in Chapter 2) as a neighborhood change process
characterized by increasing property values and incomes.
Given these findings, we wanted to explore whether neighborhoods that began with a larger number of renters were
more susceptible to gentrification, as other studies have
found (Chapple, 2009). To discern whether gentrification

renters, however, this likely caused many to pay a higher proportion of their income for shelter and could eventually force
them to seek housing elsewhere. Our findings therefore raise
the concern that new transit is associated with higher housing
cost burdens for renters who remain in the neighborhood.
Another troubling finding from the first round of analysis was

occurs more often in neighborhoods with initially high pro-

that the placement of a new transit station did not consistently

portions of renters rather than homeowners, we looked for

increase the number of neighborhood residents reporting that

a correlation between the rate of homeownership in 1990

they used public transit for their commute. Indeed, in over

(before the transit station opened) on the one hand and both

half of the TRNs we studied, public transit use for commuting

the percentage change in the non-Hispanic white population
between 1990 and 2000 and the percentage change in median

by neighborhood residents actually declined relative to the
change in transit use in the metro area after the new station

household income between 1990 and 2000 on the other. In

opened. This was perhaps not surprising since automobile

both cases we found that a higher initial proportion of renters
was correlated with a larger change in racial and ethnic com -

area in nearly three-quarters of these newly transit-served

position and larger increases in median household income. 1
This provides plausible evidence that neighborhoods with a
large number of renters are more susceptible to gentrification.

ownership increased more than in the corresponding metro
neighborhoods, with ownership of two or more autos increasing in nearly three in five. Another adverse consequence of
the gentrification observed in newly transit-served neighborhoods is that the higher income households living in the TRN

1

We ran simple zero-order correlations between the rate of homeownership in 1990 in the TRNs in each city with the percentage change in the non-Hispanic
white population between 1990 and 2000 and separately with the 1990-2000 percentage change in median household income. Across all 42 TRNs in the 12
MSAs in the study, there was a negative correlation (-.596) between the initial homeownership rate and racial/ethnic change and a nearly identical negative
correlation (-.580) with the change in median household income.
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bring and use more vehicles and may therefore undermine

24 percent) of the new TRNs, the percentage increase in new

efforts to shift commuting trips to the newly-built transit.

housing units constructed between 1990 and 2000 exceeded

Gentrification, as discussed in Chapter 2, can be a positive or

the percentage increase in the MSA by at least 20 percentage points. By contrast, in only one TRN was the increase in

destructive form of neighborhood change. This initial round
of analysis found evidence of gentrification and of at least two
negative consequences of such gentrification in TRNs: higher
housing cost burdens for renters and an influx of automobileowning households less likely to use transit for commuting.

housing units at least 20 percentage points lower than in the
surrounding MSA.
Changes were also seen in the tenure ofneighborhood housing
stock. A full third of the TRNs experienced an increase in
homeownership that was at least 20 percentage points greater

Large Differences Analysis

than the surrounding metro area. In only one case did a TRN

The preceding analysis was based on simple point estimate dif-

experience a rise in homeownership rate at least 20 percent

ferences in each of the factors under investigation. However,

lower than its MSA.

the demographic data used in this analysis come from a 5

Racial and Ethnic Composition (see Figure 3.11)

percent sample of the U.S. Census of population for 1990

In about half (52 percent) of the TRNs we did not find a dif-

and 2000. Because of the sample size, small differences in the

ference of 20 percentage points or more between the TRN

results between TRNs and their metro areas may not truly
reflect real differences. To provide more confidence in our

FIGURE3.9

results, we re-analyzed all of the data under the condition that

Population Growth

a large difference between demographic changes in the TRN

(Large Differences Analysis)

and those experienced in the metro area as a whole would
60%

be said to exist only where there was at least a 20 percentage
point difference between the TRN and its surrounding metro
area. If we were to discover only a few such cases, we would
have to conclude that-while there were theoretical reasons

40%
30%

that new transit has an impact on the surrounding neighbor-

20%

hood's demographics-there was not sufficient evidence that

10%

a new transit station in fact contributes to such neighborhood

0%

change. If, however, we were to discover many cases in which

Greater than
MSA

such large differences existed between the changes seen in

Similar to
MSA

TRNs and those in the corresponding metros, such a finding

•
less than
MSA

FIGURE 3.10

would reinforce the results of our initial analysis.

Total Housing Units
(Large Differences Analysis)

Population Growth (see Figure 3.9)

Using this criterion, in about half of the TRNs the growth

80%

in population in the TRN was within 20 percentage points
of that in the surrounding metro area during the decade in
which the transit station opened. However, in nearly a third

60%

of the TRNs, the population grew at least 20 percentage points

50%

more than in the metro area as a whole, while in only one-

40%

eighth of the cases did it grow substantially less.

II Total Housing
Units
11111 Owner-Occupied
Units

70%

30%

Housing Units (see Figure 3.10)

20%

Unsurprisingly, given the population growth, in nearly threequarters of all cases (74 percent), the change in the number of
housing units in the TRN was within 20 percentage points of
that ofits MSA. However, in nearly one-fourth (10 TRNs, or
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10%
0%

Greater than
MSA

Similar to
MSA

less than
MSA

and its metro area in the relative rate of change in the nonHispanic white population. Indeed, where the relative change
was substantial, the non-Hispanic white population in the

FIGURE3.11
Racial and Ethnic Composition
(Large Differences Analysis)

new TRNs was nearly twice as likely (31 percent versus 17
percent) to experience a much larger decrease in its represen-

60%

tation in these new transit-rich neighborhoods (or a much

50%

B Percent Non-Hispanic White
II Percent Non-Hispanic Black
Ill Percent Hispanic

lower increase) than the surrounding MSA. The results for
non-Hispanic blacks appear to confirm this finding. Relative
to their MSAs, the non-Hispanic black populations in the new
TRNs were actually a bit more likely to experience an increase

40%

(29 percent) in their ranks than a decrease (19 percent).
Three-fourths (75 percent) of the TRNs experienced a sub-

20%

stantial percentage change in their Hispanic representation,
but the number experiencing a substantial growth relative to
their MSAs was about the same as the number experiencing
a relatively lower growth rate (38 percent versus 36 percent).

10%

These results are consistent with the findings of the initial
analysis that, whatever else a new transit station may portend
for its neighborhood, neighborhood racial and ethnic com-

30%

0%
Similar to
MSA

Greater than
MSA

Less than
MSA

•

N/A

FIGURE3.12
Household Income
(Large Differences Analysis)

position does not change substantially.
60%

Household Income (see Figure 3.12)

As was true in the initial round of analysis, greater change

50%

was seen in neighborhood economic composition than in
racial and ethnic composition. Over half (57 percent) of the

40%

42 TRNs experienced change in their median household
income that was within 20 percentage points of the change in
their respective MSAs. But of the remaining 18 TRNs, 13 (31

30%

percent) saw incomes rise much faster than their surrounding
metro areas, while only five (12 percent) experienced incomes

10%

20%

0%

that increased much slower. Further, 55 percent of the TRNs

Greaterthan
MSA

Similarto
MSA

Less than
MSA

N/A

experienced a substantial increase in the proportion of families
earning at least $100,000 per year; in only about a quarter (26
percent) of the TRNs did median household income rise by
substantially less than the surrounding metro area.

percentage points more than their surrounding MSAs while
only one TRN out of the 42 experienced a substantially lower
increase than its metro area.

Housing Costs (see Figure 3.13)

Nowhere did we find a more pronounced difference between
TRNs and their metro areas than in the data on increasing

In-Migration (see Figure 3.14)

In the initial analysis a substantial majority of TRNs were

median housing value. In more than two-thirds (29) of the

more likely to experience more rapid in -migration (the rate of

42 TRNs, home values increased at least 20 percentage points

people reporting that they did not live in their current home

faster between 1990 and 2000 than in their surrounding

five years earlier) than their surrounding metro areas, but the

metro areas. In only four did home values increase at a much
slower rate than their surrounding MSAs.

large differences analysis found that in four-fifths of the cases
the in-migration rate in the TRN was within 20 percentage
points of the rate in the corresponding MSA. In seven of the
remaining TRNs (17 percent), the TRN in-migration rate

Although the evidence for rising rents is not quite so strong as
for rising home values, more than a third of the TRNs in the

exceeded the MSA in-migration rate by at least 20 percent-

study experienced median gross rent increases in excess of20
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FIGURE3.13

FIGURE3.15

Housing Costs
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In-Migration
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age points, and in only one case out of 42 was the TRN in-

of public transit rose substantially less than in the MSA or

migration rate at least 20 percentage points lower than the
overall MSA rate.

fell by more.

Public Transit Use for Commuting (see Figure 3.15) .

The results of this more strenuous +20 /-20 percent test for
public transit use by commuters found that transit utilization rates in the TRNs were not substantially different from

Motor Vehicle Ownership (see Figure 3.16)

In 70 percent of the cases, the increase in household car
ownership is within 20 percentage points of that in the corresponding MSA. However, motor vehicle ownership rates

those for the entire metro about half of the time. In about

rose substantially faster in the TRN than in the corresponding MSA in more than one-quarter ofTRNs (26 percent) and

one-third (31 percent) of the TRNs, reported use of transit for

rose by substantially less than their surrounding metro areas

commuting rose substantially faster than in the surrounding
metro area, with the new transit station apparently succeeding in attracting residents who were also transit commuters.
However, in one-fifth (19 percent) of the TRNs the use

in only one case.
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As expected, the +20/-20 percent test produces a smaller
number ofTRNs in which substantial demographic shifts are
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observed. For almost all of the factors studied, at least half of

commuters. However, given the recent investment in new

the time the change in a given variable is within 20 percentage

transit, the finding that use of public transit for commuting

points of the same changes seen throughout the metro area.

in one-fifth of TRNs was substantially less than that in the

But focusing on those cases in which the TRN experiences

corresponding metro area is troubling.

substantially greater change than its metropolitan area, the
direction of change is consistent with the findings from our
initial round of analysis, with most of the TRNs experiencing
the same type of change seen in the initial analysis and only a
handful of TRNs experiencing a different pattern of change.
So even this very conservative method of analysis, in which
change in the newly-transit served area must exceed that in
the metro area by 20 or more percentage points to be considered meaningful, provides further support for many of our
initial conclusions.

The large-differences analysis, like the initial analysis, did not
find clear evidence of involuntary displacement. In-migration
rates in most of the TRNs were within 20 percentage points
of those for the corresponding metros. And while household
income rose faster in many of the TRNs, this did not seem
to correlate with a displacement of non-Hispanic black
families or Hispanic households. We cannot conclude that
rising household incomes or rising property values are due to
wealthy households moving into TRNs and directly displacing lower income families. Instead, as other recent studies of

While cause and effect are always difficult to prove conclu-

gentrification have found (McKinnish, Walsh & White, 2008),

sively, the large-differences analysis strongly suggests that

the mechanism may be one of succession or replacement

gentrification concerns are well-founded. New transit stations

rather than displacement. Rents rise in the existing rental

are associated with a pattern of neighborhood change marked

stock and are higher in the new housing stock, more for-sale

by sizeable increases in population and household income,

housing is built, and higher income residents join their lower-

particularly at the high end of the income spectrum, and by

income predecessors in the newly transit-served neighbor-

rising homeownership rates, housing values and residential

hood. The result, however, is similar: on average, the changed

rents. In more than two-thirds of the TRNs, home values

neighborhood post-transit is wealthier, rents are higher and

increased at least 20 percentage points faster between 1990

residents are more likely to own cars.

and 2000 than in their surrounding metro areas. More than a
third of the TRNs experienced median gross rent increases in

Transit Type Analysis

excess of 20 percentage points more than their surrounding

The first two rounds of analysis were designed to evaluate

MSAs. Three out of every five TRNs saw the proportion of

whether the construction of new transit stations of any type

families earning at least $100,000 per year grow more than 20

could cause changes in neighborhood demographics including

percentage points faster than in the metro as a whole. In line

gentrification and displacement. But it is possible that certain

with rising income, a full third of the TRNs experienced an

types of transit lead to a much higher potential for both gen-

increase in homeownership which was at least 20 percentage

trification and displacement. By separately studying heavy rail,

points greater than the surrounding metro area.

commuter rail, and light rail transit stations, we were able to

The large-differences analysis also reinforces the concern
that neighborhood gentrification in too many newly transitserved neighborhoods is associated with undesirable changes
in travel behavior. In more than one-quarter of the TRNs,
automobile ownership rose at a rate more than 20 percentage
points greater than that in the surrounding metro. Similarly,
in roughly one-fifth of the TRNs the use of public transit rose
substantially less than in the MSA or fell by more. The good

dig deeper into the gentrification and displacement phenomenon. Hence, a third and final round of analysis, in which we
sorted the 42 TRNs by their types of stations, helps explain
where gentrification is most likely to occur. The results of this
transit type analysis demonstrate that neighborhoods surrounding new light rail stations experience considerably more
substantial demographic shifts than those surrounding new
heavy rail and commuter rail stations.

news is that reported use of transit for commuting rose sub-

Population Growth (see Figure 3.17)

stantially faster than in the surrounding metro area in nearly

Light rail neighborhoods saw their populations increase at a

one-third of the TRNs, with the new transit station appar-

rate that exceeded their metro areas by 21 percentage points,

ently succeeding in attracting residents who were also transit

on average. Meanwhile, heavy rail neighborhoods outpaced
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their MSAs by an average of only five percentage points and

Racial and Ethnic Composition (see Figure 3.19)

commuter rail neighborhoods actually lagged their MSAs in
population growth.

In both commuter rail and heavy rail neighborhoods, the growth

Housing Units (see Figure 3.18)

in the white population trailed that of the metro area as a whole.
By contrast, light rail neighborhoods became slightly whiter, on

A similar finding emerged from an analysis of added housing

average, than their metro areas. The growth in the black popula-

units. On average, the growth in housing around light rail
transit stations exceeded housing construction in surround-

tion in heavy rail neighborhoods substantially exceeded that of
their surrounding metro areas (although the increase is only 74

ing metro areas by 82 percentage points; the corresponding

percent when 2 stations are eliminated as outliers). For commuter

figures for heavy rail and commuter rail neighborhoods were
11 and four percentage points, respectively.
Moreover, owner-occupied units became much more
prevalent in light rail TRNs. Owner occupancy increased at
a rate that exceeded the surrounding metro areas by 146 percentage points, on average, where light rail was developed. In
heavy rail and commuter rail neighborhoods, the differential
was negligible.
30

rail neighborhoods, the differential was 18 percentage points.
By comparison, light rail neighborhoods became less black, on
average, than their metro areas between 1990 and 2000.
Median Household Income (see Figure 3.20)

On average, light rail neighborhoods saw their median
income rise by 77 more percentage points than their metro
areas; for heavy rail neighborhoods, the difference was 18
percentage points, and for commuter rail neighborhoods it
was just two percentage points.
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FIGURE 3.21
Housing Costs

FIGURE3.23
Public Transit Use for Commuting
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Housing Costs (see Figure 3.21)

increases in in-migration that exceeded rates in their MSAs,

While the median value of owner-occupied homes rose by
24 more percentage points in commuter rail neighborhoods
than in their metro areas, the differential was 217 percent-

by 4 percentage points for light rail and more than 15 percentage points for heavy rail. Commuter rail neighborhoods,

age points for heavy rail neighborhoods, and a staggering 500
percentage points for light rail neighborhoods.

by contrast, experienced slightly less in-migration than their
corresponding metro areas.
Public Transit Use for Commuting (see figure 3.23)

Median rent rose by 50 percentage points more in light rail

Where heavy rail and commuter rail stations were placed, the

neighborhoods than in their metro areas. By comparison,

increase in public transit use exceeded that in their MSAs.

rents in the new heavy rail TRNs exceeded the increase in

But use of public transportation for commuting in light rail

rents in their MSAs by just 30 percentage points, and in
commuter rail neighborhoods by just 10 percentage points.

neighborhoods actually declined in 12 of the 16 light rail
TRNs after the transit station went into operation.

In-Migration (see Figure 3.22)

Motor Vehicle Ownership (see Figure 3.24)

Neighborhoods served by different types of transit experi-

The percentage of households owning no car fell dramatically

enced different patterns of in-migration (the rate of people

in the light rail TRNs, while the growth in the percentage of

reporting that they did not live in their current home five years

households owning two or more cars outpaced the metro

earlier). Both light rail and commuter rail neighborhoods saw

areas by 52 percentage points, on average. In the heavy rail
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TABLE3.1
Comparison of Means (Light Rail TRNs vs. Heavy Rail and Commuter Rail TRNs)
Median
Gross Rent
Mean

S.E.

Mean

S.E.

Mean

S.E.

Mean

S.E.

Mean

S.E.

Mean

S.E.

Mean

S.E.

All Others
Light Rail

0.022

0.056

0.089

0.08

-0.086

0.051

1.071

0.278

0.211

0.237

0.088

0.066

0.822

0.491

0.083

0.094

0.114

0.249

0.125
0.769

0.076

0.206

1.91
-0.156

0.503

0.213

t-statistic

-2.06

-1.94

+

+ p<.10

*p<.05

-1.71

+

0.071

0.293

-1.35

-2.69

0.48

1.46

**p<.01

Median
Housing Value

Percent of
Residents Living in
a Different House
5 :Years Ago

Mean

S.E.

Mean

S.E.

Mean

S.E.

Mean

S.E.

Mean

S.E.

Mean

S.E.

1.523

1.066

0.057

0.052

0.093

0.039

0.341

0.121

0.319

0.229

0.076

0.059

Light Rail

4.996

2.147

1.461

0.658

0.042

0.031

-0.047

0.099

-0.177

0.066

0.524

0.524

t-statistic

-1.62

All Others

+p<.10

*p<.05

-2.86

0.89

2.19

1.58

-3.39

**p<.01

and commuter rail neighborhoods, however, the percent-

variables compared to neighborhoods with new commuter

age of households owning no car increased. The percentage of households owning two or more cars increased more

rail or subway stations. The most striking differences included
greater increases in median income and in the proportion of

modestly in the heavy rail than in the light rail neighborhoods
and declined slightly in the commuter rail neighborhoods.

owner-occupied homes, as well as increases in the percentage
of households with two or more cars. 3

These changes in the commuter rail and light rail neighborhoods may reflect a process of self-selection in which some

These differences in neighborhood change patterns between
1990 and 2000 likely reflect differences in where light rail,

new residents choose to live near transit and reduce their

heavy rail and commuter rail stations are located. In the light
rail neighborhoods, nearly three-fourths (74 percent) of the

car ownership and/or use (Cervero, 2007). In the light rail
neighborhoods, car ownership patterns-fewer households

households were renters and they had an average median

without a vehicle and more households with two or more-

household income of only $14,028, less than 40 percent

may instead reflect the neighborhood's higher income levels.

of the commuter rail station average. Median household

This final round of analysis revealed significant differences

income in the nine commuter rail station neighborhoods

in neighborhood change patterns associated with different
types of transit. A new light rail station (as opposed to heavy
rail or commuter rail) magnifies almost every aspect of
neighborhood change. To confirm this finding, we conducted

units in these neighborhoods were renter-occupied. Rental
occupancy and median household income in the heavy rail

averaged $36,825 in 1990 and only 53 percent of the housing

station neighborhoods fell in between that in light rail and

additional statistical analyses. We conducted a series of two-

commuter rail neighborhoods, but closer to the latter. Nearly

tailed t-tests on all of these variables, comparing the neigh-

58 percent of the households in heavy rail neighborhoods

borhood-metro area differentials oflight rail TRNs to those

were renters and they averaged $29,791 in median income.

of TRNs surrounding all other types of transit stations. The
results are displayed in Table 3.1. Light rail neighborhoods
experienced statistically significant changes in many of the

As the light rail neighborhoods were initially dominated by
lower income renters, the addition of higher income families
to these neighborhoods apparently magnified patterns of

3

For the differences between light rail neighborhoods and all others on the change in median income, t=-2.69. For the change in percent owner occupied
housing, t=-2.86. For the change in the percentage of households with two or more cars, t=-3.39. The differences are large enough in many cases that, despite
the relatively small sample size, they are statistically significant at p<.05.
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neighborhood change and accelerated gentrification and
some of its adverse consequences.

Com::lusicms
As in prior studies, we found that patterns of neighborhood change varied across the transit-rich neighborhoods
we studied. Many of the TRNs changed in ways that were
roughly similar to the underlying pattern of change in their
larger metro areas. Taking into account all of the information provided in the three sets of analyses, however, we
conclude that there are substantial shifts in demographic and
economic characteristics associated with the siting of a new
public transit station. Focusing particularly on TRNs where
changes were more pronounced than those in the surround-

appears to have disproportionately changed the demographic

ing metropolitan area, a predominant pattern of neighborhood change could be discerned: with the addition of transit,

structure and substantially increased the risk and pace of

housing became more expensive, neighborhood residents
wealthier and vehicle ownership more common. Many TRNs
therefore experience gentrification, a pattern of neighborhood change marked by rising housing costs and incomes.

gentrification.
While we can confidently say we found some evidence of
gentrification in the majority of newly transit-served neighborhoods, it is more difficult to determine whether this gentrification was accompanied by involuntary displacement of

Our research also supports the conclusion that neighbor-

former neighborhood residents. Our research did not find

hoods with a large number of renters are more susceptible

strong evidence of disproportionate changes in the racial/
ethnic composition of the newly transit-served neighborhoods. Despite evidence of gentrification based on housing

to gentrification. Indeed, when we specifically looked at
the neighborhoods where the new stations were light railneighborhoods which, in our study, were more likely to be
dominated pre-transit by low-income, renter households

values, rents and incomes, we did not find that new transit

than those in the heavy rail and commuter rail neighborhoods-almost every aspect of neighborhood change was

Hispanics or a substantial increase in the proportion of nonHispanic white households in most TRNs. Perhaps the rela-

magnified: rents rose faster and owner-occupied units
became more prevalent, for example. In these TRNs, with

tively higher retention of higher-income black and Hispanic
households and/or the in-migration of racially mixed,

their high population oflow-income renters before the light

higher-income residents results in a wealthier neighborhood,

rail station opened, in-migration by higher-income families

but one with a racial composition similar to that of the pre-

stations led to a reduction in the proportion of blacks and

transit neighborhood.
Displacement is not, however, the only problem associated
with gentrification. Gentrification can be a positive form of
neighborhood change, one associated with neighborhood
revitalization, better amenities for all neighborhood residents
and rising home values that benefit existing homeowners.
But gentrification can also have adverse consequences and
our analysis found evidence of at least two negative consequences of gentrification in transit-rich neighborhoods:
higher housing cost burdens for renters and an influx of
automobile-owning households less likely to use transit for
commuting.
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newly transit-served neighborhoods actually rose slower (or,

A new transit station may also set in motion a
cycle of unintended.consequences that redu.ces
neighborhood residency by those groups most
likely to use transit in favor of groups more
likely to drive.

in some cases, declined faster) than in the metropolitan area
as a whole. Whether by displacement or replacement, or a
combination of the two, in some transit-rich neighborhoods
the pattern of change is working against the goal of attracting
transit-oriented neighbors: the most likely potential transit
riders are being crowded out by car owners less likely to be
regular users of transit. This cycle raises concerns both about

New transit brings with it rising rents and home values, par-

equity, because core transit riders are predominantly people

ticularly when light rail is located in previously lower-income
neighborhoods dominated by rental housing. While neighborhood incomes also increase, the income of individual

of color and/or low income, and about the success of new
transit investments in attracting desired levels of ridership.
But, as illustrated below and detailed in the next chapter,

households will not necessarily change. As landlords raise
rents, households that choose to remain and take advantage of

policy tools can be deployed to produce more equitable
patterns of neighborhood change.

the new transit may suffer from higher housing cost burdens.
A new transit station may also set in motion a cycle of unintended consequences that reduces neighborhood residency
by those groups most likely to use transit in favor of groups
more likely to drive. In some newly transit-served neighborhoods, rising rents and home values attract not only
higher-income residents but also car-owning residents. Use
of public transit for commuting in this problematic subset of

Breaking the Cycle of Unintended Consequences in Transit-Rich Neighborhoods
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A Toolkit for Equitable Neighborhood Change
in Transit-Rich Neighborhoods
Gentrification and its associated adverse consequences
are not an inevitable consequence of transit invest-

Finally, in some newly transit-served neighborhoods rising
rents and home values attract not only higher-income

can and do occur in transit-rich neighborhoods. While

residents but also car-owning residents. In such TRNs the
pattern of neighborhood change works against the goal

not every TRN will experience increases in the number of
higher income residents, rising rents and higher rates of
car ownership some-perhaps most-will. Our findings,

of attracting transit-oriented neighbors: the most likely
potential transit riders are crowded out by car owners less
likely to be regular users of transit. This pattern of neighbor-

however, provide a framework for better understanding the
mechanisms behind such changes, one which can inform

hood change raises concerns both about equity and about the
success of new transit investments in attracting desired levels

efforts by policymakers, planners and advocates to shape

of ridership. Transportation management tools should work

ment, but undesirable patterns of neighborhood change

to concentrate core transit riders-particularly non-vehicle

more equitable patterns of neighborhood change.

owning households-in TRNs in order to maximize the

This policy framework is based on three of the most important
findings from our research. First, gentrification can happen

number of neighbors likely to use transit.

quickly, particularly in neighborhoods initially dominated by
rental housing and lower-income renters. Our research found

The good news is that such policy tools that are increasingly
available and in use across the country. In conjunction with

rapid increases in home values and rents within a few years
after transit stations opened, perhaps in part because transit

this report, the Kitty and Michael Dukakis Center for Urban
and Regional Policy at Northeastern University has launched

stations are planned and built over many years and so land-

a web-based Policy Toolkit for Equitable Transit-Rich Neigh-

owners and landlords begin to anticipate higher values even
before the new station opens its doors. Planning tools should

remainder of this chapter presents some of the tools included

explicitly consider the risks of gentrification and the goals

in the online toolkit, which includes links to additional infor-

of equitable neighborhood development and be designed to
involve current neighborhood residents and all those with a
stake in the neighborhood's future.

mation about each of the tools and will be updated periodi-

Second, changes in housing markets are key drivers of gentrification in transit-rich neighborhoods.Neighborhood change

neighborhoods need and deserve the mobility and other
benefits that transit brings. With these tools, planners, poli-

borhoods (http://www.dukakiscenter.org/TRNEquity). The

cally with new tools.
Residents of economically and racially diverse transit-rich

appears to involve the rapid turnover of rental properties,

cymakers and advocates can work together to reduce the

accompanied by higher rents that in turn attract wealthier

risks and adverse consequences of gentrification in transitrich neighborhoods and ensure that the many benefits of

households to the neighborhood. But while neighborhood
incomes increase, the income of individual households does

transit investment are shared by all.

not necessarily change. Therefore, as landlords raise rents
those lower- and moderate-income households that choose
to remain in the neighborhood to take advantage of the new
transit may suffer from higher housing cost burdens. Housing

market tools should be used to maximize the amount of
affordable housing, particularly affordable rental housing,
near transit stations.
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Planning Tools
Planning for new transit stations and for enhancements in existing transit-rich neighborhoods should be
designed to address the potential for gentrification and to mitigate undesirable forms of neighborhood change.
Planning efforts should:

• Begin early: Land values and rents can rise quickly, even before a transit station becomes operational, so the
planning process for anticipating and mitigating undesirable neighborhood change must begin as early as
possible, preferably at the outset of the transit planning process.

• Be intentional: The risks of gentrification and displacement, and the importance of economic and racial
diversity in transit-rich neighborhoods, will not automatically be considered in conventional transit planning,
so planning processes need be designed from the outset to address issues of equitable neighborhood change.

• Include all stakeholders: Everyone with a stake in a transit-rich neighborhood's future must have the opportunity to participate, particularly those who have the most at risk but can be difficult to bring to the table, such
as renters, low-income households, people of color and immigrants.

• Coordinate across agencies: Comprehensive planning for neighborhood change in TRNs can involve transportation, housing and other government agencies at the local, regional, state and sometimes federal level;
these agencies' planning processes should be coordinated rather than disjointed, because multiple overlapping processes can drain participants' energy and resources and allow critical issues, such as equity, to fall
between the cracks.

• Be implemented: Planning matters only if the resulting plans are carried out, so implementation steps need to
be built into all comprehensive and coordinated planning processes for addressing gentrification and neighborhood change in transit-rich neighborhoods.

5805

Policy Tool: Comprehensive Transit... Qriented Development Strategy
Example: San Leandro CA Downtown Transit-Oriented Development Strategy
Summary: Communities can develop comprehensive strategies to preserve
existing affordable housing and produce additional affordable housing in neighborhoods near existing or planned transit stations and then follow up to ensure
their implementation.

While transit stations are operated by transit agencies,

by developers within the downtown TOD zone under its

land use and economic development planning for the

inclusionary zoning ordinance to subsidize affordable housing
adjacent to the BART rail station. The city has also lowered
parking ratios for the entire TOD to a maximum of one
space per unit to make new affordable housing development
more feasible. In addition, the plan identifies specific sites for

neighborhoods around those stations is controlled by the
municipality. Comprehensive planning for transit-oriented

development (TOD) therefore requires the active engagement
oflocal government.
In 2007, the Bay Area city ofSan Leandro, California completed

a Downtown Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) Strategy
designed to foster transit-oriented development and revitalize
downtown San Leandro. Grants to support the planning
process were made by the regional metropolitan planning

future housing development and commits the city to both
target existing resources to the area near the transit station
and aggressively pursue additional resources for affordable
housing production.
In March 2009, the San Leandro City Council unanimously

organization, the Metropolitan Transportation Commission,

approved the first new for-rent affordable housing project

and the Alameda County Transportation Improvement

under the TOD zone strategy. The 100-unit Alameda will be

Authority. The extensive community engagement process
included a Downtown TOD Citizen Advisory Committee

developed by nonprofit Bridge Housing as part of a larger
project called The Crossings, which will also include 200

appointed by the City Council and community meetings that
ultimately involved hundreds of residents.

units of market-rate apartments developed by Westlake
Development. The Alameda will be the first new apartments in

Almost two-thirds of all rental housing in San Leandro
is located within a half mile of the local Bay Area Rapid
Transit (BART) station. Residents were concerned that,

San Leandro geared toward low-income families built in over
twenty years; 40 percent of the units will have 3 bedrooms to
accommodate larger families.

as the properties near transit increase in value, owners
would increase rents and displace current renters. San
Leandro's strategy for mixed-use and mixed-income transitoriented development therefore emphasizes rental housing
preservation and identifies sites for future development of
as many as 3,000 housing units over the next twenty years,
including both market-rate and affordable housing.
The San Leandro strategy includes a number of efforts to
increase affordable housing near the downtown BART station.
For example, the city will use dollars from in-lieu fees paid

For additional information: www.sanleandro.org/depts/cd/plan/polplanstudies/downtownplan/todoview.asp
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Policy Tool: Community .Benefits Agreements
Example: Longfellow Station Community Benefits Agreement (Minneapolis, MN)
Summary: When community coalitions negotiate community benefit agreements with developers of transitoriented and other development projects, cities often incorporate the terms into their development approvals
and therefore ensure that the deal is legally binding.

As defined by the Partnership for Working Families, a
community benefit agreement is "a project-specific,
negotiated agreement between a developer and a broad
community coalition that outlines the project's contributions to the community and ensures community support
for the project." CBAs were developed to ensure that devel-

opers receiving government benefits, such as tax increment
financing, could be held accountable to generate the project
benefits that were promised. Benefits addressed in CBAs may
include living wages, local hiring and training programs,
affordable housing, environmental remediation and funds for
community programs.

the city's 20 percent requirement. A mix of unit sizes will be
provided, with family-size units having access to green space
(Soursourian, 2010).
The Longfellow CBA is notable for focusing on reducing
vehicle use and promoting alternative transportation. For
example, the CBA requires the developer to provide free
one-month transit passes to residential tenants and offer
on-site transit fare purchase. The development must also
include bicycle storage and parking as well as dedicated
parking for car sharing. The development will have limited
parking for personal automobiles and those spaces will be
leased separately from residential units.

Perhaps the best example of a CBA focused on ensuring both
affordable housing and transit orientation is that negotiated
by the Longfellow Community Council (a citizen participation group for the Longfellow, Cooper, Howe and Hiawatha
neighborhoods) in Minneapolis for a mixed-use complex
called Longfellow Station. The project's being developed
by Capital Growth Real Estate for the abandoned Purina
Mills site across from the 38th Street light rail station on the
Hiawatha Line and would consist of 197 housing units and
10,000 square feet of retail space.
The Longfellow Station CBA was signed in February 2008
after two years of negotiations. While the affected neighborhood is largely middle-class, the portion of the neighborhood
along the transit corridor is the most economically disadvantaged part and contains the highest concentration of rental
units. The CBA requires at least 30 percent of the Longfellow Station housing units to be affordable, which exceeds

For additional information: www.communitybenefits.org/section.php?id=155
http://communitybenefits.blogspot.com/2008/03/longfellow-cba.html
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Policy Tool: Broad-based Community Engagement
Example: Great Communities Collaborative (San Francisco Bay Area, CA)
Summary: Community-based organizations and nonprofits can worktogether to ensure that a broad crosssection of community residents participate effectively in local land use planning efforts around transit stations.

The Great Communities Collaborative was formed in

planning for transit stations so they can shape future growth.

response to plans to add up to 100 new public transit
stations in the San Francisco Bay Area by 2015. The goal

As part of its efforts, the Collaborative provides technical assistance to local leaders to ensure that residents participate effec-

of this collaboration among local and national non-profit

tively in local government processes.

organizations is for all people in the Bay Area to live in "great
communities" by 2030, which are communities with a mix of
jobs, shops, homes and community services that are affordable
across all incomes and have access to quality transit.

The Collaborative has also developed the Great Communities
Toolkit, a free, downloadable compendium of resources to help
those advocating for sound transit station development. Their
toolkit helps community groups shape transit-oriented devel-

The Collaborative works to help citizens better understand,

opment opportunities, ensuring affordable homes, local shops,

participate in and influence plans for transit oriented develop-

access to job centers and improved community service.

ment. They want to ensure that people, particularly low-income
people and people of color, are deeply engaged in local land use

For additional information: http://www.greatcommunities.org/

Policy Tool: Broad-based Community Engagement
Example: Beltline Community Engagement Framework (Atlanta, G.A,)
Summary: Government agencies can put in place multiple mechanisms to ensure broad-based community
participation in planning for both transit and future development in neighborhoods cilong the transit corridor.

The BeltLine Project, an initiative of the Atlanta Develop·

tions of its many neighborhoods and communities:' There are

ment Authority, is a 25-year, $2.8 billion effort to create a

quarterly public briefings for the general public, which are

network of public parks, multi-use trails and transit along

recorded and shown on Atlanta's cable channel. Two advisory

a historic 22·mile railroad corridor circling downtown

bodies have been established, one focused on housing and

Atlanta and connecting 45 neighborhoods directly to each

one for the 6,500 acre tax allocation district created to help

other. The BeltLine Project includes green space, affordable

housing, brownfields remediation, historic preservation and

finance the project. Five study groups were created to provide
community input for each of the five geographic sections of

public art.

the BeltLine corridor. Finally, the Community Engagement

Atlanta BeltLine Inc., an affiliate of the Atlanta Development
Authoritytasked with planning and implementingthe BeltLine
project, has developed a community engagement framework
"to keep Atlanta residents informed and actively engaged in
the BeltLine's creation so that the BeltLine reflects the aspira-

Advocate Office was created to inform the community about
current BeltLine issues and ensure active and meaningful
community engagement in BeltLine matters.
For additional information:
www.beltline.org/Home/tabid/1672/Default.aspx
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Policy Tool: Coordinated Planning by Local Governments and
Transit Agencies

ii
,.,......

Example: Pennsylvania ....Transit
Revitalization
Investment Districts
____________________________________
__.... _________________
,.. ________________________________
. ________________________________________________ ,. ______________________________ _
Summary: Planning grant programs can be structured to require local governments to coordinate their
planning efforts with those of transit agencies.

Planning grants can provide local governments with the
resources and incentive to undertake early and coordi·
nated planning for development in neighborhoods with
existing or planned transit stations. And, if structured

properly, such funding can also ensure planning coordination
between local governments and transit agencies.
In 2004, Pennsylvania enacted the Transit Revitalization

Investment District (TRID) Act. TRIDs are intended to
generate mixed-use development, focus community revitalization efforts around a public transit station and boost transit
ridership. New public investments around transit stations frequently increase private land values, which in turn generates
additional tax revenue. The act allows local governments,
working with transportation agencies and, in some cases,

One of the first TRID planning grants was made to the Borough

school districts, to create value-capture areas near transit

of Marcus Hook, located along the Southeastern Pennsylvania

stations in which this additional revenue may be applied

Transportation Authority's (SEPT&) Northeast Corridor rail

to public transportation capital improvements, related site

line. The borough and SEPTA are using the planning grant to
evaluate potential development in the station area, including

development improvements and maintenance.

a developer's proposal for a 120-unit housing development
This program ensures coordination between local governments and transit agencies by requiring them to collaborate

with a mix of rental and for-sale units. The planning grant
will also allow the borough and SEPTA to form a management

before a TRID can be designated. The local government
must undertake a planning study before a TRID can be des-

authority required to administer the TRID.

ignated and implemented. The Pennsylvania Department

In Philadelphia, planning funds were used to develop an

of Community and Economic Development, in coopera-

award-winning TRID master plan for two SEPTA stations,

tion with the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation,

46th Street Station on Market Street in West Philadelphia and

provides local governments with up to $75,000 for these

the Temple Regional Rail Station located at 9th and Berks

required studies. Grants are provided on a ratio of75 percent

streets in North Philadelphia. The planning process was

state share/25 percent local share; the local share can be

designed to develop a collective vision for the future of both

provided as cash or a combination of cash and in-kind professional services.

stations and included public meetings, interviews and focus
group discussions.

For additional information: www.landuselawinpa.com/Transit_Revitalization_lnvestment_District_Act.pdf
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Policy Tool: Transit Corridor Pla.nning
Example: The Fairmount Line CDC Coll.ab.orative (Boston, MA)
Summary: Community development corporations (CDCs) can play a critical role in planning for equitable
transit-oriented development around existing and planned transit stations along a transit corridor and then in
implementing the planned transit-oriented development.

specific station areas but also for entire transit corridors.

The Collaboratives two major goals are to bring transit equity
to the residents in the distressed neighborhoods along the
Fairmount line and to spearhead smart-growth, transit-ori-

In Boston, four community development corporations (CD Cs)
worked together to create their own vision for the Fairmount
Line, the only commuter rail line entirely within city limits.

ented development. The collaborative has successfully pushed
for smart-growth, transit-oriented-development urban villages
and created a vision document, entitled Boston's Newest Smart

The four share contiguous boundaries along the line and serve

Growth Corridor, that outlines their urban village concept.

over 175,000 largely low- and moderate-income and minority
residents. The Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority; is

The four CDCs collectively are working to develop a pipeline
of 1,500 new and preserved housing units and 780,000 square

investing $100 million to expand transit service in the corridor

feet of new commercial space in the Fairmount Line corridor.

Planning for transit and accompanying transit-oriented
development should occur at different scales, for both

by upgrading two existing stations and constructing four addi-

For additional information: www.dbedc.org/fairmount.html

tional stations.

PolicyTool: Transit Corridor Planning
Example: The Corridor Development Initiative (Twin Cities, MN)
Summary: A proactive, facilitated process can be used to bring all interested parties together to shape
development projects along transit corridors before they a.re submitted to a municipal agency for approval.

The Corridor Development Initiative (CDI) fosters a
partnership among neighborhoods, city government,

is submitted to a governing agency. The heart of the program
is an "interactive block exercise'' facilitated by a team of design

tants, design experts and facilitators to raise the level

and development experts in which participants develop their
own housing or mixed-use development proposals and

of dialogue around redevelopment opportunities along

test them for financial viability. The process concludes with

major transit corridors. CDI takes citizens out of the role

the preparation of design principles that articulate how the

developers and a technical team of development consul-

that they usually play-reacting to development proposals

community partners would like development to occur in their

made by others-and puts them into a proactive role of
shaping development in their community.

neighborhoods while balancing community values, city goals,
development realities, and design opportunities.

A typical initiative lasts six months and is overseen by an

Corridor development initiatives have been conducted in 16

advisory group. CDI brings together all interested parties to
learn, discuss, analyze, and grow to understand market realities

communities in the Twin Cities metropolitan area since 2002.

that face a particular development site, all before any proposal

For additional information: www.corridordevelopment.org/aspx
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Housing Market Tools
Changes in housing markets are a key indicator of neighborhood change in transit-rich neighborhoods. In many
newly transit-served neighborhoods both rents and housing values rise sharply and additional market-rate
ownership housing is built. In order to address the underlying causes of gentrification and undesirable patterns
of neighborhood change in transit-rich neighborhoods, housing market tools should include:

• Funding for land and property acquisition: Because transit stations are planned and built over many years,
land and property values often begin to rise even before the new station opens its doors. To keep projects
affordable, developers must have access to financing before land and properties become too expensive. Such
funding is needed both to preserve existing affordable housing and to acquire (and, in some cases, land bank)
vacant or commercial land for subsequent housing production.

• Preservation of existing affordable rental housing: Many TRNs are dominated by renters rather than
homeowners and one of the mechanisms by which gentrification occurs is through the turnover of rental
units, accompanied by higher rents that only wealthier households can afford. Existing affordable rental
housing in neighborhoods where transit is planned should be preserved, preferably well before the transit
is operational. Preservation strategies should target both subsidized affordable housing (especially that in
need of rehabilitation or subject to the expiration of affordability restrictions) and unsubsidized housing that
has historically been affordable for neighborhood residents but is at risk of becoming unaffordable as market
rents rise.

• Production of affordable housing: Increased production of affordable and workforce housing in TRNs can
help slow the rate of rising rents and housing prices. Such housing can be built both as stand-alone residential
projects and as part of mixed-income and mixed-use transit-oriented development projects.
Many of the policies in this section of the toolkit can be used for more than one of these purposes (for example,
for either preservation or production) and can be combined to create comprehensive strategies for maintaining housing affordability in transit-rich neighborhoods.
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Policy Tool: Transit-Oriented DevelopmentAcquisition Funds
Examples: South Corridor Land Acquisition Fund (Charlotte, NC)
Denver Transit Oriented Development Fund(CO)
Bay Area Affordable Transit-Oriented Development Fund (CA)
Summary: Acquisition funds for transit-oriented development can be used to acquire sites near transit for future
development of affordable housing or to acquire and preserve existing affordable housing before planned transit
projects drive up land and property values.

In 2005 the Charlotte, North Carolina City Council appro·

borrower. The Fund's goal is to create or preserve over 1,200

priated $5 million to the South Corridor Land Acquisition

affordable housing units by buying property in current and
future transit corridor (Soursourian, 2010). Early in 2010, the

Fund to purchase land near planned transit stations along
development (TOD) and specifically development of

Urban Land Conservancy (ULC) used the Fund's resources to
purchase and preserve 36 affordable homes in the SO-year-old

transit-served affordable housing. In 2006, the city began

Dahlia Street Apartments.

a joint development project with the transit authority at the
Scaleybark Station to establish a flagship mixed-use, mixed-

A new San Francisco Affordable Transit-Oriented Develop-

its South Corridor Light Rail for future transit-oriented

income village. Using money from the South Corridor Land
Acquisition Fund and several other sources, the city eventually purchased 17 acres ofland for $9 .2 million. The planned
project will include 80 affordable housing units, which will be
built by the Charlotte Mecklenburg Housing Partnership, as
well as 820 market-rate housing units, retail space, a hotel and
parkland (CTOD, 2008b).

ment Fund is expected to begin making investments in 2011
after the Metropolitan Transportation Commission approved
a commitment of up to $10 million. MTC staff estimate that
a $40 million TOD Fund could be used to help finance the
acquisition of at least 20 to 30 acres around the region, which,
depending on the density of build-out, would support development of anywhere from 1,100 to 3,800 units of affordable
housing.

Denver has taken the concept of TOD acquisition funds to
a new level with the creation of its Transit Oriented Development fund as a tool for supporting transit-oriented development in connection with the region's ambitious FasTracks
transit expansion which will ultimately create 70 new rail
transit stations throughout the region. Initially capitalized
with $2.5 million in city funding to match a grant from
the MacArthur Foundation, the fund has grown to $15
million as other investors have joined the project. Enterprise
Community Partners serves as the financial manager of the
fund while the Urban Land Conservancy (ULC), a Denver
nonprofit, oversees land purchases and acts as the sole

For additional information: www.denvergov.org/DenverOfficeofStrategicPartnerships/Partnerships/DenverTransitOriented
DevelopmentFund/tabid/436574/Default.aspx
www.mtc.ca.gov/news/press_releases/rel490.htm
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Policy Tool: Housing TrustFunds and Other Acquisition Funds

ma ·

Examples: Affordable Housing Trust Fund (Charlotte, NC)
Land Acquisitionfor AffordableNew Developmentlnitiative (MN)
Summary: Housing trust funds and other land acquisition resources not exclusively targeted to transit-oriented
development can be used to acquire sites for affordable housing developments near existing and planned
transit stations.

ervation and production of affordable housing. Currently

Minnesota recently established a revolving loan fund to
support the acquisition of land for affordable housing called
the Land Acquisition for Affordable New Development
(LAAND) initiative. Sites accorded priority include those

38 states and more than 500 city and counties have housing

within one-half mile of a transitway included in the region's

Housing trust funds are distinct funds established by
city, county or state governments that receive ongoing
dedicated sources of public funding to support the pres-

trust funds, which may choose to use some of their resources

planned 2030 transitway system or within one-half mile of a

to support preservation of affordable rental housing near

local bus route. The program is funded by Minnesota Housing,

transit and/ or production of such housing.

the Metropolitan Council and the Family Housing Fund. One
of the four projects awarded LAAND funding in 2008 was the
Seward Commons mixed-use, transit-oriented development

Charlotte, North Carolina's City Council established a Housing
Trust Fund in 2001 with an initial $10 million to provide
financing for affordable housing. Voters later approved an

project near the Franklin Avenue light rail station on Minneapolis' Hiawatha Line. The planned development on this four

additional $35 million for the HTF. The trust fund provides
public financing to private developers in exchange for affordable units, using a competitive bid process. The funding can
be either a loan or grant and can be used either for land acqui-

acre site includes 187 units of rental and ownership housing,
with nearly 30 percent of the housing affordable.

sition or for construction.
Charlotte has been using its affordable Housing Trust Fund
at the same time as it has been building and expanding its
transit system. One HTF-supported transit station project
is South Oak Crossing. Developed by the Charlotte Mecklenburg Housing Partnership and completed at the end of
2007, this was the first mixed-income housing project in the
South Corridor, Charlotte's recently opened light rail system.
The complex is on a 10-acre site within walking distance of
the Arrowood Station, and includes 100 affordable and 92
market-rate two- and three-bedroom rental units. The $18
million project used $4.3 million from the HTF in addition
to low-income housing tax credits, bonds and other funding.

For additional information: www.communitychange.org/our-projects/htf/housing-trust-funds
www.charmeck.org/city/charlotte/nbs/housing/Pages/HousingTrustFund.aspx
www.metrocouncil.org/services/LAANDdescription.pdf
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Policy Tool: low-Income Housing Tax Credits
Examples: California LIHTC allocation

18

Georgia LIHTC allocation

Summary: Both preservation and production of affordable housing can be financed in part through the LowIncome Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC) program; particularly in states that favor transit-accessible projects in their
qualified allocation plans.

struction of affordable housing. State housing agencies

The Enterprise report focused specifically on preservation of
affordable housing near transit and found that 21 states include
set-asides for affordable housing preservation and an additional 25 states award points in their scoring criteria for preser-

allocate housing tax credits through a competitive process,

vation. The Georgia Department of Community Affairs' 2010

The federal Low-Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC)
program provides tax credits that developers can use
to raise capital for the acquisition, rehabilitation or con-

specifying how they will allocate their LIHTCs in a Qualified

plan for awarding LIHTCs reserves a portion of its tax credits

Allocation Plan and implementing regulations that may

for preservation and also awards three points to projects within

award "points" for certain kinds of projects, state preferences

one-half mile of a rapid transit system and one point to projects

(without awarding points) or set aside a specified portion of
tax credits for certain kinds of projects.

within one mile of transportation and services. Oglethorpe
Place apartments, located only blocks from the Metropolitan

A recent report on Preserving Affordable Housing Near

Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority's West End station (and well
served by bus routes) is one example of a project that benefited

Transit published by Enterprise Community Partners found
that 32 states (and Washington, D.C.) award points to projects

from an allocation ofLIHTCs. A for-profit developer financed
the preservation of this 144-unit property with tax credits

near transit in their scoring criteria (Quigley, 2010). Cali-

in return for reserving 20 percent of the units for families

fornia, for example, has a category of amenities points, and

earning less than 50 percent of median income; affordability is

projects can be awarded up to 15 amenities points. Projects
near transit can qualify for up to seven of these points, all of

protected through 2027 (Quigley, 2010).

which are awarded if a project is part of a transit-oriented
development strategy, is within a quarter-mile of a transit or
bus station that receives frequent service during peak hours
and its density exceeds 25 units per acre. Other projects are
awarded from three to six points depending on the site's
proximity to different types oftransit services (COTD, 2009b).

For additional information: www.treasurer.ca.gov/ctcac/tax.asp
www.practitionerresources.org/cache/documents/674/67410.pdf
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Policy Tool: Corridor-Based Tax Increment Financing Districts
Example: Dallas TOD Tax Increment Financing Districf(TX}
Summary: Instead of conventional Tax lncrenient Financing districts that apply to a single geographic area
around one transit station, cities can create corridor-based districts designed to allow revenue sharing among
neighborhoods in the transit corridor.

Cities use tax increment financing(TIF) to finance economic

Rapid Transit stations. The corridor-based Transit Oriented

development within a targeted geographic area without

DevelopmentTIFwillallowforrevenuesharingfrommorepros-

raising taxes. The city or a partner developer makes capital

perous neighborhoods in the northern portion of the corridor

improvements in the area which lead to rising property values
and therefore higher property tax receipts; the incremental tax

to less-developed areas in the Lancaster corridor area south of

revenue increases over a predetermined base are then captured

the two northern sub-districts around Mockingbird and Lovers
Lane stations will go back into those districts, 40 percent will

the Trinity River. While 40 percent of the new tax dollars from

by the TIF district as revenue and used to reimburse the city
or partner developer for the cost of the initial (and any subse-

be allocated to improvements in the Lancaster corridor and 20

quent) improvements in the district.

percent to affordable housing development anywhere within
the TIF district.

In 2008, after four years of negotiations between the City of
Dallas, developers and multiple stakeholder groups, the Dallas
City Council approved a 558-acre Tax Increment Financing
district linking the neighborhoods around seven Dallas Area

For additional information:
www.housingpolicy.org/toolbox/strategy/policies/tif.html
www.dallas-ecodev.org/business/tifs/todTIF.htm

Policy Tool: Corridor•Basecl Ta~lncrement Financing Districts
Example: Beltline Affordable Housing Trust Fund (Atlanta, GA)
Summary: Tax Increment Financing districts .can be created on a corridor~wide basis and a portion of the
revenues genercited can be dedicated specifo;:ally to the preservation and development of affordable housing
throughout the corridor.

When public investment leads to rising property values,

In addition to financing part of the transit project, the 6,500

incremental tax revenue increases over a predetermined

acre TAD will support the development of as many as 5,600
affordable/workforce housing units through the BeltLine

base can be captured and used to further improve the area.

Affordable Housing Trust Fund, which receives 15 percent of
The BeltLine Project will create a network of public parks,
multi-use trails and transit along a historic 22-mile railroad
corridor circling downtown Atlanta. The primary mechanism
for financing this 25-year, $2.8 billion effort a Tax Allocation
District (TAD). While the TAD was being shaped, Georgia
STAND-UP, a community think-and-act tank, raised concerns

TAD proceeds. The Atlanta City Council has also allocated
$8.3 million to the trust fund to provide grants to developers
for acquisition, renovation or construction of single and multifamily housing affordable to families at or below 60 percent
of median income.

about gentrification and the displacement of current residents

For additional information:

and worked to ensure that the TAD resolution recognized "the
importance of balanced and equitable development of the city

www.housingpolicy.org/toolbox/strategy/policies/tif.html
www.beltline.org/Home/tabid/1672/Default.aspx

in a manner that preserves the dignity of existing residents''.
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Policy. Tool: lnclusionary Zoning
Examples: Montgomery County, MD
Carlsbad, CA

Summary: Communities with transit stations can adopt inclusionary zoning requirements to ensure
that a modest share of newly-constructed rental and homeownership units in the area around the station
are affordable.

lnclusionary zoning helps create privately-financed
affordable housing when communities attract new
housing construction, as is often the case in newly tran·
sit-served communities. Most inclusionary requirements

are enacted as a zoning ordinance and require that a modest
proportion (usually between 10 and 25 percent) of units
in a housing development be affordable. Some inclusionary zoning ordinances compensate developers by providing
density bonuses.

requires that no less than 15 percent of all residential units
in any residential subdivision with more than 7 homes must
be affordable to households below 70 percent of median
income; rental units must remain income-restricted for at
least 55 years. As a result of this inclusionary zoning requirement, the Poinsettia Station transit-oriented development in
Carlsbad provides 92 affordable rental homes within walking
distance of the commuter train station. Nonprofit developer
Bridge Housing worked with Benchmark Pacific, developer
of a larger master-planned community, to create these units

Montgomery County, Maryland adopted its Moderately

in order to satisfy affordability requirements.

Priced Dwelling Unit Ordinance, the first inclusionary zoning
requirement in the US, in 1976. The ordinance requires developers of mixed-use projects with 20 or more residential units
to make 12.5 percent to 15 percent affordable for lowerincome households in exchange for a 22 percent density
bonus. To date, this ordinance has resulted in the construction
of more than 11,800 affordable units. The ordinance applies to
all developments including those near Metro transit stations.
A garden apartment community across the street from the
Glenmont Metro station in Silver Spring, for example, was
redeveloped with a mix of 1,550 apartments, condominiums,
live-work units and townhomes-12.5 percent of which are
"moderately priced" workforce housing (CTOD, 2009b).
Many California communities, empowered by state authorizing legislation, have adopted inclusionary requirements.
The Carlsbad, California Inclusionary Housing Ordinance

For additional information: www.mitod.org/inclusionaryzoning.php?tab=1&return=listpos12
www.housingpolicy.org/toolbox/strategy/policies/inclusionary_zoning.html
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Policy Tool: Incentive Programs for Housing Production
Example: Chapter 40R Smart Growth Housing P}stricts{MA)
Summary: In order to overcome local resistance to zoning allowing for construction of dense, affordable housing,
states can create incentive programs which reward Ideal communities that create such zoning near transit.

Adopted in 2004, Massachusetts's Smart Growth Zoning
and Housing Production Act, known as Chapter 40R,
rewards municipalities that adopt zoning allowing as-of·
right construction of housing in smart growth locations,
including near transit stations. Chapter 40R encourages

cities and towns to zone for compact residential and mixed-use
development, creating zones pre-approved for higher-density
development that will attract developers.

for direct cash payments. Localities receive a zoning incentive
payment when they adopt the overlay, plus a density bonus
payment of $3,000 per unit if and when units are built. A
related program reimburses the town's increased education
costs for K-12 students who move into 40R housing.
To date, 28 Smart Growth Zoning Districts have been adopted
by Massachusetts communities allowing as-of-right development of over 9,800 housing units in smart growth locations.

The district overlay must allow housing to be built as of right

The first 40R district was created adjacent to a commuter rail

at densities of at least eight to 20 units per acre, depending on
the type of housing. It also must require at least 20 percent of

station in Plymouth.

the new units to be affordable. If a municipality adopts zoning

For additional information:
www.mapc.org/sites/defau It/files/Chapter_40R_Report.pdf

that meets these and other standards, Chapter 40R provides

Policy Tool: Incentive Programs for Housing Pr.bduction
Example: Housing Incentive Program(San Francisco, CA)
Summary: Federal transportation funds can be used by metropolitan planning organizations to encourage the
production of dense affordable housing nec:irtransit and thereby l:loost transit ridership.

and market rate bedrooms. Qualifying housing projects must

The metropolitan planning organization in the San
Francisco Bay Area, the Metropolitan Transportation

be located either within a half mile of a rail station or one-third

Commission, established the Housing Incentive Program

mile of a bus stop, and the transit must be relatively frequent

(HIP) to fund transportation-related livability infrastruc-

(every 15 minutes or less during peak hours). The housing

ture in qualifying affordable housing projects. The program

project must have a density of at least 30 units per acre.

is funded with two types of federal transportation funds, from
the Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) program
and Transportation Enhancements program.
HIP rewards local governments that build housing near
transit, thereby helping to establish the residential density and
ridership markets necessary to support high-quality transit
service. The maximum grant per jurisdiction is $3 million and
the exact dollar amount is determined by the density of the

Grant amounts increase to encourage both greater density and
greater affordability. The grants start at $1,000 per bedroom
for any housing built at a density of30 units per acre. The grant
amount increases to up to $2,000 per bedroom at densities of
60 units per acre. Grants are increased by $500 per bedroom if
the unit is affordable.
For additional information:
www.mtc.ca.gov/planning/smart_growth/hip.htm

qualifying housing development and the number of affordable
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Policy Tool: Incorporating Affordable Housing.in Joint Development
Examples: Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (DC)
Portland TriMet (OR)
Denver Regional Transit Distri.ct (CO)

Summary: Transit agencies can leverage the production of affordable housing near transit and increase their
ridership by adopting joint development andtransit-oriented development policiesthat encourage production
of affordable housing as part of joint development efforts.

While transit agencies are not generally in the real estate

Washington, D.C. adopted an inclusionary zoning ordinance.

development business, they frequently become involved

The disposition agreements issued in connection with rede-

in development efforts near their stations if they own

velopment around the Columbia Heights metro station, for

surplus land. The sale or lease of transit authority property

example, required that a minimum of 20 percent affordable

for development is called "joint development" because the

housing be included on all seven parcels (Quigley, 2010).

process involves a partnership between transit agencies
and developers. Such joint development may represent an
excellent opportunity to spur the production of affordable
housing near transit.

In Portland, Oregon, Tri-Met worked in a public-private part-

nership to redevelop an odd-shaped parcel formed by a light
rail alignment that proved unsuitable for mixed-use development. The Goose Hollow Stadium Station apartment project,

Many transit agencies' joint development policies and

built in 1998, ended up as a 100 percent affordable, 115-unit

programs are designed primarily to maximize revenue to the

project with ground floor retail that required only 69 parking

transit agency by leveraging real estate assets for the most

spaces because so few residents own cars.

profitable use. But a growing number of transit agencies have
worked to incorporate affordable housing into their joint
development projects, spurred in part by the realization that
the residents of such housing are more likely to ride the transit
system and generate fare revenue for the agency. A recent
survey conducted by Denver non-profit FRESC found that

In Denver, the Regional Transit District is in the process

of adopting a new policy that would require considering
whether surplus land should be used for affordable housing
before surplus land is sold or subject to joint development
(Quigley, 2010).

at least nine transit agencies have joint development policies
with provisions designed to spur production of affordable
housing and six others have practices of including affordable
units in projects even in the absence of written policy (Kneich
& Pollack, 2009).

The Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority or
Metro has long required inclusion of affordable housing for
joint development projects on land it controls, even before

For additional information: www.practitionerresources.org/cache/documents/673/67333.pdf
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Transportation Management Tools
Rising incomes in some gentrifying TRNs may be accompanied by an increase in wealthier households who
are more likely to own and use private vehicles, and less likely to use transit for commuting, than lower-income
households. Policy tools can be used to shape travel behavior by residents of transit-rich neighborhoods,
promoting walking, biking and transit use and discouraging driving. One critical strategy for achieving these
objectives is ensuring that TRNs are designed to be transit- and pedestrian-friendly. Other transportation management tools should also be adopted, particularly those which will:
• Attract core and potential transit riders to transit-rich neighborhoods and thereby reinforce the self-

selection processes by which people predisposed to transit use purposely choose to live near a transit
station;
• Support zero-vehicle households, because if residents can live in transit-rich neighborhoods without

owning a car they will be more likely to walk and use transit and will also be able to reduce their transportation expenses, leaving more resources available for housing and other necessities; and
• Reduce the availability of parking, although changes to parking requirements and programs will prove con-

troversial in many neighborhoods, because policies that reduce the amount or increase the price of parking
can reduce driving and increase transit use while making housing more affordable by reducing the costs of
providing parking for residents.
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Policy Tool: Transit Incentives for Housing Developments
Examples: Santa Clara Valley TransportatiorrAuthority ECO pass program (CA)
Pilot TOD Pass Programs in Portland,. OR and Contra Costa; CA
Summary: Transit agencies may be able to increase ridership by residents of transit-rich neighborhoods and
transit-oriented developments by selling discountedtransit passes to housing developers for distribution to
their residents.

While many transit authorities offer monthly or annual
pass programs to large employers, a few also offer pass
programs to residential developments such as apartments, condominiums or homeowner associations. The

Both Portland, Oregon and Contra Costa, California have
piloted universal pass programs for transit-oriented development (TOD) residents. When Portland piloted a free pass
program for residents of new TODs including the Orenco

Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority (VTA) offers
a residential version of its Eco Pass at a deep discount to

project on the Westside light rail line, the percentage of

housing developers in order to increase ridership and expose

(before passes) to 83 percent (Evans & Pratt, 2007). In a pilot

residents reporting use of transit increased from 30 percent

people to public transit. The residential Eco Pass provides

project beginning in June 2008, the Metropolitan Transporta-

unlimited rides on VTA bus and light rail seven days a week.

tion Commission partnered with the Alameda-Contra Costa

Any residential community with 25 units or more that is

Transit District (AC Transit) to provide free transit passes to
residents of select transit-oriented developments (TODs) in

defined by a geographical boundary, such as an apartment
building or condominium complex, may join Residential
Eco Pass. Eco Passes must be purchased for all residents five
years of age or older. Discounted pass prices are based on the
number of residents and the level of VTA services at a given
residential community.

the East Bay. Participants received passes providing unlimited
free access on the AC Transit bus system for six months to one
year. MTC found that bus ridership increased, participants
made on average one fewer automobile trip per week and
one-quarter of the participants continued to use the passes at
their own expense after the free usage period ended.

One residential developer that takes advantage of the Residential Eco Pass program is First Community Housing
(FCH), is a non-profit affordable housing developer. By both
locating its developments adjacent to transit and providing
free, annual Eco Passes to all of its tenants, FCH was able to
reduce the parking requirements at each of its properties. Jeff
Oberdorfer, Executive Director ofFCH, notes that "an urban
structured parking space can cost from $22,000 to $40,000
per space. Saving the construction cost of two parking spaces
pays for our entire Eco Pass program:'

For additional information: www.vta.org/ecopass/ecopass_resi/index.html
www.firsthousing.com/wp-content/uploads/2009/05/ecopass1.pdf
www.mtc.ca.gov/planning/smart_growth/tod/T4T/T4T_summary.pdf
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Policy Tool: Reduced Parki.ng Requirements for Residential Development
Examples: Zoning codes in.San Francisco, CA, Portlanc:I, O.R and Seattle, WA
Summary: Reducing or eliminating off-street parking requirements for housing developments in transit-rich
neighborhoods both helps reduce vehicle ownership and use and makes housing more affordable.

Most local zoning codes require residential and other
developments to include a minimum amount of parking
for each unit. Such provisions guarantee that all housing will

have parking readily available, preventing spillover parking
on neighborhood streets but also encouraging automobile
ownership and use. Requiring housing developers to provide
parking increases development costs and makes the resulting
housing less affordable. In order to reduce vehicle use and
housing costs, a handful of cities have moved to reduce or
eliminate off-street parking requirements for housing development, particularly in locations well-served by transit and
for affordable housing developments whose residents are less
likely to own cars.

requirements for all uses in a residential neighborhood (Weinberger, Kaehny & Rufo, 2010).
In Portland, Oregon, parking minimums do not apply to

developments in the densest commercial neighborhoods,
including downtown, neighborhood commercial districts
and central residential districts. As part of its strategy to
promote transit-oriented development, Portland does not
apply parking minimums to any sites within 500 feet of a
transit line that provides service at least every 20 minutes
during peak hours (EPA, 2006). Portland has also established
maximum parking requirements at such sites; downtown, for
example, no more than 0.7 spaces per 1,000 square feet can be
provided at sites within walking distance of frequent transit

According to the Institute for Transportation and Development Policy, "San Francisco has evolved over the last half
century from a municipality that once required one parking
space for every new dwelling to one of the most innovative
examples of parking management in the country" (Weinberger, Kaehny & Rufo, 2010 at 50). The city has eliminated
zoning requirements for a minimum number ofparking spaces
for residential, commercial or other projects in the downtown.
In addition, the city established maximum allowable amounts

service (MTC, 2007).
Seattle's zoning code reduces minimum parking requirements for affordable housing, senior housing and housing
for people with disabilities. Parking requirements are also
reduced for multi-family developments that allow on-site
parking for car sharing. Parking minimums have been eliminated for downtown locations and reduced for mixed-use,
dense neighborhoods (EPA, 2006).

of parking; for example, a maximum of one space is permitted
for every four downtown residential housing units. Outside
of downtown, neighborhoods can eliminate residential
minimum parking requirements by adopting neighborhood
plans; the 1997 Mission Bay Redevelopment Plan eliminated
parking minimums for housing. More recently, the 2005
Rincon Hill Plan was the first to eliminate minimum parking

For additional information: www.mtc.ca.gov/planning/smarLgrowth/parking_seminar/Toolbox-Handbook.pdf
www.itdp.org/documents/ITDP_US_Parking_Report.pdf
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Policy Tool: Unbundling the Price of Parking
Examples: San Francisco, CA unbundling requirements

Buckman Heights and Buckman Terrace, Portland OR
Summary: Encouraging or requiring thesep;:irate pricing of residential parking, often called unbundling, can

reduce demand for parking as well as combin'ed housing/transportation costs for residents.

ble part of housing arrangements: a parking space is part

The developer of the Buckman Heights mixed-use development and Buckman Terrace Apartments in Portland, Oregon

of the apartment lease or condominium purchase. The

unbundled the price of parking as part of a comprehensive

Residential parking is generally provided as an insepara·

price of parking can, however, be separated or "unbundled"

strategy to reduce the number of parking spaces that had to

from that of the housing either if developers and landlords
choose to do so or if municipal regulators so require. As

be provided. Prendergast & Associates built the development
on a site adjacent to the central city Lloyd District, nine blocks

San Franciscds Metropolitan Transportation Commission

from light rail and near high-frequency bus routes. Buckman

has ex.plained, "Unbundling parking is an essential first step
towards getting people to understand the economic cost of
parking and providing users with the opportunity to opt out

Heights is a 144-unit mixed-income apartment building
with 58 on-site parking spaces (0.4 spaces/unit); tenants pay
$15-30/month for parking. Buckman Terrace is a 122-unit

of parking and make alternative travel decisions. Without

apartment building with 70 structured parking spaces (0.57/

unbundled parking, tenants experience parking as free, while
transit costs them money" (MTC, 2007 at 31).

unit); tenants pay $50/month for parking (as of 2006 when
this information was collected). The developers also took

Beginning in 2005, San Francisco began requiring that devel-

advantage of a Portland zoning provision that allowed them
to eliminate 14 required on-site parking spaces at Buckman

opers in some neighborhoods unbundle accessory parking
spaces from the sale of a residential unit. The city's logic was

Heights apartments and substitute 56 secure, covered bike
parking spaces (EPA, 2006).

that by including a parking space as part of a residential unit,
a seller prevents a buyer from deciding whether or not he
or she needs a parking space. The pilot program began in a
single neighborhood and was subsequently extended to other
neighborhoods. In 2008, San Francisco made unbundled
residential parking a requirement throughout the city (Weinberger, Kaehny & Rufo, 2010). While this requirement does
not apply to rental housing, the city has also encouraged the
unbundling of parking in rentals. The 141-unit Symphony
Towers apartments development was granted a variance and
allowed to construct only 51 spaces (rather than the 141 that
would have been required) because of its use of unbundled
parking (and provision of two car sharing parking spaces)
(MTC, 2007).

For additional information: www.mtc.ca.gov/planning/smarLgrowth/parking_seminar/Toolbox-Handbook.pdf
www.itdp.org/documents/ITDP_US_Parking_Report.pdf
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Policy Tool: Car Sharing
Example: Boston's Proposed Comprehensive Car Sharing Strategy
Summary: The easy availability of shared cars in transit-rich neighborhoods and transit-oriented
developments may reduce automo.bile usage and ownership and allow residential developments to be
built with fewer parking spaces.

Car sharing organizations, which may be non- or for-

units to tenants less likely to own a car and provision of two

profit, distribute cars around a city or region for the use of

parking spaces for City CarShare (EPA, 2006).

their members. Members have access to a fleet of vehicles for

short term use, allowing them to either supplement their own
vehicles or choose not to own an automobile. Studies show
that car sharing reduces vehicle travel and ownership. One
study of San Francisco's City CarShare program found that
nearly two-third of members lived in zero-vehicle households
and nearly 29 percent had gotten rid of one or more of their
cars (Cervera, 2009). Zipcar, the largest car sharing company
in the US, reports that 90 percent of members drove 5,500
miles or less per year and that its members report a 47 percent
increase in public transit trips after joining.

The City of Boston may soon move forward with a comprehensive proposal, developed by the mayor's Climate Action
Leadership Committee, to maximize car sharing by Boston
residents. The goal is to "ensure that every Boston resident
lives within one-quarter mile of a shared car by 2020:' The
Boston area is home to Zipcar, which has more than 18,000
members and 450 cars in Boston. The committee decided
that "ensuring citywide access to shared cars is, therefore, a
potentially powerful way of reducing vehicle miles traveled
while ensuring that Boston residents have access to cars
when needed:' The strategy for citywide access to shared cars

Several transit-served cities encourage provision of parking

involves actively promoting car sharing through a partner-

spaces for car sharing in residential developments and some

ship with one or more shared-car companies; working with

even allow the developer to reduce the required amount of
parking to be provided for residents. As part of the develop-

ticularly in neighborhoods where market demand may not

ment reviewprocess in Boston, Massachusetts, for example, the
number of parking spaces that can be provided in ownership
developments near transit is frequently restricted and the
developer is required to provide parking for one or more
car sharing vehicles to reduce the risk that resident house-

community-based organizations to promote car sharing, paryet exist; revising zoning laws as necessary to allow for shared
car parking as of right throughout the city; and creating
opportunities for placing shared cars on municipal property.

holds with more than one vehicle will park on neighborhood
streets. Seattle's zoning code grants reductions in minimum
parking requirements for multi-family developments that
allow dedicated, on-site parking for the city's recognized carsharing operator. Rich Sorro Commons in San Francisco's
Mission Bay was permitted to provide only 85 parking spaces
for its 100 affordable housing units due to a combination of
its excellent proximity to transit, provision of below-market

For additional information: www.cityofboston.gov/lmages_Documents/BCA_full_rprt_r5_tcm3-19558.pdf
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Methodology

This Appendix provides more detail on the methods and
data underlying the research presented in Chapter 3
analyzing neighborhood change in neighborhoods first
served by rail transit at some time between the 1990 and
2000 Census.

growing metropolitan areas with transit systems that were
at least medium-sized in 2005 and growing. The remaining
stations are from slower-growing metropolitan areas with
evolving transit systems: Baltimore, Denver, Los Angeles,
Portland, San Diego, and Washington, D.C. This analysis
produced a list of 12 transit-served metros with new stations

Identifying the Neighborhoods to
be Analyzed

that could be included. 1
Data limitations and complications made it impossible to

The first task was to identify a set of transit-rich neigh-

include every new station that opened during the decade in

borhoods for analysis. At the time of the 2000 Census, 26
metropolitan areas in the United States were served by fixedguideway transit: light rail (streetcars), heavy rail (subways),

expansions, for example, involved multiple stations serving
common census tracts or the addition of a new line to an

or co=uter rail. Since Salt Lake City's entire rail transit
system did not begin operation until 1999, at the very end of
our study period, it was excluded.
We then researched transit station expansion projects during
this decade, with a goal of identifying projects involving a
variety of different transit types (light rail, heavy rail, and
commuter rail) across a variety of different categories of
transit systems. Having divided U.S. transit systems into four
categories (based on age, number of stations served, and the
extent to which they are or are not expanding), the goal was

each of those 12 metropolitan areas in our analysis. Some

existing station that had pre'viously served other lines. In
order to provide some time for neighborhood change effects
to become apparent, we chose to focus primarily on new
stations that were in operation by 1997. From the station
expansions in these 12 different metro areas and transit
systems that occurred between 1990 and 1997, we selected a
subset of stations that avoided data limitations and complications while ensuring that the station areas to be analyzed
included:
• Heavy (subway), light (streetcar), and commuter

to include at least two systems from each category if possible.
We identified San Francisco's and Chicago's transit systems
as two legacy systems that had added new stations in the
study time frame. Cleveland's and St. Louis's transit systems
were two modest systems that had added new stations. As

rail stations;
• Stations with parking (park and ride) and without
(walk to);
• Stations that represented the terminus of new lines
and new intermediate stations;

expected, the largest number of new stations were found to
be in evolving systems, those that are growing and where

• Stations that served only one transit line and stations that
represented more than one line or type of transit; and

the findings from this study can most directly impact future
expansion plans. We wanted to ensure that the analysis
included some of the country's fastest growing metropolitan
areas; unfortunately, many of these have emerging (post2000) transit systems or systems that are still being planned.

• Stations in different types of neighborhoods
(central business district, urban mixed-use, and

From the set of evolving systems, we included new stations in

This produced a list of 49 potential stations for our analysis.

suburban locations).

both Atlanta and Dallas, the only two of the nation's fastest-

1

This set of metros may not represent every U.S. transit system in which a new heavy; light, or commuter rail station was added during this decade.
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Constructing Transit Station Geographies
For each of the 49 stations, we examined Census block

local parking, number of parking spaces, and station neighborhood type (urban, suburban, commercial, mixed use).

group maps to construct approximations of the station's surrounding neighborhood. A block group was included in the
analysis if the majority of its land area lay within a one-half
mile radius of the station. Following this strategy, we con-

Collecting Census Data on Transit-Rich
Neighborhoods
Since prior research frequently found inconstant patterns of

structed neighborhoods for each station according to the
Census Bureau's block group designations in 1990 and 2000.

neighborhood change and often could not explain why some
neighborhoods gentrified while others did not, we decided
to explore a broad range of potential explanations. For each

For the majority of stations, block group boundaries shifted

of the 42 transit station areas to be analyzed, we decided

between the two decennial censuses. We selected for analysis

to examine changes between 1990 and 2000 in population

only those stations around which the surrounding block
groups' boundaries did not shift, or shifted in a way that

growth, housing units (both total number and tenure), racial
and ethnic composition, household income (both median

allowed for identical or near-identical neighborhoods to be

income and households with incomes above $100,000),

constructed. We excluded seven transit stations because we
were unable to construct adequate block group neighborhoods for them. Of these seven, five were excluded because

housing costs (both gross rents and home values), in-migration, public transit use for commuting, and motor vehicle
ownership.

the boundaries of block groups had shifted so radically that
We collected this data from Summary Files 1 and 3 of the
1990 and 2000 U.S. Census for each selected block group,

approximating the same perimeter for the 1990 and 2000 data
proved impossible; the other two were excluded because the
block group that surrounded them was so large the majority

and aggregated the block group-level data into data sets for

ofland in any block group was not within a half-mile radius

each of the 42 transit rich neighborhoods. Simultaneously,

of the station. Of the 42 remaining transit-rich neighborhoods near new stations, 23 had identical boundaries in 1990
and 2000, while 19 had near-identical boundaries. To form

we collected data on the same variables at the level of the metropolitan statistical area (MSA) for each of the twelve MSAs
where the new transit stations were located. This extensive

identical neighborhoods for both years, a few block groups

database, with values for these variables for every transit-

were included despite the fact that somewhat less than 50

rich neighborhood and its MSA in both 1990 and 2000, is

percent of their territory lay within a half mile of the station.

available to researchers and others, and can be found online
at http://www.dukakiscenter.org/TRNEquity.

The resulting set of 42 stations in 12 different metropolitan areas is robust and heterogeneous enough to provide
important insights into the difficult question of whether, and,
if so, how, neighborhoods in different metropolitan areas
change due to the presence of transit. Of the total number
of stations, 18 serve heavy rail (subway), 15 serve light rail
(streetcar), and the remaining nine serve commuter rail lines.
Thirty of the stations went into operation between 1990 and
1995 with the remaining 12 between 1996 and 1999.2

The Three Rounds of Analysis
Our analysis of this dataset proceeded in three stages. First,
we calculated percentage changes on each variable for each
station and its corresponding metropolitan statistical area.
For comparison, we measured the 1990-2000 demographic
change in each TRN against the same change in the surrounding MSA. Researchers frequently use the MSA in
which a neighborhood is embedded as a reference area when

Table A at the end of this Appendix provides data for the 42

studying neighborhood change (Freeman, 2005). This com-

stations in this study on the transit authority; the line or lines
involved, the type of transit (heavy, light, or commuter rail), the
date when the station officially opened, the station type (inter-

parison is designed to control for any systemic fixed effects,
which are changes that occurred throughout the metropolitan area for reasons presumably unrelated to the siting of a

mediate or terminus), parking status (walk only, park and ride)

new transit station. The numerical difference between the

2

All but 2 stations in this group opened in 1996 and 1997; two stations in Washington, D.C. whose openings were repeatedly delayed until 1999 were included.
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percentage change on each variable in each TRN and the
percentage change on each variable in the MSA is used to
compare transit stations across MSAs. In our initial analysis,
we only examined raw differences in the rate of change
between each station area and the surrounding MSA.
In our second analysis, because small differences in the results

between TRNs and their metro areas may not truly reflect real
differences due to the small size of the samples, we re-analyzed all of the data using a more conservative approach. This
large differences approach considered a transit station difference from its MSA to be meaningful only where the value for
the 1990-2000 percentage change in a station neighborhood
is 20 percentage points higher or lower than the 1990-2000
percentage change in the MSA variable.
To determine whether patterns of neighborhood change vary
depending on the type of transit built (light rail, heavy rail,
or commuter rail), we conducted a third round of analysis.
In this round, the 42 stations were divided into three groups
based on transit types and all of the data was re-analyzed for
these three categories of transit rich neighborhoods.
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APPENDIXB
New Transit Stations Selected for Analysis
0

S:tafion Name

Transit Authority

Line(s)

Type of Transit

Date Opened

Station Type

Buckhead

MARTA

Red Line

Heavy rail

June-96

Intermediate

Dunwoody

MARTA

Red Line

Heavy rail

June-96

Intermediate

Indian Creek

MARTA

Blue Line

Heavy rail

June-93

Terminus of line

Kensington

MARTA

Blue Line

Heavy rail

June-93

Intermediate

John Hopkins Hospital

Maryland Transit
Administration

Metro Subway

Heavy rail

June-95

Terminus of line

Shot Tower/ Market
Place

Maryland Transit
Administration

Metro Subway

Heavy rail

June-95

Intermediate

35/Archer

Chicago Transit
Authority

Orange

Heavy rail

October-93

Intermediate (in
middle)

Ashland

Chicago Transit
Authority

Orange

Heavy rail

October-93

Intermediate (2d
closest to Loop)

Halsted

Chicago Transit
Authority

Orange

Heavy rail

October-93

Intermediate (closest
to Loop)

Kedzie

Chicago Transit
Authority

Orange

Heavy rail

October-93

Intermediate (2d from
terminus)

Pulaski

Chicago Transit
Authority

Orange

Heavy rail

October-93

Intermediate (1st in
from terminus)

Chicago Transit

Orange

Heavy rail

October-93

Intermediate (3d from
terminus)

Western

Authority~

Flats East Bank

Greater Cleveland
Regional Transit
Authority

Blue/Green/
Waterfront

Light rail

July-96

Intermediate

Tower City

Greater Cleveland
Regional Transit
Authority

Red/Blue/ Green/
Waterlrqnt

Heavy (Red) and ligbt
rail

December-90

Central Business
District

Ledbetter

DART

Blue Line

Light rail

May-97

Terminus of line

Pearl

DART

Red, Blue; Green Lines

Light rail

June-96

Intermediate (originally
terminus)

St. Paul

DART

Red, Blue, Green Lines

Light rail

June-96

Intermediate

VA Medical Center

DART

Blue Line

Light rail

May-97

Intermediate (1st in
from terminus)

Westmoreland

DART

Red Line

Light rail

June-96

Terminus of line

16th and California

Regional
Transportation District

Red F/Blue H/Green D

Light rail

October-94

Intermediate (paired)

16th and Stout

Regional
Transportation District

Red F/Blue H/Green D

Light rail

October-94

Intermediate (paired)

18th and Stout

Regional
Transportation District

RedF/Blue.H/<lreen D

Light rail

October-94

Intermediate (transfer
station)

27th and Welton

Regional
Transportation District

Green D

Light rail

October-94

Intermediate

Downtown Pomona

Metrolink

Riverside Line. (purple)

Commuter rail

June-93

Intermediate

Montebello/Commerce

Metrolink

Riverside Line (purple)

Commuter rail

June-93

Intermediate (1st from
LA end)

Moorpark

Metrolink

Ventura County Line
(yellow)

Commuter rail

1992

Intermediate
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Parking Status

#Parking Spaces

Station Neighborhood

AiUlitional Notes

Walk To Only

0

Suburban mixed-use (retail)

Part of 7-mile North Line expansion from City of Atlanta up to Fulton
County and DeKalb County

Park and Ride

1,048

Commercial/Retail

Part of7-mile North Line expansion from City of Atlanta up to Fulton
Cou.nty and OeKalb County

Park and Ride

2,350

Suburban residential

Part of extension of East Line, the first time the rail line went beyond the
1-285 perimeter.

Park and Ride

1,946

Suburban residential

Part of extension of. East Line, the first time the rail line went beyond the
1-285 perimeter; MARTA owns.6 a.cres for future dev't

Walk To Only

0

Urban mixed-use

One of two stops added in 1995 extension; blighted neighborhood being
redeveloped

Walk To Only

0

Urban mixed-use

One of two stops added in 1995 extension

Park and Ride

70

Urban residential

Part of new Orange Line (7 stations) added to extend service to
Southwest Side neighborhood; construction began in 1985

Walk To Only

0

Urban mixed~use

Part of new Orange Line (7 stations) added to extend service to
Southwest Side neighborhood; .co.nstruction began in 1985

Park and Ride

31

Urban industrial

Part of new Orange Line (7 stations) added to extend service to
Southwest Side neighborhood; construction began in 1985

Park and Ride

157

Urban mixed-use

Part.ofnewOrange Line (7 stations) added to extend service to
. Southwest ~id.e T1~i¥~~o.r:hood; (:()!lStr~c:tion be¥'1.11 . in 1985

Park and Ride

390

Urban mixed-use

Part of new Orange Line (7 stations) added to extend service to
Southwest Side neighborhood; construction began in 1985

Park and Ride

200

Urban mixed-use

Part. of new Orange Line (7 statjons) added to extend service to
Southwest Side neighborhood; construction began in 1985

Walk To Only

0

Urban mixed-use

Blue/Green light rail extended 2.2 miles from Tower City through The
Flats to waterfront

Nearby Paid Parking

0

Central Business [)istrict

Completely rebuilt station opened inside Tower City Center shopping
complex in 1990 serving pre-existing but previously separate transit lines,
4000+ paid parking spaces but no frei; transit parking

Park and Ride

368

Lower density mixed-use

Southern terminus (in South Dallas) of Blue Line, part of which opened in
1996, extended south to Ledbetter in 1997 and further north in 2001

Walk To Only

0

Central Business District

Originally the northern terminus when Red and Blue Lines opened in
1996, w/Red beyond in 1997, Blue extended in 2001 and Green added in
2009

Walk To Only

0

Central Business District

Part of opening of Red and Blue lines serving CBD in 1996, first 11.2 miles
of 20-mile light rail transit starter system since completed

Walk To Only

0

Mixed-us.e (hospital/
residential)

Blue Line station priilrto terminus at Ledbetter, with huge VA hospital on
one side andnisidentia.1 n~ighborhood on other

Park and Ride

700

Lower density mixed-use

Southern terminus of Red Line, part of initial segment opened in 1996
(extended further north in 1997 and again in 2007)

Walk To Only

0

Central Business District

Part of original system opened in 1994; one block from 16th/Stout and is
served only 1?¥ northbound trains

Walk To Only

0

Central Business District

Part of original system opened in 1994; one block from 16th/California
and is served only by southboundbound trains

Walk To Only

0

Central Business District

Part of original system opened in 1994; one block from 18th/California
and is served only by southb.oundbound trains

Walk To Only

0

Urban mixed-use

Part of original system opened in 1994, farther from CBD than other
stations in study

Park and Ride

300

Urban mixed-use

Station on Riverside 1.ine, the fqurth l\lletrolink lin.e added to system in
June1993
·

Park and Ride

250

Urban industrial

Station on Riverside Line, the fourth Metrolink line added to system in
June1993

Park and Ride

240

Lowerdensitymixed-use

One of originals,~atJons on Ventura County (Yellow) Line of Metrolink,
also an Amtr<ilk~tation, in Mqorpark. a suburban "city" in Ventura County,
withab.o.ut.31moo.r,esidents.
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APPENDIXB

continued
k

S~ation Name

Transit Authority

Line(s}

!type of !transit

Date Opened

Station !type

Orange Station

Metrolink

Orange County Line,
IEOC Line

Commuter rail

March-94

Intermediate

Rialto

Metrolink

San Bemadino.line

Commuter rail

1993

Intermediate (1st in
from terminus)

Tustin Station

Metrolink

Orange County Line,
IEOC Line

Commuter rail

March-94

Intermediate

Mall/Southwest 4th
Avenue and Mall/
Southwest 5th Avenue
stations

TriMet

MAX blue, red

Light rail

March-90

Intermediate (paired)

Encinitas

North County Transit
District

Coaster

Commuter rail

February-95

Intermediate

Old Town Transit
Center

North County Transit
District

Coaster

Commuter rail

February-95

Intermediate (1st from
terminus)

Solana Beach

North County Transit
District

Coaster

Commuter rail

February-95

Intermediate

Colma

Bay Area Rapid Transit

Red and Yellow lines

Heavy rail

February-96

Intermediate (originally
terminus)

Castro Valley

Bay Area Rapid Transit

Blue line

Heavy rail

May-97

Intermediate (1st from
terminus)

8th and Pine

Metro link

Rail Red, Blue

Light rail

July-93

Intermediate

Delmar Station

Metrolink

Rail Red

Light rail

July-93

Intermediate

Stadium Station

Metrolink

R.ail Red, Blue

Light rail

July-93

intermediate

Union Station

Metrolink

Rail Red, Blue

Light rail

July-93

intermediate

Columbia Heights

Washington
Metropolitan Area
Transit Authority

Green/Yellow

Heavy rail

September-99

intermediate

Georgia Ave-Petworth

Washington
Metropolitan Area
Transit Authority

Green/Yellow

Heavy rail

September-99

intermediate

Shaw-Howard U

Washington
Metropolitan Area
Transit Authority

Green/Yellow

Heavy rail

May-91

intermediate
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' Parking Status

#Parking Spaces

Station Neighborhood

Additional Notes

Park and Ride

225

Urban mixed-use

Orange County Line began as Metrolink's fifth line in March 1994, Inland
Empire-Orange County line opened in Oct 1996, Amtrak service added
2007

Park and Ride

165

Lower density mixed-use

Part of.1993 extension of San Bernadine Metro link line from Pomona to
San Bernadina

Park and Ride

310

Mixed-use

Orange County Line began as Metrolink's fifth line in March 1994, Inland
Empire-Orange County line opened Oct 1996, station located in shopping
plaza adj. to Marine base

Walk To Only

0

Central Business D.istrict

Added to MAX, along transit mall (free transit zone) as part of
construction of Pionner Place Mall (which does have 200 parking spaces)

Park and Ride

?

Residential

One of 8 stations on new Coaster commuter rail service connecting San
Diego to northern coastal (eg beach) communities opened in 1995

Park and Ride

787

Urban mixed-use

OTTC opened in mid-1990s.and in addition to Coaster serves Amtrak and
San Diego Trolley (beg'g in 1996)

Park and Ride

?

Lower density mixed-use

One of 8 stations on new Coaster commuter rail service connecting San
Diego to northern coastal (eg beach) communities, also serves Amtrak

Park and Ride

2238

Small town

Terminus of l>AS.T on
peninsula until service extended south in 2003,
remote airport pkg, Colma is a town w/pop of2000 & many cemeteries
but land for housing avail on one side

Park and Ride

1123

lower density residential

Built as part of Bay Area Rapid Transit's Dublin/Pleasanton extension,
and service began on May 10, 1997.

Walk To Only ..

0

Central Business District

Blue Line opened in 2006

Park and Ride

362

Lower density mixed-use

Blue Line opened in 2006

Walk To Only

0

Urban commercial (nearby
stadium)

Blue Line opened in 2006

Walk To Only

0

Urban commercial (nearby
stadium)

Blue Line opened in 2006

Walk To Only

0

Urban residential

Green Line (final in Metro) built in pieces, with 1991 scheduled opening
repeatedly delayed .and last of stations finished .in 2001

Walk To Only

0

Urban mixed-use

Green Line (final in Metro) built in pieces, with 1991 scheduled opening
repeatedly delayed and last of stations finished in 2001

Walk To Only

0

Urban residential

Green Line (final in Metro) built in pieces, with this and 2 stations opened
in 1991while otliers were repeatedly delayed

sF
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KEY TOPICS
CMP Background
" Congestion Management in San Francisco
" 2015 Program Overview and Key Changes from 2013 CMP

1.1. Background
1. 1. 1

I

Purpose of the CMP

The purpose of the 2015 San Francisco Congestion Management Program (CMP), prepared by the San
Francisco County Transportation Authority, (the Transportation Authority) is to:
•
•
•
•
1.1.2

Comply with state law by adopting a biennial CMP and submitting it to the Metropolitan
Transportation Commission (MTC) for a conformance finding.
Guide San Francisco agencies involved in congestion management;
Outline the congestion management work program for fiscal years 2015/16 and 2016/17; and
Set forth policies and technical tools to implement the CMP work program.

I

Organization and Approach

The document follows MTC's Guidance for Consistency of Congestion Management Programs with
the Regional Transportation Plan, per MTC Resolution 3000, last revised July, 2013. 1
Each element required by the CMP legislation is discussed in a separate chapter. Each chapter
describes the element's context in San Francisco, the work plan, and implementation guidance. The
Transportation Authority Board will adopt any revisions developed during fiscal years 2015/16 and
2016/17 as amendments to the 2015 San Francisco CMP.
The 2015 CMP updates information from the 2103 CMP and reflects several important developments
since 2013. The Transportation Authority prepared most of the 2015 CMP. The data in Chapter 4
(Multimodal Performance) is derived from a report prepared by Iteris, Inc. on behalf of the
Transportation Authority. In preparing the CMP update, the Transportation Authority has consulted
with the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA) and other partner agencies to
update policies and compile system performance data.
1.1.3

I

Origins and Intent of the CMP Legislation

CMP requirements were established in 1989 as part of a bi-partisan state legislative package, known as
the Katz-Kopp-Baker-Campbell Transportation Blueprint for the Twenty-First Century (AB 471).

1

For the complete text of MTC's guidance, please refer to Appendix

1.
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These requirements became effective when voters approved Proposition 111 on June 5, 1990. AB 1963
(Katz) in September 1994 and AB 2419 (Bowler) in July 1996 further modified C11P law. The passage
of AB 298 (Rainey), effective January 1, 1997, made the C11P exempt from the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). SB 1636 (Figueroa), passed in September 2002, amended C11P
requirements to allow local jurisdictions to designate Infill Opportunity Zones (IOZs). For the
complete text of the C11P legislation, see Appendix 2.
The 1989 state legislation not only provided for increases in transportation funding, but also made
significant changes in the requirements for planning and programming the transportation projects
funded from these revenue sources. The goal of the legislation is to prioritize transportation funding
decisions based on transportation system performance, local land use decisions and their impacts on
transportation, and transportation control measures that address air quality goals.
The C11P requirements are the legislature's response to the traffic congestion experienced by all
urbanized areas of California. Traffic congestion is widely perceived as outpacing the ability of the
traditional transportation planning process to provide solutions. In San Francisco, with its highintensity land uses and extensive transit network, traffic congestion poses a different problem than in
lower-density counties, challenging conventional interpretations of the nature of the congestion
problem. For the majority of the state's highly suburbanized metropolitan areas, traffic congestion has
its roots in the following:
• Transit does not work well in the suburbs. The low-density suburban growth pattern throughout
the state's metropolitan areas does not lend itself to cost-effective transit service, and therefore
mobility depends largely on automobiles and freeways.
• Freeways full of solo drivers are inefficient investments. Pricing strategies (e.g., tolls, paid parking
at work sites) are politically complicated, and ridesharing strategies (i.e., carpooling and
vanpooling) have shown narrow success in sprawled suburbs. Most automobiles still carry just
one person, regardless of trip purpose or time of day. The result is inefficient roadway facilities:
even when full of cars, they carry only a fraction of the number of people they could
accommodate.
Building freeways and widening roads to address transportation demand is not cost-effective.
Because land for transportation facilities is scarce, construction costs have escalated, and
environmental constraints are significant, the real costs of capital investment in roads have risen
dramatically. These high-cost facilities, which maximize automobile trips but do not maximize the
number of people carried, result in a high cost per person transported.
The C11P legislation aims to increase the productivity of existing transportation infrastructure and
encourage more efficient use of scarce new dollars for transportation investments, in order to
effectively manage congestion, improve air quality, and ultimately allow continued development. In
order to achieve this, the C11P law is based on five mandates:
•
•
•
•
•

Require more coordination between federal, state, regional, and local agencies involved in the
planning, programming, and delivery of transportation projects and services;
Favor transportation investments that provide measurable and quick congestion relief;
Link local land use decisions with their effect on the transportation system;
Favor multimodal transportation solutions that improve air quality; and
Emphasize local responsibility by requiring a Congestion Management Agency (CMA) in each
urban county in the state.
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1.2. Congestion Management in San Francisco
1.2.1

I

Applicability of the Concept

The main impetus for the CMP legislation was worsening suburban transportation conditions, caused by
land use patterns that perpetuate over-reliance on the private automobile. San Francisco has an
extensive transit network and long-standing policies to encourage a multimodal transportation system.
Congestion management goals are reinterpreted here (within the constraints of State law) to add value
to San Francisco's transportation planning process. The City's Transit First policy, for instance, gives
rise to our local interpretation of CMP rules: San Francisco tolerates a certain level of traffic
congestion in order to enhance the competitiveness of transit service in comparison to private
automobiles. The San Francisco General Plan also specifically discourages roadway capacity increases,
stating that:
"The existing vehicular capacity of the bridges, highways and freeways entering the city
should not be increased and should be reduced where possible." (SF General Plan,
Transportation Element, Objective 3, Policy 1).
If interpreted as improving the throughput of cars in the roadway network, congestion management is
at odds with this policy. However, by re-interpreting congestion management as maximizing person
throughput, then we have opportunities to capitalize on the City's significant supply of transit services,
high densities, and relatively pedestrian-friendly environment. San Francisco can achieve congestion
management goals if the measures of performance support the City's transportation and land use
patterns and priorities.

1.2.2

I I Relationship to RTP Goals

In July 2013, MTC and the Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG) adopted Plan Bay Area, the
region's long-range Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) and Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS).
The CMP provides context and implementation tools for San Francisco in advancing the goals
established in Plan Bay Area, particularly those that pertain to transportation: climate protection,
healthy and safe communities, adequate housing, equitable access, economic vitality, and transportation
system effectiveness, with emphases on decreasing automobile use and maintaining the system in a state
of good repair. These goals are directly supported in San Francisco's CMP through transportation and
land use policies; strategic investments and system management; and the performance measures the
Transportation Authority uses to monitor transportation system performance. These elements are
discussed throughout the 2015 CMP, as appropriate.

1.2.3

I I

Future Trends and Strategies

The City's track record highlights the importance of maintaining travel options, not just to prevent
worsening congestion, but to improve access and mobility for San Francisco residents, workers, and
visitors, as the city continues to grow and develop.
Understanding demographic trends is important in charting future action. A development boom in the
1970s and 1980s was characterized by the growth of the city's financial district. This boom was
followed by modest employment growth until the mid-1990s. Employment growth in San Francisco
and the rest of the Bay Area has been cyclical in the years since, with employment booms accompanied
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by increases in construction followed by periods of economic recession. Currently, employment growth
and construction of both commercial and residential development are robust.
Future economic and population growth in the Bay Area will differ significantly in pace and character
from historic development trends. Regional land use forecasts and policies call for focused housing and
employment growth in the region's urbanized core areas. This growth, in conjunction with rising
incomes and the increase in commuting by San Francisco residents to job locations outside of the city,
will bring new pressures to the local and regional transportation networks. This pattern is already in
evidence, with thousands of new housing units and hundreds of thousands of square feet of
commercial space currently under construction and more in the pipeline. 2
Increasing numbers of San Francisco residents are out-commuting to take advantage of work
opportunities in other Bay Area counties: the number of San Francisco residents traveling daily to work
in Santa Clara County or San Mateo County is approximately 75% the number of Santa Clara County
and San Mateo County residents employed in San Francisco. 3 These trends result in auto congestion
and high transit ridership both into and out of San Francisco in the peak periods. Long-distance, autodominated commute patterns (such as the peninsular corridor) are heavy contributors to regional VMT.
Efforts to combat global climate change have made clear the imperative to reduce vehicle miles traveled
(VMT) at the regional level. However, current fiscal conditions are difficult for both infrastructure
improvements and transit operating expenses, with declining Federal and State funding, resulting in an
increasing reliance on local funding sources for solutions to both local and regional transportation
challenges.
In spring of 2013, ABAG and MTC released their Draft Plan Bay Area detailing their land use
projections to 2040. According to the Plan, San Francisco is set to absorb 90,000 new households by
2040 (using 2010 as a baseline), bringing the number of households to 470,000. Since 2010, San
Francisco has added 7,000 net new housing units, and 50,000 more are already in the pipeline. 4
Employment in San Francisco is expected to increase by 190,000 jobs, culminating in over 750,000 jobs
in the city by 2040. Enriching the city's inventory of available and auto-competitive transportation
options-particularly transit system development-will be a key strategy for congestion management in
San Francisco. In order to meet congestion management goals within San Francisco's transportation
policy framework, auto-competitive transportation alternatives should be prioritized, including the
following types of projects:
• Transit service and reliability enhancements. This is essential to ensure that transit is a viable
option to the private automobile as new residential neighborhoods develop, especially in the city's
eastern neighborhoods. Non-traditional transit options (zonal express bus service, demand
responsive, etc.) may need to be explored as additional alternatives to drive-alone in some
instances.
• Bicycle facility and bicycle safety enhancements. Bicycling is a primary mode of travel for a
growing number of trips. Bicycling can be a suitable modal shift for many San Francisco
automobile trips. We can make this option more viable by improving comfort and safety for
cyclists in the City.
• Pedestrian facility and pedestrian safety enhancements. Many trips regardless of the primary
mode begin or end with a pedestrian trip, and many San Franciscans make a substantial number
2

San Francisco Pipeline Reports, San Francisco Planning Department.

3

Estimated from the

4

San Francisco Housing Inventory Reports, San Francisco Planning Department

2010-2012

California Household Travel Survey Data
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of their trips entirely as pedestrians. Pedestrian safety and access are critical to meet the growing
demand for pedestrian-friendly neighborhoods and employment centers.
The Prop K Expenditure Plan for the local half-cent transportation sales tax is San Francisco's
investment blueprint for congestion relief: on November 4, 2003, San Francisco voters extended the
existing half-cent sales tax (Prop B) and approved a new 30-year Expenditure Plan, with a 75 percent
approval rate. The primary goal of the Expenditure Plan is to implement the priorities of the
countywide San Francisco Transportation Plan through investment in a set of projects and programs
that include planning, maintenance and rehabilitation, and improvements to the city's multi-modal
transportation system.
Congestion and demand management measures are also necessary to avoid further deterioration of
transit travel times. San Francisco's congestion management activities will also need to focus on key
improvements to congested roadway facilities to enable transit to get out of automobile traffic and to
improve conditions for pedestrians and bicyclists. Particular attention will be paid to projects that
improve the operating efficiency of the existing system, such as bus transit priority treatments. These
projects help transit re-gain operating speed and retain or expand its market share.
Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) project development is continuing for two key corridors in the Transit Priority
Network: Van Ness Avenue and Geary Boulevard, and the Transportation Authority completed a
Feasibility Study for BRT Geneva Avenue and Harney Way. The SFMTA is leading the next phase of
the Geneva BRT study. These efforts are examples of our commitment to separating transit right-ofway from congested city streets in an effort improve overall person throughput and reduce transit travel
times in key corridors. These BRT corridors, which were identified in the Countywide Transportation
Plan and Prop K Expenditure Plan, were also confirmed as priorities in the SFMTA's Muni Forward
Rapid Network.
The 2004 Countywide Transportation Plan (CWTP) identified pricmg as an important demand
management tool in the County's congestion management toolkit.
In September 2009, the
Transportation Authority approved the final report of the San Francisco On-Street Parking Management and
Pricing Stuc!J, which examined the role of parking pricing to manage demand, increase availability, and
reduce excess vehicular circulation. In December 2010, the Transportation Authority approved the
final study report on the feasibility of implementing an areawide congestion pricing program to manage
weekday peak-period congestion. This Mobiliry, Access, and Pricing Stuc!J (MAPS) informs policy-makers
of the benefits, costs, and impacts of a potential congestion pricing program. The Transportation
Authority initiated the Parking Supply and Utilization Study in the summer of 2013 in partnership with
the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency to evaluate how parking management, focused on
private supplies of off-street parking, could reduce roadway congestion and shift trips to walking,
cycling, and transit. In December of 2013, SFMTA released the evaluation of the SFpark Pilot Project,
which implemented variable, demand responsive parking prices for on-street parking and SFMTAowned parking garages. The evaluation found an average decrease in parking prices, decreased vehicle
miles traveled, and decreased greenhouse gas emissions.
The Transportation Authority is partnering with the San Francisco Planning Department (SF-Planning)
and the SFMTA on the Transportation Sustainability Program (TSP), which supports sustainable
transportation through a coordinated multiple-strategy approach. The first component of the TSP, the
Transportation Sustainability Fee (TSF), supports transit by funding transportation improvements
targeted to offset impacts from new development. The second component, the Transportation
Demand Management (TD:M:) program, will provide guidance and an easy-to-use tool for developers to
promote sustainable transportation options for residents, workers, and patrons traveling to and from
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the site. The third component focuses on aligning San Francisco's policies with forthcoming changes
to traffic impact analysis under the California Environmental Quality Act, through California Senate Bill
(SB) 743, which will require lead agencies to replace level-of-service (LOS) -- a measure which implies
auto-centric impacts and mitigation measures -- with a vehicle miles traveled (VMT)-based metric that
better identifies projects' environmental transportation impacts and also enables those impacts to be
addressed through multi-modal solutions.
In December, 2013, The Transportation Authority Board adopted the San Francisco Transportation
Plan (SFTP), which updates the 2004 CWTP, is the city's 30-year plan to identify goals, needs, and
investment priorities for the city's transportation system and serves as the citywide long-range
transportation planning document. The SFTP recommends an investment plan for projected
transportation funds between now and 2040, proposes a San Francisco investment vision and revenue
strategy for potential new local revenues, and proposes policy recommendations. The Transportation
Authority will begin an update to the SFTP starting in 2016.
Congestion management activities during the next two fiscal years are set forth in the work plan section
at the end of each chapter in this document.
These activities will include advancing the
recommendations established in the SFTP, mu]#ple planning and environmental studies, development
of key system improvement projects, and continued neighborhood transportation planning efforts. The
Transportation Authority will also continue to develop the San Francisco Travel Demand Model in
order to measure performance of the multimodal system, analyze Capital Improvement Program (CIP)
changes and perform project delivery oversight, and improve forecasting of system performance
impacts associated with transportation investments, policies, and land use changes. Since 2013, the
Transportation Authority has continued to update and enhance the San Francisco Travel Demand
Model.

1.3. Program Overview and I<.ey Changes
from the 2013 CMP
1 . 3. 1

I

Mandated Program Components

The following statutory requirements of CMP legislation are mandated for all urban counties in the
state:
1. A CMP updated biennially. The CMP must contain the following:
111

A designated CMP roadway network
Traffic level of service (LOS) standards and a methodology for monitoring LOS on the designated
CMP roadway network
Transit service standards
A multimodal performance element

• A land use impact analysis methodology
e A seven-year multimodal CIP;
2. A common database and method to analyze impacts of local land use decisions on the CMP network;
and
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3. A designated CMA for the county.
1.3.2

I

Transportation Fund Programming

The CMP legislation included the creation of new funding sources, as well as changes to existing fund
programming mechanisms, tied to implementation of CMP requirements. The Transportation
Authority at the local level and MTC at the regional level have been empowered to make CMP
conformance determinations affecting funding eligibility.
State Fuel Tax Increment: The CMP legislation established a 9-cent per gallon in-crease in the
state's fuel tax. In order to receive these revenues, urban counties must conform with CMP
requirements, particularly performance monitoring and the implementation of required CMP
elements. The CMP document itself must be updated every two years.
Regional Improvement Program (RIP): RIP funds are programmed through the Regional
Transportation Improvement Program (RTIP), which is biennially developed and adopted by
MTC, and subsequently adopted into the State Transportation Improvement Program (STIP) by
the California Transportation Commission (CTC). In order to be considered for funding through
the RTIP, transportation projects must be included in the CIP of the CMP.
Federal Surface Transportation Program (STP) and Congestion Management and Air Quality
(CMAQ) Program Funds: In 1992, the California legislature passed SB 1435, which reconciled
the CMP programming process with the then new federal Intermodal Surface Transportation and
Efficiency Act (ISTEA). As a result, projects seeking certain STP or CMAQ funds (continued
under TEA-21, SAFETEA-LU, and MAP-21) must be prioritized by each CMA in their biennial
CIP for the CMP.

111

1.3.3

I

Relationship to Ongoing Planning and Programming Efforts

CMPs are a component of a more comprehensive set of ongoing transportation planning and
programming efforts at the local and regional levels:
RTP: The CMP implements the local portion of the RTP and must be consistent with it. MTC
determines consistency among CMPs in the region. MTC makes these determinations as a part of
the conformance finding process for CMPs.
111

RTIP: The RTIP is a 5-year programming document for a variety of federal and state funding
sources (e.g., RIP) that are sub-allocated to the region. In the Bay Area, MTC works with the
CMAs to develop the RTIP for our nine-county region. RTIPs statewide are approved collectively
as the STIP by the CTC. For certain projects to be included in the RTIP, they must be included in
the CMP CIP.

111

City of San Francisco General Plan: According to the City Charter (section 3.524), the General
Plan is a comprehensive, long-term, guide for the future development of the City and County.
The General Plan guides transportation demand management measures that are addressed as part
of the CMP. Chapter 6 addresses the Planning Department's role in making consistency findings
for the CMP's CIP. While the General Plan provides the policy framework, State law does not
require that the CMP be incorporated into the General Plan.
Air Quality Attainment Plans: MTC's RTP is required by federal law to conform to the State
Implementation Plan for improvement of air quality. Since the CMP must be found consistent
with the RTP, the CMP must therefore also conform to the provisions of the State
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Implementation Plan. In addition, the San Francisco CMP documents implementation of
transportation control measures (fCMs) included in the 2010 Bay Area Clean Air Plan adopted by
the BAAQI\ID pursuant to State requirements. Appendix 11 lists the currently adopted regional
TCMs and how they are incorporated into San Francisco's congestion management strategies.
BAAQI\ID is currently working on a 2015 update to the 2010 Clean Air Plan. The 2015 plan will
include a Regional Climate Protection Strategy to help se the Bay Area on a pathway toward
meeting long-term (i.e., 2050) greenhouse gas reduction goals.
1.3.4

I

Key Changes from 2013 CMP

The following sections highlight the most significant updates included in the 2015 CMP.
This chapter introduces a new multimodal count collection effort in order to establish
trends in demand over time by different modes. It also includes substantive performance monitoring
for auto and transit.
CHAPTER 4:

The Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Element has been updated to reflect
recent changes to planning code requirements, advancements to San Francisco TDM strategies,
including new policies requiring TDM measures for new developments, commuter benefits and the
Commuter Shuttle Policy, carsharing, bike sharing, and other policies. We also included information on
the TDM programs included in area plans, development agreements, and institutional master plans.
Two new pilot projects, the BART Travel Incentives Pilot Project and SF Moves Neighborhood
Outreach Pilot Project, are also discussed in this chapter. Finally, updates to ongoing TDM projects
and studies are included.
CHAPTER 5:

This chapter includes new discussion of the preliminary draft of changes to CEQA
guidelines released by the Governor's Office of Planning and Research on August 6, 2014, following
the elimination of automobile level-of-service as a significant impact in CEQA environmental review.
It also includes discussion of the Core Capacity Transit Study.
CHAPTER 6:

CHAPTER 7: This chapter reflects amendments made to the CIP. Per adopted procedures, the CIP is
amended concurrently with Transportation Authority programming decisions. An ongoing work program
item related to the CIP includes monitoring of state and federal funds to ensure that timely use of funds
requirements are met. These requirements impose deadlines for project milestones such as obligation of
funds, award of contracts and completion of construction. Failure to meet the deadlines can result in loss of
funds to the project, the County, and/ or the Bay Area Region.
CHAPTER 8: The Transportation Authority's San Francisco Travel Demand Forecasting Model has
under-gone improvements since 2013, which are discussed in this chapter.

1.3.5

I

Public Input

A public hearing on the Draft 2015 San Francisco CMP is scheduled for the December 8, 2015 meeting
of the Transportation Authority Plans and Programs Committee. The Transportation Authority Board
is scheduled to consider approval of the 2015 CMP on December 15, 2015.
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Legislative Requirements
Legislative Intent and Application to San Francisco
" San Francisco County Transportation Authority

2.1. Legislative Requirements
California Government Code section 65089 (a), as amended, states "A congestion management
program shall be developed, adopted, and updated biennially, consistent with the schedule for adopting
and updating the regional transportation improvement program, for every county that includes an
urbanized area, and shall include every city and the county. The program shall be adopted at a noticed
public hearing of the agency. The program shall be developed in consultation with, and with the
cooperation of, the transportation planning agency, regional transportation providers, local
governments, the [California] department [of Transportation], and the air pollution control district or
the air quality management district, either by the county transportation commission, or by another
public agency, as designated by resolutions adopted by the county board of supervisors and the city
councils of a majority of the cities representing a majority of the population in the incorporated area of
the county." For the complete text of the CMP statutes see Appendix 2.

2.2. Legislative Intent and Application to San
Francisco
One of the main thrusts of the CMP legislation is to foster coordination of local land use and
transportation investment decisions at the county or subregional level. In order to ensure local
involvement in this process the CMP law vests significant authority and responsibility in the Congestion
Management Agencies (CMAs).
For example, in order to receive state and federal funds,
transportation projects in an urban county must now be recommended by that county's CMA as part of
its Congestion Management Program 1• CMAs therefore act as a policy forum and technical resource to
guide and help resolve transportation problems within counties when those problems have implications
across city boundaries. San Francisco's distinct status as a city and county dictates a somewhat different
role for the CMA in this regard, with the focus of involvement shifting to address problems across
county lines (such as the effects of regional commute patterns into San Francisco), as well as issues of

1
If a county opts out of preparing a CMP, per ABE 2419 (Bowler), MTC will work with the appropriate agencies to
establish project priorities for funding.
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coordination of city department activities affecting congestion management, such as trip reduction
program implementation or transit service improvements.

2.3 The San Francisco County Transportation
Authority
2.2.1

I

Designation and Composition

On November 6, 1990, the Board of Supervisors designated the San Francisco County Transportation
Authority (the Transportation Authority) as the CMA for the County. The Transportation Authority
Board of Commissioners consists of the eleven members of the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
acting as Transportation Authority Commissioners.
2.2.2

I

Roles and Responsibilities

The Transportation Authority is a special-purpose government agency, created on November 7, 1989,
when San Francisco voters passed Proposition B. Proposition B increased the local sales tax by Vz cent
for a period of 20 years, to fund San Francisco transportation projects and services. In November
2003, voters approved a new Expenditure Plan (Prop K), which superseded Prop B and extends the Vz
cent sales tax for 30 years. The Transportation Authority administers, prioritizes, and programs
Proposition K revenues. These revenues also leverage large amounts of State and Federal funds for
transportation investments in San Francisco.
On November 2, 2010 San Francisco voters approved Proposition AA, authorizing collection of an
additional $10 fee annually on motor vehicles registered in San Francisco and approving an Expenditure
Plan for the new funds. The fee will fund local street repair, improvements to pedestrian and bicycle
conditions, and public transit enhancements. As with Prop K, the Transportation Authority
administers, prioritizes, and programs Prop AA funds.
In its capacity as the CMA for San Francisco, the Transportation Authority has primary responsibilities
in the following areas:

•Develop and adopt the biennial CMP and related implementation guidance;
•Monitor City agencies' compliance with CMP requirements;
•Program Federal, State, and regional transportation funds;
Review the programming of all transportation funds for San Francisco;
•Provide policy input into the regional transportation planning and programming process; and
•Develop and periodically update the long-range transportation plan for San Francisco.
The Transportation Authority's dual responsibilities - strategic programming of proposition-authorized
funds through Strategic Plan processes, and prioritizing and programming of State and Federal funds
through the CMP process - are an opportunity to coordinate San Francisco's transportation planning
decisions and optimize the City's investments in transportation infrastructure and services. Leveraging
State and Federal funds through strategic use of Proposition K monies is a primary example of the
efficacy of this process. The San Francisco Transportation Plan improves the effectiveness of this
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process by linking transportation objectives and policies to a specific list of transportation investments,
prioritized across a long-range planning horizon. The Cl'vlP's 7-year CIP and the Authority's Prop K
Five-Year Prioritization Programs serve as the main implementation tools for the San Francisco
Transportation Plan.
As the CMA, the Transportation Authority served as the lead coordinator for San Francisco
involvement in the regional process to develop a Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS) and update
the Regional Transportation Plan (RTP). Plan Bay Area, which integrates the SCS and RTP into a single
regional plan, was adopted in July 2013. As required by SB 375 (Steinberg), passed in 2008, Plan Bay
Area integrates long-range land use, housing, and transportation planning in the region to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions from motor vehicles.
Assembly Bill No. 981, the Treasure Island Transportation Management Act, authorizes the Board of
Supervisors (BOS) of the City and County of San Francisco to designate a board or agency to act as the
transportation management agency (TMA) for Treasure Island and implement the Treasure Island
Development Program's transportation plan. In October 2011, the Transportation Authority Board
recommended to the Board of Supervisors and the Treasure Island Development Authority (TIDA)
that the Transportation Authority be designated as the Treasure Island Mobility Management Agency
(TIMMA). Subsequent resolutions tasked the Transportation Authority with advancing agency
formation documents, planning, and grant-writing.
In addition, acting as the CMA, the Transportation Authority plays a key role in evaluating and
providing guidance on major local transportation projects and land use policies that may affect the
performance of the transportation system.
2.2.3

I

Implications of the Board's Multiple Roles

As described above, the San Francisco Board of Supervisors also serves as the Transportation
Authority's Board of Commissioners. These multiple roles require careful balancing of the Board's
responsibilities. Policy decisions made by the Board of Supervisors may have negative congestion
management impacts and place the Transportation Authority Board, as CMA, in a position to find the
City in non-conformance with the CMP. This may in turn generate difficult Proposition K funding
choices for the Transportation Authority Board
In order to minimize the potential for conflict, the Transportation Authority cannot limit its role to just

monitoring CMP conformance after the fact. Instead, the Transportation Authority must take a
proactive role to serve as a resource in analyzing the potential transportation implications of
transportation and land use related actions, projects, or policies proposed for the City. In order to
fulfill this responsibility, the Transportation Authority regularly participates in and comments on studies
and discussions of key San Francisco transportation and land use issues, such as the Transit
Effectiveness Project (now part of Muni Forward), the Transportation Sustainability Program, Better
Market Street, and the Transit Core Capacity Study. This approach allows the Board to anticipate
potential problems, instead of reacting when congestion impacts reach crisis proportions and require
hasty actions.
2.2.4

I

Relationship to City Agencies

State law mandates that the Transportation Authority, acting as CMA, biennially determine if the City is
in conformance with the adopted Congestion Management Program. A finding of non-conformance
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has potentially significant consequences for transportation funding in the City. Also according to state
law, it is the City's responsibility to ensure that transportation projects, programs, and services are put
in place, through its implementing departments, to maintain conformance with the CMP.
In fulfilling its CMA mandate, the Transportation Authority must function as an independent agency to
be able to objectively and credibly evaluate CMP conformance. This dictates a special relationship with
City departments involved in transportation-related actions which must be assessed at least biennially
relative to their congestion management impacts. On the other hand, because of the Board's multiple
roles, as described in the previous section, the Transportation Authority's approach is to act as a
resource, maximizing coordination with the City departments responsible for planning and
implementation of transportation actions, so that such actions may be evaluated for congestion
management impacts before they are put in place.
2.2.5

I

Relationship to Regional Planning/Programming Agencies

As the Congestion Management Agency for San Francisco, the Transportation Authority plays a key
liaison role with the Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC), the Bay Area's regional
transportation planning agency, and with the Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD),
the agency responsible for implementation and monitoring of the region's Clean Air Plan. The
Transportation Authority coordinates local input into MTC's Regional Transportation Plan (RTP),
which establishes the overall vision for long-range transportation development and funding in the
region, and the Regional Transportation Improvement Program (RTIP). Through its membership in
the Bay Area Partnership, the Transportation Authority plays a key role in shaping the evolution of
planning and programming processes affecting San Francisco's ability to make effective transportation
investments and preserve its economic vitality. Further, through its leadership in this regional forum
the Transportation Authority is in a position to influence the debate over the vision and goals for
transportation and land use planning in the Bay Area, bringing to bear San Francisco's unique
perspective on multimodal transportation, mobility, and livable communities.
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3.1. Legislative Requirements
California Government Code Section 65089(b)(l)(A) requires that the designated Congestion
Management Network include at least all state highways and principal arterials. No highway or roadway
designated as part of the system may be removed from the system. The statutes do not define
'principal arterial.'
The statutes also refer to regional transportation systems as part of the required land use impacts
analysis program, California Government Code Section 65089(b)(4). In 1991, the Bay Area's
Congestion Management Agencies (CMAs) developed Congestion Management Program (CMP)
networks in coordination with MTC's Metropolitan Transportation System (MTS). The MTS network,
which includes both highways and transit services, was subsequently designated as the Congestion
Management System, as required by the federal Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act
(ISTEA) of 1991. The MTC contracted with the congestion management agencies in the Bay Area to
help develop the MTS and to use the CMPs to link land use decisions to the MTS.

3.2. San Francisco CMP Roadways
CMP legislation requires that all state highways (including freeways) and principal arterials are included
in the CMP network. The network must be useful to track the transportation impacts of land
development decisions, as well as to assess the congestion management implications of proposed
transportation projects. San Francisco's network therefore includes numerous local thoroughfares since
most urban traffic occurs on city arterials (rather than on the freeways). The next sections document
the network selection criteria and process used in the initial San Francisco CMP in 1991, and describes
the current network.
3.1.1

I

Selection Criteria

Consistent with State requirements, the San Francisco CMP roadway network includes all freeways and
state highways, as well as principal arterials. San Francisco has defined principal arterials as the Major
Arterials designated in the Transportation Element of the City's General Plan, defined as follows:

"cross-town thoroughfares whose primary function is to link districts within the ciry and to distribute trciffic from and to
the freewcrys; these are routes general!J of cirywide signijicance; of varying capaciry depending on the travel demand for the
specific direction and acj,jacent land uses. "
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Several additional arterials - Market Street, :Mission Street, Sutter Street, and West Portal - are also
included in the CMP roadway network. These streets experience significant conflicts between auto
traffic and transit service.

3.1.2 I Segmentation Method
The 1993 CMP documented the criteria used in 1991 to segment the CMP roadway network in San
Francisco, including freeway facilities (see Appendix 3). The following five criteria determined segment
limits for the city arterials in the CMP: predominant development patterns (e.g., number of driveways,
institutional uses); changes in speed limits; major cross streets; significant changes in traffic volumes;
and freeway ramps. These criteria are generally recognized as significant in explaining the operating
profile of a roadway.
For freeway facilities the segmentation criteria are simpler. They include major interchange on and off
ramps, and points were two freeway facilities merge or bifurcate.

3.1.3 I Current Network
The complete CMP roadway network for San Francisco consists of 233 directional miles on both
arterials and freeways.
Table 3-1: 2015 Monitored Segment Miles
ROADWAY TYPE

TOTAL DIRECTIONAL MILES

Arterial

198.2

Freeway

34.9

Total

233.1

As discussed in Chapter 4, performance monitoring was conducted in 2013 for the entire CMP
network. The 2013 monitoring network is show in Figure 3-1, including the distinction between
"official" and "additional" segments.
FREEWAYS AND STATE HIGHWAYS

San Francisco's CMP roadway network includes freeway segments on Interstate 80, Interstate 280, and
US Route 101. State routes designated along City streets are also part of the CMP roadway network, as
follows:
•US Route 101 -Richardson Avenue, Lombard Street west of Van Ness Avenue, and Van Ness
between Lombard Street and Market Street;
•Route 1 - Park Presidio Boulevard, 19th Avenue, andJunipero Serra Boulevard south of 19th
Avenue;
•Route 35 - Sloat Boulevard between 19th Avenue and Skyline Boulevard as well as Skyline
Boulevard.
CITY ARTERIALS

The remaining CMP network arterials are city arterials. A table of all arterials included in the CMP
network is included in Appendix 3.
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3.1.4 I Network Changes
State law prohibits the removal of roadway facilities from the initially designated CMP network (unless
facilities are physically removed from the transportation system, such as the Embarcadero Freeway).
New facilities may be added to the CMP network without restrictions, subject to the established criteria
for inclusion. No network segmentation changes are proposed in the 2015 CMP. Appendix 3 lists all
CMP arterials where segmentation changes have been made since 1991, including a technical
justification.
From time to time the Transportation Authority may also monitor additional segments that are not part
of the official CMP network. These do not constitute official changes to the CMP network, but may be
included to support current planning and system management efforts. The Transportation Authority
has not monitored any additional segments in 2015.
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Figure 3.1: Spring 2015 Monitored Segments
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3.1.5 I Relationship to the MTS
San Francisco's CMP roadway network is broadly consistent with the Metropolitan Transportation
System (MTS) defined by MTC. The MTS is a regional network of roadways, transit corridors and
transfer points. The State highways and major thoroughfares designated in San Francisco's CMP
roadway network are all included in the San Francisco portion of the regional MTS network. In a few
instances, the local CMP roadway network is not identical to the regional MTS network due to
differences in the criteria used to define each network. San Francisco's CMP and MTS networks are
coordinated with the networks of adjacent counties, to ensure regional connectivity.
A 1993 agreement delegated responsibility from MTC to the Transportation Authority to implement
certain mandates in the federal Interstate Surface Transportation and Efficiency Act (ISTEA) of 1991
and by extension, under the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act-A legacy
for Users(SAFETEA-LU) of 2005. These include the analysis of potential impacts on the MTS of
proposed local land use decisions (see Chapter 6). The MTS roadway network was updated in 2001 to
reflect "support for 'smart growth' and 'environmental justice' by including new focus on facilities that
serve major areas of high density, and that provide essential access to disadvantaged neighborhoods."

3.1.6 I Non-Automobile Networks
Transportation performance measures in the San Francisco CMP have broadened to increasingly
incorporate multimodal performance. However, the city's dense grid allows parallel streets in the same
corridor to serve different transportation functions, and the designated CMP roadway network does not
necessarily align with the most important or heavily traveled routes for transit riders, bicyclists, or
pedestrians. Therefore, many of the non-auto performance measures in this CMP include data from
non-CMP portions of the street network or use citywide metrics. Some multimodal measures, such as
transit speed, use data collected along CMP network segments to facilitate comparisons with
automobile performance. Chapter 4 provides details on multimodal performance.

3.3. Work Program Items
11

Participate in any future MTC efforts to redefine the Metropolitan Transportation System

(MTS).
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This chapter presents the 2015 CMP multimodal performance results, including analyses of traffic
congestion, transit, and non-motorized performance measures. It combines the traffic Level of Service
(LOS) and multimodal performance elements required under state CMP legislation, reflecting the
legislation's requirement that LOS be included as one of several multimodal performance measures.
This approach is also consistent with San Francisco's urban, multimodal environment. Vehicular traffic
congestion remains an important metric of transportation performance in San Francisco, but the City
and County's Transit First policy and emphasis on person mobility place higher priority on the
performance of alternative modes including transit, bicycles, and pedestrians than on private vehicle
speeds.

4.1. Legislative Requirements
4.1.1

I

LOS Monitoring

The California Government Code reqwres that San Francisco use automobile LOS standards to
measure the performance of the CMP roadway network, but permits CMAs a choice among the
following methodologies for measuring LOS:
1111

Transportation Research Board Circular 212 (TRC 212);
Transportation Research Board's Special Report 209: Highwqy Capacity Manual (HCM); or

1111

A uniform methodology adopted by the CMA that is consistent with the Highwqy Capacity Manual

The CMA is required to biennially determine the City's conformance with the CMP, including
attainment of LOS standards.
In accordance with CMP legislation, the county and city governments are required to show that CMP
route segments within their jurisdiction are operating at or above the CMP traffic LOS standard for all
segments outside of any designated Infill Opportunity Zone (IOZ). Section 65089(b)(1)(B) states that
"In no case shall the LOS standards established be below the LOS E or the current level, whichever is
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farthest from LOS A except when the area is in an infill opportunity zone. When the level of service
on a segment or at an intersection fails to attain the established level of service standard outside an infill
opportunity zone, a deficiency plan shall be adopted pursuant to section 65089.4". In addition, Section
65089.3 establishes that "The [California] [D]epartment [of Transportation] is responsible for data
collection and analysis on state highways, unless the agency designates that responsibility to another
entity."
Senate Bill 1636 (Figueroa), passed in 2002, authorized local jurisdictions to designate IOZs. IOZs
must meet eligibility criteria to ensure they are compact, mixed-use areas that are well-served by transit.
In December 2009, the San Francisco Board of Supervisors designated all then-eligible areas within the
City and County of San Francisco as an IOZ (see Appendix 4). Senate Bill 743 (Steinberg), passed in
2013, changed the eligibility criteria for IOZ designation. Under the new criteria, an IOZ is an area
designated by a city or a county within a half mile of a major transit stop or corridor that is included in
a regional transportation plan. Areas that are designated transit priority areas within the regional
Sustainable Communities Strategy are eligible for designation. Previous law also set a December 2009
deadline for jurisdictions to designated IOZs and terminated an IOZ designation if no development
project was completed within the zone within four years of designation; SB 743 repealed both
provisions. Within a designated IOZ, the local jurisdiction is not required to maintain traffic conditions
to the LOS standard. Thus, C:MP route segments located within an IOZ are exempt from the
minimum LOS standards and deficiency plan requirements mandated elsewhere by the CMP legislation.
4.1.2

I

Multimodal Performance Monitoring

The CMP legislation also requires a multimodal performance element. AB 1963 in 1994 modified
Section 65089(b)(2) of the Government Code to replace the transit service standards requirements
previously mandated for the 1991 and 1993 CMPs. The revised statutes state that the CMP shall
include "[a] performance element that includes performance measures to evaluate current and future
multimodal system performance for the movement of people and goods. At a minimum, these
performance measures shall incorporate highway and roadway system performance, and measures
established for the frequency and routing of public transit, and for the coordination of transit service
provided by separate operators. These performance measures shall support mobility, air quality, land
use, and economic objectives, and shall be used in the development of the capital improvement
program ... , deficiency plans ... , and the land use analysis program .... ".

4.2. Legislative Intent and Application to San
Francisco
The original CMP legislation defined performance narrowly as roadway LOS. The amendments
acknowledged the need for diversified solutions to complex transportation problems in urban areas,
and the inadvisability of tackling them with just one mode. Current performance element requirements
recognize that the transportation system performance should be measured for all modes: automobile,
transit, bicycle, and pedestrian.
According to the CMP legislation, deficiencies are detected only on the roadway system. Improvements
on the LOS scale ensure better travel conditions for motorists, but the LOS scale does not take into
account the person throughput capacity of a roadway. A city arterial may carry the maximum number
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of automobiles at acceptable speed, but if each vehicle carries only the driver, then throughput of the
facility is suboptimal. San Francisco therefore includes performance standards and measurements that
evaluate all aspects of the City's multimodal transportation network. San Francisco's high transit,
pedestrian, and bicycle mode shares and extensive non-auto mode networks mean that the city benefits
from a multimodal approach to system performance.
Consistent with State law, the 2015 San Francisco C:MP distinguishes between two categories of
performance measures. Legislatively Required measures include roadway LOS plus three transit service
performance measures: routing, frequency, and inter-operator service coordination. These are the
elements of congestion and multimodal performance measurement that are explicitly required by State
congestion management statutes. Section 4.4 details the Legislatively Required metrics.
Local performance measures include multimodal metrics that are not used for determination of C:MP
conformance under State legislation but reflect performance goals for alternative modes in the City of
San Francisco. The local measures are used for planning purposes and to track trends over time.
Transit measures included in the 2015 C:MP include transit speeds, transit-to-auto speed ratios, transit
speed variability. In addition to these, we also include the service standards and milestones reported by
the SFMTA, which include measures of transit crowding, transit on-time performance, and bunches
and gaps in transit service. Non-motorized metrics include volumes, network connectivity, and safety.
These measures are discussed in further detail in Section 4.5.

4.3. Applications of Multi.modal Performance
Measures
State law requires that link (roadway) LOS be used for determining CMP conformance and conducting
deficiency planning, except within a designated Infill Opportunity Zone. Multimodal performance
measures will be used for the following purposes:
11

CMP conformance determinations. Link (roadway) LOS will continue to be used for conformance
determinations for areas that are not designated by the City as an IOZ. Although areas within the
designated IOZ are exempt from deficiency planning requirements, the Transportation Authority
will continue to monitor multimodal performance, including LOS.
CIP amendments. The Transportation Authority will continue to evaluate the potential impacts of
proposed CIP changes on the performance of the multimodal network. This information is used
as one of the factors in determining Transportation Authority concurrence with such proposals.

11

Deficiency plans. Link LOS measurements will be used for deficiency determinations. Portions of
the congestion management network within a designated IOZ are exempt from deficiency
planning requirements. See Appendix 8 for more information on deficiency plans.
Land use impacts analysis. Multimodal performance measures will be used for the analysis of
impacts of local land use decisions on the CMP network.

4.4. Legislatively Required Performance Measures
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Roadway Level of Service (LOS)

This is the most traditional and best documented performance measure. The Cl\1P legislation defines
roadway performance primarily by using the LOS traffic engineering concept to evaluate the operating
conditions on a roadway. LOS describes operating conditions on a scale of A to F, with "A" describing
free flow, and "F" describing bumper-to-bumper conditions. The HCM defines LOS as " ... a quality
measure describing operational conditions within a traffic stream, generally in terms of such service
measures as speed and travel time, freedom to maneuver, traffic interruptions, and comfort and
convenience."
Designation of much of San Francisco as an Infill Opportunity Zone strengthens the Transportation
Authority's efforts to develop and employ multimodal performance measures appropriate to a dense,
multimodal, urban environment. Under the Cl\1P legislation, C11P segments within an IOZ are exempt
from minimum LOS standards. The Transportation Authority continues to work with partner agencies
to collect data and develop robust metrics that adequately monitor and evaluate multimodal system
performance.
Still, continued monitoring of automobile LOS is useful for a variety of reasons. As the most extensive
historical dataset available, LOS allows for the monitoring of traffic conditions over a long period of
time. Congestion is also an important factor in the performance of surface-running transit service:
where transit operates in mixed traffic, increased congestion will slow transit. Finally, ongoing
monitoring of both automobile and transit speeds within the same corridor facilitates the assessment of
relative modal performance. As such, the Transportation Authority monitored automobile LOS on the
designated C11P network during 2015.
The traffic LOS standard for San Francisco is consistent with Cl\1P-mandated criteria and was
established at E in the initial (1991) Cl\1P network. Facilities that were already operating at LOS Fat
the time of baseline monitoring, conducted to develop the first Cl\1P in 1991, are legislatively exempt
from the LOS standards. Cl\1P segments that are within a designated IOZ are also exempt from LOS
conformance requirements.
MONITORING APPROACH

The Transportation Authority uses INRIX data, a commercial dataset which combines several real-time
GPS monitoring sources with data from highway performance monitoring systems, as the primary
source for official speed and LOS calculations. INRIX data is supplemented with floating car data
where INRIX data is not available. This method was adopted in the 2013 Cl\1P after initial conducted
as part of the 2011 Cl\1P found that results calculated from INRIX were appropriate for use in speed
and LOS calculations. The 2011 analysis found that speeds from INRIX data were, on average, higher
than speeds from floating car runs, but fell within the range of variability of floating car results for a
given segment and time period.
Prior to 2013, the Transportation Authority used the floating car method to collect travel time data on
the C11P network However, the resource-intensity of this method led to small sample sizes, which
yielded relatively high variability in the results. In 2013, MTC contracted with INRIX to obtain regionwide commercial speed data, and has made the data available free of charge to CMAs and other local
governments for planning and monitoring purposes.
The INRIX and floating car data were collected in April and May, 2015, which is the typical Cl\1P
monitoring period for San Francisco.
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The methodology and results of the 2015 LOS Monitoring effort are detailed in Appendix 5.
SUMMARY OF 2015 LOS MONITORING RESULTS

Table 4-1, below, presents the change in CMP network average travel speeds, calculated as time-mean
speed, between 2013 and 2015 for the AM and PM peak periods (7:00 to 9:00 a.m. and 4:30 to 6:30
p.m., respectively).
Table 4-1: CMP Network Average Travel Speed
TIME-MEAN TRAVEL SPEED
CATEGORY

Arterial

Freeway

TIME PERIOD

AM

2013*

2015

PERCENT CHANGE

17.1 mph

14.6 mph

- 15%

PM

16.0 mph

12.7 mph

- 21%

AM

38.2 mph

37.6 mph

- 2%

PM

29.5 mph

26.3 mph

- 11%

*The method used to calculate CMP speeds was improved for the 2015 CMP, and 2013 speeds have been recalculated using the updated
method for comparison to 2015 results. See Appendix 5, Attachment 5.4 for details.

Average travel speeds on the CMP network have decreased since 2013 for all times measured times and
road types. Average arterial travel speeds have decreased 15% from 17.1 mph to 14.6 mph in the AM
peak and decreased 21% from 16.0 mph to 12.7 mph in the PM peak. The average travel speed on
freeways decreased 2% from 38.2 mph to 37.6 mph and 11% from 29.5 mph to 26.3 mph in the PM
peak.
Freeway segment speeds are historically highly variable. They tend to be slower during the PM peak
than the AM. Inbound segments in the AM peak tend to be slower than their outbound counterparts,
and outbound segments in the PM peak tend to be lower than their inbound counterparts. Freeway
speeds ranged from a decrease of 7 .2 mph (on US 101 /Central Freeway from I-80 to Market in the PM
peak) to an increase of 7.1 mph (on US 101/Central Freeway from Market to I-80 in the AM peak).
The last was the 3rd slowest CMP freeway segments in 2013, and has moved to only the 6th slowest.
The slowest four segments from 2013 are again the four slowest segments in 2015, and each decreased
slightly in speed.
Out of 232 CMP arterial segments, average AM peak speeds increased or stayed the same on 36
segments and decreased on 210 segments. In the PM peak, average arterial speeds increased or stayed
the same on 26 CMP segments and decreased on 220 segments. The analysis confirms expectations of
decreased speeds across the network.
In the AM peak period, 4 arterial segments and 4 freeway segments were found to operate at LOS F.
In the PM peak period, 20 arterial segments and 6 freeway segments were found to operate at LOS F.
Each arterial segment operating at LOS F in the morning peak is within an IOZ, and each freeway
segment operating at LOS F also operated at LOS F during base year monitoring, and so all CMP
segments are exempt from deficiency planning requirements during the morning peak. Similarly, all
CMP freeway and arterial segments operating at LOS F in the evening peak period are exempt because
they are either within an IOZ or operated at LOS F during base year monitoring.
Full LOS monitoring results can be found in Appendix 5.
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DEFICIENCY PLANNING

Since all segments measured at LOS Fin the 2015 monitoring were exempt and did not represent a
deficiency, and since San Francisco was not found to be deficient for any of the Legislatively Required
transit performance measures, no deficiency planning process is triggered by the 2015 CMP. The
Transportation Authority is continuing to collaborate with other agencies to incorporate additional
multimodal performance measures into the CMP (see subsequent sections of this Chapter) and to
improve the performance of the multimodal transportation system regardless of whether a specific
deficiency is identified. For a detailed discussion regarding the CMP deficiency planning process, see
Appendix 8.

4.4.2

I

Transit Coverage/Routing

This refers to the pattern and hierarchy of the transit route network (e.g., radial/ grid, rapid/local, etc.)
and the service area covered (e.g., percent of total population served within one-quarter mile; or percent
of total urbanized area served). San Francisco County has the most extensive transit coverage of any
Bay Area county. As shown in Table 4-A at the end of this chapter, the Muni coverage standard is to
provide service running at least 19 hours per day within a 1/4 mile walking distance. Other transit
operators serve smaller areas of the City and primarily provide connections to other parts of the region.

4.4.3 I Transit Frequency
This is the number of transit vehicles (buses, trains, or ferries) per hour (e.g., 4 buses per hour). The
inverse of the frequency is called "headway," which is the time between transit vehicles (e.g., 15 minutes
between buses).
Figure 4-1 shows key transit service routes in San Francisco operated by MUNI including Rapid, Metro,
and Cable Car services.
Table 4-A, found at the end of this chapter, shows frequency (headway) and coverage standards for the
major transit operators that provide service in San Francisco.
A number of transit operators provide connections to and from points outside the city. Because of the
predominantly suburban, low-density environment in which they function, which limits the amount and
kinds of service they can provide, these operators have significantly different standards from those that
Muni is expected to achieve in San Francisco. These differences are reflected in Table 4-A. The transit
standards are essentially established policy and in most cases are taken directly from each operator's
Short Range Transit Plan.

4.4.4

I

Interoperator Coordination

This addresses the linkages between transit services provided by different operators (e.g., timed
transfers at transit centers, joint fare cards, etc.), to facilitate the use of transit.
Senate Bill 602 required that MTC, in coordination with the Bay Area's Regional Transit Coordinating
Committee (RTCC), develop rules and regulations for fare and schedule coordination in MTC's ninecounty Bay region. SB 1474, passed in 1996, set coordination objectives for the region's transit
services, and MTC has adopted Resolution 3055, Transit Coordination Implementation Plan, to comply
with SB 1474. This MTC-led process is considered sufficient to meet the intent of CMP law regarding
transit service coordination in the region. Compliance with MTC's process by Muni and all other
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operators serving San Francisco will therefore constitute sufficient grounds for a finding of
conformance with CMP transit coordination requirements.
The Transportation Authority is currently engaged with partner agencies in various efforts that seek to
improve transportation system connectivity and ease interoperator transfers. This unified system,
centered on a single farecard known as Clipper, is now operational in San Francisco and provides
interoperator functionality.
Eventually, Clipper will be part of an even more comprehensive
multimodal system. This "integrated mobility account'' would potentially include non-transit systems,
namely FasTrak (automated bridge-tolling), on- and off-street parking payment, and, if implemented,
congestion pricing fees. Such a system would provide ready access to account information through
web and mobile interfaces. With a centralized mobility management system, users could also be
encouraged to make better transportation decisions and evaluate travel costs and tradeoffs in a more
comprehensive manner.

4.5. Local Performance Measures
In measuring performance, we are measuring the ability of the system to satisfy the transportation
needs of all San Franciscans, and we must therefore measure performance with reference to particular
groups of users-e.g., transit riders, bicyclists, and pedestrians.
Traffic congestion has been measured with a widely recognized, standard approach-LOS-for
decades. By contrast, information about the performance of the rest of the transportation network, for
those who choose to take transit, bicycle, or walk, is less standardized. Although the 2010 Highway
Capacity Manual (HCJ\f) now includes a methodology to calculate multi-modal LOS, its applicability to
San Francisco's dense urban grid network is limited (see Appendix 5 for further discussion).
Historically, certain transit system data has been collected in response to federal or state requirements
tied to eligibility for funding. Typical data collected included total daily ridership-an indicator of
current demand for service, and cost per passenger mile, an indicator of cost effectiveness.
Increasingly, however, operators are deploying on-board monitoring technologies to help adjust daily
operations, improve ongoing system planning, and inform longer-range capital planning.
Similarly, data pertaining to bicycle and pedestrian trips has historically been seldom available. When
collected, it is usually in connection with a specific project proposal, and is not a part of a systematic
effort that provides a picture of the user's experience.
Multimodal performance data is increasingly needed for system performance measurement pursuant to
updates of the San Francisco Transportation Plan and congestion management planning as well as for
project planning, transportation impact analysis, and project prioritization. It is necessary to provide
better information to the traveling public, as well as to inform policy decisions about funding of
transportation projects and services.
By applying the performance measures for travel by car, transit, bicycle, or foot to different
neighborhoods in the city, we can produce a countywide picture of comparative mobility between
neighborhoods, modes (e.g. transit vs. auto), or types of users (e.g. transit dependent, elderly). We can
also evaluate the accessibility of different parts of the city by analyzing the number of destinations that
are reachable by different modes of transportation.
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The Transportation Authority's travel demand model and GIS database are the main tools for analysis
of system performance data.
The Transportation Authority also continues its ongoing technical and policy vehicles for development
of further local performance measures. The groundwork for further measures has been supported with
allocations of Prop K funding for projects devoted to ongoing collection of multimodal data, such as
automatic passenger counters (APCs) on transit vehicles, in-pavement bicycle volume counters, and
intersection-level automated pedestrian counters.
4.5.1

I

Transit Speed and Variability

APC DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

The San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA) uses both automatic vehicle locator
(AVL) and automatic passenger counter (APC) systems to collect robust, real-time data on bus
performance and ridership. AVL and APC data support a wide range of operations, planning, and
customer service activities.
AVL technology is installed on Muni's entire fleet of diesel (including hybrid) buses, electric trolleybuses, and light-rail vehicles. A GPS-based real-time monitoring system, AVL is useful both from an
operational perspective (i.e., NextBus) and planning perspective. In 2007, the Transportation Authority
used AVL data to validate travel demand model improvement efforts, which linked modeled transit
speeds dynamically to auto speeds. (The San Francisco model is discussed in further detail in Chapter
8.) The 2007 CMP included, for the first time, reporting of transit speeds on key monitored segments
of the Muni system.
APCs are a more robust on-board monitoring tool than A VLs. The SFMTA's APC system provides
both running time (i.e., speed) information as well as passenger activity (boardings and alightings) data.
In March 2005, the Transportation Authority approved the first of several allocations of Prop K funds
to support the procurement and installation of APCs on a portion of Muni's bus fleet. SFMTA's
Transit Effectiveness Project (TEP), (now Muni Forward), significantly accelerated the deployment of
APCs on Muni's diesel bus and trolley bus fleet, in order to provide the high-resolution (i.e., stop-level
and route-level) data necessary for the TEP's comprehensive system analysis.
More generally, the resources and analyses developed for the TEP's original analysis have provided
SFMTA with a set of valuable tools and skills for data driven decision-making. Operations-level data,
collected in real-time on a sufficient sample of vehicles and runs, supports a range of planning activities,
from short-term resource deployment to financial planning and long-range system development. APC
data is regularly shared between the SFMTA and the Transportation Authority for planning purposes,
including for CMP reporting.
The SFMTA currently has APCs deployed on a significant portion of its bus fleet. Guided by a
deployment plan, equipped vehicles are rotated across the system each month; thus each individual run
(i.e., a particular scheduled departure of a specific route) is sampled on a regular basis (at least once per
month). This is valuable for detailed service planning purposes. For broader system performance
monitoring and planning purposes, such as the CMP, the APC data can be aggregated to a weekday
peak period and have a relatively large sample set.
APC data was used to report transit speeds in 2009, 2011, and 2013. For the 2015 CMP the LOS
monitoring consultants (Iteris) processed two months of APC data collected on Muni's bus (diesel and
trolley coach) fleet. Muni light rail vehicles are not currently equipped with APCs, and were thus not
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included in the analysis. After undergoing a quality control "cleaning" to eliminate faulty and outlier
data samples, the data was filtered to include only weekday peak periods. The same AM and PM peak
time periods were as used as in the LOS Monitoring (7:00am-9:00am and 4:30pm-6:30pm).
The APC equipment relies on GPS technology to recognize Muni's designated stop locations as a
vehicle traverses its route. The processed dataset provides stop-to-stop travel speed, inclusive of dwell
time. Dwell time is assigned to the "upstream" stop: the segment-level data represents upstream stoparrival point to downstream stop-arrival point. In this way, the processed data corresponds with the
travel time and through-speed experience by a transit rider as he or she passes multiple stops while onboard. (This is comparable to manner in which automobile speed is reported in this chapter by
including fully-stopped intersection delay in the calculation of through-travel speed.). Where the transit
travel time results have been mapped to CMP segmentation, the bus stop segments were split at CMP
boundaries, and the distance of each bus segment within a CMP segment was used to weight the
average speed over the segment.
The APC dataset is from April and May of 2015, the same period as the roadway LOS monitoring
effort. This allowed the comparison of auto to transit speeds on the portions of the CMP network for
which Muni data was available. For each segment, the ratio of auto-to-transit speed was calculated.
This figure is equivalent to the ratio of transit travel time to auto travel time. A ratio of 2 would
indicate that, for a particular route, on-board transit travel time is twice that of auto travel time.
TRANSIT SPEEDS

Transit speeds on the CMP network have declined slightly since 2013, likely due to increasing traffic
congestion. Compared to 2013, the average transit speeds (collected for buses only) in 2015 on the
CMP network1 decreased from 8.8 mph to 8.7 mph in the AM peak period. In the PM peak period
transit speeds decreased from 8.1 mph to 7.9 mph. A roughly equal number of segments decreased as
stayed the same or increased in average transit speed, for both AM and PM peak periods; in the AM, 65
segments decreased in speed while 68 stayed the same or increased, and in the PM 67 segments
decreased and 67 stayed the same or increased. Figures 4-2 and 4-3 illustrate average bus speeds on
CMP segments in the AM and PM peak periods, respectively.
Transit performs better, relative to auto speeds, in 2015 than it did in 2013. In 2013, auto speeds were
greater than transit speeds by a factor of 2 or more on 42% of segments in the AM peak and 49% in the
PM peak, for all CMP segments for which transit speeds were reported. In 2015, the number of
segments with auto speeds exceeding transit speeds by that amount decreased to only 23% in the AM
peak and 19% in the PM peak. The average auto-to-transit speed ratio decreased from 2.0 to 1.7 in the
AM peak and 2.1 to 1.7 in the PM peak. Table 4-2 and Table 4-3 display segments with auto-to-transit
speed ratios over 2.0 for the AM and PM peak periods, respectively.
Since 2013, one of the CMP segments with the highest auto-to-transit ratio, Fulton Street from 10th
Avenue to Arguello, has been operating as part of a pilot service change that has established a limitedstop SL-Fulton line during daytime hours. Transit speeds improved significantly, from 6.7 mph to 8.8
mph in the AM peak and from 4.5 mph to 9.9 mph in the PM peak. Similarly, the auto-to-transit speed
ratio dropped from over 4 to under 2. Improvements to the 14R, which runs the length of Mission St
from downtown to the county line, were implemented through one of Muni Forward's travel time
reduction projects, and in 2015 CMP monitoring, auto-to-transit speed ratios dropped on all
Mission/Otis CMP segments. Several other segments with high auto-to-transit ratios are planned for
1

Transit average speeds are unweighted.
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transit improvements, including Van Ness Avenue with the Van Ness Avenue Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)
and on Geary Blvd with the Geary BRT project. On Market Street between Van Ness and
Embarcadero, where, as part of a planned series of safety enhancements, several turning restrictions
direct traffic off of Market Street and transit-only lanes were painted bright red to encourage better
compliance, surface transit has become more competitive with autos in both directions and both
morning and evening peak travel periods.
Transit became less competitive relative to auto on 22 segments in the AM peak and 21 segments in the
PM peak. By comparison, transit became more competitive relative to transit on 110 segments in both
the AM and PM peak periods.
Although useful, the current analysis of individual segments does not account for the number of riders
affected on segments or transit routes with different levels of performance. In future monitoring cycles,
ridership data could be added to the analysis to enable identification of transit routes that affect the
greatest numbers of riders. Route-level speed and travel time information may also be useful.
TRANSIT SPEED VARIABILITY

The standard deviation and coefficient of variation of travel time provide indicators of how reliable
transit vehicle travel times are for a given segment. The standard deviation provides an absolute
measure of variability, and indicates in minutes how far from the mean speeds typically range. The
coefficient of variation (CV) is calculated by dividing the standard deviation by the average speed,
thereby normalizing the results to compare relative variability between faster and slower segments. The
CV is expressed as a percentage of the mean speed.
Transit speed variability is high for many segments. Coefficients of variation on many segments are
20% or more, indicating that transit travel time on a typically 30-minute trip is more than six minutes
faster or slower than average more nearly one-third of the time. The coefficient of variation exceeds
30% for 23 segments in the PM peak and 15 segments in the AM peak, representing approximately ten
percent of monitored segments. Table 4-4 and Table 4-5 display these least reliable segments in the AM
and PM peak period.
Full results are included in Appendix 7.
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San Francisco Transit Map

Figure 4-1: Muni San Francisco Transit System Map
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Figure 4-2: 2015 Average Muni Bus Speeds on CMP Network Segments, Weekday AM Peak
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Figure 4-3: 2015 Average Muni Bus Speeds on CMP Network Segments, Weekday PM Peak
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Table 4-2: CMP Segments with Auto-to-Transit Speed Ratios above 2.0 during AM Peak

DIR.

CMP SEGMENT

AVG. AUTO SPEED
(MPH)

AVG.TRANSIT
SPEED (MPH)

AUTO/TRANSIT
SPEED RATIO

Market/Portola: Guerrero to Castro

w

15.1

5.4

2.8

J. Serra: County Line to Brotherhood

N

27.0

9.8

2.8

Bayshore: Jerrold to Industrial

s

24.4

8.9

2.7

Doyle/ Richardson/ Lombard: County Line to SF Cemetery

E

25.4

9.7

2.6

Columbus: Greenwich to Montgomery

s

11.8

4.8

2.5

Van Ness/S. Van Ness: Washington to Lombard

N

12.7

5.2

2.4

Harrison: 8th Street to Division

w

14.0

6.0

2.3

Mission/Otis: 14th Street to 9th Street

N

12.4

5.4

2.3

Van Ness/S. Van Ness: Washington to Golden Gate

s
w

12.8

5.7

2.2

14.3

6.4

2.2

E

13.1

5.9

2.2

s
w
w
w
w

39.7

17.9

2.2

10.7

4.9

2.2

13.1

6.0

2.2

13.9

6.4

2.2

35.1

16.2

2.2

Ocean: Miramar to Howth

E

11.9

5.5

2.2

Potrero: 21st Street to Cesar Chavez

s

14.5

6.8

2.1

Turk: Stanyan to Divisadero

E

15.7

7.4

2.1

West Portal: Ulloa to Stoat

s

14.8

7.0

2.1

Fulton: Park P. to 10th Avenue

E

19.3

9.2

2.1

Potrero: 21st Street to Division

N

19.5

9.3

2.1

J. Serra: 19th to Brotherhood

s
w

39.3

18.9

2.1

13.3

6.4

2.1

Sloat: Skyline to Junipero Serra

E

23.0

11.1

2.1

Van Ness/S. Van Ness: Golden Gate to Washington

N

11.1

5.4

2.1

Van Ness/S. Van Ness: 13th to Golden Gate

N

13.0

6.4

2.0

8th St: Market to Bryant

s
w
w

13.5

6.7

2.0

17.2

8.6

2.0

11.4

5.7

2.0

Market/Portola: Van Ness to Guerrero
16th St: Market to Mission
19th Ave/Park Presidio: US 101 to Lake
Geneva: Paris to Cayuga
Cesar Chavez: Bryant to Guerrero
North Point: Embarcadero to Columbus
Doyle/ Richardson/ Lombard: SF Cemetery to County Line

16th St: Mission to Market

Harrison: 4th Street to 8th Street
Ocean: Howth to Miramar
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Table 4-3: CMP Segments with Auto-to-Transit Speed Ratios above 2.0 during PM Peak

DIR.

AVG. AUTO SPEED
(MPH)

AVG.TRANSIT
SPEED (MPH)

AUTO/TRANSIT
SPEED RATIO

Columbus: Montgomery to Greenwich

N

4.4

12.5

2.8

Market/Portola: Guerrero to Castro

w

4.8

13.0

2.7

7.5

19.3

2.6

West Portal: Ulloa to Sloat

s
s

5.8

14.3

2.5

Mission/Otis: 14th Street to 9th Street

N

5.4

13.3

2.5

Columbus: Greenwich to Montgomery

s

4.2

10.2

2.4

Fulton: Park P. to 10th Avenue

E

8.8

20.6

2.3

w
w

5.6

13.1

2.3

5.7

13.2

2.3

Market/Portola: Guerrero to Van Ness

E

5.3

12.2

2.3

Market/Portola: Van Ness to Guerrero

w

4.8

10.9

2.3

16th St: Market to Mission

E

6.0

13.5

2.3

Van Ness/S. Van Ness: Golden Gate to Washington

N

5.2

11.7

2.3

Van Ness/S. Van Ness: Washington to Lombard

N

7.4

16.4

2.2

Fulton: 10th Avenue to Park P.

w

6.7

14.7

2.2

Skyline: County Line to Sloat

N

16.4

35.8

2.2

Doyle/ Richardson/ Lombard: County Line to SF Cemetery

E

18.5

39.9

2.2

w

5.4

11.2

2.1

Folsom: 8th Street to 4th Street

E

4.6

9.5

2.1

Harrison: 8th Street to Division

w

6.2

12.8

2.1

19th Ave/Park Presidio: US 101 to Lake

s

18.8

38.0

2.0

Geneva: Cayuga to Paris

E

5.3

10.7

2.0

Ocean: Miramar to Howth

E

5.5

11.1

2.0

Sloat: Skyline to Junipero Serra

E

11.2

22.6

2.0

w

4.3

8.6

2.0

CMP SEGMENT

Bayshore: Jerrold to Industrial

Harrison: 1st Street to 4th Street
North Point: Columbus to Van Ness

Hayes: Market to Gough

Ocean: Howth to Miramar
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Table 4-4: Least Reliable Transit Segments (CV>30%), AM Peak

DIR.

AVG. TRANSIT
SPEED (MPH)

S.D. TRANSIT SPEED
(MPH)

COEFFICIENT OF
VARIATION

J. Serra: County Line to Brotherhood

N

9.8

7.7

79%

J. Serra: 19th to Brotherhood

s

18.9

12.2

65%

J. Serra: Brotherhood to 19th

N

7.2

4.3

60%

Evans: Cesar Chavez to 3rd Street

E

9.8

4.4

45%

SEGMENT

Townsend: 2nd Street to 7th Street

w

9.2

3.9

42%

Masonic: Page to Geary

N

7.4

3.1

42%

Doyle/ Richardson/ Lombard: Lyon/Francisco to SF Cemetery*

w
w

16.2

6.5

40%

Doyle/ Richardson/ Lombard: SF Cemetery to County Line

16.2

6.5

40%

2nd St: Brannan to Market

N

7.2

2.7

38%

Market/Portola: Van Ness to Guerrero

w

6.4

2.2

34%

E

9.7

3.1

32%

Doyle/ Richardson/ Lombard: County Line to SF Cemetery
Doyle/ Richardson/ Lombard: SF Cemetery to Lyon/Francisco

E

9.7

3.1

32%

Fulton: Park P. to 10th Avenue

E

9.2

2.9

32%

Main: Mission to Market

N

8

2.5

31%

Bayshore: Jerrold to Industrial

s

8.9

2.7

30%

DIR.

AVG. TRANSIT SPEED
(MPH)

S.D. TRANSIT SPEED
(MPH)

COEFFICIENT OF
VARIATION

Table 4-5: Least Reliable Transit Segments (CV>30%), PM Peak

SEGMENT

Sloat: Skyline to Junipero Serra

E

11.2

10.8

96%

Main: Mission to Market

N

6

5.5

92%

Townsend: 2nd Street to 7th Street

w

5.7

3.5

61%

E

7.9

3.8

48%

w
w

8.9

4.2

47%

Fulton: 10th Avenue to Park P.

6.7

3.1

46%

5th St: Brannan to Market

N

3.8

1.7

45%

North Point: Columbus to Embarcadero
Pine: Market to Kearny

2nd St: Brannan to Market

N

5.7

2.5

44%

19th Ave/Park Presidio: Lake to US 101

N

11.3

4.8

42%

Fulton: Park P. to 10th Avenue

E

8.8

3.3

38%

Bayshore: Jerrold to Industrial

s

7.5

2.8

37%

J. Serra: County Line to Brotherhood

N

13.2

4.9

37%

Doyle/ Richardson/ Lombard: Lyon/Francisco to SF Cemetery*

w
w

10.8

4

37%

10.8

4

37%

s
s

7.1

2.6

37%

17.2

6.2

36%

Doyle/ Richardson/ Lombard: SF Cemetery to County Line
Beale/Davis: Clay to Mission
J. Serra: 19th to Brotherhood
Harrison: 1st Street to 4th Street

w

5.6

2

36%

Folsom: 8th Street to 4th Street

E

4.6

1.6

35%

Townsend: 7th Street to 2nd Street

E

5.1

1.7

33%
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2nd St: Market to Brannan

s

4.6

1.5

33%

Cesar Chavez: Guerrero to Bryant

E

6.8

2.2

32%

Bayshore: Industrial to Cesar Chavez

N

9.7

3.1

32%

Broadway: Montgomery to Embarcadero

E

5.6

1.7

30%

4.5.2

I

Muni Service Standards and Milestones

In November 1999, San Francisco voters passed Proposition E which, among other changes, amended
the City Charter to require the creation of service standards and milestones for Muni to attain. The
SFMTA Board of Directors updates these periodically. Table 4-B lists the service standards and
milestones that directly pertain to the improvement of Muni performance.
Muni on-time performance as measured by arrival times against published schedules has fallen since the
last CMP update in 2011 from 73% to 60%, below the goal of 85%. Headway adherence has remained
constant, with approximately 65% adherence, also below the 85% goal. The proportion of scheduled
service hours actually delivered fell to 95 percent from 97% in 2011. The goal for service delivered is
98.5%. Finally, the proportion of vehicles too full to board (pass-ups) increased in the morning peak
period to 6.5% (from 5% in 2011) but decreased slightly in the afternoon peak from 8% in 2011 to 7%
in 2013. Both morning and afternoon peak pass-ups remain above the 4% goal.

4.5.3

I

Pedestrian and Bicycle Volumes

The City and County of San Francisco has placed a high priority on shifting travelers' modes to increase
the number of trips made by walking and bicycling. Unlike automobile and transit volumes, increasing
volumes of pedestrian and bicycle traffic are a direct indicator of system performance because increased
use of these modes alleviates, rather than causes, traffic congestion and transit crowding. Walking and
bicycling are space-efficient, healthy, and environmentally beneficial ways to travel, and have minimal
negative impact on surrounding communities.
The Transportation Authority estimates from the 2010-2012 California Household Travel Survey
(CHTS) that during the study period approximately 24% of trips to, from, and within San Francisco
were made by walking, while approximately 2% were made by bicycle. Trips beginning and ending in
San Francisco were estimated to be about 34% walking and 3% bicycling. In 2010, the San Francisco
Board of Supervisors adopted a resolution establishing an ambitious citywide goal of 20% of trips being
made by bicycle by 2020.
Little data has historically been available to measure the numbers of trips made by walking and
bicycling, but City and County agencies are now working together to collect volume data for both
modes on a more regular basis.
In 2009, the Transportation Authority approved two Prop K allocations to develop SFMTA's ability to
collect pedestrian and bicycle data on a regular basis, and in 2013 the Transportation Authority
approved an allocation to further develop an automated bicycle counter system. These efforts have
collected mode-specific volume data at key locations in the city, although the pedestrian count effort
has focused more on collecting data at many different locations than on developing a consistent but
smaller set of locations to track over time.
Unlike for automobile and transit performance, volume information-tracked over time-is a
reasonable proxy for the "performance" of a non-motorized mode of travel and the shifting usage to
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that mode. Under the City's Transit First policy, the Countywide Transportation Plan, and numerous
other policy documents, increases in pedestrian and bicycle travel are central and explicit goals.
CITYWIDE BICYCLE COUNTING PROJECT

SFMTA has conducted citywide bicycle counts at key intersections and corridors since 2006. The
number of bicycle count locations has grown over the years - 21in2006, 40 in 2011, 51in2013, and 79
survey locations in 2014. While annual bicycle counts have in the past been completed each August, the
count date was moved to late September in 2011 both to align more closely with the bicycle counting
standards set by the National Bicycle and Pedestrian Documentation Project (NBPDP) and to capture
bicycle trips taken while school is in session. Additionally, count duration has been increased from
approximately one-and-a-half to approximately two hours. Counts continue to be conducted primarily
during the PM peak period. During the 2014 count effort, video data collection technology was utilized
for the first time. This approach captures a more holistic picture of trips at key locations by also
counting people walking, taking transit, and traveling in vehicles in the city.
Figure 4-4 shows bicycle counts from 2011 through 2014. It must be noted that count locations have
been increasing and the figure shows counts from the same 38 counters for all three years. There has
been a significant increase of about 14% in bicycle counts from 2011 to 2013. Assuming uniform
growth, the annual growth would be 7%. However, it appears that the growth from 2013 to 2014 has
been marginal at 1.5%. A comparison with data back from 2006 (when the counts project started)
shows that 3,748 bicycles in 2006 have grown to 11,473 bicycles in 2014 at 19 overlapping locations - a
206% increase over 8 years. A total of 26,817 bicycles were observed at 79 survey locations in 2014.
Full results of the bicycle count are available in the SFMTA's 2014 Bicycle Count Report.
20,000
18,000
16,000

17,312

17,575

2013

2014

15,166

14,000
12,000
i

10,000
8,000
6,000
4,000
2,000
2011

2012

•Total Bicycle Counts*
Figure 4-4: Manual Bicycle Counts 2011-2014
*Volumes represented are at the same 38 locations for all three years. No data collected in 2012.
Source: SFMTA Annual Bicycle Count Survey 2014

In recent years, there has been a proliferation of automated counters due to the fact that manual
method of data collection is limited by staffing constraints and lacks the ability to quantify bicycle usage
at different times of the day, seasonally, and throughout the year. SFMTA currently operates 25
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automated bicycle counters all over the city that operate round the year. Data from these automatic
bicycle counters has become available for the first time in 2013, providing a set of continuous streams
of ridership data in a cost-effective manner. SFMTA plans to add 50 additional counters by 2017. The
automated bicycle count data is more robust than that collected manually on a specific day during a
specific week. Figure 4-5 shows that monthly weekday bicycle counts collected by 19 automated
counters from 2013. Due to gaps in data remaining counters were excluded from the analysis. While
SFMTA's citywide bicycle counting effort show an increase in cycling, counts from automated counters
indicate a slight decrease. This could indicate that cycling has been relatively flat since 2013, but it
could also indicate that cyclists are changing their routes as infrastructure is built, so they are not being
counted at the fixed counter locations.
In addition to the SFMTA, SFCTA has initiated a manual bicycle counts effort this year that it intends
to continue in future. This effort was implemented along with counting both turn movements and
pedestrians at the selected intersections. Bicycle counts were recorded for 2 hours each in the AM
(7AM- 9Al\1) and PM (4:30PM- 6:30Pl\1) peak periods at 14 intersections around the city. The counts
by location are reported in Table 4-7. In contrast to the SFMTA counts, these were recorded between
the last week of April and third week of May 2015.
Table 4-7: SFCTA Bicycle Counts, April-May 2015
COUNT LOCATION

AM (7-9)

PM (4:30-6:30)

TOTAL

3rd St ft 16th St

61

96

157

3rd St ft Evans Ave

61

63

124

3rd St ft Palou Ave

73

76

149

6th St ft Howard St

91

478

569

19th Ave ft Holloway Ave

35

50

85

Geneva Ave 8: Alemany Blvd

21

24

45

Leavenworth St ft Eddy St

20

44

64

Mission St ft 16th St

121

199

320

Montgomery St ft Bush St

87

44

131

Park Presidio Blvd ft Geary Blvd

11

11

22

Portola Dr ft O'Shaughnessy-Woodside

30

11

41

Potrero Ave ft 16th St

74

100

174

South VanNess Ave ft 13th St

67

154

221

Stockton St ft Broadway
All locations

81

78

159

833

1,428

2,261
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Automated Bicycle Counts
Monday - Friday, January 2013 - September 2015

300,000
I

250,000
200,000
150,000
100,000
50,000

-

Monthly Counts

- - -

Monthly Average for Year

Figure 4-5: Monthly Automated Bicycle Counts (Weekday) 2013-2015

4.5.4

I

Bicycle Network Connectivity

The extent and connectivity of the pedestrian and bicycle networks are important metrics of nonmotorized transportation performance. Comprehensive networks that allow pedestrians and bicyclists
to travel easily and safely between destinations are essential to encourage non-motorized travel as an
alternative to driving and contributing to traffic congestion.
The San Francisco Bicycle Plan, adopted by the SFMTA in 2009, includes improvements to and
expansion of the City's existing bicycle routes, which comprised 208 total miles in 2008. The Plan,
which was originally adopted in 2005 but subject to a four-year court injunction that was lifted partially
in 2009 and entirely in 2010, calls for 34 miles of new Class II bicycle lanes in addition to the previously
existing 45 miles, 75 miles of shared on-street bike routes marked with sharrows, new and improved
bicycle parking citywide, as well as additional programs, policies, and projects to improve bicycle
connectivity and safety.
Since the Bicycle Plan injunction was lifted, the City has moved rapidly to implement it. 30 of the 34
miles of Class II bicycle lanes proposed in the plan had been completed as of August 2014. In addition,
six bike lane projects developed after the 2009 Bike Plan were also completed adding another 3.2 miles.
Progress on the Plan has also included upgrades to existing bike infrastructure including sharrows and
pilot installation of separated bikeways, bike boxes at intersections, and colored pavement treatments to
increase the visibility and safety of bicycling on City streets. 51 of the 75 miles of shared bike routes
identified in the 2009 Bike Plan had been completed as of August 2014.
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Table 4-8 summarizes length of bicycle facilities by type. As of October 2015, the completed network
included 436 miles of bike routes, of which 16% were Class I paths and 32% were Class II designated
bicycle lanes. The rest are Class III signed routes in shared lanes, many of which have wide shoulders or
are marked with sharrows. There are also 13 miles of Class IV bike facilities that are separated by a
vertical element from the rest of traffic.
Table 4-8: San Francisco Bicycle Facilities, 2011 to 2015
2011
FACILITY TYPE

MILES

2015

2013
%TOTAL

MILES

%TOTAL

MILES

%TOTAL

69

18%

69

16%

69

16%

Bicycle Lane (Class II)*

121

31%

132

31%

140

32%

Bicycle Route (Class Ill)

193

49%

213

50%

214

49%

6

2%

12

3%

13

3%

389

100%

427

100%

436

100%

Bicycle Path (Class I)

Separated Bikeways (Class IV)**
Total
Source: SFMTA

* includes bike lanes and buffered bike lanes (paint buffer only). ** includes bike lanes with vertical barrier element (such as curb,
planter, parking).

The SFMTA 2013-2018 Bicycle Strategy recommends that a new "Comfort Assessment" methodology
related to what is termed "Level of Traffic Stress" (LTS) be used going forward. This recognizes the
fact that there are diverse arrays of bike facility characteristics that may not be accurately described by
just the "Class" level categories. The methodology would further promote the city's goal to create a
network that is comfortable for all users, especially vulnerable user groups like youths, the disabled,
seniors, and low-income communities. The strategy report identified that about 20 miles of the city's
bicycle network has buffered bike lanes, and cycle tracks that satisfy the comfort level of most people.
The strategy also stresses that consistency ofLTS along corridors is as important as the LTS itself. This
kind of an assessment could help identify network gaps and intersection "hot spots".
4.5.5

I

Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety

Safety for pedestrians and cyclists are key measures of non-motorized transportation performance, and
a critical policy priority for the city of San Francisco. The City and County of San Francisco adopted
Vision Zero as a policy in 2014, committing to build better and safer streets, educate the public on
traffic safety, enforce traffic laws, and adopt policy changes that save lives. The goal is to create a
culture that prioritizes traffic safety and to ensure that mistakes don't result in serious injuries or death.
In tracking progress towards reducing injuries and fatalities, the primary source of data is the California

Statewide Integrated Traffic Records System (SWITRS) maintained by the California Highway Patrol,
which compiles all local collision reports into a unified database. Fatalities from traffic collisions are
tracked, and collisions resulting in injury are classified by severity of injury. Table 4-9, below, displays
injury and fatality statistics by involved party for the most recent decade for which traffic collision data
has been analyzed (2003-2013).
As shown in Table 4-9, injury collisions among all users has varied throughout the decade, with no
clearly discernible trends; injuries peaked in 2012 and then fell to their lowest level in the decade in the
following year.
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One clear trend is an increase in bicyclist collisions, which grew steadily over the decade, increasing by
112 percent between 2003 and 2012. This increase is likely due to the significant rise in bicycling
activity observed in recent years and to the citywide injunction on bicycle improvements which was in
place from 2006 until August 2010.
Collisions resulting in injury are a more reliable indicator of safety trends than traffic deaths: fatal
collisions, being rarer events, are subject to more random fluctuation and greater relative (percentage)
shifts on a year-to-year basis. Still, across a longer timeframe, traffic fatalities have declined
significantly. Annual traffic deaths among all users in the 1960s regularly exceeded 100 per year; during
the 2003-2013 period, annual traffic fatality totals have varied between 23 and 42 annually. Pedestrian
fatalities have represented approximately 60% of total traffic deaths during this ten-year period, with
annual figures varying between 13 and 25 pedestrian fatalities per year.
Since the launch of the Vision Zero policy in 2014, city agencies have redoubled efforts to reduce
traffic injuries and fatalities. The SFMTA committed to implementing 24 safety engineering projects in
24 months, and has implemented 17 as of fall, 2015. During the same period, a major safety education
campaign focused on increasing driver yielding to pedestrians was completed, and police citation
activity increased significantly.
Table 4-9: Traffic Collision Injuries and Fatalities by Involved Party, 2003-2013
YEAR

All Users
Injury
Collisions

Fatal
Collisions

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

3,511

3,038

3,227

2,869

3,021

3,010

2,877

3,081

3, 111

3740

2562

Pedestrians

815

727

747

726

796

799

695

784

844

942

518

Bicyclists

311

316

343

343

451

468

531

599

630

658

454

All Users

41

33

26

28

42

27

30

23

28

31

34

Pedestrians

25

20

14

15

24

13

17

14

17

16

21

2

2

4

2

4

Bicyclists

3

Source: California Highway Patrol SWITRS Annual Report

4.5.6 I Multimodal Volume Monitoring
Congestion on city streets and crowding on transit are the outcome of several factors including, for
congestion, the number of cars driving; the roadway capacity available; construction, lane blockages,
and other special events; allocation of signal green-time to various competing modes and movements,
and for crowding, the number of riders; vehicle size, frequency of service, origin-destination demand
patterns. These factors can be roughly classified into supply-side and demand-side. In order to
understand the latter, and create a set of data that can be analyzed longitudinally by various modes, with
the 2015 CMP the Transportation Authority began a biennial multimodal volume monitoring program
which, in the first year, collected mainline traffic volumes at 29 locations and intersection traffic, bike,
and pedestrian counts at 14 locations. Figure 4-7 shows locations where counts were collected. The
mainline counts are continuous 3-day midweek counts (including two locations where weekend counts
were also collected). The intersection counts were conducted on one day, with 2-hour AM peak and 2hour PM peak counts, totaling 4-hours of counts at each location. By collecting volume at a fixed set of
locations on a biennial basis, we can form a basis for some insight into trends over time. This
complements the SFMTA's annual bicycle count program. Results of multiday mainline traffic counts
are shown in Table 4-10. Results of multimodal peak period intersection counts are shown in Table 411
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Figure 4-7: Locations of Turning Movement and Mid-Block Counts
Table 4-10: Traffic Volumes at Mainline Count Locations
NORTHBOUND

SOUTHBOUND

DAILY

AM

PM

DAILY

AM

PM

31,547

2,600

4,190

35,793

4,276

4,815

-

-

-

15,061

2,001

1,236

3rd St between Fitzgerald and Gilman

11, 169

1,754

1,270

9,892

1,217

1,501

3rd St between Minna and Howard

29,231

3,661

LOCATION

19th Ave between Moraga and Noriega
1st St between Mission and Minna

3,274

-

-

-

-

-

-

14,859

1,242

2,274

22,434

2,719

2,980

-

-

-

4th St between Minna and Howard
7th St between Howard and Folsom

-

-

-

19,721

2,454

1,920

11,798

1,411

1,677

13, 102

2,018

1,327

8th St between Tehama and Celementina
Columbus Ave between Broadway and Pacific
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Fremont St between Mission and Natoma

19,928

2,493

2,109

-

-

-

Junipero Serra Blvd between Font and Brotherhood Ramps

50,644

5,931

6,234

49,438

6,408

6,720

Mission St between 24th and 25th

7,477

1,026

957

7,007

524

1,079

San Jose Ave between Randall and Saint Mary's

20,457

3,399

2,867

17,793

2,354

3,248

The Embarcadero between Broadway and Washington

19, 132

2,576

2,022

16,424

2,140

1,664

2,997

2,799

21,788

2,025

3, 121

Van Ness Ave Between California and Pine

25,347

Westbound

Eastbound
Bay St between Leavenworth and Columbus

11,572

2,562

1,325

10,806

947

2,357

Broadway Tunnel between Larken and Powell

16,423

2, 114

1,867

14,345

1,295

2,412

Bryant St between 3rd and 4th

20,518

3,227

1,680

-

-

Bush St between Grant and Kearny

29,037

3,693

3,244

21,215

2,985

2,021

-

-

Bush St between Van Ness and Polk

-

Cesar Chavez St between York and Hampshire

28,494

3,287

3,782

25,407

3,592

3,282

-

-

-

28,481

2,815

4,080

Geary Blvd between Laguna and Gough

18, 189

3,298

2,099

16,443

1,499

2,595

Golden Gate Ave between Van Ness and Polk

13,569

1,997

1,726

-

-

-

-

-

-

24,093

2,489

3, 178

Lombard St between Broderick and Divisadero

25,346

3,920

2,939

25,452

2,214

3,820

Oak St between Divisadero and Scott

27,873

3,616

3,095

-

-

-

-

15, 109

1,542

2,164

Pine St between Van Ness and Polk

-

-

-

18,327

1,276

2,867

Turk St between Van Ness and Polk

-

-

-

11, 917

1,231

1,825

Fell St between Divisadero and Scott

Harrison St between 3rd and 4h

Pine St between Grant and Kearny

-

Table 4-11: Multimodal Volumes at Intersection Count Locations
AM

PM

VEHICLE
TRAFFIC

BICYCLES

3rd St and 16th St

3,574

61

3rd St and Evans Ave

3,445

3rd St and Palou Ave

3, 192

6th St and Howard St
19th Ave and Holloway Ave

LOCATION

PEDESTRIANS

VEHICLE
TRAFFIC

BICYCLES

PEDESTRIANS

172

4,043

96

254

61

218

3,496

63

230

73

780

3,696

76

969

5,265

91

835

6,044

478

1, 121

9, 123

35

1,803

10,079

50

2,297

Geneva Ave and Alemany Blvd

5,287

21

216

5,651

24

402

Leavenworth St and Eddy St

2,049

20

1,336

2,225

44

2,216

Mission St and 16th St

2,913

121

3,279

4,238

199

5,352

Montgomery St and Bush St
Park Presidio Blvd and Geary Blvd
Portola Dr and O'Shaughnessy I
Woodside
Potrero Ave and 16th St

3,385

87

7,395

2, 158

44

9, 165

10,847

11

796

11,226

11

812

7,625

30

398

8,091

11

270

4,452

74

776

5,834

100

785

South Van Ness Ave and 13th St

8,918

67

299

8,846

154

395

Stockton St and Broadway

4, 178

81

3,554

4,514

78

4,295
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4.6. Work Program Items
Work program items consist of those intended to improve the City's performance monitoring as well as
initiatives targeted at improving system performance. Transportation Authority work program elements
intended to continue and enhance performance monitoring include:
• Monitor CMP network speeds and LOS in Spring 2015.
• Collect vehicle, transit, pedestrian, and bicycle count information to understand longitudinal
trends in demand.
• Monitor transit travel times and reliability on the CMP network and Muni Rapid Network, and
work with SFMTA to further develop and establish regular spatial reliability data reporting.
• Work to include transit ridership in future monitoring results in order to estimate personthroughput on the CMP network.
• Coordinate with City departments to improve the availability and collection of data about level of
service and performance of all modes. Examples of modal performance analyses include
SFMTA's planned bicycle network comfort index study to inform project prioritization.
With OEWD, SFMTA, and other partner agencies, support development of a data monitoring
practice for all-night transportation as part of the Late Night Transportation Study.
Coordinate with the SFMTA on bicycle counting and pedestrian counting projects.
Collaborate with other City agencies to refine and standardize metrics for bicycle and pedestrian
performance.
In addition, the Transportation Authority and City agencies will continue to engage in planning efforts
and implement projects to improve performance of the transportation system. The San Francisco
Transportation Plan, scheduled for adoption in December 2013, focuses on prioritizing projects and
programs and developing strategies to improve system performance. The Transportation Authority will,
as part of its efforts to improve performance:
e Continuously improve the San Francisco Model's capability to model all modes of transportation,
including bicycle and pedestrian trips.
Work with SFMTA to identify Transit Performance Initiative priorities (the City's long range
priorities for BART, Caltrain, and Muni Metro). Fund a Long Range Transit Network
Development study to identify solutions to Muni Metro system bottlenecks and include solutions
that would improve the travel time and reliability of Muni Metro tunnel operations.
• Continue to participate in multimodal corridor improvement efforts such as the Better Market
Street Project and BRT projects.
• Through a partnership with the region, counties, and Caltrans, identify and promote San
Francisco's priorities for the regional freeway network. Set a vision for the management of the
City's freeway management through the Freeway Performance Initiative.
• Continue to participate in citywide pedestrian safety initiatives, including through the Pedestrian
Safety Task Force, by coordinating with other City agencies to implement the WalkFirst
investment strategy, and by supporting the City's traffic calming program.
• Coordinate with SFMTA on development and implementation of the bicycle network.
• Dedicate Prop K funds to the design and implementation of complete streets enhancements that
"Follow the Paving."
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Tnm.sit Service

Frequency and Coverage Standards
MUNI

Frequency Standard (headway in minutes)
Weekday
Route Type
Day
Evening
Late Night
20
Rapid
10
15
Grid
20
20
30
Circulator
30
30
Specialized
Based on demand

Route Type
Rapid
Grid
Circulator

Day
12

Weekend
Evening
15

20
30

20
30

Late Night

20
30

Coverage Standard
All residential neighborhoods in San Francisco should be within a quarter of a mile of a Muni bus stop
or rail line stop.

AC TRANSIT
Frequency Standard (headway in minutes)
SERVICE TYPE
Peak
Transbay Express
Transbay Basic

Mid-day

TIME PERIOD
Owl
Night

Weekend/Holidays

10-30
10-15

30-45

30

45-60

Coverage Standard
AC Transit provides two levels of service to the Transbay Terminal in San Francisco. Trans bay Express
provides medium to high frequency peak-hour service between San Francisco and selected areas of the
District where there is demand for transit services which BART cannot meet. Transbay Basic provides
direct service between San Francisco and major East Bay areas that are not well served by BART; the
service operates all day at a medium to high frequency on a local and/ or limited stop basis.
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Ta.ble4-A(cont)
BART
Frequency Standard (headway in minutes)
LINE
Downtown
Pittsburg/ Dublin/
Bay Point Pleasanton Fremont- Richmond- San Francisco
TIME PERIOD
Daly City Millbrae
(Combined)
Weekday Peak
5
15
15
15
2.7
3.8
Weekday .Mid-day
15
15
15
15
20
20
10.0
Weekday Night
5.0
20
20
20
Saturday Day
20
20
20
10.0
Saturday Night
20
20
Sunday/Holiday all day
Coverage Standard
BART rail service is provided between the hours of 4:00 a.m. and approximately 1:30 a.m. Monday
through Friday, 6 a.m. to approximately 1:30 a.m. on Saturdays, and 8 a.m. to approximately 1:30 a.m. on
Sundays and major holidays. Closings for individual stations are timed with the schedule for the last
train beginning at approximately midnight
BART has eight stations in San Francisco: Four spaced a half mile apart on Market Street and four at
variable distances in the central and southern areas of the City.

CALTRAIN
Frequency Standard
Three trains per hour during peak periods, supplemented by Baby Bullet express service twice per hour
during peak periods.
Sixty-minute headways on weekday midday, evening, and weekend service.
supplemented by two Baby Bullet express trains.

Weekend service is

Coverage Standard
The Caltrain system operates on a 77.2-mile route between San Francisco and Gilroy. There are 33
stations in the 19 cities that Caltrain serves, including two in San Francisco. San Francisco is also directly
served by the Bayshore Caltrain station, located immediately south of the City/ County limits in San
Mateo County
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Table4-A(cont.)

GOLDEN GATE TRANSIT
Frequency Standard (headway in minutes)
TIME PERIOD
Base
Peak
SERVICE TYPE
Commute Bus
Basic Service Bus
Larkspur Ferry
Sausalito Ferry

60 (peak direction only)
60
2 hrs
2 hrs

60
2 hrs
2hrs.

Coverage Standard
Commute bus routes operate weekdays, in the peak travel direction, between residential areas in Marin
and Sonoma Counties and the San Francisco Financial District and Civic Center.
Basic service routes operate all day, seven days a week, between the Trans bay Terminal and Civic Center
in San Francisco and various suburban centers within Marin and Sonoma Counties.
Commute bus service will be considered in the commute and/ or reverse-commute directions along
service corridors with a demonstrated or projected daily ridership that supports at least
two round-trips carrying 30 passengers per trip on average (120 passengers per day) when resources are
available to improve service.
On ferries, improved headways will be considered in cases where the maximum load factor is exceeded
and resources are available to improve service.

SAMTRANS
Frequency Standard (headway in minutes)
SERVICE TYPE
Coastal
Community
Local
Multi-City
Mainline

TIME PERIOD
Peak
Off-Peak
90
60
60
60
30

90
60
60
60

Coverage Standard
SamTrans' goal is to ensure 70 percent of county residents live within walking distance (i.e., one quarter
mile) of a bus stop. Transit access is determined by mapping all active bus stops within the system and
then calculating the population (based on 2010 Census data) within one-quarter mile radii of those stops.
This information is then compared to the total county population.
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Table 4-B: Muni Service Standards and Goals 1999-2015
FY 99/00

FY 02/03

FY 02/03

FY 03/04

FY 03/04

FY 04/05

FY 04/05

FY 05/06

FY 05/06

FY06/07

FY 06/07

FY 08/09

FY 08/09

Actual

Goal

Actual

Goal

Actual

Goal

Actual

Goal

Actual

Goal

Actual

Goal

Actual

46%

75%

71%

85%

68%

85%

71%

85%

69%

85%

71%

85%

73.30%

Scheduled service
hours delivered

95.6%

97.5%

94.5%

98.5%

97.3%

98.5%

94.3%

98.5%

94.2%

98.5%

94.3%

98.5%

97%

Vehicles too full to
board

0.2%

<5%

1.6%

<5%

2.1%

<5%

0.4%

<5%

1.6%

<5%

1.30%

<5%

STANDARD

Vehicles that run on
time

AM:
3.9%

PM:
2.8%

Peak period load
factors (% of capacity)

Various

<85%

2 lines
exceede
d goal

45%

85%

75%

99.6%

98.5%

99.6%

3 lines
exceede
d goal

<85%

6 lines
exceede
d goal

69%

85%

99.0%

98.5%

<85%

14. 9% of
lines
exceede
d goal

<85%

TBDin
Next
SRTP

60%

85%

61%

85%

60.2%

98.3%

98.5%

99.1%

99.0%

TBDin
Next
SRTP

<85%

7 lines
exceede
d goal

69%

85%

98.4%

98.5%

_______________ :
Actual headways vs.
scheduled

Percentage of transit
trips with <2 min
bunching on Rapid
Network
Percentage of transit
trips with +5 min gaps
on Rapid Network

Vehicle availability

98.5%

Sources: San Francisco Municipal Railway FY2008 - FY2027 Short Range Transit Plan, 2008, Prop E Annual Reports, Monthly Strategic Plan Metrics Reports.
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Table 4-B: Muni Service Standards and Goals 1999-2015, Continued
STANDARD

Vehicles that run on
time

Scheduled service
hours delivered

Vehicles too full to
board

Q')

FY 09/10
Goal

FY 09/10
Actual

FY 10/11
Goal

FY 10/11
Actual

FY 11/12
Goal

FY 11/12
Actual

FY12/13
Goal

FY 12/13
Actual

FY 13/14
Goal

FY 13/14
Actual

FY 14/15
Goal

FY 14/15
Actual

85%

73.50%

85%

73%

85%

60.1%

85%

60%

85%

59%

85%

59%

98.5%

96.6

98.5%

97%

98.5%

96.7%

98.5%

97%

98.5%

97%

98.5%

97%

N/A

AM:
4.5%
PM:

<4%

4.4%

AM: 5.2
%
PM:

<4%

8.3%

AM:
5.9%
PM:

AM:
5.9%

<4%

<4%

PM:

7.1%

7.1%

AM:
7.4%
PM:

<4%

AM:
7.4%
PM:

8.6%

8.6%

TBDin
Next
SRTP

TBDin
Next
SRTP

TBDin
Next
SRTP

TBDin
Next
SRTP

TBDin
Next
SRTP

TBDin
Next
SRTP

TBDin
Next
SRTP

TBDin
Next
SRTP

TBDin
Next
SRTP

TBDin
Next
SRTP

TBDin
Next
SRTP

TBDin
Next
SRTP

>85%

60.1%

>85%

64.7%

Replaced
by
Bunching
I Gapping

Replaced
by
Bunching
I Gapping

Replaced
by
Bunching
I Gapping

Replaced
by
Bunching
I Gapping

Replaced
by
Bunching
I Gapping

Replaced
by
Bunching
I Gapping

Replaced
by
Bunching
I Gapping

Replaced
by
Bunching
I Gapping

Percentage of transit
trips with <2 min
bunching on Rapid
Network

Measure
in
Developm
ent

3.9%

Measure
in
Developm
ent

4.0%

Measure
in
Developm
ent

4.0%

Measure
in
Developm
ent

4.8%

Percentage of transit
trips with +5 min gaps
on Rapid Network

Measure
in
Developm
ent

19.5%

Measure
in
Developm
ent

17.8%

Measure
in
Developm
ent

18.6%

Measure
in
Developm
ent

17.2%

TBDin
Next
SRTP

TBDin
Next
SRTP

TBDin
Next
SRTP

TBDin
Next
SRTP

TBDin
Next
SRTP

TBDin
Next
SRTP

TBDin
Next
SRTP

TBDin
Next
SRTP

Peak period load
factors (% of capacity)

Actual headways vs.
scheduled
-

-------~

·-

Vehicle availability

TBDin
Next
SRTP

TBDin
Next
SRTP

TBDin
Next
SRTP

TBDin
Next
SRTP

Sources: San Francisco Municipal Railway FY2008 - FY2027 Short Range Transit Plan, 2008, Prop E Annual Reports, Monthly Strategic Plan Metrics Reports.
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KEY TOPICS

Legislative Requirements
Legislative Intent and Application to San Francisco
TDM Policy Framework
TDM Policies and Programs
Plans and Studies
Work Program

5.1. Legislative Requirements
The Congestion Management Program legislation 1 requires that the CMP include a travel demand
management (TD:M) element. TDM refers to tools and strategies that can reduce congestion and
driving alone while encouraging travel by walking, bicycling, transit, carpooling, and other modes of
travel. TDM can include policies, requirements on new development, and information/ outreach
programs designed to facilitate the use of sustainable transportation options. This section describes
San Francisco's TDM Policy Framework and TDM programs. .

5.2. Legislative Intent and Application to San
Francisco
The CMP legislation's requirement for a TDM element encourages local policy and programs to
promote travel behavior changes to reduce congestion and associated impacts identified in the CMP.

5.3. TDM Policy Framework
San Francisco has several guiding policy documents that shape the development of TDM activities.
These include:
o Transit First Policy. In 1973, the City Planning Commission and the Board of Supervisors
adopted the Transit First policy, giving priority to transit rather than accommodating the single
occupant automobile. Over the next twenty years, Transit First has evolved into a set of policies
advocating travel demand management and prioritization of alternative modes. The City's Transit
First Policy is documented in the City Charter, the Transportation Element of the City's General
Plan, the Planning Code, and other City ordinances.
1

California Government Code Section 65098 (b)(3)
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• San Francisco General Plan. The San Francisco General Plan includes multiple objectives
relevant to TDM (see sidebar box). Many of the city's recent area plans, including the Trans bay
Transit Center District Plan (2009), the Eastern Neighborhoods Transportation Implementation
Planning Study (2011), the Central Corridor Plan (Draft- 2013), and others, also include TDM
objectives.
Inter-Agency TDM Strategy. In 2014, City agencies developed an Interagency Travel Demand
Management Strategy outlining the city's approach to TDM, including activities related to (1)
Implementing new TDM Policies, (2) Enforcement of existing policies, and (3) Developing
supportive programs and services.
5.3.1

I

Objectives in the General Plan

The Transportation Element of the General Plan lays out the City's policy of transit-oriented solutions
for accommodating growth in travel demand and discouraging single-occupant automobile travel:
• Objective 3: Maintain and enhance San Francisco's position as a regional destination without
inducing a greater volume of through automobile traffic.
• Objective 4: Maintain and enhance San Francisco's position as the hub of a regional, city-centered
transit system.
• Objective 7: Develop a parking strategy that encourages short-term parking at the periphery of
downtown and long-term intercept parking at the periphery of the urbanized bay area to meet the
needs oflong-distance commuters traveling by automobile to San Francisco or nearby
destinations.
• Objective 10: Develop and employ methods of measuring the performance of the city's
transportation system that respond to its multi-modal nature.
o Objective 11: Establish public transit as the primary mode of transportation in San Francisco and
as a means through which to guide future development and improve regional mobility and air
quality.
• Objective 16: Develop and implement programs that will efficiently manage the supply of parking
at employment centers throughout the city so as to discourage single-occupant ridership and
encourage ridesharing, transit and other alternatives to the single-occupant automobile.
Objective 17: Develop and implement parking management programs in the downtown that will
provide alternatives encouraging the efficient use of the area's limited parking supply and
abundant transit services.
• Objective 20: Give first priority to improving transit service throughout the city, providing a
convenient and efficient system as a preferable alternative to automobile use.
• Objective 21: Develop transit as the primary mode of travel to and from downtown and all major
activity centers within the region.
• Objective 23: Improve the city's pedestrian circulation system to provide for efficient, pleasant,
and safe movement.
Objective 27: Ensure that bicycles can be used safely and conveniently as a primary means of
transportation, as well as for recreational purposes.
Objective 28: Establish parking rates and off-street parking fare structures to reflect the full costs,
monetary and environmental, of parking in the city.
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• Objective 32: Limit parking in downtown to help ensure that the number of auto trips to and
from downtown will not be detrimental to the growth or amenity of downtown.
• Objective 34: Relate the amount of parking in residential areas and neighborhood commercial
districts to the capacity of the city's street system and land use patterns.

5.3.2 I Regional TDM Requirements - Transportation Control Measures
San Francisco is subject to regional air district requirements to implement TDM measures (also referred
to as Transportation Control Measures) to address air quality issues.
In 1991 as required by the
California Clean Air Act (CCAA), the Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG), the Bay Area
Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD), and the Metropolitan Transportation Commission
(MTC) jointly prepared the Bay Area Clean Air Plan, which included measures to reduce the total
number of trips and miles traveled, ("Transportation Control Measures,'' or TCMs). The most recent
Plan, the 2010 BqyArea Clean Air Plan, was adopted by BAAQMD in March 2010. The Plan for the first
time addresses greenhouse gases, as well as ozone, particulate matter, and air toxics. It also included
new and revised TCMs.
Local agencies are expected to incorporate TCMs into planning and implementation for transportation
and land use programs. The region, through the MTC, is held responsible for overall progress toward
the stated goals. The CMP process provides an opportunity to integrate local planning and
programming into the regional air quality planning process. Appendix 11 lists the currently adopted
regional TCMs, and discusses how San Francisco's congestion management strategies contribute to, or
reinforce, these measures.

5.4. TDM Policies and Programs
San Francisco currently has a range of TDM strategies including programs focused on employers,
neighborhoods, schools, new development requirements and enforcement, and policies to promote
sustainable modes. These strategies are described below in the following categories:
• TDM requirements on new development, including planning code requirements, requirements in
area plans and development agreements.
TDM policies, including the Commuter Benefits Ordinance and the Commuter Shuttle Policy.
• TDM programs including the on-street carsharing pilot program, bicycle sharing program,
residential outreach program, and others.

5.4.1

I

TOM Requirements on New Development

AREA PLANS AND DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENTS

Numerous TDM requirements are included within area plans and negotiated agreements for major
developments. Significant examples include the following:

• The Transit Center District Plan emphasizes Transportation Demand Management as a means
of reducing the reliance on automobiles and encouraging mode shifts to transit, carpooling,
bicycling, and walking. The plan goals state that 95 percent of trips should be made by transit,
walking, or bicycling. It includes supplementary objectives to reach this goal, such as parking
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supply and management tools; transit incentives, and expansion of Section 163 requirements (see
below).
1111

The Park Merced Transportation Plan includes shuttles to Daly City BART and a Shopper's
Shuttle to local destinations. In addition, a transportation coordinator will coordinate and manage
additional TDM programs.

• The Candlestick Point & Hunters Point Shipyard Phase II Transportation Plan proposes
new bus service and infrastructure, and requires a Transportation Coordinator to manage
unbundled parking, bicycle support facilities, provide transit passes (paid by homeowner's dues),
and implement dynamic pricing for visitor parking. The TDM Program will target both residents
and employers in the area, with employers expected to provide bicycle parking and amenities,
carpooling and vanpooling services, Guaranteed Ride Home program, information on
transportation alternatives, commuter checks, telecommuting options, and parking cash-out
programs.
The Treasure Island Transportation Implementation Plan includes a congestion pricing
program, parking policies, mandatory pre-paid transit vouchers, ramp metering, and special events
and emergency access transportation planning. The program will disincentivize residents' use of
personal automobiles and increase the appeal of transit, walking, and bicycling. In addition, the
parking policies will utilize parking maximums instead of minimums, and unbundle parking prices.
Transit passes would also be mandatory for residential units and hotel guests. Additional TDM
programs proposed in this plan include Bay Area Bikeshare stations, carshare availability, and
employer TDM programs. In 2014, the San Francisco Transportation Authority was designated
as the Mobility Management Agency for Treasure Island, and will be responsible for
implementation ofTDM on Treasure Island.
INSTITUTIONAL MASTER PLANS

TDM measures are also present in Institutional Master Plans, which city planning code requires for .all
medical and post-secondary educational institutions in the City and County of San Francisco; currently
41 institutions are subject to the requirement. IMPs describe any planned campus expansions and
present mitigations for reducing the impact of the expansion on the surrounding neighborhood; this
could include TDM measures such as shuttles, changes to parking policy, etc. For example, the
Institutional Master Plan prepared by the California Pacific Medical Center in 2008 describes the
campus TDM program, which includes elements such as free transit passes, vanpool subsidies, and
other measures.
SECTION 163 REQUIREMENTS AND TMASF

Planning Code Section 163 requires that all new development of over 100,000 square feet of new office
space (or 25,000 square feet in some districts), or 100 residential units in specific zoning designations
undertake measures to mitigate impacts on the transportation system, for the lifetime of the project.
Section 163 was first added to the Planning Code in 1985 (Ordinance 414-85) as a means to mitigate
the transportation impacts, and thus allow a greater density of development than would otherwise be
possible. It was subsequently expanded to all new development of over 100,000 sf in downtown areas
zoned C-3, and has more recently been expanded again to include other non-residential, office space
outside of the C-3-0, and residential development
Planning Code 163 requires that project sponsors provide onsite transportation brokerage and
management service to building occupants that include coordination, encouragement, and promotion of
TDM activities, including:
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Transit and ridesharing
• Reduced parking demand and efficient use of parking
Provision of car-sharing pods and use of car-sharing services (per Section 166)
Flex-time or staggered work hours program
Other activities determined by the Planning Department to be appropriate to meeting the purpose
of this requirement
Buildings can elect to meet Section 163 requirements on their own or by contracting with a Cityapproved provider (or vendor) of transportation brokerage services or administering TDM services on
their own. Currently, TMASF Connects, a non-profit organization, is the only City-approved vendor of
transportation brokerage services. TMASF was first incorporated as a non-profit in 1989 and began to
provide transportation management services in 1990. TMASF provides information support and
promotions to its currently 68 member building tenants to reduce drive alone rates. Its member
buildings report a single-occupancy vehicle (SOV) mode share of less than 10 percent in the last several
years. TMASF's activities include providing a web site with transportation resources for employers and
travelers, publishing a newsletter, issuing traveler alerts, and organizing periodic campaigns to promote
sustainable commute alternatives.
MISSION BAY TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION

As a condition of the Mission Bay Development Plan, the Mission Bay Transportation Management
Association (TMA) was formed and began operating in May 2010. The TMA operates shuttle service to
and from BART and Caltrain, facilitates TDM marketing, provides bicycle parking assistance, and
provides information via a website. Membership includes all property owners and developers.
According to the 2014 Mission Bay Annual Report, projected annual shuttle ridership is expected to
reach 394,160 boardings and ridership has continually increased since the inception of the shuttle in
2010.
PLANNING CODE REQUIREMENTS

The San Francisco Planning Code contains numerous additional requirements to help ensure new
developments include features to support sustainable transportation. For example:
• Unbundled parking is required for residential buildings with ten or more dwelling units
Carshare parking is required for residential and nonresidential development
• Secure bicycle parking is required across most types of development
" Showers and lockers are required for most commercial uses and for large retail uses
5.4.2

I

TOM Policies and Programs

COMMUTER BENEFITS ORDINANCE

In August 2008, the City enacted a landmark Commuter Benefits Ordinance (CBO), which became
effective on January 19, 2009. The ordinance requires businesses with locations in San Francisco and
more than 20 employees to offer commuter benefits such as transit, vanpool, and bicycle programs to
their eligible employees. In 2012, the Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD) and the
Bay Area Metropolitan Transportation Commission implemented a similar program on a pilot basis, but
focused on employers with fifty or more full-time employees in the region (the local ordinance applies
to employers in San Francisco with at least twenty employees nationwide).
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The San Francisco Department of the Environment (SFE) is working with the region to coordinate
both the local and regional ordinances for seamless implementation and program management. SFE
works with employers with less than SO employees and coordinates with the region when outreaching
to employers with SO or more employees.
2S20 employers subject to the SF Commuter Benefits
Ordinance have submitted a compliance form, with a cumulative 2S,OOO employees participating in their
employer's commuter benefit program.
SFMTA COMMUTER SHUTTLE POLICY

Numerous employers, educational institutions, medical facilities, office buildings, and transportation
management associations offer shuttle service to their employees, students, and clients. Some buildings
are required to provide shuttle service as part of their conditions of approval, and an employer may
comply with San Francisco's Commuter Benefits Ordinance by offering a free commute shuttle to
employees. The majority of the commuter shuttles are closed systems that provide service to a specific
population and are not open to the general public. Most shuttles are provided for free to employees (or
students, tenants, etc.).
In 2014, SFMTA launched the Commuter Shuttles Pilot Program to create clear and enforceable
locations and guidelines for private shuttle loading and unloading and reduce conflicts with Muni and
other vehicles. In October, 201S, SFMTA released a Commuter Shuttle Policy that permits ongoing
use of the shared stops subject to additional requirements.
SFMTA CARSHARING POLICY

Carsharing programs are encouraged in San Francisco as a means to reduce car ownership and decrease
VMT2• The precise number of carsharing members in San Francisco is unknown but is increasing. In
Plan Bay Area, the Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) estimated a total of 60,000
carsharing members in the region when accounting for both City CarShare and Zipcar.
To further encourage carsharing, SFMTA developed a carsharing policy in 2013. The policy outlines a
process whereby private carsharing companies can apply to use on-street parking spaces for carshare
vehicles. Currently, 202 on-street parking spaces are reserved for carshare vehicles. The spaces are
granted to three Carshare organizations (Zipcar, City CarShare, and Getaround), that SFMTA has
qualified for the program. SFMTA will be evaluating the program and recommending next steps in
spring, 2016.
EMERGENCY RIDE HOME PROGRAM

The San Francisco Department of Environment (SFE)'s Emergency Ride Home (ERH) program
promotes sustainable commuting by ensuring a free or low-cost ride home in cases of emergency. The
program pays for a ride home for employees of registered businesses in the event of illness, severe
crisis, unscheduled overtime, or disruption of carpool or vanpool schedules. The program is designed
to remove some of the risks and reliability concerns associated with the choice of carpooling or relying
on transit service for the commute trip. SFE promotes the ERH program to City employees and all San
Francisco employers and commuters. As of October 201S, over 780 San Francisco businesses were
enrolled in the program.

2 Cervera, R., Golub, A., & Nee, B. (2007). City CarShare: Longer-term travel demand and car ownership impacts.
Transportation Research Record: Journal of the Transportation Research Board, 1992, 70-80.
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CITYCYCLE PROGRAM

SFE has administered and promoted a bicycle fleet program, CityCycle, since 2005. The aim of the
program is to convert a portion of the vehicle fleet of the City and County of San Francisco to bicycles
through departmental efforts supplemented by targeted promotion. A Transportation Fund for Clean
Air (fFCA) grant funds the bicycles, trailers, locks, helmets, and bike maintenance plan for bicycles in
the City's fleet. SFE staff administers the program, including outreach to all City staff making a
significant number of vehicle trips to accomplish their work duties. There are currently almost 300
CityCycle bicycles in use across 30 city departments. The SFE estimates that these bicycles eliminate
about 30,000 vehicle miles of travel annually from San Francisco city streets.
CARPOOLS

SFMTA encourages the use of carpools and vanpools during the morning and evening commutes. The
City provides a casual carpool pick-up location on Beale Street between Howard and Folsom, adjacent
to the Temporary Trans bay Terminal site. At this location, there is signage indicating several East Bay
destination locations.
SFMTA also administers a program through which major employers (those with Transportation
Brokerage Services described above) may provide parking for employee carpool vehicles (three or more
riders) in City-owned garages at a reduced rate. The City also provides a limited amount of designated
on-street parking in the downtown area for registered/permitted vanpool vehicles.
BIKESHARING

The first phase of the regional Bay Area Bike Share program opened on August 29, 2013 with 700 bikes
at 70 stations in San Francisco and along the peninsula as a pilot program of the Bay Area Air Quality
Management District and the Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC), and was initially
operated by Alta Bikeshare. Half of the bikes are in San Francisco, concentrated around downtown
and SoMa. In May 2015, MTC entered into contract with a private company, Motivate, which has
promised to radically expand the program to as many as 7,000 bicycles throughout the Bay Area,
drawing on corporate sponsorships for funding.
BART TRAVEL INCENTIVES PILOT PROJECT

Crowding on the BART system has reached untenable levels, especially in the Transbay market
connecting the East Bay with downtown San Francisco. Trains have been operating above 100% of
programmed capacity during peak periods in this corridor since 2012, and growth is expected to
continue. BART predicts ridership growth at between 2 and 6 percent per year through 2040. BART is
working on a number of capacity enhancing solutions, but all of these projects will take several years to
come online and a more immediate solution is needed.
The Transportation Authority and BART are working together on a pilot project to address crowding
by incentivizing riders to shift their travel to the shoulders of the peak period or other stations and
routes. This will involve creating a BART loyalty program whereby riders receive rewards for using
BART during off-peak periods. Traveler responses to the incentives will be monitored closely using
transit smart card (Clipper) data, and incentives would be adjusted accordingly for maximum effect.
The pilot is expected to launch during 2016.
SF MOVES NEIGHBORHOOD TOM OUTREACH PILOT PROJECT

SF Moves is a program that connects people who live, work, or own and operate businesses within
certain San Francisco neighborhoods with resources to inform them about and familiarize them with
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the City's transportation options. SF Moves is currently limited to residents, employees and business
owners and managers within the Mission District, but will be expanded to other neighborhoods during
2016.
SF Moves is a partnership of the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA) and the
San Francisco Department of the Environment through funding by the Bay Area Air Quality
Management District's Transportation Fund for Clean Air and the San Francisco County
Transportation Authority's Proposition K (San Francisco's half-cent local sales tax for transportation).
The pilot is modeled on neighborhood TDM outreach programs demonstrated to be successful in other
cities such as Portland, Oregon and Seattle, Washington.
5.4.3

I

Parking Management

The General Plan, Planning Code, and Zoning Code guide parking management in San Francisco. San
Francisco's existing parking policies are intended to support the city's development, and have been
especially successful in the downtown area by limiting the provision of parking provided with new
office development. Parking policies are also designed to support the City's Transit First policy
through a combination of regulatory controls, revenue transfers, regulations, and incentives. The San
Francisco Transportation Plan and Prop K Expenditure Plan category Dl provide policy guidance and
funding for parking management initiatives. In November 2007, San Francisco voters approved
Proposition A, which shifted responsibility for parking regulations, fees, and fines from the Board of
Supervisors to SFMTA. In 2007, the Transportation Authority and the Metropolitan Transportation
Commission (MTC) applied for and subsequently received a U.S. Department of Transportation
(USDOT) Urban Partnership Program (UPP) grant, which includes $19.4 million for a demonstration
of variable parking pricing as part of the Federal initiative to fight congestion. SFMTA is leading the
implementation of the variable parking pricing pilots through the SFpark program.
SF PARK

SFpark was a demonstration project funded through the Department of Transportation's Urban
Partnership Program. For the SFpark pilot projects, the SFMTA used several strategies to make it easier
to find a space and improve the parking experience, including:

o Demand-responsive pricing
Making it easier to pay at meters and avoid citations
Longer time limits
o Improved user interface and product design
o Improved information for drivers, including static directional signs to garages and real-time
information about where parking is available on- and off-street
e Highly transparent, rules-based, and data-driven approach to making changes to parking prices
SFpark piloted and cultivated several emerging technologies, including smart meters, parking sensors,
and a sophisticated data management tool. The demonstration ran from 2010-2014, after which
SFMTA evaluated the program. To isolate and measure the effects of policy changes, the SFMTA
designated seven parking management districts as pilot areas, which included 6,000 metered spaces, or a
quarter of the city's total metered parking spaces, and 12,250 spaces in SFMTA-administered garages,
or 75 percent of the off-street spaces managed by the SFMTA. The SFMTA also used two additional
areas as control areas where no changes to parking management or technology were implemented. The
SFMTA collected "before", "mid-point", and "after" data in both pilot and control areas. The
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evaluation found several benefits including better parking availability, improved ease of payment, and
reduced circling for parking and associated reductions in greenhouse gas emissions and vehicle miles
traveled, among other benefits. SFMfA is in the process of determining next steps for the SFpark
program.

S.S. TDM Studies and Plans
This section describes recently-completed and ongoing studies and planning efforts relevant to TDM.
5.5.1

I

Travel Demand Management Toolkit

The SFMfA, City Planning Department, and SFCTA are partnering to develop a toolkit of TDM
measures for new development. The toolkit will be used to ensure a consistent approach to including
TDM in new development and ensuring that the most effective measures are prioritized. The toolkit is
expected to be complete by 2016.
5.5.2

I

TOM Partnership Project

In fall 2015, the Transportation Authority completed the Travel Demand Management Partnership
Project, a three-year effort completed in collaboration with the SFMTA, SFE, and the Planning
Department, and funded through the MTC's Bay Area Climate Initiatives Program, the Prop K halfcent sales tax for transportation, and the Transportation Fund for Clean Air. The purpose of the
program was to pilot test new methods of engagement with the private sector, especially major
employers and institutions, and to strengthen collaboration among agencies responsible for TDM. The
partnership gave rise to the Commuter Shuttles Pilot Program and the Inter-Agency TDM Strategy,
mentioned previously. The project final report recommended focusing employer outreach efforts on
employers with a strong internal champion.
5.5.3 I Mobility Access & Pricing Study and Parking Supply and Utilization Study

In December, 2010, the Transportation Authority Board approved the final report of the San Francisco
Mobility, Access and Pricing Study (MAPS). The study assessed the potential for implementing a peakhour congestion charge in the northeast portion of the city, and found that the charge would be
effective in reducing congestion. Following adoption of the study, stakeholders suggested exploring
whether better downtown parking management could achieve some of the same benefits as congestion
pric111g.
In response, the Transportation Authority initiated the Parking Supply and Utilization Study in Summer
2013 in partnership with the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency. The Study is evaluating
how parking management, focused on private supplies of off-street parking, could reduce roadway
congestion and shift trips to walking, cycling, and transit. The Study is developing and evaluating
different policy alternatives; recommendations are expected in December, 2015.
5.5.4 I San Francisco Transportation Plan

The San Francisco Transportation Plan, adopted in 2013, identifies TDM as a cost-effective investment
to move closer to the plan's goals. Therefore, the SFTP recommends a 20 percent increase in funding
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in the Investment Plan and a 100 percent increase in funding in the SF Investment Vision scenario. The
Investment Plans also recommend the implementation of congestion pricing in the northeast cordon
and on Treasure Island.
SFTP POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS RELATED TO TOM

Implement the recommendations of the TDM Partnership Program including a SFMTA Shuttle
Partners Program
e Explore an area-wide parking cap or employer trip reduction programs for SoMa/Mission Bay
Develop TDM program that touches employers, visitors, schools, and residents
e Develop proactive employer outreach and incentive programs in the downtown core, southwest,
and southeast parts of the city, and investigate formation of transportation management
associations (TMAs) in these areas
• Increase enforcement efforts to ensure TDM measures included in existing development
agreements are implemented, and step up enforcement of the city's commuter benefits ordinance
• Support SFMTA's regulatory programs to allow safe integration of third party providers
• Support development and implementation of the Transportation Sustainability Program
• Further evaluate potential congestion pricing program for the Northeast Cordon
In partnership with the SFMTA and the Planning Department, the Transportation Authority will begin
a major update to the SFTP in 2016 as part of a Long Range Transportation Planning Program
(LRTPP). As part of this effort, the team will further analyze TD M's role in meeting citywide goals such
as vehicle miles travelled. This study will work in partnership with the SFMTA-led TDM framework
and strategy. The LRTPP anticipates completing a visioning exercise in 2016, modal studies (including
TD:M) in 2017, and an update to the SFTP in 2018.

5.6. Inter-Agency Work Program
e Implement the Inter-Agency TDM strategy, developing an integrated TDM framework to guide
the development ofTDM activities across the City.
Complete the TDM Toolkit for new development.
e Support enforcement ofTDM-related developer commitments and planning code requirements.
e Complete the SF Moves residential outreach pilot, evaluate results and determine next steps.
• Continue enforcement of the SF Commuter Benefits Ordinance and increase rates of compliance.
1111

Complete the evaluation of the on-street carsharing program and determine next steps.

e Complete the BART Travel Incentives pilot project and determine next steps.
e Complete the San Francisco Parking Management and Utilization studies, and determine next
steps for downtown parking management.
e Update the SFTP as part of Long Range Transportation Planning Program, including
components focused on Travel Demand Management.
e Continue all other ongoing TDM programs and activities.
e Continue to work on regional TDM initiatives, coordinating with both regional entities
(BAAQMD and MTC), and neighboring local agencies.
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P ER SI

KEY TOPICS

Legislative Requirements
Legislative Intent and Application to San Francisco
Institutional Framework for a CMP Land Use Analysis Program
" Neighborhood Transportation Planning
" Infill Opportunity Zones
" Transportation Impact Analysis
Work Program

6.1. Legislative Requirements
The California Government Code section 65089(b)(4) requires that Congestion Management Programs
(CMPs) include a program to analyze the transportation system impacts of local land use decisions.
These analyses must measure impacts using CMP performance measures, and estimate the costs of
mitigating the impacts. The estimates should exclude costs associated with inter-regional travel and
provide credit for public or private contributions to regional transportation system improvements. The
legislation specifies that land use analysis programs should be coordinated with California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) efforts, wherever applicable.
The CMP legislation also requires the Transportation Authority, as the Congestion Management
Agency, to "develop a uniform database on traffic impacts for use in a countywide transportation
computer model..." that will be used "to determine the quantitative impacts of development on the
circulation system ... " (California Government Code section 65089(c)). The database must be consistent
with the modeling methodology used by regional planning agencies, the Metropolitan Transportation
Commission (MTC) and the Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG), to comply with the CMP.
The Transportation Authority's GIS database, including ABAG Projections data, updated CMP
networks, and numerous other data items (such as roadway level of service, transit ridership, travel
behavior survey results, etc.) constitutes the uniform database for San Francisco. In addition, the
Transportation Authority has an activity-based travel demand forecasting model used in combination
with the uniform database. This is further detailed in Chapter 8.
In September of 2002 the legislature passed SB 1636, which is intended to "remove regulatory barriers
around the development of infill housing, transit-oriented development, and mixed use commercial
development" (65088(g)) by enabling local jurisdictions to designate "infill opportunity zones." These
zones (IOZs) are defined as areas with compact, transit-oriented housing and mixed use in close
proximity to transit service. The CMP network segments within a designated IOZ are exempt from
CMP traffic level of service (LOS) standards. SB 743 revised the definition and requirements related to
IOZs, as discussed in section 6.5. A map of San Francisco's IOZs can be seen in Figure 6-2.
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On September 27, 2013, the governor signed into law SB 743, which revised the criteria for determining
the significance of transportation impacts within transit priority areas. Transit priority areas are defined
as areas within a half mile of a major transit stop, either existing, or planned, which in San Francisco
comprises most of the city. The text of SB 743 specifically eliminates automobile delay as measured by
level of service as a significant impact on the environment in transit priority areas. Parking impacts
from infill development also shall not be considered significant impacts on the environment. On
August 6, 2014, the Governor's Office of Planning and Research released a preliminary discussion draft
of changes to CEQA guidelines, which identified vehicle miles traveled as generally the most
appropriate measure of transportation impacts. After soliciting comments, the Office of Planning and
Research has indicated that it intends to release final changes to CEQA guidelines in late 2015, with
rulemaking complete in early 2016.

6.2. Legislative Intent and Application to San
Francisco
The General Plan and the City Charter are the primary institutional parameters that frame the City's
process for reviewing land development impacts on the transportation network. San Francisco is a
Charter City, and it has a consolidated city and county government. An eleven-member Board of
Supervisors serves as the legislative body for the City's unified city and county government. The City
Planning Commission (CPC) has responsibility for land use decision-making throughout the City. The
Mayor appoints the seven members of the CPC. Among the responsibilities of the CPC are the
following:
~

Exclusive authority to act on General Plan policies and area land use plans (per City Charter);
Holding public hearings on all appeals to Negative Declaration determinations and certification of
local Environmental Impact Reports; and

Iii

Discretionary actions on Conditional Use permits, (which can be appealed to the Board of
Supervisors) and decisions by the Zoning Administrator, Discretionary Reviews, and others that
can be appealed to the Board of Appeals

In addition, both the CPC and the Board of Supervisors must approve all rezoning.
The Planning Department's land use responsibilities include transportation matters. The Planning
Department has primary responsibility for assessment of the transportation impacts of development
proposals, and to determine consistency with land use and transportation policies in the General Plan.
The existing local regulations include measures to mitigate project-specific transportation impacts
within the policy and priority framework of the General Plan, the long-range transportation plan, and
the Capital Improvement Program (CIP) of the CMP.
As CMA for San Francisco, the Transportation Authority ensures that the City complies with CMP
requirements including land use impact monitoring. AB 1619, passed by the California State Assembly
in 1994, stipulates that the CMA should prepare any countywide transportation plan. Pursuant to a
December 1994 action, the Board of Supervisors directed the Transportation Authority to prepare a
countywide transportation plan, and to coordinate City Departments. An Interagency Project Charter
for San Francisco Long Range Transportation Planning Program, executed in December 2015, between
the Transportation Authority, the SFMTA, and the Planning Department, outlines roles and
responsibilities for developing the Countywide Transportation Plan. The most recently adopted Plan,
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now known as the San Francisco Transportation Plan (SFTP), was adopted by the Board in December
of 2013. The Transportation Authority is currently completing an update of the Plan, which is
expected to be adopted by the Transportation Authority Board in 2016.

6.2.1

I

Policy Issues in Land Use and Transportation Demand

LOCAL TRANSPORTATION IMPACT ANALYSIS

The C:MP-based land use analysis program links the City's land development decisions to conditions on
the regional transportation system. This link already exists at the regional level in MTC's Regional
Transportation Plan (RTP), which links long-range planning for transportation investment with
estimates of land development based on regional demographic growth and economic development.
The City already has in place an extensive process for evaluating the transportation impacts of land
development proposals. This process, which ensures the City's compliance with State and Federal
environmental review requirements, is the responsibility of the Planning Department. In particular,
with the passage of California Senate Bill 743 (see section 6.6), the City plans to align its CEQA review
and development approval process to better align with RTP goals such as a vehicle miles traveled
reduction target. Nevertheless, as CMA, the Transportation Authority has a role in ensuring that the
impacts of land use decisions on the transportation system are analyzed with a uniform methodology,
consistent with the long-term strategic goals of the General Plan and the San Francisco Transportation
Plan.
UNIFORM METHODOLOGY

The Transportation Authority, as CMA, retains its own GIS database and travel demand model to
analyze transportation and provide uniform assumptions for City departments. For major land use
decisions, the Transportation Authority's tools are used to assess transportation impacts and ensure that
the methodology used to assess them is consistent with MTC models and ABAG data.
One key aspect of the CMP approach to land use impacts analysis is that, pursuant to state law, the
Transportation Authority will also be responsible for reviewing transportation analysis of specific
development projects under CEQA and determining the consistency of these "sub-area" analyses with
the citywide model. Examples of this role include our work to support the Bayview/Hunters Point
Redevelopment Area Environmental Impact Report (EIR), the Trans bay Center District Plan EIR, and
the Market/Octavia Better Neighborhoods Plan EIR, and the Central SoMa Plan and EIR.
The primary purpose of the land use analysis program is, therefore, to inform decisions on the supply
of transportation infrastructure to the City and how the City should best spend scarce transportation
dollars. This program adds no new requirements to the existing local project environmental review
process, but it provides a long-term transportation investment policy context for local environmental
review. It also informs decision-making in the reverse direction: as CMA, the Transportation Authority
is responsible for commenting on local land use decisions and making such comments with an
understanding of how land use choices will shape future transportation demand. With the passage of
California Senate Bill 743 and the future use of Vehicle Miles Traveled as a primary metric for
determining traffic related environmental impacts, review of land use project will be more consistent
with other goals in the SFTP and related City documents.

6.2.2 I Consistency with Long Term Strategic Goals of General Plan and San Francisco
Transportation Plan
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San Francisco has been able to maintain one of the highest levels of transit use among U.S. d1:1es
because of its relatively high-density development and because topography and geography limit
vehicular access routes to and from the City.
There have been significant numbers of non-resident commuters into the city for over a century. To
improve the balance of housing and jobs, during the 1980s San Francisco actively promoted new
residential development. Extensive revisions to the City's General Plan and rezonings were undertaken.
Each of these land use plans-the Downtown Plan, Rincon Hill, North of Market, Chinatown,
Neighborhood Commercial, Van Ness Avenue, South of Market, and Mission Bay-incorporated
measures to retain and enhance opportunities for residential development.
In recent years, several more area plans have been developed or adopted including: the Market/ Octavia
Plan, Eastern Neighborhoods Plan, Balboa and Glen Park BART Station Area Plans, the Treasure
Island Plan, and the Transbay Center District Plan. In addition, housing development has been
promoted by the policies of the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency and its successor agency, the
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure, in various areas, including the Rincon
Point/South Beach, Yerba Buena Gardens, Transbay, the Bayview Hunters Point Redevelopment Plan
Areas, Candlestick Point-Hunters Point Shipyard Phase 2, Parkmerced, and Visitacion Valley.
San Francisco's continued role as a regional employment center and its policy of housing development
have had an impact on the demand for transportation in the city. A primary mission of the
Transportation Authority is to strategize investment in the city's transportation infrastructure and
promote the development of demand management tools to address growing travel demand.
Infrastructure investment is intended both to address future growth in transportation demand and to
improve the city's current transportation system. Demand management is needed to promote a
balanced and cost-effective transportation system.
In past decades San Francisco's primary transportation challenge was to absorb new jobs downtown
without proportionately increasing the number of workers commuting by car. That challenge was
successfully met with the construction of BART and MUNI services focused on downtown
commuting, combined with limits on parking provision.
Today San Francisco's transportation challenges are more varied. They are numerous and located
across the city, throughout the various neighborhoods as well in core areas, which can expect not only
employment growth but also extensive residential growth. Challenges include competitive transit service
for non-commute and reverse commute trips; neighborhood parking management; safety for
pedestrians and bicyclists; improved transit reliability and speed through the development of a transit
priority network; and reducing emissions of pollution and greenhouse gasses. Increasingly, the
imperative to address regional land use and transportation relationships is moving to the fore, with the
targeting of resources to Priority Development Areas (PDAs) and development of a regional High
Occupancy/Toll (H01) lane system. In addition, state laws promulgated in 2006 and 2007 require
greater integration of land use and transportation planning processes in recognition of the climate
change challenge. Climate change issues and initiatives are discussed further in Section 6.3.5, below.
Underlying these needs is the challenge of finding new mechanisms to pay for needed transit and other
improvements as development decisions are made. A discussion of the city's initiative to update
transportation impact and mitigation fees is provided in Chapter 4.
NOTE: California Government Code Section 65089(b)(4) requires the land use program to assess the
impacts ofland development on regional transportation systems. In the 1991 San Francisco CMP this
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was interpreted to mean impacts on the CMP roadway network. However, the federal Intermodal
Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA), passed in 1991, explicitly requires the development of a
metropolitan transportation system (11TS), including both transit and highways. As discussed in
Chapter 3, MTC contracted with the Transportation Authority, acting as CMA, to help develop the
MTS and to use the CMP process to link land development decisions to impacts on the MTS. For
purposes of the land use analysis program, the San Francisco CMP will use the San Francisco
component of the MTS, but conformance with roadway level of service (LOS) standards will continue
to be assessed using the CMP roadway network, which is a subset of the multi.modal MTS.

6.3. Institutional and Policy Framework for a CMP
Land Use Analysis Program
6.3.1

I

Prop K Mandate

When voters approved Prop Kin November 2003, they approved various policies and priorities in the
Expenditure Plan designed to implement San Francisco's Transit First policy, and improve the
coordination of land use and transportation.
Transit investment accounts for 65 percent of the San Francisco transportation sales tax expenditure
plan (74 percent if paratransit is included), and the investment program supports the City's future
growth plans.
The Expenditure Plan directs the Transportation Authority to "give priority for funding to major
capital projects that are supportive of adopted land use plans with particular emphasis on improving
transit supply to corridors designated for infill housing and other transit-supportive land uses."
The Plan goes on to define transit-supportive land uses as "those which help to increase the costeffectiveness of transit service by improving transit ridership and reducing traffic along transit
corridors."
All projects must also demonstrate consistency with the Prioritization Criteria in the Expenditure Plan.
This includes "compatibility with existing and planned land uses, and with adopted standards for urban
design and for the provision of pedestrian amenities; and supportiveness of planned growth in transitfriendly housing, employment and services."
Finally, the Expenditure Plan provides funding for neighborhood planning studies and local match for
regional planning and capital grants such as the Community-Based Transportation Planning (CBTP)
and Transportation for Livable Communities (TLC) grant program. TLC supports transit-oriented
development and funds related improvements for transit, bicyclists, and pedestrians including
streetscape beautification improvements such as landscaping, lighting, and street furniture.
6.3.2

I

MTC/CMA Transportation/Land Use Work Plans

MTC provides the nine Bay Area CMAs with a share of regional planning funds ("3% Planning
Funds") to support local and county-level planning functions established under state and federal law.
These activities include the development of the CMP.
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In 2003, MTC approved the San Francisco CMA's Transportation - Land Use Coordination Work

Program (T-PLUS). T-PLUS recognizes the expanded role for the CMAs in coordinating transportation
and land use planning, such as through the Transportation for Livable Communities (ILC) program.
Pursuant to MTC's CMA Transportation/Land Use initiative, the Transportation Authority focuses on
the following activities to help integrate transportation and land use decisions:
First, the Transportation Authority prioritizes transportation planning funds and capital investments
that meet performance criteria or demonstrate a strong vision for coordinated land use and
transportation development.
The Transportation Authority provides technical guidance and assistance with the planning process to
partner agencies, communities, and project sponsors, including neighborhood planning, thereby
facilitating access to discretionary state and regional grants and providing for coordinated county-level
input into the regional transportation planning process.
The Transportation Authority promotes legislative activities that encourage smart growth, more
sustainable transportation and development-related investment decisions by the City and developers,
and more efficient travel decisions by all transportation system users. Examples include the
Transportation Authority's support of the State Resources Agency's revisions to the CEQA Guidelines
Transportation Checklist and our work with local partner agencies to reform the City's CEQA
transportation impact analysis process.
The Transportation Authority coordinates county-level input into the regional Sustainable Communities
Strategy (SCS), the RTP, and related regional land use planning efforts.
Finally, the Transportation Authority conducts project and program delivery oversight to ensure
efficient use of funds and effective project delivery.
6.3.3

I

Plan Bay Area and Priority Development Areas

ABAG and MTC have been working for years to encourage the region's municipalities to plan for
compact, transit-oriented development to meet the region's sustainability goals. This work was
previously conducted through the FOCUS program that invited municipalities to nominate locations to
be considered as Priority Development Areas (PDAs) or Priority Conservation Areas (PCAs) based on
regionally established criteria. In 2013, the region adopted Plan Bay Area, the first SCS for the San
Francisco Bay Area prepared pursuant to Senate Bill 375 (Steinberg). PDAs and PCAs are key "building
blocks" of the region's land use strategy presented in Plan Bay Area.
San Francisco has identified twelve PDAs, generally in the eastern part of San Francisco, and generally
locations that have been comprehensively planned as part of an Area Plan process. Collectively, San
Francisco's PDAs make up approximately 25% of San Francisco's land area and have the capacity to
take on approximately 80% of the housing growth and 60% of the job growth that has been forecast in
San Francisco as a part of the Plan Bay Area process (or about 80,000 housing units out of 92,000 and
143,000 jobs out of 191,000). San Francisco's PDAs were first identified and approved by the San
Francisco Board of Supervisors in 2007 and have been updated since then to reflect slight changes to
boundaries. San Francisco's PDAs are shown in Figure 6-1. San Francisco has also identified four
Priority Conservation Areas (PCAs), as adopted by the Board of Supervisors in 2015: Sutro Tower,
Aquavista/Twin Peaks, Bayview Radio Property, and Palau/Phelps Open Space. In August 2015,
ABAG approved three additional regional PCAs that cross San Francisco: California Coast Trail (along
the Pacific coast), San Francisco Bay Water Trail (including access points in San Francisco's Marina
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District), and San Francisco Bay Trail (along the Embarcadero, through the Marina and over the
Golden Gate Bridge).

~
~,'~O<"(~ll"f&
~Pan!

Figure 6-1: Priority Development Areas in San Francisco

As a part of Plan Bay Area, the region has begun to identify more robust funding incentives for PDAs
and PCAs, as demonstrated through the One Bay Area Grant (OBAG) framework using funds from
the Cycle 2 federal Surface Transportation Program and from the Congestion Mitigation and Air
Quality Improvement Program for the five-year cycle (Fiscal Years 2012-13 through 2016-17). This
includes the County OBAG program, administered by the Bay Area's Congestion Management
Agencies (CMAs), that was created to incentivize jurisdictions to fulfill the region's land use and
sustainability goals in several ways as listed below. More recently, these efforts to link transportation
funding with PDAs and PCAs through the regional transportation plan and funding framework
continue as part of the Plan Bay Area 2040 update and Cycle 2 OBAG (Fiscal Years 2017-18 through
2021-22) development processes.
~

Cycle 1 County OBAG funds were distributed to the region's nine CMAs using a funding formula
that was based SO percent on population, 2S percent on historic housing production (with 12.S
percent of that share for affordable housing), and 2S percent on future housing growth assigned
through the Regional Housing Needs Allocation (with 12.S percent of that share for future
affordable housing). ~'hile this change did not increase San Francisco's share of funding, it is an
important policy direction of linking land use planning with transportation investment. For Cycle
2, MTC is considering giving an even greater weight to housing production and affordable
housing, which would increase San Francisco's share from Cycle 1, despite the reduction in total
OBAG program-wide funding.

~

San Francisco and the other larger CMAs were required to program 70 percent of funds to
support PDAs (smaller CMAs were required to program SO percent of funds to support PDAs).
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e All jurisdictions receiving funds were required to have a certified Housing Element and have
adopted a Complete Streets policy to be eligible for funds.
e Each CMA was required to create a Transportation Investment and Growth Strategy that
describes how it expects to support its PDAs through transportation investment. The
Transportation Authority prepared San Francisco's Transportation Investment and Growth
Strategy that was adopted by the Transportation Authority Board in July 2013.
The OBAG funding framework also created a new program being administered in concert with the
Coastal Conservancy to support Priority Conservation Area-related planning and implementation
activities.
In order to facilitate growth and transportation investments in the San Francisco's PDAs, the $2.38
million in Local PDA Planning funds were administered by the San Francisco Planning Department (SF
Planning) in line with the Transportation Investment and Growth Strategy (see Table 6-1 for the list of
projects).
Table 6-1: Local PDA Planning Projects in San Francisco
PROJECT

PDA SUPPORTED

FUNDING LEVEL

Multiple (Mission Bay, Eastern Neighborhoods, Transbay
Terminal)

$514,940

Multiple (Port of San Francisco, Mission Bay, Eastern
Neighborhoods, Transbay Terminal, Downtown/Van
Ness/Geary)

$250,000

San Francisco/San Mateo Bi-County Area

$392,000

19th Avenue Corridor

$492,000

Ocean Avenue Pedestrian and
Streetscape Improvements

Balboa Park

$342,000

Caltrain North Terminal Study to Support
Future Operations

Mission Bay

$177,060

Rail Storage Alternatives Analysis ft
Boulevard Feasibility Study

Embarcadero Multi-Modal Planning
Bayshore Station Re-location
M-Ocean View Re-Alignment Study

Market/Noe Technical Analysis

Market ft Octavia

$100,000

n/a

$112,000

Administration

6.3.4

I

Multi Agency Land Use and Transportation Studies

In addition to projects identified to receive PDA Planning Funds, San Francisco is leading or plans to
lead several studies in which transportation is closely tied to land use development. All planned
development areas are located within PDAs and involve a multi-agency approach in which the
Transportation Authority has a supporting role.
CORE CAPACITY TRANSIT STUDY

The Core Capacity Transit study is a multi-agency study to identify and prioritize the major investments
needed to serve the growing demand for transit service in to the San Francisco Core, both from within
the City and County of San Francisco as well as Trans bay trips. The study will consider short, medium,
and long term investments that could help upgrade the overall transportation system in these markets,
with an eye towards the interrelationship between changes in local and regional land use and both
transit service demand and provision. This study is expected to be completed in 2017.
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Climate Change Initiatives

AB 32, enacted in 2006, established a statewide target for greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions reduction
and gave the California Air Resources Board (CARB) the authority to regulate GHG emissions,
including those from private vehicles. The target reduction is to reach 1990 emission levels by 2020. In
2008, CARB approved a Scoping Plan that outlines the state's approach to reducing GHG emissions.
Among other strategies, AB 32 calls for implementation of a cap-and-trade program to regulate GHGs,
which commenced in January 2013.
SB 375, passed in 2008, provides a mechanism for the implementation of AB 32 for the transportation
sector, which is responsible for approximately 40 percent of the state's GHG emissions. As required by
SB 375, the Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) and the Association of Bay Area
Governments (ABAG) have developed Plan Bay Area the Bay Area's Sustainable Communities Strategy
(SCS), described above.
Further proactive approaches that are both realistic and effective in addressing GHG reduction are
needed to achieve AB 32 goals. It is also only prudent to recognize that there are limits to what can
effectively be achieved in any one region. Climate change is not a local issue, and the federal
government will need to play an expanded role in helping the state and region achieve GHG reductions.
The effectiveness of that role will depend, in large measure, on the direction of federal climate
legislation and the degree to which updates to federal surface transportation legislation will be able to
secure reliable and stable revenues for transportation infrastructure projects and services, beyond what
the state is able to fund in the foreseeable future.
It is inescapable that, in order for GHG reduction efforts to be effective, there will be a need to realign
not just travel behavior, but locational choices for many economic activities that take place in the
region. A timid approach will only produce marginal results. Local jurisdictions will be called to do
their part in accepting growth, density and changes in travel behavior, and the region will need to
realign its transportation investment priorities to provide funding for the infrastructure necessary to
support those choices.
Locally, the City of San Francisco has adopted a citywide ordinance (81-08) that sets ambitious goals for
local reduction to achieve an 80% reduction below 1990 levels by 2050. The Transportation Authority's
SFTP effort is exploring strategies to meet that goal for the transportation sector, finding that efforts to
significantly increase investment in non-auto transportation infrastructure and strong pricing and other
demand management policies will not be enough to get the City to its GHG reduction goals, and that
unprecedented behavior change is necessary. The Transportation Authority also coordinated with the
San Francisco Department of the Environment (SFE) and the SFMTA on the 2013 update to the
Climate Action Strategy (CAS) for the Transportation Sector, a component of the City's Climate Action
Plan.
6.3.6

I

Regional Land Use Forecasts

For most forecasting activities, the Transportation Authority is required to use regionally-adopted
projections of future Bay Area land use growth, including the distribution and nature of that growth
across the region's individual jurisdictions.
In 2013, ABAG adopted its most recent regional land use forecast. The SCS Jobs Housing Connection

targets San Francisco to absorb an additional 90,000 households by 2040 (using 2010 as a baseline),
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bringing the number of households to 470,000. Employment in San Francisco is projected to add
190,000 jobs by 2040, bringing the total to more than 750,000 jobs located in the city.
The region will require bold investment and system management policies-both to achieve a future in
which Bay Area growth is more focused and to reach targets that cannot be attained with land use
strategies alone. The need for substantial VMT reduction to reduce climate change impacts makes
transit investment a priority need, with increased funding necessary for operations, maintenance, and
prioritized capital projects. Transit is most constrained in the region's core areas, as was demonstrated
by recent record levels of ridership across multiple Bay Area systems, including consistent ridership
counts at or above capacity on multiple corridors and services.
System management and demand management must also begin to be more of a focus in the City's and
region's investment programs. Pricing strategies, in particular, will be a crucial growth management
tool and means of self-help for the region, system operators, and local jurisdictions. Pricing policies are
already regionally supported through development of a regional HOT lane system, regional parking
pricing initiatives, and initiatives to use pricing incentives to shape travel demand.
The region must recognize the real and pressing infrastructure and service needs of core areas if the
RTP /SCS and related regional planning work is to be meaningful. San Francisco is committed to
playing a central role in the region's sustainable growth.

6.4. Neighborhood Transportation Planning
The Transportation Authority supports community-based transportation improvements by leading and
funding neighborhood-focused transportation planning studies. These efforts help address community
transportation concerns and engage community leadership in the transportation planning process,
especially in underserved and disadvantaged communities.
Over the last decade, the Transportation Authority, working with other agency partners, has completed
several neighborhood transportation plans, many of which were funded with grants from the
Metropolitan Transportation Commission's Community Based Transportation Planning (CBTP)
program, which focuses planning resources in minority and low-income communities - referred to by
MTC as Communities of Concern. These plans have included the following:
111

Chinatown Neighborhood Transportation Plan and Pilot Study (2015)
Potrero Hill Neighborhood Transportation Plan (2015)
Western SOMA Neighborhood Transportation Plan (2012)

111

Bayview Hunters Point Neighborhood Transportation Plan (2010)

111

Columbus Avenue Neighborhood Transportation Plan (2010)
19th Avenue Park Presidio Neighborhood Transportation Plan (2008)

111

Mission-Geneva Neighborhood Transportation Plan (2007)

111

Mission South of Chavez Neighborhood Transportation Plan (2007)

The Transportation Authority also manages the Neighborhood Transportation Improvement Program,
a Proposition K funded program established to support community-based neighborhood scale planning
efforts in San Francisco neighborhoods, especially in underserved neighborhoods and areas with
vulnerable populations (e.g. seniors, children, and/ or people with disabilities). The goal of the program
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is help neighborhoods in each supervisorial district create a pipeline of grant-ready projects that have a
high degree of community and agency consensus. Another objective of the program is to increase the
capacity of neighborhoods and Community-Based Organizations (CBOs) to undertake neighborhood
transportation planning. Current projects include:
• District 1: Improving Connections from Golden Gate Park to the Presidio
• District 2: Lombard Study: Managing Access to the "Crooked Street"
• District 2: Lombard Street / U.S. 101 Corridor Pedestrian Safety Study
• District 5: Western Addition Community Based Neighborhood Transportation Plan (also funded
with MTC CBTP funds)
District 9: Alemany Interchange Improvement Study
• District 10: Cesar Chavez/ Bayshore / Potrero Intersection Improvement Project
• District 10: Potrero Hill Pedestrian Safety and Transit Access

6.5. Infill Opportunity Zones
Senate Bill 1636 (Figueroa), passed in 2002, granted local jurisdictions the authority to designate Infill
Opportunity Zones (IOZs) in areas meeting certain specified requirements. Within a designated IOZ,
the CMA is not required to maintain traffic conditions to the automobile level of service (LOS)
standard. The San Francisco Board of Supervisors adopted San Francisco's IOZ on December 8, 2009.
SB 743 (Steinberg), passed in 2013, changed the eligibility criteria for IOZ designation. Previously, local
jurisdictions that met a minimize population threshold could designate an IOZ in areas that met certain
criteria regarding zoning and transit proximity. Under the new requirements, jurisdictions may designate an
IOZ in any area:
• That is within a half mile of a major transit stop or corridor that is included in the RTP;
That is within a designated transit priority area within the regional SCS; and
• Where an IOZ would be consistent with the jurisdiction's General Plan and any applicable
Specific Plan.
Figure 6-2 identifies the current IOZ areas in San Francisco. Under the new criteria, additional areas
could be eligible for designation. See Appendix 4 for the Board of Supervisors resolution on the IOZ.
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Figure 6-2: San Francisco IOZs

6.5.1

I

Congestion Management Agency Requirements

State congestion management law requires CMAs to establish vehicle level of service (LOS) standards
for a designated countywide network of roadways (see Chapter 3). Within a designated IOZ, CMP
automobile LOS standards are not applicable. Instead, an alternative metric can be applied for local
analysis of transportation impacts. The Transportation Authority is coordinating with relevant City
agencies through the Transit Sustainability Fee effort to develop and implement the alternative to LOS,
consistent with statutory requirements. The investment strategies, program funding, and policy
recommendations in the San Francisco Transportation Plan is representative of the flexible level of
service mitigation options as is required under SB 1636.
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6.6. Transportation Impact Analysis
San Francisco's approach to conformance with the CMP land use impacts analysis requirements is
based on the existing process administered by the Planning Department. The Planning Department
works from its Transportation Impact Analysis Guidelines for Environmental Review (see Appendix 8).
The Transportation Authority is currently partnering with the Planning Department and other City
agencies to improve the City's CEQA transportation impact analysis methodology and process, by
advancing a measure consistent with SB 743 for assessing transportation impacts.
6.6. 1

I

Uniform Land Use Analysis Methodology

The Transportation Authority uses tools and analysis techniques that use regionally-consistent land use
assumptions. For example, in updating the SFTP the Transportation Authority used land use forecasts
developed by the Planning Department (subject to regional requirements for consistency with ABAG),
generated new estimates of future travel demand, and tested alternative projects and investment
strategies to address those future transportation needs.
6.6.2

I

Transit Impact Development Fee

First enacted in 1981, the Downtown Transit Impact Development Fee (TIDF) ordinance was enacted
as a means to have new development pay its fair share for expanded transit capacity to serve that
development. TIDF assesses a one-time fee per square foot on new or converted office space in the
downtown area.
In 2004, the Board of Supervisors recognized that a significant number of new transit trips would be
generated by non-residential development. The Board approved an amendment to the TIDF legislation
that expanded the ordinance to include the following land uses: visitor services; medical and health
services; cultural, institutional, and educational (CIE); retail and entertainment; office use; and
production, distribution, and repair (PDR). The legislation was also amended to include all new
developments citywide, rather than just in the downtown office area. The 2004 TIDF ordinance
established a fee schedule, which is subject to annual adjustment without further action by the Board of
Supervisors to reflect changes in the relevant Consumer Price Index, as determined by the City
Controller. The current fee schedule was last updated in February 2013, based on a nexus study
completed in 2011, and is shown in Table 6-2. In addition to the annual fee adjustments, the ordinance
lowered the threshold for triggering the TIDF from 3,000 square feet of new development to 800
square feet. It also established a new policy credit against the fee that could be available for small
businesses and projects that provide less than the maximum authorized parking.
Table 6-2: 2013 TIDF Ordinance Fee Schedule
LAND USE CATEGORY

TIDF PER SQ. FT. OF DEVELOPMENT

Visitor Services

$12.64

Medical and Health Services

$13.30

Cultural/Institution/Education

$13.30

Museums

$11.05

Retail/Entertainment

$13.30
$12.64

Management, Information and Professional
Production/Distribution/Repair

$6.80
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Appendix 9 contains a copy of the 2004 TIDF ordinance.
The revenues from the fee may subsidize capital and operating expenses for existing and new transit
service. New development generates more transit trips, which add to the already heavily utilized
transportation system, especially in the downtown area during peak periods. This, in turn, creates a
greater burden on the City transit system. Because transit operates at or near capacity during peak
periods, ridership growth must be addressed through increased Muni service frequencies. However,
constrained infrastructure (e.g., Market Street tunnel) and reduced operating funding (e.g., from the
state) limit the ability of Muni to increase peak-period service.
The impact fee levied on developers must be related to providing new or expanded transit service to
support peak period travel generated by new development (including any costs associated with
operations or capital). The need for transit services as a result of new development must be established.
Furthermore, the proposed expenditures of the fee and the dollar amount of the fee must also have a
"nexus" to the development project impacts.
At the time of writing, the Transportation Sustainability Fee, which increases the amount of the TIDF
and expands its application to market rate residential development, is under consideration by the Board
of Supervisors for approval.
6.6.3

I

Transportation Sustainability Fee Nexus Study

CEQA TRANSPORTATION IMPACT ANALYSIS AND IMPACT FEE MITIGATION REFORM

CEQA requires California's public agencies to determine the potential for proposed projects to have
significant impacts on the environment, including transportation impacts. CEQA also encourages
agencies to develop thresholds of significance-the quantitative point at which an environmental effect
may be considered significant-to facilitate these determinations. Although CEQA gives local
jurisdictions discretion to adopt impact measures and significance thresholds, many agencies in
California measure a project's effects on transportation using the Highway Capacity Manual's
intersection Level of Service (LOS) measure, which measures delay to automobiles.
In October 2008, the Transportation Authority adopted the Final Report on the Automobile Trip

Generation Impact Measure as an alternative to automobile LOS. The Report recommends that the City
measure the transportation impacts of projects under CEQA based on the net new automobile trips
generated (ATG) by a project. Project sponsors could mitigate trip generation impacts by paying a new auto
trip mitigation fee (ATMF) that would fund a set of citywide and local area projects designed to address
environmental impacts caused by the project.
The proposed replacement measure and mitigation approach was considered supenor to the existing
practice because it was:
11

A better indicator of environmental effect than LOS;

11

Consistent with the City's Transit First Policy and other environmental and health goals;

11

More efficient and transparent for the Planning Department to implement and for project
sponsors to understand; and

11

A more effective approach to transportation impact mitigation.
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In a separate but related development the Transportation Authority worked with the State Office of
Policy and Research in 2009 to revise the CEQA Guidelines section on transportation impact analysis,
which removed the exclusive reference to automobile LOS and replaced it with an option for local
jurisdictions to select an alternative measure of transportation impact. The revisions also deleted
references to parking as a transportation impact area.
In 2011, the Transportation Authority, together with the Planning Department, SFMTA and Mayor's
Office of Economic and Workforce Development (OEWD), completed a Nexus Study for the
proposed fee, the Transportation Sustainability Fee Program. The fee would be based upon the
motorized trips generated by a project and fund a package of improvements designed to offset the
transportation impacts of development including transit service and priority improvements,
transportation demand management projects and bicycle and pedestrian network enhancements.
Legislation for the Program was introduced to the San Francisco Board of Supervisors in May 2012.
Since then, the City has been simultaneously pursuing environmental review and updating of the fee
Nexus Study to be consistent with Plan Bay Area. On September 27, 2013, the governor signed into law
SB743, which revised the criteria for determining the significance of transportation impacts within
transit priority areas.
In the fall of 2014, the State of California Office of Planning and Research released draft guidelines for
implementation of SB 743, indicating that vehicle miles traveled would be the primary metric for
evaluating transportation impacts. Final guidelines are anticipated by the end of 2015 and completion of
the rulemaking process will likely be completed by the end of 2016. At that point in time, level of
service will no longer be used to determine transportation impacts under CEQA.

6.7. Work Program
The Transportation Authority will continue to work jointly with City departments and regional agencies
to assess the transportation impacts of planned growth, to better link transportation and land use
planning, and advance climate change-related goals related to transportation. Specifically, the
Transportation Authority will:

111

Support the development of the regional land use model.

111

Continue to develop applications ofland use data within the GIS and model databases to conduct
multi.modal performance measurement and analysis (e.g., the relationship ofland use patterns to
transit usage and coverage).
Participate in statewide, regional, and local SB 375 implementation activities by coordinating San
Francisco input and advocating for San Francisco priorities in such activities as the setting of
targets and preparations for the next RTP /SCS.

11J

Coordinate with appropriate City departments to reform transportation impact analysis in San
Francisco through participation in the Transit Sustainability Fee Nexus Study and follow-up
efforts.

111

Continue development of the Neighborhood Transportation Planning and PDA Planning efforts
as recommended in the Transportation Investment and Growth Strategy.

111

Coordinate with appropriate city departments to develop and adopt the 2017 SFTP update.
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• Continue to review and provide technical support to ongoing area plans and land use studies
under development, including PDA projects as listed in Table 6-1.
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KEY TOPICS

Legislative Requirements
Relationship to Other Plans
" Relationship to City Department Activities
" Funding and Programming
"Amendment
Project Delivery

7.1. Legislative Requirements
California Government Code 65089(b)(5) requires that the C:l\1P contain a seven-year Capital
Improvement Program (CIP), developed by the Congestion Management Agency (CMA), the
Transportation Authority for San Francisco, to maintain or improve the transportation system
performance measures established in the CMP, and to address impacts on the regional network, as
identified through the land use impact analysis program.

7.2. Relationship to Other Plans
7.2.1

I

Regional Transportation Plan and Countywide Transportation Plan

The CMP statute requires that each CMP be consistent with the long-range Regional Transportation
Plan (RTP), developed by the regional transportation planning agency (the Metropolitan Transportation
Commission, or MTC, for the Bay Area), and each county's component of the RTP must be supported
by a long-range countywide transportation plan (San Francisco Transportation Plan, or SFTP),
developed by the CMA. The CIP is intended to serve as a short or medium-range implementation
vehicle for investment priorities as prioritized in the long-range plans.
Through the RTP, the MTC establishes the Bay Area's vision for transportation with supporting
policies and investment strategies, including a list of specific projects and programs. Inclusion of
projects and programs in the RTP is a prerequisite for receiving state and federal transportation grants
for certain state or federal approvals and a requirement for capacity expanding projects that may have
air quality impacts. The MTC adopted the most recent RTP, titled Plan Bay Area, in July 2013. Plan Bay
Area is the region's first RTP that explicitly integrated transportation and land-use strategies to meet the
SB 375 requirements to accommodate future population growth and reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
The Transportation Authority develops the SFTP for San Francisco, consistent with MTC guidelines,
to guide transportation investment and to serve as a basis for RTP assumptions. The Transportation
Authority adopted the SFTP in December 2013, which identified four goals (economic
competitiveness, safe and livable neighborhoods, environmental health, and well maintained
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infrastructure) and proposed scenarios that invest strategically in a diverse set of projects to make
progress toward each of the goals. The Transportation Authority ensures the CIP projects, as well as
their selection processes, are consistent with the SFTP. The SFTP is discussed in further detail in
Chapter 6 (Land Use Impacts Analysis).
7.2.2 I Prop Kand AA Expenditure Plans
In 2003, 75% of San Francisco voters approved Prop K, extending the existing half-cent sales tax for

transportation and adopting a new 30-year Expenditure Plan. The 30-year Expenditure Plan directs
$2.35 billion (in 2003 $'s) to a list of transportation projects that were developed through the first SFTP
and are expected to leverage another $9.6 billion in other federal, state and local funds. In 2010, San
Francisco voters approved Prop AA, authorizing an additional $10 vehicle registration fee on motor
vehicles registered in San Francisco. Prop AA revenues fund projects in a 20-year Expenditure Plan and
are meant to complement Prop K by adding funding to address capital shortfalls (e.g. in street
resurfacing) and provide new funding for pedestrian safety, which has few dedicated funding sources.
As further discussed in the Funding and Programming section, the Prop K Strategic Plan and 5-Year
Prioritization Programs (5YPPs) continue to ensure Prop K investments, one of the major funding
sources for the CIP, are aligned with the updated SFTP priorities.
7.2.3 I Bay Area Clean Air Plan

The Transportation Authority ensures that the CIP conforms to air quality mitigation measures for
transportation-related vehicle emissions, as detailed in the Bay Area Air Quality Management District's
(BAAQJ\1D) Clean Air Plan and related documents. This also raises San Francisco projects'
competitiveness for external funds, since the MTC gives priority to proposed projects that support or
help implement the mitigation measures outlined in the Clean Air Plan. See Appendix 11 for San
Francisco's trip reduction efforts in relationship to the regional mitigation measures.
7.2.4

I

Other Capital Plans and Short Range Transit Plans

Each City department develops its own capital investment plans for inclusion in San Francisco's tenyear Capital Plan. In addition to the citywide Capital Plan, the SFMTA has multiple short-term and
long-term processes to prioritize its capital needs, including its Strategic Plan, Transit Fleet
Management Plan, Short Range Transit Plan, and an Enterprise Asset Management System under
development. Five regional transit operators that serve San Francisco also develop their own capital
plans and Short Range Transit Plans: BART, AC Transit, SamTrans, Golden Gate Transit, and Caltrain.
The Transportation Authority considers these plans as an input into its programming process to
facilitate better coordination of San Francisco programming decisions with citywide and regional
priorities in compliance with CMP requirements. Also see Section 7.3: Relationship to City Department
Activities.

7. 2. 5 I San Francisco General Plan
The San Francisco City Charter assigns responsibility to the Planning Department for consistency
review of capital improvements with the General Plan. This consistency review function is incorporated
into the Transportation Authority's CIP programming process. If necessary, projects in the CIP may be
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submitted to the Planning Department for a General Plan consistency check. However, in practice, this
is not typically required as the SFfP is consistent with the General Plan.

7.3. Relationship to City Department Activities
The changes in programming introduced by the 1995 CMP, as explained in this chapter, do not
substantially alter programming-related activities currently performed by City departments. The goal of
the process is, in fact, to streamline the programming process so that complete and timely information
is available to the Transportation Authority Board, providing a well-defined context that facilitates
strategic programming policy decisions. It is important to note, for example, that each City department
or other eligible project sponsor will continue to develop its own capital investment plans. The
Transportation Authority's intent is not to suggest changes to the priorities within those plans, but
rather to steer the overall programming strategy and analysis of trade-offs, with a particular focus on
the fund sources included in this CIP.
The Transportation Authority review process, as explained in Section 7.5, provides the required
structure to analyze programming and performance data that will inform those Transportation
Authority Board decisions. It is important to note that the process is intended to function using
information already developed by project sponsors. The most significant value added by the
Transportation Authority's review process is in providing an overall context for transportation
programming strategy and system performance to facilitate Transportation Authority Board decisions.
Key roles and responsibilities of the City departments and the Transportation Authority in the
transportation programming process are summarized below.

7.3.1 I City Departments
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Prepare plans, prioritize capital improvement programs and develop financial plans on an annual
or biannual basis
Use financial constraints and strategies imposed by external agencies in addition to those
established by the Transportation Authority and departments for various funding sources
Revise financial plans at regular intervals to reflect changes in project scope, budget or schedule,
and changes in funding projections
Process CIP amendments through the Transportation Authority, and obtain Transportation
Authority Board approval or administrative review before submittal of new information to
outside agencies
Check eligible project list consistency with the San Francisco General Plan before adoption by
Authority Board (performed by the Planning Department)
Make prioritization recommendations at the time of eligible project consistency review

7.3.2 I Transportation Authority
1.
2.
3.

4.

Develop, adopt, and update the CMP and its CIP
Process CIP amendments according to the established procedures
Provide input into the MTC, state, and federal agencies' process for the preparation and updates
of the Regional, State, and Federal Transportation Improvement Programs (RTIP, STIP, and
TIP) in coordination with sponsors.
Provide Prop K and Prop AA revenue estimates and advise on financial strategies
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5.

6.
7.

Develop Prop K and Prop AA Strategic Plan and 5YPP updates to respond to revisions in
departments' and other project sponsors' (e.g. regional transit operators) capital and financial
plans and to reflect CIP amendment decisions
Notify outside programming agencies of decisions on CIP amendments
Program the Prop K, the Prop AA, and the local (40%) portion of the TFCA funds, as well as
discretionary funds as directed by the MTC, state, and federal agencies

7.4. Funding and Programming
As a result of the Transportation Authority's role as the Prop Kand Prop AA administrator and the
CMA, the capital priorities programming process not only involves state and federal funds that are
required by state law to be programmed through the CMP but also incorporates the Prop K and Prop
AA programming strategy. Listed below are major CIP funding sources administered by the
Transportation Authority. Importantly, as described in the Relationship with Other Plans section, the
Transportation Authority ensures that all CIP projects, as well as the programming and project
selection processes, are consistent with the RTP, SFTP, and other requirements attached to the
funding.
Evaluation of potential impacts of CIP projects on multimodal system performance is embedded
throughout the project selection and monitoring processes. The results of the CMP multimodal system
performance analysis and any deficiency findings will also be incorporated into the future CIP
development as appropriate. Please refer to Chapter 4 for a detailed discussion of multimodal system
performance.
7.4.1

I

Surface Transportation Program I Congestion Mitigation Air Quality Program

Conformance with the CMP is required for a local jurisdiction to receive federal Surface Transportation
Program (STP) funds or Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement Program (CMAQ) funds.
STP funds are among the most flexible and are used to support a wide range of transportation
improvement projects across all modes. CMAQ funds are intended for projects that reduce
transportation related emissions. Both funds are distributed mainly by the regional transportation
planning agency, i.e. the MTC for the Bay Area. The MTC has divided the Bay Area's share of STP and
CMAQ funds into multiple programs under the umbrella of the One Bay Area Grant (OBAG)
program. Each of the OBAG programs typically has its own associated policies and guidelines in
pursuant of RTP goals. Since the 2013 CMP, the MTC extended the overall STP /CMAQ investment
framework from a four-year to a five-year period (originally federal fiscal years 2012/13 through
2015/16, now through 2016/17) since federal revenues had come in lower than expected for the first
four years and projects were taking longer to deliver. One of the centerpieces of OBAG is the county
share program, which is intended to better integrate the region's transportation program with land use
and housing policies and to promote transportation investments in Priority Development Areas
(PDAs). PDAs refer to locally-identified, regionally designated infill development opportunity areas
within existing communities. Since the adoption of the final OBAG program of projects in June 2013,
the Transportation Authority has provided monitoring and support for sponsor agencies as projects
advance through the design and construction phases under the federal aid guidelines. See Appendix 12
for the updated project list.
7.4.2

I

State Transportation Improvement Program
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Inclusion in the CIP is a prerequisite for inclusion in the State Transportation Improvement Program
(STIP), a five-year program of projects adopted by the California Transportation Commission (CTC)
every two years. Priorities for approximately 75% of the STIP programming capacity are set by regional
transportation planning agencies, and the remaining 25% is established by the state. The Regional
Transportation Improvement Program (RTIP) is the MTC's submittal to the state, which is merged
with other regions' RTIPs and additional CTC priorities to become the STIP. In the Bay Area, the
practice has been for the CMAs to establish priorities for their county share, subject to the MTC's
concurrence and the CTC approval of the region's RTIP. The Transportation Authority's Boardadopted list of San Francisco RTIP priorities include remaining commitment of about $147 million to
four projects: Central Subway (first priority, $75.5 million), payback to MTC of an advance for Presidio
Parkway (second priority, $34 million), Caltrain Electrification ($20 million), and Caltrain Downtown
Extension to a Rebuilt Trans bay Terminal ($17.9 million).
The STIP used to be a significant, although highly variable source of state funds for highways, local streets
and roads, transit rehabilitation and expansion projects, and pedestrian and bicycle projects. In recent cycles,
the biennial STIP programming cycles have experienced a drastic reduction in available funding, due
primarily to reduced revenues from fuel taxes, but also to the lack of an adequately funded multi-year federal
transportation bill. Given that this year's fund estimate is only $46 million statewide (vs. $1.3 billion in 2014
STIP), CTC is making no new funds available for CMAs in the 2016 STIP. In accordance with MTC's 2016
RTIP Policies and Procedures, CMAs must still submit their carryover programming and any associated
changes from the 2014 STIP to MTC. Appendix 12 shows the San Francisco draft 2016 RTIP priorities.
The 2016 STIP is expected to be approved by MTC in December 2015, followed by the CTC's
adoption in March 2016.

7.4.3

I Prop KTransportation Sales Tax

Prop B was the first half-cent local sales tax for transportation in San Francisco, approved by San
Francisco voters in 1989. Prop K, passed by the voters in November 2003, extended the half-cent local
sales tax for transportation and adopted a new 30-year Expenditure Plan, superseding the prior one. At
the time of the Expenditure Plan adoption, Prop K was expected to generate $2.35 billion (in 2003 $'s)
over 30 years and to leverage close to $10 billion in federal, state, and other local funds.
The Expenditure Plan established four overall categories of investment and attached mandatory
percentage shares of total Prop K revenues: Transit (65.5%), Street and Traffic Safety (24.6%),
Paratransit (8.6%), and Transportation System Management / Strategic Initiatives (1.3%). The
Expenditure Plan details eligible projects and programs, including named major capital projects (e.g.
Central Subway, Caltrain Downtown Extension to a Rebuilt Transbay Terminal, Caltrain Electrification,
and Replacement of Doyle Drive) and 21 programmatic (i.e. not project-specific) categories, ranging
from street resurfacing to pedestrian and bicycle improvements to transit vehicle replacements to
transportation demand management. Appendix 13 provides a summary of the Expenditure Plan, which
lists the eligible projects and programs along with their shares of Prop K funds and expected leveraging
goals.
As required by the Expenditure Plan, the Transportation Authority Board adopts a Prop K Strategic
Plan to guide the day-to-day implementation of the Prop K program, and for each of the programmatic
categories, a 5YPP. The Prop K Strategic Plan is the financial tool that guides the timing and allocation
of Prop K revenues over the 30-year Expenditure Plan period, and it considers many factors, such as
the presence of matching funds and the likelihood of projects to move forward in the year proposed.
The 5YPP includes prioritization criteria, a five-year list of projects (with scope, schedule, cost, and
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funding information), and performance measures. The Strategic Plan and 5YPPs are updated
quadrennially in coordination with updates to the RTP and may, between quadrennial updates, be
amended as needed, as determined and recommended by the Executive Director. In 2014 the
Transportation Authority approved the 2014 Strategic Plan and 5YPPs, which cover Fiscal Years
2014/15 - 2018/19. The update was strongly coordinated with Plan Bay Area and the SFTP update.
Appendix 14 provides a list of programmatic categories in the Expenditure Plan and refers to the
current 2014 5YPP project lists. Appendix 15 summarizes the funding levels in the 2014 Strategic Plan
baseline as adopted in September 2014.
7.4.4

I

Prop AA Vehicle Registration Fee

Prop AA is a $10 countywide vehicle registration fee that was passed by San Francisco voters in 2010.
Total revenues are estimated over the 30-year period at approximately $150 million (year of
expenditure), or approximately $5.0 million annually, to fund smaller, high-impact projects throughout
the city on a pay-as-you-go basis. The Prop AA Expenditure Plan established four categories of
investment and attached mandatory percentage shares over 30 years: Street Repair & Reconstruction
(50%), Pedestrian Safety (25%), and Transit Reliability & Mobility Improvements (25%). In December
2012, the Transportation Authority Board approved the first Prop AA Strategic Plan, which guides the
timing of expenditures, and sets policies for day-to-day management of the program. The Strategic Plan
directs $26.4 million to projects through Fiscal Year 2016/17. See Appendix 16 for the Prop AA
Strategic Plan Programming.
7.4.5 I Transportation Fund for Clean Air
The Transportation Fund for Clean Air Program (TFCA) was established to fund the most cost
effective transportation projects that achieve emission reductions from motor vehicles. Funds are
generated from a $4 surcharge on the vehicle registration fee. Forty percent of the funds are set aside
for Program Managers for each of the nine counties in the Bay Area Air Quality Management District
(BAAQMD). The Transportation Authority is the designated TFCA Program Manager for San
Francisco. In that capacity, it programs approximately $800,000 every year to clean air vehicles, shuttle
operations, bicycle and pedestrian improvements, and other eligible transportation projects that help
clean up the air by reducing motor vehicle emissions. The Transportation Authority also provides
assistance to project sponsors in applying Regional TFCA funds, programmed directly by the
BAAQMD. The remaining sixty percent of the revenues, referred to as the Regional Fund, is
distributed on a competitive basis to applicants from the nine Bay Area counties. See Appendix 12 for
the list of San Francisco TFCA projects selected since the last CMP.
7.4.6 I Lifeline Transportation Program
The MTC established the Lifeline Transportation Program (LTP) to improve transportation choices for
low-income persons as part of the 2005 RTP. For the Cycle 4 LTP, the MTC assigned a total of up to
$4.9 million in two different funding sources (i.e. federal Job Access and Reverse Commute GARC) and
State Transit Assistance (STA) funds) to the Transportation Authority, and assigned state Prop 1B
funds to transit operators, including $6.1 million to the SFMTA and $4.6 million to BART, to program
with the Transportation Authority's concurrence. See Appendix 12 for the Cycle 3 LTP project list.
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7.5. Amendment
The previous sections describe the central role of the CJ\11? in establishing standards and measuring or
otherwise assessing the performance of the multimodal transportation system, and the role of the CIP
in helping to maintain that level of performance. Any proposed changes to CIP projects must therefore
first be assessed by the Transportation Authority for potential effects on the system performance.
Because project viability can be affected by changes in any component of its funding package, the
requirement for Transportation Authority review applies to all funding components of CIP projects,
whether they are directly programmed by the Transportation Authority or not. There are two kinds of
CIP amendments: policy level and administrative level.
7.5.1

I

Policy-Level CIP Amendments

Policy-level amendments apply to changes that are deemed by the Transportation Authority to be
significant enough that they have the potential to affect the performance of the multimodal
transportation system, such as scope, schedule, or budget changes that will affect the year of delivery
(completion), the amount or availability of operating funds, the year of programming, the fund source
designation, or any other aspect of the funding packet requiring action by the MTC or the CTC for
funds initially prioritized or programmed by the Transportation Authority. Policy-level amendments
require approval by the Transportation Authority Board prior to processing of the change by the
project sponsor.
Regardless of the funding source or other programming aspects affected, the Executive Director may
rule that a requested CIP amendment is administrative if the proposed changes, involving one or more
projects and one or more funding sources, requires programming actions that can be authorized at the
staff level at the MTC or the CTC, or at the regional office level for federal agencies, such as
administrative TIP amendments, or if it results in the following:
• no net change in the total amount of funds allocated to each of the projects involved; and
1111

1111
1111

7.5.2

no change to the total amount of dollars of each funding source, all affected projects combined;
and
no increase in Prop K or Prop AA match required, all affected projects combined; and
when a programming year is involved, it will have no effect on the delivery schedule for the
project because the schedule is determined by documented external factors.

I

Administrative-Level CIP Amendments

These apply mostly to programming changes that can alter the overall transportation programming
strategy for San Francisco even though their individual effects on system performance may only be very
marginal. Such programming changes will trigger the need for administrative level review even if they
are not tied to a specific project listed in the CIP as long as they affect San Francisco's share of a
transportation funding source listed in the CIP. The purpose of this requirement is to ensure that the
Transportation Authority has the required information to evaluate programming strategy and the
performance of CIP projects in the context of the universe of programming and project delivery
decisions in San Francisco. Administrative-level amendments will only require notification to and
concurrent review by the Transportation Authority's Executive Director or her designee. In addition,
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proposed changes to Prop K and Prop AA programming will automatically trigger administrative-level
review and, at the Executive Director's discretion, may require policy-level amendments.
7.5.3

I

Applicability of CIP Amendments

Applicable funding sources include but are not limited to those programmed directly by the
Transportation Authority, such as county share STP / CMAQ, RIP, LTP GARC, STA, and STP), TFCA,
Prop K, and Prop AA. Certain funding sources are programmed through state or regional processes
and typically become available to project sponsors through a separate application procedure. In some
cases, the funds are allocated on a first-come, first-served basis, so project sponsors' ability to act
quickly is crucial. Further, many sources have timely use of funds requirements where failure to meet
deadlines can result in loss of funds to the project or to San Francisco or prohibition from applying for
future cycles until deadlines are met. The MTC has requested that CMAs assist with oversight of certain
funding sources (e.g. Highway Safety Improvement Program) even if not directly prioritized by CMAs.
The intent is to improve project delivery and specifically to avoid loss of funds to the region. The
Transportation Authority encourages sponsors to proactively notify the Transportation Authority of
any project delivery issues or other issues that may threaten a project's ability to meet timely use of fund
deadlines, whether sources covered by CIP amendments or not. The Transportation Authority can
serve as a resource and facilitator to help resolve delivery issues and avoid loss of funds to San
Francisco projects.
7.5.4

I

Amendment Process

In order to avoid additional reporting burdens on project sponsors, there is no specific form or format for

submittals to the Transportation Authority. However, project sponsors wishing to make application to
regional, state, or federal programming agencies for changes affecting current CIP programming must
provide a brief written explanation (email is acceptable) and a description of proposed changes.
The Transportation Authority performs an initial administrative level review, to determine the need for
further application information as well as to suggest the appropriate level CIP amendment required.
This is followed by detailed, concurrent reviews for programming and performance implications. The
process also calls for discussions with project sponsors to resolve any issues identified by the
Transportation Authority's review, and establishes basic procedures to ensure disposition of the
requests for review within a reasonable period of time. The timelines proposed below will vary
depending upon the urgency of the request and external factors, such as deadlines established by the
MTC or Caltrans.
REQUEST IN-TAKE REVIEW: Upon receipt of a request for programming changes, the Transportation
Authority will perform an initial staff-level review. Within ten (10) working days after receipt of the
request, the Transportation Authority will communicate in writing to the applicant the need for any
additional information, necessary in order to further process the application. Within ten (10) working
days after receipt of all information necessary to complete the request, the Transportation Authority will
notify the applicant in writing if the amendment is approved administratively; appears to be administrative
but requires additional information to approve; or is a policy-level amendment requiring Transportation
Authority Board action. If the Transportation Authority finds that a policy-level amendment will be
required, the communication will include:

• a schedule for Transportation Authority Board approval;
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• a preliminary list of unresolved conformance or consistency issues identified in connection with
the request; and
• a proposed course of action for resolution of these issues, including, at least, consultation and
joint efforts with the applicant.
DETAILED REVIEW FOR POLICY-LEVEL AMENDMENT: Unless otherwise specified in the proposed schedule for
resolution of issues, within ten (10) working days after the notification, the Transportation Authority
will complete a detailed review of the request. The detailed review will include two components: a
programming review, and a performance review. To expedite the process, both reviews will be carried
out concurrently at the Transportation Authority.

The programming review will evaluate issues of Prop K and Prop AA Strategic Plan consistency and
CMP CIP conformance, focusing on the following key strategic programming and fiscal policy factors:
Cost of Money: Does the proposed change limit availability of funding by Prop K or Prop AA
category or by state or federal funding source? Does it require or bring the Transportation
Authority closer to the need to bond in order to deliver the Prop K program? Does it otherwise
affect other CIP funding sources so as to increase the cost of money?
Leveraging Capacity: Does the proposed programming change improve or worsen the
Transportation Authority's prospective ability to capture state and federal funds for San Francisco
projects? Does it increase the required local (Prop K, Prop AA, or other) match?
• Other Programming Policy Consistency: Does the proposed programming change result in a
skew of the funding category targets established in the Prop K or Prop AA Strategic Plan? Does it
substantially alter the programming priorities established in the Strategic Plan of SYPPs? Does it
substantially alter the programming priorities established in the latest CMP CIP?

The performance review will evaluate impacts on the performance of San Francisco's multimodal
transportation system according to the criteria described below. These analyses are intended to provide
order-of-magnitude findings about future system performance, particularly cumulative impacts on
operating conditions at the facility, corridor, or systemwide level. The process is not focused on
prediction of minor changes in individual CMP network segments.
• Effects of Schedule Changes on Performance: Does the proposed programming change involve
or result in a delay in the delivery (completion) of any CIP projects? Are there significant
anticipated impacts on system performance because of completion delays?
Effects of Scope Changes on Performance: Does the proposed programming change result in a
downsizing of CIP projects?
• Potential Deficiencies: Does the proposed programming change create the potential for a
deficiency on the CMP network? Does it adversely affect the City's ability to implement already
adopted deficiency plans? Does it adversely affect the likely effectiveness or delivery timelines for
an already adopted deficiency plan?
• Multimodal Balance: Does the proposed programming change affect the multimodal balance of
the CIP? Does it significantly degrade performance conditions for one mode vis-a-vis other
modes? Is it likely to significantly affect certain categories of travelers vs. others (e.g., will it
adversely affect off-peak transit riders vs. drivers, or local vs. through trips?).
• Subarea Impacts. The analysis will address questions such as is the proposed programming
change likely to result in disproportionate adverse impacts to system performance for one subarea
of the City vs. the others?
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DISPOSITION OF POLICY-LEVEL AMENDMENT REQUESTS: If there are no outstanding issues identified during the
review process, the item will be scheduled for Transportation Authority Board action at the next meeting,
with a reco=endation for approval. If issues identified during the review process are not resolved within
the time frame specified in the initial notification, the Transportation Authority will establish a schedule for
final resolution of these issues, and invite the pertinent programming agencies to facilitate the process. The
findings and reco=endations from this process will be agendized for Transportation Authority Board
action on a schedule determined by the Executive Director.

As part of the evaluation process for all CIP Amendments, the Transportation Authority will explicitly
consider and recommend adjustments to the Prop K and Prop AA Strategic Plans and to the TFCA
program, as appropriate, to maintain consistency. Such adjustments will be scheduled for
Transportation Authority Board action concurrently with the corresponding CIP Amendments.
The Transportation Authority will notify the pertinent regional, state, or federal agencies of the
Transportation Authority Board action on policy level CIP Amendments, and/ or staff-level approval of
Administrative-Level CIP Amendments, as appropriate.

7. 6. Project Delivery
One of the key purposes of the CMP is to establish the link between transportation investment and system
performance. Programming projects in the CIP is only half of the picture. In order to be effective, the CIP
must also function as a transportation project delivery mechanism. Failure to deliver projects or delays in
implementation can affect system performance. Further, depending upon the fund source, delay in
obligating funds or implementing a project can result in loss of funds to the project, to San Francisco,
and/ or to the Bay Area. In the long run, poor project delivery rates can influence state and federal
authorization levels for transportation funding, leading to fewer resources to dedicate to maintaining
and improving the transportation system.
The Transportation Authority has mechanisms in place for tracking Prop K and Prop AA project
delivery (i.e., the Strategic Plan, SYPPs, the Portal, MyStreetSF.com, and ongoing project management
oversight activities). As a CMA, the Transportation Authority continues to work with the MTC and
Caltrans to monitor project delivery rates for projects programmed in the RTIP and federal TIP, and
serve as a resource to facilitate and advocate for San Francisco sponsors.
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P ER 8

KEY TOPICS

" Legislative Requirements
" Legislative Intent and Application to San Francisco
"Technical Approach
" Work Programs Items

8.1. Legislative Requirements
California Government Code section 65089 (c), requires that each Congestion Management Agency
(CMA), in consultation with the regional transportation planning agency (the Metropolitan
Transportation Commission (MTC) in the Bay Area), the county, and local jurisdictions, develop a
uniform database on traffic impacts for use in a countywide transportation computer model. The CMA
must approve computer models used for county sub-areas, including models used by local jurisdictions
for land use impact analysis. All models must be consistent with the modeling methodology and
databases used by the regional transportation planning agency.

8.2. Legislative Intent and Application to San
Francisco
Congestion management legislation was enacted in part to help transportation planning agencies
identify the source of the transportation impacts of land use decisions. All Bay Area counties except
San Francisco include multiple local jurisdictions each of which has authority over land use within its
boundaries. The transportation impacts of decisions made in one local jurisdiction are felt across local
jurisdictional boundaries. The travel demand model is intended as a technical tool to analyze land use
impacts across local jurisdictions from a uniform technical basis.
As a unified City and County, San Francisco is spared the need to estimate transportation impacts
across city boundaries, although inter-county impacts must still be considered. San Francisco's travel
demand forecasting challenge is primarily the forecasting of travel by modes other than the private
automobile, (e.g. transit, pedestrian, and cycling trips).
The Transportation Authority continually updates and refines their travel demand forecasting model,
San Francisco Chained Activity Modeling Process (SF-CHAMP). Since the creation of the original San
Francisco model in 2000, the model's geographic scope has been extended to the full nine-county Bay
Area, along with significant improvements to pricing sensitivity and time-of-day modeling. The
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Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) has also now developed an activity based model with
a similar structure.
In 2014, the Transportation Authority completed SF-CHAMP 5.0, which was calibrated using Census
2010 and The California Household Travel Survey (CHTS) 2010-2012. Previous model versions used
earlier Census and household travel survey data. The Model Consistency Report for CHAMP 5.0 is
included as Appendix 17. In 2015, the Transportation Authority updated their model to SF-CHAMP
5.1, which includes an updated bicycle route choice model, and are currently testing SF-CHAMP 5.2
which will include more accurate representation of parking prices and better sensitivity to them.
The Transportation Authority continues to use its Geographic Information System (GIS) database as a
supplemental analysis tool for appropriate CMP purposes.
The model is integrated with the Transportation Authority's GIS database. The GIS is ideally suited for
the graphic display of model outputs and more detailed spatial analysis. Together, GIS and the San
Francisco Travel Demand Forecasting Model can be very effective both for sketch planning and the
policy-level travel demand and performance forecasting exercises associated with long-range planning.
The Transportation Authority's integrated model and GIS allow the ready presentation of data using
graphics and maps.
The following section provides an overview of the San Francisco Travel Demand Forecasting Model
and the GIS database.

8.3. Technical Approach
8.3.1

I

The San Francisco Travel Demand Forecasting Model

The San Francisco Travel Demand Forecasting Model, known as SF-CHAMP, is a computer-based tool
used to assess the impacts of land use, socioeconomic, and transportation system changes on the
performance of the transportation system.
SF-CHAMP was developed to reflect the unique
transportation, socioeconomic, and land use characteristics of San Francisco and the Bay Area. The
Model uses residents' observed travel patterns; detailed representations of the region's transportation
system, population and employment characteristics; transit line boardings during specific time periods;
roadway volumes; bicycle networks; tolling and parking pricing; and the number of vehicles available to
households to simulate daily travel activity and measure performance. Future year transportation, land
use, and socioeconomic inputs are used to forecast future travel demand.
I. ACTIVITY-BASED MICROSIMULATION

SF-CHAMP incorporates a state of the art approach to forecasting travel demand. This activity-based
microsimulation model is sensitive to a broad array of conditions that influence travelers' choices.
One of the fundamental differences between SF-CHAMP and traditional models is that it is tour-based
not trip-based. A tour is a sequence of trips made by an individual that begins and ends at home
without any intermediate stops at home, whereas a trip is a single movement from an origin to a
destination.
Furthermore, the Transportation Authority's model predicts tours for individual
household members (over five years old) and the resulting trips that comprise each tour, rather than
just trips for each household, as in most traditional travel demand models. Tour-based models do not
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require data beyond what is needed to develop a four-step travel model system. However, the tourbased methodology allows the model to:
1111!

deal more realistically and precisely with trip chaining and interrelationships between individual
trips made over the entire day;

~

separate travel into mandatory and discretionary tours; and

1111!

provide a more precise estimate of volumes that can support microsimulation models.

The second fundamental difference between SF-CHAMP and traditional models is that each
individual's travel patterns are microsimulated, allowing previous decisions and preferences to inform
subsequent decisions. Importantly, the combination of microsimulation and tour-based methodology
allows decision-makers to understand not just the changes in the magnitude and direction of tripmaking associated with a transportation or land use change, but also which San Francisco or Bay Area
residents are most directly affected by that change. This equity analysis is a key advancement over
traditional four-step models. Tour-based models also account more reliably for the complexities
involved in multi-mode trip making. SF-CHAMP addresses the tradeoffs between modes for the full
tour, as well as the tradeoffs between modal options of trips within a tour.
II. MODEL APPLICATIONS

The Transportation Authority uses the SF-CHAMP to provide detailed forecasts supporting a number
of specific planning applications, including the countywide transportation plan known as the San
Francisco Transportation Plan (SFTP), the Transportation Authority's Strategic Analysis Reports
(SARs), policy analyses, mobility assessments, the Transit Core Capacity Study, the Regional
Transportation Plan, the Transportation Sustainability Fee Nexus Study, and environmental analyses.
Current model applications include Better Market Street, the Parking Supply and Utilization Study, the
Freeway Corridor Management Study, and the Treasure Island Mobility Management Study.
Historically, the Transportation Authority also applied the model to assess Proposition K Expenditure
Plan performance and impacts, as well as the full 2004 Countywide Transportation Plan package.
Ill. MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND ENHANCEMENTS

The key inputs required to develop and apply a travel demand forecasting model include information
on household and individual travel behavior (obtained in a household travel survey), representations of
the pedestrian, transit, and roadway networks, and spatial representations of employment and
residential characteristics. In the SF-CHAMP, most of the model components were estimated (the
process of establishing the relationship between various relevant inputs) using household travel data
collected by the Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC). In addition to the household travel
survey, a "stated preference" survey collected preference data on transit reliability, crowding, personal
security, and auto parking availability and cost.
Note that SF-CHAMP is not a single model but, in fact, a series of component models that operate in a
coordinated fashion, each with its own unique purpose. The following paragraphs provide brief
overviews of the model inputs and components. Figure 8-1 illustrates how the model components are
structured to produce travel demand forecasts.
At the time of its initial release, SF-CHAMP was one of the first activity-based travel demand models
used in practice and has been continuously used and updated both in order to take advantage of new
data, and to be appropriately sensitive to issues confronted in new projects and plans for which it is
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used. SF-CHAMP version 5.1 is the current version of the model. The following paragraphs discuss
the evolution of SF-CHAMP from version 3.0 to 5.1.
SF-CHAMP 3.0 is a hybrid model that forecasts the daily activity patterns and travel for San Francisco
residents, but uses the Metropolitan Transportation Commission's (MTC) BAYCAST-90 model for
non-San Francisco residents. This approach was appropriate to keep the initial implementation of an
advanced tool manageable. For modeling pricing policies in San Francisco, however, this approach was
limiting because much of the travel activity within San Francisco is generated by residents of other
counties. In order to treat the entire Bay Area region in a consistent manner, CHAMP 4.0 predicts the
daily activity patterns and tours of every Bay Area resident in all nine counties.
SF-CHAMP version 4.0 Harold added capabilities with respect to pricing sensitivity. Previous model
versions did not have an explicit toll-choice model. Rather, SF-CHAMP 3.0 considered any bridge tolls
during the "highway assignment" model component. SF-CHAMP 4.0 uses a "nested logit" approach
for modeling tolls, which more accurately represents carpool cost-sharing, variations in travelers'
values-of-time, and relationship to mode choice. Through this enhancement, it is possible to represent
the choice of driving around a congestion pricing zone for free, or paying a toll to take advantage of
time savings offered by reduced congestion in the priced area.
The SF-CHAMP 4.0 model was also enhanced to use continuous value-of-time distributions, rather
than a single value of time for each of three income groups. This particular enhancement allows for a
much greater range of variability across individuals, and is very well suited to models, such as SFCHAMP, implemented in a micro-simulation framework. A new stated-preference survey was used to
analyze the elasticities of mode and time-of-day choice to pricing policies. In addition, the following
structural changes were made:
Destination choice for non-work tours was moved up in the model chain so that chosen
destinations can inform time-of-day choice (work destination choice already preceded time-of-day
choice); and
• A detailed half-hourly trip time-of-day choice model was added to the end of the model chain,
specifically to model peak spreading for auto trips.
SF-CHAMP version 4.3, Fury, incorporated significant advances in transit, pedestrian, and bicycle
modeling. In order to more robustly address the effects of transit crowding, SF-CHAMP version 4.3,
Fury, incorporated an iterative transit assignment was used that incorporated a feedback function that
calculated dwell times as a function of boardings and alightings, and sought an equilibrated transit
assignment similar to how highway assignment has been traditionally addressed. A bicycle route choice
model, estimated using the CycleTracks smartphone data, was added in order to capture the effects of
bicycle infrastructure construction. Furthermore, a simplified pedestrian route choice model was added
in order to take into account hills and varying levels of pedestrian attractiveness. All of these improved
route choice components were then used to estimate new mode choice models, which also included
additional modes such as Ferry. These mode choice models were estimated using BATS2000 data and
also included a more nuanced understanding of the effects of congested travel time on the utility of
driving. In addition to mode choice, the auto ownership models were re-estimated using BATS2000
data. All models were calibrated to 2000 and where possible 2010 conditions and validated using transit
boardings and vehicle count data.
Mode choice models were re-calibrated for SF-CHAMP 5.0 using California Household Travel Survey
2010-2012, which performed better than previous household travel surveys at capturing all trips made
by a household during the survey day, and especially non-motorized trips, which are historically more
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likely to be underreported. The calibration also used observed highway volumes from Caltrans'
Performance Measurement System (PeMS), and observed transit data from BART, Muni, AC Transit,
Caltrain, and other transit operators. SF-CHAMP 5.1 implements and updated bicycle route choice
model, which was estimated using data obtained from CycleTracks and calibrated using bicycle counts
from SFMTA's array of permanent, automatic bicycle counters.
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Figure 8-1: CHAMP 5.1 Model Components
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IV. MODEL INPUT AND COMPONENTS

San Francisco's travel demand model has the capability to use any standard set of ABAG land use
projections as an input. Currently, most projects use the Sustainable Communities Strategies - Jobs
Housing Connection ABAG forecast for population, households, jobs, and employed residents.
Outside of San Francisco, the direct land use inputs to the MTC model are used. Within San Francisco,
the San Francisco Planning Department allocates the countywide control totals for population,
households, jobs, and employed residents to Transportation Analysis Zones (TAZs). Base year and
future year forecasts were developed using a parcel-level residential and employment database,
inventories of new development projects under construction, approved, and under review, and
information on development potential for major area plans.
The San Francisco 981 TAZ system is used within the City and County of San Francisco. Outside of
the City, the San Francisco Model zone system is the same as the MTC Model 1454 zone system.
Overall the model has approximately 2,250 zones. As part of the CHAMP 3.0 release, the model zone
system was updated in 2007 to reflect MTC's new 1,454-zone system. The number of zones within San
Francisco was also increased from 766 to 981 as part of this update.
SF-CHAMP's transportation networks are very detailed and use network assumptions consistent with
the MTC Regional Transportation Plan. Within San Francisco, the network is the original City base
map developed by the San Francisco Department of Public Works. It is highly spatially accurate and it
includes every street segment within the City. For external counties, the roadway network from the
MTC regional model highway network was used as a base.
All local and regional transit route
alignments and all stop locations are coded in the SF-CHAMP's transit networks. Outside San
Francisco, the MTC regional model transit network is used to represent the pertinent transit services.
The model networks are ground-truthed and updated on an ongoing and project-specific basis.
V. POPULATION SYNTHESIS

The model uses a synthesized population of Bay Area residents. As described earlier, SF-CHAMP is an
activity-based microsimulation model. This means that the model works at the level of the individual
decision-maker - each Bay Area resident. It is therefore necessary to create a representation of each
decision-maker. TAZ-level totals of households, population, and employed residents, as well as censusbased distributions of household configuration, age, and income-level serve as inputs to the population
synthesis model.
The model samples the Census Public Use Microdata Sample (PUMS) (from the American
Communities ) household records, and then assigns these to the TAZ, based on the control totals and
marginal distributions. The result is a file with one record for each decision-maker. It matches all
control totals and distributions when aggregated to the TAZ-level.
VI. VEHICLE AVAILABILITY

The vehicle availability model predicts the vehicles available in each household for each Bay Area
resident. The model estimates the probabilities of having zero, one, two, or three or more vehicles
available. The Model accounts for tradeoffs for auto ownership based on the employment locations of
workers in the household. This is a significant factor for auto ownership in a transit-rich environment
such as San Francisco ..
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The vehicle availability model was validated primarily on two key variables, number of workers per
household and super district1, using the 2010 Census and CHTS 2010-2012.
VII. FULL DAY PATTERN MODEL

The main feature of the full day pattern approach is that it simultaneously predicts the main
components of all of a person's travel across the day. Predicting tours (a sequence of trips made by an
individual that begin and end at home without any intermediate stops at home) rather than trips is a
significant improvement over traditional trip generation procedures because of the relationships
between trips on any tour. Figure 8-2 illustrates the difference between trips (as estimated in the
traditional four-step process) and tours.
Several models are used to predict the full day pattern. The Primary Tour Generation Models
predict whether each individual will make either no tour on a typical weekday or will make a primary
tour for one of the following purposes: work, school, or other. The individual's primary tour is defined
as the longest tour in elapsed time made with a stop at work, school, or for other purposes. All of these
tours are home-based. Work-based tours and secondary home-based tours are also predicted. The
models also predict whether there are intermediate stops on each primary tour: none, one, or more on
the outbound portion only, one or more on the inbound portion only, or one or more on both
portions. Subsequent models predict the exact number of intermediate stops on each tour leg.
By using tours as a key unit of travel, we capture the interdependence of different activities in a trip
chain. This provides a better understanding of non-home-based trips, especially in the case of the
work-based sub-tours that represent a significant proportion of non-home-based travel.
The full-day pattern tour models were validated by converting tours to trips and comparing these to the
CHTS 2010-2012.
VIII. TIME OF DAY MODELS

The time-of-day model predicts the period when the traveler leaves home to begin the primary tour
simultaneously with the period when the traveler leaves the primary destination to return home. It also
predicts the time period of any intermediate stops. The periods used in SF-CHAMP are defined as:
• Early

(3:00 AM to 5:59 AJv1)

AM peak (6:00 AM to 8:59 AJv1)
1111

:Midday

(9:00 AM to 3:29 P11)

• PM peak (3:30 PM to 6:29 P11)
111

Late

(6:30 PM to 2:59 A11)

Activity-based models can account for tradeoffs between trip chaining and time of day by evaluating
time of day decisions at the tour level rather than the trip level. Pricing policies (such as parking or toll
policies) can be tested more accurately by including these tradeoffs between the need to travel for
purposes that are time-dependent (such as day care or work) and the desire to avoid peak period
pricing. Activity-based models can also account more reliably for the complexities involved in multimode trip making.

1

Superdistrict is a geographic area defined by MTC.
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Figure 8-2: Trip Definitions: 4-step model vs. tour-based model
IX. DESTINATION CHOICE MODELS

Given that the full day activity model has predicted that a traveler makes a tour with a primary
destination as well as potentially some number of intermediate stops, the destination choice models
select the likely destinations for these trips. The San Francisco Model includes two types of destination
choice models.
The Primary Tour Destination Models predict the destination of tours such as the workplace or
school. The Intermediate Stop Location Models predict the location of intermediate stops for tours
with stops on the way to and/ or from the primary destination, where those stops are conditional on
where the primary destination is located. Factors considered in destination choice include distance,
accessibility for various modes (for that individual's auto-ownership level), and the land use density and
type at various locations (i.e. retail, office, etc).
The Destination Choice Models were validated against the 2010-2012 CHTS survey data for primary
destinations by purpose and trip length frequency distributions.
X. MODE CHOICE MODELS

After the Full Day Pattern Models and the Destination Choice Models have predicted the number,
timing, and destination of trips, the Mode Choice Models predict the mode used by the traveler to
reach their destination. Mode refers to the type of transportation, such as walking, bicycling, riding
transit (such as light rail or bus), driving alone, or sharing a ride. The San Francisco mode choice
models differ from traditional trip-based mode choice models in that there are two distinct sets of
mode choice models. The Tour Mode Choice Model determines the primary mode for the tour, while
the Trip Mode Choice Models determine the mode for each individual trip made on that tour, based on
the mode chosen for the tour.
An analysis of trips by mode revealed the significant percentage of transit trips and non-motorized
(walk and bike) trips made by San Francisco residents. It also showed that a number of transit trips are
made using several transit modes; i.e., local bus access to BART. San Francisco can be considered a
transit-rich environment, where most residents can walk to transit, and a limited supply of parking is
available with a high cost. Based on this analysis, a detailed representation of available modes was
developed, including:
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• Muni Light Rail
Muni Local Bus
111

Regional bus routes (Golden Gate Transit, AC Transit, SamTrans)

• Caltrain
111

BART

• Ferry
9Walk
•Bike
Drive Alone
111

Shared Ride 2

• Shared Ride 3+
The mode choice models were validated against the 2010-2012 CHTS, Census and ACS Journey to
Work data, and observed SFMTA, BART, Caltrain, and Ferry ridership levels.
XI. VISITOR MODELS

Given San Francisco's popularity as a tourist destination, trips made by visitors from beyond the San
Francisco Bay Area had to be accounted for in the San Francisco Model. A series of models were
estimated to predict the visitor trips by mode for San Francisco tourist destinations. These models were
not based on BATS household travel survey of Bay Area residents, but rather were estimated using San
Francisco Visitor & Convention Bureau data, and coefficients derived from the Honolulu model visitor
development effort.
The visitor models are significantly less complex than the San Francisco resident models. They
estimate the number of visitors to 29 key visitor destinations for each of three modes. The destinations
include among others, Alcatraz, Golden Gate Park, North Beach, Union Square, and a cable car ride.
XII. ASSIGNMENT

The detailed estimate of activity patterns of Bay Area travelers (including the type and timing of trips,
destinations, and modes of travel) results in tables of trips by mode of travel from zone to zone by time
of day. For example, a matrix may contain the number of transit trips during the AM peak, while
another may contain a matrix of drive alone trips in the evening time period. This time period-specific
demand is then assigned to the regional roadway and transit networks.
There are three primary components to the assignment process - transit, bicycle and roadway. Transit
assignment uses detailed information from the mode choice models to determine the particular route
that a traveler uses. For example, the mode choice models may predict that a traveler uses a bus to get
from the Inner Sunset to Civic Center, but it does not predict which bus. The Transit Assignment
Model predicts the specific route chosen, and any transfers, based on walking time to the nearest stop,
expected wait time, presence of other transit alternatives (such as the multiple routes that serve a
significant portion of Van Ness Avenue), fares, in-vehicle travel time, and walk time to the final
destination. The transit assignment algorithm is based on the minimization of generalized cost for a
certain origin-destination pair by time period. Generalized cost is a weighted cost that takes into
account in vehicle travel time, waiting time, walk access time, transfers, and transfer time. The trip
mode choice model dictates which transit modes is the "primary mode" for each user. Depending on
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the primary mode, other secondary modes may be made available as access and egress modes (e.g., walk
access mode to BART primary mode).
Roadway assignment predicts the specific route chosen by travelers based primarily on congested travel
times and traveler cost (distance and tolls), collectively summed into a generalized cost function. If a
particular route between two points has a smaller generalized cost than another, it will attract drivers
until the generalized cost on all routes between two points is equal. This equilibrated state is often
referred to as Static Deterministic User Equilibrium.
Bicycle assignment predicts the route taken by cyclists based on a bike route choice model estimated
using revealed choice bicycle route data from the CycleTracks smartphone application. The bicycle
route choice model takes into account hills, bike lanes, bike route, number of turns, wrong way streets,
and distance.
The validation of transit and highway assignments is done separately, using observed volumes of
vehicles and passengers on the highway and transit systems, respectively. Assignment validation at the
county level was completed using aggregated volumes by corridor (identified by screenlines), type of
service (facility type, mode or operator), size (volume group), and time period. Speeds and travel times
are also used in highway and transit validations to ensure that these are accurately represented in the
models.

8.3.2

I

GIS Database and ArcGIS 10.1

The Transportation Authority uses a GIS database coupled with ESRI's ArcGIS 10.1 software to
complement the strategic analysis facilitated by SF-CHAMP. The Transportation Authority's GIS
database includes a large repository of shape files corresponding to local and regional street networks,
census tracts, census block groups, census blocks, TAZs, transit routes, public facilities, and more.
The GIS database is refreshed on an ongoing basis with data obtained from our citywide and regional
partner agencies, as the Transportation Authority generally does not directly develop comprehensive
GIS files in-house.
However, the Transportation Authority is obligated to maintain a geodatabase of CMP level-of-service
shape files. These shape files contain travel time and speed data for all auto CMP segments. The auto
data is updated every two years as part of our CMP update. Transit data is also available.
For all other GIS shape files, the City provides a website complete with Census data for San Francisco
geography and street centerline files for throughout San Francisco.

8.3.3 I MTC Model Consistency
The Transportation Authority completed a Model Consistency Report in November 2015 to
demonstrate the consistency of CHAMP 5.0 with the MTC regional model and modeling requirements.
The MTC Consistency Guidelines list the items that need to be documented as part of this Consistency
Report. The CHAMP 5.0 Model Consistency Report is included as Appendix 17.

8.4. Work Program Items
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The Transportation Authority will continue to work collaboratively with the Planning Department,
MTA, other City agencies, regional transit operators, Caltrans, and MTC to:
• Continue to apply the model to assess impacts of policy and transportation changes on local and
regional trip making behavior and network conditions. Better Market Street, the Parking Supply
and Utilization Study, the San Francisco Transportation Plan, the Transit Core Capacity Study,
and other ongoing projects will depend heavily on modeling support.
1111

1111

Continue to apply and develop the citywide Dynamic Traffic Assignment model.
Continue the development of a Dynamic Transit Assignment model to better represent individual
transit route choice decisions, the aggregate impact of those decisions on transit performance
(particularly in regard to reliability), and the feedback of transit performance into transit route
choice.
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The Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG) and the Metropolitan Transportation Commission
(MTC) are required to produce long-term plans relating to transportation, housing and environmental
protection by law. A Draft Environmental Impact Review (DEIR) has been issued in connection with the
proposed "Plan Bay Area." Plan Bay Area sets out a vision for transportation and land use over the next
quarter century.
The Bay Area is one of the world's most successful metropolitan areas (labor market), having among the
highest per capita incomes. At the same time, there are substantial challenges. The cost of living is high,
driven by house prices that are the highest in the nation. The Bay Area has some of the most intense
traffic congestion in the nation, which retards economic growth. Since 2000, there has been a substantial
domestic outmigration, though in the last two years, modest increases have occurred.
Plan Bay Area represents a radical departure for the Bay Area in forcing higher residential and commercial
densities by intensifying the current urban containment policies ("smart growth''). Most new development,
both residential and commercial, would be forced into present urban neighborhoods. For example, this
would mean the imposition of higher density, multi-unit housing in lower density areas throughout the
Bay Area. The principal justification is the reduction of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.

The plan must project achievement of a per capita GHG emissions reduction meeting a 15 percent target
established by the California Air Resources Board (CARE) over the period of 2005 to 2035. Plan Bay
Area achieves this objective comfortably. Moreover, the null alternative ("2040 No Project Alternative")
also meets the objective, which renders the favored "2040 Plan'' unnecessary-it and its draconian policies are
not needed to comply with appropriate law and regulation. Even so, the actual GHG emissions reductions
appear likely to be substantially more.
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The GHG emissions reductions contained in Plan Bay Area appear to be grossly underestimated and
could be substantially less. Important factors include:
•
•
•
•
•

Failure to include effects of new federal fuel economy regulations
Understatement of emissions from climate policy initiative
Exclusion of multi-unit emissions from shared energy consumption
Small multi-unit house size assumption
A high population projection

Moreover, Plan Bay Area does not apply an economic metric to its strategies for GHG emissions reductions.
According to the United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), it should cost
no more than a range of $20 to $50 per ton to achieve sufficient GHG emissions. There are indications
that the strategies in Plan Bay Area may be more costly than that standard, especially the housing and
transportation strategies.

In attempting to reduce GHG emissions, Plan Bay Area seeks to concentrate 77 percent of new housing and
63 percent of new jobs in priority development areas (PDAs) located within the present urban footprint.
Despite this unprecedented densi:fication, there would be little reduction in per capita driving and overall
passenger vehicle travel would rise 18 percent. These modest results are not surprising. Research indicates
that the jobs/housing balance has little impact on passenger vehicle travel per capita.
Further, attempts to establish localized jobs/housing balances
within metropolitan areas have been unsuccessful, such as in
the United Kingdom and in Stockholm. Even in Hong Kong,
probably the best example of a metropolitan area that has met
the objectives of urban containment policy (smart growth), the
jobs/housing balance is somewhat less favorable than in the Bay
Area, despite having a population density that is nine times
greater. Further, U.S. Census surveys show that employment
proximity is not a principal reason that households choose
residential locations.
Policies to establish a localized jobs/housing balance may only be achieved at the expense of economic
growth because of their potential to fragment the Bay Area labor market by impeding mobility (which
means minimizing travel times, especially to employment, between all parts of the Bay Area).
Plan Bay Area's land use strategies account for little in the overall GHG emissions reductions from land
use. Nearly all (95 percent) ofthe GHG emissions reductions in the Proposed Plan from 2010 that are attributed
to land-use strategies are from energy efficiency and scoping measures, which would be achieved with or without
the Proposed Plan.
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There is a strong association between economic growth in metropolitan areas and the ability to reach the
largest number of jobs in a particular time (such as 30 minutes).
The draconian measures (principally housing location mandates) in Plan Bay Area to reduce work trip travel
distances would have little impact on daily driving distances. Indeed, the concentration of new residences and
employment in the PDAs will result in higher population and employment densities, and is thus likely to result
in greater traffic congestion. Research indicates that passenger vehicle use tends to rise at nearly the same rate
as either population or employment.
Greater traffic congestion brings other consequences. As traffic slows and becomes more erratic, fuel economy
is retarded. As a result each mile of travel produces more GHG emissions than at higher, more constant speeds
typical of free flow conditions in urban areas. In turn, this greater fuel consumption intensifies air pollution in
and adjacent to congested corridors, with negative health impacts. Higher density areas are associated with a
greater intensity of air pollution.
Plan Bay Area forecasts little transfer of demand from passenger
vehicles to transit, despite this being a principal objective. This is to be
expected, because transit is not time competitive with passenger vehicles
except for trips to the central business districts (CBDs or downtowns)
of San Francisco and Oakland, where work trip travel is one-half and
25 percent, respectively of commuting. Further, research indicates that
substantial differences in density in areas not proximate to downtown
have little impact on the travel behavior of households, whether in highrise buildings or detached housing.
Transit's role in work trips is small outside the San Francisco and
Oakland CBDs. Only 6 percent of work trips to these areas are made by
transit. Even suburban employment centers with rapid transit access have
modest transit market shares. The reason for this is illustrated by the fact
that only 10 percent of employment locations can be reached on transit
in 45 minutes by the average worker, far longer than the average work
trip length by car. This limited access to employment is the result of the
"last mile" problem; whereby transit services often do not take riders close
enough to their destination to complete the trip with a convenient walk
Plan Bay Area's transit ridership projection for 2040 appears to be overly optimistic. A substantial ridership
increase is projected, far more than the increase in transit service. This is contrary to longer term trends in the
Bay Area and contrary to the transit industry experience that new services tend to attract fewer riders than
existing services (since the strongest markets are already served). A decline in ridership seems more likely.
Plan Bay Area's transportation strategies account for little in the overall GHG emissions reductions from
transportation. Nearly all (93 percent) of the GHG emissions reductions in under the Proposed Plan from 2010 to
2040 that are attributed to transportation strategies arefrom fuel economy improvements, which would occur with or
without the Proposed Plan.
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Housing is the largest expenditure of household budgets. Cost of living differences around the nation
tend to be driven by differences in housing costs. The Bay Area has the highest cost of living among major
metropolitan areas. It also has the most unaffordable housing. Approximately 80 percent of the excess cost
of living in the Bay Area is attributable to higher housing costs.
There is considerable evidence that urban containment policies drive up the price of land for residential
development, especially by rationing land. This is consistent with the economic principle that rationing
of a good or service tends to lead to higher prices. Urban containment policies are in wide use in the Bay
Area, especially urban growth boundaries, while house prices have escalated far out of proportion with the
increase in household incomes.
The Bay Area did not always have excessively high housing costs. Before the implementation of stronger
land use regulation in the 1970s, housing affordability in the Bay Area was much closer to that of other
major metropolitan areas. Since that time, housing affordability, as measured by the median multiple
(median house price divided by median household income) has increased to 2.5 times the national average
in the San Francisco metropolitan area and more than three times the national average in the San Jose
metropolitan area.
Brookings Institution economist Anthony Downs attributes
such residential land cost increases to the failure to maintain a
competitive market for land. The difference between house prices
in the Bay Area and those in liberally (traditionally) regulated
markets are principally in the cost ofland.
Dartmouth University economist William Fischel has described
this process by which stronger land use regulation destroyed
housing affordability in California. There is considerable
additional research on the strong relationship between urban
containment policy and the loss of housing affordability. Based
on his research, Economist Paul Cheshire at the London School
of Economics has said that urban containment policy is incompatible with housing affordability. Other
research also concludes that urban containment policy can hamper broader economic performance.
The land-use policies of Plan Bay Area could exacerbate housing affordability in the Bay Area by forcing
all development into relatively small areas. This could also increase commercial land prices and, in
consequence, business costs.
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The Bay Area's lack of housing affordability and particularly its impact on low-income households is
examined with concern in Plan Bay Area. Yet, Plan Bay Area includes no measures that would address the
structural causes of the housing affordability, namely the urban containment policies that prevent housing
affordability.
In addition, Plan Bay Area contains no significant measures that would improve mobility, especially to
jobs, for low-income households. Alternatives to the presently proposed strategies should be examined.
Materially improved mobility is critical to obtaining better employment opportunities. This is likely to be
impossible, unless personal mobility (by passenger vehicles) strategies are employed.

Plan Bay Area forecasts only modest GHG emissions reductions in the preferred "2040 Plan" relative to
the "2040 No Project Alternative." In exchange for these small gains, Plan Bay Area imposes draconian
measures to force residents and businesses into small, high density areas. Moreover, Plan Bay Area would
interfere with the housing choices of households in an unprecedented and unnecessary manner. At the
same time, a number of important assumptions are excluded from Plan Bay Area or are challengeable. The
correction of these potential deficiencies would result in much more steep reductions in GHG emissions.
The business as usual (or "null") alternative, called the "2040 No
Project Alternative," also meets the GHG emissions reduction
objective set by the California Air Resources Board. There is
no need for the "2040 Plan," which by its excessive intrusion
into the housing market could lead to lower levels of economic
growth as well as greater community and household disruption.
Plan Bay Area should be withdrawn and replaced by a plan
that relies on up-to-date assumptions and allows household
preferences (rather than those of ABAG or MTC) to determine
housing location, subject to fundamental environmental
standards.

of Cities: Throughout history,

cities (metropolitan
areas), including the Bay Area, have attracted people seeking
economic advancement.
The Purpose

A replacement Plan Bay Area should focus on strategies that
respond to the reasons that people have chosen to move here,
improving their quality of life (which is best measured by the
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extent of discretionary income, the most important determinant of which is housing affordability in the
current context. Policies that can retard the quality of life, such as by raising housing costs or restricting
mobility, should be excluded. Further, a replacement Plan Bay Area should focus on eradicating poverty,
which also involves maximizing discretionary income.
Equality of opportunity should drive the housing element of a replacement Plan Bay Area. Households
should not be required to pay a higher than necessary share of their income for housing by public policy
(such as urban containment policies). Such policies are harmful to households because they retard their
affluence (by reducing their discretionary incomes). They are particularly harmful to younger households
who often must leave the Bay Area to achieve and enjoy their preferred quality of life, as well as to low
income households.
This is imperative for public policies to not unnecessarily increase the cost of living. This is especially true
given the substantially deteriorated financial condition of the nation and California where factors such as
unaffordable government employee pension obligations, rising taxes, and huge student loan burdens are
likely to be more burdensome in the future.

It is concluded that Plan Bay Area should be withdrawn in its present form because it is not necessary to
impose material policy changes to achieve the GHG emissions reduction objective. Recommendations are
made for developing a replacement Plan Bay Area that would better respond to the needs of the Bay Area
and its citizens, in a context of sufficient environmental protection.
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The Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG) and the Metropolitan Transportation Commission
(MTC) are required by law to produce long-term plans relating to transportation, housing and
environmental protection. A Draft Environmental Impact Review (DEIR) has been issued in connection
with the currently proposed plan, "Plan Bay Area."This report evaluates Plan Bay Area and the DEIR.

The Bay Area1 has been a world leader in economic growth and household affi.uence. The most recent
Brookings Institution Global Metro Monitor rates the San Jose metropolitan area as the second most
affluent in the world, following Hartford (Connecticut). The San Francisco metropolitan area is also
ranked highly, at 7th.2
Yet, there are substantial challenges in the Bay Area.
•

•

•

•

The cost of living is the highest in the nation among the 51 metropolitan areas 3 with more than 1
million population.4 This high cost of living is principally driven by housing costs, which are also
the highest in the nation. These high costs reduce the discretionary income of households, which
retards the quality of life as well as job creation by reducing purchases of goods and services. 5 The
higher costs also translate into higher effective poverty rates (Section 6).
Likely related to the high housing costs, the Bay Area lost approximately 65 ,000 net domestic
migrants each year from 2000 to 2009. In the last two years, there has been a modest (12,500)
annual increase, as the house price differential with the rest of the nation was moderated somewhat.
Housing affordability is again deteriorating in the Bay Area and could lead, in the longer run, to
a renewed exodus of residents to other parts of the nation. Many of these households could settle
in and commute from the San Joaquin Valley, principally San Joaquin, Stanislaus and Merced
counties.
The Bay Area has some of the most serious traffic congestion in the nation (Section 4.1), which
imposes costs on the economy and results in a less efficient labor market.

Plan Bay Area's preferred "2040 Plan'' relies on "urban containment policies. 6 These would steer most
residential and commercial development to Priority Development Areas (PDAs) within the existing urban
footprint, seeking to reduce per capita vehicle travel and largely forbidding development on or beyond the
urban fringe.
Plan Bay Area is a radical departure from previous approaches, which would impose material behavioral
changes on residents of the Bay Area. Plan Bay Area would intervene in real estate markets by forcing
most new residential and commercial development into existing neighborhoods. This would mean the
imposition of higher density housing in lower density communities throughout the Bay Area.
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Most new housing would be multi-unit, as opposed to the single family detached units that represent
the majority of houses in the Bay Area. Plan Bay Area also assumes that there will be no new demand
for detached housing between 2010 and 2040, despite the fact that 56 percent of the current supply is
detached. Finally, while Plan Bay Area projects a substantial increase in driving, little additional roadway
capacity is planned.
The principal justification for this is the reduction of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, under Senate Bill
375 (the "Sustainable Communities and Climate Protection Act").

Any plan requires policy choices, as strategies are chosen to address the fundamental policy goals. This
report will examine the strategies of Plan Bay Area for effectiveness in reaching the stated (or implied)
policy goals. It will further identify the inherent choices implied by Plan Bay Area's objectives and strategies,
not all of which are always apparent.
The approach will principally be to evaluate the preferred alternative, the "2040 Plan'', with comparisons to
the 2040 No Plan Alternative, which is based on the continuation of current housing and transportation
trends (the "null" alternative).

It is concluded that the "business as usual" or "null" alternative, the "2040 No Project Alternative,'' meets
the GHG emissions reduction objective and that, as a result, Plan Bay Area should be withdrawn in its
present form. Recommendations are made for developing a replacement Plan Bay Area that would better
respond to the needs of the Bay Area and its citizens in a context of sufficient environmental protection.
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A principal purpose of Plan Bay Area is to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, consistent with the
requirements of AB 32 (the "Global Warming Solutions Act") and SB 375 (the "Sustainable Communities
and Climate Protection Act") as well as administrative orders.

The plan must project achievement of a per capita GHG emissions reduction meeting a 15 percent target
established by the California Air Resources Board (CARE) over the period of 2005 to 2035. 7 Plan
Bay Area achieves this objective comfortably, with a per capita reduction of 34 percent for housing and
transportation and a 40 percent per capita reduction n GHG emissions from passenger vehicles. 8
Overall passenger vehicle travel would increase 18 percent under the "2040 Plan'' from 2010 to 2040, at
the same time as GHG emissions from passenger vehicles are reduced. 9 These GHG emission reductions
are principally the result of stronger fuel efficiency requirements for passenger vehicles.
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The GHG emissions reduction difference is negligible in the two sectors that are the primary focus of
Plan Bay Area: passenger vehicles and housing. The "2040 Plan'' is forecast to reduce GHG emissions only
1.5 percent more than the "2040 No Project Alternative" (Figure 1). Even so, the actual GHG emissions
reductions appear likely to be substantially more.

Passenger Vehicle & Housing GHGs
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The GHG emissions reductions contained in Plan Bay Area appear to be grossly underestimated and
could be substantially less. The following factors contribute to the underestimation:
•
•
•
•
•

Failure to include effects of new federal fuel economy regulations
Understatement of emissions from climate policy initiative
Exclusion of multi-unit emissions from shared energy consumption
Small multi-unit house size assumption
A high population projection

Adjustment to account for these issues would produce GHG emissions reductions sufficient to render the
"2040 Plan'' unnecessary. Each of these factors is described below.
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Plan Bay Area takes into consideration the substantial improvements in passenger vehicle (automobile
and light truck) fuel economy. However, Plan Bay Area does not consider the impacts of the much more
stringent federal fuel economy standards adopted by the federal government in 2012. These regulations
require fuel economy of 54.5 miles per gallon for new passenger vehicles by 2025.
The Energy Information Administration of the U.S. Department of Energy has produced GHG emissions
projections that reflect these changes through 2040 in its Annual Energy Outlook. 10 Department of Energy
projections indicate that passenger vehicle GHG emissions per mile will drop 46 percent between 2010
and 2040. 11 At the national level, this improvement is projected to reduce GHG emissions from passenger
vehicles 24 percent even as driving increases 40 percent (Figure 2). Further, as Plan Bay Area EIS indicates,
further fuel economy improvements are likely to occur in the longer term. 12

US Driving and GHG Emissions
LIGHT DUTY VEHICLES: 2010 TO 2040
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A replacement Plan Bay Area should be revised to include the further GHG emissions reduction effect of
the Department of Energy projections.
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Plan Bay Area assumes that the MTC Climate Policy Initiative will result in emissions reductions in addition
to those that occur from driving less and fuel economy improvements. By 2040, this program would reduce
GHG emissions by 1.6 million metric tons under the "2040 Plan'' and 500,000 metric tons under the "2040
No Project Alternative". However, the referenced documentation for the seven "Climate Policy Initiatives"
contains insufficient justification of the differences in assumptions between the "2040 Plan'' and the "2040
No Project Alternative". 13

It is not obvious that the Climate Policy Initiative strategies
would yield materially different results under the two
alternatives. For example, it is assumed that no emissions
reductions would be achieved by the "smart driving" (for
example, less aggressive driving) strategy or by a proposed
"feebate" to impose a fee on new car purchases that exceed a
GHG emissions standard, with funds rebated to purchasers
ofless GHG intensive cars.
A proposed "Commute Benefit Ordinance," would mandate employers with more than 50 employees
to choose from contributing to employee commuting expenses, providing free shuttles to work or other
alternatives that have "an equal or greater benefit in terms of reducing GHG emissions."This strategy seems
unlikely to yield a material difference in GHG emissions between the "2040 Plan'' and the "2040 No Project
Alternative." It could further impair the competitiveness of the Bay Area by discouraging expansion of firms
and new businesses attraction because of the higher costs the strategy would impose.
A replacement Plan Bay Area should attribute the same GHG emissions from MTC Climate Initiative
strategy to each alternative considered, except to the extent that differences are clearly and objectively
delineated.

Plan Bay Area seeks to substantially change the composition of housing types, with far more housing being
multi-unit and much less being single family dwellings. Plan Bay Area assumes that multi-unit housing
produces substantially less GHG emissions than single-family dwellings. However, this difference could
be substantially overstated. The source used by Plan Bay Area14 does not include emissions from shared or
common energy that can frequently occur in multi-unit buildings.
Common energy is consumed, for example, by elevators, common area lighting, parking lot lighting, common
air-conditioning, common heating and energy used in pumping water to upper floors. An analysis in Sydney
(Australia) found that the inclusion of common energy in higher density resulted in greater GHG emissions
per capita. 15
A replacement Plan Bay Area should include GHG emissions from common energy consumption in multiunit buildings.

4
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Plan Bay Area assumes that multi-unit house sizes will remain constant at the present national average of 1, 172
square feet, approximately one-half the size of the average single family residence (detached or townhouse).
This seems implausible.
However, if as Plan Bay Area projects, much of the new demand for housing will be steered into multi-unit
housing, including a sizeable share of the market that would otherwise purchase larger single family houses, this
national average :floor space assumption is likely too conservative. A large share of the new owners is unlikely
to be satisfied with housing sizes typical of rental apartments. Currently, approximately 15 percent of the Bay
Area's home owners lived in multi-unit housing, while the overall home ownership rate is much higher, at
approximately 55 percent.
As is indicated in Section 2, there is only a marginal difference between the "2040 Plan" and the "2040 No Plan
Alternative" in GHG emissions. A larger multi-unit house size could eliminate that difference because larger
house sizes are associated with higher levels of GHG emissions.
A replacement Plan Bay Area should assume a higher multi-unit house size appropriate to reflect a square
footage that would be likely with a larger home owner share.

· Plan Bay Area uses an aggressive population projection placing the 2010 to 2040 population increase at 1.99
million. By contrast, the California Department of Finance (DOF) projects a 1.29 million increase in population
between 2010 and 2040. Plan Bay Area thus projects an approximately 54 percent greater population increase
than the state (Figure 3). Plan Bay Area's high population assumption would tend to overestimate GHG
emissions in 2040 (because of the strong association between population and GHG emissions).

Projected Population Increase
PLAN BAY AREAV. STATE: 2010-2040
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There has been an attempt to reconcile these substantial differences. Generally, DOF has agreed
that the Plan Bay Area population forecast is based on the assumption of greater in-migration,
which would result from job growth. 16 However, substantial job growth seems unlikely to occur
with the Bay Area's horrendous housing affordability, the worst among major metropolitan areas.
As of the third quarter, 2012, Bay Area house prices in relation to incomes were more than double
that of other major metropolitan areas. 17 More recent data indicate a further deterioration of
housing affordability (Section 5). 18
The California Department of Finance is the principal authority for projecting population in
the state. The replacement Plan Bay Area should assume DOF official population forecasts.
This would be the present DOF population projection, unless DOF revises its official county
projections throughout the state to reflect revised methodology.

Adjusting the Plan Bay Area projections to account for the issues above results in a substantial
reduction in GHG emissions (Figure 4). Application of the adjustments to the "2040 No Project
Alternative" yields a 40 percent reduction in GHG emissions (overall national emissions, as
opposed to per capita emissions), from passenger vehicles in 2040 compared to 2010, and a 37
percent reduction overall, including housing (Table 1).
Additional reductions are also likely, but not estimated in Table 1 for lack of data. These include
(1) appropriate allocation of GHG emissions reductions to the "2040 No Project Alternative"
from the MTC Climate Initiative Program; (2) allocation of GHG emissions from common
energy consumption in multi-unit housing, and (3) a multi-unit house size appropriate for the
larger projected market of homeowners.
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Plan Bay Area EIR GHG Emissions Reductions
Adjusted for Questionable Assumptions
2010

Daily Passenger Vehicle Miles (Millions)
Population

2040 No Project

2040 Plan

2040 No
Project with
EIA

2040 No Project
with EIA &
Department of
Finance Poulation

Source of
Base Data
(DEIR)

136.4

164.2

160.9

164.2

151.9

2.4-9

7,151,000

9,137,000

9,137,000

9,137,000

8,434,000

3.1.29 &
DOF/ABAG

19,383,000

14,927,000

14,631,000

12,583,000

11,641,000

(4,456,000)

(4,752,000)

(6,800,000)

(7,742,000)

ANNUAL GHG EMISSIONS (Metric Tons)
Passenger Vehicle
Change from 2010: Metric Tons
Change from 2010: Percentage

-23%

-25%

-35%

-40%

-2%

-16%

-22%

1.63

1.60

1.38

1.38

Change from 201 O: Metric Tons

(1.08)

(1.11)

(1.33)

(1.33)

Change from 2010: Percentage

-40%

-41%

-49%

-49%

-2%

-16%

-16%

Compared to 2040 No Plan Alternative
Annual per Capita GHG Emissions

2.71

Compared to 2040 No Plan Alternative
TOTAL GHG EMISSIONS (Metric Tons)

48,846,000

42,895,000

41,344,000

39,296,000

36,355,000

Change from 2010: Metric Tons

(5,951,000)

(7,502,000)

(9,550,000)

(12,491,000)

Change from 2010: Percentage

-12%

-15%

-20%

-26%

4.69

4.52

4.30

4.31

Change from 201 O: Metric Tons

(2.14)

(2.31)

(2.53)

(2.52)

Change from 2010: Percentage

-31%

-34%

-37%

-37%

-4%

-8%

-8%

Annual per Capita GHG Emissions

6.83

Compared to 2040 No Plan Alternative

ADDITIONAL GHG EMISSION REDUCTION FACTORS NOT INCLUDED IN 2040 NO PLAN ALTERNATIVE
Equalization of MTG Climate Initiative Savings
Allocation of shared energy consumption emissions to multi-unit housing
Multi-unit house size
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3.1.29

3.1.29

Light Vehicle GHG Emissions: 2010-2040
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Any strategy for reducing GHG emissions should be cost effective. Around the world there is considerable
concern that strategies adopted to reduce GHG emissions do not materially reduce economic growth
because that would reduce affluence and increase poverty (and could even threaten social stability19). For
example, a report to a July 2008 G-8 conference stated that the cost of GHG emissions reduction could
be low and that "the challenge could be met without damaging the economy."20
The United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has provided a benchmark,
estimating that sufficient GHG emissions reductions can be achieved at no more than $20 to $50 per
metric ton. Any such expenditure in excess of this range constitutes a misallocation of resources and has
the potential to retard household affluence and the economy. 21

It is not sufficient to simply adopt policies that reduce GHG emissions without applying a cost metric.
Policies must be chosen based on their relative cost effectiveness, otherwise there is the potential for
interfering with economic growth, reducing job creation, and household affluence while increasing poverty.
Moreover, "across-the-board" approaches that would apply an overall percentage reduction to all sectors to
GHG emissions reduction would be both inappropriate and counter-productive.
Plan Bay Area's assumption of the necessity for "across the board" reductions in transportation that match
the overall 80 percent reduction objective is inappropriate.22 Emission reduction strategies should be
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evaluated based upon their cost per ton. In some sectors, this will yield greater percentage reductions
and in others lesser percentage reductions. This approach could threaten economic growth, household
affluence, and poverty eradication by relying on excessively expensive strategies.
Policy decisions need to be made based upon their relative cost-effectiveness. The IPCC, for example,
estimates that the potential for GHG reduction in the transportation sector is less than one half
of its contribution to overall GHG emissions.23 The European Conference of Ministers of Transport
acknowledged a lesser potential for transportation: "Transport and other sectors are . .. expected to
contribute correspondingly less to overall emissions
reduction strategies." 24

In the United States, McKinsey & Company and the
Conference Board found that sufficient GHG emissions
reductions can be achieved without reducing driving or living
in denser housing. 25 This is illustrated by the anticipated
improvements in automobile fuel efficiency, which drive a
disproportionate share of the GHG emissions reductions in
Plan Bay Area.
While Plan Bay Area does not subject its GHG emissions
reduction strategies to an economic test, some such analysis
has been in related documents. For example, some of the
proposed "Climate Policy Initiatives" would substantially
exceed the IPCC maximum cost guideline per ton of
emission reduction. A 2012 document2 6 indicated that four of six listed strategies exceeded the $50 per
ton maximum. The most costly strategy was more than $800 per ton, or between 16 and 40 times the
IPCC maximum.
Elements in the previous MTC 2035 Transportation Plan, estimated an annual cost of from $200 to $800
per ton of GHG for its bus improvement strategies and from $800 to $5800 per ton for its rail and ferry
improvements.
Moreover, the cost of GHG emissions reduction in the housing and commercial sector needs to be assessed.
The costs should include those of any likely house or commercial property cost increases. 27

In view of the potential damage to the economy and the quality oflife, it is important that G HG emissions
reduction strategies be subject to a cost test. A replacement Plan Bay Area should include an economic
analysis of each strategy and exclude any strategy that exceeds $50 per GHG ton reduced.

A replacement Plan Bay Area should use the most current projections, apply them objectively across all
alternatives and not include measures that are more severe than is required by legally binding objectives.

OF PLAN
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A principal Plan Bay Area strategy is to concentrate most new residents in infill development, within
approximately 220 priority development areas (PDAs). The PDAs would cover just five percent of the
region's land. Plan Bay Area seeks to locate 77 percent of the new residences and 63 percent of the new jobs
between 2010 to 2040 in the PDAs.
Plan Bay Area callsfar focused housing andjob growth around high-quality transit corridors, particularly
within areas identified by localjurisdictions as Priority Development Areas (PDAs). This land use strategy
is intended to enhance mobility and economic growth by linking housing/jobs with transit, thus offering
a more efficient land use pattern around transit and a greater return on existing and planned transit
investments. 28

Plan Bay Area seeks to reduce automobile travel by improving the localized "jobs/housing," balance, which
would seek a one to one relationship between resident workers and jobs within localized geographical areas
within the Bay Area. 29
Planningfar a jobs/housing balance is based on the premise that the number ofwork trips by car, the overall
number ofvehicle trips, and the resultant vehicle miles traveled can be reduced when there are szifftcientjobs
available locally to balance the employment demands ofthe community.

Plan Bay Area also supports the concept of a jobs/housing balance, noting that:
Improving the jobs/housing balance so that the number ofjobs is approximately the same as the number of
employed residents-a ratio of 1:1-requires carefitlly planningfar the location, intensity, and nature of
jobs and housing in order to encourage a reduction in vehicle trips and miles traveled and a corresponding
increase in the use of mass transit and alternative modes oftransportation, such as carpools, bicycling, and
walking.

Plan Bay Area notes that households living closer to transit travel less frequently and shorter distances than
those living farther away from transit. The reduction is cited as being on the order of 30 percent.
MTC's 2006 report, "Transit-Oriented Development: New Places, New Choices in the San Francisco Bay
Area," supports the proposition that transit-oriented development can reduce the rate of car ownership.
According to this report, almost 30 percent ofhouseholds living within a ha!f-mile ofa rail orferry station
do not own cars. Households closer to transit also logfewer daily miles on the cars they do own (20 miles
per day far households less than a ha!f-milefrom transit, versus 39 to SS miles per day far households living
more than one mile from transit). Furthermore, households close to transit report a higher share of daily
work and non-work trips on foot or by bike than households farther from transit.
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Yet, Plan Bay Area' yields only a miniscule reduction in per capita (per household) travel of only 2 percent
in 2040. 30 This is not surprising. In a meta-analysis, Ewing and Cervero find that each 10 percent increase
in the jobs/housing balance yields only a 0.2 percent reduction in per capita vehicle travel. 31

Efforts to establish localized jobs/housing balances have been largely unsuccessful in materially changing
metropolitan travel patterns because people tend to seek the employment opportunities that serve their
needs best in the entire labor market.

In the United Kingdom, "self sufficient" new towns (such as Milton Keynes and Stevanage) were built in
the exurbs with sufficient employment for the new residents. The jobs and the residents materialized, but
the shorter travel distances did not. The 2001 census shows that residents of the new towns travel to work,
on average, a distance twice the diameter (distance across) of the new towns they live in. 32 A large share of
the residents work in other towns or in the large cities. Other workers commute long distances from other
parts of the metropolitan area to job locations in the new towns.
Urbanologist Peter Hall of the London School of Economics made similar findings with respect
to Stockholm's satellite communities. Despite planning intentions similar to those in the UK., the
overwhelming majority of people work outside the communities in which they live. 33
The elusiveness of a localized jobs/housing balance is also
illustrated by comparing Hong Kong with the Bay Area.
Probably no urban area in the world achieves the objectives of
urban containment policy as well as Hong Kong. Hong Kong
is the highest density urban area with more than 1 million
residents in the high income world (over 65,000 per square
mile). 34 Hong Kong also has the highest mass transit work trip
market share of any major metropolitan area in the high income
world (70 percent). 35 By comparison, the urban area density in
the Bay Area is approximately 6,000 per square mile, one-tenth
that of Hong Kong, while the transit work trip market share is
only one sixth that of Hong Kong (11 percent).
Yet, the Bay Area, with its far lower urban population densities
and far lower mass transit market share has a localized jobs/
housing balance competitive with that of Hong Kong (Figure 5). 36 The 2011 census indicates that only
20.6 percent of Hong Kong's resident workers commute to jobs in their own districts (average district
area 23.7 square miles). 37 By comparison, the 26 Bay Area "places" of comparable geographical size have
a localized jobs/housing balance of 22.1 percent, despite having a smaller average land area (20.0 square
miles). 38
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Localized Jobs/Housing Balance
BAY AREA V. HONG KONG: JOB IN HOME GEOGRAPHY

Hong Kong

Bay Area

Sources: Calculated from Hong Kong Census and American Community Survey

The comparatively low jobs/housing balances exhibited not only in the Bay Area but also in Hong Kong
are not surprising. For example, the 2011 American Housing Survey indicates that among people who
moved in the previous year, only 13 percent moved to be closer to their employment: 7 percent among
home owners and 15 percent among renters. In short, attempts to establish localized jobs/housing balances
in metropolitan areas are likely to fail because planners cannot anticipate where people will prefer to live,
where they will work and where their next jobs will be. This is made even more complex by the large
number of households with more than one worker, which can make locating the residences near the
multiple employment location difficult, even in the small minority of cases where proximity to the job is
the principal consideration. 39
The strategy of the jobs/housing balance is at odds with the concept of the metropolitan area as a labor
market in which economic growth is increased as mobility is maximized. According to former World
Bank principal urban planner Alain Bertaud, the economic efficiency of the city requires avoiding any
spatialfragmentation oflabor markets. 40 This raises the concern that a localized "jobs/housing" balance may
only be achieved at the expense of economic growth (household affluence and the reduction of poverty).

Research
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The GHG ennss10ns gains from the land use strategies of Plan Bay Area result principally from
technological improvements, rather than planning initiatives (as is also the case with transportation, as
shown in Section 4.6).
Plan Bay Area's land use strategies contribute little to GH G emissions reduction. Approximately 95 percent
of the reduction in GHG emissions from underlying assumptions of energy efficiency improvements and
other measures (referred to as "Scoping Plan Reductions in the DEIR), with the same reduction under the
"2040 Plan'' and the "2040 No Project Alternative."The other five percent is from the land use policies of
the "2040 Plan'' and represent the difference from the "2040 No Project Alternative" (Figure 6).

Sources of GHG Reductions: 2040 Plan
LAND USE: 2040 CHANGE FROM 2010
=-----Housing
Strategies; 5%

Source: DEIR

The housing (PDA) strategies of Plan Bay Area are not necessary to achieve the required GHG emissions
reductions. A replacement Plan Bay Area should exclude housing location or type mandates or guidelines.
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Greater mobility-the ability to travel quickly between all points in the metropolitan area-improves
the economic performance of cities. 41 This broadens affluence and reduces poverty. Prud'homme and Lee
(University of Paris), Hartgen and Fields (University of North Carolina-Charlotte), Cervero (University
of California) and others, who have shown that the more jobs people can reach in a fixed period of time
(such as 30 minutes), the greater the economic production (which leads to greater job creation, larger
household discretionary incomes and lower rates of poverty. 42 The relationship between mobility and
economic growth means that a principal purpose of transportation policy should be to reduce hours of
travel delay in the area.
Despite the draconian land use interventions that seek to minimize travel distances between homes and
work, the preferred "2040 Plan'' would result in only two percent less driving volume than in the "2040
No Project Alternative" (Figure 7). Travel by passenger vehicles would increase 18 percent, and passenger
vehicles would remain the dominant mode of travel.

Daily Light Vehicle Travel: 201 O& 2040
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The increase in passenger vehicle travel would, according to Plan Bay Area, be accommodated on a roadway
system little expanded from the present. Traffic would further be more concentrated in PDAs, in which
population densities and employment densities would be higher, generating many more trips. Both of
these factors could be expected to increase traffic congestion.
There is a strong relationship between higher population and employment density and greater traffic
volumes. A meta-analysis of nine studies examining per capita or per household automobile use by Ewing
and Cervero associates a doubling of density with a miniscule decline in driving (approximately a 0.4
percent reduction in per capita driving for each 10 percent increase in population density). 43 This means
that with a 10 percent increase in population density (people in a specific geographic area), total driving
would rise nearly 10 percent, nearly the same as the population increase.
Further, Ewing and Cervero find no change in driving based upon changes in employment density. Thus,
as population and employment rise, the volume of travel in a particular area rises nearly as much, which
leads to greater traffic congestion
Our review of more than 180 metropolitan areas in Europe, North America, and Asia indicated a
strong relationship between higher density and greater traffic congestion. The same research, covering
109 metropolitan areas, also indicated that higher urban population density was strongly associated with
longer work trip travel times. 44
Already, the Bay Area is rated as having intense traffic congestion. The San Francisco metropolitan area
is routinely rated second worst among U.S. major metropolitan areas, while the San Jose metropolitan
area is rated fourth by both Tom Tom45 and INRIX. 46 San Jose has the worst traffic congestion among
metropolitan areas between 1.0 and 2.5 million population in both traffic congestion rating systems. This
greater traffic congestion is, at least partially, the result of the Bay Area's high population density, with the
San Francisco urban area and the San Jose urban area trailing only the Los Angeles area as the highest
density major urban areas in the United States. 47

Greater traffic congestion would reduce GHG emissions that might otherwise be expected from reducing
driving (albeit, the modeled driving in Plan Bay Area is small). Each gallon of gasoline produces the
same volume of GHG emissions. Because cars consume more fuel at lower speeds and in greater traffic
congestion, as density increases congestion, the anticipated reduction in GHG emissions is reduced or can
even be eliminated. Greater fuel consumption in congested traffic can result in GHG emissions over 70
percent higher per mile than in free-flow traffic. 48
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The greater traffic congestion is likely to have negative health impacts. According to the American Heart
Association and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, air pollution increases along congested
corridors. There is a strong relationship between more intense air pollution and higher population density
(Figure 7). 49

Density & Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) Emissions
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Despite the priority given to transit strategies, Plan Bay Area does little to reduce automobile demand.
Indeed, passenger vehicle travel under Plan Bay Area is only two percent less than under the "2040 No
Project Alternative."Transit's share of total trips would rise from only five percent to seven percent. 50
The modest modeled transfer of demand from passenger vehicles is to be expected given the strengths and
weaknesses of transit. The principal driver of transit work trips by people who have access to automobiles
is proximity to downtowns (CBDs). This is because rapid transit service and high levels of conventional
transit service focus on the CBDs, not other areas with employment throughout the Bay Area.
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At the national level, the predominance of CBDs in transit commuting is indicated by the fact that 55
percent of transit commuting in the United States is to the core municipalities of New York, Chicago,
Philadelphia, Boston, San Francisco, and Washington, DC. This is nearly ten times their share of national
jobs (six percent). Most transit commuting to these "transit legacy cities" is to the CBDs,51 which are
typically 10 to 20 percent of metropolitan employment. In the Bay Area, the San Francisco CBD represents
less than 10 percent of Bay Area employment. 52
Further indication of transit's ridership concentration to downtown is Statistics Canada research indicating
that outside six miles from downtown, people in higher density housing use cars at a rate similar to those
in nearby detached housing. 53
This :finding is echoed in Melbourne, Australia, where regional planners long ago attempted a land-use
strategy similar to Plan Bay Area PDAs. The concept was that by locating residences along corridors with
more intense transit service, people would use transit in significantly greater numbers for the work trip.
Researchers found that the strategy largely failed, because transit could not compete with the automobile
in providing rapid trips to the highly dispersed employment pattern of the metropolitan area. 54
Transit commuting is much more modest to jobs outside the San Francisco and Oakland CBD (which has
a 25 percent transit work trip market share). Transit has an approximately 50 percent share of commuting
to the San Francisco CBD and a 25 percent share to downtown Oakland. On average, approximately 6
percent of work trips to these areas are made by transit. Overall, the density of employment outside the
two largest CBDs is approximately 2300 per square mile. The Oakland CBD is at least 20 times as dense
and the San Francisco CBD is approximately 50 times as dense. Even suburban employment centers with
rapid transit access can have modest transit market shares. For example, only nine percent of employees
who work in the San Jose core employment center use transit. The Walnut Creek employment center
attracts only four percent of its workers by transit. These cases indicate the difficulty of using transit to
smaller employment centers outside the largest CBDs. 55
This is to be expected. According to a Brookings Institution report, 56 more than 90 percent of Bay Area
resident workers live within walking distance of a transit stop. But being near a transit stop does not
translate into convenient access to most destinations. Only about 10 percent of employment locations
can be reached on transit in 45 minutes by the average worker. In contrast, more than 80 percent of the
Bay Area's workers have a work trip travel time ofless than 45 minutes (largely commuting by passenger
vehicles). 57
There is a fundamental difference between access to a transit stop and access to a car in the garage parking
lot or on the street. The car can take the driver to 100 percent of the business or residential locations in the
entire Bay Area, and door-to-door is nearly always faster than any other mode. For example, in the Bay
Area, 72 percent single occupant worktrips are less than 30 minutes. By comparison, only 22 percent of
transit users reach their work locations in 30 minutes (Figure 9). 58
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Transit Service & Ridership Increases
1985-2010 COMPARED TO 2010-2040
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This limited access to employment is the result of the "last mile" problem, whereby transit services often do
not take riders close enough to their destination to complete the trip with a convenient walk.

The projected transit ridership increases in Plan Bay Area appear to be overly optimistic. Between 2010
and 2040, Plan Bay Area assumes a 93 percent increase in transit ridership. 59 Yet, over the same period,
Plan Bay Area projects that transit service will increase only 27 percent (seat miles). It is unusual for transit
ridership to increase faster than the increase in transit service, simply because the transit services that are
already operating are in markets with the highest demand. New services are routinely less well patronized.
This increase in transit ridership is in contrast to recent longer term trends. Between 1985 to 2010. Transit
service levels were increased 46 percent in the Bay Area. 60 However, ridership 61 declined slightly (Figure
10). The Plan Bay Area ridership and service projections indicate a 3.45 ratio of new ridership to new
service, which is considerably higher than the minus 0.01 ratio between 1985 and 2010 (Figure 11).
It may be implausible to project such a large increase in transit ridership. Given recent Bay Area trends
and the lower productivity of new service, a decline in ridership seems more likely.
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As in the case of land use (Section 3.4), the principal GHG emissions transportation reductions gains
under Plan Bay Area result from technological improvements, rather than planning initiatives.
Plan Bay Area's passenger vehicle mileage reduction strategies contribute little to GHG emissions
reduction from passenger vehicles. Approximately 93 percent of the reduction from 2010 to 2040 in the
"2040 Plan" is due to improved fuel economy and is thus independent of the intrusive strategies of Plan
Bay Area (Figure 12). The seven percent from reduced travel is the difference between the "2040 Plan" and
the "2040 Project Alternative."

Sources of GHG Reductions: 2040 Plan
LAND USE: 2040 CHANGE FROM 2010

•

.•

A replacement Plan Bay Area should establish objectives for materially reducing traffic congestion and
should recommend transportation policies based principally upon the cost per reduced delay hour, giving
priority to less costly initiatives.
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The Bay Area has the highest cost of living among the nation's major metropolitan areas. The C2ER Cost
ef Living Index indicates that the cost of living is 48 percent higher in the Bay Area than the national
average. 62 This means that a dollar earned by Bay Area residents has a purchasing power of only $0.68
compared to the national average (of $1.00). Compared to less costly areas, such as fast growing Nashville
or Columbus (Ohio), the value of a Bay Area dollar drops to nearly $0.60.

It is estimated that 80 percent of the Bay Area's higher cost of living is attributable to its higher cost of
housing63 (Figure 13). 64
Where housing costs are higher than necessary, the average household is necessarily less affluent. Moreover,
higher house prices are an important barrier to reducing poverty. Households at all income levels will have
less discretionary income to spend, which leads to lower levels of job creation because the purchase of
goods and services is reduced by the higher cost of housing.

Housing Share of Excess Cost of Living
BAY AREA COMPARED TO NATIONAL
Santa Clara-San Benito Counties

Alameda-Contra Costa Counties

San Francisco-San Mateo Counties
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The Bay Area's lack of housing affordability can be traced to its urban containment strategies. Under Plan Bay Area,
these strategies will become even more restrictive and result in raising house prices even higher.
The Bay Area has the highest house prices relative to incomes in
the nation (measured by the median multiple, which is the median
house price divided by the median household income). In late
2012, the San Jose metropolitan area had a median multiple of
7.9, the highest among the 51 major metropolitan areas. The San
Francisco metropolitan area had a median multiple of 7.8, the
second highest among the 51 major metropolitan areas. Bay Area
house prices in relation to incomes were more than double that of
other major metropolitan areas. More recent data indicate a further
deterioration of housing affordability.For the year ended March 31,
2013, median house prices rose more than 30 percent in the San Francisco and San Jose metropolitan areas. Each
of these increases is above the 11 percent national average, which was characterized by the National Association of
Realtors as the "best year-over-year performance in over seven years" (the largest price increase). 65
The Bay Area was not always excessively expensive. Before the implementation of stronger land use regulation in the
1970s, housing affordability in the Bay Area was much closer to that of other major metropolitan areas (Figure 14).
Since that time, housing affordability, as measured by the median multiple (median house price divided by median
household income) has increased 2.5 times the national average in the San Francisco metropolitan area and more
than three times the national average in the San Jose metropolitan area.

Housing Affordability 1950-2012
LARGEST U.S. METROPOLITAN AREAS: MEDIAN MULTIPLE
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A considerable body of evidence indicates
that land use policies that severely ration
land for development can retard housing
affordability. This is consistent with the
principle of economics that rationing any
good or service leads to artificially higher
prices: 66
When the supply ofany commodity is
restricted, the commodity's price rises.
To the extent that land-use, building
codes, housing finance, or any other
type of regulation is binding, it will
worsen housing ajfordability. 67

These "urban containment" policies
include severe restrictions on the
development of residential land, such as
urban growth boundaries, development
moratoria, and quotas that limit the
number of houses that can be built. The
Bay Area has strong urban containment
policies. 68

One of the most frequently used measures
of housing affordability is the "median
multiple," which is the median house
price divided by the median household
income. 69 Generally, the median multiple
in major metropolitan areas of the United
States has been at 3.0 or below since
World War II. 70 This has also been the
case, at least until less than two decades
ago in Australia, Canada, Ireland, New
Zealand and the United Kingdom. In
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fact, none of the major markets without urban containment policy reached a median multiple of 4.5, even
during the housing bubble. 71
A few California markets, including in the Bay Area, reached median multiples of 10.0 or above during the
housing boom. Indeed, three quarters of the house value losses preceding the start of the Great Financial
crisis with the Lehman Brothers bankruptcy occurred in just 11 metropolitan markets, which included
both San Francisco and San Jose. Each of these 11 markets had urban containment policies or other severe
land rationing policies. 72

Rising house prices relative to household incomes can be an indication of an insufficient, affordable land
supply. 73 Economist Anthony Downs of the Brookings Institution stresses the importance ofa "competitive
land supply" to housing affordability. The principal cost element in the loss of housing affordability from
urban containment policy is higher land costs (see sidebar). Downs describes the process by which urban
growth boundaries can drive up the price ofland, which increases house prices. 74

If a locality limits to certain sites the land that can be developed within a given period, it confers a
preferred market position on those sites. ... If the limitation is stringent enough, it may also corifer a
monopolistic power on the owners ofthose sites, permitting them to raising land prices substantially.
Even comparatively modest house price differentials can have a significant effect on a community and its
inhabitants. Downs notes that a modest 10 percent increase in house prices makes it impossible for four
percent of households to purchase a home, and concludes that such an effect is "socially signi:ficant."75

Stronger land use regulation was implemented in California in
the 1970s through court decisions and administrative actions.
The Bay Area was a leader in the implementation of these
policies.
William Fischel of Dartmouth University notes that until
1970, California house prices were similar to those in the rest of
the nation. 80 Fischel indicates that in 1970, California median
house prices relative to median family incomes were 29 percent
higher than in the rest of the nation. By the end of the decade,
California house prices had escalated to more than 75 percent
higher in relation to incomes than in the rest of the nation
and by 1990 the difference had expanded to approximately 120
percent.
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Fischel looks at potential causes for the divergence of California house prices from those in the rest of the
nation.
•
•
•

There was little difference in the trend of construction costs between California and the nation and
notes that the housing price "explosion" is not "explained at all by construction costs."
The most important factors that might be expected to increase the house prices were not present,
such as substantially greater increases in incomes or large increases in population growth rates.
The quality of life in California is perceived to be better than in much of the rest of the nation, yet
Fischel :finds no evidence that the California advantage had expanded during the 1970s, when the
house price difference expanded. He suggests that it would have been more likely to expect the
large increases to have occurred before 1970, when, according to Fischel, the amenity differential
between California and the rest of the nation was greater.

Fischel also notes that land for development is plentiful, eliminating the scarcity of land as a factor that
could have driven house prices upward.

Economic research also identifies slower than expected economic growth in metropolitan areas with urban
containment policy. Urban containment policy has been associated with higher commercial development
costs 81 and higher retail prices, 82

It is an economic principle that buyers will tend to be attracted to markets in which investment gains
appear to be most lucrative. It is thus not surprising that urban containment is associated with speculation
(attracting investors). 83
Recent house price increases have re-opened a gap between Bay Area house prices and average major
metropolitan area house prices that nearly equals the difference that existed at the peak of the housing
bubble. At least part of this may be due to the increased involvement of foreign investors in the Bay Area
housing market. 84 In this regard, an important principal driving force may be the housing restrictions that
have been imposed by the People's Republic of China in an attempt to control its runaway price increases.
This is reported to have induced an increase in California housing investment from China. 85 This influx
of a new tranche of buyers, along with other investors attracted by the bullish Bay Area market and often
pay cash,86 as well with the serious restriction on single-family housing construction in the Bay Area could
signal even further house price increases.
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During the 2000 to 2010 decade, the Bay Area experienced significant net domestic outmigration. On
average, the Bay Area lost approximately 65,000 net domestic migrants each year. 87 Between 2010 and
2012 there was a turnaround, with approximately 6,000 net domestic migrants added annually. Nationally,
net domestic migration losses were strongly centered in more costly major metropolitan markets between
2000 and 2009, while less costly major metropolitan markets captured a substantial net domestic migration
gain.88
Domestic outmigration could recur and increase substantially if housing affordability is not materially
improved. Even if job growth is greater, new employees might be forced or choose to live in the San
Joaquin Valley where housing costs are considerably lower. This could work against the GHG emissions
reduction objectives of Plan Bay Area.

There is also research pointing to urban containment policy as inhibiting economic growth. U.S; Federal
Reserve Board economist Raven Saks found that employment growth is 20 percent less than expected
in U.S. metropolitan areas with stronger land use policies. 89 Another econometric analysis found an
association between more restrictive land use regulation and slower economic growth in the Randstadt
region (Amsterdam-Rotterdam-The Hague). 90
After the collapse of the housing market, the U.S. Congress commissioned a report on the causes of the
financial crisis. The U.S. Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission identified four hypotheses as possible causes
for the U.S. housing bubble. One of the hypotheses involved strong land use restrictions. The commission
stated:

Land use restrictions. In some areas, local zoning rules and other land use restrictions, as well as natural
barriers to building, made it hard to build new houses to meet increased demand resultingfrom population
growth. When supply is constrained and demand increases, prices go up. 91
There is considerable additional research on the strong relationship between urban containment policy
and the loss of housing affordability. For example, Paul Cheshire of the London School of Economics
has concluded that urban containment policy is incompatible with housing ajfordability. 92 Other research also
concludes that urban containment policy can hamper broader economic performance. 93

The housing affordability problem extends to rental costs as well. California's median monthly housing
costs were 40 percent above the national average in 2011. In 2012, San Jose, had the highest overall
median housing costs among the nation's major metropolitan areas, at 78 percent above average. 94 San
Francisco had the third highest housing cost, at 68 percent above the national average.
Research
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The extent of the housing affordability problem for "working families" in the Bay Area is detailed in an
Urban Land Institute report (Priced Out). 95
•

In 2009, every Bay Area county ranked among the 15 percent least affordable, despite the fact that
house prices had dropped "40 percent or more" from the 2006 peak.

•

"Uniformly high housing costs are similarly pervasive in the rental housing market."

•

''A disproportionately high percentage of workforce households also pay more than 30 percent of
their incomes on rent, more than in peer metropolitan regions across the country."

The Bay Area's housing affordability has become so severe, that households have been locating in the San
Joaquin Valley to obtain more affordable housing. 96

Plan Bay Area's housing policies seem likely to worsen the Bay Area's already worst in the nation housing
affordability and make its commercial real estate more costly. Nearly all new housing (97 percent) would
be in the existing urban footprint, with little potential for new housing on the fringe. This would preclude
the use ofless costly land.
Two other measures in Plan Bay Area could raise land and housing costs even above their presently
elevated levels.
•

The first measure would ration land even more severely, within, rather than beyond the urban
footprint. Plan Bay Area would also limit where new development could occur principally in
the PDAs. This further rationing of land would likely lead to a further deterioration of housing
affordability.

•

Further, by seeking to concentrate new employment locations in the PDAs, Plan Bay Area could
further raise commercial land prices, which would make the cost of doing business in the Bay Area
greater and lead to higher service and product prices.

Priced Out expresses a similar concern with respect to rental housing:
Unless serious changes are made, fature construction will not alleviate the problem. A scarcity of
appropriately zoned and located land together with relatively high development costs makes it nearly
impossible far builders and developers to deliver high-quality new rental communities at price points
affordable to workforcefamilies.

The DEIR does not examine the negative effect of its policies, including urban containment policy, on
housing affordability
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It will not be possible to restore housing affordability in the Bay Area, either for low-income households
or other households, without restoring a competitive land supply (Box 2). The continuing and substantial
disparity between the Bay Area's cost of living, much due to its inferior housing affordability, will make it
less competitive relative to other metropolitan areas. This further implies that the aggressive population
growth assumptions of Plan Bay Area are implausible.

The Plan Bay Area does not include an alternative that would achieve a competitive land supply. As a
result, its strategies cannot restore housing affordability. A replacement Plan Bay Area should include an
alternative that restores a competitive land supply.
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Plan Bay Area fails to materially improve the already difficult challenges to low-income households.
The high cost of living in the Bay Area is particularly burdensome for low-income households. Current
poverty measures underestimate the seriousness of the problem. The poverty threshold is not adjusted for
the cost of living. As a result, poverty estimates in high cost of living areas, such as the Bay Area, tend to
underestimate the number of people and households below the poverty line.

In recognition of this difficulty, the Bureau of the Census has published alternative poverty measures
that take into consideration the difference in housing costs. At this point, only state data are available.
California's conventional poverty rate was 16.3 percent in 2009-2011. However, when adjusted for
differences in housing costs, California's poverty rate rose to 23.5 percent, the highest among the states as
well as the District of Columbia. 101
California's median monthly housing costs were 40 percent above the national average in 2011, well below
the differentials in San Jose (78 percent above average) and San Francisco (68 percent). 102 California's
poverty rate could be even higher, at perhaps one-half or more higher than published rates. 103
Plan Bay Area examines housing affordability for low income residents, however, it does not consider
strategies that could address the fundamental driver of the high prices: higher land prices that result from
public land rationing policies (urban containment). Genuine housing affordability would require easing of
land use restrictions on the urban fringe.
As indicated in Section 5, a replacement Plan Bay Area should include an alternative to restore a competitive
land supply, and thus housing affordability.

It is generally understood that transit is used more by low-income citizens than by others. Even so, the
overwhelming majority of commuting by low income households is by passenger vehicle, not transit. This
is because transit cannot provide sufficient mobility throughout the Bay Area (Figure 15). As is indicated
in Section 4, the average worker in the Bay Area can reach only 10 percent ofjobs on transit in 45 minutes,
which is an excessive amount of commuting time. The limited access provided by automobile competitive
transit forces many low income workers to purchase cars.
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Work Trip Market Share by Poverty Status
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An MTC local report expresses the problem: "Low-income people face a choice of commuting long
distances to access better jobs, or taking lower paying work nearer to home."104 Further, it is clear from the
small increase in transit commuting projected by Plan Bay Area that transit will not materially improve
mobility, either for low-income citizens or others.
Yet, mobility throughout the labor market is important to taking advantage of better employment
opportunities, especially for low-income workers. This requires an automobile. As a Progressive Policy
Institute report put it: 105
In most cases, the shortest distance between a poor person and a job is along a line driven in a car.
Prosperity in America has always been strongly related to mobility and poor people work hardfar access
to opportunities. For both the rural and inner-city poor, access means being able to reach the prosperous
suburbs of our booming metropolitan economies, and mobility means having the private automobile
necessary far the trip. 7he most important response to the policy challenge ofjob access far those leaving
we!fare is the continued and expanded use ofcars by low-income workers.
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Plan Bay Area does not consider alternatives that could materially improve mobility for low income
residents. For example, considerable favorable attention has been given to car sharing programs,
which permit better personal mobility without the necessity of car ownership. These programs have
a strong presence in the Bay Area. Further, user subsidies to support automobile ownership may have
some potential for improving low income mobility. There may be other strategies by which access to
employment opportunities can be expanded cost-effectively for low-income citizens. One such strategy
could be incentives to increase working at home, which is obviously the most sustainable mode of
work access. Neither car sharing nor user subsidies were considered in Plan Bay Area. It is possible that
some funding currently directed to low income household mobility could be more effectively used in
such strategies.
It is also important to understand that Plan Bay Area does not anticipate providing effective transit
mobility throughout the area for low-income households who do not have cars. Nor is the Bay Area
capable of such a response. Because of its high costs, effective transit access can only be provided for some
with destinations downtown and some in the densest sectors of the urban core. 106 Achievement of usable
region wide transit mobility has not been achieved in any major metropolitan area, nor has it even been
seriously proposed (probably due to its prohibitive cost).

A replacement Plan Bay Area should consider alternatives that could materially improve employment
mobility and travel times for low-income citizens to the great majority of jobs that cannot be accessed or
require excessive travel time by transit.
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Plan Bay Area forecasts only modest gains in the preferred "2040 Plan'' in GHG emissions reductions
relative to the "2040 No Project Alternative," which comfortably meets the emissions reduction objective.
In exchange for these small gains, Plan Bay Area imposes draconian measures to force residences and
businesses into small, high density areas. Further, these miniscule gains are not subjected to an economic
test.
Plan Bay Area would interfere with the housing choices of households in an unprecedented, and
unnecessary manner. At the same time, a number of assumptions are excluded from Plan Bay Area or are
challengeable. The correction of these potential deficiencies would result in much more steep reductions
in GHG emissions.
Yet, the business as usual (or "null") alternative, the "2040 No Project Alternative" meets the objective set
by the California Air Resources Board. There is no need for the "2040 Plan'' and the excessive intrusion of
Plan Bay Area could lead to lower levels of economic growth as well as greater community and household
disruption.
In its plans to strengthen housing regulation and failure to provide transportation capacity to facilitate
improved mobility, Plan Bay Area makes inherent choices that are not apparent in its analysis. The higher
costs of housing result in choosing the unnecessary preservation of a relatively small area of land in
exchange for a less affiuent future (due to higher house prices) for all households in the area, but most
especially lower income households. By not facilitating greater mobility; Plan Bay Area opts for a future of
less employment access, which also retards household affiuence.
In addition to working against the economic interests of all households and lower income households, the
policies also disadvantage younger households. These choices are not addressed in Plan Bay Area and have
been largely ignored in decisions on similar policies in the past throughout the Bay Area.

Plan Bay Area should be withdrawn and replaced by a plan using the most current assumptions and in
recognition of the projected progress in GHG emissions reductions. 107
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The Purpose efCities: Throughout history, cities (metropolitan areas), including the Bay Area have attracted
people seeking economic advancement. As former principal planner Alain Bertaud put it:
The raison d'etre iflarge cities is the increasing return to scale inherent to large labor markets. 108 A replacement

Plan Bay Area should focus on strategies that respond to the reasons that people have chosen to move
there: improving their quality of life. This is best measured by the extent of discretionary income, the most
important determinant of which is housing affordability. Further, a replacement Plan Bay Area should
focus on eradicating poverty, which requires that the overall cost of living (and housing, its most important
element) not be increased by public policy.
Equality of opportunity should drive the housing element of a replacement Plan Bay Area. Households
should not be required by public policy (such as urban containment) to pay a higher than necessary share
of their income for housing. Such policies are harmful to households because they retard their affluence
(by reducing their discretionary incomes). They are particularly harmful to younger households who often
must leave the Bay Area to achieve and enjoy their preferred quality of life.
Cost effective policies are imperative because of the substantially deteriorated financial condition of the
nation and California. Factors such as unaffordable government employee pension obligations, rising taxes,
and huge student loan burdens are already constraining discretionary income and its growth.
In particular, a replacement Plan Bay Area should:
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Include an alternative that restores a competitive land supply and thus housing affordability.
Exclude housing location or type mandates or guidelines.
Establish objectives to materially reduce traffic congestion and prioritize government funding for
transportation principally using the cost per reduced delay per hour (favoring less costly initiatives
that maximize economic growth, as described in Section 4).
Include the further GHG emissions reduction effect of the Department of Energy projections.
Apply the same MTC Climate Policy Initiative GHG emissions reductions to the 2010 No
Project alternative as is assumed for the "2040 Plan'' (or it should be amended to clearly justify the
differing figures).
Include GHG emissions from common energy consumption in multi-unit buildings.
Assume a higher multi-unit house size to reflect changes that would occur with a larger share of
purchasers.
Assume California Department of Finance DOF official population forecasts. This would be the
present DOF population projection, unless DOF revises its official county projections throughout
the state to reflect revised methodology.
Include an economic analysis of each strategy and exclude any strategy that exceeds $50 per GHG
ton reduced.
Consider alternatives that could cost effectively and materially improve employment mobility and
travel times for low income citizens to the great majority ofjobs that cannot be accessed or require
excessive travel time by transit. 109
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The Bay Area Plan includes nine counties, Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, Napa, San Francisco,
San Mateo, Santa Clara, Solano and Sonoma. These nine counties comprise the San Francisco,
San Jose, Santa Rosa, Napa and Vallejo metropolitan areas (San Benito County, in the San Jose
metropolitan area is not covered by the Bay Area Plan).
Emilia Istrate and Carey Ann Nadeau, Global Metro Monitor 2012: Slowdown, Recovery, and
Interdependence, The Brookings Institution, 2012, http://www.brookings.edu/~/media/research/
:files/reports/2012/11/30-global-metro-monitor/30-global-monitor.pdf
A metropolitan area is a labor market.
San Jose is the most costly and San Francisco is the second most costly.
Income after taxes and paying for necessities, such as housing, food, clothing and transportation.
Also called "smart growth,""growth management,""compact cities policy,""densification," etc.).
Metropolitan Transportation Commission, "Air Resources Board Adopts Greenhouse Gas
Reduction Targets, September 23, 2010, http://www.mtc.ca.gov/news/current_topics/9-10/arb.
htm.
Calculated from data in the Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR).
This is contrary to the popular notion that emissions will continue to climb regardless ofimprovements
in fuel economy.
U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration, Annual Energy Outlook: 2013,
http://www.eia.gov/forecasts/aeo/.
Calculated from Annual Energy Outlook2013.
There could be much greater fuel economy (and GHG emissions reduction) improvements in the
future. For example, two automobile manufacturers (Volkswagen and Audi) could soon be selling
cars (two separate designs) that achieve 260 and 235 miles per gallon respectively (a more than 300
percent improvement on the new federal fuel economy standard. See: http://www.greencarreports.
com/news/1054259_volkswagen-says-it-will-build-2-seat-260-mpg-plug-in-hybrid and http://
www.greencarreports.com/news/1080653 _audi-plans-200-mpg-plus-high-tech-small-car
Dreft Summary ofPredicted Traveler Responses, ABAG and MTC (March 2013), http://onebayarea.
org/pdf/Draft_Plan_Bay_Area/Draft_PBA_Summary_of_Predicted_Traveler_Responses.pdf
California Energy Commission, California Energy Saturation Study (2009). http://www.energy.
ca.gov/appliances/rass/
Paul Myors. Energy Australia. Rachel O'Leary & Rob Helstroom, Multi-unit Residential Buildings
Energy & Peak Demand Study, http://203.15.106.215/information/common/pdf/alts_adds_req/
energy_mu_study. pdf
ABAG and California Department of Finance, "Overview of the Regional Housing Need
Determination, DOF Population Projections and Plan Bay Area Forecast," undated.
The ABAG website indicates that the DOF population projection "is not a forecast of the most
likely outcome." (http://onebayarea.org/about/faq.html#q10045). As of April 20, there was no
indication on the DOFwebsite a withdrawal of their population projections, nor any indication that
the projections were being redone statewide in a manner consistent with the ABAG methodology.
Further, even before deferring to ABAG on population projection methodology, DOF's method
of projecting population increase may be skewed high. This is illustrated by recent experience. In
2007, the Department of Finance projected a Bay Area that was 2.6 percent higher than the count
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just three years later in the 2010 census. There were similar over projections in other parts of the
state and statewide as well. The author called these population projections into question at the time.
See: Wendell Cox, "60 Million: Don't Bet on It: Cost of housing will put a lid on how much state's
population can grow," 1he Orange County Register, August 24, 2007. http://www.ocregister.com/
opinion/growth-23157-county-san.html
For example, Harvard economist Benjamin Friedman found from an historical analysis that
economies that fail to grow tend to lapse into instability. Friedman, B. M. (2005), 1he Moral
Consequences cfEconomic Growth, Alfred A. Knofp.
Office ofTony Blair and The Climate Group (2008), Breaking the Climate DeadlockA Global Dealfar
Our Low-Carbon Future: Executive Summary.
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The United States Environmental Protection Agency forecasts that the fuel economy improvements
to 2040 will be accomplished without increasing consumer costs, because the fuel savings would be
greater than the cost of the regulation. This would produce GHG emission reductions per ton at
well below the $20-$50 range cited by the IPCC.
The basis of this objective is a 2005 executive order by Governor Schwarzenegger (Executive Order
S-3-05). In addition, a 2012 Executive Order by Governor Brown (Executive Order B-16-2012)
calls for an 80 percent reduction from 1990 levels for 2050, which applies to transportation. Each of
these executive orders goes beyond the requirements of AB32 and SB375, neither of which contains
such an objective. Moreover, Governor Brown's 80 percent target is beyond the expectations of the
IPCC, which estimated the potential for GHG reductions from transportation at less than onehalfits contribution to emissions. Consistent with the IPCC research, The European Conference of
Ministers offransport acknowledged a lesser potential for transportation, indicating that "Transport
and other sectors are ... expected to contribute correspondingly less to overall emissions reduction
strategies (European Council of Ministers ofTransport, Transport and Environment: Review ofC02
Abatement Policiesfar the Transport Sector Conclusions and Recommendations, p.3, 2006)
Transportation is a large contributor to GHG emissions, estimated at 23 percent of the world
GHG emissions, 75 percent of which is from road vehicles (IPCC 2007b, 325). IPCC further
estimated the potential for GHG reductions from transportation at between 8 and 10 percent,
assuming a cost ofless than $100 per ton (IPCC 2007a, 11) and based upon a total C02 equivalent
GHG emission of from 16.1 gigatons to 31.1 gigatons in 2050 (IPCC 2007c, 632).
European Council of Ministers ofTransport, Transport and Environment: Review cfC02 Abatement
Policiesfar the Transport Sector Conclusions and Recommendations, p.3, 2006.
Wendell Cox, "California Declares War on Suburbia: The Cost of Radical Densification" 1he New
Geography, April 18, 2012, http://www.newgeography.com/content/002781-california-declareswar-suburbia-ii-the-cost-radical-densification.
Plan Bay Area, "Plan Bay Area Preferred Land Use Scenario/Transportation Investment Strategy,"
http:/I apps .rote.ca.gov/meeting_packet_documents/agenda_l 875/Item_4a_Pref._Land_Use_
Scenario_Transp._Invest._Strategy. pdf
In another report we have estimated the cost per ton of GHG emission removed at $20,000 for a
national implementation of urban containment policy. See: Wendell Cox, "Reducing Greenhouse
Gases from Personal Mobility: Opportunities and Possibilities," Reason Foundation, 2011, http://
reason.org/files/reducing_greenhouse_gases_mobility_development.pd£
EIS, page ES-3.
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A localized jobs/housing balance applies to a part of a labor market (metropolitan area), rather than
to the overall labor market.
Based on the difference in the passenger vehicles GHG emissions between the "2040 Plan" and the
2040 No Plan alternative in Table 3.1-29.
R. Ewing & R. Cervera, "Travel and the Built Environment," Journal ef the American Planning
Association, Volume 76, Issue 3, 2010.
Southeast England New Towns Commuting Distance and Urban Area Geographical Size, http://www.
demographia.com/db-seuknewtowns.htm.
Peter Hall, Cities in Civilization (New York, NY: Pantheon Books, year), pp. 842-887.
http://demographia.com/db-worldua.pd£ At 65,000 per square mile (nearly four times that of the
city of San Francisco), nearly all of the population of the 9-county Bay Area could fit within the
municipal boundaries of San Francisco and Oakland.
Wendell Cox, "Hong Kong's Decentralizing Commuting Patterns" 1he New Geography, December
12, 2012, http://www.newgeography.com/content/003300-hong-kong-s-decentralizingcommuting-patterns
The Bay Area also has a substantially more rapid average one way work trip travel time, at 27.5
minutes (25. 9 minutes including people who work at home), compared to Hong Kong at 46 minutes,
which is one of the longest travel times in the high-income world. Bay Area data calculated from
2011 American Community Survey.
Calculated from 2011 Hong Kong census, excludes working at home.
Includes incorporated municipalities and census designated places from 13 to 45 square miles. This
excludes the jobs rich markets of the municipalities of San Francisco and Oakland, which are larger
than 45 square miles.
For additional discussion, see: P. Gordon, "Spontaneous Cities" For additional discussion, see in D.
E. Andersson (ed.) 1he Spatial Market Process, Emerald Group Publishing Ltd, 2012.
Alain Bertaud, "The Spatial Organization of Cities: Deliberate Outcome or Unforeseen
Consequence?" eScholarship, University of California, http://www.escholarship.org/uc/
item/5vb4w9wb.
Wendell Cox, "Traffic Congestion, Time, Money & Productivity," 1he New Geography, September
18,
2009,
http://www.newgeography.com/content/001044-traffic-congestion-time-moneyproductivity.
R. Prud'homme, & Lee, C., "Size, Sprawl, Speed, and the Efficiency of Cities," Obervatoire de
l'Economic et des Institutions Locals, 1998, D. T. Hartgen & Gregory Fields, "Accessibility, Traffic
Congestion and Regional Economic Performance," Reason Foundation, http://reason.org/news/
show/gridlock-and-growth-the-effect, 2009 and R. Cervera, "Efficient Urbanization: Economic
Performance and the Shape of the Metropolis," Lincoln Institute of Land Policy Working Paper,
http://www.lincolninst.edu/pubs/88_Efficient-Urbanization, 2000. This relationship exists within
the metropolitan area, all things being equal, but does not necessarily predict differences in economic
performance between metropolitan areas.
Reid Ewing and Robert Cervera, "Travel and the Built Environment: A Meta-Analysis," Journal
ef the American Planning Association, May 2010, http://www.reconnectingamerica.org/resourcecenter/browse-research/2010/travel-and-the-built-environment-a-meta-analysis
Wendell Cox, "Urban Travel and Urban Population Density," Journeys, November 2012, Land
Transport Authority, Singapore Government, http://ltaacademy.gov.sg/doc/JO URNEYS_Nov0/620
2012.pd£
Research
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Tom Tom Congestion Index, http://www.tomtom.com/en_gb/congestionindex/.
InrixTra:ffic Scorecard, http://scorecard.inrix.com/scorecard/.
Wendell Cox, "New US Urban Area Data Released," 1he New Geography, March 26, 2012, http://
www.newgeography.com/content/00274 7-new-us-urban-area-data-released.
Transport Canada, 1he Cost ofUrban Congestion in Canada, 2007,http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdod
ionid=9CD2D9FA6D7AE54580D380138C052FED?doi=10.1.1.134.6880&rep=rep1&type=pdf
Wendell Cox, "Smart Growth (Livability), Air Pollution and Public Health," 1he New Geography,
September 29, 2011, http://www.newgeography.com/content/002462-smart-growth-livability-airpollution-and-public-health
There is also a projected modest increase in walking and cycling, the effect of which is included
in the 2 percent difference between Plan Bay Area and the "2040 No Project Alternative". Draft
DEIR Table 2.1-13
Wendell Cox, "Transit Policy in an Era of the Shrinking Federal Dollar," 1he Heritage Foundation,
2013, http://thf_media.s3.amazonaws.com/2013/pdf/bg2763.pd£
Calculated from MTC, "SCS Jobs Housing Connection Scenario Distribution Spreadsheet"
(undated, accessed June 2012)
Martin Turcotte, "Life in Metropolitan Areas: Dependence on Cars in Urban Neighbourhoods."
Canadian Social Trends, Statistics Canada." http://www.statcan.gc.ca/pub/11-008-x/2008001/
article/10503-eng.pd£
McCloskly, D., Birrell, R., & Yip, R. (2009), "Making Public Transport Work in Melbourne," People
and Place, September.
"San Francisco Bay Area CBD & Urban Area Commuting Profile: 2000," Urban Transit Fact Book,
http://publicpurpose.com/ut-cprof-s£htm.
A. Tomer, A, E. Kneebone, A. Berube, & R. Puentes, R., "Missed Opportunity: Transit and Jobs
in Metropolitan America," Brookings Institution (2011).
The Bay Area combined statistical area (San Jose-San Francisco). Data from the American
Community Survey 2011 (1 year).
Calculated from American Community Survey data.
All transit travel, both work trips and other trips.
Analysis of National Transit Database, 1985 and 2010.
Measured in "boardings." A boarding occurs each time a passenger gets on a vehicle. Thus, a door to
door trip using two buses counts as two boardings, even though it is only one trip (called a "linked
trip").
Calculated from C2ER Cost ofLiving Index: Annual 2012. Indexes for Oakland and San Francisco
metropolitan divisions and San Jose metropolitan area weighted by population (San Benito County
included because it is included in the San Jose data. Because of San Benito County's smaller
population, this is unlikely to materially impact the calculation). The C2ER Cost of Living Index
is the most frequently consulted cost of living index, and was formerly called the ACCRA. Cost of
Living Index. http://www.coli.org/.
Groceries are also more expensive in the Bay Area, at more than 20 percent above the national
average. Calculated from C2ER Cost ofLiving Index: Annual 2012. http://www.coli.org/.
Calculated from C2ER Cost ofLiving Index: Annual 2012, as noted above. http://www.coli.org/.
National Association of Realtors, Metro Area Home Price Growth Trend Continues in First Quarter,
May 9, 2013, http://www.realtor.org/news-releases/2013/05/metro-area-home-price-growthtrend-continues-in-:first-quarter.
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A well known example of such a relationship is the gas price increases that follow imposition of
quotas or embargoes on oil production, as occurred especially in the 1970s.
R. K Green and S. Malpezzi (2003), A Primer on US. Housing Markets and Housing Policy, Urban
Institute Press, p. 146.
DEIR, Table 2.3-14.
The Median Multiple is widely used for evaluating urban markets, and has been recommended by
the World Bank and the United Nations and is used by the Harvard University Joint Center on
Housing. See: Wendell Cox and Hugh Pavletich, 9th Annual Demographia International Housing
Affordability Survey, p.6, 2013, http://www.demographia.com/dhi.pd£
Reserve Bank of Australia, see Wendell Cox and Hugh Pavletich, 9th Annual Demographia
International Housing Affordability Survey, p. 20, 2013, http://www.demographia.com/dhi.pd£
Wendell Cox and Hugh Pavletich, 9th Annual Demographia International Housing Affordability
Survey, 2013, http://www.demographia.com/dhi.pdf
These included all major six metropolitan markets in California (Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Riverside-San Bernardino, San Diego, Sacramento, and San Jose).
In the Portland area, virtually across the road raw land values per acre at the urban growth
boundary average 11 times higher within the boundary than outside the boundary (see: Wendell
Cox, "Property Values 11 Times Higher Across Portland's Urban Growth Boundary," The New
Geography, October 12, 2010, http://www.newgeography.com/content/001808-property-values11-times-higher-across-portlands-urban-growth-boundary and Gerald Mildner, Public Policy and
Portland's Real Estate Market, 2009,http://www.pdx.edu/sites/www.pdx.edu.realestate/files/media_
assets/quarterly_report/2010_1st/1QJ0-4A-Mildner-UGB-1-31-10.pdf)
Anthony Downs (1994), New Visions far Metropolitan America, Brookings Institution Press and
Lincoln Land Institute, p. 38. newvison.aspx, p. 38
Downs, p. 36.
Average oflocations from R. S. Means Residential Square Foot Costs: 2010 Contractors Pricing Guide,
R. S.Means.
Calculated from U.S. Census Bureau data (data for 2000-2009, and 2010-2012. No data are available
for 2010).
http://demographia.com/dri-full.pd£
Calculated from U.S. Census of Agriculture, 2007.
William Fischel, Regulatory Takings, Law, Economics and Politics, Harvard University Press, 1995, p.
218-225.
P. C. Cheshire, & C. Hilber (2008), Office Space Supply Restrictions in Britain: The Political
Economy of Market Revenge, London School of Economics, http://www2.lse.ac.uk/
geographyandenvironment/pdf/office percent20space percent20supply percent20restrictions
percent20in percent20britain.pdf
B. Lewis, M. Ballek, C. Craig, V. Harris, B. Levi, H. Mullings, I. Osborne, S. Anthoy, D. Bugrov,J.
Kondo, V. Palmade,J. Rames, S. Fidler, N. Lovegrove &M. Baily (1998), Driving productivity and
growth in the UK economy, McKinsey Global Institute, http://www.mckinsey.com/insights/mgi/
research/productivity_competitiveness_and_growth/driving_productivity_and_growth_in_the_
uk_economy
E. L. Glaeser & J. Gyourko (2008), Rethinking Federal Housing Policy: How to Make Housing Plentiful
and Affordable, American Enterprise Institute, 2008.
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Andrew Taylor, "The New Wave of Chinese Buyers," 1he Real Estate Professional, http://www.
car.org/3550/pdf/econpdfs/2012_Annual_Housing_Market_Survey_Report_Final. pdf, accessed
April 19, 2013.
Alex Finkelstein, "Chinese Buyers Boosting California's Housing Market," WOrld Property Channel,
December 27, 2012, http://www.worldpropertychannel.com/north-america-residential-news/
chinese-real-estate-investors-california-association-of-realtors-ritz-carlton-los-angeles-nationalassociation-of-realtors-nar-chinese-property-buyers-report-6400.php.
California Association of Realtors, 2012 Annual Housing Market Survey, 2012, http://www.car.
org/3550/pdf/econpdfs/2012_Annual_Housing_Market_Survey_Report_Final.pdf
Calculated from U.S. Census Bureau data for the combined San Francisco and San Jose metropolitan
areas.
Wendell Cox, "Net Domestic Migration and Land Regulation by Severity of the Housing Bubble,
Demographia.com, 2011, http://www.demographia.com/db-bubblehaff. pdf
R. E. Saks (2005), job Creation and Housing Construction: Constraints on Metropolitan Area
Employment Growth, Federal Reserve Board.
Vermeulen W. and J.Van Ommeren. Does land use planning shape regional economies? A
simultaneous analysis of housing supply, internal migration and local employment growth in the
Netherlands (2009), http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1051137709000448.
U.S. Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission (2011) Final Report of the National Commission on the
Causes of the Financial and Economic Crisis in the United States, http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/
GPO-FCIC/pdf/GPO-FCIC.pdf
Paul Cheshire, "Urban Containment, Housing Affordability, Price Stability-Irreconcilable Goals,"
2009, http://www.sjcapitalgroup.com/publications/Urban percent20containmentpercent20housing
percent20affordability percent20and percent20price percent20stability. pdf
A compendium of research on the relationship between urban containment policy and higher house
prices is available at http://demographia.com/db-dhi-econ. pdf
Further, the high cost of housing is not limited to the San Francisco and San Jose metropolitan
areas. Other Bay Area Metropolitan areas are also costly. Napa ranks 11th most costly of the 374
Metropolitan areas for which there are data. Vallejo ranks 14th and Santa Rosa ranks 17th.
Priced Out: Persistence of the WOrkfarce Housing Gap in the San Francisco Bay Area, Urban Land
Institute, Terwilliger Center for Work Force Housing, 2009. http://www.rclco.com/archivepdf/
Priced percent200ut percent20San percent20Fran percent20Report.pdf
Priced Out: Persistence of the WOrkforce Housing Gap in the San Francisco Bay Area, Urban Land
Institute, Terwilliger Center for Work Force Housing, 2009. http://www.rclco.com/archivepdf/
Priced percent200ut percent20San percent20Fran percent20Report.pdf
G. Galster, R. Hanson, M. R. Ratcliffe, H. Wolman, S. Coleman andJ. Freihage, "Wrestling Sprawl
to the Ground: Defining and Measuring an Elusive Concept," Housing Policy Debate, 2001.
Wendell Cox, "The Evolving Urban Form: Dhaka," 1he New Geography, August 8, 2012, http://
www.newgeography.com/content/003004-evolving-urban-form-dhaka.
Calculated from U.S. Census Bureau and U.S. Department of Agriculture data.
DEIR.
K. Short, "The Research Supplemental Poverty Measure," Current Population Reports, U.S. Census
Bureau, 2012, https://www.census.gov/hhes/povmeas/methodology/supplemental/research/Short_
ResearchSPM2011.pdf
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Calculated from the American Community Survey, 2011 (1 Year). Other Bay Area metropolitan
areas ranked among the most costly for housing, including #11 Napa, #14 Vallejo and #17 Santa
Rosa (out of more than 350 metropolitan areas).
The cost of groceries in the Bay Area is also above the national average (approximately 20 percent
higher). Calculated from C2ER Cost ofLiving Index.
MTC, San Francisco Bay Area Prosperity Plan, http://bids.mtc.ca.gov/download/420.
M. Waller and M.A. Hughes, "Working Far From Home: Transportation and Welfare Reform in
the Ten Big States," Progressive Policy Institute, 1999 .. http://www.dlc.org/documents/far_from_
home.pdf
Ziv, Jean-Claude and Wendell Cox. "Megacities and Affluence: Transport & Land Use
Considerations" Presented to the World Conference on Transport Research. Berkeley, June 2007,
http://www.publicpurpose.com/ut-wctrs2007. pelf
In the marketplace, not as perceived by ABAG or MTC.
Alain Bertaud, "The Spatial Organization of Cities: Deliberate Outcome or Unforeseen
Consequence?" eScholarship, University of California, http://www.escholarship.org/uc/
item/5vb4w9wb.
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Wendell Cox is a PRI fellow and consultant to public and private public policy, planning and
transportation organizations; and a visiting professor at a French national university. He is
principal of Wendell Cox Consultancy (Demographia), an international public policy :firm.
Mr. Cox was appointed by Mayor Tom Bradley to three terms on the Los Angeles County
Transportation Commission, where he authored the tax amendment that provided the initial
local funding for building light rail and subway system.
He was elected chairman of the American Public Transit Association Planning and Policy
Committee (comprised of transit planning department officials) and the American Public
Transit Association Governing Boards Committee (comprise of transit board members).

In 1999, he was appointed to the Amtrak Reform Council by the Speaker of the U.S. House of
Representatives, to fill the unexpired term of New Jersey Governor Christine Todd Whitman.
Mr. Cox is a prolific writer and popular public speaker. He is the author of scores of monographs
and book chapters addressing urban development and smart growth (urban containment),
transportation, mass transit, congestion, demographic trends and the purpose of cities. He is coauthor of the Demographia International Housing Affordability Survey (in its 9th edition), which
covers 340 metropolitan areas in seven nations. He is also author of Demographia WOrld Urban
Areas (also in its 9th edition), the only publication in the world that provides current population,
land area and urban density estimates for the more than 800 urban areas with 500,000 or more
population. He writes a regular column in newgeography.com and is author of its Evolving
Urban Form series, which describes the development patterns in virtually all of the world's
megacities as well as smaller metropolitan areas.
He has addressed hundreds of audiences at major industry and academic conferences,
international symposia, and government-sponsored seminars. He always receives high marks
for his enthusiastic and challenging presentations.
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SAN FRANCISCO
PLANNING DEPARTMENT

'®'#®'·»
1650 Mission St.
Suite 400
San Francisco,
CA 94103-2479

RESIDENTIAL PIPELINE
ENTITLED HOUSING UNITS 2016 Q1

Reception:

415.558.6378
Fax:
415.558.6409

State law requires each city and county to adopt a Housing Element as a part of its
general plan. The State Department of Housing and Community Development (HCD)
determines a Regional Housing Need (RHNA) that the Housing Element must address.
The need is the minimum number of housing units that a region must plan for in each
RHNA period.
This table represents completed units and development projects in the current
residential pipeline to the first quarter of 2016 (Ql). The total number of entitled units is
tracked by the San Francisco Planning Department and is updated quarterly in
coordination with the Quarterly Pipeline Report. Subsidized housing units - including
moderate and low income units - as well as inclusionary units are tracked by the Mayor's
Office of Housing; these are also updated quarterly.

RHNA
Production
Goals
2015 - 2022

New Units

Built
to 2016 Q1

Entitled by
Planning in
2016 Q1
Pipeline*

Percent of
RHNAGoals
Built and
Entitled by
Planning

Total Units

28,869

4,564

18,242

79.0%

Above Moderate ( > 120% AMI)

12,536

3,860

15,879

157.5%

5,460

297

317

11.2%

10,873

407

1,730

19.7%

Moderate Income ( 80 - 120% AM I )
Low Income ( < 80% AMI)

316

Affordability to be Determined

* This column does not include three entitled major development projects with a remaining total of 22,710 net new units:
Hunters' Point, Treasure Island and Park Merced. However, as phases of these projects will be included when applications
for building permits are filed. These three projects will include over 5,170 affordable units (23% affordable).

Memo
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Eastern Neighborhoods Monitoring Reports 2011-2015
DRAFT Executive Summary

Eastern Neighborhoods Monitoring
Reports 2011-2015
DRAFT Executive Summary (7 /13/16)
After years-long co=unity planning processes and coordination across several city agencies, the San
Francisco Board of Supervisors adopted the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans in an effort to create a longterm vision for equitable, sustainable, and prosperous co=unities. The plans for the Mission, East SoMa,
Central Waterfront, and Showplace Square/Potrero Hill were adopted in 2009 and Western SoMa in 2013.
The Eastern Neighborhoods Plans represent the City's and co=unity's pursuit of two key policy goals:
1) Ensuring a stable future for PDR businesses in the city by preserving lands suitable to these activities and
minimizing conflicts with other land uses; and
2) Providing a significant amount of new housing affordable to low, moderate and middle income families
and individuals, along with "complete neighborhoods" that provide appropriate amenities for the existing and
new residents.

In addition to policy goals and objectives outlined in individual plans, all plans are guided by four key
principles divided into two broad policy categories:
The Economy and Jobs:
• Reserve sufficient space for production, distribution and repair (PDR) activities, in order to support
the city's economy and provide good jobs for residents.
• Take steps to provide space for new industries that bring innovation and flexibility to the city's
economy.
People and Neighborhoods:
• Encourage new housing at appropriate locations and make it as affordable as possible to a range of
city residents.
• Plan for transportation, open space, co=unity facilities and other critical elements of complete
neighborhoods.
The ordinances that enacted the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans (including Western SoMa), adopted by
the Board of Supervisors, require that the Planning Department produce five-year reports monitoring
residential and co=ercial developments in those neighborhoods, as well as impact fees generated and public
and private investments in co=unity benefits and infrastructure. The first set of monitoring reports for
Mission, East SoMa, Showplace Square/Potrero Hill, and Central Waterfront were published in 2011,
covering the period from January 1, 2006 through December 31, 2010. Because Western SoMa was adopted
in 2013, no monitoring reports have been produced for that Area Plan. However, due to its geographic
proximity and overlapping policy goals with the other Eastern Neighborhoods, Planning Department staff, in
consultation with the CAC, has shifted the reporting timeline such that the Western SoMa Area Plan

1
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Monitoring Report 2011-2015 will be the first five-year report and set the calendar so that future monitoring
reports are conducted alongside the other Eastern Neighborhoods.
As required by the ordinance that adopted the Eastern Neighborhoods Plans, this report tracks all
development activity that has occurred in the plan areas between 2011 and 2015 and the current pipeline. A
number of these developments did not (or will not) receive their entitlements pursuant to the adopted
Eastern Neighborhoods Plans or under the Environmental Impact Report (EN EIR) because they were
approved prior to adoption of the plans (but completed construction in the past five years), will seek
entitlement subject to pending planning efforts and separate environmental clearance (such as projects in the
proposed Central SoMa are), or for other reasons. The projects that have been approved under the adopted
2009 Eastern Neighborhoods Plans and received Co=unity Plan Exemption (CPE) based on the EN EIR
are listed and su=arized in Appendix D.

and
The five-year monitoring period covered in these reports (2011-2015) span a moment of dramatic change in
San Francisco's economy, from the depths of the "Great Recession" to a rapid expansion since 2012 that has
continued to the present. Much of the City's and region's job and population growth has been driven by high
technology industries located in or near the Eastern Neighborhoods, which has intensified pressures on
existing businesses and the traditional economic make-up of these co=unities. The Plans were largely
driven by the need to protect existing businesses - particularly in PDR activities - from such pressures, while
transitioning appropriate lands to other activities. Although the Plans did not anticipate the recent and
unprecedented influx of jobs and anticipate the quicker timing ofbuildout, it has largely succeeded
in stabilizing PDR jobs in the Eastern Neighborhoods and managing the conversion of PDR space.
As Table 1 shows, the Eastern Neighborhoods roughly 970,000 square feet of PDR space converted to other
activities during the 2011 to 2015 period.1 Although an equivalent increase in office square footage has been
developed during this period (990,000), most of the actual spaces formerly occupied by PDR businesses were
in fact transitioned to residential uses, many with higher percentage of affordable housing than required by
the City. By-and-large, conversions or demolitions of PDR space did not occur in zoning districts specifically
created to protect industrial activities (such as PDR-1-G, PDR-2-G, SALI, and SLI), but in areas that the
Plans defined as "transitional" and open for development of a broad array of uses, such as the Urban Mixed
Use (UMU) designation and other districts never oriented towards industrial uses (such as Neighborhood
Co=ercial and Mixed Use Office).

1

Counting only projects that received a CPE under the original EN EIR (excluding Western SoMa), a total ofless than
800,000 square feet of PDR loss has been approved out of a total amount studied in the EIR of between 2.1 million
(Option B) and 4.9 million (Option C). The Planning Department is reviewing an additional 310,000 square feet in
proposed PDR loss. See Appendix D.
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Mission
Central Waterfront
EastSoMa
WestemSoMa
Showplace/Potrero

Total

(25,211)
3,000

15,200

419,070

396,859

15,200

605,420
71,676
201,515

(206,311)
(25,700)
(438,773)
(92,995)
(207,645)

40,119
14,448
(18,317)
(3,700)
2,603

987;011

(971,424)

35,153

108,400

(3,930)

(3,930)

(67,803)
(8,252)
148,330
(28,949)
415,543

458,869

Source: San Francisco Planning Department.
Note: Includes all developments in the Plan Area during reporting period, including those that did not receive
CEQA clearance under the EN EIR.
The co=ercial pipeline as of December 31, 2015 shows a continuation of these trends. If all projects that
have applied for planning permits are approved, the Eastern Neighborhoods will see another 820,000 square
feet converted to other uses. However, of that amount, only 430,000 square feet has been entitled (300,000
square feet of which are under construction). Almost half of the loss in PDR square footage in the pipeline is
currently under review, so it is likely that a smaller amount of PDR will transition to other uses.
The other land use category that will see substantial change within the pipeline is office. Table 2 shows that
roughly 5.9 million square feet of office space are proposed in the Eastern Neighborhoods. Of that amount,
however, 4. 7 million has not been entitled, and the vast majority of that is located in the proposed Central
SoMa Plan Area (which straddles East and Western SoMa) or in the Pier 70 master development in Central
Waterfront.
The industrial zoning designations prior to the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans - C-M, M-1, and M-2permitted a broad range of residential and non-residential uses. It is quite likely that, absent the rezoning,
the Eastern Neighborhoods would have seen a much deeper transition from industrial to office and
residential uses.
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Mission

Under review
Entitled
Under construction

250,985

247,028
3,957

16,000

170,442

(360,558)

63,750

140,619

16,000

165,770
4,672

(329,490)
(18,607)
(12,461)

51,672
4,682
7,396

134,980
10,704
(5,065)

(566)

2, 184,255
2,335,125
(67,384)
(83,486)

Central Waterl'ront

Under review
Entitled
Under construction
EastSoMa

Under review
Entitled
Under construction
WestemSoMa

Under review
Entitled
Under construction

2,019,010

165,811

2,014,804
4,206

315,770
(73,032)
(76,927)

4,551
1,442
(6,559)

(15,022)

588,988

(198,087)

(79, 127)

(16,622)
1,600

379,532
45,306
164,150

(119,972)
(58,585)
(19,530)

(104,190)
14,511
10,552

62,870

3,046,022

(110,766)

82,464

59,070
3,800

2,203,723
809,299
33,000

(48,832)
(37,988)
(23,946)

22,725
6,739
53,000

Sholl'f)lace!Potrero

320,166

45,541

(319,656)

72,306

Under review
Entitled
Under construction
Eastern Neighborhoods
Under review
Entitled
Under construction

35,695
284,471

(28,070)
73,611

(211,816)
58,709
(166,549)
(823,256)
(394,340)
(129,503)
(299,413)

35,678
2,208
34,420
138,827
10,436
29,582
98,809

618,999
325,171
293,828

16,000
16,000

5,870,003
4,735,759
937,094
197,150

123,777.

420,529

101,232

239,980
2,832
177,717

22,545
41,000 '

3, 121,590

41,000

2,236,686
822,850
62,054

545'

545
165,322
101,232
41,000
23,090

118,902

(168,513)
418,999
(131,584)
5,985,895
4,778,258
1,188,001
19,636

Source: San Francisco Planning Department.
Note: Includes all developments in the Plan Area during reporting period, including those that did not receive
CEQA clearance under the EN EIR.
Data from the California Employment Development Department (EDD) shows that the Eastern
Neighborhoods, over the past five years, have not lost employment in PDR activities. In the 20112015 period, PDR jobs have increased from roughly 19,000 to more than 20,000, as shown on Chart 1. Other
land use categories, particularly office and retail, have seen substantial increases in employment during this
time, meaning that PDR is relatively a smaller share of the Eastern Neighborhoods labor force. Given the
fact that the Plan Areas lost PDR space and only added about 500,000 net square foot of commercial space
overall, it is reasonable to assume the following: (1) much of the added employment has located in spaces that
were vacant in 2010 due to the Great Recession and (2) the growth in PDR activities that has taken place has
been in smaller firms (with 5-20 employees) that require less space per employee and can fit into smaller
spaces. However, in order to allow for expansion of existing PDR businesses in the Eastern Neighborhoods,
additional industrial space will likely need to be built. 2

2

PDR businesses needing more space have relocated to other parts of the city (such as the Bayview or existing Port
properties) and region, which offer larger square footages and more affordable rents, according to the trade association
SF Made.
.
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1. EMPLOYMENT BY LAND USE IN THE EASTERN NEIGHBORHOODS, 2ND QUARTER 2010 AND 2015
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35000
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11112015
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10000 - - - - - - - - - - - -

2,130
297 393

0
CIE

Medical

Office

PDR

Retail

Visitor

other

Source: California Employment Development Department
Note: Starting in 2013, the Bureau of Labor Statistics reclassified In-Home Supportive Services (roughly
20,000 jobs citywide) from the Private Household category (classified as "Other") to other classifications,
most of which are captured in this report under "Medical".

and Neighborhoods
In addition to the stabilization of PDR activities and employment, the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans
placed a strong focus on expanding the supply of housing, particularly units that are affordable to low and
moderate-income households. Additionally, housing is not simply conceived as "four walls and a roof', but as
a set of supporting amenities, such as adequate transportation and mobility, parks, co=unity centers,
childcare facilities and other important elements of complete neighborhoods. As some of the areas suitable
for residential development were formerly dominated by industrial uses, the installation of neighborhood
infrastructure to serve new and existing residents was made a priority for the Area Plans.
As Table 3 shows, in the 2011-2015 reporting period, 1,3 75 units have been developed in the Eastern
Neighborhoods, 77% of which were built in the Mission and East SoMa Plan Areas.3 Of this total, 21 % were
income-restricted (55% of area median income for rental units and 90% of AMI for ownership units). Of the
3 Roughly 4,700 units have been approved under a CPE to the EN EIR and an additional 3,200 are under review. The
EIR's "Preferred Project" alternative estimated 9,785 units and Option C estimated 9,858. See Appendix D.

5
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total number of affordable units (290), more than three-quarters were developed through the inclusionary
housing program, in which developers of market-rate housing set aside a percentage of the units within a
development for low- or moderate-income households. Inclusionary units accounted for almost 17% of all
units built without public subsidies during the reporting period, a higher percentage than the percentage
required by the City for developments of ten or more units (12%). Neighborhoods such as Mission, Western
SoMa, and Showplace Square/Potrero Hill developed a lower percentage of affordable units than the
minimum 12% requirement. In these cases, developers may have met their obligations by paying a fee "in
lieu" of physically developing the units, equivalent to setting aside 20% of the units as affordable.
The other one-fourth of affordable units (69) were built by non-profit developers as two fully affordable
developments in East SoMa, using a combination of public subsidies from the City, State, and Federal
governments.

The inclusionary housing program has generated a higher percentage of affordable units than
required by the City and is by far the largest producer of new, income-restricted housing units in the
Eastern Neighborhoods.

Mission
Central Waterfront
EastSoMa
Western SoMa
Showplace/Potrero

Total

504
203
551
65
52
1,375

,.

56 ,..
68

69

69

89 ,.

6
2
221

..

56
68
158
6
2
290

11%
33%
29%
9%
4%
21%

As of December 31, 2015, there were an additional 11,653 units slated for development in the Eastern
Neighborhoods. Of this total, 63% were under review (including within large-scale developments such as Pier
70), 9% were entitled and awaiting construction, and 28% were under construction. Assuming the
minimum inclusionary housing requirement (12%) for the pipeline, an additional 1,400 affordable
units would be built in the Plan Areas. The breakdown of the pipeline by Plan Area and development
status is shown on Table 4.

6
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Mission
Under review
Entitled
Under construction
Central Waterfront
Under review
Entitled
Under construction
EastSoMa
Under review
Entitled
Under construction
Western SoMa
Under review
Entitled
Under construction
Showplace/Potrero
Under review
Entitled
Under construction

Eastern Neighborhoods.
Under review
Entitled
Under construction

1,855
1,467
188
200
2,578
1,862
252
464
1,381
510
551
320
1,313
890
7
416
4,526
2,634
84
1,808
11,653
7;363
1,082
3,208

111
65
29
17
24
15
4
5
48
21
16
11
47
35
9
3
61
34
18
9
291
17.0
76
45

In order to acco=odate the additional expected residential development and existing needs the Plans also
included a detailed list of co=unity benefits that would be funded through a combination of general City
funds and an impact fee program. The City established an impact fee program levied on new co=ercial and
residential developments. Prior to adoption of the Plans, the Planning Department conducted a Needs
Assessment to establish the amount of infrastructure that would be required, a legally-required Nexus Study
to support the adoption of the fees, and feasibility testing to establish a fee that would not block new
developments. To date, the City has collected almost $50 million from 150 projects, shown in Table 5. The
fees are assigned to funds in five categories: housing, transportation and transit, complete streets, recreation
and open space, and child care.
The impact fees are spent through an implementation program coordinated by the Planning Department in
collaboration with the Eastern neighborhoods Citizens' Advisory Committee (CAC). The individual Area
Plan reports outline projects that have been funded (partially or completely) by the impact fees and
Appendix B includes a list and brief description of priority capital projects. The Planning Department
estimates that the City will collect $145 million through fiscal year 2021.

7
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Mission
EastSoMa
Western SoMa
Central Waterfront
Showplace/Potrero
TOTAL

$5,357,000
$14,635,000
$6,940,000
$10,034,000
$11,384,000

58
35
15
19
23

11%
30%
14%
21%
24%

$48,350,000

150

100%

The City has used impact fee funds to fully or partially fund several infrastructure projects in the Eastern
Neighborhoods since the adoption of the Plans, divided into "major" and "community based projects".
These projects include new and renovated parks, transportation, and childcare in each of the neighborhoods.
However, due to the nature of impact fee funding, revenues to pay for these projects have had to accumulate
as development occurs. The rapid pace of development activity in recent years has meant that funding
has lagged behind the addition of residents and workers in the Eastern Neighborhoods. As a result
several important infrastructure projects will be completed in the coming years. Childcare facilities
have been a particularly difficult challenge, as the City has only added one center with 62 spots in the
Showplace Square/Potrero Hill Plan Area.
Map 1 shows the location of completed infrastructure projects in the Eastern Neighborhoods. A full list and
description of the projects can be found in Appendix J.
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San Francisco's Eastern Bayfront neighborhoods have historically been the home of the city's industrial economy and have
acco=odated diverse co=unities ranging from families who have lived in the area for generations to more recent
i=igrants from Latin America and Asia. The combination of a vibrant and innovative industrial economy with the rich
cultural infusion of old and new residents is central to San Francisco's character. Among many of the components that
contributed to the economic and cultural character of the eastern part of the San Francisco were the wide availability of lands
suitable for industrial activities (whether or not they were zoned for such) and the affordability of these neighborhoods'
housing stock, relative to other parts of the city. Industrial properties continue to be valuable assets to the city's economy as
they provide space for innovative local businesses; large, flexible floorplans for a wide range of tenants; and living wage career
opportunities to residents without advanced degrees.
Over the past few decades, and particularly during the series of "booms" in high technology industries since in the 1990s, the
Eastern Bayfront neighborhoods have experienced waves of pressure on its industrial lands and affordable housing stock. Due
to their proximity to downtown San Francisco and easy access (via US-101, I-280, and Caltrain) to Silicon Valley, industriallyzoned properties in the Eastern Bayshore, particularly in neighborhoods like South of Market (SoMa), Mission, Showplace
Square, and Central Waterfront became highly desirable to office users who were able to outbid traditional production,
distribution, and repair (PDR) businesses for those spaces. The predominant industrial zoning designations in these
neighborhoods until the late 2000s-C-M, M-1, and M-2-allowed for a broad range of uses, which enabled owners to sell or
lease properties to non-PDR businesses as well as developing them into "live-work" lofts that served primarily as a residential
use.
Moreover, the residential areas in these neighborhoods are well-served by public transportation (including two BART stops in
the Mission), have vibrant cultural amenities, and feature many attractive older buildings. These neighborhood assets and new
employment opportunities have served as strong magnets for high wages earners and market rate housing developers, creating
a strong influx of new, more affluent residents.
Beginning in the late 1990s, the City, residents, co=unity activists, and business owners recognized the need for a
comprehensive, co=unity-based planning process to resolve these conflicts and stabilize the neighborhoods into the future.
The Eastern Neighborhoods co=unity planning process was launched in 2001 to determine how much of San Francisco's
remaining industrial lands should be preserved and how much could appropriately be transitioned to other uses.
The planning process recognized the need to produce housing opportunities for residents of all income levels, which requires
not just the development of new units at market rates, but also opportunities for low and moderate income families. In 2008,
four new area plans for the Mission, East SoMa, Showplace Square/Potrero Hill, and Central Waterfront neighborhoods were
adopted. Respecting the Western SoMa co=unity's request for more time to complete their planning process, the area plan
for that neighborhood was undertaken in parallel and completed in 2013. The resulting area plans contained holistic visions
for affordable housing, transportation, parks and open space, urban design, and co=unity facilities.
The Eastern Neighborhoods Plans represent the City's and co=unity's pursuit of two key policy goals:
1) Ensuring a stable future for PDR businesses in the city by preserving lands suitable to these activities and minimizing
conflicts with other land uses; and
2) Providing a significant amount of new housing affordable to low, moderate and middle income families and individuals,
along with "complete neighborhoods" that provide appropriate amenities for the existing and new residents.

The challenges that motivated the Eastern Neighborhoods co=unity planning process were sharply evident in the Mission
when the plans were adopted and continue to be relevant today. The boundaries of the Mission Plan Area, shown in Map 1,
run along Duboce/Division to the north, Potrero Avenue to the east, Guerrero Street to the west, and Cesar Chavez Street to
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the south. Unless otherwise noted, this report will refer to the Mission Plan Area, Mission neighborhood, and "the Mission"
interchangeably, as the area shown on Map 1.1

Map 1 Mission Plan Area Boundaries

The Mission is highly dense with neighborhood amenities, including a variety of shops and restaurants, an architecturally rich
and varied housing stock, vibrant cultural resources, and excellent transit access. Traditionally a reservoir of affordable housing
relatively accessible to recent immigrants and artists, housing affordability in the Mission has significantly declined in the past
decade as demand has rapidly outpaced new housing supply and due to statewide restrictions on tenant protection laws (such
as the Ellis Act), which allows landlords to evict residents from rent controlled apartments.
Despite inclusionary housing requirements that mandate that a certain percentage of new units be affordable to low and
moderate income households, new housing has been largely unaffordable to existing residents. Mission residents and business

1

Other official and community definitions of the boundaries of the Mission neighborhood exist. Where those are used within this
report, they will be specifically referenced.
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owners highlighted a number of policy goals, in addition to the Eastern Neighborhoods-wide objectives, that should be
considered for the Area Plan:
• Preserve diversity and vitality of the l\1ission
• Increase the amount of affordable housing
• Preserve and enhance the existing Production, Distribution and Repair businesses
• Preserve and enhance the unique character of the l\1ission's distinct commercial areas
• Promote alternative means of transportation to reduce traffic and auto use
• Improve and develop additional community facilities and open space
• Minimize displacement

The ordinances that enacted the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans (including Western SoMa), adopted by the Board of
Supervisors, include a requirement that the Planning Department produce five-year reports monitoring residential and
commercial developments in those neighborhoods, as well as impact fees generated and public and private investments in
community benefits and infrastructure. 2 The first set of monitoring reports for l\1ission, East SoMa, Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill, and Central Waterfront were published in 2011, covering the period from January 1, 2006 through
December 31, 2010.
The ordinances require the monitoring reports to track all development activity occurring within Plan Area boundaries during
the five-year period, as well as the pipeline projecting future development. Some of this development activity was considered
under the Eastern Neighborhoods Environmental Impact Report (EN EIR), approved by the Board of Supervisors in 2004;
and Western SoMa EIR, approved in 2008. However, a few of the developments that have been completed during this period
and some of the proposed projects in the pipeline did not (or will not) receive their environmental clearance through these
two EIRs, primarily for these four reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The developments were entitled prior to the adoption of the Plans, under zoning designations that were subsequently
changed by the Plans.
Under the Eastern Neighborhoods Amnesty Program that expired in 2013, legalization of conversions from PDR to
office space that took place prior to Plan adoption was allowed.
Some large-scale developments and Plan Areas that are within or overlap Project Area boundaries (such as Central
SoMa and Pier 70) will undergo separate environmental review processes.
Certain smaller projects are exempt from extensive environmental review due to their limited size and impact.

This report analyzes all development activity within the Eastern Neighborhoods, whether or not projects "tiered off' the EN
EIR through a Community Plan Exemption. For a list of projects that received their entitlements through a CPE, please refer
to Appendix D.
The Mission Area Plan Monitoring Report 2011-2015 is part of the set of Eastern Neighborhoods monitoring reports covering the
period from January 1, 2011 to December 31, 2015. Because Western SoMa was adopted in 2013, no monitoring reports have
been produced for that Area Plan. However, due to its geographic proximity and overlapping policy goals with the other
Eastern Neighborhoods, Planning Department staff, in consultation with the CAC, has shifted the reporting timeline such that
the Western SoMa Area Plan Monitoring Report 2011-2015 will be the first five-year report and set the calendar so that future
monitoring reports are conducted alongside the other Eastern Neighborhoods. Subsequent time series monitoring reports for
the l\1ission area and other Eastern Neighborhoods (including Western SoMa) will be released in years ending in 1 and 6.
While the previous Monitoring Report covered only the small amount of development activities in the years immediately
preceding and following the adoption of the Mission Plan in 2008, this report contains information and analysis about a period
2

Unless otherwise noted, this report will refer to the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans, or just Area Plans, as encompassing the
Mission, East SoMa, Central Waterfront, Showplace Square/Potrero Hill as well as Western SoMa. References to Plan Areas (or to
the names of the individual areas) will describe the areas within the boundaries outline by the individual plans.
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of intense market development and political activity in the Mission. This report relies primarily on the Housing Inventory, the
Commerce and Industry Inventory, and the Pipeline Quarter!J R.eport, all of which are published by the Planning Department.
Additional data sources include: the California Employment and Development Department (EDD), the U.S. Census Bureau's
American Community Survey, the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA), Co-Star Realty information,
Dun and Bradstreet business data, CBRE and NAI-BT Commercial real estate reports, and information gathered from the
Department of Building Inspection, the offices of the Treasurer and Tax Collector, the Controller, and the Assessor-Recorder.

2
One of the defining characteristics of the Mission neighborhood is its remarkable mix of uses and diversity of businesses,
including manufacturing, restaurants and bars, a broad range of retail activities, institutional and educational uses, hospitals,
and more. The neighborhood commercial corridors along Mission, Valencia, and 24th Streets support a variety of retail
activities including shops and services, housing, and small offices, which serve their immediate neighborhood and also
residents from throughout the city and region. Indeed, these commercial corridors have become part of San Francisco's
tourism circuit, attracting visitors from around the world.3
Photo 2.0.1. Produce Market on Mission Street

3

For example, a recent New York Times feature highlighting 18 San Francisco attractions to visit on a 36-hour stay in the city
included 6 sites within the Mission Plan Area and another 3 within 2 blocks of its boundaries. See
http://www. nyti mes. com/2015/11/01/travel/wh at-to-d o-i n-36-hou rs-i n-sa n-fra ncisco. htm I?_r=O
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The primarily residential portions of the Mission, which occupy the blocks on the southeast and western edges of the
neighborhood, are also peppered with neighborhood serving businesses including corner stores, dry cleaning services,
restaurants, cafes, and bars. Lastly, the Mission is home to a thriving collection of PDR businesses. The Northeast Mission
Industrial Zone (NEMIZ) clusters many of these industrial activities and spaces, but a variety of smaller PDR businesses (such
as auto repair garages, light manufacturing work, and the like) are scattered throughout the neighborhood. This mix of uses is
an important source of employment opportunities for neighborhood, city and Bay Area residents; contributing to the overall
vitality and culture of the Mission.

Table 2.1.1 illustrates the mix of non-residential space in the Mission as of 2015. The table reflects the balanced mix of uses
described above, as office, retail, and PDR activities each occupy roughly a quarter of the co=ercial space in the
neighborhood. Institutional and medical uses make up roughly another 20% of non-residential buildings and tourist hotels
take up about another 1%. The table also shows the importance of the Mission in the San Francisco's stock of industrial lands.
Though the neighborhood only accounts for 5% of the City's overall co=ercial space, its share of PDR space is much
higher, at 8%. However, as will be discussed in the sections below, in recent decades PDR space has been subject to intense
pressures from uses that are able to pay higher land rents, such as office and market-rate residential.

Table 2.1.1 Commercial Building Space Square Footage, Mission and San Francisco, 2015

Cultural, Institution, Educational
Medical
Office
PDR I Light Industrial
Retail
Visitor I Lodging
Total

1,760,105
698,877
3,079,231
2,896,338
3,022,780
92,560
11,549,891

15%
6%
27%
25%
26%
1%
100%

29,898,514
17,468,039
107 ,978,954
36,265,832
42,299,526
4,053,422
237 ,964,287

13%
7%
45%
15%
18%
2%
100%

6%
4%
3%
8%
7%
2%
5%

Source: San Francisco Planning Department Land Use Database (March 23, 2016).
Table 2.1.2 shows co=ercial and other non-residential development activity in the Mission Plan area between January 1,
2011 and December 31, 2015 while Source: San Francisco Planning Department.
Note: Includes all developments in the Plan Area during reporting period, including those that did not receive CEQA
clearance under Eastern Neighborhoods EIR.
Table 2.1.3 shows corresponding figures for San Francisco. These tables count newly developed projects (on vacant
properties or redevelopment of existing properties) as well as conversions from one use to another. Between 2011 and 2015,
206,000 square feet of PDR land was converted to other uses, especially housing, equivalent to roughly 6% of PDR space in
the Mission.
Two properties account for more than 75% of the PDR conversion during this period. In 2012, the Planning Department
legitimized a conversion of roughly 95,000 square feet of PDR to office at 1550 Bryant; the actual conversion occurred prior
to the enactment of Eastern Neighborhoods without the benefit of a permit. The legitimization program (see section 2.3.1),
which was enacted concurrently with Eastern Neighborhoods, enabled the space to be legally permitted as office. Another
property at Mission Street at 15th Street, a vacant and non-functioning former printing shop, accounted for another 75,000
square feet of PDR conversion. This project was approved prior to adoption of the Mission Area Plan, but completed
construction in 2013. The building was demolished to build a 194-unit residential building, shown in Photo 2.1.1,which
includes 40 affordable units (21 % of the total). The property is zoned neighborhood co=ercial transit (NCT) and urban
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mixed-use (UMU), designations created by the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans specifically to transition struggling
industrial properties in transit-rich corridors to dense residential uses.

Photo 2.1.1. 1880 Mission Street

Table 2.1.2 also shows the loss of 25,000 square feet of institutional space in 2015, which took place because the San Francisco
SPCA demolished a building on their campus to convert into a dog park in order to better meet their animal rescue activities.
The table also shows a modest gain of office and retail space during the reporting period. One illustrative project is the
development at 1501 15th Street, which redeveloped a gas station into a mixed-use building with 40 residential units (7 of them
below market rate) and roughly 10,000 square feet of professional services office space.
For comparison purposes, table 2.1.3 shows the commercial development activity throughout San Francisco. Overall, while
the Mission saw a decrease of roughly 68,000 square feet, the city gained 2.8 million square feet, mostly serving office and
medical uses. The Mission accounted for about 20% of the city's loss of PDR and slightly more than 7% of citywide office
development between 2011 and 2015.
Map 2 shows the location of the larger-scale non-residential developments. (See Appendix B for detailed information about
completed developments.)
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2.1.2 Net Change in Commercial Space, Mission 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
Total

(10,800)
(98,326)
(70,762)
(26,423)

108,400
15,200
(25,211)
(25,211)

15,200

108,400

(206,311)

..
4320
0
-3696
39495
40,119

.

,.

,.
,.

(10,800)
14,394
(70,762)
(14,919)
14,284
(67,803)

Source: San Francisco Planning Department.
Note: Includes all developments in the Plan Area during reporting period, including those that did not receive CEQA
clearance under Eastern Neighborhoods EIR

Table 2.1.3 Net Change in Commercial Space, San Francisco 2011-2015

2011
10,477
0
2012
(52,937)
0
2013
66,417
0
2014
446,803
1,815,700
2015
(21,456)
20,000
Total
449,304
1,835,700
Source: San Francisco Planning Department.
Note: Includes all developments in the Plan Area
clearance under Eastern Neighborhoods EIR.

40,019
24,373
335,914
603,997
460,508
1,464,811

(18,075)
(164,116)
(236,473)
(473,337)
(183,775)
(1,075,776)

16,854
32,445
5,941
60,125
65,419
180,784

,.

0
,. 49,275
0
.. (160,235)
101,943
(69,856)
"" 2,516,574
63,286
340,696
0
(6,570)
2,848,253

.

during reporting period, including those that did not receive CEQA
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Map 2 Completed Projects Causing Net Change in Commercial Space, Mission 2011-2015

• 1.370

•

The co=ercial development pipeline in the Mission shows a continuation of the trends that have taken place during the
reporting period of 2011-15 (Table 2.2.1). The Mission will continue to see some of its PDR space converted to other uses,
particularly residentia~ as well as the development of some office, medic~ and institutional space. However, the City
continues to enforce PDR protection policies in specially designated zones in the Mission, such as PDR-1 and PDR-2.
It is important to interpret the pipeline numbers as two separate subcategories, shown in Table 2.2.1 as "Under Review" and
"Entitled". Under review projects are those that have filed application with the Planning and/ or Building Departments and
have to clear several hurdles, including environmental (CEQA) review, and may require conditional use permits or variances.
Therefore, these projects should be considered more speculative. On the other hand, Entitled projects are those that have
received Planning Department approvals and are considered much more certain, although many of them may take years to
finally complete their construction and receive certificates of occupancy.
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One example of a project that is currently under review, the "Armory Building" at 1800 Mission, has requested to convert
roughly 120,000 square feet of PDR space into office use. If all projects that are under review come to fruition, the Mission
will see roughly 350,000 square feet of PDR transition to other uses. Another large-scale project currently under review would
build more than 200,000 square feet of non-profit service delivery office space at 1850 Bryant Street.
The projects in the pipeline that have received entitlements show a slight net gain (5,000 square feet) of non-residential uses in
the Mission in the near future. If all of these developments are completed, the Planning Department expects a loss of about
30,000 square feet of PDR space and concomitant gain of roughly 35,000 square feet in institutional, medical, office and retail
uses. Entitled projects that propose to convert PDR to other uses are mostly small spaces (up to about 6,000 square feet) that
will be redeveloped as residential or mixed-use residential buildings. One representative project is at 346 Potrero, currently
under construction, where 3,000 square feet of PDR has been converted to a mixed use building with ground floor retail and
70 residential units, 11 of which are affordable.
Table 2.2.2 shows the commercial development pipeline for San Francisco for comparison. The development pipeline in the
Mission represents less than 1% of the citywide pipeline. Map 3 shows the locations of the larger proposed commercial
developments in the plan area. (See Appendix C for detailed information about pipeline projects.)

Table 2.2.1 Commercial and Other Non-Residential Development Pipeline, Mission Q4 2015

Under Construction
Planning Entitled
Planning Approved
Building Permit Filed
Building Permit
Approved/ Issued/
Reinstated
Under Review
Planning Filed
Building Permit Filed
Total

.

(5,065)
10,704
(157)
(1,095)

3,957
2,757

11,956

1,200

134,980
152,208
(17,228)
140,619

247,028
247,028

16,000

250,985

4,672

(12,461)
(18,607)
(2,914)
(1,939)

7,396
4,682

844

16,000

4,672

(13,754)

3,838

16,000

165,770
164,567
1,203
170,442

(329,490)
(303,697)
(25,793)
(360,558)

51,672
44,310
7,362
63,750

Source: San Francisco Planning Department.
Note: Includes all developments in the pipeline as of December 31, 2015, including those that did not (or will not) receive
CEQA clearance under Eastern Neighborhoods EIR

Table 2.2.2 Commercial and Other Non-Residential Development Pipeline, San Francisco Q4 2010

Under Construction
Planning Entitled
Planning Approved
Building Permit Filed
Building Permit
Approved/ Issued/
Reinstated
Under Review
Planning Filed
Building Permit Filed
Total

1,098,708
312,600
1,942
4,343

(58,871)
20,665
4,665

3,894,055
5,576,249
4,571,993
(36,555)

(290,327)
332,662
311,417
(33.939)

491,366
1,268,623
1,084,828
806

(189,563)
519,906
458,554

1,662,651

306,315

16,000

1,040,811

55,184

182,989

61,352

9,192,416
7,522,778
1,669,638
22,168,489

1,042,013
1,084,228
(42,215)
2,453,321

1,875
1,875

7,395,632
5,891,959
1,503,673
16,865,936

(1,246,069)
(1,194,110)
(51,959)
(1,203,734)

1,580,408
1,538,079
42,329
3,340,397

418,557
200,747
217,810
748,900

4,945,368
8,030,705
6,433,399
(65,345)

(36,331)

Source: San Francisco Planning Department.
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Note: Includes all developments in the pipeline as of December 31, 2015, including those that did not (or will not) receive
CEQA clearance under Eastern Neighborhoods EIR

3 Commercial and Other Non-Residential Development Pipeline, Mission Q4 2015

e

Entitled

e

Ur:der Reviev•

5,575

•

Note: Only includes projects that will add or remove 5,000 net square feet.

ses
As discussed above, the Mission (and the Eastern Neighborhoods more broadly), have experienced economic changes that
have made many areas highly attractive to residential and office development. These types of uses are generally able to afford
higher land costs, and therefore can outbid PDR businesses for parcels that are not specifically zoned for industrial use. Prior
to the adoption of the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans, the primary industrial zoning designations - M-1, M-2, and C-Mpermitted a broad range of uses, which led to the conversion of a significant amount of PDR space to other activities. Of the
2.9 million square feet in PDR space in the Mission in 2015, more than half was scattered throughout zoning districts not
specifically geared towards industrial uses, such as neighborhood commercial (NC) zones. Roughly 770,000 (26%) were
located in PDR protection districts (PDR-1 and PDR-2) and 20% were in the mixed use UMU district. By comparison, the
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split between PDR space in PDR protection, mixed use, and other districts is 38%, 34%, and 29%, respectively. .n.1-1-v1.Uil1~
Co-Star data, asking lease rates for PDR space in the Eastern Neighborhoods are currently

Table 2.3.1 Square Footage of PDR Space by Zoning District Type, Mission and Eastern Neighborhoods,
2015

PDR Protection (1)

767,087

26%

3,465,888

38%

Mixed Use (2)

582,510

20%

3,098,198

34%

Other (3)

TOTAL

1,546,741

53%

2,896,338 ,.

100%

2,669,555

9,233,641

29%

100%

1. Districts that primarily allow PDR activities and restrict most other uses. In Central Waterfront,
Mission, and Showplace Square/Potrero Hill, these districts include PDR-1 and PDR-2. In East
SoMa and West SoMa, they are the SLI and SALi districts, respecti\.ely.
2. Transitional districts that allow industrial uses mixed with non-PDR activities such as housing, office,
and retail, often with additional requirements on affordability and PDR replacement. Includes UMU
in Central Waterfront, Mission, and Showplace Square/Potrero Hill;MUG, MUO, and MUR in East
SoMa; and WMUG and WMUO in Western SoMa.
3. Various districts designated for non-industrial uses like residential, neighborhood commercial,
and the like.

Since the adoption of the Mission Area Plan, PDR space has continued to be converted to other uses in the neighborhood, as
Tables 2.1.2 and 2.2.1 illustrate.
A detailed investigation of the conversion of PDR space in the Missionshows that such conversions have occurred largely
outside of the zoning districts created specifically to protect PDR uses (in the case of the Mission, PDR-1 and PDR-2). The
only project that recorded a loss of PDR space in a PDR protection zone during this period, 1550 Bryant, involved the
legitimization of office conversion undertaken prior to adoption of the plan under an amnesty program that expired in 2013
(discussed in subsection 2.3.1, below). In addition to the project at 1880 Mission, detailed above, other completed projects in
the Mission that have converted PDR space have done so in order to build new housing, either with a higher percentage of
inclusionary units than required by the City's inclusionary housing ordinance or by paying in-lieu fees, as shown in table 2.3.2.
These projects have all been built in either the transitional UMU district or in districts like NCT and RH-3, which were not
intended as PDR protection areas under the Mission Area Plan.

4

Data provided by the City of San Francisco's Real Estate Division.
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Table 2.3.2. Projects Converting PDR Space in Mission Plan Area, 2011-15

PDR-1-G
0
0
(93,400)
1550 Bryant Street
108,400
0
194
40
NCT/UMU
(63,512)
0
0
1880 Mission Street
Fee payment
20
UMU
(7,250)
0
0
2652 Harrison Street
Below threshold
UMU
(11,423)
0
11,423
3
2660 Harrison Street
1,360
9
Below threshold
NCT
(15,000)
0
3135 24th Street
Below threshold
(1,060)
3
1280 Hampshire Street
0
0
RH-3
Note: Only developments with ten or more units are subject to the City's inclusionary housing requirements.

N/A
21%
N/A
N/A
NIA
N/A

The Planning Department has also undertaken some legislative action to strengthen PDR zoning and enable to location,
expansion, and operation of PDR businesses. In addition to some "clean up" language making it easier for PDR businesses to
receive permits and share retail spaces, the Department also created a program to allow more office development in certain
parcels as a way to subsidize more development of PDR space. Recognizing the financial difficulties of developing new
industrial buildings in large "soft site" lots, this program gives developers the ability to construct office space in parcels zoned
PDR-1 and PDR-2, located north of 20th Street. The parcels must be at least 20,000 square feet as long as existing buildings
are not developed to more than 0.3 floor-to-area (FAR) ratio. At least 33% of the space in the new developments must be
dedicated to PDR uses. To date, only one development at 100 Hooper Street in the Showplace Square/Potrero Hill Plan Area
has taken advantage of this program.

PDR
Illegal conversions from Production, Distribution and Repair (PDR) uses have more recently become an issue in the Eastern
Neighborhood Plan areas that the City has sought to resolve. In 2015, the Planning Department has received about 44
complaints of alleged violation for illegal conversions of PDR space. Most of these cases (42) are in the Eastern
Neighborhoods, 20 of which are in the Mission Plan Area. Of these cases, six were found to not be in violation of PDR
protection rules, 11 are under or pending review, and three have been found to be in violation. The three cases are on
Alabama Street between 16th and Mariposa Streets on parcels zoned PDR-1-G. Owners were issued notices of violation and
office tenants were compelled to vacate the properties, as shown in Appendix E.

Table 2.3.3 Enforcement Cases for Illegal PDR Conversions, Mission, 2015

Closed - Violation

3

6

7

Closed - No Violation

6

9

9

4

4

Under Review
Pending Review

TOTAL

23

10

20

24
42

44

Most of these complaints describe large warehouses converting into office uses. Many of these office tenants are hybrid uses
where PDR also takes place, but may not be the principal use of the space. If an office use is confirmed to be in operation,
Planning encourages the company to alter their business practice to fit within the PDR zoning categories or vacate the
property. The table in Appendix E shows the enforcement cases that were closed and that were actually found to be in
violation of the code. Generally, the complaints filed with the Planning Department are regarding the conversion of PDR uses
to office space, not permitted within these zoning districts. However, some complaints that are filed are either not valid,
meaning that the tenant is either a PDR complying business or the space was legally converted to office space, prior to the
Eastern Neighborhoods rezoning. For these enforcement cases, there is no longer a path to legalization to office use;
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additionally, many of these office conversions are not recent, and they did not take advantage of the Eastern Neighborhoods
Legitimization Program. The program was an amnesty program that established a limited-time opportunity whereby existing
uses that have operated without the benefit of required permits may seek those permits. However, this program expired in
2013.
In investigating the alleged violations, the Planning Department discovered that the building permit histories often included
interior tenant improvements without Planning Department review. These permits do not authorize a change of use to office.
To prevent future unauthorized conversion of PDR space the Planning Department worked proactivelywith the Department
of Building Inspection (DBI). Over the course of 2015, Planning worked with DBI during project intakes to better understand
the routing criteria and how to ensure Planning review. Both departments' IT divisions worked together to create a flag in the
Permit Tracking System (PTS) to alert project intake coordinators of potential illegal conversions. This is a pilot program that
can be expanded at a later date to include other Zoning Districts if necessary. Planning and DBI continue to work together to
monitor this process and plan to meet regularly to discuss additional steps to prevent future conversions.
Planning also works collaboratively with the Mayor's Office of Economic Workforce and Development (OEWD). When
Planning receives inquiries or complaints related to either vacant spaces in PDR zones or possible unauthorized spaces,
Planning informs the property owner about PDR complying uses and refers them to OEWD. OEWD currently has a list of
PDR complying businesses that are looking to lease spaces within San Francisco. Additionally, a training for real estate brokers
was conducted in 2015. The purpose of the voluntary training was to help explain what PDR is and what resources Planning
has available for them to utilize prior to leasing a property. The training also outlined the enforcement process, including the
process for requesting a Letter of Determination. Future trainings will be held based on interest.

The Mission Plan Area added employment across all land use types tracked by the Planning Department between 2011 and
2015, following a trend that has taken place in San Francisco and the Bay Area. This growth in employment reflects a rebound
in the regional economy following the "Great Recession" of the previous decade, but also the robust growth in high
technology sectors and related industries in recent years.s Altogether, employment in the Mission grew by roughly 18,000 jobs
in 2010 to almost 24,000 with a related increase from 2,700 to 3,000 total establishments, according to the California
Employment and Development Department (EDD). The subsections below discuss the job growth in the Mission by land use
category.

Table 2.4.1. Employment, Mission and San Francisco, Q4 2015

Cultural, Institutional, Educational
Medical
Office
PDR I Light Industrial
Retail
Visitor I Lodging
Other
Total

119
1,223
511
349
605
10
187

4%
41%
17%
12%
20%
0%
6%

17,454
2,409
6,344
3,723
8,802
41
254

45%
6%
16%
10%
23%
0%
1%

2,010
21,833
15,628
5,280
8,241
311
4,961

3,004 '

100%

39,027 '

100%

58,264 '

3%
37%
27%
9%
14%
1%
9%

73,182
60,214
293,014
88,135
130,550
16,688
6,953

11%
9%
44%
13%
20%
2%
1%

100%

668,736

100%

The largest increase in jobs in the Mission between 2010 and 2015 was in office occupations. According to EDD, the
neighborhood experienced an almost 70% increase in office jobs in those 5 years. However, the number of office
establishments only increased by about 25%, indicating a shift towards office firms with a larger number of employees. In
2015 the Mission held about 3% of all of the City's office jobs and 2% of its establishments (see Chart 2.4.).

5

See annual San Francisco Planning Department Commerce & Industry Inventory, 2008 - 2015.
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As discussed above, the Mission has also emerged as an important retail destination in San Francisco, with the restaurants,
cafes, bars, and shops in the main co=ercial corridors (particularly Valencia, 24th,and 16th Streets) attracting visitors from
throughout the City, region, and beyond. The number of retail jobs in the Mission increased by 24% between 2010 and 2015
to about 8,800 in more than 600 establishments. The neighborhood represents 7% of the city's retail jobs and establishments.

PDR continues to play a critical role in the City's economy, providing quality jobs to employees with a broad range of
educational backgrounds, supporting local businesses up- and downstream (for example, many of the city's top restaurants
source products from local PDR businesses), and infusing the region with innovative products. Though the trends in loss of
PDR space have been widely documented, the City and the Mission both added PDR jobs since 2010. The Mission
experienced a 7% increase in PDR employment (to 3,700 jobs) between 2010 and 2015 and 9% increase in number of firms
(to 350). Within the three-digit NAICS classifications that make up the Planning Department's definition of PDR,
employment increased across several occupational categories, including "other manufacturing", "film and sound recording",
and "printing and publishing" occupations and decreased in "construction", "apparel manufacturing" and "transportation and
warehousing" occupations, as shown in Appendix F.
As with other occupations, these increases likely reflect a recovery from the recession as well as the emergence of "maker"
businesses and production of customized and high-end consumer products, such as the firm shown on Photo 2.4.1. The
success of the Plan in curbing large-scale conversion of PDR space has likely played a key role in ensuring that these reemergent industrial activities are able to locate within San Francisco. The Mission has roughly 4% of the PDR jobs and 7% of
the establishments within the City.

Photo 2.4.1. Dandelion Chocolate, 2600 16th Street.
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Commercial
Over the past five years, the Mission has added a substantial number of jobs, more than 30% growth, even as its commercial
space square footage increased by a small amount (4,000 square feet). In part, many of these new jobs are likely located in
commercial space that was vacant at the end of the recession of the previous decade, leading to lower vacancy rates. 6 Another
trend that has been underway that may explain the gain in employment without a parallel increase in commercial space is an
overall densification of employment (in other words, allowing more jobs to be accommodated within a given amount of
space). With the increasing cost of land in locations close to city centers and accessible by transportation infrastructure (as is
the case with the Eastern Neighborhoods), real estate researchers have tracked an overall densification of employment across
several sectors throughout the country. 7 This kind of densification can be caused by employees who work from home for
some or all days of the week (and therefore may share office space with colleagues) or firms that accommodate more
employees within a given amount of space.

Chart 2.4.1Jobs by Land Use, Mission, Q3 2010 and 2015
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Source: California Employment Development Department
Note: Starting in 2013, the Bureau of Labor Statistics reclassified In-Home Supportive Services (roughly 20,000 jobs citywide)
from the Private Household category (classified as "Other") to other classifications, most of which are captured in this report
under "Medical".

6

Although data to show vacancy rates for the Mission Plan Area is not available, commercial real estate brokerage firms like
Cushman & Wakefield show that vacancy rates for different types of land uses decreased substantially in San Francisco between
2011 and 2015 across different sectors. See Cushman & Wakefield San Francisco Office Snapshot Q4 2015 and Retail Snapshot Q4
2015.
7
See 2013 US Workplace Survey by Gensler.
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Chart 2.4.2 Establishment by Land Use, Mission, Q3 2010 and 2015
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Source: California Employment Development Department
Note: Starting in 2013, the Bureau of Labor Statistics reclassified In-Home Supportive Services (roughly 20,000 jobs citywide)
from the Private Household category (classified as "Other") to other classifications, most of which are captured in this report
under "Medical".

Since the Eastern Neighborhood Area Plans were adopted, the City has also seen sharp increases in collections of sales and
property truces. In the Mission, sales true collections increased every year from 2011 to 2014, going from $4.4 million to $5.6
million in four years, an increase of 26%. By comparison, sales true collections citywide increased by 21 % during this period.
Property true collection also increased substantially in the Eastern Neighborhoods. In the Mission, the city collected roughly
$38 million in property truces in 2008, the year before the plan was adopted. By 2015, property truces in the Mission increased
by 56% to $59 million, as shown on table 2.4.3.
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Table 2.4.2. Sales Taxes Collected in Mission Plan Area, 2011-15

2011
2012
2013
2014
TOTAL

$
$
$
$
$

4,430,411
4,880,932
5,267,309
5,587,324
20,165,977

10.2%
7.9%
6.1%

$
$
$
$

67,537,179
73,531,098
76,739,835
81,442,942
$299,251,054

8.9%
4.4%
6.1%

Source: San Francisco Controller's Office.

Central Waterfront
EastSoMa
Mission
Showplace Square/Potrero Hill
Western SoMa
Total

$5,704,111
$46,831,664
$37,908,346
$29,446,594
$1 7' 146 '718
$137,037,433

$10,338,391
$63' 172 ,434
$58,957,413
$4 7 ,803 ,586
$24,348,243
$204,620,067

Source: SF Assessor's Office for 2008 data (assessed values times tax rate of 1.163%) and Tax Collector's Office for 2015.

3
The provision of adequate housing to residents of all incomes has long been a challenge in San Francisco. Over the past five
years, however, San Francisco epitomized the housing affordability crisis afflicting American cities and coastal co=unities
throughout California. As discussed in the previous section, the Bay Area, city, and l\1ission neighborhood have all seen robust
employment growth since the "Great Recession" triggered by the financial crisis in 2007. During this period, the city has
added housing units much more slowly than new employees. As a result, a growing and more affluent labor force has driven
up the costs of housing, making it increasingly difficult for low and moderate income families to remain in San Francisco.
In the past five years, the l\1ission has been a focal point of struggles over housing as well as efforts by the City to ensure that

its residents can continue to live there. One of the main goals of the Mission Plan is to increase the production of housing
affordable to a wide-range of incomes. The environmental analysis conducted for the Eastern Neighborhoods Environmental
Impact Report estimated that between 800 and 2,000 additional units could be developed as a result of the rezoning associated
with the Mission Plan. 8 The Plan also recognizes the value of the existing housing stock and calls for its preservation,
particularly given that much of it is under rent control. Dwelling unit mergers are strongly discouraged and housing
demolitions are allowed only on condition of adequate unit replacement.

8

Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans Environmental Impact Report (2005).
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The Planning Department's latest housing inventory, using US Census and permit data, shows that the Mission has roughly
25,000 housing units as of the end of 2015; this represents 6.6% of the citywide total.9 Table 3.1.1 shows that approximately
564 new units were built in the past five years in the Mission, compared with 861 units built between 2006 and 2010. Of the
new units produced, 7 6 were conversions from non-residential uses and the rest were completed from new construction.
During the first two years of the reporting period, 2011 and 2012, the construction sector was still recovering from the slowdown of the recession, and only 47 new units were built. Between 2013 and 2015, however, the Mission added 518 new units,
or 173 units per year. This yearly average is almost identical to the average between 2006 and 2010, when the Plan Area added
164 units per year. Table 3.1.2 shows the citywide figures for comparison. Nearly 6% of the net increase in the City's housing
stock in the last five years was in the Mission area. Map 4 shows the location of recent housing construction. Additional
details about these new development projects can be found in Appendix B.

Table 3.1.1 New Housing Production, Mission, 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

TOTAL

14
47
242
75
140
504

(1)
11
16
2
48
76

1
1
16

(15)
58
257
76
188
564

Table 3.1.2 New Housing Production, San Francisco, 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

TOTAL

9

348
796
2,330
3,455
2,472
9,401

84
127
429
95
25
760

5
650
59
156
507
1,377

2015 San Francisco Housing Inventory.
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1,319
1,960
3,516
2,954
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Map 4 New Housing Production Mission 2011-2015
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Note: Projects that added 5 or more net new units

As discussed above in the Co=ercial Activity chapter, the pipeline should be analyzed along two different categories:
projects that have submitted planning and building applications (under review) and projects that have received entitlements
and are either awaiting or are under construction. The latter (particularly those under construction) are considered much more
likely to add residential or co=ercial capacity to the city's building stock in the short-to-medium term, while under review
projects may require clearance from environmental review, variances to planning code restrictions, and discretionary review. In
general, the Planning Department estimates that projects that are currently under construction can take up to two years to be
ready for occupancy, entitled projects can take between two and seven years, while projects under review can take as many as
ten years, if they are indeed approved.
The pipeline for new housing development in the Mission as of the end of 2015 is 1,855 units, of which 1,467 are under
review. Roughly 400 units are entitled, of which half are currently under construction, as shown on Table 3.2.1. The pipeline
for the Mission accounts for 9% of the total number of projects in the City, though only 3% of the number of units, which
suggests that new projects are of a smaller scale than housing developments in the pipeline for San Francisco as a whole.
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The current housing pipeline is much more robust than it was at the end of 2010, shown in the previous Monitoring Report.
In that year, only seven projects (with a total of nine units) were under construction, 25 projects with 422 units were entitled,
and 53 projects with 585 units were under review. As of the end of 2015, twice as many projects were under review for more
than three times the number of units, reflecting a much stronger market and willingness by developers to build new housing.
Map 5 shows the location of these proposed housing projects by development status. Appendix C provides a detailed list of
these housing pipeline projects.

Construction
Planning Entitled
Planning Approved
Building Permit Filed

200
188

22
18

14
16

Building Permit Approved/ Issued/ Reinstated

Under Review
Planning Filed
Building Permit Filed
Total

17
29

8,816
31,546

979
6,141

232
353

5
5

27,617
1,529

12
73

80
36

19

2,400

6,056

237

158

18

1,467

43

65

21,734

1,797

706

909
558

37
6

25
40

17,557
4,177

1,574
223

204
502

1,855

83

111

62,096

8,917

1,291

Map 5 Housing Development Pipeline by Development Status, Mission, Q4 2015
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San Francisco and the Mission Plan Area have a number of policies in place to facilitate the development of affordable housing. This
section describes some of these policies and shows the extent to which affordable housing was built in the Plan Area over the pasts five
years.

The City of San Francisco has a number of programs to provide housing opportunities to families whose incomes prevent them from
accessing market-rate housing. The San Francisco Housing Authority (SFHA) maintains dozens of properties throughout the City aimed at
extremely low (30% of AMI), very low (50% of AMI) and low (80% of AMI) income households. Households living in SFHA-managed
properties pay no more than 30% of their income on rent, and the average household earns roughly $15,000. Four of these properties are
located within the Eastern Neighborhoods boundaries: two in the Mission and two in Potrero Hill.
The City has also launched HOPE SF, a partnership between the SFHA, the Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development
(MOHCD), community organizations, real estate developers, and philanthropies to redevelop some of the more dilapidated public housing
sites into vibrant mixed-income communities with a central goal of keeping existing residents in their neighborhoods. One of the Hope SF
projects, Potrero Terrace/Annex is located in the Eastern Neighborhoods (Showplace Square/Potrero Hill). MOHCD also maintains a
number of funding programs to provide capital financing for affordable housing developments targeting households earning between 30
and 60% of AMI, low-income seniors, and other special needs groups. In most cases, MOH CD funding is leveraged to access outside
sources of funding, such as Federal Low Income Housing Tax Credits, allocated by the State.
One of the most powerful tools to promote affordable housing development in San Francisco is the inclusionary housing program
specified in Section 415 of the Planning Code. This program requires that developments of 10 or more units of market rate housing must
restrict 12% of the units to families earning below 55% of AMI (for rental units) or 90% of AMI (for ownership units). Developers can opt
to build the units "off-site" (in a different building), within a 1-mile radius from the original development, as long as units are sold to
households earning less than 70% of AMI. In this case, the requirement is increased to 20% of the total number of units in the two
projects. The income and rent limits for housing units managed by the Mayor's Office of Housing are included in Appendix G.
The Mayor, Board of Supervisors, Planning Department, and Mayor's Office of Housing have recently passed or introduced legislation to
further expand the supply of affordable housing throughout the City. The City currently has legislation to encourage the development of
accessory dwelling units (ADUs) within existing residential buildings in Supervisor Districts 3 and 8. These ordinances remove obstacles to
the development of ADUs, including density limits and parking requirements, in order to incentivize a housing type that has been
identified as a valuable option for middle-class households that do not require a lot of space.10 A proposal to expand a similar policy to the
rest of the City is currently under discussion.
Another policy that has the potential to add thousands of units of affordable housing to the city's stock is the Affordable Housing Bonus
Program, which is currently under review by the City. As one of the legislative options, the program would allow developers in certain areas
to build an additional two stories above what is allowed by their height limit district, in exchange for providing additional affordable
housing, with a special focus on middle-income households. With the exception of 100% affordable projects, the Bonus Program would
not apply to parcels in the Eastern Neighborhoods, as most do not currently have density restrictions. The program is intended to expand
housing development options outside of the Eastern Neighborhoods, where housing development has been limited in recent decades.
In addition to the Citywide programs described above, the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans also placed a high priority on the
production and protection of affordable housing, and created policies to expand access to housing opportunities to low and moderateincome families. For example, market-rate housing developments in the Urban IVIixed Use (UMU) district are required to restrict between
14.4 and 17.6% of their units to families at or below 55% of AMI for rental and 90% of AMI for ownership, depending on the amount of
"upzoning" given to the property by the Plans. If these units are provided off-site, the requirement ranges from 23 to 27%. In the UMU
and Mission NCT district, developers also have the option of dedicating land to the City that can be developed as 100% affordable
projects.
Developers also have the option of paying a fee in lieu of developing the units themselves, which the City can use to finance the
development of 100% affordable projects. Funds collected through these "in-lieu fees" are managed by the Mayor's Office of Housing and
Community Development and can be spent anywhere in the City. However, 75% of fees collected in the Mission NCT and East SoMa
MUR districts are required to be spent within those districts themselves. The Plans also require bedroom mixes in its mixed use districts to
encourage 2- and 3-bedroom units that are suitable to families, including the units sold or leased at below-market rates. Lastly, in order to
reduce the costs and incentivize housing production, the Plans removed density controls and parking requirements in many of its zoning
districts, particularly those well-served by public transit and pedestrian and bike infrastructure.
10

Wegmann, Jake, and Karen Chapple. "Hidden density in single-family neighborhoods: backyard cottages as an equitable smart

growth strategy." Journal of Urbanism: International Research on Placemaking and Urban Sustainability 7.3 (2014): 307-329.
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As discussed in this report's introduction, expanding access to affordable housing opportunities was a high priority for the communities in
the Eastern Neighborhoods during the planning process, and it has only gained more urgency in recent years. The Mission in particular has
been a symbol of the pressures of exploding housing costs on neighborhood stability and character.
As table 3.4.1 shows, 56 income-restricted affordable units were built during the 2011-15 five-year monitoring period, compared to 446
developed over the previous five years (2006-2010). The main difference between the two periods is that no publicly subsidized
developments were built in the Mission in the most recent five-year stretch, while two large, fully affordable projects were built in 2006 and
2009 (Valencia Gardens and 601 Alabama, respectively) with a total of 411 units.
The 56 units built between 2011 and 2015 make up 11 % of the 504 newly constructed units built in the Mission (shown on table 3.1.1),
slightly lower than the inclusionary housing minimum of 12%. The percentage is lower than the minimum because seven projects (shown
on table 3.4.3) choose to pay a fee to the City in lieu of building the units on-site. These fees raised $7.3 million for the City's housing
development program managed by MOH CD. New affordable units are estimated to cost roughly $550,000 in construction costs (not
including land), towards which MOH CD contributes about $250,000, requiring the developer to raise the rest from Federal, State, and
other sources. Therefore, it is estimated that the "in-lieu fees" collected in the Mission in this period, if successfully leveraged into
additional external funding and used to build projects on publicly controlled land, could yield an additional 30 units. 11 Moreover, projects
with fewer than 10 units are exempt from the inclusionary housing requirement.
Out of the 56 inclusionary units, 40 were rental units targeted to low-income households (55% of AMI) at the 202-unit development at
1880 ]\fission Street. The rest were either ownership units restricted to moderate-income households (90% AMI) or secondary or "granny"
units, which are not restricted by income, but are generally considered "naturally affordable" to moderate-income households. Appendix B
lists the affordable housing developments completed between 2011 and 2015.
The inclusionary housing production in the Mission accounts for 7% of the citywide production (853 units, as shown in table 3.4.2 between
2011 and 2015). Because no publicly subsidized developments were completed in this period, the Mission only built 2% of the city's
income-restricted units (2,497) during the period.

Table 3.4.1 Affordable Housing Production, Mission, 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
TOTAL

5
2
3
3
7
20

2
40
8
6
56

5
4
43
11
13
76

Note: Secondary units are considered "naturally affordable" and are not income restricted like units produced through the
inclusionary housing program or through public subsidies.

11

The development costs of affordable housing units are rough estimates based on recent projects that have received assistance
from MOHCD.
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3.4.2 Affordable Housing Production, San Francisco, 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
TOTAL

141
377
464
449
213
1,644

60,,..
38,,..
30,,..
57,,..
53,,..

4
98
216
249
286
853

238

205
513
710
755
552
2,735

Table 3.4.3 Housing Developments Opting for Affordable Housing "In-lieu" Fee, Mission, 2011-2015

350019TH ST
3418 26TH ST
2652 HARRISON ST
899 VALENCIA ST
1050 VALENCIA ST
3420 18TH ST
1450 15TH ST
GRAND TOTAL

2012
2012
2012
2013
2013
2015
2015

$1,119,972
$685,574
$975,904
$1,119,260
$756,939
$1,001,589
$1,654,354
$7,313,592
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Map 6 New Affordable Housing, Mission, 2011-2015
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A key component in promoting neighborhood affordability and stability is to preserve the existing stock of housing. New housing
development in San Francisco is costly and preserving homes can prevent displacement of families and disruption in tight-knit
communities such as the Mission. The Mission Plan supports the preservation of the area's existing housing stock and prohibits residential
demolition unless this project ensures sufficient replacement of housing units. Restrictions on demolitions also help to preserve affordable
and rent-controlled housing and historic resources.
A neighborhood's housing stock can also change without physical changes to the building structure. Conversions of rental housing to
condominiums can turn housing that is rent controlled and potentially accessible to moderate income households to housing that can be
occupied by a narrower set of residents, namely, those with access to down payment funds and enough earning power to purchase a home.
Lastly, rental units can be "lost" to evictions of various types, from owners moving in to units formerly occupied by tenants to the use of
the Ellis Act provisions in which landlords can claim to be going out of the rental business in order to force residents to vacate their
homes.
One important priority of the Plan's housing stock preservation efforts is to maintain the existing stock of single room occupancy (SRO)
hotels, which often serve as a relatively affordable option for low income households. Appendix H includes a list of SRO properties and
number of residential units.
The following subsections document the trends in these various types of changes to the housing stock in the Mission Plan Area and San
Francisco between 2011 and 2015 and comparing the most recent five years with the preceding 5-year period.

In this most recent reporting period, 30 units were demolished or lost through alteration in the IVIission (Table 3.5.1) or less than 3% of
units demolished citywide. In the previous reporting period, 15 units were lost to demolition or alteration. Table 3.5.2 shows San
Francisco figures for comparison. Illegal units removed also result in loss of housing; corrections to official records, on the other hand, are
adjustments to the housing count.
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Table 3.5.1 Units Lost, Mission, 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

3
4

TOTAL

7

7

7

7

14

21

1
1

3
4
14

16

1
4
4
30

27
110
45
116
363

127
427
95
25
758

154
537
140
141
1,121

Table 3.5.2 Units Lost, San Francisco, 2011-2015

2012
2013
2014
2015

TOTAL

2
70
24
100
235

23
38
20
12
115

1

1
2
1
1
6

Ji'
Ji'
Ji'

3
7

Ji'

Condo conversions increase San Francisco's homeownership rate, estimated to be at about 37% in 2014. However, condo
conversions also mean a reduction in the City's rental stock. In 2014, an estimated 76% of households in the Mission were
renters. According to the American Community Survey, there was no change in the owner/ renter split in the Mission or in San
Francisco between 2009 and 2014. Almost 8% of San Francisco's rental units are in the Mission as of 2014, the same figure as
in 2009. 12
Table 3.6.1 shows that in the last five years, 105 units in 284 buildings in the Mission were converted to condominiums,
compared to 307 units in 133 buildings between 2006 and 2010. In all, approximately 0.6% of all rental units in the Mission
were converted to condominiums between 2011 and 2015. This represents 11 % of all condo conversions citywide.

12

San Francisco Neighborhood Profiles, American Community Survey 2010-2014. San Francisco Planning Department 2016.
According to the Census, there are roughly 19,000 renter-occupied units in the Mission. The neighborhood boundaries for the
Mission in the Neighborhood Profiles do not match perfectly with the Plan Area boundaries, though they are very close. Therefore,
these percentages should be read as approximations.
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3.6.1 Condo Conversion, Mission, 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

23
18
17
29
18

55
43
42
81
63

200
201
147
239
149

472
488
369
727
500

12%
9%
12%
12%
12%

12%
9%
11%
11%
13%

Totals

105

284

936

2,556

11%

11%

Source: DPW Bureau of Street Use and Mapping

Evictions by owners that choose to move in to their occupied rental units or use the Ellis Act provisions to withdraw their
units from the rental market also cause changes to the housing stock. These evictions effectively remove units from the rental
housing stock and are, in most cases, precursors to condo conversions.
Table 3.6.2 shows that owner move-ins led to evictions in 103 units (compared to 73 units between 2006 and 2010). The
annual trend from 2011 and 2014 (between 13 and 22) was similar to the annual evictions for the previous 5-year reporting
period, but these types of evictions surged to 35 in 2015. Similarly, Ellis Act withdrawals led to 113 evictions during the most
recent reporting period (compared to 71 in the previous period). Owner move-in evictions in the Mission accounted for 8%
of the citywide total while the Plan Area accounted for 18% of Ellis Act evictions in San Francisco between 2011 and 2015.
During these five years, an estimated 1% of rental units in the Mission experienced owner move-in and Ellis Act evictions.
However, this number may not capture buy-outs or evictions carried out illegally without noticing the San Francisco Rent
Board. Other types of evictions, also tabulated in Table 3.6.2, include evictions due to breach of rental contracts or nonpayment of rent; this could also include evictions to perform capital improvements or substantial rehabilitation.
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3.6.2 Evictions, Mission, 2011-2015

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

13
19
22
14
35
103

4
23
51
16
19

64
74
95
120
100
453

123
172
275
315
425
1,310

54
99
229
101
142

1102
1343
1368
1550
1518
6,881

11%
11%
8%
4%
8%
8%

7%
23%
22%
16%
13%
18%

Totals
113
625
Source: San Francisco Rent Board
Note: Evictions classified under "Other" include "at fault" evictions such as breach of contract or failure to pay rent.

6%
6%
7%
8%
7%
7%

Prompted by the Downtown Plan in 1985, the City determined that large office development, by increasing employment, attracts
new residents and therefore increases demand for housing. In response, the Office Affordable Housing Production Program
(OAHPP) was established in 1985 to require large office developments to contribute to a fund to increase the amount of
affordable housing. In 2001, the OAHPP was re-named the Jobs-Housing Linkage Program QHLP) and revised to require all
commercial projects with a net addition of 25,000 gross square feet or more to contribute to the fund. Between fiscal year
2011-12 and 2015-16, commercial developments in the Mission Plan Area generated roughly $900,000 to be used for
affordable housing development by the city.

2011-12
2012-13
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
Total

$
$
$
$
$
$

893,542
6,205
899,747

*Department of Building Inspection as of 6/1/16

The Mission Plan Area is characterized by a multitude of mobility options and its residents access employment and other
destinations through a variety of transport modes. A much lower share of commuters in the Mission travel to work by car than
the rest of San Francisco (29% to 44%, respectively), a comparison that is true for people who drive alone as well as those
who carpool. As Table 4.1.1 shows, the most widely used commute mode in the Mission is public transit, which is used by
41 % of residents (compared to 33% citywide), and other alternative commute modes also play an important role, including
biking at 9% (more than twice the citywide share), walking at 11 %, and working at home at 8%. In order to maintain this
characteristic and move towards lower dependency on private automobiles, the Mission Area Plan's objectives related to
transportation all favor continued investments in public transit and improving pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure rather than
facilitating auto ownership, circulation, and parking.
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Car
Drove Alone
Carpooled
Transit
Bike
Walk
Other
Worked at Home
Total

9,057
7,809
1,248
12,942
2,852
3,532
844
2,410
31,637

"'

29%
25%
4%
41%
9%
11%
3%
8%
100%

199,470
165, 151
34,319
150,222
17,356
46,810
10,579
32,233
456,670

44%
36%
8%
33%
4%
10%
2%
7%
100%

5%
5%
4%
9%
16%
8%
8%
7%
7%

Source: 2014 American Co=unity Survey 5-year estimate

The Eastern Neighborhoods Transportation Implementation Planning Study (EN TRIPS) Report assessed the overall
transportation needs for the Eastern Neighborhoods and proposed a set of discreet projects that could best address these
needs in the most efficient and cost beneficial manner. EN Trips identified three major projects for prioritization:
(1) Complete streets treatment for a Howard Street / Folsom Street couplet running between Snd and 11th Street
(2) Complete streets and transit prioritization improvements for a 7th Street and 8th Street couplet running between Market
and Harrison Street in East Soma
(3) Complete streets and transit prioritization improvements for 16th Street (22-Fillmore) running between Church Street and
7th Street.
Other broader improvements were also discussed including street grid and connectivity improvements through the northeast
Mission and Showplace Square, bicycle route improvements throughout particularly along 17th Street, and mid-block
signalizations and crossings in South of Market.

The Mission Plan calls for the creation of a network of "Green Connector" streets with wider sidewalks and landscaping
improvements that connects open spaces and improves area walkability. The Plan proposes improvements in the vicinity of
16th Street, in the center of the Mission around 20th Street and through the southern part of the Mission including Cesar
Chavez Street. Additionally north-south connections are suggested for Potrero Avenue and Folsom Streets. Numerous
pedestrian improvements have also been proposed in the Mission Public Realm Plan.
The Mission District Streetscape Plan furthered the Mission Area Plan and EN Implementation Document by identifying
general district-wide strategies for improving streets and by providing conceptual designs for 28 discreet projects. The Plan
looked to create identifiable plazas and gateways, improve alley and small streets, provide traffic calming in the predominately
residential neighborhoods, re-envision the Districts throughways, and mixed-use (i.e. light industrial) streets; and further
enliven the co=ercial corridors at key locations. Several of the Mission District Streetscape Plan projects have been
implemented including, but not limited to, the Mission District Folsom Street road diet improvements, Bryant Street
streetscaping, and the Bartlett Street Streetscape Improvement Project.
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In January 2011, San Francisco's Better Streets Plan, adopted by the Board of Supervisors in December 2010, went into effect.
The plan contains design guidelines for pedestrian and streetscape improvements and describes streetscape requirements for
new development. Major themes and ideas include distinctive, unified streetscape design, space for public life, enhanced
pedestrian safety, universal design and accessibility, and creative use of parking lanes. The Better Streets Plan only describes a
vision for ideal streets and seeks to balance the needs of all street users and street types. Detailed implementation strategies
will be developed in the future.
In 2014, San Francisco adopted Vision Zero, a commitment to eliminating traffic-related fatalities by 2024. The City has
identified capital project to improve street safety, which will build on existing pedestrian, bicycle, and transit-rider safety
programs. The first round will include 245 projects, including several in the Mission, shown on Table 4.2.1. Pedestrian safety
improvements such as new crosswalks and "daylighting" (increasing the visibility of pedestrian crossings) will be constructed
along Mission Street between 18th and 23rd Streets. Additionally, a variety of multimodal improvements, such as daylighting
and vehicle turn restriction, are being implemented at the intersection of Valencia Street and Duboce Avenue. A new traffic
signal has also recently been installed at the intersection of 16th and Capp Streets.
Lastly, the southwest Bart plaza was reconstructed in 2014 to emphasize flexible open space over the previous cluttered
configuration; elements include removed fencing, new paving, landscaping and street furniture.

4.2.1. Vision Zero Projects in Mission Plan Area

16th Street at Capp Street- New Traffic Signal
CesarChavezSR2S Project
Valencia St/Duboce Ave Multimodal Improvements
11th St./13th St./Bryant St. Bicycle and Pedestrian Spot Improvements
Potrero Ave., from Division to Cesar Chavez Streetscape Project
Mission Street, from 18th to 23rd (Pedestrian Safety Intersection lmprovem
Pedestrian Countdown Signal (3 Signals)

Winter 2013/2014
Spring 2014
Winter 2014/2015
Winter 2014/2015
Winter2014/2015
Winter 2014/2015
Spring 2015

Fall2016
Winter 2016/17
Summer2015
Fall 2015
Winter2017/18
Summer2015
Winter 2016/17

Complete
Design
Design
Design
Design
Design
Design

$350,000
$385,000
$5,000,000
$150,000
$4,100,000
$86,000
$417,000

5
The Eastern Neighborhoods Plan included Public Benefits a framework for delivering infrastructure and other public benefits.
The public benefits framework was described in the Eastern Neighborhoods "Implementation Document", which was
provided to the public, the Planning Commission, and the Board of Supervisors at the time of the original Eastern
Neighborhoods approvals. This Implementation Document described infrastructure and other public benefits needed to keep
up with development, established key funding mechanisms for the infrastructure, and provided a broader strategy for funding
and maintaining newly needed infrastructure. Below is a description of how the public benefit policies were originally derived
and expected to be updated. Map 7 shows the location of co=unity improvements underway or completed in the Mission
Plan Area between 2011 and 2015.
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Map 7. Community Improvements in the Mission, 2011-2015

1 Bartlett Street Pedestrian Improvements/
M1ss10n Mercado Communi~J Market

8. Potrero Avenue/9-Rapid Mum forward Improvements
9_ 17th Street and Folsom Street Park
12. Franklin Square Par Course
15. Mission Recreatlon Center
! 7. Garfield Square Aquaocs Center
18. Juri Commons
19. Jose Coronado Playground
21 Eagie Plaza

To determine how much additional infrastructure and services would be required to serve new development, the Planning
Department conducted a needs assessment that looked at recreation and open space facilities and maintenance, schools,
co=unity facilities including child care, neighborhood serving businesses, and affordable housing.
A significant part of the Eastern Neighborhoods Plans was the establishment of the Eastern Neighborhoods Co=unity
Impact Fee and Fund. Nexus Studies were conducted as part of the original Eastern Neighborhoods effort, and then again as
part of a Citywide Nexus and Levels-of-Service study described below. Both studies translated need created by development
into an infrastructure cost per square foot of new development. This cost per square foot determines the maximum
development impact fee that can be legally charged. After establishing the absolute maximum fee that can be charged legally,
the City then tests what maximum fee can be charged without making development infeasible. In most instances, fees are
ultimately established at lower than the legally justified amount determined by the nexus. Because fees are usually set lower
than what could be legally justified, it is understood that impact fees cannot address all needs created by new development.
Need for transportation was studied separately under EN Trips and then later under the Transportation Sustainability
Program. Each infrastructure or service need was analyzed by studying the General Plan, departmental databases, and facility
plans, and with consultation of City agencies charged with providing the infrastructure or need.
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As part of a required periodic update, in 2015, the Planning Department published a Citywide Needs Assessment that created
levels-of-service metrics for new parks and open space, rehabilitated parks and open space, child care, bicycle facilities, and
pedestrian facilities ("San Francisco Infrastructure Level of Service Analysis").
Separate from the Citywide Nexus published in 2015, MTA and the Planning Department also produced a Needs Assessment
and Nexus Study to analyze the need for additional transit services, along with complete streets. This effort was to provide
justification for instituting a new Transportation Sustainability Fee (TSP) to replace the existing Transit Development Impact
Fee (TDIF). In the analysis, the derived need for transit from new development is described providing the same amount
transit service (measured by transit service hours) relative to amount of demand (measured by number of auto plus transit
trips).
Between the original Needs Assessment, and the Level-of-Service Analysis, and the TSP Study the City has established metrics
that establish what is needed to maintain acceptable infrastructure and services in the Eastern Neighborhoods and throughout
the City. These metrics of facilities and service needs are included in Appendix].

The Mission Plan also calls for the provision of new recreation and park facilities and maintenance of existing resources. Some
portions of the Mission historically have been predominantly industrial, and not within walking distance of an existing park
and many areas lack adequate places to recreate and relax. Moreover, the Mission has a concentration of family households
with children (27% of Mission households), which is higher than most neighborhoods in the city. Specifically, the Plan
identifies a need for 4.3 acres of new open space to serve both existing and new residents, workers and visitors. The Plan
proposes to provide this new open space by creating at least one substantial new park in the Mission.
A parcel at 17th and Folsom Streets owned by the San Francisco Public Utilities Commission was identified as a suitable site
for a new park in an underserved area of the Mission. After a series of co=unity meetings in 2010, three design alternatives
were merged into one design. The new .8 acre park, shown in figure 5.2.1, will include a children's play area, demonstration
garden, outdoor amphitheater and seating, among other amenities. The project is under construction and is expected to be
completed by winter 2017.

5.2.1. Rendering of Park at 17th and Folsom Streets and Adjacent New Housing Development

Source: San Francisco Recreation & Parks.
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Another facility planned for the Plan Area, still in conceptual phase, is the Mission Recreation Center. Located on a through
block facing both Harrison Street and Treat Avenue between 20th and 21st Street, the facility includes an interior gymnasium
and fitness center, along with an outdoor playground located in an interior courtyard. Recreation and Park staff is planning for
a major renovation and reconfiguration of the facility that could include relocating the play equipment so that it is visible from
the public right-of-way and adding additional courts to the building.
Lastly, Garfield Pool is scheduled to be rehabilitated through the 2012 Park Bond. Recreation and Park staff plan to further
enhance the facility to a higher capacity Aquatics Center, which, besides refurbishing the pool, would also include adding
amenities such a multi-purpose room and a slide. Other possible improvements could include a redesign of the pool structure.
Design for the pool rehabilitation is expected to be complete by late 2016 with construction bid award and the construction
planned to begin in 2017.

As a significant amount of new housing development is expected in the Mission, new residents will increase the need to add
new community facilities and to maintain and expand existing ones. Community facilities can include any type of service
needed to meet the day-to-day needs of residents. These facilities include libraries, parks and open space, schools and child
care. Community based organizations also provide many services to area residents including health, human services, and
cultural centers. Section 5.3 describes efforts to increase and improve the supply of recreation and park space in the Mission.
Section 6, below, discusses the process of implementation of the community benefits program, including the collection and
management of the impact fees program.
Map 8 shows existing community facilities in the Mission. Community based organizations currently provide a wide range of
services at over 50 sites throughout the Mission, ranging from clinics and legal aid, to job and language skills training centers
and immigration assistance. Cultural and arts centers are also prominent in the Mission.

Map 8 Community Facilities in the Mission
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A number of Planning Code amendments have been implemented in support of the Historic Preservation Policies within
the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan Areas. These sections of the Planning Code provide for flexibility in permitted uses, thus
encouraging the preservation and adaptive reuse of historic resources. The most effective incentive to date is the
application of Section 803.9 of the Planning Code within the East and Western SoMa Plan Areas. Approximately 10
historic properties have agreed to on-going maintenance and rehabilitation plans in order to preserve these significant
buildings.

Within Certain Mixed-Use Districts, the Planning Code principally or conditionally permits various commercial uses that
otherwise are not be permitted. The approval path for these commercial uses varies depending on the (1) zoning district,
(2) historic status, and (3) proposed use. The table in Appendix K shows Planning Code Section 803.9. Depending on the
proposed use, approval may be received from either the Zoning Administrator (ZA) or with Conditional Use
Authorization from the Planning Commission. Depending on the zoning district, the historic status may either be: Article
10 Landmark (AlO), Contributing Resources to Article 10 Landmark Districts (AlOD), Article 11 Category I, II, III and N
(All), Listed in or determined eligible for National Register (NR), or Listed in or determined eligible for California
Register (CR).
For use of this Planning Code section, the Historic Preservation Commission must provide a recommendation on whether
the proposed use would enhance the feasibility of preserving the historic property. Economic feasibility is not a factor in
determining application of the code provision. The incentive acknowledges that older buildings generally require more
upkeep due to their age, antiquated building systems, and require intervention to adapt to contemporary uses. The
property owner commits to preserving and maintaining the building, restoring deteriorated or missing features,
providing educational opportunities for the public regarding the history of the building and the district, and the like. As a
result the owner is granted flexibility in the use of the property.
Department staff, along with advice from the Historic Preservation Commission, considers the overall historic
preservation public benefit in preserving the subject property. Whether the rehabilitation and maintenance plan will
enhance the feasibility of preserving the building is determined on a case-by-case basis. Typically, the Historic
Preservation Maintenance Plan (HPMP) from the Project Sponsor will outline a short- and long-term maintenance and
repair program. These plans vary in content based on the character-defining features of the property and its overall
condition. Maintenance and repair programs may include elements, like a window rehabilitation program, sign program,
interpretative exhibit, among others.

Neighborhood serving businesses represent a diversity of activities beyond typical land use categories such as retail This
section defines neighborhood serving as those activities of an everyday nature associated with a high "purchase" frequency
(see Appendix L for a list of business categories used). Grocery stores, auto shops and gasoline stations, banks and schools
which frequently host other activities, among many other uses, can be considered "neighborhood serving."
By this definition, the Mission is home to almost 600 neighborhood serving businesses and establishments employing over
8,000 people. Although these tend to be smaller businesses frequented by local residents and workers, some also serve a larger
market (such as popular restaurants). As shown in Table 4.5.1, the top 10 neighborhood serving establishments in the Mission
include eating places (full- and limited-service restaurants, bakeries, etc.), schools, grocery stores, bars, and pharmacies. These
businesses are typically along the Mission, Valencia, and 24th Street neighborhood commercial districts, as shown on Map 9.
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Table 5.5.1 Neighborhood Serving Establishments, Mission
Full-Service Restaurants
155
Snack and Nonalcoholic Beverage Bars
31
Limited-Service Restaurants
62
Supermarkets and Other Grocery (except Convenience) Store 36
Elementary and Secondary Schools
20
Drinking Places (Alcoholic Beverages)
36
Electronics Stores
13
Retail Bakeries
12
Commercial Banking
7
Pharmacies and Drug Stores
10
Sporting Goods Stores
7
2
Junior Colleges
Used Merchandise Stores
6
All Other Specialty Food Stores
3
Fitness and Recreational Sports Centers
5
Discount Department Stores
1
Civic and Social Organizations
9
Drycleaning and Laundry Services (except Coin-Operated)
7
General Automotive Repair
20
Pet Care (except Veterinary) Services
10
Women's Clothing Stores
9
Nail Salons
8
Office Supplies and Stationery Stores
2
Child Day Care Services
10
S~eSbres

5

Savings Institutions
4
Book Stores
5
Men's Clothing Stores
6
All Other General Merchandise Stores
6
Religious Organizations
5
Family Clothing Stores
3
Beauty Salons
9
Pet and Pet Supplies Stores
3
Barber Shops
1
Gasoline Stations with Convenience Stores
3
Clothing Accessories Stores
5
Meat Markets
6
Beer, Wine, and Liquor Stores
6
Sewing, Needlework, and Piece Goods Stores
2
Fruit and Vegetable Markets
4
Cosmetics, Beauty Supplies, and Perfume Stores
3
Food (Health) Supplement Stores
1
Other Automotive Mechanical and Electrical Repair and Main 3
Convenience Stores
4
Hobby, Toy, and Game Stores
1
Other Clothing Stores
3
Coin-Operated Laundries and Drycleaners
3
Cafeterias, Grill Buffets, and Buffets
Video Tape and Disc Rental
Other Personal and Household Goods Repair and Maintenan 2
Automotive Transmission Repair
1
Libraries and Archives
1
TOTAL
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2,581
908
884
521
516
388
246
143
139
129
125
110
96
87
85
76
64
61
57
52
50
48
48
47
41
40
39
38
38
34
34
34
32
30
28
26
24
20
19
12
12
9
9
8
8
8
6
5
2
2
1
1
8,018
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9 Neighborhood Serving Businesses in the Mission
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Along with establishing fees, and providing a programmatic framework of projects, the EN approvals included amendments
to the City's Administrative Code establishing a process to choose infrastructure projects for implementation on an ongoing
basis.

The Eastern Neighborhoods Citizens Advisory Committee (EN CAC) started meeting on a monthly basis in October 2009.
The CAC is comprised of 19 members of the public appointed by the Board of Supervisors or the Mayor. The CAC focuses
on implementation of the Eastern Neighborhoods Implementation Program and priority projects. Together with the IPIC,
discussed below, the CAC determine how revenue from impact fees are spent. The CAC also plays a key role in reviewing and
advising on the Five-Year Monitoring Reports.
The EN CAC has held monthly public meetings since October, 2009. For more information on the EN CAC, go to
http://encac.sfplanning.org.
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The Eastern Neighborhoods Community Facilities and Infrastructure Fee includes three tiers of fees that are based on the
amount of additional development enabled by the 2009 Eastern Neighborhoods rezoning. In general, Tier 1 fees are charged
in areas where new zoning provided less than 10 feet of additional height. Tier 2 fees are for those areas that included between
10 and 20 feet of additional height, and Tier 3 fees are for areas that included for 20 feet or more of additional height. Fees are
adjusted every year based on inflation of construction costs.
Below is a chart of the original fees (2009) and the fees as they exist today.

Residential
Tier 1
Tier2
Tier3

$8.00
$12.00
$16.00

NonResidential
Residential
$6.00
$10.19
$15.29
$10.00
$14.00
$20.39

NonResidential
$7.65
$12.74
$17.84

The fees established above are proportionally divided into five funding categories as determined by the needs assessment,
nexus studies, and feasibilities studies, including housing, transportation/ transit, complete streets, recreation and open space,
and child care. In the Mission District NCT and MUR (:Mixed-Use Residential) Districts, 75% of fees collected from
residential development is set aside for affordable housing for the two respective Plan Areas. The first $10,000,000 collected
are targeted to affordable housing preservation and rehabilitation. To date, the City has collected more than $48 million in
impact fees, as shown on table 6.2.2.

6.2.2 Eastern Neighborhoods Infrastructure Impact Fees Collected to Date

HOUSING
TRANSPORTATION /TRANSIT
COMPLETE STREETS
RECREATION AND OPEN SPACE
CHILDCARE
Total

$4,742,000
$16,936,000
$6,733,000
$17,518,000
$2,416,000

$48,345,000

Note: Amount collected includes in-kind improvements.
Over the 2016-2020 period, the City is projected to collect $145 million from the Eastern Neighborhoods impact fee
program, as shown on table 6.2.3.

Table 6.2.3 Eastern Neighborhoods Infrastructure Impact Fees Projected, 2016-2020

HOUSING
TRANSPORTATION I TRANSIT
COMPLETE STREETS
RECREATION AND OPEN SPACE
CHILDCARE
Total

$26,411,000
$30,302,000
$38,542,000
$43,912,000
$5,931,000

$145,098,000
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As shown in Table 5.2.1, approximately $5.4 million have been collected from 58 projects in the Mission Plan Area to date.
Overall, roughly $48.4 million has been collected in all of the Eastern Neighborhoods, including Western SoMa.

Table 6.2.4 Eastern Neighborhoods Infrastructure Impact Fees Collected, 2011-15

Mission

EastSoMa
Western SoMa
Central Waterfront
Showplace/Potrero
TOTAL

$5,357,000
$14,635,000
$6,940,000
$10,034,000
$11,384,000
$48,350,000

58
35
15
19
23
150

The Infrastructure Plan Implementation Committee was established in Administrative Code section XX; the IPIC's purpose is
to bring together City agencies to collectively implement the co=unity improvement plans for specific areas of the City
including the Eastern Neighborhood Plan Areas. The IPIC is instrumental in creating a yearly expenditure plan for impact fee
revenue and in creating a bi-annual "mini" Capital Plan for the Eastern Neighborhoods. The annual Expenditure Plan is
specific to projects that are funded by impact fees. The bi-annual Eastern Neighborhoods Capital Plan also includes
infrastructure projects that are funded by other sources, and projects where funding has not been identified.

In 2009, the Planning Department entered into a Memorandum of Understanding with SF Public Works, SFMTA, Rec and
Park, and MOH CD to assure commitment to implementing the EN Plans. A key component of the agreement was the
establishment of a list of priority projects:
•

Folsom Street

•

16th Street

•

Townsend Street

•

Pedestrian Crossing at Manalo Draves Park

•

17th and Folsom Street Park

•

Showplace Square Open Space

The First Source Hiring Program was first adopted in 1998 and modified in 2006. The intent of First Source is to connect
low-income San Francisco residents with entry-level jobs that are generated by the City's investment in contracts or public
works; or by business activity that requires approval by the City's Planning Department or permits by the Department of
Building Inspection. CityBuild works in partnership with Planning Department and DBI to coordinate execution of First
Source Affidavits and MOUs.
CityBuild is a program of the Office of Economic and Workforce Development and is the First Source Hiring Administrator.
In accordance to Chapter 83: First Source Hiring Program, developers must submit a First Source Affidavit to the Planning
Department prior to planning approval. In order to receive construction permit from DBI, developers must enter into a First
Source Hiring MOU with CityBuild. Developers and contractors agree to work in good faith to employ 50% of its entry-level
new hiring opportunities through the CityBuild First Source Hiring process.
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Projects that qualify under First Source include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

any activity that requires discretionary action by the City Planning Commission related to a commercial activity over
25,000 square feet including conditional use authorization;
any building permit applications for a residential project over 10 units;
City issued public construction contracts in excess of $350,000;
City contracts for goods and services in excess of $50,000;
leases of City property;
grants and loans issued by City departments in excess of $50,000.

Since 2011 CityBuild has managed 442 placements in 72 First Source private projects in the three zip codes encompassing the
Eastern Neighborhoods Plan Areas (94107, 94110, 94103), not including projects in l'vfission Bay, approved under the former
Redevelopment Agency. They have also placed 771 residents from the three-zip code area in projects throughout the city.
In 2011, the City also implemented a first of its kind, the Local Hire Policy for Construction on publicly funded construction
projects. This policy sets forth a mandatory hiring requirement of local residents per trade for construction work hours. This
policy superseded the First Source Hiring Program on public construction contracts. Since 2011, a cumulative 3 7% of the
overall 6.2 million work hours have been worked by local residents and 58% of 840,000 apprentice work hours performed by
local residents.

7
As this report has shown, market pressures and evictions affecting the neighborhood intensified in the l'vfission District over
the six years that followed the adoption of the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans and the recovery from the Great Recession.
This has necessitated a focused effort to help protect and alleviate the impact on those most affected by the affordability crisis.
As a result, the l'vfission Action Plan 2020 (MAP 2020) was launched in early 2015 to take a closer look at the pressures
affecting the neighborhood and generate a set of solutions for implementation to help stabilize housing, employment, and
commercial conditions.
MAP 2020 will also set targets and define solutions for neighborhood sustainability for 2020 and beyond. The solutions may
encompass land use and zoning, financing, and identification of opportunity sites and programs; monitoring mechanisms will
also be put into place. This first phase of MAP 2020 - solutions development - will be completed in June 2016.
Implementation of certain measures is already underway, with additional implementation (writing legislation, launching new
studies, ramping up programs, etc.) scheduled as a second phase to commence upon completion of the Plan.
To date, the MAP 2020 collaboration includes a broad range of non-profit and advocacy groups as well as public agencies
including the Dolores Street Community (DSCS), the Cultural Action Network (CAN), the l'vfission Economic Development
Agency (MEDA), Calle 24, Pacific Felt Factory, members of the Plaza 16 coalition, the Planning Department, the Mayor's
Office of Housing and Community Development (MOHCD), the Office and Economic and Workforce Development
(OEWD), the Health Services Agency (HSA), Department of Building Inspection (DBI), and the Fire Department. The
Mayor's Office and District Supervisor Campos have also supported this effort.
These stakeholders are collaborating through working groups co-led by a both City and community leads. A robust
community outreach and engagement process has incorporated focus groups and individual presentations to organizations and
coalitions such as: tenants' rights organizations, SRO tenants, l'vfission Girls, PODER, United to Save the l'vfission, real estate
developers, SPUR, SFHAC, SFBARF, and others, with the goal of informing and including relevant stakeholders affected by
and/ or responsible for potential solutions.
Topic-specific working groups have collectively drafted short, medium, and long term strategies, including tenant protections
and housing access, housing preservation, housing production, economic development, community planning, SRO acquisition
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and/ or master leasing, and homelessness. Upon completion of the second phase of outreach in May and incorporation of any
relevant feedback, the Plan and will be presented to the Planning Commission, with expected endorsement in June 2016.
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Monitoring
(5)
Development Activity. The report shall detail all development activity in the Plan Area over the Monitoring Period,
including additions and deletions of residential and commercial space, and shall include unit size and bedroom count of units
constructed, retail space and employment generated, conversions and other development statistics. The monitoring program
shall include the following categories of information:
(A)

Office Space. Amount of office space constructed in preceding years and related employment.

(B)

Visitor and Hotel Space. Amount of hotel rooms constructed in preceding years and related employment.

(C)

Retail Space. Amount of retail space constructed in preceding years and related employment.

(D)
Business Formation and Relocation. An estimate of the rate of the establishment of new businesses and
business and employment relocation trends and patterns within the City and the Bay Area.
(E)

Housing. An estimate of the number of housing units newly constructed, demolished, or converted to other

uses.
(6)
Public Benefit. The report shall detail the construction of any improvements or infrastructure as described in the
Eastern Neighborhoods Public Benefits Program, a copy of which is on file with the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors in File
No. 081155 and is incorporated herein by reference. The report shall include the following categories of information:
(A)
Inclusionary Housing Program. A summary of the number and income mix of units constructed or assisted
through this program, an analysis of units constructed within each alternative, including new alternatives established for the
Eastern Neighborhoods UMU districts.

(B)

Jobs/Housing Linkage Program. A summary of the operation of the Jobs/Housing Linkage Program
(formerly the Office Affordable Housing Production Program) and the Housing Affordability Fund, identifying the number
and income mix of units constructed or assisted with these monies.

(C)
Streetscape, Transportation, and Public Realm. A detailed description of any transportation serving
infrastructure completed in the preceding five years, including transit, pedestrian, bike, traffic and other modes of
transportation.

(D)

Open Space and Recreational Facilities. A summary of new parks, trails, public rights-of-way, recreational
facilities or activity space completed to serve the purposes of recreation in the preceding five years, as well as any
improvements to parks or recreational facilities.

(E)
Community facilities. An assessment of the existing service capacity of community services and facilities, and
of any new services or facilities joining the neighborhood in the past five years. This shall include a review of child care, library
services and any other categories deemed relevant, such as health care centers, human services, and cultural centers.
(F)
Neighborhood Serving Businesses. An assessment of neighborhood serving businesses in the area, including
their establishment, displacement, and economic health.
(7)
Fees and Revenues. The report shall monitor expenditure of all implemented fees, including the Eastern
Neighborhoods Impact Fee and all Citywide fees, and tax revenue, as listed below. It shall report on studies and
implementation strategies for additional fees and programming.
(A)
Impact Fee. A summary of the collected funds from the Eastern Neighborhoods Impact Fee collected from
development, and a detailed accounting of its expenditure over that same period.
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(B)
Fiscal Revenues. An estimate of the net increment of revenues by type
hotel and sales taxes) from all uses.

(C)

(p)roperty tax, business taxes,

Fee Adjustments.

(i)
The Planning Department shall review the amount of the Eastern Neighborhoods fee against any increases in
construction costs, according to changes published in the Construction Cost Index published by Engineering News Record, or
according to another similar cost index should there be improvements to be funded through the Eastern Neighborhoods
Impact Fee as listed in the Eastern Neighborhoods Program.
(ii)
The Planning Department shall review the level of the Eastern Neighborhoods housing requirements and
fees to ensure they are not so high as to prevent needed housing or commercial development.
(8)
Agency Responsibilities. All implementing agencies identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods Implementation Matrix
shall be responsible for:
(A)
Reporting to the Planning Department, for incorporation into the Monitoring report, on action undertaken in
the previous reporting period to complete the implementation actions under their jurisdiction, as referenced in the Eastern
Neighborhoods Implementation Matrix.

(B)
Providing an analysis of the actions to be completed in the next reporting period, for incorporation into the
Monitoring report, including a description of the integrated approach that will be used to complete those tasks.
(i)
To the extent the Agencies identified in the Implementation Matrix are outside the jurisdiction of this Board,
this Board hereby urges such Agencies to participate in this process.
(9)
Budget Implications. In cooperation with the Annual Progress reports required by Administrative Code Chapter 36.4,
and prior to the annual budget process, the Board shall receive a presentation by the Interagency Planning and
Implementation Committee and its member agencies to describe how each agency's proposed annual budget advances the
Plans' objectives, including specific projects called for by this section. The Board of Supervisors shall give particular
consideration to proposed agency budgets that meet the implementation responsibilities as assigned by the City's General Plan,
including the Eastern Neighborhoods Implementation Matrix. Budget proposals that do not include items to meet these
implementation responsibilities shall respond to Board inquiries as to why inclusion was not possible.
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5 Completed Commercial
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List BL-1 Commercial Development Projects Completed, Central Waterfront, 2011-2015

2012 223S 03RD ST
2013 616 20TH ST

196

S339

S339

16

-1000

-1000

0

-2400

2400

71

-9800

-14800

sooo

-8SOO

-8SOO

2014 2SOSO 03RD ST
2014 1301 IN DIANA ST
2014 740 ILLINOIS ST AND 212103RD S1

106

2014 8Sl TENNESSEE ST

0
2709

2709

0

201S 1179 TENNESSEE ST
0

3000

3000

0

0

0

399

-8252

3000

0

0

-25700

201S 616 20TH ST

0

14448

0

List BL-1 Commercial Development Projects Completed, East SoMa, 2011-2015

2012 166 TOWNSEND ST

66

-7362S

2012 1049 HOWARD STREET

2S

0

2012 960 HARRISON ST

4

-4000

14
308

-71SS

2013 42 HARRIET ST

23

0

2013 S37 NATOMA ST

14

-S42S

2012 7SO 02ND ST
2012 lOS HARRISON ST

171S
-4000
-76SS

-542S

2013 27S BRANNAN ST

48411

-48411

2014 SOO 2ND ST

13883

-13883

2014 111 TOWNSEND ST

16786

-22884

2014 900 FOLSOM ST

269

4146

2014 260 OSTH ST

179

-3S969

0

3800

2014 246 RITCH ST

19

-4130

2014 374 STH ST

47

-3S969
2S430

-25430

123700

-119900
-4130
0

201S 482 BRYANT ST
201S 460 - 462 BRYANT S1

48S7

201S 147 SOUTH PARK AV

1286

0

201S 12 SHERMAN ST

S947S

0
-S947S

201S 333 BRANNAN ST

164760

201S 34S BRANNAN ST

10228S

0
1754SO

148330

-13740

30SO

10228S

0

973

48S7
1286

0

0

201S 660 03RD ST

6098
4146

0

2014 938 HOWARD ST
2014 66S 03RD ST

soo

0
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0

40000

-40000

0

605420

-438773

-18317

0

List

BL~1

Commercial Development Projects Completed, Mission, 2011-2015

201137 WOODWARD ST

-6

0
-10800

-10800

20111650 15TH ST
201119 CAPP ST
2012 411 VALENCIA ST

16

1370

1370

2012 1376 FLORIDA ST
2012 179 SAN CARLOS ST
2012 277 SAN CARLOS ST
2012 3SOO 19TH ST

-1060

-1060

2012 1280 HAMPSHIRE ST
17

0

2950

2012 lSSO BRYANT ST

lSOOO

2012 8S7 ALABAMA ST

-3866

108400

2950

-93400
-3866

2013 91S FLORIDA ST
2013 817 YORK ST
2013 3120 23RD ST
2013 26S2 HARRISON ST
2013 1880 MISSION ST
2013 1731 lSTH ST
2013 1340 NATOMA ST

20

-72SO

-72SO

194

-63512

-63S12

2S
2

2014 626 POTRERO AV
2014 2923 HARRISON ST
2014 2660 HARRISON ST
2014 240116TH ST

12

2014 1432 YORK ST

1

200

1S200

0
-11423

0

-lSOOO
0
-11423
1722

1722

2014 263 LEXINGTON ST
-lSOOO

-13640

2014 313S 24TH ST
2014 3418 26TH ST

11

2014 lSOl lSTH ST

40

201S 949 HAMPSHIRE ST

1360
0
8222

8222
0

201S 1340 ALABAMA ST
201S 748 TREAT AV
201S 2938 23RD ST
201S 39 SAN CARLOS ST
201S 1069 CAPP ST
201S 899VALENCIAST

3
2
18

201S 300 SOUTH VAN NESS AVE
201S 2986 22ND ST
201S 187S MISSION ST

201S 141 ALBION ST

470S
20040

0
39
-2S211

201S 2SOO 16TH ST
201S 2SS8 MISSION ST

470S
20040

114

147SO

3

0

550

-67803

0

-2S211

147SO

201S SOO CAPP ST
0

201S 8S8 FLORIDA ST

-25211
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108400

-206311

40119

0

List BL-1 Commercial Development Projects Completed, Showplace Square/Potrero Hill, 2011-2015

20111030-38 MISSISSIPPI ST
2011 S42 KANSAS ST
2011 791 SAN BRUNO AV
2012 1028 WISCONSIN ST
2012 341 MISSISSIPPI ST

-1

2012 466 MISSOURI ST
2013 808 BRANNAN ST
2013 1022 RHODE ISLAND ST
2014 8S0-870 BRANNAN ST (AKA 888 BRANNAN ST]

-4397

2014 1368 UTAH ST

0

2014 1001 POTRERO AV
2014 171717TH ST & 310 CAROLINA ST

41

2015 4SS POTRERO AV

43881

-43881

1137S3

0
-1137S3

-4397

-6130

7000

-163764

2603

0

0

419070

419070

870

0

0

2015 838 KANSAS ST
2015 251 ARKANSAS ST

2

0

0

0

54

415543

419070

0

0

157634

0

List BL-1 Commercial Development Projects Completed, Western SoMa, 2011-2015

2011149 DORE STREET
2012 209 09TH ST
2013 234 09TH ST
2013 1123 FOLSOM ST

-11600
-7650

-11600

-3930

0

-7SSO

-100

0
-3930

2014 230 llTH ST
2015 870 HARRISON ST

-6120

26

-6120

lS

5326

14826

-SOOD

0

0

76000

-76000

201S 639 NATOMA ST
201S 56 RINGOLD ST
201S 248 - 252 09TH ST
2015 410 TOWNSEND ST
2015 140 09TH ST

0

10

89

0

-28949

0
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0

0

0

71676

-92995

-4SOO
0
0

-3700

-3930

Ust BL-3 Major Residential Development Projects Completed, Central Waterfront, 2011-2015

2012

2225 3rd Street

2012
2013

196

39

1301 Indiana Street

32

4

616 20th Street

16

2

2014

2121 3rd Street

2014

1275 Indiana Street

Total

105

18

39

5

388

68

Studio: 33
One Bedroom: 81 Rental
Two Bedroom: 81
One Bedroom: 1
Two Bedroom: 14 Ownership
Three Bedroom: 17
One Bedroom
Ownership
Two Bedroom

Studio: 12
One Bedroom: 45
Rental
Two Bedroom: 42
Three Bedroom: 6

One Bedroom: 2
Two Bedroom: 28 Ownership
Three Bedroom: 9
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From $2,801
From $569,000
Frem $649, 000
From $729,000
N/A

From $2,700 $2,900
From$ 3,200 $3,800
From$ 3,900 $4,900
From$ 5,200 $5,600
From $999,000$1.4M
From $1.295M $1.5M

List Bl-3 Major Residential Development Projects Completed, East SoMa, 2011-2015

2012

178 TOWNSEND ST

94

2012

1049 HOWARD ST

25

2012

750 SECOND ST

14

2012

574 NATOMA ST

11

2

2013

374 05TH ST

44

44

2013

48 HARRIET ST

23

2013

537 NATOMA ST

13

19

LI

25

LI

282

40

2014

260 05TH ST

182

27

2014

246 RITCH ST

707

N/A Rental

NIA

MOD
VLI

N/A
Individual I SRO

Ownership

N/A Rental

N/A

Studio: 35
One Bedroom: 65
Ownership
Two Bedroom: 80
Three Bedroom: 1
One Bedroom: 19 Rental

158

6042

N/A
From $1,300

Studio: 27
One Bedroom: 131 Rental
Two Bedroom: 111

Fee payment

N/A

Studio: 44 Rental

One Bedroom
Ownership
Two Bedroom

900 FOLSOM ST

Total

N/A

Two Bedroom: 8
Ownership
Three Bedroom: 5

Fee payment

2014

19

Family

Studio: 9
One Bedroom: 35
Rental
Two Bedroom: 30
Three Bedroom: 1

N/A
From $3,045 $3,400
From $3,390 $6,214
From $4,396 $7,242
From$ 500,000 $1,200,000
From $2,895 $3,400

Ust BL-3 Major Residential Development Projects Completed, Mission, 2011-2015

2012

3500 19th Street

17

2012

411 Valenica Street

16

2

2013

1880 Mission Street

202

40

2013

2625 Harrison Street

20

Fee payment

2013

3500 19th STreet

17

Fee payment

2014

400 South Van Ness

40

2014

2421 16th Street

12

2014

3418 26th Street

2015

2558 Mission Street

2015

1875 Mission Street

2015

899 Valencia Street

Total

11
114

39

18

506

One Bedroom: 5
Ownership
Two Bedroom: 12
One Bedroom: 8
Ownership
Two Bedroom: 8

Fee payment

Studio: 28
One Bedroom: 118
Rental
Two Bedroom: 45
Three Bedroom: 14
One Bedroom: 11
Rental
Two Bedroom: 9
One Bedroom: 1
N/A
Two Bedroom: 12

7

Land Dedication

6

Fee payment

N/A

56

6043

From
From
From
From

$2,800
$3,250
$4,375
$5,000

From$ 3,100
From $4,195
N/A

Studio: 8
One Bedroom: 8 Ownership
Two Bedroom: 24

From $1,000,000
to
$3,000,000

Two Bedroom: Ownership

From $1,000,000

One Bedroom:
Ownership
Two Bedroom:
One Bedroom: 63
Ownership
Two Bedroom: 51

Fee payment

N/A
From $495,000
From $695,000

From $700,000
From $628K - $1.2
M

Studio: 10
One Bedroom:, 14 Ownership
Two Bedroom: 15

$675,000 From
$745,000 $905,000
From $865,000 $1.25M

Ownership

N/A

List BL-3 Major Residential Development Projects Completed, Showplace Square/Potrero Hill, 2011-2015

2014

1717 17th Street

2015

31 o Carolina Street

20
21

41

Total

One Bedroom: 1O
Two Bedroom: 10

2

Ownership

From $1,000,000

N/A Ownership

N/A

2

List BL-3 Major Residential Development Projects Completed, Western SoMa, 2011-2015

2011

121 9th Street

20

2

2015

870 Harrison Street

26

4

2015

252 9th Street

2015

140 9th Street

Total

One Bedroom Rental /
Two Bedroom Ownership
Three Bedroom
NIA

One Bedroom: 8
Two Bedroom: 7

15
10

71

Below Threshold

N/A

6

6044

$399,000 $524,000

Ownership

N/A

Ownership

From $739,000
From $799,000

Ownership

N/A

EASTERN NEIGHBORHOODS MONITORING REPORTS 2011-15- DRAFT

Residential Pipeline Projects,

6045

2015

List BL-2 Commercial Development Pipeline, Central Waterfront, 2011-2015

81S TENNESSEE ST
CONSTRUCTION

6SO INDlANAST

CONSTRUCTION

2538 03RDST

CONSTRUCTION

205103RDST

CONSTRUCTION

1275 MINNESOTA ST

CONSTRUCTION

1201- 1225 TENNESSEE STREET

PL APPROVED

888 TENNESSEE ST

PL APPROVED

1100 CESAR CHAVEZ ST

Entitled Sub-Total

BP FILED

1133 TENNESSEE ST

BP FILED

2420 03RDST

BP FILED

217103RDST

PL FILED

2146 3RDST

PL FILED

2092 03RD ST I 60018TH ST

PL FILED

595 MARJPOSAST

PL FILED

1228 25TH ST

PL FILED

851 TENNESSEE ST

PL FILED

603 TENNESSEE ST

PL FILED

800 IN DIANA ST

PL FILED

22303RDST

PL FILED

950 TENNESSEE ST

PL FILED

777 TENNESSEE ST

PL FILED

901 TENNESSEE ST

PL FILED

PIER 70

Under Rovlow Sub-Total

Total

69
111
93
0
2S9
112
0
716
1
109

-32000

-32000

-11100

-11100
-2051

-2051

-15041

-15041

SS01
-65336

2260

-38520

3784

-34736
1694

4206

-2S12

0

(150,810)

4,206

{149,959)

(5,117)

0
475

0

0
475

-31976

-35274

-280

1070

-1350

0
1147S

0
13940
2709

24
326
37
108
59
44
1100

-6000

-6000

-78240

-78240

-3201
-31663

3298
-2265

-2265

19
20

0
2281

7782
-63076

-7896

2465
2709
0
-3201

-23767
-11424

-11424

-9000

-9000
-295600

468000

1,882

1,117,725

1,093,0lU

(447,830)

2,578

966,855

1,097,210

(597,789)

472,551
467,434

1274650

6046

1102250

List BL-2 Commercial Development Pipellne, EastSoMa, 2011-2015

534- 536 NATOMA ST
BP FILED

268 CLARA ST.

BP ISSUED

532 NATOMA ST

BP ISSUED

340 BRYANT ST

BP ISSUED

136 SOUTH PARK AV

BP ISSUED

259 CLARA ST

BP REINSTATED

4S7 TEHAMA ST

CONSTRUCTION

49MOSSST

CONSTRUCTION

468 CLEMENTINA ST

CONSTRUCTION

923 FOLSOM ST

CONSTRUCTION

270 BRANNAN ST

CONSTRUCTION

236- 238 SHIPLEY ST/ 77 FALMOUTH ST

CONSTRUCTION

482 BRYANT ST

CONSTRUCTION

200 - 214 06TH ST

CONSTRUCTION

226 06THST

45545

-45545

2431

3861

-1430

-4055

945

-5000
-5000

-5000

13
114

-7000

-7000
-5924

-7500

171650

171650

1$76
1569

lS

1569

48S7

4857

44
37

-29850

2550

CONSTRUCTION

233-237 SHIPLEY ST

22

-1875

-1875

CONSTRUCTION

72 TOWNSEND ST

74

0

0

CONSTRUCTION

144 KING ST

0

4384S

-5655

PL APPROVED

119 07THST

39

1974

1974

26

2948

-5000

S97

2

0

0

0

PL APPROVED

768 HARRISON ST

PL APPROVED

2ncLARAST

PL APPROVED

30106THST

PL APPROVED

377 06THST

100

487S

PL APPROVED

345 06THST

3090

PL APPROVED

363 06TH ST

104
104

-11696

PL APPROVED

750 HARRISON ST

79

-203S

Entitled Su,,..Total

871

BP FILED

481 TEHAMA ST

BP FILED

246 SHIPLEY ST

BP FILED

980 FOLSOM ST

BP FILED

77 & 85 FEDERALST

BP FILED

9 FREELON ST

BP FILED

300 04THST

PL FILED

135 TOWNSEND ST

PL FILED

655 FOLSOM ST

PL FILED

STH ST/ CLARA ST /SHIPLEY ST
909-921 HOWARD ST & 206 05TH ST

PL FILED

s

7351

49500

3700

3700
-1610

648S
3090

700

-12396

-2035

180,549

1,600

0

0

209,456

(78,115)

25,063

22,545

0

0

38

-7530

-6765
54977

22363

49995

-50480

16622

-16622

-48S
89

-11521

123

-47476

765

32614

-11521
-18000

-29476

-4000

8873

0

26S SHIPLEY ST
229

-17041

-21914

129669

128946

PL FILED

667 FOLSOM ST, 120 HAWTHORNE ST, 126 HAWTH

PL FILED

501 BRANNAN ST

PL FILED

112S MISSION ST

35842

-35842

PL FILED

645 HARRISON ST

98964

-45819

0

PLFJLED

70103RDST

101335

PL FILED

1025 HOWARD ST

-17039

0

0
0

284
-17220

PL FILED

1076 HOWARD ST

6799

1S580

-8781

PL FILED

144 TOWNSEND ST

-2817

39505

-42322

PL FILED

1082 HOWARD ST

-2801

0

-2801

Under Review Sub-Total

Total

0

225 SHIPLEY ST

BP FILED

PL FILED

84

-32400

544S

S44S

53145

723

101051

181
0

510

239,980

(16,622)

319,$3.2

(119,972)

(104,190)

101,232

1,381

420,529

(15,022)

588,988

(198,087)

(79,127)

123,777

6047

List BL-2 Commercial Development Pipeline, Mission, 2011-2015

BP APPROVED

720YORKST

BP APPROVED

3360 20THST

BP APPROVED

1318 HAMPSHIRE ST

BP APPROVED

1150 SOUTH VAN NESS AV

BP FILED

25 ALVARADO ST

BP FILED

144 LEXINGTON ST

BP FILED

80 SYCAMORE ST

BP FILED

1900 MISSION ST

BP FILEO

3SS CAPP ST

12
1

-4750

-4750

-1095

-1939

0

0

BP ISSUED

2495 HARRISON ST

-200

1200

BP ISSUED

777 VALENCIA ST

1738

0

BP ISSUED

787 TREAT AV

BP ISSUED

1181 VALENCJAST

BP ISSUED

2525 MISSION ST

BP ISSUED

811 CAPP ST

BP ISSUED

1785 lSTHST

-1400

683

4999

4999

27

-780

1330 HAMPSHIRE ST

BP ISSUED

80JULIAN AV

16000

16000

BP ISSUED

2881 MISSION ST

-1010

0

BP ISSUED

490 SOUTH VAN NESS AV

BP ISSUED

161 SAN CARLOS ST

BP ISSUED

145015THST
1076 HAMPSHIRE ST
2374 FOlSOM ST

CONSTRUCTION

2830 22NDST

CONSTRUCTION

857 ALABAMA ST

CONSTRUCTION

1196 HAMPSHIRE ST

CONSTRUCTION

35 LEXINGTON ST

CONSTRUCTION

1340 ALABAMA ST
353 SAN JOSE AV

CONSTRUCTION

1302 YORK ST

1123

1123

23

-8224

-8224

-920

-920

-3866

-3866

0

1996

1996

685 FLORIDA ST

CONSTRUCTION

480 POTRERO AV

CONSTRUCTION

346 POTRERO AV

CONSTRUCTION

2356 BRYANT ST

CONSTRUCTION

1050 VALENCIA ST

CONSTRUCTION

3420 18THST

PL APPROVED

352718THST

PL APPROVED

1125 HAMPSHIRE ST

PL APPROVED

811 TREAT AV

PL APPROVED

658-666 SHOTWELL ST

PL APPROVED

49JULIANAV

Entitled Sub·Totaf

-1010

72

324917THST

CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION

3060

930 SHOTWELL ST

CONSTRUCTION

CONSTRUCTION

0
3060

600 SOUTH VAN NESS AV

BP ISSUED

CONSTRUCTION

lOSS

0
-780

BP ISSUED

CONSTRUCTION

0
844

75
70

970

970
-1400

-3000

16
16

-4675

-3675

2757

388

1830

1830

-2914

5,639

6048

1600

0

0

1000

2757
-2914

0
3,957

16,000

4,672

(31,068)

12,078

BP FILED
BP FILED
BP FILED
BP FILED

332419TH ST
44914TH ST
854 CAPP ST
8 RONDEL PL

BP FILED
BP FILED

657 CAPP ST
657 VALENCIA ST

BP FILED

2782 FOLSOM ST
44 WOODWARD ST
2829 25TH ST
953 TREAT AV

BP FILED

BP FILED
BP FILED

BP
BP
BP
BP
BP
BP

FILED
FILED
FILED
FILED
FILED
FILED

BP FILED
BP
BP
BP
BP
BP
BP

FILED
FILED
FILED
FILED
FILED
FILED

BP FILED

BP FILED
BP FILED

294421STST

2621 HARRISON ST
33 DEARBORN ST
1100 POTRERO AV
835 SOUTH VAN NESS AV
1152 POTRERO AV
1278 - 1298 VALENCIA ST
1979 MISSION ST
2435 - 2445 16TH ST
659 GUERRERO ST
333 SAN CARLOS ST
3314 CESAR CHAVEZ ST

267 SAN CARLOS ST
824 FLORIDA ST
1274 HAMPSHIRE ST

BP
BP
BP
BP
BP

FILED
FILED
FILED
FILED
FILED

PLFILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED

PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED

35
331

-2558

so

-2601

44

-14553
747

117
60
62

-22411
-3463

1511 lSTHST
3040 24TH ST

BP FILED
BP FILED

4
4
2

331217THST

BP
BP
BP
BP
BP

BP FILED

s
4

315 SOUTH VAN NESS AV
2830 24THST

BP FILED

FILED
FILED
FILED
FILED
FILED

20
6

-2000

1737

-10000

-2500
3703

-13793

3737
-2558
7399

1740
-2956

1342 YORK ST
1110YORKST
325219TH ST
943 YORK ST

2877 FOLSOM ST
13 LUCKY ST
2138 FOLSOM ST
963 ALABAMA ST
1 HORACE ST
2855 FOLSOM ST
2675 FOLSOM ST
275019THST
793 SOUTH VAN NESS AV
645 VALENCIA ST
1924 MISSION ST
314016THST
1198 VALENCIA ST
1726-1730 MISSION ST
2799 24THST
200 POTRERO AV
2600 HARRISON ST
1515 SOUTH VAN NESS AV
2070 BRYANT ST
1401-1419 BRYANT ST
3357 26TH ST

12
28
49
36

20
165
196

-22411
*10934

7471

4577

4577

-4382

-4382
-1176

1139
6715
461D

-440
-8199

-7299
-269
13300
7506
-30656
-43073
10250
5575

6049

2315

6715
SOSO

900
-269

30034

-16734
7506

0
4460D

-44160
-34350

-306S6
1087
5575

PL FILED

1798 BRYANT ST

PL FILED

1801AND1863 MISSION ST

54

3235

3235

PL FILED

1800 MISSION ST

39920

119600

Pl FILED

2441 MISSION ST

-432

Pl FILED

1850 BRYANT ST

371
170733

PL FILED

1528 lSTHST
2643 FOLSOM ST

Pl FILED

3620 CESAR CHAVEZ ST

Pl FILED

2918 MISSION ST

Under Review Sub-Total

'fotal

49999

2939
-49999
-1142

-1142

0

0
29
55
1,467
1,855

-3200

-2528

6050

672
-500

-500

134,980
140,619

39920

803

-4600

172394

252516THST

PL FILED
Pl FILED

-119600

247,()28

250,985

16,000

165,770

(329,490)

170,442

(360,558)

51,672
63,750

List BL-2 Commercial Development Pipeline, Showplace Square/Potrero Hiii, 2011-2015

BP APPROVED
BP APPROVED
BP APPROVED
BP ISSUED

1004 MISSISSIPPI ST
1115 POTRERO AV

BP ISSUED
BP ISSUED

1512 20TH ST
910 CAROLINA ST

BP
BP
BP
BP
BP

191420TH ST
1451 MARIPOSA ST
100 HOOPER ST
526 UTAH ST
151025THST

ISSUED
ISSUED
ISSUED
ISSUED
ISSUED

BP ISSUED
BP REINSTATED
BP REINSTATED

CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION
PL APPROVED
PL APPROVED
PL APPROVED

1036 MISSISSIPPI ST
140 PENNSYLVANIA AV

28

37

-11475

-11018
1011

2762

427255

4S7
1751

142784

284471

896 DE HARO ST
1087 MISSISSIPPI ST
333 PENNSYLVANIA AV
801 BRANNAN ST
100016TH ST
746 CAROLINA ST

SS7
470

8000

8000
8000

15000

-29455

-10000

-20000

-133129
0

-164549
0

31420

23000

2207 25TH ST

946 RHODE ISlAND ST
520 09THST
645 TEXAS ST
238 MISSOURI ST
1 HENRY ADAMS ST
1036 WISCONSIN ST

12
91
671

60S MISSISSIPPI ST
601 TOWNSEND ST

Entitled Sub-Total

72600
1,892

BP FILED
BP FILED

131 MISSOURI ST
534 TEXAS ST

BP FILED
BP FILED

1016 DE HARO ST
749 WISCONSIN ST

BP FILED
BP FILED
BP FILED
BP FILED
BP FILED
BP FILED
BP FILED
BP FILED
BP FILED
BP FILED
BP FILED
BP FILED
BP FILED
BP FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED

1076 RHODE ISLAND ST
153 ARKANSAS ST
923-939 KANSAS ST

287,415
-4500

284,471

73,611

0

-72600
(101,840)
-4500

36,628

-3150
-15699

3150

0
0

201 MISSOURI ST
1123 CAROLINA ST
1058 MISSISSIPPI ST
979 BRYANT ST
249 PENNSYLVANIA AV

891 CAROLINA ST
502 07TH ST
201819THST
1331 SAN BRUNO AV
1019 KANSAS ST
123917TH ST
88 ARKANSAS ST
975 BRYANT ST
75 ARKANSAS ST

S9
1

3
147
182
30

-15699

-9237
-30010
-11666

6051

-2870

S4S

0
-9485
-19250

3118
-30010
7584

545

PL FILED

580 DE HARO ST

PL FILED

1395 22NDST

PL FILED

1301 lGTH STREET

PL FILED

1601- 1677 MARIPOSA STREET/ 485 CARO UNA

PL FILED

120017TH ST

PL FILED

2 HENRY ADAMS ST
1501 MARIPOSA

PL FILED

155 DE HARO ST

PL FILED

1240 & 1250 17TH ST

PL FILED

540 DE HARO ST

PL FILED

98 PENNSYLVANIA AV

PL FILED

HOPE SF POTRERO

Under Review Sub-Total

47575

47575
-34836

-27968

6868

-70734

-8000

-62734

0

-84532

-4500

-105000

24968

0

1210 UTAH ST

PL FILED
PL FILED

Total

250
172
299
395

22700
15405

0
17
46
994

-22700

0
12995

15405
-U99S

-7147

-7147

0

0
30000

2,634

(168,513)

4,526

118,902

6052

10000

35,695
320,166

20000

(28,070)

(211,816)

35,676

45,541

{319,656)

72,306

1545

List BL-2 Commercial Development Pipeline, Western SoMa 2011-2015

BP ISSUED

615 MINNA

BP ISSUED

1401 HOWARD ST

3800

BP ISSUED

603 7TH STREET

4666

BP ISSUED

854 FOLSOM ST

CONSTRUCTION

350 08THST

CONSTRUCTION

8S BLUXOME ST

CONSTRUCTION

5 HALLAM ST

PL APPROVED

610 - 620 BRANNAN ST

PL APPROVED

690 05TH ST

PL APPROVED

510 TOWNSEND ST

PL APPROVED

3~1

LAFAYITTE ST

BP FILED

1228 FOLSOM ST

BP FILED

14S5 FOLSOM ST

BP FILED

1117 HOWARD ST

BP FILED

735 BRYANT ST
767 TEHAMA ST

BP FILED

405 lOTHST

BP FILED

44MCLEACT

BP FILED

466 TOWNSEND ST

BP FILED

34 LANGTON ST

BP FILED

949 NATOMA ST

-20455

-20455

3,800

842,299

(61,934)

0

0

0

255082

5000
0

4
884,904

24

41000

0

0
59,739
0

41,000
0

0

68
15

-1482

28

-8376

BP FILED

1695 FOLSOM ST

PL FILED

63Q-.698 BRANNAN ST

PL FILED

630 NATOMA ST

PL FILED

33 NORFOLK ST

PL FILED

280 07THST

PL FILED

222 DORE ST

PL FILED

32 HERON ST

PL FILED

215 - 217 DORE ST

PL FILED

618 NATOMA ST

PL FILED

221 llTH ST
915 - 935 MINNA ST

1512260

-15000

-2620

-2620

0

3892

-183

4075

-2120

-2187

67

4316

37

250 lOTH ST

54754

33312TH ST

219

-21630

1140 FOLSOM ST

12B

-9081

PL FILED

1298 HOWARD ST

121

10050
-5700

1335 FOLSOM ST

65

PL FILED

230 07TH ST

44

415

PL FILED

1174- 1178 FOLSOM ST

42

10081

349 OSTHST

29550

38

-4316

0

0
662256

PL FILED

340 llTHST

-8376

1526810

PL FILED

PL FILED

-1482

23

598 BRANNAN ST

PL FILED

2025

2025

1532 HOWARD ST

Total

295992

-13500

1394 HARRISON ST

Under Review Sub-Total

17528

526807

32500

241 lOTHST

PL FILED

-17533

526802

BP FILED

PL FILED

-27646

0

BP FILED

PL FILED
PL FILED

33000

53000

716 CLEMENTINA ST

BP FILED

BP FILED

4666
3700

56700
5354

423

En'liUed Sub-Total

BP FILED

410

3800

692568
54754

0
-21630
-9081
10050

0
-5700

0

2180

415
3493

1236
16176

0

4408
1236

(48,832)

22,725

(110,766)

82,464

1913

14263

890

2,236,686

59,070

1,313

;3,121,590

62.,870

6053

-30312

2,203,723
3,046,022

41,000

List BL-1 Residential Development Pipeline, Central Waterfront, 2011-2015

BP APPROVED
BP FILED
BP ISSUED
CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION
PL APPROVED

2290 03RDST
815 TENNESSEE ST
650 INDIANA ST
650 INDIANA ST
1201- 1225 TENNESSEE STREET

71
69
111
111
259
93
112

205103RDST
888 TENNESSEE ST

Entitled Sub-Total

BP FILED
BP FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED

MU

MU
MU

826

242003RDST
217103RD ST
22303RDST
603 TENNESSEE ST
777TENNESSEE ST
800 IN DIANA ST
PIER 70
2146 3RDST
901 TENNESSEE ST

9
109
37
24
59
326
1100
6

MU
MU
MU

MU

44

2092 03RD ST/ 600 18TH ST
595 MARIPOSA ST
950 TENNESSEE ST

19
20
108

Under Review Sub-Total

1,861

Total

2,687

6054

MU

List BL-1 Residential Development Pipeline, East SoMa, 2011-2015

BP ISSUED

259 CLARA ST

CONSTRUCTION

923 FOLSOM ST

8

MU

114

CONSTRUCTION

468 CLEMENTINA ST

MU

CONSTRUCTION

233-237 SHIPLEY ST

22

CONSTRUCTION

200 - 214 06TH ST

44

CONSTRUCTION

72 TOWNSEND ST

74

CONSTRUCTION

236 - 238 SHIPLEY ST/ 77 FALMOUTH ST

15

MU

CONSTRUCTION

226 06TH ST

37

MU

PL APPROVED

768 HARRISON ST

26

MU

PL APPROVED

37706TH ST

100

MU

PL APPROVED

345 06TH ST

104

MU

PL APPROVED

363 06TH ST

104

MU

PL APPROVED

30106TH ST

84

MU

PL APPROVED

750 HARRISON ST

79

PL APPROVED

11907TH ST

13

39

Entitled Sub-Total

MU

MU

863

BP FILED

481 TEHAMA ST

5

BP FILED

225 SHIPLEY ST

9

BP FILED

980 FOLSOM ST

38

MU

PL FILED

6S5 FOLSOM ST

89

MU

PL FILED

667 FOLSOM ST, 120 HAWTHORNE ST, 126 HAWTHORNE ST

229

MU

PL FILED

1082 HOWARD ST

PL FILED

265 SHIPLEY ST

PL FILED

5TH ST/ CLARA ST/ SHIPLEY ST

8
9
123

510

Under Review Sub-To'tal

1,373

Total

6055

MU

List BL-1 Residential Development Pipeline, Mission, 2011-2015

BP APPROVED

336020TH ST

BP FILED

1900 MISSION ST

12

BP ISSUED

145015TH ST

23

BP ISSUED

600 SOUTH VAN NESS AV

27

BP ISSUED

178515TH ST

6
MU
MU

9

BP ISSUED

80JULIANAV

BP ISSUED

490 SOUTH VAN NESS AV

72

MU

CONSTRUCTION

346 POTRERO AV

70

MU

CONSTRUCTION

480 POTRERO AV

75

CONSTRUCTION

1050 VALENCIA ST

16

CONSTRUCTION

342018TH ST

16

PL APPROVED

49JULIANAV

6

MU

MU

8

Entitled Sub-Total

340

BP FILED

854 CAPP ST

6

BP FILED

657 CAPP ST

5

BP FILED

332419TH ST

BP FILED

44914TH ST

20

BP FILED

2435 - 2445 16TH ST

50

MU

BP FILED

1278 - 1298 VALENCIA ST

35

MU

BP FILED

1979 MISSION ST

6

331

BP FILED

3314 CESAR CHAVEZ ST

44

PL FILED

2600 HARRISON ST

20

PL FILED

314016TH ST

28

MU

PL FILED

1726 - 1730 MISSION ST

36

MU

PL FILED

1198 VALENCIA ST

49

MU

PL FILED

1924 MISSION ST

12

MU

PL FILED

3357 26TH ST

7

MU

PL FILED

793 SOUTH VAN NESS AV

62

MU

PL FILED

2918 MISSION ST

55

MU

PL FILED

275019TH ST

60

PL FILED

2675 FOLSOM ST

PL FILED

2799 24TH ST

8

MU

PL FILED

1515 SOUTH VAN NESS AV

165

MU

PL FILED

2070 BRYANT ST

196

117

PL FILED

1801AND1863 MISSION ST

54

MU

PL FILED

3620 CESAR CHAVEZ ST

29

MU

PL FILED

645 VALENCIA ST

9

MU

Under Review SubwTota/

1,404

Total

1,744

6056

List Bl-1 Residential Development Pipeline, Showplace Square/Potrero Hill 2011-2015

BP APPROVED
BP ISSUED
CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION

1004 MISSISSIPPI ST
140 PENNSYLVANIA AV
801 BRANNAN ST
52009TH ST
1 HENRY ADAMS ST
100016TH ST
645TEXASST

28
37
557
12
671
470
91

Entitled Sub-Total

BP FILED
BP FILED
BP FILED
BP FILED
BP FILED
BP FILED
BP FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED
PL FILED

MU

MU

1,866

923-939 KANSAS ST
249 PENNSYLVANIA AV
131 MISSOURI ST
925 KANSAS ST
929 KANSAS ST

9
59
9
9
9

935 KANSAS ST
931 KANSAS ST

MU

9
9

540 DE HARO ST
1395 22NDST
88 ARKANSAS ST
HOPE SF POTRERO
98 PENNSYLVANIA AV
975 BRYANT ST
120017TH ST
1601- 1677 MARIPOSA STREET/ 485 CAROLINA
130116TH STREET
75 ARKANSAS ST

17
250
147
994
46
182
395
299
172
30

Under Review Sub-To'ta/

2,645

4,Sf1

Total

6057

MU
MU
MU

MU
MU
MU

List BL-1 Residential Development Pipeline, Western SoMa, 2011-2015

CONSTRUCTION

350 08TH ST

CONSTRUCTION

5 HALLAM ST

410

Entitled Sub-Total

MU

416

BP FILED

241 lOTH ST

28

BP FILED

1532 HOWARD ST

15

BP FILED

949 NATOMA ST

BP FILED

1228 FOLSOM ST

BP FILED

34 LANGTON ST

BP FILED

1394 HARRISON ST

MU

24
5
68

PL FILED

1140 FOLSOM ST

PL FILED

915 - 935 MINNA ST

128

PL FILED

1298 HOWARD ST

121

PL FILED

1335 FOLSOM ST

65

PL FILED

23007TH ST

44

PL FILED

33 NORFOLK ST

MU

37
MU
MU

9

PL FILED

1174 -1178 FOLSOM ST

42

MU

PL FILED

349 08TH ST

38

MU

PL FILED

222 DORE ST

23

PL FILED

33312TH ST

219

Under Review Sub ..Total

872

1,288

Total

6058
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Appendix Table D-1. Housing Units and Square Footage of PDR Space Entitled or
Under Review Under Community Plan Exemption of EN EIR

Plan Area
Central Waterfront
East SoMa
Mission
Showplace Square/Potrero Hill
Total

Under Review
Entitled*
Housing Units
PDR
Housing Units
PDR
-10,981
1,039
490
-99,586
-402,788
1,103
-34,530
613
-16,339
1,072
-133,463
574
1,064
-42,521
1,979
-355,208
3,239

-310,100

4,695

-785,316

*Includes units that are completed, under construction, and entitled but not yet under construction.
Appendix Table D-2. Housing Units and PDR Space Studied Under Different Options of EN EIR

EIR
EIR
EIR
EIR

Projections
Projections
Projections
Projections

Preferred Project
Option C
Option B
Option A

Housing Units
PDR
9,785
NA
9,858 -4,933,350
7,385 -2,144,661
9,015
-524,618

6060

Production,

Distribution,
and Repair
(Entitlement)

595 Mariposa Street

3995/022

Central Waterfront

2092 Third street/600
18th street

3995/007

Central Waterfront

2177 Third Street/ 590
19th Street

4045/003
4045/003B

2230 3rd Street
888Tennessee Street

En':::!!:~:nt
{Entitlement)

20

Active
Active

Building Permit
201507171867

19

Central Waterfront

Active

Building Permit
201306210213

109

4059/00lC

Central Waterfront

Active

TBD

4060/001

Central Waterfront

Active

TBD

3998/021

Central Waterfront

Active

TBD

Central Waterfront

Active

TBD

Central Waterfront

Active

TBD

4107/00lB

Central Waterfront

Active

TBD

108

603 Tennessee St.
625 Mariposa Street

3995/015
3996/013

Central Waterfront
Central Waterfront

Active
Active

TBD
TBD

24
35

345 6th Street

3753/081

EastSoMa

Active

TBD

104

77-85 Federal Street
999 Folsom/ 301 6th
Street

3774/444

EastSoMa

Active

TBD

3753/122

East SoMa

Active

TSD

84

768 Harrison St.

3751/033

East SoMa

Active

TBD

26

-S,000

597

980 Folsom

3732/028

East SoMa

Active

TBD

38

-7,530

765

265 Shipley St.

3753/089
3753/090

EastSoMa

Active

TBD

7013rd St.

3794/006

EastSoMa

Active

TBD

3750/081

East SoMa

Active

TBD

550 Indiana Street
1228 25th Street
2420 3rd Street
950Tennessee St.

667 Folsom St./ 120
Hawthorne/126
Hawthrone Street

4227/012
4227/013A
4108/003F

Visitor-Lodglng
(Entitlement}

.

-1,350

1,070

-35,274

37

-3,201
-38,520

U2

0

.··

3,298

3,784

·151,372

0
11,475

2,465
475

0

-7,896

·23,767
-7,500

3,500
3,090

32,614

22,363
3,700

284

229

-21,914

-4,000

101,051

8,873

··.
1025 Howard St.

3731/095

EastSoMa

Active

-17,220

TBD

6061

181

··.

.~}§_}>'',

~,,;; i}

•

-.

/

.

status

.>.

>

.•· . E~irfi[~i1~~~~.c,tion No.
.
o.) /. . (Entittemenii
,,,

,!~'ew!,O~,

f'p'plicatlon

,,

Cultural,

~~~J'.fpu~i):ig
~';,l.!,~lts' ','.

'~ilstJ~~~:>nat,
/Edtic:Stional

(E~titiement)

Medical
(Entlttement)

Services

144 Townsend St.
1801 and 1863 Mission
Street

3753/005
3753/147
3753/06A
3753/007
3753/057
3753/058
3753/100
3753/101
3788/009A
3548/039
3548/033

2600 Harrison Street

Shipley St.)

Production,
Distribution,
and Repair
(Entitlement)

Retail and
Entertainment
{Entitlement)

-18,000

-29,476

0

Visitor~Lodglng

(Entitlement}

(Entitlement}

;';\;·

360 5th St. (210/212
Clara St. &
215/219/220/221

Management,
' Information,
and
Professional

East SoMa

Active

123

0

0

0

East SoMa

Active

TSO

0

0

0

39,505

0

-42,322

0

Mission

Active

TSO

54

0

0

0

0

3,235

0

3639/001

Mission

Active

TSO

20

0

0

0

7,506

0

0

1924 Mission St.

3554/003A

Mission

Active

TSO

12

0

0

0

-1,176

2,315

0

200G-2070 Bryant

4022/001

Street, 2815 18th Street,

4022/002
4022/021

Mission

Active

TSO

0

0

0

-44160

1087

0

and 611 Florida Street

1298 Valencia Street

3644/021

Mission

Active

TSO

35

0

0

0

-2000

3737

0

1419 Bryant Street

3904/002

Mission

Active

TSO

0

44,600

0

0

-34,350

0

0

3553-052

Mission

Active

TSO

331

0

0

0

0

·2,558

0

117

0

0

0

-22,411

0

0

0

0

0

-1,939

844

0

1979 Mission Street

3639/006
2675 Folsom Street

3639/007
3963/024

Mission

Active

TSO

1900 Mission Street

3554/001

Mission

Active

TSO

1515 South Van Ness

6571/008

Mission

Active

TSO

165

0

0

0

0

-30,656

0

2799 24th Street

4266/035

Mission

Active

TSO

8

0

0

0

0

-269

0

2435 16th Street

3965/021
3965/031
3965/032

Mission

Active

0

0

0

·10,000

7,399

0

0

0

0

0

5,575

0

Ave

3357-3359 26th Street

6570/002

Mission

.

1Jtw

50

TSO

i.1•·
..1

.

;

·.

..
.·

1··· ··.

>•
.

6062

;.•

•·

~

Ma~agement,

Enti~e~e~t,C~~P',~?~o~ ~~.;

~taflis

Net,J:tou~ing

"Discretioi:iSry ~)r~ay.: ,o~,'

Units

Building Per~i~Appli1?3~,o~

(E,nflflemerit)

No,)

C~ltural,

Institutional,
Educational
~ {f;ntitlE!ment}

Medical
{Entitlement)

·.

l,nformation,

Production,

and

Distribution,

Professional

and Repair
{Entitlement)

Services

Retail and
Visitor-Lodging
Entertainment
(Entitlement)
(Entitlement}

(Entitlement)

.·

3532/004
3521/004A
3532/005

Mission

Active

TBD

36

0

0

0

-8,199

900

3576/001
3931Noo1

Mission
Mission

Active

TBD
TBD

29
0

0
30,034

0
0

0
0

0
-16,734

-4,990

0

Active

0

0

Pennsylvania Avenue

4167/011
4167/013

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Active

TBD

250

0

0

0

47,575

0

0

540-552 De Haro St.

4008/002

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Active

TBD

17

0

0

0

-7,147

0

0

155 De Haro St.

3913/005

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Active

TBD

0

0

0

0

15,405

0

0

1601 Mariposa

4005/00lB
4006/006
4006/010
4006/019
4006/020

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Active

TBD

299

0

0

-8,000

-62,734

0

0

502 7th street

3780/001

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Active

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

98 Pennsylvania Avenue

3948/002

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Active

46

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-34,836

6,868

0

1726-1730 Mission
Street

2100 Mission Street
200 Potrero Ave

1395 22nd Street/ 790

TBD

0

·.
130116th Street

923-939 Kansas St {951
Kansas St)

3954/016

4094/044
4094/045
4094/046
4094/047
4094/048

I

''.>

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Active

TBD

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Active

TBD

9

0

0

0

0

0

0

I

1501 Mariposa Street

4008/003

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Active

TBD

0

22,700

0

-22,700

0

0

0

1240 & 1250 17th Street

3950/002

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Active

TBD

0

12,995

0

0

-12,995

0

0

75 Arkansas Street

3952/0018

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Active

TBD

0

0

0

-19,250

7,584

0

·.

6063

;

•·

...

.

,,

·.

sfatif'~

.

;
Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

249 Pennsylvania Ave.

3999/002

975 Bryant Street

3780/044

552 Berry Street

3800/003

465 Tehama/ 468
Clementina Street

37321071

EastSoMa

Cancelled

815-825 Tennessee
Street

4059/001A
4059/0018

Central Waterfront

Closed

1201 - 1225 Tennessee
Street

41721002

Central Waterfront

2290-2298 Third Street

4059/009

Pier 70 - Orton, 400-600
2oth street (Historic
Core)

4046/001
4111/003
4111/004
4052/001

2051-2065 Third
StreeU650 Illinois street

Showplace

Square/Potrero Hill
Showplace

Square/Potrero Hill

•

....

.

..

Management,

Et;ati~~'!'~nt <,~~~, ~~~on:N~~; "Net,H~tiS)J,g,:
,, '-'?~e~~~ary»Rer1~., Or
Units
!3u,n~nng P~~f!tft,,ApPt,iCa~on ~
»(E~~tJ~!'!Jent)
Nd:)

.·

cU1tura1,
lf!stitutio~al,

Medical

Educational

{En~tle!flent)

tE~iitf,e!Tlent)

Information,
and
Professional
Services
(Entitlement)

TBD

59

Active

TBD

182

Active

TBD

47,160

13

-7,000

CPC Motion 19263

69

-32.000

Closed

CPC Motion 19138

259

-65,336

Central Waterfront

Closed

CPC Motion 18946

71

Central Waterfront

Closed

3994/0018
3994/001C
3994/006

Central Waterfront

Closed

CPC Motion 19165

777 Tennessee Street

4044/013

Central Waterfront

Closed

800 Indiana Street

4105/009

Central Waterfront

Closed

650 Indiana street

4041/009

Central Waterfront

2146-2148 Third street

4044/003

901 Tennessee street

4108/017
4046/001
4046/002
9900/068
3941/001
37321009
37321018
37321046

Crane Cove Park

900 Folsom street

3732/147
3732/271

(Entitlement)

~30,010

115,200

200507208146 Cancelled

Retail and

Entertainment

-15,699

Active

Building Permit

Production,
Distribution,
and Repair
(Entitlement)

..
.

2,260

-2,342

0

63,582

200,061

93

-15,041

CPC Motion 19366

59

-11,424

CPC Motion 19305

326

-78,240

Closed

CPC Motion 19137

111

Central Waterfront

Closed

Discretionary Review 0423

Central Waterfront

Closed

CPC Motion 19377

14,231

-11100

-2,265

44

0

-9,000

·.
Central Waterfront

Closed

EastSoMa

Closed

-41390

CPC Motion 18088

269

6064

4,146

Visitor-Lodging
(Entitlement)

3732/008
260 Fifth street

37321150

East SoMa

Closed

CPC Moition 18089

CPC Motion 19179

i<

-35,969

0

0

37321561

119 Seventh Street

37261103

EastSoMa

Closed

259 Clara Street

37531042

EastSoMa

Closed

501-505 Brannan street

37861038

East SoMa

Closed

500 Second Street

3775/001

East SoMa

Closed

482 Bryant Street

3763/017

EastSoMa

Closed

39

Building Permit

1,974

945

201305167075

-5,000

723

128,946

CPC Motion 19293
Building Permit

13,883

201307303077
Building Permit
201211083830

-13,883
4,857

665 Third Street

3788/041

East SoMa

Closed

Building Permit
201401247066
Building Permit
201006295585
CPC Moition 19012

270 Brannan Street

3774/026

EastSoMa

Closed

CPC Motion 18989

938 Howard Street

37251015

East SoMa

Closed

200-214 6th Street

3731/001

EastSoMa

Closed

111 Townsend Street

3794/014

East SoMa

Closed

923 Folsom Street

37531141
37531142

EastSoMa

Closed

CPC Motion 19205

340 Bryant street

37641061

EastSoMa

Closed

CPC Motion 19311

47,536

·45,545

460-462 Bryant Street

3763/015A
3763/015C

East SoMa

Closed

CPC Motion 18685

59,475

-59,475

Closed

CPC Motion 18953

175,450

-13,740

Closed
Closed

CPC Motion 19492
CPC Motion 18108

Closed

CPC Motion 19384

233-237 Shipley street
36-38 Harriet Street

37531095
37531096
3731/101
3731/102

EastSoMa

Closed

EastSoMa

Closed

23
123,700

-119,900

171,650

Building Permit

201206223263
CPC Motion 18938
Building Permit

-1,875

22

25,430

-25,430

16,786

-22,884

2,550

44

201202274914

6,098

3753/106

333 Brannan street
363 Sixth Street

37881042

246 Ritch street

3776/092

East SoMa
East SoMa
EastSoMa

750 Harrison Street

3751/029

EastSoMa

3753/079

114

104
19

6065

-7,500

1.576

3,050

700

-12,396

-4,130

-32,400

···. $,otitlerrien~:(cPC ,~~O~~ ~o:, I'

Status

,,

'.; DiscretiontC!iry Reyiew, ~r
B\,ll~dfng)~:,erm~tAP,p~i~tion

I

377 6th St/988 Harrison

3753/148

..

Jllo,)

East SoMa

Closed

CPC Motion 19574

Net~o:usir:ig

, UnitS
(Entiuei!iehtJ

Cultural,
ln~~ti~~l,
Ed~qati<;>~I

(En~itlement)

Medical
(Entlttement)

Management,
Information,
and
Professional
SerVices
(Entitlement)

Production,
Distribution,
and Repair
(Entitlement)

-1,610

100

345 Brannan St

3788/039

East SoMa

Closed

CPC Motion 19001

750 2nd st

3794/002A

EastSoMa

Closed

CPC Motion 17949

135 Townsend St.

3794/022

EastSoMa

Closed

CPC Motion 19517

49,995

645 Harrison Street

3763/105

EastSoMa

Closed

CPC Motion 19524

98,964

-45,819

1125 Mission St.

3727/091

East SoMa

Closed

Building Permit
201511021472

35,842

-35,842

655 Folsom St.

3750/050

East SoMa

Closed

CPC Motion 19589

89
11

3418 26th Street

6529/034

Mission

Closed

Building Permit
200706204573

80 Julian Avenue

3547/027

Mission

Closed

CPC Motion 18162

411 Valencia

3554/027

Mission

Closed

Building Permit
200510135500

490 South Van Ness
Avenue

3553/008

Mission

Closed

Building Permit

3420 18th Street

3576/090

Mission

Closed

Building Permit
201311041054
Building Permit
201012237367
Building Permit
201601217608

Ret.ailand
Visitor-Lodging
Entertainment
(Entitlement)
(Entitiement)

6,485

102,285

14

-7,655

500
-50,480

-11,521

16,000
1,370

16

1,123

72
-4,675

16

1,000

1875 Mission Street

3548/032

Mission

Closed

17th Street and Folsom
Street Park

3571/018

Mission

Closed

1501 lSth Street

3553/054

Mission

Closed

CPC Motion 18459

40

8,222

480 Potrero Avenue

3973/002C
4025/001
4025/002
4025/013
4025/014

Mission

Closed

CPC Motion 18945

75

970

Mission

Closed

CPC Motion 18684

2550-2558 Mission
Street

3616/007

Mission

Closed

CPC Motion 18775

114

1450 15th Street

3549/064

Mission

Closed

CPC Motino 19292

23

626 Potrero Avenue/
2535 18th Street

39

-15,000

15,200

6066

14,750

-8,224

;~:: .....

.

'en~fl~~'ent"t~~d"~,~t?""NO..,
Status

.:

, Eliscr~ilo~ry ,Revie;W.,:~r
Building Pert1'~tAp"plicatio~
No.)

N~~'H,9u,sillg

· llnits ·
(Entitlement)

Medical
(Entitlement)

Management,
Information,
and
Professional
Services
(Entitlement)

'CUiturai,
ln~t!tutional,

Educational
(Entitlement)

:

300 South Van Ness

Production,

Distribution,
and Repair
(Entitlement)

Retail and
Entertainment
{Entitlement)

Visitor-Lodging
(Entitlement)

3548/001

Mission

Closed

CPC Motion 18767

0

0

0

0

0

20,040

0

3962/008

Mission

Closed

CPC Motion 19201

70

0

0

0

-3,000

1,600

0

3575/070

Mission

Closed

CPC Motion 19378

27

0

0

0

0

3,060

0

1198 Valencia Street

3635/0114

Mission

Closed

CPC Motion 19487

49

0

0

0

-440

5,050

0

1050 Valencia Street

3617/008

Mission

Closed

CPC Motion M-18185

16

0

0

0

0

1,830

0

720 & 740 Illinois Street;
2121 Third Street

4045/006
4045/021

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Closed

CPC Motion 18444

106

0

0

0

-8,500

0

0

801 Brannan/1 Henry
Adams

3783/001
3911/001

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Closed

CPC Motion 18793
CPC Motion 18794

671

0

0

0

-164,549

31,420

0

100117th Street/ 140
Pennsylvania Avenue

3987/009
3987/010

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Closed

CPC Motion 18979

37

0

0

0

-11,475

457

0

1111 8th Street

3808/004
3820/002
3820/003
3913/002
3913/003

Showplace
Square/Potrero HiJJ

Closed

CPC Resolution 18850

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1000 16th Street
(Daggett Triangle)

3833/001

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Closed

CPC Motion 18419

470

0

0

0

8,000

15,000

0

520 9th Street

3526/005

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Closed

Building Permit
201312124038

12

0

0

0

0

0

0

601 Townsend Street

3799/001

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Closed

CPC Moition 18619

0

0

0

72,600

-72,600

0

0

444 DeHaro Street

3979/001

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Closed

CPC Motion 18653

0

0

0

90500

0

-90500

0

752 Carolina Street

4096/110

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Closed

Building Permit
201109164799

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Avenue

346 Potrero Avenue

600 South Van Ness

Avenue

6067

..

..·..··

I
Status

Managen:ient,
1nformation,

C~l,~~al;
ltjstltotlO,nal;

MediCal

Educationa'.I

(Entitlement)

(Entitlement)

and
Professfonal
Services

Production,
Distribution,
and Repair
(Entitlement)

enr:::!!:~:nt

Visitor-Lodging

{Entitlement)

(Entitlement)

-20,000

545

(EntitJ~ment}

645 Texas Street

4102/026

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Closed

100 Hooper

3808/003

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Closed

CPC Motion 19314

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Closed

CPC Moition 18527

Building Permit

-10,000

91

201312093691

284,471

142,784

3780/006
850-870 Brannan Street

3780/007

(AKA 888 Brannan)

3780/007A

113,753

~113,753

-4,397

-6,130

7,000

3780/072
1717 17th Street

3980/007

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Closed

CPC Motion 18144

131 Missouri Street

3985/024

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Closed

Building Permit
201306199977

88 Arkansas Street/ 1500
& 1530 17th Street

3953/002
3953/002A

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Closed

2015-000453ENX

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

Closed

CPC Motion 19643

90116th Street and
1200 17th Street

909-921 Howard Street

3949/001
3949/00lA
3949/002
3950/001
3732/003
3732/004
3732/005
3732/099
3732/100
3732/145A
3732/146

1082 Howard St.

996 Missie

598 Bryant St.
1052-1060 Folsom
Street/ 190-194 Russ
Street

3762/121
3731/021
3731/023
3731/087

996 Mission St.

3704/025

41

-4,500

395

I
TBD

TBD

EastSoMa
EastSoMa

TBD
TBD

TBD
TBD

EastSoMa

TBD

T8D

East SoMa

TBD

TBD

-9,485

3,118

-4,500

-105,000

24,968

•.

I
East SoMa

-2,870

0 .

.

0

I

1785 15th Street

3555/036

Mission

TBD

Building Permit
201401065589

645 Valencia Street

3576/062

Mission

TBD

TBD

1800 Mission Street

3547/001

Mission

TBD

TBD

2750 19th Street

4023/004A

Mission

TBD

TBD

42

49,980

-2,801
3,300

-5,659

-385
-355
-780
-4,382

119,600
60

6068

-119,600

39,920

-10,934

7,471

76

'"','.,,',;'.,,',;' ': ",':,<"?

,: ~ri~~1~~~~~~(9~~:~~ti,~!t'~0~.'.
Dl~r~tiol}a~~ ~~xiew, ,~r
:~u!lding Perin,~~A'pp11ea~on
Nq.)>

',~~}~~,~~in~
Units:
(EntiUeine»j)

Cu~tUra1,'
'Institutional;
EdUCational
(Entitlerrierit)

Medical
(Entitlement)

Man'agement.
!nformation,
and
Professional

Services

Production,
Distribution,
and Repair
(Entitlement)

Retail and
Visitor-Lodging
Entertalnment
(Entitlement)
(Entitlement)

(Entitlement)
TBD

44

-2,500

-13,793

0

0

1,740

1798 Bryant Street

3965/010

Mission

T8D

TBD

0

2918-2924 Mission St.

6529/002

Mission

TBD

TBD

55

-500

TBD
TBD

62

4,577

T8D

29

793 South Van Ness
1850 Bryant St.
3620 Cesar Chavez
344 14th St. & 1463
Stevenson St.
1950 Mission St.

3532/021
3554/005

2 Henry Adams

3910/001

828 Brannan Street

3780/004E

184-188 Hooper Street

1400 16th Street

Mission
Mission
Mission

TBD

Mission

TBD

TBD

45

Mission

TBD

TBD

157

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

TBD

TBD

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

TBD

TBD

3808/004

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

TBD

TBD

3938/001

Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill

TBD

TBD

3591/024

3970/006
6568/032
3532/013

TBD
TBD

172,394

-4,600
0

2,939
-3,200

672

18,995

5,849
11,357

2,368
0

60

115,000

16,045

6069

-12,605

2,798

-4,000

5,000

-19,886

600
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Cases of Illegal PDR Conversions

Conversion from PDR to
office

PDR-1-G

PDR-1-G

ALABAMA ST, 94110

Closed -Abated

11/9/2015

ALABAMA ST, 94110

Closed -Abated

12/10/2015

Alleged loss of PDR
space

7/20/2015

conversion of industrial
space to headquarters for
tech start up. No permit
for conversion to
professionaVbusiness
offices and not permitted
in PDR 1-G zoning district

ALABAMA ST, 94110

BRYANTST94107

03RD ST, 94107

19TH ST, 94107

Closed -Abated

5/12/2015

Closed -Abated

Closed

Conversion of
building use from
PDR to Office without
approval, in district
that does not perm it
office.

SALi

12/10/2015

Illegal change of use to
office

4/13/2015

Alleged conversion of
PDR to Office use.

6070

PDR-1-G

Office use is not
permitted in the PDR-1-G
Zoning District. Office
use must cease all
operations.
Office use is not
permitted in the PDR-1-G
Zoning District. Office
use must cease all
operations.
Office use is not
permitted inthe PDR-1-G
Zoning District. Office
use must cease all
operations.

Office use is not
permitted in the SALi
Zoning District

UMU

All work done without permits

UMU

Office use not permitted on ground
floor of UMU Zoning District Office
permitted on upper floors if building is
registered for office.

EASTERN NEIGHBORHOODS MONITORING REPORTS 2011-15-DRAFT

Employment by 3-digit NAICS

6071

Appendix F Changes in PDR Employment by 3-die;lt NAICS code
East SOMA

Oa:upation
Construction
Food Manufacturing
Apparel Manufacturing
Other Manufacturing
Printing and Publishing
Repair Service
Transp. Equipment Building Supplies
Wholesale
Transportation and Warehousing
Film & Sound Recording
Information
Utilities
Repair and Maintenance
AllPDRJOBS

3-digltNAICS

236-238
311,312
313·315
316, 321, 322, 324-327, 331·335, 337
323,511
336
339,444
423-425
481, 483-488, 491-493
512
515,517
221,562
811

2010
919
14
25
184
2,466
10
16
218
265
200
765
15
0
5,098

2015
984
30
9
446
2,247
4
89
435
537
148
545
20
189

%change

S.684

11%

7%
117",(;
-64%
142%
-9%
-60%
445%
99%
103%
-26%
·29%
30%
NA

2010
946
27
140
161
152
0
48
648
265
154
272
35
0
2,854

Western SOMA
2015
%change

1,329
37
116
150
346
0
145
820
312
190
504
6
244
4,198

40%
34%
-17%
-7%
127%
NA

203%
27%
18%
23%
82%
-84%
NA

47%

6072

Mission

2010
854
226
253
217
125
0
72
281
243
153
591
0
0
3,015

2015
622
333
203
440
214
27
124
390
198
342
598
10
291
3,791

%change

·27%
47%
·20%
103%
72%
NA

72%
39%
-19%
123%
1%
NA
NA

26%

Appendix F Changes in PDR Employment by 3-digit NAICS Code
Occupation
Construction
Food Manufacturing
Apparel Manufacturing
Other Manufacturing
Printing and Publishing
Repair Service
Transp. Equipment, Building Supplies
Wholesale
Transportation and Warehousing
Film & Sound Recording
!nfonnation
Utillties
Repair and Maintenance
ALLPDRJOBS

3-dliltNAICS
236-238
311,312
313-315
316, 321, 322, 324-327, 331-335, 337
323,511
336
339,444
423-425
481, 483-488, 491-493
512
515,517
221,562
811

Showplace Potrero
2010
%change
2015
541
638
18%
228
141%
94
-84%
103
16
-10%
623
S64
169
235
39%
-100%
138
0
26
98
271%
1,357
1,189
-12%
1,083
1,017
-6%
16
36
122%
-10%
lSS
140
-8%
222
204
0
15
NA
4,529
4,381
-3%

Central Waterfront
2010
2015
%change
767
950
24%
89
127
42%
-77%
17
75
131
132
1%
256
121
-53%
6
12
lO&Ai
-28%
93
6S
380
446
17%
301
-39%
184
81
63%
50
SS
214
287%
0
147
NA
0
26
NA
2,203
2,524
15%

6073

ALLEN

2010
4,028
4S1
597
1,316
3,168
1S3
256
2,884
2,157
573
1,843

zn
0
17,698

2015
4,523
7S3
361
1,731
3,164
42
523
3,281
2,248
797
2,002
387
765
20,577

%change
12%
67%
-39%
32%
0%
-72%
104%
14%
4%
39%
9%
42%
NA

16%
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Mayor's Office

Housing Income and
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2016
MAXIMUM INCOME BY HOUSEHOLD SIZE
derived from the
Unadjusted Area Median Income (AMI)
for HUD Metro Fair Market Rent Area (HMFA) that contains San Francisco
Income Definitio

2 Person

20% OF MEDIAN

3 Person

4Person

SPerson

6 Person

7 Person

8 Person

9 Person

$17,250

$19,400

$21,550

$23,250

$25,000

$26,700

$28,450

$29,300

25% OF MEDIAN

$18,850

$21,550

$24,250

$26,950

$29,100

$31,250

$33,400

$35,550

$36,600

30% OF MEDIAN

$22,600

$25,850

$29,100

$32,300

$34,900

$37,500

$40,050

$42,650

$43,950

40% OF MEDIAN

$30,150

$34,450

$38,800

$43,100

$46,500

$50,000

$53,400

$56,850

$58,600

50% OF MEDIAN

$37,700

$43,100

$48,500

$53,850

$58,150

$62,500

$66,800

$71,100

$73,250

55% OF MEDIAN

$41,450

$47,400

$53,300

$59,250

$63,950

$68,700

$73,450

$78,200

$80,550

60% OF MEDIAN

$45,250

$51,700

$58,150

$64,600

$69,800

$74,950

$80,150

$85,300

$87,850

70% OF MEDIAN

$52,800

$60,300

$67,850

$75,400

$81,400

$87,450

$93,500

$99,500

$102,500

72% OF MEDIAN

$54,300

$62,050

$69,800

$77,550

$83,750

$89,950

$96,150

$102,350

$105,450

75% OF MEDIAN

$56,550

$64,600

$72,700

$80,800

$87,250

$93,700

$100,150

$106,600

$109,850

80% OF MEDIAN

$60,300

$68,900

$77,550

$86,150

$93,050

$99,950

$106,850

$113,700

$117,150

90% OF MEDIAN

$67,850

$77,550

$87,250

$96,950

$104,650

$112,450

$120,200

$127,950

$131,800

100% OF MEDIAN

$75,400

$86,150

$96,950

$107,700

$116,300

$124,950

$133,550

$142,150

$146,450

110% OF MEDIAN

$82,950

$94,750

$106,650

$118,450

$127,950

$137,450

$146,900

$156,350

$161,100

120% OF MEDIAN

$90,500

$103,400

$116,350

$129,250

$139,550

$149,950

$160,250

$170,600

$175,750

135% OF MEDIAN

$101,800

$116,300

$130,900

$145,400

$157,000

$168,700

$180,300

$191,900

$197,700

140% OF MEDIAN

$105,550

$120,600

$135,750

$150,800

$162,800

$174,950

$186,950

$199,000

$205,050

150% OF MEDIAN

$113,100

$129,250

$145,450

$161,550

$174,450

$187,450

$200,350

$213,250

$219,700

175% OF MEDIAN

$131 950

$150,750

$169,650

$188,500

$203,550

$218 650

$233,700

$248,750

$256,300

200% OF MEDIAN

$150,800

$172,300

$193,900

$215,400

$232,600

$249,900

$267,100

$284,300

$292,900

San Francisco Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development
Notes:
1. Source: U.S. Dept. of Housing and Urban Development, published March 28, 2016.
2. Figures derived by SF MOH from HUD's 2016 Median Family Income for a 4 person HouseHold for San Francisco ('HMFA'),
unadjusted for high housing costs, and are rounded to the nearest $50.
3. Additional information on HUD's defined income limits can be found at: http://www.huduser.org/portal/datasetsfll.html

Effective Date: 3/28/2016
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2016
MAXIMUM MONTHLY RENT BY UNIT TYPE
Wtth and Wtthout Utiltties - for MOH singlefamily programs
delived from the
Unadjusted Area Median Income (AMI)
for HUD Metro Fair Market Rent Area (HMFA) that contains San Francisco
Published by the San Francisco Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development
SRO

I

STUDIO

I

1 BDRM

I

2BDRM

I

3BDRM

I

4BDRM

I

5BDRM

*As published by the San Francisco Housing

$45

$45

$52

$69

$90

$111

$134

With Utilities
Without Utilities

$283
$238

$378
$333

$431
$379

$485
$416

$539
$449

$581
$470

$625
$491

With Utilities
Without Utilities

$353
$308

$471
$426

$539
$487

$606
$537

$674
$584

$728
$617

$781
$647

With Utilities
Without Utilities

$424
$379

$565
$520

$646
$594

$728
$659

$808
$718

$873
$762

$938
$804

With Utilities
Without Utilities

$565
$520

$754
$709

$861
$809

$970
$901

$1,078
$988

$1,163
$1,052

$1,250
$1,116

With Utilities
Without Utilities

$707
$662

$943
$898

$1,078
$1,026

$1,213
$1,144

$1,346
$1,256

$1,454
$1,343

$1,563
$1,429

With Utilities
Without Utilities

$777
$732

$1,036
$991

$1,185
$1,133

$1,333
$1,264

$1,481
$1,391

$1,599
$1,488

$1,718
$1,584

With Utilities
Without Utilities

$848
$803

$1,131
$1,086

$1,293
$1,241

$1,454
$1,385

$1,615
$1,525

$1,745
$1,634

$1,874
$1,740

With Utilities
Without Utilities

$990
$945

$1,320
$1,275

$1,508
$1,456

$1,696
$1,627

$1,885
$1,795

$2,035
$1,924

$2,186
$2,052

With Utilities
Without Utilities

$1,018
$973

$1,358
$1,313

$1,551
$1,499

$1,745
$1,676

$1,939
$1,849

$2,094
$1,983

$2,249
$2,115

With Utilities

$1,060
$1,015

$1,414
$1,369

$1,615
$1,563

$1,818
$1,749

$2,020
$1,930

$2,181
$2,070

$2,343
$2,209

Without Utilities

$1,131
$1,086

$1,508
$1,463

$1,723
$1,671

$1,939
$1,870

$2,154
$2,064

$2,326
$2,215

$2,499
$2,365

With Utilities
Without Utilities

$1,272
$1,227

$1,696
$1,651

$1,939
$1,887

$2,181
$2,112

$2,424
$2,334

$2,616
$2,505

$2,811
$2,677

With Utilities
Without Utilities

$1,414
$1,369

$1,885
$1,840

$2,154
$2,102

$2,424
$2,355

$2,693
$2,603

$2,908
$2,797

$3,124
$2,990

With Utilities
Without Utilities

$1,555
$1,510

$2,074
$2,029

$2,369
$2,317

$2,666
$2,597

$2,961
$2,871

$3,199
$3,088

$3,436
$3,302

With Utilities
Without Utilities

$1,697
$1,652

$2,263
$2,218

$2,585
$2,533

$2,909
$2,840

$3,231
$3,141

$3,489
$3,378

$3,749
$3,615

With Utilities
Without Utilities

$1,909
$1,864

$2,545
$2,500

$2,908
$2,856

$3,273
$3,204

$3,635
$3,545

$3,925
$3,814

$4,218
$4,084

With Utilities
Without Utilities

$1,979
$1.934

$2,639
$2,594

$3,015
$2,963

$3,394
$3,325

$3,770
$3.680

$4,070
$3,959

$4,374
$4,240

With Utilities
Without Utilities

$2,121
$2 076

$2,828
$2.783

$3,231
$3179

$3,636
$3 567

$4,039
$3 949

$4,361
$4,250

$4,686
$4,552

SRO
$1,059

STUDIO
$1,412

1 BDRM
$1,814

2BDRM
$2,289

3BDRM
$2,987

4BDRM
$3,556

5BDRM
$4,089

STUDIO
$1,553

1 BDRM
$1,995

2BDRM
$2,517

3 BDRM
$2,987

4BDRM
$3,556

5BDRM
$4,089

STUDIO
$1 026
$1 256

1 BDRM
$1 099
$1 409

2BDRM
$1 318
$1 693

3BDRM
$1 523
$1 947

4BDRM
$1 700
$2153

5BDRM
$1 876
$2 357

Authority on 12/1/2015
20% OF MEDIAN

25% OF MEDIAN

30% OF MEDIAN

40% OF MEDIAN

50% OF MEDIAN

55% OF MEDIAN

60% OF MEDIAN

70% OF MEDIAN

72% OF MEDIAN

75% OF MEDIAN
Without Utilities

80% OF MEDIAN
With Utilities
90% OF MEDIAN

100% OF MEDIAN

110% OF MEDIAN

120% OF MEDIAN

135% OF MEDIAN

140% OF MEDIAN

150% OF MEDIAN

FAIRMRKT:
Source: HUD, effective 1010112014

httgs· i fvvvvw. huduser.gov/ QO rta!ldatasets/fmr/frnrs/FY2016 code/2016surnmaCi odn
See also SFHA Payment Standards:

Source: SFHA, effective 11112016

SFHA Payment Standard:

SRO
$1,164

hitQ:.LL_www sfha.or ISFHA Pa ment Standards 1-1-2016. df

LOW HOME RENTS
HIGH HOME RENTS

https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/reportmanagement/published/HOME RentLimits State CA 2015.pdf

Assumptions/Notes:
1. Rents Calculated at 30% of corresponding monthly income limit amount.
2. Utility allowances were detennined by the San Francisco Housing Authority, effective 12/1/2015. For more infonnation, see

http://sfha.org/FY2016_SFHA_Utility_Allowance_Schedule.pdf and http://www.hud.gov/offices/pih/programslph/phecclallowances.cfm.
3. Occupancy Standard is one person per bedroom plus one additional person.

Effective Date: 312812016
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Room Occupancy Hotels and Number of Residential

1941 MISSION ST
356220THST
37 WOODWARD ST
422 VALENCIA ST
304816TH ST
179 JULIAN AV
30 SYCAMORE ST
1906 MISSION ST
520 SOUTH VAN NESS
2135 MISSION ST
21514THST
303216THST
405 VALENCIA ST
447 VALENCIA ST
314316THST
279116THST
316116TH ST
504 VALENCIA ST
528 VALENCIA ST
344418THST
2030 MISSION ST
2032 MISSION ST
2042 MISSION ST
2056 MISSION ST
2072 MISSION ST
2084 MISSION ST
2284 MISSION ST
2126 MISSION ST
2176 MISSION ST
559 VALENCIA ST
663 VALENCIA ST
2370 MISSION ST
1041 VALENCIA ST
2522 MISSION ST
2361 MISSION ST
306116THST
3491 20TH ST
2477 MISSION ST
868 VALENCIA ST
2438 MISSION ST
3270 21STST
2697 MISSION ST
2766 MISSION ST
2901 MARIPOSA ST
1462 VALENCIA ST
3550 CESAR CHAVEZ
3414 25TH ST

39
22
59
80
87
27
24
28
188
46
13
18
47
42
20
86
54
63
49
14
13
18
12
20
16
50
10
40
43
63
40
12
12
9
64
20
41
15
24
5
11
14
31
46
7
49
20
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251 09TH ST
205 09TH ST
42 WASHBURN
1554 HOWARD ST

732 22ND ST
2342 03RD ST

1040 FOLSOM ST
172 06TH ST
170 06TH ST
152 06TH ST
136 06TH ST
106 06TH ST
102 06TH ST
226 06TH ST
1011 HOWARD ST
1095 MISSION ST
42 06TH ST
34 06TH
88 6TH ST
74 06TH ST
68 06TH ST
48 06TH ST

1312 UTAH ST

16
32
24
35

31
18

38
10
25
15
12
100
14
11
55
14
21
120
180
167
29
41

16
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Neighborhoods Matrix of Infrastructure and Services
Need
Need
Factor

Improvement

Need- Unit

No of
People

Factor
per

Reference

person
Community Facility_

____ __!~~~~ _ 0.00077' .9~.iJ~.~.~~}.-~.~- !';! ~_e_ds_ A~~~s-~~~~~ __
__ 1,_20_0 o_OIJ()()6_()r_igin_al_E_N_N_ee_ds_ Asse_ssment
Recreation and _Open Spa_ce
1_,_000 0~_0 00 04 __ Ori_ginal EN Nexusstudx_
____________ 10,000 _ Q.O()D_23 __ ()riginal EN Nexus Study
Multi-Use Fields
Courts
2 courts
___ _ ____10,_000 __o, OOQ~ __()rigi_na_l_EN Nex_us_,5!ll~\'_
- --Tennis
·- - ···-··-···--·.
·--------Outdoor
basket bal I court
___ !CJ,_QOO __O:CJOO~ __()rig_iri_~l!r-Jr-J_exus Study ____ _
2 courts
-· ·- ---· ·--· ---_Original EN Nexus Study_
___ _ ______ _ __ _ ______ _ _____ ___ __0,1_7__rni15'_SC)fBlu_e Greenway_
Walkway and bi k_e\N~Y t_ra_il~
147,201 0.00037 Citywide N_exus Study (2015)
55 acres
qe~n Sp~ce - ne~-~-~_r_k~_~L~w!de
147,201 0.00347 Citywide Nexus Study (2015)
511 acres
Open Space - rehab_Ui.~atioi:i

_____ ---~ ____ _____Q:__~·~uad ~~E~0.06 centers
0.04 centers
2.25 fields

Police (E_qlJiement)
Public Health Centers

·---~-----

-------·---~--

---·--------------------·--·------~----·---~---~-----

Childcare

Childcare - forTo_ddl_ers Attrib_uta~le_t<>_~~Lde_11tjaL(irCJ_wtl1 ___________ _3~3~12, _s_)"lc:_e_s__

_51,8_§6 _ 0_00758 __ Citywide Nexus Study (2015)
51,~66
0.0299 Citywid" Nexus Study_(201!;)

_ ·-----~~?_?~~~-:~e~-~~~

Residential
Complete StreE!tS I Transpo,-t~tion

88 Citywider-Jex_<JS_Stu_dy(2Q~)_
- ··-····- ··- - --- --- --- ----·-·--·····-··-- --------·- 88>sf of sidewalk
Net\O/()_r:k_
-------------~_111_il_e_s___ ______________ 1,211,21! __ Cl._OQ_OQ_J,_Cit_yv;_i~_r-J_ex_us_Stu_dy (2015)
Transportation - Bike _:_lnterse_ction lmpro\'e_111ents_
13'intersections
_1,211,2_17 0.00001 _CitywlcjeN_e_><IJS Study_(2015)
____ J,,_2),1,2~7 _ 0.0044 Citywide Nexus Study(2015)
Transportation: Bike_: Bike_Pi3fki_ng!;pa_ces_____ ___ _ _ _ _ _ ____ 5~333_.IJ() se_a_ce_s
Transportation - Bike - Bike Sharing
66rbike share stations
1,211,217 o_oooss _ Citywid_e r-Jexus Study (2015)
~~

------~----'"·------------·-----

Tra~spor1atiC)n :_Bi~:P_r5'_m_i_um Bi_~~
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J,

Capital Projects
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Eostem Neighborhoods
U<tofCop!CllProjece

Commun!tySased

CompleteStroets

'

Planncd-fullylundtd.

carrratnbrldgeUghtlrlg

Project

CentralWaterfr~nt

CentrolWo!orfro-;:;t--

CentralWatorfront

Commu~ity-11a-;;..tl-

o-;n Space

Project

CentrolWaterfront

Communltv

EiaSltd

OP.,n Space-

iPloaih~ldor fcr'dne er mere now·p;rks; open ~p;,.;:-Or ;.;-Crel,tfo...,l li>dllty fer the ientt:.I

:WMerfront.
i.oei.ted>11t.ttied.!Dd~di)tiriiOi1citl!lthStr~or.lhoplatile:riv111ot1Sapedf:str!anspareors.ooosf

PloniiedondW1darmy:!l:lb<=uriderctmstrualonscon.

doslgntdmccommodatespec!aleventsondrotallngartuhlblt1.bulb-outs,o:.1f6.andother
mowb!cl$Htlngond blueherse11tlng.

-· -!ThOUi:h.nOtv;,cscOp;;d ci£fum;;·t;;,-;;t,-i;ee;;·;;,t·;nfoeWest'..b11sh·ne;i)4rks-.nd/CCir,'.;p,:c:,;,- - -- 'Pioru;J,;-i u~d<i..wi; "tfotfuiivtund;i: . IEsprltPofk.

ContralWot<>rfront

ContralWot<>rfrontandShowplaoo
Squ:1U1/Potrero
ControlWotorfrontondShowploce

Complete Streets

22ndStreetSteps (MissourltoTex.as)
i22ndstf';;el:(rennsYf.:i~~iatOrexas)

Squore/Potrero

P~lnHfctylmprovomentsOn&thStroatfromMarlrtotw HowardS!ruu. ProJecttould
ifdewlllkw!dcnlngcnbothsklesof&thStrel!t,Vehldetravel lanereduetlcn,'flex"xeneond
~red rmdlan with ral<ed refuge:, pe-destr!anwllel!ghtlng.Mw<treetl\lmlshlngsandtree
l&tha~d M1n~~'(!,-;i-no.<Jgn"';:ij ··~·

· · · .. ·--· · · ., · ·

- ·

'KlngSi(B!lce-laiieobetween:znd,isrd)

· ""An;,j. i,;;p;;,.,;~~ntS'that1nc1ud,; .;.~.,;i;~W,;"1b-;-.~;;,"Pc<l·~ph.i1~tn.ffio.~tm1ii!.(ii1ca.ies,

Eo<tSomO

Plannedl!nd 1mde~y:tommunltyengagcmentcummdyundcrwav.

:c.;;-,.,pi.;i;; -

' -

-~ PIOnned-·nolcafnp1em. --

· • eo;,,p1~t..·

strecttrees,amongolherfeoture. Minna and NatomaStreots. lr<lm GlhStreetto MarySITl!et;
Teharno,C!<imentl1111,Shlplav,•ndaarostreae,1r<lm6!hStreettoSlhStr..,1

SOuihParkRi!habf11t:ltiOn__ _

p;,iic-~-,r;p,.;pc.i~w1ru:1Uiie-avariefyofdlrterentPioirummatkspoee$,liic:lud1ngi-

iifunn.!darld-unde.Way:-Undii"tomtruction.

chlfdren's play arta,11•'11eopen rm11dow,pliu~ofvarylnaso:a~. and a varlet'{ of arusd~!gned

forslt!lna•nd/<>rplcriJddngtolncreaseparl:capaclty.

SthStreet(greenba~kE!dsharrows)

- G;;;nbackSl1.iITTiW;1rom-M~fk~ttoTQ;;;;(;ildOl1Sthsr:---- - !nciUd...iS1dWiikw!denl"i"Curfu1'1!!b1k~Wrlh.flciat1n8P1utJns•ndtius'board!ne-1slarid1,

Complete

"P1anned-on.lunderWily;riil!yJUnd..ti;Wnitrualonexi:>octtdfoll20l6.

l'Chldelanereductronondtn1ffkslgna!modlflca~ons

B>~tSomo

(adjoi:ent)

iht1udess~tse11-i:>olmPro...emenisOli'Si!WiithSiielit~tWee-;:; iW.rl:et.Y!'ld-H3iTlsc!i"Str.!e~
Piarliio:ioi:
Elam1111ts Jrn:ludrr Radudna the amount of trafflo lanl!S !rllm fcurl:D three; thellddl~on ofa buffer'

s-ep.oruted bJka l1ma or"ql":la tru~k"; comer bulbs •nd ~11$ bulb$ at lntl!rs«tla~ redlldna
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(ulod'ii ioliiiniisooi.)

East<!mNclghbcrhcods
U<tcfC:.pltillProJ=

EootSomo and Western Soma

Mojcr

CompleteStre<its

M•JcrProJ-=cts

'Q;;.;,1.,t~ s·tt;.. ~

Stree=pe Projects

HowardStreetscape
" .• S~Ni~·A!!~ays (Ml~~;; StiipteY:Ci~~:

N-atoma,

Clementina)
eonlpleteS"treelS

Removecnc-mive!lanc-cn7thStrlleti>ll'tweenHartiscm-.;;dMortretS!rceeandst\ldythc
cpenit!Qncrthenewlllneeonligur:itlcn.ThelanercductlcnwlllhelplnfcrmtMenvlronmenli!l
review fer the preferred design cf the ENTRl~P_S.?.~~~-tStreetse;1pe.

Completii

:Pl11CChcldcrfcr enc er more new porks, open sp.11re, er rcaeatlonal fodllty fer the South cf
:Marl<et.

Girle -F.fi0i1d]s0MA Retreatlon-CE:iiter RE:cOilst:NCt:JOrl

Piittls fcr-ihCrt.hiiblliQtlQii-ctGeile i:rleridWrreiitlv1nciu.di.i:lemol1Uilng theexrsij°,;gslnicturciirld i>ianni.d ar.d-UnderWr;.W~ted lnltl•liihltSll otcCmmur.1iyenpsamenl; cummt1Y1n plannlna·
rcbulldlngolorger,mcrcflexlbleandattnietlvefaclllty.
pl\as.e..

Street:W:p..·,;np,o;;em;;nts tO ffii.k.; llleStfflet-s'e&1m11td~~l>~-~; pl~••: 1;;bi~t1~ns 1~~1'ude

Pi.nn~d-ond UlldeM;Y:·und;r;;;;n-;tr~n:

wldcnedo1dcwalks,nil•cd•h•rcd•urface,.newstreettreC$andlandsc.oplng.andpcmolo

COmplctoStrccts

S!Te<i"~peProJee.ts

PotreroAve.

Riipiivlngand Ut11ftyup~des tromAlamedl 1t12SltiS!re"ct. Bui bulbl,pedand blkelmpn:rvernents P1<11niied anC:lufideiWiii.O..~ntly underi;cNtrUctlon.
throughout. Foo.lied $\Tee~lngbt~n2unnd 25th lncludlng medL!in, widened 11dewalia;
andpede!'t!ianllghtlng.
1~ M1,0fcr.-str.;.,bc;ip,; Pion' (fiiim?>n1;~sh;twen;w, :i6)
o,;;-..;pb,~1-"~oi~ircnrtY fun.ie.i.

16tti.indcapp(trafficslgnal)

Ccmptl!tl!St:mets

Ma)cr

Major

OponS~ce

Open Space New

17thandFolsomStreetPark

o.,.,,nspaceR.ehab

Josecoronado Piayground

A nawpar!(atl7th and Fo\$0m thatwlll lncludaachlldn:m'•playor.i,demcn1tn1tlcn gardefl,
outdoor amphlthut=r and se11dng. among otheram...,ltlcs..

Plllnnedarid undcrw~Ulldorcoraroctlcm.

Co;.:;munltv sa-~d. - oPe~ sp;.;;·PrcJcct
CommunltvB~d

OpenSpaee

Plonned:·od<!ltlon•IJ.COplng~.

Project
Plonncd,fuliYtunded."-

Thls•mallerneaHermprojectlocli3torcronstructtheplayi:roundatthls1mallparic.

Project

Ccmmunllvaased

Opensp.1ee

flaiienBrlcig(ipaik(Ci:GReciplent)

Profect

~.lrdi"~lmprO\rimlrn.tofFallen.Bridso-Plirk. at:Orii"riiur.ltYW!lldp:irtc,iocated at!lu!

blledcrthi. eomPicte

1·101pedestrlanbrtd110cnltswe<ulde.
'Thl."ProJ;ct inCiUd-;..' ;;;;h~nd~atll~f.lCiiifytc;a· higher C..~p'..cltYAq'uaii.;s'.C..-;;t.;,;;;;;:;;ct,,·b~s'ld.;< -

P1~n~-~i:I aiUiUnde.wui. cum.iitl)r'«,m?JCH--.;g~,;.;.,:;~~itY ;,,,gageme~tlo~ 1irn1I d~gn.

"'furbl•hlngthepool,wculdalsolncludeaddlngaddltlcnAla1n11nltleosuchamult1-pufll0$(lroom

andasllde.
Mlr.slcn

Major

'M~Jcr Projects

-

16tll Str;~ Mult!moda I Corridor Project

- Piar.ned~niu~d~~tunvtund-.,.,, ph~ rmp1trilenrat10n tO be~;.~;,,, hard ainstruct1on to bei:in

c:Onceptual·nofcurrentlyfll1ided.

MlsslcnandShowplaeeSquare/

Planned.

showpl~ccs.;u~rc/Potrato

cOmmunltyB.o;..d

Comple~Streets

1Mcc1-too:hedcJ

PrcJeets
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Plannedandund~rway.

EastemNolghborhoodo
UstcfC..pltalPrc)ects

i7thStreet-{phasedwlthLoopOS)

ShowploceSqu1110 / Potrcro

Str<:etseapo lmprcv~ments !Dactlvata the port!oncf17tll Strtrt!tthotcrosscs u~<!erthe101.

Pl.inned; fUndlngbalngsought.

Gr=ii:onnectfonSmieiITTi)i1nmivenl!Om:W1sCons1nSiT..Dt~n-J~.!PiOY8roU,.;d11nd

toneeptull·notcummtfyllmded.

ShowploccSquorc/Pctrcro

showpi<lecSquorc I Pott"e~c-

1S!hStrtrt!t

- Si:O!)O'fortha t".!lilbllit11tlon-c;r ilckSon pf.,Yiirou-ndiS cum;;,tty-bl!1ngd8wior)ed ~tween
Pari:,FrlendsofJaclcscnPlayground,UveOokSchoclal'>dothetlnterested1>1rties.

shoWplaecS~wore/Pouero

ShowploecSquorc/Potrcro

Majer

ShowploceSquorc/Potroro

CommunltySllstrd

i

Plinnedandunderwiry,

CoTinediart FrlendShiP Gardiin Outdoor c1a5sroOm [CCG i:riit1oii 01 a comrrlu.!11Y c-utt10ord"im-oom attiie cOnrlecilrutStrmFr1en<Uhlp Go-rden

C!)enSP<lc.t --

Recipient)

Pro)~

;openSP<Jee

Re.: and Plonna'd: P1onni,;gunderwsy~-fimdrngiCiiVeiY bc.1ng.,ougM::

1mmedlotefyudJocent!DPoU'ero RecreatfC11 Center.
1As.erlru:ofopen<1>11C.,andstroot:scape!nmrventtonsottheln1arsectfomofl7thStreotand

OpenSpoeeNcw

., :ec;.;,ptW,1;"..ctt,jn\r;;,.;kl~ifu.ldin.8.

1HlghwoylOltl\.atwouldactfvateondenllventheunderutlllied•paceolcn60ndunderthofreoway.
OpenSpa~New

shOwpl.iccSquare/Pctrcro

M;/~;;---·~~-:r;·~~;-~--~,Tr~;:;;it---· ·-r.1;;-~s routinSTrl'ShOWPi~ce7p-;;1;rer~-;·;tcentraT .~ ~-~----.-.,-··- ·~·

Waterfront.
M;J/or

ComplotoStrects

StrectsapePro/e=

8.thStreetStreetscape

Strtlt!tsape Improvements en ElghthStrcetbetween Marketand Harrl~nStreets. Elements
Include:: Theadd1tlcncl~nlmprovl!db"1fcr$eparatl!dblkclonc•cyc1etracl:"uslngolthetpntklng
orralsedtn1fflcblond<;<:e>merbulb•ondbus:bWbsatlnteruct!cmreduclnspedestriancrosslng

· str;,-;;HQpe1mP-;w;,e;i;-th~tirlciud«O~O;;d li!h~;ii1•;~;;."pi;;&, ·p;,~t~i fumi.hi,.;is. ~n·d -·

Pl.inned: (updam coming soon)

Ptan~;;-d-and uOderWiY. ·con;truction-~ t;.,gi;·,0on:--

'underi:mund!ns ut1ll1Y llnes.

ComploteStrHt:I

Strl!Otscope Pro/ee1:1

Western

SOMA Gateway Treatments at highway off·
p.,';sJblcl,.;p..,,;c,;;cms b~~~ .c,;l;omand B~triccthot~uld lncl~de-~ •1lv1ni!s~ts" ••
treattr•:mtthat'""uldlrn:ludeWfdencdsldowallc:!.,land<caplngandsomeprcuommedu•e>...

Wcst~mScmo

EDatiPIUllenW!cnserel~re<urfacctre11tmentblotwl!11n8etrieeandHorrlsor1,wlthaslnS10

Ptan.iedandUnde1V4Ythrou51lln-klnd.

wutt\ bou~d tnivel lones, ~lilza plontlngs., seating. llght!ng11nd other amend(tle:; tQ11llow the Sp•Ct::
tob!IU$edforboth11cdv11•ndf"!Ssllterec:rell!i'onolus11andklrevenl$.
W~.u;~ Sc.;;.·~;;-d-S11o"wP1~;;;

- -·

Co~~PW~'1'Pb.ccho1der.for~~dinS~t;..;;;~pin(~;,J~-,;.;;1~·w;tr.,,;"ts treotinent.fcrsouth~;n '
pon:fonof7th5treet.

Squorc/Pcucro

Throughcut

comprem-streets

comp1e1e Stre~iS

Thrcughcut

Ttiroughcut

lcOi\Ceptiia1---.;;,t.;;;rn;;uy;un;;;,,rAW..il!;;-g'ii:AB.

Commun!tyS•!i<!d

Greenconnect1cns -- ---

-StrttW:aPe Pr0)e.:ts

GCSegmentSiBaSit-SiBti38e3ru:iWaYfindifi8: -

-Gmi.rnl 10W.livel 10W.COsi:1nmMintiOn; ici 81i$iOtiiOhs Of-!Ci6~dl!C.f0Giileii Ccnniclion~•Wi\ti'in- Geni:rn1· Pio;ehQ1dCr · ..
EMtemNel&fiborhccds:.

EN sireel:Scape-1mprovementsthrou8h 2025 - -

Opiii.Spai;O

Project
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Planning Code to Encourage Adaptive Reuse
Commercial Districts

Planning
Code
Section

Zoning District

Historic Status
(A10, A10D, All, NR or
CR)

Proposed Use

Approval
Authority
(ZAor
Planning
Commission)

Principal
803.9(a)

SoMa Mixed Use
Districts

UsesinSSO

AlO, AlOD or All

District

ZA

<25,000 sf
Principal
803.9(a)

SoMa Mixed Use
Districts

AlO, AlOD or All

UsesinSSO

Planning

District

Commission

>25,000 sf
803.9(b)(1)

SPD, MUG, MUO,
andMUR

AlO, AlOD or CR

All Uses

ZA

AlO, AlOD, All and
Extended Preservation
803.9(b)(2)

RED and RED-MX

District, NR (Individual
Only) or CR (Individual

Office or
Retail Use

ZA

Only)

AlO, AlOD, All and
Extended Preservation
803.9(b)(3)

WMUG

District, NR (Individual

Office Use

ZA

All Uses

ZA

Only) or CR (Individual
Only)

803.9(b)(c)

UMU

AlO, AlOD or CR
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Neighborhood Serving Business Codes

445210 Meat Markets
445220·

446191
447110.
Other Gasoline Stations

451110

451212
451220
452112
452990
453110

Florists
Used Merchandise Stores

519120

Libraries and Archives
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811192
811430
81149(}
812111
812112
812113
812310
812320
81291()
812922
813110.
813410

Cmc Wa:shes

Nail Salons

Civic and Social Organizations
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SAN FRANCISCO
PLANNING DEPARTMENT
DATE:

5 April 2016 - Corrected 11 April 2016

TO:

Honorable Members of the San Francisco Board of Supervisors

FROM:

John Rahaim
Director of Planning

RE:

1650 Mission St.
Suite 400
San Francisco,
CA 94103-2479
Reception:

415.558.6378

HOUSING BALANCE REPORT No. 3

Fax:

415.558.6409
Planning
Information:

415.558.6377

SUMMARY
This report is submitted in compliance with Ordinance No. 53-15 requiring the Planning
Department to monitor and report on the housing balance between new market rate and new
affordable housing production. One of the stated purposes of the Housing Balance is "to
ensure that data on meeting affordable housing targets City-wide and within neighborhoods
informs the approval process for new housing development." This report is the third in the
series and covers the ten-year period from 1January2006 through 31December2015.
The "Housing Balance" is defined as the proportion of all new affordable housing units to the
total number of all new housing units for a 10-year "Housing Balance Period." In addition, a
calculation of "Projected Housing Balance" which includes residential projects that have
received approvals from the Planning Commission or Planning Department but have not yet
received permits to commence construction will be included.
The Citywide Cumulative Housing Balance for the 2006 Ql - 2015 Q4 Housing Balance
Period is 18%, although this varies by districts. By comparison, 25% of net new housing
produced were affordable during the same time period. Distribution of the Cumulative
Housing Balance over the 11 Board of Supervisor Districts ranges from -201 % (District 4) to
49% (District 5). This variation, especially with negative housing balances, is due to the larger
number of units permanently withdrawn from rent control protection relative to the number
of total net new units and net affordable units built in those districts.
The Projected Housing Balance Citywide is 15%. Three major development projects were
identified in the ordinance for exclusion in the projected housing balance calculations until site
permits are obtained. These three projects add up to 22,400 net units, with over 5,170 affordable
units and would increase the projected housing balance to 21 % if included in the calculations.
It should be noted that this third Housing Balance Report adjusted the calculations to conform to

the ordinance's specifications and intention. The Cumulative Housing Balance in the first Housing
Balance Report, for example, included planned RAD public housing unit replacements that have
yet to be completed. In addition, the calculations included an accounting of all no-fault eviction
notices and were not limited to eviction types that result in permanent removal of units from the

Memo
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rental market as specified by the ordinance. (Revised tables for the previous housing balance
reporting periods are included in Appendix A.)

BACKGROUND
On 21April2015, the Board of Supervisors passed Ordinance No. 53-15 amending the Planning
Code to include a new Section 103 requiring the Planning Department to monitor and report on
the Housing Balance between new market rate housing and new affordable housing production.
The Housing Balance Report will be submitted bi-annually by March 1 and September 1 of each
year and will also be published on a visible and accessible page on the Planning Department's
website. Planning Code Section 103 also requires an annual hearing at the Board of Supervisors on
strategies for achieving and maintaining the required housing balance in accordance with the
City's housing production goals. (See Appendix B for complete text of Ordinance No. 53-15.)
The stated purposes for the Housing Balance Monitoring and Reporting are: a) to maintain a
balance between new affordable and market rate housing Citywide and within neighborhoods; b)
to make housing available for all income levels and housing need types; c) to preserve the mixedincome character of the City and its neighborhoods; d) to offset the withdrawal of existing
housing units from rent stabilization and the loss of single-room occupancy hotel units; e) to
ensure the availability of land and encourage the deployment of resources to provide sufficient
housing affordable to households of very low, low, and moderate incomes; f) to ensure adequate
housing for families, seniors and the disabled communities; g) to ensure that data on meeting
affordable housing targets Citywide and within neighborhoods informs the approval process for
new housing development; and h) to enable public participation in determining the appropriate
mix of new housing approvals.
Specifically, the Housing Balance Report will track performance toward meeting the goals set by
Proposition Kand the City's Housing Element. In November 2014, San Francisco's voters endorsed
Proposition K, which set a goal of 33% of all new housing units to be affordable. Housing
production targets in the City's Housing Element, adopted in April 2015, includes 28,870 new
units built between 2015 and 2022, 57%1 of which should be affordable. In addition, Mayor Ed
Lee set a goal of creating 30,000 new and rehabilitated homes by 2020; he pledged at least 30% of
these to be permanently affordable to low-income families as well as working, middle income
families.
This Housing Balance Report was prepared from data gathered from previously published sources
including the Planning Department's annual Housing Inventory and quarterly Pipeline Report data,
San Francisco Rent Board data, and the Mayor's Office of Housing and Community
Development's Weekly Dashboard.
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CUMULATIVE HOUSING BALANCE CALCULATION
Planning Code Section 103 calls for the Housing Balance "be expressed as a percentage, obtained

by dividing the cumulative total of extremely low, very low, low, and moderate income
affordable housing (all units 0-120% AMI) minus the lost protected units, by the total number of
net new housing units within the Housing Balance Period." The ordinance requires that the
"Cumulative Housing Balance" be provided using two calculations: a) one consisting of net
housing built within a 10 year Housing Balance period, less units withdrawn from protected
status, plus net units in projects that have received both approvals from the Planning
Commission or Planning Department and site permits from the Department of Building
Inspection, and b) the addition of net units gained through acquisition and rehabilitation of
affordable units, HOPE SF and RAD units. "Protected units" include units that are subject to rent
control under the City's Residential Rent Stabilization and Arbitration Ordinance. Additional
elements that figure into the Housing Balance include completed HOPE SF and RAD public
housing replacement, substantially rehabilitated units, and single-room occupancy hotel units
(SROs). The equation below shows the second, expanded calculation of the Cumulative Housing
Balance.

[Net New Affordable Housing +
Completed Acquisitions & Rehabs + Completed
HOPE SF + RAD Public Housing Replacement +
Entitled & Permitted Affordable Units]
- [Units Removed from Protected Status]

CUMULATIVE
=

HOUSING
BALANCE

[Net New Housing Built + Net Entitled & Permitted Units]

The first "Housing Balance Period" is a ten-year period starting with the first quarter of 2005
through the last quarter of 2014. Subsequent housing balance reports will cover the 10 years
preceding the most recent quarter. This report covers January 2006 (Ql) through December 2015
(Q4).
Table la below shows the constrained Cumulative Housing Balance for 10 year 2006 Ql - 2015
Q4 period is 9% Citywide. With the addition of completed acquisitions and rehabs and RAD
units, the expanded Cumulative Housing Balance is 18%. In comparison, the expanded
Cumulative Housing Balance for 10 year 2005 Ql - 2014 Q4 period is 16%. Owner Move-Ins were
not specifically called out by the Ordinance in the calculation of the Housing Balance but are
included here because this type of no-fault eviction results in the loss of rent controlled units
either permanently or for a period of time.
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Expanded Cumulative Housing Balances for Board of Supervisor Districts range from -201%
(District 4) to 49% (District 5). Negative balances in Districts 1(-25%),2 (-18%), 3 (-3%), 4 (-201%),
and 11 (-115%) resulted from the larger numbers of units removed from protected status relative
to the net new affordable housing and net new housing units built in those districts.

Table lA
Cumulative Housing Balance Calculation, 2006 Ql - 2015

BoS Districts

Net New
Affordable
Housing
Built

Units
Removed
from
Protected
Status

Total
Entitled
Affordable
Units
Permitted

Total Net
New Units
Built

Total
Entitled
Units

Housing
Balance

Bos District 1

172

(439)

4

374

98

-55.7%

BoS District 2

6

(353)

40

350

605

-32.1%

Bos District 3

224

(430)

14

1,207

221

-13.4%

1

-201.0%
20.6%

Bos District 4

10

{395)

103

88

Bos District 5

589

(402)

217

1,230

730

Bos District 6

3,116

(190)

602

13,921

5,564

i

18.1%

Bos District 7

96

(200)

-

160 ~

-19.1%

Bos District 8

313

{616)

170

1,078

626

!!

-7.8%

Bos District 9

226

(568)

20

1,142

255

l1

-23.0%

Bos District 10

758

(215)1

442

Bos District 11

22

(310)1

26

I

111

5,532

(4,118)

1,536

i

22,531

TOTALS

384

2,631 I

2,676 I

18.6%

117 i -114.9%
11,140 I

'

8.8%

I
11

!j
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Table 18
Expanded Cumulative Housing Balance Calculation, 2006 Q1 - 2015 Q4

BoS Districts

Net New
Affordable
Housing
Built

BoS District 1

172

Bos District 2

6

BoS District 3

224

BoS District 4

10

Bos District 5

589

Bos District 6

3,116

Bos District 7

96

Units
Removed
from
Protected
Status

Acquisitions
RAD Program
& Rehabs
Completed

Total
Entitled
Units

Housing
Balance

144

(439)

4

374

98

-25.2%

(353)

40

350

605

-17.8%

-

143

(430)

14

1,207

221

-3.4%

-

-

(395)

1

103

88

-201.0%

290

263

(402)

217

1,230

730

48.8%

189

(190)

602

13,921

5,564

23.8%

24

926

I
I

-

110

I

132

~

(200)

:I

384

160

1.1%

(616)11

170 I

1,078

626

-0.1%

(568)~

201

1,142

255

8.2%

442 i

2,631

2,676
117
11,140

1

313

-

BoS District 9

226

319

118

i

Bos District 10

758

-

213

I

(215)

BoS District 11

22

-

-

11

(310)1

5,532

Total Net
New Units
Built

113

-

Bos District 8

TOTALS

Total
Entitled
Affordable
Units
Permitted

1,559

i

-

11

:

v

1,425 i

26

I

111

1,536

'.I

22,531

1

(4,118)1

22.6%
-114.9%
17.6%

PROJECTED HOUSING BALANCE
Table 2 below summarizes residential projects that have received entitlements from the Planning
Commission or the Planning Department but have not yet received a site or building permit.
Overall projected housing balance at the end of 2015 is 15%. This balance is expected to change as
several major projects have yet to declare how their affordable housing requirements will be met.
In addition, three entitled major development projects - Treasure Island, ParkMerced, and
Hunters Point - are not included in the accounting until applications for building permits are
filed or issued as specified in the ordinance. Remaining phases from these three projects will
yield an additional 22,400 net new units; 23% (or 5,170 units) would be affordable to low and
moderate income households.
The Projected Housing Balance does not account for affordable housing units that will be
produced as a result of the Inclusionary Housing Fee paid in a given reporting
de. Those affordable housing units are produced several years after the Fee is collected. Units produced through the Fee typically serve lower income households than do
the inclusionary units, including special needs populations requiring services, such as
seniors, transitional aged youth, families, and veterans.
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Table 2
Projected Housing Balance Calculation, 2015 Q4

BoS District

Very Low
Income

Low
Income

Middle

Moderate

Total
Affordable
Units

TBD

Bos District 1

-

-

-

-

-

-

Bos District2

-

-

-

-

-

-

Bos District 3

-

Bos District4

439

-

-

-

BoS District 10

-

Bos District 11

-

Totals

439

Bos Districts
BoS District 6
Bos District 7
Bos District 8
Bos District 9

74

-

-

129

-

I

-

-

74

i

5
25

-

-

-

-

I

-

I

-

10

i!

-

31
I
I

I

I

1421

16

29

-

-

16

I:

168
-

291

214

II

!i
;1

Net New
Units

I
I
II

I
I

5
696
3
-

I

178 i

-

i
1

898 !i

Total Affordable
Units as %of
Net New Units

14
46
301
2
59
3,320
147
105
33
1,872
7

0.0%
0.0%
5.3%
0.0%
8.5%
21.0%
0.0%
2.9%
0.0%
9.5%
0.0%

5,906

15.2%

CUMULATIVE HOUSING BALANCE ELEMENTS

Because the scope covered by the Housing Balance calculation is broad, each element - or group
of elements - will be discussed separately. The body of this report will account for figures at the
Board of Supervisor district level. The breakdown of each element using the Planning
Department District geographies, as required by Section 103, is provided separately in an
Appendix C. This is to ensure simple and uncluttered tables.

Affordable Housing and Net New Housing Production
Table 3 below shows housing production between 2006 Ql and 2015 Q4. This ten-year period
resulted in a net addition of 22,530 units to the City's housing stock, including 5,530 affordable
units. A majority of net new housing units and affordable units built in the ten year reporting
period were in District 6 (13,920 or 62% and 3,116 or 56% respectively). District 10 follows with
about 2,630 (12%) net new units, including 760 (14%) affordable units.
The table below also shows that almost 25% of net new units built between 2006 Ql and 2015 Q4
were affordable units. While District 1 saw modest gains in net new units built, almost half of
these were affordable (46%); almost half of net new units in District 5 were also affordable.
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Table 3
New Housing Production by Affordability, 2006 Ql - 2015 Q4
Total

BoS District

Very low

BoS District 1
BoS District 2
Bos District 3
Bos District 4
Bos District 5

170
161

-

-

-

Bos District 10

422
1,969
70
260
138
105

Bos District 11

-

Bos District 6
Bos District 7
BoS District 8
BoS District 9

3,295

TOTAL

Low

Moderate

2

-

77
615
26
32
40
291
10

6
52
10
90
509
21
48
362
12

1,104

1,110

11

Middle

Affordable
Units

-

23
-

-

23

Total Net
Units

Affordable Units
as% of Total
Net Units

172
6
224
10
589
3,116
96
313
226
758
22

374
350
1,207
103
1,230
13,921
384
1,078
1,142
2,631
111

46.0%
1.7%
18.6%
9.7%
47.9%
22.4%
25.0%
29.0%
19.8%
28.8%
19.8%

5,532

22,531

24.6%

It should be noted that units affordable to Extremely Very Low Income (EVLI) households are

included under the Very Low Income (VLI) category because certain projects that benefit
homeless individuals and families - groups considered as EVLI - have income eligibility caps at
the VLI level.
Acquisition and Rehabilitation of Affordable Housing Units

Table 4 below lists the number of units that have been rehabilitated and/or acquired between
2006 and 2015 to ensure permanent affordability. These are mostly single-room occupancy hotel
units that are affordable to extremely very low and very low income households.

Table 4
Acquisitions and Rehabilitation of Affordable Housing, 2006-2015

BoS District

No.of
No. of Units
Buildings

Bos District 2

1

24

Bos District 5
Bos District 6
Bos District 9

2

290

11

2

926
319

TOTALS

16

1,559
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RAD Program
The San Francisco Housing Authority's Rental Assistance Demonstration (RAD) program
preserves at risk public and assisted housing projects. According to the Mayor's Office, RAD
Phase 1 transferred 1,425 units to developers in December 2015.

Table 5
RAD Affordable Units
BoS Districts

Projects

Bos District 1
BoS District 2
Bos District 3
Bos District 5
Bos
Bos
BoS
Bos
Bos

District 6
District 7
District 8
District 9
District 10

TOTALS

Units

2
1
2
3
2
1
2
1
1

144
113
143
263
189
110
132
118
213

15

1,425

Units Removed From Protected Status
San Francisco's Residential Rent Stabilization and Arbitration Ordinance protects tenants and
preserves affordability of about 175,000 rental units by limiting annual rent increases. Landlords
can, however, terminate tenants' leases through no-fault evictions including condo conversion,
owner move-in, Ellis Act, demolition, and other reasons that are not the tenants' fault. The
Housing Balance calculation takes into account units permanently withdrawn from rent
stabilization as loss of affordable housing. The following no-fault evictions affect the supply of
rent controlled units by removing units from the rental market: condo conversion, demolition,
Ellis Act, and owner move-ins (OMis). It should be noted that OMis were not specifically called
out by the Ordinance to be included in the calculation. However, because owner move-ins have
the effect of the losing rent controlled units either permanently or for a substantial period of time,
these numbers are included in the Housing Balance calculation as intended by the legislation's
sponsors. Some of these OMI units may return to being rentals and will still fall under the rent
control ordinance.
Table 6 below shows the distribution of no-fault eviction notices issued between January 2006
and December 2015. Eviction notices have been commonly used as proxy for evictions. Owner
Move-In and Ellis Out notices made up the majority of no fault evictions (52% and 35%
respectively). Distribution of these no-fault eviction notices is almost evenly dispersed, with
Districts 8 and 9 leading (15% and 14% respectively).
8
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Table 6
Units Removed from Protected Status, 2006 - 2015

Bos District

Condo
Conversion

District 1
BoS District 2
Bos District 3
Bos District 4
Bos District s
BoS District 6
Bos District 7
BoS District 8
Bos District 9
BoS District 10
Bos District 11
BoS

TOTALS

1
8
6
1
16
2
2
12
41

2

54

Demolition

Ellis Out

26
13
12
94
23.
80
24
33 I
71 ~
36 i
93 !I

sos

Owner
Move-In

Units Removed
from Protected
Status

132
136
289
66
140
65

280
196
123
234
223
43

39
268
219
35
43

135
303
274
142
174

439
353
430
395
402
190
200
616
568
215
310

1,432

2,127

4,118

Entitled and Permitted Units
Table 7 lists the number of units that have received entitlements from the Planning Commission
or the Planning Department. These pipeline projects have also received site permits from the
Department of Building Inspection and most are under construction as of the final quarter of
2015. Half of these units are being built in or will be built in District 6. Fourteen percent of units
that have received Planning entitlements and site permits from the DBI will be affordable.
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Table 7
Permitted Units, 2015 Q4

Bos District

Very Low
Income

Low
income

Moderate

Middle

Total
Affordable
Units

-

40

-

14

-

1

-

217
602

-

-

-

-

-

170

-

4

-

40

Bos District3

-

-

BoS District4

-

-

14
1
28
19

Net New
Units

Bos District 5

181

Bos District 6

166

BoS District?

-

BoS District 8

110

Bos District9

-

BoS District 10

120

287

!

35 I

-

442

Bos District 11

-

-

i

26

-

26

98
605
221
88
730
5,564
160
626
255
2,676
117

TOTALS

577

n2

i'

187

-

1,536

11,140

BoS District 1
BoS District 2

8,
417
60
'

-

~

20

4

20

Total Affordable
Units as %of
Net New Units
4.1%
6.6%
6.3%
1.1%
29.7%
10.8%
0.0%
27.2%
7.8%
16.5%
22.2%
13.8%

PERIODIC REPORTING AND ONLINE ACCESS
1bis report complies with Planning Code Section 103 requirement that the Planning Department
publish and update the Housing Balance Report bi-annually on September 1 and March 1 of each
year. Housing Balance Reports are available and accessible online as mandated by the ordinance by
goingtothislink: ~J=!..:.L~~'-'..'2!~E.Uo!Jl!J~~u.u.~~~'-'-¥~~~

ANNUAL HEARING
An annual hearing on the Housing Balance before the Board of Supervisors will be scheduled by
April 1 of each year. 1bis year's Housing Balance Report will be heard before the Board of
Supervisors at a hearing scheduled on 18 April 2016. The Mayor's Office of Housing and
Community Development, the Mayor's Office of Economic and Workforce Development, the
Rent Stabilization Board, the Department of Building Inspection, and the City Economist will
present strategies for achieving and maintaining a housing balance consistent with the City's
housing goals at this annual hearing. The ordinance also requires that MOHCD will determine
the amount of funding needed to bring the City into the required minimum 33% should the
cumulative housing balance fall below that threshold.
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APPENDIX A
REVISED TABLES 2005 Ql -2014 Q4 and 2005 Q3 - 2015 Q2

The following tables for Housing Balance Report No. 1 were revised to reflect a ten year reporting period (2005 Ql to 2014 Q4) because the timing of that first report included figures from the recently concluded quarter (Ql 2015), resulting in a ten year plus one quarter timeframe. Furthermore, that cumulative balance calculation for the first report included RAD project units even though those projects
have not transpired. For both Report No. 1 and Report No. 2, all no1ault evictions were counted. The
tables have been revised to include only condo conversions, demolitions, Ellis, and owner move-ins
(OMis).
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Table A-1
Expanded Cumulative Housing Balance Calculation, 2005 Q1 - 2014 Q4

BoS Districts

Net New
Affordable
Housing
Built

Bos District 1

186

BoS District 2

6

Bos District 3

Acquisitions
& Rehabs
Completed

24

Units
Removed
from
Protected
Status

Total
Entitled
Affordable
Units
Permitted

Total Net
New Units
Built

(442)

4

401

79

-52.5%

(368)

9

358

441

-41.2%

2

1,332

507

-9.6%
-189.0%

Total
Entitled
Units

Housing
Balance

262

(441)

Bos District 4

10

-

J

(354)

116

66

Bos District 5

587

290

I

(412)

216

1,257

761

33.7%

Bos District 6

3,316

926

i,

(215)

717

12,886

5,915

25.2%

Bos District 7

26

(196)

36

260

273

-25.1%

Bos District 8

309

(659)

174

1,034

744

-9.9%

Bos District 9

240

(556)

1

1,023

125

0.3%

Bos District 10

770

(190)

419

2,504

2,260

21.0%

(271)

26

175

131

-64.7%

(4,104)

1,604

21,346

11,302

14.8%

Bos District 11

i

47
1,559:

5,759

TOTALS

Planning
Districts

319

New
Affordable Acquisitions
& Rehabs
.
H ousmg ~
Built
II Completed

I
~

1 Richmond

186

2 Marina
3 Northeast
4 Downtown

-

489 ~

6 Buena Vista

119

7 Central
8 Mission
9 South of Market
10 South Bayshore

21
603
1,952
355

TOTALS

26
-

Permitted
Units

Housing
Balance

540

139

-41.4%

1

113

245

-48.3%

I

(463)'1

-

967

488

-15.6%

726 i

(114)·

420

4,802

1,958

38.9%

290

:I

(214) ~

137

1,010

818

38.4%

!

-

j

(246)

175

562

661

3.9%

1

-

(423)

-

361

48

-98.3%

i

I

1

319 •

(578)

200

(114)

'1

FlI

1

Ii

-

-

1

!!

(54)

I
1
1

1

26

1,546

303

20.0%

459

9,638

5,463

16.5%

237

933

644

34.1%

i
(163) 1
114
28 -113.4%
.,_:_ _(_2_6-6)...,:1_ _ _ _
1_0-1---3-2-9-il"---1-1-3-i--_2_1___
7_%--1

I
10 !

5,759

Total
Entitled

-

11 Bernal Heights
2
i--1-2_S_o_u_t_h_C_e_nt_r_a_I-1----1-6_0_,1.
13 Ingleside
141nnerSunset
15 Outer Sunset

87

Status
(554)

-

5 Western Addi ti or

Total Net
New Units
Built

(199)

24

1,598

Total
Entitled
Affordable
Units
Permitted

Protected
!i

2
236

Units
Removed
from

-

::

1,559 :

(166)
(196);,
(354)
(4,104)

53

227
93
111

1,604

21,346

-

254 -18.1%
74 -117.4%
66 -194.4%
11,302

14.8%
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TableA-2
Projected Housing Balance, 2014 Q4

BoS District

Very low
Income

Total
Moderate Affordable
Units

Low
Income

BoS District 1

-

-

Bos District 2

-

-

I

Bos District 3

4
-

2

BoS District 5

-

Bos District 6

-

47:

Bos District 7

-

BoS District 8

Bos District 10

-

i

BoS District 11

-

i1

Bos District 9

TOTALS

Planning District

3

-

3 Northeast

-

-

-

-

252

304

3,270

!1

Total
Moderate Affordable
Units

12
117

-

-

-

-

-

Ii

I
1:

I

12
49
60

-

47

11 Bernal Heights

-

-

12 South Central

-

-

13 Ingleside

-

1:

-

3
,,
ii

47

f

4

12
115

2

!I

-

12
60

-

-

TOTALS

-

4
1,992
63
88
88
295
6

-

10 South Bayshore

15 Outer Sunset

211
3

-

5

59
130
545

-

4

-

!
-

9 South of Market

14 Inner Sunset

164
-

11

6 Buena Vista
8 Mission

low
income

il

4 Downtown

7 Central

5

Very Low
Income

-

5 Western Addition

-

12
60

-

471!

14

-

-

2 Marina

1 Richmond

12

-

BoS District4

4
-

Net New
Units

12
96
60

-

-

3

-

-

252

304

SAN FRANCISCO
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Net New
Units

Total Affordable
Units as%of
Net New Units

6.8%
0.0%
2.6%
0.0%
0.0%
10.6%
4.8%
0.0%
13.6%
20.3%
0.0%
9.3%

Total Affordable
Units as %of
Net New Units

-

6.7%
0.0%
2.4%
15.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
12.8%
6.3%
206.9%
0.0%
0.0%
10.7%
0.0%
0.0%

3,270

9.3%

60
126
499
782
4
66
19
94
1,518
29
4
3
28
38
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Table A-3
New Housing Production by Affordability, 2005 Ql - 2014 Q4
BoS District

Very low

low

Moderate

Total
Affordable
Units

Bos District 1
Bos District 2
Bos District 3
BoS District 4
Bos District 5
BoS District 6
Bos District 7
BoS District 8
Bos District 9
Bos District 10
Bos District 11

184

-

2
-

~

-

I

15
-

II

422
2,249

!

77
626
26
32

,!

I

-

260

i!
11

TOTALS

3,629 ,:

Planning Districts

Very low

1 Richmond

1,110

low

2 Marina

193'
1,183
367
55

4 Downtown
5 Western Addition
6 Buena Vista
7 Central

494
990

8 Mission
9 South of Market

!

25 [,

10 South Bayshore

12 South Central

138

I

13 Ingleside
14 Inner Sunset

11
283
77
14
18
40
404
225

·I

11 Bernal Heights

I

10
26

1,020

5,759

21,346

27.00Ai

Moderate

Total
Affordable
Units

Total Net
Units

Affordable Units
as% of Total
Net Units

10

186
2
236
1,598
489
119
21
603
1,952
355
2
160
26
10

540
113
967
4,802
1,010
562
361
1,546
9,638
933
114
329
227
93
111

34.4%
1.8%
24.4%
33.3%
48.4%
21.2%
5.8%
39.0%
20.3%
38.0%
1.8%
48.6%
11.5%
0.0%
9.0%

1,020

5,759

21,346

27.00.Ai

17
42
362

2
32
132
45
50
3
69
558
105
2
12

i

I

15 Outer Sunset

TOTALS

46.4%
1.7%
19.7%
8.6%
46.7%
25.7%
10.0%
29.9%
23.5%
30.8%
26.9%

2

184

3 Northeast

-

401
358
1,332
116
1,257
12,886
260
1,034
1,023
2,504
175

-

40 ~
282 ~
10

158 'i
126:
37 !l

3,629 .:

1,110

Units

Affordable Units
as% of Total
Net Units

186
6
262
10
587
3,316
26
309
240
770
47

6
54
10
88
441

I

193

Total Net

Please note that Tables 4 and 5 did not change and are therefore not included in this Appendix.
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Table A-6
Units Removed from Protected Status, 2005 Ql - 2014 Q4
Condo
Conversion

BoS District

Demolition

BoS District 1

:!

25

141

BoS
BoS
BoS
Bos

District 2
District3
District 4
Districts

8

14
11
90

160
320
55

Bos
Bos
BoS
Bos
BoS
Bos

District6
District 7
District8
District9
District 10
District 11

22
85
27
44
72
30
84

158
90
40
315
229
34
39

504

TOTALS

6

il

11:
14

i11
'I

7 :

-

:1

2:

11

i

--,

I

II

21

I

2

'

-

50 .,

i

Condo

Planning District
1 Richmond
2 Marina
3 Northeast
4Downtown
5 Western Addition
6 Buena Vista
?Central
8 Mission
9 South of Market
10 South Bayshore
11 Bernal Heights
12 South Central
13 Ingleside
14 Inner Sunset
15 Outer Sunset
TOTALS

Demolition

Conve:rs~o~.::

104
208
218

441
354
412

38
127

215
196

289
252
124
148

659
556
190
271

1,581

1,969

4,104

Ellis Out

Owner
Move-In

'!
::

16

1 :

90
504

1,581

,,
ii

7

,1

-,

::>
0

0

j

442

209
70
325
33
83
111
185
310
37
12
40
32
17
62
55

-

2
2:
1 !
3

i,,

275
186

31
5
12
70
12
11
34
44
16
10
27
85
41

2
4
9,

I

-

,I

0

0

SU

I

Units Removed
from Protected
Status

Owner
Move-In

Ellis Out

368

312
120
117
11
112
121
196
222
59
31
93
149
108
110
208

Total Units
Permanently
Lost
554
199
463
114
214
246
423
578
114
54
163
266
166
196
354

1,969

4,104
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Table A-7
Permitted Units, 2014 Q4
Very low
Income

Bos District
Bos District 1

-

BoS District 2

-

-

Bos District4

-

Bos Districts

181

Bos District 6

47
-

Bos Districts

-

Bos District9

-

Bos District 10

-

TOTALS

228

!

9

9

441

2.0%

2

507

0.4%

66

0.0%

27

216

761

28.4%

i

332

717

5915

12.1%

i

36

36

273

13.2%

4

174

744

23.4%

1

1

125

-

sl

"

170
-

:l

358
-

i

"'I

876

!!

i
:1

Income

!

-

,,
I
11

:1

-

I

-

I

109

8~

98 ,:
'I
I

'I

:

-

~

I

i'

-

!I

-

i1

i
I
I

11

-

22
375

47

t

170 ~

I

I
I
1'

~
i1

-

TOTALS

:

228

2,260
131

500

1,604

11,302

14.2%

Net New
Units

Total Affordable
Unitsas%of
Net New Units

87

311
31
5

420
137
175
26
459
237
10
53
-

4
37
45

-

i

II
!:

I

10
53

'I

-

876

4

i~

·~v-•

:I

26

i

-

0.8%

419

11

192;
!i

5.1%

61
26

-

83

Total Affordable
Units as% of
Net New Units

18.5%

Total
Moderate Affordable
Units

low

I
1 Richmond
2 Marina
3 Northeast
4Downtown
5 Western Addition
6 Buena Vista
7 Central
8 Mission
9 South of Market
10 South Bayshore
11 Bernal Heights
12 South Central
13 Ingleside
14 Inner Sunset
15 Outer Sunset

-

-

338

Very low
Income

Planning District

79

I
I

I

i

4

21

-

i

4

-

BoS District 7

BoS District 11

Net New
Units

~ricome

-

Bos District3

Total
Moderate Affordable
Units

low

-

soo

I

I

I

1,604

19.8%

28
113
254
74
66

62.6%
0.0%
0.0%
21.5%
16.7%
26.5%
0.0%
8.6%
8.4%
36.8%
0.0%
8.8%
20.9%
0.0%
0.0%

11,302

14.2%

139
245
488
1,958
818
661
48
303
5,463
644
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Table B-1
Expanded Cumulative Housing

Cakulation, 2005 Q3 - 2015 Q2

Bos District 1

186

i

BoS District 4
Bos District 5

10 II
587 :::,

Bos District 6

3,406 !
96

BoS District 8

313
226

92

-50.5%

211~1i1

(358)

40

363

603

-29.8%

72

(429)

15

1,382

109

-0.5%

!

(379)

1

100

83

-201.1%

1:30 :'1I

(411)

217

1,263

733

41.2%

(205)

424

13,323

4,765

25.6%

354

240

-17.3%

-

1!

BoS District 10

"

li

669

I!

BoS District 11

!I

15

I

,1

,j

~

j
,,

-

~

'

(199)

-

-

i

(638)

170

1,072

625

-9.1%

,,

(575)1

26

1,178

296

-0.3%

-

i

(207),,I

418

2,406

2,309

-

,,

(288)

13

116

126

(4,121)]

1,328

21,944

9,981

Units
Removed
from
Protected

Total
Entitled
Affordable
Units
Permitted

Total Net
New Units
Built

Total
Entitled
Permitted
Units

Housing
Balance

87

527

192

-38.2%

113

143

-64.1%

(447)

15

1,056

92

-4.4%

319

11

5,848:

1

if

11

1,014

1:

BoS District 9

"

1.:-859;

I

New
Acquisiticns
Affordable
& Reh2bs
Housing
Completed
Built

Planning Districts

I

i

1 Richmond

186

:i

-

i'

2 Marina

Housing
Balance

387

'i

i
i

Total Net
Entitled and
Permitted
Units

4

'

I'

BoS District 7

Total Net
New Units
Built

(432)

6:
334

Total Entitled
Affordable
Units
Permitted

I'

-

I

BoS District 3

TOTALS

Units
Removed
from
Protected
Status

Acquisitions &
Net New
Affordable
Rehabs
Housing Built Completed

Bos Districts

Bos District 2

Ba~ance

Status

!

(548)

!

(190)

-

18.7%
-107.4%
15.4%

2

24

3 Northeast

31Q Ii

72

4 Downtown

'
i:,
1,615

745

i

(104)

219

5,134

1,232

38.goAi

'<62

i

(215)

168

1,023

1,005

39.6%

176

563

596

4.1%

-

356

46

-95.3%

I

I
I

I

5 Western Addition

I

489

6 Buena Vista

~

119;

-

i

(247)

i

21

-

',,

(404):1

~

593

319

:I

(572)!

37

1,743

353

18.0%

I

2,023

1:

17.4%

7 Central
8 Mission
9 South of Market
10 South Bayshore

I'
1,

I,
,,

I

!

~

337

'
I

{121)1

365

9,717

5,212

"I'

(52)i

236

927

508

37.6%

(181)!

-

113

31

-124.3%

i

166

202

-69.0"Ai

4,

319

248

-11.5%

(195}iFl
(379)ii
1 I

91

39

-150.0%

96

82

-206.7%

21,944

9,981

f

355

i

2

~

-

I

12 South Central

I

n
--

I
i

-

I

13 Ingleside

!1

11 Bernal Heights

-

I

II
!,
,,

(296)1

20

11

14 Inner Sunset
15 Outer Sunset
TOTALS

"

ii

101

-

!

-

i!

1:

I'
I!

i'
I

I

-

10.

5,848'

1,859

I:

!
,;

I
i

(170)!1

(4,121>

I
,1

1,328

15.4%

18
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Table B-2
Projected Housing Balance, 2015 Q.2

Very low
Income

Bos District
Bos District 1

-

BoS District 2

-

I,
11

'I

-

u
II

Bos District 5

~

i

i
;1

170

BoS District 6
BoS District 7

i

-

Bos District 8

I

-

BoS District 9

i

-

!

-

BoS District 11 i
I
TOTALS

-

BoS District 10

-

11

0.0%

-

-

-

42

0.0%

340

3.5%

12.
-

2

-

-

-

51

0.0%

2,552

12.7%

51

0.0%

103

2.9%

56

0.0%

1,971

16.3%

11

0.0%

5,190

12.7%

71

83

,I

-

324
Ii

I

3

-

3

[!

-

-

:1

,,

-

I

12.6

i

1 Richmond
2 Marina
3 Northeast
i

5 Western Addition!
6 Buena Vista
7 Central
8 Mission
r

il

I
i

!
~
!
170 ,
-

,,
,I

,]

'
I

-

10 South Bayshore Ii
11 Bernal Heights II

-

12 South Central

2s2

W9

I

'i

Plannirng Districts

low
income

I

Moderate

-

-

'1

.I

126
-

;'

!I

i

-

-

-

14 Inner Sunset

I
:1

-

-

209 i

i

TOTALS

II
!I
'I

'

-

17u

I

12

3
-

1:

'I

-

661

Total
Affordable
Units

-

-

I

I

322

-

-

1[

,,~

I'

-

:I

83

13 Ingleside

15 Outer Sunset

I

-

I

!
Very low
Income

1961

!i
,,

-

1:

:JGi'D

i

9 South of Market

-

-

11

i

4 Downtown

12

-

-

I

Total Affordable
Units as %of
Net New Units

-

:i

!

Net New
Units

-

!1

Total
Affordable
Units

Moderate

income

,,

BoS Disuict 3
BoS District 4

low

81
186
-

12
253
3
81
312

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

282

661

I

Net New
Units

12
38
314
1,183
4
135
8
57
1,671
1,691
7
16
14
38
2
5,190

Total Affordable
Units as%of
Net New Units

0.0%
0.0%
3.8%
21.4%
0.0%
2.2%
0.0%
0.0%
4.8%
18.5%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
12.7%
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Table B-3

New Housing Production by Affordability, 2005 Q3 - 2015 Q2
~

Bos District

I

Very low

BoS D:strict 1

low

Moderate Affordable
Units

-

2

124-1
I
267:

-

Bos District 4

-

-

Bos District 5

422

77 :

2,289

c 7 -,,1• li
u

Bos District 2
Bos District 3

BoS District 6

I

Bos District 8

i

BoS District 9

1,

BoS District 11

TOTAi..$

!

250

,,

:1

-

::

·-------

3,6_55 '•

!J

ii

I!

".<)

;1

I
I

Ven; tow

1 Richmond

184

I

2 Marina

-

I

3 Northeast

11

4 Downt:Jwn

~

5 Western Addition
6 Buena Vista
7 Centra !
8 Mission
9 South of Market

11

~

51

1,153

1,035 ,:

~
"1:

L,.74

1:

12 South Central
13 Ingleside
14 Inner Sunset

11

I

i

I

I'

TOTt.\lS

;i
;1

2
32

11 '
--

331
77
14
18
40
.(04
225
-

11

,,
11

130

Ii

45

I:

so
3

:i

79'

-

-

I

'!

560

i

!

105

:I

I

2;
17 i

'.'..O I
-

I

ti

-

i1

o:;

2E

·-

Total Net
Units

-

2

-

3~655

Moderate

-

;o

"

15 OLter Sunset

I

1,0'.:9
25
-

'1

:I

I

Total
Affordable
Units

I:

tow

I

-

10 South Bayshore
11 Berna! Heights

257 I
,,
1,.15£;. :
367 I
55 i

26.6%

'

I

Planning Districts

21,944

i

I

10

-

-' :i

-

11

10

,!

1,035

'1

527

186
2
310
1,615
489
119
21
593
2,023
35511
2
22
101 I

-

i

10 i

Affordable
Units as%
of Total Net
Units

113
1,056
5,134
1,023
563
356
1,743
9,717
927
113
166
319
91
96

35.3%
1.8%
29.4%
31.5%
47.8%
21.1%
5.9%
34.0%
20.8%
38.3%
1.8%
13.3%
31.7%
0.0%
10.4%

21,944

26.6%

i

I

1.,158 :

Units

5,848

!

21 ~
48 ~
362 ,,~

40 ~:
282 !I

25

j
11

:1

25

...:;_I!

138

11

88
443
-

"

70

Bos District 7

BoS District 10

1

of Total Net

48.1%
1.7%
24.2%
10.0%
46.5%
25.6%
27.1%
29.2%
19.2%
27.8%
12.9%

10

i!

Units as%

Units

387
363
1,382
100
1,263
13,323
354
1,072
1,178
2,406
116

52

i1,

Total Net

186
6
334
10
587
3,406
96
313
226
669
15

6

15

,,

Affordable

Total

5,848

i

Please note that Tab/es 4 and 5 did not chcmge and are therefore not included in this Appendix.
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Table B-6

Units Removed from Protected Status, 2005 Q3 - 2015 Q2

Demolitiorn~

Bos Districts

E!~is

Owner

Out

Move-In

I

1

Bos District 1

25

8~

BoS Distr:ct 2
,,

BoS District3

i

,,

Bos District 5

i

Bos District 6

i

16
2
2.

Bos Di strl ct 7
Bos District 8

Ii

12

Bos District 9

!i

L~.

I

Bos Di str! ct 10

I

BoS District 11

I

TOTALS

I:

85
25
32
76
31
85

i

-

I

5.i~

-499

-

Plannfng Districts

DemoHtjon

Ems

285
186
119
224
226
41
132
305
271
139
160

432
358
429
379
411
205
199
638
575
207
288

2,088

4,121

11

22

2

'I

i

S2

-1

Bos Dis-crict4

Units
Removed

121
150
293 I
62 I
147 J~
77
40
289 ~
224 ,,i!
35 ~

14 i
11 Ii

6

Condo
Conversion

J
I

I

!

j

I

:;

::

!

I,

42

!~

::

1,480

i

I

c:,~t

3~

1i

Condo
Conversion

Owner
Move-!n

Units
Removed

1 Richmond

21

:C.93

321

548

2 Marina

41

L.

61

121

3 Northeast

91

12

296

130

190
447

4Downtown

I

69

26

9

104

5 Wester:; Addition

l'

8

11 )

78

118

215

6 Buena Vista

I

L}

11

7 Central

I

23

8 Mission

11

9
2
2

4-Lf

9 South of Market

-

I

110

122

247

,i

160 ~

212

404

I,

289

I,

17

237

572

65

121

32

52

I

96

181
296

l..

11

I

8

11 Bernal Heights

'

.:'.~

30

I

51

12 Sot.nil Central
13 Ingleside

"I,
!l

14 Inner Sunset

i

3

13

15 Outer Sunset

i!

-

92

5~:

.:::::2.39

I

1:

TOTA!.5

--

--·-···

SAN FRANCISCO
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I

,,

~

37

11

10 South Bayshore

~

-

89

34

I

173

-

4-1

18 i
57 li

111

170

117

195

62 '

224

379

2,088

4,121

,,:
11

i

1,~.80

I
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AMENDED IN COMMITIEE

4/6/15
FILE NO. 150029

1

ORDINANCE NO. 53-15

[Planning Code - City Housing Ba:ancs Monitoring and Reporting]

2
Code to require the Planning Department to monitor

3

Ordinance amending the

4

the balance ibetvveen new

5

a bi-annual Housing Balaiiiice Report; requiring an annual hearing at the Board of

6

Super-visors on

7

in accordance with Sm1

s''r~r~egi~s

~t;~:;i:k,si r~te

housing and new affordable housing, and publish

rot s1ieh~eving and maintaining the required housing balance

housing production goals; and making
Code, Section 302 findings, and findings of

9

10

consist«::ncy with the
Section "i

Geill~r©1ci

and the eight priority policies of Planning Code,

.1.

11

12
13

14

15
16

text and 1.mcodified text are in plain Arial font.

MOTE:

Additiorns
Codles are in single-underline italics Times New Roman font.
Deletions
Cudes are in -strikethrough italics Times }lew Roman font.
Board
additions are in double-underlined Arial font.
Board
deletions are in strikethrough Arial font.
Asterisks f* * '" *)indicate the omission of unchanged Code
subsect0r.s :,r
-:ts of tab~es.
Be it ordak1ed by the F20,::i:s of the Ci·iY' and County of San Francisco:

17
18

Section 1. Findings.

19

(a) The Planning Depanrnen-[ 1'1as determined that the actions contemplated in this

20

ordinance comply with the

21

Code Sections 21000 et seq.}. Ssiid determination is on file with the Clerk of the Board of

22

Supervisors in FHe i\lo. 1S

23

Supervisors affirrns this

24
25

Is it1corporated herein by reference. The Board of

oeiL&ffr

(o; On March 'l 9, 20·15,
findings that the actions

Environmental Quality Act (California Public Resources

Planning Commission, in Resolution No. 19337, adopted
in this ordinance are consistent, on balance, with the

Supervisor Kirr
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

'Page 1
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1

adopts these findings as its own.

2

Board of Supervisors in FHe

3

copy of said Resolution is on file with the Clerk of the
150029, and is incorporated herein by reference.

(c) Pursuant to Plm1nlng Code Section 302, this Board finds that this Planning Code
necessity, convenience, and welfare for the reasons set forth

4

Amendment wili serve

5

in Planning Commission. Resolut1on i\lo. 150029 and the Board incorporates such reasons

6

herein by reference.

7
8
9

Code is hereby amended by adding new Section 103 to read

Section 2. The Planr
as follows:

10

SEC. 103. HOUSING BALLANCE MONITORING AND REPORTING.

11

{aj Purposes. To maintai?: cz balance be-tween new affordable and market rate housing City-

12

wide and within neighborhoods to make housing available for all income levels and housing need

13

rypes, tc preserve the mixed ±nc:;;;:e c};:::f'1Cter of the City and its neighborhoods. to offeet the

14

withdrawal of existing hci;shg ~mffs

15

hotel units, to ensure the avc:i!::::hi:itv :;f land and encourage the deployment ofresources to provide

16

sufficient housing affordablE ;u f;uusenclds ofve1y low. low. and moderate incomes, to ensure adequate

17

housing fcN families. senioYs ca;,d

18

housing rargets Citv-wide ar;d vvi~'nin neighborhoods informs the approval process for new housing

19

development, and to enable :;ubdc ;,:2o'iciparion in determining the appropriate mix ofnew housing

20

approva:s, there is hereby estc:bdshed Ci 1equireme1.t. as detailed in this Section 103, to monitor and

21

regularlv re2ort on the housin2 bda;'2ce oetvveen market rate housing and atfordable housing.

23

(1) In Novensbe:

)2e

;~cc:;;n

rent stabilization and the loss ofsingle-room-occupancy

disabled community, to ensure that data on meeting affordable

2:,_,_4_

;-;~e

City voters enacted Proposition K which established City

24

policv to help construct ot rehsbi!itc:.7e at least 30. 000 homes by 2020. More than 50% of this housing

25

would le afm·daole for middZe-ciass households, with at least 33% affordable tor low- and moderate-

Superviso: Kim
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1

income households. and the Citv is exµected to develop strategies to achieve that goal. This section

2

103 sets forth a method to track pelformance toward the City's Housing Element goals and the near-

3

term Pro.oosition K goal that 33% of all new housing shall be affordable housing, as defined herein.

4

(2) The Citv's 1en; sral:dized andperma:aentlv affordable housing stock serves verv low-.

5

low-. and moderate-income fc.1n:Zt2s, ;.u;;z-dme residents, elderly seniors, disabled persons and others.

6

The Citv seeks to achieve and m:;,;'ntaln a11 appropriate balance between market rate housing and

7

affordable housing Citv-vvide :;;nd wirhin ?2eighborhoods because the availability ofdecent housing and

8

a suitable living envircnmer;r /c;r 2ve1v S:.-m Franciscan is ofvital importance. Attainment ofthe City's

9

housing zoals requires the ccop2,y:;;tlve µc1rticipation ofgovernment and the private sector to expand
acw;~'",-1/;,odat-i

10

housing Dl!DDrtunities ro

11

respond w the unique needs cf ieoch 1,.ei2hborhood where housing will be located

housing needs tor San Franciscans at all economic levels and to

(3) For tenant;; tn ~il'is:-1lsidized housing, affordability is often preserved by the

12
13

Residential Rent StabiZtzc:tion :.,,7;,d A,, bt:T&!tion Ordi12ance 's limitations on the size ofallowable rent

14

increases dudng a reruxnc:;. 1L; :;icc:.:;ner;ted in the Budget and Legislative Analyst's October 2013

15

Policv Analvsis Report on

16

withdmwn from re1tt CD7fdo!s.

17

values and housing vrices. Y::ra;;-: i;;'G tnmuzh 20: 3, the Rent Board reported a total of] 3,027 no-fault

18

evictions (i.e .. evictions in whic/, !he tenant had nor violated any lease terms. but the owner sought to

19

regain possesswn ofrhe unit;.

20

Year (i.e. (rom }vfa;-ch

21

Act evicrions far outvaced c;k:::' s·;;c;:ons, inaeasinz by 169. 8% from 43 in Rent Board Year 2010 to

22

116 in Rent Board Year 2D! 3.

23

tenants, which

24

assessmenr ofrhe of(ordaoie hc;;,;;n;z 2;::.lance must incorvorate into the calculation units withdrawn

25

~-from

'":27';!4Yi/ D:s0lc;cement.

::./,,.::1~

~·ci';.;!

1ises often accomoanvperiods ofsharp increases in property

evo-ctions ofall tvves have increased by 38.2% from Rent Board

rhrcuQ}~ ""~~ej;··~oc::·-:;)

contr~inrre

2010 w Rent Board Year 2013. During the same period. Ellis

~~~.::sc. ;~~:/;she.rs

/u; ·r:1::? ;-c

San Francisco is experiencing a rise in units

;·,;2e

dona! capture the large number ofowner buyouts of

less of rent-stabilized units from the housing market. Any fair

renr :Jtabilization~

Supervisor Kim
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(4) Pursuant to 3ovemment Code Section 65584. the Association o(Bav Area

1

2

Governments (4-BAG), in cooYdination vFith the California State Department o(Housing and

3

Community Develovment (HCD). determines the Bl!V Area's regional housing need based on regional

4

trends. protected fob g;-owth a-?!Ci e;:tsri1,z needs. The regional housing needs assessment (RHNA)

5

determination includes vrodiic:-So;: ;c,;?fzets addressing housing needs ofa range of household income

6

categories. _,fi'or the Ri-Ii'i/A pn;c:Z cci1srt1;g 2025 th1ough 2022, ABAG has projected that at least 38%

7

ofnew hm!sfng demands {c? ;S:,;;'.. T>c:;-;ds::c ·wiil be ;fom verv low and low income households

8

{households eaminz under 30~-S o/ cm:,:; median inccme), and another 22% ofnew housing demands to

9

be afferdabie to households c;;?/,cc:emte ;neans (earning betrVeen 80% and 120% of area median

10

income). lvlarket-rare housir;2 ~s .::ons:de1ed iu;ustnz with no income limits or special requirements

11

attached.

12

(5) The _,_S_-o;,;si;o:;;:· ..2!u1~ent oi' the Citv 's Genaal Plan states: "Based on the growing

13

population and smal't 2f'{F!i!::': ;:: c::.i;; cj_p;-cAding housing in central areas like San Francisco, near jobs

14

and traJ:sit. the State Depa1;1ne:zt cf Housinz and Community Development (HCD ), with the

15

Association ofBav Area Gc·;e;?;y;o,e;c;f;;

16

Elemem: pa;od San Fr;zncis:::c ;;:;,;;;;' -:;i:;;;r; ibr the cavacitv for roughlv 28.870 new units, 57% ofwhich

17

should be suirable /or huv;Jf!Z? ;c? ,.._,,e e7ctnrnelv low. verv low, low and moderate income households to

18

meet its share ofthe n:zio;;

19

that the Ctv s}wuid 'iGen;'·:J; c-;;-;d :M.)-:e :7;cilable /or development adequate sites to meet the City's

20

housing needs. especiaZlv Dei:;::;;;v;eJ;r;·; dfara[);le iwusing. 11 Obtective 7 states that San Francisco's

21

projected affon;labie hcus·u;.z ;:.::ec,s f:;,r cu;'vace :he caµacit-,; for the City to secure subsidies for new

22

affordable units.

1
:

(A.BAG).

es-:imates that in the current 2015-2022 Housing

-~ie.:::ed ):o-;,;sinz d£J7:..and"

Objective I of the Housing Element states

23
24

Productio1; Ordincrace. ·' co::i;';.:;::;] ;'.::.. ..1..!..:;!;;1f;:ist1ative Code Chapter 1OE.4, to require Planning

25

Deparrmen: sr:aff to rezularlv ?epcrt dc;ta on .vrovess toward meeting San Francisco's quantified

Superviso:- l-<J~-11
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1

production goals for diffe:-ent h:;izsehold income levels as orovided in the General Plan's Housing

2

Element. That Ordinance req·u±res data on the number ofunits in all stages of the housing production

3

process at various affordabzlini levels to be included in staffreports on all proposed projects offive

4

residentiul ;,,nits 01 mo1e

5

Planning Depw-rmenr has lc;1..:z >:.;cke:,i zhe numbe1 of affordable housing units and total number of

6

housing vmi!~' built ri1rD-v:ghc:-:.' !.;:s

7

. for in tl1is Secti:Jn 103.

8

anc~ i;: {j_';,!C:1;s;-Zv

housinf:·production reports to the Planning Commission. The

c:~/ .cxd in

speci;zc areas and should be able to track the ratio called

(7) As the i)?f-vcDe ;v2?,ce; 17.cts embarked upon, and government officials have urged. an

ambiticus .vrogram to or;x;h:ce .:,·:2-r;~i~can; amounts of new housing in the City, the limited remaining

9
10

available land makes it esse?1.tial

11

developments en the a·,;ail.;;bi,J:1 cf::.7t.d fo1 af/ul{iable housing and to encourage the deployment of

;'o

2ssess the imoact of the approval of new market rate housing

13
14

11) For vz17;xx:e: c .rt:':::; Secticn 103, "Housing Balance" shall be defined as the

15

prop01Lcn sf a:Z ;-;.c;v; /!oz;si;;;::, ij,;;'s affordable to households of extremely low. very low. low or

16

moderat2 7ncc:%e kov1seJ,,,,cic:s. :.:; :;,e,';,:ec: ;n California Health & Safety Code Sections 50079.5 et seq.,

17

as such vrovisio11s N1av ce :AN:::.;--2c::::d :; cm time to ti11:.e, to the total number ofall new housing units for a

19

/2) 'I'he

Hci;s~;~~- !;,~:;;,;·,:;e

2.-::,eriod s/,all begin with the first quarter o(year 2005 to the

last crua:'TeT of 2D14. anci 3:e/sc.;?e;" ;'~? ;/:;:::tel! wars tJrior to the most recent calendar quarter.

20
21

(3) Fo1 each :v·ec:r Th::t data is available. beginning in 2005. the Planning Department

22

shall report nei ho;.:sinz cs;:;(; ~;c;,:;_, ~-v· inccme le11els, as i;;1ell as units that have been withdrawn from

24

occupancv (SRO) 1,11:.its.

25

existing un:ts

I

I

~17,i

c;;::;7c!:;,bZ2

:ha~ -!Vere pTe·,:c-:-1:.,;i

1~::,;;si7t.Z

carezcries shall include net new units, as well as

;:,::;; e;:.,';?icred bv c!eed or regulatory agreement that are acquired for

Supervisor Kim
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1

preservation as vermanentlv m%:,dabie housinf! as determined by the Mayor's Office o(Housing and

2

Communiiv Develooment (MC rTCD) 1~'WT including refinancing or other rehabilitation under existing

3

ownershiv), protected bv deed 01 re;;{;,;latorv agreement for a minimum of55 vears. The report shall

4

include, !,·,; ·;u;r, anc,' /01

5

Occuvancv wi:'hin thcr: JJe:.;;-,

6

another catezorv f(;;- i:nits ~'."":::.!

)·,,::; l~:.~c.s"; ;;_;,;c;/t2T.

::: S'ez;::;? c;;e

r;.:,;;2 :

all ;,mfis that have received Temporary Certificates of

t;Cttegorv frxr units that obtained a site or building permit, and

::::::eived C.:_QJFDvc;l from the Planning Commission or Planning
- ermit ro commence construction

7
8

entitlemer:rs fftat have expi7ed :,~/,,d y;:;,' bee1s renev;;ed during the Housing Balance Period). Master

9

planned emidements, incli;:;;ii'fi" c~_;i

11:,; ,i;JZ~tec;

to s;,;;;h areas as Treasure Island, Hunters Point

10

Shipvc;ni ar;ci Park }IJ.e7ced s;sc;I: :sc;· ie ~nduded in this latter category until individual building

11

entitlements 01 site penn~ts c:;;e v~f;7JICJed for svecific housing profects. For each year or ar!J!roval

(A)]];;:;!; ;;,::.:::iv -'-'c-v> l1~ccme u1dts.

13
14

familiBs mr;ikiI~12- lx:t/:1eet1 J-::O?S L"ec;; lt.-::::Lan Tnceime fAlvI[) as defined in California Health & Safety

(B) Vi:?·; ~:;11

16
17

22
23

24
25

J;;c.cme U;;:,its. e;;;hich are units available to individuals or families

makinf! b.s;'v;;.2e:2 3G-5D% ;~]/;_. c:.o: :.eh'.e.;, zr; Ce:.!ifur;za Health & Safety Code Section 50105. and are

(C) I,c>.JU .:-;~cc,z:e [/nits, -,;;};;ch are units available to individuals or families

19

20

which are units available to individuals or

making betvveen

50-8D%.1_J:/.!.~- :,:;

c;'c,/je;; ;7, CcJif:x?;;c Health & Safety Code Section 50079.5, and are

(D; ]/;_;,:;e'c;ts -::cc;';'.;e
makir;z !Jet111ie7; 8D-. 20% L>

'(_,~1~;s,

··;:1nich a.Ye unirs available to individuals or families

:..':. :_~'e :;·ub!ect ;.c _cdce or /em restrictions between 80-120%AMI:

(El _;:,(Zc.:L;; _;,__::c;;~e
making betvveen 120-150% L.:L·.

Jnt~s. ·ii.:hicn.

are units available to individuals or families

~;,:; : .. ·2 s;tbi&c-: -;:; ;:;yf.ce

Supervisor Kirn
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1

2

3

rF) 11/fz/ket-r:;te ;,sn!ts. which are units not subject to any deed or regulatory

agreement with p1ice restrictJo:-;s ·
(G) Y-!:J:s!:JZ ?L";its withcZ:cIVm from

5

including aiZ ·1412~ts that hW";;e

6

Stabilization and Arbit?2;;!c;:1_

9

Administr;;;rive Code Sec.j~C/:..:;. I

10

Code Seu~o1, 37.9(c;.)1,13J.

11

(J-1)

14

tee;~ ::,1.d.Jfect to

vrotected status. including units withdrawn

rent control under the San Francisco Residential Rent

~; .;;_~:::o::e 2;~;;· ;;kat a F'Dpertv

;;.·c;)(~ [;)

owner removes permanently from the

c;· removal rr;,rrsualit to the Ellis Act under Administrative

F:,,C,,;: /o-Jz,,:;-;;-;5 tepiac.emerr; units and substantially rehabilitated units

(4) The ''-Tci,sj;;-;· 3:.;-1;~ce shall ;je exmessed as a percentage, obtained bv dividing the

16

units C- r.2 J% AMI) ;y,·f!n;s tf;s .:-:c; _;;:·:;,;·e:;r:d ut:±ts·. b·; the total number ofnet new housing units within

17

the Housinz Bc;lc;nce Ps/i:..:i.

20

would a:Zc·1,; cccuvcJ1,c;; a;·;;',£ :,;. _,;::,) ,, ~:-~;~;' ;'i:e .i tF;2a1 Housing Balance Period. plus those units that

21

have obzatned a site or t_,--,,;;;-;,~"::z ::;.:;;)-;,;.

24

housing D/ .:.;tfier mfo1dcic:e

~-'.;e _:.:c-.,_:;~ni::- Ba:c:r,cc.

'~:.-,L.:/f;.f

F~

shall also .v1ovide two calculations:

,;epo..1c..'e caiculc,ticn of'the Cumulative Housing Balance

;,,::::s1' -;f;:;;; fy;:_·;e reczfw:cl Ternporary Certificates of Occupancy

25

Superviscr Kir:-1
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1

within the Housinz Bcz!ance Pey;:;,d "ne 'f-Tousinf? Balance Reports will show the Cumulative Housing

2

Balance with and' l;Vithout pi,:bl!c .?,;D?.,!Si?:z incli;decZ in the calculation,· and
(B) t.~e

3
4

-;;niectec! qousi:af! Balance. which shall include any residential project

that has recc:tvsd :;;prJcvc) :~·c ;~ ,/.e

PJ:;:?U?if

Cc;r;;;;;ssion 01 Planning Department, even if the

5

6

entitlements that have e;:;;::;;/'sd c;:;:d ?::c;;' :::.22;-;, ren2;,;.e;c:.' curing the Housing Balance period). Master

7

planned erttitfa;~t?e1;ts s};:;;,;; :;:::;; _:-e

8

site permits :;,ye

j;cZ~:dc.d

!T, t./;e ca!::ulatior, until individual building entitlements or

a_~r;mved~

9
10

Section 1GJ8v J L, n2

11

Housing Baiance far the mcst recenT :'wo auarters CihJ-wide. bv Supervisorial District. Plan Area. and

·i •

?

C 'Ce. :'/:c.

1c ic,/,;;:,znE:

Le;:;a1o'ment snatl calculate the Cumulative and Projected

22

23
24
25

Supervisor Kit~·
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1

including the goal o(a mini1'!22n 33% ecf'Ordable ho-;,;sinf! to low and moderate income households. as

2

well as the Citv 's OeneraZ

3

first hearinz shall occ:kt YJJ

P ~c!S 'fc':o1:st;;·;;z
.~:::::st ;::;e;;:

Tl,Jement housing rrrocluction goals bv income categorv. The

30 davs after the effective date ofthis ordinance, and by April I

4
5

6

the latest l--to-v::;ing 3cdc,ncc:

~'..:; c;:;c·; :,';;~;-v;;zde

au.! !r; SupervtsDTial District and Planning District,· the

7
8

9
10

11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21

housingp1:;,:;i;,;c;:c1~

;zocis. :.:e i/.cC ,.:,;

·:;

:.,5:±.E_;:fE.ct_J1:Jmic c;M! Workforce Development shall report on

22
23

24
25

Supervisor i<'r;,
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1
2

3

City's General Plan HousiT!Z 52eTs'?m' housi7t£ production J?oals; the Rent Board shall report on the
I withdrawn I ry ndi/itio7l

of'-;-.:c·;-; ·_r.r,,;'-~r ::'or! r'l'if,•

r7d

current or [Frovosed policies that affect these

Inumbevs·~,-~:· ::::~·f·r0~r~· .r~:;. ~vr;"':--.1-~:0v~~~:r,•~--~~r
f,

~

_,Ji,.-..._,.,!._,/c.,,µ\L.c-.i;.,JJl,t,.....,.~;;,_,.

U,'

..:....,;·__,.1,-_,_,1_,,,,..., • ..,. __

..._

_,v...:.

J;,rev·o--Trf

'-'i:_,.,;...;,__.,;.,..;;,1..,~:;..,_,

.

ri~q· fh.o wz.thdvnwal or ad'dz.tz·on of

/,,Vi"

.,i/,t,._,.

IU

4

5
6
7
8
9

10
..Jec;:;me e-ffective 30 days after

11
· s:gns

12

:~he

ordinance, the Mayor returns the
ten days of receiving it, or the Board

13

14
15

16
17

APPRO\J:::D
DENN

18

19

20

n:\legana\as2;'Y'. 5\'"i 5003€6\CY ·D06C68.Jc ..:

21
22

23
24

25

Supervisor '~!1111
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City.Hall

1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
Sari Francisco, CA 94102-4689

Date Passed: April 21, 2015
Ccc:e ':o recufre the Planning Department to monitor the balance
ero·::! r:esv sfc'0,-v:c.0le Lcusing, and publish a bi-annual Housing
Sai:&r;ce Report;
at the Board of Supervisors on strategies for achieving
anc ,;aintain!ng -che reqt.: :sc: .
b2:ance i:-: ac::::crdance with San Francisco's housing
p:;sJs; z.1d
e,-1J:,·c:,,-r,er.~a1 find!r:gs, ?lc.iY1'r:g C<.::de, Section 302, findings, and
finc:n:;s o·? constsEency
policies of Planning Code,
. tne Gsnerc.! ?ian, a:d '::-,e eight
Se=~-:::-...:,
--i

- ;'\fi!EN::JED, AN AMENDMENT

:::::rsist:::nsen, Cohen, Farrell, Kim, Mar, Tang,

Cohen, Farrell, Kim, Mar, Tang,

; 11eirt<by
that tile foregoing
:'.Jrai<1:0;1c:c:, 'JJas FINALLY PASSED on
-..f:2·J
_
~~s Bo2rd of Supervisors of
·ff:e
c.:uil County of San Francisco.

Ci erk of the Board

Date Approved

Printed at 1:43 pm oit 412211.5
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APPENDRXC
CUMULATIVE HOUSING

3_A_,_~}1_l'·IC3 ~"'.E:eORT

N'!) 3 'IABLES BY PLANNING DISTRICTS

Table 1A
Cumulz:fve
Totai

:__;nits

Planning Districts

A-fforc.ab,2
rlcc:si c:g

En·:itlec!

Total Net

ft.ffor02 b! e

Nevv Units

Units

Sui It

,:)

PerrnH:ted

S-:2."I:US

:ss2)

1 Richmond
2 Marina

87

514

Total

Cumulative
Housing
Balance 1

Entitled
Permitted
Units

198

-41.2%

______ .__________ '._::.88) _________________101 _ _ _1_.4_.6___,i_-_7_5_._3_o/c_o---u

3 Northeas;c
r Lc~7)
12
S34
200
-20.4%
~4-D_o_\N_n_.t_o-,-~,-r-,--------1~53.7 ----.-~-,0-C-") ____-'-_i-~----5-,-2-2_9__,,---1-,_3_0_5_,l~i-2-5-.3-o/c-o--11
----------~------''1'------11

5

Weste~n .~ddit~on

6 Bue:-1c. Vista

'987

1,000

510

595

:.,;s),

7 Centra!

48

-----

11

!

22.2%
5.1%
-93.7%

~8_1Vi_•_is_s_i_o_;-__________~_·~-~_____:_~_~_3_:1 _ _ _ _~_~_ _ _ _1_. _7_2_~_____3_8_6~·--3_._8_%_o_~
-,

10 SouL1 8a11shoC"2

.I~·-

-

.

'

----------'·--'-·
::.- ·.:_,,',
--~--~---~~,

i! 14

an n E: • ~~ic - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

115 Oute: 5 v1set
I

_,,

6,033

14.0%

782

31.7%

------------------~-----11

---

...:....:......

33

-138.3%

131

-102.9%
0

______.. ~:'._--·-~~ ------~---=-=-----1'_:-~_"_,1_-_1_4_5_.5__%__,1

3::?S'.

1

:=::;

88

-206.5%

=================================='=========~

~IT_o_i_·a_l_s~~~~~~---~:::-._~:::_.. ·~··_
.. _________
s" --~~~--~~~~--~~~~--1_1_,_1_!!'._.o_·__s_._s_%_o_...

SAii FRANCISCO

PL.AN.NJN<!:. :;:::

33

,E.t::i.:::?..:1.=::r:"~~=z.~;;;.7
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Table 1B
Cumulative

I

!i

Units
Removed

Planning Districts

from

RAD

Total

I entitled
II Affordable
Units
I Permitted

Protected

E-catus

Total
Entitled
Permitted

Total Net
New Units
Built

Units

Cumulative
Housing
Balance2

I
,,

1 Richmond

2 Marina
3 Northec.s:
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(552)

2

(188)
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12
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114
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:5/0
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168
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204:
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5,229

11

I'

i
I
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-20.9%

146

-65.6%

200

-7.8%

1,305

39.3%

1,000

55.8%

595

16.4%

48

-93.7%

386

19.0%

"

9871
'I

6 Buena Vista

17 Centra1

1

351

\395)

8 Mission

{5.S3)

570

41

1,724

'1

!I
!

i'
j!

081
10,183 ____;_
6,033
\E3,l
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-----I
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95

33
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Table 2
Projected
Total

Bos

IDlstr~;;'c

, Affordable
Units

T3D

1 Richmond
2 Marina
3 Northeas[
7i1,

L1.3S

4Downtovvn

29

58

32

632

5

8

5 Western Addition
6 Buena Vista

3

7 Centra!

8 Mission
9 i

8:1..

90

168

1~s2

Total Affordable
Unitsas%of
Net New Units

Net New

Units

15
44
207
2,054
8
139
8
38
1,537
1,691
3
12
110
38
2 i

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
30.8%
0.0%
5.8%
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9.9%
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15.2%
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2006 Q1 - 2015 Q4
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Table 6
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Owner
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Table 7
Entitled and

[=-errn~ti:edl

Total Affordable
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Net New Units

Net New
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LAND USE

OBJECTIVE 1.1
STRENG1HEN 1HE MISSION'S EXISTING MIXED USE
CHARACTER, WHILE MAINTAINING 1HE NEIGHBORHOOD AS A PLACE TO LIVE AND WORK
OBJECTIVE 1.2
IN AREAS OF 1HE MISSION WHERE HOUSING AND
MIXED USE IS ENCOURAGED, MAXIMIZE DEVELOPl'vffiNT POTENTIAL IN KEEPING WI1H NEIGHBORHOOD
CHARACTER
OBJECTIVE 1.3
INSTITUTE FLEXIBLE ''LEGAL NONCONFORMING USE"
PROVISIONS TO ENSURE A CONTINUED MIX OF USES IN
TI-IE MISSION
OBJECTIVE 1.4
SUPPORT A ROLE FOR "KNOWLEDGE SECTOR" BUSINESSES IN APPROPRIATE PORTIONS OF 1HE MISSION
OBJECTIVE 1.5
MINIMIZE TI-IE IMPACT OF NOISE ON AFFECTED AREAS
AND ENSURE GENERAL PLAN NOISE REQUIREMENTS
ARE MET.
OBJECTIVE 1.6
IMPROVE INDOOR AIR QUALITY FOR SENSITIVE LAND
USES IN TI-IE MISSION
OBJECTIVE 1.7
RETAIN TI-IE MISSION'S ROLE AS AN IMPORTANT LOCATION FOR PRODUCTION, DISTRIBUTION, AND REPAIR
(PDR) ACTIVITIES.
OBJECTIVE 1.8
MAINTAIN AND STRENG1HEN 1HE MISSION'S NEIGHBORHOOD COMMERCIAL AREAS

HOUSING
OBJECTIVE 2.1
ENSURE THAT A SIGNIFICANT PERCENTAGE OF NEW
HOUSING CREATED IN 1HE MISSION IS AFFORDABLE TO
PEOPLE WI1H A WIDE RANGE OF INCOMES
OBJECTIVE 2.2
RETAIN AND IMPROVE EXISTING HOUSING AFFORDABLE TO PEOPLE OF ALL INCOl'vffiS
OBJECTIVE 2.3
ENSURE THAT NEW RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENTS SATISFY AN ARRAY OF HOUSING NEEDS WITH RESPECT TO
TENURE, UNIT MIX AND COMMUNITY SERVICES.
OBJECTIVE 2.4
LOWER 1HE COST OF 1HE PRODUCTION OF HOUSING

OBJECTIVE 2.5
PROMOTE HEAL1H 1HROUGH RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPl'vIBNT DESIGN AND LOCATION
OBJECTIVE 2.6
CONTINUE AND EXPAND 1HE CITY'S EFFORTS TO
INCREASE PERMANENTLY AFFORDABLE HOUSING PRODUCTION AND AVAILABILITY
BUILT FORM

OBJECTIVE 3.1
PROMOTE AN URBAN FORM TI-IAT REINFORCES TI-IE
MISSION'S DISTINCTIVE PLACE IN 1HE CITY'S LARGER
FORM AND STRENG1HENS ITS PHYSICAL FABRIC AND
CHARACTER
OBJECTIVE 3.2
PROMOTE AN URBAN FOR.i\.1 AND ARCHITECTURAL
CHARACTER 1HAT SUPPORTS WALKING AND SUSTAINS A
DIVERSE, ACTIVE AND SAFE PUBLIC REALM
OBJECTIVE 3.3
PROMOTE THE ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY, ECOLOGICAL FUNCTIONING AND 1HE OVERALL QUALITY
OF 1HE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT IN 1HE PLAN AREA
TRANSPORTATION

OBJECTIVE 4.1
IMPROVE PUBLIC TRANSIT TO BETTER SERVE EXISTING
AND NEW DEVELOPMENT IN 1HE MISSION
OBJECTIVE 4.2
INCREASE TRANSIT RIDERSHIP BY MAKING IT MORE
COMFORTABLE AND EASY TO USE
OBJECTIVE 4.3
ESTABLISH PARKING POLICIES 1HAT IMPROVE THE
QUALITY OF NEIGHBORHOODS AND REDUCE CONGESTION AND PRIVATE VEHICLE TRIPS BY ENCOURAGING
TRAVEL BY NON-AUTO MODES
OBJECTIVE 4.4
SUPPORT 1HE CIRCULATION NEEDS OF EXISTING AND
NEW PDR USES IN THE MISSION
OBJECTIVE 4.5
CONSIDER 1HE STREET NETWORK IN 1HE MISSION AS A
CITY RESOURCE ESSENTIAL TO MULTI-MODAL MOVEMENT AND PUBLIC OPEN SPACE
OBJECTIVE 4.6
SUPPORT WALKING AS A KEY TRANSPORTATION MODE
BY IMPROVING PEDESTRIAN CIRCULATION WI1HIN 1HE
MISSION AND TO 01HER PARTS OF THE CITY
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COMMUNITY FACILITIES

OBJECTIVE 4.7
IlvIPROVE AND EXPAND INFRASTRUCTURE FOR BICYCLING AS AN Il'vIPORTANT MODE OF TRANSPORTATION

OBJECTIVE 7.1
PROVIDE ESSENTIAL COMMUNITY SERVICES AND
FACILITIES

OBJECTIVE 4.8
ENCOURAGE ALTERNATIVES TO CAR OWNERSHIP AND
THE REDUCTION OF PRIVATE VEHICLE TRIPS

OBJECTIVE 7.2
ENSURE CONTINUED SUPPORT FOR HUMAN SERVICE
PROVIDERS THROUGHOUT THE EASTERN NEIGHBORHOODS

OBJECTIVE 4.9
FACILITATE MOVEMENT OF AUTOMOBILES BY MANAGING CONGESTION AND OTHER NEGATIVE IlvIPACTS OF
VEHICLE TRAFFIC

OBJECTIVE 7.3
REINFORCE THE IMPORTANCE OF THE MISSION AS THE
CENTER OF LATINO LIFE IN SAN FRANCISCO
HISTORIC PRESERVATION

OBJECTIVE 4.10
DEVELOP A COJvIPREHENSIVE FUNDING PLAN FOR
TRANSPORTATION Il'vIPROVEMENTS
STREETS AND OPEN SPACE

OBJECTIVE 8.1
IDENTIFY AND EVALUATE HISTORIC AND CULTURAL
RESOURCES WITHIN THE MISSION PLAN AREA

OBJECTIVE 5.1
PROVIDE PUBLIC PARKS AND OPEN SPACES THAT MEET
THE NEEDS OF RESIDENTS, WORKERS AND VISITORS

OBJECTIVE 8.2
PROTECT, PRESERVE, AND REUSE HISTORIC RESOURCES
WITHIN THE MISSION PLAN AREA

OBJECTIVE 5.2
ENSURE THAT NEW DEVELOPMENT INCLUDES HIGH
QUALITY PRIVATE OPEN SPACE

OBJECTIVE 8.3
ENSURE THAT HISTORIC PRESERVATION CONCERNS
CONTINUE TO BE AN INTEGRAL PART OF THE ONGOING PLANNING PROCESSES FOR TI-IE MISSION PLAN
AREA AS THEY EVOLVE OVER TL\IIE

OBJECTIVE 5.3
CREATE A NETWORK OF GREEN STREETS THAT CONNECTS OPEN SPACES AND Il'vIPROVES THE WALKABILITY,
AESTHETICS AND ECOLOGICAL SUSTAINABILITY OF
TI-IE NEIGHBORHOOD.

OBJECTIVE 8.4
PROMOTE
PRINCIPLES OF SUSTAINABILITY FOR
THE BUILT ENVIRONlvIENT THROUGH THE INHERENTLY
"GREEN" STRATEGY OF HISTORIC PRESERVATION

nm

OBJECTIVE 5.4
THE OPEN SPACE SYSTEM SHOULD BOTH BEAUTIFY THE
NEIGHBORHOOD AND STRENGTHEN THE ENVIRONMENT

OBJECTIVE 8.5
PROVIDE PRESERVATION INCENTIVES, GUIDANCE, AND
LEADERSHIP WITHIN THE MISSION PLAN AREA

OBJECTIVE 5.5
ENSURE THAT EXISTING OPEN SPACE, RECREATION
AND PARK FACILITIES ARE WELL MAINTAINED

OBJECTIVE 8.6
FOSTER PUBLIC AWARENESS AND APPRECIATION OF
HISTORIC AND CULTURAL RESOURCES WITHIN THE MISSION PLAN AREA

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

OBJECTIVE 6.1
SUPPORT THE ECONOMIC WELLBEING OF A VARIETY OF
BUSINESSES IN
EASTERN NEIGHBORHOODS_

nm

OBJECTIVE 6.2
INCREASE ECONOMIC SECURITY FOR WORKERS BY PROVIDING ACCESS TO SOUGI-IT-AFTERJOB SKILLS

iii
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The Eastern Neighborhoods Plans are conceived
as a means to address inevitable change in four
of the neighborhoods most affected - the South
of Market, the Mission, Showplace Square /
Potrero Hill and the Central Waterfront.

Planning for Change
San Francisco is a special place because
of the way in which it has always balanced
preservation with change. Our neighborhoods have changed with the rimes, but
they have always kept something of their
unique character - an essence of San
Francisco that doesn't look or feel like
anywhere else. In the late 20th and early
21st century, the city's eastern bayfront has
been the epicenter for change, and for all
the pressures, debates and concern that its
prospect entails. From the South of Market
to Visitacion Valley; traditionally industrial
areas have begun transforming. Housing,
offices, and the shops and services which
cater to them have been springing up next
to industrial businesses. Wealthier residents
have begun to move into neighborhoods
traditionally inhabited by the working class.
Residents, community activists and business
owners have all recognized the need for
rational planning to resolve these conflicts
and stabilize these neighborhoods into the
future.
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Twin Policy Dilemmas:
Stabilizing the Industrial Lands and Providing Affordable Housing
At their core, the Eastern Neighborhoods Plans
try to accomplish two key policy goals:
1) They attempt to ensure a stable future for
Production, Distribution and Repair (PDR)
businesses in the city, mainly by reserving
a certain amount of land for this purpose;
and
2) they strive to provide a significant amount
of new housing affordable to low, moderate
and middle income families and individuals,
along with "complete neighborhoods" that
provide appropriate amenities for these new
residents.

Stabilizing the Industrial Lands
At one time, land zoned for industrial uses
covered almost the entire eastern bayfront of
San Francisco, from the southern county line
to well north of Market Street. As the city's
economy has transformed over time, away from
traditional manufacturing and "smoke-stack"

industry toward tourism, service and ''knowledge-based" functions, the city's industrial lands
have shrunk steadily.
By the 1990s, land zoned for industrial uses
stood at about 12% of the city's total usable
land (i.e. not including parks and streets). This
period was one of strong economic growth in
which the city gained thousands of new jobs
and residents. As a result, capital, business and
building activity surged into the industrial and
residential Eastern Neighborhoods, south of
downtown. While this wealth brought needed
resources, it also created conflicts around the
use of land. San Francisco's industrial zoning
has from the beginning been very permissive
- allowing residences, offices and other uses, in
addition to industrial businesses. Old and new
residents, established industrial businesses and
new, non-industrial business ventures all vied
for building space and more affordable land in
the Eastern Neighborhoods. It became clear
over time, that non-industrial land uses - mainly
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housing and offices that can pay far more for land - would make significant
inroads on industrially zoned land in the Eastern Neighborhoods.

Industrially-Zoned land in
San f rancisco

1990s
2.781 acres
126%of cicy

future
Proposed
1,505 acres
6.8%ofcity

Also during this period, a new, non-industrial future was charted for several
significant portions of the city's industrial lands. These included Mission Bay
(slated for new housing, a University of California research campus and other
research and development space), the Hunters Point Shipyard (new housing,
co=ercial and sports facilities) and the Schlage Lock site (slated for new
housing, open space and retail).
Faced with the removal of these areas from industrial zoning and the increasing
competition for land in the remaining industrial areas, the Planning Department began a process to identify how much land was needed in the city for
continuing industrial use and determine how to stabilize that land into the
future. Recognizing that industrial land in the city was being used for many
functions that didn't fall under traditional manufacturing "smokestack" categories, the term "Production, Distribution and Repair" (PDR) was coined
to refer to the wide variety of activities that needed cheaper land and larger
spaces to function.
The analysis process, carried out over several years, included a number of
components: Co=unity discussions about the future of industrial lands in
the city, analysis of the value of PDR businesses to the city's economy and
workforce, analysis of the needs of PDR businesses to prosper, and analysis
of the land supply available to support PDR businesses. (See page viii under
For Further Reading for a list of studies and publications dealing with these
subjects.)
These studies concluded that there is indeed a future for PDR businesses in the
city. These businesses contribute to the city's economy - by providing stable
and well paying jobs for the 50% of San Franciscans without college degrees,
and by supporting various sectors of the city's economy. The analysis also
concludes that many types of PDR businesses could thrive in San Francisco
given the right conditions. Chief among these conditions is a secure supply
of land and building space, buffered from incompatible land uses and free of
competing users with higher ability to pay for land.

Providing Affordable Housing
San Francisco has an ongoing affordable housing crisis. In 2007, the median
income for a family of four in the city is about $86,000. Yet it requires twice
that income to be able to afford the median priced dwelling suitable for a
family that size. Only an estimated 10% of households in the city can afford
a median-priced home.

vi
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What is PDR?
The Planning Department has adopted the term
"Production, Distribution and Repair" or "PDR" to refer to
the very wide variety of activities which have traditionally
occurred and still occur in our industrially zoned areas.
PDR businesses and workers prepare our food and
print our books; produce the sounds and images for our
movies; take people to the airport; arrange flowers and
set theatrical stages; build houses. and offices; pick up
our mail and garbage. PDf{ and related activities include
arts activities, performanpe !?paces, furniture wholesaling,
and design activities. In general, PDR activities, occurring
with little notice and largely in the.Eastern Neighborhoods,
provide critical support to the drivers of San Francisco's
economy, including the tourist industry, high tech industry
and financial and legal services, to name a few. PDR
businesses also tend to provide stable and well-paying jobs
for the 50% of San Francisco residents who do not have a
college degree.

Why do PDR businesses need
protection through zoning?
There are several reasons why
San Francisco, like many other
large U.S. cities, is considering
providing protection for PDR
activities through zoning
changes in some areas.
1) Competition for land: San Francisco has very limited
land available and because current zoning permits almost
any activity in an industrial zone, residential and office uses,
which can afford to pay far more to buy land, have been
gradually displacing PDR activities.
2) Land use conflicts: Some (though certainly not all) PDR
businesses use large trubks, stay open late, make noise
or emit odors. As residences and offices locate adjacent
to these PDR businesses more frequently, conflicts arise,
sometimes forcing the PDR businesses to curtail operations
or even leave the city.

Current and future residents of limited means are likely to need assistance to
continue to live in San Francisco. Many future San Francisco workers will be
earning below 80% of the area's median income. Sales clerks and secretaries,
as well as technical professionals and bank executives, must be able to live
here. San Francisco must also house the firefighters, policemen, teachers, and
health, recreation and primary care providers needed to support the city's
population. Even construction workers who build new houses need housing
they can afford.
The General Plan's Housing Element tells us that San Francisco needs to
build over 2,700 new units a year to meet its share of the region's projected
housing demand. At least 40% of this new housing construction should be
affordable to low and very low income households, and 32% affordable to
households of moderate means.

What is "affordable housing"?
"Affordable housing" refers simply to
apartments or condominiums that are
priced to be affordable to individuals
and families earning anywhere from
about 30% to about 120% of the city's
median income (or about $30,000 to
$114,000 for a family of four). Because
affordable housing sells or rents for less
than the amount required to cover its
costs, it must be subsidized. This subsidy can come in the form of government funding, or through requirements
that developers designate a certain
percentage of new units they build as
affordable.

In order to succeed in meeting the city's housing objectives, three major pre-

requisites must be met:
• An adequate supply of land must be identified;
• Regulatory and other impediments must be removed and incentives added;
and
• Adequate financing must be available for both private and non-profit
housing development.
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As the discussions continued around where and how to preserve some of the
city's industrial lands, it became increasingly clear that the dialogue needed to
be expanded to include the subject of how to supply a significant amount of
affordable housing in formerly industrial areas where a transition to housing
and mixed-use would occur.

The Eastern Neighborhoods Plans:
A Response to the Twin Policy Dilemmas

For Further Reading
EPS Report: Supply/Demand Study for
Production, Distribution, and Repair
(PDR) in San Francisco's Eastern
Neighborhoods (April, 2005)
Community Planning in the Eastern
Neighborhoods Rezoning Options
Workbook Draft ( 2003 )
Profiles of Community Planning Areas
(2002)
Industrial Land in San Francisco:
Understanding Production, Distribution,
and Repair ( 2002 )
All of these documents are available to download
on the Eastern Neighborhoods web site:
http://easternneighborhoods.sfplanning.org

The Eastern Neighborhoods Plans were developed over several years, with the
participation of thousands of co=unity members and other stakeholders.
They embody a series of strategies for responding to the need to preserve some
industrial land in the city while also providing increased levels of affordable
housing. The following Key Principles inform all the objectives and policies
contained in the Plans:

People and Neighborhoods:
1) Encourage new housing at appropriate locations and make it as affordable
as possible to a range of city residents
2) Plan for transportation, open space, co=unity facilities and other critical
elements of complete neighborhoods

The Economy and Jobs:
3) Reserve sufficient space for production, distribution and repair activities,
in order to support the city's economy and provide good jobs for residents
4) Take steps to provide space for new industries that bring innovation and
flexibility to the city's economy
The Eastern Neighborhoods Plans are structured as Area Plans in the city's
General Plan. Each consists of eight chapters. The first two - Land Use and
Housing - set out fundamental objectives and policies around stabilizing the
use of land and providing affordable housing. The following six chapters
- Built Form, Transportation, Streets and Open Space, Economic Development, Historic
Preservation, Communiry Facilities - all provide the background and support for
ensuring that we plan complete neighborhoods.
The Area Plans are accompanied by an Implementation Document which
lays out the program of co=unity improvements, a funding strategy to
realize those improvements and directs administration of a public benefits
program.
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LAND USE
This section presents the vision for the use of land in the Mission. It identifies activities
that are important to protect or encourage and establishes their pattern in the neighborhood. This pattern is based on the need to increase opportunities for new housing
development, particularly affordable housing, retain space for production, distribution
and repair (PDR) activities, protect established residential areas, and build on the vibrant
neighborhood commercial areas around Mission, Valencia and 24th Streets. Where
and how these activities occur is critical to ensuring that future neighborhood change
contributes positively to the city as well as the area's vitality, fostering the Mission as
a place to live and work.
To ensure the Mission remains a center for immigrants, artists, and innovation, the
established land use pattern should be reinforced. This means protecting established
areas of residential, commercial and PDR, and ensuring that areas that have become
mixed-use over time develop in such a way that they contribute positively to the
neighborhood. A place for living and working also means a place where affordably
priced housing is made available, a diverse array of jobs is protected, and where goods
and services are oriented to serve the needs of the community. For the Mission to
continue to function in this way, land must be designated for such uses and controlled
in a more careful fashion.
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OBJECTIVE 1.1
STRENGTHEN THE MISSION'S EXISTING MIXED USE CHARACTER,
WHILE MAINTAINING THE NEIGHBORHOOD AS A PLACE TO LIVE AND
WORK
Much of the Mission is mixed-use in character. Neighborhood commercial areas such
as Mission, Valencia, and 24th Streets support a variety of activities, including shops and
services, housing, small offices, and PDR businesses. Residential areas contain some
small corner stores and other neighborhood-serving uses. The Northeast Mission is
home to a unique mixture of activities which includes many important and successful
PDR businesses, as well as offices, housing, retail and other uses. This mix of uses
contributes to the vitality of the Mission and should be retained.
The challenge in the Mission is to strengthen the neighborhood's mixed-use character,
while taking clear steps to protect and preserve PDR businesses, which provide jobs
and services essential for the city. This Plan's approach to land use controls in the
Mission includes the following key elements:
• Maintain existing zoning controls for the low and medium density residential areas
in the southeast part of the Mission
• Generally maintain existing neighborhood commercial zoning in the Mission and
Valencia Corridors, including portions of 16th Street, but recognize the good
transit service available here by eliminating density limits and parking minimum
requirements.
• Eliminate density limits and minimum parking controls in some residential areas
of the Mission which are close to Mission Street transit.
• In some parts of the Northeast Mission Industrial Zone, establish new controls
that protect PDR businesses by prohibiting new residential development and
limiting new office and retail development.
• In other parts of the Northeast Mission Industrial Zone, establish new controls
that allow mixed-income residential development, while limiting new office and
retail development.
The policies to address the objective above are as follows:
POLICY 1.1.1
Revise land use controls in some portions of the Northeast Mission
Industrial Zone to stabilize and promote PDR activities, as well as the
arts, by prohibiting construction of new housing and limiting the amount
of office and retail uses that can be introduced. Also place limitations on
heavier industrial activities which may not be appropriate for the Mission
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POLICY 1.1.2
Revise land use controls in portions of the Northeast Mission Industrial
Zone outside the core industrial area to create new mixed use areas,
allowing mixed income housing as a principal use, as well as limited
amounts of retail, office, and research and development uses, while
protecting against the wholesale displacement of PDR uses.
POLICY 1.1.3
Maintain the successful Mission Street, 24th Street, and Valencia Street
Neighborhood Commercial districts; recognize the proximity to good
transit service by eliminating residential density limits and minimum parking requirements.
POLICY 1.1.4
In higher density residential areas of the Mission, recognize proximity to
good transit service by eliminating density limits and minimum parking
requirements; permit small neighborhood-serving retail.
POLICY 1.1.5
In lower density residential areas of the Mission, generally further from
good transit service, maintain existing residential controls.
POLICY 1.1.6
Permit and encourage small and moderate size retail establishments in
neighborhood commercial areas of the Mission, while allowing larger
retail in the formerly industrial areas when part of a mixed-use development.
POLICY 1.1.7
Permit and encourage greater retail uses on the ground floor on parcels
that front 16th Street to take advantage of transit service and encourage
more mixed uses, while protecting against the wholesale displacement of
PDR uses.
POLICY 1.1.8
While continuing to protect traditional PDR functions that need large,
inexpensive spaces to operate, also recognize that the nature of PDR
businesses is evolving gradually so that their production and distribution
activities are becoming more integrated physically with their research,
design and administrative functions.
POLICY 1.1.9
Maximize active ground floor uses that open to the BART plazas in any
redevelopment of the parcels surrounding the plazas.
POLICY 1.1.10
While continuing to protect traditional PDR functions that need large,
inexpensive spaces to operate, also recognize that the nature of PDR
businesses is evolving gradually so that their production and distribution
activities are becoming more integrated physically with their research,
design and administrative functions.
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OBJECTIVE 1.2
IN AREAS OF THE MISSION WHERE HOUSING AND MIXED-USE IS
ENCOURAGED, MAXIMIZE DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL IN KEEPING
WITH NEIGHBORHOOD CHARACTER
It is important that new housing be developed in appropriate areas, that it be compatible
with its surroundings, and that it satisfy co=unity housing needs. Locating housing
in neighborhood co=ercial areas with good transit, as well as in some portions of
former industrial areas, allows new development to capitalize on existing infrastructure.
By increasing development potential on some parcels, reducing parking requirements,
and replacing existing unit density controls with "bedroom mix" controls that require
a portion of new units to be larger and more family-friendly, more housing of the
appropriate type can be encouraged.
Strong building design controls, discussed further in the Built Form chapter of this
Plan, should ensure that these new buildings are designed to be compatible with their
surroundings. Building facades should be broken up, development above a certain
height should be set back on small residential alleys to allow light and air, and active
ground floors should be required.
The policies to address the objective above are as follows:
POLICY 1.2.1
Ensure that in-fill housing development is compatible with its surroundings.
POLICY 1.2.2
For new construction, and as part of major expansion of existing buildings in neighborhood commercial districts, require ground floor commercial uses in new housing development. In other mixed-use districts
encourage housing over commercial or PDR where appropriate.
POLICY 1.2.3
In general, where residential development is permitted, control residential density through building height and bulk guidelines and bedroom mix
requirements.
POLICY 1.2.4
Identify portions of the Mission where it would be appropriate to increase
maximum heights for residential development.
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OBJECTIVE 1.3
INSTITUTE FLEXIBLE "LEGAL NONCONFORMING USE" PROVISIONS
TO ENSURE A CONTINUED MIX OF USES IN THE MISSION
A notable characteristic of the l\1ission is that even in its industrial areas, there exists
a unique and varied mix of offices, retail, housing and other uses, in addition to PDR
businesses. The intent of the Plan is to create successful mixed areas where PDR uses
can exist and compete well with other uses in the future.
To ensure that the l\1ission's unique mix remains in place, existing office and retail
establishments in the l\1ission's mixed-use and PDR districts should be allowed to stay
legally, as long as they were legally established in the first place. Property owners whose
office and retail tenants leave should be allowed to replace them with similar tenants.
Existing legal nonconforming use rules already provide substantial protections to
certain types of establishments that pre-date the proposed rezoning. For example, in
areas where limitations will be imposed under new zoning on retail and office uses,
existing office and retail uses that do not comply with this limitation would be able to
remain, provided they were legally established in the first place.
However, existing nonconforming rules do not apply to housing where it is prohibited
outright. Because new zoning will create such districts, the nonconforming use provisions in the Planning Code should be modified in order to allow for the continuance
of existing housing in areas where housing will no longer be permitted under the new
zoning.
The policies as well as implementing actions to address the objective above are as
follows:
POLICY 1.3.1
Continue existing, legal nonconforming rules, which permit pre-existing
establishments to remain legally even if they no longer conform to new
zoning provisions, as long as the use was legally established in the first
place.
POLICY 1.3.2
Provide flexibility for legal housing units to continue in districts where
housing is no longer permitted.
POLICY 1.3.3
Recognize desirable existing uses in the former industrial areas which
would no longer be permitted by the new zoning, and afford them appripriate opportunities to establish a continuing legal presence.
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OBJECTIVE 1.4
SUPPORT A ROLE FOR "KNOWLEDGE SECTOR" BUSINESSES IN
APPROPRIATE PORTIONS OF THE MISSION
The "Knowledge Sector" consists of businesses that create economic value through
the knowledge they generate and provide for their customers. These include businesses
involved in financial services, professional services, information technology, publishing,
digital media, multimedia, life sciences (including biotechnology), and environmental
products and technologies. The Knowledge Sector contributes to the city's economy
through the high wages these industries generally pay, creating multiplier effects for
local-serving businesses in San Francisco, and generating payroll taxes for the city.
Although these industries generally require greater levels of training and education
than PD R workers typically possess, they may in the future be able to provide a greater
number of quality jobs for some San Franciscans without a four-year college degree,
provided appropriate workforce development programs are put in place.
From a land use perspective, the Knowledge Sector utilizes a variety of types of space.
Depending on the particular needs of a company, this may include buildings for offices,
research and development (R&D), and manufacturing. Mixed-use and industrial land in
the Mission benefits from lower rents and less intensive development than other parts
of the city. These characteristics may allow for the location of manufacturing and R&D
components of the Knowledge Sector, as well as provide some "Class B" office space
suitable for Knowledge Sector companies which cannot afford or would prefer not to
be located downtown. These uses could be supported in the following manner:
• The PDR component of the Knowledge Sector could locate throughout the
Mixed-Use and PDR districts of the Mission.
• The office component of the Knowledge Sector should be directed towards space
above the ground floor in buildings in the Mission's Mixed Use and PDR districts.
The amount of office space in these buildings should be controlled, in order to
support the continued viability of some PDR uses above the ground floor.
• R&D uses range from office-only to a mixture of office and production and testing activities. To the degree that these uses are office-only, they should be subject
the same controls as office uses. The more industrially-oriented R&D uses could
be located throughout the Mixed Use and PDR districts of the Mission, though
the office component would be subject to office controls.
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The policies to address the objective above are as follows:
POLICY 1.4.1
Continue to permit manufacturing uses that support the Knowledge Sector in the Mixed Use and PDR districts of the Mission.
POLICY 1.4.2
Allow Knowledge Sector office-type uses in portions of the Mission
where it is appropriate.
POLICY 1.4.3
Identify portions of the Mission where it would be appropriate to allow
research and development uses that support the Knowledge Sector.

OBJECTIVE 1.5
MINIMIZE THE IMPACT OF NOISE ON AFFECTED AREAS AND ENSURE
GENERAL PLAN NOISE REQUIREMENTS ARE MET.
Noise, or unwanted sound, is an inherent component of urban living. While environmental noise can pose a threat to mental and physical health, potential health impacts
can be avoided or reduced through sound land use planning. The careful analysis and
siting of new land uses can help to ensure land use compatibility, particularly in zones
which allow a diverse range of land uses. Traffic is the most important source of
environmental noise in San Francisco. Co=ercial land uses also generate noise from
mechanical ventilation and cooling systems, and through freight movement. Sound
control technologies are available to both insulate sensitive uses and contain unwanted
sound from noisy uses. The use of good urban design can help to ensure that noise
does not impede access and enjoyment of public space.
The policies to address the objective above are as follows:
POLICY 1.5.1
Reduce potential land use conflicts by providing accurate background
noise-level data for planning.
POLICY 1.5.2
Reduce potential land use conflicts by carefully considering the location
and design of both noise generating uses and sensitive uses in the Mission.
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OBJECTIVE 1.6
IMPROVE INDOOR AIR QUALITY FOR SENSITIVE LAND USES IN THE
MISSION
Exposure to air pollutants can pose serious health problems, particularly for children,
seniors and those with heart and lung diseases. Sound land use planning aims to
reduce air pollution emissions by co-locating complementary land uses, which helps
to decrease automobile traffic and encourage walkability and by avoiding land use-air
·quality conflicts that can result in exposure to air pollutants. While there are numerous
social, environmental and economic benefits associated with integrating land use and
transportation, there is also a potential risk of exposing residents to poor indoor air
quality when infill residential developments are located in close proximity to air pollution sources, including traffic sources such as freeways or major streets. Epidemiologic
studies have consistently demonstrated that children and adults living in proximity to
busy roadways have poorer health outcomes, including higher rates of asthma disease
and morbidity and impaired lung development. Given increasing demands for housing, particularly affordable housing, and the limited amount of available and suitable
land for housing in San Francisco, it is important that the review process for proposed
development projects incorporate analysis and mitigation of air quality conflicts,
particularly with respect to sensitive land uses such as housing, schools, daycare and
medical facilities.
POLICY 1.6.1
Minimize exposure to air pollutants from existing traffic sources for new
residential developments, schools, daycare and medical facilities.

OBJECTIVE 1.7
RETAIN THE MISSION'S ROLE AS AN IMPORTANT LOCATION FOR
PRODUCTION, DISTRIBUTION AND REPAIR (PDR) ACTIVITIES.
It is important for the health and diversity of the city's economy and population that
production, distribution and repair (PDR) activities find adequate and competitive
space in San Francisco. PDR jobs constitute a significant portion of all jobs in the
Mission. These jobs tend to pay above average wages, provide jobs for residents of all
education levels, and offer good opportunities for advancement. However, they usually lease business space and are therefore subject to displacement. This is particularly
important in the Mission as average household sizes tend to be larger and incomes
lower than the rest of the city. Also, half of Mission residents are foreign born with
two-thirds coming from Latin America and Mexico. Half of all Mission residents are
of Latino heritage. About 45 percent of Mission residents speak Spanish at home.
PDR businesses provide accessible jobs to many of these residents.
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PDR is also a valuable export industry. PDR businesses that design or manufacture
products in San Francisco often do so because of advantages unique to being located
in the city. These export industries present an opportunity to grow particular PDR
sectors, strengthening and diversifying our local economy. PDR also supports the
competitiveness of knowledge industries by providing critical business services that
need to be close, timely and often times are highly specialized.
Many PDR businesses form clusters, including arts activities, that are unique to San
Francisco and provide services and employment for local residents. Establishing
space for PDR activities that is protected from encroachment by other uses responds
to existing policy set forth in the city's General Plan, particularly the Co=erce and
Industry Element, which includes the following pertinent policies:
• Seek to retain existing co=ercial and industrial activity and to attract new such
activity to the city (Objective 2, Policy 1)
• Promote the attraction, retention, and expansion of co=ercial and industrial
firms which provide employment improvement opportunities for unskilled and
semi-skilled workers (Objective 3, Policy 1)
• Avoid public actions that displace existing viable industrial firms (Objective 4,
Policy 3)
• When Displacement does occur, attempt to relocate desired firms within the city
(Objective 4, Policy 4)
• Avoid encroachment of incompatible land uses on viable industrial activity (Objective 4, Policy 5)
• Maintain an adequate supply of space appropriate to the needs of incubator
industries (Objective 4, Policy 11)
Generally, establishing areas for PDR businesses achieves the following:
1. Stabilizes activities that are susceptible to displacement including arts activities.
2. Stabilizes areas that contain concentrations of "blue collar", unskilled and semiskilled jobs.
3. Helps to ensure the availability of jobs across all economic sectors, providing
a wide range of employment opportunities for San Francisco's diverse population.
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4. Ensures that there is space for activities important to meeting the city's everyday
needs.
5. Ensures that there is space for businesses that support the city's wider economy
and health.
6. Ensures that there is space for new business sectors to emerge, which helps San
Francisco to maintain its role as a regional center.
7. Fosters a diverse economy, which helps to ensure the city's long-term economic
vibrancy.
The policies as well as implementing actions to address the objective above are as
follows:
POLICY 1.7.1
In areas designated for PDR, protect the stock of existing buildings used
by, or appropriate for, PDR businesses by restricting conversions of industrial buildings to other building types and discouraging the demolition
of sound PDR buildings.
POLICY 1.7.2
Ensure that any future rezoning of areas within POR districts is proposed
within the context of periodic evaluation of the city's needs for PDR
space.
PDR districts proposed in this Plan were established to acknowledge and protect existing clusters of PDR activity and to provide an appropriate land supply to accommodate
the city's need for PDR businesses into the foreseeable future. Land use needs change
over time, but case-by-case rezoning of individual parcels or groups of parcels within
larger PDR districts would disrupt the integrity of the districts. Proposed rezoning
should only be considered in the context of an evaluation and monitoring report of
the Eastern Neighborhoods Plans, to be conducted by the Planning Department at
five-year intervals.
POLICY 1.7.3
Require development of flexible buildings with generous floor-to-ceiling
heights, large floor plates, and other features that will allow the structure
to support various businesses.
Flexibly designed buildings with high floor to ceiling heights best accommodate the
PDR businesses of today and tomorrow. Such spaces, equipped with roll-up doors or
other large apertures, for example, facilitate the movement of goods and supplies.
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OBJECTIVE 1.8
MAINTAIN AND STRENGTHEN THE MISSION'S NEIGHBORHOOD
COMMERCIAL AREAS
Mission Street is well served by Muni and has two BART stations, at 16th and 24th
streets. Directing new development along neighborhood commercial streets in the
area, such as Mission and Valencia streets, increases their vitality as neighborhood
commercial areas and takes advantage of existing transit infrastructure. A tremendous
amount of this vitality is due to the unique character of the Mission's neighborhood
commercial areas, and that character should be encouraged and protected. Uses that
are not community or neighborhood-serving should be managed in order to promote
neighborhood serving and family-oriented businesses. To ensure compatibility with
the existing scale of these areas, large lot development and lot mergers and business
sizes should be carefully controlled. Because new zoning will allow for additional
development capacity, more affordable housing should be required to address the
needs of area residents and families.
The existing Mission alcoholic beverage controls, restricting new bars and liquor
stores, cover most of the Mission district. However in sections of Mission Street adult
entertainment and tourist hotels are currently permitted with conditional use approval.
To promote more community serving businesses in the Mission, these uses should be
prohibited in neighborhood commercial areas.
The policies to address the objective outlined above are as follows:
POLICY 1.8.1
Direct new mixed-use residential development to the Mission's neighborhood commercial districts to take advantage of the transit and services
available in those areas.
POLICY 1.8.2
Ensure that the Mission's neighborhood commercial districts continue
to serve the needs of residents, including immigrant and /ow-income
households.
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HOUSING
Historically the Mission has been a valuable source of affordable housing for immigrants
and families. There are about 60,000 people living in the Mission district, about half of
whom are foreign born, mostly from Central America and Mexico. Median household
incomes are lower and household sizes about 30% larger in the Mission than the city
as a whole, and this is particularly true for Latino households which, according to the
2000 census, have a median household size of 3.8 and a median household income
of $44,500. For the entire Mission, the median household size is 3 and the median
income is $48,227, whereas the citywide median household size is 2.3 and the median
income is $55,200. Although new housing continues to be constructed in the Mission,
the majority of this housing is market-rate, owner-occupied and generally unaffordable
to existing residents and families.
The production of affordable housing is one of the main goals of the Mission Area
plan, in order to provide housing for neighborhood residents and others who are
overburdened by their housing costs. ''Affordable housing" refers simply to apartments or condominiums that are priced so as not to financially burden a household
- housing costs that do not prevent individuals or families of any income level from
affording other necessities of life, such as food, clothing, transportation and medical
care. While the City has established affordability limits for individuals and families
earning anywhere from about 30% to about 120% of the city's median income, even
families beyond that threshold have difficulty affording housing in San Francisco.
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What constitutes an affordable rent or mortgage is more specifically defined locally as
a proportion of annual income for individuals and families. Households are categorized by income as very low-, low-, and moderate-income households based on their
relation to the median income. (Median income is the level at which exactly half of
the City's households are above and half are below.) According to the Mayor's Office
of Housing, the median income for 2007 for a household with four members in San
Francisco was $80,319. Yet the substantial majority of market-rate homes for sale in
San Francisco are priced out of the reach of low- and moderate-income households
- less than 10% of households in the City can afford a median-priced home.
The City's Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program is one existing method by which
the City produces several Below-Market-rate (BMR) units to families and individuals'
earning below what is required to afford market prices. Under the amended 2006
Ordinance, market-rate developments of five units or more are required to include a
mandatory fifteen percent of the project's total units as BMRs, which are affordable
to low and moderate-income buyers (for rentals, people earning below 60 percent of
median; for ownership units, people earning between 80 and 120 percent of median).
Alternatively, developments may select an equivalent option of off-site development
or payment of in-lieu fee.
However, this program only covers those earning up to 120 percent of median income,
which in 2007 was $96,400 for a household of four. Yet even families earning more
than this have difficulty affording housing in San Francisco. Almost 30 percent of its
households fall in the bracket of moderate and middle incomes. Housing for working
households remains one of the City's greatest needs.
The Mission Area Plan strives to meet six key objectives surrounding housing production and retention:
1. The Plan strives to construct new housing affordable to people with a wide range of
incomes via the rezoning of some of the City's industrial lands. It assists households
at low- and very low-incomes through inclusionary and land dedication strategies.
It aims to help people making above the 120% of median-income threshold for
inclusionary housing but below the amount required to afford market-rate units,
through "middle-income" development options.
2. The Plan strives to retain and improve existing housing, in recognition of the fact
that sound existing housing is one of the most valuable sources of housing the
City has.
3. The Plan ensures that residential development meets not only the affordability
needs, but the other needs- unit size, number of bedrooms, co=unity services
and neighborhood amenities - to create a high quality of life for all individuals and
families in the Eastern Neighborhoods.
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4. The Plan aims to lower the costs of housing production to translate into lower-priced
units, by increasing development capacity, enabling cost-effective construction and
by recognizing that "time is money" in reducing unnecessary processes.
5. The Plan aims to promote health and well-being for residents, through well-designed,
environmentally friendly neighborhoods and units.
6. The Plan aims to continue the City's ongoing efforts to increase affordable housing
and production, through increased funding available for affordable housing through
City, state, federal and other sources.

ECTIVE 2.i
ENSURE THAT A SIGNIFICANT PERCENTAGE OF NEW HOUSING
CREATED IN THE MISSION IS AFFORDABLE TO PEOPLE WITH A WIDE
RANGE OF INCOMES
The City of San Francisco has produced a significant number of market-rate units
in the last five years, yet still has many units to produce at low, moderate and middle
incomes if it is to meet the spectrum of need identified in the Housing Element of
the General Plan. San Francisco's Housing Element establishes the Plan Area, as well
as the entirety of the Eastern Neighborhoods, as a target area in which to develop
new housing to meet San Francisco's identified housing targets in the category of low-,
moderate- and middle-income units. A portion of the industrial lands of the Eastern
Neighborhoods - areas formerly zoned for C-M, M-1, and M-2, but not required to
meet current PDR needs - offer an opportunity to zone areas to meet these identified
categories of need.
In order to facilitate the housing production percentage targets identified in the Housing Element, this plan sets forth new zoning districts on formerly industrial lands
that enable the production of the type of housing San Francisco needs. In these new
zoning districts, affordable housing would be permitted as of right. However, not all
sites will be appropriate for the development of 100% affordable housing projects, or
are available for development.
In the area of the Mission generally known as the "Northeast Mission Industrial Zone"
(NEMIZ) housing is permitted by conditional use according to the underlying industrial zoning. In recent years housing development has been restricted here by a series
of interim policies from the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors. Under
the "mixed-income" housing requirements, in the formerly industrial zones, where
market-rate housing was previously restricted, would be modified to allow developers
a range of options to meet affordability needs. Those wishing to develop market-rate
housing would be able to do so only under the following requirements:
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1. Provide a high percentage of units affordable to very low-, low-, or moderateincome households on-site (through superinclusionary requirements, above and
beyond the City's Inclusionary Program) in a mixed-income project. .
2. Dedicate land for the development of 100% affordable housing, available to very
low- and low-income households.
3. Provide moderately affordable units on-site, as housing available to middle income
households - those making below 150% of the median income.
Site developability in these areas will be increased by removal of density controls and
in some cases through increased heights, to address the City's most pressing housing
needs.
Single Resident Occupancy (SRO) units - defined by the Planning Code as units consisting of no more than one room at a maximum of 350 square feet - represent an
important source of affordable housing in the Mission, representing about 9% of its
housing stock. (There are an estimated 457 SRO Hotels in San Francisco with over
20,000 residential units, with most located in the Mission, Tenderloin, Chinatown, and
South of Market). SRO units have generally been considered part of the city's stock
of affordable housing, and as such, City law prohibits conversion of SROs to tourist
hotels. SROs serve as an affordable housing option for elderly, disabled, and singleperson households, and in recognition of this, the Plan adopts several new policies to
make sure they remain a source of continued affordability. Therefore, SROs are permitted as a category of housing available to moderate, middle-income and low income
households.. In recognition of the fact that SROs serve small households, the Plan
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exempts SRO developments from meeting unit-mix requirements.
In recognition of the fact that SROs truly are living spaces, and
to prevent the kind of substandard living environments that can

result from reduced rear yards and open spaces, this Plan requires
that SROs adhere to the same rear yard and exposure requirements
as other types of residential uses. Finally, the Plan calls for sale
and rental prices of SROs to be monitored regularly to ensure
that SROs truly remain a source of affordable housing, and that
policies promoting them should continue.
The policies to address the objective above are as follows:
POLICY 2.1.1
Require developers in some formally industrial areas to contribute towards the City's vel}' low-, low-, moderate- and middle-income needs as
identified in the Housing Element of the General Plan.
POLICY 2.1.2
Provide land and funding tor the construction of new housing affordable
to vel}' low- and low-income households.
POLICY 2.1.3
Provide units that are affordable to households at moderate and "middle
incomes" - working households earning above traditional below-marketrate thresholds but still well below what is needed to buy a market-priced
home, with restrictions to ensure affordability continues.
POLICY 2.1.4
Allow single-resident occupancy hotels (SROs) and "efficiency" units to
continue to be an affordable type of dwelling option, and recognize their
role as an appropriate source of housing tor small households.

OBJECTIVE 2.2
RETAIN AND IMPROVE EXISTING HOUSING AFFORDABLE TO PEOPLE
OF ALL INCOMES
The existing housing stock is the City's major source of relatively affordable housing.
The Eastern Neighborhoods' older and rent-controlled housing has been a long-standing resource for the City's lower and middle income families. Priority should be given
to the retention of existing units as a primary means to provide affordable housing.
Demolition of sound existing housing should be limited, as residential demolitions and
conversions can result in the loss of affordable housing. The General Plan discourages
residential demolitions, except where they would result in replacement housing equal
to or exceeding that which is to be demolished. The Planning Code and Commission already maintain policies that generally require conditional use authorization or
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discretionary review wherever demolition is proposed. In the
Eastern Neighborhoods, policies should continue requirements
for review of demolition of multi-unit buildings. A permit to
demolish a residence cannot be issued until the replacement
structure is approved. When approving such a demolition permit and the subsequent replacement structure, the Commission
should review levels of affordability and tenure type (e.g. rental
or for-sale) of the units being lost, and seek replacement projects
whose units replaced meet a parallel need within the City. The
goal of any change in existing housing stock should be to ensure
that the net addition of new housing to the area offsets the loss
of affordable housing by requiring the replacement of existing
housing units at equivalent prices.
The rehabilitation and maintenance of the housing stock is also a cost-effective and
efficient means of insuring a safe, decent housing stock. A number of cities have
addressed this issue through housing rehabilitation programs that restore and stabilize
units already occupied by low-income households. While the City does have programs
to finance housing rehabilitation costs for low-income homeowners, it could expand
this program to reach large-scale, multi-unit buildings. Throughout the project area,
the City could work to acquire and renovate existing low-cost housing, to ensure its
long-term affordability.
The policies to address the objective above are as follows:
POLICY 2.2.1
Adopt Citywide demolition policies that discourage demolition of sound
housing, and encourage replacement of affordable units.
POLICY 2.2.2
Preserve viability of existing rental units.
POLICY 2.2.3
Consider acquisition of existing housing for rehabilitation and dedication
as permanently affordable housing.
POLICY 2.2.4
Ensure that at-risk tenants, including /ow-income families, seniors, and
people with disabilities, are not evicted without adequate protection.

OBJECTIVE 2.3
ENSURE THAT NEW RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENTS SATISFY AN
ARRAY OF HOUSING NEEDS WITH RESPECT TO TENURE, UNIT MIX
AND COMMUNITY SERVICES.
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According to the Eastern Neighborhoods Socioeconomic Rezoning Impacts analysis,
the 11:ission has a high concentration of family households relative to the rest of the
city and even to other areas in the Eastern Neighborhoods. Close to 50 percent of
all households in the 11:ission are family households, over 22 percent are households
with children, and just fewer than 20 percent of the total population in the 11:ission
are children under 18 years of age.
Household size also tends to be greater in the 11:ission, with households with four or
more people constituting a large percentage - 20 percent of households - while the
share of housing units with one bedroom or no bedrooms is above 50 percent of all
units in the area. Therefore, the 11:ission, which claims more than half of the Eastern
Neighborhoods housing stock, shows the greatest mismatch between housing type
and housing need. Overcrowding, defined by the U.S. Census bureau as more than one
person per room, and severe overcrowding (more than 1.5 persons per room) is also
greatest - over 6 percent overcrowded and 15 percent severe - in the 11:ission.
The need for housing in the 11:ission covers the full range of tenure type (ownership
versus rental) and unit mix (small versus large units). Wbile there is a market for housing
at a range of unit types, recent housing construction has focused on the production of
smaller, ownership units. Policies in this plan are aimed to correcting this imbalance, in
order to better serve families and renters. The Housing Element of the city's General
Plan recognizes that rental housing is often more affordable than for-sale housing, and
existing city policies regulate the demolition and conversion of rental housing to other
forms of occupancy. New development in the 11:ission area should ensure that rental
opportunity is available for new residents as well.
To try to achieve more family friendly housing, the Plan makes several recommendations. New development will be required to include a significant percentage of units with
two or more bedrooms (SROs and senior housing will be exempted from this requirement). Family-friendly design should incorporate design elements such as housing with
private entrances, on-site open space at grade and accessible from the unit, inclusion
of other play spaces such as wide, safe sidewalks, on-site amenities such as children's
recreation rooms or day-care. The Planning Department can also encourage family
units by drafting family-friendly guidelines to guide its construction, and by promoting
projects which include multi-bedroom housing located in close proximity to schools,
day-care centers, parks and neighborhood retail. Projects that met such guidelines could
be provided faster processing time, including streamlined processing.
One of the key priorities of the Mayor's Office of Housing is expanding the stock of
family, rental housing, with particular emphasis on very low and extremely low-income
families. The Plan encourages the Mayor's Office to maintain this priority in funding
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100% affordable housing developments that provide safe, secure housing
with multiple bedrooms and family-oriented amenities such as play areas
and low-cost child care.

In addition to the type of housing constructed, it is important to consider
the services and amenities available to residents - transit, parks, child care,
library services, and other community facilities. Many parts of the Eastern
Neighborhoods are already underserved in many of these categories; and
the lower income, family-oriented households of these neighborhoods,
more than any other demographic, have a need for these services. The
Plan aims to improve the neighborhoods, and to meet the needs that
new residential units in the Eastern Neighborhoods will create, including increased demands on the area's street network, limited open spaces,
community facilities and services. New development will be required to
contribute towards improvements that mitigate their impacts. The resulting
community infrastructure, constructed through these funds and through
other public funding, will benefit all residents in the area.
The public benefits funds generated will support improvements to community infrastructure, including parks, transit, child care, libraries, and other community
facilities needed by all new residents, but particularly needed by lower-income residents
and families. Often, affordable housing exists in areas with poor neighborhood quality of life, poor access to transit and unreliable neighborhood services; yet the lower
income households, more than any other demographic, have a need for these services.
The public benefit policies intended to mitigate new development's impacts will, in
cooperation with other public funding, ensure that not only new housing, but also
existing affordable housing, receives the community infrastructure a good neighborhood needs
The policies to address the objective above are as follows:
POLICY 2.3.1
Target the provision of affordable units for families.
POLICY 2.3.2
Prioritize the development of affordable family housing, both rental and
ownership, particularly along transit corridors and adjacent to community
amenities.
POLICY 2.3.3
Require that a significant number of units in new developments have two
or more bedrooms, except Senior Housing and SRO developments unless all Below Market Rate units are two or more bedrooms.
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POLICY 2.3.4
Encourage the creation of family supportive services, such as childcare
facilities, parks and recreation, or other facilities, in affordable housing or
mixed-use developments.
POLICY 2.3.5
Explore a range of revenue-generating tools including impact fees, public
funds and grants, assessment districts, and other private funding sources, to fund community and neighborhood improvements.
POLICY 2.3.6
Establish an impact fee to be allocated towards an Eastern Neighborhoods Public Benefit Fund to mitigate the impacts of new development
on transit, pedestrian, bicycle, and street improvements, park and recreational facilities, and community facilities such as libraries, child care and
other neighborhood services in the area.

OBJECTIVE 2.4
LOWER THE COST OF THE PRODUCTION OF HOUSING
There is a demonstrated need to reduce the overall cost of housing development
and therefore reduce rental rates and purchase prices. Revising some requirements
associated with housing development and expediting processing can help lower costs.
The city's current minimum parking requirement, for example, is a significant barrier
to the production of housing, especially affordable housing. In much of the housing
built under current parking requirements, the cost of parking is included in the cost
of owning or renting a home, requiring households to pay for parking whether or not
they need it. As part of an overall effort to increase housing affordability in the Plan
Area, costs for parking should be separated from the cost of housing and, if provided,
offered optionally.
There are a number of design and construction techniques that can make housing
"affordable by design" - efficiently designed, less costly to construct, and therefore less
costly to rent or purchase. For example, forgoing structured parking can significantly
reduce construction costs. Thus, as part of this Plan, parking requirements will be
revised to allow; but not require parking. This provision will allow developers to build
a reasonable amount of parking if desired and if feasible while meeting the Plan's built
form guidelines. Small infill projects, senior housing projects or other projects that
may desire to provide fewer parking spaces would have the flexibility to do so. Also,
conventionally framed low-rise construction is less costly than high-rise construction
requiring steel and concrete. City actions including modifying zoning and building
code requirements to enable less costly construction, as well as encouraging smaller
room sizes and units that include fewer amenities or have low-cost finishes while not
yielding on design and quality requirements can facilitate these techniques.
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Finally, the approval process for housing can be simplified, to
reduce costs associated with long, protracted approval periods.
Discretionary processes such as Conditional Use authorizations,
and mandatory (i.e. non co=unity initiated) Discretionary
Review, should be limited as much as possible while still ensuring
adequate co=unity review. Provisions within CEQA should be
used to enable exemptions or reduced review, including reduced
traffic analysis requirement for urban infill residential projects.
The policies to address the objective above are as follows:
POLICY 2.4.1
Require developers to separate the cost of parking from
the cost of housing in both for sale and rental developments.
POLICY 2.4.2
Revise residential parking requirements so that structured or off-street parking is permitted up to specified maximum amounts in certain districts, but it is not
required.
POLICY 2.4.3
Encourage construction of units that are "affordable by
design."
POLICY 2.4.4
Facilitate housing production by simplifying the approval process wherever possible.

OBJECTIVE 2.5
PROMOTE HEALTH THROUGH RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT DESIGN
AND LOCATION
Well-planned neighborhoods - those with adequate and good quality housing; access
to public transit, schools, and parks; safe routes for pedestrians and bicyclists; employment for residents; and unpolluted air, soil, and water - are healthy neighborhoods.
Quality living environments in such neighborhoods have been demonstrated to have an
impact on respiratory and cardiovascular health, reduce incidents of injuries, improve
physical fitness, and improve social capital, by creating healthy social networks and
support systems.
Housing in the plan area should be designed to meet the physical, social and psychological needs of all and in particular, of families with children. Housing should also
be designed to meet high standards for health and the environment. Green structures
which use natural systems have better lighting, temperature contro~ improved ventila-
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ti.on and indoor air-quality which contribute to reduced asthma, colds, flu
and absenteeism. Also, health-based building guidelines can help with
health and safety issues such as injury & fall prevention; pest prevention;
and general sanitation.
To promote health at the neighborhood level, the San Francisco Department of Public Health has facilitated the multi-stakeholder Eastern
Neighborhoods Community Health Impact Assessment (ENCHIA) to
produce a vision for a healthy San Francisco as well as health objectives,
measures, and indicators. The Department of Public Health (DPH) has
worked with the Planning Department and other city agencies to assess
the impacts, both positive and negative, of new development, and many
aspects of this plan reflect those efforts.
The policies are as follows:
POLICY 2.5.1
Consider how the production of new housing can improve the conditions
required for health of San Francisco residents.
POLICY 2.5.2
Develop affordable family housing in areas where families can safely walk
to schools, parks, retail, and other services.
POLICY 2.5.3
Require new development to meet minimum levels of "green" construction.
POLICY 2.5.4
Provide design guidance for the construction of healthy neighborhoods
and buildings.

OBJECTIVE 2.6
CONTINUE AND EXPAND THE CITY'S EFFORTS TO INCREASE
PERMANENTLY AFFORDABLE HOUSING PRODUCTION AND
AVAILABILITY
The City already has programs in place to increase access and production of affordable
housing, primarily though the Mayor's Office of Housing. These existing programs,
such as the inclusionary housing program, should be promoted and strengthened
where economically feasible. Current city programs such as the second mortgage loans,
first-time homebuyer, and down payment assistance programs should be promoted
and expanded. To encourage private renovation of existing housing by low-income
homeowners, programs that provide low-cost credit and subsidies to homeowners
for the repair of code violations and target such subsidies to low-income households,
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especially families and seniors, should be initiated. And new models that reduce housing costs, such as limited equity models, location efficient mortgages and community
land trusts, should be explored. Finally, programs, incentives and funding to increase
housing production outside of the Mayor's Office of Housing should be pursued,
such as developer-supported housing initiatives, for-profit and non-profit developer
partnerships as well as employer subsidies for workforce housing.
In addition, there are a number of Citywide policies that can be modified to recognize
population needs and growth. Units that are nonconforming or illegal, such as accessory units or housing in nonresidential structures, are often sources of affordable
housing, and the City should continue to explore ways of legalizing such units. One
prime example is live-work units, which as nonconforming units are limited in expansion. The City could enable live/work units to conforming status as a residential unit,
provided they meet planning and building code requirements for residential space and
pay retroactive residential development fees, e.g. school fees, as well as new impact fees
that are proposed as part of this area plan. Finally, the City should work outside of the
planning process to support affordable housing through citywide initiatives, such as
housing redevelopment programs, and employer subsidies for workforce housing.
The City should continue to work for increased funding towards its programs, utilizing outside sources such as state and regional grant funding as well as new localized
sources. Property transfer taxes, tax increment, and City prioritization all offer potential
dedicated funding streams that can provide needed revenue to the continued need for
affordable housing.
POLICY 2.6.1
Continue and strengthen innovative programs that help to make both
rental and ownership housing more affordable and available.
POLICY 2.6.2
Explore housing policy changes at the citywide level that preserve and
augment the stock of existing rental and ownership housing.
POLICY 2.6.3
Research and pursue innovative revenue sources for the construction of
affordable housing, such as tax increment financing, or other dedicated
City funds.
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The many cultures, land uses, architectural styles, street grids and street types that exist
within the Mission neighborhood define its character and set it apart from other areas
of San Francisco. Indeed it is the coexistence and commingling, at times chaotic, of
all these different elements that attracts most residents to the Mission. Urban design
is central to defining how such a diverse physical and social environment is able to
function, and will determine whether new additions contribute to, or detract from, the
neighborhood's essential character.
The main purpose of this chapter is to strengthen the current character of the neighborhood, while allowing new development to positively contribute in an original way to the
quality of life of residents, visitors and workers. The three main elements addressed
here are height, architectural design and the role of new development in supporting
a more ecologically sustainable urban environment. The policies and guidelines in
this chapter will help to harmonize the old and the new. Where it is appropriate from
an urban design and city building perspective, increase heights in those areas that are
expected to see significant new development or that ought to have increased heights
to support the city's public transit infrastructure. The design of streets and sidewalks,
an equally critical element in creating sustainable and enjoyable neighborhoods, is
addressed in the Street and Open Space chapter of this Plan.
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OBJECTIVE 3.1
PROMOTE AN URBAN FORM THAT REINFORCES THE MISSION'S
DISTINCTIVE PLACE IN THE CITY'S LARGER FORM AND
STRENGTHENS ITS PHYSICAL FABRIC AND CHARACTER
The :Mission is one of the city's most distinctive neighborhoods. To maintain this
unique character in the face of new development we must ensure that buildings are
of high-quality design and that they relate well to historic and surrounding structures.
We must also ensure that new buildings enhance the quality of place and that ensure
the neighborhood's long-term livability and a compelling relationship to the rest of
the city.
Specific policies and design guidelines to address the objective above are as follows:
POLICY 3.1.1
Adopt heights that are appropriate for the Mission's location in the city,
the prevailing street and block pattern, and the anticipated land uses,
while preserving the character of its neighborhood enclaves.
POLICY 3.1.2
The design of new, mixed-use infill development in the Northeast Mission
Industrial Zone (NEMIZ) should strengthen the area's industrial character
through appropriate materials, massing, and setback.
The tight integration of light industrial, mixed-use and residential buildings makes the
NEMIZ a unique area in the city. All new development needs to strengthen the area's
traditional industrial character by choosing quality materials and finishes compatible
with the existing fabric and by designing within a building envelope that is consistent
with the surrounding context. New development should also recognize the building's
responsibility to provide architecturally interesting ground floors that contribute to,
and not detract from, the pedestrian experience.
POLICY 3.1.3
Relate the prevailing heights of buildings to street and alley width
throughout the Plan Area.
Generally, the height of buildings is set to relate to street widths throughout the Plan
Area. An important urban design tool in specific applications is to frame streets with
buildings or cornice lines that roughly reflect the street's width. A core goal of the
height districts is to create an urban form that will be intimate for the pedestrian, while
improving opportunities for cost-effective housing and allowing for pedestrian-supportive ground floors.
POLICY 3.1.4
Heights should also reflect the importance of key streets in the city's
overall urban pattern, such as Mission and Valencia streets, while re-
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specting the lower scale development that typifies much of the established residential areas throughout the Plan Area.

Generally, the prevailing height of buildings is set to relate to street widths throughout
the Plan Area. Height should also be used to emphasize key transit corridors and
important activity centers. A primary intent of the height districts is to provide greater
variety in scale and character while maximizing efficient building forms and enabling
gracious ground floors.
The scale of development and the relationship between street width and building
height offer an important orientation cue for users by indicating a street's relative
importance in the hierarchy of streets, as well as its degree of formality. Taller buildings with more formal architecture should line streets that play an important role in
the city's urban pattern.
POLICY 3.1.5
Respect public view corridors. Of particular interest are the east-west
views to the Twin Peaks and Potrero Hill, south views to Bernal Hill, and
several views towards the downtown.

San Francisco's natural topography provides importantwayfinding cues for residents and
visitors alike, and views towards the hills or the bay enable all users to orient themselves
vis-a-vis natural landmarks. Further, the city's striking location between the ocean and
the bay, and on either side of the ridgeline running down the peninsula, remains one
of its defining characteristics and should be celebrated by the city's built form.
POLICY 3.1.6
New buildings should epitomize the best in contemporary architecture,
but should do so with full awareness of, and respect for, the height,
mass, articulation and materials of the best of the older buildings that
surrounds them.

Infill development should always strive to be the best design of the times, but should
do so by acknowledging and respecting the positive attributes of the older buildings
around it. Therefore, the new should provide positive additions to the best of the old,
and not merely replicate the older architecture styles.
POLICY 3.1.7
Attractively screen rooftop HVAC systems and other building utilities from
view.
POLICY 3.1.8
New development should respect existing patterns of rear yard open
space. Where an existing pattern of rear yard open space does not exist,
new development on mixed-use-zoned parcels should have greater flexibility as to where open space can be located.
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POLICY 3.1.9
Preserve notable landmarks and areas of historic, architectural or aesthetic value, and promote the preservation of other buildings and features
that provide continuity with past development.

Important historic buildings cannot be replaced if destroyed. Their rich palette of
materials and architectural styles imparts a unique identity to a neighborhood and provides valuable additions to the public realm. The Mission, as do the other inner-ring
neighborhoods with an industrial past, demonstrates how adaptive reuse of historic
buildings can provide a unique, identifiable, and highly enjoyed public place. Historic
or otherwise notable buildings and districts should be celebrated, preserved in place,
and not degraded in quality. See the Historic Preservation section of this area plan
for specific preservation policies.
POLICY3.1.10
After results are obtained from the historic resources surveys, make
necessary adjustments to these built form guidelines to ensure that new
structures, particularly in historic districts, will be compatible with the surrounding historic context.
POLICY 3.1.11
Establish and require height limits along alleyways to create the intimate
feeling of an urban room.

The alleyway network in the Mission offers residents and visitors
the opportunity to walk through one of the most intimatelyscaled environments in San Francisco. This feeling of intimacy
is established by carefully balancing building height and setbacks
so as to ensure a sense of enclosure, while not overwhelming
the senses.

Introducing through-alleys is
an important part of a dynamic
pedestrian network along otherwise large blocks.

Heights at the property line along both sides of alleys should be
limited. In general, building height at the property line must not
exceed 1.25 times the width of the alley. Above this height, a
minimum 10-foot setback is required to maintain the appropriate
and desired scale.
POLICY3.1.12
Establish and require height limits and upper story setbacks to maintain
adequate light and air to sidewalks and frontages along alleys.

The narrowness of many of the Mission's alleyways requires that development along
them be carefully sculpted to proper proportions and to ensure that adequate light and
air reach them and the frontages along them.

In addition to the building height and setback requirements stated in Policy 3.1.10 above,
the building height at the property line along the south side of east-west alleys, building
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height must be setback so as to ensure a 45-degree sun access plane, as extended from
the property line on the opposite side of the street to the top corner of each story.
Along both north-south and east-west alleyways, setbacks are not required for the first
60 linear feet of the alley from the adjoining major street, as measured from the property
line along the major street, so as to allow a proper streetwall along that street.
POLICY 3.1.13
Architectural design should be used to highlight publicly important views
generated by shifts in the street grid or the termination of a street at a
T-intersection.
The evolution of the city's built fabric presents important opportunities to increase
visual interest and create a special identity for the neighborhood. As one moves
through the neighborhood, unexpectedly coming upon a view that terminates in a
building designed to a higher standard generates an image unique to that place, while
also helping to create a special connection to the built environment.

OBJECTIVE 3.2
PROMOTE AN URBAN FORM AND ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTER
THAT SUPPORTS WALKING AND SUSTAINS A DIVERSE, ACTIVE AND
SAFE PUBLIC REALM
Achieving an engaging public realm for the Mission is essential. While visual interest
is key to a pedestrian friendly environment, current development practice does not
always contribute positively to the pedestrian experience, and many contemporary
developments detract from it. Seeing through windows to the activities within - be they
retail, commercial, or PD R - imparts a sense of conviviality that blank walls or garage
doors are unable to provide. Visually permeable street frontages offer an effective and
engaging nexus between the public and private domains, enlivening the street, offering
a sense of security and encouraging people to walk. Where there are residential uses,
seeing the activities of living is key, represented by stoops, porches and entryways,
planted areas, and the presence of windows that provide "eyes on the street."
Specific policies and design guidelines to address the objective above are as follows:
POLICY 3.2.1
Require high quality design of street-facing building exteriors.
A. Provide strong, repeating vertical articulation on new buildings, especially those with
large street frontages, to achieve the visual interest necessary to sustain pedestrian
interest and activity. Avoid undifferentiated massing longer than 25 feet on residential streets or alleys, and 40 feet on all other streets. Such vertical articulation
as this cannot be satisfactorily achieved by minor changes such as change of color
alone.
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B. For vertically mixed-use buildings, changes in use should be visually differentiated through changes in material, scale, setback or other means, and not solely by
color.
C. Building openings and fenestration should represent the uses behind them, mini-

mize visual clutter, harmonize with prevailing conditions, and provide architectural
interest. Windows should have a minimum recess of 3 inches, generally should be
oriented, and open, vertically, and the frames should not be made of vinyl.
D. Use authentic, materials with a substantial appearance, including wood, masonry,
ceramic tile, pre-cast concrete or integrated stucco. Avoid using inauthentic materials,

in particular those that have the appearance of thin veneer or attachment, such as
EIFS or tilt-up panels. If used, inauthentic materials should not be the dominant
fac;ade material, and should not be used for detailing or ornamentation.
E. Brick, stone, tile, veneers or applied materials should terminate logically and strongly,
such as by wrapping corners and terminating at architectural modulations, articulations, frames or other features, so that they don't appear superficially affixed to the
fac;ade.
F. Blank or blind frontages at the ground floor are highly discouraged and should be

minimized wherever possible. Where necessary, frontages used for utilities, storage,
refuse collection and other activities should be integrated into the overall articulation and fenestration of the fac;ade, or be masked by landscaping or other design
features where active uses are not possible.
G. Extended blank or blind frontages are not permitted along Transit Preferential Streets
as defined in the General Plan, and within the 6th Street neighborhood commercial
transit district, even if alternative street or alley frontage is not available.
At-grade parking must be
wrapped with at least 15 feet
of active uses, such as retail
or PDR.

POLICY 3.2.2
Make ground floor retail and PDR uses as tall, roomy and permeable as
possible.
··~.

A. Maximize interior clear ceiling heights for ground floor retail or PDR uses.
Where height districts end in five feet, such as 45', 55', 65', and 85', interior
ground floor clear ceiling heights should maximize a fifteen foot envelope.
This additional height will increase the flexibility of the space and improve
its long-term viability.
B. Ground-level facades should be 75% transparent to permit a clear view
inwards from the street and should not be tinted. Post construction alterations,
such as retail displays, should not obscure the clear view.

I
I.

Parking
Setback

-I-----+-

POLICY 3.2.3
Minimize the visual impact of parking.
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A. Where off-street parking is provided, placing it underground should be

encouraged wherever site conditions allow, and especially for development
on lots exceeding 5,000 square feet. Underground parking should be consolidated for multiple properties, where opportunities arise, thereby reducing
the average cost of construction and minimizing the number of curb cuts
and garage entrances.
B. At grade parking is strongly discouraged. Where at-grade parking is necessary, it should be wrapped with a minimum of 15 feet of active use, such as
residential, retail, or PDR on both the primary and secondary street frontages, except for the minimum frontage required for fire doors and parking
access.
C. For development with no more than 20 units, parking access should be provided by

a single door not exceeding 8 feet. Where lot dimensions require separate ingress
and egress, individual doors and driveways should not exceed a width of eight feet
and should be separated by one foot.

Buildings should have a clear
bottom, middle and top. The
building exterior of floors with
retail or PDR uses should be
differentiated visually from
residential floors.

D. For developments with more than 20 residential units but less than

100 residential units, individual doors and driveways should not
exceed a width of 8 feet for ingress and 8 feet for egress, separated by
one foot, and should not be widened to allow for off-street loading.
Combined ingress and egress should not exceed 16 feet. More than
one ingress and one egress or one combined ingress/ egress access
point should be discouraged.
E. For developments with 100 residential units or more, individual doors
and driveways should not exceed a width of 8 feet for ingress and 8
feet for egress for auto parking, separated by one foot, and 10 feet for ingress and
10 feet for egress for joint parking and loading. Based on the conditions above, a
combined ingress and egress should not exceed 20 feet. More than one ingress and
one egress or one combined ingress/ egress access point should be discouraged.

Parking infrastructure should
not be noticeable from the
street. The above building
shows how insubstantial materials and observable parking
infrastructure can degrade the
pedestrian experience on the
street.

F. The number of curb cuts should be kept to an absolute minimum, with no more
than one lane for ingress and one lane for egress, regardless of the total amount
of parking proposed. Parking and loading should share access lanes, wherever
possible, rather than requiring separate doors and driveways.
G. Curb cuts are prohibited on Transit Priority Streets (TPS), along Valencia Street, and

E

on 24th Street through the neighborhood retail district, even if alternative street or
alley frontage is not available.

0
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H. Where a building has two frontages, parking entrances, loading docks, bays, and
auxiliary service entrances should be accessed from secondary streets, and their
visual impact on the neighborhood should be minimized.
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POLICY 3.2.4
Strengthen the relationship between a building and its fronting sidewalk.
A. Blank and blind walls at the ground floor are highly discouraged and should be
minimized. Building frontage should not be used for utilities, storage, and refuse
collection wherever possible; where this function must be on the street, landscaping and other well-integrated design features shall be used to enhance the street

frontage.
B. Ground-floor units should be primarily accessed directly from the public way, and
not through co=on corridors or lobbies. Upper story units should connect to a
lobby entry that opens directly onto the public way. Where possible, units should
not be accessed only from an interior courtyard.
C. The individual entrances to ground-floor units should be set back 3-5 feet but no

more than 10 feet from the street-fronting property line, and should be at least 18
inches, and ideally 3 feet, above sidewalk level.
D. All setback areas should maximize landscaping opportunities.

E. Utility vaults and access panels should be placed in driveway curb cuts so as to
prevent blank building frontages and to ensure that sidewalk planting opportunities
for street trees and landscaping are not limited.
F. Physically intimidating security measures such as window grills or spiked gates should

be avoided; security concerns should be addressed by creating well-lit, well-used
streets and active residential frontages that encourage "eyes on the street."
POLICY 3.2.5
Building form should celebrate corner locations.

A. In use, design and entry, orient buildings towards corners.
B. Major entrances should be located at corners, but primary residential
entrances can be located away from the corner to prevent congestion.

_.~·~·

C. Architectural features and detailing including towers, bays, and copulas
at the corner are strongly encouraged.

The design of corner
buildings should relate to
the civic significance of
intersections.
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POLICY 3.2.6
Sidewalks abutting new developments should be constructed in accordance with locally appropriate guidelines based on established best
practices in streetscape design.
In dense neighborhoods such as the Jvfission, streets can provide important and valued

additions to the open space network, offering pleasurable and enjoyable connections
for people between larger open spaces.
San Francisco's Better Streets Plan will provide guidance on how to improve the overall
urban design quality, aesthetic character, and ecological function of the city's streets
while maintaining the safe and efficient use for all modes of transportation.
POLICY 3.2. 7
Strengthen the pedestrian network by extending alleyways to adjacent
streets or alleyways wherever possible, or by providing new publicly accessible mid-block rights of way.

A. Developments on properties with 200 or more feet of street frontage on
a block face longer than 400 feet should provide a minimum 20-foot-wide
publicly accessible mid-block right of way and access easement for the
entire depth of the property, connecting to existing streets or alleys.

B. Developments on properties with 200 feet or more, but less than 300 feet
of street frontage should be encouraged to provide a minimum 20-foot
wide publicly accessible easement where doing so would reconnect an alley
with an adjacent street or another alley.
C. Developments on properties with 100 feet or more, but less than 200

feet of street frontage in the middle one-third of a block face longer than 400 feet
where the adjacent property has the potential to do likewise, should be encouraged
to provide a minimum 10-foot-wide publicly accessible mid-block right of way and
access easement for the entire depth of the property, connecting to existing streets
or alleys.
POLICY 3.2.8
Recognize the distinctive Mission murals and expand the opportunities for new
murals as well as other public art by providing space such as visible and publicly
accessible walls in new construction adjacent to or near the murals to allow for
these art traditions to thrive and continue, and by ensuring new construction
does not obstruct, demolish, damage or otherwise diminish the Mission murals
and other public art.

Maintaining a pleasurable
pedestrian environment
along the street is an
important element of the
plan.
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OBJECTIVE 3.3
PROMOTE THE ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY, ECOLOGICAL
FUNCTIONING AND THE OVERALL QUALITY OF THE NATURAL
ENVIRONMENT IN THE PLAN AREA
Given the reality of global climate change, it is essential that cities, and development
within those cities, limit their individual and collective ecological footprints. Using
sustainable building materials, minimizing energy consumption, decreasing storm water
runoff, filtering air pollution and providing natural habitat are ways in which cities and
buildings can better integrate themselves with the natural systems of the landscape.
These efforts have the immediate accessory benefits of improving the overall aesthetic
character of neighborhoods by encouraging greening and usable public spaces and
reducing exposure to environmental pollutants.
Specific policies and design guidelines to address the objective above are as follows:
POLICY 3.3.1
Require new development to adhere to a new performance-based
ecological evaluation tool to improve the amount and quality of green
landscaping.

The San Francisco Planning Department, in consultation with the Public Utilities
Commission, is in the process of developing a green factor. The green factor will be a
performance-based planning tool that requires all new development to meet a defined
standard for on-site water infiltration, and offers developers substantial flexibility in
meeting the standard. A similar green factor has been implemented in Seattle, WA, as
well as in numerous European cities, and has proven to be a cost-effective tool, both to
strengthen the environmental sustainability of each site, and to improve the aesthetic
quality of the neighborhood. The Planning Department will provide a worksheet to
calculate a proposed development's green factor score.
POLICY 3.3.2
Discourage new surface parking lots and explore ways to encourage
retrofitting existing surface parking lots and off-street loading areas to
minimize negative effects on microclimate and stormwater infiltration. The
city's Stormwater Master Plan, upon completion, will provide guidance
on how best to adhere to these guidelines.
POLICY 3.3.3
Enhance the connection between building form and ecological sustainability by promoting use of renewable energy, energy-efficient building
envelopes, passive heating and cooling, and sustainable materials.
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POLICY 3.3.5
Compliance with strict environmental efficiency standards for new buildings is strongly encouraged.
The positive relationship between building sustainability, urban form, and the public
realm has become increasingly understood as these buildings become more co=onplace in cities around the world. Instead of turning inwards and creating a distinct
and disconnected internal environment, sustainable buildings look outward at their
surroundings as they allow in natural light and air. In so doing, they relate to the public
domain through architectural creativity and visual interest, as open, visible windows
provide a co=unicative interchange between those inside and outside the building.
In an area where creative solutions to open space, public amenity, and visual interest
are of special need, sustainable building strategies that enhance the public realm and
enhance ecological sustainability are to be encouraged.

These simulations show how much more streets can be than just places for through traffic. With
reclaimed space for people to sit or eat, or as attractive green connectors, streets can become vital
elements of a neighborhood for all users.
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TRANSPORTATION
The Mission District's compact built environment and its varied mix of uses make
walking, bicycling and public transit attractive, high-demand transportation modes.
Abundant transit options (local and regional), vibrant, pedestrian-scale co=ercial
corridors (l\1ission Street, Valencia Street and 24th Street) and a popular network
of bicycle lanes and routes make the Mission a great neighborhood to get around in
without a car. The vision for an improved transportation system within the Mission
District includes improvements for all modes, especially pedestrians and transit. Efforts
to improve transit speed, reliability and the safety of pedestrians and bicyclists should
not obstruct the loading and circulation needs of vehicles supporting the Mission's
PDR business activities.

OBJECTIVE 4.1
IMPROVE PUBLIC TRANSIT TO BETTER SERVE EXISTING AND NEW
DEVELOPMENT IN THE MISSION
The Mission's several Muni lines and two BART stations make it an important local
and regional transit hub. Co=uters, residents and visitors from San Francisco and
throughout the Bay Area pour in and out of the BART Stations at both 16th Street
and 24th Street each morning and evening. Muni's 14 and 49 buses which run along
Mission Street carry almost 40,000 riders every day. The 48, 22, 33, and 9 bus lines
also serve the Plan Area. Enhancements to existing transit service that improve speed
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and reliability should be made to reinforce the neighborhood's
existing transit orientation.
Mission Street, 16th Street and Potrero Avenue stand out as desirable corridors to be considered for high-level transit improvements. These streets are called out in the San Francisco Municipal
Transportation Agency's (SFMTA) A Vision for Rapid Transit in
San Francisco (2002) as corridors important to long-range transit
planning. New bus rapid transit (BRT) service, transit signal
priority, transit-only lanes, and/ or lengthened distances between
stops are some tools that should be explored further.
The role of 16th Street as a key east-west transit corridor continues to grow as new
development in the Eastern Neighborhoods and Mission Bay takes shape. Sixteenth
Street is the only street that provides a continuous uninterrupted connection between
the Mission, Showplace Square, Mission Bay and the eastern waterfront. It is also
provides a critical link between local (Muni Third Street Light Rail) and regional
transit (16th Street BART). The planned rerouting of the #22 bus down the full
length of 16th Street to Mission Bay will help establish a major cross-town route in
this developing area. Transit improvements for the 16th Street corridor are needed to
accommodate increased transit service and to ensure transit vehicles are not crippled
by congestion. Collaborative planning between city agencies, BART, businesses and
large land holders like UCSF is necessary to design a transit corridor that prioritizes
transit while serving the diverse land uses along the corridor. Transit improvements
on 16th Street will also benefit the existing PDR businesses and employees found in
the area that are expected to stay and grow:

FMTA

Beginning in 2008, the SFMTA, Planning Department and the San Francisco County
Transportation Authority (SFCTA) will commence a comprehensive Eastern Neighborhoods Transportation Implementation Planning Study (EN TRIPS) to further explore
the feasibility of the options described above, determine which projects are needed,
how they should be designed and how they can be funded. A key input to this will
be SFMTA's "Transit Effectiveness Project" (TEP), the first comprehensive study of
the Muni system since the late 1970s. The TEP aims to promote overall performance
and long-term financial stability through faster, more reliable transportation choices
and cost-effective operating practices The TEP recommendations focus on improving
transit service, speed and reliability and should be implemented as soon as possible
within the Mission area.
The policies to address the objective above are as follows:
POLICY 4.1.1
Commit resources to an analysis of the street grid, the transportation impacts of new zoning, and mobility needs in the Mission I Eastern Neigh-
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borhoods to develop a plan that prioritizes transit while addressing needs
of all modes (transit, vehicle traffic, bicyclists, pedestrians).

This policy refers to the Eastern Neighborhoods Transportation Implementation
Planning Study described above:
POLICY 4.1.2
Decrease transit travel time and improve reliability through a variety of
means, such as transit-only lanes, transit signal priority, transit "queue
jumps," lengthening of spacing between stops, and establishment of
limited or express service.
POLICY 4.1.3
Implement the service recommendations of the Transit Effectiveness Project (TEP).
POLICY 4.1.4
Reduce existing curb cuts where possible and restrict new curb cuts to
prevent vehicular conflicts with transit on important transit and neighborhood commercial streets .

Curb cuts should be reduced on key neighborhood commercial, pedestrian, and transit
streets, where it is important to maintain continuous active ground floor activity, reduce
transit delay and variability, and protect pedestrian movement and retail viability such as
Mission, Valencia, 16th and 24th Streets. This is critical measure to reduce congestion
and conflicts with pedestrian and transit movement along Transit Preferential Streets,
particularly where transit vehicles do not run in protected dedicated rights-of-way and
are vulnerable to disruption and delay.
POLICY 4.1.5
Ensure Muni's storage and maintenance facility needs are met to serve
increased transit demand and provide enhanced service.
POLICY 4.1.6
Enhance existing public transit service linking the Mission to downtown
and BARI
POLICY 4.1.7
Balance competing land use and transportation-related priorities for 16th
Street in the Mission to improve transit speed and reliability.

As a core PDR area served by a major transit route (Muni's #22 bus), 16th Street and
neighboring parcels illustrate the conflicts between the competing policy goals of
improving transit and preserving PDR businesses. PDR land uses in the Mission and
Showplace Square should be preserved to support the critical business activity they
provide. However, PDR-related truck traffic, loading and circulation needs can slow
transit vehicles. Further planning and design work is needed to make 16th Street a
better transit street by mitigating the impacts of surrounding land uses. For example,
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off-street truck loading requirements and transit-signal priority can improve 16th Street
for transit while continuing to support the neighboring PDR land uses.
POLICY 4.1.8
Study the possibility of creating a "premium" transit service such as Bus
Rapid Transit or implementing high-level transit preferential treatments for
segments of Mission Street, 16th Street and Potrero Avenue.

Additional transit vehicles will be needed to serve new development in the Eastern
Neighborhoods. The capacity of existing storage and maintenance facilities should
be expanded and new facilities constructed to support growth in the Eastern Neighborhoods.

OBJECTIVE 4.2
INCREASE TRANSIT RIDERSHIP BY MAKING IT MORE COMFORTABLE
AND EASY TO USE
A transit rider's experience is largely impacted by the quality of environment in and
around the stops and stations where they start or end their transit trips. Transit stops
can be made more attractive and comfortable for riders through installation of bus
bulbs, shelters, additional seating, lighting, and landscaping. Pedestrian safety should
also be prioritized near transit through the installation and maintenance of signs, crosswalks, pedestrian signals and other appropriate measures. Quality passenger information such as maps directing riders to major destinations, and accurate real-time transit
information should be provided. Key transit stops with high passenger volumes or
where transfers occur should be prioritized for enhanced amenities. In the Mission,
these key stops may include 16th Street and Mission, 24th Street and Mission, 16th
street and Potrero Avenue among others.
The policies to address the objective above are as follows:
POLICY 4.2.1
Improve the safety and quality of streets, stops and stations used by
transit passengers.
POLICY 4.2.2
Provide comprehensive and real-time passenger information, both on
vehicles and at stops and stations.

OBJECTIVE 4.3
ESTABLISH PARKING POLICIES THAT IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF
NEIGHBORHOODS AND REDUCE CONGESTION AND PRIVATE
VEHICLE TRIPS BY ENCOURAGING TRAVEL BY NON-AUTO MODES
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The l\1ission's dense concentration of housing along with its vibrant mix of restaurants,
neighborhood services, shopping and nightlife all generate a high demand for parking. Determining how existing and new parking is managed in the l\1ission is essential
to achieving a range of community goals including reduced congestion and private
vehicle trips, improved transit, successful commercial areas, housing production and
affordability, and attractive urban design.
Elimination of minimum off-street parking requirements in new residential and commercial developments, while continuing to permit reasonable amounts of parking if
desired, allows developers more flexibility in how they choose to use scarce developable space. In developments where space permits or where expected residents would
particularly desire to own cars, parking can be provided, while in transit intensive areas,
or where expected residents would not need cars (senior developments for example)
parking would not be required. Space previously dedicated to parking in residential
developments can be made available for additional housing units. With no parking
minimums and therefore no need for individual drive-in parking spaces, new residential and commercial developments can explore more efficient
methods of providing parking such as mechanical parking lifts,
tandem or valet parking.
"Unbundling'' parking from housing costs can reduce the cost
of housing and make it more affordable to people without
automobiles. The cost of parking is often aggregated in rents
and purchase prices. This forces people to pay for parking
without choice and without consideration of need or the many
alternatives to driving available in the l\1ission. This could be
avoided by requiring that parking be separated from residential
or commercial rents, allowing people to make conscious decisions about parking and auto ownership.
Proper management of public parking, both on-street and in garages is critical. Currently, on-street parking is difficult to find in many parts of the city. Loose regulation
and relatively inexpensive rates increase demand and decrease turnover of parking
spaces. This shifts demand away from public transit and other modes, increases
congestion and encourages long term on-street parking by employees and commuters.
To support the needs of businesses and create successful commercial areas, on-street
parking spaces should be managed to favor short-term shoppers, visitors, and loading. In residential areas, curbside parking should be managed to favor residents, while
allocating any additional spaces for short-term visitors to the area. Recent research
has proposed a number of ways to use market-based pricing and other innovative management techniques to improve availability of on-street parking while also increasing
the revenue stream to the city. These methods are currently under study and should
be applied in this area.
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In accordance with Section SA.113 of Proposition E (2000), new public parking facilities can only be constructed if the revenue earned from a new parking garage will be
sufficient to cover construction and operating costs without the need for a subsidy.
New development built with reduced parking could accommodate parking needs of
drivers through innovative shared parking arrangements like a "community parking
garage." Located outside of neighborhood commercial and small scale residential
areas, such a facility would consolidate parking amongst a range of users (commercial
and residential) while contributing to the neighborhood with an active ground floor
featuring opportunities for neighborhood services and retail.
The policies as well as implementing actions to address the objective outlined above
are as follows:
POLICY 4.3.1
For new residential development, provide flexibility by eliminating minimum off-street parking requirements and establishing reasonable parking
caps.
POLICY 4.3.2
For new non-residential development, provide flexibility by eliminating
minimum off-street parking requirements and establishing caps generally
equal to the previous minimum requirements. For office uses, parking
should be limited relative to transit accessibility.
POLICY 4.3.3
Make the cost of parking visible to users, by requiring parking to be
rented, leased or sold separately from residential and commercial space
for all new major development.
POLICY 4.3.4
Encourage, or require where appropriate, innovative parking arrangements that make efficient use of space, particularly where cars will not be
used on a daily basis.
POLICY 4.3.5
Permit construction of new parking garages in Mixed Use districts only if
they are part of shared parking arrangements that efficiently use space,
are appropriately designed, and reduce the overall need for off-street
parking in the area.
POLICY 4.3.6
Reconsider and revise the way that on-street parking is managed in both
commercial and residential districts in order to more efficiently use street
parking space and increase turnover and parking availability.

The San Francisco County Transportation Authority is conducting the On-Street
Parking Management and Pricing Study to evaluate a variety of improved management
techniques for on-street parking and recommend which should be put into effect in
San Francisco.
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OBJECTIVE 4.4
SUPPORT THE CIRCULATION NEEDS OF EXISTING AND NEW PDR
USES IN THE MISSION
A significant share of deliveries to PDR and other businesses
in the Mission are performed within the street space. Where
curbside freight loading space is not available, delivery vehicles
double-park, blocking major thoroughfares like Mission Street,
slowing transit and creating potential hazards for pedestrians,
bicyclists and automobiles. The City should evaluate the existing
on-street curb-designation for delivery vehicles and improve
daytime enforcement to increase turnover. Where necessary,
curbside freight loading spaces should be increased. During
evenings and weekends, curbside freight loading spaces should
be made available for visitor and customer parking. In new nonresidential developments, adequate loading spaces internal to
the development should be required to minimize conflicts with
other street users like pedestrians, bicyclists and transit vehicles.
POLICY 4.4.1
Provide an adequate amount of short-term, on-street curbside freight
loading spaces in PDR areas of the Mission.
POLICY 4.4.2
Continue to require off-street facilities for freight loading and service
vehicles in new large non-residential developments.
POLICY 4.4.3
In areas with a significant number of PDR establishments, design streets
to serve the needs and access requirements of trucks while maintaining
a safe pedestrian environment.

OBJECTIVE 4.5
CONSIDER THE STREET NETWORK IN THE MISSION AS A CITY
RESOURCE ESSENTIAL TO MULTI-MODAL MOVEMENT AND PUBLIC
OPEN SPACE
Not only are streets essential for movement, but they are a major component of the
city's public realm and open space network. The Mission's streets and sidewalks move
people and goods as well as provide places to sit, talk and stroll. Past sale of streets
or rights-of-way to accommodate private development has impeded connectivity and
mobility in some parts of San Francisco. Future closure and sale of city streets to
private development should be discouraged unless it is determined excess roadway
or reconfiguration of specific intersection geometries will achieve significant public
benefits such as increased traffic safety, pedestrian safety, more reliable transit service
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or public open space. New developments on large lots must consider alleys to break
up the scale of the building and allow greater street connectivity.
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POLICY 4.5.1
Maintain a strong presumption against the vacation or sale of streets or
alleys except in cases where significant public benefits can be achieved.
POLICY 4.5.2
As part of a development project's open space requirement, require publicly-accessible alleys that break up the scale of large developments and
allow additional access to buildings in the project.

OBJECTIVE 4.6
SUPPORT WALKING AS A KEY TRANSPORTATION MODE BY
IMPROVING PEDESTRIAN CIRCULATION WITHIN THE MISSION AND
TO OTHER PARTS OF THE CITY
The Mission's primary co=ercial corridors - Mission, Valencia and 24th Streets - are
crowded with pedestrians. Storefront retail, street level art and murals, good transit,
well-marked crosswalks, and pedestrian signals all support a strong walking environment. However, conflicts with vehicles continue to present pedestrian safety concerns
in the neighborhood. Opportunities exist to further improve pedestrian safety and
accessibility in the Mission.
Several studies related to pedestrian improvements in the Mission have been completed
or are in the planning stages. Reco=endations from the Southeast Mission Pedestrian
S cefe!Y Plan produced by SFMTA and the Department of Public Health should be implemented. In addition, the Planning Department is working with the SFMTA to develop
the Mission Public Realm Plan and Better Streets Plan to ensure the Mission's streets are
designed to promote pedestrian comfort and safety. The planned widening of Valencia
Street's sidewalks should also be seen through to completion. In 2008, the Planning
Department will be leading a planning process for the redesign of Cesar Chavez Street
to make the street function better for pedestrians, bicyclists and transit.
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Where possible, the city should implement high-visibility crosswalks, pedestrian signal
heads with countdown timers, corner bulbouts, median refuge islands, or other pedestrian improvements. In specific areas with known higher rates of pedestrian-collisions,
developers should be encouraged to carry out context specific planning and design on
building projects to improve pedestrian safety.
The policies to address the objective above are as follows:
POLICY 4.6.1
Implement recommendations from the Mission Public Realm Plan,
Southeast Mission Pedestrian Safe'ty Plan and established street design
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standards and guidelines to make the pedestrian environment safer and
more comfortable for walk trips.

POLICY 4.6.2
Prioritize pedestrian safety improvements at intersections and in areas
with historically high frequencies of pedestrian injury collisions.
POLICY 4.6.3
Improve pedestrian access to major transit stops and stations such as
the 16th and 24th Street BART Stations.

OBJECTIVE 4.7
IMPROVE AND EXPAND INFRASTRUCTURE FOR BICYCLING AS AN
IMPORTANT MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
The Mission's existing bicycle infrastructure and relatively flat terrain create an attractive
bicycling environment. The Valencia and Harrison Street bicycle lanes are busy with
bicyclists during commute times and throughout the day. These lanes provide good
north-south bicycle connections, but the Mission lacks strong east-west bicycle facilities.
Improvements are planned to strengthen east-west connections. The SFMTA currently has improvements planned for Cesar Chavez and 17th Streets. Bicycle lanes and
shared lane markings ("sharrows") on select segments of these streets will be installed
once the San Francisco Bicycle Plan achieves environmental clearance. In addition,
increased bicycle parking throughout the Mission especially in commercial areas and
near BART is needed to accommodate the ever increasing number of bicyclists. Recent
citywide zoning code amendments require bicycle parking for all new developments.
The proposed Mission Creek Bikeway presents the opportunity for a future landscaped
bicycle path from the Mission District to Mission Bay. Bikeway plans should be further
examined, especially issues surrounding cost and implementation.
The policies to address the objective above are as follows:
POLICY 4.7.1
Provide a continuous network of safe, convenient and attractive bicycle
facilities connecting the Mission to the citywide bicycle network and
conforming to the San Francisco Bicycle Plan.
POLICY 4.7.2
Provide secure, accessible and abundant bicycle parking, particularly at
transit stations, within shopping areas and at concentrations of employment.
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POLICY 4.7.3
Explore feasibility of the Mission Creek Bikeway project.
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OBJECTIVE 4.8
ENCOURAGE ALTERNATIVES TO CAR OWNERSHIP AND THE
REDUCTION OF PRIVATE VEHICLE TRIPS

In addition to investments in our transportation infrastructure, there are a variety of
programmatic ways in which the City can encourage people to use alternative modes
of travel. Car sharing and transportation demand management programs (TD:M) are
important tools to reduce congestion and limit parking demand.
Carsharing offers an affordable alternative to car ownership by allowing individuals the
use of a car without the cost of ownership (gas, insurance, maintenance). Carsharing
companies provide privately owned and maintained vehicles for short-term use by
their members. Carshare members pay a fiat hourly rate or monthly fee to use cars
only when they need them (i.e. to run errands or make short trips).
The Mission already has a high concentration of car share vehicles, especially near the
Mission and Valencia corridors. Recent zoning code changes require carshare spaces
in new residential developments. Car sharing should continue to be encouraged in the
Mission as part of new residential and co=ercial developments in support of parking
policies and increased mobility of residents without automobiles.
"Transportation demand management" (TD:M) programs that encourage residents and
employees to walk, bike, take public transit or rideshare should be implemented in the
Mission and throughout the Eastern Neighborhoods. Transportation Demand Management (TD:M) combines marketing and incentive programs to reduce dependence
on automobiles and encourage use of a range of transportation options. Cash-out
policies (where employers provide cash instead of a free parking space), Co=uter
Checks and emergency ride home programs are some of the methods institutions and
employers can utilize.
City College of San Francisco's new Valencia Street campus, among other large
institutions and employers should be encouraged to develop programs that provide
information and incentives to students and staff related to the many transportation
alternatives nearby. Major residential developments (50+ units) should be required to
provide transit passes to all residents as part of rent or homeowner association fees.
The policies to address the objective above are as follows:
POLICY 4.8.1
Continue to require car-sharing arrangements in new residential and
commercial developments, as well as any new parking garages.
POLICY 4.8.2
Require large retail establishments, particularly supermarkets, to provide
shuttle and delivery services to customers.
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POLICY 4.8.3
Develop a Transportation Demand Management (TDM) program for the
Eastern Neighborhoods that provides information and incentives for
employees, visitors and residents to use alternative transportation modes
and travel times.

OBJECTIVE 4.9
FACILITATE MOVEMENT OF AUTOMOBILES BY MANAGING
CONGESTION AND OTHER NEGATIVE IMPACTS OF
VEHICLE TRAFFIC
Automobiles in the Mission navigate streets crowded with pedestrians,
bicyclists and transit vehicles. Vehicle traffic should be accommodated
without jeopardizing the safety of other street users. Traffic calming
projects should be implemented to reduce speeding and improve safety,
without introducing delay or reliability problems for transit. Guerrero
Street and South Van Ness Avenue provide opportunities for traffic calming to balance neighborhood and pedestrian needs with auto traffic.
New technologies such as those being developed by the Department of
Parking and Traffic's "SFGO" program should be pursued to reduce
congestion, respond to current traffic conditions and move autos safely
and efficiently.
The policies to address the objective above are as follows:
POLICY 4.9.1
Introduce traffic calming measures where warranted to improve pedestrian safe'ty and comfort, reduce speeding and traffic spillover from arterial
streets onto residential streets and alleyways.
POLICY 4.9.2
Decrease auto congestion through implementation of Intelligent Traffic
Management Systems (ITMS) strategies such as progressive metering of
traffic signals and the SFMTA "SFGO" program.

OBJECTIVE 4.10
DEVELOP A COMPREHENSIVE FUNDING PLAN FOR
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENTS
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New development in the Mission and throughout the Eastern Neighborhoods will
exert significant strain on the area's existing transportation infrastructure. The City
must develop new funding sources and a funding plan to ensure needed improvements
are made.
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Transportation improvements are costly. While federal, state, regional and local grant
sources are available to partially defray the cost of transportation capital projects, they
are not sufficient to meet transportation needs identified by the co=unity. Streets
and transportation improvements (pedestrian, bicycle, and transit) will require a significant portion of the funding generated through the Eastern Neighborhoods Public
Benefits Program. Because funds from this program will also be needed to support a
number of other co=unity improvements beside transportation, it will be important
to identify additional sources of funding.
POLICY 4.10.1
As part of the Eastern Neighborhoods Public Benefits Program, pursue
funding for transit, pedestrian, bicycle and auto improvements through
developer impact fees, in-kind contributions, community facilities districts, dedication of tax revenues, and state or federal grant sources.
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The l\1.ission has a deficiency of open spaces serving the neighborhood. Some portions of the l\1.ission historically have been predominantly industrial, which has meant
that many areas are not within walking distance to an existing park and many areas
lack adequate places to recreate and relax. Moreover, the l\1.ission has a concentration
of family households with children -- almost 50% -- which is significantly higher than
most neighborhoods in the city. With the addition of new residents, this deficiency
will only be exacerbated. Thus, one of the primary objectives of this Plan is to provide more open space to serve both existing and new residents, workers and visitors.
Analysis reveals that a total of about 4.3 acres of new space should be provided in this
area to accommodate expected growth. This Plan proposes to provide this new open
space by creating at least one substantial new park site in the l\1.ission. In addition, the
Plan proposes to encourage some of the private open space that will be required as
part of development to be provided as public open space and to utilize our existing
rights-of-way to provide pocket parks.

OBJECTIVE 5.1
PROVIDE PUBLIC PARKS AND OPEN SPACES THAT MEET THE NEEDS
OF RESIDENTS, WORKERS AND VISITORS
In a built-out neighborhood such as this, finding sites for sizeable new parks is difficult.

However, it is critical that at least one new substantial open space be provided as part
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of this Plan. The Planning Department will continue working with the Recreation and
Parks Department to identify a site in the Mission for a public park and will continue
to work to acquire additional open spaces.
In order to provide this new open space, significant funding will
need to be identified to acquire, develop, and maintain the space.
One source of funds would be impact fees or direct contributions from new development. New residential development
directly impacts the existing park sites with its influx of new
residents, therefore new residential development will be required
to either pay directly into a fund to acquire new open space.
Commercial development also directly impacts existing park
sites, with workers, shoppers and others needing places to eat
lunch and take a break outside. Existing requirements in the
Mission for commercial development establish a minimum
amount of open space to be provided on-site, or project sponsors may elect to pay an
in-lieu fee. Because these fees are low; project sponsors often elect to pay the fee. This
Plan proposes to maintain the current requirements for commercial development to
provide adequate, usable open space, but increase the in-lieu fee if project sponsors
choose not to provide this space. This in-lieu fee will be used to provide publicly
accessible open space.
The policies to address the objective above are as follows:
POLICY 5.1.1
Identity opportunities to create new public parks and open spaces and
provide at least one new public park or open space serving the Mission.
POLICY 5.1.2
Require new residential and commercial development to contribute to
the creation of public open space.

OBJECTIVE 5.2
ENSURE THAT NEW DEVELOPMENT INCLUDES HIGH QUALITY,
PRIVATE OPEN SPACE
In addition to the publicly accessible open space requirements, another tool for making
the Mission greener is to require additional private open space. Currently, residential
developments are required to provide open space accessible to residents. Because of its
more industrial past, this requirement is currently much lower in the Northeast Mission
than other parts of the Mission. This Plan increases the open space required as part of
new developments to be similar to what is currently required in other neighborhoods
that allow residential redevelopment.
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Additionally, co=ercial development is currently required to provide open space in
SoMa. These existing requirements establish a minimum amount of open space to be
provided on-site, or project sponsors may elect to pay an in-lieu fee. Because these fees
are low, project sponsors often elect to pay the fee. This plan proposes to reexamine
the current requirements for co=ercial development in SoMa to provide adequate,
usable open space, and it proposes to expand them and apply them to projects in the
Mission.

In small-scale residential developments in this area, open space is provided as backyards. Currently many of the blocks, especially the alleys and neighborhood co=ercial streets of Mission and Valencia, have a rear yard pattern similar to many of the
residential neighborhoods in the city. Taken together in the center of a block, these
rear yards provide a sense of visual relief and access to open space in this part of the
city. In areas where the existing pattern is one of rear yards, this pattern should be
maintained. However, in areas where rear yards do not predominate, new residential
developments should provide open space in a manner that best fits the characteristics
of the particular site, while still ensuring high quality open space design.
The quality of the private open space is also being reexamined in the Mission District.
Currently, open space is often provided as sterile hardscape atop a building's podium.
By employing the new performance-based evaluation tool, discussed in greater detail
in the Built Form section of this Area Plan, required open space will be made greener,
more ecologically sustainable, and more enjoyable for residents.
The policies to address the objective above are as follows:
POLICY 5.2.1
Require new residential and mixed-use residential development to provide on-site, private open space designed to meet the needs of residents.
POLICY 5.2.2
Establish requirements for commercial development to provide on-site
open space.
(j)

POLICY 5.2.3
Encourage private open space to be provided as common spaces for
residents and workers of the building wherever possible.
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POLICY 5.2.4
Encourage publicly accessible open space as part of new residential and
commercial development.
POLICY 5.2.5
New development should respect existing patterns of rear yard open
space. Where an existing pattern of rear yard open space does not exist,
new development on mixed-use-zoned parcels has flexibility as to where
open space can be located.
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POLICY 5.2.6
Ensure quality open space is provided in flexible and creative ways, adding a well used, well-cared tor amenity tor residents of a highly urbanized
neighborhood. Private open space should meet the following design
guidelines: A. Designed to allow tor a diversity of uses, including elements tor children, as appropriate. 8. Maximize sunlight exposure and
protection from wind C. Adhere to the performance-based evaluation
tool.

In new mixed-use developments, co=on, unenclosed residential open space areas
can be provided as a rear yard, rooftop garden, central courtyard, balcony, or elsewhere
on the lot or within the development so long as it is clearly accessible and usable by
residents. Landscaping visible from the street is encouraged. Co=on spaces are
encouraged over private spaces.

OBJECTIVE 5.3
CREATE A NETWORK OF GREEN STREETS THAT CONNECTS OPEN
SPACES AND IMPROVES THE WALKABILITY, AESTHETICS AND
ECOLOGICAL SUSTAINABILITY OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD.

In a built out neighborhood such as the Mission, acquiring sites for new large parks
can be difficult. For this reason, in addition to the acquisition of at least one park
site in the neighborhood, the Mission Area Plan proposes an open space network of
"Green Connector" streets, with wider sidewalks, places to sit and enjoy, significant
landscaping and gracious street trees that would provide linkages between larger open
spaces and diffuse the recreational and aesthetic benefits of these spaces into the
neighborhood.
Green Connector streets are proposed throughout the Mission to connect the Mission
east to Potrero Hill and eventually the Bay as well as west to Dolores Park and Noe
Valley. Although the specific locations will be addressed in the upcoming Mission Public
Realm Plan, connections are desirable in the northern part of the Mission (e.g. 16th or
17th Streets), in the center of the Mission (e.g. 20th or 21st Streets) and through the
southern part of the Mission (e.g. 24th, 25th or Cesar Chavez Streets). Additionally,
north-south connections are being considered for Potrero Avenue (See Figure A3.
Streets and Open Space Concept Map in the Appendix of this plan). Reconfiguring
many of the Mission's wide, heavily trafficked streets that currently satisfy the needs
of private vehicles over the needs of pedestrians and cyclists would go far to create a
more livable neighborhood for residents, workers, and visitors.
The Mission Area Plan calls for a fundamental rethinking of how the city designs
and uses its streets. In addition to Green Connector streets, smaller streets and alleys
can provide a welcomed respite from the busy activities along major streets. These
alleyways are proposed to be converted into "living streets," where through-traffic is
calmed and paving and landscaping are designed to reflect what is envisioned as the
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pedestrian primacy of these streets. (See Figure A3. Streets and Open Space Concept
Map in the Appendix of this plan).

In dense neighborhoods such as the Mission District, it is increasingly clear that streets
can and should provide important and valued additions to the open space network and
aesthetic quality of the area. The design and maintenance of all other streets throughout
the Plan Area should be guided by the forthcoming Better Streets Plan, a policy document that will provide direction on how to improve the overall urban design quality,
aesthetic character, and ecological function of the city's streets while maintaining safe
and efficient use for all modes of transportation. The Better Streets Plan will provide
guidance for both public and private improvements to the streetscape. The Mission
Area Plan, in addition to the Better Streets Plan, will generate amendments to the Planning Code to make more explicit the requirements of private developers to construct
and maintain a more enjoyable, more beautiful pedestrian environment.
In addition to these general streetscape improvements along streets, specific design
interventions should also be considered for major intersections. To better foster a
sense of place and to improve the pedestrian experience, at important intersections,
significant public space improvements - such as bulb-outs and landscaping treatments
- should be focused at these intersections. Additionally, as described in the Built Form
chapter of this Plan, specific effort should be paid to improving the quality, design,
massing, and scale of corner buildings to better reflect the civic importance of major
street intersections.
The Mission Area Plan also calls for two primary interventions that are aimed at connecting the Mission's open space network to that of the city as a whole. The first is a
Civic Boulevard such as Folsom Street, connecting the emerging Trans bay and Rincon
Hill Areas, East and West SoMa, and the Mission District. A Civic Boulevard would
be a green street linking public open spaces, cultural and social destinations, and transit
connections. It would be heavily landscaped with a strong design aesthetic, with pocket
parks, plazas, and with wide sidewalks and a distinctive lighting character. Through
the Mission, Folsom street is a more residential in character than in SoMa and the
improvements proposed would reflect this more residential character.
(])
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Second, primary pedestrian connections between neighborhoods are to be strengthened. Sixteenth, 24th, Mission, and Valencia Streets are currently designated pedestrian connectors between the Mission, SoMa, Upper Market, and the Castro. Potrero
and South Van Ness should be added to this street classification. Primary pedestrian
streets should aim to foster an enjoyable pedestrian environment, such as minimizing
shade, maximizing sidewalk width, and providing agreeable pedestrian amenities such
as lighting and street furniture.
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The forthcoming Mission Public Realm plan will focus in detail on the Mission
District's streets and public spaces. This Plan will define how best to define the street
typologies found in the Mission, with the goals of reducing private vehicle primacy,
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fostering walking, and strengthening economic vitality of neighborhood commercial
streets. The Mission Public Reahn Plan will serve as the implementing document for
the streetscape improvements proposed in this Area Plan.
The policies to address the objective outlined above are as follows:
POLICY 5.3.1
Redesign underutilized portions of streets as public open spaces, including widened sidewalks or medians, curb bulb-outs, "living streets" or
green connector streets.
POLICY 5.3.2
Maximize sidewalk landscaping, street trees and pedestrian scale street
furnishing to the greatest extent feasible.
POLICY 5.3.3
Design the intersections of major streets to reflect their prominence as
public spaces.
POLICY 5.3.4
Enhance the pedestrian environment by requiring new development to
plant street trees along abutting sidewalks. When this is not feasible,
plant trees on development sites or elsewhere in the Plan Area.
POLICY 5.3.5
Significant above grade infrastructure, such as freeways should be retrofitted with architectural lighting to foster pedestrian connections beneath.
POLICY 5.3.6
Where possible, transform unused freeway and rail rights-of-way into
landscaped features that provide a pleasant and comforting route tor
pedestrians.
POLICY 5.3.7
Develop a comprehensive public realm plan for the Mission that reflects
the differing needs of streets based upon their predominant land use,
role in the transportation network, and building scale.

OBJECTIVE 5.4
THE OPEN SPACE SYSTEM SHOULD BOTH BEAUTIFY THE
NEIGHBORHOOD AND STRENGTHEN THE ENVIRONMENT
Open space not only provides places to recreate and relax, but also provides a means
to strengthen the environmental quality of the neighborhood. As discussed in the
Built Form chapter of this plan, one tool for greening private open spaces is the
performance-based evaluation tool. This tool requires all new development to meet a
defined standard for on-site water infiltration, and offers developers a large number
of strategies to meet the standard.
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Ecological sustainability is also a key goal in the development of public spaces. Some
new public spaces will be created through the reclamation of the excess street rightof-ways throughout the Mission. Turning these concrete and impermeable surfaces
into pocket parks and plantings will not only beautify the street, it will also provide
greater on-site water filtration. Additionally, new public parks that are being acquired
will consider incorporating ecological sustainability elements, such as bioswales and
natural areas.
In addition to the on-site menu of options available to project sponsors as part of

the performance-based evaluation tool, there are many additional measures that can
create a better environment. Built out, urban areas such as San Francisco can improve
existing water quality of our bays and oceans by encouraging more on-site infiltration. Pervious surfaces, such as parking lots, are one of the main causes of pollution
flowing directly into these water resources and one of the easiest sources to make
more permeable. Permeability allows the water to be filtered through the soil before
reaching the bay or the ocean. An ongoing master planning process being conducted
by the San Francisco's Public Utility Commission (PUC) will provide guidance on
how best to mitigate stormwater flow into the city's sewers, for example, by designing
surface parking and loading areas to infiltrate rainwater onsite, rather than sending it
into the drain.
Uncovering long-buried creeks would also substantially change the environment of
the Mission. Mission Creek once meandered from the base of Twin Peaks down to
through the Mission and along Division to Mission Bay. Future consideration should
be given to daylighting some elements of this historic streambed.
Public art can be a component of existing and proposed open spaces that enhance
the spaces and relate them to the existing neighborhoods. For example, a rotating art
public art exhibit such as the one at Victoria Manolo Draves Park adds a locally relevant
cultural element to the new park.
The policies to address the objective above are as follows:
POLICY 5.4.1
Increase the environmental sustainability of the Mission's system of public and private open spaces by improving the ecological functioning of all
open space.
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POLICY 5.4.2
Explore ways to retrofit existing parking and paved areas to minimize
negative impacts on microclimate and allow tor storm water infiltration.
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POLICY 5.4.3
Encourage public art in existing and proposed open spaces.
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POLICY 5.4.4
Explore opportunities to uncover Mission Creek's historic channel
through the Mission.

OBJECTIVE 5.5
ENSURE THAT EXISTING OPEN SPACE, RECREATION AND PARK
FACILITIES ARE WELL MAINTAINED
Throughout the community planning process participants have given a high priority to
maintaining and renovating existing park facilities. Maintenance needs will only become
more apparent with the acquisition of a new park and as more open spaces such as
green connector streets, living streets, and pocket parks are constructed. These types
of spaces are often more complex and therefore generally more difficult to maintain
on a per square foot basis then an open field, so the city should work to find space
for maintenance equipment in the Mission area and to assure that maintenance funding and funding to renovate existing parks is provided with the development of these
spaces.
This plan proposes to renovate at least one existing park by securing the funding
through impact fees and other sources. Specifically in the Mission, the majority of
the area's parks are in need of renovation including the Mission Playground (which
is being prioritized for funds from the recently approved open space bond), Garfield
Square, James Rolph Jr Playground, Juri Commons, Jose Coronado Playground,
Franklin Square, Alioto Mini Park, and the Mission Recreation Center (See Figure A3.
Streets and Open Space Concept Map in the Appendix of this plan). Parque Ninos
Unidos, Kidpower Park, and 24th and York mini park were recently renovated, so are
not prioritized for renovation at this time, but over the life of the Plan renovation is
anticipated for these parks as well. The Recreation and Parks Department (RPD) is
now using, safe, durable and long lasting materials and are designing facilities appropriately for the intended uses and these efforts will result in fewer repairs, longer and
expanded usage periods and more reliable facilities. New public
parks and re-designs ef existing public parks should maximize drought
tolerant landscaping and minimize features that require regular irrigation.
Native species are encouraged, where appropriate.
There are also opportunities to more efficiently and creatively
utilize existing facilities, such as school playgrounds, in the Mission. The Mayor's Office and the San Francisco Unified School
District have recently begun a pilot program to open one school
playground in each supervisorial district for use on weekends
and select holidays. This program better utilizes our existing
resources and the city should continue to work with the School
District to expand this program.
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The policies to address the objective above are as follows:
POLICY 5.5.1
Prioritize funds and staffing to better maintain existing parks and obtain
additional funding tor a new park and new open space facilities.
POLICY 5.5.2
Renovate run-down or outmoded park facilities to provide high quality,
sate and long-lasting facilities. Identify at least one existing park or recreation facility in the Mission for renovation.
POLICY 5.5.3
Explore opportunities to use existing recreation facilities, such as school
yards, more efficiently.
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Economic development should create sustainable prosperity for the residents, workers, and businesses of San Francisco. As described in the San Francisco Economic
Strategy, such sustainable prosperity includes increasing job growth, wages and tax
revenue, and small business development; while decreasing economic inequality and
out-migration of businesses.
Attaining these goals involves determining the relationships that link government
policy, industry competitiveness, and economic outcomes. From a government policy
standpoint, these relationships are manifested in three ways:
1) by focusing on the land, through the City's land use strategy and zoning
2) by focusing on our businesses, through the City's business assistance programs
3) by focusing on our workers, through the City's workforce development programs
and other mechanisms to promote economic self-sufficiency for workers.
This chapter will focus on objectives for supporting businesses and workers, while
the land use-related economic development objectives are reflected in the Land Use
chapter of this Plan.
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OBJECTIVE 6.1
SUPPORT THE ECONOMIC WELLBEING OF A VARIETY OF
BUSINESSES IN THE EASTERN NEIGHBORHOODS
Business assistance forms a vital part of an overall strategy to help San Francisco's
business sectors grow, compete and succeed. Business assistance is provided by a city or
a non-profit organization and often broadly includes start-up assistance, ongoing technical assistance, assistance navigating city government processes, financial assistance,
real estate and site selection assistance, assistance accessing workforce and incentive
programs and assistance forming sector specific industry associations or organizations.
In the Eastern Neighborhoods, there are three broadly defined industries: Physical
Infrastructure, the Knowledge Sector, and the Small Business Sector.
The physical infrastructure sector includes production, distribution and repair (PDR)
businesses that share key characteristics, such as the need for flexible, industrial space
and their role in providing goods and services that support other primary industries
in San Francisco (such as tourism, retail, high technology, and office-based industries).
Providing business assistance to businesses in the physical infrastructure sector is
important because these businesses are critical to the city's economy. Specifically:
• These jobs tend to pay above average wages, provide jobs for residents of all
education levels and offer good opportunities for advancement.
• These businesses support our Knowledge Sectors by providing critical business
services that need to be close, timely and often times are highly specialized.
• The products produced in this sector provide a valuable export industry in the
city. Businesses that manufacture products in San Francisco often do so because
of the city's unique combination of location, talent, and proximity to clients.
While protecting physical infrastructure businesses and other vulnerable uses, space
should be provided in the Eastern Neighborhoods for "Knowledge Sector" businesses
(See Land Use chapter). Broadly speaking, the Knowledge Sector describes businesses
that create economic value because of the knowledge they possess and generate for
their customers. Knowledge Sector business assistance is important because most
Knowledge Sector industries have the highest fiscal impacts of any industry in the
local economy. Specifically:
• Citywide, the Knowledge Sector provides the majority of San Francisco's high-wage
jobs and can provide above-average paying jobs for workers without a four-year
degree.
• The Knowledge Sector creates significant multiplier effects for local-serving businesses and City payroll taxes.
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• The strength of the Knowledge Sector will play a large part in determining the
trajectory of the entire City economy.
Small businesses are generally defined as businesses with a total workforce of 100 or
fewer employees and include sole-proprietors who have no employees. Small business
assistance is important because small businesses represent a significant and growing
portion of the city economy. Specifically:
• Small businesses account for over 95% of the companies in San Francisco and
one out of every three jobs.
• The growth in the number of small business has created an alternative to salaried
employment for many San Francisco residents, and has the potential to address
the city's high rates of asset poverty and economic insecurity.
• Small businesses that start in San Francisco tend to grow and expand in San Francisco, creating more jobs and revenue for the city.
Providing business assistance to PDR businesses, Knowledge Sector businesses and small businesses is important in achieving the
broader economic and workforce objectives of the city as defined
in the city's Economic Strategy. The high cost of doing business
in San Francisco, and perceptions of an unfriendly business climate,
are cited as barriers to business growth and economic development
in the city. If the city is to retain PDR, Knowledge Sector and small
businesses as they grow-and benefit from the greater range of
jobs that large firms offer-then it must work to offer a competitive
business climate. Business assistance services are a vital part of an
overall strategy to strengthen the overall business climate and help
these business sectors grow.
The policies to address the needs highlighted above are as follows:
POLICY 6.1.1
Provide business assistance tor new and existing PDR businesses in the
Eastern Neighborhoods.
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POLICY 6.1.2
Provide business assistance tor new and existing Knowledge Sector
businesses in the Eastern Neighborhoods.
POLICY 6.1.3
Provide business assistance tor new and existing small businesses in the
Eastern Neighborhoods.
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OBJECTIVE 6.2
INCREASE ECONOMIC SECURITY FOR WORKERS BY PROVIDING
ACCESS TO SOUGHT-AFTER JOB SKILLS
Workforce development efforts - including job preparation,
occupational skills training, and other strategies - are designed
to provide individuals with the skills and knowledge necessary
to access and retain quality jobs in a competitive economy. Skills
development is key to helping workers move toward economic
self-sufficiency through jobs that are in demand in our local and
regional economies. Supporting the development of job skills
benefits individual workers and their families, and also benefits
companies that do business in San Francisco.
Because of the complex and changing nature of our economy, it
is important that our workforce development strategies are aligned with the needs of
industry- matching job training with the skills needed by employers. This is the match
that will ensure that all San Francisco residents - particularly those that are low-income
and/ or may experience barriers to employment - are prepared for jobs as a result of
their training. The workforce success of all San Francisco residents is essential to
sustainable economic development and reducing inequality in San Francisco.
Workforce development strategies will target a range of established and growing
industries. These industries reflect the breadth of San Francisco's economy, and include
Physical Infrastructure jobs and Knowledge Sector jobs (as discussed above), as well as
those that are more involved in the "Experience Sector" (i.e. tourism and hospitality)
and human services. These sectors are specifically targeted because of their ability to
pay above-average wages to well-trained workers, even if those workers do not have
a four-year degree. Employers range from small neighborhood serving businesses to
large and mature companies.
POLICY 6.2.1
Provide workforce development training for those who work in and live in
the Eastern Neighborhoods, particularly those who do not have a college
degree.
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Co=unity facilities are key elements that can help to create a strong sense of community and identity. They are an integral element of socially and sustainable co=unities and they include co=unity anchors like schools and libraries, child care facilities,
co=unity centers (where youth, after schoo~ and other activities can occur), cultural
and arts centers, clinics and a range of other amenities. Co=unity facilities can
include any type of service needed to meet the day-to-day needs of the co=unity.
In the Eastern Neighborhoods these facilities can provide language/co=unication
curricula programs to address education gaps, job skills and training, tutoring and youth
development, cultural resource centers, and the support networks often so critical for
lower income co=unities. Specific needs might include multicultural programs, legal
aid, information and referra~ various parenting groups, i=igration adaptation and
settlement, etc.
Some co=unity facilities critical to neighborhood development, such as streets,
open space, housing and transportation, are addressed specifically in other sections of
this Area Plan. This Co=unity Facilities chapter includes the remaining needs and
attempts to address how they will be met either through traditional land use regulations or through other methods to fund, encourage and maintain them. In the Eastern
Neighborhoods, the expected level of need for these co=unity facilities is based on
existing needs as well as future ones, derived from projected population growth and
new development demand. Reco=endations towards expansion or improvements
to co=unity facilities are based on this assessment, as well as on conversations with
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the co=unity and with typical providers of a these co=unity services. The policies that follow will be accompanied by a separate implementation document, which
will outline funding strategies and public benefit funds available for such facilities, and
provide direction for their execution. The Plan will also include a monitoring strategy
to assess changes in needs so that the pool of funds for public benefits can be allocated
efficiently and based on co=unity priorities.

OBJECTIVE 7.1
PROVIDE ESSENTIAL COMMUNITY SERVICES AND FACILITIES
The Mission is an economically and demographically diverse co=unity. There is a
significant amount of housing in the Mission and it is expected to increase with the
implementation of new zoning controls. For both the existing and new residents,
co=unity resources will be a priority to ensure the area's livability and to provide
a full range of services and amenities. Existing facilities should be maintained and
strengthened, while new facilities can enhance the neighborhood and fill existing gaps
in service. New residents will increase the need to add new facilities and to maintain
and expand existing ones.
Co=unity facilities are necessary for many kinds of households, but particularly for
families - improved schooling, upgraded libraries, improved and expanded parks, and
increased child care facilities, including programming, are critical to maintaining an
acceptable quality of life for San Francisco's families. Schools provide an anchor for
families even beyond education: providing a safe local environment, facilitating social
connections, and facilitating child growth and development.
Public libraries too, play a critical role in co=unity life. Library branches can contribute to the social fabric of their co=unities by serving as a distribution point for
co=unity information, by promoting social networks, and by providing access to the
internet and to digital networking. The co=unity libraries at the Mission, Potrero,
and Mission Bay Branch provide reasonable access to the residents of the Eastern
Neighborhoods, but the projected increase in population could add to the need for
existing libraries to provide additional materials. Therefore, maintenance as well as
planning for additional materials is another important consideration in the allocation
of co=unity benefits.
Child care facilities, like schools, can be strong neighborhood and co=unity anchors.
Locating child care in schools, near residential areas, on-site in new residential complexes, near transit facilities, or near employment centers, supports families by reducing
the time spent by parents going to and from daycare. This may also contribute to other
plan goals such as traffic reduction, and increased transit ridership. Sufficient care facilities for the neighborhood's working families are critical if the Eastern Neighborhoods
are to not only continue, but grow their role as a place for families.
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Therefore, the city should facilitate the careful location and
expansion of essential neighborhood services, while limiting the
concentration of such activities within any one neighborhood.
New development can also help fund such additional new services
and amenities in proportion to the need generated by new development. Additionally, maintenance is an important, though often
neglected, aspect of community facilities. Proper maintenance of
existing (and new) facilities is equally important to the creation
of new facilities. The influx of residents will further increase the
usage of existing facilities, potentially increasing their staffing and
maintenance costs. Even if no new facilities are built in Mission,
existing facilities need to be adequately staffed and maintained and
methods for meeting the increased costs must be considered.
The policies to provide essential community facilities and services are as follows:
POLICY 7.1.1
Support the siting of new facilities to meet the needs of a growing community and to provide opportunities for residents of all age levels.
POLICY 7.1.2
Recognize the value of existing facilities, including recreational and cultural facilities, and support their expansion and continued use.
POLICY 7.1.3
Ensure childcare services are located where they will best serve neighborhood workers and residents.
POLICY7.1.4
Ensure public libraries that serve the plan area have sufficient materials
to meet projected growth to continue quality services and access for
residents of the area.

OBJECTIVE 7.2
ENSURE CONTINUED SUPPORT FOR HUMAN SERVICE PROVIDERS
THROUGHOUT THE EASTERN NEIGHBORHOODS
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San Francisco's population is known for its ethnic diversity, and many of its diverse
cultural and ethnic traditions are rooted in areas of the Eastern Neighborhoods. The
Mission holds more than 25 percent of the City's Latino population, SoMa retains a
significant number of the City's Asian, and specifically its Filipino, population. The
neighborhoods have long been a home for much of the City's ethnic, cultural, linguistic
and social diversity, and as a result, the neighborhoods' populations have demonstrated
a greater need for community facilities, human and social services to support this
diversity.
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Most human and social service needs are met through a partnership of public and
nonprofit organizations. Nonprofit providers often serve under contract with City
agencies, leverage substantial additional funding from state, federal, corporate, foundation and private sources. In a 2001 survey, nonprofit human service providers laid
claim to exactly how important it was to be located close to their clients, in their own
neighborhoods: the majority stated that it was "essential" that their activities were
located in a specific neighborhood; the neighborhoods most often cited were the
Mission, Potrero Hill, and SoMa . This information demonstrates just how important
the existing facilities are to the local communities of the Eastern Neighborhoods, and
how critical it is that services continue.
Health Care is another critical component for the Eastern
Neighborhoods, where many residents fall between the cracks
of managed health care. The neighborhoods do have a good
number of care centers and nonprofit health providers - the
Department of Public Health recommends a one-mile access to
health care centers, and all except for the easternmost edges of
the Eastern SoMa are within a one mile radius of a public health
center. On a per capita basis, the Eastern Neighborhoods have
more facilities than exist citywide - this need for these facilities
will continue if the Eastern Neighborhoods continues to house
a substantial number of low-income residents.
As the Plan aims to improve the neighborhoods, and to meet the needs that new
residential units in the Eastern Neighborhoods will create, it must provide support
for continuance of the area's existing community facility network. Studies have shown
that even in the midst of growth, the need for community and human services stays
high or grows, and the rise in costs in San Francisco - high land costs, rents, facilities,
employment costs -has already led to a host of pressures for service providers. New
growth must mitigate this pressure with support for facilities, through facility provision,
financing and other methods of assistance. Impact fees will support improvements to
community infrastructure: existing impact fees already are dedicated to funding schools;
new impact fees will provide revenue for others such as child care and libraries.
POLICY 7.2.1
Promote the continued operation of existing human and health services
that serve low-income and immigrant communities in the Eastern Neighborhoods.
POLICY 7.2.2
Encourage new facilities and spaces for providers of services such as
English as a Second Language, employment training services, art, education and youth programming.
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POLICY 7.2.3
Explore a range of revenue- generating tools to support the ongoing
operations and maintenance of public health and community facilities,
including public funds and grants as well as private funding sources.

OBJECTIVE 7.3
REINFORCE THE IMPORTANCE OF THE MISSION AS THE CENTER OF
LATINO LIFE IN SAN FRANCISCO
The Mission has long been home to Latinos whose numbers
grew substantially from the 1940s onward. The development
of Latino cultural institutions and businesses both dispersed and
concentrated the Latino co=unity in the neighborhood. A considerable number of Latino families live throughout the Mission.
However, many families have also moved on to outlying parts
of the City or other places but continue to look at the Mission
as "home" - attending Sunday services at the Mission Dolores
Church, shopping and eating in the local Latino businesses and
dropping by the Mission Cultural Center for activities.
Cultural and service facilities that support Latinos, such as the
Mission Cultural Center, Arriba Juntos, Galeria de La Raza, Brava Theatre, and the
Mission Language and Vocational School, to name a few, are key contributors to the
diversity of the Mission and the city as a whole.

In addition to the maintenance of existing facilities, new facilities that support the
importance of Latino life and other cultures in the Mission such as English as a Second
Language, employment, art, education and youth centers would provide additional
support to strengthening Latino culture in the Mission.
The policies and implementing actions to ensure Latino life and other cultural institutions are strengthened and recognized in the Mission are as follows:
POLICY 7.3.1
Support efforts to preserve and enhance social and cultural institutions.
POLICY 7.3.2
Encourage the creation of new social and cultural facilities in the Mission
area.
POLICY 7.3.3
Protect and support Latino and other culturally significant local business,
structures, property and institutions in the Mission.
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ISTORIC PRESERVATION
The heritage of San Francisco is preserved in its historically significant buildings, sites,
districts, and other resources. These historic resources are important to quality of life
in the city, and they help to make it attractive to residents, visitors, and businesses. They
provide continuity to the events, places, people, and architecture of San Francisco's
storied past. Historic resources contribute to the city's diverse housing and commercial
stock, and to the human scale and pedestrian orientation of its neighborhoods. Plan
policies should promote the identification, protection and rehabilitation of known and
unknown historic resources to assure that they accommodate for current populations
as well as future generations.
The Mission District is particularly rich in historical properties, including several of
the oldest and most important in the city. Just west of the Mission Area Plan boundary
stands San Francisco's oldest building and the district namesake, the Mission Dolores
(1776), last intact remnant of the city's Spanish-Mexican period. Also found scattered
throughout the Mission District are farmhouses, cottages, and even barns of the settlers
and farmers who occupied the Mission valley during the Gold Rush and the American
pioneer period of the 1850s and 1860s. Examples include the Tanforan Cottages on
Dolores Street (also located just outside of the Mission Area Plan boundary), two of
the oldest extant homes in the city.
Much of the Mission District's building stock dates to the area's development as one
of the city's first streetcar suburbs in the 1870s and 1880s. As new transit lines were
installed from the growing city center to the outlying Mission, and as the old Mexican
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ranchos were subdivided, residential development in Victorian styles followed. The
Mission's proximity to the South of Market and the Central Waterfront areas, and the
direct access provided by transit lines, fostered growth of a working-class population
and character in the Mission. The city's wealthy elite also found the Mission, particularly
Howard Street (now South Van Ness Avenue), to be a desirable area for their estates
and mansions. During the latter nineteenth century, the majority of the Mission was
built out as a residential suburb.
The Great Earthquake and Fire of 1906 destroyed the northern part of
the Mission District, while the southern Mission was spared. In the vast
area of the Mission that burned to the ground, a decade of furious reconstruction following the disaster largely replicated what had existed before,
though modernized. The reconstruction building stock was taller and
denser than the older stock, and rendered largely in Edwardian, Classical
Revival, and Mission Revival styles. In the southern part of the Mission,
where the Victorian-styled building stock was untouched by the 1906 fire,
significant new construction also occurred during the reconstruction in
order to meet the urgent needs of refugees.
As the twentieth century progressed, the established co=ercial thoroughfare of
Mission Street thrived and grew. Following the 1906 destruction of the downtown
co=ercial center, Mission Street assumed a new role as a vital citywide shopping
district. The surviving portion functioned while the burned portion was rebuilt. The
corridor, which came to be known as the "Mission Miracle Mile," was characterized
by innovations in consumer-oriented architecture that developed during the twentieth
century. Downtown department stores, furniture stores, movie theaters, and numerous other consumer-oriented businesses gravitated to Mission Street and spilled over
to surrounding streets such as Valencia and Sixteenth.
Following the post-1906 reconstruction period, the Mission District was largely built
out and its population had expanded. To serve the larger population, construction of
co=ercial buildings, public buildings such as schools, and co=unity institutions
such as churches, temples, and union halls continued through the first few decades
of the twentieth century. New pockets of residential infill also appeared, designed in
twentieth century styles such as Craftsman, Mediterranean Revival, and Deco/Moderne. Since mid-century, public and private redevelopments have altered the Mission's
older landscape. Changes in socio-economics have also occurred, including the establishment of Latino culture in the heart of the Mission, centered on the 24th Street
co=ercial corridor.
The Mission's multi-layered heritage is distinguished by the existence of individually
significant historic properties as well as by cohesive groupings that form historic districts.
Within the Mission Area Plan, Article 10 of the Planning Code officially designates a
number of City Landmarks, including the San Francisco Labor Temple, the Victoria
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Theater, the San Francisco Women's Building (formerly the Mission Turnverein), and
residences ranging from cottages to mansions. Article 10 also designates the Liberty
Hill Historic District. Individual properties such as Mission Dolores, the National
Guard Armory, and the California Trunk Factory are also listed in the National Register of Historic Places and the California Register of Historical Resources. Various
other historic properties and districts, such as the Mission Reconstruction District,
are identified through informational surveys and are listed in the statewide Historical
Resources Inventory maintained by the California Office of Historic Preservation
(OHP). It is expected that additional historic surveys in the Mission Area Plan will
document a substantial number of previously unknown resources.
The historic preservation objectives and policies of the Mission Area Plan provide for
identification, retention, reuse, and sustainability of the area's historic properties. As
the area changes and develops, historic features and properties that define it should
not be lost or diminished. New construction should respect and relate to the Mission's
historical contexts. The Plan regulates sound treatment of historic resources according
to established standards, it encourages rehabilitation of resources for new compatible
uses, and it allows for incentives for qualifying historic projects. As greater understanding of the Mission's important historic resources is gained through ongoing survey
and property evaluations, the preservation policies of the Mission Area Plan may be
revised or augmented to incorporate the new information.

OBJECTIVE 8.1
IDENTIFY AND EVALUATE HISTORIC AND CULTURAL RESOURCES
WITHIN THE MISSION PLAN AREA
Individually significant historic resources or historic districts are often identified by a
historic resource survey or a historical context statement. While a number of historic
resource surveys have been completed in the Mission Plan area (including the identification and Article 10 designation of the Liberty-Hill Historic District and the ongoing
Inner Mission North Survey program), it is expected that additional historic resource
surveys in the Mission Plan area will document a substantial number of previously
unidentified historic resources.

c
Historic resource surveys and historical context statements help the Planning Department determine eligibility of resources for designation at the local, state, and/ or national
level. Official designation in turn, fosters civic pride in historic preservation for the
benefit of the Mission Plan area and the city as a whole.
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Materials, styles, and property types from the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
are more widely appreciated and studied than those associated with the recent past.
However, there are some structures that have developed exceptional cultural or historic
significance as part of our recent past. These resources - buildings, objects or land-
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scapes - deserve consideration in the preservation process. The Planning Department
will continue to develop historical context statements and to conduct historic resource
surveys in the Mission to identify historic and cultural resources from the distant past
as well as from the recent past.
POLICY 8.1.1
Conduct context-based, historic resource surveys within the Mission plan
area.
POLICY 8.1.2
Pursue formal designation of the Mission's historic and cultural resources, as appropriate.
POLICY 8.1.3
Recognize and evaluate historic and cultural resources that are less than
fifty years old and may display exceptional significance to the recent
past.

OBJECTIVE 8.2
PROTECT, PRESERVE, AND REUSE HISTORIC RESOURCES WITHIN
THE MISSION PLAN AREA
Significant historic and cultural resources located in the Mission Plan area include
individual properties and districts that are listed on or eligible for the National or
California Register, or that are designated as Landmarks or Districts under Article
10 of the Planning Code. These historic and cultural resources cannot be replaced if
lost to demolition or altered in such manner their historic significance is diminished.
To retain this significance, there are a number of ways to protect, preserve and reuse
historic resources within the Mission Plan area.
The established Secretary of the Interior's Standards for the Treatment of Historic
Properties provide guidelines for managing any change to a historic resource and
for appropriately addressing historical materials, features, and character. In other
instances, because many historic and cultural resources no longer retain their historic
use, it is desirable to adapt historic resources to accommodate compatible new uses
while preserving character-defining features. The Planning Department will support
rehabilitation and the adaptive reuse of historic buildings within the Mission area Plan
pursuant to the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation.
POLICY 8.2.1
Protect individually significant historic and cultural resources and historic
districts in the Mission plan area from demolition or adverse
alteration.
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POLICY 8.2.2
Apply the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for the
Treatment of Historic Properties in conjunction with the
Mission Area Plan objectives and policies for all projects involving historic or cultural resources.
POLICY 8.2.3
Promote and offer incentives for the rehabilitation and
adaptive reuse of historic buildings in the Mission plan
area.

OBJECTIVE 8.3
ENSURE THAT HISTORIC PRESERVATION CONCERNS CONTINUE TO
BE AN INTEGRAL PART OF THE ONGOING PLANNING PROCESSES
FOR THE MISSION PLAN AREA AS THEY EVOLVE OVER TIME
New information regarding historic and cultural resources is discovered on a regular
basis. As new information is compiled, it should be utilized to update and revise the
policies set forth in the Mission Plan. It is also important that throughout the planning process, the Planning department work with various city agencies to ensure the
protection and preservation of historic resources.
Historic resources are particularly vulnerable to deterioration due to their age and
lack of maintenance. Neglect can result in effective demolition of a historic resource
and alterations executed without the benefit of the appropriate city permits have the
potential to diminish the significance of a historic resource. Owners of all properties
have a responsibility to maintain their investment in good condition and to obtain City
approval for alterations.
Valuing the historic character of older buildings can help to protect these structures
in the event of a natural disaster. Older buildings are among those most vulnerable
to destruction or heavy damage from events such as earthquake or fire, resulting in
potential danger to life safety as well as an irreplaceable loss of the historic fabric of
San Francisco.
Valuing the historic character of neighborhoods can preserve economic diversity. In
some cases, older buildings that are responsibly rehabilitated may be more affordable
than new construction. These buildings may be opportunities for low and moderate
income households to find affordable housing.
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POLICY 8.3.1
Pursue and encourage opportunities, consistent with the objectives of
historic preservation, to increase the supply of affordable housing within
the Mission plan area.
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POLICY 8.3.2
Ensure a more efficient and transparent evaluation of project proposals
which involve historic resources and minimize impacts to historic resources per CEQA guidelines.
POLICY 8.3.3
Prevent destruction of historic and cultural resources resulting from
owner neglect or inappropriate actions.
POLICY 8.3.4
Consider the Mission area plan's historic and cultural resources in emergency preparedness and response efforts.
POLICY 8.3.5
Protect and retrofit local, state, or nationally designated UMB (Unreinforced Masonry Buildings) found in the Plan Area.
POLICY 8.3.6
Adopt and revise land use, design and other relevant policies, guidelines, and standards, as needed to further preservation objectives.

OBJECTIVE 8.4
PROMOTE THE PRINCIPLES OF SUSTAINABILITY FOR THE BUILT
ENVIRONMENT THROUGH THE INHERENTLY "GREEN" STRATEGY OF
HISTORIC PRESERVATION
A commitment to retaining and preserving historic resources saves, preserves, recycles
and reuses valuable materials that contain embodied energy. For this reason, the preservation, protection and reuse of historic and cultural resources are "green" strategies
that can be applied to the built environment and help the City to achieve broader goals
of sustainability.
POLICY 8.4.1
Encourage the retention and rehabilitation of historic and cultural resources as an option for increased sustainability and consistency with
the goals and objectives of the Sustainability Plan for the City and County
of San Francisco.

OBJECTIVE 8.5
PROVIDE PRESERVATION INCENTIVES, GUIDANCE, AND LEADERSHIP
WITHIN THE MISSION PLAN AREA
Preservation incentives are intended to offset the cost of preservation and encourage property owners to maintain, repair, restore, or rehabilitate historic and cultural
resources. A number of financial incentives are available to owners of historic and
cultural resources to assist in preservation.
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On a local level, San Francisco offers preservation incentive programs, and other incentives are offered through California Office of Historic Preservation. These include
federal tax credits for rehabilitation of qualified historical resources, property tax abatement programs (the Mills Act), and tax reductions for preservation easements. Grants,
loans, and other funding sources are also available from public and private organizations.
Preservation incentives can result in tangible benefits to property owners.
On a State level, the California Historic Building Code (CHBC) permits alternate design
approaches to the regular Building Code that can minimize adverse impacts while still
providing for health and safety. The CHBC can be used to find creative solutions to
protect materials and methods of construction that might not otherwise be permitted
under the standard Code. Property owners seeking to rehabilitate historic buildings
may also be able to realize cost savings when rehabilitating an historic structure by
using the CHBC. The CHBC protects California's heritage by recognizing the unique
construction problems inherent in historic buildings and providing an alternative to
the regular Building Code.
Another good resource for incentive programs and education is
the Planning Department staff. The Planning Department retains
a core staff of Historic Preservation Technical Specialists who
are available to share expertise with the public and other government agencies. Because the City and County of San Francisco is
the largest owner of officially designated landmarks in the City,
the planning staff will work to share their expertise with other
agencies to identify, maintain and rehabilitate the publicly owned
historic and cultural resources in the Mission Plan Area. With the
guidance of the Landmarks Preservation Advisory Board, the
City will also lead by example and demonstrate good stewardship
of its resources by maintaining, rehabilitating, and restoring its
publicly owned historic resources within the Mission Plan area.
POLICY 8.5.1
Disseminate information about the availability of financial incentives for
qualifying historic preservation projects.
POLICY 8.5.2
Encourage use of the California Historic Building Code for qualifying
historic preservation projects.
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POLICY 8.5.3
Demonstrate preservation leadership and good stewardship of publicly
owned historic and cultural resources.
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OBJECTIVE 8.6
FOSTER PUBLIC AWARENESS AND APPRECIATION OF HISTORIC AND
CULTURAL RESOURCES WITHIN THE MISSION PLAN AREA
San Francisco residents, merchants, and local historians may possess and have access
to valuable historic information not widely known about buildings or other resources
that would be useful in the evaluation process. The public can play an important role
in identifying historic resources by participating in City surveys and context statement
development or by submitting Potential San Francisco Landmark Evaluation forms to
begin a formal designation process. Such participation can help to promote greater civic
pride and awareness of the historic and cultural landscape of the Mission Plan area
which is also helpful for the planning and environmental decision-making process.
POLICY 8.6.1
Encourage public participation in the identification of historic and cultural
resources within the Mission plan area.
POLICY 8.6.2
Foster education and appreciation of historic and cultural resources
within the Mission plan area among business leaders, neighborhood
groups, and the general public through outreach efforts.
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A3. Streets and Open Space Concept Map
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OVERVIEW AND SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

Keyser Marston Associates (KMA) has prepared a residential nexus analysis for the City and
County of San Francisco. The report has been prepared to support the City's lnclusionary
Housing Program, including the updated requirements enacted in the summer of 2006. This
residential nexus analysis addresses market rate residential projects which are subject to the
inclusionary program and quantifies the linkages between new market rates units and the
demand for affordable housing generated by the residents of the units.
Context and Purpose

The City of San Francisco is undertaking a comprehensive program of analyses to update its
programs and supporting documentation for many types of fees, including updating nexus
analyses in support of impact fees. As part of this program, the City has contracted with Keyser
Marston Associates to prepare a nexus analysis in support of the lnclusionary Housing
Program, or an analysis of the impact of the development of market rate housing on affordable
housing demand.
The City's current position is that the City's lnclusionary Housing Program including the in lieu
provision which is offered as an alternative to building units within market rate projects, is not
subject to the requirements of the Mitigation Fee Act, Government Code Sections 66000 and
following. The City does not expect to alter its position on this matter. However, because the
City agreed to sponsor a supporting nexus analysis as part of past legislative actions, and
because there is interest in determining whether the lnclusionary Program can be supported by
a nexus type analysis as an additional support measure, the City has contracted for the
preparation of a nexus analysis at this time.
San Francisco lnclusionary Program

The City of San Francisco lnclusionary program that is the subject of this analysis requires that
all residential projects of five units or more provide a share of units affordable to lower income
households. The San Francisco program, which was amended in the summer of 2006, is
contained in Planning Code Sections 315 and following (the "lnclusionary Program"). Briefly
summarized, the San Francisco program now requires 15% of units be affordable to lower
income households and defines lower income as up to 120% of median income. For purposes
of application, affordable units in condominium projects must average 100% of median and
affordable units in rental projects must be provided at 60% of median or less. The lnclusionary
Program also has off-site and in-lieu fee alternatives. The lnclusionary Program contains many
particulars regarding application, definitions, entitlement process, and administration of the
program.
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Use of This Study

An impact analysis of this nature has been prepared for the limited purpose of demonstrating
nexus support to the San Francisco lnclusionary Program. It has not been prepared as a
document to guide policy design in the broader context. We caution against the use of this
study, or any impact study for that matter, for purposes beyond the intended use. All impact
studies are limited and imperfect, but can be helpful for addressing narrow concerns.
To cite a parallel example, a study could be prepared on the relative fiscal impacts of
developing various price (or value) residential units in San Francisco. Fiscal impact analysis,
unlike this nexus analysis, is a widely prepared type of analysis in which revenues to a
governmental entity are quantified and compared to the costs of services provided by the entity.
For residential development, revenues include property tax, sales tax from expenditures of
residents, intergovernmental transfers and subventions (such as vehicle license tax) and a
number of other revenues to the General Fund. Cost of services cover police, fire, health care,
general administration and all else that the City/County expends from its General Fund to serve
its residents. If such an analysis were prepared for various price residential units in San
Francisco, it can be predicted with assurance that higher price units would yield more revenues
to the City than lower price units and a more favorable fiscal balance. If fiscal impact analysis
alone were to guide policy, then San Francisco would never pursue the development of another
unit of affordable housing. Needles to say, governments must develop housing policy based on
a range of competing goals and objectives.
Impact Methodology and Models Used

The methodology or analysis procedure for this nexus analysis starts with the sales price (or
rental rate) of a market rate residential unit, and moves through a series of linkages to the
income of the household that purchased or rented the unit, the disposable income of the
household, the annual expenditures on goods and services, the jobs associated with the
purchases and delivery of services, the income of the workers doings those jobs, the household
income and, ultimately, the affordability level of the housing needed by the worker households.
The steps of the analysis from disposable income to jobs generated was performed using the
IMPLAN model, a model widely used for the past 25 years to quantify employment impacts from
personal income. From jobs generation by industry, KMA used its own nexus model to quantify
the income of worker households by affordability level.
To illustrate the linkages by looking at a simplified example, we can take an average household
that buys a condominium at a certain price. From that price, we can determine the gross income
of the household (from mortgage rates and lending practices) and the disposable income of the
household. The disposable income, on average, will be used to "purchase" or consume a range
of goods and services, such as purchases at the supermarket or services at the bank.
Purchases in the local economy in turn generate employment. The jobs generated are at
different compensation levels. Some of the jobs are low paying and as a result, even when there
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is more than one worker in the household, there are some lower and middle-income households
who cannot afford market rate housing in San Francisco.
The IMP LAN model quantifies direct, indirect and induced employment impacts. Direct jobs are
generated at establishments that serve new residents directly (i.e. supermarket, bank or
school); indirect jobs are generated by increased demand at firms which service or supply these
establishments (wholesaler, janitorial contractor, accounting firm, or any jobs down the
service/supply chain from direct jobs); induced jobs are generated when direct and indirect
employees spend their wages in the local economy and generate additional jobs. The analysis
is presented in a manner that indicates direct impacts alone and all impacts - direct, indirect and
induced impacts. Consistent with other nexus analyses that have used the IMPLAN model and
adopted programs supported by the analyses, KMA used all impacts, inclusive of indirect and
induced impacts for nexus purposes.
Analysis Starting Point

An important starting point of the analysis is the sales price or rent level of market rate units. For
this KMA was able to utilize material prepared in the spring of 2006 to analyze the inclusionary
program and proposed changes to the program. KMA, under contract to the City, worked under
the direction of the Planning Department and Major's Office of Housing (MOH), and was guided
by a Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) comprised of residential developers, affordable
housing advocates, non-profit developers, and others concerned with the policy issues. A major
body of work was devoted to the identification of prototypical projects and full schedules of costs
and revenues to establish pro forma feasible projects. A summary of the prototypes and the
analysis of inclusionary impacts on them is contained in a report entitled Keyser Marston
Associates, Summary Report, lnclusionary Housing Program, San Francisco, Sensitivity
Analysis, July 2006. This report was released as a public document as part of the package for
the July 12, 2006 meeting of the Land Use Committee of the Board of Supervisors.
The lowest cost and sales price (or rent level) of the four prototypes developed as part of the
Sensitivity Analysis work program is utilized as the starting point of the nexus analysis. The
analysis could have been conducted using an average price of a new unit, but the more
conservative selection of least expensive prototype was used for the analysis.
Net New Underlying Assumption

An underlying assumption of the analysis is that households that rent or purchase new units
represent net new households in the City of San Francisco. If purchasers or renters have
relocated from elsewhere in the City, a vacancy has been created that will be filled. An
adjustment to new construction of units would be warranted if the City were experiencing
demolitions or loss of existing housing inventory. However, the rate of housing unit removal is
so low as to not warrant an adjustment or offset.
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Since the analysis addresses net new households in the City and the impacts generated by their
consumption expenditures, the analysis quantifies net new demands for affordable units to
accommodate new worker households. As such, the impact results do not address nor in any
way include existing deficiencies in the supply of affordable housing.
Nexus Findings

Nexus analyses were conducted separately for condominium units (or other for-sale product)
and for rental units since the occupants have different income levels which result in
differentiated impacts. For summary overview purposes the results are presented together in
the following synopsis of major steps and findings.
Income of Purchaser/Renter of New Units

The income of residents of new market rate buildings is estimated based upon the income
required to purchase or rent a unit in a prototypical new low-rise wood frame building.
The prototype condominium unit, drawn from the Sensitivity Analysis, is 800 square feet and
sells for $580,000 or $725 per square foot. The household income required to purchase a unit at
this price is estimated based upon standard long term mortgage lending practices. Key
assumptions are a 20% down payment, and a mortgage at 7% interest, a longer term rate that
is a little higher than would be achievable today, homeowner's association (HOA) dues and
property taxes. All housing expenditures are assumed at 35% of gross income. This produces a
gross household income of $138,400 for the purchaser of the $580,000 unit.
The prototype rental unit, also drawn from the Sensitivity Analysis work program is also 800
square feet and rents for $2,500 per month or a little under $3.20 per square foot per month.
New rental units are not feasible in today's market; however, the inclusionary program will be in
place beyond the current market cycle and must anticipate development of rental units in the
future. The assumed rental rate is higher than is achievable in the current market except under
extraordinary circumstances (luxury projects in premier locations, etc.). The rental rate has been
estimated as the required minimum level for a project to be feasible, given total development
costs, conventional financing terms, and typical operating expenses. The household living in this
unit is likely to be paying approximately 30% of income on rent (not including utilities). This
translates to a household with a gross income of $102,000 per year.
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Sales Price or Rent
Annual Housing Cost

Condo Units
$580,000

Rental Units
$2,544 I Mo

$48,400
(mortgage, property
taxes, HOA)

$30,500
(rent)

35%

30%

$138,400

$102,000

Percent of Income Spent on Housing
Gross Household Income
Disposable Income

A second step is to determine Disposable Household Income, the income that the IMPLAN
model uses as a starting place. Disposable Income, as defined for purposes of the IMPLAN
model, is income after state and federal income taxes, Social Security and Medicare
deductions, and personal savings. Housing expenses are not deducted from disposable income;
rather they are handled internally within the IMPLAN model. Disposable Income as a share of
gross income is estimated at 69% for purchasers of condominium units. This percentage is
based on consultation with a number of governmental and institutional sources as noted in the
main body of the report. The household that purchases our prototypical condominium unit has a
Disposable Income of $95,500.
The renter household has a higher proportion of gross income that is disposable because the
renter household is in a lower tax bracket. The renter household of the prototypical unit has a
Disposable Income of a little over $74,000 per year.

Gross Household Income
Percent Disposable
Disposable Income

Condo Units
$138,400
69%
$95,500

Rental Units
$102,000
73%
$74,000

IMPLAN Job Generation

The IMPLAN model input is the Disposable Income of 100 condominium purchasers and 100
apartment renters. The output is numbers of jobs generated by the expenditures of the
households for goods and services in San Francisco. The employment impacts associated with
these 100 units are:
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100 Condo
Units
Disposable Income

100 Rental
Units

$9.6 M

$7.4 M

49
40
89

38

Job Generation
Direct Jobs
Indirect & Induced Jobs
Total Jobs

.ll.
69

The IMPLAN output provides the jobs by industry, for the most part a wide dispersion among
over 30 industries with little concentration in any one. The highest single concentration is in
Food Service and Drinking Places, representing 15% of direct jobs and 11 % of total jobs.
Lower Income Worker Households
The jobs by industry, per the IMPLAN analysis, have been input into the KMA jobs housing
nexus analysis model to quantify the income of the worker households. The first step is a
conversion of jobs to worker households, recognizing that there is more than one worker in each
household today.
The KMA nexus model converts jobs by industry per the IMPLAN output to a distribution of jobs
by occupation. State of California data on compensation level in San Francisco is applied to
each occupation. Workers are allocated into households of sizes ranging from one to six
persons taking into account the fact that households with two or more persons may have
multiple earners. The output of the model is the number of households by income level.
The nexus model was configured for this San Francisco application to produce findings for
"lower income households" defined as households with incomes from zero through 120% of
median. Income definitions are keyed to the San Francisco City and County Median (SF
Median) for 2006 as revised in the lnclusionary Program amendments enacted in the summer of
2006. The income range is consistent with the range of incomes covered in the lnclusionary
Housing Program in San Francisco and the range of incomes assisted by the City's housing
programs overall.
Output of Households by Affordability Level
The findings of the analysis are as follows for 100 market rate units in low-rise wood-frame
buildings in San Francisco:
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Affordable Unit Demand Associated with 100
Market Rate Units
Condominium Units - Number of New Lower
Income Households
Rental Units - Number of New Lower Income
Households

Direct Impacts
Only
25.00

Direct, Indirect &
Induced Impacts
43.31

19.44

33.68

In summary, for every 100 market rate condominium units there are 25.0 lower income
households generated through the direct impact of the consumption of the condominium buyers
and a total of 43.31 households if total direct, indirect, and induced impacts are counted in the
analysis.
For every 100 market rate rental units there are 19.44 lower income households generated
through the direct impact of the consumption of the renters and a total of 33.68 households if
total direct, indirect, and induced impacts are counted in the analysis.
The table below adjusts these figures to percentages for purposes of supporting "inclusionary"
type requirements of total units. The percentages are calculated including both market rate and
affordable units (for example to convert 25.0 affordable units per 100 market rate units into a
percentage, 25.0 is divided by 125.0, which equals 20%).
Direct Impacts
Only
20.0%
16.3%

Supported lnclusionarv Requirement
Condos
Rentals

Direct, Indirect &
Induced Impacts
30.2%
25.2%

Location of Jobs and Housing/Commute Issues

The findings of the nexus analysis count only the jobs located in San Francisco. The analysis
results could have included jobs and worker households located elsewhere in the Bay Area and
beyond the Bay Area as well. If the five county Bay Region (San Francisco, San Mateo, Marin,
Alameda and Contra Costa) were included, results would be a third higher inclusive of Direct,
Indirect and Induced Impacts. In summary, the analysis does not count total job impacts, only
San Francisco located job impacts.
An inevitable question arises as to whether worker households are assumed to live in the same
jurisdiction as the jobs. For purposes of this analysis, the interest was in determining job
impacts in San Francisco. Whether all the new worker households associated with the San
Francisco located jobs should also be assumed to live in San Francisco or commute from
another county is a matter of policy.
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Overlap I Duplication of Commercial Nexus Fee

San Francisco has a jobs-housing linkage fee designed to mitigate the need for affordable
housing associated with jobs in new commercial buildings. The jobs housing analysis is based
on a similar analytical framework as the residential nexus analysis and under certain
circumstances counts some of the same jobs. A separate analysis has been prepared which
demonstrates that in the rare situations where there is a high degree of overlap in jobs counted
between the two analyses, the City's lnclusionary program and jobs-housing program combined
remain within the nexus.
Conclusion

The residential nexus analysis has determined that 100 market rate condominium units
generate direct impacts that result in the demand for 25.0 affordable units in San Francisco and
43.31 units if all indirect and induced impacts are taken into account. As percentages, these
results translate to direct impacts supporting 20% of units affordable, or inclusive of indirect and
induced impacts 30% of units affordable. Findings for rental units are roughly a third lower.
Since the San Francisco lnclusionary Program requires that 15% of units be affordable, the San
Francisco program is well supported by this nexus analysis.
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SECTION I-MARKET RATE UNITS AND DISPOSABLE INCOME

Section I describes the prototypical market rate units that are subject to the inclusionary
program, the income of the purchaser and renter households and the disposable income of the
households. Disposable Income is the input to the IMPLAN model described in Section II of this
report. These are the initial starting points of the chain of linkages that connect new market rate
units to incremental demand for affordable residential units.
Introduction

The San Francisco inclusionary program is applicable to all residential projects of five units or
more. Construction activity in the City for projects of five or more units includes a range of
products including apartments and condominiums (or other forms of ownership units) in building
types from low-rise wood-frame construction to steel high-rise buildings. The least expensive
construction type, the low-rise wood-frame unit, has been selected as the prototype for the
analysis. The selected prototype units are intended to represent the low-end of cost and value
range for both the for-sale and the rental market in San Francisco. The objective is to establish
the nexus for the least expensive product, on average, to be conservative. Mid- and high-rise
buildings are more expensive to construct and must generally achieve greater sales prices or
rents in order to be feasible; likewise, the disposable income of occupant households and
consumer expenditures will, on average, be greater than in low-rise units. Use of an average
price unit, such as in a mid-rise building, might well have been used in the analysis since use of
averages is generally considered acceptable for establishing regulations and public policy.
The prototypes used in the analysis are drawn from the prior work program on proposed
changes to the San Francisco inclusionary program. KMA, under contract to the City, worked
under the direction of the Planning Department and Major's Office of Housing (MOH), and was
guided by a Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) comprised of residential developers,
affordable housing advocates, non profit developers, and other concerned with the policy
issues. A major body of work was devoted to the identification of prototypical projects and full
schedules of costs and revenues to establish pro forma feasible projects. A summary of the
prototypes and the analysis of inclusionary impacts on them was assembled in a report entitled
Keyser Marston Associates, Summary Report, lnclusionary Housing Program, San Francisco,
Sensitivity Analysis, July 2006. This report was released as a public document as part of the
package for the July 12, 2006 meeting of the Land Use Committee of the Board of Supervisors.
The major assumptions with respect to price or value of units and income of purchasers or
renters are presented first for for-sale or condominium units, followed by rental units.
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Prototypical Condominium Unit
For the purposes of the analysis, the low-rise wood-frame construction Prototype 1 articulated in
the Sensitivity Analysis was selected as an average new unit to represent the lower-end of the
for-sale market in San Francisco. As indicated above, prototypes in the Sensitivity Analysis,
were fully analyzed for cost of development and sales prices. In addition, market surveys were
conducted for establishing the sales prices of units and also sales per square foot basis.
A profile of the Prototype 1 size and sales price is:

Size
Sales Price per Sq.Ft.
Sales Price Total

Prototypical Unit
800 sq.ft.
$725
$580,000

Most of the new condominium units constructed in San Francisco will sell for over this amount.
Smaller one-bedrooms and studios may have lower sales prices, but will likely equal or exceed
the prototype unit on a price per square foot basis. It is unlikely that significant sales activity will
occur at lower prices, except for occasional projects or units. The vast majority of units will sell
at a higher price per square foot than the Prototype 1 unit.
Income of Condominium Purchasers
The next step in the analysis is to determine the income of the purchasing household of the
prototypical condominium. To make the determination, typical terms for the purchase of units in
San Francisco are used - 20% down payment, 30 year fixed rate mortgage, property taxes,
and homeowners or condominium association dues. The mortgage rate assumption was
selected to cover a future average rate, 7% interest, recognizing that at the current time
mortgages are available at lower rates. Also lesser down payments are currently achievable.
However these terms are not likely to be available over the longer term.
A key assumption is that housing costs will, on average run about 35% of gross income. In
recent years lending institutions have been more willing to accept higher than 35% for all debt
as a share of income, but most households do have other forms of debt, such as auto loans,
student loans, and credit card debt. Looking ahead, most analysts see a return to more
conservative lending practices than those of the last few years. Housing costs are defined as
mortgage payments and Homeowners Association dues and property taxes.
Table 1-1 at the end of this section summarizes the analysis for the prototypical condo unit. The
conclusion is that the purchaser of the $580,000 prototypical unit must have an income of
138,400 per year. The ratio of sales price to income of the purchasing household is 4.2:1, which
is to say that a condominium selling for $420,000 would require a household income of
$100,000, using the assumptions of the analysis.
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Rental Market Conditions
Development of new market rate apartments (with conventional financing) is generally not
feasible in San Francisco and in most cities in the U.S. in the current cycle of the real estate
development market due to a combination of factors. Over the past several years, historically
low mortgage rates have propelled the homebuyer market, driving strong value escalations
affecting all home ownership products from condominiums to single family detached homes, to
vacation homes, etc. In addition, low mortgage rates have enabled renters to enter
homeownership at unprecedented rates, leaving the rental housing stock with vacancies that
have not been rapidly refilled due to weak job growth.
Over the past year, the number of home sales has decreased significantly and prices have
leveled off or declined slightly in some markets (although there is little evidence of decline in
San Francisco). Rents have trended upwards in the San Francisco in response to job growth,
and would be first-time homebuyers are taking a "wait and see" approach to entry into the
ownership market. If these trends continue or other conditions change, new rental buildings
could become feasible again. In any case, the analysis must anticipate that at some point in the
future, the market will produce new market rate rental projects subject to the inclusionary
program.

Prototypical Rental Units
For the purposes of the analysis, Prototype 5, which was identified and analyzed in the
Sensitivity Analysis work program, was used as the prototypical rental unit for purposes of this
analysis. {Information on Prototype 5 was presented to the Technical Advisory Committee, but
was not, however, contained in the aforementioned Summary Report) KMA with assistance
from MOH, San Francisco Redevelopment Agency, and developers active in the market,
prepared an analysis to determine total development costs and the rent level required for project
feasibility. With no recently constructed market rate rentals, rental survey information was of
limited value. Required rents for new units are higher than current prevailing rents.
The prototypical apartment unit is similar to the condominium at 800 square feet but assumed to
be constructed to lesser standards than the condominium in terms of finishes, appliances, and
amenities. The cost to develop the unit was estimated at $330,000 (including land and all
indirect costs but excluding developer profit) requiring a rent of approximately $2,544 per month,
or just under $3.20 per square foot per month. This rent level is higher than the average rent
achieved at this time in projects in the greater eastern half of the City, south of Market Street,
where most new development is expected to occur.
It is noted that tax exempt bond money has been used to develop rental projects that contain
the 20% low income units required to qualify for the bonds. Units in these projects may rent for
less (for the project to be feasible) due to the lower interest rates afforded by the tax exempt
bonds.
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Income of Apartment Renter

The assumption for relating annual rent to household income is 30%. For affordable units,
utilities are included in the 30%; for market rate units, the 30% does not include utilities. While
leasing agents and landlords may permit rental payments to represent a slightly higher share of
total income, 30% represents an average, given that renters are likely to have other debt; also
many renters do not choose to spend more than 30% of their income on rent, since, unlike
ownership of a condominium, the unit is not viewed as an investment with value enhancement
potential. The resulting relationship is that annual household income is 3.3 times annual rent.
See Table 1-2.
The conclusion with respect to the Prototype 5 apartment renter household in a newly
constructed building is an income of slightly over $100,000 per year.
Disposable Income

The IMPLAN model used in this analysis uses disposable household income as the primary
upfront input. To arrive at disposable income, gross income for residents of prototypical units
must be adjusted downward to account for taxes and savings. Per KMA correspondence with
the producers of the IMPLAN model (Minnesota IMPLAN Group), gross income is adjusted to
disposable income for purposes of the model by deducting Federal and State Income taxes,
Social Security and Medicare (FICA) taxes, and personal savings. Other taxes including sales
tax, gas tax, and property tax are handled internally within the model.
Disposable income is estimated at approximately 69% of gross income in the case of the
condominium owner. The assumption is based on a review of data from the Tax Policy Center
(a joint venture of the Brookings Institution and the Urban Institute) and California Franchise Tax
Board tax tables. Per the Tax Policy Center, households earning between $100,000 and
$200,000 per year, or the residents of our prototypical condominium units, will pay an average
of 15% of gross income for federal taxes. State taxes are estimated at 7% of gross income
based on tax rates per the California Franchise Tax Board. The employee share of the FICA
payroll taxes is 7.65% of gross income (conservatively assumes all earners in the household
are within the $94,200 ceiling on income subject to social security taxes).
Savings represent another adjustment from gross income to disposable income. Savings
including various IRA and 401 K type programs are estimated at 1.3% of gross income based
on the projected average for U.S. households per the 2006 RREEF report (a local real estate
investment trust) "Prospects for the U.S. Economy and Sectors" and sourced to Global Insight a
company that produces forecasts of market and economic data. This savings rate was also
confirmed by a Federal Reserve Bank paper, sourced in the footnote of Table 1-3.
After deducting income taxes and savings, the disposable income factor for a condominium
purchaser used in this analysis is 69%, for purposes of the IMPLAN model. This factor also
works with higher incomes than the purchase income used in the analysis, because while the
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average federal and state tax burden goes up with income, FICA taxes go down since Social
Security taxes apply only to income below $94,200. As indicated above, other forms of taxation
(including property tax) are handled internally within the model.
The disposable income for the prototypical renter household is based on the same evaluation,
but for a lower income tax bracket. The renter household would be in a lower tax bracket, with
the result that the renter would have a disposable income factor of 73%. The savings rate for
the renter and owner were assumed to be the same.
In summary the gross income and disposable income of the households in the new market rate
units presented in detail in Table 1-4 with the results indicated below:

Average Gross Household
Income of Buyers I Renters
Disposable Income
Average Disposable
Household Income

New Condo Units
$138,400/year

New Apartment Units
$102,000/year

69%
$95,500/year

73%
$74,000/year

"Pied a Terre" Units

Before moving on to the next step of the analysis, it is important to acknowledge that there is
some activity in the current market in sales of units as second homes or city "pied a terre" units.
Based on a limited survey, it appears that the vast majority of such activity is occurring in the
luxury price ranges, particularly in several new high rise towers now in marketing phases. Some
of the towers report figures such as 10% to 20% of units being sold to buyers not for a primary
place of residence. As a share of overall units built in the City 10% to 20% in a few individual
projects represents a share closer to 2% to 4% of the total market.
In addition to second home sales representing a small share of the market overall, the prototype
unit used in this analysis is at a far lower price unit than most of the units selling as second
homes, which tend to be located in the luxury towers. The income of second home purchasers
and all impacts attributable to the higher priced units would be substantially higher than the
impacts attributable to the more modest priced unit used in the analysis. The net effect of
second home purchasers (who do spend some income while in San Francisco) on the nexus
being established in this analysis is negligible, in our opinion.
Summary

Table 1-4 summaries the key assumptions and steps from the market rate residential price or
rent level, to the annual income of the purchaser or renter household, to the disposable income
of the household. The disposable income, used to consume goods and services, is the
generator of jobs and ultimately the demand for more affordable housing for worker households.
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TABLE 1-1
CONDOMINIUM UNITS
CONDO SALES PRICE TO INCOME RATIO
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO

Prototype
Condo Unit

Sales Price

$725 /SF

Mortgage Payment
Downpayment @ 20%
Loan Amount
Interest Rate
Term of Mortgage
Annual Mortgage Payment
Other Costs
HOA Dues
Property Taxes

800 SF

20%

$400 per month
1.14 % of sales price

$580,000

$116,000
$464,000
7.0%
30 years
$37,044

$4,800
$6,600

Total Annual Housing Cost

$48,444

% of Income Spent on Hsg
Annual Income Required

35%
$138,412
4.2

Sales Price to Income Ratio

Source: KMA 2006 sensitivity analysis, prototype 1.
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TABLE 1-2
RENTAL UNITS
ANNUAL RENT TO INCOME RATIO
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO

Prototype
Rental Unit

Market Rent
Monthly
Annual

$3.18 /SF

800 SF

% of Income Spent on Rent
(excludes utilities)

$2,544
$30,528
30%

Annual Household Income Required

$101,760

Annual Rent to Income Ratio

3.3

Source: KMA 2006 sensitivity analysis, prototype 5.
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TABLE 1-3
DISPOSABLE INCOME

1

RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
ECONOMIC NEXUS ANALYSIS

Residents of
Prototypical
Rental Units

Residents of
Prototypical
Condo Units

Gross Income
(Less) Average Federal Income Tax Rate
(Less) FICA Tax Rate

2

3

(Less) Average State Income Tax Rate
(Less) Savings

100%

100%

4

5

Disposable Income
(Input to IMPLAN model)

15.3%

(for AGI of 100k-200k)

11.6%

7.7%

7.7%

7.0%

6.0%

1.3%

1.3%

69%

73%

(for AGI of75k-100k)

Notes:
' As defined within the IMPLAN model. Includes all income except income taxes and saving~
2

Per the Urban-Brookings Tax Policy Center (joint venture between the Brookings Institution and the Urban Institute)

3

Conservatively assumes all households will be below the ceiling applicable to social security taxes, currently $94,200.

4

Estimated by KMA based on marginal rates per the California Franchise Tax Board.
Projected based on the forecast of average U.S. household savings rate included in the RREEF publication:Prospects for the US Economy
and Property Sectors. Page 7. November 8, 2006. Savings rate is consistent with the average U.S. household savings rate in 2000 per
Maki, Dean M. and Palumbo, Michael G. Federal Reserve System Working Paper No. 2001-21. Disentangling the Wealth Effect: A Cohort
Analysis of Household Savings in the 1990s. April 2001.

5
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TABLE 1-4
RESIDENTIAL HOUSEHOLD SUMMAR't'
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
ECONOMIC NEXUS ANALYSIS

Per Unit

Per Sq.Ft.

100 Unit
Building Module

Low-Rise Market Condominium Prototype
100 Units

Units
800

Building Sq.Ft. (net rentable or salable area

$580,000

Sales Price
Sales Price to Income Ratio 1

$725

69% of gross

$58,000,000
4.2

4.2

Gross Household Income
Disposable Household Income'

80,000

$138,412

$173.01

$13,841,000

$95,500

$119.38

$9,550,000

Low-Rise Market Apartment Prototype
100 Units

Units
Building Sq.Ft. (net rentable or salable area

80,000

800

Rent
Monthly
Annual
Gross Household Income

30% allocated to rent

Disposable Household Income'

73% of gross

$2,544
$30,528

$3.18
$38.16

$254,400
$3,052,800

$101,760

$127.20

$10, 176,000

$74,285

$92.85

$7,428,000

Notes:
1
See Table 1-1
' Estimated income available after deduction of federal income, state income, payroll taxes and savings. (Per discussions with the Minnesota
IMPLAN group, sales tax and property tax are not deducted from disposable household income). See Table 1-3.
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SECTION II - THE IMPLAN MODEL

Consumer spending by residents of new residential buildings will create jobs, particularly in
sectors such as restaurants, health care, and retail that are driven by the expenditures of
residents. The widely used economic analysis tool, IMPLAN (IMpact Analysis for PLANning),
was used to quantify these new jobs by industry sector.
IMPLAN Model Description

The IMPLAN model is an economic analysis software package now commercially available
through the Minnesota IMPLAN Group. IMPLAN was originally developed by the U.S. Forest
Service, the Federal Emergency Management Agency, and the U.S. Department of the Interior
Bureau of Land Management and has been in use since 1979 and refined over time. It has
become a widely used tool for analyzing economic impacts from a broad range of applications
from major construction projects to natural resource programs.
IMPLAN is based on an input-output accounting of commodity flows within an economy from
producers to intermediate and final consumers. The model establishes a matrix of supply chain
relationships between industries and also between households and the producers of household
goods and services. Assumptions about the portion of inputs or supplies for a given industry
likely to be met by local suppliers, and the portion supplied from outside the region or study area
are derived internally within the model using data on the industrial structure of the region.
The output or result of the model is driven by tracking how changes in purchases for final use
(final demand) filter through the supply chain. Industries that produce goods and services for
final demand or consumption must purchase inputs from other producers, which in turn,
purchase goods and services. The model tracks these relationships through the economy to the
point where leakages from the region stop the cycle. This allows the user to identify how a
change in demand for one industry will affect a list of over 500 other industry sectors. The
projected response of an economy to a change in final demand can be viewed in terms of
economic output, employment, or income.
Data sets are available for each county and state, so the model can be tailored to the specific
economic conditions of the region being analyzed. This analysis utilizes the data set for San
Francisco City and County. The City is, of course, part of a larger regional economy and
impacts will likewise extend throughout the region. However, consistent with the conservative
approach taken in quantifying the nexus, only employment impacts occurring within the City of
San Francisco have been included.
Economic impacts estimated using the IMPLAN model are divided into three categories:

•

Direct Impacts - are associated with the direct final demand changes. A relevant
example is restaurant employment created when households in new residential buildings
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spend money dining out. Employment at the restaurant would be considered a direct
impact.

•

Indirect Impacts - are those associated with industries down the supply chain from the
industry experiencing the direct impact. With the restaurant example, indirect impacts
would include employment at food wholesalers, kitchen suppliers, and producers of
agricultural products. Since the analysis has been run for San Francisco, only jobs
located in San Francisco are counted.

•

Induced Impacts - are generated by the household spending induced by direct and
indirect employment. Again using the restaurant example, induced impacts would
include employment generated when restaurant, food wholesaler and kitchen suppliers
spend their earnings in the local economy.

We have summarized the results of the analysis separately for direct impacts alone and
including all direct, indirect and induced impacts.

Application of the IMP LAN Model to Estimate Job Growth
IMPLAN has been applied to link household consumption expenditures to job growth occurring
in San Francisco. Employment generated by the consumer spending of residents has been
analyzed in our prototypical 100-unit buildings. The IMPLAN model distributes spending among
various types of goods and services (industry sectors) based on data from the Consumer
Expenditure Survey and the Bureau of Economic Analysis Benchmark input-output study to
estimate direct, indirect, and induced employment generated. Job creation, driven by increased
demand for products and services, is projected for each of the industries which serve the new
households. The employment generated by this new household spending is summarized below.

Estimated Employment Growth Per IMPLAN
Per 100 Market Rate Units
Rental
Condos
$7,428,000
$9,550,000

Disposable Household Income
Employment Generated Per IMPLAN (jobs)
Direct
Indirect & Induced
Total

49.4
39.3
88.7

38.4
30.6
69.0

Table 11-1 provides a detailed summary of direct employment by industry. The table shows
industries sorted by projected employment. Estimated employment is shown for each IMPLAN
industry sector representing 1% or more of employment.
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As discussed previously, the analysis separately analyzes the nexus considering only direct
impacts and with including total direct, indirect, and induced impacts. Considering total impacts
yields approximately 80% more employees than considering direct impact alone.
Only employment growth occurring within San Francisco City and County has been included.
Residents of new market-rate condo and apartment buildings will generate jobs that produce
demand for units for worker households employed throughout San Francisco Bay Area and
beyond. However, as discussed above, the analysis conservatively limits the nexus to the City
and County of San Francisco.
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TABLE 11-1
IMPLAN MODEL OUTPUT
EMPLOYMENT GENERATED
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
Per 100 Market Rate Units
Direct, Indirect & Induced Impacts
Direct Impacts Only
Condos
Rentals
Condos
Rentals
% of Jobs
% of Jobs
1

Disposable Income of New Residents(aftertaxes & savings

)

$9,550,000

$7,428,000

7.4
3.1
3.0
2.3
2.2
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.7
1.5
1.2
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.9
0.8
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
10.5
49.4

5.7
2.4
2.3
1.8
1.7
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.3
1.2
0.9
0.8
0.8
0.7
0.7
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
8.2
38.4

$9,550,000

$7,428,000

10.0
3.9
3.7
2.8
2.7
3.0
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.2
1.9
1.5
1.4
1.2
1.3
1.1
1.3
1.0
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.2
0.0
4.3
2.2
1.6
1.4
1.0
1.0
29.1
88.7

7.8
3.1
2.9
2.2
2.1
2.4
1.7
1.8
1.8
1.7
1.5
1.2
1.1
0.9
1.0
0.8
1.0
0.8
0.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.9
0.0
3.4
1.7
1.3
1.1
0.8
0.8
22.6
69.0

2

Employment Generated by Industry
Food services and drinking place'
Offices of physicians- dentists- and other healtl
Hospitals
Private household~
Social assistance- except child day care service
Wholesale tradE
Nursing and residential care facilitie'
Automotive repair and maintenance- except car wa~
Food and beverage store
Hotels and motel<
Religious organization:
General merchandise store:
Miscellaneous store retailer:
Elementary and secondary school
Clothing and clothing accessories store'
Child day care service:
Insurance carriers
Other ambulatory health care service
Health and personal care store
Other educational service'
Sporting goods- hobby- book and music store
Nonstore retailer<
Other amusement- gambling- and recreatio
Legal service<
Building material and garden supply store
State & Local Educatior
State & Local Non-Educatior
Fitness and recreational sports center
Custom computer programming service:
Employment service~
Services to buildings and dwelling'
Other Industries

1

2

15%
6%
6%
5%
4%
4%
4%
4%
4%
3%
3%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
21%
100%

11%
4%
4%
3%
3%
3%
2%
3%
3%
2%
2%
2%
2%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
0%
0%
0%
0%
1%
0%
5%
3%
2%
2%
1%
1%
33%
100%

The IMPLAN model tracks how increases in consumer spending creates jobs in the local economy. See Tables 1-4 for estimates of the disposable income available
to residents of the prototypical 100 unit buildings.
For Industries representing more than 1 % of total employment.
Applies to both rental and condominium units.
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SECTION Ill - THE NEXUS MODEL

This section presents a summary of the analysis linking the employment growth associated with
residential development or the output of the IMPLAN model (see Section 11) to the estimated
number of lower income housing units required.
Analysis Approach and Framework

The analysis approach is to examine the employment growth for industries related to consumer
spending by residents of the 100-unit residential building modules. Then, through a series of
linkage steps, the number of employees is converted to the number of lower income households
or housing units. The findings are expressed in terms of numbers of lower income households
related to the 100-unit building module.
The analysis addresses affordable unit demand associated with both condominium and rental
units in San Francisco. The table below shows the income limits for "lower income households,"
defined as households from zero through 120% of median income. The median income
definition is for San Francisco, not for a multi county region, per the amendments to the San
Francisco lnclusionary Program enacted in the summer of 2006. The median income definition
for San Francisco, described in the Sensitivity Analysis report, is at approximately 92% of the
three county region (Primary Metropolitan Statistical Area defined as San Francisco, San Mateo
and Marin) median income published annually by the U.S. Department Housing and Urban
Development, adjusted based on information in the U.S. Census 2000. MOH will annually
establish and publish the median income for San Francisco for a range of household sizes.
The nexus model was configured for this San Francisco application to produce findings for
households with incomes from zero through 120% of median. The income range is consistent
with the range of incomes covered in the lnclusionary Program in San Francisco and the range
of incomes assisted by the City's housing programs overall.
The current 2006 income definitions used in this analysis are:
Household Size
SF Income Limits
120% of SF Median

1

2

3

4

5

6+

$73,350

$83,800

$94,300

$104,750

$113, 150

$121,500

The analysis is conducted using a model that KMA has developed for application in many other
jurisdictions for which the firm has conducted similar analyses of jobs and housing demand
analyses. This same model was utilized by KMA in 1996 in preparing the analysis in support of
the Jobs Housing Linkage Program, contained in Section 313 of the San Francisco Code. (Jobs
Housing Nexus Analysis, prepared for City and County of San Francisco, Keyser Marston
Associates, Inc., Gabriel Roche, Inc., 1997.)
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The model inputs are all local data to the extent possible, and are fully documented in the
following description.
Analysis Steps
Tables 111-1 through 111-5 at the end of this section present a summary of the nexus analysis
steps for the condominium and rental prototype units. Following is a description of each step of
the analysis:

Step 1 - Estimate of Total New Employees
The first step in Table 111-1 commences with the total number of employees associated with the
new market rate unit. The employment figures applied here are estimated based on household
expenditures of new residents using the IMPLAN model. The 100-unit condo building is
associated with 49 new direct jobs and 89 total direct, indirect, and induced jobs. The prototype
rental building is associated with 38 new direct jobs and 69 total direct, indirect, and induced
jobs.

Step 2 - Adjustment from Employees to Employee Households
This step (Table 111-1) converts the number of employees to the number of employee households.
This step recognizes that there is, on average, more than one worker per household, and thus the
number of housing units in demand for new workers must be reduced. The workers per worker
household ratio eliminates from the equation all non-working households, such as retired persons,
students, and those on public assistance. The San Francisco average of 1.63 workers per worker
households (from the U.S. Census 2000) is used in the analysis. The number of jobs is divided by
1.63 to determine the number of worker households. (By comparison, average household size is
a lower ratio because all households are counted in the denominator, not just worker
households; using average household size produces greater demand for housing units.)

Step 3 - Occupational Distribution of Employees
The occupational breakdown of employees is the first step to arrive at income level. The output
from the IMPLAN model provides the number of employees by industry sector. The IMPLAN
output is paired with data from the Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics 2005
Occupational Employment Survey (OES) to estimate the occupational composition of
employees for each industry sector.
Pairing of OES and IMPLAN data was accomplished by matching IMPLAN industry sector
codes with the four-digit NAICS industry codes used in the OES. Each IMPLAN industry sector
is associated with one or more North American Industry Classification System Codes (NAICS),
with matching NAICS codes ranging from two to five digits. Employment for IMPLAN sectors
with multiple matching NAICS codes were distributed among the matching codes based on the
distribution of employment among those industries at the national level. Employment for
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IMPLAN sectors where matching NAICS codes were only at the two or three-digit level of detail
was distributed using a similar approach among all of the corresponding four-digit NAICS codes
falling under the broader two or three-digit categories.
National-level employment totals for each industry within the Occupational Employment Survey
were pro-rated to match the employment distribution projected using the IMPLAN model.
Occupational composition within each industry was held constant. The result is the estimated
occupational mix of employees.
As shown on Table 111-1, new jobs will be distributed across a variety of occupational categories.
The three largest occupational categories are food preparation and serving (16%), office and
administrative support (14%), and sales (13%).
The numbers in Step #3 (Table 111-1) indicate both the percentage of total employee households
and the number of employee households by occupation associated with our hypothetical 100-unit
market rate residential buildings.

Step 4 - Estimates of Employee Households Meeting the Lower Income Definitions
In this step, occupation is translated to income based on recent San Francisco PMSA wage and
salary information (defined as San Francisco, Marin, and San Mateo Counties) from the California
Employment Development Department (EDD). The wage and salary information indicated in
Appendix Tables 2 and 4 provide the income inputs to the model. This step in the analysis
calculates the number of lower income households for each size household.
Individual employee income data was used to calculate the number of lower income households by
assuming that multiple earner households are, on average, formed of individuals with similar
incomes. Employee households not falling into one of the major occupation categories per
Appendix Tables 1 and 3 were assumed to have the same income distribution as the major
occupation categories.

Step 5 - Estimate of Household Size Distribution
In this step, household size distribution is input into the model in order to estimate the income and
household size combinations that meet the income definitions established by the City. The
household size distribution utilized in the analysis is that of worker households in San Francisco
City and County derived using a combination of Census sources.

Step 6 - Estimate of Households that meet Size and Income Criteria
For this step KMA built a cross-matrix of household size and income to establish probability factors
for the two criteria in combination. For each occupational group a probability factor was calculated
for each household size level applicable to San Francisco's income limits. This step is performed
for each occupational category and multiplied by the number of households. Table 111-2 shows the
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result after completing Steps #4, #5, and #6. The calculated numbers of lower income households
shown in Table 111-2 are for rental projects. The methodology is repeated for condo projects (See
Table 111-3). At the end of these steps we have counted the worker households generated by our
100-unit prototypical residential buildings.

Summary Findings
Table 111-4 indicates the results of the analysis for the two-prototypical 100-unit buildings. The
summary indicates the number of new lower income households per 100 market rate units.
Based on the results in Tables 111-2, 3, and 4, approximately 80% of households are "lower
income." The finding that the jobs associated with consumer spending tend to be low paying jobs
where the workers will require housing affordable at lower than market rate is not surprising. As
noted above, employment is concentrated in lower paid occupations including food preparation,
administrative, and retail sales occupations as well as jobs in the service sectors.
Many of the higher paying occupations in San Francisco are not directly tied to consumer spending
by San Francisco residents and therefore have miniscule representation in the analysis. Financial
and professional services firms, for example, largely export their products and services outside of
the City, mostly to the Northern California region, but also beyond.
In summary, for every 100 market rate condominium units, there are 25.0 lower income
households generated through the direct impact of the consumption of the condominium buyers. If
indirect and induced impacts are included, as many as 43.31 households result. For rental projects,
demand for 19.44 housing units is generated or 33.68 units including indirect and induced
employees.

Comparison of Analysis Results to lnclusionary Program
The analysis findings identify how many lower income households are generated for every 100
market rate units.
The table below adjusts these figures to percentages for purposes of comparison to "inclusionary"
type requirements of total units. The percentages are calculated including both market rate and
affordable units (for example, to convert 25.0 affordable units per 100 market rate units into a
percentage, 25.0 is divided into 125, which equals 20%.)

Supported lnclusionary Requirement
Condos - Supported lnclusionary
Requirement

Direct Impacts Only
20%

Direct, Indirect &
Induced Impacts
30.2%

16.3%

25.2%

Rentals - Supported lnclusionary
Requirement
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In other words, San Francisco's 15% base inclusionary required is supported by direct impacts for
both condominium and rental units.
Calculation of Supported In-Lieu Fee

The San Francisco inclusionary ordinance includes an option to provide affordable housing off-site,
or to pay an in-lieu fee. The off-site and in-lieu fee percent of units required increases from the
base requirement of 15% to 20%. The increased percentage for off-site and in-lieu is grounded in
the City policy objective to have dispersed affordable units within buildings and throughout the City.
Since off-site compliance or payment of an in-lieu fee does not meet the policy objective, the City
has elected to require a higher percentage to offset the less desirable compliance.
The maximum in-lieu fee supported by the nexus analysis may be calculated by multiplying the
number of affordable units supported by the nexus by the current affordability gap. The affordability
gap is the cost to provide the affordable housing and is equal to the difference between the value of
an affordable unit based on allowable sales price or rent and the cost to develop the unit. MOH
annually publishes affordability gap fees for condominium units. The affordability gap will vary
based on the number of bedrooms in the units and whether the affordable units are ownership or
rental.
Effect of Unit Size on Nexus Findings

The nexus findings are based on 800 square foot prototype units. Smaller or larger prototypes
would have produced findings indicating a smaller or larger impact on the number of households
within affordable income limits respectively. This is because households that purchase or rent
smaller units on average have lower incomes than those that purchase or rent larger units. The
structure of the inclusionary ordinance addresses this issue by varying the mitigation
requirements based on unit size. lnclusionary units are required to have the same number of
bedrooms as the market rate units. Larger market rate units therefore require larger affordable
units and smaller market rate units require smaller affordable units.
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TABLE 111-1
NET NEW HOUSEHOLDS AND OCCUPATION DISTRIBUTIO
EMPLOYEE HOUSEHOLDS GENERATE[
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
PER 100 UNITS OF RESIDENTIAL HOUSING
Per 100 Market Rate Units
Direct, Indirect & Induced Impacts
Direct Impacts Only
Rental Units
Condo Units
Condo Units
Rental Units
Step 1 - Employees '

49

38

89

69

Step 2 - Adjustment for Number of Households (1.63)

30

24

54

42

Step 3 - Occupation Distribution 2
Management Occupations
Business and Financial Operations
Computer and Mathematica
Architecture and Engineering
Life, Physical, and Social Science
Community and Social Services
Legal
Education, Training, and Librat)
Arts, Design, Entertainment, Sports, and Medic
Healthcare Practitioners and Technica
Healthcare Supporl
Protective Service
Food Preparation and Serving Relate<
Building and Grounds Cleaning and Maint
Personal Care and Service
Sales and Relatec
Office and Administrative Supporl
Farming, Fishing, and Forestry
Construction and Extractior
Installation, Maintenance, and Repair
Production
Transportation and Material Movin~
Other I Not Identified
Totals

3%
2%
1%
0%
0%
3%
1%
6%
1%
8%
4%
1%
16%
3%
5%
13%
14%
0%
0%
4%
3%
5%
7%
100%

3%
2%
1%
0%
0%
3%
1%
6%
1%
8%
4%
1%
16%
3%
5%
13%
14%
0%
0%
4%
3%
5%
7%
100%

4%
4%
2%
1%
1%
2%
1%
7%
1%
6%
3%
2%
12%
3%
4%
11%
16%
0%
2%
4%
2%
5%
7%
100%

4%
4%
2%
1%
1%
2%
1%
7%
1%
6%
3%
2%
12%
3%
4%
11%
16%
0%
2%
4%
2%
5%
7%
100%

1.0
0.6
0.2
0.0
0.1
0.9
0.2
1.8
0.4
2.4
1.2
0.2
4.8
0.8
1.6
4.0
4.4
0.0
0.1
1.2
0.8
1.6

0.8
0.5
0.2
0.0
0.1
0.7
0.1
1.4
0.3
1.8
0.9
0.2
3.8
0.6
1.2
3.1
3.4
0.0
0.1
0.9
0.6
1.3
1,Q
23.6

2.2
1.9
1.2
0.5
0.4
1.3
0.5
3.8
0.8
3.2
1.6
0.9
6.7
1.7
2.1
6.1
8.5
0.1
0.9
2.0
1.3
2.8
3.8
54.4

1.7
1.5
0.9
0.4
0.3
1.0
0.4
3.0
0.6
2.5
1.2
0.7
5.2
1.4
1.7
4.8
6.6
0.0
0.7
1.6
1.0
2.2
3.0
42.3

Management Occupations
Business and Financial Operations
Computer and Mathematica
Architecture and Engineering
Life, Physical, and Social Science
Community and Social Services
Legal
Education, Training, and Librat)
Arts, Design, Entertainment, Sports, and Medic
Healthcare Practitioners and Technica
Healthcare Supporl
Protective Service
Food Preparation and Serving Relate<
Building and Grounds Cleaning and Maint
Personal Care and ServicE
Sales and Relatec
Office and Administrative Supporl
Farming, Fishing, and Forestry
Construction and Extractior
Installation, Maintenance, and Repair
Production
Transportation and Material Movin~
Other I Not Identified
Totals

~

30.3

Notes:
1

Estimated employment generated by household expenditures within the prototypical 100 unit market rate buildings. Employment estimates are based on the IMPLAN Group's
economic model, IMPLAN, for San Francisco City and County. See Table 11-1.

2

See Appendix Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4 for additional information from which the percentage distributions were derived.
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TABLE 111-2
1
LOWER INCOME EMPLOYEE HOUSEHOLDS GENERATED-CONDOS
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
PER 100 MARKET RATE CONDO UNITS
Direct Impacts
Only
1

Step 4, 5, & 6 - Lower Income Households within Major Occupation Categories
Management
Business and Financial Operations
Computer and Mathematical
Architecture and Engineering
Life, Physical and Social Science
Community and Social Services
Legal
Education Training and Library
Arts, Design, Entertainment, Sports, & Media
Healthcare Practitioners and Technical
Healthcare Support
Protective Service
Food Preparation and Serving Related
Building Grounds and Maintenance
Personal Care and Service
Sales and Related
Office and Admin
Farm, Fishing, and Forestry
Construction and Extraction
Installation Maintenance and Repair
Production
Transportation and Material Moving
Total Lower Income Households - Major Occupations
Lower Income Households

1

-

Total Lower Income Households

1
2

2

0.13
0.25

0.23
0.67
0.18

0.66

0.98

1.36

1.56
3.84
4.05

2.80
0.54
0.71
1.55
0.73
6.71
1.73
2.11
5.86
7.96

0.75
0.74
1.60
22.25

0.50
1.27
1.22
2.78
38.54

2.75

4.77

25.00

43.31

0.52
1.18
4.82
0.77

"all other" occupations
1

Includes households earning from zero through 120% of San Francisco Median Income.
See Appendix Tables 1 and 3 for additional information on Major Occupation Categories.
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Direct, Indirect &
Induced Impacts

TABLE 111-3
1
LOWER INCOME EMPLOYEE HOUSEHOLDS GENERATED-RENTAL
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
PER 100 MARKET RATE RENTAL UNITS
Direct Impacts
Only
1

Step 4, 5, & 6 - Lower Income Households within Major Occupation Categories
Management
Business and Financial Operations
Computer and Mathematical
Architecture and Engineering
Life, Physical and Social Science
Community and Social Services
Legal
Education Training and Library
Arts, Design, Entertainment, Sports, & Media
Healthcare Practitioners and Technical
Healthcare Support
Protective Service
Food Preparation and Serving Related
Building Grounds and Maintenance
Personal Care and Service
Sales and Related
Office and Admin
Farm, Fishing, and Forestry
Construction and Extraction
Installation Maintenance and Repair
Production
Transportation and Material Moving
Total Lower Income Households - Major Occupations
Lower Income Households1

-

Total Lower Income Households

1
2

2

0.10
0.20

0.18
0.52
0.14

0.52

0.76

1.06

3.75
0.60
1.21
2.99
3.15

2.17
0.42
0.55
1.21
0.57
5.22
1.34
1.64
4.56
6.19

0.58
0.57
1.25
17.30

0.39
0.99
0.95
2.16
29.98

2.14

3.71

19.44

33.68

0.41
0.91

"all other" occupations
1

Includes households earning from zero through 120% of San Francisco Median Income.
See Appendix Tables 1 and 3 for additional information on Major Occupation Categories.
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Direct, Indirect &
Induced Impacts

TABLE 111-4
IMPACT ANALYSIS SUMMARY
EMPLOYEE HOUSEHOLDS GENERATED
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO

RESIDENTIAL UNIT DEMAND IMPACTS
PER 100 MARKET RATE UNITS
Direct Impacts
Only

Direct, Indirect &
Induced Impacts

Per 100 Market Rate Condo Units

25.00

43.31

Per 100 Market Rate Rental Units

19.44

33.68

Number of New Lower Income Households

1

Notes:
1

Includes households earning from zero through 120% of San Francisco Median Income.
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TABLE 111-5
INCLUSIONARY REQUIREMENT SUPPORTED
EMPLOYEE HOUSEHOLDS GENERATED
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO

SUPPORTED INCLUSIONARY PERCENTAGES

1

Direct Impacts
Only

Direct, Indirect &
Induced Impacts

Condos

20.0%

30.2%

Rentals

16.3%

25.2%

Percent Lower Income Households

2

Notes:
1

Calculated by dividing affordable unit demand impacts shown on Table 111-4 by the total number of units including both the affordable units and the
100 market rate units in the prototypical buildings which creates demand for the affordable units.

2

Includes households earning from zero through 120% of San Francisco Median Income.
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SECTION IV- NON-DUPLICATION OF JOBS HOUSING LINKAGE FEE
Since the mid 1980's San Francisco has had a jobs-housing linkage fee adopted to help
mitigate the impacts of new jobs associated with the development of new office buildings on the
demand for affordable housing in San Francisco. The program, originally called the OAHPP (or
Office Affordable Housing and Production Program) was expanded in the late 1990's to also
include retail and hotel buildings. The nexus analysis which supports the updated program was
prepared by KMA and is summarized in a 1997 report. That analysis was based on similar logic
to this analysis: new workplace buildings are associated with new jobs some of which do not
pay well enough for the new worker households to afford housing in San Francisco. This section
addresses the issue of possible over-lap or double counting of impacts between this residential
nexus and the jobs-housing linkage fee.
To briefly summarize the Jobs Housing Nexus Analysis, the logic begins with jobs located in
new workplace buildings such as office buildings, retail spaces and hotels. The nexus analysis
then identifies the compensation structure of the new jobs depending on the building type, the
income of the new worker households, and the housing affordability level of the new worker
households, concluding with the number of new worker households in the lower income
affordability levels. In this analysis, there are no indirect or induced impacts, and no multipliers;
only the jobs within the workplace buildings themselves are counted.
Some of the jobs which are counted in the Jobs Housing Nexus Analysis are also counted in the
Residential Nexus Analysis. The overlap potential exists in jobs generated by direct
expenditures of San Francisco residents, such as expenditures for food, personal services,
restaurant meals and entertainment. Many jobs counted in the residential nexus are not
addressed in the jobs housing analysis at all. For example, school and government employees
are counted in the residential nexus analysis but are not counted in the jobs housing analysis
which is limited to private sector office buildings, retail and hotel projects.
There is theoretically a set of conditions in which 100% of the jobs counted for purposes of the
jobs-housing linkage fee are also counted for purposes of the residential nexus analysis. For
example, a small retail store or restaurant might be located on the ground floor of a new
condominium building and entirely dependant upon customers from the condominiums in the
floors above. The commercial space on the ground floor pays the housing impact fee and the
condominiums are subject to the lnclusionary Program. In this special case, the two programs
mitigate the affordable housing demand of the very same workers. The combined requirements
of the two programs to provide inclusionary units and fund construction of affordable units must
not exceed 100% of nexus or the total demand for affordable units of employees in the new
commercial space.
Complete overlap between jobs counted in the Jobs Housing Nexus Analysis and jobs counted
in the Residential Nexus Analysis could occur only in a very narrow set of circumstances. The
following analysis demonstrates that the combined mitigation requirements do not exceed nexus
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even if every job counted in the Residential Nexus Analysis is also counted in the Jobs Housing
Nexus Analysis.
Jobs-Housing Fee Requirement as a Percent of Nexus

The San Francisco Jobs Housing Nexus Analysis report was prepared by KMA during 1995 and
1996 (the final report date is 1997). To evaluate the combined programs today an update of the
affordability gap figures was deemed appropriate since costs of residential development have
increased so substantially since the analysis was prepared in the mid 1990's. The profile of job
generation by affordability level, on the other hand, does not change much over time since both
compensation levels and median income tend to rise more or less together. Tables IV-3 through
IV-5 present the updated affordability gap estimates, drawn from the Sensitivity Analysis work
for the lnclusionary Program by KMA spring 2006.
The conclusions of the Jobs Housing Nexus Analysis expressed as the number of new worker
households by affordability level is summarized in Table IV -1. It is important to note that the
number of worker households shown on the table is after an adjustment factor of 55%. The Jobs
Housing Nexus Analysis starts with all the jobs in new workplace buildings. Recognizing that
many jobs, especially those in the downtown area, are not held by city residents, an adjustment
was made per the existing relationship of 45% commuters/55% city residents. Since it is a
matter of policy, for nexus purposes, as to how many of its workers a city sets the goal of
accommodating within its borders, the 45%/55% relationship could have readily been different.
The following table summarizes the total nexus cost per square foot using current affordability
gap levels, drawn from Table IV-1. The total nexus cost is the maximum mitigation amount, or
maximum fee that could be charged, supported by the analysis (after the 55% adjustment) The
current fee charged by the City of San Francisco is indicated below and shown as a percent of
the nexus cost.

Updated Nexus Cost
(Per Sq.Ft.)
Current Fee (Per Sq.Ft.)
Percent of Nexus Cost

Office

Retail

Hotel

$130.48
$14.96
11%

$113.09
$13.95
12%

$88.27
$11.21
13%

The conclusion is that the current fee levels represent 11 % to 13% of the updated nexus cost,
using current affordability gap figures. So, the jobs-housing fee mitigates approximately 11 % to
13% of the demand for affordable units generated by the new commercial space.
lnclusionary Requirement Mitigation as a Percent of Nexus

The lnclusionary Housing Program requires that 15% of all units be affordable to lower income
households. For comparing the lnclusionary Program and the findings of the residential nexus
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analysis, a common denominator is required. Table IV-2 shows the lnclusionary Program
requirement of 15% expressed in two different ways - per 100 market rate units and per 85
market rate units.
If there were 100 market rates units then 17.65 units are required to be affordable (17.65 is 15%
of 117.65 units) to meet the 15% on-site requirement. The Residential Nexus Analysis
conclusions support 43.31 affordable condominiums or (33.68 rental units) for every 100 market
rate units, or well over the 17.65 level.
The more familiar way of looking at the 15% lnclusionary Program requirement is for every 85
market rate units, 15 affordable units are required, totaling 100 units. If the Residential Nexus
Analysis conclusions are adjusted for 85 market rate units, the same relationship exists.
The conclusion is that the lnclusionary Program is charging 41 % to 52% of the maximum
supported by the analysis.
Combined Requirements within Nexus

The Jobs Housing Impact fee is at 11 % to 13% of the supported nexus amount and the
lnclusionary Housing Program requirement is at 41 % to 52% of the supported nexus amount;
therefore, the combined affordable housing mitigations would not exceed nexus even if there
were 100% overlap in the jobs counted in the two nexus analyses.
To return to the example of a restaurant on the ground floor of a new condominium building, say
there are a total of 30 new restaurant employees of which 20 are in lower income households.
The 20 employees in lower income households are counted (or double counted) in both the
Jobs Housing and Residential Nexus analyses. If the jobs housing impact fee mitigates the
affordable housing demand of three of the employees (15% x 20) and the lnclusionary Program
mitigates the housing demand for another ten employees (50% x 20), then together the two
programs mitigate the housing demand of 13 out of 20 lower income employees. The combined
requirements of the two programs satisfy the nexus test by not mitigating more than 100% of the
housing demand. Extending this logic, the affordable housing demand mitigated by the
lnclusionary Program and the housing impact fee as a percent of their respective nexus
analyses can be added together to test whether the combined requirements would exceed
100% of nexus if the two analyses counted (or double counted) all the same demand for
affordable housing.
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TABLE IV-1
JOBS HOUSING LINKAGE FEE AS A PERCENT OF NEXUS
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
1997 JOBS HOUSING NEXUS ANALYSIS WITH UPDATED AFFORDABILITY GAPS

Employee Households
Per 100,000 SF of Building Area
Office
Retail
Hotel

Updated
Affordability Gap
Per Unit

Nexus Cost
Per Square Foot of Building Area
Retail
Office
Hotel

Very Low (<50% Median)

11

10

8

$341,000

1

$37.51

$34.10

$27.28

Low (50% - 80% Median)

16

16

12

$217,000

2

$34.72

$34.72

$26.04

Moderate (80% - 120% Median)

25

19

1.§

$233,000

3

$58.25

$44.27

$34.95

52

45

35

$130.48

$113.09

$88.27

$14.96

$13.95

$11.21

Total through 120% of AMI

Current Jobs-Housing Linkage Fee
Current Fee as Percent of Nexus

11%

12%

Notes:
1
Assumes rental housing (apartment unit). Gap based on 35% SF Median. See Table IV·
, Assumes rental housing (apartment unit). Gap based on 70% SF Median. See Table IV·
3

Assumes ownership housing (condominium unit). Gap based on 100% SF Median. See Table IV-3.

Source: Keyser Martson Associates and Gabriel Roche, Inc. 1997 Jobs Housing Nexus Analysis, City of San Francisco. Prepared for the Office of Affordable
Housing Production Program (OAHPP) City and County of San Francisco.
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13%

TABLE IV-2
RESIDENTIAL MITIGATION AS A PERCENT OF NEXUS
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS
AFFORDABLE UNITS
100 Market Rate Units
Condos
Rental
Mitigation: Required Affordable Units (15%)

1

Nexus Supported: Number of Lower Income Households

2

Mitigation as Percent of Nexus

85 Market Rate Units
Condos
Rental

17.65

17.65

15.00

15.00

43.31

33.68

36.81

28.63

41%

52%

41%

Notes:
1

A 15% lnclusionary requirement equates to 17.65 affordable units for every 100 market rate units (17.65 I 117.65 =15%).

2

See Table 111-4, based on direct, indirect and induced.
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52%

TABLE IV-3
AFFORDABILITY GAPS
UPDATED AFFORDABILITY GAPS FOR JOBS-HOUSING NEXUS
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO

Prototype 1-,

Prototype 2 1

Blended Condo

Prototype 5 1

Low Rise Condos

Mid Rise Condos

50% Low, 50% Mid

Low Rise Rental

Development Cost

Average Unit Size

2

800 SF

800 SF

800 SF

800 SF

Development Cost per Net Sq. Ft.

$550 /SF

$589 /SF

$570 /SF

$412 /SF

Development Cost per Unit

$440,000

$471,000

$330,000

$455,500

Affordability Gaps

Low Income (35% SF Median)
Affordable Unit Value
Gap

3

($10,685)
$340,685

I

$113,120
$216,880

I

70% SF Median
Affordable Unit Value I Sales Price
Gap

3

Median Income (100% SF Median)
Affordable Sales Price
Gap

3

$222,645
$232,855

Notes:
1
2
3

Based on KMA sensitivity analysis prototypes 1, 2, and 5 with costs adjusted to reflect affordable units.
KMA sensitivity analysis prototype 2 modified to reflect the same square footage as the low-rise unit.
See Tables IV-4 and IV-5.
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TABLE IV-4
VALUE OF AFFORDABLE RENTAL UNITS
UPDATED AFFORDABILITY GAPS FOR JOBS-HOUSING NEXUS
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO

Unit Mix

Low Income (35% SF Median)
Annual Income Limit 1
30% of Household Income
Per Month
<Less> Utility Allowance '
Affordable Rent

Studio
15%

1 Bedroom
60%

2 Bedroom
25%

21,400
$6,420
$535
_(_$@
$473

24,450
$7,335
$611

27,500
$8,250
$688

$540

$607

$5,676

ru:u

Average Rental
100%

llit!l

$24,755
$7,427
$619

~
$547

$7,278
($7,200)
$78

$6,561
($7,200)
($639)

($12,000)

$1,300

($10,685)1

42,800
$12,840
$1,070
_(_$@
$1,008

48,900
$14,670
$1,223

55,000
$16,500
$1,375

$49,510
$14,853
$1,238

$1, 152

$1,294

Affordable Rent, Annual
<Less> 0[2erating Ex[2enses
Net Revenue per Unit

$12,096
($7,200)
$4,896

$13,818
($7,200)
$6,618

$15,528
($7,200)
$8,328

Capitalized Value(@ 6.0%)

$81,600

Affordable Rent, Annual
<Less> Of2erating Exf2enses
Net Revenue per Unit

($1,524)

$6,483
($7,200)
($717)

Capitalized Value(@ 6.0%)

($25,400)

70% SF Median
Annual Income Limit '
30% of Household Income
Per Month
<Less> Utili!Y Allowance '
Affordable Rent

(~7,200)

ru:u

$110,300

llit!l

$138,800

Notes:
1
Household size based on number of bedrooms plus one.
2
Utility allowance assumes tenant pays for heat, water, hot water, cooking, range, and electricity.
Source: KMA Sensitivity Analysis, City of San Francisco Mayor's Office of Housing
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~
$1, 166
$13,987
($7,200)
$6,787
$113,120

I

TABLE IV-5
AFFORDABLE SALES PRICE
UPDATED AFFORDABILITY GAPS FOR JOBS-HOUSING NEXUS
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO

Studio

100% SF Median
Unit Mix

20%
1

Annual Income Limit
33% of Household Income
Annual Condo Association Fee
Property Taxes
Available for P+I
Supportable Mortgage (10 yr avg rateL)
Down Payment

$450
1.144%
6.89%
10%

Affordable Sales Price

1

35%

2 Bedroom

45%

Average Condo

100%

61, 110
$20,166
$5,400
$2,048
$12,719
$161,094
$17,899

69,840
$23,047
$5,400
$2,447
$15,200
$192,523
$21,391

78,570
$25,928
$5,400
$2,847
$17,681
$223,952
$24,884

$72,023
$23,767
$5,400
$2,547
$15,820
$200,380
$22,264

$178,993

$213,914

$248,836

$222,645

Notes:
2

1 Bedroom

Household size based on number of bedrooms plus one.
Per the City of San Francisco Mayor's Office of Housing

Source: KMA, City of San Francisco Mayor's Office of Housing
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APPENDIX TABLE 1
2005 NATIONAL RESIDENT SERVICES WORKER DISTRIBUTION BY OCCUPATION
DIRECT EMPLOYMENT IMPACTS WITHIN THE CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO, CA

2005 National
Resident Services
Major Occupations (2% or more)

Occupation Distribution

Management occupations

3.3%

Business and financial operations occupations

2.1%

Community and social services occupations

2.9%

Education, training, and library occupations

5.9%

Healthcare practitioners and technical occupations

7.8%

Healthcare support occupations

3.9%

Food preparation and serving related occupations

15.9%

Building and grounds cleaning and maintenance occupations

2.6%

Personal care and service occupations

5.2%

Sales and related occupations

13.2%

Office and administrative support occupations

14.4%

Installation, maintenance, and repair occupations

4.0%

Production occupations

2.5%

Transportation and material moving occupations

5.4%

All Other Resident Services Related Occupations

11.0%

INDUSTRY TOTAL

1

1

100.0%

Distribution of employment by industry is per the IMP LAN model and the distribution of occupational employment within those industries is
based on the Bureau of Labor Statistics Occupational Employment Survey.

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, Minnesota IMPLAN Group
Prepared by: Keyser Marston Associates, Inc.
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APPENDIX TABLE 2
AVERAGE ANNUAL COMPENSATION, 2006
RESIDENT SERVICES WORKER OCCUPATIONS
DIRECT EMPLOYMENT IMPACTS WITHIN THE CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO, CA
2006Avg.
Occupation

3

Compensation

Page 1 of4
Management occupations
Chief executives

$172,200
$120,400
$119,400
$91,500
$122,600
$49,300
$108,800
$61,000

General and operations managers
Sales managers
Administrative services managers
Financial managers
Food service managers
Medical and health services managers
Social and community service managers
All other Management Occupations

Weighted Mean Annual Wage

1

% of Total
Occupation

% of Total
Resident Services

2

Workers

Group

~110,000

4.7%
31.5%
4.7%
4.4%
5.6%
8.4%
8.1%
6.3%
26.4%

$108,300

100.0%

0.2%
1.0%
0.2%
0.1%
0.2%
0.3%
0.3%
0.2%
0.9%
3.3%

$52,600
$58,000
$62,000
$90,300
$65,100
$67,800
$98,900
$62,800
$67.600

4.8%
10.2%
4.7%
4.3%
16.5%
16.9%
5.0%
4.4%
33.3%

0.1%
0.2%
0.1%
0.1%
0.3%
0.4%
0.1%
0.1%
0.7%

$67,600

100.0%

2.1%

$37, 100
$52,000
$52,100
$43,900
$46,300
$55,600
$38,800
$32,900
$39,700
$53,700
$43,600
$44,500

4.4%
4.9%
5.5%
4.8%
12.0%
5.5%
7.4%
16.6%
4.7%
14.7%
8.1%
11.3%

0.1%
0.1%
0.2%
0.1%
0.3%
0.2%
0.2%
0.5%
0.1%
0.4%
0.2%
0.3%

$44,500

100.0%

2.9%

Business and financial operations occupations
Wholesale and retail buyers, except farm products
Claims adjusters, examiners, and investigators
Training and development specialists
Management analysts
Business operations specialists, all other
Accountants and auditors
Financial analysts
Insurance underwriters
All Other Business and financial operations occupations (Avg. All Categories)

Weighted Mean Annual Wage
Community and social services occupations
Substance abuse and behavioral disorder counselors
Educational, vocational, and school counselors
Mental health counselors
Rehabilitation counselors
Child, family, and school social workers
Medical and public health social workers
Mental health and substance abuse social workers
Social and human service assistants
Community and social service specialists, all other
Clergy
Directors, religious activities and education
All Other Community and social services occupations (Avg. All Categories)

Weighted Mean Annual Wage

Sources: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, California Employment Development Department, Minnesota IMPLAN Group
Prepared by: Keyser Marston Associates, Inc.
Filename: 001-018 Tables Ap1-2.xls; Ap tb2 Compensation; 4/5/2007; dd
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APPENDIX TABLE 2
AVERAGE ANNUAL COMPENSATION, 2006
RESIDENT SERVICES WORKER OCCUPATIONS
DIRECT EMPLOYMENT IMPACTS WITHIN THE CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO, CA
2006Avg.
Occupation

3

Compensation

1

% of Total

% of Total

Occupation

Resident Services

Group

2

Workers

Page2of4
Education, training, and library occupations
Preschool teachers, except special education
Elementary school teachers, except special education
Middle school teachers, except special and vocational education
Secondary school teachers, except special and vocational education
Self-enrichment education teachers
Teachers and instructors, all other

Teacher assistants
All Other Education, training, and library occupations (Avg. All Categories)
Weighted Mean Annual Wage

$30,700
$55,700
$60,800
$61,600
$46,700
$50,000
$31,800
$45,300

14.0%
15.6%
6.1%
9.7%
4.5%
5.5%
17.9%
26.7%

0.8%
0.9%
0.4%
0.6%
0.3%
0.3%
1.1%
1.6%

$45,300

100.0%

5.9%

$114,200

4.2%
35.9%
4.6%
11.0%
44.3%

0.3%
2.8%
0.4%
0.9%
3.5%

100.0%

7.8%

22.6%
37.5%
21.1%
4.3%
14.5%

0.9%
1.5%
0.8%
0.2%
0.6%

100.0%

3.9%

6.9%
6.4%
7.6%
7.4%
4.6%
22.0%
4.3%
21.6%
4.7%
14.5%

1.1%
1.0%
1.2%
1.2%
0.7%
3.5%
0.7%
3.4%
0.7%
2.3%

100.0%

15.9%

Healthcare practitioners and technical occupations

Physicians and surgeons, all other
Registered nurses
Pharmacy technicians
Licensed practical and licensed vocational nurses
All Other Healthcare practitioners and technical occupations (Avg. All Categories)
Weighted Mean Annual Wage
Healthcare support occupations
Home health aides

Nursing aides, orderlies, and attendants
Medical assistants
Healthcare support workers, all other
All Other Healthcare support occupations (Avg. All Categories)
Weighted Mean Annual Wage
Food preparation and serving related occupations
First-line supervisors/managers of food preparation and serving workers
Cooks, fast food

Cooks, restaurant
Food preparation workers
Bartenders
Combined food preparation and serving workers, including fast food
Counter attendants, cafeteria, food concession, and coffee shop
Waiters and waitresses
Dishwashers
All Other Food preparation and serving related occupations (Avg. All Categories)
Weighted Mean Annual Wage

$82,100
$40,500
$53,200
$75,300
$75,300

$22,600
$32,700
$36,300
$40,200
$31,300
$31,300

$29,700
$20,200
$25,600
$21,500
$21,100
$20,600
$20,000
$19,100
$19,400
$21.400
$21,400

Sources: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, California Employment Development Department, Minnesota IMPLAN Group
Prepared by: Keyser Marston Associates, Inc.
Filename: 001-018 Tables Ap1-2.xls; Ap tb2 Compensation; 4/5/2007; dd
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APPENDIX TABLE 2
AVERAGE ANNUAL COMPENSATION, 2006
RESIDENT SERVICES WORKER OCCUPATIONS
DIRECT EMPLOYMENT IMPACTS WITHIN THE CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO, CA
2006Avg.
Occupation

3

Compensation

1

% of Total
Occupation
Group

2

% of Total
Resident Services
Workers

Page3 of4
Building and grounds cleaning and maintenance occupations

First-line supervisors/managers of housekeeping and janitorial workers
Janitors and cleaners, except maids and housekeeping cleaners
Maids and housekeeping cleaners
Landscaping and groundskeeping workers
All Other Building and grounds cleaning and maintenance occupations (Avg. All Cat
Weighted Mean Annual Wage

$43,600
$25,300
$26,500
$32,800
$27,600

4.7%
48.0%
30.0%
14.0%
3.3%

0.1%
1.2%
0.8%
0.4%
0.1%

$27,600

100.0%

2.6%

$19,800
$34,000
$26,200
$22,000
$29,700
$26,200

7.9%
15.9%
19.8%
22.2%
5.7%
28.6%

0.4%
0.8%
1.0%
1.2%
0.3%
1.5%

$26,200

100.0%

5.2%

$41,800
$23,400
$28,100
$27,100
$68,800
$30,000

9.5%
30.9%
5.1%
39.4%
5.5%
9.7%

1.3%
4.1%
0.7%
5.2%
0.7%
1.3%

$30,000

100.0%

13.2%

$56,000
$40,200
$37,600
$30,200
$28,200
$47,200
$39,700
$39,100
$29,900
$36.800

5.6%
8.3%
7.4%
8.2%
10.1%
5.7%
4.5%
9.0%
13.5%
27.6%

0.8%
1.2%
1.1%
1.2%
1.5%
0.8%
0.6%
1.3%
1.9%
4.0%

$36,800

100.0%

14.4%

Personal care and service occupations
Amusement and recreation attendants
Hairdressers, hairstylists, and cosmetologists
Child care workers
Personal and home care aides
Recreation workers
All Other Personal care and service occupations (Avg. All Categories)
Weighted Mean Annual Wage

Sa/es and related occupations
First-line supervisors/managers of retail sales workers
Cashiers
Counter and rental clerks
Retail salespersons
Sales representatives, wholesale and manufacturing, except technical and scientific
All Other Sales and related occupations (Avg. All Categories)
Weighted Mean Annual Wage

Office and administrative support occupations
First-line supervisors/managers of office and administrative support workers
Bookkeeping, accounting, and auditing clerks
Customer service representatives
Receptionists and information clerks
Stock clerks and order fillers
Executive secretaries and administrative assistants
Medical secretaries
Secretaries, except legal, medical, and executive
Office clerks, general
All Other Office and administrative support occupations (Avg. All Categories)
Weighted Mean Annual Wage

Sources: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, California Employment Development Department, Minnesota IMPLAN Group
Prepared by: Keyser Marston Associates, Inc.
Filename: 001-018 Tables Ap1-2.xls; Ap tb2 Compensation; 4/5/2007; dd
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APPENDIX TABLE 2
AVERAGE ANNUAL COMPENSATION, 2006
RESIDENT SERVICES WORKER OCCUPATIONS
DIRECT EMPLOYMENT IMPACTS WITHIN THE CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO, CA

% of Total
Occupation

% of Total
Resident Services

2

Workers

$71,200
$50,300
$51,500
$46,800
$44,400
$51,700

8.5%
12.2%
30.5%
5.1%
16.6%
27.1%

0.3%
0.5%
1.2%
0.2%
0.7%
1.1%

$51,700

100.0%

4.0%

$57,800
$25,800
$34,600
$24,500
$22,100
$19, 100
$48,700
$29,800

6.0%
6.3%
5.4%
13.7%
6.0%
12.1%
4.2%
46.3%

0.2%
0.2%
0.1%
0.3%
0.2%
0.3%
0.1%
1.2%

$29,800

100.0%

2.5%

$28,200
$30,500
$41,900
$31,800
$25,500
$26,200
$24,500
$27,800
$19,100
$28.500

9.9%
8.5%
8.3%
10.2%
4.1%
5.5%
12.6%
15.0%
7.4%
18.5%

0.5%
0.5%
0.4%
0.5%
0.2%
0.3%
0.7%
0.8%
0.4%
1.0%

$28,500

100.0%

5.4%

2006Avg.
Occupation

3

Compensation

1

Group

Page4 of4
Installation, maintenance, and repair occupations
First-line supervisors/managers of mechanics, installers, and repairers
Automotive body and related repairers
Automotive service technicians and mechanics
Bus and truck mechanics and diesel engine specialists
Maintenance and repair workers, general
All Other Installation, maintenance, and repair occupations (Avg. All Categories)
Weighted Mean Annual Wage
Production occupations
First-line supervisors/managers of production and operating workers

Bakers
Butchers and meat cutters
Laundry and dry-cleaning workers
Pressers, textile, garment, and related materials
Sewing machine operators
Painters, transportation equipment
All Other Production occupations (Avg. All Categories)
Weighted Mean Annual Wage
Transportation and material moving occupations
Bus drivers, school

Driver/sales workers
Truck drivers, heavy and tractor-trailer
Truck drivers, light or delivery services
Taxi drivers and chauffeurs
Parking lot attendants
Cleaners of vehicles and equipment
Laborers and freight, stock, and material movers, hand
Packers and packagers, hand
All Other Transportation and material moving occupations (Avg. All Categories)
Weighted Mean Annual Wage

89.0%
1

The methodology utilized by the California Employment Development Department (EDD) assumes that hourly paid employees are employed full-time. Annual
compensation is calculated by EDD by multiplying hourly wages by 40 hours per work week by 52 weeks.

2

Occupation percentages are based on the 2005 National Industry - Specific Occupational Employment survey compiled by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Wages
are based on the 2005 Occupational Employment Survey data for San Francisco-San Mateo-Redwood City MD, California (San Francisco, San Mateo, and Marin
Counties) updated by the California Employment Development Department to 2006 wage levels.

3

Including occupations representing 4% or more of the major occupation group

Sources: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, California Employment Development Department, Minnesota IMPLAN Group
Prepared by: Keyser Marston Associates, Inc.
Filename: 001-018 Tables Ap1-2.xls; Ap tb2 Compensation; 4/5/2007; dd
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APPENDIX TABLE 3
2005 NATIONAL RESIDENT SERVICES WORKER DISTRIBUTION BY OCCUPATION
DIRECT, INDIRECT & INDUCED EMPLOYMENT IMPACTS WITHIN THE CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO, CA

2005 National
Resident Services
Major Occupations (1% or more)

Occupation Distribution

Management occupations

4.0%

Business and financial operations occupations

3.5%

Computer and mathematical occupations

2.2%

Community and social services occupations

2.4%

Education, training, and library occupations

7.1%

Arts, design, entertainment, sports, and media occupations

1.4%

Healthcare practitioners and technical occupations

5.9%

Healthcare support occupations

2.9%

Protective service occupations

1.7%

Food preparation and serving related occupations

12.4%

Building and grounds cleaning and maintenance occupations

3.2%

Personal care and service occupations

3.9%

Sales and related occupations

11.2%

Office and administrative support occupations

15. 7%

Construction and extraction occupations

1. 7%

Installation, maintenance, and repair occupations

3. 7%

Production occupations

2.3%

Transportation and material moving occupations

5.2%

All Other Resident Services Related Occupations

9. 7%

INDUSTRY TOTAL

1

100.0%

Distribution of employment by industry is per the IMP LAN model and the distribution of occupational employment within those industries is
based on the Bureau of Labor Statistics Occupational Employment Survey.

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, Minnesota IMPLAN Group
Prepared by: Keyser Marston Associates, Inc.
Filename: 001-018 Tables Ap3-4.xls; Ap tb3 Major Occupations Matrix; 4/5/2007; dd
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APPENDIX TABLE 4
AVERAGE ANNUAL COMPENSATION, 2006
RESIDENT SERVICES WORKER OCCUPATIONS
DIRECT, INDIRECT & INDUCED EMPLOYMENT IMPACTS WITHIN THE CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO, CA
2006Avg.
Occupation

3

Compensation

1

% of Total

% of Total

Occupation

Resident Services

Group

2

Workers

Page 1 of5

Management occupations
Chief executives

$172,200

4.8%

General and operations managers

$120,400

27.8%

0.2%
1.1%

Sales managers

$119,400

4.3%

0.2%

$91,500

4.4%

0.2%

Computer and information systems managers

$133,300

4.4%

0.2%

Financial managers

$122,600

6.7%

0.3%

Education administrators, elementary and secondary school

$101,700

4.4%

0.2%

$49,300

5.4%

0.2%

$108,800

5.4%

0.2%

$56,500

4.1%

0.2%
0.2%

Administrative services managers

Food service managers
Medical and health services managers
Property, real estate, and community association managers
Managers, all other

$110,000

5.4%

All Other Management occupations (Avg. All Categories)

~111,800

23.0%

0.9%

$111,800

100.0%

4.0%

Weighted Mean Annual Wage

Business and financial operations occupations
Claims adjusters, examiners, and investigators

$58,000

6.5%

0.2%

Management analysts

$90,300

7.9%

0.3%

Business operations specialists, all other

$65,100

17.4%

0.6%

Accountants and auditors

$67,800

0.7%

Financial analysts

$98,900

19.6%
4.3%

All Other Business and financial operations occupations (Avg. All Categories)

$71.400

44.2%

1.6%

$71,400

100.0%

3.5%

Computer programmers

$88,500

14.6%

0.3%

Computer software engineers, applications

$99,400

15.9%

0.3%

Computer software engineers, systems software

$98,600

9.5%

0.2%

Computer support specialists

$61,600

0.4%

Computer systems analysts

$83,600

17.0%
17.7%

Network and computer systems administrators

$81,100

0.2%

Network systems and data communications analysts

$79,900

8.5%
6.0%

All Other Computer and mathematical occupations (Avg. All Categories)

$84,100

10.7%

0.2%

$84, 100

100.0%

2.2%

Weighted Mean Annual Wage

0.2%

Computer and mathematical occupations

Weighted Mean Annual Wage

Sources: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, California Employment Development Department, Minnesota IMPLAN Group
Prepared by: Keyser Marston Associates, Inc.
Filename: 001-018 Tables Ap3-4.xls; Ap tb4 Compensation; 4/5/2007; dd
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0.4%
0.1%

APPENDIX TABLE 4
AVERAGE ANNUAL COMPENSATION, 2006
RESIDENT SERVICES WORKER OCCUPATIONS
DIRECT, INDIRECT & INDUCED EMPLOYMENT IMPACTS WITHIN THE CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO, CA
2006Avg.

Occupation

3

Compensation

1

% of Total

% of Total

Occupation

Resident Services

Group

2

Workers

Page 2 of5
Community and social services occupations
Educational, vocational, and school counselors

$52,000

7.4%

0.2%

Mental health counselors

$52,100

4.8%

0.1%

Rehabilitation counselors

$43,900

4.8%

0.1%

Child, family, and school social workers

$46,300

13.5%

0.3%

Medical and public health social workers

$55,600

5.0%

0.1%

Mental health and substance abuse social workers
Social and human service assistants
Community and social service specialists, all other
Clergy

$38,800
$32,900
$39,700
$53,700

6.7%
16.5%
4.9%

0.2%
0.4%
0.1%

$43,600

12.2%
6.7%

0.3%

Directors, religious activities and education
All Other Community and social services occupations (Avg. All Categories)

$44,800

17.4%

0.4%

$44,800

100.0%

2.4%

0.6%

Weighted Mean Annual Wage

0.2%

Education, training, and library occupations
Preschool teachers, except special education

$30,700

8.4%

Elementary school teachers, except special education

$55,700

17.5%

1.2%

Middle school teachers, except special and vocational education

$60,800

7.2%

0.5%

Secondary school teachers, except special and vocational education

$61,600

11.4%

0.8%

Teachers and instructors, all other

$50,000
$31,800

6.2%
16.5%

0.4%
1.2%

$47,700

32.9%

2.3%

$47,700

100.0%

7.1%

Teacher assistants
All Other Education, training, and library occupations (Avg. All Categories)

Weighted Mean Annual Wage
Arts, design, entertainment, sports, and media occupations
Floral designers

$39,500

6.4%

0.1%

Graphic designers

$60,700

5.2%

0.1%

Coaches and scouts
Public relations specialists
All Other Arts, design, entertainment, sports, & media (Avg. All Categories)

$34,600
$61,500

9.1%
12.1%

0.1%

$49.600

67.3%

1.0%

$49,600

100.0%

1.4%

4

Weighted Mean Annual Wage

0.2%

Healthcare practitioners and technical occupations
Physicians and surgeons, all other

$114,200

4.3%

0.3%

Registered nurses

$82,100

36.1%

2.1%

Pharmacy technicians

$40,500
$53,200

4.6%
11.1%

0.3%
0.7%

$75.400

43.9%

2.6%

$75,400

100.0%

5.9%

Licensed practical and licensed vocational nurses
All Other Healthcare practitioners and technical occupations (Avg. All Categories)

Weighted Mean Annual Wage

Sources: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, California Employment Development Department, Minnesota IMPLAN Group
Prepared by: Keyser Marston Associates, Inc.
Filename: 001-018 Tables Ap3-4.xls; Ap tb4 Compensation; 4/5/2007; dd
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APPENDIX TABLE 4
AVERAGE ANNUAL COMPENSATION, 2006
RESIDENT SERVICES WORKER OCCUPATIONS
DIRECT, INDIRECT & INDUCED EMPLOYMENT IMPACTS WITHIN THE CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO, CA
2006Avg.
Occupation

3

Compensation

1

% of Total

% of Total

Occupation

Resident Services

Group

2

Workers

Page 3 of5
Healthcare support occupations

Home health aides
Nursing aides, orderlies, and attendants

$22,600
$32,700

22.2%
37.8%

0.6%
1.1%

Medical assistants
Healthcare support workers, all other

$36,300
$40,200

20.5%
4.7%

0.6%
0.1%

$31,300

14.9%

0.4%

$31,300

100.0%

2.9%

Correctional officers and jailers

$59,300

Police and sheriff's patrol officers

$61,200

17.6%
8.8%

0.3%
0.1%

Security guards

$26,400

47.9%

Lifeguards, ski patrol, and other recreational protective service workers

4.3%

0.8%
0.1%

Protective service workers, all other

$24,800
$55,600

5.3%

0.1%

All Other Protective service occupations (Avg. All Categories)

$38.700

16.1%

0.3%

$38,700

100.0%

1.7%

All Other Healthcare support occupations (Avg. All Categories)
Weighted Mean Annual Wage
Protective service occupations

Weighted Mean Annual Wage
Food preparation and serving related occupations

First-line supervisors/managers of food preparation and serving workers

$29,700
$20,200

6.9%
6.3%

0.9%

Cooks, fast food
Cooks, restaurant

$25,600
$21,500
$21,100

7.5%
7.5%
4.7%

0.9%
0.9%

21.9%

0.6%
2.7%

Counter attendants, cafeteria, food concession, and coffee shop

$20,600
$20,000

4.4%

0.5%

Waiters and waitresses
Dishwashers

$19,100
$19,400

21.4%
4.6%

2.6%
0.6%

Food preparation workers
Bartenders
Combined food preparation and serving workers, including fast food

All Other Food preparation and serving related occupations (Avg. All Categories)
Weighted Mean Annual Wage

0.8%

$21.400

14.8%

1.8%

$21,400

100.0%

12.4%

Building and grounds cleaning and maintenance occupations

First-line supervisors/managers of housekeeping and janitorial workers

$43,600

4.4%

0.1%

Janitors and cleaners, except maids and housekeeping cleaners
Landscaping and groundskeeping workers

$25,300
$26,500
$32,800

51.1%
20.8%
18.1%

1.6%
0.7%
0.6%

All Other Building and grounds cleaning and maintenance occupations (Avg. All CatE

$27,900

5.5%

0.2%

$27,900

100.0%

3.2%

Maids and housekeeping cleaners

Weighted Mean Annual Wage

Sources: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, California Employment Development Department, Minnesota IMPLAN Group
Prepared by: Keyser Marston Associates, Inc.
Filename: 001-018 Tables Ap3-4.xls; Ap tb4 Compensation; 4/5/2007; dd
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APPENDIX TABLE 4
AVERAGE ANNUAL COMPENSATION, 2006
RESIDENT SERVICES WORKER OCCUPATIONS
DIRECT, INDIRECT & INDUCED EMPLOYMENT IMPACTS WITHIN THE CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO, CA
% of Total

% of Total

Occupation

Resident Services

2

Workers

$47, 100
$19,600
$19,800
$34,000
$26,200
$22,000
$29,700
$26,900

4.0%
4.5%
7.8%
15.0%
19.9%
20.6%
6.1%
22.2%

0.2%
0.2%
0.3%
0.6%
0.8%
0.8%
0.2%
0.9%

$26,900

100.0%

3.9%

$41,800
$23,400
$28,100
$27,100
$68,800
$30,600

8.6%
27.6%
5.2%
34.9%
6.3%

1.0%
3.1%
0.6%
3.9%
0.7%

17.5%

2.0%

$30,600

100.0%

11.2%

$56,000
$40,200
$37,600
$30,200
$28,200
$47,200
$39,100
$29,900

5.6%
8.3%
7.9%
6.5%
7.4%
6.7%
9.2%
14.1%

0.9%
1.3%
1.2%
1.0%
1.2%
1.0%
1.4%
2.2%

2006Avg.
Occupation

3

Compensation

1

Group

Page4 of5
Personal care and service occupations
First-line supervisors/managers of personal service workers

Ushers, lobby attendants, and ticket takers
Amusement and recreation attendants
Hairdressers, hairstylists, and cosmetologists
Child care workers
Personal and home care aides
Recreation workers
All Other Personal care and service occupations (Avg. All Categories)

Weighted Mean Annual Wage
Sales and related occupations

First-line supervisors/managers of retail sales workers
Cashiers
Counter and rental clerks
Retail salespersons
Sales representatives, wholesale and manufacturing, except technical and scientific
All Other Sales and related occupations (Avg. All Categories)

Weighted Mean Annual Wage
Office and administrative support occupations

First-line supervisors/managers of office and administrative support workers
Bookkeeping, accounting, and auditing clerks
Customer service representatives
Receptionists and information clerks
Stock clerks and order fillers
Executive secretaries and administrative assistants
Secretaries, except legal, medical, and executive
Office clerks, general
All Other Office and administrative support occupations (Avg. All Categories)

Weighted Mean Annual Wage

$37.200

34.3%

5.4%

$37,200

100.0%

15.7%

$82,800
$52,300
$42,700
$55,700

12.8%
31.7%
18.5%
37.0%

0.2%
0.5%
0.3%
0.6%

$55,700

100.0%

1.7%

Construction and extraction occupations

First-line supervisors/managers of construction trades and extraction workers
Carpenters
Construction laborers
All Other Construction and extraction occupations (Avg. All Categories)

Weighted Mean Annual Wage

Sources: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, California Employment Development Department, Minnesota IMPLAN Group
Prepared by: Keyser Marston Associates, Inc.
Filename: 001-018 Tables Ap3-4.xls; Ap tb4 Compensation; 4/5/2007; dd
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APPENDIX TABLE 4
AVERAGE ANNUAL COMPENSATION, 2006
RESIDENT SERVICES WORKER OCCUPATIONS
DIRECT, INDIRECT & INDUCED EMPLOYMENT IMPACTS WITHIN THE CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO, CA
2006Avg.
Occupation

3

Compensation

1

% of Total
Occupation
Group

2

% of Total
Resident Services
Workers

Page 5 of5
Installation, maintenance, and repair occupations
First-line supervisors/managers of mechanics, installers, and repairers

$71,200

8.6%

0.3%

Automotive body and related repairers

$50,300

9.7%

0.4%

Automotive service technicians and mechanics

$51,500

24.8%

0.9%

Bus and truck mechanics and diesel engine specialists
Maintenance and repair workers, general

$46,800
$44,400

4.8%
22.7%

0.2%
0.8%

All Other Installation, maintenance, and repair occupations (Avg. All Categories)

$51,100

29.4%

1.1%

$51,100

100.0%

3.7%

Weighted Mean Annual Wage
Production occupations
First-line supervisors/managers of production and operating workers

$57,800

5.9%

0.1%

T earn assemblers

$29,600

5.8%

0.1%

Bakers

5.9%

0.1%

Butchers and meat cutters

$25,800
$34,600

4.5%

0.1%

Laundry and dry-cleaning workers

$24,500

12.8%

0.3%

Pressers, textile, garment, and related materials
Sewing machine operators

$22,100

5.8%
9.5%

0.1%

Inspectors, testers, sorters, samplers, and weighers
Helpers-production workers

$34,600

0.1%

$25,400

4.7%
4.3%

All Other Production occupations (Avg. All Categories)

$29,000

40.9%

0.9%

$29,000

100.0%

2.3%

$19,100

Weighted Mean Annual Wage

0.2%
0.1%

Transportation and material moving occupations
Bus drivers, school

$28,200

10.4%

0.5%

Driver/sales workers

$30,500

7.0%

0.4%

Truck drivers, heavy and tractor-trailer

$41,900

8.9%

0.5%

Truck drivers, light or delivery services

$31,800

10.2%

0.5%

Parking lot attendants

$26,200

4.3%

0.2%

Cleaners of vehicles and equipment

$24,500

9.9%

0.5%

Laborers and freight, stock, and material movers, hand
Packers and packagers, hand

$27,800
$19,100

18.2%
7.1%

0.9%
0.4%

$29,000

24.0%

1.2%

$29,000

100.0%

5.2%

All Other Transportation and material moving occupations (Avg. All Categories)

Weighted Mean Annual Wage

90.3%
1

The methodology utilized by the California Employment Development Department (EDD) assumes that hourly paid employees are employed full-time. Annual
compensation is calculated by EDD by multiplying hourly wages by 40 hours per work week by 52 weeks.

2

Occupation percentages are based on the 2005 National Industry - Specific Occupational Employment survey compiled by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Wages
are based on the 2005 Occupational Employment Survey data for San Francisco-San Mateo-Redwood City MD, California (San Francisco, San Mateo, and Marin
Counties) updated by the California Employment Development Department to 2006 wage levels.

3

Including occupations representing 4 % or more of the major occupation group

4

Includes Artists and Musicians which represent 5% and 16% of the occupation group respectively. The Occupational Employment Survey did not calculate annual

Sources: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, California Employment Development Department. Minnesota IMPLAN Group
Prepared by: Keyser Marston Associates, Inc.
Filename: 001-018 Tables Ap3-4.xls; Ap tb4 Compensation; 41512007; dd
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APPENDIX TABLE 4
AVERAGE ANNUAL COMPENSATION, 2006
RESIDENT SERVICES WORKER OCCUPATIONS
DIRECT, INDIRECT & INDUCED EMPLOYMENT IMPACTS WITHIN THE CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO, CA
2006Avg.
Occupation

3

Compensation

1

wage and salary information for these occupations.

Sources: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, California Employment Development Department, Minnesota IMPLAN Group
Prepared by: Keyser Marston Associates, Inc.
Filename: 001-018 Tables Ap3-4.xls; Ap tb4 Compensation; 4/5/2007; dd
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% of Total

% of Total

Occupation

Resident Services

Group

2

Workers

Exhibit F

6270

Bryant St Affordable Housing Calculations
The affordable housing assumptions in the narrative are over-inflated.
1. Rear Yard and Open Space for Affordable:
It is unlikely that an affordable family development would get the amount of rear yard reduction shown
in the drawings. The open space reduction has enormous impacts for family housing.
In the land dedication drawings, the site is shown separated into two. Per the sponsor's drawings, it
appears a new mid-block alley will remain under ownership of market-rate side. The section drawing on
page 155 of the staff report shows how dark and narrow the alley will be, a 25' wide canyon with an 85'
wall to the south.
The total land dedication remaining for affordable housing is 18,850 s.f., per the drawings (the narrative
rounds up to 19,000 s.f.). The 25% rear yard setback required is 4,712 s.f., but the drawings only show
3,120 s.f. (40' x 78'}. The total area of the affordable housing land dedication is 18,850 s.f., so the open
space remaining will be only 16.5% of lot, not only under the 25% requirement, but vastly under what
would be needed for a low-income family housing development. While a rear yard reduction was
approved for the market rate side, no such reduction was requested for the affordable side. It should
not be assumed that such a reduction would be requested by an affordable developer, or if requested
that it would be granted. An open space reduction would probably not be desirable for a low-income
family project.

2. Unit Count for Affordable.

It appears that the Commission was misled by Planning and MOH as to the maximum number of units
that could fit into the land dedication site. Unit max: The maximum number of units would be 80 units,
assuming a very conservative minimum TCAC size, 80% efficiency, a competitive 40/40/20 unit mix, and
assuming typical community facilities on the ground floor.
Planning Commission Motion No. 19658, Page 11, states: "In addition to designating three on-site BMR
units, the Project Sponsor has elected to pursue the land dedication alternative to meet the inclusionary
affordable housing program requirements. As a result of the pending lot subdivision, the new mixed-use
building would be located on a parcel measuring 46,000 sq ft. Since the Project is located on a site that
has at least 30,000 square feet of developable area, the Project Sponsor must provide a dedicated site
that is capable of holding at least 35% of the total number of units from the Principal Project. The
Principal Project possesses 199 dwelling units; therefore, the land dedication site must be able to
construct at least 70 dwelling units.
The Project Sponsor meets these requirements and shall subdivide Lot 21 on Assessor's Block 4022, and
convey the new parcel located at 2070 Bryant Street to MOHCD, which would measure 19,000 sq ft (or
95 ft by 200 ft). Of this land, approximately 19,000 square feet would consist of developable area. The
Project Sponsor has demonstrated that up to 98 dwelling units may be constructed on the dedicated
land (as of right}, and up to 136 dwelling units with a density bonus. If the Project were to pursue the
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on-site affordable housing alternative, the Project would be required to provide 16% or 32 belowmarket-rate dwelling units on the project site. MOHCD concurs with the Project Sponsor's dedicated
land and has conveyed a letter expressing conditional approval of the dedicated land."
The Planning report references a "Letter provided by MOHCD", where they say they can fit the units into
the land dedication. There's a letter from Mayor's Office of Housing Director Olson Lee, on the very last
page of the case file (http://sf-planning.org/meeting/planning-commission-June-2-2016-agenda, page
507-509), but it makes NO reference to analysis of unit counts. There is a letter from MOH that contains
no analysis of the ability of the land dedication site to hold this number of units. It is possible to fit 70
small units (using TCAC minimum sizes) within 5 residential floors and maintaining 25% setback. This is
exactly 35% of market-rate 199 units. However, the 98 units "by right" seems grossly exaggerated,
unless a rear yard reduction is granted, or a senior building with all studios is assumed. Conclusion: the
affordable side needed to be adequately designed per code before approving conditions based on
unsubstantiated assertions.
The City's reliance on the yet to be designed future affordable housing component of the Project to
meet open space and other requirements, including the 35% land dedication alternative, is
unsupported. The 98 affordable units quoted as "by right" seems grossly exaggerated (see below for
calculations). The portion of the lot set aside for affordable housing does not seem to be sufficient to
provide the necessary percent of land dedication units, assuming family housing and 25% rear yard
setback. While the LPA approved a rear yard reduction for the market rate side, no such reduction was
requested for the affordable side. A low-income family project will probably need sufficient setbacks not
only to serve the resident families, but also for desired community facilities such as child care centers
(often needed to create a competitive project). The proposed 25' wide publicly accessible mid-block,
with building walls 68' to the north and possibly 85' to the south, will be in shadow at most hours and
should not be considered part of the affordable developments open space.
Assumptions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lot size: 19,000 s.f.
Rear yard setback: 25%
Efficiency: 80%
Unit sizes: 500sf1-BR, 750 sf 2-BR, 1000 sf 3-BR
Unit mix: 40% 1-BR, 40% 2-BR, 20% 3-BR
Average unit size: 700 sf
Permitted floors: 6 floors
Residential floors: 5 floors
Residential floors with density bonus: 7 floors

Calculation

1. Required rear yard setback: 0.25 * 19,000 = 4,750 s.f.
2. Residential floor plate: 0.75 * 19,000 s.f. = 14,250 s.f.
3. Net residential area per floor: 14,250 s.f. * 0.8 efficiency= 11,400 s.f.
4. Units per floor: 11,400 s.f. / 700s.f. avg. unit= 16 units per floor
5. Total units 16 units* 5 floors= 80 units
6. Open space required: 80 units * 54 s.f. open space= 4,320 s.f. open space required
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7.
8.

Density bonus units: 16 units* 7 floors= 112 units
Density bonus open space: 112 units * 54 s.f. open space = 6,048 s.f.

Density Bonus

136 units with density bonus also seems unlikely, and even under the calculated scenario, the open
space requirement would exceed the rear yard setback, requiring even more requests for reductions.
Moreover, construction above 68' will require more expensive concrete construction. Even if Sec. 261.1
does not apply, there may be an expectation of some unit reduction to account for upper floor setbacks,
especially since the taller affordable building would be to the south of the proposed narrow east-west
midblock alley.
The approval improperly relies on adoption of a state density bonus, which has never been used in San
Francisco, instead of adopting a special use district as has been used historically. Moreover, as stated in
the conditions of approval, achieving 136 affordable family units with density bonus seems unlikely
given the small portion of lot area left for the affordable development and required rear yard setbacks.
Moreover, any construction higher than 68' will require that the affordable development use much
more expensive concrete construction than the market-rate portion.

Ground Floor Uses and Affordable Family Childcare

Affordable housing builders use the ground floor for our community needs first, including possibly
childcare spaces with ground floor open space.
Many community members want to see (as well as.EN needs assessment calls out a need for) childcare
in our new developments, and in reality only the affordable housing developments build in childcare.
But that can only happen when there is adequate setbacks to provide the required open space for
childcare as well as for residents. Not providing the open space pretty much prohibits childcare as an
option.
On the affordable design, affordable housing developers often load up ground floor with services,
preschools, or other community uses, including for the residents, not PDR or Arts. If a preschool (note
2008 Eastern Neighborhood needs assessment for childcare, this would require it's own open space (SO
SF per child, ON THE GROUND FLOOR), which can fit on a 25% setback, but the project still needs to
provide minimum open space for residents, which can sometimes go on roof.
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December test
>> good afternoon, everyone
and welcome to the tuesday,
November 15, 2016, meeting of
the san francisco board of
supervisors
Mr. Clerk call the roll.
>> thank you Madam President
supervisor avalos
supervisor President London
breed
supervisor campos
supervisor cowen
supervisor farrell
supervisor kim
supervisor mar not present
supervisor peskin
supervisor tang
supervisor wiener
supervisor wiener not present
supervisor yee, supervisor yee
not present Madam President we
have quorum.
>> thank you ladies and
gentlemen, please join us
of the united states of america
and to the republic for which it
stands, one nation under God,
indivisible, with liberty and
justice for all.
>> thank you, Madam Clerk any
communications.
>> yes. Madam President we're
in resident of two
communications the first from
supervisor wiener and supervisor
yee dated November 1st and 14
con seismically both supervisors
will be absent and requests the
board excuse them from the
meeting and okay. Colleagues a
motion to excuse supervisor
wiener and supervisor yee move
forward by supervisor peskin and
seconded by supervisor farrell
without objection, without
objection supervisor yee and
supervisor wiener are excused
all right. Colleagues, any
changes to the October 4, 2016,
board meeting minutes seeing
none, a motion moved by
supervisor mar and seconded by
supervisor peskin colleagues
without objection
without objection those meeting
minutes pass after public
comment.
>> Madam Clerk call the first
item
the special ordinance the mayors
appearance before the board the
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honorable mayor edwin lee no
questions submitted from
supervisors from the even
districts any address the board
up to 5 minutes.
>> Mr. Mayor the floor is
yours.
>> good afternoon, supervisors
and members of the public
I want to say thank you all.
Participating at the unite
gatherings now more than ever
the people of san francisco
wants to be united in a city
that paves the way for better
policy and outcomes the federal
election clarified much we agree
on in to no more than ever needs
to stand for citizens and our
values
to spare no questions this week
I want to extend a couple
priorities voter and residents
are clear about homelessness and
transportation
a week ago san francisco folks
went to the poll and want us to
continue to work on the issues
but within the clear escape of
the city and county budget the
loss of anticipated revenues
from prop k has left the city's
balanced budget impacted and the
set aside so for homelessness
and transportation a created by
prop j which passed its by 66
percent of the vote will not
take effect
as you May know I sent a letter
to supervisor President London
breed and the corral eliminating
those two set aside, however,
there is still have services for
the neediest san franciscans
that must continue you as much
as shelter and navigation
centers
outreach and engagement services
for people living on the streets
and increased housing
opportunity for the homeless
we also patio need to look at
street safety to make sure we
are keeping the promises on
vision zero despite the lack of
prop k make sure that muni
didn't get rolled back we keep
on bicycle safety I hope to work
with you to bring the budget by
identifying additional revenue
for the critical investments
related to homelessness and
transportation
I know many people are shaej by
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the result of the federal
election he understand those
feels completely
I'm worried about what might
happy to the city and the
funding in the new year,
however, this makes me even more
important for us to come
together to ma'am, policy
decisions to lead our city those
are issues we cannot afford to
ignore and voters don't want us
to ignore so supervisors I'm
asking for all your help in this
effort for your ideas your
priorities as partnership to get
it done and help to strengthen
ourselves at the same time
right now we can't afford
competing interests and
unhealthy discourse to issues
that matter to san franciscans
when there is potential
difficult battles ahead san
franciscans need us to push this
city forward we have an
opportunity to show the-that
the difference strong cities
what make but to do so we must
remain strong and must also
remind ourselves of the echo we
heard no
>> yes. Respond when we work
together we can accomplish much
more thank you very much.
>> thank you, Mr. Mayor and
Madam Clerk read do consent.
>> items 20 through 21 are.
>> seeing no other names on
the roster, Madam Clerk please
call the roll.
>> on the consent calendar
supervisor kim
supervisor mar
supervisor peskin
supervisor tang
supervisor avalos
supervisor breed
supervisor campos
supervisor cowen
supervisor farrell
there are 9 I's.
>> those items are finally
passes on the first reading and
douptsd unanimously
next item, please.
>> item 2 it through 26
items 2 it through 26 are the
resolutions of intention to
establish infrastructure
financing district one and the
project areas financing
instruction acquisition on
treasure island and yerba buena
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gardens to provide nose and call
for a public hearing added
3:00 P.M. On the be formation of
the project areas.
>> supervisor kim.
>> thank you supervisor
President London breed we're
back to discussing the treasure
island infrastructure financing
district I also want to
recognize that the treasure
island development authority
director is-in the audience
I believe
and I also see our public
finance officer and see kate
hartley maybe in the audience
oh, yes, sir.
Kate hartley from mohcd to do a
presentation
a few weeks ago we were
concerned about some of the gaps
in the affordable housing
funding and market-rate funding
that we've seen given your
commitment to the building 27
and a half percent affordable
housing on the island
he it being a big piece of why
question had move forward
unanimously with this
development project on the
island
several things have not workout
in the last couple of years with
the increasing of construction
costs as well as the stated
overturning our redevelopment we
use as we were depending upon
using it more affordable housing
and many questions came up from
the board of supervisors rightly
so how we plan to build the
commitments we've made to the
public with the first two
affordable housing parcels
calendar to be available for
development in 2018 we want to
make sure those projects move
forward as soon as those
paralyze are available and have
the funding sources in order to
put that together.
I nevertheless to say, since
you're here come up first I'll
not be the only one to ask
questions and rebecca is here
>> good afternoon, supervisors
nadia the officer of public
finance yesterday we calculated
a memorandum to 9 last questions
when this item was heard and
what had we're trying to do it
respond to the affordable
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housing gap I think we're trying
to clarify this agreement or d
da was adopted no 2011 and what
is before you is obligation of
the city to finance those
districts more specifically the
infrastructure financing and
revitalization district is one
of the community facilities to
deliver on the improvements on
the island the development which
will include 9 thousand units
and 5 thousand plus commercial
real estate and three hundred
open space up to nine hundred
hotels in other for the
development to occur and to
develop on housing committed
which results in 27 point
percent of the units we required
to fund this district-and to
deliver on the improvements what
we also have the item before you
the former of the first set of
several legislated actions that
allows us to put in place a
spell assessment on the very
well parcels for the
infrastructure expenses
as well as an infrastructure
financing district that will
fund infrastructure on the
island
the cd and tida is required to
deliver on affordable housing
and the gaps we have been able
to identify is $382 million
to construct the one thousand 8
hundred and 64 unit what we
should clarify is that the gap
is a result of additional units
of one and 84 housing units and
ass also a as a result of
increased costs and loss in
federal and state funding
the supervisor clarified the
largest allocation 25.3 percent
of one percent is no longer
available
so what we're asking that the
board approve that what the
documents in front of you a
allows for a delivery of up to
one thousand plus units
and including inclusionary units
on the island that gets us to 65
percent of the housing units
we we've tried to identify the
potential funding up to one
thousand and 9 hundred plus
units
but what that we need to clarify
those need for the-it
requires state action to
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reinstate it as well as some
local funding resources
and in addition by moving this
forward you able to secure
parcels up to 20 that will allow
the city to deliver the one
thousand 8 hundred and 64 units
as required to but in addition
allows for capacity to do more
on the remaining parcels I want
to emphasize the plan before you
a 15 to 20 development the gap
is identifying that
but what it does is what we've
been trying to do from a prudent
stand point to close the gap
between 15 and 20 units beyond
the potential to generate more
enough revenues to deliver on
the housing we've been trying to
focus on the first 10 to 20
years
more specifically the mayor's
office of housing that also
proposing to commit through 2026
of units and if you tooth the
share and potential extension of
the district the district plan
that was the item before you you
see a 40 year term if we're able
to increase this by an
additional 5 years we think that
is an easy request
to make to the state because
they have two other competing
ifd laws with 45 years in
addition I wanted to clarify
this is an obligation of the
city and this allows us to set
the first of many steps we'll be
in front of the board of
supervisors for the next step of
documents introduced to form the
district and the voted of public
hearings at a future date and
all the debts will come before
this board and more specifically
made clarifications in the
infrastructure financing plan
that also allows for in the
event the city will sure
additional revenues meaning the
state share only be available
and applied to housing and what
that means is that by board
action it would be a value dated
without going back to the
resident doing everything we can
to make that document as
pursuant as possible
hoping that today, we can get
the approval from the board of
supervisors and with a
commitment to come back and
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brief you as we make progress on
the financing solutions I want
to note that the erupt share it
takes time so that will be
something we'll have to do over
a year or so but likely to
indulge staff to continue to
work on this and for them as we
make progress and some of the
general fund on table 3 of the
memo require continued
interaction with the board and
mayor in terms of revenues
available for housing
I also want to note that there
is also a fiscal year analysis
in the infrastructure financing
plan
that identifies all the revenues
and expenditures on the island
and based on what we've been
able to projection it is revenue
positive to the general fund so
once the development is done
after the 20th most of those
revenues will flow to the
general fund and the city can
apply those I should remind
folks we're going to to deliver
the 2000 plus unit on the-and
revenues on the island will be
made available over a longer
than period of time but not 20th
so what we're passing before you
and taking into account the
potential sources gives us 90
percent of the revenue.
>> to clarify on some of the
points and supervisor peskin is
on the roster we have a net
funding gap of roughly one and
$8 million of which of 40
million the mayor's office of
economic workforce development
has today made a commitment
we'll make that amendment
towards that gap the remaining
amount is $38 million is could
come through extending the five
for 5 years and through the
board action today we can
clarify the remaining funds be
used more affordable housing did
I hear you correctly.
>> it's at committee tomorrow.
>> to the committee tomorrow.
>> the final chunk the
greatest concern 200 and
$6 million I know there is a
hope that we May from-through
the state be permitted to call
back the e ratify share we were
unsuccessful serve years ago in
sacramento we tried then through
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legislation there with I believe
america's cup to grab a portion
of e rap share wisp unsuccessful
in getting treasure island
included that legislation so the
hope is that things will change
in sacramento with the governor
and that there's a hope that new
leadership will allow us to call
that back and up think that is a
little bit tenuous we've seen in
sacramento I have concerns about
that hope so my question and
maybe not a question to you Ms.
Faye I see that Mr. Beck is in
the room
could you please explain the
trigger throughout the d da what
will occur if we're not able to
fill the gap on affordable
housing
would it pause certain elements
the development what reassurance
does the board have if we going
forward with approving ifd.
>> we can go to director beck.
>> the d da didn't include any
provisions that cause the
developers activity to be paused
from the city were unable to
keep pace with development of
the affordable housing
and it is a bit of a chicken and
egg scenario we have a portion
of the revenues for the
affordable housing development
come from the property tax
derived from the development
that does benefit the program
for the larger development to
keep to continue a pace as we
contain fund to close the gap
I just wanted to highlight that
the figures in table 3 don't
currently include fund from the
grant programs affordable
housing in several communities
or no place like home other
sources we will pursue to help
close the gap
also t b d in the table is in
any surplus revenues at the back
end will accrue to the
affordable housing construction
after tida has been reimbursed
for the construction costs
there we don't currently have an
estimate how much that might be
but another potential fund to
help us for the reimbursement of
the city to continue the
affordable housing development
and how much is that estimated
at.
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>> we don't have a hard number
but can be up to one hundred
million dollars.
>> and what are the largest
state grant you've seen more
affordable housing given here in
san francisco.
>> to the month recent in 2016
cycle of the affordable housing
and sustainable grant program
issued a total of 200 and
$85 million in award over 25
projects the average award was
in excess of $11.80 percent of
all the funds awarded were more
affordable housing component of
those programs.
>> uh-huh.
>> we the have one award here
to san francisco I apologize I
don't know the exact number of
the award that came to san
francisco.
>> uh-huh.
>> unfortunately, because we
were not close enough to
developing our affordable
housing we were not able to
include the affordable housing
in the 2016 application but as
we move forward we'll be able to
pursue that in the 2017 cycle.
>> uh-huh, uh-huh.
>> so I think of that the one
million dollar it the most pro
tem on the back end remaining
ifd funds the gap is large I
worried about us depending on
the state granted that average
one million dollars over the
next 4 years we're not I hope
I'm wrong seeing any federal
grant toward affordable housing
I hope I'm wrong about that I
know that some of us assume the
prospects with diagram with the
new administration since there
are triggers in the development
that will be paused if we don't
meet our each other obligation
what geese in the worse case
scenarios we're not able to
backfill the 200 and $6 million
gap we'll be able to fulfill our
affordable housing obligation to
the city.
>> I think director alluded to
the fact that the project as a
whole is going to be generate
significant positive
contributions to the general
fund through the ifd we're
obtaining golden state warriors
the increment but a positive.
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>> I guess that continues to
answer my first question how you
believe we've funded the
affordable housing go up a fates
the best case scenario I'm
saying in all things go wrong
sacramento new leadership in
place is not amenable to san
francisco call back as the
current governor we're not able
to fulfill the 200 and
$6 million gap we're in pieces
maybe a one and $50 million gap
what guarantee does the board
have we'll complete our
affordable housing any
penalties?
Any you know-what will happen
from the city didn't fulfill the
obligation
>> the city secures through
the development agreements with
the land and the entitlement
rights to the 21 hundred plus
unit and the land on which to
develop that and in fact, we can
develop those units 17 of the 20
parcels dedicated to us we're
securing the development
opportunity and the rights
and through the immediately
oiftsd resources we can fund
two-thirds of that development
the gap has been presented
didn't include any mohcd support
any h f c support.
>> I'm sorry I'm not trying to
interrupt I know you're trying
to paint how we'll fulfill the
gap what if we don't fill the
gap and all the market-rate
housing get built and the
affordable parcels that are deed
to us they lie vacant we fulfill
some of that but the market-rate
get built we don't fulfill the
affordable housing obligation we
promised to the community and
city in passing in development
unanimously in 2011 what then
happens.
>> the city residences the
opportunity and right to
developing develop it not a
question whether or not those
will be developed but.
>> I have questions about
whether or not we'll develop it
I'll not be here in 20 or 40
years not sure what the next
step of leadership will decide
as their priorities I want more
of a guarantee than the land is
deed to us typically fulfill our
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affordable housing obligation.
>> and I'm just wondering what
else can we put in to guarantee
the>> because I'm how much as you
are director beck we'll get much
of the funding resources but
feel it is our responsible and
certainly as someone that has
sponsored that development over
and over again and saying we
committing to high levels of
affordable housing I'm not just
depending on a positive
optimistic outcome into the
future but guarantee with the
market-rate.
>> I don't-the
redevelopment agreement didn't
have triggers we stop or pause
with the open agreements in the
way the agreement was structured
tmc hats the infrastructure to
move forward in the city to have
the obligation to delivery the
affordable housing subject to 9
financial structure that was
included isn't financing plan.
>> okay.
>> so the plan didn't include
any conditions that will stop or
reopen the terms of the
agreement.
>> if I May add supervisor
another schufrn of the funding
solution involves the local
share participation what we've
tried dpa make a commitment at
that level but allow us
opportunity to get a consensus
how we should work with the
board and the mayor to think
through strategic upstairs steps
without over burdening the
general fund in ways to secure
the projects gated on the island
to affordable housing
so their opportunities-over
the life of the approval process
in the year or two what
commitment made potentially
achieved that will bring to the
board as we May came.
>> without the e rap share as
a result which the development
for example, has had those types
of revenues to fund for the
housing program makes it
challenging what he was trying
to say in effect what we're
showing an outcome up to 20
years based on the developer
developing through 2020 having
identified fixed costs meaning
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in depth service and 100 percent
of the affordable housing.
>> my understanding that is
only $38 million; right?
>> $38 million.
>>>> the 5 year exception and
hope there will be left over
funds on the back ended totals
one plus millions is your honor,
certain and that is the most
optimistic if you know
sacramento didn't allow us to
call back e rap the most
optimistic we're talking about
one hundred maybe $90 million
gap I don't expect over the two
weeks our multiple agencies will
come to the board we have a
commitment to this gap we are
100 percent certain we'll fund I
was not expecting that today, I
guess I'm going to reframe that
a little bit I want guarantees
so I need something on the line
in order to moved whether bell
fulfill our affordable housing
obligation so that's not before
us I want to think about that I
don't want the development to
move forward where all the
market-rate development isinform nothing it put on the
line to make sure we fulfill the
gap the 22 phillips affordable
housing we fought for I
understand we're in a.
>> during the process that
treasure island underwent it was
a surprise as we were coming to
our final approval we moved to
the best case scenario and at
the time, construction costs
were lower and we were hopefully
that the state will provide an
exemption just so for treasure
island to call back e rap we
were not grand america's cup was
we were specifically left behind
they don't support treasure
island moving forward with the e
rap call back so I don't see us
getting that in this
administration but in the future
administration again a lot of
uncertainties I'm happy to move
forward with this level of
uncertainty I see the commitment
in the city to insure the
affordable housing but like to
see something put on the line a
debris to make sure we're not
building market-rate without the
affordable housing so I see
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supervisor peskin
I don't think there is going to
be unless thoughts on the
guarantees look like I'm going
to allow other members of the
board to comment.
>> I've heard your message and
we'll continue.
>> Mr. Beck he had a question
for you in light of is
supervisor kim's comment
you know one of the things we
hear on a regular basis in the
city why we can't build housing
has to do with with not having
access to lands a place to build
it commitments made cleaver for
a significant amount of
affordable housing on treasure
island can you explain to me you
know in light of the fact we do
now have the land to build I
know I guess promised in terms
of one thousand units of
affordable housing why are we
not figuring a better way based
on this agreement why is there
not more thoughtful and
collaboration with the mayor's
office of housing or 09
resources that we have at our
disposal to try to make sure
this housing is built in a more
timing manner.
>> we have been working with
the mayor's office of housing
and kate hartley from the office
so here today
but with working with them and
the other commitments currently
before the mayor's office we
laid out a framework between
2018 when our first parcels are
available and 2026 to fund the
first development of 7 parcels
with support from mohcd
including in their next year
budget including budget the
predevelopment fund by mohcd for
our first two parcels which will
be available to us in 2018 for
development that predevelopment
work allows us to go forward and
start the design
process
design and permitting process
for those to buildings
so we're working collaboratively
with mohcd and on how to close
the gap and the other thing as
we move forward it opens the
don't worry about as I mentioned
to start as we have sites
available to pursue funding
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sources that require
construction ready sites
in order to be eligible for
consideration we intend to
pursue in 2017 from the
affordable housing and the
sustainability developments as
well as suhr the h h p
support for the first project
which will be out the door a
source of shares the veterans
housing for the first project
but securing that commitment
requires us to be moving forward
and having sites ready for
construction.
>> okay. This clearly is a
length discussion and past 2:30
we have 32:30 accommodations
I'll ask the colleagues to hold
their questions or comments so
we can recognize a number of
individuals that we have here
today to how shall
so that they don't have to sit
through this lengthy confusion
even if bureaucratic drama with
that, I'll be one of the first
to do a 3:30 accommodation today
and so I'm going to ask
eric can to
come forward to say honored by
the board of supervisors welcome
come forward to the podium
please thank you for being here.
Colleagues I'm proud to
recognize every single can
introduce her with work with the
cool valley fair as organizer
for the pianist years hive
tirelessly worked to unite the
community and carry on the
fingerprinting year tradition by
bringing together local
businesses and artists and
schools and families the coal
valley fair is a loved tradition
I'm so happy to support that
fair year after year without the
dedication of people like every
single can it wouldn't be the
same and in addition to
organizing the coal valley fair
contributed to the valley as an
small business owner that
operates two training studios to
promote living and health and
safety exercise exercise as as
business owner the organer the
coal valley fair and the wife
and two children every single
can is a thank you for stepping
up and continuing to tradition
and what makes us a great city
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our great community fairs that
brings together so many members
of the community since you join
together and celebrate what they
don't see overtime as hard work
you are making the magic happen
and thank you for carrying on
the tradition so this tradition
so on behalf of the san
francisco board of supervisors
we commend you today.
>> thank you for your service.
>> thank you very much I want to
thank everyone especially
supervisor breed for helping
fund the city use that are
increasing us to run our local
street fair we keep the street
fair small intentionally a
great, great part of community
and very grateful so thank
you.
>> (Clapping.)
>> next an accomodation if
from supervisor avalos for
rebuilding together san
francisco.
>> thank you supervisor
President London breed
I'd like to call of staff from
rebuilding together.
>> so I'm very, very honored
to have worked all the years in
office with rebuilding together
they've been doing renovation
and repairs on single-family
homes all across san francisco
but particularly strong from
providing the support to figure
that deal with disability and
low income folks in the district
11 and especially 2, 3, 4 in my
omi we have a african-american
population that is diminishing
and helping the people in houses
and pass them on the the next
generation I have a participated
in rebuilding together events
and has been great to see the
bacon people's lives
theirs such a feeling of joy
that there houses and places
they inhabit will be where we
get around more easily and this
help pulling together is free
rebuilding is around since 1989
some of you might have
remembered it was called in
April and all those years
providing great care for people
all over the city I want to say
thaw grateful for your service
in district 11 especially in the
omi and thank you for your great
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work and present you with the
honor for your commitment to the
housing in san francisco thank
you very much.
>> (Clapping.)
>> thank you supervisor avalos
and everyone
john you wanted said it
perfectly we've been helping
seniors and people with
disabilities and low income
families stay in their homes for
27 years as supervisor kim said
the future of housing support is
unclear now
so I think that is more
important as ever that our
repairs that bring together
neighbors helping neighbors and
corporate organizations in san
francisco to support our work it
is more important than ever so
we really appreciate the
conformation.
>> thank you one thing I want
to mention in district 11 two
major community development
projects in these two
collaborate actives the omi
collaborative and valley kohlman
the former staff is now with the
adult protective services had to
leave the effort and that was a
huge impact had a huge impact on
district 11 those
collaborative's have resulted in
having grant making podiums that
is overseen by the residents
that allows the residents to
plan community projects like
murld and other promotions that
are parks and supporting our
corridor so thank you for that
tremendous effort as als and other promotions that
are parks and supporting our
corridor so thank you for that
tremendous effort as
well.
>> thank you rebuilding
together for all our amazing
work throughout the city and
county of san francisco
thank you so much
and with that, I'd like to for
the final conformation for today
I'd like to recognize supervisor
mar.
>> thank you, colleagues I'd
like to ask you to join me in
honoring the families for safe
streets and walk sf in their
efforts as we promote sunday
November two 20th as world day
remembrance so let me ask for
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jennifer for safe streets and
natalie to come forward I think
the model as an advocatecy
organization has used over the
past year or longer to develop a
development a develop a because
of survivors of traffic crashes
and victims' families to really
build a strong voice of mature
support and based organization
he that that transit
organizations no new york city
have uses the model it is time
for san francisco and the whole
region I'm appreciative in the
just san francisco but were a
regional model as well every
year as much of you here
1.2 million people are killed in
road crashes globally but 20
pedestrians we are killed in san
francisco and 75 pedestrians
were seriously injured in
crashes this is not acceptable
one of the graphs crossed out
accidents as a visual they're
preventable and calling not
traffic accidents but traffic
crashes and killings basically,
I think those are not just
staves but serious injuries and
loss of loved one to whole
communities I'm proud 24 effort
by walk sf but building the new
equity and using world
remembrance of traffic victims
is going on a memorial walk this
coming sunday I ask 16th street
of 445 to walk to city hall
where the building that be lit
yellow in commemoration of those
who passed its and the families
standing up to make our streets
safer and acknowledge that our
vision zero project we wouldn't
have vision zero without walk sf
and the families that are
advocating for safer streets I
really thank them for making
sure that san francisco is at
forefront of the nation on
vision zero and advancing our
work and walk sf is building a
regional bayview family for safe
streets that will pubically
launch on sunday afternoon the
families have lost loved ones
and injured themselves and want
to recognize to chief vision
zero the group that will be
leading the walk that will be
holding a having anyal at city
hall so is 12:30 u 3:30 to 5:30
at bart wear yellow clothing and
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hats and scarves if you want
more information walk sf.Org
we'll remember this sunday is is
a moment to annuity and city
enough is enough standing
together with victims and
survivors and family members
that know first hand the
emotional mental toll that is x
tracked by the traffic violence.
>> thank you supervisor yee who
couldn't be with us today, I
know last year, we joined the
world and supervisor kim and
others joined us thank you to
walk sf the vision zero
coalition and the world day
remembrance with that, let me
introduce family for safe
streets jen just and natalie
from walk sf.
>> (Clapping.)
>> hello, I'm representing not
only my mom who was seriously
injured by a chiropractor but
I'm here representing my family
members and friends and people
impacted by irresponsible action
by a driver one of the city's
most-this devastated my mom's
finances she suffered brain
injury in 2011 I'm here
threatening supervisor mar and
let you guys know to bring
together support to support
families that are impacted and
make changes for our streets to
make them safer out there thank
you.
>> (Clapping.)
>> thank you very much
supervisor mar for recognizing
the work that will be starting
with the family members they're
the real heroes they've dealt
with grief and volunteering
their time and energy to effect
the positive change is inspiring
glad to have jenny and to the
board of supervisors for
unanimously supporting vision
zero
thank you.
>> thank you for your service
and again, congratulations
okay. We'll return to our
agenda supervisor peskin would
you I'm sorry supervisor kim
were you done with your
questions okay supervisor peskin
thank you Madam President and
colleagues this is obviously
been going on for a long time if
we heart attack back to the days
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bill clinton was President And
military bases were closed all
around the united states
including many here in the bay
area in 1996 was the beginning
of the planning for the eventual
turnover of navy station
treasure island to the city and
county of san francisco at the
same time work began on the
hunters point shipyard which as
we know many parcels that
already been turned over to the
city
I became a member of the board
of supervisors in 2001 and we
undertook action on the 8 years
on the board including exactly
10 years ago this month when we
adopted the term sheet for the
development of treasure island
contaminate that was envisioned
to be thirty percent affordable
housing
yes, we didn't anticipate the
end of the redevelopment but
when the board in 2011 actively
adopted a project that was 2000
unit larger contaminate it was
reduced from thirty percent to
25 percent and I salute
supervisor kim that managed to
get that number theoretically
back up to 27.2 percent the
goalpost have yet to be thirty
percent if you compare this to
the hunters point shipyard we
have actively achieved that with
no funding gap the way the
project is very, very different
I'm concerned-I don't want to
do development for development
sake and make developers rich
the whole premise of that for
public benefits three hundred
acres of open space and some
2000 units of affordable housing
I'm absolutely prepared to vote
for it but I don't want to vote
foreperson for an enterprise
promise but triggers and if as
we think are all relatively
certain that some of the ideas
and I want to thank staff for
public health department them in
writing rather than available
ideas now before us in this 6
page memo prepared by director
and beck or 5 page memo tells us
what we know this is highly
unlikely political environment
the governor the great state of
california will take 12e7z away
to end development in the state
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of california I don't foresee
the 25.3 percent e rap and
relative to extending the life
of the ifd from 40 to 45 years
have yet to take action but not
limited to contacting our
lobbyists in 70 in sacramento
any staff contacted yesterday
other ideas we should discuss
and commit ourselves current
with committing ourselves to the
instrument before you today and
the infrastructure that
financing please be advised the
ringing of and use of cell
phones, that will be before us
presumably at the next meeting
and looking at the go down
authority one idea I shared with
the developers and some of
members of this board earlier
today is that if this board and
the developers and the mayor
were to commit ourselves to
moving forward with treasure
island ground to meet the gap
come our next general election
be
2018 or November of 2018 or
earlier should there be any
reason for a special election
that will be much more of a
guarantee than the long
implication of the ifd or having
the state legislative and the
governor of california do
something unlikely for a number
of years to provide that
redevelopment increment back to
this project I want to I want to
put that out there and I will
hope we can have a very quick
and sincere discussion about
committing ourselves to a go
down rather than saying we
general obligation bond rather
than saying we approved-we're
doing better on private land on,
on the mainland with
inclusionary housing law we're
doing better than that in many
cases and supervisor kim showed
you again and again in south of
market as pier 70 and in the
seawall lot I'm having trouble
saying yes to a project on land
that we>> thank you supervisor peskin
supervisor avalos.
>> thank you. I do have
concerns about the funding gap
although I'm prepared to vote
today
it would be good to have more
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time my biggest concerns we're
not able to call back that our
resources that in moh that go
through other be neighborhoods
can accumulate on treasure
island and deny other
neighborhoods around huge
development more affordable
housing to have the resources to
do so and I wasn't going to
speak again but supervisor
peskin mentioned a go bond made
me think we can't have a go bond
for treasure island a go bond
that includes will treasure
island but huge needs
around affordable housing and
reservoir and maximize the work
we're looking at my neighborhood
is looking at go bonds and
specifically at neighborhood
spread over the city for the
support if we're going to
focusing go bond dollars on
affordable housing it should be
geared to looking at places that
we have to develop not just the
housing itself but the
infrastructure for the
neighborhoods to be able to
thrive it is something we'll be
doing for treasure island and
things that are despite needed
to I imagine phil the reservoir
sites with the schlage lock and
other places we laid the ground
work for development.
>> thank you supervisor avalos
supervisor cowen.
>> thank you. I think that
conversation is very interesting
land use conversation and I'm
actually was going to touch on
some of the points that
supervisor avalos spoke to about
a go bond not narrowly tailored
for treasure island but
something opportunities there
that is larger we can wrap the
entire city like supervisor
avalos with the visitacion
valley is right more affordable
housing
we have some other funding gaps
as well I think about hope 6
projects
supervisor kim if anything you
May not have said that exactly
how much is the gap we're
talking about.
>> 22 to 23 millions.
>> 22.
>> the gap is roughly 200 and
$42 million.
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>> assuming mohcd is
$30 million commitment we'll put
into the resolution.
>> all right. I have no
future questions thank you very
much.
>> supervisor mar.
>> thank you, supervisor kim
for doing everything she can to
make up this very large gap it
supervisor peskin outlined
I want to thank kate hartley as
well for making up that
$30 million amount
and thank you to our corral ben
rosenfield and nadya and bob
beck for the documents you've
provided my colleagues and I are
censured concerned about the
likelihood on the state efforts
for e rap and to extend the ifd
for 5 years and other colleagues
mentioned the potential local
bonds and I also think there is
a commitment to treasure island
and I think that is critical
that we follow through but needs
of other districts my colleagues
mentioned it is important but a
commitment made to treasure
island in this development to
see strong affordability
the letter we received from
sherry the director of tihdi
emphasize the homeless and
veterans and project but the
charities with the mercy housing
is critical for treasure island
and the many families that and
people that currently live on
treasure island as well I'll be
supporting that and supporting
effort in the last few days a
few few of us sure we're living
up to the affordability but up
to the next board to share there
are bonds that move forward
their equitable looking at the
treasure island and thank you to
supervisor peskin for raising
the key concerns about this and
I shared those concerns we'll
work with kim and others to get
more clarity on what strategies
to make up this $20,082,000,000
gap we brought up today.
>> thank you supervisor mar
supervisor campos.
>> thank you Madam President I
know I came into the meeting
ready to support the items not
so sure maybe the kind of thing
I'll defer to supervisor kim as
the district supervisor in terms
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of how she wants to proceed
so with that, you know through
the chair I'll you know ask the
district supervisor for her
guidance on this.
>> thank you.
>> supervisor kim.
>> thank you
colleagues
first of all, in my questioning
he didn't take the time to
appreciate the work that at the
end of the day the mayor's
office of economic workforce
development and the controller's
office was able to do over the
last few weeks in project by
project the potential funds that
will help us close this
initially 200 and 74 now 200 and
$40 million gap I'm hopeful that
the prospects we'll be able to
build this to completion I'm
looking for is some type of
guarantee that will help link
the affordable housing
production leader to our
market-rate housing production
in many ways similar to what we
do when we allow the developers
to offsite their affordable
housing I want to take a little
bit more time we have this
hearing coming before the board
I'll ask we move this to later
on in the board agenda and come
up with other-and I want to
acknowledge the work I'm
appreciative we wouldn't come if
a place to guarantee the funding
but like to see a little bit
more closure to guarantee this
commitment that happen down the
street.
>> for clarity supervisor kim
we've move on with the agenda.
>> take 2 at a later time.
>> thank you
with that, it is not 3 o'clock
we have two, 3:00 P.M. Special
orders
it is my understanding that one
of those 3:00 P.M. Special
orders will be continued
so I'm going to call the items
39 through 42 first
items 39 through 42 comprise the
special order public hearings of
persons in the puc with approval
of 3 units of new construction
on alhambra street dated 2016
items 40 to 44 the 340gs
associated with the public
hearings.
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>> supervisor farrell.
>> thank you supervisor
President London breed
colleagues we've been working
with the parties involved here
and gotten everyone to eyes and
ears and go to work out the
remaining issues make a motion
to continue those items to
December 6th.
>> supervisor farrell has made
a motion to continue this item
to December 6th seconded by
supervisor cowen and before we
take a vote on this item any
public comment on the
continuance seeing none, public
comment is closed.
Madam Clerk on the motion to
continue colleagues colleagues,
can we take that same house,
same call?
-roll call.
>> okay.
>> Mr. Gibner.
>> john gibner, deputy city
attorney.
Are for the record the board is
continuing the item holding it
on for further public comment
when the item is heard at the
board.
>> just to be clear the public
comment was on for the specific
continuance.
>> right when there is a
tentative map like this we're
required to open public comment
and hold it on so there can be
additional public comment at
future meetings
just to be clear he had only
asked for public comment on the
continuance and not public
comment on the temper say is
that appropriate.
>> I'll suggest welcoming
public comment a map appeal I
don't know if anyone was here to
speak on the item itself.
>> thank you for that clarity
any public comment?
Who is here to specifically
speak on the item please come
forward we've hold public
comment open for the continuance
as well seeing none, public
comment is closed.
Madam Clerk on the continuance
leaving public comment held open
for this particular hearing same
house, same call?
This will be continued to
December 6, 2016.
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>> Madam Clerk please call
items 35 through 38.
>> items 35 through 38
comprise the special order at
the 3:00 P.M. For a public
hearing for interested persons
suggesting to a depreciation of
exemption in environmental
impact under the california
environmental quality act issued
as a community plan exemption by
the planning department on
July 12, 2016, and approved by
the planning commission on
August 2016 the proposed project
located at 1515 south van ness
to allow demolition of an
existing building and new
construction of 55 at all 5 to 6
residential uses and item 36 to
confirm the planning department
and item 37 to reverse the
determination and next the
appropriation related to a board
disapproval for the plan
exemption depreciation.
>> colleagues before us an
appeal for a project on south
van ness avenue for this hearing
item number 35 we will be
considering whether to approve
the planning commission
determination that the project
at 1515 south van ness avenue is
exempt from further
environmental review under a
community plan exemption
without objection we will
precede as following up to 10
minutes for presentation by the
appellant or the appellants
representative up to two minutes
in support of appeal, up to 10
minutes for a presentation for
the city departments and 10
minutes for the project sponsor
or the representative up to 2
minutes in opposition of
speakers for the appeal and
finally 3 minutes for rebuttal
for the appellant or appellants
representative please note if
you're here to speak on the 1515
south van ness appeal now will
be the time to do so with that,
I'd like to recognize supervisor
campos.
>> thank you very much
Madam President
without budget committee lashing
the appeal I just want to take
the opportunity to thank the
appellant as well as the project
sponsors we encourage folks on
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both sides of this project to
sit down and have a conversation
about a possible settlement we
provided the space for that to
happen I want to thank the
parties for doing that
unfortunately, there was no
resolution that was reached no
settlement that was agreed upon
so with that, I would simply say
thank you and if we can
proceeded to a hearing of the
appeal thank you.
>> okay. And at this time,
I'd like to recognize the
appellant and ask them to please
come forward for their
presentation.
>> good afternoon. I'm scott
weaver for the coordinate latino
counsel we can't look at this
project as in a bubble for in
isolation from everything else
that is happening in the mission
one and 20 household from this
project and 2000 households in
proposed projects in the mission
will move to the mission
and with them they'll bring
their high incomes earning 3 to
four times what current resident
earn and their disposal income
after taxed and rent will exceed
the income of resident before
taxed
and before rent
so let's look at what happened
to van ness street with in
development and some in the
pipeline or mission street
24/721st and 22 where the
project is that buck is
completely gunmen if I had on
van ness street our $6 can you
sanity or a meal up to one
percent and fancy clothes and
spend a lot of money for a had
been those are not the kind of
businesses that belong in the
district the kind of
gentrification is the beginning
what is to come is an overwhelm
economic force it will change
the faced of the mission and of
the cayuga coordinate strict and
ceqa requires we study the
cumulative impacts of projects
that have been approved and have
been built that are at least
projects
in the pipeline
and so at a minimum we have to
look and see there that there is
clearly a threat in the morning
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2000 units that are currently in
the pipeline
I have a graphic here can I have
the overhead?
There we go.
>> those red dots represent
proposed projects right now
there are-thank you.
>> right now thorough
approximately, six 5 we don't
have all of them down we haven't
automobile the information from
the planning department but as
you can see tare concentrated
into two vibrant centers of
latino culture and activity
the mission is in trouble
we're witnessing development
that is far beyond that which
was envisioned in the eastern
neighborhoods plan
in the eir
as of February of this year
according to the planning
department there were 24 hundred
plus unit built entitled or
under environmental review in
the mission the preferred
project being 16 hundred 96 that
means we've gone 50 percent over
the preferred project and the
total number the largest number
in the eir was 200054 unit we're
above that as well and we are
only halfway through the eastern
neighborhoods program
that program was supposed to
last if 2008 to 2025 the
development is happening twice
as fast as we anticipated
and the diversity of housing in
the eastern neighborhoods in
terms of affordability, versus
luxurious housing is out of
kilter
partly was of the rapid pace of
development
so this should give us could you
say causing to revisit at least
some of the elements of the
planned eir
especially where with respect to
the displacement and community
benefits we have goals of
maintaining the vibrancy of our
businesses we need to buckle up
on that things are happening
much faster than anticipated
and in the small 5 by 4 block
area that constitutes the cayuga
coordinate 6 hundred and 50 lurk
unit are at or nearing
entitlement more on the way one
and 82 projections we're not
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counting on 15 and south van
ness another project on 24 and
shot well and 3 on the corner of
22 and mission
this board of supervisors
established the latino culture
district in 2014 and established
at the ding graphic area and in
admits resolution the board
noted in the whereas sections a
long history in the latino
culture district
and it memorialized 2 as
richness of entrepreneurship is
unrivaled and the district was
established to establish to the
stabilize the displacement of
latino businesses and residents
and to preserve the quatro for
the commerce and enhance its
unique nature well with the one
slough of all this development
and more to come what is at risk
in terms of cultural viability
vibrancy of economic opportunity
for latinos
and how can we mitigate those
risks before it is good late
when a business moved a resident
moves out that's it in their not
coming back so for more than a
year we've suicide the city to
answer those questions
nothing
the city has said not a ceqa
issue they're wrong on a number
of counts
I don't know how thoroughly you
were able to review the briefing
that I gave you but the subject
of ceqa review under the
holdings of barks field that was
highlighted the assistant brief
was discussed and barker's field
it is progeny stood for the
individually a or cumulatively
cause-the replacement of mom
and pop's businesses with high
ended biz businesses held by,
llc corporation is such a
physical change agreed or we're
not talking about urban decay in
the classic sense bakersfield.
>> we're talking about the
conditions contrary to this city
designated for the district
bakers field is on all for us
and I've not heard a response
and second it is of historic
value in my brief on page 9 is
not necessary you have an actual
historical designation to where
historical value under ceqa the
quatro district meets the
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qualification of having historic
value and third the displacement
of businesses nonprofits and
residents will result in reverse
commutes which will change
patterns of traffic, parking,
transportation and additional
green houses and those matters
were not discussed not discussed
in the eir.
>> also a ceqa issue is that
things changed dramatically
since the internal revenue
prices are you will stepping and
at least counts for the rapid
rise in the number of
development twice that of that
was anticipated
and community benefits have not
kept pace with that
something that was appointment
by the eastern neighborhoods
comment advisory council the
lack of affordable housing is
recognized finally there is the
ininconsistent with the stated
goals of eastern neighborhoods
plan and the general plan plan
that includes the preservation
for our neighborhoods and for
the provision of affordable
housing.
>> so the cumulative impacts of
this project and the others
mentioned threaten those goals
and an elevation of those
impacts in establishing
effective mitigation measures is
imperative we're asking that you
tell the planning department to
do its job
tell the planning department to
analyze the impacts this massive
and sudden even market-rate has
on the quatro district and other
cultural we have and to develop
mitigation will will blunt those
impacts siding for the past
year.
>> thank you very much
supervisor campos.
>> thank you Madam President
if I May ask Mr. Weaver to come
back I want to ask you a
question Mr. Weaver something
I'd like to ask you to expand on
if I May the question of how the
existence of the latino cultural
district sort of expands on the
analysis that the discussion
that had in the prior hearing
here we have on the bryan
project so can be expand a
little bit more on that how the
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existence of this cultural
district impacts the ceqa
analysis here that's the point
you made I want to make sure we
have a full understanding of
what you're argument is on that.
>> well boring o borrowing
from bakersfield.
>> it is designated as
something special and it is and
therefore the impacts on this
area are different and will have
to be looked at definitely than
they would in the eastern
neighborhoods as a whole it is a
very small area geographical but
dense in terms of the culture
vital outlet and the residences
and businesses the city hesitate
sought to protect with the bryan
street project that was not in
the district itself through we
believe will have an impact on
the district this project is in
the district itself
and will definitely have a
direct an impact it is right
through and bringing people into
the area that have higher
incomes we don't budget
committee little people for
earning a lot of money but it
result in change in the
community in the physical
structure of a community
storefronts will be different
we're going to see instead of
what we see as 24th street
street more of what we see as we
go down van ness street i
pointed out in any brief that
one of the big concerns that the
latin cultural district council
expressed during the community
dwaement the quote van nesstion
of the cultural district and
your seeing that happening and
we're not saying that
gentrification didn't happen on
hits own accord but it
market-rate housing development
on the scale is going to have an
accelerating effect and put
jurisdiction into hyper
gentrification that is a kind of
a physical impact on the
environment we firmly believe
that the bakersfield case talked
about
thank you very much.
>> thank you and now I'd like to
open this item up to those who
are interested in purporting the
appeal if you're here to speak
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during public comment
specifically for support of this
appeal please come forward now
you'll have up to 2 minutes
each.
>> first speaker please.
Ma'am, come forward.
>> hello, everybody I'm sharon
on artist in the mission and I
usually speak from my heart but
today, I felt I had to read
something
we are at this crisis in our
nation; right?
This election has been
devastating I assume for most of
the people in the room
and it is also prove that
corporations are actually
conceding in transforming our
citizens into consumers to our
quite easy duped they've been
wiping out villages and main
streets for strip malls and box
stores across the country so,
now too many americans are
isolated what with their
communities destroyed they've
mistaken a billionaire for a
safer but not only that loud a
predator it is our elected
officials
turning a blind eye and that
concentration of power and
wealth is replicated here in our
city it is destroying san
francisco's community
san francisco is a small city
but until now if is always been
a beige beagle and outspoken and
speaking truth to power where we
were we before this election
we're putting our energy here
struggling with you our
supervisors we've been
struggling to keep our homes and
businesses here
when you been approving those
corporate proposals and refusing
to demand an environmental
impact statement we're working
against becoming at monocultural
city filed with closed offices
and luxury development
>> thank you very much ma'am,
thank you.
>> thank you
we have other speakers, too, we
have to give everyone the same
amount of time thank you.
>> we hear you thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> good afternoon
mary aliza speaking as a
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concerned citizen
we support the appeal of the eir
exemption for the project
because we believe the eir was
inadequate and seriously flawed
because based on outdated
information a few cases are
going forward in courts that
upheld some of the issues the
pace of high-end housing has out
paced san francisco with saviors
-families that project pursue
importantly will replace 35
thousand pdr businesses with 4
thousand square feet of trade
shop that is doesn't appear to
meet the new replacement
requirements removal of pdrs
businesses has resulted in an
uptick of traffic as the
construction workers and others
are forced to drive into the
city they formally resided in a
serious shortage of plain
scribbled trained people will
add to the cost I personally am
great deal dealing with that it
is hard to get work done on any
kind of work done in the city on
your property
have you heard here's a chance
to send back a project to
demands improvement to meet the
standards please send a message
that voters can expect more from
officials than rubber stamping
thank you for your time and
consideration and I'll leave you
with copies thank you.
>> thank you very much
>> next speaker, please.
>> we'll have someone take
them thank you.
>> hello good afternoon
I'd like to echo the sent times
of the first speaker a critical
time in our country and san
francisco is being threatened
with the funding for sanitary
cities to be taken away that
will take a tremendous amount of
courage on behalf of all of us
to keep san francisco's soul and
spirit alive
I would like to say that I don't
think any of you in good
conscious consider the eastern
neighborhoods eir adequate it is
obsolete and clearly so all I'm
asking is is an eir for this
project that will show the
effects it is having on the
communities and also the cayuga
latino district
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supervisor President London
breed you were recently quoted
supervisor President London
breed?
You remember recently quoted
eyes and ears as saying yes, we
need to abide by the laws but we
need to be creative in
interpreting them
so the original intention as
serviced o served none in the
room can say the eir is
fulfilling the original
intentions of the ceqa law
it is meant to protect the
quality of life in our city and
our community and it is both
lazy and unconscionable you'll
go ahead and allow the eastern
neighborhoods eir to stand as
sufficient
but things have changed since
then are outstanding I beg of
you to please look at a way for
once interpret our laws in favor
of the people and the heart and
soul of the city I've seen many
times the trespasser through the
developers that can't continue
thank you
>> thank you very much.
>> next speaker, please.
>> (Clapping.)
>> Madam President prosecute
the next speaker I'll get a
gentle reminder to the public
you'll please direct our remarks
to the board and not individual
supervisors that neither
applause but you're welcome to
use our supportive fingers thank
you.
>> thank you, Madam Clerk.
>> next speaker, please.
>> hi, I'm susan a parent of a
child that attends school in the
mission and small business owner
woman and I struggled with what
to say today because I know
nothing will change our minds
and the project will be approved
I just want to emphasize that
the eastern neighborhoods plan
is why did
outdated it is disheartening
as the member of a citizen of
san francisco to continually
come before the board and the
planning commission and to have
you all act like our hands are
tied we can't do anything ceqa
didn't allow us to do anything
the eastern neighborhoods plan
not allowing us to do anything
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figure out how to protect the
mission
>> (Clapping.)
>> it is a cultural gem not
only in this decide but were in
the united states
it is being destroyed bit by bit
being destroyed I went to a
theatre over the weekends in a
few years we've not have 3 kind
of thing anymore and san
francisco has to be a city that
has a neighborhood where low
income brown latino people of
color can live you guys are
putting another nail in the cost
I think I'm tired of hearing
there is nothing else you can
do.
>> thank you very much.
>> next speaker, please.
>> hello my name is louie want
to address you the board as a 40
year homeowner and in the
mission and someone whose family
is back to the 1920s in the
mission I'm is an artist and
affirm maker and teacher at the
city college campus in the
mission district
and as a teacher and as an
artist I have had a lot of
contact with many of the young
artists that live in the
neighborhood I've met as well as
the older artists that have been
here so-I'm fortunate because
I was able to buy a house many
years ago, I was able to afford
it not now but many of my
friends and colleagues and
artists have been force-out in
the last years and want to say
something the mission is
misrepresent cultural multi
ethic it is wonderful as a
latino neighborhood I want to
preserve that but includes
people of all ethic nights
nicities and
all.
>> the first bunch of people I
saw leave in 2008, 9, needing
we're losing the young artists a
cultural distinct you can't have
a cultural district without
workers and artists and some of
whom I taught at city college
are the first ones I say leaving
we want to say I want to support
the housing projects in the
mission and that particular one
it is apt to have an
environmental review the
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environment includes the whole
neighborhood and what is it made
up of to have artists in the
mission we need affordable
housing I'd like to see more
affordable housing as part of
this project thank you very
much.
>> thank you
next speaker, please.
>> good afternoon. My name is
tor I think I'm speaking today
against the proposed development
ann at 115 south van ness as
long as the intent task mess and
urging a real environmental
review I believe there are a lot
of unmitigated environmental
impacts related to
gentrification when people are
displaced through the racist
developers former residents have
to commute longer thus making
air pollution that will displace
how many other hours and a
racism elaborate the dimpling of
condemns in the brown and black
neighborhoods causing asthma and
the pooechlz the traffic
inclusion impacts across the
region will hurt people of color
the most and as a white person I
must
out against racism please stop
this of the-until we know
about the invasive species known
eased white people thank you,
thank you very much>> I.
Religious lived in the migration
mixing as a renter for 40 years
all I'm asking is to accept our
appeal for deep environmental
impact of the lennar's proposal
for 1515 south van ness how, how
to looks like the mission
district this development is
mostly market-rate will ramp up
the devastation by displacement
due to eviction and crippling
latino families and
african-american and people with
disabilities we despite as you
May know for real affordable
housing not token amounts in in
addition to the luxury housing
on neighborhood the issue of
lennar's history of lack of
transparency and unsafe
practices how can you accept
lennar's proposal in the mission
the federal government federal
government has stopped transfers
of land in bayview hunters point
that at the time are tech showed
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false reports I'm sure you know
from nbc reports people in
bayview hunters point have
default with saviors heart and
soul issues with breast cancer
and for fraudulent soil samples
they continue to lobby for more
contract and get those contracts
lennar has been instrumental in
the displacement of community
and bayview hunters point la and
vallejo is planning to conquer
treasure island again, the issue
of radioactive soil and the
mission bringing action and
other groups are extensive
experience and knowledge of
lennar's history please listen
to them I'm requesting viral
studies of 115 van ness with a
tanering with lead and hyde car
bones and petroleum the people
of bayview hunters point will
continue to support each other
in their efforts to keep our
community safe and prevent the
sale of the city to the highest
bidder thank you.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> good afternoon, supervisors
marie actually, I'm here
representing green action but
more I'm here to remind you of
the great catastrophe in bayview
you allotted those projects and
many of the folks died in one
year over 8 who diet in one
particular area on any block 8
men that died from cancer
setting that aside bayview used
to be a community of family you
use the word affordable look
that up and who is it affordable
to not to myself or my children
who working hard their renting
34 houses they should be
ownership what you do here today
to me it is-if I pass this if
you overlook all the crisis and
pleas of the mission you've
condiment san francisco to a
fate that is horrible so no
longer be a families here
especially families that look
like you and I we're a mixture
vital any family because we're
all different sizes and shapes
and colors and you'll suffering
from the same thing the lack of
support from the folks we
elected to support us
so I'm asking you know that will
not do any good half of you made
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up your minds but understand
we've not stand idly but if
there is nothing you'll hear our
cries and anger and frustration
trust me you'll hear from us
again.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> so I see scott wiener is
not here he's getting his robe
realternated and supervisor
farrell is pulling out his
planned robe and supervisor tang
is not wearing hers I've assert
here time and time again, when
people disregard and dishumanize
brown people your black or white
or asian you're a bigot a
racist, as much as donald trump
and his right meow fascist are
too but you have a black or
asian face and so you get to say
you're not a bigot and don't
hate mexico's but everything in
our career say screw you before
people
because my power is more
important than our lies than our
children than our sanity than
your health your anatomy anatomy
vial humans
that have a political desire and
you all who ever out our life
and vote until the last latino
is in the mission is forcefully
removed you don't give a damn
our self-steward who cares
res.
>> I say you listen and don't
nothing shame on you for having
hard working people that happen
to be brown and talk with an
accent that don't put money do
our coffers you don't give a
damn shame on you for your
bigotry.
>> thank you very much.
>> next speaker, please.
>> my name is tom ray a nature
san franciscan and lived in the
mission the housing development
is helping the housing crisis
and with half the newly built
condo is owned by absentee
owners living outside of san
francisco their second homes
check your own tax assessors
office this is the truth those
luxury units are not affordable
to the middle-income first
responders the police, teachers
city workers construction
workers and even many tax
workers can't afford cultural
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question have built one and 20
percent above had is needed san
francisco has a condo with
massive industry and according
to the san francisco business
times they've agreed we have too
much the studies will have more
housing units are needed to
offset the market-rate
development the university of
california has done extensive
studies on displacement and
gentrification in the mission
don't you even read and study
those studies
those studies exhibit real facts
on the effects of luxury housing
development
since the 22 luxury developments
sites in the mission are public
real estate interests and
developers have been moving in
and iranians the rent and
environmental impact people and
businesses at an incredible rate
so the compassionate to make a
killing financially before their
built currently there are one
and 50 to one plus evictions a
month in the mission how can you
justify three hundred housing
units and displacing and
evicting 5 thousand people and
businesses out of the mission
both within 5 years
urge current policy of build
build build luxury>> thank you very much
thank you sir, thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> hi, my name is mary
sorenson with the quatro that is
the real david and go litigate
mission with the protecting d on
one does the developer with a
nation wide reputation seeking
yet to add a building that is
brand on the other side is the
community to rankle e remain
it's soul and community quite
frankly if san francisco the
community is losing quite a bit
not just in the mission the fact
that the mission-the mission
is losing our identity yes, we
were allowed to create a
cultural corridor I say thank
you but the fact is that
corridor has no teeth no skin in
the game we're there in name
only and nothing we can do about
that building is continuing at a
horrifying pace thanks to
backroom deals if you think that
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is a harsh thing to say I have
two words millennium tower
this is a town you search
warrant to pay to play the
community will always lose and
the developers will make hefty
contributions to causes and
candidates and the developers
always win
so I ask you, please the eir is
important sends this back we
don't need this building in our
neighborhood as proven over and
over again, we need affordable
housing we don't need more
high-end luxury units thank you.
>>
>> next speaker, please.
>> good afternoon eric brooks
sf green party/our city/sf clean
energy advocates.
I just want to oppose the
approval of this and suggest to
you and ask you to dig deeper to
realize the past actions of that
corps that will be approved to
go forward under this eir
approval would need to be
considered in regards to the
environmental impact we have a
corporation that has global
corporation nation wide is
involved heavy in the sub prime
loan market scandals in san
francisco and other parts of
california has repeatedly made
promises and nothing on the
promises after making them and
repeatedly gotten you all to
approve things like that and
spent millions of going to the
ballot a change the conditions
of what you approved when you
have a corporation of a history
of going to the ballot to change
the conditions you need to
consider that in the
environmental impact our
considering because we are
talking about a corporation on
that to gentrify and that
totally changes the game awards
to what our looking and the
history we all know of repeated
health violations in
construction being nuclear and
radioactive wastes and how
building and properly monitor
asbestos this is a corporation a
bad actor and that applies to
our view and consider all those
things recently a contractor
overseeing those lapd's for this
same company for the navy
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potentially would leverage with
this company covered up the
extent of the nuclear waste what
will it do in the mission please
reject this.
>> thank you very much
>> next speaker, please.
>> hi, I'm here to oppose this
development I've been in the
mission for thirty years I'm an
artist and curator and worked on
and off at different times in
bayview hunters point in
remedial education and in the
mission as well
so I know lennar my studio spice
e space is in bayview I've
watched lennar in the wloif it
is horrendous when I saw that it
was lennar development pending
right off of 24th street it is
last week, a double insult I
felt I had to come down here I'm
sure there is a lot of money on
the other side I felt I had to
be part of conscious of this
city and speak on behalf of as
one member of the arts community
that is mostly living in oakland
I mean, we're all leaving our
musicians and artists come in
and place shows they're not
living here anymore if this
development is allowed to go
through managed by this criminal
company corporation it is really
like a tip point for the mission
people can't bear it we can't
bear luxury apartment and condos
being built right posed on
cayuga 24 it is unacceptable
there has to be ways this board
has proposed developments thank
you.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> hi supervisor breed I'm
suzy those burn my husband and I
own glass key photo in the lower
hate I'm here because I think
this development I'm opposed to
this development and building
that is a gunmen fir and
entrifier and justwe have a mom and pop business
you're losing our middle-class
I'm parted of middle-class and
gentrification is a health issue
a huge problem in the city
written in the health board
rules that gentrification is a
problem
exist diversity is important for
any community and if you keep
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envoy a green light it is bad
for those displaced left behind
if stressful to think you'll
losses our business and house as
apartment please does not let
this development go through.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> I live a half block away
from in development as I speak
the majority of people on my
block that didn't know what is
going on every time demonstrates
on the corner they'll ask me
what is going on because lennar
did a very, very poor outreach
to those neighbors around
I also want to share about a
month ago so there will be a low
low income for senior
development 26 shot well about a
month ago I went to a meeting
the same group of neighbors that
are supporting this development
showed up they have issues with
that low income development and
pretty much their agreed the
shadow and the parking they
argued everything and every
single point was debunk not that
I recall one lost her cool we
have a high concentration of low
income people around us I want
to be clear regardless of what
lakeshore says there's a very
clear and I'm right there I'm
half a block away that there
impact my life directly the
traffic will be worse everything
will be worse I want to be clear
there is discriminatory and
racist on the development itself
and again, I live in the 14
hundred block from van ness half
a block my life will be directly
impacted and the neighbors are
not aware of what is going on.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> (Clapping.)
>> good afternoon as we saw in
the last election bigotry and
racism is rampant in the cry and
10 percent of san franciscans
voted for trump that entire
platform of racism the rest of
us in san francisco have to take
a stand to protect our neighbors
to be good allies and to stand
up for immigrants undertook
attack our facebook are full the
solidarity message in support of
immigrant that's all talk how
better to walk the walk how can
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we do better to protect the
latino district and walk the
walk to protect the commission
mission and the community
members please support this
appeal Mr. Weaver gave you the
legal basis to get an actual eir
to see the impacts instead of
using an antiquated one I've
lived in the mission since 1984
I'm a homeowner but were we
don't all-I moved to the
mission especially to be a
community where kids make art
mural I'm happy to see that
lennar will go all union that's
huge but few of the union
members will be able to live in
the, they build to protect the
latino cultural district we have
asked lennar to follow the prop
k with 33 percent of the unit to
be affordable which breakdown to
25 percent of-for working
families that is not
unremarkable to provide a
quarter of units for the
working-class families that live
in the mix 8 percent for the
middle-class that is going away
and still get two-thirds for our
profit base and our wraeshthd
anything else will demate the
latino loovrn has done enough>> thank you very much thank
you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> hi my name is alisha a
counselor with the human rights
community I was born and raised
in the mission district the
mission street mission district
is in a crisis gentrification
displacement, eviction enough is
enough
we're you are bringing a
stranger to our community lennar
is a stranger
they're coming here to build
luxury development
and we're saying that's okay;
right?
No, it's not okay
what do we want one percent
affordable housing
we want to support a project
that gentrifies the latino
cultural district you are by and
large our decision eir this was
created in 2008, 8 years from
today, there are so many things
that happened in 8 years are
term limitations; right? The
mission has grown so much in 8
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years
the rents have skyrocketed and
so many things happen in 8 years
and take into account on eir
what is that going to happen
we're not living in did past but
the present so many people have
been displaced and forced to
move out of the city how can you
invite a multi corporation like
lennar to take over the mission
to take over bayview? How can
you think that is okay. That's
not okay enough is enough
>> (Speaking foreign language.)
>> thank you very much.
>> next speaker, please.
>> ladies and gentlemen, I'm
john along with erica I'm one of
the co-founders of the latino
cultural district I would be the
founder no and did I think when
that came through I'd, homeless
but the fact that annabel was my
neighbor next door and the
cottage the lived in and the
alley I take care of I'm no
longer there because as long as
lennar came in greedy landlords
went from nine hundred to 45
hundred in less than months that
was 11 months ago I'm still
homeless am I crying and asking
for help I'm out here fighting
for my community all kinds of
documents that show what is
happening in the mission no one
is asking you some of us are
looking at us because this is
not right or that is not right
one of the supervisors made a
comment about a website and made
fun of it like all we want is
respect to be heard to be at the
table to be at the table where
decisions in our lives are made
I don't know if this is true the
mapping project 8 thousand
latinos from my neighborhood is
gone I know that to be true when
is this going to stop.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> I'm an sro collaborative
and oppose the building on van
ness until higher standards more
affordable housing I opts that
the first reason so important
because just now there has been
a person appointed to head the
epa yet we're skipping the eir
is not mangy understand that
construction workers they you
know we all need jobs to survive
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but if we build housing it is
providing jobs and at
market-rate housing levels those
people who would move into that
they don't need our help they
can move wherever people with
can afford market-rate we need
to build affordable housing
those people don't have an
agency thank you.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> hi good afternoon. I'm a
415 inconsistent born organizer
the mission statement of this
body reads as follows: the board
of supervisors respond to the
needs of the people
of the city and county of san
francisco respond to the needs
of people
the mission statement of the
board of supervisors
of you last I checked we don't
need anymore gentrification
we don't need more displacement
you already know what is
happening out there you already
know the inherent classes that
exist one luxury development
the question remains, however,
what you are going to do about
that when are you going to craw
draw a line in the said.
>>and say this is where we stop
and shift if caring about money
interests to the interests of
the people of the city
how much gentrification needs to
happen until you say enough will
you ever say enough how many of
us and the businesses we
frequent will be forcefully
pushed out by your inaction
yesterday at our you think it's
gathering you said san francisco
will remain a sanctuary city if
you keep up this not much places
for people to afford you stress
the importance of being
inclusive north yet approve
projects
conflicting for the well-off I
understand this is what you're
used to for the projects meet
the crepe you'll pass that that
is not working look at the
situation outside people can't
afford to live here people are
suffering all you do is allow
the luxury vemdz developments in
the city this need to stop today
>> (Clapping.)
>> >> thank you.
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>> next speaker, please.
>> sir before the next speaker
I'll remind the public applause
is prohibited by the board rules
you're welcome to use the
supportive fingers thank you.
>> thank you. I'm terry I'm a
member of the sro collaborative
he oppose the intent task mess
on south van ness and like to
say we need more affordable
housing for the needs of low
income and the homeless
population which is over 6
thousand people
the environmental impact report
is insufficient it and take into
account the impact of the
displacement which is a social
economic impact
this also effects me and the
people in any community because
of the homeless plight is dire
and the affairs not enough
affordable housing I don't
support the project the titanic
on south van ness more housing
for the rich and have no
consideration for the
displacement or the
gentrification
thank you very much.
>> thank you, sir.
>> next speaker, please.
>> hi, I'm diana ma'am, move
the microphone so we can hear.
>> you you're welcome I'm
diane with the mission sro
collaborative a project with the
lower street services I'm here
to oppose the titanic on south
van ness the proposed project is
not reportable people will be
unable to afford the rents the
developers are proposing a small
amount of below-market-rate
housing and those market rents
will be too high for the
existing communities thank you.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>>
.
>> (Speaking foreign language.)
>> you're welcome to use the
other microphone.
>> my name is lori live in the
mission and instead of building
the luxury condominiums invest
in building affordable housing.
>> (Speaking foreign language.)
>> we are living in worse
conditions a month ago I was
physically assaulted going into
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any home.
>> (Speaking foreign language.)
>> we need you to build
affordable housing for everyone
on the streets to be able to
have a place to live.
>> (Speaking foreign language.)
>> supervisor campos knows
where I live he came to visit me
knows I live in a home my room
is also my bedroom, my living
room and kitchen.
>> (Speaking foreign language.)
>> I know I'm okay now I have a
roof over my head where I live.
>> (Speaking foreign language.)
>> but instead of building
luxurious housing worry about
building homes for people that
actually need it.
>> (Speaking foreign language.)
>> I think that you would not
be happy to see all the things
we see in front of our homes.
>> (Speaking foreign language.)
>> thank you very much.
>> thank you, ma'am.
>> next speaker, please.
>> hello good afternoon. My
name is diana martini with the
sro collaborative a program of
the lower street community
services I'm here to speak out
against the 115 south van ness
development
it is just one more of many,
many market-rate development
that will further drive up
prices and cost of living and
make that more importantly
difficult for tenants to survive
in the mission district
we work with a lot of sro
tenants in the mission area and
in doing outreach for the past
few years I've seen very high
rate of diminished sro unit
their illegally converted for
tourists or flipped into micro
luxury units this is a serious
problem as you May know there is
hardly any options for low
income people in san francisco
I'd like to use an e of the
hotel on 29 and mission that was
a disaster tenants were getting
illegal eviction flosses and the
landlords were trying to push
out the tenants this is a
sunlight of the really expensive
condo bus landlord see how much
they can get for even the
tiniest unit and what is
happening people are becoming
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homeless, they're living on the
streets and uscf not enough
space in the shelters in the
city this project will further
drive up the gentrification in
san francisco
and what we need to do is highly
prioritize affordable housing
not just affordable but low
income housing for the community
thank you.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> can I have the overhead?
Please.
Sfgovtv please.
Yes tom gilberty how about heath
equilibrium he versus the real
estate developers profits
environmental impact report need
to concern be concerned with the
people that live in the
neighborhood
so here we're go to start how
about we start at the bottom and
then go up
the bottom 20 percent of this
housing unit specific needs
ellis acted affordable homes of
veterans graduated foster kids
and seniors who out would their
resources
disabled section 8 veterans less
of itself 20 percent
how about the next 20 percent if
you're a teacher or fire or muni
employee city roads sewer muni
driver how about dedicated for
the 20 percent
okay 4re9s go 5 percent thirty
years san francisco resident 65
or older you can move from our
home into 5 percent of those
units
let's go a little bit above that
15 percent 20-year resident in
the local zip code if you lived
in the local zip code for 20
years those are dedicated unit
for you not pefshl but dedicated
let's go up against the next 10
percent 50 year local zip codes
65 or older we're moving our
seniors into some homes and from
the local environment from the
local zip codes and then the top
thirty percent where do we get
open market-rate let everybody
move in that creates a motion in
the neighborhood.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> hi, my name is julian I'm
an organizer with the community
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group and the in the last 6
months we had at least three or
four members who have been
evicted in their homes from the
mission bernal that is active in
the group and can no longer go
to hearing like this those are
people regularly attend the
hearings and not going to be
able to testify about the impact
this project will have on their
neighborhood so I think that is
something we all want to keep in
mind all people that have
business to do in the city;
right? And when we are talking
about the environmental impact
of those projects we have to
think about the reverse commute;
right? There is a theory that
says you build dense that is
better for the environment to
the means more people on public
transportation but people have
to commute from concord and
richmond to their jobs in the
city it doesn't work out that
way
the second point I wanted to
make about lennar itself
now many supervisors backed
proposition organization to
allow lennar to exceed the limit
on office space built in the
city with not promise of jobs or
affordable housing in the
community sea before they even
made their honored their
contract to build avenue in the
hunters point community so my
question to you to this board is
if this whatnot the right time
to hold lennar accountability
what is you have a chance to do
that here to weigh the real
impacts on the human and
environmental toll this has I
urge you to do that thank you
very much.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> my name is rick hall the
mayor has reaffirmed that san
francisco it is sanitary city
for once I agree not only a
sanctuary we actively work to
attract them who am I talking
about the rick rich that
displaced the poor in the middle
the developers we invite to
caterer to the rich to displace
the poor and do middle
I'm sure out of looked at the
most egregious numbers we're
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offer condominium one and 50
percent of high income and
barely 50 percent of our
affordable target how can we
choose to ignore awhile we are
undermining the city by doing
what we are doing question
undermined the good pop policy
of prop m by allowing san
francisco to be the bedroom
community for visitacion valley
that displaces the rich in the
middle
and are you know and give more
in the last election to lennar
we will be a sanctuary city but
only for the undocumented rich.
(Laughter).
>> we are
and over 4 hundred and 50
businesses 60 percent are not in
the city I want to thank the I
see 5 supervisors even though
two of you guys are going out
maybe a good chance to
understand we need to have
updated the stories they have I
mean that is great you have
union jobs they say they will
provide by include the small
businesses contractor we have we
have every month we're lou
gehrig's disease two or three
small businesses in the city in
the mission district we need to
have a nonprofit over here with
a space that costs over $900 for
a democrat trying to have people
looking at entries no work they
can't afford is to so we are
that concludes my report.
The rest of or colleagues over
here you know we're each others
that need to make more studies
and support for small businesses
and show support for the
community thank you
>> thank you, sir.
>> next speaker, please.
>> and I'm a lawyer and
organizer for in 2015 to 2016
over 2000 evictions it took
place in san francisco
while we're not strong enough to
stop the progress you are strong
enough to say is that 25 percent
affordable housing is for the
sufficient but displacement from
projects like those the rent
board has done a lot but there
are holes in the protections and
the hole here is that rent only
the lower market-rate ones
evicted the legislative aide
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what raise that apartment to the
market-rate housing level
places such as these
incentivizes the landlord to
create the weather smallest
cause to go ahead and evict
tenants and 80 bring groves of
tenants to my organizations one
hundred affordable housing is
enforceable 25 percent is
sufficient I ask you to
reconsider thank you, thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> good afternoon, supervisors
I'm andy blue live in the
mission district
and I want to ask you what is
U.S. Bancorp reasonable about
this appeal
what is unreasonable about this
appeal appeal before you today
it is-is anyone in the room
on another side of the aisle
augural that the 50e6r789 is
relevant to the mission in 2016
I understand lots of community
input on the eastern
neighborhoods plan none believes
that plan is relevant and
community predict when is
happening to the mission more
predicted 45 uber or google
buses closing our streets the
eastern neighborhoods plan
called for 25 hundred units 2000
roughly unit by the beginning of
this year we exceeded 25 hundred
built and in the pipeline the
eastern neighborhoods plan is
not relevant don't us that has
an excuse you have the power to
force that luxury project to
face the scrutiny that
unquestion by question deserves
at that moment in the united
states we desperately need
sustainable communities for
people of color and immigrants
you can't turn our back on this
community for lakeshore of all
companies.
>> (Clapping.)
>> what is unremarkable about
this appeal I know that lennar
has told you this appeal is
unremarkable who will you listen
to lakeshore a criminal company
based in florida that devastated
never been a friend of this city
don't listen to lakeshore all
our asked to do have this go
back to face a eir we know
everyone or every in the room
knows this project will have on
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the community a reasonable thing
to do more importantly the right
thing to do.
>> (Clapping.)
>> thank you
and before the next speaker
speaks I'd like gentle remind
the audience that applause or
vocal express it prohibited in
the chamber you're welcome to
use our fingers.
>> I'm bill a san francisco
native I sign I heard the
gentleman talking about the home
he bought his home 40 years ago
I was able to buy a house
and my trade I was a local 85
san francisco tooermz today
there's no tooermz that is
revoted you can go around the
city I can pout the embarcadero
with the longshoremen and there
was all teachers and reenforces
was there here in behalf the
union workers of san francisco
and I can remember you downtown
get on a job site without a
union here two gates and half
the people will not be union
I'll guarantee that
it is a tough field to sit here
and have mixed feeling about
this I'm all for the unions you
go down third street the castle
steel and U.S. Steel and three
or four coffee companies all
union jobs
and so you know just don't do it
anymore don't keep getting
involved with all the good jobs
of san francisco people thank
you.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> good evening supervisors
peter cultural action network
yeah, so this the first major
project to come both the brand
new cultural district not with
the protections in place we're
clear on the gentrification I
don't hear people arguing this
project is 75 percent luxury and
10 percent middle-class and 10
person working-class in a
cultural district are hugely
gentrifying he want to point out
a couple of things to send this
back for the full eir number one
let's work back if 2018 a
question the community if raise
during the bryant street appeal
when do we cap that mess 2018
we'll overrun with physical
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building the highest end of the
eastern neighborhoods scope
we'll physically pass it at this
point what will you do build
from 2018 to 2034 is that we're
heated but ceqa the reason ceqa
says the probably foreseeable
future and ask you whether to
exempt you're not expected to
without studying new mitigations
on the updated plan that is
highlighted we don't want to
blow over the line we're at this
hundred unit I want to tell you
a curious story that is we're at
24 hundred unit when the
community presented this to
bryant street in July new
numbers were realized we've
added hundreds of units not
pipeline earth have driven the
number not from 24 to 27, one
hundred that number is wrong we
need to correct that number
before we go forward.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> hi, my name is randy and
I'm here to oppose the titanic
mess I. Think that the board
has said it want to preserve and
enhance the cultural district
i'm not sure what that means if
it looks like the western
edition and the fillmore urban
renewable
I think you know we continually
bring argument to the board what
is happening in gentrification
and how we can maybe have some
kind of protective community
protection after we saw the long
list of proposes it is clear the
board of supervisors can't agree
to anything the voters had to
make the choices I don't
understand what how this is
going to move forward tomorrow I
have to go and support one of my
friends illegally evicted out of
bayview I don't know what la
happen and understand why there
is not a community protection
for friends investigation how
this plan is acquired is doesn't
make sense-what we're
thinking about pushing for 33
percent ami
25 percent for working-class and
8 percent for middle-income
lennar backed the prop o stuff
to a lot of people like myself
and now the entire country we
are understanding this
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government didn't support people
but protects wealth and property
not us no human factor in any of
this we necessarily don't know
we have the infrastructure
friends>> thank you
>> next speaker, please.
>> hello board.
>> I brought a proxy to speak
on my beef
hello my name is bards hello
yes, yes, yes it is true I'm up
here to talk about many titanic
mess those on south van ness is
there a puppet in government
that might as well be real first
of all, I want to talk about the
corporations that taken over the
control of our national
government and hope that didn't
happen here the lennar's track
record with the detailed
pamphlets on the affordable
housing and the misleading
reports on toxic waste should
trike you to disallow any
business with that corporation
in the city of san francisco
alone and on the cultural
district issue first of all, it
is a latino cultural district
would you approve similar
projects in chinatown I judge
want to ask you I can't imagine
a bunch of tech workers that can
afford those spaces are the ones
that are basically schedule to
more often okay. Would you
approve that I don't think so
anyway, the other issue the need
for the eir first of all, from
the beast and bryant the eastern
neighborhoods plan is updateded
outdated we've heard it you'll
so this is such a massive
project that demands and an eir
on its own every single
development in the pipeline
actually is requiring an eir as
far as the loss of pdr space I
have this where are the plumps
that will build this project get
their plumbing project if
mcmillan plumbing is moved to
san mateo thank you.
>> (Clapping.)
>> are any other members of the
public in support of appellant
please step up otherwise Mr.
Chair.
>> if not go to the city
departments on behalf of the
planning department.
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>> Ms. Gibson.
>> good afternoon supervisor
peskin, supervisor President
London breed and members of the
board I'm listing ca is a acting
environmental officer the
question whether the project
anothers 115 south van ness
avenue kwflgz for a plan
expectation in corneas with the
california environmental quality
act and the ceqa guidelines I'll
be making a few opening remarks
before I I'm going to turn it
over to linda who prepares the
subject of the appeal I'll
describe the project and
highlighted two oishlgz raise in
the appeal that ever rays on
recent ceqa appeals before the
board the project sight is
three-quarters of an acre 33
square feet building that was
occupied by mcmillan electric
that moved to cesar chavez
street the pivoting building b
will be demolished the planning
department issued a c pe on July
the documented the review of the
environmental effects and the
construction of a 5 or 6 mixed
use building and the project
will include one and 56 dwelling
units 26 onsite housing units
and include one thousand square
feet of commercial retail use
and 4 thousand trade shop space
and parking for roughly 80
vehicles and one and 60 bikes
that was subject to the interim
controls the planning commission
approved the project on
August 11th with conditions one
of the conditions requires the
sponsor to work with the
planning department to
incorporate trade shop and other
code compliant continent point
quatro cultural district
one of the appellants key
arguments relates to the growth
projections and the analysis in
the eastern neighborhoods eir we
heard much testimony on this
today does the eastern
neighborhoods uranium valid for
the evaluation of subsequent
measurements accident e even
though it didn't match it was
rays on appeal of the 90 none
16th street eir heard on
July 26th and the 200027 bryant
appeal heard on the 16 the board
denied the appeal realized on
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the eastern neighborhoods eir
for subsequent projects as a
refresher the planning
department position on the
eastern neighborhoods eir
validity ate the growth boiled
down to 3 points one no further
environmental review
environmental review is required
for the rezoning and two the
department has properly using
the eastern neighborhood eir as
the starting point in our
environmental review for point
development and 3 analyzing the
impacts of subsequent projects
we consider updated growth
forecast as part of cumulative
impact analysis
ceqa and the ceqa guidelines
clearly establish that once a
project is approved no further
environmental review is needed
unless the discretion approval
that required we're not permit
to reopen the eastern
neighborhoods in the absence of
a change to the eastern
neighborhoods plan
ceqa also mandated that project
consistent with the density
establish under the plan shall
not be subject to additional
environmental review only to
examine where there are peculiar
issues to the site we're not
identified in the eir
accordingly the planning
department completed a project
environmental review for the 115
south van ness project we termed
that will in the result in the
peculiar or site specific impact
the analysis identified
significant impacts pertaining
to noise and architecture local
retail use from the eastern
neighborhoods eir that applies
to the project
and second argument raised in
the appeal gentrification and
displacement constitute changed
circumstances that were not
anticipated to the eastern
neighborhoods eir this issue is
familiar to the board as it was
raised on that is bryant appeal
blah, blah, blah.
>> it doesn't matter.
>> (A gavel).
>> go ahead.
>> as we explained those are
social and economics impact not
subject to the ceqa review until
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to a physical impact upon did
environment no evidence
supporting in argument and as
staff available today, we note
that socioeconomic issues and
land issues and the planting is
alledgedlys in the context
outside of ceqa review with
that, I'm going to turn it over
to linda that will finish our
presentation and note other
planning department staff here
including claudia that can take
questions about the questions to
address gentrification and
displacement we also have chris
who helped to prepare the c p
examples and tipping I can't
chang and who is the current
planner for the project.
>> Ms. Gibson to the arguments
that some of the individuals who
testified made with the changed
transportation circumstances our
response to that.
>> as part of our analysis for
subsequent projects in the
eastern neighborhoods and area
we looked at where there is any
project site specific and take
into account updated growth
forecast for transportation
analysis we look at the most
relevance available modeling
that is included as sf champion
model that look at the
cumulative impacts in 2040 we
just want that analysis.
>> specifically to the piece
of testimony by one individual
that referenced an article
recently in the newspaper about
the number of tmc vehicles on
the street have jumped to 45
thousand is that accounted for
in the model.
>> service providers like lyft
and uber are we're not
specifically evaluated in the
eastern neighborhoods internal
revenue because this is business
model didn't exist at the time
and at this point in our review
of projects we have traffic
counts when conduct that take
into account any service
provider that is part of general
traffic and it is when we looked
this we don't find that is
changes the overall conclusion
with regards to the eir and the
subsequent projects in a
meaningful way it is something
that are out there on the street
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but not re89 to an individual
project impact
doesn't have relevance.
>> and requirement to the
bakersfield argument the
representative of the appellant
made any specific responses to
the bakersfield argument.
>> the bakersfield case raised
an issue that socioeconomic
result in blight e blight that
blight relating to businesses
that have been displaced through
development can cause blight
blight is an aesthetic impact it
was amended through sb 43 to
state that aesthetic impacts
shall not be considered
significant impacts under ceqa
for projects that are transient
ordinary and meet criteria we've
elevate this project on 115
south van ness and noted it
qualifies that's with the
criteria and pursuant to ceqa we
can't conclude those and that
case is not relevant to the
adequacy of this eir.
>> and counselor burn you
agree with that.
>> deputy city attorney mirena
burns.
Through the chair with regards
to the legal analysis
bakersfield case drew a link
within the socioeconomic ways
because of project reviewed were
the wal-mart style projects and
there was some evidence in the
record because of those projects
being approved outside of the
historic downtown corridor of
bakersfield will draw people out
of the city and cause vacancy
and the court found evidence of
blight a physical change in the
environment related to things
like litter and empty
storefronts so here we'll need
to have a cause link between the
socioeconomic impacts and
physical change to the
environment.
>> my question was specific to
Ms. Geb sons representation
relate to a transient orient
development the state
legislature took away aesthetics
impacts.
>> from the project q. At the
a transportation we're no longer
allowed to look at physical
impacts that's correct.
>> supervisor campos this is
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not out of departments 10
minutes.
>> supervisor campos.
>> thank you, Mr. Chair I was
going to ask the questions you
asked before I follow-up I want
to ask something separate bat
discrepancy in the numbers
address that through the chair
or something that will be
addressed by the next person.
>> les can gibson we're not
clear on what the question is
we've added the relevance of the
projection to the analysis and
the question of the validity of
our reliance on the eastern
neighborhoods eir we report and
I can look for that the numbers
report on what the latest
estimates are of the amount of
development within-we can
provide those numbers but not
roll call what the question was
so if you can focus the question
for me.
>> we talked about some of the
differences and the protection I
want probation officer make sure
what your response is to that
and the impact on the eir
analysis.
>> why not look for that
information and provide that
answer after the presentation
okay.
>> and then going back to the
issue of how the gentrification
and some of the other changes
can lead to a physical impact
what are the kinds of thing
they'll make that to show
substantial evidence of that.
>> the evidence that would
support that linkage is kind of
something that our city attorney
referenced in regards to the
bakersfield case a linkage
between the socioeconomic
effects that relates to a effect
that could be that it is a
direct or indirect link that
will exacerbate the
socioeconomic effect
with regards to the points that
are raised regarding
displacement the nature of the
displacement concerns that are
raised are ones of the
affordability, the economic, the
income of the individuals raised
and the fact in their being
required to relocate outside of
the city and that is in some
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concerns raised relating to
traffic impacts the additional
commuting that goes with each
individuals need to do at the
faster distances if there were
evidence of that that needs to
take into consideration and
fully access what about the
folks
moving on in from areas they
were living further way away and
their commutes are shortened
depend on where their jobs are
that's the physical effect in
terms of how it relate to
vehicle trips and air quality,
etc. At this point it is complex
and there's not been study that
is-we're aware of that can
give us subsequent evidence to
support an analysis that
supports that linkage in this
case that we are responding to
the information providingprovided to us we don't we're
not generating that study
ourselves.
>> from our perspective they
needed to provide that
information?
>> yes. But I'll say at the
present time, the eastern
neighborhoods eir we looked at
this issue and recognize there
is a relationship between where
people live and the amount they
drive there-the eastern
neighborhoods rezoning will
result in changes to where
people live they acknowledge
there would be issues that
relate to gentrification and we
acknowledge that and we noted
that we don't have any evidence
or any way of analyzing at the
level this is needed to support
the ceqa analysis what the
change physical changes could be
related so we can't speculate at
the level of ceqa we're looking
at it again, a policy issue that
is clear that those changes are
concurring and long-range
planning to address the concerns
without the need of the sort of
technical rigor we're required
to do in ceqa addressed in a
policy way more easily.
>> is any of that evidence
around what you discussed.
>> no has not been.
>> okay. I know detail be
more questions make sure that
you finish our presentation and
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more questions.
>> linda now.
>> thank you listing ca is a
good afternoon. I'm from the
planning department staff the
remaining issues are under one
that conditions in the eastern
neighborhoods and mission
planned areas are changed such
that new impacts are concurring
in particular in regards to the
in question what quatro
criminality district and the cpe
can't royal on the eastern
neighborhoods that benefits
they've not been adequately
provide and 3 the project is not
consistent with the policies of
the general and eastern
neighborhoods plan
in regards to impacts on
historic architectural resources
projects specific analysis
determine the existing building
is not a ceqa historical
resource
and the project site is in the
located women's network for a
sustainable future a ceqa
historical district the quatro
cultural latino district not a
historical district the area was
he previously surveyed and it
was identified other smaller
district didn't identify the
latino cultural district
district as a historical
district under ceqa the
appellant has no basis to
support the project site is
within ceqa historical district
and the property a contributor
to a historical district or that
the project will have
significant impact on a
historical resource the I'd like
to take the opportunity e
planner is available to discuss
the historic resources should
you have any questions with that
said, the support of cultural
diversity is an important issue
and claudia flores with the
citywide planning division will
address those issues should you
have any questions the appellant
further argues the claimed
community benefits of the
eastern neighborhoods plan have
not been implemented or under
professionalism as discussed in
the October response of public
benefits was approved in 2008,
as shown in attachment d to that
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response the public benefits
have provided as development is
approved and building permits
are issued the appellant
commends it didn't comply with
the policies of general plan
briefly the project has policies
and regulations was evaluated in
the cpe checklist and the
determination the citywide
planning division no conflict of
sixth impacts not previously
identified in the eastern
neighborhoods eir will result
that concludes my presentation.
Thank you.
>> thank you very much
and now we will have seeing no
other names on the roster, for
any questions at this time we'll
ask the project sponsor to come
forward up to 10 minutes.
>> thank you board President
Peter's with lennar multi
families we are little the
subsidy of lennar but I want to
make it clear I've not had a
chance to speak with we're a
separate entity from lakeshore
that is developing a shipyard so
through we're proud of our our
alleviation we speeds in urban
apartment community so just to
be clear we started in 2014
reaching out to the community
and trying to understand the
feasibility of this development
proposal
we also start with the proposal
that was 12 percent affordable
and consistent with the current
inclusionary housing ordinance
it was a non-union development
proposal I stand in front of you
today very proud of what we've
achieved over the last two years
we are consistent with prop c as
three percent inclusionary and
we're one hundred union
we have gone through newcomers
technical studies we have
participated obviously
moratoriums and interim
controls, gone through the prop
c measure and we were granted a
conditional use authorization in
september
so today, we ask you to respect
the ceqa process we worked
collaboratively with staff to
insure that we dot all the I's
and cross the t's and we were
respectfully requesting you
uphold the ceqa approval I'm
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going to turn it over to our
land use attorney alex to get
into the study we prepared for
staff.
>> game-changer supervisor
President London breed and
supervisors law group to lennar
I wanted to add to the planning
department or the city
attorney's office only to
reiterate the appeal focuses
only on the community plan
exemption or cpe prepared by the
planning department compares to
ceqa as indicated in our letter
to you substantial evidence
exists to support the cpe and no
evidence has been presented that
indicates a new or more
significant impact will be
created not covered or analyzed
by the eastern neighborhood eir
studies numerous technical
reports and studies prepared by
exerts that support in
determination
the claims rays in the appeal on
affordability and displacement
as no evidence staff they're not
ceqa issues
the studies and information
provided by the appellants an
gentrification fail to establish
the link between those issues
and this project and
specifically where this project
will as a result of the issues
either individually or
cumulatively create a physical
impact on the environment the
appellant has cited the
bakersfield case but failed to
meet the standard in the
bakersfield case not provided
the technical analysis that
cause the link the project is in
a latino cultural district it is
not a historic resource under
ceqa the mission district
including the area that
comprised the latino district
has been surveyed and was found
not a historic resource
substantial evidence unfortunate
record and the builders city's
file to support those
conclusions as to the claims
that 9-and excuse me -this is all bull.
>> sir, thank you thank you,
thank you
thank you
>> (Clapping.)
>> I realize that we're all
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passionate about this particular
issue I'm asking each of you,
you had our opportunity to speak
we want to move forward and give
others an punt opportunity to
speak when that is done the
board will make a decision in
the meantime to move forward I'm
going to ask the members of the
public to please refrain from
outbursts thank you very much.
>> please continue.
>> again as to appellant's
claims the bakersfield stands
for the proposition that a
special review is for the
cultural district that is not
true with the evidence before
you bakersfield set the standard
to link the social impacts to
the physical impacts that
standard has not been met a lay
men's opinion is not enough and
the professional opinion has not
been priority give you a little
bit of background the project is
consistent with the latino
cultural district it creates
housing and that is a big issue
at the planning commission and
one that the project as peter
not working hard 3 trade shops
and a new corner retail and
commented to working with the
district 8 sfroefz to identify
and make sure the use of those
spaces meets the need and using
100 percent union labor the
project as allowed mcmillan a
local contractor to relocate one
mile down the street and hire 25
new employees high pagan jobs
and finally the project will
provide three percent affordable
housing in compliance with voter
prop c the only pipeline project
providing this percentage of
onsite affordable housing in
closing the issue in
consideration whether the cpe
prepared it legally okay. The
standard is whether substantial
evidence exists in the record to
prepare a cpe as noted by staff
and included in the
administrative record there is
subsequent record to support
that finding the legal support
has been met no further appeal
is needed this comes before the
board and in each case the ceqa
document is upheld the staff did
a tremendous job in making sure
all projects comply with ceqa
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and presenting a requiring
technical studies to make sure
no in your impacts exist and
substantial evidence in the
record to support their finding
this appeal is no different than
those other cases there is
nothing unique about this
project or this appeal that
warrants a different detector it
is location in the latino
cultural dpishth display change
the requirements under bakers
fields that has not been met
nothing indicates the city's
determination is wrong or not
support by substantial evidence
news I thus, the dwp e cpe
should be upheld the issues are
policy issues not ceqa issues we
respectfully request you follow
staff's recommendation and deny
the appeal and uphold this.
>> at this time I just want to
let members of the audience I
know a number of you are here
also for the joint meeting
between the san francisco board
of supervisors
and the police commission we
still need time to finish up
this hearing that had been
starting a little bit late at
this time I will open up to
public commenters members of the
public to speak in opposition of
the appeal please line up to
your right
here and you have up to 2
minutes.
>> first speaker.
>> good afternoon members of
the board I'm greg weber a board
members of consortium of over
one member's and a community
activist in the inner mission I
had the inner mission I head it
renters with property owners who
live in the vicinity of this
development we live on shot well
26 south van ness and we're a
group of latinos, asians all
diversity represented in the
mission we support the lennar
project
as a member of the community
over the past year we have met
that lennar numerous times to
discuss the dine say
architecture the build out of
this development
lennar is a model developer for
the mission
they been consistent in their
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compliance with the zoning rules
they've-they're in inclines
compliance with prop c with
supervisor peskin trying period
of time affordable didn't have
to therapy grandfathered florida
the 25 percent rule lennar is
exemplar meeting and working
with the community and most of
all steadfast against paying off
any hush money and extortion and
any kind of funds to nonprofit
organizations who in a typical
manner of any development san
francisco exploits the developer
I urge you to get the project
going for affordable and
market-rate thank you.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> hello, I'm steve a
residence of the mission in
supervisor campos district thank
you him for working with lennar
and trying to workout the best
solution a clear legal issue the
city and lennar went through
with a lot of detail question
have a community issue that's
why we're all here I'm in
support of development and the
option to the appeal we need
more housing this will provide
more housing for me about as
simple as that and welcome 39
more units in the mission you
can go against high housing
prices or against development
but not against both.
>> 42 thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> hi, I'm brooke I'm here to
ask you to uphold the 1515
development the planning
department approved this with a
6 vote the board of supervisors
respect the determination this
is a legal issue
the appeal is quatro late ditch
efforts to stop a project that
many in the neighborhood many
don't oppose and many support
that the group was in the able
to secure the signatures
necessarily to appeal the cu now
their appealing the ceqa fvmdz
1515 south van ness will benefit
the neighborhood by adding 25
percent housing units the
planning department considered
the 1515 development and
unanimously approves the ceqa
and the board should uphold this
thank you.
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>> thank you next speaker,
please hi, my name is I live
half a block from the site I
want the building to move
forward as is the architects
have meet numerous time with the
neighbors living close by and
made concession they've followed
the laws and a lot of work gone
into this project.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> good afternoon, supervisors
my name is dante johnson thank
you for allowing me to speak
against the appeal on 115
advantageous I'm a native from
san francisco and a journey man
carpenter and local excuse mecarpenters local 22 and recently
pled the apprenticeship and
equipped with the valuable
skills to help me as a carpenter
24 gets the hands on training
that allowed me to complete any
apprenticeship throughout my
apprenticeship I commuted to
find work and been anticipating
working on this project since
what July 2014
the development this development
will be in the city that I live
in allows me to work in my
backyard and gives us an
opportunity to give back to my
community to spend money you
know
this appeal will not only delay
the work in san francisco that
will delay going to get built
regardless so why delay it
basically I mean, that's my
stand on it.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> good afternoon, supervisors
my name is carlos duran a
representative for August 14,
2006, I represent approximately
35 carpenters in northern
california close to 4 thousand
of those carpenters are members
of local 22 some of the members
are here today, we strongly urge
the board of supervisors to deny
the appeal brought to you today
for the purpose proposed project
on 115 south van ness for the
following reasons for the most
part in project has been
determined to be exempt in my
environmental review and was
proved on August 11th with the
exemption second this project
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fills the needs for housing not
only in the mission district but
in san francisco
this development will create one
and 57 units 39 or affordable
the development team volunteers
25 percent of the total units to
need more affordable housing
which emphasized in the eastern
neighborhoods plan
to our acknowledge this is the
first and only project that
complies with prop c which was
passed its by san francisco
voters
finally this project has
committed to using one hundred
union labor this creates local
jobs for san franciscans that
will creates a gateway for young
people skills for lifelong
skills in the apprenticeship
plan that is one step in the
right direction to a complete
neighborhood that brings a
balance of jobs and hours to the
eastern neighborhoods we urge
the board to deny the appeal
that will delay the jobs that
san franciscans want thank you
for your time and allowing me to
speak gossips begins that
appeal.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> larry local 38 and the
President Of the building trades
council I rise against the
appeal for 1515 south van ness
myself and the san francisco
building trades council feel the
eir was adequate, second on a 6
unanimous vote it is volunteer
las vegas moving up from 12
percent the first and only
project we're aware of that is
in compliance with prop c
it is one hundred union and
bring pension and
apprenticeships lennar multi
family did everything they said
as far as I'm concerned, and the
building trades you'll hear from
no basis for the ceqa appeal and
the planning commission approval
should be upheld thank you for
your time.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> good afternoon, supervisors
my name is tony rodriquez a
local 43 a resident of san
francisco
I was at the planning commission
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when this project was heard and
approved and then later on, I
heard it was appealed at this
time the state was talking about
buy right and started reading
about that and then the
california is 20 years behind in
building units housing
i don't know exactly where san
francisco is I went to another
function they stated 6 to 8 jobs
are created and those jobs only
one housing unit that is
provided that's in the future of
san francisco
so you know we've got to project
that was approved by the san
francisco housing action
coalition I'm part of and
approved by the planning
commission it is a responsible
project you know people keep
talking about displacement you
don't know beyond I go by this
building I live in bernal
heights this is empty I bought a
home no bernal heights thirty
years ago it is changed everyone
to talks about being against
changd change I've been in the
city of 5 years today is my
birthday the city changes
constantly and to make sure it
is changed in a responsible way
I ask you to approve the project
and we're against the appeal
thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> good afternoon danny sheet
metal workers local 104 often on
behalf of at many men and women
we too rise against the appeal
of that planning exemption
I echo what my two brothers
before me said about the
economic impacts and what did
that mean we talk about union
jobs and apprenticeship
opportunities what that means
the young men and women and
latino men and women that was
talked about earlier by a lot of
the people before us will have
criteria opportunity in the penn
e apprenticeship programs that
will sustain them and returning
the united states military
veterans will are career pathway
in the apprenticeship programs
through the helmets to hard hats
program we have partnered with
the department of defense and
the va that's what that means we
feel that the planning
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department staff did an adequate
study on the eir we feel that
the conditions in the mission
still are within the perimeters
of eastern neighborhood plan
and-so we ask that the
community planning exemption be
firmed and the appeal denied.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> you guys>> I'm going to ask members of
the public to refrain from the
out bursts please thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> hello my name is lucy I
live half block away from the
proposed project I support in
project
and I'm-because this project
provides more housing and
affordable housing and high hope
more available housing in san
francisco than they'll be more
explosive pricing and people can
afford living in san francisco
and because of more availability
and the only thing we can
embrace is changes can't avoid
we can't stay in the one phase
and try to keep that that way we
have to embrace changes and hope
the supervisors will approve
this project.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> hi my name is vincent a
renter in the mission and I want
to say something that will be
unpopularity I don't think
buildings cause gentrification
and people people do the only
thing to stem the tide of
gentrification build where rich
people do I muscled out guys for
basement work I would I live in
an lennar development if we
don't build unit we can what
will happen they'll compete with
the stock for middle-income and
who will win people with more
money like what do we get for
not building 10 years in the
mission only one way outburst
not to build housing we have to
best estimate that's thank you.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> easily a commenter said
you're bringing a stranger into
your neighborhood as if it was
self-evidence that was bad if
everyone can see that is bad
that disturbed 33 me I've been
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disturbed and in san francisco
of all places not take for
granted bringing strangers into
the neighborhood is a bad thing
they know a lot about who will
live this this is mysterious the
mission moratorium report that
the controller's office prepared
last year says the new buildings
84 percent of residents are
people that live in san
francisco so the idea thatfrom the building was filled
with newcomers so what in trumps
american we were sdrushdz we
don't like it when you come to
the board of supervisors and
city saying you don't want
different people in the
neighborhood you're exactly the
same as americans across the
country that don't want
immigrants it is the exact the
same attitude so be the kind of
person to have new people into
the neighborhood or the kind of
people want to keep people like
you out of neighborhood I want
to build more housing and people
available to live here and a
wide diversity of people I'm not
going to pretend I know who will
live in the building.
>> for members of the public I
realize there are a lot of
passionate people but let's get
through that and I'll appreciate
if you refrain from the out
burst thank you very much.
>> next speaker, please.
>> game-changer supervisors
I'm jose I'm with the san
francisco electrical workers we
support this and against the
appeal that will bring work for
the apprenticeships that will in
the city and make a living thank
you very much.
>> thank you next speaker,
please corey smith from the
housing action coalitions and
deny the appeal today, this
project will bring one and 56
homes for the families 39 of
them permanently affordable our
understanding this is is
compatible with no public money
the largest affordable housing
onsite percentage wise in the
history of san francisco some
details of the project transient
ordinary we appreciate the.5
parking radio and the biking
parking ratio did a lot of
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transforming over a period of
time one of the few projects
that came to the project review
team twice specifically point
out the ground floor retail use
last week, we passed its
proposition x in the spirit the
project sponsor has committed to
50 percent of-sorry 50
percent yeah rent and cost for
the ground floor for local
artists and trade shops
and August the planning
commission unanimously approved
this project and I ask you to do
the same I want to the hope on
sonja's comment our city made
comments about being an
sanctuary city and welcoming to
the to make sure we open our
arms is putting shovels in the
ground I sincerely parking
spaces you pass the project.
>> good evening supervisors my
name is patrick mcmillan I'm
sorry I'm nervous I'm the ceo of
medical care million miguel for
the last 50 years caregiver that
corner with respect to the
latino cultural district
wherewith where were you guys
when wells fargo was calling for
notes in the noticing pardon me.
>> sir direct our comments to
the board and not members of the
public.
>> okay anyways the person was
connie and together we got it
get rid of the graffiti and help
with the homeless, dealt with
the day labors all in a
compassionate and good way for
the neighborhood we well my
father and mother bought the
building and sold it we moved
down the street to the caesar
chavez where we build a state of
the art facility out of a 20th
century building-when I
struck this deal with lakeshore
they-at a time in proposition
I lennar could with walked away
from the deal he extended the
money on the new building they
stated in they especially/
walk
away from the deal so I would
like to speak to the character
of lakeshore they're a great
thing for the city.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> and any more members of the
public that want to speak please
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line up to our right.
>> good afternoon, supervisors
i'm xavier with the local local
261 I have an obligation for the
representatives we represent
over 5 thousand one of the
comments that I want to mention
is about the community we
represent you know our members
live in the area also, we
represent community
and I want to just to be clear a
topic here and I don't mean to
offending everybody respect
every single person you know as
a building trade I'm here to
support them the brothers and
carpenters and plumps and sheet
metal workers so I support this
project and move forward thank
you.
>> thank you and just to be
clear this is for anyone to
speak who is actually opposed to
the appeal.
>> next speaker, please.
>> okay seeing members of the
public that want to speak in
opposition to the appeal tierpt
public comment is closed.
>> all right.
Now the appellant will have up
to 3 minutes for a rebuttal
>> thank you so much to say in
so little time the questions
were what is the impact of the
cumulative emphatic that
market-rate development this and
all the other ones on the latino
cultural district I think we've
provided substantial evidence
that will be negative that puts
businesses nonprofits and
resident at risk who are already
at risk and the second question
was what do we do to mitigate
we've not gotten answers to
those answers in fact, not in
the eastern neighborhoods plan
that those questions were asked
because the latino cultural
district was not in existence
contaminate so the impacts
couldn't have been studied and
no subsequent evidence to
support this conclude they
didn't study it our job is to
provide substantial evidence in
a fair argument can be made that
it should have been studied
and substantial evidence
consists of facts and raefshl
assumptions predicted on facts
and can include expert opinion
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not the technical friends
analysis suggested by the
project sponsor if doesn't puts
the planning department on
notice this should be studied
we've provided more than enough
evidence that that requirement
has been met again due to
shortage of time I'll point you
to pages 7 and 8 of my brief
the district is also historical
in nature as I said earlier not
a historical designation in
order to have this
characteristic and when the
eastern neighborhoods eir did
it's search to see if they're
looking for historical assets
the latino cultural district was
not in existence how could they
have found it as a secret
geological area of historical
interest and finally there was
the issue on bakersfield about
aesthetics I've read that case
probably half a dozen times and
the project I didn't and read
the subsequent cases not
references to aesthetics by
green house gas emissions and
the sdrupgs in the community and
so forth
clearly aesthetics is an issue
but not the only issue that
bakersfield touches on and
finally, the issue of
consistency with the area plan
that was supposed to provide
affordable housing and much
larger numbers than provided
under the eastern neighborhoods
plan supposed to respected the
diversity of our communities.
>> thank you very much.
>> thank you.
>> okay. This hearing has
been held and is now filed
this item is in the hands of
board.
>> supervisor campos.
>> thank you very much Madam
President and you know, I think
you think I've been on the board
of supervisors 8 years and you
never know how those things will
go until you come to the these
chambers and go through the
process
and let me say I came in into
that repeating thinking that I
was going to vote a certain way
I've said this before I'll say
this again
that is very challenging to deal
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with the issues of
gentrification
with the issue of the
displacement and the context of
a ceqa appeal
and I want to say this to the
appellant and to the community
because I think that has to be
said I say this is as someone
that has been fighting stloondz
alongside we have to do a better
job of making the legal
arguments around ceqa we have to
and I actually think that that
point that was made by the
planning department staff is
really important
the issue of substantial
evidence on physical impacts
but I also believe though that
it is not on the appellants he
actually think that is on the
city and one of the things I'll
ask of the planning department
and I know this is not probably
the place to make an official
request will follow-up after
this
I do want to have an analysis
done by the planning department
and will do it in writing to
make that official that actively
looks at how gentrification
impact physically the
environment potentially I think
that we need that analysis done
I don't know if this is
something that could be done by
an outdoor city without the
support and help the city I'll
ask that.
>> with that said, I came into
in hearing thinking I'll vote
against the appeal
but for those of you who
wondered in public comment makes
a difference this public comment
changed minds this is a perfect
illustration it does and
specifically want to thank the
representative from behavior for
helping to change my mind and
her comments about donald trump
and her comments about nativeism
I actually think on the eir I'm
not happy about the comments by
the appellants but the thing
about those appeals we have the
ability as a board to use our
own independent judgment and
assessment here I believe what
is different about bryant the
bryant street project is the
latino cultural district I came
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into this thinking that case was
not made by the representative
from behavior
arf helped to-the
person that referenced the
latinos in gang activity in the
past thank you for kind of
shedding light on this issue for
me because I do believe enough
questions have been raised by
the individualized of the record
notwithstanding about the
questions about the appeal to
call for an analysis by the city
I think we do need to go back
and do further environmental
review that looks of the at the
issue the displacement beyond
that in the legal analysis it is
what it is we'll make that-I
want no part whatsoever in the
age of donald trump
with the kind of hateful
ignorant language and rhetoric
that was presented by those two
individuals
and I'm willing to think sued
and taken to court for saying
that
bring that on but if there is a
time to stand by do the right
thing that is today
and I also want to send the
message to the other projects
that are coming down the
pipeline for the impact the
latino cultural district let
that be a message how you should
precede because if there is a
perfect example how node not to
proceed with that, colleagues as
a district 9 supervisor like to
make a motion to move forward
item 37 and 38 and with respect
to item 38 to include in the
motion faster analysis is needed
on the environmental impact of
displacement and gentrification
on this community and
specifically the latino cultural
district and table item 36.
>> okay supervisor campos has
made a motion seconded by
supervisor avalos
supervisor avalos.
>> thank you I don't know if I
can be agree eloquent as
supervisor campos I felt that
for the past 8 years I've never
ever uttered from my seats from
public comment but found the
comments are so offends from one
individual talking about.
>> (Clapping.)
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>> where we were in the
noticing and in the noticing I
was working in the community and
trying to-at the time in the
90s two years ago October 1996
the chronicle was trying to over
exercise the gang district and
painted the cloth of young
people red and make them pure
like gang members that's where I
was in the 90s fighting that
crap
to think we have a project
before us that is defend with
such ignorance is beyond the
pail
we have a system nationally that
was repudiated in the election
of donald trump but we know
where the country is blue that
system is thriving that system
actually allows for the type of
development that is happening in
san francisco that leads to
wealth concentrating more and
more to the wealthy and the
people public school low income
working-class getting the
displaced and not getting fair
share people saw the economic
system and the politicians that
support the system are do not
support working people to think
that only happens in the red
states or red counties is a
fallacy happens in san francisco
I feel look the board of
supervisors especially the
progressive wing that is
concerned has been fighting for
that forever I'm totally happy
to support the motion made by
supervisor campos to uphold the
appeal on this project.
>> thank you supervisor avalos
supervisor mar.
>> thank you, Madam Chair.
>> sir you're out of order.
>> I'm going to Miss 20 these
two guys sitting across I'm
going to join with any comrades
in supporting the appeal thank
you so much to the artists that
have come out the artists and
the latino community and
organizers and activists the
small business leaders and
others for giving us the
political context of what is
happening in the mission
district and other advanced
gentrification advanced
displacement neighborhood we
also know that many other
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neighborhoods are coming next as
well
I want to say that I did meet
with the developer and I wanted
to thank lennar multi family and
others I think that is not
necessarily about this project
it is a bigger political context
that is being discussed but
wanted to say that 100 percent
union labor the 6 sfmade maker
spaces moving from the
grandfathered percentages to the
much higher inclusionary to the
15 percent but 10 percent
affordable goal is commendable
but I'll standby with any
colleagues and the community
that have said the 1y508 eastern
neighborhoods eir is way updated
and not seem there is any plan
in place to update the board eir
I think that cumulative impacts
has raised by Mr. Weaver and
others are critical for us to
been not necessarily looking at
it project by project but the
city needs a much better plan
when the planning department
staff said we're trying to
address the displacement and the
socioeconomic impacts in other
ways I've not seen enough to
show me that's a serious effort
a serious displacement in the
mission district and other
places I want to cite not only
miriam and karen berkley for
innovation and the urban
displacement numbers but also
the budget and analyst that was
commissioned by supervisor
campos the mission district is
rapidly gunmen phil ginsberg the
push out of latinos and seniors
and artists and disabled people
is to rapid I'll give the
numbers from the b l a 60
percent of the population was
latino in 20002015 dropping
below 50 percent and 2025
dropping half and the unable of
wealthy people doubling with all
due respect to the wealthy
people that spoke in favor the
project the families and others
that are displaced rapidly but
the wealthy is doubling to over
26 percent in 2025 the number is
reduced in half and 21st percent
to 11 percent in 2025 a serious
situation soifshg and families
for the demographics in the
mission I feel strongly as
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people talk about newcomers that
has to be based on respect for
latino cultural dictate and a
history that has been developed
from irish to latino immigrants
and has to be based on respect
of that cultural heritage for
the latino considerate that is
an important part of san
francisco blood and I wanted to
thank all the people to defend
the mission district and really
stand up for a city that has a
soul I'll be voting in support
of motion by supervisor campos.
>> thank you supervisor
peskin.
>> (Clapping.)
>> thank you Madam President I
want to society myself with the
comments made by the maker of
the motion but colleagues given
the grave outlet of the
situation I want to make a
motion to allow the project
sponsor that attempted to speak
to address this body for not to
exceed 2 minutes if not
objection like to make that
motion.
>> supervisor I'm sorry
supervisor campos is there any
objection.
>> without objection we'll lie
you to answer questions
supervisor peskin? And are you
asking questions.
>> no, I want to give him the
opportunity to address that body
as the project sponsor.
>> I've done I object.
>> we'll have to take a vote.
>> I withdraw my motion.
>> okay supervisor avalos
object and supervisor peskin
withdrew his motion.
>> okay.
>> supervisor cowen.
>> thank you
thank you. Good evening and
thank you for weighing in on
this weighty policy that is an
interesting conundrum we're in
the same situation time and time
georgia again, I've building
that a compelling argument was
made and we should begin to
direct staff to begin to
incorporate displacement and I
also think in addition to
incorporating the analysis of
the displacement of what a
project will have on a
neighborhood we should be look
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atth total cumulative impact of
projects that are in the
pipeline and this is a
particular problem we continue
to have in district 10
specifically in potrero hill the
cumulative impact we're
approving projects individually
but not paying attention to the
environment the entire landscape
those projects will be coming
alive in I think that we are
becoming out of balance
and it is important for us to be
in sync so today you know the
conversation is also about
really brewing for.
>> couple of years we need a
sea change and be moving in a
different direction if the
development shouldn't be
displacing people but
development should be widening
the intent and bringing in and
welcoming people into san
francisco
and certainly I've said many
times before the board in the
land use committee that I
believe we need to reexamine and
make tweaks to the eastern
neighborhoods area plan
so supervisor campos I will are
supporting you today.
>> (Clapping.)
>> thank you supervisor campos.
>> thank you.
>> again I'll ask the members
of the audience please refrain
from vocal expression.
>> supervisor campos.
>> thank you very much
I want to be clear in part of
the motion that I presented as
planning does it's analysis
going forward
that you know the basis behind
the motion and the look the
focus on displacement is the
connection between displacement
and the physical effects on the
environment and that is what was
mentioned not hearing that was
traffic, air quality and other
physical impacts
I think that is important for
that to be considered in the
analysis
and, of course, what you it
unique about this project the
first project that is taking
place that can have an impact on
the latino cultural district
want to make sure that is
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understood relative to the
motion.
>> thank you supervisor cowen.
>> thank you
I know we're talking in context
of a ceqa appeal a clunky tool
we're trying to use to bring
about this detail of change
supervisor campos with your
willing to amend our motion I
want to see the total cumulative
impacts of projects I'd like to
see that also analyzed.
>> yes. Yes.
>> thank you.
>> okay
seeing no other names on the
roster, supervisor campos has
made a motion to approve items
37 and 38 with proposed
amendments Madam Clerk take the
amendments separately.
>> no Madam President and and
tackle item 36 and seeing no
other names on the roster, Madam
Clerk Madam Clerk, please call
the roll.
>> supervisor kim
supervisor mar
supervisor peskin
supervisor tang
supervisor avalos
supervisor breed
supervisor campos
supervisor cowen
supervisor farrell
there are 9 I's and.
>> (Clapping.)
>> and okay. The appeal is
approved
>> (Clapping.)
>> okay with that, we'll take
a 10 minute recess and reconvene
with the san francisco Mr.
Johnson and the
board of
supervisors.
>> okay
welcome everyone to the san
francisco board of supervisors
welcome back and thank you all
for your patience ladies and
gentlemen, we have having at
this time meeting as a committee
as a whole a joint malia cohen
between the san francisco board
of supervisors and the san
francisco police commission and
at this time Madam Clerk can you
please call the roll.
>> for the board.
>> thank you Madam President
supervisor avalos
supervisor President London
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breed
supervisor campos
supervisor cowen
supervisor farrell
supervisor kim
kim not present
supervisor mar
supervisor peskin
supervisor tang
supervisor wiener
not present and supervisor yee
not present
Madam President a we have quorum
were to excuse commissioner yee
and supervisor wiener seconded
by supervisor cowen colleagues
without objection, without
objection supervisor yee and
supervisor wiener will be
excused
new I'd like to turn it over to
commissioner President Loftus
welcome to the board chambers.
>> thank you. Good evening,
everyone and welcome to to
scombroint meeting the police
commission and the board
sergeant, next item.
>> >> commissioner President
Loftus
commissioner vice President
Turman is excuse
commissioner marshall is excused
commissioner nakajo's
commissioner nakajo and
commissioner dejesus
commissioner wong excused
we have quorum.
>> thank you sergeant and
ladies and gentlemen, just for
clarity we will have general
public comment at this time and
we will then go into our hearing
specifically on the number of
reports including the blooper
report and other reports as
referenced in the hearing so if
you last week to make comments
specifically recommended to the
hearing through will be an
opportunity to do that as well
that is the time for general
public comment
first speaker please.
Thank you
good evening andrew yip world
affairs have key focus on human
civilization in process economic
comes to a stage of prosperity
and executive control 2, 3, 4
management puts business foyers
in good order of development our
life business career strives for
success being caution about the
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problems even in time of
security one must having a true
obviously of executive actions
one must have collect strategies
for rich and notable to
determine the December I didn't
in life that is for the aspire
of folks with time to accomplish
true benefits of success forholiness is strurm and virtues
are notable and personal nature
on to holiness in gradual steps
in opening up a wondering
business career time of
circumstances and purpose from
civilization in development by
applying personal-destiny as
with work for the wondering
people one engaged if extensive
differ phil ginsberg pathway and
accident wondering establishment
for the organization of holiness
and vicious and wisdom and
principle that leads people back
to public it and for all that
will be the business enterprise
of having a kingdom God bless
the holy kingdom.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> thank you sxooepd and all
the little ducks lame and mobile
my name is a christopher's I
live on 6 and howard less than
40 years from seawall he rise to
comment on racism first, I wish
you to take note there is at
least one white man that has
tried to start a dialogue on
racism that man being my less
than humble self-I've worn that
shirt my opening statement in
the dialogue awhile walking the
sidewalks of san francisco for
years during that time 2 hundred
people an hour seen me wearing
that 4 thousand smorg borrowed
of customs that make our beloved
city and county of san francisco
I noticed a few people taking a
second look all the people
passed its the whitest human
being they might see with two
professional black guys on it
in all that time with the uproar
and pain involved that the
subject of american he style
racism none hallway u saw a
comment none had a question none
no white person no asians or
hispanics not one question so
members take serious note none
really want to have a dialogue
about race none no
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asian-american or
african-american and no other
europe americans and that is our
american tragedy
thank you.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> good evening
board of supervisors
commissioner President Loftus
and police commission I've never
spoken here not sure of the
premiers
I don't know
that is general public comment
you have up to 2 minutes.
>> okay. So can you hear me
now.
>> I'm here to speak speak
about the police commission when
you appoint a new commissioners
pick someone is integrity not
outburst for political gain we
like a commissioner on the
police commission not get their
own criteria on the fast track
we know about his past commerce
of corruption not talk about
commissioner wong the
judiciousblas loss is the
position r police commission
gain I can't think on the police
commission we currently have I
want to propose out to the
commissioner President Loftus
and to commissioner melara since
those two joined the commission
they finally have gotten moving
on the reforms we've been
waiting for year ares years and
years only a civil grand jury
report four officers counted in
federal court and sent to prison
I'm probably living out the
transgression got them moving on
the reform we've been wait on in
years and years and years and
propose out to supervisor kim
for her editorial for the 4
supervisors even though I'm no
progression trying to push greg
suhr the head of the corrupt
snake
and I want if thank you for what
you've done and supervisor
peskin the grown adult in the
room that brought adult
inspiration osteo all.
>> thank you very much.
>> next speaker, please.
>> my name is david I am I'm
with the san francisco's for
affordability unfortunately, I
don't have enough copies on
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November 10th I published on the
poa arguing their days are
numbered as a bullying force for
the status quo a week after the
trump quake I'm not sure
sf can you remember has a
partner for reform but julian
becomes the attorney general
obama's 21st century program
upon which san francisco is
riling May disappear poas May
try to stall on the
transformation how will we carry
on how will we reform them
without a federal partner.
>> sir I'm pausing your time
this is about general public
comment after general public
comment we're going to go to the
actual hearing weigh reopen
public comment specifically on
those items.
>> let me say that behind me
other members of the sf poa had
will be putting other narratives
in front of you.
>> in depth.
>> we'll go to the next
speaker.
>> we'll get you help just a
second.
>> next speaker, please.
>>
ma'am, in the green shirt anyone
else with general public comment
please come forward if you're
not ready step to the side.
>> come forward ma'am, and
where is the play button we're
going to have john assist you
judge a second ma'am, please
come forward.
>> this is general public
comment.
>> okay
all right.
Dear Madam President and
supervisors greetings. I'm a
san francisco resident and also
a petitionerer reporting to the
boards represents to the names
of the subway chinatown station
after rose pack many of us came
to this meeting to help you
learn about the other side of
rose pack how she discriminated
on behalf of the chinese
government here in san francisco
following our public comment
many people came to us to thank
us and found out what is this
some inquiry from supervisors
users so with you obligated
don't bet let you know the
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answer directly is deeply rooted
in chinese history and culture
it is comprised of 5 experience
one of them is meditation,
however, the effectiveness of
this practice didn't lie in the
physical movement it has to do
with with its principles of this
experience
which can be smiermd in 3 words
truth and compassionate and
tolerance one wonder who
practices old people can sick
people not quite so as the in
fact, practitioners came into
from from all walks of life no
pattern what type of people
practices whoever embraces the
principle of truth and
compassionate and tolerance what
about a practitioner and thank
you
thank you per sir, are you ready
or need more time.
>> we're going to let the
other group and then.
>> next speaker, please.
>> thank you Madam President
supervisors and law enforcement
officers
thank you for the chance to make
a public comment I'm chris a
resident and maintained san
francisco office for the past 20
years most recently in chinatown
revolved with a high tech
companies and spoke to you
before on the topic of naming
the chinatown subway station
like 0 answer the questions
about having fawn gone so you
can better understand the people
that are commenting on this I
met the fallen gone prisoners
and saw the experiences and
touched by the way they touched
people in a vicious prohibition
I started the practice no money
involved it is completely free I
commissioner wu that was a very
good practices he can tell under
h from the kind of compassionate
people of all races in all
countries practice this I
benefit at one point my myself
separated 5 years ago she have
her cancerous thyroid removed
they read john the block that we
read turning the law wheel and
starting practicing the dr was
shocked she didn't need
treatment thanks to fallen and
gone definitely changed our
lives for the better we hope you
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get a chance to learn about
fallen gone mediation.
>> next speaker, please.
>> and good afternoon Madam
President and congratulations on
our win my name is felicia with
seiu 1021 I'd like to applaud
the board of supervisors on up
to date this and applaud
supervisor cowen for indicating
and making amendments to look at
the total impact of the
development and specifically in
hiring with the trades here in
san francisco.
>> ma'am, I'm pawing our time
that appeal is in the to be
spoken about that had it's
public comment
I thought that was general and
keep our comments more general
don't moreno enumeration the
foil appeal.
>> let's mention the trade
unions in san francisco they
don't hire minorities and not
sufficient black and latino
workers going through their
apprenticeship programs for them
to come up here and say oh,
because we're trying to get
something for million dollars
corporation to come into a
latino area and say oh, we'll
put latinos to work that is
really disheartening I hope the
board looks those things when
you look at the total impact how
the hiring processes are a
minority of here in san
francisco that's we're not
getting jobs here in san
francisco.
>> thank you.
>> thank you.
>> (Clapping.)
>> before the next speaker
begins I'll state a rule pro
bono applause a vocal expression
you're welcome to use our
supportive fingers continue
ma'am.
>> (Speaking foreign language.)
>> hello Madam President and the
board of supervisors my name is
allowing young nearly 70 years
old seeing me you'll not guess I
was at at late stage of cancer
patient with a slew of other
illnesses.
>> (Speaking foreign language.)
>> not just that in 1995 I had
symptoms of indicator cancer the
dr told me 3 months to live
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during the painful time of my
life I combrntd the folks by
accident.
>> (Speaking foreign language.)
>> I thought they were very good
I took out a medicine active
experience active learning
experience with symptoms and the
pain slowly went away my spirit
were up 6 months a mere 6 months
later I changed from being
unable to walk on any own and
needing my husband to support me
probation officer being able to
ride a bicycle and take care of
my granddaughter.
>> (Speaking foreign language.)
>> from now my heart was filed
with happiness and so happy to
be alive I was able to have a
new life after that, however,
the chinese communist parties I
was arrested four times and
forced to denounce my faith
isn't that asking me to die that
was the reason I came to
america.
>> (Speaking foreign language.)
>> now I have practices this
for over 20 years been in the
united states for over 5 years
my body has been very heath we
want to tell everyone it can
benefit the mind and body and
hope you'll not be deceived by
the chinese communist and get to
know this personally thank you.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> >> (Speaking foreign
language.)
>> hello Madam President and the
board of
supervisors.
>> (Speaking foreign language.)
>> my name is hone I used to be
a head nurse I came to the
united states 20 years ago in
1997 and learned about fallen
gone and impressed by it's broad
and profound teaching he
practiced that the electronic
illnesses and vera course veins
magically disappeared
.
>> (Speaking foreign language.)
>> now I not only take care of
my own mother by my parents
in-laws going on 80 years old is
not easy to live together owe
follow the truthfulness and
tolerance and always put them
first to fulfill my dedication
teach people to be
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good.
>> (Speaking foreign language.)
>> nowadays we get loan and
support the practices and pie
participation in the activities
to let people know about the
chauvinism the chinese communist
parties prosecutor and extended
to san francisco I hope the
board of supervisors does not
surrounded other chinese
communist pressure or in the
name of economy I hope our
country whether uphold san
franciscans including fallen
practitioners rights thank you.
>> thank you
thank you
>> next speaker, please.
>> dear board of supervisors
as you can see many different
people practice fallen gone is
common they are always go by the
pertains of truth and
compassionate and tolerance that
is essentially a practice that
teaches people to be a better
person
after being reenthd from modern
10 years we recently applied to
join a chinese new year parade
to be held next February 9th
chinese chamber of commerce will
ask his our application just two
days ago on sunday we took part
in the veterans' day parade they
were a marking band were
welcomed we the organizationers
this is what the grand marshal
and organizer of the parade said
to our band.
>> you've the greatest band
I've ever seen.
>> (Clapping.)
>> and you know you May not be
welcomed some places but you're
welcome here.
>> ii just I cry maybe I've
almost to grateful to you
beautiful instruments, your
music is beautiful, you're a one
thousand percent not 100 percent
you should be poured to be part
of that organization and the
culture you support
and I thank you all.
>> (Speaking foreign language.)
>> this is typical of what we
heard when we attend many, many
parades in the country people
welcoming.
>> thank you, ma'am.
>> thank you.
>> thank you.
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>> next speaker, please.
>>
sorry for any delay in getting
in set up.
>> we'll take the next
speaker.
>> we're good.
>> supervisors and
commissioners supervisors and
police commissioners I'm the how
shall derrick was with a
scenario familiar to brown and
black in 2012 officer josh was a
rookie cop with the sfpd
profiled too young teenagers
that are walking from mcdonald
to the deposits o bus stop at
7:30 with a lot of local
residents in the gas station and
driving by he swooped into a
fuel gas station demanding to
know why the teenagers were
walking through the implication
derrick was scared 15 years old
and tried to run away the
officer escalated did situation
that resulted if an conviction
of derrick 49 seconds from start
to finish, of course, the da
backed up the conduct and
officer josh no accountability
all over the place in
consequences the young
4-year-old that was with derrick
has been derailed in his life
with the officer although da of
san mateo uphold the conduct the
family received a sizeable
settlement what does that tell
you.
>> thank you
>> next speaker, please.
>> this is a transportation to
demand management before delores
heights in view of was killed
the cop was on the radar as a
bully type of cop without being
on probation a south san
franciscan said police detained
him in a search and valuables
were taken and subject to arrest
and a 5 day stint in jail when
in fact, not on probation who
was the defendant won south san
francisco high school student
said the following about cop the
cop he worked for south san
francisco police department and
would I'm kill you one day the
scald accused me of selling we'd
the officer went to veggie take
me in with room and gets in my
face him and me in the room I
hate the kids on your side of
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city he says I'm going to arrest
you bishop as one f'ing day he
got mad he had nothing on memo
me was 15 at the time what is
clear that officer ca bells
continued sisters two regular to
escape the notice 6 community
and not escaped the notice of
the south san francisco police
department or the san francisco
police department.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> an oak investigator.
>> ma'am, that is about
general public comment not about
the hearing we after general
public comment.
>> every time I've stood at
the.
>> we're limited to two
minutes.
>> ma'am, you're welcome to
have the comments but.
>> you signal me out.
>> ma'am, please make our
comments.
>> you took off 3 seconds I'd
like them back.
>> a ocii investigators
believed to look at a pattern of
abuse not no fair it is a review
of the way they did their job in
one incident we provided our
findings to the cheech the chief
what look for an early
intervention system who looks
and determines a pattern the
following are additional
comments made by the comments of
two officers josh and anthony as
long as tony is the vp of the
pee pee on February 1st, 2016,
officer sfpd got physical with
the protesters and blocked a way
to the superbowl city the only
officer with a splintered
battalion they have a reputation
for being violate with mission
district youth ask around
july 27, 2016, ca bell with
sergeant montoya were at the
station to how shall jessica
williams a reporter from the
hills inquired why they were
there since there are from the
mission district and the gangs
name was choked with ca bell
named as his killer later that
reporter said crowd dispersed
but joked about being famous.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> maria is a woman that works
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at carson.
>> hi
maria a woman that workers an
international organization that
empowers the needs of immigrant
and other underserved sf bay
families she received last week
employee of the world and maria
had an encurrent with the
officer after they parked her
car and getting a bite to eat
with her husband and cousin
asked for the ids and why
they're detained he indicated
they were not so they preceded
to the restaurant upon returning
to the car and arresting here
husband as driving on a
suspended license later on the
judge threw out and said here
husband right was violate he was
not driving treating at all and
a thirty day hold put on her car
the officer was mad he knew who
he was and what he did in the
mission and maria filed a
complaint with over williams the
complaint included the officer
ca bill and how he has them
people of color went to
mediation no complaint ghins the
officer and an ass anonymously
bill she had to pay back.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> good evening with san
franciscan for police forgot and
the foundation
and here's the cased of you're
working by the initial of j a
young woman in her 20s was
filming a protest in the mission
a few months ago grabbed by
officer capping
brillo and and she was
injured by mistreatment and hair
pulled out of here head with
asking him why he had pulled her
hair for 3 blocks or more he
condominium I liked it and he
thought she liked it, too.
>> she will be filing her
complaint she's filed a
complaint part of ventilations
is the physical trauma involved
in physical attacks to effect
the results the profound
psychological element forever
young people not arrested or
beaten by a cop.
>> with
thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> supervisors I was here when
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he cloendz the issues and worked
on the formula retail
legislation now here high son a
victim 6 blood alcohol brutal
that is like-I'll not say my
husband his name in public he
did a painting as a view from
the window and read a statement
from the aclu the officers who
assaulted me were unprofessional
and their barf was do you know
right malice not all police
officers do terrible things but
the ones cast an ugly shadow on
the rest of the sfpd they share
the uniform the experience three
hand of the officer was
dehumanize ingress and scared me
in multiple ways u ways I was
vinyl beaten and forced to stay
up in jail I had to wait hours
to call my family that incident
effected me physical wellness
and my work
sadly this is not the first
incident as the same individuals
harassed and terrorizing
innocent victims in the city I'm
disappointed with the
reprehensible action of the
officers that should be
protecting the community in the
barf they engage from the people
who's job to enforce the law
with no bias shouldn't be immune
and those officers that
assaulted my son should be he
will,able.
>> I'd like to let the folks
know we have a senior
investigator from the office of
citizens complaints so you can
follow-up with that
representative thank you.
>> can you put the slide show
back now.
>> after montoya beat my son
in a manner my son asked why he
was arrested montoya said you're
wearing the patent we know
numerous occ complaint that are
filed civil suits take into
account what that did to
discipline officers and how you
spot patterns in the paper logs
like the following since the
civil suit the alumni has been
promote to public information
officer cab brill what will the
commission do to hold the police
officers accountant
accountable and the
hiring practices did police
officers bill of rights
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virtually insures that kind of
pattern of abuse a legally
protected for the officers so
their superior commanders can't
discipline them one of the few
points to stop cab brill he was
hired into the san francisco
police department where they can
impose a higher standard in
particular, the office of record
-encourage the department to
look at allows reliable forms of
information they've been legally
prevented from keeping records
about the officers action.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> the last time I made a
mistake and said that christ
rode the donkey into it was the
fourth year the 7 year cycle but
talk about more importantly
judgment day doomsday the clock
is moved to 59 minutes I can't
say when christ will return the
only previouscy in the bible
said the financier is daniel
chapter 9 there will be 70 years
which end on the sabbath year
we're in the is an go bath not
rosh hashanah we're still in
that my questions are you saved
really in jesus is coming back
in the last day 6 sabbath year
we have two weeks I know that
sounds like crazy but this is
the biggest event of all
historical if so this judgment
day I guess-I'd like to read
this now in christ be preached
that he rows from the dead how
say some among you no
resurrection felt dead if in
recess rex instruction of day e
dead in christopher be not risen
we're found out as false
witnesses of God we've testified
God he raised jesus up first,
the dead rise not then is not
christ is not raised your yet in
our sins there maybe your fallen
asleep only this life we have
all men are most miracle by now
christ is the first fruits
and.
>> next speaker, please.
>> I'm sure everybody is happy
with the election and because
people vote doesn't mean had he
vote some of the worst people
are coming down the pike in our
federal government and this
sitting on the state government
two of my favorite people
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supervisor wiener why don't I
like scott wiener he's the
enarable letter of the men that
represented me, I'm a survivor
of domestic violence is sfpd was
effective not 100 percent
effective I had an attorney to
file a protective orders and
constantly it was costing, that
was difficult and any attorney
on by domestic violence turned
out to get beaten himself by a
police commissioner julius it is
your duty man how does a police
commissioner to supervisor the
ethics of san francisco police
department when we himself bat
elders his spouse and meth was
involved in that fraergs if
you're against drugs I did
refresh your memory I'm one of
the most recruitment in the
having year history I question
when you get a batter and a
supervisor who endorsed him who
took his endorsement to run for
office what a cesspool of people
that get into this chamber and
go on to higher office someone's
o sometimes the person that
didn't win is the most humane I
appreciate all the hard work to
protect people from bad and anti
personalitys.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> good evening supervisors
here's the shift in issues
offramp gone promotes only good
values yet the working class
band has been excluded
associated with the teaching
that promotes good values the
bands is welcomed by hundreds of
parades the only parade excluded
because of e is the san
francisco schrz and japantown
cherry blossom parade the only
blockage by the chinese
consulate when stand out as a
sanctuary city first, as a
caring human rights follow this
pact of repreps goodness the
band is going to participate in
the chinese new year's they face
a new decision to free
themselves from pressure from
outside sources or will that be
a bad mark supervisors we want
you to write a letter to make a
simple important decision keep
the foreign flefrns and keep
fallen going on as part of our
community to help them do the
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right thing take a stand and
show the true heart of that
reach city thank you.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>>
good evening david circling the
schools san franciscans for
police accountability I want to
be the capstone on the sfpd
folks that spoke about the
officer can be brill it is
shocking his partner tony and a
vice President Of the pee pee is
in the running for the
presidentcy of the sf poa when
martin resigns that's a shock
I'm not sure how the commission
what work with someone like this
a record himself for violence
and who is the partner and
enableer of a cop that killed a
15-year-old in san francisco and
repeatedly beat up kids in the
mission and pulled a woman by
her hair this is really shocking
and hope that goes on record
thank you.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> this bhs general public
comment, sir.
>> good evening
daniel for the record to the
supervisors and commissioners
once again, thank you for
calling this hearing.
>> so you know, I have to say
something because the officer
that many of the people came
here for spoke about officer can
be brill I guess that's his name
during the superbowl of this
year we had a protest on market
street
and guess who poked me in the
back with a billy club officer
can be brill I'm a disciplined
guy not a protester about making
people feeling tlaeldz not a
coincidence that something like
that happened to me thank God I
didn't get shot by the officer
and recognized his picture and
evidence is clear he was trying
to find that open youtube show
everybody but I guess I'll show
is another time my point is that
lets do something about this
officer
I'd like to file a complaint
with occ
now
in. Let's take it from here and
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by the way, I know this is
general public comment but you
know this is a trump thing going
around we don't want to elm e
imbotanical officers to be rogue
officers and disrespect
everything's constitutional
rights let's see be clear at
least stand together beginning
mets ready to proceed police
officer and any ready to proceed
ogue at least
make that work for everyone
amen.
>> amen.
>> next speaker, please.
>> and any other members of
the public that wish to comment.
>> good evening to the
commissioners and the board of
supervisors I'm sorry I'm late
and hard to participate in
democracy when you work 9 to 5 I
want to speak about the
selection of police chief and
after listening to the stories
saying how broken-hearted this
kind of conduct is happening
this police chief is office
space so important oakland has
inquired to have a bachelor but
a resident of oakland and they
any have 5 years I believe
executive experience I hope the
police search has take into
account I think a sanctuary city
we need a police chief it is
very well-versed and opposing
23r0 experience 2, 3, 4
sanctuary I feel the attacks
coming from the President Elect
and so when which we need
someone we can trust as as
citizen we're concerned about
you know we said go personnel
matter but who the candidates
are and the ones I'd like to ask
the board of supervisors as we
as a the public we'll appreciate
2 from the board of supervisors
as our representative be part of
that selection process go
through the inspector duffy and
have some inputs as a police
chief but decide how important
that he reside in san francisco
and have the experience and the
education that will match all
the responsibilities and that
the police accountability and
the police brutality will be job
one to take care of so thank you
for your time.
>> thank you.
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>> >> next speaker, please.
>> tom gilberty
steels e seems like we've
elected a wanting that few
school boards about higher hire
public their principals recent
radio it's bits 50 percent of
americans live paycheck to
paycheck towing percent of kids
live in poverty
3 thousand there are 3 thousand
plus counties in the country the
first time I heard this they
said 17 tasted research from
2008 last time I heard it a
couple of weeks ago 70 percent
the counties across the city
experienced a recovery americans
left behind they were bernie
victims and they still continue
to be berry I didn't see issues
hillary was a small magnet
pulled towards berryize news
issues takes a village the
elderly and physicians needs to
recognize who has gotten the
hammer that strikes the nail the
truest and that was bernie and
the democrats missed an
opportunity to lead the could I
because of the supervise
delegates we've had prove
tiering mixed with housing and
having the police here and it is
you know I mean militarization
we need to back away from from
our entire country if you were
black I'll say the problem is
racism and the fallen gone are
looking for their freedom the
answer a heath community thank
you. Let's get there.
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> felicia welcome to the
disparities for mario woods
as we approach the one year
anniversary of the tragic
dedicate of mario woods on
December 21st of the things.
>> Ms. Jonesize have to cut
you off you've had an
opportunity to speak under walk
through we're opening up the
hearing you'll have an
opportunity to speak again at a
point.
>> any other members of the
public that want to provide
general public comment at this
time seeing none, public comment
is closed.
And Madam Clerk can you please
read the agenda items.
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>> item one for the special
joint committee meeting a
hearing that the board of
supervisors has previously
approved a motion for file
improved on October 18th to go
into a hearing the board of
supervisors with the police
commission sitting as a
committee as a whole for a
public hearing on the finding
and recommends of the
department of justice the
President Task force on the 12
policing and the civil gurney on
the blue ribbon panel the
fairness of law enforcement
thank you.
>> and thank you supervisor
cowen is the sponsor I'm going
to turn it over to for open
remarks
thank you supervisor President
London breed thank you for
joining us
thank you. I appreciate the
police commissioners that are
here with us commissioner
President Loftus welcome back to
the chambers
I have a few on remarks time to
go over the program you can
expect this evening we'll go
have a few we've had opening
remarks with supervisor
President London breed and
commissioner President Loftus
we'll have short remarks from
two groups of people first, the
mayor's office who is the
director of violence prevention
foreign mayor's office and
secondly, from morris and
finally a presentation from
intern chief chaplin I want to
recognize a few people in the
chamber with us I want to
recognize joyce hicks the
executive director as the former
office of citizens complaints
now the department of police
accountability and recognize
christen the chief of staff of
district attorney george gascon
those ladies will not be making
a precaution
sentation but for questions
if they arises and keeping my
comments get to the meat of
everything I want to just again
articulate my commitment to move
the police reform in san
francisco forward the reason he
called this joint hearing
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between the police commission
and the board of supervisors
because we've got serious work
to do it is important we have
transparency and frankly all
hands on deck approach to
solving some of the challenges
I want to also recognize a few
more people sfpd thank you for
joining us and your service want
to recognize many communities
leaders community coalitions
like the justice for mario woods
and felicia jones and san
franciscans for police
accountability and highlight Ms.
Julia and.
>> u yolanda that are here
julia with the bar association
and the criminal justice
integrity unit and officer for
justice yeah, that chateaus my
list the police department is
involved in the critical reforms
my goal that by sitting together
tonight as one united body we
can both increase transparency
and move quickly on those
reforms
the last month we held a hearing
in the blooper they were talking
about 200 and 72 recommends that
were presented
and the board has also held
hearing on the civil grand
juries on officer-involved
shootings those are difficult
but critical conversations to
have amongst the policymakers in
the city that's exactly I didn't
did work with any staff to pass
the ordinance last year and
really have been pleased to hear
from several members of sfpd
limp that the report has
produced some eye opening
moments from the department has
been a long standing issue and
we are taking steps to move
beyond the fact finding phase we
have 5 separate report we can
point to that have collectively
provided 5 hundred, 5 hundred
recommendations to approve our
police department so why are we
are doing all of this you might
ask I'm hopeful with all the
investigation work and the
actions that we will take to
implement the recommendation
that we really might begin to
start to gain some of the
public's trust and confidence
back because we received
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information about what
improvements to the police
department and in our last
meeting want to focus on how the
recommendations will change will
be implemented paying attention
to a timeline I think with
supervisor campos in participate
mentioned in the last meeting we
need an aggressive timeline I'm
in disagreement to that end will
be as follows: brief rangers
from the mayor's office and a
representative from the public
defender's office and we'll hear
from a presentation and updated
presentation from the intern
chief chaplin
there's a lot of information
we'll need to cover here so
colleagues in order to get
through this I'll ask to the
greatest tint possibly hold the
questions to the at the end of
the presentation so the
presenter can get through and
than a q and a session
now I'd like to bring up.
>> supervisor cowen before we
bring up the representative of
the from mayor's office I want
to give commissioner President
Loftus an opportunity to provide
remarks.
>> we did that already.
>> I said welcome potentially
was enough in fairness I want to
say on behalf of the police
commission a tremendous honor to
sit with the board to be in the
chambers and elevates the issues
we've been working on for years
and committed to but gives the
opportunity for community
partners that work with the
board and us to look at those
issues together and having one
conversation thank you
supervisor cowen and supervisor
President London breed and take
a moment to thank the
commissioners
here I think someone said it is
difficult to be in democracy
when you work 9 to 5 all
confirmations center jobs and
families please know the
commissioners that couldn't be
here they wanted to be here
something that commission is
committed so the last thing I'll
say reports before and if you're
feeling cynical the change will
not happen you've seen a report
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before the fact that we have
those 5 reports we're going to
hear from the department and we
together can hold ourselves and
the department accountable or
accountable to make the changes
that is what tonight is about
thank you for the subsequent
meeting with all the anxiety in
washing not expect anyone else
to fix issues building trust
within between the community and
others thank you for your
leadership.
>> thank you commissioner
President Loftus and back to you
supervisor cowen.
>> thank you
so I'd like to do at this time
is welcome and open up the floor
to the director of violence
intervene as a reminder to the
two ladies that will be speaking
to be sync thorough and yet
succinct.
>> good evening board of
supervisors and police
commission thank you for the
introduction and thank you for
host this forum my name is dean
I work for as a director to
mayor ed lee and joined with my
colleagues here today who will
also be joining me to answer
questions on behalf of our
office and joined with my
colleague who's our new board
liaison and worked the public
safety today, I'm representing
the voice even if mayor ed lee
on behalf of the May thank you
for the leadership that all of
demonstrated in the last couple
of years all the days and hours
you've working hard around
trying to highlight specific
areas that the police department
needs to be improving on moving
forward
we thank you for this hearing it
is a real deems how san
francisco needs to shine the
light around reports that we as
an office take seriously pr we
thank you for highlighting the
doj the civil grand jury and the
blue ribbon panel added
yesterday the gashth mayor ed
lee announced how we would
always be san francisco
retaining the values of quality
and quality across the city.
>> commitment to stand as one
and to stands for human rights,
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civil rights and social justice
he also confirm our dedication
to continue moving with our
current commitment which include
the implementation of the
reports
when mayor ed lee called the
U.S. Attorney general loretta to
assess our police department we
fully condominium to working on
the department of justice orient
with the department of justice
oriented policing service and
implement me recommendations
they'll bring forth we're proud
that all involved especially the
san francisco police department
to open their doors and invited
transparency and accountability
at the same time the city worked
the police commission san
francisco police department,
office of citizens complaints,
members of the board, and more
importantly communities key
stakeholders to move forward
with the areas to implement
immediately the doj process and
assess and progress on some of
the police reforms needed 24
included key highlights and key
policy recommendations that
demonstrated our leadership here
of what we needed to move
forward with san francisco
I'd like to highlight one of the
major outcomes we saw where
$20 million investment to
subcontract trainings on
equipment and to also improve
the cultural sensitive in the
police department
we moved with significant
programming in the forest to be
able to begin looking at
building trust between
communities and communities of
color and the police department
after 6 months of working with
the doj cops staff their staff
worked closely to complete 2k59
analyze and public members of
the committee and realized a
comprehensive assessment one of
the most comprehensive
assessments of any police
department in this nation
yes, they found dishes but a
police department that will have
change the cops office want to
build the trust in the result
was 94 finding 200 plus
recommended in the area of use
of force bias and community
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policing and be accountability
and recruitment and personnel
practices on October 12th a
little bit over thirty years of
thirty days ago to the doj
process conference the
announcement of the report mayor
ed lee accepted and promised to
implement every single
recommendation
he vowed to have trust and
recognized those measures that
are the first important step the
report acknowledges the reforms
200 underway as commissioner
President Loftus noted and the
colleagues another 1237dz will
discuss much was duplicate and
more is underway we have made
progress but there's more work
to do tonight mayor ed lee want
to execute the recommendations
for the 21st century police
department for san francisco and
to continue moving forward with
fair and just policing that
treats everyone the same as
place the sanctity of life above
all thank you those are the
remarks from mayor ed lee and
pass that on and acknowledge
that my colleagues are available
for questions.
>> thank you very much.
>> next speaker a chair the
racial justice committee.
>> good evening supervisors
and commissioners and thank you
supervisor cowen so for allowing
me to have a few minutes to
address this joined meeting and
hearing
and my name is demar the chair
person for the racial just
committee a committee of
advertising in the san francisco
public defender's office I'm
also a member of the san
francisco bar association
criminal justice task force and
I work on the subcommittee so
for bias along with susan
christian and I'd like to also
indicate that julia and frank
leadman members of the san
francisco bar association
criminal justice task force are
here and available for any
additional questions that you
May have
I wanted to just on behalf of
the racial justice committee
mostly indicate that our public
comment following the review of
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the report I want to acknowledge
and provided a letter to all of
you that have our period of time
from the racial justice
committee acknowledging the
mayor's office and the police
department and their
coordination with the department
of justice and completing the
assessment of the police
department
I want to invite you to review
the 10 point plan that the
racial committee committee
realized a couple of years ago
as well as a demand letter to
the supervisors earlier in this
year and indicate that a lot of
the recommendations that are
included in the department of
justice assessment were echo
from points we addressed the
point of racial justice
committee to be committed to
reform in the police department
and reform from the criminal
justice system in san francisco
so all citizens are treated
equally
and one of the things with
respect to the assessment by the
department of justice which we
do finds they did a very good
job and decisions but overall we
agree with the vast majority of
recommendations how much
disappointed in finding that the
assessment was unable to reach
the specific conclusions
regarding the incident of actual
racial bias by the police
department because of inner
sufficient procedures within the
police department I think this
definitely prohibits san
francisco from being able to
hold the police department
accountable if we don't have
sufficient data I've been
working with the data collection
committee which headed that he
julia electronically met with
julia from started and to
analyze the procedures we can
note how well and how effective
the police department is
operating
I want to emphasis that because
we have a new 79d didn't mean
that 21st century policing
principles are no longer applied
and I think that san francisco
instead of being a follower not
having the technology and the
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tools and equipment available to
be one of the leaders and role
models in the policing industry
that san francisco should be a
beacon of light san francisco
should be a leader in policing
in 21st century policing and I
do want to acknowledge the
police department so for its
efforts I indicated in the
letter I submitted I'd like to
make a distinction between the
efforts of police department and
the police officers association
and I would like to have the pee
pee held accountable for some of
the devices rhetoric it is
including in the writings and
literature and others social
media the police department is
really making an effort to move
forward to be a leader in the
industry and to address issues
of racial bias that are not by
the community there have been a
division and the community in
determining whether or not the
police department is providing
fair and unbiased policing and I
think that despite the police
departments effort the piano pee
is hampering will where
conscious or unconscious and
finally indicate that despite
another rest of the country
being in turmoil right now and
this being a time of great
division I want to echo the
words of michelle obama she said
they go low we go high and san
francisco can't operate as a
role model in terms of fair and
unbias policing tyler to do list
and reaching out to the
researchers in the country in
terms of-the communities
feels like the san francisco
police department is operating
in a fair and unbias manner I'll
encourage that process to happen
sooner than later and the data
that is collected now with
respect to the body cameras is
not of used to have tools in
place to analyze the data and in
terms of policing I want to
thank you.
Allowing me to have those
comments and vertebral for any
questions afterward
>> thank you very much
all right. Chief chaplin.
>> thank you for joining us
this evening.
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>> thank you for having me.
>> good evening supervisor
President London breed's and
board of supervisors and police
commission
thank you for having me for
myself and my command staff
important for the police
department to reassure those we
serve are residents business
communities, commuters and
visitors we're committed to
insuring not only we're
providing excellent law
enforcement services to keep the
city say but courtesy and right
and compassionate in the upping
presentation you'll see that the
san francisco police department
has been working on the way we
police the city beginning in the
matter especially involving
individual that are in country
although our reforms are
obviously for several years in
at least 2015 those changes need
to be more comprehensive in
order to move forward more
quickly and more importantly the
focus to have it's roots in the
trust between the department and
community and essential bond
that is impact by several
critical incidents on
January 21st, 2016, mayor ed lee
requested the assistance of U.S.
Department of justice to look at
our policies and procedures the
department worked chlorite with
the policing cops as far as the
doj initiative
this most long process was
comprehensive heavy reilly on
police commissioners and city
leaders and other stakeholders
the collaborative review
initiative gave complete access
to owl information and contained
on 5 areas I'll go over them the
use of force and the second bias
and the third was policing and
the fifth was a recruitment and
hiring person the final report
it is 92 findings all of which
the department is completed to
implementing as of any change
the times are hard to pinpoint
the priorities but this
independent assessment has been
our road map to reform it is
important to note prior to the
onslaught one of the first
suggestions the department
should have a bureau dedicated
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to acknowledge and transparent
were a top priority and tracking
experience with the findings and
recommendations that May came
into from the review the
professional standards and
bureau was created in February
to oversee and facilitate 9
collaborative assessment process
and to coordinate the
implementation of many of the
recommendations offend by the
performance including the
survival grand jury on
officer-involved shootings the
blue ribbon panel on transparent
and accountability and fairness
in law enforcement, the bar
association of san francisco
report on technology and data
collection and the office of
citizens complaints
recommendation from the
President Task force on 21st
century policing I presented to
this board on numerous occasions
regarding the refused finds san
francisco police department and
kept on saying we're waiting for
the final review we'll overlay
them that's in the presentation
the overlay the following
information to 3r0id a strategic
plan for the process that is
followed during the
implementation of doj
recommendation he can't stress
enough the strategy plan is
comprehensive and built to hold
the staff accountable for the
assignment within the given
timeframe before I turn this
over to captain michael I'd like
to thank you for your support
and for inviting us here this
evening gives the department a
platform we the police
department are in support of the
words avenue mayor ed lee san
francisco will be a beacon of
light dedicated to process with
that, I'm going to turn it over
to captain michael conley.
>> thank you, chief.
>> good evening
Madam President breeds and
officer supervisors and police
commissioners and members of the
public I'm captain michael the
commanding officer for the
policing bureau
I've took over this assignment
in July and we've been building
systems since we started the
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reports and I've move into the
agenda because of the time I
know you've been here a
long-term I'll be as brief with
that presentation and do ask you
hold questions until the end
our agenda together as we cover
the areas as a previous doj
reports the department of
justice report summarize the
strategic guidance operational
structure and plans to
operations transition the
verification and the current
status of reforms as we have
them today
this slide I presented bears
mentioning that approximately
three years ago we saw a number
of high profile incidents
nationally and saw a number of
high profile incidents in san
francisco as well we call into
question ex-in which the
communities how the police
police the communities with that
we started looking support and
bias issues and associated
issues and start generating
significant mop up of
departmental bulletins in 2014
one and 38 issues
and 2015 one and 72 and 2016
right now 76 what those
bulletins represent policy at
the previous administration and
the mayor identified as needing
to be improved changed rejerked
developed, and all around
holistic approach at looking at
the way that san francisco
please the city with the
bulletins doesn't cover the gaps
at the request of the department
of justice to review the
department a gap analysis that
was the ability for the
department of justice to show
you where in the department we
needed improvement and where we
needed to develop initial policy
and look at it some of the
programs we know we have good
programs
the department bulletins are, in
fact, policy droifrd with the
chief of police
the billions summit the general
orders when the order is
inaccurate we have a significant
amount of general orders in need
of reengineering and
redevelopment as an example in
2014 we issued a harassment free
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workplace policy to direct
members to train attends on
online training in bias and
workplace harassment this
training was for supervisors and
chief suhr directed all
personnel to have that training
it he matter at hand open
mandated it. The second
bulletin which is deploying a
firearm it was determined the
point of firearms did constitute
a use of force which
implementing that that was a
shift in culture in training
rolling that out we saw a use of
force statistics psychiatrist
that's because we were capturing
additional information so a
change avenue training and
culture the last one a bias
bulletin departmental bulletin
which was a note on my watch
pledge a commitment by all
personnel in interest in bias
will not be tolerated a
commitment by our officers to
understand no place for bias in
the workplace or anywhere
as we start going to the police
reform units we started to
understand that many the
incidents are mental crisis
persons combrerns mental crisis
we are now under the appeals
bureau primarily a patrolled
based function but have a number
of police officers
trained and looking forward
preliminary in the control we
also are in the final general
order to owls the policies so
forth for the across the united
states critical general order
and the mayor's office is
condominium one thousand dollars
for training and bucket for
trainers and additional mental
health we continue to improve
programs and training so that
officers can constitute time and
distance and declarations
techniques on all critical
incidents with all incidents
that deals with a person dealing
with a mental health crisis all
recruits get the cit training
and you'll personal tracing e
training programs-we're doing
it to the cycle
additionally the district in
October announce they're going
to have specialist in richmond
with the police department to
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deal with persons in crisis
the next few slides cover the
high profile incidence your
intimating aware of this first
sliders on July in the
tenderloins for an individual
with a firearm in an altered
mental state we entered no more
questions and after several
hours that person was
apprehended with the weapon and
rapidly transformed to
zuckerberg san francisco general
he got treatment for a narcotic
induced issue and in the
following slide the fact that
the officers in the field
contain the incidents deescalate
using physical barriers to buy
more time for additional
resources to arrive and continue
to into enter into negotiations
next slide, please
24 intsd is in the ingleside the
individual had fireside numerous
rounldz into the neighborhoods
backyard and again, the patrol
units richmond to this contained
situation initialed the take I
can see this individual was
taken in custody using the
deesclation techniques creating
time and distance you'll notice
there are 50 firearms seized in
this particular case
the next case a vague rant
business that closed down and
individual cited an alteration
with a female and body slammed
her and freed.
>> the patrol attempted to
take him in custody they had
negative results with tares we
were able to contain him on the
catwalk again time and distance
we brought in negotiators it was
a conceive incidents without
loss of life and once again a
slide filed with 58 firearms
that individual fired rounds at
the location offers responded
and contained him and created an
environment decalibrations
worked and brought in a
negotiator without the loss of
life to incidents one and 8
firearms con indicated the
result would have been
catastrophic.
>> this incident in your own
backyard at the central plaza an
individual in crisis was armed
with an firearm wanted to
comment suicide we used time and
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distance and barriers and take I
can see after several hours he
surrounded to little negotiators
and went to zuckerberg san
francisco general illustrating
again that the policies we've
implemented the practices we've
implemented are working
we moved into police
affordability body worn cameras
are on the forefront of law
enforcement over the last few
years a collaborative process to
develop a policy by which human
immunodeficiency virus 9 out of
10 district stations it is the
duty of this week all 10
district stations will have
fully deployed cameras for their
he personnel and support units
will also be trained in those
cameras and be issued those
cameras
the san francisco police
department is one of an only 67
police departments in the nation
I think outside the box is
significant to note the
department of our size employing
to a full patrol force as we
move forward we will be looking
that data and attempting tool
sees body trails through the
cameras.
>> again continue on with the
use of force department
bulletins were issued earlier in
the year employing the range
weapons as bag guns all
personnel in the field have
access through the car or
partnerships with the units in
the field to have the weapons
the tactical have explored with
shields those shields are more
or less crowd control shields
with the package we're looking
at ballistic shields tare used
with the apprehension with those
office of labor & standards
enforcement we're developing new
tactics and other law
enforcement agency where we
can't find best practices we'll
do something else and lastly
going back to a cultural shift
our bio annual firearms training
is rejerked to include sunbath
time and distance and
deesclation techniques it is
knowing from the peace officer
standard.
>> this slides illustrates the
success of the crisis
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negotiation team as you can see
a number of dates statistics
from 2013 on we have 34
negotiators but the quick
information the number of calls
for hostage negotiators
continues to increase as you can
see we plan for those calls more
than likely there in the calls
in the coming years the natural
progression from the crisis to
the negotiators the accountant
team has a success rate of 99.5
if you understand one of the
virldz elected to comment
suicide that impacted that rate
it is important to know that in
every single one of the calls
all one and 84 called for a call
to service so for patrols we've
been implementing time and
distance in the deesclation
techniques experts between us
and the negotiate team and
mental experts in bringing the
person in for crisis so have a
peaceful resolution in all one
and 84 I want no gunshots by law
enforcement personnel the data
collection of the san francisco
police department is champed
over the years it is widely
orchid internally and
extraordinarily as captured in a
number of reports we've be able
to take the challenges beef been
presented and create anticipate
application on the smart phone
all officers use smart phones
and capture 9 demographic data
requested by the city ordinance
96 a additionally potentially
for the california bill 953 and
understand this one is big time
we employed this application two
weeks ago all over the place
early results are phenomenal
we'll have press 10 data with a
role out that will be able to
tell us a story that data will
be transparent and we'll be
working with academia and heard
about the heart we're going to
set the perimeter how the
academia uses this information
airline bring them in shortly
so also important to note this
is a side stewart step issues
with the report as mentioned in
previous hearing we said the
data challenges are there you
have to understand one a
miscommunication with the data
of ordinance of report but
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additionally a manually
collected report manually
verified so there is no intent
to delay the report it is the
intent to make sure you have the
the right information and that
information is press 10 moving
forward with the automated
process we'll have it
interesting to note we met with
the california department of
justice to demonstrate this
smart phone flarngs impressed
they said in a number of
applications throughout the site
this is the best they're looking
to document it as a statewide
tool or measure.
>> when we look at bias in the
police department a number of
training we 1234u9d so note in
the doj report on page 63 I'll
quote it no evidence if explicit
bias is widening in the
department on the contemporary
the doj objective a law
enforcement agency for the most
part showed caring and
professionalism towards the
people of san francisco again
this was the department of
justice on page 63 of the report
as as I mentioned earlier we
understand that our data is
challenged we understand there
is a trust issue with our data
that's why we're partnering with
academia to help us present.
>> this is some of the
methodology of what we did do
address this this is newcomers
years and started a I couldn't
be u number of bias training
programs in 2015 some of you May
recall with the crime lab
believe it or not that was
highly successful and build on
successful programs to introduce
training across the board
next slide this is where we move
both the department of justice
report
next slide, please the
department of justice report
those 0 programs and policies in
training to address issues of
bias and policing and community
policing and protocol and
finally recruitment and hiring
and personnel practices as
mentioned he earlier 95 finding
and associated recommendations
as the highest level try to
encap sunlight 4 hundred page it
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is safe to see with a certain
degree of certainty we're
looking to shift the culture and
an absolute need for data
capture and more agreeing I will
approach to training if you took
all the recommends they'll fall
into the 3 concepts that is
October 12th when the mayor
September the report and 24 is
where it gets excited folks
prior to the implementations of
the report we were under
agreement with the department of
justice we're going got to
disclose the data or held that's
their agreement we agreed and to
maintain the integrity so
previous board hearing we were
not in a position to fully
disclose with the department of
justice mandated us to do next
slide, please.
>> once the report was issued
we identified the steering
committee and the mayor and san
francisco chief financial
officer and tear designee are
assembled on a regularly
scheduled meeting to provide
broad direction receivedoversees resources management I
can't imagine those reports are
researched
we're also the mayor issued a
letter mandating all city police
department aid the police
department in providing any and
all types of support federal and
state this is key to chief of
police our success next slide,
please.
>> once we received the
department of justice report we
need to look at how are we go
back going to implement and
build out the structures we went
through a preparation phase and
meaning training and identifying
how we were going to rank those
systems how we were going to
through those to the communities
stakeholders and again access to
the city hall policing bureau
and extensive priorities and
monitor the work next slide,
please
from that process we developed
input including and this is key
we included all the reports
previously issued so we had the
department of justice, the blue
ribbon panel all of the civil
grand jury report and the occ
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alcohol department of police
accountability and the bar
association of san francisco
we also development a genes
packet the mayor and the chief
issued letters to city employees
and department members maufrntd
the reading and mandating
support from that additional
steps to continuous meeting and
process the development and the
output initial integrated matrix
you'll see that in the folsom
slides and the recommendations
next slide, please the slides on
the left is the matrix that
takes owl 10 reports and the
recommendations and integrate
them into 5 categories being
objectives identified by the
department of justice whatever
recommendations we're capturing
in the department of justice
objectives we created additional
theories all recommendations
captured in the maefks under the
slide on the right the project
management that identifies the
priority which bureaucracy was
assigned to who is responsible
and what the reporting timeline
will be next slide, please
utilizing the 4 step process on
the left and seen devil on the
spreadsheet priority
recommendations as you can see
44 or 16 percent that were
category gisz their skurnl in
process assigned to the sponsors
10 days ago and hope to hear
from 20 days for status update
and continue to on or about the
recommendations until we have
full compliance
next slide, please he spoke
about the integrated matrix we
put the reports into matrix so
as you can see we'll come pile
the reports 4 hundred and 79
remedies as mentioned earlier
we're moving forward we've
already did a line by line
comparison on the reports to
make sure any integrated matrix
secured the same even tone and
the tenor of what those
recommendation call for as an
example here the recommendation
72.2 all the class a bulletins
that modify a general order
should be record on the website
the recommendation says yeah,
make them owl available online
in the broad spirits of putting
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those remedies under one
umbrella we integrated them.
>> this is a a visual
demonstration of the
recommendation and the pie chart
the text on the lowest
essentially shows what reports
were encompassed with a number
of recommendations go included
in the 5 doj I'll move on to the
structure based on the inputs
into the components we took the
initial go maefks and the
obviously and integration matrix
and start the plan how to throw
deploy we came to the final
reservation coming up of the
project managements currently in
your packet we development
standardized form in order to
address the standardization of
work club sdoindz to prioritize
the reports in a standardized
process next slide, please begin
the matrix if you'll note names
associated with the executive
sponsors executive sponsors
excuse me-we're identifying
through the executive projects
who will be the key stakeholders
in moving forward this document
tells us who when and how we
expect those recommendations
slide reporting the instructions
none existed in the department
of justice report the candidates
and the others developed 90
these in thirty days we provided
and development the forms to
make sure we had a standardized
work process that everybody can
chief we built in oversight in
terms of who has the oversight
next slide, please.
>> this is the chief and mayor
addressing a recruit claw is
this is significant they're
addressing the recruit class
about body worn cameras so this
is a living breathing concept
many officers have been trained
and place of entertainment
reforms slide
this is the flow chart the meat
and potatoes so the executive
sponsors to the workshop they
identify the project sponsor or
project manager and assistants
project manager and internal and
research personnel to insure
we're using the best practices
and including the community when
we talk about the community
we're talking about internal
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city shareholders so other
departments will be included in
the process from that period we
go into the researcher and
planning institution phase
they're given a recommendation
and those two review processes
by the professional standards
will let me digress and upon
completion sent to the chief owe
eventually to the commission
slide.
>> current status a all 200 and
72 dufz so I understand to the
executive sponsors the deputy
chiefs their selecting the
initial report 44 high priority
recommendations are in progress
again, I mentioned earlier we're
expecting an update in the next
three weeks including the
holidays and 6 implementing
policies or remedies that have
been implemented we're looking
at implementation there is a
number of policies a number of
recommendations that we have
implemented, however, the needs
to be codified in a proper
manner so from professional
stand point we're awaiting the
final documentation packet to
productive to prove to us those
have been implemented those of
you notice on that far left-hand
side a sign off sheet all the
way it from the project manager
to the chief and ulcer to the
mayor's office that will sign
off on the documents each one
alcohol, tobacco & firearms
recommendations as included will
have a sign off sheet to make
sure we're complying
slide workplace I'll take
questions if you'll note quite a
bit of concern about the role of
the department of justice
reports we're continuing or to
work with the department of
justice in collaboration and
committed to the recommendation
all captain conley I think the
challenge is; right? This
motion the devil is in the
details we talked about the
folks minded timelines and an
understanding of what will
happen I think you did a
tremendous job of taking a
number of items and shown us the
process if I wasn't as close to
you. My question big picture
issues that came up within the
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department around bias and use
of force around accountability
that sort of maybe if you could
take us back a step what's the
approach that the department is
talking to the issues and maybe
give a couple of examples that
commissioners very specific
kwetz of the number of 4 willed
and 79 there is a chart we'll be
able to follow about the
departments progress and give me
an example of one or two so we
can understand what we are
following.
>> it up commissioner
I'll focus on bias bias impacts
all aspects of law enforcement
the develop in seekinginstructors a sustainable
approach to training the it
personnel and certifying those
and how to combat didn't and
explicit violence we're talking
about 200 members of the
department we're talking about
resources and funding issues
instructors and creating an
assignment in August the staff
went to a training by the
department of justice we
developed the need in working
with the department of human
resources and working with the
california state justice and
looked creating a model to
training all personnel in
October, November we trained the
middle level captains and again
building blocks continually
building more we'll be a
commands staff those are all
building blocks that continue to
grow and continue to revisit and
same with the reports looking at
how we are approaching the
training and changing the
culture and the training cycles
and the training of context to
insure we're getting to the
issues.
>> next slide, please.
>> no way.
>> I have a>> if I May and supervisor
cowen thank you very much
captain thank you for walk us
through there tremendous we have
a few questions come to my minds
on slides one you specifically
talking about the use of force
reform and deesclation I was
curious what will happen I don't
know if you have pull up slide
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11.
>> is that 11.
>> page 11 excuse me>> weight of the testimony
come back to slide 14 talking
about around increase 50 perris
from the previous year of I even
that was deesclation if I'm not
mistaken I said to know if you
can read sweet spot numbers why
there was a 50 percent increase
and this is on slide 15.
>> right in terms of the
increase in the number of call
outs a number of factors that
increases the incidents of a
feeling of society stressed.
>> I'm sorry, I need to
correct myself the housing
shortage crisis new york in
201675 calls 50 percent increase
in the previous year why the
increase.
>> we don't have the
underlying information the
society pressures for people to
be-market-rate in different
ways this distributed to patrol
personnel understanding the slow
down situation and calling
mental health and crisis
negotiators for different
outcomes and.
>> and I think you said 34
active negotiators how is that
number determines officers are
self-selected and gotten a
training and tested and
demonstrated some kind of a
natural and innate ability to
deescalate how are the 34
negotiators vehicle code
negotiators selected I think
individuals that generally
ascends personnel through a
number of incidents articulated
they have a very, very strong
articulation skills and empathy
and knowing quite a few of the
of those negotiators you know
they're the cream of the crop in
terms of negotiations in the
statewide mandated requirement
that dictate what can be a
negotiator.
>> on slide 20 you gave 3 I
think those are the analysis of
shifting the mind setting
culture with the data culture
and agree I will approach 3
categories that are where change
can be implemented he wanted to
know exactly the departments
strategy in changing at mindset
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in the culture of the department
that's you know a cultural
challenging is I think we're
doing it wanted to know if there
is something I'm missing.
>> no it is a unique trying to
implement those change in the
culture and data xachdz those
are and confidentiality is
strong leadership and strong
management skills we have the
management in place.
>> such as I'm interested in
the specification how do you
change cultural.
>> those are taught in
accordance with the post
guidelines and governed by
federal case law
as we integrate time and
distance and decirculation we
have that in the mindset of all
personnel under the training and
policy the policy will back up
that training so we're
reengineering the policies and
very engineering the training
and insuring that also
accountability and supervisors
reinforcement and decirculation
take I can see through the range
so is this a format within the
department no it is a new
process couldn't create it
before the issuance of a report
we did know the department of
justice was including the other
reports so it was created for
that.
>> any compliments to you one
thing I've heard there was
consistent material was
collected and then reported out
so good see a format and well
instructions my xriementsdz to
you guys
a few more questions.
>> just a few more questions
we want to know you, you May not
be urban design the best person
perhaps but I want to know what
we do to recruit officers of
color female officers and
officers from different
communities in san francisco.
>> so the recruitment unit is
under the present standards with
captain danger field have
recruited community of color for
the police department by the
actually go out nation wide
historically african-american
colleges and other higher
educational venues and military
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to identify the best candidates
that's a strategy that we
employ.
>> is there a priority given
to someone that is grown up in
the city and not that I'm aware
of.
>> so this is one of the key
recommendations that potentially
every one of those reports can
point to we've had a lot of
confusion about data collection
so offered the legislation in
2016 and passed unanimously with
two reporting period to the
board of supervisors and this
again in the forest of
transparency and so I really
want to know about the confusion
and/or the delay of the
quarterly use of force reporting
can you can you talk a little
bit about some of the challenges
to why.
>> well, for the first report
a Miss Understanding the second
reporting period there was a 3
day late our mine challenge is
we have the mass and bulk
collection on the data and make
sure the data you received is
accurate so recorded tremendous
amount of resources in filtering
what you're getting to make sure
you're getting proper
information moving forward
obviously we'll get a different
data system and work with
veerndz and/or our own internal
resources to that is the
collection methods and not
seeing that moving forward
especially with the application
that is selected.
>> that's good that's my next
question not on the matrix in
terms of you know the project
management and deliverables so
that is pretty dense I could
have overlooked it and you
talked about the collection of
data we have a mature respect
for the day to day picture of
what we don't see and quantities
many people can experience on
the kwntsz that experience so
the doj is recommend that the
san francisco police department
partner with an academic to help
us with the implementation of
the recommendation and
specifically with the analysis
of data wear collecting the data
and now how do we translate that
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data into hardcore policy
changes we talk a little bit
about in findings and person and
evans emphasized the process
that the department needs to go
through in order to find that
person or team of persons to
help us process that data.
>> once we develop the
specifications for the ac dam we
go through the process with the
rfp that will be put out on the
website.
>> do we have a date when the
rfp is realized.
>> who is on the team to
determine the qualifications for
the person or entities that will
lay out the criteria we'll use
to evaluate the person.
>> the executive chief and the
project sponsor and they'll
identify the team members and
work to create that process and
insure compliance with that
recommendation again that
recommendation covered several
reports the doj blue ribbon
panel and civil grand jury is
that in the 90 day priority of
the section of the response in
the matrix.
>> I'm looking at a part in
the binders I think the matrix
what you're describing has a
person that is the executive
sponsor and the bureau and also
has the priority I'm wondering
if getting the rvp it rfp out
the door.
>> you need to have that
discussion with the deputy chief
talking about 4 hundred and 79
recommends you have to
prioritize them there are
development and discussions
ongoing but in terms of them
falling to the highest priority
we identified workplace this
time period quickly the data
collection development process
is a laborious process so that
may not be bank of the west
suited doing a tremendous amount
of resources up front or better
yet develop a plan moving
forward.
>> okay. So I think my
questions have been answered any
final remarks we move somewhere
between thirty and 60 days and
put the priority in getting a
data analyst in place sooner
than later thank you
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supervisor cowen
supervisor peskin.
>> thank you Madam President
and thank you to the intern
chief chaplin and the command
staff of the department and our
colleagues at the police
commission I think supervisor
cowen when they asked did
question about the steps to
reform the department was on the
right track if you listen to the
earlier testimony that we
received one of the comments was
really about the role of an
outsideal be that inside force
the piano pee and this is a
difficult question because
obviously every bargaining unit
has the right to organize but
this is a bargaining unit that
has an outside influence on the
department and they tell us barf
and the barf of the working men
and women of the department I
have profound respect is for the
working men and women the of
police department as a
middle-class caucasian man I've
had nothing about good
experience with the police I've
represented on and off for the
last 16 years I believe that the
poa despite working for wages
and benefits for their members
has had a profoundly co-review
influence on the men and women
of the department we've seen
whether text-messaging scandals
this is a question for the
commissioners and a question for
my colleagues and a question for
captain conley and the command
staff what steps are being taken
to make the poa the 21st century
organization that does not heart
attack back to the 1950s we see
at the dawn of the 21st century.
>> wow.
>> (Laughter)
I know tell you that when this
report department of justice was
issued the poa issued a press
release he embracing it to that
point to implementation they're
in support of it but can't speak
to the specifics I'm not aware
of the specification this is a
changing time in the department
the poa is aware and I believe
their moving forward to o the
best they can.
>> wards to specification I'm
in no way trying to be
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argumentative there is the way
dda one wants remedies by the
blue ribbon panel a
recommendation that was made in
the cops report relatively
relative to shooting at moving
vehicles are the subject of a
grievance by the poa I mean, I
can't but observe this albeit it
their crackal right by the wild
recommendations by the extinct
parties not to exceed to the
united states of america so you
don't have to answer that it is
be troubling are in response and
supervisor peskin I have been in
the position in the past having
to respond to concerns about the
poa let's not make tonight
different situation where the
commissions of the retired
members of poa post things on
facebook and you taxi on the
members of the community
articulated what I've seen over
the past few years a deft
spirits versus a spirits point
police officers association has
taken we are claefrtd to partner
all best practices show in any
union representing working
people importantly stakeholders
in san francisco whether that is
from body worn cameras to use of
force we prioritized bringing
everyone to the table not only
the poa but the offices for
justice and the latino poa and
pride alliance and prioritized
to our part they have a
difficult job changing every day
to make sure they have the tools
and equipment and ability to
most san franciscans saying you
know what I have a pretty good
relationship we have distrust
not new and an opportunity to
address them head on I'll say
this I'm tremendously
disappointed on obstruction with
the best practices cso with the
prohibition at the shooting at
cars and prohibitions on
outdated use of force
chamber that was former greg
suhr that led the way all of the
efforts around time and distance
and decirculation so I'll say in
terms of account one of the
remedies changing policies takes
too long there's a really for
the commission to play and at
the department we have to take a
look at the lessons we interest
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the use of force process we are
now coming on a year in December
from when we started the use of
force and still don't have a
policy that's not okay it takes
too long I can't give you a
quick answer how to hold the poa
responsible but using all the
levers to advance the process
and take the lesson to move the
policy in the future much faster
>> thank you.
>> supervisor campos.
>> you wanted to come back to
you.
>> its also good to see my
former colleagues some of you
from the police commission and
thank you to the President And
the members of the commission
for being here
I'll just be very brief we have
people for public comment and
want to thank the department for
their presentation and the
acting chief for overseeing all
of that I think the problem is
so fundamental a so many aspects
when I speak about sort of
taking some of the
responsibility for some of the
things that have happened not
just the police commission I
think that is a collective
responsibility
that I think that members of the
board supervisors the mayor and
the police commission have to
take I think that one of the
challenges that we have here and
that I have in convincing my
constituents we're saviors about
orange the police department and
forming the office of the occ is
the fact that unlike other
jurisdictions where they have
been incidents in san francisco
we have had excuse me-a
number of incidents without
prejudging any of the things
that happen but a number of
finest not a single police to
the best of my knowledge
employment has been terminated.
>> what incidents are you
talking about.
>> not a single police officer
that is fired as far I say that
I take responsibility for that
two because I actually think
that something that for a lot of
people especially people of
color this is the problem
and I think that-many respect
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this the the elephant in the
room and we have to deal with
that
and I just I want to put that
out there we all have in
responsibilities on that and
until there is some
accountability I heard a lot of
people that's all of what we do
will continue to be a problem I
honestly building that I don't
mean that to be minimize what
has been done but I really
believe that and give an example
I don't know what will happen
with the case the incident I
said this to then chief greg
suhr with the homeless man;
right?
Whatever you think about the
shooting and wlung all the
questions that arise I think on
the basis of failure to
deescalate on that basis alone
there is a strong case for
termination of officers in that
says whatever you think of the
actual shooting in the end
failure to deescalate that alone
should be a basis; right? I
want to make sure we don't
losses site of that I think that
all of this is important we have
to go through the process but
until and unless there are
consequences for some of the
incidents and there is an actual
you know step taken I think
we'll continue to have a problem
I want to say that note diminish
what we are doing I respect the
acting chief we've been able to
work together well, in the
district but I want to say
that's an issue that is good
that the board is involved and
that's good we're talking to as
bodies the police commission and
the board of supervisors, the
mayor but I think that is a
fundamental problem we have and
it is going to be an ongoing
issue so I look forward to
public comment and again, thank
you guys for being here
>> and before we move forward
just we will need to take a 5
minute break
unfortunately, the commissioners
can't leave the room otherwise
not a quorum we need to allow
them a quick 5 minute break
we'll be right
back.
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>> all right. Everyone thank
you so much for your patience
and at this time, I'd like to
recognize commissioner dejesus.
>> thank you, thank you
thank you sxooepdz
thank you for having us here and
thank you for the public I want
to talk about what supervisor
campos said this is a real
important issue we need to put
on the table what further
discussion the reports have
certainly said the department
shouldn't be investigating
itself this is a critical vlgdz
vlgdz and I know the former occ
now will be investigating every
shooting or every you know
shooting or killing that comes
in
so the real question and right
now the department does the
heavy listing the department is
at scene and the counting of the
bullet they do the heavy lifting
if they're not investigate
themselves who is going to do
that I can if the we had the
internal affairs and in terms of
investigating whether the
conduct or out of policy we have
the occ now that will do this
the department provides
information for the occ but the
key in question is the police
department doing the heavy left
or the da do very this the
resources or turnover they are
fox to the occ the da takes over
the actual investigation are
they going to coordinate and
turnover information I know the
department and da are working on
a memorandum of understanding of
what will do what we need to
include the accountability
within that so from the da ends
up doing the heavy lift this is
something we note to talk about
that that determines that
investigation really determines
whether there will bring charges
or a
misconduct that is something
we need to talk about do we take
that away from the department
completely the cops suggested if
they don't do their own
investigation
the other one I want to talk
about I know that we talked
about groups stakeholder groups
we talking about working with
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groups on this in the process
my understanding is that some of
the way that the department is
considering setting up having a
member of the police commission
and the mayor's office and then
having peripheral stakeholders
like the stakeholders this is
kicked around I think outside
the box as a narrow very narrow
stakeholder group I think
outside the box had this be
broadened and consider having
people on the racial just and
the bar association and other
organization their active on
this to have them as
shareholders actual stakeholders
in terms of moving forward I
know we need to move forward
quickly the butt input we take
in terms of policy or training
or whatever it should be a broad
diversity of opinion rather than
internal opinion with the occ
and the poa so I think that is
something we need to consider
and the data I'm concerned about
the data because what I heard
the department say to come up
with what they need a request
are for proposal I got the
impression to consultant consult
with a consultant and move
forward to actually hire someone
to hire someone in a way to
analysis that information
and I think that the chief
talked about the request for
proposals that archaic we not
necessarily know how many rfp
and it is as long process and
the chief had ideas this is
something that needs to be put
on a burner fast burner and make
sure the people experts in the
field are able to get access toI'm concerned about this type of
process and concerned about us
developing whatever data before
we meet with an expert those are
some of the thoughts that I have
we have a broader workshop
including stakeholders in the
actual community as well as the
bar association and things like
that.
>> thank you
supervisor avalos.
>> thank you supervisor
President London breed.
>> I want to just voice any
appreciation for all of that
background work on the effort of
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isn't it true police reform and
looking at the data the finding
and recommendations that came
out of those two reports that is
significant
and it shows an effort around
accountability and transparency
I think that we have requested
that we get a sense of what the
recommendations are that will be
prioritized and working on
getting a number of 44 I feel in
a way I have a receipt didn't
doesn't show I won't be here but
the 4 priorities that what are
how are they 3wr0ekd in terms of
our categories use of force or
bias and police and hiring
personal practices that is
important when the next time we
present to share that out there
those categories understand the
use of force what is the first
one you'll work on in terms of
that already you've shared some
of the work the implementation
of the decirculation and time
and distance and you've touched
think outside the box that but
so many other recommendations
that we've seen that are you
know discussed I don't want to
get into the weeds as much have
in writing before the next
hearing at the board of
supervisors so that's my
recommendation
I won't eastbound here to
receive that but I expect I'll
be watching as a citizen not a
supervisor at that time, but we
all are really from the election
last week
and we know that real changes
with coming down in san
francisco we had and across the
country in terms of
transformation police reform the
backstop of the 21st century
President Obama report from the
doj well our doj very, very
different I'm concerned how to
uphold the principles from the
21st century report in the face
of what the effects will be
trying to you know put
forwarding in terms of law and
order and presidency and get to
the poa I'm really concerned
about how much we have to be
very vigilant with the
instruction the poa will be
creating here in san francisco
the leadership of the police
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officers association had done a
lot that payroll supporting the
republicans and 84 percent of
the city voted for clinton did
you sent money to the republican
policy and voted but the poa71 percent wanted to repeal but
the poa do not to oppose it 69
percent voted against prop 66
that expected the death penalty.
>> the poa to defend that we
know that the resources are
moving us back in the 21st
century policing by the obama
administration I think we need
to be much stronger as a city to
figure out how to bring them to
the kind of reform and vision of
the policing that is about
building trust with communities
our goal in terms of reform with
that, I'll keyed my time.
>> supervisor peskin and thank
you to Madam President and
commissioner President Loftus
one widening place of agreement
at the board was funding this
was a priority that is mayor
shared with us funding the
investigation bureau that he
district attorney's office with
an of the questions from time to
time at the board what is the
status of mou is I have the
competitive up here I'll ask him
that request chief chaplin.
>> I've been issuing to get
to.
>> we're in the efficiently
phases of the mou my
understanding from the da and
this was said earlier but he's
in the final process of hiring
the advertising for that
position the mayor opportunity
the position for the excellent
bureau we're finalizing the mou
with regards to the police
department and the da how that
will work out with the
investigation but you know
again, it is going to be with
them taking the lead in the
interview process we're
finalizing get into the weeds
we're close to the finish line
and negotiated with that body
and the mayor's office with
regards to funding the position
my understanding he put out the
job announcements he's in the
process or phil I don't want to
jump being so information I have
no full knowledge but cattle he
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was close to filing those
positions.
>> without putting a finer
point getting into the weeds and
what the mou will be entered
into any timeframe estimate.
>> I think we're fairly close
and within the next month or so.
>> thank you, chief.
>> thank you
seeing no other names on the
roster, I will open up for
public comment for public
comment.
There any comments?
So if there are folks from the
public that want to comment on
the hearing please come forward.
>> Ms. Jones welcome.
>> thank you
two minutes okay
so first, let me say I'm felicia
jones what the disparticipants
in the justice for mario woods
my first point would be to
supervisor peskin and I just
want to say you have good
relationships with the police
department.
>> as a community advocate I
wish mario woods would be here
to say the same thing and
jessica williams to say the same
thing and alex I wish louis were
here so he could say the same
thing and cutting-edge
technology and others were here
those of us it is disheartening
to say that to you only the
other things the focus on bias
the training of captains and
lieutenants is not enough
working with a par military
organization even though this is
from the top down you stop at
the two a lot of times with the
culture the culture will not
change we got to get real and my
other they know who police
officers the police
the executive team I don't know
the commissioners name of the
year she said to you have the
mayor and the police commission
and have police chief.
>> thank you, ma'am.
>> thank you, ma'am.
>> next speaker, please.
>> thank you.
>> police for accountability
two minutes is not enough to
address the issues but the
during the course cops found in
bias they found in data in the
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center of tech innovation why is
that that sfpd and it's it
department it in the stone age
I'm hoping not willful
blindsness this must change
just you guys know boston hired
a world-class audit firm we need
that that san francisco having
an academic on board is
important as far as writing an
rfp and you know being closely
involved in the process ac
democrats we need to know
exactly what our data and need
to get working on that quickly
also let me pick up my remarks
from previously
given the trump quake they'll
feel enbelonged how will we
maintain the remorseful I think
by building the grassroots civil
society organization and
institutions for affordability
and by local government working
with them collaboratively.
>> given the trump quake the
only way for san francisco to
retain the progressive values.
>> move forward to be a beacon
of hope in a dark night to break
down the community between the
community and this board I hope
that will happen.
>> thank you, sir.
>> next speaker, please.
>> good evening. I'm david I
have two items of constructive
notice and something about the
police officers association the
first, the transcription on
those videos are horrible I
think that there actually a
vision of brown act they need to
be fixed
the second thing is good this is
a joint meeting because this
involves the revenue stream not
only of city and county but
thought state and something that
is under the jurisdiction of
police there are hundreds and
hundreds of cars driving around
san francisco that have dealer
plates their uber cars those are
cars not paying tax and 245I
driving willfully I'm seeing
them from all over the states
those are dealer plates innovate
with passengers and all sorts of
things trucks with the loads in
them so this is constructive
notice for the police department
to start enforcing the laws an
dealer plates and the next
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police officers association I
was shocked to hear the
commissioner was unhinged with a
police officers association I
think a grand jury should be
worked on with the police
officers association as if their
organized crime if you look at
the idea they're creating a
situation they're claiming
immunicipality from
investigation in mcallister's in
deaths in all sorts of in tune
behavior and they're creating a
crosswalkal arrangement that is
failure to investigate the truth
of situations this-and the
contracts with the city and
county of san francisco be>> thank you, sir.
>> next speaker, please.
>> good evening supervises and
police commission we understand
that you guys are exhausted but
we've been here for just as long
and we're still here I'm clem
the district 6 and the chair of
the unemployment commission I'm
here to reiterate things that
the commissioners said in past
commission meeting in the new
police chief those encourages
the appointment of a chief that
is in line with the
characteristics and
recommendations within our
budget and policy priorities as
in the bp p we need a chief that
will impact with people on the
school grounds and officer
skills and best practices for
working with young people that
are yountd e groubtd in
development of
incorporate scenarios of real
live implication with young
people in those training
components and thus giving the
officers to apply the skills the
last thing I want to say as our
elected officials you guys come
into our neighborhoods and tell
us how important to center a
voesz a lack of voice
contributing thought decision
maker and not acknowledge us as
an important body in the room is
discouraging and disheartening
so we are the ones
directly impacted by the
decision maker you guys make and
those are issues for the youth
to give their public comment I
ask you give them your undivided
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attendance thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> good evening board of
supervisors I'm here to spoke
speaker for my brothers and
sisters who were not here I'm
also to speak for the other
organizations that came out not
to stay as long as we could the
project was united playaz and
others as youth we are effected
and me and my brown skin I've
been searched because I live in
the neighborhood but no way I'm
the vice chair the commission
and a junior at the san
francisco state university to
urge the police commission to
look at the budget priority
policy priorities we urge you
guys do please be mindful and
how do I say this to be more
sensitive around arrest our
youth on campuses and arresting
them in front of of the parents
and around trump to be sensitive
around the youth and
undocumented youth thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>> hello, everyone I'm a
senior at the lowell high school
I'm a mayoral appointee to me
communication is the key to
southern california all problems
bossing nerk verbalize their
concerns and be able to take
those concerns take into
consideration to make people's
lives easier this is a
simplified and easier said or
done but police in communication
are equal to non-compliant in
san francisco I feel like the
sfpd is not doing enough for
hear our voices we are literally
9 future and as cliche as it
sounds if you don't show an
honest to make sure that the
youth relationships are on a
positive tune ear adding to
distrust within our community
coming from my neighborhood
where police presence running
into police presence positive
relationship is key
because if not results in a lot
of unnecessary problems so, yeah
so sorry respect crucialtwruft is crucial if you want to
see process you have to tarot
with the youth that is going on
9 o'clock we had a lot of people
that would have liked to speak
we have to go tomorrow I have to
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wake up at the foufshs but tell
her youth that want to
participate in things like that
this is difficult to do that you
obviously see you know a low
number of youth so I want
everyone to take into
consideration in planning
meetings in the future.
>> thank you for your
comments.
>> next speaker, please.
>> good evening polar vortex
and supervisors it is still
calm; right? That's how I see
my days sometimes good and bad
at the end of the day I'm living
in district even this 10 this is
my second year on the youth
commission I think my fellow
commissioners reiterate what is
already been said please include
the things that directly effect
us the general point has beenin the past in the youth
commission meeting with the
department it is pretty much at
the time of parents arrest from
the child is not under that
policy effects me as a formally
-child of formally
incarcerated parents that
effects me it is hard having to
live away from a parent that is
called dad and having a parent
in prison is unfair and seeing
them arrested for the last time
is brings angle gush and seeing
a parent arrested is like-and
is also when our trying to
change you're thinking of
changes and the voice to change
it can be bad I want to
reiterate that and just to say
that we need to progressiveness
within the sfpd when our looking
through a different less than
not use the past strategies
maybe it worked in the past but
starting to look at it at a
different angle in a positive
way I wish people sunshine could
are have been present to share
their experiences with the
police but at the same time
having youth to come up here and
tell you you policymakers.
>> thank you, commissioner.
Welcome President Matt
>> hi
my name is a madeline I'm a
senior at the urban school of
san francisco and the chair of
the youth commission so as we
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talk about the new policies I'm
reflect on the policies success
in the past there's a memorandum
of understanding between the sf
police department and the sf
school board and we really not
to see that implemented yes.
The youth commission received a
complicate about mroebt cops
arrest youth at a san francisco
high school in front of their
classmates and limited
communication with the school
personnel that could have helped
to avert that situation we ask
implementing the memorandum of
understanding and making sure
that the implementation that the
training we've recommend for all
police officers around
interacting with youth is
implemented as police officers
are hired thank you very much
for listening to the youth and
trying to coordinate we know
that is late we really, really
appreciate your time.
>> thank you for your
comments.
>> next speaker, please.
>> commissioner President
Loftus I want to thank you for
pointing out the oak rep
analytical I've spoken with him
one reason we came here the
presentation was a lack of
action by the am I correct?
My son was in his senior year of
university and never in trouble
any son was sdaulthd by plain
clothes officers vp anthony
montoya and was unlawfully
jailed for the night first thing
in the morning he went to the dr
and to the, llc ways physically
hurt they took photographs and
advised not to file a complained
until the charges were dropped
the public defender's office in
the alu then begin working with
us they were a lot of media on
the case there is a lot of
evidence a civil suit with
adoptions despite this the oak
close the case
the occ did not have the facts
the investigators said no video
but, but the public defender's
office and the alu have video
it shouldn't be this hard to get
justice that the officers abuse
the policies using unmarked cars
to perform a traffic stop and
changing the name of occ and
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roach from didn't political make
a function better must be closer
insight with a closure lens
fighting for what is right wears
you down trying to heal any
family from the trauma is my
sole economic and emotional
responsibilities disappear-my
son suffers from a disease and
I'm ripped open when I see the
officer in role as a pi o.
>> thank you
not the first police officer
that committed a crime that was
promoted.
>> a couple of progress nufrn
the deesclation policy in the
last 6 months is a rows success
only one officer-involved
shooting of a civilian and he
was shooting at an officer when
he got shot over the last 6
months is quality of life is
good and taken two along
everything takes long for the
commission to get done the dash
cantonese took months and only 3
in intern chief chaplin I'm sure
saying that chief suhr was
dragging his feet I am not only
again, the dash cam take to
along the committee was made up
of 8 officers
8 advertising from alu with the
bar all the advertising and one
regular person I don't remember
here name May be one the
commissioners know but 17
members on the committee
figuring out how it will go one
regular person and 8 police
officers association and 8 paid
lawyers this is not how you run
a railroad thank
you.
>> next item.
>> and it is hastening to
witness this to consider the
recommendations of any reports
relating to police reform in san
francisco I hope the first of
many such working sessions
between the departments
undoubtedly there's more work to
do and like to thank the san
francisco police department for
being open to the findings and
recommendations change it
difficult we get this is
something we must deal with each
the reports is a culmination of
research and analysis and
throughout the goal of the c g j
report not to serve as as
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indictment but a road map for
change and road map for reform
and road map for success a road
map can bring the city to a
better place it seems save to
say most of reports have the
same goal in mind as those
reforms continue and discuss
change I ask all the departments
from the mayor on down to
commitment to the following
be transparent, shushing offbe ready to change be thoughtful
don't be political
review not only the wording of
the recommendations but the
spirit in which they're written
and intended utilize the
community shareholders
and finally remember that we're
all
together only by work together
will we be able to have a result
in a better sfpd and as states
one that serves as a role model
for the whole nation
>> thank you.
>> next speaker, please.
>>
immigration supervisors and
commissioners
and the chief he wanted to
brought to your attention one of
the comments that supervisor
campos I want to echo on behalf
of the community in any district
we really appreciate the fact
you're working towards change
and reform but one of the main
concern is trust in building a
community and at the same time
building a community that
happened in a lot of the
district especially my district
district 8 we suffered the loss
of 9 individuals at the hands of
police officers and yet we still
have not gotten an answer in the
district attorney if he will
provide charges to the police
officers responsible for that
but also need to hear that
something is done about that it
is great we have a lot of policy
and systems in place to you know
reform but again, if we're not
addressing the issues the
community their own police
officers will not do their jobs
effectively we want to support
them but at the same time want
to feel r79d and protected not
feel front yard we walk down the
street when we see a police
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officer so again, all time and
time again, I've asked any
neighbors how they feel with the
work that the supervisors did
they're supportive but want to
feel safe I'm here to ask you to
consider amongst the
accommodations of the blue
ribbon panel and the department
of justice that you include
something around building a
relationship with the community
and healing in the process of
that relationship
>> next speaker, please.
>> talking about burning cross
give me a break and julius
determines a police commissioner
how can a person beat his
boyfriend to a pump wee they
were using meth denied the
opportunities to work on
domestic violence but still able
to be part of illegal drug
policy and supervision that to
me such a hip critic position
for sfpd when I did recruitment
for sfpd the one thing you have
to tell people if you did in any
illegal subsidies don't call a
police officer how can a police
commissioner beat up his partner
during a rage not parts of our
community who else have beat our
partners that is a horrible
thing I question why not
document the lgbt community or
the queer community and the sfpd
as the acting police chief
talked about what is wrong with
being queer a hostile
environmentalist within the
police department people are
afraid to come out you need to
fix that that's not okay in san
francisco
thank
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Clerk, San Francisco Board of Supervisors
EnviroUinental Review Officer, Bill Wycko
#1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Rooin 244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Re: Case No. 2014.1020 CUA-1515 South Van Ness Avenue
Appeal of the August 11, 2016 Planning Commission Decisions
Dear Meinbers of the Board of Supervisors and Bill Wycko:
The Calle 24 Latino Cultural District CoIIlIIlunity Council appeals the following
decisions of the Planning CoIIlIIlission Inade on August 11, 2016 regarding the project
proposed for 1515 South Van Ness Avenue ("Proposed Project" hereafter) proposed by
applicant Peter Schellenger, LMC San Francisco Holdings, LLC.
1) Adoption of a CoIIlIIlunity Plan Exeinption and CEQA findings under Section
15183 of the CEQA guidelines and Public Resources Code Section 21083.3.1
The Final Motion for the relevant appeals is attached as Exhibit A. Evidence in
support of the appeals is attached as Exhibits B-D and is also contained in the letters
subinitted to the Planning Departinent objecting to the approval of the Project and the
CoIIlIIlunity Plan Exeinption, incorporated here by reference. Exhibit E contains the
$578 appeal fee for the CEQA appeal.
1. Appeal of the adoption of the Community Plan Exemption and CEQA
Findings
Page 1of4
Calle 24 Latino Cultural District CoIIlIIlunity Council Appeal

4104 24th Street# 957 •San10474
Francisco, CA 94114 • (415) 317--0832

The appeal of the adoption of the Community Plan Exemption and CEQA
Findings are filed on the following bases.
•

The Proposed Project does not qualify for a Community Plan Exemption
under Section 15183 of the CEQA Guidelines and Public Resources Code
Section 21083.3 because the approval is based upon an out of date 2008 EIR
prepared for the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan and the EIR' s analysis
and determination can no longer be relied upon to support the claimed
exemption in the areas of, inter alia, direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts
to: land use, consistency with area plans and policies, land use, recreation and
open space, traffic and circulation, transit and transportation, health and
safety, and impacts relative to the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District.

•

The PEIR' s projections for housing, including this project and those in the
pipeline, have been exceeded when cumulative impacts are considered, i.e.,
"past, present, and reasonably foreseeable probable future projects."
(Guidelines, § 15355)

•

The claimed community benefits of the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan,
outlined in the 2008 PEIR, its approvals and the Statement of Overriding
Considerations have not been fully funded, implemented, or are
underperforming and the determinations and findings for the proposed
Project that rely on the claimed benefits to override impacts outlined in the
PEIR are not supported. The City should have conducted Project level review
based upon up to date data and the actual community benefits that have
accrued since the adoption of the 2008 plan and did not.

•

Substantial changes in circumstances require major revisions to the Eastern
Neighborhoods Area Plan EIR due to the involvement of new significant
environmental effects and an increase in the severity of previously identified
significant impacts; there is new information of substantial importance that
would change the conclusions set forth in said EIR and the requirements of
the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Report.

•

The CEQA findings did not take into account the potential impacts of the
Proposed Project on the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District (LCD), which was
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not designated at the time the PEIR was prepared. Potential impacts due to
gentrification and displacement to businesses, residents, and nonprofits
within the LCD, including impacts to cultural and historic resources, health
and safety and increased traffic due to reverse commutes and shuttle busses
have not been considered.
•

The CEQA findings are inadequate and incomplete and are not supported by
substantial evidence.

•

The Proposed Project is inconsistent with the General Plan and the Mission
Area Plan.

2. Pattern and Practice
The City is engaging in a pattern and practice of approving residential projects in
the Mission based upon a Community Plan Exemption that improperly tiers off of an
out of date Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan EIR instead of conducting project level
environmental review. This results in the approval of projects with unexamined
environmental affects to the detriment of Mission residents.

3. Attempted CU Appeal
From September 7 to September 12, 2016, Calle 24 Latino Cultural District
Community Council (LCDCC) members presented the "Notice to
Board of Supervisors of Appeal from Action of the City Planning Commission Form for
Conditional Uses" to the members of the Board of Supervisors for their signature
pursuant to Planning Code Section 308.1 (b)(ii) and explained the reasons for the
appeal. As of September 12, 2016, the due date for the submission of the filing of the
Conditional Uses appeal and CEQA appeal, LCDCC did not receive sufficient
signatures under Planning Code Section 308.1 (b)(i). Therefore, the LCDCC does not
qualify under the alternative method for appealing the Conditional Uses approval
under Planning Code Section 308.1 (b). Since neither method of appeal is available to
LCDCC and LCDCC objected to the Planning Commission's approval of the
Conditional Uses, LCDCC has exhausted administrative remedies as to the challenge to
the Conditional Uses and do not include their objections as part of this appeal. Should
the Board of Supervisors later authorize the appeal of the Conditional Uses, LCDCC
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will include their objections in a follow up letter.
Exhibits (Attached)
Exhibit A:
Exhibit B:
ExhibitC:

Exhibit D:
ExhibitE:
Exhillit F.

Planning Commission Motion No. 19727.
Link to Video of August 11, 2016 Planning Commission hearing.
Link to Eastern Neighborhoods Plan EIR, Motion 17661 of the
Planning Commission, which adopted CEQA findings for the
Plan EIR, and the Mitigation Monitoring Report
Evidence in support of the Appeal
CEQAFee
Notke to Board of Super visors of Appeal f;r~lanning_,
~mission Form re· Conditional I Ises
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SAN FRANCISCO
PLANNING DEPARTMENT
Subject to: (Select only if applicablej

1650 Mission St.

0 Affordable Housing (Sec. 415)

0 First Source Hiring (Admin. Code)

[] Jobs Housing Linkage Program (Sec. 413)

0 Child Care Requirement (Sec. 414A)

0 Downtown Park Fee {Sec. 412)

0 Other (EN fmpact Fees, Sec 423; TSF, Sec 411A)

Suite 400
San Francisco,
CA 94103-2479
Reception:

415.558.6378

Planning Commission Motion No. 19727
HEARING DATE: AUGUST 11, 2016

Fax:

415.558.6409
Planning
Information:

· Case No.:
Project Address:
Zoning:

Block/Lot:
Project Sponsor:

StiJ.ff Contact:

2014.1020CUA
1515 SOUTH VAN NESS A VENUE
Mission Street NCT (Neighborhood Commercial Transit) Zoning District
Mission Street Formula Retail Restaurant Subdistrict
Mission Alcoholic Beverage Restricted Use Subdistrict
Fringe Financial Service Restricted Use District
55/65-X Height and Bulk District
6571/001, 001A and 008
Peter Schellinger, LMC San Francisco Holdings, LLC
492 9th Street Suite 300
Oakland, CA 94607
Doug Vu- (415) 575-9120
Doug.Vu@sfgov.org

ADOPTING FINDINGS RELATING TO A CONDITIONAL USE AU1HORIZATION PURSUANT
TO PLANNING CODE SECTION 303 UNDER THE MISSION 2016 INTERIM ZONING CONTROLS
AND PLANNING COMMISSION RESOLUTION NO. 19548, AND A PLANNED UNIT
DEVELOPMENT PURSUANT TO PLANNING CODE SECTIONS 121.1 AND 304 TO ALLOW
DEMOLITION OF THE EXISTING BUILDING AND NEW CONSTRUCTION OF A 55 TO 65 FEET
TALL, FIVE- TO SIX-STORY DEVELOPMENT WITH A TOTAL OF AREA OF 180,277 SQUARE FEET
THAT INCLUDES 138,922 SQUARE FEET OF RESIDENTIAL USES FOR UP TO 157 DWELLING
UNITS, 5,241 SQUARE FEET OF COMMERCIAL SPACEYAND A 32,473 SQUARE FEET PARTIALLY
UNDERGROUND GARAGE FOR 82 AUTOMOBILE AND 150 BICYCLE PARKING SPACES ON A
LOT MORE THAN 10,000 SQUARE FEET IN AREA, AND TO ALLOW MODIFICATIONS TO THE
REQUIREMENTS FOR REAR YARD PURSUANT TO PLANNING CODE SECTION 134,
DWELLING UNIT EXPOSURE PURSUANT TO PLANNING CODE SECTION 140, GROUND
FLOOR STREET FRONTAGE PURSUANT TO PLANNING CODE SECTION 145.1 AND OFFSTREET LOADING REQUIREMENT PURSUANT TO PLANNING CODE SECTION 152, FOR THE
PROPERTIES LOCATED AT 1515 SOUTH VAN NESS AVENUE, LOTS 001, OOlA AND 008 IN
ASSESSOR'S BLOCK 6571, WITHIN 1HE MISSION STREET NCT (NEIGHBORHOOD
COMMERCIAL TRANSIT) ZONING DISTRICT AND THE 55/65-X HEIGHT AND BULK
DISTRICTS, AND ADOPTING FINDINGS UNDER THE CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALITY ACT.

\NV1N./.sfplanning.org
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415.558.6377

CASE NO. 2014.1020CUA
1515 South Van Ness Avenue

Motion No. 19727
August 11, 2016

PREAMBLE
On January 28, 2015, Peter Schellinger of LMC San Francisco Holdings, LLC (hereinafter "Project
Sponsor") filed Application No. 2014.1020CUA (hereinafter" Application") with the Planning Department
(hereinafter ''Department'') for a Conditional Use Authorization to demolish the existing building and
construct a new five to six-story 55 to 65 feet tall, mixed use building with 5,241 square feet of commercial
space and 157 dwelling units at 1515 South Van Ness Avenue (Block 6571Lots001, 001A and 008) in San
Francisco, California.

The environmental effects of the Project were determined by the San Francisco Planning Department to
have been fully reviewed under the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan Environmental Impact Report
(hereinafter "EIR"). The EIR was prepared, circulated for public review and comment, and, at a public
hearing on August 7, 2008, by Motion No. 17661, certified by the Commission as complying with the
California Environmental Quality Act (Cal. Pub. Res. Code Section 21000 et seq., (hereinafter "CEQA").
The Commission has reviewed the Final EIR, which has been available for this Commissions review as
well as public review.
The Eastern Neighborhoods EIR is a Program EIR. Pursuant to CEQA Guideline 15168(c)(2), if the lead
agency finds that no new effects could occur or no new mitigation measures would be required of a
proposed project, the agency may approve the project as being within the scope of the project covered by
the program EIR, and no additional or new environmental review is required. In approving the Eastern
Neighborhoods Plan, the Commission adopted CEQA Findings in its Motion No. 17661 and hereby
incorporates such Findings by reference.
Additionally, State CEQA Guidelines Section 15183 provides a streamlined environmental review for
projects that are consistent with the development density established by existing zoning, community plan
or general plan policies for which an EIR was certified, except as might be necessary to examine whether
there are project-specific effects which are peculiar to the project or its site. Section 15183 specifies
that examination of environmental effects shall be limited to those effects that (a) are peculiar to the
project or parcel on which the project would be located, (b) were not analyzed as significant effects in a
prior EIR on the zoning action, general plan or community plan with which the project is consistent, (c)
are potentially significant off-site and cumulative impacts which were not discussed in the underlying
EIR, or(d) are previously identified in the EIR, but which are determined to have a more severe adverse
impact than that discussed in the underlying EIR. Section 15183(c) specifies that if an impact is not
peculiar to the parcel or to the proposed project, then an EIR need not be prepared for that project solely
on the basis of that impact.
On July 12, 2016, the Department determined that the proposed application did not require further
environmental review under Section 15183 of the CEQA Guidelines and Public Resources Code Section
21083.3. The Project is consistent with the adopted zoning controls in the Eastern Neighborhoods Area
Plan and was encompassed within the analysis contained in the Eastern Neighborhoods Final EIR. Since
the Eastern Neighborhoods Final EIR was finalized, there have been no substantial changes to the Eastern
Neighborhoods Area Plan and no substantial changes in circumstances that would require major
revisions to the Final EIR due to the involvement of new significant environmental effects or an increase
in the severity of previously identified significant impacts, and there is no new information of substantial
SAN FRANCISCO
PLANNING DEPARTMENT
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CASE NO. 2014.1020CUA
1515 South Van Ness Avenue

importance that would change the conclusions set forth in the Final EIR. Tii.e file for this project,
including the Eastern Neighborhoods Final EIR and the Community Plan Exemption certificate, is
available for review at the San Francisco Planning Department, 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San
Francisco, California.
Planning Department staff prepared a Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Progra..'Il (MMRP) setting
forth mitigation measures that were identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan EIR that are applicable
to the project. These mitigation measures are set forth ii• their entirety in the MMRP attached to the draft
Motion as Exhibit C.
The Planning Department Commission Secretary is the custodian of records, located in the File for Case
No. 2014.1020CUA at 1650 Mission Street, Fourth Floor, San Francisco, California.
On August 11, 2016, the Planning Commission ("Commission") conducted a duly noticed public hearing
at a regularly scheduled meeting on Conditional Use Authorization Application No. 2014.1020CUA.

The Commission has heard and considered the testimony presented to it at the public hearing and has
further considered written materials and oral testimony presented on behalf of the applicant, Department
staff, and other interested parties.
MOVED, that the Commission hereby authorizes the Conditional Use Authorization for a Planned Unit
Development requested in Application No. 2014.1020CUA, subject to the conditions contained in
"EXHIBIT A" of this motion, based on the following findings:

FINDINGS
Having reviewed the materials identified in the preamble above, and having heard all testimony and
arguments, this Commission finds, concludes, and determines as follows:
1.

The above recitals are accurate and constitute findings of this Commission.

2.

Site Description and Present Use. The Project is located on three lots with a total area of
approximately 35,714 sq. ft. that have approximately 172 ft. of frontage along South Van Ness
Avenue, 245 ft. along 26th Street and 145 ft. along Shotwell Street. The project site is currently
improved with a 31,680 sq. ft. two-story industrial building that was constructed in 1948 and
most recently occupied by the McMillan Electric Company until early 2015.

3.

Surrounding Properties and Neighborhood. The Project is located in the southernmost-area of
the Mission Street NCT (Neighborhood Commercial Transit) Zoning District and within the
boundaries of the Mission Area Plan. The immediate context is mixed in character with
residential, commercial and industrial uses. The neighborhood includes automotive repair uses
to the north and west, three to four-story residential development to the north and east and
commeroal uses to the south that include a fuel station and automotive parts store. Within the
broader vicinity are the Primera Iglesia Bautista Hispano Americana Church and Garfield Square
Recreation Center. The project site is also located within the boundaries of the proposed Calle 24
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Special Use Disti
which was established as part of the inL_ ,i.l controls by the Board of
Supervisors per Ordinance No. 133-15, and the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District, which was
established by Board of Supervisors Resolution, File No. 140421 in May 2014. Other zoning
districts in the vicinity of the project site include P (Public), RTO-M (Residential, Transit Oriented
- Mission), RM-1 (Residential, Mixed-Low Density) and the 24th-Mission NCT (Neighborhood
Commercial Transit) Zoning District.
4.

Project Description. The proposed Project includes demolition of the existing building on the
project site and new construction of a 55 to 65 feet tall, five- to six-story Planned Unit
Development (PUD) -with a total area of approximately 180,277 square feet that includes 138,922
square feet of residential uses for 157 dwelling units, approximately 5,241 square feet of
commercial space in the form of one retail storefront and six trade shops on the ground floor,
approximately 32,473 square feet dedicated to vehicular parking for 82 cars and _15U secure
bicycle parking spaces in a partially underground garage. The proposed dwelling units would
range in size from approximately 399 to 1,254 square feet and would include 88 studios, five onebedroom units and 64 two-bedroom units. Private open space would be provided for ten units,
and a total of 15,508 square feet of common open space would be provided through an internal
courtyard and roof deck. The Project would also include a lot merger of Lots 001, OOlA and 008
on Block 6571.

5.

Public Comment. The Department has received a petition of support signed by nineteen
residents and nearby businesses, nineteen support letters from residents and organizations
including from the San Francisco Housing Action Coalition, S.F. Electrical Contractors
Association/Electrical Workers Local 6, and the recent owner and tenant (McMillan Electric
Company). The Department also received four letters opposing the project, and two letters
stating concerns about the development's proposed height and environmental impacts that were
not analyzed in the Eastern Neighborhoods EIR.
In addition to the required pre-application meeting that was held on December 15, 2014 at City
College on 1125 Valencia Street, the Project Sponsor has conducted additional public outreach
that included the following meetings:

3/11/2015
3/12/2015
4/7/2015
5/13/2015
6/5/2015
10/22/2015
2/2/2016
2/24/2016
4/4/2016
4/12/2016

Mission Asset Fund

CAST
SF Housin Action Coalition SFHAC)
SFMade
0 enHouse#l

3269 Mission Street
1500 South Van Ness Avenue
1500 South Van Ness Avenue
1500 South Van Ness Avenue
70 Otis Street
95 Brad Street
926 Howard Street
Mission Cultural Center - 2868 Mission

4
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6/9/2016
6/22/2016
6/30/2016

CASE NO. 2014.1020CUA
1515 South Van Ness Avenue

Street
2948 Mission Street
Mission Cultural Center - 2868 Mission
Street

LaCocina
Town Hall Meeting #4

I

Open House-#2----·--·------_l-Mission

5

Cultural ~:::er - 2868 Mission

The Departrnent acknowledges that numerous meetings were organized and facilitated by
residents and stakeholder groups, but does not have a record of when they were held and at
which locations.
6.

Planning Code Compliance: The Commission finds that the Project is consistent with the
relevant provisions of the Planning Code in the following manner:
A. Non-Residential Floor Area Ratio. Planning Code Sections 124 ai.-id 736.20 permit a
maximum floor to area ratio of 3.6 to 1 for the subject 35,714 sq. ft. project site.

The Project proposes 5,241 sq. ft. of commercial space that is equal to a ratio of 0.14 to 1 and therefore
complies with Planning Code Sections 124 and 736.20.
B. Rear Yard. Pursuant to Planning Code Section 134(a)(l)(C), a 25% rear yard or an area equal
to that provided via inner courtyards shall be provided at the lowest story containing a
dwelling unit, and at each succeeding level or story of the building. The proposed project
requires a rear yard of at least 8,929 sq. ft. at every residential level.

The Project proposes an inner courtyard that is approximately 8,687 sq. ft., which is 242 sq. ft. less
than the required area; therefore, the Project requests a modification to this requirement as permitted
under Planning Code Section 304 for Planned Unit Developments for the following reasons: 1) the
Project includes residential uses with a comparable amount of usable open space totaling 16,506 sq. ft.
at the inner courtyard and at the sixth floor of the building that will be more accessible to residents; 2)
the Project is located on a block that includes an automotive parts store and two automotive repair
shops and will not significantly impede the access of light and air to the adjacent properties; and 3) the
Project will not adversely affect the block's interior open space because interior open space does not
exist on the subject block.
C. Usable Residential Open Space. Planning Code Sections 135 and 736.93 require a minimum
of 80 sq. ft. of private open space per dwelling unit, or 100 sq. ft. of common open space per
dwelling unit. Private usable open space shall have a minimum horizontal dimension of six
feet and a minimum area of 36 sq. ft. if located on a deck, balcony, porch or roof, and shall
have a minimum horizontal dimension of 10 feet and a minimum area of 100 sq. ft. if located
on open ground, a terrace or the surface of an inner or outer court. Common usable open
space shall be at least 15 feet in every horizontal dimension and shall be a minimum are of
300 sq ft. Further, inner courts may be credited as common usable open space if the enclosed
space is not less than 20 feet in every horizontal dimension and 400 sq. ft. in area, and if the
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height of the walls and projections above the court on at least three sides is such that no point
on any such wall or projection is hi~er than one foot for each foot that such point is
horizontally distant from the opposite side of the clear space in the court.

The Project provides 6,853 sq. ft. of usable common open space through a ground floor inner courtyard
that measures 130 feet by 110 feet at its widest point to allow the minimum required amount of
sunlight penetration. An additional 8,655 sq. ft. of common open space is provided by a roof deck at the
sixth floor of the building. The Project also provides a combined 1,000 sq. ft. of private open space for
ten ground floor units that open onto the inner courtyard. Although the Project al.so provides an
additional 842 sq. ft. of non-compliant open space, the 15,508 sq. ft. of common usable open space
exceeds the 14,700 sq. ft. that are required by the remaining 147 units. Therefore, the Project complies
with Planning Code Sections 135 and 736.93.
D. Streetscape and Pedestrian Improvements. Planning Code Section 138.1 requires a
streetscape plan, which includes elements from the Better Streets Plan, for new construction
on a lot greater than a half-acre in size.

The Project will include a streetscape plan that will comply with the City's Better Streets Plan and
include new street trees, landscape planters, sidewalk and other pedestrian improvements in
compliance with Planning Code Section 138.1. This includes maintaining the sidewalk width at 12-ft.
on 26th Street and 15-ft. on Shotwell Street, a new 2-ft. courtesy strip between the curb and sidewalk
plantings, a corner bulb-out at South Van Ness Avenue and 26th Street that extends down 26th Street,
potentially another bulb-out at 26th and Shotwell Streets, street trees, plantings, bicycle parking and
other site furniture as needed. South. Van Ness Avenue is a Vision Zero Corridor, and will receive a
signal timing upgrade, new curb ramps, crosswalks and other pedestrian safety enhancements.
Therefore, the Sponsor will coordinate with MTA on these design changes as it constructs the new
bulb-out at 26th Street and South Van Ness Avenue to be consistent with other improvements planned
for this intersection.
E.

Bird Safety. Planning Code Section 139 outlines the standards for bird-safe buildings,
including the requirements for location-related and feature-related hazards.

The Project is not located in close proximity to an Urban Bird Refuge and meets the requirements of
feature-related standards by not including any unbroken glazed segments 24 sq. ft. and larger in size.
Therefore, the Project complies with Planning Code Section 139.
F.

Dwelling Unit Exposure. Planning Code Section 140 requires the windows of at least one
room in each dwelling unit to face directly on an open area that includes a public street,
public alley at least 20 feet in width, side yard at least 25 feet in width, rear yard meeting the
requirements of the Planning Code, or an inner court or a space between separate buildings
on the same lot) which is unobstructed and is no less than 25 feet in every horizontal
dimension for the floor at which the dwelling unit in question is located and the floor
immediately above it, with an increase of five feet in every horizontal dimension at each
subsequent floor.

SAN FRANCISCO
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The Project organizes all of the dwelling units to face South Van Ness Avenue, 26 11' Street, Shotwell
Street or the inner courtyard. Due the "L" shape of the Profect site and the reduced horizontal
dimension of the courhJard at both ends of the building, three units on the fifth floor and two units an
the sixth floor do not meet the exposure reqi1ircment. T'ae encroachment of these units into the required
open air space at the fifth and sixth floors is minimal. Therefore, the Project is seeking a modification
to the dwelling unit exposure requirements for five dwelling units as part of the Planned Unit
Development.
G. Street Frontages in Neighborhood Commercial Districts. Planning Code Section 145.1
requires the following for street frontages in Neighborhood Commercial Districts: (1) not
more than 1/3 the ·width of the building facing the street may be devoted to :ingress/egress to
parking; (2) off-street park:ing at street grade must be set back at least 25 feet; (3) "active" use
shall be provided ·within the first 25 feet of build:ing depth at the ground floor; (4) ground
floor non-residential uses :in shall have a floor-to-floor height of 14-feet; (5) frontages with
active uses shall be fenestrated with transparent windows; and, (6) decorative rail:ings or
grillwork placed in front of or beh:ind ground floor windows, shall be at least 75 percent open
to perpendicular views

The Project meets the following requirements of Section 145.1: {1) the only automobile access w the
Project is located at the portion of Shotwell Street that runs diagonal to the remainder of the street
where a single 18-ft. wide garage door is proposed that is equal to 12.4 percent of the 145 feet of the
Shotwell Street frontage; (2) the Project site decreases approximately ten feet in elevation from the
front to the rear of the property and all proposed parking is located below grade at the basement level
garage; (3) active uses including a corner commercial storefront, six trade shops, a residential amenihj
room and dwelling units with elevated stoops that have direct access to the public street are proposed
along all three frontages of the building; (4) the corner commercial space at the ground floor ivill have a
generous floor-to-ceiling height of 20-feet; and (5) significantly more than two-thirds of the total street
frontages are fenestrated with transparent windows.
Howe:ver, the six trade shops along 26th Street will each have a floor-ta-ceiling height of 11 jeet, which
is less than the minimum required 14jeet. To mitigate this impact and promote an attractive, clearly
defined street frontage that is pedestrian-oriented and fine-grained, the trade shops will be designed
with wide openings that incorporate roll-up doors to provide direct access to the shops by the public
during business hours. Therefore, the Project seeking a modification to the 14-feet minimum clear
ceiling height requirement for the street-fronting trade shops units as part of the Planned Unit
Development.
H. Off-Street Parking. Planning Code Section 151 principally permits 0.5 parking spaces per
dwelling unit, and up to 0.75 spaces with Conditional Use authorization. Additionally, one
off-street space for every 500 square-feet of occupied general retail uses is also permitted. The
Project is principally permitted to have 79 residential spaces and ten commercial spaces, for a
total of 89 spaces.

The Project proposes a total of 79 residential parking spaces in addition ta three car-share spaces, and
no accessory commercial parking. Therefore, the Project complies with Planning Code Section 151.1.
SAN FRANCISCO
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Off-Street Freight Loading. Planning Section 152 requires one off-street loading space for
residential buildings that are between 100,001 and 200,000 gross square feet in area.

The Project includes approximately 138,922 sq. ft. of residential uses and requires at least one offstreet freight loading space. The Project provides two off-street service vehicle spaces at the basement
level garage near South Van Ness Avenue and is requesting an exception to this requirement for one
on-street freight loading space on 26U Street as part of the Planned Unit Development.
1

J.

Bicycle Parking. Planning Code Section 155.2 requires one Class 1 bicycle parking space for
each dwelling unit up to 100 units, and one Class 1 space for every four units above a density
of 100 dwelling units. Additionally, one Class 2 space for every 20 units is required, and each
2,500 sq. ft. of occupied commercial floor area. The Project is required to have a minimum of
114 Class 1 and ten Class 2 bicycle parl\ing spaces.
The Project includes a total of 150 Class 1 spaces located in two separate rooms at the basement level
that have independent access to/from Shotwell Street and South Van Ness Avenue and eight Class 2
parking spaces at the corner of261h Street and South Van Ness Avenue. Therefore, the Project complies
with Planning Code Section 155.2.

K. Curb Cuts. Planning Code Section 155(1) limits driveways crossing sidewalks to be no wider
than necessary for ingress and egress, and shall be arranged to minimize the width and
frequency of curb cuts to maximize on-street parking spaces and minimize conflicts with
pedestrian and transit movements.

The Project wi1l utilize an existing 20-ft. wide curb cut along the portion of Shotwell Street that runs
diagonal to the remainder of the street to provide ingress/egress to the basement level garage, will not

eliminate any on-street parldng spaces and will iwt result in any conflicts with pedestrians or transit
movement in compliance with Planning Code Section 155.
L.

Car Share Requirements. Planning Code Section 166 requires one car-share parking space
for projects with 50 to 200 residential units.

The Project provides three car share spaces at the basement level garage to serve the 157 dwelling units
and complies with Planning Code Section 166.
M. Unbundled Parking. Planning Code Section 167 requires that all off-street parking spaces
accessory to residential uses in new structures of 10 dwelling units or more be leased or sold
separately from the rental or purchase fees for dwelling units for the life of the dwelling
units.

The Project is providing off-street parking that is accessory to the dwelling units. These spaces will be
unbundled and sold and/or leased separately from the dwelling units in compliance with Planning
Code Section 167.
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N. Dwelling Unit Mix. Planning Code Section 207.6 requires that no less than 40 percent of the
total number of proposed dwelling units contain at least tvvo bedrooms, or no less than 30
percent of the total number of proposed dwelling units contain at least three bedrooms.
T'rie Project provides 88 studios, five one-bedroom and 64 two-bedroom units that are equal to 41
percent of the unit mix, which meets the requirem.ents of Planning Code Section 207.6.

0. Shadow Analysis. Pursuant to Planning Code Section 295, projects over 40 feet in height that
will cast any shade or shadow upon any property under the jurisdiction of, or designated for
acquisition by, the Recreation and Park Commission requires approval by the Planning
Commission pursuant to the provisions of Section 295.

A preliminary shadow analysis conducted by the Planning Department based on the plans submitted
indicates that there would be no shadows cast on properties under the jurisdiction of the Recreation
and Park Department. Therefore, the Project complies with Planning Cade Section 295.
P. Transportation Sustainability Fee. Plannir1g Code Section 411A imposes a Transportation
Sustainability Fee ("TSF") that would apply to large projects such as 1515 South Van Ness
A venue. The TSF (Ordinance No. 200-15) that was adopted and went into effect on December
25, 2015 provides that residential, non-residential and PDR uses shall pay the TSF to address
the burden that new development will create on the City's transportation network, including
all modes of transportation. The TSF will provide revenue that is significantly below the costs
that SFMTA and other transit providers will incur to mitigate the transportation
infrastructure and service needs resulting from the development.

The Project includes approximately 147,804 gross sq. ft. of new development that is subject to the
Transportation Sustainability Fee, as outlined in Planning Code Section 411A. However, the Project
will receive a credit for the existing 31,680 sq. ft. of PDR use on the Project site. These fees must be
paid prior to the issuance of the building permit application.
Q. Child Care Requirement for Residential Projects. Planning Code Section 414A requires the
Department to determine the applicability of Section 414A to any development project
requiring a First Construction Document and, if Section 414A is applicable, the number of

gross square feet of space subject to its requirements, and shall impose these requirements as
a condition of approval for issuance of the First Construction Document for the development
project to mitigate the impact on the availability of child-care facilities that will be caused by
the residents attracted to the proposed development project.

11ie Project proposes 157 ne-JJ dwelling units totaling 138,922 sq. ft. and will be required to pay a fee
for each net new gross square feet of residential development. These fees must be paid prior to the
issuance of the building permit application.
R. Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program. Planning Code Section 415 sets forth the

requirements and procedures for the Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program. Under
Planning Code Section 415.3, these requirements would apply to projects that consist of 10 or
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more units, where the first application (EE or BPA) was applied for on or after July 18, 2006.
Pursuant to Planning Code Section 415.5 and 415.6, the current Inclusionary Affordable
Housing Program requirement for the On-site Affordable Housing Alternative is to provide
12% of the proposed dwelling units as affordable. This requirement is subject to change
under a proposed Charter amendment and pending legislation if the voters approve the
Charter Amendment at the June 7, 2016 election. Recently adopted Ordinance No. 76-16 (File
No. 160255) will become effective after the election is certified and includes grandfathering
provisions for projects that were submitted to the Planning Department prior to January 12,
2016.
The Project Sponsor has demonstrated that it is eligible for the On-Site Affordable Housing
Alternative under Planning Code Section 415.5 and 415.6, and has submitted a 'Affidavit of
Compliance with the Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program: Planning Code Section 415,' to
satisfy the requirernents of the Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program by providing the affordable
housing on-site instead of through payment of the Affordable Housing Fee. In order for the Project
Sponsor to be eligible for the On-Site Affordable Housing Alternative, the Project Sponsor must
submit an 'Affidavit of Compliance with the Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program: Planning
Code Section 415,' to the Planning Department stating that any affordable units designated as onsite units shall be sold as ownership units and will remain as ownership units for the life of the
project or submit to the Department a contract demonstrating that the project's on- or off-site units
are not subject to the Costa Hawkins Rental Housing Act, California Civil Code Section 1954.50
because, under Section 1954.52(b), the Project Sponsor has entered into an agreement with a public
entity in consideration for a direct financial contribution or any other form of assistance specified in
California Government Code Sections 65915 et seq. and submits an Affidavit of such to the
Department. All such contracts entered into with the City and County of San Francisco must be
reviewed and approved by the Mayor's Office Housing and the City Attorney's Office. The Project
Sponsor has indicated the intention to enter into an agreement with the City to qualify for a waiver
from the Costa-Hawkins Rental Housing Act based upon the proposed density bonus and concessions
provided by the City and approved herein. The Project Sponsor submitted such Affidavit 011 January
16, 2016 and a draft of the Costa Hawkins agreement on July 11, 2016. The EE application was
submitted on December 3, 2014. Pursuant to Planning Code Section 415.3 and 415.6 the current onsite requirement is 12%. Nineteen (19) units [ten (10) studios, one (1) one-bedroom and eight (8)
two-bedroom] of the 157 units provided wz11 be affordable rental units. If the Project becomes
ineligible to meet its Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program obligation through the On-site
Affordable Housing Alternative, it must pay the Affordable Housing Fee with interest, if applicable.
The Project must execute the Costa Hawkins agreement prior to Planning Commission approval or
must revert to payment of the Affordable Housing Fee.

S.

Eastern Neighborhood Infrastructure Impact Fees. Planning Code Section 423 is applicable
to any development project in the Eastern Neighborhoods Program Area which results in
at least one net new residential unit or the new construction of a non-residential use.
The Project includes the construction of approximately 138,922 gross sq. ft. of new residential
space and 5,241 gross sq. ft. of commercial use. These uses are subject to Eastern Neighborhood
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Infrastrncture Impact Fees as outlined in Planning Code Section 423 and must be paid prior to the
issuance of the building pennit.
7.

Conditional Use Authorization for Development of Large Lots. Planning Code Section 121.1
establishes the following additional criteria the Planning Commission shall consider for new
construction on lots of the same size or larger than 10,000 sq. ft. in the Mission Street NCT
District:
A. The mass and fai;ade of the proposed structure are compatible with the existing scale of the
district.

The proposed structure includes a mass and faf(J.de that takes cues from the existing strncture and
surrounding neighborhood with a combination of residential, commercial and industrial uses that are
t-u;o to four stories in height to create a building that is the scale envisioned for this large site. The
proposed development breaks up the massing by creating three distinct frontages and building features
to visually break up the massing. Modulation is also incorporated on all floors and all sides of the
structure to present a far;ade that is varied and interesting on a pedestrian level as well as on a larger
scale.
B. The fa~de of the proposed structure is compatible with the design features of adjacent
facades that contribute to the positive visual quality of the district.

The Project's design reflects the influences of the surrounding neighborhood and the site, and takes
cues from the existing structure. The design integrates the rhythm of the existing bays in the
commercial unit at the corner of South Van Ness Avenue and 261h Street and includes pedestrian scale
walk-up units along 26th Street, across from the existing residential uses. Along South Van Ness
Avenue, the design and fai;ade reflects the more commercial and vibrant nature of the frontage,
whereas along 26th Street and Shotwell Street, a more residential and smaller scale design is proposed
to coincide with the more residential character of those streets. By breaking the design and massing
into three distinct pm·ts the building integrates well into the neighborhood and creates a positive visual
addition to the neighborhood and district.
8.

Conditional Use Authorization. Planning Code Section 303 establishes criteria for the
Commission to consider when reviewing applications for Conditional Use approval. On balance,
the project does comply with said criteria in that:
A. The proposed new uses and building, at the size and intensity contemplated and at the
proposed location, will provide a development that is necessary or desirable, and compatible
with, the neighborhood or the community.

The surrounding neighborhood is comprised of a mix of residential and commercial buildings. To the
west across South Van Ness Avenue are b.lJo story structures consisting of residential over ground
floor automotive and retail uses To the north across 26th Street are a two to three story multi-family
residential development and a single-story automotive repair use. Across Shotwell Street to the east are
several four story multi1amily dwelling units and immediately adjacent to the Project site, to the
SAN FRANCISCO
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south, are retail and automotive repair uses. In general, the Project Site is surrounded try
predominately single- and multi-family residential uses to the 1wrth and south and commercial and
industrial uses to the east and west.
The primarily residential use of the Project is ccmsistent with the goals and objectives of the Mission
Area Plan of the Eastern Neighborhoods Planning Area. In addition, the proposed commercial ground
floor retat1 would activate the street level and serve the adjacent residential neighborhood. AU building
frontages will include improved pedestrian amenities such as landscaping and sidewalk improvements
to create a pedestrian scale that is compaHble with the.surrounding neighborhood. The 0.8 acre Project
site is large and the density and intensity proposed is compatible with the surrounding neighborhood
and is desired given 1515 South Van Ness Avenue's location along major roadways and transit
corridors. The use of the Project site for residential uses is also compatible with the surrounding
character of the neighborhood and community.

B. The proposed project will not be detrimental to the health, safety, convenience or general
welfare of persons residing or working in the vicinity. There are no features of the project
that could be detrimental to the health, safety or convenience of those residing or working
the area, in that
1.

Nature of proposed site, including its size and shape, and the proposed size, shape and
arrangement of structures;

The Project site consists of an irregularly-shaped 35,714 sq. ft. lot with frontages along South Van
Ness Avenue, 26th Street and Shotwell Street. A 31,680 square foot structure and associated
surface parking lot currently exists on the Project site and would be demolished as part of the
Project. Given the irregular lot shape, the Project proposes a single structure that maintains the
street wall al.ong all frontages but also provides an interior courtyard adjacent to the properties to
the south to establish a mid-block pattern of open space for fu.ture block development.
The proposed structure conforms to the Planning Code requirements for height and bulk and steps
down in height from South Van Ness Avenue to Shotwell Street. The Project site is also within
two height districts and the proposed develvpment complies with these 55- and 651eet districts,
which bisect along 26th Street, and provides a transition in vertical and horizontal massing where
the height district change occurs.

2.

The accessibility and traffic patterns for persons and vehicles, the type and volume of
such traffic, and the adequacy of proposed off-street parking and loading;

The Project includes 157 new dwelling units on a site adjacent to South Van Ness Avenue and
just north of Cesar Chavez Street, which two major arterial roadways providing vehicular and
transit access throughout the City. The Project proposes 82 off-street parking spaces including
three dedicated car share spaces in a 32,473 sq. ft. underground garage accessed through an 18-ft.
wide drive aisle off Shotwell Street. The proposed parking ratio is 0.50 spaces per dwelling unit
and the Project includes one on-street loading space along 26th Street. The Project also includes
150 Class 1 bicycle parking spaces at the basement level and ten Class 2 bicycle parking spaces
adjacent to the residential entry. Pedestrian access to the Project will be via the main lobtry along
SAN fRANCISCO
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26th Street and secondary access will be provided via the leasing office along South Van Ness
Avenue.
The Project is adjacent ta an established street network of north-south and east-west arterials, and
will not impact the accessibility or traffic patterns in the surrounding roadways. For these
reasons, the Project will not result in parking or traffic that would be detrimental to the health,
safety, convenience or geneml welfare of persons residing or working in the vicinity, or injurious
to property, improvements or pot£mtial development in the vicinity.
3.

The safeguards afforded to prevent noxious or offensive emissions such as noise, glare,
dust and odor;

The Project would not create any noxious or offensive emissions such as noise, glare, dust and
odor during .construction or operation. All construction activities will comply with the San
Francisco Building Code requirements for construction, which includes compliance with air
quality control measures for dust and odor. The design of the far;ade wiil include non-reflective
materials and will not result in or create glare. Operation of the Project site as a primarily
residential development will not generate noxious or offensive emissions such as noise or odor.
4.

Treatment given, as appropriate, to such aspects as landscaping, screening, open spaces,
parking and loading areas, service areas, lighting and signs;
The Project will comply with the City's Better Streets Plan and will include active ground floor
uses and significant new landscaping and streetscape improvements. The structure will be set
back along South Van Ness Avenue to provide additional landscaping and interest at a pedestrian
scale along this frontage. Along 26th Street, walk-up dwelling units are proposed that include
small landscaped porches and other green areas. Ne:w street trees are proposed along all frontages
as well as landscape planters and other pedestrian impr01Jements.

The Project includes significant open areas for use by the residents including 1,000 sq. ft. of
private open space through at-grade private yards and 15,508 sq. ft. of common open space
through a 6,853 sq. ft. ground floor patio courtyard and an 8,655 sq. ft. rooftop deck. In addition,
there is 842 sq. ft. of other non-code compliant open space. In total, the Project is proposing 17,350
square feet of open areas for future residents. All parking fadlities are located off-street and
screened, as applicable, with adjacent landscaping enhancements. Additional lighting is also
provided adjacent to these areas for pedestrian safety and to indicate the location of vehicular
ingress and egress.
C. That the use as proposed will comply with the applicable provisions of the Planning Code
and 1-V-ill not adversely affect the General Plan.
The procedures for Planned Unit Developments under Planning Code Section 304 are intended for
projects on sites of considerable size, developed as integrated units and designed to produce an
environment of stable and desirable character which 7.vill benefit the occupants, the neighborhood and
the City as a whole. In cases of outstanding overall design, complementary to the design and values of
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the surrounding area, such a project may m~rit a well-reasoned modification of certain provisions
contained elsewhere in this Code. As discussed above, the Project requests modifications from the
minimum rear yard, dwelling unit exposure, ground floor frontages and off-street loading
requirements of Planning Code Sections 134, 140, 145.1and152, respectively. Otherwise, the Project
meets all of the applicable provisions of the Planning Code and the General Plan.
D. Such use or feature as proposed will provide development that is in conformity with the
stated purpose of the applicable Use District; and

The Project is located within the Mission Street NCT Zoning District that has controls designed to
permit moderate-scale buildings. New neighborhood-serving commercial development is encouraged
mainly at the ground story with most commercial uses prohibited above the second story. A
continuous retail frontage is promoted by requiring ground floor commercial uses in new
developments and prohibiting curb cuts. Housing development in new buildings is encouraged above
the ground story. Housing density is not controlled by the size of the lot but by physical envelope
controls. The Project conforms to the stated purpose of this district and is an appropriate in-fill
development that will add 157 new dwelling units to the City's housing stock and 5,241 square feet of
commercial space in an area that encourages the development of high-density, mid-rise housing and
continuous ground floor commercial frontage with pedestrian-oriented retail activities.
E.

The use or feature satisfies any criteria specific to the use or feature in Subsections (g), et seq.
of this Section.

The Project does not require Conditional Use Authorization for any use or feature listed in Subsection
(g) et seq.
9.

Planned Unit Development Planning Code Section 304 establishes that in addition to the criteria
applicable to conditional uses stated in Section 303, the proposed development shall also meet the
following criteria:
A. Affirmatively promote applicable objectives and policies of the General Plan;

The Project promotes the applicable objectives and policies of the General Plan as descnved below.
B. Provide off-street parking adequate for the occupancy proposed;

The Project would provide 79 private accessory residential parking spaces, that is equal to 0.5 parking
spaces per dwelling unit, which is consistent with the principally permitted parking under the
Planning Code.
C. Provide open space usable by the occupants and, where appropriate by the general public, at

least equal to the open spaces required by this Code;

The Project includes significant open areas for use by the residents including 1,000 sq. ft. of private
open space through at-grade private yards and 15,508 sq. ft. of common open space through a 6~853 sq.
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ft. ground floor patio courtyard and an 8,655 sq. ft. rooftop deck. In addition, there is 842 sq. ft. of
other non-code compliant open space. In total, the Project is proposing 17,350 square feet of open areas
for fu.ture residents.
D. Be limited in dwelling unit density to less than the density that would be allowed by .Article 2
of the Code for a district permitting a greater density, so that the Planned Unit Development
would not be substantially equivalent to a reclassification of property;

The Project Site is located .in the Mission Street NCT District where there is no defined limit on
residential density. Rather, limits to density are restricted by physical envelope controls and Urban
Design Guidelines of the Planning Code. In addition, density is limited by Planning Code Section
207.6, which provides that 40 pe:rcent of the total number of dwelling units must be two plus bedroom
units or 30 percent of the total number of dwelling units must be three plus bedroom units. The
Project is proposing that 64 of the 157 dwelling units (40.8%) would be two bedroom units. Thus, the
proposed PUD for the Project is not equivalent to a reclassification of the property
E. Under no circumstances be excepted from any height limit established by Article 2.5 of this

Code;

The Project does not exceed the applicable height limits in which it is located. The Project maintains a
height of 55-ft within the 55-X portion of the site, and a height of 65-ft within the 65-X portion of the
site.
F. In NC Districts, be limited in gross floor area to that allowed under the floor area ratio limit
permitted for the district in Section 124 and Article 7 of this Code;

The Project proposes 5,241 sq. ft. af commercial space that is equal to a floor ratio of 0.14 to 1 and
therefore complies with Planning Code Sections 124 and 736.20.
G. In NC Districts, not violate the use limitations by story set forth in Article 7 of this Code;

The proposed Profect complies ·with this criterion because commercial ([rid other residential accessory
active uses will occupy the ground floor and residential uses will occupy the upper floors, consistent
with the use limitations of the Mission Street NCT District pursuant to Planning Code Section 736.
H. In RTO and NCT Districts, include the extension of adjacent alleys or streets onto or through
the site, and/or the creation of new publicly accessible streets or alleys through the site as
appropriate, in order to break down the scale of the site, continue the surrounding existing
pattern of block size, streets and alleys;

The Project site is an irregularly shaped lot located just north of Cesar Chavez Street along South Van
Ness Avenue within the Mission Street NCT District, which is not subject to the mid-block alley
controls under Section Planning Code Section 270.2. Additionally, the lot tapers from 26th Street to
Shotwell Street and does not provide the width, depth or location on the block for an appropriate midblock cut through or access.
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Provide street trees as per the requirement of Section 138.1 of the Code;

The Project will comply with this criterion by providing the minimum required street trees as an
element of the streetscape plan the Sponsor will de:velop and construct in collaboration with the
Planning Department to be consistent with the Better Streets Plan.

J.

Provide landscaping and permeable surfaces in any required setbacks in accordance with
Section 132 (g) and (h).
The Project will comply with this criterion by providing landscaping and permeable surfaces as part of

the streetscape plan that the Sponsor will develop and construct in collaboration with the Planning
Department to be consistent with the Better Streets Plan.
10. General Plan Compliance. The Project is, on balance, consistent with the following Objectives
and Policies of the General Plan:

HOUSING ELEMENT
Objectives and Policies
OBJECTIVEl
IDENTIFY AND MAKE A VAllABLE FOR DEVELOPMENT ADEQUATE SITES TO MEET THE
OTY'S HOUSING NEEDS, ESPECIALLY PERMANENTLY AFFORDABLE HOUSING.
Policyl.1
Plan for the full range of housing needs in the City and County of San Francisco, especially
affordable housing.
Policy 1.2
Focus housing growth and infrastructure necessary to support growth according to community
plans. Complete planning underway in key opportunity areas such as Treasure Island,
Candlestick Park and Hunter's Point Shipyard.
Policyl.10
Support new housing projects, especially affordable housing, where households can easily rely
on public transportation, walking and bicycling for the majority of daily trips.
The Project is a higher density residential development, which provides up to 157 new dwelling units in a
mixed-use area that was recently rezoned as part of a long range planning goal to create a cohesive
residential and mixed-use neighborhood. The Project will provide nineteen on-site affordable housing units
for rent, which assist in meeting the City's affordable housing goals. The Project is also in close proximity
to numerous public transportation options.

OBJECTIVE4
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FOSTER A HOUSING STOCK THAT MEETS THE NEEDS OF ALL RESIDENTS ACROSS
LIFECYCLES.
Policy4.1
Develop new housing, and encourage the remodeling of existing housing, for families vvith
children.

Policy4.4
Encourage sufficient and suitable rental housing opportunities, emphasizing permanently
affordable rental units wherever possible.
Policy4.5
Ensure that new permanently affordable housing is located in all of the City's neighborhoods,
and encourage integrated neighborhoods, with a diversity of unit types provided at a range of
income levels.

The Project will add 157 dwelling units to the City's housing stock, and meets the affordable housing
requirements by providing for nineteen on-site permanently affordable units for rent.
OBJECTIVE 11
SUPPORT AND RESPECT THE DIVERSE AND
FRANCISCO'S NEIGHBORHOODS.

DISTINCT CHARACTER OF SAN

Policy11.1
Promote the construction and rehabilitation of well-designed housing that emphasizes beauty,
flexibility, and innovative design, and respects existing neighborhood character.
Policy 11.2
Ensure implementation of accepted design standards in project approvals.
Policy11.3
Ensure growth is accommodated without substantially and adversely impacting existing
residential neighborhood character.
Policy11.4
Continue to utilize zoning districts which conform to a generalized residential land use and
density plan and the General Plan.
Policy 11.6
Foster a sense of community through architectural design, using features that promote
community interaction.
Policyll.8
Consider a neighborhood's character when integrating new uses, and minimize disruption
caused by expansion of institutions into residential areas.

SAN FRANCISCO
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OBJECTIVE 12
BALANCE HOUSING GROWTII WITH ADEQUATE INFRAS1RUCTURE THAT SERVES THE
CITY'S GROWING POPULATION.
Policy12.2
Consider the proximity of quality of life elements such as open space, child care, and
neighborhood services, when developing new housing units.
OBJECTIVE 13
PRIORITIZE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT IN PLANNING FOR AND CONSTRUCTING
NEW HOUSING.
Policy13.1
Support "smart" regional growth that locates new housing close to jobs and transit.
Policy13.1
Promote sustainable land use patterns that integrate housing with transportation in order to
increase transit, pedestrian, and bicycle mode share.

The Project responds to the site's mixed-character by providing new dwelling units, which appropriately
address the adjacent residential, light industrial and retail commercial uses. The Project appropriately
responds to the varied character of the larger neighborhood, and the building's facades provide a unique
expression not commonly found within the surrounding area, while providing for a contrasting material
palette. The Project site is ideally situated with easy access to transit routes along Mission Street and Cesar
Chavez Street, and is within walking distance to the 24th Street Bay Area Regional Transit (BART)
station that promotes "smartn regional growth.

COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY ELEMENT
OBJECTIVE 6. MAINTAIN AND STRENGTIIEN VIABLE NEIGHBORHOOD COMMERCIAL
AREAS EASILY ACCESSIBLE TO CITY RESIDENTS.
Policy6.9
Regulate uses so that traffic impacts and parking problems are minimized.

The project proposes 79 off-street parking spaces and three designated car-share spaces in an underground
garage that are accessed by a single 20-foot wide vehicular driveway and curb cut along Shotwell Street.
Two service vehicle loading spaces are also located in the garage and one on-street freight loading space is
also proposed on 261" Street. The location of the basement level parking entrance/exit is the most
appropriate for the project, ensures active uses are located along all the street frontages, and minimizes any
conflicts with the pedestrian and transit movements.

RECREATION AND OPEN SPACE ELEMENT
Objectives and Policies
SAN FRANCISCO
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OBJECTIVE 4:
PROVIDE OPPORTU"'.'JITIES FOR RECREATION AND THE ENJOYMENT OF OPEN SPACE IN
EVERY SAN FRANCISCO NEIGHBORHOOD.

Policy4.5:
Require private usable outdoor open space in new residential development.

Policy4.6:
Assure the provision of adequate public open space to serve new residential development.

The Project provides 6,853 sq. ft. of usable common open space through a ground floor inner courtyard that
measures 130-ft. by 110-ft. at its widest point to allow the minimum required amount of sunlight
penetration. An additional 8,655 sq. ft. of common open space is provided by a roof deck at the sixth floor of
the building. The Project also provides a combined 1,000 sq. ft. of private open space for ten ground floor
units that open onto the inner courtyard. Although the Project also provides an additional 842 sq. ft. of
non-compliant open space, the 15,508 sq. ft. of common usable open space exceeds the 14JOO sq. ft. that are
required by the remaining 147 units. Therefore, the Project complies with Planning Code Sections 135 and
736.93.

TRANSPORTATION ELEMENT
Objectives and Policies
OBJECTIVE 24:
IMPROVE THE AMBIENCE OF THE PEDESTRIAN El\IVIRONMENT.

Policy 24.2:
Maintain and expand the planting of street trees and the infrastructure to support them.
Policy 24.3:
Install pedestrian-serving street furniture where appropriate.
Policy 24.4:
Preserve pedestrian-oriented building frontages.

The Project includes active uses including a corner commercial storefront with a generous floor-to-ceiling
height of201eet, six trade shops that will have large roll-up doors, a residential amenity room and dwelling
units with elevated stoops that have direct access to the public street along all three frontages of the
building that would also be more than two-thirds fenestrated with transparent windows. The Project will
include a streetscape plan that will comply with the City's Better Streets Plan and include new street trees,
landscape planters, sidewalk and other pedestrian improvements to further activate the building frontages.
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OBJECTIVE 28:
PROVIDE SECURE AND CONVENIENT PARKING FACILITIES FOR BICYCLES.

Policy 28.1:
Provide secure bicycle parking in new governmental, commercial, and residential developments.
Policy 28.3:
Provide parking facilities which are safe, secure, and convenient.

The Project includes 150 Class 1 bicycle parking spaces and ten Class 2 bicycle parking spaces in secure,
convenient locaHons, thus meeting the amount required by the Planning Code.
OBJECTIVE 34:
RELATE 1HE AMOUNT OF PARKING IN RESIDENTIAL AREAS AND NEIGHBORHOOD
COMMERCIAL DISTRICTS TO THE CAPACITY OF THE CITY'S STREET SYSTEM AND LAND
USE PATTERNS.

Policy 34.1:
Regulate off-street parking in new housing so as to guarantee needed spaces without requL.'"ing
excesses and to encourage low auto ownership in neighborhoods that are well served by transit
and are convenient to neighborhood shopping.
Policy 34.3:
Permit minimal or reduced off-street parking supply for new buildings in residential and
commercial areas adjacent to transit centers and along transit preferential streets.
Policy 34.5:
Minimize the construction of new curb cuts in areas where on-street parking is in short supply
and locate them in a manner such that they retain or minimally diminish the number of existing
on-street parking spaces.

The Project adheres to the principally permitted parking amounts within the Planning Code. The 82
proposed parking spaces are adequate for the Project that are accessed by one access point using an existing
driveway that will not eliminate any existing on-street parking spaces.

URBAN DESIGN ELEMENT
Objectives and Policies
OBJECTIVE 1:
EMPHASIS OF 1HE CHARACTERISTIC PATTERN WHICH GNES TO 1HE CITY AND ITS
NEIGHBORHOODS AN IMAGE, A SENSE OF PURPOSE, ANTI A MEANS OF ORIENTATION.

Policy1.3:
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Recognize that buildings, when seen together, produce a total effect that characterizes the city
and its districts.
Policyl.7:
Recognize the natural boundaries of districts, and promote connections between districts.

OBJECTIVE 3:
MODERATION OF MAJOR NEW DEVELOPMENT TO COMPLEMENT THE CITY PATTERN,
THE RESOURCES TO BE CONSERVED, A."l\JD THE NEIGHBORHOOD ENVIROI\i'MENT.

Policy 3.1:
Promote harmony in the visual relationships and transitions between new and older buildings.
Policy 3.3:
Promote efforts to achieve high quality of design for buildings to be constructed at prominent
locations.
Policy3.4:
Promote building forms that will respect and improve the integrity of open spaces and other
public areas
OBJECTIVE 4:
IMPROVEMENT OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD ENVlRONMENT TO INCREASE PERSONAL
SAFETY, COMFORT, PRIDE AND OPPORTUNITY.

Policy4.5:
Design walkways and parking facilities to minimize danger to pedestrians.
Policy 4.13:
Improve pedestrian areas by providing human scale and interest.

The Project's design reflects the influences of the surrounding neighborhood and the site, taking cues from
the existing structure. The Project site includes three very distinct frontages and the building design responds to this unique context by breaking the building into three separate parts creating different visual
experiences across the Project frontage. This change also affords the opportunity to create a different
pedestrian experience at ground floor level on all three streets The Project site includes a unique a
signature element at the comer of 26th Street and South Van Ness Avenue, and the building's mCI.ssing is
broken down and modulated with elements such as ground floor setbacks, bay windows, private patios and
decks, and windoro variation. The exterior cladding is also varied with an expanded color palette to add to
the scale and diversity of the building, integrating it into uniquely vibrant neighborhood.

MISSION AREA PLAN
Objectives and Policies
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Land Use
OBJECTIVE 1.1

STRENGTHEN THE MISSION'S EXISTING MIXED USE CHARACTER, WHILE
MAINTAINING THE NEIGHBORHOOD AS A PLACE TO LIVE AND WORK
Policy 1.1.8
While continuing to protect traditional PDR functions that need large, inexpensive spaces to
operate, also recognize that the nature of PDR businesses is evolving gradually so that their
production and distribution activities are becoming more integrated physically with their
research, design and administrative functions.
OBJECTIVE 1.2

IN AREAS OF THE MISSION WHERE HOUSING AND MIXED-USE IS
ENCOURAGED, MAXIMIZE DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL IN KEEPING WITH
NEIGHBORHOOD CHARACTER.
Policy 1.2.1
Ensure that in-fill housing development is compatible with its surroundings.
Policy 1.2.3
In general, where residential development is permitted, control residential density through
building height and bulk guidelines and bedroom mix requirements.
Policy 1.2.4
Identify portions of the Mission where it would be appropriate to increase maximum heights for
residential development.

Housing
OJ?JECTIVE 2.1

ENSURE THAT A SIGNIFICANT PERCENTAGE OF NEW HOUSING CREATED
IN THE MISSION IS AFFORDABLE TO PEOPLE WITH A WIDE RANGE OF
INCOMES
Policy 2.1.1
Require developers in some formally industrial areas to contribute towards the City's very low-,
low-, moderate- and middle-income needs as identified in the Housing Element of the General
Plan.
OBJECTIVE 2.3

ENSURE THAT NEW RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENTS SATISFY AN ARRAY OF
HOUSING NEEDS WITH RESPECT TO TENURE, UNIT MIX AND COMMUNITY
SERVICES
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Policy 2.3.3
Require that a significant number of units in new developme.""1.ts have two or more bedrooms,
except Senior Housing and SRO developments unless all Below Market Rate units are two or
more bedrooms.
Policy 2.3.5
Explore a range of revenue-generating tools i....11cluding impact fees, public funds and grants,
assessment districts, and other private funding sources, to fund community and neighborhood
improvements.
Policy 2.3.6
Establish an impact fee to be allocated towards an Eastern Neighborhoods Public Benefit Fund to
mitigate the impacts of new development on transit, pedestrian, bicycle, and street
improvements, park and recreational facilities, and community facilities such as libraries, child
care and other neighborhood services in the area.

Built Form
OBJECTIVE 3.1

PROMOTE AN URBAN FORM THAT REINFORCES THE MISSION'S
DISTINCTIVE PLACE IN THE CITY'S LARGER FORl\1 AND STRENGTHENS ITS
PHYSICAL FABRIC AND CHARACTER
Policy 3.1.1
Adopt heights that are appropriate for the Mission's location in the city, the prevailing street and
block pattern, and the anticipated land uses, while preserving the character of its neighborhood
enclaves.
Policy 3.1.8
New development should respect existing patterns of rear yard open space. Where an existing
pattern of rear yard open space does not exist, new development on mixed-use-zoned parcels
should have greater flexibility as to where open space can be located.
OBJECTIVE 3.2

PROMOTE AN URBAN FORM AND ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTER THAT
SUPPORTS WALKING AND SUSTAINS A DIVERSE, ACTIVE AND SAFE PUBLIC
REALM
Policy 3.2.1
Require high quality design of street-facing building exteriors.
Policy 3.2.3
Minimize the visual impact of parking.
Policy 3.2.4
Strengthen the relationship between a building and its fronting sidewalk.
SAN FRANCISCO
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Policy 3.2.6
Sidewalks abutting new developments should be constructed in accordance with locally
appropriate guidelines based on established best practices in streetscape design.
Transportation
OBJECTIVE 4.7

IMPROVE PUBLIC TRANSIT TO BETTER SERVE EXISTING AND NEW
DEVELOPMENT IN THE MISSION
Policy 4.7.2
Provide secure, accessible and abundant bicycle· parking, particularly at transit stations, within
shopping areas and at concentrations of employment.
OBJECTIVE 4.8

ENCOURAGE ALTERNATIVES TO CAR O\VNERSHIP AND THE REDUCTION
OF PRIVATE VEHICLE TRIPS
Policy 4.8.1
Continue to require car-sharing arrangements in new residential and commercial developments,
as well as any new parking garages.
Streets & Open Space
OBJECTIVE 5.3

CREATE A NETWORK OF GREEN STREETS THAT CONNECTS OPEN SPACES
AND IMPROVES THE WALKABILITY, AESTHETICS AND ECOLOGICAL
SUSTAINABILITY OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD.
Policy 5.3.1
Redesign underutilized portions of streets as public open spaces, including widened sidewalks or
medians, curb bulb-outs, "living streets" or green connector streets.
Policy 5.3.2
Maximize sidewalk landscaping, street trees and pedestrian scale street furnishing to the greatest
extent feasible.

The Project includes the demolition of 35,714 sq. ft. of FDR space that served as the headquarters for the
locally based McMillan Electric Company. This light industrial and commercial use is encouraged to be
retained within the Mission, as it provides blue-collar jobs, assists in diversifying the neighborhood
economy and provides a valued community resour:ce. Although the Project results in a loss of PDR space,
the development at 1515 South Van Ness Avenue includes a significant amount of new housing, including
on-site BMR units as well as a diversity of housing types from small studios to larger family-sized units.
The Project is made possible as the result of the sale of the subject parcels by the McMillian Electric
Company which has already re-located to another location 1.5 miles away on Cesar Chavez Street. Overall,
SAN FRANCISCO
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the Project includes appropriate uses encouraged by the Area Plan for this location. Tne Project provides
157 new dwelling units that will be available for rent. In addition, the Project is designed to meet the
prescnoed height and bulk limits, and includes the ap[Jropriate dwelling unit mix with more than 40% or
64 units having two bedrooms. The Project introduces a conte-rn.porary architectural vocabulan1 that is
se-risitive to the prevailing scale and neighborhood fabric and provides a high quality designed exterior that
features a variety of materials, colors and textures including fiber cement board vertical siding, smooth
cement plaster, durable wood tone solid composite paneling, metal siding, aluminum storefronts, iron and
glass raz1ings, and dark bronze frame aluminum windows. The Project provides ample private and common
open space and also improves the public rights-of-way with new streetscape improvements, street trees and
landscaping. The Project minimizes the impact of off-street parking in an underground garage and is in
proximity to numerous public transit options. The Project is also compatible with the sunounding
residential, commercial and light industrial land uses. The Project will also pay the appropriate
development impact fees, including the Eastem Neighborhoods Impact Fees. Despite the loss of PDR s-pace,
on balance, the Project meets the Objectives and Policies of the Mission Area Plan.
11. Planning Code Section 101.l(b) establishes eight priority-planning policies and requires
review of pennits for consistency with said policies. On balance, the project does comply
with said policies in that:
A. That existing neighborhood-serving retail uses be preserved and enhanced and future
opportunities for resident employment in and ownership of such businesses be

enhanced.

The Project Site is cum:ntly occupied by a commercial building and associated parking lot for
McMillan Electric Company, an electrical contractor. The Project would demolish this building
and develop a new mixed-use residential building with 157 dwelling units, six traif.e shops and
1,074 square1eet of ground floor commercial space. Thus, the Project would provide new,
commercial refrlil space for the residents and adjacent residential neighborhood. In addition, the
new residents of the project would frequent the nearby existing retail uses.
B. That existing housing and neighborhood character be conserved and protected in order
to preserve the cultural and economic diversity of our neighborhoods.

The Project site is located in a mixed-use neighborhood that proposes to provide 157 new, high
quality residences, a corner retail storefront and six trade shop spaces for local artisans and
makers. The Project embraces the character of the existing neighborhood in its design and quality
of craftsmanship and is providing unit sizes compatible with the location.
C. That the City's supply of affordable housing be preserved and enhanced.

The Project does not currently possess any existing affordable housing. The Project will comply
with the City's Inclusionary Housing Program by providing nineteen below-market rate dwelling
units for rent. Therefore, the Project will increase the stock of affordable housing units in the City.
D. That commuter traffic not impede MUNI transit service or overburden our streets or
neighborhood parking.
SAN FRANCISCO
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The Project is primarily a residential project that will create minimal, if any, new commuter
traffic:. that could over burden local streets or impact neighborhood pa:rking. The Project would
provide 81 off-street parking spaces including two car share spaces that is equal to 0.5 spaces per
dwelling unit.
E. That a diverse economic base be maintained by protecting our industrial and service
sectors from displacement due to commercial office development, and that future
opportunities for resident employment and ownership in these sectors be enhanced.

The Project does not include commercial office development. The Project proposes a mixed-use
residential and retail commercial development that wi1l be consistent with the existing character of
the Mission neighborhood. The pre:uious owner and occupant, McMillan Electric Company has
relocated to 1950 Cesar Chavez Street, which is located approximately 1.1 miles from 1515 South
Van Ness Avenue. Its new location is more easily served by large trucks and is located in a
predominately industrial and commercial neighborhood that is more compatible with its light
industrial use. The Project will not result in the loss of a locally owned company or the
displacement of any jobs.
F. That the City achieve the greatest possible preparedness to protect against injury and loss
of life in an earthquake.

The Project will be designed and constructed to conform to the structural and seismic safety
requirements of the Building Code. This proposal wz1l not impact the Propertifs ability to
withstand an earthquake.
G. That landmarks and historic buildings be preserved.
The Project site does not currently contain any City Landmarks or historic but1dings.

H

That our parks and open space and their access to sunlight and vistas be protected from
development.
The Project will not cast new shadows on property under the jurisdiction of the Recreation and
Park Commission, and is a distance away that it will not impact parks or open spaces or their
sunlight or vistas.

9.

First Source Hiring. The Project is subject to the requirements of the First Source Hiring Program
as they apply to permits
residential development (Section 83.4(m) of the Administrative
Code), and the Project Sponsor shall comply with the requirements of this Program as to all
construction work and on-going employment required for the Project. Prior to the issuance of any
building permit to construct or a First Addendum to the Site Permit, the Project Sponsor shall
have a First Source Hiring Construction and Employment Program approved by the First Source
Hiring Administrator, and evidenced in writing. In the event that both the Director of Planning
and the First Source Hiring Administrator agree, the approval of the Employment Program may
be delayed as needed.

for
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The Project Sponsor submitted a First Source Hiring Affidavit and prior to issuance of a building pennit
will execute a First Source Hiring Memorandum of Understanding and a First Soi1rce Hiring Agreement
with the City's First Source Hiring Administration.

10. T'ne Project is consistent vlith and would promote the general and specific purposes of the Code
provided under Section 101.l(b) in that, as designed, the Project would contribute to the character
and stability of the neighborhood and would constitute a beneficial development.
11. The Commission hereby finds that approval of the Conditional Use Authorization would
promote the health, safety and welfare of the City.
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DECISION
That based upon the Record, the submissions by the Applicant, the staff of the Department and other
interested parties, the oral testimony presented to this Commission at the public hearings, and all other
written materials submitted by all parties, the Commission hereby APPROVES Conditional Use
Application No. 2014.1020CUA subject to the following conditions attached hereto as "EXHIBIT A" in
general conformance with plans on file, dated March 21, 2016, and stamped "EXHIBIT B", which is
incorporated herein by reference as though fully set forth.
The Planning Commission hereby adopts the MMRP attached hereto as Exhibit C and incorporated
herein as part of this Motion by this reference thereto. All required mitigation measures identified in the
Eastern Neighborhoods Plan EIR and contained in the MMRP are included as conditions of approval.
APPEAL AND EFFECTIVE DATE OF MOTION: Any aggrieved person may appeal this Section 303
and 304 Conditional Use Authorization to the Board of Supervisors within thirty (30) days after the
date of this Motion No. 19727. The effective date of this Motion shall be the date of this Motion if not
appealed (after the 30-day period has expired) OR the date of the decision of the Board of Supervisors
if appealed to the Board of Supervisors. For further information, please contact the Board of
Supervisors at (415) 554-5184, City Hall, Room 244, 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, San Francisco, CA
94102.
Protest of Fee or Exaction: You may protest any fee or exaction subject to Government Code Section
66000 that is imposed as a condition of approval by following the procedures set forth in Government
Code Section 66020. The protest must satisfy the requirements of Government Code Section 66020(a) and
must be filed within 90 days of the date of the first approval or conditional approval of the development
referencing the challenged fee or exaction. For purposes of Government Code Section 66020, the date of
imposition of the fee shall be the date of the earliest discretionary approval by the City of the subject
development.

If the City has not previously given Notice of an earlier discretionary approval of the project, the
Planning Commission's adoption of this Motion, Resolution, Discretionary Review Action or the Zoning
Administrator's Variance Decision Letter constitutes the approval or conditional approval of the
development and the City hereby gives NOTICE that the 90-day protest period under Government Code
Section 66020 has begun. If the City has already given Notice that the 90-day approval period has begun
for the subject development, then this document does not re-commence the 90-day approval period.
I hereby certify that the Planning Commission ADOPTED the foregoing Motion on August 11, 2016._

Jonas P. Ionin
Commission Secretary
AYES:

Antonini, Fong, Hillis, Moore, Richards and Johnson
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NAYS:

None

ABSENT:

Wu

ADOPTED:

August 11, 2016
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EXHIBIT A
AUTHORIZATION
This authorization is for a Conditional Use to allow demolition of the existing structures and construction
of a 188,277 gross square feet, 55 to 65 feet tall and five- to six-story building that includes 13~,922 square
feet of residential uses for up to 157 dwelling units, 5,241 square feet of commercial spaces including one
retail commercial storefront and six trade shops and a 32,473 square feet partially underground garage
for 82 accessory automobile and 150 bicycle parking spaces on a development site more than 10,000
square feet in area, and to allow modifications to the requirements for rear yard pursuant to Planning
Code Section 134, dwelling unit exposure pursuant to Planning Code Section 140, ground floor street
frontages in Neighborhood Commercial districts pursuant to Planning Code Section 145.1 and off-street
freight loading pursuant to Planning Code Section 152, for the property located at 1515 South Van Ness
Avenue, Block 6571 and Lots 001, OOlA and 008, pursuant to Planning Code Sections 121.1, 303 and 304
within the Mission Street Neighborhood Commercial Transit (NCT) Zoning District and the 55/65-X
Height and Bulk Districts; in general conformance with plans, dated July 27, 2016, and stamped
"EXHIBIT B" included in the docket for Case No. 2014.1020CUA and subject to conditions of approval
reviewed and approved by the Commission on August 4, 2016, under Motion No. 19727. This
authorization and the conditions contained herein run with the property and not \.\i.th a particular Project
Sponsor, business, or operator.

RECORDATION OF CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
Prior to the issuance of the building permit or commencement of use for the Project the Zomng
Administrator shall approve and order the recordation of a Notice in the Official Records of the Recorder
of the Oty and County of San Francisco for the subject property. This Notice shall sta~e that the project is
subject to the conditions of approval contained herein and reviewed and approved by the Planning
Commission on August 11, 2016 under Motion No. 19727.

PRINTING OF CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL ON PLANS
The conditions of approval under the 'Exhibit A' of this Planning Commission Motion No. 19727 shall be
reproduced on the Index Sheet of construction plans submitted with the Site or Building permit
application for the Project. The Index Sheet of the construction plans shall reference to the Conditional
Use Authorization and any subsequent amendments or modifications.

SEVERABILITY
The Project shall comply with all applicable City codes and requirements. If any clause, sentence, section
or any part of these conditions of approval is for any reason held to be invalid, such invalidity shall not
affect or impair other remaining clauses, sentences, or sections of these conditions. This decision conveys
no right to construct, or to receive a building permit. "Project Sponsor" shall include any subsequent
responsible party.
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CHANGES AND MODIFICATIONS
Changes to the approved plans may be approved administratively by the Zoning Administrator.
Significant changes and modifications of conditions shall require Planning Commission approval of a
new Conditional Use authorization.

Conditions of Approval, Compliance, Monitoring, and Reporting
PERFORMANCE
1.

Validity. The authorization and right vested by virtue of this action is valid for three (3) years from
the effective date of the Motion. The Department of Building Inspection shall have issued a Building
Permit or Site Permit to construct the project and/or commence the approved use within this threeyear period.

For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415~575-6863, wurUJ.sfplanning.org
2.

Expiration and Renewal. Should a Building or Site Permit be sought after the three (3) year period
has lapsed, the project sponsor must seek a renewal of this Authorization by filing an application for
an amendment to the original Authorization or a new application for Authorization. Should the
project sponsor decline to so file, and decline to withdraw the permit application, the Commission
shall conduct a public hearing in order to consider the revocation of the Authorization. Should the
Commission not revoke the Authorization following the closure of the public hearing, the
Commission shall determine the extension of time for the continued validity of the Authorization.

For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, c.l'ww.sf
planning.org
3.

Diligent Pursuit. Once a site or Building Permit has been issued, construction must commence
within the timeframe required by the Department of Building Inspection and be continued diligently
to completion. Failure to do so shall be grounds for the Commission to consider revoking the
approval if more than three (3) years have passed since this Authorization was approved.

. For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.sfplanning.org
4.

Extension. All time limits in the preceding three paragraphs may be extended at the discretion of the
Zoning Administrator where implementation of the project is delayed by a public agency, an appeal
or a legal challenge and only by the length of time for which such public agency, appeal or challenge
has caused delay.

For in.formation about compliance, contact Code Enforce-ment, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, zovr,D.sfplanning.org
5.

Conformity with Current Law. No application for Building Permit, Site Permit, or other entitlement
shall be approved unless it complies with all applicable provisions of City Codes in effect at the time
of such approval.

For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.sfplanning.arg
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Mitigation Measures. Mitigation measures described in the MMRP for the Eastern Neighborhoods
Plan EIR (Case No. 2014.lOZOENV) attached as Exhibit Care necessary to avoid potential significant
effects of the proposed project and have been agreed to by the project sponsor.

For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, w·ww.sf
planning.org

DESIGN - COMPLIANCE AT PLAN STAGE
7.

Final Materials. The Project Sponsor shall continue to work with the Planning Department on the
building design. Final materials, glazing, color, texture, landscaping, and detailing shall be subject to
Department staff review and approval. The architectural addenda shall be reviewed and approved by
the Planning Department prior to issuance.

For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, www.sfplanning.org
8.

Commercial Uses. The Project Sponsor shall continue to work with the Planning Department to
incorporate trade shop and other Code compliant uses consistent with the Latino Cultural District.

For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, www.sfplcmning.org
9.

Streetscape Plan. Purs~ant to Planning Code Section 138.1, the Project Sponsor shall continue to
work with Planning Department staff, in consultation with the Department of Public Works and the
Metropolitan Transportation Agency, to refine the design and programming of the Streetscape Plan
so that the plan generally will meet the standards of the Better Streets Plan, and all applicable City
standards. The Project Sponsor shall complete final design of all required street improvements,
including procurement of relevant City permits, prior to issuance of first architectural addenda, and
shall complete construction of all required street improvements prior to issuance of first temporary
certificate of occupancy

For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
www .sf-planning.org
10. Garbage, Composting and Recycling Storage. Space for the collection and storage of garbage,
composting, and recycling shall be provided within enclosed areas on the property and clearly
labeled and illustrated on the architectural addenda. Space for the .collection and storage of
recyclable and compostable materials that meets the size, location, accessibility and other standards
specified by the San Francisco Recycling Program shall be provided at the ground level of the
buildings.

For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, www.sf-planning.org
11. Rooftop Mechanical Equipment. Pursuant to Planning Code 141, the Project Sponsor shall submit a
roof plan to the Planning Department prior to Planning approval of the building permit application.
Rooftop mechanical equipment, if any is proposed as part of the Project, is required to be screened
so as not to be visible from any point at or below the roof level of the subject building.
SAii FRANCISCO
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For ir~fonnation about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
www.sf-planninz.org
12. Transformer Vau1t. The location of individual project PG&E Transformer Vault installations has
significant effects to San Francisco streetscapes when improperly located. However, they may not
have any impact if they are installed in preferred locations. Therefore, the Planning Department
recommends the followi..."1g preference schedule in locating new transformer vaults, in order of most
to least desirable:
On-site, in a basement area accessed via a garage or other access point without use of separate
doors on a ground floor fao;;ade facing a public right-of-way;
On-site, in a driveway, underground;
On-site,
above ground, screened from view, other than a ground floor fa<;;ade facing a public
"
right-of-way;
• On-site, in a ground floor fa<;;ade .
Public right-of-way, underground, urtder sidewalks with a minimum vvidth of 12 feet, avoiding
effects on streetscape elements, such as street trees; and based on Better Streets Plan guidelines;
• Public right-of-way, underground; and based on Better Streets Plan guidelines;
Public right-of-way, above ground, screened from view; and based on Better Streets Plan
guidelines;
• Unless otherwise specified by the Planning Department, Department of Public Work's Bureau of
Street Use and Mapping (DPW BSM) should use this preference schedule for all new transformer
vault installation requests.
For information about compliance, contact Bureau of Street Use and Mappi-ag, Department of Public Works at
415-554-5810, http://sfdpw.org

.
.

II

PARKING AND TRAFFIC
13. Unbundled Parking. All off-street parking spaces shall be made available to Project residents only as
a separate "add-on" option for purchase or rent and shall not be bundled with any Project dwelling
unit for the life of the dwelling units. The required parking spaces may be made available to
residents within a quarter mile of the project. All affordable dwelling units pursuant to Planning
Code Section 415 shall have equal access to use of the parking as the market rate units, with parking
spaces priced commensurate ·with the affordability of the dwelling unit. Each unit within the Project
shall have the first right of refusal to rent or purchase a parking space until the number of residential
parking spaces are no longer available. No conditions may be placed on the purchase or rental of
dwelling units, nor may horneowner's rules be established, which prevent or preclude the separation
of parking spaces from dwelling units.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.sfplanning.org
14. Parking Maximum. Pursuant to Planning Code Section 151.1, the Project shall provide no more than
79 off-street accessory residential spaces.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.sfvlanning.org
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15. Car Share Requirement. Pursuant to Planning Code Section 166, the Project shall provide at least
two, and not more than five additional dedicated car-share parking spaces. The required car-share
spaces shall be made available, at no cost, to a certified car-share organization for purposes of
providing car-share services for its car-share service subscribers.

For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.sf.planning.org
16. Bicycle Parking. Pursuant to Planning Code Sections 155.1, 155.4, and 155.5, the Project shall provide
no fewer than 150 Class 1 bicycle parking spaces and ten (10) Class 2 bicycle parking spaces for the
157 dwelling units and 5,241 sq. ft. of commercial space.

For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, w1vw.sf
planning.org
17. Managing Traffic During Construction. The Project Sponsor and construction contractor(s) shall
coordinate with the Traffic Engineering and Transit Divisions of the San Francisco Municipal
Transportation Agency (SFMTA), the Police Department, the Fire Department, the Planning
Department, and other construction contractor(s) for any concurrent nearby Projects to manage traffic
congestion and pedestrian circulation effects during construction of the Project.

For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.~f
planning.org
18. Parking for Affordable Units. All off-street parking spaces shall be made available to Project
residents only as a separate "add-on" option for purchase or rent and shall not be bundled with any
Project dwelling unit for the life of the dwelling units. The required parking spaces may be made
available to residents within a quarter mile of the project. All affordable dwelling units pursuant to
Planning Code Section 415 shall have equal access to use of the parking as the market rate units, with
parking spaces priced commensurate with the affordability of the dwelling unit. Each unit within the
Project shall have the first right of refusal to rent or purchase a parking space until the number of
residential parking spaces are no longer available. No conditions may be placed on the purchase or
rental of dwelling units, nor may homeowner' s rules be established, which prevent or preclude the
separation of parking spaces from dwelling units.

For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.~f
planning.org

PROVISIONS
19. Anti-Discriminatory Housing. The Project shall adhere to the requirements of the AntiDiscriminatory Housing policy, pursuant to Administrative Code Section 1.61.

For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.~f.
planning.org
20. Transportation Sustainability Fee. Pursuant to Planning Code Section 411A, the Project Sponsor
shall pay the Transit Sustainability Fee (TSF) as required by and based on drawings submitted with
the Building Permit Application. Prior to the issuance of a temporary certificate of occupancy, the
Project Sponsor shall provide the Planning Director with certification that the fee has been paid.
SAN fRAf!GISCO
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For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, www.sf-planning.org
21. Residential Childcare Impact Fee. Pursuant to Planning Code Section 414A, the Project Sponsor
shall comply with the Residential Childcare Impact Fee provisions through payment of an Impact Fee
pursuant to Article 4.
For injonr,JJ,tion about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, urww.sf

planning.org
22. Eastern Neighborhoods Infrastructure Impact Fee. Pursuant to Planning Code Section 423
(formerly 327), the Project Sponsor shall comply with the Eastern Neighborhoods Public Benefit Fund
provisions through payment of an Impact Fee pursuant to Article 4.

For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, wv.rw.sf.plamzing.oig
23. First Source Hiring. The Project shall adhere to the requirements of the First Source Hiring
Construction and End-Use Employment Program approved by the First Source Hiring Administrator,
pursuant to Section 83.4(m) of the Administrative Code. The Project Sponsor shall comply ·with the
requirements of this Program regarding construction work and on-going employment required for
the Project.

For information about compliance, contact the First Source Hiring Manager at 415-581-2335,
www.onestopSF.org

MONITORING
24. Enforcement. Violation of any of the Pla.nning Department conditions of approval contained in this
Motion or of any other provisions of Planning Code applicable to this Project shall be subject to the
enforcement procedures and administrative penalties set forth under Planning Code Section 176 or
Section 176.1. The Planning Department may also refer the violation complaints to other city
departments and agencies for appropriate enforcement action under their jurisdiction.

For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.sf.planning.org
25. Revocation Due to Violation of Conditions. Should implementation of this Project result in
complaints from interested property owners, residents, or commercial lessees which are not resolved
by the Project Sponsor and found to be in violation of the Planning Code and/or the specific
conditions of approval for the Project as set forth in Exhibit A of this Motion, the Zoning
Administrator shall refer such complaints to the Commission, after which it may hold a public
hearing on the matter to consider revocation of this authorization.

For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.sf.
planning.org

OPERATION
26. Garbage, Recycling, and Composting Receptacles. Garbage, recycling, and compost containers shall
be kept within the premises and hidden from public view, and placed outside only when being
SAU FRANCISCO
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serviced by the disposal company. Trash shall be contained and disposed of pursuant to garbage and
recycling receptacles guidelines set forth by the Department of Public Works.

For information about compliance, contact Bureau of Street Use and Mapping, Department of Public Works at
415-554-.5810, http://sfdpw.org
27. Sidewalk Maintenance. The Project Sponsor shall maintain the main entrance to the building and all
sidewalks abutting the subject property in a clean and sanitary condition in compliance with the
Department of Public Works Streets and Sidewalk Maintenance Standards.

For information about compliance, contact Bureau of Street Use and Map-ping, Department of Public Works,
415-695-2017, http://sfdpw.org
28. Community Liaison. Prior to issuance of a building permit to construct the project and implement
the approved use, the Project Sponsor shall appoint a community liaison officer to deal with the
issues of concern to owners and occupants of nearby properties. The Project Sponsor shall provide
the Zoning Administrator with written notice of the name, business address, and telephone number
of the community liaison. Should the contact information change, the Zoning Administrator shall be
made aware of such change. The community liaison shall report to the Zoning Administrator what
issues, if any, are of concern to the community and what issues have not been resolved by the Project
Sponsor.

For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863,
planning.org

www.~f-.

29. Lighting. All Project lighting shall be directed onto the Project site and immediately surrounding
sidewalk area only, and designed and managed so as not to be a nuisance to adjacent residents.
Nighttime lighting shall be the minimum necessary to ensure safety, but shall in no case be directed
so as to constitute a nuisance to any surrounding property.

For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, wu.rw.sf-planning.org

INCLUS!ONARY AFFORDABLE HOUSING PROGRAM
30. Number of Required Units. Pursuant to Planning Code Section 415.6, the Project is currently
required to provide 12% of the proposed dwelling units as affordable to qualifying households, but is
subject to change under a proposed Charter amendment and pending legislation if the voters
approve the Charter Amendment at the June 7, 2016 election. Recently adopted Ordinance No. 76-16
(File No. 160255) will become effective after the. election is certified and includes grandfathering
provisions for projects that were submitted to the Planning Department prior to January 12, 2016. The
Project contains 157 units; therefore, 19 affordable units are currently required. The Project Sponsor
will fulfill this requirement by providing the 19 affordable units on-site. If the Project is subject to a
different requirement if the Charter Amendment is approved and new legislative requirements take
effect, the Project will comply with the applicable requirements at the time of compliance. If the
number of market-rate units change, the number of required affordable units shall be modified
accordingly with written approval from Planning Department staff in consultation with the Mayor's
Office of Housing and Community Development ("MOHCD").
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For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, www.sfplanning.org or tlte Mayor's Office of Housing and Commimity Development at 415-701-5500, www.sfmoh.org.

1) Unit Mix. The Project contains 88 studios, 5 one-bedroom, and 64 two-bedroom units. Therefore,
the required affordable unit mix is 10 studios, 1 one-bedroom, and 8 two-bedrooms, or the unit
mix that may be required if the inclusionary housii.-ig requirements change as discussed above. If
the market-rate unit mix changes, the affordable unit mix will be modified accordingly with
written approval from Planning Department staff in consultation with MOHCD.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Departmerit at 415-558-6378,
www.sfplmming.org or the Mayor's Office of Housing and Communitif Development at 415-701-5500,
www.sf.-moh.org.
2) Unit Location. The affordable units shall be designated on a reduced set of plans recorded as a
Notice of Special Restrictions on the property prior to the issuance of the first construction
permit.
For infonnation about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-63781
www.s_f-plannhzg.org or the Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development at 415-701-5500,
wwr.o.sf-moh.org.
3) Phasing. If any building permit is issued for partial phasing of the Project, the Project Sponsor
shall have designated not less than twelve percent (12%), or the applicable percentage as
discussed above, of the each phase's total number of dwelling units as on-site affordable units.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
www.sf-planning.org or the Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development at 415-701-5500,
Mvw.~f-moh.org.

4) Duran.on. Under Planning Code Section 415.8, all units constructed pursuant to Section 415.6,
must remain affordable to qualifying households for the life of the project.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
urww.sf-planning.org or the Mtlyor's Office of Housing and Community Development at 415-701-5500,
www.sfmoh.org.
5) Other Conditions. The Project is subject to the requirements of the Inclusionary Affordable
Housing Program under Section 415 et seq. of the Planning Code and City and County of San
Francisco Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program Monitoring and Procedures Manual
("Procedures Manual"). The Procedures Manual, as amended from time to time, is incorporated
herein by reference, as published and adopted by the Planning Commission, and as required by
Planning Code Section 415. Terms used in these conditions of approval and not otherwise
defined shall have the meanings set forth in the Procedures Manual. A copy of the Procedures
Manual can be obtained at the MOHCD at 1 South Van Ness Avenue or on the Planning
Department or Mayor's Office of Housing's websites, including on the internet at:
http://sf-planning.org/Modu1es/ShowDocument.aspx?documentid=4451.
As provided in the Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program, the applicable Procedures Manual
is the manual in effect at the time the subject mrits are made available for sale.
SAl'I FRANCISCO
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For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
www.sf--planning.org or the Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development at 415-701-5500,
www.sf-.moh.org.

a.

The affordable unit(s) shall be designated on the building plans prior to the issuance of the
first construction permit by the Department of Building Inspection ("DBI"). The affordable
unit(s) shall (1) reflect the unit size mix in number of bedrooms of the market rate units, (2)
be constructed, completed, ready for occupancy and marketed no later than the market rate
units, and (3) be evenly distributed throughout the building; and (4) be of comparable overall
quality, construction and exterior appearance as the market rate units in the principal project.
The interior features in affordable units should be generally the same as those of the market
units in the principal project, but need not be the same make, model or type of such item as
long they are of good and new quality and are consistent with then-current standards for
new housing. Other specific standards for on-site units are outlined in the Procedures
Manual.

b. If the units in the building are offered for rent, the affordable unit(s) shall be rented to
qualifying households, as defined in the Procedures Manual, whose gross annual income,
adjusted for household size, does not exceed an average fifty-five (55) percent of Area
Median Income under the income table called "Maximum Income by Household Size derived
from the Unadjusted Area Median Income for HUD Metro Fair Market Rent Area that
contains San Francisco," but these income levels are subject to change under a proposed
Charter amendment and pending legislation if the voters approve the Charter Amendment at
the June 7, 2016 election. If the Project is subject to a different income level requirement if the
Charter Amendment is approved and new legislative requirements take effect, the Project
will comply with the applicable requirements. The initial and subsequent rent level of such
units shall be calculated according to the Procedures Manual. Limitations on (i) occupancy;
(ii) lease changes; (iii) subleasing, and; are set forth in the Inclusionary Affordable Housing
Program and the Procedures Manual.
c.

The Project Sponsor is responsible for following the marketing, reporting, and monitoring
requirements and procedures as set forth in the Procedures Manual. MOHCD shall be
responsible for overseeing and monitoring the marketing of affordable units. The Project
Sponsor mu.st contact MOHCD at least six months prior to the beginning of marketing for
any unit in the building.

d. Required parking spaces shall be made available to renters of affordable units according to
the Procedures Manual.
e.

Prior to the issuance of the first construction permit by DBI for the Project, the Project
Sponsor shall record a Notice of Special Restriction on the property that contains these
conditions of approval and a reduced set of plans that identify the affordable units satisfying
the requirements of this approval. The Project Sponsor shall promptly provide a copy of the
recorded Notice of Special Restriction to the Department and to MOHCD or its successor.
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f.

The Project Sponsor has demonstrated that it is eligible for the On-site Affordable Housing
Alternative under Planning Code Section 415.6 instead of payment of the Affordable Housing
Fee, and has submitted the Affidavit of Compliance with the Inclusionary Affordable Housing
Program: Planning Code Section 415 to the Planning Department stating the intention to enter
into an agreement with the City to qualify for a waiver from the Costa-Hawkins Rental
Housing Act based upon the proposed density bonus and concessions (as defined in
California Government Code Section 65915 et seq.) provided herein. The Project Sponsor has
executed the Costa Hawkins agreement and will record a Memorandum of Agreement prior
to issuance of the first construction document or must revert payment of the Affordable
Housing Fee.

g.

If the Project Sponsor fails to comply vlith the Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program
requirement, the Director of DBI shall <:Ieny any ai.1d all site or building permits or certificates
of occupancy for the development project until the Planning Department notifies the Director
of compliance. A Project Sponsor's failure to comply with the requirements of Planning
Code Section 415 et seq. shall constitute cause for the City to record a lien against the
development project and to pursue any and all available remedies at law.

h. If the Project becomes ineligible at any time for the On-site Affordable Housing Alternative,
the Project Sponsor or its successor shall pay the Affordable Housing Fee prior to issuance of
the first construction permit. If the Project becomes ineligible after issuance of its first
construction permit, the Project Sponsor shall notify the Department and MOHCD and pay
interest on the Affordable Housing Fee and penalties, if applicable.
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Agenda item 13, 1515 South Van Ness Avenue, begins at 3:57:52
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Links to Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan EIR, Motion
17661 of the Planning Commission which adopted CEQA
Findings for the Plan EIR, and the Mitigation Monitoring
Report
Final PEIR:
http://sf-planning.org/sites/default/files/FileCenter/Documents/3991-EN FL.11al-EIR Part-1 IntroSum.pdf
Motion and Findings:
http://sf-planning.org/sites/default/files/FileCenter/Documents/1268EN BOS Vo14 CEQA Part7 Web.pdf ,
Ordinance on Monitoring Program:
https://law .resource. org/J?ub/us/code/city/ca/SanFrancisco/Administrative Code/chapter 1Oe. pdf
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West Bay Law
Law Office of J. Scott Weaver

August 3, 2016

Commissioners,
San Francisco Planning Commission
1650 Mission Street, Room 400
San Francisco, CA 94103

Re: Case No. 2014.1020U-1515 South Van Ness Avenue

The Calle 24 Latino Cultural District Community Council requests that the Commission
withhold action and instruct the Department to evaluate the impacts of the proposed project on
the Latino Cultural District (LCD), including appropriate mitigation and community benefits.
This evaluation is compelled under CEQA and is consistent with the mission of the LCD, the
MAP 2020 process and under Interim Controls. Withholding of consideration is warranted by
the Council's ongoing efforts to create a Special Use District, and a Cultural Benefits District,
and to allow associated mitigation measures to be put into place. MAP 2020 has also begun
engaging in this process.

Introduction.
The proposed project at 1515 South Van Ness Avenue consists of approximately 159
units, of which 19, "market rate". These units will cater to residents earning 200% AMI, as
compared to the 50% AMI of the residents of the immediate area. There are numerous other
market rate projects currently in the pipeline within the LCD that will likewise impact the
neighborhood. They are: 2675 Folsom Street (98 "market rate" units), 3314 Cesar Chavez (52
units), 2600 Harrison St. (20), 2799 24th St. (8), and 3357 2()1h St. (8). Proposed projects
immediately adjacent to .the LCD are: 1198 Valencia St. (52 units), 29H~ Mission St. (38), 129'8
Valencia St. (35), 2600 Mission (20). Two blocks from the LCD is 2000~2070 Bryant Street
(195 units), giving a total of 666 "market rate" units in the immediate area. Proper assessment of
the proposed project therefore requires examination of the cumulative impacts of the above listed
projects.
These projects would be permanent fixtures forever changing the neighborhood, both in
terms of its built environment and its residents. We already know that current Mission residents
are not able afford such luxury housing. Thus, these projects will result in the infusion of over
666 high earning households that will substantially alter the demographic of the neighborhood.
We also know that the Mission is currently undergoing rapid gentrification, and without adequate
mitigation, stabilization, and community benefit measures, project$ such as these will
dramatically accelerate the already unacceptable level of gentrification in the neighborhood.

4104 24th Street# 957 •San Francisco, CA 94114 • (415) 317.-0832
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These new households earn four times the AMI of existing residents, and will would
create an economic force that will substantially, and permanently, change the feel and
constitution of the neighborhood. These high earning households will interact with the
neighborhood on a daily basis, creating demands for high end services and products, and thereby
putting existing businesses - many of whom are on short term leases - at risk. Likewise, the
proposed project will exacerbate demand for affordable housing (see reference to Nexus
Analysis below). As we have seen over and over again, the economic climate created by such
gentrification will provide incentives for residential landlords to displace residents using various
means at their disposal (including Ellis Act Evictions, OMI evictions, or more commonly, threats
and harassment). A wealthier community creates financial incentives for both residential and
commercial landlords to maximize their rents - making the residents and businesses in the LCD
vulnerable to displacement. Anyone skeptical of this impact need only to look at the changes on
Valencia Street between 17th and 21st Streets, where less than I 00 market rate units have been
built, but visible gentrification has occurred. This outcome is not the vision for the Latino
Cultural District.
These likely impacts should be evaluated and adequate mitigation and community
benefits put in place before considering the proposed project and other projects so affecting the
LCD. Whether you care to view this need in terms ofCEQA compliance, or the viability of the
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR, or the consistency (or inconsistency) with the Eastern
Neighborhoods Plan, or for the purpose of evaluating socioeconomic impacts under Interim
Controls, or MAP 2020 Guiding Principles, or for the policy purposes enunciated in the creation
of the LCD, it is imperative that issues of impact and mitigation measures be analyzed before
any project can be approved.

Background of the LCD and Existing Threats.
The businesses and nonprofits in the LCD have been recognized by resolution of the
Board of Supervisors as an important cultural, historical and commercial resource for the City.
(Resolution Creating LCD is attached as Exhibit 1) The Ordinance creating the LCD noted that
"The Calle 24 Latino Cultural District memorializes a place whose richness of culture, history
and entrepreneurship is unrivaled in San Francisco." The District was established ''to stabilize
the displacement of Latino Businesses, and residents, preserve Calle 24 as the center of Latino
culture and commerce, enhance the unique nature of Calle 24 as a special place for San
Francisco's residents and tourists, ..." and that its contribution will provide "cultural visibility,
vibrancy, and economic opportunity for Latinos in the City and County of San Francisco."
The Calle 24 Latino Cultural District Community Council ("the Council"), a nonprofit consisting
of community stakeholders in the LCD, has stated as its mission: "To preserve, enhance, and
advocate for Latino cultural continuity, vitality, and community in San Francisco's touchstone
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Latino Cultural District and the greater Mission community". (See Report, Exhibit 2, page 4
Appendices may be found at http://www.calle24sf.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/LCD-:finalreport.pdf) With funding from the Mayor's Office of Economic and Workforce Development
and technical support from the Gato Group, the Council engaged in an extensive planning
process that included numerous stakeholder interviews, four focus groups, a study session with
expert consultants, and four community meetings. At the conclusion, the Council prepared a
report on its community planning process. (Exhibit 2, Page 8) Among the Council's initiatives
are the creation of a Special Use District and a Cultural Benefits Campaign district. These
initiatives are currently in process.
The report noted that ''there were major concerns among all stakeholders about the lack
of affordable housing and about the gentrification and recent eviction and displacement of longtime residents. A related theme was the rapid transformation underway with some saying they
wanted to prevent another 'Valencia' (referring to the way Valencia lost much of its Latino
culture in the 1990s and 2000s)". (emphasis original) (Exhibit 2, P 12)
Unfortunately, we are beginning to see the Valenciazation of the LCD. Small mom and
pop businesses are IJeing replaced by upscale corporate-owned businesses. Non-profits such as
the 40-year-old Galaria de la~ on month-to-month tenancies are extremely vulnerable.
They are also seeing a diminution of their customer base due to gentrification and the resulting
displacement.
Development has already demonstrated the potential physical impacts of continued
market rate development. For instance, at a proposed project on 24th and York, the owner plans
to build 12 condo townhomes which will cover a mural that has been on there over 30 years and
is part of the Precita eyes mural tours. The famous Carlos Santana mural on 22nd and South Van
Ness was completely covered when the lot in front ,built housing. In balmy alley new owners of a
property wanted to remodel and add a second unit which faced balmy ally, covering a 40 year
old mural.
More disturbing has been complaints by newcomers against neighboring Latino owned
businesses from the owner and residents of the Vida on Mission Street. A group of new
residents on Harrison St. calling themselves "the gang of five" said they would sue to stop
Carnival. During Sunday Streets on 24th a group of neighbors did not want the low riders on
Harrison Street, saying that they were intimidated by them. Additionally, neighbors have
complained about "Mexican" music on 24th Street. Without sufficient mitigation and community
benefits, problems such as these will only get worse with the influx of hundreds more
"gentrifiers", all to the detriment of the residents, businesses, and nonprofits that the City said it
wanted to protect when it created the LCD. As we have seen on Valencia Street we can foresee
gentrfifiers requesting the police to move Latino youths, and adults, off''their" street comers.
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Impacts such as these should be evaluated and adequate mitigation measures put in place
before considering the proposed project and other projects so affecting the LCD. Whether you
care to view this in terms of CEQA, for the purpose of consistency (or inconsistency) with the
Eastern Neighborhoods Plan, for the purpose of evaluating socioeconomic impacts under MAP
2020, or for the policy purposes enunciated in the creation of the LCD, it is imperative that these
issues be analyzed before any project can be approved.
THE ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW IS INADEQUATE

The proposed project received a Community Plan Exemption based on the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR. This exemption was in error because I) the eight-year-old PEIR is no
longer viable due to unanticipated circumstances on the ground, and 2) the PEIR did not consider
impacts on the LCD because the LCD did not exist at the time of the PEIR.
Substantial New Information Negates the Exemption From Environmental Review.

The Department has issued a Community Plan Exemption which allows the Department
to use the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan EIR (PEIR) instead of a project EIR - except with respect
to areas of concern unique to the project. The use of the PEIR in this way presupposes that it is
sufficiently current to address all areas required under CEQA.
Unfortunately, circumstances on the ground have rendered the 2008 PEIR out of date,
and it cannot be a reliable measure of environmental impacts of market rate development in the
Mission. It is well recognized that the Mission has already experienced extensive displacement
of its residents, so much so, that it is now in an advanced stage
gentrification. http://mission!oca!.org/2015/09/sf-mission-genlrification-advanced/
Should the project proceed, it will cause significant economic and social changes in the
immediate area that will result in physical changes, not the least of which is displacement of
residents and businesses which will affect air quality, traffic and transportation, as well as
negative impacts on the Cultural District. (See CEQA guidelines, 15604 (e).
The demand for affordable housing has increased significantly since the PEIR, and the
glut ofluxury housing only makes matters worse. A 2007 Nexus Study, commissioned by the
Planning Department, concluded that the production of I 00 market rate rental units generates a
demand of 19.44 lower income households through goods and services demanded by the market
rate tenants. [These conclusions were made in 2007, well before housing prices began their
steep upward trajectory. Today, new "market rate" two bedroom apartments rented in the
Mission begin at about $6,000 per month - requiring an annual household income of
$240,000.] At the time, the PEIR anticipated a 15% inclusionary rate. The current Nexus study
waiting to be released is expected to show a demand of28 affordable units for every 100 built.
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With a 12% inclusionary rate, there is a need for 16 additional affordable units per hundred
market rate units produced. (28 minus 12 - 16) This was not anticipated in the PEIR. One must
to ask: how will these low income households created by the demand of market rate units live?
and how will they get to work? School? Services? and what is the impact on air quality and
transportation? These questions should be addressed by the Department.
When substantial new information becomes available, CEQA Guidelines require
comprehensive analysis of these issues. (CEQA Guidelines Sec. 15183). The situation on the
ground has changed substantially since the PEIR was prepared in 2008.
-

The PEIR did not anticipate the "advanced gentrification" of the neighborhood, along
with the extensive displacement of Latino families and businesses, the reverse
commute to distant areas, and that impact on greenhouse gas emissions and on traffic
congestion.

-

Along similar lines, at the time the PEIR was prepared, research regarding the extent
of increased automobile traffic and greenhouse gas emissions was not available.
There is now solid evidence that upper income residents are twice as likely to own a
car and half as likely to use public transit. (See Exhibit 3)

-

The unanticipated additional demand for affordable housing due to the overbuild of
luxury housing.

-

The unexpected disappearance of Redevelopment money to fund affordable housing,
without new resources compensating for the loss.

-

Notably with respect to this proposed project, the PEIR did not, nor could it have
considered the impact of a project on the LCD because the LCD did not exist at the
time. Where, as here, the offsite or cumulative impacts were not discussed in the
prior PEIR, the exemption provided by Section 15183 does not apply. (See 151830))

-

The PEIR was prepared during a recessionary period. Since then, both rents and
evictions have increased dramatically, especially impacting the Mission. This has led
to the development of luxury units and high end retail that was not anticipated in the
PEIR.
The PEIR assumed that the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan and the Mission Plan would
meet their goals of providing over 60% low, moderate, and middle income housing.
This goal has not come close to materializing, further exacerbating the problems of
displacement.
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The PEIR did not anticipate the impact of tech shuttles from a traffic standpoint, nor
from that of the demand for housing. The specter of living within a few blocks of a
free ride to work has caused many tech employees to move to areas where the shuttles
stop - predominantly in the Mission. As such we have high earning employees
exacerbating the already high demand for housing. The anti-eviction mapping project
has documented the connection between shuttle stops and higher incidences of no
fault evictions. (http://www.anticvictionmappingprojcct.net/techbuscvictions.html )
The cumulative housing production in the Mission (built and in the pipeline) now
exceeds projections under any of the three scenarios envisioned when the Eastern
Neighborhoods Plan created. According to Planning Department Data, projects
containing 2,451 housing units have either been completed or are under
environmental review as of2/23/16. Option A of the PEIR envisioned 782 units,
Option B 1,118 units and Option C 2054 units, with a Preferred Project at 1696 units.
These changed circumstances render the current PEIR obsolete. Further, cumulative
impacts have not been adequately addressed due to the obsolescence of the PEIR. The
Community Plan Exemption is therefore no longer relevant.

The Impact of the Proposed Project on the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District is Subject to
Environmental Review.
In addition to the foregoing, the environment impact of the proposed project on the LCD
is required because the LCD was not considered in the PEIR. CEQA defines "environment" as
''the physical conditions which exist within the area which will be affected by a proposed project,
including land, air, water, minerals, flora, fauna, noise, and objects of historic or aesthetic
significance." 14 CCR Sec. 1513l{a). See e.g. Eureka Citizens for Responsible Government v
City ofEureka (2007) 147 Cal.App.4th 357, 363. The LCD falls under CEQA because (I) it is
"historic" as defined in the Public Resources Code and the CCR and (2) there are indirect
physical impacts of' in that it causes greenhouse gas emissions and exacerbates already strained
transportation infrastructure.
Lead agencies have the responsibility to evaluate projects against the CRHR criteria prior to
making a finding as to a proposed project's impacts to historical resources (California Public
Resources Code, Section 21084.1). A historical resource is defined as any object, building,
structure, site, area, place, record, or manuscript that: a) Is historically or archaeologically
significant, or is significant in the architectural, engineering, scientific, economic, agricultural,
educational, social, political, or cultural annals of California; and b) Meets any of the following
criteria: (1) Is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad
patterns of California's history and cultural heritage; (2) Is associated with the lives of persons
important in our past; (3) Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, or
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method of construction, or represents the work of an important creative individual, or possesses
high artistic values; or (4) Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in
prehistory or history (14 CCR 15064.5(a)(3)). These businesses and nonprofits in the LCD have
been recognized as an important cultural and commercial resource for the City whose "richness
of culture, historv and entrepreneurship is unrivaled in San Francisco."
The near and long term preservation and enhancement of the LCD is a stated goal of the
City. T:hls, of necessity, includes the physical presence of its residents, businesses, and nonprofits, which we submit are endangered by the extensive market rate development slated for the
area. The displacement, whether direct, or indirect (i.e. via gentrification) certainly will have a
physical effect on the environment because increased commuting distances for the displaced will
result in greenhouse gas emissions. (See checklist in Appendix G of the Guidelines). Due to the
unexpected rise in rents throughout the Bay Area, displaced residents are now required to
commute distances as far as Vallejo and Tracy, distances was not contemplated in the PEIR for
the Eastern Neighborhoods.
Finally, the displacement created by this project will also create negative health impacts
on those facing displacement as well as the threat of displacement. The Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention website stats that "displacement has many health implications that
contribute to disparities among special populations, including poor, women, children, the elderly,
and members of racial/ethnic minority groups." (Health Effects of Gentrification,
https://wvv-w.cdc.gov/healthyplaces/healthtoQics/Qentrification.htm)
There is substantial evidence that continued disproportionately luxury development in the
LCD (as well as the rest of the Mission) will result in more reverse commutes, significantly
higher levels of car ownership by new residents. Moreover, there is strong reason to believe that
historic, cultural and aesthetic resources, such as Latino-owned businesses and non-profits,
including entities such as La Galaria de La Raza will be impaired as a result of this rampant
development.

Cumulative Impacts of Market Rate Development on the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District
Should be Examined.
As previously mentioned, the impacts from the proposed project cannot be examined in
isolation. The proposed project is not constructed inside a bubble. Both the project and its
residents interact with the immediate community in multiple ways. Similarly, the environmental
impacts of this project cannot be examined apart from other proposed projects currently in the
pipeline. As previously stated, counting this project, there are approximately 666 luxury units
currently in the pipeline that are located in or near the LCD.
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Under Public Resources Code Section 21083 subdivision (b)(2).) "The possible effects
of a project are individually limited but cumulatively considerable. As used in this paragraph
'cumulatively considerable' means that the incremental effects of an individual project are
considerable when viewed in connection with the effects of past projects, the effects of other
current projects, and the effects of probable future projects." Stated otherwise, a lead agency
shall require an EIR be prepared for a project when the record contains substantial evidence that
the "project has possible environmental effects that are individually limited but cumulatively
considerable." (Guidelines section 15065 subdivision (a) (3).)
Therefore, the impact of the proposed project (consisting of 98 market rate units) should
be evaluated in conjunction with the cumulative impacts it and the additional 568 units would
have on the LCD. Without such an evaluation, the Commission will lack information that would
allow an adequate, accurate, or complete assessment for CEQA purpose.

CONDITIONAL USE SHOULD BE DENIED
In addition to exemption from environmental review, the applicant is seeking Conditional
Use authorization as a Planned Unit Development. Conditional use is also required under the
Interim Controls instituted by the Commission on January 14, 2016.
Planning Code Section 303(c)(1) requires a grant of conditional use only upon a finding
that "the proposed use or feature, at the size and intensity contemplated and at the proposed
location, will provide a development that is necessacy or desirable for. and compatible with, the
neighborhood or the community."
The project as proposed is not necessary or desirable for and compatible with the
community. Conditional use should be denied for several reasons: 1) the project is inconsistent
with the stated purposes of the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan and the Mission Plan, 2) the
proposed project does not comply with Interim Controls or MAP 2020 guidelines.

The Proposed Project is Inconsistent with the Stated Purposes of the Eastern
Neighborhoods Plan and the Mission Plan.
In evaluating the desirability of the proposed project, the Commission should evaluate it
in light of its inconsistency with the objectives of the Eastern Neighborhoods and Mission Plans.
The EIR for the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan reflected the Eastern Neighborhood objectives as
follows:
• Reflect Local Values: To develop a rezoning proposal that reflects the land use needs
and priorities of each neighborhoods' stakeholders and that meets citywide goals for residential
and industrial land use.
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•Increase Housing: To identify appropriate locations for housing in the City's
industrially zoned land to meet a citywide need for more housing, and affordable housing in
particular. (emphasis supplied)
•Maintain Some Industrial Land Supply: To retain an adequate supply of industrial land
to meet the current and future needs of the City's production, distribution, and repair businesses
and the city's economy.
• Improve the Quality ofAll Existing Areas with Future Development: To improve the
quality ofthe residential and nonresidential places that future development will create over that
which would occur under the existing zoning.

The Mission Area Plan was even more specific in its land use policy: to protect
"established areas of residential, commercial, and PDR, and ensuring that areas that have become
mixed-use over time develop in such a way that they contribute positively to the neighborhood.
A place for living and working also means a place where affordably priced housing is made
available, a diverse array ofjobs is protected, and where goods and services are oriented to the
needs of the community."
Mission-wide goals include:
• Increase the amount of affordable housing.
• Preserve and enhance the existing Production, Distribution and Repair businesses.
•Preserve and enhance the unique character of the Mission's distinct commercial areas.
• Minimize displacement.
In light of these goals, the Commission must consider; 1) How the provision of 140
luxury units as against only 19 affordable ones furthers the above goals, 2) The impacts of the
proposed project on the LCD, and 3) the merits, or lack of merits of any exemptions that the
applicant is seeking.

The Proposed Project Does Not Comply with Interim Controls or MAP 2020 Objectives.
Under the Interim Controls, the sponsor is required to evaluate, from a socio-economic
perspective, how the proposed project would affect existing and future residents, business and
community serving providers in the area. (Interim Controls, N.C(l)). The sponsor completely
avoided any meaningful evaluation, and made no mention of the potential impact on the LDC.
Instead, the sponsor described the population changes in the Mission as a whole, including the
continued decimation of Latino households in the Mission. The sponsor's report concluded that
the proposed project will "not impact'' the demographic changes occurring in the Mission. There
is no credible data that supports this, and again, all the more reason why cumulative impacts of
luxury development in the Latino Cultural District should be studied.
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In the preamble to the Interim Controls, the Commission found that they were consistent
with the eight priority policies of section I 01.1 of the Planning Code including: I) preserving
and enhancing neighborhood employment and ownership of neighborhood-serving businesses; 2)
preserving, existing neighborhood character and economic and cultural diversity; and 3)
preserving and enhancing affordable housing.
Likewise, the stated purpose of the MAP 2020 Planning Process is to "retain low to
moderate income residents and community-serving businesses (including Production,
Distribution, and Repair) artists and nonprofits in order to strengthen and preserve the
socioeconomic diversity of the Mission neighborhoods".
The cumulative impacts of this and other predominantly luxury development projects
create a result 180 degrees opposite the purposes of Interim Controls and the MAP 2020 process.
The commission cannot make an informed decision as to whether the project, both individually
and cumulatively, is "necessary or desirable for and compatible with the neighborhood or
community. For that reason, the Commission should require evaluation of these impacts.

Evaluation Requested.
In addition to whatever evaluation that the Department may deem appropriate, we are
requesting that the Department evaluate the proposed project, both individually and
cumulatively, with respect to the potential impacts of the extensive market rate development on
the existing residents, businesses, and non-profits in the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District. This
inquiry should address the concerns stated above and include, but not be limited to, the
following:
The amount of income that households will be required to have in order to afford the
market rents of the proposed project.
The amount of anticipated disposable income of the households moving into the
market rate units at the proposed project.
The consumer preferences for goods and services of households moving into the
market rate units at the proposed project, as compared to those Latino residents in the
LCD earning 50% AMI.
The potential venues where those consumer preferences are likely to be met
The short and long term impacts on neighborhood serving Latirio businesses that new
market rent paying households, with higher disposable incomes, will have on
commercial rents in the Latino Cultural District - both from the standpoint of the
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proposed project and from the standpoint of the cumulative impact of the projects
listed above.
The short and long term impact that rents at the proposed project (and cumulative
proposed projects) will have on rents of vacant resident units in the immediate areas.
The short and long term impact that the proposed project (and cumulative proposed
projects) will have on displacement of Latinos and families now living in the Calle 24
Latino Cultural District.
The housing alternatives of residents now living in the Calle 24 Latino Cultural
District should they be displaced.
The short and long term impact that the proposed project (and cumulative proposed
projects) will have on the percentage of Latino residents and businesses living and
working in the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District.
Mitigation alternatives that, if employed, would stabilize commercial rents in the
·
Latino Cultural District.

In light of the foregoing, you are requested to undertake the evaluation requested before
considering the proposed project, or any of the other projects listed above that would have an
impact on the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District.

JSW:sme
cc Calle 24 Latino Cultural District Community Council

bee numerous
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Exhibit 1: Resolution Establishing Calle 24 Latino Cultural District
http://www.sfbos.org/ftp/uploaded:files/bdsupv:rs/committees/materials/LU051914 140421.pdf
Exhibit 2: Report Prepared by Calle 24 Latino Cultural District Community Council
http ://vvww.calle24sf. orgfu12-content/up loads/2016/02/LCD-final-report. pdf
Exhibit 3: Why Creating and Preserving Affordable Homes Near Transit is an Effective Climate
Change Strategy
http://ch12c.net/w-content/uploads/2015/11/4-AffordableTODResearchUpdate070114.pclf
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Mission - Projects Completed or Under Environmental Review - 2008 to 2/23/16 (Planning Dept. Data)
Managemen

Cultural,
Address

Case No.

Date of

Status of

Document

Document

Net
Housing

Units

!,

Institution

Information,

al,
Medical
and
Education
Professiona
al

PDR

Retail and
Entertainm
en!

I Services

3418 26th Street
80 Julian Avenue
411 Valencia
490 South Van Ness Avenue
3420 18th Street
1875 Mission Street
17th Street and Folsom Street Park
150115th Street
480 Pe>trero Avenue
626 Pe>trero Avenue/ 2535 18th Street
2550-2558 Missie>n Street
1450 15th Street
300 South Van Ness Avenue
346 Pe>trero Avenue
1785 15th Street
1801/1863 Missie>n Street
2600 Harrison St.
1924 Mission St.
600 South Van Ness Avenue
2000--2070 ll,.Yant St, 2815 18th St, 611 Florida. St
1298 Valencia Street
1198 Valencia Street
1050 Valencia Street
1419 Bryant Street
1979 Mission Street
2675 Fe>lsom St
1900 Mission Street
64S Valencia St
1800 Mission
2750 19th St.
1515 SoutlvVawNessAve.::
3140 16th St
2799 24th St.
2435 16th St.
33S7-3359 26th St.
1726-1730 Mission St.
2100 Mission Street
200 Potrero Ave.
3314 Ceasar Chavez
1798 Bryant St.
2918-2924 Mission St.
793 South Van Ness
1850 Bryant St.
953 Treat Ave
3620 Cesar Chavez
34414th St. & 1463 Stevenson St.
1950 Mission St.
1296 Shotwell St.

2009.0610E
2009.1095E
2009.0180E
2010.0043E
2012.1572E
2010.0787E
2009.1163E
2008.1395E
2011.0430E
20ll.1279E
2005.0694E
2013.0124E
2011.0953E
2012.0793E
2012.0147E
2009.1011E
2014.0503E
2014.0449E
2013.0614E
2013.0677£
2013.1404E
2012.0865E
2007.1457E
2015-005388ENV
2013.1543E
2014-000601ENV
2013.1330E
2013.1339E
2014.0154E
2014.0999E
201.4.1020E.-•
2014.1105ENV
2014.1258ENV
2014.1.201ENV
2013.0770ENV
2014-002026ENV
2009.0880E
2015--004756ENV
2014--003160ENV
2015--006511ENV
2014.0376ENV
2015--001360ENV
2015--011211ENV
2015-00GSlOENV
2015-009459ENV
2014.0948ENV
2016--001514ENV
2015--018056ENV

8-Nov-10
23-Jun-10
13-May-10
24-Jun-14
16-0ct-13
14-0ct-10
24-Jan-11
27-Jan-11
26-Sep-12
16-Jul-12
21-Ne>v-12
30-0ct-14
29-Nov-12
3-Feb-14
1-May-13
19-Mar-15
19-Aug-15
2-Apr-15
9-Apr-15
2•Jun"15
9-0ct-15
31-Jul-15
5-0ct-10
6-Jan-16
28-Jan-15
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

Published CPE
Published CPE
Published CPE
Published CPE
Published CPE
Published CPE
Published CPE
Published CPE
Published Other
Published CPE
Published Other
Published CPE
Published CPE
Published CPE
Published CPE
Published CPE
Published CPE
Published CPE
Published CPE
Published CPE
Published CPE
Published CPE
Published Other
Published CPE
Active Other
Active CPE
Active CPE
Active CPE
Active CPE
Active CPE
Active·CPE
Active CPE
ActiveCPE
ActiveCPE
ActiveCPE
ActiveCPE
Active CPE
ActiveCPE
ActiveCPE
ActiveCPE
ActiveCPE
Active CPE
Active CPE
ActiveCPE
Active CPE
Active CPE
ActiveCPE
ActiveCPE

13
8
16
72
16
38
0
40
84
0
114
23
0
72
8
54
20
12
27
274
35
52
16
0
331
115
11
9
0
60
160
28
8
53
8
36
29
0
52
131
38
54
0
8
28
45
157
96

'2,'451
Preferred Project (approved 2008) ,~

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
44,600
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1,236
0

0
16,000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
15,200
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
740
0
0
0
-3,540
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
139,607
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-2,500
-5,179
0
0
0
0
-3,200

45,836 31,200

126,778

0
850

0
0
-1,550
-1,618
-4,675
-43,695
0
-1,740
0
-15,000
0
-6,088
0
-1,500
-765
0
-7,506
-1,180
-1,750
-64,450
-2,000
-440
0
-34,350
0
-22,111
-2,064
0
-138,742
-10,934
0
-20,428
0
-10,000
0
-3,500
-7,630
-27,716
0
0
0
-1,966
188,994
0
0
18,995
0
-11,664

0
0
1,370
1,123
1,000
2,523
0
9,681
0
0
14,750
0
20,040
2,760
0
2,125
0
2,315
3,060
4,105
3,770
5,300
1,830
0
-18,239
0
844
-4,382
39,000
10,112
-29,940
7,284
-269
4,992
5,575
900
2,640
30,034
1,740
3,514
7,400
4,867
0
0
940
5,849
3,415
0

-237,073 152,028

1696

Option A.
7.82- 104,400 37,200 422,021
422,021 114,000
Option B · 1;11s 150,300 36,900 597,242
597,242 143,400
Option C '.~;q54: 609,480 49,448 2,214,011 -3,370,350 598,323
The CPE for 2000-2070 Bryant Street notes that 2451 residential units had completed or were under environmental review:
"As of February 23, 2016, projects containing 2,451 dwelling units and 355,842 square feet of non-residential space (excluding PDR loss) have completed or are proposed to
complete environmental review within the Mission District subarea."
This is in excess of the number of units in the approved Preferred Project, as well as Options A, Band C from the ENP EIR. As a result, the analysis of cumulative impacts contai1
within the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan EIR, and referenced in the CPE, for this project is no longer relavant. The PEIR is stale and doesn't reflect current conditions. Among the
impacts not adequately studied are recreation and open space, transit, traffic, and air quality.
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Eastern Neighborhoods Monitoring
Reports 2011-2015
DRAFT Executive Summary
Introduction
After years-long community planning processes and coordination across several city agencies, the San
Francisco Board of Supervisors adopted the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans in an effort to create a longterm vision for equitable, sustainable, and prosperous communities. The plans for the Mission, East SoMa,
Central Waterfront, and Showplace Square/Potrero Hill were adopted in 2009 and Western SoMa in 2013.
The Eastern Neighborhoods Plans represent the City's and community's pursuit of two key policy goals:
1) Ensuring a stable future for PDR businesses in the city by preserving lands suitable to these activities and
minimizing conflicts with other land uses; and
2) Providing a significant amount of new housing affordable to low, moderate and middle income families
and individuals, along with "complete neighborhoods" that provide appropriate amenities for the existing and
new residents.
In addition to policy goals and objectives outlined in individual plans, all plans are guided by four key
principles divided into two broad policy categories:

The Economy and Jobs:
• Reserve sufficient space for production, distribution and repair (PDR) activities, in order to support
the city's economy and provide good jobs for residents.
• Take steps to provide space for new industries that bring innovation and flexibility to the city's
economy.
People and Neighborhoods:
• Encourage new housing at appropriate locations and make it as affordable as possible to a range of
city residents.
• Plan for transportation, open space, community facilities and other critical elements of complete
neighborhoods.
The ordinances that enacted the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans (mcluding Western SoMa), adopted by
the Board of Supervisors, require that the Planning Department produce five-year reports monitoring
residential and commercial developments in those neighborhoods, as well as impact fees generated and public
and private investments in community benefits and infrastructure. The first set of monitoring reports for
Mission, East SoMa, Showplace Square/Pottero Hill, and Central Waterfront were published in 2011,
covering the period from January 1, 2006 through December 31, 2010. Because Western SoMa was adopted
in 2013, no monitoring reports have been produced for that Area Plan. However, due to its geographic
proximity and overlapping policy goals with the other Eastern Neighborhoods, Planning Department staff, in
consultation with the CAC, has shifted the reporting timeline such that the Western SoMa Area Plan
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Monitoring Report 2011-2015 will be the first five-year report and set the calendar so that future monitoring
reports are conducted alongside the other Eastern Neighborhoods.

The Economy and Jobs
The five-year monitoring period covered in these reports (2011-2015) span a turbulent moment in San
Francisco's economy, from the depths of the "Great Recession" to a rapid expansion since 2012 and 2013.
Much of this growth has been driven by high technology industries located in or near the Eastern
Neighborhoods, which has intensified pressures on existing businesses and the traditional economic make-up
of these communities. Although the plan had not anticipated an influx of firms and jobs of this magnitude, it
was largely driven by the need to protect existing businesses - particularly in PDR activities - from such
pressures, while transition appropriate lands to other activities.
As Table 1 shows, the Eastern Neighborhoods saw about 1 million square feet of PDR space converted to
other activities during the 2011-2015 period. Although an equivalent increase in office square footage has
been developed during this period (roughly 950,000), most of the actual spaces formerly occupied by PDR
businesses were in fact transitioned to residential uses, many with higher percentage of affordable housing
than required by the City. By-and-large, conversions of PDR space did not occur in zoning districts
specifically created to exclusive hold those activities (such as PDR-1-G and PDR-2-G in the Mission and SLI
in SoMa), but in areas that the City and community defined as "transitional", such as the Urban Mixed Use
(UMU) designation and other non-industrial zones (such as Neighborhood Commercial).

Mission
Central Waterfront
East SoMa
Western SoMa
Showplace/Potrero

(25,211)
3,000

419,070

15,200

108,400
605,420
71,676
157,634

(206,311)
(25,700)
(483,823)
(92,995)
(169,894)

40,119
14,448
22,933
(3,700)
9,603

~-- '~'.s;tit~:to~h~•' ~\~'':! ''l'(f'i:'0\1:as~rss:s11 ~''t~~~~t;r,;1~~00' .e.•. :~~43J!f3lf''~'':~iA'i"{9f§;fgID'~~TI '~~~~'s3,4:o3'

(3,930)

'" · .<'(3;930) ·.·' ·....

(67,803)
(8,252)
144,530
(28,949)
416,413

45t;;939.

The commercial pipeline as of December 31, 2015 shows a continuation of these trends. If all projects that
have applied for planning permits are approved, the Eastern Neighborhoods will see another 1,000,000
square feet converted to other uses. However, 60% of that amount is currently under review, so the actual
loss of PDR space is uncertain. The pipeline shows roughly 420,000 square feet of PDR conversions that are
entitled, either under or awaiting construction.
The other land use category that will see substantial change within the pipeline is office. Table 2 shows that
roughly 6,000,000 square feet of office space are proposed in the Eastern Neighborhoods. Of that amount,
however, 5,000,000 has not been entitled, and the vast majority of that is located in the proposed Central
SoMa Plan Area (which straddles East and Western SoMa) or in the Pier 70 master development in Central
Waterfront.
The industrial zoning designations prior to the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans -C-M, M-1, and M-2 permitted a broad range of non-residential uses, with few restrictions on office development. It is quite likely
that, absent the rezoning, the Eastern Neighborhoods would have seen a much deeper transition from
industrial to office.
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Mission
Under review
Entitled
Under construction
Central Waterfront
Under review
Entitled
Under construction
EastSoMa
Under review
Entitled
Under construction
WestemSoMa
Under review
Entitled
Under construction
Shov.place!Potrero
Under review
Entitled
Under construction
!Eastern Neighbqrh_oods
. L111c.ie~reyiew .··

250,985

247,028
3,957

16,000

163,448

(368,698)

44,642

106,377

16,000

157,051
6,397

(339,766)
(16,471)
(12,461)

32,696
4,550
7,396

97,009
14,433
(5,065)

2,019,010

165,811

10,379

2,014,804
4,206

315,770
(73,032)
(76,927)

4,396
1,442
4,541

2, 195,200
2,334,970
(67,384)
(72,386)

(15,022)

572,787

(211,955)

(67,492}

123,777

(16,622)
1,600

388,032
37,955
146,800

(139,840)
(52,585)
(19,530)

(93,789)
15,762
10,535

101,232

62,870

3,046,022

(110,766)

82,464

59,070
3,800

2,203,723
809,299
33,000

(48,832)
(37,988)
(23,946)

320,166

294,108

(517,773)

35,695
284,471

220,497
73,611

r

402,095

239,013
2,732
160,350

22,545
41,000 r

3, 121,590

22,725
6,739
53,000

41,000

2,236,686
822,850
62,054

71, 170

545

T

168,216

(409,933)
34,999
(118,742)
58,709
1,751
418,542
(166,549)
34,420
545
(131,584)
618,999
1!$,000
6,095,375
(1,043,381)
141, 163
. 165,322
s;993,47B
325,171
4,984,107 ... (622.6.0i)
1.;027
. 101,232 ... 4,788,93!5
~~;~!;i:!PJ@:ti::~;;;;:~~·;,;r;&~;.:;;:i;;::,;i~;~.~~tz~];~.~;~~:i~~~r'.!!i.QQQ, '".;~!t~J~~§~~ ;;:c~:~r~tti.:1·;Q.1?ZI.~~:'I;.~;.;;!Q.2~:: ;.;:.;;.:.; '.~l!::1;QQQ .• ~:;t;;:J;t~;t;.1Z.~c
1;c..~u@er"~9:6Straciloff~s~~-·:~:q ~":·;1,.?, .•17• 1: :: 1 /lt~'~ ,~;::r:•:r~·:~{r·c;:ss.·; • ·' :• 11~:aocf' 1• •·• ~·;;;(29914_1'31' ~e2sc;;~;;:rqos!892 :r;:•:z: 11l''.'12~~09tF ~s:r•s-:r::7:::13·,359··
1

Data from the California Employment Development Department (EDD) shows that the Eastern
Neighborhoods, over the past five years, have not lost employment in PDR activities. In the 2011-2015
period, PDR jobs have increased from roughly 19,000 to more than 20,000, as shown on Chart 1. Other land
use categories, particularly office and retail, have seen substantial increases in employment during this time,
meaning that PDR is relatively a smaller share of the Eastern Neighborhoods labor force. Given the fact that
the Plan Areas lost PDR space and only added about 500,000 net square foot of commercial space overall, it
is reasonable to assume that much of the added employment has located in spaces that were vacant in 2010
due to the Great Recession, as well as in denser workplaces (more employees within a given square footage).
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CHART 1. EMPLOYMENT BY LAND USE IN THE EASTERN NEIGHBORHOODS, 2ND QUARTER 2010 AND 2015
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Source: California Employment Development Department
Note: Starting in 2013, the Bureau of Labor Statistics reclassified In-Home Supportive Services (roughly
20,000 jobs citywide) from the Private Household category (classified as "Other") to other classifications,
most of which are captured in this report under "Medical".

People and Neighborhoods
In addition to the stabilization of PDR activities and employment, the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans
placed a strong focus on expanding the supply of housing, particularly units that are affordable to low and
moderate-income households. Additionally, housing is not simply conceived as "four walls and a roof', but as
a set of supporting amenities, such as adequate transportation and mobility, parks, community centers,
childcare facilities and other important elements of complete neighborhoods. As some of the areas suitable
for residential development were formerly dominated by industrial uses, the installation of neighborhood
infrastructure to serve new and existing residents was made a priority for the Area Plans.

As Table 3 shows, in the 2011-2015 reporting period, roughly 1,400 units have been developed in the Eastern
Neighborhoods, roughly 78% of which were built in the Mission and East SoMa Plan Areas. Of this total,
24% were income-restricted (55% of area median income for rental units and 90% of AMI for ownership
units). Of the total number of affordable units (334), two-thirds were developed through the inclusionary
housing program, in which developers of market-rate housing set aside a percentage of the units within a
development for low- or moderate-income households. Inclusionary units accounted for almost 16% of all
units built during the reporting period, a higher percentage than the percentage required by the City for
developments of ten or more units (12%). Neighborhoods such as Mission, Western SoMa, and Showplace
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Square/Potrero Hill developed a lower percentage of affordable units than the minimum 12% requirement.
In these cases, developers may have met their obligations by paying a fee "in lieu" of physically developing

the units, equivalent to setting aside 20% of the units as affordable.
The other one-third of affordable units (113) were built by non-profit developers as three 100% affordable
developments in East SoMa, using a combination of public subsidies from the City, State, and Federal
governments.

Mission
Central Waterfront
EastSoMa
Western SoMa
Showplace/Potrero
Total·

504
203
595
65
52

,.

56
68,.
113

·1,419·

.

89 ,..
6
r
2
.>.221···

56
68
202
6
2

334

11%
33%
34%
9%
4%
24%

As of December 31, 2015, there were an additional 12,000 units slated for development in the Eastern
Neighborhoods. Of this total, 64% were under review (including large-scale developments such as Pier 70),
10% were entitled and awaiting construction, and 26% were under construction. Assuming the minimum
inclusionary housing requirement (12%) for the pipeline, an additional 1,440 affordable units would be built
in the Plan Areas, though the amount would likely be much larger since some projects would achieve higher
inclusionary percentages and a few developments would be built as 100% affordable. The breakdown of the
pipeline by Plan Area and development status is shown on Table 4.
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1,852
1,450
199
203
2,689
1,862
363
464
1,606
717
533
356
1,313
890
7
416
4,538
2,779
59
1,700

Mission
Under review
Entitled
Under construction
Central Waterfront
Under review
Entitled
Under construction
EastSoMa
Under review
Entitled
Under construction
WestemSoMa
Under review
Entitled
Under construction
Showplace/Potrero
Under review
Entitled
Under construction

~·~~~1~1m·~i~Jfrffli~r:t1~9·~~·····

. . ii.fii~~r-·f~view
:~. ~fitii1e4''.E ;_}; .· :,.. •

,:,,.c,.firi~~t~s~r:r~t~9c;iipii" . . .

. .'~':'11'~9~/

107
61
29
17
25
15
5
5

48
21
16
11
48
36
9
3

62
35
18
9

'J,~~fJ

1,161
·i • ·

'

"<'

'•',,>;,~i'J

3,t39

In order to fund the neighborhood improvements to support new housing and residents, the City established
an impact fee program levied on new commercial and residential developments. Prior to adoption of the
Plans, the Planning Department conducted a Needs Assessment to establish the amount of infrastructure that
would be required, a legally-required Nexus Study to support the adoption of the fees, and feasibility testing
to establish a fee that would not block new developments. To date, the City has collected almost $50 million
from 150 projects, shown in Table 5. The fees are assigned to funds in five categories: housing, transportation
and transit, complete streets, recreation and open space, and child care, as shown in Table 6.
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Mission
EastSoMa
Western SoMa
Central Waterfront
Showplace/Potrero
TOTAL

-

$5,357,000
$14,635;000
$6,940,000
$10,034,000
$11,384,000

58
35
15
19

.• ·. $4a~~s()~oocf;

HOUSING
TRANSPORTATION /TRANSIT
COMPLETE STREETS
RECREATION AND OPEN SPACE
CHILDCARE

$4,740,000
$16,940,000
$6,730,000
$17,520,000
$2,420,000

The impact fees are spent through an implementarion program coordinated by the Planning Department in
collaborarion with the Eastern neighborhoods Cirizens' Advisory Committee (CAq. The individual Area
Plan reports outline projects that have been funded (partially or completely) by the impact fees and Appendix
B includes a list and brief descriprion of priority capital projects. The Planning Department esrimates that the
City will collect $145 million through fiscal year 2021, as shown on Table 7.

HOUSING
TRANSPORTATION I TRANSIT
COMPLETE STREETS
RECREATION AND OPEN SPACE
CHILDCARE

$26,411,000
$30,302,000
$38,542,000
$43,912,000
$5,931,000
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RESIDENTIAL PIPELINE
ENTITLED HOUSING UNITS 2016 Q1

Reception:

415.558.6378
Fax:
415.558.6409

State law requires each city and county to adopt a Housing Element as a part of its
general plan. The State Department of Housing and Community Development (HCD)
determines a Regional Housing Need (RHNA) that the Housing Element must address.
The need is the minimum number of housing units that a region must plan for in each
RHNA period.
This table represents completed units and development projects in the current
residential pipeline to the first quarter of 2016 (Ql). The total number of entitled units is
tracked by the San Francisco Planning Department and is updated quarterly in
coordination with the Quarterly Pipeline Report. Subsidized housing units - including
moderate and low income units - as well as inclusionary units are tracked by the Mayor's
Office of Housing; these are also updated quarterly.

RHNA
Production
Goals
2015-2022

Entitled by
Planning in
2016 Q1
Pipeline*

New Units
Built
to 2016 Q1

Percent of
RHNAGoals
Built and
Entitled by
Planning

Total Units

28,869

4,564

18,242

79.0%

Abo\e Moderate ( > 120% AMI)

12,536

3,860

15,879

157.5%

5,460

297

317

11.2%

10,873

407

1,730

19.7%

Moderate Income ( 80 - 120% AMI)
Low Income ( < 80% AMI)
Affordability to be Determined

· ..·

,'

'

'

316

,{.

'

'

* This column does not include three entitled major development projects with a remaining total of 22,710 net new units:
Hunters' Point, Treasure Island and ParkMerced. However, as phases of these projects will be included when applications
for building permits are filed. These three projects will include over 5,170 affordable units {23% affordable).
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SAN FRANCISCO
PLANNING DEPARTMENT
1650 Mission St.
Suite 400
San Francisco,
CA 94103-2479

RESIDENTIAL PIPELINE
COMPLETED AND ENTITLED HOUSING UNITS 2007 to 2014
California state law requires each city and county to adopt a Housing Element as a part of its
general plan. The State Department of Housing and Community Development (HCD} determines
a Regional Housing Need (RHNA} and sets production targets that each jurisdiction's Housing Element must address. The RHNA allocation represents the minimum number of housing units that
a region must plan for in each reporting period.
The table below shows completed units to the fourth quarter of 2014 (Q4), or the end of the
2007-2014 RHNA reporting period.

2014 Q4

RHNA Allocation
2007-2014

Units Built
2007-2014

Percent of
RHNA Targets
Built

Total Units

31,193

20,455

65.6%

Above Moderate ( > 120% AMI )

12,315

13,391

108.7%

6,754

1,283

19.0%

r.oS lo
re 7o

12,124

5,781

47.7%

;;_% fo

Moderate Income ( 80 - 120% AMI )
Low Income ( < 80% AMI )

The second table below lists production targets for the new 2015-2020 RHNA reporting period.
It also accounts for units that have received entitlements from the Planning Department but
have not been built as of December 31, 2014. Once completed, these entitled units will count
towards the 2015-2022 RHNA production targets. The total number of entitled units is tracked by
the San Francisco Planning Department and is updated quarterly in coordination with the Quarterly Pipeline Report. Publicly subsidized housing units (including moderate and low income units)
and inclusionary units are tracked by the Mayor's Office of Housing; these are also updated quarterly.

2014Q4

RHNA Allocation
2015-2022

Entitled by
Planning*

Percent of
RHNA Targets
Entitled by
Planning

Total Units

28,869

13,860

48.0%

Above Moderate ( > 120% AMI )

12,536

11,996

95.7%

5,460

676

12.4%

10,873

1,188

10.9%

Moderate Income ( 80 - 120% AMI )
Low Income ( < 80% AMI )

*These totals do not include a total of 23,270 net new units from three major entitled projects:
Hunters' Point, Treasure Island and PorkMerced. However, Phase I of Hunter's Point (about 444
units) is under construction and is included in this table.
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Reception:

415.558.6378
Fax:

415.558.6409
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Information:

415.558.6377

SAN FRANCISCO
PLANNING DEPARTMENT
DATE:

5 April 2016 - Corrected 11 April 2016

1650 Mission St
Suite400

TO:

Honorable Members of the San Francisco Board of Supervisors

San R'ancisc:o,

FROM:

John Rahaim
Director of Planning

Reception:

RE:

CA 94i 03-2479

415.558.6378

HOUSING BALANCE REPORT No. 3

Fax:

415.558.6409
Planning
Information:
415~558.6377

SUMMARY
This report is submitted in compliance with Ordinance No. 53.,.15 requiring the Planning

Department to monitor and report on the housing balance between new market rate and new
affordable housing production. One of the stated purposes Of the Housing Balance is "to
ensure that data on meeting affordable housing targets City-wide and within neighborhoods
informs the approval process for new housing development." Titis report is the third in the
series and covers the ten-year period from 1January2006 through 31December2015.
The "Housing Balance" is defined as the proportion of all new affordable housing units to the
total number of all new housing units for a 10-year "Housing Balance Period." In addition, a
calculation of 1'Projected Housing Balance'' which includes residential projects that have
received approvals from the Planning Commission or Planning Department but have not yet
received permits to commence construction will be included.
The Citywide Cumulative Housing Balance for the 2006 Ql - 2015 Q4 Housing Balance
Period is 18%, although this varies by districts. By comparison, 25% of net new housing
produced were affordable during the same time period. Dismoution of the Cumulative
Housing Balance over the 11 Bo?Td of Supervisor DiStrictsranges from -201% (District 4) to
49% (District 5). This variation, especially with negative housing balances, is due to the larger
number of units permanently withdrawn from rent control protection relative to the number
of total net new units and net affordable units built in those diStricts.
The Projected Housing Balance Citywide iS 15%. Three major development projects were
identified in the ordinance for exclusion in the projected housing balance calculations until site
permits are obtained. These three projects add up to 22,400 net units, with over 5,170 affordable
units and would increase the projected housing balance to 21 % if-included in the calculations.
It should be noted that this third Housing Balance Report adjusted the calculations to conform to
the ordinance's specifications and intention. The Cumulative Housing Balance in the first Housing
Balance Report, for example, included planned RAD public housing unit replacements that have
yet to be completed. In addition, the calculations included an accounting of all no-fault eviction
notices and were not limited to eviction types that result in permanent removal of units from the
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rental market as specified by the ordinance. (Revised tables for the previous housing balance
reporting periods are included in Appendix A.)

BACKGROUND
On 21 April 2015, the Board of Supervisors passed Ordinance No. 53-15 amending the Planning
Code to include a new Section 103 requiring the Planning Department to monitor and report on
the Housing Balance between new market rate housing and new affordable housing production.
The Housing Balance Report will be submitted bi-annually by March 1 and September 1 of each
year and will also be published on a visible and accessible page on the Planning Department's
website. Planning Code Section 103 also requires an annual hearing at the Board of Supervisors on
strategies for achieving and maintaining the required housing balance in accordance with the
City's housing production goals. (See Appendix B for complete text of Ordinance No. 53-15.)
The stated purposes for the Housing Balance Monitoring and Reporting are: a) to maintain a
balance between new affordable and market rate housing Citywide and within neighborhoods; b)
to make housing available for all income levels and housing need types; c) to preserve the mixedincome character of the City and its neighborhoods; d) to offset the withdrawal of existing
housing units from rent stabilization and the loss of single-room occupancy hotel units; e) to
ensure the availability of land and encourage the deployment of resources to provide sufficient
housing affordable to households of very low, low, and moderate incomes; f) to ensure adequate
housing for families, seniors and the disabled communities; g) to ensure that data on meeting
affordable housing targets Citywide and within neighborhoods informs the approval process for
new housing development; and h) to enable public participation in determining the appropriate
mix of new housing approvals.
Specifically, the Housing Balance Report will track performance toward meeting the goals set by
Proposition Kand the City's Housing Element. In November 2014, San Francisco's voters endorsed
Proposition K, which set a goal of 33% of all new housing units to be affordable. Housing
production targets in the City's Housing Element, adopted in April 2015, includes 28,870 new
units built between 2015 and 2022, 57%1 of which should be affordable. In addition, Mayor Ed
Lee set a goal .of creating 30,000 new and rehabilitated homes by 2020; he pledged at least 30% of
these to be permanently affordable to low-income families as well as working, middle income
families.
This Housing Balance Report was prepared from data gathered from previously published sources
including the Planning Department's annual Housing Inventory and quarterly Pipeline Report data,
San Francisco Rent Board data, and the Mayor's Office of Housing and Community
Development's Weekly Dashboard.
1

The Ordinance inaccurately stated that "22% of new housing demands to be affordable to households of moderate
means"; San Francisco's Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA) allocation for moderate income households
is 19% of total production goals.
SAii FRAllClSCO
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CUMULATIVE HOUSING BALANCE CALCULATION

Planning Code Section 103 calls for the Housing Balance "be expressed as a percentage, obtained
by dividing the cumulative total of extremely low, very low, low, and moderate income
affordable housing (all units 0-120% AMI) minus the lost protected units, by the total number of
net new housing units within the Housing Balance Period." The ordinance requires that the
"Cumulative Housing Balance" be provided using two calculations: a) one consisting of net
housing built within a 10 year Housing Balance period, less units withdrawn from protected
status; plus net units in projects that have received both approvals from the Planning
Commission or Planning Department and site permits from the bepartment of Building
Inspection, and b) the addition of net units gained through acquisition and rehabilitation of
affordable units, HOPE SF and RAD units. ;'Protected units" include units that are subject to rent
control under the City's Residential Rent Stabilization and Arbitration Ordinance. Additional
elements that figure into the Housing Balance include completed.HOPE SF and RAD public
housing rep1acement, substantially rehabilitated units, and single-room occupancy hotel units
(SROs). The equation below shows the second, expanded calculation of the Cumulative Housing
Balance.

[Net New Affordable Housing +
Completed Acquisitions & Rehabs + Completed
HOPE Sf + RAD Public Housing Replacement +
Entitled & Permitted Affordable Units)
- [Units Removed from Protected Status]

CUMULATIVE

=

HOUSING

BALANCE

[Net New Housing Built + Net Entitled & Permitted Units]

The first uHousing Balance Period" is a ten-year period starting with the first quarter of 2005
through the last quarter of 2014. Subsequent housing balance reports will cover the 10 years
preceding the most recent quarter. This report covers January 2006 (Ql) through December 2015
(Q4).
Table la below shows the constrained Cumulative Housing Balance for 10 year 2006 Ql - 2015
Q4 period is 9% Citywide, With the addition of completed acquisitions and rehabs and RAD
units, the expanded Cumulative Housfug Balance is 18%. In comparison, the expanded
Cumulative Housing Balance for 10 year 2005 Ql - 2014 Q4 period is 16%. Owner Move-Ins were
not specifically called out by the Ordinance in the calculation of the Housing Balance but are
included here because this type of no-fault eviction results in the loss of rent controlled units
either permanently or for a period of time.
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Expanded Cumulative Housing Balances.for Board of Supervisor Districts range from -201%
(District 4) to 49% (District 5). Negative balances in Districts 1 (-25%), 2 (-18%), 3 (-3%), 4 (-201%),
and 11 (-115%) resulted from the larger numbers of units removed from protected status relative
to the net new affordable housing and net new housing units built in those districts.

TablelA
cumulative Housing Balance Calculation, 2006 Q1 - 2015

Bos Districts

Net New
Affordable
Housing
Built

Units
Removed
from
Protected

Status

Total
Entitled
Affordable
Units
Permitted

Total Net
New Units
Built

374

Total
Entitled
Units

Housing
Balance

98

-55.7%

350

605

-32.1%

1,207

221

-13.4%

172

(439)

4

Bos District 2

6

(353)

40

Bos District 3

224

(430)

14

Bos District 4

10

(395)

1

103

88

-201.0%

BoS District 5

589

(402)

217

1,230

730

20.6%

Bos District 6

3,116

(190)

602

13,921

5,564

18.1%

Bos District 7

96

(200)

..

384

160

-19.1%

BoS District 8

313

(616)

170

1,078

626

-7.8%
B~{lfOll;

Bos District 1

BoS District 10

758

(~[8')
(215)

Bos District 11

22

{310)

26

111

117

5,532

(4,118}

1,536

22,531

11,140

i2~

,.,...., _,.,

TOTALS

·!;~.4

j~q;

*trur~z4

~~

442

2,631

2,676

SIJI ffl/\NCISCO

18.6%
-114.9%
8.8%
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Table1.B
Expanded Cumulative Housing Balance Calculation, 2006 Ql- 2015 Q4

Bos Districts

Net New
Affordable
Housing
Built

BoS District 1

172

BoS District 2

6

BqS District 3

224

Acquisitions
&Rehabs RAD Program
Completed

24

-

Units
Removed
from
Protected
Status

144

Total
Entitled
Affordable
Units
Permitted

Total Net
New Units
Built

4

374

(439)

Total
Entitled
Units

Housing
Balance

98

-25.2%

113

(353)

40

350

605

-17.8%

143

(430}

14

1,207

221

-3.4%

Bos District 4

10

-

-

{395}

1

103

88

-201.0%

Bos Districts

589

290

263

(402)

217

1,230

730

48.8%

Bos District 6

3,116

926

189

{190}

602

13,921

5,564

23.8%

BoS.District 7

96

-

110

(200)

-

384

160

1.1%

132

(616)

170

1,078

626

-0.1%

2.0

1,142

255

8.2:%

442

2,631

2,676

BoS District 8

313

Bos District 9

226

319

118

(568}

Bos District 10

758

-

213

(215)

22

-

-

Bos District 11

TOTAlS

5,532.

1,559

1,425

(310}

26

111

i17

{4,118)

1,536

22,531

11,140

22.6%
-114.9%
17.6%

PROJECTED HOUSING BALANCE

Table 2 below summarizes residerttial projects that have received entitlements from the Planriing
Commission or the Planning Department but have not yet received a site or building permit.
Overall projected housing balance at the end of .2015 is 15%. This balance is expected to change as
several major projects have yet to declare how their affordable housing requirements will be met..
In addition,. three entitled major development proj~cts-Treasure Island, Parki\.ferced, and
Hunters Point- are not included in the accounting until applications for building permits are
filed or issued as specified in the ordinance, Remaining phases from these three projects will
yield an additional 22,400 net new units; 233 (or 5,170 units) would be affordable to low and
moderate income households.

The Projected Housing Balance does not account for affordable housing units that. will be
produced as a result of the Inclusibnary Housing Fee paid in a given reporting
cle. Those affordable housing units are produced several years after the Fee is collected. Units produced through the Fee typically serve lower income households than do

the inclusionary units; including special needs populations requiring services, such as
seniors, transitional aged youth, families, and veterans.
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Table 2
Projected Housing Balance Calculation, 2015 Q4

BoS District

Very low
Income

Bos District 1
Bos District2
BoS District3

-

Low
Income

-

-

Bos District4

-

Bos Districts

-

Bos District6

439

Bos District7

-

Bos District 10

-

Bos District 11

-

-

Totals

439

SoS District8
BoS District 9

74
-

Moderate

Middle

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

168
-

178

1,872

214

898

-

3

-

10

-

142

29

-

16

5
25

29

129

-

-

Net New
Units

14
46
301
2
59
3,320
147
105
33

-

74

Total
Affo.-dable
Units

TBD

-

16

5
696

3

-

Total Affordable
Unitsas%of
Net New Units

0.0%
0.0"/o
5.3%
0.0%
8.5%
21.0%

7

0.0%
2.9%
0.0%
9.5%
0.0%

5,906

15.2%

CUMULATIVE HOUSING BALANCE ELEMENTS
Because the scope covered by the Housing Balance calculation is broad, each element- or group
of elements - will be discussed separately. The body of this report will account for figures at the
Board of Supervisor district level. The breakdown of each element using the Planning
Department District geographies, as required by Section 103, is provided separately in an
Appendix C. This is to ensure simple i;m.d uncluttere<I tables.

Affordable Housing and Net New Housing Production
Table 3 below shows housing production between 2006 Ql and 2015 Q4. This ten-year period
resulted in a net addition of 22,530 units to the City's housing stock, including 5,530 affordable
units. A majority of net new housing units and affordable units built in the ten year reporting
period were in District 6 (13,920 or 62% and 3,116 or 56% respectively). District 10 follows with
about 2,630 (12%) net new units, including 760 {14%) affordable units.
The table below also shows that almost 25% of net new units built between 2006 Ql and 2015. Q4
were affordable units. While District 1 saw modest gains in net new units built, almost half of
these were affordable (46% ); almost half of net new units in District 5 were also affordable.
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Table 3

New Housing Production by Affordability, 2006 Ql - 2015 Q4
BoS District

Very Low

Low

Moderate

Total
Affordable

Middle

Units

BoS District 1

170

Bos District2

-

Bos District 3
Bos District4
Bos District 5

161

422
1,969
70
260

Bos District 6
BoS District 7
Bos District 8

2

11

77
615
26
32

-

-

6
52
10
90
509

-

224
10
589
3,116

-

23

-

21

138

40

105

291

48
362

Bos District 11

-

10

12

1,104

1,110

3,295

-

-

-

Bos District 9
Bos District 10
TOTAL

172
6

Total Net
Units

374

46.00/o

350

111

1.7%
18.6%
9.7%
47.9%
22.4%
25.0%
29.0%
19.8%
28.8%
19.8%

22,531

24.6"/o

1,207
103

1,230
13,921

96

384

-

313
226

-

758
22

1,078
1,142
2,631

5,532

23

Affordable Units
as% of Total
Net.Units

It should be noted that units affordable to Extremely Very Low Income (EVLI) households are
included under the Very Low Income (VU) category because certain projects that benefit
homeless individuals and families - groups considered as EVLl - have income eligibility caps at
the VLl level.

Acquisition and Rehabilitation of Affordable Housing Units

Table 4 below lists the number of units that have been rehabilitated and/or acquired between
2006 and 2015 to ensure permanent affordability. These are mostly single-room occupancy hotel
urtits that are affordable to extremely very low and very low income households.

Table4
Acquisitions and Rehabilitation of Affordable Housing, 2006-2015
Bos District

No.of
No. of Units
Buildings

1

24
926

Bos District 9

2
11
2

TOTALS

16

1,559

Bos District 2
Bos Districts
BoS District 6

SAN FRANGISCO
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RAD Program
The San Francisco Housing Authority's Rental Assistance Demonstration (RAD) program
preserves at risk public and assisted housing projects. According to the Mayor's Office, RAD
Phase 1 transferred 1,425 units to developers in December 2015.

Table 5
RAD Affordable Units
Units

Projects

Bos Districts
BoS Districtl
BoS District 2

Bos District 3
Bos Districts
Bos District 6
Bos District 7
BoS District 8
Bos District 9
Bos District 10

2
1

144
113

2

143

3

263

2

189
110

1

2
1
1
15

TOTALS

132

118
213

1,425

Units Removed From Protected Status
San Francisco's Residential Rent Stabilization and Arbitration Ordinance protects tenants and
preserves affordability of about 175,000 rental units by limiting annual rent increases. Landlords
can, however, terminate tenants' leases through no-fault evictions including condo conversion,
owner move-in, Ellis Act, demolition, and other reasons that are not the tenants' fault. The
Housing Balance calculation takes into account units permanently withdrawn from rent
stabilization as loss of affordable housing. The following no-fault evictions affect the supply of
rent controlled units by removing units from the rental market: condo conversion, demolition,
Ellis Act, and owner move-ins (OMis). It should be noted that OMis were not specifically called
out by the Ordinance to be included in the calculation. However, because owner move-ins have
the effect of the losing rent controlled units either permanently or. for a substantial period of time;
these numbers are included in the Housing Balance calculation as intended by the legislation's
sponsors. Some of these OMI units may return to being rentals and will still fall under the rent
control ordinance.

Table 6 below shows the distribution of no-fault eviction notices issued between January 2006
and December 2015. Eviction notices have been commonly used as proxy for evictions. Owner
Move-In and Ellis Out notices made up the majority of no fault evictions (52% and 35%
respectively). Distribution of these no-fault eviction notices is almost evenly dispersed, with
Districts 8 and 9 leading (15% and 14% respectively).
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Table6
Units Removed from Protected Status, 2006- 2015

Bos District

Condo
Conversion

Demolition

Ellis Out

24

39

135

12
4

33

268

71

219

2

36
93

43

303
274
142
174

505

1,432

2,127

4,118

1

26

132

8
6

13

136

12
94
23
80

289
66
140
65

Bos District3
Bos District 5
Bos District 6
Bos District 7
Bos District 8
Bos District 9

Bos District 10
Bos District 11
TOTALS

Units Removed
from Protected
Status

439
353
430
395
402
190
200
616
568
215
310

Bos District 1
Bos District 2
Bos District4

Owner
Move-In

1
16
2
2

54

35

280
196
123
234
223
43

Entitled and Permitted Units
Table 7 lists the number of units that have received entitlements from the Planning Commission
or the Planning Department. These pipeline projects have also received site permits from the
Department of Bw1ding Inspection and most are under construction as of the final quarter of
2015. Half of these unjts are being built in or will be built in District 6. Fourteen percent of units
that have received Planning entitlements and site permits from the DBI will be affordable.
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Table7
Permitted Units, 2015 Q4

Bos District

Very low
Income

Bos District1
Bos District2

-

-

Low
Income

Moderate

4
40

-

4

98

-

40

605

-

14

-

217

-

602

221
88
730
5,564

170
20

-

442

-

-

14

-

-

181

8

BoS District6

166

417

1
28
19

BoS District 9
BoS DistrictlO

-

60

110

120

Net New
Units

-

Bos District4
Bos Districts

Bos District 8

Total
Affordable
Units

Bos District 3

Bos District7

Middle

287

Bos District 11

-

-

TOTALS

577

772

20
35

26
187

-

1

-

160
626

Total Affordable
Units as-%of
Net New Units
4.1%
6.6%

6.3%
1.1%

29.7%
10.8%
0.0%

27.2%

26

255
2,676
117

22.2%

1,536

11,140

13.8%

7.8%
16.5%

PERIODIC REPORTING AND ONLINE ACCESS
This report complies mth Planning Code Section 103 requirement that the Planning Department
publish and update the Housing Balance Report bi-annually on September 1 and March 1 of each
year. Housing Balapa Reports are available and accessible online as mandated by the ordinance by
going to this lirik: h.ttg://wvv"\vsf-planning-,orgiindex.aspx?page=4222.

ANNUAL HEARING
An annual hearing on the Housing Balance before the Board of Supervisors Vvill be scheduled by
April 1 of each year. Tirls year's Housing Balance Report will be heard before the Board of
Supervisors at a hearing scheduled on 18 April 2016. The Mayor's Office of Housing and
Community Development, the Mayor's Office of Economic and Workforce Development, the
Rent Stabilization Board, the Department of Building Inspection, and the City Economist will
present strategies for achieving and maintaining a housing balance consistent with the City's
housing goals at this annual hearing. The ordinance also requites that MOHCD will determine
the amount of funding needed to bring thii'; City int<;> the required minimum 33% should the
cumulative housing balance fall below that threshold.
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APPENDIX A
REVISED TABLES 2005 Ql -2014 Q4 and 2005 Q3 - 2015 Q2
The following tables for Housing Balance Report No. 1 were revised to reflect a ten year reporting period (2005 QI to 2014 Q4) because the timing of thaf.first report included figures from the recently concluded quarter (Ql 2015), resulting in a. ten year plv.s one quarter timejrame. Furthennore, that cumulative balance calculation for the first report included RAD project units even though those projects
have not transpired. For both Report No. 1 and Report No. 2, all nojault e:uictions were counted. The
tables have been revised to include only condo conversions, demolitions, Ellis, and owner move-ins
(OMls).
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Table A-1
Expanded Cumulative Housing Balance calculation, 2005 Ql - 2014 Q4

BoS Districts

Net New
Affordable
Housing
Built

BoS District 1

186

District 2

6

Bos District 3

262

Bos District.4

10

BOS

Bos Districts

587

Bos District 6

3,316

Acquisitions
&Rehabs
Completed

24

Total
Entitled
Total Net
Affordable New Units
from
Units
Built
Protected
Permitted
Status
Units
Removed

Total
Entitled
Units

Housing
Balance

(442)

4

401

79

-52.5%

(368}

9

358

441

-41.2%

2

1,332

507

-9.6%

116

66

-189.0%

-

(441}

290

(412)

216

1,257

761

33.7%

926

(215)

717

12,886

5,915

25.2%

-

(354)

Bos District7

26

-

(196)

36

260

273

-25.1%

Bos District 8

309

-

(659)

174

1,034

744

-9.9%

Bos Pistrict 9

240

319

(556)

i

1,023

125

0.3%

BoS District 10

770

419

2,504

2,260

21.()"fe

BoSDistrict 11

47

-

(190)
(271)

26

175

131

-64.7%

{4,104)

1,604

21,346

11,302

14.SoAi

Total
Units
Total
New
Acquisitions Removed
Entitled
Total Net
Affordable
Entitled
&Rehabs
from
Affordable New Units
Housing
Permitted
Built·
Completed Protected
Units
Built
Units
Status
Permitted

Housing
Balance

TOTALS

Planning
Districts

S,759

1Richmond

186

2Marina
3 Northeast
4Downtown

1,559

-

2
236
1,598

24

87

(554)

-

(199)

540

139

-41.4%

113

245

-48.3%

-

(463)

-

967

488

-15.6%

726

(114)

420

4,802

1,958

38.9%

1,010

818

38.4%

562

661

3.9%

5 Western Additior

489

290

(214)

137

6 Buena Vista

119

-

(246)

175

(423}

-

361

48

-98.3%

319

(578}

26

1,546

303

20.0%

{114)

459

9,638

5,463

16.5%

(54)

237

933

644.

34.1%
-113.4%

?Central

21

8Mission

603

9 South of Market

1,952

200

2

-

{163)

12 South Central

160

-

(266)

13 Ingleside
141nnerSunset
15 Outers unset

26

-

-

(166)
{196)
{354)

10 South Bayshore

355

i1 Bernal Heights

.TOTALS

10
5,759

-

1,559

(4,104)

-

114

28

10

329

113

53

227
93
111

-

-

1,604

SAN FRANCISCO
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TableA-2

Projected Housing Balance, 2014 Q4

Bos District

Very Low
Income

Total
Moderate Affordable
Units

Low
Income

Bos District 1

-

-

BoS District2

-

-

-

Bos District4
Bos District 5

-

-

BoS District 6

47

-

-

BoS District 9

-

-

Bos District 10

-

Bos District 11

-

BoS District 7
Bos District8

TOTALS

Planning District

3

47

Very Low

Income

5

Low
Income

-

3 Northeast

-

-

4 Downtown

-

-

164

211

4
1,992

-

3

-

-

252

304

Total
Moderate Affordable
Units

12

115

117

-

-

-

-

8 Mission

-

-

12

-

49
60

10 South Bayshore
12 South Central
.13 Ingleside

47

-

-

-

-

3

12
96
60

-

-

14 inner Sunset

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

252

304

47

5

SAM FlWlClSCO

13.6%

295
6

20.3%
0.0%

3,270

9.3%

Net New
Units

4.8%

0.0%

Total Affordable
Unitsas%of
Net New Units

-

6.7%
0.0%
2.4%
15.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.00/o
12.8%
6.3%
206.9%
0.0%
0.0%
10.7"/J;
0.0%
0.0%

3,270

9.3%

60
126
499
782

66
19
94
1,518
29
4
3

3

15 Outer Sunset

TOTALS

63
88
88

4

-

7 Central
9 South of Market

4.

-

12

6 Buena Vista

·11 Bernal Heights

12
60

-

-

-

-

130
545

-

4

2

6.8"/o

0.0%
2.6%
0.0%
0.0%
10.GO.lc>

-

12

-

-

S Western Addition

14

60

2 Marina

1 Richmond

-

12

Total Affordable
Unitsas%of
Net New Units

59

4

4

2

Bos District3

Net New
Units

28
38

13
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TableA-3
New Housing Production by Affordability, 2005 Ql - 2014 Q4
BoS District

Very Low

Bos District 1

184

Bos
BoS
Bos
Bos
Bos
Bos

-

District 2
District 3
District 4

Low

-

2

-

193

186
6

6

15

262
10
587
3,316
26

54

-

-

Total
Affordable
Units

Moderate

10

Total Net
Units

Affordable Units
as% of Total
Net Units

401

46.4%

358
1,332
116
1,257
12,886

1.7%
19.7%
8.6%
46.7%
25.7%

260

10.0%
29.9%

77

88

626
26

441

260

32

17

309

1,034

158
126
37

40

240

282
10

42
362

23.5%
30,8%

47

1,023
2,504
175

TOTALS

3,629

1,110

5,759

21,346

27.00Ai

Planning Districts

Very low

Districts
District 6
District 7

422
2,249

Bos District 8
Bos District 9
Bos District 10
Bos District 11

1 Richmond

-

-

1,020

Total
Moderate Affordable
Units

low

184

2

193
1,183
367

11

2
32
132

2 Marina
3 Northeast
4 Downtown
5 Western Addition
6 Buena Vista
8 Mission
9 south of Market
10 South Bayshore

283

55

77
14

494
990
25

18
40
404
225

7 Central

45

138

13 Ingleside

562

2

12

160

329

26

69

10

10

227
93
111

1,020

5,759

21,346

-

15 Outer Sunset

3,629

1,110

113
967
4,802
1,010
361
1,546
9,638
933
114

14 Inner Sunset

TOTALS

540

21
603
1,952
355
2

558
105

10
26

186
2
236
1,598
489

Total Net
Units

119

50
3

11 Bernal Heights
12 South Central

770

-

26.9%

Affordable Units
as% of Total
Net Units

34.4%
1.8%
24.4%
33.3%
48.4%
21.2%
5.&°A.
39.0%

20.3%
38.0%
1.8%
48.6%
11.5%
0.0".16
9.0".A;

27.0%

Please note that Tables 4 and 5 did not change and are therefore not included in thls Appendix.
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Table A-6
Units Removed from Protected Status, 2005 Qi- 2014 Q4
BoS District

Condo
Conversion

Bos District 2

1
8

Bos District3

6

BoS District4

1
14
2

Bos District 1

Bos Districts
Bos District6
Bos District?
Bos Districts
Bos District9

TOTALS

Planning District
lRichmond
2Marina
3 Northeast
4Downtown
5 Western Addition
6 Buena Vista
?Central
8Mission
9 South of Market
10 South Bayshore
11 Bernal Heights
12 South Central
13 Ingleside
14 lnnerSunset
15 Outer Sunset
TOTALS

Move-In

14
11
90
22

148
1,969

4,104

85

90

38

40

44

315

72

2

30
84

229
34
39

127
289
252
124

504

1,581

so
Condo
Conversion

2
4
9

7
3
8
2
2
1
3

Ellis Out

Demolition

31
5
12
70

12
11
34

209
70
325
33
83
111
185

310

354

412
215
196
659
556
190
271

27

-

442
368
441

275
186
104
208
218

141
160
320
55
158

25

Units Removed
from Protected
Status

Owner

Ellis Out

2
11
3

BoS District10
Bos District 11

Demorition

Owner
Move-Jn

Total Units
Permanently
Lost

312
120
117

554

i1

114
214

112
121
196
222
59

199
463

246
423

1

85
41
16
90

55

208

578
114
54
163
266
166
196
354

50

504

1,581

1,969

4,104

8

44
16

iO
27

37
12
40
32
17
62

31
93
149
108
110

16
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TableA-7
Permitted Units, 2014 Q4

Bos District

Very low
Income

BoS District 1
BoS District2

-

Bos District4

-

Bos Districts

181

Bos District 6

47

8oS District 3

Bos District7

-

BoSDistrict8
Bos District9'

-

Total
Moderate Affordable
Units

Low
Income

-

4

4

-

9

9

2

8
338
170

-

Bos District 10

-

358

-

-

TOTALS

228

876

lRichmond
2Marlna
3 Northeast
4Downtown
5 Western Addition
6 Buena Vista
7Central
8Mission
9 South of Market
10 South Bayshore
11 Bernal Heights
12 South. Central
13 Ingleside
14 lnnerSunset
15 Outer Sunset
TOTALS

Very low
Income

83

98

2

-

27
332
36
4

47

-

-

228

36

174
1

Low

Income

109
8

-

5.1%

507
66
761

0.4%
0.0%

5915
273
744
125

2.0%

28.4%

12.1%
13.2%
23.4%
0.8%

419
26

2,260
131

500

1,604

11,302

14;2%

Net New
Units

Total Affordable
Unitsas%of
Net New Units

Total
Moderate Affordable

Units

87

-

-

311

420

31
5

137

139
245
488
1,958
818

175

661

26

48
303

37

459

5,463

45

237

644
28
113
254
74

4

-

-

4

-

876

79
441

61
26

22
375
192

-

Total Affordable
Unitsas%of
Net New Units

185%

170

-

216
717

1

Bos Oistrict11

Planning District

-

Net New
Units

10
53

-

500

-

10
53

1,604

66
11,302

19.8%

62.6%
0.0%
0.0%
21.5%
16.7%
26.5%
0.0%
8.6%
8.4%
36.8%
0.0%
8.8%
20.9%
0.0%
0.0%
14.2°h
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Table B-1
Expanded Cumulative Housing Bafance Calculation, 2005 Q3- 2015 Q2
•.

BoS Districts

Net New
Affordable

Acquisitions &
Rehabs
Housing Built Completed

Units
Removed
from
Protected

Total Entitled
Affordable
Units
Permitted

Status

BoS District 1

-

186

(432}

Total Net
New Units
Built

387

4

Total Net
Entitled and
Permitted

Housing
Balance

Units

92

-50.5%
-29.8%

BoS District 2

6

24

(358}

40

363

603

sos District 3

334

72

(429)

.15

1,382

109

BoS Di'strict4

10

-

(379)

1

100

83

-201.1%

-0.5%

Bos Districts

587

430

(411)

217

1,263

733

41.2%

Bos District 6

3,406

1,014

(205)

424

13,323

4,765

25.6%
-17.3%

Bos District 7

96

-

354

240

313

-

(199)

BoS District 8

(638)

170

1,072

625

-9.1%

Bos District 9

226

319

(575)

26

1,178

296

--0.3%

Bos District 10

669

-

(207)

418

2,406

2;309

Bos District 11

15

{288}

13

116

126

{4,121}

.1~328

,n,944

9,981

Unit$
Removed
from
Protected
Status

Total
Entitled
Affordable
Units
Permitted

Total Net
NEW Units
Built

Total
Entitled
Permitted
Units

Housing
Balance

87

527

192

-38.2."h

113

143

-64.1%

92

-4.4%

-

5,~

TOTALS

1,~9

New

Planning Districts

1 Richmond

Acquisitions
Affordable
&Rehabs
Housing
Completed
Built
186

2 Marina
3 Northeast
4 Downtown

-

(548)

-

24

(190}

310

72

(447)

15

1,056
5,~

1,232

38.9"Ai

1~023

1,005

39.6%

1,615

745

(104)

5 Western Addition

489

362

(215)

168

6 Buena Vista

119

-

(247}

176

563

596

{404)

-

356

46

8 Mission
9 South of Market

21
593

319

{572)

37

1,743

353

18.0%

337

{121)

365

9,717

5,212

.17.4%

{52)

236

927

508

-

113

31

166

202

-69.0%

319

248

-11.5%

91

39

-150.0%
-206.7%

13 Ingleside

101

14 lnnerSunset

-

-

(195)

-

(379)

1

96

82

(4,121)

1,328

21,944

9,981

355

11 Berna I Heights

2

12 South Centra I

22

15 Outer Sunset

TOTA15

10
5,848

1,859

(181)

(296)

(170)
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4.1%
-95.3%

2,023

-

10 South Bayshore

15.4%

2

219

7 Central

18.7%
-107A%

20

4

-

37.6%
-1243%

15.4%
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Table B-2
Projected Housing Balance, 2015 Q2

Bos District

Very Low
lneome

Low
Income

Moderate

Total
Affordable
Units

Net New
Units

Total Affordable
Unitsas%of
Net New Units

BoS District 1

-

-

-

-

11

0.0%

Bos District 2

-

-

-

-

42

0.0%

340

3.5%

-

Bos District 3

12

12

BoS District 5

-

Bos District 6

170

BoS District 7

-

-

BoS District 8

-

-

Bos District 9

-

-

-

-

Bos District 10

-

126

196

322

Bos District 11

-

-

-

-

TOTALS

170

209

282.

661

low
Income

Moderate

Bos District 4

Planning Districts
1 Richmond
2 Marina
3 Northeast
4 Downtown
5 Western Addition
.6 Buena Vista
7 Central
S Mission
9 South of Market
10 South Bayshore
11 Bernal Heights

Very Low
Income

-

-

-

-

-

-

71

83

-

324

3

83

-

-

Total
Affordable
Units

-

-

12

-

12
253

3

3

-

-

-

126

81
186

-

-

-

-

-

-

81
312

-

-

14 Inner Sunset

-

-

15 Outer Sunset

-

-

-

-

TOTALS

170

209

2.82.

661

12 South Central
13 Ingleside

SAN FRAffCISCCl
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-

2

3

-

170

-

-

-

51

0.0%

2,552

12.7%

51

0.0%

103

2.9%

56

0.0%

1,971

16.3%

11

0.0%

5~190

Net New

Units

12
38
314
1,183
4
135
8

12.7%

Total Affordable
Unitsas%of
Net New Units

0.0%
0.0%
3.8%
21.4%

0.0%
2.2%

14
38
2

0.0%
0:0%
4.8%
18.5%
0.00/o
0.0%
0.00/o
0.0%
0.00/o

5,190

12.7°./o

57
1,671
1,691
7

16

19
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Table B-3

New Housing Production by Affordability, 2005 Q3 - 2015 Q2
Total

BoS District

Very low

Low

Moderate Affordable
Units

BoS District 1
Bos District 2
BoS District 3
BoS District 4
BoS District 5
Bos District 6
BoS District 7
Bos District 8
Bos District 9
Bos District 10
BoS District 11
TOTALS

Planning Districts
1 Richmond
2 Marina
3 Northeast
4Downtown

5 Western Addition
6 Buena Vista
7 Central
8 Mission
9 South of Market
10 south Bayshore

184

-

-

267

-

15

-

6
52
10
88
443

77
674

32

21

138
25

40
282

3,655

10
1,158

48
362
5

-

Very low

26

-

2

-

1,035

11
331
77

2
32
130
45

14

so

-

18
40
404
225

3

-

70

10

79
560
105
2
12

s

26

14 Inner Sunset

-

-

15. Outer Suns.et

-

-

3,655

1,158

Total
Affordable
Units

-

267
1,154
367
55
474
1,059
25

6
334
10
587
3,406
96
313
226
669
15
5,848

-

Moderate

Low

184

11 Bernal Heights

TOTALS

186

~

422
2,289
70
260

12 South Centra I
13 Ingleside

2

Affordable
Total Net
Units

387
363
1,382
100
1,263
13,323
354

1,072
1,178
2,406
116
21,944

Total Net
Units

48.1%
1.7%
24.2%
10.00/(j
46.5%
25.6%
27.1%
29.2%
19.2%
27.8%
12.9%

26.6%

Affordable
Units as%
of Total Net
Units

35.3%
1:s%
29.4%
31.5%
47.8%
21.1%

186
2
310
1,615
489
119
21
593
2,023
355
2

527
113
1,056
5,134
1,023

22

166

101

1.8%
13.3%
31.7%
0.0%
10.4%

26.6%

563
356
1,743
9,717
927
113

10

10

319
91
96

1,035

5,848

21,944

-

Units as%
of Total Net
Units

-

s~ga,A,

34.0%
20,8%
38.3%

Please note that Tables 4 and 5 did not change and are therefore not included in this Appendix.
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Table B-6
Units Removed from Protected Status, 2005 Q3 - 2015 Q2

Bos Districts

Demolition

Bos District 3

1
8
6

Bos District4

1

Bos District 1
Bos District2

Bos Districts

16

Bos District 6

2

Bos District 7

2
12
4

Bos District 8
BoS District9

TOTALS

Planning Districts
1Richmond
2Marina
3 Northeast
4Downtown
5 Western Addition
6 Buena Vista
7 Central
8Mission
10 South Bayshore
11 Bernal Heights
12South Central
13 Ingleside
14 Inner Sunset
15 Outer Sunset

TOTAlS

121

150

499

54

Demolition
2
4
9

-

Ellis Out

32
4
12

69
8
4
9

2

9 South of Market

25

32
76
31
86

-

Condo
Conversion

14
11
92
22

85
25

2

BoS District 10
BoSDistrict 11

Owner
Move-In

Ellis Out

11
11
23
44
17

293
62
147

285
186
119
224
226

77

41

40
289
224
35

132
305
271

Units
Removed

432
358
429
379
411
205
199
638

575

42

139
160

207
288

1,480

2,088

4,121

Dwner

Condo
Conversion

Move-In
193
61
296
26
78

110
160
289
37

Units

Removed

321

548

121

9
118
122
212
237

190
447
104
215
247
404
572

65

121

130

2
1
4

11

8

32

52

30

51

96

181

89

34

173

296

18

8

41
13

1

92

62

111
117
224

170
195
379

54

499

1,480

2,088

4,121

-

57
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FILE NO. 150029

1

AMENDED IN COMMITTEE
4/6/15
ORDINANCE NO. 53-15

[Planning Code- City Housing Balance Monitoring and Reporting]

2
3

Ordinance amending the Planning Code to require the Planning Department to monitor

4

the balance between new market rate housing and new affordable housing, and publish

5

a bi-annual Housing Balance Report; requiring an annual hearing at the Board of

6

Supervisors on strategies for achieving and maintaining the required housing balance

7

in accordance with San Francisco's housing production goals; and making

8

environmental findings, Planning Code, Section 302 findings, and findings of

9

consistency with the General Plan, and the eight priority policies of Planning Code,

10

Section 101.1.

11
12
13

14
15
16

NOTE:

Unchanged Code text and uncodified text are in plain Arial font.
Additions to Codes are in single-underline italics Times New Roman font.
Deletions to Codes are in strikethreugh ital:ies Times Ne:w Romenfont.
Board amendment additions are in double-underlined Arial font
Board amendment deletions are in str1kefurough Arial font.
Asterisks (* * * *) indicate the omission of unchanged Code
subsections or parts of tables.

Be it ordained by the People of the City and County of San Francisco:

17
18

Section 1. Findings.

19

(a) The Planning Department has determined that the actions contemplated in this

20

ordinance comply with the California Environmental Quality Act (California Public Resources

21

Code Sections 21000 et seq.). Said determination is on file with the Clerk of the Board of

22

Supervisors in File No. 150029 and is incorporated herein by reference. The Board of

23

Supervisors affirms this determination.

24
25

(b} On March 19, 2015, the Planning Commission, in Resolution No. 19337, adopted
findings that the actions contemplated in this ordinance are consistent, on balance, with the

Supervisor Kim
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1

adopts these findings as its own. A copy of said Resolution is on file with the Clerk of the

2

Board of Supervisors in File No. 150029, and is incorporated herein by reference.

3

(c) Pursuant to Planning Code Section 302, this Board finds that this Planning Code

4

Amendment will serve the public necessity, convenience, and welfare for the reasons set forth

5

in Planning Commission Resolution No. 150029 and the Board incorporates such reasons

6

herein by reference.

7
8
i9

Section 2. The Planning Code is hereby amended by adding new Section 103 to read

as follows:

10

SEC. 103. HOUSING BALANCE MONITORING AND REPORTING.

11

(a) Purposes. To maintain a balance between new affordable and market rate housing Citv-

12

·wide and within neighborhoods, to make housing available for all income levels and housing need

13

types, to preserve the mixed income character ofthe City and its neighborhoods, to offeet the

14

withdrawal ofexistlnfI housing units from rent stabilization and the loss ofsinile-room-occupancv

15

hotel units, to ensure the availability ofland and encourage the depioyment ofresources to provide

16

sufficient housing affordable to households ofvery low, low. and moderate incomes, to ensure adequate

17

housing f'or families, seniors and the disabled community, to ensure that data on meetinfI affordable

18

housing targets City-wide and within neighborhoods informs the approval process for new housing

19

development, and to enable public participation in determining the appropriate mix ofnew housing

20

approvals, there is hereby established a requirement. as detailed in this Section 103, to monitor and

21

regularly report on the housing balance between market rate housing and affordable housing.

22
23

(b) Fi1tdings.

a> In November 2014, the City voters enacted Proposition K. which established City

24

policy to help construct or rehabilitate at least 30, 000 homes by 2020. More than 5()-0/o ofthis housing

25

would be affordable for middle-class households, with at least 33% affordable for low- and moderate-
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1

income households; and the City is expected to develop strategies to achieve that goal This section

2

103 sets (Orth a method to track performance toward the City'sHousingElement goals and the near-

3

term Proposition K goal that 33% ofall new housing shall be affOrdable housing, as defined herein..

4

(2) The City's rent stabilized and permanently affordable housing stock serves ve1y low-,

5

low-, and moderate-income families. long-time residents. elderly seniors, disabled persons and others.

6

The Citv seeks to achieve and maintain an appropriate balance between market rate housing and

7

affordable housing City-wide and within neigJiborhoods because the availability ofdecent housing and

8

a.suitable living environment for every San Franciscan is ofvital importance. Attainment of the City1s

9

housing 'lPals requires the. cooperative participation of government and the private sector to eF[Jand

10

housing OQPortunities to accommodate housing needs for San Franciscans at all economic levels and to

11

respond to the unique needs ofeach neighborhoodwhere housing will be located.

12

(3) For tenants in unsubsidized housing. affordability is often preserved by the

13

Residential Rent Stabilization and Arbitration Ordinance's Hmitations on the size ofallowable rent

14

increases during a tenancy. As documented in the Budget and Legislative Analyst's October 2013

15

Policy Analvsis Report on Tenant Displacement San Francisco is experiencing a rise in imits

16

withdrawn ft om rent controls. Such rises often accompany periods ofsharp increases in property

17

values and housing prices. From 1998 through 2013, the Rent Board reported a total of] 3, 027 no-fault

18

evictions U.e., evictions in which the tenant had not violated any lease terms. but the owner sought to

19

regain possession ofthe unit). Total evictions ofall types have increased by 38.2% from Rent Board

20

Year (l:e. from March through February) 2010 to Rent Board Year 2013. During the same period, Ellis

21

Actevictions far outpaced other evictions. increasing by 169.8% ftom 43 in Rent Board Year 2010 to

22

116inRent Board Year 2013. These numbers do not capture the large mtmber ofowner buyouts of

23

tenants, which contribute filrther to the loss ofrent-stabilized units fi:om the housing market Any fiJir

24

assessment ofthe affordable housinrt; balance must incorporate into the calculation units withdrawn

25

fi=om rent stabilization.
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1
2

'3

(4) Pursuant to Government Code Section 65584, the Association ofRav Area
Governments (ABAG). in coordination with the Calitornia State Departrnent ofHousing and
Community Development (HCD ), determines the Bay Area's regional housing need based on regional

4

trends, projected ;ob growth, and existing needs. The regional housing needs assessment (RJINA)

5

determination includes production iargets addressing housing needs ofa range of household income

'6

categories. For the RHNA period covering2015 through 2022, ABAG has projected that at least 38%

7

o(new housing demands (or San Francisco will be from very low and low income households

8

{households earning imder 80% ofarea median income), and another 22% ofnew housing demands to

'9

be qffordable to households ofmoderate means (earning between 80% and 120% ofarea median

10

income). Market-rate housing is considered housing with m> income limits or special requirements

11

attached

12

{5) The Housing Element ofthe City's General Plan states: "Based on the growing

13

population. and smart growth goals ofproviding housing in central areas like San Francisco, near jobs

14

and transit; the State Department ofHousing and Community Development (HCD ), with the

15

Association o(BayArea Governments (ABA.G), estimates thattn the current 2015-2022 Housing

16

Element period San Francisco must plan for the capacity tor roughly 28.870 new units, 57% ofwhich

17

should be suitable (or housing tor the extremely low, very low. low and moderate income households to

18

meet its share ofthe region's projected housing demand." Objective 1 ofthe Housing Element states

19

that the City should "identifr and make available (or development adequate sites to meet the Cttv's

20

housing needs. especially permanently affordable housing;. " Objective 7 states that San Ftancisco 's

21

projected affiJrdable housing needs far outpace the capacity (or the City to secure subsidies tor new

22

affordable units.

23

(6) In 2012. the City enacted Ordinance 237-12, the "Housing Preservation and

24

Production Ordinance, " codified in Administrative Code Chavter 1OE.4. to require Planning

25

Department staffto regularly report data on progress toward meeting San Francisco's quantified
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1

production goals tor different household income levels as provided in the General Plan's Housing

2

Element. That Ordinance requires data on the number ofunits in all stages ofthe housing production

3

process at various affordability levels to be included in stafireports on all proposed protects of five

.4

residential units or more and in quarterly housing production repons to the Planning Commission. The

5

Planning Department has long tracked the number ofaffordable housing units and total number of

6

housing units built throughout the City and in specific areas and should be able to track the ratio called

7

fbr in this Section 103.

OJ As the private market has embarked upon, and government officials have urged. an

·8
9

ambitious program to produce significant amounts ofnew housing in the Citv, the limited remaining

10

available· land makes it essential to assess the impact ofthe approval ofnew market rate housing

11

developments on the availability ofland for affordable housing and to encourage the deplovment of

12

resources to provide such housing.

13

(c) Housing Balance Calcldation..

14

(1} For purposes ofthis Section 103. ';Housing Balance" shall be defined as the

15

proportion ofall new housing units qffordable to households ofextremely low, very low, low or

16

moderate income households, as defined in Califbrnia Health & Safefy Code Sections 50079.5 et seq..

17

as such provisions may be amended from time to time. to the total number ofall new housing units for a

18

10 year HousiniBdlance Period

19
20

(2) The Housing Balance Period shall bei:fn with the first quarter ofyear 2005 to the
last quarter of2014, and thereafter tor the ten years prior to the most recent calendar quarter.

21

{3) For each year that data is available, beginning in 2005, the Planning Department

22

shall report net housing construction by income levels. as well as units that have been withdrawn from

23

protection afforded bv City law. such as laws providing (or rent-controlled and sinife resident

24

occupancv (SRO) units. The ciflordabfo houiingcategories shall include net new units, as well as

25

existing units that were previously not restricted bv deed or regulatory agreement that are acquired tor
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1

preservation as permanently affordable housing as.determined by the Mayor's Office ofHousing and

2

Community Development (MOHCD). (not including refinancing or other rehabilitation under existing

3

ownership), protected by deed or regulatory agreement for a minimum of55 vears. The report shall

4

include, by year, and for the latest quarter, all units that have received Temporary Certificates of

5

Occupancy within that vear, a .separate category for units that obtained a site or building pennit, and

·6

another category for units that have recetvedapproval from the Planning Commission or Planning

7

Department. but have not yet obtained a site or building permit to commence construction (except any

8

entitlements that have expired and not been renewed during the Housing Balance Period). Master

9

planned entitlements. including but not limited to such areas as Treasure Island Hunters Point

10

ShiWJard and Park Merced, shall not be included in this latter category until indtvidual building

11

entitlements or site permits are af!Proved for specific housingproiects. For each year or al2JJroval

12

status. the following categories shall be separately reported:

~3

(AJ Extremely.Low Income Units. which are units avaz1able to indivlduals or

14

families making between 0-30% Area Median Income (AMI) as defined in California Health & Safety

15

Code Section 50106, and are subject to price or rent restrictions between 0-30%AMI.'.

16

(BJ Very Low Income Units, which are units available· to individuals or families

17

making between 30-50%AMI as defined in California Health & Safety Code Section 50105, and are

18

subject to price or rent restrictions between 30-50% AMI.,

19

(C) Lower Income Units. which are units available to individuals or families

20

making between 50-80%AAflas defined in California Health & Sefety Code Section 50079.5, and are

21

subject to price or rent restrictions between 50-80% AMI:

22

(D) Moderate

23
24
25

Income Units. which are units available to indtviduals ot families

making between 80-120% AMii and are subject to price or rent restrictions between 80-120% AMI;
fE)

Middle Income Units. which are itnits available to individuals or families

making between 120-150%AMJ. and are subjectto price or rent restrictions between 120-150%AMI:
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1
2
3

(F) Market-rate units, whickare units not subject to any deed or regulatory

agreement with price restrictions:
(G) Housing units withdrawn from protected status. including units withdrawn

4

from rent control {except those units otherwise converted into permanentlv affordable housing),

5

including all units that have been subject to rent control under the San Francisco Residential Rent

6

Stabilization andArbitration Ordinance but that a property owner-removespennanentlv from the

7

rental market through condominium conversion pursuant to Administrative Code Section 37-9(µ)(9).

8

demolition or alterations (including dwelling unit mergers). or permanent removal pursuant to

9

Administrative Code Section 37.9(a)(]0) or removal pursuant to the Ellis Act under Administrative

10

11

Code Section 37.9(a){13);
(HJ Public housing replacement units and substantially rehabilitated units

12

through the HOPE SF and RentalAssistanceDemonstration (RAD) programs, as well as other

13

substantial rehabilitation progrwns managed by MOHCD.

14

(4) The Housing Balance shall be expressed as a percentage, obtainedby dividing the

15

cumulative total .ofextremely low. very low, low and moderate income affordable housingwiits (all

16

wzits 0-120% AND> minus the lost protected units, by the total number ofnet new housing units within

17

the Housing Balance Period The Housing Balance shall also provide two calculations:

18

(A) the Cumulative Housing Balance, consistiflg ofhoustng units that have

19

already been constructed (and received a Temporary Certificate ofOccupancy or other certificate that

20

would allow occupancy ofthe units) within the 10-year Housing Balance Period plus those units that

21

have obtained.a site or building permit A separate calculation ofthe Cumulative Housing Balance

22

shall also be provided, which includes HOPE SF andRAD public housingreplacement and

23

substantially rehabilitated units (but not including general rehabilitation/ maintenance ofpziblic

24

housing or other affordable housing units) that have received Temporary Certificates of Occupancy

25
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1

within the HousingBalance Period. The Housing Balance Reports will show the Cumulative Housing

2

Balance with and without public housing included in the calculation; and

3

@) the Projected Housing Balance, which shall .include anv residential project

4

that has received approval from the Planning Commission or Planning Department. even ifthe

5

housing project has not yet obtained a site or building permit to commence construction (except any

6

entitlements .that have expired and not been renewed during the Housing Balance period). Master

7

planned entitlements shall not be included in the calculation until individual building entitlements or

8

site permits are approved

9

(d) Bi-annual Housing Balance Reports. Within 30 days ofthe effective date of this

10

Section .103 By June 1. 2015. the Planning Department shall calculate the Cumulative .and Projected

11

HousingBalance for the most recent two quarters City-wide, bv Supervisorial District, Plan Area. and

12

bv neighborhood Planning Districts, as defined in the annual Housing Inventory. and publish it as an

13

easily visible and accessible page devoted to Housing Balance and Monitoring and Reporting on the

14

Planning Department's website. By August September 1st and February March 1st ofeach year, the

15

Planning Department shail publish and update the Housing Balance Report, and present this report at

16

an informational hearing to the Planning Comniission and Board ofSupervisors. as well as to anp

17

relevant body with geographic purview over a plan area upon reauest along with the other quarterlv

18

reportingreguirements ofAdministrative Code Chapter JOE.4. The annual report to the Board of

19

Supervisors shall be accepted by resolution of the Board. which resolution shall be introduced

20

by the Planning Department. The Housing Balance Report shall also be incorporated into the

21

Annual Planning Commission Housing Hearing and Annual Report to the Board ofSupervisors

22

required in Administrative Code Chapter 1 OE.4.

23

24
25

(e) Annual. Hearing bv Board ofSupervisors.
a) The

Board ofSupervisors shall hold a public Housing Balance hearing on an annual

basis bv April 1 ofeach vear. to consider progress towards the City's affordable housing goals,
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.1

including the goal ofa minimum 33% afferdable housing to low and mnderate income households, as

2

well as the City's General Plan Housing Element housing production goals by income category. The

3

first hearing shall occur no later than 30 days after the effective date ofthis ordinance, and by April 1

4

o(each year thereafter.

I

!5

(2) The hearing shall include reporting by the Planning Department, which shall present

6

the latest Housing Balance Report City-wide and bvSupervisorial District and Planning District; the

7

Mavor 's Office of Housing and Community Development. the Mayor's Office ofEconomic and

8

Work[Orce Development. the Rent Stabilization Board by the Department ofBuilding Inspection. and

9

the City Economist on strategies for achieving and maintaining a housing balance in accordance with

10

San Francisco's housing production goals. !(the Cumulative Housing Balance has fallen below 33% in

11

anv vear, MOHCD shall determine how n-ruch fimding is required to bring the City into a minimum

12

33% Housing Balance and the Mayor shall submit to the Board ofSupervisors a strategy to accomplish

13

the minimum of33% Housing Balance. City Departments shall at minimum report on the following

14

issues relevant to the annual HousingBalance hearing: MOHCD shall report on the annual and

15

projected progress kY income category in accordance with the City's General Plan Housing Element

16

housing production goals. projected shortfalls and gaps in fimding and site control. and progress

17

toward the City's Neighborhood Stabilization goals for acquiring and preserving the affordability of

18

existing rental units in heighborhoods with high concentrations oflow and moderate income

19

households or historically high levels ofevictions; the Planning Department shall report on current

20

and proposed.zoning and land use policies that affect the City's General Plan Housing Element

21

ho using production goals: the Mayor's Office ofEconomic and Workforce Development shallreport on

22

current and proposed major development protects, dedicated public sites, and policies that effect the

23
24

25
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1

City's General Plan Housing Element housing production goals; the Rent Board shall report on the

2

withdrawal or addition ofrent-controlled units and current or proposed policies that affect these

3

numbers: the D@artment ofBui.ldinglnspection shall report on the withdrawal or addition of

4

Residential Hotel units and current or proposed policies that affect these nwnbers: and the City

5

Economist shall r@ort on annual and projected job growth by the income categories specified in the

6

City's General Plan Housing Element.

7

(3) All r@orts and presentation materials from the annual Housing Balance hearing

8

shall be maintained by year for public access on. the Planning Department's website on its page

9

devoted to Housing Balance Monitoring and R@orting.

1.0
11

Section 4. Effective Date. This ordinance shall become effective 30 days after

12

enactment Enactment occurs when the Mayor signs the ordinance, the Mayor returns the

13

ordinance unsigned or does not sign the ordinance within ten days of receiving it, or the Board

:14

of Supervisors overrides the Mayor's veto of the ordinance.

15
16

17

18

APPROVED AS TO FORM:
DENNIS J. HERRERA, City Attorney
By:

~~):~·
~
-

19

MARLA BYRNE
Deputy City Attorney

20

n:\legana\as2015\1500366\01006068.doc

21
22

23

24
25
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City and County of San Francisco
Tails
Ordinance
File Number:

Date Passed:

150029

City IDill

l Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
Sari Franciscc, CA 94 l 02-4689

April 21, 2015

Ordinance amending the Planning Code to require the Planning Department to monitor the balance
between new market rate housing and new affordable housing, and publish a bi-annual Housing
Balance Report; requiring an annual hearing at the Board of Supervisors on strategies for achieving
and maintaining the required housing balance in accordance with San Francisco's housing
production goals; and making environmental findings, Planning Cade, Section 302, findings, and
findings of consistency with the General Plan, and the eight priority policies of Planning Code,
Section 101.1.

April 06, 2015 Land Use and Transportation Committee -AMENDED, AN AMENDMENT
OF THE WHOLE BEARING SAME TITLE
April 06, 2015 land Use and Transportation Committee - RECOMMENDED AS AMENDED
April 14, 2015 Board of Supervisors - PASSED, ON FIRST READING

Ayes: 11- Avalos, Breed, Campos, Christensen, Cohen, Farrell, Kim, Mar, Tang,
Wiener and Yee
April 21, 2015 Board of Supervisors - FINALLY PASSED
Ayes: 11 - Avalos, Breed, Campos, Christensen, Cohen, Farrell, Kim, Mar, Tang;

Wiener and Yee

I hereby certify that the foregoing
Ordinance was FINALLY PASSED on
4/21/2015 by the Board of Supervisors of
the City and County of San Francisco.

File No. 150029

A., - 4-CIA"'·~

F

Angela Calvillo

Clerk ofthe Board
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APPENDJXC
CUMULATIVE HOUSING BALANCE REPORT No 3 TABLES BY PLANNING DISTRICTS

Table IA
Cumulative Housing Balance Calculation, 2006 Ql - 2015 Q4
New

Planning Districts

lRichmond

Affordable
Housing
Built

Units
Removed
from
Protected

Status

Total

Entitled
Affordable
Units
Permitted

87

Total Net
New Units
Built

Total
Entitled
Permitted
Units

514

198

-41.2%

101

146

-75.3%

Cumulative
Housing
Balancel

172

{552)

2

{188)

204

(447)

12

934

200

-20.4%

1,637

{100)

114

5,229

1,305

25.3%

5 Western Addition

491

(217}

168

987

1,000

22.2%

6 Buena Vista

119

{236)

176

570

595

5.1%

{395)

-

351

48

2 Marina
3Northeast
4Downtown

7Central
8Mission

21
593

(55:3}

1,724

386

(113}

681

10,183

6,033

14.0%

(59)

229

1,153

782

31.7%

95

33

-138.3%

10

142

131

-102.9%

17

359
91

154
41

-10.5%
-145.5%

{395)

1

98

88

-206.5%

{4,118)

1,536

22,531

11,140

1,707

lOSouth Bayshore

444
2

(179)

12 South Central

22

(313)

13 Ingleside
14 Inner Sunset

108

(179)
(192)

15 OuterSunset

10
5,532

Totals

-

-93.7%

41

9 South of Market

11 Bernal Heights

-

-

-
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TablelB
Cumulative Housing Balance Calculation, 2006 Q1 - 2015 Q4
Units
Removed
from
Protected
Status

New

Planning Districts

1Richmond

Acquisitions
Affordable
& Rehabs
Housing
Completed
Built
172

2Marina
3 Northeast
4Downtown
5 Western Addition
6 Buena Vista

-

2

204

24

-

RAD

Total
Total Net
Entitled
Affordable New Units
Built
Units
Permitted

87

144

(552)

-

(188)

143

(447)

12

-

Total
Cumulative
Entitled
Housing
Permitted
Balance 2.
Units
198

-20.9%

101

146

-65.6%

934

200

-7.8%

514

1,637

726

189

(100)

114

5,229

1,305

39.3%

491

290

376

(217)

168

987

1,000

·sS.8%

119

-

132

(236}

176

570

595

16.4%

(395)

-

351

48

-93.7%

(553)

41

1,724

386

19.0%

593

319

9 South of Market

1,707

200

-

(113)

681

10,183

6,033

15.3%

10 South Bayshore

444

-

213

{59)

22g

1,153

782

42.7%

11 Bernal Heights

2

-

118

(179)

95

33

-4K1%

12 South Central

22

-

-

(313)
(179)

10

142

131

-102.9'>,A;

17

359

154

-10.5%

110

(192)

91

41

-62.1%

-

(395)

1

98

88 -206.5%

(4,118}

1,536

22,531

7Central
8Mission

21

13 Ingleside

108

14 lnnerSunset

-

15 Outer Sunset
Totals

lei
5,532

1,559

1,425

-

-

11,140

17.6%

34
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Table2
Projected Housing Balance Calculation, 2015 Q2.
Bos District
1Richmond
2 Marina
3 Northeast

4Downtown
5 We stem Addition
6 Buena Vista
7Central
SMission
9 South of Market
10 South Bayshore
11 Bernal Heights
12South Central
13 Ingleside

Very Low
Income

low
Income

-

-

-

-

439

-

Moderate

Middle

-

74

32

-

-

-

-

14 lnner sunset
15 Outer Sunset

-

TOTALS

439

-

81

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

142

74

29

15
44
207
2,054

s
8

139

-

-

8

-

-

38

9

90

1,537

168

168

-

-

1,691
3

-

12

-

110

38

-

-

214

898

-

-

Total Affordable
Unitsas%of
Net New Units

Net New
Units

5

-

-

-

632

-

3

-

-

-

29

-

-

-

-

58

-

-

-

-

Total
Affordable
Units

TBO

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
30.8%
0.0%
5.8%
0.0%
0.0"/o
5.9%

9:9%

2

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0;0%

5,906

15.2%

Table3
New Housing Production by Affordability, 2006 Ql- 2015 Q4

Plan11ing Districts
1Richmond
2Marina
3 Northeast
4Downtown
5 Western Addition
6 Buena Vista
7Central
8Mission
9 South of Market
105outh Bayshore
11 Bernal Heights
12South Central
13 Ingleside
14 Inner Sunset
15 Outer Sunset

TOTALS

Very Low

170

161
1,048
367
55

Moderqte

Low
2

-

474
845
105

-

-

-

10
26

70

-

-

3,295

1,104

-

Total
Affordable
Units

-

172

2

-

2

32

-

11
269
77
14
18
40
403
234

Middle
Income

297

47
50
3
79.
459
105
2
12
12

10

1,110

.sAH FRANDISG()

23

-

-

-

-

23

Total Net
Units

·Affordable Units
as% of Total
Net Units

10

514
101
934
5,229
987
570
351
1,724
10,183
1,153
95
142
359
91
98

33.5%
2.00/o
21.8%
31.3%
49.7%
20.9%
6.00/o
34.4%
16.8%
38.5%
2.1%
15.5%
30.1%
0.00/o
10.2%

5,532

22~31

24.6%

204
1,637
491
119
21
593
1,707
444
2
22
108

-

35
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Table4
Acquisitions and Rehabilitation of Affordable Housing, 2006 Ql - 2015 Q4

Planning District

No. of
Buildings

No.of
Units

2 Marina

1

24

4Downtown

s

726

5 Western Addition

2

290

8Mission

2

319

9 South of Market
TOTALS

6

200

16

1,559

Tables
RAD Affordable Units

Planning District

No.of
Units

!Richmond
3 Northeast
4Downtown
5 Western Addition

144

6 Buena Vista
10 South Bays ho re
11 Bernal Heights
14 Inner Sunset

132
213

143
189
376

TOTALS

as%of

Total
10.1%
10.0%

13.3%
26.4%

118
110

9.3%
14.9%
8.3%
Tl°/O

1,425

100.0%

SAN f!!AllCISCO
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Table 6

Units Removed from Protected Status, 2006- 2015
Total Units

Owner

Condo
Conversion

Demolition

2

32

199

319

552

4

4

52

128

9

13

292

133

188
447

68

24

8

8

11

75

123

6 Buena Vista

4

98

?Central

9

122
208

8 Mission

2
2

12
24
35
18

1

14

Planning District
1Richmond
2 Marina
3 Northeast
4Downtown
5 Western Addition

-

9 South of Market
10 South Bayshore
11 Bernal Heights
12South Central
13 Ingleside

4

-

30

Ellis Out

154
280

29
8
45

94
42

33
20

Permanently

Move-In

Lost

100
217
236

236

395
553

64

113

36

59

100

179

186
117

313.

179

14lnnerSunset

8

14

57

113

192

15 Outer Sunset

1

94

234

395

54

505

66
1A32

2,127

4,i18

Totals

37
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Table7
Entitled and Permitted Units, 2015 Q4

Planning District
1 Richmond
2 Marina
3 Northeast
4Downtown

Very Low
Income

83

Low
Income

Total
Moderate Affordable
Units

-

4

-

-

-

102

-

87
-

-

12
12
62
6

12
114
168
176

Net New
Units

198
146
200
1,305

Total Affordable
Unitsas%of
Net New Units

43.9%
0.0%
6.0%
8.7%
16.8%
29.6%
0.0%

5 Western Addition
6 Buena Vista
?Central
8Mission

98
110

9 South of Market
10South Bayshore
11 Bernal Heights
12 South Central

166
120

22
487
93

-

-

13 Ingleside
141nnerSunset
15 Outer-Sunset

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

1

88

11.0%
0.0%
1.1%

577

77Z

187

1,536

11,140

13.8%

TOTALS

-

8
60

-

-

-

1,000
595
48

19

41

386

10.6%

28

681
229

6,033
782
33

11.3%
29.3%
0.0%
7.6%

16

-

10
17

10

131

17

154

-

41

38
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OVERVIEW AND SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
Keyser Marston Associates (KMA) has prepared a residential nexus analysis for the City and
County of San Francisco. The report has been prepared to support the City's lnclusionary
Housing Program, including the updated requirements enacted in the summer of 2006. This
residential nexus analysis addresses market rate residential projects which are subject to the
inclusionary program and quantifies the linkages between new market rates units and the
demand for affordable housing generated by the r~sidents of the units.

Context and Purpose
The City of San Francisco is undertaking a comprehensive program of analyses to update its
programs and supporting documentation for many types of fees, including updating nexus
analyses in support of impact fees. As part of this program, the City has contracted with Keyser
Marston Associates to prepare a nexus analysis in support of the lnclusionary Housing
Program, or an analysis of the impact of the development of market rate housing on affordable
housing demand.
The City's current position is that the City's lnclusionary Housing Program including the in lieu
provision which is offered as an alternative to building units within market rate projects, is not
subject to the requirements of the Mitigation Fee Act, Government Code Sections 66000 and
following. The City does not expect to alter its position on this matter: However, because the
City agreed to sponsor a supporting nexus analysis as part of past legislative actions, and
because there is interest in determining whether the lnclusionary Program can be supported by
a nexus type analysis as an additional support measure, the City has ,contracted for the
preparation of a nexus analysis at this time.

San Francisco lnclusionary Program
The City of San Francisco lnclusionary program that is the subject of this analysis requires that
all residential projects of five units or more provide a share of units affordable to lower income
households. The San Francisco program, which was amended in the summer of 2006, is
contained in Planning Code Sections 315 and following (the "lnclusionary Program"). Briefly
summarized, the San Francisco program now requires 15% of units be affordable to lower
income households and defines lower income as up to 120% of median income. For purposes
of application, affordable units in condominium projects must average 100% of median and
affordable units in rental projects must be provided at 60% of median or less. The lnclusionary
Program also has off-site and in-lieu fee alternatives. The lnclusionary Program contains many
particulars regarding application, definitions, entitlement process, and administration of the
program.

12715.001/001-018.doc; 4/5/2,007
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Use of This Study
An impact analysis of this nature has been prepared for the limited purpose of demonstrating
nexus support to the San Francisco lnclusionary Program. It has not been prepared as a
document to guide policy design in the broader context. We caution against the use of this
study, or any impact study for that matter, for purposes beyond the intended use. All impact
studies are limited and imperfect, but can be helpful for addressing narrow concerns.
To cite a parallel example, a study could be prepared on the relative fiscal impacts of
developing various price (or value) residential units in San Francisco. Fiscal impact analysis,
unlike this nexus analysis, is a widely prepared type of analysis in which revenues to a
governmental entity are quantified and compared to the costs of services provided by the entity.
For residential development, revenues include property tax, sales tax from expenditures of
residents, intergovernmental transfers and subventions (such as vehicle license tax} and a
number of other revenues to the General Fund. Cost of services cover police, fire, health care,
general administration and all else that the City/County expends from its General Fund to serve
its residents. If such an analysis were prepared for various price residential units in San
Francisco, it can be predicted with assurance that higher price units would yield more revenues
to the City than lower price units and a more favorable fiscal balance. If fiscal impact analysis
alone were to guide policy, then San Francisco would never pursue the development of another
unit of affordable housing. Needles to say, governments must develop housing policy based on
a range of competing goals and objectives.

Impact Methodology and Models Used
The methodology or analysis procedure for this nexus analysis starts with the sales price (or
rental rate) of a market rate residential unit, and moves through a series of linkages to the
income of the household that purchased or rented the unit, the disposable income of the
household, the annual expenditures on goods and services, the jobs associated with the
purchases and delivery of services, the income of the workers doings those jobs, the household
income and, ultimately, the affordability level of the housing needed by the worker households.
The steps of the analysis from disposable income tojobs generated was performed using the
IMPLAN model, a model wide[y used for the past 25 years to quantify employment impacts from
personal income. From jobs generation by industry, KMA used its own nexus model to quantify
the income of worker households by affordability Jevel.
To illustrate the linkages by looking at a simplified example, we can take an average household
that buys a condominium at a certain price. From that price, we can determine the gross income
of the household (from mortgage rates and lending practices) and the disposable income of the
household. The disposable income, on average, will be used to "purchase" or consume a range
of goods and services, such as purchases at the supermarket or services at the bank.
Purchases in the focal economy in turn generate employment. The jobs generated are at
different compensation levels. Some of the jobs are low paying and as a result, even when there

12715.001/001-018.doc; 4/5/2007
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is more than one worker in the household, there are some lower and middle-income households
who cannot afford market rate housing in San Francisco.
The IMPLAN model quantifies direct, indirect and induced employment impacts. Direct jobs are
generated at establishments that serve new residents directly (i.e. supermarket, bank or
school); indirect jobs are generated by increased demand at firms which service or supply these
establishments (wholesaler, janitorial contractor, accounting firm, or any jobs down the
service/supply chain from direct jobs); induced jobs are generated when direct and indirect
employees spend their wages in the local economy and generate additional jobs. The analysis
is presented in a manner that indicates direct impacts alone and all impacts - direct, indirect and
induced impacts. Consistent with other nexus analyses that have used the IMPLAN model and
adopted programs supported by the ana[yses, KMA used all impacts, inclusive of indirect and
induced impacts for nexus purposes.

Analysis Starting Point
An important starting point of the analysis is the sales price or rent level of market rate units. For
this KMA was able to utilize material prepared in the spring of 2006 to analyze the inclusionary
program and proposed changes to the program. KMA, under contract to the City, worked under
the direction of the Planning Department and Majors Office of Housing (MOH). and was guided
by a Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) comprised of residential developers, affordable
housing advocates, non-profrt developers, and others concerned with the policy issues. A major
body of work was devoted to the identiffcation of prototypical projects and full schedules of costs
and revenues to establish pro forma feasible projects. A sum_mary of the prototypes and the
analysis of inclusionary impacts on them is contained in a report en~tled Keyser Marston
Associates, Summary Reparl, lncfuslonary Housing Program, San Francisco, Sensitivity
Analysis, July 2006. This report was released as a public document as part of the package for
the July 12, 2006 meeting of the Land Use Committee ofthe Board of Supervisors.
The lowest cost and sales price (or rent level) of .the. four prototypes developed as part of the
Sensitivity Analysis work program is utilized as the starting point of the nexus analysis. The
analysis could have been conducted using an average price of a new unit, but the more
conservative selection of lea.st expensive prototype was used for the analysis.

Net New Underlying Assumption
An underlying assumption of the analysis is that households that rent or purchase new units
represent net new households in the City of San Francisco. If purchasers or renters have
relocated from elsewhere in the City, a vacancy has been created that will be filled, An
adjustment to new construction of units would be warranted if the City were experiencing
demolitions or loss of existing housing inventory. However, the rate of housing unit removal is
so low as to net warrant an adjtistment or offset.

Keyser Marston Associates, Inc.
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Since the analysis addresses net new households in the City and the impacts generated by their
consumption expenditures, the analysis quantifies net new demands for affordable units to
accommodate new worker households. As such, the impact results do not address nor in any
way include existing deficiencies in the supply of affordable housing.

Nexus Findings
Nexus analyses were conducted separately for condominium units (or other for-sale product)
and for rental units since the occupants have different income levels which result in
differentiated impacts. For summary overview purposes the results are presented together in
the following synopsis of major steps and findings.

Income of Purchaser/Renter of New Units
The income of residents of new market rate buildings is estimated based upon the income
required to purchase or rent a unit in a prototypical new low-rise wood frame building.
The prototype condominium unit, drawn from the Sensitivity Analysisr is 800 square feet and
sells for $580,000 or $725 per square foot The household income required to purchase a unit at
this price is estimated based upon standard long tenn mortgage lending practices. Key
assumptions are a 20% down payment, and a mortgage at 7% interest, a longer term rate that
is a little higher than would be achievable today, homeowner's association (HOA) dues and
property taxes. All housing expenditures are assumed at 35% ofgross income. This produces a
gross household income of $138,400 for the purchaser of the $580,000 unil
The prototype rental unit, also drawn from the Sensitivity Analysis work program is also 800
square feet and rents for $2,500 per month or a little under $3.20 .per square foot per month.
New rental units are not feasible in today's market, however, the inclusionary program will be in
place beyond the current market cycle and must anticipate development of rental units in the
future. The assumed rental rate is higher than is achievable in the current market except under
extraordinary circumstances (luxury projects in premier locations, etc.}. The rental rate has been
estimated as the required minimum level for a project to be feasible, given total development
costs, conventional financing terms, and typical operating expenses. The household living in this
unit is likely to be paying approximately 30% of income on rent (not Including utmties}. This
translates to a household with a gross income of $1 ~2,000 per year.

KeyserMarston Associates~ Ina.
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Sales Price or Rent
Annual Housing Cost

Condo Units
$580,000

Rental Units

$48,400
(mortgage, property
taxes, HOA)

$30,500
{rent)

35%

30%

$138.400

$102,000

Percent of Income Spent on Housing

Gross Household Income

$2,544/ Mo

Disposable Income
A second step is to determine Disposable Household Income, the income that the IMPLAN
model uses as a starting place. Disposable Income, as defined for purposes of the IMPLAN
model, is income after state and federal income taxes, Social Security and Medicare
deductions, and persona! savings. Housing expenses are not deducted from disposable income;
rather they are handled internally within the IMPLAN model. Disposable Income as a share of
gross income is estimated at 69% for purchasers of condominium units. This percentage is
based on consultation with a number of governmental and institutional sources as noted in the
main body of the report. The household that purchases our prototypical condominium unit has a
Disposable Income of $95,500.
The renter household has a higher proportion of gross income that is disposable because the
renter household is in a lower tax bracket. The renter household of the prototypical unit has a
Disposable Income of a little over $74,000 per year.

Gross Household Income
Percent Disposable
Disposable Income

Condo Units
$138,400
69%
$95,500

Rental Units

.$102,000
73%

$74,000

IMPLAN Job Generation
The IMPLAN model input is the Disposable Income of 100 condominium purchasers and 100
apartment renters. The output is numbers of jobs generated by the expenditures of the
households for goods and services in San Francisco. The employment impacts associated with
these 1 00 units .are:

Key.?er Marston Associates, Inc.
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100 Condo
Units
Disposable Income

100 Rental
Units

$9.6M

$7.4 M

49
40
89

38

Job Generation
Direct Jobs
Indirect & Induced Jobs
Total Jobs

fil_

69

The IMPLAN output provides the jobs by industry, for the most part a wide dispersion among
over 30 industries with little concentration in any one. The highest single concentration is in
Food Service and Drinking Places, representing 15% of direct jobs and 11 % of total jobs.

Lower Income Worker Households
The jobs by industry, per the IMPLAN analysis, have been input into the KMA jobs housing
nexus analysis model to quantify the income of the worl<er households. The first step is a
conversion of jobs to worker households, recognizing that there is more than one worker in each
household today.
The KMA nexus model converts jobs by industry per the IMPLAN output to a distribution .of jobs
by occupation. State of California data on compensation level in San Francisco is applied to
each occupation. Workers are allocated into households of sizes ranging from one to six
persons taking into account the fact th.at households with two or more persons may have
multiple earners. The output of the model is the number of households by income level.
The nexus model was configured for this San Francisco application to produce findings for
"lower income households" defined as households with incomes from zero through 120% of
median. Income definitions are keyed to the San Francisco City and County Median (SF
Median) for 2006 as revised in the lnclusionary Program amendments enacted in the summer of
2006. The income range is consistent with the range of incomes covered in the lnclusionary
Housing Program in San Francisco and the range of incomes assisted by the City's housing
programs overall.

Output of Households by Affordability Level
The findings of the analysis are as follows for 100 market rate units in Jow~rise wood-frame
buildings in San Francisco:
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Affordable Unit Demand Associated with 100
Market Rate Units
Condominium Units - Number of New Lower
Income Households
Rental Units - Number of New Lower Income
Households

Direct Impacts
Only

Direct, Indirect &
Induced Impacts

25.00

43.31

19.44

33.68

In summary,. for every 100 market rate condominium units there are 25.0 lower income
households generated through the direct impact of the consumption of the condominium buyers
and a total of 43.31 households if total direct, indirect, and induced impacts are counted in the
analysis.
For every 100 market rate rental units there are 19.44 lower income households generated
through the direct impact of the consumption of the renters and a total of 33,68 households if
total direct, indirect, and induced impacts are counted in the analysis.
The table below adjusts these figures to percentages for purposes of supporting "ihclusionary"
type requirements of total units, The percentages are calculated including both market rate and
affordable units (for example to convert 25.0 affordable units per 100 market rate units into a
percentage, 25.0 is divided by 125.0, which equals 20%).

Suooorted lnclusionarv Requirement

Direct Impacts
Onlv

Direct, Indirect &
Induced Impacts

20.0%
16.3%

30.2%
25.2%

Condos
Rentals

Location of Jobs and Housing/Commute Issues
The findings of the nexus analysis count only the jobs located in San Francisco. The anarysis
results could have included jobs and worker households located elsewhere in the Bay Area and
beyond the Bay Area as well. If the five county Bay Region (San Francisco, San Mateo, Marin,
Alameda and Contra Costa) were included, results would be a third higher inclusive of Direct,
Indirect and Induced Impacts. In summary, the analysis does not count total job impacts, only
San Francisco located job impact~.
An inevitable question arises as to whether worker households are assumed to live in the same
jurisdiction as the jobs. For purposes of thfs analysis, the interest was in determining job
impacts in San Francisco. Whether all the new worker households associated with the San
Francisco located jobs should also be assumed to live in San Francisco or commute from
another county is a matter of policy.

Keyser Marston Associates, Inc.
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Overlap I Duplication of Commercial Nexus Fee
San Francisco has a jobs-housing linkage fee designed to mitigate the need for affordable
housing associated with jobs in new commercial buildings. The jobs housing analysis is based
on a similar analytical framework as the residential nexus analysis and under certain
circumstances counts some of the same jobs. A separate analysis has been prepared which
demonstrates that in the rare situations where there is a high degree of overlap in jol:ls counted
between the two analyses, the City's lnclusionary program and jobs-housing program combined
remain within the nexus.

Conclusion
The residential nexus analysis has determined that 100 market rate condominium units
generate direct impacts that result in the demand for 25.0 affordable units in San Francisco and
43.31 units if all indirect and induced impacts are taken into account. As percentages, these
results translate to direct impacts supporting 2()% of units affordable, or inclusive of indirect and
induced impacts 30% of units affordable. Findings for rental units are roughly a third lower.
Since the San Francisco lnclusionary Program requ_ires that 15% of units be affordable, the San
Francisco program is well supported by this nexus analysis.
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SECTION I - MARKET RATE UNITS AND DISPOSABLE INCOME

Section I describes the prototypical market rate units that are subject to the inclusionary
program, the income of the purchaser and renter households and the disposable income of the
households. Disposable Income is the input to the IMP LAN model described in Section II of this
report. These are the initial starting points of the chain of linkages that connect new market rate
units to incremental demand for affordable residential units.

Introduction
The San Francisco lnclusionary program is applicable to all residential projects of five units or
more. Construction activity in the City for projects of five or more units inch.1des a range of
products including apartments and condominiums (or other forms of ownership units) in building
types from low-rise wood-frame construction to steel high-rise buildings. The least expensive
construction type, the low-rise wood-frame unit, has been selected as the prototype for the
analysis. The selected prototype units are intended to represent the low-end of cost and value
range for both the for-sale and the rental market in San Francisco. The objective is to establish
the nexus for the least expensive product, on average. to be conservative, Mid- and high-rise
buildings are more expensive to construct and must generally achieve greater sales prices or
rents in order to be feasible; likewise, the disposable income of occupant households and
consumer expenditures will, on average, be greater than in low-rise units. Use of an average
price unit, such as in a mid-rise building, might well have been used in the analysis since use of
averages is generally considered acceptable for establishing regulations and public policy.

The prototypes used in the analysis are drawn from the prior work program on proposed
changes to the San Francisco inclusionary program. KMA, under contract to the City, worked
under the direction of the Planning Department and Majors Office of Housing (MOH), and was
guided bya Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) comprised of residential developers,
affordable housing advocates, non profit developers, and other concemed with the policy
issues. A major body of work was devoted to the identification of prototypical projects and full
schedules of costs and revenues to establish pro forrna feasible projects. A summary of the
prototypes and the analysis of inclusionary impacts on them was assembled in a report entitled
Keyser Marston Associates, Summary Report, lnclusionary Housing Program, San Francisco,
Sensitivity Analysis, July 2006. This report was released as a public document as part of the
package for the July 12, 2006 meeting of the Land Use Committee of the Board of Supervisors.
The major assumptions with respect to price or value of units and income of purchasers or
renters are presented first for for~sale or condominium units, followed by rental units.

12715.001/001-018.doc; 4/5/2007
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Prototypical Condominium Unit
For the purposes of the analysis, the low-rise wood-frame construction Prototype 1 articulated in
the Sensitivity Analysis was selected as an average new unit to represent the lower-end of the
for-sale market in San Francisco. As indicated above, prototypes in the Sensitivity Analysis,
were fully analyzed for cost of development and sales prices. In addition, market surveys were
conducted for establishing the sales prices of units and also sales per square foot basis.
A profile of the Prototype 1 size and sales price is:

Prototypical Unit
Size
Sales Price per Sq.Ft.
Sales Price Total

800 sq.ft.

$725
$580,000

Most of the new condominium units constructed in San Francisco will sell for over this amount.
Smaller one-bedrooms and studios may have lower sales prices, but will likely equal or exceed
the prototype unit on a price per square foot basis. It is unlikely that significant sales activity will
occur at lower prices, except for occasional projects or units. The vast majority of units will sell
at a higher price per square foot than the Prototype 1 unit
Income of Condominium Pt..-rchasers
The next step in the analysis is to determine the income of the purchasing household of the
prototypical condominium. To make the determination, typical terms for the purchase of units In
San Francisco are used - 20% down payment, 30 year fixed rate mortgage, property taxes,
and homeowners or condominium association dues. The mortgage rate assumption was
selected to cover a future average rate, 7% interest, recognizing that at the current time
mortgages are available at lower rates. Also lesser down payments are currently achievable.
However these terms are not likely to be available over the longer term.
A key assumption is that housing costs will, on average run about 35% of gross income. In
recent years lending institutions have been more willing to accept higher than 35% for all debt
as a share of income~ but most households do have other forms of debt, such as auto loans,
student loans, and credit card debl Looking ahead, most analysts see a return to more
conservative lending practices than those of the last few yeara. Housing costs are defined as
mortgage payments and. Homeowners Association dues and property taxes.
Table 1-1 at the end of this section summarizes the analysis for the prototypical condo unit. The
conclusion is that the purchaser of the $580,000 prototypical unit must have an income of
138;400 per year. The ratio of sales price to income of the purchasing household is 4.2:1, which
is to say that a condominium selling for $420,000 would require a household income of
$100,000, using the assumptions of the analysis.

Keyser Marston Associares, Inc.
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Rental Market Conditions
Development of new market rate apartments (with conventional financing) is generally not
feasible in San Francisco and in most cities in the U.S. in the current cycle of the real estate
development market due to a combination of factors. Over the past several years, historically
low mortgage rates have propelled the homebuyer market, driving strong value escalations
affecting all home ownership products from condominiums to single family detached homes, to
vacation homes, etc. In addition, low mortgage rates have enabled renters to enter
homeownership at unprecedented rates, leaving the rental housing stock with vacancies that
have not been rapidiy refiiled due to weak job growth.
Over the past year, the numoer of home sales has decreased significantly and prices have
leveled off or declined slightly in some markets.(although there is little evidence of decline in
San Francisco). Rents have trended upwards in the San Francisco in response to job growth,
and would be first-time homebuyers are taking a "wait and see" approach to entry into the
ownership market. If these trends continue or other conditions change, new rental buildings

could become feasible again. In any case, the analysis must anticipate that at some point In the
future, the market will produce new market rate rental projects subject to the inclusionary
program.

Prototypical Rental Units
For the purposes of the analysis, Prototype 5, which was identified and analyzed in the

Sensitivity Analysis work program, was used as the prototypical rental unit for purposes of this
analysis. (Information on Prototype 5 was presented to the Technical Advisory Committee, but
was not, however, contained in the aforementioned Summary Report) KMA with assistance
from MOH, San Francisco Redevelopment Agency, and developers active in the market,
prepared an analysis to determine total development costs and the rent level required for project
feasibility. With no recently constructed market rate rentals, rental survey information was of
limited value. Required rents for new units are higher than current prevailing rents.
The prototypical apartment unit is similar to the condominium at 800 square feet but assumed to
be constructed to lesser standards than the condominium in terms of finishes, appliances, and
amenities. The cost to develop the unit was estimated at $330,000 (including land and all
indirect costs but excluding developer profit) requiring a rent of approximately $2,544 per month.
or just under $3.20 per square foot per month. This rent level is higher than the average rent
achieved at this time in projects ih the greater eastern half of the Cify, south of Market Street,
where most new development is expected to occur.

It is noted that tax exempt bond money has been used to develop rental projects that contain
the 20% low income units required to qualify for the bonds~ Units in these projects may rent for
less {for the project to be feasible) due to the lower interest rates afforded by the tax exempt
bonds.

12715.001/001-018.<loc; 4/512007
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Income of Apartment Renter
The assumption for relating annual rent to household income is 30%. For affordable units,
utilities are included in the 30%; for market rate units, the 30% does not include utilities. Whfle
leasing agents and landlords may permit rental payments to represent a slightly higher share of
total income, 30% represents an average, given that renters are likely to have other debt; also
many renters do not choose to spend more than 30% of their income on rent, since, unlike
ownership of a condominium, the unit is not viewed as an investment with value enhancement
potential. The resulting relationship is that annual household income is 3.3 times annual rent.
See Table 1~2.
The conclusion with respect to the Prototype 5 apartment renter household in a newly
constructed building is an income of slightly over $100,000 per year.

Disposable Income
The IMPLAN model used in this analysis uses disposable household income as the primary
upfront input. To arrive at disposable income, gross income for residents of prototypical units
must be adjusted downward to account for taxes and savings. Per KMA correspondence with
the producers of the IMPLAN model (Minnesota IMPLAN Group), gross income is adjusted to
disposable income for purposes of the mode! by deducting Federal and State Income taxes,
Social Security and Medicare (FICA) taxes, and personal savings. Other taxes including sales
tax, gas tax; and property tax are handled internally within the model.
Disposable income is estimated at approximately 69% of gross income in the case of the
condominium owner. The assumption is based on a review of data from the Tax Policy Center
{a joint venture of the Brookings Institution and the Urban Institute) and California Franchise Tax
Board t?lx tables. Per the Tax Policy Center, households earning between $100,000 and
$200,000 per year, or the residents of our prototypical condominium units, will pay an average
of 15% of gross income for federal taxes, State taxes are estimated at 7% of gross income
based on tax rates per the Caflfornia Franchise Tax Board. The employee share of the FICA
payroll taxes is 7.65% of gross income (conservatively assumes all earners in the household
are within the $94;200 ceiling on income subject to social s~curity taxes).
Savings represent another adjustment from gross income to disposable income. Savings
including various IRA and 401 K type programs are estimated at 1.3% of gross income based
on the projected average for U.S. households per the 2006 RREEF report {a local real estate
investment trust} "Prospects for the U.S. Economy and Sectors" and sourced to Global Insight a
company that produces forecasts of market and economic data. This savings rate was also
confirmed by a Federal Reserve Bank paper, sourced in the footnote of Table 1-3.
After deducting income taxes and savings, the disposable income factor for a condominium
purchaser used in this analysis is 69%, for purposes of the IMPLAN model. This factor also
works with higher incomes than the purchase income used in the analysis, because while the
Keyser Marston Associates, Inc.
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average federal and state tax burden goes up with income, FICA taxes go down since Social
Security taxes apply only to income below $94,200. As indicated above, other forms of taxation
(including property tax) are handled internally within the model.
The disposable income for the prototypical renter household is based on the same evaluation,
butfur a lower income tax bracket. The renter household would be in a lower tax bracket, with
the result that the renter would have a disposable income factor of 73%. The savings rate for
the renter and owner were assumed to be the same.
In summary the gross income and disposable income of the households in the new market rate
units presented in detail in Table 1-4 with the results indicated below:

Average Gross Household
Income of Buyers I Renters
Disposable Income
Average Disposable
Household Income

New Condo Units New Apartment Units
$138,400/year
$102,000/year
69%

73%

$95,500/year

$74,000/year

"Pied a Terre" Units
Before moving on to the next step of the analysis, it is important to acknowledge that there is
some actiVity in the current market in sales of units as second homes or city "pied a terre" units.
Based on a limited survey, it appears that the vast majority of such activity is occurring in the
luxury price ranges, particularly in several new high rise towers now in marketing phases. Some
of the towers report figures such as 10% to 20% of units being sold to buyers not for a primary
place of residence. As a share of overall units built in the City 10% to 20% in a few individual
projects represents a share closer to 2% to 4 % of the total market
In addition to second home sales representing a small share of the market overall, the prototype
unit used in -this analysis is at a far lower price unit than mo~t of the units selling as second
homes, which tend to be located in the luxury towers. The income ofsecond home purchasers
and all impacts attributable to the higher priced units would be substantially higher than the
impacts attnbutable to the more modest priced unit used in the analysis. The net effect of
second home purchasers (who do spend some income while in San Francisco) on the nexus
being established in this analysis is negligible, in our opinion.

Summary
Table 1-4 summaries the key assumptions and steps from the market rate residential price or
rent level, to the annual income of the purchaser or renter household, to the disposable income
of the household. The disposable income, used to consume goods and services, is the
generator of jobs and ultimately the demand for more affordable housing for worker households.
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TABLEl-1
CONDOMINIUM UNITS
CONDO SALES PRICE TO INCOME RATIO
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO

Prototype
Condo Unit

Sales Price

$725/SF

Mortgage Payment
Downpayment @ 20%
Loan Amount
Interest Rafe
Term of Mortgage
Annual Mortgage Payment

800 SF

20%

$580,000
$116,000
$464.000
7.0%
30 years
$37,044

Other Costs

HOA Dues
Property Taxes

$400 per month
1.14% of sales price

$4,800
$6,600

Total Annual Housing Cost

$48;444

% of Income Spent on Hsg
Annual Income Required

$138,412

35%

4.2

Sales Price to Income Ratio

Source: KMA 2006 sensitivity analysis, prototype 1.

_Keyser Marston Associates, Inc.
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TABLE 1"2
RENTAL UNITS
ANNUAL RENT TO INCOME RATIO
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO

Prototype
Rental Unit

Market Rent
Monthly

$3.18 /SF

SOOSF

Annltal

% of Income Spent on Rent

$2,544
$30,528
30%

(excludes utilities)
$101,760

Annual Household Income Required

3.3

Annual Rent to Income Ratio

Sour~:

KMA 2006 sensitivity analysis, prototype 5.

Keyser Marston Associates, Inc.
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TABLEl-3
DISPOSABLE INCOME

1

RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
ECONOMIC NEXUS ANALYSIS

Residents of
Prototypical
Rental Units

Residents of
Prototypical
Condo Units

(Less) Average Federal Income Tax Rate2
(Less) FICA Tax Rate

3

(Less) Average State Income Tax Rate
(Less) Savings

100%

100%

Gross Income

4

5

Disposable Income
(Input to IMPLAN model)

15.3%

(for AGI of 1OOk-ZOOk)

11.6% (for AG! of75k-100k)

7.7%

7.7%

7.0%

6.0%

1.3%

1.3%

69%

73%

Notes:
1
As defined within the lMPlAN model. Includes all income except income taxes and saving:
2
Per the Urb!lll-Brook.ings Tax Policy Center {joint venture be~en the Brookings Institution and the Urban Institute)
3
Conservatively a5sumes all households will be below the ceiling applicable to S®ial security taxes, wrrently $94,200.
4
Estimated by KMA based on marginal rates per the califOmia Franchise Tait Board.
• Projected based on the forecast ofaverage U.S. household savings rate inclUded in the RREEF publlcation:Prospects for lhe US Economy
and Property Sectors. Page 7. November 8, 2006. Savings rate ls consistent with lhe average U.S. household savings rate in 2,000 per
Maki, Dean M. and Palumbo, Michael G. Federal Reserve system Worlling Paper No. 2001-21. Disentangling the Wea/th &feet: A Cohort
Analysis of Household Savings In the 1990s. April 2001.

Keyser Marston Associates, Inc.
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TABLEl-4
RESIDENTIAL HOUSEHOLD SUMMAR'\'
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
ECONOMIC NEXUS ANALYSiS

Per Unit

Per Sq.Ft.

100 Unit
Building Module

Low-Rise Market Condominium Prototype
100 Units

Units

Building Sq.Ft (net rentable or salable area
Sales Price
Sales Price to Income Ratio 1

1

80,000

$580,000

$725

$58.ooa.ooo

4.2

4.2

Gross Household Income

Disposable Household ln90me""

800

69% of gross

$138,412

$173.01

$13,841,000

$95,500

$119,38

$9,550.000

Low-Rise Market Apartment Prototype
100Units

Units

Building Sq.Ft. (net rentable or salable area

800

1

80,000

$2.544
$30.528

$3.18
$38.16

$3,052,800

$101,760

$127.20

$1o,176,000

$74,285

$92.85

$7,428,000

Rent

Monthly
Annual
Gross Household Income

30% allocated to rent

Disposable Household Income"'

73% ofgroS$

$254.400

Notes:
' See Table 1-1
t Estimated income available-after deductlori of federal income, state income, payroll taxes and savings. (Per discussions with the Minnesota
IMPLAN group, sales tax and properly tax are not deducted ffom disposable household Income). See Table l-3.

Keyser Marston Associates, Inc.
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SECTION II - THE IMPLAN MODEL

Consumer spending by residents of new residential buildings will create jobs, particularly in
sectors such as restaurants, health care, and retail that are tjriven by the expenditures of
residents. The widely used economic analysis tool, IMPLAN (IMpactAnalysis for PLANning),
was used to quantify these new jobs by industry sector.
IMPLAN Model Description
The IMPLAN model is an economic analysis software package now commercially available
through the Minnesota IMPLAN Group. IMPLAN was originally developed by the U.S. Forest
Service, the Federal Emergency Management Agency, and the U.S. Department of the Interior
Bureau of Land Management and has been in use since 1979 and refined over time. It has
become a widely used tool for analyzing economic impacts from a broad range of applications
from major construction projects to natural resource programs.

IMPLAN is based on an input·output accounting of commodity flows within an economy from
producers to intermediate and final consumers. The model establishes a matrix of supply chain
relationships between industries and also between households and the producers of household
goods and services. Assumptions about the portion of inputs or supplles for a given industry
likely to be met by local suppliers, and the portion supplied from outside the region or study area
are derived internally within the model using data on the industrial structure of the region.
The output or result of the model is driven by tracking how changes in purchases for final use
{final demand) filter through the supply chain. Industries that produce goods and services for
final demand or consumption rnust purchase inputs from other producers, which in tum,
purchase goods and services. The model tracks these relationships through the economy to the
point where reakages from the region stop the cycle. This allows the user to identify how a
change in demand for one industry will affect a list of over 500 other industry sectors. The
projected response of an economy to a change in final demand can be viewed in terms of
economic output, employment, or income.
Data sets are available for.each county and state, so the model can be tailored to the specific
economic conditions of the region being analyzed. This analysis utilizes the data set for San
Francisco City and County. The City is, of course, part of a larger regional economy and
impacts will likewise extend throughout toe region. However, consiStent with the conservative
approach taken in quantifying the nexus, only employment impacts occurring within the City of
San Francisco have been included.
Economic impacts estimated using the IMPLAN model are divided into three categories:

•

Direct Impacts- are associated with the directfinal demand changes. A relevant
example is restaurant employment created when households in new residential buildings

Keyser Marston Associates, Inc.
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spend money dining out. Employment at the restaurant would be considered a direct

impact.
•

Indirect Impacts - are those associated with industries down the supply chain from the
industry experiencing the direct impact. With the restaurant example, indirect impacts
would include employment at food wholesalers, kitchen suppliers, and producers of
agricultural products. Since the analysis has been run for San Francisco, only jobs
located in San Francisco are counted.

a

Induced Impacts - are generated by the household spending induced by direct and
indirect employment. Again using the restaurant example, induced impacts would
include employment generated when restaurant, food wholesaler and kitchen suppliers
spend their earnings in the local economy.

We have summarized the results of the analysis separately for direct impacts alone and
including all direct, indirect and induced impacts.

Application of the IMPLAN Model to Estimate Job Growth
IMPLAN has been applied to link household consumption expenditures to job growth occurring
in San Francisco. Employment generated by the consumer spending of residents has been
analyzed in our prototypical 100-unit buildings. The IMPLAN model distributes spending among
various types of .goods and services (industry sectors) bas13d on data from the Consumer
Expenditure Survey and the Bureau of Economic Analysis Benchmark input-output study to
estimate direct, indirect, and induced employment generated. Job creation, driven by increased
demand for products and services, is projected for each of the industries which serve the new
households. The employment generated by this new household spending is summarized below.

Estimated Employment Growth Per lMPLAN
Per 100 Market Rate Units
Condos
Rental
Disposable Household Income

$9;550,000

$7,428,000

49.4

38.4
30.6
69.0

Employment Generated Per IMPLAN (jobs)
Direct
Indirect & Induced

39.3

Total

88.7

Table Jl-1 provides a detailed summary of direct E!mployment by industry. The table shows
industries sorted by projected employment. Estimated employment is shown for each IMPLAN
industry sector representing 1 % or more of employment

12715;001/001-018.doc; 4/5/2007
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As discussed previously, the analysis separately analyzes the nexus considering only direct
impacts and with including total direct; indirect, and induced impacts. Considering total impacts
yields appro~imately 80% more employees than considering direct impact alone.
Only employment growth occurring within San Francisco City and County has been included.
Residents of new market-rate condo and apartment buildings will generate jobs that produce
demand for units for worker households employed throughout San Francisco Bay Area and
beyond. However, as discussed above, the analysis conservatively limits the nexus to the City
and County of San Francisco.

Keyser Marston Associates, Inc.
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TABLEll-1

IMPLAN MODEL OUTPUT
EMPLOYMENT GENERATED
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
Per 100 M~et Rate Units
Direct Impacts Only
Direct, Indirect & Induced Impacts
Condos
Rentals
Rentals
% of.Jobs~
% of Jobs~ Condos
Disposable Income of New Residents(after taxes & savings1)
Employment Generated by lndustry 2
Food seNices and drinking place:
Offices of physlcians- dentists- and other healtl
Hospitals
Private household!
Social assistance- except child day care service
Wholesale trade
Nursing and residential care factTrtie:
Automotive repair and maintenance- except car wm
Food and beverage store
Hotels and motel~
Religious organizat!om
General merchandise stofel
Miscellaneous store retailer.
Elementary and secondary school
Clothing and clothing accessories store:
Child day care service~
Insurance carrien;
other ambulatory health care service
Health and personal care store
other educational service!
Sporting goods- hobby- book and music store
Nonstore retailer.:
Other amusement· gambling- and recreatio
Legal service~
Bultding material and garden supply store
State & Local Educatior
State & Local Non-Educaliot
Fitness and recreational sports center.
Custom computer programming service
Employment service!
Services to buildings and dwelrmg:
Other Industries

$9,550,000

$7,428,000

7.4

5.7
2.4

15%

3.1
:3.0

2.3

2.3

1.8
1.7
'l.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.3
1.2

6%
5%

2.2
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8

. 1.7
1.5
1.2
1.0

1.0
1.0
0.9

0.8
0.8
0.7
0.6

0.9
0.8
0.8
0.7
0.7
0.6
0.6
0.6

o:s

$9,550,000

$7,428,000

7.8
3.1

3%

10.0
3.9
3.7
2.8
2.7
3.Q
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.2
1.9

2%

1.5

2%
2%

1%
0%

1.4
1.2
1.3
1.1
1.3
1.0
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.2
0.0
4.3

0%

2.2

0%
0%

1.6
1.4

0%

1.0
1.0

0.8

1%

29.1

22.6

33%

88.7

69.0

100%

6%

4%
4%

4%
4%

4%
3%

2%
2%
2%

2%
2%
1%

0.6
0.6

0.5

1%

0;4

0.5

0.4
0.4
0.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

1%
1%

0.5
0.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
10.5
49.4

o.o
8.2
38;4

1%

0%
21%
100%

11%
4%

2ll

4%

2.2

3%

2.1
2.4
1.7
1.B
1.8
1.7
1.5
12

3%
3%

2%
3%
3%
2%
2%

2%

1.1

2%

0.9
1.0

1%

a.a
1.0
0.8
0.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.9
0.0
3.4
1.7
1.3

1%
1%
1%
1%

1%
0%
0%

0%
0%
1%
0%
5%

3%
2"A.

1.1

2%

0.8

1%

·1 The IMPLAN model tracks how increases in consumer spending creates jobs in !he local eoonomy. See Tables l-4 for estimates of lhe disposable income available
to residents of the prototypical 1oo unit bulloings.
2

3

For Industries representing more than 1% of.total employment.
Applies to both rental and condomlnlum untts.
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SECTION 111- THE NEXUS MODEL
This section presents a summary of the analysis linking the employment growth associated with
residential development or the output of the IMP LAN model (see Section 11) to the estimated
number of lower income housing units required.

Analysis Approach and Framework
The analysis approach is to examine the employment growth for industries related to consumer
spending by residents of the 100-unit residential building modules. Then, through a series of
linkage steps, the number of employees is converted to the number of lower income households
or housing units. The findings are expressed in terms of numbers of lower income households
related to the 100-unit building module.
The analysis addresses affordable unit demand associated with both condominium and rental
units in San Francisco. The table below shows the income limits for "lower income households,~
defined as households from zero through 120% of median income. The median income
definition is for San Francisco, not for a multi county region, per the amendments to the San
Francisco lnclusionary Program enacted in the summer of 2006. Tue median income definition
for San Francisco, described in the Sensitivity Analysis report, is at approximately 92% of the
three county region (Primary Metropolitan Statistical Area defined as San Francisco, San Mateo
and Marin) median income published annually by the U.S. Department Housing and Urban
Development, adjusted based on information in the U.S. Census 2000. MOH will annually
establish and publish the median income for San Francisco for a range of household sizes.
The nexus model was configured for this San Francisco application to produce findings for
households with incomes from zero through 120% of median. The income range is consistent
with the range of incomes covered in the lnclusionary Program in San Francisca and the r~nge
of incomes assisted by the City's how~ing programs overall.
The current 2006 income definitions used in this analysis are:

Household Size
3
4

1

2

$73,350

$83,800

5

6+

$113, 150

$121,500

SF Income Limits
120% of SF Median

$94,300

$104,750

The analysis is conducted using a model that KMA has developed for application in many other
jurisdictions for which the firm has conducted similar analyses of jabs and housing demand
analyses. This same model was utilized by KMA in 1996 in preparing the analysis in support of
the Jobs Housing Linkage Program, contained In Section 313 of the San Francisco Code, (Jobs
Housing Nexus Analysis, prepared for City and County of San Francisco, Keyser Marston
Associates, Inc., G<;ibriel Roche, fnc., 1997.)
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The model inputs are all local data to the extent possible, and are fully documented in the
following description.
Analysis Steps
Tables Hl-1 through 111-5 at the end of this section present a summary of the nexus analysis
steps for the condominium and rental prototype units. Fallowing is a description of each step of
the analysis:

Step 1 - Estimate of Total New f:mployees
The first step in Table 111-1 commences with the total number of employees associated with the
new market rate unit. The employment figures applied here are estimated based· on household
expenditures of new residents using the IMPLAN model. The 100-unit condo building is
associated with 49 new direct jobs and 89 total direct, indirect, and induced jobs. The prototype
rental building is associated with 38 new direct jobs and 69 total direct, indirect, and induced
jobs.

Step 2-Adjustmentfrom Employees to Employee Households
This step (Table lll-1) converts the number of employees to the number of employee households.
This step recognizes that there is, on average, more than one worker per household, and thus the
number of housing units in demand for new workers must be reduced. The workers per worker
household ratio eliminates from the equation all non-working households, such as retired persons,
students, and those on public assistance. The San Francisco average of 1.63 workers per worker
households (from the U. S. Census 2000) is used in the analysis. The number of jobs is divided by
1.63 to determine the number of worker households. {By comparison, average household size is
a lower ratio because all households are counted in the denominator, not just worker
households; using average household size produces greater demand for housing units.)

Step J- Occupational Distribution of Employees
The occupational breakdown of employees is the fil"$t step to arrive at income level. The output
from the IMPLAN model provides the number of employees by industry sector. The IMPLAN
output is paired with data from the Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics 2005
Occupational Employment Survey {OES) to estimate the occupational composition of
employees for each industry sector.
Pairing of OES and IMPLAN data was accomplished by matching IMPLAN industry sector
codes with the four-digit NAICS industry codes used in the OES. Each IMPLAN industry sector
is associated with one or more North American Industry Classification System Codes (NAICS),
with matching NAICS codes ranging from two to five digits.. Employment for IMPLAN sectors
with multiple matching NAICS codes were distributed among the matching codes based on the
distribution of employment among those industries at the national level. Employment for
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IMPLAN sectors where matching NAICS codes were only at the two or three-digit level of detail
was distributed using a similar approach among all of the corresponding four-digit NAICS codes
falling under the broader two or three-digit categories.
National-level employment totals for each industry within the Occupational Employment Survey
were pro-rated to match the employment distribution projected using the IMPLAN model.
Occupational compositiOn within each industry was held constant. The result is the estimated
occupational mix of employees.
As shown on Table 111-1, new jobs will be distributed across avariety of occupational categories.
The three largest occupational categories are food preparation and serving (16%), office and
administrative support {14%), and sales (13%).
The numbers in Step #3 (Table 111-1) indicate both the percentage of total employee households
and the number of employee households by occupation associated with our hypothetical 100-unit
market rate residential buildings.

Step 4,.. Estimates of Employee Households Meeting the Lower Income Definitions
In this step, occupation is translated·to income based on recent San Francisco PMSA wage and
salary Information (defined as San Francisco, Marin, and San Mateo Counties) from the California
Employment Development Department (EDD). The wage and salary information indicated in
AppendiX Tables 2 and 4 provide the income inputs to the model. This step in the analysis
calculates the number of lower income households for each size household.
Individual employee income data was used to calculate the m.imber of lower income households by
assuming that multiple earner households are, on average, formed of individuals with similar
Incomes, Employee households not falling into one of the major occupation categories per
Appendix Tables 1 and 3 were assumed to have the same income distribution as the major
occupation categories.

Step 5 • Estimate of Household Size Distribution
In this step, household size distribution is input into the model in order to estimate the income and
household size combinations that meet the income definitions established by the City. The

household size distribution utilized in the analysis is that of worker households in San Francisco
City and County derived using a combination of Census sources.

Step 6 - Estimate of Households that meet Size and Income Criteria
For this step KMA built a cross-matrix of household size and income to establish probability factors
for the two criteria in combination. For each occupational group a probability factor was calculated
for each household size level applicable to San Francisco's income limits. This step is perfonned
for each occupational category and multiplied by the number of households. Table 111•2 shows the
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result after completing Steps #4, #5, and #6. The calculated numbers of lower income households
shown in Table 111-2 are for rental projects. The methodology is repeated for condo projects (See
Table 111-3). At the end of these steps we have counted the worker households generated by our
100-unit prototypical residential buildings.
Summary Findings
Table 111-4 indicates the results of the analysis for the two-prototypical 100-unit buildings. The
summary indicates the number of new lower income households per 100 market rate units.

Based on the results in Tables 111-2, 3, and 4, approXimately 80% of households are "lower
income." The finding that the jobs associated with consumer spending tend to be low paying jobs
where the workers will require housing affordable at lower than market rate is not surprising. As
noted above, employment is concentrated in lower paid occupations including rood preparation,
administrative, and retail sales occupations as Well as jobs in the service sectors.
Many of the higher paying occupations in San Francisco are not directly tied to consumer spending
by San Francisc:O residents and therefore have miniscule representation in the analysis. Financial
and professional services firms, for example, largely export their products and services outside of
the City, mostly to the Northern California region, but also beyond.
In summary, for every 100 market rate condominium units, there ~re 25.0 lower income
households generated through the direct impact of the consumption of the condominium buyers. If

indirect and induced impacts are included, as many as 43.31 households re5ult. For rental projects,
demand for 19.44 housing units is generated or 33.68 units including indirect and induced
employees.
Comparison of Analysis Results to lnelusionary Program

The analysis findings identify how many lower income households are generated for every 100
market rate units.
The table below adjusts these figures to percentages for purposes of comparison to "inclusionary"
type requirements of total units. The percentages are calculated including both market rate and
affordable units (for example, to convert 25.0 affordable units per 100 market rate units into a
percentage, 25.0 is divided into 125, which equals 20%.)

Supported lnclusionary Requirement

Dire~

Condos - Supported lnclusionary
Requirement
Rentals - Supported fnclusionary
Requirement

Impacts Only
20%

·16.3%
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In other words, San Francisco's 15% base inclusionary required is supported by direct impacts for
both condominium and rental units.

Calculation of Supported In-Lieu Fee
The San Francisco inclusionary ordinance includes an option to provide affordable housing off-site,
or to pay an in-lieu fee. The off-site and in-lieu fee percent of units required increases from the
base requirement of 15% to 20%. The increased percentage for off-site and in-lieu is grounded in
the City policy objective to have dispersed affordable units within buildings and throughout the City.
Since off-site compliance or payment of an in-lieu fee does not meetthe policy objective, the City
has elected to require a higher percentage to offset the less desirable compliance.
The maximum in-lieu fee supported by the nexus analysis may be calculated by multiplying the
number of affordable units supported by the ne~us by the current affordability gap. The affordability
gap is the cost to provide the affordable housing and is equal to the difference between the value of
an affordable unit based on allowable sales price or rent and the cost to develop the unit MOH
annually publishes affordability gap fees for condominium units. The affordability gap will vary
based on the number of bedrooms ih the units and whether the affordable units are ownership or
rental.

Effect of Unit Size on Nexus Findings
The nexus findings are based on 800 square foot prototype units. Smaller or larger prototypes
would have produced findings indicating a smaller or larger impact on the number of households
within affordable income limits respectively. This is because households that purchase or rent
smaller units on average have lower incomes than those that purchase or rent larger Units. The
structure of the incluSionary ordinance addresses this issue by varying the mitigation
requirements based on unitsize. lnclusionary units are required to have the same number of
bedrooms as the market rate units. Larger market rate units therefore require larger affordable

units and smaller market rate units require smaller affordable units.
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TABl.flll-1
NET" NEW HOUSEHOLDS ANO OCCUPATION DISTRIBUTIO
EMPLOYEE HOUSEHOLDS GENERATEC
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
PER 100 UNITS OF RESIDENTIAL HOUSING

Per 100 Market Rate Units
Direct Impacts Only
Direct,. Indirect & Induced Impacts
Condo Units
Rental Units
Condo Units
Rental Units
Step 1 - Employees'

49

38

89

69

step 2 - Adjustment for Number of Houseflolds (1 ,63)

30

24

54

42

3%

3%

2%

2%

4%
4%

4%
4%

1%

1%

2%

2%

0%

1%

1%

0%
3%

0%
0%
3%

1%

1%
6%

1%
6%

1%

1%
.8%

1%
2%
1%
7%
1%

Step 3-0ccupatlon Distribution"
Management Occupations
Business and Financial Operations
Computer and Mathematica
Architecture and Engineering
Life, Physical, and Social Science
Community and Sotja( Servicel;
Legal
Education, Training, and Llbral)
Arts, Design, Entertainment. Sports, and MediE
Healthcare Practitioners and Technica
Healthcare Support
Protective Service
Food Preparation arid Servfng Relate<
Building and Grounds Cleaning and 1'.faint
Personal Care and Se~
Sales and Relatec
Office and Administrative Supper!
Farming, Fishing. and Forestzy
Construction and Eldractior
Installation, Maintenance, and Repalt
Production
Transportation and Material Movin~
Other I Not Identified

Totals

. .

Management Occupations
Business and Financial Operations
Computer and Mathern:;ili<;a
Ar:chitecture and Engineering
Ufe, Physical, and Social Science
Community and Social Services
Legal
Ed1Jcation,Trainlng, and Libra!}
Arts, Design, Entertainment, Sports, and Medie
Healthcare Practitioners andTe.chnica
Healthcare support

PrQtective Seniice
Food Preparation and Serving Relate<
BUilding and Grounds Cleaning and Malnt
Personal Care and Service
Sales and Relatec
Office and Administrative Suppor1
Farming, Fishing. and Forestry
Construction and EXtractior
lnstaflation. Maintenance, and. Repaii
Production
Transportation and Material Movln~
Other /Not ldentllied

Totals

8%

4%
1%
16%

5%

1%
7o/o
1%
6%

6%

4%

3%

1%
16%

3%
2%

12"/o

3%
'5%

3%

2%

2%
3%

4%

0%

13%
14%
0%.

0%
4%

0%'

2"4

4%

4%
2%

13%
14%

11%

16%
0%

12%
3%

4%
11%

16%
0%
2%
4%

.!'&

2%
5%
7%

100%

100%

0.8
0.5

2.2

0.2
0.0
0.1
0.9

0.2

1.2
0.5
0.4

0.2

0:1
1.4

0,5
3.8

0..3
1.8

0.8
3.Z
1.6

1.7
1,5
0.9
0.4
0.3
1.0
0.4
3.0
0.6
2,5

5%

3%
5%

7%
100%

7%
100%

1.0

3%

0.6

0.0
0,1
0.7

1.8
0.4
2.4
1.2
0.2

0,9

0.2
3.8
0.6
1.2

4.8
0.8

1.6
4.0

3.1

5%

1.9

1..3

0.9
6.7

1.7
2.1
6.1

12
0.7
S.2

1.4
1.7
4,8
6.6

3.4
0.0

8.5
0.1

0.0

0.9

0.7
1.6

0;8

0.1
0.9
0.6

1.6

1..3

2.1
30.3

4.4
0.0

0.1
1.2

2.0

1.3

rn

1.6

2.{!
3.8

23.6

54.4

2.2
!rn
42.3

Notes:
1 Estimated employment generated by household expenditures Within the prototypical 100 unit market rate buildings. Employment estimates are based on !he IMPLAN Group's
economicmodel, IMPlAN, for San Francisco City and County. See.Table 11-1.
~ See AppemfV( Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4 for additional information from whic!J lhe percentage dlstribUtions were derived.
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TABLE 111·2.
LOWER INCOME EMPLOYEE HOUSEHOLDS, GENERATED - CONDOS
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO

PER 100 MARKET RATE CONDO UNITS
Direct Impacts
Only
Step 4. 5,

Direct, Indirect &
Induced Impacts

&6 ·Lower Jncome Households 1 within Major Occupation Categories 2

Management
Business and Financial Operations
Computer and Mathematical
Architecture. and Engineering
Life, Physical and Social Science
Community and Social Services
Legal
Education Training and library
Arts, Design, Entertainment, Sports, & Media
Healthcare Practitioners and Technical
Healthcare Support
Protective Service
Food Preparation and Serving Related
Building Grounds and Maintenance
Personal Care and Service
Sales and Related
Office and Admin
Farm, Fishing, and Forestry
Construction and Extraction
Installation Maintenance and Repair
Production
Transportation and Material Moving
Total Lower Income Household~ - Major OccupatiQns

0.13
0.25

0.23
0.67
0.18

0.66

0.98

1.36

2.80
0.54
0.71
1.55
0.73
6.71
1.73

0.75
0.74
1.60

0.50
i.27
1.22
2.78
38.54

Lower Income Households1 - "all other" occupations

2.75

4.77

25.00

43.31

0.52
1.18

4.82
0.77
1.56
3.84
4.05

Total Lower Income Households 1

1
2

Includes households earning from zero through 120% of San Francisco Median Income,

See Appentfix Tables 1 and 3 for additional information on Major Occupation Categorfes.
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2.11

5.86
7.96

TABLE 111·3
1
LOWER INCOME EMPLOYEE HOUSEHOLDS GENERATED - RENTAL
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
PER 100 MARKET RATE RENTAL UNITS

Direct Impacts
Only

Direct, Indirect &
Induced Impacts

Step 4, 5, & 6 - Lower Income Households 1 within Major Occupation Categories 2
Management
Business and Financial Operations
Computer and Mathematical
Architecture and Engineering
Life, Physical and Social Science
Community and Social Services
Legal
Education Training and Library
Arts, Design, Entertainment, Sports, & Media
Healthcare Practitioners and Technical
Healthcare Support
Protective Service
Food Prepatation and Serving Related
Building Grounds and Mairrtenance
Personal Care and Service
Sales and Related
Office and Adrriin
Farm, Fishing; and Forestry

0.10
0.20

0.18
0.52
0.14

0.52

0.76

1.06

2.17
0.42
0.55

0.41
0.91
3.75
0.60
1.21
2.99
3.15

Construction and Extraction

0.39
0.58
0.57

Installation Maintenance and Repair
Production
Transportation and Material Moving
Total Lower Income Households - Major Occupations
Lower Income Households1

-

"all other" occupations·

Total Lower Income Households1
1

2

121

0.57
5.22
1:34
1.64
4.56
6.19

Includes households earning from zero through 120% of San Francisco Median Income.
See Appendix Tables 1 and 3 for additional information on Major Occupation Categories.
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0.99

1.2.!;i

0.95
2.16

17.30

29.98

2.14

3.71

19.44

33.68

TABLE lll-4
IMPACT ANALYSIS SUMMARY
EMPLOYEE HOUSEHOLDS GENERATED
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO

RESIDENTIAL UNIT DEMAN[) IMPACTS
PER 100 MARKET RATE UNITS

Direct Impacts
Only

Direct, Indirect &
Induced Impacts

Per 100 Market Rate Condo Units

25.00

43.31

Per 100 Market Rate Rental Units

19.44

33.68

Number of New Lower Income Households1

Notes:
1

Includes households earning from zero through 120% of San Francisco Median Income.
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TABLElll-5
INCLUSIONARV REQUIREMENT SUPPORTE[J
EMPLOYEE HOUSEHOLDS GENERATED
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
CITY OF SAN F~CISCO

SUPPORTED INCLUSIONARY PERCENTAGES 1
Direct Impacts

Direct, Indirect &

Only

Induced Impacts

Condos

20.0%

302%

Rentals

16.3%

25.2%

Percent Lower Income Households 2

Notes:
1

CaicuJated by dividing affordable unit demand impacts shown on Table U!-4 by the total number of units including both the affordable units and the
100 market rate units in the prototypical buildings which creates i;lemand for the affordable units.

2

Includes households earning from zero through 120% of San Francisco Meclian Income.
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SECTION IV - NON-DUPLICATION OF JOBS HOUSING LINKAGE FEE
Since the mid 1980's San Francisco has had a jobs-housing linkage fee adopted to help
mitigate the impacts of new jobs associated With the development of new office buildings on the
demand for affordable housing in San Francisco. The program, originally called the OAHPP (or
Office Affordable Housing and Production Program) was expanded in the late 1990's to also
include retail and hotel buildings. The nexus analysis which supports the updated program was
prepared by KMA and is summarized in a 1997 report. That analysis was based on similar logic
to this analysis: new workplace buildings are associated with new jobs some of which do not
pay well enough for the new worker households to afford housing in San Francisco. This section
adoresses the issue of possible over-lap qr double counting of impacts between this residential
nexus and the jobs-housing linkage fee.
To briefly summarize the Jobs Housing NexusAnalysis, the logic begins with jabs located in
new workplace buildings such as office buildings, retail spa~es and hotels. The nexus analysis
then identifies the compensation structure of the new Jobs depending on the building type. the
income of the new worker households, and the housing affordability level of the new worker
households, concluding with the number of new worker households in the lower income
affordability levels. In this analysis, there are no indirect or induced impacts, and no multiplier$;
only the jqbs within the workplace buildings themselves are counted.
Some of the jobs which are counted in the Jobs Housing Nexus Analysis are also counted in the
Residential Nexus Analysis. The overlap potential exists in jobs generated by direct
expenditures of San Francisco residents, such as expenditures for food, personal services,
r0$taurant meals and entertainment Many jobs counted in the residential nexus are not
addressed in the jobs housing amdysis at all. For example, school and government employees
are counted in the residential nexus analysis but are not counted in the jobs housing analysis
which is limited to private sector office buildings, retail and hotel projects.
There is theoretically a set of conditions in which 100% of the jobs counted for purposes of the
jobs-housing linkage fee are also counted for purposes of the residential nexus analysis. For
example, a small retail store or restaurant might be located on the ground floor of a new
condominium building and. entirely depend~.mt upon customers from the condominiums in the
floors above. The commercial space on the ground floor pays the housing impact fee and the
condominiums are subjectto the lnclusionary Program. In this special case, the two programs
mitigate the affordable housing demand of the very same workers. The combined requirements
of the two programs to provide inclusionary units and fund construction of affordable units must
not exceed 100% of nexus or the total demand for affordable units of employees in the new
comm~rcial space.
Complete overlap between jobs counted in the Jobs Housing Nexus Analysis and jobs counted
in the Residential Nexus Analysis couid occur only in a very narrow set of circumstances. The
following analysis demonstrates that the combini;?d mitigation requirements do not exceed nexus
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even if every job counted in the Residential Nexus Analysis is also counted in the Jobs Housing
Nexus Analysis.

Jobs-Housing Fee Requirement as a Percent of Nexus
The San Francisco Jobs Housing Nexus Analysis report was prepared by KMA during 1995 and
1996 (the final report date is 1997). To evaluate the combined programs today an update of the
affordability gap figures was deemed appropriate since costs of residential development have
increased so substantially since the analysis was prepared in the mid 1990's. The profile of job
generation by affordability level, on the other hand, does not change much over time since both
compensation levels and median income tend to rise more or less together. Tables fV.,3 through
IV-5 present the updated affordability gap estimates, drawn from the Sensitivity Analysis work
for the lnclusionary Program by KMA spring 2006.
The conclusions ofthe Jobs Housing Nexus Analysis expressed as ~e number of new worker
households by affordability level is summarized in Table IV -1. It is important to note that the
number of worker households shown on the table is after an adjustment factor of 55%. The Jobs
Housing Nexus Analysis starts With all the jobs in new workplace buildings. Recognizing that
many jobs, especially those in the downtown area, are not held by city residents, an adjustment
was made per the existing relationship of 45% commuters/55% city residents. Since it a

is

matter of polic;;y, for nexus purposes, as to how many of its workers a city sets the goal of
accommodating within its borders, the 45%/55% relationship could have readily been different.

The following table summarizes the total nexus cost per square foot using current affordability
gap levels, drawn from Table fV..:1. The total nexus cost is the maximum mitigation amount, or
maximum fee that could be charged, supported by the analysis {after the 55% adjustment) The
currentfee charged by the City of San Francisco is indicated below and shown as a percent of
the nexus cost.

Updated Nexus Cost
{Per SQ.Ft.)
Current Fee (Per Sa.Ft.)
Percent of Nexus Cost

Office

Retail

$130.48
$14.96

$113.09

11%

$13.95
12%

Hotel
$88.27
$11.21
13%

The conclusion is that the current fee levels represent 11 % to 13% of the updated nexus cost,
using current affordability gap figures. So, the jobs-housing fee mitigates approximately 11 % to
13% of the demand for affordable units generated by the new commercial space.
lnclusionary Requirement Mitigation as a Percent of Nexus

The lnclusic:>nary Housing Program requires that 15% of ail units be affordable to lower income
households. For comparing the lnclusionary Program and the findings of the residential nexus
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analysis, a common denominator is required. Table IV-2 shows the lnclusionary Program
requirement of 15% expressed fn two different ways - per 100 market rate units and per 85
market rate units.

If there were 100 market rates units then 17.65 units are required to be affordable (17.65 is 15%
of 117.65 units) to meet the 15% on-site requirement. The Residential Nexus Analysis
conclusions support 43.31 affordable condominiums or (33.68 rental units) for every 100 market
rate units, or well over the 17.65 level.
The more familiar way of looking at the 15% lnclusionary Program requirement is for every 85
market rate units, 15 affordable units are required, totaling 100 units. If the Residential Nexus
Analysis conclusions are adjusted for BS market rate units, the same relationship exists.
The conclusion is that the lnclusionary Program is charging 41 % to 52% of the maximum
supported by the analysis.

Combined Requirements within Nexus

The Jobs Housing Impact fee is at 11 % to 13% of the supported nexus amount and the
lnclusionary Housing Program requirement is at 41 % to 52% of the supported nexus amount;
therefore, the combined affordable housing mitigations would not exceed nexus even if there
were 100% overlap in the jobs counted in the two nexus analyses.
To return to the example of a restaurant on the ground floor of a new colidom.inium building, say
there are a total of 30 new restaurant employees of which 20 are in lower income households.
The 20 employees in lower income households are counted {or double counted) in both the
Jobs Housing and Residential Nexus analyses. If the jobs housing impact fee mitigates the
affordable housing demand of three of the employees (15% x 20) and the lnctusionary Program
mitigates the housing demand for anoth.er ten employees (50% x 20), then together the two

programs mitigate the housing demand of 13 out of 20 lower income employees. The combined
requirements of the two programs satisfy the nexus test by not mitigating more than 100% of the
housing demand. Extending this logic, the affordable housing demand mitlgated by the
lnclusionary Program and the housing impact fee as a percent of their respective nexus
analyses can be added together to test whether the combinec;l requirements would exceed
100% of nexus if the two analyses counted (or double counted) all the same demand for
affordable housing.
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TABLEJV-1

JOBS HOUSING LINKAGE FEE AS A PERCENT OF NEXUS
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
1997 JOBS HOUSING NEXUS ANALYSIS WITH UPDATED AFFORDABILITY GAP~

Updated
Affordability Gap
Per Unit

Employee Households
Per 100,000 SF of Building .Area
Hotel
Office
Retail

Very Low (<;50% Median)

11

10

8

$341,000

Low (50% - 80% Median)

16

16

12

$217,000

Moderate (80% • 120% Median)

25

~

15

$233,000

52

45

35

f-'

>I>lJl

Total through 120% of AMI

Nexus Cost
Per Squar~ Foot of Building Area
Office
Retall
Hotel

1

$37.51

$34.10

$27.28

21

$34.72

$34.72

$26.04

31

$58.25

$44.27

$34.95

I

$130.48

$113.09

$88.27

$14.96

$13.95

$11.21

I

Current Jobs-Housing Linkage Fee
Current Fee as Percent of Nexus

11%

12%

Notes:
1 Assumes rental housing (apartment unit). Gap based on 35% SF Median. Sea Table IV·
i Assumes rental houslnll (apartment unit). Gap based on 70% SF Median. See Table IV·
3
Assumes ownership housing (condominium unit). Gap based on 1.00% SF Median. See Table IV-3.
Source: Keyser Martson Associates and Gabriel Roche, lno, 1997 jobs Housing N;,xus AnalYsfs, Ctty of San Francisco. Preparel;l for the Office of Affordable
Housing Production Ptogram (OAHPP) City and County of San Francisco,
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TABLEIV-2
RESIDENTIAL MITIGATION AS A PERCENT OF NEXUS
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS
AFFORDABLE UNITS

100 Market Rate Units

Mitigation: Required Affordable Units (15%)

1

Nexus Supported: Number of Lower Income Households

2

Mitigation as Percent of Nexus

85 Market Rate Units

Condos

Rental

Condos

Rental

17.65

17.65

15.00

15.00

43.31

33.68

36.81

28.63

41%

52%

41%

Notes:
1

A 15% lnclusionary requirement equates to 17.65 affordable units for every 100 market rate units {17,65/117.65:15%).

2

See Table 111-4, basi;d on direct. indfrectand Induced.

Prepared by: Keyser Marston Associates, Inc.
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52%

TABLEIV-3
AFFORDABILITY GAPS
UPDATED AFFORDABILITY GAPS FOR JOBS-HOUSING NEXUS
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALVSIS
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO

Prototype 21

Prototype 11

Prototype 51

Blended Condo

Low Rise Rental

Mid Rise Condos 50% Low, 50% Mld

Low Rise Condos

Development Cost
Average Unit Size

2

800SF

800SF

800SF

800SF

Development Cost per Net Sq. Ft.

$550 /SF

$589 /SF

$570/SF

$412 /SF

Development Cost per Unit

$440,000

$471,000

$455,900

$330,000

Affor'dabflity Gaps

Low Income (35% SF Median)
Affordable Unit Value

3

($1Q.685)
$340,685 I

Gap
70% SF Median
Affordable Unit Value I Sales Price
Gap

3

$113,120

$21s,sso

Median Income (100% SF Median)

Affordable Sales Price

3

$222,645

Gap

$232,855

Notes:

1 Based on l<MA sensitivity analysis prototypes 1, 2, and 5 with costs adjusted to reflect affor1fa1ble tin its.
2

KMA sensitillity analysis prototype 2 modified to reflect the same square footage as the low-rise unit.

3

Sae Tables IV-4 and N-5~

Prepared by: Keyser Marston Associates, Inc.
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I

TABLEIV-4
VALUE OF AFFORDABLE RENTAL UNITS
UPDATED AFFORDABILITY GAPS FOR JOBS-HOUSING NEXUS

RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
ctTY OF SAN FRANCISCO

Unit Mix

Low Income (35% SF Median)
Annual Income Limit '
30% of Household Income
Per Month
<Le§§> Utili!Y: Allowance~
Affordable Rent

Studio
15%

21,400
$6,420

1 Bedroom
60%

$535

2.4.450
$7,335
$611

($62)
$473

$540

2Bedroom
25%

($71)

Average Rental

100%

27,500
$8,250
$688
($81)
$607

$24,755
$7.427
$619
($72)
$547
$6,561

Affordable Rent, Annual
<Less> Onerating Exnenses
Net Revenue per Unit

$5,676
($7.200)
($1,524)

$6,483
($7.200)
($717)

$7,278
($7.200)
$78

($1.200)

Capitalized Value (@6.0%)

($25,400)

($12,000)

$1,300

($10,685)1

42,800
$12,840
$1;070
~
$1,008

48,900
$14.670
$1,223

55,000
$15,SQO
$1.375

$1,152

$1,294

$49,510
$14,853
$1.238
($72)
$1,166

Affordable Rent, Annual
<LesS> Oneratlng Exoenses
Net Revenue per Unit

$12,096
($7,200)
$4.896

$13,818
($7.200)
$6,618

$15,528

$13,987

Capitalized Value (@ 6.0%)

$81,600

$110;300

70% SF Median
Annual Income Limit '
30% of Household Income
Per Month
<Less> Utll!!Y Allowance"
Affi:>rdable Rent

($81)

($71}

($7,200)

($7,200)

$8,328

$6,787

$138,800

$113,120

~
1
Household size based on number of bedrooms plus one.
2
Utility allawance assumes tenant pays for heat, water; hot: water, cooking, range, and eleclricity,

Source: l<lJIA SensiliViW Analysis, City of San FrancisCQ Mayor's Office of Housing

Prepared by: Keyser Marston Associates, lnc.
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($639)

I

TABLEIV-5
AFFORDABLE SALES PRICE
UPDATED AFFORDABILITY GAPS FOR JOBS..fiOUSING NEXUS
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO

Studio

1 Bedroom

2 Bedroom

Average Condo

100% SF Median

20%

Unit Mix

Annual Income Limit 1
33% of Household Income
Annual Condo Association Fee
Property Taxes
Available for P+I
Supportable Mortgage (10 yr avg rate")
Down Payment

61,110
$450
1.144%
6.89%
10%

Affordable Sales Price

$20,166
$5,400

$2,048
$12,719
$161,094
$17,899
$178,993

Notes:
1 HousehOld size based on number of bedrooms plus one.
2

Per the City of San Francisco Mayor's Office of Housing

Source: KM.A.. City of San Francisco Mayor's Office of HoUsing

Prepared by: Keyser Marston Associates, Inc.
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35%

45%

100%

78,570

69,840
$23,047
$5.400
$2,447
$15,200
$192,523

$17.681
$223.952

$21,391

$24,884

$213.9.14

$248;83~

$72,023
$23,767
$5,400
$2,547
$15,820
$200,380
$22,264

$25,928

$5.400
$2,847

I

$222,645

j
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APPENDIX TABLE 1
2005 NATIONAL RESIDENT SERVICES WORKER DISTRIBUTION BY OCCUPATION
DIRECT EMPLOYMENT IMPACTS WITHIN THE CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSJS
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO, CA

2005 National

Resident Services
Major Occupations (2% or more)

Occupation Distribution

Management occupations

3.3%

Business and financial operations occupations

2.1 %

Community and social services occupations

2.9%

Education, training, and library occupations

5.9%

Healthcare practitioners and technical occupations

7.8%

Healthcare support occupations

3.9%

Food preparation and serving related occupations

15.9%

Building and grounds cleaning and maintenance occupations

2.6%

Personal care and service occupations

5.2%

Sales and related occupations

13.2%

Office and administrative support occupations

14.4%

Installation, maintenance, and repair occupations

4.0%

Production occupations

2.5%

Transportation and material moving occupations

5:4%

All Other Resident Services Related Occupations

11.0%

INDUSTRY TOTAL

1

1

100.0%

Olstributlon of employment by lndustry ts per the ~MPLAN model and the cf15tributicn cf occupational employment within those industries is
based on Ille Bureau of Labor Statistics Occupational Employment SU!\ley.

Source: Bureau of labor Statistics, Minnesota IMPLAN Group
Prepared by: Keyser Marston Associates, Inc.
Atename: 001-018 Tables Ap1-.2:.xls: Ap tb1 Major Occupations Matrix; 4/5/2007;. dd
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APPENDIX TABLE 2
AVERAGE ANNUAL COMPENSATION, 2006
RESIDENT SERVICES WORKER OCCUPATIONS
DIRECT EMPLOYMENT IMPACTS WITHIN THE CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO, CA

% ofTotal

Occupation 3

%ofTotal
Resident Services

2006Avg.

Occupation

Compensation ,

2

Workers

4.7%
31.5%

0.2%
1.0%
0.2%
0.1%
0.2%
0.3%
0.3%
0.2%
0.9%
3.3%

GrouP-

Page1 of4
Management occupations
Chief executives

General and operations managers
Sales managers
Admlnistrativeservlcas managers
Financial managers
Food service managers
Medical and health service5 managers

Social and community service managers
All other Management OC:i:upa!!ons
Weighted Mean Annual Wage

Business and finanCiat operations occupations
Wholesale and retail buyers, except farm products
Claims adjusters, -examiners, and investigators
Training and development specialists
Management analysts

Business operations specialists, all olher
Accountants and auditors
Financial analysts
Insurance underwriters

All Other Business and financial operations occupations (Avg. All Categories)
Weighted Mean Annual Wage

Community and social services occupations
Substance abuse and behavioral disorder counselors
Educational, vocational, and sel'Jool counselors
Mental health counselors
Rehabilitation counselors
Child, family, and school social workers
MecHcal and-public health social workers
Mental health and subStance abuse social workers
Social and human service assistants
Community and social service specialists, all other
Clergy
Directors. religious activities and education

All Other Communlty and social services occupations (Avg. All Categories}
Weighted Mean Annuaf Wage

$172,200
$120,400
$119,400
$91,500
$122,600
$49,300
$108,800
$61,000
$110,000
$108,300

10629

4.4%

5.6%

8.4%
8.1%
6.3%
26.4%
100.0%

4.8%

-$52,600
$58,000
$62,000
$90,300
$65,100
$67,800
$98,900
$62.800
$67,600

16.5%
16.9%
5.0%
4.4%
33.3%

$67,600

100.0%

$37,100
$52,000
$52,100
$43,900
$46,300
$55,600
$38,800
$32,900
$39,700

4.4%
4.9%
5.5%
4.8%
12.0%
5.5%

$53,700

14.7%

$43,600
$44,500

8.1%
11.3%
100.0%

$44,500

Sources: U.S. Bureau of Labor statistics. Califamia. Employment Development Department. Minnesota lMPLAN Group
Prepared by: Keyser Marston Associates, Inc.
Filename;·001-018 Tables Ap1·2.xls; Ap lb2 Compensation; 4/5/2007; dd
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4.7%

10.2%
4.7%
4.3%

7.4%
16.6"/o
4.7%·

0.1%
0.2%

il,1%
0.1%
0.3%
0.4%
0.1%
0.1%
0.7%
2.1%

0;1%

0.1%
0.2%
0.1%
0.3%

0.2%
0.2%

0.5%
0.1%
0.4%
0.2%
0.3%
2.9%

APPENDIX TABLE 2
AVERAGE ANNUAL COMPENSATION, 2006

RESIDENT SERVICES WORKER OCCUPATIONS
DIRECT EMPLOYMENT IMPACTS WITHIN THE CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO, CA
2006Avg.
Occupation

Compensation 1

3

%ofTotal

% of Total

Occupation

Resident Services

Group

2

Workers

Page2of4

Education. training. and library occupations
Preschool teachers, except special education
Elementary school teachers, except special education
Middle school teachers, except special and vocational education
Secondary school teachers, except special and voca1ional education

Self-enrichment education teachers
Teachers and instructors, all other
Teacher assistants

AU Other Education, training, a11d library occupations (Avg_ All categories)
Weighted Mean Annual Wage

Healthcare practiti_oners and technical occupations
Physicians and surgeons, a!I other
Registered nurses
Pharmacy technicians
Licensed practical and licensed vocational nurses
All other Healthcare practitioneis and technical occupations {Avg. All Categories)

Weighted Mean Annual Wage
Healthcare support occupations
Home health aides
Nursing aides, orderlies, and attendants
Medical assistants
Healthcare support workers. all other
All Other Hei!ltttcare support qccupations {Avg. Al( Categortes)

$30,700
$55,700
$60,800
$61,600
$46,700
$50,000
$31,800
$45,300
$45,300

Food preparation and "serving related occupatlons
First-line supervisors/managers of food preparation and serving workers
Cooks, fastfood
Cooks, restaurant
food preparation workers
Bartenders
Combined food preparation and serving workers, Including fast food
Counter attendants, cafeteria, fooi:I concession, ·and coffee shop
Waiters and waitresses

6.1%
9.7%
4.5%
5.5%
17.9%
26.7%
100.0%

0.8%
0.9%
0.4%
0_6%
0.3%
0.3%

1.1%
1_6%
5.9%

$114,200
$82, 100
$40,500
$53,200

4.2%
35.9%

0.3%
2.8%

4.6%

0;4%

11.0%

0.9%

$75,300

44.3%.

3.5%

$75,300

100.0o/o

7.8%

$22,600
$32,700
$36,300

22.6%
37.5%
21.1%
4.3%
14.5%
100.0%

0.9%
1.5%
0.8%

$40,200

Weigflt¢ Mean Annual Wage

14.0%
15-6%

$31,300
$31,300

$29,700

0.2%
0.6%
3.9%

6.9%
6.4%
7.6%
7.4%

1.1%

4.6%

1.0%

Dishwashers

$20,200
$25,600
$21,500
$21,100
$20,600
$20,000
$19,100
$19,400

All Other Food preparation and serving related occupatkms (Avg. All Categories)

$21,400

4.7%
14.5%

0.7%
3,5%
0.7%
3.4%
0.7%
2.3%

$21,400

100.0%

15.9%

Weighted Mean Annual Wage

Sources:· U.S- Bureau of Labor Statistics, California Employment Development Department, Minnesota IMPLAN Group
Prepared by; Keyser Marston Associates, Inc.
Filename: 001--018 Tables Api-2..Jds; Ap lb2. Compensatlon;4/5/2007; dd
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22.0%

4;33
21.6%

1.2%
1.:2%

APPENDIX TABLE 2
AVERAGE ANNUAL COMPENSATION, 2006
RESIDENT SERVICES WORKER OCCUPATIONS
DIRECT EMPLOYMENT IMPACTS WITHIN THE CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALVSIS
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO, CA
2006Avg.
Occupation 3

Compensation

Page3of4
Building and grounds cleaning and maintenance occupations
First-line supervisors/managers of housekeeping and janitorial workers
Janitors and cleaners, except maids and housekeeping cleaners
Maids and housekeeping cleaners

Landscaping and groundskeeping workers
All other Building and grounds cleaning and maintenance occupations (Avg. All Cat
Weighted Mean Annual Wage
Personal care and service occupations
Arriusemeot and recreation attendants

Hairdressers, hairstylists, and cosmetologists

Chlld care·workers
Personal amt home care aides
Recreation workers
All Other Personal care and service occupations (Avg. All Categories)
Weighted Mean Annual Wage

1

$43,600
$25,300
$26,500
$32,800

%ofTotal

% of Total

Occupation

Resident Services

2

Workers

Group

4.7%
48.0%
30.0%
14.0%

$27,600

3.3%

$27,600

100.0%

0.1%

1.2.%
0.8%
0.4%
~
2.6%

0.4%
0.8%
1.0%

$19,800
$34,000
$26,200
$22,000
$29,700
$26.200

~

0.3%
1.5%

$26,200

100.0%

5.2%

$41,800
$23,400
S28,100
$27,100
$68,800
$30.000

9.5%
30.9%

1.3%
4.1%
0.7%

7.9%

15.9%
19.8%
22.2%
5.7%

1.2%

Sales and related occupations
First~llne

supervisors/managers of retail sales workers

Cashiers
Counter and rental clerks
Retail salespersons

Sates representatives, wholesale and manufaclt.tring, exceptteclmical and scientific
All Other Sales and related occupations (Avg •. All Categories)
Weighted Mean Annual Wage

Office and administratlve support occupations
First-line supervisors/managers of office and administratilfe support-workers
Bookkeeping, accounting, and aualting clerks

Customer service representatives
Receptionists and information clerks
Stock clerks and orderfillers

Executive secretaries and administrative assistants
Medical secretaries
Secretaries,. except legal, medical, and executive
Office clerks, general

All Other Office and administrative support occupattons {Avg. All Categories)
Weighted Mean Annual Wage

Filename: 0014118 Tables Ap1-2.xls; Ap tb2. Compensation; 4/512007; d<(
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5.5%

5.2%
0.7%
1.3%

$30,000

~
100.0%

$56,000
$40,200
$37,600
$30,200
$28,200
$47,200
$39,700
$39,100
$29,900
$36;800

5.6%
8.3%
7.4%
8.2%
10.1%
5.7%
4.5%
9_0%
13.5%
27.6%

4.0%

$36,800

100.0o/.

14.4%

Sources: U.S. Bureau of Labor statistics, California Employment Development Department, Minnesota IMPLAN Group

Prepared by: Keyser Marston Associates, Inc.

5.1%
39.4%

13.2%

0.8%
1.2%
1.1%
1.2%
1.5%
0.8%
0.6%

1.3%
1.9%

APPENDIX TABLE 2

AVERAGE ANNUAL COMPENSATION, 2006
RESIDENT SERVICES WORKER OCCUPATIONS
DIRECT EMPLOYMENT IMPACTS WITHIN THE CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO, CA
2006 Avg.
Com~nsation 1

Occupation 3

% of Total
% ofTotal
Occupation Resident Services
GrQUp ~
Workers

Page4of4

Installation, maintenance, and repair occupations
First-One supervisors/managers of mechanics•. installers, and repairers
Automotive body and related repairers
Automotive servicetechniclans c.md mechanics
Bus and truck mec~anics and diesel engine specialists
Maintenance and repair workers, general
All Other Installation, maintenance, and repair occupations (Avg. All Categories)

Weighted Mean Annual Wage

$71,200
$50,300
$51,500
$46,800
$44,400
$51,700
$51,700

8.5%
12.2%
30.5%
5.1%
16.6%
27.1%
100.0%

0.3%
0.5%
1.2%
0.2%
0,73
1.1%
4.0%

$57,800
$25,800
$34,600
$24,500
$22,100
$19.100
$48,700
$29,800

6.0%

0.2%
0.2.%
0.1%
0.3%
0.2%
0.3%
0.1%
1.2%

Production occupations
First-line supervisors/managers of production and operating workers
Bakers
Butchers and meat CtJtters
Laundry and dry-cleaning workers
Pressers, textile, gannent, and related materials
Sewing machine operators

Painters. transportation equipment
All other Production occupations (Avg. All Categories}

Weighted Mean Annual Wage

Transpoltation and material moVing occupations
Bus drivers, schaor
Driver/sates workers
Truck drivers, tieaW and tractor-trailer
Truck drivers, llgtit or delivery services
Taxi drivers and chauffeurs

Parking lot attendants
Cleaners of vehicles and equipment
Laborers and freight, stock; and material movers, hand
Packers and packagers-, hand
All Other Transportation and material moving occupations (Avg. All Categories)

Weighted Mean Annual Wage

$29,800

$28,200
$30,500
$41,900
'$31,800
$25,500
$20,200
$24,500
$27,800
$19,100
$28,500

$28,500

6.3%

5.4%
13.7%
6.0%
12.1%
42%
46.3%
100.0%

9.9%
8.5%
8.3%

10.2%
4.1%
5.5%
12.6%
15.0%
7.4%
18.5%
100.0"/o

2.5%

0.5%
0.5%
0.4%
0.5%
0.2%
Q,3%
0.7%
0.8%
0.4%
1.0%
5.4%

89.0%
' The·methodcilogy utilized by the California Employment Developme!]t Department (EDD} assumes that hourly paid employees are employed full-time. Annual
compensalion is calculated by EDD by multiplying hourly wages by 40 hours per wort< week by 52 weeks.
2 occupation percentages are ba!>e!! an the 2005 National lnduslry-Specifio OccupaUonal Employmentsurvey compiled by the Bureau of Labor Stallstics. Wages
are based on the 2.005 O<X:tJpational Employment Survey datll for San Francisco-San Mateo-Redwood City MD, California (San Frani:isco. San Ma~o. and Marin
Counties) updated by the Cafifom!a Employrrient Development Department lo 2006 wage levels.
3

Including occupations representing 4% or more or the major occupation group

Sources: U.S. Bureat.1 of Labor Statistics. CaUfomia Employment Development Department, Minnesota lMPLAN Group
Prepared by: Keyser Marston Associates, Inc,
Filename: 001-018 Tables Ap1-2.xlS; Ap1b2 Compensatfon; 4/512007; dd
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APPENDIX TABLE 3
2005 NATIONAL RESIDENT SERVICES WORKER DISTRIBUTION BY OCCUPATION
DIRECT, INDIRECT & INDUCED EMPLOYMENT IMPACTS WITHIN THE CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO, CA

2005 National

Resident Services
Major Occupations (1% or more}

Occupation Distribution

Management occupations

4.0%

Business and financial operations occupations

3.5%

Computer and mathematical occupations

2.2%

Community and social services occupations

2.4%

Education, training, and library occupations

7.1%

Arts, design, entertainment, sports, and media occupations

1.4%

Healthcare practitioners and technical occupations

5.9%

Healthcare support occupations

2..9%

Protective service occupations

1.7%

Food preparation and serving related occupations

12.4%

Building and grounds cleaning and maintenance occupations

3.2%

Personal care and service occupations

3.9%

Safes and related occupations

11.2%

Office and administrative support occupations

15.7%

Construction and extraction occupations

1.7%

Installation, maintenance, and repair occupations

3. 7%

Production occupations

2.3%

Transportation and material moving occupations

5.2%

All Other Resident Services Related Occupations

9. 7%

INDUSTIWTOTAL

1

100.0%

Distribution of emp!Oyment by indusby is per the IMPLAN model C!lld ihe distribution of occupational empl()yment Within those industries is
based on the Bureau of Labor Statislics Occupational Employment Survey.

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, Minnesota IMPlAN Group
Prepared by: Keyser Marston Associates, Inc.
Alename: 001.018 Tables N>3-4.xis; Ap tb3 Major Occupalions Matrix; 4/5/2007; dd
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APPENDIX TABLE 4
AVERAGE ANNUAL COMPENSATION, 2006
RESIDENT SERVICES WORKER OCCUPATIONS

DIRECT, INDIRECT & INDUCED EMPLOYMENT IMPACTS WITHIN THE CITY OF SAN FRANC.Seo
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO, CA

Occupation 3

%ofTotal

%ofTotal

2006 Avg.

Occupation

Resident Services

Compensation 1

Group 2

Workers

$172,200
$120,400
$119,400
$91,500
$133,300
$122,600
$101,700
$49,300
$108,800
$56,500
$110,000
$111,800

4.8%
27.8%
4.3%
4.4%
4.4%
6.7%
4.4%
5.4%
SA%
4.1%
5.4%
23.0%

0.2%
1.1%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.3%
o.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.9%

$111,800

100.0%

4.0%

Page 1 ofS
Management occupations

Chief executives
General and Opef'<\tions managers
Sales managers
AdministratiVe services managers
Computer and infonnation systems managers
Financial managers
Education administrators, elementary and secondary school
FQOd service managers
Medical and health services managers
Property, real estate, and community association managers
Managers, all other
All Other Management occupations (Avg. All Categories)
Weighted Mean Annual Wage

Business and financial operations occupations
Claims adjusters, examiners, and inves!fgators
Management analysts
Business operations specialists, all other
Accountantsahd auditors
Financial analysts
All Other Business and financial operations occupations (Avg. All Categories)
Weighted Mean Annual Wage
Computer <Jnd matnematical oc;cupations
Computer programmers
Computer softWare engineers, applications
Computer softWare engineers, systems software
Computer support specialists
Computer systems analysts
Network and computer systems administrator,;
Network systems Bild data <:ornmunications analysts

$58,000

6.5%

0.2%

$90,300
$65,100
$67,800
$98,900
$71,400

7.9%

o.s%

17.4%
19.j:lo/o
4.3%
44,2%

0.6%
0.7%
0.2%

$71;4(10

100.0%

3.5%

$88,500
$99,400
$98,600
$61,600

0.3%

$81,100
$79,900

14.6%
15.9%
9.5%
17.0%
17.7%
8.5%
6.0%

$84.100
$84,100

10.7%
f00.0%

$83,soa

All Other Computer and mathematical occupations (Avg. All Categories)
Weighted Mean Annual Wage

Sources: U.S. Bureau of 4tb9r StalisUcs, CaUfom1a Employment Development Department, Minnesota IMPLAN Group
Prepared by; Keyser Marston Associates, Inc.
Rlename: 001..018 Tables Ap34,xls; Ap tb4 Compensation; 4/512007; dd
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1.6%

0.3%
0.2%
0.4%
0.4%
0.2%
0.1%
0.2%

2.2%

APPENDIX TABLE 4
AVERAGE ANNUAL COMPENSATION, 2006
RESIDENT SERVICES WORKER OCCUPATIONS

DIRECT, INDIRECT & INDUCED EMPLOYMENT IMPACTS WITHIN 'THE CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO, CA

2006 Avg.
Occµpation

3

%ofTotal
%ofTotal
Occupation Resident Services

Compansation ~

Group 2

$52,000
$52,100
$43,900
$46,300
$55,600
$38,800
$32,900
$39,700
$53,700
$43,600
$44.800

7.4%

0.2%

4.8%
4.8%
13.5%
5.0%
6.7%
16.5%
4.9%
12.2%
6.7%
17.4%

0.1%
0.1%
0.3%.
0.1%

$44,800

100.0%

2.4%

$30,700
$55,700
$60,800
$61,600
$50,000
$31,800

8.4%
17.5%

0.6%
1.2%
0.5%
0.8%
0.4%

Workers

Page2of5
Community and social seNices occupations

Educational; vocational, and school counselors
Mental health counselors
Rehabifitatlon counselors
Child, famRy, and school social workers
Medical and public health social workers
Mental health arid substance abuse social workers
Social and human service assistants
Community ancl social service specialists, all other
Clergy
Directors, religious activities and education
All Other Community and S<>clal services occupations (Avg. All Categories)

Weighted Mean Annual Wage
Education, training, and library occupations
Presch<lol teachers, except special education
Elemental)" school teachers, ex;cept special education
Middle school teachers, except special and vocational education
Secondary school teachers,. except special and vocational education
Teachers and instructors, all other
Teacher assistants
All Other Education, training, and lil:>rary occupatii:>ns (Avg. All Categories}

Weighted Mean Annual Wage
Arts, tieslgn, entertainmen~ sports, and media occupations
Floral designers
Graphic designers
Coaches and scouts
Pubfic relations specialists
All Other Arts, design, entertainment, sports, & media (Avg. All Categories)

4

Weighted Mean AnnualWage

Healthcare practitioners and technical occupations
Physicians and surgeons, an other
Registered nurses

Pharmacy technicians
Licensed practical and licensed vocational nurses
All Other Healthcare practitioners and technical occupations (Avg. All Categories)
Weighted Mean Annual Wage

10635

0.4%
0.1%
0.3%
0.2%
0.4%

$47,700

11.4%
6.2%
16.5%
32.9%

$47,700

100.0o/.

7.1%

$39,500
$60,700
$34,600
$61,560
$49,600

6.4%

0.1%

52%
9.1%
12.1%
67~3%

0.1%
0.1%
Q2%
1.0%

$49,600

100.0%

1.4%

$114,200
$82,100
$40,500
$53,200

0.3%
2.1%
0.3%
0_7%

$75.400

4.3%
36.1%
4.6%
11.1%
43.9%

$75,400

100.0%

5.9%

Sources: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Caflfomla Employment Development Department, Minnesota JMPLAN Group
Prepared by: Keyser Marston Associates, Inc.
Filename! 001·018 Tables Ap3-4.JQs; Ap tb4 Compensation: 4/Sti.007; de!
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7.2%

o.i%

12%
2.3%

2..6%

APPENDIX TABLE 4
AVERAGE ANNUAL COMPENSATION, 2006

RESIDENT SERVICES WORKER OCCUPATIONS
DIRECT, INDIRECT & INDUCED EMPLOYMENT IMPACTS WITHIN THc CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
CITY OF SAN FRANClSCO, CA

Occupation

3

%ofTotal

%ofTotal

2006 Avg.

Occupation

Resident Services

1

Group·2

Workers

$22,600
$32,700
$36,300
$40,200
$31.300

22.2%

14;9%

0.6%
1.1%
0.6%
0.1%
0.4%

$31,300

100.0%

2.9%

. $59;300
$61,200
$26,400
$24,800
$55,600
$38.700

17.6%
8.8%
47.9%
4.3%
5.3%
16.1%

0.3%
0.1%
0.8%
0.1%
0.1%
0.3%

$38,700

100.flo/o

1.7%

$29,100
$20,200
$25.EOO
$21,500
$21,100
$20,600
$20.000

6.9%
6.3%

0.9%
0.8%

7.5%

0.9%

$19,400
$21.400

7.5%
4.7%
21.9%
4.4%
21.4%
4.6%
14.8%

0.9%
0.6%
2.7%
0.5%
:L6%
0.6%
1.8%

$21,400

100.0%

12.4%

Compensation

Page.3of5
Healthcare support occupations
Home health ai(jes
Nursing aides, orderlies, and attendants

Medical assistants
Healthcare support workers, an other
AH Other Healthcare support occupations (Avg. All Categories)
Weighted Mean Annual Wage

37.8%
20.5%

4.7%

Protective sarvice occupations

Correctional offieers and jaflers
PoRce and sheriff's patrol officers
Security guards

Lifeguards, ski patrol, and other recreational protective service wort<ers
Protective servii:e workers, all other
All Other Protective service occupations.(Avg. AU CategQries)
Weighted Mean Annual Wage
Food preparation and serving related occupations

First-line supervisors/managers of food preparation and serving workers
Cooks, fastfcod
Cooks, restaurant

Food preparation wor'r1.ers
Bartenders
Combined food preparation and serving workers, including fast food
Counter attendants, cafeteria, food concession, and coffee shop
Walters and waitresses
DishWashers
All Other Food preparation and serving related occupations (Avg, All Categories)
Weighted Mean Annual Wage
Building and grounds cleaning and maintenance occupations
First-line supervisors/managers of housekeeping and janitorial workers

Janitors and cleaners, except maids and housekeeping cleaners
Maids and housekeeping cleaners
Landscaplng and groundskeeping workers
All Other Building and grounds cleaning and maintenance occupations (Avg. All Cati
Weighted Mean Annual Wage

$19,100

$27.900

5.5%.

0.1%
1.6%
0.7%
0.6%
0.2%.

$27,900

100.0%

3.2%

$43,600

4..4%

$25,300

51.1%

$26,500
$32,800

20.8%
18.1%

Sources: U.S. Bureau of Labor Stafistlcs. California Employment De1ralopment Department. Minnesota tMPLAN Group
Prepared by: Kayser Marston Associates. Inc.
Filename: 001-018 Tables Ap3-4.xls; Ap tb4 Compensation; 4/5/2007; dd
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APPENDIX TABLE 4

AVERAGE ANNUAL COMPENSATION, 2006
.RESIDENT SERVICES WORKER OCCUPATIONS
DIRECT, INDIRECT & INDUCED EMPLOYMENT IMPACTS WITHIN THE CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
RESIDENTIAL.NEXUS ANALYSIS

CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO, CA

Occupation

3

%ofTotal

%ofTotal

2006 Avg.

Occupation

Resident Services

1

Group 2

Workers

4.0%
4.5%
7.8%
15.0%

0.2%
0.2%
0.3%

19;9%

20.6%
6.1%

0.8%
0.8%
0.2%

Compensation

Page4of5

Personal caff!! and service occupations
First-line supetVisorslmanagers of personal service workers
Ushers, lobby attendants, and ticket takers
Amusement and recreation attendants
Hairdressers, hairstylists, and cosmetologists
Child care workers
Personal and home care aides
Recreation workers

All other Personal care and service occupations (Avg. All Categories)
Weighted Mean Annual Wage

$47,100
$19,600
S19,BOO
$34,000
$26,200
$22,000
$29,700
$26,900
.$26,900

0.6%

22.2%

~

100.0%

3.9%

1.0%
3.1%
0.6%

S.ales and related occupatlf?ns
First-line supervisors/managers of retail sates workers
Cashiers

$41;800

8.6%

$23,400

27.6%

COunterand rental clerks
Retail salespersons

$28,100
$27,100
$68,800
$30;600

34.9%
6.3%
17.5%

2.0%

$30,600

100.0'Yo

11.2%

$56,000
$40,200
$37,600
$30,200
$28,200
$47,200
$39,100
$29,900
$37.200

5.6%
8.33
7.9%
6.5%
7.4%
6.7%
9.2%
14.1%

0.9%

34.3%

1.4%
2.2%
5.4%

$37,2()1)

100.0%

15.7%

$82,800
$52,300
$42,700
$55,700

12.8%
31.7%

0.2%

18.5%

0.3%

37.0%

0.6%

$55,700

100.0%

1.7%

Sales representatives, ·wholesale and manufacturing, except technical and scientific
All Other Sales and

related occupations (Avg. All Categories)
Weighted Mean Annual Wage

Office and adminfstrative support occupations
First-line supervisors/managers of office and administrative support workers
Bookkeeping, accounting, 'and ·auditing clerks
customer serlllce representatives
Receptionists and information clerks
Stock clerics and order fillers

Eicecuti11e secr$!ies and :administrative assistants
Secretaries, except legal, medical, and executive

Office clerks, general
All Other Office and :administrative support occupations (Avg. All Categories)

Weighted Mean A1111ual Wage

.5.2%

3.9%

0.7%

1.3%
1.2%
1.0%
1.2%
1.0%

Construction and extraction occupations
First.fine supervisors/managers. of construction trades and extraction workers
Carpenters
Construction labor.ers
All Other Conslruction and extraction occupations (Avg. Alf Categories)

Weighted Mean Annual Wage

Sources: U.S. Bureau of labor Statistics, Cafifomia Employment Development Department, Minnesota JM PLAN Group
Prepared by: Keyser Marston Associates, Int>.
Filename: 001-018 Tables Ap3-4.xls; Ap fu4.Compensation; 4/5/2007; dd
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APPENDIX TABLE 4

AVERAGE ANNUAL COMPENSATION, 2006
RESIDENT SERVICES WORKER OCCUPATIONS
DIRECT; INDIRECT & INDUCED EMPLOYMENT IMPACTS WITHIN THE CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO, CA

%ofTotal
Occupation 3

2006 Avg.

Occupation

% of Total
Resident Services

Compensation 1

Group z

Workers

$71,200
$50,300
$51.500
$46,800
$44,400

8.6%

0.3%
0.4%
0.9%
0.2%

Page5of5
fnstallatian, maintenance, and repair occupations
First-line supervisors/managers of mechanics, installers, and repairers
Automotive body and related repairers
Automotive service technicians and mechanics
Bus and truck mechanics and diesel engine specialists
Maintenance and repairworkers, general
Alt Other Installation, maintenance, and repair occupations (Avg. All Categories)

Weighted Mean Annual Wage

9.7o/o

24.8%

4.8%

0.8%

ID.1m

22.7%
29.4%

$51,100

100.0%

3.7%

$57;800
$29,600
$25,800
$34,600
$24,500
$22,100
$19,100
$34,600
$25,400
$29.000

5.9%
5.8%
5.9%

0:1%
0:1%
0.1%
0.1%

12.8%
5.8%
9.5%
4.7%
4.3%
40.9%

0.1%
0.2%
0.1%
0.1%
0.9%

$29,000

100.0%

2.3%

$28;200
$30,500
$41,900
$31,800
$26,200·
$24,500
$27,800
$19,100
$29,000

10.4%

0.5%
0.4%
0.5%
0.5%

1.1%

Production occupations
First-line supervisorsfmanagers of production and operating workers
Team assemblers
Bakers
Butchers and meat cutters
Laundry and dry-cleaning workers
Pressers, texb1e, garment, and related materials
S.eWing machine operators
Inspectors. testers, sorters, samplers, and weighel"S
Helpers-production workers

All Other Production occupations (Avg. All Categories}
Weighted Mean Annual Wage

4.5%

0.3%

Transportation and material moving occupations
Bus drivers,. school
Driver/sales workers

Truck drivers, heavy and tractor-trailer
Truck drivers, light or delivery se!Vices
Parking lot attendants
Cleaners of vehicles and equipment
Laborers and freight, stock, and material m<>vers, hand
Packers and packagers. hand
All Other Transportation and material moVing occupations (Avg. All Categories)
Weighted Mean Annual Wage

$29,000

7.0%
8.9%
10.2%
4.3%
9.9%
18.2%

0.2%
0.5%
0.9%
0.4%

7.1%

12%

~
100.0%

5.2%
90.3%

1

The methodology utilfzed by the C31lfomia Emp!oyment Development Department (E;OD) assumes that hourly paid employees are employed fuJl-.time. Annual
compensation is calculated by EDD by multiplying hourly wages by 40 hours per work week by 52 weeks.

2

Occupation _percentages are based on the 2£)05 National tndUstry - Specific Occupalionat Employment survey compiled by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, Wages
are based on the 2005 Occupational Employment Survey data for San Francisco-San Mateo-Redwood city MD, Cafiforriia (San Francisco, San Mateo,. and Marin
Counties) updated by the California Employment Development Department to 2006 wage levels.
·

3

Including occupatlons o:ipresen~ng 4% or more of the mafor occupation group

• Includes~ a~~ M~an_s ~ch represe~~ 5% and 16%- of the occupation group raspecliVely, The Occupational Employment Survey did not calculate annual

Sources: U.S. Bureau of Labor statistics, California Emp!o)llJJent Development DepartmenL Minnesota IMPLAN Group
Prepared by: Keyser Marston Associates, Inc.
Filename: 001-(118 Tables Ap3-4..xls; Ap tb4 Compensatlon; 4/512007; dd
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APPENDIX TABLE 4

AVERAGE ANNUAL COMPENSATION, 2006
RES!DENT SERVICES WORKER OCCUPATIONS
DIRECT, INDIRECT & INDUCED EMPLOYMENT IMP.ACTS WITHIN THE CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
RESIDENTIAL NEXUS ANALYSIS
CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO, CA

Occupation :t

2006 Avg.

% of Total
Occupation

% of Total
Resident Services

Compensation. 1

Group 2

Workers

wage.and salary information for these occupations.

Sources: U.S. Bumau of Labor Statistics. California Employment Oevalopment Oepar.tm6llt, Mlnneso\<l IMPLAN Group
Prepared by: Keyser Mar.stan Associates, Inc.
Filename: 001·018 Tables Ap3-4.xls; Ap lb4-Compensation; 415/2007; dd
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Quantifying the Changing Face of San
Francisco
By Dan Kopf· 740 views

Articles like "Is San Francisco Losiug Its Soul?" or "Sai'l Francisco's Alarming Tech Bro
Boom: What Is the Price of Change?" have become the norm for describing the city. As the
refrain goes, the rising cost ofliving in San Francisco is forcing out the city's teachers, artists,
and diversity, replaced by engineers and the 1% drawn by the tech boom.
Cities' demographics are always changing, but many believe San Francisco's transformation
is uniquely extreme and damaging. Combine a booming economy with little housing
development, and the increasing desire of young professionaJ.s to live in cities is a potent
rttp://priceonomics.com/quantifyim?-the-chaniting-face-of-san-francisco/f5/6/20lt ~ 19:26 AMl
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-recipe for drastic movements of people. It has led to a city that some of its residents find
unrecognizable.
But how much of this is sky is falling hyperbole? Does the reality match the perception?
It's impossible to quantify the cultural changes to the city. But it is possible-using Census
data-to test how much San Francisco's demographics have been altered by new arrivals.

From 2010 to 2014 - the most recent period from which detailed data is available - an
annual average of about 60,000 people migrated to San Francisco and 60,000 migrated out.
Since San Francisco has around 800,000 residents, that 60,000 represents about 7.5% of
the population. The city's population grew only slightly during that period.
The difference between the 60,000 coming and going is the main factor that changes the
demographic character of the city. It is also impacted by people getting older, dying, having
children., or becoming wealthier or poorer due to the changes around them. But in and out
migration is the most important factor.
·
So what are the most notable facts about these 60,000 people?
The American. Community Survey, an annual collection of data from a representative sample
ofAmericans, asks individuals about whether they migrated in the past year, and where they
came from. This data allows us to identify San Francisco's comers and goers. (Though the
small number of people who left for other countries are not included because they are not
part of the survey.)
The basic trends are what any San Francisco resident might expect. The peoplemoving in are
more likely to have higher levels of formal education, and ~eytend to be younger, White
and Asian. The people moving out are less likely to have·c~mpleted college, and they tend be
older, African American and Hispanic.
Increased demand to live in San Francisco, and a housing supply that has barely budged,
means change at a striking scale.

httn ..//nl"'i~..PJ"\Ttnmi~
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Quantifying the Changing Face of San Francisco

Workers at Google~s offices near San Francisco

From Working Class to Ivory Tower
One of the most remarkable differences between the 60,000 moving in and the 60,000
moving out is just how many more of the new arrivals have completed some form of higher
education.
San Francisco is the home of technological innovation. The city and the surrounding area are
home to the headquarters of Apple, Facebook, Google, Twitter, Uber, and Tesla. Compared
to the large manufacturers of the past, these high-growth tech companies have an unusual
need for white-collar knowledge workers.
This demand is the most likely explanation for San Francisco's net increase of nearly 7,000
people per year-among those at least 22-years-old-with a college or postgraduate degree.
This is in contrast to a net out migration of about 3,000 people without a college degree.

The table below displays an annual estimate of the net migration of people 22 to 49 who
migrated in and out of the city. We chose this age group because this is the life period when
adults are most likely to migrate. The numbers below are base~ on samples, so they are not
exact. Generally, the net migration numbers in this article are likely to be accurate within
1,000 people.

h.ttp://priceonomics.com/quantifying-the-changing-face-of..san-francisco/[5/6/20ffiqii:19:26 AM]
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The Annual Migration In and Out of SF
by Education .Attainment: .Ages 22-49

Did Not Graduate High School
1
)"High School Gradtlll.te
College Graduate
Post Graduate Degree

95,900
67,ZOO
168,400
90,800

Z.7%
2.4%

It is important to remember that 4,500 additional college graduates does not mean that no
college graduates left the city. In fact, 17,200 college graduates left for cheaper pastures. But
another 21,700 college grads replaced them, leading to a net change of 4,500.

The Great Migration
San Francisco has long been one of the United States' most diverse cities. Since World War
Il, it has been a city with large Asian, HispaniC, White and Black populations. Yet the city is
in danger of almost entirely losing one of those groups.
Perhaps no aspect of the annual migration in and out of San Francisco is as notable as the
mass "exodus" of African Americans.
San Francisco was 13.4% African American in 1970, but its population as of 2016 is less than
6% Black. The population has steadily declined, and the trend seems likely to continue. From
2010-2014, there was annual net out migration of around 2,ooo 1\frican Americans from the
city. That represents a 4.6% decline of the population evecyyear.

The Annual Migration In and.Out
of SF by Race/Ethnicity

White
Asian
Hispanic

Black
Other

342,100
278,100
l.3«M300
45,400
35,100

Z,500

0.7%

a.soo
-~.700

1.3%
'-1.3%

-2,100
-100

-0.3%

4.6%

The story of San Francisco's declining black population is characterized more by a lack ofin
migration than an unusual amount of out migration. Just ab_out i ·in 10 African Americans
who live in San Francisco leave the city every year. This is' not much greater than for Whites
http://priceonomics.com/quantifying-the-changing-face-of-san-francisco/[5/6/20i16E\~:19:Ui AMJ
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·or Hispanics. This out migration is in some ways positive, in part representing an ability to
leave the city that was not possible in the days of stronger housing discrimination.
The issue is that unlike other groups, African Americans are not moving to the city. There are
likely a variety of issues behind this lack of in migration. African Americans moving to the
Bay Area may prefer local alternatives like Oakland that have larger African American
communities, and San Francisco may not be as racially sensitive as locals like to think_ In
addition, the tech industry is notoriously lacking in diversity.
The Hispanic population is also declining, but not at quite the rate of the African.American
population. Both of these declines are particularly pronounced when we look at the key age
group of 22- to 49-year-olds, the period when adults are most likely to migrate.

The Annual Migration In and Out of
SF by Race/Ethnicity: Ages 22-49

White
Asian
Hispanic
Black

Other

192,900
122,100
64,900
17,100
15,400

3,000
( 3,600
-1.100
( -1,700
-200

~~ 00
f)O

tJlf1b

1.6%
2.9%
-1.7%
-9.9%
-1.3%

CityofMen

San Francisco is a particularly male city. It is home to the Castro, a center of American gay
male culture, and the city's main growth industry, tech, is heavily male.
The city was already unusually male in 2010, and the gender ratio skews more each year.
Tech is a growing portion of San Francisco's economy, and men make up about 75% of the
city's computer and math workers. That 75% ratio has been stable for years and has
contributed to a growing wage gap between men and women in the city.
The table below shows a net in migration of 2,400 men per year, a o.6% increase, whlle the
female population remains the same. So essentially all of the small population increase in
San Francisco from 2.010 to 2014 came from men.

litto://oriceonomics.com/aU3!1tifvinl!'.-the-chanv.inl!'•face-of..i:an-funci,.m/r5/6nO
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San Francisco Is Getting More Male

Male

a,400

Female

-300

0.6%
-0.1%

And just as we saw before with the trend for race and ethnicity changes, this is more striking
for younger adults. Men in their 20s, 30s, and 40s are pouring into the city, increasing their
total by 1. 7% each year, while the number of women in this age group is barely changing. If
that 1.7°!6 growth continues for the next ten years, that would mean a nearly 20% increase in
the number of young men.

Migration In and Out of SF
by Sex: 22-49

Male
Female

Zl7,100
195,200

3.SQO·

zoo

l.7%
0.1%

The Kids Are Coming

Like many cities, San Francisco is getting younger.
After years of aging - the city was still getting older in the 2000s - San Francisco is getting
younger in the 2010s. This is, in part, a manifestation. of what the writer Alan Ehrenhalt calls
The Great Inversion. This refers to the movement of young professionals into cities that have
become more appealing due to the disappearance of "factory and \'\'<I.rehouse grime and
noise", which is pricing out the working class and lower income families.
From 2010 to 2014, there was net annual in migration of 7,500 people 35 or under, and net
out.migration of over 5,000 for people 36 or over.

Migration In and Ou.t of SF by .Age

35orUnder
36or0ver

t,SOO
-5,400

Z.0%
-1.2%

You might consider this normal. Of course young people come into the city for work and
ittp://prlceonomics.com/quantifying-the-changing-face-of..san-francisco/f5/6/20:ffiti ~: 19:26 AMl
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The Working Poor
• Ht:1v:-J119 ii(ld f1otu:ln9 rt.•fotcd n!:!c:d1 l..\'i!nl unmt:t for fomillc~ in the direst ll11m1r.fal .silV!ltfons, O( tho small percentage
(22 percent) of households thal repor1ed going without basic needs In the last 12 months, 44 percent went without paying
their rent 01 mortgage and 27 percent went without housing (n=71 ), Ftom these data it is unclear how households that
went without housing coped with this dot.cit; some may have stayed with family and friends while. others may have been
pushed into shelters 01 the street.

(;•Jf1~1:."\1

$75,000+

At the end of 2013, Prosident Obama coiled income inoguallty "the
defining challenge of our time." In contrvst to the prevniling
narrative of the "American Dream." In which anyone who works
hard enough c~n get ahijad, many people In tho United Stutes find
thomsolves unable to find work or str1199ling as part of the growing
"working poor"·-thoy aro employed but live below the poverty
lino. Ju·st to poy bnsic e~pensos. rospondonts often wotk physically
demanding, minimum wage jobs whh limited benefits. The high
cost of living and recent economic ~hangcs In the San Frundsco
Bay Arna oxace1bate these struggles and disparities. Bouncing back
quickly from the Great Recession, the 8ay Area hos seen economic
growth since 200?, in 1Dr$Je part due to the technology industry
which has fueled debate over the inequltoble distribution of
growing wealth, R~spondonts lo the Neighborhood Survey wqre
asked about employment, income and education to a~sess how the
MPN lits Into San Fruncisco's context of growth and guostions of
equity and oconomlc justlco.

• Fmn!llo• lo"~"" of liousing .;,sfstoM<1 aro. not ;u/lir.icnlly <Qflnoc1od lo •~r1·k~l. Of tho almost 30 percent of surveyed
household• thoit needcd housing a»istanco (n=294) (o.g., tenant counseling, affordable houslng and homoownorship
assistance, Soction U, foredosur~ prevention) in lhe li!st 12 month$, !ew~r than hall raceived related services (nm290),
k11y foi,,~·~1;.·r;:y:

1.. High housing costs reduce families' financial resources for mQeting other basic Mods, such as accessing healthy foods,
health care, and child care. Furthermore, it can lead families to limit expenditures for enrichmonl activities that promote
childron's cognitive development. 10
2. Without stable, affordable housing, families may have to increase the frequency of unwanted mo\/os, whiclH:nn disrupt
home life and impede tho continuity of od~cational lnstruct1on.
•
3, The lack of affordable housing can iocmnse ove((rowding lo dwelling units, producing unhealthy living conditions that can
have n negativo effect on educational attainment nnd lnad to poor educational outcomes.11
4. Families forced o~t of tha dty to find affordabfo housing may lose health bonefits (Haalthy SF) which aro crltkal for their
I-'
well·belng.
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sso,ooo-$74,999

m,ooo-$49,999
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l11como $13,802

$15,000-$3~.999

loss tlrnn $15 1000

Exhibit 11: Respondent
Household Annual
Income (n~253)

iii-, :•/i)'i>,J

tl111 litbw fou:..1~ wmi.• l1twmplny1id or loaki119 for wmJ~ {n""2.l 2}, This
excludes u third of respondents who reported staying home to care for their families or being rotircd. This rate is for grcator
th~n th<' city rate; May 2014 marked the lowest unemployment rate in San Ftandsco since tho Grcal Rocossion-4.4
percent, which economls" consider "full employment."12
• Ove:r 90 fJC'fCc-nt 1:if ·~U sttrvqyt.1d htttJSdlolds. a.urn 5J9ni1Jconcly }~$!,; tltoHl tlw metlfrm }t(,tU!;r.JJwld iHCt.'1m(' In Snn Frnncfoco lJ
(Exhibit 11 ), and over two· thirds of households earn losr. tlinn $50,000 annu~lly (n•253),

' Over ;l() pweont of MPN comrmwity rc:ipondents in

ID

• Most fornilins ;;r~ living i11 povorry. Based on household slzo (overngo 4.4 Individuals) and income, ovor 65 percent of

surveyed fomilles wem living bofow the federal poverty line (n·2~6), Using Public Policy Institute of Californi;i's more
r\uanced and county specific Poverty Measutll this ptoporlion jumps up to over 75 percent of households. 14
• Job Of'fJOrHmltlcs for rhe tommunily 11rC> limited, Less than a third of MPN community respondents teportod thal 1haro

were local job opportunities for them and their neighbors (n•327), Almost hnlf of those who had work were only employed
part tirne, suggesting underemployment (n=328),
• Mo::t rr:spQll<frmts ha.v~ rr:folivtJJy low wJ11r:.1t/onul
~tta1nm1:1nt, but mat1}1 Tnd{vk/uCJfs \\.'Ore taking 111Cp!i

to
bolstor their •kills. Only 53 percent of respondenlS h~d
<eceivod a high school diploma or GED. Less than half
of those who graduated hfgh school went on to higher

Surveyod Household Poverty Rate (n~2'16)

B~$ed

oo tho 2014 lJS HHS fcdornl Po'lerty Guidel!noo

12 State of Cnlifomla Employment Oevalopmant Depnnment {20\4). Historical Data (or UnampltJl;ment Rnte aru.J labor force.
\3 U. S. Cans111i-Bv1enu. Ammi~n CDmr.nunity Sufvey, S·Yeur Estimates (2008-2012).
14 Bohn, S.~ Danielson. C,, Lavin, M.• Maulngly, M., & Wimtl'r, C. (20l3). Tfm Californfo Pov!J'rty Maa!lliro.

lU N•wman, S. J,, & Holupkn, C, S. (2014). H<>using nffordabillly nnd lnvo51mcnl!I in chtldron. Journal of Ho1,.lng Etonomie.. 24, 89-100.

l l Brncani, F. (2001). Housing and Schooling. The UrbM Prospect.
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II FILE NO.

RESOLUTION NO.

140421

II
1

I [Establishing the Calle 24 ('Veinticuatro") Latino Cultural District in San Francisco]

:

11 Resolution establishing the Calle 24 ("Veinticuatro") Latino Cultural District in San

4

I Francisco.

5

i

6 j

WHEREAS, The Calle 24 Latino Cultural District memorializes a place whose richness

7

:, of culture, history and entrepreneurship is unrivaled in San Francisco; and

8

t

9
10

I

13

that are embedded within the institutions, businesses, events and experiences of the Latino

1 .community living there; and

11
12

WHEREAS, The Calle 24 ("Veinticuatro") Latino Cultural District has deep Latino roots

WHEREAS, Because of numerous historic, social and economic events, the Mission

1
1 District has become the center of a highly concentrated Latino residential population, as well
1

I

as a cultural center for Latino businesses; and

14 1

WHEREAS, The b_oundary of the Calle 24 ('Veinticuatro") Latino Cultural Distnct shall

i

15

[ be the area bound by Mission Street to the West, Potrero Street to the East, 22nd Street to the

16

I North and Cesar Chavez Street to the South, including the 24th Street commercial corridor

17

II from Bartlett Street to Potrero Avenue. Additionally, the Calle 24 ('Veinticuatro") Latino

18

jl Cultural District shall include La Raza Park (also known as Potrero del Sol Park), Precita Park

19

i

and the Mission Cultural Center becauSe of the community and cultural significance
associated with these places; and

20

WHEREAS, Calle 24 ('Veinticuatro") Latino Cultural District's boundary demarcates the

21
22

\ area with the greatest concentration of Latino cultural landmarks, businesses, institutions,

24

Ifestivals and festival routes; and
I

25

11

23

·

f

Mayor Lee; Supervisor Campos
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·1

I

1

ll

2

I Latino Cultural District, represents a culturally diverse population with roots from across the

3

l / Americas; and

4

I

5

!1

6

1
] and

H

7
8

10

JI

11

.i_'f
1
!

13

15

WHEREAS, According to 2012 Census data, within

the Calle 24 ("Veinticuatro") Latino

Cultural District, 49o/o of the population self-identified as Latino; 38% identified as foreign-born

.
16% identified as linguistically isolated; and

lj in the history of San Francisco; and

·ii

14

.

WHEREAS, The Calle 24 ("Veinticuatro") Latino Cultural District plays a significant role

9

12

WHEREAS, The Latino po~ulation in the Mission, and in the Calle 24 ('Veinticuatro")

·

WHEREAS, San Francisco has for centuries attracted people seeking refuge from war,
upheaval and poverty in their home countries; and ·
WHEREAS, The immigrant experience remains an integral pa~ of California and San

Francisco's history, cultural richness and economic vibrancy; and
WHEREAS, From 1821to1848, the Mexican Republic controlled San Francisco and

Ii the city was home to the Mexican governorship and many Mexican families; and

~

·WHEREAS, Beginning in 1833, the Mexican government began to secularize mission

16

.
11 lands and distributed over 500 land grants to prominent families throughout California -

17

i known as "Californios" - in an effort to encourage .agricultural development; and

;

18

l

J1

WHEREAS, Mexican land grants, such as

Miss~on Dolor~s,

Rancho Rincon de las·
I .

19

Salinas, and Potrero Viejo, include the geographic area that is now home to San Francisco's

20

Mission District and have directly influenced the Calle 24 (''Veinticuatro") Latino Cultural

21

District; and

22
23
24
25

WHEREAS, The Treaty of Guadalupe Hildalgo, ratified in 1848 ending the Mexican

il American War, guaranteed Mexicans livii:ig in the ceded territory - including what would

I become the State of California l1

full political rights, but such rights w~re often ignored,

.

resulting in the slow dissolution of lands owned by Califormos; and

I
ji
1I Mayor Lee; Supervisor Campos
HBOARD OF SUPERVISORS
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,

WHEREAS, San Francisco experienced several waves of immigration in the late
1800s, including massive migration from Mexico, Chile and Peru as well as migration from

2

3

4

Latin America during the Gold Rush; and

l'

lj

WHEREAS, Puerto Rican migration to San Francisco began in the 1850s and

·

5

Il Increased in the early 1~OOs when Puerto Ricans relocated to California by way of Hawaii;

6

1
11 and

7

. WHEREAS, San Francisco served as a refuge for Sonorans fleeing violence and

8

1
lj upheaval in their home country due to the Mexican Revolution of 191 O; and

9

ti

1O

I

WHEREAS, Beginning in the 1930s, Mexican and Latin American families began
settling in the Mission District, building on the roots that had already been established nearly a

11

I century before; and

12

!I

13

.

.WHEREAS, After World War II, the Mission District became the primary destination for

11

II new arrivals from all regions of Latin America including Central.America, Mexico, Venezuela,

!

14

! Colombia, Ecuado~, Peru, Brazil, Paraguay, Uruguay, Chile, Argentina, Cuba, Dominican

15

l
II

Republic, and Puerto Rico; and

J

experienced major political conflict and families fleeing from conflict immigrated to San

16
17

.

I!

·

.

WHEREAS, Throughout the 1970s and 1980s, Centr8:1 American countries

I

18 · Francisco, greatly contributing to the Latino identity of the Mission District a~d the Calle 24
19

j

20

i

("Veinticuatro") Latino Cultural District; and
WHEREAS, In 1989, in response to the increased immigrant populations, the City and

21

County of San Francisco ~dopted a Sanctuary Ordinance that prohibits its employees from

22

aiding Immigration and Customs Enforcement (!CE) with immigration investigations or arrests,

23

unless mandated by federal or state law or a warrant; and

24

I

25

j

WHEREAS, Chicano and Latino activism, arts, commerce, and culture have centered
in the Calle 24 ('Veinticuatro") Latino Cultural District since the 1940s; and

p
-i

1 Mayor

.

1

L~e;

Supervisor Campos
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JI

.III

fr WHEREAS, The Mission District and Calle 24 C'Veinticuatro") were central to the
li
2 . Chieano Movement- its art, music, and culture, as well as labor and community organizing to
1

ljl

3

4

j battle the w~r on poverty; and

j

WHEREAS, Many of the Latino community-based organizations established within the

t

5

J

6

11 social justice organizing; and

7

J

8

i

9

1l· organizations located along 24th Street; and

10

11
12

Calle 24 ("Veinticuatro") Latino Cultural District during 1960s and 1970s were an outgrowth of

WHEREAS, Much of what makes the Calle 24 ("Veinticuatro") Latino Cultural District a
1

culturally-rich and recognizable place are the Latino businesses and community-based

II

jl

I

WHEREAS, Latino-based organizations were established on 24th Street to seNe the
needs of the community and promote culture and include: Mission Neighborhood Centers

II
1

! (1959), offering services targeted to Latina girls and young women, including homework

13

I

14

I) (1970s), providing educational and support services to youth and their families; Galer/a de la

15

rj Raza (1970), nurturing cultural icons Mujeres Muralistas (1972)

16

I helping to inspire the creation of the Mexican Museum and making a space for Latino artists

17

assistance, leadership programs and anti-:-violence education; Mission Education Projects Inc.

I

a~d Culture Clash (1984),

j/ to create innovative new works, transforming Latino art in San Francisco; Mission Cultural
Ii

18

!I Center for Latino Arts (1977), promoting, preserving and developing Latino cultural arts; Calle

19

II

20

11 advocating fOr neighborhood services, local businesses, arts and culture programs and

21

I improved public spaces; Precita Eyes Mural Arts ~Visitors Center (1977), offering mural

22

1 classes, tours, and lectures, as well as painting several murals within the Calle 24

23
24

24 SF (formerly the lower 24th Street Merchants and Neighbors Association) (1999),

1

("Veinticuatro") Latino Cultural District; Mission Economic Cultural Association (1984),

I

producing many of the Latino

if

25

f~stivals and parades, including Camaval, Cin~o de. Mayo, and

1124th Street Festival de Las Americas; Acci6n Latina (1987), strengthening Latino communities

I
I
.I

Mayor Lee; Su.pervisor Campos
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!I
11

!
I

1

programs, a:nd media programs including El Tecofote newspaper, which upholds a nearly two-

2
3

.

[ by promoting and preserving cultural traditions, managing a_ portfolio of cultural arts, youth

j century-long tradition of bilingual Spanish/English journalism_ in San Francisco;

1

Brava Theater

1
4 11 (1996), portraying the realities of women's lives through theater by producing groundbreaking
5
6
7

II and provocative Work by women playwrights, including well-known Chicana lesbian
II playwright, Cherrie Moraga, and hosting a variety of Latino cultural events; and WHEREAS, Small and family-owned businesses, including restaurants, panaderias

11
l

1

8

l (bakeries), jewelry shops and botanicas (alternative medicine shops), promote and preserve

9

_ the Latino culture within the Calle 24 ("Veinticuatro") Latino Cultural District; and
I
11
WHEREAS, Longtime Mexican and Salvadoran panaderias such as La Victoria (1951),
ii
\I Dominguez (1967), La Reyna (1977), Pan Lido (1981), an_d La Mexicana (1989) have served

10
11
12
13

! up sweet breads to generations of Mission residents and visitors; and

1

l

.

I

WHEREAS, Restaurants, like The Roosevelt (1922) (formerly Roosevelt Tamale

14

Parlor), Casa Sanchez (1924), and La Palma Market (1953), have sustained Latino culinary

15

traditions, and Cafe La Boheme (1973), one of the first cafes established in the neighborhood,

16

has served as both a meeting space and cultural venue among Latino activists, writers, poets

17

18

WHEREAS, The Calle 24 ("Veinticuatro") Latino Cultural District is visually distinct

19

because of approximately four hundred murals adorning its buildings depicting the Latino

20

experience in San Francisco that have been painted thro.ughout the Mission District by

21
22

I

Chicano, Central American, and other local artists who had few, if any, opportunities to exhibit

I

their work in galleries; and
WHEREAS, Balmy Alley has the highest concentration of murals in San Francisco and

23

24

the mural project there emerged out of the need to provide a safer passage for children from

25

I the Bernal Dwellings apartments to "24th Street Place," an arts and education program located
!'

l

1

.II

.

.

Mayor Lee; Supervisor Campos
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_,,--....

Jl

!',l

!I

r
tl

1
2

j at the intersection of the alley and 24th Street, and run by Mia Gonzalez, Martha Estrella and

j

Ana Montano; and

3

I

4

!] Chicana artist collective, Mujeres Muralistas, and, in 1984, more than 27 muralists added to

5

[· the collection of outdoor murals in Balmy Alley, focusing on the conflicts in Central America,

l

6
7

I,
.11

WHEREAS, The first mural painted in Balm_y Alley was carried out in 1972 by the

expressing anger over human rights violations and promoting peace; and
WHEREAS, Within the Calle 24

("Veinticu~tro") Latino Cultural District, additional

8

I' notable murals include: Michael Rios' "BART" mural (1975), Daniel Galvez's "Carnaval" mural

9

!

10

Jj

11

,,jJ (1992), Juana Alicia's "La Llorona's Sacred Waters" (2004), and the Galerfa de la Raza's

12
13
14
15

(1983), Precita Eyes' "Bountiful Harvesf' (1978) and "Americana Tropical" (2007), Mujeres

I Muralistas' "Fantasy World for Children" (1975), Isaias
I

.

Mata'~ "500 Years of Resistanc~"

l Digital Mural Project; and

I
(1

WHEREAS, The York Mini Park grew from a vacant lot purchased by the City of San
.

it

UFrancisco in the 1970s to a park adorned by mqrals painted by Michael Rios (1974) and

'! Mujeres Muralistas (1975), as well as a mosaic of Quetzalcoatl that winds around the
playground created by Collete Crutcher, Mark Roller and Aileen Barr under the direction of

16
17

l Precita Eyes {2006); and

18

j

WHEREAS, Annual festivals celebrating Latino culture, including Carnaval, Cinco de

19

Mayo, the Lower 24th Street Festival de Las Americas (formerly the 24th Street Festival )·,

20

Cesar Cha_vez Parade and Festival, Dia de Ios Mµertos Procession and Altars, and Encuentro

21

del Canto Popular, represent the culture within the Calle 24 ("Veinticuatro") Latino Cultural

22

District; and
WHEREAS, The Calle 24 ("Veinticuatro") Latino Cultural District nurtured the

23
24

l

expansion of the Latino music scene from Latin jazz to Latir:i. rock and pop m~sic and the 24th

1

25

jt

!f

II

Mayor Lee; SupeNisor Campos
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I

'l
11

II
1

1

Street Festival (later known as Festival de las Americas) showcased musical talents including
Santana, Malo and Zapotec; and

2

WHEREAS, The Calle 24 ('Veinticuatro") Latino Cultural District was witness to the

3
4

,1 rise of the low-rider culture in the 1970s and, on weekends, Mission Street served as a
J

5

I

6

q

7

I! 1970s, the low-riders moved to La Raza Park also known as Pofrero del sol Park where the

8
9

bumper-to-bumper low-rider parade route; and

·

WHEREAS, After San Francisco authorities attempted to suppress cruising in the

jl low-rider clubs congregated in order to create a safe space for recreation; and

ii!!

.

WHEREAS, Organized youth cleaned up La Raza Park and marched from the corner

I

10

j of 24th. Street and Bryant Streets to City Hall with Latin American flags and signs that read

11

! "Build Us a Park," and, in response, San Francisco purchased the six-acre site with voter-

12

I approved qond funds and created La Raza Park; and

13

I

l

14

I

WHEREAS, St. Peter's Church is an anchor of the Calle 24 ('Veinticuatro") Latino

Cultural District because of the sp irltual services. it has. provided to the corn mun ity and its

15

association with Los Siete de la Raza, the Mission Coalition of Organizations, the United

16

Farmworkers Movements, and the Central American Resource Center (CARECEN) of

17.

Northern California, among other social justice efforts; and

a popular arena

18

WHEREAS, The 24th Street Bf.\RT station plazas have long served as

19

for public demonstrations, ranging from those_ organized by the Mission Coalition of

20

Organizations to those associated with the Central American Solidarity movements in the 1970s

21

and 1980s; and

22
23

24

25

WHEREAS, The two BART station plazas are popularly known as "Plaza Sandino" after

i

i

.

Nicaraguan revolutionary Augusto Cesar Sandino and "Plaza Martf" after Salvadoran leftist
leader Farabundo Martf; and

I

.

!l

ll

jj

,,
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'i

lI

d
1

I11

2

! mural painted by Michael Rios, which depicts the controversial impact of the 16th and 24th

3

4
5

6
7

f

WHEREAS, A prominent feature of the Northeast 24th Street BART plaza is the 1975

IStreet BART stations that were constructed in the 1970s by hard working residents who

JI

protested the extra sales tax that financed the rapid transit system; and

1·

WHEREAS, Community leaders have long sought to preserve the culture and

[.

p
i) community of Calle 24 ("Veinticuatro"); and
\)

WHEREAS, In the 1990s, Supervisor Jim Gonzalez introduced a fa9ade improvement

11
I

.

8

I program and a Flags of the Americas Program wherein Mission artists created banners for

9

Hdisplay within the neighborhood to call attention to its Latino heritage; and

i

10

j

!

I

WHEREAS, Supervisor Jim Gonzalez established the 24th Street Revitalization

f

11

11 Committee and made efforts to establish an Enterprise Zone for the Mission District; and

.12 /1

WHEREAS, In 2012, Mayor Edwin Lee's Invest In Neighborhoods Initiative selected

13

!! Calle 24 ("Veintlcuatro") for its economic development program and the establishment of a

14

'jl

15

'

.

cultural district; and

.

WHEREAS, As ·part of a collaborative effort by Calle 24 San Francisco, 'the San

16

Francisco Latino Historical Society, San· Francisco Heritage, Mayor Edwin Lee and Supervisor

17

David Campos worked together to create the Calle 24 ('Veinticuatro") Latino Cultural District

18

I as part of an effort to stabilize the displacement of Latino businesses and residents, preserve

19

I Calle 24 as the center of Latino culture and commerce, enhance the unique nature of Calle 24

20

Ii

21

dFrancisco and interested stakeholders have an opportunity to work collaboratively on a

as a special place tor San Francisco's residents and tourists, and ensure that the City of San

l

22

I community planning

23

process, which may result in the Designation of a Special Use District or

other amendment to Planning Code; now, therefore, be it
f

24 i
2s

JI
L

II11

ll
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l

!.

Exhibit 1: Resolution Establishing Calle 24 Latino Cultural District
http://wv.rw.sfbos.org/ftp/uploadedfiles/bdsupvrs/committees/materials/LU05 l 914 140421.pdf
Exhibit 2: Report Prepared by Calle 24 Latino Cultural District Community Council
http://www.calle24sf.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/LCD-final-repoii. pdf
Exhibit 3: Why Creating and Preserving Affordable Homes Near Transit is an Effective Climate
Change Strategy
http://chpc.net/v..~-content/uploads/20 l 5/1l/4-AffordableTODResearchUpdate070114.QM
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Calle 24 Latino Cultural District
Report on the Community Planning Process

Report prepared by Garo Consulting
For the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District Community Council
December 2014
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Calle 24 Latino Cultural District
Report on the Community Planning Process
Report: Garo Consulting
Funding provided by the SF Mayor's Office of Economic and Workforce Development
December 2014
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
n 2014, with support from Supervisor Campos and advocacy by the community, the
Calle 24 Latino Cultural District (LCD) was formed by a Board of Supervisors
resolution. The planning process was initiated to get the community's input about how
the LCD should be governed and how it should serve the community. Through a
competitive process, consultants were hired to facilitate the planning process, engage
community stakeholders, and gather input through a number of data collection activities
including community meetings, one-on-one interviews, focus groups, and a review of
other cultural district plans. The objectives of the planning process were: 1) To gather
community input about the Latino Cultural District's purposes, strengths, opportunities,
challenges, targeted strategies, and governance; 2) To review best practices employed by
other designated cultural districts (e.g., Little Tokyo, Fruitvale, Japantown), and 3) To
draft a final report with findings and recommendations.

I

Mission and Vision Statements
The Calle 24 Community Council adopted the following mission and vision statements
as one outcome of the community planning process:
Mission: To preserve, enhance and advocate for Latino cultural continuity, vitality, and
community in San Francisco's touchstone Latino Cultural District and the greater
Mission community.
Vision: The Latino Cultural District will be an economically vibrant community that is
inclusive of diverse income households and businesses that together compassionately
embrace the unique Latino heritage and cultures of 24th Street and that celebrate Latino
cultural events, foods, businesses, activities, art and music.

Calle24 Latino Cultural District Beneficiaries
Beneficiaries of the Latino Cultural District include individuals (e.g., LCD families,
including traditional, non-traditional, and extended; artists; working people; residents;
immigrants; youth; and elders), organizations (neighborhood businesses, arts and
culture organizations, educational institutions, and community service agencies), and
San Francisco and the general public.

Calle24 Latino Cultural District Purposes and Goals
The purposes of the LCD are to:
1. Strengthen, preserve and enhance Latino arts & cultural institutions, enterprises
and activities
2. Encourage civic engagement and advocate for social justice
3. Encourage economic vitality and economic justice for district families, working
people, and immigrants
4. Promote economic sustainability for neighborhood businesses and nonprofits
5. Promote education about Latino cultures
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6. Ensure collaboration and coordination with other local arts, community, social
service agencies, schools, and businesses
The goals of the LCD are to:
1. Create a safe, clean, and healthy environment for residents, families, artists, and
merchants to work, live, and play.
2. Foster an empowered, activist community and pride in our community.
3. Create a beautiful, clearly designated Latino corridor along Calle 24, and
preserve the unique beauty and cultures that identify Calle 24 and the Mission
4. Preserve and create stable, genuinely affordable and low-income housing in the
District and related infrastructure.
5. Manage and establish guidelines for development and economic change in the
District in ways that preserve the District's Latino community and cultures.
6. Foster a sustainable local economy that provides vital goods and services to the
District and supports living Latino cultures.

Key Strategies and Program Areas
Through community input gathered during the planning process, the following key
strategies and program activities were developed:
Key Strategies
• Create an organizational entity- a 501(c)(3) - to manage the LCD
• Create and leverage Special Use District designations
• Implement a Cultural Benefits District campaign and assessment
• Develop a community-wide communications infrastructure and promotion of
the District through traditional and social media
• Collaborate with, connect, and support existing arts and cultures and other
nonprofit service organizations in implementing the Latino Cultural District's
mission, rather than replacing or competing with them
• Serve as a safety net for the District's traditional cultural-critical community
events, such as Carnaval, Dia de los Muertos, and the Cesar E. Chavez Holiday
Celebration
• Generate sufficient resources to support creation and sustainability of the Latino
Cultural District programs and activities
• Pursue social and economic justice fervently, and conduct its work with the Si Se
Puede spirit of determination, collective strength, and compassion
Community input also helped define four program areas: land use and housing;
economic vitality; cultural assets and arts; and quality of life, with related activities that
are further discussed in the report. Finally, the community provided extensive input on
the governance structure for the LCD, including the organizational structure, committee
structure, member eligibility, and board size, composition, and conditions. The
following report shares the results of the planning process.
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1. INTRODUCTION

I

n May 2014, under the leadership of Supervisor Campos, the San Francisco Board of
Supervisors approved a resolution (SF Heritage, 2014) to designate 24TH Street a
Latino Cultural District (LCD). This unanimous vote was the result of a collaborative
effort between Calle 24 SF, a neighborhood coalition ofresidents, merchants, non-profits
in the area, the San Francisco Latino Historical Society, San Francisco Heritage, and the
Offices of Mayor Ed Lee and Supervisor David Campos. A cultural district is a region
and community linked together by similar cultural or heritage resources, and offering a
visitor experiences that showcase those resources. The San Francisco Board of
Supervisors resolution eloquently describes the rationale for the designation of this
historic neighborhood as a Latino Cultural District:

Whereas, the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District memorializes a place whose
richness of culture, history and entrepreneurship is unrivaled in San Francisco;
and
Whereas, the Calle 24 ("Veinticuatro ') Latino Cultural District has deep Latino
roots that are embedded within the institutions, events and experiences of the
Latino community living there; and
Whereas, because of numerous historic, social and economic events, the Mission
District has become the center ofhighly concentrated Latino residential
population, as well as a cultural center ofLatino businesses ... (page 1, SF
Heritage)
With the adoption of the Board of Supervisor's resolution, the City and County
repognized the significance of 24th Street to the City's history and culture, while also
acknowledging a number of significant factors impacting the Mission District and, in
particular, the 24th Street area. Calle 24 ("Veinticuatro") is a demographically diverse
area, rich in Latino cultural heritage and assets (SF Office of Economic and Workforce
Development, SF Planning Department, & LISC, 2014). As noted in the Lower 24th
Street Neighborhood Profile, Calle 24 features over 200 small businesses (a majority of
which are retail) and a high level of pedestrian traffic. Since 2006, sales tax revenue in
the area has grown faster in this area than in the city overall, and the neighborhood is rich
in community-based arts, cultural, and social service organizations. Approximately
23,000 people live in the neighborhood, with significant percentages of White, Latino,
and other or mixed race individuals. (SF Office of Economic and Workforce
Development, SF Planning Department, & LISC, 2014). A strong sense of community
and history, many cultural events, the area's walkability, its low vacancy rate, and
destination as a Latino cultural center are among the area's strengths. However,
challenges include the increasing commercial rents, the lack of opportunities for youth, a
fear of the "Mission" culture disappearing, an increase in gang violence and crime in
general, the deterioration of sidewalks and storefronts, and a lack of lighting and
nighttime activity. The pursuit of community-driven strategies to preserve the local
history and culture and the development of partnerships between old and new businesses
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and the various commercial and non-profit entities in the area were cited as important
opportunities to seize.
As a backdrop to Calle 24 organizing the community to preserve the history and culture
of the 24th Street corridor was the very recent history of the dot-com boom and the
departure of 50,000 from the Bay Area because of the lack of affordable housing (Zito,
2000); approximately 10% of the Latino population left San Francisco in the early 2000s,
making San Francisco one of the only U.S. cities to lose Latino/a residents (Census,
2000; Census, 2005). In her project collecting oral histories from Mission district
residents about the neighborhood's gentrification, Dr. Mirabal found that many saw the
loss of Latino residents, businesses, and culture not only as examples of gentrification but
also as acts of cultural exclusion and erasure (Mirabal, 2009). As the technology sector
began to boom again and the neighborhood began to quickly change, Calle 24 advocated
for the successful designation of Calle 24 as a Latino Cultural District (LCD) to preserve
and further develop the area's rich cultural heritage (see Appendix D for news articles
describing the recent community transformation and advocacy for the LCD). This report
describes the development of a plan for governance and implementation of the LCD.
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2. APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY
o develop a plan for the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District, San Francisco's Mayor's
Office of Economic and Workforce Development provided funding to Calle 24 SF.
Calle 24 SF selected the Garo Group as consultants to facilitate a process of involving the
community in the development of a plan for the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District (see
Appendix B for a description and map of the LCD). This project was guided by a
collaborative, participatory and inclusive approach to engage the community in
articulating a vision and plan for the LCD. The planning process, coordinated and
guided by the Calle 24 Planning Committee!, began in July, 2014. The methods used in
the planning process included the following: 10 in-depth interviews, four focus groups,
one study session with experts in the field, 4 community meetings, and 1 Council retreat.
The planning committee met regularly throughout the planning process to utilize
community input to inform each step of the planning process. The figure below depicts
the steps in the 6-month planning process.

T

Figure 1: Overview of the Community Planning Process

1

The Calle 24 Planning Committee includes Erick Argiiello, Georgiana Hernandez,
Anastacia Powers-Cuellar, and Miles Pickering.
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Key Stakeholder Outreach and Recruitment for Interviews and Focus Groups
The Calle 24 Planning Committee collaboratively brainstormed a list of key stakeholders
(including residents, merchants, artists, non-profit service and arts organizations, etc.) to
interview. Interviewees were contacted by phone or by email, and a date and time was
agreed upon for them to be interviewed. All but three of the interviews were conducted
by phone. Interviews were not audio recorded, but detailed notes were taken by the
interviewer and edited immediately after the interview. The planning committee also
felt it was important to have focus groups with each of the following stakeholder
groups: residents, merchants, youth, and non-profit arts organizations. Recruitment for
the focus groups was done through convenience and snowball sampling approaches.
Members of the planning committee, who are also well-known and trusted community
leaders, identified people from their social networks and these people invited others
within their networks. For the youth focus group, two youth who were involved in the
planning process contacted friends and neighbors living in the corridor. In addition,
youth organizations such as Mission Girls were invited to participate. Erick Argiiello of
the planning committee, known to most local merchants, personally invited each
merchant to attend. Stacie Powers Cuellar of the planning committee provided a list of
all the artists and arts organizations in the corridor, and an email invitation was sent to
all. Some of these artists invited others to attend. (See Appendix E for a full list of
interviewees and focus group attendees.)
The Planning Team developed questions (see Appendix F for the interview and focus
group guides) to explore the neighborhood's strengths and assets, challenges, as well as
further understand critical opportunities for the LCD. Each of the group discussions was
facilitated by members of the consulting team with a long history of experience in
community development, community mediation and facilitation, and participatory
research. Each group discussion had at least two members of the consulting team
present, with 1-2 co-facilitators and a note taker. Notes from the interviews, focus
groups, and community meetings were edited and analyzed using standard qualitative
procedures. Themes were identified using individual and group responses to questions
regarding cultural assets of the area, desired changes, vision for the LCD, and
recommendations. Data collection related to vision of the LCD and challenges to be
addressed was concluded when no new themes emerged, and the inventory of cultural
resources in the Calle 24 corridor appeared to be complete.
The planning process was also informed by a review of other cultural district plans as
well as a study session with experts from the Fruitvale and Little Tokyo Cultural
Districts (see Appendix G for notes from the study session). Some of the plans reviewed
included Creative Place making, Taos Arts and Cultural District Plan and Sustaining San
Francisco's Living History Strategies for Conserving Cultural Heritage Assets (see
Appendix C).
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Three community meetings (open to the general public) and one Calle 24 Council retreat
were also critical to the planning process (see Appendix I and J for community meeting
agendas and notes and Appendix K for notes from the Council Retreat). These
community meetings were designed to gather input from the broader community to
inform the planning process and to share findings from the planning process. Outreach
for the community meetings was done using Facebook, email, word-of-mouth, and
handing out and posting flyers in the neighborhood. A Calle 24 Council retreat was held
toward the end of the planning process in order to finalize decisions regarding
governance and program activities as outlined in this report.
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3. KEY FINDINGS
his section outlines the major findings from the interviews, focus groups, review of
cultural district plans, study session and community meetings. Findings are
organized according to strengths, challenges and opportunities for the Latino Cultural
District. The themes identified here are those that emerged most often during the data
gathering phase, and do not necessarily reflect the views of Calle 24.

T

Strengths
Throughout the planning process, a number of strengths of the Latino Cultural District
emerged in two broad categories: cultural assets and arts and community identity.
The community stakeholders who participated in discussions, interviews, and the
community meetings identified a vast array of cultural assets and arts (see appendices K
and L for a complete inventory of the cultural assets and art that emerged throughout
the planning process). These included the iconic murals and other art, cultural events
such as Carnaval and Dia de Los Muertos, arts organizations such as Galeria de la Raza
and Precita Eyes, service non-profits, parks, businesses including incredible restaurants,
churches. The other major theme that emerged in stakeholder discussions of the
neighborhood strengths was the community identity or the spirit of Calle 24, including
both tangible and intangible characteristics such as the demographic diversity, the
strong community connections, the commitment to social justice, and the
neighborhood's walkability, tree canopy and landscaping. A more detailed listing of
tangible and intangible cultural assets is below.
Cultural Assets and Art
• Murals and art
• Cultural events
• Artists and arts organizations
• Latino business enclave
• Established community based organizations
• Thriving faith community
• Culinary destinations
Community Identity
• Long-term presence of families and historic or legacy businesses
• Commitment to social justice
• Strong community connections
• Local leadership
• Unique neighborhood character
• Strong sense of community, place and history
• Demographic diversity
• Strong core shopper base
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•
•
•
•

Cultural events
Tourism
Business ownership
Character
W alkability

Challenges
There were a few key challenges that emerged from the data gathering during the
planning process. These challenges revolved around five key themes: the lack of
affordable housing, rapid community transformation, tensions in the community,
quality of life, and sustainability of the LCD. There were major concerns among
all stakeholders about the lack of affordable housing and about the gentrification
and recent eviction and displacement of long-time residents. A related theme was
the rapid community transformation underway, with some saying they wanted
to prevent another "Valencia" (referring to the way Valencia lost much of its
Latino culture in the 1990s and 2000s). Community relations, often discussed as
tensions between newcomers and old-timers, was another key challenge that
emerged in many interviews, focus groups, and community meetings. Many
mentioned that there often appears to be a division between the predominantly
Latino, long-time residents, and the newer, predominantly White, residents. One
person mentioned feeling an increased police presence to address the fear of
"brown boys". The cultural differences between old and new can be challenging,
and many of those who have lived in the neighborhood for years struggle with
how to integrate newcomers and "convince them that Brava, Galeria de la Raza,
Acci6n Latina and the fish market are all important". Challenges affecting residents'
quality of life also emerged frequently; these included things such as gang
violence, liquor stores, broken sidewalks, lack of public spaces, lack of police
presence, etc. Finally, a few of the often-mentioned challenges revolved around
the implementation and sustainability of the LCD. The limited resources (lack of
funding and staff) to develop and maintain a governance structure and
implement all the desired activities of the LCD were discussed by many. These
themes are elaborated below.

Lack of Affordable Housing
• Evictions and displacements
• Inadequate rent control
• Rapid gentrification
• Housing/building code violations
Community Transformation
• Rapid transformation of neighborhood without a plan ("not another
Valencia")
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•

•
•
•
•

Loss of historical businesses, residents and services
Unaffordable commercial rents (difficult for long time tenants to pay)
Increase in health code and building code violations
Fear of "Mission" culture disappearing
Loss of historical establishments

Community Relations
• Tension between the old and the new (lack of integration)
• Partnership challenges with City/County
• Lack of opportunities for youth
• Frictions with new residents and businesses
Quality of Life
• Lack of public spaces and seating
• Lack of signage, dilapidated structures, dirty gates drawn during day
• Gang violence and fear of gangs limiting activity
• Insufficient police vigilance (beat cops rarely seen)
• Too many liquor stores
• Dirty, broken sidewalks; public spaces, trees overgrown
• Poor lighting, dark at night, increased perception of unsafe
• Homeless populations
Sustainability
• Limited resources to sustain the LCD
• Building a sustainable governance model
• Lack of resources to hire full time LCD Coordinator

Opportunities
Throughout the data gathering process, many opportunities for the LCD emerged.
These are organized according to five key areas: 1) land use design and housing; 2)
economic vitality; 3) cultural assets and arts; 4) quality of life; and 5) governance. In the
area of land use design and housing, recommendations had to do with land use and
other policies to help preserve and further develop cultural assets, the preservation and
development of affordable housing, and strategies to promote property ownership,
particularly for Latino residents and businesses. Economic vitality revolved around
opportunities and strategies to promote the economic viability and growth of businesses
and organizations, particularly those with historic and cultural significance in the
District. Stakeholders discussed many opportunities related to the preservation and
promotion of cultural assets and arts. Quality of life opportunities included things that
focused on improving the physical appearance and accessibility of the District,
particularly things that promote the Latino Cultural District (e.g., way finding, visual
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cues, etc.). Finally, a key opportunity that emerged throughout the planning process
and ultimately became a priority in community discussions was the development of a
governance structure to oversee and manage the Latino Cultural District. The
opportunities in each of these key areas are listed in more detail below.
1) Land use design and housing

•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Work with Building and Planning Developments to create new land use policies
to support cultural assets. Integrate SF Heritage frameworks and language for
designation and support of Cultural Heritage Assets.
Explore Special Use District, Business Improvement District, and Community
Benefit District creation. Connect with community-based efforts that have
successfully adopted these tax increment measures: Castro Community Benefit
District and Fruitvale Business Improvement District.
Pursue community-driven strategies to preserve local history and culture.
Continue partnerships with SF Heritage and universities to capture history and
preserve it for future generations.
Protect existing parking.
Regulate rents for housing and cultural spaces and explore models that preserve
historical residents and merchants.
Programs to provide financial and legal assistance to residents, businesses and
organizations/tenants' rights. Enforce HUD Fair Housing laws.
Advocate for the development of affordable housing (for example, through early
identification of sites that may be available for development and small sites
development where existing units can be converted to affordable housing).
Advocate for rent regulation for tenants, businesses, and non-profits. Engage
diverse neighborhood stakeholders (residents, businesses, and non-profits) in
affordable housing movement.
Advocate for a moratorium on Ellis evictions .
Educate community about local, state, federal housing laws and housing
assistance programs (e.g., DALP).
Identify funding sources and strategies to develop and purchase properties (e.g.,
affordable housing trust fund controlled by Mayor's Office on Housing;
foundations; technology industry; land trust models, utilizing cooperative
development strategies such as tenants' collective to purchase properties;
eminent domain, interim controls (for businesses).
Seek help from the city and others to help legacy institutions such as the Mission
Cultural Center and Galerfa de la Raza purchase their buildings.
Promote Latino ownership of businesses .
Create artist-centered housing (artist-in-residence; work/live space; community
service with art work, NPS structure) as well as housing.
Identify strategies to decrease ability of speculators/developers to come in and
sweep up real estate as soon as it becomes available (right of first refusal for
locals, long-term residents).
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Develop innovative land use in line with LCD (some possibilities include
pedestrian only spaces or zones on certain days/develop walkability;
development of open space like a zocalo I picnic areas with grills).

2) Economic Vitality
Create electronic tools to assist businesses and promote arts.
Promote branding: logos and plaques to identify CHAs, signage to designate the
LCD area, aesthetic, cultural demarcations unique to the LCD, and the
development of consistent marketing of cultural activities.
• Increase business engagement: increase the engagement of local businesses in the
development of the LCD, improve communication between businesses, schedule
meetings at times that are convenient to local businesses, ensure that businesses
have reasons to participate and are motivated to participate, and create a
community through common activities and interests.
• Promote preservation: ensuring the survival and viability of tangible CHAs,
developing protocols for the designation of CHAs, developing strategies to
stabilize residential and commercial rents and leases, developing warning
system to alert businesses and non-profits about expiring leases, and continuing
fac;ade improvement following LCD standards and design. A key priority under
preservation is to conduct a SWOT analysis to determine strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats facing historic and legacy businesses.
• Increase capacity building: create technical assistance initiatives to help
businesses improve their capacity through marketing, social media, market
segmentation, strategic planning, and financial management. Strategies to
strengthen the capacity of local businesses include: providing assistance to help
businesses survive and expand, tailoring assistance to needs of businesses (e.g.,
individual, traditional, virtual), creating business incubators and accelerators,
forming information technology team to support legacy businesses, providing
businesses with demographic and market data to help them develop better
goods and services, and creating directories and other databases with
information that could be of value to local businesses.
• Articulate a legislative agenda: explore and promote designation of parts or the
entire LCD as a Business Improvement District (BID), Special Use District or
Community Benefit District. Two other ideas include the creation of community
debit cards for legacy businesses as well as the creation of community banks or
credit unions.
• Identify opportunities to leverage Mission Promise investments to support the
Mission's neighborhood.
Create loan programs targeting historical business and renters.
• Develop partnership opportunities between longtime businesses and new
businesses, and between businesses and arts organizations.
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3) Cultural Assets and Arts
• Organize advocacy efforts to identify available resources, preservation priorities,
and facilities for arts programming.
• Use technology to promote LCD (e.g., create electronic calendar of cultural
events that can also be printed and distributed).
• Educate new residents on CHAs (develop social connections; provide
opportunities for new residents to volunteer and get involved; integrate an
educational component in cultural events; create welcome packet and
neighborhood newsletter; bulletin boards at CHAs.
• Learn about models that balance beautification and preservation.
• Regulate rents for housing (to help artists stay in the area) and cultural
spaces/facilities.
• Leverage potential of LCD to preserve local businesses & non-profits and protect
residents from displacement.
• Recognize San Francisco and LCD as a safe haven for immigrant artists .
• Invite tourism to the LCD, but avoid the commercialization/"Disneyland" effect
(develop self-guided tours educating people about cultural history of area,
Mayan kiosks, "This is 24th Street'' events to reinforce identity and educate new
residents, classes).
• Programs to provide financial and legal assistance to residents, businesses, and
organizations/tenants' rights.
• Promote architectural features that emphasize the Latin American "feel" (e.g.,
arches at 24lh/Potrero & 24th/Mission, papel picado, murals, Mayan kiosks.
• Create arts spaces (i.e. Gum Wall and other spaces for youth) as well as
community spaces for dialogue regarding gentrification, hate tagging, historical
values, traditions, discrimination in businesses, etc.
4) Quality of Life

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

Capital improvements; prune trees, fix broken sidewalks, add pedestrian
lighting, landscaping.
Define off-hour truck loading times to reduce day-time parking problems .
Promote free shuttle and pedestrian traffic (walkability) for the LCD .
Facilitate access to LCD from Valencia to 24th Street.
Create visual, tangible elements (e.g., flags, maps, way finders) .
Storefront fa<;ade improvement (e.g., murals on every fa<;ade along 24th Street,
window art, for example utilizing art created by local artists or schoolchildren;
colors, flowers, lights; "Welcome" signs in Spanish/English).
Prevent chain and high-end restaurants from coming into neighborhood .
Conduct awareness campaign about health and building codes.

5) Governance

•
•

Create strong governance structure to manage LCD .
Implement and execute LCD branding.
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4. VISION, MISSION, PURPOSES & GOALS
he planning process engaged key stakeholders in defining and articulating a
vision, mission, purpose statement, targeted beneficiaries, and goals that
could guide the implementation of the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District. These
strategic planning elements are outlined below.

T

Mission and Vision Statements
The mission statement developed through the planning process is: To preserve, enhance
and advocate for Latino cultural continuity, vitality, and community in San Francisco's
touchstone Latino Cultural District and the greater Mission community.
The vision statement developed is: The Latino Cultural District will be an economically
vibrant community that is inclusive of diverse income households and businesses that
together compassionately embrace the unique Latino heritage and cultures of 24th Street
and that celebrate Latino cultural events, foods, businesses, activities, art and music.
Beneficiaries of the Latino Cultural District include individuals (e.g., LCD families,
including traditional, non-traditional, and extended; artists; working people; residents;
immigrants; youth; and elders), organizations (neighborhood businesses, arts and
culture organizations, educational institutions, and community service agencies), and
San Francisco and the general public.

Purposes and Goals
The purposes of the LCD are to:

• Strengthen, preserve and enhance Latino arts & cultural institutions, enterprises
•
•
•
•
•

and activities
Encourage civic engagement and advocate for social justice
Encourage economic vitality and economic justice for district families, working
people, and immigrants
Promote economic sustainability for neighborhood businesses and nonprofits
Promote education about Latino cultures
Ensure collaboration and coordination with other local arts, community, $Ocial
service agencies, schools, and businesses

The goals of the LCD are to:
1. Create a safe, clean, and healthy environment for residents, families, artists, and
merchants to work, live, and play.
2. Foster an empowered, activist community and pride in our community.
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3. Create a beautiful, clearly designated Latino corridor along Calle 24, and
preserve the unique beauty and cultures that identify Calle 24 and the Mission
4. Preserve and create stable, genuinely affordable and low-income housing in the
District and related infrastructure.
5. Manage and establish guidelines for development and economic change in the
District in ways that preserve the District's Latino community and cultures.
6. Foster a sustainable local economy that provides vital goods and services to the
District and supports living Latino cultures.
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5. PROPOSED PROGRAMS AND STRATEGIES
indings from the data gathering activities conducted throughout the planning process
led to the development of the following key strategies for the LCD to prioritize. In
addition, these four program areas (and related activities) will be the focus of the LCD: 1)
land use design and housing; 2) economic vitality; 3) cultural assets and arts; 4) quality of
life.

F

Program area 1: Land Use Design
The LCD wishes to utilize land use design as a tool to promote housing and commercial
stability of historical assets and demographic diversity. The planning process identified a
long list of potential actions within this priority and the recommended next step should be
to establish a process to analyze the feasibility of various options.

Program area 2: Economic Vitality
The LCD recognizes the importance of sustaining the business vitality of the District by
first acknowledging the challenges affecting the stability of historical businesses. The LCD
wants to clearly delineate the differences in priorities of new and historical businesses.

Program area 3: Preservation, Revitalization and Restoration of Cultural Assets
The LCD wishes to recognize, promote and preserve cultural assets unique to the Latino
Cultural District. The planning process created an inventory of close to 60 cultural assets.
One crucial next step to operationalize this priority is the creation of protocols to clearly
identify what constitutes a Cultural Historical Assets (CHAs). San Francisco Heritage
suggests the use of this terminology to describe "the practices, representations, expressions,
knowledge, skill- as well as the instruments, objects, artifacts and cultural spaces associated
therewith- that communities, groups, and in some cases, individuals recognize as part of
their cultural heritage. This intangible heritage, transmitted from generation to generation,
is constantly recreated by communities and groups in response to their environment, their
interaction with nature and their history, and provides them with a sense of identify and
continuity, thus promoting respect for cultural diversity and human creativity."

Program area 4: Quality of Life
Calle 24 recognizes that preserving positive quality of life indicators is as important as
affecting negative quality of life indicators. LCD will foster further dialogue to spell out
strategies for preserving and improving quality of life.

Key Strategies
1. Create an organizational entity- a 501(c)(3)- to manage the activities of the Latino
Cultural District
2. Create and leverage Special Use District designation
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3. Implement a Cultural Benefits District campaign and assessment
4. Develop a community-wide communications infrastructure and promote the
District through traditional and social media
5. Collaborate with, connect, and support existing arts and cultures and other
nonprofit service organizations in implementing the Latino Cultural District's
mission, rather than replacing or competing with them
6. Serve as a safety net for the District's traditional cultural-critical community events,
such as Carnaval, Dia de los Muertos, and the Cesar E. Chavez Holiday Celebration
7. Generate sufficient resources to support creation and sustainability of the Latino
Cultural District programs and activities
8. Pursue social and economic justice fervently, and conduct its work with the Si Se
Puede spirit of determination, collective strength, and compassion

Program Activities
1) Land Use Design and Housing
Design Special Use District campaign
Advocate for genuinely affordable and low-income housing in the District and
related infrastructure, including promoting education about financial literacy, home
ownership, and tenants' rights
• Advocate for certificates of preference that would allow long-time residents who
have been forced out of the District by waves of gentrification to return to new
housing opportunities in the District
• Advocate for height limits and design guidelines
• Engage in activism and advocacy to ensure that new development is responsive to
and reflective of the Latino Cultural District
2) Economic Vitality
• Provide technical and lease assistance to small businesses
• Create culturally relevant business attraction and retention strategies
• Provide district event support
• Implement neighborhood enhancements (such as arches, tiles, banderas, and/or
plaques that identify the District, much as Chinatown's arches and architecture
distinguish it from surrounding neighborhoods)
• Help preserve local businesses and attract new ones
3) Cultural Assets and Arts
• Participate in and support traditional culture-critical community events, such as
Carnaval, Dia de Los Muertos, and the Chavez Holiday Celebration
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•
•
•

Identify and preserve cultural assets
Create corridor monuments, arts projects, a walk of fame, light pole signs, and the
like
Foster collaboration among the arts organizations

4) Quality of Life
• Ensure the safety of the neighborhood
• Abate graffiti
• Develop a neighborhood-based communications infrastructure, and promote the
District through traditional and social media
Preserve street parking, public transit, and walking options
Preserve open space, light, air, (trees, vegetation?)
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6. ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE & GOVERNANCE
Structure
The LCD will be managed by a
nonprofit organization
510(c)(3), the Calle 24 Council,
which will be incorporated as a
membership organization.
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Nonprofit organization 5:10{c}(3), incorporated as a
membership _organization.

The follow committee structure
of the 501(c)(3) is
recommended.
Executive Committee: An
executive committee will be
comprised of officers of the
Calle 24 Council.

Advisory Committees:
Figure 2: Calle 24 Organizational Structure
Advisory committees will be
comprised of at least one board member and other members. All committees will recruit
youth in order to cultivate new generations of leaders. Suggested advisory committees
include:

•
•

•
•
•

Land Use Design and Housing
Cultural Assets and Arts
Quality of Life and Neighborhood Enhancements
Economic Vitality
Nominating Committee

Govern£!.nce
One must meet one or more of the following qualifications to become a member
of the Council:

•
•
•
•

Live and/or work in the Mission for ten or more years; or
Born and raised in the Mission; or
History of activism in support of the Latino Cultural District's mission;
and
Have served reliably on one of the organization's committees for at least
one year.
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Membership Eligibility
There will be no charge for membership on the Council. To be eligible for membership,
one must:

•

•
•
•

Participate on one of the committees and/or volunteer for one of the endorsed
events (e.g., Cesar Chavez Festival; Carnaval) or with one of the neighborhood
nonprofits)
Support the mission and vision of the organization
Reflect Calle 24 constituencies
Adhere to a code of good conduct and nonprofit best practices

Board Size/Composition
The Board should be comprised of no fewer than 9 individuals, with a
maximum number to be determined. The Board composition should include:

•
•

•

A majority of Latino/as (% to be determined)
Long-term residents: 15 (?) or more years (% to be determined)
At least one youth (ages 24 or under)
Representation from all the constituencies the Latino Cultural District is
designed to benefit
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7. CONCLUSION
he resolution that San Francisco's Board of Supervisors unanimously passed in
May 2014 to designate the 24th Street corridor as the Latino Cultural District
offers community residents and other stakeholders a unique opportunity to
preserve and advance the rich legacy of Latino culture within the neighborhood.
As stated in the resolution, "[ ... ] the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District memorializes
a place whose richness of culture, history and entrepreneurship is unrivaled in San
Francisco ..." The community planning process undertaken by the Calle 24 Council
during the last six months of 2014 sought to solicit and distill a wide range of ideas
about the strategies and actions the Council should pursue to achieve its mission to
preserve, enhance and advocate for Latino cultural continuity, vitality and
community in San Francisco's touchstone Latino Cultural District and the greater
Mission community.

T

The findings from the community planning process reflect a clear consensus on the
goals for the LCD, including the desire to create a safe, clean and healthy
environment for residents, families, artists and merchants to work, live and play;
the desire to create stable and affordable housing for working-class families; the
desire to manage and establish guidelines for economic development and land use
that preserve the District's Latino community and cultures; the desire to foster a
sustainable local economy that provides vital goods and services; and the desire to
create a beautiful, clearly designated Latino corridor along Calle 24 that
exemplifies the cultural and artistic richness of San FranciscO' s Latino
communities.
Key to achieving these goals will be the creation of an organizational infrastructure that
can support the strategies adopted by the Council. Over the next few years, the Council
will incorporate as a charitable, nonprofit organization and begin to pursue and leverage
Special Use District designation, followed by neighborhood organizing to launch a
Cultural Benefits District campaign and assessment that could potentially offer the
district a source of long-term financial support. The Council will work to implement
community programs that focus on land use design and housing, economic vitality,
cultural assets and arts, and quality of life issues.
The community planning process undertaken by the Calle 24 Council represents just
the first step in a journey that neighborhood residents and merchants, with support
from city officials, are taking to preserve the authenticity and legacy of Latino culture
along the 24th Street corridor. The Council looks forward to implementing the strategies
outlined in the report. The vigor of our stride, given the fast pace of gentrification, will
be key to the success of this endeavor.
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BUDGET AND LEGISLATIVE ANALYST
1390 Market Street, Suite 1150, San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 552-9292 FAX (415) 252-0461

To:

Supervisor Campos

From:

Budget and Legislative Analyst's Office

Subject:

Analysis of Small Business Displacement

Date:

October 10, 2014

You requested that the Budget and Legislative Analyst assess the level of displacement of small
businesses and commercial spaces over the last twenty years, specifically considering businesses that
have been open for at least five years. The request specified that in addition to citywide trends to assess
the patterns of displacement in two commercial corridors, the Mission and Castro/Upper Market. In
addition, you asked that our office determine the average rate of change in commercial property value.

For further information about this report, contact Fred Brousseau at the Budget and Legislative
Analyst's Office.

Surnmary
•

Business closures and location changes occur in San Francisco for a variety of reasons, including
moving to a new location to expand, moving to avoid unsustainable rent increases, to scale back
a business, going out of business due to retirement or being bought out, and others. The rate of
business turnover due to these and other causes steadily increased in San Francisco during the
twenty years between 1992 and 2011 and, from available data, appears likely to continue its
upward trend through2014 and beyond.

•

Measured in openings, closures and location changes, business turnover increased not only for
all types of businesses Citywide over the twenty year period ending in 2011, but also for
established businesses, or those operating for five years or more in the same location. As a
result, the composition of businesses and business types in many areas has changed
considerably over the years reviewed.

•

Between 1992 and 2011, business closures and location changes of all businesses rose by 883.6
percent from 1,298 in 1992 to 12,767 in 2011, the most recent year for which complete closure
data was determined to be available due to lags in businesses reporting closures to the City and
County of San Francisco.

•

For established businesses, or businesses open for at least five years at the same location,
business closures and location changes increased from 518 in 1992 to 3,657 in 2011, an increase
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of 606 percent. The rate of closures and location changes for established businesses increased
to 20.6 percent relative to all business openings between 2009 and 2011, higher than the 20
year median rate of 15.3 percent between 1992 and 2011.
•

During the same time period as an increasing number of established businesses have closed or
changed locations, commercial property sales rates in San Francisco have also risen, from
$189.50 per square foot in 1999 to $675.10 per square foot in 2013, an increase of 256.3
percent, according to Assessor-Recorder's Office data. Analyses by a number of real estate
brokerage service firms predict a continuation of this trend through 2014 and beyond.

•

Based on data analyzed and forecasts of the San Francisco commercial real estimate market
reviewed for this report, the Budget and Legislative Analyst projects that, if current trends
continue, 4,378 established businesses, or those in business at the same location for five or
more years, will close or change locations in 2014, up from 4,123 such projected occurrences in
2013.

•

If the same trends continue for the five years beyond 2014, the Budget and Legislative Analyst
projects the closure or change of location for 5,910 established businesses in 2019, an increase
of 38.1 percent over the projected 4,378 closures and changes of location for established
businesses in 2014.

•

The Budget and Legislative Analyst analyzed business openings, closures and location changes
from 1992 to 2011 for two commercial corridors: Lower 24th Street and the Castro/Upper
Market areas. Though the activity in both areas was more volatile year-to-year because a small
number of openings, closings or location changes can have a bigger impact in these smaller
areas, the same general pattern as the Citywide trends were found, with an increasing number
of business closures and location changes in more recent years, including for established
businesses in the same location for five or more years.

Budget and Legislative Analyst
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Graph 1: Business Location Closures and Location
Changes Increasing
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It is important to note that there are limitations in the data made obtained this analysis. Without a
comprehensive study or additional data, the Budget and Legislative Analyst cannot address with full
certainty why these changes occurred. This limits the Budget and Legislative Analyst to only measuring
the rate of business closures and location changes over time, without regard to business size, and
comparing these to the number of business openings. Furthermore, the data collected for 2012, 2013
and 2014 is incomplete due to a lag in businesses reporting their closure or location change to the
Treasurer and Tax Collector's Office, the source of the business opening and closure data used for this
analysis. Therefore, this analysis focused primarily on 1992 to 2011, although the available data for
2012, 2013, 2014 is included in Appendix 2 for reference.

Budget and Legislative Analyst
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Rate of Business Closures and Location Changes are on the Rise Citywide

During the 20-year period between 1992 through 2011 the annual citywide volume of business openings
and business closures and location changes has increased substantially. The number of business
openings per year recorded by the Treasurer and Tax Collector's Office increased from 3,956 in 1992 to
17,754 in 2011, an increase of 348.8 percent. During the same time, business closings and location
changes increased from 1,298 in 1992 to 12,767 in 2011, an increase of 883.6 percent.
This rate of turnover reflects a dynamic business sector in San Francisco, with a high number of new
businesses opening each year, and many existing businesses closing or changing location. Business
openings and locations are recorded by the Treasurer and Tax Collector's Office of the City and County
of San Francisco when new businesses obtain their business registration certificates and closings or
location changes are recorded when businesses file documentation that they have discontinued
operations at a particular location. The Treasurer and Tax Collector's Office does not require that
businesses report the reason for discontinuing their operations at a certain location. As a result,
reported closures and location changes include all of the possible reasons for location closings or
changes such as a business ceasing its operations at a location entirely, moving to another location in
San Francisco or moving to a location outside San Francisco. The closure or location change may be the
result of business failure, owner retirement, moving to another location to expand, moving to another
location to lower costs such as rent, taxes or labor costs, moving to be closer to customers or other
causes.
To make the data more comparable year-to-year, the Budget and Legislative Analyst measured the
relationship of business closings or location changes to business openings as a ratio (see Table 1 column
"Ratio of Closed to Open"). As can be seen in Table 1, there have been some variations year to year but,
overall, the rate of business closures and location changes has trended upward as a share of business
openings over the twenty year period.

Budget and Legislative Analyst
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Table 1: Rate of Business Closures and Location Changes on the
Rise between 1992 and 2011
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1992

3,956

1,298

32.8%

Source: Business Registration Certificate Records, San Francisco
Treasurer Tax Collector's Office
Comparing the Closed to Opening ratios for select years within the twenty year period shows that there
has been more turnover in the business sector in San Francisco during that period and that the rate of
business closures and location changes has increased. Table 2 shows that the median percentage of
businesses closings or location changes relative to openings was 39.3 percent between 1992 and 2001,
but a higher 68.6 percent between 2002 and 2011, and an even higher 71.9 percent for the just the
three years between 2009 and 2011.

Table 2: Rate of Business Closures and Location Changes for Selected Years
Median CLOSE TO OPEN 1992 to 2001

39.3%

Median CLOSE TO OPEN 2002 to 2011

68.6%

Median CLOSE TO OPEN 2009 to 2011

71.9%

Budget and Legislative Analyst
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Rate of Established Business Closures and Location Changes Rising

While there has been a higher rate of business turnover for all businesses in the City in recent years, the
number of businesses operating five years or more, or "established businesses" for the purposes of this
report, also closed or changed locations in increasing numbers and at higher rates between 1992 and
2011, according to the Treasurer and Tax Collector's Office's business registration certificate database.
Classified as established businesses by the Budget and Legislative Analyst to signify their tenure in their
locations, the number of businesses open five or more years increased over the twenty year period from
518 in 1992 to 3,657 in 2011, or by 606 percent. The number of annual closures and location changes of
established businesses relative to business openings increased to 20.6% in 2011 from 13.1% in 1992, a
57.3% increase.
Table 3: Rate of Business Closures and Location Changes of
Established Businesses, 1992 to 2011
Ratio of
Established
1

All Business

Businesses Closed

YEAR

Locations Opened

or Changed Location

1992

3,956

518

Closed
to
Opening

13.1%

Source: Business Registration Certificate Records, San Francisco
Treasurer and Tax Collector's Office
1
Established Businesses: those open in the same location for five or
more years.
Budget and Legislative Analyst
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Comparing the Closed to Opening ratios for established businesses for select years within the twenty
year period between 1992 and 2011 shows the increase in the rate of established business closures and
location changes during that period. Table 4 shows that the median percentage of established
businesses closings or location changes relative to openings was 13.7 percent between 1992 and 2001,
but a higher 18.6 percent for the more recent 2002 through 2011, and an even higher 20.6 percent for
just the three years between 2009 and 2011. In other words, established businesses have comprised a
higher percentage of businesses closing or changing location in recent years.
Table 4: Rate of Business Closures and Location Changes for Selected Years for Established Businesses
i

Median CLOSE TO OPEN 1992 to 2001

13.7%

Median CLOSE TO OPEN 2002 to 2011

18.6%

Median CLOSE TO OPEN 2009 to 2011

20.6%

Commercial Real Estate Prices Increasing As Well
There are many factors that impact the longevity and location choices of businesses. Real estate prices
and commercial rental rates have a bearing on businesses' costs and their ability to maintain their
operations. In data made available from the Assessor-Recorder's and the Treasurer and Tax Collector's
Offices, it can be seen that the cost of non-residential real estate and the increase in business closures
and location changes have been rising together instep.
Based on our analysis of data provided by the Office of the Assessor-Recorder, the average price for all
commercial real estate increased by 256.2% between 1999 and 2013, from $189.50 per square foot in
1999 to $675.10 in 2013, the highest level in the 14 year period. The median annual rate of change
during that period was seven percent.
Spanning the period from 2002 through 2011, the median Closed to Opening ratio of all businesses Citywide grew to 68.6 percent, up from 39.3 ·percent during the previous ten year period. While there
appears to be a relationship between price and business closures and location changes, data available
for this analysis is not sufficient to confirm the extent to which price drives the rate of business closures
and location changes. At best, the Budget and Legislative Analyst can infer some degree of link between
the two factors, given the assumption that rapidly changing costs can outpace some businesses' ability
to adapt. However, without a more comprehensive study or precise data the Budget and Legislative
Analyst cannot assert the causes of and links between these trends.

Budget and Legislative Analyst
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Table 5: Commercial Real Estate
Prices Continued to Rise between
1999 and 2013
Year
...

1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013

Average of
Price Per
Square Foot

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Annual Rate
of Change

189.5
54.8%

293.4
288.7

-1.6%

237.0

-17.9%

236.4

-0.2%

292.8
282.1

23.9%
-3.7%

322.1

14.2%

604.9

87.8%

374.7

-38.1%

229.4

-38.8%

374.9

63.4%

311.7

-16.9%

514.8

65.1%

675.1

31.1%

Source: Budget and Legislative Analyst's
calculations of data provided by the San
Francisco Office of the Assessor-Recorder

Near-term Prices Increasing Further
There have been many recent reports on rising commercial real estate prices in the City. The most
recent data from the Office of the Assessor-Recorder supports these observations. In the recent period
of 2011 to 2013, prices have increased at a median annual rate of 31.1 percent and reached a level
beyond their 2007 pre-recession peak, as shown in Table 5.
Other sources confirm this trend and show continued price growth into 2014. According to figures
published by LoopNet.com, an online commercial real estate listing service, the asking sale and rent
price of commercial property have been on the rise in 2014. For example, between August 2013 and
August 2014, the asking price for leased office space citywide rose by 15.3 percent, industrial leases
Citywide rose 46.0 percent, and retail leases Citywide rose by 16.0 percent. Similarly, during the same
period the asking sale price of office property Citywide rose by 2.3 percent, and retail Citywide by 24.1
percent (industrial property for sale wasn't reported at the City level by this source).

1

Part of the explanation for the increasing prices in the analyses reviewed by the Budget and Legislative
Analyst is a shortage of supply. This trend is highlighted in a recent publication on retail property in San
1

http://www.loopnet.com/San·Francisco_California_Market-Trends
Budget and Legislative Analyst
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Francisco, by Cushman & Wakefield, a commercial real estate service provider. The report shows a
2

strikingly low citywide retail vacancy rate of 1.9 percent during the first quarter of 2014. This is low
compared to the national retail vacancy rate reported at 4.4 percent in the second quarter of 2014.

3

Similarly, office property in San Francisco had a relatively low citywide vacancy rate of 8.9 percent in the
4

second quarter of 2014. This also is low compared to the national rate reported in the second quarter
of 2014 at 15.1 percent. 5 In all other commercial retail property categories, San Francisco is reported to
have higher demand and lower supply than the national averages.
In the same reports, both retail and office property in San Francisco are forecast by Cushman &
Wakefield to continue to grow in demand and realize further declines in vacancy rates. Retail property in
particular is forecast to see continued demand with limited new supply anticipated. The Cushman and
Wakefield report concludes with the remarks "as the lack of available space coincides with strong
6

demand from tenants for that limited space, rents will continue their upward trend." If these forecasts
are realized, the Budget and Legislative Analyst anticipates that commercial real estate prices and
commercial rents will continue to grow. This would likely continue to apply pressure on businesses, and
could perpetuate the trend of increasing business closures and location changes, including for
established businesses that have been open and in their current locations for five or more years.

Projecting Forward
As discussed further in Appendix 1, the business registration certificate data provided by the Treasurer
and Tax Collector's Office from 2012, 2013, and 2014 is incomplete as it does not account for all
business closures and location changes during those years due to the fact that closure and location
change reports are not provided to the Office for all businesses untiLtwo to three years after they have
closed or changed locations. However, to consider what would happen if recent business closure and
location change trends continued at their current rate, the Budget and Legislative Analyst has prepared
projections for 2012-2014 and for the five year period between 2015 and 2019 based on the median
annual rate of change of the Closed to Opening ratio for 2009 to 2011. For all businesses the median
was 2.1%, but for the established businesses it was a larger 6.2%. These rates of annual change were
used by the Budget and Legislative Analyst to project business closures and location changes through
2014 and for the five year period ending in 2019 (see Table 6).
If the conditions that drove the increasing business location changes and closures between 2009 to 2011
persist the Budget and Legislative Analyst expects the Closed to Opening ratio to continue rising into
2014 and through 2019. This seems likely assuming the 2009 to 2011 conditions are at least in part
driven by commercial real estate prices, which are in turn expected to continue to rise in the short-term.
Under these circumstances, we expect more businesses will change and close locations as commercial
real estate prices continue to rise.

2

ttp://www .cushmanwakefield.com/-/media/marketbeat/2014/07/San Francisco_AM ERICAS_MarketBeat_Retail_Q12014.pdf
http://www.cushmanwakefield.com/-/media/marketbeat/2014/08/US_AMERICAS_MarketBeat_Retail_Q22014.pdf
4
http://www.cushmanwakefield.com/-/media/marketbeat/2014/07/SanFrancisco_Americas_MarketBeat_Office_Q22014.pdf
5
http://www.cushmanwakefield.com/-/media/marketbeat/2014/07/US_AMERICAS_MarketBeat_Office_Q22014.pdf
6
ttp://www .cushmanwakefield.com/-/media/marketbeat/2014/07/San Francisco_AMERICAS_MarketBeat_Retail_Q12014. pdf
3
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Table 6: Actual and Projected Business Closures and Location Changes Compared
to Business Location Openings, all Commercial Businesses and those Opened Five
Years or More (Established Businesses)
1992-2011 Actual and Projected for 2012 through 2019
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Two Commercial Corridor Study Areas
Business openings and closures and location changes were analyzed by the Budget and Legislative
Analyst for two San Francisco commercial corridors. The areas are based on two of the 25 commercial
corridors identified and studied by the Office of Economic Workforce Development's {OEWD) Invest in
Neighborhoods program. The OEWD's mission is to " ... support the ongoing economic vitality of San
7

Francisco." The Invest In Neighborhoods "program is an interagency partnership to strengthen and
revitalize neighborhood commercial districts around San Francisco, according to OEWD. The initiative,
currently being piloted in 25 commercial districts, aims to strengthen small businesses, improve physical
conditions, increase quality of life, and increase community capacity." 8 In order to lend better data
comparability, and take advantage of the research already available from the initiative, the Budget and
Legislative Analyst selected two of the 25 study areas: the Lower 24th Street and the Castro/Upper
Market corridor.

Lower 24th Street
Graph 2: Area Included in Lower 24th Street Commercial Corridor Study Area

Source: OEWD Invest In Neighborhoods Program

The OEWD's profile of the Lower 24th Street's commercial corridor notes the area's diversity of small
businesses, many of which serve local residents and the predominantly Latino community. The profile
also notes the area has "proven attractive to new residents and new businesses." Within the report it
cites "increasing commercial rents" as a challenge that is "difficult for longtime residents to pay." The
combination of increasing interest, diversity of longstanding small businesses, and the report of
increasing rents makes the corridor of interest for this analysis. Table 7 presents trends observed by the
7

8

OEWD.org
investsf.org
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Budget and Legislative Analyst in the data extracted from the Treasurer and Tax Collector's business
registration certificate database.
As shown in Table 7, the overall number of businesses opening and closing is smaller for this area than

at the Citywide level so greater volatility is seen over the period as a few additional openings or closings
in an individual year has greater effects on opening and closing rates. However, even given that
difference, the general trend over the twenty year period in the Lower 24th Street area has been
increasing numbers of business closures and location changes relative to business openings, including
for established businesses, or those operating in the same location for five years or more.
Table 7: Rate of Business Closures and Location Changes: Lower 24th St. Corridor

Source: Business Registration Certificate Records, San Francisco Treasurer and Tax
Collector's Office
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Castro/Upper Market
The OEWD's profile of the Castro/Upper Market commercial corridor notes the area's significance as
serving local residents and being an international cultural destinations as "one of the nation's first and
largest gay neighborhoods." The report cites a slightly different challenge for businesses in the
neighborhood as "a number of long term vacancies; some landlords are absentee and/or seem to be
holding out for high rents." This suggests that property owners anticipate an increase in rents on the
horizon, although the time frame is not mentioned. The OEWD report was published in February 2013,
so their data primarily considers past trends regarding property and does not address if the mentioned
increase has fully materialized. As the recent Cushman and Wakefield reports mention, commercial real
estate is in demand and was in short supply during the first half of 2014.
Graph 3: Area Included in Castro/Upper Market St. Commercial Corridor Study Area

Source: OEWD Invest In Neighborhoods Program
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Table 8: Rate of Business Closures and Location Changes: Castro/Upper Market

Source: Business Registration Certificate Records from the San Francisco Treasurer and Tax Collector's
Office
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Similar to the findings for the Lower 24th Street, commercial corridor, business opening, closure and
location change data for the Castro/Upper Market corridor shows that number and rate of business
openings and closures and location changes have increased during the twenty year period reviewed
through 2011, including increased closures and location changes for established businesses, or those in
businesses for five years or more.

Budget and Legislative Analyst
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APPENDIX 1: LIMITATIONS OF BUSINESS PERMIT DATA
The Business Registration Certificate Records used in this report were provided by the Treasurer and Tax
Collector's Office of San Francisco. Their records begin in 1968 and continue to June 15th 2014. Following
this date, the Treasurer and Tax Collector's Office has begun migrating to a new collection system that is
not currently available for analysis and comparison with the legacy data they provided. The legacy data
they provided represent digitized and more recent digital records of information gathered when
businesses apply for Business Registration Certificates with the Treasurer and Tax Collector's Office. The
change of location data is gathered from subsequent forms filed to notify the Treasurer and Tax
Collector's Office that the business location has closed or changed. While this data is very robust there
are some notable limitations to its utility in our analysis. It is important to note these limitations as they
constrain the conclusions we are able to draw from the data at hand.
Location Change and Close Data Could Represent Many Things
Unfortunately, the location change and close date could represent many things and these details are not
tracked. For example, simply knowing that a business location changed or closed could represent any of
the following:
o

The business location and entity permanently closed.

o

The business entity owns and operates multiple locations and one closed but another
opened.

o

The business changed locations.

o

The business reorganized as a corporation, which triggered a change in the records but
the business stayed generally the same.

o

The business was sold to a new owner, which triggered a change in the records, but the
business stayed generally the same.

Furthermore, even if it is known that a business location truly closed there is no data regarding why the
business closed. Businesses can close for any number of reasons such as insolvency, the retirement of
the owner, increase in cost (such as rising rents), a sale of the business, and many more. Without this
knowledge it is difficult to infer much beyond the overall rates of change among business locations.
There Is No Detailed Information on the Type of Business
The businesses included are inclusive of all types of businesses. Since the Treasurer and Tax Collector's
Office doesn't track business type for its tax and fee collections, the data includes every type of business
from a small family owned restaurant, large multi-national corporate chain, an apartment building
registered as a business, to an independent contractor working out of their home office. More detailed
records of various types of businesses, their sizes, number of employees and nature of their operations
do exist. However, given the time and resource constraints of this report it was not feasible to acquire,
validate, and join these datasets effectively with the Business Registration Certificate data that is
available. This could be pursued further, but it would necessitate additional time and resources to
manage the analysis of these large confidential datasets from various agencies.
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Without details on who is being affected it is difficult to conclude the nature of the patterns. The rise in
closures may be due to a certain type of business, a certain size of business, or businesses with a certain
number of employees.
Data from 2012, 2013, and 2014 Excluded Due to Incomplete Collections
The data available does not provide a reliable real-time monitor of business closures. The Budget and
Legislative Analyst's Office excluded data from 2012, 2013, and 2014 in our primary analysis because it is
incomplete (see Appendix 2 Table 9). The incomplete data is due to the nature of the location change
and closure forms collected by the Treasurer and Tax Collector's Office. The Treasurer and Tax
Collector's Office reports that the forms are not submitted in real-time as a business changes location or
closes, and they can sometimes lag for several years. According to the Treasurer and Tax Collector's
Office, many businesses when closing or changing locations may not always file the appropriate
paperwork notifying the Treasurer and Tax Collector's Office of the closure or location change. However,
when the business receives their bill in the following billing cycle they are often prompted to submit
their forms indicating their location change or the closure of the business. This seems plausible, as
businesses may be preoccupied with a move, legal matters, or the closure of their business.
The Treasurer and Tax Collector's Office reports that this reporting delay is often exacerbated when
businesses that have closed or changed location may overlook or not receive the following year's
business permit renewal bill. This could be due to a complete change in business location, mailing
address, or any number of reasons following the close or location change of their business. In these
instances, the Treasurer and Tax Collector's Office initiates their collections process and submits the
overdue fees to their Bureau of Delinquent Revenue, which operates as the City's collection agency. The
Bureau begins an effort to contact the business and to collect the delinquent debt. The Treasurer and
Tax Collector's Office reports using a number of methods, including "skip tracing", which seeks to
identify the businesses' new address and contact information. If the business has truly closed these
efforts could take some time. The Treasurer and Tax Collector's Office reports that eventually most
closed businesses are contacted by the Bureau, and the closed business submits their closure forms to
avoid accruing further fees and delinquencies. The Treasurer and Tax Collector's Office estimates this
often happens within six months, and that they usually collect at least $20 million in delinquent business
fees per year.
For the purposes of measuring the rate of business location closures, the Budget and Legislative
Analyst's estimates that this lag in submission of closure forms can persist in the location closure data
for upwards of two years. This accounts for the time delay between annual billing cycles, and instances
when the collection process exceeds six months. As a result, we are not confident in the location closure
data available for 2013 and much of 2012. Given this uncertainty, we have primarily presented data
ending in 2011 in our calculations and graphs.
Taken at face value, the trends observed in the 2012, 2013 and 2014 data suggest a decline in the
volume of business location closures or changes. While this conflicts with the anecdotal reports and
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patterns of previous years, The Budget and Legislative Analyst's Office cannot confirm the completeness
of the data. That limits our analysis to retrospectively analyzing trends of recent history and considering
their potential impact on current and future trends. Given all of the various caveats to the data
available, any conclusions we or others can make are based on limited historical data, which is not
necessarily an indicator of future trends.
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APPENDIX 2: SOURCE DATA INCLUDING INCOMPLETE YEARS
Table 9: Actual and Projected Business Closures and Location Changes Compared to
Business Location Openings, all Commercial Businesses and those Opened Five Years or
More (Established Businesses).
Includes Incomplete Data Collected In 2012-2014
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Source: Actual data 1992-2011 from Treasurer and Tax Collector's Office Business Registration Certificate
Database. Projections for 2012-2014 by Budget and Legislative Analyst. Incomplete data 2012-2014 from Treasurer
and Tax Collector's Office Business Registration Certificate Database.
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California
Housing
Partnership
Corporation
California's Experts on l\ffordable
Housing Finance, Advocacy & Policy

ABOUT CHPC
THE STATE CREATED THE CALIFORNIA HOUSING PARTNERSHIP CORPORATION 25 YEARS AGO AS A PRIVATE NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION WITH A
PUBLIC MISSION: TO MONITOR, PROTECT, AND AUGMENT THE SUPPLY OF
HOMES AFFORDABLE TO LOWER-INCOME CALIFORNIANS AND To PROVIDE
LEADERSHIP ON AFFORDABLE HOUSING FINANCE AND POLICY. SINCE
1988, THE CALIFORNIA HOUSING PARTNERSHIP HAS ASSISTED MORE TH.AN
200 NONPROFIT AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT HOUSING ORGANIZATIONS TO
LEVERAGE MORE THAN $5 BILLION IN PRIVATE AND PUBLIC FINANCING TO
CREATE AND PRESERVE 20,000 AFFORDABLE HOMES.

WWW.CH PC.NET

ABOUT TRANSFORM
TRANSFORM PROMOTES WALKABLE COMMUNITIES WITH EXCELLENT
TRANSPORTATION CHOICES TO CONNECT PEOPLE OF ALL INCOMES TO
OPPORTUNITY, KEEP CALIFORNIA AFFORDABLE AND HELP SOLVE OUR
CLIMATE CRISIS. WlTH DIVERSE PARTNERS WE ENGAGE COMMUNJTIES IN
PLANNING, RUN INNOVATIVE PROGRAMS AND WIN POLICY CHANGE AT
THE LOCAL, REGIONAL AND STATE LEVELS.

WWW.TRANSFORMCA.ORG

Support for this research was provided by the Ford Foundation through a grant to Housing California. Housing California
assisted with the design and fundraising phases of this project.
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California is currently debating how to invest greenhouse gas (GHG) cap-andtrade auction proceeds so that they result in real, quantifiable and verifiable
greenhouse gas reductions.
A new analysis of data from Caltrans' California Household Travel Survey (CHTS)
completed in February 2013 shows that a well-designed program to put more
affordable homes near transit would not just meet the requirements set by the

California Air Resources Board (ARB), but would be a powerful and durable

GHG reduction strategy- directly reducing driving while creating a host of
economic and social benefits.
Conducted by the nationally recognized Center for Neighborhood Technology
(CNT), the analysis identified 36,000-plus surveyed households that had provided
all relevant demographic and travel data and divided them into five income
groups, living in three types of locations based on their proximity to public
transportation:
• Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) as defined by the California
Department of Housing & Community Development (HCD) requires homes

be built within a 1/4 mile radius of a qualifying rail or ferry station or bus
stop with frequent service.
• TOD as defined by the Sustainable Communities and Climate Protection
Act of 2008 (SB 375) requires housing to be built within a 1/2 mile

radius of a rail or ferry station, or a bus stop but with lesser frequencies
than HCD's definition.
• Non-TOD areas that do not meet either of these definitions.
Here are two key findings:

• Lower Income households drive 25-30% fewer miles when living within 1/2
mile of transit than those living in non-TOD areas. When living within
HCD's 1/4 mile of frequent transit they drove nearly 50% less.
• Higher Income households drive more than twice as many miles and own
more than twice as many vehicles as Extremely Low-Income households
living within 1/4 mile of frequent transit. This underscores why it is critical
to ensure that low-income families can afford to live in these areas.
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In response to soaring demand from Higher Income households for condos and
luxury apartment developments near public transit, there has been a surge of new
development. The CNT report shows the tremendous greenhouse gas reductions
the state can achieve by ensuring that more low-income households can also live
in these areas through investment of cap-and-trade auction proceeds.

DESIGNING A CAP-AND-TRADE INVESTMENT PROGRAM
THAT MAXIMIZES GHG REDUCTIONS
The CNT analysis provides robust evidence that an investment by the state in the
creation and preservation of affordable housing located within 1/4 mile of frequent
transit can dramatically reduce GHGs.
Using conservative assumptions, TransForm and the California Housing Partnership
calculated that investing 10% of cap and trade proceeds in HCD's TOD Housing
program for the three years of FY 2015/16 through FY 2017/18 would result in
15,000 units that would remove 105,000,000 miles of vehicle travel per year
from our roads.
Over the 55-year estimated life of these buildings, this equates to eliminating 5.7
billion miles of driving off of California roads. That equates to over 1.58 million
metric tons of GHG reductions, even with cleaner cars and fuels anticipated.
What's more, the State can significantly increase these GHG reductions. The savings
in miles driven described above is based solely on location and income, but HCD has
a variety of ways their program could further reduce GHGs such as giving priority to
developers who provide free transit passes for residents, adjacent carsharing pods,

and bicycle amenities.
Finally, TransForm and CHPC offer a methodology for verifying and reporting the
reductions.
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California has been a leader on climate change since passing
AB 32, the California Global Warming Solutions Act in 2006.
Recognizing that transportation-related GHGs accounted for
37% of California's total GHGs, the legislature also passed
SB 375 in 2008. The primary aim of this law is to reduce the
amount people drive and associated GHGs by requiring the
coordination of transportation, housing, and land use planning
at a regional scale.
Ensuring that households of all incomes, and especially lower-income households who
use transit most, are able to live near transit and jobs is crucial to the GHG reduction
framework set up by SB 375. Yet the law does not provide any new financial resources
to make the production and preservation of affordable homes near transit feasible.

AB 32 enabled the California Air Resources Board (ARB) to use market mechanisms to
support reductions in GHGs.

With the auction of greenhouse gas pollution allowances

now taking place every quarter, state leaders are debating how to invest greenhouse
gas cap-and-trade auction proceeds so that they result in real, quantifiable and
verifiable greenhouse gas reductions.
In May 2013, ARB released its Cap-and-Trade Auction Proceeds Investment Plan, which
identified "priority State investments to achieve GHG reduction goals and produce
valuable co-benefits." ARB recommended that Sustainable Communities and Clean
transportation receive the largest investment amount.

Importantly, ARB also recognized that the creation and preservation of affordable
homes near transit should be part of this investment strategy, specifically naming the
Department of Housing and Community Development's Transit-Oriented Development
Housing program (HCD TOD) as an existing program that would be able to carry out a
GHG reduction program relatively quickly and efficiently.

This report begins with CNT's analysis demonstrating for the first time the interrelationship between income and living in close proximity to transit, as defined by the HCD
TOD criteria as well as by the SB 375 criteria.
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The report then uses this information to calculate the GHG savings that would result
from investing a portion of the cap-and-trade auction proceeds in affordable TOD
homes over the next three years.

The key to CNT's ability to analyze these critical relationships is excellent, recent,
statewide data made available by the California Household Travel Survey (CHTS) in
2013. The CHTS data, the collection of which was coordinated by Caltrans with
support from a host of state and regional agencies, consists of one day travel surveys
from over 40,000 households from all 58 counties in California and was collected
from February 2012 through January 2013. CNT identified 36,197 household surveys
from the CHTS that contained all relevant household demographic, location, and
travel information needed for this analysis. A final report from CNT with additional
data is anticipated in June 2014.

DEFINING TRANSIT-RICH AREAS AND
STUDY METHODOLOGY
To determine accepted definitions of transit-rich areas, CNT worked with CHPC,
TransForm and other experts to review California law and programs. Two well-used
definitions were identified. The first is used by the California Department of
Housing and Community Development (HCD) in its Transit-Oriented Development
(TOD) Housing Program and the second is from the language of SB 375 defining
High-Quality Transit Areas (HQTAs).

• HCD TOD Areas - HCD's TOD Housing Program Guidelines define TOD areas as

being within 1/4 mile of a qualifying rail or ferry station or a bus stop with ten
minute headways during the peak period defined as 7am to 10pm and 3pm to
7pm on weekdays. For any transit stop to qualify, it must offer hourly service
on weekday evenings from ?pm to 10pm and have at least ten trips on both
Saturday and Sunday. (TOD Housing Program: Third Round Guidelines, 2013.)

• High Quality Transit Areas (HQTAs) - SB 375 defines HQTAs as the area within

1/2 a mile of a rail or ferry station, regardless of service frequency at that
station, as well as all bus stops with at least 15-minute headways during the
peak period, as defined above.

CNT identified these geographies using its proprietary AllTransitTM database, which
is based on the general transit feed specification (GTFS). AllTransitTM is the most
comprehensive repository of GTFS data because CNT compiles publicly available
feeds, acquires feeds that exist but are not publicly available, and codes its own
feeds where none exist or are available. Areas that do not meet either of these
definitions are defined as "non-TOD".
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INCOME CATEGORIES
CNT categorized surveyed households using U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) income categories in order to compare households across all of
California, which has wide variation in local incomes and housing costs. HUD publishes an annual listing of income thresholds based on the area Median Family Income
(MFI) for each county by metropolitan area and includes adjustments for household
size. HUD includes three lower income categories in this annual spreadsheet and CNT
added two additional categories for moderate and higher income households based
on the same assumptions used to calculate the lower income categories:

•Extremely Low-Income (ELI) - Households earning 30% or less of MFI
• Very Low-Income (VLI) - Households earning 50% or less of MFI
• Low-Income (LI) - Households earning 80% or less of MFI
• Moderate Income - Households earning between 80% and 120% of MFI
• Higher Income - Households earning more than 120% of MFI

INITIAL RESULTS
Preliminary findings from CNT's analysis of the CHTS reveal that living in proximity
to transit-rich areas and household income are two major factors that impact the
number of household trips as well as household vehicle miles traveled (VMT).
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VEHICLE MILES TRAVELED (VMT)
The report data clearly shows that all income groups experience significant differences in average
daily VMT depending on where they live. The difference in VMT for households living in HCD TOD
areas compared to those in non-TOD areas range from 50% fewer VMT for Extremely Low-Income
(ELI) to 37% fewer for Higher income households. All income groups living in HQTAs have 25-30%
lower VMT than similar-income households living in non-TOD.
Extremely Low-Income households living in HCD-TOD areas have by far the lowest VMT of any
household group, logging only 20.7 VMT per day on average, almost 60% less than the 49.3 average
VMT of Higher income households also residing in HCD TOD areas.
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VEHICLE OWNERSHIP
The biggest single determinant of VMT-and therefore GHG emissions-is ownership of a private
vehicle. Within the HCD TOD areas, all income groups own cars at a rate that is at least 30% lower
than non-TOD areas. However, Extremely Low-Income households particularly economize on
vehicle ownership when living in TOD. On average, these households own only 0.70 vehicles per
household - less than half the number of cars owned by Higher Income households (1.65 vehicles
per household).
The chart below demonstrates that, contrary to popular perception, lower income households
have relatively high car ownership when they lack access to transit.

This finding is significant

because it indicates the large financial savings that lower income households can accrue by
being able to avoid vehicle ownership by living near transit.1 Transportation costs, primarily those
associated with vehicle purchase, maintenance and operations, are the second highest household
cost after housing.2 In other words, providing affordable TOD homes not only lowers GHGs but
also reduces both transportation and housing costs while providing strong access to services and
employment opportunities.
There are other benefits of low-vehicle ownership rates. For example, vehicles take up significant
space in the form of parking and street space.

Locating affordable homes near transit allows

communities to maximize the beneficial uses of these areas as shown in graphic on page 13.
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VEHICLE TRIPS
Income and location also have a significant correlation with the number of vehicle trips that are
made. Figure 4, below, shows that households of all incomes make fewer vehicle trips when they
live in HCD TOD areas compared to non-TOD locations. On average, Extremely Low Income
households make only 3.22 vehicle trips per day - roughly half the number of trips made by
Higher Income households (6.34 trips) in HCD TOD areas.
Fewer vehicle trips means not only fewer vehicle miles traveled but also less congestion and
fewer vehicles idling in stop-and-go traffic. Congested driving conditions due to more vehicles on
the road result in higher GHG emissions and criteria air pollutants. Reducing the number of trips
in highly populated areas also has beneficial air quality impacts and can improve bicycle and
pedestrian safety. 3
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TRANSIT TRIP FINDINGS
From a transportation investment policy and planning perspective, it is important to know that
households in transit-rich areas not only drive less, but also use transit more. In this regard the
findings on differences based on both location and income are profound:
Households living in HCD TOD areas use transit at rates that are triple or quadruple the rates
of households living in non-TOD areas. The transit trip bonus4 is much higher, however, for the
groups making less than 50% of median income. Extremely Low Income and Very Low Income
households living in a HCD TOD take transit 50% more than their neighbors from higher income
brackets.
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Desi ning a Cap-and ...Trade
Investment Program that
Maximizes GHG Reductions
The California Department of Housing and Community Development (HCD)
developed a program for funding affordable homes near transit, with the first rounds
of funding. Initially funded by the passage of Proposition lC in 2006 this TransitOriented Development Housing Program (TOD) is now depleted.
The TOD Housing program was designed with the specific goals of increasing public
transit ridership, minimizing automobile trips, and promoting GHG reductions. This
report demonstrates that HCD's TOD program is an excellent starting point for an
affordable housing program that is focused on maximizing GHG reductions.
Some strong key attributes of the existing HCD TOD program include:
• location within 1/4 mile of frequent transit;
• strong access to services and job centers;
• serving households at lower income levels;
• offering additional points for:
• free or discounted transit passes to residents;
• innovative parking, including allowing shared parking between different; uses and
• offering dedicated spaces for carsharing vehicles.

CREATING AN EVEN MORE TRANSFORMATIVE
AFFORDABLE TOD HOME PROGRAM
If funding for HCD's TOD program is to be focused on further increasing GHG
benefits, both for residents and for the surrounding community, the program could
consider potential changes that include providing additional incentives to developers
who are proposing to include more GHG-reducing measures. These measures
can include:

Focus on housing more ELI and VLI households. The HCD TOD program currently
sets a minimum of 15% of all units be made affordable to low income households
with maximum points awarded for applicants increasing this level to 25%. However,
there are no requirements to serve ELI or VU households, per se. Now that we have
new data showing the GHG associated with housing these income groups, we propose that the HCD TOD program provide incentives to developers to provide at least
10% of the homes affordable to ELI households and provide maximum points for developers willing to go above the current 25% maximum. In recognition of the greater
costs involved in producing housing affordable to these lower income households,
HCD TOD should consider increasing loan and grant amounts accordingly.
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Free transit passes. Studies
have shown that free transit passes
lead to much higher transit ridership
and lower GHGs. For example, a
survey of 1,500 low income renters
found that 64% use a transit pass
more than four times per week,
and 22% said their passes reduce
the number of cars owned
in their household. 5

Car share vehicles on site, with free membership for residents. Car sharing
dramatically reduces vehicle ownership and trips, especially in areas with strong
access to transit. 6 Yet there have been few models of long-term agreements to
provide on-site carsharing. TransForm's GreenTRIP program has worked with City
CarShare, Zipcar and affordable housing developers to arrange for long-term
agreements for pods in or adjacent to new developments. To maximize GHG
benefits and get additional points, developers could be encouraged to have
electric vehicles, or at least high mileage hybrid cars, carshare pods.

Create space for bike sharing. By 2015 there will be bike sharing programs in
the four major regions of California. The evidence of bike sharing's benefits and what
it takes to do it well (especially the need for a larger scale) is growing by the month.7
Creating the space for bike share pods adjacent to new developments is critical.

Other innovative trip reduction strategies. Providing amenities like bicyclefixing stations, pedestrian trunks to support walking to shopping, and travel kiosks
that have real-time travel information will also help reduce VMT.

Less Parking: An example of the additional benefits of
affordable homes near transit.
CNT's analysis shows that Higher Income households living in HCD TOD areas have
vehicle ownership rates of 1.65 vehicles/household. In comparison, extremely low
income households only own on average 0.7 vehicles/household. While there are
several benefits of lower vehicle ownership, the reduced need for parking is a significant one. We have developed a graphic representation showing the reduced parking
needed for a hypothetical development near transit and the increase in the number
of homes that can be provided.
By designating 100% of the homes as "affordable" for Extremely Low-Income
households, in a prototypical eight-acre development site with an initial plan of 875
units in six-story buildings and 1.65 parking spaces per unit (parking in red), the
parking can be reduced to 0.7 spaces/unit. Within the exact same building
envelope the developer can add 146 units to the same building envelope (seen as
green). The number of spaces can be further reduced by adding the trip reduction
strategies mentioned above.
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Estimating the future GHG reduction
benefits of building affordable
transit-oriented development
For this analysis, we assume that a new affordable unit will be occupied by a household
moving from a location less accessible by transit. While it can not be guaranteed that
new units will be occupied by a mover of this type, each new unit represents an addition
to the total supply of housing near transit and an additional household living near transit
that otherwise would not be able to afford to do so.
We focus our calculations on Extremely Low-Income and Very Low-Income households
because public investment is most essential to building and preserving homes for these
income groups. We assume that homes in affordable TOD would serve 50% ELI households and 50% VLI households.
We also assume that public investment in affordable TOD would be focused in areas
meeting HCD's TOD program criteria.
The average difference in daily VMT for ELI and VLI households living in HCD TOD areas vs.
non-TOD is -19.25 VMT per day. The annual difference is -19.25 VMT x 365 -7,026.3 VMT.

=

If 10% of cap-and-trade funds are invested in affordable TOD as currently proposed, an
average of $250 million per year will be invested in each of the three fiscal years running
from 2015/2016 through 2017/2018. (This assumes total cap-and-trade allocation of $2
billion the first year, rising by $500 million per year)
Using HCD's current TOD program guidelines, we assume that each building would get
the maximum of $50,000 per unit from these cap-and-trade funds. In the past, each
affordable unit receiving funding has been required to remain affordable for 55 years, so
we keep that timeframe as the durability of the program.
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Using these conservative assumptions, investing 10% of cap-and-trade proceeds in
HCD's TOD program would result in 15,000 transit-connected homes that would
remove 105,000,000 miles of vehicle travel per year from our roads.
Over the 55-year estimated life of these buildings, this equates to eliminating 5.7
billion miles of driving off of California roads. That equates to over 1.58 million

metric tons of GHG reductions, even with cleaner cars and fuels anticipated 8 •

WHY THIS GHG CALCULATION IS CONSERVATIVE
The GHG benefits stated above are conservative in several ways. Most importantly,
the estimate only includes direct GHG reductions from the difference in location,
when in reality it will be possible to estimate additional benefits due to these factors:
• On-site trip reductions strategies that are part of HCD's TOD program.
• Access to new carshare, or through new local services (if applicable).
• Low-income households, on average, own less efficient vehicles that generate
more GHGs 9 • As new vehicles quickly increase their efficiency, especially the
more expensive hybrids and electric vehicles, that differential is likely to increase.
• Homes for low-income families are more compact, meaning a greater density
of homes and a better use of these limited areas10•

HOW TO BEST VERIFY ACTUAL GHG REDUCTIONS?
To analyze actual reductions of vehicle miles travelled and GHGs we recommend that
HCD and ARB design a monitoring program that could include travel diary surveys,
or sample trip generation studies (using black pneumatic tubes). While HCD would
need to ensure proper design and implementation of these methods, they all are
feasible to get a good estimate of VMT.
Finally, we suggest that firm commitments for on-site trip reduction strategies be
developed. TransForm's GreenTRIP program now works to get these commitments
written into the conditions of approval for the project, for example.

CONCLUSIONS
The findings of this report make clear the powerful way in which living close to transit and household income affect household travel behaviors. Increasing the amount
of housing in transit-rich areas for households of all income levels can help reduce
the state's GHG emissions. While private equity markets are actively investing in
transit-oriented residential development for Higher Income households, there is next
to no private capital to meet the need to preserve and create homes in transit-rich
areas that are affordable to Low Income households.
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Investing cap-and-trade funds in affordable TOD will ensure that the state captures
the full GHG reduction benefits possible from the integration of land use, housing, and
transportation planning. These benefits include:
• Reducing VMT for low income households by nearly 50% from non-TOD
locations and achieving levels of VMT 60% below those of higher income
households also living in TOD.
• Reducing car ownership by .63 vehicles per household, or more than one car
for every two low income households, and freeing up land used for parking to
create housing and public space.
• Decreasing vehicle trips and increasing transit trips, helping to ease congestion
and increase transit ridership by at least 50% more than the ridership achieved
by Higher Income households.
• Lowering household transportation costs and providing improved access
to jobs and services.
Furthermore, affordable housing developers have a proven track record of implementing
transportation demand management strategies like those structured into the HCD TOD
program including: reduced parking, free transit passes for residents, and bike and car
share on site. With these policies in place, the production and preservation of affordable
TOD homes funded through cap-and-trade will reduce VMT by millions of miles per year,
offering an important tool in California's efforts to reduce GHG emissions.

ENDNOTES
1. California Housing Partnership Corporation, Building and Preserving Affordable Homes Near Transit:
Affordable TOD as a Greenhouse Gas Reduction and Equity Strategy. 2013. http://chpc.net/dnld/AffordableTODReporto30113.pdf

2. TransForm, Windfall for Alf. 2009. http://www.transformca.org/windfall-for-all
3. Community Cycling Center, Understanding Barriers to Bicycling Project. Final Report, July 2012. http://
www.communitycyclingcenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/Understanding-Barriers-Final-Report.pdf
4. The transit trip bonus is the absolute difference in the mean number of transit trips.
5. First Community Housing, Ecopass Program. 2009. http://www.firsthousing.com/wp-content/uploads/2009/05/ecopassl.pdf
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6. "20% of car-sharing households give up one or more vehicles, and on average 34% forgo buying a new
car." Transportation Research Board, Transit Cooperative Research Program (TCRP) Report 708, Car-Sharing:
Where and How it Succeeds. 2005. http://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/tcrp/tcrp_rpt_108.pdf
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emission rates. These include Low Carbon Fuel Standards and "Pavley" efficiency standards. 2035 rates
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CHANGE IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD
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CHANGE IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD
3A. Mission Street : 2000 Public Life Demographics
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Foreword
This report presents key findings from a collaborative effort between the Association of Bay Area
Governments (ABAG) and Resources for Community Development (RCD-a nonprofit affordable housing
development company with over 2,000 units in the San Francisco Bay Area) to study the effects of Transit
Oriented Development (TOD) locations on residents of affordable housing. The findings and analysis
were first presented at the Association of Collegiate Schools of Planning conference, in the companion
working paper entitled, "Effects of TOD Location on Affordable Housing Tenants: Travel Behavior, Access
to Jobs and Services."
This research project was conceived in 2011, through discussions among Dan Sawislak, Executive Director
of RCD, Cynthia Kroll, originally as Staff ResearchDirector atthe University of California Berkeley's
Fisher Center for Real Estate and Urban Economics and then as Chief Economist at ABAG, and Vanitha
Venugopal of the San Francisco Foundation about the impact of RCD's TOD properties on residents'
quality of life and travel patterns. This pilot project, under management of Cynthia Kroll and Daniel
Sawislak, surveyed residents at five RCD TOD and non-TOD properties. Participation was completely
voluntary, and over 200 households responded.
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Funding for affordable housing development in
California is in the midst of a sea change. The
Affordable Housing and Sustainable Communities
program (AHSQ, built on Cap and Trade revenues,
is currently one of the few sources for affordable
housing in California to replace dollars no longer
available as redevelopment set-asides. This new
funding comes with strong requirements for
sustainability features in site selection, including a
focus on Transit Oriented Development (TOD).
Two decades of research now demonstrate
environmental, economic and social benefits are
possible when housing is located near transit; but
also show automobile use may continue even in
TOD locations. Less research to date has explored
whetherTOD location of affordable housing can
meet broader goals of increasing the stock of
affordable housing and providing other social and
economic equity advantages, while reducing GHG
emissions from travel.

This report summarizes survey results, including
residents' travel patterns, perceived changes
in access to employment, satisfaction with
nearby amenities, and improvements in quality
of life since moving to the property. (See Key
Survey Findings below). The report describes
potential implications for policy makers and
housing advocates and recommends strategies
for producing greater sustainable (reductions
in GHGs) and equitable (deeper levels of
affordability) outcomes. (See Policy Implications
below).

Key Findings
Residents of the properties in TOD sites use
public transit more and car travel less than
their counterparts in locations farther from
transit options. Walking and biking are also
options chosen when amenities are nearby.
Among survey respondents, lower income
households, in both TOD and non-TOD
locations, drive less cind take transit more
frequently than higher income households.

This study by the Association of Bay Area
Governments CABAG) and Resources for
Community Development (RCD) examines the
potential social, economic and environmental
benefits accrued when affordability is paired with
TOD by comparing affordable TOD housing and
suburban non-TOD affordable housing. The study
was conducted over the course of six months
with responses from over 200 households at five
affordable housing developments.

A SURVEY

OF REStDENTS IN FNE

Higher income households travel further
distances for work, school and recreational
activities compared to their lower income
neighbors.
Households are sensitive to travel costs. The
property with higher cost parking and fewer
spaces had lower rates of car ownership
and use, yet some households expected to
reduce bus use following a transit system fare
increase. Residents near free shuttle service
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rode the bus at a rate similar to those in the
two TOD properties.
Residents traveled the greatest distances to
work, to places of worship and for medical
care. Of all amenities, residents were least
likely to change place of worship or medical
services after moving into the RCD property.
The great majority of residents reported that
access to jobs was the same or easier after
moving to an RCD property. Respondents
were no more likely to report access to jobs
improved in TOD sites compared to non-TOD
sites.
Most of the households surveyed had
previously lived In the same city or a
neighboring city. A much smaller share came
from a further away, at times moving closer to
a job or schooling.

Policy.Implications
Affordable TOD housing is an effective
strategy for reducing: GHG emissions and
reduction in VMT.
The environmental, economic and social
benefits of TOD are strengthened by focusing
on deeper levels ofaffordability, providing
options for extremely low-income and very
low-income households.
Programs to increase the cost of vehicle
ownership in TOD locations or boost
convenience of transit beyond TOD locations
can improve access or encourage households
toward travel modes that reduce vehicle miles
traveled in privatevehicles.

Affordable TOD is not the only mechanism
to achieve both environmental and quality of
life outcomes. By locating housing near work,
retail, schools and recreation, reductions in
GHG emissions and VMT are possible in both
urban and suburban locations.
Affordable housing projects near
amenities like grocery stores, parks and
schools can produce significant VMT
reduction, even outside of TOD locations.
Innovative programs such as free shuttle
connections to bus and BART service can
boost ridership by residents of affordable
housing properties more distant from
trans.it services.
Social and economic ties may lead
households qualified for housing assistance
to seek opportunities close to their existing
residences. We need solutions for developing
new affordable properties even where
communities are not dose to TOD. Programs
such as AHCS could incorporate alternative
strategies to address the state's sustainability
goals and meet the need for more affordable
housingin locations around the state that do
not meet the strict qualifications of TOD to
qualify for funding.
Employment issues are not resolved by
transit accessibility alone, but a cbmbination
of travel alternatives~ a denser population
of employers, and property and community
assistance services can improve employment
options for affordable housing residents.
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Funding for affordable housing development

of GHG) or equitable (quality of life} strategy.

in California is in the midst of a sea change.

Extensive research on the effects of TOD on

Local redevelopment agencies were previously
the single largest locally generated source of
funds available to California communities for

residents' travel patterns has shown the potential
benefit oflowering GHG emissions through
reduced vehicle miles traveled (VMT}. Research

affordable housing. With the termination of

is at an earlier stage of study on the relationship

redevelopment and the emergence of the state's

between TOD~located affordable housing and

Cap and Trade revenues, including the Affordable

GHG orVMT reduction, as well as the potential

Housing and Sustainable Communities Program

quality of life benefits of affordable TODs.

(AHSC), developers are more than ever looking

for opportunities to link affordable housing with
Greenhous.e Gas (GHG) reduction strategies to
help achieve sustainability goals set forth as
part of California's Greenhouse Gas Emission
Reduction program {SB 862). 1

This study illustrates the experiences of more
than 200 households in f1Ve San Francisco
Bay Area affordable housing developments
categorized as either TOD or non-TOD based on
their proximity to major transit lines. The study
identifies benefits achieved through the creation

Once viewed as a secondary benefit of smart

and preservation of affordable housing near

design, housing located near transit is now viewed
as a significant component in achieving the State's

transit, and also reveals possible strategies to
reduce GHG emissions in non-TOD affordable

goal of reducing GHG emissions to pre-1990 levels

housing sites.

by 2020. For many advocates and affordable
housing developers, transit oriented development
(TOD) is not simply the preferred model, but
one of the only:viable options for developers
competing for existing funds (both Federal and
State) for affordable housing.

The results contribute to the growing evidence
that affordable TOD is an effective strategy for
the reduction of GHG emissions and VMTfor
residents of affordable housing. The diverse
experiences of residents in the properties
surveyed also indicates that other viable

As developers and local jurisdictions compete
for Greenhouse Gas Reduction funds and other

strategies can bring a portion of the benefits of
affordable TOD in places where transit options

financing subsidies, it will be important to fully

are limited. The development of housing within

understand the benefits and implications of using
affordable TOD as either a sustainable (reduction

amenity and service rich areas (including
retail; recreation, religious, .and employment

'

California's redevelopment-linked Tax Increment Financing provided $1. 7 billion in funding for affordable housing for the 2005!06 and

2006107 fiscal years. In that same timeframe, Low Income Housing Tax Credits provided over $3.7 bilfion in financing and $5.2 billion in

housing vouchers. Although LIHTC far exceeds the total amount of funds generated through Reclevelopment in that year. TIF was the
single largest source of funds generated within California.
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opportunities) that do not qualify as TOD can
also produce significant benefits, improving
both the quality of life for residents and meeting
sustainability goals by reducing GHGs through
reduced VMT. Thoughtful site selection remains
a critical strategy for housing developers,
sustainability advocates, and residents alike.
This research concludes at a time when
California, a leader in green and sustainable
policies, is once again a leader in rising housing
costs, exacerbating the competition for existing
affordable housing. Among developers, this has
led to increased competition for land, driving
up construction costs, as well as increased
tom petition for funding and financing for
affordable housing development. The result is
a housing affordability crisis affecting more and
more low and moderate-income households in
urban and suburban communities.
Although this report focuses on potential benefits
from locating affordable housing near transit,
a discussion of affordable housing and TOD is

framed by the larger context in California to
develop greater amounts of housingfor people at
low to moderate income levels. The study results
show the value and utility of affordable housing
combined with accessibility to transit and services
as a strategy that impacts both greenhouse gas
reduction and housing affordability in California.
Section 2 of this report describes how the sites
were selected for the sUivey and provides
additional background on the properties and
their resident mix. Section 3 summarizes the
significant responses to the survey, organized by
major findings related to research questions. This
is the heart of the report, with major subsections
on car ownership and usage, public transit usage,
distances traveled, and quality of fife related
responses. Section 4 discusses the implications
of the survey results considering the broader
context of the community setting, while Section
5 provides concluding policy implications and
recommendations.

Survey sites reflect a mix of property and resident characteristics
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This project centered on the design and
administration of a short survey of residents
intended to collect information on:
• Household travel patterns
• Ease of accessing services and job
opportunities
• Residents' satisfaction with the location
and convenience of their current
housing.
Background information provided by the
households and RCD added context to the
responses. The survey also provided several

A SURVEY OF REStDENTS IN

FIVE

EAST BAY

opportunities for residents to respond to
qualitative or open-ended questions.
The five properties located in four cities in
the study sample have a mix of attributes and
characteristics, with regard to accessibility of the
location, surrounding amenities in the area, and
the demographics of resident households. Two of
the properties are in TOD locations {Downtown
Berkeley and Downtown Oakland}. Three are not
in TOD locations-two in the City of Alameda and
one in the City of Pittsburg.
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Survey design began in the fall of 2013 and included
several stages of review and pretesting. A final design
for the survey was completed by the spring of 2014.
Implementation and administration of the survey took
place.during the summer of 2014. Appendix A provides
an extended discussion of the project methodology and
survey design. The research approach supplemented
survey responses with informal conversations
and observations during survey periods and with
demographic information provided by the property
management company, Our research asked the
following questions:

•

Do residents of affordable housing
sites at TOD locations have greater
access to services (medical, groceries, etc.)
and to enhanced employment
opportunities (larger pool ofjobs to choose
from, higher salaried jobs, faster to find a
job) than residents of affordable housing at
other locations?
• How are other advantages or challenges
provided by living in affordable properties
affected by property location?

•

Do residents at affordable TOD
housing sites travel less distance to work,
school and services than residents of
affordable housing sites in other locations?

The detailed data collected allows formore nuanced
analysis within these research questions on effects
of household characteristics and trip type on mode
choice and distance traveled. Open ended qualitative
responses further expand on some of the findings

•

Do residents of affordable housing
sites at TOD locations make greater use of
public transit than residents of affordable
housing sites in other locations?

from the survey. For additional in-depth reporting of
the survey methodology, .structure and results, refer
to the companion working paper entitled,. "Effects of
TOD Location on Affordable Housing Residents: Travel
Behavior, Access to Jobs and Services."
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The Berkeley Site - Downtown, Urban TOD

The survey was conducted across five properties
located in four cities in Alameda and Contra
Costa counties. The four cities vary in density,
ethnic and racial demographics, as well as median
income and percentage of people who are low
income. Although each city, and by extension each
property, varies in its specific characteristics and
demographic composition, selection of the five
sites focused on the ability to distingt:.iish each site
as a TOD or non-TOD property, as well as the type
of location in a region wide context (downtown,
more central suburban location, more distant
suburban location). Observation of the sites
as well as resident responses later highlighted
additional location advantages and characteristics
of each site and each city.

Defining Transit Oriented Development
For the purposes of this study, TOD was defined
using the California Department of Housing and
Community Development (HCD) definition in its
Transit-Oriented Development Housing Program.
Developments wen~ categorized as TOD ifthey
were within one quarter mile of a qualifying
rail orferry station or bus stop with ten minute
headways during the peak period 2 • The two
downtown urban sites in our study, Berkeley
and Oakland, both qualify as TOD sites by HCD's
standards.

The Berkeley site is located within the central
downtown business district. It is less than two
blocks from Bay Area Rapid Transit (BARD and
bus lines, as well as many of the city's main
public attractions and amenities. Within a 10-15
minute walk residents can access movie theatres,
the main public library, convenience stores and
pharmacies, grocery stores, restaurants, and
other recreational and retail stores. Moreover,
the site is located immediately adjacent to the
UC Berkeley campus, the largest employer in the
East Bay, providing additional access to potential
resources and employment opportunities.
The property is part of a larger sustainable
developmentthatincludesthe David Brower
Center, a nonprofit office space, art gallery, and
conference center. The Berkeley property is the
only one in the study without free parking for
residents and with less than one parking spot
available per unit.
Oakland - Downtown, Urban TOD
The Oakland site is comparable to Berkeley for
its proximity to nearby transit and downtown
amenities and services. The site is within two
blocks of BART and bus, and a short walk from
the main business district. The site is part of the
growing investment and expansion of downtown
Oakland, located in the newly redeveloped
'Uptown' neighborhood. Nearby services and
amenities include access to Lake Merritt, retail
stores and restaurants, art galleries, community

2

Peak period is defined as 7am to 1 Oam and 3pm to 7pm on week.days. For any transit stop to qualify. it must offer hourly service on
week.day evenings from7pni to 10pm and have at least ten trips on both Saturday and Sunday. (TOD Housing Program: Third Round
Guidelines, 2013)
'
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spaces, and the Oakland Ice Center. Other
services include an Alameda County Social
Services offices located two blocks away, as well
as several city, county and state offices that
provide important resources for individuals and
famllies on public assistance.
Although the property is categorized as TOD due
to its access to transit, the property offers each
household one free parking space. Within a half
mile of Oakland's Chinatown and Koreatown
neighborhoods, the location offers easy access to
many of the ethnicgrocery stores and business
frequented by residents.

Alameda- Central, Suburban non-TOD
The Alameda sites were developed as part of the
city's plan to convert and develop the,Alameda
Naval Air Station and Fleet and Industrial Supply
Center. The two propertie5 surveyed are located
within a few blocks of each other and are within
walking distance to Alameda Landing, a newly
developed entertainment and shopping center.
At the time of this study the Alameda Landing
development was partially completed, with main
anchor retail stores such as Target open for
business and other business and retail stores
slated for opening within the next year.
The Alameda properties do not qualify as TOD
under HCD's criteria, although the area has
enough transit access to qualify as a Priority
Development Area identified in Plan Bay Area, the
Bay Area's Sustainable Community Strategy. The
hearest BART station is located two miles away
in Oakland and the closest bus stop is half a mile
away from the two sites. Two free shuttle services.
with stops withiri a mile of the sites, link Alameda
to the Lake Merritt and 12th Street BART stations
in Oakland. Although the sites are not located
within the city's main business district, they are

close to recreational and education facilities. The
nearest education facilities, College of Alameda
and the Ruby Bridges Elementary School, are
both within a half mile, while other middle and
high schools are less than a mile away from the
property. In addition, parks and recreational
trails are located within a mile of the properties,
providing access to green space for residents.
Both locations include an ample supply of free
street parking in addition to free, dedicated
parking spaces for residents.

Pittsburg- Outlying, Suburban non-TOD
Pittsburg is about a 30 mile drive northeast from
Oakland, almost 40 miles from San Francisco.
The Pittsburg site is characterized by its proximity
to Highway 4 as well as a large shopping plaza.
Although the highway acts as aphysH:al barrier
to a number of amenities and services located on
the opposite side of the highway, the site itself is
none the less near retail and seivice amenities.
A number of food establishments and grocery
stores are within a quarter mile of the property
along the major avenue leading to the highway.
Several religious and educational amenities are
also nearby. Two religious organizations are
within a half mile of the property, while education
facilities (Los Medanos Elementary, Heights
Elementary, and Pittsburg High) are Within one
mile.
The Pittsburg site had the largest number of
families with children among the five sites. In
fact, residents underthe age of18 outnumbered
adult residents~ contributing to the strong need
and interest in the after school program. Like the
Alameda sites, it also has one free parking space
assigned to each unft, in addition to free street
parking.
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In order to compare survey results across
geographies and properties, sites selected have
similar characteristics, including the number
of units, the range of incomes served, and onsite amenities provided, which include services
and property management offices, laundry,
community room, computer room, and shared
open space. All sites were newly constructed
between 2006 and 2010.
Although this study controlled for external
variables such as neighborhood characteristics,
level of subsidies, and residential characteristics,
each property and its surrounding environment
inevitably produced a unique context that
informed and affected the everyday travel
patterns and perceptions of residents. Two
significant variations among properties include
the community from which the household moved
and the language mix spoken at the property.

Despite the lottery system used by the property
owner and management company in allocating
units, the properties tended to draw from
nearby communities. Each property had a large
proportion of residents that previously lived in
the same city where the property is located, with
neighboring cities providing the majority of the
other residents, as shown in Rgure 1. Anecdotal
remarks by many of the residents pointed to the
prevalence of households that were long term
residents of the city or region, prior to moving.
Some residents cited their desire to stay close
to family and friends as a motivatingfactorfor
staying w1thin the same city or area. They were
also more likely to become aware of nearby
housing opportunities.

Figure 1: Previous Place of Residence of Survey Respondents by Property City

100%

60%

40%

20%
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Oakland

Same City s Neighboring Cities

Pittsburg

Rest of Bay Area llt Beyond the Bay Area

Source: ABAG and RCD Survey, July and August 2014
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This characteristic of the properties has
implications for both responses and policy. The
previous residence of the person providing survey
responses influenced the benefits experienced
of moving to an area with greater access and
opportunities for employment and transit. In
terms of policy, residents' travel patterns as
well as satisfaction with their location should be
viewed in the context of the alternatives offered
within the city and neighboring cities more
broadly.
The language mix spoken at the property
presented some challenges in administering the
survey. Of the responding households, about
one third spoke a language other than English at
home. Most frequently mentioned were Spanish
(10 percent}, Arabic (eight percent) and Chinese
(seven percent), but 13 percent reported speaking

another language, among which were Tagalog,
Farsi, Greek, Czech, Amharic, Somali, Vietnamese,
Cambodian, Burmese, Mongolian, Punjabi,
Nepali, Hindi, and Korean. About 80 percent of
foreign language households also had at least
one English speaker in the household, although
in some cases, these were the children of the
household, with the parent relying on the child to
translate if necessary. The survey was conducted
in three languages, English, Spanish and Chinese,
with other households included where someone
in the household or a neighbor could translate
from English. Thus it is possible the responses
exclude households speaking less common
languages without English speakers in the
household. (Overall response rates are described
in Appendix B)

The survey was conducted in three languages.
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in coastal communities such as the Bay Area and
the ongoing shortfall in the development of new
housing, both affordable and market rate, to keep
up with growing demand. As housing costs rise
for renters and owners, the pressure on existing
housing will only continue to exacerbate the
current affordability crisis, disproportionately
affecting households with the least financial
resources, the extremely low income and very low
income households.

s
The California Context
According to a recent report by the Legislative
Analyst's Office, housing costs in California, for
both ownership and rental, continue to outpace
the rest of the country, especially in coastal
areas such as the Bay Area.3 Although the cost of
housing varies throughout the state, a majority
of California communities are well above the
U.S. average of $840 per month for rental units.
Around the time of the survey, California's
average monthly rent was about $1,240, fifty
percent higher than the rest of the country.
Coastal Metro areas such as San Francisco are
more than double the state average and about
six times higher than Bakersfield, the state's

Facing increased demand for affordable and
adequate housing paired with a constrained
housing supply, rising costs. and limited incomes,
many households respond with a combination
of trade-offs. These often indude spending a
larger share of income on housing, postponing or
foregoing homeownership, living in more crowded
or substandard housing, commuting further to
work each day, or sometimes choosing to work
and live elsewhere. Although the high cost of
housing affects all communities and households
of all incomes, it affects lower income households
at greater rates. Figure 2 llfustrates the share of
California working families that spend more than
50 percent of their income on housing by Income
category.

least expensive metro. Oakland and other East
Bay communities similarly have higher average
monthly rent costs ($1,390 per month) than the
California and national averages.
The high cost of housing can be attributed to
many factors, including the desirability of living

Figure 2- Housing Cost Burden by Income Category • (Based on Percent of Area Median Income)
100%-.-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
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Source: Center for Housing Policy tabulations of 2012 American Community Survey Public Use Microdata Sample.

' Legislative Analysfs Office Report, California's High Housing Costs: Causes and Consequences, 2015
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Income Levels at Survey Properties

The properties in the study serve a range of
income types, but with the exception of units set
aside for management and maintenance of the
properties all units are designated for families
below moderate income levels. Figure 3 illustrates
the number of units in each property and their
affordability criteria. Households need only meet.
the restrictions on income upon the time of
application and eligibility certification. Therefore,
it is not a perfect representation of the actual
household income for the residents, but the
data does illustrate the mixture of affordability
at each site. Berkeley is notable as having the
largest number of units dedicated to extremely
low income households, but also has almost equal

numbers of households categorized each as very
low and low income. Apart from the Berkeley
property, units at all of the other properties
were primarily designated for very low income
households. However, because residents do not
need to move if incomes rise, some of the survey
respondents fall into the moderate income range.

Throughout the report, key findings are presented by TOD v.s. non-TOD location and by income category.
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Figure 3: Units by Property Location and Income Category • (Based on Percent of Area Median Income)
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Source: Compiled by ABAG from property data provided by RCD.

In addition to the income restrictions for each
unit, reported annual income was used to
determine a household's appropriate income
category. Information on household income
was drawn from data collected during the
recertification process in which a household
must report its annual income, but was added
to the survey data only after randomly assigned
identification numbers to units allowed separation
of aH identifiable information from the units
personal and financial information. ABAG and
RCD categorized surveyed households using U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) income categories for the San Francisco
Bay Area region. HUD publishes an annual listing
of income thresholds for each county based on
the metropolitan area Median Family Income
(MFI). adjusted for household size. Based on
HUD's income categories and survey

responses, this report defines four categories for
a householdis affordability threshold:
• Extremely Low-Income - Households
earning 30 percent of MFI and below
• Very Low-1 ncome - Households earning
between from above 30 percent to 50
percent of MFI
• Low-Income - Households earning from
above 50 to 100 percent of M Fl
• Moderate/Higher-Income - Households
earning more than 100 percent of MF!.
Our analysis used these income categories to
examine differences in residents' travel pattern
and other significant behaviors or perceptions
by income. Throughout this report, key findings
are presented by property location and type (e.g.,
TOD vs non-TOD, Berkeley vs Pittsburg} or by
income categories (e.g., extremely low income vs
higher income}.
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Residents of affordable TOD housing drive Jess and
travel shorter distances than residents of sites with
Jess transit access. Where BART or bus transit is
available, residents will take advantage ofit. Yet it
is also true that owning a car makes it more likely
a resident will choose to drive to a destination,
and inexpensive, available parking makes it more
likely a resident will own a car. Nevertheless, both
the TOD and non-TOD properties offered residents
improved access to services relative to their prior
locations, and residents often chose a mode of
travel other than driving to reach nearby services. 4

likely than their non-TOD counterparts to use
a car during the week. Only 54 percent and 75
percent of residents living in the Berkeley and
Oakland TOD sites, respectively, reported using
a car regularly during the week, compared to 81
percent and 94 percent for residents of Alameda
and Pittsburg properties, respectively. This trend
of greater car use for non-TOD resident remained
significant when controlling for car ownership.
Residents of affordable TODs own and use cars at
a lower rate than residents in non-TOD sites.

The subsections that follow describe survey
results on car ownership and use, public transit
use, distance traveled, amenities, and quality of
life.

Car Ownership and Use

Figure 4 - Car Ownership and Use by City

Our findings indicate that the biggest single
determinant ofVMT-and therefore GHG
emissions-is the ownership of a private vehicle.
With the exception of Berkeley, which had
restricted parking. ownership rates among the
properties were similar (see Figure 4).
Vehicle ownership increased the likelihood that
households travel by car on a regular basis.
However, residents living in TOD were less

~

·•a-..,,1.. c..rs
"'DrM! f""IUHtl'(

·~
""2~~ri0%~1°""'

Source: CompTied by ABAG from property data provided by RCD.

• All findings reported in this document were analyzed to ensure a 95% confidence interval on all significant findings. Further explanation
on the methodology, coding and analysis of the suNey results refer to the companion working paper entitled, "Effects of TOD Location on
Affordable Housing Tenants: Travel Behavior, Access to Jobs and Services."
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Car Ownership and Use by Income Threshold

Despite differences in driving patterns across
income grotips, when controlling for car
ownership, it becomes evident that even taking

Higher income households tend to drive and
own cars at a higher rate, while lower income
households have lower ownership rates and
use a car less frequently. When comparing the

household income and car ownership into
account~ a TOO location significantly reduces
automobile use. 5 Even higher income households

rates of car ownership and regular car use, the

that owned cars were Jess likely to drive and more

differences between TOD and non-TOD become
clear. However, travel patterns and mode choice
are not uniform across all income levels. As we

likely to use transit if they lived in a TOD location.
Some of the survey results on trip patterns
and distances, discussed in greater detail later
in this section, also point to additional factors

analyze the travel patterns by income thresholds,
a more nuanced model of travel patterns emerges
for both TOD and non-TOD residents. Residents
below the 30 percent of AMI threshold have the

contributing to the likelihood of trips taken by
car. Residents were more likely to use a car when

lowest car ownership rates among all residents
in both TOD and non-TOD properties. Among
extremely low income residents, 57 percent

traveling more than five miles), traveling with
more than one passenger, and for grocery related
trips.

owned cars, while ownership rates were close to
or above 90 percent for all other income groups,
as shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5: Car Ownership by Income Threshhotd (by percent of Area Median income)
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Source: Compiled by ABAG from property data provided by RCD.
5

The statistical tests demonstrating this finding are reported in the working paper cited earlier, "Effects of TOD Location on Affordable
Housing Tenants: Travel Behavior, Access to Jobs and Services:
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Restricted Parking and the Cost of Parking
Among the five properties within our study, four
properties {three non-TOD and one TOD property)
provided one free parking space for each unit.
The exception is the Downtown Berkeley TOD
property which has less than one parking space
for each unit and charges for the use of a parking
space. This may contribute to the lowest rate for
car ownership and usage among all properties
surveyed. The Berkeley property had a 20
percent lower rate of car ownership and usage
compared to the similar Downtown Oakland TOD
location (SS percent of households owned a car in
Berkeley compared to 78 percent of households

that owned a car in Oakland). It is likely that cost
of parking and the limited availability of spaces,
combined with the higher proportion of lowerincome households contributed to the low rate of
car ownership and use at the Downtown Berkeley
site.

"It's very costly to pay far parking
space in Berkeley; parking tickets are
ridiculous and I spend unnecessary
time and gas, driving around looking
for parking."
-[Adult student, Berkeley]

Four of the properties provided one free parking space per unit.
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Use of Public Transit by City

Residents in TOD sites used bus and BART at a
higher rate than non-TOD residents. There were
significant differences in travel mode choice,
especially in relation to BART usage, when
comparing the TOD localities to the non-TOD
suburban sites (see Figure 6).
Households that live in TOD sites were more
likely to use BART frequently, and often cited the
convenience and proximity of BART as a strong
motivator for usingtransit. Residents of both
TOD and non-TOD localities provided anecdotal
comments on their own perceptions of transit
convenience. If a household perceived the transit
station to be "too far away'' they were less likely
to use transit. The proximity to BART remained
a strong indicator of a resident's likelihood to
use transit, regardless of whether the household
owned a car.

Frequency of traveling by bus was also greater at
TOD locations, but the Alameda sites also showed
bus use comparable to the TOD sites. Although
the nearest bus stops were half a mile away
(greater than the quarter mile distance needed
to qualify as TOD), residents perception of its
convenience was significantly high. Currently,
the Alameda site is served by six AC Transit lines,
including a Transbay line that provides direct
access to Downtown San Francisco, as well as the
free Estuary Crossing Shuttle connecting to Lake
Merritt BART station and the Alameda Landing
Express-a free shuttle connecting the Alameda
Landing retail development to Downtown Oakland
and 12th Street BART.
By contrast, although the Pittsburg site is also
within a half mile of bus lines, the bus service is
less frequent, charges full fare, and was perceived
by residents as inconvenient. Thus, transit
schedules and cost may also have an impact op
VMT.

Figure G: Households Using BARTorBusatLeasta Few Times PerWeek, by City
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Source:ABAG analysis from RCD resident survey, 2014
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Pittsburg]

Use of Public Transit by Income Threshold
Within the income range of residents, higher
income households use BART more frequently
and the bus less often compared to lowerincome households. Alternatively, lower income
households ride buses more frequently than their
higher income counterparts and use BART less
(see Figure 7). This trend was observed for both
households that owned a car and households
that did not. The difference between households
that used public transit can be attributed to the
actual (and perceived) higher cost of BART and
the limited destinations reachable by rail. Open
ended questions revealed that many residents felt
that BART didn't "take them where [they] needed
to go" 6 so they instead opted for the bus.

other factors that influenced residents' transit
use included a higher likelihood of using BART for
commuting to work or traveling longer distances.
Likewise, residents were more likely to use a bus
if they were traveling longer distances or traveling
to medical destinations.

"Don't live as close to public transit."

-[Husband with wife with two children,
Pittsburg, explaining decreased use of
transit since moving to the property]
"I have more bus options now. Where
l Jived before, not all buses, such as
Transbay, went down there, or come as
often."
-[Alameda retired and disabled female]

Figure 7: Use of BART or Bus at least a Few Times Per Week by Income Category
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6

Interview with retired Berkeley resident from RCD resident survey, 2014
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residents still had a notable share of trips to
destinations less than one or two miles away. As
shown in Table 1, some types of destinations were
equally or more convenient to the non-TOD sites
as compared to the TOD sites. Pittsburg residents
traveled the shortest average distances for
groceries and school and below average distances
for leisure activities. Nevertheless, overall after

Residents of TOD sites were more likely to be
traveling to destinations less than a mile away.
Alternatively, residents of suburban non.
TOD sites were more likely to be traveling to
destinations more than five miles away. (See
Figure 8). However, both Pittsburg and Alameda

Figure 8: Reported Destinations by Distance Ranges and City
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Source: ABAG aruilysis from RCD resident survey, 2014

Table 1: Average Distance Traveled by Destination, Mode and City (miles)
Alameda

Pittsburg Overall
Average

Berkeley

Oakland

4.0

6.8

83

15.0

8.0

3.3
2.5

1.8
2.9

2.5

Leisure

2.3
3.9

2.6
2.1

3.1

School

2.4

4.6

3.8

1.5

33

6.7
63

10.4

6.3

10.7

6.5

Work
Groceries

Medical

5.4

4.0

Worship

7.3

2.7

Car

5.6
9.7

4.6

63

BART

8.7

16.7

8.2
38.6

12.1

Bus

4.6

3.8

73

12.5

5.6

4.1

3.9

5.1

7.7

5.0

6.2

All Destinations,
Modes

Source; ABAG analysis from RCD resident suNey, 2014
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adjusting for type of destination and mode,
living in Alameda rather than Pittsburg reduced
average distances traveled by car by 19 percent;
Berkeley compared to Pittsburg reduced car
travel distance by 23 percent; Oakland residents
drove to destinations 32 percent closer than
Pittsburg residents.
Location and proximity to transit remains an
important factor when measuring the distance
traveled by residents. But for households that
don't own a car, income also influences trip
length. Households categorized as extremely low
income and very low-income (households below
50 percent of AM I) had the largest share of trips
taken within two miles. Households with incomes
above 50 percent of AMI had a significantly
larger share of trips that were more than five
miles away and a sizable share of trips between
two and five miles (see Figure 9). Although the

typical trip length varied across different income
categories, further analysis of survey results
reveal that location remained a strong predictor
of a household's travel pattern, even after taking
income into account, with shorter distances
traveled overall by households fivingTOD
properties.
Our findings indicate that both income and
proximity to transit remain important factors in
determining the distance and length of travel.
Therefore, if one of the major intended outcomes

Figure 9 - Percent Traveling Different Distances by Income Category
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Proximity to transit-rich areas, car ownership,
and household income remain critical factors
when considering household travel behavior
and consequently GHG production through VMT.
But other strategies and factors can also play
a vital role in further reducing the amount of
GHG emissions by residents, most notably the
proximity of nearby parks, retail, schools, and
recreational amenities.

Residents of both TOD and non-TOD sites are
more likely to walk if the destination is to a park,
retail outlet, school, or recreational facility.
Although transit remains an important factor in
household car ownership and use, it is not the
only factor influencing travel behavior. Residents,
even in the suburban non-TOD sites of Alameda
and Pittsburg, reported they often enjoyed the
easy access of nearby amenities that allowed
them to not use a car.

other services. By locating affordable housing in

amenity rich neighborhoods, residents were able
to access the services and shops on a regular
basis without relying on a car, further reducing
GHG emissions through fewer VMT.
Other types of destinations often require more
distant traveL These included commuting to work,
trips to visit friends, family, place of worship,
child care, or a medical visit. When residents in
both TOD and non-TOD locations took a trip for
worship or medical reasons, they commonly
traveled further than five miles. The difference
in travel patterns by type of amenities suggests
that not all nearby amenities may be used at the
same rate by local residents. Anecdotal comments
and survey results suggest that existing social
ties to previous amenities or communities heavily
influenced whether a resident was likely to change
some amenity destinations.

This ease of access is made possible by the
strategic location of the properties. Although
located further away from transit (BART and bus),
properties in both cities are near shopping and
parks. The selection of sites in amenity rich areas
is driven in part by regulations and criteria set
forth by affordable housing financing programs,
such as the Low Income Housing Tax Credit
{UHTQ.
Under the current LIHTC criteria affordable
housing developers are granted more points for
locating within a quarter mile from parks and

!n amenity-rich Berkeley, reisidents were able to access services
and shops without relying on a car.
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A.s Figure 10 illustrates, households were less likely
to change their place of worship, medical care
provider, and the school for their children. After
moving to the RCD property, residents were most
likely to change where they travel for groceries,
recreation and entertainment. This implies that
more than just proximity affects a household's
decision to travel shorter or longer distances to
reach particular services or amenities.

"Everything from bank,
groceries stores, fjbrary, and
parks are within walking
distance."
-[1/i/ife and husband with
three children, Berkeley]

"My doctor is further away
now. But shoppingfor clothes,
crafts, home, etc. is easier."

Although the current criteria for LIHTC and
other subsidy programs measure amenities as
comparable advantages (giving equal points
for a diverse range of different amenities), our
findings indicate that soda/ ties and a resident's

--[Woman with a disability

living with a care giver,
Alameda]

willingness to change location, greatly affect the
actual use of nearby amenities.

Figure 10: Changes after Moving to an RCD Property
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Source: ABAG analysis fi"om RCD resident survey, 2014
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Beyond analyzing the potential impact on GHG
emission and VMT, this study also focused on
potential improvements to residents' quality
of life. The survey asked a series of questions
designed to gauge a household's perceived level
of satisfaction with current housing and the
benefits made possible by living near transit and/
or amenity rich areas.
Benefits and perceived improvements to a
household's quality oflife were reported by
residents in both TOD and non-TOD properties.
Access to jobs and employment opportunities
improved or stayed the same for the majority of
residents in all properties. Only a small proportion
of al! residents (fess than four percent at each
site) felt that their access to job opportunities was
reduced since moving to the property site (see
Figure 11 ). This relative level of satisfaction can

be attributed to factors including the proximity
of potential retail employers (for example in
downtown Berkeley or Alameda Landing) or the
ability to use transit to access jobs in other urban
employment centers like Downtown San Francisco
and Oakland.
Qualitative responses to questions about
employment opportunities provided further
context and nuance to residents' perceived ease
or complexity in accessing job opportunities.
For example, one Berkeley resident commented
that although there were greater employment
opportunities in the surrounding area, the
competition and requisite skills for those jobs also
increased. Although access to job opportunities
and employment increased or stayed the
same for a majority of residents, access to job

opportunities in the surrounding area or via
transit did not necessarily translate into securing
regular employment.

The study also focused on potential improvements to residents' quality of life.
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Figure 11: Access to Jobs from the RCD Properties
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Residents who were seeking job opportunities
and employment commented positively on
the assistance provided on-site either through
counseling services or amenities offered. One
Alameda resident wrote, "All I had to do was go
to the[property] computer la.band the one-stop
career center at the college." A Berkeley resident
commented, 'We have the computer lab [onsite] and library accessible." From an Oakland
resident, "If I became unemployed, the job center
to look for jobs is within walking distance." And
a Pittsburg resident noted, "The Internet [at the
property's computer lab] is free for job search."
Residents also appreciated the broader support
the property facilities provide, from financial
counseling to encourage timely payment of
rent to after school and tutoring programs for
children.

residents reported the highest satisfaction in
transit convenience (84 percent of households)
and nearby shops {82 percent of households).
Alameda residents identified safety (71 percent
of households) as the most prominent location
advantage. Pittsburg residents identified nearby
shops (61 percent of households) as the most
prevalent location advantage. Oakland residents
reported comparable levels of satisfaction to the
other properties on safety, transit, shopping, and
recreation (51 percent, 66 percent, 59 percent
and 38 percent respectively), but rated school
quality the lowest (18 percent of households).
"f feel that the possibility of being
hired is a lot more chaJfenging
here in Berkeley. EspeciCJffy if
the job is here in Berkeley. Your
chances of being hired for a
middle class job(s) are a great

deal more competitive."
Other advantages attributed to the property
location varied by city (see Figure 12). Berkeley

-[Adult student, Berkeley]
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Figure 12: Percent of Households Responding Yes to Llsted Advantage of Their Location
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Variation in location advantages for each property
can partly be attributed to the differences in
transit access (TOD vs non-TOD) as well as the
surrounding neighborhood or community.
Residents' perceptions of each property were
linked to the accessibility of amenities or
services within walking distance as well as the
services offered on-site. But residents also
understood the opportunities and challenges
of each property location as part of the larger
narrative and reputation of each city. For
example, many Oakland residents felt that
although the immediate neighborhood was
safe, the city as a whole remained dangerous.
These larger narratives attached to each city
help to form residents' perception and
informed their personal level of satisfaction
with the property.

Alameda residents identified safety as a location advantage
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The study findings show that although policy and
planning decisions (such as parking policies and
proximity to transit) are essential, they are not
sufficient In guaranteeing sustainable outcomes,
such as reduction in GHG emissions through VMT.
Moreover, as the quality of life related questions
indicated, it was often the larger context of the
surrounding city and community that affected
residents' overall perception and satisfaction.
Residents cited particular external factors such as
the perception of a fare increase on public transft
or the convenience of nearby shopping and retail
as having a large role in determining household
behaviors.
Two examples illustrate the larger environmental
factors that may affect the quality and
effectiveness of affordable housing and transit
use.

During planning and pre-development of the
two Alameda sites, the future development of
Alameda Landing as a mixed retail and shopping
center was not part of the planning for the
developments. At the time of this study, the
Alameda Landing development was still under
construction, with a few retail stores already

open, but with several more slated for completion
by the end of 2015.
The proximity of the Alameda Landing
development now provides a broad array of
employment and retail opportunities that were
previously unavailable. The retail development
also now provides a free shuttle that connects
residents to two BART stations (Downtown
Oakland 12th Street and Lake Merritt). Although
the Alameda sites did not originally Include
the Alameda Landing development as part the
network of services and amenities that would
be accessible to residents, it has significantly
changed the perception and satisfaction among
residents. Without the advantages of the retail
development and transit connectors, residents
might not have used BART or the bus as often
or reported the same level of satisfaction or
convenience in accessing retail and employment.
The Alameda Landing example illustrates some
benefits of neighborhood investments beyond
housing that will accelerate GHG reductions
through reduced VMT.

"Because there are now free
shuttle service and it takes me
where I need to go."
-·[Wife and husband wfth

two children, Alameda)
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Berkeley residents reported the highest level
of satisfaction and convenience in transit
accessibility among all properties, yet many
residents also reported concern over the cost
of transit, in particular the anticipated increase
in bus provider AC Transit's day fare. At the
time of the survey, AC Transit was initiating a
fare modification that would change its policy
regarding single fares and transfers. It would
no longer provide a transfer for a marginal cost,
instead offering Day Passes upon the second trip,
theoretically saving the passenger money if they
took multiple trips a day. This fare modification
was not necessarily a fare increase in the direct
sense, but it was perceived as a doubling of

the fares and consequently was met with high
levels of concern. Many of the residents cited the
fare increase when justifying their use of other
forms of transportation, including using a car or
carpooling with a friend. The perception of the
fare increase was strong enough to change at
least a few residents' satisfaction with the transit
service and altered their travel behavior as a
result.
Although proximity to transit provides a strong
indicator and motivating factor for residents,
they do not on its own sufficiently explain or
ensure particular outcomes. The larger context

that informs residents' quality of life and travel
patterns illuminates the kind offactors that
influence transit choices, even in transit rich
areas.
''AC Transit's fare increase has
caused me to drive every day

instead of taking the bus!!!"
-[Retired adult, Berkeley]
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The results of the survey make clear some of the
ways in which proximity to transit and household
income levels affect travel patterns. The findings
also highlight the range of advantages that
affordable housing properties can offer to
low income residents in a region with rapidly
escalating housing costs. The results have
implications for state and regional housing
policy and for affordable housing development
strategies.

The findings of this report make clear some of the
ways in which proximity to transit and household
income affect household travel patterns.

A regional problem needing local solutions:
Affordable housing properties draw residents
primarily from nearby communities.
Affordable housing residents respond to
transit opportunities: Residents of affordable
housing properties in TOD sites use public
transit more and car travel less than their
counterparts in locations farther from transit
options. Walking and biking are also options
when amenities are nearby.
Lower income households make the greatest
use of transit opportunities: Among survey
respondents, lower income households, in
both TOD and non-TOD locations, drive less
and take transit more frequently than higher

1f572T!!Scni51J~a?1Mfa,:1£c
TOD siting of affordable housing is an effective strategy to reduce GHG emissions
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Innovative programs such as free shuttle
connections to bus and BART-service can
boost ridership by residents of affordable
housing properties more distant from

income households. Higher income households
travel further distances forwork, school and
recreational activities compared to their lower
income neighbors.

transit services.

Households are sensitive to travel costs:
The property with higher cost parking and
fewer spaces had lower rates of car ownership
and use, yet some households expected to
reduce bus use following a transit system fare
increase.

Affordable and Green
Due to current standards and polfcy measures
that incentivize strategic site selection-such as
proximity and access to surrounding amenities and
services-affordable housing development has
the potential to further promote sustainable gQals
and outcomes apart from simply providing greater
access to transit. The environmental, economic
and social benefits of housing near transit are
strengthened by focusing on deeper levels of
affordability, by ensuring that developments
include units dedicated to extremely low-lricome
and very low-income households. StJstainability

More households will walk or bike to nearby
destinations: By reducing the distances
between housing and work, housing and retail,
and housing and recreation, reductions in GHG
emissions and VMT are possible in both urban
and suburban locations.
Residents traveled the greatest distances to
work, to places of worship and for medical
care: Of all amenities, residents were least
likely to change place of worship or medical
services after moving into the RCD property.

and equity are not competing goals; by focusing
on equity as an outcome we strengthen the
effectiveness of sustainable strategies.

The great majority of residents reported that
access to jobs was the same or easier after
moving to an RCD property: Respondents
were no more likely to report access to jobs
improved in TOD sites compared to non-TOD
sites.

Weighting Amenities by Relation to Travel

Patterns

TOD is a viable and highly effective strategy
to reduce GHG emissions through the
reduction ofVMT, but it is not the only
mechanism to achieve both environmental
and quality of ljfe outcomes:
Affordable housing projects near amenities
like grocery stores, parks and schools can
produce significant VMT reduction, even
if transit lin~s are weaker than at TOD
locations.

A SURVEY OF RESIDENTS IN
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Thetype of amenity and the larger social context
influence a resident's willingness to use nearby
services and amenities. The survey results suggest
that a reevaluation ofthe weighting of amenities

in allocating funds, focusing on the type of
amenity and likelihood of using a nearby service,
could extend resources to additional projects with
the potentiafjor providing beneficial outcomes
in reducing GHGs and improved quality of life for
residents. This is particularly relevant in suburban
areas which have few TOP sites to offer but a
growing low income population as well as lower
land costs.
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Sensitivity to Costs
Because low income households are very sensitive
to costs of travel, cost factors become tools for
influen<:ing the level of driving or use of transit.

Restrictions or pricing on parking in transit rich
areas combined with transit subsidies or free
shuttle services to access transit can contribute
to goals of GHG emissions reduction.

households that often travel further distances by
car (typically moderate income households) to
choose alternative and sustainable transportation
options. Survey results suggest a strategy for
affordable housing in TOD locations may be most

effective when focused on different types of
benefits at different income levels.
Local solutions to address local needs

TOD and Beyond
Affordable TOD continues to be a viable model

for reducing GHG and the total VMT taken by
low-income households. However, high land
costs and fierce competition in urban areas and
the amount of land available in TOD locations
will limit the ability to reduce GHG emissions
and VMTthrough this approach. TOD should
not be the only solution for meeting the housing
needs of low and moderate income households.
Non-TOD localities, those not well serviced by
transit, can still promote reductions in VMT and
GHG emissions by supporting affordable ho1..1sing
developments close to amenities and services
such as retail, grocery stores, schools, recreation,
and employment opportunities. By reducing the

Low-income households are struggling in every
local jurisdiction and region of the state. The
high prevalence of survey respondents who
relocated within the local area points to the
need for housing to serve existing residents in
the local areas. Strategic deve/Opment of both

TOD and non-TOD in urban and suburban should
continue to be supported in order to meet the
local ho1,1sing needs of every community, while
furthering state wide and regional goals of
sustainability and GHG reduction.

distance needed to travel for everyday (lctivities
and errands,, residents in non-TOD sites can
reduce their GHG emissions and VMT by utilizing
nearby services.

Flexibility in Setting Goats
TOD policy and programs that provide a mixture
of different levels of affordability may provide
needed accessibility for households that often
travel shorter distances (typically lower income
households) while providing opportunities for
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A Health Risk Assessment
By: Jonathan I. Levy, Jonathan J. Buonocore, & Katherine von Stackelberg
Traffic congestion is a significant issue in virtually every urban area in the United States and around the world.
Anyone who spends any time commuting knows that the time and fuel wasted while sitting in traffic can not only
be annoying, but can lead to real economic costs. An examination of the peer-reviewed literature shows that there
are many previous analyses that estimate the economic costs of congestion based on fuel and time wasted, but that
these studies don't include the costs of the potential public health impacts. Sitting in traffic leads to higher tailpipe
emissions which everyone is exposed to, and the economic costs of those exposures have not been e.x-plored.
Motor vehicle emissions contain pollutants that contribute to outdoor air pollution. One in particular, fine
particulate matter (referred to as P~) is strongly influenced by motor vehicle emissions. Studies that evaluate the
sources of Pl\\s in our environment find that vehicles contribute up to one-third of observed P1\s in urban areas.
P~5 has been associated with premature deaths in many studies, and health impact assessments have shown P~ related damages on the order of hundreds of billions of dollars per year. Recently, an expert committee convened
by the Health Effects Institute in Boston, Massachusetts, summarized the available evidence on exposure to trafficgenerated ,air pollution and negative health effects. They find strong evidence for a causative role for traffic related
air pollution and premature death, particularly from heart attacks and strokes. PM2.S is emitted directly, and it is
also produced by secondary formation, as sulfur dioxide (S02 ) and nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions contribute
to the formation of sulfate and nitrate particles. Exposure to P~5 also causes other health effects such as asthma
attacks, and other respiratory illnesses.
In this study, we evaluate the premature deaths resulting from people breathing primary PM25 and secondarily~
formed particles during periods of traffic congestion and compare that to the economic costs from time and fuel
wasted. We do this analysis for 83 individual urban areas. We predict how much congestion to expect in each of
the 83 urban areas over the period 2000 to 2030. We use several inter-linked models to predict how much of what
people are breathing in each urban area is attributable to emissions from traffic congestion. The models predict
how many people will die prematurely as a result of being exposed to these traffic conditions over the long term.
We assign a dollar value to the predicted deaths usfug a "value of a statistical life" approach as is done for most
regulatory impact analyses. 'Ihe analysis explores the significance of public health impacts in assessments of predicted traffic congestion to identify informatfon gaps to be addressed to better determine the ongoing public health
burden of congestion in the United States, and to set the stage for evaluating potential strategies for relieving traffic
congestion. Evaluating such strategies will require models and assumptions that take advantage of conditions and
the context unique to each area.
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We estimate traffic congestion-related PMi.s' NOx and S02 emissions in these 83 cities caused approximately 4,000
premature deaths in the year 2000, with a monetized value of approximately $31 billion (in 2007 dollars). This
compares to the estimated $60 billion congested-related cost of wasted time and fuel in these communities during
the same year. This fuel and time loss is expected to continue to grow annually over the next 20 years. Across
cities and years, the public health impacts of traffic congestion range from an order of magnitude less than the lost
time/fuel economic impacts, to in excess of these impacts, with variation attributable to the extent of congestion,
population density, and other factors.
We forecast the mortality and public health costs of congestion, however, will diminish slightly over time in most
of the areas studied-until rising again toward the end of the modeling period, 2030. In 2005, for example, we
estimate congestion-related premature mortality of 3,000 lives, with a monetized value of $24 billion (in 2007
dollars). This reduction results from the continual turnover of the motor vehicle fleet to lower emission vehicles
and the increased use of cleaner motor fuels.
Our estimates of the total public health cost of traffic congestion in the U.S. are likely conservative, in that they
consider only the impacts in 83 urban areas and only the cost of related mortality and not the costs that could be
associated with related morbidity; health care, insurance, accidents, and other factors. Our analyses indicate that
the public health impacts of congestion are significant enough in magnitude, at least in some urban areas, to be
considered in future evaluations of the benefits of policies to mitigate congestion.
•~;:!'!""""
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Results
In total, across the 83 urban areas modeled, vehicle
miles traveled (VMT) is projected to increase more than
30% from 2000 to 2030 (an increase from 2.97 billion
daily VMT to 3.94 billion daily VMT), closely paralleling
projected population growth in the urban areas of 32%
(an increase from 133 million people to 176 million).
For 2005, nationwide estimates of traffic emissions
attributable to time spent in congestion include
approximately 1.2 million tons of NOx, 34,000 tons
of S02, and 23,000 tons of P~. These emissions
are associated with approximately 3,000 premature
deaths in 2005 (Figure I), ~.vith an economic
valuation of $24 billion (in 2007 dollars). Overall,
nearly 48% of the impact over the 83 urban areas is
attributable to NOx emissions1 with 42% attributable

NatiomVide estimates for 2005of
emissions attribl,ltable to ccmgested traffic:
• 1.2.million ton$ ofNOx.

• 34,00()to11s ofS02 .
-~ z~;Qooto~s ofp~.s
These erajSsions are assoqated With
approzjln~tely:

• 3~doo p:r~mature deaths
1b:et9tal sodalcost of th~e impacts:
·

• '$2-4 billi()n

.By 2020~ we predict:
• 1,600 premature deaths
• $13 billion in total social costs
By 2030, we predict:
• 1,900 premature deaths
• $17 billion in total soda! costs
2
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Figure 1
to primary PMi.5 and 11 % attributable to S0 2•
However, the relative proportion of the impact
attributable to different pollutants varies significantly
across urban areas. For example, the proportion
due to NOx ranges from 6% in multiple Northeast
cities (Hartford, CT; Boston, MA; New Haven, CT;
Springfield, MA) to over 70% in less densely populated
areas of Texas (Bro"'msville, Austin) and Washington
State (Spokane).

Projected Nationwide Premature Deaths Attributable
to Congested Traffic, 2000 - 2030
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PMi.5 is highest in densely-populated urban areas
of the Northeast (approximately 80%) and below
20% in Brownsville. The proportion attributable

This graph represents the nationWide estimates for
premature deaths attributable to congested traffic for
2000-2030. The colored sections indicate the portion o.f
these premature deaths attributable to NOx:, primary

to S02 emissions is highest in California, with
four urban areas in California constituting the only
places with more than 20% of the mortality risk from
P~andS0 2 •
so2 emissions. These relative proportions are
attributable in part to high ambient sulfate in the eastern United States, which tends to reduce particulate nitrate
formation, and to conditions in California favoring the secondary formation of particulate sulfate.
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Figure 2 presents the monetized health impacts over time for selected urban areas. These trajectories differ as
a function of differential population growth, congestion, population density and atmospheric chemistry:. For
example, monetized health impacts increase steadily over time in cities such as Raleigh NC and San Diego
CA, in which VMT and population growth are significant and primary PMz.s makes a substantial contribution
to health risk. In contrast, Chicago and other cities in the Midwest are projected to have small VMT growth
and have more substantial contributions to public health damages from NOx emissions, and therefore
show a steady decline in health risks over time given the larger decline in NOx emissions per vehicle-mile.
3
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Figure3
Figure 3 presents the economic costs
from time and fuel wasted and monetized
estimates of prematrne mortality attributable
to traffic congestion across the 83 urban
areas. Overall, time wasted accounts for the
bulk of the economic cost associated with
traffic congestion, and the cost of delay
continues to increase between 2000 and
2030, as this is directly proportional to the
e:i..'tent of congestion. In contrast, reductions
in per-vehicle emissions contribute to
declines in economic costs associated with
premature mortality between 2000 and
2025, With modest increases after that point.

Monetized Premature Mortality as Compared to Projected
Time, & Fuel Dollars Wasted Attributable to Congested Traffic
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As a result, whereas the public health impacts c<:>ntributed approximately 34% of the total cost of congestion in
2000, this decreases to 14% by 2030. However, the proportion of health impacts attributable to premature mortality
varies substantially across urban areas. For example, in 2000, 17 urban areas had health impacts contributing less
than 20% of the total cost of congestion, whereas 19 urban areas had contributions in excess of 50%. Those urban
areas with relatively small contributions from public health had very high levels of congestion (near or at the 50%
threshold) but did not have correspondingly high population density, including Laredo TX, Eugene OR, and Las
Vegas NV: In contrast, those urban areas where public health impacts dominated had smaller percentage of time
spent in congestion but greater public health benefits per ton of emissions.

Frequently Asked Questions
How was the analysis conducted?
The l<:ey components of the analysis include predicting emiS5ions corresponding with traffic congestion for 83
individual urban ·areas based on travel demand models; which predict how many vehicle-miles people will be
traveling in each area. We develop estimates of changes in air pollution (based on PM23 concentration) associated
with these emissions, and apply a concentration-response function that predicts how many people will be impacted
by breathing this air pollution. Finally, we assign a dollar value to the predicted number of premature deaths.

Where did we get our data?
We develop estimates of vehicle miles traveled (VMT) based on data and methods from the Center for Urban
Transportation Research (CUTR) at the University of Central Florida" We use a model developed by the US EPA
called MOBILE6 to estimate city-specific emissions per VMT based on year, temperature profile, and average
vehicle speed. We focus on emissions from th~ baseline year (2000) until 2030. lhe analysis is conducted for 83
individual urban areas that were previously evaluated by the Texas Transportation Institute (in order to directly
compare our results with their estimates of economic costs of congestion) and are in the lower 48 states.
To estimate the changes in air pollution associated with congestion-related emissions from each urban
area, we applied a source-receptor (S-R) matrix. S-R matrL\". is a reduced-form model containing county-tocounty transfer factors across the United States, considering both primary PM 25 and secondary formation
of sulfate and nitrate particles. To determine the health effects, we use the same studies that the US EPA uses
based on a combination of published epidemiological studies and an expert elicitation study addressing
the concentration-response function for PMi5 -related mortality. To monetize the resulting estimates of
4
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mortality attributable to congestion, we applied a value of a statistical life (VSL) of approximately $7. 7M in 2007
do11ars (for 2000 GDP), the central estimate used in recent EPA regulatory impact analyses.

What does it mean?
Our modeling illustrates that the public health impacts of traffic during periods of congestion, associated with
premature mortality from primary and secondary PM15 concentrations, are appreciable, with thousands of deaths
per year and a monetized value of tens of billions of dollars per year. While the monetized public health damages
are smaller than the economic value of time wasted; with ·the differential anticipated to grow over time, there
are some geographic areas where public health damages represent a significant proportion of the total damages,
even in future years when per-vehicle emissions are expected to be substantially less. Prior analyses of population
e:x.-posure per unit emissions from motor vehicles demonstrated that these values were highest in dense urban
areas for primary P~ and secondary sulfate, especially in California, the mid-Atlantic states, and the industrial
Midwest, and were highest in the Southeast and Midwest for secondary nitrate. The urban areas with the greatest
proportion of damages from public health were often found in parts of California and the Midwest, where the
damages per ton of emissions were greater and the projected future population growth was lower. These findings
provide an indication that considering only the direct economic costs of congestion will underestimate societal
benefits of mitigating congestion, significantly so in certain urban areas.

What did we leave out?
There are dearly numerous other health endpoints or pollutants that may contribute to the public health burden
of congestion, including morbidity endpoints associated with PM25, mortality and morbidity from ozone, and
effects of multiple air toxics. This analysis assumed no change to road infrastructure from 2005 levels, and the
models, out of necessity, do not use individualized models of traffic congestion in each urban area (that is, although
population and traffic demand are specific to each area, the analysis does not consider road clos-µres, construction,
or other area-specific factors that might contribute to increases or decreases in congestion over particular time
periods). It is important to note that these are not traffic planning models specific to each area. These are models
that predict emissions of pollutants associated with congested conditions on broader scales. Therefore, the results
are approximations and represent order-of-magnitude predictions. In addition, the relative proportions across
pollutants and urban areas are more robust than the specific numeric estimates.

Where do we go from here?
These results indicate that public health impacts of traffic congestion exist and should be considered when
evaluating long-term policy alternatives for addressing congestion such as traffic management through congestion pricing, traffic light synchronization and more efficient response to traffic incidents, and adding new highway and public transit capacity. This analysis represents a first step, and future analyses could incorporate more
sophisticated approaches.for predicting expected emissions under location~specific conditions as opposed to
the generalized case presented here. This exploratory study 1vas designedto evaluate the scope of the issue~ more
refined estimates are possible that would address urban-area specific alternatives and impacts,
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The follo"wing tables provide supporting information for our analyses that did µot appear in the published
paper. Note that the estimates for individual urban areas are more 11.ticertain than tlie over:all estimates for all
83 urban areas combined> ajid should be interpreted with caution. The model does not captiitethe nuances
and dynamics-of each individual urban area. Traffic demand, for example, is based on a national model, not
individu~ models specific to each location.

Table A: Forecasted Increase in Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) in 83 U.S. Urban Areas: 2000-2030

Urban Area

Percent VMT Increase
2000-2005

2000-2010

2000-2015

2005-2020

2000-2025

2000-2030

Akron, OH

1%

1%

2%

3%

4%

6%

Albany, NY
Albuquerque, NM
Allentown--Bethlehem, PA--NJ
Atlanta, GA
Austin, TX
Bakersfield, CA
Baltimore, MD

3%

4%

4%

5%

6%

7%

2%

8%

14%

19%

23%

28%

-3%

3%

6%

10%

13%

16%

7%

14%

19%

22%

24%

27%

6%

12%

17%

21%

25%

29%

9%

16%

21%

26%

30%

33%

1%

4%

9%

13%

17%

20%

Beaumont, TX

-4%

-3%

-1%

2%

4%

7%

Birmingham, AL
Boston, MA-NH--RI
Boulder, CO
Bridgeport--Stamford, CT--NY
Brownsville, TX
Buffalo, NY
Cape Coral; FL

1%

4%

6%

9%

12%

15%

-5%

-3%

-2%

0%

i%

3%
20%

Charleston-,-North Charleston, SC
Charlotte, NC-SC
ChicaJ?;o, IL--IN
Cincinnati, OH--KY--IN
Cleveland, OH
Colorado Springs. CO
Columbia, SC
Columbus, OH
Corpus Christi, TX
Dallas--Fort Worth--Arlington, TX
Dayton, OH
Denver--Aurora, CO
Detroit, MI
El Paso, TX--NM
Eugene, OR
Fresno, CA
Grand Rapids, MI
Hartford, CT
Houston, TX
Indianapolis, IN
Tacksonville, FL
Kansas City; MO--KS

0%

6%

11%

14%

17%

0%

2%

3%

4%

5%

7%

14%

17%

20%

23%

6%

10%

-3%

-3%

-3%

-2%

-1%

0%

8%

20%

25%

30%

34%

38%

3%

11%

18%

25%

28%

32%

4%

13%

17%

21%

25%

28%

1%

3%

5%

6%

8%

10%

-4%

-3%

-1%

0%

2%

3%

-6%

-8%

-9%

-10%

-11%

-12%

-2%

6%

12%

17%

22%

27%

-2%

7%

15%

23%

31%

36%

-1%.

2%

6%

10%

13%

17%

1%

6%

12%

19%

25%

29%

8%

15%

18%

21%

24%

27%

-8%

-8%

-8%

-8%

-7%

-6%

0%

7%

10%

13%

16%

19%

-3%

-3%

-2%

-2%

-1%

0%

3%

7%

11%

15%

19%

22%

1%

7%

12%

16%

19%

22%

3%

9%

14%

19%

22%

25%

-15%

-9%

-3%

2%

8%

14%

-2%

-1%

0%

2%

4%

5%
23%

8%

12%

15%

17%

20%

4%

8%

12%

15%

19%

22%

5%

15%

19%

23%

28%

32%

0%

8%

15%

21%

28%

35%

Chart continued on next page...
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Urban Area

Percent VMT Increase
2000-2005

2000-2010

2000-2015

2005-2020

2000-2025

2000-2030

Laredo, TX

8%

16%

22%

28%

33%

38%

Las Vegas, NV
Little Rock, AR
Los Angeles--Long Beach--Santa Ana, CA

15%

25%

32%

37%

42%

46%

-8%

-5%

-3%

0%

3%

6%

2%

4%

5%

7%

8%

10%

Louisville, KY--IN
Memphis, TN--MS--AR
Miami, PL

0%

2%

4%

6%

8%

10%

-3%

-1%

1%

3%

5%

8%

4%

8%

13%

18%

22%

26%

Milwaukee, WI

-5%

-4%

-3%

-1%

0%

2%

0%

5%

9%

14%

17%

20%

Nashville-Davidson, TN

-12%

-3%

4%

11%

17%

24%

New Haven, CT

-2%

1%

4%

7%

9%

12%

New Orleans, LA
New York--Newark, NY--NJ--CT
Oklahoma City, OK
Omaha, NE--IA

-3%

-36%

-25%

-15%

-8%

-2%

1%

2%

3%

5%

6%

8%

Orlando, FL
Oxnard, CA
Pensacola, FL--AL

Minneapolis--St. Paul, MN

Philadelphia, PA--NJ-DE--MD
Phoenix--Mesa, AZ
Pittsburgh, PA
Portland, OR-_:WA
Providence, RI--MA
Raleigh, NC

3%

9%

13%

16%

19%

23%

5%

10%

14%

19%

23%

27%

6%

18%

27%

32%

37%

41%

5%

15%

25%

34%

42%

47%

-7%

4%

12%

19%

26%

31%

0%

2%

3%

4%

5%

7%

8%

15%

20%

24%

29%

33%

-6%

-6%

~4%

-2%

0%

3%
19%

4%

7%

10%

13%

16%

-1%

1%

4%

7%

10%

13%

11%

28%

37%

43%

49%

54%

Richmond, VA
Riverside--San Bernardino, CA

-4%

5%

14%

22%

31%

36%

9%

15%

19%

24%

28%

31%

Rochester, NY
Sacramento, CA

0%

0%

0%

0%

1%

3%

6%

10%

14%

18%

22%

25%

St. Louis, MO--.IL
Salem, OR
Salt Lake City, UT
San Antonio, TX
San Diego, CA
San Francisco--Oakland, CA
San Jose, CA
Sarasota--Bradenton, FL
Seattle, WA

1%

1%

1%

2%

2%

3%

5%

11%

15%

20%

25%

29%

6%

17%

27%

35%

40%

45%

5%

15%

22%

28%

35%

42%

1%

10%

IS%

20%

26%

31%

0%

1%

2%

3%

5%

6%

1%

2%

3%

4%

5%

6%

8%

17%

25%

33%

39%

45%

2%

6%

8%

11%

14%

17%

Spokane, WA--ID
Springfield, MA-~CT

2%

8%

14%

20%

25%

30%

-6%

-5%

-5%

-4%

-2%

-1%
18%

Tampa--St. Petersburg, FL
Toledo, OH--MI
Tucson, AZ
Tulsa, OK
Virginia Beach, VA
Washin!!ton, DC--VA--MD

4%

7%

10%

13%

15%

-5%

-6%

-5%

-5%

-4%

-2%

5%

12%

19%

23%

26%

29%

-8%

-2%

4%

10%

16%

22%

-1%

3%

7%

10%

14%

17%

3%

5%

9%

11%

13%

7%
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Table B provides estimates of premature mortality and associated social costs across selected years to 2030 for
each of the 83 urban areas. While estimates in all individual urban areas were not reported in the published
paper, they are included below to provide perspective on the relative proportion of expected impacts across the
83 modeled areas. Given the underlying uncertainties and simplifications in the modeling approach, although
the values are listed below with multiple significant figures for ease of comparison, the values in this table
should be interpreted as order of magnitude estimates of the potential public health impacts.

Table B: Estimated Selective Public Health Impacts of Traffic Congestion. With Status Quo
Infrastructure & Mobility Options in 83 U.S. Urban Areas: 2000 - 2030
2000

2010

2005

2015

EPD

$M

E.PD

sM

EPD

SM

EPD

Akron, OH

8

63

6

47

4

3

Albanv.NY
Albuquerque, NM

<2

9

<2

7

4
6
93
17

32

3

44
717.

4
80

25
31
633

<2
3
3:

34
·5'-

12?

l4

_no . .

17
499

2
45
<l

15
.3S:i ..

6

4S

21

16_9
__ 6_ ..

Allentown-Bethlehem, PA--NJ
Atlanta, GA

Austin, TX

.

Bakersfield, CA
Baltiniore, MD
Beaumont, TX

2
65
<l

2

Birmingham. AL
Boston, MA-NH-RI
Boulder, CO

9

66.
... 257I• ::g··

33
<2

Brid2eoort--Stamford, CT--NY
Brownsville, TX
Buffalo, NY
Cape Coral, FL
Charleston--North Charleston. SC
Charlotte, NC--SC

Chi01!!0, IL--IN
Cincinnati. OH--KY--IN
Cleveland, OH
Colorado Sprinl!S, CO
Columbia, SC
Columbus, OH

2&.

·34 ._

·.w.3.751

.4ro •

·252·
29

--iz ..• _

tso ·

2
122

· is
941

21

.. 161

41
173
9
<2

9

8

Little Rock, AR
Los Angeles--Long Beach--Santa Ana. CA

319.

J,3.3.3
- _,69

13
350
41
21
3
2
14
2
103
_13

32
<l

5
16
<2

75:.

6
3
2
10

:.14;fot;

2
12_

_25

23

1:no·
'"_32f-

165
1'

21 ·--

":.. Ji:
·:109-:•
.. 13

816
:io3 .

251
28
14
2
<2
11
<2
85
9

245

116
7

9liL.
--:55.

24
76
6

21.
25"

s49
9~
13 .
<252.

• .. <2.:
.36

125.··

... s•:.
·. 4:f·-·

.34.

5

: 17

19
24

3
3

476

62

23
29
• S49

. 73.

8

67

2
3
SS
8

73

10

85

<2
22
<l
3

1i
lS3.
<2
27
100

13.
200
<2
29
112
4'·

2
26
<l
4
15

3:7

2
23
<l
3
13
<2
5

13

2

14
14
73_

17
21

if •
·195
- <2 ~

29
102.

12

,·,4;:_

<2
4
2
<2
8

3S.
15
.13>

u<

2

8

·84_
--

15

...

2

9

..
21
431

4

12
64 H
7S.

157
15

~13

9
2

71

129

:i.4

i;s20

16

1.39

9
2

-- 7!1.
15 -.

10
2

is ·

2

_.-t4-..

2
10

-- 89

<2

-:i2 -·
547'

39

62
5

1.32

17

148

.• 355,·
.47
4.

43

381
·s8....

:10_ ...
483

'9-

<2

..'9•:

<2.

54

455

•10::.:

6

::..48·

40··

.. 192•'

18

,603.:~

52
5
<l
5
3
3
29
14
3
8
<l

144~
::ill-~

5
15

56
-5

43

"357:

.Ad

5

.'Jo
3.

·.17'1 ..
153

... i~·.
3 .

22

2

14

<2

.5;564

547

4,'324

426

'3;362

.ii.
2{:~

-232
'll3

ZS:
67
.•. 3

2
3
28
12
3

"sf

<2

:8

7
<1
4

360

2,924

355

4

21;

171

soi

·:29 . •.•.

<2

lS
41
5

·,:nc

<l
5

;t2

7

s

<2

.4

46.

7

6i

3

3

i6

:i3l.~

30

263.·

100

103.

'3.

12
3
8
<I

_37·

5

f

.. 18

-56 ..
I: 21·

:it

2.9i4

86

6
3
3
35
13
4
9
<2

47

23

- 26 ·.
.. 52.··

91
105

i6"

<1
5

16

10
2

9

:3 .

5
2
2

12

--. 68

.:42~

130
5
46
16

<2

Ii

<2
8

126'.

<2

33

89

:'ilL.
··59·

•IL:.'.

16
228

1J61

62

4::

I

5.·

.129

<2

·:.·4t::·'

40

2
8
2
10
158
15

"671

. 34:
16

--

<2

<2

st

<l
4

4

:.'..:11•'··.'83 •.

11

.4
...
36:

<2

2

:.28

<l

4

454

<1
2
3
S2

.· 18·

4
4
3S
19
4

.4

32

4.

10

36'.
)8,
338..

<2

4

.~.ni-·

5
5

iosc

28

:154'

:62. -

14

3

·1:4s1

-· 49

:142'

16

19

6

2i-O

3

182

<1

,,_;32 .:

SM

27

220.

sa.-

·:264:·
..
·. 39 ...

EPD

10

~13, ••
.

":4':

34

SM

$M

\.92
i;982

7

..

EPD

<2

24
<l
4
13
<2
5
2

2030

SM

."65 .
._ i2. ..~18 .

<2

5 ·

<2
2
3
56
9

20: .
2
i6
76; - s

·10

I

43
27
4

712

2

31

54
3s3.:

4
3

~62

3

7
50
5
18

'

8
3

78 .. . 9
18 - 2

19

Corpus Christi, TX
D;illas--Fort Worth--Arlington, TX
Davton,OH
Denver-Aurora, CO
Detroit, MI
El Paso, TX-·NM
Eui<ene,OR
Fresno.CA
Grand Rapids, MI
Hartford, CT
Houston.TX
Indianapolis, IN
Jacksonville. FL
Kansas City; MO--KS
Laredo, TX
Las Vegas, NV

83 ..

11
4
4
10
2
16
487
60
34
4
2

<i

i ..

70
12

1··:

2025

2020
EPD

j3 .·

30

_69

30
31C
112

36
84

5

<2

7

<2

i

394

3,396

454

4,038

EPD = Estimated Premature Deaths
$M = Estimated Cost in Millions ofU.S. Dollars (2007 $)
Chart continued on next page...
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Table B Continued:
Estimated Selective Public Health Impacts of Traffic Congestion With Status Quo Infrastructure &
Mobility Options in 83 U.S. Urban Areas: 2000 - 2030
2000

2010

2005

2015

2020

2025

2030

EPD

SM

EPD

~!'-'[

EPD

SM

EPD

SM

EPD

SM

EPD

SM

EPD

SM

Louisville, KY·· IN
Memphis, 'IN--MS-AR
Miami, FL
11.filwaukee, WI
Minneapolis--St Paul, MN

34
16
62
40

~26.S:

24

138
02 ..

89

11

91

11

~.48--_

5

-:316

13

II

316
88

90

11

99

66

5_05

295

29

236

27

225

44
10
28

6
53

142

293
102

.. ~7
379

99.
52.

47
26
48

5
38

M

~4'74_

12
6
36

11

11

17
B
40
18
37

101

~-12L

192
c 84 ____

245

32

282

Nashville-Davidson, TN
New Haven. CT
New Orleans. LA
New York-Newark. NY--NJ-CT
Oklahoma City, OK
Omaha, NE--lA
Orlando, FL
Oxnard.CA
Pensacola, FL--AL
Philadelphia. PA-NJ--DE--MD
Phocnb:--Mesa, AZ
Pittsburgh, PA
Portland, OR-WA
Providence, RI-MA
Raleigh.NC
Richmond, VA
Riverside-San Bernardino, CA
Rochester, NY
Sacramento, CA
St. Louis, MO--IL
Salem, OR
Salt Lake City; UT
San Antonio, TX
San Diego. CA
San Francisco-Oakland. CA
San Jose. CA
Sarasota--Bradenton, FL
Seattle, WA
Spokane, WA-ID
Springlidd, MA--CT
Tampa--St Petersburg, FL
Toledo, OH--Ml
Tucson, AZ
Tulsa, OK
Virginia Beach, VA
Washington. DC-VA--NID
Total

11
5
10
644
16

84
35.

6
3

5

42

6

. 2.658

4
2
3
215

19
23
i:859

5
3
3
234

43

76 :
4.962

34
17
.. 16·

36

19
·. 17 .. ~

5

. 44

5

48 .

166

191

3
27

28

21

3

22

3
22
5

is

169
-24

4
2
2
244
6
3
19
3

4

2
2
337
9
4

39.

6

is

2

14

2

12

2

14 ...

2

806

71

561

51

416

134

15
8
13

116

13

63.

102
51

7
25
4
3
149
19
18
20

308

120
53

:i96

19 ·.

23

477
12
6
21
3

370
205
3~0

..

50
~ 25~

51
.3J68

.· 94
45

i~24

2
102
17
11
16
7
4
4
11
2

69
103

533 '791

74

<l

.3'

<1

··, .2

5
14
43
235

42:~-

,5

.. 37.:.

l;l45
148
1'31
154

.sr···

11

34 ,.

4
6
13
3

45. '
98

>ios
331.
1.813.

2

323
' i2: '

3i

246

42

<2

4,045

... 80

lf

<2

1.3

<2

471

48
51
<l
4
10
29
124
24

378
. 39'i.

39
34

•.' 30

60.

:ss9.

11
89•
31
:~249.
170
I.345.
31 . :iz48·

<2

<203•·

'• f · '

<2

.''5"

.5 .•

<l
61
8
3
5

,. ·a:·.

21
<2
<l

• 482'

45

''.,6~

72

3{

·.' 90.

4
3
10

.. 32 •

.: . Jf •.·

80
12

13

.· 44

<2

<2

9

6

6
10
5
4
3
10

.ii9
.59''

26

~

4

st

.

' 91

'.3f··
Ji.8 ....'
...
102

556

9

55
3J:;.1,s:C 3,001

73
34

lb I

27

2
'34

so
.. 227'.

..9sl
.I9i
9
.·.16i
'. '5

. i.
•'357·
Ad.
. 23.. :

<l
4
8
28
90

19

1.981
52
26

212
5

32
17
19
1,n2
44

3

i3

157

19

161

24

29
12
374

25

3
<2
45
12
6
9
5
4
3

79

81
38

2

2

jo4

51
75

46

-395

14
7
9

123

5
5

57
.81

·. :4-s

4

38

11

39 .·
36
.... 29.
89

13

n1:

l.O

<2

9

<2

'10 ..,

..316·
·.273

36
27
<l
4
8
32
77

305

40
25

33

2.

:n
6.8
22~
,.~733···

156.

224
2
·.· 34
68
265

649.

.· 149
8'

18

<2

8

<2

16

128
4

14
<:l
<I
28
3

119

144 '

,···.,ii'.
4u.;

85
21

75i:
188

<2
15
<l

9
128 ..

<2

u

17

4

<2

i49
5 '·,

i

<1
29
3
3
3

21

<1

.····238···

4

·--~5·:-

3

26

3

24

.3

..•. 25

,~74:'

7

59

53

7

56

8

({/

42

.330

6
34

·273

33

..272

36

310

14:192 1,602

55

675 ..

2

2.264 f7;86l-. 1,746

55
49·

..• J.63 .·

' -Jt.3:· '
'2_3,736

94

6
6
5
16

69

78

5

•.-Os··

11

19

39

:3

24

. 44L
152 •.

103,,449 :

2i8
'.2

2tl':',

.28

50
17
8

so

343

:.. .66'•··
I'

Sl
17

81

'·· 21

4
i
' 233

236

339

<l
5
9
39

28
3
3

265•

I

22

'. 29' ..
·i,079

<2
46
26
<1
6
12

<l
<I
33
3
3

2.

.44

473

13,412. 1,703

.. 24:

24

9
41

14,690 1,917

'ti'i'
2

.49 .

.2 .•

·26o•.
-26 ·'

:i9

'·

i~
82·:

366

...

·17;034 .

EPD = Estimated Premature Deaths
$M = Estimated Cost in Millions of U.S. Dollars (2007 $)
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Population Density, Traffic Density and
Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) Emission Air Pollution Density in
Major Metropolitan Areas of the United States
This report summarizes the latest Environmental Protection Agency {EPA) data on the density of daily
traffic densities and road vehicle nitrogen oxides (NOx) emissions densities by counties within the 51
metropolitan areas with more than 1 million population in the United States as of2010. The measures
used are described under "The Measures," below.
The EPA data indicates a strong association both between:
•

Higher population densities and higher traffic densities (Figure 1).

•

Higher population densities and higher road vehicle nitrogen oxides (NOx) emission intensities
(Figure 2)

In both cases, the relationships are statistically significant at the 99 percent level of confidence.
These relationships are summarized by population density category in Table 1, which includes total daily
road vehicle travel density (vehicle miles per square mile), annual nitrogen oxides (NOx) emission
intensity and a comparison to the average of all of the metropolitan area counties.
Table1
Nox Emission & Road Travel Intensifies by Population Density
Counties in Major Melropotita.'1 Areas (Over 1,000,000 Population)

20,000 & Over
10,000-20,000
5,000-10,000
2,500-5;000
1;000 - 2,500
lJnder1,000

10BJ
79.8
65.1
40.3

23.1
4.6

Average of Major Metropolilan Counties

13.7
10.1
83
5-1
2.9

06

7.9

304,004
173,450
146,149
84,695
45,064
7,-057

22.1
12.6
10.6
6.1
3.3
0.5

13,ng

Tabte3
·Nox Emission & Road Travel Intensities by Population Density
Highly Urbanized Counties in Major Metropolilan Areas (Over 1,000,000 Population)

It is important to recognize that air pollution emissions alone are not a fully reliable predictor of air
quality, though all things being equal, higher air pollution emissions will lead to less healthful air. This
issue is described further under "Caveats." Below.
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Density & Roadway Travel
ROAD VEHICLES: MAJOR METROPOLITAN COUNTIES
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Figure 1

Density & Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) Emissions
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Figure2
Data by County
Some in the urban planning community have implied that vehicle travel is lowered by higher densities
and more intense transit service. It has also been implied that higher population densities are associated
with lower air pollution levels.
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In fact, New York County (Manhattan), the highest density county in the nation, also has the highest
traffic density and the highest total nitrogen oxides (NOx) emission density out of all of the nation's
nearly 3,200 counties, metropolitan and non-metropolitan. Moreover, New York County also has the
highest concentration of emissions for the other criteria air pollutants, such as carbon monoxides,
particulates and volatile organic compounds (2002 data). 1
The clearest lesson from these data is that both propositions are patently false. The county with the
highest population density in the nation (New York County) has the both the highest traffic density and
nitrogen oxides (NOx) emission density. Generally, increasing population densities leads to increased
traffic and air pollution density. The new traffic generated by the new residents substantially offsets any
per capita reduction in driving.
Seven of the 10 counties with the highest NOx emissions concentration2 (annual tons per square mile) in
major metropolitan areas (those with more than 1 million population) are also among the top 10 in
population density (2008). As noted above, New York County (Manhattan) has by far the most intense
NOx emissions and is also by far the most dense. New York City's other three most urban counties
(Bronx, Kings and Queens) are more dense than any county in the nation outside Manhattan and all are
among the top 10 in NOx emission density (Table 3).
More concentrated traffic leads to greater traffic congestion and more intense air pollution. The data for
traffic concentration is similar.3 Manhattan has by far the greatest miles ofroad travel per square mile of
any county. Again, seven of the 10 counties with the greatest density of traffic are also among the l 0 with
the highest population densities. As in the case ofNOx emissions, the other three highly urbanized New
York City counties are also among the top 10 in the density of motor veWcle travel (Table 3).

Tahle2
lnlensity of Nox Emissions & Motor Vehicle Travel (per Square Mile)

Rank

1
2

3
4

-

Density
Rank County
i
New York Go, NY
5 San Francisco Co, CA
3 Bronx Co, NY
9 Washington city, DC

Density

Rank

1
2

3

1

Alexandria city, VA

15.8
15:6
15.1
14.4
14.3
13.S

6

Arlington Co, VA

11.3

Cook Co, IL
Suffolk Co, MA
Kings Co, NY

io.o

7

7

s

9

13
15
7
2

4
5
6

10

4

aueiens eo. NY

4
2
9

9.5
8.7
S.7

9

10

22.3
19.9

San Francisco Go. CA

Sl Louis city, MO

s

37.S

5

15

7

NewYorkCo, NY
BroollCo, NY

Compared to
Average

3
50
10

5

12.4

County

13

Calculated !iom 2008 EPA Da'ia
out of 422 counties

Fredericksburg city, VA

Arlington Go, VA
Suffolk Co, MA
· ()ueens Co, NY
Kings eo:, NY

Washington city, DC
2005 EPA Data

13.1

Urbanization
Most counties have substantial rural land area, which results in lower factors for both traffic density and
air pollution emission density. This is evident in Los Angeles County (California) for example, which
contains most of the Los Angeles urban area, which has the highest population d~nsity of any urban area
in the country. Los Angeles has beeri renowned for decades as having some ofthe country's worst air
pollution. Yet, this report shows Los Angeles County to have a much lower·traffic density than many
1
2

3

Calculated from data downloaded from http://www.C.Q&.,g9Vfoar/daJn!i!£!OSel.JJJrn.!.
http://www.epa.gov/ttn/cbief7neti2008inventory .html

http://www.epa.gov/ttnnaaqs/pri1/docs/2005_vmt_county_leveLxls
3
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other counties. This reflects the fuct that approximately one half of the land area of Los Angeles County is
very low density rural, which substantially reduces the traffic density. Similarly, the air pollution
emission factors in Los Angeles County are lmver than would be expected because of the large share of
the county that is rural.
Data from the 35 counties in which 90 percent or more of the land is developed indicates virtually the
same relationships as were indicated in the overall analysis. Table 3 shows the results, which indicates a
substantially the same population density/traffic density and population density/air pollution emission
density relationship as in all of the metropolitan area counties.

Tabfe3
Nox EmiSsion & Road Travel Intensities by Population Density
Highly Urbanized Counties in Major Metropolitan Areas (Over 1,00-0,000 Population)

20.000 & Over
10,000 -20,000
5,000-10,000
2,500 - 5,00-0
1,000- 2.500
Under1,000

10lt1

Average of Major Metropofrtan Counties

833.3

79.8
65.1
44.8
26.3

0.1
0.1
0.1
0,1

0.0

304,064
173.450

146,149
91,701
51.140

22.1
12.6
10.fi
6.7
3.7

13,779

Counties with 90% or more in urban land {35)

Cautions:
The air pollution data contained in this report is for emissions, not for air quality. Air quality is related to
emissions and ifthere were no other intervening variables, it could be expected that emissions alone
would predict air quality. However ther.e are a number of intervening variables, from climate; wind,
topography and other factors. Again. Los Angeles County makes the point. As the highest density large
urban area in the nation is to be expected that Los Angeles would have among the highest density of air
pollution emissions. However, the situation in Los Angeles is exacerbated by the fact that the urban area
is surrounded by mountains which tend to trap the air pollution that is blown eastward by the prevailing
westerly winds.
The EPA data for 2002 can be used to create maps indicating criteria pollutant densities within
metropolitan areas. Examples of a map of the New York metropolitan area and the Portland (OR-WA)
metropolitan area are shown (Figures 3 and 4), with the latter indicating the data illustration feature using
Multnomah County (the central county of the metropolitan area).
The Measures:
Road Travel Volumes: Annual traffic volwnes in vehicle miles are reported by EPA.4 The annual
vehicle miles for each county is divided by the number of days (365 ) and then by the county land area in
square miles to generate a vehicle miles per square mile (density) figure. The EPA data is for 2005, which
is the latest data available on the EPA website.
4

http://www.epagov/ttnlnaaqs/pmldocs/2005_vmt_county_level.xls.

4
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Vehicle Air Pollution Emissions: The EPA reports annual air pollution emissions by county, both gross
and by density for various pollutants on its website. 5 This analysis is based on the density of nitrogen
oxides (NOx).
This report covers local air pollutants only and does not provide information on greenhouse gas emissions
(nor does the EPA "Air Data" website).

tt•Stl

County Emissions Mop ~Criteria Air Pollufonts
Counties ln New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania

New York
Metr:opolitan

Area:·
Total emissions
pet square mile:

WD2 County Emissions Density (Tons per sq.mi.) of Total Criteria Pollutont

S.Ml'Oe:: us E"PA

5

Qff'..:ie

\l
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1111 1H!3

45-100
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tlcrto~

2&ll+

23-IS

Figure 3
Tht1r"Z111y.Jdt 7.l.011
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County Emissions Map - Criteria

~r

Pollutants

Counties in Oregon, Washington

Portland

Metrcipolitan

Area:
NOx emissions·

per square mile
(Shm,vjng county
data feature)

20(}2. County Emi:s:sions Density (fons per sq.mi.) of Nitrogen Oxides
4.3-11
S.e.arcc:: US ~A -0.tf"JOC of ~<Giid

~Cio.n_

lliR

;..o-0.s:;.

{!

-0.83--1.9
-.Jt+

-11....31
NO

~ta MM

1:9-4.3

Rgure4
tride:J".h>t .\..!OU

Other Air Pollutants
Similar relationships exist with respect to the other criteria air pollutants. In each case, the relationships
between higher population densities and more intense air pollution is statistically significant at the 99
percent level of confidence. The relationships are illustrated in the following figures:
Figure 5: Carbon Monoxide
Figure 6: Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC)
Figure 7: Sulpher Dioxide (Sa2)
Figure 8: Particulate Matter less than 2.5 micrometers in diameter (PM-2.5)
Figure 9: Particulate Matter less than 10 micrometers in diameter (PM-10)
Figure 10: Ammonia (NH3l

6
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Density & Carbon Monoxide Emissions
ROAD VEHICLES: MAJOR METROPOLITAN COUNTIES
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Density &VOC Emissions
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Density & S02 Emissions
ROAD VEHICLES: MAJOR METROPOLITAN COUNTIES
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Figure 7

Density & PM-2.5 Emissions
ROAD VEHICLES: MAJOR METROPOLITAN COUNTIES
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Density & PM-10 Emissions
ROAD VEHICLES: MAJOR METROPOLITAN COUNTIES
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Figure9

Density & NH 3 Emissions
ROAD VEHICLES: MAJOR METROPOLITAN COUNTIES
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As regions across California begin to implement their
Sustainable Communities Strategies (SGS) in compliance with Senate Bill 375, communities are increasingly concerned about how new transit investment and
related infill development will affect the lives of existing residents, particularly low-income communities
and communities of color. Locals are likely to benefit
from improved mobility, neighborhood revitalization,
lower transportation costs, and other amenities that
spill over from the new development (Cervera 2004).
However, more disadvantaged communities may fail
to benefit, if the new development does not bring appropriate housing and job opportunities, or if there is
gentrification and displacement of low-income and/or
minority residents (Pollack, Bluestone, and Billingham
2010; Chapple 2009).
In 2009, we conducted a study on neighborhood's
susceptibility to gentrification in the San Francisco Bay
Area (Chapple 2009). In it, we quantified the impact of a
diverse set of variables on neighborhood gentrification,
finding that proximity to transit significantly predicted a
neighborhood's later turnover and gentrification, which
has been supported by more recent research as well
(Pollack, Bluestone, and Billingham 201 O). These finding are further supported by research linking proximity
to transit with a property value premium of between 3
and 45% (Cervero and Duncan 2002b; Cervera and
Duncan 2002a; Hess and Almeida 2007).
This research seeks to explore more closely the phenomena of gentrification and displacement in the San
Francisco Bay Area, in an effort to better understand,
predict and possibly prevent residential displacement.
This report summarizes a year's worth of community-engaged research involving case studies on gentrification and displacement pressures in nine neighborhoods across the Bay Area. We utilized mixed
methods of quantitative data analysis, stakeholder
interviews, and field observations to better characterize the various types of changes and pressures being
experienced in diverse neighborhoods across the Bay
Area.

The San Francisco
Bay Area
The 9-county Bay Area is one of the most expensive
and challenging housing markets in the country. With
over 7 million inhabitants, over a quarter of Bay Area
households meet the Department of Housing and Urban Developmenfs definition of severely housing burdened, dedicating more than 50 percent of their income
to housing. Four of the ten most expensive counties
in the United States are located in the San Francisco
Bay Area, where minimum wage workers would need
to work 4.7 full time jobs to afford a two-bedroom unit
(Arnold et al. 2014). The recovery from the Great Recession, combined with a booming technology sector
in Silicon Valley have resulted in rapid job growth at
the top and bottom of the wage scale while the middle
continues to shrink. Over a third of Bay Area workers
earn less than $18 per hour, which is especially troubling in the Bay Area because of the high cost of living
(Terplan et al. 2014).
The continued growth at both ends of the income
range will place even more pressure on the region's
housing market and transportation systems. Although
planned new transit facilities will help to accommodate
much of the population growth, they also present a
challenge. Researchers generally agree that new transit investment will bring higher property values to the
surrounding area (except in the immediate vicinity of
the transit station). This could spur a process of gentrification, which will be beneficial to some - but not to
those who cannot bear rent increases and are forced
to leave the neighborhood.
By examining nine diverse Bay Area communities in
depth, this report provides planners, advocates and
city leaders with a rich understanding of how gentrification proceeds, as well as what features encourage
displacement and what policies slow it.
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Chapter 7. As an immigrant gateway in the city of
Concord, the Monument Corridor was severely
impacted by the Great Recession. However, its
proximity to the BART, as well as the active planning and downtown redevelopment efforts of City
government, have resulted in active speculation
and displacement of low income and Latino residents.

utHne of the Report
This report proceeds as follows: In Chapter 2 we outline the methodology used for case study site selection, data analysis, and community-engaged research
methods. The heart of the report is found in the individual case study chapters 3 through 11, divided
into three groups according to the nature of change in
each neighborhood:

Chapter 8. In the heart of Silicon Valley, leaders of Redwood City are trying to redevelop the
once nearly abandoned downtown to create an
active job and housing center. Yet this planning
and growth nearly ignores the needs of future
low income workers and existing residents of surrounding neighborhoods, resulting in an acute
risk of exclusionary displacement.

Section 1: Neighborhoods Long Experiencing
Pressures of Gentrification and Displacement
Chapter 3. San Francisco's greater Chinatown
neighborhood has witnessed years of housing
pressures. In part due to strong comrmmity organizing and planning restrictions, the core of
Chinatown has stemmed the tide of gentrification
and displacement, yet the greater area including
the neighborhoods of Polk Gulch and parts of
North Beach have witnessed significant change
and loss of Asian households since 1980.

Section 3: Communities Vulnerable to
Gentrification and Displacement

Chapter 4. Perhaps the icon of gentrification and
displacement, San Francisco's Mission District
has been the site of active community organizing
for decades, which has perhaps maintained more
affordable housing and minority-owned businesses than would otherwise be there. But the pressures that began during the dot com boom continue, as more and more industrial land shifts to
high"'end residential uses.

Section 2: Places Currently Undergoing
Rapid Neighborhood Chang~
Chapter 5. Years of city planning and redevelopment around San Jose's Diridon Station
have transformed the area into an affluent urban
neighborhood, which is witnessing rapid development supported by the City's vision to create
Urban Villages. Recent activism around the Station Area plan has reignited the call for affordable
housing, yet it remains to be seen what funding
will be available in this post,.redevelopment era.
Chapter 6. The neighborhoods surrounding
North Oakland's Macarthur Bart Station have
undergone rapid demographic and physical
change, associated with both its proximity to revitalizing commercial districts, affluent neighborhoods, and transit accessibility.
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Chapter 9. The Canal neighborhood of San
Rafael in the wealthy county of Marth continues
to serve as a point of entry to immigrant communities, speeifically of Latin American origin.
The substantial stock of low quality multi-family
housing, significant overcrowding, as well as the
physical separation (i.e., highway and industrial/
commercial land uses) has stabilized the neighborhood for the time being.
Chapter 1 O. The City of East Palo Alto was established on the principles of protecting housing
of lower income communities of color in the affluent Silicon Valley. These principles have translated to some of the strongest tenant protections in
the Bay Area, preserving the affordability of the
community. Yet continued high income job growth
combined with the lack of new or affordable housing in surrounding communities suggest growing
pressures already felt by the community.
Chapter 11. A historically African American community, established during WW II, the unincorporated Marin City houses.over half of its residents
in subsidized housing. Despite being surrounded
by affluent communities of Marin County and restricted in growth because of the County's value
of preserving open space, Marin City continues
to be home to low and moderate income families
even after racial and demographic shifts.

6) Despite continued pressures and much anxiety, many of the cases have shown remarkable
stability. We explore some of the housing policy,
community· organizing, tenant protections and
planning techniques used in the Bay Area that
appear to have been somewhat successful in
mitigating the pressures of gentrification and displacement

from the Nine
Although the overall Bay Area exhibits many of the
characteristics that scholars have documented in their
studies of gentrification and displacement, we found
wide variability in the nine case studies we explored
and some contradictions of the basic underlying assumptions about these processes. Below we summarize our findings across the nine case areas, highlighting specific examples to illustrate seven key findings:

7) The impact of public investment, particularly
transit investment, on gentrification and displacement is not well understood. Although this study
lacked the data on investment timing needed to
ascertain the precise relationship between public improvements and neighborhood change, our
research suggests that not just the investment
itself, but also planning for the investment, can
accelerate processes of displacement.

1) In contrast to how gentrification is discussed
in the media and modeled in quantitative studies,
it is not an endpoint that happened or didn't, but
rather a complex, multi-stage process.
2) Researchers and practitioners alike often regard the relationship between gentrification and
displacement as linear and sequential, yet in
many of our cases we found that displacement
precedes gentrification and that the two processes are often occurring simultaneously.
3) Due to data limitations, the literature on gentrification and residential displacementirequently
is restricted to 4 to 13 year periods. However, the
process of neighborhood change can often take
much longer often preceding what is perceived to
be rapid change felt in very hot real estate markets.
4) On average~ roughly 15% of Americans move
each year. There are many reasons for people
to move and it is therefore often desirable for
researchers to separate voluntary moves from
involuntary moves. Yet, we found in many of our
cases that such a distinction is nearly impossible
to discern, making such dichotomies in quantita~
tive research somewhat useless.
5) Due to analytical complexities, gentrification is
often studied as a neighborhood phenomenon.
Yet our research shows how the pressures of the
housing and jobs market function at the regional
scale, making an expansive lens particularly useful in understanding the processes of neighborhood change.

1. Gentrification as a process not an end-point
From the outset of this research our advisory committee, consisting of housing policy experts around the
Bay Area, insisted that the ways Jn which gentrification
has been conceptualized and modeled in the literature
was wrong. ''Gentrification is not ah on-off switch" one
of our committee members told us_ Instead, they argued, it is a multi-stage process that may not be easily
captured or discerned from the data. Taking this into
consideration, we set out to analyze existing demographic and housing datasets. To gather initial feedback on our findings, we held a workshop with our
community partners arid advisory committee. Kicking
off the workshop, a researcher from our team showed
data for the Monument community in Concord, CA a low income, Latino community living proximate to
the train station and downtown. We showed data that
demonstrated a reduction in income, educational attainment and home sales price among other key indicators ofneighborhood change. In the presentation,
the researcher noted "this place shows little signs of
gentrification" a statement that put many of our community partners in a state of unease. How could we
discount the current housing pressures they argued?
Concoi:d was a place that Was being aGtively primed
for gentrification by the City and local property owners
- therefore, they argued, we need to redefine how we
see the place. What we saw as neighborhood decline
they saw as an early stage of gentrification.
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This view that Concord may be experiencing an early,
or pre-gentrification phase, was in fact later validated
by interviews with key informants. One landlord, for instance, told us that his building's proximity to the BART
commuter train station was useful for "catering to the
laptop crowd," that commute to work in San Francisco.
He even boasted how he "got rid of... the 99% Latino"
population that formerly lived in the complex, which he
plans to convert into condominiums and sell once the
market picks up again. Similarly, activists in the area
report that following several years' worth of advocacy
to improve walkability along the Monument Corridor
in Concord, they are beginning to learn about active
speculation and property flipping happening in the
area, as property owners begin to capitalize on public
improvements there.
Many of the other cases that we chose were similar to
Concord in this regard. Furthermore, reorienting our
understanding of gentrification as a process and not
necessarily an end helped us to see places that are
usually considered to be already gentrified (e.g., the
Mission) as further along in the process but not necessarily at an end point as they continue to undergo a
process of displacement and chanf:Je.

2. Reframing the relationship between
gentrification and displacement
Much of the academic literature as well as popular
media frames the relationship between gentrification
and displacement as a linear one: a neighborhood is
disinvested and property values decline, it becomes
attractive for its amenities or location, the difference
between the rents property owners receive and the
amount at Which they can sell (e.g., the rent gap; see
Smith (1987)) increases, higher income households
and investors begin to value the neighborhood and
start moving in and buying up property, ahd eventually
the pre-existing community of low income households
and people of color are displaced from their neighborhoods of origin. While this may certainly be the case in
some neighborhoods, the linear relationship between
revaluation, gentrification and displacement does not
hold true for air the neighborhoods we studied, so.me
of which instead witnessed this process in reverse.
The idea that displacement can in fact precede gentrification is not a new concept. In their seminal framing
paper on displacement in 1978, Eunice and George
Grier distinguish between disinvestment displace-

ment and reinvestment displacement: "unrelated as
they seem, these two conditions of displacement may
be successive stages in the cycle of neighborhood
change" (Grier and Grier 1978, p.3). Similarly, Peter
Marcuse argued that when looking at the relationship
between gentrification and displacement one must
first consider the disinvestment of urban neighborhoods and subsequent. displacement, which makes
land ripe for investment with gentrification of ''vacanf'
land. Fram this perspective gentrification can happen
long after disinvestment-induced displacement (Marcuse 1986). On the other hand, investment-related
displacement can also precede gentrification, a case
made very clear during Urban Renewal and decades
of Redevelopment.
Three of our cases that present early stages along
the gentrification spectrum show signs of both disinvestment- and reinvestment-related displacement
that precedes the types of demographic and physical
changes characteristic of gentrification. For instance,
stakeholders in the Canal area of San Rafael discussed the active disinvestment of landlords that often leads to displacement, while residents of public
housing in Marin City face similar experiences, albeit from government disinvestment in public housing.
In Concord; residents are witnessing both disinvest'ment- and reinvestment-related displacement simultaneously as discussed above, and all the communities
studied are likely years away from being classified as
gentrified according to their demographic characteristics. Similarly, and as will be discussed in the next
section, San Jose's Diridon Station Area underwent
significant redevelopment and displacement decades
before the current housing boom and demographic
shifts. Nearly all of our cases displayed these types of
processes, and some in fact are currently experiencing the commonly recognized gentrification-induced
displacement. Therefore, these processes are neither
linear nor mutually exclusive, and it therefore takes a
reframing to be able to capture the full scare of the
processes.

3. Extending the time horizon of
neighborhood change
Often popular media and residents describe gentrification as change occurring at a rapid rate - property
values rising, people selling homes, and longtime residents moving out can feel like it's happening overnight
Yet, the neighborhood change narratives told by our
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CBO partners and stakeholders often extended back
decades, frequently referencing the historic actions
of Cities and their Redevelopment agencies that displaced vibrant, albeit low-income, communities as well
as the active disinvestment of the private sector.
One example of this can be seen in our case study
of the Diridon Station area in San Jose. When we began the study, people looked dubious when we mentioned displacement in the area. People argued that
few people actually lived in the vicinity of the station.
This is certainly true when looking at the recent past
However, when extending our analysis to a thirty year
timeframe, we saw in the data and archival analysis
that considerable displacement preceded the current
renaissance of the area. A pattern famili<:lr to the model of Urban Renewal, in the 1980's the Redevelopment
Agency made almost $2 billion in public investments,
and devoted "nearly all its money and power," to an attempted revitalization of its downtown and surrounding
areas (Terplan 2013). Redevelopment projects included construction of a convention center, a luxury hotel, expansion and construction of multiple museums,
renovation and construction of parks and plazas, over
500 units of market rate and moderate ihcome housing, and 1.2 million feet of new office space (Kutzman
& Farragher, 1988) alongside the razing of a low-income Latino residential neighborhood totaling about
12 square blocks. The analysis of Census data also
revealed the significant drop in population between
1980 and 1990 and the loss of approximately half of
its housing units.
Ask any planner, developer or community activist and
they will tell you that heighborhood change is a slow
process that can take decades. Despite extensive
recognition by practitioners and scholars alike, most
research on gentrification and displacement to date
has quantified it as change over a 10 year period or
less, which may therefore significantly underestimate
the magnitude of the problem. Peter Marcuse (1986)
warned against such limited analysis that would underestimate the total number of displaced households
when scholars ignore what he refers to as "chainsn or
cycles of displacement. These findings indicate a need
to pay specific attention to the timing of public and private investments and disinvestments and the impact
they have on communities over longer periods of time.

4. The false dichotomy of voluntary and
involuntary displacement
Another key feature of contemporary studies of displacement and neighborhood mobility is the categorization of household moves as voluntary or involuntary.
To many scholars (Freeman 2005; Ellen and O'Regan
2011 ), only involuntary moves can qualify as displacement (e.g., evictions). Furthermore, the voluntary nature of people's moves frequently enters into political
debates about neighborhood change. In the Bay Area,
scholars, activists, planners and many others debate
these issues around the loss of low income and African American households from San Francisco and the
simultaneous rise in the eastern cities in Contra Costa County like Antioch and Pittsburg, CA (Schafran
and Wegmann 2012). Despite the obvious links and
accounts of families moving east, many have argued
that such moves are likely voluntary, resulting from a
family's desires to move to the suburbs.
These issues have frequently emerged in our cases,
especially when analyzing the loss of African American households. Our CBO partners, from diverse communities such as the public housing and entry homes
of Marin City to the working class suburb of East Palo
Alto, to the flatlands of Oakland, describe the loss of
housing due to foreclosure or the simple inability to
find nearby housing when normal life events lead to
a move (e.g., having children). Communities in the
South Bay, for instance, have shown that there is virtually no affordable housing in their communities, forcing
residents to. far out suburbs or to leave the Bay Area
entirely. Despite what seems like a voluntary move
perhaps because of childbirth or a desire for home
ownership, many would argue that such decisions to
leave their communities are anything but voluntary.
Again, we can hear the chiding from the early framers
ofdisplacement Eunice and George Grier (1978) who,
despite using the term "forced" displacement, were
careful not to equate it with involuntary. In fact, they
conclude that:
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"For most residents to move under such conditions is
about as 'voluntary' as is swerving one's car to avoid
an accident. By the time the landlord issues notices
of e\iiction, or the code inspector posts the structure
as uninhabitable, few occupants may be left. Therefore
we cannot define displacement simply in terms of legal or administrative actions - or even draw a clear-cut
line between 'voluntary' and 'involuntary' rnovemene
(p.3)

Similarly, in another early study of displacement, Newman and Owen (1982) argue that "low-income households who experience extremely large rent increases
may technically 'choose' to move, but the likelihood
that they had any real alternative is very small" (p; 137).
Perhaps above all. a household's motivation for moving is rarely known, making it particularly difficult to
analyze. Although the National Housing Survey asking
people's reasons for moving, the motivation is rarely
known and can in fact be masked. For instance, in the
case of the Mission we learned about the proliferation
of tenant buy-outs that may seem voluntary on the
books as tenants may be "choosing" to accept cash to
move, However, the amount of actual choice in such
decisions is up for debate. Furthermore, documenting
the scale of this phenomenon is unknown. Although
San Francisco has recently begun requiring landlords
to register buyout negotiations with the City, experts
believe what has been registered thus far to be significantly lower than actual buyouts. Furthermore, argues
Sara Shortt of the Housing Rights Committee, "Too often tenants don't see [buyouts] as a choice or even a
negotiated process" (Sabatini 2015)_
From these cases we learned that although the distinction between voluntary and involuntary moves is
conceptually sound, it is nearly impossible to analyze
quantitatively and at scale. Some scholars liave therefore eliminated the dichotomization of voluntary and
involuntary displacement from their studies, either due
to data limitations (McKlnnish et al. 2010) or ideological disagreement (Atkinson et al. 2011 ), and have
characterized displacement as the loss of any vulnerable populations indudjng low income households,
renters, and people of color among others. We employ
a similar approach in the case studies presented in
this report.

5. The value of the regional lens on housing
markets and neighborhood change
From our complementary regional analysis of gentrification and displacement (Zuk 2015), we found that
over half of Bay Area tracts are neither currently experiencing displacement nor are they at any significant
risk of doing so in the near future. Yet, the prevailing
narrative in strong market regions is that large swaths
of their center cities are "at risk" for gentrification. Is
it only a matter of time before the others "switch on"?
Or is the dominant narrative being driven by extreme
cases (e.g., the Mission)?

Although our regional analysis attempts to identify
characteristics that had in previous years led to gentrification and displacement, for instance, proximity to
a transit stations and jobs, rising housing prices and
pre-war housing stock, among other factors, this kind
of analysis will inevitably fail to capture the range of
factors and events that can set the stage for gentrification and displacement in future decades. For instance, in the Concord case, as well a:s in many other
neighborhoods across the country, planning and revitalization efforts have unfurled processes of housing
speculation. But it may take years or decades for the
switch to turn "on." Likewise, the rent gap is frequently
a precursor of gentrification {Smith 1987). But homeowners and landlords do not respond overnight to the
gap; their inclination to realize the gain will depend on
their use value for the housing unit, among other factors.
The larger economic and regulatory environment
is also a factor. For example, in San · Francisco, the
changing regional economy (from manufacturing to
high-tech) combined with a loop-hole in the zoning
code allowed light industrial buildings to be converted to "live-work" units without having to change zoning
classifications, allowing conversions to proceed at a
much faster clip, and accelerating gentrification.
Another underappreciated factor in neighborhood
change is the issue of demographic succession. The
aging of a generation, or the dying out of the first generation of an immigrant group, may set the stage for
neighborhood transformation. But whether the generation chooses to remain in the neighborhood depends
on a variety of factors not captured in secondary data,
such as group affinity. These issues have emerged
consistently in our cases, especially in places like
Marin City and East Palo Alto, where community
groups struggle to understand why the children of civil
rights activists sell their parents homes. Finally, analysis at the tract level may be deceptive, since changes
are often occurring at the micro-scale. For instance,
some of the stable or at risk tracts we identify in our
regional analysis may have had housing price appreciation on certain blocks and decline on others, what
Wyly and Hammel (1999) memorably call "islands of
decay in seas of renewal:' We found as much in our
ground-truthing exercise, where adjacent blocks often
appeared to be at very different levels ofinvestment.
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Figure 1.1: From neighborhood to regional trajectories
of displacement

Using the regional lens on neighborhood change, rather than simplyfocusing on strong markets, allows us to
understand the variety of types. Gentrifying tracts are
likely just the tip of the iceberg, and our current methods of secondary data collection and analysis may not
be up to the task of describing the rest of the iceberg.
Finally, intra-regional mobility means that no community's housing or jobs market is acting in isolation. As
described above, developers in Concord are reacting
to changes in the San Francisco housing market and
the Silicon Valley jobs market when they make longterm plans for redevelopment. The renters evicted or
excluded from San Francisco put new pressures on
communities like East Palo Alto, where families are
doubling up. As housing conditions worsen on the periphery, the prospects of realizing profit from the rent
gap improve. Thus the regional process of displacement makes it clear that reinvestment in one place
works hand in hand with disinvestment in another.The
regional lens helps us understand displacement as a
dynamic and long-term process, rather than a singular
event.

6. What mitigates the negative impacts of
gentrification?
When. looking across the nine case studies, we can
begin to understand the variable scale of the displacement process and investigate what may be attenuating
it in some places in comparison to others. Using the
place categories presented above we roughly group
our nine neighborhood case studies into ·3 groups:
1) places that have been undergoing pressures of

gentrification and displacement for many years and
have potentially limited the magnitude due to years of
strong community organizing, tenant protections and/
or zoning restrictions {e.g., Chinatown and Mission); 2)
places that are undergoing active redevelopment and/
or speculation (e.g., Diridon, Redwood City, Macarthur, and Monument); and 3) places that have anticipated gentrification and displacement for a while due
to their close proximity (and even enclosure by) affluent neighborhoods, but may not yet be experiencing it
because of weaker housing markets or a large supply
of public housing (e.g., East Palo Alto, the Canal and
Marin City).
In general, we identify the following 5 factors as potentially attenuating the scale of displacement: 1) weak
housing markets, 2) large and stable subsidized housing stock, 3) strong community organizing, 4) tenant
protections, and 5) restrictive zoning.

Slower/weaker markets
A number of the cases we analyzed that may be characterized as being at very early stages of gentrification, showed little to no signs of such when looking
at the numbers. Yet, when we spoke to stakeholders,
we heard about their anxiety about housing pressures
from surrounding affluent communities and some evidence of budding speculation. Especially when con~
sidering the time frame of our analysis, which encompasses the Great Recession, these are places that
Were struck by the foreclosure crisis, are slower to
recover, and in general have weaker housing markets.
From 2000 to 2013, for instance, the Canal neighborhood of San Rafael, where residential sales values
actually declined by 30%, lost only 17% of its market rate housing units that were affordable to low income households, although it started off with very few.
In contrast, the Macarthur Station Area of Oakland,
which saw a 70% increase in sales values during the
same time period, lost nearly 70% of its market rate
affordable housing stock, or nearly 500 units. These
differences may be due to the quality of the housing
stock, proximity to undesirable land uses, or perhaps
the overwhelming housing demand from low-income
immigrants that flood the market and double up in
homes. Nevertheless, the proximity to more affluent
neighborhoods as well as jobs and other amenities
heighten the risk in these communities leading to ongoing community anxiety over the prospects of gentrification and displacement.
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Large and stable subsidized housing stock
Certainly the prevalence of income-restricted housing
in a neighborhood guarantees the stability of low income populations, at least for the duration of the deed.
This guarantee has been especially important for stabilizing the large proportion of low income households
in Marin City, and even the number of households in
the Mission which would have declined even more
precipitously ff it weren't for the doubling of the subsidized housing stock from 2000 to 2014 (excluding
units that used only local sources of funding). Neighborhoods with few subsidized housing units (e.g.,
Macarthur Bart where only 7% of the housing stock
is subsidized}, saw a steeper decline in the number
of low income households from 2000 to 2013, when it
lost 523 low income households.
Tenant protections
Often the neighborhoods that have strong tenant protections (e.g., strong rent control and just cause evictions ordinances} are the same ones that are experiencing the largest gentrification and displacement
pressures (e.g.; the Mission). Tenant proteqtions often
arise out of community activism to dampen housing
pressures in strong market communities. These pressures can often mask the benefits of strong tenant pro·
tections, yet the dispiacement effects Would have likely
been magnitudes larger without such protections.
Strong community organ;zing
No case with strong neighborhood protections existed in the absence of strong community organizing. In
the case of East Palo Alto, the city was established
by housing and social justice advocates that sought
to ensure the stability of their communities in the ldng
term. Similarly, Chinatown and. the Mission have a long
history of community organizing, which has led to both
the production of subsidized units as well as other
protections. The places that lacked such policies were
also places where community organizations were no·
tably absent (e.g., Redwood City and Concord).
Planning strategies
Finally, zoning and other planning strategies appear
to have been the saving grace for neighborhoods like
San Francisco's Chinatown. Certain height and use
restrictions have made it virtually impossible to tear
down existing single room occupancy and other low in-

come units. Similarly, residential uses have been protected by limiting office conversions and buildings. The
effects are clearly evident when comparing the loss of
low income households in Chinatown Core and neighboring Polk Gulch. Whereas Polk Gulch lost571 {14%)
low income households between 2000 and 2013, Chinatown Core lost only 80 households (5%). In other
places, such as the Mission, planning responses are
being sought to correct previous actions that had negative consequences, such as the live·work ordinance.

7. How does public investment, particuJarly
transit investment, shape gentrification
and displacement?
Public investment, from infrastructure investment like
bike lanes and landscaping, to fixed rail transit systems, can accelerate processes of displacement As
investment is planned, the very anticipation of change
can lead to either disinvestment or investment, both of
which can result in displacement. The implementation
of the improvement is associated with property price
increases (as shown by the hedonic price literature).
This study measured transit investment through proxies such as location relative to a rail transit station and
use of transit in the commute to work. Lack of finegrained data on the location and timing of other public infrastructure improvements made it impossible for
this study to evaluate. the effect of investment more
broadly. However, we found a significant positive reraticmship between transit investment, gentrification,
and displacement, although sometimes the time lag
between rail investment and gentrification has been
significant (e.g., Diridon, Macarthur, Mission, etc.).
The planning and implementation of transit improvements also· shapes displacement in less tangible
ways. As investment is planned - yet not funded in
current budgets - a climate of uncertainty takes hold.
Anticipating future changes, such as the arrival of the
SMART train in San Rafael, residents may feel they
have to move - yet, as noted above, this may not be a
real choice.
In practice, there is a general expectation that public intervention, whether in the form of investment or
policy changes like rezoning, will trigger a positive
process of neighbornood transformation, often leading to gentrification and subsequent displacement. On
average, redevelopment projects or highway improvements or new transit stations do generate increases
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in local property values. But individual responses may
vary. In our Bay Area cases, improved transit access in
the form of BART meant one thing in the Mission, but
another in Concord. Rezoning of the San Francisco
downtown has put tremendous pressure on rents in
Greater Chinatown, but rezoning of Uptown Oakland
is not what is transforming Temescal.
Finally, the existence of transit investment creates the
possibility of mitigating displacement. As improvements are planned, it is possible to create more subsidized housing and change local zoning to protect
existing affordability. Awareness of the upcoming improvements can also help to spur community organizing.

ncludin Thoughts
The San Francisco Bay Area is undergoing rapid socio·spatial transformations that provide rich material
for better understanding and modeling gentrification
and displacement. In this report we show the invaluable insights that community-engaged research can
provide and specifically highlight the need to more
accurately define gentrification and displacement as
a long term regional process that involves both investment and disinvestment.
The San Francisco region experiences demand for
its housing from around the world, not just from in-migrants but also investors seeking to profit from the
markefs strength. Yet, these nine case studies illustrate ·the diversity of sub-regional housing markets,
with lessons applicable to metropolitan areas around
the U.S. The islands of affordability such as East Palo
Alto and Marin City behave essentially as weak housing markets, characterized more by poor housing conditions than high rents. But housing dynamics in these
neighborhoods unfold in relation to the ongoing competition for housing in the Bay Area's inner core. This
study thus underscores the importance of using the
region as the unit of analysis when examining gentrification and displacement.
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This research builds on the methodologies utilized in
past studies of neighborhood change, gentrification
and displacement (Ellen and O'Regan 2011; Freeman
and Braconi 2004; Newman and Wyly 2006; McKlnnish, et al. 2010) by adding a layer of data validation
and analysis through community-engaged participatory research.
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Given the factthat community groups are often at odds
with the results of academic, quantitative research on
gentrification, these case studies sought to bridge the
chasm through the validation and enrichment of our
data analysis through community-engaged research.
The community-engaged and ground-truthing components of this research were accomplished through two
main venues: case studies and the validation of parcel
and census data through field observations.
To select case study neighborhoods that were both
geographically representative of the region and capture the myriad housing pressures felt by low income
communities, a screening analysis was done to identify Census tracts that had recently undergone neighborhood change and would be classified as having
undergone gentrification from 2000 to 2010 using the
definition of gentrification put forth by Freeman (2005),
modified slightly for the Bay Area:
-Housing price appreciation above the regional
median
-Increase in educational attainment above the
regional median
-Household income at or below the 40th percentile of regional household income (roughly
80% of median income, a standard definition of
low-income) in the starting year (as the process
begins).
Given the wide variability between counties in the Bay
Area, with extreme wealth in the south bay counties
(San Mateo, Santa Clara) and poverty in some north
and east bay counties (Solano, Sonoma, Alameda) we
chose to compare each tract to its respective county average, to reflect regional variability and change.

*coNCORO
MONUMENT COMUUNITY

SANRAFAE~

SA.N JOSE/ Ol!l!OON

*

Figure 2.1: Case Study Communities

Additional preference was given to communities that
were proximate to rail transit and were designated
as Priority Development Area during the last regional planning· process. A panel of regional stakeholders
that were participating in the region's HUD Sustainable Communities Initiative analyzed the results and
selected a final set of 9 neighborhoods around the Bay
Area (Figure 2.1 ).
We used mixed methods to study demographic and
housing changes in case study neighborhoods. We
first analyzed indicators from the US Census and
American Community Survey that are associated with
processes of gentrification and residential displacement, and/or thought to influence susceptibility to
such processes (Chapple 2009) from 1980 to 2010.
Because of the changes in Census tract boundaries
between decades, we used the Geolytics Neighborhood Change Database, which normalized historic Census data to 2010 Census Tracts, allowing for
standardized comparisons across decades (Geolytics
2014). Data regarding real estate sales trends were
obtained through Dataquick, Inc. In addition, qualitative data from stakeholder interviews and archival research were collected to provide richer neighborhood
descriptions and a more in-depth understanding of
how and why neighborhoods change.
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Table2.1: CBO Partner Organizations
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To engage community-based organizations (CBOs) in
the case studies, request for proposals were released
and 7 CBOs were selected to participate in the research, which was funded by the Regional Prosperity
Plan of the Metropolitan Transportation Commission.
CBOs were engaged in three stages of the analysis: scoping, research validation/feedback, and
ground-truthing of secondary datasets. Researchers
met with CBO partners to scope the case studies by
jointly selecting the neighborhood boundaries (based
on Census tracts), discussing the most important indicators for each community, and identifying potential
stakeholders to interview and important documents
to review. Simultaneous to our research, CBO partners prepared narratives on how they perceived their
neighborhood changed. Following preliminary analysis, two workshops were held in which the researchers
presented preliminary analyses and CBOs presented
their narratives. Rich discussion and feedback ensued.
A second set of CBO analysis and feedback occurred
after preliminary drafts of the cases were prepared.

Researchers and community partners visited the selected blocks and recorded a set of indicators for each
parcel on the block. These indicators include the primary land use, building type (multi-family, single-family, business, etc.), the number of units it appears to

'', :

Chinatown, San Francisco
The Mission,
San Francisco

People Organizing to Demand
Environmental & Economic
Rights (PODER)

Diridon Station Area,
San Jose

Working Partnerships USA

Macarthur Bart Station
Area, Oakland

causa Justa :: Jl!st Cause

The Monument Corridor,
Concord

Monument Impact

Redwood City

San Francisco Organizing Project
/ Peninsula Interfaith Action

The Canal, San Rafael

Marin Grassroots

East Palo Alto

San Francisco Organizing Project

I Peninsula Interfaith Action

IMarin Grassroots

Marin City

Table 2.2: Selected Census Tracts

----

thi
In order to ground-truth the secondary datasets (Census and real estate data), a visual analysis tool was
developed adapting similar methodologies used to
observe gentrification and neighborhood change in
Chicago (Hwang and Sampson 2014; see appendix
for the observation tool developed for this study}. We
conducted an initial screening analysis of block-level
Census and Assessor data to identify blocks that have
recently undergone change in each case study area.
Criteria used to select blocks included higher than average percentage change in tenure (from owner-occupancy to renter-occupancy or vice versa), percentage of white residents, and percentage of parcels sold
since 2012. Upon initial screening, CBO partners were
engaged to select the most important blocks to analyte from the screened list.

.,i;·'.. ,., '

Chinatown Community
Development Center

Chinatown, San Francisco

Chinatown Core: 113, i 18
Polk Gulch: 109, 11 and 111
Chinatwon North: 106, 107 and
108

The Mission,
San Francisco

177,201,202,207,208,209,
210, 228.01, 228.03, 229.01, and
229.02

Diridon Station Area,
San Jose

5003, 5008 and 5019

Macarthur Bart Station
Area, Oakland

Temescal: 4011
Temescaf-Broadway: 4012
Longfellow: 401 o
Hoover-Foster: 4014
Koreatown-Northgate: 4013

The Monument Corridor,
Concord

3361.01, 3361.02, 3362.01,
3362.02, and 3280

Redwood City

6100, 6101, 6102.1, 6102.2,
6102.3, 6105, 6107, and 6109

The Canal, San Rafael

1122.01and1122.02

East Palo Alto

6118, 6119, 6120, and 6121

Marin City

1290
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hold, and indicators of recent investment such as permanent blinds and updated paint. Researchers also
looked for signs of concern over safety, such as security alarm signage or barred windows, as well as signs
of disinvestment, such as litter or debris, boarded windows, or peeling paint.
Finally, data collected from the observation tool was
compared to Tax Assessor and Census data The results of the ground-truthing exercise for each case
study is included in the Appendix. Additionally, observations from community members encountered
during the ground-truthing and CBO partners further
enriched the analysis and validating of data and case
study conclusions.

Upon incorporating the results from the various stages
of analysis, the final case study report was submitted
to CBO partners. Researchers collected and incorporated feedback on the general tone of the report as
well as specific points.
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directly North and Northwest of the official Chinatown
boundaries, including portions of North Beach and
Polk Gulch. The area officially
As one of the oldest ethnic enclaves in the US, San
Francisco's Chinatown has been a major immigrant
gateway as well as a cultural, economic and residential hub for the Bay Area's Chinese American and
Asian American communities for over 150 years. Since
establishment in 1848, it has experienced constant
transformation as nexus of complex transnational sociopolitical forces-from immigration laws and trends
to global movements of capital-that have evolved
alongside Chinese American identity in the San Francisco Bay Area (Tan 2008; Li 2011).
Chinatown's current location (Figure 3.1) was established after the original neighborhood was destroyed
in the 1906 earthquake and fire that razed over 80
percent of San Francisco. To this day, the official Chinatown neighborhood remains a relatively small land
area of approximately 30 city blocks. With the rapid
growth of the Chinese American population beginning
in the 1960s, neighborhoods adjacent to the core area
became home to many Chinese American families,
and businesses and institutions serving the Chinese
American community likewise began establishing
themselves beyond the boundaries of Chinatown.

recognized as Chinatown is referred to as "Chinatown
Core" in this case study. Though each of these areas
has maintained their own distinct character and identity, each of their individual neighborhood changes have
been deeply informed by development and market
pressures in the others. As we analyze this intricate relationship between the Chinatown core and peripheral
communities throughout this case study, we examine
this entire geography as "Greater Chinatown." 3
Historically, tensions between Greater Chinatown's
core and periphery have manifested through competing demands on the City's limited housing stock - in
particular, the vast need for affordable housing for
low-income residents in Chinatown and the ever-increasing desirability of San Francisco real estate. The
following case study explores the roots and impacts
of this dynamic, seeking to elucidate possible implications for future neighborhood change and residential
displacement throughout the different communities
within Greater Chinatown.

With this expansion, Chinatown has deeply influenced
the evolution of these neighboring areas, which include portions of the historically affluent neighborhoods of Russian Hill, Nob Hilland Polk Gulch, as well
as tourist hotspots like North Beach, which is known
as San Francisco's Little Italy. For the purposes of this
case study, we use the term "Polk Gulch" to refer to
the western portion of Greater Chinatown, which includes sections of Nob Hill and Russian Hill between
Van Ness Avenue and Leavenworth Street. We also
use the term "Chinatown North'' to refer to the areas
3

Greater Chinatown is a term that we use specifically to refer
to the case study area. ltshould be noted that this is term is
not colloquial. Though neighborhood boundaries and names
are varied and contested, San Francisco residents generally use
neighborhood names of Nob Hill, Pofk Gulch and North Beach
to refer to the geographies that we include in the term Greater
Chinatown.
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Figure 3.1: Greater Chinatown Boundaries
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Since the 1960s, Greater Chinatown's population has
included a large percentage of foreign-born, low-income Chinese American and Asian American families. Elderly residents have also consistently made up
a significant share of the population; between 2009
and 2013, approximately 17 percent of Greater Chinatown's residents were age 65 and over (US Census
Bureau).4 While the Asian population's overall number
has decreased over time, its influence remains present to varying degrees Within all three neighborhoods.
In 2009-2013, 55 percent of households within Greater Chinatown were Asian (Geolytics 2014).
Greater Chinatown is situated at the center of San
Francisco's booming reai estate market, with close
proximity to the Financial District, Downtown, and affluent neighborhoods such as Russian Hill. Due to its
prime location, it has consistently endured pressures
of development and speculation that have transformed
surrounding areas and much of San Francisco. Differing land use regulations between Chinatown Core and
the rest of Greater Chinatown have led to varied patterns of neighborhood change througheitit the area.
While the Chinatown Core community has largely
resisted displacement and gentrification, increasing
market pressure and ongoing neighborhood improvements, such as the construction of the Chinatown
Central Subway Station that is scheduled to open in
2016, may profoundly impact the area's affordability
and further shift its demographics.

Chinatown's History
The area's built form is rooted in the early history of
discriminatory policies directed at Chinese immigrants
in the late 1800s, including the 1882 Federal Chinese
Exclusion Act, which prohibited further migration of
individuals from China until it was repealed in 1943
(Yip 19~5). With this institutionalized halt in migration
for nearly an entire century; Chinatown's built environment did not evolve from the influence of Its earliest
cohort of settlers, who were predominantly male contract laborers from Chinese provinces near Pearl River Delta. These men arrived in California in search of
4

This percentage of residents age 65 and over is a bit higher
than in San Francisco as a whole, where 14.2 percent of residents were age 65 and over between 2009 and 2013 (US Census
Bureau).

wealth during the Gold Rush and later also took on
jobs in the railroad industry (Yip 1985). Few arrived
with the intention of permanent settlement; rather, San
Francisco, "was merely the point of arrival" (Yip 1985).
Instead of a residential community, Chinatown initially
functioned as a "provision station"for Chinese workers
(Li 2011).
Within this context, much of Chinatown's housing was
built as single room occupancy (SRO) residential hotels or small rooms in commercial structures or community spaces. Chinese immigrants, who were barred
from property ownership, were subjected to discriminatory housing practices by absentee landlords seeking to maximize profits. Housing was thus poorly maintained and often overcrowded (Yip 1985).
After the US Civil War, anti-Chinese sentiment driven
in part by labor disputes led to thousands of Chinese
immigrants relocating to Chinatown for protection
from racialized violence, which resulted in the neighborhood transforming into a permanent residential
community (Li 2011). The Chinese community's spatial segregation and social isolation contributed to the
development of "an impenetrable social, political, and
economic wall" between Chinatown and the rest of
San Francisco (Wang 2007). While the neighborhood's
insularity allowed for the formation of strong social
networks and a self-sufficient system of community
institutions, small businesses and cultural activity (Yip
1985), it also reinforced a language barrier that still
presents a challenge for socio-economic integration
and contributes to persistently high poverty and unemployment rates (Wang 2007).
When Chinatown was rebuilt after the 1906 earthquake, Chinese immigrants were able to lease land
from white landowners, who dictated the parameters of
building design and construction (Asian Neighborhood
Design 2008). With the goal of attracting tourists and
outsiders, new Chinatown buildings were deliberately
designed by White architects using elements .intended to signify the community's heritage, with the hope
that Chinatown would genera,te increased revenue for
the City through commercial activity (Li 2011 ). During
this period, much of the housing was reconstructed as
SROs, which were considered economically efficient
In the 1960s, the liberalization of US immigration policy led to a population boom and subsequent shortage
of affordable housing. Chinatown quickly became one
of the densest neighborhoods in the country, with an
overwhelming majority low-income renter population.
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SROs and other small residential units were often
overcrowded, in poor condition, and yet still expensive
for very low-income residents (Tan 2008).

sification of other San Francisco neighborhoods, while
by the 1990s, parts of Greater Chinatown were largely
built out, with high rates of overcrowding.

The influence of Chinatown Core on portions of North
Beach (Chinatown North), Nob Hill, and Russian Hill
(Polk Gulch) manifested between 1970 and 1990,
when the Chinese American populations, mostly made
up of families with US-born children, in these areas
grew as previous immigrant communities moved out
(Fujioka 2014). The incremental dispersal of the Chinese community during this period was informed by
social changes brought about through the CM! Rights
Movement, which facilitated challenges to norms of
racial segregation (Li 2011). By 1990, the large proportions of Asian households in Chinatown North and
Polk Gulch-73 and 49 percent, respectively-signified the establishment of the areas' connection to the
Core Chinatown community.

However, as shown in Table 3.2, the population decline
was not distributed evenly throughout Greater Chinatown. While Chinatown North experienced a population decline of 8 percent, Polk Gulch and Chinatown
Core's populations increased by 4 and 12 percent, respectively, between 1980 and 2009-2013.

Today, Greater Chinatown is still primarily renter-occupied, though the share of owner-occupied housing
units has grown in recent years. With an estimated
residential density of 85,000 people per square mile
in the Chinatown Core (Tan 2008), overcrowding and
housing affordability remain pressing issues for the
community. Although most of Greater Chinatown has
maintained its relative affordability in relation to the
rest of San Francisco, the dramatic rise in real estate
values and the cost of IMng in surrounding neighborhoods has driven increasing "rent gaps; or disparities
between what existing residents pay and the amount
landlords could charge in the current market (Smith
1979), This has spurred a resurgence of concern over
possible residential displacement. This case study
seeks to address these concerns by deconstructing
the unique forces that have allowed the neighborhood
to remain affordable and analyzing the implications
that these factors may have for potential displacement
and gentrification.

Chinatown residents make up approximately 4 percent
of the San Francisco population. Though its density
remains incredibly high, Chinatown's population decreased slightly since 1980, in contrast to a 21 percent increase in the overall San Francisco population
(Table 3.1). This can be explained by the growing den-

This discrepancy exemplifies a broader difference in
degrees and types of neighborhood change between
Chinatown North, Polk Gulch and the Chinatown
Core, which will be explored further throughout this
case study.
Greater Chinatown's general population decline coincides with a drop in its average household size
between 1980 and 2009-2013, which fell across all
three neighborhood areas, as shown in Table 3.3. In
contrast, San Francisco's average household size increased nominally.
Table 3.1: Total Population in Greater Chinatown and
San Francisco, 1980-2013
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34,607

677,678

1990
2000

35,938
34,891

2009-2013

34,557

723,959
.776,733
817,501

%Change,

-0.1%

21%

1980

1980to
2009-2013

Source: us Census19BO, 1990,.2000. (Gealytics, 2014). 20092013 American Community Suroey 5-Year Estimates.

Table 3.2: Population Change in Chinatown by Area,
1980 to 2009-2013

Chinatown
Core

4,464

5,012

I

12%

Chinatown

15,315

14;067

I

-8%

14,830
35938

15,478

4%

33018

-4%

North

---

Polk Gulch

Greater Chinatown
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Source: US Census 1980, 1990, 2000 {Gealytics, 2014); 20092013 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates.

Table 3.3: Average Household Size in Greater
Chinatown and San Francisco, 1980 to 2009-2013
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1980

2.22

1990

2.30

I

2.37

2000

1.97

I

2.36

2009-2013

2.03

I

% Change,

-9%
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15000

2.27
!OOfn)

2.31

51]00

1.8%

1980 to
2009-2013

(1

Source: US Census 1980, 1990, 2000 (Geo/ytics, 2014); 20092013 Amen·can Community Survey 5-Year Estimates.

This trend also correlates with the slight growth in the
share of non-family households in Greater Chinatown.
Between 2009 and 2013, 61 percent of the neighborhood's 17,457 households were non-family households, up from 59 percent in 1980.
Greater Chinatown also saw a drop in the share of
overcrowded households between 2000 and 20092013, as shown in Figure 3.3. Despite this decrease,
its rate of overcrowding in 2009-2013-defined as
more than one person per room-was still over twice
that of San Francisco, which had 3 percent overcrowded and 3.3% extremely overcrowded units.
Combined declines in family households, average
household size and overcrowding are often associated
with the process of gentrification, and changes in Chinatown's racial/ethnic composition, further reinforce
that possibility. Between 1990 and 2013, the share of
Asian households in the neighborhood decreased by
11 percentage points, corresponding with a growth of
5 percentage points in the share of white households.
The largest change, however, occurred between 1990
and 2000.
Though the concentration of Asian residents between
Chinatown North, Polk Gulch and Chinatown Core
varied greatly during the baseline year of 1980, all
three areas reflected a broader trend of a declining
share of Asian households in the following decades.
By 201 o, the share of Asian hbuseholds dropped by
10 percent in both Chinatown North and Polk Gulch,
alongside a 7 and 6 percent increase, respectively, in
the share of the white households. Chinatown Core
showed a much slower rate of decline in the share of
Asian households; by 2010 it fell by only 5 percentage
points to 83 percent Figures 3.5 and 3.6 depict these
varying rates of change in concentration of Asian
households across Greater Chinatown's census tracts.
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Figure 3.2: Households in Greater Chinatown,
1980 to 2009-2013
Source: US Census 1980, 1990, 2000 (Geo/ytics, 2014); 20092013 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates.
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Figure 3.3: Overcrowded Households in Greater
Chinatown, 1980 to 2009-2013
Source: US Census 1980, 1990, 2000 {Gealytics, 2014}; 20092013 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates.
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Figure 3.4: Racial/Ethnic Composition of Greater
Chinatown Households, 1980-2013
Source: US Census 1980, 1990, 2000 (Geolytics, 2014); 20092013 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates.
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Figure 3.7: Educational Attainment in Greater
Chinatown, 1980 to 2009-2013
Source: US Census 1980, 1990, 2000 (Geolytics, 2014); 20092013 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates.

Figure 3.5: Asian Households as a Percentage of all
Households in Greater Chinatown by
Census Tract1 1980.
% Asian
0%-23%

Since the increase in educational attainment was concurrent with significant shifts in the population's racial/
ethnic composition, this increase may signify new residents moving in, rather than existing residents achieving higher levels of education.
Data also show another key difference among the
areas regarding the change in proportion of foreignborn residents. Between 1980 and 2013, the percentage of foreign-born individuals decreased by over 10
percentage points in Chinatown North and Polk Gulch.
Meanwhile, the same figure decreased by only 4 percentage points in Chinatown Core. This suggests that
the Chinatown Core has served as the primary immigrant gateway in Chinatown as the other two areas
have become less accessible to first generation immigrant households.

Figure 3.6: Asian Households as a Percentage of all
Households in Greater Chinatown by
Census Tract, 201 O.
Source: US Census 1980, 2010 (Geolytics, 2014).

Educational attainment among Chinatown residents
also increased as the share of white households increased, as shown in Rgure 3.7
. By 2013, 48 percent of the population 25 and older had a college degree or higher. Polk Gulch is driving this figure; there, the same figure was 61 percent,
compared to 21 % in Chinatown Core.

This shift is likely attributable to changes in rental prices, which have deviated significantly by area.
Figure 3.8 shows that in contrast to other areas and
San Francisco overall, median rent in the Chinatown
Core has remained exceptionally stable since 1980.
This is primarily due to the large number of subsidized
and rent-controlled units in Chinatown Core. By 2013,
median rent in Chinatown North and Polk Gulch had
approximately doubled the median cost of rent in the
Chinatown Core.
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Figure 3.9: Poverty Rates in Greater Chinatown and
San Francisco, 2000 to 2009-2013.
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An even closer look at the spatial differentiation in
rental prices shows wide disparities within each of
Chinatown's three areas at the tract level. The spread
of Chinatown North's distribution is most notable; in
2013, Tract 107's median rentwas only $575, compared to $1,455 in adjacent Tract 108.
Although Greater Chinatown's rental prices on average have maintained their affordability, data suggest
that its community was deeply impacted by the recession, and as a result, the neighborhood has grown increasingly unaffordable for Its residents. Between 2000
and 2009-2013, Greater Chinatown's median household income fell by 36 percent, and its poverty rate
increased by 4 percentage points to 18 percent. Again,
disaggregation by area shows that the recession's impact varied significantly by geography. As shown in
Figure 3.9, Chinatown Core's poverty rate had more
than doubled the rate of Polk Gulch's by 2009-2013.
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Figure 3.10: Median Household Income in Greater
Chinatown and San Francisco (in 2010 dollars),
1980 to 2009-2013.5
Source: US Census 1980, 1990, 2000 (Geolytics, 2014). American
Community Survey 2009-2013.
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Polk Gulch is the only area that saw an overall growth
in median· household income from 1980 to 2013.
Amidst increasing income stratification in Chinatown,
low~income residents are very vulnerable to displace~
ment. The extreme rise in percentages of rent- and
mortgage-burdened households between 2000 and
2009-2013, as shown in Figure 3.11, serves as an indicator of this.
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Figure 3.11: Rent- and Mortgage-Burdened
Households in Greater Chinatown, 1980-2013.
Source: US Census 1980, 1990, 2000 (Geolytics, 2014); 20092013 American Community Survey. Burdened means paying more
than a third of income towards housing costs.
5

Data for 1980 is the average rent rather than the median rent
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Given the lower cost of housing in Chinatown than the
City on average, displaced residents from Chinatown
would likely struggle to find more affordable housing
elsewhere in San Francisco and thus be forced out of
the City as a whole.
The threat of displacement, which appears to have already impacted portions of Polk Gulch, seems to be
rising in Chinatown North and inward toward Chinatown Core, which has largely resisted gentrification
up to this point. If patterns of change in Polk Gulch
and Chinatown North continue to diverge from those in
Chinatown Core, the geography of what is considered
Greater Chinatown may shrink as residents' connections to the Core community weaken.

In the face of external pressures of gentrification, a
number of key policies and planning efforts have
uniquely allowed Chinatown Core to maintain its historic character and accessibility to low-income San
Franciscans. One of the most influential and comprehensive policy changes took place in 1986, with
the adoption of the City Planning Departmenfs official Chinatown Rezoning Plan as an amendment to
the General Plan, which resulted in the designation
of Chinatown as a mixed use area distinct from the
downtown.
CCDC's predecessor, the Chinatown Resource Center, led this planning effort with the Chinese Chamber
of Commerce and Asian Neighborhood Design. In the
years prior, Chinatown Resource Center had worked
tirelessly to stave off infringing developers, many of
whom sought to purchase land for office uses (Chinn
2014). Between the mid-1970s to mid-1980s, approXimately 1,700 residential units in Chinatown were converted to office use, and at the same time, an influx
of capital from Asian firms drove up both commercial
and residential rents (Li 2011 ). As these factors exacerbated the threat of displacement, the Chinatown
Resource Center realized the unsustainability of this
project-by-project approach and switched course toward advocating for s~r~ctural changes to the. neighborhood's land use P!-l J in an attempt to slow development (Chinn 2014).

They organized residents behind oposed set of zoning
regulations that were originally conceived of as part
of a Chinatown community planning process that took
place over several years prior (Chinn 2014), during
which the San Francisco Planning Department had
proposed a new Downtown Plan and housing advocates across the city sought to limit the proliferation
of office buildings to preserve affordable housing (Li
2011 ). With the growing threat of speculation and encroaching development from the downtown, residents,
community-based organizations, and City officials all
exhibited political will for policy change, agreeing that
action must be taken to preserve Chinatown's character and culture for its existing residents (Chinn 2014).
The proposal, which specifically addressed the core
portion of Chinatown, sought to downzone the neighborhood by setting lower height limits that would curb
the neighborhood's development potential. Previous
zoning had set limits at much higher than the prevailing scale of most existing buildings. This was due to
the fact that Chinatown had originally been zoned as
"a creature of downtown," resulting in regulations that
did not align with the neighborhood's distinct character
(Chinn 2014). The community's proposal was broadly
viewed as a necessary, sensible shift toward land use
policy that was indigenous to Chinatown (Chinn 2014).
The 1986 Rezoning Plan's central aim was to protect
what the Planning Department acknowledged was a
"virtually irreplaceable" resource of affordable housing
in Chinatown. The plan effectively prohibited demolition, allowing it only "if that is the only way to protect
public safety or for a specific use in which there is a
high degree of community need," and furthermore
banned conversion of residential buildings into different uses (San Francisco Planning Department).
Chinatown's large stock of SROs was granted further
protection by the 1980 citywide Residential Hotel Ordinance, which made it very difficult for developers
to convert residential hotel rooms to commercial use
by requiring replacement of lost affordable units and
mandating that 80 percent of the replacement cost be
paid by developers to the City for conversions or demolitions (Fribourg 2009).
Wrth these requirements in place, approximately 50
percent of the Chinatown Core's housing stock has remained SRO hotels (Tan 2008), and an estimated 92
percent of units are protected by the 1979 San Francisco Rent Control Ordinance (San Francisco Department of Public Health).
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Nearly 30 years later. the 1986 effort can thus be
considered to have essentially achieved its policy objectives to "preserve the distinctive urban character
of Chinatown" and "retain and reinforce Chinatown's
mutually supportive functions as a neighborhood, capital city and visitor attraction:' (San Francisco Planning
Department) However, some would problematize the
lack of new development in Chinatown Gore amidst
the City's affordable housing shortage (Tan 2008).
County Assessor data shows that since 1987, only 22
residential buildings have been constructed in Chinatown Gore (Dataquick 2014). By comparison, 65 build.ings in Chinatown North and 353 residential buildings
in Polk Gulch have been built within the same time
frame (Dataquick 2014). Construction of affordable
housing in Chinatown Gore has also been limited; the
small stock of 342 subsidized and public units has not
increased since 1990, despite increasing need (GHPC
2014). Thus, the neighborhood's land use policy has
given rise to other unresolved challenges of supplying
sufficient housing in San Francisco.
With few new housing units built in Chinatown Core
after 1986, the vast majority-75 percent, compared
to .61 percent in San Francisco overall-were built
before 1949 (pre-World War II). A combination of age
and weak code enforcement has led to many buildings falling into disrepair (Chinn 2014). Consequently,
two mutually reinforcing phenomena have emerged in
Chinatown Core: a shortage of supply and a declining quality of housing as buildings have deteriorated
(Chinn 2014). With low profit potential, particularly for
rent-controlled units, and exceedingly high demand
throughout the neighborhood, owners are dis-incen-'
tivized to rehabilitate their rental units (Chinn 2014).
In some cases, they have opted to take units off of the
market to avoid necessary maintenance costs, which
has further contributed to the broader housing crisis
that most severely impacts lowest income individuals
(Tan 2008).
Further pressure was placed on the housing stock
as developers often opted to build commercial rather than residential buildings. By 1992, an estimated
25 percent of land was used for commercial activities,
which led to a lack of parking and open space, while
50 percent was used for residential purposes. Landscape architecture scholar Chuo Li notes that these
proportions differed greatly from New York and Chicago's Chinatowns, which had dedicated 70 percent of
land to residential uses and 20 percent to commercial
uses (Li 2011 ).

These constraints surrounding both redevelopment
and rehabilitation have made Chinatown Gore somewhat less desirable to residential real estate speculators (Chinn 2014). Since many buildings would likely
require major rehabilitation and potentially demolition
to allow for conversion into condos or tenancies in
common (TICs), a conversion project would be a
much more difficult and costly undertaking in Chinatown Gore compared to other San Francisco neighborhoods that have been systematically impacted by such
types of redevelopment. In some senses, then, China~
town Gore has avoided gentrification because other
areas were-and continue to t:>e-more susceptible to
gentrification and/or lucrative for speculators seeking
to flip residential properties (Chinn 2014).
Signs of Displacement

Despite Chinatown Core's ability to resist gentrifica·
tion in the past decades, the threat of displacement
looms large for the share of residents facing unemployment, poverty and rent or mortgage burdens. Gen
Fujioka, Public Policy Manager at GCDC, notes that
even the modest increases in rents for SRO units have
led to both economic and exclusionary displacement
Though occurrences of.eviction have been rare, these
other factors suggest a tenuous future for the Chinatown Core.
Trends in other areas of Greater Chinatown present
a starkly different picture of change. Fujioka explains
that the Chinatown North and Polk Gulch communities
have experienced "reoccurring waves of evictions;' including Ellis Act and Owner-Move-In evictions, as well
as "many more under-the-table evictions that are unrecorded" (Fujioka 2014). With a growing number of
accounts fmm Chinese American residents of informal
threaJs of buyout or eviction in these areas, anxiety
over displacement runs high.
Without the force of the 1986 rezoning policy that applies only to Chinatown Gore, the Chinatown North
and Polk Gulch areas have not been immune to the
proliferation of TIC or condo conversion. Tract level census data suggests that much of this activity is
primarily occurring in Polk Gulch, where the share of
owner-occupied units has gone from 9 to 16 percent
between 1980 and 2013. According to an analysis of
the San Francisco Department of Public Health of nofault evictions during the period 2009-2012, approximately 34 no-fault evictions - which include evictions
due to the Ellis Act, owner move-in and demolition-
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have occurred in Polk Gulch, compared to 12 in Chinatown North and 1 on the border of Chinatown North
and Chinatown Core (San Francisco Public Health Department 2014).
Census figures also show that this trend has generally corresponded with declines in the number of
Asian households and increases in the number of
white households. For example, in Tract 110 (in Polk
Gulch), the number of Asian households decreased
from 3,519 to 2,527 between 1980 and 2013-a decrease in share of total population of 22 percentage
points. This corresponds with an increase in the share
of white residents by 17 percentage points over the
same time period (Geolytics 2014).

In addition to the pressure of evictions and conversions, changes to the culture and dynamic of the Chinese American community have contributed to the
shifting demographic composition of Greater Chinatown. As the foreign-born population that moved to
Polk Gulch and Chinatown North in the 1970s has
aged and passed on, some second generation Chinese Americans are not returning in adulthood to the
neighborhood to establish their own homes (Chinn
2014). It is unclear whether this is due to exclusionary
displacement or simply shifting preferences and/or circumstances among the second generation. Many are
deciding to sell their parents' properties, which have
often appreciated enormously in value, and are thus
regularly purchased for conversion into condominiums
or TICs {Chinn 2014).

Multiple layers of transformation signify a changing
social fabric throughout Greater Chinatown. Nevertheless, a profound sense of community identity persists
among Asian American residentsas well as a broader
set of Asian American individuals who live outside the
area yet remain deeply connected to Chinatown's culture, institutions, and spaces. The driving force behind
this sense of cohesion is a high rate of civic engagement, which has continued to shape Greater Chinatown's built environment since the 1986 rezoning victory. (Fujioka 2014)

Legend

% Rent Controlled

LJ ~Stu·:!yAr-,,s
No Fault Evfctions

..

1 Cot:'
1!1196.HoiOO'SO

Figure3.12: Instances of No-Fault Evictions and
Percentage of Rent-Controlled Units in San Francisco
by Census Tract (zoomed in to case study area).

With affordable housing as an unceasing concern in
Greater Chinatown as well as all of the Bay Area, the
Chinatown Community Development Center and other community-based organizations have formed resilient organizing networks with citywide reach. They
have also brought their resident base into the broader
movement around the right to the city. Recent campaigns have taken on the uptick in owner-move-in
evictions that singled out elderly residents as well as
Ellis Act evictions. Informed by a commitment to community-based neighborhood planning from the ground
up, CCDC, together with tenant groups such as the
1,000 member Community Tenants Association, have
won new eviction protections for seniors and residents
with disabilities.

Source: San Francisco Department of Public Health
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In preserving community spaces and connections
throughout Chinatown, strong political engagement
has also preserved tight social networks among Chinese American residents. These social connections
have also played a key role in the neighborhood's
ability to resist gentrification. For example, with apartment vacancies often posted only within local Chinese
language newspapers rather than more broadly utilized forums such as Craigslist, information on housing availability is not widely accessible to the public.
Property sales also typically occur within existing social networks, resulting in many real estate ownership
turnovers occurring within the Chinese American community. Within Chinatown Core, these dynamics have
maintained the racial and ethnic composition in spite
of many other neighborhood changes.

s
The unique history of land use politics and policy in
Chinatown-from the earliest days of forced segregation through to recent years of housing rights activism-has given rise to a complex set of challenges as
well as community assets to address them. New infrastructure initiatives, such as the Chinatown Central
Subway Station construction project, alongside ongoing work by community based organizations, will have
a major impact on the community's future.

Data and information from residents suggest that
while housing in Chinatown Core has been preserved
for low-income individuals, many of whom are foreign-born Asian Americans, all of Greater Chinatown
faces significant pressure as rates of rent- or mortgage-burdened households have. skyrocketed since

2000.
Different factors within each area have driven this
pressure. In Chinatown Core, they include internal circumstances such as high rates of poverty and unemployment among residents. On the other hand, pressures in Chinatown North and Polk Gulch appear to be
rooted in external market forces, which have caused
significant increases in rental costs.
While part of the broader picture of $an Francisco's
affordability crisis, the unduplicated factors that shape
Chinatown's built form require a locally-tailored approach to preserving the neighborhood's livability and
vibrancy.
As with the 1986 Rezoning Plan, the neighborhood's
effectively mobilized resident base allows for potential solutions to be indigenous to the community. Continued organizing efforts by community groups like
CCDC will be critical as both the population and the
neighborhood's infrastructure continue to evolve.
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Introduction
The Mission District is located in the southeastern region of San Francisco. Since the 1950s, the neighborhood has been San Francisco's Latino enclave. Prior
to this time, the neighborhood was an Italian and Irish
working-class neighborhood with an industrial character (PODER, 2014).
In this case study we will examine the time period from
1980 to 2013, with a focus on the changes caused
by the rapid growth of the internet sector, alternatively
known as the dotcom boom, in the late 1990s. The
result of this rapid speculative growth was an increase
in the cost of living and a rise in the cost of housing
in the Mission, which led to the displacement of longtime residents. During this time, much of the industrial
sector in the Mission District was wiped out (Casique,
2013). The changes experienced by the Mission during
the dotcom boom are those typically associated with
the traditional conception of gentrification, or the influx
of investment and higher-income, usually White, residents to areas with low-income, often minority, residents.
New residents were-and are still-attracted to the
amenities provided by higher density; the cultural richness of the neighborhood and to the transit accessibility of the area. Multiple bus lines as well as two BART
stations (16th Street and 24th Street Mission Station)
service the neighborhood for an easy commute to the
financial district. The neighborhood is also close to the
freeway and the Caltrain, which provide accessibility
to the greater region, including Silicon Valley.
This first wave of gentrification is the main story in
the neighborhood's shift from a lower-income Latino
area to its present state. Although the bust of the dotcom bubble caused gentrification pressures to slow,
the neighborhood has continued to be a high demand
area, seeing an influx of high-income residents once
again from the tech sector. However, this current wave
of gentrification is taking place in a neighborhood
context that has already undergone years of gentrification-not just with new residents who had moved
in, but with an ongoing influx of new retail and public
investment.

1

"

x

-

Today's ongoing battle over the Mission is therefore of
a different kind, with weaker community organizations
and fewer units left to gentrify. Many long-time residents are holding on and benefitting from the neighborhood's new investment and amenities, but there is
even more pressure than before on the remaining affordable units and less of a community to defend them.
This case study examines demographic, housing,
and commercial characteristics from 1980 to 2013 to
identify changes and trends in the Mission District. After outlining basic demographic changes in the area
between 1980 and 2013, we provide a close look at
the dotcom boom period and the displacement effects
this time of rapid change had on industrial, business,
and residential uses, as well as the community's response. Next, we turn to an examination of housing in
the area-perhaps the clearest way to observe gentrification, change, and displacement. We briefly outline
some of the affordability concerns for residents, and
then detail several strategies used to slow displacement, as well as strategies used to speed it up. Before
concluding, we outline public investment in the areawhich can contribute to gentrification-and recent
commercial displacement.

Demographic Changes
The Mission District is home to almost 52,000 of San
Francisco's approximately 818,000 residents (Table 4.1 ). Since 1980, the area has seen significant
shifts in racial composition, occupancy; educational
attainment, and median income. Tensions are growing among various groups with an interest in the fate
of the Mission: lower-income Latino residents, tech
Table 4.1: Total Population SF & Mission District,
1980-2013
1980

sn,678
723,959
ns,733

1990

2000
2013
Percent Change

45,788
51,640
54,428
51,578

817.501

I

21%

I

13%

1980-2013
Source: Source: U.S. Census 1980, 1990, 2000 (Geo/ytics, 2014};
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ACS 2009-2013

since 1980 (Figure 4.2). The share of family households dropped to 38% in 2013 from 52% in 1980.

sector employees who often work in Silicon Valley but
prefer to live in urban neighborhoods like the Mission,
longtime residents, small business owners, and others. These tensions have made news across the country as the Mission has in many ways become the poster-child of gentrification (Goode, 2013; Nieves, 2000).
Understanding how these changes have taken place
may provide some insight into the causes and indicators of residential displacement From 1980 to 2000,
the population of the Mission district swelled by about
19%, then declined slightly in 2013. In contrast, San
Francisco's population has steadily increased in the
last three decades.

The decrease in family households is accompanied
by a decrease in the Latino population, shifting from
44% in 1980 to 38% in 2013 while the White population increased from 36% to 43%. The racial and ethnic
demographics of the Mission in 2013 is similar to the
city's {Figure 4.3).
There were significant shifts in educational attainment from 1980 to 2013. The percentage of residents
aged 25 or older with a bachelor's degree or higher increased from 18% to 52%, and the percentage without
a high school diploma decreased from 41 % to 17% in
the same period (Figure 4.4).

The decrease in population from 2000 to 2013 may
be linked to the steady decrease of family households

lDQ~{<

25,IJO{!

10.000

1S.OOO
10,0C•O

s,ooo

21)%

19SO

2000

1990
JI

2013

Famm0<s II Non-Families

11!! No High S<h<>ol 0-..gr-.e

4<:011..ge Degree (B.A. and abo,·e)

Figure 4.2: Number of Households in the Mission,
by type 1980-2013

Figure 4.4: Educational Attainment in the Mission

Source: US. Census 1980, 1990, 2000 {Geofytics, 2014);
ACS 2009-2013

U.S. Census 1980, 1990, 2000 (Geofytics, 2014); ACS 2009-2013

{1980-2013}

Case Study Area

San Francisco

60,000
900,000

so,oon

800,000

700/JOO
40,000

600,0CO

500,000

30,000

.i!OJ,000

20.000

300,000

200.000

11),000

100,000
0

19SO
Iii

1990

r'Jspank/ Liltino

2000

1111 White

ill! Black

2013

111 Asian•

'II

2013

Othe1

Figure 4.3: Race & Ethnicity in the Mission District by
population and percent, 1980.2013, and San Francisco, 2013
Source: U.S. Census 1980, 1990, 2000 {Geolytics, 2014);
ACS 2009-2013
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Figure 4.5: Median Income, Mission vs. SF (1980-2013}, 2013 $
Source: US, Census 1980, 1990, 2000 (Geolytics, 2014); ACS 2009-2013 "'Median income unavaifable, average income used

As may be expected, an increase in median income
accompanied the increase in educational attainment
in the study area. Median household income in the
Mission District has risen significantly from 2000 to
2013, increasing at a faster pace than San Francisco
overall (Figure 4.5).

panies were in need of office space and able to pay
higher rents, so they began converting former light
industrial uses to office space~ many of these offices,
in tum, became empty after the dotcom bust, but light
industrial uses did not return.
In terms of conversions to housing, a 1988 ordinance
allowed the conversion of industrial spaces into socalled "live/work" spaces, where it ls presumed a resident both lives and does their work (Casique, 2013).
Advocated by artists, the live/work ordinance was
seen as an opportunity to promote the art industry
in the city by providing affordable housing arrangements in San Francisco (PODER, 2014). Under the
ordinance, developers interested in constructing live/
work units in the NEMIZ did not need to get the area
rezoned nor did they need a conditional land use permit to build and therefore did not need to conduct an
environmental impact report (EIR)-major hurdles for
construction developers were able to avoid_ As a result, many small developments "started springing up
everywhere," according to one stakeholder, and began converting many industrial structures, vacated
due to the changing economy, into expensive "live/
work" spaces to house the new residents coming to
work in the technology sector as a result of the dotcom boom. According to the San Francisco Housing
Databook report issued by the SF Rent Board in 2002,
2,324 live/work units were constructed in San Francisco from 1987 to 2000.6 Right before the dotcom crash,
the number of constructed units peaked at 587 units in
1999, more than twice the amount of units built in any
other year (SF Board of Supervisors, 2002).

The Dotcom Boom:
Displacement of Industry,
Business. and Residentsand Community Response
The dotcom boom in the late 1990s fundamentally changed the character of the Mission District. The
boom hit its peak in 2000 and by 2002 was in decline.
This short boom resulted in residential and commercial displacement (Casique, 2013). The industrial sector in the Mission is primarily located in the Northeast
Mission Industrial Zone (NEMIZ), an area taking up
the northeast comer of the Mission District. Even
though the zone was designated in the midst of the
dotcom boom, the market for industrial uses was "depressed;' according to a stakeholder, and "a bunch of
companies had moved out," like a brewing company
and lumber yards. This devaluing of the land for industrial purposes due to the changing economy coincided
with the growth of San Francisco as a result of the
dotcom boom.
Industrial uses began to change to office space and
housing. According to a community-based organization staff member, the emerging technology com-
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this community-led effort were incorporated into the
city's Eastern Neighborhoods Plan" (PODER, 2014).
When asked to assess the impact of the People's Plan
on the Mission, an organizer involved with the effort
shared that. he does not believe there was a "causal" effect on affordability in the neighbOrhood; instead,
"market conditions in and of themselves eased some
of the pressures on prices given the [dotcom] bust''
However, he believed that even with the bust, rents
were not decreased in a "substantive way:• Instead,
he believe that the planning process was significant
for the "social capital" it built "by having trained people
work on planning issues in the neight:>orhood and understand the zoning and planning conditions and how
those decisions get made." 7

Once it became clear that such conversions were possible, land values in the NEMIZ area began to rise,
making remaining industrial uses difficult to sustain
and resulting in business displacement (San Francisco Planning Department, 2002). The live/work ordinance allowed conversion without the requirement of
hearings or public comment, allowing them to proceed
unnoticed for a long time (Casique, 2013). Once advocates became aware of the situation, the Mission
Anti-Displacement Coalition worked with Sue Hestor,
a notable SF land use attorney, to force hearings at
the Planning Commission and before the board of supervisors (PODER, 2014). Before the formation of the
Mission Anti-Displacement Coalition, the "Committee
for Jobs; Arts, and Housing had been raising concerns
about the developers' scam on live/work developments," according to a community-based organization
stakeholder.

A park that is currently under development at the intersection of 17th and Folsom Streets represents some
of the successes of the People's plan. The park, will include a grassy area, playground, community gardens
with trees bearing edible fruit, and public art that honors the Latino character of the neighborhood. multiyear community outreach process was conducted in
partnership with PODER, starting in 2009. According
to a sta:ff member at PODER, community members
were prepared to have meaningful engagement with
the city due to the understanding of planning and zoning they developed working on the People's Plan. The
staff member said that, the "areas that were rezoned
through [the People's Plan] process in the 2000s are
coming to fruition after these many years....that speaks
to the social capital that has been built Not just, 'lefs
rezone and forget about it: But, 'lefs make sure these
policies come into fruition:' And we're going to be seeing that happening this year" when the park opens.

Residential displacement in the Mission was also a
concern during this period. Between 1990 and 1999,
an estimated 92S households were evicted in the Mis..,
sion (MEDA, as cited by Kennedy & Leonard, 2001}.
The Mission Anti-Displacement Coalition (MAC) was
a major player during this time period, advocating for
existing tenants' rights. According to a stakeholder involved with the Coalition, "the value of MAC's work is
that unlike most other anti-gentrification work in other
parts of the country... MAC focused not only on tenants'
rights and stabilizing the neighborhood through that
strategy but also on preserving space for local-serving
businesses and [production, distribution and repair, or]
PDR/light industrial space, especially given that those
jobs paid often better [than other jobs available at the
time]." Due to MAC's successful lobbying efforts, the
San Francisco Board of Supervisors passed a moratorium on the live/work conversions and the production
of market rate housing in the Mission that Ultimately
lasted two years (Casique, 2013).

7

The stakeholder also shared the following outcomes of the
process: "The whole Mission Anti-Displacement Coalition and
the People's Plan work die! a couple of things. One, with MAC, I
think it gave visibility to a new level of leadership in the neighborhood that was less accomodationist in terms of the interests
of developers, of downtown, of some of these interests. And I
think it pointed to a generational divide in the Mission in terms
of the Latino 'old guard' and newer JeaderShip .. :rhe People's
Plan in particular, because of the need to engage with the city
and comm1.1nity, I think it also helped the new generation .•.
for understanding how these often arcane and technical issues
like land use and zoning are addressed.-How we need to be
informed and engaged in these processes at the neighborhood
and city leveJ ...there's an aspect of that reflected in the newer
leadership!'

Anotner of MAC's efforts was the creation of a "People's Plan." Published in 2005 after a communtt:y
gagement process, it outlined community members'
vision and priorities for the district, including economic, cultural, and community development, affordable
housing, livability in the streetscape, environmental
issues, transportation, and a specific land use map-essentially,. a comprehensive plan for the Mission
done by the people (The Mission Anti-Displacement
Partnership, 2005). According to PODER, "aspects of
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housing, in part due to the real estate market collapse
and the elimination of redevelopment as a funding
source for affordable housing in California.

Housing: Conditions for
Residents

Meanwhile, as few units are being constructed, 80%
of households have recently moved in to their housing unit (Table 4.3). This puts upward pressure on the
rents in the older housing stock.

As is the case in the rest of the city, the housing market in the Mission District is competitive. In 2000, right
before the dotcom bust, the vacancy rate was at an
extreme low of 3%. In 2013 the vacancy rate jumped
to 7.6%, representing the decline of the house market. This figure cannot be seen as representing current
patterns of gentrification as the housing market has
since rebounded.

6,000

s.ooo
4,000

In terms of tenure, there has been a slight decrease in
the portion of occupied housing units that are rented:
from 87% in 1980, to 76% in 2013, which is consistent
with gentrification patterns.

3,000
2.000
1.000

Overcrowding, when more than 1 person per room lives
in an apartment or home, was 50°/o lower in 2013 than
2000 (Figure 4.6). One explanation is the decrease in
both family households and of the Latino population,
as low- and moderate-income Latino households often
live with extended family members in overcrowded living conditions (MEDA, 2011 ).

HH

Source: US. Census 1990, 2000 (Geolytics, 2014);
ACS 2009-2013

Table 4.2: Number of Housing Units by Year of
Construction
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1,516
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Built 1980 To 1989

1,212

4%

Built 1970 To 1979

918
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7%

Built 1960 To 1969

854

6%

Built 1950 To 1959

1,337

7%

908

4%

14,662

63%

Built 1940To 1949

Built 1939 Or Earlier

Source:American Community Survey 2013 5-year estimate
Table 4.3: Mission District Percent of Householders
who Moved in Last 5 Years, 1980-2013
1980

62%

1990

55%

2000

53%

2013•

80%

Source; US. Census 1980, 1990, 2000 (Geolytics, 2014);
Amerlcan Community Survey 2009-2013 *Note: The 2013 figure
is the percent of households who moved in last 3 years.
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Despite high demand for the area, the Mission District has failed to see significant increases in its housing stock, thereby exacerbating pressures on existing
housing (Table 4.2). This lack of new development was
a common concern among the stakeholders interviewed. A realtor in the area discussed the difficulty in
obtaining approvals for new buildings because of the
lengthy environmental impact review process, which
sometimes caused developers to walk away from projects. A senior staff person from an affordable housing
developer spoke about the challenges of building new
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Figure 4.6: Overcrowded Units in the Mission
(1990-2013)

San Francisco has one of the most expensive housing markets in the nation and market rate rents in the
Mission are reflective of the city's high cost of living. In
2013, the average price of a market-rate one bedroom
apartment in the Mission District was $2,850 while
the average for a two bedroom was $4,705 (Zumper,
2013). With 76% of residents in the Mission renting (as
of 2013), these high rents prevent low-income households from moving into the neighborhood. Additionally,
current residents experience a very high rent burden.
From 2000 to 2013, the share of rent burdened households, those paying 35% or more of their income on
hOusing costs, increased from 27% to 34%.
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Rent Control
San Francisco's rent control laws protect tenants who
live in multi-unit rental buildings built before June of
1979. The rent control ordinance limits the amount
a landlord can raise the rent annually, based on the
consumer price index. When the unit is vacated, landlords can raise the rent to market rate, also known as
"vacancy decontroF.8 Once the rent is raised, future
rent increases are still governed by rent control. Therefore, while units may technically be considered rent
controlled they may be unaffordable due to vacancy
decontrol. To prevent landlords from evicting tenants
in order to raise rents to market rate, the ordinance
also includes a·"just-cause evictions" clause requiring
landlords to have a good reason for eviction such as
chronic late rental payments or a nuisance complaint.
There is no record of units that have undergone vacancy decontrol and their new base-rent.

Legend
SFHAi-11'USlng
~Htn.ISi~
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Potenttalfy Rent Col'lll'alled Units

A
N

Figure 4.7: Potentially Rent Controlled Units
Source: Association of Bay Area Governments, 2014

We attempt to estimate the number of rent-controlled
units in the Mission District by identifying parcels that
contain a building with two or more units, built in 1978
or before, and are identified as an "apartment" or "flaf'
using tax assessor data from Alameda County (Figure
4.7). This estimation method is imperfect. as housing
units that are condominiums, tenancies-in-common,
or currently not rented (through the Ellis act) are not
rent controlled. However, data on these exempt houss SF's rent control ordinance never included vacancy control and
due to the passage of Costa Hawkins in 1996, vacancy control
was banned statewide.
9
This estimate is derived using estimates ofl:he total number of
rental occupied housing units from the American Community
Survey (2009-2013 five-year estimates) in combination with data
from the San Francisco Public Health department on the percent
of rental units· in each tract that are subject to rent control. These
data sources allowed us to estimate a number of units in each
census tract that are subject to rent control. Since ACS figures are
reported with a margin of error, we found a range forthisfigure.
Then, we turned to ACS data for counts of renter households who
had moved in since 2010. We multiplied this by the proportion of
units in the tract subject to rent control {the Public Health data),
assuming that the newly moved-in households moved into rent
controlled and non-rent controlled units at the same proportion
as exist in the tract. This figure-the number of rent control units
that experienced turnover between 2010-2013-is taken to be the
same as the number that experienced vacancy decontrol. We then
divide this figure by the total rent controlle~ units in the tract to get
the percent of units that experienced vacancy decontrol. To get the
figures for the whole Mission, we simply add the counts from each
tract of vacancy decontrolled units and tota I rent controlled units,
and divide these sums.
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ing units are not available. Approximately 68% of units
in the Mission census tracts are potentially rent-controlled. Eighty-nine percent of these units were built in
1939 or earlier (Figure 4.8). Older buildings are often
highly desirable to wealthier residents due to their architectural value; that so many buildings in the Mission
District are from the Victorian era increases the likelihood of displacement.

As noted earlier, rent controlled apartments do not
necessarily signify affordability due to vacancy decontrol; hence estimating the number of recently vacancy
decontrolled units and when these vacancies occurred
is important for the purpose of understanding affordability iri the rent-controlled market. Our estimate suggests that a maximum range of between 18-28% of
rent controlled units experienced rent increases due
to vacancy decontrol between 2010-2013.9 This is a
maximum because, while we are reasonably sure that
18-28% of rent controlled units experienced turnover,
it is not guaranteed that landlords would increase the
rent when that turnover happens; therefore, the actual
figures may be lower.
The map in Figure 4.9 shows that there is a high percent of vacancy decontrolled units in the tracts west of
Valencia Street. A walk down Valencia Street shows a
trend in higher-end commercial and retail stores. This
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trend, to be discussed in greater detail in a later section, might explain the higher vacancy decontrol rate in
census tracts along Valencia Street as landlords may
be taking advantage of the economic investment along
the street to appeal to wealthier tenants.

Public and Subsidized

Housing in the Mission
While many residents of the Mission struggle to afford
rent, the area is host to a sizable stock of subsidized
housing: nearly 2,000 units, as detailed in Table 4.4
(excluding any units built only with local funds, some
of which are discussed in the next section). The neighborhood would have likely experienced even greater
displacement rates without these units.

Table 4.4: Public and Subsidized Housing
in the Mission, 2013

Legend
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Figure 4.8: Housing built before 1979 by Block
Source: Association of Bay Area Governments, 2014

Public Housing

170

Low-Income Housing Tax Credit

962

Section 8 New Construction

194

Section 202 (Senior Housing) New
Construction and Substantial
Rehabilitation

152

Project Rental As5istance Contract
Other (including Loan Management

115
319

Set-Aside and others)

1,912

Grand Total

Source: HUD Yearly Data Picture {Department of Housing and
Urban Development, n.d.} for Public Housing figure; (California
Housing Partnership Corpordtion, n.d.) for the rest. Note these
figures do not include residents who rent using tenant-based
vouchers or units developed as part ofSF's inclusionary ordinance or any subsidized units developed only with local funds.

lnclusionary Housing
Stakeholders said San Francisco's inclusionary housing ordinance has had a limited impact. lnclusionary
Housing began as a policy in 1992 and later became
"part of the Planning Code" in 2002; it was revised in
2006 and 201 O (San Francisco Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development, 2014). The policy
requires developers to build affordable units equal to
15% to 20% of a market-rate development or pay a fee
in lieu of building such units. The policy has resulted
in the creation of 1,560 units of below-market rental
andownership units in San Francisco between 1992
and 2013 (Table 4.5).

Perc:entDecontrolled

r:=::::t ll-15%

1~'"'!({;115-20%

A

111!120-25%

N

->25%

Figure 4.9: Percent of Units with Vacancy Decontrol
by Census Tract
Source: 2009-2013 American Community Survey and San Francisco Public Health Department
("Proportion of Housing Stock that is Rent-Controlled or Affordable, San Francisco, 0\ f Data / San Francisco;'' n.d.)
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Table 4.5: lnclusionary Housing, 1992 - 2013
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Total Number of
Projects

Number of
Projects

Number of
Affordable Units

Number of
Projects

Number of
Affordable Units

24

21

136

0

0

Mission District10
San Francisco

The deveioper of the 16th street Mission housing
apartment complex has yet to determine how it will satisfy the city's affordable housing requirement (Dineen,
2013). Yet regardless of how the developer will satisfy
the affordable housing requirement, residents oppose
this development as the project represents a change
in the Mission's character. In an article entitled, "Coalition ·protests 16th Street development"; an organizer
for Causa Justa :: Just Cause put this clash succinctly,
"the height of these towers will keep Marshall Elementary [SchooG next door in a constant shadow ....this
project will literally overshadow the Latino students attending that school" (Christopher, 2014). While it may
be true that residents will not be directly displaced by
the development, the project will have an impact on
surrounding businesses and could potentially increase
the cost of living in the· neighborhood. A city official explained that once new housing development happens
"there is such a huge impact on the surrounding area,
prices immediately respond."This same city official expressed skepticism that simply building more housing
will make the Mission more affordable.

Some believe more housing for all income levels is
needed to improve affordability in San Francisco, while
others believe housing production should focus on affordability for low-income residents. An example of this
tension is the proposed ten-story, 351-unit building on
the corner of 16th and Mission Streets. The development is under community scrutiny, with the Plaza 16
Coalition leading the opposition. The new cipartment
complex would replace a Walgreens, a Burger King, a
bar, a Chinese restaurant, a market and a parking lot
(Elsen, 2014). Despite the fact that no existing tenants
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As defined by the Mayor's Office on Housing; a map was
not provided to compare to the area we have defined cis the
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or housing would be displaced, the coalition argues
that if this development were to proceed, it would result in business and residential displacement (Christopher, 2014). This type of opposition highlights the
social and cultural complexity of gentrification. The
10-story luxury apartment complex represents development for new residents, leaving the Latino community feeling neglected and disrespected. According
to a community-based organization stakeholder, the
"P!aza 16 Coalition has made substantive arguments
against the project ranging from the height, impacts
on the adjacent school, traffic concerns, and yes, the
pressures loxury condos have on housing prices in the
neighborhood."

Community Opposition to
Development at 16th and
Mission Streets

411¥1ftf'*'*'~.1

3

198
157
1,214
7
346
Source: San Frandsco Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development, 2014

However, a court ruling in 2009 has limited the impact of the ordinance. In the case, Palmer/Sixth Street
Properties LP vs. City of Los Angeles, the California
Supreme Court let stand a lower court's ruling that
held jurisdictions may not mandate developers to build
inclusionary rental units, since doing so entails the
setting of rents by the city, which was banned by the
Costa-Hawkins Rental Housing Act (California Planning and Development Report, 2009; Reuben, Junius
& Rose LLP. 2009). The ruling does not affect inclusionary policies for ownership units. The city made revisions to the law in 201 O that "require developers to
pay an affordable housing fee rather than construct inclusionary affordable housing" (San Francisco Budget
and Legislative Analyst, 2012). That resulted in a significant decrease in the number of inclusionary units
produced under the program, from 384 in 2008 to 32 in
2009, without a comparable increase in the fees paid,
which could be related to the overall dynamics of the
real estate market in these years (San Francisco Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development,
2014).
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Ellis Act Evictions
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Another highly public issue in the Mission has been
the impact of the Ellis Act. The Ellis Act is a state law
passed in 1985 that allows landlords to evict tenants
building-wide by removing the building from the rental
market entirely or for five years before being allowed to
rent apartments at market rate. The result in San Francisco has been a decrease of rental options in a city
where the supply of housing is already strained. The
increase in the percent of residents who are homeowners from 13% in 1980 to 24% in 2010 may reflect1
at least in part, Ellis Act condo conversions.
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Source: SF Rent Board as reported by SF Board of Supervisors
Budget and Legislative Analyst, 2012

Table 4.6: Top Seven Neighborhoods for Ellis Act
Evictions, 2009-2013
:::=~:::=~:::=:::=:::=.,---:!

Mission
Russian HillJPolkGulch
Castro/Eureka Valley
Outer Richmond

41

lriner Richmond

36
37

North Beach

Haight-Ashbury/Western Additi on

29

Total

305

San Francisco Total

476

Source: SF Rent Board, accessed through (San Francisco Board of
Supervisors Budget and Legislative Analyst, 2013)

Tenant Buyouts
In addition to evictions, tenant buyouts are anoth-

et strategy in which landlords attempt to lure current
tenants out of their homes with cash to increase rent
for wealthier residents. The Mission district has experienced the highest concentration of buyouts from
2008-2014 ("Tenant Buyouts Are On The Rise In S.F.,
As Are The Dollars Involved - SocketSiteTM: 2014).
Buyouts offer landlords several advantages over Ellis
Act evictions: the landlord can immediately rent out the
unit at market value and retain the option to convert
units into condominiums at a later date~ The total number of reported buyouts in SF went from 90 in 2007
to 175 in 201311 {City and County of San Francisco,
11 The

data reported by the SF Tenant Union likely undercounts
the number ofactual buyouts as these are self-reported by
tenants.
~
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Figure 4.10: No-Fault Evictions in the Mission,
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Ellis Act Evictions allow landlords to exit the rental housing business
Other 'no fault'· evictions include those where the eviction is not a
result of tenant's actions {e.g., owner move-ins, etc.}

Regardless of the fact that the total number of Ellis
Act and no fault evictions has gone down since 2001,
the total number of evictions for the Mission compared
to the rest of the city has oeen very high during this
twelve-yeartlmeframe. The Mission District (represented in the report issued by the SF Board of Supervisors
Budget and Legislative Analyst by the zip code 94110)
had a higher number of Ellis Act and no-fault evictions
thCJ.n any other neighborhood, with 383 evictions and
1,222 notices, respectively. Between 2009 and 2013,
of the seven neighborhoods with the most Ellis Act
evictions, the Mission continued to exhibit the highest
number of evictions with 71 evictions, a demonstration
of its lucrative housing market (Table 4.6}.
~11~:"
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A city official working in the government for the last
three decades commented that the planning department saw the peak of Ellis Act evictions in the nineties.
This is supported by compiled data from the time referencing 1998 as the "peak" year of Ellis Act evictions
(Capps, 2014). The city official believes that since the
Planning Department has authority over land use it
could restrict the conversion of rental properties to
ownen~hip properties. For example, zoning changes
or other policy interventions could restrict conversion
or make it difficult to do, thereby deterring landlords
from pursuing it.

1

evidions
'-•EllisAd
evictions

While the Ellis Act continues to be a subject of contention in the housing market debate, Figure 4.10
shows that the number of evictions has decreased
since 2001. The number of Ellis Act evictions tends to
mimic the health of the economy and housing market;
in down periods, such as after the crash of the dotcom boom (2001-2004) and during the recent recession, evictions decrease. During up periods, such as in
2005-2007 during the height of the housing boom and
more recently, as the economy has begun to recover,
evictions increase.
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ly, the Mission District, as shown in Figure 4.11 and
Figure 4.12. The rise in price during the dotcom boom
is clear, as is the more recent rise in costs between
2002-2007, then a slight downturn during the recession with a quick recovery since 2012. Single-family
homes have shown more dramatic change, particularly recently in the Mission, whose home have shot up 1n
price above San Francisco and the Bay Area.

Budget and Legislative Analysfs Office, 2014). The
Mission district had the highest number of buyouts in
2008-2014 with 165 or about 28% of the total share
of buyouts, however there is no requirement to report
buyouts so these are likely underestimates. There is
no regulation of the amount that must be paid for a
buyout ahd sometimes tenants are offered just a few
thousand dollars (City and County of San Francisco,
Budget and Legislative Analyst's Office, 2014). San
Francisco Supervisor David Campos has introduced
legislation to regulate buyouts. One of the regulatory
features he is proposing is to impose the condo conversion prohibitions that are already in place for nofault evictions (Taylor, 2014).

Use Changes
The increases in housing prices have been paralleled
by a gradual increase in the number of parcels whose
land use is residential. Many of these are new construction, but others represent use changes. A small
portion of parcels changed use each year, but in 2007,
9% of parcels with a commercial use had converted
from other uses (mostly industrial and miscellaneous)
and 5% of parcels with a residential use had convert~
ed from other uses (mostly commercial) (Dataquick,
2014).

Sales and Investment
While the percent of households who are mortgage
burdened has stayed constant over time, the cost to
buy a home has increased substantially since the
1980s in the Bay Area, San Francisco, and, especial-
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Figure 4.11: Median Sale Price per Square Foot- Multi-Family Properties
Source: Dataquick, "Bay Area" includes all tracts in the 9-caunty area)
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Figure 4.12: Median Sale Price Per Square Foot- Single Family Homes
Source: Datoquick, "Bay Area" includes all tracts in the 9-county area)

Private Investment
We examined trends in sales and building permit
data to identify spatial characteristics of investment
in residential property. This analysis has the potential to demonstrate how outside pressures and public
investments impact patterns of private Investment in
the Mission District over time.12 As Figure 4.13 shows,
there are a higher number of residential sales in the
northwest and central-western portions of the Mission.
The northwestern concentration may be related to
higher density of housing stock.
Number of Sales
.... 0

111!ii-;
12

Sales data was taken from the first quarter of 2003 through
the fourth quarter of 2013 from DataQuick, {DataQuick, 2014).
We joined the data to a shapefile containing San Francisco
parcels and converted to point data using ArcGIS (ABAG, 2005).
These points, which each represent a sale, were spatially analyzed and visualized at different geographies through spatial
joining. Building permit data from the San Francisco Planning
Department were analyzed similarly (San Francisco Planning
Department, 2014a}.
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Figure4.13: Number of Residential Sales by Block,
2003-2013
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The number of residential sales peaked in 2003 and
2004, declined through the housing bubble burst, but
appears to have stabilized {Figure 4.14). San Francisco as a whole recovered from the impact of the financial recession and housing market crash much faster
than the rest of the nation.
Figure 4.15 displays the average residential sales prices per square foot in the Mission and shows a slightly different pattern than Figure 4.14, with the largest
cluster of high prices seen in the southwest.

2005 2006 2007 200S 2009 2010 2011 2C•l2 20B

Figure 4.16: Total Annual Cost of Residential Permits
in the Mission, 2005-2013
Source: San Francisco Planning Department, 2014
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Figure 4.14: Yearly Total Number of Residential Sales
in the Mission, 1988-2013
Source: Dataquick, 2014

Figure 4.17: Average Permit Cost per Unit in the Mission by Census Tracts, 2005-2013
Source: San Francisco Planning Department, 2014a

The amount of private investment in residential properties has also been increasing since 2005 (Figure
4.16). The total annual value of permits (as ascertained
through the cost of building permits) in the Mission increased by 545% from 2005 to 2013. When comparing
investment in the Mission to the rest of the city, Figure
4.17 shows how parts of the Mission are averaging
higher permitting investments per unit.
Price Per Square Foot
-
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Public Investment
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Public investment, in so far as it makes the neighborhood more desirable, has the potential to contribute to
gentrification pressures. The public project that seems
most clearly related to gentrification is one on Valencia Street between 15th and 19th streets completed

Figure 4.15: Average Residential Sales Price per
Square foot by Block, 2003-2013
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by the Department of Public Works in July 2010 at a
cost of $6.1 million. In 2004 the Municipal Transportation Agency (MTA) began the planning for the Valencia
Streetscape Project, which expanded and beautified
sidewalks, resurfaced and restriped the street with
bike lanes, and provided other infrastructure improvements (City of San Francisco, n.d.). The street looks
nicer than nearby streets and, today, the commercial
establishments along Valencia Street are mostly new
places that serve a higher-income clientele (further
analysis of commercial change is in the next section).
By contrast, along Mission Street, another main commercial corridor in the district, more of the older, legacy resident-serving establishments are still around,
and visible gentrification is less advanced. This may
be, at least in part, connected to the completion of the
Valencia street beautification process. Additional improvements (some completed, some planned) include
several streetscape improvement projects, road diets,
and new plazas throughout the district. These are detailed in an appendix.

Commercial Displacement
In order to understand how gentrification may put
pressure on retail businesses, we evaluated data on
commercial establishments from the National Employment Time-Series Database (NETS), a proprietary
database (Walls & Associates, 2013). Using census
tracts, we analyzed the data by dividing the Mission
District into three distinct commercial neighborhoods
shown in Figure 4.18 based on our own assessment
of commercial uses.
In 1990, there were more retail businesses in the
24th Street corridor neighborhood than in the 16th
St. BART neighborhood (Figure 4.19). Since then, the
number of retail businesses has steadily declined in
the 24th Street corridor and steadily increased in the
16th Street neighborhood. Today there are about twice
as many businesses in the 16th Street BART neighborhood as in the 24th Street corridor.

Together, these projects signal an interest in the Mission on the part of city agencies. The investment they
bring is a parallel and reinforcing factor to the other
changes discussed here. One stakeholder interviewed
said that a lot of residents see streetscape improvements like these as a sign of gentrification. All of these
projects included public processes, and several affirm
the Latino cultural identity of the neighborhood. They
also ostensibly improve the neighborhood for existing
residents. On the other hand, the improvements could
contribute to residents' dissonance, especially if they
feel the neighborhood is being upgraded for others
or being made more attractive for outsiders to move
in. The improvements may make the area even more
desirable to higher-income people and, therefore, encourage gentrification and displacement.

\
\

None of the improvements include provisions to ensure permanent housing affordability for existing residents to stay in the neighborhood and enjoy the new
streets, plazas, and parks. In this way, the investments
may not benefit existing residents in the long run, representing a missed opportunity to stabilize the neighborhood.
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Figure 4.18: The Mission District, Commercial
Neighborhoods
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Source: National Employment Time-Series (NETS) Database
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Here, we compare trends in the 16th Street Bart and
24th Street Corridor areas13• The businesses in the
16th Street Bart neighborhood may face problems due
to neighborhood gentrification, customer dislocation,
and increased wage costs for their workers. Businesses along· 24th street may feel less pressures, in part
due to the activism that has led to protecting businesses and tenants in the area (Dicum, 2005).

To ascertain the change in local- versus regional-ser\iing businesses, we categorize them based on
their North American Industrial Classification System
(NAICS) code into businesses that are more likely to
serve local residents (such as markets, drug stores,
and hardware stores) and businesses more likely to
serve regional markets (such as department stores
and furniture stores). In the 16th Street Bart neighborhood, growth has occurred in both local and regional
serving businesses, while on 24th Street, local-serving
businesses have decreased in number (Figure 4.20).

13

The number of retaif businesses in the Northeast Mission
Industrial neighborhood increased slightly, but is lower than the
other two neighborhoods; we exclude it from the remainder of

our analysis.
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This suggests that changes in the 16th Street area
may be spurred both by changes in the local resident
population and in the neighborhood's capacity to draw
customers from the region. For example, this corridor
is a night-life destination where people from outside
come to visit restaurants and bars. Changes in the 24th
Street corridor, by contrast, appear to be more related
to changes in the local residential population, resulting
in a decline in local-serving businesses, without comparable Increases in regional-serving businesses.
When asked about how different parts of the Mission
have experienced change differently, a non-profit stakeholder identified the 24th and Mission neighborhood
as one that has maintained its character more than
others, keeping a high percentage of Hispanic-owned
retail businesses. However, an analysis of businesses
owned by Hispanic people on the 24th Street corridor
reveals a different story. Of the businesses that closed
in recent years (2007-2010), nearly 50% of them were
owned by Hispanics, compared to 38% of businesses
that opened over the same time frame. 14 Additionally,
the overall proportion of businesses owned by Hispanic people decreased from 40% to 36% between 2000
and 2011. Though this is a small change, it still shows
a change in the character of local retail and minority
owned businesses.
Nonprofit funding has changed since the first wave
of displacement as well. During the first dotcom era,
funding and staff were available to Mission Housing
when it spearheaded MAC. Today, the organization
has fewer resources. One stakeholder believes the
"velocity of change" is faster today than the previous
dotcom boom; another commented that, due to fewer
resources, more-formidable opponents (large technology firms as opposed to smaller start-ups during the
previous era), and the "Mayor's pro-tech agenda:; the
community's capacity to respond has diminished.

Conclusion
The Mission District is a potent example of the demographic and commercial changes that can occur in a
high-demand location with walkability, accessibifity,
and access to amenities in the center of an expensive
region. The data presented here show clear signs of
change in the Mission,
1
"

The corridor is defined as 24th Street between Mission and
Potrero; note that this definition is different than that used in
the other figures in this section. Source: NETS data and 2000 US
Census. Methodology explained in appendix.
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Over the last thirty years, the area has seen a decrease in the proportion of family households and a
decrease in the Latino population, while the percentage of the population with a bachelor degree or higher
and median income have both increased dramatically~all consistent with gentrification patterns.
Despite an increase in income, housing burden has
increased in the Mission, demonstrating the neighborhood's high desirability and, therefore, high cost of Jiving. Rent control, public and subsidized housing, and
inclusionary zoning all seek to limit displacement and
increase affordability for low income households, but
all have shortcomings, and, overall, are only partially
mitigating the intense displacement resulting from new
investment.
Evictions and buyouts are two of the processes contributing to displacement. While the number of Ellis Act
and no-fault evictions has gone down in the last decade, the Mission continues to see the highest rate of
evictions in the city. Meanwhile, buyouts in the Mission
are at a rapid incline, perhaps indicating a switch in
landlords' tactics from evictions to buyouts.
A perennial question in anti-displacement policy is
which of two approaches to pursue: preserving existing housing as affordable, or increasing production of
new housing, either market-rate or affordable. Preservation, in the face of strong market forces, is difficult.
As during the dotcom boom, today streams of high income workers are flooding the housing market, placing upward pressure on housing prices and encouraging landlords to use various tactics to raise rents.
Furthermore, there is a dwindling supply of naturally
affordable housing units left to preserve; most renters
are already cost-burdened, and with vacancy decontrol, even rent control units can jump to market simply
from someone moving. Strengthening eviction policies
could.limit these effects.
Increased production of market-rate units is considered an affordable housing strategy by some, but not
all: the increased overall supply, some would argue,
will bring down rents across the board. However, community opposition to this approach is fierce, as evidenced by the i 6th and Mission project While in the
long run new housing may relieve pressure on rents,
in the short term it is certain to contribute to upward
pressure as the neighborhood gentrifies. In addition,
the scarcity of land in the Mission means that new development will be limited. Can enough new housing be
built that these supply effects will bring down rents?
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That is unlikely, especially since new housing is likely
to be oriented toward the highest end of the market,
given the larger trends in the economy.
Therefore, to ensure a long-term supply of affordable
housing in the Mission, affordable housing production,
in addition to preservation of the existing stock, is key.
lnclusionary housing has produced only i 36 units in
the Mission in over twenty years; this policy's future
impact will be limited due to recent legal changes. The
area is host to nearly 2,000 units of affordable housing. But more will be needed to keep low-income families living in this area.
The Mission has already undergone significant gentrification and continues to experience displacement
This neighborhood has been here before: the dotcom
boom at the turn of the century foreshadowed (and
set the stage for) many of the changes facing it today.
The capacity building activists engaged in at that time
provide a foundation for residents and advocates to
incorporate successful tactics-and new approaches-to the present situation. While Valencia Street on
a Saturday night may be unrecognizable to residents
from twenty years ago, the neighborhood still hosts a
-sizable Latino population, and, in the words of a cotnmunity•based organization stakeholder, "contestation
for place and the right to stay is still going on."
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Housing Production,

Filtering and
lacement:
Untangli the
Relationshi
Miriam Zuk
Karen Chapple

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

u on

a
Debate over the relative importance of subsidized and market-rate housing production in alleviating the current housing crisis continues to preoccupy policymakers, developers,
and advocates. This research brief adds to the discussion by
providing a nuanced analysis of the relationship between
housing production, affordability, and displacement in the
San Francisco Bay Area, finding that:

and displacement at the lo"cal scale, this research implies the
importance of not only increasing production of subsidized
and market-rate housing in California's coastal communities, but also investing in the preservation of housing affordability and stabilizing vulnerable communities.

At the regional level, both market-rate and subsidized
housing reduce displacement pressures, but subsidized
housing has over double the impact of market-rate units.
•

Market-rate production is associated with higher housing cost burden for low-income households, but lower
median rents in subsequent decades.
At the local, block group level in San Francisco, neither
market-rate nor subsidized housing production has the
protective power they do at the regional scale, likely due
to the extreme mismatch between demand and supply.

Although more detailed analysis is needed to clarify the
complex relationship between development, affordability,
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both neighborhood stability and income diversity into the
future.
We begin this research brief by describing why the filtering process, the phenomenon in which older market-rate
housing becomes more affordable as new units are added to
the market, may fall short of producing affordable housing.
We next revisit the question of the impact of market-rate
development, looking also at the role of subsidized housing
development, in mitigating displacement. After an examination of the impact of housing production on displacement
over the short- and long-term, we look at why adding to
housing supply in a region might not reduce housing market
pressures in all neighborhoods. We conclude by suggesting
next steps for research.

Dis pl
Relationships
Introduction

The ongoing crisis of housing affordability in California
has deepened the divide between those who believe it can
be resolved by expanding the supply of market-rate housing and those who believe that market-rate construction on
its own will not meet the needs oflow-income households,
for whom more subsidized housing needs to be built or stabilized. These arguments over the role of market-rate versus subsidized housing have plagued strong-market cities,
which are engaging in political debates at the ballot box (e.g.,
the "Mission Moratorium;' a ballot measure that would ban
luxury units in San Francisco's Mission neighborhood) and
in city hall (e.g., housing density bonus programs like New
York City's inclusionary housing plan) over the role and impact of housing development.
In the February 2016 report "Perspectives on Helping
Low-Income Californians Afford Housing" (hereafter "the
LAO Report"), the California Legislative Analyst's Office
(LAO) used data we posted on our Urban Displacement
Project website (www.urbandisplacement.org) to argue
that market-rate development would be the most effective
investment to prevent low-income households from being
displaced from their neighborhoods. 1
In this research brief we present a more nuanced view to contribute to this debate. We correct for the omission of subsidized housing production from the LAO Report and find that both
market-rate and subsidized housing reduce displacement at the regional level, yet subsidized
housing has over double the impact of marketrate units. After evaluating the impact of marketrate and subsidized housing built in the 1990s on
displacement occurring in the 2000s, to ensure
that we are examining before and after relationships, we find that market-rate development has
an insignificant effect on displacement. Finally,
when looking at the local, neighborhood scale in
San Francisco, neither market-rate nor subsidized
housing production has the protective power they do at the
regional scale, likely due to the extreme mismatch between
demand and supply. These findings provide further support
for continuing the push to ease housing pressures by producing more housing at all levels of affordability throughout
strong-market regions. These findings also provide support
for increasing spending on subsidized housing to ensure
IGS Research Brief, May 2016

Filtering Is Not Enough

Using our data, the LAO report concluded that the
most important solution to the housing crisis in California's
coastal communities is to build more market-rate housing.
The report found that new market-rate construction reduced displacement of low-income households across the
region. After outlining the challenges and limited funding
for subsidized units, the report argued that filtering, or the
phenomenon in which older market-rate housing becomes
more affordable as new units are added to the market, was
the most effective way to exit the affordable-housing crisis.
The report neglects the many challenges of using marketrate housing development as the main mechanism for providing housing for low-income households, in particular
the timing and quality of the "filtered" housing stock.2 The
filtering process can take generations,
meaning that units may not filter at a
rate that meets needs at the market's
peak, and the property may deteriorate
too much to be habitable. Further, in
many strong-market cities, changes in
housing preferences have increased the
desirability of older, architecturally significant property, essentially disrupting
the filtering process.
Although our data is not tailored
to answer questions about the speed of
filtering, other researchers3 have found
that on average across the United States,
rental units become occupied by lowerincome households at a rate of approximately 2.2% per year.
Yet in strong housing markets such as California and New
England the rate is much lower and researchers find that filtering rates have an inverse relationship with housing price
inflation; in other words, places that have rapidly rising
housing prices have slower filtering rates. 4 Using the estimates of Rosenthal (2014) and an annual appreciation rate
3
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tions in displacement. Higher shares of housing built before
1950, college-educated population in 2000, and low-income
population in 2000 increased the likelihood of the census
tract experiencing displacement. These results are generally consistent with previous research: existing residents in
neighborhoods with historic housing stock and college-educated populations are at higher risk of displacement 9 We
also find, however, that the production of subsidized units
has a protective effect, which appears to be greater than the
effect of the market-rate units (Model 2). This includes units
built with low-income housing tax credits and other federal
and state subsidies. 10 We find the effect of subsidized units
in reducing the probability of displacement to be more than
double the effect of market-rate units. In other words, for
every one subsidized unit, we would need to produce two or
more market-rate units to have the same reduction in displacement pressure. 11
What we find largely supports the argument that building more housing, both market-rate and subsidized, will
reduce displacement. However, we find that subsidized
housing will have a much greater impact on reducing displacement than market-rate housing. We agree that marketrate development is important for many reasons, including
reducing housing pressures at the regional scale and housing large segments of the population. However, our analysis
strongly suggests that subsidized housing production is even
more important when it comes to reducing displacement of
low-income households.

of 3.3% over the last 20 years, the pace at which units filter
down to lower-income households for the Bay Area's rental
market is estimated at roughly 1.5% per year. Yet, Rosenthal
finds that rents decline by only 0.3% per year, indicating
that units become occupied by lower-income households
at a faster rate than rents are falling, which could result in
heightened housing cost burden. Furthermore,· if we were
to assume that developers are building housing for people
at the median income, then it would take approximately 15
years before those units filtered down to people at 80% of
the median income and closer to 50 years for households
earning 50% of the median income. 5 Again, however, this
does not mean that such units are actually affordable to the
low-income households occupying them.
We examined the relationship between market-rate
housing construction, rents, and housing cost burden (Table
1). Initial results indicate a filtering effect for units produced
in the 1990s on median rents in 2013. Yet market-rate development in the 2000s is associated with higher rents, which
could be expected as areas with higher rents are more lucrative places for developers to build housing. Furthermore,
development in both the 1990s and 2000s is positively associated with housing cost burden for low-income households. Thus, while filtering may eventually help lower rents
decades later, these units may still not be affordable to lowincome households.
Developing Subsidized Units Is Even More Protective
While numerous critiques of the LAO report have circulated,6 we believe that the omission of subsidized housing
production data from the analysis has the greatest potential
to skew results.7 We have reanalyzed the data on housing
production, including that of subsidized housing, and show
that the path to reducing displacement is more complex
than to simply rely on market-rate development and filtering. Following, we present our analysis that replicates the
LAO analysis with the addition of subsidized housing data.
To examine the relationship between market-rate housing construction, subsidized housing construction, and
displacement of low-income households, we developed an
econometric model that estimates the probability of a lowincome Bay Area neighborhood experiencing displacement
We employ the same methodology as the LAO Report, using
probit regression analysis to evaluate how various factors affect the likelihood of a census tract experiencing displacement between 2000 and 2013 (see the technical appendix
for definitions).
Consistent with the LAO Report, we find that new market-rate units built from 2000 to 2013 significantly predict a
reduction in the displacement indicator from 2000 to 2013
(Table 2, Model 1).8 Higher shares of nonwhite population
and higher housing density also produced significant reducIGS Research Brief, May 2016
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Median Rent (2009-2013)
% of housing units built pre-1950 in 2000

% of population nonwhite in 2000

'-202.52***

-0.04***

47.28

0.08***

%of adult population with college degree in 2000

445.65***

Housing density (pop/square mile) in 2000

2.6E-04

% of households with income below 80% of county
median in 2000

Number of new market-rate units built between 19902000
Number of new market-rate units builtbetween
2013

2000~

Proximity to rail transit station (<1/2 mile) in 2000
Intercept

Percent of Low Income Households that are
Housing Cost Burdened (2009-2013)

-1185.37***

0.03*
-1.6E-07
-0.05**

-0.05**

2.7E-05***

. 0.07***

2.6E-05***

60.30***

0.01
0.56***

1827.80***

n

1569

1568

Rz

0.51

0.06

***<.01 **<.05 *<.10 significance level

Model 1
% of housing units built pre.'.1 ~50 in 2000

% of population nonwhite in 2000

0.481***
-0.956***

%of adultpopulation wit.ti college degree Tii 2:000 ·.· ·
Housing density (pop/square mile) in 2000

Model2

-0.943***
1.824***

-1.04E-05***

-1.01 E-05***
3.054***

Number of new market-rate units built between 20002013
..

~

-0.002***

-0.002***

-'

-0.005***

Number of subsidized units built betWeen 2000c2013 ·.
Intercept
n

Pseudo R2

-1.576***

-1.709***

1569

1569

0.1456

0.1693

***<.01 **<.05 *<.10 significance level

IGS Research Brief, May 2016
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%of housing units built pre-1950 in 2000
% of population nonwhite in 2000

% of adult population with colfege degree in 2000

Housing density (pop/square mile) in 2000

Model3

Model4

Models

0.614***

0565***

0.446"*

-1.071***

-1.090***

-0.9555***

1.689***

1.700***

1.820***

-5.95E-06*
2.251***

% of households· with ·income below 80% of county

-9.73E-06**

-5.09E-06
2.474*"*

3.105***

median in 2000 .
Number of new market-rate units built between 19902000

-3.25E-04**

-2.91E-04"*

-6.85E-05

~0.004***

Number of subsidized units built between 1990-:2000

-0.002*

Number of new market-rate units built between 20002013

-0.002***

Number of subsidized units built between 2000-2013

-0.005***

Intercept

-1.613***

-1.660*"*

-1.699*"*

n

1571

1571

1569

Pseudo R2

0.108

0.118

0.171

***<.01 "*<.05 *<.10 significance level
LAO Report. Yet, once again, subsidized housing built in the
previous decade has more than double the effect of marketrate development in that decade (Model 4). When looking
at housing production in both the 1990s and 2000s (Model
5), subsidized housing continues to play a greater role in
mitigating displacement in 2010s, while market development in the 1990s becomes insignificant. This suggests that
there are factors dictating development in the 1990s that are
related to development in the 2000s as well as displacement
that are not included in the model, such as housing sales
prices or school quality. An alternative interpretation of
the disappearance of an effect for market-rate housing built
in the 1990s is that market-rate housing in and of itself, or
the filtering process, has no effect on displacement. Future
research will need to further analyze these relationships as
well as other factors that may improve the predictive power
of the models.
Regardless of when construction happens relative to
displacement-before or concurrently-our analysis shows
that subsidized housing has double the impact of marketrate development. Further, the effectiveness of market-rate
housing in mitigating displacement seems to diminish as
more market-rate housing is built in a subsequent decade.
More research would be necessary to understand this phenomenon, but this result suggests that over time, the con-

The Effectiveness of Market-Rate Production in
Mitigating Displacement Diminishes over Time
The LAO Report used data that we posted to our website for housing production numbers that were built over the
same time period as our data on the change in low-income
households. Yet, since both housing production and household change are occurring in a 13-year period from 2000 to
2013, it is unclear which came first: conceivably, the change
in households occurred before the development, rather than
vice versa, however it is also feasible that developers prefer
to build in neighborhoods experiencing a decline in lowincome households. This creates the potential for errors in
the model. To account for this, we correct the potential error in the LAO Report by adding housing production data
that precede changes in low-income households, which we
use as the proxy for displacement. In other words, instead of
looking at the incidence of displacement in the same decade
as housing production, we evaluate the impact of marketrate and subsidized housing built in one decade (e.g., 1990s)
on what happens to residents in a subsequent decade (e.g.,
2000s).
We find that market-rate housing built in the 1990s significantly reduces the incidence of displacement from 2000
to 2013 (Table 3, Model 3), confirming the findings of the
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tension, then, one would expect market-rate development
to reduce displacement at the regional scale but increase it
or have no or a negative impact at the local neighborhood
scale.
Here we test this hypothesis. We do this by analyzing
our regional data set at the tract level14 and comparing the
results to the block group level for San Francisco, 15 where we
have our most accurate data on housing production. What
we find largely confirms this regional versus local argument;
there is some, albeit limited evidence that at the regional
level market-rate housing production is associated with reductions in the probability of displacement (Model 5), but at
the block group level in San Francisco it has an insignificant
effect (Table 4, Models 6). Comparing the effect of marketrate and subsidized housing at this smaller geography, we
find that neither the development of market-rate nor subsidized housing has a significant impact on displacement.
This suggests that indeed in San Francisco, and by extension
similar strong markets, the unmet need for housing is so severe that production alone cannot solve the displacement
problem.
To illustrate this point, in Figure 1 we plot on the X-axis
construction of new market-rate units in the 1990s and
2000s and on the Y-axis the change in the number of lowincome households from 2000 to 2013 for both tracts in the
entire region and block groups in San Francisco. Although
at the regional level the relationship between market-rate
development and change in low-income households appears linear, the same is not true for the block group level,
where no clear pattern emerges.

struction of market-rate housing may have a catalytic effect
on a neighborhood, increasing its attractiveness to upperincome residents, rather than a protective effect of filtering.
Housing Production May Not Reduce
Displacement Pressure in a Neighborhood
As Rick Jacobus explains, 12 because market mechanisms
work differently at different geographic scales, market-rate
construction can simultaneously alleviate housing pressures across the region while also exacerbating them at the
neighborhood level. At the regional scale, the interaction
of supply and demand determines prices; producing more
market-rate housing will result in decreased housing prices
and reduce displacement pressures. At the local, neighborhood scale, however, new luxury buildings could change
the perception of a neighborhood and send signals to the
market that such neighborhoods are desirable and safer for
wealthier residents, resulting in new demand. Given the unmet demand for real estate in certain neighborhoods, new
construction could simply induce more in-moving. 13 By ex-

.

,.

:% ~fad ult population with college degree.in 2000

Housing Production and Neighborhood
Change in SOMA, SF

Housing density (pop/square mile) in 2000
"

,.

.

,

-

To better grasp the complicated relationship between housing development and displacement at the local
block group level we selected two case study areas in San
Francisco's South of Market Area (SOMA) that experienced
high rates of development of both market-rate and subsidized units since the 1990s, but had divergent results when it
came to changes in the income profile of their residents. We
examined the dynamics of block groups 2 and 3 in Census
Tract 176.01. Both witnessed among the highest levels of
housing construction in San Francisco for both market-rate
and subsidized units, yet from 2000 to 2013 our data show
that Block Group 2 gained low-income households and
Block Group 3 lost low-income households.

% of households with incoine below 80% Qf county .

median in 2000

.

.

Number of new market-rate units built between
1990-1999
Number of subsidized units builtbetwe~n J990-1999
Number of new market-rate units built between
2000-2013
Number ofsubsidized units built betwe~n2000-2013
Intercept
n

Pseudo R2

-0.638

578
Block Group 2
At the heart of downtown San Francisco, this sevenblock area is home to nearly 2,500 residents today, nearly
doubling its population since 2000. In the 1990s, 127 market-rate units were added to the area, mostly in mid-sized

0.113

***<.01 **<.05 *<.10 significance level
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Figure I. Housing Production (1990-2013 and Change in Low-Income Households (2000-2013)
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buildings of about 30 units. During that same period, 108
subsidized units were added, including 72 units in a single room occupancy (SRO) hotel. Sales prices for condos
dipped in the mid-1990s, but climbed back to nearly $400
per square foot by 1999 (in 2010 dollars, see Figure 3).
Development of market-rate units continued into the
early 2000s, when the 258-unit SOMA Residences apartments were built at 1045 Mission Street in 2001. Three below-market-rate units were developed as part of the city's inclusionary housing program, but no other subsidized units
were added. Sales prices increased in the area in the early
2000s, suffered from the housing crisis in the mid-2000s,
but reached back up to prerecession values by 2013.
Yet the area did not witness a significant loss of lowincome households during the 13-year period of 2000 to
2013, which may be in part related to the fact that nearly a
thousand units in the area are in buildings regulated by rent
control (nearly 60% of all rental units), which has remained
relatively constant since 2000. Finally, this area is bordered
by 6th Street to the east, San Francisco's "skid row;' with
high rates of crime and concentrated poverty which may be
dampening the attractiveness of the neighborhood. When
we incorporate crime rates into our model, they significant-
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Figure 3. Median Condo Sales Price per Square Foot,
1991-2013 (Source: Dataquick2014)

Figure 4. Canon Kip Community House Built in 1994
Houses Disabled Homeless Adults in 104 SRO Units
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Figure 5. 440 Units Were Developed at Trinity Place, at
1188 Mission Street, in 2010

ly predict a reduction in displacement probability, even at
the block group level, which housing production does not.
Block Group 3

Block Group 3 is an eight-block area centered to the
north around the Civic Center BART station and home to
over 2,100 people (Figure 2). The area gained 101 marketrate units and 104 subsidized units in the 1990s. This block
group was the site of a 104-SRO-unit building for disabled
homeless adults in 1994. The 101 market-rate units built in
the 1990s were in smaller scale developments of 30 units
or less. Development accelerated the following decade with
601 market-rate units and 315 subsidized and below-market units. In 2002, 48 units were developed at 675 Minna
followed by 162 affordable units at 1188 Howard. In 2008,
244 luxury condos opened in the SOMA Grand at 1160
Mission and in 2010, following years of negotiation, the
Trinity Management group opened 440 high-end furnished
apartments at 1188 Mission as part of the Trinity Plaza development. The development was at the center of housing
debates as it involved the demolition of377 rent-controlled
units. Ultimately the developer agreed to put 360 of its new
1,900 units under rent control. 16 In 2015, however, the management group was accused of renting out some of those
rent-controlled units to tourists.17 Overall the area lost approximately 40% of its rent-controlled housing stock since
2000 and today a little over half of the rental units are under
rent control.
Despite the ongoing investments in subsidized housing
in the neighborhood, the new high-end developments have
contributed to the ongoing transformation of the neighborhood as characterized by the 2013 Yelp review by a SOMA
Grand resident:

eluding the one right in the building.... This neighborhood is transforming fast too!1 8
This, along with the loss of rent-controlled units, has resulted in a net loss over 150 low-income households (with
median incomes between 50% and 80% of San Francisco
median income) between 2000 and 2013. It is unclear, however, how much of that loss is due to the direct displacement
from the Trinity development or from indirect displacement
due to rising rents associated with local development or other factors affecting housing demand.
These two block groups illustrate the complex relationships between housing development and demographic
change. While both neighborhoods have witnessed dramatic development in one of the fastest growing parts of
San Francisco, and have similarly seen significant growth in
housing prices, one may be classified as experiencing displacement oflow-income households, while the other does
not. The ambiguous effects of development at the local level
carry over to affordability as well. In Table 5 we show the
linear modeling results of housing development on median
rent and housing cost burden for low-income households,
finding that subsidized units built in the 2000s are associ-

I bought a place here in 2009 and absolutely love
it. While the neighborhood might have a bit of grit
to it there are so many great restaurants nearby, inIGS Research Brief, May 2016
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Median Rent (2009-2013)
%of housing units built pre-1950 in 2000 ·
% of population nonwhite in 2000

Percent of Low Income Households that are
Housing Cost Burdened (2009-2013)

94.615

0.030

-230.837

0.126

%of adult population with college degree in 2000

692.844**

Housing density (pop/square mile) in 2000

-5.2E-04

% of households with income below 80% of county

-616.005***

0.113
9.5E-08
-0.109*

median in 2000
Number of new market-rate units built between 19902000

6.0E-01

-3.5E-05

1.0E+OO

2.6E-05

Number of new market-rate units built between 20002013

3.4E-02

1.5E-04*

Number of subsidized units built between 2000-2013

-9.lE-01*>!-

Intercept

1526.485***

Number of subsidized units built between 1990-2000

n

. -3.6E-04*
0.590***

578

563

0.250

0.020

***<.01 **<.05 *<.10 significance level
ated with a decline in median rent and housing cost burden, whereas market-rate developments are associated with
greater housing cost burden. Development of subsidized
and market-rate units in the 1990s appears to have no significant impact on affordability in the subsequent decade at
the block group level. As discussed above, housing affordability and displacement may be related to other neighborhood and regional factors, such as employment dynamics
and neighborhood amenities that were not included in the
models. Additional research will be needed with higherresolution housing data along with other information about
neighborhood amenities to better understand the dynamics
and impact of housing production at the local scale.

hoods, nor to increase affordability at the neighborhood
scale.
Through our analysis, we found that both market-rate
and subsidized housing development can reduce displacement pressures, but subsidized housing is twice as effective
as market-rate development at the regional level. It is unclear, however, if subsidized housing production can have
a protective effect on the neighborhood even for those not
fortunate enough to live in the subsidized units themselves.
By looking at data from the region and drilling down to
local case studies, we also see that the housing market dynamics and their impact on displacement operate differently
at these different scales. Further research and more detailed
data would be needed to better understand the mechanisms
via which housing production affects neighborhood affordability and displacement pressures. We know that other
neighborhood amenities such as parks, schools, and transit
have a significant impact on housing demand and neighborhood change19 and it will take additional research to better
untangle the various processes at the local level.
In overheated markets like San Francisco, addressing
the displacement crisis will require aggressive preservation
strategies in addition to the development of subsidized and

Conclusions
There is no denying the desperate need for housing in
California's coastal communities and similar housing markets around the U.S. Yet, while places like the Bay Area are
suffering from ballooning housing prices that are affecting
people at all income levels, the development of market-rate
housing may not be the most effective tool to prevent the
displacement oflow-income residents from their neighborIGS Research Brief, May 2016
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market-rate housing, as building alone won't protect specific vulnerable neighborhoods and households. This does
not mean that we should not continue and even accelerate
building. However, to help stabilize existing communities
we need to look beyond housing development alone to strategies that protect tenants and help them stay in their homes.

impacts from centrality oflocation. When we control for location in the three major cities (San Francisco, Oakland, and
San Jose), the effect of market-rate housing remains, but so
too does the magnitude of the effect of subsidized housing22
(Table 6, City Controls Model). In other words, all locations
being equal, subsidized housing still has a greater impact.
It has also been suggested that the results may be driven by neighborhood distress during the foreclosure crisis
where greater evictions occurred or fewer market rate units
were developed. To test this hypothesis, we controlled for
foreclosure rates between 2006 and 2013, finding the results
to be robust (Table 6, Distressed Tracts Model).
Finally, the categorical indicator developed by the LAO
could feasibly be labeling neighborhoods as experiencing
displacement that are in fact a result of other issues of decline such as high rates of foreclosures. We originally attempted to control for this by excluding tracts that had experienced overall population decline, however it is feasible
that gentrifying neighborhoods that witness a shift from
family to smaller households could also experience population decline. For this reason, we deemed the LAO definition
of displacement acceptable for the purposes of this analysis.
Nevertheless, we also ran a set of tests using a modified indicator that only counted tracts that grew from 2000-2013
as potentially experiencing displacement and also ran linear
regression models on the change oflow income households.
When we did this, the direction and implications of the results remained the same.

Technical Appendix
Data
We use the same dataset released on our website urbandisplacement.org as used in the LAO report. We add data
on the production of subsidized units using data from the
California Housing Partnership Corporation that compiled
information from federal LIHTC and HUD subsidies, as
well as California state subsidies. 20 We supplement this data
with information for San Francisco on parcel level housing
data and information on units produced under their Below
Market-Rate (inclusionary housing) program.
Defining Displacement
For the purposes of comparison, we use the same definition of displacement as the LAO report. They defined a
census tract as having experienced displacement if (1) its
overall population increased and its population of low-income households decreased, or (2) its overall population decreased and the rate oflow-income households declined at a
faster rate than the overall population decline. The time period for change in low-income households is 2000 to 2013.
We apply the same methodology for San Francisco block
groups.
It's important to note the limitations of this data in
proxying for displacement, as it is feasible that the change
in low-income households is a result not only of people
moving out and in, but also income mobility of households
moving down and becoming low income or up and becoming higher income. From our analysis of data from the Panel
Study on Income Dynamics we estimate that there would
have been a net increase in low-income households in most
places from 2000 to 2013 likely due to the Great Recession;
therefore, our estimates of displacement are likely an underestimate. Ideally we would be able to more accurately
proxy for displacement by using a measure of out-migration
of low-income households from a tract. Future research is
needed accessing mobility datasets to better capture the displacement phenomenon for the Bay Area.

Notes
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8. Note the coefficients of Model 1 do not match identically
those of Figure Al in the LAO report. The year of the independent
variables used for the LAO model were not indicated. We tried

Sensitivity Analysis
In their response to the LAO Report, Alex Karner and
Chris Benner argued that the LAO results may be due to
lumping together the major cities and low-density suburbs
into the same analysis. 21 Although the inclusion of density
should account for such differences, there may be additional
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City Controls Model
%of housing units built pre-1950 in 2000
% of population nonwhite in 2000

% of adult population with college degree in.2000

Housing density (pop/square mile) in 2000

Distressed Tracts Model

0.517**

0517**

-0.887***

-0.880***

1.840***

1.817***

-8.82E-06**

-8.87E-06**

3.005***

·2.992***

Number of new market-rate units built between 20002013

-0.002***

-0.002***

Number of subsidized units builtbetWeen 2000-2013

~0.005***

-0.005***

San Francisco control

-0.102

-0.104

San Jose control

-0.121

-0.124

Oakland control

-0.067

-0.067

% of households with income below 80% ofcounty ·

median in 2000

foreclosure rate, 2006-2013
Intercept

. -0.262
-1.715***

-1.697***

n

1569

1569

Pseudo R2

0.172

0.172

***<.01 **<.05 *<.10 significance level
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displacement pressure.
22. The same is true if we restrict our analysis only to census tracts with above average density. The effect is also consistent
when we control for tracts that gentrified in either decade (149
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Foreword

San Francisco's 2010 population - at 805,330 - has
well surpassed its all-timehlghin the 1950s. Despite
some long term shifts in proportional shares, San
Francisco's racial and etlmic composition remains
diverse. The City's Asian population is growing
steadily but the. number of Black residents
continues to drop. San Franciscans of Latin or
Hispanic origin are also increasing, although not
at rates seen at state or national levels.

More employed San Franciscans are taking transit
to work Commuting by car has dropped and
other travel to work modes such as biking and
walking are becoming more popular. Working at
home is also increasing. A growing number of San
Francisco households are C(!.I'-free.

San Francisco is a city of neighborhoods, diverse
in composition and character.
This report
compiles recently .released 2005-2009 American
Community Survey census data for each
neighborhood. It provides select demographic
and housing characteristics as well as information
on employment and the commute to work

San Franciscans are also getting older, with a
median age of 38.2 years. There are more children
under 5 years old but San Francisco continues to
be in the top three of major cities with the fewest
children. The numbers of older San Franciscans
are growing as well. Family households are
increasing but there are also more single-person
households.

San Francisco Change
in Racial Composition 1970-201 O
100)\

90%

Our citizens are also better educated; a third of
San Franciscans over 25 years old have earned a
B.A. diploma and about one in five hold a graduate
or professional degree. Median incomes rose,
although once adjusted for inflation, are almost
unchanged from 2000.

80%
70%
6t!%

Stl%

30%

20%

10%

San Francisco Population, 1950 - :W1 O

0%
1!170

.19SD

1S9!1

Racial Distribution,
San Francisco - California -United States, 201 o

1950

1960

1970

198!l

1990

2000

2010

Source: Bay Area Census; US Bureau of the Census
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more than four individual tracts and often
aggregate published categories (age, commute
mode, race), the margins of error themselves
become approximations.

Data Sources
Statistics in each neighborhood profiles come from
two datasets produced by the US. Census Bureau:
the 2005-2009 American Community Survey an.d
the 2010 Census. For fuis report, figures for total
population, race and Latino/Hispanic origins come
from the 2010 Census PL-94-171redistricting data
The bulk of the statistics presented, however, are
based on the 2005-2009 American Community
Survey (ACS).

Above all, when using data from the American
Community Survey, one must keep in mind that
sample data is inherently subject to error, and
estimates should be interpreted with some caution.
In the Appendix (page 80), the steps are included
for identifying applicable margins of error.

The Planning Department will analyze additional
Census 2010 data once these are released, The
Department will also provide yearly updates
based on the American Community Surveys fiveyear estimates.

The annual ACS, which is conducted year-round,
has replaced the 10-year, April 1 Census "long
form" and includes detailed socio-economic
statistics such as income, poverty, educational
attairunent, occupation, language spoken and
commute to work. Yearly ACS data is pooled in
sets of five years to generate sampling similar to
the decennial Census. The 2005-2009 ACS is the
first five-year estimate released and provides the
most current demographic profile of the country
at the census tract level.

Data Geography

Data from the 2005-2009 American CommQni,ty
Survey sample use the 2000 census tract
ge9graphles an.d are consistent over the decade,
allowing for comparison. For this report, the
Planning Department aggregated census tracts into
popularly-defined neighborhoods. Because the
census tracts don't perfectly match neighborhood
boundaries1 -withsometractsoverlappingdistricts
- the Planning Department assigned such tracts in
its entirety to a specific n,eighborhood.. The map
on the following page shows neighborhoods and
the census tracts assign,ed.

Because the ACS figures are estimates based on
there will be few references in absolute
numbers. The statistics are, instead, presented as
percentage shares.. When absolute numbers are
provided, these are rounded to the nearest 10. The
Census Bureau also publishes margins of error
(MOE) for all tables which we have included in an
Appendix.
~ples,

The Census Bureau also provides approximatioh
fon:nulas for calculating MOEs for derived or
aggregated measures. Moreover, the Bureau
also advises that derived MOEs are increasingly
imprecise once more than four individual values
are summed. For example~ adding high school
graduates for five census tracts to get to the
neighborhood level constitutes five such values.
Also, adding smaller age intervals to report data
by larger ones would introduce the same problem.
As most of these neighborhood profiles comprise

1 While·Censtis Block Gr'<;1up geographies allow for better fit

within neighborhoods, ACS data ls not always available at this

level of geography.
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San Francisco at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS

Percent Female

805,240
17117
49%

Households

324,180

Total Population*

Group Quarter Population

Family Households

44%

Households with Children, Pct ofTotal

18%

Non-Family Households

56%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

41%

Avg Household Size

2.4

Avg Family Household Size

3.5

Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*
Black/African American

(Residents 25 years and older)

6%

Asian

33%

White

48%

Native American Indian

0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific !slander

0%

Other/Two or More Races

11%

% Latino (of Any Race)

14%

High School or Less

29%

Some College/Associate Degree

20%

College Degree

32%

Graduate/Professional Degree

19%

Nativity and Language
Foreign Born

Age

34%

Language Spoken at home

0-4years

5%

5-17years

9%

English Only

56%

18-34years

29%

Spanish Only

12%

35-59 years

37%

Asian/Pacific Islander

26%

60and older

19%

(Residents 5 years and older}

Por;.!Nt:ioft by AQ.a:ndGe:ndM 211'109

Other European Language

6%

Other Languages

1%

City

Linguistic Isolation
% of All Households
% of Spanish-Speaking. Households

13%
23%

% of Asian Language Speaking Households
% of Other European-Speaking Households

40%

% of Households Speaking Other Languages

17%

.

"'
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San Francisco at a Glance
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
358,380

Total Number of Units

22;220

Units Built 2000 to 2009+

Income

1939

Median Year Structure Built:f:

Median Household Income

$70,117

Median Family Income

$86,665

324,180

Per Capita Income

$44,373

owner occupied

38%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

62%

Occupied Units

Vacant Units
For tent
For sale only

11%

10%

Employment

36%

Unemployment Rate

7%

6%

Employed Residents

443,140

11%

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

51%

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

16%

Service Occupations

16%

Other vacant

32%

Sales and Office Occupations

23%

Farming related Occupations

0.1%

Rented or sold, not occupied

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)

1995

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

2003

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

5%

Production and Transportation Occup.

6%

Strocttire Type

Single Family Housing

34%

2-4Unlts

21%

5 • 9.Uriits
10-19 Units

10%

20 Units or more

24%

Journey to Work
Workers 16 years and over

Car
DroveAfone

10%

Other

Transit

Housing Prices
$1,220

Median Home Value

$781,490

Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income
Vehicfes.Avaifable

26%

56%

Renters

44%

Vehicles Per Capita

8%
32%

Bike

3%

Walk

10%

Other

2%

Worked at Home

7%

Addltional Sources:
"2010 Census Red!striciing Data (PubUc Law 94-171).
+ Plannill!J Department Housing Inventory
t "1939" represents 1939 or eartier

349,240

Homeowners

47%
39%

Carpooled

0%

MedianRent

431,900

0.45

Households with-noYehide

95,280

Percent of Homeowning households

9%

Percent of Renting Households

42%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Communily Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sarnpfing errilrs. for more
ln(ormatton, see lrttp:f/www.census.gov/acs/WWW/Oownroadsfhandbooks/AGSGeneralHandbook.pdf

----------~-----------~---------------------

...

-----------------·-------... ---------------------... ____________________________________.. _____ . _.., ___________ _
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Bayview: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
35,890

Total Population*
Group Quarter Population

0
50%

Percent Female

9,480

Households
Family Households

70%

Households with Children, Pct ofTotal

40%

Non-Family Households

30%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

26%

Avg Household Size

3.6

Avg Family Household Size

4.5
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*
Black/African American

32%

Asian

33%

White

(Residents 25 years and older)

12%

1%

Native American Indian
Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

20%

% Latino (of Any Race)

25%

56%
26%

CoHege Degree

13%·

Graduate/Professional Degree

3%

Other/Two or More Races

Hlgh School or less
Some College/Associate Degree

4%

Nativity and language
Foreign Born

Age

33%

language Spoken at home

0-4years

8%

(Residents 5 years and older)

5-17years

19%

English Only

51%

18-34years

26%

Spanish Only

21%

35-59 years

32%

Asian/Pacific Islander

60 and older

16%

27%
1%

Other European Language
Other languages

'=' ~=:=::

Linguistic Isolation

•rBrs»fU'~
VI-

+

701074-~

% of All Households

12%

::::

% of Spanish-Speaking Households

27%

% of Asian Language Speaking Households

34%

•U

:O'la::4.1Cr.1.

~

610"5"~

•

+

••

e:•

1%

% of Other European-Speaking Households

~WM....,.

3%

;l$tt:D,..,

% of Households Speaking Other Languages

X!~::l4pn

:so;r.1,_..

23%

15~111~.

-===· S~D:ro- iiiii~;
t:ll-ID'µ.,.....

11111

,,_,_

Ii

~~........,.~....--,-~~~

D
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Bayview
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
10,540

Total Number of Units
Units Built 2000 to 2009+

760

Median Year Structure Built:t:

1952

Occupied Units

Income
Median Household Income

9,480

owner occljpied

51%.
49%

Renter occupied

Vacant Units

$43,155

Median Family Income

$50,029

Per Capita Income

$19,484

Percent in Poverty

18%

Employment

10%

For rent

11%

Unemployment Rate

14%

For sale only

11%

Employed Residents

13,740

Rented or sold, not occupied

2%

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

23%

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

2%

Service Occupations

26%

75%

Other vacant
Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own}

1992

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

2003

Sales and Office Occupations

25%

Farming related Occupations

0.4%

Construction and Maintenance Occup,

12%

Production and Transportatioti Occup.

13%

Structure Type
Single F;;imily Housing

68%

2 - 4 Units

12%

5-9Units

Journey to Work
Workers 15 years and over

7%

10 - 19 Units

5%

20~its~~re

~

Other

1%

Drove Alone
Carpooled

Median Home Value

29%

29%

Bike

0%

Walk

4%
1%
3%

Worked at Home

$5861201

Vehicles Available

12%

Other

$768

Median Rentas Percentage of HH Income

62%

50%

Transit

Housing Prices
Median Rent

13,010

Car

Additional Sources:
* 201 OCensus Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171 ).
+ Planning Department Housing tnventoiy
:t: '1939" represents 1939 or earlier

12,760

Homeowners

66%

Renters

34%

2000 Census Tracts for area: 230.01, 2.30.02, 230.03, 231.0i, 231.02.
231.03, 232. 233, 234, 606, 609, 610

0.38

May2011

Vehicles Per Capita

2,030

Households with no vehicle
Percent of Homeowning households

8%

Percent of Renting Households

35%

Nate: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community SuIVey and ls subject to sampfing and non-sampling errors. For more
·information, see http://www.census,gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf

----·--...------ ...
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Bernal Heights: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
Total Population*
Group Quarter Population
Percent Female

23,390
311
50%

Households

9,170

Family Households
Households with Children, Pct of Total

51%
26%

Non-Family Households

49%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

28%

Avg Household Size

2.8

Avg Family Household Size

3.8
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*
Black/African American

(Residents 25 years and older)

5%

Asian

16%

White

59%

Native American Indian

1%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/Two

or More Races

% Latino (of Any Race)

High School or Less

19%

28%

Some College/Associate Degree

21%

College Degree

30%

Graduate/Professional Degree

21%

Nativity and Language

29%

Foreign Born

Age

28%

Language Spoken at home

0-4 years

7%

5-17 years

10%

English Only

18-34years

26%

Spanish Only

27%

35-59years

44%

Asian/Pacific Islander

11%

60 and older

14%

(Residents 5 years and older)

Other European Language
other Languages

Linguistic Isolation
% of All Households

% of Spanish-Speaking Households
% of Asian Language Speaking Households
% of Other European-Speaking Households
% of Households Speaking Other Languages

!l:SUS}INl'1;

!/Jt:P:54.,_,.
<ii:t41:~

..Clot.... ,....

===== ====
.;$C;J.)t~
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58%

4%
0%

7%
21%

18%
4%
0%
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Bernal Heights
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units
Units BLiHt 2000 to 2009+
Median YearStructure Builtt:

9,710
460

Income

1939

9,170
58%

Renter occupied

42%

Per Capita Income

.$41,317

i>ercent1n Poverty

9%

Employment

6%

Vacant Units

$85,607
$88,507

Median Household Income

owner occupied

Occupied Units

Median Farnify Income

18%

Unemployment Rate

6%

For sale only

0%

Employed Residents

15,860

Rented or sold, not occupied

2%

For rent

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

51%

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

18%

Service Occupations

19%

Other vacant

61%

Sales and Office Occupations

20%

Farming related Occupations

0.1%

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own}
Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

1995
2003

Construction and Maintenance Qccup.

5%

Production and Transportation Occup.

5%

Struct1.1re Type
Single Family Housing

2-4 Units
5-9 Units

Journey to Work

65%

Workers 16 years and over

27%
4%

10-19 Units

2%

Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income
Vehicles Available

Homeowners

$1,373
$747,500
26%

Vehides Per Capita
Households with no vehicle
Percent of Homeowning households
Percent of Renting Households

Bike

5%

Walk

3%

Other

2%

Worked at Home

5%

Additional Sowi:es:
* 201 OCensus Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171 ).
+ Planning Department Housing Inventory
t '1939• represents 1939 or earlier

12,520

66%
34%

Renters

8%

32%

Transit

Housing Prices
Median Rent

44%

Carpooled

0%

Other

52%

Drove Alone

2%

20 Units or more

15,510

car

2000 Census Tracts for area: 251, 252, 253, 254.01, 254.02, 254.03
May 2011

0.48
i,430
8%

26%

Not~ Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American GomITT1JJ1ily Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, see IJttp://www.census,gov/ac;s/www/DOwntoads/handbooks/ACSGeneraJHandbook.pdf

------------------~

....... ______________________ -------------
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Castro/Upper Market: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
19,790

Total Population*

Group Quarter Population
Percent F.emale

0
36%

Households

13,810

Family Households

23%

Households with Children, Pct of Total

8%

Non-Family Households

77%

Single Person Households, Pct ofTotal

47%

Avg Household Size

1.9

Avg Family Household Size

2.8

Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*
Black/African American
Asian

(Residents 25 years.and older}

2%

High School or Less

10%

White

80%

Native American Indian

0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/Two or More Races

8%

% Latino (of Any Race}

8%

10%

Some College/Associate Degree

19%

College Degree

43%

Graduate/Professional Degree

28%

Nativity and Language
Foreign Born

Age

16%

Language Spoken at home

0-4years

4%

5-17years

(Residents 5 years and older)

3%

English Only

79%

18-34years

26%

Spanish Only

.7%

35-59years

53%

60 and older

14%
~ll'yAgeandGuld9r:2QOS
~UpP91'"..-. ...

Asian/Pacific Islander

5%

Other European Language

8%

Other Languages

1%

Linguistic Isolation

% of All Households

3%

% of Spanish-Speaking Households

9%

% of Asian Language Speaking Households

19%

% of Other European-Speaking Households

10%

% of Households Speaking Other Languages

0%

m ------------------------------·-·······-----------------·---------------------------------·-·----------·------------------------·----------------------------369
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Castro/Upper Market
HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units
Units Built 2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure Builtt

INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

14,810
140

Income

1939

Median Household Income

$92,237
$127,165
$67,206
8%

Median Family Income
Occupied Units
Owner occupied
Renter occupied
Vacant Units
For rent
For sale only

.13,810

Per Capita Income

34%
66%

Percent in Poverty

Employment

7%

38%

Unemployment Rate

5%

3%

Employed Residents

18,110
66%
9%
21%

Rented or sold, not occupied

11%

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

19%

Service Occupations

Other vacant

29%

Sales and Office Occupations

1998
2003

Farming related Occupations

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)
Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

0.0%
2%

Production and Transportation Occup.

2%

Structure Type
Single Family Housing

2-4 Units
5 -9 Units
10-19 Units

20 Units or more

Other

Journey to Work

24%
37%

Workers 16 years and over

15%

Car

17,800
46%

Drove Alone

15%

41%

Carpooled

9%
0%

5%

Transit

35%

2%
6%

Bike
Walk

Housing Prh;es
Median Rent
Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income

$1,485

$946,246
25%

Other

2%

Worked at Home

7%

Additional Sources:

* 2010 Census Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171 ).
Vehicles Available
Homeowners

45%

Renters

55%

Vehicles Per Capita
Households with no vehide
Percent of Homeowning households
Percent of Renting Households

+ Planning Department Housing Inventory

14,890

:f: "1939" represents 1939 or earlier

2000.Gensus Tracts for area: 169, 170,.203, 204, 205, 206

May 2011

0.58

2,950
8%
28%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from tile American Community ~urvey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
Information, see htrp:f/www.census.gov/acs/www/Oownloadsfhandbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf

__ ., _________ .. ____________________________ .._ ______________ .,. _ _ _ _ _ _ .. ______ ... _____ ..... .._.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ... ______ ... _ _ _ _ .. ________
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Chinatown: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
Total Population*

14,540

Group Quarter Population

0

Percent Female

50%

Households

6,720

Family Households

48%

Households with Children, Pct ofTotal

13%

Non-Family Households

52%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

49%

Avg Household Size

2.1

Avg Family Household Size

3.2
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*
Black/African American

(Residents 25 years and older}

2%

Asian

84%

White

12%

Native American Indian

0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/Two or More Races

2%

% Latino {of Any Race)

2%

High School or Less

70%

Some College/Associate Degree

13%
12%

College Degree
Graduate/Professional Degree

4%

Nativity and Language
Foreign Born

Age

75%

language Spoken at home

0-4years

3%

(Residents 5 years and older)

8%

English Only

18-34years

19%

Spanish Only

35-59 years

31%
39%

5-17years

GO and older

Asian/Pacific Islander

".£:::=-iiliiiipitizl;;i!iiii;.i~·;,•;u

14%

1%
84%

Other European Language

1%

Other Languages

0%

Linguistic Isolation

% of All Households

Mb1J.~

66%

65.:>0,,..m.

.,.,..,...,.

% of Spanish-Speaking Households

24%

% of Asian language Speaking Households
% of Other European-Speaking Households

84%

!f>lt:-"~

.

~~IM.~

•

"5.,,._

..t5a£2~

.c;l~M

% of Households Speaking Other languages

~t;S:Jl-

•

21%
#Numl

.

""
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Chinatown
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units
Units Built 2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure Builtt

7,490

80

Income

1939

Median Household Income
Median Family Income

Occupied Units

6,720

Owner occupied

6%

Renter occupied

94%

Per Capita Income

$17,630
$22,691
$18,574

Percent in Poverty

31%

10%

Employment

57%

Unemployment Rate

15%

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

0%
13%
11%

Employed Residents

5,350
22%
41%

Other vacant

19%

Sales and Office Occupations

23%

1995
1999

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

Vacant Units
For rent
For sale only
Rented or sold, not occupied

Median Year Moved ln to Unit (Own)
Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

Managerial and Prof. Occupations
Service Occupations

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

4%

Production and Transportation Occup.

10%

Structure Type
Single Family Housing

2-4 Units
5-9 Units
10-19 Units

20 Units or more
Other

Journey to Work

3%

Workers 16 years and over

10%

Car

11%

14%
61%

20%

Drove Alone

15%

Carpooled

5%
31%

Transit

1%

5,230

0%

Bike

Walk

Housing Prices
Median Rent
Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income
Vehicles AvaTiable
Homeowners
Renters
Vehicles Per Capita
Households witn no vehicle

$478
$781,746
27%

41%

Other

2%

WorkeQ at Home

6%

Additional Sources:
* 2010 Census Redistricting Datt (Public Law 94-171).
+ Planning Department Housing Inventory

1,560

:j: '1939'

13%

represents 1939 or earlier

2000CensusTractsforarea:107, 113.114, 115.118

87%
May 2011

0.11

5,410

Percent of Homeowning households

48%

Percent of Renting Households

83%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data tram the American Community Survey and is sUbject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
iniormation, see http:/fwww.census.gov/acs/www/Oownloads}handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pilf

-------·------------------------------------~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles

I ACS 2005-2009

Crocker Amazon: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
14,420

Total Population*
Group Quarter Population

0
49%

Percent Female

3,390

Households
Family Households

77%

Households with Children, Pct ofTotal

34%

Non-Family Households

23%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

17%

Avg Household Size

3.9

Avg Family Household Size

4.6
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*
Black/African American

(Residents 25 years and older)

2%

Asian

58%

White

22%

Native American Indian

0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

18%

% Latino (of Any Race)

26%

52%

Some College/Associate Degree

25%

College Degree

18%

Graduate/Professional Degree

0%

Other/Two or More Races

High School or Less

5%

Nativity and Language
Foreign Born

Age

52%

Language Spoken at home

4%

0-4 years

(Residents 5 years and older)

5-17years

16%

English Only

18-34years

21%

Spanish Only

19%

35-59 years

37%

Asian/Pacific Islander

47%

60 and older

22%

Other European Language

3%

Other Languages

0%

31%

Linguistic Isolation

t.:j',;;>(;,(~

% of All Households
% of Spanish-Speaking Households

17%

% of Asian Language Speaking Households
% of Other European-Speaking Households
% of Households Speaking Other Languages

27%

22%

Ml0-5!!1......,..
~'tll51~

..

.:t.11:i.q~
.(l)b4.i:~

:15'\:I~.....,.

~'l:l:W..-s

42%
39%

2:1-~29~
:Y.!1::>::'<~

!~QT(!~

m

-------·-----------------------------··-·----------·-·--------------·----------------------·------··-----------~-----------------·---'-----------·--·------·---··
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Crocker Amazon
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units
Units Built 2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure Built!:

3,620

220
1943

Income
Median Household Income

.$68,705

Median Family Income

$73,056

3,390

Per Capita Income

$23,644

Owner occupied

68%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

32%

Occupied Units

Vacant Units

Employment

6%

For rent

41%

Unemployment Rate

For sale only

18%

Employed Residents

Rented or sold, not occupied

0%
15%
26%

FQr seasonal, recreational, or occasional us
Other vacant

7%

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

9%
6,370
26%
29%

Service. Occupations

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own}

1991

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

2003

Sales and Office Occupations

24%

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

8%

Production and Transportatfon Occup.

13%

Structure Type
Single .Family Housing
2-4Units
S-9Units

10-19 Units
20 Units or more
Other

Journey to Work

80%

Workers 16 years and over

9%

Car

4%
4%
4%

6,310
57%

Drove A/one

47%

Carpooled

10%

Transit

0%

Bike
Housing Prices
Median

Rent

Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage.of HH Income

Vehicles AvailalJle

$1,287
$623,471
28%

74%

Renters

26%

Vehicles PerCapita

0.44

Households with no vehicle

280

Percent of Homeowning households
Percent of Renting,Households

1%

Other

1%

Worked at Home

4%

2000 Census Tracts tor area: 263.01, 263.02, 263;0S
May 2011

5%

15%

Note: Numbers aie estimates and represent sampnng data from the American Community Survey and is sllbject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, see h!tp://wWw.census.gov/acs{WWw{Oownloads/handbooks/ACSGenera!Handboot<.pdf
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1%

Walk

Additional Sources:
.. 2010 Census Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171 ).
+ Planning Oeparlment Housing lnventoiy
:j: "1939' represents 1939 or earlier

5,900

Homeowners

36%

San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles

I ACS 2005-2009

Diamond Heights/Glen Park: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
Total Population*

7,790

0

Group Quarter Population
Percent Female

51%

Households

3,810

Family Households

47%

Households with Children, Pct ofTotal

22%

Non-Family Households

53%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

37%

Avg Household Size

2.2

Avg Family Household Size

3.0

. Monterey Blvd

Educational Attainment
(Residents 25 years and older)

Race/Ethnicity*
Black/African American

6%

Asian

High School or Less

14%

White

70%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%
0%

Other/Two or More Races

9%

Native American Indian

% Latino (of Any Race)

17%

Some College/Associate Degree

15%

College Degree

33%

Graduate/Professional Degree

34%

Nativity and Language

13%

Foreign Bom

Age

18%

Language Spoken at home

0-4 years

8%

5-17 years

7%

(Residents 5 years and older)
English Only

18-34years

18%

35-59 years

46%

60 and older

22%
Po~~ by~ • .,... G.-ntkf201S
~ffed;tlts.a...P&rk

8%

Asian/Pacific Islander

8%

Other European Language

5%

Other Languages

1%

Linguistic Isolation
% of All Households

•

78%

Spanish Only

6%

% of Spanish-Speaking Households

34%

% of Asian Language Speaking Households

26%

% of Other European-Speaking Households

5%

% of Households Speaking Other Languages

0%

m -------·----------------------------------------·.--------------·------------------------------------------·-------------------------.--·------------------·.-------375
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Diamond Heights/Glen Park
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units
Units Built 2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure Builtt:

4,020
40

Income

1955

Median Household Income
Median Family Income

Occupied Units

3,810

Per Capita Income

Owner occupied

68%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

32%

Vacant Units

For rent

For sale only

$128,000

$59,158

9%

Employment

5%
0%

Unemployment Rate

6%

43%

Employed Residents

5,060

Rented or sold, not occupied

0%

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

0%

Service Occupations

Other vacant

$90,510

Sales and Office Occupations

57%

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)

1994

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

1999

Farming related Occupations

65%

6%

19%
0.0%

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

4%

Production and Transportation Occup.

5%

Structure Type
Single Family Housing

67%

2-4 Units

21%

5-9 Units

10-19 Units
20 Units or more
Other

Journey to Work
Workers 16 years and over

4,840

Car

3%

Drave Alone

1%

Carpooled

8%

Transit

0%

Bike

56%
48%

7%
32%

1%

Housing Prices

Walk

2%

Median Rent

Other

0%

Worked at Home

9%

Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income

$1,381
$918;255
21%

Adartional Sources:

* 2010 Census Redistricting Data.(Publlc Law 94-171).

Vehicles Available
Homeowners
Renters

2.000 Census Tracts for area: 217, 218

25%

0.62

Households with no vehicle

480

Percent of Renting Households

t •1939• represents 1939 or earlier

75%

Vehicles Per Capita

Percent of Homeowning households

+ Planning Department Housing tnventoiy

5!280

~2011

8%

21%

Nate: Numbers are estimates and represent sampUng data from the American Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, see ttttv.//www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHarnlbook.pdf

-··-·····-----·--------------------·-----··-··········--·-···----------,...····························--··--·············-···················-········· - IE
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San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles

I ACS 2005-2009

Downtown/Civic Center: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
44,240
712

Total Population*

Group Quarter Population

39%

Percent Female

Households

21,570

19%

Family Households
Households with Children, Pct of Total

6%

Non-Family Households

81%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

71%

Avg Household Size

1.6

Avg Family Household Size

3.2
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*
Black/African American

10%

Asian

28%

White

46%

Native American Indian

1%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/Two or More Races

15%

% Latino (of Any Race)

18%

(Residents 25 years and older)
High School or Less

41%

Some College/Associate Degree

25%

College Degree

23%

Graduate/Professional Degree

11%

Nativity and language
Foreign Born

Age

41%

Language Spoken at home

0-4 years

3%

(Residents 5 years and older)

5 -17 years

4%

English Only

18 - 34 years

33%

Spanish Only

15%

35 - 59 years

38%

Asian/Pacific Islander

24%

60 and older

21%
Po~

byAflcanod Gendw(:-Oat

~Ci>lfa~

M;oOt.=c.

53%

Other European language

6%

Other Languages

2%

..,.,~.111.-r1

"-"·~

av~

Linguistic Isolation

U

~

T!

NI

fl

...

% of All Households

19%

% of Spanish-Speaking Households

36%

% of Asian Language Speaking Households

56%

% of Other European-Speaking Households
% of Households Speaking Other Languages

S2%

38%

'

""
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SAN FRANCISCO PLANlllMG DEPARTMEHT

Downtown/Civic Center
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
25,840

Total Number of Units

1,560

Units Built 2000 to 2009+

Income

1939

Median Year Structure Builtt

Median Household Income

$24,491

Median Famijy Income

$33,409

21,570

Per Capita Income

$26,003

Owner occupied

4%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

96%

Occupied Units

Vacant Units

For rent
For sale only

25%

17%

Employment

57%

Unemployment Rate

9%

0%

Employed Residents

18,060

13%

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

36%

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

19%

Service Occupations

33%

Other vacant

11%

Sales and Office Occupations

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)

2000

Farming related Occupations

22%
0.1%

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

2004

Rented or sold, not occupied

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

4%

Production and Transportation Occup.

6%

Structure Type

5-9 Units

2%
2%
2%

10-19 Units

9%

Single Family Housing
2-4 Units

20 Units or more
Other

Journey to Work

Workers 16 years and over
Car

Drove Alarie
carpooled

85%

Transit

0%

Housing Prices

Median Rent
Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income

$806

$497,297
30%

17,590
12%

11%
2%

47%

Bike

3%

Walk

29%

Other

1%

Worked at Home

7%

Additional Sources:

* 20'1 OCensus Redisfricling Data (Public Law 94-171).
Vehicles Available
Homeowners

14%

Renters

86%

Vehicles Per capita
Households with no vehide

+ Planning Department Housing lnvtinlory

3,850

:t

"1939" represents 1939 or ear1ter

2000 Census Tracts for area: 120. 121. 122, 123, 124, 125, 160, ·1s2

May2011

0.11
17,620

·Percent of Homeowning households

45%

Percent of Renting Households

83%

Note: Numbers are estimates an<! represent sampfing data from the American Community Survey and is subjectto sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, see http://www.ce(\sus.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handlmoks/ACSGenera!Handbook.pdf

-----------------------------~------~---------•-·•
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San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles

I ACS 2005-2009

Excelsior: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
Total Population*

37,960

1463

Group Quarter Population
Percent Female

50%

Households

9,510

Family Households

75%

Households with Children, Pct ofTotal

35%

Non-Family Households

25%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

18%

Avg Household Size

3.7

Avg Family Household Size

4.4

Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*
Black/African American

(Residents 25 years and older}

3%

Asian

49%

26%

White
Native American Indian

1%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/Two or More Races

21%

% Latino (of Any Race)

30%

High School or Less

55%

Some College/Associate Degree

22%

College Degree

17%

Graduate/Professional Degree

6%

Nativity and Language
Foreign Born

Age

50%

language Spoken at home

0-4years

6%

5-17 years

14%

18-34years

21%

35-59 years

36%

60and older

24%

(Residents5 years and older)

29%

Spanish Only

27%

Asian/Pacific Islander

39%

Other European Language
Other Languages

~111J,-~alld~r21lGJ

Eltrab1Qr

English Only

r-.ui.,po:t.

4%
1%

~~----Ct'l'~

Linguistic Isolation
% of All Households

El

19%

% of Spanish-Speaking Households

26%

% of Asian Language Speaking Households

31%

% of Other European-Speaking Households
% of Households Speaking Other Languages

22%

17%

----------··--------------------·--------------------------------······----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·
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Excelsior
HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units
Units Built2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure Built!:

Occupied Units
Owner occupied
Renter occupied
Vacant Units

INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

10,080
90

Income

1943

Median Family Income

$67,398
$72,326

Per Capita Income

$23,562

Median Household Income

9,510
73%
27%

Percent in Poverty

6%

11%

Employment

For rent

19%

Unemployment Rate

9%

For sale only

12%
9%

Employed Residents

17,060

Rented or sold, not occupied
For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us
other vacant
Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)
Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

9%
50%

1991
2002

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

28%

Service Occupations

25%

Sales and Office Occupations

26%

Farming related Occupations
Construction and Maintenance Occup.

0.2%
10%

Production and Transportation Occup.

11%

Structure Type
Single Family Housing

2-4 Units
5-9 Units
10-19 Units
20 Units or more
Other

Journey to Work

88%

Workers 16 years and over

9%
2%
1%
1%

Car

Housing Prices
Median Rent
Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income
Vehicles Available

Drove Atone

53%

Carpooled

11%

Transit

0%

$1,239
$624,593

16,440
64%

29%

Bike

1%

Walk

1%

Other

1%
3%

Worked at Home

31%

Addllional Sources:

* 2010 C~nsus Registricting Data (Public Law 94-171).
+ Planning Department Housing Inventory

15,870

·:to "1939" represents 1939 or earlier

Homeowners

78%

2000 Census Tracts for area: 256, 257, 259, 260.01, 260.02, 260.03,

Renters

22%

260.04

0.45

May2011

Vehicles Per Capita
Households with no vehicle
Percent of Homeowning households
Percent of Renting Households

1,190

9%
22%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Gommunily Survey and is subfect to sampling and non-sampOng errors. For more
information, see http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdl
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San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles

I ACS 2005-2009

Financial District: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
Total Population*

1,780

82

Group Quarter Population

44%

Percent Female

1,620

Households

21%

Family Households
Households with Children, Pct ofTotal

4%

Non-Family Households

79%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

70%

1.5
3.0

Avg Household Size
Avg Family Household Size

Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*

(Residents 25 years and older)

6%

Black/African American
Asian

47%
39%

White
Native American Indian

1%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/Two or More Races

7%

% Latino (of Any Race)

7%

High School or Less

24%

Some College/Associate Degree

20%

College Degree

33%

Graduate/Professional Degree

22%

Nativity and language
Foreign Born

Age

44%

Language Spoken at home

0-4years

1%

(Residents 5 years and older)

5-17years

3%

English Only

18-34years

25%

Spanish Only

35 "59years

52%

60andolder

19%

Asic;m/Pacific Islander

tl'ri,...lllticm "by AtP .and Cmndet''2CG:!
J"WM~Obtrid.

Ma.pd.

53%

4%
34%

Other European Language

8%

Other Languages

1%

~4'd

Linguistic Isolation

-»o~~ ~~--i>Cibs.t~

.

.tSt:iU'rt"""

' «U="'"""'"

-~~~~•>

3S'ICl'.l9JM<"I.

:iclt:l"<,_.._

% of All Households

14%

% of Spanlsh~Speaking Households

16%

% of Asian Language Speaking Households
% of other European-Speaking Households
% of Households Speaking Other Languages

54%

6%
0%

25C!i~

:3'2a2",..mi
ntiit19~

~

-----------------·---~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Financial District
HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS

INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND

Total Number of Units

2,330

JOURNEY TO WORK

Units Built 2000 to 2009+

1,630
1980

Income

Median Vear Structure Built:t:

Median Household Income
Median Family Income

Occupied Units

1,620

Per Capita Income

Owner occupied

14%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

86%

Vacant Units
For rent
For sale only
Rented or sold, not occupied
For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

$70,997
18%

30%

Employment

45%

Unemployment Rate

6%

2%

Employed Residents

1,600

14%

Mam;1gerial and Prof. Occupations

56%

34%

Service Occupations

16%

4%

Other vacant

$45,221
$104,167

Median Year Moved In to Unit {Own)

2010

Median Year Moved In to Uri it {Rent)

2003

Sales and Office Occupations

22%

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

1%

Production and Transportation Occup.

7%

Structure Type
Single Family Housing

Journey to Work

3%

2-4 Units

Workers 16 years and over

1%

5-9Units

0%

4%

10-19 Units

20 Units or more

91%

Other

0%

1,580

Car

15%

Drove Alone
Carpooled
Transit

14%

1%
21%

Bike
Housing Prices

$1,002

Median Rent
Median Home Value
Median Rent

as Percentage of HH Income

Vehicles Available

31%

Homeowners

770
31%

Renters

69%

Vehicles Per Capita

031

Households with no vehicle
Percent of Homeowning households

980
12%

Percent of Renting Househofds

68%

50%

Other

3%

Worked at Home

$942,568

0%

Walk

11%

Additional Sources:
* 201 oCensu5 Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171 ).
+ Pla[IOing Department Housing Inventory
4: '1939• represent$ 1939 or earlier
2000 Census Tracts for area: 117.176.02
May 2011

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data rr-0m the American Community Survey and is subject ro sampfing and non-sampUng errors. For more
information. see http://WwW.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf

_____________________________ _________________
.,.

_,.

____________ . _... ___________ ... __________ ,.. ___ .,.,._.,..____________________ .,._..:. __ . __________ .......,--...
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San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles

I ACS 2005-2009

Haight Ashbury: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
Total Population*

211800

Group Quarter Population

464

Percent Female

46%

Households

10,370

Family Households

33%

Households with Children, Pct of Total

13%

Non-Family Households

67%

Single Person Households, Pct ofTotal

43%

Avg Household Size

2.1
2.9

Avg Family Household Size

Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*
Black/African American
Asian

(Residents 25 years and older}

5%

High School or Less

10%

White

Some College/Associate Degree

77%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%
0%

Other/Two or More Races

8%

% Latino (of Any Race)

9%

Native American Indian

10%
18%

College Degree

43%

Graduate/Professional Degree

29%

Nativity and Language
Foreign Born

Age

15%

Language Spoken at home

0-4years

6%
6%

5-17years

(Residents 5 years and older)
English Only

18-34years

39%

35-59 years

39%

(lO and older

10%

Asian/Pacific Islander

4%
7%
0%

Other Languages

..,,_

Linguistic Isolation
% of All Households
% of Spanish-Speaking Households

_.. _________________________ ___ .., ______________________________ ,.. _______ ..;. ___________ _
':'

6%

Other European language

---

83%

Spanish Only

3%
2%

% of Asian Language Speaking Households

29%

% of Other European-Speaking Households

14%

% of Households Speaking Other Languages

0%

-----------------------------------------------------------·
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Haight Ashbury
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units

JOURNEY TO WORK

11,470
120

Units Built 2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure Built+

Income

l939

Median Household Income
Median Family Income

10,370

Occupied Units
Owner occupied

30%

Renter occupied

70%

Per Capita Income

$85,539
$125,394

$57,953

Percent in Poverty

11%

10%

Employment

For rent

23%

Unemployment Rate

4%

For sale only

13%

Employed Residents

14,890

Vacant Units

Rented or sold, not occupied
.For seasonal, recreational,

or occasional us

Other vacant

7%

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

68%

6%

Service Occupations

11%

51%

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)

2000

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

2003

Sales and Office Occupations

17%

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

2%

Production and Transportation O~p.

1%

Structure Type
Sfngle Family Housing

17%

2-4 Units

39%

5-9 Units

10-19 Units
20 Units or more
Other

Journey to Work
Workers 16 years and over

14,700
36%

Car

24%

Drove Alane

12%

31%

Carpooled

8%

Transit

0%

Bike

Housing Prices
Median Rent
Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income

$1,409
$943,062
26%

5%
40%

7%

Walk

6%

Other

3%

Worked at Home

8%

Additional Sources:

* 2010 Census Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171).

Vehicles Available
Homeowners
Renters
Vehicles Per Caplt?
Households With no vehicle
Percent of Homeowning households
Percent of Renting Households

+ Planning DepartmentHousing lnventoiY
:t '1939"represenfs 1939 or earner

10,040
45%

2000 Census Tracts for.area: 165, 166, 167, 171

55%
May 2011

0.47
3,080
9%

39%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, see tittp://VIWW.census.gov/acs/www;Down!oads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf
·
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San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles

I ACS 2005-2009

Inner Richmond: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
Total Population*

39,690

Group Quarter Population

2459
55%

Percent Female

Households

17,350

Family Households

49%

Households with Children, Pct of Total

21%

Non-Family Households

51%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

34%

2.4
3.2

Avg Household Size
Avg Family Household Size

Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*

Black/African American

(Residents 25 years and older)

2%

Asian

High School or Less

38%

51%

White

Native American Indian

0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/Two or More Races

8%

% Latino (of Any Race)

6%

22%

Some College/Associate Degree

21%

College Degree

35%

Graduate/Professional Degree

22%

Nativity and Language
Foreign Born

Age

32%

Language Spoken at home

0-4years

5%

5-17 years

9%

(Residents 5 years and older)
English Only

18-34years

34%

35-59 years

36%

60 and older

17%

Spanish Only
Asian/Pacific Islander

p.o~~ ..... ~d0.Mct208'

57%

4%
29%

Other European Language

9%

Other Languages

0%

lM<IU'"Rk:kmoM

.,.:.:!! :::::: ~..

2tJ-

linguistic Isolation

14-r.lt:i7$'fl4."4~
1'CllD14,_.

~J:>~,.,n

% of All Households

- -

% of Spanish-Speaking Households

- <IU . . . «llcf;.(,,.,,11>

~IO~~

-

5'b~)M'1o- ·~~~!@Ii•

15%
2%

% of Asian Language Speaking Households

42%

% of Other European-Speaking Households
% of Households Speaking Other Languages

33%

"'511:14,....,.

nu+I_..
3$1:1:»)100

=

l .,b.. -~~~~~
I

Zi:;i.~,,.._

:Olo:l!.t.,_,..

"!Ii· :::::..
u

:1"

:£'1;>it~'

~s~

0%

11•

3.4.

.

••

""'

~
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S!Ul fRAllCISCO PLAllUH!G DEPARTr.IEf!T

Inner Richmond
HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS

INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

19,080
490
1939

Total Number of Units
Units Built 2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure Built:!:

Income
Median Household Income
Median Family Income

Occupied Units
owner occupied

17,350
32%

Renter occupied

68%

Vacant Units

Per Capita income
Percent in Poverty
Employment

9%

For rent

$69,861
$88,804
$41,369
12%

22%

Unemployment Rate

For sale only

3%

Employed Residents

Rented or sold, not occupied

2%

6%
24,660

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

52%

14%

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

11%

Service Occupations

Other vacant

62%

Sales and Office Occupations

26%

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)

1993

Farming related Occupations

0.1%

Median Year Moved In toUnit{Rent)

2003

Construction and Maint;enan<:;e Occup.

3%

Production and Transportation Occup.

5%

Structure Type
Single Family Housing

22%

2-4Units

48%
16%
10%
4%
0%

5-9 Units

10-19 Units
20 Units or more
Other

Journey to Work

Workers 16 years and over
Drove Alone

$941,194

Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income

26%

Vehicles Available
Renters

35%

Bike

3%

Walk

9%

Other

2%

Worked at Home

6%

Additional Sources:
* 2010 Census Redistricting Data (Public Law94-171).
+ Plannirig Depanrnent Houslng Inventory
:j: '1939' represents 1939 or earlier

20,050
42%

Homeowners

9%

Carpooled

$:1,,337

Median Horne Value

45%
35%

Transit

Housing Prices
Median Rent

23,690

Car

2000 Census Tracts for area: 156, 157,401, 402, 426, 451, 452, 476

58%

Vehicles Per Capita

May2011

0.47

Households wlfh no vehicle

4;120

Percent of Homeowning households

12%

Percent of Renting Households

29%

Note: Numbers are estimates amt represent sampling data from tile American Communily Survey an.d is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, see http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Oqwnloads/handbooks/AGS(leneraJHandbook.pdf

____________________ ..
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San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles

I ACS 2005-2009

Inner Sunset: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
Total Population*

26,520

184

Group Quarter Population

50%

Percent Female
Households

11,590

Family Households

45%

Households with Children, Pct of Total

16%

Non-Family Households

55%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

36%

Avg Household Size

2.4

Avg Family Household Size

3.2
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*
Black/African American

(Residents 25 years and older)

2%

Asian

High School or Less

33%

White

58%

Native American Indian

0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/Two or More Races

7%

% Latino (of Any Race)

6%

14%

Some College/Associate Degree

16%

College Degree

37%

Graduate/Professional Degree

33%

Nativity and language
Foreign Bom

Age

26%

Language Spoken at home

0-4years

6%

5-17years

8%

English Only

18-34 years

33%

Spanish Only

35-59years

36%

60and older

. ,. . __-:J.!i.
. .~i=~ i ·: "

(Residents 5 years and older)

Asian/Pacific Islander

17%

Po~nbyA;•and~2®t

67%
3%
22%

Other European Language

7%

Other Languages

1%

JimarSllnsait

2.

:t•

•S.5
...~

•

Linguistic Isolation

~b~~

~ .... 79,_....-~

!.010St,....,..

% of All Households

% of Spanish-Speaking Households
% of Asian Language Speaking Households

•

~tl.t:/~

·~.

% of Other European-Speaking Households

cototu·,......,
.31h1!&~

% of Households Speaking Other Languages

»•3'~

9%

7%
31%

18%
18%

~:0-:ti)'Nno

,_

Z>i:>!4~

:::::Ee:
$:011~

~

~~~~~·~'~~~ ,,.,..,,.... ~~~~·~'~-;-~~~

~
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SAM Ff!Af!CISCO PLAIHHllG OEPARTME!IT

Inner Sunset
HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS

INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

12,490

Total Number of Units

Units Built 2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure Built:i:

100
1945

Income
Median Household Income
Median Family Income

Occupied Units
Owner occupied

11,590
40%

Renter occupied

60".ki

Vacant Units

Per Capita Income
Percent in Poverty

$85,696
$102,639

$51,086
8%

Emproyment

7%

For rent

22%

Unemployment Rate

4%

For sale only

11%

Employed Residents

16,730

Rented or sold, not occupied
For seasonal. recreational,

or occasional us

Other vacant
Median Year Moved In to Unit (OWn)
Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

8%

i6%

Service Occupations

43%

Sales and Office Occupations
Farming related Occupations

1992
2004

66%

9%
19%
0.0%

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

3%

Production and Transportation Occup.

3%

Structure Type
Single Family Housing

40%

2-4 Units

33%

5-9 Units

Journey to Work
Workers 16 years and over

11%

Bike
Walk

7%

Drove Alone

20 Units or more

7%

Carpooled·

Other

0%

Transit

Housing Prices
Median Rent
Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income
Vehicles Available

$1,469
$883,481
24%

52%

41%
10%
30%
2%

8%

10-19 Units

16A70

Car

Other

2%

Worked at Home

7%

Additional Sources:
* 201 OCensus Redistricting Data. (Publlc Law 94-171 ).
+ Planning Department Housing Inventory
t "1939" represents 1939 or earlier

15,480

Homeowners

47%

2000 Census Trac!s for area: 301.01. 301 .02, 302.01, 302.02, 303.01 1

Renters

53%

303.02

0.56

May 2011

Vehicles Per Capita
Households with no vehicle
Percent of Homeowning households
Percent of Renting Households

1,680

8%
19%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampring data from the Amerfcan. Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, see ltttp://'liww.census.gov/acs/WWV//Downloads/llandbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdr
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San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles

I ACS 2005-2009
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Lakeshore: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
Total Population*

Group Quarter Population
Percent Female
Households
Family Households

16,630
9!;J7
55%

6,030
48%

Households with Children, Pct ofTotal

17%

Non-Family Households

52%

Single Person Households, Pct ofTotal

36%

Avg Household Size
Avg Family Household Size

2.5
3.1
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*
Black/African American
Asian

34%

White

49%

Native American Indian

0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/Two or More Races
% Latino (of Any Race)

(Residents 25 years and older)

5%

College Degree

21%
24%
35%

Graduate/Professional Degree

20%

High School or Less
Some College/Associate Degree

11%

Nativity and Language

9%

Foreign Born

Age

38%

Language Spoken at home

0-4years

4%

(Residents 5 years and older)

5-17years

8%

English Only

18-34years

40%

Spanish Only

35.- 59 years

31%

Asian/Pacific Islander

26%

60and older

17%

Other European Language

13%

Other Languages

54%
5%

2%

Linguistic Isolation

~

% of All Households
% of Spanish-Speaking Households

15%

% of Asian Language Speaking Households

30%

% of other European-Speaking Households
% of Households Speaking other Languages

40%

9%

14%

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·---------------------------------389
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SAil FRANCISCO PLAtllllNG DEPARTMEf!T '

Lakeshore
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units
Units Built 2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure Built:t

6,710
120

Income

1955

Median Household Income

$62,904

Median Family Income

$85,654

6,030

Per Capita Income

$32,513

Owner occupied

23%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

77%

Occupied Units

Vacant Units
For rent
For safe only
Rented or sold, not occupied
For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us.
Other vacant
Median Vear Moved In to Unit(Own)
Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

17%

Employment

10%
54%
3%

Unemployment Rate

8%

Employed Residents

8;570

Service Occupations

47%
14%

Sales and Office Occupations

32%

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

13%
3%

28%
1992

2004

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

3%

Production and Transportation Occup.

4%

Structure Type
Single Famify Housing

2-4 Units
5 -9 Units
10-19 Units

20 Units or more
Other

Journey to Work

2~%

4%

Workers 16 years and over

5%

Car

Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income

Vehicles Available

8%

$1,495

$90:1,,153
29%

42%

Vehicles Per Capita

0.29

Households with no vehicle

920

Percent of Homeowning households
Percent of Renting Households

Bike

1%

Walk

7%

Other

0%

Worked at Home

5%

Additional Sources:
* 201 OCensus Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171 ).
+ Planning Department Housing lnventoiy
; "1939" represents 1939 or earner

4,270
58%

27%

Transit

0%

Renters

9%

Carpooled

56%

Homeowners

59%
50%

Drove Alone

Housing Prices
Median Rent

8,360

2000 Gensus Tracts for area: 331, 332.01, 332.02, 604
May2011

7%

18%

Nate: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and1s subject io sampling and non-sampftng errors. Far more
information, see http://www.census.govfacs/www/Downloads/hamlbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf
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Marina: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
22,810

Total Population*
Group Quarter Population

0

55%

Percent Female

13,010
27%

Households
Family Househotds
Households with Children, Pct of Total

7%

Non-Family Households

73%

Single Person Households, Pct ofTotal

58%

Avg Household Size

1.7

Avg Family Household Size

2.6
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*

(Residents 25 years and older)

1%

Blad:/African American
Asian

11%

White

84%

Native American Indian

Cl°fe

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/Two or More Races·

4%

% Latino (of Any Race)

6%

High School or Less

7%

Some College/Associate Degree

13%

College Degree

50%

Graduate/Professional Degree

29%

Nativity and Language
Foreign Born

Age

15%

Language Spoken at home

0-4years

5%

5-17years

3%

(Residents 5 Years and older)
English Only

84%

18-34years

42%

Spanish Only

4%

35-59years

35%

Asian/Pacific Islander

5%

60and older

15%

Other European Language

7%

Other Languages

1%

Linguistic Isolation

% of All Households
% of Spanish-Speaking Households
% of Asian Language Speaking Households

% of Other European-Speaking Households
% of Households Speaking Other Languages

~

H

1fi

M

~

~

~

•
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•

~

C
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~

~

•

~
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2%

.6%

8%
17%

0%

SAN fRA!lCISCO PLA!ltlltlG DEPARTMH!T

Marina
HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units
Units Built2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure Built:f:

INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

14,850

240

Income

1939

Median Household Income
Median Family Income

Occupied Units
owner occupied

13,010
25%

Renter occupied

75%

Vacant Units
For rent
For sale only
Rented or sold, not occupied

Per Capita Income

$102,442
$152,941
$87,353

Percent in Poverty

12%

Employment

35%

Unemployment'Rate

7%

Employed Residents

6%

5%
15,890

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

68%

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

6%
14%

Service Occupations

Other vacant

38%

Sales and Office Occupations

26%

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)
Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

1999

3%

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

2004

2%
1%

Production and Transportation Occup.
Structure Type
Single Family Housing

1.2%

2-4 Units

30%

5-9 Units

.13%

10-19 Units

31%

20 Units or more
0th.er

Journey to Work

Workers 16 years and over
Car
Drove Alone

Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income

54%
45%

9%

Carpooled

14%

Transit

0%

Housing Prices
Median Rent

15,740

$1,684
$1,836,082
22%

30%

Bike

0%

Walk

5%

Other

2%

Worked at Home

9%

Additional Sources;

* 201 o Census Rooisbicting Data (PUbfic Law 94-171 ).

Vehicles Available
Homeowners

32%

Renters

68%

Vehicles Per capita
Households with no vehicle
Percent of Homeownlng households
Percent of Renting Households

+ Planning Department Housing Inventory

14,500

:f: "1939" represents 1939 or earlier

2000CensusTractsforarea:126, 127, 128, 129, 130

May2011

0.66

2,390
9%

21%

Nate: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampfing errors. For more
information, see http://WWW.census.gov/acs{wwwtDownloads/handboaks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf
·
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San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles

I ACS 2005-2009

Mission: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
57,300
867

Total Population*
Group Quarter Population

47%

Percent Female

22,190

Households
Family Households

38%

Households with Children, Pct of Total

17%

Non-Family Households

62%

Single Person Households, Pct ofTotal

38%

Avg Household Size

2.6

Avg Family Household Size

3.8

t

Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*
Black/African American

(Residents 25 years and older)

4%

Asian

13%

White

57%

Native American Indian

High School or Less

1%

Other/Two or More Races

0%
25%

% Latino (of Any Race)

41%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

35%

Some College/Associate Degree

17%

College Degree

31%

Graduate/Professional Degree

18%

Nativity and Language
Foreign Born

Age

39%

Language Spoken at home

0-4years
5-17years

5%

{Residents 5 years and older)

8%

English Only

48%

Spanish Only

37%

Asian/Pacific Islander

10%

18-34years

40%

35-59 years

34%

60and older

13%

Other European Language

5%

Other Languages

1%

Linguistic Isolation

~&

~

1<$

"''

c

to';

e.

...

~

"'

:z

Q

p

~

d

G

11

% of All Households
% of Spanish-Speaking Households
% of Asian Language Speaking Households

16%
41%

% of Other European-Speaking Households
% of Households Speaking Other Languages

21%

29%

6%

~~l•~e;.1C

""
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SAN FRAflClSG{) PLAlHl!flG DEPARTMENT

Mission
HOUSING CHARACTERlSTICS
Total Number of Units
Units Built 2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure Built+

INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

23,840

1,610

Income

1939

Median Household Income

$63,627

Median Family Income

$57,897

22,190

Per Capita Income

Owner occupied

26%

Percentin Poverty

$37,667
13%

Renter occupied

74%

Occupied Units

Vacant Units

7%

Employment

43%

Unemployment Rate

5%

For sale only

6%

Employed Residents

37,410

Rented or sold, not occupied

6%

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

45%

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

5%

Service Occupations

21%

For rent

Other vacant
Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)
Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

39%

Sales and Office Occupations

20%

2001
2003

Farming related Occupations

0.1%
7%
7%

Construction and Maintenance Occup.
Production and Transportation OcciJp.

Structure Type
Single Family Housing

26%

2-4 Units

28%

5•9 Units

16%

10-19 Units
20 Units or more
other

Journey to Work
Workers 16 years and over

36,950

Car

30%

Drove Alone

13%

24%

Carpooled

17%

Transit

0%

7%
43%

8%

Bike
Housing.Prices
Median Rent
Median Home Value
Median Rerit as. Percentage of HH Income

Vehicles Available

$738,529
26%

2%
5%

. Ad<frticinal Sources:
* 2010 Census Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171).
+ Planning Departmimt Housing Inventory
-1: "1939• repres~nts 1939 or earlfer

19,000
39%

Renters

61%
0.33

Households with no vehicle

Other
Worked at Home

$1,083

Homeowners
Vehicles Per Capita

11%

Walk

2000 Census Tracts for area: 177, 201, 202, 207, 208, 209, 210,
228.01, 22B.02, 228.03, 229.01, 229.02, 229,03

May2011

8,640

Percent of ftomeowning households

12%

Percent of Renting Households

48%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, see http".//www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/AGSGeneralHandbook.pdf

"'----........ ___________________________________________________________________________________ ____________________________________________ ..,. ___________ _
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I ACS 2005-2009

San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles

Mission Bay: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
9,080

Total Population*

0

Group Quarter Population

41%

Percent Female

2,190

Households
Family 1-louseholds

42%

Households with Children, Pct of Total

12%

Non-Family Households

58%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

43%

Avg Household Size

2.0

Avg Family Household Size

2.9
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*

Black/African American

(Residents 25 years and older)

4%

Asian

39%

White

49%

Native American Indian

0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/Two or More Races

8%

% Latino (of Any Race)

9%

High School or Less

19%

Some College/Associate Degree

14%

College Degree

37%

Graduate/Professional Degree

313

Nativity and language
Foreign Born

Age

41%

Language Spoken at home

0-4 years

5%

(Residents 5 years and older)

5-17years

3%

English Only

18-34years

45%

Spanish Only

35-59 years

34%

Asian/Pacific Islander

25%

60and older

13%

other European Language

15%

---

Other Languages

.,.,,_

~

~

w u

~
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~
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~

~

4

I
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l

~

Q

M

~

a

~

57%
2%

0%

Linguistic Isolation

10%

% of All Households
% of Spanish-Speaking Households

37%

% of Asian Language Speaking Households

27%

% of Other European-Speaking Households

19%

% of Households Speaking Other Languages

0%

~
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Mission Bay
Total Number of Units

2,440

INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

Units Built 2000 to 2009+

3,550

Income

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS

Median Year Structure Builtt
Occupied Units

2003

Median Household Income

$103,942

Median Family Income

$112,500

2,190

Per capita Income

Owner occupied

29%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

71%

$69,135
9%

10%

Employment

For rent

13%

Unemployment Rate

8%

For sale only

32%

Employed Residents

2,820

Rented or sold, not occupied

10%

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

11%

Service Occupations

33%

Sales and Office Occupations

26%

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

Vacant Units

Other vacant
Median Year Moved In to Unit {Own)
Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

2010
2010

59%

7%

Construction and Maintenance Occup,

4%

Production and Transportation Occup.

4%

Structure Type
Single Family Housing

3%

2-4Units

0%

5-9 Units
10-19 Units
20 Units or more
Other

Journey to Work
Workers 16years and over
car

0%

Drove Alone

2%

2~760

40%

35%

4%

Carpooled

95%

Transit

0%

31%
1%

Bike
Walk

Housing Prices
Median Rent
Median Home Value
Median Rent as Perce11tage of HH Income

Vehicles Available

$2,315
$832,176
26%

35%

Renters

65%

Vehlcl_es Per capita

0.49

Hoµseholds with no vehicle

430

Percent of Homeowning households
Percent of Renting Households

other

6%

Worked at Home

5%

Adartional Sources:
* 2010 Census Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171).
+ Planning Department Housing lnventoiy
:f: •1939• represents 1939 or earlier

2,200

Homeowners

17%

2000 Census Tracts for area: 607

May 2011

4%
26%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
lnformation, see http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGenera!Handbook.pdf
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Nob Hill: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
Total Population*

Group Quarter Population
Percent Female
Households
Family Households
Households with Children, Pct of Total

22,860

248
52%

9,800
30%
9%

Non-Family Households

70%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

56%

Avg Household Size

1.9

Avg Family Household Size

3.0

Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*
Black/African American

(Residents 25 years and older)

2%

Asian

39%

White

53%

Native American Indian

0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/Two or !Vlore Races

6%

% Latino (of Any Race)

8%

High School or Less

28%

Some College/Associate Degree

21%

College Degree

37%

Graduate/Professional Degree

14%

Nativity and Language
Foreign Som

Age

37%

Language Spoken at home

0-4years

3%

5-17years

5%

English Only

18-34years

35%

Spanish Only

35-59 years

35%

60 and older

22%

(Residents 5 years and older)

Asian/Pacific Islander

57%
5%
32%

Other European Language

6%

Other Languages

0%

Linguistic Isolation
% of All Households

ml

14%

% of Spanish-Speaking Households

13%

% of Asian Language Speaking Households
% of Other European-Speaking Households

44%

% of Households Speaking Other Languages

0%

26%

·---------------------·----·--·---···----------···----···--·-··----·-----·----··---·----------··-----·--------·----------------·----------------------·--··
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Nob Hill
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units

11,650

Units Built 2000 to 2009+

240

Median Year Structure Builrt

1939

Occupied Units

Income

9,800

Owner occupied

14%

Renter occupied

86%

Vacant Units
For rent
Forsate only
Rented or sold, not occupied
For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us
Other vacant
Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own}
Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

Median Household Income

$53,283

Median Family Income

$53,138

Per capita Income

$46,484

Percent in Poverty

13%

16%

Employment

53%

Unempioyment Rate

4%

0%

Employed Residents

11,740

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

9%
35%

4%
1998

2002

49%

Service Occupations

17%

Sales and Office Occupations

26%

Farming related Occupations
Construction and Maintenance Occup.

0.0%
3%

Production <md Transportatiqn Occup.

4%

Structure Type
Single Family Housing
2-4 Units
5-9 Units

Workers 16 years and over

10%

Car

14%

10-19 Units

22%

20 Units or more

51%

Other

Journey to Work

2%

Drove Alone

Median Home Value
Median RE:nt as Percentage of HH Income

Vehicles Available

0%

$1,081
$702,!532

26%

24%

Renters

76%

Vehicles Per Capita
Households with no vehicle
Percent of Homeowning households
Percent of Renting Households

3%

30%

Bike

1%

Walk

36%

Other

1%

Worked at Home

7%

Adartional Sources:
* 201 OCensus Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171 ).
+ Planning Department Housing Inventory
:t "1939" represents 1939 or earli~r

5,030

Homeowners

24%

21%

Carpooled

Transit

Housing Prices
Median Rent

1.1,490

2000 Census Tmets for area: 11 0, 111, 112, 119
May2011

Q.27

5,850
25%
65%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data tram the American Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. for more
information, see htip://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downtoads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook;pdf
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Noe Valley: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
21,300

Total Population*

Group Quarter Population

0

Percent Female

49%

Households

11,370

Family Households

40%

Households with Children, Pct of Total

18%

Non-Family Households

60%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

42%

Avg Household Size

2.1

Avg Family Household Size

2.9

Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*
Black/African American

(Residents 25 years and older)

2%

Asian

High School or Less

12%

White

77%

Native American Indian

0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/Two or More Races

9%

% Latino (of Any Race)

10%

Some College/Associate Degree

17%

College Degree

36%

Graduate/Professional Degree

37%

Nativity and Language

11%

Foreign Born

Age

16%

Language Spoken at home

0-4 years

6%

(Residents 5 years and older)

5-17years

7%

English Only

18-34 years

26%

Spanish Only

35-59years

46%

Asian/Pacific Islander

6%

60andolder

14%

Other European Language

5%

Other Languages

1%

79%
9%

Linguistic Isolation
% of All Households

2%

% of Spanish-Speaking Households

7%

% of Other European-Speaking Households

6%
11%

% of Households Speaking Other Languages

0%

% of Asian Language Speaking Households
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SAil FRANCISCO PLA!l!llHG DEPt.llTI1IEHT

Noe Valley
HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units
Units Built 2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure BuHtt:
Occupied Units

INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

12,110
190

Income

1939

Median Household Income

$105,807

Median Family Income

$140,939

11,370

Per Capita Income

Owner occupied

50%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

50%

Vacant Units
For rent
For sale only

$72,986
5%

Employment

6%
23%

Unemployment Rate

6%

0%

Employed Residents

15,760

Rented or sold, not occupied

24%

Managerial and Prof; Occupations

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

19%

Service Occupations

Other vacant

34%

Sales and Office Occupations

19%

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)
Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent}

1997
2003

68%
8%

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

3%

Production and Transportation Occup.

2%

Structure Type

Single Family Housing
2-4 Units
5-9 Units
10-19 Units
20 Units or more
Other

Journey to Work

41%

Workers 16 years and over

36%
11%

Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income

50%

Drove Alane

5%

45%

5%

Carpooled

8.%
0%

Transit

Housing.Prices
Median Rent

15,380

Car

$1,491
$998;187

24%

32%

Bike

2%

Walk

6%

Other

3%

Worked at Home

7%

Additional Sources:

* 2010 Census Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171).
Vehicles.Avaifabte
Homeowners

59%

Renters

41%

Vehicles Per capita
Households with no vehicle
Percent of Homeownihg households
Percent of Renting Households

+ Planning Department Housing Inventory
t ·1939• represents 1939 or earner

14,580

2000 Census Tracts for area: 211, 212, 213, 214. 215, 216
May 2011

0.62

1,750
8%
23%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is subject to sampttng and non·sampfing errors. For more
information, see trtlp://www.census.gov/acs/wWw/Downloads/harulbooks/AGSGeneralHandbook.pdf
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North Beach: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
14,860

Total Population*

Group Quarter Population

0

Percent Female

46%

Households

7,680

Family Households

34%

Households with Children, Pct ofTotal

8%

Non-Family Households

66%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

52%

Avg Household Size

1.9

Avg Family Household Size

2.9
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*
Black/African American

(Residents 25 years and older)

3%

Asian

High School or less

37%
54%

White
Native American Indian

0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/rwo or More Races

5%

.% Latino (of Any Race)

7%

26%

Some College/Associate Degree

14%

College Degree

37%

Graduate/Professional Degree

23%

Nativity and Language
Foreign Som

Age

33%-

Language Spoken at home

0-4years

4%

5-17years

4%

(Residents 5 years and older)
English Only

61%

18-34years

36%

Spanish Only

35 -59years

34%

Asian/Pacific Islander

60and older

23%

Other European language

6%

Other Languages

2%

fl'C~bJA!Jtt.ut40.ndff"209'

4%
27%

Nt!-d't8.uc:b

Linguistic Isolation

SOIQ~~

C$Ja~~

.c:. ..

15%

% of Spanish-Speaking Households

12%

% of Asian Language Speaking Households

57%

% of Other European-Speaking Households

18%

% of Households Speaking Other Languages

0%

, . _ , ,.•

4.l...,,.,.-..q ....

~-~_.,.

% of All Households
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North Beach
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
8,950
700

Tota! Number of Units
Units Built 2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure Builtt

Income

1956

Median Household Income

$70,067

Median Family Income

$86,658

7,680

Per Capita Income

Owner occupied

21%

Percent in Poverty

$57,906
12%

Renter occupied

79%

Occupied Units

Vacant Units

For rent
Forsale only
Rented or sold, not occupied
For seasonal, recreational,

or occasional us

14%

Employment

42%

Unemployment Rate

5%

6%

Employed Residents

9,120

11%

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

59%

38%

Service Occupations

13%

3%

Sales and Office Occupations

23%

Median Year Moved In to Unit {Own)

1997

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

2003

Other vacant

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

1%

Production and Transportation Occup.

4%

Structure Type
Single Family Housing

Journeyto Work

6%

2-4 Units

Workers 16 years and over

27%

5-9 Units

13%

10-19 Units
20 Units or more

28%

Drove Alone

10%

25%

3%

Carpooled

44%

Other

8,960

Car

27%

Transit

0%

1%

Bike
Walk

Housing Prices
Median Rent
Median Home Value

Worked at Home

$844,444

Vehicles Available

1%
9%

Other

$1,392

Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income

34%

26%

Additional Sources:
* 2010 Census Redistricting Data (Public Law 94--171).
+ Planning Department Housing luventmy
:f "1939• represents 1939 or earlier

5,620

Homeowners

30%

2000 Census Tracts tor area: 101, 104, 105, 106

Renters

70%
0.38

May2011

Vehicles Per Capita
Households with no vehicle
Percent of Homeowning households
Percent of Renting Households

3,130
16%
48%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
infonnation, see http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandllook.pdf
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Ocean View: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
31,880
180

Total Population*

Group Quarter Population

49%

Percent Female

6,590

Households

70%

Family Households
Households with Children, Pct ofTotal

32%

Non-Family Households

30%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

24%

Avg Household Size

3.7

Avg Family Household Size

4.7
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*
Black/African American

12%

Asian

49%

White

(Residents 25 years and older)
High School

27%

Native A,merican Indian

0%

Native Hawaiian/Paclfic Islander

0%

Other/Two or More Races

11%

% Latino (of Any Race)

19%

or Less

44%

Some College/Associate Degree

23%

College Degree

25%

Graduate/Professional Degree

7%

Nativity and language
Foreign Born

Age

45%

Language Spoken at home

0-4years

4%

5-17years

15%

18 - 34. years

27%

35-59years

34%

60and older

20%

···~~~
~"'~~
~!t

6tti64'rrr.;

i
I

(Residents S years and older)
English Only

40%

Spanish Only

16%

Asian/Pacific Islander

42%

Other European Language

3%

Other Languages

0%

linguistic Isolation

iiiiiiiiill

Ui~-

.,~ .. ;....

% of All Households

13%

% of Spanish-Speaking Households
% of Asian language Speaking Households

31%
25%

.($t:i~~
A!)-~<M)'M"l

% of Other European-Speaking Households

6%

% (lfJl_ouseholds Speaking Other Languages

#Num!
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Ocean View
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units
Units Built 2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure Builtt

7,050
440

Income

1943

Median Household Income

$67,475

Median Family Income

$78,365

6,590

Per Capita Income

$25,343

Owner occupied

71%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

29%

Occupied Units

Vacant Units

11%

Employment

7%
10%

Unemployment Rate

10%

For sale only

10%

Employed Residents

Rented or sold, not occupied

22%

11,830
32%

For rent

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us
Other vacant

Managerial and Prof. Occupations
Service Occupations

0%

58%

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)

1993

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

2003

24%

Sales and Office Occupations

24%

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

9%

Production and Transportation Occup.

11%

Structure Type
Single Family Housing
2-4Units

9%

5-9 Units

2%

10-19 Units

1%

20 Units or more

6%

Other

Journey to Work

82%

Workers 16 years and over

Drove Alone
Carpooled
Transit

Housing Prices
Median Rent
Medfan Home Value
Median Rentas Percentage of HH Income

Vehicles Available

$1,032

$609,976
33%

78%

Renters

22%

Vehicles Per capita

0.46

Households with no vehide

530

Percent of Homeowning households
Percent of Renting Households

47%
12%
32%

Bike

1%

Walk

4%

Other

1%

Worked at Home

3%

Additional Sources:
* 2010 Gensus Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171).
+ Planning Department Housing lnventoiy
t "1939" represents 1939 or earlier

11,180

Homeowners

59%

Car

0%

11,500

2000 Census Tracts for area: 312, 313, 314

May2011

4%
17%

Nate: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from lf'le American community suivey ancl is sUllJect to sampling and non-samplfng errors. for more
information, see http:/!www.census.gov/acs/WWW{Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf
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Outer Mission: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
29,040
0

Total Population*

Group Quarter Population

51%

Percent Female.

7,920

Households

65%

Family Households
Households with Children, Pct of Total

33%

Non-Family Households

35%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

23%

Avg Household Size

3.6

Avg Family Household Size

4.5
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*
Asian

49%

White

31%

Native American Indian

1%

NatiVe Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Otherfrwo

(Residents 25 years and older)

2%

Black/African American

or More Races

11%
24%

35-59 years

38%

60 and older

21%

English Only

---

P~b:y .... aHGcl!Mr~
~~
.~~~

.
""

26%
8%

47%

Language Spoken at home
(Residents 5 years and older)

7%

5-17years

College Degree

Foreign Born

Age

18-34years

24%

Nativity and Language

26%

0-4years

42%

Graduate/Professional Degree

17%

% Latino (of Any Race)

High School or Less
Some College/Associate Degree

37%

Spanish Only

21%

Asian/Pacific Islander

39%

Other European Language

3%

Other languages

0%

Linguistic Isolation
% of All Households

15%

% of Spanish-Speaking Households
% of Asian Language Speaking Households

28%

% of Other European-Speaking Households

30%

% of House.holds Speaking other Languages

0%

18%

,,
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Outer Mission
HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS

INCOME1 EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

8,320

Total NumQer of Units
Units Built 2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure Built:i=

90
1939

IncomeMedian Household Income
Median Family Income

7,920
66%
34%

Occupied Units
Owner occupied
Renter occupied
Vacant Units
For rent
For sale only
Rented or.sold, not occupied
For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us
Other vacant

Per Capita Income
Percent in Poverty

5%

Employment

7%

Unemployment Rate
Employed

11%
20%

l\llanagerial-and Prof. Occupations

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

5%

14,920
39%

Service bccupatfons

19%

Sales and Office Occupations

23%

1993

F;irming related Occupations

0.6%

2003

Construction ;md Maintenance Occup.

9%

Production and Transportation Occup.

9%

0%
63%

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)

~esidents

$79,477
$88,273
$32,002
7%

Structure Type
Single family Housing

Journey to Work

78%
13%

2-4 Unfts
5-9 Units

4%

10-19 Units

3%

20 Units or more

2%

other

0%

Workers 16 years and over

$1,292

Median Home Value

$674,346

Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income

Vehicles Available

26%

Renters
Vehicles Per Capita

Percent of Homeowning households
Percent of Renting Households

10%
35%

Bike

1%

Walk
other

3%
1%

Worked at Home

3%

+ Planning Departnient Housing Inventory

:j: '1939' represents 1939 or earlier

2000 Census Tracts for area: 255, 261, 262. 311

May2011

0.45

Households with no vehicle

47%

Carpooled

Adtlitional Sources:
* 2010 Census Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171).

12,790
74%
26%

Homeowners

57%

Drove A!Ont;
Transit

Housing Prices
Median Rent

14,420

Car

1,020
7%
24%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from file American Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. for more
lnfonnation, see http://www.census.gov/acs/Www{Downloads/handbooks/AGSGeneralHandbook.pdf
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Outer Richmond: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
Total Population*

Group Quarter Population

28,370

428
52%

Percent Female

12,600

Households
Family Households

56%

Households with Children, Pct of Total

23%

NoncFamily Households

44%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

35%

Avg Household Size

2.6

Avg Family Household Size

3.5
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*
Black/African American
Asian

48%

White

44%

Native American Indian

(Residents 25 years and older)

2%

0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/Two or More Races

7%

% Latino (of Any Race)

6%

High School ortess

26%

Some College/Associate Degree

23%

College Degree

32%

Graduate/Professional Degree

19%

Nativity and Language
Foreign Born

Age

40%

Language Spoken at home

0-4years

5%

5-17years

10%

18-34years

25%

35 - 59 years

41%

60 and older

19%

(Residents 5 years and older)
English Only
Spanish Only

48%
3%

Asian/Pacific Islander

37%

Other European language

11%

Other languages

1%

Linguistic Isolation
% of All Households

18%

% of Spanish-Speaking Households

11%

% of Asian language Speaking Households

36%

% of Other European-Speaking Households

36%

% of Households Speaking Other Languages

0%

.

"'

ml
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Outer Richmond
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units
Units Built 2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure Build=

13,560
180
1940

Income
Median Family Income

$72,459
$89,541

12,600

Per Cd pita Income

$38,038

Owner occupied

43%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

57%

Occupied Units

Vacant Units
For rent
For sale only

Median Household Income

7%

Employment

7%
23%

Unemployment Rate

7%

4%

Employed Residents

18,780

Rented or sold, not occupied

23%

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

49%

for seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

23%

Service Occupations

16%

Other vacant

27%

Sales and Office Occupations

26%

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)

1993

Farming related Occupations

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

2003

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

0.0%
5%

Production and Transportation Occup.

5%

Structure Type
Single Family Housing

39%

2 - 4 Units

36%

5-9U~ts

Journey to Work
Workers 16 years and over

13%

10-19 Units
20 Units or more

4%

~-

~

8%

Rent

Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income

Vehicles Available

47%

Carpooled

12%

Bike
Walk

$1,240

$835,293
26%

2%

53%

2000 Census Tracts.for area: 427, 477.01, 477.02, 478, 479.01,

47%

479.02

0.49

May 2011

2,230

Percent of Homeowning households

11%

Percent of Renting Households

23%

2%
6%

Renters

Households with no vehicle

1%

Worked at Home
Ad\litional Sources:
.. 2010 Census Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171).
+ Planning Department Housing lnventoiy
:j: "1 !139" represents 1939 or earlier

16,170

30%

Other

Homeowners
Vehicles Per Capita

59%

DroveAfqne
Transit

Housing Prices
Median

18,310

Car

Note: Numbera are estimates and represent sampling data from Ure American Community Survey and is subject to samplfng and non-sampffng errors. For more
Information, see http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandba-0k.pdf
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San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles

Outer Sunset: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
45,670

Total Population*

Group Quarter Population

484
50%

Percent Female

16,830

Households

64%

Family Households
Households with Children, Pct ofTota[

27%

Non-Family Households

36%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

26%

Avg Household Size

3.1

Avg Family Household Size

3.8
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*

(Residents 25 years and older}

1%

Black/African American
Asian

57%

White

35%

Native American Indian

0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/Two or More Races

5%

% Latino (ofAny Race)

4%

High School or Less

31%

Some College/Associate Degree

23%

College Degree

32%

Graduate/Professional Degree

14%

Nativity and Language
Foreign Born

Age

49%

Language Spoken at home

0-4years

5%

5-17years

12%

18-34years

24%

Spanish Only

35-59 years

37%

Asian/Pacific Islander

60 and older

23%

........

{Residents 5 years and older)
English Only

Popublkmby A;"e.an111Gitnd.t2110t
O&lkf~

40%
3%

49%

Other European Language

8%

Other languages

1%

~~...._.,

f--.~

~~

Unguistic Isolation

% of All Households

.

% of Spanish-Speaking Households
% of Asian language Speaking Households
% of Other European-Speaking Households
% of Households Speaking Other languages

~~:i.c,....,.

18%

9%
35%
24%
20%

Z~251lUI'$

-

~,.,,~,~

t1otll~
'fQ:ai-e~
1i'll>~~

~~~~~~~._.,....

""

~

·:t

"'

'"
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Outer Sunset
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units

17,800
300
1942

Units Built 2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure Built:t:

Income
Median Household Income

$73,728

Median Family Income

$89,241

161830

Per Capita Income

$33,633

owner occupied

57%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

43%

Occupied Units

Vacant Units

7%

Employment

5%

F()r rent

i3%

Unemployment Rate

6%

For sale only

12%

Employed Residents

26,580

Rented or sold, not occupied

4%

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

46%

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

12%

Servic:e Occupations

Other vacant

59%

Sales and Office Occupations

17%
23%

Farming related Occupations

0.2%

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)
Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent}

1991
2003

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

5%

Production and Transportation Occup.

8%

Structure Type
Single family Housing

68%

2-4 Units

22%

5-9 Units

Journey to Work
Workers 16 years and over

Car

6%

10-19 Units

1%

20 Units or more
Other

3%

49%

Carpooled

14%

Bike
Housing Prices
Median Rent

$1,353
$726,851

Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income

63%

Drove Alone
Transit

0%

25,640

27%
2%

Walk

2%

Other

1%
4%

Worked at Home

26%

Additional Sources:

* 2010 Census Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171).
Vehicles Available

+ Planning Department Housing Inventory

25,600

Homeowners

64%

Renters

36%

Vehides Per Capita

:j: "1939' represents 1939 or earlier

2000 Census Tracts for area: 326, 327, 328, 329, 351, 352.01. 352.02
May2011

0.50

2,410

Households with no vehicle
Percent of Homeowning households

11%

Percent of Renting Households

18%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, see http://wWw.ceasus.gov/aas/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGenerafHamlbook.pdf

__ ... _.., ____________________________
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San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles

I ACS 2005-2009

Pacific Heights: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
16,750

Total Population*

Group Quarter Population

135

Percent Female

56%

Households

10,170

31%

Family Households
Households with Children, Pct ofTotal

13%

Non-Family Households

69%
56%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total
Avg Household Size

1.8

Avg Family Household Size

2.8
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*

(Residents 25 years and older)

2%
13%
81%

Black/African American
Asian
White
Native American Indian

High School or Less

0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/Two or More Races

5%

% Latino (of Any Race)

4%

6%

Some College/Associate Degree

12%

College Degree

43%

Graduate/Professional Degree

39%

Nativity and language
Foreign Born

Age

15%

Language Spoken at home

8%

0-4 years
5-17 years

(Residents 5 years and older)

5%

English Only

87%

18-34years

35%

Spanish Only

2%

35-59 years

34%

Asian/Pacific Islander

3%

60and older

19%

Other European Language

6%

Other Languages

0%

Linguistic Isolation

% of All Households
5'MS..}'AfS
.G~SJ<IWlr

.01:1.w,....,.

,,.

3%

7%

% of Spanish-Speaking Households
% of Asian Language Speaking Households
% of Other European-Speaking Households

45%

% of Households Speaking Other Languages

30%

10%

%.ID33j1D11
Xllll).Ji(~

.zs,,..:n-~

•uE

~~~~~~~!

:•-

::::0~:?-1,....,.. -~l!l!lilillillliiil
UCIWJ)Ul"S flu +
1;:;1=1.:,_,_

Ice, •

!ioS-~ flll•

......,. . ~-~~~·~~~~~
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Pacific Heights
HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS

INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND

Total Number of Units

JOURNEY TO WORK

Units Built 2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure Builrt

Occupied Units
Owner occupied
Renter occupied

Vacant Units
For rent
For sale only

11,230
-10

Income

1939

Median Household Income

10,170
28%
72%

$109,307

Median Family Income

$199,160

Per Capita Income

$101,257
7%

Percent in Poverty

Employment

9%
29%

Unemployment Rate

4%

0%

Employed Residents

11,810
70%

27%

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

23%

SeNice Occupations

Other vacant

21%

Sales and Office Occupations

23%

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

Rented or sold, not occupied

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)

2000

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent}

2004

5%

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

1%

Production and Transportation Occup.

1%

Structure Type
Sfngle Family Housing

15%

2-4 Units

12%

5-9 Units

10-19 Units
20 Units or more
Other

Journey to Wark
Workers 16 years and over

15%

DraveAfone

23%

Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income
Vehicles Available

35%
0%

Transit

61%

Vehicles Per Capita
Households with no vehTde
Percent of Homeowning households
Percent of Renting Households

1%
11%

3%.

at Horne

AMrtional Sou(ces:
... 201 OCensus Redistricting Data (Pubrtc- Law 94-171 ),
+ Planning Department Housing lnventoiy
:t: "1939" represents 1939 or earlier

10,940
39%

Bike
Walk
Worked

23%

Renters

7%
25%

Other

$1,635
$2,300,281

Homeowners

40%

Carpooled

Housing Prices
Median Rent

11,440
47%

Car

2000 Census Tracts for area: 131, 132, 134, 135

May20i1

0.59
2,390

8%
30%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from th& American Gommo(lity Survey and ls subfect to sampHng and non-sampITng errors. For more
Information, see http://www.census.gov/acs/Www/DOwnloads/handbooks/ACSGenera!Handbook.pdf
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San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles

I ACS 2005-2009

Parkside: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
25,920

Total population*

71

Group Quarter Population

52%

Percent Female

Households

6,860

Family Households

72%

Households with Children, Pct of Total

29%

Non-Family Households

28%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

19%

Avg Household Size

3.2

Avg Family Household Size

3.8
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*

(Residents 25 years and older)

1%

Black/African American

58%

Asian
White

35%

Native American Indian

0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/Two or More Races

6%

% Latino (of Any Race}

6%

6%

5-17 years

13%

18-34years

21%

35-59 years

38%

60 and older

23%

,

r,l.t;179~

College Degree

21%
31%

Graduate/Professional Degree

14%

Foreign Born

43%

Language Spoken at home
(Residents 5 years and older)
English Only
Spanish Only
Asian/Pacific Islander

.,,_..,_=.,
IQbM)Or.lo

34%

Nativity and Language

Age
0-4years

High School or Less
Some College/Associate Degree

42%
4%

46%

Other European Language

6%

Other Languages

1%

Linguistic Isolation

U
.\A:

10ft17.(~-~~.

% of All Households

16%

% of Spanish-Speaking Households
% of Asian Language Speaking Households
% of Other European-Speaking Households

32%

% of Households Speaking Other Languages

0%

S:.ill<4'1'M"'

li"'"'"S:Jb6'~

~bSl~

~IG.$)<W$

40111.£4,.,..
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Parkside
HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units
Units Built 2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure Built!:

INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

7,280
40

Income

1945

Median Household Income

$83,131

Median Family Income

$95,284

6,860

Per capita Income

$32,094

Owner occupied

67%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

33%

Occupied Units

Vacant Units
For rent
For sale only
Rented or sold, not occupied

Unemployment Rate

8%

19%

Employed Residents

10,670

0%
23%

Other vacant

55%

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

Employment

6%
3%

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)

8%

1992
2002

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

48%

Service Occupations
Sales and Office Occupations

14%
21%

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

8%

Production and Transportation Occup.

9%

Structure Type
Single Family Housin_g

84%

2-4 Units

10%

5-9 Units

5%

1.0 -19 Units

2%

20 Units or more
Other

Journey to Work
Workers 16 years and over

0%

Housing Prices
Median Rent
Median Home Value.
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income

Vehicles Available
Homeowners
Renters

Drove Alone
Carpooled

10%

Transit

0%

$1,148

10,280
62%
52%

Car

26%

Bike

0%

Walk

4%

Other

1%
7_%

Worked at Home

$720,247
26%

Additional Sources:
* 2010 Census Redistricting Data (Public.Law 94-171).
+ Planning Department Housing lnventmy
'1939" represents 1939 or earlier

*

11,1,60
71%

2000 Census Tracts for area: 330, 353, 354

29%

Vehicles Per capita

0.51

Households with no vehicle
Percent of Homeowning households

740
6%

Percent of Renting Households

21%

May 2011

Note: Numbers are estimates and repr6$ent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is ·subject to sampling ano non-sampling errors. For more
information, see http:{twww~census.gov/acs/wwW,IDownloads{handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf
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Potrero Hill: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
12,110

Total Population"'
Group Quarter Population

0

Percent Female

48%

Households

5,810

Famrly Households

43%

Households with Children, Pct of Total

19%

Non-Family Households

57%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

38%

Avg Household Size

2.3
3.2

Avg Family Household Size

Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnitjty*
Black/African American

(Residents 25 years and older)

9%

Asian

13%

White

66%

0%

Native American Indian
Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

1%

Other/Two or More Races

10%

% Latino (of Any Race)

13%

High School or Less

18%

Some College/Associate Degree

17%

College Degree

36%

Graduate/Professional Degree

28%

Nativity and Language
Foreign Born

Age

17%

Language Spoken at home

0-4 years
5-17years
18-34years

5%

(Residents 5 years and older)

11%

English Only·

74%

27%

Spanish Only

11%

35-59 years

4~%

60 and older

14%

Asian/Pacific Islander
Other European Language
Other Languages

,4. t$,.<tQ."'°~ Su •
I.\'!"
li~7t)9r.I- ll!lll....,
'·~"~"---··

linguistic Isolation
% of All Households

•

•.:t

::..--

1!;ioi14,_..

't.:l..

C:S•llQ.""""

·U-(Ciels.I~

5%
10%
0%

4%

% of Spanish-Speaking Households

23%

% of Asian Language Speaking Households

13%

u.

% of Other European-Speaking Households
% of Households Speaking Other Languages

EEi

6%

0%

-------------------·--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·------415
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Potrero Hill
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS

JOURNEY TO WORK

6,140

Total Number of Units

710

Units Built 2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure Built!:

Income

1946

Median Household Income
Median Family Income

Occupied Units

5,810
45%
55%

Owner occupied
Renter occupied
Vacant Units
For rent
For sale only
Rented or sold, not occupied
For seasonal, recreational, or occasional
Other vacant
Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)
Median Year Moved In to Unit {Rent)

Per Gapita Income

16%

Percent in Poverty

5%

Employment

5%

Unemployment Rate

9%

17%

Employed Residents

7,880

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

2%

us

$98,182
$110,657
$58,650

65%

14%

Service Occupations

62%

Sales and Office Occupations

19%

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

2000
2003

8%

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

4%

Production and Transportation Occup.

4%

Str1,1cture Type
Single Family Housing

33%

2-4 Units

34%

5-9Units

9%

10-19 Units
20 Units or more
Other

Journey to Work
Workers 16 years and over

Car
Drove Alone

11%
13%

7,780

53%
48%

5%

Carpooled
Transit

0%

21%
4%

Bike
Housing Prices
Median Rent
Median Home Value
Median Rent as-Percentage of HH Income
Vehicles Available

$1,524
24%

54%
46%

Vehicles Per Gapita

0.59

Households with no vehicle

780

Percent of Homeowning households
Percent of Renting Households

4%
12%

Additional Sources:

* 201 OCensus Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171 ).
+ Planning Departmerit Housing Inventory
t "1939" represents 1939 or earller

7,870

Renters

6%

Other
Worked at Home

$836,252

Homeowners

Walk

2000 Census Tracts for area: 226, 227.01, 227.02, 227.03
May2011

2%
23%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data fmm the American Community Survey :and Ts subject to sampling and non-sampfing errors. For more
lntormation, see llttp://wwW.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pd!
-
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Presidio: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
3,240

Total Population*

Group Quarter Population

0

Percent Female

43%

Households

880

Family Households

36%

Households with Children, Pct of Total

21%

Non-Family Households

64%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

24%

3.0
3.6

Avg Household Size
Avg Family Household Size

Educational Attainment
{Residents 25 years and older)
High School or Less

Race/Ethnicity*
Black/African American

2%

Asian

8%

White
Native American Indian

Some College/Associate Degree

80%
0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

1%

Other/Two or More Races

9%

% Latino (ofAny Race)

4%

6%

8%

College Degree

61%

Graduate/Professional Degree

24%

Nativity and language

Foreign Born

Age

12%

Language Spoken at home

0-4years

9%

5-17 years

8%

18-34years

59%

35-59years

22%

60 and older

3%

{Residents 5 years and older)
English

:

Po~tlyJli;•udO..'ftdi«'Wtl$
f'~lo

;t .:~=

,._.

•1
. . 11

•

Q-5

r.i~r·~

Only

5%

Asian/Pacific Islander

4%

Other European Language

5%

Other languages

0%

Linguistic Isolation
% of All Households

_

~"u·,.-.

,.....

% of Spanish-Speaking Households
% of Asian Language Speaking Households

fjUetlM~

~');)t;!,._

............

~(# •

85%

Spanish Only

1%
7%
0%

.,_,.

% of Other European-Speaking Households

0%

% of Households Speaking Other Languages

0%

!!SCQ~

"']4
..

!l>l:

a::t

~

,:=oQ:).()Cl'll
~Q,Z,.,.....,

~:;:: ~~'
l'e'!:J0W~11
!iC.~~

Ji:IB1

1.!l'l:W5~-UI
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Presidio
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units

1,130

Units Built 2000 to 2009+

0

Median Year Structure Built:!:

Income

1950

Occupied Units

Median Household Income

$116,807

Median Family Income

$121,591

880

Per Capita Income

Owner occupied

2%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

98%

Vacant Units

For rent
For sale only
Rented or sold, not occupied

21%

Employment

44%

Unemployment Rate

4%

Employed Residents

0%

Other vacant

2002

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

2005

3%

1,910
59%

Service Occupations.

36%

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)

9%

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

17%

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

$61,881

8%

Sales and Office Occupations

30%

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

Con~ruction and Maintenance Qccup.

1%

Production and Transportation Occup.

2%

Structure Type
Single Family Housing

33%

2-4 Units

49%

Journey to Work
Workers 16 years and over

15%

5 -9 Units
10-19 Units

0%

20 Units or more

0%

Other

5%
27%

Transit
Bike

5%

Walk

1%
3%

Other

$2,818

Worked at Home

$883,333

Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income

44%

carpooled

Housing Prices
Median Home Value

49%

Drove Alone

2%

Median Rent

1,900

Car

26%

16%

Additional Sources:

* 201 OCensus Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171 ).
+ Plan11ing Department Housing tnventoiy

+"1939' represents 1939 or earlier

Vehicles Available
Homeowners

2000 Census Tracts for area: 601

Renters

May2011

Vehicles Per Capita
Households with no vehicle

20

Percent of Homeowning households

0%

Percent of Renting Households

2%

Note: Numbers ara estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and ls subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
informallon, see lmp".fjwww.census.gav/acs/www/Downloads/llandbooks/ACSGenera!Handbook.pdf
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San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles

I ACS 2005-2009

Presidio Heights: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
Total Population*

9,850

Group Quarter Population

242

Percent Female

54%
4,580

Households
Family Households
Household~ with

45%

Children, Pct ofTotal

18%

Non-Family Households

55%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

45%

Avg Household Size

2.1

Avg Family Household Size

2.9
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*
Black/African American

{Residents 25 years and older)

2%

Asian

High School or Less

17%

White

75%

Native American Indian

0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/Two or More Races

5%

% Latino (of Any Race)

4%

8%

Some College/Associate Degree

16%

College Degree

44%

Graduate/Professional Degree

32%

Nativity and language
Foreign Born

Age

19%

language Spoken at home

0-4years

6%

5-17years

10%

18-34years

25%

35-59 years

35%

60and older

i4%

{Residents 5 years and older)
English Only
Spanish Only
Asian/Pacific Islander

. . . -E.

P.pa.1$.0n-~A;o~ Ge"4t"tt«2t

~Ma~

.

llUt;).M~

J#11t1'•~

•

ltbO,.,an. ·

er;tlls&t~

...... _
~-(a~

3%

10%

Other European Language.

8%

Other languages

0%

linguistic Isolation
% of All Households
% of Spanish-Speaking Households

7%

29%

% of Asian language Speaking Households

29%

% of Other European-Speaking Households

20%

% of Households Speaking Other Languages

0%

~~~

·~

.. ,,

~t;.111.,...,..s

-

78%

.lC>

5
-

•t

Sllkl-$4~

'«tcio4,....._
~l!;r~~

'~'
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SAN FRAU CISCO PLAlllllNG DEFARTmEt!T

Presidio Heights
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units
Units Built 2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure Built+

5,040

so

Income

1939

Medlar\ Household Income
Median Family Income

Occupied Units

4,580

Owner occupied

42%

Renter occupied

58%

Vacant Units
For rent
For sale only
Rented orsold, not occupied

Per Capita Income

$96,542
$140,642

$74,329

Percent in Poverty

3%

Employment

9%

12%
5%

Unemployment Rate

4%

Employed Residents

5,300

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

8%

63%

6%

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

16%

.Service Occupations

other vacant

59%

Sales and Office Occupations

25%

Median Year Moved In to Unit(Own)

1993

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

2003

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

3%

Production and Transportation Occup.

3%

Structure Type·

Single Family Housing

33%

2-4Units

28%

5-9Units

13%

10-19 Units

18%

20 Units or more

8%

Other

0%

Journey to Work
Workers 16 years and over

Car
Drove Alone
Carpooled
Transit

Housing Prices

Median Rent
Median Home Value
Median Rentas Percentage.of HH Income
Vehicles Available

44%

Vehides Per Capita

0.64

Households with no vehlde

750

Percent of Homeowning households
Percent of Renting Households

2%

5%
0%

14%

Additional Sour<;es:
* 2010 Census Redistricting Da1a (Puhliclaw 94-171}.
+ Plannlng Department Housing lnventoiy
:t: '1939' represents 1939 or earlier

6,080
56%

Bike
Walk
Worked at Home

25%

Renters

58%
56%
2%
21%

Other

$1,369
$1:,963,021

Homeowners

S,140

2000 Census Tracts for area: 133, 154
May 2011

8%
23%

Note: Numbers are estlmates- and represent sampfing data from the American Community Sul\ley and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
lnfonnation, see http;//WWv1.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads;hamlbooks/ACSGenera!Handbook.pijf
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San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles

I ACS 2005-2009

Russian Hill: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
Total Population*

12,320

Group Quarter Population

0

Percent Female

51%

Households

9,620

Family Households

32%

7%

Households with Chlldren, Pct ofTotal
Non-Family Households

68%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

52%

Avg Household Size

1.8

Avg Family Household Size.

2.7
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*
Black/African American

(Residents 25 years and older)

1%

Asian

21%

White

74%

Native American Indian

0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/Two or More Races

4%

% Latino (of Any Race)

6%

High School or Less

21%

Some College/Associate Degree

14%

College Degree

39%

Graduate/Professional Degree

26%

Nativity and Language
Foreign Born

Age

25%

Language Spoken at home

0-4years

2%

(Residents 5 years and older)

5-17 years

5%

English.Only

18-34years

32%

Spanish Only

35-59 years

37%

60and older

24%

U-

Asian/Pacific Islander

70%

4%
21%

Other European Language

5%

Other Languages

0%

~S!i,-o-rd~o«-

f;"""~

linguistic Isolation

.t't-7511>7'9\'Ml'l"-i-1Um7.C,Ur.-

3~-C:Sl:lil<t»)'C'ln

.illiiSl!ai'<C~

% of All Households

11%

% of Spanish-Speaking Households

12%

% of Asian language Speaking Hi;>useholds

62%

% of Other European-Speaking Households

7%

% of Households Speaking Other Languages

0%

S$b-!ltroa't'
~1>$1~

-4'1:>4?~

40111.e.1.,.,,.,..

. :::::
!IS.. $~

~·=
+it--

•

m:t

~-~~

Utrt!J-,_n

..U

«:~--

• U-·

"l!t'bt.C.,.:n.

~· •

1.$ . .

i.M«),)'9.:llJ.

~~fll"JZ"I

..

U•
:tb

•
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SAii FRAU CISCO ?LAN!WtG DEl'ARTMElH

Russian Hill
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units
Units Built 2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure Built:J:

10,900

60

Income

1939

Median Household Income
Median Family Income

Occupied Units

9,620

Per Capita Income

Owner occupied

29%

Percent fn Poverty

Renter occupied

71%

Vacant Units
For rent
For sale cinly

$84,537
$113,223

$75,273
9%

12%

Employment

40%

Unemployment Rate

8%

8%

Employed Residents

10,460

60%

Rented or.sold, not occupied

19%

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

16%

Service Occupations

11%

18%

Sales and Office Occupations

24%

Farming related Occupations

0.2%

Other vacant
Median Year Moved In to Unit {Own)
Median Year Moved In to Unit {Rent)

1996
2003

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

2%

Production and Transportation Occup.

3%

Structure Type
Single Family Housing

2-4 Units
5-9 Units

10-19 Units
20 Units or more
Other

Journey ta Wark

9%

Workers 16 years and over

28%

tar

20%

Drove Alone

17%

Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income

Vehicles Available

27%

0%

25%

59%

Vehides Per Capita
Households with no vehicle

27%

Bike
Walk

20%

1%
3%
13%

Additional SoU(Ces: .
* 201 OCensus Redistricting Data (Pubfic law 94-171).
+ Planning Department Housing lnventoJY
t •1939• represents 1939 or earlier

8,800
41%

5%

Transit

Worked at Home

$;!,;245,448

Renters

31%

Other

$1,363

Homeowners

36%

Carpooled

Housing Prices
Median Rent

10,260

2000 Census Tracts for area: 102, 103, 108, 109

May2011

0.51
3,380

Percent of Homeowning households

20%

Percent of Renting Households

42%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Suivey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. for more
information, see http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf
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San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles

I ACS 2005-2009

Seacliff: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
9,100

Total Population*
Group Quarter Population

233

Percent Female

48%

Households

990

Family Households

76"/o

Households with Children, Pct ofTotal
Non-Faml!y Households
Single Person Households, Pct ofTotal
Avg Household Size

38%
24%
20%

2.9
3.4

Avg Family Household Size

Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*
Black/African American

(Residents 25 years and older)

2%

Asian
White

38%
54%

Native American Indian

0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/Two or More Races

6%

% Latino (of Any Race}

9%

16%

High S.chool or Less
Some College/Associate Degree
College Degree

34%

Graduate/Professional Degree

37%

13%

Nativity and Language

Foreign Born

Age

14%

Language Spoken at home

0-4years

7%

5-17 years

17%

18-34years
35-59 years
GO and older

13%

Spanish Only

37%

Asian/Pacific Islander

(Residents 5 years and older)
English Only

26%

77%
6%
13%

Other European Language

3%

Other Languages

1%

Linguistic Isolation

% of All Households

% of Spanish-Speaking Households
% of Asian l.c!nguage Speaking Households
% of Other European-Speaking Households
% of Households Speaking Other languages

,.,_<

~

,

.

3%
0%
22%

0%
0%

.-

~-----··----··---------------------------·-·---·---·-··-------·------·---·---·-·---·------·-·--------···-----·--·-·-·----·----·------------·-·--·-·-·----·
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SAU FRANGJSGO PLA!WlflG DEPARTI;1Etff

Sea cliff
HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS

INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND

Total Number of Units

JOURNEY TO WORK

Units Built 2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure Built+
Occupied Units

1,120
0
1939

Jncome
Median Household Income

$162,903

Median Family Income

$203,818

990

Per Capita Income

Owner occupied

85%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

15%
12%

Employment

For rent

23%

Unemployment Rate

For sale only

16%

Employed Residents

Vacant Units

Rented or sold, not occupied

$87,976
2%

4%
1,240

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

0%

64%

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

16%

Service Occupations

Other vacant

45%

Sales and Office Occupations

25%

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)

1994

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent}

2004

5%

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

4%

Production and Transportation Occup.

2%

Structure Type
Single Family Housing

77%

2-4 Units

12%

5-9Units

Wor!<ers 16 years and over
Car

4%

20 Units or more

4%
3%

Other

0%

10-19 Units

Journey to Work

1,240
77%

Drove Alone

53%

Carpooled

24%

Transit

18%

Bike

Housing Prices
Median Rent
Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage ofHH Income

$1,500
$2,301,282
24%

0%

Other

0%

Worked at Home

5%

Additional Sources:

* 201 OCensus Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171).
Vehicles Available
Homeowners
Renters
Vehicles Per Capita
Households with no vehicle
Percent of Homeowning households
Percent of Renting Households

+ Planning Department Housing Inventory
t "1939' represents 1939 or earlier

1,770
92%

2000 Census Tracts tor area: 428, 602

8%

May2011

0.61

()%

Walk

70

5%
20%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data 1ram the American Gommunify Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
fnformalion, see http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf
·
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San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles

I ACS 2005-2009

South of Market: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
Total Population*

Group Quarter Population
Percent Female
Households
Family Households
Households with Children, Pct of Total

31,370
4152
42%

11,290
28%
9%

Non-Family Households

72%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

58%

Avg Household Size

1.8

Avg Family Household Size

2.9

Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*
Black/African American
Asian

9%

High School or Less

33%

White

48%

Native American Indian

1%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other(fwo

(Residents 25 years and older)

or More Races

% Latino (of Any Race)

9%

5-17years

22%

College Degree

30%

Graduate/Professional Degree

17%

Nativity and Language

10%

Foreign Born

Age
0-4years

31%

Some College/Associate Degree

34%

language Spoken at home

4%

(Residents 5 years and older}

5%

18-34years

36%

35-59 years

41%

60and older

15%

English Only
Spanish Only

60%
8%

Asian/Pacific Islander

22%

Other European· Language

10%

Other languages

1%

Linguistic Isolation

.% of All Households

~

16%

% of Spanish-Speaking Households

25%

% of Asian language Speaking Households
% of Other European-Speaking Households
% of Households Speaking Other Languages

54%

13%

9%

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------425
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South of Market
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units
Units Built2000to 2009+
Median Year Structure Builtt

13,700
6,340

Income

1991

Median Family Income

$67,572
$88,793
$50,880

Median Household Income

11,290

Per Capita Income

Owner occupied

29%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

71%

Occupied Units

23%

18%

Employment

Unemployment Rate

For sale only

37%
10%

Rented or sold, not occupied

17%

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

21%

Service Occupations

13%

14%

Sales and Office Occupations

20%

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

Vacant Units

For rent

Other vacant
Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)
Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

Employed Residents

2004
2005

6%

12,160
59%

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

4%

Production and Transportation Occup.

5%

Structure Type
Single Family Housing
2-4Units

5-9 Units
10-19 Units
20 Units or more
Other

Journey to Work

4%
7%

Workers 16 yea~ and over

5%

Drove Alane

9%

11,780
32%

Car

28%

4%

Carpooled

74%

26%

Transit

0%

3%

Bike

Housing Prices
Median Rent
Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income

Vehicles Available

$967
$67Q,924
26%

45%

Renters

55%

Households with no vehicle
Percent of Homeowning households
Percent of Renting Households

Other

3%

Worked at Home

9%

Additional Sources:
.. 201 oCensus Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171 ).

+ Planning Department Housing Inventory
:f •1939• represents 1939 or earner

7,840

Homeowners
Vehicles Per Capita

27%

Walk

2000 Census Tracts for area: 176.01, 178, 179.01, HIO
May 2011

0.39

5,080
9%
60%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is Subject to sampling and non-sampling errors. For more
Information, see http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads}handbooks/ACSGeneralHandllook.pdf
·
·

·~----------·······-------------
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San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles I ACS 2005-2009

Treasure lsland/YBI: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS

Total Population*

2,880
53

Group Quarter Population
Percent Female

43%

Households

640

Family Households
Households with Children, Pct of Total

35%

Non-Family Households

50%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

10%

50%

Avg Household Size

3.9

Avg Family Household Size

3.9
Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*
Black/African American

25%

Asian

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

18%
35%
1%
1%

Other/Two or More Races

19%

% Latino (of Any Race)

22%

White
Native American Indian

(Residents 25 years and older)
High School or Less

26%

Some College/Associate Degree
College Degree

34%

Graduate/Professional Degree

11%

28%

Nativity and Language

Foreign Born

Age

36%

Language Spoken at home

0-4years

4%

5-17 years

13%

English Only

18-34years

36%

Spanish Only

18%

35 - 59 years

42%

Asian/Pacific Islander

13%

60 and older

5%
Popi.I~

b)" ,..,,ui'lf a.achr2CIOI

T,. .SUIYbtmd't'EM
r.u:11.DC:L

(Residents5 years and older)
56%

Other European Language

7%

Other Languages

6%

. . ..c:.i:t~~

'

f"-lit..111<=-

c.y~

Linguistic Isolation

% of All Households

5%

% of Spanish-Speaking Households
% of Asian Language Speaking Households
% of Other European-Speaking Households
% of Households Speaking Other Languages

0%

____ ... ___________ .., _____ . ,.. ____________ ., _____________________________________________________________________
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Treasure lslandNBI
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
910

Total Number of Units
Units Built 2000 to 2009+

Income
1964

Median Year Structure Built!:

Occupied Units

Median Family Income

$55,676
$44,091
$25,166

Median Household Income

640

Per Capita Income

Owner occupied

2%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

98%

19%

29%

Employment

81%

Unemployment Rate

16%

For-sale only

0%

Employed Residents

1,430

Rented or sold, not occupied

0%

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

363

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

0%

Service Occupations

25%

Vacant Units
For rent

19%

Other vacant
Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)

2010

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

2010

Sales and Office Occupations

25%

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

7%

Production and Transportation Occup.

6%

Structure Type
Single Family Housing

Journey to Work

19%
29%

2-4 Units

5-9 Units

Workers 16 years and over

43%

10-19 Units

4%

20 Units or more

6%

Other

1,430
56%

Car

54%

Drove Alone

2%

Carpooled

36%

Transit

0%

0%

Bike
Housing Prices

$2,048

Medlan Rent
Medlan Horne Value

$886,364

Median Rent as Percentage.of HH Income

32%

Walk

3%

Other

2%

Worked at Home

3%

Additional Sources:
* 2010 Census Redistricting Da!a (Public Law 94-171).
+ Planning Department Housing lnventoiy
"1939" represents 1939 or earlier

*

Vehicles Available
Homeowners

2000 Censils Tracts for ru-ea: 179.02

Renters

May 2011

Vehicles Per Capita

130

Households with no vehide
Percent of Homeowning households

0%

Per~ent of Rentlng Households

20%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is subject to sampling and non-sanipling errors. For more
information, see· t)ttp;J/www.census.gov/acstwww/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook..pdf
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San Francisco Socio-Economic Profiles

I ACS 2005-2009

Twin Peaks: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
7,040

Total Population*

1418
51%

Group Quarter Population
Percent Female
Households

1,000

Family Households

57%

Households with Children, Pct of Total

24%

Non-Family Households

43%

Sfng!e Person Households, Pct of Total

36%

CUP!lerSt

2.2
2.9

Avg Household Size
Avg Family Household Size

Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*
Black/African American

(Residents 25 years and older)

6%

Asian

High School or Less

19%

White

66%

Native American Indian

0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Dther/fwo or More Races

8%

% 1.atino (of Any Race)

35%

Some College/Associate Degree

19%

College Degree

26%

Graduate/Professional Degree

20%

Nativity and Language

15%

Foreign Born

Age

32%

Language Spoken at home

0-4years

5%

5-17years

9%

English Only

18-34years

8%

Spanish Only

60%
13%

35-59 years

29%
49%

Asian/Pacific Islander

19%

60and older

(Residents 5 years and older)

Other European Language

8%

Other Languages

0%

Linguistic .Isolation

..
"'

% of All Households

11%

% of Spanish-Speaking Households

25%

% of Asian Language Speaking Households

17%

% of Other European-Speaking Households

39%

% of Households Speaking Other Languages

#Num!

l),<114C1.!l'l:-<iA11'.1-U~

"'
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Twin Peaks
HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units

1,050

Units Built 2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure Built:!:

INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

0

Income

1956

$99,449

Median lfousehold Income

$121,429

Median Family Income
Occupied Units

1,000

Per Capita Income

Owner occupied

79%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

21%

Vacant Units

4%

$37,345
6%

Employment

22%

Unemployment Rate

8%

For sale only

0%

Employed Residerit.5

1,000

Rented or sold, not occupied

0%

For rent

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us
Other vacant
Median Year Moved In to Unit {OWn)
Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

Managerial and Prof, Occupations

72%

8%

Service Occupations

0%

7S%
1993
2002

Sales and Office Occupations

12%

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

7%

Production and Transportation Occup.

0%

Structure Type
Single Family Housing

2-4 Units

Journey to Work

88%

Workers 16 years and over

2%

5-9Units

0%

10-19 Units

0%

20 Units or more
Other

Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income

Vehicles Available

54%

8%

Carpooled

10%

13%

Transit

Housing Prices
Median Home Value

62%

Drove Alane

0%

Median Rent

1,000

Car

Bike

0%

Walk

7%

Other

$323

3%

15%

Worked at Home

$831,868
26%

Additional Sources:
* 201 OCensus Redislrk:ti111J Dala (Public Law 94-171 ).
+ Planning Department Housing lnventoiy
t '1939" represents 1939 or earlier

1,600

Homeowners

90%

Renters

10%

Vehicles Per Capita

0.74

Households with no vehicle .

200

Percent of Homeowning households

10%

Percent of Renting Households

55%

·2000 Census Tracts for area: 305

May2011

Note; Numbers are estimates and represent sampling data from the American Community Survey and is subject to sarilpling and non-sampling errors. For more
information, seeht!p;//www.census.gov/acstwww/Downloads/handbooks/ACSGeneralHandbook.pdf
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Visitacion Valley: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
21,130

Total Population*

Group Quarter Population

204
49%

Percent Female

5,190

Households
Family Households

76%

Households with Children, Pct of Total

43%

Non-Family Households

24%

Single Person Households, Pct ofTotal

21%

3.9
4.8

Avg Household Size
Avg Family Household Size

Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*
Black/African American

13%

Asian

55%

White

(Residents 25 years and older)

12%

Native American Indian

1%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

3%

High School or Less

63%

Some College/Associate Degree

22%

College Degree

13%

Graduate/Professional Degree

Other{rwo or More Races

17%

% Latino (of Any Race)

15%

3%

Nativity and Language
Foreign Born

Age

51%

Language Spoken at home

7%

0-4years

(Residents 5 years and older)

5-17years

19%

18-34years

21%

35-59 years

34%

6Qandolder

19%

·•*5.,_.~_,,L.
l•
2

Ii!!!!!!

R:ti&t~

U

30%
14%

Asian/Pacific Islander

55%

Other European Language

1%

Other languages

0%

Linguistic Isolation

•

.,

:r;;~:!I-

n:.T.f"""'"'.
«l~l';li!JllOD

English Only
Spanish Only

1

.t;r

)Ill,

GClbGol~

!!!!!!!!!~!l!!!i !!ati-~~

% of All Households

23%

% of Spanish-Speaking Households

24%

% of Asian Language Speaking Households

41%

% of Other European-Speaking Households
% of Households Speaking Other Languages

22%

0%

,.

f,,11

---------------------·-·------·-···········---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·---·
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Visitacion Valley
HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS

INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

5,480

Total NumberofUnits
Units Built 2000 to 2009+

460

Median Year Structure Built+

Income

1949

$44,373
$49,447
$17,651
15%

Median Household Income
Median Family Income

Occupied Units
Owner occupied

5,190
57%

Renter occupied

43%

Per Capita Income
Percent in Poverty
Employment

5%

Vacant Units
For rent
For sale only
Rented or sold, not occupied
For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us
Other vacant

82%

1993

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

2003

8,880

Employed Residents

o<'k
0%

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)

11%

Unemployment Rate

13%
5%

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

17%

Service Occupations

34%

Sales ;;ind Office Occupations

22%

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

Construction and Maintenance Occup.

11%

Production and Transportation Occup.

16%

Structure Type

Journey to Work

78%

Single Family Housing
2-4Units

7%

5-9 Units
10-19 Units
20 Units or rnor.e

6%.

Workers 16 years and over

3%
6%

Other

8,640

car

63%

Drove Alone

52%

Carpooled

11%
34%

Transit

0%

Other

1%
1%
1%

Worked at Home

2%

Bike
Walk

Housing Prices
Median Rent

$624

MedJan Horne Value

$QS,983

Median Rent as Percentage

of HH Income

Vehicles Available

28%

Additional Sources:
~ 2010 Census Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171).
+ Planning Department Housing Inventory

*

7,510

Homeowners

71%

Renters

29%

"1939• represents 1939 or earlier

2000 Census Tracts forarea; 258, 264.01, 264.02, 264.03, 264.04,
605.01, 605.02

037

Vehicles Per Capita
Households with no vehicle

May 2011

1,100

Percent ofHorneowning households
Percent of Renting Households

6%

41%

Note: Numbers are estimates and represent sampling daiaJrorn the American Gommunity Survey and Is subject to sampling and non-sampllng errors. For more
information, see http://www.census,gov/acs/WVJW/Downloads/flandllooks/ACSGeneralHandlloolcpdl
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West of Twin Peaks: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
Total Population*

22,830

Group Quarter Population

0

Percent Female

50%

Households

10,930

Family Households

69%

Households with Children, Pct of Total

29%

Non-Family Households

31%

Single Person Households, Pct of Total

21%

Avg Household Size

2.7

Avg Family Household Size

3.3
Educational .Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*
Black/African American

(Residents 25 years and older)

2%

Asian

31%

White

59%

Native American Indian

0%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%

Other/Two or More Races

7%

% Latino (of Any Race)

6%

High School or Less

16%

Some College/Associate Degree

20%

College Degree

36%

Graduate/Professional Degree

2&%

Nativity and Language
Foreign Born

Age

27%

Language Spoken at home

0-4years

6%

5c17years

14%

18-34years

15%

35-59years

42%

60and older

23%
PofHl~O bJ

(Residents 5 years and older)
English Only
Spanish Only
Asian/Pacific Islander

'°G•.111n4 C.mkr UIO:l

64%
4%

22%

Other European Language

9%

Other Languages

1%

W... Gf'rwinv...ru

'"'~11.fld-l:l'o'IV"~.)$

Linguistic Isolation

IO•M.,,_..-:u;
r.iloN~
~f0.7<C.JIC<lr.l

% of All Households

7%

% of Spanish-Speaking Households
% of Asian Language Speaking Households
% of Other European-Speaking Households

2%
22%

% of Households Speaking Other Languages

18%

flz.ba:\"»"'
a:ll&&t~

..

,

g!lj~ »•st~

,,

!4lo-5.tl"W""'

.i:rii=.a:i:wzs

•

~

16%
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West of Twin Peaks
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
11,500
60

Tot<!! Number of Units
Units Built 2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure Bullt:t::

Income

1939

Occupied Units

Median Household Income

$125,027

Median Family Income

$142,617

10,930

Per Capita Income

Owner occupied

86%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

14%

For rent
For sale only

4%

Employment

5%

Vacant Units

$58,594

27%

Unemployment Rate

5%

3%

t:mployed Residents

15,410

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

59%

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

18%

Service Occupations

10%

Other vacant

47%

Sales and Office Occupations

22%

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

Rented or sold, not occupied

5%

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)

1993

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Rent)

2002

.Construction and Maintenance Occup.

4%

Production and Transportation Occup.

5%

Structure Type
Journey to Work

91%

Single Family Housing
2-4 Units

5%

5-9 Units

1%

10-19 Units

1%

20 Units or more

2%

Other

Workers 16 years and over

Drove Alone
Carpooled

$1,745

Median Home Value

$952,703

Vehicles Available

22%.

88%

Renters

12%

Vehicles Per Capita

0.68

Households with no vehicle

460

Percent of Homeowning households

4%

Percent of Renting Hou~eholds

8%

11%
24%

Bike

1%

Walk

3%

Other

1%

Worked at Home

6%

Ad<li1ional Sources:
" 2010 Census Redistric!fng Data (Public Law 94-171 ).

+ Planning Department Housing ln\lentory

20,190

Homeowners

54%

Transit

Housing Prices

Median Rent as'Percent<lge of HH Income

65%

Car

0%

Median Rent

14,830

:j::

"1939• represents 1939 or earlier

2000.Census Tracts for area: 304,306, 307, 308, 309, 310
May2011

Note: Numbers are estimates and repre:;eot sampling data from the American Cqmmunlty Survey and is subject to sampflng and nori-sarnpUng errors. For more
fnfonnation, see http://WWW.census.gov/acs/Www/Download$/J1andbooks{ACSGeneralHandbo0llpdf
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Western Addition: Neighborhood at a Glance
DEMOGRAPHICS
42,920

Total Population*

Group Quarter Population

1730
52%

Percent Female

21,550

Households
F~mily Households

29%

Households with Children, Pct of Total

9%

Non-Family Households

71%

Single Person Households, Pct ofTotal

56%

Avg Household Size

1.9

Avg Famlly Household Size

2;9

Educational Attainment

Race/Ethnicity*
Black/African American

15%

Asian

20%

White

55%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander

0%
0%

Other/Two or More Races

9%

% Latino {of Any Race)

9%

Native American Indian

(Residents 25 years and older)
High School or Less

22%

Some College/Associate Degree

22%

College Degree

35%

Graduate/Professional Degree

22%

Nativity and language
Foreign Born

Age

24%

language Spoken at home

0-4years

3%

(Residents 5 years and older)

5-17years

5%

English Only

18-34years

35%

Spanish Only

35-59 years

34%

Asian/Pacific Islander

60and older

22%

Other European Language

9%

Other languages

1%

.fi5'19'_w..:' _ _

7%

11%

~_.

Unguistic Isolation

a::lbM~- .. 4
l'St'>hf~·-.31.

fll~'l''~-·~

% of All Households

11%

ro-11:!!~~·-,..

% of Spanish-Speaking Households
% of Asian. Language Speaking Households

17%
45%

% of Other European-Speaking Households

38%

% of Households Speaking Other Languages

55%

·~o;:oW~·-U
·SS:'OS&....,:·-«+
SOtl~)IAI').

·lllJ!!ll!lll.u•

•

<ISOC!ll'Wd-S•
~OU~

~~-~

,..

3da:i.Z.C~

.2...
•»··

71%

~ti:.'n~
:me~~
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·::.~Bil !$•t~~ -~.:·
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Western Addition
INCOME, EMPLOYMENT AND
JOURNEY TO WORK

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Total Number of Units
Units Built 2000 to 2009+
Median Year Structure Built;f:

24,080
990

Income

1947

Median Household Income

$53,990

Median Family Income

$69,889

21,560

Per Capita Income

$47,111

Owner occupied

21%

Percent in Poverty

Renter occupied

79%

Occupied Units

Vacarit Units

14%

Employment

10%
46%

Unemployment Rate

7%

For sale only

6%

Employed Residents

24,050

Rented or sold, not occupi!'?d

8%

Forrent

Managerial and Prof. Occupations

56%
14%

For seasonal, recreational, or occasional us

14%

Service Occupations

Other vacant

26%

Sales and Office Occupations

23%

Farming related Occupations

0.0%

Median Year Moved In to Unit (Own)

2000

Median Year M.oved In to Unit (Rent)

2003

and Maintenance Occup.

3%

Production and Transportation Occup.

5%

Construction

Structure Type
Single Family Housing

10%

2-4.Units

17%

5-9 Units

14%

10-19 Units

17%

20 Units or more
Other

Journey to Work
Workers 16 years and over

car
Drove Alone
Carpooled

42%

Transit

0%

Housing Prices
Median Rent
Median Home Value
Median Rent as Percentage of HH Income
Vehicles Available

$1,169
$690,196
26%

34%

Renters

66%

Vehicles Per Capita
Households with no vehicle

32%

27%
5%
41%

Bike

5%

Walk

12%

Other

2%

Worked at Home

7%

Addltional Sources:
* 201 OGensus Redistricting Data (Public Law 94'171 ).
+ Ptanning Department Housing Inventory
:I: "1939" represents 1939 orearller

15,620

Homeowners

23,480

2000 Census Tracts for area: 151, 152, 153, 155, 158, 159, 161, 163,
164, 168

0.39

May 2011

9,650

Percent of Homeowning households

18%

Percent of Renting Households

52%

Note: Numbers are estimates and rapresent sampling data from the American Gommuni1y SuJVey and ls subject to sampling and non-sampfing. errors. For more
information. see ht(JrJJwww.census.gov/acs/wwwJDownloads/handbooks/ACSGeneraJHandbook.pdf
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Appendix
Neighborhood

Margins of Error
Statistics in this report come from the 2005-2009
American Community Survey. The ACS is based
on sample data and is subject to margins of error.
due to the variability of individual samples. The
confidence interval is the range within which the
true population: value lies wiU1 a certain degree
of certainty. The more certainty, the larger the
necessaryintervalaround the estimate. The Census
Bureau published margin of error tables reflecting
a 90 percent confidence interval.

The confidence bounds will be
Value+/-MOE

For example, if one were interested margins of
error for the percentage of females in the Bayview
Neighborhood, one would need to locate the
estimate (50%), go to the mock·up to see the ID
for the field (ID number 03), and then look up
this value in the Margin of Error table, under the
Bayview row. The value there is 2%, meaning that
the true value is likely between 48% (50% - 2%)
and 52% (50% + 2%).
As a geneµtl note, MOEs are larger for smaller
popule1tions relative to the sample size. Details on
language for small sub-groups may be more prone
to inaccuracies than those of larger groups.

Step 1:

Aggregations of tract-level MOEs to the
neighborhood scale were performed per the
guidelines in the Census Compass Guides,
Appendix 3 ("A Compass far Understanding and
Using American Community Suraey Data: What State

Identify the characteri$tic (data field) you're
interested in from the Neighborhood at a Glance
profiles in this report.

and Local Governments Need to Krural').

f>ercentfemale

To calculate medians, the Planning Department
relied on published ranges and used a formula
for grouped data using the method provided by
the California State Department of Finance as
described in their note "Re-calculating Medians

Step 2:
Refer to the mock-up on pages 81-82 to get the
numeric code for the data field in question. Note
that the data fields are sequentially numbered.

Step 3:

02

Step4:

The figures cited in this report should be taken in
the context of their margins of error. 111.is means
thinking of confidence boundaries. To do this, one
must know the estimate as well as the margin of
error. The report has provided estimates at the
neighborhood level and below are steps to find-out
the margins of error for each estimate.

j

01

[~yV!e-vc.:.~::.;:~:==·~i=~K~."-··

and their Margin of Errors for Aggregated ACS Data''

I:.@:~:_i?~~~§~:~f!i~L~L::I

from Februal:Yt 2011. The margins of error thus
produced are known to significantly overstate
the true margills of error, but this is a necessary
limitation given the summary data available.

Go to the Margin of Error tabie on pages 83-86.
Look for the row representing the neighborhood
and locate the column with the numeric code you
found in Step 2. That is the applicable margin of
error.
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CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
BUDGET AND LEGISLATIVE ANALYST
1390 Market Street, Suite 1150, San Francisco, CA 94102.
(415) 552-9292 FAX {415) 252-0461

Policy Analysis Report
To:

Supervisor Campos

From: Budget and legislative Analyst's Office
Re:

Displacement in the Mission District

Date:

October27, 2015

Summary of Requested Action
Your office requested the Budget and Legislative Analyst produce a report on demographic and
housing price trends in San Francisco's Mission District. Specifically, you requested:
(1) Two-year, five-year, and ten-year projections of the Mission District's economic and
racial diversity if current demographic trends continue, including a specific focus on the
Mission' District's Hispanic/Latino population, families, and low-and-middle income
households;
(2) The number of new housing units needed to lower housing prices in San Francisco; and
(3) Two-year, five-year, and ten-year projections of the price of one- and two-bedroom
units in the Mission District if current price housing trends continue.

For further information about this report, contact Fred Brousseau at the Budget and Legislative

Analyst's Office.

Executive Summary
Changes in Mission District Demographics
•

The City's total population grew from 776,733 in 2000 to 817,501 in the five year 20092013 period, an increase of five percent. 1 On the contrary, the population of the
Mission District decreased between 2000 and the 2009-2013 period from 42,266 to
38,287, a reduction of 3,979, or nine percent. 2

1

The five year period between 2009 and 2013 is compared to 2000 as it was taken from the American Community
Survey five year average as reported by the U.S. Census Bureau. It was the most recent data available at the
Census tract level for the characteristics reported. The 2000 data is from the 2000 decennial Census.
2
The Mission District is defined for purposes of this report as the area bounded roughly by Market Street, Valencia
Street, Cesar Chavez Street, U.S. 101, 23n:I Street, Hampshire Street, 17tl\ Street, Vermont Street, Division Street,
and 11th Street. These boundaries correspond to Census tracts 177, 201, 208, 209, 228.01, 228.03, 228.09, 229.02,
and229.03.

Budget and Legislative Analyst
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a:

An even greater population reduction occurred in the Mission District's Hispanic/Latino
population, which decreased from 25,180 ih 2000 to 18,372 in the 2009-2013 period, a
27 percent reduction. Exhibit A presents this and other information about changes in
the neighborhood.

..

The 27 percent decrease in the Mission District's Hispanic/Latino population diverged
from the City as a whole, where the Hispanic/Latino population increased between
2000 and 2009-2013 from 109,504 to 124,167, an increase of 13 percent, and grew
slightly from 14 to 15 percent of the Oty's total population. In the Mission District, the
Hispanic/Latino population decreased from 60 percent of the neighborhood's total
population to 48 percent during the same time period.
Exhibit A: Population and Demographic Changes, City and Mission District
City
Mission
2009-

%

2013

Change

2000
Total Population
Hispanic/Latino
Hispanic/Latino% Total

776,733 817,501
109,504 124,167
14%
15%

Owner-occupied Units
%Total
Renter-occupied Units
%Total

115,391 126,394
35%
37%
214,309 218,950
65%
63%

5%
13%

10%

2%

2000
42,266
25,180

20092013

60%

38,287
18,372
48%

2,482
19
10,589
81%

3,655
25
10,789
75%

%

Change
-gt'A,

-27"/r.

48%

2%

Sources: Census 2000, American Community Survey 2013 (5-Year Estimate), Social Explorer.

•

The number of households in the Mission District increased between 2000 and 20092013, but households with children decreased by 26 percent during that period, from
4,088 households, or 31 percent of all households, to 3,041, or 21 percent of all
households. Contrary to this decline in the Mission District, households with children
Citywide remained constant during the review period, at 19 percent of all households.

"'

Changes in Income distribution in the Mission District followed Citywide patterns, but
experienced more extreme reductions in middle income households and larger
increases in upper income households than the City as a whole. Exhibit B presents
Budget and Legislative Analyst
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these changes. The largest change in the Mission District was in households with
annual incomes of $150,000 or more, which grew by 65 percent between 2000 and
2009-2013, substantially higher than the 10 percent growth rate for the City as a
whole.
Exhibit B: Changes in Household Income, City and Mission District
City

Annual Household
Income
Less than $35,000
$35,000- 99,999
$100;000 - 149,999
More than $150,000
Total

%

Ir

2000
2009-Z013 Change
95,258
76,797
24%
-8%
123,669 114,154
55,168
55,903
-1%
73,481
80,764
10%
329,850 345,344 I""
5%

2000
3,682
5,798
1,972
1,633
13,085

Mission
2009%
Change
2013
4,592
25%
-13%
5,060
2,100
6%
2,702
65%
lO"A)
14,454

Sources: Census 2000, American Community Survey 2013 (5-Year Estimate), Social Explorer.
*Total households reported by the U.S. Census Bureau for household income in 2000 are 150
households higher for the City and 14 households higher for the Mission District than total
households reported for population and demographic purposes.

•

Lower income households earning less than $35,000 per year increased Citywide by 24
percent between 2000 and 2009-2013; the Mission District followed suit with such
households increasing by 25 percent during that time period. Middle income
households earning between $35,000 and $99,999 decreased Otywide by eight
percent; in the Mission District, the rate of decrease was higher, at 13 percent.

a

Other changes in the Mission District between 2000 and 2009-2013, as shown in
Exhibit A, include:
o

An increase in total households, but a decrease in average household size.
Average household size Citywide remained largely unchanged.

o

.A six percent decrease in households populated with related individuals and a
28 percent increase in households populated with unrelated individuals or
singles, significantly more than the Citywide increase of two percent for such
households. 3

o

A 48 percent increase in owner-occupied households, significantly more than
the Otywide rate of increase of ten percent.

3

The Census Bureau uses the term Family Households for households composed of related individuals living
together. Family households include households composed of unrelated individuals living with related individuals.
Households composed of single occupants or unrelated fndividuals living together are called Non-family
Households by the Census Bureau.
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Projected Changes through 2025
•

The Budget and Legislative Analyst projects that, if trends since 2000 continue over the
next ten years through 2025, the Hispanic/Latino population will continue to decline as
a proportion of the Mission District's total population, from 48 percent of the
population in the 2009-2013 five year period to 31 percent by 2025. The number of
households with children would decrease from 21 to 11 percent of all households by
2025, assuming continuation of present trends.

•

The Budget and Legislative Analyst also prepared Income distribution projections in the
Mission District, assuming a continuation of trends from 2000 through 2009-2013.
Modest changes are projected in the number of households earning less than $35,000
and between $100,000 and $149,999. A significant decline ls projected, however, for
households earning between $35,000 and $99,999 and a significant increase is
projected for households earning more than $150,000.

Impact of Changes in Housing Supply on Potentially Lowering Housing Prices
•

Between 1980 and 2010, the median value of owner-occupied housing units in San
Francisco increased by 175 percent, significantly more than the 75 percent rate of
increase for California as a whole and the 52 percent rate of increase for the U.S.

•

For California to have achieved lower housing prices and a rate of housing price
appreciation at parity with the U.S., the California Legislative Analyst's Office estimated
that over the 30 years between 1980 and 2010, the state needed significantly more
housing units. added annually to its housing stock. Of the additional statewide housing
need estimated by the California Legislative Analyst's Office, San Francisco would have
needed an average of 15,300 housing units per year added to its housing stock, or
13,289 more units than the actual average of 2,011 units added per year.

•

If all the additional housing units estimated by the Legislative Analyst's Office had been
added, San Francisco would have built a total of 459,000 units between 1980 and 2010
instead of the actual. total of 60,334 units, an increase of 561 percent over the amount
built. Under this scenario, by 2010 there would have been a total of 775,608 housing
units in San Francisco, or over twice as many as the actual 376,942 housing units
estimated by the U.S. Census in 2010.

•

Had an average of 15,300 housing units been added each year over the 30 year period
instead of 2,011, the median 2010 housing value in San Francisco would have been
approximately $525,000 (in 2015 inflation-adjusted dollars) instead of the actual
median of $839,357, according to the Legislative Analyst's Office. However, even this
lower median price would have represented an increase in housing prices in San
Francisco over the 30 year period, though the rate of price appreciation would have
been lower than the actual rate experienced.

•

Any short-term price decreases that occurred during the 30 year period, such as those
caused by the economic recession that began in 2008 or those due to one-time larger
than average increases in supply, could not be sustained without annual average
Budget and Legislative Analyst
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increases of at least 15,300 housing units over the 30 year period, as estimated by the
Legislative Analyst's Office's analysis.
•

Had an average of 15,300 housing units been added annually in San Francisco between
1980 and 2010 to slow the rate of housing price appreciation, the City's population in
2010 would have been 1.7 million instead of the actual 805,195 and housing density
would have been 35-40 units per acre instead of the actual 18 units per acre.

•

The analysis by the Legislative Analyst's Office did not incorporate the desirability of
this level of additional construction or the feasibility of adding so much housing relative
to local land use and zoning controls, land availability, or community density
preferences. To the extent the LAO's estimated housing needed to have achieved lower
prices in San Francisco was infeasible between 1980 and 2010, and continues to be so
for the future, the analysis does not present alternative methods of providing more
affordable housing, particularly for low and moderate income households.

•

For the future, assuming trends over the 30 years between 1980 and 2010 continue for
the next 30 years, a supply-induced short-term reduction in housing prices in San
Francisco would require an increase in housing units added to the City's housing stock
every year greatly in excess of the average of the 2,011 added each year between 1980
and 2010. Further, average prices would still increase over the 30 years unless
significantly more than 15,300 housing units per year are added, or at least 13,289
more per year than the actual 2,011 added between 1980 and 2010. These estimates
do not consider the feasibility or desirability of such an increase in housing, population
and density in San Francisco relative to factors such as local land use and zoning
controls.

Impact of Changes in Housing Demand on Potentially Lowering Housing Prices
•

San Francisco housing cost increases have been fueled by increases in demand due to
an increase in the Crty's population and growth in upper income households. Between
1980 and 2013, Citywide inflation-adjusted median household income grew by 62
percent whereas growth in income for households in the 90th percentile grew by 116
4
percent.

•

Citywide rent paid between 1980 and 2013 grew faster at upper levels than at median
or lower levels, with a 69 percent increase in median rent paid compared to a 91
percent increase at the 90th percentile of rent paid. However, income growth has been
greater for upper income households than the rate of increase in upper level rents,
resulting in a higher degree of housing affordability for high-income households and
lower affordability for median or low income households.

4

The median represents the point at which 50 percent of all City households have higher incomes and 50 percent
have lower. The 90th percentile is the income point at which 90 percent of all City households have incomes lower
than this amount.
Budget and Legislative Analyst
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•

Exhibit C shows that the changes between 1980 and 2013 in household income for
upper income households grew faster than rent paid for higher income households
compared to those at the median and below. While the distribution of household
income and rent paid do not align for all households, the changes captured in Exhibit C
show that housing is less affordable for households with median or lower incomes and
that higher rents are relatively more affordable for upper income households.
Exhibit C: Changes in Citywide Rent Paid and Household Income

1980-2013

10th percentile
50th percentile (median)
90th percentile
95th percentile
99th percentile

Change in Rent
Paid
+17%
+69%
+91%
+97%
+93%

Change in
Household Income
-4%
+62%
+116%
+127%
+140%

Sources: Budget and Legislative Analyst estimates from 1980 Decennial Census PUMS files,
and 2013 1-Year American Community Survey PUMS files. Dataset obtained from IPUMSUSA, University of Minnesota, www.ipums.org.

•

In 2013, median rent paid in San Francisco for all housing types was approximately
$1,655 per month whereas the median market rate for a one-bedroom unit was $2!800
per month, or 69 percent higher. In 2015, the median market rate had increased to
$3,620 for a one bedroom apartment. The large gap between median market rent and
median rent paid appears to represent a scarcity of housing and a willingness and ability
on the part of some residents to pay higher rental rates, resulting in a likely continuation
of increases in market rate rents, if present trends continue.

11

The Budget and Legislative Analyst concludes that the Citywide trends above regarding
housing demand are applicable to the Mission District and will persist if present trends
continue. Specifically, the decreasing number of households in the Mission District with
incomes between. $35,000 and $99,999 and the increasing number of households with
incomes over $100,000 will mean that more neighborhood residents will be able to pay
higher rents, making housing less accessible and affordable to those with relatively
lower incomes. Decreases in housing prices in the Mission District do not seem likely
from the trends in demand for housing and changes in household income.

Projected changes in Mission District housing prices if present trends continue
•

The Budget and Legislative Analyst prepared projections of Mission District housing
prices for two, five and ten years out from 2015 based on historical price trends. Three
projection scenarios were prepared using two, fwe and nine years' worth of nistorical
Mission District housing price data. The projection results show that the further back
the historical data used as the basis of the projections, the lower the rate of projected
housing price increase since greater variation in economic cycles is incorporated,

Budget and Legislative Analyst
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•

Using nine years' worth of historical Mission District housing data, which incorporates
the effects of the economic recession that started in 2008, housing prices in the
Mission District would experience a downturn during the ten year projection period,
but would ultimately still increase through 2025. Exhibit D presents the results of the
projections. If historical data from five and two years prior to 2015 is used, prices are
projected to continually increase over the next ten years.
Exhibit D: Projected Changes to Median Price for All Types of Mission District
Housing* through 2025 Based on Continuation of Historical Trends
(July 2015 Dollars)
Projection Basis:
#Years
9Years
Historical
5Years
Historical
2 Years
Historical

2015
Base Year

2017
Projected

$1,210,400

$1,085,654

I
i

i
i
l

$1,371,296
$1,538,987

%
Change

I $1,319,262

9.0%

I $1,689,46s

I $2,219,747

83.4%

'j

;

i

$1,210,400

i

$1,173,257

!

;

$1,210,400

!

2020
2025
f'
;
Projected
Projected

~
i

'

f
~

$2,008,485 ! $2,790,982
l

130.6%

Sources: Zill ow.com Home Value Index. Projections by Budget and Legislative Analyst
*All homes include single-family homes, condominium, and co-operative homes.

Project Staff: Fred Brousseau, Chirag Rabari, Mina Yu, and Jennifer Millman
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1. Demographic Trends in San Frandsco1 s Mission District
This report section presents changes in the Mission District's Hispanic/Latino
population, household/family population, and household income.
In order to analyze changes in the Mission District, Census tract level data was
used that roughly corresponds to the City Planning Department's definition of the
Mission District, as seen in Exhibit 1 below. The nine Census tracts used for this
analysis are: 177, 201, 208, 209, 228.01, 228.03, 228.09, 229.02, and 229.03.

Exhibit 1: Census Tracts in the Mission District

Source: Office of Economic Analysis, San Francisco Controller's Office, 2015

Census tract level data is available in the decennial U.S. Census released every ten
years and the 5-Year American Community Survey (ACS), which provides five year
averages of annual samples taken each year since 2005. Comparisons between
the 2000 decennial census and the most recently available 5-Year ACS {2009-2013}
formed the basis of this analysis and the two, ·five, and ten year projections
presented below.
Although changes between 2000 and the 2009-2013 average are sufficient to
describe the basic magnitude and direction of recent demographic trends, use of
Budget and Legislative Analyst
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this information has limitations. More recent comparison data would be desirable
in order to understand whether and how demographic trends accelerated,
rnoderated, or stayed the same over time, and to inform more robust statistical
projections. However, despite the fact that ACS data is available going back to
2005, the California State Census Data Center, among others, strongly advise
against comparing overlapping sample periods, particularly at small geographic
scales such as a neighborhood or district. For this analysis, all sampling periods
between 2005 and 2013 overlapped, so only the most recent results from the
2009-2013 5-Year ACS were used.
The 2009-2013 data set averages results from the economic recession that began

in 2008, the immediate post-recessionary environment and the more recent
period of economic recovery in San Francisco, but does not include data from
2014 or 2015. For this reason, we believe the estimates presented be!ow are
conservative and may understate the scale of recent demographic changes.
Finally, all ACS data are sample data based on surveys, and do not represent
actual, comprehensive population counts of persons or households. The figures
should therefore be understood as estimates within a range of probable values.

The Mission District's Hispanic/Latino Population
Since 2000 there has been a significant decline, in both numeric and percentage·
terms, of the Mission District's Hispanic/Latino population. As seen in Exhibit 2
below, in 2000, the Hispanic/Latino population, at 25,180, comprised nearly 60
percent of the Mission District's total population of 42,266. By the 2009-2013
period, the Hispanic/Latino population decreased by 6,808 individuals, or 27
percent, to 18,732 and comprised approximately 48 percent of the Mission
District's population of38,287.
The Non-Hispanic/Latino population, by contrast, increased by 17 percent, or
2,829 individuals from 17,086 to 19,915 over the same period, and increased in
population share from 40 to 52 percent. The Mission District's total population
decreased by 3,979, or nine percent; from 42,266 to 38,287. By contrast, the City's
total population increased by approximately 41,000, or five percent, over the
same period, from 776,733 to 817,501.
Exhibit 2: Mission District Hispanic/Latino Population, 2000 and 20()9.;2013

% Total

2000

HJ.spani_c/Latino
Non-Hispanic Latino Population

2009-2013 % Total

Change % Change

zs,1?0

60%

18,372

4&%

(6,80B)

17,086

40%

19,915

52%

2,8f9

-2T:i6
17%

Total Mission District Population ,_42,..;.,_26_6_ _ _ _ _ 3s,281 ··-·-......._........_.p,~~L-. -9%
40,768
5%
Total City Population
776,733
817,501
Source: Census 2000 and American Community Survey 2013 (5-Year Estimate)
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The Hispanic/Latino population declined across all nine Mission District Census
tracts that formed the basis of this analysis. As can be seen in the maps in Exhibits
3 and 4 below, however, there was significant variation in different tracts, with
large changes in some tracts and others relatively stable.
Exhibit 3: Mission District Hispanic/Latino Share of Population, 2000

Source: Census 2000, Social Explorer

As of the 2000 Census, there were four Census tracts 5 (comprised primarily of the

area south of 17th Street, east of S. Van Ness Avenue, west of Hampshire and
Bryant Streets, and north of Cesar Chavez Street} where the Hispanic/Latino
population comprised over 60 percent of the population. By 2009-2013, as seen
5

228.01, 228.03, 229.01, 229.02

Budget and Legislative Analyst
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in the map in Exhibit 4 below, there were no Census tracts with Hispanic/Latino
populations over 60 percent.

Exhibit 4: Mission District Hispanic/Latino Share of Population, 2009-2013

Source: American Community Survey 2013 (5-Year Estimate}, Social Explorer

Change in One Census Tract in the Mission District
To illustrate further, Census tract 228.01, one of the four Mission District tracts
that had a Hispanic/Latino population of 60 percent or more in 2000, is located at
the center of the maps above and is comprised of the area bounded by 17th Street
(N}, Hampshire Street (E), 21st Street (S), and S Van Ness Ave (W). This area had
the largest population change in numeric and percentage terms, both for the
decline of the Hispanic/Latino population and the increase in the NonHispanic/Latino population. In this Census tract, total population changed only
slightly, but the distribution of the population changed significantly.
BudgetandLeg~faaveAnafyst
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There was a 47 percent decline in the. Hispanic/Latino population in Census tract
228.01 between 2000 and 2009-2013 from 2,839 to 1,504. The NonHispanic/Latino population, by contrast, increased by 77 percent, from 1,837 to
3,256. The total population for the Census tract increased by 84, or a change of
1.4 percent.
Estimates of the Mission District's Future Hispanic/Latino Population

If current trends continue and the relative changes seen between 2000 and the
2009-2013 period are annualized going forward, the Budget and Legislative
Analyst projects continued significant declines in the Mission District's
Hispanic/Latino population, as seen in Exhibit 5 below 6 • We estimate the Mission
District's Hispanic/Latino populatibn will decline from 48 percent of the total
Mission District population to 42 percent by 2017 and to 31 percent by 2025. 7

Exhibits: Hispanic/Latino Share of the Mission District's
Estimated Foture Population
_
Hispanic/Latino
---· '•-----····

Non-Hispanic Latino

·-···-·

Year

Number

····-·----··-

Percent

Number

Percent

48%

19,915

42%

21,268

52%
58%

2020

18,372
15,116
13,340

38%

22,006

62%

2025

10,380

31%

23,236

69%

2009-2013.
2017

Source:
Budget and Legislative Analyst, based on Census 2000 and American Community
Survey 2013 {S-Year Estimate)
San Francisco's Hispanic/Latino Population

Although the Mission District1s Hispanic/Latino population share declined
significantly, the Hispanic/Latino population increased Otywide from 2000 to
2009-2013. As Exhibit 6 below indicates, the Hispanic/Latino population in San
Francisco grew by 14,663, or 13 percent, and increased from 14 percent of the
City's population to 15 percent of the City's populatioh over the time period. The
non-Hispanic/Latino population grew by 26,105, but declined in share from 86 to
85 percent of the total Citywide population.
6

To calculate annual change, the Budget and Legislati\/e Analyst assumed the 5-Year ACS average could be
established at the mid-point of the 2009-2013. period. Changes from the 2000 Census were therefore assumed to
have occurred over 11.5 years.
7
If current trends continue, the Mission District's overall population will dedine to 33,616 by 2025, as gains in the
Noh-Hispanic/Latino population are offset by losses in the Hispanic/Latino population. The total number of
households is projected to increase, however, as fewer individuals and smaller families occupy the available
housing units. Overall trends in household and family size are discussed further in a below section.
Budget and Legislative Analyst
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Exhibit 6: San Francisco's Citywide Hispanic/Latino Population
2000 to 2009-2013

NonHispanic/ % ;Hispanic/; %
Latino Total. Latino 'Total
2000
2009-2013

Change

109,504 . 14%
124,167
15%
14,663

667,229
693,334
26,105

86%
85%

I

Total
Population
776,733
817,501
40,768

Source: Census 2000 and American Community Survey 2013 (5-Year Estimate)

The maps in Exhibits 7 and 8 below place changes in the share of the Mission
District's Hispanic/Latino population in the context of overall changes for this
group across the City.
As can be seen, the most noticeable differences between 2000 and 2009-2013 are
the relative declines in the Hispanic/Latino population in the Mission District and
surrounding areas, and the relative increases in the Hispanic/Latino population in
certain southern areas of the City including Bayview, Mission Terrace, the
Excelsior, and Lakeshore, as well as smaller increases in a handful or northern and
western neighborhoods.
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Exhibit 7: San Francisco Citywide Hispanic/Latino Share of Population, 2000
::~ Social Explorer

10

Hispanic/Latino Percent of Census Tract Population

Source: US Census 2000, Social Explorer
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Exhibit 8: San Francisco Hispanic/Latino Share of Population, 2009-2013
:~~ Social Explorer
30

60

Hispanic/Latino Percent of Census Tract Population

Source: American Community Survey 2013 (5-Year Estimate), Social Explorer

With the data analyzed for this report, it is not possible to draw a conclusion as to
whether residents leaving the Mission District are resettling in other City
neighborhoods or leaving the Qty entirely and being replaced with
Hispanic/Latino residents new to the Oty. To make such a determination, one
would have to investigate cross-tabulated migration data, tasks that were not
within the scope of this analysis.
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Households and Families in the Mission
Although the total population of the Mission District Census tracts de.dined
between 2000 and 2009-2013 from 42,266 to 38,287, the number of households
increased by 11 percent, from 13,071 to 14,454, as shown in Exhibit 9 below. This
divergence is at least partially explained by a reduction in average household size
in the Mission District from 3.2 in 2000 to 2.6 in the 2009-2013 five year period.
Average family size in the Mission District also decreased from an average of 3.9
individuals per family in 2000 to 3.4 in 2009-2013.

Total

·

(~9'l9)

;J~~~f

% Total
·:c:,.:9%.

11%

-~~~~~·~;Gl,1:2%<1~.,
2,206
Source: Census 2000 and American Community Survey 2013 (5-Year Estimate}
Other key points about changes in the makeup of households in the Mission
District presented in Exhibit 9 include:
•

•

Whereas households composed of single or unrelated individuals liVing
together and households composed of related people living together were
nearly evenly split iri 2000, by 2009-2013 the number of households with
related people living together had decreased slightly but households with
singles and unrelated individuals living together had increased significantly, by
8
28 percent, and were a dear majority;
The number of households with children decreased by 1,047, from 4,088 in
2000 to 3,041 in 2009-2013, a decline of 26 percent;

8

The Census Bureau defines households composed of related individuals living together as Family Households.
Family households also include households composed of unrelated individuals living with related individuals.
Households composed of single occupants or unrelated individuals living together are classified as Non-family
Households by the Census Bureau.
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•

•

•

In 2000 the Mission Distrids housing stock was approximately 20 percent
owner-occupied and 80 percent renter-occupied; by 2009-2013 this changed
to 25 percent owner-occupied and 75 percent renter-occupied;
While the number of renter-occupied units increased by 200 units, or two
percent, the number of owner-occupied units increased by 1,183 units, or
nearly 50 percent;
The number of total housing units increased by 2,206, or 16 percent, although
a lower proportion of these are occupied compared to 2000, likely due to
unfinished construction.

The above data indicates the loss of households with children has been offset by a
mixture of households without children, such as married couples and, especially,
households with unrelated individuals sharing a unit or singles occupying an entire
housing unit.
Given the significant decline in the number of households with children, as well as
the decline in both household and family size, it appears the loss of families and
households with children contributed to a significant portion of the Mission
District's overall population decline of 3,979 individuals over the 2000 to 20092013 period.

Households and families in San Francisco

As seen in Exhibit 10 below, total population grew in San Francisco between 2000
and 2009-2013. The number of households and families Citywide can be
characterized as generally stable between 2000 and 2009-2013, with small to
moderate growth or increases. This is in contrast to the Mission District where, as
shown in Exhibit 9 above, total population decreased while the number of
households increased, with family households and households with children both
decreasing.

Budget and Legislative Analyst
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Change
Total

% Total

:40,768

5%
5%

827

Average Household Size
Average Family Size

~~~Z~ki~~-~}~~l~~~\;
Households: Related Individuals

~,{5,1

1%
5%

11,556
4,088

8%
2%

;37%.

ll)003

io0/6

.63%,.;

<;4,~1

2.%.

31,659

9%

45%

55%

Total Housing units
Source: Census 2000 and American Community Survey 2013 (5-Year Estimate)

100";6

Key points about changes in the makeup of households in San Francisco presented
in Exhibit 10 include:
•

Citywide, increases in population and households tracked each other closely,
with both growing at approximately five percent from 2000 to 2009-2013. The
Mission District, meanwhile, had a divergence between population and
households, with a nine percent decrease in population coupled with an 11
percent increase in the number of households.

"

Average household size and average family size Citywide were also relatively
stable from 2000 to 2009-2013. Both decreased in the Mission District.

•

Households composed of related individuals increased by eight percent
Citywide in contrast to a six percent decrease in the Mission District, and
households composed of unrelated individuals increased by two percent
Citywide, in contrastto a 28 percent increase in the Mission District. 9

•

Otywide there was a one percent increase in the number of households with
children. In contrast, the Mission saw a 26 percent decrease in the number of
households with children. In addition, whereas the Mission District had a
significantly higher percentage of households with children in 2000 (31 percent
versus 19 percent Citywide}, by 2009-2013 the proportion of households with

9

The Census Bureau defines households composed of related individuals living together as Family Households.
Family households also include households composed of unrelated individuals living with related individuals.
Households composed of single occupants or unrelated individuals living together are classified as Non-family
Households by the Census Bureau.
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children in the Mission District was roughly similar to the Citywide rate (21
percent to 19 percent}.
•

The Mission District had a lower percentage of households with .seniors
compared with the City in both 2000 and 2009-2013.

•

While the number of owner-occupied units increased by approximately ten
percent in San Francisco betWeen 2000 and 2009-2013, the number of owneroccupied units increased by 48 percent in the Mission District. The number of
renter-occupied units increased by the same amount in both the Mission
District and San Francisco from 2000 to 2009-2013, approximately two percent.

As with the City's Hispanic/Latino population, it would require further analysis to
determine whether households leaving the Mission District are resettling in other
City neighborhoods, or leaving the City entirely and being replaced by households
or families new to the City.

Estimates of the Mission District's Future Population of Households with Children
If current trends continue and the relative changes seen between 2000 and the
2009-2013 period are annualized going forward, the Budget and Legislative Analyst
projects continued declines in the Mission District's projected share of Households
with Children, as seen in Exhibit 11 below. 10 As shown, the Mission District's
projec.ted share of households with children would decline from 21 percent of the
District's total number of households to 17 percent in 2017 and 11 percent in 2025.
Exhibit 11: Projected Share of Households with
Children in the Mission District
!

Total

Households with Children
Year

i

2009-2013
2017
2020

1

2025

I

'

I

Number

Households

of
I Percent
Total

3,041:
2,540 I
I
2,267 i
1,812;

21%
17%
15%
11%

Number

i

14,454
15,115
15,476
16,078

Source: Budget and Legislative Analyst, pased on Census 2000 and American
Community Survey 2013 (5-Year Estimate)

;oThis projection is based solely on the assumption of current trends continuing. Altho0gh there will likely be
continued decreases amongst the current population of households with children, these households may be
replaced by at least some number of new families with children. It is therefore also possible thatthe population of
households with children will stabiliz.e at some level higher than the 11 percent figure in 2025 provided above.
Budget and.Legislative Analyst
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Low-and-Middle Income Households in the Mission
Household Income in the Mission District
As seen in Exhibit 12 below, over the 2000 to 2009-2013 period there has been
growth in the share of households in the Mission District with annual incomes of
less than $35,000. Meanwhile, households earning between $35,000 to $49,999 in
annual income have remained relatively stable, increasing by 85 from 1,503 to
1,587.
Households with annual incomes between $50,000 to $99,999 declined in both
numeric and percentage terms, falling from 4,295 households in 2000 to 3,473 in
the five year 2009-2013 period, a decrease of 19 percent This is the only income
group to have experienced a numeric decline in the Mission District during the
years reviewed. By contrast, households with between $100,000 to $149,999
annual income maintained a relatively stable share of all households in the Mission
District.
There was significant growth in the number of households earning between
$150,000 to $199,999 annual household income. Finally, households earning
$200,000 and above in annual household income increased from 720 households in
2000 to 1,474 households in 2009-2013, an increase of 105 percent. This was the
largest increase of the income groups in both numeric and percentage terms.
Exhibit 12: Changes in Mission District Household Income, 2000to 2009-2013
2009-2013

Income
Less than $15,000

Households %Total Households %Total
1,508
12%
1,900
13%
17%

Change
392

%

26%

105%

754
'rh•'f7.n"Jc'.)i'<'/'.'.:1,i1 a•iZ§:'.•;'.~'.'I ~;:}~aIOJlQ

,;;

1,369

15~%

10%

Source: Census 2000 {in 2013$) and American Community Survey 2013 (5-Year Estimate),
Social Explorer
Note: Total households reported by U.S. Census Bureau for Mission District household
income in 2000 are 14 households higher than total households reported for population
and demographic purposes.
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Between 2000 and 2009-2013, the approximate range of households earning
between $35,000 and $99,999 went from 44 percent of the Mission District's
population to 35 percent, a decrease of 13 percent. By contrast, all households
earning above $150,000, or twice the 2009-2013 Citywide median household
income of$75,604, went from 12 percent of the Mission District's population to 19
percent, an increase of 65 percent.
As with the previous topics covered in this report, the 5-Year 2009-2013 ACS is the
most recent period available for Census tract level data. With this data, it is not
possible to measure whether the income trends identified above for the Mission
District accelerated, moderated or remained the same between 2009-2013 ·and
2015. However, the Citywide median household income increased to $85,070 as of
2014 from $77,485 in 2013 In the ACS 1-Year Estimates, and the Mission District
has likely followed this Citywide trend.
Finally, it is not possible to determine with the available data used for this report
whether the households in the income categories presented have remained in the
Mission District over time and/or whether there has been upward or downward
mobility for any individual household.

Estimates of the Mission District's Future Household Income.
If current trends continue and the changes seen over the 2000to 2009-2013 period
are annualized going forward, the Budget and Legislative Analyst projects
continued relative and actual declines in the number of households with annual
incomes between $35,000 and $99,999 in the Mission District, as seen in Exhibit 13
below.

I Households Percent
Less than $35,000

Households Percent Households ~ Households Percent

28%
44%
15%
12%

4,592
32.%
5,fJ2.7
$35,000-99,999
5,060
35%
4,707
$100,000-149,999
2,100
15%
2,161
More than $150,000
2,702
19%
3,213
Total
14,454
15,109
Source: Budget and Legislative Analyst, based on Census zooo {in
Survey 2013 (5-Year Estimate)

33%
31%
14%
21%

5,265
34%
5,660
4,515
29%
4,194
2, 195
14%
2,250
3,492
23%
3,957
15,466
16,061
2013$) and American Community

As can be seen in Exhibit 13, households making less than $35,000 a year will
continue slowly expanding their share of total households in the Mission District if
present trends continue. Households at this income level are projected to reach 35
percent of all households by 2025, up from 28 percent ofall households in 2000.
Households earning between $35,000 and $99,999 annually will continue seeing
year-over-year declines if present trends continue, eventually constituting 26
percent of all Mission District households by 2025. This is a significant projected
decrease from 44 percent of all households in 2000.
Budget and legislative Analyst
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Households earning between $100,000 and $149,999 a year will remain a relatively
stable proportion of the population at 14 percent in 2025 if present trends
continue. Finally, households earning $150,000 and above annually will continue
to expand their share of the neighborhood's overall population. Households at this
income level are projected to reach 25 percent of all households by 2025, a
significant projected increase from 12 percent of all households in 2000.

Household Income in San Francisco
Otywide, changes in household income from 2000 to 2009-2013 were roughly
similar to the Mission District, as seen below in Exhibit 14. There was an increase
in households earning less than $35,000 annually, a decrease in households
earning between $35,000 to $99,999, little change in households earning between
$100,000 to $149,999, and an increase in households earning over $150,000
annually.
The magnitude of the changes within those broad categories varied between the
Mission District and the City. For instance, the number of households earning less
than $35,000 annually increased by almost the same amount in both the Mission
District and San Francisco overall from 2000 to 2009-2013, at approximately 25
percent.
Citywide, there were numeric and relative decreases in the number of households
at several levels of household income between 2000 and 2009-2013, including all
three income brackets ranging from $35,000 to $149,999, as shown in Exhibit 14.
In the Mission District, however, decreases were concentrated only among
households at the $50,000 to $99,999 level of annual household income, which, at
19 percent, was of a larger magnitude than the nine percent decrease in the same
income category Citywide.
Finally, although the number of households earning over $200,000 annually
increased in both the Mission District and Citywide between 2000 and 2009-2013,
in percentage terms the increase in the Mission District was approximately seven
times greater than the City as a whole, at 105 percent versus 15 percent,
respectively.
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.

Exhibit 14: Changes in San Francisco Household Income, ZOOO to 2009-2013

-~---~--~-~-

Income
~~s than

$15,000_ _

$15!~-: .$~2~9~~ ··~

2009-2013

2000
·---------·

Households 1 % Total

Households i % Total
34_,_,5_5_6_1_1_09_%__

___
1

1

13%

S1.1l:iti:it/!jf;:'.; · r!;

Difference

% Change

t----'9,_9_2?.____ ~1b
20%
. 24%

$35,000-$49,999
$50,000-$99,999

.

-4%

-9'%

$Cis(~t(Jf ;::~r:ms;m;'.:firi1.,1 :

-:8.%

s100,0d:i+isizt:9;m;(!i'.1

-1%

$~_Q,_QQ0-$.199,9~1----'--

4%

329,850! 100%

345, 344; 100°,1,

6,157.

15%

1 :f:~;ii'Miii:Q,ii3~·

lOOAI

15,494.

5%

Source: Census 2000 (in 2013$) and American Community Survey 2013 (5-Year Estimate), Social
Explorer.
Note: Total households reported by U.S. Census Bureau for Citywide household income in 2000 is
150 households higher than total households reported for population and demographic purposes.
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2. fmpact of Changes in Housing Supply on Potentially lowering Housing
Prices
In this and the subsequent Section 3 of this report, the Budget and Legislative
addresses the question of how many units of housing would need to be
constructed to lower prices by separately analyzing supply and demand factors
that have contributed to rising housing prices in the Mission District and San
Francisco overall. Although it is not possible to provide an estfm<1te on the exact
number of housing units needed to lower current median housing values without
constructing a complex forecasting model, this report section provides
perspective on the number of housing units that could moderate future increases
in median housing values.
Increasing Housing Supply to Reduce Housing Price Growth
A 2015 report by the California Legislative Analyst's Office (LAO)i the State's

nonpartisan fiscal and policy advisor, estimated the amount of additional housing
that would have been needed to prevent California's housing costs from growing
faster than the rest of the country in recent decades. 11 The LAO's estimates
provide perspective on the amount of additional housing demand and housing
construction that would have resulted in San Francisco had there been parity
between U.S. and California median housing price growth between 1980 and
2010.

The LAO's report notes that during the 30-year period from 1940 through 1970,
the state's home prices were generally between 20 to 30 percent higher than the
national average. Prices accelerated during the 1970s, and by 1980, home prices
in California were 80 percent above U.S. levels. By 2015, prices in California were
approximately two-and-a-halftimes the national average.
Forthe 30 year period between 1980 and 2010, the LAO prepared an estimate of
how many additional households would have lived in california if housing prices
had risen "only as fast as the rest of the country", as opposed to significantly
faster. 12
Overthis period California built an average of 120,000 new housing units annually.
The LAO's analysis estimates that between a total of 190,000 and 230,000 units
would have been built under conditions of equivalent housing cost growth
between California and the rest of the country, or between 70,000 and 110,000
additional units per year over the actual annual average. Under this scenario
11

"California's High Housing Costs: Causes and Consequences". California Legislative Analyst's Office. March 17,
2015.
u The LAO's analysis primarily focused on the relationship on housing demand and home prices .. They report that
they performed a similar analysis on rents and received similar results.
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California would have built between an additional 2.1 and 3.3 million units of
housing over the 30 year period and between 5.4 and 8.5 million additional
people would have been living in the state.
Had this level of housing construction occurred, the LAO concludes that prices in
California would have risen during the 30 year period consistent with the level of
increase in housing prices nationwide, leading to median housing prices lower
than their current actual levels. The LAO predicts these additional housing units
would have been heavily concentrated in the state's major coastal metropolitan
areas for a number of reasons, including 1) these areas have the strongest
demand for housing; 2) these areas contain two-thirds of the state's population;
3) these areas saw the largest price increases for housing over the period in
question; and 4) these areas had the comparatively slowest pace of new housing
13
construction over the period in question.
The LAO's estimates should be understood as providing a sense of the scale of
annual housing construction needed over a 30-year period to moderate the
growth of median housing prices in California. The estimates should not be
interpreted as a static estimate of current housing need or a prediction of the
number of housing units needed to lower prices from their current levels.

California Legislative Analyst's Office Housing Estimates for San Francisco
The LAO's 2015 report included estimates of the housing needed in the City and
County of San Francisco for median price growth in California to have risen at the
same level as the U.S. from 1980 to 2010.
As seen in Exhibit 15 below, the median value of owner-occupied housing units in
San Francisco significantly outpaced the national average over the 1980-2010
period. Whereas the nationwide median value rose by approximately 52 percent
over the 30-year period, San Francisco's median value rose by over three times
that amount, or approximately 175 percent. In 1980 the $305,522 median value
of an owner-occupied housing unit in San Francisco was over twice the national
median of $129,261, but by 2010 the San Francisco median of $839,357 was over
four times the $196,615 national median.

13

The LAO's report also suggests that lower prices and increased supply in the state's coastal urban areas would
have reduced the demand for new housing in the state's inland areas, which would have seen comparatively less
building under this scenario. The LAO believes much of the growth in inland California over the 1980-2010 period
resulted from spillover demand from individuals and families priced out of the too-expensive coastal areas. This
spillover demand raised prices in the interior as well.
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Exhibit 15: Median Value of Owner-Occupied Housing Units in San
Francisco, 1980-2010
900,000
800,000
700,000
600,000
500,000

Ci

San Francisco

II California

400,000

iii!US

300,000
200,000
100,000
0
1980

·

1990

2000

2010.

Median Value of Owner-Occupied Housing in San Francisco,
1980-2015 {in 2015$)
1980

1990

2000

2010

2015

$305,522

$545,008

$548,597

$839,357

$982,000

catifomia

$231,534

$345,710

$292,705

$405~361

$436,600

us

$129,261

$139,917

$165,520

$196,615

$178,500

San Francisco

·· ·

% Change in Median Value of Owner-Occupied Housing in San Francisco
1980-2015

1980-1990

1990-2000

califomia

78%
49%

1%
-15%

us

8%

18%

San Francisco

2000-2010

53%
38%
19%

2010-2015

1980-2010

!!
I
!

1980-2015

221%

13%

175%

8%

75%

89%

-9%

52%

38%

Sources: 1980-2000 data from U.S. Census, "USA Counties" and "Historical Census of
Housing Tables - Home Values" data sets. 2010 data from U.S. Census Bureau's American
Community Survey (ACS). 2015 data from Zil!ow as of January 2015, via catifomia State
Legislative Analyst's Office, "califomia's High Housing Costs: Causes and Consequences'',
March2015.
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The LAO estimates that San Francisco would have had significantly more housing
production over the 1980-2010 period if California's median home prices had
appreciated in line with the approximately 52 percent rate of increase seen during
that period for the U.S. as a whole. 14
As seen in Exhibit 16 below, Census data shows that from 1980 to 2010 there was
an average of approximately 2,011 housing units added annually in San Francisco,
for a total of 60,334 housing units, The LAO's model estimates that 15,300
average annual units, or 13,289 more than actually added, would have been
needed to be built in San Francisco on average each year and, when combined
with additional housing in other California counties, would have enabled home
prices to appreciate at the same rate as the rest of the country. This would have
resulted in a total of approximately 459,000 new units in San Francisco during the
30-year period from 1980 to 2010, indicating a housing shortfall over the period of
approximately 398,666 units compared to the 60,344 actually added on average
each year over the 30 years. The LAO's estimated level of San Francisco's housing
need represents a 561 percent increase over the actual level of housing
production during that period. Under this scenario, by 2010 there would have
been a total of 775,608 housing units in San Francisco, or over twice as many as
the actual 376,942 housing units estimated by the U.S. Census in 2010. Even with
that level of additional housing, the LAO analysis holds that San Francisco prices
would have still increased over the 30-year period, though at a lower rate than
actually occurred.

Exhibit 16: San Francisco's Actual Housing Unit Production and Estimated Housing Production
Needed for California Housing Cost Growth to Equal the U.S. Median, 1980-2010

l Estimated Housing i
Actual Housing ' Needed to Equal Estimated Housing
Estimate vs
Actual % Increase
Added
Growth in U.S.
Shortfall
Median Prices
Total Units
Average Annual Units ;

60,334
2,011

459,000
15,300

398,666

561%

13,289

Source: Actual housing data from U.S. Census, "USA Counties" Censta~ Housing database.
Estimated housing data from "california's High Housing Costs: Causes and Consequences", California
State Legislative Analyst's Office. March 2015. Shortfall estimated by Budget and Legislative Analyst.

Had all these additional units been built, the LAO estimates that the 2010 median
home price in San Francisco would have been approximately $525,000 (in 2015

14

The LAO's analysis does not consider constraints on new housing construction due to zoning and land use
regulations.
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Inflation-adjusted dollars}, 15 or $314,357 less than the actual 2010 median home
price in San Francisco of $839,357. This amount is also slightly less than actual
inflation-adjusted median home prices in 1990 and 2000, as shown above in
Exhibit 15.
It follows that, over the 30 year period, some range of total construction above
the actual 60,334 housing units added in San Francisco, but below the lAO's
estimated need of 459,000 units, would also have led to relatively lower median
housing prices in San Francisco as of 2010. This suggests that it would have taken
some level of housing production beyond 459,000 total units during the 19802010 period for inflation-adjusted median prices in San Francisco to have declined
from their 1980 level of $305,522.
Under this "growth" scenario estimated by the legislative Analyst's Office, San
Francisco's population would have been twice as large by 2010, or 1.7 million
people instead of 805,195 as reported by the U.S. Census Bureau for 2010, with
significantly greater housing densities.
Exhibit 17: Actual and Potential Population and Density in San Francisco
Actual {2010)

. LAO Growth Scenario

·Population

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _s_o_5,_!~--- _____
·Population Density (people per sq mi)

~,z9_a,_QOO

17,246

36,410

--~-----~-~-----------~

:Housing Density (units per acre)

2?

~--------------·___1_8_u_nits per ac:!:. _ to 40 unit~per acre
Sources: "California's High Housing Costs: Causes and Consequences", California State
Legislative Analyst's Office. Budget and Legislative Analyst.

Policy Implications and limitations
The figures presented by the lAO are backwards-looking and point to a past
housing deficit rather than a forward projection of need. It cannot be stated that
building 398,666 additional housing units right now would bring San Francisco's
median housing price down to where it would have been had price growth not
outpaced the rest of the country from 1980-2010. Rather, the lAO states the
figures should provide a sense of the scale and pace of housing construction
needed to prevent housing price appreciation far in excess of the national
average, as California and San Francisco experienced over the 30-year period from
1980-2010.
The lAO's estimates do not address the iss4e of whether it would be possible or
desirable to build significantly more housing units in San Francisco given current
policy constraints such as land use and zoning controls and possible community
15

The estimated 2010 San Francisco median housing value was provided by the State legislative Analyst's Office in
correspondence with the Budget and Legislative Analyst's Office.
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resistance to such extensive growth. To the extent the lAO's estimated housing
needed to have achieved lower prices in San Francisco was infeasible during the
review period and remains so for the future, the analysis does not present
alternative methods of providing more affordable housing, particularly for low and
moderate income households.
Moving forward, the LAO believes that California will continue to see strong
demand for housing in 2015 and beyond, and that "the state probably would have
to build as many as 100,000 additional units annually - almost exclusively in its
coastal communities - to seriously mitigate the state's problems with housing
affordability". ff trends from the last 30 years as reported by the LAO were to
continue in San Francisco, construction of something above the Oty's 1980-2010
average annual production of 2,011 housing units, sustained over multiple years,
would be. needed to moderate projected price increases in the future. Further, a
level of construction above the City's 1980-2010 average annual housing need of
15,300 average units estimated by the LAO, sustained over multiple years, would
be needed to actually maintain a lower San Francisco's inflation-adjusted median
housing price from its current value of approximately $1 million on an ongoing
basis.
The LAO analysis does not imply that prices in San Francisco will never go down.
As discussed further in Section 4, events such as recessions can and have lowered
prices for several years at a time in San Francisco. However, over longer-run
periods of 10, 20, or 30 years, median housing prices in both San Francisco and
california have been on a consistently upward trajectory.
Finally, tne LAO repeatedly stresses that readers should focus less on the specific
estimates provided above and more on the general fact that "demand for housing
in California substantially exceeds supply', and that the state needs to build
significantly more housing in its coastal urban areas to moderate future housing
price growth. 16
The Budget and Legislative Analyst did not evaluate the Oty's housing
development pipeline, development potential, zoning and land use regulations, or
other laws and policies in order to assess the feasibility or desirability of reaching
the LAO's estimated average annual housing construction levels, as these were
outside the scope of this report.

16

Under the terms of the lAO's model, no metro area or county can be considered in isolation from another. It is
assumed that any potential moderation or reduction in San Francisco housing prices would take place under
conditions where other coastal cities in California are also adding supply.
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3. Impact of changes in housing demand on potentially lowering housing

prices
Determinants of Housing Demand

The market rate for a certain quantity of housing is determined by the intersection
of supply and demand. On the supply side, and as discussed in Section 2, the
California Legislative Analyst's Office estimates that substantially more housing
needed to have been produced in San Francisco to moderate housing price growth
between 1980 and 2010. This section addresses trends related to the Otywlde
demand for housing in San Francisco since 1980.
Relevant household data for this analysis is available from the U.S. Census Bureau
Public Use Microdata Sample {PUMS) fifes at the Citywide level, but not at the
neighborhood or Census tract level. As a result, this section presents a Citywide
analysis of income and rental price trends, though the patterns appear to mirror
data that is available for the Mission District presented earlier in this report
Demand for housing is derived from what households are willing and able to pay,
which is linked to household income. As housing prices increase, fewer households
are willing or able to pay market rates unless their incomes increase at the same
rate, and as prices decrease, more households are able to pay the market rate as
long as their incomes do not decrease.
We can estimate household willingness/ability to pay for rental housing by
comparing income to rental prices. If the ratio of rent paid to income stayed
constant over time, then willingness/ability to pay and the demand for housing
would not change over time.
Household Income and Rent Trends in San Francisco

Otywide, rent-to-income ratios have been inconsistent over time across
households with different income levels. 17 As shown in Exhibits 18 and 19, in
inflation-adjusted dollars, high-income (90th, 95th, and 99th percentile 18 ) households
have experienced greater rates of income growth than low- (101h percentile) and
median-income households.

7
t
18

Estimates derived from: IPU MS-USA, University of Minnesota, www .ipums.org.
In this case, the percentile indicates the household income below which a given percentage of households in San
Francisco fall. For example, 90 percent of San Francisco households make less than the 90th percentile of
household income and 10 percent make more. The median household income is also known as the soth percentile
because half of all households make more than the median income level and half make less. In the case of rent
paid, half of all rental units rent for less than the soth percentile (median} and half of all units rent for more.
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Exhibit 18: Household Income of San Francisco Renters over Time (in 2014 Dollars)
'·••. 99th Percentile
$554,531

"'

95th Percentile
$319.922

• 9oth Percentile
S243;852

Median
$79,117
0

-------------------~------1oth

Percentile
'-T--------....--------.,..---------,,...----$12,594

1980

1990

2010

2000

Year
#
Households

Income Percentile
10th
50th (Median)
90th
95th
99th

1980
$13,056
48,932
112,981
140,927
231,489

1990
$15,324
61,091
143,182
181,096
293,456

2000
$15,199
72,940
205,966
271,307
547,585

2010
$13,565
67,393
200,767
264,795
485,097

2013
$12,594
79,117
243,852
319,922
554,531

% Change

above

1980-2013

Percentile*
319,186
177,325
88,663
35,465
17,733

-4%

62%
116%
127%
140%

Source: 1980, 1990, 2000, and 2010 Decennial Census PUMS files, and 2005 through 2013 1-Year American
Community Survey PUMS files. Dataset obtained from IPU MS-USA, University of Minnesota, www.igums.org.
*Note: American Community Survey 2013 1 Year Estimate reports 354,651 households for San Francisco.

As shown in Exhibit 19, actual Citywide rent paid for higher cost units has increased
at a greater rate than rent paid for lower cost units.
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Exhibit 19: Citywide Rent Paid over Time, All Housing Types (in 2014 Dollars)
0
0

0

~

,./9oth Percentile
$3,128

Median
$1.655

----------------------~----lothPercentile
S515
0

1990

1980

2010

2000
Year

Price Percentile
10th
SOth (Median)
90th
95th
99th

1980
$440
978
1,636
1,884
2,054

1990
$527
1,334
2,482
2,577
2,768

2000
$490
1,351
3,013
3,101
3,302

2010
$521
1,630
2,898
3,356
3,844

2013
$515
1,655
3,128
3,717
3,961

%Change
1980-2013
17%
69%
91%
97%
93%

Source; 1980, 1990, 2000, and 2010 Decennial Census PUMS files, and 2005 through 2013 1-Year American
Community Survey PUMS files. Dataset obtained from IPUl\llS-USA, University of Minnesota, www.ipums.org.
Since 1980, rent paid for low- and mid-level units increased at a higher rate than
income for low- and median-income households, resulting in a lower overall level
of housing affordability. The above comparison of rent and income levels does not
capture the distribution of rent and income at the household unit because a
household with income at the SOth percentile, or median, does not necessarily pay
rent at the SOth percentile. Some households pay more than they can afford and
some pay less.
While those in the various income percentiles do not necessarily pay rents in the
corresponding rent percentiles, Exhibit 20 shows that increases in rent paid
between 1980 and 2013 for low- and mid-priced units exceeded income growth for
median- and low-income households, making housing less affordable. On the
contrary, income growth for higher income households exceeded increases in rent
Budget and Legislative Analyst
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paid for high-end units during that period, making housing relatively more
affordable for high income households.
Exhibit 20: Changes in Citywide Rent Paid and Household Income

1980-2013

Change in
Change in Rent Paid
10th percentile
SOth percentile (median)
90th percentile
95th percentile
99th percentile

+17%
+69%
+91%
+97%
+93%

Household Income
-4%
+62%

+116%
+127%
+140%

Source:· 1980 Decennial Census PUMS ·fifes, and 2013 1-Year American Community Survey
PUMS files. Dataset obtained from IPUMS-USA, University of Minnesota,. www.ipums.org.

Price Gap between Rent Paid and Market Rate
Exhibit 21 presents trends in rent paid in San Francisco between 1980 and 2013. As
can be seen, a significant gap exists between the median and higher percentile rent
paid.
In 2013, median rent paid in San Francisco for alt housing types was approximately
$1,655 per month but the median market rate for a one-bedroom unit was $2,800,
or 69 percent higher. In 2015, the median market rate had increased to $3,620 for
a one bedroom apartment. Assuming that the increase in median rent paid has
contiriued to grow only modestly between 2013 and 2015, the gap between rent
paid and market rate rent is assumed to have remained significantly divergent or
grown. The large gap between median market rent and median rent paid likely
indicates a scarcity of housing and willingness on the part of some residents to pay
more for housing, resulting in increasing market rental rates.
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Exhibit 21: Actual Citywide Rent Paid over Time

9Dth Percentile
$J,965gap

between currem
dianmarket

rare and 2013
median rent paid
_..-......_.......-Median

$/,655

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l o t h Percentile
0

._,_-------.-------...--------,,--1990
2000
2010

1980

Year

*Median market rate of $3,620 for a 1-bedroom apartment in San Francisco as of October
2015.
Source: 1980, 1990, 2000, and 2010 Decennial Census Public Use Microdata Sample (PUMS)
files, and 2005 through 2013 1-Year American Community Survey PUMS files. Dataset
obtained from IPUMS-USA, University of Minnesota, www.ipums.org.

Low Supply and High Demand
Housing prices increase when the willingness to pay (demand} exceeds the
equilibrium (market rate) for the quantity of housing available (supply). The
growing gap between rent paid and market rate can likely be attributed to a
scarcity of housing supply (as indicated in the LAO report discussed in the previous
section} combined with higher willingness and ability to pay for housing by highincome households (as indicated above in Exhibit 21).
When the median market rate for housing exceeds the affordable 19 threshold for
median-income households, a reduction in price would not necessarily reduce
competition for housing, assuming other factors such as employment and the
number of available units stayed the same. The number of households that want to
reside in San Francisco could be expected to increase as prices fall into a range that
more households are willing/able to pay.

19

"Affordable" is defined as a household spending less than 30 percent of gross income on rent.
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Growing disparities in rent-to-income ratios that favor high-income households
imply that there are increasing numbers of households within the City and the
region that are willing and able to pay increasingly higher market rate rents.
Growth in the number of such higher income residents in the Mission District was
reported in Section 1 of this report. The current Otywide median market rate rent
of $3,620 per month is affordable for a household with annual gross income of
approximately $145,000 or more, or only approximately 25 percent of the
households in San Francisco. 20 As discussed in Section 1, 19 percent of Mission
District households earned $150,000 or more during the five year 2009-2013
period. That means that for most of the remaining 81 percent of Mission District
households, the Citywide median market rental rate of $3,620 would not be
affordable.
As long as the current trend of growing income inequality persists, low- and
median-income households will have difficulty competing with high-income
households for market-rate units in San Francisco and, in most cases, would need
to spend more than 30 percent of their household income on housing.

Implications for the Mission District
The information above is presented for the Oty as a whole in this section of the
report due to limited available household income and rent paid data at the
neighborhood or Census tract level. However, based on data available and
compiled for the Mission District and presented in Section 1 of this report, the
Budget and Legislative Analyst concludes that the Otywide trends presented above
are applicable to the Mission District and will persist if present conditions continue.
Specifically, the decreasing number of households in the Mission District with
incomes between $35,000 and $99,999 and the increasing number of households
with incomes over $100,000 will mean that more neighborhood residents will be
able to pay higher rents, making housing less accessible and affordable to those
with relatively lower incomes. Decreases in housing prices in the Mission District do
not seem likely from the trends in demand for housing and changes in household
income.

20

Based on 2013 ACS 1-year PUMS data, $145,000 approximately represents the 75th percentile of household
income in San Francisco (in 2014 dollars), meaning that approximately 25 percent of households earned more than
$145,000 in 2013.
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4. Projected changes in Mission District housing prices if present trends
continue
To project housing prices for the Mission District for two, five and ten years out,
the Budget and Legislative Analyst obtained historical data on actual home sales
prices for the neighborhood from Zillow.com, an on line real estate data and media
company. Zillow.com's monthly reports of median home prices for the Mission
District are available from April 1996 through July 2015. 21 Three scenarios of
median estimated home values for two, five and ten years outthrough 2025 were
prepared by the Budget and Legislative Anafyst using two years, five years, and
nine years (the oldest available) of historical Mission District housing value data
for all types of homes, all homes with 1 bedroom, and all homes with 2 bedrooms.
As can be seen in Exhibit 22, the further back the historical data used to project
future housing prices, the lower the rate of projected increase in median prices as
greater variation in economic cycles is incorporated. However, even using nine
years' worth of historical data, which includes the downturn in prices that
occurred during the recession starting in 2008, median housing prices are still
projected to increase by nine percent by 2025 in the Mission District. A downturn
in prices would occur in the first five years of this scenario between 2015 and
2020, assuming recurring economic trends from the last nine years, including a
major recession. Inflation-adjusted prices are then projected to increase after
2020 and, by 2025, t:,e higher than the 2015 medjan price.

The projections based on nine years of historical data compares to a projected
increase of 130.6 percent in median prices by 2025 if trends from just the last two
years continue for the ten years through 2025 or an 83.4 percent increase in
median housing prices if trends from the last five years are assumed to repeat. In
other words, the recent high rate of increase in housing prices jn the Mission
District could subside over tirne, if longer-term historical trends are repeated.
However, even if longer-term historical trends repeat, prices are still projected to
increase above their current levels based on the Budget and Legislative Analyst's
line of best fit projections. 22

21

Data from Zillow was used as it was the only sou.rce identffied that provided data at the neighborhood level.
Zillow has stated that the Mission neighbo-rhood is defined based on "a number of online sources, including other
Real Estate sites, Wikipedia and local city, government websites."
22
The line of best fit forecast predicts a future value by using existing values, and the line of best fit shows the
general direction that a group of data points, home prices in the Mission District in this case, are heading.
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Projections:#
Years of Historical
Trends

Base Year

9 Years Historical

$1,210,400

$1,085,654

$1,173,257

$1,319,262

9.0%

5 Years Historical

$1,210,400

$1,371;296

$1,689,465

$2,219,747

83.4%

2 Years Historical

$1,210,400

$1,538,987

$2,008,485

! $2,790,982

130.6%

2015

l
Source: Zillow.corn Horne Value Index. Projections by Budget and Legislative Analyst.

Exhibit 23 below shows historical and projected median prices from 1996 through
2025 based on nine years' worth of historical d;;1ta for median prices for all types
of housing in the Mission District. The Budget and Legislative Analyst prepared a
line of best fit projection of prices from 2015 to 2025. 24 As can be seen in Exhibit
23, prices are expected to drop slightly over the next few years, but reach current
price levels around 2021 and climb nitie percent over current prices by 2025.

23

All homes include single-family homes, condominium, and co-operative homes.
The line of best fit forecast predicts a future value by using existing values, and the line of best fit shows the
general direction that a group of dahl points, home prices in the Mission District in this case, are heading.
24
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Exhibit 23: Median Historical & Projected Mission District
Housing Prices for all Home Types through 2025 Based on 9
Year.s of Historical Trends (July 2015 Dollars)
Sl,316.828
(July 2D25)

$1,400,000

$1,200,UOO

$1,000,000

,....

IiI]
11

$800,000

$600,000

B
$400,000

$200,000

$0

Source: Zillow.com Home Value Index. Projections by Budget and legislative Analyst

Details on the three Mission District housing price projection scenarios prepared
by the Budget and Legislative Analyst using different historical data bases and
including separate projections for one and two-bedroom housing units, are
presented below.

Budget and Legislative Analyst
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Scenario 1: Projections using Two Years' Historical Data

The first scenario uses data from July 2013 to July 2015 to project median housing
prices in the Mission District for two, five and ten years out, by type of housing.
Exhibits 24 and 25 below show the projected housing prices by housing type.

2015
Type of Housing
All homes in the
Mission

Base Year

$1,210,400

$1,538,987

i

i

j $2,008,485 I $2,790,982

130.6%

1----------1-------l··----..~~-~~--.-t~-

2 bedrooms in the
Mission

$1,137,500

1 bedrooms in the
Mission

$816,400

!

$1,000,128

If

$2,522,585

121.8%

j $1,270,177 I $1,720,258

110.7%

$1,424,774 l $1,836,453

f

!

Source: Zillow.com Home Value Index. Projections by Budget and Legislative Analyst

Exhibit 25: Chart with Median Mission District Housing Price
Projections Based on Two Years' Historical Prices from July 2013 to
July 2015 (July 2015 Dollars)
$3,000,000
$2~500,000

~ $2,000,000
~
>

g $1,500,000

Mission

~

IU

~ $1,000,000
0

$500,000

bedrooms in the
Mission

1--...;u4..L;u.....~~"""?:::-;;==,.-------1

$816,400

$0
2015

2017

2020

2025

Source: Zill ow.corn Home Value Index. Projections by Budget and Legislative Analyst
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Scenario 2: Projections using Five Years' Historical Data
The second scenario used five years' worth of data from July 2010 to July 2015 to project
prices two, five and ten years out. Exhibits 26 and 27 below show projected housing prices by
housing type.

2015
Type of Housing

1':Pt~j~d~

Base Year

I

%Change

'.;

2015to2025
83.4%

All homes in the
$1,210,400
$1,371,296 J $1,689,465 $2,219,747
Mission
i
i
i--2-b-e-dr_o_o_m_s_i_n_th-e-+--$-1,-13-7-,-5-00---f-- $1,285,313} $1,573,593 j··$Z:os4,060-+---8-0-.6-%---1
Mission
1
I

1--------.......

----~-----·----1------r--·------------1

1 bedrooms in the
Mission

$816,400

$906,582

j $1,092,658 l $1,402,785

71.8%

j

Source: Zillow.com Home Value Index. Projections by Budget and Legislative Analyst

Exhibit 27: Chart with Median Mission District Housing Price
Projections Based on Five Years' Historical Prices from July
2010 - July 2015 (July 2015 Dollars)
$3,000,000

$2,500,000
$2,219,747
- A l l homes in the Mission
$2,054,060

Ui'

s $2,000,000
N

>

g $i,soo,ooo
l!!
Ill

15

$1,000,000

- 1 bedrooms in the
Mission

0

$500,000

$0
2015

2017

2020

2025

Source: Zillow.com Home Value Index. Projections by Budget and Legislative Analyst
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Scenario 3: Projections using Nine Years' Historical Data
The third scenario used nine years' worth of data from July 1996 to July 2015 to
project prices two, five and ten years out Exhibits 28 and 29 below show the
projected housing prices by housing type. Only in this scenario do housing prices
decline in the first two years, at which point they begin increasing and maintain
that trend through 2025. This appears to be because this scenario incorporates
the impact of the recession that began in 2008 and assumes a repeat of an
economic disruption of that magnitude.

Exhibit 28: Median Mission District Housing Price Projections Based on Nine Years'
Historical Housing Prices from July 1996 to July 2015
(July 2015 Dollars)
Type of Hollsing

AH homes in the
Mission
2 bedrooms in the
Mission
1 bedrooms in the
Mission

2015
Base Year

2017
Projected

2020
Projected

$1,210,400

$1,085,654

l

! $1,319,262

9.0%

$1,033,992

! $1,115,573 I $1,251,540
-

10.0%

l

. . . .___..____1i

$1,137,500

'

$816,400

$759,439

2025

Projected

%Change
2015 to 2025

j

$1,173,257

I

t
r--.
-i

~

$811,953 i~ $899,475

10.2%

!

Source: Zillow.com Home Value Index. Projections by Budget and Legislative Analyst
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Exhibit 29: Chartwith Median Mission District Housing Price
Projections Based on Nine Years' Historical Prices from July
1996 - July 2015 {July 2015 Dollars)
$3,000,000
$2,500,000

Ei' $2,000,000

-All homes in the Mission

~
>

g $1,500,000
::'.!
g $i,ooo,ooo

$1,210;400

nl

$500,000

$816,400

$0
2015

2017

2020

2025

Source: Zillow.com Home Value Index. Projections by Budget and Legislative Analyst
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Appendix
Below are the three Mission District housing price projection scenarios, arranged by home type.
Appendix Table A shows price projections for all home types, Appendix Table B shows price projections
for 2 bedroom homes, and Appendix Table C shows price projections for 1 bedroom homes.

Appendix Table A: Housing Price Projections (July 2015 Dollars} for All
Home Types in the Mission
$3,000,000

2,790,982

$2,500,000
U\

8

$2,219,747

$2,000,000

N

-Using 2013-2015 data

>

R s1.soo,ooo
~

$1,000,000

..!!!
0

a

2010-2015
1__:~::=:;;;~~~::===~====~$~l=,3~l9,lsr-"Using
-Using 1996-2015
$1,085,654

data
data

$500,000

$2015

2017

2020

2025

Source: Zillow.com Home Value Index. Projections by Budget and Legislative Analyst

Appendix Table B: Housing Price Projections (July 2015 Dollars} for 2
Bedroom Homes in the Mission
$3,000,000
$2,522,585

$2,500,000
U\

a $2,000,000

+-------------;""----""l--Y'<c,.i.u4,060

N

- Using 2013-2015 data
-Using 2010-2015 data

>

~ $1,500,000
~

m

~

a

$1,000,000

l _ __:~~;;~~;;;~~~:::::::=--=$1~,251,540-Using 1996-2015 data
$1,033,992

$500,000

$0
2015

2017

2020

2025

Source: Zill ow.com Horne Value Index. Projections by Budget and Legislative Analyst
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Appendix Table C: Housing Price Projections (July 2015 Dollars) for 1
Bedroom Homes in the Mission
$3,000,000 ~------------------$2,500,000 - + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

$0

~-------------------2015
2017
2020
2025

Source: Zillow.com Home Value Index. Projections by Budget and Legislative Analyst
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Cities struggle with ending ·redevelopment agencies
REDEVELOPMENT
Stephanie M. Lee, Chronicle Staff Writer Published 4:00 am, Tuesday, January 17, 2012

IMAGE1 OF3
Families walk over the bridge that crosses Mission Creek, Sunday. January 15, 2012, where new condo bUildings have sprung up In the past few years.

Thousands of city workers empty their desks. Offices go dark. Rows of deteriorated buildings may sit untouched.
This is how California's redevelopment program dies.
Six decades ago, redevelopment agencies were formed across the state to revitalize blighted neighborhoods and create low-income
housing. By Feb. i, as a new state law requires, all 400 of them wm be gone..
Killing off a multibillion-dollar program is a messy, unprecedented process. The way it unfolds depends on the city - and the day.
On Friday, lawmakers introduced legislation to preserve redevelopment agencies until April 15. Assuming the original deadline
stands, however, officials will spend the nell.t two weeks scrambling to close and hand off their final projects.
''These are very difficult times for people," said Tiffany Bohee, San Francisco Redevelopment Agency's interim executive director.

Last summer, the Legislature and Gov. Jerry Brown agreed to ax redevelopment to help solve the state's multibillion-dollar budget
deficit. The agencies annually received about $5 billion, which Brown said should go to education and public safety.
Cities and counties sued. .But in December, the California Supreme Court sided with the state and struck down a compromise law
that would have allowed the agencies to exist in smaller form.
Redevelopment agencies grew out of federal urban renewal programs and formed in California in 1945- They combat urban blight l:
purchasing property, renovating commercial areas and developing affordable housing, among other actions. The intent is to
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West Bay Law
Law Office of J- Scott Weaver
A Professional Corporation

October 23, 2015

Via U.S. Mail and email
Melinda Hue
Doug Vu
San Francisco Planning Department
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94103
MelindaJme@.sfgov.org

poug. vu@sfgov.om
Re: Case No. 2014.1020U-1515 South Van Ness Avenue
Dear Ms. Hue and Mr. Vu,

. I amvmting on-behalf of the Calle24Latino Cultural District to express conbems ~,
regarding the environmental impacts of the project proposed for 1515 South Van Ness Avenue.
The proposed project is situated on the comer of261h Street and South Van Ness Avenue, one
half block from Cesar Chavez Street, and within the bounds of the Calle 24 Latino Cultural
:District.·
Lennar, the developer, proposes 160 units, of which only 19 would be affordable. The
project sponsor has not state whether or not the ownership units would be limited equity or
whether or not the condominium assessments will be such that the units will remain affordable.
The Calle 24 Cultural District was created in May of2014 by the Mayor and.Ifoard of
Supervisors. It is bounded on the north by 22nd Street, the south by Cesar Chavez Street, the east
by Potrero Avenue, and on the west by Mission Street.

..... Th~ proposed project, in term~ of design, shado:ws, wind tunnels, and hick of •·.· .... ••• ...
affordabllity, is inconsistent with the mission, visiorl, al1d scope of the Calle 24 Latino Cultmal
District. http://calle24sf.om/latino-cultmal-district/. Beyond that, gentrification will undermine
preservation of the cultural aspects that the designation was intended to protect.
;Mission District stakeholders and representatives of the Planning Department and the
Mayor's Office on Housing are collaborating to create a Mission Action Plan 2020. The Plan's
purpose is to ''strengthen and retain low to moderate income residents and community-serving
businesses (including Production, distribution and Repair) and nonprofits in order to preserve the

268 Bush St. #2714 ° San Francisco~ CA 94104 • (415) 693-0504" Facsimle (415) 693-9102
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socioeconomic diversity of the Mission neighborhood." http://v,r\vw.sfplanning.org/index.~age=4 I 84
The Department should assess the project in light of its impact on the Calle 24 Latino
Cultural District, its vision, mission, and scope, as well as that of the MAP 2020 efforts.
In addition to its incompatibility with both the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District, MAP
2020, the imbalance of affordability is of concern given the Mission's advance stage
gentrification. hltp://missionlocal.orn/2015/09/sf-mission-u:entrification-advanced/
Should the project proceed, it will cause significant economic and social changes in the
immediate area that will result in physical changes, including impacts on air quality, traffic and
transportation, as well as negative impacts on the Cultural District. (See CEQA guidelines,
15604 (e).
A 2007 Nexus Study, commissioned by the Planning Department, concluded that the
production of 100 market rate rental units generates 19. 44 lower income households and a total
of 33 . 66 households if direct, indirect, and induced impacts are counted in the analysis. [These
conclusions were made in 2007, well before housing prices began their steep upward trajectory.
Today, new ''market rate" two bedroom apartments rented in the Mission begin at about $6,000
per month-requiring an annual household income of$240,000.] The 19.44 and 33.66 figures
would be even higher using today's rents. With the proposed 12% affordable housing, there is a
shortfall of at least 21. 66 units per hundred market rate units produced. One is forced to ask:
where will they live and how will they get to work? and what is the impact on air quality and
transportation? These questions should be addressed by the Department.
In light of the Calle 24 Cultural District and the Mission Action Plan 2020, the issue of
gentrification of the neighborhood must be considered. The economic reality of'"market rate"
means that the proposed 141 non-affordable units will not be occupied by Mission residents, but
by affluent, San Franciscans and non-San Franciscans. In the context of a Latino neighborhood,
this is by definition gentrification, and, as stated previously, the Mission is already at an
advanced stage of gentrification. The in1pact of 141 gentrifying households in the Calle 24
Latino Cultural District should likewise be addressed by the Department.
The project's low affordability, is inconsistent with the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan and
the Mission Neighborhood Plan, both of which set for the following policy priorities: I)
pres~rvation of PDR uses and 2) production of a "significant amount" of affordable housing.
The EIR for the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan had to have been made with the assumption that the
Plan would substantially address the RHNA set by the Association of Bay Area Governments.
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However, to date, implementation of these priorities has been a complete failure. Not only has
there been excessive conversion of PDR uses, but the Mission's affordable housing production
has been less than one fifth of ABAG's RI-INA.
Accordingly, there is significant new infonnation that was not anticipated at the time the
Programmatic EIR was prepared. This includes, but is not limited to: 1) The continuing
imbalance of affordable/unaffordable housing (as reflected in the recent Housing Balance
Rep01t). An underlying assumption of the Mission Plan was that there would be "significant"
affordable housing production. 2) The steep rise in housing prices and the resultant introduction
of extensive luxury housing and retail space in the Mission. 3) The increasing pressures to
produce affordable housing due to the overproduction of "market rate" housing. 4) The fact that
the project is within the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District, 5) TI1e excessive conversion of PDR
uses, 6) The failure of the City to produce affordable housing in the Mission since the Eastern
Neighborhoods Plan took effect. 7) The Mission's advanced stage of gentrification.
There has been no assessment of the loss ofjobs in the Mission due to the PDR
conversion. The Mission has one of the highest levels of unemployment in the City.
Additionally, there should be study of traffic and other impacts resulting from moving existing
jobs to a location outside of the Mission.
Traffic and parking are also a significant issue. The project site is one half block away
from Cesar Chavez Street, a major thoroughfare used by commuters going to or from Highways
101, 280 and Bayshore Boulevard. South Van Ness Avenue is also a major thoroughfare for
those traveling in a northerly or southerly direction. The addition of 160 new households will
significantly increase traffic along these corridors, and exacerbate parking in the neighborhood.
The Department should also consider alternative measures for mitigation of these impacts.
Please keep me informed of the progress of your study of the above concerns.

Jsw:sme
cc. Calle 24 Latino Cultural District
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SAN FRANCISCO
PLANNING DEPARTMENT
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 •San Francisco, CA 94103 ·Fax (415) 558-6409

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
Hearing Date:
Time:
Location:
Case Type:
Hearing Body:

Thursday, April 21, 2016
Not before 12:00 PM (noon)
City Hall, 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 400
Conditional Use Authorization/Planned Unit Development

Planning Commission

PROPERTY INFORMATION
Project Address:

1515 South Van Ness
(aka 3251 26th Street)
25th & Cesar Chavez Streets
6571/001, 001A & 008
Mission NCT I 55-X & 65-X

Cross Street(s):
Block /Lot No.:
Zoning District(s):
Area Plan:

Mission Area Plan

APPLICATION ·INFORMATION
Case No.:
Building Permit:
Applicant:
Telephone:
E-Mail:

2014.1020CUA.
NIA
Peter Schellinger
(415) 975-4982
Peter.Schellinger(@lennar.com

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Request for CONDITIONAL USE AUTHORIZATION (CUA) and PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT
(PUD) pursuant to Planning Code Sections 121.1, 303 and 304 for the demolition of an existing 31,680
sq. ft. industrial building and construction of a five- to six-story, 55- to 65-foot tall, 180,277 sq. ft., mixeduse building that includes up to 157 dwelling units, 5,241 sq. ft. of ground floor commercial sp~ce,
16,441 sq. ft. of open space, 81 underground automobile parking and 150 Class 1 bicycle parking
spaces. Under the PUD, the Project is seeking modifications from the rear yard, permitted obstructions
and exposure requirements pursuant to Planning Code Sections 134, 136 and 140, respectively.
A Planning Commission approval at the public hearing would constitute the Approval Action for the project
for the purposes of CEQA, pursuant to San Francisco Administrative Code Section 31.04(h) .
,',,

·,

.,

•'

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

'

'

ARCHITECTURAL PLANS: If you are interested in viewing the plans for the proposed project please
contact the planner listed below. The plans and Department recommendation of the proposed project
will be available one week prior to the hearing through the Planning Commission agenda at:
http://www.sf-planning.org or by request at the Planning Department office located at 1650 Mission
Street, 4tfi Floor.
Members of the public are not required to provide personal identifying information when they
communicate with the Commission or the Department. All written or oral communications, including
submitted personal contact information, may be made available to the public for inspection and
copying upon request and may appear on the Department's website or in other public documents.
FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT PLANNING DEPARTMENT STAFF:
Planner: Doug Vu
Telephone: (415) 575-9120 E-Mail: Doug.Vu@sfgov.org

g:r x ~ rJI Mt~= (415) 575-9010
Para informaci6n en Espaf\ol llamar al: (415} 575-9010
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GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT PROCEDURES
HEARING INFORMATION
You are receiving this notice because you are either a property owner or resident that is adjacent to the proposed project or
are an interested party on record with the Planning Department. You are not required to take any action. For more
information regarding the proposed work, or to express concerns about the project, please contact the Applicant or
Planner listed on this notice as soon as possible. Additionally, you may wish to discuss the project with your neighbors
and/or neighborhood association as they may already be aware of the project.
Persons who are unable to attend the public hearing may submit written comments regarding this application to the
Planner listed on the front of this notice, Planning Department, 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103, by
5:00 pm the day before the hearing. These comments will be made a part of the official public record and will be brought to
the attention of the person or persons conducting the public hearing.
Comments that cannot be delivered by 5:00 pm the day before the hearing may be taken directly to the hearing at the
location listed on the front of this notice. Comments received at 1650 Mission Street after the deadline will be placed in the
project file, but may not be brought to the attention of the Planning Commission at the public hearing.
BUILDING PERMIT APPLICATION INFORMATION
Pursuant to Planning Code Section 311 or 312, the Building Permit Application for this proposal may also be subject to a 30day notification of property owners and residents within 150-feet of the subject property. This notice covers the Section
311 or 312 notification requirements, if required.
APPEAL INFORMATION
An appeal of the approval (or denial) of a Conditional Use application and/or building permit application associated with
the Conditional Use application may be made to the Board of Supervisors within 30 calendar days after the date of action
by the Planning Commission pursuant to the provisions of Section 308.l(b). Appeals must be submitted in person at the
Board's office at 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244. For further information about appeals to the Board of
Supervisors, including current fees, contact the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors at (415) 554-5184.
An appeal of the approval (or denial) of a Building Permit Application by the Planning Commission may be made to the
Board of Appeals within 15 calendar days after the building permit is issued (or denied) by the Director of the Department
of Building Inspection. Appeals must be submitted in person at the Board's office at 1650 Mission Street, 3rd Floor, Room
304. For further information about appeals to the Board of Appeals, including current fees, contact the Board of Appeals at
(415) 575-6880.
Pursuant to California Government Code Section 65009, if you challenge, in court, the decision of an entitlement or permit,
the issues raised shall be limited to those raised in the public hearing or in written correspondence delivered to the
Planning Commission prior to, or at, the public hearing.
ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW
This project has undergone preliminary review pursuant to California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). If, as part of this
process, the Department's Environmental Review Officer has deemed this project to be exempt from further environmental
review, an exemption determination has been prepared and can be obtained through the Exemption Map, on-line, at
www.sfplanning.org. An appeal of the decision to exempt the proposed project from CEQA may be made to the Board of
Supervisors within 30 calendar days after the project approval action identified on the determination. The procedures for
filing an appeal of an exemption determination are available from the Clerk of the Board at City Hall, Room 244, or by
calling (415) 554-5184.
Under CEQA, in a later court challenge, a litigant may be limited to raising only those issues previously raised at a hearing
on the project or in written correspondence delivered to the Board of Supervisors, Planning Commission, Planning
Department or other City board, commission or department at, or prior to, such hearing, or as part of the appeal hearing
process on the CEQA decision.

rt-r x

~

r"'i ~Fi~: (415) 575-9010

Para informaci6n en Espanol llamar al: (415) 575-9010
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LAND USE
OBJECTIVE 2.5
PROMOTE HEALTH Tf IROLiGrI RES!DEN"nAL DEVELOP1\-IBNT DESIGN AND LOCA110N

OBJECTIVE 1.1
S1llliNGTHEN 11-IE i\HSSION'S lDCISTING MIXED USE
CHARACTER, \'Vl-TILE i\IAJNr,\INJNG THE NEIGHBOR1-lOOD AS A PLACE TO LIVE AND WORK

OBJECTIVE 2.6
OBJECTIVE L2
IN AREAS OF THE i\l!SSION WI JERE HOUSING 1'u'1D
i\UXHD USE JS l:.'NCOURAGED, i\L-\,Xu\UZE DEVELOPi\lli~T POTJ:.1:,n1AL JN KEEPING Wfff-l NEIGHBORHOOD

CONTINUE ,\ND EXP1\ND THE CITY'S EFFORTS TO
TI'>iCREASE PERM1\NENTLY /\!'FORDABLE HOUSING PRODUCTION AND AYMLAB!LlTY

CI-L\RACTl:."R

BUILT FORM

OBJECTIVE 3.1

OBJECTIVE 1.3
INSTITUTE Fl.E:lGBLE "LEGAL NONCONFORMING USE''
PROVISIONS TO ENSURE /I CON'DNUED MIX Of USES IN

l'ROMOTE AN URBAN FOfuW TI IAT REfNFORCES 11-l_E
!\fJSS!ON'S orsnNCTIVE PLACE IN THE cnYS L\R,GER
FORM AND STRENGTHENS ITS Pl IYSICAL f,\BRIC ,'u"lD
CHAR;\CTER

'll-1EMISS10N
OBJECTIVE L4
SUPPORT ft ROLE FOR "KNOWLEDGE SECTOR" .BUST}.'ESSES IN APPROPRIATE POR110NS OF
1\JISSlON

OBJECTIVE L5

OBJECTJVE.3.2
PROMOTE AN IJRBAN FOR,'-'! AND :\RO-HTECTURAL
C!-lARl\CTER TI-!AT SUPPORTS WALKING AND SUSTAINS A
DIVERSE,, AC11VE AND SAFE PUBLIC REALM

MIN!l\.UZE THE !MP!\CT OF NOISE ON AFFECTED AREAS
1'u"iD ENSURE GENERAL PLAN NOISE REQUIREMEi"ITS

OBJECTIVE 3.3

nm

ARE.ME'f.
OBJECTIVE LG

PROMOTE THE ENVlRONMENTALSUSTAINABILITY, ECOLOGICAL FUNCTIONING AND ·n IE OVTIR.t\LLQUALITY
OF THE NATURAL ENVIRONMHNT INTI-IE PLAN AREA

IMPROVE INDOOR AIR QU1U..lTY FOR SENSJ'11VELAND
USES IN TI-IE MISSION

TRANSPORTATION

OBJECTIVEl.7

OBJECTIVE -:\.1

RETAIN THEMISSlON'S ROLE i\S AN IMPORTANT LOG\TION FOR PRODUCTION, DISTRIBUTION, ."-._ND REPAIR

1MPROVE PUBLIC TRANsrr TO BEITER SER.VE EXIS"I1NG
AND NEW DEVELOPMENT IN
~tISSIOl'

nm

(l'DR) ACTIVmES.

OBJECTIVE 4.2
OBJECTIVE 1.8
MAINTAIN J'u'!D STREl'IGTIIEN 'D-IE MISSION'S NEIGHBORHOOD COivL\£ERClAL AREAS

INCREASE ·ntANSIT RIDERSHIP BY MAKING IT MORE
COlV!FORTABLE Ai'\iU EASY TO USE

OBJECTIVE 4.3
&'Tt\BLlSH PARKING POLICIES THAT I1'll'ROVE THE
QUALITY OF NE!GI-lllOR.HOODS 1\ND REDUCE CONGESTION AND PRIVATE VEHlClli TRIPS BY ENCOURAGING
Trv\VEL HY NON-AUTO MODES

HOUSING
OBJECTIVE 2.1
ENSURE THAT A SIGNIFICANT PERCENTAGE OF NEW
HOUSING CREA1'ED IN THE i\!lSS!ON IS AFFOllDABI.E TO
PEOPLEWrffl A \'<11DE RANGE OF Ll\JCOil·IES

OBJECTIVE 4.4
SUPPO!tf
C!RCUL\'.l'ION NEEDS OF £.'{!STING AND
NEW PDR. USES !N TI-IE MISSION

nm

OBJECTIVE 2..2
RETAIN AND IMPROVE EX1S'l'ING HOUSING AFFORDABLE TO PEO)i'LE OF ALL INCOMES

OBJECTIVE 4.5
CONSIDER Tiffi STREET NET\VORK JN THE ll-USSION AS A
CITY RESOURCE ESSENTlAL TO MULTI-MODAL MOVE-ME1'.'T .'IND FUDL!C OPEN SPACE

OBJECTIVE2.3
ENSURE THAT NEW Rr:.SfDENTtAL DEVElDPi'vIB1''TS SATISPY AN ARRAY OF f!OUSING NGEDS WITH ltllSPECr TO
Tl£NURE, UNIT MIX ANO COMMUNITY SERVICES.

OBJECTIVE 4.6

OBJECTIVE 2.4
LO\VER
COST OF '11

SUPPORT WALKING ;\S .-\KEY .fRJ\NSPORTATION MODE
BY ThlPRO\-'h"IG PEDE!>l'RL\,'< CIRCUJ,,-\TION WITHIN
ll-llSSION :\ND TO OTHER PARTS or THE CITY

nm

nm

m PRODUC'CTON OF HOL'SING

ii
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COMMUNITY FACILITIES
OBJECTIVE 4.7
f/vfPROYE AND EXPA.'>,/D lNFIL\STRUCrullli FOR m'CYCLL'JG AS ,\i'\i IMPORTANf MODE OF TR.ANSPOltfATION

OBJECTIVE 7.1
PROVIDE ESSEN'fll\L COMMUNffY SERVICES AND

OBJECTIVE 4.8
ENCOURAGE AJ.:fEH.NATIYE.'l TO CAR OWNER.;:,,"HTP ,\ND
THE REDUC110N OF PRlVi\1'E VEHICLE TRlPS

OBJECTIVE 7,z

~"ACIUTlTIS

ENSURE CONTINUED SUPPORT FOR HUMAN SERVICE
PROVIDERS 'll!ROUGl !OUT Tl fE EJ\.5TEfu'\i NEIGHBORHOODS

OBJECTIVE 4.9
FACILlTATE MOVElvlEN"T OF AUTOMOBILES BY MANAGING CONGESTION 1\NDOTI fER NEGAm'E HvfPACTS OF
VEHICLE TRAFFIC

OBJECTIVE 7.3
REINFORCE '11-!E IMPORTANCE OFTI-rn i\llSSION AS 11 m
CENTER OF L\11NO LlfE JN SM-.! r.RJ\NCISCO

OBJECTIVE 4.tO
DEVELOP A C011!PREHENSIVE Fl.J"NDING PLAN FOR
TlL\NSPORTA"llON 11!PROVEMENlS

HISTORIC PRESERVATION
OBJECTIVE 8.1
IDENTIFY /\}.;'D EVALUATE HISTORIC 1'.l'<D cur;ruRt\L

STREETS ANO Of>EN SPACE

RESOURCES \VITHJN ·rns i\!.ISSION PLAN AREA

OBJECTIVE 5.1
PROVTDE PUBLlC PAR.KS ,\ND OPEN SPACES 11-!.r\T lvfEET
TIIE NEEDS OF RESIDENTS, WORKERS AND VISITORS

OBJECTIVE 8.2

\VITHIN 11-IB MISSION PLAN /\REA

OBJECTIVE 5.2

OBJECTIVE S.3

ENSU1lli"ll-IATNB\VOEVELOPlvIENTINCLUDESHIGH
QUALl1Y PRIVATE OPEN SPACE

E.i'\iSLJR.E THAT HISTORIC PRESERVATION CONCERNS
CONTINUE TO BE 1\N JNTEGRJ\L. PART OF nm ONGOING PLANNING PROCT::.."SES FOR THE MISSION PLAN
AREA AS TIIEY EVOLVE OVER "rIME

PROTECT. PRESERVE..~'lD REUSE ffiSTORICRESOURCES

OBJECTIVE 5.3
CRF_,;\TE ANET\'(/QRK OF GREEN STREETS Til.AT CONNECTS OPEN SPACES AND 11'.U'ROVES THE WALKABILITY;
AESTI-HffICS A."lD ECOLOGICAJ, SUSTAIN1\BILITY OF

OBJECTIVE SA
PROl.\fOTE TI-IE PRINCIPLES OF SUST:\INABlWTY FOR
THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT Tf IROUGH 11-rE IN)-IERENTI.Y
uGREEN" STRATEGY OF HISTORIC PRESERVATION

THE ~'ElGHBORHOOD.
OBJECTIVE 5.4

·nm OPEN SPACE SYSTEM SHOULD BOTI·l BEAU11FYTifE
MENT

OBJECTIVE S.5
PROVIDE PRESERVATION 1NCE:r-.'11VES, GUIDANCE, 1\ND
LEADERSllIP Wl1lIIN THE MISSION PL-\N AREA

OBJECTIVE 5.5

OBJECTIVE 8.6

ENSURE THAT r:.'\'1S'ffNG OPEN SPACE, RECREATION
AN'D PARK FACILITIES ARE WELL MAINTAL.'lED

FOSTER PUBLIC AWARENESS:\ND APPRECIATION OF
HISTORIC AND CULTURAL RESOURCES \vTffllN TI1E MIS-

NEIGHBORHOOD AND STRENGTI·IENTHEENVIRON-

SION PLAN i\Rfu\
ECONOMIC OEYELOPMENT

OBJECTIVE 6'.1
SUPPORT THE ECONOMIC WEU.BEING OF l\ VARIETY OF
l3USIN"ESSES IN TI £E EASTERN NEIGHBORHOODS_

OBJECTIVE 6'.2
INCREASE ECONOMIC SECUR.l1Y FOR WORKERs BY PRO-

VIDfNG ACCESS TO SOUGHl'-AFTER JOB SKU.LS

Ill
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Planning for Change

The Eastern Neighborhoods Plans are conceived
as a means to address in_evitable change in-four of the neighborhoods most affected.-- the s6uthof Market, the Mission, Showplace Square
Potrero Hill and Jhe Ceritr.aI Waterfront.

i

San Francisco is a special place because
of the way in which it has always balanced
preservation •vith change. Our neighborhoods have changed with the times, but
they have always kept something of their
unique character - an essence of San
Francisco that doesn't look or feel like
anywhere else. In the late 20th and early
21st century, the city's eastern bayfront has
been the epicenter for change, and for all
the pressures, debates and _concern that its
prospect entails. From the South of Market
to V!Sitacion Valley, traditionally industrial
areas have ~o-urt transforming: Housing,
offices, and the shops and services which
cater to them have been springing up next
to industrial businesses. Wealthier residents
have begun to move into neighborhoods
traditionally inhabited by the working class.
Residents, community actfoists and business
owners have all recognized the need for
rational planning to resolve these conflicts
and stabilize these neighborhoods into the
future.
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Twin Policy Dilemmas:
Stabilizing the Industrial Lands and Providing Affordable Housing
At their core, the Eastern Ncighbo:rhoods Plans
try to accomplish tWo key policy goals:
1) They attempt to ensure a stable future for
Production, Distribution and Repair (PDR)
businesses in the city, mainly by reserving
a certain amount of land for this purpose;
and
2) they strive to provide a significant amo1:10t
of new housing affordable to low, moderate
and middle income families and individualS,
alongwith "complete neighborhoods,, that
provide appropriate amenities for these new
residents.

Stabilizing the Industrial Lands
At one time, land zoned for industrial uses
covered almost the entire eastern bayfront of
San Francisco, from the southern county line
to well north of Market Street As the cit:fs
economy has transformed over rime, away from
traditional manufacturing and "smoke-stack"

industry toward tourism, service and ''knowledge-based" functions, the city's industrial lands
have shrunk steadily.

By the 1990s, land zoned for industrial uses
stood at about 12% of the city's total usable
land (ie. not including parks and streets). This
ptmod was O!le of strong economic growth in
which the city gained thousands of new jol>s
and residents. As a .result, capital, business and
building activity surged into· the industrial and
residen1ial Eastern Neighbo:rhoods, south of
dqwntown. W'hile this wealth brought needed
resourc;es, it also created conflicts around the
use of land. San Francisco's industrial zoning
has from the beginning been very permissive
- allowing residences, offices and other uses, in
addition to industrial businesses. Old and new
.residents, established industrial businesses and
new, .non-industrial business ventures all vied
for building space and more affordable land in
the Eastern Neighborhoods. It became clear
overtime, thatnon-industrialland uses-mainly
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housing and offices that can pay far more for land - would make significant
inroads on .industrially zoned land in the Eastern Neighborhoods.

Industrially-Zoned Land in
San Francisco

2.781.•cret
t?.63 of city

l.505.U""
6.a%of city

•i\.lso during this period, a new, non-industrial future was charted for several
significant portions of the city's industrial lands. These included :tvfission Bay
(slated for new housing, a University of Califomiareseru:ch =pus and other
research and development space), the Hunters Point Shipyard (new housing,
commercial and sports facilities) and the Schlage Lock site (slated for new
housing, open space and retail).
Faced with the removal of these areas from industrial zoning and the increasing
competition for land in the remaining .industrial areas, the Planning Department began a process to identify how much land was needed in the city for
continuing industrial use and determine how to stabilize that land into the
future. Recognizing that mdustrial land in the city was being used for many
functions that didn't fall under traditional manufacturing "smokest.'lck" categories, the term "Pi:oduction, Distribution and Repair" (PDR) was coined
to refer to the wide variety of activities that needed cheaper land a.nd larger
spaces to function.

The analysis process, carried out over several years, included a number of
components: Community discussions about the future of industrial lands in
the city, an.alysis of the value of PDR businesses to the city's economy and
workfon:e,, analysis of the needs of PDR businesses to prosper, and analysis
of the land supply available to support PDR businesses. (See page viii under
For Ftrrther Reading for a list of studies and publications dealing with these
subjects.)
These srudies concluded that there is .indeed a future for PDR businesses in the
city. These businesses ccm.tribut:e to the city's economy - by providing stable
and well paying jobs for the 50% of San Franciscans \v-ithout college degrees,
and by supporting various sectors of the city's economy. The analysis also
concludes that many types of PDR businesses could thrive in San Francisco
given the right conditions. Chief among these conditions is a secure supply
of land and building space, buffered from incompatible land uses and free of
competing users with higher ability to pay for land,

Providing Affordable Housing
San Francisco has an ongoing affordable housing crisis. In 2007, the median
income for a family of four .in the city is about $86,000. Yet it requires twice
that income to be able to afford the medi.-:in priced dwelling suitable for a
family that size. Only an estimated 10% of households in the city can afford
a median-priced home.

Vi
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What isPDR?

Why do PDRbustnesses 0ee_d
protection·through:zoning?
There are several reasons why

The Planning Department has adopted the term
"Proouction;· DiStilbution and Repair" or "PDR" to refert6
the very widevariety of aCtivlties whicti
-tfaditlorially

San Franciseo; like rnal'lyoth~r ·

have

occurred arid Still oceur iri otir indu5trialfy z.Oned areas.
PDR businessesand workers prepare our food and
print otirbp9ks; p~ociuce the s9urids and images for our
movi~;)ake People to theair,p,or:t;arrange flowsts_and
~et tf:l$Jipaf stage$; .bllilg houses a.nd offices; pickup

9ur mi:iila11~ 9a:r~~~:<)~i;:>R .anct refa~a activities induae

13.~ 'acti • · ReilP.~~,~pac,es,:fl.Jrriiturei,wtioresating,
an~ Ci~i .. . ..... 'Vities,. ln·g~~~ai; po~,~ptiVl?@:S/o~rri~g

~!h Ii.tile! n,~ti§e ~-~·ia,\gE!l}'.i(l~lhe'.~~E!rll·t>Jei~hbortioods,
-·pro\fide .Cr:iti~ sl:ipp:ol't fo:tfte driveifof San Francisco's
. economy, inciuding the touriSt indUstry, high tech industry

and iinaricial and legal services, to name afew. PDR

large U.S. cities, is considering
pro\licftng prot~ctiqn foj Pf)R
activities through zoning .
· changes In. some areas.

:t) competition tor ian& sariFfancisc0 has.very tirriited
·land available and because currerit iqning peirnits almi:iSt
activity in an industrial ZOO!!, residentlaJ and Offif:;e uses,
wtiichcan afford to PlloY fur maretobuy la.rid, have IJ?en.
gradually displacing PDRaetivifies;.

any

2) I.and use eonflicts: Some {th0f.!.9h certainly.nolalWPDR
bu~nesSes useJarge truckS;stay olJen late; make. n.oiSe

.

busine$s~ also terid to proviclE! s\able and well-paying jobs
for the ·503 of.Sari Francisoo.reisidentSwho .do nothave a
college gegrefi!.

o~emitodors. AS residem:es·aiid offices locate !idjacient
th~~ PDR fi~si~es m~re frecjuentiy, eonfli9f$~~.

to

s6in~times forcing fh1H~DF! bu5ine$ses to curt!'lil oper8.ticins

or even leave 1fie city.

Current and future residents of limited means are likely to need assistance to
continue to live in San Francisco. Many future San Francisco workers will be
earning below 80% of the area's medlan income. Sales clerks and secretaries,
as ·well as technical professionals and bank executives, must be able to live
here. San Francisco must also house the firefighters, policemen, teachers, and
health, recreation and primary care providers needed to support the city's
population. Even construction workers who build new houses need housing
they can afford.
The General Plan's Housing Element tells us that Sao Francisco needs to
build over 2,700 new units a year to meet its share of the region's projected
housing demand At least 40% of this new housing construction should be
affordable to low and very low income households, and 32% affordable to
households of modcrate means.

.

.

.

What is "affordable housing"?
"Affordable housing• refers simply to
apartments or eondominiums that are
priced to be affordable to individuals
and families earning anyWhere from
about 30% to apout 120% of the city's
median income (or about $30,000 to
$114,000 for a family of four). Because
affordable housing sells or rents for less

than the arriOunt required to cover its
costs, it must be subsidized. This subsidy can come in the furm of government funding. or through requirements
that developers designate a certain
percentage of new units they build as
affordable.

In order to succeed in meeting the ciefs housing objectives; three major prerequisites must be met
• An adequate supply of land must be identified;
• Regulatory and other impediments must be removed and incentives added;
and
• Adequate financing must be available for both private and non-profrr:
housing development.

vii
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As the discussions continued around where and how to preserve some of the
city's industrial lands, it became increasingly clear that the dialogue needed to
be e..'\.11anded to include the subject of how to supply a significant amoum of
affordable housing in formerly industrial areas where a transition to housing
and mi'xed-use would occur.

The Eastern Neighborhoods Plans:
A Response to the Twin Policy Dilemmas

For Further Reading
EPS Report! Supply/Demand Study for
Production, Distribution, and Repair
(PDR) in San Francisco's Eastern
Neighborhoods (April, 2005)
Community Planning in the Eastern
Neighborlloods Rezoning Options
Workbook Draft ( 2003)
Profiles of Community Planning Areas
(2002}

Industrial Land in San Francisco:
Understanding Production, Distribution,
and Repair ( 2002 )
All cl these documents are available to download

on Ille Eastern Neighborhoods web si~:

The Eastern Neighborhoods Plans were developed over several years, with the
participation of thousands of community members and other stakeholders.
They embody a series of strategies for responding to the need to preserve some
industrial land in the city while also providing increased levels of affordable
housing. The follmving Key Principles inform all the objectives and policies
contained in the Plans:

People and Neighborhoods:
1) Enoourage new housing at appropriatelocations and make it as affordable
as possible to a range of city residents
2) Plan for transportation, open space, community facilities and other critical
elements of complete neighborhoods

The Economy and Jobs:

hllp:l/ea:sternneighbornood3.sfptanniflg.org

3) Reserve sufficient space for production, distribution and repair: activities,
in order to support the city's economy and provide good jobs for residents

4) Take steps to provide space for new industries that bring innovati011 and
flexioility to the city's economy
The Eastem Neighborhoods Plans are structuted as Area Plans in the city's
General Plan. Each consists of eight chapters. The first two - Lmd Use and
Ho1(.fi11g - set out fundamental objectives and policies around stabilizing the
use of land and prov-iding affordable housing. The following six chapters

- BttiltForm, Trar..sportation, Streets and Open Space, Econotnic Deuelopment, Hirtoric
Preservaticm_. Comnnmit;1 Facilities- all provide the background and support for
ensuring that we plan complete neighborhoods.
The Area Plans are accompanied by an Implementation Document which
lays out the program of community improvements, a funding strategy to
realize those improvements and directs administration of a p.ublic benefits
program.

viii
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LAND USE
This section presents the vision for the use of land in the 1vfission. It identifies activities
that are important to protect or encourage and establishes their pattern in the neighbothood. This pattern is based on the need to increase opportunities for new housing
development, particularly affordable housing. retain space for production, distribution

and repair (PDR) activities, protect established residential areitS, and build on the vibrant
neighborhood commercial areas around :Mission, Valencia and 24th Streets. Where
and how these activities occur is critical to ensuring that future neighborhood change
contnbutes positively to the city as well as the area's vitality; fostering the Mission as
a place to live and work.
To ensure the '.Mission remains a center for immigrants, artists, and innovation, the
established. land use pattern should be :reinforced. This means protecting established
areas of residential, commercial and PDR, and ensuring that areas that have become
mi."Ced-use over time develop in such a way that they contribute positively to the
neighborhood. A place for living and working also means a place where affordably
priced housing is made available, a diverse array of jobs is protected, and where goods
and services are oriented to serve the needs of the community. For the 1v1ission to
continue to function in this way, land must be designated for such uses and controlled
in a more careful fashion.
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OBJECTIVE 1.1
STRENGTHEN THE MISSION'S EXISTING MIXED USE CHARACTER,

WHILE MAINTAINING THE NEIGHBORHOOD AS A PLACE TO LIVE AND
WORK
Much of the :Mission is mL'i:ed-use in character. Neighborhood commercial areas such
as 11ission, Valencia. and 24th Streets support a variety of activities, including shops and
services, housing, small offices, and PDR businesses. Residential areas contain some
small comer stores and other neighborhood-serving uses. The Northeast :Mission is
home to a unique mL"\.-ture of acti"ities which includes many important and successful
PDR busmesses., as well as offices, housing, retail and other uses. This mL'C of uses
contributes to the vitality of the Mission and should be retained,
The challenge in the 1v1issionis to strengthen the neighborhood's mL'i:ed-use character,
while raking clear steps to protect and preserve PDR businesses, which provide jobs

and services essential for the cicyc This Plan's approach to land use controls in the
.Mission includes the following key elements:
• Maintain e..-tlsting zoning controls for the low and medium density residential areas
in the southeast part of the Mission
• Generally maintain existing neighborhood commercial zoning in the Mission and
Valencia Corridors, including portions of 16th Street, but recognize the good
transit service available here by eliminating density limits ancl parking minimum
requirements.
• Eli.minate density limits and minimum parking controls in some residential areas
of the Mission which are dose to l\1ission Street transit.

• In some parts of the Northeast Mission Industrial Zone, establish new controls
that protect PDR businesses by prohibiting new residential development and
limiting new office and retail development.

• In other parts of the Northeast I\1ission Industrial Zone, establish new controls
that allow mi.-,:ed-income residential development; while limiting new office and
retail d.evelopment.
The policies to address the object:lve above are as follows:
POLICY 1.1.1
Revise fand use controls in some pomons of the Northeast Mission
lndustr;af Zone to stabilize and promote PDR activities, as well as the
arts, by prohibiting construction of new housing and limiting the amount
of office and retail uses that can be introduced. Afso place limitations on
heavier industriaf activities which may not be appropriate for the Mission
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POLICY 1.1.2
Revise land use controls in portions of the Northeast Mission Industrial
Zone outside the core industrial area to create new mixed use areas,
allowing mixed income housing as a principal use, as well as limited
amounts of retail, office, and research and development uses, while
protecting against the wholesale displacement of PDR uses.
POLICY 1.1.3
Maintain the successful Mission Street, 24th Street, and Valencia Street
Neighborhood Commercial districts; recognize the proximity to good
transit service by eliminating residential density limits and minimum parking requirements.
POLICY 1.1.4
In higher density residential areas of the Mission, recognize proximity to
good transit service by eliminating density limits and minimum parking
requirements; permit small neighborhood-serving retail
POLICY 1.1.5
In lower density residential areas of the Mission, generally further from
good transit service, maintain existing residential controls.
POLICY 1.1.6
Permit and encourage small and moderate size retail establishments in
neighborhood commercial areas of the Mission, while allowing larger
retail in the formerly industrial areas when part of a mixed-use development.
POLICY 1.1.7
Permit and encourage greater retail uses on the ground floor on parcels
that front 16th Street to take advantage of transit service and encourage
more mixed uses, while protecting against the. wholesale displacement of
PDRuses.
POUCY1.1.8
While continuing to protect traditional PDR functions that need large,
inexpensive spaces to operate, also recognize that the nature of PDR
businesses is evolving gradually so that their production and distribution
activities are becoming more integrated physically with their research,
design .and administrative functions.
POLICY 1.1.9
Maximize active ground floor uses that open to the BART plazas in any
redevelopment of the parcels surrounding the plazas.
POLICY 1.1.10
While continuing to protect traditional PDR functions that need large,
inexpensive spaces to operate, also recognize that the nature of PDR
businesses is evolving gradually so that their production and distribution
activities are becoming more integrated physically with their research,
design and administrative functions.
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OBJECTIVE 1.2
IN AREAS OF THE MISSION WHERE HOUSING AND MIXED-USE fS

ENCOURAGED, MAXIMIZE DEVELOPMENT POTENTJAL IN KEEPING
WITH NEIGHBORHOOD CHARACTER
It is important that new housing be developed in appropriate areas, that it be compatible
with its surroundiqss, and that it satisfy comm.unity housing needs. Locating housing
in neighborhood commercial areas ·with good transit, as well as in some portions of
former industrial areas, allows new development to capitalize on existing infrastructure.
By increasing development potential on some parcels, reducing parking requirements,
and replacing e.-<lsting unit density controls with "bedroom mi.x" conttols that require
a portion of new units to be larger and more family-friendly, more housing of the
appropriate type can be encouraged.
Strong building design controls, discussed further in the Built Form chapter of this
Plan, should ensure thar these new buildings are designed to be compatible with their
surroundings. Building facades should be broken up, development above a certain
height should be set.back on small residential alleys to allow light and air, and active
ground floors should be required.
The policies to address the objective above are as follows:

POUCV1.2.1
Ensure that in-fill housing development is compatible with its surroundings.

POLICY 1.2.2
For new construction, and as part of major expansion of existing buildings in neighborhood commercial districts, requlre ground floor commercial uses in new housing development In other mixed-use districts
encourage housing over commercial or PDR where appropriate.

POUCY1.2.3
In general, where residential development is permitted, control residential density through building height and bulk guidelines and bedroom mix
requirements.

POLICY 1.2.4
identify portions of the Mission where it would be appropriate to increase
maximum heights for residential development
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OBJECTIVE 1.3
INSTlTUTE FLEXIBLE "LEGAL NONCONFORMING USE" PROVISIONS
TO ENSURE A CONTINUED MIX OF USES IN THE MISSION
A notable characteristic of the .:Mission is that even in its industrial areas, there exists
a unique and varied mix of offices, retail, housing and other uses, in addition to PDR
businesses. The intent of the Plan is to create successful mL"i::ed areas where PDR uses
can exisi:: and compete well '>vith other uses in the future.
To ensure that the Mission's unique mix remains in place, existing office and retail
establishments .in the l'vfission's mh::ed-use and PDR districts should be allowed to stay
legally, as long as they were legally established in the first place. Property owners whose
office and retail tenants leave should be allowed to replace them with similar tenants.
Existing legal nonconforming use rules already provide substantial protections to
certain types of establishments that pre-date the proposed rezoning. For e.."\'filllple, in
areas where limitations will l{e imposed under new zoning on retail and office uses,

e.."\:isting office and retail uses that do not comply with this limitation would be able to
remain, provided they were legally established in the firSL place.
However, existing non.conforming rules do p.ot apply to housi.1gwhere it is prohibired
outright Because newzoning\.vill create such districts, the nonconforming use provisions in the Planning Gode should be modified in order to allow for the continuance
of existing housing in areas where.housing will no longer be permitted under the new
zoning.

The policies as well as implementing actions to address the objective above are as
follows:
POLICY 1.3.1
Continue existing, legal nonconforming rules, which permit pre-existing
estabfishments ta remain legally even if they no longer conform to new
zoning provisions, as long as the use was legally established in the first
place.
POLICY 1.3.2
Provide flexibility for legal housing units to continue in districts where
housing is no longer permftted.
POLICY.1.3.3
Recognize desirable existing uses inthe former industrial areas which
would no longer be permftted by the new zoning, and afford them appripriate opportunities to establish a continuing legal presence.
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SUPPORT A ROLE FOR "KNOWLEDGE SECTOR" BUSINESSES IN
APPROPRIATE PORTIONS OF THE MISSION
The "Knowledge Sector" consists of businesses that create economic value through
the knowledge they generate and provide for their customers. These include businesses
involved in financial services, professional services, information technology, publishing,
digital media, multime9.ia, life sciences (tncluding biotechnology), and environmental
products and technologies. The Knowledge Sector contributes to the city's economy
through the high wages these industries genentll.y pay, creating multiplier effects for
local-serving businesses in San Francisco, and generating payroll ta.xes for the city.
Although these industries generally require greater levels of training and education
than PDR wmkers typically possess, they may in the future be able to provide a greater
number of quality jobs for some San Franciscans without a four-year college degree,
pro\ri.ded appropriate workforce development programs are put in place.
From a land use perspective, the Knowledge Sector utilizes a ·variety of types of space.
Depending on the particular needs of a company, this may include buildings for offices,
research and development (R&D), and manufacturing. Mixed-use and industrial land in
the 1-:lission benefits from lower rents and less intensive development than other parts
of the city. These characteristics may allow for the.location of manufacturing and R&D
components of the Knowledge Sector, as well as provide some "Class B" office space
suitable for .Knowledge Sector companies which cannot afford or would prefer not to
be located downtown. These uses could be supported in the following manner:
• The PDR component of the Knowledge S~or could loqte throughout the
Mixed-Use and PDR districts of the Mission.
• The office component of the Knowledge Sector should be. directed towards space
above the. g;round floor in buildings in the Mission's JvI.ixed Use and PDR districts.
The amount of .office space in these buildings should be controlled, in order to
support the continued viability of some PDR uses above the ground floor.
• R&D uses range from office-only to a mixture of office and pwduction -and testlng activities. To the degree that these uses are office-only; they should be subject
the same controls as office uses. The more. industrially-oriented R&D uses could
be located throughout the Mixed Use and PDR districts of the .i'vlission, though
die office component would be subject to office controls.
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The policies to address the objective above are as follows:
POUCY1.4.1
Continue to permit manufacturing uses that support the Knowledge Sector in the Mixed Use and PDR districts of the Mission.
POLICY 1.4.2
Allow Knowledge Sector office-type uses in portions of the Mission
where it is appropriate.
POLICY 1.4.3
Identify portions of the Mission where it would be appropriate to allow
research and development uses that support the Knowledge Sector.

OBJECTIVE 1.5
MINIMIZE THE IMPACT OF NOISE ON AFFECTED AREAS AND ENSURE
GENERAL PLAN NOISE REQUIREMENTS ARE MET.
Noise, or unwanted souni:I, is an inherent component of urban Jiving_ \Vhile environmental noise C.'lll pose a threat to mental and physical health, potential health impacts
can be avoided or reduced through sound land use planning. The careful analysis and
siting of new land uses can help to ensure land use compatibility, particularly in zones
which allow a diverse range of land uses. Traffic is the most important source of
environment.al noise in San Francisco. Commercial land uses also generate noise from
mechanical ventilation and cooling systems, and through freight movement- Sound
control technologies are available to both insulate sensitive uses and contain unwanted
sound from noisy uses. The use of good urban design can help to ensure that noise
does not impede access and enjoyment of public space..

The policies to address the objective above are as follows:
POLlCY 1.5.1
Reduce potential land use conflicts by providing accurate background
noise-level data for planning.
POLICY 1,5.2
Reduce potential land use conflicts by carefully considering the location
and design of both noise generating uses and sensitive uses in the Mission.
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OBJECTIVE 1.6
IMPROVE INDOOR AlR QUALITY FOR SENSITIVE LAND USES IN THE
MISSION
EA-posure to air pollutants can pose serious health problems, particularly for children,
seniors and those with heart and lung diseases, Sound land use planning aims to
reduce air pollution emissions by co-locating complementary land uses, which helps
to decrease automobile traffic and encourage walkability and by avoiding land use-air
quality conflicts that can result in CA-po sure to a.Ir pollutants. While there are numerous
social, environmental and economic benefits associated with integrating land use and
rransporr.ation, there is also a potential risk of exposing residents to poor indoor air
quality when infill residential developments are located in close proximity to air pollution sources, including traffic sources such as freeways or major streets. Epidemiologic
studies have consistently demonstrated that children and adults living in proximity to
busy .roadways have poorer health outcomes, including mgher rates of asthma disease
and morbidity and impaired lung development Given increasing demands for hotising, particularly affordable housing, and t):ie limited amount of available and suitable
land for housing in San Francisco, it is important thar the review process for proposed
development projects incorporate analysis and mitigation of air quality confucrs,
particularly with respect to sensitive land uses such as housing, schools, daycare and
medical facilities.
POLICY 1.6.1

Minimize exposure to air pollutants from .exisUng traffic sources for new
residential developments, schools; daycare and medical facilities.

OBJECTIVE 1.7
RETAIN THE MISSION'S ROLE AS AN IMPORTANT LOCATION FOR
PRODUCTION, DISTRIBUTION AND REPAIR (PDR) ACTIVITIES.
It: is important for the health and diversity of the city's economy and population that
production, distribution and repair (PDR) activities. find adequate and competitive
space in San Francisco, PDR jobs constitute a significant portion of all jobs in the
.Mission, These jobs tend to pay above a,verage wages, provide jobs for residents of all
education levels,, and offer good opportilnities for advancement. However, they usually lease business space and are therefore subject to displacemenL This is particularly
important in the 1fisSion as average household sizes tend to be larger and incomes
lowe.r than the rest of the city. Also, half of Ivfission residents are forei,,,on born with
two-thirds coming from Latin America and Mexico. Half of all lvfission residents are
of Latino heritage. About 45 percent of Mission residents speak Spanish at home.
PDR businesses provide acces..<;i.ble jobs to many of these residents.
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PDR is also a valuable export industry. PDR businesses that design or manufacture
products in San Francisco often do so because of advantages unique to being located
in the city: These e..'>:port industries present an opportunity to grow particular PDR
sectors, strengthening and diversifying our local economy. PDR also supports the
competitiveness of knowledge industries by providing critical business services that
need to be close, timely and often times are highly specialized.
Many PDR businesses form clusters, including arts activities, that are unique to San
Francisco and prov-ide services and employment for local residents. Establishing
space for PDR activities that is protected from encroachment by other uses responds
to existing policy set forth in the city's General Plan, particularly the Commerce and
Industry Element, which includes the follow-ing pertinent policies:
• Seek to retain e..nsting commercial and industri,'ll. activity and to attract new such
activity to the city (Objective 2, Policy 1)
• Promote the attraction, retention, and e.'>:pansion of commercial and industrial
firms which provide employment improvement opportunities for unskilled and
semi-skilled workers (Objective 3, Policy 1)
• Avoid public actions that displace e..'\:isting viable industrial firms (Objective 4,
Policy 3)
• \Vhen Displacement does occur, attempt to relocate desired firms \vithin the city
(Objective 4, Policy 4)
• Avoid encroachment of incompatible land uses on viable industrial activity (Objective 4, Policy 5)
• Maintain an adequate supply of space appropriate to the needs of incubator
industries (Objective 4, Policy 11)
Generally, establishing areas for PDR businesses achieves the following:

1. Stabilizes activities that are susceptible to displacement including ans activities.
2. Stabilizes areas that contain concentrations of "blue collar", unskilled and semiskilled jobs.
3. Helps to ensure the availability of jobs across all economic sectors, providing
a wide range of employment opportunities for San Francisco's diverse population.
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4. Ensures that there is space for activ-ities important to meeting the city's everyday
needs.
5. Ensures that there 1s space for businesses that support the city's wider economy
and health.
6. Ensures tI~t there is space for new business sectors ro emerge, which helps Sau
Francisco to maintain its role as a regional center.
7. Fosters a diverse economy, which helps to ensure the city's long-term economic

vibrancy.
The policies as well as implementing actions to address the objective above are as
follows:

POLICY 1.7.1
In areas designated for PDR, protect the stock of existing buildings used
by, or appropriate for, PDR businesses by restricting conversions of Industrial buildings to other building types and discouraging the demolition
of sound PDR buildings.
POLICY 1.7.2
Ensure that any future rezoning of areas within PDR districts is proposed
within the context of periodic evaluation of the city's needs for PDR
space;

PDR districts proposed in this Plan were esuililished to acknowledge and protect exisring cltisters of PDR activity and to provide an appropriate land supply to accommodate
the city's need for PD R businesses into the foreseeable future. Land use needs change
over time, but case-by-case rezoning of indiv.idua,l parcels or groups of parcels within
larger PDR districts would disrupt the integrity of the districts. Proposed rezoning
-should only be considered in the cont~"t of an evaluation and monitoring report of
the Eastern Neighborhoods Plans, to be conducted by the Planning Department at
Eve-year intervals.
POLICY 1.7.3
Require development of flexible buildings with generous floor-to-ceiling
heights, large ffoor plates, and other features that will allow the structure
to support various businesses.
Flexibly designed buildings with high Hoor to ceiling heights best accommodate the
PDR businesses of today and tomotrow. Such spaces, equipped with roll-up doors or
other large apertures, for example, facilitate the movement of goods and supplies.
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OBJECTIVE 1.8
MAINTAIN AND STRENGTHEN THE MISSION'S NEIGHBORHOOD

COMMERCIAL AREAS
wlission Street is well served by Muni and has two BART stations, at 16th and 24th
streets. Directing ne'>v development along neighborhood commercial streets in the
area, such as Mission and Valencia streets, increases their vitality as neighborhood
commercial areas and takes ~dvantage of existing transit infrastructure. A tremendous
amount of this vitality is due ro the unique character of the lvfission's neighborhood
commercial areas, and that character should be encouraged and protected. Uses that
are not co=unity or neighborhood-serving should be managed in order to promote
neighborhood serving and family-oriented businesses. To ensure compatibility with
the e.xisting scale of these areas, large lot development and lot mergers and business
sizes should be carefully controlled. Because new zoning \Vill allow for additional
development capacity, more affordable housing should be required to addtess the
needs of area residents =d families.
The existing 1\1ission alcoholic beverage controls, restricting new bars and liquor
stores, cover most of theJ'vii.ssion district. However in sections of Mission Street adult
entertafilment and tourist hotels are currently permitted with conditional use approval.
To promote more community serving businesses in the !vlission, these uses should be
prohtoited in neighborhood commercial areas.
The policies to addtess the objective outlined above are as follows:
POLICY 1.8.1
Direct new mixed-use residential development to the Mission's neighborhood commercial districts to take advantage of the transit and services
available in those areas.
POLICY 1.8.2
Ensure that the Mission's neighborhood commercial districts continue
to seNe the needs of residents, including immigrant and low-income
households.
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HOUSING
Histoncally the Mission has been a valuable source of affordable housing for immigrants
and families. There are about 60,000 people liv.ing in the Mission district, about half of
whom are foreign born, mostly from Central America and Mexico. Median household
incomes axe lm.ver and household sizes about 30% larger in the :Mission than the city
as a whole, and this is particularly true for Latino households which, according to the
2000 census, have a median household size of 3.8 and a median household income
of $44,500. For the entire Mission, the median household size is 3 and the median
income is $48,227, whereas the citywide median household size is 2.3 and the median
income is $55,200. Although new housing continues to be constructed in the Mission,
the majority of this housing is market-rate, owner-occupied and generally unaffordable
to e..-Usting residents and families.
The production of affordable housing is one of the main goals of the :Mission Area
plan, in order to provide housing for neighborhood residents and others who are
overburdened by their housing costs. ''.Affordable housing" refers simply to apartments or condominiums that are priced so as not to financially burden a household
- housing costs thac do not prevent indivjduals or families of any income level from
affording other necessities of life, such as food, clothing, transportation and medical
care. While the City has established affordability limits for individuals and families
earning anywhere from about 30% to about 120% of the city's median income, even
families beyond that threshold have difficulty affording housing in San Francisco.
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\\7hat constitutes an affordable rent or mortgage is more specifically defined locally as
a proportion of annual income for individmils and families. Households are categorized by income as very low-, low-, and moderate-income households based on their
relation to the median income. ~Iedian income is the level at which exactly half of
the City's households are above and half are below.) According to the Mayor's Office
of Housing, the median income for 2007 for a household with four m=bers in San
Francisco was $80,319. Yet the substantial majority of =kct-rate homes for sale in
San Francisco are priced out of the reach of low- and moderate-income households
- less than 10% of households in the City can afford a median-priced home.
The City's Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program is one existing method by which
the City produces several Below-Ivfu:ket-rate (BlvlR) units to families and individuals'
earning below what is required to afford market prices. Uodei: the amended 2006
Ordinance, market-rate developments of five unirs or more are required to include a
mandatory fifteen percent of the project's total units as B1'IRs, which are affordable
to low and moderate-income buyers (for rentals, people earning below 60 percent of
median; for ownership units, people earning between 80 and 120 percent of median).
Alternatively, developments may select an equivalent option of off-site development
or payment of in-lieu fee.
However,, this program only covers those earning up to 120 percent of median income,
which in 2007 was $96,400 for a household of four, Yet even families earning more
than this have difficulty affording housing in San Francisco. Alrn.ost 30 percent of its
households fall in the bracket of moderate a.ad middle incomes. Housing for working
households remfilns one of the City's greatest needs.
The i\fissionA:rea Plan strives to meet si-.;: key objectives surrounding housing production and retention:

L The Plan strives to constr,uctn.ew housing affor~able to people. with a wide range of
incomes via the rezoning of some of the City's industrial lands; It assists households
at1QW- and very low-incomes through inclusionary and land dedication strategies.
It aims to help people making above the 120% of median-ID.come threshold for
inclusionary housing but below the amount required to afford market-rate units,
through "middle-income" devclopment options.
2. The Plan strives to retain and improve existing housing, in recognition of the fact
that sound e.xisting housing is one of the most valuable sources of housing the
City has.

3. The Plan ensures that residential development meets not only the affordability
needs, but the other needs- unit size, number of bedrooms, community services
and neighborhood amenities - to create a high quality of life for all individuals and
families in the Eastern Neighborhoods.
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4. The Plan aims to lower the costs of housing production to translate into lower-priced
units, by increasing development capacity, enabling cost-effective construction and
by recognizing that "'time is money" in reducing unnecessary processes.

5. The Plan aims to promote health and well-being for residenrs, through well-designed,
environmentally friendly neighborhoods and units.
6. The Plan aims ro continue the City's ongoing efforts to increase affordable housing
and production, through increased funding available for afforcfable housing through
City, state, federal and other sources.

OBJECTIVE 2.1
ENSURE THAT A SlGNlFIOANT PERCENTAGE OF NEW HOUSING
CREATED IN THE MISSION IS AFFORDABLE TO PEOPLE WITH A WIDE
RANGE OF INCOMES
The City of San Francisco bas produced a .significant number of market-rate units
in the last five yea.rs, yet still. has many units to produce at low, moderate and middle
incomes if it is to meet the spectrum of need identified in the Housing Element of
the General Plan. San Francisco:s Housing Element est.ablishes the Plan .Area, as well
as the entirety of the Eastern. Neighborhoods, as a target area in which to develop
new houSing to meet San Francisco's identified housing targets in the category oflow-,
moderate- and middle-income units. A portion of the industrial lands of the Eastern
Neighborhoods - areas fonnerly zoned for C-.M, M-1, and M-2 , but not required to
meet current PDR needs - offer an opportunity to zone areas to meet these identified
categories of need.
In order to facilitate the housing production percentage targets identified in the Housing Element, this plan sets forth new zoning districts on formerly industrial lands
that eaable the production of the type of housing San Francisco needs. In these new
zoning districts, affordable housing would be permitted as of right Howevet;, not all
sites will be appropriate for the development of 100% affordable housing projects, or
are available for development
In the area of the 1'v1ission generally known as the "Northeast Mission Industrial Zone"
(NTuvlIZ) housing is permitted by conditional use according to the underlying industrial zoning. In recent years housing development has been restricted here by a series
of interim policies from the Planning CommiSsion ll!ld Board of Supervisors. Under
the «roi~ed-income" housing requirements, in the formerly industrial zones, where
market-rate housingwas previo'usly restricted, would be modified to allow developers
a range of options to meet affordability needs. Those '.\-ishing to develop market-rate
housing would be able to do so only under the following requirements:
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1. Provide a high percentage of units affordable to very low-, low-, or moderateincome households on-site (rhrough superinclusionary requirements, above and
beyond the City's Inclusionary Program) in a mixed-income project. .

2. Dedicate land for the development of 100% affordable housing, available to very
low- and low-income households.
3. Provide moderately affordable units on-site, as housing available to middle income
households - those making below 150% of the median income.
Site devclopability in these areas will be increased by removal of density controls and
in some cases through increased heights, to addtess the City's most pressing housing
needs.
Single Resident Occupancy (SRO) units - defined by the Planning Code as units consisting of no more than one room at a maximum of 350 square feet - represent an
important source of affordable housing in the Mission, representing about 9°1<> of its
housing stock. (There are an estimated 457 SRO Hotels in San Francisco with over
20,000 residential units, with most located in the Mission, Tenderloin, Chinatown, and
South of Market). SRO units have generally been considered part of the city's stock
of affordable housing, and as such, City lawprohlbits conversion of SROs to tourist
hotels. SROs serve as an affordable housing option for elderly, disabled, and singleperson households, and in recognition of this, the Plan adopts several new policies to
make sure they remain a source of continued affordability:. Therefore, SROs are permitted as a category of housing available to moderate, middle-income and low income
households.. In recognition of the fact that SROs serve small households, the Plan
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exempts SRO developments frommeet:ingucit-mix: requirements.
In recognition of the fact that SROs truly are living spaces, and
to prevent the kind of substandard living environments that can
result from reduced rear yards and open spaces, this Plan requires
that SROs adhere to the same rear yard and e:ll.-posure requirements
as other: types of residential uses. Finally, the Plan calls for sale
and rental prices of SROs to be monitored regula.rly to ensure
that SROs truly remain a source of affordable housing, and that
policies promoting them should continue.
The policies

to

address the objective above are as follows:

POLICY2.1.1
Require developers in some formally industrial areas to contribute towards the City's very low-, low-, moderate- and middle-income needs as
identified in the Housing Element of the General Plan.
POLICY 2.1.2
Provide land and funding for the construction of new housing affordable
to very low- and low-income households.
POLICY2.1.3
Prowde units that are affordable to households at moderate and "middle
incomesn - working households earning above traditional below-marketrate thresholds but still well below what is needed to buy a market-priced
home, with restrictions to ensure affordability continues.
POLICY2.1.4
Allow single-resident occupancy hotels (SROs) and "efficiency" units to
continue to be an affordable type of dwelling option, and recognize their
role as an appropriate source of housing for small households.

OBJECTIVE 2.2
RETAIN AND IMPROVE EXISTING HOUSING AFFORDABLE TO PEOPLE
OF ALL INCOMES
The e.'listing housing stock is the City's major source of relatively affordable housing.
The Eastern Neighborhoods' older and rent-controlled housing has been a long-standing resource for the City's lower and middle income families. Priority should be given
to the retention of existing units as a primary means to provide affordable housing.
Demolition of sound existing housing should be limited, as residential demolitions and
conversions can result 1n the loss of affordable housing. The General Plan discourages
residential demolitions, e.""l:cept where they would .result in replacement housing equal
to or exceeding that which is to be demolished. The Pla.nnlng Code and Commission already maintain policies that generally require conditional use authorization or
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discretionary review wherever demolition is proposed.. In the
Eastern Neighborhoods, policies should continue requirements
for review of demolition of multi-unit buildings. A permit to
demolish a residence cannot be issued until the replacement
structure is approved. When approving such a demolition permit and the subsequent replacement structure, the Commission
should review levels of affordability and tenure type (e.g. rental
or for-sale) of the units being lost, and seek replacement projects
whose units replaced meet a parallel need within the City. The
goal of any change in existing housing stock should be to ensure
that the net addition of new housing to the area offsets the loss
of affordable housing by requiring the replacement of e...xi.sring
housing units at equivalent prices.
The rehabilitation and maintenance of the housing stock is also a cost-effective and
efficient means of insuring a safe, decent housing stock. A number of cities have
addressed this issue through housing rehabilitation programs that restore and stabilize
units already occupied by low-income households. While the City does have programs
to finance housing rehabilitation costs for low-income homeowners, it could a"Pand
this program to reach large-scale, multi-unit buildings. Throughout the project area,
the City could work to acquire and renovate existing low-cost housing, to ensure its
long-term affordability.

The policies to address the objective above are as follo,v-s:
POUCY2.2.1
Adopt Citywide demolition policies that discourage demolition of sound
housing, and encourage replacement of affordable units.
POLICY 2.2.2
Preserve viability of existing rental units.
POLICY 2.2.3
Consideracquis;t;on of existing housing for rehabilitation and dedication
as permanently affordable housing.

POLICY 2.2.4
Ensure that at-risk tenants, including low-income families, seniors, and
people with disabilities, are not evicted without adequate protection.

OBJECTIVE 2.3
ENSURE THAT NEW RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENTS SATISFY AN
ARRAY OF HOUSING NEEDS WITH RESPECT TO TENURE, UNIT MIX
AND COMMUNllY SERVICES.
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According to the Eastern Neighborhoods Socioeconomic Rezorung Impacts analysis,
the Mission has a high concentration of family households relative to the rest of the
city and even to other areas in the Eastern Neighborhoods. Close to 50 percent of
all households in the Mission are family households, over 22 percent are households
with children, and just fewer than 20 percent of the total population in the .Mission
are children under 18 years of age.
Household size also tends to be greater in the J\tlission, ·with households '-Vi.th four or
more people constituting a large percentage - 20 percent of households - while the
share of housing units with one bedroom or no bedrooms is above 50 percent of all
units in the area. Therefore, the l'.Vlission, which claims more than half of the Eastern
Neighborhoods housing stock, shows the greatest mismatch between housing type
and housing need. Overcrowding, defined by the U.S. Census bureau as more than one
person per room, and severe overcrowding (more than 1.5 persons per room) is also
greatest - over 6 percent overcrowded and 15 percent severe - in the lYlission.
The need for housing in the Ivlission covers the full range of tenure type (ownership
versus rental) and unit mix (small versus large units). While there is a market for housing
at a range of unit types, recent housing construction has focused on the production of
smaller, ownership units. Policies in this plan are aimed to correcting this imbalance, in
order to better serve families and renters. The Housing Element of the city's General
Plan recognizes that rental housing is often more affordable than for-sale housing, and
existing city policies regulate the demolition and conversion of rental housing to other
forms of occupancy. New development in the :Mission area should ensure that rental
opportunity is available for new residents as well.
To try to achieve more family friendly housing, the Plan makes several recommendations. New development will be required to include a significant percentage of units with
two or more bedrooms (SROs and senior housing will be exempted from this requirement). Family-friendly design should incorporate design elements such as housing with
private entrances, on-site open space at grade and accessible from the unit, inclusion
of other play spaces such as wide, safe sidewalks, on-site amenities such as children's
recreation rooms or day-care. The Planning Department can also encourage family
units by drafting family-friendly guidelines to guide its construction, and by promoting
projects which include multi-bedroom housing located in close proximity to schools,
day-care centers, parks and neighborhood retail Projects that met such guidelines could
be provided faster processing time, including streamlined processing.
One of the key priorities of the Mayor's Office of Housing is expanding the stock of
family, rental housing, with particular emphasis on very low and extremely low-income
families. The Plan encourages the Mayo.r's Office to maintain this priority in funding
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100% affordable housing developments that provide safe, secure housing
with multiple bedrooms and fiunily-oriented amenities such as play areas
and low-cost child care.

In addition to the type of housing constructed, it is important to consider
the services and amenities available to residents - transit, parks, child cru:e,
library services, and other community facilities.1fany parts of the Eastern
Neighborhoods are already unde.rserved in many of these categories; and
the lower income, family-oriented households of these neighborhoods,
more than any other demographic, have a need for these services. The
Plan aims to :improv-e the neighborhoods, and to meet the needs that
new residential units in the Eastern Neighborhoods \Vill create, including increased demands on the area's street network, limited open spaces,
community facilities and services. Ne\v development will be .required to
contnoute towards improvements that mitigate their impacts. The resulting
community infrastructure, constructed through these funds and through
other public funding, •vill benefit all .residents in the area.
The public benefits funds generated will support improvements ro community infrastructure, including parks, transit, child care, libraries, and other community
facilities needed by all new .residents, but particularly needed by lower-income residents
and families. Often, affordable housing exists in areas °\Yith poor neighborhood quality of life, poor access. to transit and urueliable neighborhood services; yet the lower
income households, more than any other demographic, have a need for these services.
The public benefit policies intended to mitigate new development's .impacts will, in
cooperation with other public funding, ensure that not only new housing, but also
existing affordable housing, receives the community infrastructure a good neighborhood needs
The policies to address the objective above are as follows:
POLICY2.3.1
Target the provision of affordable units for families.
POLICY 2.3.2
Prioritize the development of affordable family housing, both rental and
ownership, particularly along transit corridors and adjacent to community
amenities.
POLICY 2.3.3
Require that a significant number of units in new developments have two
or more bedrooms, except Senior Housing and SRO developments unless all Below Market Rate units are two or more bedrooms.
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POLICY 2.3.4
Encourage the creation of family supportive services, such as childcare
facilities, parks and recreation, or other facilities, in affordable housing or
mixed-use developments.
POLICY 2.3.5
Explore a range of revenue-generating tools including impact fees, public
funds and grants, assessment districts, and other private funding sources, to fund community and neighborhood improvements.
POLICY 2.3.6
Establish an impact fee to be allocated towards an Eastern Neighborhoods Public Benefit Fund to mitigate the impacts of new development
on transit, pedestrian, bicycle, and street improvements, park and recreational facilities, and community facilities such as libraries, childcare and
other neighborhood services fn the area.

OBJECTIVE 2.4
LOWER THE COST OF THE PRODUCTION OF HOUSING
There is a demonstrated need to reduce the overall cost of housing dev-elopment
and therefore reduce rental rates and purchase prices. Revising some requirements
associated with housing development and e.xpediting processing can help lower costs.
The city's current minimum parking reqlliremenr, for example, is a s~cant oarrier
ro the production of housing, especially affordable housing. In much-0£ the housing
built under current parking requirements, the cost of parking is included in the cost
of o\vning qr renting a home, requiring households to pay for parking whether or not
they need it. As part of an overall effort to increase housing affordability in the Plan
Area, costs for p11Iking should be separated from the cost of housing and, if provided,
offered optionally.
There are a number of design and construction techniques that can make housing
"affordable by design" -efficiently designed, less costly to construct, and theJ:efore less
costly to rent or purchase. For example, forgoing structured parking can significantly
reduce construction costs. Thus, as part of this Plan, parking requirements will be
revised to allO\v, but not require parking. This provision will allow developers to build
.a reasonable amount of parking if desired .and if feasible while meeting the Plan's built
form guidelines. Small in.fill projects, senior housing projects or other projects thar
may desire m provide fewer parking spaces would ha"tre the flexibility to do so. Also,
conventionally framed low-rise coostructioJ;l is less costly than high-rise construction
requiring steel and concrete. City actions including modifying zoning and building
code requirements to enable less costly construction, as well as encouraging smaller
room sizes and u.riits that include fewer amenities or have low-cost finishes while o,ot
yielding on design and quality requirements can facilitate these techniques.
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Finally, the approval process for housing can be simplified, to
reduce costs associated with long, protracted approval periods.
Discretionary processes such as Conditional Use authorizations,
and mandatory (i.e. non community initiated) Discretionary
Review, should be limited as much as possible while still ensuring
adequate community review. Provisions within CEQA should be
used to enable exemptions or reduced review; including reduced
traffic analysis requirement for urban infill residential projects.
The policies to address the objective above are as follows:
POLICY 2.4.1
Require developers to separate the cost of parking from
the cost of housing in both for sale and rental developments.
POLICY 2.4.2
Revise residential parking requirements so that structured or off-street parking is permitted up to specified maximum amounts in certain districts, but it is not
required.
POLICY 2.4.3
Encourage construction of units that are "affordable by
design."
POLICY 2.4.4
Facilitate housing production by simplifying the approval process wherever possible.

OBJECTlVE 2.5
PROMOTE HEALTH THROUGH RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT DESIGN

AND LOCATION
Well-planned neighbox:hoods - those with adequate and good quality housing; access
to public transit, schools, and parks; safe routes for pedestrians and bicyclists; employment for residents; and unpolluted air, soil, and water - are healthy neighborhoods.
Quality living environments in such neighborhoods have been demonstrated to have an
impact on respiratory and cardiovascular health, reduce incidents of injuries, improve
physical fitness, and improve social capital, by creating healthy social networks and
support systems.
Housing in the plan area should be designed to meet the physical, social and psychological needs of all and in particular, of families with children. Housing should also
be designed to meet high standards for health and the environment. Green structures
which use natural systems have better lighting, temperature control, improved veotila-
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tion and indoor air-quality which contdbute to reduced asthma, colds, flu
and absenteeism. ~'1.lso, health-based building guidelines cau help with
health and safety issues such as injury & fall prevention; pest prevention;
and general sanitation.
To promote health at the neighborhood level, the San Francisco Department of Public Health· has facilitated the multi-stakeholder Eastern
Neighborhoods Community Health Impact Assessment (ENCHIA) to
produce a vision for a healthy San Francisco as well as health objectives,
measures, and indicators. The Department of Public Health (DPH) has
worked with the Planniog Department and other city agencies to assess
the impacts, both positive and negative, of new development, and many
aspects of this plan refl.ect those efforts.
The policies are as follows:
POLICY 2.5.1
Consider how the production of new housing can improve the conditions
required tor health of San Francisco residents.
POLICY 2.5.2
Develop affordable family housing in areas where families can safely walk
to schools, parks, retail, and other services.
POUCY2.5.3
Require new development to meet minimum levels of "green" construction.
POLICY 2.5.4
Provide design guidance for the construction of healthy neighborhoods
and buildings.

OBJECTIVE 2.6
CONTINUE AND EXPAND THE CITY'S EFFORTS TO INCREASE
PERMANENTLY AFFORDABLE HOUSING PRODUCTION AND
AVAILABILITY
The City already has programs in place to increase access and production of affordable
housing, primarily though the Mayor's Office of Housing. These e.-tlsting programs,
such as the inclusionary housing program, should be promoted and strengthened
where economically feasible. Current city programs such as the second mortgage loans,
first-time homebuyer:, and down payment assistance programs should be promoted
and e.~anded. To encourage private renovation of existing housing by low-income
homeowners, programs that provide low-cost credit and subsidies to homeowners
for tl1e repair of code "-:iolations and target such subsidies to low-income households,
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especially families and seniors, should be initiated. And new models that reduce housing costs, such as limited equity models, location efficient mortgages and community
land trusts, should be e.'.-plored. Finally, prog;ra.ms, incentives and funding to increase
housing production outside of the Mayor's Office of Housing should be pursued,
such as developer-supported housing iriitiatives, for-profit and non-profit developer
partnerships as well as employer subsidies for workforce housing.
In addition, there are a number of Citywide policies that can be modified w recognize

population needs and g;rowth. Units that are nonconforming or illegal, such as accessory units or housing in nonresidential structures, arc often sources of affordable
housing; and the City should continue to explore ways of legalizing; such units. One
prime example is live-work units, which as nonconforming units are limited :in expansion. The City could enable live/woik units to conforming status as a residential unit,
provided they meet planning and buil4i.ng code requirements for residential space and
pay retroactive residential development fees, e.g. school fees, as well as new impact fees
that are proposed as part of this area plan. Finally, the City should work outside of the
planning process to support afrordable housing through cityWide initiatives, such as
housing redevelopment programs, and employer subsidies for workforce hous:ing.
The City should continue to work for :increased funding towards its programs, utilizing outside sources such as state and regional grant funding as well as new localized
sources. Property transfer taxes, ta....: increment:, and City prioritizarion:all offer potential
dedicated funding streams that can provide needed revenue to the continued need for
affordable housing.
POLICY 2.6.1
Continue and strengthen innovative programs that help to make both
rental and ownershfp housing more affordable and available.
POLICY 2.6.2
Explore housing policy changes at the citywide level that preserve and
augment the stock of existing rental and ownership housing.
POLICY 2.6.3
Research and pursue innovative revenue sources for .the construction of
affordable housing, such as tax increment financing, or other dedicated
City funds.
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BUILT FORM
The many cultures, land uses, arChitectural styles, street grids and street types that exist
withln the M:ission neighborhood define its character and set it apart from other areas
of San Francisco. Indeed it is the coexistence and commingling, at rimes chaotic, of
all these different elements that attracts most residents to the lVIission. Urban design
is central to defining how such a diverse physical and social environment is able to
function, and will determine whether new additions contribute to, or detract from, the
neighborhood"s essential character.
The main purpose of this chapter is to strengthen the current character of the neighborhood, while allowing new development to positively contribute in an orig1nal way to the
quality of life of residents, visitors and workers. The three main elements addressed
here are height, arChitectural design and the role of new development in supporting
a more ecologically sustainable urban environment. The policies and guidelines in
this chapter will help to harmonize the old and the new: Where it is appropriate from
an urban design and city building perspective, increase heights in those areas that are
e::..-pected to see significant new development or that 0%o11t to have increased heights
to support the city's public transit infrastructure. The design of streets and sidewalks,
an equally critical element in creating sustainable and enjoyable neighborhoods, is
addressed in the Street and Open Space chapter of this Plan.
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OBJECTIVE 3.1
PROMOTE AN URBAN FORM THAT REINFORCES THE MlSSION'S
DISTINCTIVE PLACE IN THE CITY'S LARGER FORM AND
STRENGTHENS ITS PHYSICAL FABRIC AND CHARACTER
The l\fission is one of the city's most distinctive neighborhoods. To maintain this
unique character in the face of new development we must ensure that buildings are
of high-quality design and that they relate well to historic and surrounding structures.
\Ve must also ensure that new buildings enhance the quality of place and that ensure
the neighbor.hood's long-term livability and a compelling relationship to the rest of
the city.
Specific policies and design guidelines to address the objectiVe above are as follows:
POLICY3.1.1
Adopt heights that are appropriate for the Mission's location in the city,
the prevailing street and block pattern, and the anticipated land uses,
while preserving the character of its neighborhood enclaves.
POLICY 3.1.2
The design of new, mixed-use infill development in the Northeast Mission
Industrial Zone (NEMIZ) should strengthen the area's industrial character
through appropriate materials, massing, and setback.

The tight integration of light industrial, mixed-use and residential buildings makes the
'NE~1IZ a unique area in the city. All new development needs to strengthen the .area's
traditional industrial character by choosing quality materials and finishes compatible
with the e.xisting fabric and by designing within a building envelope that is consistent
with the surrounding context. New development should also recognize the building's
responsibility to provide architecturally interesting ground floors that contribute to,
and not detract from, the pedestrian experience.
POUCY3.1.3
Relate the prevailing heights of buildings to street and alley width
throughout the Plan Area.

Generally, the height of buildings is set to relate to street widths throughout the Plan
Area. An important urban design tool in specific applications is to frame streets with
buildings or cornice lines that roughly reflect the street's width. A core goal of the
height districts is to create an urban form that will be intimate for the pedestrian, while
improving opportunities for cost-effective housing and allowing for pedestrian-slipportiVe ground .floors.
POLICY 3.1.4
Heights should a/so reflect the importance of key streets in the city's
overall urban pattern, such as Mission and Valencia streets, while re-
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specting the lower scale development that typifies much of the established residential areas throughout the Plan Area.

Generally, the prevailing height of buildings is set to relate to street widths throughout
the Plan Area. Height should also be used to emphasize key transit corridors and
important activity centers. A primary intent of the height districts is to provide greater
variety in scale and character while ma.-.imizi.ng efficient building forms and enabling
gracious ground floors.
The scale of development and the relationship between street ·width and building
height offer an important orientation cue for users by indicating a street's relative
importance in the hierarchy of streets, as well as its degree of formality. Taller buildings with more formal architecture should line streets that play an important role in
the city's urban pattern.
POl.ICY 3.1.5
Respect public view corridors. Of particular interest are the east-west
views to the Twin Peaks and Potrero Hill, south views to Bernal Hiff, and
several views towards the downtown.

San Francisco's natural topography provides important wayfinding cues for residents and
visitors alike, and views towards the hills or the bay enable all users to orient themselves
vis-a-vis natural landmarks. Further, the city's striking location between the ocean and
the bay, and on either side of the ridgeline running down the peninsula, remains one
of its de£ning characteristics and should be celebrated by the city's built form.
POLICY 3.1.6
New buildings should epitomize the best in contemporary architecture,
but should do so with full awareness of, and respect for, the height,
mass, articulation and materials of the best of the older buildings that
surrounds them.

Infill development should always strive to be the best design of the times, but should
do so by acknowledging and respecting the positive attributes of the older buildings
around it. Therefore, the new should provide positive additions to the best of the old,
and not merely replicate the older architectute styles.
POLICY 3.1.7
Attractively screen rooftop HVAC systems and other building utilities from
view.

POLICY3.1.8
New development should respect existing patterns of rear yard open
space. Where an existing pattern of rear yard open space does not exist,
new development on mixed-use-zoned parcels should have greater flexibility as to where open space can be located.
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POLICY3.1.9
Preserve notable landmarks and areas of historic, architectural or aesthetic value, and promote the preservation of other bu;tdings and features
that provide continuity with past development.
Important historic buildings cannot be replaced if destroyed. Their rich palette of
materials and architectural styles imparts a unique identity to a neighborhood and prov-ides valuable ~dditions to the public realm. The rvfission, as do the other inner-ring
neighborhoods with an industt:ial past, demonstrates how adaptive reuse of historic
buildings can provide a unique, identifiable, and highly enjoyed public place. Historic
or othenv-ise notable buildings and districts should be celebrated, preserved in place,
and not degraded in quality. See the His.toric Preservation section of this area plan
for specific preservation policies.

POLICY 3.1.10
After results are obtained from the historic resources swveys, make
necessary adjustments to these bu;/t form guidelines to ensure that new
structures, partfcu/arfy in historic districts, wiff be compatible with the surrounding historic context.
POLICY 3.1.11
Establish and require height limits along alleyways to create the intimate
feeling of an urban room.
The alleyway network in the JY!ission offers residents and visitors
the opportunity to walk through one of the most intimarelyscaled environments in San Francisco. This feeling of intimacy
is established by cru:efully balancing building height and setbacks
so as to ensure a sense of enclosure, while nor overwhelming
the senses.

Introducing through-alleys ls

an important part of a dynamic
pedestrian network along other·
Wise large blocks.

Heights at the property line along both sides of alleys should be
limited. In general, building height at the property line must not
exceed 1.25 times the w.idth of the alley. Above this height, a
minimum 10-foot setback is required to maintain the appropriate
and desired scale.

POLICY 3.1.12
Establish and require height .limits and upper story setbacks to mainta;n
adequate light and air to sidewalks and frontages along alleys.
The narrowness of many of the 1-lission's alleyways requires that development along
them be carefully sculpted to proper proportions and to ensure that adequate light and
air reach them and the frontages filong them.

In addition to the builcling height and setback requll:ements stated in Policy 3.1.10 above,
the building height at the property line alongthe south side of east-west alleys, buildirlg
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height must be setback so as to ensure a 45-degree sun access plane, as e..xtended from
the property line on the opposite side of the street to the top corner of each story.
A.long both north-south and east-\vest alleyways, setbacks are not required for the first
60 linear feet of the alley from the adjoining major street, as measured from the property
line along the m.<ljor street, so as to allow a proper streern>'all along that street
POLICY 3;1.13
Architectural design should be used to highlight publicly important views
generated by shifts in the street grid or the termination of a street at a
T-intersection.

The evolution of the city's built fabric presenrs important opportunities to increase
visual interest and create a special identity for the neighborliood. As one moves
through the neighborhood, une..'\.'Pectedly coming upon a view that terminates in a
building designed to a higher standard generates an image unique to that place, while
also helping to create a special connection to the built environment.

OBJECTIVE 3.2
PROMOTE AN URBAN FORM AND ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTER
THAT SUPPORTS WALKING AND SUSTAINS A DIVERSE, ACTIVE AND

SAFE PUBLIC REALM
Achieving 1lil engaging public rea1m for the Mission is essential While visual interest
is key to a pedestrian friendly environment, current de,Telopment practice .does not
always contcibute. positively to the pedestrian experience, and many contemporary
developments dew.er from it. Seeingtl:u:ough windows to the activities within- be they
retail, commercial, or PDR- imparts a sense of conviviality that blank walls or garage
doors are unable to provide. Visually permeable street frontages offer an effecti.ve and
engaging nexus between the public and private domains, enlivening the street, offering
a sense of security and encouraging people to walk. \V'here there are residential uses,
seeing the activities of living is key; represented by stoops, porches and entryways,
planted areas, and the presence of windows that provide "eyes on the sa:eet."
Specific policies and design guidelines to address the objective above ate as follows:
POLICY 3.2.1
Require high quality design of street-facing building exteriors.

A Provide strong, repeatingverrical articulation on new buildings, especially those with
large street frontages, to achieve the visual interest necessary to sustain pedestrian
interest and activity. Avoid undifferentiated massing longer tha.i.1. 25 feet on residential streets or: alleys, and 40 feet on all other streets.. Such vertical articulation
as this cannot be satisfactorily achieved by minor changes such as change of color
alone.
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B. For vertically mi."'i:ed-use buildings, changes in use should be visually diffe.i:entiated through changes in material, scale, setback or other means, and nor soldy by
color.
C. Building openings and fenestration should .represent the uses behind them, mini-

mize visual clutter, harmonize with prevailing conditions, and provide archirecturnl
interest. Windows should have a minimum recess of 3 inches, generally should be
oriented, and open, vertically, and the frames should not be made of vinyL
D. Use authentic, materials with a substantial appearance, including wood, masonry;
ceramic tile, pre-cast concrete or integrated stucco. Avoid using inauthentic materials,
in pa.rticulat those that have the appearance of thin veneer or attachment, such as
EIFS or tilt-up panels. If used, inauthentic materials should not be the dominant
fai;:ade material, and should not be used for de.tailing or ornamentation.

E. Brick, stone, tile, venet:rs orappliedmateria.ls should terminate logically and sttong~v,
such as by wrapping corners and terminating at architectural modulations, articulations, frames or othet: featw:es, so that they don't appear superficially affixed ro the
fa;:ade.
F Blank or blind frontages ar the ground floor are highly discouraged and should be
minimized wherever possible. Where necessary, frontages used for utilities, storage,
refuse collection and other activities should be integrated into the overall articulation and fenestration of the fa91de, or be .masked by landscaping or other design
features where active uses are not possible.
G. Extended blank orblini;l frontages a.re not permitted along Transit Preferential Streets
as defined in the General Plan, and within. the 6th Street neighborhood corm+iercial
transit district, even if altem.ative street or alley frontage is not available.
At-grade parking must be

wrapped with at least 15 feet

of actiVe uses, such as retan

POLICY 3.2.2

orPDR.

Make ground floor retml and PDR uses as tall, roomy and permeable as
possible.
"··~

A. Maximize interior clear ceiling heights for ground floor retail or PD Ruses.
Where height districts end in five feet, such as 45', 55', 65', and 85', interior
ground floor clear ceiling heights should roa.~e a fifteen foot envelope.
This adclitforutl height will increase the flexibility of the space and improve
its long-term viability.
Acti,-c
-

Use

.1

B. Ground-level facades should be 75% transparent to permit a clear view
inwards from the street and should not be tinted. Post construction alterations,
such as retail displays, should not obscure the clear view.
POLICY 3.2.3
Minimize the visual impact of parking.
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A. Where off-street parking is provided, placing ir underground should be
encour~o-ed wherever site conditions allow, and especfa.lly for development
on lots e..'Cceeding 5,000 square feet. Underground parking should be consolidated for multiple pioperties_, where opportunities arise, thereby reducing
the average cost of construcrion and minimizing the number .of curb cuts
and garage entrances.
B. At grade parking is srrongly discouraged. \\.'here at-grade parking is neces-

sary, it should be wrapped 'vith a minimum of 15 feet of active use, such as
residentiil, retail, or PDR on both the primary and secondary street frontages, e.-.;:cept for the minimum frontage required for fue doors and parking
access.

C. For development with no more than 20 units, parking access should be provided by
a single door not e.'Cceeding 8 feet \Vb.ere lot dimensions require separate ingress
and egress, individual doors and driveways should not exceed a width of eight feet
and should be separated by one foot.

Buildings should have .a clear
bottom, middle and top. The
builr:ling eXterior of floors with
retail or PDR uses should be
differentiated visually from
residential floors.

D. For developments with more than 20 residential units but less than
t 00 residential units, individual doors and driveways should not
exceed a width of 8 feet for ingress and 8 feet for egress, separated by
one foot, and should not be widened to allow for off-street loading.
Combined ingress and egress should not e..\:ceed 16 feet. More than
one ingress and one egress or one combined :ingress/ egress access
point should be distouragecL

E. For developments with 100 residential units or more, individual doors
and driveways should not e.'Cceed a width of 8 feet for ingress and 8
feet for egress for auto parking, separated by one foot, and 10 feet for ingress and
10 feet for egress for joint parking and loading. Based Q'1 the conditions l!-hpve, a
combined ingress and egress should not exceed 20 feet More than one ingress and
one egress or one combined ingress/ egress access point should be discouraged.

Parking infiqstructure; should
not be noticeable from the
street. The above building
shows how insubstantial materials and observable parking
infrastructure can degrade the
pedestrian experience on the

street.

F. The number of curb cuts should be kept to an absolute minimum, with no more
than one lane for ingress and one lane for egress, regardless of the total amount
of parking proposed. Parking and loading should share access lanes, wherever
possible, rather than Lequiring separate doors and dri.veways.
G. Curb cuts are prohibited on Transit Priority Streets (fPS), along Valencia Street, and
on 24th Street through the neighborhood retail district, even if alternacive street or
alley frontage is not available..
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H. ~'here a building has two frontages, parking entrances, loading docks, bays, and
au.-ciliary service entrances should be accessed from secondary streets, and their
visual impact on the neighborhood should be minimized.
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POLICY 3.2.4
Strengthen the relationship between a bUilding and its fronting sidewalk.
A. Blank and blind walls at the ground floor are highly discouraged and should be
minimized. Building frontage should not be used for utilities, storage, and refuse
collection wherever possible; where this function must be on the street, landscaping and othet well-integrated design features shall be used to enhance the street
frontage.
.B. Ground-floor units should be primarily accessed directly from the public way, and
not through common corridors or lobbies. Upper story units should connect to a
lobby entry that opens directly onto the public way. \\'Tb.ere possible, units should
riot be accessed only from an interior courtyard~

C The individual entrances to ground-floor units should be set back 3-5 feet but no
more than 10 feet from the street-fronting property line, and should be at least 18
inches, and ideally 3 feet, above sidewalk level

n

All setback areas should ;awxfo1ize landscaping opportunities.

E. Utility vaults and access panels should be placed in driveway curb cuts so as to
prevent blank building frontages and to ensw:e that sidewalk pllinting opportunities
for street trees and landscaping are not limited.

F. Physically intimidating security measures such as window grills or spiked gates should
be avoided; security concerns should be addressed by creating well-lit, well-used
streets and active .residential frontages that encourage "eyes on the street."
POLICY 3.2.5
Building form shoufd celebrate comer locations.

A. In use~ design and entry, orient buildings tO\vards corners.
B. Major entrances should be iocated at corners, but primary residential
enr:rances can be located away from the corner to prevent congestion.

·,_

C Architectural features and detailing including towers, bays, and copulas
at the comer are strongly encouraged.

The design or comer
buildings should relate to
the civic sfgnlficance of ·

intersections.
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POLICY 3~2.6
Sidewalks abutting new developments should be constructed in accordance with locally appropriate guidelines based on established best
practices in streetscape design.
In dense neighborhoods such as the ]\fission, streets can provide important and valued

additions to the open space network, offering pleasurable and enjoyable connections
for people between larger open spaces.
San Francisco's Better Streets Plan will provide guidance on how to improve the overall
urban design quality, aesthetic character, and ecological function of the city's streets
while maintaining the safe and efficient use for all modes of transportation.
POLICY 3.2.7
Strengthen the pedestrian network by extending alleyways to adjacent
streets or alleyways wherever possible, or by providing new publicly accessible mid-block rights of way.

A. Developments on properties with 200 or more feet of street frontage on
a block face longer than 400 feet Should provide a minimum 20-foot-•vide
publicly accessible mid-block right of way and access easement for the
entire depth of the property, connecting to existing streets or alleys.

R Developments on properties with 200 feetoi: moi:e, but less than 300 fccr
of street frontage should be encouraged to provide a minimum 20-foot
wide publicly accessible easement where doing so would reconnect an alley
with an adjacent street or another alley:
C Developments on properties with 100 feet or more, but less than 200
feet of street frontage in the middleone-tlrit:d of a block face longer than 400 feet
where the adjacent property has the potential to do likewise, should be encouraged
to provide a minimum 10-foot-\v.ide publicly accesSlble mid-blockright of way and
access easement for the entire depth of the pi:operty; connecting to existing streets
or alleys.
POLICY 3.2.8
Recognize the distinctive Mission murals and expand the opportunities for new
murals as well as other pul:,lic art by providing space.such as Visible and publicly
accessible walls in new construction adjapent to or near the murals to al/ow for
these art traditions to thrive and continue, and by ensuring new construction
does not obstruct, demolish,. damage or otherwise diminish the Mission murals
and other public art.

Malntainll)g a pleasurable
pedestrian environment
along the street is an
Important element of the

plan.
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POLICY 3.2.9
Preserve sunlight access to BART plazas.
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OBJECTIVE 3.3
PROMOTE THE ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY, ECOLOGICAL
FUNCTIONING AND THE OVERALL QUALITY OF THE NATURAL
ENVIRONMENT fN THE PLAN AREA
Given the reality of global climate change, it is essential that cities, and development
v;rithin those cities, limit their individual and collective ecological footprints. Using
sustainable building materials, minimizing energy consumption, decreasing storm water
runoff, filtering air pollution and providing natural habitat are ways in which cities and
buildings can better integrate themselves with the natural systems of the landscape.
These efforts have the immediate accessory benefits of improving the overall aesthetic
character of neighborhoods by encouraging greening and usable public spaces and
reducing exposure to environmental pollutants.
Specific policies and desi::,<>n guidelines to address the objective above are as follows:
POUCY3.3.1
Require new development to adhere to a new performance-based
ecological evaluation tool to improve the amount and quality of green
landscaping.

The San Francisco Planning Deparrmenr, in consultarion with the Public Utilities
Commission, is in the process of developing a green factor.. The green factor will be a
petlormance-based phuming tool that .requires all new development to meet a defined
standard for on-site water infiltration, and offers developers substantial fle."Obility in
meeting the standard A similar green factor has been implemented in Seattle, W.i\, as
well as in numerous European cities, and has proven to be a cost-effective tool, both to
stt<!%othen the envirotunental sustainability of each site, and to IDiprove the aesthetic
quality of the neighborhood. The Planning Department will provide a worksheet to
calculate a proposed development's green factor score.
POLICY 3.3.2
Discourage new surface parking lots and explore ways to encourage
retrofitting existing surface parking lots and off-street loa,ding areas to
minimize negative effects on microclimate and stormwater infiltration. The
city's Stormwater Master Plan, upon completion, will provide guidance
on how best to adhere to these guidelines.
POLICY 3.3.3
Enhance the connection between building form and ecological sustainability b.l( promoting use of renewable energy, energy-efficient building
envelopes, passive heating and cooling, and sustainable materials..
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POLICY 3.3.5

Compliance with strict environmental efficiency standards for new buildings is strongly encouraged.

The positive relationship between building sustainability, urban form, and the public
realm has become increasingly understood as these buildings become more commonplace in cities around the world. Instead of turning inwards and creating a distinct
and disconnected internal environment, sustainable buildings look outward at their
surroundings as they allow in natural light and air. In so doing, they relate to the public
domain through architectural creativity and visual interest, as open, visible \vindows
provide a communicative interchange between those inside and outside the building.
In an area where creative solutions to open space, public amenity, and visual interest
are of special need, sustainable building strategies that enhance the public realm and
enhance ecological sustainability are to be encouraged.
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TRANSPORTATION
The Ivfission District's compact built environment and its varied mix of uses make
walking, bicycling and public transit attractive, high-demand transportation modes.
Abundant transit options (local and regional), vibrant, pedestrian-scale commercial
corridors (1.fission Street, Valencia Street and 24th Street) and a popular network
of bicycle lanes and routes make the :rvfission a great neighborhood to get around in
without a car. The vision for an improved transportation system within the :rvfission
District includes improvements for all modes, especially pedestrians and transit. Efforts
to improve transit speed, reliability and the safety of pedestrians and bicyclists should
not obstruq: the loading and circulation needs of vehicles supporting the :Mission's
PDR business activities.

OBJECTIVE 4.1
IMPROVE PUBLIC TRANSIT TO BETTER SERVE EXISTING AND NEW
DEVELOPMENT IN THE MISSION
The :rvfission's several Muni lines and two BART stations make it an important local
and regional transit hub. Commuters, residents and visitors from San Francisco and
throughout the Bay Area pour in and out of the BART Stations at both 16th Street
and 24th Street each morning and evening. Muni's 14 and 49 buses which run along
lVIission Street carry almost 40,000 riders every day. The 48, 22, 33, and 9 bus lines
also serve the Plan Area. Enhancements to existing transit service that improve speed
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and reliability should be made to reinforce the neighborhood's
e..xi.st:ing transit orientarion.
:iVIi.sSion Street, 16th Street and Potrero Avenue stand out as desirable corridors to be considered for high-level transit improvements.. These streets are called outin the San Francisco Municipal
Transportation Agency's (SF1ITA) A Vzjion for Rapid Transit in
San Francisco (2002) as corridors important to long-range transit
planning. New bus rapid transit (BRT) service, transit signal
priority, transit-only lanes, and/ or lengthened distances between
stops are some tools that should be eA-plored further.
The role of 16th Street as a key east-west transit Corridor continues to grow as new
development in the Eastern Neighborhoods and Mission Bay takes shape. Sixteenth
Street is the only street that provides a continuous uninterrupted connection between
the Mission, Showplace Square, Iv1ission Bay and the eastern waterfront. It is also
provides a critical link between local ()\{uni Third Street Light Rail) and regional
transit (16th Street BART). The pl.aru:ied rerouting of the #22 bus down the full
length of 16th Street to Mission Bay will help establish a major cross-town route in
this developing area. Transit improvements for the 16th Street corridor are needed to
accommodate increased transit service and to ensure u:ansit vehicles are not crippled
by congestioIL Collaborative plalllling between city agencies, BART, businesses and
large land holders like UCSF is necessary to design a transit corridor that prioritizes
transit while serving the diverse land uses along the corridor. Transit ~provements
on 16th Street \v:ill also benefit the e.icisting PDR businesses and employees ·found in
the area that are e."'qlected to stay and grow.

:SFMTA

Beginning in 2008, the SFMTA, Planning Department and the San Francisco County
Transportation Authority (SFCTA) will commence a comprehensive Eastern.Neighborhoods Tl:anspoi;tation Implementation Planning Study (EN TRIPS) ro further a...'Plore
the feasibility of the options described above, determine which projects are needed,
how they should be designed and how they can be funded. A key input to this will
be SFMT.A"s "Transit Effectiveness Project" (IEP), the .first comprehensive .study of
the Muni system since the 1ate 1970s. The IBP aims to promote overall performance
and long-term financial stability through faster, more reliable transportation choices
and cost-effective operating practices The IBP recommendations focus on.improving
transit service, speed and reliability and should be implemented as soon as possible
within the 1v.fi.ssion area.
The policies to address the objective above are as follows:
POLICY 4.1.1
Commit resources to an analysis of the street grid, the transportation impacts of new zoning, and mobilfty needs in the Mission I Eastern Neigh-
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borhoods to develop a plan that prioritizes transit while addressing needs
of all modes (transit, vehicle traffic, bicyclists, pedestrians).

This policy refers to the Eastern Neighborhoods Transportation Implementation
Planning Study described above:
POLICY 4.1.2
Decrease transit travel time and improve reliability through a variety of
means, such as transit-only lanes, transit signal priority, transit "queue
jumps," lengthening of spacing between stops, and establishment of
limited or express seNice.
POLICY 4.1.3
Implement the service recommendations of the Transit Effectiveness Project (TEP).
POLICY 4.1.4
Reduce existing curb cuts where possible and restrict new curb cuts to
prevent vehicular conflicts with transit on important transit and neighborhood commercial streets .

Curb cuts should be reduced on key neighborhood commercial, pedestrian, and transit
streets, where it is important to maintain continuous active ground floor activity, reduce
transit delay and variability, and protect pedestrian movement and retail viability such as
J:vfission, Valencia, 16th and 24th Streets. This is critical measure to reduce congestion
and conflicts with pedestrian and transit movement along Transit Preferential Streets,
particularly where transit vehicles do not run in protected dedicated rights-of-way and
are vulnerable to disruption and delay.
POLICY 4.1.5
Ensure Muni's storage and maintenance facility needs are met to serve
increased transit demand and provide enhanced seNice.
POLICY 4.1.6
Enhance existing public transit service finking the Mission to downtown
and BARI
POLICY 4.1.7
Balance competing land use and transportation-related priorities for 16th
Street in the Mission to improve transit speed and reliability.

As a core PDR area served by a major transit route (Muni's #22 bus), 16th Street and
neighboring parcels illustrate the conflicts between the competing policy goals of
improving transit and preserving PDR businesses. PDR land uses in the Mission and
Showplace Square should be preserved to support the critical business activity they
provide. However, PDR-related truck traffic, loading and circulation needs can slow
transit vehicles. Further planning and design work is needed to make 16th Street a
better transit street by mitigating the impacts of surrounding land uses. For example,
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off-street truck loading requirements and transit-signal priority can improve 16th Street
for transit while continuing to support the neighboring PDR land uses.
POLICY 4.1.8
Study the possibility of creating a "premiumv transit service such as Bus
Rapid Transit or implementing high-level transit preferential treatments for
segments of Mission Street, 16th Street and Potrero Avenue.

Additional transit vehicles will be needed to serve new development in the Eastern
Neighborhoods. The capacity of existing storage and maintenance facilities should
be expanded and new facilities constructed to support growth in the Eastern Neighborhoods.

OBJECTIVE 4.2
INCREASE TRANSIT RIDERSHIP BY MAKING IT MORE COMFORTABLE
AND EASY TO USE

A transit rider's experience is largely impacted by the quality of environment in and
around the stops and stations where they start or end their transit trips. Transit stops
can be made more attractive and comfortable for riders through installation of bus
bulbs, shelters, addirional seating, lighting, and landscaping. Pedestrian safety should
also be prioritized near transit through the installation and maintenance of signs, crosswalks, pedestrian signals and other appropriate measures. Quality passenger information such as maps directing riders to major destinations, and accurate real-time transit
information should be provided. Key transit stops with high passenger volumes or
where transfers occur should be prioritized for enhanced amenities. In the lv!ission,
these key stops may include 16th Street and J\tfission, 24th Street and Mission, 16th
street and Pottero Avenue among others.

The policies to address the objective above are as follows:
POUCY4.2.1
Improve the safety and quality of streets, stops and stations used by
transit passengers.

POLICY 4.2.2
Provide comprehensNe and real-time passenger information, both on
vehicles and at stops and stations.

OBJECTIVE 4.3
ESTABLISH PARKING POUCIES THAT IMPROVE THE QUALl1Y OF
NEIGHBORHOODS AND REDUCE CONGESTION AND PRIVATE.
VEHICLE TRIPS BY ENCOURAGING TRAVEL BY NON-AUTO MODES
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The .Mission's dense concentration of housing along with its VIbranr mi"'\: of res mutants,
neighborhood services, shopping and nightlife all generate a high demand for parking. Determining how existing and new parking is managed in the lYiissionis essential
to achieving a rarige of comm.unify goils including reduced congestion and private
vehicle trips, improved transit, successful commercial tteas, housing production and
affordability; and attractive urban design.
Elimination of minimum off-street parking requirements in new zesidcntial and commercial developments, while continuing to permit reasonable amounts of parking if
desired, allows developers more flexibility in how they Choose to use scarce developable space. In developments where space permits or where e:;.-pected residents woiJld
particularly desire to own cars, parking can be provided, while in transit intensive areas,
or where expected residents woiJld not need cars (senior developments for example)
parking would not be required, Space previously dedicated to parking in residential
developments can be made available for additional housing units. With no parking
minimums and therefore no need for individual drive-in parking spaces, new residential and commercial developments can e:-.-plore more efficient
methods of providing parking suc;:h as mechanical parking lifts,
t:andem or valet parking.
"Unbundling" parking from housing costs can reduce 'the cost
of housing and =ke i:t more affordable to people without
automobiles. The cost of paiking is often aggt-egated in rents
and purchase prices. This .forces people to pay for parking
w-ithout choice and w1thout consideration of need or the many
alternatives to driving available in the Mission. This could be.
avoided by requiring that parking be separated from residential
c;>r commercial rents, allowing people to make conscious decisions about parking and auto ownership.
Proper management of public parking, both on-street and in garages l.s critical Currently, on-street parking is difficult to find in many parts of the city. Loose regulation
and relatively inexpensive .rates increase demand and decrease turnover of parking
spaces. This shifts demand away from public transit and other modes, increases
congestion and encourages long term on-street paiking by employees and commuters.
To support the needs of businesses and create successful commercial Meas, on-street:
paiking spaces should be managed to favor short-term shoppers, visitors, and loading. In residential areas, cw:bside parking should be managed to favor residents, while
allocating any additional spaces for short-term visitors to the area. Recent research
has proposed a number of ways to use market-based pricing and other innovativernan'agement techniques to improve availability of on-street parking while also increasing
the revenue stream to the city. These methods are currently under study and shoiJld
be applied in this area.
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In accordance \Yith Section 8A.113 of Proposition E (2000), new public parking facilities can only be constructed if the revenue earned from a new parking garage will be
sufficient to co';er consb:ucrion and operating costs without the need for a subsidy.

New development built with reduced parking could accommodate parking needs of
drivets through innovative shared parking a.ttangements like a "community parking

garage." Located outside of neighborhood commercial and small scale residential
areas, such a facility would consolidate parking amongst a range of users (co=ercial
and residential) while conrn"buting to the neighborhood with an active ground floor
featuring opportunities for oeigbbothood services and retail
The policies as well as implementing actions to address t:he objective outlined above
are as follows:

POLICY 4.3.1
For new residential development, provide flexibility by eliminating minimum off-street parking requirements and establishing reasonable parking
caps.

POLICY 4.3.2
For new non-residential developmen~ provide flexibility by eliminating
minimum off-street parking requirements and establishing caps generalfy
equal to the previous minimum requirements, For office uses, parking
should be limited relative to transit accessibility.

POLICY 4.3.3
Make the cost of parking visible to users, by requiring parking to be
rented, leased or sold separatefy from residential and commercial space
for all new major development.

POLICY 4.3.4
Encourage, or require where appropriate, innovative parking arrangements that make efficient use of space, particularly where cars will not be
used on a daily basis.
POUCY4.3.5
Permit construction of new parking garages in Mixed Use districts only if
they are part of shared parking arrangements that efficiently use space,
are appropriately designed, and reduce the overafl need for off-street
parking in the area

POLICY 4.3.6
Reconsider and revise the way that on-street parking is managed in both
commercial and residential districts In order to more efficiently use street
parking space and increase turnover and parking availability.

The San Francisco County Transportation .Authority is conducting the On-Street
Parking Management and Pricing Study to evaluate a variety of improved management
techniques for on-srreet parking and recommend which should be put into effect in
San Francisco-
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OBJECTIVE 4.4
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SUPPORT THE CIRCULATION NEEDS OF EXISTING AND NEW PDR

USES IN THE MISSION
A significant share of deliveries to PDR and other businesses
in the 1V1ission are performed within the street space. Where
cmbside freight loading space is not available, delivery vehicles
double-park, blocking major thoroughfares like JYlission Street,
slowing transit and creating potential hazards for pedestrians,
bicyclists and automobiles.. The City should evaluate the e."lcisting
on-street curb-designation for delivery vehicles and improve
daytime enforcement to increase tw:nover.. Where necessary,
=bside freight loading spaces should be increased. During
evenings and weekends, curbside freight loading spaces should
be made available for visitor and customer parking. In new nonresidential developments, adequate loading spaces :internal to
the development should be :tequired to minimize conflicts with
other street users like pedestrians, bicyclists ii.nd triinsit vehicles.
POLICY 4.4.1
Provide an adequate amount of short-term, on-street curbside freight
loading spaces in PDR areas of the Mission.
POLICY 4.4.2
Continue to require off-street facilities for freight loading and seNice
vehicles in new large non-residential developments.
POLICY 4.4.3
In areas with a significant number of PDR establishments, design streets
to serve the needs and access requirements of trucks while maintmning
a safe pedestrian environment..

OBJECTIVE 4.5
CONSl.OER THE STREET NETWORK IN THE MISSION AS A CITY
RESOURCE ESSENTIAL TO MULTI-MODAL MOVEMENT AND PUBLIC
OPEN SPACE
Not only are streets essential fot movement, but they are a major component of the
city's public realm and open space network. The Mission's streets and sidewalks move
people and goods as well as provide places to sit, talk and stroll. Past sale of streets
or rights-of-way to accommodate private development has impeded connectivity and
mobility in some parts of San Francisco. Future closure and sale of city streets to
private development should be discouraged unless it is determined excess roadway
or reconfiguration of specific intersection geometries will achieve significant public
benefits such as increased traffic safety, pedestrian safety, more reliable triinsit service
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or public open space. New developments on large lots must consider alleys to break
up the scale of the building and allow greater street connectivity.
POLICY 4.5.1
Maintain a strong presumption against the vacation or sale of streets or
alleys except in cases where signWcant public benefits can be achieved.

,111d

POLICY 4.5.2
As part of a development project's open space requirement, require publicly-accessible alleys that break up the scale of large developments and
allow additional access to buildings in the project.

OBJECTIVE 4.6
SUPPORT WALKING AS A KEY TRANSPORTATION MODE BY
IMPROVING PEDESTRIAN CIRCULATION WITHIN THE MISSION AND

TO OTHER PARTS OF THE CITY
The .Mission's primary commercial corridors - :Mission, Valencia and 24th Streets-are
crowded with pedestrians. Storefront retail, street level art and murals, good transit:,.
well-marked .crosswalks, and jJedestrian signals all support a strong walking environment. However, conflicts with vehicles continue to presentpedestrian safety concerns
in the neighborhood. Opportunities exist to further improve pedestrian safety and
accesSibility in the }.fission..
Several studies related to pedestrian improvements in the Ivlission have been completed
or are in the planning stages_ Recommendations from the Southeast MisJiotJ Pedestrian
Sqey Plan produced by SFMTA and the Department ofPublic Health should be implemented. In addition, the Planning Department is working with the SFMTA to devel0p
tlie Mission Pttb!ic Realm Plan and Better Streets Plan to ensure the Mission,s streets are
designed to promote pedestrian comfort and safety. The planned widening of Valencia
Street's sidewalks should also be seen through to completion. In 2008, the Planning
Department will be leading a planning process for the redesign of Cesar Chavez Street
to make fue street function better for pedestrians, bicyclists and transit.
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\Vhere possible, the city should implement high-visibility crosswalks, pedestrian signal
heads with countdown timers, corner bulbouts, median refuge islands, or other pedestrian improvements. In specific areas with known higher rates of pedestrian-collisions,
developers should be encouraged to carry out conte.-.,:t specific planning and design on
building projects to improve pedestrian safety.
The policies to address the objective above are as follows:
POLICY 4.6.1
Implement recommendations from the Mission Public Realm Plan,
Southeast Mission Pedestrian Safety Plan and established street design
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standwds and guidelines to make the pedestrian environment safer and
more comfortable for walk trips.

POLICY 4.6.2
Prioritize pedestrian safety improvements at intersections and in areas
with historically high frequencies of pedestrian injury collisions.
POLICY 4.6.3
Improve pedestrian access to major transit stops and stations such as
the 16th and 24th Street BART Stations.

OBJECTlVE 4.7
IMPROVE AND EXPAND INFRASTRUCTURE FOR BICYCLING AS AN
IMPORTANT MODE OF TRANSPORTATION
The I'.vfission's existing bicycle infrastrucrure and relatively fur terrain create an arrracti:ve
bicycling environment. The Valencia and Harrison Street bicycle lanes are busy with
bicyclists during commute tilnes and througbour the day. These lanes provide good
north-south bicycle connections, but the Mission lacks strong east-west bicycle facilities.
Improvements are planned to stren,,,othen east-west connections. The SFMTA currently has ii:nprovements planned for Cesar Chavez and 17th Streets. Bicycle lanes and
shared lane markings ("sharrows'') on select segments of these streets will be installed
once the San Francisco Bicycle Plan achieves environmental clearance. In addition,
increased Qicyde parking throughout the :Mission especially in commercial areas and
near BART is needed to accommodate the ever increasing number of bicyclists. Recent
citywide zoning code amendments require bicycle parking for all new developments.
The proposed Mission CreekBikeway presents the opportunity for a future landscaped
bicycle path from the l\ifission District to Mission Bay. Bikeway plans should be further
examined, especially issues surrounding cost and implementation.
The p<;>Iicies to address the object:Ne above are as follows:

POLlCY 4.7.1
Provide a continuous network of sate, convenient and attractive bicycle
facilities connecting the Mission to the citywide bicycle network and
conforming to the San Francisco Bicycle Plan.
POLICY 4.7.2
Provide secure, accessible and abundant bicycle parking, particularly at
transit stations, within shopping areas and at concentrations of empfoyment
POLICY 4.7.3
Explore feasibility of the Mission Creek Bikeway project
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OBJECTIVE 4.8
ENCOURAGE ALTERNATfVES TO CAR OWNERSHIP AND THE
REDUCTION OF PRIVATE VEHICLE TRIPS
In addition to investments in our transportation infrastructure, there are a variety of
programmatic ways in which the City can encourage people to use alternative modes
of travel. Car sharing and transportation demand management programs (TDl'v1) are
important tools to reduce congestion and limit parking demand.

Carsharing offers an affordable alternative to car ownership by allowing individuals the
use of a car without the cost of ownership (gas, insw:ance, maintenance). Cru:sharing
companies provide privately owned and maintained vehicles for short-term use by
their members. Carshare members pay a flat hourly rate or monthly fee to use cars
only when they need them (i.e. to run errands or make short trips).
The lvfission al.ready has a high concentration of car share vehicles, especially near the
:tviission and Valencia corridors. Recent .zoning code changes require cars hare spaces
in new residential developments. Car sharing should continue to be encouraged in the
Mission as part of new residential and commercial developments in support of parking
policies and increased mobility of residents without automobiles.
''Transportation depiand management" (ID:M) programs that encourage residents and
employees to walk, bike, take public transit or rideshare should be implemented in the
1-'lission and throughout the Eastern. Neighborhoods. Transportation Demand Management (ID:M) combines marketing and incentive programs to reduce dependence
on automobiles and encow;age use of a range of transportation options. Cash-out
policies (where employers provide ca8h instead of a free parking space). Commuter
Checks and emergency ride home programs are some of the methods institutions and
employers can utilize.
City College of San Francisco's new Valencia Street campus, among other large
institutions and employers shoul,d be encouraged to develop programs that provide
information and incentives to students and staff related to the many transportation
alternatives nearby. Major residential developments (50+ units) should be required to
provide transit passes to all residents as part of rent or homeowner association fees.

The policies to .address the objective above are as follows:
POLICY 4.8.1
Continue to require car-sharing arrangements in new residential and
commercial developments, as well as any new parking garages.
POLICY 4.8.2
Require large retail establishments, patticufarly supermarkets, t9 provide
shuttle and delivery services to customers.
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POLICY 4.8.3
Develop a Transportation Demand Management (TDM) program for the
Eastern Neighborhoods that provides information and incentives for
employees, visitors and residents to use a~emative transportauon modes
and travel times.

OBJECTIVE 4.9
FACILITATE MOVEMENT OF AUTOMOBILES BY MANAGING
CONGESTION AND OTHER NEGATIVE IMPACTS OF
VEHICLE TRAFFIC
Automobiles in the Mission navigate streets crowded ·with pedestrians,
bicyclists and transit vehicles.. Vehicle traffic should be accommodated
Without jeopardizing the safety of other street users. Traffic calming
projects should be implemented to reduce speeding and improve safety,
'l.Vithout introducing delay or reliability problems for transit Guerrero
Street and South Van Ness Avenue provide opportunities for traffic calming to balance neighborhood and pedestrian needs ·with auto traffic
New technologies such as those being developed by the Department of

Parking and Traffic's "SFGO" program should be pursued to reduce
congestion, respond to current traffic conditions and move autos safely
and efficiently.
The policies to address the objective above are as follows:
POLICY 4.9.1
Introduce traffic calming measures where warranted to improve pedestrian safety and comfort, reduce speeding and traffic spillover from arterial
streets onto residential streets and alleyways~

POLICY 4.9.2
Decrease auto congestion through implementation of Intelligent Traffic
Management Systems (/TMS) strategies such as progressive metering of
traffic signals and the SFMTA USFGO" program.

OBJECTIVE 4.1 O
DEVELOP A COMPREHENSIVE FUNDING PLAN FOR
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENTS
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New development in the Mission and throughout the Eastern Neighborhoods will
exert significant strain on the area's existing transportation infrastructure. The City
must develop new funding sources and a funding plan to ensure needed improvements
are made.
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Transpo.rtation improvements are costly. \X!bile federal, state, regional and local grant
sources are available to partiaJly defray the cost of transportation capital projects, they
are not sufficient to meet transportation needs identified by the community. Streets
and transportation improvements (pedestrian, bicycle, and transit) \\>ill require a sig.nilicant portion of the funding generared through the Eastern Neighborhoods Public
Benefits Program. Because funds from this program will also be needed to support a
number of other community improvements beside transportation, it will be important
to identify-additional sources of funding.
POLICY 4.10.1
As part of the Eastern Neighborhoods Public Benefits Program, pursue
funding for transit, pedestnan, bicycle and auto improvements through
developer impact fees, in-Jdnd contributions, community facilities districts, dedication of tax revenues, and state or federal grant sources.
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STREETS AND OPEN SPACE
The J:vlission has a deficiency of open spaces serving the neighborhood. Some portions of the Mission historically have been predominantly industrial, which has meant
that many areas are not within walking distance to an existing park and many areas
lack adequate places to recreate and relax. Moreover, the Mission has a concentration
of family households with children - almost 50% - which is' significantly higher than
most neighborhoods in the city. With the addition of new residents, this deficiency
·will only be exacerbated. Thus, one of the primary objectives of this Plan is to provide more open space to serve both existing and new residents, workers and visitors.
Analysis reveals that a total of about 4.3 acres of new space should be provided in this
area to accommodate e."Pected growth. This Plan proposes to provide this new open
space by creating at least one substantial new park site in the Mission. In addition, the
Plan proposes to encourage some of the private open space that will be required as
part of development to be provided as public open space and to utilize our e.xisting
rights-of-way to provide pocket parks.

OBJECTIVE 5.1
PROVIDE PUBLIC PARKS AND OPEN SPACES THAT MEET THE NEEDS
OF RESIDENTS, WORKERS AND VISITORS
In a built-out neighborhood such as this, finding sites for sizeable new parks is difficult.
However, it is critical that at least one new substantial open space be provided as part
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of this Plan. The Planning Department will continue working with the Recreation and
Parks Department to identify a site in the .Mission for a public park and will continue
to work to acquire additional open spaces.
In order to provide this ne•v open space, significant funding will

need to be identified to acquire, develop, and maintain the space.
One source of funds would be impact fees or direct contributions from new development. New residential development
directly impacts the existing park sites with its influx of new
residents, therefore new residential development will be required
to either pay directly into a fund to acquire new open space.
Commercial development also directly impacts e.xisting park
sites, with workers, shoppers and others needing places to eat
lunch and take a break outside. Existing requirements in the
Mission for conunercial de,relopment establish a minimum
amount of open space to be provided on-site, or project sponsors may elect to pay an
in-lieu fee. Because these fees are low; project sponsors often elect to pay the fee. This
Plan proposes to maintain the current requirements for commercial development to
provide adequate, usable open space, but increase the in.,lieu fee if project sponsors
choose not to provide this space. This in-lieu fee will be used to provide publicly
accessible open space.
The policies ro address the objective above are as follows:
POLICY 5.1.1
Identify opportunities to create new public parks and open spaces and
provide at least one new public park or open space serving the Mission.
POLICY 5.1.2
Require new residential and commercial development to contribute to
the creauon of public open space.

OBJECTIVE 5.2
ENSURE THAT NEW DEVELOPMENT INCLUDES HIGH QUALITY,

PRIVATE OPEN SPACE
In addition to the publicly accessible open space requirements, another tool for making

the Mission greener is to require additional private open space. Currently, residential
developments are required to provide open space accessible to residents. Because of its.
more industrial past, this requirement is currently much lower in the Northeast Mission
thanotherparts of the Mission. This Plan increases the open space required as part of
new developments to be similar to what is currently required in other neighborhoods
that allow residential redevelopment.
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.Additionally, commercial development is currently required to provide open space in
SoMa. These existing requirements establish a minimum amount of open space to be
provided on-site, or project sponsors may elect to pay an in-lieu fee. Because these fees
are low, project sponsors often elect to pay the fee. This plan proposes to reexamine
the current requirements for commercial development in SoMa to provide adequate,
usable open space, and it proposes to expand them and apply them to projects in the
l'vfission.
In small-scale residential developments in this area, open space is provided as back-

yards. Currently many of tl1e blocks, especially the alleys and neighborhood commercial streets of Mission and Valencia, have a rear yard pattern similar to many of the
residential neighborhoods in the cit}~ Taken together in the center of a block, these
rear yards provide a sense of visual relief and access to open space in this part of the
city. In areas where the existing pattern is one of rear yards, this pattern should be
maintained. However, in areas where rear yards do not predominate, new residential
developments should provide open space in a manner that best fits the characteristics
of the particular site, while still ensuring high quality open space design.
The quality of the private open space is also being reexamined in the ?vfission District.
Currently, open space is often provided as sterile hardscape atop a building's podiumBy employing the new performance-based evaluation tool, discussed in greater detail
in the Built Form section of this Area Plan, required open space v;-.ill be made greener,
more ecologically sustainable, and more enjoyable for residents.
The policies to address the objective above are as follows:
POLICY 5.2.1
Require new residential and mixed-use residential development to provide on-site, private open space designed to meet the needs of residents.
POLICY 5.2.2
Establish requirements for commercial development to provide on-site
open space.
(j)

POLICY 5.2.3
Encourage private open space to be provided as common spaces for
residents and workers of the building wherever possible.
POLICY5.2.4
Encourage publicly accessible open space as part of new residential and
commercial development.
POLICY 5.2.5
New development should respect existing patterns of rear yard open
space. Where an existing pattern of rear yard open space does not exist,
new development on mixed-use-zoned parcels has flexibility as to where
open space can be located.
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POLICY 5.2.6
Ensure quality open space is provided in flexible and creative ways, adding a well used, well-cared for amenity for residents of a highly urbanized
neighborhood. Private open space should meet the following design
guidelines: A. Designed to allow for a diversity of uses, including elements for children, as appropriate, B. Maximize sunlight exposure and
protection from wind C. Adhere to the performance-based evaluation
tool.

In new mi....:ed-use developments, common, unenclosed residential open space areas
can be provided as a rearyard, rooftop garden, central courtyard, balcony, or elsewhere
on the lot or within the development so long as it is clearly accessible and usable by
residents. Landscaping visible from the street is encouraged Common spaces a.re
encouraged over private spaces.

OBJECTIVE 5.3
CREATE A NETWORK OF GREEN STREETS THAT CONNECTS OPEN
SPACES AND IMPROVES THE WALKABIUTY, AESTHETICS AND
ECOLOGICAL SUSTAINABILITY OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD.
In a hiillt out neighborhood such as the 1viission,. acquiring sites for new large parks
can be difficult For this reason, in addition to the acquisition of at least one park

sire in the neighborhood, the Mission Area Plan proposes an open space network of
"Gteen Connector" streets, with wider sidewalks, places to sit and enjoy, significant
landscaping and gracious street trees that would provide linkages between larger open
spaces and diffuse the recreational and aesthetic benefits of these spaces into the
neighborhood.
Gi:een Connector streets a.re proposed throughout the Mission to connect the Mission
eas.t to Potrero Hill and eventually the Bay as well as west to Dolores Park and Noe
Valley.Although the specific locations will be addressed in the upcoming Mission Public
RealmP1an, connections are desirablein thenortbern part of the Mission (e.g, 16th or
17th Streets), in the center of tb,e Mission (e.g. 20th or 21stStreets) and through the
southern part of the Mission (e.g. 24th, 25th or Cesar Chavez Streets). Additionall};
north-south connections are being considered for Potrero Avenue (See Figure A3.
Streets and Open Space Concept l\fap in ihe Appendix of this plan). Reconfiguring
many of the Mission's wide, heavily trafficked streets that currently satisfy the needs
of private vehicles over the needs of pedestrians and cyclists would go far to create a
more livable neighborhood for residents, workers, and visitors.
The ]\fission Area Plan calls for a fundamental rethinking of how the city designs
and uses its streets. In addition to Green Connector streets, smaller streets and alleys
can provide a welcomed respite from the busy activities ii.long major streets. These
alleyways are proposed to be converted into "living streets," where through-traffic is
calmed and paving and landscaping are designed to reflect what is envisioned as the
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pedestrian primacy of these streets. (See Figure A3_ Streets and Open Space Concept
Map in the Appendix of this plan).

In dense neighborhoods such as the Mission District, it is increasingly clear that streets
can and should provide important and valued additions to the open space network and
aesthetic quality of the area. The design and maintenance of all other streets throughout
the Plan Area should be guided by the forthcoming Better Streets Plan, a policy document that >vill prnvide direction on how to improve the overall urban design quality,
aesthetic character, and ecological function of the city's streets while maintaining safe
and efficient use for all modes of transportation_ The Better Streets Plan will provide
guidance for both public and private improvements to the streetscape_ The Ivlission
Area Plan, in addition to the Better Streets Plan, will generate amendments to the Planning Code to make more eA.'Plicit the requirements of private developers to construct
and maintain a more enjoyable, more beautiful pedestrian environment.
In addition to these general streetscape improvements along streets, specific design
interventions should also be considered for major intersections. To better foster a
sense of place and to improve the pedestrian e..-...'Perience, at important intersections,
significant public space improvements - such as bulb-outs and landscaping treatments
- should be focused at these intersections_ Additionally, as described in the Built Form
chapter of this Plan, specific effort should be paid to improving the quality, design,
massing, and scale of corner buildings to better reflect the civic importance of major
street intersections.
The !vlission Area Plan also calls for two primary interventions that are aimed at connecting the JI.fission's open space network to that of the city as a whole. The first is a
Civic Boulevard such as Folsom Street, connecting the emerging Txansbay and Rincon
Hill Areas, East and \Vest SoMa, and the Mission District. A Civic Boulevard would
be a green street linking public open spaces, cultural and social destinations, and transit
connections. It would be heavily landscaped with a strong design aesthetic, with pocket
parks, plazas, and with wide sidewalks and a distinctive lighting character. Through
the Mission, Folsom street is a more residential in character than in SoMa and the
improvements proposed would reflect this more residential character.
{])

0

Second, primary pedestrian connections between neighboxhoods are to be strengthened. Sixteenth, 24th, Mission, and Valencia Streets are currently designated pedestrian connectors between the Mission, So!vfa, Upper Market, and the Castro. Potrero
and South Van Ness should be added to this street classification. Primary pedestrian
streets should aim to foster an enjoyable pedestrian environment, such as minimizing
shade, maximiZing sidewalk width, and prnviding agreeable pedestrian amenities such
as lighting and street furniture_
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The forthcoming Mission Public Realm plan will focus in detail on the Mission
District's streets and public spaces_ This Plan will define how best to define the street
typologies found in the Mission, with the goals of reducing private vehicle primacy,
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fostering walking, and strengthening economic vitality of neighborhood comme.rci.'ll
streets. Tue J:vfission Public Re.'llm Phi.n will serve as the implementing document for
the streetscape improvements proposed in this Area Plan.
The policies to address the objective outlined above arc as foUows:

POUCY5.3.1
Redesign underutilized portions of streets as public open spaces; including widened sidewalks or medians, curb bulb-outs, "living streets" or
green connector streets.
POLICY 5.3.2
Maximize sidewalk landscaping, street trees and pedestrian scale street
furnishing to the greatest extent feasible.
POLICY 5.3.3
Design the intersections of major streets to reflect their prominence as
public spaces.
POLICY 5,3.4
Enhance the pedestrian environment by requiring new development to
plant street trees along abutting slclewa/ks. When this is not feasible,
plant trees on development sites or elsewhere ;n the Plan Area.
POLICY 5,3.5
Significant above grade infrastructure, s1,.1ch as freeways should be retrofitted With architectural lighting to foster pedestrian connections beneath.
POLICY 5.3.6
Where possible, transform unused freeway and rail rights-of-way into
landscaped features that provide a pleasant and comforting route for
pedestrians.
POLICY 5.3.7
Develop a comprehensive public realm plan tor the Mission that reflects
the differing needs of streets based upon their predominant land use,
role in the transportation network, and building seale.

OBJECTIVE 5.4
THE OPEN SPACE SYSTEM SHOULD BOTH BEAUTIFY THE
NEIGHBORHOOD AND STRENGTHEN THE ENVIRONMENT
Open space not only provides places to recreate and rela.-.,:, but also provides a means
to strengthen the environmental quality of the neighborhood. _..\s discussed in the

Built Form chapter of this plan, one tool for greening private open spaces is the
performance-based evaluation tool. This tool requires all new development to meet a
de£ned srnndru:d for on-site water infiltration, and offers developers a large number
of strategies to meet the standard.
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Ecological sustainability is also a key goal in the development of public spaces. Some
new public spaces will be created through the reclamation of the excess street r:ightof-ways throughout the J\.fission. Turning these concrete and impermeable surfaces
into pocket parks and plantings will not only beautify the street, it will also p.rovide
greater on-site water filtration. Additionally, new public parks that are being acquired
\vill consider incorporating ecological sustainability elements, such as bioswales and
natural areas.

In addition to the on-site menu of options available to project sponsors as part of
the performance-based evaluation tool, there are many additional measures that can
create a better environment. Built out, urban areas such as San Francisco can improve
e.'<cisting water quality of our bays and oceans by encouraging more on-site infiltration. Pervious surfaces, such as parking lots, are one of the main causes of pollution
fl.owing directly into these water resources and one of the easiest sources to make
more permeable. Permeability allows the water to be filtered through the soil before
reaching the bay or the ocean. An ongoing master planning process being conducted
by tl1e San Francisco's Public Utility Commission (PUC) will provide guidance on
how best to mitigate stormwater flow into the city's sewers, for example, by designing
surface parking and loading areas to infiltrate rainwater onsite, rather than sending it
into the drain.
Uncovering long-buried creeks would also substantially change t11e environment of
the Mission. Mission Creek once meandered from the base of Twin Peaks down to
through the Mission and alongDivision to Mission Bay. Future consideration should
be given to daylighting some elements of this historic streambed.
Public art can be a component of existing and proposed open spaces that enhance
the spaces and relate them to the existing neighborhoods. For example, a rotating art
public art exhibit such as the one at Victoria Manolo Draves Park adds a locally Ielevant
cultural element to the new park.
The policies to address the objective above are as follows:
POLICY 5.4.1
Increase the environmental sustainability of the Mission's system of public and private open spaces by improving the ecological functioning of all
open space.
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POLICY 5.4.2
Explore ways to retrofit existing parking and paved areas to minimize
negative impacts on microcliinate and allow for storm water infiltration.
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POLICY 5.4.3
Encourage public art in existing and proposed open spaces.
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POLICY 5.4.4
Explore opportunities to uncover Mission Creek's historic channel
through the Mission.

OBJECTIVE 5.5
ENSURE THAT EXISTING OPEN SPACE, RECREATION AND PARK
FACILITIES ARE WELL MAlNTAlNED

Throughout the community planning process participants have given a high priority to
maintaining and renovating existing park facilities. Maintenance needs will only become
more apparent with the acquisition of a new park and as more open spaces such as
green connector streets, living streets, and pocket parks are constructed. These types
of spaces are often more comple.." and therefore generally more difficult to maintain
on a per square foot basis then an open field, so the city should work to .find space
for maintenance equipment in the Mission area and to assure that maintenance funding and funding to renovate e.'ilsting parks is provided with the development of these
spaces.
This plan proposes to renovate at least one existing park by securing the funding
r.b.rough impact fees and other sources. Specifically in the Mission, the majority of
the area's parks are in need of renovation including the :Mission Playground (which
is being prioritized for funds from the recently approved open space bond), Garfield
Square, James Rolph Jr Playground, Juri Commons, Jose Coronado Playground,
Franklin Square, Alioto !viini Park, and the Mission Recreation Center (See Figure A3.
Streets and Open Space Concept Map in the Appendix of this plan). Parque Niiios
Unidos, Kidpower Park, and 24th and York mini park were recently renovated, so are
not prioritized for renovation at this time, but over the life of the Plan renovation is
anticipated for these parks as well The Recreation and Parks Department (RPD) is
now using, safe, durable and long lasting materials and are designing facilities appropriately for the intended uses and these efforts will result in fewer repairs, longer and
expanded usage periods and more reliable facilities. New pt1blic

park; and re-designs of e..'<istingp11blic parks should maxiniize drought
tolerant landscaping and fllinimize ftature.r.that req11ire regular irrigation.
Native .spedes are e11C0uraged, where appropriate.
There are also opportunities to more efficiently and creatively
utilize existing facilities, such as school playgrounds, in the Mission. The Mayor's Office and the San Francisco Unified School
District have recently begun a pilot program to open one school
playground in each supervisorial district for use on weekends
and select holidays. This program better utilizes our e.'ilsting
resources and the city should continue to work \vith the School
District to expand this program.
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The policies to address the objective above are as follows:
POLICY 5.5.1
Prioritize funds and staffing to better maintain existing parks and obtain
additional funding for a new park and new open space facilities.
POLICY 5.5.2
Renovate run-down or outmoded park facilities to provide high quality,
safe and long-lasting facilities. Identify at least one existing park or recreation facility in the Mission for renovation.
POLICY 5.5.3
Explore opportunities to use existing recreation facif;t;es, such as school
yards, more efficiently.
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Economic development should create sustainable prosperity for the residents, workers, and businesses of San Francisco. As described in the San Francisco Economic
Strategy, such sustainable prosperity includes increasing job growth, wages and ta.x
revenue, and small business development; while decreasing economic inequality and
out-migration of businesses.
Attaining these goals involves determining the relationships that link government
policy, industry competitiveness, and economic outcomes. From a government policy
standpoint, these relationships are manifested in three ways:
1) by focusing on the land, through the City's land use strategy and zoning
2) by focusing on our businesses, through the City's business assistance programs
3) by focusing on our workers, through the City's workforce development programs
and other mechanisms to promote economic self-sufficiency for woi:kers.
This chapter will focus on objectives for supporting businesses and workers, while
the land use-related economic development objectives are reflected in the Land Use
chapter of this Plan.
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OBJECTIVE 6.1
SUPPORT THE ECONOMIC WELLBEING OF A VARIEn' OF
Bl.JSlNESSES IN THE EASTERN NE!G!71BORHOODS
Business assistance forms a vital pa.rt of an overall strategy to help San Francisco's
business sectors grm.v, compete and succeed. Business assistanceis provided by a city or
a non-profit organization-and often broadly includes start-up assistance, ongoing technical assistance, assistance navigating city government processes, financial assistance,
real estate and site selection assistance, assistance accessing workforce and incentive
programs and assistance forming sector specific industry associations or organizations.
In the Eastern Neighborhoods, there are three broadly defined industries: Physical
Infrastructure, the Knowledge Sector, and the Small Business Sector.
The physical infrastructure sector includes production, distribution and repair (PDR)
businesses that share key characteristics, such as the need for flexible, industrial space

and their role in providing goods and services that support other primary industries
in San Francisco (such as tourism, retail, high technology, and office-based industries).
Providing business assistance to businesses in the physical infrastructure sector is
important beClluse these businesses are critical to the city's economy. Specifically:
• These jobs tend to pay above -average wages, provide jobs for residents of all
education levels and offer good opportunities for advancement.
• These businesses suppon our Knowledge Sectors by providing critical business
services that need to .be close, timely and often ti.mes are highly specialized.
• The products produced .in this sector provide a valuable export industry in the
city. Businesses that manufacture products in San Francisco often do so because
of the city,s unique comb.ination of location, talent, and proximity to clients.

\\lhile protecting physical infrastructure bus.inesses and other vulnerable uses, space
should be provided in the Eastern Neighborhoods for "Knowledge Sector" bus.inesses
(See Land Use chapter). B.roadly speaking, the.Knowledge Sector describes businesses
that create economic value because of the knowledge they possess and generate for
their customers. Knowledge Sector business assistance is iQ:iportant because most
Knowledge Sector industries have the highest fiscal .impacts of any industry in the
local economy. Specifically:
" Citywide, the Knowledge Sector provides the.majority of San Francisco's high-wage
jobs and can provide above-average paying jobs for workers without a fow-year
degree.

• The Knowledge Sector creates significant multiplier effects for local-serving businesses and City payroll ra.;;:es.
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• The strength of the Knowledge Sector will play a large part in determining the
trajectory of the entire City economy.
Small businesses are generally defined as businesses \Vith a total workforce of 100 or
fewer employees and include sole-proprietors who have no employees. Small business
assistance is important because small businesses represent a significant and growing

portion of the city economy. Specifically:
• Small businesses account for over 95% of the companies in San Francisco and
one out of every three jobs.
• The growth in the number of small business has creaced an alternative to salaried
employment for many San Francisco residents, and has the potenrial to address
the city's high rates of asset poverty and economic insecurity.
• Small businesses that start in San Francisco tend to grow and e..'Pand in San Francisco, creating more jobs and revenue for the city.
Providing business assistance to PDR businesses, Knowledge Sector businesses and small businesses is important in achieving the
broader economic and workforce objectives of the city as defined
in the city's Economic Strategy. The high cost of doing business
in San Francisco, and perceptions of an unfiiendly business clin:iate,
are cited as barriers to business growth and economic development
in the city. If the city is to retain PDR, Knowledge Sector and small
businesses as the:y grow--and benefit from the greater range of
jobs that large fu:ms offer-then it:mustwo:rk to offer a competitive
business climate. Bu..<Uness assistance services -are a vital part of an
overall strategy to strengthen the overall business climate and help
these business sectors grow.
The policies to address the needs highlighted above are as follows:
POLICY 6.1.1
Provide business assistance for new and existing PDR businesses in the
Eastern Neighborhoods.
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POLICY 6.1.2
Provide business assistance for new and existing Knowledge Sector
businesses in the Eastern Neighborhoods.
POLICY 6.1.3
Provide business assistance for new and existing small businesses in the
Eastern Neighborhoods.
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OBJECTIVE 6.2
INCREASE ECONOMIC SECURITY FOR WORKERS BY PROVIDING
ACCESS TO SOUGHT-AFTER JOB SKILLS
Workforce development efforts - including job preparation,
occupational skills training, and othe.r strategies - are designed
to provide individuals with the skills and knowledge necessary
to access and retain quality jobs in a competitive economy. Skills
development is key to helping workers move toward economic
self-sufficiency through jobs that are in demand in our local and
regional economies. Supporting the development of job skills
benefits individual workers and their families, and also benefits
companies that do business in San Francisco.
Because of the comple.'{ and changing nature of our economy, it
is important that our workforce development strategies are aligned with the needs of
industry- matching job trainingwith the skills needed by employers. This is the match
that will ensure that all San Francisco .residents- particularly those that are low-income
and/o.r may experience barriers to employment - are prepared for jobs as a result of
their training: The workforce success of all San Francisco residents is essential to
sustainable economic development and .i:educing inequality in San Francisco.
Work.force development strategies will target a range of established and growing
industries. These industries reflect the breadth of San Francisco's economy, and include
Physical Infrastructure jobs and Knowledge Sector jobs (as discussed above), as well as
those that are more involved in the "Experience Secto:r'' (i.e. tourism and hospitality)
and human services. These sectors are specifically targeted because of their ability to
pay above-average wages to well-trained workers, even if those workers do not have
a four-year degree. Employers range from sroall neighborhood serving businesses to
large and mature companies.
POLICY 6.2.1

Provide workforce development training for those who work in and live in
the Eastern Neighborhoods, partic1.1/arly those who do not have a coflege
degree.
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COMMUNITY FACIUTIES
Community facilities are key elements that can help to create a strong sense of community and identity. They are an integral element of socially and sustainable communities and they include community anchors like schools and libraries, child care facilities,
community centers (where youth, after school, and other activities can occur), cultural
and ans centers, clinics and a range of other amenities.. Community facilities can
include any type of service needed to meet the day-to-day needs of the community.
In the Eastern Neighborhoods these facilities can provide language/communication
curricula pxograms to address education gaps, job skills and training, tutoring and youth
development, cultural resource centers, and the support networks often so critical for
lower income communities. Specific needs might include multi.cultural programs, legal
aid, information and referral, various parenting groups, immigration adaptation and
settlement, etc.
Some community facilities critical to neighborhood development, such as streets,
open space, housing and transportation, are addressed specifically in other sections of
this Area Plan. This Community Facilities chapter includes the remaining needs and
attempts to address how they will be met either through traditional land use regulations or through other methods to fund, encourage and maintain them. In the Eastern
Neighborhoods, the expected level of need for these comm.unity facilities is based on
e.'cisting needs as well as future ones, derived from projected population growth and
new development demand. Recommendations to'-\rards e).."Pansion or improvements
to community facilities are based on this assessment, as well as on conversations w-ith
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Therefore, the city should facilitate the careful location and
e..xpansion of essential neighborhood services, while limiting the
concentration of such activities within any one neighborhood.
New development can also help fund such additional new services
and amenities in proportion to the need generated by new development. Additionally, maintenance is an importan4 though often
neglected, aspect of community facilities. Proper maintenance of
existing (and new) facilities is equally important to the creation
of new facilities. The influ.-..:: of .residents ·will further increase the
usage of e..-..::isting facilities, potentially increasing their staffing and
maintenance costs. Even if no new facilities are bu.iltin11ission,
e..'1sting facilities need to be adequately staffed and maintained and
methods for meeting the increased costs must be considered..
The policies to provide essential community facilities and services are as follows:

POLICY7.1.1
Support the siting of new facifities to meet the needs of a growing community and to provide opportunities for residents of all age levels.
POLICY7.1.2
Recognize the value of existing facilities, including recreational and cultural facilities, and support their expansion and continued use.
POLICY 7 .1.3
Ensure childcare seNices are located where they will best serve neighborhood workers and residents.
POLICY7.1.4
Ensure pubt;c libraries that serve the plan area have sufficient materials
to meet projected growth to continue quality services and access for
residents of the area

OBJECT1VE 7.2
ENSURE CONTINUED SUPPORT FOR HUMAN SERVICE PROVIDERS

THROUGHOUT THE EASTERN NEIGHBORHOODS
San Francisco's population is known for its ethnic diversity, and many of its diverse
cultural and ethnic traditions are rooted in areas of the Eastern Neighborhoods. The
1vfission holds more than 25 percent of the City's Latino population, SoMa retains a
significant number of the City's Asian, and specifically its Filipino, population. The
neighborhoods have long been a home for much of the City's ethnic, cultural, linguistic
and social diversity, and as a result, the neighborhoods' populations have demonstrated
a greater need for community facilities, human and social services to support this
diversity.
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Most human and social service needs are met tlu:ough a partnership of public and
nonprofit organizations. Nonprofit providers often serve under contract with City
agencies, leverage substantial additional funding from state, federal, corporate, foundation and private sources. In a 2001 survey, nonprofit human service providers laid
claim to exactly how important it was to be located dose to their clients,. in their own
neighborhoods: the majority stated that it was "essential" that their activities were
located in a specific neighborhood; the neighborhoods most often cited were the
!vfission, Pot:rero Hill, and SoMa. This information demonstrates just how import.'l!lt
the existing facilities are to the local communities of the Eastern Neighborhoods, and
how critical it is that services continue.
Health Care is another critical component for the Eastern
Neighborhoods, where many residents fall between the cracks
of managed health care. The neighborhoods do have a good
number of care centers and nonprofit health providers - the
Department of Public Health recommends a one-mile access to
health care centers, and all except for the easternmost edges of
the Eastern SoMa are within a one mile radius of a public health
center. On a per capita basis, the Eastern Neighborhoods have
more facilities than exist citywide - this need for these facilities
will continue if the Eastern Neighborhoods continues to house
a substantial number of low-income residents.
As the Plan aims to improve the neighborhoods, and to meet the needs that Ue:\V
residential .units in the Eastern Nei.ghborhqods will create, it must provide support
for continuance of the area's existing community facility network. Studies have shown
that even in the midst of growth, the need for community and human services stays
high or grows, and the rise in costs in San Francisco - high land costs, rents, facilities,
employment costs - has already led to a host of pressures for ser1-'ice providers. New
growth must mirig;ite this pressure with support for facilities, through facility provision,
financing and other methods of assistance. Impact fees will support improvements to
community infrastructure: existing impact fees already are dedicated to funding schools;
new impact fees will provide revenue foJ: others such as child care and libraries.
POUCY7.2.1
Promote the continued operation of existing human and health services
that serve /ow-income and ;mmigrant communities in the Eastern Neighborhoods.
POLICY 7.2.2
Encourage new facifffies and spaces for providers of services such as
English as a Second Language, employment training services, art, education and youth programming.
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POLICY 7.2.3
Explore a range of revenue- generating tools to support the ongoing
operations and maintenance of public health and community facifflies,
including public funds and grants as well as private funding sources.

OBJECTIVE 7 .3
REINFORCE THE IMPORTANCE OF THE MISSION AS THE CENTER OF
LATINO LIFE IN SAN FRANCISCO
The Ivfission has long been home to Latinos whose numbers
grew substanti.ally from the 1940s onw:u:d. The development
of Latino cultural .institutions and businesses both dispersed and
concentrated the Latino community in the neighborhood.. A considerable number of Latino families live throughout the 111.ssion.
However, many families have also moved on to outlying pru:ts
of the City or other places but continue to look at the Mission
as "home"' - attending Sunday services at the Nfission Dolores
Chui:ch, shopping and eating in the local Latino businesses and
dropping by the Mission Cultural Center for activities.
Cultural and service facilities that support Latinos, such as the
Mission Cultural Center, Arnba Juntos, Galeria de La Raza, Brava Theatre, and the
Ivlission Language and Vocational School, to name a few, are key contributors to the
diversity of the :Mission and the city as a whole.

In addition to the maintenance of existing facilities, new facilities that support the
importance of Latino life and other cultures in the JYlission such as English as a Second
Language, employment., art, education atid youth centers would provide additional
support to strengthening Lari.no culture in the :Mission.
The policies and :implementing actions to ensure Lari.no life and other cultural institutions ru:e strengthened and recognized in the :Mission are as follows:

POLICY7.3.1
Support. efforts to preserve and enhance social and cultural institutions.
POLICY 7.3.2
Encourage the creation of new social and cultural facilities in the Mission

area
POLICY 7.3.3
Protect and support Latino and other culturally significant focal business,
structures, property and institutions in the Mission.
,_
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION
The heritage of San Francisco is preserved in its historically significant bµildings, sires,
districts, and other resources. These historic resources are important to quality of life
in the city; ;uid they help to make it attractive to residents, visitors, and businesses. They
provide continuity to the events, places, people, and architecture of San Francisco's
storied past. Historic resources contribute to the city's diverse housing and commercial
stock, and to the human scale and pedestrian orientation of its neighborhoods. Plan
policies should promote the identification, protection and rehabilitation of kno'l.V!l. and
unknown historic resources to assure that they accommodate for current populations
as well as future generations.
The :Wfission District is particularly rich in historical properties, including several of
the oldest and most important in the city. Just west of the Mission Area Plan boundary
stands San Francisco's oldest building and the district namesake, the Mission Dolores
(177 6), last intact remnant of the city's Spanish-Mexican period. Also found scattered
throughout the Mission District are farmhouses, cottages, and even barns of the settlers
and farmers who occupied the Mission valley during the Gold Rush and the American
pioneer period of the 1850s and 1860s. Examples include the Tanforan Cottages on
Dolores Street (also located just outside of the Mission Area Plan boundary), two of
the oldest CA'tant homes in the city.
Much of the Mission District's building stock dates to the area's development as one
of the city's first streetcar suburbs in the 1870s and 1880s. As new transit lines were
installed from the growing city center to the outlying ]\fission, and as the old Mexican
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ranchos were subdivided, residential development in Victorian styles followed. The
rvlission's proximity to the South of Market and the Central \X?aterfront areas, and the
direct access provided by transit lines, fostered growth of a working-class population
and character in the 1fission. The city's wealthy elite also found the .M:issfon, particularly
Howard Street (now South Van Ness Avenue), to be a desirable area for their estates
and mansions. During the latter nineteenth century, the majority of the :Mission was
built out as a residential suburb.
The Great Earthquake and Fii:e of 1906 destroyed the northern part of
the 1vlission District, while the southern Mission was spared. In the vast
area of the :Mission that burned to the ground, a decade of furious reconstruction following the disaster largely replicated what had e.xisted before,
though modernized. The reconstruction building stock was taller and
denser than the older stock, and rendered largely in Edwru:dian, Classical
Revival, and ]\fission Revival styles. In the southern part of the Nlission,
where the Victorian-styled building stock was Ulltouched by the 1906 fu:e,
significant new construction also occurred during the reconstruction in
order to meet the urgent needs of refugees.

As the twentieth century progressed, the established commercial thoroughfare of
~fission Street thrived and grew. Following the 1906 destruction of the downtown
commercial center, Mission Street asswned a new role as a vital citywide shopping
district. The sw:viving portion functioned while the burned portion was rebuilt. The
corridor, which came to be known as the "Mission :Miracle Mile," was characterized
by innovations in consumer-oriented architecture that developed during the twentieth
century. Downto\¥-n department stores, fu.roitw:e stores, movie theaters, and numerous ot:her consumer-oriented businesses gravitated to Mission Street and spilled over
to surrounding streets such as Valencia. and Si"'<teenth.
Following the post-1906 reconstruction period, the Mission District was largely built
out and its population had e.~anded. To serve the larger population, construction of
commercial buildings, public buildings such as schools, and community institutions
such as churches, temples! and union ha.US continued through the fu:st few decades
of the twentieth century. New pockets of :residential in:611 also appeared, designed in
twentiet:h cenrw:y styles such as Craftsman, Mediterranean Revival, and Deco/Moderne. Since mid-century, public and private redevelopments have altered the 1vlission's
older landscape. Changes in socio-economics have also occurred, including the establishment of Latino culture in the heart of the Tulission, centered on the 24th Street
commercial corridor.
The 1'lission's multi-layered heritage is distinguished by the existence of individually
significant historic properties as well as by cohesive groupings that form historic districts.
Wtthin the ivlission Area Plan, Article 10 of the Planning Code officially designates a
number of City L-andmarks, including the San Francisco Labor Temple, the Victoria
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Theater, the San Francisco Women's Building (formerly the l\1ission Turnvere.io), and
residences rang-ing from cotm.ges to mansions. Article 10 also designates the Liberty
Hill B:istoric District. Individual properties such as l'vlission Dolores, the National
Guard _,\rroory, and the California Tnuik Factory are also listed in the National Register of Hi.Storie Places and the California Register of Historical Resources. Various
other historic properties and districts, such as the Mission Reconstruction District,
are identified through informational surveys and are listed in the stateTu-ide Historical
Resources Inventory maintained by the California Office of Historic Preservation
(OHP). It is e..~cted that additional historic surieys in the Mission Area Plan ·will
document a substantial number of previously unknown resources.
The historic preservation objectives and policies of the Mission Area Plan provide for
.identification, retention, reuse, and sustamability of the area's historic properties. As
the area changes and devdpps, historic features and properties that define it should
not be lost or diminished. New construction should respect and relm:e to the Mission's
historical contexts. The Plan.regula.tes sound treatment of historic resources according
to established standards, it encourages rehabilitation of resources for new compatible.
uses, and it allows for incentives for qualifyinghisto.ric projects. As greater understanding of the Mission's important historic resources is gained through ongoing survey
and property evaluations, the preservation policies of the JYfission Area Plan. may be
revised or augmented to incorporate the new infonna.tion.

OBJECTIVE 8.1
IDENTIFY AND EVALUATE HISTORIC AND CULTURAL RESOURCES
WITHIN THE MISSION PLAN AREA
Individually significant historic res.ources or historic districts are often identified by a
historic resource survey or a historical conte...,.t statement. While a number of historic
.resource surveys hav-e been completed in· the Mission Plan area (including the identification and Article 10 designation of the Ltberty-Hill Historic District and the ongoing
Inner Mission North Survey program), it is expected that additional historic resource
surveys in the :Mission Plan area will document a substantial number of previously
unidentified historic resources.

c
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Historic resource. surveys and historical conteA"t statements help the Planning Department determine eligibility of resources for designation at the local, state;. and/ ar na.tioruil
level Official designation in turn, fosters civic pride in historic preservation for the
benelit of the Mission Plan area and the city as a whole.
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Materials, styles, and property types from.the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
are more widely appreciated and studied than those associated with the recent past.
However, there are some structures that have developed exceptional cultural or historic
significance as part of our recent past. These resources - buildings, objects or land-
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scapes - dese1-ve consideration in the preservation process, The Planning Department
will continue to develop historical contn't statements and to conduct historic resource
surveys in the ]\fission to identify historic and cultural resources from the distant past

as well as from the recent past
POLICY 8.1.1
Conduct context-based, historic resource surveys within the Mission plan
.area.
POLICY8.1.2
Pursue formal designation of the Mission's historic and cultural resources, as appropriate.
POLICY 8.1.3
Recognize and evaluate historic and cultural resources that are fess than
fifty years old and may display exceptional significance to the recent
past.

OBJECTIVE 8.2
PROTECT, PRESERVE, AND REUSE HISTORIC RESOURCES WITHIN
THE MISSION PLAN AREA
Significant historic and cultural resources located in the 1vfission Plan area include
individual properties -and districts that are listed on or eligible for the National or
California Regist~ or that are designated as Landmarks or Districts under Article
10 of the Planning Code. These historic and cultural resources cannot be replaced if
lost to demolition or altered in such manner their historic significance is diminished.
To retain this significance, there are a number of ways to protect, preserve and reuse
historic resources within the !>.fission Plan area.

The established Secretary of the Interior's Standards for the Treatment of Historic
Properties provide guidelines for managing any change to a historic resource and
for appropriately addressing historical materials, features, and character. In other
instances, because many historic and cultural resources no longer retain their historic
use, it is desirable to adapt historic resources to accommodate compatible new uses
while preserving character-defu:ting features. The Planning Department will support
rehabilitation and the adaptive reuse of historic buildings within the 1vfission area Plan
pursuant to the Secretary of the Interior's S.tandards for Rehabilitation.
POLICY 8.2.1
Protect individually significant historic and cultural resources and historic
districts in the M;ssion plan area from demolition or adverse
alteration.
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POLICY 8.2.2
Apply the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for the
Treatment of Historic Properties in conjunction with the
Mission Area Plan objectives and policies for all projects involving historic or cultural resources.

POLICY 8.2.3
Promote and offer incentives for the rehabilitation and
adaptive reuse of historic buildings in the Mission plan
area.

OBJECTIVE 8.3
ENSURE THAT HISTORIC PRESERVATION CONCERNS CONTINUE TO
BE AN INTEGRAL PART OF THE ONGOING PLANNING PROCESSES
FOR THE MISSION PLAN AREA AS THEY EVOLVE OVER TIME
New information regarding historic and cultural resources is discovered on a regular
basis. As new information is compiled, it should be utilized to update and revise the
policies set forth in the Mission Plan. It is also important that tlu:oughout the planning process, the Pbuming department work with various city agencies to ensure the
protection and preservation of historic resources.
Historic resources are particulatly vulnerable to deterioration due to their age and
lack of maintenance. Neglect can result in effective demolition of a historic resource
and alterations executed without the benefit of the appropriate city permits have the
potential to diminish the ~onifi.cance of a historic resource. Owners of all properties
have a responsibility to maintain their investment: in good condition and to obtain City
approval for alterations.
Valuing the historic character of older buildings can help to protect these structures
in the event of a natural disaster. Older buildings are among those most ·vulnerable
to destruction or heavy damage from events such as earthquake or fire, resulting in
potential danger to life safety as well as an irreplaceable loss of the historic fabric of
San Francisco.
Valuing the historic character of neighborhoods can preserve economic diversity:. In
some cases, older buildings that are responsibly rehabilitated may be more affordable
than new construction. These buildings may be opportunities for low and moderate
.income households to find affordable housing.
POLICY 8.3.1
Pursue and encourage opportunities, consistent with the objectives of
historic preservation, to increase the supply of affordable housing within
the Mission plan area
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POLICY 8.3.2
Ensure a more efficient and transparent evaluation of project proposals
which involve historic resources and minimize impacts to historic resources per CEQA guidelines.
POLICY 8.3.3
Prevent destruction of historic and cultural resources resulting from
owner neglect or inappropriate actions.
POLICY 8.3.4
Consider the Mission area plan's historic and cultural resources in emergency preparedness and response efforts.
POLlCY 8.3.5
Protect and retrofit focal, state, or nationally designated UMB (Unreinforced Masonry Buildings) found in the Plan Area.
POLICY 8.3.6
Adopt and revise land use, design and other relevant policies, guidelines, and standards, as needed to further preservation objectives.

OBJECTIVE 8.4
PROMOTE THE PRINCIPLES OF SUSTAINABILITY FOR THE BUILT
ENVIRONMENT THROUGH THE INHERENTLY "GREEN" STRATEGY OF
HISTORIC PRESERVATION
A commitment to tetainlng and preserving historic resources saves, preserves, recycles
.and reuses valuable materials that contain embodied energy. For this reason, the preservation, protection and reuse of historic and cultural resources are "green" strategies
that can be applied to the built environment and help the City to achie\re broader goals
of sustainability:
POLICY 8.4.1

Encourage the retention and rehabilitation of flistoric and cultural resources as an option for increased sustainability and consistency with
the goals and objectives of the Sustainability Plan for the City and County
of San Francisco.

OBJECTIVE a.s
PROVIDE PRESERVATION INCENTIVES, GUIDANCE, AND LEADERSHIP

WITHIN THE MISSION PLAN AREA
Preservation incentives are intended to offset the cost of preservation and encourage property owners to maintain, repair, restore, or rehabilitate historic and cultural
resources. A number of firianciil incentives are available to owners of historic and
cultural resources to assist in preservation.
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On a local level, San Francisco offers preservation incentive programs, and other incent:ives are offered through California Office of Historic Preservation.. These include
federal ta.x credits for rehabilitation of qualified historical resources, property tax abatement programs (the Mills Act), and fax reducrions for preservation easements. Grants,
loans, and othe,r funding sources are also availible from public and private organizations.
Preservation incentives can result in tangible benefits to property owners.
On a State level, the California Historic Building Code (CI-IBq permits alterriate design
approaches to the regular Building Code that can minimize adverse impacts while still
providing for health and safety. The CHBC can be used to find creative solutions to
protect materials and methods of construction that might not otherwise be permitted
under the standard Code. Property owners seeking to rehabilitate historic buildings
may also be able to realize cost savings when rehabilitating an historic structure by
using the CHBC. The CHBC protects California's heritage by recognizing the unique
construction problems inherent in historic buildings and providing an alternative to
the regular Building Code.
Another good resource for incentive programs and educatiou is
the Planning Department staff. The Planning Department retains
a core staff of Historic Preservation Technical Specialists who
are available to share e.:..'Pertise with the public and other government agencies. Because the City and County of San Francisco is
the largest owner of officially designated landmarks in the City,
the planning staff will work to share their expertise with other
agencies to identify; .maintain and rehabilitate the publicly owned
historic and cultural resources in theJvfission Plan Area. With the
guidance of .the Landmarks Preservation Advisory Board, the
City will also lead by e..xample and demonstrate good stewardship
of its resources by maintaining, rehabilitating, and restoriug its
publicly owned historic resources \vi.thin the rvfission Plan area.
POLICY 8.5.1
Disseminate information about the availability of financial incentNes for
qualifying historic preservation projects.
POLICY 8.5.2
Encourage use of the California Historic Building Code for qualifying
historic preservation projects.
POLICY 8.5.3
Demonstrate preservation leadership and good stewardship of publicly
owned historic and cultural resources.
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OBJECTIVE 8.6
FOSTER PUBLIC AWARENESS AND APPRECIATION OF HISTORIC AND
CULTURAL RESOURCES WITHIN THE MISSION PLA.N AREA
San Francisco residents, merchants, and local historians may possess and have access
to valuable historic information not widely known about buildings or other resources
that would be useful in the evaluation process. The public can pla.y an important role
in identifying historic resources by participating in City surveys and conte.."\'.t statement
development or by submitting Potential San Francisco Landmark Evaluation forms to
begin a formal designation process. Such participation can help to promote greater civic
pride and awa.i:eness of the historic and cultural landscape of the 11i.ssion Plan area
which is also helpful for the planning and environmental decision-making process.
POLICY 8.6.1
Encourage public participation in the identification of historic and cultural
resources within the Mission plan area.
POLICY 8.6.2
Foster education and appreciation of historic and cultural resources
within the Mission plan area among business leaders, neighborhood
groups, and the general public through outreach efforts.
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A 1. Public Transit Improvements Concept Map
A2.• Pedestrian I Bicycle I Traffic Calming Improvements Map

A3. Streets and Open Space Concept Map
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SAN FRANCISCO
PLANNING DEPARTMENT
Certificate of Determination
EXEMPTION FROM ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW
Case No.:
Project Address:
'Zoning:
Block/Lot:
Lot Size:
Plan Area:
Project Sponsor:
Staff Contact:

2014.1020ENV
1515 South Van Ness Avenue

Reception:

415.558.6378

Mission Street NCT (Neighborhood Commercial Transit) Use District
55-X and 65-X Height and Bulk District
6571/008, 001, OOlA
35,714 square feet
Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan
Peter Schellinger - (415) 975-4982
peter.schellinger@lennar.com
Melinda Hue - (415) 575-9041
Melinda.Hue@sfgov.org

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The project site is located on the northern portion of a block bordered by South Van Ness Avenue, 26th
Street, Shotwell Street, and Cesar Chavez Street in San Francisco's Mission neighborhood. The project site
currently includes a two-story, 34-foot-tall, 31,680-square-foot, production, distribution, repair (PDR)
building (constructed in 1948) with a surface parking lot. The building was vacated in December 2015 by
McMillan Electric, an electrical contractor business that has since moved to a new location at 1950 Cesar
Chavez Street in San Francisco. The proposed project would include the demolition of the existing
building and the construction of a five- to six-story, 55- to 65-foot-tall (up to 75 feet tall with roof-top
equipment), approximately 180,300-square-foot mixed-use building. The proposed building would
consist of 157 residential dwelling units and approximately 1,080 square feet of retail uses. The proposed
(Continued on next page.)

EXEMPT STATUS
Exempt per Section 15183 of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines and California
Public Resources Code Section 21083.3

DETERMINATION
certify that the above determination has been made pursuant to State and Local requirements.

Jz..I ZO/G,
Environmental Review Officer
cc: Peter Schellinger, Project Sponsor; Supervisor David Campos, District 9; Doug Vu, Current Planning
Division; Eiliesh Tuffy, Preservation Planner;Vima Byrd, M.D.F.; Exemption/Exclusion File
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1650 Mission St.
Suite400
San Francisco;
CA 94103-2479

Fax:

415.558.6409
Planning
Information:

415.558.6377

1515 South Van Ness Avenue
2014.1020ENV

Certificate of Exemption

PROJECT DESCRIPTION {continued)
project would also include six ground floor trade shop spaces ranging from 630 to 760 square feet each
(approximately 4,200 square feet total). The spaces are anticipated to be retail units with some reserved
space for goods production (e.g., jewelry making, bag making, ceramics). Usable open space would be
provided in a courtyard, roof terrace and private patios. The proposed project would include a basement
parking garage that would be accessed via an existing curb cut on Shotwell Street. The garage would
include 79 parking spaces, two carshare spaces, and 150 Class I bicycle spaces. The proposed project
would include eight Class II bicycle spaces provided on the sidewalks in front of the building entrances
on South Van Ness Avenue and on 26th Street. Proposed streetscape improvements would include
planting of 23 street trees, installation of corner bulb-outs on the southeast corner of South Van Ness
Avenue and 26th Street and on the southwest corner of Shotwell Street and 26th Street, and the removal of
a curb cut on South Van Ness Avenue. A new 40-foot-long on-street loading space is also proposed on
26th Street to accommodate larger delivery vehicles. Two service vehicle parking spaces would be located
in the garage to accommodate smaller delivery vehicles.
Construction of the proposed project is expected to last 23 months. Construction of the proposed project
would require excavation of up to approximately six feet and the removal of about 4,800 cubic yards of
soil.

PROJECT APPROVAL
The proposed 1515 South Van Ness A venue project would require the following approvals:
Actions by the Planning Commission

•

Conditional Use Authorization for development on a lot larger than 10,000 square feet

Actions by other City Departments

•

Approval of building permits from the San Francisco Department of Building Inspection (DBI)
for demotion and new construction

•

Approval of proposed streetscape improvements from San Francisco Municipal Transportation
Agency (SFMTA)

•

Approval of street and sidewalk permits from San Francisco Public Works for any modifications
to public streets, sidewalks, protected trees, street trees, or curb cuts

The approval of the Conditional Use Authorization is the Approval Action for the project. The Approval
Action date establishes the start of the 30-day appeal period for this CEQA exemption determination
pursuant to Section 31.04(h) of the San Francisco Administrative Code.

COMMUNITY PLAN EXEMPTION OVERVIEW
California Public Resources Code Section 21083.3 and CEQA Guidelines Section 15183 provide an
exemption from environmental review for projects that are consistent with the development density
established by existing zoning, community plan or general plan policies for which an Environmental
Impact Report (EIR) was certified, except as might be necessary to examine whether there are projectspecific significant effects which are peculiar to the project or its site. Section 15183 specifies that
examination of environmental effects shall be limited to those effects that: a) are peculiar to the project or
parcel on which the project would be located; b) were not analyzed as significant effects in a prior EIR on
the zoning action, general plan or community plan with which the project is consistent; c) are potentially
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significant off-site and cumulative impacts that were not discussed in the underlying EIR; or d) are
previously identified in the EIR, but which, as a result of substantial new information that was not known
at the time that the EIR was certified, are determined to have a more severe adverse impact than that
discussed in the underlying EIR. Section 15183(c) specifies that if an impact is not peculiar to the parcel or
to the proposed project, then an EIR need not be prepared for the project solely on the basis of that
impact.
This determination evaluates the potential project-specific environmental effects of the 1515 South Van
Ness Avenue project described above, and incorporates by reference information contained in the
Programmatic EIR for the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans (PEIR)1 . Project-specific
studies were prepared for the proposed project to determine if the project would result in any significant
environmental impacts that were not identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.
After several years of analysis, community outreach, and public review, the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR
was adopted in December 2008. The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR was adopted in part to support
housing development in some areas previously zoned to allow industrial uses, while preserving an
adequate supply of space for existing and future production, distribution, and repair (PDR) employment
and businesses. The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR also included changes to existing height and bulk
districts in some areas, including the project site at 1515 South Van Ness Avenue.
The Planning Commission held public hearings to consider the various aspects of the proposed Eastern
Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans and related Planning Code and Zoning Map amendments. On
August 7, 2008, the Planning Commission certified the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR by Motion 17659 and
adopted the Preferred Project for final recommendation to the Board of SupervisorsP

In December 2008, after further public hearings, the Board of Supervisors approved and the Mayor
signed the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Planning Code amendments. New zoning districts
include districts that would permit PDR uses in combination with commercial uses; districts mixing
residential and commercial uses and residential and PDR uses; and new residential-only districts. The
districts replaced existing industrial, commercial, residential single-use, and mixed-use districts.
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR is a comprehensive programmatic document that presents an analysis
of the environmental effects of implementation of the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans,
as well as the potential impacts under several proposed alternative scenarios. The Eastern Neighborhoods
Draft EIR evaluated three rezoning alternatives, two community-proposed alternatives which focused
largely on the Mission District, and a ''No Project" alternative. The alternative selected, or the Preferred
Project, represents a combination of Options B and C. The Planning Commission adopted the Preferred
Project after fully considering the environmental effects of the Preferred Project and the various scenarios
discussed in the PEIR. The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR estimated that implementation of the Eastern
Neighborhoods Plan could result in approximately 7,400 to 9,900 net dwelling units and 3,200,000 to
6,600,0000 square feet of net non-residential space (excluding PDR loss) built in the Plan Area throughout
the lifetime of the Plan (year 2025). The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR projected that this level of

Planning Department Case No. 2004.0160E and State Clearinghouse No. 2005032048
San Francisco Planning Department Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans Final Environmental Impact Report (FElR),
Planning Department Case No. 2004.0160E, certified August 7, 2008. Available online at: http://v.rww.sfplannin~/index.aspx?page=1893, accessed August 17, 2012.
3 San Francisco Planning Department. San Francisco Planning Collllllission Motion 17659, August 7, 2008. Available online at:
http:l/www.sf-planning.org/Modules/ShowDocument.aspx?documentid~l268, accessed August 17, 2012.
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development would result in a total population increase of approximately 23,900 to 33,000 people
throughout the lifetime of the plan.4
A major issue of discussion in the Eastern Neighborhoods rezoning process was the degree to which
existing industrially-zoned land would be rezoned to primarily residential and mixed-use districts, thus
reducing the availability of land traditionally used for PDR employment and businesses. Among other
topics, the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR assesses the significance of the cumulative land use effects of the
rezoning by analyzing its effects on the City's ability to meet its future PDR space needs as well as its
ability to meet its housing needs as expressed in the City's General Plan. The proposed project and its
relation to PDR land supply and cumulative land use effects is discussed further in the Community Plan
Exemption (CPE) Checklist, under Land Use. The 1515 South Van Ness Avenue site, which is located in
the Mission District of the Eastern Neighborhoods, was designated as a site with a building height up to
55 to 65 feet.
Individual projects that could occur in the future under the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area
Plans will undergo project-level environmental evaluation to determine if they would result in further
impacts specific to the development proposal, the site, and the time of development and to assess
whether additional environmental review would be required. Tilis determination concludes that the
proposed project at 1515 South Van Ness Avenue is consistent with and was encompassed within the
analysis in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR, including the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR development
projections. This determination also finds that the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR adequately anticipated
and described the impacts of the proposed 1515 South Van Ness Avenue project, and identified the
mitigation measures applicable to the 1515 South Van Ness Avenue project. The proposed project is also
consistent with the zoning controls and the provisions of the Planning Code applicable to the project
site.5•6 Therefore, no further CEQA evaluation for the 1515 South Van Ness Avenue project is required. In
sum, the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR and this Certificate of Exemption for the proposed project
comprise the full and complete CEQA evaluation necessary for the proposed project.

PROJECT SETTING
The project site is located on the northern portion of a block bordered by South Van Ness Avenue, 26th
Street, Shotwell Street, and Cesar Chavez Street in San Francisco's Mission neighborhood. The project site
has frontage on 26th Street, South Van Ness Avenue, and Shotwell Street. The uses immediately south of
the project site include auto repair and supply shops located within single-story buildings. A project is
currently proposed at 1296 Shotwell Street, directly southeast of the project site, involving the demolition
of the exi.Sting building and construction of a nine-story building with 96 senior affordable housing
residential units. Uses further south, across Cesar Chavez Street, include two- to four-story residential
uses. The areas to the west of the project site, across South Van Ness Avenue, include auto-related uses
(gas station, auto repair), ground-floor retail and residential uses. Buildings range from one to three
stories. A project is currently proposed at 3314 Cesar Chavez Street, west of the project site, involving the

Table 2 Forecast Growth by Rezoning Option Chapter IV of the Eastern Neighborhoods Draft EIR shows projected net growth
based on proposed rezoning scenarios. A baseline for existing conditions in the year 2000 was included to provide context for the
scenario figures for parcels affected by the rezoning.
s Adam Varat, San Francisco Planning Department, Community Plan Exemption Eligibility Determination, Citywide Planning and
Policy Analysis, 1515 South Van Ness Avenue, April 5, 2016. This document (and all other documents cited in this report, unless
otherwise noted), is available for review at the San Francisco Planning Department, 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, as part of Case
File No. 2014.1020ENV.
6 Jeff Joslin, San Francisco Planning Department, Community Plan Exemption Eligibility Determination, Current Planning Analysis,
1515 South Van Ness Avenue, April 6, 2016.
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demolition of the existing building and the construction of a six-story building with 52 residential units
and 1,740 square feet of commercial space. The areas north of the project site, across 26th Street, include
auto repair and residential uses. Buildings range from one to three stories as well. The areas east of the
project site, across Shotwell Street, include a four-story residential development. The project site is
located within a half-mile of the 24th Street BART Station and Muni bus lines 14-Mission, 49-Van
Ness/Mission, 12-Folsom/Pacific, and 27-Bryant.

POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEJR included analyses of environmental issues including: land use; plans
and policies; visual quality and urban design; population, housing, business activity, and employment
(growth inducement); transportation; noise; air quality; parks, recreation and open space; shadow;
archeological resources; historic architectural resources; hazards; and other issues not addressed in the
previously issued initial study for the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans. The proposed
1515 South Van Ness Avenue project is in conformance with the height, use and density for the site
described in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEJR and would represent a small part of the growth that was
forecast for the Eastern Neighborhoods plan areas. Thus, the plan analyzed in the Eastern Neighborhoods
PEJR considered the incremental impacts of the proposed 1515 South Van Ness Avenue project. As a
result, the proposed project would not result in any new or substantially more severe impacts than were
identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEJR.
Significant and unavoidable impacts were identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEJR for the
following topics: land use, historic architectural resources, transportation and circulation, and shadow.
The conversion of the existing PDR use to a mixed-use residential use would not contribute to the
significant and unavoidable cumulative land use impact identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEJR.
The project site was zoned NC-3 (Moderate-Scale Neighborhood Commercial District) prior to the
rezoning of Eastern Neighborhoods, which did not encourage PDR uses and the rezoning of the project
site to Mission Street NCT (Neighborhood Commercial Transit) was not included as part of the long-term
PDR land supply loss that was considered a significant cumulative impact in the Eastern Neighborhoods
PEIR. The proposed project would not involve the demolition of a historic resource and is not located
within a historic district. Therefore, the proposed project would not contribute to the significant historic
resource impact identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEJR. Transit ridership generated by the project
would not considerably contribute to the transit impacts identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEJR.
Based on the shadow fan analysis, the proposed project is not expected to shade any Planning Code
Section 295 or non-Section 295 open spaces. The proposed project would shade nearby private property at
levels commonly expected in urban areas.
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEJR identified feasible mitigation measures to address significant impacts
related to noise, air quality, archeological resources, historical resources, _hazardous materials, and
transportation. Table 1 below lists the mitigation measures identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEJR
and states whether each measure would apply to the proposed project.
Table 1- Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR Mitigation Measures
Mitigation Measure

Applicability

Compliance

F. Noise
F-1: Construction Noise (Pile
Driving)
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Mitigation Measure

Compliance

Applicability
needed in lieu of ground
improvements for building
foundation purposes

purposes are needed,
implement noise and vibration
attenuation measures during
construction.

F-2: Construction Noise

Applicable: temporary
construction noise from use of
heavy equipment

The project sponsor has agreed
to develop and implement a set
of noise attenuation measures
during construction.

F-3: Interior Noise Levels

Not Applicable: CEQA
generally no longer requires
the consideration of the effects
of existing environmental
conditions on a proposed
project's future users or
residents.

NIA

F-4: Siting of Noise-Sensitive Uses

Not Applicable: CEQA
generally no longer requires
the consideration of the effects
of existing environmental
conditions on a proposed
project's future users or
residents

NIA

F-5: Siting of Noise-Generating Uses

Applicable: though noisegenerating uses are not
anticipated, exact uses for trade
shop spaces are not yet known

The project sponsor has agreed
to conduct and submit a
detailed analysis of noise
reduction requirements if trade
shops accommodate future
noise-generating uses.

F-6: Open Space in Noisy
Environments

Not Applicable: CEQA
generally no longer requires
the consideration of the effects
of existing environmental
conditions on a proposed
project's future users or
residents

NIA

Not Applicable: superseded by
the Dust Control Ordinance
and project site not located
within an Air Pollutant
Exposure Zone

NIA

G. Air Quality
G-1: Construction Air Quality
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Compliance

Applicability

G-2: Air Quality for Sensitive Land
Uses

Not Applicable: project site not
located within an Air Pollutant
Exposure Zone and CEQA
generally no longer requires
the consideration of the effects
of existing environmental
conditions on a proposed
project's future users or
residents

NIA

G-3: Siting of Uses that Emit DPM

Not Applicable: proposed
project would include uses
(residential, ground floor
commercial) that would not
emit substantial levels of DPM

NIA

G-4: Siting of Uses that Emit other
TA Cs

Not Applicable: proposed
project would include uses
(residential, ground floor
commercial) that would not
emit substantial levels of other
TACs

NIA

J-1: Properties with Previous Studies

Not Applicable: project site not
located on site with previous
studies

NIA

J-2: Properties with no Previous
Studies

Applicable: project located on
site with no previous studies

The project sponsor has agreed
to implement the Planning
Department's Standard
Mitigation Measure #3
(Testing).

J-3: Mission Dolores Archeological
District

Not Applicable: project site is
not located within the Mission
Dolores Archeological District

NIA

K-1: Interim Procedures for Permit
Review in the Eastern
Neighborhoods Plan area

Not Applicable: plan-level
mitigation completed by
Planning Department

NIA

K-2: Amendments to Article 10 of
the Planning Code Pertaining to
Vertical Additions in the South End
Historic District (East SoMa)

Not Applicable: plan-level
mitigation completed by
Planning Commission

NIA

J. Archeological Resources

K. Historical Resources
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Applicability

Compliance

Not Applicable: plan-level
mitigation completed by
Planning Commission

NIA

Applicable: proposed project
would involve demolition of an
existing building

The project sponsor has agreed
to remove and properly
dispose of any hazardous
building materials in
accordance with applicable
federal, state, and local laws
prior to demolishing the
existing buildings.

E-1: Traffic Signal Installation

Not Applicable: automobile
delay removed from CEQA
analysis

NIA

E-2: Intelligent Traffic Management

Not Applicable: automobile
delay removed from CEQA
analysis

NIA

E-3: Enhanced Funding

Not Applicable: automobile
delay removed from CEQA
analysis

NIA

E-4: Intelligent Traffic Management

Not Applicable: automobile
delay removed from CEQA
analysis

NIA

E-5: Enhanced Transit Funding

Not Applicable: plan level
mitigation by SFMTA

NIA

E-6: Transit Corridor Improvements

Not Applicable: plan level
mitigation by SFMTA

NIA

E-7: Transit Accessibility

Not Applicable: plan level
mitigation by SFMTA

NIA

E-8: Muni Storage and Maintenance

Not Applicable: plan level
mitigation by SFMTA

NIA

E-9: Rider Improvements

Not Applicable: plan level
mitigation by SFMTA

NIA

E-10: Transit Enhancement

Not Applicable: plan level

NIA

K-3: Amendments to Article 10 of
the Planning Code Pertaining to
Alterations and fufill Development
in the Dogpatch Historic District
(Central Waterfront)
L. Hazardous Materials

L-1: Hazardous Building Materials

E. Transportation
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Mitigation Measure

Applicability

Compliance

mitigation by SFMTA
E-11:
Transportation
Management

Demand

Not Applicable: plan level
mitigation by SFMTA

NIA

Please see the attached Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP) for the complete text of
the applicable mitigation measures. With implementation of these mitigation measures the proposed
project would not result in significant impacts beyond those analyzed in the Eastern Neighborhoods
PEIR.

PUBLIC NOTICE AND COMMENT
A "Notification of Project Receiving Environmental Review" was mailed on October 8, 2015 to adjacent
occupants, and owners of properties within 300 feet of the project site. Overall, concerns and issues raised
by the public in response to the notice were taken into consideration and incorporated in the
environmental review as appropriate for CEQA analysis. Concerns related to physical environmental
effects include land use impacts resulting from the loss of PDR; air quality impacts; wind and shadow
impacts; traffic and parking impacts; hazardous materials impacts; and cultural resources impacts. These
concerns are addressed in the land use; air quality; wind and shadow; transportation; hazards and
hazardous materials; and cultural and paleontological resources sections of the CPE Checklist. In regards
to potential parking impacts, pursuant to Public Resources Code 21099(d), parking impacts are not to be
considered significant CEQA impacts for mixed-use residential development projects on in-fill sites in a
transit priority area. The proposed project meets the criteria, as discussed under the Senate Bill 743
section of the CPE Checklist.
Comments related to topics outside the scope of CEQA were also received. These comments concerned
socioeconomic issues such as displacement of existing low-income resident and jobs, displacement of
organizations that contribute to the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District, and rise in housing costs due to
increased development of market-rate housing. The proposed project is subject to the Mission 2016
Interim Zoning Controls, effective January 2016, which require additional information and analysis
regarding the economic and social effects of the proposed project such as housing affordability,
displacement, and loss of PDR. The project sponsor has prepared such additional analysis and has
submitted this analysis to the Planning Department.7 The Planning Commission will review and consider
this analysis before making a decision and taking an approval action on the proposed project.
Environmental analysis under CEQA is required to focus on the direct and indirect physical changes to
the environment that could reasonably result from a proposed project. Economic or social effects of a
project are not considered significant environmental impacts, unless they lead to physical changes in the
environment (CEQA Guidelines 15131). Accordingly, the displacement issue addressed under CEQA
refers specifically to the direct loss of housing units that would result from proposed demolition of
existing housing and the foreseeable construction of replacement housing elsewhere. This is because
demolition of existing housing has the potential to result in displacement of substantial numbers of
people and would necessitate the construction of replacement housing elsewhere. This would in tum

7

Mission 2015 Interim Controls Additional Findings for 1515 South Van Ness Ave. Case No. 2014.1020CUA, submitted to Doug Vu,
San Francisco Planning Department.
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result in a number of direct and indirect physical changes to the environment associated with demolition
and construction activities and new operational impacts.
As discussed under the population and housing section of the CPE Checklist, the project site does not
contain any existing residential units and the proposed project would not result in any direct
displacement of low-income residents. The existing building was vacated in December 2015 by McMillan
Electric, an electrical contractor business that has since moved to a new location at 1950 Cesar Chavez
Street in San Francisco. The proposed project would include approximately 1,080 square feet of retail uses
and six trade shop spaces ranging from 630 to 760 square feet each (approximately 4,200 square feet
total). These spaces are anticipated to be retail units with some reserved space for goods production (e.g.
jewelry making, bag making, ceramics). Therefore, the proposed project would result in a small increase
in jobs within the city. Additionally, as discussed under the cultural and paleontological resources section
of the CPE Checklist, the existing building is not a historic resource and the project site is not located
within a historic district. Finally, the possibility that the proposed project would contribute to rising
housing costs is speculative with regard to potential physical changes that would result, and therefore is
not a physical environmental effect subject to analysis under CEQA. Additional comments received were
related to the building design, the quality of ground floor spaces, the project outreach process, and
requests to be on the distribution list for future documents. Comments on the merits of the project that
are not related to environmental analyses topics will be provided to decision-makers for consideration in
their review of approval actions for the proposed project.
The proposed project would not result in significant adverse environmental impacts associated with the
issues identified by the public beyond those identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.

CONCLUSION
As summarized above and further discussed in the CPE Checklist8:

8

1.

The proposed project is consistent with the development density established for the project site in
the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans;

2.

The proposed project would not result in effects on the environment that are peculiar to the
project or the project site that were not identified as significant effects in the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR;

3.

The proposed project would not result in potentially significant off-site or cumulative impacts
that were not identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR;

4.

The proposed project would not result in significant effects, which, as a result of substantial new
information that was not known at the time the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR was certified,
would be more severe than were already analyzed and disclosed in the PEIR; and

5.

The project sponsor will undertake feasible mitigation measures specified in the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR to mitigate project-related significant impacts.

The CPE Checklist is available for review at the Planning Department, 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, in Case File
No. 2014.1020ENV.
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Therefore, the proposed project is exempt from further environmental review pursuant to Public
Resources Code Section 21083.3 and CEQA Guidelines Section 15183.
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Melinda Hue
June 3, 2016
Page Seven
I have not had the opportunity to thoroughly discuss all the potential issues that would
inform the impacts of the proposed project both individually and cumulatively and may request
that you add to this inquiry in the future.
In light of the foregoing, you are requested to undertake the evaluation requested before
considering the proposed project, or any of the other projects listed above that would have an
impact on the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District. At your convenience, please let me know if the
Department intends to undertake this evaluation as requested.

Jsw:sme
cc. Calle 24 Latino Cultural District

Our Mission No Eviction
PODER
MEDA

John Rahaim
Members, San Francisco Planning Commission

Members, San Francisco Board of Supervisors
Mayor, Ed Lee
Joaquin Torres
Dianna Ponce de Leon
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ERICK ARGUELLO
1065 HAMPSHIRE ST., APT. A
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110-3425
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Carroll, John (BOS) ·
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Categories:

BOS Legislation, (BOS)
Friday, October 14, 2016 2:08 PM
jscottweaver@aol.com; peter.schellinger@lennar.com
Givner, Jon (CAT); Stacy, Kate (CAT); Byrne, Marlena (CAT); Rahaim, John (CPC); Sanchez,
Scott (CPC); Gibson, Lisa (CPC); Starr, Aaron (CPC); Rodgers, AnMarie (CPC); lonin, Jonas
(CPC); BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Calvillo, Angela (BOS); Somera, Alisa
(BOS); Lew, Lisa (BOS); Vu, Doug (CPC); Hue, Melinda (CPC); BOS Legislation, (BOS)
Appeal Response: Community Plan Exemption Appeal - 1515 South Van Ness Avenue Appeal Hearing on October 25, 2016
161001

Good afternoon,
Please find linked below an appeal response received by the Office of the Clerk of the Board from J. Scott Weaver, on
behalf of the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District Community Council, concerning the Community Plan Exemption Appeal for
the proposed project at 1515 South Van Ness Avenue.
Appellant Letter - October 14, 2016
The appeal hearing for this matter is scheduled for a 3:00 p.m. special order before the Board on October 25, 2016.

I invite you to review the entire matter on our Legislative Research Center by following the link below:
Board of Supervisors File No. 161001
Thank you,
Brent Jalipa
Legislative Clerk
Board of Supervisors - Clerk's Office
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102
{415) 554-7712 I Fax: (415) 554-5163
brent.jalipa@sfgov.org I www.sfbos.org

•

IE!r;;

Click here to complete a Board of Supervisors Customer Service Satisfaction form

Disclosures: Personal information that is provided in communications to the Board of Supervisors is subject to disclosure under the California Public
Records Act and the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal information provided will not be redacted. Members of the public are not required
to provide personal identifying information when they communicate with the Board of Supervisors and its committees. All written or oral
communications that members of the public submit to the Clerk's Office regarding pending legislation or hearings will be made available to all
members of the public for inspection and copying. The Clerk's Office does not redact any information from these submissions. This means that
personal information-including names, phone numbers, addresses and similar information that a member of the public elects to submit to the
Board and its committees-may appear on the Board of Supervisors' website or in other public documents that members of the public may inspect
or copy.
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West Bay Law
Law Office of]. Scott Weaver
October 14, 2016

President London Breed and San Francisco Board of Supervisors
San Francisco City Hall
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Pl #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Re: 1515 South Van Ness Avenue Project 2014.1020CUA
Dear Supervisor Breed,
Please accept this submission on behalf of the Calle 24 Latino Cultural Di strict Council
with respect to the proposed project at 151 5 South Van Ness Avenue.

I.

Factual Background
The proposed project is a five to six story building at the corner of South Van Ness
Avenue and 26th Street, and within the boundaries of the Calle 24 Latino Cultural
District. It replaces the 35,000 square feet of PDR use with a project consisting of
approximately 4, 167 square feet of trade shops, 1,074 square feet of retail and 157
housing units of various sizes. Originally 88% of those units were to be "market
rate". Shortly before the hearing the project sponsor proposed 75% market rate, 15%
affordable to those earning 55% AMI and 10% affordable to those earning 100%
AMI.
A. On October 23, 2015 Appellant Calle 24 Latino Cultural District Council
("Council") wrote to the Planning Department requesting that any environmental
analysis of the proposed project at 1515 South Van Ness Avenue ("proposed
project") include an evaluation of the cumulative impacts of the proposed project
along with other market rate projects affecting the Calle 24 Latino Cu ltural
District (LCD), and to fashion mitigations for any negative impacts. The letter
a lso noted that substantial new information rendered the Eastern Neighborhoods
Plan EIR ("PEIR") out of date. (See Exhibits, Pages 484 - 486)

B. On June 3, 2016 Appellant Council wrote to the Planning Department objecting to
a Draft Certificate of Exemption prepared by the Planning Department, reiterating
the need for an analysis of the impacts on the LCD, stating the basis for such an
analysis, and requesting that adequate mitigations be put in place. The letter
provided specific areas of inquiry that would assist in this evaluation. The letter
aJso reiterated the substantial new information rendered the PElR out of date and
no longer a basis for issu ing a Certificate of Exemption. (Exhibits, Pages 590-596,
588-89)
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C. On July 12, 2016 the Planning Department issued a Certificate of Exemption from
Environmental Review. (Exhibits, Pages 577-587)
D. On August 3, 2016 Appellant Council wrote Planning Commissioners expressing
its concerns regarding the proposed project, including the failure of the
Department to evaluate cumulative impacts of increased gentrification on the
LCD and that the PEIR was no longer a viable basis for issuing a Certification of
Exemption. (Exhibits, Pages 46-57)
E. On August 3, 2016 Supervisor David Campos wrote to the Planning Commission
requesting that impacts of the projects affecting the LCD be evaluated and
adequate mitigations be put in place prior to the approval of any project.
(Exhibits, Page 597, 598)
F. On August 11, 2016, the Planning Commission approved the proposed project,
including approval of the Community Plan Exemption (Exhibits, Pages 2-40).
G. Appellant timely filed this appeal on September 12, 2016.

II.

Reasons for Appeal
A. The CEQA findings did not take into account the direct, indirect, and cumulative
impacts that the proposed project and other "market rate" projects would have on
the businesses, residents, and non-profits in the LCD.
B. The Community Plan Exemption reliance on the PEIR was improper because 1)
The PEIR contemplated production of no more than 2,054 units with an approved
preferred project of 1,696 units for the Mission Area. As of February, 2016 there
were 2,451 units either completed or under environmental review. and 2)
Substantial new information renders the PEIR out of date. These changes
cumulatively impact areas of land use, consistency with area plans and policies,
recreation and open space, traffic and circulation, transit and transportation
C. The Planning Department and Planning Commission have engaged in a pattern
and practice of approving projects relying on an out-of-date Plan EIR and without
regard to the direct and indirect cumulative impacts that these projects have on the
environment.
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ill.

The CEQA Findings Did Not Take into Account the Cumulative Impacts of the
Proposed Project on the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District.
A. Background of the LCD and Existing Threats.

The businesses and nonprofits in the LCD have been recognized by resolution of the
Board of Supervisors as an important cultural, historical and commercial resource for the City.
(Resolution Creating LCD is attached as Exhibit 1) The Ordinance creating the LCD noted that
"The Calle 24 Latino Cultural District memorializes a place whose richness of culture, histocy
and entrepreneurship is unrivaled in San Francisco." The District was established ''to stabilize
the displacement of Latino Businesses, and residents, preserve Calle 24 as the center of Latino
culture and commerce, enhance the unique nature of Calle 24 as a special place for San
Francisco's residents and tourists, ..." and that its contribution will provide "cultural visibility,
vibrancy, and economic opportunity for Latinos in the City and County of San Francisco." (See
Exhibits Pages 170-178)
The Calle 24 Latino Cultural District Community Council (''the Council"), a nonprofit
consisting of community stakeholders in the LCD, has stated as its mission: "To preserve,
enhance, and advocate for Latino cultural continuity, vitality, and community in San Francisco's
touchstone Latino Cultural District and the greater Mission community". (Exhibits Page 183)
With funding from the Mayor's Office of Economic and Workforce Development and technical
support from the Gato Group, the Council engaged in an extensive planning process that
included numerous stakeholder interviews, four focus groups, a study session with expert
consultants, and four community meetings. At the conclusion, the Council prepared a report on
its community planning process. (Exhibits Page 186, 187) Among the Council's initiatives are
the creation of a Special Use District and a Cultural Benefits Campaign district. These initiatives
are currently in process.
The report noted that ''there were major concerns among all stakeholders about the lack
of affordable housing and about the gentrification and recent eviction and displacement of longtime residents. A related theme was the rapid transformation underway with some saying they
wanted to prevent another 'Valencia' (referring to the way Valencia lost much of its Latino
culture in the 1990s and 2000s)". (Emphasis original) (Exhibits Page 191)
Unfortunately, we are beginning to see the Valenciazation of the LCD. Small mom and
pop businesses are being replaced by upscale corporate-owned businesses. Non-profits such as
the 40-year-old Galaria de la Raza, on month-to-month tenancies are extremely vulnerable.
They are also seeing a diminution of their customer base due to gentrification and the resulting
displacement.
While it is true that "gentrification" is already occurring in the area, with little market rate
development, the sudden influx of over 650 households earning 200% AMI will pour gasoline on
the fire. (See ''cumulative impacts" below)
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Development has already demonstrated the potential physical impacts of continued
market rate development. For instance, at a proposed project on 24th and York, the owner plans
to build 12 condo townhomes which will cover a mural that has been on there over 30 years and
is part of the Precita eyes mural tours. The famous Carlos Santana mural on 22nd and South Van
Ness was completely covered when the lot in front built housing. In Balmy Alley new owners of
a property wanted to remodel and add a second unit which faced balmy ally, covering a 40 yearold mural.
More disturbing has been complaints by newcomers against neighboring Latino owned
businesses from the owner and residents of the Vida on Mission Street. A group of new
residents on Harrison St. calling themselves "the gang of five" said they would sue to stop
Carnival. During Sunday Streets on 24th a group of neighbors did not want the low riders on
Harrison Street, saying that they were intimidated by them. Additionally, neighbors have
complained about "Mexican" music on 24th Street. Without sufficient mitigation and community
benefits, problems such as these will only get worse with the influx of hundreds more
"gentrifiers", all to the detriment of the residents, businesses, and nonprofits that the City said it
wanted to protect when it created the LCD. As we have seen on Valencia Street we can foresee
gentrfifiers requesting the police to move Latino youths, and adults, off "their" street comers.

B. Cumulative Impacts Must Be Examined.
Under Public Resources Code Section 21083 subdivision (b)(2).) "The possible effects
of a project are individually limited but cumulatively considerable. As used in this paragraph
'cumulatively considerable' means that the incremental effects of an individual project are
considerable when viewed in connection with the effects of past projects, the effects of other
current projects, and the effects of probable future projects." Stated otherwise, a lead agency
shall require an EIR be prepared for a project when the record contains substantial evidence that
the "project has possible environmental effects that are individually limited but cumulatively
considerable." (Guidelines section 15065 subdivision (a) (3).)
The impacts of the proposed project cannot be examined in isolation. The proposed
project is not constructed inside a bubble. Both the project and its residents interact with the
immediate community in multiple ways. Similarly, the environmental impacts of this project
cannot be examined apart from other proposed projects currently in the pipeline. Including this
project, there are approximately 666 luxury units currently in the pipeline that are located in or
near the LCD. They are: 2675 Folsom Street (98 "market rate" units), 3314 Cesar Chavez (52
units), 2600 Harrison St. (20), 2799 24th St. (8), and 3357 26th St. (8). Proposed projects
immediately adjacent to the LCD are: 1198 Valencia St. (52 units), 2918 Mission St. (38), 1298
Valencia St. (35), and 2600 Mission (20). Two blocks from the LCD is 2000-2070 Bryant Street
(191 units), for a total of 662.(Exhibits, Page 58)
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C. Cumulative Impacts of the Proposed Project and Other Market Rate
Projects on the LCD are Subject to CEQA Review.
CEQA defines "environment" as "the physical conditions which exist within the area
which will be affected by a proposed project, including land, air, water, minerals, flora, fauna,
noise, and objects of historic or aesthetic significance." 14 CCR Sec. 1513l(a). See e.g. Eureka
Citizens for Responsible Government v City ofEureka (2007) 147 Cal.App.4th 357, 363). The
cumulative impacts of the proposed project on the LCD are subject to CEQA because (1) They
have a potential adverse impact on the businesses and nonprofits in the LCD and therefore may
impact the physical environment, and (2) LCD is "historic" as defined in the Public Resources
Code and the CCR. These impacts to land use were not examined in the PEIR because the LCD
did not exist at the time the PEIR was prepared.

1) The Market Rate Projects Have a Potential Adverse Impact on the
Physical Environment.
As previously stated, the City has placed great importance on the long term viability of
the LCD, by its creation, investment in the study by the Council (Exhibits, Pages 170-187), its
inclusion in the MAP 2020 program, and by creation of a Legacy Business program along with
other assistance to small businesses. Further, two of the primary objectives of the Mission Area
Plan are to preserve the diversity of the Mission, and to "preserve and enhance the unique
character of the Mission District Commercial Areas". (Exhibits Page 500). It is a resource worth
preserving.
The proposed project itself will result in the influx of approximately 141 households
earning 200% AMI. In the pipeline are projects proposing more than 500 more households in or
near the LCD. It is no leap of faith to anticipate that the proposed project will result in higher
rents on properties within the LCD especially for businesses and non-profits which do not have
rent control protections. High wage earners have much more disposable income than most
residents of the area. According to 2009-2013 census estimates, the median income for residents
in the census tract on which the proposed project site is situated was $51,510 (or 50% Median
Income for a family of four). In addition to having significantly more disposable incomes and
ability to purchase higher priced goods and services, these newcomers are more likely to have
different consumer preferences, affecting both price and the nature of the goods and services
provided by businesses in the 24th Street corridor. We might ask "how can the City provide
economic opportunities for Latinos if its policies price Latinos out of the market?" We only
need look at Valencia Street to see how the influx of higher wage earners with only modest
market rate development can impact a commercial corridor, substituting for mom and pop
businesses with high end restaurants and clothing stores. Envisioning a similar result along 24th
Street is a far cry from "speculative," it is reasonably foreseeable.
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Significant effect on the environment" is defined as "a substantial, or potentially
substantial, adverse change in any ofthe physical conditions within the area affected by the
project including land, air, water, minerals, flora, fauna, ambient noise, and objects of
historic or aesthetic significance. An economic or social change by itself shall not be considered
a significant effect on the environment. A social or economic change related to a physical change
may be considered in determining whether the physical change is significant." (Guidelines, §
15382, italics added.)
The Court's decision in Bakersfield Citizens for Local Control v City ofBakersfield
(2004) 124 Cal.App. 4th 1184 is highly instructive on this issue and analogous to the matter
currently before the Board. In Bakersfield, the city refused to consider the impacts of two
proposed shopping centers on downtown businesses and the potential to cause urban decay. The
Court held that the businesses were part of the physical environment for which an EIR was
required. Noting that under Guidelines 15131(a) "(I)fforecasted economic or social effects of a
proposed project directly or indirectly will lead to adverse physical changes in the environment,
then CEQA requires disclosure and analysis of these resulting physical impacts. (Citations)
subdivision (e) of Guidelines section 15064 provides that when economic or social effects of a
project cause a physical change, this is to be regarded as a significant effect in the same manner
as any other physical change resulting from the project."
Noting that this concept is not limited to the issue of urban decay, the Court referenced El
Dorado Union High School Dist. v City ofPlacerville (1983) 144 Cal. App.3d, 123, 131, where
the city was required to evaluate whether a proposed apartment house development would
necessitate the need to construct a new high school. In Christward Ministry v. Superior
Court (1986) 184 Cal.App.3d 180, 197, the Court required a study as to whether the physical
impacts associated with a new waste management facility under CEQA would disturb worship in
an environmental retreat center.
Here, the cumulative impacts of the proposed project and other projects poses the risk of
accelerated Valenciazation of the LCD. Here, mom and pop Latino owned and operated
concerns are at risk being replaced by high end restaurants, clothing and accessory stores, and
personal trainer gyms and yoga studios. This is a change in the physical environment that defies
the City's designation of the district, the MAP 2020 process, and which the City has, at least by
its words, sought to avoid.
The Council's repeated requests for evaluation of impacts and development of mitigation
measures is supported by a recent report by The Institute for Government Studies. It concluded
that: 1) on a regional level, creation of market rate housing will relieve displacement pressures,
2) the creation of affordable housing will have double the impact of relieving such pressures, and
3) "on a block
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group level in San Francisco, neither market-rate nor subsidized housing production has the
protective power they do at a regional scale,
likely due to the mismatch between demand and supply. (Exhibits, page 341) The report further
concluded that further analysis was needed "to clarify the complex relationship between
development, affordability, and displacement at the local scale, . . . (and) also investing in the
preservation of housing affordability and stabilizing vulnerable communities."

2) The Calle 24 Latino Cultural District Council has Made a Fair
Argument that the Department Should Have Evaluated
Cumulative Impacts on the LCD.
Finally, the Board should be mindful of the burdens of both the City and Appellant to
provide "substantial evidence" to support their position. "[A]rgument, speculation,
unsubstantiated opinion or narrative, evidence which is clearly inaccurate or erroneous, or
evidence of social or economic impacts which do not contribute to, or are not caused by, physical
impacts on the environment is not substantial evidence. Substantial evidence shall include facts,
reasonable assumptions predicated upon facts, and expert opinion supported by facts." (Pub.
Res. Code§ 21082.2(c); Guidelines,§ 15384.)
The Court in Stanislaus Audubon Society v. County ofStanislaus (1995) 33 Cal.App.4th
144, 151, stressed the "low threshold" vis-a-vis the presence of a fair argument, noting that a
lead agency should not give an "unreasonable definition" to the term substantial evidence,
"equating it with overwhelming or overpowering evidence. CEQA does not impose such a
monumental burden" on those seeking to raise a fair argument of impacts. Whether the
administrative record contains a fair argument sufficient to trigger preparation of an EIR is a
question oflaw, not a question of fact. Under this unique test "deference to the agency's
determination is not appropriate and its decision not to require an EIR can be upheld only when
there is no credible evidence to the contrary."

In Keep Our Mountains Quiet v. County ofSanta Clara (2015) 236 Cal.App.4th 714 lay
testimony held sufficient to support fair argument. "Relevant personal observations of area
residents on nontechnical subjects may qualify as substantial evidence." Pocket Protectors v.
City ofSacramento (2004) 124 Cal.App.4th 903, 928. "For example, an adjacent property owner
may testify to traffic conditions based upon personal knowledge." (Citizens Assn. for Sensible
Development ofBishop Area v. County ofInyo (1985) 172 Cal.App.3d 151, 173.) Because
substantial evidence includes "reasonable assumptions predicated upon facts" (Guidelines,§
15384, 17 subd. (b)) and "reasonable inferences" (id., subd. (a)) from the facts, factual testimony
about existing environmental conditions can form
the basis for substantial evidence.9 (Guidelines,§ 15384; Banker's Hill, Hillcrest, Park West
Community Preservation Group v. City ofSan Diego (2006) 139 Cal.App.4th 249, 274 (Banker's
Hill) ["local residents may testify to their observations regarding existing traffic conditions"].
"The question is not whether [citizen testimony] constitutes proof that [particular effects] will
occur," but whether it (or
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reasonable inferences from it) "constitutes substantial, credible evidence that supports a fair
argument that ... [the project] may have a significant impact on the environment." Emphasis
supplied) Rominger v. County ofColusa (2014) 229 Cal.App.4th 690, 721
Here, he Department has provided no evidence to support its position. The PEIR does
not mention the LCD (because the LCD did not exist at the time the PEIR was prepared) and the
Department refused to consider the impacts when so requested.
By contrast Appellant Council has provided substantial evidence to support a fair
argument that the cumulative direct and indirect impacts of this and other projects at or near the
LCD could, directly or indirectly adversely affect the LCD - which is part of the physical
environment. The Council has presented the resolution creating the geographic area constituting
the LCD (Exhibits Page 170 - 178) the report concerning the threats to the LCD (Exhibits, Pages
179-205); the extent of market rate development proposed in or near the LCD (Exhibits, Page
58), letters describing the connection between "market rate' development and threats to LCD
businesses and nonprofits. (Exhibits, Pages 592-593) the Budget Analyst report describing
income levels in the Mission (Exhibits 441 ), and census information regarding income levels for
residents living in or adjacent to the proposed site and within the LCD
(http://www.census.gov/censusexplorer/censusexplorer.html - showing household AMI for the
subject census tract at $60,479 and across the street from the site, a household income at
$51,510)
Accordingly, the City failed to meet its informational obligations under CEQA. The
Certification of Exemption from Environmental Review is therefore defective and cannot be
relied on for approval of the proposed project. Before we can proceed with this and other
projects, we need to understand their impacts on the LCD and potential mitigation measures that
will lessen those impacts.

2.

The LCD is an Historic Resource.

Notwithstanding the potential physical impacts described above, and in addition to those
impacts LCD qualifies as an Historic Resource and the impacts on this resource must also be
evaluated under CEQA against the CRHR criteria prior to making a finding as to a proposed
project's impacts to historical resources A project that may cause a substantial adverse change in
the significance of an historical resource is a project that may have a significant effect on the
environment. (Pub. Res. Code§ 21084.1; Guidelines §15064.5).
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A historical resource is defined as any object, building, structure, site, area, place, record,
or manuscript that: a) Is historically or archaeologically significant, or is significant in the
architectural, engineering, scientific, economic, agricultural, educational, social, political, or
cultural annals of California; and b) Meets any of the following criteria: ( 1) Is associated with
events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of California's history and
cultural heritage; (2) Is associated with the lives of persons important in our past; (3) Embodies
the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, or method of construction, or represents
the work of an important creative individual, or possesses high artistic values; or (4) Has yielded,
or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history (14 CCR 15064.5(a)(3)).
These businesses and nonprofits in the LCD have been recognized as an important cultural and
commercial resource for the City whose "richness of culture, history and entrepreneurship is
unrivaled in San Francisco."
The near and long term preservation and enhancement of the LCD is a stated goal of the
City. This, of necessity, includes the physical presence of its residents, businesses, and nonprofits, which we submit are endangered by the extensive market rate development slated for the
area.

IV.

The Community Plan Exemption Reliance on the PEIR was Improper
Because: 1) The PEIR Contemplated Production of no More than 2,054 Units
with an Approved Preferred Project of 1,696 Units for the Mission Area: as
of February, 2016 there were 2,451 Units Either Completed or Under
Environmental Review; and 2) Other Substantial New Information Renders
the PEIR Out of Date. These Changes Cumulatively Impact Areas of Land
Use, Consistency with Area Plans and Policies, Recreation and Open Space,
Traffic and Circulation, Transit and Transportation

The Department should not have issued a Certificate of Exemption under the Eastern
Neighborhoods Plan EIR (PEIR) instead of a project EIR. The use of the PEIR in this way
presupposes that it is sufficiently current to address all areas required under CEQA. The
Mission Plan had as its goals inter alia to produce a substantial amount of affordable housing,
preserve diversity and vitality of the Mission, preserve and enhance the distinct character of the
Mission's distinct commercial areas, and preserve and enhance existing PDR businesses.
(Exhibits, Page 500) The PEIR assumed these goals and presumably believed that they would
be realized under the ENP. Now, eight years later, it has become painfully apparent that the Plan
is falling short of its goals and that its implementation is out of balance with changing
circumstances in the neighborhood. Of the 1855 units entitled or under review as of between
2011and12/31/15, only 12% were affordable. An additional 504 units were built during this
period, however the monitoring report does not state how many were affordable. (Exhibits,
Mission Monitoring Report - Pages 643, 645),
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Likewise the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan Community Advisory Council had noted that many of
the ENP outcomes have been skewed in the wrong direction. (Exhibits Pages, 599-609)
On September 13, this Board of Supervisors, when consider ing the project at 2000 to
2070 Bryant Street, expressed serious concerns about the efficacy of the Eastern Neighborhoods
Plan in today's environment. (See
hUp:/isan1rancisw.grnnicus.cum/ivicJ1ahaw1 .php'!vi..:w i<l- l vocd1p iJ-2o 11':J beginn ing at
3:16).

At least part of the reason for the disconnect between the goals and the outcomes is that
there have been numerous changes on the ground that have direct, indirect and cumulative
impacts on the environment. These changes impact on the physical environment in terms of the
physical character of the Mission, notably the character of commercial areas and the presence of
PDR businesses, as well as recreation and open space, transportation infrastructure, and traffic
and circulation. When substantial new information becomes avai lable, CEQA Guidelines
require comprehensive analysis of these issues. (CEQA Guidelines Sec. 15183). The situation
on the ground has changed substantially since the PEIR was prepared in 2008 in the following
ways.

An Unanticipated Rapid Pace of Development. the PEIR was prepared in the
midst of the "great recession" and did not project the steep increases in housing prices
that we have witnessed during the past eight years. This has been especially
exacerbated by the increase in high paying jobs that have come to the City. This has
resulted in a construction explosion. As a result, the cumulative total of units built,
approved, and under review in the pipeline (2,451 as of February 23, 2016), now
exceeds the highest number of units contemplated in the Plan EIR for the Mission
(2,056). The PEIR projected this production to take place over a much longer period
of time - 2008 to 2025. Development has therefore accelerated at a pace higher than
that anticipated in the PEIR. (Exhibits, Page 58) Because of the unexpectedly rapid
pace of development, community benefits, including improvements to the Mi ssion' s
traffic, transportation, open space, and recreation infrastructures have been unable to
keep pace (ENCAC Response to Monitoring Report (603-608) - The report also
noted that transportation impacts hurt businesses (at page 607). The PEIR clearly did
not anticipate this pace of development.
Disproportionate Construction of Market Rate Units as compared with
Affordable Units. As previously stated, only 12% of the units under construction,
entitled, or under review are affordable units. This is worse than the deplorable Citywide totals. There, the number of market rate units have exceeded the RHNA
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Allocations while the number of units affordable to low and moderate income San
Franciscans is well below the 60% RI-INA allocation. (Exhibits, Page 67, 68). (see
also Housing Balance Report at Page 69 et. seq. Again, the PEIR could not have
anticipated such poor performance in terms of affordability. This will have
substantial traffic and transportation (see below) impacts as well as impacts on types
of businesses in our neighborhoods (as previously discussed).
Disappearance of Redevelopment Money. In 2012, Redevelopment Agencies
throughout the State were dismantled and with that about $1 billion per year for
affordable housing. Now Cities have to struggle to meet affordable housing needs.
State of Advanced Gentrification in the Mission. The glut of high income earners
in the Mission has created an "advanced gentrification" that was not anticipated at the
time of the PEIR. http://missionlocal.org/2v 15/09/sf mission gcntrif:cation
adY~mccd/ With this gentrification, small Latino " mom and pop" businesses and nonprofits have been replaced with high end restaurants, clothing and accessory stores,
and other businesses that cater to high earners. Additional high income earners who
will occupy the proposed market rate units will further exacerbate these problems.
(Case Studies on Gentrification and Displacement in the San Francisco Bay Area
(Begins at Page 298.) The San Francisco Analyst has reported that the Mission has
lost 27% of its Latinos and 26% of its families with children since 2000. One would
hope that if the 2008 EIR was able to envision this advanced state that it would have
advocated for more protective measures.
Gentrification Has Caused Unanticipated Increases in Traffic and Automobile
Ownership. The unanticipated influx of high earners in the Mission has resulted, and
will result, in a substantial increase in the rate of automobile ownership in the
Mission. Between 2000 to 2013, the number of households with automobiles
increased from 37% to 64% - or 9,172 automobiles in 2000 to 16,435 in 2013. At the
same time AMI increased from $50,676 to $75,269. (Exhibits, Pages 241 , 242) It is
now well recognized that high earners are twice as likely to own an automobile than
their low income counterparts - even in transit rich areas such as the Mission.
(Exhibits, Pages 225, et. seq.) The displacement of Mission residents has resulted in,
and will result in, long reverse commutes to places of employment, children' s
schools, and social services that are not available in outlying areas. These reverse
commutes further exacerbate traffic congestion and create greenhouse gas emissions
not contemplated in the PEIR. A recent report by the Eviction Defense Collaborative
following up on a sampling of 566 displaced clients found that nearly 39% were
forced to move moved outside San Francisco. (Exhibits, Page 614)
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Tech Shuttle Gentrification and Displacement Impacts. The PEIR did not
anticipate the impact of tech shuttles from a traffic standpoint, nor from that of the
demand for housing. The specter of living within a few blocks of a free ride to work
has caused many tech employees to move to areas where the shuttles stop predominantly in the Mission. As such, we have high-earning employees
exacerbating the already high demand for housing. The anti-eviction mapping project
has documented the connection between shuttle stops and higher incidences of nofault evictions. (Exhibits, Page 616)

MTA Traffic Changes Will Directly Impact the Proposed Project. The recent
traffic changes along Mission Street by the SFMTA forces mandatory right turns onto
Cesar Chavez from Mission, and prohibits through traffic on Mission, which has
added increased traffic on the surrounding residential streets. Much of the right tum
traffic will then turn left at South Van Ness to This project will add 140 more
households and significantly increase the traffic on Mission Street.
Luxury Housing Has Exacerbated the Demand for Affordable Housing. A 2007
Nexus Study, commissioned by the Planning Department, (Exhibits, Page 108)
concluded that the production of 100 market rate rental units generates a demand of
19.44 lower income households through goods and services demanded by the market
rate tenants. [These conclusions were made in 2007, well before housing prices
began their steep upward trajectory. Today, new "market rate" two bedroom
apartments rented in the Mission begin at about $6,000 per month - requiring an
annual household income of $240,000.] At the time, the PEIR anticipated a 15%
inclusionary rate. The current Nexus study waiting to be released is expected to show
a demand of 28 affordable units for every 100 built. With a 12% inclusionary rate,
there is a need for 16 additional affordable units per hundred market rate units
produced. (28 minus 12 = 16) This was not anticipated in the PEIR.
These changed circumstances render the current PEIR obsolete. A Community Plan
Exemption is therefore not appropriate for this project and should not have been issued, due to
new conditions that were not contemplated in the 2008 EN EIR, and the overbuilding of market
rate units in the Mission, which have exceeded the unit count contemplated in the EN EIR.
V.

The Department has Engaged in a Pattern and Practice of Allowing Community
Plan Exemptions Despite the Fact that it is No Longer an Accurate
Informational Tool to Evaluate the Environmental Impacts of a Project.

The improper grant of a Community Plan Exemption is part of a pattern and practice used
by the City to approve residential development projects. The facts stated above demonstrate that
this practice is improper as applied to proposed projects within both the Mission Area Plan and
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the LCD. This is in violation of the mandates of CEQA and applicable state and local land use
policies and regulations.
Employment of the community plan exemption routinely relies on an out of date Plan EIR that
fails to account and/or provide adequate mitigation for significant direct, indirect, and cumulative
environmental impacts. The City's policy to approve projects based upon a community plan
exemption rather than conduct project level review forms a pattern of actions and/or is embedded
in routine practices that are implemented despite the public's request to implement corrective
measures and are a detriment to the environment. See Californians For Native Salmon etc. v.
Department ofForestry (1990) 221Cal.App.3d1419, 1426-1430.
As such, the Board of Supervisors Should instruct the Department to refrain from using
Community Plan Exemptions for projects within the boundaries of the mission Area Plan,
including the LCD.

~

. Seo Weaver
Attorney for
Calle 24 Latino Cultural District Council
JSW:sme
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June 3, 20 16

Via U.S. Mail am! email
Melinda .Hue
San Francisco Planning Depruiment
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400
San Franc isco. CA 94103

tvlc li nda.huc1l/\sfgo\ .org
Re: Case No. 2014.1020U- 1515 South Van Ness Avenue
Dear Ms. Hue,
In October of 2015, I wrote to you regarding you· re the environmental review on the
proj ect proposed for 151 5 South Van Ness Avenue. In my letter, I requested that you evaluate
the proposed project' s impact in light its proximity within the Calle 24 Latino Cu ltural District,
the Mission District s advanced stage of gentrification, and the MAP 2020 process. I pointed out
that the add ition of approximately 14 I affluent households into the neighborhood, many earning
over 200% AM I, will only exacerbate the problems of gentrification and displacement in the
Mission.
Pursuant to a Sunshine request, I have obtained and reviewed the Draft Certificate of
Determ ination of Exemption from Environmental Review. The Draft chooses to overlook the
impact on the Cultural District claiming that the proposed project would not lead to any
"physical impacts" on the environment and that any '·ind irect impacts" are "speculative" . We
rej ect these contentions. For reasons set forth below, the Department's refusal to evaluate these
impacts violate both the letter and spirit or CEQA and wou ld subject this project to judicial
review unless th is course is corrected.
Moreover, new developments have occurred which render the Eastern Neighborhoods
PETR out of date and no longer an adequate basis for issuing a Certificate of Exemption.
Underscoring these points is the fact that this project is unprecedented in terms of its size.
number new residents, and its undeniable gentrify ing impact, and any environmentaJ analysis,
must take this into consideration.

4104 24th Street# 957 • San Francisco, CA 94 114 • (415)
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Finally, this development, in conjunction with approximately 500 other proposed market
rate units in or near the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District will substantially alter the character of
the district, because it will essentially import over 650 households earning at or near 200% AMI
- a demographic whose price points and cultural and consumer preferences are a stark contrast
with those of the existing community.
The Impact of the Proposed Project on the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District is Subject to
Environmental Review.

CEQA defines "environment" as "the physical conditions which exist within the area
which will be affected by a proposed project, including land, air, water, minerals, flora, fauna,
noise, and objects of historic or aesthetic significance." 14 CCR Sec. 15131(a). See eg. Eureka
Citizens for Responsible Government v City ofEureka (2007) 147 Cal.App.4th 357, 363. The
Calle 24 Latino Cultural District (LCD) falls under CEQA because (1) it is both ''physical" in
terms of the buildings, its residents, the businesses, and the nonprofits, and (2) it is "historic" as
defined in the Public Resources Code and the CCR.
The near and long term preservation and enhancement of the LCD is a stated goal of the
City. This, of necessity, includes the physical presence of its residents, businesses, and nonprofits, which we submit are endangered by the extensive market rate development slated for the
area - including the proposed 1515 South Van Ness development The displacement, whether
direct, or indirect (i.e. via gentrification) certainly will have a physical effect on the environment
because increased commuting distances for the displaced will result in greenhouse gas emissions.
(See checklist in Appendix G of the Guidelines). Due to the unexpected rise in rents throughout
the Bay Area, displaced residents are now required to commute distances as far as Vallejo and
Tracy, distances we do not believe was contemplated in the PEIR. for the Eastern Neighborhoods.
Lead agencies have the responsibility to evaluate projects against the CRHR criteria prior
to making a finding as to a proposed project's impacts to historical resources (California Public
Resources Code, Section 21084.1 ). A historical resource is defined as any object, building,
structure, site, area, place, record, or manuscript that: a) Is historically or archaeologically
significant, or is significant in the architectural, engineering, scientific, economic, agricultural,
educational, social, political, or cultural annals of California; and b) Meets any of the following
criteria: (1) Is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad
patterns of California's history and cultural heritage; (2) Is associated with the lives of persons
important in our past; (3) Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, or
method of construction, or represents the work of an important creative individual, or possesses
high artistic values; or (4) Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in
prehistory or history (14CCR15064.5(a)(3)).
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These businesses and nonprofits in the LCD have been recognized as an important
cultural and commercial resource for the City. Accordingly, the Mayor and Board of
Supervisors established the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District in May 2014 noting that "The Calle
24 Latino Cultural District memorializes a place whose richness of culture, history and
entrepeneurship is unrivaled in San Francisco." The District is bounded on the north by 22nd
Street, the south by Cesar Chavez Street, the east by Potrero Avenue, and on the west by Mission
Street. The District was established ''to stabilize the displacement of Latino Businesses, and
residents, preserve Calle 24 as the center of Latino culture and commerce, enhance the unique
nature of Calle 24 as a special place for San Francisco's residents and tourists, .•." and that its
contribution will provide "cultural visibility, vibrancy, and economic opportunity for Latinos in
the City and County of San Francisco."
Unfortunately, we have begun to see the impact of demographic changes along the LCD,
without significant market rate development, the proposed project, along with the 540 other units
in the pipeline will make the intersection of class, race, and culture, further impair the viability of
the LCD. For instance, at a proposed project on 241h and York, the owner plans to build 12
condo townhomes which will cover a mural that has been on there over 30 years and is part of
the Precita eyes mural tours. The famous Carlos Santana mural on 22nd and South Van Ness was
completely covered when the lot in front built housing. In balmy alley new owners of a property
wanted to remodel and add a second unit which faced balmy ally, covering a 40 year old mural.
More disturbing has been complaints against neighboring Latino owned businesses from
the owner and residents of the Vida on Mission Street A group of new residents on Harrison St.
calling themselves ''the gang of five" said they would sue to stop Carnival. During Sunday
Streets on 24th a group of neighbors did not want the low riders on Harrison Street, saying that
they were intimidated by them. Additionally, neighbors have complained about "Mexican"
music on 241h Street. This .situation will only become more strained with the influx of hundreds
more "gentrifiers", all to the detriment of the residents, businesses, and nonprofits that the City
said it wanted to protect when it created the LCD.
Staff seems to take the position, without elaboration, that any indirect impact of the
project on the LCD is "speculative". This proposition is without support. The proposed project
itself will result in the influx of approximately 141 households earning 200% AMI. In the
pipeline are projects proposing nearly 200 units within the LCD (in addition to the 141 units
proposed), and 350 proposed market rate units adjacent to the LCD. It is no leap of faith to
anticipate that the proposed project will result in higher rents on properties within the LCD
housing residences, businesses, and non-profits, not to mention the cumulative impact of almost
700 market rate units. High wage earners have much more disposable income than most
residents of the area. According to 2009-2013 census estimates, the median income for residents
in the census tract on which the proposed project site is situated was $51,510 (or 500.A. Median
Income for a family of four). In addition to having significantly more disposable incomes and
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ability to purchase higher priced goods and services, these newcomers are more likely to have
different consumer preferences, affecting both price and the nature of the goods and services
provided by businesses in the 24th Street corridor. We might ask "how can the City provide
economic opportunities for Latinos if its policies price Latinos out of the market?" We only
need look at Valencia Street to see how the influx of higher wage earners with only modest
market rate development can impact a commercial corridor, substituting for mom and pop
businesses with high end restaurants and clothing stores. Envisioning a similar result along 24th
Street is a far cry from "speculative," it is reasonably foreseeable.

Finally, we note that socio-economic impacts of market rate development on the LCD
such as those described above could not have been studied at the time the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR was prepared because the LCD did not come into existence until several
years later. The Deparbnent should thus study both the impacts that these market rate
developments will have on the residents, businesses, and non-profits in the LCD as well as
measures that will mitigate those impacts.
Cumulative Impacts of Market Rate Development on the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District
Should be Examined.
As previously mentioned, the impacts from the proposed 1515 South Van Ness project
cannot be examined in isolation. The proposed project is not constructed in a bubble. Both the
project and its residents interact with the immediate community in multiple ways. Similarly, the
environmental impacts of this project cannot be examined apart from other proposed projects
currently in the pipeline. Proposed projects located within the boundaries of the LCD are: 2765
Folsom St (115 units), 3314 Cesar Chavez (52 units), 2600 Harrison St (20), 2799 24th St. (8),
and 3357 26th St. (8). Proposed projects immediately adjacent to the LCD are: 1198 Valencia St.
{52 units), 2918 Mission St. (38), 1298 Valencia St (35), 2600 Mission (20). Two blocks from
the LCD is 2000-2070 Bryant Street (195 units). Additional proposed projects are likely to be
added to the pipeline as planning continues to give the green light to market rate developers.

Under Public Resources Code Section 21083 subdivision (b)(2).) "The possible effects
of a project are individually limited but cumulatively considerable. As used in this paragraph
'cumulatively considerable' means that the incremental effects of an individual project are
considerable when viewed in connection with the effects of past projects, the effects of other
cUITent projects, and the effects of probable future projects. 11 Stated otherwise, a lead agency
shall require an EIR be prepared for a project when the record contains substantial evidence that
the "project as possible environmental effects that are individually limited but cumulatively
considerable." (Guidelines section 15065 subdivision (a) (3).)
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Therefore, the impact of the proposed project at 1515 South Van Ness (consisting of 141
market rate units) should be evaluated in conjunction with the cumulative impacts it and the
additional 543 units would have on the LCD.
Substantial New Information Negates the Exempt Status Granted in the Certificate of
Exemption.

When substantial new infonnation becomes available, CEQA Guidelines require
comprehensive analysis of these issues. (CEQA Guidelines Sec. 15183). My letterofOctober
23, 2015 discussed many of these subsequent developments, including the trend of under
production of affordable housing and overproduction of luxury housing- far from the stated
targets in both categories. It is also of note that housing costs for both rental and purchase have
been higher than projected At the same time, the City has fallen far short of its stated affordable
housing goals. It is hard to conceive that the PIER for the Eastern Neighborhoods would have
envisioned the extent of displacement that we have seen of Latinos and families.
Many of these factors could not have been foreseen. Tech Shuttle Buses bring hundreds,
if not thousands of high earning residents into the Mission and adjoining neighborhoods, further
increasing the demand for housing. The accelerated loss of PDR uses (and working class jobs) is
was presumably not envisioned in the plan. Likewise, the distances that displaced residents must
now commute because housing affordable to them can only be found in Vallejo or Tracy was not
foreseen at the time the PEIR was prepared.
Not insignificantly, production of housing in the Mission either built or in the pipeline
now exceeds projections under any of the tluee scenarios envisioned when the Eastern
Neighborhoods Plan created. According to Planning Department Data, projects containing 2,451
housing units have either been completed or are under environmental review as of 2/23/16.
Option A envisioned 782 units, Option B 1,118 units and Option C 2054 units, with a Preferred
Project at 1696 units. As such, the cwnulative environmental impacts of the proposed have not
been evaluated.
The PEIR did not predict the extensive level of displacement of Latinos and families that
we have already witnessed in the Mission.
Finally, the PEIR did not, nor could not have considered the impact of a project on the
LCD because the LCD did not exist at the time. Where, as here, the offsite or cumulative
impacts were not discussed in the prior PEIR, the exemption provided by Section 15183 does not
apply. (See 151830))
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Evaluation Requested.

In addition to whatever evaluation that the Department may deem appropriate, we are
requesting that the Deparbnent evaluate the proposed project, both individually and
cumulatively, with respect to the potential impacts of the extensive market rate development on
the existing residents, businesses, and non-profits in the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District. This
inquiry should include, but not be limited to, the following:

-

The amount of income that households will be required to have in order to afford the
market rents of the proposed project.

-

The amount of anticipated disposable income of the households moving into the
market rate units at the proposed project.

-

The consumer preferences of households moving into the market rate units at the
proposed project, as compared to ~ose Latino residents in the LCD earning 50%
AMI.

-

Impact on neighborhood serving Latino businesses that new market rent paying
households, with higher disposable incomes, will have on commercial rents in the
Latino Cultural District - both from the standpoint of the proposed project and from
the standpoint of the cumulative impact of the projects listed above.

-

The impact that rents at the proposed project (and cumulative proposed projects) will
have on rents of vacant resident units in the immediate areas.

-

The impact that the proposed project (and cumulative proposed projects) will have on
displacement of Latinos and families now living in the Calle 24 Latino Cultural
District.

-

The housing alternatives of residents now living in the Calle 24 Latino Cultural
District should they be displaced.

-

The impact that the proposed project (and cumulative proposed projects) will have on
the percentage of Latino residents and businesses living and working in the Calle 24
Latino Cultural District.

-

Mitigation alternatives that, if employed, would stabilize commercial rents in the
Latino Cultural District.
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I have not had the opportunity to thoroughly discuss all the potential issues that would
inform the impacts of the proposed project both individually and cumulatively and may request
that you add to this inquiry in the future.
In light of the foregoing, you are requested to undertake the evaluation requested before
considering the proposed project, or any of the other projects listed above that would have an
impact on the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District. At your convenience, please let me know if the
Deparbnent intends to undertake this evaluation as requested.

Jsw:sme
cc. Calle 24 Latino Cultural District

Our Mission No Eviction
PODER
MEDA
John Rahaim
Members, San Francisco Planning Commission
Members, San Francisco Board of Supervisors
Mayor, Ed Lee
Joaquin Torres
Dianna Ponce de Leon

bees
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< 506 Results for sheila

FYI: Sup Campos Request for Continuance of Latino Cultural District Projects
From: Chung Hagen, Sheila (BOS) <sheila.chung.hagen@sfgov.org>
To: jscottweaver <jscottweaver@aol.com>
Date: Wed, Aug 3, 20 16 4:47 pm

From: Chung Hagen, Sheila (BOS)
Sent: Wednesday, August 03, 2016 3:59 PM
To: Secretary, Commissions (CPC) <commiss ions.sP.cral;i1y@sfoov.org>
Cc: Campos, David (BOS) <d:r:::J ~;:r;-.;;;;::"''s '.:; ' .... .>;Rahaim, John (CPC) < j0 1 ~-: r:r::;:":-::'°'':;'.;:;; ..::~;; >
Subject: Sup Campos Request for Continuance of Latino Cultura l District Projects
Please see letter below from Supervisor David Campos.

Sheila Chung Hagen
Legislative Aide
Office of Supervisor David Campos
415-SS4-5144 I sheila.chunq.hagen@sfgov.org

Planning Commission
San Francisco Plann ing Department
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94 103
SENT VlA EMAIL TO C u11 1 11 1i~~io11s~S clAt::ld 1 y1~ ~ fyuv.urg
August 3, 20 16
Re: Request for continuance of Latino C ultural District projects
Dear Commissioners:
As the lead sponsor of the Board of Supervisors resolution that created the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District, I have worked with the Calle 24
Counci l and other community stakeholders to strengthen and preserve the Cultural District. Currently, there arc three market rate development projects
that the Commission will be considering w ithin the next two weeks. They are 2675 Folsom Street (August 4), 15 15 South Van Ness Avenue, and 2600
I larrison Street (both on August 11 ). These and several market rate projects in and nex t to the cultural district could trans form the d istr ict and threaten to
displace long-time residents, businesses, and non-profi ts.
The Calle 24 Latino Cultural District is a recognized treasure of this C ity and was created to preserve and enhance the vibrancy of Latino culture
there. Before approva l, the Plan ning De partment s hould cons ider the impacts of these projects on the Latino Cull'Ural District and develop measures that
will m itigate those impacts.
The Interim Contro l Reports p repared by project sponsors do not discuss the short- and long-term demographic impacts o f their projects in the
context of the Latino Culh1ral District. First, the project sponsors are not asked to address impacts on the C ultural District, but rather the Mission as a
whole. Second, there are no recognized studies evaluating impacts on the Cultural District in particular, and therefore a sponsor is unable to discuss
impacts in the immed iate area. Thi s is a sig nifi cant shortcoming. The recent study by the U.C. Berkeley Urban Displacement Project concluded that more
detailed analysis is needed " to clarify the complex relationship between development, affordability, and displacement at a local scale." It concluded by
stress ing the importance o f stabilizing vulnerable communities as well as producing alTordable and m arket rate hous ing. Finally, and perhaps most
importantly, the Interim Control Reports do not address cumulati ve demographic changes that multiple market rate projects in the area wou ld have on tbe
Cultural District.
T he Planning Department has already recognized the importance of s trengthening and preserving the socioeconomic diversity of the Mission
neighborhood through its leadership on the Mission Action Plan 2020 (MAP 2020). I have requested that the Planning Department, in collaboration with
MA P 2020 stakeholders, evaluate the impacls of these demographic changes on !he Latino Culwral District and suggest mi tigations that w ill ensure the
long-lcrm stability of the Dis trict. In particular, I have asked for an ana lysis of tbe potential impact of the pipeline projects within the C ultural District on:
ex isting, neighborhood-serving businesses
the displacement of current residents
the affordability o f rents for low- and m iddle-income residents
the Latino community li ving and work ing in the Cultural District
I ask that you pl ease continue consideration of a ny projects w jthin the Calle 24 Lati no C ultura l District until this analysis is comp lete. I
believe that it is critical for the Planning Commission, the Planning Departm ent, and tbe Board of Supervisors to understand the impact o f its decisions on
1hc C ultural D istrict.
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Sincerely,
David Campos
Supervisor, District 9
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September 20, 2016
San Francisco Planning Department
1650 Mission Street
San Francisco, CA 94103

Subject:

Eastern Neighborhoods Citizen Advisory Committee {EN CAC) Response to the EN
Monitoring Reports {2011-2015)

Dear President Fong and Members of the Planning Commission:
At your September 22, 2016 Regular Meeting, you will hear a presentation on the Eastern
Neighborhoods Five Year Monitoring Report (2011- 2015). Attached, please find the statement
prepared by the Eastern Neighborhoods Citizen Advisory Committee (EN CAC) in response to this report.
As you know, we are a 19 member body created along with the Eastern Neighborhoods Plans in
2009. We are appointed by both the Mayor and the Board of Supervisors and are made up of wide
range of residents, business and property owners, developers, and activists. Our charge is to provide
input on many aspects of the EN Plans' implementation including but not limited to: (1) how to program
funds raised through impact fees, (2) proposed changes in land use policy, and (3) the scope and content
of the Monitoring Report.
We have been working closely with staff over the course of the last year to assure the Monitoring
Report is accurate and contains all of the material and analysis required by the Planning and
Administrative Codes. At our regular monthly meeting in August, we voted to endorse the Monitoring
Report that is now before you. We understand that while the Monitoring Report is to provide data,
analysis, and observations about development in the EN, it is not intended to provide conclusive
statements about it s success. Because of this, we have chosen to provide you with the attached
statement regarding the where we believe the EN Plan has been successful, where it has not, and what
the next steps should be in improving the intended Plans' goals and objectives.
Several of our members will be at your September 22 hearing to provide you with our prospective.
look forward to having a dialog with you on what we believe are the next steps.
Please fee l free to reach out t o me, Bruce Huie, the CAC Vice-Chai r or any of our members with
questions or thoughts through Mat Snyder, CAC staff. (mathew.snyder@sfgov.org; 415-575-6891)
Sincerely,

Chris Block
Chair
Eastern Neighborhoods Citizen Advisory Committee
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Eastern Neighborhoods Citizen Advisory Committee
Response to the Five-Year EN Monitoring Report (2011-2015)
INTRODUCTION
The Eastern Neighborhoods Citizen Advisory Committee (EN CAC) is comprised of 19
individuals appointed by members of the Board of Supervisors and the Mayor to represent the
five neighborhoods included in the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan (EN Plan) - Mission, Showplace
Square/Potrero Hill, Central Waterfront, East SoMa and Western SoMa.
The EN CAC has prepared this document in response to the five-year monitoring report, which
was prepared under the specifications of the EN Plan adopting ordinance and approved for
submittal to the Planning Commission by the EN CAC on September 22, 2016. This response
letter was prepared to provide context and an on-the-ground perspective of what has been
happening, as well as outline policy objectives and principles to support the community members
in each of these neighborhoods who are most impacted by development undertaken in response
to the Plan.

BACKGROUND
High Level Policy Objectives and Key Planning Principles of the EN Plan:
The Eastern Neighborhoods Plans represent the City's and community's pursuit of two key
policy goals:
l. Ensuring a stable future for PDR businesses in the city by preserving lands suitable to
these activities and minimizing conflicts with other land uses; and
2. Providing a significant amount of new housing affordable to low, moderate and middle
income families and individuals, along with "complete neighborhoods" that provide
appropriate amenities for the existing and new residents.
In addition to policy goals and objectives outlined in individual plans referenced above, all plans
are guided by four key principles divided into two broad policy categories:
The Economy and Jobs:
1. Reserve sufficient space for production, distribution and repair (PDR) activities, in order
to support the city's economy and provide good jobs for residents.
2. Take steps to provide space for new industries that bring innovation and flexibility to the
city's economy.
People and Neighborhoods:
1. Encourage new housing at appropriate locations and make it as affordable as possible to a
range of city residents.
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2. Plan for transportation, open space, community facilities and other critical elements of
complete neighborhoods.
The ordinances that enacted the EN Plan envision an increase of9,785 and over 13,000 new jobs
in the Plan Area over the 20 year period - 2009 to 2029.
The Eastern Neighborhood's approval included various implementation documents including an
lnteragency Memorandum of Understand (MOU) among various City Departments to provide
assurances to the Community that the public benefits promised with the Plan would in fact be
provided.

COMMENTARY FROM THE EN CAC
The below sections mirror the four key principles of the EN Plan in organization. Below each
principle are the aspects of the Plan that the EN CAC see as "working" followed by "what is not
working".

PRINCIPLE 1. Reserve sufficient space for production, distribution and repair (PDR) activities,
in order to support the city's economy and provide good jobs for residents.
What Seems to be Working:
PDR has been preserved and serves as a model for other cities
A hallmark of the EN Plan is that the City preserved and protected industrial space and
land in the newly created PDR Districts. In fact, many other cities with robust real estate
markets often look to San Francisco to understand how the protections were implemented
and what the result have been since protections were put in place. While other cities
struggle with preserving land for industrial uses, the EN Plan actually anticipated the
possible changes and growth we are now facing and provided specific space for industrial
uses.
Job Growth in the EN, including manufacturing, is almost double the amount that was
anticipated in the EN Plan.
What Seems to Not be Working
Loss of PDRjobs in certain sectors.
There is much anecdotal evidence of traditional PDR businesses being forced out of their
long-time locations within UMU zones. In certain neighborhoods, the UMU zoning has
lead to gentrification, as long standing PDR uses are being replaced with upscale retail
and other commercial services catering to the large segment of market rate housing.
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The relocation and displacement of PDR has been especially severe in the arts and in auto
repair businesses.
Outside of the PDR zoning, there is no mechanism to preserve the types of uses that
typified existing light industrial neighborhoods, such as traditional PDR businesses that
offered well-paying entry level positions, and arts uses. This has resulted in a
fundamental loss of the long-time creative arts community character of the South of
Market, and now also in the Mission District and Dogpatch Neighborhood, with more to
come. Traditional PDR businesses cannot afford the rents of new PDR buildings and do
not fit well on the ground floor of multi-unit residential buildings. The CAC suggests that
the City develop mechanisms within the Planning Code to encourage construction of new
PDR space both in the PDR-only zones and the mixed-use districts suitable for these
traditional uses, including exploring mandatory BMR PDR spaces.

PRINCIPLE 2: Take steps to provide space for new industries that bring innovation and
flexibility to the city's economy.

What Seems to be Working:
The Mixed Use Office zone in East SOMA has produced a number of ground-up office projects
which provide space for new industries that can bring innovation and flexibility to the City's
economy.
There has been a substantial growth in jobs (approx 32,500 jobs) between 2010-2015 - this far
exceeds what was expected over the 20 year term (13,000 jobs). The EN Growth rate appears to
be much higher than most other areas of SF.
In other PDR areas, the focus of the EN Plan was to preserve land and industrial space (as
opposed to constructing new industrial space) in the various PDR zones within the Plan. Based
in part on the robust amount of job growth including job growth within the PDR sector and the
need for new industrial space, the City did amend some of the PDR zoning controls on select
sites to encourage new PDR space construction in combination with office and/or institutional
space. One project has been approved but not yet constructed and features approximately 60,000
square feet of deed-restricted and affordably priced light industrial space and 90,000 square feet
of market rate industrial space, for a total of 150,000 square feet of new PDR space.

What Seems to Not be Working
The EN Plan includes a Biotechnology and Medical Use overlay in the northern portion of the
Central Waterfront that was put in place to permit expansion of these types of uses resulting from
the success of Mission Bay. As of the date of this document, no proposal has been made by the
private sector pursuant to the Biotechnology and Medical Use overlay. It's the CAC's view that
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the residential uses of the UMU zoning in this specific area supports greater land values then
those supported by the Overlay. In addition, the relatively small parcel sizes that characterize the
Central Waterfront I Dogpatch area are less accommodating of larger floorplate biotechnology or
medical use buildings.

PRINCIPLE 3: Encourage new housing at appropriate locations and make it as affordable as
possible to a range of city residents.

What Seems to be Working:
Affordable Housing has been created beyond what would have otherwise:
Throughout San Francisco and certainly in the Eastern Neighborhoods, San Franciscans are
experiencing an affordable housing crisis. That being said, the EN Plan's policy mechanisms
have created higher levels of inclusionary units than previously required by the City (see
Executive Summary, pg. 7). For example, at the time of enactment, UMU zoning required 20% more
inclusionary where density controls were lifted, and higher where additional heights were granted. In
this regards, UMU has shown to be a powerful zoning tool and is largely responsible for the EN
Plan's robust housing development pipeline & implementation. At the same time, community
activists and neighborhood organizations have advocated for deeper levels of affordability and
higher inclusionary amounts contributing to the creation of additional affordable housing.
Affordable housing funds for Mission and South ofMarket have been raised:
Some of the initial dollars of impact fees (first $10M) were for preservation and rehabilitation of
existing affordable housing that would not have otherwise existed if not for the EN Plan.
A new small-sites acquisition and rehab program was implemented in 2015, and has been successful in
preserving several dozen units as permanent affordable housing, protecting existing tenants, and
upgrading life-safety in the buildings.

After a few slow years between 2010-2012, the EN Plan is now out-pacing housing production
with 1,375 units completed, another 3,208 under construction and 1,082 units entitled with
another 7,363 units under permit review (in sum 13,028 units in some phase of development).

What Seems to Not be Working
There is a growing viewpoint centered on the idea that San Francisco has become a playground
for the rich. Long-established EN communities and long-term residents of these neighborhoods
(people of color, artists, seniors, low-income and working class people,) are experiencing an
economic disenfranchisement, as they can no longer afford to rent, to eat out, or to shop in the
neighborhood. They see the disappearance of their long-time neighborhood-serving businesses
and shrinking sense of community.
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Insufficient construction ofaffordable housing
Although developments have been increasing throughout the Eastern Neighborhoods, we have
seen a lack of affordable housing included in what is being built compared to the needs of the
current community members. Market-rate development, often regarded as "luxury," is
inaccessible to the vast majority of individuals and families living in the city. The demand for
these units has been the basis for a notable level of displacement, and for unseen pressures on
people in rent controlled units, and others struggling to remain in San Francisco. A robust
amount of affordable housing is needed to ensure those with restricted financial means can afford
San Francisco. We have yet to see this level of development emulated for the populations who
are most affected by the market-rate tremors. It is time for an approach towards affordable
housing commensurate with the surge that we have seen for luxury units.
High cost ofhousing and commercial rents
Due to the high cost of housing in San Francisco, many long-term residents are finding it
increasingly difficult, if not outright impossible, to even imagine socioeconomic progress. As
rents have entered into a realm of relative absurdity, residents have found it ever more
challenging to continue living in the city. The only way to move up (or even stay afloat, in many
cases), is to move out of San Francisco. This situation has unleashed a force of displacement,
anxiety, and general uneasiness within many segments of the Eastern Neighborhoods.
Pace ofDevelopment
The pace of development within the Eastern Neighborhoods has far exceeded the expectations
originally conceived by the City. Since the market is intended to ensure situations are harnessed
to maximize profit, we have seen development unaffordable to most. With a few thousand units
in the pipeline slated for the Eastern Neighborhoods, much yet needs to be done to ensure that
the city can handle such rapid change without destroying the essence of San Francisco.

PRINCIPLE 4: Plan for transportation, open space, community facilities and other critical
elements of complete neighborhoods.

What Seems to be Working:
The EN Plan leverages private investment for community benefits by creating predictability for
development.
With a clear set of zoning principles and codes and an approved EIR, the EN Plan has
successfully laid a pathway for private investment as evidenced by the robust development
pipeline. While in some neighborhoods the pace of development may be outpacing those benefits
- as is the case in the throughout the Eastern Neighborhoods, there are community benefits being
built alongside the development - and a growing impact fee fund source, as developments pay
their impact fees as required by the EN Plan.
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Funds have been raised for infrastructure that would not otherwise be raised. To date $48M has
been raised and $100M expected in the next five years (see Tables 6.2.3; 6.2.2)
Priority Projects have been incorporated into the City's Ten Year Capital Plan and the
Implementing Agencies' Capital Improvement Plans and work programs.
The Plan has lead to the development of parks and open space recreation. Streetscape
improvements to 161h Street, Folsom and Howard, 61h, 7th and 8th Streets are now either fully
funded or in process of being funded.
It is expected that more street life will over time support more in-fill retail and other community
services.
New urban design policies that were introduced as part of the EN Plan are positive. The creation
of controls such as massing breaks, mid-block mews, and active space frontages at street level
create a more pedestrian friendly environment and a more pleasant urban experience. In Western
Soma, the prohibition of lot aggregation above 100' has proven useful in keeping the smaller
scale.

What Seems to Not be Working
A high portion ofimpact fees (80%) is dedicated to priority projects, such as improvements to
l 61h Street and, Folsom and Howard Streets. The vast majority of impact fees have been set
aside for these large infrastructure projects that might have been better funded by the general
fund. This would allow for more funding for improvements in the areas directly impacted by the
new development. This also limits the availability of funds for smaller scale projects and for
projects that are more EN-centric. There are very limited options in funding for projects that
have not been designated as "priority projects".
In-kind agreements have absorbed a significant percentage of the discretionary fees collected as
well.
Absence ofopen space
The Eastern Neighborhoods lag behind other neighborhoods in San Francisco and nationwide in
per capita green space (see Rec and Open Space Element Map 07 for areas lacking open space).
Although the impact fees are funding the construction of new parks at 17th and Folsom in the
Mission, Daggett Park in Potrero Hill and the rehabilitation of South Park in SOMA, there is a
significant absence of new green or open space being added to address the influx of new
residents. The Showplace Square Open Space Plan calls for four acres of new parks in the
neighborhoods where only one is being constructed.
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As a finite and valuable resource, we believe the City has an obligation to treat the waterfront
uniquely and should strive to provide green and open waterfront space to the residents of the
Eastern Neighborhoods and all City residents in perpetuity.
The pace of infrastructure development is not keeping up with development
There is a lag time between development and the implementation of new infrastructure,
seemingly with no clear plan for how to fund the increased infrastructure needs. The plan is now
8 years old: the number of housing units that were projected to be built under the Plan is being
exceeded, and we have to date not identified additional infrastructure funds to make up the
funding gap. This appears to be a clear failure in the EN Plan implementation, especially because
we now have little chance to fill that gap with higher development fees.
The data contained in the Monitoring Report indicates that the EN Plan has been successful in
the development of new housing. However, the pace of development appears to have far
exceeded the pace of new infrastructure. This is true in each of the EN areas. There is a
deficiency in transit options and development of new open space within all plan neighborhoods.
A single child-care center in the Central Waterfront has been built as a part of the Plan. As of this
time, not one new open space park has opened within the Plan area. The deficiency in public
transportation is especially apparent. Ride services have become an increasingly popular option.
However, their use contributes to the traffic congestion that is common throughout the city of
San Francisco.
The impact fees inadequate
Although the amount of impact fees currently projected to be collected will exceed the sums
projected in the Plan, the funding seems inadequate to address the increasing requirements for
infrastructure improvements to support the EN Plan. The pace of development has put huge
pressure on transportation and congestion and increased the need and desire for improved bike
and pedestrian access along major routes within each Plan neighborhood. There is a striking
absence of open space, especially in the Showplace/Potrero neighborhood. There has been a
significant lag time in the collection of the Plan impact fees and with the implementation of the
community benefits intended to be funded by the fees.

Large portions of impact fees are dedicated, which limits agility with funding requests from
discretionary fees. The CAC has allocated funding for citizen-led initiatives to contribute a
sustainable stream of funding to the Community Challenge Grant program run out of the City
Administrators' office. Our past experience is that this program has doubled capacity of local
"street parks" in the Central Waterfront from 2 to 4 with the addition of Tunnel Top Park and
Angel Alley to the current street parks of Minnesota Grove and Progress Park.
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Impacts ofnon-EIR projects
Data in the report does not properly reflect the impacts ofnon-EIR projects, such as Pier 70,
recent UCSF expansion into Dogpatch and the Potrero Annex. These very large projects are not
required to provide impact fees; the public must rely on the developers working with the
community to add benefits to their projects.

Upcoming non-EIR projects such as the Warriors arena, Seawall 337 I Pier 48, continued
housing development in Mission Bay and UCSF student housing further increase the pressures of
density on the neighborhoods. The square footage included in these various projects may equal
or exceed all of the projects under the EN Plan. Although these projects are not dependent on the
EN Plan to provide their infrastructure, their impacts should be considered for a complete EN
approach to infrastructure and other improvements.
Deficiency in Complete Neighborhoods
Complete neighborhoods recognize the need for proximity of daily consumer needs to a home
residence. Combining resources to add shopping for groceries, recreation for families, schools
for children will create a complete neighborhood. This will then have the additional benefit of
reducing vehicle trips.

Many new developments have been built with no neighborhood -serving retail or commercial
ground floor space. The UMU zoning has allowed developers to take advantage of a robust real
estate market and build out the ground floor spaces with additional residential units, not
neighborhood services such as grocery and other stores.
Evictions and move-outs
There are many reports of long-term residents of the neighborhoods being evicted or forced or
paid to move out of the area. Younger, high wage-earning people are replacing retirees on fixed
incomes and middle and low wage earners.
Traffic congestion and its impact on commercial uses
Transportation improvements have not kept pace with the amount of vehicular traffic on the
streets, leading to vehicular traffic congestion in many parts of the Eastern Neighborhoods.
While the slow movement of traffic has affected all residents, it has become a serious burden for
businesses that rely on their ability to move goods and services quickly and efficiently. The
additional transit that has been implemented through MUNI Forward is welcome but not
sufficient to serve new growth. There does not seem to be sufficient increase in service to meet
the increase in population.
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Loss ofnon-pro.fit and institutional space
There are many reports of non-profits and institutions being forced to relocate due to rent
pressures.
Urban Design Policies and Guidelines
While the EN Plans did provide urban design provisions to break up building and provide active
frontages, additional urban design controls are warranted. New buildings would be more
welcome if they provided more commercial activity at the ground level. Other guidelines should
be considered to further break down the massing of new structures.

PROPOSED STRATEGIES TO ADDRESS WHAT'S NOT WORKING:
Retaining PDR:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Study trends of specific PDR sectors, such as repair and construction to see what is
happening to them.
Implement temporary or permanent relocation assistance programs for displaced PDR
tenants through the OEWD.
Consider implementing programs to transition workers from PDR sectors being lost.
Potentially preserve additional land for PDR- both inside and outside of the EN (i.e.
Bayshore).
Establish new mechanisms and zoning tools to encourage construction and establishment
of new and modern PDR space within the PDR districts.
The EN Plan should consider making a provision for temporary or permanent relocation
assistance for PDR uses displaced by implementation of the EN Plan and/or use impact
fees to assist in the acquisition/development of a new creative arts facility similar to other
city-sponsored neighborhood arts centers like SOMArts.

Retaining Non-Profit Spaces:
•
•
•

Study impacts of rent increases on non-profit office space.
Where preservation/incorporation of PDR uses will be required (i.e. Central Waterfront),
consider allowing incorporation of non-profit office as an alternative.
Consider enacting inclusionary office program for non-profit space, PDR, and similar
uses.

Housing
•
•

Consider increases in affordability levels.
More aggressively pursue purchasing opportunity sites to ensure that they can be
preserved for affordable housing before they are bought by market-rate developers.
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Infrastructure I Complete Neighborhoods
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

Work with Controller's Office, Capital Planning Office, and the Mayor's Budget Office
to solve the existing known funding gap for EN Infrastructure Projects.
Deploy impact fees more quickly or find ways to use impact fees to leverage other
sources that could be deployed sooner (i.e. bond against revenue stream).
Consider increasing impact fee levels.
Increase amount of infrastructure, such as additional parks, given that more development
has occurred (and will likely continue to occur) than originally anticipated.
Study how to bring infrastructure improvements sooner.
Study new funding strategies (such as an IFD or similar) or other finance mechanisms to
supplement impact fees and other finance sources to facilitate the creation of complete
neighborhoods, a core objective of the EN Plan.
Improve the process for in kind agreements.
Consider allocation of waterfront property to increase the amount of green and open
space for use by the general public, as illustrated by the successful implementation in
Chicago.
Review structure of the EN CAC. Consider how the CAC can deploy funds faster.
Possibly broaden the role of the CAC to include consideration of creation of complete
neighborhoods.
Consider decreasing the number of members on the EN CAC in order to meet quorum
more routinely. Impress on the BOS and the Mayor the importance of timely
appointments to the CAC.
Consider legislation that would enable greater flexibility in spending between
infrastructure categories so that funds are not as constrained as they are currently set to be
by the Planning Code.
Explore policies that maximize the utilization of existing and new retail tenant space for
neighborhood serving retail, so that they are not kept vacant.

Non EN-EIR Projects
•

Encourage the City to take a more holistic expansive approach and analysis that include
projects not included in the current EN EIR or the EN Geography.
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The Eviction Defense Collaborative strives to prevent homelessness, preserve affordable
housinq and protect the diversity of San Francisco. We work toward these qoals by providinq
emergency rental assistance and by helping low-Income tenants qain eQual access to the law In order
to assert their riqhts at court.
The Anti-Eviction Mapping Project is a data visualization, data analysis, and oral history
collective documenting the displacement and resistance of Bay Area residents. With numerous
partner organizations includinq the EDC, we seek to empower community knowledqe production
through our collaborative visualizations.

EVICTION REPORT 2015

[ *!I!] COLLABORATIVE
EVICTION DEFENSE

EVICTION DEFENSE

COLLABORATIVE
Donate or Volunteer at

EDC 1338 MISSION ST 41 ~ FLOOR

I

SF CA 94103

I

415.947.0797

I

evlctlondefense.orq

evictiondefense.org

Tax Id# (94·3342323)

()

-~
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rThe Eviction Defense

t~ pr~vent

Collaborative

strives
homelessness,
preserve affordable housing, and protect the diversity of
San Francisco by providing emergency rental assistance and
advocating for low-income tenants to gain equal access to the law.

-

Drop· In Clinlc

Eoc·s drop·ln clinic welcomes any San Francisco tenant laclnQ an eviction. Open every
weekday. services Include ouldance In the brief leoal process ol evictions: help In preparlno
papers to mo In court: referrals to other leqal resourcM: and hands-on neootlatlon. ouldance.
and support durlno the settlement conference.

San Francisco is experlenclno a crisis of affordablllty.

-

In 2014 & 2015. lhe city rankvd wcond In the nation In Income Inequality. with the fastest qrowlnQ qap
between rich and poor'. This year. the poorest household lncomos art finally QOlno up. However, with the
median rent for a one· bedroom apartment at $3,100, and for a two· bedroom et $4,125'. this shi ft may
be a result of tenant s belno priced out of the city. This Is t he landscape that SF tenants are navl oallno. In
partnership with many oth ers. the Eviction Defense Collaboratlvo Is fiohtlnQ for tonants to stay.

~ J[IM\Siftlt,,m11•
%of MFI

Trlal Project
S incre3se over MFI QrO,.th. 2011 ·2014

_____ .

RAOCo • Rental Assistance Disbursement Component
Startlno In 1999. lhe EOC beoan developino a more complete preventative packaoe of nrvices
for famllles and 11\dlvlduals deauno with an eviction lawsuit. A crucial part of this packaoe Is
financial rollof for r enters. We provide rental assistance. orants. and lnterest·free loans to
approximately 500 households per year. enabllno fa milies to pay overdue rent and keep their
home~ RAOCO works with tenants who have fallen behind In rent bocauu of a crisis such as
a family health emeroency.an Injury at work. or the thelt of rent money. One does not need to
have received an eviction notice to quallfy for RAOCo funds.

F-EOC also assists these who are hOmeless and In need of advoca tes In the City's homeless
shell•~ San Francisco Is unique in the country to have a formal orlevance process for these
who have been denied services from Cit y· funded she l ter~ Our Shelter Cllent Advocates work
with residents of homeless shelters to monitor conditions and rules. actlno as Informal conflict
resolvtts between the shelters and their cnents and asslstlno cii.nts In appHllno denials of
service. A rectnl evaluation of our prooram shows that the EOC's Involvement IHdS to a 70%
positive outcome for cfients-.lther the dtnlal of service Is overturned or the dtlnal of service ls
positively modified.

-

-

.,..,...-----~VlCllON

l O..l•NUf~to·Hd~.ACSGf.M111,o.t,~s...nrrlM'l<iko RH1t8NtdO•I•

94111

131,932

The Trial Project offers onooino and full·scope representation for tenants who do not settle
thei r cases at a stllltment conlerence. Eviction cases are heard In clvll court where no publlc
defenders are provided. but It Is oeneral ty Impossible for people In low·lncome househOlds to
afford a private attorney. The EOC charoes a slldlno scale fee and arranQts payment plans for
Its services on an as-needed basis. Noone ls turnod away duo to lack of funds.

--fJ.-

l8'~111itit11UlMf'~•.,NrtfdcM(~ySff"Ac•Ott.t

,-

DEF£NSE COLLABORATIVE
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+$4,336

41All

ll.311

28.3"

Over 90% of San Francisco tenants who respond to their
eviction lawsuit do so with EOC's help. Each year. tenants of
color are dlsproportlonatoly represented rn those we serve.

Compared to the city
population in 2015,
African-Americans
were overrepresented
in our clientele by over

300%
TENANTS

TENANTS
SERVED BY EOC

SERVED BY EDC
17.511

17.3"

SF POPUt.:ATION

RACE/

829,072

ETHNICITY

SF Population

6, 72 0 Individuals

380,518
Total Housing
Units in SF

Served by EDC in 2015

Without EDC, I would have had to return to m y parents'
home in Tulsa, Oklahoma, where they have no
protections for transgender rights. EDC saved both
my own and my son's lives from very radical change.

EOC's help was a blessing. I see a lot of homeless
people on the streets and I feel for them. I came
very c lose-that was a scary feeling. I wouldn't
have been able to survive being homeless.
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2,24 8 Total EDC SF Eviction Cases in
•

316

274
177
198
248

El

"INCRCASC or CVCTI OH CASCS BY ZIP CODC. ZOl•·ZOIS

•• Uzip codt'S without lnd'u t ionot c~c;•uw llttlt l o no vati.Oon ln•vktlon r•I••

TENDERLOIN 14%

OrTOTA~ io1s

EVCTIOH CASCS

94102

SOMA 12.2%
94103

BAYVIEW 7.8%
94124

INNER MISSION 8.8%
94110

':J

POLK I NOB HILL 11%

-.3
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In 2013, EOC fo llowed up with a random $llmpl~
of our cllents from the prevlo~ year.
Thi s Is where they 1tnded IJI>.

f 320

21 % Seniors
25% Mln0<s
37% 0 15llbled

TOTAL /

• El 118
El 11 0

AMI:

RACE I ETHNICITY :

257

Vl 48
l
31
M

White 120

Rent Controlled
Units we Preserved

Black 73
Latino 52

Black 73

St ayed in Home

Asian 41

AMI :

Slack 69

Minors

As ian 20

257 Rental
Control Units
[ 62% of clients J

Lat ino 17 Nal. Am.

>-

White 20
Seniors

Latino 21 Asian

32%

Minon

32%

1-

u

0th.

z

Olsabled

:I:
1-

w
.......
w

Moved within CA

AM I:
I

RACE / ETHNICITY :

15% Seniors 15%

Min

f

u
ct
Ct:

130 TOTAL /

39%

0 15llblod

z

Whit e 53

0
j::
~

Black 27

>
w

......

0:

0
....

z

RACE I ETHNICITY:

AMI :

230 Clients
with Dlsabllltles
CSS" of clients J

88 Households
246 Households on 87 Households
with children
Public Assistance with seniors
( 21% of clients J I S9" of clients J ( 20 " of clients J

TOTAt. /

• El 19

34%

Seniors we
assist ed

44% Olsabled

Moved wit hin Bay Area { 81
Et. 28
Vt. 18
l
M

92

S1tnlors

M

Whit e 31

Children we
kept housed

Nat. Am.

27%
3 3%

• El 72
EL 53
Vl 19
l 5

f 153 ToTAL /

RACE I ETHNICITY :

Other

155

White 18
Other 4
Latino 3

0

(/)

ct

Asian 7
Black 3

w

Ct:

- - EVICTION DEFENSE COLLABORATIVE
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Black / African American 207
Whi t e 121
Hispanic or Latino 80
N/ A 31
Other 18
Amer ican Indian 15
Asian 15
Native Hawaiian I Pacific Islander 8
Bud9etln9 102
Temporary loss of work income 72
Temporary loss of benefits 43
Other 40
Health, hospital bills or unable to work 34
N/ A 30
Crime aqalnst t enant 27
Family emer11ency 27
Rent money lost 14
One time expense 11
Security deposit for homeless/ shel ter resident 10
Landlord tenant dispute 5

95%
Clients rem ained In their
homes after 3 mont hs

81%
Clients rem ained In their
homes after 9 mont hs

The number of evictions carri ed out by the SF Sheriff's Otpartment each year
reprtsents only a fraction of the number of San Francisco tenants forced out
of their homes. Many poop!t leave their homes btfort any formal eviction
procedure ls carried out In r11sponse to sudden rent hikes. harassment
from landlords, and buyouts Intended to undermine rent control.

.111

•1Hl!SWI'

~ld.W:-

30 or 60 Days

••

---

Tenant DOES pay rent or
Cures Violation of Rental
AQreement

Tenant DOES NOT pay rent
or Cure Violation of Rental
Aoreement

•m11'1iH!!of'
Landlord Flies Summons + Complaint for
UNLAWFUL DETA INER at Court and Serves Tenant
~

~

EDC's work to have a Stay of Eviction (outlined In the chart on the
followlnq paqt) qr anted In many cases accounts for !ht difference
In number of scheduled and completed evictions Shown here.

We were so stressed because we didn't know what to do.
There was a time when we were QOinCJ to 9ive up, 9oinQ
to move out. But EDC said don't worry about a thinCJ,
we're Qoinc;i to help you. EDC oave us 130% effort."

NO Response filed

R esponse filed: Prelimln1ry Motions:
Demurr er/ Motion to Strike
Motion to Ouash

Default J udqtment:
Tenant loses

File Answer:
Jury Demand and Di scovery
·13 Days

••
Motion to Vacat e

uumt1·m

• Sherrlll's Notice
In San f'ranclsco •
Shtrrllf's Eviction set fo r 2
·3 wttks after J udqement
and on a Weds.

Stay of Eviction •

4'itiJW9

In San Francisco, courts wi ll often qrant a I
wttk stay and possibly additlon11 stays, with
uch tdditlontl stty proqresslvtly less likely
t o bt Qttnted.

~

V)
-...9

Exe.pt In San Francisco·
usually Wtds. or Thurs.,
2 · 3 wHks efttr Answtr

Mandatory set tlement c onfmnce

••
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Tenant has only S calendar
days • lncludlno wHkends
• to respond to tht ltwsult

•

•UU'1¥'1t''

Except In San rranclsco.
usually th• followlnq Mon.,
but sometimes have to
wait for a courtroom

'PV·mw
••

·•"'

+Tenant stays In Posstsslon
+Tenant must pay 111 back
rtnt (at rett dttermlntd by
jury If defense Is habitability)
+Tenant rec overs Cost of Sult
+Tenant recovers Attorney
FHS If Provided In Rtnt•I
Aqrffment

Evictions Near Shuttle Stops 2011-2013
N

+
•

2013 Evictions

•

2012 Evictions

•

201 1 Evictions
Shuttle Stops

0

0.5
I

I

1
I

2 Miles
I

Overall:
No-Fault Evictions increased 42°10 between 2011 and 2012.
No-Fault Evictions increased 57°10 between 2012 and 2013.

69o/o of No-Fault Evictions each year occurred
within four blocks of known shuttle stops.
Sources: San Francisco Rent Board & data. sf.gov.org
Shuttle stops from Stamen Design 2012 study &

Anti-Eviction Mapping Project, Mar 2014
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Sales Taxes Collected in Mission Area Plan Area, 2011-2015

20 11

$4,486,667

2012

$4,913,267

9.5%

2013

$5,292,732

2014

$5,598,902

20 15

$6,227,719

TOTAL

$26,519,287

$75, 198,02 1
$80,709,201

7.3%

7.7%

$84,261,806

4.4%

5.8%

$89,605,4 13

6.3%

11.2%

$94,546, 142

5.5%

$424,320,583

Source San Frarcisco Cont1olle(s O'hcc

3
Property Taxes Collected in the Eastern Neighborhoods, 2008 and 2015

Mission
Central Waterfront

$37 ,908,346

$58,957,413

$5,704,111

$ 10,338,391

East SoMa

$46,831,664

$63, 172,434

Showplace Square/Potrero Hill

$29,446, 594

$4 7 ,803,586

Western SoMa
Total

$17 ,146,718

$24,348,243

$137,037,433

$204,620,067

Source SF As"'5S01·s Ottoce lo• ?008 dal.l (assessed value~ t f1'('S " " rJte of I 163%) and Tax Collccto<"s Ott>ee fa< 20: 5

3. Housing

continue to live there. One of the main goals of the

Mission Area Plan is to increase the producti on
The provision of adequate housing to residents
of all incomes has long been a challenge in San
Francisco. Over the past five years, however, San
Francisco epitomized the housing affordability crisis afflicting American cities and coastal communities throughout California . As discussed in the
previous section, th e Bay Area , city, and Mission
neighborhood have all seen robust employment
growth since the "G reat Recession" triggered by
the financial crisis in 2007 . Du ring this period,
the city has added housing units much more
slowly than new employees. As a resu lt, a growing
and more affluent labor force has driven up the
costs of housing, making it increasingly difficult
for low and moderate income fami lies to remain in
San Francisco.
In the past five years, the Mission has been a
foca l point of struggles over housing as well as
efforts by the City to ensure that its residents can

22

SA N FRANCISC OPLANNING DEPARTMENT

of housing affordable to a wide-range of incomes.
The environmental ana lysis conducted for the
EN EIR estimated that between 800 and 2,000
additional units could be developed as a result
of the rezoning associated with the Mission Area
Plan .8 The Plan also recognizes the value of the
existing housing stock and calls fo r its preservation, particularly given that much of it is under
rent con trol. Dwell ing unit mergers are strongly
discouraged and housing demolitions are allowed
only on cond ition of adequate unit replacement.

-

8 [a,tcrn Neighborhoods Rezoning and A1ca Plans [ nv11onmcntal Impact Report
(2005)
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1. Introduction: Mission Area Plan
San Francisco's Eastern Bayfront neighborhoods
have historically been the home of the city's industrial economy and have accommodated diverse
communities ranging from families who have
lived in the area for generations to more recent
immigrants from Latin America and Asia. The
combination of a vibrant and innovative industrial
economy with the rich cultural infusion of old
and new residents is central to San Francisco's
character. Among many of the components that
contributed to the economic and cultural character
of the eastern part of the San Francisco were the
wide availability of lands suitable for industrial
activities (whether or not they were zoned for
such) and the affordability of these neighborhoods'
housing stock, relative to other parts of the city.
Industrial properties continue to be valuable assets
to the city's economy as they provide space for
innovative local businesses; large, flexible floorplans for a wide range of tenants; and living wage
career opportunities to residents without advanced
degrees.
Over the past few decades, and particularly during
the series of booms" in high technology industries
since in the 1990s, the Eastern Bayfront neighborhoods have experienced waves of pressure
on its industrial lands and affordable housing
stock. Due to their proximity to downtown San
Francisco and easy access (via US-101, 1-280,
and Caltrain) to Silicon Valley, industrially-zoned
properties in the Eastern Bayshore, particularly in
neighborhoods like South of Market (SoMa), Mission, Showplace Square, and Central Waterfront
became highly desirable to office users who were
able to outbid traditional production, distribution,
and repair (PDR) businesses for those spaces.
The predominant industrial zoning designations in
these neighborhoods until the late 2000s-C-M,
M-1, and M-2-allowed for a broad range of uses,
which enabled owners to sell or lease properties
to non-PDR businesses as well as to develop
them into "live-work" lofts serving primarily as a
residential use.
11

Moreover, much of the Eastern Neighborhoods is
well-served by public transportation, have vibrant
cultural amenities, and feature many attractive

older buildings. These neighborhood assets and
employment opportunities have served as magnets
for high wage earners and housing developers,
creating an influx of new, more affluent residents.
Beginning in the late 1990s, the City, residents,
community activists, and business owners recognized the need for a comprehensive, communitybased planning process to resolve these conflicts
and stabilize the neighborhoods into the future.
The Eastern Neighborhoods community planning
process was launched in 2001 to determine how
much of San Francisco's remaining industrial
lands should be preserved and how much could
appropriately be transitioned to other uses.
The planning process also recognized the need
to produce housing opportunities for residents
of all income levels, which requires not just the
development of new units at market rates, but
also opportunities for low and moderate income
families.
In 2008, four new area plans for the Mission, East
SoMa, Showplace Square/Potrero Hill, and Central
Waterfront neighborhoods were adopted. Respecting the Western SoMa community's request for
more time to complete their planning process, the
area plan for that neighborhood was undertaken
in parallel and completed in 2013. The resulting
area plans contained holistic visions for affordable
housing, transportation, parks and open space,
urban design, and community facilities.
The Eastern Neighborhoods Plans represent
the City's and community's pursuit of two key
policy goals:
1) Ensuring a stable future for PDR businesses in
the city by preserving lands suitable to these
activities and minimizing conflicts with other
land uses; and
2) Providing a significant amount of new housing
affordable to low, moderate and middle income
families and individuals, along with "complete
neighborhoods" that provide appropriate amenities for the existing and new residents.
The challenges that motivated the Eastern
Neighborhoods community planning process

11116
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were evident in the Mission when the plans were
adopted and continue to be relevant today. The
boundaries of the Mission Area Plan Area , shown
in
, run along Duboce/ 13th to the north,
Potrero Avenue to the east, Guerrero Street to the
west, and Cesar Chavez Street to the south. 1
The Mission is highly dense with neighborhood
amenities, including a variety of shops and
restaurants, an architecturally rich and varied
housing stock, vibrant cultural resources, and
excellent transit access. Traditional ly a reservoir of
affordable housing relatively accessible to recent
immigrants and artists, housing affordability in
the Mission has significantly decl ined in the past
decade as demand has rapidly outpaced new
housing supply and due to statewide restrictions
on tenant protection laws (such as the Ellis Act) ,
which allows landlords to evict residents from
rent controlled apartments. Despite inclusionary
housing requirements that mandate that a certain
percentage of new units be affordable to low and
moderate income households, new housing has
been la rgely unaffordable to existing residents.
Mission residents and business owners highlighted
a number of policy goals, in addition to the Eastern Neighborhoods-wide objectives, that should be
considered for the Area Plan:
Preserve diversity and vitality of the Mission
Increase the amount of affordable housing
» Preserve and enhance the existing Production,
Distribution and Repair businesses
» Preserve and enhance the unique character of
the Mission's distinct commercial areas
» Promote alternative means of transportation to
reduce traffic and auto use
» Improve and develop additional communi ty
facilities and open space
» Minimize displacement
»

»

1

Unless. olht<VJI"'' noted, this report w II refer to lhe M1s.s1on Area Plan A1ea. M1i.t,1on

neighborhood, and ~! he M1SS1on· 1 n~erchangeJbly. Js the ar~1 shown on Map 1 Oth~r
ott1cial and corrmumty dclm1t1ons of the bound•mcs ct lhc Mission neighborhood cx1~1.
Where those Jrc used w1thm this report. they \VIII be Spt'C1!1cally referenced.

2016

1.1 Summary of Ordinance and Monitoring
Requirements
The ordinances that enacted the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans (including Western SoMa),
adopted by the Board of Supervisors, include a
requirement that the Planning Department produce five year reports monitoring residential and
commercial developments in those neighborhoods,
as well as impact fees generated and public and
private investments in community benefits and
infrastructure.?
includes the language
in the Administrative Code mandating the Monitoring Reports. The first set of monitoring reports for
Mission, East SoMa, Showplace Square/Potrero
Hill, and Central Waterfront were published in
2011, covering the period from January 1, 2006
through December 31, 2010.
The ordinances require the monitoring reports to
track all development activity occurring within
Plan Area boundaries during the five-year period,
as well as the pipeline projecting future development as of the end of the reporting period. Some
of this development activi ty was considered under
the Eastern Neighborhoods Environmental Impact
Report (EN PEIR), certified in 2008; and Western
SoMa EIR, certified in 2012. However, a few of
the developments that have been completed during this period and some of the proposed projects
in the pipeline did not (or wi ll not) receive their
environmenta l clearance through these two EIRs,
for these four reasons:
1) The developments were entitled prior to the
adoption of the Plans, under zoning designations that were subsequently changed by
the Plans.
2) Under the Eastern Neighborhoods Amnesty
Program that expired in 2013, legalization
of conversions from PDR to office space
that took place prior to Plan adoption was
allowed.
3) Some large-scale developments and Plan
Areas that are within or overlap Project Area
boundaries (such as Central SoMa and Pier
70) will undergo separate environmental
review processes.
2 Unless oth:M1!>.t: roh.'C. this rc;xrt will refer to th<' l:..t.1:M1:m Neighbo•tloocr.. Arca
Plans. or JUSt Area Plans. a; encompassing the M1ss1on. East SoMa. Central Waterfront.
Sho.,1place SquarCiPOtrfro Hiii as v-1tll as Western SoMa Rt!fer~cts to ?Ian Areas (or to
the names of the md1v1dual areas) will dcscribe the ilrCJS w1 thm the oo~.mdarics outlined
by the individual plans.
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2. Commercial Activity and
Job Creation

4) Certain smaller projects did not rely on the
rezoning under the EIRs and are therefore
excluded.
This report analyzes all development activity
within the Eastern Neighborhoods, whether or not
projects rely on the EN PEIR. For a list of projects
relying on the EN PEIR, please refer to

The Mission Area Plan Monitoring Report 2011 2015 is part of the set of Eastern Neighborhoods
monitoring reports covering the period from January 1, 2011 to December 31, 2015. Because
Western SoMa was adopted in 2013, no monitoring reports have been produced for that Area Plan.
However, due to its geographic proximity and
overlapping policy goals with the other Eastern
Neighborhoods, Planning Department staff, in
consultation with the CAC, has shifted the reporting timeline such that the Western SoMa Area
Plan Monitoring Report 2011-2015 wi ll be the
first five-year report and set the calendar so that
future monitoring reports are conducted alongside
the other Eastern Neighborhoods. Subsequent
time series monitoring reports for the Mission
area and other Eastern Neighborhoods (including
Western SoMa) will be released in years ending in
1 and 6.
Whi le the previous Monitoring Report covered only
the smal l amount of development activities in the
years immediately preceding and following the
adoption of the Mission Area Plan in 2008, this
report contains information and analysis about a
period of intense market development and political
activity in the Mission. This report relies primarily
on the Housing Inventory, the Commerce and
Industry Inventory, and the Pipeline Quarterly
Report, all of which are published by the Planni ng
Department. Additional data sources include: the
California Employment and Development Department (EDD), the U.S. Census Bureau's American
Community Survey, the San Francisco Municipal
Transportation Agency (SFMTA), Co-Star Realty
information, Dun and Bradstreet business data,
CBRE and NAl-BT Commercial real estate reports,
and information gathered from the Department of
Building Inspection, the offices of the Treasurer
and Tax Collector, the Control ler, and the
Assessor-Recorder.
8

One of the defining characteristics of the Mission
neighborhood is its remarkable mix of uses and
diversity of businesses, including manufacturing,
restaurants and bars, a broad range of retai l activities, institutional and educational uses, hospita ls,
and more. The neighborhood commercial corridors
along Mission, Valencia, and 24th Streets support
a variety of retail activities including shops and
services, housing, and small offices, wl1ich serve
their immediate neighborhood and also residents
from throughout the city and region. Indeed, these
commercial corridors have become part of San
Francisco's tourism circuit, attracting visitors from
around the world. 3
The primarily residential portions of the Mission,
which occupy the blocks on the southeast and
western edges of the neighborhood, are also
peppered with neigh borhood serving businesses
including corner stores, dry cleaning services,
restau rants, cafes, and bars. Lastly, the Mission is
home to a th riving collection of PDR businesses.
The Northeast Mission Industrial Zone (NEMIZ)
clusters many of these industrial activities and
spaces, but a variety of smaller PDR businesses
(such as auto repair garages, light manufacturing
work, and the like) are scattered throughout the
neighborhood. This mix of uses is an important
source of employment opportun ities for neighborhood, city and Bay Area residents; contributing to
the overall vitality and cul ture of the Mission.

2.1 Commercial Space Inventory
ill ustrates the mix of non-residential
space in the Mission as of 2015. The table
reflects the balanced mix of uses described above,
as office, retail, and PDR activities each occupy
roughly a quarter of the commercial space in
the neighborhood. Cultural, institutional, and
educational and medical uses make up roughly
another 20% of non-residential buildings and
tourist hotels take up about another 1%. The table
3 Fm example, a recent Nt-~\ Yo·~ frllt':i ff·.1twe 1ugt1l1g1nmg 18 San rranc1sco
Jttracttons to visit on a 36·hom swy m lhP city wr.luded 6 sit~ within the M1 ss1on AreJ
Plan Arca and another 3 w1thm 2 blocks of its boundc:i11cs. Sec http:/bwJw.oytJmes
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Fl U
Produce Market on Mission Street

Photo by SF Pla1111111p.. Pc>dro Pe'.erson

also shows the importance of the Mission in the
San Francisco's stock of industrial lands. Though
the neighborhood only accounts for 5% of the
City's overa ll commercial space, its share of PDR
space is much higher, at 8%. However, as will be

discussed in the sections below, in recent decades
PDR space has been subject to intense pressures
from uses that are able to pay higher land rents,
such as office and market-rate residential.

Commercial Building Space Square Footage, Mission and San Francisco, 2015

Cultural,
Institution,
Educational

1,760, 105

15%

29,898,514

13°0

6%

698,877

6%

17,468,039

7%

4%

Office

3,079,23 1

27%

107 ,978,954

45%

3%

PDR I Light
Industrial

2,896,338

25%

36,265,832

15%

8%

Retail

3,022,780

26%

42,299,526

18%

7%

92,560

1%

4,053,422

2~~

2%

11,549,891

100%

237,964,287

100%

5%

Medical

Visitor/ Lodging
Total

Source: San frc.ir1C1'-"'.0 Plann1g OepallmE-nl Land Use OatJb,1-.t', M:ucn 2016
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shows commercial and other nonresidential development activity in the Mission
Area Plan area between January 1, 2011 and
December 31, 2015 while
shows
corresponding figures for San Francisco. These
tables count newly developed projects (on vacant
properties or redevelopment of existing properties)
as well as conversions from one use to another.
Between 2011 and 2015, 206,000 square feet of
PDR land was converted to other uses, especially
housing, equivalent to rough ly 6% of PDR space
in the Mission .
Two properties accou nt for more than 75% of the
PDR conversion during this period. In 2012, the
Planning Department legitimized a conversion
of roughly 95,000 square feet of PDR to office
at 1550 Bryant; the actual conversion occurred
prior to the enactment of Eastern Neighborhoods
without the benefit of a permit. The legitimization
program (see section 2.3. l ), which was enacted

I li1E

concurrently with Eastern Neighborhoods, enabled
the space to be legally permitted as office. Another
property at Mission Street and 15th Street, a
vacant and non-functioning former printing
shop, accounted for another 63,000 square feet
of PDR conversion. This project was approved
prior to adoption of the Mission Area Plan , bu t
completed construction in 2013. The building was
demolished to build a 194-unit residential building, shown in Photo 2.1.1 , which includes 40
affordable units (21 % of the total). The property is
zoned neighborhood commercia l transit (NCT) and
urban mixed-use (UMU), designations created by
the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans specifically
to transition struggling industrial properties in
transit-rich corridors to dense residential uses.
also shows the loss of 25,000
square feet of institutional space in 2015, which
took place because the San Francisco SPCA
demolished a building on their campus to convert
into a dog park in order to better meet their animal

11

1880 Mission Street

Photo by SF Planning. Pedro Peierson

10
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rescue activities. The table also shows a modest
gai n of office and retai l space during the reporting
period . One illustrative project is the development
at 1501 15th Street, which redeveloped a vacant
lot of a former gas station into a mixed-use building with 40 residentia l units (7 of them below
market rate) and rough ly 8,000 square feet of
ground floor commercial space.
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slightly more than 7% of citywide office development between 2011 and 2015.
shows the location of the larger-scale
non-residential developments. (See
for detailed information about completed developments.)

For comparison purposes,
shows
the commercial development activity throughout
San Francisco. Overall , while the M ission saw a
decrease of roughly 68,000 square feet, the city
gained 2.8 million square feet, mostly seNing
office and medical uses. The Mission accounted
for about 20% of the city's loss of PDR and

T L
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Net Change in Commercial Space Built, Mission 2011- 2015

(10,800)

(10,800)

2011
2012

108,400

(98,326)

14,394

4,320

(70,762)

2013

(26,423)

15,200

2014
2015

(25,2 11)

Total

(25,211)

15,200

108,400

(206,311)

(70,762)
(3,696)

(14,9 19)

39,495

14,284

40, 119

(67,803)

Source San Frarci5CO Pfanr1'lg DcpartincnL
No:e: Includes air develoornents ·n tti.. Plan Ared dt.rmg reporting peuod, 1nduchnP, It~ lh.JI di'! no1 rtce vc CEQA :::leardnce und~r Ea•Jem Ne ghhorhoOO\ EIR

T

t.

Net Change in Commercial Space, San Francisco 2011 - 2015

40,019

(18,075)

16,854

0

24,373

( 164, 116)

0

335,914

(236,473)

446,803

1,815,700

603,997

(21,456)

20,000

460,508

1,835,700

1,464,811

2011

10,477

0

2012

(52,937)

2013

66,417

2014
2015

Total

449,304

0

49,275

32,445

0

(160,235)

5,941

(69,856)

101,943

(422,157)

11,875

63,286

2,519,504

(183,775)

65,419

0

340,696

(1,024,596)

132,534

(6,570)

2,851,183

Sourer_ San Frarcisco Planr1'1Q Orp;i1tmcnt.
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MAP 2
Completed Projects Causing Net Change in Commercial Space, Mission 2011-2015
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2 .2 Commercial Development Pipeline
The development pipeline is best understood as
two separate subca tegories, shown in
as "Under Review" and "Entitled". Entitled projects
are those that have received Planning Department
approvals and are under constru ction or awaiting
financing or other hurdles to break ground. Such
projects can be expected to be completed with
some confidence, although some of them may
take years to finally complete their construction
and receive certifica tes of occupancy. Projects
that are under review projects are those that have
filed application wi th the Planning and/or Building
Departments, but have not been approved. These
projects have to clear several hurdles, including
environmental (CEQA) review, and may require
condi tional use permits or variances. Therefore,
under review projects should be considered more
speculative .
The commercial development pipeline in the Mission shows a conti nuation of the trends that have
taken place during the reporting period of 201115 (
). The Mission will continue to see
some of its PDR space converted to other uses,
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particularly residential, as well as the development
of some office, medical, and insti tutional space.
However, the City continues to enforce PDR
protection policies in specially designated zones in
the M ission, such as PDR- 1 and PDR-2.
The projects in the pipeline that have received
entitl ements show a slight net gain (5,000 square
feet) of non-residential uses in the Mission in the
near future. If all of these developments are completed, the Planning Department expects a loss
of about 360,500 square feet of PDR space and
concomitant gain of roughly 175,000 square feet
in other commercial space, including institutional,
medical, office and retail uses. Entitled projects
that propose to convert PDR to other uses are
mostly small spaces (up to about 6,000 square
feet) that will be redeveloped as residential or
mixed-use residential bui ldings. One representative project is at 346 Potrero Avenue, currently
under construction , where 3,000 square feet of
PDR has been converted to a mixed use building
with approximately 1,600 square feet of ground
floor retail and 70 residential units, 11 of which
are affordable.

Commercia l and Other Non-Residential Development Pipeline, Mission Q4 20 15

.
Under Construction
Planning Entitled

3,957

Planning Approved

2,757

16,000

4,672

'

(12,461)

7 ,396

(5,065)

(18,607)

4,682

10,704
(157)

(2,914)
(1,939)

844

(1,095)

4,672

(13, 754)

3,838

11,956

Building Permit Filed
Building Permit
Approved/ Issued/
Reinstated

1,200

Under Review

282,932

160 ,591

(329,490 )

51,672

169,219

Planning Filed

282,932

159,388

(303,697 )

55,186

182,933

1,203

(25,793)

10,876

13.714

165,263

(360,558)

67,264

174,858

16,000

Building Permit Filed
Total

286,889

16,000

Source: San rrar.c1sco Planrn g Department
Nole; Includes all devcloorncrus 1n lhe p1pehnc as of OL'Ccmbcr 3 1, 20 1!:>, mcl LKl1ng thcr.l• ltl.ll did not (or \\111 not)1eceive C!:OA cle.ar.111c1.•
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One exam ple of a project that is currently under
review, the "Armory Buildi ng" at 1800 Mission,
has req uested to convert rough ly 120 ,000 square
feet of PDR space into office use. Another largescale project currently under review wou ld build
176,000 square feet of non-profit seNice delivery
office space at 1850 Bryant Street. If all projects
that are under review come to fru ition, the Mission
will see rough ly 360 ,000 square feet of PDR
transition to other uses .

TA

?

1L
...: shows the commercial development
pipeline for San Francisco for comparison. The
development pipeli ne in the M ission represents
less than 1% of the citywide pipeline . i~
< shows the locations of the larger proposed
commercial developments in the plan area. (See
for detai led information about pipeline
projects.)

2

Commercial and Other Non-Residential Development Pipeline, San Francisco Q4 2010

Under
Construction

1,098,708

(58,871)

3,894,055

(290,327)

491 ,366

(189 ,563)

4,945,368

Planning
Entitled

312 ,600

20,665

5,576,249

332,662

1,268,623

519,906

8,030,705

Planning
Approved

1,942

4,665

4,571,993

3ll ,417

1,084,828

458,554

6,433,399

Building
Permit Filed

4,343

(36,555)

(33,939)

806

Building
Permit
Approved/
Issued/
Reinstated

306,315

16,000

1.040,811

55,184

182,989

6 1,352

1,662,65 1

Under
Review

1,042,013

1,875

7,459,214

(1,046,009)

1,594,639

4 18,557

9,470,289

Planning
Filed

1,084,228

1,875

5,955,54 1

(994,050)

1,552,3 10

200,747

7,800,651

Building
Permit Filed

(42,215)

1,503,673

(51,959)

42,329

217,810

1,669,638

Total

2,453 ,321

16,929,518

(l,003,674)

3,354,628

748,900

22,446,362

(36,331)

Source: San Frarc1sco P1anring Dep.:nmem
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MAP 3
Commercial and Other Non-Residential Development Pipeline, Mission 04 2015

0 39,920
13,300

16,ooo•

0

0

5,575

0

•

0

170,733

-30,656

Ent itled

0 Under Construction
0 Under Review
Note. Only incluc:cs prn1ccts thal w1U add oc rr.rio"e ~.000 net 5QUiHC fr.et
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2.3 Changes in PDR Uses
As discussed above, the Mission (and the' Eastern
Neighborhoods more broadly), have experienced
economic changes that have made many areas
highly attractive to residential and office development. These types of uses are generally able to
afford higher land costs, and therefore can outbid
PDR businesses for parcels that are not specifically zoned for industria l use. Prior to the adoption
of the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans, the primary industrial zoning designations - M-1 , M-2,
and C-M - permitted a broad range of uses, whi ch
led to the conversion of a significant amount of
PDR space to other activities. Of the 2.9 million
square feet in PDR space in the Mission in 20 15,
more than half was scattered throughout zoning
districts not specifically geared towards industrial
uses, such as neighborhood commercial (NC)
zones. Roughly 770,000 (26%) were located in
PDR protection districts (PDR-1 and PDR-2) and
20 % were in the mixed use UMU district. By
comparison, the split between PDR space in PDR
protection, mixed use, and other districts in the
Eastern Neighborhoods is 38%, 34%, and 29% ,
respectively. According to Co-Star data, asking
lease rates for PDR space in the Eastern Neighborhoods are currently $22 per square foot (NNN)
and vacancy rates are 4.4 %.4
4

Since the adoption of the Mission Area Plan, PDR
space has continued to be converted to other uses
in the neighborhood, as
and
illustrate. A detailed investigation of the conversion
of PDR space in the Mission shows that such
conversions have occurred largely outside of the
zoning distri cts created specifically to protect PDR
uses (in the case of the Mission, PDR-1 and PDR2). The only project that recorded a loss of PDR
space in a PDR protection zone during this period,
1550 Bryant, involved the legitimization of office
conversion undertaken prior to adoption of the
plan under an amnesty program that expired in
2013 (discussed in subsection 2.3.1, below). In
addition to the project at 1880 Mission, detailed
above, other completed projects in the Mission
that have converted PDR space have done so in
order to bui ld new housing, either with a higher
percentage of inclusionary units than required
by the City's inclusionary housing ordinance or
by paying in-lieu fees, as shown in l I
These projects have all been built in either the
transitional UM U district or in districts like NCT
and RH -3, which were not intended as PDR
protection areas under the Mission Area Plan.
The Planning Department has also undertaken
some legislative action to strengthen PDR zoning
and enable to location, expansion, and operation
of PDR businesses. In addition to some "clean

-

Data p<ovoded by lhe Coty of San Francisco's Roal Esta'• Div~·oo.

Square Footage of PDR Space by Zoning District Type, Mission and Eastern Neighborhoods, 201 5

PDR Protection ( 1)

767,087

26%

3,465,888

38%

Mixed Use (2)

582,510

20%

3,098,198

34%

Other (3)

1,546,741

53%

2,669,555

29%

TOTAL

2 ,896,338

100%

9 ,233 ,641

100%

I Or"Jt11<:ts that pr1manty allow POR actr11t1~ and rcs·11ct rrost othef uses. In Ccnt·at Watcrfron1.
Ea<t Solla and West Solla. they 3fe lhe SU a'ld SAU dos1·octs, rcs;ir.ctivcty.

:>

Tran~l •Of"al

M1~«t100.

and Shcr.•JUlace SQua•erPotre~o H11J, these C15J11cts induce POR-l and PDR·2 In

distln:;ts thJ~ Jllow mdus:nal uses nm.cd with noo-POR .xuvu l>s su-,:h as housmg. othcc .•md retail, often w ith adchhonJI rcquircmcnls on dttordab1hty and PDR rcpkK.cmcnt.

Includes UMU on Central Wa:crtronf. 1.1·ssioo. and ShOwplace Squarc/Poucro Holl.MUG. MUO. and I/UR on East SoMa, and WMUG and WMUO" Wcs1c'" SoMa
3 V.irous d1stncts d~1r.natt'\! for noo-mdt.sirial u~ l1k.. rt"SK..len:1JI, ~1ghborhood commen:1al, Jnd !ht> l1kP

Source. San Fr.rosco Pfann "!!Department L;tnd U'iC Oata:>Jse. MJrci 20!b
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Projects Converting PDR Space in Mission Area Plan Area,

2011-2015

1550 Bryant Street

PDR-1-G

(93,400)

108,400

0

0

1880 Mission Street

NCT/UMU

(63,512)

0

0

0

N/A

194

40

21%
N/A

2652 Harrison Street

UMU

(7,250)

0

0

20

Fee
payment

2660 Harrison Street

UMU

(11,423)

0

11,423

3

Below
threshold

N/A

3135 24th Street

NCT

(15,000)

0

1,360

9

Below
threshold

N/A

1280 Hampshire Street

RH-3

(1,060)

0

0

3

Below
threshold

N/A

Source· S.m

FrJr.Cl~o PIJnm"lg

Department
N'.Jlc Onl/ dC"'/Ctoprrcnts \\ 1th ten oc more units arc si..b,ect to the C1ry's 1ncfUS1onary hous n~ rcc;u1rc"T'IC<lts_

up" language making it easier for PDR businesses
to receive permits and share retai l spaces, the
Department also created a program to allow more
office development in certain parcels as a way
to subsidize more development of PDR space.
Recognizing the financia l difficulties of developing new industrial buildings in large "soft site"
lots, this program gives developers the ability to
construct office space in parcels zoned PDR-1 and
PDR-2, located north of 20th Street. The parcels
must be at least 20,000 square feet as long as
existing buildings are not developed to more than
0.3 floor-to-area (FAR) ratio. At least 33% of the
space in the new developments must be dedicated
to PDR uses. To date, only one development at
100 Hooper Street in the Showplace Square/
Potrero Hill Plan Area has taken advantage of this
program .

Enforcem ent Cases for Illegal PDR Conversions, Mission,

PDR Protection Policies and Enforcement
Illega l conversions from Production, Distribution
and Repair (PDR) uses have more recently
become an issue in the Eastern Neighborhood
Plan areas that the City has sought to resolve. In
20 15, the Planning Department received about
44 complaints of alleged violation for illegal
conversions of PDR space. Most of these cases
(42) are in the Eastern Neighborhoods, 20 of
which are in the Mission Area Plan Area. Of these
cases, six were found to not be in violation of PDR
protection rul es, 11 are under or pending review,
and three have been found to be in violation. The
three cases are on Alabama Street between 16th
and Mariposa Streets on parcels zoned PDR-1-G.
Owners were issued notices of violation and office
tenants were compelled to vaca te the properties,
as shown in

201 5

Closed - Violation

3

6

7

Closed - No Violation

6

9

9

Under Review
Pending Review
TOTAL

4

4

10

23

24

20

42

44

Source: San f rar1c1sco Plannmg Department
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Most of these complaints describe large warehouses converting into office uses. Many of these
office tenants are hybrid uses where PDR also
takes place, but may not be the principa l use of
the space. If an office use is confirmed to be in
operation, Planning encourages the company to
alter their business practice to fit within the PDR
zoning categories or vacate the property. The table
in
shows the enforcement cases that
were closed and that were actually found to be in
violation of the code. Generally, the complaints
fi led with the Planning Department are regarding
the conversion of PDR uses to office space, not
permitted within these zoning districts. However,
some complaints that are filed are either not valid,
meaning that the tenant is either a PDR complying
business or the space was legal ly converted to
office space, prior to the Eastern Neighborhoods
rezoning. For these enforcement cases, there
is no longer a path to legalization to office use;
additionally, many of these office conversions are
not recent, and they did not take advantage of the
Eastern Neighborhoods Legitimization Program.
The program was an amnesty program that
established a limited-time opportunity whereby
existing uses that have operated without the benefit of required permits may seek those permits.
However, this program expired in 2013.
In investigating the alleged violations, the Planning
Department discovered that the building permit
histories often included interior tenant improvements without Planning Department review. These
permits do not authorize a change of use to office.
To prevent future unauthorized conversion of PDR
space the Planning Department worked proactively
with the Department of Building Inspection (DBI).
Over the course of 2015, Planning worked with
DBI during project intakes to better understand
the rou ting criteria and how to ensure Planning
review. Both departments' IT divisions worked
together to create a flag in the Permit Tracking
System (PTS) to alert project intake coordinators
of potential illegal conversions. This is a pilot
program that can be expanded at a later date to
include other zoning districts if necessary. Planning and DBI continue to work together to monitor
this process and plan to meet regularly to discuss
additional steps to prevent future conversions.

Planning also works collaboratively with the
Mayor's Office of Economic Workforce and
Development (OEWD). When Planning receives
inquiries or complaints related to either vacant
spaces in PDR zones or possible unauthorized
spaces, Planning informs the property owner
about PDR complying uses and refers them to
OEWD. OEWD currently has a list of PDR complying businesses that are looking to lease spaces
within San Francisco. Additionally, a training
session for real estate brokers was conducted in
2015. The purpose of the voluntary training was
to help expla in what PDR is and what resources
Planning has available for them to utilize prior to
leasing a property. The training also outlined the
enforcement process, including the process for
requesting a Letter of Determination. Future trainings will be held based on interest.

2.4 Employment
The Mission Area Plan Area added employment
across all land use types tracked by the Planning
Department between 2011 and 2015, following
a trend that has taken place in San Francisco and
the Bay Area. This growth in employment reflects
a rebound in the regional economy following the
"Great Recession" of the previous decade, but
also the robust growth in high technology sectors
and related industries in recent years. 5 Altogether,
employment in the Mission grew from roughly
18,000 jobs in 2010 to almost 24,000 with a
related increase from 2,700 to 3,000 establishments, according to the Ca lifornia Employment
and Development Department (EDD). The next
subsections discuss job growth in the Mission by
land use category.

2.4.1 Office Jobs
The largest increase in jobs in the Mission
between 2010 and 2015 was in office occupations. According to EDD, the neighborhood
experienced an almost 70% increase in office
jobs in those 5 years. However, the number of
office establishments only increased by about
25%, indicating a shift towards office firms with a
~

See annual San Francisco Plann1n1i 04.·1>.1nmc1· t Co'1m1crce & l11du\t1y lrM•ntory,

2008
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TABLE 2 4.1
Employment , Mission and San Francisco, Q2 2015

Cultural,
Institutional,
Educational
Medical

119

4%

1,223

41%

45%

2,010

3%

2,409

6%

21,833

37%

60,214

9%

16%

15,628

27%

293,014

44%

17 ,454

73,182

11%

Ottice

511

17%

6,344

PDR I Light
Industrial

349

12%

3,723

10%

5,280

9%

88,135

13%

Retail

605

20%

8,802

23%

8,241

14%

130,550

20%

10

0%

41

0%

311

1%

16,688

2%

Visitor I
Lodging
Other

187

6%

254

1%

4,961

9%

6,953

1%

Total

3,004

100%

39,027

100%

58,264

100%

668,736

100%

Sowce; Cal1f01n·a l:.r1ploymcn1 Development Depa1mcnt

larger number of employees or occupying formerly
vacant space. In 2015 the Mission held about
3% of all of the City's office jobs and 2% of its
establishments (see
, ).

2.4.2 Retail Jobs
As discussed above, the Mission has also emerged
as an important retail destination in San Francisco, w ith the restaurants, cafes, bars, and shops
in the ma in commercial corridors (particularly
Mission, Valencia, 16th.and 24th Streets) attracting visitors from throughout the City, region, and
beyond. The number of retail jobs in the Mission
increased by 24% between 2010 and 2015 to
about 8 ,800 in more than 600 establishments.
The neighborhood represents 7% of the city's
retai l jobs and establishments.

2.4.3 PDR Jobs
PDR continues to play a critical role in the City's
economy, providing quality jobs to employees with
a broad range of educational backgrounds, supporting local businesses up- and downstream (for
example, many of the city's top restau rants source
products from loca l PDR businesses), and infusing
the region with innovative products. Though the
trends in loss of PDR space have been widely
documented, the City and the Mission both added

PDR jobs since 2010 . The Mission experienced a
7% increase in PDR employment (to 3,700 jobs)
between 2010 and 20 15 and 9% increase in
number of firms (to 350). Within the three-digit
NAICS classifications that make up the Planning
Department's defin ition of PDR, employment
increased across several occupational categories,
including "other manufacturing'', "fi lm and sound
recording", and "printing and publishing" occupations and decreased in "construction'', "apparel
manufacturing" and "transportation and warehousing" occupations, as shown in Appendix F.
As with other occupations, these increases likely
reflect a recovery from the recession as well as the
emergence of "maker" businesses and production
of customized and high-end consumer products,
1. The sucsuch as the firm shown in I
cess of the Plan in cu rbing large-sca le conversion
of PDR space has likely played a key role in ensuring that these re-emergent industrial activities are
able to locate within San Francisco. The Mission
has roughly 4 % of the PDR jobs and 7 % of the
establishments within the City.

2 .4.4 Employment and Commercial
Space Trends
Over the past five years, the Mission has added
a substantial number of jobs , more than 30%

19
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·1rnnE 2.4. 1
Jobs by Land Use, Mission, Q3 2010 and 2015

10.000

-

2010
2015
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VISITOR

OTHER

Source. Gal1fomia Employmcrt Deveklp'llent Department

Note. Starting n 2013, the Aurcau of Labor Stat,s\lcs reclassif·ec In-Home Support>Ve SeMCCS (roughly 70.000 1obs c1tyN1del from i11e P11vale
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I U E2 2
Establishment by Land Use, Mission, Q3 2010 and 2015
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growth, even as its commercial space square footage increased by a small amount (4,000 square
feet). In part, many of these new jobs are likely
located in commercial space that was vacant at
the end of the recession of the previous decade,
leading to lower vacancy rates. 6 Another trend
that has been underway that may explain the
gain in employment without a parallel increase
in commercia l space is an overall densification
of employment (in other words , allowing more
jobs to be accommodated within a given amount
of space). With the increasing cost of land in
locations close to city centers and accessible by
transportation infrastructure (as is the case with
the Eastern Neighborhoods), rea l estate researchers have tracked an overall densification of
employment across several sectors throughout the
country- 7 This kind of densification can be caused
by employees who work from home for some or all
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days of the week (and therefore may share office
space with colleagues) or firms that accommodate
more employees within a given amount of space.

2.4.5 Sales and Property Taxes
Since the Eastern Neighborhood Area Plans were
adopted, the City has also seen sharp increases
in collections of sales and property taxes. In the
Mission, sales tax collections increased every
year from 2011 to 2014, going from $4.5 million to $6.2 million in five years, an increase of
almost 40%. By comparison, sales tax collections
citywide increased by 26% during this period.
Property tax collection also increased substantially
in the Eastern Neighborhoods. In the Mission , the
city collected rough ly $38 million in property taxes
in 2008, the year before the plan was adopted. By
2015, property taxes in the Mission increased by
56% to $59 million, as shown on

6 AJtnough CJta to sliow vacancy ratt>s for the M ssion Art:a PIJn Area s no: available.
commcrc•al real \.'State b·okcragc f1•ms 1·ke Cushman & Wakefield She\\- that vacancy
rates lord !'rri•'.it t~pcs ot land u~ dccrcaSl"d subst;:inl!aUy 1n San Francisco bct'l.Ci!n
2011 and lO 15 across d1ffr1cnt scctms See Cushiran & Wakefield San Francisco Offi<c
Sn 1p-;hot QJ 2015 and Rct.111 Srlilps'10t QJ 2015.

7

So'<> G-:nsler 2013. US Vlor.place SLr.t:y ktt f,fki,nRS

Dandelion Chocolate, 2600 16th Street

Photo by Sf Planning. Pcdio Pc:c1son
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3 .1 Housing Inventory and
New Housing Production
Th e Planning Department's latest housing inventory , using US Census and permit data, shows
that the Mission has roughly 25,000 housing
units as of the end of 2015; this represents 6 .6%
of the citywide total. 9
shows a net
gain of approxi mately 564 units in the past five
years in the Mission, compared with 861 net
units added between 2006 and 2010. Of the new
units prod uced, 76 were conversions from nonresidential uses and the rest were completed from
new construction .
During the first two years of the reporti ng period,
2011 and 2012, the constructi on sector was still
recovering from the slow-down of the recession,
and on ly 47 new units were built. Between 2013
and 2015 , however, the Mission added 518 new
units, or 173 units per year. This yearly average
9

2016

is almost identical to the average between 2006
and 2010, when the Mission added 164 units per
year.
.., shows the citywide figures for
comparison . Nearly 6% of the net increase in the
City's housing stock in the last five yea rs was in
the Mission area.
shows the location of recent housing
construction. The vast majority of new units
added du ring th e 20 11 -20 15 reporting period are
loca ted north of 16th Street and west of Mission
Street. All of the new residential development in
the sourther portion of the Mission during this
period has been in projects adding one or two net
units. Additional details about these new development projects can be found in Ar

7015 San Francisco Housing l n..,cntory.

T Bl
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New Housing Production, Mission, 2011- 2015

201 1

l t\

(1)

(15)

47

11

58

2013

242

16

257

2014

75

2

76

2012

2015

140

TOTAL

504

16

48

188

76

564

Sowce· Sc:m frJnc1sco Planning Oepcrtmeni
Note ln:Judcs all dc.-velo:Jmenls n lhe Plan Arr.a durmg repJJtmg period. 1nclud111g 1hose that did not recerve Ct.QA dearancc L.nder Eas'.ern Nc1ghbo1hoods EIR

TABLE
New Housing Production, San Francisco, 2011-2015
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--.

.,
2011

348

84

5

269

2012

796

127

650

1,319

2013

2,330

429

59

1,960

2014

3,455

95

156

3,516

2015

2,472

25

507

2,954

TOTAL

9,401

760

1,377

10,018

Source San Frarcasco Planrn'1g Oepa1tnienl
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New Housing Production Mission 2011-2015
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3.2 Housing Development Pipeline
As discussed above in the Commercial Activity
chapter, the pipeline should be analyzed along
two different categories: projects that have
submitted planning and building applications
(under review) and projects that have received
entitlements and are either awaiting or are under
construction. The latter (particularly those under
construction) are considered much more likely to
add residential or commercial capacity to the city's
building stock in the short-to-medium term, while
under review projects may require clearance from
environmenta l review, variances to planning code
restrictions, and discretionary review. In general,
the Planning Department estimates that projects
that are currently under construction can take up
to two years to be ready for occupancy, entitled
projects can take between two and seven years,
while projects under review can take as many as
ten years, if they are indeed approved.
The pipeline for new housing development in the
Mission as of the end of 2015 is 1,855 units, of
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which 1,467 are under review. Roughly 400
units are entitled, of which half are currently
under construction, as shown on
The pipeline for the Mission accounts for 9% of
the total number of projects in the City, though
only 3% of the number of units, which suggests
that new projects are of a smaller sca le than housing developments in the pipeline for San Francisco
as a whole.
The current housing pipeline is much more robust
than it was at the end of 2010, shown in the
previous Monitoring Report. In that year, only
seven projects (with a total of nine units) were
under construction, 25 projects with 422 units
were entitled, and 53 projects with 585 units
were under review. As of the end of 2015, twice
as many projects were under review for more than
three times the number of units, reflecting a much
stronger ma rket and willingness by developers to
build new housing.
shows the location of these proposed housing projects by development status. By-and-large,

Housing Development Pipeline, Mission, and San Francisco, Q4 2015

Construct ion
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17

8,816

979
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Planning
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188

18

29

31,546
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80

Building
Permit Filed
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Under Review

1,467

43

65
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1,797

708

Planning Filed

909

37
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17,575

1,574

206

Building
Permit Filed

558

6

40

4,177

223

502

1,855

83

111

62 ,114

8,917

1 ,293

Total

Source S.in frarc1sco Pfam· 11s Dcp.1flrtl('nt
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Housing Development Pipeline by Development Status, Mission, Q4 2015
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projects that are entitled and under construction
are located north of 20th Street. The sourthern
portion of the Mission Area Plan Area has a
number of proposed projects that are cu rrently
under review, although only one project is under
construction, at 1050 Va lencia Street.
11
'"" provides a detailed list of th ese housing pipeline
projects.

3 .3 Affordable Housing in the Mission
San Francisco and the Mission Area Plan Area
have a number of policies in place to facilitate the
development of affordable housing. This section
describes some of these policies and discusses
affordable housing development in the Plan Area
over the pasts five years.

3.3 .1 Affordable Housing Efforts· Citywide,
Eastern Neighborhoods, and Mission
The City of San Francisco has a number of programs to provide housing opportunities to families
whose incomes prevent them from accessing
market-rate housing. The San Francisco Housing
Authority (SFHA) maintains dozens of properties
throughout the City aimed at extremely low (30%
of AM I), very low (50% of AMI) and low (80%
of AMI) income households. Households living
in SFHA-managed properties pay no more than
3 0% of their income on rent, and the average
household earns rough ly $15,000. Four of these
properties are located within the Eastern Neighborhoods bounda ries: two in the Mission and two in
Potrero Hill.
The City has also launched HOPE SF, a partnership between the SFHA, the Mayor's Office of
Housing and Community Development (MOHCD),
community organizations, real estate developers,
and philanthropies to redevelop some of the
more dilapidated public housing sites into vibrant
mixed-income communities with a central goal of
keeping existing residents in their neighborhoods.
One of the Hope SF projects, Potrero Terrace/
Annex is located in the Eastern Neighborhoods
(Showplace Square/Potrero Hill). MOHCD also
maintains a number of funding programs to provide capital financing for affordable housi ng developments targeting households earning between 30
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and 60% of AMI, low-income seniors, and other
special needs groups. In most cases, MOHCD
funding is leveraged to access outside sources of
funding, such as Federal Low Income Housing
Tax Credits, allocated by the State.
One of the most powerfu l tools to promote affordable housing development in San Francisco is the
inclusionary housing program specified in Section
415 of the Planning Code. This program requires
that developments of 10 or more units of market
rate housing must restrict 12% of the units to
famil ies earning below 55% of AM I (for renta l
units) or 90% of AM I (for ownership units). Developers can opt to bu ild the units "off-si te" (in a
different building), w ithin a 1-mile radius from the
original development, as long as units are sold to
households earning less than 70% of AMI. In this
case, the requirement is increased to 20% of the
total number of units in the two projects. Proposition C, approved by San Francisco voters in June
20 16, increases the minimum inclusionary housing requirement to 25% on projects larger than 25
units. The Board of Supervisors may cha nge this
amount periodically based on feasibility studies by
the Controller's Office. The income and rent limits
for housing units managed by the Mayor's Office
of Housing are included in
The Mayor, Board of Supervisors , Planning
Department. and Mayor's Office of Housing
have recently passed or introduced legislation to
further expand the supply of affordable housing
throughout the City. The Board recently adopted
an ordinance to encourage accessory dwelling
units (ADUs) throughout the City, expanding on
previous legislation allowing such units in Supervisor Districts 3 and 8. These ordinances remove
obstacles to the development of ADUs, including
density limits and parking requirements, in
ord er to incentivize a housing type that has been
identified as a valuable option for middle-class
households that do not require a lot of space. 10
Another policy that has the potential to add
thousands of units of affordable housing to the
city's stock is the Affordable Housing Bonus
I 0 Wegmann. Jake. and Kau·n Cl'JJ~~t· H dden density 1n singl.-fdrr1ly 1M·1gnlx>1hoods·

backya1d cottag<s as an cqu•lJl>lc sma1t ~1omh strategy." Journal ol Urron;sm
lnternJlfOf>J/ Research Oil PfacrmJ!mg Jnd Urb.in Susla•nab /tty 7 .3 1701 4 1· J07·J29
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Program, which is currently under review by the
City. The Board recently approved the portion of
the program that allows developers to build up
to three stories above existin g height limits in
100% affordable projects. Another component
of the program that is under consideration would
allow developers in certain areas to build up to
an additional two stories of ma rket rate housing
above wha t is allowed by their height limit district,
in excha nge for providing additiona l affordable
housing, with a special focus on middle-income
households. With the exception of 100% affordable projects, the local Bonus Program would not
apply to parcels in the Eastern Neighborhoods,
as most do not currently have density restrictions.
The program is intended to expa nd housing
development options outside of the Eastern Neighborhoods, where housing development has been
limited in recent decades.
In addition to the Citywide programs described
above, the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans
also placed a high priority on the production and
protection of affordable housing, and created policies to expand access to housing opportunities to
low and moderate-income families . For example,
market-rate housing developments in the Urba n
Mixed Use (UMU) district are requ ired to restrict
between 14.4 and 17.6% of their units to families
at or below 55% of AM I for rental and 90% of
AMI for ownership, depend ing on the amount of
"upzoning" given to the property by the Plans. If
these units are provided off-site, the requirement
ranges from 23 to 27% . In the UMU and Mission
NCT district, developers also have the option of
dedicating land to the City that can be developed
as 100% affordable projects.
Developers also have the option of paying a fee
in lieu of developing the units themselves, which
the City can use to fi nance the developmen t of
100% affordable projects. Funds collected through
these " in-lieu fees" are managed by the Mayor's
Office of Housing and Community Development
and can be spent anywhere in the City. However,
75 % of fees collected in the Mission NCT and
East SoMa MUR districts are requi red to be spent
within those districts them selves. The Plans also
require bedroom mixes in its mixed use districts to
encourage 2- and 3-bedroom units that are suit-
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able to families , including the units sold or leased
at below-market rates. Lastly, in order to reduce
the costs and incentivize housing production,
the Plans removed densi ty controls and parking
requirements in many of its zoning districts,
particularly those well-seNed by public transit and
pedestrian and bike infrastructure.

3.4 New Affordable Housing Production,

2011-2015
As discussed in this report's introduction, expanding access to affordable housing opportunities was
a high priority for the communities in the Eastern
Neighborhoods during the planning process, and
it has on ly ga ined more urgency in recent years .
The Mission in particular has been a symbol of the
pressures of exploding housing costs on neighborhood stability and character.
As l
shows, 56 income-restricted
affordable units were built during the 20 11- 15
five-year mon itoring period, compared to 446
developed over the previous five years (20062010). The main difference between the two
periods is that no publicly subsidized developments were built in the Mission in the most recent
five-yea r stretch, while two large, fully affordable
projects were built in 2006 and 2009 (Valencia
Gardens and 601 Alabama, respectively) with a
total of 41 1 units.
The 56 units built between 2011 and 2015 make
up 11 % of the 504 newly constructed units built
in the Mission (shown on
1), slightly
lower than the incl usionary housing minimum of
12%. The percentage is lower than th e minimum
because seven projects (shown on
)
chose to pay a fee to the City in lieu of building
the units on-site. These fees raised $7.3 million
for the City's housing development program
managed by MOHCD. New affordable units are
estimated to cost rough ly $550,000 in construction costs (not including land), towards which
MOHCD contributes about $250,000, requ iring
the developer to raise the rest from Federal, State,
and other sources. Therefore, it is estimated that
the "in-lieu fees" collected in the Mission in this
period , if successfu lly leveraged into additional
external funding and used to build projects on
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publicly controlled land, could yield an additional
30 units . 1: Moreover, projects with fewer than 10
units are exempt from the inclusionary housing
requirement.
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generally considered "more affordable by design to
moderate-income households were added in the
Plan Area . I
lists the affordable housing
developments completed between 2011 and
2015.

Out of the 56 inclusionary units, 40 were renta l
units targeted to low-income households (55%
of AM I) at the 194-unit development at 1880
Mission Street. The rest were ownership un its
restri cted to moderate-income households (90%
AMI). An additional 20 secondary or "granny"
units, which are not restricted by income, but are

The inclusionary housing production in the Mission accounts for 7% of the citywide production
(853 units, as shown in table 3 .4 .2 between
2011 and 2015). Because no publicly subsidized
developments were completed in this period,
the Mission only buil t 2% of the city's incomerestricted units (2,497) during the period.

11 The c!cvciop"Tlent costs of aHordablc ho;,.1smg units arc •ough estimates based on

recert prOJects :hat ha.e rece ved assistance from tAOHCD.

TABLE 3.4.1
Affordable Housing Production, Mission, 2011-2015
I

•

2011

5

5

2012

2

2

4

2013

40

3

43

2014

8

3

11

2015

6

7

13

TOTAL

56

20

76

Source: San rranc1sco Planning Department ~nd Mayor's O'fice of Housing and Community Devetopmen:
Note: Secondary umts are considered "naturally affordable~ an d are not mcome u.-st11c1cd 11i...e umts produced through the 1nclus1onary housmg program 01 1h1ough pubhc st.bsid•C5

BL!:

4.2

Affordable Housing Production, San Francisco, 2011-2015
[

IJ

2011

141

4

60

205

2012

377

98

38

513

2013

464

216

30

710

2014

449

249

57

755

2015

213

286

53

552

TOTAL

1,644

853

238

2,735

Source: San Francisco Planning DcP21tmcn1and Mayor's Olficc of Housing and Commumty Devclopmen
Note: secondary 11nitc; a1e considered MnaturJlly Jffordable~ and are not income r(.l')tricted like units produced through tl1e 1nclusionary housing p10g1Jm or througo public S1.Jbsid1es.
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Housing Developments Opting for Affordable Housing " In-lieu" Fee, Mission, 2011-2015

3500 19TH ST

2012

$1,119,972

3418 26TH ST

2012

$685,574

2652 HARRISON ST

2012

$975,904

899 VALENCIA ST

2013

$1,119,260

1050 VALENCIA ST

2013

$756,939

3420 18TH ST

2015

$1,001,589

1450 15TH ST

2015

$1,654 ,3 54
$7,313 ,592

GRAND TOTAL
Souice. Dcpa1me:it of Buikhng lrsoect10n
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New Affordable Housing, Mission, 2011-2015

•••
40

•
2

6

7

1

•

e

Market-rate Project with lnclus1onary Housin
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3.5 Housing Stock Preservation
A key component in promoting neighborhood
affordability and stabi lity is to preserve the existing
stock of housing. New housing development in
San Francisco is costly and preserving homes can
prevent displacement of families and disruption in
tight-knit communities such as the Mission. The
Mission Area Plan supports the preservation of the
area's existing housing stock and prohibits residential demolition unless this project ensures sufficient replacement of housing units. Restrictions on
demolitions also help to preserve affordable and
rent-controlled housing and historic resources.
A neighborhood's housing stock can also change
without physical changes to the building structure.
Conversions of rental housing to condominiums
can turn housing that is rent controlled and
potentially accessible to those of low to moderate
income households to housing that can be occupied by a narrower set of residents, namely, those
with access to down payment funds and enough
ea rning power to purchase a home. Lastly, rental
units can be "lost" to evictions of various types,
from owners moving in to units formerly occupied
by tenants to the use of the Ellis Act provisions in
which landlords can claim to be going out of the
rental busi ness in order to force residents to vacate

TAPLE?

F

their homes.
One important priority of the Plan's housing stock
preservation efforts is to maintain the existing
stock of single room occupancy (SRO) hotels,
which often serve as a relatively affordable option
for low income households.
includes
a list of SRO properties and number of residential
units.
The following subsections document the trends
in these various types of changes to the housing
stock in the Mission Area Plan Area and San
Francisco between 2011 and 2015 and comparing the most recent five years with the preced ing
5-yea r period .
3.5.1 Units lost to alteration or demolition
In this most recent reporting period, 30 un its
were demolished or lost through alteration in the
Mission (
) or less than 3% of units
demolished citywide. In the previous reporting
period, 15 units were lost to demolition or alteration .
it
) shows San Francisco figures for
comparison . Illega l units removed also result in
loss of housing; corrections to official records, on
the other hand, are adjustments to the housing
count.

1

Units Lost, Mission, 2011- 2015

2011

7

7

14

21

2012
2013
2014

3

3

2015

4

TOTAL

7

4

7

14

Source. San Francisco Planning Dcpartmenl
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TABLE 3.5 2
Units Lost, San Francisco, 2011-2015
ll

2011

39

22

2012

2

23

2013

70

38

2014

24

20

2015

100

12

TOTAL

235

115

3

2

6

65

84

149

27

127

154

110

427

537

45

95

140

3

116

25

141

7

363

758

1,121

Source: San Francisco Planning Dcpru1mcn1

shows that in the last five years,
284 units in 105 bui ldings in the Mission were
converted to condominiums , compa red to 307
units in 133 buildings between 2006 and 2010.
In all, approximately 0 .6 % of all rental units in the
Mission were converted to condom iniums between
2011 and 2015 . This represents 11 % of all
condo conversions citywide.

3.5.2 Condo Conversions
Condo conversions increase San Francisco's
homeownership rate, estimated to be at about
37% in 20 14. However, condo conversions also
mean a reduction in the City's rental stock. In
2014, an estimated 76% of households in the
Mission were renters. According to the American
Community Survey, there was no change in
th e owner/renter split in the Mission or in San
Francisco between 2009 and 2014. Almost 8%
of San Francisco's rental units are in the Mission
as of 2014, the same figure as in 2009. 12
12 San Francsco Neighborhood Profiles, Anwocan Co11mun,iy Suivey 2010-2014. San
rranc1sco Planning Depanmcnt 2016. Acco1dmg to lhc Census. lhcic a1c roughly 19.000
renter.<>ccup1cd units 1n the M1ss1on. The neighborhood boundar cs for the Mission in the
Neighbo1hood Profiles do nol ma1ch pe1lcclly wo lh the Plan Arca boundancs, lhough lhey
arc very close. Therefore. these percentages should be read as arpro:11.1mat ons.

II ~
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Condo Conversion, Mission, 2011-2015

2011

23

55

200

472

12%

12%

2012

18

43

20 1

488

9%

9%

2013

17

42

147

369

12%

11 %

2014

29

81

239

727

12%

11%

2015

18

63

149

500

12%

13%

Totals

105

284

936

2,556

11%

11%

Source, DPW Bureau of S11eet Use ,1J'<l Map1>ne
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3.5.3 Evictions

previous period). Owner move-in evictions in the
Mission accounted for 8% of the citywide total
while the Plan Area accounted for 18% of Ell is
Act evictions in San Francisco between 2011
and 2015.

Evictions by owners that choose to move in to
their occupied rental units or use the Ell is Act
provisions to withdraw their units from the rental
market also cause changes to the housing stock.
These evictions effecti vely remove units from
the rental housing stock and are, in most cases,
precursors to condo conversions.
shows that owner move-ins led to
evictions in 103 units (compared to 73 units
between 2006 and 2010). The annual trend
from 201 1 and 2014 (between 13 and 22) was
simi lar to the annual evictions for the previous
5-year reporting period, but these types of evictions surged to 35 in 2015. Similarly, Ellis Act
withdrawa ls led to 113 evictions during the most
recent reporting period (compared to 71 in the

During these five years, an estimated 1% of renta l
units in the Mission experienced owner move-in
and Ellis Act evictions. However, this number
may not capture buy-outs or evictions carried out
illegally without noticing the San Francisco Rent
Board. Other types of evictions, also tabulated in
, include evictions due to breach of
rental contracts or non-payment of rent; this could
also include evictions to perform capital improvements or substantial rehabilitation.

Evictions, Mission, 2011- 2015

2011

13

4

64

123

54

1102

11 %

7%

6%

2012

19

23

74

172

99

1343

11 %

23%

6%

2013

22

51

95

275

229

1368

8%

22%

7%

2014

14

16

120

315

IO I

1550

4%

16%

8%

2015

35

19

100

425

142

1518

8%

13%

7%

Totals

103

113

453

1,310

625

6,881

8%

18%

7%

Sourtt·. S,tn ffd1x:1sco Rc..111 Boa•d
Note f v1ct1ons class1!1ed under "Other· include "at fault" cv1ct1ons such as b1 cach of conttacl or la1Jurc to pay rent.
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3.6 Jobs Housing Linkage Program (JHLP)

4. Accessibility and Transportation

Prompted by the Downtown Plan in 1985, the
City determined that large office development, by
increasing employment, attracts new residents
and therefore increases demand for housing. In
response, the Office of Affordable Housing Production Program (OAHPP) was established in 1985 to
require large office developments to contribute to a
fund to increase the amount of affordable housing.
In 2001, the OAHPP was re-named the JobsHousing Linkage Program (JHLP) and revised to
require all commercial projects with a net addition
of 25,000 gross square feet or more to contribute
to the fund. Between fiscal year 201 1-1 2 and
2015-16, commercial developments in the Mission Area Plan Area generated rough ly $900,000
to be used for affordable housing development by
the city.

The Mission Area Plan Area is characterized by
a multitude of mobility options and its residents
access employment and other destinations
through a variety of transport modes. A much
lower share of commuters in the Mission travel to
work by car than the rest of San Francisco (29%
to 44%, respectively), a comparison that is true
for people who drive alone as well as those who
carpool. As I
shows, the most widely
used commute mode in the Mission is public tran sit, which is used by 41 % of residents (compared
to 33% citywide), and other alternative commute
modes also play an important role, including biking at 9 % (more than twice the citywide share),
walking at 11 %, and working at home at 8% .
In order to maintain th is characteristic and move
towards lower dependency on private automobi les,
the Mission Area Plan's objectives related to
transportation all favor continued investments
in public transit and improving pedestrian and
bicycle infrastructure rather than faci litating auto
ownership, circulation, and parking.

Blr 3 6 1
Jobs Housing Linkage Fees Collected , Mission,

FY 201 1/12-2015/16

2011-12

$-

2012-13

$893, 542

2013-14

$-

2014-15

$6, 205

2015-16

$-

Tota l

2016

$899,747

•oepartment of Building Inspection .as of 6/1/16

TABLE 4. 1 1
Commute Mode Split , Mission and San Francisco

Car
Drove Alone
Carpooled
Transit

9,057

29%

199,470

44%

5%

7.809

25%

165.151

36%

5%

1,248

4%

34,319

8%

4%

12,942

41%

150,222

33%

9%

Bike

2,852

9%

17,356

4%

16%

Walk

3,532

11 %

46,810

10%

8%

Other
Worked at Home
Total

844

3%

10,579

2%

8%

2,410

8%

32,233

7%

7%

31,637

100%

456,670

100%

7%

Source: 201·1 Arnet carJ Community SLt'\'tj' 5--~eJr c-c;tlmd lP
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4.1 Eastern Neighborhoods TRI PS Program
The Eastern Neighborhoods Transportation
Implementation Plan ning Study (EN TRIPS)
Report assessed the overall transportation needs
for the Eastern Neighborh oods and proposed a set
of discreet projects that could best address these
needs in the most efficient and cost beneficial
manner. EN Trips identified three major projects
for prioritization:
( 1) Complete streets treatment for a Howard
Street I Folsom Street couplet running
between 5nd and 11th Street
(2) Complete streets and transit prioritization
improvements for a 7th Street and 8th
Street couplet running between Market and
Harrison Street in East Soma
(3) Complete streets and transit prioritization
improvements for 16th Street (22-Fillmore)
running between Church Street and 7th
Street.
Other broader improvements were also discussed
including street grid and connectivity improvements through the northeast Mission and
Showplace Square, bicycle route improvements
throughout particu larly along 17th Street, and
mid-block signalizations and crossings in South
of Market.

4.2 Pedestrian and Bicycle Improvements
The Mission Area Plan calls for the creation of a
network of "Green Connector" streets with wider
sidewa lks and landscaping improvements that
connects open spaces and improves area walkability. The Plan proposes improvements in the
vicinity of 16th Street, in the center of the Mission
around 20th Street and through the southern part
of the Mission including Cesar Chavez Street.
Additionally north-south connections are suggested
for Potrero Avenue and Folsom Streets. Numerous
pedestrian improvements have also been proposed
in the Mission Public Realm Plan.
The Mission District Streetscape Plan furthered the
Mission Area Plan and EN Implementation Docu-
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ment by identifying general district-wide strategies
for improving streets and by providing conceptual
designs for 28 discreet projects. The Plan looked
to create identifiable plazas and gateways,
improve alley and small streets, provide traffic
calm ing in the predominately residential neighborhoods, re-envision the Districts throughways, and
mixed-use (i.e. light industrial) streets; and further
enliven the commercial corridors at key locations.
Several of the Mission District Streetscape Plan
projects have been implemented including, but not
limited to, the Mission District Folsom Street road
diet improvements, Bryant Street streetscaping,
and the Bartlett Street Streetscape Improvement
Project.
In January 201 1, San Francisco's Better
Streets Plan , adopted by the Board of Supervisors in December 2010, went into effect. The
plan contains design guidelines for pedestrian
and streetscape improvements and describes
streetscape requirements for new development.
Major themes and ideas include distinctive,
unified streetscape design, space for public life,
enhanced pedestrian safety, universal design and
accessibility, and crea tive use of parki ng lanes.
The Better Streets Plan only describes a vision for
ideal streets and seeks to balance the needs of all
street users and street types. Detailed implementation strategies will be developed in the future.
In 2014, San Francisco adopted Vision Zero, a
commitment to eli minati ng traffic-related fa talities
by 2024. The City has identified capital projects to
improve street safety, which will bu ild on existi ng
pedestrian, bicycle, and transit-rider safety programs. The first round will include 245 projects,
including several in the Mission, shown on
. Pedestrian safety improvements such as
new crosswalks and "daylighting" (increasing
the visi bility of pedestrian crossings) wi ll be
constructed along Mission Street between 18th
and 23rd Streets. Additionally, a variety of multimodal improvements, such as daylighting and
vehicle turn restriction , are being implemented
at the intersection of Valencia Street and Duboce
Avenue. A new traffic signal has also recently
been installed at the intersection of 16th and
Capp Streets.
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Lastly, the southwest Bart plaza was reconstructed
in 2014 to emphasize flexible open space over the
previous cluttered configuration; elemen ts include
removed fencing, new paving, landscaping and
street furniture.

T
Vision Zero Projects in Mission Area Plan Area

16th Street at Capp
Street - New Traffic
Signal

Winter 2013/2014

Fall 2016

Complete

$350,000

Cesar Chavez SR2S
Project

Spring 2014

Winter 2016/l 7

Design

$385,000

Valencia St./Duboce
Ave Multimodal
Improvements

Winter 20 14/2015

Summer 2015

Design

$5,000,000

11th StJ 13th StJ
Bryant St. Bicycle
and Pedestrian Spot
Improvements

Winter 2014/2015

Fa11 2015

Design

$150,000

Potrero Ave., from
Division to Cesar
Chavez Streetscape
Project

Winter 2014/2015

Winter 2017118

Design

$4, 100,000

Mission Street,
from 18th to
23rd (Pedestrian
Safety Intersection
Improvements)

Winter 2014/2015

Summer 2015

Design

$86,000

Pedeslrian
Countdown Signal
(3 Signals)

Spring 2015

Winter 2016/ 17

Design

$417 ,000

Source San f rJrci~ Murc1pal Transport.itiori Ar.ency

5. Community Improvements
The Eastern Neighborhoods Plan included Pu blic
Benefits a framework for delivering infrastructure
and other public benefits. The public benefits
framework was described in the Eastern Neighborhoods "Implementation Document" , which was
provided to the public, the Planning Commission,
and the Board of SupeNisors at the time of the
original Eastern Neighborhoods approvals. This
Implementation Document described infrastructure
and other public benefits needed to keep up
with development, established key funding
mechanisms for the infrastructure, and provided
a broader strategy for funding and maintaining
newly needed infrastructure. Below is a descrip-

tion of how the public benefit policies were originally derived and expected to be updated. ~
shows the location of community improvements
underway or completed in the Mission Area Plan
Area between 2011 and 2015.
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A7
Community Improvements in the Mission, 2011-2015

Franklin Square Par-Course

17th and Folsom Park

e

•

Mission Recreation
Jose Coronado Playground

Bartlett Street Pedestrian Improvements I
Mission Mercado

Garfield Square Aquatic Center
Juri Commons

Project Status
•

Project Size
Major

Complete
Construction I
Near Construction

0

Community

Planned
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5.1 Need , Nexus and Feasibility
To determine how much additional infrastructure
and services would be required to serve new
development, the Planning Department conducted
a needs assessment that looked at recreation
and open space facilities and maintenance,
schools, community facilities including child care,
neighborhood serving businesses, and affordable
housing.
A significant part of the Eastern Neigh borhoods
Plans was the establishment of the Eastern
Neighborhoods Community Impact Fee and
Fund. Nexus Studies were conducted as part
of the original Eastern Neighborhoods effort,
and then again as part of a Citywide Nexus and
Levels-of-Service study described below. Both
studies translated need created by development
into an infrastructure cost per square foot of new
development. This cost per square foot determines
the maximum development impact fee that can
be lega lly charged . After establishing the absolute
maximum fee that can be charged legally, the
City then tests what maximum fee can be charged
without making development infeasible. In most
instances, fees are ultimately established at lower
than the legally justified amount determined by
the nexus. Because fees are usually set lower than
what could be legally justified , it is understood
that impact fees cannot address all needs created
by new development.
Need for transportation was studied separately
under EN Trips and then later under the Transportation Sustainability Program. Each infrastructure
or service need was analyzed by studying the
General Plan, departmental databases, and facility
plans, and with consultation of City agencies
charged with providing the infrastructure or need.
As part of a required periodic update, in 2015, the
Planning Department published a Citywide Needs
Assessment that created levels-of-service metrics
for new parks and open space, rehabil itated parks
and open space, chi ld care, bicycle facilities, and
pedestrian faci lities ("San Francisco Infrastructure
Level of Service Analysis").
Separate from the Citywide Nexus published in
2015, MTA and the Planning Department also
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produced a Needs Assessment and Nexus Study
to analyze the need for additiona l transit services,
along with complete streets. This effort was to
provide justification for instituting a new Transportation Sustainability Fee (TSF) to repl ace the
existing Transit Development Impact Fee (TOI F).
In the analysis, the derived need for transit from
new development is described providing the same
amount transit service (measured by transit service
hours) relative to amount of demand (measured
by number of auto plus transit trips).
Between the original Needs Assessment, and the
Level-of-Service Analysis, and the TSF Study the
City has establ ished metrics that establish what
is needed to maintain acceptable infrastructure
and services in the Eastern Neighborhoods and
throughout the City. These metrics of facilities and
service needs are included in

5.2 Recreation, Parks, and Open Space
The Mission Area Plan also calls for the provision
of new recreation and park faci lities and maintenance of existing resources. Some portions of
the Mission historically have been predominantly
industrial, and not withi n walking distance of
an existing park and many areas lack adequate
places to recreate and relax. Moreover, the Mission has a concentration of fam ily households with
children (27% of Mission households) , wh ich is
higher than most neighborhoods in the city. Specifically, the Plan identifies a need for 4.3 acres
of new open space to serve both existing and new
residents, workers and visitors. The Plan proposes
to provide this new open space by creating at least
one substa ntial new park in the Mission.
A parcel at 2080 Folsom Street (at 17th Street)
owned by the San Francisco Public Uti lities Commission was identified as a suitable site for a new
park in an underserved area of the Mission. After
a series of community meetings in 2010, three
design alternatives were merged into one design.
The new 0.8 acre park, shown in figure 5.2.1,
will include a children's play area, demonstration
garden, outdoor amphitheater and seating, among
other amenities. The project is under construction
and is expected to be completed by winter 2017.
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FIOUR[ 5.2. 1
Rendering of Park at 17th and Folsom Streets and Adjacent New Housing Development

)

" , A.

I/ ,

Source: San Frarcisco Recreahon & ~arks.

Another facility planned for the Plan Area, still
in conceptual phase, is the Mission Recreation
Center. Located on a through block facing both
Harrison Street and Treat Avenue between 20th
and 21st Street, the facility includes an interior
gymnasium and fitness center, along with an outdoor playground located in an interior courtyard.
Recrea tion and Park staff is planning for a major
renovation and reconfiguration of the facility that
could include relocating the play equipment so
that it is visible from the public right-of-way and
adding additional courts to the building.
Lastly, Garfield Pool is scheduled to be rehabilitated through the 2012 Park Bond. Recreation
and Park staff plan to furth er enhance the faci lity

40

to a higher capacity Aquatics Center, which,
besides refurbishing the pool, would also include
adding amenities such a multi-purpose room
and a slide. Other possible improvements cou ld
include a redesign of the pool structu re. Design for
the pool rehabilitation is expected to be complete
by late 2016 with construction bid award and the
construction planned to begin in 20 17 .

5.3 Community Facilities and Services
As a significant amount of new housing development is expected in the Mission, new residents
will increase the need to add new commun ity
faci lities and to maintain and expand existing
ones. Community facilities can include any type
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of service needed to meet the day-to-day needs
of residents. These fac ilities include libraries,
parks and open space, schools and child care.
Community based organizations also provide
many services to area residents incl uding health,
human services, and cultural centers. Section 5.3
describes efforts to increase and improve the supply of recreation and park space in the Mission.
Section 6, below, discusses the process of implementation of the community benefits program,
including the col lection and management of the
impact fees program.
shows existi ng community facilities in the
Mission. Community based organizations currently
provide a wide range of services at over 50 sites
throughout the Mission, ranging from clinics
and legal aid, to job and language skills training
centers and immigration assistance. Cultural and
arts centers are also prominent in the Mission.
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Community Facilities in the Mission
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5.4 Historic Preservation
A number of Planning Code amendments have
been implemented in support of the Historic
Preservation Policies within the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan Areas. These sections of the Planning
Code provide for flexibility in permitted uses, thus
encou raging the preservation and adaptive reuse
of historic resources. The most effective incentive
to date is the application of Section 803.9 of
the Planning Code within the East and Western
SoMa Plan Areas. Approximately 10 historic
properties have agreed to on-going maintenance
and rehabilitation plans in order to preserve these
significant buildings.
5.4.1 Commercial Uses in Certain Mixed-Use
Districts
Within Certain Mixed-Use Districts, the Planning
Code principa lly or conditiona lly permits various
commercial uses that otherwise are not be permitted. The approval path for these commercial uses
varies depending on the (1) zoning district, (2)
historic status, and (3) proposed use. The table in
shows Planning Code Section 803.9.
Depending on the proposed use, approval may be
received from either the Zoning Administrator (ZA)
or with Conditional Use Authorization from the
Planning Commission . Depending on the zoning
district, the historic status may either be : Article
10 Landmark (A lO), Contributing Resources to
Article 10 Landmark Districts (AlOD), Article
11 Category I, II , Ill and IV (Al 1), Listed in or
determined eligible for National Register (NR) ,
or Listed in or determined eligible for California
Register (CR).
For use of this Planning Code section, the Historic
Preservation Commission must provide a recommendation on whether the proposed use would
enha nce the feasibi lity of preserving the historic
property. Economic feasibility is not a factor in
determining application of the code provision .
The incentive acknowledges that older buildings
generally require more upkeep due to their age,
antiquated building systems, and require intervention to adapt to contemporary uses. The property
owner commits to preserving and maintaining the
building, restoring deteriorated or missing features,

2016

providing educational opportunities for the public
regarding the history of the bui lding and the district, and the like. As a result the owner is granted
flexibility in the use of the property.
Department staff, along with advice from the
Historic Preservation Commission, considers
the overall historic preservation public benefit in
preserving the subject property. Whether the rehabilitation and maintenance plan will enhance the
feasibility of preserving the building is determined
on a case-by-case basis. Typica lly, the Historic
Preservation Maintena nce Plan (HPMP) from the
Project Sponsor will outline a short- and long-term
maintenance and repair program . These plans
vary in content based on the character-defin ing
features of the property and its overall cond ition.
Maintenance and repair programs may include
elements , like a window rehabilitation program,
sign program, interpretative exhibit, among others.

5.5 Neighborhood Serving Establishments
Neighborhood serving businesses represent a
diversity of activities beyond typica l land use
categories such as reta il. This section defines
neighborhood serving as those activities of an
everyday nature associated with a high "purchase"
frequency (see
for a list of business
categories used ). Grocery stores, auto shops
and gasoline stations, banks and schools which
frequently host other activities, among many other
uses, can be considered "neighborhood serving."
By this definition, the Mission is home to almost
600 neighborhood serving businesses and establishments employing over 8,000 people. Although
these tend to be smaller businesses frequented
by local residents and workers, some also serve
a larger market (such as popular restaurants). As
shown in Table 4.5.1, the top 10 neighborhood
serving establishments in the Mission include
eating places (ful l- and limited-service restaurants,
bakeries, etc.), schools, grocery stores, bars, and
pharmacies. These businesses are typically along
the Mission, Valencia, and 24th Street neighborhood commercial districts, as shown on • 1
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TABLE5:i1
Neighborhood Serving Establishments, Mission

155

Full-Service Restaurants
Snack and Nonalcoholic Beverage Bars

31

908

Limited-Service Restaurants

62

884

Supermarkets and Other Grocery (except Convenience) Stores

36

521

Elementary and Secondary Schools

20

516

Drinking Places (Alcoholic Beverages)

36

388

Electronics Stores

13

246

Retail Bakeries

12

143

7

139

10

129

Sporting Goods Stores

7

125

Junior Colleges

2

110

Used Merchandise Stores

6

96

All Other Specialty Food Stores

3

87

Fitness and Recreational Sports Centers

5

85

9

64

Commercial Banking
Pharmacies and Drug Stores

76

Discount Department Stores
Civic and Social Organizations

7

61

General Automotive Repair

20

57

Pet Care (except Veterinary) Services

10

52

Women's Clothing Stores

9

50

Nail Salons

8

48

Drycleaning and Laundry Services (except Coin-Operated)

Office Supplies and Stationery Stores
Child Day Care Services

2

48

10

47

Shoe Stores

5

41

Savings Institutions

4

40

Book Stores

5

39

Men's Clothing Stores

6

38

All Other General Merchandise Stores

6

38

Religious Organizations

5

34

Family Clothing Stores

3

34

Beauty Salons

9

34

Pet and Pet Supplies Stores

3

32
30

Barber Shops

3

Gasoline Stations with Convenience Stores

44

2,581

28

Clothing Accessories Stores

5

26

Meat Markets

6

24

Beer, Wine, and Liquor Stores

6

20

Sewing, Needlework, and Piece Goods Stores

2

19

Fruit and Vegetable Markets

4

12
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Cosmetics, Beauty Supplies, and Perfume Stores

J

2016

12

9

Food {Health) Supplement Stores
Other Automotive Mechanical and Electrical Repair and Maintenance

3

9

Convenience Stores

4

8

Other Clothing Stores

3

8

Coin-Operated Laundries and Drycleaners

3

8

Hobby, Toy, and Game Stores

6

Cafeterias. Grill Buffets. and Buffets

5

Video Tape and Disc Rental

2

Other Personal and Household Goods Repair and Maintenance

2

2

578

8,018

Automotive Transmission Repair
Libraries and Archives

TOTAL
Source: Cahforn·a ErnptO'jment Development Depa•lmC'1t
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MAP 9
Neighborhood Serving Businesses in the Mission
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6. Implementation of Proposed
Programming

2016

The EN CAC has held monthly public meetings
since October, 2009. For more information on the
EN CAC, go to http://encac.sfplanning.org.

Along with establishing fees, and providing a
programmatic framework of projects, the EN
approvals included amendments to the City's
Administrative Code establishing a process to
choose infrastructure projects for implementation
on an ongoing basis.

6.2 Eastern Neighborhoods Community
Facilities and Infrastructure Fee and Fund

6.1 Eastern Neighborhoods Citizens
Advisory Committee
The Eastern Neighborhoods Citizens Advisory
Committee (EN CAC) started meeting on a
monthly basis in October 2009 . The CAC is
comprised of 19 members of the public appointed
by the Board of Supervisors or the Mayor. The
CAC focuses on implementation of the Eastern
Neighborhoods Implementation Program and
priority projects. Together with the IPIC, discussed
below, the CAC determine how revenue from
impact fees are spent. The CAC also plays a key
role in reviewing and advising on the Five-Year
Monitoring Reports.

The Eastern Neighborhoods Community Facilities
and Infrastructure Fee includes three tiers of
fees that are based on the amount of add itional
development enabled by the 2009 Eastern
Neighborhoods rezon ing. In general, Tier 1 fees
are charged in areas where new zoning provided
less than 10 feet of additiona l height. Tier 2 fees
are for those areas that included between 10
and 20 feet of additional height, and Tier 3 fees
are for areas that included for 20 feet or more of
add itiona l height. Fees are adjusted every yea r
based on infl ation of construction costs .
Below is a chart of the original fees (2009) and
the fees as they exist today.

TAB f o 2.1
Eastern Neighborhoods Infrastructure Impact Fees per Sq uare Foot , 2009 and 2016

Tier 1

$8.00

$6.00

$10.19

$7.65

Tier 2

$12.00

$10.00

$15.29

$12.74

Tier 3

$16.00

$14.00

$20.39

$17 .84

source San Francisco Planning Department

The fees established above are proportionally divided into five funding categories as determined by the needs assessment, nexus studies,
and feasibilities studies, including housing, transportation/transit, complete streets, recreation and open space, and child care. In the
Mission District NCT and MUR (Mixed-Use Residential) Districts, 75% of fees collected from residential development is set aside for
affordable housing for the two respective Plan Areas. The first $ 10,000,000 collected are targeted to affordable housing preservation and
rehabilitation. To date, the City has collected more than $48 million in impact fees, as shown on
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T8
Eastern Neighborhoods Infrastructure Impact Fees

Eastern Neighborhoods Infrastructure Impact Fees

Collected to Date

Collected, 2011-2015

HOUSING
TRANSPORTATION I
TRANSIT
COMPLETE STREETS
RECREATION AND
OPEN SPACE
CHILDCARE
Total

$4,740,000

Mission
East SoMa

$16,940,000

Western SoMa
$6,730,000
$17 ,520,000
$2 ,420,000
$48,350,000

...
$5,357,000

58

$14,635,000

35

$6,940,000

15

Central
Waterfront

$10,034,000

19

Showplace/
Potrero

$11,384 ,000

23

TOTAL

548,350,000

150

Source· San frar.c1sco F>tanni'l8 Oewrtmen1

Note. l\moun: collected mdudes 111-kind 1mprwements.

6.3 IPIC Process
Over the 2016-2020 period, the City is projected
to collect $145 million from the Eastern Neighborhoods impact fee program, as shown on

TABLE 6.

~

Eastern Neighborhoods Infrastructure Impact Fees
Projected, 2 01 6-2020

HOUSING

$26,411,000

TRANSPORTATION I
TRANSIT

$30,302 ,000

COMPLETE STREETS

$38,542,000

RECREATION AND
OPEN SPACE

$43,912 ,000

CHILDCARE
Total

$5.931,000
$ 145,098,000

The Infrastructure Plan Implementation Committee
was established in Administrative Code Chapter
36, Section 36.3; the IP IC's purpose is to bring
together City agencies to collectively implement
the community improvement plans for specific
areas of the City including the Eastern Neighborhood Plan Areas. The IPIC is instrumental in
creating a yearly expenditure plan for impact
fee revenue and in creating a bi-annual "mini"
Capital Plan for the Eastern Neighborhoods. The
annual Expenditure Plan is specific to projects
that are funded by impact fees. The bi-annual
Eastern Neighborhoods Capital Plan also includes
infrastructure projects that are funded by other
sou rces, and projects where funding has not been
identified.

6.4 Eastern Neighborhood MOU
As shown in
, approximately $5.4 million have been collected from 58 projects in the
Mission Area Plan Area to date. Overa ll , rough ly
548.4 million has been collected in all of the
Eastern Neighborhoods, including Western SoMa.

In 2009, the Planning Department entered into
a Memorandum of Understanding with SF Public
Works, SFMTA, Rec and Park, and MOHCD to
assure commitment to implementing the EN
Plans. A key component of the agreement was
the establishment of a list of priority projects:
Folsom Street
16th Street
» Townsend Street
» Pedestrian Crossing at Manalo Draves Park
» 17th and Folsom Street Park
» Showplace Square Open Space
»

»
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6.5 First Source Hiring
The First Source Hiring Program was first adopted
in 1998 and modified in 2006. The intent
of First Source is to connect low-income San
Francisco residents with entry-level jobs that are
generated by the City's investment in contracts or
public works; or by business activity that requires
approval by the City's Planning Department or
permits by the Department of Building Inspection.
CityBuild works in partnership with Planning
Department and DBI to coordinate execution of
First Source Affidavits and MOUs.
CityBuild is a program of the Office of Economic
and Workforce Development and is the First
Source Hiring Administrator. In accordance to
Chapter 83: First Source Hiring Program, developers must submit a First Source Affidavit to the
Planning Department prior to planning approval.
In order to receive construction permit from DBI,
developers must enter into a First Source Hiring
MOU with CityBuild. Developers and contractors
agree to work in good faith to employ 50% of its
entry-level new hiring opportunities through the
CityBuild First Source Hiring process.
Projects that qualify under First Source include:
»

»

»
»

»
»

any activity that requires discretionary action
by the City Planning Commission related to a
commercial activity over 25,000 square feet
including conditional use authorization;
any building permit applications for a residential project over 10 units;
City issued public construction contracts in
excess of $350,000;
City contracts for goods and services in excess
of $50,000;
leases of City property;
grants and loans issued by City departments in
excess of $50,000.

Since 2011 CityBuild has managed 442 placements in 72 First Source private projects in the
three zip codes encompassing the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan Areas (94107, 94110, 94103},
not including projects in Mission Bay, approved
under the former Redevelopment Agency. They
have also placed 771 residents from the three-zip
code area in projects throughout the city.

I

2016

In 2011, the City also implemented a first of
its kind, the Local Hire Policy for Construction
on publicly funded construction projects. This
policy sets forth a mandatory hiring requirement
of local residents per trade for construction work
hours. This policy superseded the First Source
Hiring Program on public construction contracts.
Since 2011, a cumulative 37% of the overall 6.2
million work hours have been worked by local
residents and 58% of 840,000 apprentice work
hours performed by local residents.

7. Ongoing Planning Efforts
As this report has shown, market pressures and
evictions affecting the neighborhood intensified in
the Mission District over the six years that followed
the adoption of the Eastern Neighborhoods Area
Plans and the recovery from the Great Recession.
This has necessitated a focused effort to help
protect and alleviate the impact on those most
affected by the affordability crisis. As a result,
the Mission Action Plan 2020 (MAP2020} was
launched in early 2015 to take a closer look at the
pressures affecting the neighborhood and generate
a set of solutions for implementation to help stabilize housing, arts, nonprofits, and businesses.
MAP2020 will also set targets and define solutions for neighborhood sustainability for 2020
and beyond. The solutions may encompass land
use and zoning, financing, and identification
of opportunity sites and programs; monitoring
mechanisms will also be put into place. This first
phase of MAP 2020 - solutions development
- will be completed by end of Summer 2016.
Implementation of certain measures is already
underway, with additional implementation (writing
legislation, launching new studies, ramping up
programs, etc.) scheduled to commence this fiscal
year (FY2016) now that a MAP2020 budget has
been approved by the Mayor and the Board.
To date, the MAP 2020 collaboration includes a
broad range of non-profit and advocacy groups
as well as public agencies including the Dolores
Street Community (DSCS}, the Cultural Action
Network (CAN), the Mission Economic Development Agency (MEDA), Calle 24, Pacific Felt
Factory, members of the Plaza 16 coalition, the
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Planning Department, the Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development (MOHCD), the
Office and Economic and Workforce Development
(OEWD), the Health Services Agency (HSA),
Department of Building Inspection (DBI), and the
Fire Department. The Mayor's Office and District
Supervisor Campos have also supported this effort.
These stakeholders are collaborating through
working groups co-led by a both City and community leads. A robust community outreach
and engagement process has incorporated
focus groups and individual presentations to
organizations and coalitions such as: tenants'
rights organizations, SRO tenants, Mission Girls,
PODER, United to Save the Mission, real estate
developers, SPUR, San Francisco Housing Action
Coalition (SFHAC), San Francisco Bay Area Renters Federation (SFBARF), and others, with the
goal of informing and including relevant stakeholders affected by and/or responsible for potential
solutions.
Topic-specific working groups have collectively
drafted short, medium, and long term strategies,
including tenant protections and housing access,
housing preservation, housing production, economic development, community planning, SRO
acquisition and/or master leasing, and homelessness. The Plan will be presented to the Planning
Commission, for endorsement in early Fall 2016.
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Carroll, John (BOS)
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Categories:

BOS Legislation, (BOS)
Thursday, November 10, 2016 12:02 PM
jscottweaver@aol.com; peter.schellinger@lennar.com
Givner, Jon (CAT}; Stacy, Kate (CAT); Byrne, Marlena (CAT); Rahaim, John (CPC); Sanchez,
Scott (CPC); Gibson, Lisa (CPC); Starr, Aaron (CPC); Rodgers, AnMarie (CPC); lonin, Jonas
(CPC); BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Calvillo, Angela (BOS); Somera, Alisa
(BOS); Lew, Lisa (BOS); Vu, Doug (CPC); Hue, Melinda (CPC); BOS Legislation, (BOS)
Appeal Response - Community Plan Exemption Appeal - 1515 South Van Ness Avenue Hearing on November 15, 2016
161001

Good afternoon,
Please find linked below an appeal response received by the Office of the Clerk of the Board from the Pelosi Law Group,
representing the Project Sponsor, concerning the Community Plan Exemption Appeal for the proposed project at 1515
South Van Ness Avenue.
Project Sponsor Appeal Response - Received November 10, 2016
The appeal hearing for this matter is scheduled for a 3:00 p.m. special order before the Board on November 15, 2016.
· 1 invite you to review the entire matter on our Legislative Research Center by following the link below:

Board of Supervisors File No. 161001

John Carroll
Legislative Clerk
Board of Supervisors
San Francisco City Hall, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415)554-4445 - Direct I (415)554-5163 - Fax
john.carroll@sfgov.org I bos.legislation@sfgov.org

•

I/LO

Click here to complete a Board of Supervisors Customer Service Satisfaction form.

The Legislative Research Center provides 24-hour access to Board of Supervisors legislation and archived matters since August 1998.

Disclosures: Personal information that is provided in communications to the Board of Supervisors is subject to disclosure under the California Public Records Act and
the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal information provided will not be redacted. Members of the public are not required to provide personal identifying
information when they communicate with the Board of Supervisors and its committees. All written or oral communications that members of the public submit to the
Clerk's Office regarding pending legislation or hearings will be made available to all members of the public for inspection and copying. The Clerk's Office does not
redact any information from these submissions. This means that personal information-including names, phone numbers, addresses and similar information that a
member of the public elects to submit to the Board and its committees-may appear on the Board of Supervisors website or in other public documents that members
of the public may inspect or copy.
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Carroll, John (BOS)
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Thursday, November 10, 2016 9:51 AM
BOS-Supervisors; BOS Legislation, (BOS)
FW: 1515 S. Van Ness File No. 161001
1515 South Van Ness - CEQA Appeal - Letter from Project Sponsor.pdf

From: Beth Noah [mailto:beth@pelosilawgroup.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 10, 2016 9:47 AM
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS) <board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org>
Subject: 1515 S. Van Ness File No. 161001

Dear Sir or Madame:
Please add the attached document to the above-referenced matter.

Beth Noah
Legal Assistant

415-592-4521

1
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November 10, 2016
Hon. London Breed
San Francisco Board of Supervisors
City Hall Room 244
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102
Re:

1515 South Van Ness Avenue
File No. 161001 (CEQA Appeal)
Hearing Date: October 25, 2016

Dear President Breed and Supervisors,
I am writing on behalf of my client, Lennar Multifamily Communities ("LMC") regarding
the appeal of the Community Plan Exemption ("CPE") issued under the California Environmental
Quality Act ("CEQA") for LMC's proposed development at 1515 South Van Ness ("Project Site").
On August 11, 2016, the Planning Commission unanimously (6-0) approved a Conditional
Use authorization for the development of 157 residential units, including 39 affordable units (25%)
and SL'C below market trade shop units on the Project Site (the "Project"). On September 12, 2016,
the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District Community Council ("Appellant") filed an appeal of the
determination to prepare a CPE under CEQA for the Project. Supplemental information in support
of the appeal was filed by the Appellant on October 14, 2016. 1 No appeal of the Conditional Use
authorization was filed.
The Planning Department has prepared a detailed response to, and analysis of, the
Appellant's Claims. Based on the evidence presented and substantial evidence in the record,
Planning Department staff is recommending that the Board of Supervisor's uphold the CPE
determination and deny the appeal. For all the reasons stated below, we support staff's
recommendation and respectfully request that you deny the appeal, and uphold the decision of the
Planning Commission.

PROJECT BACKGROUND
The Project Site is an irregularly shaped lot along South Van Ness Avenue just north of
Cesar Chavez Street. A 31,680 square foot commercial building currently exists on the site and until
December 2015 was occupied by McMillan Electric a local San Francisco contractor. McMillan
Electric sold the Project Site to LMC and with the sale was not only able to relocate 1.1 miles down
the road to a site zoned for production distribution and repair, but also hire 25 new employees with
the use of the sale proceeds. A letter from McMillian Electric in support of the Project and
outlining its benefits is attached as Exhibit A.

1

Collectively this information is referred to herein as "Appellant's Claims."

560 Mission Street, Suite 2800 San Francisco, CA 94105
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The Project Site is located in the Mission Neighborhood Commercial Transit (NCT) zoning
district and the Mission Area Plan, which was part of the 2009 Eastern Neighborhoods rezoning
effort. The Project would demolish the existing structure on the Project Site and construct a
180,277 square foot residential code compliant mixed-use development with 157 dwelling units
(25% or 39 below-market rate units), seventy-nine (79) parking spaces, 1,074 square feet of retail
space located on the corner of South Van Ness Avenue and 26th Street, and six "Trade Shop"
spaces that will be rented at below-market rates to local artists and artisans. The Project, which
complies with Proposition C and is committed to using 100% union labor during construction, was
unanimously approved by the Planning Commission on August 11, 2016.

COMMUNITY PLAN EXEMPTION DETERMINATION
Planning Department staff, based on substantial evidence in the record, issued a CPE for the
Project on July 12, 2016. The CPE was issued following review and analysis of various technical
studies (including studies by historic resource and transportation experts) prepared under the City's
direction to analyze whether the Project would have a peculiar or new significant or potentially
significant environmental impact that was not identified in the 2008 Eastern Neighborhoods
Program EIR (the "PEIR''). Based on that analysis and evidence, the Project, which is consistent
with the development density established for the Project Site under the Eastern Neighborhoods
Rezoning, qualified for a CPE.
The Planning Department in issuing the CPE (and the Planning Commission's reliance upon
it) complied with CEQA, and specifically CEQA Section 21083.3 and CEQA Guidelines Section
15183. These provisions of CEQA mandate the issuance of a CPE for projects that are consistent
with the development density established by existing zoning, community plan or general plan
policies for which an EIR was certified and specifically provide that the City cannot require further
environmental review unless necessary to examine whether there are project-specific impacts
peculiar to the project or its site that were not disclosed as significant impacts in the prior Program
EIR. Because the Project is consistent with the existing NCT zoning and the Mission Area Plan,
and there are no impacts peculiar to the Project or Project site that were not disclosed in the PEIR,
the City cannot require any further CEQA review and the Planning Department complied with
CEQA in issuing the CPE.
The Appellant Claims that the CPE is inappropriate because the PEIR is out of date and
fails to analyze the cumulative impacts of the Project on the Latino Cultural District. The Appellant,
however, has provided no substantial evidence to support its claims and instead is basing them on
unsubstantiated opinion. 2 The Appellant cites a series of cases supporting the assertion that a lay
person's testimony can support a "fair argument" that a project may have a significant impact.
2

The courts have made clear that unsubstantiated opinion is not substantial evidence. "Substantial evidence includes
facts, reasonable assumptions predicated upon facts, and expert opinion supported by facts. [Citations.] It does not
include '[a]rgument, speculation, unsubstantiated opinion or narrative, [or] evidence which is clearly inaccurate or
erroneous .... ' [Citations.]" (emphasis added) (North Coast Rivers Alliance v. K.mvamttra (2015) 243 Cal.App.4th 647.)
Moreover, "[c]omplaints, fears, and suspicions about a project's potential environmental impact ... do not constitute
substantial evidence. [Citations.]" and "in the absence of a specific factual foundation in the record, dire predictions by
nonexperts regarding the consequences of a project [also] do not constitute substantial evidence. [Citations.]" (1 Kostka
& Zischke, Practice under tbe Cal. Environmental Quality Act (2d ed. 2015) § 6.42, pp. 6-47-6-48; Gentry v. City of
Mmrieta (1995) 36 Cal.App.4th 1359, 1417.)

2
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These cases, however, are not on point. They either involve decisions where the applicable
standard of review is the "fair argument test" 3 or cite only a portion of the findings of the decision
thereby misleading the reader into thinking that the courts relied only a layperson's opinion as
substantial evidence. 4 The Appellant has not presented a factual foundation to establish that the
changes occurring in the Mission or the Eastern Neighborhoods are either peculiar to the Project or
individually or cumulatively would exacerbate impacts identified by the PEIR.
Established case law makes clear that projects qualify for an exemption under Public
Resources Code section 21083.3 and 14 Cal. Code Regs. Chapter 3 ("CEQA Guidelines"), section
15183), where substantial evidence exists to support the decision that a project is exempt and
that evidence exists in the record. 5 That evidence has been presented by the Planning
Department in the preparation of the CPE and in the detailed response to the Appellant's Claims.
In contrast, the Appellant has not presented any technical studies that counter the analysis
conducted as part of the CPE or any substantial evidence that creates the necessary link between the
Project and any physical environmental impacts 6
As we fully support and agree with the Planning Department, instead of restating their
analysis, we incorporate their responses by reference. The following are a few additional points to
consider in evaluating the merits of the Appellants Claims.
1.

The Claims Raised By The Appellant Are Not New

On September 13, 2016, the Board of Supervisors considered almost the exact same claims
raised by the Appellant during a hearing on an appeal of the CPE for the 2000 - 2070 Bryant Street
project. At that hearing, the Board unanimously rejected the claims raised, finding that the
Bryant Street project correctly relied upon the PEIR based on substantial evidence in the record to
support a determination to prepare a CPE. Now, two months later, the Appellant once again raises
almost identical issues without preparing any specific technical analyses to support their claims.
Nothing has changed in the intervening months and the Appellant has not raised any new significant
3
Keep Our Mountains Quiet v. County ef Santa Clara (2015) 236 CA 4th· 714, Pocket Protectors v. City efSacramento (2004) 124
CA4th 903, Citizens Assn. for Sensible Development efBishop Area v. Coitnty ef Il!Jo (1985) 172 CA3d 151 and Rominger v. County
ef Cohtsa (2014) 229 CA4th 690 all involved Negative or Mitigated Negative Declarations, which are subject to a standard
of review that only requires a "fair argument" that a potential significant environmental impact may occur. This is
different than the standard of review for a CPE, which requires that the lead agency's decision be upheld if there is
substantial evidence in the record to support the decision.
4
In Banker's Hill, Hillcrest, Park Tf7est Community Preservation Group v. City ef San Diego (2006) 139CA4th 249, the court
found that "although local residents may testify to their observations regarding existing traffic conditions, 'in the absence
of a specific factual foundation in the record, dire predictions by non-experts regarding the consequences ofa
projectdo not constitute substantial evidence' ... [and] we conclude that substantial evidence supports a
finding that the Project will not have a significant effect on traffic relating to the offset intersection." (citing
Gentry, supra, 36 Ca/App.4th at p. 1417, italics added.) The bolded language is what was excluded from the quotation
cited by the Appellants.
5
See Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. City efTur!ock (2006) 138 CA4th 273, overruled on other grounds in Hernandez v. City ef
Hanford (2007) 41 C4th 279; Gentry v. City efMurrieta at 1406 n24; Citizens for F.esponsib!e Eqttitab!e Ent'! Dev. V City efSan
Diego F.edeve. Agemy (2005) 134 CA4th 598, 610.
6
The technical reports included in the record as evidence note facts related to changing demographics and information
regarding the new demographic, but fail to create a causal link between that demographic change and specific physical
impacts to the environment.

3
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claims or presented any new substantial evidence. While the Appellant references the Board's
concerns regarding the Eastern Neighbors Plan in today's environment, it fails to present the type of
evidence that would require any CEQA analysis beyond preparation of a CPE. 7 The Appellant's
claims relate to social and economic issues, which are policy considerations, not physical impacts
on the environment and nothing in the evidence presented creates a causal link between the social
and economic issues and a physical impact on the environment as required under Baker.ifield Citizens
for Local Control v. City ofBaker.ifield (2004) 124 CA4th 1184. As a result, the Board's position
regarding the validity of the PEIR, we believe, should be steadfast as it continues to be based on
substantial evidence in the record as detailed by Planning Department staff in their response.
2.

An Update To The PEIR Is Not Warranted And Will Impact Many Other
Project Including 100% Affordable Projects

The PEIR remains current and legally adequate. None of the conditions that would require
an amendment or update to the PEIR have occurred, including, but not limited to, changes to the
underlying zoning. The zoning adopted by the Board of Supervisors under the Eastern
Neighborhoods Planning effort has not been changed and is not proposed for amendment or
revision, which is the key factor that helps determine whether a supplemental analysis is required.
The Project itself also complies with the requirements of the Planning Code and applicable zoning
and does not seek a Zoning Map or other amendment. For all these reasons alone an update to the
PEIR is not warranted.
In addition, as previously detailed in a response prepared by the attorney for the 2000 - 2070
Bryant Street project, by making these claims the Appellant places in jeopardy the very projects they
seek to encourage - 100% affordable projects. The following is a list of the affordable projects
that would be impacted by the Appellants claims:

•

2060 Folsom Street, 136 units of affordable housing proposed by MEDA and
CCDC. CPE issued on June 10, 2016 (Case No. 2015-014715ENV)

•

1950 Mission Street, 157 units of affordable housing proposed by Mission
Housing Development Corporation and BRIDGE Housing. CPE pending (Case
No. 2016001514ENV).

•

1296 Shotwell Street, 96 units of affordable senior housing proposed by MEDA
and CCDC. CPE pending (Case No. 2015-018056ENV).

•

490 South Van Ness. CPE relying on Eastern Neighborhoods EIR for previously
approved 84-unit market rate project issued in June 24, 2014 (Case No.

7
At the September 13, 2016, hearing on the CPE appeal of the 2000-2070 Bryant Street project, reference was made to
the type and level of supplemental analysis required to establish a causal link between economic or social impacts and a
physical effect on the environment. (http://sanfrancisco.granicus.com/MeiaPlayer.pho?view id=10&clip id=26119
time 3:10 through 3:26 and beginning at time 4:18). Studies prepared by technical experts linking the Project or its
cumulative impacts to specific environmental impacts such as air quality, traffic, noise, etc. are needed and mere
reference to studies discussing the topics generally do not amount to substantial evidence.

4
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2010.0043E); CPE for revised affordable project pending (Case No. 2015010406ENV).
3.

Mission District Interim Controls Considered Displacement Impacts From
The Project, But That Impact Is Not Generally A CEQA Issue

The Appellants have asserted that the Project would cause significant economic and social
change, including the displacement of residents and businesses, an issue that as noted in the
Planning Department's response is not generally studied or required as part of CEQA analysis,
unless there is substantial evidence of related physical impacts on the environment, as
discussed above. The Appellant has presented no evidence of a physical impact from the
economic and social change asserted and therefore, while an important policy consideration, it is not
a CEQA issue. That does not mean, however, that these issues were not considered by the Planning
Commission in unanimously approving the Project.

In January 2016, the Planning Commission adopted Mission District Interim Controls which
require all projects in the Mission District to prepare an analysis of the project's potential socioeconomic impact on the neighborhood and community. Mission Interim Control findings were
prepared by the Project sponsor that provided information on the socio-economic characteristics of
the neighborhood and the Project's potential impact on existing and future residents and businesses.
A copy of those findings are attached as Exhibit B. The Appellant's claims regarding these issues
may be outside the scope of CEQA, but they were analyzed and considered by the Planning
Department and the Planning Commission as part of the Project's approval process.
4.

The Latino Cultural District Is Not A CEOA Resource Nor Would The
Project Impact It

As noted by the Planning Department in their response, the Latino Cultural District is not
an historic resource under CEQA. The Latino Cultural District is an intangible cultural heritage
asset that is not eligible for listing on a state, local or federal registry of historic properties and
therefore does meet the definition of an "historic resource" under CEQA Guidelines Section
15064.S(a). The Latino Cultural District's eligibility as a historic district is not something that has
been overlooked as the Planning Department studied the area as part of the 2011 South Mission
Historic Resource Survey. That survey did not identify the boundaries of the Latino Cultural
District as an historic district, and the Appellant has not presented any evidence as to why the
Latino Cultural District should be considered an historic district under CEQA. The Planning
Department' survey did identify several other potential historic districts, but none of those districts
are near the Project site, and therefore cannot be impacted by the Project. Thus, the Appellants
claims about the impact of the Latino Cultural District on the determination to prepare a CPE are
without merit. The building on the Project Site was not even listed as a cultural asset or the use of it
as a cultural asset theme to be protected. A review of the Latino Cultural District and the Project
also indicates that the Project is not inconsistent with the intent and key components of the district.
Based on numerous discussions with the community facilitated by Planning Director John
Rahaim, there are three key components of the Latino Cultural District. They are as follows: (1)
protecting commercial spaces; (2) providing high quality jobs; and (3) affordable housing. The
Project is consistent with each of these components.

5
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First, the Project does not eliminate the type of commercial space envisioned for protection
under the Latino Cultural District. The existing building to be demolished is a large space previously
occupied by a San Francisco contractor that provides services throughout San Francisco and the Bay
Area. It is not a commercial space that caters to the Mission District or a commercial space
occupied by a small, local Latino business. While the existing commercial space does not meet the
intent of the Latino Cultural District, the Project is creating that type of space by including six (6)
new small trade shop retail spaces to be used and occupied local Mission artists, artisans and
retailers. LMC has committed to providing the six (6) trade shop spaces at below market rents and
will work with the community to fill them with neighborhood serving uses that fit within the context
of the Latino Cultural District.
Second, the Project creates high quality jobs. It is the only development in the Mission that
is committed to using 100% UNION labor. Its development also did not cause the loss of any local
jobs and indirectly helped create 25 new jobs at McMillan Electric. As explained in the letter from
McMillan Exhibit A), LMC's purchase of the site has allowed McMillan to not only relocate to a
larger space, in a PDR zone, 1 mile from the site, but also to expand their business and hire 25 new
employees.
Finally, the last component, affordable housing, has been met by LMC's commitment to
provide 25% of the units on-site as affordable units. This is 10% more than what is required under
the Trailing Legislation and makes the Project the ONLY one that meets the current requirements
under Proposition C adopted by the voters in Tune. This combined with the 473 affordable units
noted above result in more than 42% of the units to be built in the Mission and in and around the
Latino Cultural District being set aside for affordable housing. This high percentage of affordable
units meets the intent of the Latino Cultural District. 8

*

*

*

*

*

In sum, the claims raised by the Appellant, as detailed in the Planning Department's
response are without merit. The CPE issued by the Planning Department and relied upon by the
Planning Commission in unanimously approving the Project was legally adequate, is supported by
substantial evidence in the record and should be upheld. For all of these reasons, we respectfully
request that you reject the appeal and uphold the CPE.

Very truly yours,

A~·ftl&bl
Alexis M. Pelosi

8

This figure is based on Appellant's Claims that 666 new market-rate units will be constructed in and around the Latino
Cultural District and the facts in the record that there are 473 new affordable housing units being proposed in
independent housing developments. As this figure of 473 new affordable housing units does not take into consideration
on-site inclusionary housing units in many Mission developments, the 42% affordable housing figure is likely below the
actual number of affordable housing units to be developed.

6
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Mr. Doug Vu
San Francisco Planning Department
1650 Mission Street, STE 400
San Francisco, CA 94103

April 4, 2016

Re: 1515 South Van Ness Avenue (Case No. 2014.1020)

DearMr. Vu,
McMillan Bros. Electric Inc. ("McMillan Electric•) is a San Francisco based electrical contracting
business with over fifty (50) years of history working and operating in San Francisco. In 1965, my
Father, Patrick McMillan Sr., founded McMillan Electric and since that time our business has grown
from 3 employees to over 285 employees. Today, we employ approximately 55 corporate
management, accounting, project management, purchasing, support staff, etc. at our combined office,
warehouse, storage and space at 1950 Cesar Chavez. Prior to moving to 1950 Cesar Chavez,
McMillan Electric was located at 1515 South Van Ness Avenue, a property purchased by my family in
1981.
In 2014, as part of an overall growth strategy for the company, McMillan Electric decided to
place 1515 South Van Ness Avenue on the market Selling 1515 South Van Ness Avenue was part of
our long-tenn strategic business plan. The sale of the property freed up capital that allowed us to
relocate to a larger facility in an area of the City that was not only zoned long-tenn for commercial,
industrial and warehouse uses, but also was more compatible for our operations. In addition to the
investment made in the 1950 Cesar Chavez facility, the capital gained from the sale allowed us to
further invest in the company, including the hiring 65 new employees. The decision to sell 1515 South
Van Ness Avenue was 100% our decision and always a part of our long tenn vision.
The relocation of the business to 1950 Cesar Chavez in ApriVMay 2015 was made primarily
because of its proximity to the 1515 South Van Ness Avenue, which is located approximately 1.1 miles
away. Since 1950 Cesar Chavez is located in a PDR-2 zone, we know that our business can continue
to grow in the new facility and employees can gain comfort of the viability for our company for years to
come. Additionally, the accessibility for our employees and service vehicles is more effective to our
operation. We are very happy in our newly improved facility and location. Although 1515 South Van
Ness and the Mission District. will always hold a special place in the history of McMillan Electric, its
location within a growing residential area, we believe, makes it a better residential site than a
commercial site. Its size also allows it to be developed with a significant number of residential units,
which is great because the Mission needs more housing. ·The development of properties similar to
1515 South Van Ness helps companies like ours continue to operate in a city that we've called home
for over fifty (50) years by providing much needed housing opportunities .for our employees.

1950 Cesar Chavez St.. San Francisco Ca 94124 T'4'15 826.5100 F 4'15.826.0142
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In closing, we believe that LMC has proposed a wonderful new residential project with a
beautiful new design on our former home at 1515 South Van Ness Avenue. We fully support their
proposed development, which we believe will truly benefit the community. Without their purchase of
our property, we would not be in our new home at 1950 Cesar Chavez and we would not have been
able to grow our businesses. Our relocation to 1950 Cesar Chavez was the result of careful planning
by us, McMillan Electric, and was not the result of any direct or indirect displacement. Please feel free
to come visit our new first class facility. I have joked that this is the first time in my 37 year career that I
have worked in a real office, which is not far from the truth.
Best regards,

~JMcMlnan

Chief Executive Officer
McMillan Bros. Electric Inc.
McMillan Security Systems
McMillan Data Communications
McMillan Audio Visual

'1950 Cesar Chavez SL San Francisco Ca

~!4124
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MISSION 2015 INTERIM CONTROLS ADDITIONAL FINDINGS
(1515 South Van Ness Ave. Case No. 2014.1020)
Large Projects: Any residential or mixed-use project that would include the net addition or new
construction of more than 75,000 gross square feet or includes more than 75 dwelling units shall
require Conditional Use authorization under Planning Code Section 303(c). An application for
conditional use shall include the following information:
1.
Demographic Changes: Provide information about the socio-economic
characteristics of the neighborhood and evaluate how the proposed project would affect
existing and future residents, businesses and community-serving providers of the area.
Demographics: Information regarding demographics of the Mission neighborhood was
obtained from the October 27, 2015 City and County of San Francisco, Board of Supervisor's
Budget and Legislative Analyst's Office Policy Analysis Report, "Displacement in the Mission
District" ("Mission District Displacement Report").
Table 1 is a summary of the Mission neighborhood demographics. 1
Tablet
Demographics of Mission Neighborhood 2009-2013
Total Population
Hispanic/Latino
Hispanic/Latino% Total

38,287
18,372
48%

#Hous.eholds
.Av~rageH~qseholci'Size
Households w/ Children
% Total
# R()U:se~?lds: Rela~edlndividcials.
%Total
#Households: .Unrelated Indivicl~als
%To.tal

14,454
3,041
21%
· 6;263
43%
8,191
57% ·

Owner-occupied Units
% Total
Renter-occupied Units
% Total

3,655
25%
10,789
75%

2.6

Demographic Trends: The Mission District Displacement Report included a discussion of
the demographic and socio-economic and income changes that occurred in the Mission
neighborhood from 2000 to 2009-2013. Table 2 2 below is a summary of demographic trends
and Table 3 3 is a summary of income changes during this same time period.

1

Information in Table 1 comes from the Mission District Displacement Report Exhibit 2 and Exhibit 9.
Information in Table 2 comes from Exhibit 2 and Exhibit 9 of the Mission District Displacement Report.
3
Information in Table 3 comes from Exhibit 12 of the Mission District Displacement Report.
2
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(1515 South Van Ness Ave. Case No. 2014.1020)
Table2
Demographic Trends in Mission Neighborhood
2000

2009-2013

%Change

Total Population
Hispanic/Latino
Hispanic/Latino % Total
#Households
Av~rage H9usehcild Si.ze
Households w / Children
% Total
#Households:.
' ,'' '.' ' ' ·> '• •' ,Refated.IndiVidU.als
' ',
,'.·• ,
. ·%Total
...·•. · ·
#H61lseholds: Ufuelated I.ridividull.ls
.%Total·

42,266
25,180
60%

38,281
18,372
48%
14,454
2.6 ·..

-9%
-27%
-12%
+11%

3,041
21%
6,263
43%
'8,1.91
57%

-26%
-10%
-6%
+28%
+8%

Owner-occupied Units
% Total
Renter-occupied Units
% Total

2,482
19%
10,589
81%

3,655
25%
10,789
75%

+48%
+6%
+2%
-6%

I

..:W~lo

~s'Yo

The Mission Displacement Report also indicates that if current trends continue, the Mission
District's Hispanic/Latino population will decline from 48 percent of the total population to 31
percent by 2025.
Table3
Income Trends in Mission Neighborhood
Annual Household Income
Less than $35,000

2000
3,682

.

2009-2013

% Change

4,592

+25%

5;060

-13%

.

99,999 .

s,798

$100,000 -149,999

1,972

2,100

+6%

Mor~ than $15d,()oo

1;633

2,702

+65%

$35,000

The University of California Berkeley's Center for Community Innovation's July 2015 "case
studies on Gentrification and Displacement in the San Francisco Bay Area" ("Berkeley
Mission District Case Study") also included information regarding demographic changes and
income trends in the Mission neighborhood. Table 44 below is a summary of the Berkeley
Mission District Case Study demographic information.

4

Information in Table 4 comes from the Berkeley Mission District Case Study Table 4.1, Figure 4.2, Figure 4.3
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Berkele~

Table 4
Mission District Case Stud~ Demographic Information

Total Population
Hispanic/Latino
'

"

·.

. ' .·. 1:

.

.,

F~yHou.seholds<,

·.·

Median Income

2000

2013

% Change

54,428
50%

51,578
38%

-5%
-12%

41%
$70,199

'
.·

.·

.38%..
'

$76,762

.·

-3%
..
+8%

Project Information: The Project is approximately 175,000 gross square feet. It is comprised
of 157 residential units, 1,115 square feet of retail space and 4,696 square feet of Trade
Shop /Retail spaces divided into six spaces. It includes 82 parking spaces, three (3) car share
spaces and 158 bicycle parking spaces. Approximately 41 % of the units are two-bedrooms
ranging in size from 783 square feet to 1,254 square feet and 59% of the units are studios,
junior one-bedroom or one-bedroom units ranging in size from 396 square feet to 654 square
feet. The Project is a multi-family, rental development.
The Project includes nineteen (19) on-site affordable housing units, arental development, as
set forth in Planning Code section 415, the affordable housing units will be affordable to
individuals making 55% of Area Mean Income (AMI).

Discussion of Demographic Changes
Reviewing the demographic information provided and available, the overall population in the
Mission has decreased by 5-9% from 2000 to 2013. The Hispanic/Latino population has
decreased by 12-27%, the number of families has decreased 3-10%, the overall number of
owner-occupied units has increased 6% and the number of renter-occupied units has
decreased by 6% during this same time period.
Socio-economically, the Mission District Displacement Report indicates that from 2000 to
2009-2013, the number of households in the Mission neighborhood making less than $35,000
increased by 25% and the number of households making more than $100,000 increased by
71 % and the number of households making $35,000-$99 ,999 decreased by 13 percent.
From 2010 to 2014, according to the May 29, 2015 City and County of San Francisco, Board
of Supervisor's Budget and Legislative Analyst's Office Policy Analysis Report, "Housing
Development in the Mission District" ("Housing Development in the Mission Report"), the
Mission District gained approximately 627 housing units. Only 498 of those housing units resulted
from new construction and the remaining 145 units resulted from alterations of existing units.
Approximately 16 housing units were also demolished during this timeframe. Of the 627 new units,
60 units (or 10%) were affordable residential units (40 units for low income and 20 for moderate
income). This is consistent with the findings of the Berkeley Mission District Case Study which
found that "the Mission District has failed to see significant increases in its housing stock,"
identifying only 96 new housing units being built since 2010. 5
5

Berkeley Mission District Case Study p. 29, Table 4.2.
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In September 2015,John Rahaim, the Director of Planning, prepared a summary to the Board of
Supervisors of the Housing Balance Report ("Housing Balance Report Summary"). According to
that summary, from the 3rd quarter 2005 until the 2nd quarter 2015, only 1,707 net new housing units
were built in the Mission neighborhood with 637 of the units built considered affordable housing
units. 6 As a result, 37.3% of the total new housing built in the Mission over the past 10 years has
been affordable housing. 7

According to the September 10, 2015, Office of the Controller - Office of Economic Analysis
report entitled "Potential Effects of Limiting Market-Rate Housing in the Mission"
("Controller's Report"), the amount of housing built or in the pipeline in the Mission under
the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan is "only a small fraction of the development capacity
[envisioned]." 8 According to the report, the "Eastern Neighborhoods planning process
provided for 15,005 new housing units in the Mission, of which approximately 500 are either
under construction or have been built since 2008, when the plan was passed." 9 This means
there are another 14,500 remaining units under the plan to be built in the Mission.
The Project is constructing 157 new residential units and 19 on-site affordable units. According to
the Housing Development in Mission Report, which looked at new housing construction from 2009
to 2013, the Project would result in a 25% increase in new residential units in the Mission District
and a 32% increase in the number of new affordable units. According to the Housing Balance
Report Summary, which looked at new housing construction from 2005-2015, the Project would
result in a 10% increase in new residential units and a 3% increase in affordable units. The Project
would also only represent 1% of the total number of new housing units envisioned under the
Eastern Neighborhood Plan. This new housing will help address the housing shortfall and housing
pressure in the Mission neighborhood that the Berkeley Mission District Case Study and the Mission
District Displacement Report both identified. Unfortunately, this is only a "drop in the bucket" of
the total demand for new housing in the City or the Mission.
According to the Mission District Displacement Report, from 1980 to 2010 the City added an
average of 2,011 housing units per year. The estimated annual demand during that period was
15,300 new housing units per year. This difference between the number of units demanded and the
number of units supplied, resulted in a 13,289 unit per year shortfall and a total shortfall of 398,666
units from 1980 to 2010. 10 The Housing Balance Report Summary found that from the third
quarter 2005 to the second quarter of 2015, city-wide 22,605 new housing units were constructed. 11
If 15,300 new housing units per year were required, the total shortfall in housing build
during this period was 130,395 units or only 17% of the total amount of housing needed was
built.
Given the significant shortfall in housing units constructed, constructing any housing will be
beneficial to meet housing demand. Whether that new housing will push out, price out or
6

Housing Balance Report Summary, Table 2.
Housing Balance Report Summary,-Table 2.
8
Controller's Report, p. 10.
9
Controller's Report, p. 10.
10
Housing Balance Report As a result of the shortfall, the Legislative Analyst's Office estimates the City's housing need
was 561 % greater than the housing supply produced during that period. :Mission District Displacement Report, pgs. 4
and 27.
11
Housing Balance Report Summary. Table 1.
7
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force out existing residents and businesses in the Mission neighborhood was analyzed in the
September 10, 2015, Controller's Report. 12 Looking only at the rise in income levels and the
limited construction of new market-rate housing, the Controller's Report determined a link
between market-rate housing construction and gentrification was unlikely. The data analyzed
found no link between market-rate housing construction and "no statistical relationship
between housing prices and evictions, in the Mission or in the city as a whole." 13 Instead, it
found that reducing market-rate housing construction does not slow the changes that are
occurring in the Mission and would likely only place additional stress on housing affordability
by further constraining housing supply.
This finding was further substantiated by a recently published study from the California
Legislative Analyst Office dated February 9, 2016 titled "Perspectives on Helping Low
Income Californians Afford Housing" ("California LAO Report") which found that when
new construction is ·abundant in communities around the State, middle-income households
looking to upgrade the quality of their housing often move from older, more affordable
housing into new housing which in turn frees up the older housing for lower income
households. The California LAO Report, looking at both Los Angeles and San Francisco,
concluded that the more constrained the supply of new housing is, the greater the probability
that an affordable unit will move out of the affordable housing stock to a middle income or
even higher income household.
The Controller's Report also looked at population changes and frequency of movement. It
found that "[r]ather than the construction of new and demolition of old housing, the
population change in the Mission since the 1990s has largely occurred through changes in the
occupancy of the existing housing stock." 14 It found that approximately 5,000 new residents
move to the Mission each year. 15 Given that the overall population of the Mission has
declined during that period, it indicates people are leaving the Mission as quickly as new
residents are entering the Mission, but that the change is not linked to new housing
construction. If the Mission has only been adding approximately 193 new housing units per
year since 2000, the demand for new housing is significant.
As noted above, the Project includes 1,115 square feet of new Retail space and 4,696 square
feet of Trade Shop/Retail uses in six (6) separate spaces. It is located on the former site of a
commercial use, which as discussed in the finding below, relocated voluntarily. The non residential spaces in the Project are specifically designed for local artists and artisans and
include roll-up doors, separate entries and creative/ flexible spaces similar to what currently
exists in the Mission neighborhood. The intent is for these spaces to be occupied by
neighborhood serving businesses and local artists or artisans. The estimated 200+ new residents of
the Project are likely to shop at or frequent not only the new non-residential spaces in the Project
but, the other surrounding local businesses increasing their economic base.
The Project will construct 138 new market-rate housing units and 19 affordable housing units. It
will increase the housing supply by 25% over what was constructed from 2009 to 2013. It will also
12

Controller's Report, pgs. 22-23.
Controller's Report, pg. 18.
14
Controller's Report, p. 7.
15
Controller's Report, p. 7.
13
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provide non-residential spaces for local artists and artisans. Based on the evidence included in the
reports cited above, the Project will not impact the demographic changes occurring in the Mission.
Economic Pressure: Provide information about the additional housing
2.
supply provided by the project and evaluate how that may affect affordability of newly
vacant units of housing (indirect displacement) and the rate of evictions (direct
displacement) within the neighborhood.
The Project would provide 157 new residential units, including 19 on-site affordable units.
Approximately 59% of the total Project units will be studios, junior one-bedroom or onebedroom units and 41 % of the units will be two-bedrooms. As noted in the Mission District
Displacement Report, the annual demand for new housing in the City is 15,300 new housing units
per year. 16 The Project in constructing 157 new residential units would meet 1 % of the City's
estimated annual housing demand.
According to the Berkeley Mission District Case Study, the Mission is "host to a sizable stock
of subsidized housing: nearly 2,000 units." 17 The Controller's Report also found that from
2001 to 2013, of the 1,464 units constructed in the Mlssion, 51 % of them were affordable
units with 646 units developed in 100% affordable projects and 97 units developed in marketrate projects. 18
Indirect Displacement
The Controller's Report defines "Indirect Displacement" as housing price inflation caused by
the development of new housing nearby. The theory behind "Indirect Displacement" is that
the construction of new market-rate housing can increase the overall price of adjacent existing
housing. The Controller ran three separate pricing models with one model looking at the
impact of proximity to market-rate housing built in the Mission in the previous year on home
sale prices and the other two models looking at the impact of proximity of market-rate
housing built in the Mission over a two (2) and three (3) year period. The results of the
modeling found that new market-rate housing had a negative effect on nearby house prices.
Specifically, the Controller's Report analyzed a property 250 feet from 75 units of new
market-rate housing. The report found that construction of i:he new market-rate housing
would result, at a maximum, in a 5.9% lower price for the existing property. 19 As a result, the
construction of new housing did not increase surrounding land prices or result in indirect
displacement. This is also consistent with the Controller's Report's findings, as noted above,
that there is not "statistical relationship between housing prices and evictions." 20
The California LAO Report also looked at displacement and found that as market-rate housing
construction tends to slow the growth in prices and rents, it can make it easier for low-income
households to afford their existing homes. This can help to lessen the displacement of low-income
households. The California LAO analysis of low-income neighborhoods in the Bay Area actually

16

Mission District Displacement Report, pgs. 4 and 27.
Berkeley Mission District Case Study. p. 31.
18
Controller's Report, p. 7.
19
Controller's Report, p. 26.
2
Controller's Report, p.18.
17

°
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suggested a link between increased construction of market-rate housing and reduced displacement. 21
Direct Displacement
The Controller's Report defines "Direct Displacement" as the no-fault eviction of a
household in order to demolish its housing unit, so that new market-rate housing may be
constructed on the parcel. The Controller's Report found that since 1997, 3,835 eviction
notices have been filed in the Mission neighborhood, but that only 2.6% of those notices have
been for the demolition of a residential unit, or "Direct Displacement" as that term is defined.
The Rent Control Board maintains a database of evictions within the City. This database
does not capture buy-outs and other "non-official" eviction proceedings. The March 23,
2015, Annual Report by the Rent Control Board to the Board of Supervisors found a total of
2,120 eviction notices were filed in the City from March 1, 2014 through February 28, 2015.
This includes 145 notices for failure to pay rent. A breakdown of notices by neighborhood
was not available.
The Berkeley Mission District Case Study found that between 2009 and 2013 there were 71
Ellis Act evictions in the Mission District and from 2008 to 2014 "165 or about 28% of the
total share of buyouts." 22 Buyouts are not required to be reported and may therefore be
under reported. While Ellis Act evictions, buyout and other "Direct Displacement" is
occurring in the Mission neighborhood, because the Project site has been used for
commercial purposes for the last approximately 50 years, no "Direct Displacement" of
residential units will occur.
3.
Total Housing Production: Provide information about i) the maximum allowable
dwelling unit density the site could accommodate and ii) the density of the proposed
project, then iii) evaluate how effectively the proposed project would house future residents
- add or change the net supply of housing for all income levels and types of tenure.
The Project is.located in the Mission Neighborhood Commercial Transit District ("NCT") and is in
the 55-X and 65-X Height and Bulk District. The Project site is approximately 36,000 square feet.
Under the NCT zoning, the maximum allowable density on the Project site is dictated by the
physical requirements of the Planning Code such as height, bulk, setback, open space, exposure, unit
mix, and other requirements.
The Project site is over 112 of an acre. As a result, it qualifies for a Planned Unit Development
("PUD"). Under a PUD, the Project can seek certain exceptions from the requirements of the
Planning Code. Assuming a modification from the setback, open space, exposure and unit mix
requirement, the maximum allowable dwelling unit density the Project site could accommodate is
221 new dwelling units. This assumes that the Project is seeking an exception from the rear yard
and exposure requirements of the Planning Code as well as the 40% 2-bedroom requirement.
Under this maximum buildout scenario, the Project would construct 183 studios, 33 junior 1bedroom units and 5 1-bedroom units. This figure does not take into consideration livability of the
units.

21
22

California LAO Report p. 9.
Berkeley Mission District Case Study. pgs. 33-34.
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The Project is proposing 157 new dwelling units, which is a reduction of 70 units from the
maximum buildout scenario or 30% fewer overall units.
The Project includes 19 permanently affordable units. These housing units will be restricted for
individuals and families making 55% of AMI in perpetuity pursuant to Planning Code Section 415.8.
These new affordable housing units increase by 32% the number of affordable units in the :Mission
according to the Housing Development in the :Mission Report.
The remaining 138 reside~tial units will provide long-term housing for a mix of individuals and
families. The 55 studio units will likely house one (1) person while the 38 junior 1-bedroom and 1bedroom units may house a combination one (1) person or two (2) people. The 64 2-bedroom units
are likely to house families and/ or unrelated individuals living together (i.e., roommates). The
tenure of residents cannot be determined, but the development is a rental product with regular
turnover of units expected.
According to the Controller's Report, based on the 5-year census data collected from 2009 to 2013,
"87% of :Mission residents lived in the same house one year previously, and 13% moved from
another location. More than half of the movers - 8% of the total in the :Mission moved from
somewhere else in San Francisco into the :Mission." 23 This "population churn" is lower than th.e
citywide average of 16 percent. As a result, the housing units being built will likely be occupied by
:Mission residents for more than one year.
The residential units being developed are affordable by design. They include smaller sized units
ranging from 396 to 497 square feet for studios, 440 to 654 square feet for 1-bedrooms and 887 to
1254 square feet for 2-bedrooms. Assuming rents based on a price per square foot, the smaller size
of the units combined with the limited building amenities offered creates a market rate rental
development that is affordable by design.

4.
Affordable Housing Production: Provide information about whether additional
affordable housing could be provided on the site, through the availability of public
financing or financial incentives, or through use of the State Density Bonus Law,
Government Code Section 65915 or other applicable affordable housing incentive
program to provide an economic incentive or financial support for additional affordable
units on the site.
The Project site is located within the :Mission Area of the Eastern Neighborhoods Community Plan.
Because it is within a recently adopted comprehensive plan area, it is not eligible for the proposed
Local Bonus Program. The Project is eligible for the State Density Bonus Law, but its use is feasible
or practical.
The Project currently maximizes the physical development opportunities on the Project site.
Requesting, increased height would require an amendment to the Zoning Map and is not financially
practical or a viable alternative.
In August 2015, Seifel Consulting Inc. prepared a "Financial Analysis of San Francisco's Proposed
Affordable Housing Bonus Program" ("Seifel Report"). That report analyzed key financial factors

23

Controller's Report, p. 7.
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that were likely to influence the inclusion of additional affordable housing on project sites through
either the proposed Local Bonus Program or the State Density Bonus Law. In reviewing the cases
studied, the Seifel Report found a link between the ability to use of the State Density Bonus Law
and land costs, hard construction costs, soft costs, construction financing, revenues and impact fees.
Projects were more likely to utilize the State Density Bonus Law where a development benefitted
from "economies of scale" or spreading development costs across more units. Unfortunately,
simply adding more uruts to a development does not necessarily achieve "economies of scale" as
adding more units increase certain costs while decreasing others. The Seifel Report found that the
State Density Bonus Law "made sense" when "project sponsors have owned the property for a long
time or developers are able to purchase sites at favorable terms" or in "higher priced areas where the
increased number of market rate units at high price levels could more than offset the increased
number of BMR units, or where development costs are significantly less than estimated."2+ Here,
the Project sponsor recently purchased the Project site, which means the land costs are market-rate,
the types of units being developed are affordable by design which means they are not intended for
higher prices or in a higher priced area and construction costs are at all all-time high. For all these
reasons, including the site constraints, utilization of the State Density Baus Law is not feasible.
The Project will provide 19 on-site inclusionary housing units. It is, however, a market-rate
development. Housing subsidy financing from the State and Federal government is very
competitive and a market-rate development with affordable housing would not meet the minimum
qualifications for such financial awards. Those subsidies are targeted toward 100% affordable
projects. Similarly, the value of City affordable housing dollars is better leverage or maximized by
supporting 100% affordable projects. As a result, the Project is highly unlikely to qualify for or
receive any financial incentives to construct more affordable housing.

5.
Housing Preservation: Provide information about existing housing on the project
site in terms of occupancy types, relative affordability, adaptability rent-control and other
tenant-features.
The Project site does not have any existing housing.

6.
Tenant Displacement: Provide information about whether the Rent Board has
recorded a history of evictions or buyouts on the property.
The Project site has been in commercial use since 1948. The Rent Board confirmed via telephone
on January 27, 2016, that there is "[n]o record of any evictions at that address" (i.e., 1515 South Van
Ness Avenue).

Additional Information for Displacement, Demolition or ·Conversion of Certain Uses:
If the project would displace, demolish or convert Assembly, Recreation, Arts &
Entertainments, Light Manufacturing, Auto Repair, Trade Shops or Institutional uses in
any zoning district in making its Conditional Use Authorization Application the application
shall include the following analysis:
The Project site was occupied by McMillan Electric, a local electrical contractor, until April/May of

24
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2015. McMillan Electric used the property for back-office and warehouse storage.
Relocation assistance in non-PDR zoning districts: In zoning districts other
(a)
than PDR districts, provide information about the existing or last known Assembly,
Recreation, Entertainment, PDR or Institutional tenants, for the last-known tenant the
information required would be limited to uses that have been operating within three years
prior to the entitlement date of the project, and disclose whether the tenant has relocated or
relocation benefits have been or will be provided.
The Project site is located in the Mission-NCT zoning district, not a PDR district. McMillan
Electric has been located on the Project site since the late 1980s. Prior to McMillan's use, the
property was occupied by auto sales and service use and then a tire sales and service use. McMillan
Electric is a local San Francisco electrical contracting company. Recognizing the increasing value of
property and the need to capture that value to accomplish its expansion goals, McMillan Electric
placed its property at 1515 South Van Ness Avenue on the market for sale. Lennar Multifamily
Communities entered into a contract to purchase the Project site. Using a portion of the proceeds
from the sale of the Project site, in April/May of 2015, McMillan Electric relocated to 1950 Cesar
Chavez Street. 1950 Cesar Chavez Streetis located approximately 1.1 miles from 1515 South Van
Ness Avenue.
1950 Cesar Chavez Street is in the PDR-2 zoning district. McMillan Electric's use of the property is
consistent with the PDR-2 zoning and is the type of use envisioned for this zone. McMillan Electric
voluntarily relocated as part of its overall business plan and no relocation benefits were or will be
provided.
Businesses and Community Building Uses: If the existing Assembly, Recreation,
(b)
Entertainment, PDR or Institutional tenants have not been relocated or offered reiocation
benefits then the applicant shall provide information regarding potential impacts to the
community and benefits of the project as described below:
McMillan Electric is staying within the community. It has located approximately 1.1 miles from its
previous location at 1515 South Van Ness Avenue. As a result, its relocation will not impact the
community.
The Project will benefit the community by providing much needed housing, including 19 new onsite affordable housing units, and much needed new trade spaces.
Jobs & Economic Profile: An analysis of the economic and fiscal impact of the
(c)
proposed project. Towards this end, the application shall include an analysis of the loss of
the existing use compared to the benefit of the proposed use, including an estimate, if
known, of permanent job creation and/ or job retention in the community of the proposed
use compared to the existing use and associated wages and benefits for both;
As noted above, the previous use and employer is remaining in the community. Its relocation to
1950 Cesar Chavez Street has allowed it to grow its business and hire an additional 25
employees.
The Project development will employ a significant number of construction workers over the 24-
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month construction period. Once completed, the Project will create approximately three (3) fulltime management and approximately three (3) to four (4) maintenance jobs on the Project site. The
1,115 square foot retail space is likely to generate between 3-5 full, and part-time, employees. In
addition, the six (6) Trade Shop/Retail spaces along 26'h Street are likely to result in a minimum of
six (6) new local artists or artisans on the Project site.
The Project will result in a net increase in jobs and a positive economic and fiscal impact as it not
only helped maintain and expand an existing business (McMillan Electric) in the neighborhood but
will create short-term construction jobs and long-term Project management, leasing and
maintenance employment opportunities.
(d)
Available Space in the Mission. Discuss whether sufficient vacant space for the use
type being demolished or removed exists in the neighborhood; and
The Project will demolish an existing approximately 31,680 square foot commercial building. Based
on a January 28, 2016, search of LoopN et, an online commercial real estate platform that lists and
tracks commercial real estate in the United States, there are approximately sixty (60) commercial
office, warehouse or industrial properties/buildings between 15,000 and 40,000 square feet within a
one (1) mile radius of 1515 South Van Ness Avenue. A table of the properties identified in that
search is attached. Reducing the size of the building searched to 30,000 square feet, but still within a
mile yielded 52 properties and expanding that same search to a 2-mile radius yielded 241 properties.
Finally, looking only at buildings of this size and type within the Mission interim control area, there
are approximately 45 such buildings. A table of the buildings of this size and type within the
Mission Interim Control area is attached. LoopN et identified only two buildings of a similar type in
the Mission Interim Control area that were currently available for lease or sale.25
Based on a search of LoopN et the loss of the existing building will not impact the type of space
available in the neighborhood.
Affordability of Community-Building Uses. Provide an assessment of the
(e)
affordability of community-building uses. Community-building uses shall include but
not be limited to arts, nonprofit services and childcare uses. This assessment should
discuss the nature of the community-building uses, the affordability of the uses and the
amount of space provided for such uses on the existing site compared to similar uses
associated with the proposed project, if any.
The existing building on the Project site is a commercial building. It does not include any space for
community-building uses. The Project will include six (6) smaller Trade Shop/Retail uses along 26'h
Street. These smaller Trade Shop/Retail uses are intended for local artist and artisans. It will create
new space within the community for these types of uses that does not currently exist.

(f)
Non-Residential Displacement. Discuss existing businesses or non-profit
organizations that will not be retained in the proposed project, or offered an opportunity
to lease space in the proposed project, in terms of length of lease, number of employees,
whether the use is minority owned and a non-restaurant or bar use, and if a business is
retail whether that business is formula retail. Discuss whether a commercial tenant has
25

Vacant space may exist and may simply not be captured by the LoopNet database.
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been displaced through rent increases or lack of lease renewal in the last 12 months.
As noted above, the existing business on the Project site, Mcl\1illan Electric voluntarily relocated to
1950 Cesar Chavez Street a property in the PDR-2 zone. No other tenant has occupied the site.
Development of the Project will not result in the displacement of any existing business.
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Good afternoon,
Please find linked below an appeal response received by the Office of the Clerk of the Board from the Planning
Department, concerning the Community Plan Exemption Appeal for the proposed project at 1515 South Van Ness
Avenue.
Planning Letter - November 7, 2016
The appeal hearing for this matter is scheduled for a 3:00 p.m. special order before the Board on November 15, 2016.

I invite you to review the entire matter on our Legislative Research Center by following the link below:
Board of Supervisors File No. 161001
Thank you,
Brent Jalipa
Legislative Clerk
Board of Supervisors - Clerk's Office
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 554-7712 I Fax: (415) 554-5163
brent.jalipa@sfgov.org I www.sfbos.org
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Records Act and the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal information provided will not be redacted. Members of the public are not required
to provide personal identifying information when they communicate with the Board of Supervisors and its committees. All written or oral
communications that members of the public submit to the Clerk's Office regarding pending legislation or hearings will be made available to all
members of the public for inspection and copying. The Clerk's Office does not redact any information from these submissions. This means that
personal information-including names, phone numbers, addresses and similar information that a member of the public elects to submit to the
Board and its committees-may appear on the Board of Supervisors' website or in other public documents that members of the public may inspect
or copy.
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1650 Mission St.
Suite 400
-=t".~"::----------·-~·-· San Francisco,

CA 94103-2479
Reception:

Planning Department Response to the
Appeal of Community Plan Exemption for
1515 South Van Ness Avenue Project

415.558.6378
Fax:

415.558.6409
Planning
Information:

415.558.6377

DATE:

November 7, 2016

TO:

Angela Calvillo, Clerk of the Board of Supervisors

FROM:

Lisa M. Gibson, Acting Environmental Review Officer - (415) 575-9032
Chris Kem, Senior Environmental Planner - (415) 575-9037
Melinda Hue, Environmental Coordinator - (415) 575-9041

RE:

File No. 161001, Planning Department Case No. 2014.1020ENV -Appeal
of the Community Plan Exemption for the 1515 South Van Ness A venue
Project. Block/Lot: 6571/008, 001, and OOlA

HEARING DATE: November 15, 2016

The Planning Department is submitting a response to the October 14, 2016 appeal letter submitted as part
. of the Appeal of the Community Plan Exemption for 1515 South Van Ness Avenue. Attached is:
•

One (1) hard copy of the Appeal Response

•

One (1) cd which includes:
an electronic file of the appeal response (Response to 1515 SVN Appeal_110716.pdf)
an electronic file of the appeal (Appeal Ltr 101416.pdf)

These files are being provided to the Clerk of the Board for distribution to the appellants, project sponsor,
and Board of Supervisors by the Clerk of the Board.

Memo
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Suite 400

San Francisco,
CA 94103-2479

Appeal of Community Plan Exemption

Reception:

415.558.6378

1515 South Van Ness Avenue Project

Fax:

415.558.6409
Planning

!oformation:

415.558.6377

DATE:

November 7, 2016

TO:

Angela Calvillo, Clerk of the Board of Supervisors

FROM:

Lisa M. Gibson, Acting Environmental Review Officer - (415) 575-9032
Chris Kem, Senior Environmental Planner - (415) 575-9037
Melinda Hue, Environmental Coordinator - (415) 575-9041

RE:

File No. 161001, Planning Department Case No. 2014.1020ENV - Appeal of the
Community Plan Exemption for the 1515 South Van Ness Project. Block/Lot:
6571/008, 001, and OOlA

PROJECT SPONSOR: Peter Schellinger, LMC San Francisco Holdings, LLC - (415) 975-4982
APPELLANT:

J.

Scott Weaver, Law Office of J. Scott Weaver, on behalf of the Calle 24 Latino
Cultural District Community Council- (415) 317-0832

HEARING DATE:

November15,2016

ATTACHMENTS:

A- October 14, 2016 appeal letter from J. Scott Weaver

INTRODUCTION
This memorandum and the attached document is a response to the second letter submitted October 14,
2016, following the September 12, 2016 letter of appeal to the Board of Supervisors (the Board) regarding
the Planning Department's (the "Department") issuance of a Community Plan Exemption (CPE) under
the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plan Final Environmental Impact Report ("Eastern

.org
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Case No. 2014.1020ENV
1515 South Van Ness Avenue

Neighborhoods PEIR or PEIR") 1 in compliance with the California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA")
for the 1515 South Van Ness Avenue Project (the "Project").
On September 12, 2016, an appeal of the CPE determination was filed by J. Scott Weaver, Law Office of J.
Scott Weaver, on behalf of the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District Community Council (the Appellant). On
October 17, 2016, a response to the September 12, 2016 appeal Letter was provided by the Planning
Department. On October 14, 2016, a second letter was filed by the Appellant. The Appellant's October 14
letter (Attachment A to this appeal response) includes a previous letter that Mr. Weaver submitted to
Planning Staff (June 3, 2016), which was also previously included as an attachment to the Appellant's
September 12 appeal letter (pages 484 through 486), and a variety of studies and reports in support of the
appeal. These attachments are included as "Appeal Ltr 101416.pdf" on the cd disk or online as part of
Board of Supervisors File No. 161001.2

CONCERNS RAISED AND PLANNING DEPARTMENT RESPONSES:
The Appellant's October 14 letter restates three issues previously raised in the September 12, 2016 appeal
Letter. As discussed below, the Planning Department addressed these issues in the October 17, 2016
appeal response.

Concern A: "The CEQA findings did not take into account the direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts that
the proposed project and the other "market rate" projects would have on the businesses, residents, and non·
profits in the LCD" (page 2 of October 14, 2016 appeal letter)
Response A: This contention is presented as Concern 1 and addressed in Response 1 in the October 17,
2016 appeal response (October 17 appeal response).
Project-level Environmental Review. As discussed in detail on page 9 of the October 17 appeal response,
in accordance with CEQA Guidelines Section 15183, a project-level environmental review was
undertaken as documented in the CPE Checklist to determine if the 1515 South Van Ness project would
result in additional impacts specific to the project or the project site, and if the further environmental
review is required. Impacts to the environment that might result with the Project were analyzed in the
CPE Checklist and, consistent with CEQA Guidelines Section 15130, the CPE Checklist also includes
analysis of the proposed project's potential cumulative impacts. The CPE Checklist determined that the
proposed project would not have significant impacts that were not previously identified in the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR and identified five Mitigation Measures from the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR to

1

The Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plan Final EIR (Planning Department Case No. 2004.0160E), State Clearinghouse

No. 2005032048) was certified by the Planning Commission on August 7, 2008. The project site is within the Eastern Neighborhoods
Rezoning and Area Plan project area.
2
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be applied to the Project to avoid impacts previously identified in the PEIR with regard to archeological
resources, noise, and hazardous materials.
Calle 24 Latino Cultural District. As discussed in detail starting on page 21 of the October 17 appeal
response under "Calle 24 Latino Cultural District", the CPE Checklist determined that the Project would
not result in significant impacts on historic architectural resources. The purpose of the Calle 24 Latino
Cultural District (Calle 24 LCD) is to recognize, promote, and preserve cultural assets of the LCD.
However, the Calle 24 LCD does not qualify as a historic district eligible for listing on the California
Register of Historic Resources and, as such, is not a historic resource as defined by CEQA. Unlike historic
districts that are locally designated or listed on the National or State registers, the LCD was not
established through a formal survey by a consultant or Planning Department staff member meeting the
Secretary of the Interior's Professional Standards. The Calle 24 LCD Report does not include a statement
of significance addressing eligibility for listing on either the California or National Registers, nor was the
LCD adopted as a historic district by the Historic Preservation Commission. While there may be
properties within the LCD that may qualify as historic resources, either individually or as part of smaller
potential historic districts, under CEQA the Calle 24 LCD is not a historic district under CEQA. The
Appellant does not provide any basis to support a determination that the project site is located within a
CEQA historic district, that the property is a contributor to a CEQA historic district, or that the Project
would have a significant impact on a CEQA historic resource. Pages 21 to 23 of the October 17 appeal
response provides a detailed discussion regarding the Calle 24 LCD.
Housing Prices, Changing Economic Conditions and Displacement. As discussed in detail starting on
page 16 of the October 17 appeal response under "Housing Prices, Changing Economic Conditions and
Displacement", while studies included with the appeal relating to gentrification and displacement in the
Mission District present a discussion of whether or not displacement is occurring, the appeal does not
establish a link between displacement and either the 1515 South Van Ness Avenue Project or the Eastern
Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans, nor does the appeal demonstrate that gentrification or
displacement have resulted in new or substantially more significant impacts on the physical
environmental than were disclosed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR. Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines
15131 and 15064(e), economic and social effects such as gentrification and displacement are only
considered under CEQA where these effects would cause substantial adverse physical impacts on the
environment (see pages 16 to 19 of the October 17 appeal response). Only where economic or social
effects have resulted in adverse physical changes in the environment, such as "blight" or "urban decay"
have courts upheld environmental analysis that consider such effects. But without such a connection to
an adverse physical change, consideration of social or economic impacts "shall not be considered a
significant effect" per CEQA Guidelines 15382.
CEQA Findings. In regards to the CEQA findings themselves, this is presented in Concern 3 and
addressed in Response 3 in the October 17 appeal response. As stated in the October 17, 2016 appeal
response, the Appellant's contention regarding CEQA findings is not a valid ground for an appeal of the
CPE. Page 27 of the October 17 appeal response provides a detailed discussion regarding CEQA findings.

3
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Concern 8: "The Community Plan Exemption reliance on the PEIR was improper because 1) The PEIR
contemplated production of no more than 2,054 units with an approved preferred project of 1,696 units for
the Mission Area. As of February, 2016 there were 2,451 units either completed or under environmental
review. And 2) Substantial new information renders the PEIR out of date. These changes cumulatively impact
arecis of land use, consistency with area plans and policies, recreation and open space, traffic and
circulation, transit and transportation." (page 2 of October 14, 2016 appeal letter)
"The Planning Department and Planning Commission have engaged in a pattern and practice of approving
projects relying on an out-of-date Plan EIR and without regard to the direct and indirect cumulative impacts
that these projects have on the environment." (page 2 of October 14, 2016 appeal letter)
Response 8: This is presented in Concern 1 and addressed in Response 1 in the October 17 appeal
response.
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR. The Appellant's claims regarding growth projections reiterate issues raised
in the September 12 appeal letter and are addressed in the Department's October 17 appeal response. As
discussed in detail starting on page 7 of the October 17 appeal response under "Eastern Neighborhoods
PEIR and Project CPE" section, CEQA Guidelines Section 15162(c) establishes that once a project, in this
case the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans, is approved:
"[T]he lead agency's role in that approval is completed unless further discretionary
approval on that project is required. Information appearing after an approval does not
require reopening of that approval. If after the project is approved, any of the conditions
described in subdivision (a) occurs, a subsequent EIR or negative declaration shall only
be prepared by the public agency which grants the next discretionary approval for the
project, if any." [Emphasis added.]
Thus, even if the Appellant's unsubstantiated claims that the build-out of development consistent with
the adopted rezoning and area plans somehow constituted new information or changed circumstances
resulting in new or more severe impacts on the physical environment than previously disclosed (i.e., the
conditions described in subdivision (a) of CEQA Guidelines section 15162), the Eastern Neighborhoods
PEIR would remain valid under CEQA. Simply stated, unless and until the Eastern Neighborhoods
Rezoning and Area Plans themselves are amended or revised, the reopening of the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR is neither warranted nor required under CEQA. CEQA Section 21083.3 and CEQA
Guidelines Section 15183 mandate that projects, like the 1515 South Van Ness Avenue project, that are
consistent with the development density established under existing zoning, community plans, or general
plan policies for which an EIR was certified, shall not require additional environmental review except as
might be necessary to examine whether there are project-specific significant effects which are peculiar to
the project or its site.
Impacts to the environment that might result with implementation of the Project were analyzed in the
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR and the CPE Checklist according to the project's potential impacts upon the
specific setting for each environmental topic, clearly stated significance criteria, and substantial evidence
4
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in the form of topic-specific analyses. Consistent with CEQA Guidelines Section 15130, the CPE Checklist
also includes analysis of the proposed project's potential cumulative impacts for each environmental
topic. The CPE Checklist determined that the proposed project would not have a significant impact that
was not previously identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR and identified five Mitigation
Measures from the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR to be applied to the Project to avoid impacts previously
identified in the PEIR with regard to archeological resources, noise, and hazardous materials.
Pages 6 to 23 of the October 17 appeal response provides a detailed discussion regarding concerns
regarding the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.
Population and Housing. As discussed in detail starting on page 11 of the October 17 appeal response
under "Population and Housing", nowhere in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR is it stated or implied
that the projections were intended as a cap or limit to growth within the areas that would be subject to
the Eastern Neighborhoods Plans. The growth projections were used as analytical tool in the PEIR to
contextualize the potential environmental impacts of the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans. The PEIR
assumed a total amount of development resulting from the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans consisting
of all development types (residential, commercial, etc.) and analyzed impacts based on this total
development amount. The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR impact analyses were not based on any
anticipated pace or phasing of growth. Although the number of foreseeable dwelling units in the Mission
Plan Area may exceed therange of residential development anticipated by the Eastern Neighborhoods·
PEIR by approximately 350 dwelling units (should all proposed projects be approved and constructed),
the total amount of foreseeable non-residential space is well below the maximum evaluated in the
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR, as is the overall population increase. Therefore, while more residential
development may occur than projected, it also appears that less non-residential development will occur,
and that the population increase assumed in the PEIR will not been exceeded. Pages 11 to 14 of the
October 17 appeal response provides a detailed discussion regarding population and housing.
Community Benefits. In regards to the community benefits, this is presented in Concern 2 and addressed
in Response 2 in the October 17 appeal response. Concerns regarding community benefits are not valid
grounds for an appeal of the CPE because they do not demonstrate that the Project would result in
significant effects which are peculiar to the project or its site that were not disclosed in the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR. The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR did not rely on the implementation of
community benefits in the determination of the impacts resulting from the Eastern Neighborhoods Area
Plans. See Page 24 to 27 of the October 17 appeal response.

CONCLUSION:
The Appellant's October 14 letter restates three issues previously raised in the September 12, 2016 appeal
Letter which the Planning Department addressed these issues in the October 17, 2016 appeal response.
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President London Breed and San Francisco Board of Supervisors
San Francisco City Hall
1 Dr Carlton B Goodlett Pl #244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Re: 1515 Soutlt Van Ness Avenue Project 2014.1020CUA
Dear Supervisor Breed,
Please accept this submission on behalf of the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District Council
with respect to the proposed project at 1515 South Van Ness Avenue.
I.

Factual Background
The proposed project is a five to six story building at the corner of South Van Ness
Avenue and 26th Street, and within the boundaries of the Calle 24 Latino Cultural
District It replaces the 35,000 square feet of PDR use with a project consisting of
approximately 4,167 square feet of trade shops, 1,074 square feet ofretail and 157
housing units of various sizes. Originally 88% of those units were to be "market
rate". Shortly before the hearing the project sponsor proposed 75% market rate, 15%
affordable to those earning 55% AMI and 10% affordable to those earning 100%
AMI.
A. On October 23, 2015 Appellant Calle 24 Latino Cultural District Council
("Council") wrote to the Planning Department requesting that any environmental
analysis of the proposed project at 1515 South Van Ness Avenue ("proposed
project") include an evaluation of the cumulative impacts of the proposed project
along with other market rate projects affecting the Calle 24 Latino Cultural
District (LCD), and to fashion mitigations for any negative impacts. The letter
also noted that substantial new information rendered the Eastern Neighborhoods
Plan EIR ("PEIR") out of date. (See Exhibits, Pages 484 - 486)
B. ·On June 3, 2016 Appellant Council wrote to the Planning Department objecting to
a Draft Certificate of Exemption prepared by the Planning Department, reiterating
the need for an analysis of the impacts on the LCD, stating the basis for such an
analysis, and requesting that adequate mitigations be put in place. The letter
provided specific areas of inquiry that would assist in this evaluation. The letter
also reiterated the substantial new information rendered the PEIR out of date and
no longer a basis for issuing a Certificate of Exemption. (Exhibits, Pages 590-596,
588-89)
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C. On July 12, 2016 the Planning Department issued a Certificate of Exemption from
Environmental Review. (Exhibits, Pages 577-587)
D. On August 3, 2016 Appellant Council wrote Planning Commissioners expressing
its concerns regarding the proposed project, including the failure of the
Department to evaluate cumulative impacts of increased gentrification on the
LCD and that the PEIR was no longer a viable basis for issuing a Certification of
Exemption. (Exhibits, Pages 46-57)
E. On August 3, 2016 Supervisor David Campos wrote to the Planning Commission
requesting that impacts of the projects affecting the LCD be evaluated and
adequate mitigations be put in place prior to the approval of any project.
(Exhibits, Page 597, 598)
F. On August 11, 2016, the Planning Commission approved the proposed project,
including approval of the Community Plan Exemption (Exhibits, Pages 2-40).
G. Appellant timely filed this appeal on September 12, 2016.

II.

Reasons for Appeal
A. The CEQA findings did not take into account the direct, indirect, and cumulative
impacts that the proposed project and other "market rate" projects would have on
the businesses, residents, and non-profits in the LCD.

B. The Community Plan Exemption reliance on the PEIR was improper because 1)
The PEIR contemplated production of no more than 2,054 units with an approved
preferred project of 1,696 units for the Mission Area. As of February, 2016 there
were 2,451 units either completed or under environmental review. and 2)
Substantial new information renders the PEIR out of date. These changes
cumulatively impact areas of land use, consistency with area plans and policies,
recreation and open space, traffic and circulation, transit and transportation
C. The Planning Department and Planning Commission have engaged in a pattern
and practice of approving projects relying on an out-of-date Plan EIR and without
regard to the direct and indirect cumulative impacts that these projects have on the
environment.
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ill.

The CEQA Findings Did Not Take into Account the Cumuiative Impacts of the
Proposed Project on the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District.
A. Background of the LCD and Existing Threats.

The businesses and nonprofits in the LCD have been recognized by resolution of the
Board of Supervisors as an important cultural, historical and commercial resource for the City.
(Resolution Creating LCD is attached as Exhibit 1) The Ordinance creating the LCD noted that
"The Calle 24 Latino Cultural District memorializes a place whose richness of culture. histocy
and entrepreneurship is unrivaled in San Francisco." The District was established ''to stabilize
the displacement of Latino Businesses, and residents, preserve Calle 24 as the center of Latino
culture and commerce, enhance the unique nature of Calle 24 as a special place for San
Francisco's residents and tourists, ..." and that its contribution will provide "cultural visibility,
vibrancy, and economic opportunity for Latinos in the City and County of San Francisco." (See
Exhibits Pages 170-178)
The Calle 24 Latino Cultural District Community Council ("the Council"), a nonprofit
consisting of community stakeholders in the LCD, has stated as its mission: "To preserve,
enhance, and advocate for Latino cultural continuity, vitality, and community in San Francisco's
touchstone Latino Cultural District and the greater Mission community". (Exhibits Page 183) ·
With funding from the Mayor's Office of Economic and Workforce Development and technical
support from the Gato Group, the Council engaged in an extensive planning process that
included numerous stakeholder interviews, four focus groups, a study session with expert
consultants, and four community meetings. At the conclusipn, the Council prepared a report on
its community planning process. (Exhibits Page 186, 187) Among the Council's initiatives are
the creation of a Special Use District and a Cultural Benefits Campaign district. These initiatives
are currently in process.
The report noted that ''there were major concerns among all stakeholders about the lack
of affordable housing and about the gentrification and recent eviction and displacement of longtime residents. A related theme was the rapid transformation underway with some saying they
wanted to prevent another 'Valencia' (referring to the way Valencia lost much of its Latino
culture in the 1990s and 2000s)". (Emphasis original) (Exhibits Page 191)
Unfortunately, we are beginning to see the Valenciazation of the LCD. Small mom and
pop businesses are being replaced by upscale corporate-owned businesses. Non-profits such as
the 40-year-old Galaria de la Raza, on month-to-month tenancies are extremely vulnerable.
They are also seeing a diminution of their customer base due to gentrification and the resulting
displacement.
While it is true that "gentrification" is already occurring in the area, with little market rate
development, the sudden influx of over 650 households earning 200% AMI will pour gasoline on
the fire. (See "cumulative impacts" below)
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Development has already demonstrated the potential physical impacts of continued
market rate development. For instance, at a proposed project on 24th and York, the owner plans
to build 12 condo townhomes which will cover a mural that has been on there over 30 years and
is part of the Precita eyes mural tours. The famous Carlos Santana mural on 22nd and South Van
Ness was completely covered when the lot in front built housing. In Balmy Alley new owners of
a property wanted to remodel and add a second unit which faced balmy ally, covering a 40 yearold mural.
More disturbing has been complaints by newcomers against neighboring Latino owned
businesses from the owner and residents of the Vida on Mission Street. A group of new
residents on Harrison St. calling themselves ''the gang of five" said they would sue to stop
Carnival. During Sunday Streets on 24th a group of neighbors did not want the low riders on
Harrison Street, saying that they were intimidated by them. Additionally, neighbors have
complained about "Mexican" music on 24th Street. Without sufficient mitigation and community
benefits, problems such as these will only get worse with the influx of hundreds more
"gentrifiers", all to the detriment of the residents, businesses, and nonprofits that the City said it
wanted to protect when it created the LCD. As we have seen on Valencia Street we can foresee
gentrfifiers requesting the police to move Latino youths, and adults, off ''their" street comers.

B. Cumulative Impacts Must Be Examined.
Under Public Resources Code Section 21083 subdivision (b)(2).) "The possible effects
of a project are individually limited but cumulatively considerable. As used in this paragraph
'cumulatively considerable' means that the incremental effects of an individual project are
considerable when viewed in connection with the effects of past projects, the effects of other
current projects, and the effects of probable future projects." Stated otherwise, a lead agency
shall require an EIR be prepared for a project when the record contains substantial evidence that
the 11 project has possible environmental effects that are individually limited but cumulatively
considerable." (Guidelines section 15065 subdivision (a) (3).)
The impacts of the proposed project cannot be examined in isolation. The proposed
project is not constructed inside a bubble. Both the project and its residents interact with the
immediate community in multiple ways. Similarly, the environmental impacts of this project
cannot be examined apart from other proposed projects currently in the pipeline. Including this
project, there are approximately 666 luxury units currently in the pipeline that are located in or
near the LCD. They are: 2675 Folsom Street (98 "market rate" units), 3314 Cesar Chavez (52
units), 2600 Harrison St. (20), 2799 24th St. (8), and 3357 26th St. (8). Proposed projects
immediately adjacent to the LCD are: 1198 Valencia St. (52 units), 2918 Mission St. (38), 1298
Valencia St. (35), and 2600 Mission (20). Two blocks from the LCD is 2000-2070 Bryant Street
( 191 units), for a total of 662.(Exhibits, Page 58)
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C. Cumulative Impacts of the Proposed Project and Other Market Rate
Projects on the LCD are Subject to CEQA Review.
CEQA defines "environment" as "the physical conditions which exist within the area
which will be affected by a proposed project, including land, air, water, minerals, flora, fauna,
noise, and objects of historic or aesthetic significance." 14 CCR Sec. 15131(a). See e.g. Eureka
Citizens/or Responsible Governmentv City ofEureka (2007) 147 Cal.App.4th 357, 363). The
cumulative impacts of the proposed project on the LCD are subject to CEQA because (1) They
have a potential adverse impact on the businesses and nonprofits in the LCD and therefore may
impact the physical environment, and (2) LCD is "historic" as defined in the Public Resources
Code and the CCR These impacts to land use were not examined in the PEIR because the LCD
did not exist at the time the PEIR was prepared.

1) The Market Rate Projects Have a Potential Adverse Impact on the
Physical Environment.
As previously stated, the City has placed great importance on the long term viability of
the LCD, by its creation, investment in the study by the Council (Exhibits, Pages 170-187), its
inclusion in the MAP 2020 program, and by creation of a Legacy Business program along with
other assistance to small businesses. Further, two of the primary objectives of the Mission Area
Plan are to preserve the diversity of the Mission, and to "preserve and enhance the unique
character of the Mission District Commercial Areas". (Exhibits Page 500). It is a resource worth
preserving.
The proposed project itself will result in the influx of approximately 141 households
earning 200% AMI. In the pipeline are projects proposing more than 500 more households in or
near the LCD. It is no leap of faith to anticipate that the proposed project will result in higher
rents on properties within the LCD especially for businesses and non-profits which do not have
rent control protections. High wage earners have much more disposable income than most
residents of the area. According to 2009-2013 census estimates, the median income for residents
in the census tract on which the proposed project site is situated was $51,510 (or 50% Median
Income for a family of four). In addition to having significantly more disposable incomes and
ability to purchase higher priced goods and services, these newcomers are more likely to have
different consumer preferences, affecting both price and the nature of the goods and services
provided by businesses in the 24th Street corridor. We might ask "how can the City provide
economic opportunities for Latinos if its policies price Latinos out of the market?" We only
need look at Valencia Street to see how the influx of higher wage earners with only modest
market rate development can impact a commercial corridor, substituting for mom and pop
businesses with high end restaurants and clothing stores. Envisioning a similar result along 24th
Street is a far cry from "speculative," it is reasonably foreseeable.
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Significant effect on the environment" is defined as "a substantial, or potentially
substantial, adverse change in any ofthe physical conditions within the area affected by the
project including land, air, water, minerals, flora, fauna, ambient noise, and objects of
historic or aesthetic significance. An economic or social change by itself shall not be considered
a significant effect on the environment. A social or economic change related to a physical change
may be considered in determining whether the physical change is significant." (Guidelines, §
15382, italics added.)
The Court's decision in Bakersfield Citizens for Local Control v City ofBakersfield
(2004) 124 Cal.App. 4th 1184 is highly instructive on this issue and analogous to the matter
currently before the Board. In Bakersfield, the city refused to consider the impacts of two
proposed shopping centers on downtown businesses and the potential to cause urban decay. The
Court held that the businesses were part of the physical environment for which an EIR was
required. Noting thatunder Guidelines 15131 (a) "(I)f forecasted economic or social effects of a
proposed project directly or indirectly will lead to adverse physical changes in the environment,
then CEQA requires disclosure and analysis of these resulting physical impacts. (Citations)
subdivision (e) of Guidelines section 15064 provides that when economic or social effects of a
project cause a physical change, this is to be regarded as a significant effect in the same manner
as any other physical change resulting from the project."
Noting that this concept is not limited to the issue of urban decay, the Court referenced El

Dorado Union High School Dist. v City ofPlacerville (1983) 144 Cal. App.3d, 123, 131, where
the city was required to evaluate whether a proposed apartment house development would
necessitate the need to construct a new high school. In Christward Ministry v. Superior
Court (1986) 184 Cal.App.3d 180, 197, the Court required a study as to whether the physical
impacts associated with a new waste management facility under CEQA would disturb worship in
an environmental retreat center.
Here, the cumulative impacts of the proposed project and other projects poses the risk of
accelerated V alenciazation of the LCD. Here, mom and pop Latino owned and operated
concerns are at risk being replaced by high end restaurants, clothing and accessory stores, and
personal trainer gyms and yoga studios. This is a change in the physical environment that defies
the City's designation of the district, the MAP 2020 process, and which the City has, at least by
its words, sought to avoid.
The Council's repeated requests for evaluation of impacts and development of mitigation
measures is supported by a recent report by The Institute for Government Studies. It concluded
that: l) on a regional level, creation of market rate housing will relieve displacement pressures,
2) the creation of affordable housing will have double the impact of relieving such pressures, and
3) "on a block
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group level in San Francisco, neither market-rate nor subsidized housing production has the
protective power they do at a regional scale,
likely due to the mismatch between demand and supply. (Exhibits, page 341) The report further
concluded that further analysis was needed ''to clarify the complex relationship between
development, affordability, and displacement at the local scale, ... (and) also investing in the
preservation of housing affordability and stabilizing vulnerable communities."

2) The Calle 24 Latino Cultural District Council has Made a Fair
Argument that the Department Should Have Evaluated
Cumulative Impacts on the LCD.
Finally, the Board should be mindful of the burdens of both the City and Appellant to
provide "substantial evidence" to support their position. "[A]rgument, speculation,
unsubstantiated opinion or narrative, evidence which is clearly inaccurate or erroneous, or
evidence of social or economic impacts which do not contribute to, or are not caused by, physical
impacts on the environment is not substantial evidence. Substantial evidence shall include facts,
reasonable assumptions predicated upon facts, and expert opinion supported by facts." (Pub.
Res. Code§ 21082.2(c); Guidelines,§ 15384.)
The Court in Stanislaus Audubon Society v. County ofStanislaus (1995) 33 Cal.App.4th
144, 151, stressed the "low threshold" vis-a-vis the presence of a fair argument, noting that a
lead agency should not give an "unreasonable definition" to the term substantial evidence,
"equating it with overwhelming or overpowering evidence. CEQA does not impose such a
monumental burden" on those seeking to raise a fair argument of impacts. Whether the
administrative record contains a fair argument sufficient to trigger preparation of an EIR is a
question of law, not a question of fact. Under this unique test "deference to the agency's
determination is not appropriate and its decision not to require an EIR can be upheld only when
there is no credible evidence to the contrary."
In Keep Our Mountains Quiet v. County ofSanta Clara (2015) 236 Cal.App.4th 714 lay
testimony held sufficient to support fair argument. "Relevant personal observations of area
residents on nontechnical subjects may qualify as substantial evidence." Pocket Protectors v.
City ofSacramento (2004) 124 Cal.App.4th 903, 928. "For example, an adjacent property owner
may testify to traffic conditions based upon personal knowledge." (Citizens Assn. for Sensible
Development ofBishop Area v. County ofInyo (1985) 172 Cal.App.3d 151, 173 .) Because
substantial evidence includes "reasonable assumptions predicated upon facts" (Guidelines, §
15384, 17 subd. (b)) and "reasonable inferences" (id., subd. (a)) from the facts, factual testimony
about existing environmental conditions can form
the basis for substantial evidence.9 (Guidelines,§ 15384; Banker's Hill, Hillcrest, Park West
Community Preservation Group v. City ofSan Diego (2006) 139 Cal.App.4th 249, 274 (Banker's
Hill) ["local residents may testify to their observations regarding existing traffic conditions"].
"The question is not whether [citizen testimony] constitutes proof that [particular effects] will
occur," but whether it (or
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reasonable inferences from it) "constitutes substantial, credible evidence that supports a fair
argument that ... [the project] may have a significant impact on the environment." Emphasis
supplied) Rominger v. County ofColusa (2014) 229 Cal.App.4th 690, 721
Here, he Department has provided no evidence to support its position. The PEIR does
not mention the LCD (because the LCD did not exist at the time the PEIR was prepared) and the
Department refused to consider the impacts when so requested.
By contrast Appellant Council has provided substantial evidence to support a fair
argument that the cumulative direct and indirect impacts of this and other projects at or near the
LCD could, directly or indirectly adversely affect the LCD - which is part of the physical
environment. The Council has presented the resolution creating the geographic area constituting.
the LCD (Exhibits Page 170 - 178) the report concerning the threats to the LCD (Exhibits, Pages
179-205); the extent of market rate development proposed in or near the LCD (Exhibits, Page
58), letters describing the connection between "market rate' development and threats to LCD
businesses and nonprofits. (Exhibits, Pages 592-593) the Budget Analyst report describing
income levels in the Mission (Exhibits 441 ), and census information regarding income levels for
residents living in or adjacent to the proposed site and within the LCD
(http://www.census.gov/censusexplorer/censusexplorer.html - showing household AMI for the
subject census tract at $60,479 and across the street from the site, a household income at
$51,510)
Accordingly, the City failed to meet its informational obligations under CEQA. The
Certification of Exemption from Environmental Review is therefore defective and cannot be
relied on for approval of the proposed project. Before we can proceed with this and other
projects, we need to understand their impacts on the LCD and potential mitigation measures that
will lessen those impacts.

2.

The LCD is an Historic Resource.

Notwithstanding the potential physical impacts described above, and in addition to those
impacts LCD qualifies as an Historic Resource and the impacts on this resource must also be
evaluated under CEQA against the CRHR criteria prior to making a finding as to a proposed
project's impacts to historical resources A project that may cause a substantial adverse change in
the significance of an historical resource is a project that may have a significant effect on the
environment. (Pub. Res. Code§ 21084.1; Guidelines §15064.5).
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A historical resource is defined as any object, building, structure, site, area, place, record,
or manuscript that: a) Is historically or archaeologically significant, or is significant in the
architectural, engineering, scientific, economic, agricultural, educational, social, political, or
cultural annals of California; and b) Meets any of the following criteria: (1) Is associated with
events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of California's history and
cultural heritage; (2) Is associated with the lives of persons important in our past; (3) Embodies
the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, or method of construction, or represents
the work of an important creative individual, or possesses high artistic values; or (4) Has yielded,
or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history (14 CCR 15064.5(a)(3)).
These businesses and nonprofits in the LCD have been recognized as an important cultural and
commercial resource for the City whose "richness of culture, history and entrepreneurship is
unrivaled in San Francisco."
The near and long term preservation and enhancement of the LCD is a stated goal of the
City. 1bis, of necessity, includes the physical presence ofits residents, businesses, and nonprofits, which we submit are endangered by the extensive market rate development slated for the
area

IV.

The Community Plan Exemption Reliance on the PEIR was Improper
Because: 1) The PEIR Contemplated Production of no More than 2,054 Units
with an Approved Preferred Project of 1,696 Units for the Mission Area: as
of February, 2016 there were 2,451 Units Either Completed or Under
Environmental Review; and 2) Other Substantial New Information Renders
the PEIR Out of Date. These Changes Cumulatively Impact Areas of Land
Use, Consistency with Area Plans and Policies, Recreation and Open Space,
Traffic and Circulation, Transit and Transportation

The Department should not have issued a Certificate of Exemption under the Eastern
Neighborhoods Plan EIR (PEIR) instead of a project EIR. The use of the PEIR in this way
presupposes that it is sufficiently current to address all areas required under CEQA. The
Mission Plan had as its goals inter alia to produce a substantial amount of affordable housing,
preserve diversity and vitality of the Mission, preserve and enhance the distinct character of the
Mission's distinct commercial areas, and preserve and enhance existing PDR businesses.
(Exhibits, Page 500) The PEIR assumed these goals and presumably believed that they would
be realized under the ENP. Now, eight years later, it has become painfully apparent that the Plan
is falling short of its goals and that its implementation is out of balance with changing
circumstances in the neighborhood. Of the 1855 units entitled or under review as of between
2011 and 12/31/15, only 12% were affordable. An additional 504 units were built during this
period, however the monitoring report does not state how many were affordable;. (Exhibits,
Mission Monitoring Report - Pages 643, 645),
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Likewise the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan Community Advisory Council had noted that many of
the ENP outcomes have been skewed in the wrong direction. (Exhibits Pages, 599-609)
On September 13, this Board of Supervisors, when considering the project at 2000 to
2070 Bryant Street, expressed serious concerns about the efficacy of the Eastern Neighborhoods
Plan in today's environment. (See
hUp:!/sanfnil1ci::;cu.gnmicus.cum/!vkJial-'rayer.phi.frview iJ= l v&.d1p iJ~2ui i 9 beginning at
3:16).

At least part of the reason for the disconnect between the goals and the outcomes is that
there have been numerous changes on the ground that have direct, indirect and cumulative
impacts on the environment These changes impact on the physical environment in terms of the
physical character of the Mission, notably the character of commercial areas and the presence of
PDR businesses, as well as recreation and open space, transportation infrastructure, and traffic
and circulation. When substantial new information becomes available, CEQA Guidelines
require comprehensive analysis of these issues. (CEQA Guidelines Sec. 15183). The situation
on the ground has changed substantially since the PEIR was prepared in 2008 in the following
ways.

An Unanticipated Rapid Pace of Development. the PEIR was prepared in the
midst of the "great recession" and did not project the steep increases in housing prices
that we have witnessed during the past eight years. This has been especially
exacerbated by the increase in high paying jobs that have come to the City. This has
resulted in a construction explosion. As a result, the cumulative total of units built,
approved, and under review in the pipeline (2,451 as of February 23, 2016), now
exceeds the highest number of units contemplated in the Plan EIR for the Mission
(2,056). The PEIR projected this production to take place over a much longer period
of time - 2008 to 2025. Development has therefore accelerated at a pace higher than
that anticipated in the PEIR. (Exhibits, Page 58) Because of the unexpectedly rapid
pace of development, community benefits, including improvements to the Mission's
traffic, transportation, open space, and recreation infrastructures have been unable to
keep pace (ENCAC Response to Monitoring Report (603-608) - The report also
noted that transportation impacts hurt businesses (at page 607). The PEIR clearly did
not anticipate this pace of development.
Disproportionate Construction of Market Rate Units as compared with
Affordable Units. As previously stated, only 12% of the units under construction,
entitled, or under review are affordable units. This is worse than the deplorable Citywide totals. There, the nun1ber of market rate units have exceeded the RHNA
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Allocations while the number of units affordable to low and moderate income San
Franciscans is well below the 60% RHNA allocation. (Exhibits, Page 67, 68). (see
also Housing Balance Report at Page 69 et. seq. Again, the PEIR could not have
anticipated such poor performance in terms of affordability. This will have
substantial traffic and transportation (see below) impacts as well as impacts on types
of businesses in our neighborhoods (as previously discussed).
Disappearance of Redevelopment Money. In 2012, Redevelopment Agencies
throughout the State were dismantled and with that about $1 billion per year for
affordable housing. Now Cities have to struggle to meet affordable housing needs.
State of Advanced Gentrification in the Mission. The glut of high income earners
in the Mission has created an "advanced gentrification" that was not anticipated at the
ady;:nccd./ With this gentrification, small Latino "morn and pop" businesses and nonprofits have been replaced with high end restaurants, clothing and accessory stores,
and other businesses that cater to high earners. Additional high income earners who
will occupy the proposed market rate units will further exacerbate these problems.
(Case Studies on Gentrification and Displacement in the San Francisco Bay Area
(Begins at Page 298;) The San Francisco Analyst has reported that the Mission has
lost 27% of its Latinos and 26% of its families with children since 2000. One would
hope that if the 2008 EIR was able to envision this advanced state that it would have
advocated for more protective measures.

Gentrification Has Caused Unanticipated Increases in Traffic and Automobile
Ownership. The unanticipated influx of high earners in the Mission has resulted, and
will result, in a substantial increase in the rate of automobile ownership in the
Mission_ Between 2000 to 2013, the number of households with automobiles
increased from 37% to 64%- or 9,172 automobiles in 2000 to 16,435 in 2013. At the
same time AMI increased from $50,676 to $75,269. (Exhibits, Pages 241, 242) It is
now well recognized that high earners are twice as likely to own an automobile than
their low income counterparts - even in transit rich areas such as the Mission.
(Exhibits, Pages 225, eL seq.) The displacement of Mission residents has resulted in,
and will result in, long reverse commutes to places of employment, children's
schools, and social services that are not available in outlying areas. These reverse
commutes further exacerbate traffic congestion and create greenhouse gas emissions
not contemplated in the PEIR. A recent report by the Eviction Defense Collaborative
following up on a sampling of 566 displaced clients found that nearly 39% were
forced to move moved outside San Francisco. (Exhibits, Page 614)
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Tech Shuttle Gentrification and Displacement Impacts. The PETR did not
anticipate the impact of tech shuttles from a traffic standpoint, nor from that of the
demand for housing. The specter ofliving within a few blocks ofa free ride to work
has caused many tech employees to move to areas where the shuttles stop predominantly in the Mission. As such, we have high-earning employees
exacerbating the already high demand for housing. The anti-eviction mapping project
has documented the connection between shuttle stops and higher incidences of nofault evictions. (Exhibits, Page 616)

MTA Traffic Changes Will Directly Impact the Proposed Project. The recent
traffic changes along Mission Street by the SFMTA forces mandatory right turns onto
Cesar Chavez from Mission, and prohibits through traffic on Mission, which has
added increased traffic on the surrounding residential streets. Much of the right turn
traffic will then turn left at South Van Ness to This project will add 140 more
households and significantly increase the traffic on Mission Street.
Luxury Housing Has Exacerbated the Demand for Affordable Housing. A 2007
Nexus Study, commissioned by the Planning Department, (Exhibits, Page 108)
concluded that the production of I 00 market rate rental units generates a demand of
19.44 lower income households through goods and services demanded by the market
rate tenants. [These conclusions were made in 2007, well before housing prices
began their steep upward trajectory. Today, new "market rate" two bedroom
apartments rented in the Mission begin at about $6,000 per month - requiring an
annual household income of$240,000.] At the time, the PEIR anticipated a 15%
inclusionary rate. The current Nexus study waiting to be released is expected to show
a demand of28 affordable units for every 100 built With a 12% inclusionary rate,
there is a need for 16 additional affordable units per hundred market rate units
produced. (28 minus 12 = 16) This was not anticipated in the PEIR.
These changed circumstances render the current PEIR obsolete. A Community Plan
Exemption is therefore not appropriate for this project and should not have been issued, due to
new conditions that were not contemplated in the 2008 EN EIR, and the overbuilding of market
rate units in the Mission, which have exceeded the unit count contemplated in the EN EIR.

V.

The Department has Engaged in a Pattern and Practice of Allowing Community
Plan Exemptions Despite the Fact that it is No Longer an Accurate
Informational Tool to Evaluate the Environmental Impacts of a Project.

The improper grant of a Community Plan Exemption is part of a pattern and practice used
by the City to approve residential development projects. The facts stated above demonstrate that
this practice is improper as applied to proposed projects \Vithin both the Mission Area Plan and
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the LCD. This is in violation of the mandates ofCEQA and applicable state and local land use
policies and regulations.
Employment of the community plan exemption routinely relies on an out of date Plan EIR that
fails to account and/or provide adequate mitigation for significant direct, indirect, and cumulative
environmental impacts. The City's policy to approve projects based upon a community plan
exemption rather than conduct project level review forms a pattern of actions and/or is embedded
in routine practices that are implemented despite the public's request to implement corrective
measures and are a detriment to the environment. See Californians For Native Salmon etc. v.
Department ofForestry (1990) 221Cal.App.3d1419, 1426-1430.

As such, the Board of Supervisors Should instruct the Department to refrain from using
Community Plan Exemptions for projects within the boundaries of the mission Area Plan,
including the LCD.

~

. Seo Weaver
Attorney for
Calle 24 Latino Cultural District Council

JSW:sme
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Carroll, John (BOS)
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Categories:

BOS Legislation, (BOS)
Monday, October 17, 2016 1:37 PM
jscottweaver@aol.com; peter.schellinger@lennar.com
Givner, Jon (CAT); Stacy, Kate (CAT); Byrne, Marlena (CAT); Rahaim, John (CPC); Sanchez,
Scott (CPC); Gibson, Lisa (CPC); Starr, Aaron (CPC); Rodgers, AnMarie (CPC); lonin, Jonas
(CPC); BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Calvillo, Angela (BOS); Somera, Alisa
(BOS); Lew, Lisa (BOS); Vu, Doug (CPC); Hue, Melinda (CPC); BOS Legislation, (BOS)
Appeal Response: Community Plan Exemption Appeal - 1515 South Van Ness Avenue Appeal Hearing on October 25, 2016
161001

Good afternoon,
Please find linked below an appeal response received by the Office of the Clerk of the Board from the Planning
Department, concerning the Community Plan Exemption Appeal for the proposed project at 1515 South Van Ness
Avenue.
Planning Response - October 17, 2016
The appeal hearing for this matter is.scheduled for a 3:00 p.m. special order before the Board on October 25, 2016.

I invite you to review the entire matter on our Legislative Research Center by following the link below:
Board of Supervisors File No. 161001
Thank you,
Brent Jalipa
Legislative Clerk
Board of Supervisors - Clerk's Office
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 554-7712 I Fax: (415) 554-5163
brent.jalipa@sfgov.org I www.sfbos.org

•

lllo

Click here to complete a Board of Supervisors Customer Service Satisfaction form

Disclosures: Personal information that is provided in communications to the Board of Supervisors is subject to disclosure under the California Public
Records Act and the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal information provided will not be redacted. Members of the public are not required
to provide personal identifying information when they communicate with the Board of Supervisors and its committees. All written or oral
communications that members of the public submit to the Clerk's Office regarding pending legislation or hearings will be made available to all
members of the public for inspection and copying. The Clerk's Office does not redact any information from these submissions. This means that
personal information-including names, phone numbers, addresses and similar information that a member of the public elects to submit to the
Board and its committees-may appear on the Board of Supervisors' website or in other public documents that members of the public may inspect
or copy.
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Carroll, John (BOS)

Subject:
Attachments:

Hue, Melinda (CPC)
Monday, October 17-, 2016 12:20 PM
BOS Legislation, (BOS)
Kern, Chris (CPC); Gibson, Lisa (CPC); Rodgers, AnMarie (CPC); Tam, Tina (CPC); Sucre,
Richard (CPC)
Community Plan Exemption Appeal - 1515 South Van Ness Avenue
Response to 1515 SVN Appeal_10172016.pdf

Categories:

161001

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Clerk of the Board:
The Planning Department submitted a response to the Appeal of the Community Plan Exemption for 1515 South Van
. Ness Avenue to the Clerk of the Board at City Hall at 11:45 am today. The materials provided include:
One (1) hard copy of the Appeal Response
•
•
One (1) cd which includes: ·
an electronic file of the appeal response (Response to 1515 SVN Appeal_10172016.pdf)
an electronic file of the appeal (Appeal Ltr 091216.pdf)
Attached to this email is the electronic file of the appeal response (Response to 1515 SVN Appeal_10172016.pdf) that
was included on the ed.
We received notification that the Appellant submitted another letter on 10/14. We are preparing a response to that
letter and as I understand it, if we submit this to the Clerk by Thursday 10/20 at 3pm, the Clerk would distribute this to
the appellants, project sponsor, and Board of Supervisors?
Please let me know if you have any questions.
Thanks!
Best,
Melinda
Melinda Hue, AICP, lEIED AP
Environmental Planner

I
I

Planning Department City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415~575-9041 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: melinda.hue@sfqov.org
Web: www.sfolanninq.org
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Appeal of Community Plan Exemption
1515 South Van Ness Avenue Project

DATE:

October 17, 2016

TO:

Angela Calvillo, Clerk of the Board of Supervisors

FROM:

Lisa M. Gibson, Acting Environmental Review Officer – (415) 575‐9032
Chris Kern, Senior Environmental Planner – (415) 575‐9037
Melinda Hue, Environmental Coordinator – (415) 575‐9041

RE:

File No. 161001, Planning Department Case No. 2014.1020ENV – Appeal of the
Community Plan Exemption for the 1515 South Van Ness Avenue Project.
Block/Lot: 6571/008, 001, and 001A

PROJECT SPONSOR: Peter Schellinger, LMC San Francisco Holdings, LLC – (415) 975‐4982
APPELLANT:

J. Scott Weaver, Law Office of J. Scott Weaver, on behalf of the Calle 24 Latino
Cultural District Community Council – (415) 317‐0832

HEARING DATE:

October 25, 2016

ATTACHMENTS:

A – September 12, 2016 appeal letter from J. Scott Weaver
B – Planning Commission Motion 19727 (Adoption)
C – Eastern Neighborhoods Capital Projects

____________________________________________________________________________________________

INTRODUCTION
This memorandum and the attached documents are a response to the letter of appeal to the Board of
Supervisors (the Board) regarding the Planning Department’s (the “Department”) issuance of a
Community Plan Exemption (CPE) under the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plan Final

www.sfplanning.org
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Environmental Impact Report (“Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR or PEIR”)1 in compliance with the California
Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”) for the 1515 South Van Ness Avenue Project (the “Project”).
The Department, pursuant to CEQA, the CEQA Guidelines, 14 Cal. Code of Reg. Sections 15000 et seq.,
and Chapter 31 of the San Francisco Administrative Code, determined that the Project is consistent with
the development density established by zoning, community plan, and general plan policies in the Eastern
Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans (the “Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans”) for the project site,
for which a Programmatic EIR was certified, and issued the CPE for the Project on July 12, 2016. The
Department determined that the Project would not result in new significant environmental effects, or
effects of greater severity than were already analyzed and disclosed in the PEIR, and that the Project is
therefore exempt from further environmental review beyond what was conducted in the CPE Checklist
under CEQA in accordance with CEQA Section 21083.3 and CEQA Guidelines Section 15183.
The decision before the Board is whether to uphold the Planning Department’s determination that the
Project is exempt from further environmental review (beyond what was conducted in the CPE Checklist)
pursuant to CEQA Section 21083.3 and CEQA Guidelines Section 15183 and deny the appeal, or to
overturn the Department’s CPE determination for the Project and return the CPE to the Department for
additional environmental review.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The project site is located on the northern portion of a block bordered by South Van Ness Avenue, 26th
Street, Shotwell Street, and Cesar Chavez Street in San Francisco’s Mission neighborhood. The project site
currently includes a two‐story, 34‐foot‐tall, 31,680‐square‐foot, production, distribution, repair (PDR)
building (constructed in 1948) with a surface parking lot. The building was vacated in December 2015 by
McMillan Electric, an electrical contractor business that has since moved to a new location at 1950 Cesar
Chavez Street in San Francisco. The proposed project would include the demolition of the existing
building and the construction of a five‐ to six‐story, 55‐ to 65‐foot‐tall (up to 75 feet tall with roof‐top
equipment), approximately 180,300‐square‐foot mixed‐use building.
The proposed building would consist of 157 residential dwelling units and approximately 1,080 square
feet of retail uses. The proposed project would also include six ground floor trade shop spaces ranging
from 630 to 760 square feet each (approximately 4,200 square feet total). The spaces are anticipated to be
retail units with some reserved space for goods production (e.g., jewelry making, bag making, ceramics).
Usable open space would be provided in a courtyard, roof terrace and private patios. The proposed

1

The Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plan Final EIR (Planning Department Case No. 2004.0160E), State Clearinghouse

No. 2005032048) was certified by the Planning Commission on August 7, 2008. The project site is within the Eastern Neighborhoods
Rezoning and Area Plan project area.

2
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project would include a basement parking garage that would be accessed via an existing curb cut on
Shotwell Street. The garage would include 79 parking spaces, two carshare spaces, and 150 Class I bicycle
spaces. The proposed project would include eight Class II bicycle spaces provided on the sidewalks in
front of the building entrances on South Van Ness Avenue and on 26th Street.
Proposed streetscape improvements would include planting of 23 street trees, installation of corner bulb‐
outs on the southeast corner of South Van Ness Avenue and 26th Street and on the southwest corner of
Shotwell Street and 26th Street, and the removal of a curb cut on South Van Ness Avenue. A new 40‐foot‐
long on‐street loading space is also proposed on 26th Street to accommodate larger delivery vehicles. Two
service vehicle parking spaces would be located in the garage to accommodate smaller delivery vehicles.
Construction of the proposed project is expected to last 23 months. Construction of the proposed project
would require excavation of up to approximately six feet and the removal of about 4,800 cubic yards of
soil.

SITE DESCRIPTION
The project site is approximately 35,714 square feet (sf) in size (about 0.8 acre) and consists of three lots
bounded by 26th Street to the north, Shotwell Street to the east, South Van Ness Avenue to the west, and
existing one‐ to two‐story buildings to the south. The project site currently includes a two‐story, 34‐foot‐
tall, 31,680‐square‐foot, production, distribution, repair (PDR) building (constructed in 1948) with a
surface parking lot. The building was vacated in December 2015 by McMillan Electric, an electrical
contractor business that has since moved to a new location at 1950 Cesar Chavez Street in San Francisco.
The uses immediately south of the project site include auto repair and supply shops located within
single‐story buildings. A project is currently proposed at 1296 Shotwell Street, directly southeast of the
project site, involving the demolition of the existing building and construction of a nine‐story building
with 96 senior affordable housing residential units. Uses further south, across Cesar Chavez Street,
include two‐ to four‐story residential uses.
The areas to the west of the project site, across South Van Ness Avenue, include auto‐related uses (gas
station, auto repair), ground‐floor retail and residential uses. Buildings range from one to three stories. A
project is currently proposed at 3314 Cesar Chavez Street, west of the project site, involving the
demolition of the existing building and the construction of a six‐story building with 52 residential units
and 1,740 square feet of commercial space.
The areas north of the project site, across 26th Street, include auto repair and residential uses. Buildings
range from one to three stories as well. The areas east of the project site, across Shotwell Street, include a
four‐story residential development. The project site is within the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District (LCD),
which was established by Board of Supervisors Resolution, File No. 140421 in May 2014. The project site
is located within a half‐mile of the 24th Street BART Station and Muni bus lines 14‐Mission, 49‐Van
Ness/Mission, 12‐Folsom/Pacific, and 27‐Bryant.
3
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ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW PROCESS
The environmental evaluation application (Case No. 2014.1020ENV) for the Project was filed by the
sponsor, Peter Schellinger of LMC San Francisco Holdings, LLC, on December 3, 2014. On July 12, 2016,
the Department issued a CPE Certificate and Checklist, based on the following determinations:
1.

The proposed project is consistent with the development density established for the project site in
the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans;

2.

The proposed project would not result in effects on the environment that are peculiar to the
project or the project site that were not identified as significant effects in the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR;

3.

The proposed project would not result in potentially significant off‐site or cumulative impacts
that were not identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR;

4.

The proposed project would not result in significant effects, which, as a result of substantial new
information that was not known at the time the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR was certified,
would be more severe than were already analyzed and disclosed in the PEIR; and

5.

The project sponsor will undertake feasible mitigation measures specified in the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR to mitigate project‐related significant impacts.

The Project was considered by the Planning Commission on August 11, 2016. On that date, the Planning
Commission adopted the CPE with approval of the Project under Planning Code Sections 121.1 and 304
(Planned Unit Development), which constituted the Approval Action under Chapter 31 of the
Administrative Code.
A Conditional Use Authorization was also approved under Planning Code Section 303 under the Mission
2016 Interim Zoning Controls. In accordance with the Mission 2016 Interim Zoning Controls, which
require additional information and analysis regarding the economic and social effects of the proposed
project such as housing affordability, displacement, and loss of PDR, the project sponsor prepared such
additional analysis, which the Planning Commission reviewed and considered before approving the
Conditional Use Authorization.2 Prior to the Planning Commission hearing, the he Project Sponsor
revised the Project to increase the project’s on‐site affordable housing to 25 percent (resulting in 39 on‐site
affordable units). The Project was approved with the conditions that the Project Sponsor work with the
Planning Department on the building design (Condition 7) and incorporate trade shop and other Code

2

Mission 2015 Interim Controls Additional Findings for 1515 South Van Ness Ave. Case No. 2014.1020CUA, submitted to Doug Vu,

San Francisco Planning Department.
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compliant uses consistent with the Latino Cultural District (Condition 8). (See Attachment B to this
Appeal Response ‐ Planning Commission Motion No. 19727)
On September 12, 2016, an appeal of the CPE determination was filed by J. Scott Weaver, Law Office of J.
Scott Weaver, on behalf of the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District Community Council (Appellant). The four
page appeal letter from the Appellant is included as Attachment A to this appeal response. The
Appellant’s letter also included 591 pages of materials that are provided with the appeal letter which are
included as “Appeal Ltr 091216.pdf” on the cd disk or online as part of Board of Supervisors File No.
161001.

CEQA GUIDELINES
Community Plan Exemptions
CEQA Section 21083.3 and CEQA Guidelines Section 15183 mandate that projects that are consistent with
the development density established by existing zoning, community plan or general plan policies for
which an EIR was certified, shall not require additional environmental review except as might be
necessary to examine whether there are project‐specific effects which are peculiar to the project or its site
and that were not disclosed as significant effects in the prior EIR. Guidelines Section 15183 specifies that
examination of environmental effects shall be limited to those effects that: a) are peculiar to the project or
parcel on which the project would be located; b) were not analyzed as significant effects in a prior EIR on
the zoning action, general plan or community plan with which the project is consistent; c) are potentially
significant off‐site and cumulative impacts which were not discussed in the underlying EIR; or d) are
previously identified significant effects which, as a result of substantial information which was not
known at the time the EIR was certified, are determined to have a more severe adverse impact than that
discussed in the underlying EIR. Guidelines Section 15183(c) specifies that if an impact is not peculiar to
the parcel or to the proposed project, has been addressed as a significant effect in the prior EIR, or can be
substantially mitigated by the imposition of uniformly applied development policies or standards, then
an additional EIR need not be prepared for that project solely on the basis of that impact.
Significant Environmental Effects
In determining the significance of environmental effects caused by a project, CEQA Guidelines Section
15064(f) states that the decision as to whether a project may have one or more significant effects shall be
based on substantial evidence in the record of the lead agency. CEQA Guidelines 15604(f)(5) offers the
following guidance: “Argument, speculation, unsubstantiated opinion or narrative, or evidence that is
clearly inaccurate or erroneous, or evidence that is not credible, shall not constitute substantial evidence.
Substantial evidence shall include facts, reasonable assumption predicated upon facts, and expert opinion
supported by facts.”

5
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SAN FRANCISCO ADMINISTRATIVE CODE
Section 31.16(e)(3) of the Administrative Code states: “The grounds for appeal of an exemption
determination shall be limited to whether the project conforms to the requirements of CEQA for an
exemption.”
San Francisco Administrative Code Section 31.16(b)(6) provides that in reviewing an appeal of a CEQA
decision, the Board of Supervisors “shall conduct its own independent review of whether the CEQA
decision adequately complies with the requirements of CEQA. The Board shall consider anew all facts,
evidence and issues related to the adequacy, accuracy and objectiveness of the CEQA decision, including,
but not limited to, the sufficiency of the CEQA decision and the correctness of its conclusions.”

CONCERNS RAISED AND PLANNING DEPARTMENT RESPONSES:
The four‐page appeal letter from the Appellant (Attachment A to this appeal response) incorporated
previous letters from the Appellant that were submitted to the Planning Commission (August 3, 2016)
and to Planning Staff (June 3, 2016 and October 23, 2015), and a variety of studies and reports in support
of the appeal. These three letters are attached as Exhibit D to the Appellant’s appeal letter and may be
found on pages 46 through 56, 484 through 486, and 588 through 589 of the pdf file named “Appeal Ltr
091216.pdf” on the cd disk or online as part of Board of Supervisors File No. 1610013. The extensive
additional materials attached to the Appellant’s appeal letter are also included on “Appeal Ltr
091216.pdf” on the cd disk or online as part of Board of Supervisors File No. 161001. The four‐page
appeal letter contains seven bulleted items expressing the general basis for the appeal. These seven
general concerns are listed in order below as Concerns 1 through 4 (the second, fourth, and fifth bulleted
item is included under the discussion for Concern 1).

Concern 1: The Project does not qualify for a Community Plan Exemption under Section 15183 of the CEQA
Guidelines and Public Resources Code Section 21083.3 because the approval is based upon an out of date
2008 EIR prepared for the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan and the EIR's analyses and determinations can
no longer be relied upon to support the claimed exemption in the areas of, inter alia, direct, indirect, and
cumulative impacts to: land use, consistency with area plans and policies, recreation and open space, traffic
and circulation, transit and transportation, health and safety, and impacts relative to the Calle 24 Latino
Cultural District.
Response 1: The appeal does not identify new substantial information that was not known at the time the
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR was certified establishing that the Project would result in significant impacts
that were not discussed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR or in more severe adverse impacts than
discussed in the PEIR. Therefore, under CEQA Guidelines Section 15183, an additional EIR shall not be

3

https://sfgov.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=4683206&GUID=55290F2D‐1FD9‐4195‐8879‐B039110E778C
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prepared for the project. Additionally, absent a change in the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area
Plans, reopening the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR is neither warranted nor required under CEQA.
The Appellant alleges that the Department’s determination to issue a CPE for the Project is invalid
because substantial changes have occurred with respect to the circumstances under which the Eastern
Neighborhoods Area Plans were approved due to the involvement of new significant environmental
effects and a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified significant effects in the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR. Bullet four of the Appellant’s appeal letter states:
“Substantial changes in circumstances require major revisions to the Eastern
Neighborhoods Area Plan EIR due to the involvement of new significant environmental
effects and an increase in the severity of previously identified significant impacts; there is
new information of substantial importance that would change the conclusions set forth in
said EIR and the requirements of the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Report.”
In order to provide context for the response to this concern, a brief review of the Eastern Neighborhoods
PEIR and discussion of CEQA’s requirements for when a certified EIR must be revised is provided, before
addressing the appeal’s concerns with significant new environmental effects and increased severity of
significant effects that were previously identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR and the Project CPE
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR
As discussed on pages 3 and 4 of the CPE Certificate, the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR is a
comprehensive programmatic report that presents an analysis of the environmental effects of
implementation of the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans, as well as the potential impacts
under several proposed alternatives. According to CEQA Guidelines Section 15168, a program EIR:
… is an EIR which may be prepared on a series of actions that can be characterized as one
large project and are related either: (1) geographically; (2) as logical parts in the chain of
contemplated actions; (3) in connection with issuance of rules, regulations, plans, or other
general criteria to govern the conduct of a continuing program; or (4) as individual
activities carried out under the same authorizing statutory or regulatory authority and
having generally similar environmental effects which can be mitigated in similar ways.
Use of a program EIR: (1) provides an occasion for a more exhaustive consideration of effects and
alternatives than would be practical in an EIR on an individual action; (2) ensures consideration of
cumulative impacts that might be slighted in a case‐by‐case analysis; (3) avoids duplicative
reconsideration of basic policy considerations; (4) allows the Lead Agency to consider broad policy
alternatives and program‐wide mitigation measures at an early time when the agency has greater
flexibility to deal with basic problems or cumulative impacts; and (5) allows reduction in paperwork.
7
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Subsequent activities in the program must be examined in the light of the program EIR to determine
whether an additional environmental document must be prepared.
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR evaluated three rezoning alternatives, two community‐proposed
alternatives which focused largely on the Mission District, and a “No Project” alternative. The alternative
selected, or the Preferred Project, represents a combination of Options B and C. The Planning
Commission adopted the Preferred Project after fully considering the environmental effects of the
Preferred Project and the various scenarios discussed in the PEIR.
As discussed on page 5 of the CPE Checklist, the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR identified significant
impacts related to land use, transportation, cultural resources, shadow, noise, air quality, and hazardous
materials. Additionally, the PEIR identified significant cumulative impacts related to land use,
transportation, and cultural resources. Mitigation measures were identified that reduced all impacts to
less than significant, except for those related to land use (cumulative impacts on PDR use), transportation
(program‐level and cumulative traffic impacts at nine intersections; program‐level and cumulative transit
impacts on seven SFMTA lines), cultural resources (cumulative impacts from demolition of historical
resources), and shadow (program‐level impacts on parks).
On August 7, 2008, the Planning Commission certified the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR by Motion 17659
and adopted the Preferred Project for final recommendation to the Board of Supervisors. CEQA
Guidelines Sec 15162(c) establishes that once a project, in this case the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning
and Area Plans, is approved:
“[T]he lead agency’s role in that approval is completed unless further discretionary
approval on that project is required. Information appearing after an approval does not
require reopening of that approval. If after the project is approved, any of the conditions
described in subdivision (a) occurs, a subsequent EIR or negative declaration shall only
be prepared by the public agency which grants the next discretionary approval for the
project, if any.” [Emphasis added.]
Thus, even if the Appellant’s unsubstantiated claims that the build‐out of development consistent with
the adopted rezoning and area plans somehow constituted new information or changed circumstances
resulting in new or more severe impacts on the physical environment than previously disclosed (i.e., the
conditions described in subdivision (a) of CEQA Guidelines section 15162), the Eastern Neighborhoods
PEIR would remain valid under CEQA. Simply stated, unless and until the Eastern Neighborhoods
Rezoning and Area Plans themselves are amended or revised, the reopening of the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR is neither warranted nor required under CEQA.
Project CPE
As discussed above, under the Community Plan Exemptions section, CEQA Guidelines Section 15183
limits future environmental review for projects consistent with the development density established by
8
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the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans, and lead agencies shall not require additional
environmental review except as might be necessary to examine whether there are project‐specific
significant effects which are peculiar to the project or its site and that were not disclosed as significant
effects in the prior EIR. Per CEQA Guidelines Section 15183, “this streamlines the review of such projects
and reduces the need to prepare repetitive environmental studies.” That is, lead agencies are not to
reanalyze impacts that are attributable to the project site being developed consistent with the Eastern
Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans.
In accordance with CEQA Guidelines Section 15183, a project‐level environmental review was
undertaken as documented in the CPE Checklist to determine if the 1515 South Van Ness project would
result in additional impacts specific to the development proposal, the project site, and if the proposed
development would be within the development projections and the 20‐year timeframe that the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR analyzes, so as to assess whether further environmental review is required.
The CPE Checklist fully described the proposed project (consistent with CEQA Guidelines Section 15124),
its environmental setting (consistent with CEQA Guidelines Section 15125), and its potential impacts to
the environment (consistent with CEQA Guidelines Section 15126). Consistent with CEQA Guidelines
Section 15183, the CPE Checklist evaluated whether the proposed project would result in significant
impacts that: (1) are peculiar to the project or project site; (2) were not identified as significant project‐
level, cumulative, or off‐site effects in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR; or (3) are previously identified
significant effects, which as a result of substantial new information that was not known at the time that
the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR was certified, are determined to have a more severe adverse impact
than discussed in the PEIR.
Impacts to the environment that might result with implementation of the Project were analyzed in the
CPE Checklist according to the project’s potential impacts upon the specific setting for each
environmental topic, clearly stated significance criteria, and substantial evidence in the form of topic‐
specific analyses. Consistent with CEQA Guidelines Section 15130, the CPE Checklist also includes
analysis of the proposed project’s potential cumulative impacts for each environmental topic. The CPE
Checklist prepared for the Project evaluates its potential project‐specific environmental effects and
incorporates by reference information contained in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR. Project‐specific
studies related to historical resources, transportation, noise, and wind were prepared for the Project to
determine if it would result in any significant environmental impacts that were not identified in the
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.
The CPE Checklist determined that the proposed project would not have a significant impact that was not
previously identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR for all CEQA Guidelines Appendix G
environmental topics. The CPE Checklist identified (and updated as needed to conform with current
Planning Department practices) five Mitigation Measures from the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR to be
applied to the Project to avoid impacts previously identified in the PEIR with regard to archeological
resources, noise, and hazardous materials. Additionally, per CEQA Guidelines 15183, “(a)n effect of a
9
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project on the environment shall not be considered peculiar to the project or the parcel…if uniformly
applied development policies or standards have been previously adopted by the city or county with a
finding that the development policies or standards will substantially mitigate that environmental effect
when applied to future projects.”
As discussed on page 8 of the CPE Checklist, since the certification of the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR in
2008, several new policies, regulations, statutes, and funding measures have been adopted, passed, or are
underway that have or will implement mitigation measures or further reduce less‐than‐significant
impacts identified in the PEIR. These include, but are not limited to:
‐

State statute regarding Aesthetics, Parking Impacts, effective January 2014, and state statute and
Planning Commission resolution regarding automobile delay, and vehicle miles traveled, (VMT)
effective March 2016 (see CPE checklist page 10);

‐

The adoption of 2016 interim controls in the Mission District requiring additional information
and analysis regarding housing affordability, displacement, loss of PDR and other analyses,
effective January 2016;

‐

San Francisco Bicycle Plan update adoption in June 2009, Better Streets Plan adoption in 2010,
Transit Effectiveness Project (aka “Muni Forward”) adoption in March 2014, Vision Zero
adoption by various City agencies in 2014, Proposition A and B passage in November 2014, the
Transportation Sustainability Program process, and state statute and Planning Commission
resolution regarding automobile delay, and vehicle miles traveled (VMT) effective March 2016
(see CPE Checklist section “Transportation and Circulation” starting on page 18);

‐

San Francisco ordinance establishing Noise Regulations Related to Residential Uses Near Places
of Entertainment effective June 2015 (see Checklist section “Noise”);

‐

San Francisco ordinances establishing Construction Dust Control, effective July 2008 (see CPE
Checklist section “Air Quality” starting on page 32) and Enhanced Ventilation Required for
Urban Infill Sensitive Use Developments, amended December 2014;

‐

San Francisco Clean and Safe Parks Bond passage in November 2012 and San Francisco
Recreation and Open Space Element of the General Plan adoption in April 2014 (see CPE
Checklist section “Recreation” starting on page 38);

‐

Urban Water Management Plan adoption in 2011 and Sewer System Improvement Program
process (see CPE Checklist section “Utilities and Service Systems” starting on page 40);

‐

Article 22A of the Health Code amendments addressing soil and groundwater contamination,
effective August 2013 (see CPE Checklist section “Hazardous Materials” starting on page 45); and

‐

San Francisco’s “Strategies to Address Greenhouse Gas Emissions”, a greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions reduction strategy prepared November 2010 (See CPE Checklist section “Greenhouse
Gas Emissions” starting on page 34).

In summary, project‐level environmental review was conducted, as documented in the CPE Checklist, in
accordance with CEQA Guidelines 15183, which limits any further environmental review for projects, like
1515 South Van Ness Avenue, that are consistent with the development density established by existing
10
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zoning, community plan or general plan policies for which an EIR was certified, except as might be
necessary to examine whether there are project‐specific effects which are peculiar to the project or its site
and that were not disclosed as significant effects in the prior EIR. The environmental analysis in the CPE
Checklist concluded that, with the incorporation of mitigation measures from the Eastern Neighborhoods
PEIR and implementation of uniformly applied development policies and standards, there would not be
any project‐specific effects that are peculiar to the project or its site and that were not disclosed as
significant effects in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR. Therefore, per CEQA Guidelines Section 15183, no
further environmental review may be required, and a Community Plan Exemption was issued based on
the environmental analysis in the CPE Checklist.
Per CEQA Guidelines Section 15183, if an impact is not peculiar to the parcel or to the project, has been
addressed as a significant effect in the prior EIR or can be substantially mitigated by the imposition of
uniformly applied development policies or standards, then an additional EIR shall not be prepared for
the project solely on the basis of that impact.
Concern 1 alleges that substantial changes with respect to the circumstances under which the Eastern
Neighborhoods Area Plans has been undertaken have occurred, including growth that has exceeded that
which was considered in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR, the pace of that growth, impacts associated
with displacement of existing residents and businesses, and the establishment of the Calle 24 Latino
Cultural District. Concern 1 also alleges that there have been substantial increases in the severity of
previously identified significant effects including (as noted above), in relation to traffic and transit,
parking, air quality, loss of PDR space, hazardous materials, and cultural resources. These concerns are
responded to as follows:
Population and Housing
In its assertion that the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR no longer fully discloses the cumulative impacts of
Eastern Neighborhood projects, the Appellant states on page 2 of his Appeal Letter (Attachment A):
“The PEIRʹs projections for housing, including this project and those in the pipeline, have
been exceeded when cumulative impacts are considered, i.e., ‘past, present, and
reasonably foreseeable probable future projects.’(Guidelines, § 15355)”
The Appeal Letter incorporates by reference a letter submitted by the Appellant to the Planning
Commission on August 3, 2016, which states:
“The cumulative housing production in the Mission (built and in the pipeline) now
exceeds projections under any of the three scenarios envisioned when the Eastern
Neighborhoods Plan [was] created. According to Planning Department Data projects
containing 2,451 housing units have either been completed or are under environmental
review as of 2/23/16. Option A of the PEIR envisioned 782 units, Option B 1,118 units and

11
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Option C 2[,]054 units, with a Preferred Project at 1[,]696 units.” (page 51 in file “Appeal
Ltr 091216.pdf” on the cd disk or online as part of Board of Supervisors File No. 161001)
“The proposed project at 1515 South Van Ness Avenue consists of approximately 159
units, of which 19, [are below] ʺmarket rateʺ. These units will cater to residents earning
200% AMI, as compared to the 50% AMI of the residents of the immediate area. There are
numerous other market rate projects currently in the pipeline within the LCD that will
likewise impact the neighborhood. They are: 2675 Folsom Street (98 ʺmarket rateʺ units),
3314 Cesar Chavez (52 units), 2600 Harrison St. (20), 2799 24th St. (8), and 3357 26th St.
(8). Proposed projects immediately adjacent to the LCD are: 1198 Valencia St. (52 units),
2918 Mission St. (38), 1298 Valencia St. (35), 2600 Mission (20). Two blocks from the LCD
is 2000‐2070 Bryant Street (195 units), giving a total of 666 ʺmarket rateʺ units in the
immediate area. Proper assessment of the proposed project therefore requires
examination of the cumulative impacts of the above listed projects.” (page 46 in file
“Appeal Ltr 091216.pdf” on the cd disk or online as part of Board of Supervisors File No.
161001)
The status of development and population growth under in the Eastern Neighborhoods Plans and the
Mission Plan Area as of February 23, 2016 is discussed under “Changes in the Physical Environment” on
pages 8 and 10 of the CPE Checklist. The discussion begins by noting that the Eastern Neighborhoods
PEIR projected that implementation of the Eastern Neighborhoods Plans could result in an increase of
approximately 7,400 to 9,900 net dwelling units and 3,200,000 to 6,600,000 square feet of net non‐
residential space (excluding PDR loss) through the year 2025, resulting in a total population increase of
approximately 23,900 to 33,000 people.
Nowhere in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR is it stated or implied that the projections were intended as
a cap or limit to growth within the areas that would be subject to the Eastern Neighborhoods Plans. The
growth projections were based upon the best estimates available at the time the Eastern Neighborhoods
PEIR was prepared. Regardless, and as discussed below, growth under the Eastern Neighborhoods Plans
to date has not exceeded the growth projections used to support the environmental impact analysis in the
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR. As of February 23, 2016, projects containing 9,749 dwelling units and
2,807,952 square feet of non‐residential space (excluding PDR loss) have completed environmental review
or are currently undergoing environmental review within the Eastern Neighborhoods plan areas,
corresponding to an overall population increase of approximately 23,760 to 25,330 persons. Of the 9,749
dwelling units that are under review or have completed environmental review, building permits have
been pulled for 4,829 dwelling units,4 or approximately 50 percent of those units (information is not

4

This number includes all units approved under CEQA for projects anticipated by the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR (including

CPEs and other types of CEQA documents). Once a project has been approved under CEQA, the building permit process must still
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available regarding building permits for non‐residential square footage). Thus, the number of units
approved, let alone constructed, is well below the PEIR projection. The discussion in the CPE Checklist
notes that the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR projected that implementation of the Mission Area Plan could
result in an increase of 800 to 2,100 net dwelling units and 700,000 to 3,500,000 sf of non‐residential space
(excluding PDR loss), corresponding to an overall population increase of approximately 4,720 to 12,210
persons. As of February 23, 2016, projects containing 2,451 dwelling units and 355,842 square feet of non‐
residential space (excluding PDR loss), including the 1515 South Van Ness Avenue project, had been
completed, approved or are proposed to complete environmental review within the Mission Plan Area,
corresponding to an overall population increase of 8,765 to 10,650 persons. Of the 2,451 dwelling units
that are under review or have completed environmental review, building permits have been pulled for
1,340 dwelling units, or approximately 55 percent of those units, well below the PEIR projection.
The growth projections were used as analytical tool in the PEIR to contextualize the potential
environmental impacts of the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans. The PEIR assumed a total amount of
development resulting from the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans consisting of all development types
(residential, commercial, etc.) and analyzed impacts based on this total development amount. Although
the number of foreseeable dwelling units in the Mission plan area may exceed the range of residential
development anticipated by the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR by approximately 350 dwelling units
(should all proposed projects be approved and constructed), the total amount of foreseeable non‐
residential space is well below the maximum evaluated in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR, as is the
overall population increase. Therefore, while more residential development has occurred, less non‐
residential development has occurred, and the total development amount and estimated population
increase assumed in the PEIR has not been exceeded.
The CPE Checklist on page 10 correctly concluded:
“In summary, projects proposed within the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan Areas have not
exceeded the overall population growth that was projected in the Eastern Neighborhoods
PEIR; therefore, foreseeable growth within the plan areas do not present substantial new
information that was not known at the time of the PEIR and would not result in new
significant environmental impacts or substantially more severe adverse impacts than
discussed in the PEIR.”
As pointed out on page 10 of the CPE Checklist, the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR utilized growth
projections to analyze the physical environmental impacts that could result from development under the
Eastern Neighborhoods Plan on Land Use; Population, Housing, Business Activity, and Employment;

be completed. When used in the context of a building permit, the term “pulled” encompasses the different levels of review a permit
undergoes from when it is filed (application accepted) to complete (project has been constructed). According to Current Planning
staff, projects that are under construction can take up to two years before they are completed and ready for occupancy.
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Transportation; Noise; Air Quality; Parks, Recreation, and Open Space; Utilities/Public Services; and
Water.
However, the CPE checklist prepared for the proposed project does not rely solely on the growth
projections considered in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR in examining whether the project would have
significant impacts that are peculiar to the project or site. The project‐ and site‐specific analysis contained
in the CPE checklist is based on updated growth projections and related modelling to evaluate project‐
level and cumulative impacts on traffic and transportation, air quality, and greenhouse gases.
For example, as discussed on page 19 of the CPE Checklist, the projected transportation conditions and
cumulative effects of project buildout analyzed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR were based on a 2025
horizon year. However, in 2015, the Planning Department updated its cumulative transportation impact
analysis for all projects to use a 2040 horizon year. Therefore, the project‐specific cumulative
transportation impact analysis presented in the CPE Checklist conducted to determine whether the
proposed project would result in new or substantially more severe significant impacts than previously
disclosed is based on updated growth projections through year 2040. San Francisco 2040 cumulative
conditions were projected using a run of the San Francisco County Transportation Authority’s
(Transportation Authority) San Francisco Activity Model Process (SF‐CHAMP) and includes residential
and job growth estimates and reasonably foreseeable transportation investments through 2040.
As another example, as discussed on page 33 of the CPE Checklist, the Project’s air quality impacts were
screened using screening criteria established by the Bay Area Air Quality District in 2011 and screened
using the City’s Air Pollutant Exposure Zone mapping. The exposure zone mapping is based on
modeling in 2012 of all known air pollutant sources, provides health protective standards for cumulative
PM2.5 concentration and cumulative excess cancer risk, and incorporates health vulnerability factors and
proximity to freeways. As discussed on page 35 of the CPE Checklist, the Project’s greenhouse gas
emissions impacts were evaluated against consistency with San Francisco’s GHG Reduction Strategy, a
strategy that has resulted in a 23.3 percent reduction in GHG emissions in 2012 compared to 1990 levels,
exceeding the year 2020 reduction goals outlined in the BAAQMD’s 2010 Clean Air Plan
Loss of PDR
The Appeal incorporates by reference a letter submitted by the Appellant to Planning Staff on October 23,
2015, which includes a reference to the “excessive conversion of PDR uses” not anticipated by the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR (page 486 in file “Appeal Ltr 091216.pdf” on the cd disk or online as part of Board
of Supervisors File No. 161001).
“Accordingly, there is significant new information that was not anticipated at the time
the Programmatic EIR was prepared. This includes, but is not limited to: …5) The
excessive conversion of PDR.”
The loss of PDR space resulting from implementation of the Eastern Neighborhoods Plans was found to
be a significant and unavoidable impact in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR. The Eastern Neighborhoods
14
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PEIR analyzed a range of potential rezoning options and considered the effects of losing between
approximately 520,000 to 4,930,000 square feet of PDR space in the Plan Area through the 2025 (compared
to an estimated loss of approximately 4,620,000 square feet of PDR space in the Plan Area under the No
Project alternative). As of February 23, 2016, projects resulting in the removal of 1,715,001 and 273,073 net
square feet of PDR space within the Eastern Neighborhoods and Mission Plan areas, respectively, have
completed or are proposed to complete environmental review. Therefore, the potential loss of PDR space
from development completed and proposed since adoption of the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan is well
within the range assumed in the PEIR of 520,000 to 4,930,000 square feet.
Moreover, neither the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans nor the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR caps the
conversion of PDR at 4,930,000 square feet. The loss of 520,000 to 4,930,000 square feet of PDR loss
assumed in the PEIR is a projection that the Planning Department used to evaluate whether adoption of
the Plan would have a significant impact on land use. The validity of the PEIR does not depend on actual
build out under the adopted plan precisely tracking with the growth projections underlying the analysis.
For the purposes of CEQA, it is sufficient that the PEIR disclosed that adoption of the plan would have a
significant and unavoidable cumulative impact on land use due to the loss of PDR space. The loss of PDR
space was the central issue of the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR and adoption of the Eastern
Neighborhoods Area Plans. It was the subject of substantial public comment and review, and of lengthy
public hearings before the Planning Commission and the Board of Supervisors. Even if PDR loss
exceeded the projections used to evaluate land use impacts in the PEIR, which is not the case, it would
not follow that major revisions to the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR would be required in order to inform
the public and decision‐makers about the impacts of the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans on land use
due to the loss of PDR.
As discussed on page 12 of the CPE Checklist, development of the proposed project would result in the
net loss of approximately 31,680 square feet of PDR building space. The Project site was zoned NC‐3
(Moderate‐Scale Neighborhood Commercial District) prior to the rezoning of Eastern Neighborhoods,
which did not encourage PDR uses and was rezoned to Mission Street NCT (Neighborhood Commercial
Transit), which does not allow PDR uses. Moreover, the PDR business that vacated the Project site in
December 2015, McMillan Electric a local electrical contractor, has relocated to a new location at 1950
Cesar Chavez Street in San Francisco, which means the existing PDR business remains in operation
within San Francisco, and in close proximity to its prior location. The Project would also include six
ground floor trade shop spaces ranging from 630 to 760 square feet each (approximately 4,200 square feet
total). The spaces are anticipated to be retail units with some reserved space for goods production (e.g.,
jewelry making, bag making, ceramics). As determined on page 13 of the CPE Checklist, the conversion
of the existing PDR use to a mixed‐use residential use would not contribute to the significant and
unavoidable cumulative land use impact identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.
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Housing Prices, Changing Economic Conditions and Displacement
The Appellant asserts that the high cost of housing and consequent displacement of residents and
businesses represent substantial changes to the circumstances considered in the Eastern Neighborhoods
PEIR. In his August 3, 2016, letter to the Planning Commission (Appeal Letter Exhibit D), the Appellant
states: (see page 49 in file “Appeal Ltr 091216.pdf” on the cd disk or online as part of Board of
Supervisors File No. 161001)
“Unfortunately, circumstances have rendered the 2008 PEIR out of date and it cannot be
a reliable measure of environmental impacts of market rate development in the Mission.
It is well recognized that the Mission has already experienced extensive displacement of
its residents, so much so, that it is now in an advanced stage [of] gentrification.”
In his August 3, 2015 letter, the Appellant also provides a bullet list of seven items as evidence of
changing demographics and economic conditions in the Eastern Neighborhoods and Mission Plan areas
purported to represent changed circumstances not considered by the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR. The
Appellant states on page 3 of his Appeal letter (Attachment A):
“…Potential impacts due to gentrification and displacement to businesses, residents, and
nonprofits within the LCD, including impacts to cultural and historic resources, health
and safety and increased traffic due to reverse commutes and shuttle buses have not been
considered.”
A number of studies and reports are attached to the Appellant’s letter relating to gentrification and
displacement in the Mission District5 and to issues such as the health effects of gentrification,6 the effects

5

For example, “Displacement in the Mission District,” City and County of San Francisco Board of Supervisors, Budget and Legislative

Analyst, October 27, 2015 (pages 439 through 482 or Mr. Weaver’s letter on cd disk); “Analysis of Small Business Displacement,”
City and County of San Francisco Board of Supervisors, Budget and Legislative Analyst, October 10, 2014 (pages 206 through 224);
“Case Study on Gentrification and Displacement Pressures in the Mission District of San Francisco, CA,” Center for Community
Innovation, University of California, Berkeley, June 2015 (pages 298 through 340); and “Housing Production, filtering and
Displacement: Untangling the Relationships,” Institute of Governmental Studies, University of California, Berkeley, May 2016 (pages
341 through 352).
6

For example, “The Public Health Costs of Traffic Congestion,” Harvard School of Public Health, 2010 (pages 279 through 297 of Mr.

Weaver’s letter on the cd disk ).
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of long‐distance commuting,7 and an examination as to whether wealthier individuals own more cars and
drive more.8
While the studies relating to gentrification and displacement in the Mission District present a discussion
of whether or not displacement is occurring, it presents no information tying the cause of displacement to
the 1515 South Van Ness Avenue Project or to the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans, nor
do they demonstrate that displacement has resulted in new or substantially more severe significant
impacts on the physical environment than were disclosed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.
Citing CEQA Guidelines Section 15064(e) the Appellant argues: “Should the project proceed, it will cause
significant economic and social changes in the immediate area that will result in physical changes, not the
least of which is displacement of residents and business which will affect air quality, traffic and
transportation as negative impacts on the Cultural District (See CEQA guidelines, 15604(e)).”
Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Sections 15131 and 15064(e), economic and social impacts are separate
from environmental impacts and generally not studied in environmental analyses unless there is
substantial evidence of related physical impacts on the environment. Section 15064(e) states in part:
Economic and social changes resulting from a project shall not be treated as significant
effects on the environment. Economic or social changes may be used, however, to
determine that a physical change shall be regarded as a significant effect on the
environment. Where a physical change is caused by economic or social effects of a
project, the physical change may be regarded as a significant effect in the same manner as
any other physical change resulting from the project.
Substantial evidence is not provided in the Appeal as to how and in what way displacement results in a
physical impact on the Project’s environmental setting. Nor is substantial evidence provided to support
the assertion that the development of new housing units pursuant to the Eastern Neighborhoods or
Mission Area Plans are causing displacement. In particular, the Appellant does not establish a causal link
between gentrification and displacement and the Project, or to a significant environmental impact that
would result with implementation of the Project that was not previously considered in the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR. Regardless, the Appellant alleges that impacts upon air quality, greenhouse gases,
traffic and transportation will result. The Project’s potential impacts with regard to each of these topics
are analyzed in the CPE Checklist on the basis of information and data prepared by qualified consultants

7

For example, “Transit Oriented Development and Affordable Housing,” Association of Bay Area Governments, No Date (pages 243

through 278 of Mr. Weaver’s letter on the cd disk ).
8

“Why Creating and Preserving Affordable Homes Near Transit is a Highly Effective Climate Protection Strategy,” California Housing

Partnership Corporation, No Date (pages 226 through 240 of Mr. Weaver’s letter on the cd disk).
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and the Appellant provides no substantial evidence to support his claim. Mitigation measures from the
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR and uniformly applied development standards and policies have been
imposed on the project as determined appropriate.
In regards to the Appellant’s comment that displaced businesses merit consideration under CEQA, the
CPE Checklist provides a complete analysis of the effects of removing the existing structures at the
project site, including potential impacts with regards to hazardous materials, loss of historic resources,
and construction traffic and noise, and air quality. The CPE imposes mitigation measures from the
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR as appropriate for control of hazardous materials during and after
demolition and construction noise.
Finally, Section IV.D of the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR provides an analysis of potential impacts related
to population, housing, business activity and employment according to whether the rezoning options
would:


Induce substantial growth or concentration of population,



Displace a large number of people (involving either housing or employment), or



Create a substantial demand for additional housing in San Francisco, or substantially reduce the
housing supply.

As discussed above, the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR notes that economic or social effects of a project are
not treated as significant effects on the environment unless social or economic changes brought about by
a project result in substantial adverse physical changes. The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR evaluates the
potential of the proposed rezoning options to displace existing residents and businesses (see pages 243
through 249 of the PEIR). On page 249, the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR concludes that “the increase in
population that would be expected to occur as a secondary effect of the proposed rezoning and adoption
of the proposed area plans would not, in itself result in adverse physical effects, and would serve to
advance some key City policy objectives…” With regard to residential displacement, the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR states on page 250 that:
“none of the proposed project options would directly result in displacement of
residents…each of the proposed rezoning options would result in less displacement as a
result of housing demand than otherwise expected under the No‐Project scenario,
because the addition of more new housing in the Eastern neighborhoods would provide
some relief for housing market pressures without directly affecting existing residents.”
With regards to the displacement of businesses, the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR similarly concludes on
page 250 that
“none of the proposed project options would directly result in displacement of
businesses or employment. However, all of the proposed rezoning options would reduce
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the land supply otherwise available under existing zoning and No‐Project conditions for
PDR uses, contributing to eventual displacement of some existing PDR business activity
and employment.”
Thus, the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR disclosed potential impacts with regards to residential and
business displacement with the rezoning options but determined they would be less‐than‐significant in
terms of the three criteria noted above.
Traffic
In his October 23, 2015 letter to the Planning Department, incorporated in Exhibit D in the Appeal Letter,
the Appellant states: (see page 486 in file “Appeal Ltr 091216.pdf” on the cd disk or online as part of
Board of Supervisors File No. 161001)
“Traffic and parking are also a significant issue. The project site is one half block away
from Cesar Chavez Street, a major thoroughfare used by commuters going to or from
Highways 101, 280 and Bayshore Boulevard. South Van Ness Avenue is also a major
thoroughfare for those traveling in a northerly or southerly direction. The addition of 160
new households will significantly increase traffic along these corridors, and exacerbate
parking in the neighborhood. The Department should also consider alternative measures
for mitigation of these impacts.”
Additionally, as discussed above, the Appellant notes several “transportation scenarios” not anticipated
by the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR, including “increased traffic due to reverse commutes and shuttle
buses” and “upper income residents” who allegedly “are twice as likely to own a car and half as likely to
use public transit.” No substantial evidence was presented in support of these allegations.
The travel demand analysis methodology employed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR is provided on
pages 267 through 269 of the PEIR. Briefly, the analysis relied upon the San Francisco County
Transportation Authority (SFCTA) countywide travel demand forecasting model to develop forecasts for
development and growth under the No Project and three zoning options (A, B and C) through the year
2025 in the Eastern Neighborhoods study area. This approach took into account both future development
expected within the boundary of the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans and the expected growth in
housing and employment for the remainder of San Francisco and the nine‐county Bay Area. Growth
forecasts were prepared for each traffic analysis zone (or TAZ) in the Eastern Neighborhoods study area
and the remainder of the City. As the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR points out on page 268,
“[n]o separate cumulative model run was undertaken, because, as noted, the 2025
forecasts developed by the Planning Department include growth in the remainder of San
Francisco, as well as in the rest of the Bay Area. Thus, each rezoning option effectively is
[sic] represents a different cumulative growth scenario for the year 2025, including
growth from development that would occur with implementation of the proposed
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Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans, as well as other, non‐project‐generated
growth accounted for in the 2025 No‐Project scenario.”
As pointed out on page 19 of the CPE Certificate for the Project, significant and unavoidable impacts were
identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR for transportation and circulation (specifically, traffic and
transit).9 The Appellant provides no evidence that traffic conditions in the area of the Project today
represent “changed circumstances” necessitating further environmental review beyond what was
conducted in the CPE Checklist, nor does he identify specific significant transportation and circulation
impacts that would result from the Project that were not already analyzed in the PEIR.
As stated on page 23 of the CPE Checklist, the Project’s potential impacts with respect to transportation
and circulation were analyzed and presented in a comprehensive Transportation Impact Study (see
footnote 26 on page 23). As discussed on page 19 of the CPE Checklist, the projected transportation
conditions and cumulative effects of project buildout analyzed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR were
based on a 2025 horizon year. However, in 2015, the Planning Department updated its cumulative
transportation impact analysis for all projects to use a 2040 horizon year. Therefore, the project‐specific
cumulative transportation impact analysis presented in the CPE Checklist conducted to determine
whether the proposed project would result in new or substantially more severe significant impacts than
previously disclosed is based on updated growth projections through year 2040. San Francisco 2040
cumulative conditions were projected using a SF‐CHAMP model run and includes residential and job
growth estimates and reasonably foreseeable transportation investments through 2040.
The potential transportation and circulation impacts of the Project are evaluated under Topic 4 of the CPE
Checklist (pages 18 through 29). As discussed on page 10‐11 and 19 of the CPE Checklist, the City (with
the Planning Commission’s adoption of resolution 19579 on March 3, 2016) no longer considers
automobile delay, as described solely by level of service or similar measures of vehicular capacity or traffic
congestion, to be a significant impact on the environment under CEQA. Consistent with resolution 19579,
the CPE Checklist provides an analysis of the Project’s anticipated project‐specific and cumulative
contribution to Vehicle Miles Travelled (VMT) and induced automobile travel. In both instances, the
analysis determined that the Project would not result in a significant project‐specific or cumulative impact.
Similarly and as also discussed on page 10 of the CPE Checklist (under Aesthetics and Parking), the Project
qualifies as an infill project: it is in a transit priority area, it is on an infill site, and it is a mixed‐use
residential project. Consistent with CEQA Section 21099, aesthetics and parking are not considered as
significant environmental effects for such infill projects.

9

In other words, the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR did anticipate significant and unavoidable impacts related to traffic congestion

and transit (see pages S‐17 through S‐22).
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The Transportation and Circulation section provides a comprehensive analysis of the Project’s anticipated
trip generation and its potential effects on transit, pedestrians, bicyclists, loading, and construction traffic.
The analysis is based upon the Transportation Impact Study (TIS) prepared for the proposed project (as
stated above) and the analysis and conclusions presented in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR. On the basis
of the substantial evidence provided by the TIS and an analysis of the Project’s potential transportation
and circulation effects in relation to the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR, the CPE Checklist concluded (on
page 29) that the Project “would not result in significant impacts that were not identified in the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR related to transportation and circulation and would not contribute considerably to
cumulative transportation and circulation impacts that were identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods
PEIR.”
the Appellant’s contention that the environmental analysis in the CPE Checklist is flawed because the
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR did not consider traffic and transportation effects resulting from
displacement is not based upon substantial evidence; the various reports and studies included with the
Appellant’s letter do not provide specific technical analysis connecting displacement in the Mission
District with observable traffic and transportation effects (noting again that traffic congestion is no longer
considered an impact under CEQA).
Calle 24 Latino Cultural District
The Appellant states on page 2 of his Appeal Letter (Attachment A):
“The CEQA findings did not take into account the potential impacts of the Proposed Project on the
Calle 24 Latino Cultural District (LCD), which was not designated at the time the PEIR was
prepared.
Pages 15 through 17 of the CPE checklist provide a comprehensive analysis of the Project’s potential
impacts with respect to Historic Architectural Resources. The analysis is based on the Historic Resources
Evaluation (HRE) prepared by Bridget Maley, a qualified historic resource consultant and additional
research conducted by Planning Department Preservation staff (See footnotes 13 and 14 on page 15 of the
CPE Checklist). Substantial evidence provided by the HRE and Preservation Team Review forms an
analysis of the Project’s potential historic architectural resources effects in relation to the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR. Based on that evidence, the CPE Checklist correctly concluded (on page 17) that the
Project “would not result in significant impacts on historic architectural resources that were not identified
in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.”
As discussed on page 16‐17 of the CPE Checklist, the Project is located within the Calle 24 Latino Cultural
District. The Calle 24 Latino Cultural District Report on the Community Planning Process Report (Calle
24 LCD Report) (incorporated in Exhibit D in the Appeal Letter, page 179 in file “Appeal Ltr 091216.pdf”
on the cd disk or online as part of Board of Supervisors File No. 161001) defines a cultural district as a
region and community linked together by similar cultural or heritage assets, and offering a visitor
experiences that showcase those resources. The Calle 24 LCD Report in Appendix L identifies a number
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of cultural assets and art within the LCD. The list of these cultural assets fall under the following themes:
(1) Cultural Events; (2) Arts and Culture ‐ Installations and Public Art, Organizations and Venues, and
Retail; (3) Religion; Services and Non‐Profits; (4) Food and Culinary Arts; and (5) Parks.
The purpose of the Calle 24 LCD is to recognize, promote, and preserve cultural assets of the LCD.
However, the Calle 24 LCD is not a historic district and, as such, is not a historic resource as defined by
CEQA. Unlike historic districts that are locally designated or listed on the National or State registers, the
LCD was not established through a formal survey by a consultant or Planning Department staff member
meeting the Secretary of the Interior’s Professional Standards. The LCD Report does not include a
statement of significance addressing eligibility for listing on either the California or National Registers,
nor was the LCD adopted as a historic district by the Historic Preservation Commission. While there
may be properties within the LCD that may qualify as historic resources, either individually or as part of
smaller potential historic districts, under CEQA the Calle 24 LCD is not a historic district under CEQA.
The South Mission Historic Resource Survey (adopted in 2011) surveyed the area within the LCD and did
identify several smaller potential historic districts within the LCD boundaries that include the national
register‐eligible Shotwell Street Victoriana and the following California register‐eligible historic districts:
South Mission Avenues and Alleys; East Mission Florida‐to‐Hampshire Streets; Horner’s Addition East;
Gottlieb Knopf Block; Von Schroeder‐Welsh Block; 23rd Street Shops and Row‐Houses; Alabama Street
Pioneers; Hampshire Street False‐Fronts; Juri Street; Olsen’s Queen Anne Cottages; O’Donnell‐Fowler
Homes; and Orange Alley Stables and Lofts. The project site is not located within or near any of those
national register‐eligible or California register‐eligible historic districts and as such, will not cause an
impact to these historic districts.
As discussed on page 17 of the CPE Checklist, the existing building was vacated in December 2015 by
McMillan Electric, an electrical contractor business that has since moved to a new location at 1950 Cesar
Chavez Street in San Francisco. The existing building and its use are not listed as cultural assets in the
Calle 24 LCD Report nor do the uses fall under any of the cultural asset themes presented in the Calle 24
LCD Report. Therefore, even if displacement of a cultural asset would result in a significant impact on the
environment under CEQA, the proposed project would not displace a cultural asset.
In its August 3, 2016 letter to the Planning Commission (see page 50 of file “Appeal Ltr 091216.pdf” on the
cd disk or online as part of Board of Supervisors File No. 161001), the Appellant states:
“Notably with respect to this proposed project, the PEIR did not, nor could it have
considered the impact of a project on the LCD because the LCD did not exist at the time.
Where, as here, the offsite or cumulative impacts were not discussed in the prior PEIR,
the exemption provided by Section 15183 does not apply. (See 15183(j))”
First, because the LCD is not a historic resource, as noted above, the creation of the LCD has no impact on
the PEIR analysis and is not new information. Second, CEQA Guidelines Section 15183 limits the Project’s
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environmental review, except as might be necessary to examine whether there are project‐specific effects
which are peculiar to the project or its site. CEQA Guidelines Section 15183(j) states that:
Section 15183 does not affect any requirement to analyze potentially significant offsite or
cumulative impacts if these impacts were not adequately discussed in the prior EIR. If a
significant offsite or cumulative impact was adequately discussed in the prior EIR, then
this section may be used as a basis for excluding further analysis of that offsite or
cumulative impact.
The environmental analysis in the CPE Checklist was undertaken in accordance with Section 15183,
including subsection 15183(j) as cited by the Appellant. The CPE Checklist includes project‐specific
environmental review, as summarized above, and determines that the project would not result in
significant historic architectural resources impacts that: (1) are peculiar to the project or parcel; (2) were
not analyzed as significant effects in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR; (3) are off‐site or cumulative
impacts that weren’t addressed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR; or (4) are substantially more severe
significant impacts than discussed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR. Therefore, per CEQA Guidelines
15183, a Community Plan Exemption was issued and further environmental review shall not be required
for the project.
Substantial evidence is not provided in the Appeal to show that the LCD is a historical resource under
CEQA, and how and in what way the Project would result in a significant offsite historic architectural
resources impact. Nor is substantial evidence provided to support that the Project would result in a
significant cumulative impact not discussed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR. The Project’s potential
impacts with regard to these impacts are analyzed in the CPE Checklist on the basis of information and
data prepared by qualified consultants and the Appellant provides no substantial evidence to support his
claim.
Conclusion
On page 3 of the Appeal Letter, the Appellant states: “The City is engaging in a pattern and practice of
approving residential projects in the Mission based on a Community Plan Exemption that improperly
tiers off of an out of date Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan EIR instead of conducting project level
environmental review.” This is incorrect. The Planning Department properly relies upon CEQA
Guidelines Section 15183 to determine if additional environmental review is required for projects that are
consistent with the development density established under existing zoning, community plans, or general
plan policies, including the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan, for which an EIR was certified. In accordance
with this provision of the CEQA Guidelines, additional environmental review shall not be required for
such projects except as might be necessary to examine whether there are project‐specific significant effects
which are peculiar to the project or its site. The project‐level environmental review in the CPE Checklist
determined that the Project would not result in significant effects which are peculiar to the project or its
site that were not previously disclosed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.
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The Appellant does not provide substantial evidence to support the contention that the Project would
result in significant effects which are peculiar to the project or its site and that were not previously
disclosed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR. The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR did consider the effects
of displacement of residents and businesses as a result of the rezoning options considered and found
those impacts to be less‐than‐significant. Contrary to the Appellant’s assertion, growth in the Eastern
Neighborhoods and Mission Plan areas (as measured by dwelling units and population) do not represent
a new significant environmental effect or increased severity of an environmental effect analyzed in the
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR, such that a project‐specific EIR would need to be prepared.

Concern 2: The claimed community benefits of the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan, outlined in the 2008
PEIR, its approvals and the Statement of Overriding Considerations have not been fully funded,
implemented, or are underperforming and the determinations and findings for the proposed Project that rely
on the claimed benefits to override impacts outlined in the PEIR are not supported. The City should have
conducted Project level review based upon up to date data and the actual community benefits that have
accrued since the adoption of the 2008 plan and did not.
Response 2: The Appellant’s contentions concerning community benefits are not valid grounds for an
appeal of the CPE because they do not demonstrate that the Project would result in significant effects which
are peculiar to the project or its site that were not disclosed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.
As stated above, CEQA Section 21083.3 and CEQA Guidelines Section 15183 mandate that projects that
are consistent with the development density established under existing zoning, community plans, or
general plan policies for which an EIR was certified shall not require additional environmental review
except as might be necessary to examine whether there are project‐specific significant effects which are
peculiar to the project or its site. The Appellant’s contentions concerning the funding and implementation
of community benefits do not demonstrate that the project would result in significant effects which are
peculiar to the project or its site that were not disclosed in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR. Therefore,
these contentions do not form a valid ground for an appeal of the determination that the project qualifies
for a CPE. For informational purposes, however, the following discussion about the status of the
community benefits identified in the CEQA findings and Statement of Overriding Consideration for the
adoption of the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans is provided.
The Appellant does not specify which community benefits “have not been fully funded, implemented or
are underperforming...” or which findings and determinations for the Project “rely on the claimed
benefits to override impacts outlined in the PEIR.” Regardless, as the following discussion indicates,
community benefits are being provided under the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan through an established
process.
The Eastern Neighborhoods Plan included, as an informational item considered by the Planning
Commission at the time of the original Eastern Neighborhoods Plans approvals in 2008, a Public Benefits
Program detailing a framework for delivering infrastructure and other public benefits as described in an
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Implementation Document titled Materials for Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans Initiation Hearing.10
The Public Benefits Program consists of:
1) an Improvements Program that addresses needs for open space, transit and the public realm,
community facilities and affordable housing;
2) a Funding Strategy that proposes specific funding strategies and sources to finance the various
facilities and improvements identified in the Improvements Plan, and matches these sources to
estimated costs; and
3) a section on Program Administration that establishes roles for the community and City agencies,
provides responsibilities for each, and outlines the steps required to implement the program.
Some of the benefits were to be provided through requirements that would be included in changes to the
Planning Code. For example, Planning Code Section 423 (Eastern Neighborhoods Community
Infrastructure Impact Fee) fees are collected for “Transit”, “Complete Streets”, “Recreation and Open
Space”, “Child Care”, and in some portions of the Mission District and the South of Market Area,
“Affordable Housing”. Other benefits were to be funded by fees accrued with development and through
other sources of funding. The Public Benefits Program was not intended to be a static list of projects;
rather, it was designed to be modified by a Citizens Advisory Committee as needs were identified
through time.
The current list of public benefit projects are is provided as Attachment C to this Appeal Response. The
Appellant’s assertion that “the claimed benefits to override impacts outlined in the PEIR are not
supported,” stating that benefits have not been have not been fully funded, implemented, or are
underperforming, is incorrect. The Attachment C list shows that of the 66 capital projects that currently
comprise the Public Benefits Program, 10 are complete, 16 are under construction, six are fully funded
and awaiting construction, and the remaining 34 are in various stages of planning.
In terms of the process for implementing the Public Benefits Program, new development within the
Eastern Neighborhoods Plan area, including the Project, are required to pay development impact fees
upon issuance of the “first construction document” (either a project’s building permit or the first
addendum to a project’s site permit), which are collected to fund approximately 30 percent of the
infrastructure improvements planned within the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan area. Additional funding
mechanisms for infrastructure improvements are identified through the City’s 10‐year Capital Plan.
Eighty percent of development impact fees must go towards Eastern Neighborhoods priority projects,
until those priority projects are fully funded. The fees are dispersed to fund infrastructure improvements

10

San Francisco Planning Department, Materials for Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans Initiation Hearing, Case No. 2004.0160EMTUZ.

April 17, 2008. Accessed August 22, 2016 at: http://sf‐planning.org/sites/default/files/FileCenter/Documents/1507VOL3_‐
Implementation.pdf
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within the entirety of the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan area, on a priority basis established by the Eastern
Neighborhoods Citizen Advisory Committee (CAC) and the City’s Interagency Plan Implementation
Committee (IPIC). The IPIC works with the CAC to prioritize future infrastructure improvements.
Additionally, the Planning Department and Capital Planning Program are working with the
implementing departments to identify additional state and federal grants, general fund monies, or other
funding mechanisms such as land‐secured financing or infrastructure finance districts to fund the
remaining emerging needs. Impact fees are distributed among the following improvement categories:
open space, transportation and streetscape, community facilities, childcare, library, and program
administration. As stated in the January 2015 Planning Department’s Interagency Plan Implementation
Committee Annual Report,11 the Planning Department forecasts that pipeline projects, including the
proposed project, would contribute approximately $79.6 million in impact fee revenue within the Eastern
Neighborhoods Plan area between 2016 and 2020.
Infrastructure projects that are currently underway are also listed in the Planning Department’s
Interagency Plan Implementation Committee Annual Report. These include various streetscape,
roadway, park, and childcare facility improvements. Additionally, a Transportation Sustainability Fee
was adopted in November 2015 (BOS File Number 150790) and expenditures of this will shall be allocated
according to Table 411A.6A in the Ordinance, which gives priority to specific projects identified in
different area plans. These processes and funding mechanisms are intended to provide for
implementation of infrastructure improvements to keep pace with development and associated needs of
existing and new residents and businesses within the area. The CPE Checklist provides further
information regarding improvements within the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan Area. In regards to transit,
as discussed on page 24 of the CPE Checklist, Mitigation Measures E‐5 through E‐11 in the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR were adopted as part of the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans with uncertain
feasibility to address significant transit impacts. While these plan‐level measures are not applicable to the
Project, each is in some stage of implementation (see discussion on page 24 of the CPE Checklist). In
regards to recreation, the funding and planning for several Eastern Neighborhoods parks and open space
resources is discussed on page 39 of the CPE Checklist.
Thus, based on the evidence provided, the public benefits included in the Public Benefits Program are in
the process of being provided under the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans. As is generally the case with
development fee‐based provision of community benefits, capital facilities are constructed as fees are
collected and are rarely provided in advance of development. The Appellant’s assertion that the
provision of community benefits is so deficient as to render the environmental determinations in the
Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR invalid is not supported by substantial evidence. As described above, the
CPE does provide an up‐to‐date description of the provision of transportation and recreation community

11

City and County of San Francisco, Interagency Plan Implementation Committee Annual Report, website: http://www.sf‐

planning.org/ftp/files/plans‐and‐programs/plan‐implementation/2011_IPIC%20Report_FINAL.pdf, January 2015.
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benefits. For these and other impact analyses, the CPE properly concludes that the Project would not
result in a significant impact not previously identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.

Concern 3: The CEQA findings are inadequate and incomplete, fail to adequately describe the Project’s
components and are not supported by substantial evidence.
Response 3: The CEQA findings adopted by the Planning Commission on August 11, 2016 as part of the
Commission’s approval of the Conditional Use Authorization and Planned Unit Development for the Project
are not subject to appeal under San Francisco Administrative Code Section 31.16(e)(3).
Per San Francisco Administrative Code Section 31.16(e)(3), the grounds for appeal of a CEQA exemption
determination are limited to whether the project conforms to the requirements of CEQA for an
exemption. The CEQA findings are a part of the Project approval action, which is not before the Board of
Supervisors in this appeal of the Community Plan Exemption. Regardless, neither state law nor Chapter
31 of the Administrative Code requires that any findings be made for an exemption determination,
including a Community Plan Exemption. Detailed CEQA findings are required to be made only when an
EIR has been prepared, there are significant unmitigated environmental impacts associated with the
project, and the agency decides to approve the project despite those impacts, pursuant to CEQA
Guidelines Section 15091.

Concern 4: The Project is inconsistent with the General Plan and the Mission Area Plan.
Response 4: The Project is consistent with the development density established under the Eastern
Neighborhoods Area Plan, and would not result in significant impacts on the physical environment due to
conflicts with the General Plan or the Mission Area Plan that are peculiar to the project or the project site.
On page 3 of the Appeal Letter (Attachment A), the Appellant states “The Proposed Project is inconsistent
with the General Plan and the Mission Area Plan.ʺ In the Appellant’s August 3, 2016 letter to the Planning
Commission (see page 53‐54 in file “Appeal Ltr 091216.pdf” on the cd disk or online as part of Board of
Supervisors File No. 161001), he states:
“In evaluating the desirability of the proposed project, the Commission should evaluate
it in light of its inconsistency with the objectives of the Eastern Neighborhoods and
Mission Plans. The EIR for the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan reflected the Eastern
Neighborhood objectives as follows:
•

Reflect Local Values: To develop a rezoning proposal that reflects the land use needs
and priorities of each neighborhoodsʹ stakeholders and that meets citywide goals for
residential and industrial land use.



Increase Housing: To identify appropriate locations for housing in the Cityʹs
industrially zoned land to meet a citywide need for more housing, and affordable
housing in particular. (emphasis supplied)
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Maintain Some Industrial Land Supply: To retain an adequate supply of industrial land
to meet the current and future needs of the Cityʹs production, distribution, and repair
businesses and the cityʹs economy.

•

Improve the Quality of All Existing Areas with Future Development: To improve the
quality of the residential and nonresidential places that future development will
create over that which would occur under the existing zoning.

The Mission Area Plan was even more specific in its land use policy: to protect
ʺestablished areas of residential, commercial, and PDR, and ensuring that areas that have
become mixed‐use over time develop in such a way that they contribute positively to the
neighborhood. A place for living and working also means a place where affordably
priced housing is made available, a diverse array of jobs is protected, and where goods
and services are oriented to the needs of the community.ʺ
•

Mission‐wide goals include:

•

Increase the amount of affordable housing.

•

Preserve and enhance the existing Production, Distribution and Repair businesses.

•

Preserve and enhance the unique character of the Missionʹs distinct commercial
areas.

•

Minimize displacement.”

Topic 1(b) (Land Use and Land Use Planning) of the CPE Checklist limits review of the Project’s conflicts
with any applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation to those “adopted for the purpose of avoiding or
mitigating an environmental effect.” Project‐related policy conflicts and inconsistencies do not constitute,
in and of themselves, significant environmental impacts. The consistency of the Project with those
General Plan and Mission Area Plan policies that do not relate to physical environmental issues or result
in physical environmental effects (such as those cited above by the Appellant), were considered by the
Planning Commission as part of its determination of whether to approve, modify, or disapprove the
Project.
As discussed above under Concern 1, the loss of PDR space resulting from implementation of the Eastern
Neighborhoods Plan was found to be a significant and unavoidable impact in the Eastern Neighborhoods
Plan PEIR. To address that impact, the City created PDR zones in the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan Area,
including the Mission Area, in which PDR uses would be protected and competing uses, including
residential and office developments, are not permitted, and made findings that the loss of PDR uses and
space outside the PDR zoning districts was acceptable and overridden by the other benefits of the Plan.
The Project’s contribution to loss of PDR space is disclosed under Topic 1(b) of the CPE Checklist, which
provides an analysis of the anticipated loss of PDR evaluated in the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan PEIR on
page 12, observing that as of February 23, 2016, projects resulting in the removal of 1,715,001 and 273,073
net square feet of PDR space within the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan and Mission District subarea,
respectively, have completed or are proposed to complete environmental review.
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As discussed on page 12 of the CPE Checklist, development of the proposed project would result in the
net loss of approximately 31,680 square feet of PDR building space. The project site was zoned NC‐3
(Moderate‐Scale Neighborhood Commercial District) prior to the rezoning of Eastern Neighborhoods,
which did not encourage PDR uses and was rezoned to Mission Street NCT (Neighborhood Commercial
Transit), which does not permit PDR uses. The Project site was not included as part of the long‐term PDR
land supply loss in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR. The PDR business located on the Project site,
McMillan Electric, a local electrical contractor vacated the building in December 2015 and has since
moved to a new location at 1950 Cesar Chavez Street in San Francisco. The existing PDR business,
therefore remains in operation within San Francisco. The proposed project would also include six ground
floor trade shop spaces ranging from 630 to 760 square feet each (approximately 4,200 square feet total).
The spaces are anticipated to be retail units with some reserved space for goods production (e.g., jewelry
making, bag making, ceramics). The conversion of the existing PDR use to a mixed‐use residential use
would not contribute considerably to the significant and unavoidable cumulative land use impact
identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.
The Planning Department’s Citywide Planning and Policy Analysis Division determined that the Project
was consistent with the General Plan and with the bulk, density, and land uses as envisioned in the
Mission Area Plan. The determination further states:
“The Mission Area Plan calls for maximizing development potential in keeping with
neighborhood character in Objective 1.2, and strengthening the Missions neighborhood
commercial areas in Objective 1.8. The proposed project is consistent with these
objectives by providing 157 dwelling units and ground floor retail space. The project also
includes 2 bedroom, 1 bedroom, and studio units to satisfy a unit mix, consistent with
Objective 2.3. As well, the project provides 150 bicycle parking spaces, which supports
Objective 4.7 of the plan, to improve and expand infrastructure for bicycling as an
important mode of transportation. As a primarily residential development that includes
bicycle parking, and ground floor retail space, the proposed project is consistent with the
designation.”
The Citywide determination concludes:
“For the purposes of the Citywide Planning and Policy Analysis division, the project is
eligible for consideration of a Community Plan Exemption under California Public
Resources Code Sections 21159.21, 21159.23, 21159.24, 21081.2, and 21083.3, and/or
Section 15183 of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines.”
As a general matter, the determination of whether a project is consistent with a specific plan or policy can
be subjective, and is best made with a broad understanding of the often‐competing policy objectives in a
planning document. Consequently, policy consistency determinations are ultimately made by the City’s
decision‐making bodies such as the Planning Commission and the Board of Supervisors independent of
the environmental review process, as part of the decision to approve or reject the project. In its approval
of the Project’s Planned Unit Development, the Planning Commission determined that the project is
generally consistent with the objectives and policies of the General Plan, including the Mission Area Plan.
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Accordingly, the Project would not result in significant impacts on the physical environment due to
inconsistent with the General Plan, the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan, or the Mission Subarea Plan that are
peculiar to the project or the project site.

CONCLUSION:
The Appellant has not demonstrated nor provided substantial evidence to support a claim that the CPE
fails to conform to the requirements of CEQA for a community plan exemption pursuant to CEQA
Section 21083.3 and CEQA Guidelines Section 15183. The Planning Department conducted necessary
studies and analyses, and provided the Commission with the information and documents necessary to
make an informed decision, based on substantial evidence in the record, at a noticed public hearing in
accordance with the Planning Departmentʹs CPE Checklist and standard procedures, and pursuant to
CEQA and the CEQA Guidelines. Therefore, the Planning Department respectfully recommends that the
Board uphold the Department’s determination for the CPE and reject Appellant’s appeal.
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Septeinber12,2016

Clerk, San Francisco Board of Supervisors
EnviroUinental Review Officer, Bill Wycko
#1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Rooin 244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Re: Case No. 2014.1020 CUA-1515 South Van Ness Avenue
Appeal of the August 11, 2016 Planning Commission Decisions
Dear Meinbers of the Board of Supervisors and Bill Wycko:
The Calle 24 Latino Cultural District CoIIlIIlunity Council appeals the following
decisions of the Planning CoIIlIIlission Inade on August 11, 2016 regarding the project
proposed for 1515 South Van Ness Avenue ("Proposed Project" hereafter) proposed by
applicant Peter Schellenger, LMC San Francisco Holdings, LLC.
1) Adoption of a CoIIlIIlunity Plan Exeinption and CEQA findings under Section
15183 of the CEQA guidelines and Public Resources Code Section 21083.3.1
The Final Motion for the relevant appeals is attached as Exhibit A. Evidence in
support of the appeals is attached as Exhibits B-D and is also contained in the letters
subinitted to the Planning Departinent objecting to the approval of the Project and the
CoIIlIIlunity Plan Exeinption, incorporated here by reference. Exhibit E contains the
$578 appeal fee for the CEQA appeal.
1. Appeal of the adoption of the Community Plan Exemption and CEQA
Findings
Page 1of4
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4104 24th Street# 957 •San11240
Francisco, CA 94114 • (415) 317--0832

The appeal of the adoption of the Community Plan Exemption and CEQA
Findings are filed on the following bases.
•

The Proposed Project does not qualify for a Community Plan Exemption
under Section 15183 of the CEQA Guidelines and Public Resources Code
Section 21083.3 because the approval is based upon an out of date 2008 EIR
prepared for the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan and the EIR' s analysis
and determination can no longer be relied upon to support the claimed
exemption in the areas of, inter alia, direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts
to: land use, consistency with area plans and policies, land use, recreation and
open space, traffic and circulation, transit and transportation, health and
safety, and impacts relative to the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District.

•

The PEIR' s projections for housing, including this project and those in the
pipeline, have been exceeded when cumulative impacts are considered, i.e.,
"past, present, and reasonably foreseeable probable future projects."
(Guidelines, § 15355)

•

The claimed community benefits of the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan,
outlined in the 2008 PEIR, its approvals and the Statement of Overriding
Considerations have not been fully funded, implemented, or are
underperforming and the determinations and findings for the proposed
Project that rely on the claimed benefits to override impacts outlined in the
PEIR are not supported. The City should have conducted Project level review
based upon up to date data and the actual community benefits that have
accrued since the adoption of the 2008 plan and did not.

•

Substantial changes in circumstances require major revisions to the Eastern
Neighborhoods Area Plan EIR due to the involvement of new significant
environmental effects and an increase in the severity of previously identified
significant impacts; there is new information of substantial importance that
would change the conclusions set forth in said EIR and the requirements of
the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Report.

•

The CEQA findings did not take into account the potential impacts of the
Proposed Project on the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District (LCD), which was
Page2of4
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not designated at the time the PEIR was prepared. Potential impacts due to
gentrification and displacement to businesses, residents, and nonprofits
within the LCD, including impacts to cultural and historic resources, health
and safety and increased traffic due to reverse commutes and shuttle busses
have not been considered.
•

The CEQA findings are inadequate and incomplete and are not supported by
substantial evidence.

•

The Proposed Project is inconsistent with the General Plan and the Mission
Area Plan.

2. Pattern and Practice
The City is engaging in a pattern and practice of approving residential projects in
the Mission based upon a Community Plan Exemption that improperly tiers off of an
out of date Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan EIR instead of conducting project level
environmental review. This results in the approval of projects with unexamined
environmental affects to the detriment of Mission residents.

3. Attempted CU Appeal
From September 7 to September 12, 2016, Calle 24 Latino Cultural District
Community Council (LCDCC) members presented the "Notice to
Board of Supervisors of Appeal from Action of the City Planning Commission Form for
Conditional Uses" to the members of the Board of Supervisors for their signature
pursuant to Planning Code Section 308.1 (b)(ii) and explained the reasons for the
appeal. As of September 12, 2016, the due date for the submission of the filing of the
Conditional Uses appeal and CEQA appeal, LCDCC did not receive sufficient
signatures under Planning Code Section 308.1 (b)(i). Therefore, the LCDCC does not
qualify under the alternative method for appealing the Conditional Uses approval
under Planning Code Section 308.1 (b). Since neither method of appeal is available to
LCDCC and LCDCC objected to the Planning Commission's approval of the
Conditional Uses, LCDCC has exhausted administrative remedies as to the challenge to
the Conditional Uses and do not include their objections as part of this appeal. Should
the Board of Supervisors later authorize the appeal of the Conditional Uses, LCDCC
Page 3of4
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will include their objections in a follow up letter.
Exhibits (Attached)
Exhibit A:
Exhibit B:
ExhibitC:

Exhibit D:
ExhibitE:
Exhillit F.

Planning Commission Motion No. 19727.
Link to Video of August 11, 2016 Planning Commission hearing.
Link to Eastern Neighborhoods Plan EIR, Motion 17661 of the
Planning Commission, which adopted CEQA findings for the
Plan EIR, and the Mitigation Monitoring Report
Evidence in support of the Appeal
CEQAFee
Notke to Board of Super visors of Appeal f;r~lanning_,
~mission Form re· Conditional I Ises
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ATTACHMENT B
Planning Commission Motion 19727
Planned Unit Development
Conditional Use Authorization
for the
1515 South Van Ness Avenue Project
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Subject to: (Select only if applicable)
D Affordable Housing (Sec. 415)

Q First Source Hiring (Admin. Code)

❑ Jobs Housing Linkage Program (Sec. 413)

D Child Care Requirement (Sec. 414A)

❑ Downtown Park Fee (Sec. 412)

D Other(EN Impact Fees, Sec 423; TSF, Sec 411A)

1654 Mission St.
Suite 400
San Francisco,
CA 94103-2479
Reception:

415.558.6378

planning Commission Motion No. 19727
HEARING DATE: AUGUST 11, 2016

Fax:

415.558.6409
Planning
Information:

Case No.:
Project Address:
Zoning:

Block/Lot:
Project Sponsor:

Staff Contact:

2014.1020CUA
415.558.6377
1515 SOUTH VAN NESS AVENUE
Mission Street NCT(Neighborhood Commercial Transit)Zoning District
Mission Street Formula Retail Restaurant Subdistrict
Mission Alcoholic Beverage Restricted Use Subdistrict
Fringe Financial Service Restricted Use District
55/65-X Height and Bulk District
6571/001,001A and 008
Peter Schellinger,LMC San Francisco Holdings, LLC
492 9~ Street Suite 300
Oakland, CA 94607
Doug Vu — (415)575-9120
Doug.Vu@sfgov.org

ADOPTING FINDINGS RELATING TO A CONDITIONAL USE AUTHORIZATION PURSUANT
TO PLANNING CODE SECTION 303 UNDER THE MISSION 2016 INTERIM ZONING CONTROLS
AND PLANNING COMMISSION RESOLUTION NO. 19548, AND A PLANNED UNIT
DEVELOPMENT PURSUANT TO PLANNING CODE SECTIONS 121.1 AND 304 TO ALLOW
DEMOLITION OF THE EXISTING BUILDING AND NEW CONSTRUCTION OF A 55 TO 65 FEET
TALL,FIVE- TO SIX-STORY DEVELOPMENT WITH A TOTAL OF AREA OF 180,277 SQUARE FEET
THAT INCLUDES 138,922 SQUARE FEET OF RESIDENTIAL USES FOR UP TO 157 DWELLING
UNITS,5,241 SQUARE FEET OF COMMERCIAL SPACEVAND A 32,473 SQUARE FEET PARTIALLY
UNDERGROUND GARAGE FOR 82 AUTOMOBILE AND 150 BICYCLE PARKING SPACES ON A
LOT MORE THAN 10,000 SQUARE FEET IN AREA, AND TO ALLOW MODIFICATIONS TO THE
REQUIREMENTS FOR REAR YARD PURSUANT TO PLANNING CODE SECTION 134,
DWELLING UNIT EXPOSURE PURSUANT TO PLANNING CODE SECTION 140, GROUND
FLOOR STREET FRONTAGE PURSUANT TO PLANNING CODE SECTION 145.1 AND OFFSTREET LOADING REQUIREMENT PURSUANT TO PLANNING CODE SECTION 152, FOR THE
PROPERTIES LOCATED AT 1515 SOUTH VAN NESS AVENUE, LdTS 001, 001A AND 008 IN
ASSESSOR'S BLOCK 6571, WITHIN THE MISSION STREET NCT (NEIGHBORHOOD
COMMERCIAL TRANSIT) ZONING DISTRICT AND THE 55/65-X HEIGHT AND BULK
DISTRICTS, AND ADOPTING FINDINGS UNDER THE CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALITY ACT.

www.sfplanning.org
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CASE NO. 2014.1020CUA
1515 South Van Ness Avenue

Motion No. 19727
August 11, 2016

PREAMBLE
On January 28, 2015, Peter Schellinger of LMC San Francisco Holdings, LLC (hereinafter "Project
Sponsor")filed Application No.2014.1020CUA (hereinafter "Application') with the Planning Department
(hereinafter "Department") for a Conditional Use Authorization to demolish the existing building and
construct a new five to six-story 55 to 65 feet tall, mixed use building with 5,241 square feet of commercial
space and 157 dwelling units at 1515 South Van Ness Avenue (Block 6571 Lots 001, 001A and 008)in San
Francisco, California.
T'he environmental effects of the Project were determined by the San Francisco Planning Department to
have been fully reviewed under the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan Environmental Impact Report
(hereinafter "EIR"). The EIR was prepared, circulated for public review and comment, and, at a public
hearing on August 7, 2008, by Motion No. 17661, certified by the Commission as complying with the
California Environmental Quality Act (Cal. Pub. Ides. Code Section 21000 et seq., (hereinafter "CEQA").
The Commission has reviewed the Final EIR, which has been available for this Commissions review as
well as public review.
T'he Eastern Neighborhoods EIR is a Program EIR. Pursuant to CEQA Guideline 15168(c)(2), if the lead
agency finds that no new effects could occur or no new mitigation measures would be required of a
proposed project, the. agency may approve the project as being within the scope of the project covered by
the program EIR, and no additional or new environmental review is required. In approving the Eastern
Neighborhoods Plan, the Commission adopted CEQA Findings in its Motion No. 17661 and hereby
incorporates such Findings by reference.
Additionally, State CEQA Guidelines Section 15183 provides a streamlined environmental review for
projects that are consistent with the development density established by existing zoning, community plan
or general plan policies for which an EIR was certified, except as might be necessary to examine whether
there are project—specific effects which are peculiar to the project or its site. Section 15183 specifies
that examination of environmental effects shall be limited to those effects that (a) are peculiar to the
project or parcel on which the project would be located,(b) were not analyzed as significant effects in a
prior EIR on the zoning action, general plan or community plan with which the project is consistent, (c)
are potentially significant off—site and cumulative impacts which were not discussed in the underlying
EIR, or(d) are previously identified in the EIR, but which are determined to have a more severe adverse
impact than that discussed in the underlying EIR. Section 15183(c) specifies that if an impact is not
peculiar to the parcel or to the proposed project, then an EIR need not be prepared for that project solely
on the basis of that impact.
On July 12, 2016, the Department determined that the proposed application did not require further
environmental review under Section 15183 of the CEQA Guidelines and Public Resources Code Section
21083.3. The Project is consistent with the adopted zoning controls in the Eastern Neighborhoods Area
Plan and was encompassed within the analysis contained in the Eastern Neighborhoods Final EIR. Since
the Eastern Neighborhoods Final EIR was finalized, there have been no substantial changes to the Eastern
Neighborhoods Area Plan and no substantial changes in circumstances that would require major
revisions to the Final EIR due to the involvement of new significant environmental effects or an increase
in the severity of previously identified significant impacts, and there is no new information of substantial
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importance that would change the conclusions set forth in the Final EIR. The file for this project,
including the Eastern Neighborhoods Final EIR and the Community Plan Exemption certificate, is
available for review at the San Francisco Planning Department, 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San
Francisco, California.
Planning Department staff prepared a Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP) setting
forth mitigation measures that were identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods Plan EIR that are applicable
to the project. These mitigation measures are set forth in their entirety in the MMRI'attached to the draft
Motion as Exhibit C.
The Planning Department Commission Secretary is the custodian of records, located in the File for Case
No. 2014.1020CUA at 1650 Mission Street, Fourth Floor, San Francisco, California.
On August 11, 2016, the Planning Commission ("Commission') conducted a duly noticed public hearing
at a regularly scheduled meeting on Conditional Use Authorization Application No.2014.1020CUA.
The Commission has heard and considered the testimony presented to it at the public hearing and has
further considered written materials and oral testimony presented on behalf of the applicant, Department
staff, and other interested parties.
MOVED, that the Commission hereby authorizes the Conditional Use Authorization for a Planned Unit
Development requested in Application No. 2014.1020CUA, subject to the conditions contained in
"EXHIBIT A" of this motion, based on the following findings:

FINDINGS
Having reviewed the materials identified in the preamble above, and having heard all testimony and
arguments, this Commission finds, concludes, and determines as follows:
1. The above recitals are accurate and constitute findings of this Commission.
2. Site Description and Present Use. The Project is located on three lots with a total area of
approximately 35,714 sq. ft. that have approximately 172 ft. of frontage along South Van Ness
Avenue, 245 ft. along 26th Street and 145 ft. along Shotwell Street. The project site is currently
improved with a 31,680 sq. ft. two-story industrial building that was constructed in 1948 and
most recently occupied by the McMillan Electric Company until early 2015.
3. Surrounding Properties and Neighborhood. T'he Project is located in the southernmost area of
the Mission Street NCT (Neighborhood Commercial Transit) Zoning District and within the
boundaries of the Mission Area Plan. T'he immediate context is mixed in character with
residential, commercial and industrial uses. T'he neighborhood includes automotive repair uses
to the north and west, three to four-story residential development to the north and east and
commercial uses to the south that include a fuel station and automotive parts store. Within the
broader vicinity are the Primera Iglesia Bautista Hispano Americana Church and Garfield Square
Recreation Center. The project site is also located within the boundaries of the proposed Calle 24
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Special Use District, which was established as part of the interim controls by the Board of
Supervisors per Ordinance No. 133-15, and the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District, which was
established by Board of Supervisors Resolution, File No. 140421 in May 2014. Other zoning
districts in the vicinity of the project site include P (Public), RTO-M (Residential, Transit Oriented
- Mission), RM-1 (Residential, Mixed-Low Density) and the 24th-Mission NCT (Neighborhood
Commercial Transit)Zoning District.
4. Project Description. The proposed Project includes demolition of the existing building on the
project site and new construction of a 55 to 65 feet tall, five- to six-story Planned Unit
Development(PUD} with a total area of approximately 180,277 square feet that includes 138,922
square feet of residential uses for 157 dwelling units, approximately 5,241 square feet of
commercial space in the form of one retail storefront and six trade shops on the ground floor,
approximately 32,473 square feet dedicated to vehicular parking for 82 cars and 150 secure
bicycle parking spaces in a partially underground garage. T`he proposed dwelling units would
range in size from approximately 399 to 1,254 square feet and would include 88 studios, five onebedroom units and 64 two-bedroom units. Private open space would be provided for ten units,
and a total of 15,508 square feet of common open space would be provided through an internal
courtyard and roof deck. The Project would also include a lot merger of Lots 001, 001A and 008
on Block 6571.
5. Public Comment. The Department has received a petition of support signed by nineteen
residents and nearby businesses, nineteen support letters from residents and organizations
including from the San Francisco Housing Action Coalition, S.F. Electrical Contractors
Association/Electrical Workers Local 6, and the recent owner and tenant (McMillan Electric
Company). The Department also received four letters opposing the project,. and two letters
stating concerns about the development's proposed height and environmental impacts that were
not analyzed in the Eastern Neighborhoods EIR.
In addition to the required pre-application meeting that was held on December 15, 2014 at City
College on 1125 Valencia Street, the Project Sponsor has conducted additional. public outreach
that included the following meetings:

D ATE
3/11/2015
3/12/2015
4/7/2015
5/13/2015
6/5/2015
10/22/2015
2/2/2016
2/24/2016
4/4/2016
4/12/2016

ORGNIZATION I EVENT
Mission Economic Develo ment A enc
Jamestown Communi Center
Mission Asset Fund
Town Hall Meetin #1
Town Hall Meetin #2
Town Hall Meetin #3
CAST

LOCATION 1 ADDRESS
2301 Mission Street
3382 26~ Street
3269 Mission Street
1500 South Van Ness Avenue
1500 South Van Ness Avenue
1500 South Van Ness Avenue
70 Otis Street

SF Housin Action Coalition SFHAC)
SFMade
O en House #1

SAN FRANCISCO
FIANNING DEPARTMENT

95 Brad Street
926 Howard Street
Cultural
Mission
Center - 2868 Mission
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Street
6/9/2016
6/22/2016

La Cocina
Town Hall Meeting #4

6/30/2016

Open House #2

2948 Mission Street
Mission Cultural Center - 2868 Mission
Street
Mission Cultural Center - 2868 Mission
Street

The Department acknowledges that numerous meetings were organized and facilitated by
residents and stakeholder groups, but does not have a record of when they were held and at
which locations.
Planning Code Compliance: T'he Commission finds that the Project is consistent with the
relevant provisions of the Planning Code in the following manner:
A. Non-Residential Floor Area Ratio. Planning Code Sections 124 and 736.20 permit a
maximum floor to area ratio of 3.6 to 1 for the subject 35,714 sq. ft. project site.
The Project proposes 5,241 sq.ft. ofcommercial space that is equal to a ratio of0.14 to 1 and therefore
complies with Planning Code Sections 124 and 736.20.
B. Rear Yard. Pursuant to Planning Code Section 134(a)(1)(C), a 25% rear yard or an area equal
to that provided via inner courtyards shall be provided at the lowest story containing a
dwelling unit, and at each succeeding level or story of the building. The proposed project.
requires a rear yard of at least 8,929 sq. ft. at every residential level.
The Project proposes an inner courtyard that is approximately 8,687 sq. ft., which is 242 scJ. ft. less
than the required area; therefore, the Project requests a modification to this requirement as permitted
under Planning Code Section 304 for Planned Unit Developments for the following reasons: 1) the
Project includes residential uses with a comparable amount of usable open space totaling 16,506 sq.ft.
at the inner courtyard and at the sixth floor of the building that will be more accessible to residents; 2)
the Project is located on a block that includes an automotive parts store and two automotive repair
shops and will not significantly impede the access oflight and air to the adjacent properties; and 3) the
Project will not adversely affect the block's interior open space because interior open space does not
exist on the subject block.
C. Usable Residential Open Space. Planning Code Sections 135 and 736.93 require a minimum
of 80 sq. ft. of private open space per dwelling unit, or 100 sq. ft. of common open space per
dwelling unit. Private usable open space shall have a minimum horizontal dimension of six
feet and a minimum area of 36 sq. ft. if located on a deck, balcony, porch or roof, and shall
have a minimum horizontal dimension of 10 feet and a minimum area of 100 sq. ft. if located
on open ground, a terrace or the surface of an inner or outer court. Common usable open
space shall be at least 15 feet in every horizontal dimension and shall be a minimum are of
300 sq ft. Further, inner courts may be credited as common usable open space if the enclosed
space is not less than 20 feet in every horizontal dimension and 400 sq. ft. in area, and if the
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height of the walls and projections above the court on at least three sides is such that no point
on any such wall or projection is higher than one foot for each foot that such point is
horizontally distant from the opposite side of the clear space in the court..
The Project provides 6,853 sq.ft. of usable common open space through a groundfloor inner courtyard
that measures 130 feet by 110 feet at its widest point to allow the minimum required amount of
sunlight penetration. An additiona18,655 sq.ft. ofcommon open space is provided by a roofdeck at the
sixth floor of the building. The Project also provides a combined 1,000 sq.ft. of private open space for
ten ground floor units that open onto the inner courtyard. Although the Project also provides an
additional 842 sq. ft. of non-compliant open space, the 15,508 sq. ft. of common usable open space
exceeds the 14,700 sq.ft. that are required by the remaining 147 units. Therefore, the Project complies
with Planning Code Sections 135 and 736.93.
D. Streetscape and Pedestrian Improvements. Planning Code Section 138.1 requires a
streetscape plan, which includes elements from the Better Streets Plan, for new construction
on a lot greater than ahalf-acre in size.
The Project will include a streetscape plan that will comply with the City's Better Streets Plan and
include new street trees, landscape planters, sidewalk and other pedestrian improvements in
compliance with Planning Code Section 138.1. This includes maintaining the sidewalk width at 12ft.
on 26th Street and 15-ft: on Shotwell Street, a new Zft. courtesy strip between the curb and sidewalk
plantings, a corner bulb-out at South Van Ness Avenue and 26th Street that extends down 26th Street,
potentially another bulb-out at 26th and Shotwell Streets, street trees, plantings, bicycle parking and
other site furniture as needed. South Van Ness Avenue is a Vision Zero Corridor, and will receive a
signal timing upgrade, new curb ramps, crosswalks and other pedestrian safety enhancements.
Therefore, the Sponsor will coordinate with MTA on these design changes as it constructs the nezv
bulb-out at 26f" Street and South Van Ness Avenue to be consistent with other improvements planned
for this intersection.
E. Bird Safety. Planning Code Section 139 outlines the standards for bird-safe buildings,
including the requirements for location-related and feature-related hazards.
The Project is not located in close proximity to an Urban Bird Refuge and meets the requirements of
feature-related standards by not including any unbroken glazed segments 24 sq.ft. and larger in size.
Therefore, the Project complies with Planning Code Section 139.
F. Dwelling Unit Exposure. Planning Code Section 140 requires the windows of at least one
room in each dwelling unit to face directly on an open area that includes a public street,
public alley at least 20 feet in width, side yard at least 25 feet in width, rear yard meeting the
requirements of the Planning Code, or an inner court or a space between separate buildings
on the same lot) which is unobstructed and is no less than 25 feet in every horizontal
dimension for the floor at which the dwelling unit in question is located and the floor
immediately above it, with an increase of five feet in every horizontal dimension at each
subsequent floor.
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The Project organizes all of the dwelling units to face South Van Ness Avenue, 26t~~ Street, Shotwell
Street or the inner courtyard. Due the "L" shape of the Project site and fhe reduced horizontal
dimension of the courtyard at both ends of the building, three units on thefifth floor and two units on
the sixth floor do not meet the exposure requirement. The encroachment of these units into the required
open air space at thefifth and sixth floors is minimal. Therefore, the Project is seeking a modification
to the dwelling unit exposure requirements for five dwelling units as part of the Planned 1.Init
Development.
G. Street Frontages in Neighborhood Commercial Districts. Planning Code Section 145.1
requires the following for street frontages in Neighborhood Commercial Districts: (1) not
more than 1/3 the width of the building facing the street may be devoted to ingress/egress to
parking;(2) off-street parking at street grade must be set back at least 25 feet;(3)"active" use
shall be provided within the first 25 feet of building depth at the ground floor; (4) ground
floor non-residential uses in shall have afloor-to-floor height of 14-feet; (5) frontages with
active uses shall be fenestrated with transparent windows; and, (6) decorative railings or
grillwork placed in front of or behind ground floor windows, shall be at least 75 percent open
to perpendicular views
The Project meets the following requirements of Section 145.1:(1) the only automobile access to the
Project is located at the portion of Shotwell Street that runs diagonal to the remainder of the street
where a single 18ft. wide garage door is proposed that is equal to 12.4 percent of the 145 feet of the
Shotwell Street frontage; (2) the Project site decreases approximately ten feet in elevation from the
front to the rear of the property and all proposed parking is located below grade at the basement level
garage;(3) active uses including a corner commercial storefront, six trade shops, a residential amenity
room and dwelling units with elevated stoops that have direct access to the public street are proposed
along all threefrontages of the building;(4) the corner commercial space at the groundfloor will have a
generousfloor-to-ceiling height of20feet; and (5)significantly more than two-thirds of the total street
frontages arefenestrated with transparent windows.
However, the six trade shops along 26th Street will each have afloor-to-ceiling height of 11feet, which
is less than the minimum required 14feet. To mitigate this impact and promote an attractive, clearly
defined street frontage that is pedestrian-oriented and fine-grained, the trade shops will be designed
with wide openings that incorporate roll-up doors to provide direct access to the shops by the public
during business hours. Therefore, the Project seeking a modification to the 14feet minimum clear
ceiling height requirement for the streetfronting trade shops units as part of the Planned Unit
Development.
H. Off-Street Parking. Planning Code Section 151 principally permits 0.5 parking spaces per
dwelling unit, and up to 0.75 spaces with Conditional Use authorization. Additionally, one
off-street space for every 500 square-feet of occupied general retail uses is also permitted. The
Project is principally permitted to have 79 residential spaces and ten commercial spaces, for a
total of 89 spaces.
The Project proposes a total of 79 residential parking spaces in addition to three car-share spaces, and
no accessory commercial parking. Therefore, the Project complies with Planning Code Section 151.1.
SAN FRANCISCO
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I.

Off-Street Freight Loading. Planning Section 152 requires one off-street loading space for
residential buildings that are between 100,001 and 200,000 gross square feet in area.
The Project includes approximately 138,922 sq. ft. of residential uses and requires at least one offstreet freight loading space. The Project provides two off-street service vehicle spaces at the basement
level garage near South Van Ness Avenue and is requesting an exception to this requirementfor one
on-streetfreight loading space on 26t~~ Street as part of the Planned Unit Development.

J.

Bicycle Parking. Planning Code Section 155.2 requires one Class 1 bicycle parking space for
each dwelling unit up to 100 units, and one Class 1 space for every four units above a density
of 100 dwelling units. Additionally, one Class 2 space for every 20 units is required, and each
2,500 sq. ft. of occupied commercial floor area. The Project is required to have a minimum of
114 Class 1 and ten Class 2 bicycle parking spaces.
The Project includes a total of 150 Class 1 spaces located in two separate rooms at the basement level
that have independent access to/front Shotwell Street and.. South Van Ness Avenue and eight Class 2
parking spaces at the corner of 26th Street and South Van Ness Avenue. Therefore, the Project complies
with Planning Code Section 155.2.

K. Curb Cuts. Planning Code Section 155(1) limits driveways crossing sidewalks to be no wider
than necessary for ingress and egress, and shall be arranged to minimize the width and
frequency of curb cuts to maximize on-street parking spaces and minimize conflicts with
pedestrian and transit movements.
The Project will utilize an existing 20-ft. wide curb cut along the portion of Shotwell Street that runs
diagonal to the remainder of the street to provide ingress/egress to the basement level garage, will not
eliminate any on-street parking spaces and will not result in any conflicts with pedestrians or transit
movement in compliance with Planning Code Section 155.
L. Car Share Requirements. Planning Code Section 166 requires one car-share parking space
for projects with 50 to 200 residential units.
The Project provides three car share spaces at the basement level garage to serve the 157 dwelling units
and complies with Planning Code Section 166.
M. Unbundled Parking. Planning Code Section 1b7 requires that all off-street parking spaces
accessory to residential uses in new structures of 10 dwelling units or more be leased or said
separately from the rental or purchase fees for dwelling units for the life of the dwelling
units.
The Project is providing off-street parking that is accessory to the dwelling units. These spaces wiU be
unbundled and sold andlor leased separately from the dwelling units in compliance with Planning
Code Section 167.
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N. Dwelling Unit Mix. Planning Code Section 207.6 requires that no less than 40 percent of the
total number of proposed dwelling units contain at least two bedrooms, or no less than 30
percent of the total number of proposed dwelling units contain at least three bedrooms.
The Project provides 88 studios, five one-bedroom and 64 two-bedroom units that are equal to 41
percent of the unit mix, which meets the requirements ofPlanning Code Section 207.6.
O. Shadow Analysis. Pursuant to Planning Code Section 295, projects over 40 feet in height that
will cast any shade or shadow upon any property under the jurisdiction of, or designated for
acquisition by, the Recreation and Park Commission requires approval by the Planning
Commission pursuant to the provisions of Section 295.
A preliminary shadow analysis conducted by the Planning Department based on the plans submitted
indicates that there would be no shadows cast on properties under the jurisdiction of the Recreation
and Park Department. Therefore, the Project complies with Planning Code Section 295.
P. Transportation Sustainability Fee. Planning Code Section 411A imposes a Transportation
Sustainability Fee ("TSF") that would apply to large projects such as 1515 South Van Ness
Avenue. The TSF (Ordinance No. 200-15) that was adopted and went into effect on December
25, 2015 provides that residential, non-residential and PDR uses shall pay the TSF to address
the burden that new development will create on the City's transportation network, including
all modes of transportation. The TSF will provide revenue that is significantly below the costs
that SFMTA and other transit providers will incur to mitigate the transportation
infrastructure and service needs resulting from the development.
The Project includes approximately 147,804 gross sq. ft. of new development that is subject to the
Transportation Sustainability Fee, as outlined in Planning Code Section 411A. However, the Project
will receive a credit for the existing 31,680 sq. ft. ofPDR use on the Project site. These fees must be
paid prior to the issuance of the building permit application.
Q. Child Care Requirement for Residential Projects. Planning Code Section 414A requires the
Department to determine the applicability of Section 414A to any development project
requiring a First Construction Document and, if Section 414A is applicable, the number of
gross square feet of space subject to its requirements, and shall impose these requirements as
a condition of approval for issuance of the First Construction Document for the development
project to mitigate the impact on the availability of child-care facilities that will be caused by
the residents attracted to the proposed development project.
The Project proposes 157 new dwelling units totaling 138,922 sq.ft. and will be required to pay a fee
for each net new gross square feet of residential development. These fees must be paid prior to the
issuance of the building permit application.
R. Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program. Planning Code Section 415 sets forth the
requirements and procedures for the Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program. Under
Planning Code Section 415.3, these requirements would apply to projects that consist of 10 or
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more units, where the first application (EE or BPA) was applied for on or after July 18, 2006.
Pursuant to Planning Code Section 415.5 and 415.6, the current Inclusionary Affordable
Housing Program requirement for the On-site Affordable Housing Alternative is to provide
12% of the proposed dwelling units as affordable. This requirement is subject to change
under a proposed Charter amendment and pending legislation if the voters approve the
Charter Amendment at the June 7, 2016 election. Recently adopted Ordinance No. 76-16 (File
No. 1b0255) wi11 become effective after the election is certified and includes grandfathering
provisions for projects that were submitted to the Planning Department prior to January 12,
2016.
The Project Sponsor has demonstrated that it is eligible for the On-Site Affordable Housing
Alternative under Planning Code Section 415.5 and 415.6, and has submitted a 'Affidavit of
Compliance with the Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program: Planning Code Section 415,' to
satisfy the requirements of the Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program by providing the affordable
housing on-site instead of through payment of the Affordable Housing Fee. In order for the Project
Sponsor to be eligible for the On-Site Affordable Housing Alternative, the Project Sponsor must
submit an `Affidavit of Compliance with the Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program: Planning
Code Section 415,' to the Planning Department stating that any affordable units designated as onsite units shall be sold as ownership units and will remain as ownership units for the life of the
project or submit to the Department a contract demonstrating that the project's on- or off-site units
are not subject to the Costa Hawkins Rental Housing Act, California Civil Code Section 1954.50
because, under Section 1954.52(b), the Project Sponsor has entered into an agreement with a public
entity in consideration for a directfinancial contribution or any otherform of assistance specified in
California Government Code Sections 65915 et seq. and submits an Affidavit of such to the
Department. All such contracts entered into with the City and County of San Francisco must be
reviewed and approved by the Mayor's Office Housing and the Cify Attorney's Office. The Project
Sponsor has indicated the intention to enter into an agreement with the City to qualify for a waiver
from.the Costa-Hawkins Rental Housing Act based upon the proposed density bonus and concessions
provided by the City and approved herein. The.Project Sponsor submitted such Affidavit on January
16, 2016 and a draft of the Costa Hawkins agreement on July 11, 2016. The EE application was
submitted on December 3, 2014. Pursuant to Planning Code Seetion 415.3 and 415.6 the current onsite requirement is 12%. Nineteen (19) units (ten (10) studios, one (1) one-bedroom and eight (8)
two-bedroom] of the 157 units provided will be affordable rental units. If the Project becomes
ineligible to meet its Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program obligation through the On-site
Affordable Housing Alternative, it must pay the Affordable Housing Fee with interest, if applicable.
The Project must execute the Costa Hawkins agreement prior to Planning Commission approval or
must revert to payment of the Affordable Housing Fee.
S. Eastern Neighborhood Infrastructure Impact Fees. Planning Code Section 423 is applicable
to any development project in the Eastern Neighborhoods Program Area which results in
at least one net new residential unit or the new construction of anon-residential use.
The Project includes the construction of approximately 138,922 gross sq. ft. of new residential
space and 5,241 gross sq. ft. of commercial use. These uses are subject to Eastern Neighborhood
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Infrastructure Impact Fees as outlined in Planning Code Section 423 and must be paid prior to the
issuance of the building permit.
7. Conditional Use Authorization for Development of Large Lots. Planning Code Section 121.1
establishes the following additional criteria the Planning Commission shall consider for new
construction on lots of the same size or larger than 10,000 sq. ft. in the Mission Street NCT
District:
A. The mass and facade of the proposed structure are compatible with the existing scale of the
district.
The proposed structure includes a mass and fa~acie that takes cues from the existing structure and
surrounding neighborhood with a combination of residential, commercial and industrial uses that are
two to four stories in height to create a building that is the scale envisioned for t~Cis large site. The
proposed development breaks up the massing by creating three distinctfrontages and buildingfeatures
to visually break up the massing. Modulation is also incorporated on all floors and all sides of the
structure to present a facade that is varied and interesting on a pedestrian level as well as on a larger
scale.
B. The facade of the proposed structure is compatible with the design features of adjacent
facades that contribute to the positive visual quality of the district.
The Project's design reflects the influences of the surrounding neighborhood and the site, and takes
cues from the existing structure. The design integrates the rhythm of the existing bays in the
commercial unit at the corner of South Van Ness Avenue and 26th Street and includes pedestrian scale
walk-up units along 26th Street, across from the existing residential uses. Along South Van Ness
Avenue, the design and facade reflects the more commercial and vibrant nature of the frontage,
whereas along 26th Street and Shotwell Street, a more residential and smaller scale design is proposed
to cofncide wfth the more residential character of those streets. By breaking the design and massing
into three distinct parts the building integrates well into the neighborhood and creates a positive visual
addition to the neighborhood and district.
8. Conditional Use Authorization. Planning Code Section 303 establishes criteria for the
Commission to consider when reviewing applications for Conditional Use approval. On balance,
the project does comply with said criteria in that:
A. The proposed new uses and building, at the size and intensity contemplated and at the
proposed location, will provide a development that is necessary or desirable, and compatible
with, the neighborhood or the community.
The surrounding neighborhood is comprised of a mix of residential and commercial buildings. To the
west across South Van Ness Avenue are two story structures consisting of residential over ground
floor automotive and retail uses To the north across 26th Street are a two to three story multifamily
residential development and asingle-story automotive repair use. Across Shotwell Street to the east are
several four story multifamily dwelling units and immediately adjacent to the Project site, to the
sary FRaNasco
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south, are retail and automotive repair uses. In general, the Project Site is surrounded by
predominately single- and multifamily residential uses to the north and south and commercial and
industrial uses to the east and west.
The primarily residential use of the Project is consistent with the goals and objectives of the Mission
Area Plan of the Eastern Neighborhoods Planning Area. In addition, the proposed commercial ground
floor retail would activate the street level and serve the adjacent residential neighborhood. All building
frontages will include improved pedestrian amenities such as landscaping and sidewalk improvements
to create a pedestrian scale that is compatible with the.surrounding neighborhood. The 0.8 acre Project
site is large and the density and intensity proposed is compatible with the surrounding neighborhood
and is desired given 1515 South Van Ness Avenue's location along major roadways and transit
corridors. The use of the Project site for residential uses is also compatible with the surrounding
character of the neighborhood and community.
B. The proposed project will not be detrimental to the health, safety, convenience or general
welfare of persons residing or working in the vicinity. There are no features of the project
that could be detrimental to the health, safety or convenience of those residing or working
the area, in that:
1. Nature of proposed site, including its size and shape, and the proposed size, shape and
arrangement of structures;
The Project site consists of an irregularly-shaped 35,714 sg.ft. tot with frontages along South Van
Ness Avenue, 26th Street and Shotwell Street. A 31,680 square foot structure and associated
surface parking lot currently exists on the Project site and would be demolished as part of the
Project. Given the irregular lot shape, the Project proposes a single structure that maintains the
street wall along allfrontages but also provides an interior courtyard adjacent to the properties to
the south to establish amid-block pattern ofopen spaceforfuture block development.
The proposed structure conforms to the Planning Code requirementsfor height and bulk and steps
down in heightfrom South Van Ness Avenue to Shotwell Street. The Project site is also within
two height districts and the proposed development complies with these 55- and 65feet districts,
which bisect along 26th Street, and provides a transition in vertical and horizontal massing where
the height district change occurs.
2. The accessibility and traffic patterns for persons and vehicles, the type and volume of
such traffic, and the adequacy of proposed off-street parking and loading;
The Project includes 157 new dwelling units on a site adjacent to South Van Ness Avenue and
just north of Cesar Chavez Street, which two major arterial roadways providing vehicular and
transit access throughout the City. The Project proposes 82 off-street parking spaces including
three dedicated car share spaces in a 32,473 sq.ft. underground garage accessed through an 18ft.
wide drive aisle off Shotwell Street. The proposed parking ratio is 0.50 spaces per dwelling unit
and the Project includes one on-street loading space along 26th Street. The Project also fncludes
150 Class 1 bicycle parking spaces at the basement level and ten Class 2 bicycle parking spaces
adjacent to the residential entry. Pedestrian access to the Project will be via the main lobby along
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26th Street and secondary access will be provided via the leasing office along South Van Ness
Avenue.
The Project is adjacent to an established street network of north-south and east-west arterials, and
will not impact the accessibility or traffic patterns in the surrounding roadways. For these
reasons, the Project will not result in parking or traffic that would be detrimental to the health,
safety, convenience or general welfare of persons residing or working in the vicinity, or injurious
to property, improvements or potential development in the vicinity.
3. The safeguards afforded to prevent no~ous or offensive emissions such as noise, glare,
dust and odor;
The Project would not create any noxious or offensive emissions such as noise, glare, dust and
odor during .construction or operation. All construction activities will comply with the San
Francisco Building Code requirements for construction, which includes compliance with air
duality control measures for dust and odor. The design of the facade wi1T include non-reflective
materials and will not result in or create glare. Operation of the Project site as a primarily
residential development will not generate noxious or offensive emissions such as noise or odor.
4. Treatment given, as appropriate, to such aspects as landscaping, screening, open spaces,
parking and loading areas, service areas, lighting and signs;
The Project will comply with the City's Better Streets Plan and will include active ground floor
uses and significant new landscaping and streetscape improvements. The structure will be set
back along South Van Ness Avenue to provide additional landscaping and interest at a pedestrian
scale along this frontage. Along 26th Street, walk-up dwelling units are proposed that include
small landscaped porches and other green areas. New street trees are proposed along all frontages
as well as landscape planters and other pedestrian improvements.
The Project includes significant open areas for use by the residents including 1,000 sq. ft. of
private open. space through at-grade private yards and 15,508 sq. ft. of common open space
through a 6,853 sq.ft. ground floor patio courtyard and an 8,655 sq.ft. rooftop deck. In addition,
there is 842 sq.ft. ofother non-code compliant open space. In total, the Project is proposing 17,350
square feet of open areas for future residents. All parking facilities are located off-street and
screened, as applicable, with adjacent landscaping enhancements. Additional lighting is also
provided adjacent to these areas for pedestrian safety and to indicate the location of vehicular
ingress and egress.
C. That the use as proposed will comply with the applicable provisions of the Planning Code
and will not adversely affect the General Plan.
The procedures for Planned Unit Developments under Planning Code Section 304 are intended for
projects on sites of considerable size, developed as integrated units and designed to produce an
environment of stable and desirable character which will benefit the occupants, the neighborhood and
the City as a whole. In cases of outstanding overall design, complementary to the design and values of
SAN PRANCiSCO
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the surrounding area, such a project may merit awell-reasoned modification of certain provisions
contained elsewhere in this Code. As discussed above, the Project requests modifications from the
minimum rear yard, dwelling unit exposure, ground floor frontages and off-street loading
requirements ofPlanning Code Sections 134, 140, 145.1 and 152, respectively. Otherwise, the Project
meets all of the applicable provisions of the Planning Code and the General Plan.
D. Such use or feature as proposed will provide development that is in conformity with the
stated purpose of the applicable Use District; and
The Project is located within the Mission Street NCT Zoning District that has controls designed to
permit moderate-scale buildings. New neighborhood-serving commercial development is encouraged
mainly at the ground story with most commercial uses prohibited above the second story. A
continuous retail frontage is promoted by requiring ground floor commercial uses in new
developments and prohibiting curb cuts. Housing development in new buildings is encouraged above
the ground story. Housing density is not controlled by the size of the lot but by physical envelope
controls. The Project conforms to the stated purpose of this district and is an appropriate infill
development that will add 157 new dwelling knits to the City's housing stock anc15,241 squarefeet of
commercial space in an area that encourages the development of high-density, mid-rise housing and
continuous groundfloor commercialfrontage with pedestrian-oriented retail activities.
E. The use or feature satisfies any criteria specific to the use or feature in Subsections (g), et seq.
of this Section.
The Project does not require Conditional Use Authorizationfor any use orfeature listed in Subsection
(g) et seq.
9. Planned Unit Development. Planning Code Section 304 establishes that in addition to the criteria
applicable to conditional uses stated in Section 303, the proposed development shall also meet the
following criteria:
A. Affirmatively promote applicable objectives and policies of the General Plan;
The Project promotes the applicable objectives and policies of the General Plan as described below.
B. Provide off-street parking adequate for the occupancy proposed;
The Project would provide 79 private accessory residential parking spaces, that is equal to 0.5 parking
spaces per dwelling unit, which is consistent with the principally permitted parking under the
Planning Code.
C. Provide open space usable by the occupants and, where appropriate by the general public, at
least equal to the open spaces required by this Code;
The Project includes significant open areas for use by the residents including 1,000 sq. ft. of private
open space through at-grade private yards and 15,508 sq.ft. ofcommon open space through a 6,853 sc~.
14
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ft. ground floor patio courtyard and an 8,655 sq. ft. rooftop deck. In addition, there is 842 sq. ft. of
other non-code compliant open space. In total, the Project is proposing 17,350 squarefeet ofopen areas
forfuture residents.
D. Be limited in dwelling unit density to less than the density that would be allowed by Article 2
of the Code for a district permitting a greater density, so that the Planned Unit Development
would not be substantially equivalent to a reclassification of property;
The Project Site is located in the Mission Street NCT District where there is no defined limit on
residential density. Rather, limits to density are restricted by physical envelope controls and Lirban
Design Guidelines of the Planning Code. In addition, density is limited by Planning Code Section
207.6, which provides that 40 percent of the tofal number of dwelling units must be two plus bedroom
units or 30 percent of the total number of dwelling units must be three plus bedroom units. The
Project is proposing that 64 of the 157 dwelling units(40.8%) would be two bedroom units. Th~cs, the
proposed PLiDfor the Project is not equivalent to a reclassification of the property
E. Under no circumstances be excepted from any height lunit established by Article 2.5 of this
Code;
The Project does not exceed the applicable height limits in which it is located. The Project maintains a
height of55ft within the 55-X portion of the site, and a height of65ft within the 65-X portion of the
site.
F. In NC Districts, be limited in gross floor area to that allowed under the floor area ratio limit
permitted for the district in Section 124 and Article 7 of this Code;
The Project proposes 5,241 sq. ft. of commercial space that is equal to a floor ratio of 0.14 to 1 and
therefore complies with Planning Code Sections 124 and 736.20.
G. In NC Districts, not violate the use limitations by story set forth in Article 7 of this Code;
The proposed Project complies with this criterion because commercial and other residential accessory
active uses will occupy the ground floor and residential uses will occupy the upper floors, consistent
with the use limitations of the Mission Street NCT District pursuant to Planning Code Section 736.
H. In RTO and NCT Districts, include the extension of adjacent alleys or streets onto or through
the site, and/or the creation of new publicly accessible streets or alleys through the site as
appropriate, in order to break down the scale of the site, continue the surrounding existing
pattern of block size, streets and alleys;
The Project site is an irregularly shaped lot located just north of Cesar Chavez Street along South Van
Ness Avenue within the Mission Street NCT District, which is not subject to the mid-block alley
controls under Section Planning Code Section 270.2. Additionally, the lot tapers from 26th Street to
Shotwell Street and does not provide the width, depth or location on the block for an appropriate midblock cut through or access.
15
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I.

Provide street trees as per the requirement of Section 138.1 of the Code;
The Project will comply with this criterion by providing the minimum required street trees as an
element of the streetscape plan the Sponsor will develop and construct in collaboration with the
Planning Department to be consistent with the Better Streets Plan.

J.

Provide landscaping and permeable surfaces in any required setbacks in accordance with
Section 132(g)and (h).
The Project will comply with this criterion by providing landscaping and permeable surfaces as part of
the streetscape plan that the Sponsor will develop and construct in collaboration with the Planning
Department to be consistent with the Better Streets Plan.

10. General Plan Compliance. The Project is, on balance, consistent with the following Objectives
and Policies of the General Plan:

HOUSING ELEMENT
Objectives and Policies
OBJECTIVE 1
IDENTIFY AND MAKE AVAILABLE FOR DEVELOPMENT ADEQUATE SITES TO MEET THE
CITY'S HOUSING NEEDS,ESPECIALLY PERMANENTLY AFFORDABLE HOUSING.
Policy 1.1
Plan for the full range of housing needs in the City and County of San Francisco, especially
affordable housing.
Policy 1.2
Focus housing growth and infrastructure necessary to support growfih according to community
plans. Complete planning underway in key opportunity areas such as Treasure Island,
Candlestick Park and Hunter's Point Shipyard.
Policy 1.10
Support new housing projects, especially affordable housing, where households can easily rely
on public transportation, walking and bicycling for the majority of daily trips.
The Project is a higher density residential development, which provides up to 157 new dwelling units in a
mixed-use area that was recently rezoned as part of a long range planning goal to create a cohesive
residential and mixed-use neighborhood. The Project will provide nineteen on-site affordable housing units
for rent, which assist in meeting the City's affordable housing goals. The Project is also in close proximity
to numerous public transportation options.
OBJECTIVE 4
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FOSTER A HOUSING STOCK THAT MEETS THE NEEDS OF ALL RESIDENTS ACROSS
LIFECYCLES.
Policy 4.1
Develop new housing, and encourage the remodeling of existing housing, for families with
children.
Policy 4.4
Encourage sufficient and suitable rental housing opportunities, emphasizing permanently
affordable rental units wherever possible.
Policy 4.5
Ensure that new permanently affordable housing is located in all of the City's neighborhoods,
and encourage integrated neighborhoods, with a diversity of unit types provided at a range of
income levels.
The Project will add 157 dwelling units to the City's housing stock, and meets the affordable housing
requirements by providingfor nineteen on-site permanently affordable unitsfor rent.
OBJECTIVE 11
SUPPORT AND RESPECT THE DIVERSE AND DISTINCT CHARACTER OF SAN
FRANCISCO'S NEIGHBORHOODS.
Policy 11.1
Promote the construction and rehabilitation of well-designed housing that emphasizes beauty,
flexibility, and innovative design, and respects existing neighborhood character.
Policy 11.2
Ensure implementation of accepted design standards in project approvals.
Policy 11.3
Ensure growth is accommodated without substantially and adversely impacting existing
residential neighborhood character.
Policy 11.4
Continue to utilize zoning districts which conform to a generalized residential land use and
density plan and the General Plan.
Policy 11.6
Foster a sense of community through architectural design, using features that promote
community interaction.
Policy 11.8
Consider a neighborhood's character when integrating new uses, and minimize disruption
caused by expansion of institutions into residential areas.
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OBJECTIVE 12
BALANCE HOUSING GROWTH WITH ADEQUATE INFRASTRUCTURE THAT SERVES THE
CITY'S GROWING POPULATION
Policy 12.2
Consider the proximity of quality of life elements such as open space, child care, and
neighborhood services, when developing new housing units.
OBJECTIVE 13
PRIORITIZE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT IN PLANNING FOR AND CONSTRUCTING
NEW HOUSING.
Policy 13.1
Support "smart" regional growth that locates new housing close to jobs and transit.
Policy 13.1
Promote sustainable land use patterns that integrate housing with transportation in order to
increase transit, pedestrian, and bicycle mode share.
The Project responds to the site's mixed-character by providing new dwelling units, which appropriately
address the adjacent residential, light industrial and retail commercial uses. The Project appropriately
responds to the varied character of the larger neighborhood, and the building's facades provide a unique
expression not commonly found within the surrounding area, while proaiding for a contrasting material
palette. T'he Project site is ideally situated with easy access to transit routes along Mission Street and Cesar
Chavez Street, and is within walking distance to the 24th Street Bay Area Regional Transit (BART)
station that promotes "smart" regional growth.

COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY ELEMENT
OBJECTIVE 6. MAINTAIN AND STRENGTHEN VIABLE NEIGHBORHOOD COMMERCIAL
AREAS EASILY ACCESSIBLE TO CTI'Y RESIDENTS.
Policy 6.9
Regulate uses so that traffic impacts and parking problems are minimized.
The project proposes 79 off-street parking spaces and three designated car-share spaces in an underground
garage that are accessed by a single 20foot wide vehicular driveway and curb cut along Shotwell Street.
Two service vehicle loading spaces are also located in the garage and one on-streetfreight loading space is
also proposed on 26t" Street. The location of the basement level parking entrance/exit is the most
appropriatefor the project, ensures active uses are located along all the streetfrontages, and minimizes any
conflicts with the pedestrian and transit movements.

RECREATION AND OPEN SPACE ELEMENT
Objectives and Policies
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OBJECTIVE 4:
PROVIDE OPPORTUNITIES FOR RECREATION AND THE ENJOYMENT OF OPEN SPACE IN
EVERY SAN FRANCISCO NEIGHBORHOOD.
Policy 4.5:
Require private usable outdoor open space in new residential development.
Policy 4.6:
Assure the provision of adequate public open space to serve new residential development.
The Project provides 6,853 sq.ft. oficsable common open space through a ground floor inner courtyard thnt
measures 130ft. by 110ft. at its widest point to allow the minimum required amount of sunlight
penetration. An additiona18,655 sq.ft. ofcommon open space is provided by a roofdeck at the sixth floor of
the building. The Project also provides a combined 1,000 sq. ft. of private open space for ten ground floor
units that open onto the inner courtyard. Although the Project also provides an additional 842 sq. ft. of
non-compliant open space, the 15,508 sq.ft. ofcommon usable open space exceeds the 14,700 sq.ft. that are
required by the remaining 147 units. Therefore, the Project complies with Planning Code Sections 135 and
736.93.

TRANSPORTATION ELEMENT
Objectives and Policies
OBJECTIVE 24:
IMPROVE THE AMBIENCE OF THE PEDESTRIAN ENVIRONMENT.
Policy 24.2:
Maintain and expand the planting of street trees and the infrastructure to support them.
Policy 24.3:
Install pedestrian-serving street furniture where appropriate.
Policy 24.4:
Preserve pedestrian-oriented building frontages.
The Project includes active uses including a corner commercial storefront with a generous floor-to-ceiling
height of20feet, sip trade shops that will have large roll-up doors, a residential amenity room and dwelling
units with elevated stoops that have direct access to the public street along all three frontages of the
building that would also be more than two-thirds fenestrated with transparent windows. The Project will
include a streetscape plan that will comply with the City's Better Streets Plan and include new street trees,
landscape planters, sidewalk and other pedestrian improvements tofurther activate the buildingfrontages.
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OBJECTIVE 28:
PROVIDE SECURE AND CONVENIENT PARKING FACILITIES FOR BICYCLES..

Policy 28.1:
Provide secure bicycle parking in new governmental, commercial, and residential developments.
Policy 28.3:
Provide parking facilities which are safe, secure, and convenient.
T'he Project includes 150 Class 1 bicycle parking spaces and ten Class 2 bicycle parking spaces in secure,
convenient locations, thus meeting the amount required by the Planning Code.
OBJECTIVE 34:
RELATE THE AMOUNT OF PARKING IN RESIDENTIAL AREAS AND NEIGHBORHOOD
COMMERCIAL DISTRICTS TO THE CAPACITY OF THE CTTY'S STREET SYSTEM AND LAND
USE PATTERNS.

Policy 34.1:
Regulate off-street parking in new housing so as to guarantee needed spaces without requiring
excesses and to encourage low auto ownership in neighborhoods that are well served by transit
and are convenient to neighborhood shopping.
Policy 34.3:
Permit minimal or reduced off-street parking supply for new buildings in residential and
commercial areas adjacent to transit centers and along transit preferential streets.
Policy 34.5:
Minimize the construction of new curb cuts in areas where on-street parking is in short supply
and locate them in a manner such that they retain or minimally diminish the number of existing
on-street parking spaces.
The Project adheres to the principally permitted parking amounts within the Planning Code. The 82
proposed parking spaces are adequatefor the Project that are accessed by ane access point using an existing
driveway that will not eliminate any existing on-street parking spaces.

URBAN DESIGN ELEMENT
Objectives and Policies
OBJECTIVE 1:
EMPHASIS OF THE CHARACTERISTIC PATTERN WHICH GIVES TO THE CITY AND ITS
NEIGHBORHOODS AN IMAGE,A SENSE OF PURPOSE,AND A MEANS OF ORIENTATION.
Policy 1.3:
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Recognize that buildings, when seen together, produce a total effect that characterizes the city
and its districts.
Policy 1.7:
Recognize the natural boundaries of districts, and promote connections between districts.
OBJECTIVE 3:
MODERATION OF MAJOR NEW DEVELOPMENT TO COMPLEMENT THE CITY PATTERN,
THE RESOURCES TO BE CONSERVED,AND THE NEIGHBORHOOD ENVIRONMENT.
Policy 3.1
Promote harmony in the visual relationships and transitions between new and older buildings.
Policy 3.3:
Promote efforts to achieve high quality of design for buildings to be constructed at prominent
locations.
Policy 3.4:
Promote building forms that will respect and improve the integrity of open spaces and other
public areas
OBJECTIVE 4:
IMPROVEMENT OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD ENVIRONMENT TO INCREASE PERSONAL
SAFETY,COMFORT,PRIDE AND OPPORTUNITY.
Policy 4.5:
Design walkways and parking facilities to minimize danger to pedestrians.
Policy 4.13:
Improve pedestrian areas by providing human scale and interest.
The Project's design reflects the influences of the surrounding neighborhood and the site, taking cuesfrom
the existing structure. The Project site includes three very distinct frontages and the building design
responds to this unique context by breaking the building into three separate parts creating different visual
experiences across the Project frontage. This change also affords the opportunity to create a different
pedestrian experience at ground floor level on all three streets The Project site includes a unique a
signature element at the corner of26th Street and South Van Ness Avenue, and the building's massing is
broken down and modulated with elements such as ground floor setbacks, bay windows, private patios and
decks, and window variation. The exterior cladding is also varied with an expanded color palette to add to
the scale and diversity of the building, integrating it into uniquely vibrant neighborhood.

MISSION AREA PLAN
Objectives and Policies
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Land Use
OBJECTIVE 1.1

STRENGTHEN THE MISSION'S EXISTING MIXED USE CHARACTER, WHILE
MAINTAINING THE NEIGHBORHOOD AS A PLACE TO LIVE AND WORK
Policy 1.1.8
While continuing to protect traditional PDR functions that need large, inexpensive spaces to
operate, also recognize that the nature of PDR businesses is evolving gradually so that their
production and distribution. activities are becoming more integrated physically with their
research, design and administrative functions.
OBJECTIVE 1.2

IN AREAS OF THE MISSION WHERE HOUSING AND MIXED-USE IS
ENCOURAGED, MAXIMIZE DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL IN KEEPING WITH
NEIGHBORHOOD CHARACTER.
Policy 1.2.1
Ensure that in-fill housing development is compatible with its surroundings.
Policy 1.2.3
In general, where residential development is permitted, control residential density through
building height and bulk guidelines and bedroom mix requirements.
Policy 1.2.4
Identify portions of the Mission where it would be appropriate to increase maximum heights for
residential development.
Housing
OBJECTIVE 2.1

ENSURE THAT A SIGNIFICANT PERCENTAGE OF NEW HOUSING CREATED
IN THE MISSION IS AFFORDABLE TO PEOPLE WITH A WIDE RANGE OF
INCOMES
Policy 2.1.1
Require developers in some formally industrial areas to contribute towards the City's very low-,
low-, moderate- and middle-income needs as identified in the Housing Element of the General
Plan.
OBJECTIVE 2.3

ENSURE THAT NEW RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENTS SATISFY AN ARRAY OF
HOUSING NEEDS WITH RESPECT TO TENURE, UNIT MIX AND COMMUNITY
SERVICES
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Policy 2.3.3
Require that a significant number of units in new developments have two or more bedrooms,
except Senior Housing and SRO developments unless all Below Market Rate units are two or
more bedrooms.
Policy 2.3.5
Explore a range of revenue-generating tools including impact fees, public funds and grants,
assessment districts, and other private funding sources, to fund community and neighborhood
improvements.
Policy 2.3.6
Establish an impact fee to be allocated towards an Eastern Neighborhoods Public Benefit Fund to
mitigate the impacts of new development on transit, pedestrian, bicycle, and street
improvements, park and recreational facilities, and community facilities such as libraries, child
care and other neighborhood services in the area.
Built Form
OBJECTIVE 3.1

PROMOTE AN URBAN FORM THAT REINFORCES THE MISSION'S
DISTINCTIVE PLACE IN THE CITY'S LARGER FORM AND STRENGTHENS ITS
PHYSICAL FABRIC AND CHARACTER
Policy 3.1.1
Adopt heights that are appropriate for the Mission's location in the city, the prevailing street and
block pattern, and the anticipated land uses, while preserving the character of its neighborhood
enclaves.
Policy 3.1.8
New development should respect existing patterns of rear yard open space. Where an existing
pattern of rear yard open space does not exist, new development on mixed-use-zoned parcels
should have greater flexibility as to where open space can be located.
OBJECTIVE 3.2

PROMOTE AN URBAN FORM AND ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTER THAT
SUPPORTS WALKING AND SUSTAINS A DIVERSE, ACTIVE AND SAFE PUBLIC
REALM
Policy 3.2.1
Require high quality design of street-facing building exteriors.
Policy 3.2.3
Minimize the visual impact of parking.
Policy 3.2.4
Strengthen the relationship between a building and its fronting sidewalk.
SAN FRANCISCO
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Policy 3.2.6
Sidewalks abutting new developments should be constructed in accordance with locally
appropriate guidelines based on established best practices in streetscape design.
Transportation
OBJECTIVE 4,7

IMPROVE PUBLIC TRANSIT TO BETTER SERVE EXISTING AND NEW
DEVELOPMENT 1N THE MISSION
Policy 4.7.2
Provide secure, accessible and abundant bicycle parking, particularly at transit stations, within
shopping areas and at concentrations of employment.
OBJECTIVE 4.8

ENCOURAGE ALTERNATIVES TO CAR OWNERSHIP AND THE REDUCTION
OF PRIVATE VEHICLE TRIPS
Policy 4.8.1
Continue to require car-sharing arrangements in new residential and commercial developments,
as well as any new parking garages.
Streets &Open Space
OBJECTIVE 5.3

CREATE A NETWORK OF GREEN STREETS THAT CONNECTS OPEN SPACES
AND IMPROVES THE WALKABILITY, AESTHETICS AND ECOLOGICAL
SUSTAINABILITY OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD.
Policy 5.3.1
Redesign underutilized portions of streets as public open spaces, including widened sidewalks or
medians, curb bulb-outs, "living streets'" or green connector streets.
Policy 5.3.2
Maximize sidewalk landscaping, street trees and pedestrian scale street furnishing to the greatest
extent feasible.
The Project includes the demolition of 35,714 sq. ft. ofPDR space that served as the headquarters for the
locally based McMillan Electric Company. This light industrial and commercial use is encouraged to be
retained within the Mission, as it provides blue-collar jabs, assists in diversifying the neighborhood
economy and provides a valued community resource. Although the Project results in a loss ofPDR space,
the development at 1515 South Van Ness Avenue includes a significant amount of new housing, including
on-site BMR units as well as a diversity of housing types from small studios to larger family-sized units.
The Project is made possible as the result of the sale of the subject parcels by the McMillian Electric
Company which has already re-located to another location 1.5 miles away on Cesar Chavez Street. Overall,
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the Project includes appropriate uses encouraged by the Area Plan for this location. The Project provides
157 new dwelling units that will be available for rent. In addition, the Project is designed to meet the
prescribed height and bulk limits, and includes the appropriate dwelling unif mix with more than 40% or
64 units having two bedrooms. The Project introduces a contemporary architectural vocabulary that is
sensitive to the prevailing scale and neighborhood fabric and provides a high quality designed exterior that
features a variety of materials, colors and textures including fiber cement board vertical siding, smooth
cement plaster, durable wood tone solid composite paneling, metal siding, aluminum storefronts, iron and
glass railings, and dark bronzeframe aluminum windows. The Project provides ample private and common
open space and also improves the public righfs-of-way with new streetscape improvements, street trees and
landscaping. The Project minimizes the impact of off-street parking in an underground garage and is in
proximity to numerous public transit options. The Project is also compatible with the surrounding
residential, commercial and light industrial land uses. The Project will also pay the appropriate
development impactfees, including the Eastern Neighborhoods Impact Fees. Despite the loss ofPDR space,
on balance, the Project meets the Objectives and Policies of the Mission Area Plan.
11. Planning Code Section 101.1(b) establishes eight priority-planning policies and requires
review of permits for consistency with said policies. On balance, the project does comply
with said policies in that:
A. That existing neighborhood-serving retail uses be preserved and enhanced and future
opportunities for resident employment in and ownership of such businesses be
enhanced.
The Project Site is currently occupied by a commercial building and associated parking lot for
McMillan Electric Company, an electrical contractor. The Project would demolish this building
and develop a new mixed-use residential building with 157 dwelling units, six trade shops and
1,074 squarefeet of ground floor commercial space. Thus, the Project would provide new,
commercial retail space for the residents and adjacent residential neighborhood. In addition, the
new residents of the project wouldfrequent the nearby existing retafl uses.
B. That existing housing and neighborhood character be conserved and protected in order
to preserve the cultural and economic diversity of our neighborhoods.
The Project site is located in a mixed-use neighborhood that proposes to provide 157 new, high
quality residences, a corner retail storefront anti six trade shop spaces for local artisans and
makers. The Project embraces the character of the existing neighborhood in its design and quality
ofcraftsmanship and is providing unit sizes compatible with the location.
C. That the City's supply of affordable housing be preserved and enhanced.
The Project does not currently possess any existing affordable housing. The Project will comply
with the City's Inclusionary Housing Program by providing nineteen below-market rate dwelling
unitsfor rent. Therefore, the Project will increase the stock ofaffordable housing units in the City.
D. That commuter traffic not impede MUNI transit service or overburden our streets or
neighborhood parking.
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The Project is primarily a residential project that will create minimal, if any, new commuter
traffic that could over burden local streets or impact neighborhood parking. The Project would
provide 81 off-street parking spaces including two car share spaces that is equal to 0.5 spaces per
dwelling unit.
E. That a diverse economic base be maintained by protecting our industrial and service
sectors from displacement due to commercial office development, and that future
opportunities for resident employment and ownership in these sectors be enhanced.
The Project does not include commercial office development. The Project proposes amixed-use
residential and retail commercial development that will be consistent with the existing character of
the Mission neighborhood. The previous owner and occupant, McMillan Electric Company has
relocated to 1950 Cesar Chavez Street, which is located approximately 1.1 milesfrom 1515 South
Van Ness Avenue. Its new location is mare easily served by large trucks and is located in a
predominately industrial and commercial neighborhood that is more compatible with its light
industrial use. The Project will not result in the loss of a locally owned company or the
displacement ofany jobs.
F. That the City achieve the greatest possible preparedness to protect against injury and loss
of life in an earthquake.
The Project will be designed and constructed to conform to the structural and seismic safety
requirements of the Building Code. This proposal will not impact the Property's ability to
withstand an earthquake.
G. That landmarks and historic buildings be preserved.
The Project site does not currently contain any City Landmarks or historic buildings.
H. That our parks and open space and their access to sunlight and vistas be protected from
development.
The Project will not cast new shadows on property under the jurisdiction of the Recreation and
Park Commission, and is a distance away that it will not impact parks or open spaces or their
sunlight or vistas.
9. First Source Hiring. The Project is subject to the requirements of the First Source Hiring Program
as they apply to permits for residential development (Section 83.4(m) of the Administrative
Code), and the Project Sponsor shall comply with the requirements of this Program as to all
construction work and on-going employment required for the Project. Prior to the issuance of any
building permit to construct or a First Addendum to the Site Permit, the Project Sponsor shall
have a First Source Hiring Construction and Employment Program approved by the First Source
Hiring Administrator, and evidenced in writing. In the event that both the Director of Planning
and the First Source Hiring Administrator agree, the approval of the Employment Program may
be delayed as needed.
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The Project Sponsor submitted a First Source Hiring Affidavit and prior to issuance of a building permit
will execute a First Source Hiring Memorandum of Understanding and a First Source Hiring Agreement
with the City's First Source Hiring Administration.
10. The Project is consistent with and would promote the general and specific purposes of the Code
provided under Section 101.1(b)in that, as designed, the Project would contribute to the character
and stability of the neighborhood and would constitute a beneficial development.
11. The Commission hereby finds that approval of the Conditional Use Authorization would
promote the health, safety and welfare of the City.
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DECISION
That based upon the Record, the submissions by the Applicant, the staff of the Department and other
interested parties, the oral testimony presented to this Commission at the public hearings, and all other
written materials submitted by all parties, the Commission hereby APPROVES Conditional Use
Application No. 2014.1020CUA subject to the following conditions attached hereto as "EXHIBIT A" in
general conformance with plans on file, dated March 21, 2016, and stamped "EXHIBIT B", which is
incorporated herein by reference as though fully set forth.
The Planning Commission hereby adopts the MMRP attached hereto as Exhibit C and incorporated
herein as part of this Motion by this reference thereto. All required mitigation measures identified in the
Eastern Neighborhoods Plan EIR and contained in the MMRl'are included as conditions of approval.
APPEAL AND EFFECTIVE DATE OF MOTION: Any aggrieved person may appeal this Section 303
and 304 Conditional Use Authorization to the Board of Supervisors within thirty (30) days after the
date of this Motion No. 19727. The effective date of this Motion shall be the date of this Motion if not
appealed (after the 30-day period has expired) OR the date of the decision of the Board of Supervisors
if appealed to the Board of Supervisors. For further information, please contact the Board of
Supervisors at (415) 554-5184, City Hall, Room 244,1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, San Francisco, CA
94102.
Protest of Fee or Exaction: You may protest any fee or exaction subject to Government Code Section
66000 that is imposed as a condition of approval by following the procedures set forth in Government
Code Section 66020. The protest must satisfy the requirements of Government Code Section 66020(a) and
must be filed within 90 days of the date of the first approval or conditional approval of the development
referencing the challenged fee or exaction. For purposes of Government Code Section 66020, the date of
imposition of the fee shall be the date of the earliest discretionary approval by the City of the subject
development.
If the City has not previously given Notice of an earlier discretionary approval of the project, the
Planning Commission's adoption of this Motion, Resolution, Discretionary Review Action or the Zoning
Administrator's Variance Decision Letter constitutes the approval or conditional approval of the
development and the City hereby gives NOTICE that the 90-day protest period under Government Code
Section 66020 has begun. If the City has already given Notice that the 90-day approval period has begun
for the subject development, then this document does not re-commence the 90-day approval period.
I hereby certify that the Planning Commission ADOPTED the foregoing Motion on August 11, 2016.

Jonas P.Ionin
Commission Secretary
AYES:

Antonini, Fong, Hillis, Moore, Richards and Johnson
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NAYS:

None

ABSENT:

Wu

ADOPTED:

August 11, 2016
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EXHIBIT A
AUTHORIZATION
This authorization is for a Conditional Use to allow demolition of the existing structures and construction
of a 188,277 gross square feet, 55 to 65 feet tall and five- to six-story building that includes 138,922 square
feet of residential uses for up to 157 dwelling units, 5,241 square feet of commercial spaces including one
retail commercial storefront and six trade shops and a 32,473 square feet partially underground garage
for 82 accessory automobile and 150 bicycle parking spaces on a development site more than 10,000
square feet in area, and to allow modifications to the requirements for rear yard pursuant to Planning
Code Section 134, dwelling unit exposure pursuant to Planning Code Section 140, ground floor street
frontages in Neighborhood Commercial districts pursuant to Planning Code Section 145.1 and off-street
freight loading pursuant to Planning Code Section 152, for the property located at 1515 South Van Ness
Avenue, Block 6571 and Lots 001, 001A and 008, pursuant to Planning Code Sections 121.1, 303 and 304
within the Mission Street Neighborhood Commercial Transit (NCT) Zoning District and the 55/65-X
Height and Bulk Districts; in general conformance with plans, dated July 27, 2016, and stamped
"EXHIBIT B" included in the docket for Case No. 2014.1020CUA and subject to conditions of approval
reviewed and approved by the Commission on August 4, 2016, under Motion No. 19727. This
authorization and the conditions contained herein run with the property and not with a particular Project
Sponsor, business, or operator.

RECORDATION OF CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
Prior to the issuance of the building permit or commencement of use for the Project the Zoning
Administrator shall approve and order the recordation of a Notice in the Official Records of the Recorder
of the City and County of San Francisco for the subject property. This Notice shall state that the project is
subject to the conditions of approval contained herein and reviewed and approved by the Planning
Commission on August 11,2016 under Motion No.19727.

PRINTING OF CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL ON PLANS
The conditions of approval under the 'Exhibit A' of this Planning Commission Motion No. 19727 shall be
reproduced on the Index Sheet of construction plans submitted with the Site or Building permit
application for the Project. The Index Sheet of the construction plans shall reference to the Conditional
Use Authorization and any subsequent amendments or modifications.

SEVERABILITY
T'he Project shall comply with all applicable City codes and requirements. If any clause, sentence, section
or any part of these conditions of approval is for any reason held to be invalid, such invalidity shall not
affect or impair other remaining clauses, sentences, or sections of these conditions. This decision conveys
no right to construct, or to receive a building permit. "Project Sponsor" shall include any subsequent
responsible party.
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CHANGES AND MODIFICATIONS
Changes to the approved plans may be approved administratively by the Zoning Administrator.
Significant changes and modifications of conditions shall require Planning Commission approval of a
new Conditional lJse authorization.

Conditions of Approval, Compliance, Monitoring, and Reporting
PERFORMANCE
1. Validity. T'he authorization and right vested by virtue of this action is valid for three (3) years from
the effective date of the Motion. T'he Department of Building Inspection shall have issued a Building
Permit or Site Permit to construct the project and/or commence the approved use within this threeyear period.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.s planning.org
2. Expiration and Renewal. Should a Building or Site Permit be sought after the three (3) year period
has lapsed, the project sponsor must seek a renewal of this Authorization by filing an application for
an amendment to the original Authorization or a new application for Authorization. Should the
project sponsor decline to so file, and decline to withdraw the permit application, the Commission
shall conduct a public hearing in order to consider the revocation of the Authorization. Should the
Commission not revoke the Authorization following the closure of the public hearing, the
Commission shall determine the extension of time for the continued validity of the Authorization.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, zvzvzv.s plan~iing.org
3. Diligent Pursuit. Once a site or Building Permit has been issued, construction must commence
within the timeframe required by the Department of Building Inspection and be continued diligently
to completion. Failure to do so shall be grounds for the Commission to consider revoking the
approval if more than three (3) years have passed since this Authorization was approved.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.s planning.org
4. Extension. All time limits in the preceding three paragraphs may be extended at the discretion of the
Zoning Administrator where implementation of the project is delayed by a public agency, an appeal
or a legal challenge and only by the length of time for which such public agency, appeal or challenge
has caused delay.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, zvwu~.s planninQ.org
5. Conformity with Current Law. No application for Building Permit, Site Permit, or other entitlement
shall be approved unless it complies with all applicable provisions of City Codes in effect at the time
of such approval.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, zuzvw.s pl~nr2ing.org
SAN FRANCISCO
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6. Mitigation Measures. Mitigation measures described in the MMRI'for the Eastern Neighborhoods
Plan EIR (Case No. 2014.1020ENV) attached as Exhibit C are necessary to avoid potential significant
effects of the proposed project and have been agreed to by the project sponsor.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.s planning.org

7. Final Materials. The Project Sponsor shall continue to work with the Planning Department on the
building design. Final materials, glazing, color, texture, landscaping, and detailing shall be subject to
Department staff review and approval. The architectural addenda shall be reviewed and approved by
the Planning Department prior to issuance.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, www.s vlannir~.org
8. Commercial Uses. The Project Sponsor shall continue to work with the Planning Department to
incorporate trade shop and other Code compliant uses consistent with the Latino Cultural.District.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, www.s planning.org
9. Streetscape Plan. Pursuant to Planning Code Section 138.1, the Project Sponsor shall continue to
work with Planning Department staff, in consultation with the Department of Public Works and the
Metropolitan Transportation Agency, to refine the design and programming of the Streetscape Plan
so that the plan generally will meet the standards of the Better Streets Plan, and all applicable City
standards. The Project Sponsor shall complete final design of all required street improvements,
including procurement of relevant City permits, prior to issuance of first architectural addenda, and
shall complete construction of all required street improvements prior to issuance of first temporary
certificate of occupancy
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
wzuw.s,~planning.org
10. Garbage, Composting and Recycling Storage. Space for the collection and storage of garbage,
composting, and recycling shall be provided within enclosed areas on the property and clearly
labeled and illustrated on the_ architectural addenda. Space for the collection and storage of
recyclable and compostable materials that meets the size, location, accessibility and other standards
specified by the San Francisco Recycling Program shall be provided at the ground level of the
buildings.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, wwws tilanriing.org
11. Rooftop Mechanical Equipment. Pursuant to Planning Code 141, the Project Sponsor shall submit a
roof plan to the Planning Department prior to Planning approval of the building permit application.
Rooftop mechanical equipment, if any is proposed as part of the Project, is required to be screened
so as not to be visible from any point at or below the roof level of the subject building.
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For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
wwws~planni~.org
12. Transformer Vault. The location of individual project PG&E Transformer Vault installations has
significant effects to San Francisco streetscapes when improperly located. However, they may not
have any impact if they are installed in preferred locations. Therefore, the Planning Department
recommends the following preference schedule in locating new transformer vaults, in order of most
to least desirable:
■ On-site, in a basement area accessed via a garage or other access point without use of separate
doors on a ground floor facade facing a public right-of-way;
■ On-site, in a driveway, underground;
■ On-site, above ground, screened from view, other than a ground floor facade facing a public
right-of-way;
■ On-site, in a ground floor facade.
■ Public right-of-way, underground, under sidewalks with a minimum width of 12 feet, avoiding
effects on streetscape elements, such as street trees; and based on Better Streets Plan guidelines;
■ Public right-of-way, underground; and based on Better Streets Plan guidelines;
■ Public right-of-way, above ground, screened from view; and based on Better Streets Plan
guidelines;
■ Unless otherwise specified by the Planning Department, Department of Public Work's Bureau of
Street Use and Mapping(DPW BSM)should use this preference schedule for all new transformer
vault installation requests.
For information about compliance, contact Bureau of Street Use and Mapping, Department ofPublic Works at
415-554-5810, htfp:llsfdpw.org

13. Unbundled Parking. All off-street parking spaces shall be made available to Project residents only as
a separate "add-on" option for purchase or rent and shall not be bundled with any Project dwelling
unit for the life of the dwelling units. The required parking spaces may be made available to
residents within a quarter mile of the project. All affordable dwelling units pursuant to Planning
Code Section 415 shall have equal access to use of the parking as the market rate units, with parking
spaces priced commensurate with the affordability of the dwelling unit. Each unit within the Project
shall have the first right of refusal to rent or purchase a parking space until the number of residential
parking spaces are no longer available. No conditions may be placed on the purchase or rental of
dwelling units, nor may homeowner's rules be established, which prevent or preclude the separation
of parking spaces from dwelling units.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.s p1a12ning.org
14. Parking Maximum. Pursuant to Planning Code Section 151.1, the Project shall provide no more than
79 off-street accessory residential spaces.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.s pinnnir~.org
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15. Car Share Requirement. Pursuant to Planning Code Section 166, the Project shall provide at least
two, and not more than five additional dedicated car-share parking spaces. T`he required car-share
spaces shall be made available, at no cost, to a certified car-share organization for purposes of
providing car-share services for its car-share service subscribers.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.s planning.org
16. Bicycle Parking. Pursuant to Planning Code Sections 155.1, 155.4, and 155.5, the Project shall provide
no fewer than 150 Class 1 bicycle parking spaces and ten (10) Class 2 bicycle parking spaces for the
157 dwelling units and 5,241 sq. ft. of commercial space.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, u~zvzv.s planning.org
17. Managing Traffic During Construction. The Project Sponsor and construction contractors) shall
coordinate with the Traffic Engineering and Transit Divisions of the San Francisco Municipal
Transportation Agency (SFMTA), the Police Department, the Fire Department, the Planning
Department, and other construction contractors)for any concurrent nearby Projects to manage traffic
congestion and pedestrian circulation effects during construction of the Project.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, zvwzv.s platining.orQ
18. Parking for Affordable Units. All off-street parking spaces shall be made available to Project
residents only as a separate "add-on" option for purchase or rent and shall not be bundled with any
Project dwelling unit for the life of the dwelling units. The required parking spaces may be made
available to residents within a quarter mile of the project. All affordable dwelling units pursuant to
Planning Code Section 415 shall have equal access to use of the parking as the market rate units, with
parking spaces priced commensurate with the affordability of the dwelling unit. Each unit within the
Project shall have the first right of refizsal to rent or purchase a parking space until the number of
residential parking spaces are no longer available. No conditions may be placed on the purchase or
rental of dwelling units, nor may homeowner's rules be established, which prevent or preclude the
separation of parking spaces from dwelling units.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.s planning.org

PROVISIONS
19. Anti-Discriminatory Housing. The Project shall adhere to the requirements of the AntiDiscriminatory Housing policy, pursuant to Administrative Code Section 1.61.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.s planning.orQ
20. Transportation Sustainability Fee. Pursuant to Planning Code Section 411A, the Project Sponsor
shall pay the Transit Sustainability Fee (TSF) as required by and based on drawings submitted with
the Building Permit Application. Prior to the issuance of a temporary certificate of occupancy, the
Project Sponsor shall provide the Planning Director with certification that the fee has been paid.
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For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, wzuzu.s planning.arg
21. Residential Childcare Impact Fee. Pursuant to Planning Code Section 414A, the Project Sponsor
shall comply with the Residential Childcare Impact Fee provisions through payment of an Impact Fee
pursuant to Article 4.
For informgtion about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, wwzv.s planning.org
22. Eastern Neighborhoods Infrastructure Impact Fee. Pursuant to Planning Code Section 423
(formerly 327), the Project Sponsor shall comply with the Eastern Neighborhoods Public Benefit Fund
provisions through payment of an Impact Fee pursuant to Article 4.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, www.s planning.org
23. First Source Hiring. The Project shall adhere to the requirements of the First Source Hiring
Construction and End-Use Employment Program approved by the First Source Hiring Administrator,
pursuant to Section 83.4(m) of the Administrative Code. T'he Project Sponsor shall comply with the
requirements of this Program regarding construction work and on-going employment required for
the Project.
For information about compliance, contact the First Source Hiring Manager at 415-581-2335,
www.oliestopSF.orQ

MONITORING
24. Enforcement. Violation of any of the Planning Department conditions of approval contained in this
Motion or of any other provisions of Planning Code applicable to this Project shall be subject to the
enforcement procedures and administrative penalties set forth under Planning Code Section 176 or
Section 176.1. The Planning Department may also refer the violation complaints to other city
departments and agencies for appropriate enforcement action under their jurisdiction.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, zvzvw.s planrting.org
25. Revocation Due to Violation of Conditions. Should implementation of this Project result in
complaints from interested property owners, residents, or commercial lessees which are not resolved
by the Project Sponsor and found to be in violation of the Planning Code and/or the specific
conditions of approval for the Project as set forth in Exhibit A of this Motion, the Zoning
Administrator shall refer such complaints to the Commission, after which it may hold a public
hearing on the matter to consider revocation of this authorization.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, www.s planning.orQ

OPERATION
26. Garbage, Recycling, and Composting Receptacles. Garbage, recycling, and compost containers shall
be kept within the premises and hidden from public view, and placed outside only when being
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serviced by the disposal company. Trash shall be contained and disposed of pursuant to garbage and
recycling receptacles guidelines set forth by the Department of Public Works.
For information abou# compliance, contact Bureau. of Street Use and Mapping, Department ofPublic Works at
415-554-.5810, http:lls~w.org
27. Sidewalk Maintenance. The Project Sponsor shall maintain the main entrance to the building and all
sidewalks abutting the subject property in a clean and sanitary condition in compliance with the
Department of Public Works Streets and Sidewalk Maintenance Standards.
For information about compliance, contact Bureau of Street Use and Mapping, Department of Public Works,
415-695-2017, http:lls~w.org
28. Community Liaison. Prior to issuance of a building permit to construct the project and implement
the approved use, the Project Sponsor shall appoint a community liaison officer to deal with the
issues of concern to owners and occupants of nearby properties. The Project Sponsor shall provide
the Zoning Administrator with written notice of the name, business address, and telephone number
of the community liaison. Should the contact information change, the Zoning Administrator shall be
made aware of such change. The community liaison shall report to the Zoning Administrator what
issues, if any, are of concern to the community and what issues have not been resolved by the Project
Sponsor.
For information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, wzvw.s plannirtg.orQ
29. Lighting. All Project lighting shall be directed onto the Project site and immediately surrounding
sidewalk area only, and designed and managed so as not to be a nuisance to adjacent residents.
Nighttime lighting shall be the minimum necessary to ensure safety, but shall in no case be directed
so as to constitute a nuisance to any surrounding property.
Far information about compliance, contact Code Enforcement, Planning Department at 415-575-6863, zou~w.s planning.org

INCLUSIONARY AFFORDABLE HOUSING PROGRAM
30. Number of Required Units. Pursuant to Planning Code Section 415.6, the Project is currently
required to provide 12% of the proposed dwelling units as affordable to qualifying households, but is
subject to change under a proposed Charter amendment and pending legislation if the voters
approve the Charter Amendment at the June 7, 2016 election. Recently adopted Ordinance No. 76-16
(File No. 160255) will become effective after the election is certified and includes grandfathering
provisions for projects that were submitted to the Planning Department prior to January 12,2016. The
Project contains 157 units; therefore, 19 affordable units are currently required. The Project Sponsor
will fulfill this requirement by providing the 19 affordable units on-site. If the Project is subject to a
different requirement if the Charter Amendment is approved and new legislative requirements take
effect, the Project will comply with the applicable requirements at the time of compliance. If the
number of market-rate units change, the number of required affordable units shall be modified
accordingly with written approval from Planning Department staff in consultation with the Mayor's
Office of Housing and Community Development("MOHCD").
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For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378, zuzvzu.s plannin~.org or the Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development at 415-701-5500, www.s ~oyQ
moh
1) Unit Mix. The Project contains 88 studios, 5one-bedroom, and 64 two-bedroom units. Therefore,
the required affordable unit mix is 10 studios, 1one-bedroom, and 8two-bedrooms, or the unit
mix that may be required if the inclusionary housing requirements change as discussed above. If
the market-rate unit mix changes, the affordable. unit mix will be modified accordingly with
written approval from Planning Department staff in consultation with MOHCD.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
zuzvzvs~pinrviing.org or the Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development at 415-701-5500,
www.s~moli.or~
2) Unit Location. The affordable units shall be designated on a reduced set of plans recorded as a
Notice of Special Restrictions on the property prior to the issuance of the first construction
permit.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
www.s~plartfiirtg.org or the Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development at X15-701-5500,
www.s -moh.or~,
3) Phasing. If any building permit is issued for partial phasing of the Project, the Project Sponsor
shall have designated not less than twelve percent (12%), or the applicable percentage as
discussed above, of the each phase's total number of dwelling units as on-site affordable units.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
www.s~plafining.org or the Mayor's Offcce of Housing and Community Development at 415-701-5500,
wzuw.s_f-moh.or~
4) Duration. Under Planning Code Section 415.8, all units constructed pursuant to Section 415.6,
must remain affordable to qualifying households for the life of the project.
For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
unnzv.s~planning.org or the Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development at 415-701-5500,
wwu~.s~moh.or~.,
5) Other Conditions. T'he Project is subject to the requirements of the Inclusionary Affordable
Housing Program under Section 415 et seq. of the Planning Code and City and County of San
Francisco Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program Monitoring and Procedures Manual
("Procedures Manual"). The Procedures Manual, as amended from time to time, is incorporated
herein by reference, as published and adopted by the Planning Commission, and as required by
Planning Code Section 415. Terms used in these conditions of approval and not otherwise
defined shall have the meanings set forth in the Procedures Manual. A copy of the Procedures
Manual can be obtained at the MOHCD at 1 South Van Ness Avenue or on the Planning
Department or Mayor's Office of Housing's websites, including on the Internet at:
htt~://sf-~lannin~or~/Modules/ShowDocement.asp x?documentid=4451.
As provided in the Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program, the applicable Procedures Manual
is the manual in effect at the time the subject units are made available for sale.
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For information about compliance, contact the Case Planner, Planning Department at 415-558-6378,
www.s~planning.org or the Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development at 475-701-5500,
www.s~moh.or~
a. The affordable units) shall be designated on the building plans prior to the issuance of the
first construction. permit by the Department of Building Inspection ("DBI"). The affordable
units) shall (1) reflect the unit size mix in number of bedrooms of the market rate units,(2)
be constructed, completed, ready for occupancy and marketed no later than the market rate
units, and (3) be evenly distributed throughout the building; and (4)be of comparable overall
quality, construction and exterior appearance as the market rate units in the principal project.
The interior features in affordable units should be generally the same as those of the market
units in the principal project, but need not be the same make, model or type of such item as
long they are of good and new quality and are consistent with then-current standards for
new housing. Other specific standards for on-site units are outlined in the Procedures
Manual.
b. If the units in the building are offered for rent, the affordable units) shall be rented to
qualifying households, as defined in the Procedures Manual, whose gross annual income,
adjusted for household size, does not exceed an average fifty-five (55) percent of Area
Median Income under the income table called "Maximum Income by Household Size derived
from the Unadjusted Area Median Income for HUD Metro Fair Market Rent Area that
contains San Francisco," but these income levels are subject to change under a proposed
Charter amendment and pending legislation if the voters approve the Charter Amendment at
the June 7, 2016 election. If the Project is subject to a different income level requirement if the
Charter Amendment is approved and new legislative requirements take effect, the Project
will comply with the applicable requirements. T`he initial and subsequent rent level of such
units shall be calculated according to the Procedures Manual Limitations on (i) occupancy;
(ii) lease changes; (iii) subleasing, and; are set forth in the Inclusionary Affordable Housing
Program and the Procedures Manual.
c. The Project Sponsor is responsible for following the marketing, reporting, and monitoring
requirements and procedures as set forth in the Procedures Manual. MOHCD shall be
responsible for overseeing and monitoring the marketing of affordable units. The Project
Sponsor must contact MOHCD at least six months prior to the beginning of marketing for
any unit in the building.
d. Required parking spaces shall be made available to renters of affordable units according to
the Procedures Manual.
e. Prior to the issuance of the first construction permit by DBI for the Project, the Project
Sponsor shall record a Notice of Special Restriction on the property that contains these
conditions of approval and a reduced set of plans that identify the affordable units satisfying
the requirements of this approval. The Project Sponsor shall promptly provide a copy of the
recorded Notice of Special Restriction to the Department and to MOHCD or its successor.
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f.

CASE NO. 2014.102000A
1515 South Van Ness Avenue

T'he Project Sponsor has demonstrated that it is eligible for the On-site Affordable Housing
Alternative under Planning Code Section 415.6 instead of payment of the Affordable Housing
Fee, and has submitted the Affidavit of Compliance with the Inclusionary Affordable Housing
Program: Planning Code Section 415 to the Planning Department stating the intention to enter
into an agreement with the City to qualify for a waiver from the Costa-Hawkins Rental
Housing Act based upon the proposed density bonus and concessions (as defined in
California Government Code Section 65915 et seq.) provided herein. The Project Sponsor has
executed the Costa Hawkins agreement and will record a Memorandum of Agreement prior
to issuance of the first construction document or must revert payment of the Affordable
Housing Fee.

g. If the Project Sponsor fails to comply with the Inclusionary Affordable Housing Program
requirement, the Director of DBI shall deny any and all site or building permits or certificates
of occupancy for the development project until the Planning Department notifies the Director
of compliance. A Project Sponsor's failure to comply with the requirements of Planning
Code Section 415 et seq. shall constitute cause for the City to record a lien against the
development project and to pursue any and all available remedies at law.
h. If the Project becomes ineligible at any time for the On-site Affordable Housing Alternative,
the Project Sponsor or its successor shall pay the Affordable Housing Fee prior to issuance of
the first construction permit. If the Project becomes ineligible after issuance of its first
construction permit, the Project Sponsor shall notify the Department and MOHCD and pay
interest on the Affordable Housing Fee and penalties, if applicable.
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IPIC
Category
Complete Streets

Capital Plan
Sub‐Category
Green Connections

22nd Street (Pennsylvania to Illinois)

Streetscaping, including but not limited street trees, landscaping, and pedestrian lighting.

Planned: fully funded, final design underway.

Complete Streets

Green Connections

CalTrain bridge lighting

Lighting of CalTrain bridges with artistic lighting.

Planned ‐ fully funded.

Complete Streets

Green Connections

Blue Greenway (24th to Cove)

Planned

Complete Streets

Green Connections

Blue Greenway (Illinois)

Planned

Project Title

Scope

Status

Open Space

Angel Alley Improvements (CCG Recipient)

Creation of a community gather space at Tennessee and 22nd Street

Complete

Open Space

Tunnel Top Park (CCG Recipient)

Creation of a mini‐park at 25th and Pennsylvania Streets.

Phase I Complete; Phase II to begin summer 2016

Planning underway. Not fully funded. CW/D Public Realm Plan expected to be completed by summer
2016, which will inform how to move forward with both new parks and rehabilitation of parks in CW.

Open Space

Open Space New

New Park(s) Central Waterfront

Placeholder for one or more new parks, open space, or recreational facility for the Central
Waterfront.

Open Space

Open Space New

Dogpatch Art Plaza

Planned and underway: to be under construction soon.
Located at the dead‐end portion of 19th Street, the plaza envisions a pedestrian space of 8,000 sf
designed to ccommodate special events and rotating art exhibits, bulb‐outs, café and other movable
seating and bleacher seating.

Open Space

Open Space Rehab

Park Rehab: Central Waterfront

Though not yet scoped out, funds have been set aside to establish new parks and/or improve Esprit
Park.

Planning underway. Not fully funded. CW/D Public Realm Plan expected to be completed by summer
2016, which will inform how to move forward with both new parks and rehabilitation of parks in CW.

Open Space

Open Space Rehab

Warm Water Cove Park

Improvement to and expansion of Warm Water Cover Park.

Planning underway as part of the Dogpatch Public Realm Plan

Dogpatch and Potrero Sidewalk Landscaping (CCG
Recipient)

Installation of sidewalk landscaping in the Dogpatch and Potrero Hill neighborhoods.

Complete

Planned: fully funded; to be constructed by adjacent Project Sponsor.

Complete Streets

Complete Streets

Green Connections

22nd Street Steps (Missouri to Texas)

Stairs and open space landscaping, along 22nd Street alignment between Texas and Missouri.

Complete Streets

Green Connections

22nd Street (Pennsylvania to Texas )

One block of landscaping between Pennsylvania (where the Green Connections project will end) and Conceptual ‐ not currently funded.
the 22nd Street stair.

Complete Streets

Streetscape Projects

6th Street Streetscape

Complete Streets

Vision Zero

6th and Minna (traffic signal)

Pedestrian safety improvements on 6th Street from Market to Howard Streets. Project could
Planned and underway: community engagement currently underway.
sidewalk widening on both sides of 6th Street, vehicle travel lane reduction, "flex" zone and textured
median with raised refuges, pedestrian scale lighting, new street furnishings and tree grates as well
i i (traffic signal)
6th iand lMinna
Complete

Complete Streets

Vision Zero

King St (Bike lanes between 2nd/3rd)

King St (Bike lanes between 2nd/3rd)

Complete Streets

Streetscape Projects

SoMa Alleyways Phase II

Alley improvements that include raised crosswalks, stamped asphalt, traffic calming, chicanes, street Complete
trees, among other features. Minna and Natoma Streets, from 6th Street to Mary Street; Tehama,
Clementina, Shipley, and Clara streets, from 6th Street to 5th Street

Open Space

Open Space Rehab

South Park Rehabilitation

Park features are proposed to include a variety of different programmatic spaces, including a
children’s play area, a large open meadow, plazas of varying scales, and a variety of areas designed
for sitting and/or picnicking to increase park capacity.
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IPIC
Category
Complete Streets

Capital Plan
Sub‐Category
Vision Zero

5th Street (green backed sharrows)

Green back sharrows from Market to Townsend on 5th St.

Complete Streets

Streetscape Projects

2nd Street Streetscape

Includes sidwalk widening, curbside bikeways with floating parking and bus boarding islands, vehicle Planned and underway: fully funded; construction expected fall 2016.
lane reduction and traffic signal modifications

Open Space

Open Space New

Brannan Street Warf

Complete Streets

Streetscape Projects

7th Street Streetscape

Complete Streets

Major Projects

Folsom Streetscape

Complete Streets

Major Projects

Howard Streetscape

Complete Streets

Streetscape Projects

SoMa Alleyways (Minna, Shipley, Clara, Natoma,
Clementina)

Project Title

Scope

Status
Complete

Complete

Includes streetscape improvements on Seventh Street between Market and Harrison Streets.
Planned: (update coming soon)
Elements include: Reducing the amount of traffic lanes from four to three; the addition of a buffer
separated bike lane or "cycle track"; corner bulbs and bus bulbs at intersections reducing pedestrian
i di
di
i
i Street
ddi i between
l i Fifth
l
l
d idbl
ki
i
Includes
streetscape improvements
oni Folsom
Street
and
11th Street.
Planned ‐ Partially Funded, EIR to be complete by winter 2016‐17. Community engagement and design
Improvements include: the addition of an improved separated bi‐directional bike lane "cycle track" planned for 2017, approvals 2018, construction 2019 or after.
with a buffer using either parking or raised traffic islands; corner bulbs and bus bulbs at intersections
d i
dimprovements
i
i ondiFolsom Street
d i between
i Fifthi Street
i andddi
i Street
l i and
l startidbl k
Streetscape
11th
Planned ‐ Partially Funded, EIR to be complete by winter 2016‐17. Community engagement and design
construction. Improvements include: The current four lane one way street will be converted to one planned for 2017, approvals 2018, construction 2019 or after.
eastbound and two westbound traffic lanes and a planted median; the existing Howard Street bike
lAlley improvements
ill b
dthatdinclude raised
" crosswalks,
l
k" ill
b b il asphalt,
F l traffic
S calming, chicanes,
b lb street
d b Complete
stamped
trees, among other features.

Complete Streets

Streetscape Projects

7th and 8th Street Restriping

Remove one travel lane on 7th Street between Harrison and Market Streets and study the operation Complete
of the new lane configuration. The lane reduction will help inform the environmental review for the
preferred design of the ENTRIPS 7th Street Streetscape.

Open Space

Open Space New

New Park(s) Soma

Placeholder for one or more new parks, open space, or recreational facility for the South of Market. Planned and underway, Rec and Park activily seeking acquisition; not fully funded.

Open Space

Open Space Rehab

Gene Friend/SOMA Recreation Center Reconstruction

Plans for the rehabilitation of Gene Friend currently include demolishing the existing structure and
rebuilding a larger, more flexible and attractive facility.

Complete Streets

Streetscape Projects

Bartlett Street / Mission Mercado

Streetscape improvements to make the street segment double as a plaza. Interventions include
Planned and underway: under construction.
widened sidewalks, raised shared surface, new street trees and landscaping, and pergola structures.

Complete Streets

Streetscape Projects

Potrero Ave.

Repaving and utility upgrades from Alameda to 25th Street. Bus bulbs, ped and bike improvements Planned and underway: currently under construction.
throughout. Focused streetscaping between 21st and 25th including median, widened sidewalks and
pedestrian lighting.

Complete Streets

Streetscape Projects

Mission District Traffic Calming

In Mission Streetscape Plan (Hampshire, Shotwell, 20, 26)

Conceptual ‐ not currently funded.

Complete Streets

Vision Zero

16th and Capp (traffic signal)

16th and Capp (traffic signal)

Complete

Open Space

Open Space Rehab

Mission Rec Center

The project is currently being scoped with the goal of completely rebuilding the enclosed Recreation Planned: seed funding provided through IPIC; planning to begin mid 2016.
Center.

Open Space

Open Space New

17th and Folsom Street Park

A new park at 17th and Folsom that will include a children's play ara, demonstration garden, outdoor Planned and underway: under construction.
amphitheater and seating, among other amenities.

Open Space

Open Space Rehab

Franklin Square

The smaller near‐term project is to install a exercise course at the park.

Planned: athletic course project fully funded; beginning design with construction 2016.

Open Space

Open Space Rehab

Jose Coronado Playground

The project could include playing field resurfacing and new fencing.

Planned: ‐ additional scoping exected.
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IPIC
Category
Open Space

Capital Plan
Sub‐Category
Open Space Rehab

Open Space

Project Title

Scope

Status

Juri Commons (Playground)

This smaller near‐term project looks to reconstruct the playground at this small park.

Planned, fully funded.

Fallen Bridge Park (CCG Recipient)

Further improvement of Fallen Bridge Park, a community‐created park, located at the based of the I‐ Complete
101 pedestrian bridge on its west side.
Planned and underway: currently completing community engagement for final design.
This project includes enhancing the facility to a higher capacity Aquatics Center, which, besides
refurbishing the pool, would also include adding additional amenities such a multi‐purpose room and
a slide.

Open Space

Open Space Rehab

Garfield Square Aquatics Center

Transit

Major Projects

Mission Street (Muni Forward) ‐ Mission

Planned and underway. Frequency increase in 2015. Construction scheduled for 2016.

Transit

Major Projects

16th Street Multimodal Corridor Project

Planned and underway: fully funded, phased implementation to begin soon; hard construction to begin
2018.

Complete Streets

Streetscape Projects

Cesar Chavez (Hairball short term improvements)

Conceptual ‐ not currently funded.

Complete Streets

Vision Zero

11th/13th/Bryant (bicycle intersection improvements)

11th/13th/Bryant (bicycle intersection improvements)

Planned.

Hope SF Potrero Street Safety improvements

[need to check]

Planned and underway.

Complete Streets

Complete Streets

Green Connections

22nd Street Steps (Arkansas to Missouri)

Stairs along the north side of Potrero Recreation center along the 22nd Street right‐of‐way and
alignment.

Conceptual ‐ not currently funded.

Complete Streets

Green Connections

17th Street (phased with Loop OS)

Streetscape improvements to activate the portion of 17th Street that crosses under the 101.

Planned; funding being sought.

Complete Streets

Green Connections

17th Street Green Street

Green connection streetscape interventions along 17th Steet within Showplace Square.

Conceptual ‐ not currently funded.

Complete Streets

Green Connections

Wisconsin @ Jackson Playground

Green connection streetscape interventions Wisconsin Street between Jackson Playground and 16th Conceptual ‐ not currently funded.
Street.

Complete Streets

Streetscape Projects

Cesar Chavez (East)

Open Space

Open Space Rehab

Jackson Playground

Scope for the rehabilitation of Jackson Playground is currently being developed between Rec and
Park, Friends of Jackson Playground, Live Oak School and other interested parties.

Planned: Planning underway. Funding actively being sought.

Open Space

Open Space New

Daggett Park

A new park on the former Daggett right‐of‐way.

Near Complete.

Connecticut Friendship Garden Outdoor Classroom (CCG
Recipient)

Creation of a community outdoor classroom at the Connecticut Street Friendship Garden
immediately adjacent to Potrero Recreation Center.

Planned and underway.

Open Space

Conceptual ‐ not currently funded.

Open Space

Open Space New

The Loop

A series of open space and streetscape interventions at the intersections of 17th Street and Highway Conceptual; activily seeking funding.
101 that would activate and enliven the underutilized space along and under the freeway.

Open Space

Open Space New

Irwin Plaza

Plaza improvements at the intersetion of 16th Street and Irwin.
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IPIC
Category
Transit

Capital Plan
Sub‐Category
Transit

Complete Streets

Streetscape Projects

8th Street Streetscape

Complete Streets

Streetscape Projects

Ringold Alley

Project Title

Scope

Status
Community consultation underway.

New bus routing in Showplace/Potrero and Central
Waterfront.

Streetscape improvements on Eighth Street between Market and Harrison Streets. Elements include: Planned: (update coming soon)
The addition of an improved buffer separated bike lane "cycle track" using either parking or raised
traffic islands; corner bulbs and bus bulbs at intersections reducing pedestrian crossing distances and
iStreetscape
i
i
i
ddi
i include
l i enhanced
l
idbllighting,
ki
i
ll
id
lk and
id i
improvements
that
landscaping,
paving,
furnishings,
Planned and underway. Construction to begin soon.
undergrounding utility lines.
Conceptual ‐ not currently funded.

Complete Streets

Streetscape Projects

Western SOMA Gateway Treatments at highway off‐ramps

Open Space

Open Space New

12th Street Greening (Eagle Plaza adjacent)

Possible improvements between Folsom and Betrice that would include a "living streets" treatment Conceptual ‐ not yet officially proposed
that would include widened sidewalks, landscaping and some programmed uses.

Open Space

Open Space New

12th Street Greening (Eagle Plaza)

Eagle Plaza envisions are share surface treatment between Betrice and Harrison, with a single south Planned and underway through in‐kind.
bound travel lanes, plaza plantings, seating, lighting and other amendities to allow the space to be
used for both active and passive recreational use and for events.

Complete Streets

Streetscape Projects

7th Street from Townsend to 16th Street

Conceptual placeholder for extending streetscaping and complete streets treatment for southern
portion of 7th Street.

Conceptual ‐ not currently funded. Awaiting RAB.

Complete Streets

Green Connections

GC Segments: Basic Signage and Wayfinding

General low‐level low‐cost interventions for all portions of identified "Green Connections" within
Eastern Neighborhoods.

General placeholder

Complete Streets

Streetscape Projects

Infill Street Tree Planting

General placeholder

Complete Streets

Streetscape Projects

EN Streetscape Improvements through 2025

general placeholder

Complete Streets

Vision Zero

Walk First Long‐Term, Comprehensive Improvements

Open Space

Open Space ‐ Other

Community Challenge Grant Projects

All WalkFirst Phase 2 improvements in Eastern Neighborhoods.

Conceptual ‐ not currently funded.

Ongoing. Third funding cycle recently opened.
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EXEMPTION FROM ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW
Case No.:
Project Address:
Zoning:
Block/Lot:
Lot Size:
Plan Area:
Project Sponsor:
Staff Contact:

2014.1020ENV
1515 South Van Ness Avenue
Mission Street NCT (Neighborhood Commercial Transit) Use District
55-X and 65-X Height and Bulk District
6571/008, 001, OOlA
35,714 square feet
Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan
Peter Schellinger - (415) 975-4982
peter.schellinger@lennar.com
Melinda Hue - (415) 575-9041
Melinda.Hue@sfgov.org

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The project site is located on the northern portion of a block bordered by South Van Ness Avenue, 26th
Street, Shotwell Street, and Cesar Chavez Street in San Francisco's Mission neighborhood. The project site
currently includes a two-story, 34-foot-tall, 31,680-square-foot, production, distribution, repair (PDR)
building (constructed in 1948) with a surface parking lot. The building was vacated in December 2015 by
McMillan Electric, an electrical contractor business that has since moved to a new location at 1950 Cesar
Chavez Street in San Francisco. The proposed project would include the demolition of the existing
building and the construction of a five- to six-story, 55- to 65-foot-tall (up to 75 feet tall with roof-top
equipment), approximately 180,300-square-foot mixed-use building. The proposed building would
consist of 157 residential dwelling units and approximately 1,080 square feet of retail uses. The proposed
(Continued on next page.)

EXEMPT STATUS
Exempt per Section 15183 of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines and California
Public Resources Code Section 21083.3

DETERMINATION
certify that the above determination has been made pursuant to State and Local requirements.

Environmental Review Officer
cc: Peter Schellinger, Project Sponsor; Supervisor David Campos, District 9; Doug Vu, Current Planning
Division; Eiliesh Tuffy, Preservation Planner; Virna Byrd, M.D.F.; Exemption/Exclusion File
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1650 Mission St.
Suite 400
San Francisco,
CA 94103-2479
Reception:

415.558.6378
Fax:

415.558.6409
Planning
Information:

415.558.6377

Certificate of Exemption

1515 South Van Ness Avenue
2014.1020ENV

PROJECT DESCRIPTION (continued)
project would also include six ground floor trade shop spaces ranging from 630 to 760 square feet each
(approximately 4,200 square feet total). The spaces are anticipated to be retail units with some reserved
space for goods production (e.g., jewelry making, bag making, ceramics). Usable open space would be
provided in a courtyard, roof terrace and private patios. The proposed project would include a basement
parking garage that would be accessed via an existing curb cut on Shotwell Street. The garage would
include 79 parking spaces, two carshare spaces, and 150 Class I bicycle spaces. The proposed project
would include eight Class II bicycle spaces provided on the sidewalks in front of the building entrances
on South Van Ness Avenue and on 26th Street. Proposed streetscape improvements would include
planting of 23 street trees, installation of corner bulb‐outs on the southeast corner of South Van Ness
Avenue and 26th Street and on the southwest corner of Shotwell Street and 26th Street, and the removal of
a curb cut on South Van Ness Avenue. A new 40‐foot‐long on‐street loading space is also proposed on
26th Street to accommodate larger delivery vehicles. Two service vehicle parking spaces would be located
in the garage to accommodate smaller delivery vehicles.
Construction of the proposed project is expected to last 23 months. Construction of the proposed project
would require excavation of up to approximately six feet and the removal of about 4,800 cubic yards of
soil.

PROJECT APPROVAL
The proposed 1515 South Van Ness Avenue project would require the following approvals:
Actions by the Planning Commission


Conditional Use Authorization for development on a lot larger than 10,000 square feet

Actions by other City Departments


Approval of building permits from the San Francisco Department of Building Inspection (DBI)
for demotion and new construction



Approval of proposed streetscape improvements from San Francisco Municipal Transportation
Agency (SFMTA)



Approval of street and sidewalk permits from San Francisco Public Works for any modifications
to public streets, sidewalks, protected trees, street trees, or curb cuts

The approval of the Conditional Use Authorization is the Approval Action for the project. The Approval
Action date establishes the start of the 30‐day appeal period for this CEQA exemption determination
pursuant to Section 31.04(h) of the San Francisco Administrative Code.

COMMUNITY PLAN EXEMPTION OVERVIEW
California Public Resources Code Section 21083.3 and CEQA Guidelines Section 15183 provide an
exemption from environmental review for projects that are consistent with the development density
established by existing zoning, community plan or general plan policies for which an Environmental
Impact Report (EIR) was certified, except as might be necessary to examine whether there are project‐
specific significant effects which are peculiar to the project or its site. Section 15183 specifies that
examination of environmental effects shall be limited to those effects that: a) are peculiar to the project or
parcel on which the project would be located; b) were not analyzed as significant effects in a prior EIR on
the zoning action, general plan or community plan with which the project is consistent; c) are potentially
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significant off‐site and cumulative impacts that were not discussed in the underlying EIR; or d) are
previously identified in the EIR, but which, as a result of substantial new information that was not known
at the time that the EIR was certified, are determined to have a more severe adverse impact than that
discussed in the underlying EIR. Section 15183(c) specifies that if an impact is not peculiar to the parcel or
to the proposed project, then an EIR need not be prepared for the project solely on the basis of that
impact.
This determination evaluates the potential project‐specific environmental effects of the 1515 South Van
Ness Avenue project described above, and incorporates by reference information contained in the
Programmatic EIR for the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans (PEIR)1. Project‐specific
studies were prepared for the proposed project to determine if the project would result in any significant
environmental impacts that were not identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.
After several years of analysis, community outreach, and public review, the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR
was adopted in December 2008. The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR was adopted in part to support
housing development in some areas previously zoned to allow industrial uses, while preserving an
adequate supply of space for existing and future production, distribution, and repair (PDR) employment
and businesses. The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR also included changes to existing height and bulk
districts in some areas, including the project site at 1515 South Van Ness Avenue.
The Planning Commission held public hearings to consider the various aspects of the proposed Eastern
Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans and related Planning Code and Zoning Map amendments. On
August 7, 2008, the Planning Commission certified the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR by Motion 17659 and
adopted the Preferred Project for final recommendation to the Board of Supervisors.2,3
In December 2008, after further public hearings, the Board of Supervisors approved and the Mayor
signed the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Planning Code amendments. New zoning districts
include districts that would permit PDR uses in combination with commercial uses; districts mixing
residential and commercial uses and residential and PDR uses; and new residential‐only districts. The
districts replaced existing industrial, commercial, residential single‐use, and mixed‐use districts.
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR is a comprehensive programmatic document that presents an analysis
of the environmental effects of implementation of the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans,
as well as the potential impacts under several proposed alternative scenarios. The Eastern Neighborhoods
Draft EIR evaluated three rezoning alternatives, two community‐proposed alternatives which focused
largely on the Mission District, and a “No Project” alternative. The alternative selected, or the Preferred
Project, represents a combination of Options B and C. The Planning Commission adopted the Preferred
Project after fully considering the environmental effects of the Preferred Project and the various scenarios
discussed in the PEIR. The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR estimated that implementation of the Eastern
Neighborhoods Plan could result in approximately 7,400 to 9,900 net dwelling units and 3,200,000 to
6,600,0000 square feet of net non‐residential space (excluding PDR loss) built in the Plan Area throughout
the lifetime of the Plan (year 2025). The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR projected that this level of

Planning Department Case No. 2004.0160E and State Clearinghouse No. 2005032048
San Francisco Planning Department. Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans Final Environmental Impact Report (FEIR),
Planning Department Case No. 2004.0160E, certified August 7, 2008. Available online at: http://www.sf‐
planning.org/index.aspx?page=1893, accessed August 17, 2012.
3 San Francisco Planning Department. San Francisco Planning Commission Motion 17659, August 7, 2008. Available online at:
http://www.sf‐planning.org/Modules/ShowDocument.aspx?documentid=1268, accessed August 17, 2012.
1
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development would result in a total population increase of approximately 23,900 to 33,000 people
throughout the lifetime of the plan.4
A major issue of discussion in the Eastern Neighborhoods rezoning process was the degree to which
existing industrially‐zoned land would be rezoned to primarily residential and mixed‐use districts, thus
reducing the availability of land traditionally used for PDR employment and businesses. Among other
topics, the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR assesses the significance of the cumulative land use effects of the
rezoning by analyzing its effects on the Cityʹs ability to meet its future PDR space needs as well as its
ability to meet its housing needs as expressed in the Cityʹs General Plan. The proposed project and its
relation to PDR land supply and cumulative land use effects is discussed further in the Community Plan
Exemption (CPE) Checklist, under Land Use. The 1515 South Van Ness Avenue site, which is located in
the Mission District of the Eastern Neighborhoods, was designated as a site with a building height up to
55 to 65 feet.
Individual projects that could occur in the future under the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area
Plans will undergo project‐level environmental evaluation to determine if they would result in further
impacts specific to the development proposal, the site, and the time of development and to assess
whether additional environmental review would be required. This determination concludes that the
proposed project at 1515 South Van Ness Avenue is consistent with and was encompassed within the
analysis in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR, including the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR development
projections. This determination also finds that the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR adequately anticipated
and described the impacts of the proposed 1515 South Van Ness Avenue project, and identified the
mitigation measures applicable to the 1515 South Van Ness Avenue project. The proposed project is also
consistent with the zoning controls and the provisions of the Planning Code applicable to the project
site.5,6 Therefore, no further CEQA evaluation for the 1515 South Van Ness Avenue project is required. In
sum, the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR and this Certificate of Exemption for the proposed project
comprise the full and complete CEQA evaluation necessary for the proposed project.

PROJECT SETTING
The project site is located on the northern portion of a block bordered by South Van Ness Avenue, 26th
Street, Shotwell Street, and Cesar Chavez Street in San Francisco’s Mission neighborhood. The project site
has frontage on 26th Street, South Van Ness Avenue, and Shotwell Street. The uses immediately south of
the project site include auto repair and supply shops located within single‐story buildings. A project is
currently proposed at 1296 Shotwell Street, directly southeast of the project site, involving the demolition
of the existing building and construction of a nine‐story building with 96 senior affordable housing
residential units. Uses further south, across Cesar Chavez Street, include two‐ to four‐story residential
uses. The areas to the west of the project site, across South Van Ness Avenue, include auto‐related uses
(gas station, auto repair), ground‐floor retail and residential uses. Buildings range from one to three
stories. A project is currently proposed at 3314 Cesar Chavez Street, west of the project site, involving the
Table 2 Forecast Growth by Rezoning Option Chapter IV of the Eastern Neighborhoods Draft EIR shows projected net growth
based on proposed rezoning scenarios. A baseline for existing conditions in the year 2000 was included to provide context for the
scenario figures for parcels affected by the rezoning.
5 Adam Varat, San Francisco Planning Department, Community Plan Exemption Eligibility Determination, Citywide Planning and
Policy Analysis, 1515 South Van Ness Avenue, April 5, 2016. This document (and all other documents cited in this report, unless
otherwise noted), is available for review at the San Francisco Planning Department, 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, as part of Case
File No. 2014.1020ENV.
6 Jeff Joslin, San Francisco Planning Department, Community Plan Exemption Eligibility Determination, Current Planning Analysis,
1515 South Van Ness Avenue, April 6, 2016.
4
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demolition of the existing building and the construction of a six‐story building with 52 residential units
and 1,740 square feet of commercial space. The areas north of the project site, across 26th Street, include
auto repair and residential uses. Buildings range from one to three stories as well. The areas east of the
project site, across Shotwell Street, include a four‐story residential development. The project site is
located within a half‐mile of the 24th Street BART Station and Muni bus lines 14‐Mission, 49‐Van
Ness/Mission, 12‐Folsom/Pacific, and 27‐Bryant.

POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR included analyses of environmental issues including: land use; plans
and policies; visual quality and urban design; population, housing, business activity, and employment
(growth inducement); transportation; noise; air quality; parks, recreation and open space; shadow;
archeological resources; historic architectural resources; hazards; and other issues not addressed in the
previously issued initial study for the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans. The proposed
1515 South Van Ness Avenue project is in conformance with the height, use and density for the site
described in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR and would represent a small part of the growth that was
forecast for the Eastern Neighborhoods plan areas. Thus, the plan analyzed in the Eastern Neighborhoods
PEIR considered the incremental impacts of the proposed 1515 South Van Ness Avenue project. As a
result, the proposed project would not result in any new or substantially more severe impacts than were
identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.
Significant and unavoidable impacts were identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR for the
following topics: land use, historic architectural resources, transportation and circulation, and shadow.
The conversion of the existing PDR use to a mixed‐use residential use would not contribute to the
significant and unavoidable cumulative land use impact identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.
The project site was zoned NC‐3 (Moderate‐Scale Neighborhood Commercial District) prior to the
rezoning of Eastern Neighborhoods, which did not encourage PDR uses and the rezoning of the project
site to Mission Street NCT (Neighborhood Commercial Transit) was not included as part of the long‐term
PDR land supply loss that was considered a significant cumulative impact in the Eastern Neighborhoods
PEIR. The proposed project would not involve the demolition of a historic resource and is not located
within a historic district. Therefore, the proposed project would not contribute to the significant historic
resource impact identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR. Transit ridership generated by the project
would not considerably contribute to the transit impacts identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.
Based on the shadow fan analysis, the proposed project is not expected to shade any Planning Code
Section 295 or non‐Section 295 open spaces. The proposed project would shade nearby private property at
levels commonly expected in urban areas.
The Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR identified feasible mitigation measures to address significant impacts
related to noise, air quality, archeological resources, historical resources, hazardous materials, and
transportation. Table 1 below lists the mitigation measures identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR
and states whether each measure would apply to the proposed project.
Table 1 – Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR Mitigation Measures
Mitigation Measure

Applicability

Compliance

F. Noise
F‐1: Construction Noise (Pile
Driving)

Applicable: though currently
not proposed, piles could be

The project sponsor has agreed
to, if piles for foundation
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Applicability

Compliance

needed in lieu of ground
improvements for building
foundation purposes

purposes are needed,
implement noise and vibration
attenuation measures during
construction.

F‐2: Construction Noise

Applicable: temporary
construction noise from use of
heavy equipment

The project sponsor has agreed
to develop and implement a set
of noise attenuation measures
during construction.

F‐3: Interior Noise Levels

Not Applicable: CEQA
generally no longer requires
the consideration of the effects
of existing environmental
conditions on a proposed
project’s future users or
residents.

N/A

F‐4: Siting of Noise‐Sensitive Uses

Not Applicable: CEQA
generally no longer requires
the consideration of the effects
of existing environmental
conditions on a proposed
project’s future users or
residents

N/A

F‐5: Siting of Noise‐Generating Uses

Applicable: though noise‐
generating uses are not
anticipated, exact uses for trade
shop spaces are not yet known

The project sponsor has agreed
to conduct and submit a
detailed analysis of noise
reduction requirements if trade
shops accommodate future
noise‐generating uses.

F‐6: Open Space in Noisy
Environments

Not Applicable: CEQA
generally no longer requires
the consideration of the effects
of existing environmental
conditions on a proposed
project’s future users or
residents

N/A

Not Applicable: superseded by
the Dust Control Ordinance
and project site not located
within an Air Pollutant
Exposure Zone

N/A

G. Air Quality
G‐1: Construction Air Quality
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Applicability

Compliance

G‐2: Air Quality for Sensitive Land
Uses

Not Applicable: project site not
located within an Air Pollutant
Exposure Zone and CEQA
generally no longer requires
the consideration of the effects
of existing environmental
conditions on a proposed
project’s future users or
residents

N/A

G‐3: Siting of Uses that Emit DPM

Not Applicable: proposed
project would include uses
(residential, ground floor
commercial) that would not
emit substantial levels of DPM

N/A

G‐4: Siting of Uses that Emit other
TACs

Not Applicable: proposed
project would include uses
(residential, ground floor
commercial) that would not
emit substantial levels of other
TACs

N/A

J‐1: Properties with Previous Studies

Not Applicable: project site not
located on site with previous
studies

N/A

J‐2: Properties with no Previous
Studies

Applicable: project located on
site with no previous studies

The project sponsor has agreed
to implement the Planning
Department’s Standard
Mitigation Measure #3
(Testing).

J‐3: Mission Dolores Archeological
District

Not Applicable: project site is
not located within the Mission
Dolores Archeological District

N/A

K‐1: Interim Procedures for Permit
Review in the Eastern
Neighborhoods Plan area

Not Applicable: plan‐level
mitigation completed by
Planning Department

N/A

K‐2: Amendments to Article 10 of
the Planning Code Pertaining to
Vertical Additions in the South End
Historic District (East SoMa)

Not Applicable: plan‐level
mitigation completed by
Planning Commission

N/A

J. Archeological Resources

K. Historical Resources
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Applicability

Compliance

Not Applicable: plan‐level
mitigation completed by
Planning Commission

N/A

Applicable: proposed project
would involve demolition of an
existing building

The project sponsor has agreed
to remove and properly
dispose of any hazardous
building materials in
accordance with applicable
federal, state, and local laws
prior to demolishing the
existing buildings.

E‐1: Traffic Signal Installation

Not Applicable: automobile
delay removed from CEQA
analysis

N/A

E‐2: Intelligent Traffic Management

Not Applicable: automobile
delay removed from CEQA
analysis

N/A

E‐3: Enhanced Funding

Not Applicable: automobile
delay removed from CEQA
analysis

N/A

E‐4: Intelligent Traffic Management

Not Applicable: automobile
delay removed from CEQA
analysis

N/A

E‐5: Enhanced Transit Funding

Not Applicable: plan level
mitigation by SFMTA

N/A

E‐6: Transit Corridor Improvements

Not Applicable: plan level
mitigation by SFMTA

N/A

E‐7: Transit Accessibility

Not Applicable: plan level
mitigation by SFMTA

N/A

E‐8: Muni Storage and Maintenance

Not Applicable: plan level
mitigation by SFMTA

N/A

E‐9: Rider Improvements

Not Applicable: plan level
mitigation by SFMTA

N/A

E‐10: Transit Enhancement

Not Applicable: plan level

N/A

K‐3: Amendments to Article 10 of
the Planning Code Pertaining to
Alterations and Infill Development
in the Dogpatch Historic District
(Central Waterfront)
L. Hazardous Materials
L‐1: Hazardous Building Materials

E. Transportation
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Mitigation Measure

Applicability

Compliance

mitigation by SFMTA
E‐11:
Transportation
Management

Demand

Not Applicable: plan level
mitigation by SFMTA

N/A

Please see the attached Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP) for the complete text of
the applicable mitigation measures. With implementation of these mitigation measures the proposed
project would not result in significant impacts beyond those analyzed in the Eastern Neighborhoods
PEIR.

PUBLIC NOTICE AND COMMENT
A “Notification of Project Receiving Environmental Review” was mailed on October 8, 2015 to adjacent
occupants, and owners of properties within 300 feet of the project site. Overall, concerns and issues raised
by the public in response to the notice were taken into consideration and incorporated in the
environmental review as appropriate for CEQA analysis. Concerns related to physical environmental
effects include land use impacts resulting from the loss of PDR; air quality impacts; wind and shadow
impacts; traffic and parking impacts; hazardous materials impacts; and cultural resources impacts. These
concerns are addressed in the land use; air quality; wind and shadow; transportation; hazards and
hazardous materials; and cultural and paleontological resources sections of the CPE Checklist. In regards
to potential parking impacts, pursuant to Public Resources Code 21099(d), parking impacts are not to be
considered significant CEQA impacts for mixed‐use residential development projects on in‐fill sites in a
transit priority area. The proposed project meets the criteria, as discussed under the Senate Bill 743
section of the CPE Checklist.
Comments related to topics outside the scope of CEQA were also received. These comments concerned
socioeconomic issues such as displacement of existing low‐income resident and jobs, displacement of
organizations that contribute to the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District, and rise in housing costs due to
increased development of market‐rate housing. The proposed project is subject to the Mission 2016
Interim Zoning Controls, effective January 2016, which require additional information and analysis
regarding the economic and social effects of the proposed project such as housing affordability,
displacement, and loss of PDR. The project sponsor has prepared such additional analysis and has
submitted this analysis to the Planning Department.7 The Planning Commission will review and consider
this analysis before making a decision and taking an approval action on the proposed project.
Environmental analysis under CEQA is required to focus on the direct and indirect physical changes to
the environment that could reasonably result from a proposed project. Economic or social effects of a
project are not considered significant environmental impacts, unless they lead to physical changes in the
environment (CEQA Guidelines 15131). Accordingly, the displacement issue addressed under CEQA
refers specifically to the direct loss of housing units that would result from proposed demolition of
existing housing and the foreseeable construction of replacement housing elsewhere. This is because
demolition of existing housing has the potential to result in displacement of substantial numbers of
people and would necessitate the construction of replacement housing elsewhere. This would in turn

7

Mission 2015 Interim Controls Additional Findings for 1515 South Van Ness Ave. Case No. 2014.1020CUA, submitted to Doug Vu,
San Francisco Planning Department.
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result in a number of direct and indirect physical changes to the environment associated with demolition
and construction activities and new operational impacts.
As discussed under the population and housing section of the CPE Checklist, the project site does not
contain any existing residential units and the proposed project would not result in any direct
displacement of low‐income residents. The existing building was vacated in December 2015 by McMillan
Electric, an electrical contractor business that has since moved to a new location at 1950 Cesar Chavez
Street in San Francisco. The proposed project would include approximately 1,080 square feet of retail uses
and six trade shop spaces ranging from 630 to 760 square feet each (approximately 4,200 square feet
total). These spaces are anticipated to be retail units with some reserved space for goods production (e.g.
jewelry making, bag making, ceramics). Therefore, the proposed project would result in a small increase
in jobs within the city. Additionally, as discussed under the cultural and paleontological resources section
of the CPE Checklist, the existing building is not a historic resource and the project site is not located
within a historic district. Finally, the possibility that the proposed project would contribute to rising
housing costs is speculative with regard to potential physical changes that would result, and therefore is
not a physical environmental effect subject to analysis under CEQA. Additional comments received were
related to the building design, the quality of ground floor spaces, the project outreach process, and
requests to be on the distribution list for future documents. Comments on the merits of the project that
are not related to environmental analyses topics will be provided to decision‐makers for consideration in
their review of approval actions for the proposed project.
The proposed project would not result in significant adverse environmental impacts associated with the
issues identified by the public beyond those identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR.

CONCLUSION
As summarized above and further discussed in the CPE Checklist8:

8

1.

The proposed project is consistent with the development density established for the project site in
the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plans;

2.

The proposed project would not result in effects on the environment that are peculiar to the
project or the project site that were not identified as significant effects in the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR;

3.

The proposed project would not result in potentially significant off‐site or cumulative impacts
that were not identified in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR;

4.

The proposed project would not result in significant effects, which, as a result of substantial new
information that was not known at the time the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR was certified,
would be more severe than were already analyzed and disclosed in the PEIR; and

5.

The project sponsor will undertake feasible mitigation measures specified in the Eastern
Neighborhoods PEIR to mitigate project‐related significant impacts.

The CPE Checklist is available for review at the Planning Department, 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, in Case File
No. 2014.1020ENV.
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Therefore, the proposed project is exempt from further environmental review pursuant to Public
Resources Code Section 21083.3 and CEQA Guidelines Section 15183.
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Evaluation (dated Sept. 8, 2015). The existing building is located at the southeast corner of
26th Street and South Van Ness and occupies almost 1/3 of a city block. Directly across
26th Street to the north is Landmark #206, the Howard I 26th Street Cottages, which is a
grouping of 2-1 /2 story row houses with mid-block open space.
While the subject block was historically part of the larger Cogswell Polytechnical College
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partner in the named engineering firm, was known in his field but does not appear to be
connected to this commission as an exemplary work of his or of the firm. And although the
materials and overall architecture of the auto showroom is indicative of its time, it does not
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reasons the property is not eligible for either significant persons (Criterion 2) or
architecture (Criterion 3). Integrity of the original exterior design remains high, with
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Based on further research, the subject property does not appear eligible as either an
individual resource, or as part of an historic district.
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ATTACHMENT A:
MITIGATION MEASURES ADOPTED AS CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
Responsibility for
Implementation

MITIGATION MEASURES

Mitigation
Schedule

Mitigation
Action

Monitoring/Reporting
Responsibility

Monitoring
Schedule

MITIGATION MEASURES AGREED TO BY PROJECT SPONSOR
Cultural Resources
Project Mitigation Measure 1: Archeological Testing (Mitigation
Measure J-2 in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR).
Based on a reasonable presumption that archeological resources may be
present within the project site, the following measures shall be undertaken
to avoid any potentially significant adverse effect from the proposed project
on buried or submerged historical resources. The project sponsor shall
retain the services of an archaeological consultant from the rotational
Department Qualified Archaeological Consultants List (QACL) maintained
by the Planning Department archaeologist. The project sponsor shall
contact the Department archeologist to obtain the names and contact
information for the next three archeological consultants on the QACL. The
archeological consultant shall undertake an archeological testing program
as specified herein. In addition, the consultant shall be available to conduct
an archeological monitoring and/or data recovery program if required
pursuant to this measure. The archeological consultant’s work shall be
conducted in accordance with this measure at the direction of the
Environmental Review Officer (ERO). All plans and reports prepared by the
consultant as specified herein shall be submitted first and directly to the
ERO for review and comment, and shall be considered draft reports subject
to revision until final approval by the ERO. Archeological monitoring and/or
data recovery programs required by this measure could suspend
construction of the project for up to a maximum of four weeks. At the
direction of the ERO, the suspension of construction can be extended
beyond four weeks only if such a suspension is the only feasible means to
reduce to a less than significant level potential effects on a significant
archeological resource as defined in CEQA Guidelines Sect. 15064.5 (a)
and (c).

Project sponsor/
archeological
consultant at the
direction of the
Environmental
Review Officer
(ERO).

Prior to
issuance of
grading or
building
permits
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Project sponsor to
retain a qualified
archeological
consultant who shall
report to the ERO.

Project sponsor/
archeological
consultant at the
direction of the ERO.

Archeological consultant
shall be retained prior to
any soil disturbing activities.
Date Archeological
consultant retained:
____________
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ATTACHMENT A:
MITIGATION MEASURES ADOPTED AS CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
MITIGATION MEASURES

Consultation with Descendant Communities:
On discovery of an
archeological site1 associated with descendant Native Americans, the
Overseas Chinese, or other potentially interested descendant group an
appropriate representative2 of the descendant group and the ERO shall be
contacted. The representative of the descendant group shall be given the
opportunity to monitor archeological field investigations of the site and to
offer recommendations to the ERO regarding appropriate archeological
treatment of the site, of recovered data from the site, and, if applicable, any
interpretative treatment of the associated archeological site. A copy of the
Final Archaeological Resources Report shall be provided to the
representative of the descendant group.

Responsibility for
Implementation

Project sponsor /
archeological
consultant in
consultation with
the ERO.

Mitigation
Schedule

In the event
archeological
sites
associated
with
descendent
communities
are found.

Mitigation
Action

Project sponsor/
archeological
consultant to contact
and consult with
ERO and
representative of
descendant group.
Project sponsor/
archeological
consultant to
distribute Final
Archaeological
Resources Report to
representative of the
descendant group.

Monitoring/Reporting
Responsibility

Project sponsor /
archeological
consultant in
consultation with the
ERO.

Monitoring
Schedule

Archeological site
associated with descendent
communities found?
Y N Date:________
Persons contacted:
Date:________
Persons contacted:
Date:________
Persons contacted:
Date:________
Date of distribution of Final
FARR: ____________

1 The term “archeological site” is intended here to minimally include any archeological deposit, feature, burial, or evidence of burial.
2 An “appropriate representative” of the descendant group is here defined to mean, in the case of Native Americans, any individual listed in the current Native American Contact List for the City

and County of San Francisco maintained by the California Native American Heritage Commission and in the case of the Overseas Chinese, the Chinese Historical Society of America. An
appropriate representative of other descendant groups should be determined in consultation with the Department archeologist.
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ATTACHMENT A:
MITIGATION MEASURES ADOPTED AS CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
MITIGATION MEASURES

Responsibility for
Implementation

Archeological Testing Program. The archeological consultant shall prepare
and submit to the ERO for review and approval an archeological testing plan
(ATP). The archeological testing program shall be conducted in accordance
with the approved ATP. The ATP shall identify the property types of the
expected archeological resource(s) that potentially could be adversely
affected by the proposed project, the testing method to be used, and the
locations recommended for testing. The purpose of the archeological
testing program will be to determine to the extent possible the presence or
absence of archeological resources and to identify and to evaluate whether
any archeological resource encountered on the site constitutes an historical
resource under CEQA.

Project sponsor/
archeological
consultant at the
direction of the
ERO.

At the completion of the archeological testing program, the archeological
consultant shall submit a written report of the findings to the ERO. If based
on the archeological testing program the archeological consultant finds that
significant archeological resources may be present, the ERO in consultation
with the archeological consultant shall determine if additional measures are
warranted. Additional measures that may be undertaken include additional
archeological testing, archeological monitoring, and/or an archeological data
recovery program. No archeological data recovery shall be undertaken
without the prior approval of the ERO or the Planning Department
archeologist. If the ERO determines that a significant archeological
resource is present and that the resource could be adversely affected by the
proposed project, at the discretion of the project sponsor either:

Project sponsor/
archeological
consultant at the
direction of the
ERO.

Mitigation
Schedule

Prior to any
soil-disturbing
activities on
the project
site.

After
completion of
the
Archeological
Testing
Program.

Mitigation
Action

Monitoring/Reporting
Responsibility

Archeologist shall
prepare and submit
draft ATP to the
ERO. ATP to be
submitted and
reviewed by the
ERO prior to any
soils disturbing
activities on the
project site.

Project sponsor/
archeological
consultant at the
direction of the ERO.

Archeological
consultant shall
submit report of the
findings of the ATP
to the ERO.

Project sponsor/
archeological
consultant at the
direction of the ERO.

Monitoring
Schedule

Date ATP submitted to the
ERO: ____________
Date ATP approved by the
ERO: ____________
Date of initial soil disturbing
activities: ____________

Date archeological findings
report submitted to the
ERO:
__________
ERO determination of
significant archeological
resource present?
Y

N

Would resource be
adversely affected?

A)
The proposed project shall be re-designed so as to avoid any
adverse effect on the significant archeological resource; or

Y

N

Additional mitigation to be
undertaken by project
sponsor?

B)
A data recovery program shall be implemented, unless the ERO
determines that the archeological resource is of greater interpretive than
research significance and that interpretive use of the resource is feasible.

Y
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ATTACHMENT A:
MITIGATION MEASURES ADOPTED AS CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
MITIGATION MEASURES

Archeological Monitoring Program. If the ERO in consultation with the
archeological consultant determines that an archeological monitoring
program shall be implemented the archeological monitoring program shall
minimally include the following provisions:
■ The archeological consultant, project sponsor, and ERO shall meet and
consult on the scope of the AMP reasonably prior to any project-related
soils disturbing activities commencing. The ERO in consultation with the
archeological consultant shall determine what project activities shall be
archeologically monitored. In most cases, any soils- disturbing
activities, such as demolition, foundation removal, excavation, grading,
utilities installation, foundation work, driving of piles (foundation,
shoring, etc.), site remediation, etc., shall require archeological
monitoring because of the risk these activities pose to potential
archaeological resources and to their depositional context;
■ The archeological consultant shall advise all project contractors to be on
the alert for evidence of the presence of the expected resource(s), of
how to identify the evidence of the expected resource(s), and of the
appropriate protocol in the event of apparent discovery of an
archeological resource;
■ The archeological monitor(s) shall be present on the project site
according to a schedule agreed upon by the archeological consultant
and the ERO until the ERO has, in consultation with project
archeological consultant, determined that project construction activities
could have no effects on significant archeological deposits;

Responsibility for
Implementation

Mitigation
Schedule

Mitigation
Action

Monitoring/Reporting
Responsibility

Project sponsor/
archeological
consultant/
archeological
monitor/
contractor(s), at
the direction of the
ERO.

ERO &
archeological
consultant
shall meet
prior to
commenceme
nt of soildisturbing
activity. If the
ERO
determines
that an
Archeological
Monitoring
Program is
necessary,
monitor
throughout
sensitive soildisturbing
activities.

Project sponsor/
archeological
consultant/
archeological
monitor/
contractor(s) shall
implement the AMP,
if required by the
ERO.

Project sponsor/
archeological
consultant/
archeological monitor/
contractor(s), at the
direction of the ERO.

Archeological
consultant at the
direction of the
ERO.

Monitoring
Schedule

AMP required?
Y

N

Date:________

Date AMP submitted to the
ERO: ____________
Date AMP approved by the
ERO: ____________
Date AMP implementation
complete: ____________

Identify and evaluate
archeological
resources.

Date written report
regarding findings of the
AMP received:
____________

■ The archeological monitor shall record and be authorized to collect soil
samples and artifactual/ecofactual material as warranted for analysis;
■ If an intact archeological deposit is encountered, all soils-disturbing
activities in the vicinity of the deposit shall cease. The archeological
monitor
shall
be
empowered
to
temporarily
redirect
demolition/excavation/pile driving/construction activities and equipment
until the deposit is evaluated. If in the case of pile driving activity
(foundation, shoring, etc.), the archeological monitor has cause to
believe that the pile driving activity may affect an archeological
resource, the pile driving activity shall be terminated until an appropriate
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ATTACHMENT A:
MITIGATION MEASURES ADOPTED AS CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
MITIGATION MEASURES

Responsibility for
Implementation

Mitigation
Schedule

Mitigation
Action

Monitoring/Reporting
Responsibility

Monitoring
Schedule

evaluation of the resource has been made in consultation with the ERO.
The archeological consultant shall immediately notify the ERO of the
encountered archeological deposit. The archeological consultant shall
make a reasonable effort to assess the identity, integrity, and
significance of the encountered archeological deposit, and present the
findings of this assessment to the ERO.
Whether or not significant archeological resources are encountered, the
archeological consultant shall submit a written report of the findings of the
monitoring program to the ERO.
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ATTACHMENT A:
MITIGATION MEASURES ADOPTED AS CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
MITIGATION MEASURES

Archeological Data Recovery Program. The archeological data recovery
program shall be conducted in accord with an archeological data recovery
plan (ADRP). The archeological consultant, project sponsor, and ERO shall
meet and consult on the scope of the ADRP prior to preparation of a draft
ADRP. The archeological consultant shall submit a draft ADRP to the ERO.
The ADRP shall identify how the proposed data recovery program will
preserve the significant information the archeological resource is expected
to contain. That is, the ADRP will identify what scientific/historical research
questions are applicable to the expected resource, what data classes the
resource is expected to possess, and how the expected data classes would
address the applicable research questions. Data recovery, in general,
should be limited to the portions of the historical property that could be
adversely affected by the proposed project. Destructive data recovery
methods shall not be applied to portions of the archeological resources if
nondestructive methods are practical.

Responsibility for
Implementation

Mitigation
Schedule

Mitigation
Action

Project
Sponsor/archeolo
gical consultant at
the direction of the
ERO

If there is a
determination
that an ADRP
program is
required.

Project sponsor/
archeological
consultant/
archeological
monitor/
contractor(s) shall
prepare and
implement an ADRP
if required by the
ERO.

Monitoring/Reporting
Responsibility

Project sponsor/
archeological
consultant at the
direction of the ERO.

Monitoring
Schedule

ADRP required?
Y

N

Date:________

Date of scoping meeting for
ARDP:______
Date Draft ARDP submitted
to the ERO: ____________
Date ARDP approved by
the ERO: ____________

The scope of the ADRP shall include the following elements:
Date ARDP implementation
complete: ____________

■ Field Methods and Procedures. Descriptions of proposed field
strategies, procedures, and operations.
■ Cataloguing and Laboratory Analysis. Description of selected
cataloguing system and artifact analysis procedures.
■ Discard and Deaccession Policy. Description of and rationale for field
and post-field discard and deaccession policies.
■ Interpretive Program. Consideration of an on-site/off-site public
interpretive program during the course of the archeological data
recovery program.
■ Security Measures. Recommended security measures to protect the
archeological resource from vandalism, looting, and non-intentionally
damaging activities.
■ Final Report. Description of proposed report format and distribution of
results.
■ Curation. Description of the procedures and recommendations for the
curation of any recovered data having potential research value,
identification of appropriate curation facilities, and a summary of the
accession policies of the curation facilities.
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ATTACHMENT A:
MITIGATION MEASURES ADOPTED AS CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
MITIGATION MEASURES

Human Remains and Associated or Unassociated Funerary Objects. The
treatment of human remains and of associated or unassociated funerary
objects discovered during any soils disturbing activity shall comply with
applicable State and Federal laws. This shall include immediate notification
of the Coroner of the City and County of San Francisco and in the event of
the Coroner’s determination that the human remains are Native American
remains, notification of the California State Native American Heritage
Commission (NAHC) who shall appoint a Most Likely Descendant (MLD)
(Pub. Res. Code Sec. 5097.98). The archeological consultant, project
sponsor, ERO, and MLD shall have up to but not beyond six days of
discovery make all reasonable efforts to develop an agreement for the
treatment of human remains and associated or unassociated funerary
objects with appropriate dignity (CEQA Guidelines. Sec. 15064.5(d)). The
agreement should take into consideration the appropriate excavation,
removal, recordation, analysis, custodianship, curation, and final disposition
of the human remains and associated or unassociated funerary objects.
Nothing in existing State regulations or in this mitigation measure compels
the project sponsor and the ERO to accept recommendations of an MLD.
The archeological consultant shall retain possession of any Native American
human remains and associated or unassociated burial objects until
completion of any scientific analyses of the human remains or objects as
specified in the treatment agreement if such as agreement has been made
or, otherwise, as determined by the archeological consultant and the ERO.

Responsibility for
Implementation

Project sponsor /
archeological
consultant in
consultation with
the ERO, San
Francisco
Coroner, NAHC,
and MDL.

Mitigation
Schedule

In the event
human
remains
and/or
funerary
objects are
found.

Mitigation
Action

Project sponsor/
archeological
consultant/ERO to
contact the San
Francisco Coroner/
NAHC/ MDL

Monitoring/Reporting
Responsibility

Project sponsor /
archeological
consultant in
consultation with the
ERO, San Francisco
Coroner, NAHC, and
MDL.

Monitoring
Schedule

Human remains and
associated or unassociated
funerary objects found?
Y N Date:________
Persons contacted:
Date:________
Persons contacted:
Date:________
Persons contacted:
Date:________
Persons contacted:
Date:________
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ATTACHMENT A:
MITIGATION MEASURES ADOPTED AS CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
MITIGATION MEASURES

Final Archeological Resources Report. The archeological consultant shall
submit a Draft Final Archeological Resources Report (FARR) to the ERO
that evaluates the historical significance of any discovered archeological
resource and describes the archeological and historical research methods
employed in the archeological testing/monitoring/data recovery program(s)
undertaken. Information that may put at risk any archeological resource
shall be provided in a separate removable insert within the final report.

Responsibility for
Implementation

Project sponsor/
archeological
consultant at the
direction of the
ERO.

Once approved by the ERO, copies of the FARR shall be distributed as
follows: California Archaeological Site Survey Northwest Information Center
(NWIC) shall receive one (1) copy and the ERO shall receive a copy of the
transmittal of the FARR to the NWIC. The Environmental Planning division
of the Planning Department shall receive one bound, one unbound and one
unlocked, searchable PDF copy on CD of the FARR along with copies of
any formal site recordation forms (CA DPR 523 series) and/or
documentation for nomination to the National Register of Historic
Places/California Register of Historical Resources. In instances of high
public interest in or the high interpretive value of the resource, the ERO may
require a different final report content, format, and distribution than that
presented above.

Mitigation
Schedule

Mitigation
Action

After
completion of
the
archeological
data recovery,
inventorying,
analysis and
interpretation.

Archeological
consultant to submit
a Draft Final
Archeological
Resources Report
(FARR) to the ERO
and once approved
by the ERO,
distribution of the
Final FARR

Monitoring/Reporting
Responsibility

Project sponsor/
archeological
consultant at the
direction of the ERO

Monitoring
Schedule

Following completion of soil
disturbing activities.
Considered complete upon
distribution of final FARR.
Date Draft FARR submitted
to ERO: ____________
Date FARR approved by
ERO: ____________
Date of distribution of Final
FARR: ____________
Date of submittal of Final
FARR to information center:
____________

Noise
Project Mitigation Measure 2: Construction Noise (Pile-Driving).
(Mitigation Measure F-1 in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR).

Project
Sponsor/Project
Contractor

During
construction

For subsequent development projects within proximity to noise-sensitive
uses that would include pile-driving, individual project sponsors shall ensure
that piles be pre-drilled wherever feasible to reduce construction-related
noise and vibration. No impact pile drivers shall be used unless absolutely
necessary. Contractors would be required to use pile-driving equipment with
state-of-the-art noise shielding and muffling devices. To reduce noise and
vibration impacts, sonic or vibratory sheetpile drivers, rather than impact
drivers, shall be used wherever sheetpiles are needed. Individual project
sponsors shall also require that contractors schedule pile-driving activity for
times of the day that would minimize disturbance to neighbors.

11312

Project Sponsor to
provide Planning
Department with
monthly reports
during construction
period.

Project
Sponsor/contractor(s)

Considered complete upon
receipt of final monitoring
report at completion of
construction.
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ATTACHMENT A:
MITIGATION MEASURES ADOPTED AS CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
MITIGATION MEASURES

Project Mitigation Measure 3: Construction Noise (Mitigation Measure
F-2 in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR).

Responsibility for
Implementation

Mitigation
Schedule

Mitigation
Action

Monitoring/Reporting
Responsibility

Monitoring
Schedule

Project
Sponsor/Project
Contractor

During
construction

Project Sponsor to
provide Planning
Department with
monthly reports
during construction
period.

Project
Sponsor/contractor(s)

Considered complete upon
receipt of final monitoring
report at completion of
construction.

Project
Sponsor/Project
Architect

Prior to
issuance of a
final building
permit and
certificate of
occupancy

Design
measures to be
incorporated into
project design
and evaluated in
environmental/
building permit
review

San Francisco
Planning
Department and the
Department of
Building Inspection

Considered complete
upon approval of final
construction drawing set.

Where environmental review of a development project undertaken
subsequent to the adoption of the proposed zoning controls determines that
construction noise controls are necessary due to the nature of planned
construction practices and the sensitivity of proximate uses, the Planning
Director shall require that the sponsors of the subsequent development
project develop a set of site-specific noise attenuation measures under the
supervision of a qualified acoustical consultant. Prior to commencing
construction, a plan for such measures shall be submitted to the Department
of Building Inspection to ensure that maximum feasible noise attenuation will
be achieved. These attenuation measures shall include as many of the
following control strategies as feasible:
■ Erect temporary plywood noise barriers around a construction site,
particularly where a site adjoins noise-sensitive uses;
■ Utilize noise control blankets on a building structure as the building is
erected to reduce noise emission from the site;
■ Evaluate the feasibility of noise control at the receivers by temporarily
improving the noise reduction capability of adjacent buildings housing
sensitive uses;
■ Monitor the effectiveness of noise attenuation measures by taking noise
measurements; and
■ Post signs on-site pertaining to permitted construction days and hours
and complaint procedures and who to notify in the event of a problem,
with telephone numbers listed.
Project Mitigation Measure 4: Siting of Noise-Generating Uses
(Mitigation Measure F-5 in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR).
To reduce potential conflicts between existing sensitive receptors and new
noise-generating uses, for new development including commercial,
industrial or other uses that would be expected to generate noise levels in
excess of ambient noise, either short-term, at nighttime, or as a 24-hour
average, in the proposed project site vicinity, the Planning Department shall
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ATTACHMENT A:
MITIGATION MEASURES ADOPTED AS CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
MITIGATION MEASURES

Responsibility for
Implementation

Mitigation
Schedule

Mitigation
Action

Monitoring/Reporting
Responsibility

Monitoring
Schedule

Comply with
applicable laws
during removal and
disposal of any
equipment
containing PCBs or
DEPH and document
this process

Planning Department,
in consultation with
DPH; where Site
Mitigation Plan is
required, Project
Sponsor or contractor
shall submit a
monitoring report to
DPH, with a copy to
Planning Department
and DBI, at end of
construction.

Considered complete upon
approval of each
subsequent project.

require the preparation of an analysis that includes, at a minimum, a site
survey to identify potential noise-sensitive uses within 900 feet of, and that
have a direct line-of-sight to, the project site, and including at least one 24hour noise measurement (with maximum noise level readings taken at least
every 15 minutes), prior to the first project approval action. The analysis
shall be prepared by persons qualified in acoustical analysis and/or
engineering and shall demonstrate with reasonable certainty that the
proposed use would comply with the use compatibility requirements in the
General Plan and in Police Code Section 2909l, would not adversely affect
nearby noise-sensitive uses, and that there are no particular circumstances
about the proposed project site that appear to warrant heightened concern
about noise levels that would be generated by the proposed use. Should
such concerns be present, the Department may require the completion of a
detailed noise assessment by person(s) qualified in acoustical analysis
and/or engineering prior to the first project approval action.
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
Project Mitigation Measure 5: Hazardous Building Materials (Mitigation
Measure L-1 in the Eastern Neighborhoods PEIR).
The City shall condition future development approvals to require that the
subsequent project sponsors ensure that any equipment containing PCBs or
DEPH, such as fluorescent light ballasts, are removed and properly
disposed of according to applicable federal, state, and local laws prior to the
start of renovation, and that any fluorescent light tubes, which could contain
mercury, are similarly removed and properly disposed of. Any other
hazardous materials identified, either before or during work, shall be abated
according to applicable federal, state, and local laws

Project
Sponsor/Project
Contractor

Prior to
approval of
project
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ATTACHMENT B:
IMPROVEMENT MEASURES ADOPTED AS CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
Responsibility for
Implementation

IMPROVEMENT MEASURES

Mitigation
Schedule

Mitigation
Action

Monitoring/Reporting
Responsibility

Monitoring
Schedule

IMPROVEMENT MEASURES AGREED TO BY PROJECT SPONSOR
Transportation
Improvement Measure 1: Transportation Demand Management
Measures
The project sponsor and subsequent property manager should implement a
Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Program that seeks to
minimize the number of single occupancy vehicle trips (SOV) generated by
the proposed project for the lifetime of the proposed project. The TDM
Program targets a reduction in SOV trips by encouraging persons to select
other modes of transportation, including walking, bicycling, transit, carshare,
carpooling, and/or other modes.

Project sponsor,
building
management,
Planning
Department staff

Prior to and
during
occupancy

Implement TDM
measures

Project sponsor

Ongoing during occupancy

The project sponsor has agreed to implement the following TDM measures:
■ TDM Coordinator: The project sponsor will identify a TDM coordinator
for the Project site who will be responsible for the implementation and
ongoing operation of all other TDM measures included in proposed
project.
■ Move-in packet: The project sponsor will provide a transportation insert
for the move-in packet that includes information on transit service,
where transit passes could be purchased, the 511 Regional Rideshare
Program, and nearby bike and car share programs.
■ New-hire packet: The project sponsor will provide a transportation insert
for the new-hire packet that includes information on transit service,
where transit passes could be purchased, the 511 Regional Rideshare
Program, and nearby bike and car share programs.
■ Posted and real-time information: The project sponsor will provide a
local map clearly identifying transit, bicycle, and key pedestrian routes
as well as real-time transit information on-site in a prominent and visible
location.
■ City Access: The project sponsor will provide City staff access to the
project site to perform trip counts, intercept surveys, and/or other types
of data collection. The project sponsor will periodically administer a City-
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ATTACHMENT B:
IMPROVEMENT MEASURES ADOPTED AS CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
IMPROVEMENT MEASURES

Responsibility for
Implementation

Mitigation
Schedule

Property owner or
building manager

Upon
operation of
the proposed
project

Mitigation
Action

Monitoring/Reporting
Responsibility

Monitoring
Schedule

approved survey to residential and commercial tenants.
■ Bicycle Parking: The project sponsor will increase the number of on-site
secured bicycle parking beyond the Planning Code requirements and/or
provide additional bicycle facilities in the public right-of-way adjacent to
the site. The project sponsor will provide signage indicating the location
of bicycle parking at points of access to the proposed project.
■ Bay Area Bike Share: The project sponsor will cooperate with City
agencies and the Bay Area Bike Share to allow installation of a bike
share station in the public right-of-way along the project’s frontage.
■ Bicycle Share Funding: The project sponsor will contact City agencies
and the Bay Are Bike Share to fund the installation of up to 20 new
bicycle racks and/or one or more bike share stations near the site within
one year after Final Certification of Completion for the Project.
■ Bicycle Share Membership: The project sponsor will offer a 100 percent
subsidy for one annual bike share membership for new employees or
residents.
■ Carshare Parking: The project sponsor will provide carshare spaces as
described in the Planning Code.
■ Carshare Membership: The project sponsor will offer one annual
carshare membership for each new resident (one per household) or
employee.
Improvement Measure 2: Queue Abatement
The owner/operator of the off-street parking facility should ensure that
recurring vehicle queues do not occur on the public right-of-way. A vehicle
queue is defined as one or more vehicles (destined for the parking facility)
blocking any portion of any public street, alley or sidewalk for a consecutive
period of three minutes or longer on a daily or weekly basis.
If a recurring queue occurs, the owner/operator of the parking facility should
employ abatement methods as needed to abate the queue. Suggested
abatement methods include but are not limited to the following: redesign of
facility to improve vehicle circulation and/or on-site queue capacity;
employment of parking attendants; use of valet parking or other space-
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Ensure a vehicle
queue does not
block any portion of
public street, alley,
or sidewalk for a
consecutive period
of three minutes or
longer on a daily or
weekly basis Hire
transportation
consultant to
evaluate conditions

Owner/operator;
Planning Department

Ongoing during operation
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ATTACHMENT B:
IMPROVEMENT MEASURES ADOPTED AS CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
IMPROVEMENT MEASURES

Responsibility for
Implementation

Mitigation
Schedule

efficient parking techniques; use of off-site parking facilities or shared
parking with nearby uses; use of parking occupancy sensors and signage
directing drivers to available spaces; or travel demand management
strategies such as additional bicycle parking.

Mitigation
Action

Monitoring/Reporting
Responsibility

Monitoring
Schedule

Employ abatement
methods.

If the Planning Director, or his or her designee, suspects that a recurring
queue is present, the Planning Department should notify the property owner
in writing. Upon request, the owner/operator should hire a qualified
transportation consultant to evaluate the conditions at the site for no less
than seven days. The consultant should prepare a monitoring report to be
submitted to the Planning Department for review. If the Planning
Department determines that a recurring queue does exist, the facility
owner/operator should have 90 days from the date of the written
determination to abate the queue.
Improvement Measure 3: No Parking Adjacent to Project Driveway to
Increase Visibility

Project Sponsor

During project
construction

Restrict parking and
landscaping areas
on both sides of the
project driveway
entrance; install
advance warning
sign and pavement
marking on Shotwell
north of project
driveway

Planning
Department/DBI/DPW

Upon completion of project
construction

Project Sponsor

During project
construction

Implement traffic
calming devices at
garage exit; Monitor
driveway conditions
to see if additional
calming devices are
warranted.

Planning Department

During project construction
and ongoing during project
operations

The project sponsor should coordinate with the San Francisco Municipal
Transportation Agency and Public Works to establish a restricted parking
and landscaping area on both sides of the proposed project driveway
entrance to increase visibility. Additionally, an advance warning sign and
pavement marking should be installed on Shotwell Street north of the
proposed project driveway to caution southbound drivers and bicyclists that
a driveway is present.

Improvement Measure 4: Traffic Calming Devices and Notification at
Driveway
The project sponsor should implement appropriate traffic calming devices in
the garage exit aisle to slow exiting traffic, such as speed bumps, rumble
strips, and/or “slow speed” signage. The project sponsor should also provide
visible/audible warning notification at the driveway entrance to alert
pedestrians to the possibility of conflicting vehicles entering and exiting the
driveway. Conditions at the driveway should be monitored to determine
whether an additional audible warning signal is necessary to enhance the
traffic calming controls and visible warning signal.
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ATTACHMENT B:
IMPROVEMENT MEASURES ADOPTED AS CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
IMPROVEMENT MEASURES

Improvement Measure 5: Pedestrian Mid-Block Crossing on Shotwell
Street

Responsibility for
Implementation

As an improvement measure to reduce potential conflicts between
construction activities and pedestrians, transit and autos at the project site,
the contractor should add certain measures to the required traffic control
plan for proposed project construction. In addition to the requirements for a
construction traffic control/management plan, the proposed project should
include the following measures:

Mitigation
Action

Monitoring/Reporting
Responsibility

Monitoring
Schedule

Project Sponsor

Upon
operation of
the proposed
project

Monitor pedestrian
behavior at garage
driveway; install midblock crossing on
Shotwell Street if
warranted

Project
Sponsor/Planning
Department/DBI/DPW

Ongoing during project
operations

Project sponsor,
contractor(s)

Prior to and
during
construction

Implement
Construction
Management Plan

Project Sponsor

Upon completion of project
construction

The project sponsor should monitor pedestrian behavior at the garage
driveway and determine whether observed conflict with vehicles on Shotwell
Street merits provision of a pedestrian mid-block crossing on Shotwell Street
north of the proposed project driveway and the jog in the roadway
(approximately 110 feet south of the intersection of Shotwell Street and 26th
Street). The crossing would allow pedestrians exiting the proposed project
on Shotwell Street to cross to the east side of the street and walk south on a
sidewalk, avoiding the west side of Shotwell Street south of the project site
where no sidewalk is provided. Implementation of the crossing would be
coordinated with the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency and
Public Works.
Improvement Measure 6: Construction Management

Mitigation
Schedule

■ Non-peak Construction Traffic Hours - In addition, to minimize the
construction-related disruption of the general traffic flow on adjacent
streets during the PM peak period, truck movements and deliveries
should be limited during peak hours (generally 4:00 to 6:00 PM, or other
times as determined by San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency
and its Transportation Advisory Staff Committee [TASC]).
■ Carpool and Transit Access for Construction Workers –To minimize
parking demand and vehicle trips associated with construction workers,
the construction contractor should include methods to encourage
carpooling and transit access to the project site by construction workers
in the Construction Management Plan. On-site construction workers
should also be encouraged to consider cycling and walking as
alternatives to driving alone to and from the site.
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IMPROVEMENT MEASURES ADOPTED AS CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
IMPROVEMENT MEASURES

Responsibility for
Implementation

Mitigation
Schedule

Mitigation
Action

Monitoring/Reporting
Responsibility

Monitoring
Schedule

■ Project Construction Updates for Adjacent Businesses and Residents –
To minimize construction impacts on access for nearby institutions and
businesses, the project sponsor should provide nearby residences and
adjacent businesses with regularly-updated information regarding
proposed project construction, including a construction contact person,
construction activities, duration, peak construction activities (e.g.,
concrete pours), travel lane closures, and lane closures.
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Carroll, John (BOS)
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Chung Hagen, Sheila (BOS)
Tuesday, October 18, 2016 5:05 PM
Carroll, John (BOS); BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides
Continuing CPE Appeal of 1515 South Van Ness Avenue to Nov 15, 2016

Categories:

161001

Both the project sponsor and appellant for the project at 1515 South Van Ness have requested that the Community Plan
Exemption appeal be heard on November 15, 2016 instead of next Tues, Oct 25th. Supervisor Campos will make a motion
to that effect next week.
Sheila
Sheila Chung Hagen
Legislative Aide
Office of Supervisor David Campos
415-554-5144 I sheila.chung.hagen@sfgov.org

From: Alexis Pelosi [mailto:alexis@pelosilawgroup.com]
Sent: Tuesday, October 18, 2016 1:00 PM
To: Chung Hagen, Sheila (BOS) <sheila.chung.hagen@sfgov.org>
Cc: Peter Schellinger <Peter.Schellinger@livelmc.com>
Subject: 1515 South Van Ness Avenue - Appeal Hearing

Sheila,
The Board of Supervisors is currently scheduled to hear an appeal of the CEQA document issued for the project
at 1515 South Van Ness Avenue on October 25, 2016. Our office represents Lennar Multifamily Communities,
the project sponsor for 1515 South Van Ness Avenue. Earlier today, I learned that the key person at Lennar
Multifamily Communities in charge of overseeing and managing the project will be out of town and unable to
attend the hearing on October 25, 2016. As a result, I am writing to request that the hearing being continued
to November 15, 2016. If you have any questions or need any additional information from me as part of this
request please let me know.
Alexis

Alexis M. Pelosi
Principal Attorney
(415) 273-9670 ext. 1 (o)
(415) 290-4774 (c)
aiexis@pelosilawgroup.com
www.pelosilawgroup.com

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This electronic mail transmission may contain privileged and/or confidential information only for use by the intended recipients. Unless
you are the addressee (or authorized to receive messages for the addressee), you may not use, copy, disclose, or distribute this message (or any information contained

1
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in or attached to it) to anyone. You may be subject to civil action and/or criminal penalties for violation of this restriction. If you received this transmission in error,
please notify the sender by reply e-mail and delete the transmission. Thank you.

-----Original Message----From: Jscottweaver [mailto:jscottweaver@aol.com]
Sent: Tuesday, October 18, 2016 1:15 PM
To: Chung Hagen, Sheila {BOS) <sheila.chung.hagen@sfgov.org>
Subject: 1515 South Van Ness hearing
Dear Sheila,
This confirms our understanding that the project sponsor and opponents have agreed to continue the hearing for the
appeal on the above referenced property such that the appeal will take place on November 15, 2016 instead of October
25, 2016.
Per your request, a representative of the project opponent will be present on the 25th to confirm this understanding.
Thank you for your assistance.
J. Scott Weaver

Sent from my iPhone

2
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City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco 94102-4689
Tel. No. 554-5184
Fax No. 554-5163
TDD/TTY No. 554-5227

BOARD of SUPERVISORS

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF THE CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT the Board of Supervisors of the City and
County of San Francisco will hold a public hearing to consider the following appeal and
said public hearing will be held as follows, at which time all interested parties may
attend and be heard:

Date:

October 25, 2016

Time:

3:00 p.m.

Location:

Legislative Chamber, City Hall, Room 250
1 Dr. Carlton 8. Goodlett, Place, San Francisco, CA

Subject:

File No. 161001. Hearing of persons interested in or objecting
to the determination of exemption from environmental review
under the California Environmental Quality Act, issued as a
Community Plan Exemption by the Planning Department on
July 12, 2016, and approved by Planning Commission Motion
No. 19727 on August 11, 2016, for the proposed project located
at 1515 South Van Ness Avenue, to allow demolition of an
existing building and new construction of a 55- to 65-foot-tall,
five- to six-story development with a total area of 180,277
square feet that includes 138,922 square feet of residential
uses for up to 157 dwelling units, 5,241 square feet of
commercial space, and a 32,473 square-foot garage for
parking. (District 9) (Appellant: J. Scott Weaver, on behalf of
the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District Community Council) (Filed
September 12, 2016).

11322
Continued on next page

Hearing Notice - Appeal - 1515 South Van Ness Avenue
Hearing Date: October 25, 2016
Page 2

In accordance with Administrative Code, Section 67.7-1, persons who are unable
to attend the hearing on this matter may submit written comments prior to the time the
hearing begins. These comments will be made as part of the official public record in this
matter and shall be brought to the attention of the Board of Supervisors. Written
comments should be addressed to Angela Calvillo, Clerk of the Board, City Hall, 1 Dr.
Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244, San Francisco, CA, 94102. Information relating to
this matter is available in the Office of the Clerk of the Board and agenda informatio'n
relating to these matters will be available for public review on Friday, October 21, 2016.

Angela Calvillo
Clerk of the Board
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DATED/MAILED/POSTED:

October 11, 2016

City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco 94102-4689
Tel. No. 554-5184
Fax No. 554-5163
TDD/TTY No. 544-5227

BOARD of SUPERVISORS

PROOF OF MAILING

Legislative File No.

161001

Description of Items: Public Hearing Notice - 1515 South Van Ness - Community Plan
Exemption Appeal

I, Brent Jalipa
, an employee of the City and
County of San Francisco, mailed the above described document(s) by depositing the
sealed items with the United States Postal Service (USPS) with the postage fully
prepaid as follows:
Date:

10/11/2016

Time:

9:30 AM

USPS Location:

Board of Supervisor's Mail Room

Mailbox/Mailslot Pick-Up Times (if applicable):

Signature:

N/A
--------------

~··-~

~

Instructions: Upon completion, original must be filed in the above referenced file.
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City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco 94102-4689
Tel. No. 554-5184
Fax No. 554-5163
TDD/TTY No. 544-5227

BOARD of SUPERVISORS

September 23, 2016

File No. 161001
1515 South Van Ness Avenue CPE Appeal
Received from the Board of Supervisors Clerk's Office one check,
in the amount of Five Hundred Seventy Eight Dollars ($578),
representing filing fee paid by J. Scott Weaver for appeal of the
CEQA Appeal for the proposed project at 1515 South Van Ness
Avenue.

Planning Department
By:

Print

N'ame -,

Si9f{ature ancipate
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Carroll, John (BOS)
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Hue, Melinda (CPC)
Monday, September 26, 2016 12:09 PM
BOS Legislation, (BOS)
RE: NOTICE LIST REQUEST - Community Plan Exemption Appeal - 1515 South Van Ness
Avenue -Appeal Hearing on October 25, 2016

Categories:

161001

Hi Brent, I am compiling the list right now and checking in with my supervisor. I will most likely be sending this to you
tomorrow if that's okay. Thanks!
Melinda Hue, AICP, LEED AP
Environmental Planner
Planning Department I City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9041 J Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: melinda.hue@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org

From: BOS Legislation, (BOS)

Sent: Friday, September 23, 2016 4:25 PM
To: Vu, Doug (CPC); Hue, Melinda (CPC)
Cc: BOS Legislation, (BOS)
Subject: NOTICE LIST REQUEST - Community Plan Exemption Appeal - 1515 South Van Ness Avenue - Appeal Hearing
on October 25, 2016
Good afternoon,
We are preparing the Board hearing notice for the Community Plan Exemption appeal for the proposed project at 1515
South Van Ness Avenue. Would you both kindly send us the Planning Department's notice lists for the project in Excel
format when you can? It would be greatly appreciated.
Thanks in advance,

Brent Jalipa
Legislative Clerk
Board of Supervisors - Clerk's Office
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 554-7712 I Fax: (415) 554-5163
brent.jalipa@sfgov.org I www.sfbos.org

•o
Ill

Click here to complete a Board of Supervisors Customer Service Satisfaction form

Disclosures: Personal information that is provided in communications to the Board of Supervisors is subject to disclosure under the California Public
Records Act and the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal information provided will not be redacted. Members of the public are not required
to provide personal identifying information when they communicate with the Board of Supervisors and its committees. All written or oral
communications that members of the public submit to the Clerk's Office regarding pending legislation or hearings will be made available to all
members of the public for inspection and copying. The Clerk's Office does not redact any information from these submissions. This means that
personal information-including names, phone numbers, addresses and similar information that a member of the public elects to submit to the
Board and its committees-may appear on the Board of Supervisors' website or in other public documents that members of the public may inspect
or copy.

1
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Carroll, John (BOS)
From:
Sent:·
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Categories:

BOS Legislation, (BOS)
Friday, September 23, 2016 4:19 PM
Byrne, Marlena (CAT); Givner, Jon (CAT)
Stacy, Kate (CAT); BOS Legislation, (BOS)
MOTIONS REQUEST - Community Plan Exemption Appeal - 1515 South Van Ness Avenue Appeal Hearing on October 25, 2016
161001

Good afternoon,
I'm writing to request the motions for the Community Plan Exemption appeal for the proposed project at 1515 South
Van Ness Avenue. We will be preparing the agenda packets for the appeal during the week of October 17, if we can have
the motions by then it would be greatly appreciated.
Thanks in advance,

Brent Jalipa
Legislative Clerk
Board of Supervisors - Clerk's Office
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 554-7712 I Fax: (415) 554-5163
brent.jalipa@sfgov.org I www.sfbos.org

•

6:rti

Click here to complete a Board of Supervisors Customer Service Satisfaction form

Disclosures: Personal information that is provided in communications to the Board of Supervisors is subject to disclosure under the California Public
Records Act and the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal information provided will not be redacted. Members of the public are not required
to provide personal identifying information when they communicate with the Board of Supervisors and its committees. All written or oral
communications that members of the public submit to the Clerk's Office regarding pending legislation or hearings will be made available to all
members of the public for inspection and copying. The Clerk's Office does not redact any information from these submissions. This means that
personal information-including names, phone numbers, addresses and similar information that a member of the public elects to submit to the
Board and its committees-may appear on the Board of Supervisors' website or in other public documents that members of the public may inspect
or copy.

From: BOS Legislation, (BOS)
Sent: Friday, September 16, 2016 4:50 PM
To: jscottweaver@aol.com; peter.schellinger@lennar.com
Cc: Givner, Jon (CAT) <jon.givner@sfgov.org>; Stacy, Kate (CAT) <kate.stacy@sfgov.org>; Byrne, Marlena (CAT)
<marlena.byrne@sfgov.org>; Rahaim, John (CPC) <john.rahaim@sfgov.org>; Sanchez, Scott (CPC)
<scott.sanchez@sfgov.org>; Gibson, Lisa (CPC) <lisa.gibson@sfgov.org>; Starr, Aaron (CPC) <aaron.starr@sfgov.org>;
Rodgers, AnMarie (CPC) <anmarie.rodgers@sfgov.org>; lonin, Jonas (CPC) <jonas.ionin@sfgov.org>; BOS-Supervisors
<bos-supervisors@sfgov~org>; BOS-Legislative Aides <bas-legislative aides@sfgov.org>; Calvillo, Angela (BOS)
<angela.calvillo@sfgov.org>; Somera, Alisa (BOS) <alisa.somera@sfgov.org>; BOS Legislation, (BOS)
<bos.legislation@sfgov.org>; Lew, Lisa (BOS) <lisa.lew@sfgov.org>; Vu, Doug (CPC) <doug.vu@sfgov.org>; Hue, Melinda
(CPC} <melinda.hue@sfgov.org>
Subject: Community Plan Exemption Appeal - 1515 South Van Ness Avenue -Appeal Hearing on October 25, 2016

Good afternoon,

1
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Carroll, John (BOS)
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Categories:

BOS Legislation, (BOS)
Friday, September 16, 2016 4:50 PM
jscottweaver@aol.com; peter.schellinger@lennar.com
Givner, Jon (CAT); Stacy, Kate (CAT); Byrne, Marlena (CAT); Rahaim, John (CPC); Sanchez,
Scott (CPC); Gibson, Lisa (CPC); Starr, Aaron (CPC); Rodgers, AnMarie (CPC); lonin, Jonas
(CPC); BOS-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Calvillo, Angela (BOS); Somera, Alisa
(BOS); BOS Legislation, (BOS); Lew, Lisa (BOS); Vu, Doug (CPC); Hue, Melinda (CPC)
Community Plan Exemption Appeal - 1515 South Van Ness Avenue -Appeal Hearing on
October 25, 2016
161001

Good afternoon,
The Office of the Clerk of the Board has scheduled a hearing for Special Order before the Board of Supervisors on
October 25, 2016, at 3:00 p.m., to hear an appeal of the determination of exemption from environmental review under
the California Environmental Quality Act, issued as a Community Plan Exemption, for the proposed project at 1515 South
Van Ness Avenue. Please find linked below a letter of appeal, as well as direct links to the Planning Department's
determination that the matter was timely filed, and an informational letter from the Clerk of the Board.
Appeal Letter- September 12, 2016 - LARGE FILE
Planning Department Memo - September 15, 2016
Clerk of the Board Letter - September 16, 2016
I invite you to review the entire matter on our Legislative Research Center by following the link below:
Board of Supervisors File No. 161001
Thank you,
John Carroll
Legislative Clerk
Board of Supervisors
San Francisco City Hall, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415)554-4445 - Direct I (415)554-5163 - Fax
john.carroll@sfgov.org I bos.legislation@sfgov.org

•

ll:l!J

Click here to complete a Board of Supervisors Customer Service Satisfaction form.

The Legislative Research Center provides 24-hour access to Board of Supervisors legislation and archived matters since August 1998.

Disclosures: Personal information that is provided in communications to the Board of Supervisors is subject to disclosure under the California Public Records Act and
the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal information provided will not be redacted. Members of the public are not required to provide personal identifying
information when they communicate with the Board of Supervisors and its committees. All written or oral communications that members of the public submit to the
Clerk's Office regarding pending legislation or hearings will be made available to all members of the public for inspection and copying. The Clerk's Office does not
redact any information from these submissions. This means that personal information-including names, phone numbers, addresses and similar information that a
member of the public elects to submit to the Board and its committees-may appear on the Board of Supervisors website or in other public documents that members
of the public may inspect or copy.
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City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco 94102-4689
Tel. No. 554-5184
Fax No. 554-5163
TDD/TTY No. 544-5227

BOARD of SUPERVISORS

September 16, 2016

J. Scott Weaver
West Bay Law
1404 24th Street No.957
San Francisco, CA 94114
Subject:

Appeal of the Adoption of a Community Plan Exemption
1515 Van Ness Avenue Project

~

Proposed ·

Dear Mr. Weaver:
The Office of the Clerk of the Board is in receipt of a memorandum dated
·September 15, 2016, from the Planning Department regarding their determination on the
timely filing of appeal of the adoption of the Community Plan Exemption for the proposed
project at 1515 Van Ness Avenue.
The Planning Department has determined that the appeal was filed in a timely manner.
The filing period to appeal the Community Plan Exemption closed on Monday,
September 12, 2016. Pursuant to Administrative Code, Section 31.16, a hearing date has
been scheduled for Tuesday, October 25, 2016, at 3:00 p.m., at the Board of
Supervisors meeting to be held in City Hall, 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Legislative
Chamber, Room 250, San Francisco, CA 94102.

Continues on next page
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1515 Van Ness Avenue Project
Appeal - Determination of Exemption from CEQA
September 16, 2016
Page 2

Please provide to the Clerk's Office by noon:

20 days prior to the hearing:

names and addresses of interested parties to be
notified of the hearing, in spreadsheet format; and

11 days prior to the hearing:

any documentation which you maywant available to
the Board members prior to the hearing.

For the above, the Clerk's office requests one electronic file (sent to
bos.legislation@sfgov.org) and two copies of the documentation for distribution.
NOTE: If electronic versions of the documentation are not available, please submit 18
hard copies of the materials to the Clerk's Office for distribution. If you are unable to make
the deadlines prescribed above, it is your responsibility to ensure that all parties receive
copies of the materials.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact Legislative Clerks John Carroll at
(415) 554-4445, or Brent Jalipa at (415) 554-7712
Very truly yours,

11

__ . . .

.......

CA4...,,Gfd:::a::::.

Angela Calvillo
Clerk of the Board
c:

Lennar Corporation, c/o Peter Schellinger; Project Sponsor
·
Jon Givner, Deputy City Attorney
Kate Stacy, Deputy City Attorney
Marlena Byrne, Deputy City Attorney
John Rahaim, Planning Director
Scott Sanchez, Zoning Administrator, Planning Department
Lisa Gibson, Environmental Review Officer, Planning Department
Aaron Starr, Manager of Legislative Affairs, Planning Department
AnMarie .Rodgers, Senior Policy Advisor, Planning Department
Doug Vu, Staff Contact, Planning Department
Melinda Hue, Staff Contact, Planning Department
Jonas lonin, Planning Commission Secretary
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SAN FRANCISCO
PLANNING DEPARTMENT
DATE:

September 15, 2016

TO:

Angela Calvillo, Clerk of the Board of Supervisors

FROM:

Lisa M. Gibson, Acting Environmental Review Officer

RE:

·~1::::41~[·~

"/4--

Appeal timeliness determination -1515 South Van Ness Avenue,
Planning Department Case No. 2014.1020ENV

An appeal of the adoption of the Community Plan Exemption (CPE) for the 1515 South
Van Ness Avenue Project was filed with the Office of the Clerk of the Board on
September 12, 2016 by J. Scott Weaver, on behalf of the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District
Community Council (the appellant). ·
Timeline: On July 12, 2016, the Department determined that the proposal for the 1515
South Van Ness Avenue Project did not require further environmental review under
Section 15183 of the CE.QA Guidelines and Public Resources Code Section 21083.3 and
published a CPE. On August 11, 2016, the San Francisco Planning Commission adopted
the CPE for 1515 South Van Ness Avenue Project and approved the project (Approval
Action).
Timeliness Determination: Section 31.16(a) and (e) of the San Francisco.Administrative
Code states that any person or entity may appeal the exemption determination by the
Planning Department. Section 31.16(e)(2)(A) states that the appellant of an exemption
determination shall submit a letter of appeal to the Clerk of the Board within 30 days
after the Date of the Appr~val Action. The Date of the Approval Action for ·the 1515
·South Van Ness Avenue Project was August 11, 2016. 30 days after the Date of the
Approval Action was Saturday, September 10, 2016. The next date when the Office of the
Clerk of the Board was open was Monday, September 12. As the appeal could not have
been filed on September 10, the appeal was timely filed during the specified window of
time after the Date of the Approval Action.

Memo
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1650 Mission St.
Suite 400
San Francisco,
CA 94103-2479
Reception:

415.558.6378
Fax:
415.558.6409
Planning
Information:

415.558.6377

City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco 94102-4689
Tel. No. 554-5184
Fax No. 554-5163
TDD/TTY No. 544-5227

BOARD of SUPERVISORS

September 13, 2016

To:

John Rahaim
Planning Director

From:

Angela Calvillo
Clerk of the Board of Supervisors

Subject:

Appeal of California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Determination of
Exemption from Environmental Review -1515 South Van Ness Avenue

An appeal of the CEQA Determination of Exemption from Environmental Review for the
proposed project at 1515 Van Ness Avenue, was filed with the Office of the Clerk of the Board on
September 12, 2016, by J. Scott Weaver, on behalf of the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District
Community Council.
Pursuant to Administrative Code, Chapter 31.16, I am forwarding this appeal, with attached
documents, to the Planning Department to determine if the appeal has been filed in a timely
manner. The Planning Department's determination should be made within three (3) working days
of receipt of this request.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact Legislative Clerks John Carroll at
(415) 554-4445 or Brent Jalipa at (415) 554-7712.

c:

Jon Givner, Deputy City Attorney
Kate Stacy, Deputy City Attorney
Marlena Byrne, Deputy City Attorney
Scott Sanchez, Zoning Administrator, Planning Department
Lisa Gibson, Environmental Review Officer, Planning Department
AnMarie Rodgers, Senior Policy Advisor, Planning Department
Aaron Starr, Manager of Legislative Affairs, Planning Department
Doug Vu, Staff Contact, Planning Department
.Melinda Hue, Staff Contact, Planning Department
Jonas Ionin, Planning Commission Secretary, Planning Department
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September 12, 2016

Clerk, San Francisco Board of Supervisors
Environmental Review Officer, Bill Wycko
#1 Dr. CarltonB. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102

Re: Case No. 2014.1020 CUA-1515 South Van Ness Avenue
Appeal of the August 11, 2016 Planning Commission Decisions

Dear Members of the Board of Supervisors and Bill Wycko:
The Calle 24 Latino Cultural District Community Council appeals the following
decisions of the Planning Commission made on August 11, 2016 regarding the project
proposed for 1515 South Van Ness Avenue ("Proposed Project" hereafter) proposed by
applicant Peter Schellenger, LMC San Francisco Holdings, LLC.
1) Adoption of a Community Plan Exemption and CEQA findings under Section
15183 of the CEQA guidelines and Public Resources Code Section 21083.3.1
The Final Motion for the relevant appeals is attached as Exhibit A. Evidence in
support of the appeals is attached as Exhibits B-D and is also contained in the letters
submitted to the Planning Department objecting to the approval of the Project and the
Community Plan Exemption, incorporated here by reference. Exhibit E contains the
$578 appeal fee for the CEQA appeal.
1. Appeal of the adoption of the Community Plan Exemption and CEQA
Findings

Page 1of4
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4104 24th Street# 957 •San Francisco,
CA 94114 • (415) 317--0832
11333

The appeal of the adoption of the Community Plan Exemption and CEQA
Findings are filed on the following bases.
•

The Proposed Project does not qualify for a Community Plan Exemption
under Section 15183 of the CEQA Guidelines and Public Resources Code
Section 21083.3 because the approval is based upon an out of date 2008 BIR
prepared for the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan and the EIR' s analysis
and determination can no longer be relied upon to support the claimed
exemption in the areas of, inter alia, direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts
to: land use, consistency with area plans and policies, land use, recreation and
open space, traffic and circulation, transit and transportation, health and
safety, and impacts relative to the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District.

•

The PEIR' s projections for housing, including this project and those in the
pipeline, have been exceeded when cumulative impacts are considered, i.e.,
"past, present, and reasonably foreseeable probable future projects."
(Guidelines, § 15355)

•

The claimed community benefits of the Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan,
outlined in the 2008 PEIR, its approvals and the Statement of Overriding
Considerations have not been fully funded, implemented, or are
underperforming and the determinations and findings for the proposed
Project that rely on the claimed benefits to override impacts outlined in the
PEIR are not supported. The City should have conducted Project level review
based upon up to date data and the actual community benefits that have
accrued since the adoption of the 2008 plan and did not.

•

Substantial changes in circumstances require major revisions to the Eastern
Neighborhoods Area Plan EIR due to the involvement of new significant
environmental effects and an increase in the severity of previously identified
significant impacts; there is new information of substantial importance that
would change the conclusions set forth in said EIR and the requirements of
the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Report.

•

The CEQA findings did not take into account the potential impacts of the
Proposed Project on the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District (LCD), which was
Page 2of4
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not designated at the time the PEIR was prepared. Potential impacts due to
gentrification and displacement to businesses, residents, and nonprofits
within the LCD, including impacts to cultural and historic resources, health
and safety and increased traffic due to reverse commutes and shuttle busses
have not been considered.
•

The CEQA findings are inadequate and incomplete and are not supported by
substantial evidence.

•

The Proposed Project is inconsistent with the General Plan and the Mission
Area Plan.

2. Pattern and Practice

The City is engaging in a pattern and practice of approving residential projects in
the Mission based upon a Community Plan Exemption that improperly tiers off of an
out of date Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plan EIR instead of conducting project level
environmental review. This results in the approval of projects with unexamined
environmental affects to the detriment of Mission residents.
3. Attempted CU Appeal

From September 7 to September 12, 2016, Calle 24 Latino Cultural District
Community Council (LCDCC) members presented the "Notice to
Board of Supervisors of Appeal from Action of the City Planning Commission Form for
Conditional Uses" to the members of the Board of Supervisors for their signature
pursuant to Planning Code Section 308.1 (b)(ii) and explained the reasons for the
appeal. As of September 12, 2016, the due date for the submission of the filing of the
Conditional Uses appeal and CEQA appeal, LCDCC did not receive sufficient
signatures under Planning Code Section 308.1 (b)(i). Therefore, the LCDCC does not
qualify under the alternative method for appealing the Conditional Uses approval
under Planning Code Section308.1 (b). Since neither method of appeal is available to
LCDCC and LCDCC objected to the Planning Commission's approval of the
Conditional Uses, LCDCC has exhausted administrative remedies as to the challenge to
the Conditional Uses and do not include their objections as part of this appeal. Should
the Board of Supervisors later authorize the appeal of the Conditional Uses, LCDCC
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will include their objections in a follow up letter.

Exhibits (Attached)
Exhibit A:
ExhibitB:
ExhibitC:

Exhibit D:
Exhibit E:
Exhibit F.

Planning Commission Motion No. 19727.
Link to Video of August 11, 2016 Planning Commission hearing.
Link to Eastern Neighborhoods Plan EIR, Motion 17661 of the
Planning Commission, which adopted CEQA findings for the
Plan EIR, and the Mitigation Monitoring Report
Evidence in support of the Appeal
CEQA Fee
W<:m.ce to Board of 8ttvervisors of Appeal tram ~gi.nnin~
-COmmis5iOR Fel"m re· Conditional Uses
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[Print Form

I
Introduction Form
By a Member of the Board of Supervisors or the Mayor

I hereby submit the following item for introduction (select only one):

Time stamp
or meeting date

D

1. For reference to Committee. (An Ordinance, Resolution, Motion, or Charter Amendment)

D

2. Request for next printed agenda Without Reference to Committee.

~

3. Request for hearing on a subject matter at Committee.

D

4. Request for letter beginning "Supervisor

D
D

5. City Attorney request.
6. Call File No.

D

7. Budget Analyst request (attach written motion).

D

8. Substitute Legislation File No.

D

9. Reactivate File No.

D

.

inquires"

~~~~~~~~~

from Committee.

I

I

I

I

10. Question(s) submitted for Mayoral Appearance before the BOS on

L-~~~~~~~~~~~~--'

Please check the appropriate boxes. The proposed legislation should be forwarded to the following:
D Small Business Commission
D Youth Commission
D Ethics Commission

D Planning Commission

D

Building Inspection Commission

Note: For the Imperative Agenda (a resolution not on the printed agenda), use a Imperative Form.
Sponsor(s):

Iclerk of the Board

_m ___

H_

]

Subject:
Hearing - Appeal of Determination of Exemption From Environmental Review - Proposed Project at 1515 South Van
Ness Avenue

The text is listed below or attached:
Hearing of persons interested in or objecting to the determination of exemption from environmental review under the
California Environmental Quality Act, issued as a Community Plan Exemption by the Planning Department on July
12, 2016, and approved by Planning Commission Motion No. 19727 on August 11, 2016, for the proposed project
located at 1515 South Van Ness Avenue, to allow demolition of an existing building and new construction of a 55- to
65-foot-tall, five- to six-story development with a total area of 180,277 square feet that includes 138,922 square feet
of residential uses for up to 157 dwelling units, 5,241 square feet of commercial space, and a 32,473 square-foot
garage for parking. (District 9) (Appellant: J. Scott Weaver, on behalf of the Calle 24 Latino Cultural District
Community Council) (Filed September 12, 2016).

b
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Carroll, John (BOS)

Subject:

Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Tuesday, November 15, 2016 10:05 AM
BOS Legislation, (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Cohen, Malia (BOS); Wiener, Scott; Tang, Katy
(BOS)
File 161001 FW: Special 3 PM Order 1515 South Van Ness Ave. Lennar Appeal

Categories:

161001

From:
Sent:
To:

From: mari eliza [mailto:mari.eliza@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: Tuesday, November 15, 2016 2:19 AM
To: Board of Supervisors, {BOS} <board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org>; Yee, Norman (BOS} <norman.yee@sfgov.org>; Choy,
Jarlene (BOS} <jarlene.choy@sfgov.org>; Mar, Eric (BOS) <eric.mar@sfgov.org>; Peskin, Aaron (BOS)
<aaron.peskin@sfgciv.org>; Breed, London (BOS) <london.breed@sfgov.org>; Kim, Jane (BOS} <jane.kim@sfgov.org>;
Campos, David (BOS} <david.campos@sfgov.org>; Chung Hagen, Sheila (BOS} <sheila.chung.hagen@sfgov.org>; Avalos,
John (BOS) <john.avalos@sfgov.org>; Angulo, Sunny (BOS) <sunny.angulo@sfgov.org>; Ang, April (BOS)
<april.ang@sfgov.org>
Subject: Special 3 PM Order 1515 South Van Ness Ave. Lennar Appeal

November 15, 2016
Supervisors:
re: Special 3 PM Order 1515 South Van Ness Ave. Lennar Appeal
We support the appeal to the EIR Exemption for the project because we believe the EIR was
inadequate and seriously flawed because it is based on the outdated Eastern Neighborhood Plan
comprised of old data that does not take into account the current conditions.
The pace of development of high-end housing has out-paced the plan and left San Francisco with a
serious affordable housing deficit leading to displacement of many working class families.
This project purportedly seeks to replace a 35,000 square foot PDR business with around 4,000
square feet of trade shop, and that does not appear to meet the new replacement requirements the
voters just approved.
Removal of PDR businesses has resulted in a huge uptick in incoming traffic as the construction
workers, contractors and other service industries are forced to drive back into the city to work in the
neighborhoods they formerly resided in.
A serious shortage of trained skilled tradespeople is adding to the costs of getting anything done in
this city.
Here you have a chance to send back a deficient project to the developers and.demand
improvements that will meet the new standards. Please send a message that voters can expect more
from city officials than a rubber stamp on every project regardless of the merits.
1

Thank you for your time and attention to this important issue.
Sincerely,
Mari Eliza, Concerned Citizen

2

Carroll, John (BOS)
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Board of Supervisors, (BOS)
Tuesday, November 15, 2016 12:02 PM
BOS-Supervisors; BOS Legislation, (BOS); Somera, Alisa (BOS)
File 161001 FW: Letter in re: 1515 South Van Ness CEQA Hearing Today
DOC111416-11142016203834.pdf

Categories:

161001

From: Edward Fenster [mailto:ed.fenster@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, November 15, 2016 11:58 AM
To: Board of Supervisors, (BOS) <board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org>
Cc: BreedStaff, (BOS} <breedstaff@sfgov.org>
Subject: Letter in re: 1515 South Van Ness CEQA Hearing Today

Dear Board of Supervisors Clerk and President Breed Staff, .
I am a neighbor of 1515 South Van Ness who supports the project, not to mention the previous, existing legal
determination by the city of its CEQA exemption.
Attached please find a letter on the topic regarding today's hearing.

Sincerely,
Edward

1

November 14, 2016
Edward Fenster
1348 S. Van Ness Ave
San Francisco, CA 94110
ATIN: San Francisco Board of Supervisors
IN RE: Appeal of CEQA Exemption for 1515 South Van Ness Ave.
Dear Supervisors,
As a neighbor (since 2005) of 1515 S. Van Ness, I write to urge that you uphold the CEQA exemption for
the 1515 development. CEQA Exemption is a legal, and not political, matter, and the Board of
Supervisors should respect the city's legal determination.
Indeed, the CEQA appeal is just another example of how Calle 24 disregards the desires and interests of
most members of the neighborhood. The neighbors of 1515 support the project, so much so, that Calle
24 failed to obtain enough signatures from them, or even the Board of Supervisors, to challenge 1515's
Conditional Use Authorization.
The group is famous for holding small meetings of its leadership and then claiming a broad mandate in
the neighborhood, which it does not have. The last bill Calle 24 introduced in front of the Board of
Supervisors, entitled "Urgency Ordinance Requiring Conditional Use Authorization for commercial
storefront mergers," was so riddled with misleading factual misstatements, its critical findings section
needed a substantial re-write.
Today, Calle 24 is taking an obstructionist approach by appealing the CEQA exemption. Calle 24 is
wasting your time and delaying the addition of badly needed housing to the housing stock. If the Board
of Supervisors cannot dismiss this maneuver, it will be hopeless ever to build badly needed new units in
the Mission, and the affordability crisis will worsen. The 1515 project was unanimously approved by the
Planning Commission. It uses union labor. It provides affordable housing. It offers inexpensive space for
local artists. It's financed, and so can be completed. Neighbors want it.
People are moving to the Mission-that train has sailed-and now the only question is whether they
occupy new units or displace existing residents.
Please support 1515's neighbors, rather than a divisive group that is lacking wide appeal and that aims
to capitalize on anxieties and resentments. Please do not introduce politics into this legal
determination.

Sincerely,

i[

Ii
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M15-069
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1

II

"i [Affirming the Community Plan Exemption Determination - 340 Bryant Street]

2
3

Motion affirming the determination by the Planning Department that a proposed project

4

at 340 Bryant Street is exempt from further environmental review under a Community

5

Plan Exemption.

6
7

I

WHEREAS, On December 22, 2014, the Planning Department issued a Community

11

8

i

Plan Exemption under the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plan Final

9

II

Environmental Impact Report (FEIR), finding that the proposed project located at 340 Bryant

10
11
12
13

1·
.1

Street ("Project"): is consistent with the development density established by the zoning,

II

II community plan, and general plan policies in the Eastern Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area
I

I

Plan project area, for which an EIR was certified; would not result in new significant

11

environmental effects, or effects of greater severity than were already analyzed and disclosed

11

14

[I

in the FEIR; and is therefore exempt from further environmental review under the California

15

i

Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), Public Resources Code, Section 21000 et seq., the CEQA

16

II
II

Guidelines, and San Francisco Administrative Code, Chapter 31, in accordance with CEQA

17
18

11

JI

Section 21083.3 and CEQA Guidelines Section 15183; and
WHEREAS, The proposed project involves converting the upper three floors of the

19

four-floor existing industrial building to office use. A total of 46,804 square feet of industrial

20

space would be converted, and the total office space created would be 45,545 square feet.

21

Approximately 14,500 square feet of the approximately 16,500 square feet ground floor would

22

remain as PDR uses. The remaining 1,991 square feet on the ground floor would be used for

23

common circulation areas and mechanical equipment, and the existing 732 square feet retail

24

space on the ground floor would be removed. Construction work would include interior

25

demolition and renovation, exterior fagade improvements, and the addition of a circulation

Clerk of the Board
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1

penthouse and roof deck, and no expansion of the building envelope or square footage would

2

occur, other than some additional roof-level features; and

3

WHEREAS, By letter to the Clerk of the Board, received by the Clerk's Office on

4

February 9, 2015, Sue Hestor, on behalf of San Franciscans for Reasonable Growth

5

(Appellant) appealed the exemption determination. The Appellant provided a copy of the

6

Planning Commission's Motion No. 19311, adopted on January 8, 2015, approving an office

7

allocation under Planning Code, Section 321, with the Planning Department's Certificate of

8

Determination Exemption from Environmental Review attached, finding that the proposed

9

project was within the scope of the FEIR and exempt from further environmental review under

1O
11

CEQA Section 21083.3 and CEQA Guidelines Section 15183; and
WHEREAS, The Planning Department's Environmental Review Officer, by

12

memorandum to the Clerk of the Board dated February 11, 2015, determined that the appeal

13

had been timely filed; and

14

WHEREAS, On April 7, 2015, this Board held a duly noticed public hearing to consider

15

the appeal of the exemption determination filed by Appellant and, following the public hearing,

16

affirmed the exemption determination; and

17

WHEREAS, In reviewing the appeal of the exemption determination, this Board

18

reviewed and considered the exemption determination, the appeal letter, the responses to the

19

appeal documents that the Planning Department prepared, the other written records before

20

the Board of Supervisors and all of the public testimony made in support of and opposed to

21

the exemption determination appeal. Following the conclusion of the public hearing, the Board

22

of Supervisors affirmed the exemption determination for the project based on the written

23

record before the Board of Supervisors as well as all of the testimony at the public hearing in

24

support of and opposed to the appeal. The written record and oral testimony in support of and

25

opposed to the appeal and deliberation of the oral and written testimony at the public hearing
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1

before the Board of Supervisors by all parties and the public in support of and opposed to the

2

appeal of the exemption determination is in the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors File No.

3

150171 and is incorporated in this motion as though set forth in its entirety; now, therefore, be

4

it

5

MOVED, That the Board of Supervisors of the City and County of San Francisco

6

hereby adopts as its own and incorporates by reference in this motion, as though fully set

7

forth, the exemption determination; and, be it

8
9

FURTHER MOVED, That the Board of Supervisors finds that based on the whole
record before it there are no substantial project changes, no substantial changes in project

1O

circumstances, and no new information of substantial importance that would change the

11

conclusions set forth in the exemption determination by the Planning Department that the

12

proposed project is exempt from environmental review; and, be it

13

FURTHER MOVED, That after carefully considering the appeal of the exemption

14

determination, including the written information submitted to the Board of Supervisors and the

15

public testimony presented to the Board of Supervisors at the hearing on the exemption

16

determination, this Board concludes that the project is consistent with the development

17

density established by the zoning, community plan, and general plan policies in the Eastern

18

Neighborhoods Rezoning and Area Plan project area, for which the FEIR was certified; would

19

not result in new significant environmental effects, or effects of greater severity than were

20

already analyzed and disclosed in the FEIR; and is therefore exempt from further

21

environmental review in accordance with CEQA Section 21083.3 and CEQA Guidelines

22

Section 15183.

23

24
25
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City and County of San Francisco
Tails

City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102-4689

Motion: M15-069
File Number:

Date Passed: April 07, 2015

150172

Motion affirming the determination by the Planning Department that a proposed project at 340 Bryant
Street is exempt from further environmental review under a Community Plan Exemption.

March 24, 2015 Board of Supervisors - CONTINUED
Ayes: 11 -Avalos, Breed, Campos, Christensen, Cohen, Farrell, Kim, Mar, Tang,
Wiener and Yee
March 31, 2015 Board of Supervisors - CONTINUED
Ayes: 9 - Avalos, Breed, Campos, Christensen, Cohen, Farrell, Kim, Tang and
Wiener
Excused: 2 - Mar and Yee
April 07, 2015 Board of Supervisors - APPROVED
Ayes: 11 -Avalos, Breed, Campos, Christensen, Cohen, Farrell, Kim, Mar, Tang,
Wiener and Yee

I hereby certify that the foregoing Motion
was APPROVED on 4/7/2015 by the Board
of Supervisors of the City and County of
San Francisco.
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INTRODUCTION
Gentrification has provoked considerable debate and
controversy over how it affects neighborhoods and the
people residing in them. The term gentrification has often been used to describe neighborhood changes that
are characterized by an influx of new residents of a higher socioeconomic status relative to incumbent residents
and by rising housing values. While many have associated gentrification with residential displacement, supported by neighborhood-level demographic changes
taking place in gentrifying neighborhoods and anecdotal accounts, the empirical evidence on the relationship
between gentrification and residential displacement,
however, is far from conclusive, finding no significant
evidence of higher mobility rates among existing vulnerable residents in gentrifying neighborhoods. Moreover,
existing evidence offers little insight into the dynamics
of residential mobility in gentrifying neighborhoods,
particularly among vulnerable residents.
Our study sheds light on these issues by using a unique
individual-level data set, the Federal Reserve Bank of
New York Consumer Credit Panel/Equifax (CCP), to
study the relationships between gentrification and
the mobility patterns and financial health among residents in Philadelphia from 2002 to 2014. The CCP data
consist of an anonymized 5 percent random sample of
variables contained in the credit bureau records of U.S.
consumers.1 The data include the census geography
identifiers associated with each consumer’s credit file,
so we are able to identify whether an individual has
moved across neighborhoods. We find that residents
in gentrifying neighborhoods in Philadelphia have
slightly higher mobility rates, but more vulnerable residents (residents who have no credit scores2 or credit
scores below 580, as well as long-term residents) are
not more likely to exit gentrifying neighborhoods. In

other words, when compared with the moving behavior of similar residents in nongentrifying neighborhoods, the mobility rates of more vulnerable residents
in gentrifying neighborhoods are not significantly
higher. While this result initially may seem counterintuitive given the increases in housing and living costs,
this is not surprising in other respects: Improvement
in neighborhood conditions and services could make
a gentrifying neighborhood more attractive, providing
greater incentive to stay in gentrifying neighborhoods
even though they may need to bear higher living costs,
and new infill development or previously high vacancy
rates may limit displacement pressures on preexisting
residents. These gentrifying neighborhoods, however,
have become less accessible for disadvantaged residents, making more vulnerable movers less likely to
move into them. Each year, more low-score residents,
who are more likely to be low-income and minority, 3
move out of gentrifying neighborhoods than those who
move into these neighborhoods. Therefore, the socioeconomic upgrading of the populations of gentrifying
neighborhoods is more so due to the in-movement of
higher socioeconomic status residents rather than the
out-movement of disadvantaged residents.
The empirical results further suggest that disadvantaged residents generally gained less from gentrification than others, and those who were unable to remain
in gentrifying neighborhoods had negative residential
and financial outcomes in the gentrification process.
Disadvantaged movers have a higher risk of moving
into lower-income neighborhoods or to neighborhoods
with lower values on quality-of-life indicators. For example, low-score outmovers from gentrifying neighborhoods, who often have shorter credit histories and
were hit harder during the Great Recession, are more
likely to move to neighborhoods with lower incomes,
higher crime rates, low-performing public schools, and/
or higher unemployment rates than others. High-score
movers from gentrifying neighborhoods, however, are

The sample is constructed by selecting consumers with at least one public
record or one credit account currently reported and with one of five numbers
in the last two digits of their Social Security numbers (SSNs). The CCP data
do not include actual SSNs. See more details of the data in Lee and van der
Klaauw (2010) at www.newyorkfed.org/research/staff_reports/sr479.html.

more likely to move to neighborhoods that perform

2
Throughout this article, credit score is measured by the Equifax risk score,
a widely used credit score produced by Equifax. Only the following variables
mentioned in this paper are from the CCP data: credit score (Equifax risk
score), length in residency, age, household size, delinquent accounts, and
mortgage status.

3
Bostic, Raphael W., Paul S. Calem, and Susan M. Wachter. 2005. “Hitting the
Wall: Credit as an Impediment to Homeownership.” In Nicolas P. Retsinas and
Eric S. Belsky (eds.), Building Assets, Building Credit: Creating Wealth in LowIncome Communities (pp. 155–172). Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution
Press.
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better on these metrics. Movers who moved to a neighborhood in a lower-income quintile experienced a more

significant decline in their credit scores, suggesting that
neighborhood economic distress could be closely linked
to an individual’s financial challenges. We also find that

FIGURE 1
Gentrifying Neighborhoods in the City of Philadelphia

the benefits from gentrification on residents’ financial
health are concentrated in neighborhoods experiencing
more rapid gentrification and accruing primarily to residents who are younger and better off financially. Overall, more vulnerable groups experienced less improvement in their credit ratings.
This report intends to provide answers to the following
five questions related to gentrification based on the major findings from our full report:4
1.

Which neighborhoods in Philadelphia are gentrifying?

2.

Do residents in gentrifying neighborhoods have
higher risks of moving/displacement?

3.

What are the mobility patterns of more vulnerable
residents in gentrifying neighborhoods?

4.

Who is moving into gentrifying neighborhoods?

5.

How does gentrification affect the financial health of

Gentrified
Gentrifying in 1980–2000
Nongentrifying
Nongentrifiable

existing residents?

1. Which Neighborhoods in Philadelphia Are
Gentrifying?
Of Philadelphia’s 365 tracts with substantial population,
we categorized 56 tracts as gentrifying from 2000 to
2013 (Figure 1, top), out of a total of 184 that were gentrifiable. These tracts are primarily located in areas in and
around Center City — Philadelphia’s downtown area —
or in areas adjacent to the University of Pennsylvania
or Temple University. We further divide the gentrifying
neighborhoods into five neighborhood clusters: Center City, West Philadelphia, South Philadelphia, Lower
North, and River Wards (see the Appendix for a detailed
discussion of each cluster).
In order for tracts to gentrify, they must have been lower
income at the beginning of the period. Thus, we consider
tracts to be gentrifiable if they had a median household
income below the citywide median in the beginning of
the study period. We consider a tract to be gentrifying

Weak Gentrification
Moderate Gentrification
Continued Gentrification
Intense Gentrification
Gentrifying in 1980–2000
Nongentrifying
Nongentrifiable

over the 2000–2013 period if it was gentrifiable in 2000
4
Ding, Lei, Jackelyn Hwang, and Eileen Divringi. 2015. “Gentrification and
Residential Mobility in Philadelphia.” Community Development Studies &
Education Discussion Paper, Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia. Available at
www.philadelphiafed.org/community-development/publications/discussionpapers.

Source: Authors’ definition based on Census 2000 and 2009–2013 American
Community Survey data and U.S. Census TIGER/Line Shapefiles.
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and experienced both an above citywide median per-

value, rent, educational attainment, household income,

centage increase in either its median gross rent or medi-

as well as a greater decline in poverty rate than did

an home value and an above citywide median increase in

low-income nongentrifying neighborhoods from 2000

its share of college-educated residents. We rely on hous-

to 2013 (Table 2). By definition, home values, rents, as

ing values and rents because they reflect the quality of

well as educational attainment grew more steeply in the

various amenities, as well as investment, in the neighbor-

gentrifying neighborhoods. In addition, gentrifying and

hood.5 Because gentrification is a dynamic process and

nongentrifying neighborhoods experienced different

can occur at varying paces, we also constructed more

economic fates: The average growth in median house-

refined categories of gentrification to assess if mobility

hold income in gentrifying neighborhoods was 41.9 per-

patterns matter at varying stages of gentrification. Figure

cent from 2000 to 2013, compared with an 18.2 percent

1 (bottom) presents a map of Philadelphia census tracts

decrease in nongentrifying neighborhoods. There was

and their various gentrification categories, and Table 1

a significant decline in the poverty rate (a decline of 4.3

provides a detailed description of these categories.

percentage points) in neighborhoods classified as gentrifying, while there was an increase (4.8 percentage

Gentrifying neighborhoods saw larger increases in total

points) in nongentrifying neighborhoods.

population, total non-Hispanic white population, home
Gentrifying neighborhoods recorded an increase of 2.3
We include changes in either rents or home values because these changes
do not necessarily occur in step with each other but nonetheless indicate
changing affordability in a previously low-income neighborhood. Additionally,
we include criteria for both demographic and price changes to avoid
misidentifying gentrification in neighborhoods experiencing housing price
spillovers without demographic changes.

5

percent in total population and an increase by 23 percent in the number of non-Hispanic white residents
from 2000 to 2013. In contrast, lower-income neighborhoods that did not gentrify experienced a population

TABLE 1
Gentrification Measure (Categorical)

Categories

# of
Tracts

Nongentrifiable

168

Nongentrifiable in 1980, 1990, and 2000

Old gentrification

13

Pre-2000 gentrification (1980–2000 or 1990–2000) and no
longer gentrifiable in 2000

Nongentrifying

105

Nongentrifying, pre-2000 and 2000–2013

Stalled
gentrification

23

Pre-2000 gentrification and not gentrifying 2000–2013

Continued
gentrification

24

Pre-2000 gentrification and gentrifying 2000–2013

Weak gentrification

5

Gentrifying but in the bottom quartile of gentrifying tracts
for rent and value in 2009–2013

Moderate gentrification

19

Gentrifying and in the 2nd or 3rd quartile for either rent or
value in 2009–2013

Intense gentrification

8

Gentrifying and in the top quartile for rent or value in
2009–2013

Nongentrifiable

Nongentrifying

Gentrifying

Explanation

Source: Authors’ calculations using data from 1980, 1990, 2000 Censuses and 2009–2013 American Community Survey.
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TABLE 2
Neighborhood Characteristics by Gentrification Status, Philadelphia

Nongentrifying

Gentrifying

Nongentrifiable

Initial neighborhood condition, 2000
Total population

555,827

209,421

745,870

% of non-Hispanic white

16.0%

33.8%

64.8%

% of non-Hispanic black

65.4%

50.2%

24.9%

% of renters

42.7%

53.5%

33.6%

$21,895

$21,042

$43,366

8.4%

16.5%

27.8%

32

33

38

$560

$577

$801

-1.9%

2.3%

3.5%

% change in non-Hispanic white

-31.7%

22.8%

-14.5%

% change in non-Hispanic black

-4.7%

-26.5%

17.7%

-18.2%

41.9%

-7.2%

1.5%

16.4%

6.3%

0.35

-0.69

0.35

4.8%

-4.3%

3.8%

65.8%

163.3%

61.0%

5.5%

42.6%

12.9%

10.4%

5.3%

11.7%

128

56

181

Median household income in 2000 $
% of college-educated
Median age
Median rent in 2000 $

Change in neighborhood indicators, 2000–2013
% change in total population

Average % change in median household income
Average change in % college-educated
Change in median age
Average change in poverty rate (%)
Average change in median home value
Average change in median rent
% change in the share of cost-burdened
Number of tracts

Note: A total of 16 tracts were excluded because they either had no or extremely small populations (less than 50); authors’ calculations using data from Census
2000 and 2009–2013 American Community Survey.

Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia 5

loss (-1.9 percent) and a significant decline in the share of
non-Hispanic whites (-31.7 percent) during the same period.

FIGURE 2
Annual Mobility Rate by Neighborhood Type (All Residents, Top; Low-Score
Residents, Bottom), Philadelphia

At the same time, the median
age of residents in gentrifying

16.0%
16.0%

neighborhoods declined (0.7

14.0%
14.0%

year decline from 2000 to 2013),
while the median age in non-

12.0%
12.0%

gentrifying neighborhoods increased (0.4 year increase). This

10.0%
10.0%

increase in whites and younger residents is consistent with

8.0%
8.0%

what might be expected in gentrifying neighborhoods.

6.0%
6.0%

2. Do Residents in
Gentrifying Neighborhoods
Have Higher Risks of
Moving/Displacement?

4.0%
4.0%

Nongentrifying

Nongentrifying
Gentrifying
Gentrifying

2.0%
2.0%

Nongentrifiable
Nongentrifiable

0.0%
0.0%
2003
2003 2004
2004 2005
2005 2006
2006 2007
2007 2008
2008 2009
2009 2010
2010 2011
2011 2012
2012 2013
2013 2014
2014

The answer is yes; residents
in gentrifying neighborhoods
had a higher probability of

14.0%

moving, but we generally do
12.0%

not find consistent evidence of
downward mobility (moving to

10.0%

a neighborhood with lower income). The CCP data allow us

8.0%

to identify whether an individual has moved across neighbor-

6.0%

hoods and to track the origin

Nongentrifying
4.0%

and destination neighborhoods
of a mover. A comparison of the

Gentrifying
Nongentrifiable

2.0%

observed annual mobility rates
suggests residents in gentrify-

0.0%
2003

ing neighborhoods had higher

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

mobility rates (Figure 2, top):
Each year, about 10 to 15 percent of residents between the

Note: Low-score residents include individuals with no credit scores or with credit scores below 580; authors’
calculations using data from the FRBNY Consumer Credit Panel/Equifax.

ages of 18 and 84 in gentrifying
neighborhoods moved to other
neighborhoods, almost 2 to 3
percentage points higher than for residents in nongentrifying tracts. The gap between gentrifying neighborhoods
and nongentrifying neighborhoods did not change much
during and after the housing crisis. Individuals with low
risk scores residing in gentrifying neighborhoods had
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slightly higher mobility rates (0.7 percentage point higher on average) during the study period (except one year)
than those in nongentrifying tracts (Figure 2, bottom).
Regression results that take into account various characteristics of residents, such as age, household size, mort-

TABLE 3
Gentrification and Residential Mobility (Summary of Coefficients from Different Linear Probability Regressions)

Move to a Lower-income Tract
(Movers Only)

Move (Any Move)

Gentrify

All
individuals

Individuals
with
mortgages

0.004**

-0.001

Individuals
without
mortgages
0.005***

All
individuals
-0.002

Individuals
with
mortgages

Individuals
without
mortgages

0.002

-0.002

Gentrification type (from different models)
Weak
gentrification

-0.011***

-0.009

-0.011***

-0.002

0.014

-0.004

Moderate
gentrification

-0.005**

-0.006

-0.006**

0.020**

0.023

0.020*

Intense
gentrification

0.036***

0.032***

0.034***

-0.006

0.015

-0.016

Continued
gentrification

0.017***

0.000

0.022***

-0.023**

-0.033*

-0.020*

Note: From linear probability regressions using pooled data (2003–2014); ***, **, * represent significant at 0.01, 0.05, or 0.1 level, respectively; estimation is
based on data from Census 2000, 2009–2013 American Community Survey, and the FRBNY Consumer Credit Panel/Equifax.

gage status, and credit score, confirm that residents in the

neighborhoods that are more economically distressed

gentrifying neighborhoods have a slightly higher probabil-

than the gentrifying neighborhoods in which they pre-

ity of moving, which is largely driven by those neighbor-

viously resided. Thus, we further distinguish a move

hoods experiencing more intense levels of gentrification.

to a neighborhood with a lower median income than

Table 3 summarizes the coefficients of the gentrification

the origin neighborhood (move _ downward ) from

variables; a significant and positive coefficient indicates

other types of moves.6 There is no significant evidence

that the particular group is more likely to move (or move

of downward mobility for residents moving from gentri-

downward). At the aggregate level, gentrification is as-

fying neighborhoods at the aggregate level, though re-

sociated with a slightly higher probability of moving (0.4

sults for vulnerable groups are very different and are dis-

percentage point higher). The probability of moving is

cussed in the next section. While the results may seem

much higher in neighborhoods that gentrified more rap-

counterintuitive, as we will show, movers from gentrify-

idly (intense-gentrification, 3.6 percentage points higher)

ing neighborhoods are quite heterogeneous, consisting

or in neighborhoods that had been gentrifying since be-

of many lower-income residents, as well as younger and

fore 2000 (continued-gentrification, about 1.7 percentage

high-score residents moving to more expensive neigh-

points higher), which suggests that the higher risk of mov-

borhoods, relative to movers from nongentrifying neigh-

ing may only be evident in neighborhoods rapidly gentri-

borhoods. Thus, it is not surprising that movers out

fying or in those in the later stages of gentrification.

of gentrifying neighborhoods are generally no more

Given our interest in displacement, which implies an involuntary move, we consider whether residents move to

6
Neighborhood household income quintiles, instead of the absolute values
of neighborhood income, are used to compare the relative income level of
different neighborhoods.
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FIGURE 3
Predicted Mobility Rates

Predicted Mobility Rates for Different
Subpopulations

Predicted Downward Mobility Rates for Different
Subpopulations
25%

Equifax Risk Score

Nongentrifying
25%

30%
Nongentrifying

Move Downward

20%

Any Move

20%
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10%

10%
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0%

0%

Mortgage Status

580-649
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650-749

580-649

650-749

750+

Equifax Risk Score
<580

580-649

650-749

750+

Equifax Risk Score

Nongentrifying

18%

Gentrifying

Nongentrifying

16%

25%

Gentrifying

Move Downward

14%

20%

Any Move

<580

0%

750+

30%

15%

10%

12%
10%
8%
6%
4%

5%

2%

0%

0%

With
mortgage
Withmortgage

Nomortgage
Nomortgage
Mortgage Status

With
mortgage
Withmortgage

Nomortgage
Nomortgage

Mortgage Status

Length in Residency
18%

30%
Nongentrifying

Gentrifying

16%

25%

Nongentrifying

Gentrifying

14%
Move Downward

20%

Any Move

Gentrifying

15%

15% 10%

5%

<580

20%
Nongentrifying

Gentrifying

25%

Gentrifying

15%
10%

12%
10%
8%
6%
4%

5%

2%

0%

Less
than
2 years
Less
than
2 years

2-4 2-4
years
years
Length in Residency

5+ 5+
years
years

0%

Lessthan
than 2
2 years
Less
years

2-4 years
2-4
years

5+ years
years
5+

Length in Residency

Note: Based on linear probability regressions using pooled data from the FRBNY Consumer Credit Panel/Equifax (2003–2014); estimation is for a typical resident
(or mover) in a gentrifiable neighborhood; differences between vulnerable residents are generally significant at the 0.01 level.
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likely to move downward than those in nongentrifying

es who are likely renters are more likely to move from

neighborhoods.

gentrifying neighborhoods. The estimated moving rate
is 16.2 percent for a typical resident7 in a gentrifying

3. What Are the Mobility Patterns of More
Vulnerable Residents in Gentrifying Neighborhoods?

neighborhood, lower than the 16.9 percent for a simi-

We also focus on various subpopulations (low-score

those with credit scores between 650 and 749, the likeli-

residents, residents without mortgages, and lon-

hood of moving out is higher if they reside in gentrifying

ger-term residents) that may be more vulnerable to

neighborhoods (23.9 percent) than that of those resid-

involuntary moves. Results suggest that, except those

ing in nongentrifying neighborhoods (20.7 percent).

lar resident in a nongentrifying neighborhood. But for

without mortgages, these more vulnerable residents
are generally no more likely to move than other popu-

We suspect that there are likely two competing forces for

lations. Figure 3 shows the predicted mobility rates and

disadvantaged residents in gentrifying neighborhoods:

the probabilities of moving downward among movers

Gentrification may be increasing interneighborhood

for different subpopulations. Low-score residents and
long-term residents are generally less likely to move out
of gentrifying neighborhoods than their corresponding
comparison groups, though residents without mortgag-

7
A typical resident is defined as one with an average risk score, 25–34 years
old, with a household size of two, without a mortgage, with one or more
delinquent accounts, in a neighborhood with mean values on neighborhood
characteristics for the period of 2006–2007.

FIGURE 4
Destination Tracts of Movers from Gentrifying Neighborhoods, 2003–2014

High-Score ( >
_ 720) Movers

Low-Score (<580) Movers

Note: Individuals 25–84 only, authors’ calculations using data from the FRBNY Consumer Credit Panel/Equifax. U.S. Census TIGER/Line Shapefiles.
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mobility as a result of rising rents and possibly in-

sition, and quality of life.9 In the aggregate, movers from

creased property taxes, and it may also be decreasing

gentrifying neighborhoods largely ended up in neigh-

mobility due to increased residential satisfaction with

borhoods with significantly higher household incomes,

the improved neighborhood conditions and services

lower unemployment rates, and higher home values.

and rising home values that come with gentrification.

However, low-score movers — particularly those mov-

At the same time, new development and previously

ing within Philadelphia — fared worse than the aggre-

high vacancy rates in gentrifying neighborhoods may

gate would suggest. Low-score movers from gentrifying

also reduce displacement pressures. Therefore, pre-

neighborhoods overall tend to move to neighborhoods

existing residents may not necessarily have to move out

with similar economic profiles, in contrast to the im-

of gentrifying neighborhoods given the increased resi-

provements experienced by middle- and high-score

dential satisfaction that gentrification may bring and the

movers. Intracity low-score movers, however, saw sig-

costs related to moving, especially in neighborhoods

nificant declines in median home values and increases

experiencing less intense rates of gentrification. As we

in unemployment rates in their destination neighbor-

observed, the aggregate effect is that more vulnerable

hoods (Table 4).10 These results suggest that, within

residents are no more likely to move than other similar

Philadelphia, the mobility patterns of movers from gen-

residents in nongentrifying neighborhoods.

trifying neighborhoods result in the redistribution of fi-

8

nancially distressed movers to neighborhoods that offer
Vulnerable residents who are not able to remain in the

more limited economic prospects.

neighborhood, however, face a higher risk of moving to
a neighborhood that is worse off. Among all the mov-

Changes in movers’ neighborhood quality-of-life in-

ers, low-score movers are more likely to move within

dicators mirror those of neighborhood economic indi-

the city (Figure 4). After controlling for individual and

cators (Table 4). While in the aggregate, movers from

neighborhood characteristics, we do find that more

gentrifying neighborhoods moved to tracts with higher-

vulnerable residents are more likely to move to low-

performing public elementary schools and lower rates

er-income neighborhoods (Figure 3, right). The prob-

of violent crime, low-score consumers largely ended up

ability of moving to a lower-income neighborhood is

in tracts that were similar to those that they had left.

about 20.2 percent for low-score outmovers from a

Within the set of gentrifying neighborhoods, however,

gentrifying neighborhood, higher than the 17.8 percent

low-score movers were already concentrated in tracts

probability for movers from a nongentrifying neigh-

that performed significantly worse on violent crime

borhood. High-score movers from gentrifying neigh-

and school performance metrics relative to the origin

borhoods are much less likely to move to lower-income

tracts of higher-score movers.11 Again, low-score intra-

neighborhoods. The likely renter movers from gentri-

city movers experienced the worst outcomes, moving

fying neighborhoods have an even higher probability

to tracts with equally high violent crime rates and lower

of moving to lower-income neighborhoods than do

public school performance.

residents moving from nongentrifying neighborhoods.
The pattern for longer-term residents is similar.
We further reviewed the neighborhood-level outcomes
for residents who moved out of gentrifying neighborhoods in Philadelphia, identifying changes in indicators
reflecting economic opportunity, demographic compo-

9
Economic and demographic indicators were derived from Census 2000
and 2009–2013 American Community Survey. Violent crime per 1,000
residents was calculated at the tract level using data from the Philadelphia
Police Department and the FBI Uniform Crime Reporting Program. School
performance data were accessed through the Pennsylvania Department of
Education and the Federal Education Budget Project of the New America
Foundation.
10
Counterintuitively, median household incomes in their destination tracts
were somewhat higher, though to some extent, this may be confounded by
the large presence of college students in certain gentrifying tracts. See Bishaw
(2013) at www.census.gov/hhes/www/poverty/publications/papers-bishaw.
html.

8
The imperfect coverage of the CCP data set (for people without a credit file)
may cause the analysis to underestimate the negative consequences for some
of the most vulnerable groups.
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11
For example, the average rate of violent crime per 1,000 residents in highscore movers’ origin tracts was 6.5, compared with 9.0 in low-score movers’
origin tracts.

TABLE 4
Changes in Neighborhood Indicators Between Origin and Destination Tracts
All Movers from Gentrifying Neighborhoods, 2003–2014

All Movers
Origin

Destination

Intracity Movers
Change

Origin

Destination

Change

Economic indicators
Median household income
All Movers

$36,362

$58,351

$21,990***

$34,968

$44,017

$9,049***

Low-Score Movers

$33,000

$44,813

$11,812***

$32,000

$35,560

$3,560***

Unemployment rate
All Movers

12.7%

11.1%

-1.6%***

13.6%

14.2%

0.6%***

Low-Score Movers

14.7%

14.6%

-0.1%

15.3%

17.5%

2.2%***

Median home value
All Movers

$197,594

$237,395

$39,801***

$182,602

$172,945

-$9,657***

Low-Score Movers

$158,957

$155,657

-$3,300

$151,570

$116,044

-$35,526***

Quality-of-life indicators
Violent crime per 1,000 residents
All Movers

7.7

5.7

-2.0***

7.9

7.2

-0.8***

Low-Score Movers

9.0

8.0

-1.0***

9.3

9.3

0.1

Combined percentage of 4th grade students proficient in reading and math a
All Movers

112.0

119.4

7.5***

109.7

104.5

-5.2***

Low-Score Movers

98.8

101.7

2.9**

97.1

90.6

-6.5***

Demographic indicators
Percent non-Hispanic black
All Movers

34.6%

28.4%

-6.2%***

39.6

42.1

2.5%***

Low-Score Movers

47.7%

46.3%

-1.4%

51.6

58.8

7.2%***

Note: ***, **, * represent significant at 0.01, 0.05, or 0.1 level, respectively; authors’ calculations using data from Census 2000, 2009–2013 American Community
Survey, the FRBNY Consumer Credit Panel/Equifax, and other sources.
a

If 100 percent of students were proficient in each subject, the value would be 200.
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Additionally, the demographic
characteristics of outmovers’
destination

neighborhoods

varied significantly, based on

FIGURE 5
Mean Age (Top) and Mean Credit Score (Bottom) of Movers in Gentrifying
and Nongentrifying Neighborhoods, Philadelphia

the mover’s risk score. Lowscore movers from gentrifying

Nongentrifying Outmovers

Nongentrifying Inmovers

neighborhoods were more like-

Gentrifying Outmovers

Gentrifying Inmovers

ly to move to tracts with a similar share of non-Hispanic black
residents and a lower share of
adults who have attained a col-

44
42
40

lege degree (Table 4). However, low-score intracity movers
were dispersed into neighborhoods that were predominantly
non-Hispanic black. While the
CCP data do not provide information on consumers’ income
or racial or ethnic background,
these patterns do raise con-

38
36
34
32
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cerns about the potential for
gentrification to reinforce within-city economic and racial disparities. The results have been

680

Nongentrifying Outmovers

Nongentrifying Inmovers

Gentrifying Outmovers

Gentrifying Inmovers

generally consistent when we
examine movers’ outcomes at
the neighborhood cluster level,
which enables a more direct
comparison (see Appendix).
It is worth noting that even
though
from

low-score
gentrifying

660
640
620
600

movers
neighbor-

hoods did not see the same
improvements in quality of life

580
560
2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

as did their higher-score counterparts, they did not appear
to end up worse off than low-

Note: Individuals 18–84 years old only; authors’ calculations using data from the FRBNY Consumer Credit
Panel/Equifax.

score movers from nongentrifying neighborhoods. Still,
our results suggest that while
more vulnerable residents in gentrifying neighborhoods are not necessarily more likely to move than others, they do have a higher risk of downward mobility.

4. Who Is Moving into Gentrifying Neighborhoods?
An examination of the characteristics of inmovers to, as

12 Gentrification and Residential Mobility in Philadelphia

well as outmovers from, gentrifying neighborhoods is
crucial to better understand the sources of the neighborhood-level demographic shifts. The results suggest
residents moving into gentrifying neighborhoods are
more likely to be younger and have higher credit scores
than outmovers in gentrifying neighborhoods and that
they are more likely to have moved from higher-value

FIGURE 6

neighborhoods within or outside

Share of Low-Score (<580) Inmovers and Outmovers Among All Residents by
Neighborhood Type in Philadelphia

move out of gentrifying neigh-

of Philadelphia. Individuals who
borhoods are usually replaced by
younger inmovers or inmovers

5.5%

Nongentrifying Low-score Outmover
Gentrifying Low-score Outmover

5.0%

with slightly higher credit scores;

Nongentrifying Low-score Inmover
Gentrifying Low-score Inmover

while outmovers from nongentrifying neighborhoods are usually
replaced by individuals with low-

4.5%

er credit scores with similar ages
4.0%

(Figure 5): Inmovers to gentrifying neighborhoods are generally

3.5%

younger than outmovers (about
1.3 years younger) and inmovers

3.0%

have slightly higher credit scores
than outmovers on average (about

2.5%
2.0%
2003

5 points higher). In contrast, in2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Note: Individuals 18–84 years old only; authors’ calculations using data from the FRBNY Consumer Credit Panel/
Equifax.

movers tend to have similar ages
compared

with

nongentrifying

outmovers

in

neighborhoods,

and the average credit scores of
outmovers are consistently high-

FIGURE 7

er than that of inmovers (about 8

Share of Residents Who Are Low-Score (<580) by Neighborhood Type in
Philadelphia

neighborhoods (Figure 5, bottom).

points higher) in nongentrifying
Regression results, which can be
found in our full report, confirm
Nongentrifying

60%

Gentrifying

the predictive power of individu-

Nongentrifiable

al’s age and credit score.

55%

Figure 6 further shows that there

50%

are more low-score residents

45%

moving out of gentrifying neigh-

40%

borhoods each year than there

35%

are moving into these neighborhoods: The share of low-score

30%

outmovers has been higher than

25%
20%
2002

that of inmovers in gentrifying
2003

2004
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2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011
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Note: Individuals 18–84 years old only; authors’ calculations using data from the FRBNY Consumer Credit
Panel/Equifax.

2013

neighborhoods for 10 of the 11
cohorts (more low-score residents moved in than those who
moved out at the very bottom
of the housing crisis in 2009). As
a result, the share of low-score
residents had declined more substantially in gentrifying neighbor-
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hoods

than

in

others (Fig-

ure 7). These results suggest
12

that more vulnerable groups
are being redistributed to less
advantaged

FIGURE 8
Gentrification Type and Stayers’ Improvement in Their Credit Scores over
Three Years

neighborhoods,

and “indirect” displacement,

25
Improment in Credit Score in 3 Years

which describes the decline in
housing options for less advantaged residents in gentrifying neighborhoods, appears
to play a more important role
than the direct displacement
of existing disadvantaged residents in explaining the demographic changes in gentrifying
neighborhoods.

5. How Does Gentrification
Affect the Financial Health
of Existing Residents?
Gentrification is found to be
positively associated with res-

20
15
10
5
0
Overall

Weak
Moderate
Intense
Continued
gentrification gentrification gentrification gentrification

Note: Based on linear regressions models using pooled data from the FRBNY Consumer Credit Panel/Equifax
(2002–2011); all significant at 0.01 level.

idents’ financial health but the
benefits are not equally distributed. Residents who remained
in gentrifying neighborhoods experienced an average

experienced the same level of improvement. The im-

increase of 11 points in their credit scores in three years

provement is relatively less for low-score residents,

than did those in nongentrifying neighborhoods. The in-

longer-term residents, and for those without mortgages

flux of investment, increased property values, and other

in gentrifying neighborhoods. For example, a low-score

potential positive effects from gentrification may con-

resident who stayed in a nongentrifying neighborhood

tribute to improved access to credit and credit perfor-

had an improvement of 62.5 points over three years,13

mance for those staying in gentrifying neighborhoods.

but similar residents in gentrifying neighborhoods, after considering the general gentrification effect, have an

Nonetheless, there is significant heterogeneity in im-

improvement that is on average 5.7 points lower.

provements in credit scores across neighborhoods and
subpopulations for those who stay (Figure 8). Those

Moreover, the improvement in credit scores was un-

who stay in neighborhoods in the more advanced stag-

even across those who moved. A move itself could be

es of gentrification experienced greater improvement in

expensive and may incur various costs, which could

their credit scores (an increase of 23 points in neighbor-

damage an individual’s financial situation and credit

hoods with intense gentrification, roughly doubling the

rating. After controlling for a set of factors, we com-

average effect of being in a gentrifying neighborhood).

pared the change in their credit scores for stayers in

However, the improvement in credit scores was more

gentrifying neighborhoods and movers from gentrify-

modest for residents in neighborhoods with moderate

ing neighborhoods who then stayed in the new neigh-

or weak gentrification, and not all those who stayed

borhoods. Those movers who moved to lower-income

12
The sharper decline in the share of low-score residents in gentrifying
neighborhoods could also be partly explained by the positive association
between gentrification and residents’ credit ratings.

13
Low-score stayers see greater improvement in their credit scores in general.
Because their credit scores have a lower starting point, it is relatively easier
for their scores to improve.
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neighborhoods experienced a more significant decline

residents in gentrifying neighborhoods are slightly

in credit scores (about 15.1 points lower in three years)

more likely to move in general, we do not find significant

than did those who stayed in gentrifying neighbor-

evidence of higher moving rates among more vulnera-

hoods. In contrast, those who moved to higher-income

ble residents; however, when more vulnerable residents

neighborhoods experienced a slight improvement

move, they are more likely to move to lower-income

in their credit scores (2.1 points). Similarly, the cred-

neighborhoods and neighborhoods with slightly worse

it scores of movers who moved within the city from

conditions on some quality-of-life indicators. In partic-

gentrifying neighborhoods declined by 8.9 points, but

ular, low-credit score movers, many of whom were hit

movers to areas outside of the city experienced an

harder during the recent housing crisis, are more like-

improvement of 5.8 points. This may reflect both the

ly to move to neighborhoods with higher crime rates,

effect of being in a lower-quality neighborhood on an

lower-performing public schools, and worse economic

individual’s financial well-being and the unobserved fi-

conditions. In contrast, residents who moved and were

nancial challenges faced by the individuals who must

better off financially move to significantly better neigh-

move to different types of neighborhoods.

borhoods. Furthermore, vulnerable residents are less
likely to move to gentrifying neighborhoods over the

6. Summary

period, indicating that housing in gentrifying neighbor-

Gentrification brings increased investment and middle-

hoods became less available for less advantaged res-

class

low-

idents, thereby redistributing more vulnerable groups

income neighborhoods. Given the disinvestment in

to more disadvantaged neighborhoods. The decline in

many center cities over the past several decades, the

affordable housing for low-income households to enter

potential benefits from gentrification cannot be over-

these neighborhoods, coupled with the influx of more

looked. This study demonstrates that gentrification is

advantaged residents, likely play greater roles than the

positively associated with a resident’s overall financial

outmigration of low-income households in explaining

health. However, the changes that come with gentrifi-

the demographic changes of gentrifying neighborhoods

cation also may have negative consequences for disad-

in Philadelphia. This pattern may have long-term and

vantaged residents living in gentrifying neighborhoods.

significant effects on vulnerable populations in terms

A major concern surrounding gentrification is whether

of housing and job opportunities, financial health, and

it leads to the displacement of economically disadvan-

opportunities for their children. Policymakers should

taged long-term residents by high-income and upward-

anticipate these possible negative consequences from

ly mobile younger residents.

gentrification and develop strategies to mitigate the

households

to

previously

distressed

negative effects for disadvantaged residents and to enThis case study of Philadelphia illustrates a complex

sure that urban development is inclusive.

picture of the consequences of gentrification. Although
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APPENDIX: GENTRIFYING NEIGHBORHOOD CLUSTERS

The following section examines how the outcomes of
those who moved varied based on neighborhood context. The analyses described in the previous section
were applied to each of five neighborhood clusters
consisting of gentrifying tracts that were grouped together based on geographic location, economic condition, and tenure composition. Figure A1 illustrates
these groupings.
In addition to the quality-of-life indicators discussed
previously, indicators reflecting access to fixed guideway rail transportation14 and neighborhood commercial amenities15 were examined at the neighborhood
cluster level. The commercial amenities included bank
or credit union branches,16 full-service grocery stores,17
and child-care centers.18 For each of these indicators,
the share of consumers in each neighborhood cluster
whose origin census block was within a quarter mile
(assumed to be a walkable distance) of the given amenity was compared with the share of consumers whose
destination block was within a quarter mile. These
indicators were only examined for those who moved
within Philadelphia, where nearly one in three households did not have access to a car in 2013.19 See the
detailed summary tables in each section for a selection

14
This includes all fixed guideway rail stations operated in Philadelphia by
SEPTA and PATCO. Geocoded rail station locations were accessed through
SEPTA and the New Jersey Geographic Information Network (for PATCO
stations).
15
The locations of commercial amenities were obtained through a geocoded
database from the Esri Business Analyst application for the years 2006–2012.
Indicator values for 2006 were applied to the 2003–2006 study years; indicator
values for 2012 were applied to the 2012–2014 study years.

Identified by the 8-Digit NAICS Codes: 52211002, 52211003, 52211005,
52213003, 52213005, and 52213006. Locations with zero employees were
excluded.

FIGURE A1
Gentrifying Neighborhood Clusters in the City of
Philadelphia

Lower North Cluster
River Wards Cluster
Center City Cluster
West Philadelphia Cluster
South Philadelphia Cluster
Gentrifying, not a cluster
Nongentrifying
Nongentrifiable

Source: Authors’ definition based on Census 2000 and 2009–2013 American
Community Survey data and U.S. Census TIGER/Line Shapefiles.

of neighborhood economic, demographic, and quality-of-life indicators for each cluster.

16

17
Identified by the 8-Digit NAICS Codes: 44511001 and 44511003. Nonchain
locations with sales volumes below $1 million, wholesale retailers, and delis/
gas station stores were excluded.

Identified by the 8-Digit NAICS Codes: 62441001, 62441002, 62441003,
62441005, 62441006, 62441008.
18

Authors’ calculations using 2013 American Community Survey estimates for
Philadelphia County, Pennsylvania, Table B08201: Household Size by Vehicles
Available.

19
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Overall, outcomes were least favorable for low-score
movers from the Center City and, to a lesser extent,
West Philadelphia clusters. In particular, intracity lowscore movers from these clusters largely ended up in
neighborhoods with lower home values, higher unemployment rates, and lower-performing elementary
schools. Movers from the River Wards and South Philadelphia clusters fared somewhat better, with low-score
movers ending up in neighborhoods that had similar or

stronger economic and quality-of-life indicators. 20 Move
quality was highest for movers from the North Philadelphia cluster, with even intracity low-score movers
seeing improvements in their neighborhoods’ profiles.
However, this is partly because many of the tracts in this
cluster continued to be significantly distressed during
the study period, despite rising rents and home values
and the influx of college-educated adults. Evidence of
demographic turnover was strongest in the South Philadelphia and Center City clusters, where low-score
movers who started out in tracts with relatively large
shares of non-Hispanic black residents moved to tracts
in which the share was significantly higher.

fication in each cluster’s component tracts. Low-score
movers were more likely to see declines in economic
and quality-of-life indicators if they were leaving tracts
undergoing intense gentrification — such as those in
the Center City cluster — or tracts that had begun gentrifying prior to the study period. By contrast, disparities
were milder for movers from moderate and weak gentrification tracts (as with many of those in the Lower North
and River Wards clusters), though, in absolute terms,
the destinations of low-score movers from these tracts
had worse economic and quality-of-life profiles than
did the destinations of low-score movers from more intensely gentrified tracts. The following section provides
a more in-depth look at outcomes for movers from each

Differences in neighborhood cluster results may, in
part, be attributable to the differing intensities of gentri-

of the neighborhood clusters.

The exception is a statistically significant increase in the unemployment rate
for low-score movers from the South Philadelphia cluster.

20
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CENTER CITY
The Center City neighborhood cluster comprises tracts
from Philadelphia’s central business district and adjacent residential neighborhoods (Figure A2). As the city’s
downtown, Center City has been the epicenter of recent
reinvestment, leading to growing demand for housing
in and around this regional job center. 21 While neighborhood names can change during the process of gentrification, 22 some of the neighborhoods included in this
cluster are commonly referred to as Center City West,
Graduate Hospital, Chinatown, and Callowhill. The Center City neighborhood cluster has one of the strongest
housing markets in the city — during the study period,
the average median home value in these tracts grew
from slightly more than $154,000 to more than $315,000.
Although homeownership rates were higher in some
tracts, the majority of residents in this cluster were renters in 2009–2013.
Overall, neighborhood outcomes for those who moved
from Center City were heavily mixed (Tables A1–A3).
Generally, high-score movers were able to access neighborhoods with comparable or stronger economic outlooks, similar demographic profiles, and equal or better
performance on quality-of-life indicators. By contrast,
low-score movers (and, to a lesser extent, mid-score
movers) moved to neighborhoods that appear to offer
more limited economic opportunity and lower quality
of life. These neighborhoods were more likely to be
communities of color, particularly for those who moved
within the city. These patterns are more consistent with
direct displacement, rather than the more gradual indirect displacement observed in the aggregate. This may
be attributable to the intensity of the gentrification in
Center City tracts, all of which were either in advanced
stages of gentrification or gentrified rapidly during the

1200 block of Noble Street

FIGURE A2
Center City Cluster

study period.

21
Panaritis, Maria. “Center City District: Housing Boom Continues.” Philly.
com, February 2015. Available at http://articles.philly.com/2015-02-19/
news/59273580_1_girard-young-professionals-new-housing.

Hwang, Jackelyn. “The Social Construction of a Gentrifying Neighborhood;
Reifying and Redefining Identity and Boundaries in Inequality.” Urban Affairs
Review, first published online on March 2, 2015; doi:10.1177/1078087415570643.
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Source: Authors’ definition based on Census 2000 and 2009–2013 American
Community Survey data and U.S. Census TIGER/Line Shapefiles; parks, street
centerlines, building footprints, and water features are from the city of
Philadelphia.

Table A1 Changes in Center City Cluster Characteristics from 2000 to 2009–2013
Total population

2000

2009–2013

Percent Change

23,950

29,154

21.7%

% non-Hispanic white

40.8%

56.2%

67.4%

% non-Hispanic black

41.6%

18.7%

-45.3%

Average median
household income

$28,414

$53,809

89.4%

Average median rent

$707

$994

40.7%

Average median home value

$154,071

$315,245

104.6%

Source: Authors’ calculations using data from Census 2000 and 2009–2013 American Community Survey.

Table A2 Mobility Patterns for Center City Cluster Outmovers, All Moves 2003–2014
Percent moving within Philadelphia MSA
Percent moving within Philadelphia
Percent moving within 1 mile of cluster
Percent moving within 3 miles of cluster

All Movers

Low-Score Movers

64.6%

76.2%

45.7%

60.6%

30.1%

29.1%

36.6%

42.0%

Percent moving outside Philadelphia MSA

35.4%

23.8%

Percent moving to lower-income tract

32.5%

55.3%

Note: Individuals 18 to 84 years old only; excludes moves from 2005; authors’ calculations using data from the FRBNY Consumer Credit Panel/Equifax; MSA
represents metropolitan statistical area.

Table A3 Changes in Selected Indicators for Movers from Center City Cluster, All Moves 2003–2014
All Movers
Origin

Destination

Intracity Movers
Difference

Origin

Destination

Difference

Neighborhood economic conditions
Median household income
All movers

$47,235

$67,117

$19,882***

$48,392

$51,568

$3,176***

Low-score movers

$48,648

$49,638

$990

$50,112

$40,664

-$9,448***

Unemployment rate
All movers

8.8%

8.8%

0.0%

8.8%

10.6%

1.7%***

Low-score movers

9.2%

11.9%

2.7%***

9.2%

14.0%

4.7%***

Median home value
All movers

$299,706

$305,315

$5,609

$301,188

$243,793

-$57,395***

Low-score movers

$289,381

$200,797

-$88,584***

$290,003

$164,731

-$125,272***

Demographics
Percent non-Hispanic black
All movers

20.6%

19.6%

-0.9%

23.4%

29.8%

6.5%***

Low-score movers

27.0%

36.5%

9.5%***

28.7%

46.9%

18.2%***

Quality of life
Rate of violent crime per 1,000 residents
All movers

7.6

4.7

-3.0***

7.4

5.9

-1.5***

Low-Score movers

8.1

7.0

-1.1*

7.7

8.0

0.3

Combined percent of 4th grade students scoring proficient or higher in math and reading tests
All movers

134.1

129.7

Low-score movers

130.8

108.3

-4.4***

133.2

116.1

-17.1***

-22.6***

129.7

101.0

-28.7***

Proximity to amenities
Share of all movers within ¼ mile of bank or credit union branch

82.8%

56.2%

-26.6***

Share of all movers within ¼ mile of child-care facility

81.7%

80.5%

-1.2%

Share of all movers within ¼ mile of supermarket

52.9%

36.1%

-16.8%***

Share of all movers within ¼ mile of rail transit station

79.5%

62.2%

-17.3%***

Note: ***, **, * represent significant at 0.01, 0.05, or 0.1 level, respectively; individuals 25–84 years old only; excludes moves from 2005; for quality-of-life
indicators “All Movers” refers to movers within the Philadelphia-Camden-Wilmington MSA; authors’ calculations using data from Census 2000, 2009–2013
American Community Survey, the FRBNY Consumer Credit Panel/Equifax (Equifax risk score data only), and other sources.
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LOWER NORTH
The Lower North neighborhood cluster includes tracts
representing a number of neighborhoods that are frequently cited in Philadelphia-centric discussions of
gentrification, including Brewerytown, Francisville, and
Ludlow (Figure A3). 23 The eastern portion of the cluster includes neighborhoods in close proximity to Temple University, where demand from the student rental
housing market had been cited as a key gentrification
pressure. 24 Gentrification in the western portion of the
cluster has coincided with the growth of the Center City
housing market, of which the more affluent Fairmount
neighborhood immediately to the south is a part.
Recent reinvestment notwithstanding, neighborhoods
in the Lower North continue to experience significant
economic hardship. For most measures, movers from
the Lower North cluster — particularly those in the
lowest risk score category — did not fare any better
in absolute terms than movers from nongentrifying
neighborhoods. While movers from gentrifying Lower
North tracts by and large saw improvements in the performance of quality-of-life and economic indicators, it
is unclear if gentrification played a role in these outcomes (Tables A4–A6).

Ogden and Ridge Avenue

FIGURE A3
Lower North Cluster

It is important to acknowledge some of the CCP data
set’s inherent limitations with regards to examining
neighborhoods such as those of the Lower North cluster. While we do not know how representative the CCP
data set is with respect to a consumer’s race, ethnicity, and income, research suggests that low-income and
black households are less likely to be connected to the
types of mainstream financial institutions that would
report to Equifax, 25 making the potential for underrepresentation of key vulnerable populations more acute for
this cluster than in the analysis overall.
Young, Earni. “The Problems and the Promise: Gentrification in
Philadelphia.” Philly.com, October 2014. Available at www.philly.com/philly/
news/Gentrification_in_Philadelphia.html.

23

Moskowitz, Peter. “Philadelphia Universities’ Expansion Drove Wider
Gentrification, Tension.” Aljazeera America, December 2014. Available at
http://america.aljazeera.com/articles/2014/12/31/philadelphia-universitiesex
pansiondrovewidergentrificationtensio.html.
24

The FDIC’s 2013 National Survey of Unbanked and Underbanked Households
found that 20.5 percent of black households were unbanked, compared with
3.6 percent of white households. Among households with family incomes
below $15,000, 27.7 percent were unbanked.
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Source: Authors’ definition based on Census 2000 and 2009–2013 American
Community Survey data and U.S. Census TIGER/Line Shapefiles; parks, street
centerlines, building footprints, and water features are from the city of
Philadelphia.

Table A4 Changes in Lower North Cluster Characteristics from 2000 to 2009–2013
Total population

2000

2009–2013

Percent Change

31,618

32,837

3.9%

% non-Hispanic white

4.6%

24.5%

454.7%

% non-Hispanic black

89.1%

65.7%

-23.4%

Average median
household income

$23,601

$22,455

-4.9%

Average median rent

$442

$590

33.3%

Average median home value

$58,156

$171,587

195%

Source: Authors’ calculations using data from Census 2000 and 2009–2013 American Community Survey.

Table A5 Mobility Patterns for Lower North Cluster Outmovers, All Moves 2003–2014
Percent moving within Philadelphia MSA
Percent moving within Philadelphia
Percent moving within 1 mile of cluster
Percent moving within 3 miles of cluster

All Movers

Low-Score Movers

79.5%

85.8%

65.6%

76.4%

24.6%

24.2%

47.0%

50.7%

Percent moving outside Philadelphia MSA

20.5%

14.2%

Percent moving to lower-income tract

17.2%

23.6%

Note: Individuals 18 to 84 years old only; excludes moves from 2005; authors’ calculations using data from the FRBNY Consumer Credit Panel/Equifax; MSA
represents metropolitan statistical area.

Table A6 Changes in Selected Indicators for Movers from Lower North Cluster, All Moves 2003–2014
All Movers
Origin

Destination

Intracity Movers
Difference

Origin

Destination

Difference

Neighborhood economic conditions
Median household income
All movers

$25,585

$47,705

$22,120***

$24,958

$37,645

$12,687***

Low-score movers

$23,272

$38,879

$15,607***

$23,119

$32,661

$9,542***

Unemployment rate
All movers

19.4%

14.1%

-5.3%***

19.6%

16.7%

-2.9***

Low-score movers

20.3%

16.8%

-3.5%***

20.3%

19.0%

-1.3%**

Median home value
All movers

$144,102

$182,225

$38,124***

$140,987

$139,199

-$1,788

Low-score movers

$127,503

$131,732

$4,229

$125,735

$108,055

-$17,680***

Demographics
Percent non-Hispanic black
All movers

69.2%

43.4%

-25.8%***

70.7%

54.8%

-15.9%***

Low-score movers

72.6%

54.9%

-17.7%***

73.5%

62.8%

-10.7%***

Quality of life
Rate of violent crime per 1,000 residents
All movers

11.7

8.0

-3.8***

11.9

9.2

-2.7***

Low-Score movers

12.2

9.7

-2.6***

12.3

10.6

-1.7***

Combined percent of 4th grade students scoring proficient or higher in math and reading tests
All movers

84.1

104.6

Low-score movers

80.5

93.6

20.5***

82.9

93.4

10.5***

13.1***

80.1

85.9

5.8***

Proximity to amenities
Share of all movers within ¼ mile of bank or credit union branch

35.6%

37.3%

1.8%

Share of all movers within ¼ mile of child-care facility

88.1%

79.5%

-8.6%***

Share of all movers within ¼ mile of supermarket

28.0%

21.4%

-6.7%***

Share of all movers within ¼ mile of rail transit station

54.4%

49.0%

-5.4%**

Note: ***, **, * represent significant at 0.01, 0.05, or 0.1 level, respectively; individuals 25–84 years old only; excludes moves from 2005; for quality-of-life
indicators “All Movers” refers to movers within the Philadelphia-Camden-Wilmington MSA; authors’ calculations using data from Census 2000, 2009–2013
American Community Survey, the FRBNY Consumer Credit Panel/Equifax (Equifax risk score data only), and other sources.
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RIVER WARDS
The River Wards neighborhood cluster encompasses a
number of neighborhoods that have strong historical
ties to Philadelphia’s industrial economy. This collection
of tracts roughly corresponds to the Fishtown and Port
Richmond neighborhoods, as well as the southeastern
portion of the Kensington neighborhood (Figure A4).
Gentrification pressures in Kensington and Fishtown
can, in large part, be attributed to spillover development from the more affluent Northern Liberties neighborhood immediately south, which had gentrified in the
decade prior to the study period. 26 The immediate cause
of gentrification in Port Richmond is less clear, though
easy access to job centers in Center City and West Philadelphia via the Market-Frankford rail line is likely a contributing factor. 27
Demographically, the River Wards cluster differs from
the city as a whole with a high share of non-Hispanic
whites and a sizable and growing Hispanic community. Overall, movers from the River Wards cluster ended
up in neighborhoods that performed significantly better on economic and quality-of-life indicators, though
there continued to be disparities in outcomes for lowand high-score movers (Tables A7–A9). With the exception of school performance (and, potentially, rail
transit access), low-score intracity movers’ destination
tracts were comparable with their origins. However, for
low-score movers overall, outcomes were largely favorable. The relatively high rate of homeownership in
these tracts — which could enable residents to capture
the benefits of property value appreciation — may be a
contributing factor.

26
Beauregard (1990) noted a “slow pace of gentrification” (p. 857) in Northern
Liberties a decade prior to the beginning of the study period, describing the
trajectory of neighborhood change as starting from the Society Hill and Spring
Garden neighborhoods to the south and moving northward towards Fishtown.
Ironically, he describes the prospect of Fishtown’s gentrification as “seemingly
unlikely” (p. 857). Beauregard, R. A. (1990). “Trajectories of Neighborhood
Change: The Case of Gentrification.” Environment and Planning A 22(7)
855–874.

Heavens, Alan J. “Town by Town: Port Richmond is Getting Younger.” Philly.
com, June 2013. Available at www.philly.com/philly/business/real_estate/
town-by-town/20130623_Town_By_Town__Port_Richmond_is_getting_
younger.html.
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1400 block of Germantown Avenue

FIGURE A4
River Wards Cluster

Source: Authors’ definition based on Census 2000 and 2009–2013 American
Community Survey data and U.S. Census TIGER/Line Shapefiles; parks, street
centerlines, building footprints, and water features are from the city of
Philadelphia.

Table A7 Changes in River Wards Cluster Characteristics from 2000 to 2009–2013
2000

2009–2013

Percent Change

Total population

26,343

24,881

-5.6%

% non-Hispanic white

69.6%

67.6%

-8.1%

% non-Hispanic black

17.8%

19.9%

5.6%

Average median
household income

$36,511

$39,131

7.2%

Average median rent

$553

$642

$16.1%

Average median home value

$56,048

$143,398

155.8%

Source: Authors’ calculations using data from Census 2000 and 2009–2013 American Community Survey.

Table A8 Mobility Patterns for River Wards Cluster Outmovers, All Moves 2003–2014
All Movers
Percent moving within Philadelphia MSA

Low-Score Movers

78.3%

79.8%

57.5%

61.8%

Percent moving within 1 mile of cluster

24.0%

28.4%

Percent moving within 3 miles of cluster

40.0%

46.5%

Percent moving within Philadelphia

Percent moving outside Philadelphia MSA

21.7%

20.2%

Percent moving to lower-income tract

29.7%

38.3%

Note: Individuals 18 to 84 years old only; excludes moves from 2005; authors’ calculations using data from the FRBNY Consumer Credit Panel/Equifax; MSA
represents metropolitan statistical area.

Table A9 Changes in Selected Indicators for Movers from River Wards Cluster, All Moves 2003–2014
All Movers
Origin

Destination

Intracity Movers
Difference

Origin

Destination

Difference

Neighborhood economic conditions
Median household income
All movers

$38,033

$53,718

$15,685***

$36,944

$40,720

$3,776***

Low-score movers

$37,391

$47,084

$9,693***

$36,222

$35,815

-$407

All movers

16.1%

11.9%

-4.2%***

16.5%

14.9%

-1.6%***

Low-score movers

16.6%

13.2%

-3.4%***

17.3%

16.3%

-0.9%

$69,551***

$127,737

$151,809

$24,072***

$45,648***

$120,865

$122,528

$1,663

-5.8%***

21.8%

17.5%

-4.3%***

-2.5%

21.7%

21.8%

0.1%

Unemployment rate

Median home value
All movers

$129,866

$199,417

Low-score movers

$126,645

$172,293

Demographics
Percent Hispanic
All movers

19.8%

14.1%

Low-score movers

20.5%

18.0%

Quality of life
Rate of violent crime per 1,000 residents
All movers
Low-Score movers

6.3

5.2

-1.2***

6.5

6.4

-0.1

7.0

6.2

-0.7

7.3

7.6

0.3

Combined percent of 4th grade students scoring proficient or higher in math and reading tests
All movers

123.5

123.4

0.0

123.1

110.6

-12.5***

Low-score movers

121.4

117.2

-4.2

120.6

104.8

-15.8***

54.1%

46.5%

-7.6%***

Proximity to amenities
Share of all movers within ¼ mile of bank or credit union branch
Share of all movers within ¼ mile of child-care facility

50.7%

61.4%

10.8%***

Share of all movers within ¼ mile of supermarket

32.8%

22.8%

-10.0%***

Share of all movers within ¼ mile of rail transit station

60.0%

45.6%

-14.4%***

Note: ***, **, * represent significant at 0.01, 0.05, or 0.1 level, respectively; individuals 25–84 years old only; excludes moves from 2005; for quality-of-life
indicators “All Movers” refers to movers within the Philadelphia-Camden-Wilmington MSA; authors’ calculations using data from Census 2000, 2009–2013
American Community Survey, the FRBNY Consumer Credit Panel/Equifax (Equifax risk score data only), and other sources.
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SOUTH PHILADELPHIA
The South Philadelphia cluster is a racially and economically diverse collection of neighborhoods sharing
a common gentrification driver: spillover demand from
the growing Center City housing market (Figure A5).28
Broad Street, the major north-south corridor, is a dividing line between the Point Breeze neighborhood to the
west and East Passyunk and Pennsport neighborhoods
to the east. Point Breeze is a low-income, predominantly
non-Hispanic black neighborhood that has seen development pressure as housing in the gentrifying Graduate Hospital neighborhood immediately to the north
became increasingly expensive. 29 East Passyunk and
Pennsport are predominantly non-Hispanic white neighborhoods (though Pennsport has growing Latino and
Asian communities) that are immediately south of nongentrifiable neighborhoods that were relatively high-income at the beginning of the study period.
As in the other neighborhood clusters, the extent to
which movers’ destinations performed better on neighborhood economic and quality-of-life indicators varied
by risk score category (Tables A10–A12). Outcomes
were best for mid- and high-score movers who left the
city, but somewhat mixed for low-score movers, whose
destination tracts had on average higher median home
values but also higher unemployment rates. There was
also some evidence of demographic turnover as lowscore intracity movers, for whom the share of nonHispanic black residents in their origin tracts was already higher than for movers in other score categories,
moved to tracts in which the share was even greater.

Chenevert, Bill. “The Gentrification of South Philly.” South Philly Review,
October 2014. Available at www.southphillyreview.com/news/The_
gentrification_of_South_Philly-280934202.html.
28

29
As noted in Hwang (2015), many long-term South Philadelphia residents
— particularly people of color — consider Graduate Hospital to be part of
broader South Philadelphia. However, because of the greater similarity of
its housing market and neighborhood economic characteristics, it has been
included in the Center City cluster for the purposes of this study.
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1100 block of Greenwich Street

FIGURE A5
South Philadelphia Cluster

Source: Authors’ definition based on Census 2000 and 2009–2013 American
Community Survey data and U.S. Census TIGER/Line Shapefiles; parks, street
centerlines, building footprints, and water features are from the city of
Philadelphia.

Table A10 Changes in South Philadelphia Cluster Characteristics from 2000 to 2009–2013
2000

2009–2013

Percent Change

Total population

63,858

64,146

0.5%

% non-Hispanic white

43.1%

41.5%

-3.3%

% non-Hispanic black

34.7%

24.2%

-29.9%

Average median
household income

$33,219

$36,164

8.9%

Average median rent

$595

$692

16.2%

Average median home value

$63,075

$167,409

165.4%

Source: Authors’ calculations using data from Census 2000 and 2009–2013 American Community Survey.

Table A11 Mobility Patterns for South Philadelphia Cluster Outmovers, All Moves 2003–2014
Percent moving within Philadelphia MSA
Percent moving within Philadelphia
Percent moving within 1 mile of cluster
Percent moving within 3 miles of cluster

All Movers

Low-Score Movers

78.5%

78.9%

55.8%

65.6%

28.2%

29.2%

40.4%

44.9%

Percent moving outside Philadelphia MSA

21.5%

21.7%

Percent moving to lower-income tract

23.5%

34.6%

Note: Individuals 18 to 84 years old only; excludes moves from 2005; authors’ calculations using data from the FRBNY Consumer Credit Panel/Equifax; MSA
represents metropolitan statistical area.

Table A12 Changes in Selected Indicators for Movers from South Philadelphia Cluster, All Moves 2003–2014
All Movers
Origin

Destination

Intracity Movers
Difference

Origin

Destination

Difference

Neighborhood economic conditions
Median household income
All movers

$36,419

$55,319

$18,900***

$35,791

$43,654

$7,863***

Low-score movers

$34,867

$45,791

$10,924***

$34,420

$37,868

$3,448***

Unemployment rate
All movers

12.1%

11.5%

-0.7%***

12.5%

13.9%

1.4%***

Low-score movers

12.9%

14.1%

1.2%***

13.3%

16.5%

3.3%***

All movers

$151,872

$213,839

$61,967***

$147,346

$170,301

$22,955***

Low-score movers

$133,912

$162,345

$28,433***

$130,846

$131,776

$930

Median home value

Demographics
Percent non-Hispanic black
All movers

26.1%

26.3%

0.2%

28.9%

35.9%

7.0%***

Low-score movers

35.6%

40.8%

5.2%***

38.6%

50.2%

11.6%***

Quality of life
Rate of violent crime per 1,000 residents
All movers
Low-Score movers

6.8

5.7

-1.2***

7.1

7.0

-0.1

8.3

8.2

-0.1

8.6

9.1

0.6

Combined percent of 4th grade students scoring proficient or higher in math and reading tests
All movers

105.6

118.6

Low-score movers

96.1

103.1

13.0***

104.0

106.6

2.6*

7.1***

94.7

95.1

0.5

Proximity to amenities
Share of all movers within ¼ mile of bank or credit union branch

58.3%

49.9%

-8.4%***

Share of all movers within ¼ mile of child-care facility

93.7%

80.3%

-13.4%***

Share of all movers within ¼ mile of supermarket

31.9%

28.3%

-3.6%**

Share of all movers within ¼ mile of rail transit station

51.5%

47.4%

-4.1%**

Note: ***, **, * represent significant at 0.01, 0.05, or 0.1 level, respectively; individuals 25–84 years old only; excludes moves from 2005; for quality-of-life
indicators “All Movers” refers to movers within the Philadelphia-Camden-Wilmington MSA; authors’ calculations using data from Census 2000, 2009–2013
American Community Survey, the FRBNY Consumer Credit Panel/Equifax (Equifax risk score data only), and other sources.
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WEST PHILADELPHIA
The West Philadelphia neighborhood cluster is primarily composed of neighborhoods surrounding the University of Pennsylvania and Drexel University, though
it also includes some tracts along the Baltimore Avenue
commercial corridor and Market-Frankford Line (Figure
A6). Powelton, Spruce Hill, Walnut Hill, and Cedar Park
are some neighborhood names associated with these
tracts. As in the communities surrounding Temple University, pressure from the student rental market is an
often-cited driver of gentrification. 30 However, the universities in West Philadelphia — particularly the University of Pennsylvania — have played a much more
active role in shaping development in surrounding
neighborhoods. 31
As with those of the South Philadelphia cluster, the
tracts within the West Philadelphia cluster vary significantly in their demographic composition and economic
characteristics. For some indicators, this heterogeneity
complicated analysis by risk score group, since it was
clear that movers in different risk score groups lived in
very different neighborhoods. Still, there were clear differences in outcomes for movers with different credit
scores. Despite improvements for movers overall, lowscore movers’ destination tracts had comparably high
unemployment rates and significantly lower home values than their origin tracts. Both low- and mid-score intracity movers ended up in tracts with significantly lower median home values and higher unemployment rates
than in those they left. While changes in quality-of-life
indicators were minimal for movers in all three risk
score groups, this meant that low-score movers continued to live in neighborhoods with relatively high rates of
violent crime and low-performing elementary schools
(Tables A13–A15).

30

Moskowitz (2014)

See Kromer, John, and Kerman, Lucy. West Philadelphia Initiatives: A Case
Study in Urban Revitalization. Fels Institute of Government, University of
Pennsylvania. September 2004. Available at www.fels.upenn.edu/news/newreport-urban-revitalization-1.
31
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800 block of North 48th Street

FIGURE A6
West Philadelphia Cluster

Source: Authors’ definition based on Census 2000 and 2009–2013 American
Community Survey data and U.S. Census TIGER/Line Shapefiles; parks, street
centerlines, building footprints, and water features are from the city of
Philadelphia.

Table A13 Changes in West Philadelphia Cluster Characteristics from 2000 to 2009–2013
Total population

2000

2009–2013

Percent Change

59,444

59,357

-0.1%

% non-Hispanic white

21.5%

29.8%

38.5%

% non-Hispanic black

67.4%

52.8%

-21.9%

Average median
household income

$25,481

$32,040

25.7%

Average median rent

$580

$969

67.1%

Average median home value

$78,876

$184,487

133.9%

Source: Authors’ calculations using data from Census 2000 and 2009–2013 American Community Survey.

Table A14 Mobility Patterns for West Philadelphia Cluster Outmovers, All Moves 2003–2014
All Movers
Percent moving within Philadelphia MSA

Low-Score Movers

69.8%

83.5%

50.4%

64.5%

Percent moving within 1 mile of cluster

28.7%

36.9%

Percent moving within 3 miles of cluster

40.0%

51.9%

Percent moving within Philadelphia

Percent moving outside Philadelphia MSA

30.2%

16.5%

Percent moving to lower-income tract

22.8%

30.5%

Note: Individuals 18 to 84 years old only; excludes moves from 2005; authors’ calculations using data from the FRBNY Consumer Credit Panel/Equifax; MSA
represents metropolitan statistical area.

Table A15 Changes in Selected Indicators for Movers from West Philadelphia Cluster, All Moves 2003–2014
All Movers
Origin

Destination

Intracity Movers
Difference

Origin

Destination

Difference

Neighborhood economic conditions
Median household income
All movers

$31,631

$54,048

$22,417***

$30,730

$39,507

$8,777***

Low-score movers

$29,177

$41,648

$12,471***

$28,583

$32,247

$3,664***

All movers

12.8%

11.6%

-1.2%***

13.5%

15.0%

1.5%***

Low-score movers

15.0%

15.3%

0.2%

15.3%

18.1%

2.8%***

Unemployment rate

Median home value
All movers

$201,224

$225,228

$24,004***

$187,956

$158,592

-$29,363***

Low-score movers

$156,106

$139,051

-$17,055***

$153,183

$104,451

-$48,732***

-10.3%***

55.3%

57.1%

1.8%

-5.3%***

67.5%

73.1%

5.6%***

Demographics
Percent non-Hispanic black
All movers

48.2%

37.9%

Low-score movers

63.9%

58.6%

Quality of life
Rate of violent crime per 1,000 residents
All movers

7.0

6.5

-0.5***

7.3

8.0

0.7***

Low-Score movers

8.7

8.5

-0.3

8.8

10.0

1.1***

Combined percent of 4th grade students scoring proficient or higher in math and reading tests
All movers

110.1

112.0

1.9

108.3

97.5

-10.8

Low-score movers

92.9

95.7

2.8

92.4

83.4

-8.9***

28.4%

36.7%

8.3%***

Proximity to amenities
Share of all movers within ¼ mile of bank or credit union branch
Share of all movers within ¼ mile of child-care facility

88.4%

81.8%

-6.6%***

Share of all movers within ¼ mile of supermarket

26.2%

26.7%

0.5%

Share of all movers within ¼ mile of rail transit station

80.2%

53.4%

-26.8%***

Note: ***, **, * represent significant at 0.01, 0.05, or 0.1 level, respectively; individuals 25–84 years old only; excludes moves from 2005; for quality-of-life
indicators “All Movers” refers to movers within the Philadelphia-Camden-Wilmington MSA; authors’ calculations using data from Census 2000, 2009–2013
American Community Survey, the FRBNY Consumer Credit Panel/Equifax (Equifax risk score data only), and other sources.
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I. Introduction

“Concern, and anger, over gentrification has grown in communities across the country
as housing rental and sales prices have soared .… there are numerous reports of resident
displacement from neighborhoods long ignored that now attract higher-income
households.”1
-2006 Urban Institute Report

Over the past several decades, there has been substantial gentrification of low-income
neighborhoods in many U.S. urban areas. These neighborhoods typically experience large
increases in household income and housing prices. Some laud the revitalization of decayed
neighborhoods and others criticize the displacement of low-income, often minority, households.
The distribution of benefits from neighborhood change is a crucial policy issue. Since 1974 the
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) has allocated nearly $120 Billion
in Community Development Block Grants.2 These grants, that are intended to benefit low and
moderate-income individuals by eliminating slums or blight and addressing urgent community
development needs, have been allocated to more than 1000 U.S. cities. While public investment
in neighborhood revitalization is ubiquitous, the consequences of neighborhood gentrification for
low-income and minority individuals remain an open question.
Advocacy groups for low-income neighborhoods in cities across the U.S. have raised
concerns about a potential link between gentrification and the displacement of existing low
income and/or minority residents. In contrast, potential displacement from gentrifying

1

Levy et.al. 2006.
This figure understates the actual level of federal expenditures targeted to Urban Renewal. Community
Development Block Grant (CDBGs) comprise a relatively small portion of HUD’s budget (for FY 2008, CDBGs
represented $3.9 Billion of HUDs overall budget authority of $40.4 Billion). A significant portion of HUD’s
remaining budget is spent on programs that either directly or indirectly promote community development. Sources:.
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development Strategic Plan FY 2006 – FY 2011 and U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development FY09 Proposed Budget.
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neighborhoods does not appear to be a major concern for HUD.3 Given the high levels of public
investment in improving neighborhood quality, it is important to understand which of these two
policy perspectives accurately reflects the impacts of neighborhood gentrification vis-à-vis
displacement of low-income households. Further, missing from this debate on displacement is
consideration of both the role of in-migrants and the impacts of gentrification on households that
remain in gentrifying neighborhoods.
Surprisingly, many questions regarding the distributional impacts of gentrification remain
unanswered. Some recent studies have examined the issue of displacement, and have found little
to suggest that low-income households exit gentrifying neighborhoods any faster than they exit
other neighborhoods. These studies, however, have been severely constrained by data
limitations. As a result they either define neighborhoods as rather large geographic areas
(regions on the order of 100,000+ in population), use overly broad definitions of gentrification,
and/or focus on a single location – raising issues about what broader inferences can be drawn
from their results.4 Even less is known about the role of in-migration in gentrification and the
impact of gentrification on residents who remain in neighborhoods that experience gentrification.
In this paper we take advantage of confidential Census data, specifically the 1990 and
2000 Census Long Form Data, to provide the richest study of gentrification to date. Overall, we
find that rather than dislocating non-white households, gentrification creates neighborhoods that
are attractive to middle-class minority households, particularly those with children or with

3

For example, while community development is a major focus of HUD’s current five year strategic plan, the 81 page
document doesn’t contain a single reference to the potential link between gentrification and displacement.
4
While no precise consensus definition exists, neighborhoods are typically described as gentrifying if they: (i) are
urban, (ii) were previously low-income, and (iii) experience large increases in household income and housing prices.
In this paper we will define a gentrifying neighborhood as an existing urban neighborhood that had relatively low
average income in 1990 and experienced large increases in average income over the 1990s. We will give a more
precise definition below, after we have defined our samples. For a descriptive analysis that documents the
significant scale of gentrification in the 1990s see Ellen and O’Regan (2008)
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elderly householders. Furthermore, there is evidence that gentrification may even increases
incomes for these same households.
Our specific findings are: 1) In-migration of college graduates, particularly white college
graduates under 40 without children, is a key characteristic of a gentrifying neighborhood; 2)
The presence of children, an elderly householder or a householder with low educational
attainment dampens the likelihood that a white household moves into a gentrifying
neighborhood, but these same effects are not present, or even reversed, for black and Hispanic
households; 3) We finds no evidence of disproportionate exit of low-education or minority
householders, but do find evidence that gentrifying neighborhoods disproportionately retain
black householders with a high school degree; 4) Decomposition of the total income gains in
gentrifying neighborhoods attributes the bulk of the gains to two key groups: black high school
graduates (due to disproportionate retention and income gains) and white college graduates (due
to disproportionate in-migration and high incomes).
The strength of our analysis relative to previous work stems largely from the use of
confidential census data. We highlight four key benefits from the use of this data that allow us to
provide a much more detailed analysis of gentrifying neighborhoods than previous studies.
First, we have the refined geographic detail, geographic coverage, and sample size to better
define the set of gentrifying neighborhoods. Second, these same data characteristics allow us to
better define a set of comparison neighborhoods, specifically other neighborhoods within the
same CMSA that have comparable incomes in 1990 or 2000. Third, we are able to identify
movers and stayers using the more detailed information on length of residence provided in the
confidential census. Fourth, we disaggregate by demographic characteristic in much more detail
than previous analysis. This uncovers differential patterns by race, education, age and family
structure that would not have emerged in the more aggregate analysis in previous studies.

3

II. Literature Review
The literature most closely related to our current study is that on the link between
gentrification and out-migration in low-income neighborhoods. This literature investigates
whether there is empirical evidence to support the widely held belief that gentrification causes
the displacement of low-income minorities from their neighborhoods. The most recent studies,
although constrained by data limitations, find little evidence of displacement.
Vigdor (2002) studies gentrification in the Boston metro area using American Housing
Survey (AHS) data from 1974-93 which identify “zones” of 100,000 to 200,000 individuals (The
city of Boston contains 5 zones). He finds no evidence that low-income households are more
likely to exit the current housing unit if they are located in a gentrifying zone. Freeman and
Braconi (2004) conduct a similar study of gentrification in New York City in the 1990’s using
specialized data collected as part of the city’s rent regulation policy. The data identify 55
subborough areas of approximately 46,000 households and 131,000 persons each. Identifying
seven neighborhoods in Manhattan and Brooklyn that gentrified during the 90’s, they find that
low-income households in the gentrifying neighborhoods were less likely to move than lowincome households in non-gentrifying neighborhoods.
Freeman (2005) extends this work to a sample of U.S. neighborhoods using the geocoded
version of the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID), which identifies Census tract of
residence. A Census tract is a relatively permanent geographic unit designed to be as
homogenous as possible with respect to population characteristics, economic status, and living
conditions at the time it is established. Census tracts generally contain between 1,000 and 8,000
people, with an optimum size of 4,000 people. The PSID, therefore, allow Freeman to analyze a
much larger set of neighborhoods at a much more refined level of geographic detail. Sample size
constraints, however, require he take a rather broad definition of gentrification. It is probably a
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result of this broad definition that his set of gentrifying neighborhoods actually experience a
$4,000 decrease in median household income during the 1990’s.5 He again finds little evidence
that gentrification is associated with displacement of low-income households.
The above discussion of these three recent studies highlights the data issues that plague
research on residential mobility and gentrification. Data constraints typically have restricted
analysis to individual cities and/or to studies in which the identified neighborhoods are
unsatisfactorily large in size. The exception, Freeman (2005), conducted with PSID data, has
insufficient sample size to restrict the sample to the relatively small set of census tracts that are
both initially low-income and experience large and rapid income growth in a given time period.
Our use of confidential Census Long Form data allows us to circumvent these data issues as we
have a very large, nationally representative sample that identifies census tract of residence.
Our analysis is related to the above three studies. However, rather than just focus on
households that exit gentrifying neighborhoods, we also investigate who moves into gentrifying
neighborhoods and what happens to the fortunes of households that remain in gentrifying
neighborhoods. While hampered by data limitations, the analysis to date suggests that
gentrification is not associated with unusual levels of out-migration of the existing low-income,
often non-white, residents. In other words, there is a high rate of residential mobility in the U.S.,
and there is little evidence that the rates are significantly higher in gentrifying neighborhoods.
These results suggest the characteristics of the in-migrants, and potentially the outcomes for
stayers, are critical components to understanding the process of gentrification. These two issues
5

Freeman’s most restrictive definition of gentrified neighborhood is one that meets 1) is a central city
neighborhood, with 2) median income in previous census below the metro area’s 40th percentile, 3)proportion
housing built in last 20 years in the previous census below the metro area’s 40th percentile, 4) above median growth
in educational attainment in the intercensal period, and 5) an increase in real housing prices in the intercensal period.
While the neighborhoods that are categorized as gentrifying in the 90’s have a decrease in median household income
between 1990 and 2000, the neighborhoods that are categorized as gentrifying in the 80’s do experience an increase
in median income between 1980 and 1990.
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have received almost no attention in the academic literature. Freeman and Braconi (2004) and
Freeman (2005) provide descriptive statistics that indicate that in-movers to gentrifying
neighborhoods are more likely to be white, college-educated, and higher income than in-movers
to non-gentrifying neighborhoods, but no formal multivariate analysis is conducted. We are
aware of no research addressing the issue of the impact of gentrification on the fortunes of stayer
households.
Finally, there are two additional related literatures that warrant discussion, one on
mobility between high and low-income neighborhoods, and the other on how neighborhood
characteristics predict neighborhood change.
The literature that studies mobility between neighborhoods as a function of individual
and neighborhood characteristics is relatively large. Much of this research is conducted with the
geocoded PSID, which records census tract of residence. Sample size constraints are less
problematic in this literature, as there are far more observations of, for example, households
moving in and out of the entire set of low income neighborhoods than in and out of the subset of
gentrifying neighborhoods. Two of the most recent and relevant papers are Crowder and South
(2005) and South, Crowder and Chavez (2005). While the primary focus of these papers is the
migration of households from low-income to higher-income neighborhoods, they also examine
movement from higher-income to low-income neighborhoods. While both Crowder and South
(2005) and South, Crowder and Chavez (2005) find that white households are far less likely to
move from higher-income to low-income neighborhoods than black or Latino households,
Crowder and South (2005) document that the rate of movement from higher-income to lowincome neighborhoods increased disproportionately for white households during the 1980’s and
1990’s, particularly for high-income white households. They suggest this is related to the
gentrification of low-income neighborhoods that occurred during the same time period.
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There is also a substantial literature on how current neighborhood characteristics predict
neighborhood change. One recent example is Card, Mas and Rothstein (Forthcoming), which
estimates racial “tipping points,” points at which the concentration of non-white households is
sufficiently high that the neighborhood will “tip,” generating an exodus of white households.
Two recent studies that specifically address neighborhood growth and renewal are Brueckner and
Rosenthal (Forthcoming) and Rosenthal (Forthcoming). Both papers argue that age of housing
stock is a key determinant of neighborhood growth. As a neighborhood’s housing stock ages,
richer households exit for neighborhoods with newer housing and are replaced by lower-income
households. Eventually, the housing stock ages to the point it is ripe for re-development, at
which the neighborhood gentrifies and rich households return. Both papers provide analysis to
suggest that aged housing stock is an important predictor of gentrification. An alternative view
provided by Coulson and Bond (1990) suggests that is square footage, not age of housing per se,
which predicts residential turnover.
III. Data
This section describes how the analysis sample and key variables are constructed using
1990 and 2000 Census data. The data are constructed in 2 stages. First, 1990 and 2000 Census
tracts are linked and a sample of urban census tracts are selected. Next, tract-level variables are
constructed. These tract-level characteristics are used to select the set of tracts in the analysis
sample and to identify tracts that gentrified between 1990 and 2000. In the second stage, the
sample of householders that reside in the tracts in the analysis sample is drawn from the 2000
data, and household-level variables are created.
A. Census Demographic Long Form Data
The analysis in this paper uses the 1990 and 2000 Decennial Census Long Form Data.
These are confidential data products of the U.S. Census Bureau that can only be accessed from a
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Census Research Data Center (CRDC).6 The Long Form Data contain the population of
households that respond to the Long Form survey in the Decennial Census, which is
administered to a 1-in-6 sample of all households in the U.S. The samples include 14.3 million
households and 38.6 million individuals in the year 1990 and 16.6 million households and 43.5
million individuals in the year 2000.
The analysis in this paper would not be possible with publicly available data. The Public
Use Microdata Samples (PUMS) contain a random sample of household-level responses from the
Decennial Long Form surveys, but only identify geographic location down to the level of Public
Use Microdata Areas (PUMAs), which are areas of at least 100,000 people. In contrast, the
confidential Long Form data identify census tracts that, as described above, contain an average
of 4,000 individuals.7 There are also public Census data sets that report aggregate census tractlevel characteristics based on the Long Form data. These tabulated data, however, are not
sufficiently disaggregated for the purposes of our analysis. For example, they do not
disaggregate by the migration status of the household, which is a key variable in our analysis.
B. Census Geography and Sample Criteria
While census tracts are designed to be relatively permanent geographic units, they do
change over time as neighborhoods evolve and as tract populations increase or decrease.
Therefore, the census tracts must be linked between the 1990 and 2000 Censuses. Census Tract
Relationship Files from the U.S. Census Bureau show how 1990 census tracts relate to 2000
census tracts. Using this information, we developed a concordance file that creates
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All analysis for this paper was conducted at the Triangle Census Research Data Center (TCRDC) at Duke
University.
7
The census block, an even smaller geographic unit, is also identified. Because, however, CRDC researchers are
not currently allowed to link census data over time at the block level, and because the tract more closely relates to
our concept of neighborhood, we conduct our analysis at the tract level. Using survey data, Lee and Campbell
(1990) find that self reported neighborhoods of residence on average cover 15 square blocks. This finding suggests
that census tracts offer a reasonable neighborhood definition for urban areas.
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neighborhood definitions that are unique and consistent across the two census years. If, for
example, a 1990 tract split into two tracts in 2000, the two 2000 tracts were merged into a single
neighborhood that would be consistent with the original 1990 tract. There were some cases of
overlapping tract splits and merges, which required that we aggregate over several tracts to
obtain one consistent neighborhood.8 In this paper, the terms neighborhood and census tract will
refer to these census tract groupings that we have linked between 1990 and 2000.
We select our sample of census tracts for analysis by first focusing on Consolidated
Metropolitan Statistical Areas (CMSAs) as defined by the Census Bureau. We select only those
CMSAs in the continental U.S. with populations of at least 500,000 in 1990, producing a sample
of 72 CMSAs. Most CMSAs include some areas that are very rural and in which census tracts
cover very large geographic areas. For this reason, we further refine our sample. The Census
Bureau has compiled a list of incorporated places with populations of 100,000 or more in 1990.
We only include tracts from the 72 largest CMSAs that are within a 5km buffer of one of these
large incorporated places. This effectively selects off the more densely populated areas of the
CMSAs, and excludes some of the less-populous CMSAs that do not contain a single Census
place. Our final sample consists of 15,040 linked tracts from 64 CMSAs. A list of included
CMSAs appears in Appendix A
C. Definition of Gentrification and Comparison Groups
Table 1 provides some descriptive statistics on income and income change for our sample
of 15,040 urban area tracts, by quintile of average family income in 1990.9 The construction of
the family income variable is described below in section D. The most interesting result in
Table 1 is that the bottom quintile of neighborhoods has median income growth substantially
8

82% of the constructed time-consistent neighborhoods contain only one 2000 census tract, and 94% contain no
more than two 2000 census tracts.
9
All income figures are reported in year 2000 dollars.
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above that experienced by neighborhoods in the four richer quintiles, and the 90th percentile of
income growth is only higher in the top quintile. This indicates that gentrification is an
important phenomenon among the lowest-income neighborhoods during this period.
To create our primary analysis sample, we first take the set of tracts that are in the bottom
quintile of average family income in 1990.10 These neighborhoods have average family income
less than $30,079 (in 2000 dollars) in 1990. We refer to this set of neighborhoods as the lowincome neighborhood sample. We take gentrifying neighborhoods to be those tracts in the low
income neighborhood sample that experience an increase in average family income between
1990 and 2000 of at least $10,000. 15.2% of tracts in the bottom quintile experience income
growth of this magnitude. Only 13.2% of tracts in the upper 4 quintiles experience growth of
this magnitude.
Most of our analysis compares gentrifying neighborhoods to non-gentrifying
neighborhoods in the low-income neighborhood sample. The fact that most gentrifying tracts
have exited the bottom quintile suggests another interesting comparison. Thus, we also take a
sample of middle-class neighborhoods in 2000 and distinguish those that were low-income
neighborhoods in 1990 from those that were not low-income in 1990. To be more specific, we
take as our middle-class neighborhood sample those tracts that have average family income in
2000 between $33,000 and $47,000. This sample is comprised of neighborhoods from the very
top of the first quintile through the middle of the 3rd quintile of average family income in 2000.
These cut-off points for the middle-class neighborhood sample are chosen to maximize the
concentration of gentrifying tracts. For analysis with the middle-class neighborhood sample,
gentrification is still defined as those neighborhoods in the sample that were originally in the
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We also conducted alternative analysis in which we selected tracts from the bottom quintile of neighborhood
income, calculated within each CMSA, and found this had little effect on the results.
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bottom quintile in 1990 and for whom average family income increased by at least $10,000
between 1990 and 2000. 5.8% of tracts in the middle-class sample are gentrifiers and 63.4% of
gentrifying tracts in the low-income neighborhood sample appear in the middle-class
neighborhood sample.
D. Measurement of Key Variables
Having identified two samples of urban neighborhoods, the low-income neighborhood
sample and the middle-class neighborhood sample, we then select the sample of all householders
in the 2000 Long Form Census data who reside in these tracts to create the data for our
analysis.11 Key variables in our analysis include family income of the householder and
migration status of the householder. To create the family income measure, we sum all forms of
income across all members of the householder’s family.12 Income from unmarried partners is
included in family income, but we exclude income from individuals in the household who are
otherwise not related to the householder (such as roommates or boarders).
We wish to distinguish those householders who moved into their current residence
between 1990 and 2000 from those who lived there prior to 1990. The PUMS data report, for
each household member, whether or not he or she lived in the same housing unit 5 years prior to
the survey. The confidential data, fortunately, provide even more detailed information on when
the householder moved into the housing unit, which allows us to exactly identify whether or not
the householder moved into the housing unit in the past 10 years. In this paper, householders
11

We define “household” and “householder” the same way the Census Bureau does: a household refers to the
people living in a housing unit, with the householder being the one in whose name the home is owned, being bought,
or rented, in any kind of housing unit.
12
The definition of family used by the Census Bureau is “two or more individuals related by birth, marriage, or
adoption who reside together.” Our definition of family income is similar to that used by the Census Bureau, the
largest difference being that householders who do not reside with any relative are still included in our analysis as a
family of size one. Unlike the definition of family income used by the Census Bureau, we include income from
individuals designated as the unmarried partner of the householder. Individuals who do not live alone, but are not
related to the householder, are not included in our analysis. Their income does not belong in the householder’s
family’s income, but we do not have the migration information to create separate observations for them.
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who moved into their housing unit in the past 10 years are referred to as migrants.
Unfortunately, there is no way to identify whether migrant householders previously lived in
another housing unit in the same neighborhood or whether they moved in from another census
tract.
IV. Methods
A. Migrants to Gentrifying vs Non-Gentrifying Neighborhoods.
We investigate the differences in characteristics between householders who moved into
houses in neighborhoods that gentrified between 1990 and 2000 and those who moved into
houses in low-income neighborhoods that did not gentrify. We use our low-income
neighborhood sample, which, as described above, contains those census tracts in the bottom
quintile of average family income in 1990. Also as described above, tracts are considered to
gentrify if they are in the low-income neighborhood sample and experience an increase in
average family income between 1990 and 2000 of at least $10,000.

Restricting the analysis

sample to only those householders who moved into a housing unit in the low-income
neighborhood sample between 1990 and 2000, we estimate a logit model of the form:
(1)
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where G is an indicator variable that equals 1 if householder i moved into a housing unit in a
gentrifying tract. The Dj’s are 35 demographic group indicator variables created by crossing 3
race/ethnicity categories (non-Hispanic white, non-Hispanic black, and Hispanic) with 3
education categories (less than a high school degree, high school degree, college degree) and 4
lifecycle stage categories (age less than 40 without children, age less than 40 with children, age
40-60, age greater than 60).13 We omit the indicator for white high school dropouts under 40
13

Children must be under 18 and living in the same household.
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without children to create the reference category, leaving 35 demographic group indicators. X
contains controls for householder’s relationship status (married, cohabitating with unmarried
partner, or single) interacted with the 3 race/ethnicity indicators and the householder’s immigrant
status interacted with the 3 race/ethnicity indicators. X also contains a control for the average
1990 income of the current tract of residence. 14 The model also includes CMSA fixed-effects.15
Our choice of specification in equation (1) warrants further explanation. A more
complete specification would have interacted race/ethnicity with education with age with family
structure (marital status and presence of children) and with immigration status, rather than
simply including additional controls for marital status and immigration. Unfortunately, this
creates a very large number of demographic groups and therefore an unwieldy number of
coefficient estimates to report. This also generates quite a few small cells, resulting in many
imprecise estimates. Additionally, all empirical results generated using confidential Census data
must go through a review before they are publicly released, and these small cells present a
disclosure risk. 16 We therefore picked the demographic variables to include in our key set of
interactions by determining which variables were the most important determinants of gentrifying
mobility and which had the most interesting interactions with race and education. For example,
we chose to include the interaction of presence of children with the youngest age category, but
not with the 40-60 age category, because it was only for the younger householders that presence
of children was such an important predictor of location choice. We also initially interacted
14

We control for average 1990 income for the tract in which the householder is located in 2000. Suppose that 1990
tract income is correlated with gentrification status. Further suppose, for example, that white householders are more
likely to move into neighborhoods in the upper-end of the bottom quintile of 1990 income than the lower end.
Failure to control for 1990 income would wrongly attribute a tendency to locate in the higher-income neighborhoods
with a preference for gentrifying neighborhoods.
15
Some CMSAs contain multiple MSAs. We also tried a specification with MSA fixed effects, but the change did
not significantly affect the results.
16
It is because of this same concern with small cells that householders that report a race other than white or black
are not included in the analysis reported in Tables 4, 5 and 7. Once this “other race” category is sub-divided by age,
education and family structure, the cells become very small. “Other Race” householders are included in the
descriptive tables and in the decomposition in Table 8.
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marital status with age, education and race, but found that presence of children, rather than
marriage or cohabitation, was the more important predictor and had more important interaction
effects with race and education.
In equation (1), βo measures the differential between the migration rate into the
gentrifying tracts and non-gentrifying tracts for the reference demographic group. A positive βj
therefore indicates that this differential is larger for demographic group j than for the reference
group. These estimates indicate which demographic groups act as gentrifiers, in other words,
which groups have disproportionately high rates of migration into gentrifying neighborhoods
relative to other low-income neighborhoods.
A related question is, conditional on demographic group, how do incomes of gentrifying
migrants compare to non-gentrifying migrants? For example, given a group of migrant
householders who are white, elderly and hold high school degrees, how does the income of those
moving into gentrifying low-income neighborhoods compare to the income of those moving into
non-gentrifying low-income neighborhoods? We estimate the following model on the same
sample of householders who have moved into a housing unit in the low-income neighborhood
sample:
(2)

35

36

64

j =1

j =1

m =1

log( Incomei ) = α 0 + ∑ α j Dij + ∑ β j ( Dij * Gi ) + X iγ + ∑ δ mCMSAim + ε i ,

where Income is the householder’s family income and all other variables are defined as they
were for equation (1). We are interested in the coefficients on the interactions of the
demographic group dummies with the gentrification dummy. A positive βj, for example,
indicates that, within demographic group j, migrants to the gentrifying neighborhoods have
higher incomes than migrants to the non-gentrifying neighborhoods.
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Estimation of equations (1) and (2) using the low-income neighborhood sample allows us
to compare those moving into low-income neighborhoods that are gentrifying to those moving
into low-income neighborhoods that are not gentrifying. In additional analysis, we estimate
equations (1) and (2) on the sample of middle-class neighborhoods. This allows us to compare
those who moved into houses in recently-gentrified middle-class neighborhoods compared to
those who moved into houses in neighborhoods that were already middle-class in 1990. When
using our middle-class sample, the control for tract-level income in 1990 is replaced with a
control for tract-level income in 2000.17
B. Cohort Regression Analysis of Out-Migration and Stayer Outcomes
The final composition of the gentrifying tracts is determined not only by the
characteristics of those who exit, but also by the characteristics of those who move in and the
impacts on those who stay. The analysis described above in section A examines who moves into
gentrifying neighborhoods. We would also like to characterize the out-migration. We would, in
particular, like to determine if there is any evidence of displacement of low-income minorities in
gentrifying neighborhoods. The cross-sectional Census data cannot be used to create a sample
of individuals who used to live in the gentrifying neighborhoods. We still, however, can study
this issue by creating synthetic cohorts.
Consider all households in a single tract in 1990 with a householder who is age 20 to 29,
white, and has a high school degree. Suppose there are 500 such households. Now, take all
households in 2000 with a householder who is 30 to 39, white, has a high school degree, and has
lived in the same housing unit for at least 10 years. If there has been no out-migration, there
should be 500 such households. The observed changes in cohort size between 1990 and 2000
17

Using the same logic described in footnote 7, we do not want to wrongly attribute a tendency for a group to locate
in higher-income or lower-income middle-class neighborhoods with a preference for gentrifying neighborhoods.
Because the middle-class tracts are selected based on 2000 income, it is appropriate to control for average family
income in 2000, rather than 1990.
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provide estimates of out-migration for different demographic groups in a neighborhood.
Comparing changes in a cohort’s size across neighborhoods produce estimates of relative outmigration from different types of neighborhoods for a particular demographic group.
We consider 4 cohorts:

Cohort 1:
Cohort 2:
Cohort 3:
Cohort 4:

1990
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59

2000
30-39 and in housing unit for at least 10 years
40-49 and in housing unit for at least 10 years
50-59 and in housing unit for at least 10 years
60-69 and in housing unit for at least 10 years

We divide each cohort into our 3 race/ethnicity groups crossed with our 3 education groups. We
therefore use 4x3x3=36 cohorts in our analysis.
Our first cohort regression model is:
(3)

35
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c =1

c =1

m =1

% ∆Popct = α o + ∑ α c Cct + ∑ β c (Cct * Gt ) + X t γ + ∑ δ mCMSAmt + ε .

For cohort c in tract t, the percent change in population is measured as:
% ∆Popct =

Pop 2000ct − Pop1990ct
,
Pop1990ct

and the Cc’s are indicator variables for each of the 36 cohorts. The coefficients on the interaction
of the cohort indicators with the gentrification dummy indicate whether the out-migration for
that particular demographic group is higher or lower in gentrifying tracts compared to nongentrifying tracts. A negative estimate for βc indicates that the population loss for cohort c was
on average greater in gentrifying tracts, which would be consistent with displacement.
It must be pointed out that in the 2000 Census, 67.3 % of householders in our sample of
urban tracts have changed houses in the past 10 years, and 68.8% of householders in the lowincome neighborhood sample have done so. The average %∆POP for cohorts in the estimation
sample is –66.3%, and reflects the natural mobility of households in the U.S. This exercise only
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picks up differential mobility out of different types of neighborhoods for different demographic
groups.18
We also use synthetic cohorts to study changes in income among pre-existing residents
with the following model:
(4)

36
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c =1

m =1

% ∆Incct = ∑ α c Cct + ∑ β c (Cct * Gt ) + X t γ + ∑ δ mCMSAmt + ε .

Where %∆Inc is the percent change in average family income for cohort c between 1990 and
2000. A positive coefficient for βc, for example, indicates that there was a greater increase in
average family income for cohort c in gentrifying neighborhoods than non-gentrifying
neighborhoods. A positive coefficient therefore indicates that average family income increased
for families that already lived in the neighborhood in 1990. Such a positive effect of
gentrification could result from two very different causes. One is that in gentrifying
neighborhoods, the households in a particular cohort that migrate out are disproportionately lowincome compared to those in the same cohort leaving non-gentrifying neighborhoods. This
would cause an increase in average family income due to a composition effect. The other
explanation is that gentrification causes an increase in family income in that demographic group,
for example by improving employment opportunities in the local area. Unfortunately, there is
no way to formally test between these two interpretations with the data at hand. However, as we
discuss below, the pattern of our results lead us to believe that the second interpretation is more
credible than the first.

18

The change in cohort population will be measured with error, because cohorts are based on a random sample,
different individuals in the household could list themselves as the householder in successive censuses, and
individuals could change or misreport their age, education or race/ethnicity in successive censuses. This can
generate some attenuation bias in our estimates, but there is no reason to believe that the measurement error is
systematically correlated with gentrification status.
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V. Results
Table 2 provides a preliminary description of the differences between the gentrifying and
non-gentrifying tracts in our low-income neighborhood sample. The first two columns report
average tract-level characteristics in 1990 by gentrification status. Interestingly, the low-income
neighborhoods that gentrify between 1990 and 2000 have lower average income and a smaller
proportion of white households in 1990 than those low-income neighborhoods that do not
gentrify, although the proportion of householders with a college degree is marginally higher. It
is also noteworthy that the average income of householders that moved into the gentrifying
neighborhoods between 1980 and 1990 is lower than for those who moved into the nongentrifying neighborhoods. By most measures, the low-income neighborhoods that gentrified
during the 1990’s were worse off in 1990 than those that did not gentrify during the 90’s. There
is little evidence of “lead” indicators, or, put another way, little evidence that the gentrifying
neighborhoods were already improving prior to 1990.
The remaining two columns report average tract-level characteristics in 2000 by
gentrification status.

By definition, the gentrifying tracts have much higher average income in

2000. The most striking features is the growth in the fraction of householders with a college
degree, increasing from 9.0 to 15.8 percent, compared to an increase from 8.2 to 10.1 percent for
non-gentrifying neighborhoods. The gentrifying neighborhoods also experience a moderate
increase in the proportion of householders who are white. The final rows of the table indicate
that the average incomes of both migrants and non-migrants increase in gentrifying tracts.
A. Migration Logit and Income Regression Results, Low-Income Neighborhood Sample
Table 3 provides descriptive statistics for the sample of householders who moved into a
housing unit in the low-income neighborhood sample in the 1990’s. The two columns report
means separately for the householders who have moved into a housing unit in gentrifying tracts
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vs non-gentrifying tracts. Not surprisingly, the gentrifying migrants are higher-income, highereducation, more likely to be white and less likely to be Hispanic than non-gentrifying migrants.
They are also, however, more likely to be black than non-gentrifying migrants. At the bottom of
the table, we see that gentrifying migrants are also a little younger, less likely to have children
and less likely to be immigrants than non-gentrifying migrants.
In Table 4 we present the results from estimating equations (1) and (2) on the low-income
neighborhood sample. Column 1 reports the logit coefficient estimates of the β j ’s from
equation (1). To better illustrate the magnitudes of the effects, we also report the predicted
probability that a migrant has located in a gentrifying neighborhood (P(Gentrify)) for all 36
demographic groups in column 3. As a point of comparison, 11.2% of the migrants in the
estimation sample used in Table 4 locate in a gentrifying tract. Therefore demographic groups
with predicted probabilities above 0.112 have above average rates of gentrification. The most
obvious finding in Table 4 is the high gentrification rate of college-educated householders,
particularly white householders with college degrees. The gentrification rates of householders in
all race/ethnicity groups with less than a college degree are remarkably similar and typically
range from 10 to 11 percent.19
The estimates in column 1 of Table 4 do not indicate which groups are most likely to live
in a gentrifying neighborhood. They tell us which householders are more likely to move into a
gentrifying neighborhood conditional on the fact they have chosen to move into a neighborhood
that was low-income in 1990. For example, statistics reported later in Table 8 of this paper will
show that a 2000 householder in a gentrifying neighborhood is much more likely to be a black

19

The estimates for marital status and immigration status, which are not reported in Table 4, indicate that married or
cohabitating householders have higher gentrification rates than single householders. The effect of partnership is
strongest for white householders and weakest for Hispanic householders. Among white householders, immigrants
have lower gentrification rates, but there is no effect of immigration status for non-white householders.
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high school dropout than a white college graduate. This is because black high school dropouts
are overall much more likely to move into neighborhoods that were low income in 1990 than
white college graduates. The black high school dropouts are more likely than average to move
into a non-gentrifying low-income neighborhood than a gentrifying low-income neighborhood,
so their choice to locate in a neighborhood cannot be seen as a sign of gentrification. In contrast,
if a white college graduate moves into a neighborhood that was low income in 1990, it is much
more likely than average that it is a gentrifying neighborhood. The influx of white college
graduates is a feature that distinguishes the gentrifying neighborhoods from other low-income
neighborhoods.
The final two columns of Table 4 present the results from estimating equation (2). It is
not very surprising that, within each demographic group, the incomes of those migrating to the
gentrifying areas are higher than those migrating to non-gentrifying areas. This differential in
income is particularly large for the college-educated householders, particularly white
householders with college degrees.
B. Migration Logit and Income Regression Results, Middle-Class Neighborhood Sample
The first 3 columns of Table 5 report the results obtained estimating equation (1) on the
middle-class neighborhood sample. The gentrification rate in the estimation sample used in
Table 5 is 4.2%, so any group with a value above 0.042 in column 3 has a higher than average
predicted gentrification rate.

When the sample is limited to those householders who have

moved into a housing unit in a middle-class neighborhood in the past 10 years, it is not surprising
that black and Hispanic householders with less than a college degree are disproportionately
likely to have moved into the recently-gentrified, rather than established, middle-class
neighborhood. It is also not surprising that white householders typically have lower than average
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gentrification rate, but it is quite striking that the one exception is for white college-educated
householders who are under 40 without children.
Among white householders, having less than a college degree, the presence of children,
or elderly status all substantially diminish the probability the householder will choose a
gentrifying neighborhood over an established middle-class neighborhood. These same patterns
are substantially diminished, or even reversed, for most of the black and Hispanic demographic
groups. Elderly status, lower education and presence of children are often associated with
higher gentrification rates for non-white householders.20

This pattern is not inconsistent with

the results for the low-income neighborhood sample in Table 4, though the differential effects of
elderly status and presence of children are rather subtle in that table.
The income results from estimating equation (2) on the middle class sample are reported
in the last two columns of Table 5. For most demographic groups, among those who moved into
houses in the middle-class sample of tracts, the incomes of those who are in recently-gentrified
tracts are typically below those in the established middle-class tracts. The only statistically
significant exceptions are for white householders with college degrees, in which case the
incomes of the gentrifiers exceed the incomes of those moving to established middle-class
neighborhoods.
The results in Tables 4 and 5 point to in-migration of young, college-educated white
householders without children as a particular hallmark of gentrifying neighborhoods. The results
also indicate that among white householders, presence of children, age and education play a
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Estimates for marital status and immigration status, which are not reported in Table 5, indicate that for all
racial/ethnic groups, married couples are more likely than average to move to an established middle-class
neighborhood than a gentrifying neighborhood. Black immigrants living in middle-class neighborhoods are less
likely than average to have moved into a gentrifying neighborhood, but Hispanic immigrants are more likely than
average to have chosen the gentrified middle-class neighborhood.
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different role in determining the choice to locate in a gentrifying neighborhood than they do for
black and Hispanic householders.
C. Cohort Regression Results
Table 6 provides some preliminary evidence regarding who exits gentrifying
neighborhoods relative to non-gentrifying neighborhoods. Table 6 reports descriptive statistics
for the sample of non-migrants, householders who have lived in their housing unit for at least 10
years, in the low-income neighborhood sample in 2000. Columns 1 and 3 report average 1990
tract-level characteristics of non-migrants for gentrifying and non-gentrifying neighborhoods,
respectively. Columns 2 and 4 report average householder characteristics for non-migrants in
2000. If gentrification is associated with widespread displacement, we should see a differential
change between columns 1 and 2 compared to columns 3 and 4. For the racial/ethnic and
educational composition variables, there is little evidence to suggest that black or Hispanic
householders are disproportionately exiting the gentrifying neighborhoods. There is, however,
modestly higher exit of low-education households and retention of high-education households in
the gentrifying neighborhoods. There is also a much bigger increase in average income between
columns 1 and 2, compared to columns 3 and 4, suggesting that the “stayers” in gentrifying
neighborhoods either experience disproportionate income gains or are disproportionately
selected from the higher income households within each demographic group.
The results from the cohort regression in equation (3) are reported in the first two
columns of Table 7. This analysis is conducted on the low-income neighborhood sample. Recall
that a large, negative and significant coefficient is evidence that a particular cohort lost more
population in gentrifying areas than non-gentrifying low income neighborhoods, and is therefore
consistent with displacement.

The results in Table 7 provide little evidence of displacement.

Most of the coefficients are statistically insignificant, very small in magnitude, and equally likely
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to be negative or positive. The one statistically significant coefficient suggests disproportionate
retention of prime-aged black householders with a high school degree.
The remaining two columns report the results for the income change regression described
in equation (4).21 These results combined with those in the first column suggest that black
householders with a high school degree benefit from gentrification. The first column provides
some indication that gentrifying neighborhoods disproportionately retain black householders
with a high school degree. The third column estimates indicate that average incomes in cohorts
of black householders with high school degrees increase roughly 20% more in gentrifying than
non-gentrifying neighborhoods. We cannot formally test whether this is because gentrification
improves the earnings of these householders, or disproportionately reduces exit of the highest
earning householders in these cohorts. Given, however, that we do not see any evidence of
displacement of lower-income cohorts in Table7, it is hard to believe that this result is driven by
displacement of lower-income households within cohort. We consider the more reasonable
interpretation to be that this cohort did experience income gains.
The estimates in Table 7 demonstrate that it is useful to disaggregate the analysis by
detailed demographic group. Specifications that control linearly for race and education or
poverty, as most previous studies have done, would not show that the effects for black high
school graduates are quite different from those for black high school dropouts, as well as from
those for white high school graduates.
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The sample of cohorts used to estimate this regression is smaller than that used in column 1 for two reasons. First,
because many of these tract-level cohorts are relatively small in population in 1990, and because the average
mobility rate is quite high, almost 40% of the tract-level cohorts have zero population in 2000. Because these
cohorts with zero population in 2000 have no 2000 income information, they are dropped from the analysis. In
addition, for some of the smaller cohorts that have non-zero population in 2000, the income change is calculated on
such a small number of observations that the percentage change in income can be quite dramatic. For this reason,
we trim another 3% of the sample that has greater than 400% change in average income.
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D. Decompositions
The previous results describe who is moving in and out of gentrifying neighborhoods.
We would like to summarize our results in a way that indicates how much of the gentrification is
due to each demographic group. In other words, how much of the increase in average family
income in gentrifying neighborhoods is generated by each demographic group?
To answer this question, we make use of the following expression:

∆I = I 00 − I 90 = ∑ ( Pj00 I j00 − Pj90 I j90 )
36

(5)

j =1

where ∆I is the change in average family income from 1990 to 2000 for the group of low
income neighborhoods that gentrify, I j is the average family income for demographic group j in
the gentrifying neighborhoods, and Pj is the fraction of householders in the gentrifying
neighborhoods that belong to demographic group j. Using equation (5), we decompose the total
amount of gentrification into the part due to each individual demographic group.
We make two adjustments to our demographic categories from those used in tables 4, 5
and 7. First, in order to avoid a small cell that would not meet Census Bureau confidentiality
guidelines, we combine the two oldest age groups for Hispanic householders with a college
degree. Second, we include a single “Non-Hispanic Other Race” category. While we excluded
other race householders from the analysis in tables 4, 5 and 7, and we cannot disaggregate the
contribution of other race householders by age or education, we can report an aggregate income
contribution for all other race householders.
The decomposition results are reported in Table 8 using the sample of gentrifying lowincome neighborhoods. Columns 4 and 5 report the main decomposition results, with column 4
reporting the income change contributed by each of the 36 demographic groups using equation
(5). Column 5 simply reports the income change in column 4 divided by the total average
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income change of $16,901. The first 3 columns of Table 8 report several of the component parts
of the decomposition. An individual demographic group can have a large contribution to total
income change either due to being a large fraction of the population in gentrifying
neighborhoods, having a large intercensal average income change, or both. Reporting the
population proportions for 1990 and 2000 and the average intercensal income change for each
demographic group allows us to distinguish these cases.
The results in Table 8 indicate that a substantial 33% of the total income gain in
gentrifying tracts is contributed by black householders with a high school degree. This sizeable
contribution results from the fact that black householders are a large fraction of the population in
gentrifying tracts in 1990, increase as a fraction of the population in the 90’s, and display
particularly large increases in average income. This creates an interesting contrast with black
householders with less than a high school degree, who are also a sizeable fraction of the
population in gentrifying low-income neighborhoods in 1990. These households, however, fall
as a fraction of the population in gentrifying neighborhoods and experience much smaller
changes in average income, resulting in a contribution of only 7% of the total income gain.
The second largest contribution to the total income gain is by white householders with a
college degree, who contribute 20% of the total gain, with over half of this gain coming from
young householders without children. This is in direct contrast to the minute contribution of less
than 3% by white householders with less than a college degree.
VI. Conclusions
The key findings of our analysis of gentrifying urban neighborhoods in the 1990’s are:
1) The analysis points to the in-migration of white college graduates, particularly those under 40
without children, as a key hallmark of gentrifying neighborhoods. 2) The presence of children,
having less than a college degree, or elderly status dampens the likelihood that a white household
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moves into a gentrifying neighborhood, but these same effects are much diminished, or even
reversed, for black and Hispanic householders; 3) Synthetic cohort analysis of out-migration
finds no evidence of displacement of non-white households, but does find evidence of
disproportionate retention of black householders with a high school degree; 4) A decomposition
of the total income gains in a gentrifying neighborhood attribute the bulk of the gains to two key
groups: black high school graduates (due to disproportionate retention and income gains) and
white college graduates (due to disproportionate in-migration and high incomes).
The findings suggest that rather than dislocating non-white households, gentrification
creates neighborhoods that are attractive to middle-class minority households, particularly those
with children or with elderly householders. One reasonable interpretation is that because these
neighborhoods are experiencing income gains, but also more diverse with regards to
race/ethnicity and income than established middle-class neighborhoods, they are desirable
locations for non-white middle-class households.
Our findings highlight the benefits of richly disaggregating by demographic characteristic
in studies of neighborhood choice and mobility. Specifications with basic controls for race,
education, age and family structure, but without interactions, would not have uncovered many of
the interesting findings of this paper. The divergent experience of black householders with and
without high school degrees, for example, would be unlikely to emerge. Our analysis also
demonstrates the benefits of studying not only out-migration but also in-migration and outcomes
for stayers. Finally, this study benefited enormously from data that allowed careful comparisons
of neighborhoods at the census tract level.
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Appendix A. MSA/CMSAs used in the urban neighborhoods sample (table 1)
Code
0200
0240
0520
0640
0680
0760
1000
1122
1280
1520
1602
1642
1692
1840
1922
2000
2082
2162
2320
2840
3000
3120
3280
3362
3480
3760
3840
4120
4400
4472

MSA/CMSA Name
Albuquerque, NM
Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton, PA
Atlanta, GA
Austin-San Marcos, TX
Bakersfield, CA
Baton Rouge, LA
Birmingham, AL
Boston-Worcester-Lawrence, MA--NH--ME--CT
Buffalo-Niagara Falls, NY
Charlotte-Gastonia-Rock Hill, NC-SC
Chicago-Gary-Kenosha, IL-IN-WI
Cincinnati-Hamilton, OH-KY-IN
Cleveland-Akron, OH
Columbus, OH
Dallas-Fort Worth, TX
Dayton-Springfield, OH
Denver-Boulder-Greeley, CO
Detroit-Ann Arbor-Flint, MI
El Paso, TX
Fresno, CA
Grand Rapids-Muskegon-Holland, MI
Greensboro--Winston-Salem--High Point, NC
San Diego, CA
Houston-Galveston-Brazoria, TX
Indianapolis, IN
Kansas City, MO
Knoxville, TN
Las Vegas, NV
Little Rock-North Little Rock, AR
Los Angeles-Riverside-Orange County, CA

4520
4920
4992

Louisville, KY-IN
Memphis, TN-AR-MS
Miami-Ft. Lauderdale, FL
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5082
5120
5360
5560
5602
5720
5880
5920
5960
6162
6200
6280

Milwaukee-Racine, WI
Minneapolis-St. Paul, MN-WI
Nashville, TN
New Orleans, LA
New York-Northern New Jersey-Long Island, NY--NJ--CT--PA
Norfolk--Virginia Beach--Newport News, VA--NC
Oklahoma City, OK
Omaha, NE--IA
Orlando, FL
Philadelphia--Wilmington--Atlantic City, PA--NJ--DE--MD
Phoenix--Mesa, AZ
Pittsburgh, PA

6442
6480
6640
6760
6840
6922
7040
7160
7240
7320
7362
7602
8000
8160
8280
8400
8520
8560
8872

Portland--Salem, OR--WA
Providence--Fall River--Warwick, RI--MA
Raleigh--Durham--Chapel Hill, NC
Richmond--Petersburg, VA
Rochester, NY
Sacramento--Yolo, CA
St. Louis, MO--IL
Salt Lake City--Ogden, UT
San Antonio, TX
San Diego, CA
San Francisco--Oakland--San Jose, CA
Seattle--Tacoma--Bremerton, WA
Springfield, MA
Syracuse, NY
Tampa--St. Petersburg--Clearwater, FL
Toledo, OH
Tucson, AZ
Tulsa, OK
Washington--Baltimore, DC--MD--VA--WV
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Table 1: Census Tract-Level Income and Income Change, by Quintile of 1990 Income

1 Quintile

1990 Average Family Income
2 Quintile 3rd Quintile
4th Quintile

5th Quintile

1990 Income:
Min
Average
Max

2,679
23,434
30,079

30,079
34,766
39,221

39,227
43,628
48,134

48,140
54,043
61,112

61,115
85,287
370,891

Income Change
1990 to 2000:
10th Percentile
Median
90th Percentile

-1,857
3,725
11,908

-3,943
1,739
9,568

-5,615
829
9,607

-7,580
234
10,634

-13,406
468
20,870

st

nd

Notes: Table divides sample of 15,040 urban linked tracts into 5 quintiles based on 1990 average
family income. All income numbers reported in 2000 dollars.
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Table 2: Tract-Level Characteristics by Gentrification Status, Low-Income Neighborhood
Sample, 1990 and 2000 Census
1990 Tract Characteristics

2000 Tract Characteristics

Gentrifying
Tracts

Non-Gentrifying
Tracts

Gentrifying
Tracts

Non-Gentrifying
Tracts

Mean Family
Income

21,738
(5,477)

23,734
(4,889)

38,294
(10,399)

26,408
(5,824)

% White
% Black
% Hispanic

0.240
0.574
0.156

0.283
0.504
0.182

0.229
0.553
0.179

0.221
0.515
0.219

% No H.S. Degree
% H.S Degree
% College Degree

0.499
0.412
0.090

0.485
0.433
0.082

0.366
0.476
0.158

0.415
0.485
0.101

% Age<40
% Age 40-60
% Age 60+

0.414
0.301
0.285

0.416
0.305
0.279

0.412
0.361
0.227

0.403
0.354
0.243

Migration Rate

0.667

0.661

0.694

0.685

Mean Family Income
of Migrants

20,133
(6,105)

21,756
(5,314)

36,547
(14,236)

24,680
(6,046)

Mean Family Income
of Non-Migrants

24,718
(10,187)

27,740
(8,437)

38,993
(20,399)

30,289
(9,699)

N
458
2,550
458
2,550
Notes: Low-income neighborhood sample consists of urban tracts in bottom quintile of 1990
average family income. Gentrifying neighborhoods are those who experience at least a $10,000
increase in average family income between 1990 and 2000. Migrant is defined as a householder
who did not live in the current residence 10 years ago. All income figures reported in 2000
dollars. Standard deviations are in parentheses.
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Table 3: Characteristics of In-Migrants by Gentrification-Status of Tract, Low-Income
Neighborhood Sample, 2000 Census

Mean Family Income
% White
% Black
% Hispanic
% No H.S. Degree
% H.S. Degree
% College Degree
% Age<40
% Age 40-60
% Age 60+
% with Children in
Household
% Married
% Cohabitating
% Immigrant
N

Migrants to Gentrifying
Tracts

Migrants to NonGentrifying Tracts

36,524
(71,664)

25,835
(38,269)

0.289
0.429
0.230

0.251
0.411
0.278

0.339
0.464
0.197

0.384
0.494
0.122

0.578
0.305
0.117

0.562
0.307
0.132

0.371

0.407

0.292
0.084
0.235

0.295
0.079
0.288

38,308

316,355

Notes: Sample of migrant householders in the low-income neighborhood sample. Low-income
neighborhood sample, gentrifying tract, and migrant householder are defined in notes to Table 2.
All income figures reported in 2000 dollars. Standard deviations are in parentheses.
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Table 4: Logit and OLS results, Migrants to Gentrifying vs Non-Gentrifying Neighborhoods,
Low-Income Neighborhood Sample, 2000 Census
β
(1)
White
No H.S. 20-40 No Child
20-40 Child
40-60
60+
H.S.
20-40 No Child
20-40 Child
40-60
60+
College 20-40 No Child
20-40 Child
40-60
60+
Black
No H.S. 20-40 No Child
20-40 Child
40-60
60+
H.S.
20-40 No Child
20-40 Child
40-60
60+
College 20-40 No Child
20-40 Child
40-60
60+
Hispanic
No H.S. 20-40 No Child
20-40 Child
40-60
60+
H.S.
20-40 No Child
20-40 Child
40-60
60+
College 20-40 No Child
20-40 Child
40-60
60+
N

Destination
(s.e.)
P(Gentrify)
(2)
(3)

-0.024
-0.003
-0.035
-0.019
-0.182*
0.092
-0.131
0.750***
0.492***
0.642***
0.145

(0.091)
(0.084)
(0.084)
(0.070)
(0.080)
(0.072)
(0.082)
(0.069)
(0.098)
(0.075)
(0.100)

0.101
0.099
0.101
0.098
0.100
0.087
0.109
0.091
0.182
0.150
0.168
0.114

0.014
-0.085
-0.005
0.067
0.050
0.042
0.100
0.078
0.430***
0.303***
0.370***
0.220

(0.080)
(0.073)
(0.072)
(0.073)
(0.072)
(0.070)
(0.070)
(0.078)
(0.083)
(0.095)
(0.082)
(0.129)

0.102
0.094
0.101
0.107
0.106
0.105
0.110
0.108
0.143
0.129
0.136
0.121

0.061
0.147*
0.198**
0.038
0.060
0.049
0.098
0.136
0.408***
0.092
0.424***
-0.453

0.107
(0.080)
0.112
(0.076)
0.117
(0.077)
0.106
(0.086)
0.108
(0.079)
0.100
(0.077)
0.111
(0.081)
0.125
(0.126)
0.173
(0.097)
0.107
(0.124)
0.147
(0.115)
0.076
(0.323)
323,693
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Income
β
(s.e.)
(4)
(5)
0.118
0.061
-0.010
0.016
0.235***
0.157***
0.171***
0.009
0.356***
0.416***
0.381***
0.261***

(0.066)
(0.062)
(0.051)
(0.052)
(0.023)
(0.044)
(0.028)
(0.048)
(0.020)
(0.067)
(0.034)
(0.073)

0.164***
0.175***
0.179***
0.078**
0.128***
0.136***
0.141***
0.210***
0.331***
0.130*
0.252***
0.092

(0.045)
(0.028)
(0.026)
(0.028)
(0.026)
(0.018)
(0.019)
(0.039)
(0.048)
(0.064)
(0.046)
(0.108)

(0.038)
0.147***
(0.022)
0.115***
(0.026)
0.189***
(0.048)
0.189***
(0.039)
0.121**
(0.030)
0.088**
(0.041)
0.114***
(0.103)
0.172
(0.067)
0.149*
(0.099)
0.250*
(0.088)
0.302***
(0.310)
0.321
317,997

Notes: Column 1 reports estimates of β j ’s from estimating the logit model in equation (1) on the
sample of migrant householders in the low-income neighborhood sample. Column 3 reports the
predicted value of the probability a migrant in the low-income neighborhood sample locates in a
gentrifying neighborhood. Column 4 reports estimates of β j ’s from estimating the income
model in equation (2) on the same sample. * p-value<0.05 ** p-value<0.01 *** p-value<0.001
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Table 5: Logit and OLS results, Migrants to Gentrifying vs Non-Gentrifying Neighborhoods,
Middle-Class Neighborhood Sample, 2000 Census
Destination
Income
β
(s.e.)
P(Gentrify)
β
(s.e.)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
White
(0.063)
-0.047
0.032
No H.S. 20-40 No Child
-0.213*** (0.058)
0.029
(0.099)
-0.088
20-40 Child
-0.304*** (0.051)
0.029
(0.094)
-0.088
40-60
(0.049)
-0.097*
0.027
(0.092)
-0.156
60+
-0.156*** (0.022)
0.030
(0.077)
H.S.
20-40 No Child -0.042
(0.041)
-0.119**
0.015
-0.771*** (0.087)
20-40 Child
-0.131*** (0.027)
0.022
-0.401*** (0.079)
40-60
-0.175*** (0.045)
0.019
-0.528*** (0.089)
60+
(0.020)
0.068***
0.051
(0.076)
College 20-40 No Child 0.532***
(0.063)
0.076
0.028
(0.105)
-0.142
20-41 Child
(0.032)
0.068*
0.034
(0.082)
0.072
40-60
(0.071)
0.007
0.024
(0.111)
-0.298**
60+
Black
(0.048)
-0.049
0.080
(0.092)
No H.S. 20-40 No Child 1.04***
(0.030)
-0.080**
0.083
(0.082)
1.08***
20-40 Child
-0.130*** (0.029)
0.086
(0.081)
1.13***
40-60
-0.104*** (0.031)
0.101
(0.083)
1.33***
60+
-0.152*** (0.027)
0.052
(0.080)
H.S.
20-40 No Child 0.553***
-0.130*** (0.019)
0.058
(0.077)
0.664***
20-40 Child
-0.193*** (0.020)
0.060
(0.077)
0.713***
40-60
(0.042)
-0.034
0.077
(0.089)
0.999***
60+
(0.051)
0.078
0.045
(0.095)
College 20-40 No Child 0.386***
(0.066)
-0.101
0.044
(0.108)
0.375***
20-40 Child
(0.048)
-0.043
0.050
(0.094)
0.509***
40-60
(0.110)
-0.143
0.061
(0.151)
0.736***
60+
Hispanic
(0.038)
-0.063
0.046
(0.090)
No H.S. 20-40 No Child 0.418***
-0.124*** (0.021)
0.053
(0.084)
0.576***
20-40 Child
-0.090*** (0.026)
0.055
(0.085)
0.609***
40-60
(0.051)
-0.021
0.051
(0.098)
0.518***
60+
-0.141*** (0.039)
0.036
(0.088)
H.S.
20-40 No Child 0.158
-0.126*** (0.030)
0.037
(0.085)
0.182*
20-40 Child
-0.178*** (0.041)
0.034
(0.090)
0.097
40-60
(0.108)
-0.141
0.037
(0.146)
0.164
60+
(0.065)
-0.052
0.045
(0.107)
College 20-40 No Child 0.382***
(0.098)
-0.086
0.035
(0.140)
0.108
20-40 Child
(0.086)
0.096
0.037
(0.128)
0.177
40-60
(0.326)
0.280
0.019
(0.394)
-0.535
60+
N
557,673
592,982
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Notes: Column 1 reports estimates of β j ’s from estimating the logit model in equation (1) on the
sample of migrant householders in the middle-class neighborhood sample. Column 3 reports the
predicted value of the probability a migrant in the middle-class neighborhood sample locates in a
gentrifying neighborhood. Column 4 reports estimates of β j ’s from estimating the income
model in equation (2) on the same sample. *p-value<0.05 **p-value<0.01 *** p-value<0.001
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Table 6: Comparing 1990 Tract Characteristics to 2000 non-Migrant Characteristics, by
Gentrification Status of Tract, Low-income Neighborhood Sample, 1990 and 2000 Census

Gentrifying Tracts
(1)
(2)
1990 Tract
2000
Characteristics Non-Migrants

Non-Gentrifying Tracts
(3)
(4)
1990 Tract
2000
Characteristics Non-Migrants

Mean Family Income

23,520
(4,488)

40,730
(82,374)

24,840
(4,070)

31,643
(46,321)

%White
%Black
%Hispanic

0.214
0.600
0.163

0.200
0.605
0.170

0.250
0.514
0.211

0.238
0.520
0.213

% No H.S. Degree
% H.S Degree
%College Degree

0.498
0.426
0.076

0.438
0.463
0.098

0.499
0.431
0.070

0.466
0.453
0.081

%Age<40
%Age 40-60
%Age 60+

0.393
0.307
0.300

0.112
0.385
0.502

0.384
0.321
0.295

0.115
0.377
0.508

N
16,927
144,034
Notes: Sample of non-migrant householders in the low-income neighborhood sample. Lowincome neighborhood sample, gentrifying tract, and migrant householder are defined in notes to
Table 2. Columns 1 and 3 report tract-level characteristics, averaged over sample of non-migrant
householders. Columns 2 and 4 report householder-level characteristics, averaged over sample
of non-migrant householders. All income figures reported in 2000 dollars.
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Table 7: Cohort Regression Results, Low-Income Neighborhood Sample, 1990 and 2000 Census
% Change in Population
(1)
(2)
β
(s.e.)
White
No H.S. Cohort 1
Cohort 2
Cohort 3
Cohort 4
H.S.
Cohort 1
Cohort 2
Cohort 3
Cohort 4
College Cohort 1
Cohort 2
Cohort 3
Cohort 4
Black
No H.S. Cohort 1
Cohort 2
Cohort 3
Cohort 4
H.S.
Cohort 1
Cohort 2
Cohort 3
Cohort 4
College Cohort 1
Cohort 2
Cohort 3
Cohort 4
Hispanic
No H.S. Cohort 1
Cohort 2
Cohort 3
Cohort 4
H.S.
Cohort 1
Cohort 2
Cohort 3
Cohort 4
College Cohort 1
Cohort 2
Cohort 3
Cohort 4
N

%Change in Income
(3)
(4)
β
(s.e.)

-0.028
0.012
0.009
0.002
0.025
-0.009
-0.031
0.038
0.034
0.049
0.032
0.012

(0.044)
(0.042)
(0.042)
(0.040)
(0.037)
(0.036)
(0.038)
(0.039)
(0.044)
(0.042)
(0.045)
(0.051)

0.054
-0.021
0.096
0.003
0.011
0.174
0.158
0.060
-0.067
0.254*
0.367***
0.209

(0.237)
(0.143)
(0.128)
(0.108)
(0.110)
(0.090)
(0.095)
(0.097)
(0.194)
(0.113)
(0.116)
(0.161)

0.019
-0.008
-0.025
0.006
-0.027
0.008
0.056*
0.013
-0.015
0.012
0.060
-0.062

(0.030)
(0.029)
(0.030)
(0.029)
(0.028)
(0.028)
(0.029)
(0.030)
(0.053)
(0.037)
(0.041)
(0.049)

-0.371***
0.103
0.028
0.309***
0.203**
0.237***
0.237***
0.198**
0.084
0.035
-0.216
-0.067

(0.108)
(0.080)
(0.073)
(0.065)
(0.073)
(0.062)
(0.063)
(0.069)
(0.242)
(0.113)
(0.114)
(0.150)

-0.008
0.056
-0.041
-0.040
-0.009
0.066
0.047
-0.037
0.080
-0.037
-0.057
-0.005

(0.041)
(0.039)
(0.041)
(0.043)
(0.040)
(0.040)
(0.045)
(0.052)
(0.079)
(0.064)
(0.071)
(0.122)
50,983
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0.212
0.096
0.055
0.072
-0.116
0.201
0.213
0.107
-0.401
0.292
-0.084
0.437

(0.114)
(0.101)
(0.101)
(0.102)
(0.124)
(0.103)
(0.118)
(0.143)
(0.477)
(0.237)
(0.290)
(0.928)
27,219

Notes: Column 1 reports estimates of β c ’s from estimation of equation (3) on the low-income
neighborhood sample. Column 1 reports estimates of β c ’s from estimation of equation (4) on
the low-income neighborhood sample. Unit of observation is a synthetic cohort in a census tract.
Cohort 1 consists of householders ages 20-29 in 1990, Cohort 2 of householders ages 30-39 in
1990, Cohort 3 of householders ages 40-49 in 1990, and Cohort 4 of householders ages 50-59 in
1990. See section IV.B of text for further details. *p-value<0.05 **p-value<0.01
***p-value<0.001
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Table 8: Decomposition of Total Income Change, Gentrifying Tracts in Low-Income
Neighborhood Sample, 1990 and 2000 Census
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

White
No H.S. 20-40 No Child
20-40 Child
40-60
60+
H.S.
20-40 No Child
20-40 Child
40-60
60+
College 20-40 No Child
20-40 Child
40-60
60+
Black
No H.S. 20-40 No Child
20-40 Child
40-60
60+
H.S.
20-40 No Child
20-40 Child
40-60
60+
College 20-40 No Child
20-40 Child
40-60
60+
Hispanic
No H.S. 20-40 No Child
20-40 Child
40-60
60+
H.S.
20-40 No Child
20-40 Child
40-60
60+
College 20-40 No Child
20-40 Child
40+
Other Race
Total

(5)

P90

P 00

I 00 − I 90

P 00 I 00 − P 90 I 90

Fraction
of Total

0.006
0.011
0.018
0.049
0.031
0.017
0.027
0.030
0.027
0.005
0.011
0.004

0.004
0.005
0.012
0.022
0.031
0.010
0.037
0.020
0.052
0.004
0.024
0.006

1056
2399
1815
3626
3850
1383
9331
6744
10620
7535
18156
9109

-23
-10
-68
-263
308
-120
743
24
2178
157
1459
207

-0.002
-0.002
-0.007
-0.018
0.013
-0.010
0.051
0.002
0.109
0.007
0.077
0.011

0.021
0.056
0.081
0.140
0.036
0.088
0.083
0.044
0.006
0.006
0.010
0.006

0.015
0.036
0.060
0.097
0.039
0.081
0.122
0.056
0.015
0.007
0.021
0.007

6139
6085
8776
10819
8748
7210
13311
17060
9273
5383
15880
12284

68
127
315
845
379
657
2635
1329
494
124
753
256

0.004
0.010
0.014
0.043
0.027
0.045
0.165
0.092
0.025
0.006
0.046
0.018

0.009
0.038
0.037
0.022
0.008
0.021
0.013
0.003
0.002
0.002
0.002

0.010
0.038
0.038
0.020
0.012
0.022
0.022
0.006
0.004
0.003
0.005

6755
5425
7926
4467
7158
5398
7008
5372
8111
4701
12889

160
565
733
196
228
301
631
120
133
67
247

0.013
0.043
0.051
0.016
0.017
0.022
0.037
0.008
0.009
0.005
0.015

0.030
1.00

0.039
1.00

16029

944
16,901

0.060
1.00
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Notes: Table reports results of decomposition described in equation (5) on the sample of
gentrifying low-income neighborhoods. Columns 1-3 report individual components of the
expression in equation (5). Column 4 reports each demographic groups total contribution to the
average income growth of $16,901 in the gentrifying neighborhoods using the expression in
equation (5). Column 5 divides Column 4 by 16,901. All income figures reported in 2000
dollars.
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Controller's Office

Summary: Background and Recommendations
Proposition C and
the Rationale for this
Study

In June of 2016, San Francisco voters passed Proposition C, a Charter
Amendment which made significant changes to the City’s established
Inclusionary Housing program.
Following the passage of the measure, the Board of Supervisors charged the
Controller’s Office with preparing a study of the economic feasibility of
increased inclusionary housing requirements. To advise on these
recommendations, the Controller’s Office also convened a Technical Advisory
Committee (TAC), with representatives appointed by the Mayor and Board of
Supervisors.
The TAC met with Controller Staff and its consulting team at four meetings
during the summer of 2016. TAC members include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dan Adams, Bridge Housing
Jesse Blout, Strada
Terence Cordero, Wells Fargo
John Elberling, TODCO
Emily Johnstone, Housing Investment Trust
Whitney Jones, Chinatown CDC
Lydia Tan, Bentall Kennedy
Eric Tao, AGI Avant

As detailed in the conclusion, each of this report's recommendations were
approved by the TAC at its most recent meeting on September 7, 2016.
Outline of this
Report

The Controller's Office commissioned three consulting firms to engage in
different research tasks in support of these objectives:
•

Blue Sky Consulting Group developed a housing simulation model that
estimated how overall market-rate and affordable housing production
would change in the city, given different inclusionary requirements.

•

Century Urban LLC conducted field research and scenario analysis
reviewing how various inclusionary housing provisions would affect
residual land value of four project prototypes, as well as research into
prevailing land prices in San Francisco. The firm played a role with the
Housing Working Group, and their work in this effort is a continuation
of that field research and scenario analysis.

•

Street Level Advisors studied how other cities have approached the
design of their inclusionary housing programs.

This report is based on the research of the three consulting firms, and
Controller's Office
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concludes with a discussion of five recommended policy actions, and three
areas for further research.
The Controller's Office and its consultants plan to research and report on
these issues in a follow-up addendum to this report.
Recommendations

Based on the analysis and research of the consulting team, the Controller's
Office developed several policy recommendations and vetted them with the
TAC at a meeting on September 7, 2016. The recommendations, and the
TAC's opinion on each of them, are detailed below.
1. The City should impose different inclusionary housing requirements
on rental and for-sale (condominium) properties.
The TAC endorsed this recommendation unanimously.
2. The City should set the initial onsite requirements from 14%-18% for
rental projects and 17%-20% for ownership projects.
The TAC endorsed this recommended range unanimously. TAC member
differed on what they felt the specific initial requirements should be,
within this range.
3. The City should commit to a 15-year schedule of increases to the
inclusionary housing rate of 0.5% per year.
The TAC unanimously endorsed the recommendations of a 15-year
phase-in of higher requirements, with a study every five years.
With respect to the rate of increase, six TAC members supported the
0.5% annual increase recommendation, and two members felt the
annual increase should be higher, in the range of 0.75% - 1.0% per year.
4. The City should conduct a new analysis to update the schedule of
fees.
The TAC endorsed this recommendation unanimously.
5. The City should impose additional affordability requirements for any
80/20 project financed through the City’s financing approval process.
The TAC endorsed this recommendation unanimously.
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Prototype Scenario Analysis
Economics of
Inclusionary Housing

By requiring market rate housing developments to include a certain number
of units for low and moderate income residents, inclusionary housing has the
potential to increase the supply of affordable housing in San Francisco.
However, providing these below market rate (BMR) units also results in
increased costs for developers (or reduced revenue from development
projects). The economic effects of the policy, however, can be very different
depending on who ends up bearing its costs .
From an economic standpoint, the question of who actually bears the burden
of higher development costs is not straightforward. While there are different
models for development of residential housing, most projects are conceived
and managed by developers who hire architects and contractors to build the
projects using financing provided by outside investors. Because these
investors have many investment opportunities elsewhere in the capital
markets, policies and economic factors that reduce the return on investing in
housing tend to reduce the capital available and therefore the extent of
residential housing development.
Developers and their equity investors, therefore, do not ultimately pay the
higher costs themselves. In most cases, increased costs for development (such
as a higher inclusionary requirement) will either be passed on to land owners
by developers, or result in reductions in the extent of residential
development.
The impact of a higher inclusionary requirement therefore depends, to a large
degree, on the extent to which developers can pass on the added costs of the
policy to land owners in the form of lower offers for the land on which
housing developments can be constructed. If land owners have limited
options for alternative development (such as hotel or office uses) or if the
existing use is not very profitable, land owners may be inclined to accept a
lower offer from a developer for their land. In these cases, the cost of the
inclusionary policy is passed on to land owners.
However, if land owners choose not to sell their land to housing developers at
the lower offering prices that result from increased inclusionary
requirements, the overall supply of available land for residential development
will diminish, and with it the supply of housing units. Since the inclusionary
policy does not change the demand for market rate units, the reduced supply
of housing will tend to push up prices relative to what would otherwise be the
case. To the extent this occurs, consumers seeking housing would ultimately
pay for the higher development costs.

Process and
Background
Controller's Office

The most common method used by cities to assess the potential impact of
exactions and fees on new housing development is by studying how higher
costs affect the overall cost of development for certain sample projects
4

(called "prototypes"). This approach builds on the idea that developers cannot
pass their higher costs directly on to consumers, so an increased fee or
exaction leads to a reduction in the residual land value—the amount a
development project can afford to bid for land (often expressed per unit of
new housing).
The approach does not quantify how much a fee can rise, and residual land
value can decline, before a project is no longer feasible. However, by
comparing the residual land values that would result from a proposed
inclusionary policy with actual historical land values, it is possible to make
more informed judgments about the proposed policy's risk to project
feasibility.
To explore how changes in the City's inclusionary requirements might affect
residual land value, the consulting team first conducted research regarding
historical land sales comparable data in the City to study the change in land
sales prices per unit over time for both entitled and unentitled land. The
results of this research were presented at the July 21, 2016 Inclusionary
Technical Advisory Committee (“TAC”) meeting and are summarized below.
The consulting team also prepared four programmatic options or prototypes
for multifamily for-rent apartments and four programmatic options or
prototypes for multifamily for-sale condominiums. These prototypes reflect
three construction typologies (two of the four prototypes are variants of one
construction typology) as relative data points for review and consideration.
The prototypes are intended to reflect new construction of institutional
quality residential product.
Three of these prototypes – Type Ia (highrise), Type III (midrise), and Type V
(lowrise) – were established with assistance from the San Francisco Planning
Department, the San Francisco Mayor's Office of Housing & Community
Development, and the San Francisco Office of Economic & Workforce
Development, as well as from attendees of open Housing Working Group
meetings, as part of preliminary field research and scenario analyses work
completed in February 2016. A fourth prototype - Type Ib (a larger highrise)
was added in response to feedback provided by the TAC at its June 30, 2016
meeting, where a prototype with a height greater than 240 feet was
requested.
As part of the preliminary field research and scenario analyses work
completed in February 2016, preliminary underwriting assumptions were
presented to the Housing Work Group on January 29, 2016 to gather
consensus and address questions, and a follow-up review and discussion of
preliminary analytical results with the Housing Working Group occurred on
February 3, 2016. Additionally, the TAC provided input regarding the
preliminary field research and scenario analyses assumptions and
methodology at its June 30, 2016 meeting. This feedback was incorporated
into the updated preliminary analytical results, which were presented at the
5
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August 22, 2016 TAC meeting.
Land Sale
Comparable Analysis

Controller's Office

Land sales comparable data was gathered for select land sale transactions
from 2010 to 2015. This data was analyzed to study land sales prices per unit
by year for entitled and unentitled land. As shown in the chart and table
below, the land sales price per unit for entitled land increased from
approximately $80,000 in 2010 to $163,000 in 2015 and for unentitled land
from approximately $36,000 in 2010 to $126,000 in 2015. This resulted in an
estimated compounded annual growth rate of 11.5% for land sales prices per
unit for entitled land.
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Approach and
Information Sources
for Scenario
Analyses

This section refers to both prior and current field research from the
consultants, conducted to estimate underwriting assumptions utilized to
prepare the updated scenario analyses.
Scenario analyses were prepared for four prototypical forms of residential
construction. With the exception of the Type Ib prototype, the prototypes
had been previously reviewed and discussed with City agencies, and at
Housing Working Group meetings to solicit feedback.
Residential unit mix and sizes for multifamily for-rent apartments and for-sale
condominiums were determined based upon recently completed residential
projects located within the City. The assumed unit mix and sizes are
commensurate with recently completed projects and consistent with
feedback gathered from interviews with project sponsors and provided at the
January 29, 2016 Housing Working Group meeting.
Residential underwriting assumes a residential efficiency factor of 80%
(excluding retail and parking components), with the exception of the Type Ib
prototype, which assumes a residential efficiency factor of 78%. Retail space
assumes a 90% retail efficiency factor. Parking ratios of 0.25:1 for apartments
and 0.50:1 for condominiums are assumed for each prototype with parking
provided at- and/or below-grade depending on the specific prototype.
Updated for-sale condominium comparable sales price data was obtained
from Polaris Pacific and Vanguard Properties. Additional prior research
regarding comparable sales data was conducted through The Mark Company
and the San Francisco Association of Realtors. A review of data was utilized to
determine estimated condominium sale prices for purposes of the scenario
analyses and adjusted based upon construction typology.
Updated apartment rent comparables were obtained from third party
multifamily apartment market research firms. Prior data was also provided by
market rate project sponsors presently leasing market rate apartments. This
information was utilized to estimate residential apartment rents for purposes
of the scenario analyses and adjusted based upon construction typology.
The scenario analyses reflect currently approved City development impact
fees. To the extent an impact fee has not been formally approved by the City,
the fee is not included in the scenario analyses. The following development
impact fees are included: Transportation Sustainability Fee, School Impact
Fee, Jobs-Housing Linkage Fee, Wastewater Capacity Charge, and Water
Capacity Charge. Impact fees that are unique to certain approved area plans
are excluded from the scenario analyses.
General contracting firms listed below were contacted again and provided
with the programmatic information for the prior and new prototypes in order
to obtain informed construction cost estimates for each prototype. The
general contracting firms contacted again include Swinerton Builders, Nibbi
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Brothers, Pankow Builders, and Lend Lease Construction Company.
Soft costs (e.g., architecture and engineering, financing, etc.) were reviewed
and discussed with project sponsors and as part of the prior Housing Working
Group meetings.
Pursuant to feedback provided by the TAC at its June 30, 2016 meeting, the
scenario analyses were revised to be untrended (i.e., no escalation is applied
to revenues, expenses, or costs).
The target return rate for for-rent apartments was adjusted to reflect
untrended scenario analyses, based in part on input from the TAC and the
consultant's ongoing monitoring of return rates required by project sponsors.
The target going-in rate of return rate used in the analysis was 5.05%. This
and all other assumptions about the scenario analysis are provided in the
appendix. Due to the type of target return rate utilized for for-sale
condominiums, an adjustment to this rate was not necessary. Additionally,
target return rates were previously reviewed, discussed, and/or confirmed
during the Housing Working Group meetings.
Scenario Analysis
Results

Controller's Office

Based on the approach and information obtained from the sources described
above, scenario analyses for each for-rent apartment and for-sale
condominium prototype were prepared for illustrative purposes to estimate
the residual land values per unit for each prototype based on the following
assumed on-site and in-lieu fee inclusionary requirements.
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On-Site
Requirement
12% - Pre Prop C
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Description
12% of total units at 55% of Area Median Income (AMI) for apartments and
12% at 90% of AMI for condominiums, which reflects on-site inclusionary
requirement prior to Proposition C.

15% at 55%/90% AMI

15% of total units at 55% of Area Median Income (AMI) for apartments and
15% at 90% of AMI for condominiums.

12%

12% of total units with 60% of on-site affordable units at 55% of AMI and 40%
at 100% of AMI for apartments and 60% at 80% of AMI and 40% at 120% of
AMI for condominiums.

14%

14% of total units with 60% of on-site affordable units at 55% of AMI and 40%
at 100% of AMI for apartments and 60% at 80% of AMI and 40% at 120% of
AMI for condominiums.

16%

16% of total units with 60% of on-site affordable units at 55% of AMI and 40%
at 100% of AMI for apartments and 60% at 80% of AMI and 40% at 120% of
AMI for condominiums.

18%

18% of total units with 60% of on-site affordable units at 55% of AMI and 40%
at 100% of AMI for apartments and 60% at 80% of AMI and 40% at 120% of
AMI for condominiums.

20%

20% of total units with 60% of on-site affordable units at 55% of AMI and 40%
at 100% of AMI for apartments and 60% at 80% of AMI and 40% at 120% of
AMI for condominiums.

25% - Prop C

25% of total units with 60% of on-site affordable units at 55% of AMI and 40%
at 100% of AMI for apartments and 60% at 80% of AMI and 40% at 120% of
AMI for condominiums, which reflects interim on-site inclusionary
requirements under Proposition C.

Controller's Office

In-Lieu Fee
Requirement
20% - Pre Prop C

Description
Payment of in-lieu fee based on 20% of total units, which reflects in-lieu fee
inclusionary requirement prior to Proposition C.

23%

Payment of in-lieu fee based on 23% of total units.

25%

Payment of in-lieu fee based on 25% of total units.

28%

Payment of in-lieu fee based on 28% of total units.

30%

Payment of in-lieu fee based on 30% of total units.

33% - Prop C

Payment of in-lieu fee based on 33% of total units, which reflects interim inlieu fee inclusionary requirement under Proposition C.

The resulting residual land values per unit for each inclusionary requirement
listed above are summarized by prototype for apartments and condominiums
in each of the tables below.

Controller's Office
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These residual land values per unit for each prototype were then weighted by
the number of units of each prototype that could potentially be developed on
soft sites within the City based on analysis of data obtained from the Planning
Department. The resulting weighted average land values for for-rent
apartments and for-sale condominiums were then further weighted by tenure
based on an assumed distribution of potential units between apartments and
condominiums of two-thirds apartments and one-third condominiums. The
resulting weighted average residual land values per unit are summarized in
the table below.

Controller's Office
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With regard to evaluating land values for soft sites where potential
development may occur based on the weighted average residual land values
shown above, in areas where office and hotel uses are permissible,
development of these soft sites for residential use may not be the economic
highest and best use. Additionally, to the extent that certain soft sites are
already occupied by existing buildings, the potential value of these sites as
development sites may or may not exceed the value of the existing buildings
on these sites.
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Housing Simulation Modeling
Measuring the
Potential Impact

As discussed in the previous section, the prototype analysis brings real-world
project costing information to the analysis of residual land value. It does not,
however, draw bright lines regarding how much residual land value can
decline before projects are no longer feasible. Nor can it generalize across all
the development sites in the city, beyond the representative prototypes
considered.
In order to determine the potential impact on on city-wide housing
development associated with a change in the inclusionary requirement, the
consulting team conducted an analysis of the San Francisco housing market
during the past 15 years. Specifically, the consulting team examined the
relationship between housing prices and the extent of development of
multifamily housing in the City while controlling for other factors that may
influence development. Because an increase in the inclusionary requirement
acts like a price reduction for developers (in effect lowering the revenue that
developers receive for each BMR unit), reductions in prices (or rents) and
increases in the inclusionary requirement will have a similar financial impact
on a development project. Therefore, the analysis leads to an estimate, based
on the City’s actual experience with changes in prices and the other factors
that affect development, the likely impact of a change in the inclusionary
policy on the extent of development that is likely to occur.
If increasing the inclusionary requirement has only a small impact on the likely
extent of residential development, this suggests that land owners or
developers are bearing most of the cost of a higher inclusionary requirement.
If, however, changes in the inclusionary requirement have a large impact on
the extent of development, this suggests that the policy has a greater impact
on housing prices, and consumers are bearing more of the costs.

Methodology

In order to conduct this analysis, the consulting team collected data on each
of the more than 150,000 parcels in the City, comparing those parcels that
developed as multifamily housing during the period 2001 – 2015 to those
parcels that were not developed as housing. For each parcel, the consulting
team collected information about the existing land use, zoning, the potential
for future development, parking requirements, and other factors. Information
was also collected about the neighborhood in which the parcel was located,
and the economic conditions that prevailed during each year of the study
period, examining things such as construction costs and housing prices,
unemployment rates, consumer confidence, stock market returns, interest
rates, and other factors that could be associated with the extent of
development. The consulting team also estimated the cost of the inclusionary
requirements in place for each parcel during each year of the study period.
This data was combined into a large data set and used a technique known as
regression analysis to examine how the extent of development changed in
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response to changes in the factors believed to be associated with
development. Using this approach, the team was able to construct a model
which allows us to estimate the likely change in development that would
result from different levels of the inclusionary requirement.
Our analysis involved developing and testing multiple regression models and
several measures of the cost of the City’s inclusionary requirements.
Ultimately, the model which best fit the available data and best explains the
changes in development in the City relied on several key explanatory
variables, including housing prices, construction costs, zoning, the lack of
existing residential uses on the site, and development potential (measured as
the number of square feet that could be built on a parcel and the ratio of the
potential square feet to the current size of the structures on a given parcel).
Full details are provided in the appendix.
Visual Results

The results of our analysis predict where development is likely to occur in the
future. By using the characteristics of each parcel, we are able to estimate the
likelihood that a particular parcel will develop as housing and compare that
likelihood to other parcels in the City.
The map below indicates the likelihood residential development in San
Francisco, as generated by the model results. Light (grey) areas are unlikely to
develop new housing while darker (blue) areas—South of Market, Mission
Bay, Central Waterfront, and Visitacion Valley—are more likely to develop,
based on past trends.
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Implications of
Inclusionary Housing
Changes

The results of our analysis confirm that residential housing development in
San Francisco is sensitive to changes in the City’s inclusionary requirements.
Specifically, our results suggest that for each one percentage point change in
the City’s inclusionary requirement (e.g. from 17% to 18%), an additional 175
BMR units would be constructed over the next 15 years. In addition, the
number of overall housing units in the city is projected to decline by
approximately 1.8%. The model does not distinguish between the production
of owner-occupied condominiums and rental apartments.
The decrease in total housing units will result in an increase in average
housing prices. Previous research conducted by the Controller's Office on the
potential impact of Proposition C found that, for example, reducing the
construction of new housing in San Francisco by about 18% would increase
housing prices and rents (for all vacant market-rate units – not just new units)
by about 2% 1.
The table below summarizes the impacts of different onsite inclusionary
policies, ranging from 12% inclusionary (the level immediately prior to the

1

Increasing Inclusionary Housing Requirements: Economic Impact Report, February 23, 2016. Available at
http://openbook.sfgov.org/webreports/details3.aspx?id=2278
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passage of Proposition C in June 2016) to 25% (the initial level specified in
Proposition C). The table indicates the overall housing production, split
between market-rate and below-market-rate (BMR) units, and the average
price impact associated with the reduction in overall housing. The "Post Prop
C" policies reflect the income limits established by Proposition C, and are
assumed to escalate at 0.5% percentage points per year over 15 years (see
Recommendation #3 on Page 27).

IMPACT OF INCREASED INCLUSIONARY REQUIREMENTS

Policy
Pre Proposition C
Post Prop C, 17% Inclusionary
Post Prop C, 18% Inclusionary
Post Prop C, 19% Inclusionary
Post Prop C, 20% Inclusionary
Post Prop C, 25% Inclusionary

Estimated
housing
production
2017-2031
31,460
27,215
26,732
26,258
25,794
23,611

Market-Rate
Units
27,685
22,589
21,920
21,269
20,635
17,708

BMR Units
3,775
4,627
4,812
4,989
5,159
5,903

Overall
housing prices
relative to preProp C
0.00%
1.48%
1.64%
1.81%
1.97%
2.73%

To put these numbers into context, the difference between a market-rate and
BMR unit is approximately $775,000. If the City established an inclusionary
policy that averaged 17% (between apartments and condominiums), and
increased that rate at 0.5% per year, the city would have 852 more BMR units
in 15 years than it would with the pre-Prop C requirements. The direct value
of that subsidy would be $775,000 times 852 or $660 million, at today's
prices.
On the cost side, that policy choice would raise housing prices by 1.48%, as
shown in the table. Based on 2014 housing price data 2, over a 15 year period,
the total cost to moving households would be approximately $1.8 billion a
year.
It is important to stress that the direct subsidy is almost certainly not the only
benefit of inclusionary or BMR housing. Previous analyses from the
Controller's Office have suggested that expanding the housing supply at the
low-end of the private market has an indirect price benefit that is primarily
captured by low-income households 3. As a low-income household moves into
a new BMR unit, it creates a vacant unit that will, in most cases, be occupied
by another low-income household. If the entire benefit captured by lowincome households, the earlier Controller's analysis suggests that low-income
2

Based on 2014 American Community Survey data, in 2014, 47,380 or 13% of San Francisco households moved
into a vacant housing unit. Their average annual housing expense was $28,285 (considering owners and renters
together). A 1.48% price increase to those households would total $20 million a year, and households would pay
that additional expense as long they remain in the unit. Assuming the same 13% annual churn rate for 15 years,
the total cost to moving households would be approximately $1.8 billion.
3
See General Obligation Bond for Affordable Housing: Economic Impact Report, July 8, 2015. Available at
http://openbook.sfgov.org/webreports/details3.aspx?id=2168
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housing affordability would improve, even for low-income households that did
not receive a BMR unit. However, it is extremely challenging to estimate
exactly how much of the benefit of expanded low-income housing supply
flows to low-income households.
This simulation model provides some insight into a key question on the
economics of inclusionary housing that was posed earlier: is the cost of higher
fees and exactions born entirely by the land-owner, or are they shared with
developers and consumers?
The fact that the likelihood of development is positive correlated with housing
prices, with a 2-year lag, suggests that land prices do not automatically adjust
to changes in housing prices. When a policy change, like a fee increase, feels
like a price decrease to developers, the likelihood of development declines,
indicating at least some projects will be infeasible.
While the statistical significance of the price variable is important, as with any
regression, factors outside the model affect the likelihood that a parcel will
develop as new housing. The regression analysis sought to capture as many of
these factors as possible; however, many of the factors that influence the
likelihood that a given parcel will develop are not captured by the model.
For example, many land owners may believe that future economic conditions
or changes in City policy will be more favorable to their interests. Therefore,
these landowners may hold their land off the market, waiting for a future
period in which they hope to obtain a higher price for their land. While price
provides an important signal to land owners, these other factors also play a
role in a decision to put a particular parcel on the market.
Such speculation about future market and political conditions is beyond the
ability of the model to measure. These factors (and others) may well be more
significant than changes in the City’s inclusionary policy in determining
whether a particular parcel will develop as multifamily housing. Therefore,
some caution should be exercised in interpreting the results of this analysis.
Nevertheless, the results of our analysis suggest that increasing the
inclusionary requirement would reduce the supply of market rate housing in
San Francisco, increase the number of below market rate units available for
the City’s low income residents and the direct subsidy they receive, while
raising housing prices for consumers on average.

Controller's Office
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Best Practices Research
Background

In order to inform these recommendations, the consulting team researched
best practices in inclusionary housing programs in comparable jurisdictions.
We interviewed nearly all of the TAC members and facilitated a discussion at
the second TAC meeting in order to identify the most significant questions
about the design of San Francisco’s current inclusionary housing program.
Based on this feedback we identified the focused set of key questions
outlined below.
Key Questions:
1. Variation across project types/locations: How do cities adjust
programs in response to the real differences in the economic strength
of different neighborhoods or product types?
2. Variation across market cycles: Do any cities adjust inclusionary
requirements for different phases of the real estate market cycle?
3. Income Targeting: How do cities determine which income groups to
target in their inclusionary programs?
Additional policy considerations, which did not lead to policy
recommendations, are reviewed in the appendix. In addition, the appendix
contains profiles of 5 jurisdictions similar to San Francisco, including:
• San Jose
• San Diego
• Seattle
• Boston
• New York City
Rather than outlining a comprehensive set of all best practices for
inclusionary housing programs, this section summarizes the range of practices
for a highly targeted set of issues. For each of the key research questions, we
attempted to briefly outline common approaches among the comparison
cities and to highlight options that could be most relevant to San Francisco. In
many cases we were also able to find relevant novel approaches in other
communities. We collected this information primarily through the review of
published reports, ordinances and program administrative manuals available
online and through telephone conversations with program administrators. It
is important to keep in mind that these programs are all evolving on an
ongoing basis and while the information contained in this report is generally
current as of the summer of 2016, some of the details will likely change over
time.

Variation across
project types/
locations
19

How do cities adjust programs in response to the real differences in the
economic strength of different neighborhoods or product types?
The majority of inclusionary housing programs adopt a single requirement
which is applied to all project types in all locations (often excluding the
Controller's Office

smallest projects). This means that in most cities, the inclusionary
requirements are high for some sensitive projects and below the highest level
which could be supported by particularly profitable projects in the highest
demand locations. We identified 7 distinct strategies that communities have
adopted to respond to this challenge:
1. Project by project underwriting:
Some cities including Vancouver, BC set different inclusionary housing
requirements for each project based on an evaluation of projected revenues
and costs for the specific proposed project. This approach requires very
significant internal staffing capacity to underwrite each project, though the
workload could be reduced by reviewing only projects above a certain size.
2. Vary requirements by proforma rents/prices:
A few cities have set inclusionary requirements that vary depending on the
level of rent or price in a proposed project. For example Burlington, VT
requires 15% BMR units in projects where the market rate units are relatively
affordable and up to 25% for projects where the market rate units are more
expensive.
Average Market Rate Unit
Affordable to:

Required BMR
units

Up to 139% of AMI

15%

140% to 179% of AMI

20%

Over 180% of AMI
(or any project in

25%

waterfront district)

Boston takes a similar approach for ownership projects that select the fee inlieu option. For rental units there is a single fee level for all projects but for
ownership projects Boston sets the fee in-lieu based on the projected sales
price of the units. The fee is set at one -half of the gap between the average
market price and the affordable price. However, they use the in lieu fees
from rental projects as a floor so a project pays the higher of what they would
have paid for a rental unit and the formula driven ownership fee. This
approach allows the city to collect significantly higher fees from the highest
cost condo projects.
3. Hardship waivers/appeals:
Many cities set higher requirements but allow any developer to request a
partial waiver or reduction in the inclusionary requirements when they can
prove that full compliance would make a project economically infeasible.
For example, Evanston, IL requires 10% affordable units but offers developers
a waiver or reduction if they can:
"provide clear and compelling financial evidence to the City Council that full
compliance… would render the development financially infeasible."
Controller's Office
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The challenge in implementing this kind of open-ended waiver is that it
creates an opportunity for favorable treatment of developers with stronger
political connections. It is difficult to maintain transparency in a system that
allows for case-by-case judgment calls.
4. "True up"/Claw Back:
Among cities that vary requirements on a project by project basis (or allow
project specific waivers) some allow for a later audit and 'true up.' Boston, for
example, charges ownership projects an in lieu fee that depends on the
projected sales prices in the project, with an audit performed 1 or 2 years
after occupancy to ensure that the fee paid reflects the actual prices which
may change significantly after the time a project is proposed.
5. Vary requirements by ‘zone’:
A number of cities have adopted maps which set different inclusionary
housing requirements for different zones of the city in order to reduce the
potential burden on locations with softer market conditions.

Boston requires 13% of units be affordable onsite but they vary the in lieu
fees across three different zones. The zones were identified based on the cost
per square foot for condo units. The highest cost locations in the city pay
higher fees and the lowest cost areas pay relatively lower fees.
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6. Vary requirements by building type/height:
Another common approach is to set different requirements for different
building types or building heights. Fairfax County, VA has different
requirements for single-family subdivisions, multi-family buildings without
elevators and elevator buildings. Most communities taking this approach set
lower requirements for highrise buildings due to their higher cost of
construction.
7. Vary requirements by project size:
Some cities set requirements that are different for larger projects and smaller
projects on the assumption that it may be easier for larger projects
(regardless of building type) to absorb affordable housing units or fees. For
example, Toronto requires affordable units only in projects on sties larger
than 5 Hectares (approx. 12 acres).
Controller's Office
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Variation across
market cycles

Do any cities adjust inclusionary requirements for different phases of the
real estate market cycle?
The cyclical nature of real estate markets makes it challenging to implement
appropriate inclusionary housing requirements. Requirement levels that are
optimal at one point in the economic cycle may seem too high or too low at a
different point. We examined three alternative responses to this challenge?
1. Constant Requirements:
Overwhelmingly the response of inclusionary housing programs to this
variation in market conditions has been to set requirements that are safely
below the maximum feasible at the peak of the market cycle and hold them
constant even in the face of market slow downs where they will presumably
be too high for many projects.
Maintaining a constant requirement means that programs produce slightly
less affordable housing than the absolute maximum at the peak of the market
and it may also mean that inclusionary requirements contribute to a
somewhat slower recovery of the housing market after a crash. However,
most cities appear to have concluded that they are unlikely to successfully
time the market. The benefits of predictability and simplicity have tended to
win out.
2. Indexing:
The team searched for examples of communities that set their inclusionary
housing requirements based on an index of some kind that would allow the
economic impact of the requirements move up and down with the market
cycle. Other than the few examples cited above where cities adjusted the
fees based on planned rents or prices of market rate units, no examples of
this approach were found.
It might be possible to construct an index that attempted to adjust the level of
inclusionary requirements across the market cycle. One approach would
attempt to tie the requirement to changes in land prices. When land prices
are rising, it would be logical to increase the inclusionary requirement in an
effort to capture some of the benefit of rising prices. When land prices are
falling, it would make sense to lower requirements to encourage more land
transactions. In practice however the data that is available on land prices is
not consistent enough to allow construction of a reliable index for this
purpose. An alternative would be to assume that land prices are generally
rising whenever rents are rising faster than the cost of constructions (two
metrics that are more readily available) and falling when the opposite is true.
A third alternative would be to simply track the rate of building permit
applications and increase the requirements when permit activity is increasing
and decrease it when it declines. Whatever the index, one significant
challenge would be providing predictability. Large swings in the inclusionary
requirements could make it much harder to developers to pass the costs
along to land owners, which could slow the pace of development.
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It may be that the complexity of constructing a reliable enough index and
transparently publishing it has deterred other communities. It is also not
clear that lowering the requirements in an economic downturn will actually
have a stimulating effect on real estate development – even if the
requirement were to drop to zero most projects will simply not be feasible at
the bottom of the market.
3. Phase In:
While not necessarily motivated by the market cycle, many communities
adopting inclusionary housing for the first time, phase the requirements in
over time in order to allow land markets time to adjust. The idea behind this
approach is that land owners will ultimately absorb the cost of increased
requirements in the form of lower land prices but that it is unrealistic to
expect property sellers to adjust their expectations too quickly. A change that
might be infeasible in the very short term, may be more readily
accommodated if it is phased in gradually over a number of years.
For example, San Luis Obispo County adopted a 20% inclusionary housing
requirement in 2010 but the requirement was phased in over 5 years.
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Conclusions and Recommendations
Recommendation 1:
The City should
impose different
inclusionary housing
requirements on
rental and for-sale
(condominium)
properties.

The majority of inclusionary housing programs across the country adopt a
single requirement which is applied to all project types in all locations (often
excluding the smallest projects). This means that in most cities, the
inclusionary requirements are 'too high' for some sensitive projects and
below the highest level which could be supported by particularly profitable
projects in the highest demand locations.
A smaller number of communities adopt structures that vary the
requirements either across neighborhoods, or across project types, in an
effort to reduce the burden on projects likely to be most adversely impacted
while simultaneously capturing more public benefit where that is feasible.
Based on the consultants' best practice research, we considered several
alternative approaches that San Francisco that might pursue.
San Francisco’s inclusionary housing program already imposes different
requirements on projects of different sizes and in different locations. Many of
the areas where the greatest growth is expected have been recently upzoned
through area plans which impose inclusionary housing requirements that
exceed the citywide requirements. In addition, projects below 10 units are
exempt entirely from inclusionary housing and Proposition C set lower
requirements for projects under 25 units. The result is an already complex
system which can be difficult to administer and explain.
While there might be some benefit to varying the requirements between
different neighborhoods, given the existing complexity, it seems likely that
the costs of such an approach would outweigh any benefit.
Several TAC members inquired about the feasibility of setting higher
inclusionary requirements for highrise projects. The consulting team explored
this idea and did not find evidence to support higher requirements for
highrise projects.
•
•

•
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The best practice research examined other cities that have different
requirements for highrise and found only examples where those
requirements are lower (due to higher costs for this building type).
The prototype analysis found comparable residual land values for
highrise and lower rise prototypes for all levels of inclusionary
requirements analyzed which suggests that it would be no easier (or
harder) for highrise projects to absorb increased requirements.
The regression analysis found that larger projects were somewhat
more sensitive to changes in the fee level which suggests that
development of these projects is somewhat less likely in the face of
increased requirements.
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The consultants’ research has shown, and the TAC has generally supported,
that for-sale projects can feasibly support higher fees than rental projects.
The proforma analysis discussed below suggests that at any given level of the
inclusionary policy, the typical ownership project could support a higher
residual land value. Put another way, the typical ownership project can
support roughly 2 percentage points more affordable housing units onsite
while maintaining the same residual land value. For example, for rental
projects an 18% onsite requirement results in a weighted average residual
land value of approximately $100,000. For ownership projects, an onsite
requirement of 20% achieves approximately the same residual land value.
At the TAC meeting on September 7, 2016, the TAC endorsed this
recommendation unanimously.
Recommendation 2:
The City should set
the initial onsite
requirements from
14%-18% for rental
projects and 17%20% for ownership
projects.

Since 2010, there has been a significant increase in the average price paid by
developers for land in San Francisco, equaling 11.5% per year for entitled
land.
This rapid increase suggests that some landowners would have sold their land
to developers for somewhat less than what they received, though not at
levels below what was required during the 2010-12 period, when the housing
market was in recession.
As discussed earlier, the consulting team developed financial models of four
different project prototypes, and tested the impact of different inclusionary
housing requirements on the land value each type could support. The results,
summarized below, indicate that onsite requirements that are shaded red
would result in land bids that are below what land prices were in 2010-12 –
and thus are infeasible.
If the goal is to set fees that minimize harm to project feasibility, analysis of
these prototypes imply that initial onsite requirements in the red zone should
be avoided. Fees in the yellow zone, which range from 14-18% onsite for
apartment projects and 17-20% for condominium projects, are the maximum
feasible requirements today.
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At the TAC meeting on September 7, 2016, the TAC endorsed this
recommended range unanimously. TAC member differed on what they felt
the specific initial requirements should be, within this range.
Recommendation 3:
The City should
commit to a 15-year
schedule of
increases to the
inclusionary housing
rate of 0.5% per
year.

Providing predictability does not mean that requirements can never change,
only that any changes should be clear well before they take effect. It is not
uncommon for developers to negotiate the price of land several years before
receiving building permits.
There was agreement among TAC members that increased inclusionary
requirements should be phased in over a period of time long enough to allow
the land market to adjust. Setting a clear schedule which ramps up
requirements over an extended period of time provides the greatest amount
of predictability for the housing market.
It is theoretically possible that even a large increase in inclusionary
requirements could translate immediately into lower land prices. However in
practice, property owners appear more likely to withhold land or seek other
alternatives to residential development when faced with significant declines
in offering bids from residential developers. Any large step up in requirements
might result in immediate reductions in residential development. Gradual
increases on a planned schedule are more likely to result in a slowing of the
rate of land price increases.
Preliminary analysis suggests that, if 15-year trends in housing prices and
construction costs continue for the next 15 years, on average, then a 0.5%
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annual increase would yield a roughly even split between future increases in
land value, and future additional resources for affordable housing.
Adjusting the requirements at 0.5% per year will ultimately increase the
requirements to the range of 21.5%-25.5% for apartment projects and 24.5%27.5% for condominium projects, as shown in the diagram below. Such an
approach, would both capture an equitable share of likely future increases in
land value for affordable housing, and promote a well-functioning land
market by providing maximum certainty for developers and landowners.

Additionally, every five years the City should conduct a new study of the basic
economic feasibility of the inclusionary requirements, as opposed the current
three-year legislative requirement. The long term goal should be to move to
an environment where policy-makers are frequently asked to consider large
changes to the requirements, to one which any changes are made gradually
enough for markets to adjust.
At the TAC meeting on September 7, 2016, the TAC unanimously endorsed
the recommendations of a 15-year phase-in of higher requirements, with a
study every five years.
With respect to the rate of increase, six TAC members supported the 0.5%
annual increase recommendation, and two members felt the annual
increase should be higher, in the range of 0.75% - 1.0% per year.
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Recommendation 4:
The City should
conduct a new
analysis to update
the schedule of fees.

The developer's opportunity cost of providing onsite units increases with
changes in the market rents or sales prices. The City's fee option, however, is
tied only to changes in construction cost. When the market rises faster than
construction costs, as it has over the past decade, the fee option becomes
relatively more attractive to developers. Land values in San Francisco have
risen by more than 40% since the 2012 study that the current fee schedule is
based on.
The analysis indicates that for 6 of the 8 prototypes studied the fee option is
financially advantageous. However for the 4 rental prototypes, the relative
impact on residual land value for projects selecting the fee option and those
selecting the onsite option is quite similar, indicating only a small incentive for
developers to prefer the fee option.
However, for condominium projects, there is a very strong incentive to prefer
the fee option. For the highest density projects the residual land value was
30% higher under the fee option. Updating the affordability gap research
could result in fees that more closely match the economic impact of onsite
units.
At the TAC meeting on September 7, 2016, the TAC endorsed this
recommendation unanimously.

Recommendation 5:
The City should
impose additional
affordability
requirements for any
80/20 project
financed through
the City’s financing
approval process.

It is likely that increasing the inclusionary housing requirements will
encourage more project sponsors to consider developing so called ‘80/20’
projects which utilize tax exempt bond financing to subsidize the cost of
providing affordable units. All things being equal, leveraging existing public
resources should be encouraged, however it should result in greater levels of
affordable housing rather than simply reducing the cost of providing
otherwise mandated affordability.
There was not agreement within the TAC that it would be safe to assume that
all future projects would take advantage of this program. As a result the
analysis does not assume bond financing is used. However, because the City’s
approval is necessary before any project accesses tax exempt bond financing,
it should be possible for the city to require additional affordable units (or
deeper levels of affordability) from all projects accessing this financing in the
future.
At the TAC meeting on September 7, 2016, the TAC endorsed this
recommendation unanimously.
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Areas for Additional Consideration & Study
State Density Bonus

The prototype analysis discussed earlier does not specifically address the
impact of potential density bonuses on project feasibility. If either the state
density bonus or a local bonus program (or both) were widely implemented in
San Francisco, the likely result would be higher residual land values in many
locations which would support a higher inclusionary requirement. However,
it is not currently clear how widely either of these density bonuses would be
applied or what share of eligible projects would choose to build the allowed
additional units. Without a clearer picture of likely use, it is not possible to
know how much the availability of a density bonus would increase the
feasible inclusionary housing requirements.
The Planning Department has been developing projections which may make it
practical to evaluate the impact of both the state and a proposed local density
bonus program on the feasibility of inclusionary housing requirements in the
very near future. Since the density bonus is likely to make a significant
difference in the financial feasibility of future projects, we recommend
completing this additional research before undertaking any legislative change
to the inclusionary housing requirements.
At the TAC meeting on September 7, 2016, the TAC unanimously agreed this
issue required further study.

Income Limits

The recommended initial range of onsite requirements discussed earlier, and
the stepped increase over 15 years, assume that the income split of BMR
units will continue match the requirements in Prop C, in which 60% of the onsite units were dedicated to households at 55% of area median income (AMI)
or below, and the remaining 40% were for households at 80% of AMI or
below. The split between the two groups, as the rate increases, is shown
below:
55%
of
AMI
80%
of
AMI

17.0%

17.5%

18.0%

18.5%

19.0%

19.5%

20.0%

20.5%

21.0%

21.5%

22.0%

22.5%

23.0%

23.5%

24.0%

24.5%

25.0%

10.2%

10.5%

10.8%

11.1%

11.4%

11.7%

12.0%

12.3%

12.6%

12.9%

13.2%

13.5%

13.8%

14.1%

14.4%

14.7%

15.0%

6.8%

7.0%

7.2%

7.4%

7.6%

7.8%

8.0%

8.2%

8.4%

8.6%

8.8%

9.0%

9.2%

9.4%

9.6%

9.8%

10.0%

These income limits are not a recommendation of the Controller's Office or its
consulting team; they were used in the analysis because they were adopted in
Prop C. It is important to point out that the application of those income limits
to the recommended fee ranges would lead to fewer onsite units for
households below 55% of AMI than was the case before Prop C. This may not
be a desired outcome, and while the recommended initial fee ranges would
not necessarily be feasible under different limits, additional study could reveal
which fee ranges would be feasible.
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At the TAC meeting on September 7, 2016, the TAC unanimously agreed this
issue required further study.

NeighborhoodSpecific
Requirements

Due to the time frame for this analysis, the proforma analysis did not evaluate
potential differences in financial feasibility between similar prototypes
located in different neighborhoods in the city. While several of the
prototypes are only likely to occur within fairly limited geographic areas there
are some that could occur in quite different locations. It might make sense to
conduct further research into these neighborhood differences to better
evaluate the value of further modifying the inclusionary requirements for
different neighborhoods.
At the TAC meeting on September 7, 2016, there was a general consensus
among the TAC not to do pursue further research on this issue.

When in the
Development
Process Should
Inclusionary
Requirements be
Set?

Committing to a 15 year schedule of annual small increases in the inclusionary
requirement creates a need to very clearly define the point in time at which
projects inclusionary requirements are fixed. TAC members all agreed that
developers should be able to ‘lock in’ a particular requirement level at some
point in the development process so that small delays don’t result in later
increases in the inclusionary housing requirements.
There are advantages to setting the requirement at the point that a developer
submits a complete Environmental Evaluation Application. However, because
unexpected project delays are not uncommon between this point and the
point that a project is entitled, it is difficult to set a simple time period after
which the commitment to a specific level of requirements would expire. Once
a project is entitled it would be easier to set a simple time limit and impose
increased requirements on projects that move too slowly. The TAC requested
additional research into options that would provide predictability to
developers without allowing projects that are not making good faith progress
to hold on to lower requirements indefinitely.

Next Steps
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The Controller's Office, other City staff, and the consulting team plan to
research these questions. Based on those outcomes, we plan to issue an
addendum to this report that has additional recommendations on these
items.
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Appendices
Underwriting
Assumptions
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The financial assumptions used by the consulting team in the scenario analysis
are detailed in the table below.
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Regression Analysis
Methodology

To analyze the potential impact of an increase in the inclusionary housing
requirement on multifamily market-rate housing development in San
Francisco, we constructed an empirical model using logistic regression
analysis. 4 This analysis uses actual historical data, including information on
the characteristics of the City’s parcels over time, the market-rate multifamily
development that occurred between 2001 and 2015, and various housing
market and other economic indicators. Using this model, we can estimate the
change in the probability of development associated with changes in the
inclusionary housing requirements as well as changes to factors that would
affect the potential size of the development (e.g., increasing height
allowances or relaxing maximum density limits) or changes in economic
conditions such as increases or decreases in housing prices or construction
costs.
To construct the model, we collected the historical data needed to identify
those factors most useful for understanding when and where residential

4

This statistical approach built on work initially performed by the City’s Office of Economic Analysis in their
February 2016 report entitled Increasing Inclusionary Housing Requirements: Economic Impact Report
(http://openbook.sfgov.org/webreports/details3.aspx?id=2278).
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development occurs. These data consisted of parcel-specific data,
demographic data for areas within the City, and annual economic and market
data. Specifically, the data included in the analysis consisted of the following:
1. Parcel-Specific Data—Data for every parcel in San Francisco were
collected for each year from 2001 through 2015. 5 This information
includes attributes which did not change over time such as the parcel’s
land area and neighborhood, as well as characteristics that may have
changed, such as the parcel’s zoning requirements or maximum allowable
building height. The basis for our list of parcels was the current “City Lots”
database available from the San Francisco Planning Department. We then
added annual files for zoning, height and bulk districts, planning districts,
special use districts, and land use. 6 In addition, the Planning Department
also provided information on the maximum allowed density, parking
requirements, and setback requirements associated with different
planning areas and zoning designations over time. Finally, because parcel
identifiers may change over time as parcels are combined or divided, the
Planning Department also provided a file that recorded parcel number
changes over time.
2. Demographic Data—Demographic data were also integrated for regions
within the City. Specifically, data for education level and per capita
income were collected by census tract from the Decennial Census for
2000 and 2010 and supplemented with annual data from the American
Community Survey for 2009-2014. 7 Where annual data were not
available, values were interpolated. GIS software was then used to map
parcels to census tracts so that every parcel could be assigned the
appropriate annual estimates of education level and per capita income.
3. Annual Economic Data—Various measures of housing prices and
construction costs were also collected and integrated to account for
changes that would have a direct impact on the San Francisco housing
market over time, as well as changes in general economic conditions that
may influence the amount of housing developed. These economic
indicators included data specific to the City, such as total employment
and the unemployment rate in San Francisco, as well as data for the
greater San Francisco area, including the total employment and
unemployment rate and the number and value of residential building
permits issued for the San Francisco Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA).
Also integrated were numerous measures of general economic activity
and consumer sentiment, including various stock market indices such as
the Dow Jones Total Stock Market Index (DJ-TSM), S&P 500, and the
5

San Francisco assigns a unique BLKLOT identifier to each of the 200,000-plus parcels in the City (the BLKLOT is
also the Assessor Parcel Number or APN). However, multiple level (condominium, live/work, et al) lots were also
included in the parcel data they provided, with their ground or base lot assigned a unique MAPBLKLOT key. This
analysis relies on the MAPBLKLOT value to identify the base lot for each parcel, which represents just over 154,000
unique base lots.
6
These annual files were provided by the San Francisco Planning Department. Most are also publicly available via
the “SF OpenData” website (https://data.sfgov.org/).
7
Education level was defined as percent of the population 25 years or older with a Bachelor’s degree or higher.
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NASDAQ; data on venture-backed companies in Northern California from
the Sand Hill Index of Venture Capital; interest rates; and measures of
consumer sentiment as reported by both the Conference Board and the
University of Michigan. Finally, data for various price and cost indices
specific to San Francisco were integrated, including an annual index of
housing prices developed by the Office of Economic Analysis (OEA), a
comparable housing price index based on data from Zillow, a Building
Cost Index and a Construction Cost Index prepared specifically for San
Francisco by the Engineering News Record (ENR), and a commercial rent
index that is produced by Real Facts based on the asking rent data from a
consistent set of properties within the City.
4. Historical Market-Rate Housing Development Data—Finally, data for
market-rate multifamily housing developments completed in San
Francisco from 2001 to 2015 were integrated. This list was prepared from
the Planning Department's annual Housing Inventory reports. The dataset
included the parcel number identifier(s) for each project, the year the
project was completed, and the number of market-rate and below
market-rate (BMR) units for each project.
These data sources were combined to form a single data set, with one record
for each of the City’s 154,342 current “base lot” parcels for each year from
2001 to 2015. In addition to the data collected, additional potential
explanatory variables were also constructed for this analysis. First, the
variable “RES_DUMMY” was assigned a 1 if the parcel had any indication of
existing residential use for that year, otherwise it was assigned a zero.
Second, the “building envelope” was calculated as the maximum potential
residential square footage for each parcel in each year using the parcel’s land
area, maximum allowable height, setback requirements and maximum
allowable density in that year. Finally, the amount of additional development
capacity was calculated by dividing the building envelope by the greater of
the square footage of the existing building(s) on the parcel for that year or the
land area of the parcel if there were no buildings or the information was
missing.
Data limitations mean that analyzing the San Francisco housing market is
challenging. First, there are relatively few multifamily developments
completed each year. Over the 15-year period analyzed, there were on
average about 20 parcels that experienced this type of development each
year out of a total of over 154,000 parcels. Second, many factors can account
for why and when specific parcels get developed, and not all of these factors
can be modeled using available data. In addition, while much of the historical
data are reliable, some measures such as historic land use or the existing
building characteristics for a parcel in a specific year, are less reliable,
especially for the early part of the time period analyzed. Finally, these
projects typically take several years to complete and include many decision
points, such as purchasing the land, navigating the entitlement process for the
parcel(s), getting approval and securing building permits from the City for the
project, and demolishing existing structures if they exist and otherwise
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preparing the land, all of which must be completed before the construction
phase even begins. At each point in this process, the developer may choose
to continue, delay, or even halt the development based on actual changes in
current market conditions or the expectation of future changes in costs,
housing prices, investor concerns, or other factors. This extended and
uncertain time horizon adds and extra level of complexity to the analysis.
With these challenges in mind, we analyzed the data set described above to
determine which factors are most useful for estimating the probability that a
San Francisco parcel will add market-rate multifamily housing in a given year.
To do this, we used a common statistical technique called logistic regression
analysis. A logistic regression is a special type of regression used to
understand the relationship between a dependent binary or dichotomous
variable and one or more independent or explanatory variables. Here, the
dependent variable is assigned one of two values: a one if the parcel added
market-rate housing in a specific year, otherwise a zero. The explanatory
variables included both continuous variables, such as the price of housing or
the maximum potential size of such a development on the parcel, and binary
(or “dummy”) variables, such as whether or not the parcel already had some
residential use.
To determine the best model, it was necessary to conduct numerous tests
and investigate a variety of potential specifications. First, to account for the
long development horizon, we tested numerous time differences or “lags”
between the explanatory variables and the dependent development variable.
This included up to three year differences for all of the explanatory variables
together and testing different lags for individual explanatory variables such as
housing prices, construction costs, interest rates, stock market indices, and
consumer sentiment indicators. We also examined the completed projects
specifically to determine when changes such as land use descriptions, permit
applications, recorded square footage of buildings on the parcel, and other
changes occurred relative to the year of completion. These investigations
indicated that, in general, a two year lag between the completion of the
project and the explanatory variables taken together was the most
appropriate lag. Thus, a project that was completed in 2013 was best
modeled by using the parcel characteristics and market conditions from 2011.
It was also necessary to test different combinations of explanatory variables
to see which mix resulted in the best model for predicting whether or not a
parcel was developed. Many of the potential explanatory variables are highly
correlated with one another (e.g., the S&P 500 and the NASDAQ stock market
indexes) and therefore are unlikely to provide useful additional information
individually when included together. To identify those explanatory variables
that are most useful for understanding when and where housing is added, we
first developed a base model that included those variables most likely to be
closely associated with housing development based on economic theory.
Those variables include housing prices, construction costs, zoning restrictions,
current land use, the size of the potential development given height and
Controller's Office
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density restrictions, and the relative increase for the potential development
given the existing development on the site. With this as our base model, we
tested the impact of adding other explanatory variables such as various stock
market indexes, interest rates, total employment and the unemployment rate
for San Francisco and the Bay Area, building permit activity, etc. These tests
were evaluated based on their overall impact to the model as well as their
individual predictive power. Many of these added economic variables were
highly correlated with housing prices and construction costs while others did
not have a statistically significant relationship with development. These
variables were therefore excluded from the final model. Throughout these
tests, however, it was clear that housing prices and construction costs were
consistently useful predictors of development, and the nature of this
relationship was quite stable regardless of the inclusion or exclusion of these
additional explanatory variables.
In addition to these tests for which control variables to include, we also
examined an alternative measure of our key explanatory variable. Specifically,
our analysis sought to identify the relationship between changes in the City’s
inclusionary requirement and the likely extent of development. To measure
this effect, our base model included a measure of housing prices. Because an
increase in the inclusionary requirement acts like a price reduction for
developers (in effect lowering the revenue that developers receive for each
BMR unit), changes in prices (or rents) and changes in the inclusionary
requirement will have the same financial impact on a development project. In
addition to prices, however, we also sought to directly measure the impact on
development of changes in the inclusionary requirement which occurred
during the study period. Data limitations, however, prevented us from
incorporating a measure of the cost of the inclusionary requirement which
was deemed sufficiently reliable for our analysis. The final specification,
therefore, relies on the housing price measure as the key explanatory variable
used to model the likely impacts of changes in the inclusionary requirement.
After completing these tests, the final model consisted of the following
explanatory variables:
1. a dummy variable for whether or not the parcel had existing
residential use,
2. the OEA house price index (set equal to 100 for 2015),
3. the SF construction cost index,
4. the potential building envelope expressed in thousands of square
feet,
5. the ratio of the potential building envelope to the existing square
footage, and
6. dummy variables for the type of zoning for the parcel.
The logistic regression results are presented in the table below.
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Logistic Regression Results

The regression analysis described above considered numerous combinations
of potential explanatory variables and a variety of model specifications with
different time lags. As shown in Figure 2, each of our key explanatory
variables was highly statistically significant (at the 99% level or higher).
The resulting model indicates that there are indeed a number of factors that
are associated with a higher or lower likelihood of a San Francisco parcel
adding market-rate multifamily housing. First, this analysis shows that both
the price of housing and the cost of construction matter. Housing prices have
a positive correlation with development; that is, the probability of a parcel
adding market-rate housing is higher when housing prices are higher. This
relationship has been both stable and statistically significant across various
model specifications. Construction costs also have a stable and statistically
significant correlation with development, though as one would suspect, this
relationship is a negative one, meaning that an increase in construction costs
Controller's Office
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is associated with a decrease in the probability of a parcel adding market-rate
housing, all else equal.
Second, the size of the potential development, which is primarily driven by
height restrictions and density limits, also matters. The potential size of the
housing that can be developed on the parcel is positively correlated with the
addition of multifamily market-rate housing. In addition, the relative
difference between potential development and existing structures on the
parcel also matters. Those parcels with smaller or no existing buildings are
more likely to see housing added than parcels that already have large
structures on them. This finding also makes economic sense, as it indicates
that those parcels with larger current development are likely to be generating
more existing income for the landowner and therefore have a higher current
use value than parcels with little or no development.
The regression model described above can be used to estimate the impact of
various inclusionary policies. Specifically, because a higher inclusionary
requirement results in less revenue for a developer (or increased costs), the
financial impact is the same as a reduction in home prices. The regression
model estimates how the likelihood of development changes as prices
change. Therefore, we can use this empirical relationship to estimate how the
likelihood of residential housing development will change when inclusionary
requirements are changed.
Based on this relationship derived from our regression analysis, we developed
a simulation model to estimate the likely change in development that would
result from setting an inclusionary policy at various levels. Figure 1 on page 17
shows the results of our simulation model.
To estimate the baseline and adjusted level of housing production, we utilized
the results of our regression model, applying the coefficients for housing
prices and construction costs and estimates of the amount that developers
could charge for a BMR unit to estimate the cost of the inclusionary policy
under each of the scenarios presented. These results are based on the
assumption that real growth in housing prices and construction costs over the
next ten years will match the levels observed during our study period (2001 –
2015). Results further reflect the assumption that the BMR unit price will not
increase in real terms over this period.
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Additional Best
Practices Research

This section includes further results of the consulting team's best practices
research, and program profiles of other cities.
Unit mix requirements
Do some programs require builders to offer units with more bedrooms?
Nearly all inclusionary programs require that affordable units are equivalent
to the product type (rental vs. ownership), bedroom counts, and construction
quality of market rate units.
Programs express this requirement in different ways. Some programs require
that the inclusionary units do not have a greater proportion of efficiency and
one bedroom units (Montgomery County, MD; Washington, DC) while others
require that there is an equal or greater proportion of larger two and three
bedroom units amongst the affordable stock (New York City). The majority of
jurisdictions simply require that the total bedroom count is proportionately
equivalent between the affordable and market rate units (Boulder,
Burlington, Boston, Cambridge, Sacramento, and others).
Other inclusionary programs offer developers the discretion to provide
different product types. For instance, San Jose's program gives developers
the option to provide rental units when satisfying the inclusionary on-site
requirement for a development of for-sale properties (Section 5.08.500 A).
Similarly, Denver's inclusionary program includes a provision for developers to
negotiate with the City to provide a different product than the market rate
units. These provisions can include either the product type (rental vs.
ownership) or fewer units than otherwise required if they are of a higher
bedroom count (Section 27-106). Sacramento's program also provides
discretion to the Planning Director to require opportunities for "diverse family
sizes" by requiring different numbers of bedrooms in inclusionary units
(Section 17.190.030 E).
Emeryville's affordable housing program requires that affordable rental and
ownership units be proportionate to in mix and type to the project as a whole
(Section 9-5.402). In addition, Emeryville's regulations on multi-unit
residential development stipulate a strict unit mix requirement (Section 95.2003). Specifically, more than half of all units must have two or more
bedrooms with at least 15 percent of the project's units containing at least
three bedrooms. The ordinance also requires that no more than 10% of the
entire project be comprised of studios.
Public land
How do inclusionary housing programs account for development occurring
on publicly owned land?
Public land is rarely considered in the calculation for inclusionary zoning
incentives, or among other policy considerations. Among the cities that were
surveyed, considerations for use of public land were only made in Washington
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DC. In 2013, the City Council approved the Disposition of District Land for
Affordable Housing Amendment Act. The amendment specified that if a
residential development is built on disposed public land then that
development would be subject to a significantly higher inclusionary
requirement: 30-percent of units must be made affordable in areas with
transit access, and 20-percent of units for all other development areas.
Transit access areas are defined as those areas within one-half mile of a
Metro station, or within one-quarter mile of a major bus route or streetcar
line. The inclusionary set-aside requirements for all other development are
10-percent of all units in in low rise zones, and eight-percent of all units in
high rise zones.
Home Owner Association fees
How do cities protect affordability in ownership units where HOA fees might
rise dramatically?
Many cities struggle with the impact of rising HOA fees on affordability of
ownership units. Both special assessments and increases in monthly fees can
create real financial hardship for existing owners and make it difficult to find
buyers at resale.
This is currently a problem for which there is no perfect solution. Cornerstone
Partnership (now Grounded Solutions Network) published a short guide to
best practices among inclusionary housing programs in responding to this
challenge . Most of the solutions that they describe are either currently being
implemented by San Francisco or are prohibited under California Law.
In some other states it is possible for cities to require differential HOA
assessment formulas that are based on the value of each unit or reduce the
cost or even set a cap for BMR owners. California law does not permit any of
these approaches.
Many California cities have responded to this challenge by ensuring that HOA
fees are set at realistic levels initially and by pricing BMR units initially at a
level below the maximum cut off for eligibility so that there is 'room' for
increases in HOA fees before the monthly costs exceed what the highest
income eligible buyer could afford. Adding this kind of cushion, as San
Francisco currently does, can reduce the risk, but it does not eliminate the
chance that at some future point the fees could erode affordability. The
problem is especially acute for the highest cost projects. Another approach
is to encourage the fee option for condo projects, particularly the highest cost
condo projects.
Alternatives to onsite development
Are there cities that offer alternatives that San Francisco does not currently
allow?
Most inclusionary housing programs offer project sponsors a menu of several
alternative means of satisfaction beyond onsite provision of affordable units.
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The most common alternatives are payment of an fee in-lieu of development,
off-site development and land dedication. Alternatives other than these are
quite rare but there are some. Two examples may be worth considering in
San Francisco:
Preservation of existing stock: Several cities allow developers to purchase and
renovate existing market rate housing and preserve it as permanently
affordable housing as one means of satisfying their inclusionary housing
obligations. Since 2000, Boulder, CO has allowed this option though it has not
been widely used. As development sites become more scarce, this option
may become more popular. Boulder provides detailed livability guidelines
and sets cost standards for renovations to ensure that the resulting affordable
units are high quality and likely to hold up over time. In addition the program
gives the City Manager broad discretion to consider construction type and
quality, project configuration, project age and project location before
approving the use of this alternative.
Transferrable Credits: Several cities have explored the potential to create
resellable credits for offsite production. San Jose (SJMC Section 5.08.540.C)
has authorized what they call 'Surplus Inclusionary Housing In-Lieu Credits.'
This program enables developers of market rate projects to purchase credits
from developers of other projects that built more than the required number
of affordable units. The 'surplus' units must have been built without city
subsidy and the City Manager must determine that the following conditions
have been met:
"A. A developer who constructs a surplus inclusionary unit may utilize such
surplus inclusionary unit to satisfy the inclusionary housing requirement for
future residential development for a period of no more than five (5) years
after issuance of the certificate of occupancy for the surplus inclusionary unit.
B. A developer who constructs a surplus inclusionary unit may sell or
otherwise transfer the surplus inclusionary credit to another developer in
order to satisfy, or partially satisfy, the transferee developer's inclusionary
housing requirement.
C. The inclusionary housing restrictions shall be recorded against the market
rate residential development and the inclusionary unit pursuant to this
chapter and the inclusionary housing guidelines. The restrictions on the
inclusionary unit shall commence upon the initial sale or rental of the
inclusionary unit at the affordable housing cost occurring subsequently to the
approval of the affordable housing plan in which the inclusionary unit is
offered to satisfy the requirements of this chapter.
D. The transferee developer who utilizes any surplus inclusionary housing
credit shall comply with the timing requirements for inclusionary units to be
made available for occupancy concurrently with the market rate units in the
residential development pursuant to Section 5.08.460."
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Other Impact Fees
How do the requirements created by an inclusionary housing program relate
to the requirements imposed by other impact fees?
Many inclusionary housing programs, including in-lieu fee programs, consider
the economic viability of residential development projects to determine the
inclusionary requirements and fee levels. In San Diego, the nexus analysis
justified inclusionary requirements of between 11-percent and 27-percent of
a development's total units, depending on the type of development project.
Despite the nexus analysis' findings, San Diego implemented a 10-percent
requirement and corresponding in-lieu fee in order to prevent the fees from
stifling development.
A prime example of a jurisdiction evaluating the total fee burden before
adopting an in-lieu fee for affordable housing can be found in Emeryville,
California. In 2014, Emeryville adopted a sizable affordable housing in lieu fee
($20,000 per dwelling unit at the time of adoption) and also decided to limit
the other development impact fees that it would levy on new development.
While Emeryville adopted a housing impact fee, park facilities impact fee and
traffic facilities fee, it also chose not to adopt an impact fee to fund general
government facilities. This decision was partially based on an analysis of the
total development fee burden. Emeryville hired a consultant to compare all
development fees to the estimated market value of various hypothetical
development projects across several local jurisdictions. The comparison
included the aforementioned proposed affordable housing, park, general
government and traffic facilities impact fees, permit fees and other
development exactions. Total fee burden was expressed as a percentage of
market value. Emeryville's elected officials ultimately set the affordable
housing fee level at a rate that was less than the maximum justified by the
nexus analysis in order to restrict the fee burden across all development fees
to a competitive level in the region.
Similar to Emeryville, the City of Oakland also recently adopted a full suite of
impact fees and had to consider total fee burden when allocating fees
between different facility categories (affordable housing, capital
improvements and traffic improvements). Oakland commissioned an
economic feasibility analysis to evaluate the feasibility of the proposed impact
fees.
The nexus analyses for affordable housing, traffic and capital
improvements all justified maximum fees that exceed an economically viable
level as identified by the economic feasibility study. As a result, the City's
impact fee stakeholder working group recommended fees that were less than
the maximum justified for all fee categories. The fee amounts allocated to
each fee category were only minimally based on quantitative analysis. The
traffic mitigation fee was set at a base level such that developments that pay
the fee have met cumulative CEQA traffic mitigation requirements. Aside
from the CEQA considerations for the traffic fee, the other fee levels were set
based on policy and political decisions. The City's provision of affordable
housing was, and still is an important topic in Oakland. As such, the majority
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of the fee capacity was allocated to the affordable housing impact fee. A
minimal amount was allocated to the capital facilities fee, without any
particular quantitative analysis.
Profiles of Other
Programs

Controller's Office

San Jose
Background
San Jose’s current inclusionary housing ordinance passed in January of 2012
and replaced an older version from 1988 that applied only in former
redevelopment areas. The new requirement of 15-percent affordable units in
developments above 20 units did not immediately go into effect due to legal
issues. The Palmer vs. L.A. decision suspended the ordinance’s inclusionary
requirement for rental housing developers. The California Building Industry
Association also challenged the legality of the ordinance although the
California Supreme Court dismissed this challenge in June of 2015. The City
Council is expected to consider several measures for final implementation of
the ordinance in the fall of 2016. In November of 2014, the City added to its
requirements by instituting an affordable housing impact fee of $17 per
square foot for rental housing developments city-wide. The impact fee
resolution was supported by a nexus study conducted by Keyser Marston and
Associates.
Inclusionary Housing Ordinance
The City’s inclusionary requirement of 15-percent affordable units applies
when 20 or more units are created by new construction, conversion of a nonresidential use to for-sale dwelling units, or conversion of rental housing into
for-sale dwelling units. The ordinance originally intended to go into effect on
January 1, 2013 but the City delayed implementation until July 1, 2016 to
await the result of pending litigation. Developments are eligible to avoid this
requirement under a number of conditions: vested development rights
current as of June 30, 2016, finalized planning permits current as of June 30,
2016, projects regulated by development agreements, developments with
signed agreements with the former redevelopment agency and developments
in certain planned communities.
Developers satisfy the inclusionary requirement by providing 15-percent of
the total units on-site at prices affordable to households earning less than
110-percent of Area Median Income (AMI). These inclusionary units would
then be sold to households earning less than 120-percent AMI who, at least
initially, must occupy them. A developer can also choose to provide the
inclusionary units as rental housing where nine-percent are affordable to
moderate and low income households and 6-percent to very low income
households. Units must be of comparable quality as market rate units and
developed concurrently with the market rate units. For-sale units must
remain affordable for 45 years and rental units must remain affordable for 55
years.
Developers have the option by-right to satisfy inclusionary requirement
through a combination of a number of alternative mechanisms:
● Building off-site affordable housing units equivalent to 20-percent of
the total units provided in the development. These units must
conform to the same inclusionary housing affordability and quality
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requirements as on-site construction. Units must be in the same
redevelopment area unless this requirement is waived by staff. (SJMC
5.08.510 - Off-site construction)
● Pay an in-lieu fee per unit equivalent to the difference between the
median sale price of a comparable unit in San Jose and the price
affordable to a household earning 110-percent of AMI. This price is to
be established annually by Council resolution and can be reduced for
buildings taller than 10 stories to incentivize high rise construction.
(SJMC 5.08.520 - In lieu fee)
● Dedicate land to the City with an assessed value greater than or
equivalent to the in-lieu fee conditional on the land being appropriate
for housing. (SJMC 5.08.530 - Dedication of land in lieu of
construction of inclusionary units)
● Purchase credits or transfer the rights from surplus inclusionary units
to apply affordable housing built elsewhere to another development’s
inclusionary housing requirement. Developers may sell or transfer
credits from inclusionary units built in excess of a development’s
requirement to satisfy the requirement of a different development.
Surplus inclusionary housing credits expire five years after a
development receives its certificate of occupancy. (SJMC 5.08.540 Credits and transfers)
● Acquire and rehabilitate two affordable housing units to satisfy the
requirement to build one inclusionary housing unit.
The
rehabilitation work must equal at least 25-percent of the dwelling’s
value prior to rehabilitation. In addition, these units have to be
completed concurrently or prior to the market rate development,
must have a bedroom count comparable to the market rate units and
cannot be used as inclusionary credits. (SJMC 5.08.550 - Acquisition
and rehabilitation of existing units)
● Providing two HUD restricted units satisfies the requirement for one
inclusionary housing unit. (SJMC 5.08.560 - HUD restricted units)
Developers may choose any combination of these methods to satisfy the
inclusionary requirement. Affordable housing units created through a density
bonus program may not be counted towards the inclusionary requirement.
Alternative units must conform to the City’s affordable housing dispersion law
that requires that affordable housing not be overly concentrated
geographically. Finally, inclusionary housing units must be built concurrently
with the market rates and there are restrictions around the issuance of
certificates of occupancy to ensure compliance.
Affordable Housing Impact Fee Resolution
The affordable housing impact requires a payment of $17 per square foot for
all rental housing developments in the City. The enabling resolution includes
an annual increase of 2.4-percent each successive July 1 to account for
inflation. Developers must pay the impact fee before receiving any building
permits. Developments in the Downtown High-Rise Incentive Area are
exempted from the fee if they receive their certificate of occupancy on or
before June 30, 2021.
There are a number of exceptions to the impact fee requirement: single
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family homes, duplexes, affordable housing developments, developments
that have received a planning permit prior to July 1, 2016 (planned
development permit, conditional use permit, site development permit, or
special use permit), or developments regulated by the City’s inclusionary
housing ordinance. Units exempted by their planning permit must receive
certificates of occupancy for at least half of the units in the development by
January 21, 2020 to avoid paying the fee.
San Diego
Background
San Diego’s Inclusionary Housing Ordinance was enacted in July 2003, and
amended in 2011. The ordinance requires all residential developments
greater than two units to set aside at least 10-percent of units for low and
moderate-income residents, or pay a fee in-lieu of this requirement. The
2011 amendment to the ordinance was supported by the Residential Nexus
Analysis, prepared by Keyser Marston and Associates. In particular, the 2011
amendment sought to revise the ordinance in order to comply with the
court’s recent Palmer decision, which prohibited the requirement of on-site
affordable rental housing as part of an inclusionary housing plan. Ultimately,
while the Residential Nexus Analysis provided justification for an inclusionary
requirement of between 11-percent and 27-percent, depending on the type
of development, the City chose to implement a 10-percent requirement.
Inclusionary Housing Ordinance
The inclusionary housing in-lieu fee applies to all new residential development
(including condominium conversions) of two or more units. Developments are
eligible to avoid this requirement under a number of conditions:
● Projects where at least 10-percent of the units (5-percent for
condominium conversions) are affordable to, and occupied by
targeted households (Rental at 65-percent AMI; For Sale at 100percent AMI).
● Condominium conversions with all units selling at 80-percent AMI or
less.
● Projects or portions of projects with units selling at 150-percent AMI
or less. Units must contain two or more bedrooms, and must be sold
to persons who own no other property and will reside in the unit as
their primary residence.
● Projects subject to the North City Future Urbanizing Area inclusionary
housing requirements.
● Rehabilitation of an existing building that does not result in a net
increase of dwelling units. (§ 142.1303)
Alternatively, developers can satisfy the requirements through building
affordable units off site within the same planning area. Offsite in-lieu units
satisfy the requirement only if the following supplemental findings are made:
● The portion of the proposed development outside of the community
planning area will assist in meeting the goal of providing economically
balanced communities; and
● The portion of the proposed development outside of the community
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planning area will assist in meeting the goal of providing transitoriented development. (§ 142.1308 c)
Further, a developer can satisfy the requirements of the ordinance by transfer
of credits of affordable units built by other developers, if approved by the
City’s planning director.
Annual Fee Adjustment
The fee is adjusted annually, based on the following formula and shall not
exceed the amount determined as follows:
● 50-percent of the difference between the median sales price of all
homes sales in the City of San Diego for the last year prior to the time
of adjustment and the sales price affordable to a median-income
family of four.
● The product of the above calculation shall then be multiplied by 10percent, in order to represent the level of obligation under the
Program.
● The product of the above calculation shall then be divided by the
average size in square feet of a unit constructed within the City of San
Diego, in order to determine the level of the fee. Average size of a
unit may be adjusted from time to time.
● The applicable square foot charge for developments of less than 10
units shall be prorated, as follows: The base rate for proration shall be
equal to the rate used for the Affordable Housing Fee calculated
above. The base rate shall be prorated based upon the number of
units in the development. The applicable square foot charge (i.e., the
rate) for a development of two units shall be 20-percent of the base
rate. The applicable square foot charge (i.e., the rate) shall increase
by 10-percent for each additional unit in the development, up to 9
units, as illustrated in the Existing Prorated Affordable Housing Fee
Chart. The applicable square foot charge (i.e., the rate) for a
development containing nine units shall be 90-percent of the base
rate.
See Tables 1 and 2 for the current inclusionary affordable housing fee rates
for residential and condominium developments, respectively.
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North City Future Urbanizing Area
The inclusionary housing requirement is higher for housing developers in the
North City Future Urbanizing Area, who must dedicate 20-percent of their
units to affordable buyers or renters. This requirement can be fulfilled by: 1) a
set aside of no less than 20 percent of the units for occupancy by, and at rates
affordable to, families earning no more than 65 percent of median area
income, adjusted for family size, or 2) a dedication of developable land of
equivalent value. Developers of projects with ten or fewer housing units and
projects falling within the estate and very low-density residential category
may, at the discretion of the City, satisfy the requirements of the inclusionary
program by donating to the City an amount of money equivalent to the cost
of achieving the level of affordability required by the inclusionary program.
The Future Urbanizing Area includes the Carmel Valley neighborhoods of
Black Mountain Ranch, Del Mar Mesa, Pacific Highlands, San Dieguito and
Controller's Office
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Torrey Highlands.
Seattle
Background
While they are currently debating adoption of a mandatory inclusionary
housing program, Seattle has had a voluntary “incentive zoning” program in
various forms for several decades. The program aims to incentivize the
development of affordable housing and other community amenities by
offering density bonuses to developers who include affordable housing and
amenities onsite, or pay a fee to fund affordable housing and amenities
offsite. The City has used variations of incentive zoning programs since the
1960s. Commercial buildings were added to the program in the 1980s, and
most recently, residential buildings were added in 2006.
Program Details
Program specifics vary by zone; however, in each program property owners
may gain extra floor area beyond the base development capacity up to a
maximum development capacity by providing public benefits according to
specified ratios and standards. Developers can either build affordable housing
on site (“performance option”) or contribute to an affordable housing fund
(“payment option”).
To obtain bonus residential floor area for affordable housing, the applicant
has the option to use the performance option, the payment option, or a
combination of these options, subject to the provisions of the zone. However,
where the maximum allowable height under the applicable provisions of the
zone is 85 feet or less, the applicant may only use the performance option
(Section 23.58A.014).
For zones with height limits greater than 85 feet, extra floor area must be
gained by providing a combination of benefits. For residential floor area, 60percent of the floor area must be gained by providing affordable housing and
40-percent through other benefits (Section 23.58A.012B).
In the Downtown Mixed Commercial Zone, the following rules apply (similar
programs exist in other downtown zones); developers may build to 290'.
Between 85’ and 290', developers are able to acquire additional square
footage, to a maximum established by code, by participating in a bonus
program. They can also build higher than 290' (up to a maximum height of
400') by participating in a bonus program. To participate in the program,
developers must first commit to building a LEED Silver certified structure.
Currently, under the payment option the in-lieu fee is $15.15 per gross square
foot of bonus floor area for residential. These fees are being increased to
$21.68 and will automatically increase over time.
Eligible Zones
The Residential Bonus Program is available in the following zones:
● Downtown on sites zoned DOC‐1 Unlimited/450‐ Unlimited, DOC‐2
500/300‐500, DMC 240/290‐400, and DMC 340/290‐400;
● South Downtown on sites zoned DMC, DMR, IDM, IDR, and in certain
PSM zones;
● On lots in any zones with an incentive zoning suffix;
● In urban villages, urban centers and the Station Area Overlay District
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●

on lots zoned MR and MR/85 zones; and on lots zoned HR; and
In the Dravus neighborhood on lots zoned SM/D/40‐85.

Boston
Background
Boston instituted its first mandatory inclusionary housing program in 2000.
The program, referred to as the Inclusionary Development Policy (IDP), is
based on a series of Mayoral Executive Orders and clarifying regulations
adopted by the Boston Redevelopment Authority (BRA). Since its inception,
there have been eight major program or policy changes, most recently
occurring in December of 2015 with the most recent Mayoral Executive Order
and Boston Redevelopment Authority regulations.
Boston’s IDP Base Requirement
The updated policy requires that 13-percent of total units on-site be
affordable housing units. This requirement applies to all developments of ten
or more units that also satisfy one of the following three conditions: built on
public land, built using City funding, or requiring zoning relief. The regulations
further define zoning relief as requiring any zoning variance, conditional use
permit, exception, special development plan or other relief granted by the
City’s Zoning Commission. The only exceptions to this requirement are
developments that are at least 40-percent affordable, dormitories and other
conditions as specified by the zoning code.
Anywhere in the City, a developer may satisfy their required IDP units through
the 13-percent on-site requirement. Developers can also elect to make an
‘IDP Contribution’ or build units off-site as well but must follow different
requirements based on their location in one of three zones in the City. These
zones represent tertiles of sales prices and are supposed to reflect the
heterogeneity of market conditions throughout the City. In general,
requirements for developments in Zone A have the highest required
contributions and strictest rules, Zone B less so, and developments in Zone C
have the lowest requirements and most flexibility.
Ownership developments must make half of the required 13-percent of units
affordable to buyers earning less than or equal to 80-percent AMI and half to
buyers earning between 80-percent AMI and 100-percent AMI. For rental
developments, the IDP units must be affordable to tenants earning less than
or equal to 70-percent AMI. However, projects in Zone C may apply to staff to
make units affordable to tenants at the 100-percent AMI level if the project
would be otherwise infeasible. A micro-units affordable rent is calculated as
90-percent of a studio’s affordable rent. Micro-units are studios of less than
450 ft2.
Quality and Location
City-wide, the IDP sets forth requirements around the quality and location of
housing provided. IDP units must be comparable in size, bedroom count, and
quality to market rate units as well as meet or exceed all BRA construction
guidelines. Developers may apply for an exception to these quality
requirements if they can demonstrate substantially higher housing outcomes.
Otherwise, the units must contain a comparable bedroom count, quality of
finishes and square footage. Off-site units must include the same or a greater
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percentage of two bedroom or larger units compared to the market rate
units.
The IDP program seeks to encourage economic integration by requiring that
IDP units be distributed throughout the market rate building when built onsite. They cannot be concentrated in one floor or stacked onto the same side
of a building. For the off-site option, units must be ‘in the vicinity’ defined as
within a half mile of development unless a waiver is approved by staff. All
units are also intended to be made affordable for the longest period of time
possible. Currently, the BRA requires 30 year deed restrictions initially that
include an option for the BRA for a 20 year renewal. These requirements
apply equally to rental and ownership housing, and regulations specifically
forbid renting out IDP units designated as affordable ownership units.
Satisfying the In-Lieu Options
Developers seeking to satisfy their IDP requirement without building units onsite, or in addition to some on-site units may pay a fee or build units off-site
depending on their location in the City. Only projects delivering ownership
housing in Zone A may pay the in-lieu fee by right. All rental projects and
ownership projects in Zones B and C must request approval from staff for the
option of paying the in-lieu fee. All developments except those in Zone C may
build off-site units by right to satisfy their obligation. Developments in Zone C
must request approval from Staff. Development’s straddling zones have the
more stringent requirements applied.
The IDP also imposes a few additional regulatory details on in-lieu
contributions. Any fractional unit requirement of .5 or above is rounded up to
the nearest unit while a smaller fractional unit requires an in-lieu fee
payment. Off-site units may not use other competitive affordable housing
funds unless authorized by staff. Off-site units must also obtain their building
permits by the time the market rate project receives its certificate of
occupancy. In addition, the IDP development must have a certificate of
occupancy within a year of the market rate project’s completion. These offsite units may be either built new or rehabilitated.
Developers may pay their in-lieu fee based on the following schedule:
Table 3: Boston In-Lieu Fee Schedule
Zone A
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Zone B

Rental

18% of total units X $380,000

18% of total units X $300,000

15% o

Ownership

18% of total units by the
greater of:
$380,000, or
Half the difference between the
market rate unit’s price and it’s
affordable price

18% of total units by the greater
of:
$300,000, or
Half the difference between the
market rate unit’s price and it’s
affordable price

15% o
of:
$200,0
Half th
marke
afforda
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Affordable sales prices are defined annually by the BRA.
Developers have the option to request that their in-lieu fee be targeted
towards a particular project if the project meets BRA standards. Payment
schedules differ for homeownership and rental developments. Rental
development must pay the fee associated with any fractional units within 30
days of receiving their building permit. After that, payments are due in equal
installments over the next seven years on the anniversary of the building
permit issuance. Developers may opt to pay the present value of the entire
sum up-front as calculated by the most recent 10 year treasury yield.
Homeownership projects must pay a quarter of their total expected
contribution within 30 days of receiving their building permit. They must pay
the remainder within 30 days of the issuance of the certificate of occupancy.
Within the next one or two years, BRA then determines the average sale price
was for the market rate units and recalculates the exact in-lieu fee.
Developers are responsible for any remaining payments within 30 days of
final invoice.
New York City
Background
New York City added a mandatory inclusionary housing (MIH) program to its
two voluntary inclusionary housing programs in March of 2016. The
program’s legal foundation rests in the City’s Zoning Resolution in Section 23154 Section D. The program was justified through two extensive studies. The
NYC Department of Planning completed a large study of the demographic and
economic justifications for pursuing greater economic integration through a
number of housing policies including an inclusionary housing policy. BAE
Urban Economics completed a detailed analysis to evaluate the impacts that
various inclusionary housing policy permutations would have on the financial
feasibility of new, market-rate residential development.
Base Requirement
The MIH requirements apply to larger residential developments,
enlargements or conversions in certain residentially zoned areas of the City.
The current list of areas and accompanying maps can be found in Appendix F
of the Zoning Resolution. Generally speaking, the zones have higher
residential density limits and are scattered throughout the City. Projects only
trigger the MIH requirement if they are equal to or larger than 10 units and
12,500 square feet of residential floor area. Projects are exempt if they only
include affordable senior residences. The enabling resolution also provides
for an appeals process for developments that believe the MIH requirements
render a project financially infeasible. Section 73-624 stipulates how the
Board of Standards and Appeals may modify the MIH requirements on a case
by case basis.
Developers may satisfy their on-site obligation by providing a percentage of
the total number of housing units as affordable units using one of two
options. In Option 1, developers provide 25-percent of the total units in the
project as affordable to households earning less than 60-percent AMI with at
least 10-percent of the total units reserved for households earning less than
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40-percent AMI. In Option 2, developers provide 30-percent of the total units
in the project as affordable to households earning less than 80-percent AMI.
There are also two additional options that may be available to use in
conjunction with either Option 1 or 2. The Deep Affordability Option requires
developers to provide 20-percent of the total building as affordable to
households earning less than 40-percent AMI. This option also precludes
developers from accessing any other forms of affordable housing funding.
The Workforce Option requires 30-percent of the total units to be available to
households that, on average, earn less than 115-percent AMI. The Workforce
Option also requires that 5-percent of units be affordable to households in
the 60-70-percent AMI range and 5-percent of units be made available to
households in the 80-90-percent AMI. In addition, no household in the
Workforce Option may earn more than 135-percent AMI.
The City Council decides as a part of the rezoning process which options are
appropriate for which areas that are being upzoned and included in the MIH
program. The Workforce and Deep Affordability Options must be matched
with one of the two main options. If the Workforce Option is selected, it will
sunset after 10 years unless reauthorized by the City Council. It can also not
be selected for development within the Manhattan Core.
Units provided under the MIH program must conform to a number of other
requirements. The affordability restrictions do not expire. Amenities in the
building must be made available to all units and all units must share the same
entrance. Finally, the affordable units must be distributed throughout the
building on minimum of 65-percent of the floors of the building.
Developers also have the option by-right to satisfy the MIH requirement by
contributing to the Affordable Housing Fund if their development is less than
or equal to 25 new units and a 25,000 square feet increase in residential floor
space. The fee is set annually by staff to be equal to the cost of developing a
unit in the same Community District.
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Gentrification and Displacement: New York City in the 1990s
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

California’s Home Prices and Rents Higher Than Just About Anywhere Else. Housing in
California has long been more expensive than most of the rest of the country. Beginning in about
1970, however, the gap between California’s home prices and those in the rest country started to
widen. Between 1970 and 1980, California home prices went from 30 percent above U.S. levels to
more than 80 percent higher. This trend has continued. Today, an average California home costs
$440,000, about two-and-a-half times the average national home price ($180,000). Also, California’s
average monthly rent is about $1,240, 50 percent higher than the rest of the country ($840 per
month).
Building Less Housing Than People Demand Drives High Housing Costs. California is a
desirable place to live. Yet not enough housing exists in the state’s major coastal communities to
accommodate all of the households that want to live there. In these areas, community resistance to
housing, environmental policies, lack of fiscal incentives for local governments to approve housing,
and limited land constrains new housing construction. A shortage of housing along California’s
coast means households wishing to live there compete for limited housing. This competition bids
up home prices and rents. Some people who find California’s coast unaffordable turn instead to
California’s inland communities, causing prices there to rise as well. In addition to a shortage of
housing, high land and construction costs also play some role in high housing prices.
High Housing Costs Problematic for Households and the State’s Economy. Amid high
housing costs, many households make serious trade-offs to afford living here. Households with
low incomes, in particular, spend much more of their income on housing. High home prices here
also push homeownership out of reach for many. Faced with expensive housing options, workers in
California’s coastal communities commute 10 percent further each day than commuters elsewhere,
largely because limited housing options exist near major job centers. Californians are also four times
more likely to live in crowded housing. And, finally, the state’s high housing costs make California a
less attractive place to call home, making it more difficult for companies to hire and retain qualified
employees, likely preventing the state’s economy from meeting its full potential.
Recognize Targeted Role of Affordable Housing Programs. In recent decades, the state has
approached the problem of housing affordability for low-income Californians and those with unmet
housing needs primarily by subsidizing the construction of affordable housing through bond funds,
tax credits, and other resources. Because these programs have historically accounted for only a small
share of all new housing built each year, they alone could not meet the housing needs we identify in
this report. For this reason, we advise the Legislature to consider how targeted programs that assist
those with limited access to market rate housing could supplement broader changes that facilitate
more private housing construction.
More Private Housing Construction in Coastal Urban Areas. We advise the Legislature to
change policies to facilitate significantly more private home and apartment building in California’s
coastal urban areas. Though the exact number of new housing units California needs to build is
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uncertain, the general magnitude is enormous. On top of the 100,000 to 140,000 housing units
California is expected to build each year, the state probably would have to build as many as 100,000
additional units annually—almost exclusively in its coastal communities—to seriously mitigate
its problems with housing affordability. Facilitating additional housing of this magnitude will
be extremely difficult. It could place strains on the state’s infrastructure and natural resources
and alter the prized character of California’s coastal communities. It also would require the state
to make changes to a broad range of policies that affect housing supply directly or indirectly—
including policies that have been fundamental tenets of California government for many years.
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INTRODUCTION
Living in decent, affordable, and reasonably
located housing is one of the most important
determinants of well-being for every Californian.
More than just basic shelter, housing affects our
lives in other important ways, determining our
access to work, education, recreation, and shopping.
The cost and availability of housing also matters
for the state’s economy, affecting the ability of
businesses and other employers to hire and retain
qualified workers and influencing their decisions
about whether to locate, expand, or remain in
California.
Unfortunately, housing in California is
extremely expensive. Many households struggle
to find housing that is affordable and meets their
needs. Amid this challenge, many households make
serious trade-offs in order to live here. Because
of the important role housing plays in the lives of
Californians, the state’s high housing costs are a
major ongoing concern for state and local policy
makers.
The purpose of this report is to provide the
Legislature an overview of the state’s complex and
expensive housing markets, encompassing both
single-family homes and multi-family apartments.
We pay particular attention to identifying what
has caused housing prices to increase so quickly
in recent decades, and provide information to
assist the Legislature in making decisions that will
affect the future performance of the state’s housing
markets. The report covers four main questions:
•

How expensive is housing in California?

•

What has caused housing prices to increase
so quickly over the past several decades
and what would it take to moderate this
trend?

•

What are the consequences of California’s
high housing costs on the state’s
households and the economy generally?

•

What steps should the Legislature take in
the near term as it considers how to address
the state’s high housing costs?

High Housing Costs Are Not California’s Only
Housing Challenge. Though this report focuses
on high housing costs, California also faces other
significant housing challenges meriting legislative
consideration, including: (1) facilitating housing
options for the state’s homeless individuals and
families; (2) mitigating adverse health effects
related to living in substandard housing or housing
near sources of pollution; and (3) removing
noneconomic barriers to housing, such as race,
ethnicity, gender, and disability status. These
challenges are beyond the scope of this report.
However, addressing the state’s high housing costs,
as a broad goal, could help mitigate other housingrelated problems and thus improve the lives of
many Californians.
Information Online. Additional information
on housing in California will be posted on our
California Economy and Taxes blog (www.lao.
ca.gov/LAOEconTax) in the days following this
report’s release.

HOW EXPENSIVE IS HOUSING IN CALIFORNIA?
Housing Is More Expensive in California
Than Just About Anywhere Else. As shown in
Figure 1 (see next page), home prices in California

are much higher than they are in other large states.
(Among all states, only Hawaii is more expensive,
on average, than California.) As of early-2015, the
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Figure 1

Home Prices Higher in California Than in Other Large Statesa
Median Home Value, January 2015
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a Figure shows largest 25 states according to population.

typical California home cost $437,000, more than
double the typical U.S. home ($179,000). California
renters also face higher costs. In 2013, median
monthly in California was $1,240, nearly 50 percent
more than the national average.
6
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Home Prices and Rents Vary Widely Within
California. In a state as large and economically
diverse as California, some areas have much higher
home prices and rents (and other areas much
lower) than the statewide average. As shown in
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Figure 2 (see next page), for example, home prices
in California’s most expensive metropolitan area
(or “metro”), San Francisco, are more than double
the state average and about six times higher than
Bakersfield, the state’s least expensive metro.
(Throughout our report we use the U.S. census
definitions of metropolitan areas—or metros.
Census metros are comprised of counties—or, in
some cases, a single county—that share similar
socio-economic characteristics and surround
a common urban core.) Rents vary throughout
the state as well. The average monthly rent for a
two-bedroom apartment in San Francisco ($2,000)
was two and a half times greater than the average
in Fresno or Bakersfield (both about $800).
Even California’s Least Expensive Housing
Markets Are More Expensive Than Average.
Single-family home prices and apartment rents
in less costly areas of the state, such as Fresno
and Bakersfield, though considered inexpensive
by California standards, are about average
compared with the rest of the country. Each of
the state’s other major metros are well-above
the rest of nation, even California’s other major
inland metros, Riverside-San Bernardino and
Sacramento.
California’s Home Prices and Rents Have
Risen Faster Than U.S. Average Since the 1940s.
Figure 3 (see page 9) shows how average U.S. and
California home prices have changed over time.
In 1940, the average California home cost about
20 percent more than the average U.S. home. By
the end of the 1940s, the state’s home prices were
30 percent higher than average. Over the next
20 years—1950 through 1970—California home
prices increased about as quickly as the national
average. Beginning in about 1970, however, home
prices throughout the state began to accelerate.
Prices were 80 percent above U.S. levels by 1980,
and by 2010, the typical California home was twice
as expensive as the typical U.S. home. As of 2015,

average California home prices were two-anda-half times higher than average national home
prices.
Many Households Have Difficulty Affording
Housing in California. As we describe in more
detail later in this report, California’s high housing
costs force many households to make serious
trade-offs. In most instances, these trade-offs
are particularly challenging for households with
low incomes. Notable and widespread trade-offs
include (1) spending a greater share of their
income on housing, (2) postponing or foregoing
homeownership, (3) living in more crowded
housing, (4) commuting further to work each day,
and (5) in some cases, choosing to work and live
elsewhere.
Government Housing Programs Ease
Housing Costs for Some. Federal, state, and local
government housing programs generally work in
one of two ways, by: (1) increasing the supply of
moderately priced housing or (2) reducing housing
costs for some households.
•

Programs That Build New Housing.
Federal, state, and local governments
provide direct financial assistance—
typically tax credits, grants, or low-cost
loans—to housing developers for the
construction of new rental housing. In
exchange, developers reserve these units for
lower-income households. (Until recently,
local redevelopment agencies also provided
this type of financial assistance.) Data
suggests these programs together have
subsidized the new construction of about
7,000 rental units annually in the state—or
about 5 percent of total public and
private housing construction—since the
mid-1980s. In addition to direct subsidies,
some local governments increase the
supply of affordable housing by requiring
developers of market-rate housing to set
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Figure 2

California's Housing Prices Vary, but Most Are Well Above U.S. Levels
Average Monthly Rent

Average Home Price
San Francisco
$952K

San Jose
$843K

San Francisco
$2,000
Santa Ana-Anaheim
$609K

San Jose
$1,780
Oakland
$567K

Los Angeles,
San Diego & Oakland
$1,390

Santa Ana-Anaheim
$1,490
San Diego
$471K

CA Average Rent $1,240

Los Angeles
$490K

CA Average Price $437K

RiversideSan Bernardino
$1,080
U.S.
Average
$840

Sacramento
$950
Bakersfield
$820

Sacramento
$333K

Fresno
$810

RiversideSan Bernardino
$284K

Fresno
$188K
Bakersfield
$170K
Note: Rents based on 2013 American Community Survey. Prices reflect Zillow data, January, 2015.
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aside some of the units they are building
for low- and moderate-income households,
a policy called “inclusionary housing.”
•

low-income tenants for a portion of a
rental unit’s monthly cost. About
400,000 Sign Off
Graphic
California households receive this type of
Secretary
housing assistance. In other cases, local
Analyst
governments limit how much landlords
MPA
can increase rents each year for
existing
Deputy
tenants. About 15 California cities have
these so-called rent controls, including
Los Angeles, San Francisco, San Jose, and
Oakland.

Programs That Help Households Afford
Housing. In addition to constructing new
housing, governments have also taken steps
to make existing housing more affordable.
In some cases, the federal government
makes payments to landlords—known
as housing vouchers—on behalf of

Figure 3

California Home Prices Have Grown Much Faster Than U.S. Prices
Inflation-Adjusted Median Home Prices in 2015 Dollars
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WHY IS HOUSING EXPENSIVE IN CALIFORNIA?
A collection of factors drive California’s high
cost of housing. First and foremost, far less housing
has been built in California’s coastal areas than
people demand. As a result, households bid up the
cost of housing in coastal regions. In addition, some
of the unmet demand to live in coastal areas spills
over into inland California, driving up prices there
too. Second, land in California’s coastal areas is
expensive. Homebuilders typically respond to high
land costs by building more housing units on each
plot of land they develop, effectively spreading the
high land costs among more units. In California’s
coastal metros, however, this response has been
limited, meaning higher land costs have translated
more directly into higher housing costs. Finally,
builders’ costs—for labor, required building
materials, and government fees—are higher in
California than in other states. While these higher
building costs contribute to higher prices throughout
the state, building costs appear to play a smaller role
in explaining high housing costs in coastal areas.
This section describes how each of these factors
increase home prices and rents in California.
Building Less Housing Than People
Demand Drives High Housing Costs
California Is Building Too Little Housing in
Coastal Areas. California is a very desirable place
to live, with temperate weather, long stretches
of coastline, and highly educated and culturally
diverse economic centers. Many households wish
to live in California. However, some of California’s
most sought after locations—its major coastal
metros (Los Angeles, Oakland, San Diego, San
Francisco, San Jose, and Santa Ana-Anaheim),
where around two-thirds of Californians live—do
not have sufficient housing to accommodate all of
the households that want to live here. The lack of
housing on the California coast means households
10 Legislative Analyst’s Office   www.lao.ca.gov

wishing to live there compete for limited housing.
This competition bids up housing costs.
Rising home prices and rents are a signal that
more households would like to live in an area than
there is housing to accommodate them. Housing
developers typically respond to this excess demand
by building additional housing. This does not
appear to be true, however, in California’s coastal
metros. Building activity during the recent housing
boom demonstrates this. During the mid-2000s,
housing prices were rising throughout the country
and, in most locations, developers responded with
additional building. As Figure 4 shows, however,
new housing construction, as measured by building
permits issued by local officials, remained flat
in California’s coastal metros. We also find that
building activity in California’s coastal metros
has been significantly lower than in metros
outside of California that have similar desirable
characteristics—such as temperate weather, coastal
proximity, and economic growth—and, therefore,
likely have similar demand for housing. For
example, Seattle—a coastal metro with economic
characteristics and average temperatures that are
similar to California’s Bay Area metros—added
new housing units at about twice the rate as San
Francisco and San Jose over the last two decades.
(Specifically, Seattle’s housing stock—its total
number of housing units—grew at an average
annual rate of 1.4 percent per year while San
Francisco and San Jose’s housing stock grew by
only 0.7 percent per year.)
Between 1980 and 2010, construction of new
housing units in California’s coastal metros was low
by national and historical standards. During this
30-year period, the number of housing units in the
typical U.S. metro grew by 54 percent, compared
with 32 percent for the state’s coastal metros. Home
building was even slower in Los Angeles and San
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Jump in California Housing Costs Occurred
Graphic
as Building Slowed. A look at housing
costsSign
in Off
California’s coastal metros in recent
decades shows
Secretary
a connection between the slow rate
of building and
Analyst
higher housing costs. The slowdown
MPAin building
Deputy
in California’s coastal metros corresponded
with
a substantial rise in housing costs relative to the
rest of the country. In 1970, home prices in the

Francisco, where the housing stock grew by only
around 20 percent. As Figure 5 shows, this rate
of housing growth along the state’s coast also is
low by California historical standards. During an
earlier 30-year period (1940 to 1970), the number
of housing units in California’s coastal metros grew
by 200 percent.

Figure 4

Housing Construction on California Coast Was Flat During National Housing Boom
Average Number of Building Permits in Major Metros
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state’s coastal metros were about 50 percent more
expensive than in the rest of the country. This gap has
widened considerably since that time. Homes in the
coastal metros are now more than three times more
expensive than the rest of the country. Similarly, rents
have grown more expensive, with the gap between
the coastal metros and the rest of the country
increasing threefold since 1970 (from 16 percent more
expensive to around 50 percent more expensive).
Link Between Development and Housing Costs
Exists Elsewhere Too. The same relationship between
growth of housing supply and housing costs exists
throughout the country, suggesting that what has
occurred in California is not coincidental. Looking
broadly at major metropolitan counties (counties
comprising metros with a population of 500,000 or
greater) throughout the country, places with slower
housing growth generally have more expensive
housing. Based on U.S. Census data, the median
home price in 2010 was just over $300,000 in the fifth
of counties that grew the slowest between 1980-2010,
compared with $195,000 in the fifth of counties that
grew the fastest.
Our review indicates that that the relationship
between growth of housing supply and increased
housing costs is complex and affected by other
factors—such as demographics, local economies,
and weather. Nonetheless, using common statistical
techniques to account for the influence of these other
factors, there remains a strong relationship between
home building and prices. For example, our analysis
suggests that—after controlling for other factors—if a
county with a home building rate in the bottom fifth
of all counties during the 2000s had instead been
among the top fifth, its median home price in 2010
would have been roughly 25 percent lower. Similarly,
its median rent would have been roughly 10 percent
lower.
Spillover of Demand to Live on the Coast Affects
Housing Costs in Inland California. In contrast
to the coast, more home building has occurred in
12 Legislative Analyst’s Office   www.lao.ca.gov

California’s inland metros (Bakersfield, Fresno,
Riverside-San Bernardino, and Sacramento) than
typical U.S. metros. California’s inland metros added
housing at about twice the rate of the typical U.S.
metro between 1980 and 2010. Yet housing costs in
much of inland California are above average relative
to the rest of the country. High housing costs in
the state’s inland metros appear to result largely
from their proximity to California’s coast. Some
households and businesses that want to locate on
California’s coast but find housing too expensive
there locate in California’s inland metros instead.
This displaced demand places pressure on inland
housing markets and results in higher home prices
and rents there. Examining the relationship between
housing costs in neighboring counties throughout
the country using U.S. Census data from 1980 and
2010, we find that this spillover effect is substantial.
Our analysis suggests that—after accounting for
a variety of other factors that can affect housing
costs—a 10 percent increase in housing costs in a
county is associated with a roughly 5 percent increase
in housing costs in its neighboring counties.
High Land Costs and Low Density
Development Make Housing Expensive
Land Costs Are High on the California Coast.
Land prices on the California coast are among
the highest in the country. In contrast, land prices
in inland California typically are at or below the
national average. Comparing land prices across
metropolitan areas can be difficult, largely due to
data limitations. Nonetheless, several estimates of
land values are available in the economics literature
and they find that land is considerably more
expensive on California’s coast. One analysis of land
sales between 2005 and 2010 found that land prices
in California’s metros ranged from twice as expensive
as the average U.S. metro (Oakland and San Diego)
to more than four times as expensive (San Francisco).
We also examined existing data to better understand
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the value of single-family home lots in different areas.
Using American Housing Survey data from 2011, we
found an even greater divergence between California
and the rest of the country. Residential land in an
average U.S. metro was valued at around $20,000 per
acre, compared with over $150,000 in California’s
coastal metros. Land values were highest in San
Francisco, where an acre of land was valued at nearly
$400,000.
High Land Costs Can Be Offset Through Dense
Development. Although high land costs can translate
into higher home prices and rents, it is possible
to offset the effects of high land costs through
more dense development. (The density of housing
refers to the number of housing units per unit of
land—typically measured in units per acre. Higherdensity housing, such as an apartment building,
has more housing units per acre.) Building more
units on the same plot of land allows a developer to
spread land costs across more units, lessening the
impact of land costs on the cost of each unit. This is
because land costs are fixed and do not increase if
a developer builds additional units. For example, if
a developer builds five homes on a plot of land that
costs $100,000, the land cost per unit is $20,000.
Alternatively, if the developer builds ten homes
on the same plot of land, the land cost per unit is
only $10,000. Builders faced with high land costs,
therefore, generally will build more dense housing.
When this occurs, the effect of high land costs on
home prices and rents is reduced.
Little Increase in Housing Densities in Coastal
Metros. While developers typically respond to high
land costs by building more dense housing, this
response appears to be somewhat limited in most
of California’s coastal metros. As a result, high land
costs in these areas have translated more directly into
higher housing costs. We examined U.S. Census data
to compare changes in housing densities during the
2000s in California’s coastal metros to changes in
metros elsewhere in the country. Our initial review

of California’s coastal metros found that housing
densities rose significantly faster in San Francisco
than the other California coastal metros, which is
unsurprising given that San Francisco’s land prices
are higher than just about anywhere else in the U.S.
Because San Francisco appeared to be exceptional,
we focused the rest of our review on California’s
other coastal metros. We compared changes in
density in these other California coastal metros with
metros that have land prices and existing housing
densities similar to those found on California’s
coast. We selected Boston, Las Vegas, Miami, Seattle,
and Washington D.C. as our comparison group of
metros. Our review found that, during the 2000s,
the housing density of a typical neighborhood in
California’s coastal metros rose by 4 percent. This
increase in density was considerably less than the
11 percent average increase in our comparison group.
Furthermore, we estimate that the new housing built
in these comparison metros was about 40 percent
more dense than housing built in California’s
coastal metros. New housing in the comparison
metros had an average density of about 14 units
per acre, compared with about ten units per acre in
California’s coastal metros.
Building Costs Increase Housing Costs
Building Costs Are Higher in California.
Aside from the cost of land, three factors determine
developers’ cost to build housing: labor, materials,
and government fees. All three of these components
are higher in California than in the rest of the
country. Construction labor is about 20 percent
more expensive in California metros than in the
rest of the country. California’s building codes and
standards also are considered more comprehensive
and prescriptive, often requiring more expensive
materials and labor. For example, the state requires
builders to use higher quality building materials—
such as windows, insulation, and heating and cooling
systems—to achieve certain energy efficiency goals.
www.lao.ca.gov   Legislative Analyst’s Office 13
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Additionally, development fees—charges levied on
builders as a condition of development—are higher
in California than the rest of the country. A 2012
national survey found that the average development
fee levied by California local governments (excluding
water-related fees) was just over $22,000 per singlefamily home compared with about $6,000 per
single-family home in the rest of the country. (This
survey reflects school facilities fees imposed during
this period and not the higher so-called “Level 3” fees
that school districts may impose in the future if the
State Allocation Board makes certain declarations
about the availability of school construction funds.)
Altogether, the cost of building a typical single-family
home in California’s metros likely is between $50,000
and $75,000 higher than in the rest of the country.
Effect of Building Costs on Prices and Rents
Varies Across Regions of the State. Higher
building costs contribute to higher housing costs
throughout the state. The relationship between
building costs and prices and rents, however,
differs across inland and coastal areas of the state.

In places where housing is relatively abundant,
such as much of inland California, building costs
generally determine housing costs. This is because
landlords and home sellers compete for tenants
and homebuyers. This competition benefits renters
and prospective homebuyers by depressing prices
and rents, keeping them close to building costs.
In these types of housing markets, building costs
account for the vast majority of home prices. In two
major inland metros—Riverside-San Bernardino
and Sacramento—building costs account for over
fourth-fifths of home prices. In contrast, in coastal
California, the opposite is true. Renters and home
buyers compete for a limited number of apartments
and homes, bidding up prices far in excess of building
Sign Off
costs. Building costs account forGraphic
around one-third
of home prices in California’s coastal
metros. Under
Secretary
these circumstances, as Figure 6Analyst
shows, building
MPA
costs explain only a small portion of growth in
Deputy
housing costs. Instead, increasing
competition for
limited housing is the primary driver of housing cost
growth in coastal California.

Figure 6

Home Prices on California Coast Have Risen Much Faster Than Construction Costs
Prices and Building Costs of Median Homes in Major Metros, 2014 dollars
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WHY DO COASTAL AREAS NOT
BUILD ENOUGH HOUSING?
As we discussed in the last section, California’s
home prices and rents have risen because housing
developers in California’s coastal areas have not
responded to economic signals to increase the
supply of housing and build housing at higher
densities. A collection of factors inhibit developers
from doing so. The most significant factors are:
•

•

Community Resistance to New Housing.
Local communities make most decisions
about housing development. Because of
the importance of cities and counties in
determining development patterns, how
local residents feel about new housing is
important. When residents are concerned
about new housing, they can use the
community’s land use authority to slow or
stop housing from being built or require it
to be built at lower densities.
Environmental Reviews Can Be Used to
Stop or Limit Housing Development. The
California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) requires local governments to
conduct a detailed review of the potential
environmental effects of new housing
construction (and most other types of
development) prior to approving it. The
information in these reports sometimes
results in the city or county denying
proposals to develop housing or approving
fewer housing units than the developer
proposed. In addition, CEQA’s complicated
procedural requirements give development
opponents significant opportunities to
continue challenging housing projects after
local governments have approved them.

•

Local Finance Structure Favors
Nonresidential Development. California’s
local government finance structure
typically gives cities and counties greater
fiscal incentives to approve nonresidential
development or lower density housing
development. Consequently, many cities
and counties have oriented their land
use planning and approval processes
disproportionately towards these types of
developments.

•

Limited Vacant Developable Land. Vacant
land suitable for development in California
coastal metros is extremely limited. This
scarcity of land makes it more difficult
for developers to find sites to build new
housing.

We discuss these factors in more detail below.
Community Resistance Is Heightened
Local Communities Make Most Decisions
About New Housing. Cities and counties generally
decide when, where, and to what extent housing
development will occur (cities make these
decisions within their boundaries and counties
in unincorporated areas). Local zoning laws and
building codes specify where housing may be built,
as well as its density, quality, and style. Housing
developers are required to obtain building permits
from city and county planning departments and
typically must gain approval from local planning
commissions and city councils or county boards
of supervisors. Cities and counties also prepare
General Plans that shape their communities’
long-term development patterns.
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Local Resident Concerns About New Housing
Are Common Throughout the U.S. In general,
many potential or perceived downsides of new
housing accrue to existing residents, while many
of the benefits of new housing accrue to future
residents. As a result, existing residents sometimes
take steps to slow or stop development.
There are many possible reasons residents may
be hesitant about new housing. Some residents
may see new housing as a threat to their financial
wellbeing. For many homeowners, their home
is their most significant financial investment.
Existing homeowners, therefore, may be inclined to
limit new housing because they fear it will reduce
the values of the homes.
Residents also may feel that new housing
reduces their nonfinancial wellbeing. Many people,
as they become accustomed to their lifestyle and
the character of their neighborhood, naturally are
hesitant about change and future unknowns. It is
unsurprising then that they would be concerned
about adding new housing to their community
because it presents uncertainty and possibilities of
change. Expanded development can strain existing
infrastructure—such as streets and roads, schools,
and parks—requiring residents to change the way
they use these public goods. For example, new
development may increase traffic on existing streets
and roads, forcing some residents who commute via
car to take public transportation instead. Strains
on existing infrastructure also may require state
and local governments to make new investments in
infrastructure to expand capacity. New housing also
can alter the character of a community, shifting it
from a rural to an urban setting or from a traditional
single-family home neighborhood to a neighborhood
with a mix of densities and land uses. In addition,
new housing can place strains on natural and
environmental resources, in some instances making
it more difficult to ensure adequate air and water
quality or to protect natural ecosystems.
16 Legislative Analyst’s Office   www.lao.ca.gov

Opposition to New Housing Appears to Be
Heightened on the California Coast. Hesitance
about new housing can lead residents to pressure
local officials to use their land use authority to
slow or block new development or may result
in residents directly intervening in land use
decisions via the initiative and referendum process.
Compared with the rest of the country, these
types of activities appear to occur more often in
California’s coastal communities, suggesting that
community opposition to housing is heightened in
these areas.
Many Coastal Communities Have Growth
Controls. Over two-thirds of cities and counties in
California’s coastal metros have adopted policies
(known as growth controls) explicitly aimed at
limiting housing growth. Many policies directly
limit growth—for example, by capping the number
of new homes that may be built in a given year
or limiting building heights and densities. Other
policies indirectly limit growth—for example,
by requiring a supermajority of local boards to
approve housing projects. Research has found that
these policies have been effective at limiting growth
and consequently increasing housing costs. One
study of growth controls enacted by California
cities found that each additional growth control
policy a community added was associated with a
3 percent to 5 percent increase in home prices.
Project Reviews Along Coast Often Are Slow
and Cumbersome. Cities and counties often
require housing projects to go through multiple
layers of review prior to approval. For example,
a project may require independent review by a
building department, health department, fire
department, planning commission, and city
council. Each layer of review can increase project
approval time. Additional complexity in review
processes also creates avenues for concerned
residents to slow building or reduce its size and
scope, as the story in the nearby box shows. One
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survey of city and county officials nationwide
suggests that communities in California’s coastal
metros take about two and a half months longer, on
average, to issue a building permit than in a typical
California inland community or the typical U.S.
metro (seven months compared to four and a half
months). Divergence from the rest of the country
was more significant in some communities—for
example, typical approval time was over a year in
San Francisco and over eight months in the City
of Los Angeles. If a project required a change in
local zoning laws—as is common among large
projects—approval time was much longer. The
average time to approve a rezoning was just under
a year in California’s coastal metros, about three
months longer than in a typical California inland
community or a typical U.S. metro. Researchers
have linked additional review time to higher
housing costs. A study of jurisdictions in the
Bay Area found that each additional layer of
independent review was associated with a 4 percent
increase in a jurisdiction’s home prices.

Local Ballot Measures on Coast Have Limited
Development. Many significant land use decisions
in California’s coastal communities are made by
voters. More often than not, voters in California’s
coastal communities vote to limit housing
development when given the option. Our review of
local elections data between 1995-2011 found that
voters in California’s coastal metros took a position
that limited housing growth—either by voting
“yes” for a measure constraining growth or voting
“no” for a measure that would allow growth—
about 55 percent of the time. On average, coastal
communities as a whole approved five measures per
year limiting housing growth (or rejected measures
allowing new building). While most major local
jurisdictions throughout the country have some
form of an initiative and referendum process,
California’s high degree of voter involvement
in land use decisions appears to be unique. One
review of election results across the country during
the November 2000 election found that just under
half of all measures related to land use planning
and growth management were in California.

Community Challenged Recent Housing Project in Southern California
The story of a housing project in an expensive area of Southern California—according to various
media reports—shows the potential effects of community resistance on housing development.
In 2008, a Southern California local government approved construction of a condo tower in its
jurisdiction. Following the approval, a local homeowner’s association filed a lawsuit attempting
to overturn the approval on grounds that the project was too far out of compliance with the city’s
land use standards. During the lawsuit, which lasted around two years, the developer defaulted on
its loan for the project site and plans for development were abandoned. In 2011, a second developer
purchased the project site and continued efforts to build a condo tower. The project was completed
in 2014. However, in late 2014, in response to a second lawsuit from the local homeowner’s
association, a judge ruled the project’s building permits were invalid because the developers
had failed to preserve a historical building on the project site. As a result, some households were
prevented from moving into the completed condos. At the time this report was prepared (early
2015), this issue has not been resolved.
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Why Is Community Resistance to New
Housing Heightened on California Coast?
A collection of factors come together on the
California coast to create a particularly heightened
level of community resistance to new housing.
High demand to live on California’s coast results
in constant pressure for additional housing. At
the same time, residents of California’s coast have
much at stake in decisions about housing growth,
as their communities have very high home values
and desirable natural amenities. As a result,
residents often push back against proposals for new
housing. In addition, there is very little vacant land
for new housing, meaning that development often
takes the form of redevelopment in established
neighborhoods. Redevelopment changes these
neighborhoods, creating additional concerns for
existing residents.
CEQA Can Be Used to Delay or
Reduce Building Activity
CEQA Requires Environmental Review for
New Housing. CEQA was enacted in 1970 in order
to ensure that state and local agencies consider
the environmental impact of their decisions when
approving a public or private project. Under
CEQA, before approving new housing (or other
development), cities and counties usually must
conduct a preliminary analysis to determine
whether a project may have significant adverse
environmental impacts. If it is determined that
a project might create significant impacts, then
an environmental impact report (EIR) must be
prepared. An EIR provides detailed information
about a project’s likely effect on the environment,
considers ways to mitigate significant adverse
environmental effects, and examines alternatives
to the project. Where an EIR finds that a project
will have significant adverse environmental
impacts, a city or county is prohibited from
approving the project unless one of the following
18 Legislative Analyst’s Office   www.lao.ca.gov

two conditions is met: (1) the project developer
makes modifications that substantially lessen the
adverse environmental effects or (2) the city or
county finds that economic or other project benefits
override the adverse environmental effects. This
level of environmental review for private housing
development is uncommon among U.S. states. Only
four other states have comparable requirements.
CEQA Can Be Used to Reduce New Housing
Development. The CEQA process can provide
valuable information to decision makers and help
to avoid unnecessary environmental impacts.
The CEQA review process also provides many
opportunities for opponents to raise concerns
regarding a project’s potential effects on a wide
array of matters, including parking, traffic, air and
water quality, endangered species, and historical
site preservation. A project cannot move forward
until all concerns are addressed, either through
mitigation or with a determination by elected
officials that benefits of the project outweigh the
costs. In addition, after a local governing board
approves a project, opponents may file a lawsuit
challenging the validity of the CEQA review. As a
result of these factors, CEQA review can be time
consuming for developers. Our review of CEQA
documents submitted to the state by California’s
ten largest cites between 2004-2013 indicates that
local agencies took, on average, around two and a
half years to approve housing projects that required
an EIR. The CEQA process also, in some cases,
results in developers reducing the size and scope of
a project in response to concerns discovered during
the review process.
Limited Local Government Fiscal Incentive
to Approve Housing Development
Local Governments Weigh Fiscal Impacts of
Land Use Decisions. When property is developed,
communities usually:
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•

Receive Increased Tax Revenues. Many
developments, for example, generate
increased property and/or sales tax
revenues for the communities in which
they are located.

•

Face Increased Demand for Public
Services and Infrastructure. For example,
developments can trigger increased
demand for local governments to provide
police and fire services to new residents
or to expand streets and roads to
accommodate increased vehicle traffic.

Because different types of developments yield
different amounts of tax revenues and service
demands, local governments throughout the
nation commonly examine these fiscal effects when
considering new developments or planning for
future development. As a matter of fiscal prudence,
development that does not generate sufficient
revenues to fund a local government’s new costs
often is revised or rejected.
California Communities Often Benefit
More From Commercial Development. In
California, cities and counties typically find that
commercial developments—particularly major
retail establishments, auto malls, restaurants, and
hotels—yield the highest net fiscal benefits. This is
because the increased sales and hotel tax revenue
that a city (or, in the case of a development in an
unincorporated area, the county) receives from
these developments often more than offsets the
local government’s costs to provide them public
services. As a result, cities and counties often
encourage these types of commercial developments
to locate within their jurisdictions—for example
by zoning large sections of land for these purposes
and by offering subsidies or other benefits to the
prospective business owners.
In contrast, many California cities and
counties find that housing developments lead

to more local costs than offsetting tax revenues.
This is because these properties do not produce
sales or hotel tax revenues directly and the state’s
cities and counties typically receive only a small
portion of the revenue collected from the property
tax. In addition, lower-density luxury housing
often “pencils out” more favorably from a local
government standpoint than higher-density
moderate cost housing. This is because the luxury
housing generates higher levels of property tax
revenues per new resident.
Not surprisingly given these incentives, many
cities and counties have oriented their land use
planning and approval process disproportionately
towards the development of commercial
establishments and away from higher-density
multifamily housing.
Limited Developable Land
Topography Limits Developable Land.
Topography is the primary constraint on
developable land in California’s coastal metros.
Just under two-thirds of the area surrounding
the urban centers on California’s coast is
undevelopable due to mountains, hills, ocean, and
other water. This compares to less than a quarter of
land lost due to topography in a typical U.S. metro.
More Extensive Development Has Left
Limited Vacant Land. Another constraint on
development in California’s coastal metros is the
extent to which land already has been developed.
Land in the center of California’s major metros
(defined as land within a 25 mile radius of the city
hall of the metro’s largest city) contains housing
built at densities similar to metros in the rest of
the country. By comparison, land in the outlying
areas of California coastal metros (land beyond
the 25 mile radius) has housing at about twice the
density as outlying areas in metros elsewhere in the
country (four housing units per acre in California
versus about two units per acre elsewhere in
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the country). More development in outlying
areas typically leaves less vacant land for future
development.
Redeveloping Land Possible, but More
Difficult and Expensive. Overall, one survey of
land in California’s urban areas conducted in
2006 found that less than 1 percent of land in
California’s coastal urban areas was developable
and vacant. Limited vacant land, however, does
not mean that development must cease. Previously
developed but abandoned or underutilized parcels
can be redeveloped. Older, lower-density housing
can be replaced with new higher-density housing.
These types of redevelopment activities can yield
increased housing supply even in areas where little
or no vacant land exists. Redevelopment, however,
often is more cumbersome and expensive than
development on vacant land. Developers must
demolish old buildings and often are required
to address environmental pollutants and toxic

substances leftover from previous uses. New
construction, therefore, is likely to proceed at a
slower pace where land must be redeveloped.
Community Decisions Can Exacerbate Land
Scarcity. City and county land use policies can
alleviate pressures created by limited vacant land
by encouraging redevelopment and allowing
developers to build more housing on each parcel.
In many California communities, however, for
reasons discussed earlier the opposite is true.
Zoning laws often require developers to build
housing at densities that are common elsewhere
in the community, preventing developers from
building at higher densities to counter high land
costs. In addition, local communities sometimes
pressure developers to reduce a project’s planned
density during approval processes. Cities and
counties also can magnify the effect of scarce land
on housing costs by choosing to allocate a large
share of available land to nonhousing uses, such as
retail and hotel development.

HOW BIG IS CALIFORNIA’S HOUSING SHORTAGE?
In recent decades, California has built new
housing at a slower rate than the rest of the country
and much of this new housing has been built in
relatively underdeveloped inland areas. As a result,
California’s supply of housing has not kept pace
with demand to live in the state and housing costs
have grown faster than the rest of the country. To
give the Legislature an estimate of the magnitude of
this housing shortfall, we developed a quantitative
model of California’s housing market. This section
begins with a description of this model and its
findings and then assesses the likelihood of similarsized housing shortfalls continuing in the future.
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Estimating California’s
1980-2010 Housing Shortage
Our Model. As described more fully in this
report’s technical appendix, our model uses
standard statistical tools to examine housing
price and supply changes in major metropolitan
counties throughout the United States and control
for various factors. A key element of our model
is its ability to estimate the number of housing
units that needed to be built to satisfy demand
and keep housing prices within certain ranges. We
used the model to estimate the amount of housing
that—had it been built between 1980 and 2010—
would have kept California’s median housing
price from growing faster than the nation’s. Under
this approach, California’s median housing prices
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still would have grown between 1980 and 2010,
but the rate of growth would have been slower
and comparable to that in the rest of the country.
Under this housing supply scenario, California’s
housing prices would have been 80 percent higher
than the U.S. median in 2010, instead of reaching
twice the U.S. median (as actually occurred).
Key Findings. As we discuss further below,
our model estimates that keeping California
home prices from growing faster than the nation
between 1980 and 2010 would have required the
state to have:
•

Built substantially more new housing—in
the range of 70,000 to 110,000 additional
units each year.

•

Shifted more home building to coastal
areas.

•

Built denser housing, concentrated in
central cities.

More Housing in Total. Between 1980 and
2010, California’s major metros added about
120,000 new housing units each year. Our analysis

suggests that between 190,000 units per year
and 230,000 units per year were needed to keep
California’s housing cost growth in line with cost
escalations elsewhere in the U.S. (Our midpoint
estimate—which represents our single best guess
at California’s housing need—is slightly above
210,000 units per year. For the remainder of this
section, we discuss our midpoint estimates.)
Figure 7 shows our estimate of additional housing
construction needed in each of the past three
decades. These statewide estimates, however, mask
significant variation across regions of the state, as
well as across cities within those regions.
More Building on Coast, Less Inland. Our
estimates suggest that, to contain price growth,
the geographical distribution of new housing over
Sign with
Off
the past three decades neededGraphic
to be different,
significantly more building inSecretary
coastal areas and
somewhat less building in inland
areas. Figure 7
Analyst
MPA
compares actual home building
in California’s
Deputy
largest counties between 1980 and 2010 to the
levels of building that we estimate would have
kept home price growth in line with the rest of
the country. As Figure 8 on the next page shows,

Figure 7

Building More Housing Would Have Slowed Rising Housing Costs
Average Annual Number of New Housing Units Built by Decade, 1980-2010
250,000
Estimated Additional Units Neededa
New Housing Units Built
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a Estimated new housing construction needed to prevent home prices from growing faster than the rest of the country.
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most of California’s coastal counties needed to
build three times as much (or more) housing as
they did, while inland counties built more housing
than our estimates suggest was needed to contain
price growth.
More Building in Central Cities, Less
in Outlying Areas. As we discussed above,
insufficient housing was built in California’s
coastal counties, causing demand to spill over
into inland areas. A similar situation appears
to have occurred within the coastal counties.
Insufficient housing was built in the central
cities of coastal counties to satisfy demand for
housing, driving development into suburban and
rural areas. As Figure 9 shows, between 1980

and 2010, home prices in most of California’s
largest cities grew faster than home prices in
surrounding areas within the same county.
In general, because unmet demand results in
competition for housing and rising costs, home
prices and rents are highest where unmet demand
is greatest. These price trends, therefore,
suggest Sign Off
Graphic
that unmet demand for housing is greater in
Secretary
central cities relative to surrounding areas. More
Analyst
housing development was needed in central cities
MPA
relative to surrounding areas to contain
growth in
Deputy
housing costs.
Denser Housing. Much of the buildable land
in California’s coastal metros has been developed.
Because of this, adding more housing to these

Figure 8

Housing Needs Vary Considerably Across Counties
Average Annual Number of New Housing Units Built by County, 1980-2010
Los Angeles
Santa Clara
Alameda
Orange
San Diego

Coastal Counties

San Francisco
San Mateo
Contra Costa
Ventura
Estimated Housing Units Neededa
New Housing Units Built

Riverside
Sacramento Region
San Bernardino

Inland Counties
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Fresno
10,000
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30,000
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a Estimated new housing construction needed to prevent home prices from growing faster than the rest of the country.
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Secretary

metros would have required housing to be built
More Housing Would Mean More Californians.
Analyst
more densely. Figure 10 shows our estimates
If California had added 210,000 new housing units
MPA
of how dense housing would be in California’s
each year over the past three decades (as opposed
Deputy
coastal metros if they had grown over the last 30
to 120,000), California’s population would be much
years at the rate necessary to keep their prices in
greater than it is today. We estimate that around
line with the rest of the country. Housing densities 7 million additional people would be living in
in many coastal counties would be more than
California. In some areas, particularly the Bay
two-thirds higher under the
Figure 9
LAO growth scenario than
they are today. Despite these
Home Prices Generally Grew Faster in
Central Cities Than Outlying Areas
sizeable increases, housing
Growth in Inflation-Adjusted Home Prices Between 1980-2010
densities in California’s
coastal metros under our
250%
growth scenario would
Central City
not be unprecedented. As
200
Outlying Areas
Figure 10 shows, there are
other metropolitan counties
150
throughout the country that
currently are as dense as
100
California’s coastal metros
50
would be under our growth
scenario.
Alameda
County

Los Angeles
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Sacramento
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San Diego
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Santa Clara
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Figure 10

Building More Housing in Coastal Metros Would
Require Denser
ARTWORK
#140576Development
Housing Density in a Typical Neighborhood in California Counties, 2010
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Actual

LAO Growth Scenarioa

Counties Similar to
LAO Growth Scenario

Orange
4 units per acre (typical homes)

5 units per acre (typical homes)

Cook County (including Chicago), Illinois
Denver, Colorado

Los Angeles, Alameda, San Mateo, Santa Clara
4 to 5 units per acre (typical
homes)

7 to 9 units per acre (small lot
homes and duplexes)

Washington D.C.
Baltimore, Maryland

35 to 40 units per acre
(midrise apartments and
condos)

Brooklyn, New York
Bronx, New York

San Francisco
18 units per acre (two to three story
townhomes)

a Legislative Analyst’s Office (LAO) growth scenario = estimated new housing construction needed to prevent home prices from growing faster than
the rest of the country.
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Area, population increases would be dramatic.
For example, San Francisco’s population would be
more than twice as large (1.7 million people versus
around 800,000). In other areas of the state, where
significant housing development occurred due
to spillover demand in the state’s coastal metros,
population would likely be about what it is today or
potentially smaller.
What Does This Estimate
Tell Us About the Future?
As we have discussed, a collection of barriers
have prevented California’s housing developers
from responding to high demand to live on
California’s coast by building more housing there.
Our analysis in this section suggests that these
barriers have created a major disconnect between
the demand for housing and its supply. Looking
forward, there are many reasons to think this
dynamic will continue. Many of the primary factors
that make California desirable—moderate weather,
natural beauty, and coastal proximity of its major
metros—are ongoing. At the same time, we see no
signs that coastal community resistance to new
housing construction is abating. In addition, many

state and local policies that have slowed or stopped
development in recent decades remain in effect
today. We therefore think that, in the absence of
major policy changes, California’s trend of rapidly
rising housing costs is very likely to continue in
the future. Our analysis suggests that building
substantially more housing in coastal urban
areas—possibly as much as 100,000 additional units
each year—could prevent California’s housing costs
from continuing to grow faster than the U.S. In our
view, this major finding that demand for housing
in California substantially exceeds supply should
inform discussions and decision making regarding
state and local government housing policies.
We do, however, recognize that any attempt
to estimate the state’s future housing needs faces
significant uncertainties. Unforeseeable changes
in demographics, economic conditions, or
technology could shift dramatically the dynamics
of California’s housing markets. Readers, therefore,
should focus less on our specific estimates and
more on the simple story they tell: to contain rising
housing costs, California would have to build
significant more housing, especially in coastal
urban areas.

WHAT ARE THE CONSEQUENCES OF
CALIFORNIA’S EXPENSIVE HOUSING?
Housing costs are the largest component of
most households’ spending. Because housing is
such a large financial consideration, households
make careful decisions about the location, cost, and
amenities of their home. Faced with high home
prices and rents, California households must decide:
how much income can they spend on housing
(and therefore what must they consume less of);
where can they find housing of this sort; and how
far is this housing from work, school, and local
amenities? Each household finds its unique answers
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to these questions, typically responding to high
housing costs with a combination of trade-offs. In
the following section, we review five significant
trade-offs households make when faced with
high housing costs. These include: (1) spending a
larger share of income on housing, (2) postponing
or foregoing homeownership, (3) living in more
crowded housing, (4) commuting further to work
each day, or (5) sometimes, choosing to work and
live elsewhere. We also discuss how these serious
trade-offs affect the state’s economy.
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Households Spend More of
Their Income on Housing
Housing Costs Are a Major Consideration
for Most Households. Housing costs are the
largest component of most household’s spending
each month. For homeowners, these costs include
monthly principal and interests payments; property
taxes and homeowner’s insurance; and household
utilities like water, gas, and electricity. For renters,
housing costs are their monthly rent and any
utilities the tenant pays. On average, American
households spend about one-quarter of their gross
monthly income on housing. (More information on
this data is available in the box on the next page.)
Despite Relatively Higher Incomes,
Californians Devote Larger Share to Housing.
Median household income in California is about
$9,000 more annually than the national median.
Median California housing costs, however, are
about $5,300 greater as well. For most California
households, therefore, higher housing costs
consume a large portion of their higher income.

Specifically, the median California household
spends about 27 percent of their monthly income
on housing. The median household in the rest
of the country, on the other hand, spends about
23 percent. This above-average trend exists
throughout California. As shown in Figure 11,
households in each of the state’s major metros spend
an above-average share of their income on housing.
In the state’s largest metro, Los Angeles, the average
household spends 30 percent of their income on
housing, 7 percent more than the national average.
The figures discussed above are median
housing costs as a share of income; that is, the
amount of income spent on housing where one-half
Graphic Sign Off
of households spend a smaller share and one-half
Secretary
spend a larger share. In this way, they
best reflect
Analyst
the typical household’s experience. For
other
types of households, however, differences
MPA between
Californians and the rest of the country
may be
Deputy
more or less pronounced.
Low-Income Californians Spend Greater
Share of Income on Housing. Households with low

Figure 11

California's Major Metros Are All
Less Affordable Than the Average U.S. Metro
Median Share of Household Income Spent on Housing, 2013
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incomes spend a smaller amount of money each
month on housing than do households with higher
incomes. Lower-income households nevertheless
spend a much larger share of their total income
on housing, leaving fewer resources leftover for
other spending and savings priorities. As shown
in Figure 12, California households in the bottom
quarter of the income distribution—the poorest
25 percent of households—report spending four
times more of their income (67 percent, on average)
than households in the top quarter of the income
distribution (16 percent, on average).
Gap Between California and U.S. Largest
for Low-Income Households. The difference
between what California households spend and
what U.S. households typically spend—a difference
that is the byproduct of the state’s high housing
costs—is largest for low-income households and

smallest for upper-income households. As shown
in Figure 12, California households with incomes
in the bottom quartile report spending 67 percent
of their income on housing, about 11 percent more
than low-income households elsewhere. This “gap”
persists across most income groups but becomes
smaller as income increases. For higher-income
households, as shown in the figure, California
households and households in other areas spend
a similar, much smaller, share of their income on
housing. These findings suggest that California’s
high housing costs are particularly challenging for
the state’s low-income households.
Renters Spend a Much Larger Share of Income
on Housing. Nationwide, renter households
spend a significantly larger share of their income
on housing. The median renter spends about
30 percent of his or her income on housing,

How Do We Calculate These Figures?
Analysis Based on Responses to the American Community Survey. The data in this section
are from individual and household responses to the Census Bureau’s 2013 American Community
Survey, which recently replaced the long-form decennial census. The survey asks a sample of all
households detailed questions about their finances, employment, demographics, location, and
housing characteristics.
What Is Household Income? In the American Community Survey, household income is the
total of incomes earned by each member of the household who is at least 16 years old. Income
includes wages and salaries; business income; interest; public assistance payments; Supplemental
Security Income; and social security and other retirement, disability, or survivor income. It does not
include capital gains income, money from the sale of a property, gifts, lump-sum inheritances, or
money that was borrowed during the year.
What Are Housing Costs? For owners, monthly housing costs include principal and interest
payments on their mortgage(s); homeowner’s fire, hazard, or flood insurance; property taxes;
utilities (electricity, gas, water, and sewer) and fuel costs; as well as monthly condominium fees or
mobile home costs when applicable. For renters, monthly housing costs include what they pay for
rent and any additional utilities or fuel costs in addition to their rent payments that are not paid by
the landlord on behalf of the tenant. Household rent payments are recorded as rent paid, even if rent
is paid by someone that does not reside in the household—a situation that could occur, for example,
if a university student’s rent was being paid in full or in part by his or her parents.
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whereas the median homeowner spends 20 percent.
Primarily, this occurs because renter households
have notably lower incomes, on average, than
owner households. In addition to generally lower
income levels, renters spend more on housing, on
average, because a portion of homeowners have
owned their homes for many years and therefore
have very low monthly mortgage costs or no
mortgage costs whatsoever.
Low-Income Households That Spend More
on Housing Spend Less on Essentials. In high cost
areas, households typically spend a larger share of
their income on housing. As a result, households
have less money available for other types of
spending. For households with above-average

incomes, higher housing costs may mean they
spend less on other items, but these households
typically have sufficient resources to purchase
regular household necessities. For low-income
households, though, high housing costs cut into
spending considered more necessary. According
to Harvard’s Joint Center for Housing Graphic
Studies, Sign Off
low-income households who spent more than half
Secretary
of their income on housing spent 39 percent
less on
Analyst
food than other low-income households that spent
MPA
less than half their income on housing.
Deputy
High Housing Costs Contribute to
Poverty
in California. The federal government each year
calculates what share of each state’s population
lives in poverty. Typically, poverty is calculated

Figure 12
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by the Official Poverty Measure, which defines a
family as poor if their pretax cash income is less
than a poverty threshold that is standard across
the nation. Based on this measure, California’s
poverty rate is slightly higher than the rest of the
United States, as shown in Figure 13. The federal
government also reports poverty levels using an
alternative measure, the so-called Supplemental
Poverty Measure, which adjusts poverty thresholds
based on local costs of living. Primarily because
of California’s high housing costs, the state’s
alternative poverty level is 23.4 percent, the highest
in the nation and almost 9 percentage points higher
than average.
High Housing Costs May Make Personal
Finances More Fragile. One byproduct of spending
a large share of one’s income on housing is that
personal finances may be more fragile—meaning a
smaller share of a household’s income is available
for nonhousing goods and services, including
savings. As a result, these households may find it
more difficult to accommodate a drop in household
income because they have a smaller amount of
nonhousing disposable income and likely have
smaller available savings.

Fewer Households Own Their Homes

Homeownership Helps Households Build
Wealth. The federal government has actively
promoted homeownership since it restructured
the housing finance system during the Great
Depression. As a result, beginning in 1940s,
the U.S. homeownership rate rose steadily and
substantially, peaking at 70 percent just before
the recent housing crisis. (Since then, it has
fallen 64 percent, a low not seen since the 1990s.)
Homeownership helps households build wealth,
requiring them to amass assets over time. Among
homeowners, saving is automatic: every month,
part of the mortgage payment reduces the total
amount owed and thus becomes the homeowner’s
equity. For renters, savings requires voluntarily
Graphic Sign Off
foregoing near-term spending. Due to this and
other economic factors,
renter median net worth
Secretary
totaled $5,400 in 2013,
a small fraction of the
Analyst
$195,400 median homeowner’s
net worth. For many
MPA
households in high Deputy
housing cost areas, though,
homeownership’s benefits remain out of reach, as
higher home prices (relative to area incomes) mean
fewer and fewer households can afford to become
homeowners.
California’s Homeownership
Figure 13
Rate Among Lowest in Nation. About
Alternative Poverty Measure Much
64 percent of U.S. households own their
Higher in California Due to High Housing Costs
homes, but only 54 percent of California
Percentage of Population Living Below
households do. (Only New York State
Poverty Threshold From 2011 Through 2013
and Nevada have lower homeownership
25%
rates.) In areas with high housing
23.4%
California
prices, including those in California,
Rest of U.S.
20
homeownership tends to lag behind
16%
14.8%
14.8%
15
more affordable areas. Figure 14 shows
that, across the country, metro areas
10
where home prices are high relative to
5
average income levels tend to have lower
homeownership rates. Most of California’s
Official Poverty Measure
Research Supplemental
major metros, and all of California’s
Poverty Measure
coastal metros, fall into this category.
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Households That Do Buy Purchase Later
and Take on More Debt. An additional byproduct
of higher home prices is that young people delay
purchasing their first home, possibly because saving
for a down payment takes longer or households
are not able to generate qualifying income levels
until later in their careers. According to National
Association of Realtors data, the median first-time
homebuyer in California in 2013 was 34 years
old, three years older than the median first-time
homebuyer nationwide.
In addition, households that are able to
purchase a home typically take on more mortgage
debt because home prices are higher here. Urban
Institute data shows that the average California
homeowner had $55,000 in mortgage debt
outstanding as of 2013, about $17,000 more than
the average U.S. homeowner ($38,000).

Households More Likely to Be Crowded
What Is Crowded Housing? Housing experts
measure crowding by comparing the number of
people in a household to the number of rooms in
their home, including bedrooms and common
rooms but excluding bathrooms. Although several
definitions exist, we consider a household crowded
if there is more than one adult per room, counting
two children as equivalent to one adult.Graphic
Under thisSign Off
definition, a three room apartment (with a kitchen,
Secretary
living room, and one bedroom) is crowded if more
Analyst
than three adults live there. It is also considered
MPA
crowded if more than two adults and two children
Deputy
live there. Researchers who study crowding report
that it leads to a wide range of negative outcomes,
which we describe below. Researcher find these
outcomes even after they account for other

Figure 14
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socioeconomic factors that might affect well-being,
like income and educational level.
Crowded Housing Affects Well-Being and
Educational Achievement. Individuals who live in
crowded housing generally have worse educational
and behavioral health outcomes than people that
do not live in crowded housing. Among adults,
crowding has been shown to increase stress and
aggression, lead to social isolation, and weaken
relationships between parents and their children.
Crowding also has particularly notable effects on
children. Researchers have found that children
in crowded housing score lower on standardized
math and reading exams. A lack of available and
distraction-free studying space appears to affect
educational achievement. Crowding may also

result in sleep interruptions that affect mood and
behavior. As a result, children in crowded housing
also displayed more behavioral problems at school.
LAO Analyses of Crowding. In our analysis,
we examined the relationship between California’s
high housing costs and overcrowding. Because
California has many households types that
Graphic Sign Off
commonly live in larger, multigenerational
Secretary
households (such as households with foreign-born
Analyst
members), we examined different household
types
separately, as shown in Figure 15. Specifically,
MPA in
our first analysis, we calculated crowding
rates—
Deputy
the share of households that are crowded—for
different types of households. We do this for
California and the rest of the U.S. Then, we
examined how likely each of these household types

Figure 15
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is to be crowded based on the cost of housing in
their metro.
California Households Four Times More
Likely to Live in Crowded Housing. Certain
household types are more likely than average to live
in crowded housing, such as households headed
by foreign-born adults, Hispanics, and those with
children. California has a higher share of these
household types than the rest of the U.S. Because
of this, we would expect California to have a higher
crowding rate. A review of the data, however,
shows that California’s crowding rate is higher
than one would expect based solely on its larger
share of these household types. This is because
crowding rates for each household type (including
those most likely to live in crowded housing) are

higher in California than they are elsewhere. As
a result, California’s overall crowding rate is four
times higher than the U.S. average, partly due to
demographics and partly to other factors, including
higher housing costs, as discussed below.
Crowding Appears Associated With High
Housing Costs. Determining whether housing
Graphic
costs affect crowding is challenging because
areas Sign Off
with the high housing costs tend to have
fewer
Secretary
households types that are likely to be crowded.
Analyst
Using statistical analysis, however, weMPA
found that
living in a high housing cost area is associated with
Deputy
a higher likelihood of living in crowded housing,
after accounting for other factors that also affect
crowding rates. Figure 16 shows that the likelihood
of being crowded increases when the area’s median

Figure 16

Housing Costs Affect a Household's Likelihood of Living in Crowded Housing
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home price increases (moving from left to right).
For example, the average household’s likelihood of
being crowded in a metro with average home prices
(about $440,000) is about 3 percent, but the same
household’s likelihood of being crowded increases
more than threefold—to 10 percent—if they live in
an expensive metro with median home prices of
$900,000.
Households Commute Further to Work
Each Household Makes Its Own Decisions
About Commuting. Housing’s geographic location
has lasting and important consequences. Ideally,
each household could choose housing in their
preferred neighborhood, near good schools and
welcoming amenities, with only a short work
commute. In practice, though, not only are ideal
locations relatively sparse, those that do exist are
desirable and therefore expensive. In response,
households balance their preferences and resources,
selecting trade-offs among housing costs, commute
times, and neighborhood characteristics.
Complex Metro Characteristics Influence
Commute Times. Each major metro area in the
country has unique characteristics that influence
whether it has above- or below-average commute
times. Most factors are straightforward—
for instance, natural geography, existing
transportation infrastructure and the availability
of public transit, and the spatial distribution of
jobs relative to that of housing. Other factors are
less straightforward. A metro’s land area and its
density affect commute times, but in complex
ways. For example, up to a point, commute times
generally increase as areas become denser because
transportation options become more congested.
After densities reach a certain level, however, the
viability of public transportation options improves.
In some circumstances, this can relieve pressure on
other transportation options and reduce average
commute times.
32 Legislative Analyst’s Office   www.lao.ca.gov

California’s Coastal Metros Have Long
Commutes. In 2013, workers in large metros
throughout the country spent, on average,
55 minutes commuting each day. Workers in
California’s coastal metros averaged 60 minutes,
about 10 percent more than the national average.
Commute times in Los Angeles, the state’s largest
metro, averaged 62 minutes, 12 percent longer
than the U.S. average. San Francisco has the state’s
longest average commutes—72 minutes per day—
about 30 percent longer than the U.S. average.
How Might Housing Costs Affect Commute
Times? The relationship between metropolitan
characteristics, including its housing costs, and
average commute times is complex. Assuming
neighborhood characteristics and other preferences
are unchanged, housing costs should decline as
one moves further from job centers. This is because
commuting involves monetary and nonmonetary
costs that must be offset somehow. Neighborhood
characteristics and preferences change across
metropolitan areas, however, making the analysis
of commute times and metro characteristics
additionally complex. To find housing at a price
they are willing to pay, households in more
expensive metros might choose to live further
from work than they would if housing were less
expensive. This could lead average commute times
to be longer in areas with higher housing costs. Not
surprisingly, we found that metro areas with higher
housing costs tend to have longer average commute
times.
Do High Housing Costs Lead to Longer
Commutes? Our analysis found that many
important factors have statistically significant
effects on commute times. These include: whether
the commuter drives, walks, or takes public
transit to work; the metro’s land size, population,
and density; the metro’s median income; and
weather. After controlling for these factors—in
essence isolating the effect of housing costs on
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commute times—a 10 percent increase in a metro’s
median rent is associated with a 4.5 percent
increase in individual commute times. The fact
that California’s average commute times are only
moderately above average (despite notably higher
housing costs) suggest that other California-specific
factors reduce average commute times. These
factors may include weather conditions, widespread
development and availability of freeway systems,
and an above-average share of commuters who
drive to work. (Driving commutes are generally
fast, and therefore metros with higher shares of
driving commuters tend to have shorter commute
times.) Despite these mitigating factors, however,
our analysis suggests that California’s high housing
costs cause workers to live further from where they
work, likely because reasonably priced housing
options are unavailable in locations nearer to where
they work.
Housing Costs Influence Where
Households Live and Work
Decisions About Where to Live and Work
Are Complex. Understanding how housing costs
affect a household’s decision about where to live
and work is challenging. This is because regional
and state economies are complex and numerous
interconnected factors influence housing costs
(as well as other costs of living) and economic
opportunities in these areas. Despite this
complexity, economists and other researchers
have identified ways that housing costs affect
migration—and, in some instances, have attempted
to quantify the magnitude of these effects. Below,
we summarize the aspects of this work we believe
are most helpful when considering how housing
costs affect migration and the state’s economy.
High Housing Costs Discourage People
From Living in California. Housing costs are
a significant driver of migration to and from
California, and changes in the state’s housing costs

(relative to other areas of the country) influence
migration trends. The ratio of in-migration to
out-migration, a measure of population flow, is
lowest when California’s home prices are high
relative to other places. On the other hand, this
flow is highest when California housing becomes
relatively more affordable compared to other states.
Our analysis of these trends, which we discussed in
the preceding section, suggests that about 7 million
additional people would live in California if more
housing had been built here and the state’s housing
prices had therefore grown about as quickly as
those in the rest of the country since 1980.
High Housing Costs May Make it Difficult
to Recruit Employees. For most businesses, labor
costs are their largest operating cost. In areas
with higher costs of living, businesses generally
must pay employees higher wages because they
require additional income to offset the cost of
living differences. California’s cost of living is
among the highest in the nation, largely because
California’s housing costs are so high. As a result,
businesses in California’s coastal metros may find
it challenging (and expensive) to recruit or retain
qualified employees. In a 2014 survey of more
than 200 business executives conducted by the
Silicon Valley Leadership Group, 72 percent of
them cited “housing costs for employees” as the
most important challenge facing Silicon Valley
businesses. Employee recruitment and retention,
closely related to housing costs, was the second
most frequently identified challenge. Similarly,
other important sectors of the state’s economy
may find recruitment challenging and labor costs
expensive. For example, some higher education
institutions in high housing cost areas provide
housing subsidies in order to recruit successfully
top administrators and academic specialists.
Stanford University recently announced plans to
lease a 167-unit apartment complex for their staff
and faculty, noting that providing housing helps
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them “compete to recruit the best faculty from
other parts of the country, where they experience
very different real estate markets.”
High Housing Costs Mean Fewer Californians
Work in State’s Most Productive Cities. In general,
businesses and employees in large cities are more
economically productive than those in other
areas. (Economists use the term “agglomeration
economies” to describe these areas. Agglomeration
economies are areas where worker productivity
increases as population density increases.) Higher
productivity leads to more economic output per
employee, and thus greater economic growth in
the region. Under normal circumstances, these
economic opportunities attract new workers from
other areas. Historically, this has led to significant
population growth in the state’s cities. However,
in recent decades, high housing costs have slowed
this trend. This is because the expected wage gains
(from moving to a city) are not large enough for
many prospective workers to make up for their
higher housing costs. California’s major productive
cities have therefore grown less quickly than they
otherwise would.

Fewer Workers in State’s Most Productive
Cities Hinders Economic Growth. The slowing
flow of workers to productive cities likely has
constrained economic growth because potential
workers, unable to move to productive cities due
to high housing costs, do not benefit from the
productivity gains occurring in cities. If more
workers lived in the state’s highly productive cities
(and therefore reaped these cities’ productivity
benefits), per capita economic activity in the state
would be greater than it is today. Estimating the
magnitude of this impact involves considerable
uncertainty. Recent research, however, may
provide a helpful guide as to this impact’s order
of magnitude. Economists at the University of
California, Berkeley and the University of Chicago
recently estimated that annual U.S. economic
output—the total value of goods and services
produced each year—is 13 percent lower today than
it otherwise would be due to “increased constraints
to housing supply in highly productive cities.”

LOOKING AHEAD: WHAT IS NEEDED TO CONTAIN
CALIFORNIA’S HIGH HOUSING COSTS?
California’s high housing costs present many
difficult issues for policy makers, residents,
and businesses to consider. On the one hand,
California’s constraints on housing supply—the
primary factor driving the state’s high housing
costs—show no signs of abating. If California
continues on its current path, the state’s housing
costs will remain high and likely will continue
to grow faster than the nation’s. This, in turn,
will place substantial burdens on Californians—
requiring them to spend more on housing, take on
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more debt, commute further to work, and live in
crowded conditions. Growing housing costs also
will place a drag on the state’s economy.
On the other hand, addressing California’s
constraints on housing supply would be extremely
challenging and involve major trade-offs. Though
the exact number of new housing units California
needs to build is uncertain, the general magnitude
is enormous. On top of the 100,000 to 140,000
housing units California is currently expected to
build, our analysis suggests that the state probably
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would have to build as many as 100,000 additional
units annually—almost exclusively in its coastal
communities—to seriously mitigate the state’s
problems with housing affordability. Adding this
many new homes, however, could place strains on
the state’s infrastructure and natural resources
and could alter the longstanding and prized
character of California’s coastal communities.
Facilitating this housing construction also would
require the state to make changes to a broad range
of policies that affect housing supply directly or
indirectly—including many policies that have been
fundamental tenets of California government for
many years.
Despite these challenges, California’s housing
problems warrant attention from state leaders.
These difficult issues could require years of
legislative deliberation, including discussions with
all major stakeholders: the administration, local
governments, environmental groups, affordable
housing developers and advocates, and housing
policy experts. In its deliberations, we recommend
that the Legislature:
•

Aim to Build More Housing in Coastal
Cities, Densely. The greatest need for
additional housing is in California’s coastal
urban areas. We therefore recommend
the Legislature focus on what changes are
necessary to promote additional housing
construction in these areas.

•

Put All Policy Options on the Table.
Given the magnitude of the problem,
the Legislature would need to take a
comprehensive approach that addresses
the problem from multiple angles and
reexamines major policies. Major changes
to local government land use authority,

local finance, CEQA, and other major
polices would be necessary to address
California’s high housing costs.
•

Recognize Targeted Role of Affordable
Housing Programs. These programs play
an important role in assuring housing
access for many Californians with unmet
housing needs. We note, however, that the
scale of these programs—even if greatly
increased—could not meet the magnitude
of new housing required that we identify
in this report. Accordingly, we recommend
the Legislature consider how targeted
programs could supplement more private
housing construction by assisting those
with limited access to market rate housing,
such as people experiencing homelessness,
those with mental and/or physical health
challenges, and those with very low
incomes.

•

Understand That Some Factors Are
Beyond Policy Makers’ Control. Much can
be done by state and local governments to
promote additional housing construction
and therefore slow down growth in home
prices and rents going forward. Some
factors, however, such as high demand to
live in the state and natural limitations on
developable land, largely are beyond the
control of policy makers. As a result, home
prices and rents in California likely will
remain above-average for the foreseeable
future, even if public policies highly
favorable to new housing construction were
instituted that slowed future growth in
housing costs.
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TECHNICAL APPENDIX
How Did We Estimate California’s Need for Additional Housing?
California’s housing costs have risen faster than the rest of the country for several decades. This is
largely because the state has built too little housing to accommodate all of the households that would
like to live here. In general, home prices and rents are determined by the interaction between demand
for housing and its supply. Home prices and rents help balance the number of households looking for
housing and the number of new housing units constructed. When the number of households looking
for housing exceeds the number of units available, households compete for housing and prices and
rents rise. High prices and rents, in turn, discourage some households from entering the market,
bringing demand and supply into balance. Conversely, if construction of housing increases, more
housing units are available and therefore competition among households is reduced, causing prices
and rents to fall.
How Much Additional Housing Was Needed? Our analysis attempts to estimate the amount of
additional housing needed to prevent California’s housing costs from growing faster than the rest
of the country in recent decades. In approaching this issue, we first recognized that if California’s
housing costs had grown only as fast as the rest of the country, home prices and rents would have
been lower and more households would have desired to live here. To maintain these lower housing
costs, additional housing would have been needed to be built to accommodate these new households.
Therefore, to answer our question, we considered a similar one: if California’s home prices and rents
had risen only as fast as the rest of the country during the past three decades, how many additional
households would have wished to live here (and, consequently, how much additional housing
construction would have been needed)?
Developing a Model of Supply and Demand for Housing. To answer this question, we developed
an econometric model to estimate the number of households that would demand to live in California
at a range of home prices. Because demand for housing varies throughout California, we conducted
our analysis at the county level. Our model attempts to estimate a county’s housing demand based on
the county’s home prices, its neighboring counties’ home prices, and various other factors that also
affect the desirability of a location—incomes, population levels and growth rates, unemployment rate,
education levels, and weather. While most of our analysis centered around the relationship between
housing demand and home prices, we also conducted a similar analysis using rents instead of home
prices. Our analysis using rents yielded similar results.
For our dependent variable, we used ten-year growth in the number of housing units (both singlefamily and multifamily housing) from the U.S. Census, corresponding to housing growth in the
1980s, 1990s, and 2000s.We also obtained data on home prices, incomes, population, and education
levels from the U.S. Census. For each of these variables, we averaged the values at the beginning and
end of each decade to obtain a decade average value. Data on unemployment rates was obtained from
the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Weather data was obtained from the National Climatic Data Center.
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Estimating Our Model Presents Challenges. Empirically estimating our model of housing
demand presented two major challenges. First, as we discussed above, home prices and construction
levels are determined by the interaction of demand and supply. Home prices generally tend toward a
level at which the number of households looking for new housing equals the number of new housing
units constructed. In this way, home prices and building levels are set simultaneously. Similarly,
demand for housing in one county and its neighbors (and consequently the prices for these homes)
often are determined by common factors. For example, major regional shifts in employment can
affect many counties simultaneously. As a result, traditional statistical techniques, such as ordinary
least squares, would give inaccurate estimates of the relationship between demand and prices for
housing in a county and neighboring counties. To estimate this relationship more accurately, we used
two-stage least squares, instrumenting for both a county’s home prices and neighboring counties’
prices using factors that affect home prices by influencing the supply of housing. Specifically, we use:
the county’s land area, a measure of topographical constraints to development, and construction
labor wages. Changes in these supply factors can result in changes in home prices but typically are
not clearly related to changes in housing demand, making them suitable instrumental variables to
estimate our model. Data on land areas was obtained from the U.S. Census, while topographical
constraints were taken from research conducted by economist Albert Saiz. Construction wage data
was taken from the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Our second major challenge was a limited number of observations for California counties.
Because of data limitations, our analysis was constrained to counties comprising metropolitan areas
(metros) of 850,000 or more people—roughly the size of the state’s tenth largest metro, Bakersfield.
With this limited number of observations, it was difficult to obtain precise estimates of our model’s
parameters. We therefore expanded our dataset to include all U.S. counties comprising metros of
850,000 or more people, giving us over 1,000 observations. The inclusion of non-California counties,
however, comes with a trade-off: we must assume that households’ demand for housing responds
to home prices changes the same way in California as in the rest of the country. This is a potential
limitation of our analysis.
Results From Our Analysis. The results of our regression are shown in Figure A-1. As these
results show, we found a strong and statistically significant relationship between a county’s housing
demand and its
home prices: when a
Figure A-1
county’s home prices
Housing Demand Regression Results
increase 10 percent,
Dependent Variable: Ten-Year Growth in Housing Units
demand for new
Independent Variablea
Coefficient
Standard Error
housing (the number
Home price
-0.83b
0.10
of new housing units
0.05
Average of neighboring counties’
0.16b
home prices
demanded as a share
a Control variables were also included, but are not reported here. All independent variables, except for
of existing housing)
dummy variables, are in logs.
b Statistically significant at 1 percent level.
decreases by around
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8 percent. Similarly, we find a significant relationship between housing demand and neighboring
counties’ home prices: when neighboring counties home prices increase by 10 percent, demand for
new housing increases by about 2 percent.
Using Analysis to Estimate Number of Units Needed. The next step in our analysis was to use
these findings to answer the question: how many additional units would California have needed to
build in order for its home prices and rents to have risen only as fast as the rest of the country during
the past three decades? To do this, we used the coefficient estimates in Figure A-1 to determine how
much housing demand would change in California’s counties if home prices had grown only as fast as
the rest of the country. The best way to illustrate these calculations is to walk through an example. We
use San Francisco during the 1980s for this illustration. Our calculation proceeded in two main steps:
•

Step 1: Within County Price Changes. During the 1980s, home prices in the average major
U.S. metro grew by 28 percent. In San Francisco, home prices increased 80 percent. If
San Francisco’s home prices had grown 52 percentage points slower (equal to the national
average), our regression results suggest that demand for new housing in San Francisco would
have increased by 43 percent (-52 percent multiplied by -0.83, our estimated coefficient for
within county home price changes).

•

Step 2: Neighboring County Price Changes. Similarly, home prices in counties neighboring
San Francisco grew by 53 percent during the 1980s, compared to 33 percent for the rest of
the country. If home price growth in San Francisco’s neighbors had been 20 percentage
points lower (equal to the national average), our analysis suggests that demand for new
housing in San Francisco would have decreased by 3 percent (-20 percent multiplied by 0.16,
our estimated coefficient for neighboring county home price changes). Because of this, our
calculation from step 1 must be adjusted. We therefore adjust downward our estimate from
step 1 by 3 percentage points, arriving at a final estimate of 40 percent additional housing
growth.

As is often true with econometric studies, our analysis is limited by several factors, including the
availability and quality of data, potential misspecification of our model, and the inherent difficulty
of drawing conclusions from nonexperimental data. Because of this, we recommend that elected
leaders and residents focus less on our specific estimates and more on the overall story they tell (as
discussed in the body of this report): to contain rising housing costs, California would have to build
substantially more housing, especially in coastal urban areas.
How Do We Estimate How Housing Costs Affect a Household’s Likelihood of Crowding?
Our analysis of state and national crowding trends is based on 2013 1-year American Community
Survey microdata. Microdata are large data files that include individual-level responses to the survey
questions. Using them, we can study household-level crowding conditions and how those conditions
are affected by a metro area housing costs.
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A First Look at Crowding. Upon initial review of the data, we found that, throughout the country,
renters, households with children, and households headed by first-generation individuals or Hispanic
individuals are all more likely than average to live in crowded housing. Also, the likelihood of living
in crowded housing is much higher for low-income households than for wealthier households. We
also found that these types of households make up a larger share of all households in the state’s
inland metro areas (where housing is inexpensive) than they do in the state’s coastal metros (where
housing is expensive). As a result, comparing crowding rates at the metro level to housing costs at the
metro level would inaccurately suggest that higher housing costs are associated with lower crowding
rates and vice-versa. (Some element of this may actually occur, but only insofar as lower-income
households move to less expensive parts of the state to avoid crowding.) A closer examination of
household level data, however, shows that the opposite is true—higher housing costs are associated
with higher crowding rates.
Developing a Model to Investigate What Factors Lead to Crowding. To examine the relationship
between households’ likelihood of crowding and housing costs, we developed a simple econometric
model to estimate the probability of a household living in crowded housing. We use a probit
regression analysis, which asks: how do various economic and demographic factors affect the
probability of a household being crowded? This type of model holds constant each of the economic
and demographic factors so that we are able to isolate them individually and assess how they impact
crowding. For instance, we are able to ask the question: how much more likely is the statistically-mean
California household to live in crowded housing if they moved from a low housing cost area of the
state to a more expensive one (holding all of their other economic and demographic characteristics
constant)? The results of the probit regression analysis are summarized in Figure A-2.
Interpreting Our Findings. The coefficient estimates from probit analyses are not easily
interpretable. To make these results easier to understand, we use the regression results to compare
the probability of being crowded for the mean California household (as well as Hispanic-headed
households and households with children) when metro area median home prices are low ($167,000,
equal to the state’s least expensive metro), average ($433,000, the statewide average), and high
($934,000, equal to the state’s most expensive metro). The results from this analysis are included in
Figure 16 on page 31 of the report. These results show the probably of living in crowded housing
increases as median home prices increase, and that this increase occurs for all household types.
How Do We
Estimate How
Housing Costs
Affect Commute
Times?
We also use
responses from
the 2013 one-year

Figure A-2

Crowding Regression Results
Dependent Variable: Probability That a Household Resides in Crowded Housing
Independent Variablea

Coefficient

Metro area median home price (1,000s)

0.001b

Standard Error
0.000

a Control variables were also included, but are not reported here. They include Hispanic head of
household, foreign-born head of household, new arrival to the U.S., household income, household
income relative to area median income, ownership, and presense of children.
b Statistically significant at 1 percent level.
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American Community Survey to review how housing costs affect commute times in different metro
areas. For our analysis, we calculated each workers commute time by looking at all the individuals
who commuted to work in that metro, and not just the individuals who live and work in that metro.
In some cases, an individual may live outside a metro area and commute each day into a metro
area for work. For our analysis, those individuals are included in that metro’s commute times. For
example, many individuals commute from the Los Angeles metro into the Santa Ana-Anaheim metro
(Orange County) and vice-versa.
What Factors Affect Commute Times? Various metro area characteristics affect commute times
for workers in that metro. These include physical and geographic factors, such as the metro’s land size,
the number of people who live there (related to its density), and the share of land in the metro that is
available for development. For example, metros with a large share of their area occupied by mountains
or water tend to have longer commute times because these features may make transportation options
more challenging. Other factors also affect a metro’s average commute times, such as the area’s
median income and what share of the metro’s commuters drive, take public transportation, or walk.
How Do We Estimate How Housing Prices Affect Commute Times? We develop an econometric
model to estimate how home prices and rents affect commute times. Similar to our other regressions,
this model holds constant factors that affect commute times, allowing us to isolate the relationship
between average housing prices and commute times in a metro. We developed several models, using
both rents and home prices. We also tested commute times at the metro level and at the individual
level. Our main model is shown and discussed in more detail below.
Interpreting Results From Our Analysis. The results of our regression are shown in Figure A-3.
As these results show, we found a strong and statistically significant relationship between individual
commute times and several other factors, including metro average rent. (We used rents in this case,
instead of home prices, though the choice of which price measure to use has little effect on the results
of the analysis.) The coefficient for median rent, 0.45, suggests that a 10 percent increase in metro
median rent is associated with a 4.5 percent increase in average commute time. Also, notably, the
coefficient for California metros is significant and negative, suggesting that California’s metro areas
have some factors (beyond housing costs, income, density, and commute type) that lowers overall
commute times. We discuss earlier several possible explanations, including widespread development
and availability of
freeway systems
Figure A-3
throughout the state,
Commuting Regression Results
which likely reduce
Dependent Variable: Individual Commute Time, One Waya
commute times
Independent Variablea
Coefficient
Standard Error
overall.
Metro average rentb

0.45c

0.01

a In log form.
b Independent variable is the metro average rent in the metro where the commuter works, even if the
individual lives in a different metro area or outside the metro area where he or she works.
c Control variables were also included, but are not reported here. They include age, ownership, mode
of transportation, metro population, metro density, metro median income, annual precipiation, and an
indicator variable for California. All dependent variables are statistically significant at the 1percent level.
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Commentary: Causes and
Consequences of Gentrification
and the Future of Equitable
Development Policy
Derek Hyra
American University

In American cities, gentrification—that is, an influx of upper-income people to low-income areas—
became much more pervasive in the 2000s compared with the 1990s (Freeman and Cai, 2015;
Maciag, 2015; Owens, 2012). This article critiques and adds to this timely Cityscape symposium
on the causes, consequences, and needed policy responses associated with the contemporary community change wave sweeping across much of urban America. I argue that gentrification’s causes
and consequences are complex and multilayered. I conclude with a few remaining research puzzles
and policy proscriptions to facilitate equitable gentrification, ensuring low- and moderate-income
people receive maximum benefit from the revitalization of their neighborhoods.

Causes
The forces driving the current gentrification pattern stem from multiple levels, including global,
national, and city dynamics (Hyra, 2012). Foremost, as research—in this symposium, by Jackelyn
Hwang and Jeffrey Lin, but also elsewhere—demonstrates, the disproportionate movement of the
educated Millennials, 20- to 30-somethings, to the central city, particularly in large municipalities,
is a primary element of this urban renewal trend (Hwang and Lin, 2016). Articles by Baum-Snow
and Hartley (2016), Couture and Handbury (2016), and Ding, Hwang, and Divringi (2015)
provide clear evidence that the movement of young professionals to central business district (CBD)
areas has stimulated the redevelopment of nearby low-income neighborhoods. Why, though, is this
group, that once might have preferred the suburbs or other more expensive urban neighborhoods,
entering low-income areas once labeled as the “no-go” zones?
Several explanations offer answers, but none alone sufficiently explicates the country’s contemporary urban revitalization story. Ellen, Horn, and Reed (2016) suggest that decreasing violent crime
rates have made certain low-income neighborhoods more enticing and tolerable. Reductions in
crime might diminish stigmas placed on certain places; however, crime alone cannot be the sole or
direct redevelopment determinate because crime rates fell in the 1990s with little corresponding
gentrification. While dipping crime levels are correlated with neighborhood redevelopment, the
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effects at this point are far from direct and causal (see Couture and Handbury, 2016; Papachristos
et al., 2011). So, what beyond crime explains the central city “March of the Millennials” (Chang et
al., 2013)?
Edlund, Machado, and Sviatchi (2016) argued that the rising number of work hours and lack
of leisure time are driving the desires of the Millennials to live in close proximity to the CBD. By
moving near work, Millennials commute less and can spend more time enjoying the amenities of
the city. A sizable number of Millennials, however, do not work in the CBD but reverse commute
out to certain job-rich suburbs. So something else, besides short commutes, attracts Millennials to
inner-city neighborhoods. Couture and Handbury (2016) suggested educated Millennials prefer
the central city versus the suburbs because of its density of service amenities, such as third-wave
coffee shops, craft-beer gardens, and bike shares.1
Whereas certain amenity-packed cities are drawing Millennials in the 21st century, we would be
wise to better understand how previous public polices of the 1990s aimed at bringing the middle
class back to the urban core relate to the current back-to-the-city movement. For instance, the
Housing Opportunities for People Everywhere Program (also known as HOPE VI) deployed billions of federal dollars to demolish distressed public housing in neighborhoods on the periphery
of many CBDs (Goetz, 2013; Vale, 2013). The decreased concentration of highrise public housing
and the development of new market-rate housing may have helped to spur gentrification of some
low-income neighborhoods near the CBD. Furthermore, many city leaders listened to and acted on
the advice of certain urban scholars who espoused that amenity-rich CBDs would lure the creative
class to downtown neighborhoods (Clark, 2011; Florida, 2014; Glaeser and Shapiro, 2003).
Federal housing policy and city-level spending in the 1990s on things such as public housing
demolition, mixed-income housing developments, parks, and bike shares should be part of our
gentrification analysis (Buehler and Stowe, 2016; Hyra, 2012; Tissot, 2011).
Beyond federal and local economic development policies, might there be other important gentrification predictors? For example, Millennials are, on average, more racially tolerant than previous
generations (Hochschild, Weaver, and Burch, 2012). Increased racial tolerance might be an important predictor—beyond and in addition to housing, work hours, and crime—in explaining why
young professionals are flocking to low-income minority neighborhoods. Furthermore, as noted by
the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development’s Assistant Secretary for Policy Development and Research Katherine O’Regan, the population leading the back-to-the city movement is
educated, but their average wage increases are outpaced by rising housing costs (O’Regan, 2016).
Therefore, they may choose to live in less desired urban neighborhoods, where housing costs are
relatively more affordable compared with other more expensive parts of the urban metropolis
(Ellen, Horn, and O’Regan, 2013). Finally, many 20- and 30-somethings seem to choose their residential location, in part, based on their desire to be cool by living in what is perceived to be edgy,
hip urban areas (Hyra, in press; Ocejo, 2014; Parker, 2016), and we need investigations to account
for these alternative gentrification causes.

1
For an ethnographic analysis of changing Millennial preferences and their association with central city gentrification, see
the soon-to-be-released book, Race, Class, and Politics in the Cappuccino City (Hyra, in press).
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In specifying the gentrification drivers, we must also better account for supply-side explanations.
For instance, credit continues to be cheap, with historically low interest rates, and these low
rates are helping to facilitate the private market production of luxury apartments in low-income
neighborhoods. Thus, our gentrification models must grapple with both supply- and demand-side
gentrification explanations to more fully grasp the comprehensive set of factors facilitating major
central city demographic shifts and neighborhood change (Brown-Saracino, 2010).

Consequences
Perhaps the most controversial gentrification topic is its residential displacement consequences
(Newman and Wyly, 2006). There is near empirical consensus, however, that mobility rates among
low-income people are equivalent in gentrifying versus more stable low-income neighborhoods
(for example, Ding, Hwang, and Divringi, 2015; Ellen and O’Regan, 2011; Freeman, 2005; Freeman and Braconi, 2004; Freeman, Cassola, and Cai, 2015; McKinnish, Walsh, and White, 2010).
This fact should not be interpreted as evidence gentrification is unrelated to a shrinking supply of
affordable housing units (which it often is), but rather that low-income people tend to move at a
high rate from all neighborhood types (Desmond, 2016).
Although understanding the relationship between gentrification and residential displacement is
critical, other important gentrification consequences exist. Gentrification, in some places, is associated with political and cultural displacement (Hyra, 2015). Some gentrifying areas once dominated
by low-income minorities demonstrate an association between the movement of upper-income
people and a loss of minority political representation. Remember, it was presumed upper-income
people moving to low-income neighborhoods would bolster civic society (Wilson, 1996), and it
appears, in some circumstances, it has. Often, however, newcomers take over political institutions
and advocate for amenities and services that fit their definition of community improvement.
This process of political displacement can be linked with cultural displacement, a change in the
neighborhood norms, preferences, and service amenities. In certain respects changing norms may
be positive in terms of counteracting norms of violence or a lack of health-producing amenities and
activities, but do the new norms and incoming amenities in gentrifying neighborhoods sufficiently
cater to the preferences of low-income people or do they predominately represent newcomers’
tastes and preferences?
Through my gentrification research, I have witnessed how political and cultural displacement
breeds intense social tensions, limits meaningful social interactions between longtime residents and
newcomers, and results in microlevel segregation (Hyra, in press). Without ample social interactions across race and class, the promise of mixed-income living environment benefits for the poor
seems unlikely. I am not the only scholar to highlight the challenges of equitable development outcomes in mixed-income communities (for example, see Chaskin and Joseph, 2015; Tach, 2014),
and it is clear that we must look beyond residential and small business displacement impacts
(as noted by Rachel Meltzer’s article in this symposium [Meltzer, 2016]) to understand how to
effectively facilitate community conditions in economically transitioning neighborhoods to better
support social cohesion and interaction among traditionally segregated populations.
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Further Research and Policy
It is difficult methodologically to sort out all the complex causes and consequences of gentrification, but the accumulation of knowledge in this symposium and elsewhere can point toward
some promising research and policy directions. The topic of gentrification still presents a variety
of underresearched areas. First, how do both demand- and supply-side explanations contribute to
gentrification and neighborhood change? Plenty of studies argue one side over the other, but, in
reality, both are important in igniting community revitalization, and we need carefully constructed
investigations that consider both policy and economic investments and changing living preferences
when trying to pinpoint the causes of gentrification (Brown-Saracino, 2010; Lees, Slater, and
Wyly, 2008). Second, we need to better understand the changing role of race in both supply- and
demand-side gentrification explanations. To be more specific, how have changing perceptions of
race contributed to gentrification processes and associated outcomes? Some gentrification studies
claim persistent racial stereotypes and discrimination perpetuate neighborhood revitalization
patterns that maintain urban inequality and racial segregation (for example, Hwang and Sampson,
2014; Timberlake and Johns-Wolfe, 2016). Other investigations (for example, Freeman and Cai,
2015; Owens, 2012) suggest increased racial tolerance is related to the unprecedented proliferation
of gentrification in low-income minority neighborhoods, which slightly disrupts traditional racial
neighborhood hierarchies and metropolitanwide patterns of segregation (Glaeser and Vigdor,
2012). We need to better understand how changing racial prejudices, biases, and inequalities drive
and mediate the outcomes of America’s contemporary urban gentrification wave.
We also need investigations that more precisely account for a complete and accurate set of
gentrification benefits and consequences, particularly for low-income residents. Several studies
claim displacement among low-income people does not occur with more frequency in gentrifying
areas compared with more stable low-income neighborhoods (for example, Ding, Hwang, and
Divringi, 2015; Ellen and O’Regan, 2011; Freeman, 2005; Freeman and Braconi, 2004; Freeman,
Cassola, and Cai, 2015; McKinnish, Walsh, and White, 2010), but these studies only proxy for
displacement through understanding and comparing mobility rates among the poor in different
neighborhood contexts. Equivalent rates of mobility among the poor in different neighborhood
types do not necessarily mean the drivers of mobility in different areas are equivalent. We need
residential and commercial displacement investigations that better isolate the drivers of mobility in
different neighborhood settings before we settle on the determination that gentrification does not
drive displacement.
It is still unknown the extent to which low-income people benefit in mixed-income neighborhoods, particularly ones that experienced gentrification. A few recent studies suggest growing up
in mixed-income neighborhoods compared with high-poverty places is associated with higher
lifetime earnings (Chetty, Hendren, and Katz, 2015; Sharkey, 2013), but these studies do not test
the mixed-income neighborhood effect for children that stay within formerly low-income neighborhoods as they gentrify. Investigations in gentrifying neighborhoods suggest that, for low-income
people, gentrification is associated with increased feelings of safety and greater amenity options
(Freeman, 2006) but also with a loss of political representation (Hyra, 2015), declining rates of
civic engagement (Knotts and Haspel, 2006; Michener and Wong, 2015), and limited, if any,
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employment gains (Meltzer and Ghorbani, 2015). To better determine the comprehensive set of
gentrification benefits and drawbacks, we need further longitudinal analysis tracking low-income
residents who stay in place as their neighborhood economically transitions.
Although much still remains to be learned about gentrification, policy reforms at the federal, state,
and city levels could increase the chances that low- and moderate-income people benefit from the
process of gentrification. The first step is to ensure affordable housing opportunities in neighborhoods as they gentrify. In these economically transitioning neighborhoods, poor people are moving
out, and once they do, their housing units typically command higher prices. If we prize racial and
economic integration, we must ensure that affordable housing opportunities remain in gentrifying
neighborhoods. As Jeffrey Lubell’s article explains, affordable housing can be built and maintained
in economically transitioning areas through a variety of policy programs, such as the Low-Income
Housing Tax Credit Program, New Markets Tax Credit programs, Community Development Block
Grant program, HOME, project-based Section 8 programs, tax increment financing programs,
inclusionary zones, and housing trust funds (Lubell, 2016). Beyond housing, however, we must
ensure low-income and upper-income people interact in meaningful and productive ways in
mixed-income communities. Housing alone will not address microlevel segregation or build social
cohesion in these burgeoning mixed-income spaces. Federal, state, city, and private foundation
funding must support community-led organizations to provide programming and events that help
stimulate meaningful cross-race and cross-class connections in “third spaces” within gentrifying
neighborhoods (Oldenburg, 1999). We also need to ensure that poor people maintain a certain
level of political power and control when upper-income people enter their neighborhoods. To
ensure a more equitable (re)distribution of political power, we should reform housing policies that
allow for market-rate actors to fully control mixed-income developments supported by public subsidies. By preserving affordable housing, encouraging interactions across differences, and providing
opportunities for low- and moderate-income civic engagement, we will increase the chances the
gentrification wave sweeping across the country will leave behind a more sustainable, just, and
equitable urban landscape that will benefit us all.
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Summary
California has a serious housing shortage. California’s housing costs, consequently, have been rising rapidly
for decades. These high housing costs make it difficult for many Californians to find housing that is affordable
and that meets their needs, forcing them to make serious trade-offs in order to live in California.
In our March 2015 report, California’s High Housing Costs: Causes and Consequences, we outlined the
evidence for California’s housing shortage and discussed its major ramifications. We also suggested that the
key remedy to California’s housing challenges is a substantial increase in private home building in the state’s
coastal urban communities. An expansion of California’s housing supply would offer widespread benefits to
Californians, as well as those who wish to live in California but cannot afford to do so.
Some fear, however, that these benefits would not extend to low-income Californians. Because most new
construction is targeted at higher-income households, it is often assumed that new construction does not
increase the supply of lower-end housing. In addition, some worry that construction of market-rate housing
in low-income neighborhoods leads to displacement of low-income households. In response, some have
questioned whether efforts to increase private housing development are prudent. These observers suggest that
policy makers instead focus on expanding government programs that aim to help low-income Californians
afford housing.
In this follow up to California’s High Housing Costs, we offer additional evidence that facilitating more
private housing development in the state’s coastal urban communities would help make housing more
affordable for low-income Californians. Existing affordable housing programs assist only a small proportion of
low-income Californians. Most low-income Californians receive little or no assistance. Expanding affordable
housing programs to help these households likely would be extremely challenging and prohibitively expensive.
It may be best to focus these programs on Californians with more specialized housing needs—such as homeless
individuals and families or persons with significant physical and mental health challenges.
Encouraging additional private housing construction can help the many low-income Californians who
do not receive assistance. Considerable evidence suggests that construction of market-rate housing reduces
housing costs for low-income households and, consequently, helps to mitigate displacement in many cases.
Bringing about more private home building, however, would be no easy task, requiring state and local policy
makers to confront very challenging issues and taking many years to come to fruition. Despite these difficulties,
these efforts could provide significant widespread benefits: lower housing costs for millions of Californians.
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VARIOUS GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS HELP
CALIFORNIANS AFFORD HOUSING
Federal, state, and local governments
implement a variety of programs aimed at helping
Californians, particularly low-income Californians,
afford housing. These programs generally work
in one of three ways: (1) increasing the supply of
moderately priced housing, (2) paying a portion of
households’ rent costs, or (3) limiting the prices and
rents property owners may charge for housing.
Various Programs Build New Moderately
Priced Housing. Federal, state, and local
governments provide direct financial assistance—
typically tax credits, grants, or low-cost loans—to
housing developers for the construction of rental
housing. In exchange, developers reserve these
units for lower-income households. (Until recently,
local redevelopment agencies also provided this
type of financial assistance.) By far the largest of
these programs is the federal and state Low Income
Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC), which provides tax
credits to affordable housing developers to cover
a portion of their building costs. The LIHTC
subsidizes the new construction of around 7,000
rental units annually in the state—typically less
than 10 percent of total public and private housing
construction. This represents a significant majority
of the affordable housing units constructed in
California each year.

Vouchers Help Households Afford Housing.
The federal government also makes payments
to landlords—known as housing vouchers—on
behalf of about 400,000 low-income households
in California. These payments generally cover the
portion of a rental unit’s monthly cost that exceeds
30 percent of the household’s income.
Some Local Governments Place Limits on
Prices and Rents. Some local governments have
policies that require property owners charge
below-market prices and rents. In some cases,
local governments limit how much landlords
can increase rents each year for existing tenants.
About 15 California cities have these rent controls,
including Los Angeles, San Francisco, San Jose, and
Oakland. In 1995, the state enacted Chapter 331
of 1995 (AB 1164, Hawkins), which prevented rent
control for properties built after 1995 or properties
built prior to 1995 that had not previously been
subject to rent control. Assembly Bill 1164 also
allowed landlords to reset rents to market rates
when properties transferred from one tenant to
another. In other cases, local governments require
developers of market-rate housing to charge belowmarket prices and rents for a portion of the units
they build, a policy called “inclusionary housing.”

NEED FOR HOUSING ASSISTANCE
OUTSTRIPS RESOURCES
Many Low-Income Households Receive
No Assistance. The number of low-income
Californians in need of assistance far exceeds
the resources of existing federal, state, and local
affordable housing programs. Currently, about

3.3 million low-income households (who earn
80 percent or less of the median income where
they live) rent housing in California, including
2.3 million very-low-income households (who earn
50 percent or less of the median income where they
www.lao.ca.gov   Legislative Analyst’s Office
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live). Around one-quarter (roughly 800,000) of
low-income households live in subsidized affordable
housing or receive housing vouchers. Most
households receive no help from these programs.
Those that do often find that it takes several years to
get assistance. Roughly 700,000 households occupy
waiting lists for housing vouchers, almost twice the
number of vouchers available.

Majority of Low-Income Households Spend
More Than Half of Their Income on Housing.
Around 1.7 million low-income renter households
in California report spending more than half of
their income on housing. This is about 14 percent
of all California households, a considerably higher
proportion than in the rest of the country (about
8 percent).

CHALLENGES OF EXPANDING EXISTING PROGRAMS
One possible response to these affordability
challenges could be to expand existing housing
programs. Given the number of households
struggling with high housing costs, however, this
approach would require a dramatic expansion
of existing government programs, necessitating
funding increases orders of magnitude larger
than existing program funding and far-reaching
changes in existing regulations. Such a dramatic
change would face several challenges and
probably would have unintended consequences.
Ultimately, attempting to address the state’s
housing affordability challenges primarily through
expansion of government programs likely would be
impractical. This, however, does not preclude these
programs from playing a role in a broader strategy
to improve California’s housing affordability.
Below, we discuss these issues in more detail.
Expanding Assistance Programs
Would Be Very Expensive
Extending housing assistance to low-income
Californians who currently do not receive it—either
through subsidies for affordable units or housing
vouchers—would require an annual funding
commitment in the low tens of billions of dollars.
This is roughly the magnitude of the state’s largest
General Fund expenditure outside of education
(Medi-Cal).

4
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Affordable Housing Construction Requires
Large Public Subsidies. While it is difficult to
estimate precisely how many units of affordable
housing are needed, a reasonable starting point is
the state’s current population of low-income renter
households that spend more than half of their
income on housing—about 1.7 million households.
Based on data from the LIHTC, housing built for
low-income households in California’s coastal
urban areas requires a public subsidy of around
$165,000 per unit. At this cost, building affordable
housing for California’s 1.7 million rent burdened
low-income households would cost in excess of
$250 billion. This cost could be spread out over
several years (by issuing bonds or providing
subsidies to builders in installments), requiring
annual expenditures in the range of $15 billion
to $30 billion. There is a good chance the actual
cost could be higher. Affordable housing projects
often receive subsidies from more than one source,
meaning the public subsidy cost per unit likely is
higher than $165,000. It is also possible the number
of units needed could be higher if efforts to make
California’s housing more affordable spurred more
people to move to the state. Conversely, there is
some chance the cost could be lower if building
some portion of the 1.7 million eased competition
at the bottom end of the housing market and
allowed some low-income families to find
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affordable market-rate housing. Nonetheless, under
any circumstances it is likely this approach would
require ongoing annual funding at least in the low
tens of billions of dollars.
Expanding Housing Vouchers Also Would
Be Expensive. Housing vouchers would be
similarly expensive. According to American
Community Survey data, around 2.5 million
low-income households in California spend
more than 30 percent of their income on rent.
These households’ rents exceed 30 percent of
their incomes by $625 each month on average,
meaning they would require an annual subsidy
of around $7,500. This suggests that providing
housing vouchers to all of these households would
cost around $20 billion annually. By similar logic,
a less generous program that covered rent costs
exceeding 50 percent of household income would
cost around $10 billion annually. There is, however,
good reason to believe the cost of expanding
voucher programs would be significantly higher
than these simple estimates suggest. As we discuss
in the next section, a major increase in the number
of voucher recipients likely would cause rents to
rise. Higher rent costs, in turn, would increase the
amount government would need to pay on behalf
of low-income renters. This effect is difficult to
quantify but probably would add several billion
to tens of billions of dollars to the annual cost of a
major expansion of vouchers.
Existing Housing Shortage Poses
Problems for Some Programs
Many housing programs—vouchers, rent
control, and inclusionary housing—attempt to
make housing more affordable without increasing
the overall supply of housing. This approach does
very little to address the underlying cause of
California’s high housing costs: a housing shortage.
Any approach that does not address the state’s
housing shortage faces the following problems.

Housing Shortage Has Downsides Not
Addressed by Existing Housing Programs. High
housing costs are not the only downside of the
state’s housing shortage. As we discussed in detail
in California’s High Housing Costs, California’s
housing shortage denies many households the
opportunity to live in the state and contribute
to the state’s economy. This, in turn, reduces the
state’s economic productivity. The state’s housing
shortage also makes many Californians—not only
low-income residents—more likely to commute
longer distances, live in overcrowded housing, and
delay or forgo homeownership. Housing programs
such as vouchers, rent control, and inclusionary
housing that do not add to the state’s housing stock
do little to address these issues.
Scarcity of Housing Undermines Housing
Vouchers. California’s tight housing markets pose
several challenges for housing voucher programs
which can limit their effectiveness. In competitive
housing markets, landlords often are reluctant
to rent to housing voucher recipients. Landlords
may not be interested in navigating program
requirements or may perceive voucher recipients
to be less reliable tenants. One nationwide study
conducted in 2001 found that only two-thirds of
voucher recipients in competitive housing markets
were able to secure housing. This issue likely would
be amplified if the number of voucher recipients
competing for housing were increased significantly.
In addition, some research suggests that expanding
housing vouchers in competitive housing markets
results in rent increases, which either offset benefits
to voucher holders or increase government costs for
the program. One study looking at an unusually
large increase in the federal allotment of housing
vouchers in the early 2000s found that each
10 percent increase in vouchers in tight housing
markets increased monthly rents by an average of
$18 (about 2 percent). This suggests that extending
vouchers to all of California’s low-income
www.lao.ca.gov   Legislative Analyst’s Office
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households (a several hundred percent increase in
the supply of vouchers) could lead to substantial
rent inflation. If this were to occur, the estimates in
the prior section of the cost to expand vouchers to
all low-income households would be significantly
higher.
Housing Costs for Households Not Receiving
Assistance Could Rise. Expansion of voucher
programs also could aggravate housing challenges
for those who do not receive assistance, particularly
if assistance is extended to some, but not all
low-income households. As discussed above,
research suggests that housing vouchers result in
rent inflation. This rent inflation not only effects
voucher recipients but potentially increases rents
paid by other low- and lower-middle income
households that do not receive assistance.
Housing Shortage Also Creates Problems
for Rent Control Policies. The state’s shortage of
housing also presents challenges for expanding rent
control policies. Proposals to expand rent control
often focus on two broad changes: (1) expanding
the number of housing units covered—by applying
controls to newer properties or enacting controls
in locations that currently lack them—and
(2) prohibiting landlords from resetting rents to
market rates for new tenants. Neither of these
changes would increase the supply of housing and,
in fact, likely would discourage new construction.
Households looking to move to California or
within California would therefore continue to face
stiff competition for limited housing, making it
difficult for them to secure housing that they can
afford. Requiring landlords to charge new tenants
below-market rents would not eliminate this
competition. Households would have to compete
based on factors other than how much they are
willing to pay. Landlords might decide between
tenants based on their income, creditworthiness, or
socioeconomic status, likely to the benefit of more
affluent renters.
6
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Barriers to Private Development Also
Hinder Affordable Housing Programs
Local Resistance and Environmental
Protection Policies Constrain Housing
Development. Local community resistance and
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)
challenges limit the amount of housing—both
private and subsidized—built in California.
These factors present challenges for subsidized
construction and inclusionary housing programs.
Subsidized housing construction faces the same,
in many cases more, community opposition as
market-rate housing because it often is perceived as
bringing negative changes to a community’s quality
or character. Furthermore, subsidized construction,
like other housing developments, often must
undergo the state’s environmental review process
outlined in CEQA. This can add costs and delay
to these projects. Inclusionary housing programs
rely on private housing development to fund
construction of affordable housing. Because
of this, barriers that constrain private housing
development also limit the amount of affordable
housing produced by inclusionary housing
programs.
Home Builders Often Forced to Compete for
Limited Development Opportunities. With state
and local policies limiting the number of housing
projects that are permitted, home builders often
compete for limited opportunities. One result of
this is that subsidized construction often substitutes
for—or “crowds out”—market-rate development.
Several studies have documented this crowd-out
effect, generally finding that the construction of
one subsidized housing unit reduces market-rate
construction by one-half to one housing unit. These
crowd-out effects can diminish the extent to which
subsidized housing construction increases the
state’s overall supply of housing.
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Other Unintended Consequences
“Lock-In” Effect. Households residing
in affordable housing (built via subsidized
construction or inclusionary housing) or
rent-controlled housing typically pay rents well
below market rates. Because of this, households
may be discouraged from moving from their
existing unit to market-rate housing even when it
may otherwise benefit them—for example, if the
market-rate housing would be closer to a new job.

This lock-in effect can cause households to stay
longer in a particular location than is otherwise
optimal for them.
Declining Quality of Housing. By depressing
rents, rent control policies reduce the income
received by owners of rental housing. In response,
property owners may attempt to cut back their
operating costs by forgoing maintenance and
repairs. Over time, this can result in a decline in
the overall quality of a community’s housing stock.

MORE PRIVATE HOME BUILDING COULD HELP
Most low-income Californians receive little
or no assistance from existing affordable housing
programs. Given the challenges of significantly
expanding affordable housing programs, this is
likely to persist for the foreseeable future. Many
low-income households will continue to struggle
to find housing that they can afford. Encouraging
more private housing development seems like a
reasonable approach to help these households. But
would it actually help? In this section, we present
evidence that construction of new, market-rate
housing can lower housing costs for low-income
households.
Increased Supply, Lower Costs
Lack of Supply Drives High Housing Costs. As
we demonstrate in California’s High Housing Costs,
a shortage of housing results in high and rising
housing costs. When the number of households
seeking housing exceeds the number of units
available, households must try to outbid each other,
driving up prices and rents. Increasing the supply
of housing can help alleviate this competition and,
in turn, place downward pressure on housing costs.
Building New Housing Indirectly Adds to the
Supply of Housing at the Lower End of the Market.
New market-rate housing typically is targeted at

higher-income households. This seems to suggest
that construction of new market-rate housing
does not add to the supply of lower-end housing.
Building new market-rate housing, however,
indirectly increases the supply of housing available
to low-income households in multiple ways.
Housing Becomes Less Desirable as It Ages . . .
New housing generally becomes less desirable as it
ages and, as a result, becomes less expensive over
time. Market-rate housing constructed now will
therefore add to a community’s stock of lower-cost
housing in the future as these new homes age and
become more affordable. Our analysis of American
Housing Survey data finds evidence that housing
becomes less expensive as it ages. Figure 1 (see
next page) shows the average rent for housing
built between 1980 and 1985 in Los Angeles and
San Francisco. These housing units were relatively
expensive in 1985 (rents in the top fifth of all rental
units) but were considerably more affordable by
2011 (rents near the median of all rental units).
Housing that likely was considered “luxury” when
first built declined to the middle of the housing
market within 25 years.

www.lao.ca.gov   Legislative Analyst’s Office
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. . . But Lack of New Construction Can Slow
New Housing Construction Eases Competition
This Process. When new construction is abundant,
Between Middle- and Low-Income Households.
middle-income households looking to upgrade
Another result of too little housing construction
the quality of their housing often move from
is that more affluent households, faced with
older, more affordable housing to new housing.
limited housing choices, may choose to live in
As these middle-income households move out
neighborhoods and housing units that historically
of older housing it becomes available for lowerhave been occupied by low-income households.
income households. This is less likely to occur in
This reduces the amount of housing available for
communities where new housing construction is
low-income households. Various economic studies
limited. Faced with heightened competition for
have documented this result. One analysis of
scarce housing, middle-income households may
American Housing Survey data by researchers at
live longer in aging housing. Instead of upgrading
the Federal Reserve Bank of New York found that
by moving to a new home, owners of aging homes
“the more constrained the supply response for new
may choose to remodel their existing homes.
residential units to demand shocks, the greater the
Similarly, landlords of aging rental housing may
probability that an affordable unit will filter up and
Graphicstock.”
SignOther
Off researchers have
elect to update their properties so that they can
out of the affordable
continue to market them to middle-income
found thatSecretary
low-income neighborhoods are more
households. As a result, less housing transitions to
likely to experience
Analyst an influx of higher-income
the lower-end of the housing market over time. One households when they are in close proximity to
MPA
study of housing costs in the U.S. found that rental
affluent neighborhoods with tight housing markets.
Deputy
housing generally depreciated by about 2.5 percent
More Supply Places Downward Pressure on
per year between 1985 and 2011, but that this rate
Prices and Rents. When the number of housing
was considerably lower (1.8 percent per year) ARTWORK
in
units#160020
available at the lower end of a community’s
regions with relatively limited housing supply.
housing market increases, growth in prices
Template_LAOReport_sm.ait
and rents slows. Evidence
supporting this relationship
Figure 1
can be found by comparing
Housing Becomes Less Expensive as It Ages
housing expenditures of
Percentile Rank of the Rent for Housing Built Between 1980 and 1985
low-income households living
90%
in California’s slow-growing
1985
80
coastal communities to
2011
those living in fast-growing
70
communities elsewhere
60
in the country. Between
50
1980 and 2013, the housing
40
stock in California’s coastal
30
urban counties (counties
20
comprising metropolitan
10
areas with populations greater
than 500,000) grew by only
Los Angeles
San Francisco
34 percent, compared to
8
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99 percent in the fastest growing urban counties
throughout the country (top fifth of all urban
counties). As figure 2 shows, over the same time
period rents paid by low-income households grew
nearly three times faster in California’s coastal
urban counties than in the fastest growing urban
counties (50 percent compared to 18 percent).
As a result, the typical low-income household in
California’s costal urban counties now spends
around 54 percent of their income on housing,
compared to only 43 percent in fast growing
counties. This difference—11 percentage points—is
roughly equal to a typical low-income household’s
total spending on transportation.
Lower Costs Reduce Chances of Displacement

(see next page) shows, displacement was more than
twice as likely in low-income census tracts with
little market-rate housing construction (bottom
fifth of all tracts) than in low-income census tracts
with high construction levels (top fifth of all tracts).
Results Do Not Appear to Be Driven by
Inclusionary Housing Policies. One possible
explanation for this finding could be that many
Bay Area communities have inclusionary housing
policies. In communities with inclusionary housing
policies, most new market-rate construction is
paired with construction of new affordable housing.
It is possible that the new affordable housing
units associated with increased market-rate
Graphic Si
development—and not market-rate development
Secretary
itself—could be mitigating displacement. Our
analysis, however, finds that market-rate housing Analyst
construction appears to be associated with
MPA
less displacement regardless of a community’s
Deputy
inclusionary housing policies. As with other
Bay Area communities, in communities without
inclusionary housing policies, displacement

More Private Development Associated With
Less Displacement. As market-rate housing
construction tends to slow the growth in prices
and rents, it can make it easier for low-income
households to afford their existing homes. This
can help to lessen the displacement of low-income
households. Our analysis of
low-income neighborhoods
Figure 2
in the Bay Area suggests
Places With More Building Saw
a link between increased
Slower Growth in Rents for Poor Households
construction of market-rate
Rents Paid by Low-Income Households in Urban Counties (In 2013 Dollars)
housing and reduced
$1,400
displacement. (See the
1980
technical appendix for
1,200
2013
more information on how
1,000
we defined displacement
for this analysis.) Between
800
2000 and 2013, low-income
600
census tracts (tracts with an
above-average concentration
400
of low-income households)
200
in the Bay Area that built the
most market-rate housing
experienced considerably less
California Coast
U.S. Counties With Most Home Building
displacement. As Figure 3
www.lao.ca.gov   Legislative Analyst’s Office
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was more than twice as likely in low-income
census tracts with limited market-rate housing
construction than in low-income census tracts with
high construction levels.
Relationship Remains After Accounting for
Economic and Demographic Factors. Other factors
play a role in determining which neighborhoods

experience displacement. A neighborhood’s
demographics and housing characteristics probably
are important. Nonetheless, we continue to find
that increased market-rate housing construction is
linked to reduced displacement after using common
statistical techniques to account for these factors.
(See the technical appendix for more details.)

CONCLUSION
Addressing California’s housing crisis is
one of the most difficult challenges facing the
state’s policy makers. The scope of the problem
is massive. Millions of Californians struggle to
find housing that is both affordable and suits
their needs. The crisis also is a long time in the
making, the culmination of decades of shortfalls
in housing construction. And just as the crisis has
taken decades to develop, it will take many years
or decades to correct. There are no quick and easy
fixes.

The current response to the state’s housing
crisis often has centered on how to improve
GraphicThe
Sign
Off of
affordable housing programs.
enormity
California’s housing challenges, however, suggests
Secretary
that policy makers look for solutions beyond these
Analyst
programs. While affordable housing programs
MPA
are vitally important to the households they
Deputy
assist, these programs help only a small fraction
of the Californians that are struggling to cope
with the state’s high housing costs. The majority
of low-income households receive little or no
assistance and spend more
than half of their income on
Figure 3
housing. Practically speaking,
Building Market-Rate Housing
expanding affordable
Appears to Reduce Displacement
housing programs to serve
Percent of Low-Income Bay Area Census Tracts That
Experienced Displacement Between 2000 and 2013
these households would be
extremely challenging and
Amount of Market-Rate
40%
Housing Construction
prohibitively expensive.
Low
In our view, encouraging
High
30
more private housing
development can provide
some relief to low-income
20
households that are unable
to secure assistance. While
10
the role of affordable
housing programs in
helping California’s most
All Communities
Communities Without
Inclusionary Housing
disadvantaged residents
remains important,
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we suggest policy makers primarily focus on
expanding efforts to encourage private housing
development. Doing so will require policy makers
to revisit long-standing state policies on local
governance and environmental protection, as
well as local planning and land use regimes.

The changes needed to bring about significant
increases in housing construction undoubtedly will
be difficult and will take many years to come to
fruition. Policy makers should nonetheless consider
these efforts worthwhile. In time, such an approach
offers the greatest potential benefits to the most
Californians.
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TECHNICAL APPENDIX
To examine the relationship between
displacement between 2000 and 2013. This type
market-rate housing construction and displacement of model allows us to hold constant various
of low-income households we developed a simple
economic and demographic factors and isolate
econometric model to estimate the probability of a
the impact of increased market-rate construction
low-income Bay Area neighborhood experiencing
on the likelihood of displacement. The results
displacement.
of our regression are show in Figure A1.
Data. We use data on Bay Area census tracts
Coefficient estimates from probit regressions are
(small subdivisions of a county typically containing
not easily interpreted. While the fact that the
around 4,000 people) maintained by researchers
coefficient for market-rate housing construction
with the University of California (UC) Berkeley
is statistically significant and negative suggests
Urban Displacement Project. This dataset included
that more construction reduces the likelihood
information on census tract demographics, housing
of displacement, the magnitude of this effect
characteristics, and housing construction levels. We is not immediately clear. To better understand
focus on data for the period 2000 to 2013.
these results, we used the model to compare the
Defining Displacement. Researchers have
probability that an average census tract would
not developed a single definition of displacement.
experience displacement when its market-rate
Different studies use different measures. For our
construction was low (0 units), average (136 units),
analysis, we use a straightforward yet imperfect
and high (243 units). As shown in Figure A2 (see
definition of displacement which is similar to
next page), with low construction levels, a census
the definition used by UC Berkeley researchers.
tract’s probability of experiencing displacement was
Specifically, we define a census tract as having
47 percent, compared to 34 percent with average
experienced displacement if (1) its overall
construction levels, and 26 percent with high
population increased and its population of
construction levels.
low-income households
Figure A1
decreased or (2) its overall
Regression Results
population decreased and
Dependent Variable: Did Displacement Occur (Yes=1 and No=0)?
its low-income population
Independent Variable
Coefficient
Standard Error
declined faster than the
overall population.
Number of market-rate housing units built
-0.00237
0.00043
Share
of
population
that
is
low
income
1.74075
0.54137
Our Model. We
Share of population that is nonwhite
-0.61213
0.29151
use probit regression
Share of adults over 25 with a college
1.90054
0.38599
analysis to evaluate how
degree
Population density
-0.00001
0.00000
various factors affected
Share of housing built before 1950
1.16506
0.22569
the likelihood of a
Constant
-1.45886
0.33420
census tract experiencing
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More Housing Construction
Linked to Lower Chances of Displacement
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Main Conclusions
The Office of Economic Analysis (OEA) was requested by Supervisors Mark Farrell and Scott
Wiener to prepare a report on the effects of a temporary moratorium, and an indefinite prohibition,
on market-rate housing in the Mission district of San Francisco. As requested, this report focuses
on the effects of such actions on the price of housing, the City's efforts to produce new housing at
all income levels, eviction pressures, and affordable housing. It also addresses some potential
benefits of a moratorium, including reducing tenant displacement, discouraging gentrification,
preventing nearby existing housing from becoming unaffordable, and preserving sites for
permanently affordable housing.
The City currently has extensive controls regarding the location and scale of new housing
construction. There are several neighborhoods in the city where no market rate construction is
planned or feasible. In the Mission, however, several thousand new units are planned. An 18month moratorium in the Mission has been placed on the November 2015 ballot. No legislative
proposal has been made for an indefinite or permanent moratorium.
Concern over new market-rate housing in the Mission has intensified with the pace of social and
economic change in the neighborhood. Home to a Latino community since the 1930s, the
Mission's Latino population has declined from 60% of the area's total population in 2000 to 47%
over the 2008-12 five-year period. During this period, the overall Latino percentage of the
population in San Francisco has remained steady. The change in the Mission's ethnic
composition has occurred at the same time as a decline in the neighborhood's number of lowerincome households, and families with children, and a rising number of upper-income households
without children. These trends have also been more strongly felt in the Mission than in the rest of
San Francisco.
The report assesses a number of potential costs, and benefits, of temporary and indefinite
moratoria. In terms of the potential costs, the report finds that a temporary, 18-month moratorium
would lead to slightly higher housing prices across the city, have no appreciable effect on no-fault
eviction pressures, and have a limited impact on the city's ability to produce affordable housing
during the moratorium period. At the end of the moratorium, these effects would be reversed,
through a surge of new building permits and construction, and there would be no long-term lasting
impacts of a temporary moratorium.
In terms of the potential benefits, the report finds no evidence that a temporary moratorium would
prevent the demolition of existing housing and direct displacement of current residents,
discourage upper-income households from moving into the Mission, or ease rising rents and
housing prices in the neighborhood. It would temporarily preserve sites that could later be
acquired for affordable housing, but it is highly unlikely that it would reduce the cost of any such
site.

Over an indefinite period, a prohibition on market-rate housing in the Mission would, in general,
affect more sites, place greater upward pressure on city housing prices, and reduce affordable
housing resources to a greater extent. On the other hand, there would also a reduced risk, over
the long term, of residents being evicted and existing homes being demolished. The report finds
no evidence that even a permanent prohibition on market-rate housing would reverse the trend of
upper-income households moving into the neighborhood. The report also finds that new market
rate housing tends to lower, rather than raise, the value of nearby properties, and therefore a
moratorium on market-rate housing would not protect nearby existing housing from rising prices.
Finally, the report concludes that the strategy of using an indefinite market-rate housing
moratorium to create sites for affordable housing is likely to be significantly more costly than
alternative approaches, such as increasing affordable housing subsidies, and liberalizing land-use
controls in the Mission and elsewhere in the city.
The findings related to costs and benefits of are summarized in the table below.
Potential Costs
Higher housing prices
Loss of affordable housing
More No-Fault eviction

Potential Benefits
Reduced direct displacement
Reduced gentrification
Reduced indirect displacement
Sites for affordable housing

Short-Term Moratorium
Slight over the moratorium
period, diminishing to none
afterwards
Slight over the moratorium
period, diminishing to none
afterwards
No evidence of more
evictions

Indefinite Moratorium
Moderate

Short-Term Moratorium
None
None
None
None

Indefinite Moratorium
Some
None
None
Some, though economic costs would be
high relative to other approaches

Moderate
No evidence of more evictions

INTRODUCTION
Purpose of this Report

In May, 2015, the Office of Economic Analysis was
requested by Supervisor Farrell and Supervisor Wiener to
conduct an analysis of the impact of limiting new market
area housing development in the Mission district of San
Francisco.
Specifically, the Supervisors requested:
the Chief Economist, through the Controller’s office,
to produce an economic report and analysis on
what the effects of a moratorium on market-rate
housing in the Mission District would be for an
indefinite and two-year period:
• The effect the moratorium will have on housing
and rental prices in the Mission and across San
Francisco
• The effect on the City’s efforts to produce more
new housing at all income levels
• The effect the moratorium will have on eviction
and buy-out pressures for tenants and homeowners
• A detailed analysis on the amount of resources
that the City would lose for affordable housing
production.
• Other areas deemed important for the public
interest and good.

This report is the Office's response to this Supervisorial
request. To prevent confusion with an upcoming ballot
measure, discussed below, this report assesses the
impact of a temporary moratorium that lasts 18 months,
instead of two years.

Temporary Moratorium
and Indefinite
Prohibition

The City currently has extensive controls regarding the
location and scale of new housing construction. There are
several neighborhoods in the city where no market rate
construction is planned or feasible. In the Mission
neighborhood, however, several thousand new units are
planned, as a result of the Eastern Neighborhoods
planning effort concluded in 2008.
A 18-month moratorium on new market-rate housing
development in the Mission has been placed on the City's
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November 2015 ballot.
As outlined above, the two Supervisors also requested
that this report consider the impact of an indefinite
prohibition on market-rate housing development in the
Mission. The proposed ballot measure does not include
such an indefinite prohibition, and only provides for an
extension of the moratorium for up to a total of 30 months.
No legislative proposal has been made for an indefinite
moratorium on market-rate housing in the Mission.
However, nothing legally prevents the City, in the future,
from changing land use controls to effectively prohibit new
market-rate housing in the Mission indefinitely. Because of
that fact, and the Supervisors' request, this report
considers an indefinite as well as a temporary moratorium.

2
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SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CHANGE IN THE MISSION,
1970-2012
Background

Concern over new market-rate housing in the Mission has
intensified with the pace of social and economic change in
the neighborhood.
20th century Mexican immigration to San Francisco began
in earnest in the 1930s. By 1940, the first year that Census
tract-level information is available for the city, natives of
Mexico comprised about a quarter of the population in
what was once the primarily industrial areas of western
SoMa south of Harrison Street, and the Mission north of
17th Street.
1960 is the first year that the Census uses a Latino ethnic
category in its tract-level data for the city. The 1960
Census map for San Francisco shows Latinos forming
over a third of the population in the Mission, and over 15%
of the population in a wide area reaching from SoMa to
Portola, and Duboce Triangle, the Castro, and Noe Valley
east to the Bay.
This section reviews later Census data, from 1970 to
2012, for a set of Census tracts that closely correspond to
the Planning Department's definition of the Mission
District. These tracts (as they are used in the 2010
Census) are shown in Figure 1 below. Their boundaries
have not changed during the 1970-2010 period, which
facilitates a review of different socio-economic indicators
over time. To provide context, the same indicators are also
detailed for the City as a whole.
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FIGURE 1

Population by Ethnicity

1

4

Mission Census Tracts Used in This Report

According to Census data from 1970 through 2008-2012 1,
the Latino population of the Mission increased through the
1970s and 1980s, reaching 60% of the total population in
both the 1990 and 2000 Censuses. Since 2000, the
decline in the area's Latino population has been rapid, with
47% reported as Latino in the 5-year American
Communities Survey for 2008-12. By contrast, the city's
overall Latino population has remained relatively steady, at
12-15% of San Francisco's population since 1970.

The 2008-2012 period here refers to the 5-year American Communities Survey, produced by the Census Bureau.
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TABLE 1

Latino Percentage of the Population: Mission
Census Tracts, and Citywide, 1970-2012
Mission census tracts
50%
53%
60%
60%
47%

1970
1980
1990
2000
2008-12

Entire City
14%
12%
14%
14%
15%

Source: U.S. Census/Social Explorer

The Mission has also changed more rapidly than the city in
terms of the structure of its households. In 1970, 34% of
households in the area were families with children,
compared to 24% for the city as a whole. By the 20082012 period, only 20% of Mission households had
children, roughly the same as the average for the city as a
whole.

Household Structure

TABLE 2

Households with Children Under 18 as a Percent of
All Households, 1970-2012

1970
1990
2000
2008-12

Mission census tracts
34%
38%
31%
20%

Entire City
24%
21%
19%
19%

Source: U.S. Census/Social Explorer

Income Inequality
Trends

Citywide trends in income have also been more strongly
felt in the Mission than in other parts of San Francisco.
Table 3 below shows the distribution of household income,
in constant 2015 dollars, for the Mission census tracts and
the city as a whole. In 1980, over half of the households of
the Mission earned less than $50,000 (in today's dollars),
compared with 33% in the city as a whole. By the 20082012 period, only 37% of Mission households were in that
category.
For San Francisco as a whole, the percentage of
households in the lowest income category has actually not
changed from 1980 to 2008-12. Citywide, the more
notable trend has been the decline of middle-income
households and the growth of upper-income households.
In the Mission, however, both low-income and (to a far
lesser extent) middle-income households have declined,
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as the number of upper-income households have grown.
In the Mission and across San Francisco, the growth in the
number of upper income households may reflect both
relocation patterns, and increases in the real incomes of
residents. However, the far greater decline in low-income
households in the Mission than in the rest of the city
suggests that it is the movement of low-income
households out, and upper-income households in, that is
accounting for the bulk of the change in that
neighborhood.

TABLE 3

1980
1990
2000
2008-12

Distribution of Households by Household Income
(in $2015), 1980-2012

Mission census tracts
<$50k
$50-150k
53%
45%
50%
44%
41%
49%
37%
41%

$150k+
3%
5%
17%
22%

Entire City
<$50k
33%
37%
28%
33%

$50-150k
54%
49%
43%
43%

$150k+
13%
14%
28%
28%

Source: U.S. Census/Social Explorer

Although the composition of the Mission's population has
evidently experienced considerable change since 1970,
the neighborhood's housing supply has not. From 1970 to
2000, the Mission actually saw a net decline in housing
units, while the city added 36,000 units during the same
period. Only since 2000 has appreciable amounts of new
housing been built in the Mission, with the housing supply
growing by about 193, or 1.3%, per year (2000 – 2010).

Change in the Area's
Housing Stock

TABLE 4

1970
1980
1990
2000
2008-12

Number of Housing Units, 1970-2012
Mission census tracts
13,742
13,715
13,335
13,539
15,464

Annual
Growth Rate
-0.02%
-0.28%
0.15%
1.34%

Entire City
310,406
316,274
328,471
346,527
375,861

Annual
Growth Rate
0.19%
0.38%
0.54%
0.82%

Source: U.S. Census/Social Explorer
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According to data from the Planning Department, the new
housing in the Mission over the 2001-2013 period has
been split roughly 50:50 between market-rate and
affordable.

TABLE 5

Housing Development in the Mission Neighborhood,
2001-2013

Market Rate Units
Affordable Units in Market Rate Projects
Units in 100% Affordable Projects
Total units constructed
% affordable

721
97
646
1,464
51%

Source: San Francisco Planning Department, Annual Housing Inventory, various years

Population Change and
Frequency of
Movement

Rather than the construction of new and demolition of old
housing, the population change in the Mission since the
1990s has largely occurred through changes in the
occupancy of the existing housing stock. The Census
reports the number of tract residents who lived in the same
house one year previously. Since everyone who did not
live in the same house moved from another location
(which is generally specified in the Census), this data can
provide a sense of the population churn in the
neighborhood and in the city.
The most recent 5-year Census data, collected over the
2009 to 2013 period, shows that 87% of Mission residents
lived in the same house one year previously, and 13%
moved from another location. More than half of the movers
– 8% of the total in the Mission, moved from somewhere
else in San Francisco into the Mission 2. While this rate of
population churn is somewhat lower than the citywide
average – 16% of San Francisco residents lived in their
current house less than a year – it does indicate the
movement of 5,000 new residents to the Mission per year,
out of a population of 37,976. As discussed above, the
neighborhood has only been adding 193 new housing
units per year since 2000.

2

the Census does not report how many moved within the Mission itself, only from somewhere within the city to a Mission
tract.
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TABLE 6

Population by Residence One Year Previously,
2009-2013

Living in same house 1 year previously
Lived elsewhere in San Francisco 1 year previously
Lived elsewhere in California 1 year previously
Lived elsewhere in the U.S. 1 year previously
Lived elsewhere in the World 1 year previously
New residents as percent of current population
Annual number of new residents

Mission census tracts
87%
8%
3%
1%
1%
13%
5,095

Entire City
84%
8%
4%
2%
2%
16%
128,712

Source: U.S. Census, American Communities Survey
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PLANNED HOUSING DEVELOPMENT IN THE MISSION
Current Development
Pipeline in the Mission

Estimating the economic impact of an 18-month
moratorium must begin with estimating the number of
market-rate housing units that might be constructed in the
Mission over that period in the absence of any moratorium.
In order to do this, in this section we examine data on
planned housing projects provided by the Planning
department's pipeline report, for the 2nd quarter of 2015.
Housing construction projects must receive permits from
the Planning and Building Inspection (DBI) departments
before construction can begin. The pipeline database
classifies projects into six main stages:
• Application filed with Planning
• Projects approved by Planning
• Application filed with DBI
• Projects approved by DBI
• Projects issued a building permit
• Projects under construction

The units under construction, or that have already
received a building permit, would not be affected by a
moratorium, but the other projects could be. Based on the
pipeline data through June 30th, 2015, there are 2,117
such units in the Mission.
However, given the length of the approval process, a
project that is not been approved may still not be affected
by an 18-month moratorium. The issue is made even more
complex because the length of time between project
initiation and construction is not only a function of the
City's permitting process, but also the state of the housing
and capital markets, and the developer's strategy.
Consequently, the number of those projects, and the
housing units they would produce, cannot be estimated
with certainty. Considering the number of units in the
pipeline in the Mission, when each project entered the
pipeline, and a range of potential approval periods, we
estimate the number of affected units will range between
752 (delayed by an average of 10.1 months) and 807
(delayed by an average of 17.3 months).

Development Capacity
in the Mission
Controller's Office

Considering a longer-term, indefinite prohibition of marketrate housing requires going beyond the projects currently
in the pipeline, to the totality of future projects that could
be built, given the zoning controls in place in the
9

neighborhood.
The Mission was one of four city neighborhoods that
underwent major rezoning through the Eastern
Neighborhoods Planning Process, which concluded in
2008. Many parcels in the area received significant
increases in allowable heights, and loosening of density
controls, while land use controls on other parcels were
tightened. Parcels where development capacity was
increased are likely to be redeveloped as housing in the
future.
Notwithstanding the rapid rise of housing prices in the city
in recent years, and the relatively large amount of new
housing that has been developed in the city, only a small
fraction of the planned development capacity in the
Mission is currently in the development pipeline.
The Eastern Neighborhoods planning process provided for
15,005 new housing units in the Mission, of which
approximately 500 are either under construction or have
been built since 2008, when the Plan was passed.
The remaining 14,500, which would be the maximum
number of housing units not built in the event of an
indefinite prohibition of market-rate housing, represents
3.8% of the city's current housing stock.

10
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POTENTIAL COSTS OF A MORATORIUM
Introduction

This section estimates the costs associated with the shortterm and long-term removal of market-rate housing from
the city as detailed in the previous section. It considers
three potential costs:
1. Higher housing prices
2. Lost resources for affordable housing
3. Higher risk of evictions

Impact on Housing
Prices

The assessment of the impact of a moratorium on housing
prices begins by estimating a housing price index for San
Francisco, and then statistically assesses how that index
would change if the future housing supply was constrained
during the period of a moratorium.
One of the most challenging things about studying the
economics of housing is the fact that every house is
different. Economics tries to explain and predict how and
why prices change - but because every house is different,
the price of every house are generally different as well even in the same city at the same time. .
The solution that economists have developed to study the
price of housing is to start by recognizing that a given
housing unit offers many things that consumers are willing
to pay for: space for living, structural features like
bedrooms, bathrooms, and appliances, a location that is
more or less accessible to jobs and other trip destinations,
a neighborhood with amenities, etc.
The sales price of a house, or the market rent of a vacant
apartment, will reflect the house's quality along all of these
dimensions, to the extent that consumers value them and
are willing to pay for them.
An econometric technique called hedonic price analysis
can be used to break down the value of a house into the
values of its constituent characteristics, and in, in so doing,
reveal their market prices. The OEA employed this method
along with data from the real estate analytics firm
CoreLogic. More details about the methodology, and the
results, can be found in the Appendix.
Among the characteristics that affect housing prices, the
most ones that for this report concern the housing unit's
year of sale. Similar to the way that a change in the
consumer price index creates a measure of the inflation
rate, the coefficients on time variables in an hedonic price
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analysis can create a housing price index.
Figure 2 below indicates the price index that resulted from
our analysis. For the sake of comparison, a housing index
provided by Zillow for owner-occupied housing, and one
generated from RealFacts data for residential rent, are
also provided. The OEA index, like Zillow's, is drawn from
home sale data, so these two indices are fairly similar. The
RealFacts Index is constructed from annual changes in the
asking rents of vacant units listed on RealFacts, a
consistent sample of residential properties in San
Francisco that are surveyed over time. While the
RealFacts index generally moves in the same direction as
the two indices based on home sales, its rises are faster
and its drops are less steep, indicating a generally hotter
market for rentals than homes for sale.
The data we have acquired from CoreLogic, which has
comprehensive sales information dating back to the early
1980s, allows more historical perspective on San
Francisco housing prices than Zillow's index, which only
dates from 1996. It was around that year, in fact, that San
Francisco began the period of rapidly-rising housing prices
that it is still experiencing. Over the 14-year period from
1983 to 1997, city housing prices grew by only 1.6% per
year – less than the rate of inflation. Since 1997, the
OEA's housing price index has grown at 9.2% per year –
more than 3 times the rate of inflation.

12
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FIGURE 2

Housing Price Indices for San Francisco: OEAGenerated, Zillow, and RealFacts (2006=100)
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Source: Zillow, RealFacts, OEA analysis based on CoreLogic data (see Appendix)

Impact of Constraining
the Housing Supply on
Housing Prices

With an understanding of San Francisco's housing price
trends, and of how a moratorium and indefinite prohibition
would constrain supply, we can investigate the role that
these potential changes in housing supply would have on
housing prices.
The simplest point that can be made about housing prices,
in economic theory, is that they reflect what consumers
are willing to pay for housing. When there are more people
in a housing market, or they have more income, they are
likely to bid up home sales prices and rents.
However, if we were to control for the number and income
of consumers, another factor that is thought to affect the
price of housing is the supply available in the market. In
particular, according to economic theory, if there was an
increase in the supply because of new construction, homeseekers would have more choice, and the housing market
would be more of a "buyer's market", and prices would be
lower than they otherwise would be.
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Conversely, if a policy change, such a moratorium or
prohibition on market rate housing, restricted the supply of
housing on the market, then the market would become
more of a "seller's market". Housing prices would be
higher in this case; sellers would receive higher-prices,
landlords would reap higher rents, and home-seekers
would pay more for housing.
This line of reasoning is fairly simple economic theory. But
is there any evidence to support it? Our statistical analysis,
discussed in the Appendix, leads us to the conclusion that
there, in fact, is a clear relationship between the supply of
housing in San Francisco, and what households are willing
to pay for it.
As shown in Table 7 below, given the number of housing
units involved in a moratorium or indefinite prohibition, the
sensitivity of consumer's willingness to pay, to constrained
supply, can be expected to lead to a 0.3% increase in
housing prices from a moratorium, or a 5.5% increase in
prices from an indefinite prohibition.
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TABLE 7

18-Month Moratorium
Indefinite Prohibition

Impact on Housing Prices of a Moratorium and
Indefinite Prohibition on Market-Rate Housing in the
Mission
Number of
Units Affected
752-807
15,005

% Change in the
City's Housing
Stock
-0.2%
-3.9%

Impact on
Prices
0.3%
5.5%

Source: San Francisco Planning Department, Pipeline Data, OEA Analysis

The impact of a moratorium would be significantly less
than an indefinite prohibition for two reasons. First, most of
the development capacity in the Mission is not far
advanced in the pipeline, and we project that only between
752 and 807 units would be affected in the next 18
months.
Secondly, the vast majority of those units that are affected
would be delayed for less than 18 months, so at the
expiration of the moratorium, the housing supply would
increase and prices should quickly return to their premoratorium level. The 0.3% price effect would be a
temporary phenomenon, and there would be no longerterm impact on prices. In fact, the expiration of the
moratorium would lead to a surge in building permits being
issued, most likely followed by a surge in construction,
higher supply, and a return to the status quo ante
situation.
An indefinite prohibition, on the other hand, would lead to
longer-term price increase that would be much larger than
the temporary one created by a moratorium, because it
would affect more sites for a longer period of time.
What does this projected price increase mean in tangible
terms? Over the 2006-13 period, an average of 50,685
households reportedly lived in their their unit for less than
a year, according to Census data, meaning they had
recently either purchased a house or began renting a
vacant place. This represents between 12 – 15% of all
households in the city, depending on the year.
When a household moves, either to the city or within the
city, it faces the prices set by the housing market. As
shown above, a constraint of housing supply raises these
prices. Table 8 below quantifies the higher out-of-pocket
expense that a household moving into a vacant unit would
face because of the price effects detailed in Table 7.
Controller's Office
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TABLE 8

Impact on Aggregate Housing Costs of a
Moratorium and Indefinite Prohibition on MarketRate Housing in the Mission
Number of
households
moving
annually
50,684
50,684

18-Month Moratorium
Indefinite prohibition

Annual housing
costs (2015
estimate)
$32,542
$32,542

Additional
annual
payment due
to price effect
$96
$1,794

Aggregate ($M)
$4.1 - $7.0
$91 p/a

3

Source: US Census/IPUMS , OEA Analysis

A moratorium can be expected to lead to an increased
annual housing payment of $8 per month, for every
household that moves into a new residence.
In aggregate, given that we the average project delay will
range between 10.1 and 17.3 months, these higher
housing costs will lead moving households to pay an
aggregate of $4.1 million and $7.0 million, while the
moratorium is in effect. At the end of the moratorium, all of
the housing that had been delayed would move forward,
the housing supply would expand, and there would be an
equivalent decline in housing expenses, for households
seeking a house in the period after a moratorium.
In other words, people moving within the city during a
moratorium would suffer higher housing costs, while those
moving immediately after a moratorium would benefit from
the surge in construction and, in effect, from the
moratorium itself.
Under an indefinite prohibition scenario, because more
units would eventually be affected, the price effect would
be much larger, rising to $1,794 per household per year,
or $91 million per year in aggregate. This effect wouldn't
materialize immediately, because not all 15,005 potential
market-rate units in the Mission will be built immediately.
Instead, this number should be seen as a long-term
annual impact that would phase in over time, and, once it
does, higher prices would last as long as the prohibition.
It is also important to state that these estimates are based
on today's housing prices, which will likely rise in the future
based both on inflation, and the underlying imbalance
between supply and demand that has led to the city's
3

IPUMS-USA, University of Minnesota, www.ipums.org.
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housing prices to rise much faster than inflation since the
mid-1990s.

Impact on Resources
for Affordable Housing

Under the City's inclusionary housing program, marketrate housing developers are required to either dedicate a
certain percentage of the project's units as affordable,
builld affordable units off-site, or pay an in-lieu fee to the
Mayor's Office of Housing for affordable housing 4.
In the Mission, sites that are zoned as Urban Mixed Use
(UMU) also received an additional affordable housing
requirement. For UMU parcels that received no right to
add additional stories (known Tier A pacels) under the
Eastern Neighborhoods rezoning, the affordable housing
requirement increased from the city-wide 12% to 14.4% for
on-site or 23% for off-site units. If the UMU parcel was
given the right to add 1 or 2 stories (Tier B), the affordable
requirements was raised to 16% or 25%, and if the parcel
would given the right to add more than 2 stories (Tier C),
the requirements were set at 17.6% and 27% respectively.
At present, all of the UMU parcels in the development
pipeline are Tier A, according to information provided by
the Planning Department.
Table 9 below indicates what the total on-site or off-site
affordable housing requirements would be, for the 752-807
units in the Mission that we project would be affected by a
temporary moratorium. The temporary moratorium would
delay the provision of between 97 and 104 on-site
affordable units, or 122 to 131 off-site units, depending on
developers' decisions.

4

Some projects additionally have the option of meeting their affordable housing requirement through a middle-income or
land dedication option. Since information on the choices made by each project sponsor is not available, the use of these
options is not estimated. Additionally, since unit sizes in the pipeline are not comprehensively known, in-lieu totals cannot
be calculated.
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TABLE 9

Affordable Housing Requirements for Projects in
the Mission Affected by an 18-Month Moratorium
Units

Urban Mixed-Use
Tier A
Tier B
Tier C
Other Zoning
Total

286-306
0
0
466-501
752-807

Requirement
Affordable Units
On-Site Off-Site All On-Site All Off-Site
14.4%
16.0%
17.6%
12.0%

23.0%
25.0%
27.0%
12.0%

41-44
0
0
56-60
97-104

66-70
0
0
56-60
122-131

Source: San Francisco Planning Department, OEA Analysis

Impact on Eviction
Pressures

This report was requested to also consider the impact of a
2 year or indefinite moratorium on eviction pressures. The
potential that fewer people might be evicted because of a
moratorium is considered in the next section.
It is often believed, reasonably, that eviction pressures rise
along with housing prices. The more a house is worth or
can be rented for, the greater the financial incentive for an
owner to evict the current tenant and sell the property, find
a new tenant able to pay market-rate rents, or change the
property's use.
Despite these beliefs, which reflect common-sense
economics, our analysis do not find statistical relationship
between housing prices and evictions, in the Mission or in
the city as a whole. As Figure 3 shows, while housing
prices have risen rapidly, and fairly consistently except for
the 2007-2010 period, no-fault evictions in the Mission
have been volatile, and other evictions have shown a
general downward trend. The citywide trends are similar.
This lack of statistical correlation not necessarily mean the
basic intuition is incorrect. There are many other things
affecting eviction numbers in the city during this time
period, particularly changing regulations, that cannot be
accounted for statistically. It does mean, however, that we
cannot use the estimate of higher housing prices above to
estimate an increase in evictions in this report.
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FIGURE 3

Housing Prices Compared to No-Fault Evictions,
and Other Evictions, in the Mission 1997-2014
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Summary of Potential
Costs of a Moratorium

To summarize, it is likely that a moratorium on market-rate
housing development in the Mission would slightly raise
housing prices during and briefly after the period that it
was in effect. We project that households renting or buying
new housing during this period would pay an average of
$8 per month, leading to aggregate increase in housing
payments of between $4 and $7 million across the city.
After the expiration of a moratorium, housing production in
the Mission can be expected to begin to grow at elevated
levels, as the pent-up demand in the pipeline is worked
through. Households moving into a new house after the
moratorium expires can be expected to pay relatively less
for housing, because of this expanded supply. Over the
long term, a temporary moratorium on market-rate housing
would not affect the supply or price of housing in San
Francisco.
An indefinite prohibition on market rate housing would lead
to higher housing prices for a longer period of time. While
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it would take several years for the full impact to
materialize, if the city never built the 15,005 new units that
are zoned for development in the Mission, future renters
and homeowners could pay up to $1,794 per year for
housing, on average.
An 18-month moratorium is also estimated to defer
between 96-131 affordable housing units, depending on
the precise number of market-rate units affected by the
moratorium, and how developers choose between on-site
and off-site production. Like the market-rate construction,
these resources would become available at the expiration
of a temporary moratorium.
Lastly, while it is reasonable to believe that higher housing
prices caused by a temporary or an indefinite moratorium
could lead to greater eviction pressures, we find no
statistical evidence that the two are closely related.
Consequently, we do not project any greater number of
evictions associated with a temporary or indefinite
moratorium.
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POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF A MORATORIUM
Introduction

The previous section of the report dealt with the potential
costs of limiting market-rate housing in the Mission. This
section addresses and attempts to evaluate some
potential benefits.
Four potential benefits of a moratorium and indefinite
prohibition on market-rate housing in the Mission are
considered in this section:
1. Preventing the displacement of existing residents
2. Discouraging gentrification
3. Preventing indirect displacement
4. Preserving sites for affordable housing
development

Preventing Direct
Displacement

By "direct displacement" we mean the no-fault eviction of a
household in order to demolish its housing unit, so that
new market-rate housing may be constructed on the
parcel. If new market-rate housing development could only
proceed after an occupied residential building was
demolished, then the cost of eviction imposed on tenants
would need to be weighed against the benefits outlined in
the previous section.
Evictions for the purposes of demolishing a unit do occur
in San Francisco. Of the 3,835 eviction notices that have
been filed for properties in the Mission since 1997, 96, or
2.6% have been for the demolition of the unit. The citywide
percentage of evictions for demolition is somewhat higher,
3.5%.
The City's eviction data does not permit a direct
association of evictions with projects in the development
pipeline, but it is possible to gain an upper-end estimate of
potential eviction risk by examining the project's
descriptions in the pipeline, and assessing how many
involve the demolition of existing housing.
Based on a review of the 2015, 2nd quarter pipeline data
from the Planning Department, the 752-807 new housing
units that would be affected by an 18-month moratorium
would not require the potential demolition of any existing
residential units. Moreover, regardless of whether a
pipeline project would be affected by an 18-month
moratorium or not, we could not identify any new housing
development project in the Mission awaiting a building
permit that would require the demolition of a housing unit.
On this basis, we conclude that an 18-month moratorium
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on market-rate housing development in the Mission would
not lead to reduced direct displacement of existing
residents.
For an indefinite prohibition on development, we examined
the Planning Department's "soft sites" database, which
contains Planning's estimates of the potential development
capacity associated with every recently rezoned parcel in
the city, and its relatively likelihood of redeveloping in the
near future.
An indefinite prohibition would, of course, prevent new
market rate anywhere in the Mission. But the soft sites
database is important because it is Planning's estimate of
what would actually develop under reasonable market
conditions.
The database indicates that 8,885 new housing units could
be built in the Mission on sites that Planning sees as
relatively ripe for development. These sites currently
contain 1,233 housing units, at least some of which would
likely need to be demolished to produce the new units.
Both demolitions, and residential mergers that result in the
loss of a unit, require Planning Commission approval.
Moreover, tenants evicted for demolition, like other no-fault
evictions, are entitled to a relocation payment.
Notwithstanding these requirements, however, demolition
evictions do occur, and when they do they impose a cost
on tenants that likely far exceeds the value of their
required relocation payment. It is, therefore, fair to say
that, over the longer term, continued market rate housing
development in the Mission does carry the risk of further
evictions for demolition, as has been seen, to some extent,
in the past.

Discouraging
Gentrification

Market-rate
housing
development
often
attracts
opposition, particularly in low-income neighborhoods,
because it is perceived to change the composition of the
neighborhood, in ways that are undesirable or threatening
to existing residents. As upper-income households have
increasingly preferred an urban lifestyle to a suburban
one, low-income neighborhoods have become subject to
gentrification. Over time, as neighborhoods become more
attractive to upper-income residents, new businesses arise
to serve them, rents rise, and low income residents are
pushed out, priced out, or forced to find a new community.
The Census data examined earlier clearly demonstrate
that this process has happened in the Mission, particularly
over the past ten to fifteen years. But what is the
relationship between gentrification and new market-rate
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housing development?
In an earlier section, we noted that the upper income
population in the Mission has risen more quickly than it
has in the city as a whole, over several decades, despite
very low levels of market-rate housing construction. This
fact alone could cast doubt on the idea that market-rate
housing is largely responsible for the clear evidence of
gentrification that the neighborhood has experienced.
In San Francisco, a large swath of the city's rental housing
stock is rent controlled, and the region's knowledge-based
economy has attracted many upper-income migrants from
other cities and regions. When market rents rise rapidly,
the benefits of staying in a rent-controlled unit rise as well,
creating a greater incentive for tenants to remain in these
units and potentially reducing the rental vacancy rate. Yet
it is precisely during these economic boom periods that
demand from upper-income movers to the area is high.
It is sometimes argued, on this basis, that new market rate
housing, which is generally only affordable to upperincome households, actually creates housing vacancies
for those upper-income households that would otherwise
not exist, because current tenants have such an incentive
to stay in their unit. If this were true, new market-rate
housing would promote gentrification, by housing more
upper-income residents than could be accommodated by
the existing housing stock.
More detailed Census data from the I-PUMS system
allows us to directly examine who lives in new housing in
San Francisco, in terms of their income and when they
moved to the city. Table 10 below cross-tabulates existing
city residents, new upper-income movers, and other new
movers based on the age of the housing that they live in.
Upper-income movers are somewhat more likely to live in
new housing, which is unsurprising because, by definition,
they are looking for housing and are more likely to find
new housing affordable than lower-income movers.
Nevertheless, over 97% of upper-income movers to San
Francisco do not move into new housing. They instead
occupy units from the existing housing stock, whose
natural turnover process creates far more vacancies than
the production of new housing does.
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TABLE 10

Existing San Francisco Residents, Upper-Income
Newcomers, and Other Newcomers, by Age of Their
House

% Living in Existing Housing
% Living in New Housing
Total

Households living in
SF more than 1 Year
99.6%
0.4%
100%

Households new to SF
- High Income
97.1%
2.9%
100%

Households new to SF
- not High Income
99.5%
0.5%
100%

Source: US Census/IPUMS

To look at the question the other way, new movers to the
City are not actually the primary occupants of new
housing. As Figure 4 shows, the vast majority of the
people who do live in new housing in San Francisco are
not new residents of San Francisco – whether high-income
or otherwise. 84% of the occupants of new housing lived in
another residence in San Francisco one year previously.

FIGURE 4

Occupants of New Housing in San Francisco
Household New to the City,
16%

Household Not New to the City,
84%

Source: US Census/IPUMS
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While this data is not available for the specific Census
tracts in the Mission that we examined earlier, given the
lower levels of new housing construction in the Mission
compared to the rest of the city, the percentages for the
Mission are likely to be at least as high as for the city as a
whole.
Market-rate housing probably has contributed to
gentrification in many cities in the past. But the data shows
clearly that, in San Francisco in 2015, market-rate housing
development is not accommodating upper-income movers
who would otherwise be somehow shut out of the city's
housing market. On the contrary, the overwhelming
majority of wealthy new residents do not live in new
housing, and conversely, the vast majority of new market
rate construction creates housing opportunities for existing
city residents.
For this reason, we find no reason to believe that either a
temporary moratorium, or an indefinite prohibition, of
market rate housing will reduce the number of upperincome residents in the Mission, or slow the process of
gentrification that the neighborhood has been
experiencing.

Preventing Indirect
Displacement Effects

Another potential benefit of a housing moratorium could be
to prevent "indirect displacement", or housing price
inflation caused by the development of new housing. It is
sometimes argued that the construction of new market
rate housing raises the price of nearby housing. This might
happen if, for example, the new housing was of higher
quality than the existing housing, or offered amenities that
were available to the entire neighborhood, or, as
discussed above, attracted wealthy new residents that
otherwise would not move into the neighborhood.
Alternatively, it is also sometimes claimed that new
construction reduces the value of nearby housing,
because it affects the quality of life in neighborhoods,
increases congestion, or otherwise affects the local
environment in a negative way.
To our knowledge, the issue has never been directly
studied in San Francisco. In this section, we present the
results of a second round of hedonic price analysis, that
analyzes the effects that new market-rate developments,
have had on the sales prices of nearby housing units.
More details on the analysis are provided in the Appendix.
These models added to the hedonic price analysis
discussed earlier an indicator that reflects the relative
proximity of each existing home sale to new market rate
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developments in the Mission built between 2001 and 2013.
3 models were run, with different lag periods. In the first,
the impact of proximity to market-rate housing built in
Mission in the previous year on home sale was tested for
its impact on home sale prices. In the second and third
models, the impact of proximity to market-rate housing
built in the Mission 2 and 3 years previously was
examined.
The results were consistent: proximity to market-rate
housing had a statistically-significant negative effect on
housing prices, in all three models 5.
The effects, while significant, were not large. A property
250 feet from 75 units of new market rate housing would
have, at maximum, a 5.9% lower price (2 years after
construction), and this effect would decline to 4.1% in the
subsequent year.
The reason for this finding of a negative impact of marketrate housing development on home sales is not
immediately obvious, and would require investigation that
goes beyond the scope of this report. It is possible that
increased population leads home buyers to perceive a
lower neighborhood quality. The City charges impact fees
to new development to offset environmental impacts that
may negatively affect property values. It is also possible
that, with a long enough time horizon, analysis would
reveal this negative effect diminishing or reversing. This
might happen if the neighborhood investments that are
funded by impact fees improve the area, and restore or
enhance buyers' valuation of homes in the area.
Regardless of the reason for the negative impact, the data
is clear that new market-rate housing did not make nearby
housing more expensive, in San Francisco during the
2001-2013 period. For this reason, we conclude that
preventing indirect displacement would not be a benefit of
either a 18-month housing moratorium, or an indefinite
prohibition.

Maintaining Sites for
Affordable Housing

One of the stated reasons for proposing a market-rate
housing moratorium is to preserve sites in the Mission for
affordable housing. Given the pace of gentrification in the
neighborhood, affordable housing is an obvious priority,
and affordable housing developers have to compete with
market-rate developers to obtain sites on which to build
affordable housing. In June, the Board's Budget and
Legislative Analyst issued a report that identified five sites

5

The analysis was then repeated using all market-rate construction in the city, not just new market-rate developments in
the Mission. Again, the results showed statistically-significant negative effects on housing prices.
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in particular that are at risk for market-rate development,
that would be suitable for affordable housing.
On its face, it is clear that a moratorium on market-rate
development would prevent market-rate development
during the period is in effect. In that sense, it would
preserve soft sites for potential development as affordable
housing.
It is far less clear that a moratorium would actually induce
a property owner to sell to an affordable housing
developer, however. An 18 month moratorium would
increase a developer's cost of holding developable land
during that period. But, at the same time, housing prices
may well continue to rise faster than construction and
carrying costs anyway during the period. If that happens,
the owner of a developable parcel may well be better off
after a moratorium, and even less inclined to sell to an
affordable housing developer at a pre-moratorium price.
Over the longer term, decisions would likely change. With
an indefinite prohibition of market rate housing, land
values would be likely to decline, since new market rate
housing is the highest and best use in many cases.
New affordable housing has powerful effects on
affordability for low-income residents, both those lowincome households that receive a unit, and those others
that face less competition in the private housing market,
because new affordable housing has absorbed some of
that demand.
The benefits of investing in affordable housing are clear.
What is less clear is the relative costs of different
approaches to funding it. The root of the issue is why
affordable housing developers cannot compete with
market-rate developers for sites. The City currently
subsidizes new affordable housing to the tune of
approximately $200,000 per unit. Presumably, there is
some additional subsidy that could be provided that would
allow affordable housing developers to compete on a level
playing field with market-rate developers, if that was a
policy priority for the City. Is that additional subsidy more,
or less, than the fiscal and economic cost of using land
use policy to drive down land values to the point where
affordable housing can compete with current levels of
subsidy?
At this point, the OEA lacks
acquisition costs by market-rate
developers to fully quantify this
three reasons why we believe
Controller's Office
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prohibiting market rate housing, as opposed to increasing
affordable housing subsidies, is the most economical way
to produce more affordable housing:
1. First, market rate housing construction drives down
housing prices and, by itself, increases the number
of housing units that are affordable.
2. Market rate housing also generates funding for
affordable housing, through the inclusionary
housing fee.
3. Perhaps most importantly, affordable housing
developers do not only compete for sites with
market-rate housing developers. They must also
compete with an existing land use, which is, in the
vast majority of cases, generating income and
rents for the property owner. If an affordable
housing developer cannot offer more than the land
is worth at the current use, then it will not be used
for affordable housing, whether market-rate
housing is permitted or not.
This last point is critical, because it suggests that a
prohibition will not lead to a one-to-one replacement of
market-rate housing with affordable housing at the same
time. Rather, it would most likely slow down the overall
production of housing in the city, potentially in a way that
causes the city's housing affordability challenges to get
worse.

Summary of Potential
Benefits of a
Moratorium

After reviewing four the potential benefits of a temporary
moratorium on market-rate housing in the Mission, we find
little evidence that any of them would materialize. The
752-807 housing units that could potentially affected by a
moratorium would not require the demolition of any
existing housing units. Thus, we find no evidence that
anyone would be evicted so that market-rate housing
could be built in the Mission over the next 18 to 30
months.
Our research further finds no reason to believe that upperincome people are moving into the Mission because
market-rate housing is being built; on the contrary, the
overwhelming majority of upper-income movers to the city
move into vacancies in the existing housing stock, created
by the 15% of city residents who move each year.
We further find no evidence that new market-rate housing
contributes to indirect displacement in the Mission, by
driving up the value of nearby properties. On the contrary,
both in the Mission and across the city, new market rate
housing tends to depress, not raise, the value of existing
properties.
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Finally, while a moratorium would preserve sites for
affordable housing development, it is unlikely that it would
provide any greater incentive to a property owner to sell to
an affordable housing developer.
In the case of an indefinite prohibition, the evidence is
somewhat more mixed. Evictions for the purposes of
housing demolition do occur, and the soft sites in the
Mission do contain existing housing units that could be lost
through demolition in the future. Absent policy changes,
those evictions would impose a cost on tenants that
almost certainly exceeds their mandatory relocation
payment. Additionally, an indefinite prohibition could
depress land values to the point where more affordable
housing could be financially feasible without additional
subsidy. However, it is likely that it would be far less
costly, financially and economically, for the City to expand
the amount of affordable housing by relaxing land use
controls and increasing funding, and not by prohibiting
market rate housing.
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APPENDIX: HOUSING PRICES AND SUPPLY
Hedonic Price Analysis

An hedonic pricing model statistically breaks down the
observed price of a heterogeneous good like housing into
the separate prices of its constituent parts.
For housing, we begin with presuming that the sales price
of a single-family residence is a function of its size (in
square footage of living area), age (years since
construction), whether the unit is a condominium, its
number of bedrooms and bathrooms, the neighborhood it
was located in, and the year it was sold. Using linear
regression, we can estimate separate values for each of
these characteristics.
To estimate the parameters in the hedonic mode, we
acquired a data set from the real estate firm CoreLogic,
which consists of sales of condominiums, and single family
homes in San Francisco, from 1967 to 2015. Each sale
record also includes information about the property,
including its address, square footage of living area,
number of bedrooms and baths, type (single-family or
condominium), along with the sales price, and the date of
sale.
Using the City's Enterprise GIS system we were able to
geo-locate each address into a city neighborhood, as
defined by the Planning Department. We could then
estimate a multiple regression equation that estimates the
parameters. The results are shown in Table 11. The model
was specified in logarithmic form, so the different effects
need to be multiplied together to get a housing price
estimate: the examples following the table illustrate how
this can be done.
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TABLE 11
Baseline

Hedonic Prices for San Francisco House Sale
Characteristics
$8,949

Base variables (exponential):
Square feet
0.657
Age in years
-0.036
Structure Modifiers:
Single-family
Studio
2 bedroom
3 bedroom
4 bedroom
5 bedroom
6 bedroom
2 baths
3 baths
4 baths

Controller's Office

36%
-4%
9%
5%
-1%
-2%
-7%
9%
13%
9%

Neighborhood Modifiers:
Bayview
Bernal Heights
Castro/Upper Market
Chinatown
Crocker Amazon
Diamond Heights
Downtown/Civic Center
Excelsior
Financial District
Glen Park
Haight Ashbury
Inner Richmond
Inner Sunset
Lakeshore
Marina
Mission
Nob Hill
Noe Valley
North Beach
Ocean View
Outer Mission
Outer Richmond
Outer Sunset
Pacific Heights
Parkside
Potrero Hill
Presidio
Presidio Heights
Russian Hill
Seacliff
South of Market
Twin Peaks
Visitacion Valley

-44%
-9%
33%
42%
-33%
-12%
5%
-30%
79%
11%
24%
17%
0%
-4%
64%
0%
-21%
34%
51%
-30%
-22%
-3%
-17%
64%
-15%
7%
273%
80%
66%
78%
20%
14%
-40%

Year of Sale Modifiers:
1983
-84%
1984
-86%
1985
-84%
1986
-83%
1987
-82%
1988
-80%
1989
-77%
1990
-75%
1991
-75%
1992
-74%
1993
-75%
1994
-76%
1995
-75%
1996
-75%
1997
-80%
1998
-68%
1999
-62%
2000
-52%
2001
-49%
2002
-46%
2003
-45%
2004
-39%
2005
-30%
2006
-27%
2007
-26%
2008
-32%
2009
-41%
2010
-40%
2011
-39%
2012
-33%
2013
-19%
2014
-6%
2015
0%
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Starting with the baseline, the variable modifiers in the
table above can be used to estimate the sale price of any
particular housing of a specified size, type, neighborhood,
and year sold.
For example, consider a 3 bedroom, 1 bath single family
house, built 60 years ago in the Outer Sunset, that had
1,100 square feet of space. If it sold in 2014, the price
could be estimated at:
$8,949
x 1,100^(0.657)
x 60^(-0.036)
x (1 + 36%)
x (1 + 5%)
x (1 – 17%)
x (1 – 6%)
$861,931

Baseline
Square feet
Age
Single-family house
Three bedroom
Outer Sunset
Sold in 2014
Sale price estimate

As another example, a 1 bedroom, 1 bath condo in the
South of Market, with 700 square feet, built 7 years ago
and also sold in 2014, would be priced at:
$8,949
x 700^(0.657)
x 7^(-0.036)
x (1 – 17%)
x (1 – 6%)
$641,863

Baseline
Square feet
Age
South of Market
Sold in 2014
Sale price estimate

Among these regression coefficients, the ones that are
most important for the questions in this report are the ones
dealing with the year of sale. Note that if both homes sold
in 2015 instead of 2014, the respective sale prices would
be $911,512 and $740,903, respectively. In both cases,
the estimated sales prices would rise by 6%. This 6% is
the change in the housing price index referred to in the
report; it is annually change in that part of the sales price
which depends on the year sold.

Impact of Constrained
Housing Supply on
Housing Prices

In a market for a simpler commodity, like orange juice, it's
relatively easy to look at the connection between the
amount of orange juice that the market supplies, and how
much consumers are willing to pay for it. Adjusting for
consumer characteristics, and accounting for how
suppliers react to price changes, the relationship between
supply and price can be used to estimate how much the
price per gallon of orange juice will change, when the
supply of orange juice changes.
But because housing is heterogeneous, it is harder to
study. How do we know much "quantity" of housing is on
the market? We know the number of housing units in the
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city, of course, but based on the previous section, we also
know that all housing units are not economically the same.
The hedonic price analysis can be provide an answer.
Because the housing market creates a "price" for each of
the features of the house, the actual sales price of a house
- or the market rent of an apartment - represents a product
of those hedonic quantities and prices that the housing
unit contains, in the same way that an expenditure on a
carton of orange juice equals the volume of juice,
multiplied by the price per ounce.
To put it more succinctly, the sales price of a house is a
function of three things:
1. the quantity of the characteristics that the house
contain (square feet, number of bedrooms,
neighborhood, etc.), which vary from house to
house.
2. The hedonic prices of those characteristics, which
are constant.
3. The housing price index, which is the same for
every house in every year, but varies from year to
year.
In other words, while we can't simply statistically relate the
housing price index to the quantity of housing to see how
supply affects prices, we can relate sales prices to
something close: that quantity of housing, a set of constant
hedonic prices for structural characteristics, and the
housing price index.
This makes the math slightly more complicated, but
modeling how transaction prices affect price indices is very
similar to modeling how quantities affect prices. A
standard demand function—that might be used to model a
simple commodity—is:
𝑄𝑑 = ∝ 𝑝𝛽 𝑦 𝛾

Where 𝑄𝑑 is the quantity demanded, p is the price, y is
consumer income, and β is the price elasticity of demand.
In this case, we can't observe 𝑄𝑑 because housing is a
complex good, but we do have data on the housing sales
price. 6 Based on the above discussion, 𝑆 = 𝑝ℎ𝑄𝑑 , where S
is the sales price and h is the constant structural prices,
then by multiplying both sides of the above equation by p,
6

Through the Census, we have both the owner's estimate of the value of their home, or the contract rent paid by renting
household. In either case, the sample is restricted to households that moved to their home within the previous year, so
their reported totals will closely reflect the market.
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it is mathematically identical to:
𝑆 = 𝑝ℎ𝑄𝑑 = ℎ ∝ 𝑝𝛽+1 𝑦 𝛾

Since we have a housing price index and can obtain
household income and individual housing values from the
Census public micro-data, this equation can be modelled
using linear regression, once both sides are logged, and
we can estimate 𝛽 + 1 and hence 𝛽, the elasticity of
demand for housing.
The OEA used individual household Census returns,
retrieved through the I-PUMS system, to relate the
amounts paid for housing, housing price indices, and
household income. To account for the fact that most
homes are purchased with a mortgage, and mortgage
rates affect how much a home-seeker can bid for a house,
we also included mortgage rates in the model for owneroccupied housing.
Specifically,
models:

we

created

two

logarithmic

regression

1. For owner-occupied housing, the first model
examined the relationship between the OEA home
price index for the year in question, the home value
and household income reported to the Census, and
the average 30-year fixed mortgage rate for the
year. This model was restricted to households that
owned their home.
1. For rental housing, the second model examined
the relationship between the RealFacts Rent Index,
and the household's reported monthly rent
payment and annual household income.
Both models used annual Census data for the 2006-2013
period. Also in both cases, the sample was restricted to
households that moved into their house less than 1 year
previously (and thus were paying market prices for
housing), and reported non-zero household income.
As above, with this data we can estimate the elasticity of
demand. However, we are interested in what economists
call the inverse elasticity of demand: how much does a
consumer's willingness to pay for something increase with
a 1% increase in the quantity in the market? The equation
above can be re-arranged show that the inverse elasticity
is simply one divided by the elasticity.
The results of the two regressions, shown in Table 12
below, indicate that, in both models, a 1% reduction in
supply, due to constraining change in land use policy,
would lead to approximately a 1.4% increase in price.
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TABLE 12
Owner model
Dependent Variable:
Independent Variables:

Results for the Two Housing Demand Models
Home Value
Annual Household Income
OEA Price Index
30-year fixed mortgage rate

Price elasticity of demand = Price Index Exponent - 1 =
Inverse price elasticity of demand = 1 / price elasticity =

Renter Model
Dependent Variable:
Independent Variables:

Variable Exponent
0.25
0.30
-0.04
-0.70
-1.44

Monthly Rent
Annual Household Income
RealFacts Rent Index

Variable Exponent
0.28
0.42

Price elasticity of demand = Price Index Exponent - 1 =
Inverse price elasticity of demand = 1 / price elasticity =

-0.72
-1.39

% of households renting
Weighted inverse price elasticity of demand

64%
-1.41

Supply Effect
Elsewhere in the City

An increase in the price of a commodity generally leads to
producers to supply more of it. In housing terms, this
means that the increase in households' willingness to pay
for housing, created by restricting supply in one part of the
city, can make development projects elsewhere in the city
more feasible. This additional supply tends to dampen the
price effect, and the loss of housing supply, resulting from
a moratorium in one part of the city. Estimating this supply
effect is an important part of understanding the full effect
of a supply constraint.
Land use and new housing development is very heavily
regulated everywhere in San Francisco, and the
responsiveness of housing supply to price increases in the
past has been extremely low. Using annual data, over the
1983-2014 period, on the number of housing units in the
city from Moody's Analytics (based on Census and HUD
housing completions data), the cost of building
construction (based on an index from Engineering News
Record), and the housing price index we created from the
hedonic price analysis, we estimated the following
equation:
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ln(𝑄𝑠 ) = 𝛼 + 𝛽 ln(𝑝) + 𝛾ln(𝐵𝐶𝐼)

Where Qs is the quantity supplied, the number of housing
units in San Francisco, p is the housing price index, BCI is
the building cost index, and ln indicates the natural
logarithm function.
The β represents the price elasticity of supply of housing:
the percentage increase in housing that would be
produced in response to a 1% increase in housing prices,
holding construction costs constant.

The result, unsurprisingly, was a significant but very low
level of price responsiveness of supply. A 1% increase in
housing price leads developers to raise the supply of
housing in the city by only 0.02%.
Thus, while the supply effect needs to be accounted for, it
has a very small compensatory downward effect on
housing prices.

Estimating the Price
Effect

The ultimate price effect of a housing supply constraint is a
function of three things: the size of the constraint, the
degree to which consumers are willing to pay more for
housing in the face of that constraint (the inverse elasticity
of demand), and the degree to which developers will build
more housing elsewhere in the city, given consumer's
willingness to pay more (the elasticity of supply).
Where 𝜀𝑠 is the elasticities of supply and 𝜎𝑑 is the inverse
elasticity of demand, we can write the relevant equation
as:
Δ𝑄
( 𝑄 𝑠)
∆𝑝
𝑠
� �=
1
𝑝
𝜀𝑠 − 𝜎
𝑑

The price effect is therefore a function of the percentage
Δ𝑄
reduction in the city's housing stock ( 𝑄 𝑠), the price
𝑠

elasticity of supply (0.02, per the previous section), and
the inverse elasticity of demand (-1.41, per the first section
of the appendix). The price effect—the final percentage
change in housing prices—equals the percentage change
in housing supply, divided by 0.02 – (1/-1.41) or 0.73.

Impact of New MarketRate Housing on the
Sales Price of Existing
Units
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We tested for the effect of proximity to new market-rate
housing on existing home sales prices by extending the
hedonic price model discussed in the first part of the
Appendix, added a variable expressing proximity to new
market rate housing built in the Mission at different points
in time.
Controller's Office

For a home sale i occurring in year t, its proximity to
market rate housing built in a year (t-k) that had m(t-k)
market-rate projects built in the Mission, (j = 1..m(t-k)) is
defined as:

where:

𝑃𝑖𝑡;𝑘 =

𝑚(𝑡−𝑘)

�
𝑗=1

𝑢𝑗
2
𝑑𝑖𝑗

uj is the number of market-rate housing units in
development j
dij is the distance (in feet) between the home that sold and
development j
k is a lag variable, k = {1,2,3}
The proximity variable, like the other variable, was logged,
and the model was run separately for each value of k.
For k = 1, the effect was significantly negative at the 99%
level, with a coefficient of -.011.
For k = 2, the effect was significantly negative at the 99%
level, with a coefficient of -.016.
For k = 3, the effect was significantly negative at the 99%
level, with a coefficient of -.011.
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Abstract
Housing affordability is one of the most pressing issues facing California today. In the intense
public debate over how to make housing affordable, the role of new supply is a key point of
contention. This debate continues despite robust empirical evidence demonstrating that supply
constraints—low-density zoning chief among them—are a core cause of increasing housing
costs. Many California residents resist new housing development, especially in their own
neighborhoods. This white paper provides background on the opposition to new housing
construction and a set of policy recommendations for the state government to address this
resistance. I first describe how limiting new construction makes all housing less affordable,
exacerbates spatial inequalities, and harms the state’s economic productivity and environment. I
then discuss the varied motivations for opposing more intensive land use, and highlight the way
the complexity of the housing market confuses public debates over this topic. In the fourth
section, I list various tactics used to block housing projects and demonstrate just how many veto
points there are in our current system. I conclude by presenting several proposals for reform that
have potential to reduce the power of local opposition to new housing. The state government
should take action in at least four areas – enforcing and enhancing existing laws, pushing local
planning agencies to represent more people more equally, providing information for public
discussion, and developing ways to make planning decisions at a metropolitan, not neighborhood
scale.
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1. Introduction
Housing affordability is one of the most pressing issues facing California’s families today.
Renters need to make almost four times the state minimum wage to afford an average rent
(California Housing Partnership Coalition, 2016). The problem is especially acute in the major
metropolitan areas. For example, the Los Angeles Metropolitan Area has the highest share of
housing-burdened households in the United States (Kolko, 2016). The California Legislative
Analyst’s Office 2015 report on the high cost of housing highlighted the dearth of residential
construction as a primary factor in the high housing costs and rents (Taylor, 2015). This report is
supported by a body of evidence that increasing housing density in high-opportunity
neighborhoods – places near jobs, good schools, and urban amenities – is a crucial way to
improve affordability. President Barack Obama recently brought this issue to national attention,
calling for zoning reform and for greater efforts by state governments to support building
housing in places that have resisted it in the past (The White House, 2016).
Yet supply-focused solutions to the housing crisis are controversial. The opposition is vigorous,
especially in expensive, high-opportunity neighborhoods. Recently, representatives of lowincome neighborhoods have begun to resist projects designed for high-income households and
want only affordable housing1 built in their neighborhoods, if any. In some cases, they have
joined traditional slow-growth groups and preservations to oppose increases in density at a larger
scale. These interest groups respond to efforts to build new housing with a multitude of social,
legal and political tactics. As skyrocketing housing costs transform the socioeconomic makeup
of neighborhoods, opponents to increased housing unit density rally around the cry of preserving
neighborhood character, a nebulous term that often masks motives of social exclusion.
Nowadays, the most public opposition to new development is in already dense parts of cities like
Hollywood in Los Angeles or the Mission District of San Francisco. This results from the very
successful historical opposition to development in neighborhoods dominated by zoning for single
family homes (Gabbe, 2016). In Los Angeles, 75% of the residential land area is dedicated to
low-density single family housing, and this land houses only half the population (Los Angeles
Department of City Planning, 2013; US Census, 2014). Neighborhoods zoned for single-family
homes are higher income, have higher homeownership rates, and are much less likely to have
their zoned density increase (Gabbe, 2016), which pushes housing development and conflicts to
other parts of the city.
Since housing affordability in California depends in part on building more new housing more
densely, what can be done to ameliorate the influence of localized opposition to new housing and
increased densities? In this white paper, I provide background on three aspects of this question to
build a case for state policy and broader social movements on this topic.
First, I outline why the opposition to new housing is an important policy concern. Constraining
the supply of housing through low-density zoning makes housing more expensive, and
exacerbates inequality by restricting access to many urban opportunities and amenities to those
1

The term affordable housing generally refers to housing that is subsidized (e.g., through Low Income
Housing Tax Credits) and/or housing that is legally restricted to households earning income below some
threshold. Market-rate housing is often used to distinguish non-subsidized or restricted housing.
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of greater means. It also stifles regional economic productivity, and has negative environmental
consequences.
In the second section, I assess the causes of local opposition to new housing, and group them into
three categories; concerns over the built environment, concerns over who lives in your
neighborhood, and concerns over the development process. Within each of these categories the
vague term neighborhood character is applied in an inconsistent way, and a misunderstanding of
the way housing markets work confuses debates. This section was developed through review of
research and news reports, minutes from neighborhood council meetings, and interviews with
vocal slow-growth or anti-development activists (for more details on methods, see Appendix A).
The third section of the paper briefly outlines the many ways in which groups block
development. This short section is revealing. It highlights the vast array of veto points that
individuals and groups take advantage of to block development under our current system.
The fourth and final section outlines some new and old ways in which the state can challenge
and reorient resistance to new housing and increased density. First, state policymakers should
enforce and enhance existing laws established to prevent local resistance to new housing. The
central pillars of the state law are the Housing Element and the Regional Housing Needs
Assessments, which at present perform a symbolic function. Cities must be held accountable if
they do not meet their housing production goals and currently they are not. I also identify other
ways to enhance the Housing Element, such as calculating housing needs based on affordability
metrics, vacancy rates, or jobs, rather than population estimates.
Second, the state must take steps to democratize and expand public participation in the planning
process. Our current planning system is structurally biased in favor of wealthy homeowners,
particularly those with the leisure time to attend frequent public hearings and lobby local
politicians. In connection to this goal, the state can continue also provide more and better public
information about these issues, as it has through the Legislative Analyst’s office.
Third, I propose that we seek new ways to shift control over land use to the metropolitan and
state level because housing markets operate at the metropolitan scale. Renters in Boyle Heights
are affected by zoning restrictions in Bel Air, but currently have limited input into the regional
forces driving up rents. I identify some “carrots,” such as the allocation of infrastructure
investment that the state can employ to incentivize dense development, as well as potential sticks
other than the Housing Element.
Housing affordability is measured by the ratio of incomes to housing costs. This paper focuses
exclusively on housing costs, but I recognize that policies that shape incomes and employment
are equally important. Moreover, this paper focuses specifically on ways to reduce barriers to
new supply in already developed parts of cities, and does not purport to address the housing
affordability challenge in its entirety. Households on the low end of the income spectrum need
more assistance with housing expenditures in the United States. Of the 28 million households
that are eligible for assistance based on low-incomes, only 6 million receive any support.
Moreover, the largest federal housing subsidy, the Mortgage Interest Deduction, is grossly
regressive and does not benefit renters (Schwartz, 2006).
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2. Background: Why is the opposition to new and affordable housing an important policy
concern?
The opposition to building new housing, and building affordable housing specifically, is an
important policy concern for two major reasons. First, constraining the supply of housing
increases rents. Second, the way in which opposition to new housing occurs in metropolitan
areas exacerbates spatial inequalities, excluding low-income households from places with
economic opportunities and urban amenities. Additionally, restricting the supply of housing in
cities reduces economic productivity and has negative environmental consequences.
In most urban areas of the United States, land accounts for the majority of the cost of a house
(Albouy and Ehrlich, 2016). In the 19th century, David Ricardo (1809) pointed out that the value
of land depended on its fertility and agricultural yield. The primary determinant of the value of
urban land in the 21st century is not so different: land is valuable in fertile economic regions. As
a result, housing is also often expensive, though a more elastic supply of housing makes it more
affordable (Glaeser et al., 2012), as does allowing more houses per acre to be built.
Academic studies from the 1970s (Ohls et al., 1974) and 1980s (Rose, 1986) find a significant
impact of restrictive zoning on housing prices, and more recent research has tested this
hypothesis in a more sophisticated manner. Saiz (2010), for example, uses the presence of
natural, geographic constraints to urban expansion such as water bodies to assess the effects of
man-made constraints like low-density zoning, and finds the latter to be significant and large.
Within regions, studies of Boston (Glaeser and Ward, 2009), New York (Been et al., 2014),
California (Quigley and Raphael, 2005), and the San Francisco Bay Area (Kok et al., 2016), also
show that regulations such as historic preservation ordinances, low-density zoning, and multiple
independent reviews increase prices.
Low-density zoning and other regulatory constraints exacerbate spatial inequality by pricing
middle- and low-income households out of neighborhoods with high-quality public services like
schools (Rothwell, 2011; Lens and Monkkonen, 2016). The spatial exclusion wrought by
exclusionary land-use controls like low-density zoning exacerbates economic inequality by
reducing social mobility (Furman, 2015). Some neighborhoods enable more social mobility than
others, and research shows that when children move from a low-opportunity neighborhood to a
high-opportunity neighborhood they reap benefits their entire life (Chetty at al., 2014; 2015).
Higher housing prices help homeowners through increased equity, but hurt renters and would-be
homeowners, two groups that tend to have lower incomes than existing homeowners. Rognlie
(2015) argues that the role of housing wealth is fundamental in increasing global inequality, as it
is the biggest source of rising wealth and disproportionately benefits the already wealthy.
Low-density zoning also hurts the regional economy. By limiting population growth, such
zoning restricts the labor pool and pushes people and firms out, thereby reducing the
productivity-enhancing economies of scale generated in urban areas. In California, Toyota’s
recent move from Torrance to Texas was at least in part due to high housing costs (Hirsch,
2014). More recently, housing costs are argued to be driving the exodus of tech start -ups from
the Bay Area to cities like Phoenix, Boise, and Salt Lake (Dougherty, 2016).
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In fact, low-density zoning in productive cities hurts the entire country’s economy. Hsieh and
Moretti (2015) identify a dramatic increase in wage dispersion across cities in the United
States from 1964 to 2009, and find that restrictions on movement to highly productive
metropolitan areas have reduced national economic productivity by about ten percent. Bunten
(2016) finds smaller but still substantial gains after accounting for the increased congestion
that could follow from more urban development. Moreover, the gains created in highly
productive sectors accrue to landowners in highly productive metros rather than being used to
build new housing. Preventing newcomers from moving to the San Francisco Bay Area can be
seen as a way for existing landowners to capture the productivity gains of the booming
technology sector (Delong, 2016).
Low-density zoning and other land use regulations can also have negative environmental
consequences (Chapple, 2016). Restricting density forces cities to expand horizontally.
Individuals consume more land than they would otherwise, travel greater distances, and generate
more greenhouse gases (Kahn, 2005; Mangum, 2015).
The importance of supply-oriented solutions to the housing crisis, with major caveats
Because newly built housing is usually more expensive than existing housing, it may seem that
building more new housing cannot make housing more affordable. This is inaccurate. The
process known as filtering means that even expensive new housing units can improve overall
housing affordability at the metropolitan level. As higher-income households move into new
units, they free up existing units, which can then be rented or purchased by households with
lower incomes (Rosenthal, 2014). Moreover, if no new housing stock is available in desirable
locations; high-income residents will renovate and occupy older housing that might otherwise be
inhabited by lower-income residents. The prevention of new construction cannot guarantee that
older housing will remain affordable.
The notion that building high-end housing units will benefit consumers at the moderate and low
end of the housing market may seem counterintuitive, and is frequently dismissed as a form of
debunked trickle-down economics. The filtering process or lack thereof is a crucial element to
stave off increases in housing rents, and does not imply giving tax breaks to the wealthy. In fact,
it seems that upzoning low-density neighborhoods would be against the interests of the wealthy
given their opposition to it. Moreover, housing markets with more responsive supply
mechanisms experience less price growth (Glaeser et al., 2008; Saiz, 2010) and are able to
capture the economic benefits of a booming economy (Saks, 2008; Bunten, 2016). This is not –
as many imply – parallel to the idea that cutting tax rates would stimulate economic growth.
The comparison to the markets for cars is useful (Cortright, 2016). Expensive new cars
eventually become inexpensive old cars, just as today’s Class A buildings eventually become
tomorrow’s Class B or C buildings. Improving housing affordability by building more homes is
not as straightforward as making cars more affordable by manufacturing more cars, however,
and three important caveats should be acknowledged when considering the role of new supply in
housing markets.
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First, housing is heterogeneous, durable, and usually fixed in space. New supply can
simultaneously have downward rent impacts at the metropolitan scale while apparently
contributing to higher rents at the neighborhood level. This is especially true because zoning
strictly regulates where different sizes of housing units can and cannot be built, preventing, for
example, small apartments from being built in neighborhoods with large houses.
New stock in one quality segment, such as luxury housing, can take time to filter down-market or
never directly filter down. Yet it will still affect rents in other segments of the market at the
metropolitan scale (Coulson and McMillen, 2007). In the short run, new housing ameliorates the
market pressure on renovated middle- and low-cost housing in neighborhoods and metropolitan
areas, and subsidized housing construction does even more. Zuk and Chapple (2016) find that
increasing the supply of market-rate housing actually reduces displacement, though it does so at
only half the rate as the supply of subsidized housing.
Second, redevelopment changes neighborhoods, and new construction has the potential to
change a place in a way that attracts more people with higher incomes (though it does not always
do this). New housing is generally more expensive than old housing, and increasing housing
supply may involve the destruction or redevelopment of existing buildings that contain housing
units that are affordable because they are old, not because they are subsidized or restricted to
households of a certain income. Relatedly, new construction is argued by some to spur more new
construction, a kind of snowball effect that is concurrent with gentrification. Whether or not this
signaling effect occurs, lower-income neighborhoods are generally less successful at preventing
increases in density, and often their political representatives are often unable to extract as many
concessions from developers as in wealthier neighborhoods.
A final caveat about the emphasis on supply-oriented solutions to the present housing
affordability crisis in California is that it should be seen as a necessary but not sufficient policy
approach. United States housing policy has long acknowledged that housing subsidies are
necessary for low-income households to access safe and decent housing. In practice, however,
high-income homeowners gets disproportionately more subsidies for housing from the federal
government (Fischer and Sard, 2016) – the lost revenue from the Mortgage Interest Deduction
dwarfs all other housing expenditures. Meanwhile, federal resources for low-income rental
housing continue to decline (Schwartz, 2006; Lens and Reina, 2016). The insufficiency of
federal support for low-income housing is especially stark in cities with high housing costs.
These caveats are limitations to a supply-focused strategy for making housing affordable yet do
not obviate the need for such a strategy. At the metropolitan level, increasing housing supply
makes housing more affordable in spite of what some believe. Moreover, blocking development
does not stop neighborhood change as much as some would hope. Rising rents also change
neighborhoods, excluding young families and displacing residents that cannot afford keep up.
Not building housing in some parts of the city pushes the pressure for development, along with
any negative impacts, to neighborhoods with fewer resources to resist. This exacerbates
inequities, as well as increasing traffic congestion and reducing economic productivity.
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3. Understanding Opposition to New Housing and Higher Density: Motivations
The motivations for opposing new housing construction are numerous and complex, and cannot
be placed neatly along a left-right spectrum. I summarize the arguments into three kinds of
concerns: concerns about the built environment, concerns about who lives near you, and
concerns about the development process. Within all three categories, the term “neighborhood
character” emerges as an amorphous way of expressing opposition to new housing. Additionally,
a misunderstanding of housing market dynamics also appears to exacerbate these concerns.
Concerns over the built environment and local services
Among concerns about the built environment, traffic and parking are far and away the most
commonly cited concerns. In a study of opposition to affordable housing development2 in the
San Francisco Bay Area (Pendall, 1999), the vast majority of complaints about proposed projects
were about traffic. Site design leading to problems with congestion and parking are also well
understood by planners as a major concern about new developments. Interviews with
neighborhood groups opposing new housing strongly reinforced this message. A commonly cited
fear about new market-rate housing is that the tenants (i.e. those who can afford new apartments)
tend to own cars at a higher rate than the rest of the population.
Beyond the challenge of traffic and parking, people do not want new developments to strain local
amenities such as parks and schools, to obstruct their views, or cast shade on their homes and
backyards (Rothwell, 2015). In interviews, residents of low-density neighborhoods often
expressed fear that increased density would cause the area to exceed some fundamental carrying
capacity. They expressed worry about the limits of their sewer systems, the power grid, and the
availability of water resources as reasons to oppose new housing.
A smaller segment of built environment opposition is based around architectural concerns. In
interviews, some community members expressed distaste for modernist glass structures and other
current architectural styles. Some neighborhood associations work proactively with developers
on everything from massing (shape and size) and proportions to the location of bedrooms. In the
city of Santa Monica, all buildings other than single family homes must have their design
approved by an architectural review board. Such extensive engagement on the design process
typically extends the development process by several months and can cost hundreds of thousands
of dollars. In interviews, developers and neighborhood associations sometimes agreed that the
process results in a superior finished product3; but most did not mention the tradeoff in higher
costs.
Pendall’s research also identified concerns about property values as a common source of
opposition to new affordable housing. The classic theory of opposition to new housing supply,
referred to as the “homevoter hypothesis” (Fischel, 2001), posits that local politicians limit new
housing supply because homeowners vote more than renters and are highly motivated to
2

NB: This study is about affordable housing not all housing.
Interviews with Patrick Kennedy (Panoramic Interests), Eve Stewart (SAHA), Lee Wallach (Motor Ave
Improvement Association), and Jay Handal (West LA Neighborhood Council).

3
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maintain property values. In Los Angeles, homeowners are twice as likely to vote as renters
(Sonenshein et al., 2014).
Environmental concerns about new and higher density housing are also mentioned as a built
environment issue. The preservationist approach to environmentalism is exemplified by groups
like the Sierra Club, who seek to minimize development in order to minimize environmental
damage on a small geographic scale. This is actually counterproductive because high-density
urban areas are the least environmentally harmful habitat for humans (Kahn, 2005). Thus, the
efforts by the Sierra Club and other environmental groups to block the recent “by-right”
legislation of Governor Jerry Brown4 can be framed in a larger pattern of working against highdensity urban development that actually benefits the global environment (Islas, 2014).
Environmental concerns have also become a common pretext for blocking developments that are
actually opposed for non-environmental reasons. In this regard, the California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA) has become a crucial tool in efforts to block or reduce the size of
developments. A city planner in Los Angeles5 points out that most of the 48 CEQA suits
currently underway in Los Angeles are against residential projects. Most CEQA lawsuits are
filed by groups that do not have an environmental mission and are meant to block
environmentally-friendly dense infill development (Hernandez et al., 2015). A review of
neighborhood association materials identifies environmental concerns about new development
that are misinformed at best or disingenuous at worst. One San Francisco organization opposes
Accessory Dwelling Units because backyards are an important form of carbon sequestration6.
Concerns over new and different kinds of people
The central role of racism and exclusion in residential land use regulations has been welldocumented since the advent of modern zoning (Freund, 2007). Buchanan v. Warley (1917)
made residential segregation by race illegal. Yet at all levels of government in the United States,
individuals devised non-statutory legal strategies– such as redlining, racial covenants on deeds,
public housing, urban renewal, and the exclusion of housing types that would be affordable to
low-income households – to segregate the nation’s cities by race (Nightingale, 2012).
These strategies were common in communities across California. As urban planner Charles H.
Cheney described the deed restrictions of the Palos Verdes Estates, “The type of protective
restrictions and the high class scheme of layout which we have provided tends to guide and
automatically regulate the class of citizens who are settling here. The restrictions prohibit
occupation of land by Negroes or Asiatics. The minimum cost of house restrictions tends to
group the people of more or less like income together as far as it is reasonable and advisable to
do so” (Fogelson 1967: 324).

4

See June 1, 2016, letter by from Sierra Club, Coalition for Clean Water, Surfrider Foundation, Clean
Water Action California, and California League of Conservation Voters opposing Trailer Bill 707 “ByRight” Housing Proposal.
5
Correspondence with Los Angeles City Planner.
6
For more, see: http://www.westoftwinpeaks.org/documents/2013-11-25%20%20WTPCC%20Policy%20Statement%20on%20RH-1%20Subdivision.pdf (last accessed 10/20/2016).
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Recently, low-density zoning has been shown to strongly correlate with segregation not only by
race (Rothwell and Massey, 2009), but also by income (Lens and Monkkonen, 2016). Racism
and anti-poor notions continue to intertwine with ideas about “urban areas” and density
(Manville, 2012). By preventing the construction of smaller units, or multifamily housing,
through minimum lot sizes and single family zoning, cities can effectively prevent those without
means from entering. Racism and classism intertwine when people express concerns about
affordable or subsidized housing in coded language. Of the 182 projects studied by Pendall
(1999), protesters voiced explicit objections to affordable housing because of class in only one
case. Yet, housing developers working in the Bay Area suggest that fears of black residents are
framed as “will people from Oakland”—a city with a large black population—“be moving into
this development?”7
Ironically, the desire to exclude wealthy residents has recently emerged as a reason for opposing
new housing in many low-income neighborhoods. Community activists and elected officials
worry about the signaling effects of new construction, as successful market-rate developments
demonstrate the feasibility of further redevelopment in low-income neighborhoods. Community
groups fear that new luxury apartments will create greater clarity on the part of landlords about
the ability to lease units at market rates, which will in turn incentivize evictions and other forms
of tenant harassment. In some cases they also fear the loss of an ethnic enclave; communities that
were created out of necessity because of redlining and housing discrimination have become
communities of choice. Pushing for 100% affordable housing and opposing market-rate housing
is seen as a means of preserving the racial and economic demographic of the neighborhood.
Concerns about the development process
In interviews, several representatives of neighborhood groups expressed that they are not
opposed to increased housing density per se, but have objections to the planning and approval
process for new developments. In some cases, these objections are specific to interactions with
particular developers. Residents frequently take umbrage to developers who do not introduce
themselves to the neighborhood before proceeding with entitlement and construction plans. Even
when developers do conduct outreach in a community, residents sometimes complain that they
do so in a perfunctory manner. Sophisticated and experienced developers typically engage in
door-knocking campaigns and other kinds of extensive outreach very early in the process. While
not compromising on new housing units added, this allow neighbors to give input into the layout,
unit mix, massing, materials, and other elements of the building’s design.8
Some neighborhood groups also expressed objections to the development process on a citywide
or metropolitan scale. Neighborhood groups in Los Angeles are especially vocal about this
problem. Los Angeles’s zoning code was originally written in 1946, and has been inconsistently
amended and modified to reflect the city’s evolution into the nation’s second-largest
municipality.9 As a result, earning entitlement approvals in Los Angeles is an unwieldy process
that more often than not involves variances. Many neighborhood associations expressed a belief
7

Interview with Eve Stewart.
Interviews with Eve Stewart, Amy Bayley, Patrick Kennedy.
9
For more, see: http://recode.la/about (Last accessed 10/2/2016).
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that the variances are granted on the basis of political connections rather than merit.10 The
sponsors of the Neighborhood Integrity Initiative claim that concern about the process of
development, rather than development itself was the inspiration for their initiative.
What is neighborhood character?
The concept of neighborhood character is an overarching element of many publically expressed
concerns about new construction. Yet it is a vague term, and groups with widely different
concerns use it to express frustration about change. In order to obtain some empirical evidence
on these concerns, I reviewed the publically available minutes from Los Angeles Neighborhood
Councils meetings in 2015. I focus mostly on those neighborhoods near existing or proposed
metro rail lines and potential for higher-than-average development.
Table 1 below summarizes the reasons for opposition given by board members or resident
stakeholders to proposed multi-unit housing developments in Los Angeles Neighborhood
Councils. The analysis reveals that in wealthier neighborhoods the inconsistency with
“neighborhood character” of proposed development is routinely cited, especially from board
members. A lack of engagement on the part of the developer with the community in articulating
plans is frequently cited as a reason for public complaint, but this often arises from developers’
lack of understanding of residents’ concerns about neighborhood character.
Table 1. Opposition to Housing Projects in Los Angeles Neighborhood Councils
Neighborhood Council11

Reasons for Opposition to Housing Projects

Boyle Heights

Loss of tax revenue, higher costs associated with
density, lack of engagement with the community, too
much density already

Downtown Los Angeles

Blocked views, health and well-being, neighborhood
character, historic preservation, lack of public/green
space, higher rents,

East Hollywood

Lack of engagement with the community

Empowerment Congress
North

Lack of engagement with the community, influx of
low-income residents

Greater Wilshire

Neighborhood character, aesthetics, scale, privacy,
traffic congestion, pedestrian safety

10

Interviews with Jack Humphreville, Jay Handal, and Lee Wallach.
The following neighborhood councils did not post minutes on their website, did not face opposition to
new housing developments, or did not review new housing developments in 2015: Arroyo Seco, Central
Hollywood, Historic Cultural, Koreatown, MacArthur Park, Palms, South Central, West Adams

11

11

Historic Highland Park

Neighborhood character, lack of engagement with the
community, displacement / gentrification,
environmental impact, too much density

United Neighborhoods

Neighborhood character

Neighborhood character, historic preservation, legal
precedent, environmental impact
Source: Minutes of neighborhood council meetings, available online, see Appendix C for URLs.
Westwood

Two contemporary cases of ballot-box opposition to new housing construction are helpful to
understanding the range of meanings ascribed to neighborhood character (for more on these two
initiatives, see Appendix B). Although one already failed and the other is not expected to pass,
these demonstrate the public concern about new construction in a very direct manner. The
differences between them are also revealing.
San Francisco’s Proposition I, which was voted down in 2015, sought to place a temporary
moratorium on new market-rate development in the Mission district to prevent gentrification and
preserve housing affordability. In contrast, the Neighborhood Integrity Initiative, which will be
put to Los Angeles voters in March 2017, will place a temporary moratorium on developments
that require General Plan amendments or zone or height-district changes--a majority of new
developments because of the overlapping, conflicting, and strict regulations on the books. The
ostensible goal of the initiative is to fix the planning system in Los Angeles, which many agree
needs reform, but the rhetoric and reason for this are the perceived negative impacts of large
projects, framed as luxury mega-projects12.
One of the most frequently cited reasons for opposing new, higher density development is that is
will change the character of the neighborhood. In fact, the Neighborhood Integrity Initiative is
being advocated by the so-called Coalition to Preserve LA. This group takes a more traditional
slow-growth perspective on the idea of neighborhood character, using it to refer primarily to the
built environment. Opposition from low-income neighborhoods is more open about their
concerns about who lives in the neighborhood. Tenant activists have expressed concerns about
new residents with higher incomes will displace existing commercial activities and that these
new residents will push for fee-based funding of parks and other public spaces.
Misunderstanding the way housing markets work
Housing is a uniquely complicated good, performing multiple functions in the United States.
Affordability often comes into conflict with other roles of housing, such as equity building.
Because a home is typically the largest asset a household owns, homeowners are passionately
concerned about the value of their house, willing to devote great efforts to preserve or increase it,
and risk-averse to neighborhood changes even with potential upsides (Fischel, 2001). Those
advocating for housing affordability are thus often working at cross-purposes with existing
12

For more see the website of the initiative’s sponsor, the Coalition to Preserve LA:
http://2preservela.org/
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homeowners, who tend to have disproportionate political power (Sonenshein et al., 2014). Thus,
a large segment of voters have no personal interest in increasing affordability, which would only
dilute the value of their largest investment. California’s property tax system under Proposition 13
further insulates homeowners from concerns around affordability, since property taxes are locked
in based on a home’s value at time of purchase (Taylor, 2016).
The complexity of the housing market confuses debates around affordability, especially vis-à-vis
the impact of new supply on prices. Almost two-thirds of San Franciscans think increasing
housing supply will not improve affordability (Building Industry Association, 2016). Many
community organizations most concerned about affordability are also in favor of tight
restrictions on new development, a seemingly contradictory position. CCHO, a San Francisco
organization representing affordable housing developers, has disseminated literature explicitly
rejecting the notion that increased supply might improve affordability in San Francisco13.
A final complication is the way in which the spatial fixity of housing leads to conflicts over
redevelopment as urban areas grow. The pressure for redevelopment at higher densities
inevitably builds in older neighborhoods of growing urban areas. Building low-density housing
makes economic sense at a city’s edge. In growing urban areas, however, neighborhoods that
were once at the edge of a city become inner-suburbs after a few decades. Their new, more
central position in the metropolitan area means that the fundamental value of the land has
changed. Central land has a shorter commute time relative to the fringe and so is a more
attractive candidate to develop to a higher density. Building more in more central places benefits
metropolitan affordability and the environment. At the same time, however, a constituency of
residents now exists, and they will be inclined to oppose changes for reasons described
previously. This creates a conflict between neighborhood and metropolitan priorities.
4. Understanding Opposition to Housing Construction and Density: How does it work?
In an idealized version of the planning and development process in the United States,
municipalities adopt neighborhood and citywide plans that guide growth, and zoning is used to
implement these plans. In the real world, we have a much more piecemeal system with multiple
veto points and opportunities for community input. Plans are not updated frequently, and we give
formal representation to concerns of community members through multiple channels at many
times throughout the process, years after agreed upon plans are being implemented.
In addition to the planning system itself, our legal and political systems give opportunities for
neighborhood groups and concerned citizens to express their preferences about development, not
to mention the tactics groups use outside of these three formal systems. The following list
highlights the ways in which opponents to new housing construction and density can shape what
can and cannot get built in California’s cities.

13

See http://www.sfccho.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/Filtering-Fallacy-Infographic-Final-Web.pdf
(last accessed 10/22/2016).
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Planning system
1. Communicate concern by commenting in public fora, writing letters, using social media, and
circulating petitions14
2. Appeal specific projects
3. Design review
4. File historic designation petitions for properties or districts15
5. In new specific plans, advocate for requirements beyond the baseline zoning standards16
6. Make methodology for assessing housing needs inadequate17
7. Influence community planning process18
8. Regulatory capture of regional planning agencies such as ABAG
Legal system
1. Sue projects under CEQA
2. Sue plans under CEQA19
3. Threaten to sue, or “Greenmail”20 developers, based on CEQA lawsuits in order to get
payoffs or concessions from developers for non-environmental community benefits
4. Sue for developers not meeting a discretionary condition
5. Sue to invalidate permit or policy21
Political system
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Run ballot initiatives to place a moratorium on development22
Lobby City Council members individually (blocking discretionary permits)
Recall council members (Westwood case)
Run for office and elect anti-development council members
Lobby for state laws that affect specific cities rules

14

Pendall (1999) found that of 182 projects studied, 62% saw protest from local residents using these
means. Public comments and letters were the most common, with over 50 of 182 projects inciting them.
Petitions were circulated against 36 of the 182 projects.
15
In Los Angeles, the Westwood HPOZ and the United Neighborhoods character residential district.
16
An extreme example from Vermont/Western requires project containing 40,000 square feet or more of
retail commercial floor to provide free delivery of purchases made at the site to local residents.
17
For example, the RHNA uses 2010 jobs numbers in projections, thus underestimates housing needs
near rapidly growing job centers.
18
For example, encouraging downzoning and discouraging upzoning, and setting conditions on properties
or uses.
19
For example, the Hollywood community plan, mobility element.
20
For example: http://la.curbed.com/2013/1/3/10295162/leaked-settlement-shows-how-nimbysgreenmail-developers-1
21
For example, the lawsuit against Accessory Dwelling Unit in the city of Los Angeles
22
Though not a new phenomenon (Orman, 1984), examples of ballot-box planning continue with San
Francsico’s Proposition I, the Neighborhood Integrity Initiative in Los Angeles, and Encinitas’
Proposition A, which requires zoning amendments be approved by voters
http://www.laweekly.com/news/should-we-build-more-housing-in-la-7056107
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6. Lobby against state laws that make it easier to develop housing23
Other avenues for expressing preferences
1. Influence developers before they submit proposals informally float development concepts
with their council member and the local neighborhood association.
2. Influencing public opinion about development by creating negative labels for certain types of
housing, such as McMansions or “mega developments”, by accusing developers and
politicians of corruption, and by building a coalition with shared ideology of crusading
against corruption, destruction, and growth
3. Influence new or potential residents in a neighborhood to deter change.24
Evidently, there are multiple veto points for any project and those with the motivation, time and
resources, can use many of these strategies to block development completely or at least reduce
the number of housing units being built.
5. What should be done to challenge the opposition to new housing construction?
Housing and land-use policy in the United States and California has long made opposing new
housing construction a rational choice. Many of these policies have such widespread public
support there is little chance for reform in the near term. Nevertheless, they are noted here to
frame the environment that incentivizes opposition to infill development. For example, tax
policies, such as the Mortgage Interest Deduction, promote the use of housing as an investment
and in turn incentivize homeowners to rationally oppose changes that might negatively impact
the value of their homes.
Property taxes shape land use incentives. California’s property tax system is regulated by
Proposition 13, under which property values are reassessed when the property changes hands.
For longtime owners, this means assessed values are generally far below the current market
value. Not only does this system shield homeowners from the fiscal consequences of increased
home values, it increases pressure to make strong demands on contributions from new
development. The approval process for new construction has become a central moment for land
value recapture and new construction is asked to shoulder the burden of funding infrastructure,
affordable housing, and other community benefits, while existing structures (and residents) face
no such obligation. This has a restrictive impact on development, making projects with large
profit margins the only ones feasible (Andrews, 1988). The policy is also inequitable.
At the local level, many cities in California have rent control or rent stabilization ordinances in
place. Rent increases under these ordinances are capped or tied to the Consumer Price Index,
which has lagged far below increases in housing prices. As a result, longtime renters are shielded
23

For example, http://www.tenantstogether.org/updates/joint-letter-concerning-%E2%80%98right%E2%80%99-development-budget-trailer-707
24
Most recently, activists in Boyle Heights have been pressuring art galleries to leave the neighborhood
using mild tactics of intimidation compared to the aggressive violence used by white neighborhoods
against minorities throughout much of the history of US cities and to this day (Loewen, 2006).
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from the current market cost of housing. These renter protections can certainly be justified from
a social equity standpoint; however, they may also have the unintended consequence of creating
a constituency that is more concerned with tenant protections than widespread affordability.
Interviews reinforced this notion; renters and their advocates in political office were often more
focused on strengthening tenant protections than increasing the overall supply of housing.25
Infrastructure finance has also tended to promoted suburban expansion over infill development in
the United States, and California. One example is the state’s system of allocating natural
resources. Water rights are governed in a way that that discourages existing cities from
expanding in population size, even when they employ conservationist development standards
(Dremann, 2016). Moreover, Proposition 218, passed in 1996, denies government the ability to
charge more for water and other resources than it costs to acquire and distribute it (Simon, 1998).
This precludes the possibility of tiered pricing and other financial incentives that might
encourage compact development and conservation of resources.
Finally, there are few direct consequences to neighborhoods and cities that simply refuse to
produce new housing. Although the state requires cities to produce housing elements that
demonstrate how they can meet Regional Housing Needs Allocations (RHNA), the law carries
no financial carrots or sticks for actual production of housing. Many residents of wealthy cities,
meanwhile, are unconcerned about the potential loss of Community Development Block Grant
(CDBG) funds or other funding streams tied to affordable housing.
Despite a regulatory framework that encourages opposition to housing in many ways, there are
several promising avenues of reform available to lawmakers. First, I recommend we enforce and
enhance existing housing laws, especially the Housing Element. Second, the process of public
input and project approvals should be modified to reflect input from a wider cross-section of
residents. In some cases, I recommend we consider removing channels of participation if they are
only utilized by those with sufficient resources. Third, government agencies can assist growing
efforts of pro-housing advocates by producing data and literature to inform public debate.
Finally, I encourage the state government to continue and expand efforts to make land use
decisions at a metropolitan, not neighborhood or municipal scale.
Enforce and enhance existing housing laws
California has a statewide framework for housing planning, the Housing Element. The
framework has three steps. First, regional housing needs – units affordable to different income
groups – are estimated based on population projections. Second, Councils of Governments
(COGs) allocate these units to the cities and counties within their purview. Finally, cities are then
required to update their local housing element to reflect these regional needs.
At present, however, this system performs an almost symbolic function. Cities that do not meet
their housing targets face no consequences, whereas cities that meet them reap no rewards
(Lewis, 2003). In fact, local politicians in many cities would likely be punished by voters if they
were to push new housing construction in their jurisdictions. A first step is for the state,
therefore, is to do everything in its power to force cities to permit housing allocated to them
25

Interviews with Hillary Ronen and Isabella Chu.
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under the Housing Element framework. The state can and should provide “carrots” - such as
infrastructure investment - to incentivize compliance with their Housing Element.
Additionally, various legal “sticks” must be explored to make the Housing Element framework
achieve its goals. Can the state’s Attorney General take a more aggressive stance towards
cities based on their responsibilities under the housing element, providing checks to cities
that do not wish to comply?
The Housing Element framework ought also to be reformed and enhanced. Lewis (2003) argues
that the statute is unwieldy because it contains multiple objectives, and uses a process-oriented
approach to prod cities into planning for their share of affordable units with the ultimate goal of
increasing overall housing production. In addition to giving the law some teeth, he recommends
the idea of self-certification (exempting continuously compliant cities from state review), awards
based on production of housing not the element process, the ability of jurisdictions to do joint
housing allocations, and to cooperate in transfers of their housing allocation.
One example of how the planning process could be usefully reformed as pertains to housing
supply, is to improve the methodology26 through which planners project ‘need’ in housing needs
assessments of General Plans and Community Plans. At present, the state’s Regional Housing
Needs Assessments (RHNA) allocate housing needs based on population projections from the
Department of Finance and regional population forecasts27. All projections are somewhat flawed,
but using estimates of population to forecast need for housing is bad practice. Population
estimates are biased downward by housing costs in previous years, because fewer people move
to places where costs are high. If housing is costly in part because not enough is built,
populations will grow by less. Moreover, the inaccuracy of these population projections has been
used as “proof” by anti-development activists that the need for housing is overestimated, when in
fact the opposite is true28.
Two preferable alternatives to the method of estimating regional housing needs have been
proposed. They are preferable because they are more closely tied to goals of housing
affordability, rather than simply accommodating more people. One is to use vacancy rates to set
new housing needs (Phillips, 2016) and the other is some affordability metric like the ratio of
median incomes to median rents.
Other laws exist in California that can challenge the opposition to new housing, such as the
Prohibition of Discrimination against Affordable Housing (Gov. Code Sec. 65008 ),
California and Federal Fair Housing Laws, and the Permit Streamlining Act (Gov Code Sec.
65920 et seq.) (Rawson, 2006). Many of these same laws might benefit from reformed, but at
very least should be applied in their current state. Recently, the California Housing
Accountability Act, which restricts cities’ abilities to downzone projects, was used by pro-
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At minimum, updated employment numbers should be used in these calculations, as recently numbers
from 2010 were used, vastly underestimating the location of current economic activity.
27
http://www.hcd.ca.gov/housing-policy-development/housing-element/hn_phn_regional.php
28
Interview with Jack Humphreville, Interview with Miraloma Park Improvement Club
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development activists to sue the City of Lafayette 29, after the city dramatically downscaled
what began as a 315-unit residential project. Again, the state Attorney General might explore
supporting these kinds of cases.
Make the planning process more inclusive
More inclusive avenues for public participation in the planning process are needed. At present,
many of the ways in which individuals can give feedback to planners are time consuming and
limited to those with high enough incomes to inform themselves, travel to hearings, and wait
hours to speak. One starting point is to collect demographic data about community input. There
is consistent anecdotal evidence suggesting that the process is inherently biased towards
particular groups, no study could be found regarding the race, age, or income of attendees at
public hearings. Such information might bring attention to the need for more democratic avenues
of participation.
One approach to democratization would be for planners to solicit input from a representative
sample of constituents through non-traditional means such as social media or web forums.
Additionally, greater effort should be placed into making discussions and decisions
understandable to lay people and people who speak English as a second language. As was made
clear by the review of minutes from neighborhood councils, simplified language and clear
presentation impacts of decisions are important but often lacking. This imposes substantial
information costs on those that would speak on projects, increasing the bias in participation to
those with the time and resources to interpret proposals.
If soliciting input from a representative sample of citizens is too burdensome for planning
agencies, they should consider cutting off some existing channels of input, or simply reduce the
discretion in the development review process. Cities like Seattle have proposed new and different
ways to alter the input they receive on planning decisions, including disbanding existing
neighborhood councils in order to create communication channels with historically
underrepresented communities (Cohen, 2016). Prohibiting campaign contributions by
developers to local politicians might be a way to curb perceived (or actual) corruption and
outsized influence.
One way to reduce inequality in the review process is by increasing the ways in which projects
can be approved “by-right”. California already has one effective form of by-right approval in its
state density bonus law, SB 1818. This law enables by-right approval of density increases for
projects that set aside some units as affordable to low-income households. This law should be
strengthened and expanded. New efforts to create more opportunities for projects to obtain
permits “by-right” should be considered. For example, by-right approval of projects could also
be tied to RHNA housing goals. If a city fails to meet its housing target, this could trigger
automatic by-right approval of projects. Such a program would ensure that cities that use the
discretionary review process in a responsible way are not penalized.
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For more, see: http://www.bizjournals.com/sanfrancisco/blog/real-estate/2016/07/sfbarf-housingproject-lawsuit-lafayette-yelp-fb.html?ana=twt
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Provide public information and non-partisan analysis
Neighborhood opposition to housing may also be challenged through existing democratic means.
In recent years, a number of pro-housing advocacy organizations have emerged throughout the
state to counter neighborhood opposition to new housing. Some of these organizations, such as
Redwood City Forward and Imagine Menlo Park, focus on hyper-local issues. Others, such as
Abundant Housing LA, focus on housing at a metropolitan level. Still others, such as Tech for
Housing, direct their efforts toward members of a particular industry. The majority of these
organizations are only a few years old and have yet to build strong coalitions or achieve
significant legislative victories. Nonetheless, they are growing. In interviews, members of both
so-called “YIMBY” (“yes in my backyard”) organizations and traditional neighborhood groups
reinforced the notion that there is a generational divide in attitudes about housing. Older
residents were more concerned with preserving a suburban, car-oriented model of urban
development, whereas younger residents were more concerned about affordability.
Policymakers and government agencies can assist in informing public debates in this area by
producing nonpartisan literature about housing-related issues. For example, many neighborhood
associations expressed fear about the fundamental carrying capacity of urban areas. Agencies can
produce reports regarding the ability of power companies, water agencies, sewage lines, and
other utilities to handle increased density in the urban core. This may help put to rest
misinformation or unwarranted fears about density. California’s Legislative Analyst’s Office has
released reports that can serve as a model in this regard. Its report about housing affordability in
the state created a significant amount of public discussion on the topic (Taylor, 2015); its recent
report analyzing the impacts of Proposition 13 has similarly energized debates around property
taxes (Taylor, 2016).
Shift the scale of land use decisions to the regional or state level
Most state constitutions place decisions about land use regulation in the hands of
municipalities, which are often numerous in a metropolitan area and can be quite small30. Yet
the collective benefits of urbanization (and many of the problems in cities) occur at the
metropolitan scale. For example, labor and housing markets operate at the metropolitan
scale. This governance arrangement means that most voters in metropolitan areas are denied
political representation in policy decisions that affect them, and it creates incentives for
every neighborhood and small city to restrict housing supply within their boundaries.
The State of California should move some aspects of land use decisions to higher levels of
government, such as regional planning bodies or the state itself. There is evidence that when
higher levels of government control land use decisions, rules are less exclusionary and reduce
socioeconomic segregation (Lens and Monkkonen, 2016). An extreme example of this is Japan,
where the nationalization of planning appears to have made Tokyo a highly affordable megacity
by enabling housing supply increases commensurate with population growth even at the
neighborhood level (Harding, 2016).

30

Los Angeles County has 88 cities, many of which have a population under 50,000.
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Increasing the geographic scale of political action on land-use decisions means that all those
affected can be represented. Combined with a more inclusive planning process, it will allow local
housing policy to reflect a region’s overall needs rather than the interests of each neighborhood
on its own. As Lewis and Neiman (2002) argue, by taking a more active role in land use
decisions state policymakers can assist local politicians interested in accommodating
development in their jurisdictions. They can alter the political calculus by giving local politicians
someone to blame, someone with a larger constituency not concerned about local development
issues in a different neighborhood. Checks and balances are needed, of course, in the effort to
prevent exclusion (Ritzdorf, 1997) without enabling a tyranny of the majority and abuse of
minority neighborhoods as occurred through much of United States’ urban history (Anderson,
1964).
The most straightforward way to do this in California is through existing systems like the
aforementioned Housing Element. Additionally, the state should put greater effort into
promoting more intensive land use near transit under SB375, which is the Sustainable
Community Strategies component of regional transportation plans. The coordination between
transportation investments and land use are especially important in cities like Los Angeles.
Unless land use rules near stations are changed, public funds pouring into a metro system are
partially wasted. New metro stations surrounded by single family homes benefit very few people,
and are ideal places to increase permitted density.
Similarly, the recent state legislative activity around Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs) is
welcome. In 2003, AB 1866 allowed homeowners to build ADUs by right, and SB 1069,
passed this year, further streamlines the approval process for such units (Wong, 2016).
Backyard cottages and garage conversions are relatively inexpensive and unobtrusive ways
to add new housing units to low-density neighborhoods. By supporting those that want to add
ADUs in their backyards, they are creating housing, improving affordability, and helping the
environment.
6. Conclusion
Opposition to new housing and increasing densities in urban neighborhoods of California is one
of the state’s major policy challenges in the 21st century, because of the negative social,
economic, and environmental of a lack of housing supply near productive employment centers.
This paper provides background on the economics of housing markets, highlighting the strong
empirical evidence that a responsive housing supply does, in fact, improve housing affordability.
I also draw attention to important caveats about the impact of redevelopment on neighborhoods,
and the insufficiency of supply-based housing policies on their own to provide safe and decent
housing for low-income households.
People oppose increases in the intensity of land use in their neighborhood for many reasons.
Categorizing the reasons is useful as it allows us to identify the most salient concerns and think
of strategies to assuage them. Analyzing these motivations also exposes the vague nature of
many of these motivations, such as the idea of preserving neighborhood character. The idea of
neighborhood character is perhaps the most important for reformers to unpack. It means different
20

things to different people, but should not be allowed to prevent development without a clear
definition.
Identifying the various tactics for opposing new housing development is also useful. Simply
listing the opportunities in which individuals and groups have to provide input and potentially
block, or scale back a project is revealing. There are too many, and they structurally favor those
with the resources and incentives.
There are several avenues for reform to improve the way decisions over where and how much
housing is permitted in California. The state government should begin by enforcing and
enhancing existing laws, especially the Housing Element. Planning agencies need to do more to
represent all of their constituents in a more equal manner, and to do so they might consider
curtailing some of the current fora for participation if they are unequally accessed. Finally, the
state should develop ways to make decisions at a larger geographic scale, in order that the
politics align with the impacts of decisions.
Overcoming the opposition to new housing construction and higher density in California,
without removing community input into development will remain an ongoing challenge for the
foreseeable future. It is a challenge we can no longer ignore.
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Appendix A. Methods
This white paper is based on three elements; a review of relevant academic research and news
reports, a review of the minutes from meetings of neighborhood councils in Los Angeles and San
Francisco, and interviews with almost thirty experts and activists in the area.
For the literature review, I searched the standard urban planning and housing policy journals
(Journal of the American Planning Association, Journal of Planning Education and Research,
Housing Policy Debate, and Urban Affairs Review), as well as possibly relevant news sources
and reports by housing and urban research centers.
After locating the available minutes from the many neighborhood councils of Los Angeles (list
with URLs available in Appendix C), I scanned them for mention of objections or concerns
about new housing developments. I focused mostly on those neighborhoods near existing or
proposed metro rail lines and potential for higher-than-average development.
The bulk of the white paper is based on interviews with representatives of different kinds of
groups; neighborhood councils, anti- or slow-growth groups, tenants organizations, pro-growth
groups, and developers. I selected representatives and groups to interview based on their being
vocal about housing development issues in California’s cities, chiefly Los Angeles and San
Francisco. I sought to get several voices for different sides of the debate to get at the complexity
of arguments for or against certain kinds of housing development and think I got a wide range of
views.
I focus much of the attention in the white paper on cities of San Francisco and Los Angeles and
the metropolitan areas of which they are the center because these are the largest cities and metros
in the state, and as such, the sites of most urban development controversy.
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Appendix B. Overview of Two Ballot Initiatives for Moratoria on Development:
Proposition I in San Francisco and the Neighborhood Integrity Initiative in Los Angeles.
Proposition I: The Mission District Housing Moratorium
The Mission District Housing Moratorium was a proposed eighteen-month freeze on market-rate
development in the Mission District of San Francisco. Only one hundred percent affordable
housing development would be permitted during the freeze. The City was to create a
Neighborhood Stabilization Plan regarding housing during the freeze, with a goal of ensuring
that fifty percent of new housing be affordable to low, moderate, and middle-income households,
and that this housing would be made available to existing residents of the neighborhood. The
proposition did not pass, garnering 42.8% support in the November 2015 election.
The moratorium began as a legislative proposal from by County Supervisor David Campos and
four co-sponsors. The initial proposal was for a forty-five day moratorium which could be
extended to approximately two years. The measure did not win the required nine of eleven
supervisor votes. The proposal was revised and put to voters as a ballot measure, Proposition I.
The ballot measure was presented as a ban on luxury apartment development. Supporters, such
as The Committee to Save the Mission who spearheaded the “Vote Yes on Prop I” campaign, the
Tenants and Owners Development Corp (TODCO), Causa Justa/Just Cause, the San Francisco
Labor Council, the local AFL/CIO body, and the San Francisco Examiner argued that new
market-rate housing developments are prohibitively expensive for current residents and would
thus change the character of the neighborhood; new construction has a signaling effect on the
market leading to an increase in the market value of nearby housing and incentivizing evictions
of rent-stabilized tenants; a moratorium would give leverage to the city and affordable housing
developers attempting to purchase some of the few remaining undeveloped parcels in the
neighborhood; and that neighborhood residents deserve a greater voice in the planning process.
Displacement of the Mission District’s historically Latino population was a central concern
among proponents of the moratorium.
Opponents of Proposition I, including developers, realtors, Supervisor Scott Weiner, and the San
Francisco Chronicle argued that the true cause of rising housing costs was a regional housing
shortage and the moratorium would exacerbate the problem. Proposition I criticized this
argument as overly simplistic, arguing it did not taking into account the localized effects of new
housing construction. The assertion that new housing would exert downward pressure on
housing costs was dismissed by many supporters as a form of supply-side, trickle-down
economics. While acknowledging that a housing shortage existed, supporters argued that the
problem was so large that any practically feasible amount of new construction would have an
insignificant effect on prices.
The Neighborhood Integrity Initiative in Los Angeles
The Neighborhood Integrity Initiative (NII) is a ballot measure scheduled to go before city of
Los Angeles voters in the March 2017 election. If it passes, the measure would block all
developments that do not conform to existing zoning plans for two years, except 100%
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affordable developments. The vast majority of housing projects do not conform to existing
zoning thus would be affected.
The pro-NII campaign has organized as The Coalition to Preserve LA. More than 95% of the
coalition’s funding has been provided by the AIDS Healthcare Initiative, a nonprofit charity not
traditionally involved with housing issues. Much of the impetus for the proposition appears to
have been a proposed thirty-story development adjacent to the AIDS Healthcare Initiative’s
Hollywood office. A handful of prominent citizens and retired elected officials have also voiced
their support for the measure.
The central arguments made by proponents of the initiative are that new market-rate housing will
increase vehicular traffic; new development is causing displacement by redeveloping
moderately-priced dwellings into luxury high-rises; and the current practice of granting frequent
zoning amendments is a corrupted process. Proponents of the initiative have made a number of
additional assertions about the current state of the housing market in Los Angeles, for example,
that there is a glut of new luxury apartments in Los Angeles; existing zoning already allows for
enough new supply to satisfy demand; projected population increases for Los Angeles are
unrealistically high; and that new construction only drives up neighborhood rents.
The initiative is opposed by a broad spectrum of groups, organized as The Coalition to Protect
LA Neighborhoods & Jobs. Affordable housing providers, labor unions, anti-poverty groups, and
business organizations have all voiced their opposition to the measure. The Los Angeles Times
editorial board also opposes the measure. More than 50% of the total funding for the opposition
campaign has come from the developer of the proposed Hollywood site, CH Palladium.
Opponents to the NII argue that Los Angeles does indeed have a severe housing shortage, and
that making development more difficult will further increase housing costs for residents at all
income levels. They also argue that Los Angeles’s patchwork system of frequent zoning
amendments is not a symptom of corruption but rather of an outdated general plan that does need
to be updated to reflect Los Angeles’s evolution as an urban center. Regarding traffic, they argue
that Los Angeles is in the midst of shifting from a car-centric suburban model to becoming a
more densely-populated walkable city with accessible transit options.
The measure was initially intended to be placed before voters in the November 2016 Presidential
election but was moved to the March 2017 municipal election. Supporters of the proposition said
this was because there were too many issues on the November ballot. Opponents argue that it
was a tacit acknowledgement that the proposition would fail in a high-turnout election in which
greater numbers of renters and low-income voters would be likely to participate. (Off-year
municipal elections typically have much lower turnout, with a voting demographic that skews
older, wealthier, and more conservative.)
Organized labor and affordable housing groups are promoting an alternative ballot measure
known as Build Better LA, also scheduled to go before voters on the November 2016 ballot. This
measure would impose prevailing wage and affordable housing requirements on any projects that
require zoning amendments.
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Appendix C. Los Angeles Neighborhood Council Minutes
Name of Neighborhood
Council
Eagle Rock
Foothill Trails District
Glassell Park

Council
District
14
2, 7
1, 13, 14

Number of
Minutes
Available
12
0
13

Greater Wilshire
Harbor City
Harbor Gateway South
Historic Cultural
Lincoln Heights
Los Feliz
North Hollywood West
Northridge West

4, 5
15
15
1, 9, 14
1, 14
4
2, 6
12

12
11
6
3
2
11
7
11

http://greaterwilshire.org/land-use-committee-agendas-minutes/
http://harborcitync.com/blog/
http://harborgatewaysouth.org/minutes/
http://hcncla.org/?page_id=61
http://lincolnheightsnc.org/minutes/
http://losfeliznc.org/governing-board/board-minutes-agendas/
http://nohowest.org/meetings/meeting-minutes/
http://northridgewest.org/agendas-minutes/

Northwest San Pedro
Olympic Park
Palms
Central San Pedro
Silver Lake
Empowerment Congress
Sunland-Tujunga

15
10
5, 10, 11
15
4, 13
8
7

10
5
10
12
13
7
10

http://nwsanpedro.org/minutes/
http://opnc.org/minutes-2/
http://palmsla.org/about/pnc-meeting-minutes/
http://sanpedrocity.org/minutes/
http://silverlakenc.org/governing-board-minutes/
http://southwestnc.org/minutes
http://stnc.org/committees.php?committee_id=37&year=2015

2, 4, 5
15
1, 10
2, 6

7
0
12
10

http://studiocitync.org/minutes-and-agendas.php
http://thewattsnc.com/meetings/
http://unnc.org/meeting-archives
http://vnnc.org/agenda-and-minutes/

Studio City
Watts
United Neighborhoods
Van Nuys

Website

http://ernc.la/
http://ftdnc.org/meeting-minutes/
http://glassellparknc.org/election/minutes/
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Westlake North

1, 13

0

http://westlakenorthnc.org/minutes/

Wilmington
Westside
Arleta
Arroyo Seco
Atwater Village
Bel Air-Beverly Crest

15
5, 10
6
1, 14
13
5

12
11
20
8
9
11

http://wilmingtonneighborhoodcouncil.com/minutes/
http://wncla.org/minutes/
http://www.arletanc.org/board-minutes-and-agendas/
http://www.asnc.us/archives-2015.htm
http://www.atwatervillage.org/node/27/meetings_archive
http://www.babcnc.org/agendas-and-minutes/

Boyle Heights
Ninth District Unity
Canoga Park

13
9
3

5
8
11

http://www.bhnc.net/agendas-and-minutes/
http://www.canndunc.org/minutes
http://www.canogaparknc.org/agendas-and-minutes/

Central Alameda
Chatsworth
Central Hollywood
Coastal San Pedro

9
12
4, 13
15

0
4
0
12

http://www.centralalamedanc.com/
http://www.chatsworthcouncil.org/land-use-minutes/
http://www.chnc.org/meetings
http://www.cspnc.org/agendasminutes/

1, 14
11
1, 9, 14
13
8

0
10
7
7
1

http://www.cypressparknc.com/2015-agendas---minutes.html
http://www.delreync.org/documents/minutes/
http://www.dlanc.org/planning-and-land-use
http://www.easthollywood.net/2015_minutes_posts
http://www.eccandc.org/meeting-minutes.html

8, 9, 15

0

http://www.ecseandc.org/minutes-and-agendas.php

8, 10

0

http://www.ecwandc.org/board/agendas/

5, 6, 12
1, 13
12

11
9
10

http://www.encinonc.org/minutes-and-agendas.php
http://www.gepenc.org/committees/board-governors/
http://www.ghnnc.org/agendas-and-minutes/

Greater Cypress Park
Del Rey
Downtown Los Angeles
East Hollywood
Empowerment Congress
Central Area NDC
Empowerment Congress
Southeast Area NDC
Empowerment Congress
West Area NDC
Encino
Greater Echo Park
Granada Hills North
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Granada Hills South

12

9

http://www.ghsnc.org/resources/minutes-and-agendas/

Greater Valley Glen
Greater Toluca Lake
Harbor Gateway North
Hollywood Hills West
Historic Highland Park
Hollywood United

2
4
15
4, 13
1, 14
4, 13

4
5
13
7
5
12

http://www.greatervalleyglencouncil.org/agendas-and-minutes/
http://www.gtlnc.org/committees/planning_+_land_use/
http://www.harborgatewaynorth.org/minutes
http://www.hhwnc.org/hhwnc-meetings/
http://www.highlandparknc.com/site/land-use-committee-2/
http://www.hollywoodunitednc.org/fullboard.htm

Hollywood Studio Dist.
LA-32
Lake Balboa
Mar Vista
Mission Hills
Mid-City West
Mid-Town NoHo

13
1, 14
6
5, 11
7
4, 5, 10
2, 4

0
7
11
8
11
10
0

http://www.hsdnc.org/agendas-and-minutes
http://www.la32nc.org/committees/land-use-and-development/
http://www.lakebalboanc.org/agendas-and-minutes/minutes/
http://www.marvista.org/past-meetings-urbanplanning/2015
http://www.mhnconline.org/agendas-minutes/
http://www.midcitywest.org/pages/agendas-all.asp#general
http://www.midtownnoho.org/minutes-and-agendas.php

Valley Village
Empowerment Congress
North Area NDC
Westchester/Playa
Northridge East
North Hollywood NE
North Hills West
North Hills East

2, 5
1, 8, 9

8
11

http://www.myvalleyvillage.com/agendas-minutes/
http://www.nandc.org/what-we-do/agendas-and-minutes/

11
12
2, 6
12
6, 7

11
2
10
10
4

http://www.ncwpdr.org/minutes
http://www.nenc-la.org/agendas-and-minutes/
http://www.nhnenc.org/minutes
http://www.nhwnc.net/agendas-minutes/minutes-and-agendas/
http://www.northhillseast.org/nhe-agendas.html

Northridge South
Pacoima
Panorama City
P.I.C.O.

12
6, 7
6
5, 10

9
5
0
4

http://www.northridgesouth.org/meetings-info/agendas-and-minutes/
http://www.pacoimanc.com/agendas-and-minutes/
http://www.panoramacitync.org/committees/land-use-committee/
http://www.piconc.com/ (click on "For the Record")
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Pico Union

1, 10

6

http://www.picounionnc.org/node/13

Park Mesa Heights CC
Porter Ranch
Reseda
Sherman Oaks
South Robertson
Sun Valley Area

8
12
3, 12
2, 5
5, 10
2, 6, 7

0
13
0
17
12
2

http://www.pmhcc90043.org/agendas.html
http://www.prnc.org/about-us/agenda-and-minutes
http://www.resedacouncil.org/index.php/documents/category/8-minutes
http://www.shermanoaksnc.org/committees.php?committee_id=38
http://www.soronc.org/committees/general_board
http://www.svanc.com/meeting_docs_2015.php

Sylmar
Tarzana
Venice
Wilshire-Koreatown
West Hills
West Los Angeles
Woodland Hills-Warner

7, 12
3, 5
11
4, 10, 13
3, 12
11
3, 11

6
9
15
0
12
9
4

http://www.sylmarneighborhoodcouncil.org/land-use-committee.php
http://www.tarzananc.org/board-meetings.php
http://www.venicenc.org/committees/lupc/
http://www.wcknc.org/
http://www.westhillsnc.org/minutes-and-agendas.php
http://www.westlasawtelle.org/boardofdirectors/
http://www.whcouncil.org/page2.php?snum=7

3, 12
1
5
9
10
10
1, 10
9

13
0
9
4
0
11
0
0

http://www.winnetkanc.com/documents
http://www.wsncla.org/minutes/
http://www.wwnc.org/agenda-minutes/
http://www.zapatakingnc.org/agendas-minutes.html
https://mincla.org/tag/minutes/
https://sites.google.com/site/westadamsnc/agendas-minutes
No dedicated website: https://empowerla.org/mpnc/
No dedicated website: https://empowerla.org/southcentralnc/

9
1, 13
1, 10, 13

0
0
0

No dedicated website: https://empowerla.org/voicesof90037/
Website down: http://evrnc.com
Website down: http://www.rvnc.org/

Winnetka
Westlake South
Westwood
Zapata King
Mid-City
West Adams
MacArthur Park
South Central
Voices of 90037
Elysian Valley Riverside
Rampart Village
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Appendix D. Interview List
Name
Amy Bayley
Amy Fitzgerald
Anthony Albert
Avrum Shepard
Brad Johnson
Corey Smith
Dan Lieberthson
Erick Arguello
Eve Stewart
Greg Scott
Hillary Ronen
Isabella Chu
J. Scott Weaver
J.R. Eppler
Jack Humphreville
Jay Handal
JoAnn Koplin
Lee Wallach
Malcolm Amado Uno
Mara Blitzer
Maryann Sargent
Mike Ege
Nick Grieff
Patrick Kennedy
Peter Cohen
Peter Papadopoulous

Organization
Mercy Housing
Oakland Community Organizations
Tech for Housing
Greater West Portal Neighborhood Association
City of Oakland
San Francisco Housing Action Coalition
Miraloma Park Improvement Club
Calle 24
Satellite Affordable Housing Associates
Pacific Heights Residents Association
Office of Supervisor David Campos; Candidate
for District 9 Supervisor
Redwood City Forward
Proposition I author; United to Save the Mission
Potrero Boosters
Greater Wilshire Neighborhood Council
West LA Neighborhood Council
Hollywood Hills West Neighborhood Council
Motor Avenue Improvement Association
Asian Pacific Environmental Network
San Francisco Mayor’s Office of Housing and
Community Development
City of Oakland
San Francisco Bay Area Renter’s Federation
Palms Neighborhood Council
Panoramic Interests
Council of Community Housing Organizations
Mission Cultural Action Network

Title
Vice President, Community Planning
Executive Director
Cofounder
Member
Assistant to the City Administrator
Community Organizer
Corresponding Secretary
Cofounder/President
Director of Housing Development
Vice President
Chief of Staff

Interview Date
9/16/2016
9/29/2016
9/22/2016
8/26/2016
10/31/2016
10/1/2016

Founder
Attorney; Member
President
Former board member
Treasurer; Organizational
Representative
Housing Chair
Member
Political Director
Director of Housing Development

9/23/2016
8/26/2016
9/20/2016
9/18/2016
9/26/2016

Housing Development Coordinator
Member
President
Owner
Co-director
Member

10/5/2016
9/23/2016
9/16/2016
10/3/2016
10/5/2016
8/26/2016

9/6/2016
9/16/2016
8/31/2016
8/10/2016

10/25/2016
9/29/2016
9/2/2016
10/14/2016
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Sue Vaughan
Susan Suval
Wayne Chen

Sierra Club, San Francisco Chapter
Parkmerced Action Coalition
City of Mountain View
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Yardi reports annual rent growth at 4.7 percent nationally in September, falling for the first
time since last November.
Despite seeing a slow in rental price growth, San Francisco is still the no. 1 metro for
predicted rent growth by the end of the year.
San Francisco's occupancy rate was 96.5 percent in August – a 0.1 percent increase over
July's rate.
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For renters, a slowdown in the market’s growth is a welcome trend. While the drop was hardly
noticeable, September saw its first monthly dip since November 2015 to $1,219, down just one
dollar from August, according to a new report.
According to the Yardi Matrix Monthly report for September 2016, which measures 123 markets
throughout the nation, rent prices grew 4.7 percent in September on an annual basis — a 30basis-point decrease from August and 200-basis-point decrease from the most recent high in
October 2015.

In the majority of local markets, 26 out of 30 measured by Yardi, rent prices grew year-over-year
by at least 3 percent in September. At the top of the list in growth is Sacramento, where
rent prices grew 11.1 percent annually in September. San Francisco appeared at the bottom of
the list as more inventory has been entering the market and offering locals a bit of relief.
Yardi expects new apartment completions to reach 360,000 in 2016 throughout the nation, while
rent growth may continue to see some easing.

Affordable housing units are in high demand, and the renter by necessity sector is seeing its
growth outpace the lifestyle sector, according to Yardi. The trailing 12-month growth rate in
September was 5.9 percent for all asset classes — 5.4 percent for lifestyle and 6.2 percent for
renter-by-necessity.
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For the past few months, occupancy rates have remained strong and steady, staying flat at 95.8
percent in August.
While rents are continuing to keep pace with the expectations, the report shows job growth is
taking a back seat across the country. The same metros that are seeing a bump in supply have
seen a slow in rent growth, like San Francisco and Denver.

San Francisco
Despite the slowdown, forecasted overall rent growth in San Francisco by the end 2016 is at
10.5 percent, good for the no. 1 metro studied by Yardi for predicted growth. However, San
Francisco saw a dip in market growth in both asset classes in September.
As of August 2016, the occupancy rate was 96.5 percent, which was a 0.1 percent increase over
July’s rate.

In September 2016, new completions made up 1.9 percent of the total stock of homes in San
Francisco; job growth in the City by the Bay increased year-over-year in July 2016 by 3.3
percent, according to the six-month moving average.
Email Kimberly Manning
Article image credited to Jerry Moorman / iStock.com
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Gentrification
An updated Literature Review
By Silva Mathema
October 2013
Introduction
In the past several decades, scholars in urban studies have defined and redefined the term
“gentrification.” Davidson and Lees (2005) suggest that a holistic definition of
gentrification should include the following four elements to allow the term to be
applicable and relevant in varying contexts. They are: “(1) reinvestment of capital; (2)
social upgrading of locale by incoming high-income groups; (3) landscape change; and
(4) direct or indirect displacement of low-income groups” (Davidson and Lees 2005,
p.1170).
This review reveals that gentrification is a dynamic and multi-layered process in which
the roles of different actors and components continuously change over time and space.
Neighborhoods undergoing gentrification may experience the process differently
depending upon their respective social, political, and geographic contexts. Thus, the
policies designed to mitigate its negative social consequences is also context-driven. This
review begins with highlights of the main arguments surrounding gentrification, both
historical and contemporary. The threat of direct or indirect displacement is still prevalent
(Davidson 2008), but intentional preservation and residential integration strategies have
the potential to minimize displacement impacts while achieving the goal of improving
and redeveloping neighborhoods.
Theories of gentrification: an introduction
To analyze the current arguments regarding the theories and realities of gentrification,
there is a need to understand its historical trajectories. Ever since the concept of
“gentrification” was introduced in 1964 by Ruth Glass, urban scholars have been trying
to establish its theoretical foothold. One well-cited debate was between David Ley and
Neil Smith during the late 70s and early 80s which revolved around finding the causal
factors of gentrification. Neil Smith, in a 1979 essay, theorized that the production-side or
supply-side arguments based on the classical theory of economics may explain the
emergence of gentrification. According to Smith’s “rent gap” thesis, gentrification occurs
when there is a mismatch or a “rent gap” between potential economic returns from a
centrally located building and the actual economic gains from its current use. The
investment in rehabilitation, reconstruction, or new construction takes place only when it
is profitable, or in other words, if the gains that the structure can generate from its future
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use is more than the cost of investing in it. Later, Lees et al (2010) argue that although the
rent gap thesis seems logical, it is difficult to measure empirically. They further explain
that this measurement issue was the main point of contention between Neil Smith and
David Ley.
Contrary to Smith, Ley (1981, 1994) argues that the process of gentrification starts with
changing societal needs and demands rather than the structural changes in the housing
market. He posits that the post-industrial economic restructuring which shifted the
demand from blue-collar to white-collar workers was one of the main factors in
instigating a change in inner cities. According to Ley, the new white-collar workforce
had high purchasing power and different consumption patterns from the traditional
workers in the manufacturing sector. For instance, the new white-collar workers had
different preferences in housing location and amenities possibly accelerating the process
of gentrification. However, Hamnett (1991) states that these discussions only focused on
either consumption-side or production-side arguments which ended up answering some
questions while failing to answer others. He calls for a more “integrated theory of
gentrification,” one which does not concentrate solely on the existence of cheap housing
in prime locations or the gentrifiers’ demands (p. 175).
Many urban scholars have also investigated the relationship between gentrification and
displacement of low-income individuals and families. Gentrification-induced
displacement is said to occur when economically well-off groups move into
neighborhoods thereby increasing the rent and the cost of goods and services which over
time pushes out low-income original residents (Atkinson 2000). Researchers have
pointed out that displacement may be the most “difficult aspect of urban revitalization to
examine systematically” (Sumka 1979, p. 483). To make matters difficult, the causal
linkage between gentrification processes and displacement are unclear due to numerous,
often times unobservable, intervening factors that causes low-income individuals to move
out of a neighborhood (Atkinson 2000).
The measurement challenge did not discourage researchers from trying to track and build
a profile of the “displacees” (Sumka 1979, Hartman 1979, Marcuse 1986). Amidst the
supply and production-side conundrum and research highlighting the negative
consequences of gentrification, the academic research even reached a point where some
scholars started a dialogue about a post-gentrification era indicating that gentrification
was a transient phenomenon of the 70s and will not be relevant in the future (Bourne
1993).
Recent gentrification research: focus on policy interventions
Contrary to Bourne’s prediction about the end of the gentrification era, there was a
renewed interest in gentrification among researchers and policymakers during the early
2000s (Vigdor 2001, Slater 2006). Researchers began exploring the factors that lead to
gentrification of a neighborhood partly in hopes that communities could prepare for an
impending change (Chapple 2009). Thus, it has been suggested that gentrification is
more likely to occur in areas which are – closer to richer neighborhoods (Guerrieri 2013),
near city center or downtown (Helms 2003, Kolko 2007), well-served by mass transit
(Helms 2003), and have older housing stocks (Kolko 2007).
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Other researchers have focused on the major actors driving the changes in a
neighborhood. In their study, Hackworth and Smith (2001) highlighted the increasingly
powerful role played by states and local governments in aiding the current gentrification
process. Known as the third wave gentrification, Hackworth and Smith (2001) argue that
states’ role in gentrification became stronger due to the devolution of power from the
federal to the state and local governments. Decrease in federal funds put enormous
pressure on local governments to increase their tax bases and were therefore attracted to
pursue strategies to increase their revenues. They invested in projects that improved their
tax bases by revitalizing their neighborhoods to attract middle- income residents.
Gentrification came to be viewed as a “welcome result of sound economic redevelopment
policy” (Eckerd and Reams 2012). Furthermore, since gentrification became spatially
dispersed, corporate investors looked towards the local government to share the risk of
potential losses. In the U.S., referred as “redevelopment” and “social mixing,”
gentrification was seen as a practical solution to the tackle concentrated poverty (Lees
2008). Similarly, Slater (2006) stated that gentrification regained its popularity partly due
to the “demise of displacement as a defining feature of the process and as a research
question” and a rise of social mixing strategies (p. 737).
In some recent literature, it seems as if gentrification has undergone an “image
makeover” (Davidson 2008). Some studies have found little to no evidence of
gentrification-induced displacement and laud gentrification for promoting urban revival
and development (Betancur 2011). Using American Housing Survey’s data on residential
turnover, Ellen and O’Regan (2011) did not find increased displacement of vulnerable
original residents in neighborhoods that experienced large economic gains during the
1990s. They also did not observe any drastic change in racial composition of the
neighborhoods in the 1990s. This finding is significant because gentrification is usually
associated with exodus of low-income minority residents from transitioning
neighborhoods. In fact, there was increase in level of neighborhood satisfaction among
original residents in growing neighborhoods. Similarly, Freeman’s (2009) research
suggests that gentrification does not impact neighborhood level diversity negatively.
Likewise, Mckinnish (2010), analyzing the census tract data, found no evidence of
displacement among minority households in gentrifying neighborhoods.1 In fact, he
suggested that these diverse neighborhoods were attractive to middle class black families
who were likely to move into these areas. Vigdor (2010), also using data from American
Housing Survey, found that revitalization is generally beneficial for all residents as
increases in prices due to changes brought about by urban revitalization processes is less
than what most residents are willing to pay for the resulting benefits in the
neighborhoods. However, he urges policymakers to observe these results cautiously as
aggregate data might overlook impacts of these projects at an individual level.
Contrarily, other researchers were skeptical about the growing conclusion that there was
a “demise of displacement” notion in gentrifying neighborhoods (Wacquant 2008).
Wacquant (2008) alluded that urban research, in general, was moving away from
studying the working class population. Furthermore, he posits that the adverse effects of
revitalization efforts on low-income original residents, in reality, may have been stronger
1

Mckinnish (2010) identifies gentrifying neighborhoods to be those low-income neighborhoods (average
incomes less than $30,079) which experienced economic gains of at least $10,000 from 1990 to 2000.
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as local governments were shifting away from catering to needs of their disadvantaged
residents.
State sponsored redevelopment
During the 1990s and 2000s, state and local governments invested millions of dollars in
demolishing public housing projects to make way for mixed income development and
promote social mixing to tackle the ills of concentrated poverty (Chaskin 2012). The U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) launched a program called
HOPE VI which demolished around 63,000 units and redeveloped 20,300 units by 2004
(Lees 2008).
Other researchers have raised doubts over the effectiveness of HOPE VI program to
promote desegregation and provide affordable housing. For example, displaced residents
of the demolished public housing projects were rarely able to come back to the mixed
income houses that were built in its place (Fullilove and Wallace 2011). There was
further evidence that even state-led gentrification had a high potential to cause
displacement (Davidson 2008). For example, Chicago’s attempt to deconcentrate poverty
by replacing public housing with mixed income housing is largely unmet (Chaskin 2013).
There were also documented instances of anti-gentrification movements and resistance,
for example, post-Katrina HOPE VI project in New Orleans drew large number of
protestors, who were unable to come back to their dwellings, speaking against
demolitions of public housing (Lees et al 2010). Additionally, there was other evidence
of harmful effects of displacement on low-income resident arising from the erosion of
neighborhood level support structures. As a result of limited resources, low-income and
racially/ethnically diverse individuals relied largely on the place-based platforms for
support and advancement. For example, Latinos is Chicago were heavily reliant on place
based social fabric for their day to day activities (Bentacur 2011). Therefore,
displacement for these individuals not only implied loss of place but also translated to a
loss of these social support structures. Even seemingly harmless projects involving new
construction in previously vacant brownfields do not produce positive “social mixing”
results (Davidson 2010). Studying three London communities qualitatively, Davidson
(2010) finds that “spatial cohabitation does not lead to shared social identification.” In
these neighborhoods, he finds that new build gentrification brought about less evidence
of interaction and more evidence of increasing social distance and tensions among
residents. In the U.S., interaction between various parties involved in mixed-income
developments in Chicago produced results contrary to its intentions. These mixed income
development projects aiming to move low-income families to other areas brought
different communities closer spatially, but might have resulted in new forms of exclusion
for low-income residents. Chaskin (2013) suggests that social mixing policies that did not
promote relationship building among old and new residents did little to alleviate
segregation.
Public policy interventions to manage gentrification
Policies encouraging some form of residential integration as part of the gentrification or
redevelopment process are potentially promising. However, more effort is needed to –
bridge the potential social gap between older and newer residents, establish a sense of
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community among them, and give a choice to older renters and homeowners to remain in
their homes and apartments. Researchers have suggested more structured policy
alternatives to provide assistance and empower original renters and homeowners. These
solutions essentially help vulnerable renters and homeowners who could be priced out of
their homes due to rising rents and increasing property taxes. For example, Godsil (2013)
proposed that these at-risk residents can be provided with special vouchers designed to
cover the increases in housing prices. Another researcher suggested that rent controls in
gentrifying neighborhoods can assist in helping the low-income renters to stay in their
neighborhoods (Chapple 2009). For example, rent stabilization policies and public
housing projects have helped in cushioning the impacts of gentrification in New York
(Wyly 2010). These structural solutions are to be viewed with caution as it may help to
maintain the affordability of some of these homes and apartments, but they do little in
decreasing the social distance among the old and the new resident.
Other researchers and practitioners have offered a few ways in taking a step towards this
goal of making a truly inclusive community. In Portland, OR, policies such as a cap on
property tax increases have helped many African American residents to keep their homes
and remain in their neighborhoods. As a complement to this tax policy, community
organizers in these neighborhoods attempt to diminish the negative impacts of
gentrification on community relations through social dialogue and communication (Drew
2012). Based on a concept called “restorative justice,” this project known as the
“Restorative Listening Project” engages community in conversations about race and how
gentrification impacts their neighborhood. Though a first step, the organizers see story
telling among neighbors about the racial history of the community as an important facet
to foster relationships. Levy (2007) explains that the type of intervention undertaken by
communities is also dependent upon the stage of gentrification that the neighborhood is
going through. He examines several neighborhoods at different levels of gentrification
and documents polices of each neighborhood. The solutions range from preserving
current stock of affordable housing through rehabilitation to expanding the supply of
affordable housing. It also includes a combination of rent stabilization program designed
to cushion against sudden increases in rent, and voluntary inclusionary zoning which sets
aside a portion of units to remain affordable.
Conclusion
Gentrification in the form of revitalization, redevelopment, and social mixing of older
and at-risk neighborhoods has received renewed attention from policymakers. Localities
experiencing such transformations will need to be cognizant of the main players, the state
of gentrification, and historical and racial context of the neighborhood, to be able to
design programs that aim to promote social justice and equitable development in the
gentrifying neighborhoods. As mentioned earlier, policymakers and advocates must take
steps to ensure that redevelopment is truly inclusive through opening the lines of
communication between the old and the new and involving community members in the
decision making process.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

Research Implies the Importance of Increasing Production of Subsidized
and Market-Rate Housing
Debate over the relative importance of subsidized and market-rate housing production in alleviating the current housing crisis continues to preoccupy policymakers, developers,
and advocates. This research brief adds to the discussion by
providing a nuanced analysis of the relationship between
housing production, affordability, and displacement in the
San Francisco Bay Area, finding that:
•

At the regional level, both market-rate and subsidized
housing reduce displacement pressures, but subsidized
housing has over double the impact of market-rate units.

•

Market-rate production is associated with higher housing cost burden for low-income households, but lower
median rents in subsequent decades.

•

At the local, block group level in San Francisco, neither
market-rate nor subsidized housing production has the
protective power they do at the regional scale, likely due
to the extreme mismatch between demand and supply.

Although more detailed analysis is needed to clarify the
complex relationship between development, affordability,
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and displacement at the local scale, this research implies the
importance of not only increasing production of subsidized
and market-rate housing in California’s coastal communities, but also investing in the preservation of housing affordability and stabilizing vulnerable communities.
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Housing Production, Filtering, and
Displacement: Untangling the
Relationships

both neighborhood stability and income diversity into the
future.
We begin this research brief by describing why the filtering process, the phenomenon in which older market-rate
housing becomes more affordable as new units are added to
the market, may fall short of producing affordable housing.
We next revisit the question of the impact of market-rate
development, looking also at the role of subsidized housing
development, in mitigating displacement. After an examination of the impact of housing production on displacement
over the short- and long-term, we look at why adding to
housing supply in a region might not reduce housing market
pressures in all neighborhoods. We conclude by suggesting
next steps for research.

Introduction

The ongoing crisis of housing affordability in California
has deepened the divide between those who believe it can
be resolved by expanding the supply of market-rate housing and those who believe that market-rate construction on
its own will not meet the needs of low-income households,
for whom more subsidized housing needs to be built or staFiltering Is Not Enough
bilized. These arguments over the role of market-rate versus subsidized housing have plagued strong-market cities,
Using our data, the LAO report concluded that the
which are engaging in political debates at the ballot box (e.g.,
most important solution to the housing crisis in California’s
the “Mission Moratorium,” a ballot measure that would ban
coastal communities is to build more market-rate housing.
luxury units in San Francisco’s Mission neighborhood) and
The report found that new market-rate construction rein city hall (e.g., housing density bonus programs like New
duced displacement of low-income households across the
York City’s inclusionary housing plan) over the role and imregion. After outlining the challenges and limited funding
pact of housing development.
for subsidized units, the report argued that filtering, or the
In the February 2016 report “Perspectives on Helping
phenomenon in which older market-rate housing becomes
Low-Income Californians Afford Housing” (hereafter “the
more affordable as new units are added to the market, was
LAO Report”), the California Legislative Analyst’s Office
the most effective way to exit the affordable-housing crisis.
(LAO) used data we posted on our Urban Displacement
The report neglects the many challenges of using marketProject website (www.urbandisplacement.org) to argue
rate housing development as the main mechanism for prothat market-rate development would be the most effective
viding housing for low-income households, in particular
investment to prevent low-income households from being
1
the timing and quality of the “filtered” housing stock.2 The
displaced from their neighborhoods.
filtering process can take generations,
In this research brief we present a more numeaning that units may not filter at a
anced view to contribute to this debate. We cor.
.
.
we
found
that
rate that meets needs at the market’s
rect for the omission of subsidized housing proboth market-rate and
peak, and the property may deteriorate
duction from the LAO Report and find that both
too much to be habitable. Further, in
market-rate and subsidized housing reduce dissubsidized housing
many strong-market cities, changes in
placement at the regional level, yet subsidized
development can reduce
housing preferences have increased the
housing has over double the impact of marketdisplacement pressures,
desirability of older, architecturally sigrate units. After evaluating the impact of marketnificant property, essentially disrupting
but
subsidized
housing
rate and subsidized housing built in the 1990s on
the filtering process.
displacement occurring in the 2000s, to ensure
is twice as effective as
Although our data is not tailored
that we are examining before and after relationmarket-rate
development
to
answer
questions about the speed of
ships, we find that market-rate development has
at
the
regional
level.
filtering, other researchers3 have found
an insignificant effect on displacement. Finally,
that on average across the United States,
when looking at the local, neighborhood scale in
rental units become occupied by lowerSan Francisco, neither market-rate nor subsidized
income households at a rate of approximately 2.2% per year.
housing production has the protective power they do at the
Yet in strong housing markets such as California and New
regional scale, likely due to the extreme mismatch between
England the rate is much lower and researchers find that fildemand and supply. These findings provide further support
tering rates have an inverse relationship with housing price
for continuing the push to ease housing pressures by proinflation; in other words, places that have rapidly rising
ducing more housing at all levels of affordability throughout
housing prices have slower filtering rates.4 Using the estistrong-market regions. These findings also provide support
mates of Rosenthal (2014) and an annual appreciation rate
for increasing spending on subsidized housing to ensure
IGS Research Brief, May 2016
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of 3.3% over the last 20 years, the pace at which units filter
down to lower-income households for the Bay Area’s rental
market is estimated at roughly 1.5% per year. Yet, Rosenthal
finds that rents decline by only 0.3% per year, indicating
that units become occupied by lower-income households
at a faster rate than rents are falling, which could result in
heightened housing cost burden. Furthermore, if we were
to assume that developers are building housing for people
at the median income, then it would take approximately 15
years before those units filtered down to people at 80% of
the median income and closer to 50 years for households
earning 50% of the median income.5 Again, however, this
does not mean that such units are actually affordable to the
low-income households occupying them.
We examined the relationship between market-rate
housing construction, rents, and housing cost burden (Table
1). Initial results indicate a filtering effect for units produced
in the 1990s on median rents in 2013. Yet market-rate development in the 2000s is associated with higher rents, which
could be expected as areas with higher rents are more lucrative places for developers to build housing. Furthermore,
development in both the 1990s and 2000s is positively associated with housing cost burden for low-income households. Thus, while filtering may eventually help lower rents
decades later, these units may still not be affordable to lowincome households.

tions in displacement. Higher shares of housing built before
1950, college-educated population in 2000, and low-income
population in 2000 increased the likelihood of the census
tract experiencing displacement. These results are generally consistent with previous research: existing residents in
neighborhoods with historic housing stock and college-educated populations are at higher risk of displacement.9 We
also find, however, that the production of subsidized units
has a protective effect, which appears to be greater than the
effect of the market-rate units (Model 2). This includes units
built with low-income housing tax credits and other federal
and state subsidies.10 We find the effect of subsidized units
in reducing the probability of displacement to be more than
double the effect of market-rate units. In other words, for
every one subsidized unit, we would need to produce two or
more market-rate units to have the same reduction in displacement pressure.11
What we find largely supports the argument that building more housing, both market-rate and subsidized, will
reduce displacement. However, we find that subsidized
housing will have a much greater impact on reducing displacement than market-rate housing. We agree that marketrate development is important for many reasons, including
reducing housing pressures at the regional scale and housing large segments of the population. However, our analysis
strongly suggests that subsidized housing production is even
more important when it comes to reducing displacement of
low-income households.

Developing Subsidized Units Is Even More Protective
While numerous critiques of the LAO report have circulated,6 we believe that the omission of subsidized housing
production data from the analysis has the greatest potential
to skew results.7 We have reanalyzed the data on housing
production, including that of subsidized housing, and show
that the path to reducing displacement is more complex
than to simply rely on market-rate development and filtering. Following, we present our analysis that replicates the
LAO analysis with the addition of subsidized housing data.
To examine the relationship between market-rate housing construction, subsidized housing construction, and
displacement of low-income households, we developed an
econometric model that estimates the probability of a lowincome Bay Area neighborhood experiencing displacement.
We employ the same methodology as the LAO Report, using
probit regression analysis to evaluate how various factors affect the likelihood of a census tract experiencing displacement between 2000 and 2013 (see the technical appendix
for definitions).
Consistent with the LAO Report, we find that new market-rate units built from 2000 to 2013 significantly predict a
reduction in the displacement indicator from 2000 to 2013
(Table 2, Model 1).8 Higher shares of nonwhite population
and higher housing density also produced significant reducIGS Research Brief, May 2016
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Table 1. The Impact of Development on Median Rent and Housing Cost Burden for Low-Income Households for the SF Bay Area Census
Tracts (linear model)
Median Rent (2009-2013)
% of housing units built pre-1950 in 2000
% of population nonwhite in 2000

-202.52***

-0.04***

47.28

0.08***

% of adult population with college degree in 2000

445.65***

Housing density (pop/square mile) in 2000

2.6E-04

% of households with income below 80% of county
median in 2000

Percent of Low Income Households that are
Housing Cost Burdened (2009-2013)

0.03*
-1.6E-07

-1185.37***

-0.05**

Number of new market-rate units built between 19902000

-0.05**

2.7E-05***

Number of new market-rate units built between 20002013

0.07***

2.6E-05***

60.30***

0.01

Proximity to rail transit station (<1/2 mile) in 2000
Intercept

1827.80***

0.56***

n

1569

1568

R2

0.51

0.06

***<.01 **<.05 *<.10 significance level

Table 2. The Impact of Market-Rate and Subsidized Developments on Displacement Bay Area Tracts 2000-2013
Model 1

Model 2

% of housing units built pre-1950 in 2000

0.612***

0.481***

% of population nonwhite in 2000

-0.956***

-0.943***

% of adult population with college degree in 2000

1.775***

1.824***

-1.04E-05***

-1.01E-05***

% of households with income below 80% of county
median in 2000

2.447***

3.054***

Number of new market-rate units built between 20002013

-0.002***

-0.002***

--

-0.005***

-1.576***

-1.709***

Housing density (pop/square mile) in 2000

Number of subsidized units built between 2000-2013
Intercept
n
Pseudo R2

1569

1569

0.1456

0.1693

***<.01 **<.05 *<.10 significance level
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Table 3. The Impact of Market-Rate and Subsidized Developments on Displacement Bay Area Tracts 1990-2000 and 2000-2013
Model 3

Model 4

Model 5

% of housing units built pre-1950 in 2000

0.614***

0.565***

0.446**

% of population nonwhite in 2000

-1.071***

-1.090***

-0.9555***

% of adult population with college degree in 2000

1.689***

1.700***

1.820***

Housing density (pop/square mile) in 2000

-5.95E-06*

% of households with income below 80% of county
median in 2000
Number of new market-rate units built between 19902000

-5.09E-06

2.251***
-3.25E-04**

-9.73E-06**

2.474***
-2.91E-04**

3.105***
-6.85E-05

Number of subsidized units built between 1990-2000

--

-0.004***

Number of new market-rate units built between 20002013

--

--

-0.002***

Number of subsidized units built between 2000-2013

--

--

-0.005***

-1.613***

-1.660***

-1.699***

Intercept

-0.002*

n

1571

1571

1569

Pseudo R2

0.108

0.118

0.171

***<.01 **<.05 *<.10 significance level
The Effectiveness of Market-Rate Production in
Mitigating Displacement Diminishes over Time

LAO Report. Yet, once again, subsidized housing built in the
previous decade has more than double the effect of marketrate development in that decade (Model 4). When looking
at housing production in both the 1990s and 2000s (Model
5), subsidized housing continues to play a greater role in
mitigating displacement in 2010s, while market development in the 1990s becomes insignificant. This suggests that
there are factors dictating development in the 1990s that are
related to development in the 2000s as well as displacement
that are not included in the model, such as housing sales
prices or school quality. An alternative interpretation of
the disappearance of an effect for market-rate housing built
in the 1990s is that market-rate housing in and of itself, or
the filtering process, has no effect on displacement. Future
research will need to further analyze these relationships as
well as other factors that may improve the predictive power
of the models.
Regardless of when construction happens relative to
displacement—before or concurrently—our analysis shows
that subsidized housing has double the impact of marketrate development. Further, the effectiveness of market-rate
housing in mitigating displacement seems to diminish as
more market-rate housing is built in a subsequent decade.
More research would be necessary to understand this phenomenon, but this result suggests that over time, the con-

The LAO Report used data that we posted to our website for housing production numbers that were built over the
same time period as our data on the change in low-income
households. Yet, since both housing production and household change are occurring in a 13-year period from 2000 to
2013, it is unclear which came first: conceivably, the change
in households occurred before the development, rather than
vice versa, however it is also feasible that developers prefer
to build in neighborhoods experiencing a decline in lowincome households. This creates the potential for errors in
the model. To account for this, we correct the potential error in the LAO Report by adding housing production data
that precede changes in low-income households, which we
use as the proxy for displacement. In other words, instead of
looking at the incidence of displacement in the same decade
as housing production, we evaluate the impact of marketrate and subsidized housing built in one decade (e.g., 1990s)
on what happens to residents in a subsequent decade (e.g.,
2000s).
We find that market-rate housing built in the 1990s significantly reduces the incidence of displacement from 2000
to 2013 (Table 3, Model 3), confirming the findings of the
IGS Research Brief, May 2016
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struction of market-rate housing may have a catalytic effect
on a neighborhood, increasing its attractiveness to upperincome residents, rather than a protective effect of filtering.

tension, then, one would expect market-rate development
to reduce displacement at the regional scale but increase it
or have no or a negative impact at the local neighborhood
scale.
Here we test this hypothesis. We do this by analyzing
our regional data set at the tract level14 and comparing the
results to the block group level for San Francisco,15 where we
have our most accurate data on housing production. What
we find largely confirms this regional versus local argument;
there is some, albeit limited evidence that at the regional
level market-rate housing production is associated with reductions in the probability of displacement (Model 5), but at
the block group level in San Francisco it has an insignificant
effect (Table 4, Models 6). Comparing the effect of marketrate and subsidized housing at this smaller geography, we
find that neither the development of market-rate nor subsidized housing has a significant impact on displacement.
This suggests that indeed in San Francisco, and by extension
similar strong markets, the unmet need for housing is so severe that production alone cannot solve the displacement
problem.
To illustrate this point, in Figure 1 we plot on the X-axis
construction of new market-rate units in the 1990s and
2000s and on the Y-axis the change in the number of lowincome households from 2000 to 2013 for both tracts in the
entire region and block groups in San Francisco. Although
at the regional level the relationship between market-rate
development and change in low-income households appears linear, the same is not true for the block group level,
where no clear pattern emerges.

Housing Production May Not Reduce
Displacement Pressure in a Neighborhood
As Rick Jacobus explains,12 because market mechanisms
work differently at different geographic scales, market-rate
construction can simultaneously alleviate housing pressures across the region while also exacerbating them at the
neighborhood level. At the regional scale, the interaction
of supply and demand determines prices; producing more
market-rate housing will result in decreased housing prices
and reduce displacement pressures. At the local, neighborhood scale, however, new luxury buildings could change
the perception of a neighborhood and send signals to the
market that such neighborhoods are desirable and safer for
wealthier residents, resulting in new demand. Given the unmet demand for real estate in certain neighborhoods, new
construction could simply induce more in-moving.13 By ex-

Table 4. The Impact of Market-Rate and Subsidized
Developments on Displacement, San Francisco Block Groups,
1990-2000 and 2000-2013
Model 6
% of housing units built pre-1950 in 2000

1.017***

% of population nonwhite in 2000

-2.306***

% of adult population with college degree in 2000

-0.427

Housing density (pop/square mile) in 2000

-1.0E-05***

% of households with income below 80% of county
median in 2000

3.038***

Number of new market-rate units built between
1990-1999

-0.002

Number of subsidized units built between 1990-1999

-0.004

Number of new market-rate units built between
2000-2013

4.2E-04

Number of subsidized units built between 2000-2013

-0.001

Intercept

-0.638

n
Pseudo R2

Housing Production and Neighborhood
Change in SOMA, SF
To better grasp the complicated relationship between housing development and displacement at the local
block group level we selected two case study areas in San
Francisco’s South of Market Area (SOMA) that experienced
high rates of development of both market-rate and subsidized units since the 1990s, but had divergent results when it
came to changes in the income profile of their residents. We
examined the dynamics of block groups 2 and 3 in Census
Tract 176.01. Both witnessed among the highest levels of
housing construction in San Francisco for both market-rate
and subsidized units, yet from 2000 to 2013 our data show
that Block Group 2 gained low-income households and
Block Group 3 lost low-income households.

578

Block Group 2
At the heart of downtown San Francisco, this sevenblock area is home to nearly 2,500 residents today, nearly
doubling its population since 2000. In the 1990s, 127 market-rate units were added to the area, mostly in mid-sized

0.113

***<.01 **<.05 *<.10 significance level
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Figure 1. Housing Production (1990-2013 and Change in Low-Income Households (2000-2013)

Figure 2. Housing Developments from 1990-2013 in Two
Block Groups of the SOMA Neighborhood, SF

IGS Research Brief, May 2016

buildings of about 30 units. During that same period, 108
subsidized units were added, including 72 units in a single room occupancy (SRO) hotel. Sales prices for condos
dipped in the mid-1990s, but climbed back to nearly $400
per square foot by 1999 (in 2010 dollars, see Figure 3).
Development of market-rate units continued into the
early 2000s, when the 258-unit SOMA Residences apartments were built at 1045 Mission Street in 2001. Three below-market-rate units were developed as part of the city’s inclusionary housing program, but no other subsidized units
were added. Sales prices increased in the area in the early
2000s, suffered from the housing crisis in the mid-2000s,
but reached back up to prerecession values by 2013.
Yet the area did not witness a significant loss of lowincome households during the 13-year period of 2000 to
2013, which may be in part related to the fact that nearly a
thousand units in the area are in buildings regulated by rent
control (nearly 60% of all rental units), which has remained
relatively constant since 2000. Finally, this area is bordered
by 6th Street to the east, San Francisco’s “skid row,” with
high rates of crime and concentrated poverty which may be
dampening the attractiveness of the neighborhood. When
we incorporate crime rates into our model, they significant-
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Figure 3. Median Condo Sales Price per Square Foot,
1991-2013 (Source: Dataquick 2014)

Figure 4. Canon Kip Community House Built in 1994
Houses Disabled Homeless Adults in 104 SRO Units

ly predict a reduction in displacement probability, even at
the block group level, which housing production does not.

Figure 5. 440 Units Were Developed at Trinity Place, at
1188 Mission Street, in 2010

Block Group 3
Block Group 3 is an eight-block area centered to the
north around the Civic Center BART station and home to
over 2,100 people (Figure 2). The area gained 101 marketrate units and 104 subsidized units in the 1990s. This block
group was the site of a 104-SRO-unit building for disabled
homeless adults in 1994. The 101 market-rate units built in
the 1990s were in smaller scale developments of 30 units
or less. Development accelerated the following decade with
601 market-rate units and 315 subsidized and below-market units. In 2002, 48 units were developed at 675 Minna
followed by 162 affordable units at 1188 Howard. In 2008,
244 luxury condos opened in the SOMA Grand at 1160
Mission and in 2010, following years of negotiation, the
Trinity Management group opened 440 high-end furnished
apartments at 1188 Mission as part of the Trinity Plaza development. The development was at the center of housing
debates as it involved the demolition of 377 rent-controlled
units. Ultimately the developer agreed to put 360 of its new
1,900 units under rent control.16 In 2015, however, the management group was accused of renting out some of those
rent-controlled units to tourists.17 Overall the area lost approximately 40% of its rent-controlled housing stock since
2000 and today a little over half of the rental units are under
rent control.
Despite the ongoing investments in subsidized housing
in the neighborhood, the new high-end developments have
contributed to the ongoing transformation of the neighborhood as characterized by the 2013 Yelp review by a SOMA
Grand resident:

cluding the one right in the building. . . . This neighborhood is transforming fast too!18
This, along with the loss of rent-controlled units, has resulted in a net loss over 150 low-income households (with
median incomes between 50% and 80% of San Francisco
median income) between 2000 and 2013. It is unclear, however, how much of that loss is due to the direct displacement
from the Trinity development or from indirect displacement
due to rising rents associated with local development or other factors affecting housing demand.
These two block groups illustrate the complex relationships between housing development and demographic
change. While both neighborhoods have witnessed dramatic development in one of the fastest growing parts of
San Francisco, and have similarly seen significant growth in
housing prices, one may be classified as experiencing displacement of low-income households, while the other does
not. The ambiguous effects of development at the local level
carry over to affordability as well. In Table 5 we show the
linear modeling results of housing development on median
rent and housing cost burden for low-income households,
finding that subsidized units built in the 2000s are associ-

I bought a place here in 2009 and absolutely love
it. While the neighborhood might have a bit of grit
to it there are so many great restaurants nearby, inIGS Research Brief, May 2016
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Table 5. The Impact of Development on Median Rent and Housing Cost Burden for Low-Income Households for SF Block Groups
(Linear Model)
Median Rent (2009-2013)
% of housing units built pre-1950 in 2000

Percent of Low Income Households that are
Housing Cost Burdened (2009-2013)

94.615

0.030

% of population nonwhite in 2000

-230.837

0.126

% of adult population with college degree in 2000

692.844**

0.113

Housing density (pop/square mile) in 2000

-5.2E-04

% of households with income below 80% of county
median in 2000

-616.005***

Number of new market-rate units built between 19902000

9.5E-08
-0.109*

6.0E-01

-3.5E-05

1.0E+00

2.6E-05

Number of new market-rate units built between 20002013

3.4E-02

1.5E-04*

Number of subsidized units built between 2000-2013

-9.1E-01**

-3.6E-04*

Intercept

1526.485***

Number of subsidized units built between 1990-2000

0.590***

n

578

563

R2

0.250

0.020

***<.01 **<.05 *<.10 significance level
hoods, nor to increase affordability at the neighborhood
scale.
Through our analysis, we found that both market-rate
and subsidized housing development can reduce displacement pressures, but subsidized housing is twice as effective
as market-rate development at the regional level. It is unclear, however, if subsidized housing production can have
a protective effect on the neighborhood even for those not
fortunate enough to live in the subsidized units themselves.
By looking at data from the region and drilling down to
local case studies, we also see that the housing market dynamics and their impact on displacement operate differently
at these different scales. Further research and more detailed
data would be needed to better understand the mechanisms
via which housing production affects neighborhood affordability and displacement pressures. We know that other
neighborhood amenities such as parks, schools, and transit
have a significant impact on housing demand and neighborhood change19 and it will take additional research to better
untangle the various processes at the local level.
In overheated markets like San Francisco, addressing
the displacement crisis will require aggressive preservation
strategies in addition to the development of subsidized and

ated with a decline in median rent and housing cost burden, whereas market-rate developments are associated with
greater housing cost burden. Development of subsidized
and market-rate units in the 1990s appears to have no significant impact on affordability in the subsequent decade at
the block group level. As discussed above, housing affordability and displacement may be related to other neighborhood and regional factors, such as employment dynamics
and neighborhood amenities that were not included in the
models. Additional research will be needed with higherresolution housing data along with other information about
neighborhood amenities to better understand the dynamics
and impact of housing production at the local scale.
Conclusions
There is no denying the desperate need for housing in
California’s coastal communities and similar housing markets around the U.S. Yet, while places like the Bay Area are
suffering from ballooning housing prices that are affecting
people at all income levels, the development of market-rate
housing may not be the most effective tool to prevent the
displacement of low-income residents from their neighborIGS Research Brief, May 2016
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market-rate housing, as building alone won’t protect specific vulnerable neighborhoods and households. This does
not mean that we should not continue and even accelerate
building. However, to help stabilize existing communities
we need to look beyond housing development alone to strategies that protect tenants and help them stay in their homes.

impacts from centrality of location. When we control for location in the three major cities (San Francisco, Oakland, and
San Jose), the effect of market-rate housing remains, but so
too does the magnitude of the effect of subsidized housing22
(Table 6, City Controls Model). In other words, all locations
being equal, subsidized housing still has a greater impact.
It has also been suggested that the results may be driven by neighborhood distress during the foreclosure crisis
where greater evictions occurred or fewer market rate units
were developed. To test this hypothesis, we controlled for
foreclosure rates between 2006 and 2013, finding the results
to be robust (Table 6, Distressed Tracts Model).
Finally, the categorical indicator developed by the LAO
could feasibly be labeling neighborhoods as experiencing
displacement that are in fact a result of other issues of decline such as high rates of foreclosures. We originally attempted to control for this by excluding tracts that had experienced overall population decline, however it is feasible
that gentrifying neighborhoods that witness a shift from
family to smaller households could also experience population decline. For this reason, we deemed the LAO definition
of displacement acceptable for the purposes of this analysis.
Nevertheless, we also ran a set of tests using a modified indicator that only counted tracts that grew from 2000-2013
as potentially experiencing displacement and also ran linear
regression models on the change of low income households.
When we did this, the direction and implications of the results remained the same.

Technical Appendix
Data
We use the same dataset released on our website urbandisplacement.org as used in the LAO report. We add data
on the production of subsidized units using data from the
California Housing Partnership Corporation that compiled
information from federal LIHTC and HUD subsidies, as
well as California state subsidies.20 We supplement this data
with information for San Francisco on parcel level housing
data and information on units produced under their Below
Market-Rate (inclusionary housing) program.
Defining Displacement
For the purposes of comparison, we use the same definition of displacement as the LAO report. They defined a
census tract as having experienced displacement if (1) its
overall population increased and its population of low-income households decreased, or (2) its overall population decreased and the rate of low-income households declined at a
faster rate than the overall population decline. The time period for change in low-income households is 2000 to 2013.
We apply the same methodology for San Francisco block
groups.
It’s important to note the limitations of this data in
proxying for displacement, as it is feasible that the change
in low-income households is a result not only of people
moving out and in, but also income mobility of households
moving down and becoming low income or up and becoming higher income. From our analysis of data from the Panel
Study on Income Dynamics we estimate that there would
have been a net increase in low-income households in most
places from 2000 to 2013 likely due to the Great Recession;
therefore, our estimates of displacement are likely an underestimate. Ideally we would be able to more accurately
proxy for displacement by using a measure of out-migration
of low-income households from a tract. Future research is
needed accessing mobility datasets to better capture the displacement phenomenon for the Bay Area.
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URBANDISPLACEMENT Project
As regions across California plan for and invest in
transit oriented development, in part as a response to
SB 375 and the implementation of their Sustainable
Communities Strategies, communities are increasingly concerned about how new transit investment
and related new development will affect the lives of
existing residents, particularly low-income communities of color. The Urban Displacement Project, a
UC-Berkeley research project, analyzed the relationship between transit investment and neighborhood
change, identifying factors that place neighborhoods at risk of displacement and mapping Bay Area
neighborhoods according to levels of risk.
Gentrification, or the influx of capital and higher-income, higher-educated residents into working-class
neighborhoods, has already transformed about 10%
of Bay Area neighborhoods. Displacement, which

occurs when housing or neighborhood conditions
actually force moves, is occurring in 48% of Bay Area
neighborhoods, divided almost evenly between
low-income and moderate/high-income neighborhoods. Displacement can be physical (as building
conditions deteriorate) or economic (as costs rise).
It might push households out, or it might prohibit
them from moving in, called exclusionary displacement. Displacement, whether physical or economic,
may result from disinvestment as well as investment.
Thus, displacement is often taking place with gentrification nowhere in plain sight. Several key factors
are behind both gentrification and displacement:
proximity to rail stations, job centers, and historic
housing stock, as well as location in a strong real estate market. Communities of color and renter neighborhoods are particularly at risk.

KEY STUDY FINDINGS
Regionally, there has been a net gain in 94,408 low-income households between 2000 and 2013. However, there has been a concurrent loss of almost 106,000 naturally-occurring affordable housing units
(where low-income people pay 30% or less of their income on rent).
More than half of low-income households, all over the nine-county region, live in neighborhoods at risk
of or already experiencing displacement and gentrification pressures.
The crisis is not yet half over: More tracts are at risk of displacement in the future compared to those
already experiencing it (in other words, the number of tracts at risk of displacement are 123% higher
than the numbers already experiencing it).
Still, more than half of neighborhoods in the nine-county Bay Area are quite stable, or just becoming
poorer.
In low-income areas, this is due to a combination of subsidized housing production, tenant protections,
rent control and strong community organizing.
Displacement extends far beyond gentrifying neighborhoods: The Bay Area’s affluent neighborhoods
have lost slightly more low-income households than have more inexpensive neighborhoods – a story of
exclusion.
We are losing “naturally occurring” affordable housing in neighborhoods often more quickly than we can
build new housing.
There is no clear relationship or correlation between building new housing and keeping housing
affordable in a particular neighborhood.

2

Literature Review

Case Studies

A literature review of prior work on gentrification and
displacement revealed several findings, including:

Extending these findings further, we delve into nine
neighborhoods in the Bay Area to trace the trajectory
of gentrification and community response. We find:

Neighborhoods change slowly, but over time are
becoming more segregated by income, due in
part to macro-level increases in income inequality.
Gentrification results from both flows of capital
and people. The extent to which gentrification is
linked to racial transition differs across neighborhood contexts.
New fixed-rail transit has a generally positive effect on both residential and commercial property
values, but its impact varies substantially according to context.
Proximity to high quality schools and parks, as
well as access to highways, increases home values.
Despite severe data and analytic challenges in
measuring the extent of displacement, most studies agree that gentrification at a minimum leads
to exclusionary displacement and may push out
some renters as well.
Previous studies have failed to build a cumulative understanding of displacement because they
have utilized different definitions, compared different populations, and adopted a relatively short
timeframe; there is not even agreement on what
constitutes a significant effect.
Existing studies rarely account or proxy for regional market strength, which undermines their relevance to particular contexts.

Interactive Map
The interactive Urban Displacement Project provides a guide to gentrification and displacement
in every neighborhood in the Bay Area. The map
serves as a regional early-warning system at the
census tract level, with classifications ranging
from not losing low-income housing to advanced
gentrification and advanced exclusion of low-income housing.

Gentrification may not precede displacement.
Gentrification is often assumed to be a precursor
to residential displacement, yet in many of our
cases we found that displacement precedes gentrification and that the two processes are often occurring simultaneously.
Gentrification and displacement are regional. Although gentrification and displacement are often
seen as a neighborhood or local phenomenon,
our cases show that they are inherently linked to
shifts in the regional housing and job market.
Despite continued pressures and much anxiety,
many neighborhoods that expected to be at risk
of displacement — such as East Palo Alto, Marin
City and San Francisco’s Chinatown — have been
surprisingly stable, at least until 2013, the most recent year with available data. This is likely due to
a combination of subsidized housing production,
tenant protections, rent control and strong community organizing.
Policy, planning and organizing can stabilize
neighborhoods. Many of the cases have shown remarkable stability, largely due to strengths of local housing policy, community organizing, tenant
protections and planning techniques.
Transportation investment shapes displacement.
Our research suggests that it’s not just the investments in transportation and infrastructure that
can accelerate the processes of gentrification and
displacement, but the planning of such investments as well.

Our displacement typology shows, in an interactive map, neighborhood-level change, including vulnerability to future displacement.
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Anti-Displacement
Policy Analysis
Even though many Bay Area neighborhoods are at
risk of displacement or exclusion, such change is not
inevitable. Subsidized housing and tenant protections
such as rent control and just-cause eviction ordinances
are effective tools for stabilizing communities, yet the
regional nature of the housing and jobs markets has
managed to render some local solutions ineffective.

Methodology
Over 50 variables were analyzed from 1990-2013 from
various datasets including data on demographics,
transportation, housing, land use, and policies. We developed a gentrification index to characterize places
that historically housed vulnerable populations and
experienced significant demographic shifts and investment in real estate.
To approximate displacement, we calculated the loss
of low income households for each time period. Researchers have found that neighborhood composition
in the United States is considerably stable; therefore we
assume that any neighborhoods that experiences a net
loss of low income households is a result of displacement pressures. Although the change in low income
households could be due to income mobility (e.g.,
low income households moving into middle or upper
income categories, or vice versa), from our analysis of
data from the Panel Study on Income Dynamics we
estimate that there would have been a net increase in
low income households in most places, therefore our
estimates of displacement are likely an underestimate
if anything.
Robust regression models were constructed to estimate the predictors of both gentrification and loss of
low income households/displacement, which were
then incorporated into place typologies for risk of
either gentrification-related displacement or exclusionary displacement which occurs in higher income
neighborhoods.
This research was supported by funding under an award from the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development for the Bay Area Regional
Prosperity Plan, and from a grant from the California Air Resources Board. The
statements and conclusions in this report are those of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect those of the U.S. government or the Air Resources Board.
ii
Methods are available in the two full reports, Developing a New Methodology for Analyzing Displacement (California Air Resources Board), and REWS
Typologies Final Project Report.
iii
See Fang Wei and Paul L. Knox, “Spatial transformation of metropolitan
cities.” Environment and Planning A 47.1 (2015): 50-68.
i

Affordable Housing and Anti-Displacement
Strategies Include:
Affordable Housing Production Strategies
Fiscal Strategies
Affordable housing impact fees
Jobs-housing balance or commercial impact fees
Community benefits agreements
Housing production trust funds
Taxing Powers
Tax exemptions for non-profit affordable housing
Levying parcel taxes, tax-increment financing districts
Bonds
Land Use Controls
Expedited permitting processes for affordable housing
Reduced parking requirements for affordable housing
Inclusionary housing/zoning
Density bonus in exchange for building affordable
units
Accessory dwelling units
Assets and Investments
Public land dedicated to affordable housing
Land banking
Preservation Strategies
Rent stabilization/control
Condominium conversion ordinances
No-net-loss, one-for-one replacement strategies
Single-room occupancy hotels rent and conversion
controls
Mobile home rent controls
Tenant protections and support
Rental assistance
Tenant counseling
Proactive code enforcement
Just Cause eviction policy
Tenant right to purchase laws
Asset Building and Local Economic Development
Minimum wage
Wage theft protections
Local or first source hiring ordinances
Individual development accounts
Homeowner assistance programs
Housing rehabilitation funds
For more information:

Maps and reports are at http://www.urbandisplacement.org/.
Miriam Zuk, Ph.D. mzuk@berkeley.edu or (510) 643-9103
Professor Karen Chapple, chapple@berkeley.edu or (510) 642-1868
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